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SOLITARY CONFINEMENT

After the Board of State Prison Directors, sitting

in session at the prison, had heard and disposed of

the complaints and petitions of a number of con-

victs, the warden announced that all who wished to

appear had been heard. The chairman—nervous,

energetic, abrupt, incisive man—glanced at a slip

of paper in his hand, and said to the warden,
"Send for convict No. 382."

The warden started and became slightly pale.

Somewhat confused, he haltingly replied, "Why, he

has expressed no desire to appear before you."

."Nevertheless, you will send for him at once," re-

sponded the chairman.

The warden bowed stiffly and directed a guard to

produce the convict. Then turning to the chairman,

he said

:

*

"I am ignorant of your purpose in summoning this

man, but of course I have no objection. I desire,

however, to make a statement concerning him before

he appears."

"When we shall have called for a statement from
you," coldly responded the chairman, "you may make
one.

tf

The warden sank back into his seat. He was a

tall, fine-looking man, well-bred and intelligent, and

had a kindly face. Though ordinarily cool, courage-

ous, and self-possessed, he was unable to conceal a

strong emotion which looked much like fear. The
uneasy eyes of the warden finally fell upon a beam
of light and there his glance rested. The chairman,

without addressing anyone in particular, remarked

:

"There are ways of learning what occurs in a

prison without the assistance of either the wardens

or the convicts."

At that moment a guard appeared with the con-

vict, who shambled in painfully and laboriously. He
was about forty-five years of age. Undoubtedly he

once had been a man of uncommon physical strength,

for a powerful skeleton showed underneath the sal-

low skin which covered his emaciated frame. His

sallowness was peculiar and ghastly. It was partly

that of disease, and partly of something worse.

There had been no time to prepare him for pres-

entation to the board. His prison uniform was
dirty and torn. His hair had not been cut for several

weeks and the hair on his face appeared like bristles.

These incidents of his appearance, combined with a

very peculiar expression on his face, made an extra-

ordinary picture. His eyes were hungry and eager.

He looked around the room and when his eyes en-

countered the face of the warden, they flashed. He
was disturbed only when the chairman sharply com-

manded:

"Take that seat
!"

The convict started as though he had been struck,

and turned his eyes upon the chairman. A moment
later he sank into the chair and there he sat, con-

scious and intelligent, but slouching, disorganized

and indifferent.

The chairman turned sharply to the guard.

"Why did you manacle this man," he demanded,
"when he is evidently so weak, and when none of the

others were manacled?"

"Why, sir," stammered the guard, "surely you

know who this man is; he is the most dangerous and
desperate—

"

"We know all about that. Remove his manacles !"

The guard obeyed. The chairman turned to the

convict, and in a kindly manner said

:

"Do you know who we are?"

The convict pulled himself together a little and
looked steadily at the chairman.

"No !" he replied, after a pause. His manner was
direct, and his voice was deep though hoarse.

"We are the state prison directors. We have

heard of your case, and we want you to tell us the

whole truth about it."

The convict's mind worked slowly, and it was some
time before he could comprehend the explanation

and request.

"I suppose you want me to make a complaint?"

"Yes—if you have any to make."

The convict was getting himself in hand. He
straightened, and gazed at the chairman with a pe-

culiar intensity. Then firmly and clearly he en-

swered

:

"Fve no complaint to make."

The chairman rose and approached the convict,

laying a hand on his shoulder, saying:

"I am asking you to make a statement—merely

asking for your help to right a wrong, if a wrong
has been done. Speak out like a man and have no
fear of anything." ,

The convict was touched and stung. He looked

lip steadily into the chairman's face and firmly said

:

"There is nothing in this world that I fear."

Then he hung his head, and presently he raised it

and added: : ' '

"I will tell you all about it.

"I was sent up for twenty years for killing a man.
I have not been a criminal. I killed him without

thinking, for he had robbed jne and wronged me. I

came here thirteen years ago. I got along fine, as

the warden that was here then understood me and
was kind to me. I am not complaining about the

V
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present warden. I ask no man's favor, and I fear
no man's power."

"That is all right. Proceed I"

.,.;, "After the warden had made a good man out of
me, I worked faithfully, sir. I did everything they
told me to do. I worked willingly and like a slave.

It did me good to work and I worked hard. I never
violated any of the rules. Credits were given me for
good conduct. In ten years I could see my way out.
I have only three years more to go."

"We knpw all about your record in the prison.
Proceed!" :

V
,

';

.

• "Well, it was this way. You know they were do-
ing some heavy work in the quarries and they
wanted only the strongest men. I was one of the
men chosen and I did the heavy work faithfully.

They used to pay the men for extra work—not pay
them money, but the value of the money in candles,
tobacco, extra clothes and things like that. On Sat-
urdays the men who had done extra work would fall

in line and go up to the captain of the guard and
he would give to eibh man what was coming to him.

' "One Saturday I fell in with the others. A good
many were ahead of me in line and when they
received what they wanted they would fall into an-
other line waiting to be marched back to their cells.

When my turn in the line came I went up to the cap-
tain and said I would take mine in tobacco. He
looked at me pretty sharply, and said

:

.; "How did you get back in that line?"

"I told him I belonged there—that I had come, to
get my extra. He looked at his book, and he said

:

'YouVe had your extra. You got tobacco.' I told
him I had not received my extra, and had not been
up before. He said : 'Don't spoilVour record by try-
ing to steal, a little tobacco. Fall in!' It hurt me,
sir, I hadn't been up ; I hadn't got my extra ; and I

was not a thief, and I never had been a thief, and no
living man had a right to call me a thief. I said to
him straight: .

. ; •

.

"I won't fall in till I get my extra and I'm not a
thief and no man can call me one, and no man can
rob me of my just dues.

'He turned pale, and said: Tall in there!'

'I said, *I won't fall in till I get my dues!' :>

'With that he raised his hand as a signal, and the
two guards behind him covered me with their rifles.

The captain turned to a trusty and told him to call

the warden. The warden did not ask the other men
if they saw me get my tobacco and slip back into the
old line. He jju&t ordered me to fall in. I told him
I would die before I would do that.

"He said: That's enough of this.' He sent all

the other men to the cells, and left me standing
there. Then he told two guards to take me to the
cells. They came and took hold of me, and I threw

n-

tr

(r

them off as if they were babies. Then more guards
came up, and one of them hit m6 over the head with
a club, and I fell, and then, sir"—here the convict's

voice fell to a whisper—"and then he told them to

take me to the lonely cell. Did you ever see my cell?"

.
"Perhaps, but you may tell us about it."

"The cell they put me in was about five feet by
eight. It had steel walls and ceiling and a granite
floor. The only light that comes in passes through a
slit in the door.

"Well,, sir, there wasn't anything at all in my cell,

but they gave me a blanket, and they put me on bread
ariiTwater.

"They kept me there a week. The next Sunday
night the warden came and said:

" 'Are you ready to go to work tomorrow?' and I

said, 'No, I will not go to work till I get what is due
me !* He called me hard names."
The chairman interrupted:

"Did you not reflect," he asked, "that these oflfi-

cers would not have stooped to rob you?—that it

was through some mistake they withheld your to-
bacco, and that in any event you have a choice of
two things to lose—one, a plug of tobacco, and the
other seven years of freedom ?"

"But they angered me and hurt me, sir, by call-

ing me a thief and they treated me like a beast."

"Well, after you refused to go to work, what did
the warden do?"

"Well, when I told him I wouldn't go back to work,
sir, he said he'd take me to the ladder, and see if he
couldn't make me change my mind. I did not believe
the warden when he said he would take me to the
ladder. I couldn't imagine myself alive and put
through at the ladder, and I couldn't imagine any
human being who could find the heart to put me
through.

"And then he told me to come on. I went with him
and the guards. He brought me to the ladder. I had
never seen it before. It was a heavy wooden ladder,
leaned against the wall, and the bottom was bolted
to the floor and the top to the wall; a whip was on
the floor." (There was a pause.) "The warden told

,
me to strip, sir, and I stripped. And still I did not
believe he would whip me. I thought he just wanted
to scare me.

"I was strapped to the ladder. The warden picked
up the whip. He said to me: "Til give you one
more chance; will you go to work tomorrow?' I

said 'No, I won't go to work till I get my dues.'
'Very well,' saidi he, 'you'll get your dues now.' I

turned my head and looked at him, and I could see in
his eyes that he meant to strike, and when I saw
that, sir, I felt that something inside of me was
about to burst.

I
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"And then the whip came down across my back.

The something inside of me twisted hard and then
broke wide open, and went pouring through me like

molten iron. It was a hard fight to keep my head
clear, but I did it. And then I said to the warden

:

" 'You've struck me with a whip in cold blood.

Ypu've tied me up like a dog. Well, whip me till

you fill your desire. You are a coward. No hound
would own you for a friend. Whip me till the last

breath quits my body. If you leave me alive I will

kill you for this!"

-, "His face grew white. He asked me if I meant
that and I said, 'Yes, before God I do!' Then he

took the whip in both hands and struck with all his

might."

"That was nearly two years ago," said the chair-

man. "You would not kill him now, would you?"

"Yes, I will kill him if I get a chance, and I feel

that the chance will come."

'Well, proceed !"

'He kept whipping me and when I awoke I was in

my cell again, the doctor had my back all plastered

up, and he was kneeling beside me, feeling my
pulse."

The prisoner had finished. He looked around

"vaguely, as though he wanted to go.

"And you have been in solitary confinement ever

since?"

'Yes, sir ; but I don't mind that now."

'How long?"

"Twenty-three months."

"On bread and water?"

"Yes, but that was all I wanted."

"Apart from weakness, is your health good?"

asked the chairman.

"Oh, it's good enough," wearily answered the con-

vict. "Sometimes the twisting comes on but when I

wake up after it, I'm all right."

The prison surgeon, under the chairman's direc-

tion, put his ear to the convict's chest, and then

went over and whispered to the chairman.

"I thought so," saM that gentleman. "Now take

thi^ man to the hospital. Put the bed where the sun

will shine on him, and give him the most nourishing

food."

The warden sat alone in the prison office with No.

382. That he at last should have been brought face

to face, and alone with the man he had determined

to kill, perplexed the convict. He was not mancled

;

the door was locl»ed, and the key lay on the table.

Three weeks in the hospital had proved beneficial,

but a deathly pallor was still in his face.

tr

«1

"The action of the directors three weeks ago," said

the warden, "made my resignation necessary. I

.leave the prison today and in the meantime I have

something to tell you. A few days ago a man who
was discharged from the prison last year read what

the papers have published recently about your case,

and he has written to me confessing that it was he

who got your tobacco from the captain of the guard.

His name is Acker and he looks very much like you.

He received his own extra, and when he came up.

again and called for yours the captain, thinking it

was you, gave it to him. There was no intention on

the captain's part to rob you."

The convict gasped and leaned forward eagerly.

"I just recommended your pardon and so now you

are discharged from the prison."

The convict stared, and leaned back speechless.

His eyes shone with a strange, glassy expression.

"The stage will leave for the station in four hours.

You have made threats against my life. Now is

your chance," and with that the warden placed a re-

volver before the convict. "No one can hinder you

now. ff

The convict gasped again and shrank away from

the weapon as from a viper.

"Not yet—not yet," he whispered, in agony.

"Are you afraid to do it?" asked the warden.

"No!" he panted; "you know I am not. But I can't

—not yet! Not yet!"

The convict whose ghastly pallor, glassy eyes and

gleaming teeth, sat like a mask of death upon his

face, staggered to his feet.

"You have done it at last! You have broken my
spirit. A human word has done what solitary con-

finement and the whip could not do. It twists inside

of me now." Tears streamed from his eyes.

He reeled, and the warden cr#ught him and seated

him in a chair. He took th^ convict's hand in his

and felt a^ firm, true pressure there. The convict's

eyes rolled vacantly.

"That human word," he whispered-;7"if you had

spoken it long ago, if—but it is all right—now. I'll

go to work—tomorrow."

The weary head sank back and rested on the

chair—the strange^ hard smile still sat upon the

marble face, and a dead man's glassy eyes and

gleaming teeth were upturned toward the ceiling.

Jos. Veluzzi,

Senior Pre-Med.
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USE OF BATHS FROM A HYGENIC POINT OF VIEW

Influenced by the rush and hurry—the speed of '

V^ this modern age, we fail to notice details, the

knowledge of which could, perhaps, be very helpful

;
to us. The use of the bath is very well known, but

—

; if the truth were understood—how limited is our
"knowledge in that direction. A thing by being very
common can be little known. -

'
The first detail to be considered in a bodily wash

is, of course, the temperature of the water. This '

varies with the individual, his physical condition,

and the season of the year. However, baths may be
resolved into two classes—hot and cold. Between
these two are the several modifications, which to-

gether with the benefits and the ills they impart,
will be described as accurately as possible below.

.The temperature of the water to be used for a
hot bath should seldom, if ever, be above one hun-

J;
dred and ten degrees on the Fahrenheit scale. That

V • is, if enough water is going to be used to cover the
entire body. The correct temperature lies between
ninety-eight degrees and one hundred and ten de-

grees Fahrenheit. The effects of a hot bath taken
with discretion as to temperature, and length of im-
mersion are very wholesome and beneficial because it

is very stimulating, it causes perspiration to flow
:' :freely, thus relieving the body of waste matters ; it

brings about a condition of inattentiveness and dull-

ness of mind which are conducive to sleep and re-

ypose. Thus a person too tired to fall asleep could
:W:Use this means to obtain refreshment of body and
mind. Also, the hot bath could be used successfully

as a remedy for slow, sluggish circulation; feeble

muscular movement, dryand cold skin and in cases of
low quality of sensibility and exhaustion due to ex-
posure to extreme low temperature. However
great the benefits of these baths, still precaution
must be used by some people, especially those of
sanguine temperament and those subject to attacks
of apoplexy. Also, it behooves those persons na-
turally weak and phlegmatic, or affected by chronic
diseases or acute inflammatory disorders to exercise
caution. The portrayal of an incident which took
place in the experience of the writer might em* >

phasize the importance of the last words. The caseZ
strictly speaking, is not directly applicable here,'

but, in general the analogy is very good. The case
under discussion proceeds as follows : A young man
was seized with intense pain in the abdomen, in the
right ilac region (lower right portion of the abdo-
men). The physician who took the case, prescribed
hot-water applications. After a number of these

applications the condition of the patient grew worse,
to such an extent that he had to be taken to a hos-

pital, There it was learned that the first diagnosis
was Incorrect. It was a case of acute appendicitis

—

an inflammatory inflection.

The warm-bath is extensively applied. The temp-
erature of the water for this type varies between
ninety-two degrees and ninety-eight degrees Fahren-
heit. Water of this temperature although used to

a great extent fgr cleansing purposes, has wide ap-
plication from a hygienic point of view.

The effects of the warm-bath are many and varied.
A fast pulse may be slackened by giving the patient
a warm-bath. By regulating the length of time of
immersion the rate of pulse may be proportionately
decreased, respiration can be made slower, the temp-
erature of the body may be diminished, and impuri-
ties are removed from the surface. The warm bath
soothes a nervously excited condition and promotes
sleep. However, prolonged, daily use of this kind
of bath is apt to cause skin eruptions. The greatest
benefit to be derived from the warm bath is the fact
that it soothes the nerves, especially those in a con-
dition of restlessness—calm is restored and the indi-

vidual falls into a slumber that is both restful and
refreshing.

'*^

Rerhaps every good thing on this earth has some
bad feature about it. So it is with the warm bath.

It is extremely necessary to be cautious as to when to

take a awarm bath. This type of body wash is most
effective when taken about an hour before the mid-
day meal. For this reason the warm bath, as has been
stated above, temporarily affects one of more of the
several porcesses of the body and particularly the
body circulation. Thus, if the bath is taken an hour
before eating, enough time will have elapsed to in-

sure a normal blood circulation. It is very essential

that that condition be present before the entrance
of any food to the stomach, because otherwise the
abnormal circulation will affect the elaborative pro-

;

cesses of gastric and intestinal juices so vital to di-

gestion. Failure to observe the last has caused vari-

ous habitues of the warm bath to spend many pain-
ful days. Indigestion was the result. Although, in •

a great percentage of cases indigestion is not con-

sidered serious, still if the condition is allowed to

continue, it will become chronic and is very apt to

lead to serious abdominal derangement.

Another item of importance is the duration of the
warm bath. This shoiild last no more than half an
hour in normal cases. Some people have the idea

that a bath is a bath no matter what the length of
time allowed. It is still a bath, but the effects of

abuse might not at all be sought.

i
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Use c* the warm bath in acute diseases is very

beneficial sometimes. In cases of delirium, bilious

colic, painter's colic (due to the poisonous influence

of lead on the system), spasmodic croup, infantile

convulsions, the warm bath is used with good results.

That is to say, it affords the patient some relief un-

til the physician arrives.

Now we come to the consideration of the cold

bath. First of all a word about the temperature of

the water. This varies rather widely and depends

upon the endurance of the individual. The temp-

erature variation of a cold bath is thirty-three de-

grees to eighty-four degrees Fahrenheit. Of course,

a bath taken in water that is a little below eighty-

four will not harmfully affect those who cannot en-

dure the other extreme. But very cold water—
thirty-three degrees or just a trifle above is a bit

treacherous except, of course, for those who are ac-

customed to it. However, the first effect of the cold

bath is a shock (more or less severe according to

the temperature conditions), experienced through-

out the whole nervous system. The blood at the

periphery of the body is forcibly sent inward with

the result that the surface portion is chilled. Yet

when the individual leaves the water a comfortable

warmth is restored to the body—due to the return

to normal of the heart and pulse rate and to the rush

of the blood back to the skin. Caution must be ex-

ercised by those whose endurance is not good, for

harmful results accrue from employing the cold

bath unwisely. To get the best out of such a bath

it is advisable to test one's strength or rather, re-

sistance to cold. The most successful way to do this

is as follows : Using a thermometer, prepare the

fluid at sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit. Start with a

bath at that temperature. The following day use

water of a slightly lower temperature. Proceed to

lower the temperature until a sensation of chill is

felt for a few hours after the bath. The sense of

chill after the bath shows that this temperature is

too low. Take the next temperature above.

When to take and when not to take a col(l-l)ath.

Some physicians recommend cold-bathing either

about an hour before an early breakfast or else at

night before retiring. Some authorities say that it

is best to resort to a bath of this type late at night,

before retiring, as the individual is better prepared

to endure the shock. However, it is best for some
people to take a cold-bath about three hours after

breakfast, for then the morning meal, which is

usually a light one, will have been digested and by
that time the constitution of the individual strength-

ened and therefore ready to sustain the shock.

The middle of the morning is recommended by
most authorities. It is generally agreed that

under no circumstances should a cold bath

be taken immediately before or immediately

after a meal. To do this is to look for unnecessary

discomfort and trouble, because the immediate ef-

fect of the coldness will be to drive the blood inward

and congest the stomach and intestines. This is

detrimental to digestion. Another time to refrain

from cold-bathing is when fatigued. After prolonged

physical or mental labor which leaves the mind or

body in an almost complete state of exhaustion, no

cold-bath should be resorted to, as the consequences

are apt to prove fatal. There are a few historical

incidents which tell us to beware. Alexander the

Great after a long day's march, plunged into the icy

waters of the Cydnus river to refresh himself. He
nearly succeeded in refreshing himself, or, rather

staying refreshed for all time. By being similarly

imprudent a German emperor, Frederick Barbarosa,

lost his life. It is also absolutely necessary that the

immersion in cold water be very brief. If the water

is very cold—below forty degrees Fahrenheit, it is

advisable to linger in the water no more than two or

three minutes. If the fluid is relatively warm the

period of immersion may last a quarter to half an
hour. Nevertheless, one should be guided by the

effect of the bath. Also, after a bath of this nature

it is especially advisable that friction be used on the

body in order to restore the peripheral circulation.

To supplement this, physical exercise could be used.

Also, hot and stimulating drinks bring about de-

sirable results.

There are various means of employing water in

cold-bathing. The mildest way is to use a sponge.

Very few persons are not able to endure this kind

of bath—the cold-sponge bath. This type of bathing

has been quite useful in cases of typhoid fever. The
cold-shower, another form of cold-bathing, tests the

endurance because the water flows out rapidly in

thin streams in such a manner that it is distributed

over the whole body. Therefore, it is inadvisable to

use very cold water. The last form of cold-bathing

is the cold douche. This differs from the cold-

shower in that the water of the former falls in a

solid column on the body, while the water of the lat-

ter falls in a number of small streams. This kind of

bath must be used cautiously or a lamentable end

may result. The cold douche is a very effective

means of reducing the violence of insane or highly

delirious patients. However, as was stated before,

the mildest form of the cold-bath is the cold-sponge

bath and the other types must never be used indis-

criminately, since results may prove regretful.

In many cases the cold bath is beneficial. People

who are readily excited and readily depressed, and
whose nervous system is soon exhausted by either

mental or physical labor are aided by the prudent use

of the cool or cold bath. People who seldom exercise
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in the open air, those who work in offices, people who
study, are sometimes affected by troublesome heat

and dryness of the hands and sometimes of the feet,

whose pulse is accelerated, and who become thirsty

;

.•;;whose appetites are below normal, and whose sleep

is neither restful nor refreshing, are immeasurably
bettered by moderate use of the cold-bath.

While we are on. the subject, it is fitting to dis-

cuss sea-bathing. It is on the whole beneficial, but

only when resorted to at the right time and under

proper conditions. People who go to the seashore

should refrain from bathing for at least two days if

possible and should not expose themselves unneces-

sarily to the rays of the sun for the same length of

time, so as to give t^e system an opportunity to ad-

just itself to the salt air and the surroundings. It is

advisable to refrain from bathing for at least an

hour after meals. Then to obtain the best results

in sea-bathing the individual should not enter the

water in a free state of perspiration, but while he is

comfortably warm. Upon entering the water he

should first wet his head and breast. By doing. this

^ he will avoid that temporary fullness of brain which
leaves some people with a headache for several hours

after bathing.. It would be well also to find some
comfortable means of protecting the head and neck

if the sun is bright.
; . ..;

The next item of importance in sea-bathing is the

duration of the dip. This varies with the tempera-

ture of the water and air. A good rule to follow is

:

When a chill is sensed, it is imperative that the

bather leave the water and seek to restore circula-

tion by friction with dry towels. When the water is

cold, however, and the air chilly, if a dip is taken at

all it should be very brief.

In closing, the writer wishes to acknowledge the

"Library of Health" as his authority and source of

information. t

Victor A. Digilio,

Junior Pre-Med.

THE CURTIS-REED BILL ^

There came before the Committee on Hearings,

during the last session of Congress, a bill which
caused much concern to the people of our nation who
are trying to preserve and safeguard our educa-

tional system. Fortunately, this bill was "killed"

by the Committee and therefore never reached

either house. -'"'
' -

•

This bill was modeled after the old "Smith-Towner
bill" of 1918 and was known as the Curtis-Reed bill.

Following the lines of the Smith-Towner bill the

Curtis-Reed bill provided a Federal Department of

Education be established, with a Secretary who
should have a seat in the President's Cabinet. His

duties were to be those of the Director of Education

and the work of the Department was to be one of

fact-finding and an investigating agency, but it dif-

fered with the Smith-Towner bill in so far as it did

not ask for an appropriation and it was not to exer-

cise any control over the schools within the states.

It was evident that the primary purpose of the

bill was to establish an unnecessary bureau which
, would eventually be in the hands of politicians, and
although the bureau did not seek control of the

schools now, this step would soon be the result.

The bill would .Extend Federal power and assist-

ance in a field which would only prove to be an in-

terference. It would also be a transgression on the

individual rights and freedom of our states to adopt
such an act. One of the greatest American prin-

ciples is the non-interference by the Federal govern-
ment in the rights of the individual states.

It possibly was the realization of these facts that
caused some of our foremost educators to express
their opinions on the bill.

President Lowell of Harvard says, "I am opposed
to the creation of a Federal Secretary of Education
because "I believe it would almost inevitably bring
education into politics and make the appointment of
that office a political one."

President Goodnow, of Johns Hopkins University,
opposes the bill by saying, "If the same sort of con-
trol is exercised over the schools as is exercised over
the other departments, then it means stagnation.

Experimentation by States will cease. The tend-
ency would be next to exercise control over what we
teach. I believe it is a dangerous bill."

"A Federal Department of Education would
dominate State systems as surely as the sun controls
the planets. We might get a certain kirid of effi-

ciency, coupled with death. It would be the effi-

ciency of mechanism, not a living organism."—Dr.
E. Y. Mullins, President of the Baptist World Alli-

ance.

"The results it is aming to accomplish, I hold,"
says Proffessor Machem, of Princeton, "will lead to

nothing short of slavery. Unless we preserve liberty

in our schools we cannot hope to preserve liberty

anywhere else."

From Frank C. Page, representative of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States, comes this

comment : "I feel very strongly that this is the open-
ing wedge to a demand for federal subsidy."

Rev. John J. Burk, C. S. P., says this about the
bill : "What the bill calls for is already being done
by the Federal Bureau of Education and what fur-
ther may need to be done can be done fully and effi-

ciently by that bureau with additional appropria-
tions."

(Continued on Page 13)
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"UNOBTRUSIVE SORT, HAWKINS jj

Yes, Hawkins was an unobtrusive sort of chap.

You hardly felt his presence, yet he seemed to be an
essential part of the surroundings; if he were not

there, no doubt you would instantly miss him. Very
likely young Chesterton, his master, realized this,

though he had never taken time from his wild search

for pleasure, to give the servant any thought. One
thing though, he would probably never realize: the

adoring devotion, the unswerving loyalty of the man
who had been his servant from childhood. Even
now, Chesterton was only twenty-three, but ah, how
much older he appeared to the protecting eyes of.

Hawkins. Oh, how he hated those designing com-

panions who called themselves his friends and
swarmed about him like so many flies around a sugar

barrel, casting longing, greedy eyes upon the for-

tune he squandered so recklessly. How often he

had seen him making out checks of enormous figure,

upon going out of an evening, only to send an order

that his check book be sent to him. Now Hawkins
longed to speak, to cry out, to warn his master

against these scoundrels who were robbing him and

would continue to rob him until his fast diminishing

fortune had been entirely consumed ; and then would

drop him (as one casts away a burned-out cigar),

and go in search of a new victim. But no, he would

only receive a scornful rebuke for his pains and be

told to mind his own affairs.

"Hawkins," drawled his young master lazily from

his bed, as Hawkins was preparing his clothes for

the day, "I am giving a party to some of my men
friends this evening, you may prepare for about

twelve."

"Very well, sir," replied Hawkins, at the same

time suppressing a groan. The same old story ; they

would come, they would feast and drink to their

hearts' content on the generosity of their host, then

some one would propose cards ; some would be losers,

some would win, but the heaviest of the losers was

always Chesterton) "My beastly luck," he would call

it, and as Hawkins well knew, as soon as accounts

could be settled all would be winners except his

master.

That evening things proceeded as usual. After

stuffing themselves till they could hold no more, the

card game was begun and Chesterton started to lose

heavily. Hawkins stood discreetly behind the por-

tieres moaning softly to himself and vainly trying

to think of some method of stopping the robbery.

He was so absorbed that he did not hear a light foot-

step behind him and was not aware of another's

presence until a hand tapped softly upon his shoul-

der.

Turning quickly, a look of mingled fear and dis-

gust overspread his face as he beheld Cardon, a sleek

well-groomed man of about thirty who was •i the

reigning spirit among his master's companion^.

"You are late this evening, sir," muttered naw-
kins. •

•

"Yes, I am a little late; I was detained, but no

matter, I am here now. But," he continued, "I

wish you would tell your master that I would like to

see him privately on a very important business mat-

ter."

Hawkins' astonished and angry face must have

betrayed him, for Cardon smiled tantalizingly. He
knew Hawkins understood him; he thought he un-

derstood Hawkins. But he judged the servant from
his own standard and therein he made a mistake.

To him all this faithfulness was only from merce-

nary motives ; the expectation of some day receiving

a large part of his master's fortune, either by an

early death (the latter having no heirs) or by some
other means, either fair or foul.

"This," thought Cardon, "easily explains his dis-

like of the boys and me, and the hateful look, know-
ing that I have some scheme in mind, when I want
to see his master alone."

Hawkins hesitated a moment, then reluctantly

went to deliver the message.

"You say Cardon wishes to see me privately?

Why, certainly ! Tell the old boy I'll be right out."

Hawkins watched the two vanish into the study

with a feeling of dismay. All was lost now. Cardon

undoubtedly had some crooked deal in hand. Very
likely he had becoKie tired of gradually swindling

Chesterton and had determined to clean him out at

once and be done witn4rim.

The rest of the crowd were entertaining them-

selves in the other room and incidentally making a

lot of noise about it; while behind the study doors

came only the hum of low voices. Hawkins was
longingly gazing at these doors. He had never been

guilty of eavesdropping, but this was one occasion

on which his devotion to his master was getting the

better of his Puritanical conscience. Finally, as-

suring himself that his act was justified, he tip-

toed stealthily to the door and fastened his ear to

the keyhole.

"I promise you. Jack, it's the best opportunity you

ever had."

"I'll take your word for that, Cardon, but how
much did you say I would be expected to invest?"

' "One hundred and fifty thousand, and you'll

double it in six months."
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"rm afraid I can't draw out that much without

seeing my attorney. You see he was a friend of

father's and there's a provision in the will that I have

to seek his advice before making any investment;

though he can't actually stop me."

: '*'Don't let him talk you out of it, as he probably

will; those fellows don't understand big business."

"Oh, I can look out for myself," promised Chester-

ton. "Let's see, today is Tuesday, and I have an ap-

pointment with him Thursday afternoon. I will let

you know the result that evening. Now let us re-

turn to our friends." •

Hawkins retired once more behind the protecting

portieres as the two passed out of the study. He was
in a dilemma. He knew Cardon's game must be

stopped, but how he could go about the business of

stopping it seemed too deep for his humble intellect

to fathom. He wrestled with the problem all eve-

ing, but not until he was about to go to bed did a

practical solution present itself.

Next morning Mr. George Walton, Attorney-at-

Law, was rather surprised to receive a strange visi-

tor in the person of one Mr. Hawkins. He was re-

ceived in the private office. Some two hours later

he was ushered forth, wearing a broad and whole-

some smile, followed by Mr. Walton, also wearing a

smile, but a rather dubious one. He was a lifelong

friend of Chesterton's father, and was very fond of

the young man himself, and also very much dis-

turbed at the wild career he was leading.

That same evening Chesterton received a tele-

phone message requesting his presence at the home
of his attorney. He was surprised, but not greatly

alarmed, as he concluded that it was just some
trivial matter in regard to his estate, and besides

it would be as good an opportunity as any to broach

the proposition he had in mind. He was received by

Mr. Walton, who greeted him very soberly and
ushered him into the library. ;>;^^^/^;v/v^

"You wish to see me about something, sir?" \ .::

The attorney seemed very nervous; he fidgeted

about for several moments before replying. .

"My boy, I have some very unfortunate news for

you." ' -;'';
'V;';'^

"Just what do you mean, sir?" replied Chesterton

hastily.

"Why-er, you see, I have recently fnade several

large investments in your interest, and I am very

sorry to say that contrary to all expectations they

have turned out badly. However, previous to this

you had been drawing very heavily upon the es-

tate yourself, although you probably did not realize

it, and it was this fact which led me to make the

unfortunate investments in the hope of replenishing

your depleted fortune."

"You don't mean," gasped Chesterton, "that the

entire estate is gone?"

"I am afraid that it is, though I am quite sure

we can save the house. However, there will be noth-

ing to maintain it, unless you find some means of

doing so yourself."

"Good Lord, I've never earned a cent in my life

and I don't know how to begin now."

"Well, why not borrow from some of your friends

to pull you through until you can make some plans.

Maybe later we can salvage some of the estate."

"I guess that is about the only thing I can do," he

moaned, "though I've thrown away a fortune on

them and the least they can do is to help me now."

"I hope you wil forgive me for my rashness, my
boy, for I will never forgive myself."

"I hold nothing against you, Mr. Walton; it was
my own fault ; and now I guess I had better be go-

ing and see if I can make a loan from my friends."

"I wish you the best of luck; come in tomorrow
and we will settle everything up."

No sooner had the door closed than the lawyer

broke into convulsions of laughter.

"0 Lord, forgive me!" he gurgled.

Chesterton left the office in a complete state of be-

wilderment ; he walked aimlessly through the streets

for several hours, trying to collect his muddled
thoughts. He was broke, absolutely and completely

broke. For the first time in his young life he was
entirely without funds; and furthermore he simply

must borrow some money until something could be

done about the estate. Yes, that was the only course

open to him ; the idea of going to work he never en-

tertained for a moment. He had never done a day's

work in his life ; he did not know how to begin now.

Having reached this conclusion he went home. Haw-
kins met him at the door, seemingly as impassive as

usual, but in reality regarding him very curiously.

As Hawkins took his hat, it suddenly occurred to his

master that he could hardy afford to keep a valet any
longer.

"Hawkins," he said, "I have some very regrettable

news for you ; I have suffered a great financial mis-

fortune and I am afraid I will no longer have any
need of a valet."

"Oh! sir, I am very sorry, but won't you please let

me remain for just my board; you see, sir, I have

been serving the family so long I really would be

lost anywhere else."

Chesterton looked in astonishment at his servant.

It occurred to him now that he had never realized

that this man was a real human being and not

merely a machine made to cater to his needs, which

was the only way he had always regarded him
hitherto.

^
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"Hawkins, I've never appreciated you," he said,

offering his hand, "you certainly may remain, and I

hope I shall find some way to repay your faithful-

ness."

Hawkins stared after him, his face one broad

smile of utter satisfaction and happiness.

Chesterton sought his room in a state of utter de-

jectionii/

"It can't be possible—broke. Funny though,

about Walton ;' never knew him to* make a bad in-

vestment in his life; he's not to blame though; it's

my own fault; I've been a fool, he was only trying to

save me."

He continued to revolve these thoughts in his

mind, but failing to find solace in them, was finally

roused to action by the voice of Hawkins calling:

"Mr. Cardon on the phone, sir ; shall you speak to

him?"
"Yes, Hawkins."

Had Chesterton been less absorbed he might have

detected a note of elation in the voice of his valet.

"Here is where our friend Cardon receives a

shock," he was chuckling to himse|f, "won't he be

pleased to hear the news." '^-'^

Chesterton disconsolately grasped the receiver

and called:

'Hello, Cardon—you wish to speak to me?"

Tes, old chap," from the other end of the wire,

"just wanted to know if there has been any develop-

ments in our little plan.

"Yes," Chesterton replied, "there have been some

very unfortunate developments. In fact, I am afraid

our plan cannot be carried out."

"What? You say it cannot be carried out?—why,

what is the matter?"

"The matter, Cardon, is that I have lost all my
property, perhaps even the house, and am practically

penniless."

"Lost everything?" Cardon was shouting. "You

don't really mean it."

"Indeed I do mean it."

"Damn the luck ; oh, that is, I'm very sorry old fel-

low—yes—er, deucedly sorry you know. By the

way, I have an appointment and—

"

"Just a moment, please," demanded Chesterton.

"You see as I am ruined, the only way to save the

house will be to make a loan of several thousand un-

til I can get straightened out, and I thought perhaps

you could oblige me."

"Why-ah-really, you see I'm quite embarrassed

myself just now and—

"

"But our proposition; you must have had some

cash on hand to finance your share of it."

"Well-er the fact is, I-ah-I was counting on mak-

ing a little loan myself for that ; and-oh-say, really

I must ring up, my appointment, you know. Good-

bye; wish you luck and all that."

Chesterton hung up the receiver and slumped into

his chair.

"Yes—I've been a fool; oh, what a fool I have

been ! My friend, bah—yes, my friend as long as I

have means, money to squander on him and his

satellites ;—well, at least I have received an awaken-

ing, sad as it seems to have been."

He called up several more o^his so-called friends,

but in every instance, although the news of his mis-

fortune was received with consternation and regret

of a sort ; his appeals for aid were all politely evaded.

Yes—the news was received with regret, but it was

a selfish feeling, the disappointment of one who feels

a great prize slipping through his grasp. Even upon

their refusals to make him the loan he had requested,

Chesterton had invited them to his home for the eve-

ning, but his invitations as well as his appeals were

eluded.

The awakening was complete and the only feeling

which the young man now possessed in regard to

his former cronies was one of deep disgust, mingled

with a smouldering bitterness.

But the problem was yet to be faced and after

many hours spent in fruitless struggle with the situ-

ation and in alternately orginating and rejecting

many wild and impossible plans for the salvaging

of the wrecked fortune, Chesterton came to a de-

cision. Walton would have to do the best in his

power to save the house, and failing, to sell it at the

best possible price, and as for himself, he must go

to work.

Hawkins, during this time had been performing

his duties quietly and, as usual, unobtrusively, yet

at the same time regarding the actions of his master

with the closest scrutiny and missing nothing of the

struggle which he was having with his pride and

disillusionment. Now his master was calling him.

"Hawkins," he said, "I am going to work."

"A very good idea, sir ; if you will pardon my say-

ing so."

"You are right, Hawkins ; a good idea, a very good

idea," was the reply, accompanied with a quizzical

smile.

In keeping with his resolution, Chesterton next

day called upon Mr. Walton. He was warmly -wel-

comed by that gentleman, who said

:

"I have, at least some good news for you, my boy

;

I find that we will be able to save the house."

"That is very fortunate," was the young man's re-

ply, "but still the house must be maintained and I

must live ; so I have decided to go to work."

"A very commendable resolution, indeed ; but have

you any idea as to what sort of occupation you will

seek?"

.-'»
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Not in the least ; in fact, I hoped that you might

be able to help me locate a position."

**Well, to be honest, I have been considering the

matter and have met with no success in my en-

deavors to find anything suitable."

^ **I am sorry," answered Chesterton, "I suppose

I will have to look around myself."

**By the way," remarked the lawyer, "my young
clerk has just left me, but of course the position car^

ries a very small wage, and—

"

."May I have it, please," interrupted his friend,

"you know that I cannot be particular now."

"Certainly, if you wish it; report for work tomor-

row morning at eight and you can begin at once."

V "Thank you very much, sir; you certainly are kind

to me." /..•.';.^'v,h- '->'
'

"Don't mention it, please," replied Walton in a

voice that was somewhat tremulous, for he was hav-

ing a peculiar difficulty, at that moment, with his

conscience.

"Wonderful chap, this Hawkins fellow," he mut-

tered to himself when the young man had left.

.: Chesterton reported for work next morning and
went earnestly at his duties. He was really a very

intelligent young man, as well as a very likeable one

and qtiickly won the regard and friendship of his

fellow-workers. Nevertheless, it took a great amount
of pinching and the strictest exercise of economy to

stretch his thirty dollars per week that it might

cover all the expenses incidental to the upkeep of the

household. Yet with all this, he managed to give

Hawkins, despite the latter's protest, a slight re-

muneration for his loyal services. And he was a very

happy and gratified young man when after a month's

employment he was rewarded for his loyal services

with a raise of ten dollars. During this month he

had also undergone a complete change of character

;

he had become strangely quiet and subdued,

spent his evenings, usually, in reading and worked
unceasingly to advance himself. Things went on
in this manner for half a year, during which time

Chesterton had managed to maintain his little

household comfortably, kept closely to his work
and acquired a valuable knowledge of the business

world.

Hawkins meanwhile had gone on with the per-

formance of his duties with a feeling of comfort-,

able satisfaction that his young master had es-

caped the clutches of his designing friends; yet

with an ever haunting uneasiness and fear at the

deception being practiced.

This restlessness was brought to a climax, one

morning as he sat reading the paper, when he

noticed the headline

—

"Swindlers Escape Local Police and Philip Car-

don, George Leslie and three others wanted by

local police for several large confidence games
worked in this vicinity, have fle^ the city and their

whereabouts is at present unknown to the officials."

Hawkins gave a smothered exclamation of de-

light. The menace from which he had never felt

his master to be quite secure, was finally removed,

so also was the excuse for deception and injustice

to the young man when it should be revealed.

The valet hastened to acquaint Walton of the

news; which the latter received with the same
mingling of joy and trepidation. But after a

lengthy conference, it was decided that Chesterton

must be acquainted with the facts. Accordingly,

when the young man, who had been out on a matter
of business, returned he was told that his employer
wished to see him.

"You wish to see me, sir?" he asked as he entered

the office; then recognizing Hawkins:
"Hello, there, Hawkins, it's rather a surprise to

see you here."

"I suppose it is, sir, but I had-er-a little matter

of business with Mr. Walton."

"Oh! I see."

"Yes, yes a matter of business," began Walton
haltingly pausing to clear his throat, "and the

affair happens to concern you."

"Me?"
"Yes, indeed," stammered the lawyer, the per-

spiration beginning to stand out on his brow.

"You see, I know you will hate me, will want
to strangle me, but I have to tell you; your for-

tune was never really lost."

"What! my fortune never lost? Why I do not

understand!"

"You see'er," replied Walton, trembling, "it was
only a plan which Hawkins and I devised to save

you from Cardon and his friends."

"Hawkins?" cried the young man, "but I say—

I

don't understand, you must explain."

"Yes, yes, be calm please, I am going to, at

once."

Then with many qte^^ings and hesitations he

went on to relate how Hawkins, alarmed at the

recklessness of his young master, and at Cardon's

hold upon him, had come to him with the plan

which they had carried out.

"There were many times when my resolution

weakened—and I determined to tell you the truth,

but fear held my tongue, until the news of Car-

don's flight made the deception no longer neces-

sary," said the attorney, "but please remember my
boy, whatever we have done, howefver wrong it

may have been, we at least intended for your own
good and had only your welfare at heart."

Chesterton was silent, Walton stared at him

with fearful expectation; while Hawkins sat

V

trembling, with downcast eyes.

Then a broad smile appeared upon the young

man's countenance.

"Hawkins—well, I never would have believed it,

I can hardly believe it now; but if it is really true,

I am eternally indebted to both of you; what you

have done for me I never can repay."

The fearful tension was broken; Hawkins smiled

delightedly. Walton uttered a great sigh of relief.

"I am certainly glad that you are not angry with

us as you have every right to be," he said.

"Indeed I have every right to be grateful to you,

both of you, and as for Hawkins, well—I never

have appreciated him ; I see that now."

The valet reddened, but remained silent with his

eyes still upon the floor.

"I wish to thank both of you firom the bottom

of my heart," said Chesterton, "and now I can

realize an ambition which has been mine for the

past several months; I can go into business for

myself."

"I congratulate you on that most admirable re-

solve," said the lawyer, "and I wish you every

success."

"And as for Hawkins," continued the young

man, shaking the >and of the valet Ayarmly, ''no

reward shall be too good for him; he shall^e my

private secretary."

"Thank you sir,'^ stammered the valet, supreme

happiness glowing all over his countenance.

"I don't deserve it, sir, really I don't."

And then as his master continued to converse

with Walton, he quietly withdrew to a window in

the corner and stood silently watching the crowds

below.

Very unobtrusive sort of chap, Hawkins

!

James J. Moore,
Junior A. B.

TO M

THE WILDCAT

What often causes grid upsets

And many favorable bets

That helps our gang in clearing debts?

The Wildcat.

What causes college teams each year

To be instilled with sporting fear

As on the field we wildly cheer

The Wildcat?

What has the fight of Mike and Pat,

To make opponents all look flat?

What makes them all take off their hat?

The Wildcat

!

Alfred J. Panepinto,

Senior Engineering

Ltk-.

At the Sesqui she was singing

With five-hundred voices bringing

Chanted music rare.

'Twas a paradise about me, *

Angels' voices were devoutly '^
.

Radiating there.

And the atmosphere created \^
On that stage illuminated

With her sitting there.

All in harmony united.

As with sketching glance I sighted

Now her posture rare.

Rapidly, with pencil moving,

(My aesthetic sense improving).

Soon I sketched her—fair.

Adding then a touch of shading,

There, I blended curtains fading

With artistic care.

Ever since I've longed and listened

For that voice whose spark once glistened

From this drawing rare

;

Now, the sketch—its lines and shading.

Blending background—curtains fading.

Taunts my yearning stare.

Alfred J. Panepinto,

Senior Engineering

(Continued from Page 8)

"The outcome would be the erecting of a bureau-

cracy the like of which has never been before."—

Judge Cull, of Cleveland.

"It proposes for the United States a thoroughly

Prussianized system of education," is the comment

of Bishop Candler, of Atlanta, ranking Methodist

Episcopal Bishop of the South. He continues, "The

creation of a Department of Religion, with a Secre-

tary in the President's Cabinet, would be scarcely,

more injurious or more un-American."

The above are only a few of the many people who

had banded together in order to fight this unneces-

sary establishment of a Federal Department of Edu-

cation which would have eventually gone into the

hands of the politicians had not the Committee on

Hearings seen its results, and had it passed through

the House and Senate and signed by the President.

A. Sloan,

Senior Classical.
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t^ TRIP TO RUSSIA

;
. In the stormy days of war and revolution I de-

cided to make an extensive trip through Russia. The
object of my journey was to visit the Northern part

of Russia, namely, Siberia. My task was success-

fully accomplished, and here in brief is an account

of my experience

:

; - - " ^<-''

If you board a train on the Trans-Siberian Rail-

way at Moscow and travel toward China, on the

sixth or seventh day you reach Irkutsk. It is the

old capital of Siberia and today the chief town of the

new "government" of the same name, an area nearly

as big as Europe. It is a country where journeys

are measured by weeks and distances by thousands

of miles. The unending forest extends almost from
the boundaries of Europe to the Pacific and from the

Ural almost to the Arctic. The northern part of

Siberia is rich in minerals, coal and furs, while in

the southern part is a good corn-growing plain.

Through it there is but a single railway of com-
munication, this Trans-Siberian Railway, which cuts

across the whole width of Asia and the great rivers

of Obi, Yenisei and Lena. They are huge streams, in-

deed, the Lena being almost as large as the Missis-

sippi, but they all have one disadvantage. They lead

nowhere. There are no great ports, no prosperous

towns on their banks, and no factory chimneys are

seen. They just glide away in their unending jour-

: ney into the Arctic.

Along these great waterways there are rows of

settlements of hardy colonists. Their occupations

are hunting, fishing and small farming. For the last

century the Czars sent there all political prisoners,

and especially since the Polish risings of 1837 and
1861, a constant stream of exiles of gentle birth and
high culture have been sent into banishment to the

remote parts of east and north. The government
also granted large tracts of land and supplied full

transportation to anyone who wished to abide there.

Many peasants from White Russia and Lithuania,

who could not exist on their few acres of land, were
also among the immigrants, and so Siberia has bene-

fited at the expense of the mother country. The
colonists, their wits sharpened by the constant strug-

gle with nature in a climate as severe as that

of Russia, have developed a spirit of independence,

of resolute resourcefulness that is rare among the

backward peasants of European Russia, and the

traveler in the villages is surprised by the frequency

of a type refined physically as well as- intellectually.

The spring of that year approached ; for while in

the southern part of the Commonwealth snow was
already thawing, the stiffened rivers were set free,

and the whole country was filled with March water;

in the north the icy breath of winter Was still

descending from the mountains to the fields, woods,

and forest. The forest lay snow-drift, and in the

open country frozen roads sounded under the hoofs

of horses. The days were dry, the sunset red, the

nights frosty. In the heavens continually were seen

daily rows of wild ducks and geese. Storks flew to

their places of the last year; the twitter of the birds

was heard in the villages, their noise in the woods

and ponds, and in the evening the whole country was
singing with the croaking and singing of frogs,

which swam with delight in the water. Then came
great rains ; they fell in the daytime, they fell in the

night without interruption.

The fields were turned into lakes, the rivers over-

flowed ; then followed the stickiness and impossibili-

ties of muddy roads. Amid all this water, mud, and

swamp, transports of political prisoners dragged on-

ward continually towards the North. The prisoners

were men and women who in one way or another op-

posed the Czar's regime, citizens aiming for greater

political and economical freedom. But how big was
that throng advancing as it were to destruction.

Hunger had stamped itself on their faces; driven

by Cossacks, they went on in suffering, in sleepless-

ness, knowing that at the end of the road not food

was awaiting, but hunger; not sleep, but a battle

with nature; and if rest, then the rest of the dead.

Day followed day, they went onward continually.

They went on so slowly that sometimes they were
able to advance hardly two miles a day. Diseases

fell on them, their teeth were chattering from cold

;

many lay down on the ground simply from weak-

ness, choosing to die rather than advance. Finally,

a small per cent, of the transport, exhausted, half

frozen, and weary reached their destination. The
place was a fortress, the houses were built of large

logs, with iron bars around the doors and windows.

The furniture consisted of berths with straw on"-'

them; the air was damp and stiffening; the food
3

consisting of eight ounces of black bread and water a'(p

day, and adding to that misery, the rough behavior
"

of the Cossacks, the fortress was like a living grave.

So life went on in that hellish place, the tyranny

, of the officials reaching beyond the limits, the pris-

oners struggling between life and death, and pre-

ferring death to cold and starvation.

Finally, the hour of emancipation came, December
17th, 1917, when the old regime gave way to the new
rule. The prisoners were set free, but food was not

available ; communication and transportation were
discontinued; trains did not leave for Central Rus-

sia, so that there was no way out from the living

grave. The Soviets established martial law, punish-

ing for the least disobedience to their rule, so that

immediately after the yoke of the Czars the strong

arm of the Soviets was felt.

The story so far might seem too monotonous to

the reader, so that I will now turn from the bar-

barism of the Romanoffs and the tyranny of the

Soviets to the life and habits of the actual inhabi-

tants of that severe region. The colonists live in a

state of perpetual warfare, and their enemy is not

man, but nature. Distances are so great that the

colonists have little or nothing in common with the

towns, and care little for politics. Whether Czar or

Soviet rule them, the thermometer falls far below

zero in winter and neither the despotism of the Czars

nor the strong arm of the Soviets can make the

summer one day longer.

These sturdy, independent people work hard dur-

ing the short summer, which, with spring and

autumn combined, is all over in five months, but dur-

ing the other seven months they have little to do but

keep warm. Their houses are built of logs, and the

rooms are spacious. The furniture consists of a

large table and benches arranged against the walls.

The windows are double to keep out the cold weather

and between them are clumps of reindeer moss or

lumps of charcoal to absorb the moisture, that would

otherwise freeze on the windows and obscure the

view. And the colonists of today are as religious as

their fathers. The pictures of saints still hang in

the corner of the room and the little lamp still burns

in front ; they still bow and cross themselves before

it after their rough but heavy meal, or glass of tea

tha| keeps out all penerating cold.

in every house there is a spinning wheel and all

their clothes, tools, and implements are home-made.

The people are sturdy and strong, as they need be,

only those that can stand the cold survive. A man

drove me to the nearest railway station, almost fifty

miles, without a break. My feet were nearly frozen

despite the thick wrapping of sheepskin, and a bottle

of whisky in the sleigh by me was frozen solid. Yet

the driver sat all that long journey in his felt boots

and dogskin wraps, and he was not frozen to death,

but every once in a while he drank down a glass of

whisky with much appreciation. I arrived at the

station about 4 p. m., just in time to make the train

for Moscow, and after warming up somewhat, was

very glad indeed to find myself functioning properly.

, Philip Halpern,

Sophomore Pre-Med.

IN MEMORIAM

Amidst a garden, fresh with flowers fair *

There blossomed one, a lily bright and gay,

Whose life was yet but only in its bloom,

Whose charm attracted all who passed that way.

The inward beauty of this lovely flower

Reached out afar, and with sweet incense drew

Unto its burning heart, those round about.

To fill their souls with strength and courage new.

But He, Who was the Keeper bf these blooms,

Saw fit to draw this fairest one apart

And pluck it from all earthly ties and wounds,

That He might gather it unto His heart.

May those who knew and loved this wondrous

bloom.

Lift up their saddened hearts in doleful prayer,

Know they not, in another garden far

This lily blossoms still more beauteous there?

James J. Moore,

Junior Clasical

Dedicated to the memory of Father Berry, 0. S. A.

RAVAGE

'Neath night's nocturnal raiment

Broken by sparkling stars

Stands a lonesome tenant

Facially covered with scars.

The place quivers in shadow]

Trees having cast their gloi

Where o'er the earthy windows

Of God's own spacious room.

Heaven's own dreams are an ailment

His heart beats low in his breast.

He has lost his quiet contentment

Man long has ceased his quest. ^

The night has hidden his quarry

Like a criminal hides his tracks

And the fool having forgotten worry

Always neglects real facts.

Where could he blJt be hidden

On hill or in what dale

The one he once had been given

A face so hearty and hale.

Gene Donnelly,
Senior Classical
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It has often been said that "all good things come
to an end," and this proverb, if you will, might be
applied to the loss which all colleges are contin-

ually forced to sustain in the graduation of certain

of their students. Villanova as well as many
other institutions has suffered severely in this way
and particularly so at the last commencement.
While we might mention a score or more of the

Class of '26 whose passing has left behind vacan-
cies extremely difficult to fill it is our purpose in

this article to refer to only one, but to one whose
loss is well-nigh impossible of replacement. The
reason for this reminiscence is a letter which we
received recently from the editor-in-chief of last

year's Villanovan, now a student at Harvard Law
School. In his very interesting letter he informs
us that a Villanova degree is rated among the best

at the New England institution and that the pos-

sessor of one has no difficulty in obtaining admis-
sion to their school of law.

That "Shamus**^ill be successful in his scholas-

tic endeavors and that his success will be continued
into the field of active practice we are certain.

The Villanovan is very proud and delighted to

take this means of offering its heartiest and most
sincere good wishes to James P. Kane, Class of '26.

Mo^lr »

i--
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A DREAM REALIZED
With the innovation of the musical comedy into

the activities of colleges and universities, those con-

nected with Villanova began to weave a dream. As
years passed by and the musical comedy acquired the

prominent place it now has, this same dream became

clearer and more vivid. According to common ex-
' perience, dreams are not supposed to come true,

nevertheless, the time has arrived whereby this

dream becomes a reality.

For the last three years the college has staged a

Lenten drama, "Vision," and last year **Destiny,"

also a drama, was played. Under the supervision of

Rev. J. F. Burns, 0. S. A., the author, both were a

huge success in every respect.
.

A mark has now been made for the college by

these two plays. However, with the production of

this musical comedy a greater mark of distinction

is possible.

"Every Freshman" is a typical college play with

a pure college atmosphere, filled with humor from

beginning to end. Mr. Snyder, the author, is di-

recting the play. It is to be staged in the Penn A. C.

auditorium, Philadelphia, on Monday and Tuesday

evenings, November 22d and 23d. In conjunction

with the play, there is a Glee Club being formed.

Although dramatics in general are on the ascent,

nevertheless, the Musical Comedy and Glee Club are

in their infancy. The heights tb which both may
rise are unlimited, but these heights cannot be

reached without the necessary aid, namely co-opera-

tion. From the first mention of the project the

Senior Class pledged its support to a man. There-

fore, let each student in the college do his bit and

there is no doubt whatever but what "Every Fresh-

man" and the Glee Club will be known as the best

in college activities.

;

CARRYING HOURS
How many hours do you carry? This is an all im-

portant or rather an all popular question at the com-

mencement of each scholastic year. The Art student

will say twenty ; the Business student a like number,

the Biology student twenty-six and the Engineer

thirty-six. The question arises as to who carries the

greatest burden. Of course, the Engineer puts forth

boastful statements about the highest number of

hours, one-half of which are spent in laboratories. He
immediately receives the support of the Biology

student and sympathy of a few unthinking students

in the other departments. Who's right?

It seems to be a general notion that hours spent

in the classroom are an index to the amount of work

a student does. In this they mistake quantity for

quality. They do not look behind the hours. They

do not see that some courses comprise subjects

that are very extensive and each subject if gone into

deeply is inexhaustive. They fail to realize that

probably one hour of class recitation may call for

a few hours or many hours of preparation, while on

the other hand, few or many hours of laboratory

work might call for but one hour of preparation

and in a few cases none. They overlook the most

important fact, that is, that any course will call for

only as much work as the student wishes to do. The
outline is given. How thoroughly a student follows

it depends on his own initiative—his own desires.

Lastly, they seem to forget that the number of

hours a student in any department carries was not

elected by him or his brother students, but by men,

educated men, who have spent much time and energy

to solve the problem and arrive at this certain num-
ber. Surely, they must know. Certainly the stu-

dents do not consider themselves capable of ques-

tioning their judgment. The number of hours is

O. K. Criticize the student v^ho does not give them
their proper value. They can be made as valuable

as the student wishes to make them for himself.

Carrying many hours is not burdensome; fulfilling

each properly, is.

James Turek,
Sophomore Business.

HAS THE "STUDENT TYPE" DIS-

APPEARED FROM OUR SCHOOLS?

"What time have ya got, Jim?"
"My alarm says 'three bells,' Bill; talk about the

time going slow in this drafting room !"

"Three o'clock! Is that all?" asked Bill surpris-

ingly as he gazed out of the window beside him.

"It's pretty near time for that ball game to start,

isn't it?"

"Gee, this drawing's a pain—what d'ya say we
'jack up,' Bill, and skip out; the prof won't know the

difference?" >-^

With muffled movements, all was put away, and

in a few moments our two friends proceeded stealth-

ily from the room, campus bound. A convenient

place was selected from which to view the game, a

short while before the umpire's "Play Ball."

"This team's not so bad," began Jim, as the game
progressed, "they beat Bucknell five to three last

year. That pitcher there, allowed them only six hits

—not so bad, eh. Bill? Then they came along and
nosed out Georgetown seven to six in eleven innings

—they beat Yale ten to four, and Columbia four to

nothing, boy, a shutout—so I guess we're in for a

real battle."

M
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As the game wore on, their interest grew apace,

being evidenced by their almost ceaseless yelling;

and before the last put-out was made they were
; .

hoarse, having exerted every bit of energy possible

in seeing their college overtake the powerful op-

ponents.,„
V ; , ... .,

Enthusiasm, ran high at the dinner table and con-

^
tinued with frequent references to the fray, at the

poker game in Bill's room that night.

"^Say, we have a few written assignments for to-

,
morrow, haven't we?" spoke up Bill as the clock

struck eleven.

', "Oh, don't worry about them. Bill, we can copy
Artie's tomorrow after first class—he's one of those

;

guys that would rather work than see a good game,
so I guess he'll have it all. By the way. Prof. Jones
told me to look up how many watts in a horsepower.
Do you know?" •'

: : "Aw, forget it, Jim, we'll find out tomorrow," said

;;• Bill as he shuffled the cards ; and after another
X:^ round had been played, our young collegians de-

: cided to call it a night.

The spirit behind this brief college day excerpt is

typical of most institutions today. It is the so called

"school spirit," so typical not only of our own two
characters, but of college men in general—it is the
thing that gives them added glamour in the public
eye, and which they very foolishly come to make
their conscious aim. Apparently, this term "school
spirit" is the synonym for a man's ability to cheer
and "talk it up" at college games or his ability to sell

many tickets for one social function or another; it

has no reference whatever to anything pertaining
to studies. In other words, a college man's stand-
ing among his classmates is directly proportional to
his attendance and cheering at athletic events.

The peculiar grasp which athletics has taken on
institutions of higher learning seems to thwart any
desire for scholastic achievement. Why is this so?
Why is not the true student type given a fair
rating by his school chums? It is logical that such
a student can accomplish as much, if not more than
a classmate who puts all his efforts in athletics. The
fugitive glory of the campus lures away our sljort-'

minded students from the lasting glory to be had by
a systematically trained mind., v -^^ •

The true student type, that is, one whose interest
in sports does not reach that point where studies be-
come^ bore, has not become extinct ; but he is in the
very small minority. The athlete is popular, both
within the college and without. He forms an ad-
vertisement for the college, which is a rather cheap
angle from which to view him; he is a "drawing
card" at athletic events and helps the college finan-
cially.

Let us now revert to the student type. His idea
of glory is not through one channel, but through in-

numerable ones. His aim is to so train his mental
faculties that future success will be assured. The
physical aspect is taken care of at the same time;
however, his participation in sports will be to such
an extent only as to provide a mental relaxation for
the time being. This type is not accepted with as
much glamour as his athletic chum, and just so long
as such a condition exists, will our true student type
be among the select few.

Alfred J. Panepinto,
Senior Engineering.

CONSTANCY
A Catholic Pageant Drama of the American Revo-

lution. In a short space of time, there was given,
under the auspices of the Sesqui-Centennial Exposi-
tion, "Hecuba," a Greek play by Euripedes in the
original Greek by the students of Holy" Cross College,
and "Constancy," a Catholic Pageant Drama of the
American Revolution.

The story of the latter was written by the Rev-
erend John F. Burns, O. S. A., of Villanova College,
and produced in the Metropolitan Opera House by
the American Catholic Historical Society.
The Pageant portrayed phases of colonial history

not generally known, especially those phrases per-
taining to Catholic participance in the struggle for
American Independence; and the generous aid ex-
tended to the young nation by the Catholic Clergy of
France. It was intended to illustrate the "con-
stancy" of the Catholic Church to those Govern-
ments under which its members lived. It consisted
of four episodes and eight scenes.

The first scene is laid in the blacksmith's shop
on the estate of Charles Carroll, one of the richest
men in the American Colonies and brother of Rev-
erend John Carroll, who later became the first
Catholic Bishop of the United States. Charles Car-
roll tells of the signing of the immortal Declaration
of Independence. ^

The following scene laid in France, at the court
of Louis XVI, was an artistic triumph. In the
throne room at Versailles were hundreds of gor-
geously dressed men and women. Into the room
comes Benjamin Franklin, the American plenipo-
tentiary, together with the other American repre-
sentatives. Here he is graciously received by the
King and here he makes his plea for assistance, ex-
plaining that if it did not come the American Con-
gress would lose its influence and England, in a
little while, would become the "Terror of Europe."
The next scene is laid in the living room in the

home of the French minister, Luzerne, in the April
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of 1780. Here Washington urges I^uzierne to use all

his influence to procure aid foY the struggling

colonists, explaining the great financial difficulties

under which they labored.

The greatest of all scenes is laid in the hall in the

convent of the Grand Augustins in Paris. During
the eighteenth century the chief representatives of

the clergy of France met every five years to discuss

affairs pertaining to the Church. It, was to one of

these meetings that Louis sent his royal commis-
sioners to ask the French clergy for six millions of

dollars to help the colonies. Photostatic copies of

historical documents supporting this scene are in

the possession of the American Catholic Historical

Society. Incidentally, among the treasures of art

appearing in the scene is a crucifix, a gift from the

late Czar of Russia to Cardinal Antonelli, papal sec-

retary of state under Pius the ninth. The base of

the crucifix is made up of three pieces of unusually

large Russian agate, and the crucifix itself is studded

with amethysts, topazes and aquarmarines.

The third episode deals with the suffering of the

troops, the pathos of which is interspersed with a bit

of comic action on the part of the innkeeper. Then
there is a scene of wild rejoicing i^on the arrival of

Rochambeau with troops and money. Rochambeau
is received and greeted as his countrywoman, Joan,

was when she relieved the siege of Orleans. Then
we know how Cornwallis, giving chase to Greene,

suddenly turned and encamped on the peninsula of

Yorktown. Here after being surrounded by Ameri-

can and French troops he was forced to surrender.

The final scene is laid in St. Mary's Church in

Philadelphia, where a mass of Thanksgiving is said

in the presence of members of Congress and military

authorities. The Abbe, Seraphin Bandol, O. F. M.,

is played by Howard Brady, '27. Martin Callan,

also of Villanova, is in the cast.

The Pageant closes with a tableau in which are

represented soldiers and sailors of the wars of the

United States, and representatives of the various

war welfare societies. All told, there were over

thirteen hundred people in the cast. These were

ably handled and directed by James Vincent of New
York City. The chairman of the executive commit-

tee was the Right Reverend Monsignor Francis X.

Wastl, P. R.

The music of the Pageant, specially arranged by

Walter K. Grigaitis, was played by members of the

Philadelphia Orchestra. Many dignitaries of the

Church and city oflficials, among whom were Cardi-

nal Dougherty and Mayor Kendrick, attended the

performance.

The Reverend John J. Mellon, rector of the Ca-

thedral, spoke on behalf of Monsig. Wastl, President

of the American Catholic Historical Society, on

Tuesday evening, the second night of the perform-

ance. Father Mellon said, "Everybody connected

with the pageant was worthy of praise, but es-

pecially so were Father John Burns, 0. S. A., of

Villanova College, the author of the play; Father

John McMenamin, Father Charles McGinley and
Mrs. Marguerite Nathan.

A. J. Sloan,

Senior Classical.

THE AMERICAN LEGION HEROES
There is nothing in the history of war to surpass,

and little to rival, the expedition with which U. S.

overcame all obstacles, created and trained a huge
army, dispatched it three thousand miles, provided

port facilities and means of transportation for it and

defeated the German armies. It is hard to imagine

how our men, fresh from city life, in a few short

months took up the burden of war.

When we (U. S.) entered the war our military au-

thorities had no idea of sending men to France

earlier than 1919. However, the great German
rushes, in March, forced us to send men over in num-
bers that seemed well-nigh impossible. By July 4th

we had one million men in France.

Men unused to the sturdy activity of outdoor life

;

men who had little chance for that physical develop-

ment so necessary to endure great privation, fatigue

and suffering ; men who had no knowledge of wood-
craft and the use of firearms and thus lacking in

the principles of self-preservation were and are to-

day the American Legion Heroes, welcomed by
Philadelphians at the Sesqui-Centennial. After a

brief period of training these men at the outset of

the World's War were thrown against the most per-

fectly trained and disciplined army the world had
ever known. They fought their way to victory, en-

during every hardship and privation with cheerful-

ness and courage typical of the American Yankee.

Men who had lived in the glare of electric lights and
who had never known total darkness of city streets

fought their way day and night through miles of

most impenetrable masses of dense forests and un-

derbrush, wire entanglements and trenches that the

mind can conceive in the Forest D'Argonne.

nOur hats off to the American Legion.»

Jos. A. Taylor,

Sophomore Business.
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BOOSTER CORNER
OVTany will wonder and no doubt the comment will

be great as regards this new addition to the Villa-

novan. Many questions will be asked and various

answers advanced. Therefore, this article is de-

voted to explaining just what is meant by the

"Booster Corner." 'r\:-'.':''''r.:K.'i,

It is needless to mention the fact that the "Who's

Who" has been eliminated, as there are only seven

issues of this periodical published throughout the

year; and as the student body has increased so

enormously, it has been found necessary to do away
with that particular section. There is not one in the

school who will not admit that there are far more
than seven men on the campus deserving of appear-

ing in the "Who's Who."
The object of the Booster Corner can plainly be

seen from the name itself. A Booster is one who
lifts up, or in other words, lends a helping hand.

However, here it is taken impersonally and it is the

task of the Booster Corner to lift up or lend a help-

ing hand to those deserving of it. At times criti-

cisms may appear in this column, but only criticisms

of one type, namely, constructive ones.

It is the endeavor and hope that no one shall be

missed, but it is rather difficult to know the doings

of each and every student. Therefore, if you know
of anyone you think should be mentioned, kindly jot

the information on a piece of paper and slip it in the

Box. .
;,v:.:. •'..-:

There are now on the campus new additions to

dramatics in the forms of the Musical Comedy and

Glee Club. These are your activities so get behind

them and do everything you can to make them

Villanova's outstanding features.

In order to liave a championship team many
factors are necessary. Among these is one that is

most vital, namely that there be a good coach.

That we have this is needless to say. Coach Harry
Stuhldreher is one of the foremost in the country
despite the fact that this is only his second year.

So wrapped up in the team is he that he plays the

games in his sleep. It might be said that the team
is Harry and Harry the team, in order to bring out

more clearly his interest in it. His heart and soul

is centered on the team—and with such a coach
can we have anything else but a champion aggre-

gation?

Did you ever stop to think of the amount of

talent displayed and time consumed in making one
poster? Such as Al Panepinto does? Figure it

out for yourself, then you will realize what he
has done for the school and the different organ-

izations.

Day in and day out, regardless of weather con-

ditions, the football team practices. So far they

have turned in two victories, one tie and one defeat.

They are well under way to the most successful

season the college has ever had. Why not try and
get to as many games as possible and show that

you are backing them?

The "True Blue" spirit of Villanova has evi-

dently been assimilated by the Freshman Class.

On the night of the St. iohn's rally it was mani-

fested for the first time by the entertainment

afforded the student body. Although this is their

first attempt we feel certain that Villanova has

acquired many new "loyal sons."

»Work has already begun on the "Belle Air.

Avoid the final rush by ordering yours now.

So far there has been a great amount of material

for track displayed. If you have any ability what-

soever report to Coach Meredith. He will take
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care of you. If not, then do all you can to help

those who are training daily.

No matter what it maybe, so long as tt can be

done. Father Stanford is always ready to lend a,

helping hand. Untiring is he in his efforts tb^

further the interests of the students. They are

always uppermost in his- mind. This can plainly

be seen by his work with the "Mirror" and his

zealousness for their religious welfare. Give him
your support by co-operating with him.

Many do not realize the real value of the Student

Council to the student body. It is a body to bridge

any gap which may exist between the faculty and

students. In the short time of its existence it

has done many noteworthy things and will con-

tinue to do so. Should you have any grievances,

report them to the council and action, if deemed

necessary, will be taken immediately.

The "Dever Bros." are to be congratulated upon

the capable manner in which they handled the sale

of "student tickets" for the Bucknell and Dickin-

son games.

On the evening after the St. Joseph's game the

Senior Class will hold an informal dance in the

gymnasium. The main reason for holding this

„ dance is to assist in raising funds for an unsur-

passable "Belle Air." Don't forget the date and

at the same time keep the "date."

—EDITOR.

EXCHANGE COLUMN

This column wishes to recognize the following

exchanges

:

The Ambrosian.

The Campus Reflector.

The Athenaeum.

The Catholic Standard and Times.

The Catholic Union and Times.

':';: The Colored Harvest. 'r^

The Far East. ;
;

The Field Afarf

Gas Logic.

The Mountain Echo.

The Marywood College Boy Leaf

.

The Mormng Star.

.The New Student.

The Norwich Guidon.

The Owl.

The Shield.

The Tomahawk.
The Viatorian.

The Blue and the Gold.

The Monican.

REVIEW
/

("Making the Eleven at St. Michael's," by John

R. Uniack. Published by Benziger Brothers. $1.00

net.)

School and college life has been a favorite theme

in the minds of many contemporary authors. Dur-

ing the past year these stories wi-itten by former

college men and professors caused a great deal of

comment among reviewers. And it has hardly been

more than one month since another, "Fraternity

Row," has made its appearance in print.

Some of these stories are material in helping to

bring about a demoralization in our schools because

in them are made admirable the things that are not

admirable, beauty is made shallow, and the Deity

is declared to be a myth. Moral and legal regula-

tions are to be broken or disregarded and it is by

no means unconscionable for those clever ones who

have done such to boast of their deeds.

But during the present year a story of school life,

"Making the Eleven at St. Michael's," has been writ-

ten by John Uniack that puts these other stories to

shame.

Simplicity of theme and construction characterize

Uniack's endeavor. "Making the Eleven at St.

Michael's" has, howbeit, a wholesomeness that all

recent stories by more widely-known authors lack.

The story is inspirational and realistic, but with a

realism that is not nauseating. It is a book that will

prove to be a delightful reading tp young college men

and that can be safely recommended to every one.

"Schooner, Ahoy!" By Irving T. McDonald.

Benziger Bros., New York. Price, $1.00.

This is a snappy, up-to-date story for boys, por-

traying the vicissitudes of four youngsters, attend-

ing a well known Catholic college in New England,

who at the close of school resolve to vary the usual

vacation program by seeking adventure wherever

luck may lead them. With the aid of an ancient motor

car they bump their way eastward, accompanied by

Mops and Mygsy, who surreptiously join the party

and contribute a good share to the interest of the

story. On reaching the coast of Cape Cod, they take

service on a fishing schooner and off the Banks suc-

ceed in losing themselves in a fog. After drifting

abouW^hrough the night, they come upon a desert

island, where they live on fish until rescued. They dis-

cover a treasure on the island and after a few days are

piloted back to the mainland by a Portugese witch-

doctor whom they found upon the island. Welcomed

by their friends, who had given them up for lost,

they return with joy to their Alma Mater for the

ensuing year much improved in spirit and fishing

lore.
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Athletic Editor
H. JOSEPH BURLINGTON, '27

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME"

(How a football player feels before and during a
big game. The insides of football from the view-
point of the man on the gridiron.)

Fifty thousand people means fifty thousand indi-
V viduals with personal feelings and opinions. But if

.you put fifty thousand people into a stadium or
,;bowl, there will result something quite different
from fifty thousand individual feelings. I think the
psychologists call it '*mob psychology." Anyway
something does happen; over the great crowds that
nowadays gather to witness football games, there
does sweep a force of some kind which makes them
act as one, or at any rate as two, if we want to be
specific—one for, one against ; a force which makes
the same emotion find the same expression at the
same moment, in cheers, in yells, or better still, in
tense silence.

'

^^
.,•;.•:. .-.^' ^^..^v::->:;--^,r,;-;.V,

Of course, it is suspense that acts behind that
force

; and this element of suspense moves primarily
from the small group to the large, from the twenty-
two men who are playing before the twenty-two
thousand, or the forty-four thousand, or whatever
the number of spectators may be; the suspense of
the few multiplied over and over again until we
have, we might say, the feelings of each individual
man, down there on the chalked field, enlarged to a
stupendous scale.

What are the feelings of the individual man down
there, playing in the big game at the bottom of that
huge bowl of nerve-taut watching, anxious hu-
manity?

To tell that story, we must go behind the scenes
of football, and back, a good long way back, through

Assistants
ALBERT W. BROWN, '27

THOMAS A. BRESLIN, '29

the days that have passed, even the months and
years, before the big game is played. For the spec-
tator, the big game may be only an hour's diversion
after a week's work. For the football player, it is

the culmination of years of work.
An apparently successful high school football

player, let us say, enters some large university pri-

marily to take advantage of the opportunity to ob-
tain a college education. But at the same time he
wishes to develop his athletic prowess and of course
his main ambition is to become a member of the Uni-
versity football team.

He soon realizes, however, the difficult task con-
*

fronting him and the great eflTorts that will have to
be expended in order to attain this end. He must
adhere to rigid training rules, which necessitates
the giving jap of many luxuries ; he must attend the
daily practice sessions which, in time, become more
or less of a routine. The athlete overcomes these
difficulties, and simultaneously a liking for his work
grows out of these hardships in his Freshman year,
while he is ineligible for varsity competition on ac- k;

count of the year residence rule. ' -

. When the athlete becomes eligible for the varsity
he sets out with a determination to secure a position
for himself on the team. Knowing that it is only
with endless hard work that he may have his wish
fulfilled, he reports for practice, and day after day,
with both eyes and ears open, he takes in all sugges-
tions given by the coach, the application of which
will lead toward perfections.

The hard work which results from this routine is

an education in itself. Those people who are not
athletically inclined are of opinion that students who
go in for sports are sacrificing the opportunities
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afforded in the classroom for a few hours of exer-

cise on the field. They, however, do not appreciate

that the benefits derived from the athletic field go

far and deep in the making of a sound foundation

for a college student's education. He learns, for in-

stance, subordination, co-ordination, concentration,

priceless factors in the shaping of a man's life; and

above all he develops the ability to think quickly and

correctly at the critical moment. I have learned that

these qualities are not so well founded in the char-

acter of the ordinary college student.

Perfecting himself along these lines, the athlete,

gaining the confidence of the coach, in turn gains

confidence in himself— that confidence without

which no man can be successful in any endeavor or

in any walk of life.

The customs and habits that the student athlete

acquires in training are naturally applied to his

academic work with the logical result—that he be-

comes a better student. He has learned by experi-

ence the greatest lesson life can teach a man, good

things are obtained only through hard work.

He works hard all right, unremittent by tireless,

by exactingly, seemingly endless work, straight up

to the day of the student's first big game. The near-

ness of the contest excites the football player to a

"pitch" ; he is enveloped with fear ; so much so that

he becomes a mass of nervous energy. He plays the

game over and over in his mind, weighing every

possibility, every angle of attack, of defense, until

his continuous thought and play of imagination has

put on him that **edge," which is so essential a fac-

tor in competitive sports—that "edge" which

"points" a player for the combat as the scent of

quarry points the hunting dog.

The day of the big game arrives at last. Due to

the nervous tension with which he is literally en-

cased, the football player is now almost unapproach-

able, anxious and worried ; he thinks of every imag-

inable thing that might happen during the game. He
is not able to eat ; he is very restless ; he chafes un-

der the dragging passage of time that separates him

from the game.

It is now time for him to report to the dressing

room. The gymnasium seems quite different on the

day of the game—there is no talking, no noise what-

soever. One would imagine from the atmosphere

that someone's life was at stake. The whole en-

vironment of the place only adds to the suspense.

The coach, calling the members of the team to-

gether, announces the starting line-up, and then em-

phasizes thoroughly the different phases of offense

and defense that are to be employed in this particu-

lar game. Fifty per cent, of the team's efficiency

is due to the proper mental attitude of the men. In

order to arouse this proper condition the coach

must be a psychologist. He must know not only the

general feeling of the players in the mass, but also

the personality of each individual player, so that he

can employ the best method to get his men on

"edge." He begins his "pep talk" by dwelling on the

things that might happen in the game and what the

results would be if they did happen; he explains

the importance of the contest now at hand, and, es-

pecially he emphasizes that point, that the team

"can't" be licked if they "won't" be licked.

By the time the members of the team start for

the stadium they are almost in a fit of frenzy, ready

to charge through a stone wall if the coach would

require it of them.

The feeling of a player as he trots out on the

field is nearly indescribable. At that dramatic

moment the athlete is a nerve-racked individual, yet,

though externally and internally he be tense al-

most beyond endurance, subconsciously he possesses

in a high degree a coolness and confidence which off-

sets the feeling of fright. He sees the crowded

stadium, filled with the critical lovers of sport, and
then indeed does he fully realize the importance of

the game. With that realization comes invariably a

strange sense of personal, of individual responsi-

bility—a sudden, nerve-bracing conviction that the

outcome rests on his shoulders, on his alone. He it

is, and not the other fellow, who must win this game
—who will be answerable if it be lost. With such a

feeling sweeping through him, flushing every vein

in his body like a quick new propulsion of blood, it

goes without saying that the football player, no mat-

ter what position he may hold on the team, resolves

that his best and last and utmost effort will be ex-

pended in order to gain a victory.

The cheering of the crowd is not noticed by the

player directly. He apprehends it only subcon-

sciously. It all seems to him like a dull echo coming
from the top of a mountain. Some spectators are

of the opinion that football players get stage-fright

facing great crowds; but if there be any noticeable

nervousness, it is not caused by the people, but

rather by the delicate tension of the game itself.

The appearance of the opposing team on the field

;

of course adds to the excitement, tightening up the

tension still another pitch; but the greatest thrill

that comes to an athlete in his whole career is the

feeling he has immediately before the opening kick-

off of a big game.

I can remember my experience of this kind. I

felt light-hearted; a peculiar internal feeling of ex-

altation pervaded me. The suspense was terrible,

the moments were just as tense as are those of a

soldier when he awaits the command to go over the

top. I was thinking of every conceivable thing that

might happen. Seconds seem like hours to a man at

• ;•••-*
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•• such a moment. He wonders why the official doesn't

blow his whistle to signal the beginning of the game.
At last the whistle is blown, and the ball is kicked.

• The kicking team charges down the field with deadly
earnestness and prepares to annihilate the op-

ponents. After two or three plays the player, hav-

;
ing been roughed about in bodily contact, returns
to a normal nerve condition. He is no longer excited,

, no longer flustered. Now he can think clearly and
act quickly. Physical movement has relieved the

;;:
strain. .,.;,. •.,.;•,,, v, ;,.,

,

The running off of plays in a game is by no means
a mechanically set process. At all times it remains

/ experimental and very changeable. This means, of

course, that the player has to adapt himself to any
and every unexpected condition. Consequently, the

first part of a football game is largely a feeling-out

process, that is, a maneuvering to discover the

strong points and the weaknesses of the opponent,

.
so that when the opportunities come a man may
take fullest advantage of them. This is really a

< ticklish business, this maneuvering, because one has
to weigh a lot of possibilities, and one has to do it

;:,;
quickly. ,.,;;::,/,,.:v..,,;^;/;;;.;,,^

The game is crowded with moments of glorious

excitement. Take, for example, some such crucial

situation as when you make a lengthy drive down
the field, play after play, and suddenly you find

yourself in scoring territory. Naturally the oppo-
: nents will tighten up on you; and then comes the

i real test of the individual player and the team. The
play becomes more severe and battering. You are
striving now for a goal and the opponents, with
their backs against the wall, are fighting for all

they are worth to withstand the onslaught. When
the two teams are evenly matched progress is nearly

impossible. This is where the feeling-out process,

experimental in the early part of the game, plays

so important a part. By this time we have become
acquainted with the weak points of the opposition

and we must drive our plays at these points, and if

there aren't any weak spots, we have to make some.
We may be stopped for one or two plays, but that

does not matter, for we will have mapped out a
scoring plan in the earlier stages of the game that

must be put into use immediately. There is nothing
that upsets the opposition like the calling of a play
that will cross them up and it is in this zone that

you try to get them on the jump by playing an un-
expected play. A score may not result in this par-

- ticular drive ; but the good football player does not

feel downhearted because of a mere failure to score

out of a given play. He only comes back with more
determination than ever to win.

Or let us say that another sustained drive has
brought us down into the shadows of the enemy's

goal posts. This being the last down in which to
score, a trick play, which will completely fool the op-
posing team, is used. We score our first touchdown.
The thrill and the satisfaction that a team enjoys
after making such a score is unique. Every man
on the scoring team feels now that he has the jump
on his opponents. They are the underdogs now—we
are on top! ;

After a certain point, a winning team will almost
invariably resort to a conservative and defensive
game. The remainder of the match becomes a see-

saw ^air, the two teams battling back and forth,
with neither gaining much advantage. So the
jockeying goes on and the remaining minutes seem
laborsome, for you are anxiously waiting for the end
of the game. We are afraid the opponents will pull
some trick play and score which would be disas-
trous for us. The fear and tense feeling returns to
us and we are on "edge" again, always fearful that
the unexpected may happen.

Finally, the whistle is blown and the game is won.
There is a complete relaxation. Although dog-tired
and weary the members of the winning team are
very happy and feel well satisfied with their efforts.

The losing team, on the other hand, feels pretty
downcast. Then it is that a man has to remind him-
self over and over again that after all it was not a
matter of life and death but just a football game.
The real test of an athlete's character is his ability
to face defeat, to accept it in the same sportsman-
like spirit in which he accepts victory. "It's all in
the game."

When the crowd leaves the stadium the people in-

variably proceed to criticize, constructively and de-
structively—mostly the latter. The different phases
of the game and the judgment used by the players
on different occasions, all are discussed and dissected
to the fullest. I have had occasion to talk to many
of these critics and have found them all too often in-

clined to draw very unjust conclusions. For ex-
ample, the average spectator does not seem to real-
ize that the player, in the heat of battle, has to com-
pare all developments, weigh every situation and
make a correct decision all on the spur of the mo-
ment, in the flash of a second's time. Another ab-
surdity that I have noticed among football critics

is that they fail to give due credit to the members
of the line. Yet it is the linemen who open up the
holes and clear the way for the backfield men. Most
spectators, due to inexperience, laud the ball-carrier
endlessly, when they should equally consider the line
in their praises. Game after game the linestnen
labor faithfully, without much recognition, just so
the backfield may run up points and reach the goal,
which is victory. The spectator does not realize that
there is a complete absence of individual glory on
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thei football team, and that the only motto is "All for

one and one for all."

I have often noticed by questions asked of me
that the football public is very much interested in

the player's feelings and actions in a game in re-

gards to his opponents. Although football is a very

exciting and strenuous exercise which demands
-much physical and mental exertion and necessarily,

conflict and rivalry, nevertheless there is no preju-

dice whatsoever between the members of contesting

teams. In former years, when football was in its

infancy, the outcome of the game depended more on

power than it did on brains and deception. This re-

sulted in more injuries than nowadays since their

philosophy in that day was—let the strongest man
win. But in the modern game, in which a high de-

gree of spol^tsmanship is developed, the fellows of

the two teams, in lax moments, mingle and joke

with one another and by doing so create many
friendships.

To explain the trend of thought and the feeling of

the men on the gridiron let me relate some experi-

ences that have particularly interested me. In one

of our games in the East two years ago, which, by

the way, was won by a very close score, we had pos-

session of the ball about the middle of the third

quarter. I called the signal for one of our halfbacks

to go back into formation to run with the ball. While

I was calling signals he noticed the tenseness and

the manifest anxiety of the other team ; so, instead

of preparing himself for the end run, to my surprise

he started measuring the distance from" his position

to the line. Of course, we were all startled and

amazed, but not nearly so much as were our op-

ponents, when he remarked loudly—for their bene-

fit—"Well, that's only a stone's throw. If I can't

carry the ball for that distance, I had better quit."

The opponents were plainly baffled by this miscue

and probably still are, for he happened to make a

run of about forty yards on that particular play.

Another interesting incident occurred in this same

game. The ball was in the possession of the other

team in a position, downs and yardage being such,

that the logical play was to kick the ball. The op-

posing quarterback called himself back on kick

formation. We had learned from our football

scouts the qualification of each player on this team

;

and knowing, from advance information, that this

particular player could not kick, some of our players

immediately yelled out, "He can't kick, it's either a

run or a pass." The quarterback in turn asked : "I

can't kick, eh?" and pointing to his foot, "Why,

what's the matter with that?" We had called his

bluff and we were all prepared for the play which

was a forward pass.

In one of the big East-West Intersectional games

the West was dependnig on a certain player to spell

defeat for the East. The game had to be played on a

very muddy field and the Western coach thought it

wise to save this particular player and inject him
into the game at the crucial moment. Not long

after the game was in progress, amid the deafening

cheers of the crowd, the big star came rushing on the

field. The players by this time were covered with'

,mud, so the members of the Eastern team rushed

up and proceeded to wipe their mud-covered hands
on his clean and dry uniform. This so completely

puzzled the star that he was of little use during the

remainder of the game. That one incident proved,

perhaps, the deciding factor in the outcome.

One would be surprised at the psychological ef-

fect these jokes and sayings have on those at whom
they are directed, especially in the heat of the battle.

And just as surely as the individual player is

affected, so is the whole team, and so, very often is

the outcome of the game. But whatever the personal

contact of players on the field, and whatever the out-

come of the game, when all is said and done, the

fact remains that football, as viewed and felt by the
^ men who play, and in spite of all the high pitched

nervous tension which they undergo before and dur-

ing a game, is a friendly sport, a friendly rivalry, a

free-hearted competition of man against man for the

laurels due the best. There is no question, it appears
today, as to the pleasure the public takes in foot-

ball. The records show that ten million people at-

tended major games last year. But it may not be

likely that when the crowds that fill the bowls and
stadiums of our universities to witness the big games
between their favorite teams, or the rivals of those

teams—it may not be unlikely that when the crowds
realize how the players themselves, down there on
the gridiron, feel, they will enjoy the great game
with even a finer relish and cleaner exhilaration

than they do at present.

Harry Stuhldreher,
Notre Dame, Indiana.

'ii ;"

M-mM: THAT LEBANON UPSET :.::::;\:-

Probably the "Wildcats" were a bit too confi-

dent and no doubt the opponents were under-rated,

but nevertheless we learned a lesson and lost a

game to Lebanon Valley. We used to feel that

Lebanon was our jinx but now we know it.

Not as an alibi, but as a necessity in describing

the game, a few statistics will assist. Villanova

gained 18 first downs while Lebanon had only two.

The four touchdowns made by the victors were all

gained through Blue and White misplays. This

fact does not in any manner take credit from the

Annville men, because if it were not for their alert-

ness, the fumbles would not haVe been so costly.

»-7«7i*'"'
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Neither does it indicate that the ability Villanova

had in the past year is missing. No matter how
hard a back tries, he cannot help a fumble now
and then. We were destined to fumble and
destiny was not disappointed.

V ^ Even though the game resulted in a defeat, we
are compensated by the fact that the slashing

attack and the stonewall defense of last year is

still with us. ^;,^^^^^^^^;y
.

,

^^^

; I'he Lebanon team could ^either gain ground nor

hold the Wildcats. The hawk-eyes and the fleet

feet of the Annville men, taking advantage of the

Blue and White misplays at crucial moments g^ve

'them their well-earned score of 30-12.

V The lineup: :
.

-Villanova a;^ Lebanon Valley

Lomasney . . . . :M';^,ji, left end Elberti

: Plunkett> ^:<»,. ;,,#;• /V^ tackle. ....••• • . .Pursol

Brooks. .... ,r.v.. . .left guard .Wilson

Capello center . . Wheeler

McCoy ..•..*.. • .right guard Wood
Whelehan . i i V. V> . . .right tackle . . . Fox

- Mulloy. .

.

..... . ... .right end. .. . ^.^^^^^^^^^ . .Pula

Kuczo ...,,.;. .quarterbackv;!;. .. * . .Nitroner

Callaghan. J,:i ; .;. .right halfback. . . . . ... . .Singly

Donahue. ;..;... . -left halfback. , , Gelimet

Dorsey . . . . ^vi^ > . . .fullback. ....... .;, , 4. • Starr

SUBSTSTUTIONS
; .,«'

.

Villanova—Jacobs for Lomasney, Harkins for

Plunkett, Milne for Brooks, Gault for Capello, Hal-

^phen for McCoy, Pessolano for Whelehan, Twomey
for Mulloy, Moynihan for Kuczo, Broderick for Cal-

laghan, Slane for Donahue, Jordan for Dorsey, Ford

for Broderick, Broderick for Ford, Gillespie for

Broderick, Conlin for Jacobs, Vail for Gault, Cum-

mings for Moynihan, Dorsey for Jordan, Snyder for

•Halphen. \y: [.ii^^^
;':': :;''\

'

Lebanon Valley—Heath for Piela, Hendricks for

Nitrauer, Metoxin for Elberti. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^:^^^ ' ,;

' 1

CANISIUS HOLDS VILLANOVA TO
,v^ -. 14-14 TIE ;/.;;.:- -vr-^...:-,^

Canisius, the second team on this year's

schedule, proved stronger than was anticipated.

The tie score cannot be viewed as the value of the

team. Canisius had one effective, fast punch, Mc-

Nally, and every time this .punch was worked it

wrecked dire damage on Villanova. Mike McNally

was responsible for both of Canisius' touchdowns.

This same young man raced the ball sixty yards

on a series of plays in the third quarter for the

s.

first Canisius touchdown. The second touchdown
was made after a series of plays in which McNally
carried the ball for fifty-five yards.

Villanova scored early in the second period when
Kuczo passed to Dorsey, and the second score

came in the final quarter when Kuczo heaved an-

other one to Jordan, the pass and run covering

twenty-eight yards. Both teams were successful

in the tries for points after the touchdowns.

Dorsey showed the world in general and the

Canisius line in particular that he was one good
line-cracker. His line bucking repeatedly ripped

holes in the Canisius camp. Captain Moynihan
proved himself to be a peppy leader, this light-

haired husky was everywhere. Kuczo's accuracy
in passing accounted for the total scoring in the

Villanova column. Jordan is no slouch when it

comes to nabbing forwards and also for making
the point after touchdown count. Dorsey was also

successful on the other try. Doc Jacobs played a

smart game at end and the Canisius backfield soon

found it was suicide to try an end run around left.

Doc packed a wallop in every tackle and when he

nabbed them they stayed put. Brennan, playing

right end for the Canisius aggregation, smeared a

lot of the plays around his territory. Villanova

was outscored in first downs, scoring 12 to 13 for

Canisius. The defensive play of both teams was a

trifle weak, but the season is young and both

teams show great promise for the big games to

follow.

The lineup

:

Villanova Canisius

Jacobs left end Guthrie

. . .left guard

.yv;^i,V* .right guard

. ... . . .right tackle

right end

Moynihan ..,.,;... .quarterback

Ford .V^il/ ri halfback

*i^;^v. . .left halfback. , ^ *

Pessalano.

Brooks . . .

.

Capello .

.

Halphen.

.

Plunkett.

.

Toomey . .

.

Donohue.
Dorsey .

. . O. Burke
T. Shea

. . Thomas
. . . . . .Feist

. Pasconage
. . . Brennan

. Guarinieri

Fisher

. .Hurtubise

. . . . i V . . . . fullback . . ; * » i i . . . McNally

Score by quarters:

Villanova

Canisius

• *'•.;•'.* . . . . • «.':«.'•'•><')•:;• • k'-»

• » • .

7 7—ll
7 7—14

Touchdowns—McNally 2, Dorsey and Jordan.

Placement kicks after touchdowns—Dorsey, Col-

lins 2, Jordan. Referee—Tommy Hughett, Michi-

gan. Umpire—Sullivan, Colgate. Head lines-

man—Ailinger, University of Buffalo. Canisius

substitutions—Collins for Guarinie^ Maly Czark

for Pasconage, Guarinieri for Collins. Time of

quarters—15 minutes.

'i
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VILLANOVA DOWNS BUCKNELL
"Hit 'em high, hit 'em low;

Come on, Villanova, let^s go.

Yeah team, team, team."

This cry of defiance rang across Artillery Field

in Wilkes-Barre and was borne down the valley

and across the majestic Susquehanna, which awak-
ened to see its first college grid game since Glenn
Warner's Carlisle Indians were on the war path.

Wilkes-Barre was distinctively a collegiate town,

Blue and White, Orange and Blue pennants were

visible everywhere. Impromptu parades and

snake dances were held in all sections of the city.

Bucknell was there to fight, and Villanova was

there to fight and fight and fight.

Early in the morning the first section of Villa-

nova's hoppers to the game arrived, later on others

arrived and just before the game still others ar-

rived, stiff and sore, butjaappy.

If you weren't there to see that game, it's your

own fault. It was fight all the way, bulldog fight.

That was what pleased Wilkes-Barre. They love

fight and no wonder the town went wild when they

saw this one.

Ten thousand palpitating fans went delirious

during those sixty minutes and the only cool ones

in the vast crowd were the twenty-two men on the

field. And when Johnny Slane got loose, then

pandemonium reigned.

A mighty Villanova team downed a powerful

Bucknell eleven. And Bucknell was good, and so

was Diehl, the play-boy fullback; but Villanova

was better. On Villanova there was Donahue and

Jordan, Moynihan and Johnny Slane. These boys

fought ; but it was a real pleasure to see the Blue

and White line charge. From end to end that line

charged and in that last hectic quarter, oh! how

they held.

At 2.30, Bucknell kicked off to Villanova, de-

fending the west goal. Trimmer sent a long twist-

ing floater to Dorsey, standing on the ten-yard

line. He returned the ball to the foi!<^-yard line. ^

Bucknell's line held for three downs, and then ;

Dorsey punted to Blaisdell on Bucknell's ten-yard

line. Toomey downed him in his tracks. Diehl

made five yards through the center of the line.

Halicki got seven yards and a first down through

tackle. Bucknell failed to gain on three plays and

Diehl punted thirty yards to Kuczo, who was

downed on his own twenty-yard line. Broderick

skirted right end for an eight-yard gain. Dorsey

plunged off tackle for a first down. Dorsey

plowed through center for five yards. Dorsey

bored through for a first down at midfield. A
pass, Callahan to Kuczo, was good for twenty-

five yards. Broderick slid off tackle for ten yards

and a first down.
. 'Hallinger was hurt on this play and Mitchell

took his place. - Dorsey went through the line for

four yards. Broderick added three more on a

plunge. A forward pass was grounded behind the

goal posts. Diehl made nine around the end.

Diehl made it first down on the next play. Diehl was

thrown for a loss. Diehl punted out of bounds on his

own forty-yard line. Dorsey punted to Blaisdell,

who fumbled the ball. Magee recovered the ball on

Villanova's fort-two-yard line as the period en(ied.

Second Period

Quinn was put out of the game for unnecessary

roughness. Jones took his place. Bucknell was

penalized half the distance to the goal line. Diehl

punted to Callahan, who returned it fifteen yards

to midfield. Wells took Magee's place in the Buck-

nell lineup. An exchange of punts gave Villa-

nova the ball on its own forty-yard line. Another

exchange gave Bucknell the ball at midfield. Here

Diehl found a hole and galloped through for

twenty-five yards, before being dropped. Here

Moynihan, Gillespie, Donahue and Jordan entered

for Villanova, giving them a new backfield. Fail-

ing to gain on two plays, Trimmer dropped back

and kicked a field goal from the thirty-seven-yard

line. Score: Bucknell 3, Villanova 0.

Trimmer's kickoff to Villanova sailed over the

goal line and the ball was taken out to the twenty-

yard line. Donahue fumbled the ball on the first

play, and the ball was Bucknell's on the Villanova

eighteen-yard line. Trimmer's try for another

field goal was blocked by Harkins. Villanova

punted to Blaisdell, who was injured when tackled.

He was replaced by Tucker. Diehl's pass ground-

ed, as did another pass. Bucknell was penalized

five yards for failure to complete passes. Moyni-

han intercepted a pass on his own five-yard line as

the half ended. Score: Bucknell 3, Villanova 0.

Third Period

Jordan kicked off to Blaisdell, who was downed

: on his twenty-yard line. Diehl punted to Moyni-

han. Villanova was penalized fifteen yards for

holding. Donahue then galloped thirty-five yards

around end, bringing the crowd to its feet. Moyni-

^ han made a first down. Villanova failed to gain

and Gillespie punted to Diehl. Diehl ripped off

a fifty-five yard spiral to Villanova's twenty-five

yard line. On two plays, Gillespie made a first

down. Villanova couldn't gain and Gillespie

punted out of bounds on Bucknell's ten-yard line.

A pass, Diehl to Blaisdell, gained fifty yards,

Donahue bringing him down. Failing to gain,

Diehl punted to Donahue. Donahue made nine

yards around end. On the next play, he made a

first down. Gillespie gained three yards and the

^
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third period ended. Score: Bucknell 3, Villa-
nova 0.

Fourth Period
• V

., Gillespie punted to Blaisdell. Blaisdell gained
:, four yards. Blaisdell made it first down on the

; :
next play. Diehl punted to Moynihan. Gillespie
was replaced by Slane. Jordan punted to Blais-
dell. Diehl was thrown for a five-yard 'loss.

Blaisdell to Diehl gained but a foot. Diehl punted
: fifty yards to Donahue. A pass, Moynihan to

:
Slane, gained forty yards. With the ball on Buck-

i;
• neirs twenty-yard line, Slane took the ball from
"center and zig-zagged off tackle for the remaining

:
distance and a touchdown, bringing the crowd
breathlessly for a moment to its feet and then
chaos reigned. Jordan kicked the extra point.

; Score: Villanova 7, Bucknell 3.

> With three minutes,to play Jordan kicked off to
:;:;

Blaisdell. A series of passes brought the ball to

;;:
Villanova's forty-yard line. Here Diehl heaved a

\V thirty-five-yard pass to Blaisdell and the ball was
given to Bucknell there, as they claimed interfer-

. ence with the receiver by Slane. Here Lomasney
took Toomey's place, and on the next play broke
through to smear Diehl for a six-yard loss. On

: the next play Harkins and Burns dropped Diehl
:;
in his tracks. The whistle blew ending the game

.; just as Bucknell was lining up for the next play.
;: /Final score: Villanova 7, Bucknell 3.

•

:
As soon as the whistle blew the crowd swarmed

r on the field and the Blue and White band lead the
students in a snake dance about the field.

;

•

:
Then the parade moved down through the town

and made its presence heard. Looking on was
Dan Hart, the genial mayor of Wilkes-Barre, and
there wasn't a more satisfied man there than Dan
Hart. The revelry was continued into the night
and the dance was the greatest ever. .Yes, sir,

Wilkes-Barre belonged to Villanova. ; K;r ;• •

'

The lineup

:

.

'::''•:.:;' •\;-'-'

Bucknell y^
Trimmer .\..left end...
Huilick left tackle. .

.

Hallinger

Mitchell .......... .left guard . .

.

Biehl center Gault
Stephens right guard Milne
Karmolowiciz right tackle Pessolano
Magee .., .... .right end. . Toomey-Lomasney

Blaisdell ^^ ^ ' Kuczo
Tucker-Quinn quarterback Moynihan
Jones right halfback Callahan

Gillespie-Slane

Halicki left halfback Broderick

Donahue
Diehl fullback Dorsey-Jordan

Villanova

.Conlan-Burns
Harkins

. ... . .Halphen

Umpire—H. Craig, Penn State. Head linesman
—R. Greene, Pennsylvania. Referee—Evans, Ur-
sinus.

Substitutions
Villanova—Moynihan for Kuczo, Jordan for

Dorsey, Donahue for Callaghan, Gillespie for
Broderick, Slane for Gillespie, Ford for Donahue,
Kuczo for Moynihan, Lomasney for Conlin, Burns
for Twomey, and Dorsey for Jordan.

Bucknell—Mitchell for Hollinger, Jones for
Quinn, McCormick for Karmilowicz, McLeary for
Jones, Walls for Magee, and Tuck for Blaisdell.

OH! HOW THEY SMEARED THEM!
VILLANOVA CRUSHES DICKIN-

SON, 32-0

The Wildcat that scampered into Shibe P,ark
looking for Dickinson can be likened to the storm
that devastated Florida. The animal in the form
of the Vdllanova football squad, would not be
beaten back nor would it be deterred. The fury
stirred by the "Big Blue" came from the North
and South, along the ground by means of bull-like
plunges and fleet end runs, and overhead by ac-
curate and swift aerial passes. 'Twas no wonder
the Red and White warriors who gave their all
could not stop the avalanche of skill and power
that the mad Wildcat uncovered. 'Twas a reason
why Dickinson staggered from that sea of mud-
beaten to a finish.

A year ago the Red and White broke the win-
ning streak of the same team that was driving
them ruthlessly into the mire of obscurity.

The fury started with the kickoff . In the first

few minutes of play, after the line broke up the
field, Gillespie skipped and skirted twenty yards
for a touchdown. The Slane-Moynihan combina-
tion then got into the play, and a forward coupled
with an end run by Slane brought the second
touchdown. ,.. :

,.

:• The Wildcat came out in the second half hun-
grier than ever. She took another helping and ate
more than the first time. A ripping atta'ck brought
=the ball to the six-yard line. Jordan then took the
ball and half of the Dickinson team over the line

for another touchdown. Slane then followed with
a "Slane run"—one of those 25-yarders that is

not longer because the goal is reached. The score
was then 26-0, but Dorsey and Ford had not done
their damage yet. It is a good thing for the turf
of Shibe Park and the Dickinson team that the
game was near a close. These two boys added a
little zest to the best line Villanova has seen in

'W

'i
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a long time—this line had been blasting its way
through everything, every minute of play. Any-
way, these two boys added seven more points and
were starting another avalanche that only the
fence would have stopped when the final whistle
sounded.

The lineup:

Villanova ^ Dickinson
Conlin •^•.?*,*y -^^^^ ^^^- * •>.«y» Mentzer.
Pessolano. .... ... . .left tackle. . Snell

Milne left guard Murray
Gault center Chambers
Halphen right guard .... . , ,, .... Crooks
Harkins. . . .v#> ... .right tackle . ... . .Larimer
Toomey. .>»V4

,

right end. . . . .;.*; Baiz

Kuczo ...quarterback Litchenfield

Gillespie left halfback Cook
Andrulewiicz. . . . right halfback . .^,. , ..McConnell

Melensen fullback Harner

Touchdowns—Gillespie, Slane, 2 ; Jordan, Dorsey.

Points after touchdowns—Andrewlevich, Moynihan.

Substitutions—Villanova: Ford for Slane, Dorsey

for Jordan, Jordan for Melensen, Slane for Gillespie,

McAndrews for Andrewlevich, Plunkett for Har-

kins, Moynihan for Kuczo, Fay for Maynihan, Cum-
mings for Fay, Giovunnucci for Cummings, McCoy
for rtalphen. Brooks for Milne, McKelvey for Pesso-

lano, Conti for McAndrews. Dickinson : Petterman

for Murray, Pennell for Snell, Barger for Mentzer,

Slivinski for Harner, Bowes for Slivinski. Referee

—Eberle, Swarthmore. Umpire—Halas, Illinois.

Head linesman—Shaw, Penn. Time of periods—15

minutes.

TRACK

In 1924 Villanova decided to resume track work
after an absence of about fourteen years from that

line of sport. I was given charge of the coaching, .

and naturally found a dearth of material as the :

boys who had track ambition usually went to a -

college where some attention is paid to their favor- ^

ite sport. As a result of this condition, I had to

start with entirely new material, but as an offset

to that I found a lot of enthusiasm which con-

tinued to grow with each success of the team.

The first year of resumption of track sport we

found it difficult to stage meets due, I think, to

the idea that we could not furnish much competi-

tion. Consequently, we had but three dual meets.

Two of these we won, but lost the third, more from

lack of experience than of ability. We were

beaten only by three points due to the fact that

one of our boys kept a teammate back until it was
too late to win.

The following year, 1925, the boys won all their

dual meets very impressively. In addition, they
finished second in the college relay for their class

in the Penn Relays.

This year there is a lot of new material for

track at Villanova. All boys having performed
meritoriously in one or more of the events in which
they competed for their respective high or prep
schools and it is safe to predict that a good per-

centage of these boys will be a credit to their

new Alma Mater, helping to make traditions for

those young men who follow them to live up to.

Now a little about the benefits of track train-

ing for the student. I think it will be admitted
by all that a strong, healthy body is a wonderful
asset to every one and especially to a student who
has to apply his mind closely to studies for several

hours a day. There is no exercise more beneficial

or conducive to health than that kind which is

necessary to fit a boy or young man for competi-

tive track work. In addition to the aid to health,

this training teaches a man pastime, as it takes the

whole four years of college life to develop a fin-

ished athlete. This is particularly true of the

field events such as the jumps, pole vault, hammer,
shot, discus and javelin.

So boys, do not get discouraged if you do not

reach championship form in one season. Keep on

trying. If you do not make the team this year you
probably will the next. Always remember that

what one man has done, another may and can do.

One thing more I w^ht to speak about in this

article. Do not be indifferent about reporting for

track simply because you do not know whether you
can do anything or not. Some of the best athletes

I have known have been boys who were discovered

accidentally and had to be coaxed to go out and
try. I could mention two or three of these cases

at Villanova. So boys, show your interest in your

college by coming out and then leaving it to the

coach to decide what you can do and help you do it.

Now, readers *of The Villanovan, before I close,

I want to say a word concerning the faculty of

your college. They are doing all in their power
to further all sports for your benefit. So I ask

you, as matter of gratitude, to show your apprecia-

tion by turning out strong and doing your very

best in return for their care and thought.

James E. Merideth,
Coach.
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College News Editor

i
JOHN R. SULLVIAN, '28

V.

!>^ COLtEGE NOTES
'The College Notes Department seeks to give a

graphic account of the various campus activities. It

should,, therefore, be of paramount interest to all

loyal sons of Villanova. The fact that we, as stu-

dents, are oftentimes aware of this or that activity

before an account of it appears in these columns

"^^hould not detract from our interest in reading

about it. For, at some time or another, we all par-

ticipate in some of these events ^nd who is there who
does not experience a "titillating tingle'* at seeing

his name in print?

Moreover, what of the folks at home? Are we to

suppose that those who have made our coming to

Villanova possible, take no interest in what we are

doing here? Surely such a thought is the antithesis

to the truth. Why not then, send the Villanovan

home for the joy they will derive from reading it?

Again, interest in this column will be enhanced
when we reflect that our college days are fleeting

and that we are all subject to the infirmities of mem-
ory. In after years these notes will serve as a

pleasant reminder of the glamorous days at Villa-

nova. .;/:\''^>^"'-''v'f:^ :'.;•;;• - ""''

^^ ,W earnestly then, solicit your co-operation and
contributions in order that the interest in this de-

partment might be more widespread.

THE 1927 BELLE AIR
At the meeting of the 1926 Belle Air Staff last

June, the editor-in-chief and business manager to

pilot the year book for 1927 were elected. Alfred

J. Panepinto, of the Engineering School, was
elected editor-in-chief. The position of business

manager was voted to Matthew R. Oberholzer, of

the Business Department. ^^^^^^^^^^^
:, f

.

Before the closing of the college term for 1926,

Mr. Panepinto called a meeting of a tentative staff.

At this meeting the general layout and methods of

procedure for the 1927 Belle Air wereJbriefly ex-

plained, so that work could commence immediately

for the next annual publication. :

During the summer vacation the entire staff kept

in direct touch with the editor through the mail, and

new ideas were suggested, studied and thrashed out.

With the re-opening of the college term, the staff

was divided into the Editorial and Business depart-

ments, and each division now meets separately to

facilitate their respective discussions. Rev. John H.

Crawford, 0. S. A., is again the faculty advisor.

The campus scenes have been taken while the

trees were well filled out with verdant foliage. The
early start the. staff has taken cannot but help bring

a bigger and better Belle Air to Villanova.

Assistants

ANDREW J. SLOAN, '27

WILLIAM H. VINCENT, '28

HOBBLE GOBBLE
The Freshman Class of Villanova has made its

debut as an organization. On the evening of Oc-

tober 6th, they were formally presented to the mem-
bers of the faculty and the student body by their

predecessors, the present Sophomore Class. Follow-

ing a most careful surveillance on the part of both

they were duly initiated into that famous and
ancient body—"The Order of the Hobble Gobbles,"

as is customary^ in such formal presentations and
initiations in "evening dress," or perhaps it should

be said, dress for the evening.

Being a freshman at Villanova is synonymous
with membership in the Hobble Gobbles. Member-
ship, however, has its requisites. The first is the

necessity of being initiated. The second is to con-

tinue as a member of the student body. It is hard
at this time to say which is the more difficult.

The new members were told how unworthy they

were to become a part of this honored organization,

how woefully they lacked the characteristics which
would ba in conformity with the quality of its mem-
bers, present and past. How it would be necessary

for them to take on a new appearance before they

could qualify to enter the fold. They were told that

the rites of the organization provided for this

charge. Needless to say, they did.

Various ingredients of food, cosmetic, etc., played

a prominent part in making the change complete.

By the time the ceremony had been finished no one
would have denied that evolution is no longer a

theory. '^ The new men had undergone a complete,

if rapid, transformation.

Following the transformation and carrying out

the usual tradition the "novices" marched to Bryn
Mawr. There a few demonstrated to the evident en-

joyment of the audience their abilities in the terp-

sichorean art; others showed themselves to be ex-

ponents of a new phase in operatics and not a few
proved their marked prowess in calisthenics. • - • >:

,
The more proficient and precocious were detained

for further entertainment. It was realized their

obvious artistry should not be restrained within

suburban confines. Hence, they were taken to the

nearby metropolis where the • expression of their

artistic senses might be freed and less restrained.

These, from all reports, performed long and remark-
ably well. The hour of their return is unknown.
But with it ended the initiation of this year's fresh-

men of Villanova.

The Villanovan congratulates the Freshmen on
the genuine sportsmanlike spirit in which they sub-

mitted to the initiation—and is glad to include them
among its supporters.

•;

•• /
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Rev. Mortimer Sullivan, 0. S. A.

"One man's loss is another's gain" is a proverb

that bears little comfort to the loser. Among the

recent changes at Villanova was the transfer of

Father Sullivan to Flint, Mich. Our former Presi-

dent came to this institution with a reputation of a

man who had proven himself. His service of dis-

tinction not only as a soldier of Christ, but also as

a champion of his country's cause, characterized

him as a unit of genuine value to his God and his

native land. Father Sullivan—as priest, chaplain,

teacher and executive, has merited the praise of all

who know him. Courageous, sincere, and capable of

higher and more important duties he has been in-

trusted withva responsibility that requires the char-

acter of a tru^ priest and soldier to accomplish. He

came to Villanova with the applause and approval

of his many friends—and he leaves his Alma Mater

actuated by the spirit of his vows—to more arduous

and more noble work—and thereby proving the true

worth of the Religious and that places him among

the great presidents who are remembered in Villa-

nova's history. Villanova has not lost a friend.

Father Sullivan's filial lo^^ty is pure and ennobling.

He is with us in spirit. TOpse of us who knew him

—as a Priest and President—have been influenced

by his association. He has impressed upon us one

truth
—"Character is more sacred than reputation"

—and while we acquiese to the will of God who di-

rects all circumstances propitiously—our recollec-

tions of him shall remain with us, constantly re-

minding us to pray for his continued health and

prosperity.

Rev. James H. Griffin, 0. S. A.

The most vital change in the faculty was the ap-

pointment of Rev. James Griffin, 0. S. A., former

professor of Banking and Finance at Villanova

College. For many years Father Griffin had been

associated with Our Mother of Consolation Parish,

Chestnut Hill, Pa. Our president completed his

studies in Rome and for many years has been in-

timately connected with Villanova. Aggressive,

energetic, he has always manifested his best efforts

to advance the standing and character of his Alma
Mater. The Villanovan welcomes Father Griflfin and

extends to him its felicitations—and respect.

^
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Rev. John p. McGuire

After serving in the capacity of Vice-President

for the past four years, Rev. John P. McGuire has

been transferred to parish work at Chicago. While

in the office of vice-president he was also professor

of Spanish. It goes without saying that Fr. Mc-
Guire was one of the most popular faculty members
and will be greatly missed by all who had the pleas-

ure of knowing him. Long will he be remembered
for the genial disposition and good-natured smile

that was so characteristic of him. Our best wishes

are always with you.

^^^^^^,^^^J:
: R Malone, 0. S. A.

^^^^^^^^; W the inauguration of Father Griffin's admin-

istration, a new department, the College Publicity

Department, was organized—as a means to fur-

ther the interest of Villanova and her activities.

',: Father Alexander Malone, 0. S. A., formerly faculty

0/ i adviser of the Villanovan, has been appointed as di-

rector of this new department. Father Malone has

been associated with the Villanovan for two years

and has always manifested an untiring spirit on

behalf of its welfare. Under his supervision the

magazine steadily improved and in spite of numer-
ous tasks, he continued faithfully to fulfill his office.

,;,: There are few instances of men who gave more for

:: his Alma Mater and Father Malone continues to lee-

;
. , ture on Education and Literature at the College.

; V To our former adviser—the Villanovan extends

its sincere appreciation and kind wishes.

; c.'-

Rev. Luke Powers, O. S. A.

Among the changes consequent on the Provincial

Chapter is numbered the transfer of Father Luke
Powers. For the last decade Father Powers has

served as sub-prior of Villanova Monastery, pro-

fessor of Dogmatic and Natural Theology and His-

tory. The part played in the upbuilding and sus-

taining of Villanova's Curriculum by Father Powers
will leave a lasting impression of progress. Our
former teacher and friend goes to a distinct field

—

with a varied task. He is now Procurator of the

Convent of St. Mary's parish at Lawrence, Mass.

Needless to say that in this office great changes are

likewise anticipated of Father Powers. A great man
is a power for ennobling influence, and Father

Powers is a man of true metal and worth. With
him he carries away the appreciation of all who
knew him—and the fondest recollections and grati-

tude of those whom he served. The Villanovan ex-

tends its kindest respects to Father Powers.

Rev. Michael Hopkins, 0. S. A.

Rev. Michael Hopkins, who for the past few years
has been associated with the College as professor of

Biology, has been transferred to Hoosick Falls,

N. Y. Due to broken health, Father Hopkins was
forced to discontinue his services at Villanova. The
present high standing of our Pre-Medical Depart-
ment is the result of Father Hopkins' indefatigable
energy—and spirit of sacrifice, ke gave every
ounce of power to advance the interest of this de-
partment—and due to his genuine spirit of religious

devotion—Villanova possesses a Pre-Medical School
second to none. The fruits of his work indicate his

worth as a sincere student, a capable teacher, and
outstanding character of manhood and courage. His
transfer came as a shock. But a man's best efforts

are the expression of his ability. Father Hopkins
had won the confidence and admiration of all who
knew him. Blessing to you, Father Hopkins—The
Villanovan is proud of you and extends to you its

sincere felicitation.

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, 0. S. A.

The Villanovan wishes to offer its felicitations to

Rev. Rullan P. Fink on his appointment to the office

of Vice-President. Fr. Fink has always enjoyed an
enviable reputation for being an efficient organizer
and sponsor for many new college activities. For
the past several years he has been connected with
the School of Science. We are confident that he will

bring to his new office the same ability for organiza-
tion and leadership which he has hithertofore
shown.

Again, we extend our congratulations to him on
his promotion.

;
Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, Ph. D., 0. S. A.

; ^^ Villanova has suffered a great loss in the recent
..change of its faculty members and officers, but it has
•been well compensated by the newly elected officers.

V Among the most noteworthy is Fr. Joseph M.
Dougherty, *20, O. S. A., who has succeeded Fr. Fink
as Dean of the Pre-Medical Department, and Fr.
Hopkins as Professor of Bacteriology, Mammalion
Anatomy and Biology.

Fr. Dougherty received the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Biology from the Catholic University
last June.

The Villanovan extends a hearty welcome to Fr.
Dougherty.

W^4^
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THE DAY STUDENTS' CLUB
Simultaneously with the beginning of the school

year has been the renewal of activity among the

Day Hops. In fact, only a few days had elapsed

after registration when the new president, John

; Byrne, called a meeting of the club. A large per-

( centage of both the older members and the newer
brethren among the Freshman Class responded with

an enthusiasm that would satisfy the doubts of any

one who might be sceptical concerning the "pep" of

. the Day Students. With approximately two hundred

and fifty "commuters," the club has the largest

membership in her history and at the same time,

continues to have more members than any other

single organization on the campus. The meeting

'•was first addressed by Father Griffin, the President,

who began his talk with a word of welcome to both

the upper and lower classmen. He then spoke of the

reasons they should have in coming to Villanova

and concluded by stressing the importance of organ-

ization among the Day Students. Vice-President

Father Fink followed this inspiring speech with a

stirring discourse, in which he made everyone pledge

support to the football team by attending both the

rallies and the games. Needless to say, he left the

gathering amid a wild outburst of applause and

cheering. The meeting was then called to order

and the future affairs of the club were discussed.

The first proposal made was concerning the death

of our beloved member, John Ward, and it was im-

/jnediately decided to have a Solemn Requiem Mass
said for the repose of his soul. The committee,

headed by John McGlone, consisting of Howard
Brady, '27; William Vincent, '28; Clinton Moore,

'29, and Henry Mueller, 30, made arrangements to

have the Mass said on Tuesday, October 5th. An
invitation was accorded the student body to attend.

After two short talks by the President and the

Student Council I^presentative, Andrew Sloan, the

meeting was adjourned. ; ':r'/\\,ri -...

Tuesday morning the Mass was sung by Father

Griffin, who was a personal friend of the deceased,

assisted by Father Grellis and Father Fink. Quite

a large number of the students, both Day Hops and

Boarders were present. The invitation sent by the

Day Students' Club to the parents of our departed

friend was accepted. Surely this was an oppor-

tunity for them to see how dear their son was to his

fellow students. ^ ;v •

Since there have been no other important activi-

ties requiring the discussion of the club, there have

been no meetings of late, but from the auspicious

start the organization has made, it may be a big one

for the Day Hops, but from the appearance of

things this present annum bids to outdo its prede-

cessor.

The officers, who were elected at the final meeting

of the club last term, are as follows

:

John J. Bryne, '27—President.

William H. Vincent, Jr., '28—Vice-President.

Clinton A. Moore, '29—Secretary and Treasurer.

Andrew J. Sloan, '27—Student Council Repre-

sentative.

^ The Villanovan extends its best wishes to the Day
Students' Club for a successful and active year.

THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY CLUB
It has been deemed expedient to expand* the

former Connecticut Club, so that it may include the

students from Southern Massachusetts. In accord-

ance with this policy of expansion the name has been

changed to the Connecticut Valley Club.

The new organization- met October 25th and
elected the following officers

:

President—James Shea, '27.

Vice-President—Paul Kuczo, '28.

Treasurer—John R. Sullivan, '28.

Secretary—Jack Sorbo, '29.

Pursuant to an unanimous desire to hold a dance

during the Christmas holidays, plans were formu-

lated for this annual affair. Because of the great

diversity of sections comprising the club, it was de-

cided to conduct two dances under the auspices of

the one club. One of these will be held at Stamford.

Paul Kuczo is in charge^of this division. He will

be assisted by Joe Rinaldi, Joe Franchina and Jack

Sorbo.

It is expected that Springfield or Hartford will

play host to the terpsichoreans from up-state. The
committee arranging the details in this regard con-

sists of Jerome Hurley as chairman, John McDon-
nell, Frank McGrath, George Fay and John Sulli-

van.

The Club extends a cordial invitation to the stu-

dents, alumni and friends of Villanova from the Nut-

meg and Gay States and their environs to attend its

dance.

ITALIAN CLUB
At the first meeting of the current college year of

the Italian Club, the following; new officers took to

their respective duties:

President—Peter P. Perri.

Vice-President—Alfred J. Panepinto.

Secretary—Louis Padula.

Treasurer—Rocco Costanzo.

The club was honored and gratified by the pres-

ence of Dr. Joseph A. Hickey, former president of

the college and now assistant vicar general of the

Augustinian Order. In very interesting and il-

ti
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luminating fashion he addressed the large gathering

upon the deserving merits and high ideals and am-
bitions of great Italians, especially dwelling upon

Premier Mussolini—that rugged super-human whose

dictating and power to handle the government is

making all nations sit up^^nd take notice.

The members greatly appreciated the talk by Dr.

Hickqy, w^ho so willingly consented to address us at

our first meeting.

To insure and promote interest in the meetings,

the club proposes to have at each assembly, a speaker

who will address the members upon some topic of

current interest either to the club—the college—or

of general information.

Although the plans for the ensuing year have not

yet been formulated, the outlook for a successful,

social and progressive season is bright and promis-

ing. With its now large and active membership,

great things are to be expected during this year. The

seeds for this year's activities are gradually being

sown and we hope to have a good and plenti-

ful harvest before the final curtain is lowered on our

scholastic year. The members have endorsed and

pledged themselves to everything Villanovan.

^ THE LA SALLE CLUB

This newly formed organization met for the first

time on October 13th. It is composed of all former

students of La Salle Preparatory^ School, Philadel-

phia, who are now attending Villanova. Its aim

is to foster the ideals of the latter institution, while

at the same time to provide for the scholastic and

social welfare of its members. The work of organ-

ization was entered into enthusiastically, and if the

**pep" of the first meeting is any criterion for that

of the future, then activity will not be lacking at

subsequent gatherings. Twenty-one men were pres-

ent at the first meeting and from them will be

formed the nucleus of an organization that will be-

come an influence among the undergraduates by up-

holding the traditions of Villanova and by perpetu-

ating the ideals which have been imbibed at La Salle.

The following were elected to office.

Joseph Freney, B. S., '27—President.

Joseph B. Quinn, A. B., '28—Vice-President.

William K. McCarthy, A. B., '28—Treasurer.

Clement Sheehan, A. B., '28—Secretary.

The Villanovan welcomes this new organization

and wishes to assure it of its hearty co-operation in

all its scholastic and social endeavors.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB
The Lawrence Club resumed activities. The fol^

lowing are the officers for the year:

President—Joseph F. Hughes.

Vice-President—Leonard J. Young.

Treasurer—Richard M. Sullivan.

Secretary—Clarence J. Dana.

' Plans for the annual winter dance are under way
and it is expected that the club will hold the banner

dance of the year in collegiate circles. It will be

held on December 27th in the Winter Garden Ball

Room. A well known orchestra will furnish the

music.

The General Dance Committee consists of John

Foley, chairman; Thomas McNulty, John Driscoll,

Leonard Young, Vincent Doyle, Clarence Dana and

Richard M. Sullivan.

The club extends a cordial invitation to the stu-

dents, alumni and friends of Villanova to attend its

dance.

NEW JERSEY CLUB
Upon the opening of the new year, the Jerseyites

who have always felt that they should organize,

have begun preparations for the organization of a

Jersey Club. A meeting was called by John Lyons,

'29, who acted as temporary chairman. The names

of the Jersey students were taken and the purpose

of the club was emphasized by Mr. Lyons.

At a second meeting these officers were elected

:

Marshall Halphen, '27—President.

Joseph Barry, '28—Vice-President.

Neal McCarthy, '29—Secretary.

Gus Baron, '27—Treasurer.

Upon the acceptance of the officers the club be-

gan preparations for their formal dance, which will

be held in Newark on the Friday following the

Muhlenberg game. This is going to be a big night

for both the present students and former ones. The

club will spare no expense to make this dance a suc-

cess and one that will enliven the spirit of the organ-

ization. The Washington Ballroom has been char-

tered for the night and the music will be furnished

by Stanley's Orchestra of East Orange.

The dance committee is headed by Gus Baron,

who is assisted by Dick O'Brien, John Lyons, Louis

Padula, Austin Tighe, Joe Burlington and Vincent

Brady.

All members are requested to be present at the

meetings in order to show the college what the mos-

quitoes can do.
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£ > ST. JOSEPH'S CLUB
b'v- V The St. Joe Club held its first meeting of the

. '{iVv/V new scholastic year on Friday, October the 15th. The
'following members were elected officers of the en-

,;•',•'';" > suing year : :;
, ...... ..^.v.,

President—A. J. Sloan, '27.

Vice-President—Richard X. McGowan, '28;

Treasurer—Peter J. Kearney, '28.

Sergeant—Robert J. Walsh, '28.

The club, composed of former St. Joe Prep and

College men, is entering, upon its second year at

Villanova. .:>--'

Plans were discussed relative to commencing a

debating club team in the college.

The St. Joe Club felicitates its past preseident on

his appointment to the faculty of St. Joseph's Col-"

lege High School. It is through the influence of Mr.

Walsh that the St. Joseph's Club came into being

\and we hope Mr. Walsh may reach great heights in

ds chosen vocation. •

The Wilkes-Barre Club held its first meeting of

the year on October 13, 1926. The following offi-

cers were elected for the coming year : ' '

John R. Cunningham, '27—President.

Joseph Brennan, '27—Vice-President.

James J. Dever, '27—Secretary.

Francis T. Loughran, '27—Treasurer.

V William A. Connor, '27—Sergeant-at-Arms.

A special meeting was held on Thursday, October

14, 1926, to make final preparations for the dance

to be held at the Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

after the Bucknell game. At this meeting it was de-

cided to invite to the dance the members of the

Bucknell and Villanova football squads. A motion

was also passed that the members house the mem-
bers of the Villanova Band during their stay in

Wilkes-Barre. '.^ ::: .-^- \-):.y::'/::,.}^; ../':..:::

The committee in charge of the dance was : James
J. Dever, chairman; Paul Gannon, Francis T.

Loughran, William A. Connor, Joseph J. O'Donnell,

James Nealon, James O'Hara, James Moore, Leo
Jordan, Joseph Brennan, Charles Dougherty, John
Conroy, Charles Dever, Carl Cummings, Kenneth
O'Toole, John McCarthy and James Turek.

The dance was a huge success due to the co-opera-

tion of the members of the club with James J. Dever,

the chairman, who is an experienced master in the

art of conducting dances. The members of the club

take this opportunity to thank Mr. Dever for his

capable management of the affair.

The club also appreciates the hospitality extended

by the City of Wilkes-Barre to the students of Villa-

nova and the efforts of those who helped make Villa-

nova's sojourn in Wilkes-Barre a happy one.

Through the courtesy of the Villanovan the **Koal

Krackers" extend an invitation to all to attend the

Christmas dance, which is to be held at the Hotel

Sterling during the Christmas holidays.

THE NEW YORK CITY CLUB
The membership of the New York City Club has

been greatly augmented this year by a large number
of freshmen from the MetropoHs and its vicinity.

The fame of Villanova is spreading far and wide

and in years to come even greater numbers from

"The Big City" will have Villanova as their Alma
Mater. With this in view the Alumni residing in

New York have procured rooms in the Catholic

Club Building at 59th Street and Central Park

South, for the purpose of holding reunions, ban-

quets, etc. In this way the New York City Alumni
will be able to keep in touch with one another and

to continue their friendships formed in undergrad-

uate days.

Extensive plans have been formulated for the an-

nual dance to be held during the Christmas holidays.

From all indications the dance this year will be one

of the best in the history of the club. We feel sure

that with the hearty co-operation of the members
with the Alumni that the affair will be a huge suc-

cess.

The "New Yorkers" extend a cordial invitation

to all.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL
CLUB

The initial meeting of the Roman Catholic High
School Club for this present scholastic year was held

on Friday. President Peter Perri, '27, presided and

delivered an address of welcome to our new mem-
bers in the freshman class . He also welcomed back

once more the upper classmen.

With the addition of the freshmen the total mem-
bership of the club is about fifty. This is the largest

at any time in the club's history and we believe that

it augurs well for the success of all the undertakings

of the club in either social or scholastic fields. - ;

'The president outlined a program of vigorous ac-

tivity and with everyone working with him we feel

sure that this wHl be the most successful year ever

experienced by the sons of Catholic High at Villa-

nova.

The present officers of the club are

:

President—Peter P. Perri, '27.

Vice-President—William H. Vincent, '28.

Treasurer—Clinton Moore, '29.

Secretary—James F. Conner, '29.

The Villanovan offers its hearty co-operation to

this club and extends to it its best wishes for a suc-

cessful year.

4%
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CANISIUS RALLY

One of the most inspiring pre-game rallies in the

annals of Villanova sport was held Wednesday, Sep-

tember 29th, prior to the team's departure for

Buffalo, where the Wildcats clashed with Canisius

College.

The student body, seven hundred strong, as-

sembled in the Auditorium, where the entire foot-

ball squad, ''ensemble" and individually, was ac-

corded a tremendous ovation.

Father Fink, acting as chairman, introduced the

speakers of the evening. Father Griffin urged the

team to carry into the fray the glorious traditions

for which Villanova has ever been noted. He paid

tribute to the 1926 squad as one of the gamest,

cleanest, hard-fighting elevens in the history of the

Blue and White ; and he, furthermore, expressed his

fullest confidence in the ability of the team to make

this season a memorable one. His sentiments were

reiterated by Father Crawford and Father O'Leary,

who further lauded the men as perfect examples of

Catholic gentlemen and sportsmen. Both stressed

the importance of religious invocation for the team's

welfare. Father O'Leary paid glowing tribute to

Coaches Stuhldreher and Huntsinger. The latter

then addressed a few words to the assemblage, fol-

lowing which. Captain ''Dick" Moynihan pledged

himself and the team to give their best for the glory

of Villanova. Coach Stuhldreher, in concluding the

program, made an appeal to the students to back the

team to the limit. He promised that no effort would

be spared to insure a successful season. Before

leaving the hall each member of the squad was pre-

sented with a scapular medal and introduced to the

student body by Coach Stuhldreher. Each was given

. a rousing "Hoorah.l^--\^
.

Every moment crammed with excitement and en-

thusiasm, and interpersed with excellent renditions

of the college songs by the student band, the rally

thus ended! There can be no doubt that the new

Villanova spirit is not merely a name, but is an ani-

mate, dominating part of every student. Such en-

couragement as this cannot fail to have its effect

upon the team and bring to it the laurels it so richly

deserves.

THE BUCKNELL RALLY
On the eve of Thursday, October 14th, when

Villanova spirit was running high for a Bucknell vic-

tory, a gigantic rally was held on the front campus,

'ne^th the glowing sparks of a friendly bonfire. Tbe

flames cast their long shadows over the surrounding

countryside as Rev. Father Fink introduced the first

speaker of the evening. Prof. Charles McGeehan.

From the fragile patform "Old Charlie" told us

there wasn't a lurking doubt of victory or a single

suspicion of defeat if the students supported the

team in Wilkes-Barre. Monsignor Charles Cava-

naugh followed, expressing his love and loyalty for

the hallowed walls of Villanova, its team and stu-

dents. In turn. Assistant Coach Huntsinger, Mar-

tin McLoughlin, "Okie" O'Connor, John Dougherty,

Alumni from Philadelphia, and "Rube" Cashman

gave the team short inspiring prods. Coach Stuhl-

dreher and Captain "Dick" Moynihan urged the

students to follow the team to its field of play
;
also

predicted victory over our antagonists. Rev. Father

Crawford brought the speaking to a close with a few

words of advice to the team and its followers.

The oratory gave way to a snake dance to Bryn

Mawr by the entire student body, led by^the lively

melodies of the school band.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
Again the Pre-Medical Society has started things

going at Villanova. During the first week of school

a meeting was held.

At this meeting Father Fink, Vice-President, and

former dean of the Pre-Meds., introduced our new

Dean, Father Dougherty. In his address to the or-

ganization. Father Dougherty expressed his feelings

toward Villanova and he said he was determined to

follow the remarkable work of Father Fink.

After the address from the new Dean, President

Al. Brown, '27, took the floor and explained to the

freshmen the meaning of the fraternity. He ex-

plained to them the qualifications necessary to be-,>

come a member of this society. It is the intention

of the organization this year to select their new

members from the highest standard of freshmen.

It is hoped that the Lambda Kappa Delta will con-

tinue along the line of last year's activities. We are

starting this year with our banquet, which will be

held upon the entrance of the new members. This

banquet is always a memorable one for the Pre-

Meds.

The officers for the new year are

:

President—Al. Brown, '27.

Vice-President—Leslie Burns, '28.

Secretary—Neal McCarthy, '29.

Treasurer—Jack Gryszenski, '27.
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PHI KAPPA PI *

The Engineers opened the year with a bang, just
.S week after school started.

yi: The first meeting was held September 28th, at
which there was a good display of spirit, both as far
as the number present and the enthusiasm shown
was concerned. J. Francis Yake, Jr.t president of
the Fraternity, addressed the meeting. He was fol-
lowed by Prof. Humphrey, Dean of the Engineer-
ing School.

>' '.

The latter spoke of the attitude of the faculty to-

, ^
ward the society, and stressed the fact that the

/faculty as a whole were staying behind it. He was
:

/heartily applauded at the conclusion of his talk,
{which was just another instance showing his in-

;

terest in the society. -U
'

(The following are the officers for the current
yesir:

•• -^ ••• v'' ^-^ ^
• -vv

^ ;;:;;: President--J. Francis Yake, Jr.

y^-r-^p':' Vice-President—Fred Young.
:; Secretary—Jerome F. Hurley.

g Treasurer—Fenton Fitzpatrick.

Sergeant-at-Arms—Howard Avil.
Everything points to a very successful year for

the fraternity. The Engineers confidently expect
to show the way to every other organization of the
campus.

•

.

"On^ with the dance ! Let joy be unconfined !"

It is a Saturday in October, the month of the har-
vest moon—the time of falling leaves that, rustling
underfoot, startle one and recall the proximity of

> the visit of the goblins and the witches. Walking
up the path under the low hanging trees, the dark-
ness seems more intense when contrasted with the
moonlight on the sweeping expanse of lawn. Ahead
is Alumni Hall looming out of the surrounding black
shadows, its white facade bathed in moonlight. From
the windows there radiates a cheerful glow of dim
orange-colored light. Sounds of music are heard
—an orchestra evolving the notes of a catchy, ting-
ling fox-trot. Within the dance is in full sway.
Once again Phi Kappa Pi has inaugurated the social •
season at Villanova. -

; •

The gymnasium has been transfomred with a
tented canopy of purple and gold crepe paper. Three ^

large square lantel-ns bearing the Greek letters of
the fraternity are suspended in' the center from the
ridge of the canopy just above the heads of the
dancers. On the walls on opposite sides of the floor
are two large banners, one blue and white, the other''
purple and gold. The blue and white banner bears
the word Villanova; the purple and gold banner. Phi
Kappa Pi. At one end is the orchestra, the cele-

brated Villanovans, purveyors of melody and jazz.
They sit sur-rounded by palms, reminiscent of tor-
quoise skies and a tropical moon. It seems as though
they have drawn inspiration from this setting for
the music is irresistible and sends a few stags scur-
rying in search of partners.

The dancers gliding to and fro present a kaleido-
scopic effect of changing color. The floor is crowded,
but not so crowded as to prevent graceful dancing.
A spirit of care-free gayety is felt. And why not?
Did not the varsity, just a few hours before, secure
an overwhelming victory over Dickinson? The game
is one of the outstanding topics of conversation as
the evening wears on. After just the right number
of dances, refreshments are served in the nature of
ice cream. When finally the strains of the last
dance have died away and the hall begins to empty
again, there comes to a close one of the most success-
ful dances the campus has seen.

W. J. L., '27.

K. OF C.

The Villanova Council, No. 2288, of the Knights
of Columbus, held its fir^t meeting recently in
Alumni Hall. The meeting was well attended by the
members, all of whom are associated with the col-
lege either as teachers, students or Alumni.

The meeting was capably conducted by the new
Grand Knight, Augustus A. Baron. The retiring
Grand Knight, Charles Laughlin, was on hand to
give his assistance.

A basketball team will be entered by the council
in the K. of C. A. A., under the able guidance of re-
tiring grand knight, Charles B. Laughlin, former
varsity star. With a wealth of material on hand the
coach hopes to bring together a team which will
carry off the championship of the A. A.

With the opening of the new year, the social and
beneficent activities were enlivened. Already plans
are being formulated along these lines and from all

appearances it seems that much will be done in this
respect.

Through the courtesy of the Villanovan the coun-
cil extends to all the members of other councils an
invitation to attend its meetings. Lecturer John M.
Foley assures the council that entertainment of the
highest quality will be provided during the coming
year.

It is the hope of the council this year to make
every student in the college a Knight of Columbus,
and every member is striving toward this goal.

SI

UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
The first meeting of the undergraduate council

was held in Room E, College, October 1, 1926. The
following men represented the respective classes and
societies

:

Seniors—Herbert Madden, Albert Brown, Mat-
thew Oberholzer, Richard Sullivan,

Juniors—George Fay, James Quindlan, William

Riordan.

x^ Sophomores—Richard Denny, Austin Tighe.

The Villanovan—Ralph G. Hegner.

School of Business Administration : Joseph Green.

School of Science—Victor Digilio.

School of Technology—Jerome Hurley.

Day Students—Andrew J. Sloan.

The following men were elected as oflficers:

Chairman—Herbert Madden, *27.

Vice-Chairman—William Riordan, '28.

Secretary—^^Richard Sullivan, '27.

The Council expects a very successful year and

have already started activities. Pl^s relative to

bettering the co-operation among the different clubs

and societies at Villanova have been discussed. Cheer

leaders have been selected, songs and cheers decided

upon and the Wilkes-Barre game handled. Last, but

not the Ifeast, definite dates for the meetings of the

various ilasses and clubs have been settled upon and

other plans, the nature of which cannot be divulged

at this time, are being under discussion.

SENIOR CLASS
Under the leadership of President Herbert Mad-

den, the members of the Senior Class are endeavor-

ing to make this year the best and most eventful

of their college life at Villanova.

Great strides have already been made in the pub-

lication of the Belle Air book. Al. Panepinto was

elected editor-in-chief and Matthew Oberholzer,

business manager of this book. With such capable

men directing the publication of the Belle Air, we
can rest assured that it will be a book worthy of

the Senior Class.
:^ Jf'''^-'^l

Responsibility for the success of the musical play

to be staged before Christmas has been entrusted to

the Senior Class. Consequently, no effort which

might in any way aid in furthering the success of

this play, is being spared by the members of the

class. Committees have been appointed to take

charge of the various duties and work connected

with the production of this play and these commit-

tees are at the present time busily engaged in per-

forming the assigned tasks.

Plans are now under way for a Senior dance to

be held Saturday, November 20thi following the

football game between St. Joe's and Villanova.

The oflficers of the Senior Class for the present

year are as follows:

President—Herbert Madden.
Vice-President—Alfred J. , Panepinto.

Treasurer—William Hurley. -

Secretary—James Shea.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

At a recent meeting of the Villanova Chapter,

American Society of Mechanical Engineering, the

following oflficers were elected:

Chairman—Cletus Seaver.

Vice-Chairman—John Driscoll.

Secretary—J. Francis Yake.

Treasurer—John Cahill.

Prof. Morehouse was unanimously elected Honor-

ary Chairman. He has been actively engaged in the

doings of the local chapter, and was largely respon-

sible for the es-tablishment of it.

After the reorganization Chairman Seaver briefly

outlined the program for the present year.

THE JUNIOR CLASS
At the first meeting of the Junior Class the sub-

ject of class rings was the chief topic of discussion.

President Barry appointed the following men to

serve as a ring committee: Chairman, **Tom"

Crane; John Burns, William Goggin, Francis Mc-
Grath, Paul Maloney and John McGlone.

Although Junior Week is a very distant anticipa-

tion, a lively interest in this social extravaganza has

manifested itself. Plans were discussed and many
novel and unique features were suggested to add a

note of distinctiveness to this year's fete. In a few
days committees will be appointed so that ample
time may be had to put this aflfair over "large.*'

The class is represented" in the Student Council

by William Reardon, who is Vice-Chairman of the

Council ; George Fay and James Quindlen.
^

The following are the oflficers elected to guide the

class through what is generally conceded to be the

most important year of college

:

President—James A. Barry.

Vice-President—Thomas McNee.
Treasurer—John R. Sullivan.

Secretary—Hubert H. Oberlies.

The Villanovan extends its best wishes to the

Juniors for a successful year and offers its co-opera-

tion in the various activities of the class. ^
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The following letter has been sent to the Alumni:

";^!'^
':

''^

Villanova, Pa., October, 1926

Dear Alumnus :

—

^ ' THE VILLANOVAN, the college monthly pub-

.. 'lication, has been thoroughly re-organized in order

, to renew interest, not only among the student

.body, but also the Alumni. The staff of THE
VILLANOVAN feels that in order to procure the

'favorable regard of the Alumni it is necessary to

have,something to offer them. The Alumni Notes
.i^y Department was instituted primarily for this pur-

pose, hitherto it had not much to offer them due
to lack of material. This department intends in

the future to acquaint the Alumni with the various

activities of its members, their occupation in life,

and in general, what they are doing. This is im-

possible without the co-operation pf the Alumni.

. \£ : YOU can bring about this collaboration by send-

, ; ing in an account of yourself, the year you grad-
'^^^

v^ your position in the world and your present

address. We particularly encourage the sending

of snapshots or photographs taken while at Villa-

nova or since your graduation. Articles, short

stories, or poems written in student days or as an
Alumnus are acceptable. In fact, anything that

i V ji
will recall the pleasant memories of your years

spent at Villanova will be highly appreciated. All

•-: contributions will be returned if so desired.

!'y--y''iy-':ln conjunction with being informed of the ac-

tivities of the Alumni, you will also be acquainted

with the doings of the student body, their societies,

Jnter-class games, proms, etc. All varsity games
in football, baseball and basketball will receive a

complete write-up. Since Villanova is on the eve

of a great athletic career this will be an interest-

ing factor. Also topics of the day will be com-
mented on from a Catholic viewpoint. Last, but

not the least, entertaining short stories, poems,

and friendly criticisms will appear in every issue.

Since our only source of revenue is through ad-

vertisements and subscriptions, which is very

small, to say the least, we respectfully solicit your

subscription of Two Dollars ($2.00) per year. As
the college publication is the mirror of the college,

allow THE VILLANOVAN to reflect your Alma
Mater to advantage by giving your financial support.

With your aid, we feel sure that Villanova will

; have a BIGGER and BETTER VILLANOVAN.
Kindly address all communications to the Alumni
Editor of THE VILANOVAN.

John R. Cunningham,
Alumni Editor

ALUMNI AT THE GAMES
The Dickinson game was well attended by the

Alumni. Among those present were: James J.

Cloran '25, Rodman Ciccone '26, Joseph Domes '26,

Dan Phelan '26, Anthony Magliaro '26, Tom Fin-
ney, Ex-'26, Thomas White '26, ^Teep" Sheehan
'24, Fr. John V. Keegan '23, and Fr. Eugene
Mauch, '23.

A curious one has asked the question, "I wonder
who the two girls were who accompanied "Peep"
Sheehan '24 at the game?" An answer would be
appreciated.

The Alumni turned out in great numbers for
the Bucknell game. Especially noticeable was the
large group from Wilkes-Barre and vicinity, who
did not fail to take advantage of the opportunity
of witnessing their Alma Mater play in their home
town.

Among others, we noticed "Dutch" Keffer '24;

Jake Neisur, of Carbondale; Joe Rafter '10, Stan-
ley F. Corr '12, and Frank Murray '20, of Wilkes-
Barre, the latter two prominent attorneys of that
city; Billy Burns, of Binghamton; Eddie Mullen,
who journeyed from Saratoga for the game;
"Obie" O'Brien '13 and Miles Bonner '21, who inci-

dentally are proving highly successful in the road
contracting business. Many former Villanova
football luminaries were present, among others

were Joe Weir '20 and Eddie Duick, of Scranton
and Wilkes-Barre respectively, both of whom
played quarterback on. the team of 1900 ; Alphonse
Stein '14, who starred on the team of that year,

and Creighton Skelton '12, of Wilkes-Barre, also

a former quarterback. Among the younger grads
we noted Tom McLaughlin '25, Tom Granahan '25,

of Pittston, and Tom Coyle '26, of Freeland.

The Philadelphia Alumni arrived in a special

car. They were headed by Marty McLaughlin, '13.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

: AN APPRECIATION
Untiring in their efforts for the reception and

convenience of the team, band and students while
Jn Wilkes-Barre were Frank **Reds" Prendergast,

star fullback of the team of 1914, who is now
coaching Coughlin High School of the coal region

town, and Frank Murray, now one of Wilkes-
Barre's leading attorneys.

The Villanovan extends its felicitations to

Arthur Malone '21, who is the proud father of a

baby girl. Mr. Malone resides at 619 Woodcrest
avenue, Ardmore, Pa., and cigars are now in order

at that address for the next few days.

K
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DO YOU READ

THE OWL

Subscription $1 a Yeiat-

,x

^OME fellows add to the joys

O of College Life by Telephon-

ing Home . . . once every week.

Others don't,and wonder what

is lacking in the general scheme

of things. ^ V

There IS a reason. Telephone

Mother and Dad tonight, then

watch the clouds roll by

!

Number , . . please!

fl Good Appearance is

readily attained at

moderate cost if you

deal at the rigiit place.

Suits & Top Coats

$35.00 and upward.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA
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.; "Jim** Griffin '26 has been appointed the head
of the Mechanical Drawing Department at Law-
rence High School, at Lawrence, Mass. The Villa-

novan wishes him success.

Henry E. Hernandey '87, who owns the Ocean
View Hotel at St. Augustine, Florida, and has been

highly successful in every line of endeavor since

leaving Villanova, paid a visit to his Alma Mater
recently, accompanied by his charming daughter.

1867^VILLANOVA COLLEGE—1867

The phantom memories of our dreams
Are oft renewed in pleasant scenes

And thoughts of sweet by-gone days

Like artists* scenes upon the canvas

Are pictured memories of the past.

So we drift along life's pathway
Childhood's days are fondly remembered

The school, our books, and boyish pranks

Seem like bright stars in the canopy of life

Thy star, dear Villanova, is still of bright. ;.

^ r By GEORGE O'BYRNE,
518 Hill St., San Francisco, California

A former student of Villanova in 1867 and lived

at 39th and Bridge Sts., West Philadelphia.

Edwin Grelis, *26, has chosen the historic south

as his first stepping stone to fame. "Ed" is a pro-

fessor of Biology and Chemistry at Xavier College,

New Orleans. We all wish him success in his line of

endeavor and no doubt he would appreciate hearing

from his classmates because of his great distance

from his "pals" of former days. "Ed's" address is

5027 Constance St., New Orleans, La.

"Harp" McDonald, '26, who performed so notably

for Villanova on the gridiron, has been selected

coach of the Shenandoah Professional Football

Team.
,

.

;,' ,;':::';:::;;,";' ;::0-;

Paul Guidone, who paid a visit to Villanova re-

cently, is in the contracting business in New York

and his success may be judged by the number of

churches, schools and hospital buildings he has

erected. He is married and has two children. Paul

may be reached at his business address : 52 Vander-

bilt Ave^ New York City.

Ed. Cotter, '26, who was the idol of the fair sex

while at Villanova, is now a student at Yale law

school, and we are wondering how many hearts he

has broken in New Haven. During the summer
months "Ed" had the eyes of his friends focused

upon him when as a member of the Phillies he played

the stellar game we were accustomed to see him

play around the "hot corner."

Louis Zazzali, '26, who left a trail of broken hearts

during his stay at Villanova, is likewise at Harvard,
and no doubt forgetful of the fact that there is many
a light in the windows along the Main Line directing

his. return to his former sweethearts.

MacDonald—Freeman
The wedding of Miss Margaret Freeman, daugh-

ter of William and the late Ellen Lucas Freeman, of

Naugatuck, and Martin Joseph MacDonald, *22, of

Westwood avenue, took place Wednesday morning,
October 6, 1926, at the St. Francis Church at Nauga-
tuck. Rev. John Fitzgerald performed the ceremony
and celebrated the nuptial mass which followed.
Among the ushers were William Cronin, *22, of
Boston, Mass.

Every one will remember "Marty" and his

prowess on the diamond, where as captain of the
baseball team of four years ago he often led the
"Big Blue" to victory.

The Villanovan extends its heartiest congratula-
tions. Send the boys to Villanova, "Marty !"

James O'Leary, '24, a versatile young man while
at Villanova, has carried his talents in 57 varieties'

as a member of the credit department of Heinz & Co.
at Harrisburg, Pa.

Tom Finney, Ex. '26, no doubt can be seen about
Philadelphia these days asking "What's the play?"
as Tom is one of the Reporters on the Inquirer.

John Furlong, '26, from all reports, is making
them sit up and take notice at Penn. Law School.

T. J. Leo O'Hara, '25, could not resist the lure of
his Alma Mater so he has returned to her hallowed
walls as a professor in Mechanical Engineering.

William Henry, '25

• William Henry, '25, is a busy young man these
days. He is a student at Penn. Law School and an
instructor of Business Law here at Villanova. His
pupils are thus getting some first hand information
from the conscientious "Bill." v v /-

William Kirschner, Jr., '26

:_ William Kirschner, Jr., '26, has a splendid posi-
tion with the General Baking Co., where he is mak-
ing rapid strides towards success. "Bill" says one
of the big things in this line is being "College Bred."

Jack Orback, a student here for the past two
years, has entered the Art Course at Lebanon
Valley. We wish him success at his new Alma
Mater.

THE VILLANOVAN
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At Forty
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Upon great generatorswhich
send out current to light

the homes and carry the
burdens of millions, you
will findtheG-E monogram.
Upon industrial motors, on
electric railway trains

—

wherever quality and un-
failing performance are
first essentials—the G-E
monogram will be found.

A series of G-E adver-
tisements showing what
electricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.

Ask for booklet GEK-1.

**At Forty" the housewife in some sections of

Europe wears a black bonnet to signify the end

ofj her youth. Heavy tasks, indoors and out,

have made her old—at forty.

Of all the uses of electncity in America, the

most important are those which release the

woman from physical drudgery. Electricity

carries water, washes clothes, clean carpets, cooks

the family's food—better and quicker than could

be done by hand.

Men and women who have had the benefit of

college training and college life have learned to

place the proper value upon rest and recreation.

They appreciate the relief afforded by electricity.

43

9S-250GC

AL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY SCHENECTADY NEW YORK
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John L. Moore, '26

It is with great pleasure that we announce to the
Alumni that John L. Moore, *26, has been appointed
coach of football, basketball and baseball at the
Malvern Preparatory School. Besides, attending the
University of Pennsylvania Law School, "Jack*' also
plays professional football with the Clifton Heights
Team. '

" ' :'''
;:V-:-';V;'."-: V-=V--:.''-:'"'

With Jack's wonderful personality and ability,
;we feel sure that the coaching firmament will soon
be enhanced with a new and lustrous star far sur-
passing the others in brilliance.

; : Charles J. Walsh, '26
•
'*•,•'**.

Charles J. Walsh, '26, is the professor of Latin,
History and English at St. Joseph's Preparatory
School, Philadelphia, Pa. Charles paid us a visit
a few days ago and he likes his chosen vocation very
much.

.j*-v'

Joseph L. Rafter, '10

Joseph L. Rafter, '10, a prominent attorney of
Scranton, Pa., spent the past_ summer touring
Europe. The Scranton Times published an inter-

esting account of his trip abroad and of his im-
pressions of the Old World.

Mr. Rafter sailed in June on the Belgenland and
landed at Antwerp. He visited Holland, Berlin,
Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and parts of Austria,
Switzerland, Mount Blanc, Edinburgh, Glasgow,'
Paris, London, Belfast, Dublin, and the counties of
Mayo and Sligo, in Ireland.

While at Belfast Mr. Rafter was the guest of
Captain Ronald Booth, whom Attorney Rafter met
in Constantinople in the days of the World War.

Among the many things witnessed by Mr. Rafter
was the Dublin horse show, termed the greatest of
its kind in the world.

While in Ireland Mr. Rafter spent a day as the :

guest of Desmond Fitzgerald, secretary of internal

affairs.

Tom Dalton, '12, of the Dalton Bros. Construc-
tion Company, has opened a new highway job near
Lansdale, Pa.

Clete Hayes, '12, conducted a group of nationally

prominent civil engineers through the newly com-
pleted subway in Philadelphia.

^^

'.>>
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"J. S."

"Go on," thundered the editor of the Tribune, "get

out! Get out, and don't come back here until you've

got the biggest, best scoop the Tribune ever had. I

don't care what you say, you're fired if you dare

show up again without it. What's the matter with

you . . .don't you hear me? You . . .
!"

The door slammed and the editor dropped back
into his chair. Outside, leaning against the closed

door, the star reporter laughed softly.

"Darn!" he said, "the old man's getting desperate.

Never saw him in such a humor before in all. my
life. Do feel kind of sorry for him though, his whole

heart and soul is tied up in the Tribune and this

summer slump is getting on his nerves. Well, that's

not my fault; can't write news if there's none to

write. But I'll do my darnest and the old man can't

expect more than that."

And he went on downstairs into the warm after-

noon.

Clayton is one of those small places that has but

one death a week. Those up in the vital statistics

know, therefore, that the population was approxi-

mately four thousand, and four thousand in the

usual New England town means one bank, a post

office, a park and a respectable hotel. Clayton had

besides these, a railroad station, the institution of

Old Home Week, and a Poor District caused by a

large factory. This factory was the bane of Clay-

ton ; that is, of social Clayton. All merely because

it fed and increased the Poor District. The Tribune,

on the other hand, regarded it as a standby, and the

factory and the Poor District furnished sufficient

accidents and murders to justify this honor.

But for a month nothing had happened. Grudges

seemed to be dormant, thoughtful fathers forgot

to leave revolvers around for their three-year-old

children to play with and the factory closed down,

cutting off all accidents. Nobody thought of rob-

bing the bank, the post office or the social circle.

Divorces and marriages among the latter were

strangely lacking and celebrities seemed to avoid the

hotel. Even the railroad was dead—no wrecks, col-;

lisions or running down of the population. Old Home
Week was a dead issue and the entire town was the

most discouraging proposition a newspaper had to

tackle. Circulation had fallen off, the general pub-

lic became disinterested and began to spend its

pennies for chewing gum and cigarettes. Adver-

tisers began to get careless and the Tribune dwin-

dled by successive stages to only four pages, and it

was four pages when the star reporter received in-

structions witb which we commence our tale.

Bob Jones walked slowly down the steaming pave-

ment. The few thin trees of Main street cast an

uncertain shadow, and served as some relief from

the hot sun. It was a day for drowsy sleep, not

for scandals or murders.

Two squares further on, the young reporter

turned into a doorway. Carved on the overhead

slab was the brief note: "Police District I." The

"I" was superfluous, as was the district. There was

only one.

Inside the scene was not encouraging for news.

The top-sergeant slept heavily in his big chair, two

coatless policemen dozed over magazines and the

telephone was as silent as death. The reporter

walked over to the bulletin. Posed thereon, without

competition, was a small bit of paper which read,

"Man Wanted." Beneath were two strangely dis-

similar views of the same person, with the announce-

ment that $5,000.00 will be paid for the Arrest and

Conviction of James Scott, No. 4467, lately escaped

from Middlesex prison. There followed the usual

description—one which would fit quite a few men
in the United States. ..

The reporter read this through listlessly, then

took out his pad and wrote the following

:

"Borrowed by the Tribune, will return tomorrow.

Thanks."

This he posted in place of the notice, which he

pocketed and walked away with.

The next morning the Tribune ran startling block

headlines: "Escaped Criminal May Be in Clayton."

"Police Issue Warning."

It was the beginning of a big thing. Columns of

startling supposition covered the front page. The
paper grew to six pages—the bank had taken a full

page ad, expounding its safety vault as the only safe

place in town for valuables. The social circle took

advantage of this and the bank was rushed.

But the editor was not pleased. He did not put

much stock in suppositional journalism and feared

for his paper when the public found how much truth

there was in its statement. So he put the reporter

on one week's probation. ^ v^

"One week," he had said, "and no news— . You
leave ! The Tribune will be better without you !"

Old Colonel Hopkins was the richest man in Clay-

ton. President of the bank, owner of the factory

—in fact, he was even dictator in the town's politics.

So when one week later the old Colonel received a

blackhand note threatening his life unless he turned

over a certain stipulated sum, the social circle was
more startled than surprised.

Reporter Bob Jones was on hand when the police

got the story and wrote it up in a very beautiful

manner ; the Tribune office was humming again.
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The note was signed "J. S." and stated the place

for the transfer of the money. The police were

baffled as usual and they suggested that the Colonel

hire a detective from the city.

; : That night the first extortion was due and the
.

''

'

Colonel deposited the envelope at the stated place.

.Along with the posse was Bob Jones and they kept
' watch for quite some time. Finally, Bob crept over

to where the envelope had been deposited and let out

-^a yell.'' .•:^ .;
.• /.v ';,o::,;v •:.;;.:.: /.:>. '

.

"What's wrong, Jones? Found the blackmailers?"

; "No chief—haven't. But the envelope is gone.

',[ Not a sign of it!" \

"What!" came from the smaller man.

"Yes, Mr. Wheelock, it is gone. While we darn

fools have been here listening, some crook cat-footed

it in there and took it. Guess there is nothing to do

but start back!"
* Twenty minutes later Bob Jones was writing up

the story; the police chief was in bed, the city de-

.ytective, Mr. Wheelock, was boarding a train at the

•station for the city. And—Colonel Hopkins was out

$5,000.00. '• r-.

The next morning the Tribune had more startling

news. After getting home the night before the

Colonel had been called on the phone by a feminine

voice who thanked him for the $5,000.00 and said the

second payment would be due in three days at the

!' same place and same time. In the meantime, the

.city detective had disappeared and even his firm

V could not locate him. Right away the people began

blaming him as the blackmailer, leaving out of

;. course, the rest of the posse, namely, the chief of

police and reporter Bob Jones.

The Tribune, however, in its write-ups failed to

blame the city detective, but suggested that the

original blackmailer had gotten it after all. It laid

the blame on James Scott, No. 4467. The two proofs

of this presented were that Scott's initials were the

same as those on the bottom of note, J. S., and that

Scott had some years before acted as his butler. The
Colonel himself admitted it might be Scott.

The editor of the paper laid the blame on only one

person and kept it quiet. Every time the reporter-^

would pass he would wink at him and smile broadly.

"Well, there wasn't any news so I guess he has made .

some—Clever chap—this Jones." /

The feminine voice presented another problem.

Who was the lady who had called the Colonel? The
call had been traced to a drug store in Clayton, but

the only girl there was the soda clerk and she

claimed she knew nothing. She said there was a

man with closely shaven hair in the store at the

time the Colonel was called.

The night for the second payment came on. This

time the Colonel had quite a few of the town's

farpous citizens following him. However, he left

only an empty wallet. Some felt that this would
be as good as signing a death warrant.

Nothing happened. The posse waited until late

the next morning. No blackmailer came in sight

and the envelope remained untouched.

The Colonel had stayed with the party until day-

break and then went home. No sooner had he ar-

rived when the phone rang. The old man thought

it was news that they had tripped up the black-

mailer. A feminine voice spoke in the phone. Ten
minutes later the Colonel left the house unobserved.

It was Mrs. Hopkins who met the posse at the

door. "Yes, the Colonel had disappeared and this

I found under his pillow. Scribbled on a piece of

the Colonel's own bloody paper: "The reward of

sin is death ! We want no empty envelopes ! J. S."

The phone call this time was traced to the Tribune
office.

That morning the Tribune came on the street, tell-

ing how the posse had waited all night and how the

Colonel supposedly died, even quoting the note found
under his pillow. The paper also stated that James
Scott, No. 4467, had been caught in Bridgeton with

$4,000.00 on his person.

As soon as the posse read the Tribune it smelled

a rat. "They haven't had time to know about this

note of the Colonel's—none of us has told them. So
the posse hastened to the Tribune office.

The whole posse fell b^ck amazed—seated at the

desk was Colonel Hopkins alive. Standing beside

him were three people. The editor, the reporter,

Bob Jones, and the young woman who worked as a

soda clerk.

Colonel Hopkins was the first to speak. "Be
seated, gentlemen—until I explain this affair."

"First, gentlemen, I'll admit I wrote that first note

myself and signed my own initials *J. S.,' J. S. Hop-
kins. I myself took that first envelope, because it

was never deposited there.

"Next step, the city detective disappeared. Well,

gentlemen, it cost me twenty-five dollars to have him
do that. ^ - V

"My motive for causing all this commotion was
not for personal fun or enjoyment. The editor of

the Tribune, a personal friend of mine, told me that

the paper was going to the wall. I being a heavy
stockholder, solicited the aid of Bob Jones, Miss Hall

and my wife to help me start something to put the

paper on its feet again. The result, well, the

Tribune had a sixteen-page issue, doubled the circu-

lation and has a healthy bunch of ads. No harm
done, except that Mr. Scott's reputation was slightly

impaired, but we have just received another tele-

gram that Scott was to be electrocuted for a murder
(Continued oa Page 53)
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EUGENE REILEY, Manager

"RETROSPECT''

"The band shares honors with the team"—a most

fitting slogan adopted by our own Jim Dever.

Nothing is more discouraging to a man than

having something he loves and fosters go to an

untimely death. We feel that in our midst are

musicians of ability who persist in hiding their

talent from the outside world.

Every opportunity for development is given by

the institution and anyone under the able direc-

tion of Vic Digilio- and smiling Jim Dever, who

does not develop a taste for band music, might

well offer his instrument for sale.

Nevertheless, due to the good work of the old

boys looking for new talent, we have a band which

we can well "crow over."

The first appearance of the band was the night

of the first rally. It lent that necessary amount

of color and kept high our enthusiasm over the

team.
, o ^ r

Villanova received a place in the sun on Sunday,

October 3rd, 1926. Meeting at 15th and the Park-

way, they proceeded to march to the stadium at

the Sesqui-Centennial grounds-to pay respect and

honor to our most cherished possession, our Faith.

It was a long march and the boys deserve all the

credit in the world for their work.
„ ^ . ,

Did the band go over big at the Bucknel affair?

Ask anyone who was there. After meetmg the

team at the station it acted as escort to Hotel

Sterling-sure did give publicity to the college and

pep to the team. On Saturday, the principal

streets were paraded and then it marched to the

field. All during the game and between halves it

lent the color of the afternoon. And after the

jrame-well, Wilkes-Barre won't forget our band

Men, it's the old pepper and we're mighty proud

""^"The Villanovans"-the official rhythm orches-

tra of the college, made its initial appearance of

the 1926-27 season at the Owl Hop, Saturday eve-

ning, October 23rd, 1926. From the appearance

they made and the music furnished that night

everything tends to a most successful year for

them.

No date has been set for the resuming of the

college symphony orchestra. Notice will be post-

ed at a future date. This is one of the things

really worth while and anyone who is able to read

music is invited to cultivate their musical bump.

However, let this warning be taken to heart. Not

every member will be , able to play first violin.

Remember an orchestra cannot exist without

second violins, which are the background for

serious compositions. This applies not only to

stringed instruments but also to brasses and wood-

winds.

We solicit any news that will be of interest to

the student body concerning music and musicians.

Won't you co-operate?

"THE VILLANOVIAN'^

A march has been written expressly and solely

for the band. It was composed by Edward B.

Dingier, who matriculated here in 1924 and 1925.

Ed, as he is better known, spent many tedious

hours working out this piece and has written it

for twenty-one different instruments.

'it is a snappy, catchy march with a superb

melody. On the night of the St. John's rally it

made its debut and was tremendously applauded

by the student body.

As it was written for the Villanovan Band and

dedicated to the college the author gave it the very

fitting title of "The Villanovian." Ed is to be

congratulated upon his work of art and it is hoped

that he will have another march to submit before

many years have passed.

Best of luck in your endeavors, Ed.
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PAUL WHITEMAN—WHAT HE HAS
DONE. AND INTENDS TO DO

I 4

•^ Paul Whiteman has not come to be the world's

best known conductor of popular music by chance.

Born in Denver, Colorado, where his father has

been supervisor of music in the Denver public

schools for three; decades, Mr. Whiteman received

the advantages which accrue to the youth who is

brought up in a musical environment. He studied

the violin and viola and played the latter instru-

ment in a Pacific Coast symphony orchestra. Thus
his career as an orchestra member provided the

background for subsequent fame.

The meager remuneration afforded in this work,

and his natural distaste for all subordinate posi-

tipns led Mr. Whiteman to stray from the folds

of symphonic endeavor. Shortly after the San
• Francisco Exposition, where he had been playing

in Victor Herbert's Orchestra, Mr. Whiteman
turned his attention to the livelier, if baser con-

tribution to the subtlest art. He organized his

own band to play in a San Francisco restaurant.

**Jazz" was then at its greatest height—or depth

if you will. The practice of improvisation by the

respective members of a jazz band was carried on

to such an extent that only the most sophisticated

could recognize the theme. The index of success

was the amount of bedlam created.

It cannot be said that Mr. Whiteman was
pleased with his new venture. The standard of

music purveyed by his competitors was of a grade

hardly to his liking, and yet, he could not but

recognize that in this noisome welter there was
a vital spirit, vulgar, blatant, but pulsating, in-

digenous, American, on the wild cadenzas of saxo-

phone, the crash of a drummer's properties and
the persistent strum of the banjo, he heard new
harmonies, strange colors. ^( y

Mr. Whiteman dared to defy the taste of that

day and he started his experiments in subduing,

with devitalizing, that wild creature known as

"Jazz." Realizing that there could be nothing

permanent and nothing admirable in so slovenly a

treatment of a highly complicated subject, Mr.

Whiteman resolved to order his playing come what

may. He confined his repertoire to pieces which

were scored, and forbade his players to depart

from his script. He founded a new cult, so to

speak, in the field of popular music, by establish-

ing a corps of arrangers. This corps soon became

expert in utilizing the resources of his orchestra

with the result that other bands began the same

practice and now there is hardly a dance in the

United States which does not employ an arranger.

The day of the improvising jazzers is over, and

members of Mr. Whiteman's orchestra deport

themselves as do the members of any musical

organization, playing from scores which are mar-
vels of part writing and tonal contrast.

Mr. Whiteman's next step was to draw to him
for his orchestra the best solo players available in

the country. It is a tribute to Mr. Whiteman's
personality that he has been able to organize a

combination of men each of them leaders, in their

profession and hold them together for a period of

years so that the ensemble has now achieved that

big state of perfection for which it is noted. This
orchestra contains twenty-five of the highest

paid musicians in this country, all soloists of note.

The virtuosity is such that among them they play
over sixty instruments, practically every man
playing more than one instrument and Ross Gorman
playing fourteen.

With this organization, granted a technique in

its own field the equal of any musical ensemble
in existence, what wonder that Mr. Whiteman
yearned for new fields to conquer? His trip to

Europe was a furore and his following in New
York had grown to such an extent that he was
averaging twenty engagements a week in that city.

He felt that his orchestra had developed musically

to a point where it was entitled to serious con-

sideration. As Deems Taylor, the critic of the

New York World, put it, "Jazz was ready to come
out of the kitchen and move upstairs to the parlor."

This change in social status took place on Feb-
ruary 12, 1924, in Aeolian Hall, when Mr. White-
man's now famous concert program entitled "An
experiment in American music" was first present-

ed. The auditorium was packed and thousands
turned away. The audience contained for the

most part critics and musicians. The reception

was more flattering than Mr. Whiteman could

have hoped and two concerts followed in the spring

with a short tour of the Middle West. So great

was the success of the organization that a trans-

continental tour followed, at which Mr. Whiteman
! conducted nearly three hundred concerts.

But even with a clamorous public and a friendly

press, the work of Mr. Whiteman to secure com-,
positions was not commensurate with the orchestra's

powers and future possibilities. Its permanent
success, after all, rests in the hands of composers

interested in writing for it.

The peculiar situation occupied by the White-

man orchestra is sympathetically described by Mr.

Deems Taylor in an able article in "Music," print-

ed several months ago. Says Mr. Taylor:

"For the first time in musical history, I think,

we have the spectacle of a performing medium out-

growing its old repertoire without developing a new
one. Here is a new sort of ensemble, and there is,
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comparatively speaking, nothing for it to play.

Somebody has got to write some serious—and by

that I emphatically don't mean solemn—music for

the American jazz orchestra, and write it very

soon ; for the opportunity of a generation is facing

modern composers, and, it would be a shame and

disgrace to let it go to waste."

Heeding the advice given, Mr. Whiteman's

present efforts have been largely concentrated on

this task, with gratifying results. To the reper-

toire of his first programme on which was played

Victor Herbert's "Suite of Serenaders," and Georjge

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" have been added

three pieces by Eastwood Lane, three pieces by

Mana-Zucca, and the tone poem, "Broadway at

Night," by Ferdie Grofe. Other composers who

have conferred with Mr. Whiteman, some of whom

have works in preparation, are Leopold Godows-

ley. Deems Taylor, John Alden Carpenter, Leo

Sowerley, Charles Cadenan, Percy Grainger and

John Powell.
^

In addition to these individual invitations, Mr.

Whiteman has issued a call to all composers in

the popular field, amateur and professional, and

pledged hearings for all worthy works presented

to him, with the full co-operation of his staff of

arrangers and the promise of ample rehearsals.

One of Mr. Whiteman's most enthusiastic ad-

mirers is the critic Gilbert Leldes. Mr. Leldes was

among the first to applaud Mr. Whiteman's efforts

to banish the prejudice against American popular

music.

"Jazz or popular music is by all odds the most

intense and the most interesting of our lighter

forms of entertainment. For a long time it was

considered a little un-genteel to take our pleasures

lightly. We failed to realize that in those lighter

arts we are creating something essentially our

own—something Europe cannot create, which ex-

presses us as no other art can. About these arts

the great English critic, Clive Bell, wrote: "By

some of the alertest minds in Europe these lively

arts, which are generally recognized as America's

contribution, are hailed as the new ingredient

which is to vivify western civilization." The one

which will be of the promptest and most lasting

effect is our really lively art of music. It never

was as despicable as it was printed—not even in

the worst days of cheap ragtime and sour jazz.

Today there is a ground for nothing but respect.

And the chief joy is that our respect for it does

not diminish in any degree our pleasure. For

that, Mr. Whiteman deserves a deal of credit—and

it remains his duty to keep American popular

music alive, without any false refinement, and with

a full appreciation of its virtues."

PAID ON

DEPOSITS

A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

FOUNDED 1853

BENEFICIAL SAVING FUND
1200 CHESTNUT STREET

RESOURCES
THIRTY-THREE MILLION

Kensington Office

826 EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.
AT KENSINGTON AVE.

Established 1895

CONFIDENCE

Medals with Standard Seal are a

Credit to Institutions

DEPENDABLE VALUE

Special Made Chalices, Osterts^um
and Ciborium

Repairing and Golding

Walnut 6735

CRAFTSMANSHIP

School, College, Fraternity and

Society Emblems

,iv

MADE TO ORDER—SEE OUR WORK

B. E. LOEPER, 112-14 South Eleventh Street Room 201

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry Philadelphia, Pa.
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HELPS FOR THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY
How to Reason, or the A B C of Logic
Reduced to practice in analyzing Essays,

Speeches, and Books, with an appendix on fallacies
and definitions By the Reverend Richard C. Bod-
M^J ^'.^' ^^ "lo- 231 pages, cloth, 85c.^- Specially adnptrd for u^v of s.'lf-iMlucatiu^^ .stud.'iilsAn «>xcolh'nt hook.". „

Beauty—A Study in PKilosophy. By Aloysius
J. Rother, S. J. 12 mo., 137 pages, 75c.

Explains tlw nafnn' of boanty and ri'fntvs the false
tlu'ories advanced in re«:ard to it. Foll(»ws tlK; exainph. ofsuch philosophers as Aristotle, Cicero and St. Au^'ustineIhe arran«:einent shows what is ovid.-nt and on tin' surfacefrom what IS less ovid.'iit and nn.n' scientific. Helpful tothe student of philosophy an<l also the student of rhetoricin applying the princii)h's of beauty.

Being—A Study in Metaphysics. By Aloysius
J. Rother, S. J. 12 mo., 127 pages, 75c.

Clear, coin-ise and a guiding light for hoginners. (Ht'inirthe most fundamental of ineta|)hysical <|uestions, it isthe hed-rock upon which other departnu'iits of philosophy
rest) ( nless its principles are firmly established chao\must reign in the world of thought. Without a liriitgrasp on this concept, the student will soon be lost ininetajHysical nia/es, may easily b,. discouraged or landedin philosophical heresy.

^ laiiocu

Certitude—A Study in Philosophy. By Aloy-
sius J. Rother, S. J. 12 mo., 129 pages, 75c.

The kinds, reipiisites and proi)erties of certitude ared seussed in Ihesis form. folh»we(! by a demonstration ofe doctrine taught an<l a reply to .d.jeetions. A i e hoIhaf will eommend itself to the earnest stu(hM.t-te che,A clearcuf eoncept that is satisfying in its thoroughness."

Truth and Error—A study in Critical Logic.
By Aloysius J. Rother, S. J. 12 mo., 129
pages, 75 c.

f,.N^v''"i''
"*'.''• •""' <'»'"'<>"«tn«f«'s th.. nature of truth. liv-

h .1 b.tV^ . bT'lln ';V'«"'"f '.•:'"' i'l/'nlisin. etc. Speciaf stress

ssarv /vJif iv ./^^
positive (h.ctrine. and many nnnee-jssaij (<)ntro\ersies have been dispensed' with in tli,.

iTf,;; MiriHoii"-'
;"; *'","•,'" "

"
"'"'• ""-i«"»f ... .«iin louiKiarions ot knowh'dge.

Lessons in Scholastic Philosophy
By MichaelJ. Shallo, S .J., former Professor ofPhilosophy University of Santa Clara, California,

J Foote'% ? t (f
holastic) philosophy by Patrick

Crown 8 '. o
o

'
Ig^^tius College, San Francisco.Clown, 8 yo., 423 pages. Price, $2.50 net.

pi;^/TTi;;;i:'-ir'-dapn''';:;i'':h;;^^

sonhv'^i.^'V* ^\^'"' •r^"i'''"f- If i-t'"<l('»-s Scholastic Philo-

th(
outline of
edition.

THE PETER REILLY COMPANY
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FLOWERS
The goldenrod is said to be the national flower

of the United States. Judging from the fairer sex
at any football game the chrysanthemum seems to

be the popular choice.

It must have been those who buy the flower that
voted for the goldenrod. Look at the difference

in prices.

Surely addicts of hay fever never had any choice

in the matter.

If florists changed their slogan, "Say it with
flowers," every season and named the flower, what
a job the poor public would have during the fall.

If flowers were sold like "hot dogs," imagine
the job of the vendors at football games.

"Get your colors, pennants, score cards, hot dogs

and chrysanthemums over here."

No doubt then but that the rose would be the

national flower.

What gets us is, "Why do women wear these

chrysanthemums?" They only tear them to pieces

during the game. Besides they only come in yel-

low and white colorings.

It would be a good idea for each college to adopt

a flower and then change its colors to harmonize

with 1;hat flower.

Imagine a college selecting the pink rose and

the football team wearing pink jerseys. It would
look more like a trapeze act in a circus.

Perhaps instead of football games in the future

there would be intercollegiate flower shows.

This might lead u^ to read on any Sunday morn-

ing:

"Jale beats Barvard by six shades. In annual

flower show, Jale wins out in last exhibit by sub-

stituting an orchid."

"Tim Flora substituting for Capt. Hortus in the

last exhibit had an orchid of far more natural

blending than Capt. Blossom's carnation."

It seems peculiar that football crowds select

flowers as emblems and the baseball fan selects

fruit, viz; i. e., to wit: the W. K. Razzberry. ^

: v^ Bernard J. McKague,
Sophomore Classical.

(Continued from Page 46)

in Bridgeton. So that leaves the only injured party

out in the open. Are there any questions?"

Silence reigned supreme. Finally, Mrs. Hopkins

said : "Say, Dad, when are you going to open up the

factory?"

"Well, mother, the day after tomorrow, and we
can use the usual factory accident for the front

P^^^" B. M. QuiNN, *26.

What you have just read has been written by an

Alumnus. Will your article appear?

During the next few weeks millions of people
in America will be driven from their happy homes
and their houses devastated. Millions of men. and
little children will be forced to live on bread-crusts
and left-overs, and wander aimlessly about in

search of some familiar habitation. Rugs and
carpets will be brought forth from dark recesses.

Lace curtains will be wrested from an army of

moths. There will be weeping and gnashing of

teeth, for the women of America are about to start

their autumn house-cleaning.

If your favorite pipe is at random, seek it out.

If you have any fishing tackle, bury it in the back
yard. For the hour of destruction is at hand.
Leave no money in your old clothes, for, verily,

your garments shall soon adorn some knight of

the road who toils not, neither does he spin, yet

Solomon in all his glory was never arrayed like

one of these. Yes, some stranger shall soon be

garbed in that old suit of yours that has begun to

look bad, while you go about in one that looks

worse.

Your house shall become a cloud of dust by

day, and a pillar of camphor by night. You shall

have no place to lie down, and no reason to get

up. One' good house-cleaning can do more damage
than Stuhldreher's Wildcats.

But, if you have subscribed to The Villanovan,

be of good cheer. You shall not starve, for there

will be plenty of food for thought. The spirit of

unrest which has been engendered and fostered

by house-cleaning will soon disappear when you

taste the Splinters. In order to make your repast

more digestible I might say

:

"Let us have peace if we can, house-cleaning if

we must, but subscriptions and advertisements for

The Villanovan under any circumstances."

James P. Quindlen,
Junior Classical.

OUR ADVERTISERS
"It pays to advertise"—the present-day slogan of

the business world though small is mighty for its

size. Each and everyone of those who have

placed their ads in this periodical had that slogan

in mind when doing it. Many may get returns and yet

again some may not. It is only fair and just that

all should get returns, but this can only be arrived

at by patronizing each and every one of the adver-

tisers. When something is needed, don't go to the

man whose ad does not appear in this publication,

but patronize the one who advertises. Then when
you do, make it a point to mention the fact that you

saw his ad in The Villanovan. By so doing you not

only will make it "pay to advertise," but you will

also be giving The Villanovan a boost at the same
time.

—

Editor.
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BASE BALL

TRACK

FOOT BALL
;
•/

SOCCER v--'

BASKET BALL

GYM OUTFITS

LUMBERJACKS

BELL PHONE

Dougherty^s Sport Shop
JOHN J. A. DOUGHERTY

Everything for the Athlete
,

^ The More I Sell the More You Save

424 SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STREET
OPEN EVERY EVENING

Student Representative—Howard Avil

PENNANTS

PILLOW TOPS

WALL BANNERS

LEATHER COATS

RIDING
BREECHES

TENNIS RACKETS
RESTRUNG

i :.
y': .c

i

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's Famous Hair Brush
STIFF PENETRATING BRISTLES

il E: CLINTON & CO., INC.

1204 TO 1214 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET PHILADELPHIA

,1

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
^: ;^; Jobbers, Wholesalers

^^^^^^^^^ rT COFFEES
;L07 South Front Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

Compliments of
;.n
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KNIGHTS OF COLUiMBUS

EGO

Often I wonder and ponder and think

Almost to the edge of insanity*s brink

And 'twill be so till the day that I die

Who would I, what would I, where would I be

What other spirit would be inhabiting me,

If I were not I, but some other I?

Would I be crawling or standing upright;

Would I be a microbe or a being of might;

A fish in the water, a bird in the sky

;

What thoughts would I have or what manner of

brain

;

Would I growl or bleat or just talk the same;

If I was not I, but was some other I? .

Who'd be my friends and my enemies, too

;

Would I have many or only a few?

This will I wonder till the day that I die!

Would I be hunted or the hunter instead

Would I be white, black, brown, or red

If I was not I, but was some other I?

I know I would love but what manner of she

A woman, a lamb, or a haughty queen bee,

This will I ponder till the day that I die,

Would I be married, happy, or sad

Saintly good, indifferent, or bad

If I was not I, but was some other I ?

These things do I wonder, and often times see

The workings of God in this mystery

To be cleared for me the day that I die.

If such things as these were fated for me
It's plainly seen Fd not care to be

If I was not I, but was some other I?

WiLBERT J. Smith,

Senior Pre-Med.

"Mother! May I go to a football game?"

''Yes, my co-ed daughter;

But stay away from the guards and halves

And don't go near the quarter."

A teacher was reading the life of a famous

author when he suddenly noticed one of his stu-

dents in a dreamy mood.

"What was I talking about Mr. Snee?"

"About 15 minutes," was the uninterested

answer.

Tom: It sure was cold last night.

Nip : I should say it was ; even the hands on my

clock were chapped. il

Drink a Quart of Milk Daily

For Perfect Health

HIGHLAND'S GRADE A MILK

OR CREAM BUTTERMILK

r-,-"»»^

Highland Dairies

758 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
;:jrV

Telephone: Bryn Mawr 882

To Succeed
Dress Well But Economically

*

The most brilliant achievement of the great
American universities is not to teach a man the
Latin root of English words, or even the square
root of a mathematical equation.

The Purpose of a College

Is to Teach a Man to

Use His Brains

In Philadelphia, men who think, have passed
silent judgment upon this store, making it their
headquarters for clothes. What successful busi-
ness men have done, you men can do. Your own
judgment will lead you to

LIT BROTHERS
. . PHILADELPHIA

Market Eighth Filbert Seventh

^ -,'*^y*' "
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1
>'.

1.
•'*'

; ) ,; ;v ,
READY-TO-WEAR

and TAllidRED-TO-MEAStTRE

Men's Furnishings

5^2-1 UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY

I ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

>.»"

.' ' Athletic Sports

M-M:W: REQUISITES FOR ALI^

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

STRfAWBRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dance Music
. t-

The STUDIO DANSANT
DANCING EVERY EVENING

*••••.

1830 MARKET STREET

'; ::'

COME GET
ACQUAINTED 5

INSTRUCTION

LESSONS 'P%S PHONE
RIT. 7991

M. J. CARDAMONE'S
DRUG STORE
1040 LANCASTER AVE. .

BRYN MAWR •
.(: I

PHONE YOUR WANTS
And We Will Do the Rest

BRYN MAWR 975 and 980

AT YOUR SERVICE

>>...;;>«'

;

T. E. FAHY
Gents' Furnishings

Shoes

BRYN MAWR, PA.

TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO COLLEGE
AND PREP STUDENTS

•I'

-?!
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THE DOPE FIE|ID

Oh, how I wish I were back hom^ tonight,

Back in my favorite chair,

With my son, daughter and dear little wife,

,. For I know there is happiness there.

I know this is Christmas evening,

And that they're praying for me to come,

But I haven't the grit to face my loves,

For Fm nothing but a bun^.

Oh, if only for this night alone,

I could look into their eyes once more.

And feel that I was worthy.

Of admittance at their door.

But I went away and left them.

At a time when they were in need.

I had hoped to make a fortune.

That their delicate frames I might feed.

Instead I've been a failure.

For I met a would-be friend.

Who trained me to the use of dope

Then my dreams came to an end.

I know it's been my own fault,

For I'm one of those poor sots.

Who thinks of no one but himself.

Not even his little tots.

Oh how it hurts me to say this.

And to know I'm wretched, gee

How I could be the happiest man,

At home with my loving three.

Fve found out they are happy.

They've succeeded without my aid,
^ ,

And now they're searching far and wide

For a fiend that dope has made.

If I had nerve to face them,

rd caress them to my breast.

But now that I have failed, I know.

It is better that I rest.

I can feel my heart grow weaker, ^ ^- =

.Life's strength is ebbing fast,

So I pray God be good to my loved ones.

Until the very last.

James J. Shea,

Senior Classical

-'^^

Found in a newspaper:

Villanova Padlocked!

Judge Gibson, in Federal court, decreed that the

Villan Nova, former cabaret at Sixth street and

Penn avenue, be padlocked for 30 days.—Pgh. Post.

Try and explain this one.

PHILIP HARRISON

Walk-Over Boot Shop and

Gentlemen's Outfitter

Frank W. Prickitt, Ph. G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT, PA.

Prescriptions and Sick Room Supplies

a Specialty

Telephone, Bryn Mawr 193 Established 1885

31^

Pnde of the Main Line

SEVILLE THEATRE
Bryn Mawr

A Treasure House of Spanish Beauty, dedi-

cated to

Supreme Photoplays
Superior Novelties

Excellent Music

Daily Concerts on the $50,000 Kimball Organ
Direction Mr. Harry Fried

V.

«•
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THE LITTLE MAN

p ye men of mighty girth

• Ye who think you rule the earth

Heed the whisperings of down-trodden little men

;

\ We may not have height nor fat

;

^

But weVe brains and lots of that;

, And brute strength can never match a skillful

'• pen. .:;'; ::.>]':
^.
., /.:^'. '':::/''. '^:':'::''.z'\^i-'::^^

Why, oh! why do you ignore
^^^^^^^^^^^

;
'

We who are but five foot four?

Or assail us with "You runts are much too smalT'?
Give our backs a hearty slap

;

Let us know we're on the map;
Just an even break is what we ask—that's all.

'V'*."'Why not listen when we speak?
How do you know that we're weak?

Don't judge strength by height or by a mighty
stance! y;;.\

Your contempt and ceaseless scorn

Can but make us feel forlorn

;

Can't you—won't you give a little man a

. chance? .;;..:•.>,..:,;..;:.•,../,.;,.:..--•:;,,-..,•

V > Dallas M. Blatt,
*

'

Sophomore Pre-Med.

Established 1837 ^^!> Incorporated 1919

;\ "v'' '• ..:; ••''ii ;• ••
."" ,"'\-' .^' ';'.. ^

Robert Shoemaker & Co. Inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

Manufacturers of ^; ' V : : ^.;

H

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Northeast Corner F^ourth and Race Streets

Philadelphia

S. PAGEL & SON

45 Years at 44 East Main Street

NORRISTOWN, PA y:;

'

BOSTONIAN SHOES FOR MEN
- V :*•- n- >

PUZZLED

"Say, young man, what's your trouble, you are

down-hearted?"

"Oh, Jimmy, I am broken-hearted, and filled

with sh^me and grief."

it
Tell me what is your trouble, maybe I can help

you.
>»

<<T>1Til tell you what the trouble is. I do not know
my name. Yes, you laugh and think it very funny,

eh, but wait till you hear the story then you will

not wonder so much, why it is so queer. My
mother had two little twins, my brother and I.

We looked so much alike no one knew one from
the other. One of us was Jacobs and the other

Dave, but that didn't make any difference. We
were both called the same. Well, one of us died,

but whether it was Jacobs or Dave, my mother did

not know; and so you see I am in trouble and I

can't get it through my head whether I am Dave

that's living or Jacobs that is dead.

Joseph M. D'Agostino,

Sophomore Pre-Med.

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Cigarettes

Stationery

Magazines

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue - Bryn Mawr
w Parker Pen and Pencil Sets

MICHAEL TALONE
Cleaner TAILOR

I 123 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr—Rosemont

Dyer

Special Discount to Students and Faculty in

Cleaning, Pressing" and Repairing.

Your Patronage Solicited

Delivery Service
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WILLIAM J. ROGERS Telephone Bryn Mawr 1236 FALCO COLADONATO

ROGERS & COLADONATO

Athletic Equipment

CUSTOM MADE AND READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING

853 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite the Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING REPAIRING, SCOURING, ALTERING

Moore's Pharmacy

Drugs, Stationery

School Supplies

Candies

LANCASTER AVE., BRYN MAWR, PA.

MARY M. McGARVEY

Dry Goods, Notions and Men's Wear

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE, ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students' Supplies and Greeting Cards

GARRICK THEATRE

KEITH VAUDEVILLE and

STANLEY PHOTOPLAYS

Reserved Seats

Phone Norristown 1271

GARRICK SUGAR BOWL

CANDIES, ICE CREAM AND SODA

Stop in After the Show at the Garrick

NORRISTOWN, PA.
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' '*'»;' •''' There is absolutely no substitute for Butter

"'••« :^.'f .; ^',' ;<

'">.',*

<''. GURNSE
BUTTER

- -A*'

97% Food Value—100% Pure Always the same delicious flavor

ft:.-

SOLD BY GOOD GROCERS

1.

-'} f I J^ H. JONES

MEN'S FURNISHING} GOODS

Reliable Goods at Reasonable Prices
• *•

'

*

117 WEST MAIN STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.

Wildman Building. Phone 969-R

Connelly's Service Station

'-.;.;. :;/GAS — OIL:;:^:^^^^^^^^^^

Ithan Avenue and Lancaster Pike

Villanova, Pa.

The Nearest Gas Station to the Campus

William L. Hayden

HARDWARE

Locksmithing

838 LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Penn Hotel and Restaurant

Best Service

Open Day and Night

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Let us take care of you when in town

'
I

8

•Wl

^
M

^J

H

i
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THE GREATEST ECONOMY
of purchasing Wanamaker & Brown Clothing is not so much in the moderate price you pay, but in

the remarkably satisfactory service which the cloth 'ng gives.

Ready-to-Wear Suits and Overcoats for men, young men and boys. /

Special Department for the Clergy recognized pre-emir.ent in the building of clothing for the Clergy.

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market at Sixth S treet, Philadelphia

SINCE 1866 CONSISTENTLY SUPERIOR

•>#*:,i«ffilfc/7
'',

ICE-'^g^Rfe^M
New York Philadelphia

When in nee d of a Tuxedo or Dress Suit

for any of the social occasions

See

NEUBAUER'S
1035 WALNUT STREET

Phone, Walnut 2618

Suits Leased for All Occasions

CONNELLY'S

Florist

ROSEMONT, PA.

Flowers for All Occasions

Bell Phone 3086

G. COLE
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Expert Work and Quick Service

111 W. MAIN STREET

NORRISTOWN. PENNA.

Satisfied Customers thafs why we are
always busy

Phone, Oregon 3472

MORRIS STREET REALTY CO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Notary Public

JAMES CALIO Office, 1638 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET

1^
>4
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THE AMERICAN STUDIO OF DANCING
•*

••*

SIXTY-NINTH AND MARKET

'(.•

Class and Reception - - - - - - Monday, 8.30 P. M.

Class and Reception for Business and Professional People; Thursday, 8.30 P. M.

Reception -K^ - - - - -Saturday 8.30 P.M.

Private Instructions Day or Evening

Phone Boulevard 662. TERENCE SMITH, D. M. A.

.- :• -^.. "• '. !..-

.:';:-<: ,; >^,,

WINTERTEX
Overcoat

Winter-tex is just as wonderfyl a winter over-

coat as Knit-tex is a topcoat. TKey are both made
by the same firm. , ,

, ;

Winter-tex cloth is both smart looking and
sturdy. It has the rich appearance of an imported
overcoating combined with long wearing qualities.

It comes in so many beautiful shades that we
can suit the taste of every man.

Double breasted or single breasted

Price $S0
All genuine Winter-tex Overcoats have the

Winter-tex label

'•/BLOCK BROS.

BRING THIS AD. WILL REFUND CAR FARE.

J. E-Caldwell & Ca
Jewelry

Silverware

Watches

Stationery

•:;•::",::: ^i^>^ PRIZE CUPS ;;/ .. ,.,^,.;

'

^ V Bowls, Tankards and ''

in precious metals, silverplate, copper and

bronze.

Medals, Pins, Shields

College Insignia

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut Street below Broad

' vV, *
,

•» ,; 'i^ /

»
' '. « i»i. ->..'

. ,t>.t 1 f> ^ J^ .' t' . >4 >1 . ^ ^ •i A\

lltfr.mrawK^^ij vr^v^rrrmt
- f. --.f >T'.rv..^u„ ,

.W . i .* ,-»r ^*, ..^.-r*

^f -* * * 'ijjrt , ,

'"" :*<^*^t'r^"r>f^mi^(>.ttmMii,j,f.-i »m,^,.^.~, ...^^ *c di*ji*«.i. ...>

.

. ViMi ftl^irf^M)-*-

;* ,•7,

'4

I..

J t'

'mm m m iwniixaiii inn* MM 'ii.wmvtu'wwnurfrnf/rrT %a ' ftitw^ *r'&*in\tm..^»ivmie »anfc' 4'jmcjmMMm.in..»>; :*nM^^^iaM:f^KlUlr

•T* T ^v^ ,^> ";»»• ''ir>»^^^»>^|*iM

I'VV I" «». .'.:;» M-^r

HM« MMMI

•,ii- .

1'', I'l I.- . i> ''i.ii.

The Main. Oi^

Hours—-9 A. M. to 7 p. M^
,^

JSntnmea*—Opposite Football Fl«14 /

, • , P'Z-T" > .'>•

»« ,' J-i

Speeialifts In Ymnf Ifoi's

SUITS

$40 and up

DE DCMNiaC & BRAUN

«p I ^ i. tii

HmilHIIll l iPA

..<"}^i

SUBSCRIBE TO THB

-i.^U.

vmii^u^^yroi;!..':!!!]^^^^^^ ass

msseatm MMiUMB

1

"Ye Real Collidge"

LearnIn tiie right coU^e,

This is Villanova.

Eat in the right place.

This is "Ye Sweet Shoppc

at laosSintii BvptflhSt.

.-wr«.*i

"*«Vi v-^ » •.

KaaB«BnB9ps^^
•'. r> ', »ti'H,.'. » n^ r'. i.(. .

r M.

r »f' -i".'l't •'»<

^
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THE AMERICAN STUDIO OE DANCING

SIXTY-NINTH AND MARKPJT

Class and Reception Monday, 8.80 P. M.

Class and Reception for Business and Professional People, Thursday, 8.80 P. M.

Reception -Saturday 8.80 P. M.

Private Instructions Day or Evening

JMione IJoulevard ()()2. TEKKNCT] SMITH, I). M. A.

WINTER-TEX
Overcoat

W'iiitcr-tcx is just as wonderful a winter over-
coat as Knit-tex is a topcoat. They are both made
by the same liiiii.

W'intcr-tex iloth is both smart b)okin<i' and
stiiidy. It has the lich appearance of an imported
oNCi'coat in.Li' combined with l()n.u' wearinj^' (jualities.

It comes in so man\' l)eaiitifnl shades that we
can suit the taste of excry man.

Double breasted or single breasted

Prirv 850
All £jenuine Winter-tex Overcoats have the

Winter-tex label

BLOCK BROS.

IMilXC; THIS AD. WILL RKFUXI) VAli FARK.

1 VAmmaL ik Go.

Jewelry

Silrenvore

Watches

Stationery

PRIZE CUPS

Vases, Howls, Tankards and

TROPHIES

in j)i'eci()iis metals, silverplatc, copper and

hi'onze.

Medals, Pins, Sliields

College Insignia

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut Street below Bioad

>1

VILLANOVA COLLEGE
- BARBER SHOP

.-:: ,' "'X" ;.

The Main Line's Most Sanitary

; Tonsorial Parlor

LOUIS THE BARBER
-.r;' '-t

'

Hours—9 A. M. to 7 P. M.

Entrance—Opposite Football Field

Ritt. 4940

Leading Specialists in Young Men's

SUITS, 0VERC50ATS, SPORT
SUITS

$40 and up

DE DOMINICK & BRAUN

i' ..•

'

,»

•

. . • '. < 'i'

•J' .•'•'

' \ '" V « •
,

•
"

..• f

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
'^::'^'^ ''h'}^'-

;'-
.
•; . .

;!')•• ,,;{

'.••'(
' - .'-".Vi":.

. / v. •,'• :•'' .•

•' -'•••, .. •i>t

,1

BELLE AIR

Villanova's
7: .. .

'
.

•..-;

Annual

"Ye Real Collidge"

Learn in the right college,

This is Villanova.

' \ •';•, .»

•.; V

Eat in the right place.

This is "Ye Sweet Shoppe"

at 1302 South Broad St.

PhUadelphia, Pa.

i

Sr- ••
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^^^i^i^'^^i'*^'^^ OM)INARY INSUR-
PAWILY

9|ii Tj^ple liujenmity Benefits

;

,:^^ti]^t3r IncMne £i^efits^ and
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Pplpany

lan. , Etc.

}$msm TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

E^RYSAi^eJt&FAeiiaTY

iirrERisT A

SilTer and (HbetlMAliuiMeci T^en on SffMri^e
» f- A
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PHILADELPHIA WILMINGTON

EASTLAND STUDIOS

' !,

. ^
•••.;..»

Makers of

PHOTOGRAPHS

Copies---Frames---F amily Brochures

m

Official Photographers for the Belle Air

of

1926

BALTIMORE WASHINGTON
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American Catholic Union
How many advertisements have you seen with the above heading? Have the words come

to have a particular meaning to you? \- ':/:-',:' ::.-'^-'--^:
:^^^^

1." • .'>.
.

•.">• >•

It is an ORGANIZATION that supplies INDUSTRIAL and ORDINARY INSUR-
ANCE to evfery member of the CATHQUC FAMILY -.^^^

\ .. N

Special policies under both Industrial and Ordinary plans:

The former having Permanent Disability and Double and Triple Indemnity Benefits;

The latter having provision for Waiver of Premium, Disability Income Benefits, and
' Double Indemnitv Benefits.

MODERATE RATES
<\-

Home Office—^The Parkway at Sixteeiitli Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
'

• • •<^-'' v.f, *;;'-. •.:^ .

JOHN G'KEEFE, Secretary-Treasurer

CHARLES M. TOWN, Vice-President

JOHN J. COYLE, President

FRANK J. McSORLEY, Vice-President

DR. E. J. MOORE, Medical Director

.-.-^ -.'-k:

.-', '',•', • - ' ':'•'.'/'-.' -'''.

The Bryn
.-••')

Company
f ..

'

BRYN MAWR, PA.
••:v

m
.•'V.:^. .**; .•'

,
.' •'- .-s.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc!

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Silver and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
V

,
r

,.!.. ^,

-\ . .•«.• J ;. V iiii'..-

PHIUP A. HART, President ':'\''\l.-'}u'''^^^^^^^^ JOHN S. GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer

WILLIAM H. RAMSEY, Vice-President '^''- W L. H. BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

..JESSE H. HALt, Assistant Treasurer

^ ...< kr'i \

t
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IN THIS ISSUE
CO/? £T MENTEM COLERE NITIMUR

CHRISTMAS POEM - - Alfred J. Panepinto

MEMENTO MORI (Story) - - - - . . - Wilbert J. Smith

THANK YOU, I'LL WAIT (Story) - - - - - - Joseph Jacobs

THE CAMPUS (Poem) , . - . Don Lee

PHYSICAL CULTURE (Essay)

RETRIBUTION (Story) -

A LONELY WAIF (Story) -

SOLILOQUY (Poem)

BROTHERLY LOVE (Story)

EDITORIALS:
JOHN R. CUNNINGHAM
AUGUSTUS A. BARON

Henry Snyder

Dallas M. Blatt

Ralph A. Mannion

Dallas M. Blatt

Anthony J. Turchi

M. E. S.AT THE POST OFFICE (Poem) -.-...-.
ADVANCEMENT IN AMERICAN LIFE - - - - - N. L. Schleiffer

SPIRIT O' THE TIME - - - - - - - - - - Editor

BOOSTER CORNER
APPRECIATION TO THE 1926 FOOTBALL SQUAD - - - Captain

ATHLETICS:
GUARD PLAY UNDER THE NOTRE DAME SYSTEM - Marshall Halphen
FOOTBALL GAMES
BASKETBALL PROSPECTS

COLLEGE NEWS
ALUMNI NOTES
TREBLE TRILLS
SPLINTERS

^^^^^^;^^^^^^^;^^'^
•

'^^^^^ by the Students of Villanova College
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'''

:X:[-----\'
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J V'^-'v Subscription, One Year, $2.00

All communications to be addressed to THE VILLANOVAN, Villanova, Pa.
Entered as second class matter October 11, 1920, at the Post Office, at Villanova

Pa., under Act of March 3, 1879.
'

Advertising Rates Furnished Upon Request.
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In the General Electric
organization is an army of
75,000 persons, co-operating
to make electricity do more
and better work for human-
ity.

A series of G-E advertise-
ments showing what elec-
tricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on re-
quest. Ask for booklet
GEK-18.

Man-power
Four millions of the best man-power of Europe per-

ished in the Napoleonic conquests. Military con-

quest is non-creative, while industry is always
creative.

In the last ten years the General Electric Company
has created machines having a man-power forty

times as great as that of all the lives lost in the
Napoleonic wars.

I-
-r -^

.,'- »',.'•,

When the college men and women of today are at

the helm of industry and of the home, it will be
realized more and more that human energy is too
valuable to be wasted where electricity can do the
work better at lower cost.

201'56OC

GENERALELECTRIC
E N E R A L ELECTRIC COMPANY SCHENECTADY NEW YORK
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• There's a radiance soft

\ Pouring down from aloft

O'er the meadows and slumbering town,

While a soft dulcent light

From a star shining bright, '

Sheds its grandeur in silent renown, v'.'

Tis this brilliance that brings ; '-:^^;

The three Sages (and Kings),

With their rare precious gifts from afar;

While the pastures around

With no shepherds are found, ^

For they've followed the splendorous star.

In a manger He lay.

As the throngs above play

"Come adore Him," in triumphant song;

Glorifying Him still

—

"Peace on earth" and "Good Will,"

Is the chant from the angelic throng.

Still, that radiance soft

Pours down from aloft

O'er the campus—deserted the scene,

And rare starry light,

: . As that long-ago night,

Sheds its splendor in glory serene.

a.

i

h

i
^«

h

m
The triumphant refrain

"

Seems to echo again

—

"Peace on earth to all men of good will."

O'er the meadows it rang.

And the glory they sang
Fills the earth with its gleaming light, still.

Alfred J. Panepinto, '27.
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is over ten years since the Hand of God
beckoned. Motioning heavenwards, it directed

a certain immortal soul to a better abode than

it3 earthly one. Millions of souls have seen and

heeded that beckoning, but only the depart-

ure of one has rendered a change in my life. Since

that terrible, inevitable happening, there is some-

thing lacking, something missing in my being. A
missing part that can never be replaced.

Mary came into this world, ruled by fate, two
years after the doctor said to my father, "It's a

boy." We were destined to be playmates, being

neighbor children. Our activities at the early stages

in our lives have long since passed out of my
memory.
The reel of events begin to unfold in my mind,

picturing Mary and I at the ages of ten and twelve,

respectively. Mary is seen as an awkward, ungainly

specimen of girlhood, with long legs supporting a

shapeless body. Mounted on the latter is a long

neck, adorned with a knob, known as a head. The
back being bounded by two parallel braids of hair.

The front by two large, beautiful eyes, taking up
the only space unreserved by the ever-moving

freckles. Continual smiles caused them to be tossed

about like so many magnified atoms.

I cannot see myself as others saw me then, so a

fitting description is impossible.

The scenes change, each representing a year, un-

til eight have passed. Thus Mary is now seen in

the full bloom of womanhood. A modern miracle

has been performed by the Master Artist. The fin-

ished product of womanhood remodeled from the

raw material of girlhood. Words are worthless to

describe the change which has taken place. Mary,

with her beautiful hair, mischievious eyes and en-

ticing smile, so different from the days when I first

remember her.

I am pictured there also, but can see no change.

My feelings cannot be visualized, nor adequately

expressed because" when I think of her as she was
then, words are expressionless. The feeling of

love cannot be put into words.

With the external change, there had also been an

internal one. Something deeper than mere platonic

friendship gripped me now. An indefinable some-

thing which made me respect her more—revere her.

Everything about her to me was beautiful. All her

qualities were virtues. It must have been love.

She cared the same for me, if I am not wrong in

translating the meaning in her expressive eyes.

On the twenty-third of December, 1916, our en-

gagement was announced. No one can realize how

happy we were when I gently slipped the ring on

Mary's finger.

Little did we dream that this earthly happiness

, was soon to change.

Christmas Eve dawned bright and cheery. Noth-

ing seemed amiss. No premonitions were evidenced

as usually are before an impending tragedy. The

snow fell lightly on a peaceful world so far as we
were concerned.

Plans had been laid to do some shopping that

afternoon. So after lunch we started. The icy

streets were dangerously slippery, so a street car

seemed preferable to taking the machine. If we

had only known.

After waiting at the "Stop" for several minutes,

it came. Being crowded to capacity, getting in

seemed impossible. Nevertheless we managed to

find ourselves among this packed mob of happy,

laughing Christmas shoppers. A smiling gentle-

man stood up and gave Mary his place. Filled with

this jostling, laughing mass of humanity, the car

began its journey. No one saw the spectre. Death,

following in its wake. Fate is kind in revealing

the future, both near and far. Thus journeyed the

car onward toward the city.

The downtown district proper is separated from

the suburbs by a tunnel one mile in length. Brakes

are always applied when entering because of the

steady down grade. At the city end is a sharp

curve, a slight incline, then the entrance to a

bridge.

Our car entered slowly, but as it progressed,

gained momentum. On and on it went faster and

faster. I paid no attention to this so engrossed was
I in listening and talking to Mary. A quick swerve,

sharper than the preceding ones, brought my mind

back to the surrounding engulfing us. We were

traveling at a terrific rate. I glanced at the motor-

man, but he was hidden behind the mass of people.

The strange expressions on the faces of my fellow-

passengers chilled me with a certain fear. Some-

thing was wrong. Mary's glance met mine. My
heart began beating furiously. What if something

should happen to her?

Never will I forget when pandemonium broke

loose, as some one screamed, "The car's running

wild. No brakes." That thought had already oc-

curred to me but I refused to harbor it. I became
weak when the full realization flashed before me.

Women screamed, men cursed and growled. Fear

brought the "beast" natures to the surface. Arms
clawed the air, fists crashed merciless anything in

I
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their way. Chivalry was gone. Death began to

grin expectantly.

During all this "earthly hell" I still clung to

Mary's hand. About midway through the tunnel

a sudden swerve hurled some one against my legs

and I fell to the floor. I could not rise again. I

tried and tried to get back to Mary, but my trampled

body couldn't make it. ,The spirit was reaching out

to aid her, but the flesh and mob were against it.

Beside my arm was one of ;the legs supporting the

fare box. This I grabbed and by a superhuman ef-

fort, pulled myself under it. Thus my head and

torso were protected, while several people who had

fainted were already strewn across my legs.

^'' No sooner was I thus protected than the car

dashed out of the tunnel. A sensation of flying was

experienced as the wheels left the tracks. Then the

inevitable drop, u v;.i .;

' From darkness to momentary light, then dark-

ness again—the black of eternity for many.

A terrific smash, falling glass, screams, groans

and dying moans were all blended into one ear-rend-

ing crash. I seemed to have been torn in half by

the impact of ground and car, but I still remained

conscious. The fare-machine had saved me from

being ground to death. Death laughed, it had

triumphed. ''''''-'". ^''''•'' -''

My mind began to clear. I thought of Mary.

She among that dead and bleeding mass. The
thought maddened me. I frantically tore myself

from that embracing life-saving wedge. Crawling

over bodies and packages I reached the place where

I had last held her hand. She was not there. The
prayer that I uttered came from the heart—but, not

yet did I despair. Victim after victim I examined

—many beyond recognition—but my search went

unrewarded. It was useless to look further so me-

chanically I crawled through an opening that was
once a window to the open air, covered with foreign

blood, but not seriously injured. I stood and stared

into that tangled mass. My mind was slowly leav-

ing me. I did not notice the hurrying crowds, the

ambulances nor the reddened snow.

A small hand touching mine stirred my thoughts,

circulating them again into activity. I looked down.

The hand belonged a small tear-stained boy, sob-

bing pitifully. Unhurt, but badly soiled and scared.

"What's the matter, kiddo," I managed to ask.

Between gasps and sobs he cried,

''Vvci all dirty and mamma will whip me."

"Was your mother in that car," I asked.

"Yes," he answered.

Before anything else could be said, two burly

hospital attendants appeared and forced me into an

ambulance. Protests were useless.

During the ride, the examination, the changing

into new clothes, etc., my mind was in a terrible

state. Where or what had happened to Mary. Why
could I not find her. Never once did I let myself

think she was—killed. Still that thought kept forc-

ing itself on me against my will. A faint spark of

hope was burning. I couldn't bring mysjBlf to put

it out. '

Released, I made my way to the scene of the

tragedy. The wreckage was removed. The living

had gone to the hospitals, the dead to the morgue.

Where was I to go. Was she living or was she

—no, she could not be. That faint spark of hope

still persisted in burning. Still a strange breath

kept blowing at that spark. The blows kept time

with my footsteps. They were leading me toward

the morgue. -'--^

The entrance was jammed with people, but taking

my place, in line I moved slowly onward. Body

after body was viewed, and at each cot the spark

became brighter. Still that strange breath continued

to blow, endeavoring to extinguish it. Nearing the

last cot the hope was beginning to flame.

Suddenly the breath blew furiously and the flame

died out. My heart stood still. Brain, limbs and

every part of me became numb. I couldn't cry. I

couldn't move. My unbeating heart was torn from

me and laid beside the form on that last cot. Her

spirit took it along on its journey into Heaven.

There it will remain till my spirit follows after it.

The missing part will never be filled till then.

The face was beyond recognition and the hair was

changed. But I knew.

Outside of the sheet reposed two, slim cold hands,

crossed. The left above the right. On the fourth

finger of that topmost hand was the ring I had given

to Mary.

My brain cracked, amidst a myriad of flashes,

then darkness. Christmas came and went, but I

cared not.

I am still young and since then have been sent

to Oxford. Many times the professors notice me
staring into space. They think I am dreaming. If

they only knew. '"••' ' '^^

, ,,. WiLBERT J. Smith,

,
i'V:i

' Senior Pre-Med.

SOMEWHERE
Somewhere sadness sorrows a mother's quiet heart.

Somewhere shadows hover, never seeming to

part,

Somewhere a boy is lonesome, pining wishing to

start

For that somewhere to ease his lonely heart.

DONLEE, '27.
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GRIMVALDT, was the village that the inhabi=-

tants prided as the most beautiful spot of

the Kingdom of Bavaria. It had its stal-.

wart mountains, looking like sentinels down upon

the villagers, clad with rugs of green, and its army

of ari*ogant straight trees, waving as if they were

fanning the farmers while at their toil. Then its

streams, playing peaceful tones, providing music

for the toiler, as it leisurely flowed by, to render

aid to the farms of the fertile valleys. While the

canopy of Heaven bedecked the inhabitants with its

azure blue color of serenity and atmosphere sweet

and invigorating.

In the midst of this natural architecture was the

farm of Mutter Ziesel, with her two sons, Heinrich

and Frederich. Mutter Ziesel had all of the char-

acteristics of a loving mother. Her build was short,

inclined to be stout, eager, keen brown eyes, always

reflecting a smile of welcome, no doubt prompted by

her honest, good heart. Her sons were her life and

her farm her playground. Heinrich, the youngest,

not quite nineteen, characterized his mother in all

respects. Frederich, on the other hand, was typical

of his father, who was a soldier, full of arrogancy,

a heart far from kind, who commanded like the

speech of a cannon; whose quick-tempered attacks

were his answers.

The Rheingelts was just a mile from the Ziesel's

ranch. Rheingelt was noted to have the prettiest

daughter in the village of Grimvaldt. Rose was
crowned as the queen of the village. She had youth,

beauty, and admriers in abundance. Heinrich

often saw Rose while taking the products to the

market. He often wished that market day was
every hour instead of three times a week, but little

did he know the thoughts of Rose. Rose often irri-

tated Frederich when she inquired about his

brother. "Ah, he isn*t worth the energy to talk

about, he should wear dresses and stay with Mama,"
was his reply. -

The May Day festival was in full bloom ; there in

the corner was Heinrich, staring with eager eyes

to meet Rose, while dancing about was Frederich

with her, like a King and his Queen. In the midst

of jollity and games, Heinrich and Rose face

each other. "Hello Heinrich." "A' A\ Hel-

Hel-oo, Ro-Ro-Rose," was his bashful response. Up
went the music and they danced, looking at each

other, reflecting piety and sincerity—a suspicion

—

of the call of youth. They danced five extra meas-

ures after the music ceased, breaking a trance like

a magnet relinquishing a piece of iron. "Henry,
will you dance with me again tonight?" "I will be

Tpry much please, Ro-Rose," he replied. Fred-

erich, with anger beckoned Heinrich, "You had
your dance, don't let me see you speak with her

again this evening." Once again they danced to the

waltze of Romance, till the hour of adieu. Market
days came, months passed. Heinrich and Rose, in

the village was the topic of the day.

The atmosphere of Grimvaldt was at this time

disturbed with vibrations of work. The farmers
were busily plowing the soil, laughing and singing

as they trailed behind the plow. On the Ziesel farm
we see Heinrich trailing the plow, receiving dis-

couraging tones from Frederich: "Faster, you lazy

bones, pusli or I will hitch you to it—none of that

back talk—shi^ck, smack, blood coming from Hein-
rich's nose. Get going, 1*11 teach yo uto respect

your oldest brother, and keep away from his girl."

Almost another attack, when the dinner bell rang.

"Before you go to eat, water the horses and put on
the bags, you dreamer." Thus Heinrich, standing
erect like a knight of old receiving commands, fol-

lowed by attacks, ready to cry, ready to fight re-

flecting contortions of unhappiness, inflamed eyes
with revenge, with thoughts running through his

mind, with a picture in front of him. Rose. "Move,
you schweinhundt, don't look for your mother, I

am king on this field." "You may be king, but some
day my chance will come," "You dumphkopf, I

won't have any schwein talk back to me, Fll show
you." Inflamed with anger, burning with temper,
he slashes the left cheek of his brother with a sharp
piece of steel. "Mother, mother, was the cry as he
fell to the ground, crying, groaning, God, let me
die," in the midst of pain and blood. "You will now
respect your oldest brother. "Or Heinrich, my son,

my baby boy. Frederich, this must stop, you must
love your brother and show kindness towards him."
"I show more kindness towards my horse, for when
I whip him he obeys me and pulls my load."

That night Heinrich, after debating with him-
self, makes up his mind, and steals out of his room.
He slowly steps to his mother's side, "0 my dear
mother, I love you, and some day I will come back
to you." He kisses her in the quietness of the night
and departs. He pauses, scribbles a note to Rose
and leaves it at the side of Hans, the faithful farm
hand of the Ziesels.

The dawn of day approaches. Frederich rises,

knocks for Heinrich to get up. "That lazybones, I'll

make him get up. What—Heinrich—Heinrich."
He runs to the barn, he looks out into field, but Hein-
rich is gone. Frederich rushes to awaken Hans.
He notices a note addressed : "Please deliver to Rose
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Rheingelt, Heinrich. With much anger he tears

it open and reads:

"My dearest Rose:

"I am leaving, I know not where, but will be

back—Rose, I love you. Heinrich."

"He loves her, does he," gritting his teeth, tearing

the note into atoms. "He will never get her."

^ The news of Heinrich's disappearance arouses

the village., A hunt begins, but is of no avail. Rose,

day by day, inquires, but leaves, though disheart-

ened, with confidence and hope. "Rose, why do you

fret over a good-for-nothing coward? If he cared

for you he would be man enough to let you know he

was going to leave. Come, Rose, I have this farm,

it can be all yours, you can have all the happiness

in the world; be my wife?" She looked amazed,

smiled. "Thank you, Frederich, but farms and

happiness can never lift the weight within. I shall

wait and find my happiness anxiously waiting for

his return." "Foolish girl, he will forget all about

you." "But I will always remember him; I shall

wait.",., _,:.;;./>>••;••• /'^

Years pass by, the clouds of war start roaming

about Europe. At last they burst and start raining

with the fire of shells. "Frederich Ziesel, Frederich

Ziesel," was the shout of a beer model sergeant, "re-

port tomorrow at headquarters, the Vaterland is

calling her sons to defend her borders." Meanwhile,

the clouds kept roaming and dropped to the west.

America answers the challenge, the march of the

doughboy begins. Thrust into the glare of front-

line trenches, Private Henry Ziesel volunteers to

go over the top and maneuver for the enemy's posi-

tion. Carefully and slowly he creeps, cutting wire

within his path. "Ah du Americanischen schwein,

a fight begins, the butt of the Hun's gun is thrust

on the head of Henry. He falls, calling "Mutter,

mutter." The German looks, and by a glare of a

rocket, sees a scar. Again he looks and shouts,

"God, my brother Heinrich. forgive me, Hein-

rich. Heinrich, he shouts, let me die. O brother,

I have sinned ; forgive me." He takes and carries

him to a first aid station. Heinrich's eyes start

to open. Dazed, he looks about and finally sees his

brother Frederich. Frederich, thank God you are

alive. Just then a bang, schrapnel on all sides. A
shout is heard. Heinrich, they got me, feel my-

self going; forgive me for all my sins. God, give

me life to repay for my sins toward my brother.

Heinrich, I am so weak; go home. Rose is waiting

for you. She loves you ; I did not give her your note.

O, brother, forgive me. Forgive me. God bless

you.

Once again the dove of peace flys over Grimvaldt

;

once again they plow, singing, laughing as they trail

their plow. Once again are the villagers rejoicing,

feasting for the happiness of the Ziesels. Rose at

his side, they look upon the horizon, resting upon

the sentinels of the valley. So they look upon them-

selves, seeking the light of happiness; waiting for

the dawn of tomorrow, forgetting the trials of yes-

terday.

Joseph Jacobs,

Sophomore Pre-Med.
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My story is a strange one, the recalling of a dream

;

My subject is a true one, a dreamer's gentle theme.

Looking all around us we see our weathered paths.

They that stood the seasons and have staid unto the

last.
'/-''',".:-''/ ^''':. /Vv.'V'Sv :.;" '.Sr^'- .

THE CAMPUS
The central path guides and beckons us to come

And salute the flag, our so valiant forefathers won.

Here is still another and yet a precious gift.

That if we go without, would cast us far adrift.

Lit in the land of dreamers be a gray outlined cup;

The contained is what we stand for, in the summing

up.'

The cup is but the pathway shaded by bush and

tree;

All its divisions showing charming unity.; -J >;

Branching from the stem are dreamy lanes three, ;

Each of which from others, is absolutely free. .;;;•;;

The one on the left to higher learning goes, ;
.

":

,

Coupled with discipline's ever foreboding woes.

Here youths are trained and given a glowing mental

fire.

Everlastingly inflamed by knowledge's desire.

They are helped by men who have given up their

lives

That knowledge for the student always may sur-

vive.

The spirit it enkindles in its natives' hearts

Is one with which a true son never parts.

..Let then the flag enkindle a similar glowing spark.

That we should try to carry without any mark.

:'The right path, hallowed, saintly to the core;

• The one that holds bound more once within the door.

: .Hef^^ we find a uniort, the bond that joins us all,

r To be ever waiting for God's own general call.

It is our duty ever to be always on our guard

;

To seek and watch and pray for our heavenly re-

ward.

Thus then our college offers many simple things

—

'Tis well to stop and think about these offerings.

Don-Lee,

Senior Classical.
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PHYSICAL CULTURE

ONE of the most neglected aspects of the aver-

age man's life is the manner in which he

cares for the machine with which he func-y*

tions. By this machine I do not infer any man-made
apparatus of steel, wood or any other mineral ele-

ment, but the flesh and blood of his own body. This,

after all, is the greatest machine ever devised or in-

vented and the one to which men give the least of

their attentions. Some men give more attention

and care to their cars than they do to their bodies.

In their daily routine they think only of their busi-

ness, eating, sleeping and pleasures, and the human
anatomy, like any other piece of mechanism, needs

care, rest and exercise.

The exercise that a man receives in his daily work
allows but a minimum of the muscles of the body to

function. He uses only a small amount ojE the energy

he is capable of expending.

Muscles and energy, one might say, work hand in

hand. The more they are exercised and used, the

greater resources behind them are developed. A
man who allows himself only the exercise he obtains

through ordinary daily routine allows a num-
ber of muscles to lie dormant and in an emergency
they are practically useless to him. They have never

been used, therefore they are not in condition to

withstand the slightest strain without later becom-

ing very sore and painful.

Physical culture is the cure for this evil. It is a

science that teaches the proper care of the body, its

functions and its beauty.

Many people think of physical culture as only ap-

plying to men of great muscular strength and as be-

ing a means of acquiring large bulky muscles, great

chests and thick necks. But physical culture in its

true sense, as applied and taught by its leading ex-

ponents today, is more the idea of keeping men, who
do no manual labor, and get very little exercise in

good health; also as a means of developing under-

nourished and under-developed persons into real

men. By this process, also, people now in a healthy

condition are kept so.

Bernard McFadden is the leading exponent of this

system of health culture in this country. He brought

the idea from England in the latter part of the nine-

teenth century and worked energetically for a num-
ber of years, trying to put over his ideas. At that

time it was, as is every good movement, criticized

and ridiculed by those who did not understand its

benefits. Today it is being accepted throughout the

country as one of the greatest boons to health ap-

pearing in the last century.

Daily exercise works on the principle of prepared-

ness ; a body that is good, strong and well kept, is not

as susceptible to disease as one that is weak, inactive

and tired.

Now to get back to physical culture—its purpose

apd meaning. Physical culturists do not believe in

large and bulky muscles, but rather in a general

all around development of the physique. They leave

this over-development of the muscles to exhibition-

ists, "strong men," and athletes.

Their code is "A clean mind, a wholesome body

and a clean moral life." They believe in pure

wholesome food, regular daily exercises, clean

thoughts and an ordinary life. You will not find

a true culturist eating fancy pastries, half cooked

foods, smoking to excess, drinking intoxicating

liquors, or, in fact, doing or eating anything that

may tend to the destruction of his health.

The many different foods the average American
of today eats, and this includes white bread, tend

more or less to lead to constipation. Constipation

is the greatest friend of disease and is the very

basis from which all human ills begin.

Take any plumbing system, and we can liken our

intestines to that, and you will always find it will

not function properly when any one part of it be-

comes clogged. The human refuse, when stopped

and held in the intestines by constipation, forms a

poison which runs through the body, attacking the

most vulnerable spots, and as a chain always snaps

at its weakest link, causing any number of dis-

eases; colds, appendicitis, malaria and others. The
poisons will attack the nasal organs, the throat,

heart, nerves, eyes or any one of the other numer-
ous spots in the human body susceptible to disease.

Regular exercise leads man away from this dan-

ger ; it gives him a clear brain and a well developed

and well rounded out body. It hardens and
strengthens those places that are most susceptible

to disease. For instance, the exercise of raising the

arms high over the head and behind the ears; that

of bending the body at the waist and touching the
palm of the hands on the floor, then raising or
straightening back to the original position is a good
one. This exercise develops the muscles of the ab-

dominal walls of the torso and the muscles in the

small of the back. The inner muscles that overlie

the stomach and hold it in place are also greatly
benefited.

The intestines are like a long tube which, when
filled, could be easily contracted to force out the fill-

ing. Here the exercise just described proves of its

greatest benefit; the bending process squeezes the
intestinal tubes, forcing a fluid or oil into them
which helps to lubricate them, thus making excava-

i

.
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tion possible, frequent and regular. There are other

exercises that will obtain the same results, but they

are not as efficient as the one mentioned. The exer-

cise of placing the hands behind the head, tighten-

ing the muscles of the arms and neck, then pulling

the head slowly forward, forcing the head against

the arms in going back to the original position; also

turning the head from left to right, keeping the

strain still upon it, will stimulate the action of the.

blood running to the brain. This exercise helps the

muscles of the neck, sternomastoid, trapezium and

the scapular ; also the biceps and triceps of the arm.

After doing this for a period of from two to three

minutes one should be greatly benefited.

Two of the greatest boons to man's health are

sunshine and fresh air. The sun's rays, when the

body is exposed to them, penetrate the skin and

drive out disease by the heat they carry. This, how-

ever, may be overdone, causing sunburn, skin

poisoning or general laziness, as is the case of the

people in warmer climes. But when these natural

resources are used in the right manner and in the

proper quantities, they are of inestimable benefit.

Fresh air is on a par with the sun. Go into a

closed room where there is very little fresh air and

remain there for a while. Then go out into the open,

take a deep draught of air into your lungs and feel

the tingling sensation it sends through your body.

Fresh air when inhaled properly will drive out

many germs which may be secreted in the lungs

and nasal organs.

•: A wonderful exercise for the lungs and a de-

veloper of flat chests is: Place the hands crossed

at the pelvis; keep your feet flat on the floor, heels

together, your mouth closed. Then bring the arms

up and out in a wide circle and as far back as pos-

sible; arise on the toes and at the same time draw

the air deeply through the nostrils into the lungs

—

this while the arms are at their greatest height and

the body up on its toes. Then force the air out the

mouth as the body and arms are returned to their

original positions.

A case in which my readers may see the results

of daily exercise is in our own football game. Knute

Rockne long ago saw the benefits of exercise in con-

junction with the regular workouts of his football

squads. As our coach, Harry Stuhldreher, is a prod-

uct of the Notre Dame system, he brought to Villa-

nova the novel method of playing, from the Indiana

institution.

In signal practice, punting, drop kicking, etc.,

the legs sustain the burden of the work. It is here

that the exercises come in for their share to

strengthen the upper portion' of the body for the

knocks and blows it is bound to receive.

Those who have seen Villanova in play the past

two years have commented upon the splendid phy-

sical condition of the players, the scarcity of in-

juries among our players and their fine carriage

on the field and off. This is a direct result of these

exercises. For proof of this we have but to look at

the number of opponents who are injured and have
to be carried from the field when playing against

our well trained eleven.

Condition is the thing, whether in business, school

or sports. A man can never give his best when he

is not in condition, and condition is physical cul-

ture's one big idea, the one it is attempting to im-

press on the public.

Henry Snyder, Senior Business.

MY ANNIE LAURIE
To the shadows in the gloaming.

Pearled in moonbeams mystically

Silver bells their echoes homing ''f'

Flood my soul with reverie. ;
Over glen and dewy valley

Sweet their blessed anthem swells

Soft and blending harps of angels

Mid the hallowed cloister bells.

And the aftermath of silence

Mystic white-robed gently falls ; \

And God's gloried peace eternal

Whispering near my soul enthralls.

••;»
; •. ,.•

In the night some one is singing

And as dream boats round me glide

I can hear sweet Annie Laurie

In the full of music's tide.

And I stir the living embers •; ;v^-

In the halls of memory v
•

And the eyes of Annie Laurie

Smile their blessedness on me.

Tho' each heart recalls another

And the memory she brings

But she's always Annie Laurie

In the soul of him who sings.

Ah, my dream is sweetly broken

Soft a shadow on the stair

So I greet my Annie Laurie

'Tis my mother standing there.

John T. McCarthy, Sophomore Classical
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RETRIBUTION

IT
was a crisp November evening, a night which

seemed to instill in one the feeling of a coming
stupendous event. Through the streets of New

Haven groups of college boys, in twos and threes,

wandered about, speaking in low tones of the mor-

row. Then the Yale football team would meet Har-

vard, which had its strongest team in years, and all

admitted the eleven of Old Eli was not as formidable

as it might have been. It seemed all conversation

rested upon this topic.

The teams marched out into the great bowl amid
the blaring of bands and the cheers from thousands

of husky throats. From one side came the song,

"Old Eli." In retort from the other stands, cheers

of Harvard were shot back in rapid succession.

Over in one corner of the field, two players stood

talking. These two had been schoolmates at high

school in Buffalo. Now they were friendly rivals,

one might say. Incidentally, it was the last college

game for both, and they were keyed up to play the

best in their career.

**Quite a difference from the times when we
played Ithaca and Binghamton High, eh, Ed?" ex-

claimed the one in the Blue of the home squad, ad-

dressing Eddie Robertson, quarterback of Harvard,

The speaker was William Ivans, president of his

class, four-letter man and generally acclaimed the

most popular man at Yale. He was frequently men-
tioned as an All-American tackle.

"Yes," countered Robertson. "Still it's the same
old game, the same excitement, the same rivalry,

only in a more elaborate setting. There's the ref-

eree; guess we'd better go."

"May the best team win," returned the other as

he ran over to the Yale squad.

The teams lined up. Yale kicked off. The catcher

of the punt was downed in his tracks, v!

Undaunted, Harvard took the offensive. Down
the field they marched, four first downs in succes-

sion. They reached the enemy's twenty-five yard
line. Frantic cries of "Hold them, Yale, hold them,"
roared out of the south stands from hundreds upon
hundreds of throats, half choked with fear.

Hold the line they did, as tenaciously as the tradi-

tional bulldog. For three downs the Crimson
gained not a yard. Tuttle, the visiting fullback,

dropper back to try for a field goal. The ball came
straight and true from the center. Without wast-
ing an instant the kicker, with one mighty sweep
of his powerful leg, sent the ball above eager out-

stretched arms and between the crossbars.

The visiting rooters broke into a wild uproar;

hats flew, banners were thrown about, bands played,

men yelled themselves hoarse. ^

Again the referee's whistle was blown. Once

more the two elevens lined up. Harvard kicked off.

Yale brought the ball back to its own forty-five yard

line. They could not advance it, however, and lost

the ball on downs. Harvard could do no better.

On, on the game progressed, through the second

quarter, the third and half of the fourth; the ball

always around midfield. Those meagre three points

assumed the massiveness of a monument before the

eyes of the Blue followers.

Five minutes to go ! Yale as usual could not gain.

The halfback punted. Down the field raced ten stal-

wart bodies, each man praying for a fumble. It

was ! A fumble ! A death-like quiet prevailed ; only

the digging of cleats into the dry turf and the

crunch of falling bodies was audible. A blue-clad

figure, without slackening speed, scooped up the

oval and, gaining speed with every step, paced to-

ward the opponents' goal. He, no doubt, could hear

the echo of fame resounding in every footstep, ^he

clinking of wealth with every stride, the glory of his

Alma Mater sounding with each forward movement
of his athletic frame.

The crowd awakened from its lethargy. "Ivins,

Ivins," it shrieked; "Go on, boy, a touchdown!"
But a shadow loomed in his path. Ah, yes ! The

safety man—he had forgotten him. It was Robert-

son. The lineman desperately tried to evade his

tackier, but unsuccessfully. Ten yards from the

goal line he was brought down. His head struck

the soil heavily; something seemed to snap in his

head; a shudder passed through his whole body.

He looked up into the face of the Harvard quar-

terback. "You devil!" he muttered. "Snake! I

hate you ! I'll get you for this, you—you dirty rat
!"

Robertson walked quietly away. He was dumb-
founded.

The game ended a minute after. As the final

whistle blew, the players started on a trot for the

dressing rooms. Dejectedly the home folks made
for the nearest exit, while the Harvard supporters
poured out of the stands onto the field of battle.

There they gleefully cajoled to the vast annoyance
of the Yale rooters.

A man dressed in ragged clothing, stepped into

the law offices of Williams and Robertson, 32d and
Greenway Avenue, New York City. He wore a
shabby felt hat, pulled down low over his eyes. His
suit was a light gray color, covered with dust and
undoubtedly the recipient of much wear and tear.
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The shoes he wore had seen better days. A heavy-

growth of beard covered his face. But one could

plainly see by the way he carried his head, by the

erectness of his posture, by his sprightly step, that

he had not always been in straightened circum-

stances.
'^ The stranger walked into the legal offices with-

out knocking. He closed the door silently behind

•him. The lone man inside rose, extending his hand
in greeting as he did so. " :

**You don't remember me?'* questioned the visitor,

ignoring the proffered hand. He regarded the law-

yer with a cold, cruel glance.

• "Well, if it isn't Bill Ivins!" gasped the attorney

in surprise.

; **No one else," the visitor remarked sullenly.

;
"But what has happened to you? You must have

had some hard times lately, judging from your ap-

pearance. I have often wondered what became of

you." :'Vv.::':"ii;,
•/;';'

''''-

r "IVe wbnSei'ed the same thing about you," replied

the newcomer in a cynical tone. "Yes, for years Fve
looked, through seven different states for you, be-

fore I found just where you were. Ever since I

graduated Fve been what I am now—a bum. Noth-

ing better. For I have a debt to pay and when I

left Yale I vowed I would pay it before I'd do any-

thing else. Five years ago we played football

against each other; you got me; it's my turn to get

you now! I have known where you've been for

weeks, but I couldn't get you alone. Now I have
you, and have you good." He pulled a revolver from
his pocket and pointed it at the man near the desk.

"Now, I'm going to settle my score right now, you
wretch."

"Nonsense, Ed, quit your clowning." The lawyer

tried to smile. "Come, come—" .. .

A pistol shot rang out! The well dressed figure

slouched to the floor. His assailant walked over and
stood over him as a hunter straddles some game he

has just shot. The erect figure laughed hysterically,

"Ha, ha, ha. You would double-cross a friend,

would you? Turn about is fair play and you've the

share you deserve now." Uttering a vile oath, he

prodded the corpse with his foot.

. ' ' • \' .' ":•

POETIC BLUES
A poet tonight is lonely.

As he sits at his desk; .'''y
)-/:.^.

:'.:', ./^^:^'''-

Yes, ever so very lonely, • v^^^^^^^>

Beneath his rhythmic chest.

Why will nothing relieve him
Except some gentle theme.

Perhaps 't will be a church hymn
That may suggest his theme.

Don-Lee, '27.

With the pistol in his hand still smoking, the

murderer walked over to the curtained window.

Outside all was a pandemonium. "No, they couldn't

have heard the shot," mused the man. Automobiles

whizzed by, heavy busses lumbered on, horse hoofs

clicked dully on the hot asphalt, countless feet

trooped wearyingly, linceasingly by on the cement

sidewalk.

The figure at the window bowed his head and

closed his eyes. Once more he heard the bands play-

ing, saw banners waving in an autumn breeze, vis-

ualized grandstands filled to overflowing with an

army of restless humans. Once again he saw him-

self scoop up a fumbled football. The commotion

outside blended itself into a frenzied cry from thou-

sands of throats as he pictured himself clad in blue,

running down that football field. He saw again the

player in his path. He felt himself tackled, thrown,

something snap in his head which seemed to destroy

all reasoning.

The man turned around. His eyes caught those

of the dead man. For the first time he sensed the

atrocity of his deed. "My God," he cried, "what

have I done? Oh, I never meant this; I was insane;

I couldn't have had my right mind !"

The ghoulish stare of the victim seemed to mock
his every word.

Pocketing the weapon, the shabbily clad man
leaped for the door, impatiently, nervously, as

though the devil himself were pursuing him, he

reached for the knob. Grasping it, he flung the

door open, and was gone.

.
"Prominent Lawyer Murdered; No Clues

Found!"
This headline greeted the eyes of the newspaper

reading public the next morning. An item of three-

quarters of a column covered the account of the

mysterious killing. Directly below this story was
a write-up of but four lines. It read: "A poorly

dressed man committed suicide at West Street and
the river front sometime during the night. A sailor

returning to his ship stumbled over the lifeless

body this morning at tv^o o'clock. The dead man's
identity is not known. He was taken to the'

morgue." Dallas M. Blatt, Sophomore Pre-Med.

i

tiA LONELY WAIF

PLEASURE'S PAWN
Yes, you have had your pleasure

You have drunk to the dregs of your cup.

But what have you in your treasure

What have you hoarded up?

Yes, I have had my pleasure

My times are scattered and gone
Now I am at my leisure

Nothing but God's own pawn.
Gene Donnelly, Senior Classical

;
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IN
the ranch country of the State of Montana

there is to be found lying in a valley en-

closed by sloping hillsides, the ranch of Big

Dan Ross. This man was noted far and near among

cattle men as owning one of the finest and best

cared for herds in the West. His cattle dotted the

level fields of the valley and were to be se^n on the

slopes and summits of the hills.

To care for the large number of cattle, it was nec-

essary for him to employ a great number of cow

punchers. Now cowboys are necessarily a jovial

lot, and among this particular group on Big Dan's

ranch there was one who was more care-free and

happy-go-lucky than the rest. This was a red

headed Irishman named Joe Hogan. However, he

was quick to defend his opinions either verbally, by

the use of a quick-witted and tempered Irish tongue,

or he could, if occasion demanded, make good use

of those two handy fighting instruments with which

Nature has provided all of us, namely, fists.

One fine day in June, Joe had been sent along

with several other men to round up and brand the

young cattle. During their absence there appeared

at the ranch house a forlorn young person who de-

sired to get work. The kid was dressed in an old

pair of long trousers several sizes too large, a kahki

shirt open at the collar, and carried a worn-out coat.

The kid had large blue eyes, short hair, and withal

a delicate appearance.

Not being short of any hands on the ranch ,the

foreman would not give him work, and he accord-

ingly turned dejectedly away and started down the

path to the road.

Meanwhile, Joe had returned to the ranch house

to fetch something needed in the branding work,

which had been forgotten. Being close by when the

waif was refused work and having a kind heart, Joe

was touched by the downcast feeling evidenced by

the kid. He went up to the foreman and said to

him; ^ .

"Couldn't you give that kid some kind of a slight

job?"

It happened that the foreman had some dislike

for Joe which could not be accounted for. Joe knew

this and was aching continually for a fight. The

foreman replied

:

"It's none of your business."

"I'll make it my business," returned Joe.

"Well, what are you going to do about it?" the

foreman next asked.

"I'm going to help that kid, and incidentally I'm

going to settle an old score with you. For some un-

known reason you have been constantly picking at

me ever since I came here."

In the fight which followed as a natural conse-

quence, Joe got the best of the foreman and inflicted

upon him numerous sundry cuts and bruises and

blacked both his eyes. After having done this,

knowing that he could stay on the ranch no longer,

he went into the bunkroom, gathered together in a

bundle his blanket and the few articles of clothing

he possessed.

With his bundle slung over his shoulder, Joe set

off down the road to catch up with the waif. He
had not gone far when he discovered the kid sitting

on the bank at the side of the road weeping. Joe

went up to him and said

:

"What's the matter, kid? Is there anything I can

do for you?"

"Oh, sir, let me walk along with you. I am afraid

to walk by myself."

"Where are you going?" Joe asked.

"I don't really know; no place in particular, I

guess; just straight ahead."

"All right then, kid, I'm with you."

The two strange acquaintances started down the

road together. In the course of the day they covered

many miles, and at the approach of evening, camped
on the bank of a small stream.

In the morning they continued their walk, asking

at different ranches along the route for work, but

meeting with no success.

Early in the afternoon Joe noticed that some one

appeared to be following them, but keeping pretty

well hid. He didn't say anything to the kid, not

wanting to alarm him. Late that evening they stop-

ped beside a small spring to eat the meager supper

which they had picked up at various ranch houses

where they had inquired for work. While they were
eating, suddenly a voice startled them with:

"Put up your hands."

Joe, not understanding what was happening,

turned quickly around and there peeping down over

the rocky bank in back of the spring was the barrel

of a rifle. Immediately from over the rock ap-

peared several men, all carrying guns.

At sight of one of them, a portly man, the kid

gave a cry of joy and jumped into his arms.

"Father!" was the cry that issued from his lips.

"Daughter!" was the loving response.

The astonished Joe did not know what to make
of the affair and stood in wondering bewilderment.

Then his little friend, thanking him for the care he

had taken of her, told him that she and her father

were traveling through Montana. While exploring
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in the hills she had become separated from her

father. Not being able to find him and having no

,;r i money with her, although her father was a rich

: V man, she decided to see the country on her own hook

and traded her own clothes for those in which she

came to the ranch where Joe was working.

The father also expressed himself in regard to the

protection which Joe had given his daughter, and

told him that if there was anything he could do for

;him, he would be only too glad and willing to com- '

(AH Joe asked was that he might come and visit

{ them once in a while. When this was settled to Joe's

Satisfaction they parted, Joe to seek a job and the

father and daughter to continue their trip.

About two years after this, Mr. Joseph Hogan,

with a beautiful young woman at his side, one day

walked into the ranch of Big Dan Ross. Many of

his former friends were still there, but the foreman

was gone. Joe introduced the woman in these

words:

"Boys, meet the wife."

Joe had worked hard and by visits to his friends

had come first to admire and finally to love the young

girl whom he had first thought to be a wandering

waif. The rich man liked Joe and when asked for

his daughter's hand, he readily consented if it was

all right with her. There being no diflficulty on this

side, the matter was settled and they were speedily

married. As a wedding present the rich man

bought one of the fine Montana ranches and pre-

sented it to them.
Ralph A. Mannion,

Freshman A. B.

SOLILOQUY

» ' ••
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Tired of the things of mortals

;

With weariness of mind,,

I now intrude in solitude-r- ' '

A rest, a quiet to find. i

Oh ! I am sick of human trials

:

,: Temptations, failures, wrongs;

A weary life of endless strife

; . Is not where the soul belongs.

Behind me, the material; .

Before me, life unspoiled— ;,;; i

For earthly deeds and fleshy needs

Are sordid, grim, atid coiled.

Back, back into the wilderness.

Far from the noise and grime,

Where lulling calm is nature's balm

To make all things sublime.

Here nature in her holiness

A sweet contentment boasts;

Omnipotent, all dominant, "v ;^''^

.To God alone she toasts.

I lay me at her bosom

To feel the fond caress

Of heav'nly things, that make the stings

Of life seem nothingness.

n
Ah ! But I had the power

To be a part of this

;

A tiny root—a sapling shoot;

A life in silent bliss.

Hark ! From afar—so soft, so sweet,

The Angelus clearly peals.

Now, o'er me with tranquillity

A bit of Heaven steals.

Its pious tones instill me

With visions ne'er to cease

;

'Fore me unfurled, another world

Of everlasting peace.

But lo ! The workers' whistles

In loud and raucous tones,

: With mighty flair, burst on the air

:'''":[ Re-echoed by the stones; - ^

f
Proclaiming one more day's drab close

Before the next one's toil;

A monotone, with every drone

Rotating on his coil.

The hand of fate recalls me
Back to a mortal's earth;

Farewell, sublime ! Would that in time

I'll share thy sacred mirth.

Dallas M. Blatt,

Sophomore Pre-Med,

%
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BROTHERLY LOVE

THE great mansion of the Duke DuBarry loomed

up prominently against the dark and threat-

ening skies. The thunder clapped vocifer-

ously, the lightning flashed, illuminating the moss-

covered walls of the mansion, as if to tell the secret

that it held on this fearful night. The death of a

great diplomat of England was contemplated.

Within, Sir Garland, with downcast head, paced

the large room (his prison), in deep sorrow, al-

though fully resigned to the divine will. The great

pain that struggled within His breast tortured him.

Suddenly, he abruptly stopped, on hearing a rasping

sound on the bars of his prison window. Not know-

ing whether friend or foe, he approached the win-

dow cautiously. He looked out into the darkness

and listened, and behold, as he peered he saw before

him a man disguised as a priest. Sir Garland was
amazed at the sight of this stranger in the camp
of his enemy, the Duke DuBarry.
The man beneath the window paused and raised

his mask and drawing himself up by means of his

hands, he whispered : **Your Lordship, beware ; they

seek your life, beware!"

Horror and fear blanched the aged man's face.

He had not recognized the stranger's voice, but he

thought that he was a friend and not an enemy, and
that he spoke the truth. For more than an hour he

knelt in prayer upon the bare floor, preparing for

his end. In the room there was neither crucifix nor

picture to find solace in, but raising his arms toward
heaven, he cried: "0 God, my Saviour, look down
with pity upon my humble self. Oh, Jesus, comfort

me in my hour of need." Upon uttering these words
he fell upon the floor in a stupor.

The flickering candle in the candelabra cast its

rays upon the fallen man. The deep silence of the

night was oppressive. Suddenly the noise of heavy
footsteps was heard in the corridors; the mercen-
aries, with leering countenances, moved toward the

prison of the motionless Lord. They stopped, and
drawing black masks over their evil faces, prepared
for their evil deed. The Duke DuBarry, leader of

the band, whispered for silence and peering, with
caution, through a crevice in the door, beheld to his

liking, that all was in readiness for the crime. But,

no ; Sir Garland was not unconscious. He arose from
his stupor as if bidden by some guardian angel. With
amazement he looked at the door, where a key grat-

ing in the great lock was heard. The unfortunate
prisoner arose and prepared for the intruders.

He stood in the center of the room in all the ma-
jesty of his high oflfice. The massive door swung
open and in rushed the Duke and his followers, three

men-at-arms. But they stood spellbound before the

victim, who looked at them with a serenity that was
disconcerting. But at a signal from the DUke, two

men rushed at Sir Garland and put their hands

around his throat and started to strangle the un-

opposing victim. The blood rushed to his head, his

veins swelled, and overcome by their vice-like grips,

his motionless form soon lay on the floor.

As the mercenaries were about to lift the sense-

less body and carry it to some secret apartment, the

sound of footsteps was heard coming through the

halls. The Duke and his men knew not who it

was, and as a tall figure stood before them, they

looked at each other in amazement. He was, ob-

viously, a man of great fame and the marks of

battle were noticeable upon his torn habiliments. At
a glance he noticed the situation and rushed into the

room and demanded the release of Sir Garland.

The motionless form fell from the hands of the

villains. Like wolves in search of prey, the four

men, grasping their weapons, rushed upon the un-

known intruder.

Over the prostrate body they fought—four to one.

The unknown bore the blows of his antagonists well,

lunged at them, and soon had two of their number
stretched out in death. The Duke fought like a

tiger cornered in his den and cursed his ill-luck. Yet
they fought. The noise of the combat soon revived

the unconscious man. He opened his eyes with
diflficulty and weakly begged them to refrain from
bloodshed. The stranger fought in self-defense and
the end of the duel would only be brought about by
the death of one or the other.

However, he had only the Duke to contend with.

It must be borne in mind that the Duke was a skil-

ful fighter. But the stranger excelled in strength

and in skill.

About the large room the men fought like

Goliaths. His Lordship in vain tried to terminate;
the duel. He watched the precision-like movements
of the duellists and sought to find an opportunity
to separate the combatants. The Duke was growing
weak and was forced to lean against the wall. As
agile as a fox, he saw his advantage in his former
prisoner. Dropping his weapon, he dragged, with
all his strength the diplomat to himself by throw-
ing his left arm about his body while with his right

hand he held a small dagger above the Lord's head.

The Duke's opponent seeing this, held back the de-

ciding blow, as the clever Duke cried aloud, "Strike

one more blow and I will drive this dagger into his

head. Surrender, or he dies."

(Continued on Page 55)
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Many countries claim the honor of having given

the Christmas tree to the v^orld.

An ancient Scandinavian myth speaks of a "service

tree" that sprung from a blood-drenched soil v^here

tw^o lovers were killed by violence. At certain nights,

during the Christmas season, mysterious lights ap-

pear flaming in its branches.

The French have a legend claiming the honor.

In a romance of the 13th century a hero finds a great

tree whose branches are covered with burning

candles, some standing erect, some, down and on

top a vision. of a child with a halo around his curly

head. The Knight asked the Pope for an explana-

tion and he replied that the tree represented man-
kind, the child the Saviour and the candles, good and

bad human beings.

Another tale bestows the honor upon Martin

Luther. One Christmas eve he was travelling alone

over a snow-covered country, the sky with its

thousands of glittering stars made a deep impres-

sion upon the Reformer. On reaching home he tried

to explain it to his wife and children but being

unable to do so, he went out into the garden, cut

down a fir tree, dragged in into the nursery, put
some candles on its branches and lighted them. •

'

One of the most popular of German engravings
represents Martin Luther sitting in the midst of his

family with a lighted Christmas tree on a table be-

fore him.

Leaving myths and legends aside, the History of

the Christmas tree is very difficult to trace. It may
have been some remote connection with the great

tree Yggdrasil of Norse mythology. It may be a

revival of the pine trees in the Roman Saturnalia,

which were decorated with images of Bacchus, as

described by Virgil in the Georgies

:
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"In jolly hymns they praise the god of wine,
Whose earthen images adorn the pine,
And these are hung on high in honor of the

vine."

The Christmas tree may have been the result of
the Ancient Egyptian practice of decorating the
homes at the time of the winter solstice with
branches of the date palm, the symbol of life tri-'
umphant oyer death.

This last supposition seems to find support in
the fact that pyramids of green paper, covered all
over with wreaths and festoons of flowers and
strings of sweetmeats are often substituted in Ger-
many for the Christmas tree.

The legends already quoted show that even in
mediaval times there was a tradition of holiness in
investing an illuminated tree which made it mysti-
cally appropriate to the season of the winter sol-
stice, i, e,, the season which Christianity had re-
cently redeemed from paganism by making it the
birth time of Christ. These traditions may have
been strongly influenced by the fact that about this
time the Jews celebrated their feast of Chanuckoh
or Lights, also known as the Feast of the Dedication.
Lighted candles are a feature of the Jewish feast.
As a consequence innumerable lights must have been
twinkling in every Jewish home in Bethlehem and
Nazareth at about the time of the Saviour's birth.
Incidentally the German name for Christmas is
Weihnacht, the Night of Dedication and the Greeks
called Christmas the Feast of Lights.

These vague traditions merging together finally
led to the permanent establishment of the Christ-
mas tree. As a regular institution, however, it can
be traced back only to the sixteenth century.

During the Middle Ages it suddenly appeared in
Strassburg. A valuable authentic manuscript of
1608 by a Strassburg burgher describes the tree as
a feature of the Christmas season.
For two hundred years the fashion maintained :

itself along the Rhine when suddenly at the begin-
ning of the 18th century it spread all over Germany
and fifty years later it had conquered Christen-
dom.

In 1830 the Christmas tree was introduced by
Queen Caroline into Munich. At the same time it

beat its path through Bohemia into Hungary, where
it became fashionable among the Magyar aristo-
cracy

•

. _ ...<;., y;

- In^ 1840 the Duchess Helena of Orleans brought
it to the Tuilleres. Empress 'Eugenie also patron-
ized it.

*
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in • 1870 the German army celebrated €hristrhas
in the Ciiurchorf Notre -Dame;- Which was illumi-
nated by means of lighted candles on Christmas

trees. After this, Christmas trees became universal
in France.

It was the marriage of Queen Victoria to a Ger-
man princq which led to the introduction of the Ger-
man custom into England.

In America the German emigrant brought the
tree with him and it was soon taken up by all
classes.

The Annual Villaaovan Christmas Tree was in-
troduced into Villanova College by the Villanovan
staff of 1925-1926. On the evening of December 18,
1925,it made its debut in the auditorium of the col-
lege amid the splendors of a real old-fashioned
Christmas setting.

The second Annual Villanovan Christmas Tree
will be held in the auditorium, Thursday evening
December 16, 1926, at 7.30 P. M. There you will be
transported back to the time when Santa Claus was
a reality in your life. Amid a myriad of lights,
bhnkmg a Merry, Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year, fond memories will be awakened. You
will experience anew the pleasure of receiving a
present from Old St. Nick. The last, but not the
least, you will imbibe the spirit of

"Peace on earth and good will to men '*

THE VILLANOVAN Staff of 1926-1927 extends
an invitation to each and every student and a Very
Merry Christmas.

John R. Cunningham,
Senior Classical.

ZU fetaff extenbfi

ticartiesit Christmas; Greetings

to our laibbertisiers!

• ...<••
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AMERICA'S DEBT TO CATHOLICS

D OES America owe a debt to Catholics? That

is the question that few of us can answer

without first giving it serious thought. We
hear very little of the work of the pioneer Catholics

in America. Too many of us do not consider it

worth while to read of their great achievements.

Those outside our faith deny the accomplishments

of our early forefathers as being the work of Cath-

olics. It is for us then to enlighten the unenlight-

ened. :^^

- Let us go back to the unenlightened infant

America, when the Roman collar and its followers

spread their work throughout the new world. To
Christopher Columbus goes the glory and undying

fame for having discovered a new world. His

project would have been an utter failure were it not

for the generous assistance of a priest, Father Juan

Perez, of the Dominican Monastery of La Rabida,

in Spain, who had the vision to see in the unknown
Italian navigator the unquenchable courage to carry

out the boldest venture of the time. Father Perez

was a friend of Queen Isabella and was able to in-

fluence her to secure the necessary funds to finance

the proposition. Sixteen thousand golden ducats

were obtained from the Holy Brotherhood in the

Kingdom of Aragon. Thus we see that a Catholic

navigator, a Catholic queen, a Catholic priest, and

Catholic money presided over the discovery of a new
world.

To Americus Vespucci, another Catholic, goes

the honor for naming the new world America. It

was he who first gave to the world a scientific de-

scription of the new continent.

Protestant England's claim to the American col-

onies was based on the discoveries of two Catholics,

John and Sebastian Cabot, who claimed the territory

in the name of the crown. They discovered the

mainland of North America on the feast of St. John,

June 24, 1497. It is from this fact that St. Johns,

Newfoundland, takes its name.

News of the discovery of America had no sooner

reached the old world when the authorities of the

Church sent out missionaries to propagate the

faith in an unknown wilderness. Their labors

were hard, their glory slight, but their zeal was su-

preme. Many died martyrs to their Apostolic

labors. Their widespread work still has its mark
in the Catholic names which they gave to the rivers,

capes and bays they discovered, or cities they

founded. Such names as Los Angeles, San Diego,

San Francisco, Sacramento, St. Augustine, Rapids

of Saulte Ste. Marie, River of the Holy Cross, St.

John's River, Point Conception and a host of others

still exist.

Even the material progress and prosperity of the

country must be attributed to these Catholic mis-

sionaries. It was they who transformed the land

from a bleak and barren wilderness to productive^

soil. They were the first to grow wheat on the

plains of Illinois; the first to call attention to the

vast timber resources of America and then to preach

conservation; the first to introduce the orange and

the lemon; the first to discover the salt wells of

New York, the first copper mine in Lake Superior

region and the oil fields of Pennsylvania.

>.

Within half a century after Columbus established

the Cross as the standard of civilization in America,

Catholic missionaries had explored this continent

from the Atlantic Ocean to the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado. They had carried the Gospel to every

section of the vast American wilderness and their

blood had stained its soil eighty years before the

English settlement of Jamestown; and Catholic

parishes of converted Indians were flourishing long

before a Quaker was seen in Philadelphia. The
oldest city in the United States is called after a great

Catholic Saint and doctor, St. Augustine.

In was in Catholic Maryland, the birthplace of re-

ligious freedom, that the first printing press in any
British colony was set up. It was erected by Father
White and on it the learned priest printed, not only

a Catholic catechism, but a dictionary as well. Not
long afterward the peaceful colony was raided by
New England Puritans and the printing press de-

stroyed. This was done under the authority and
approval of Governor Berkley of Virginia.

Father White was not the only priest who real-

ized the power of the press in those early days. In
the great golden West, in that vast stretch of terri-

tory beyond the Mississippi, the honor of publish-
ing the first newspaper belongs to a Catholic priest,

Father Martinez.

The first free school in the United States were
Catholic schools, founded by Spanish missionaries
in St. Augustine, Florida. The first institution of
higher education for women in America was a
Catholic Academy founded by the Ursuline Nuns
in Quebec. This edifice, still in existence, is an elo-

quent testimony to the energy and culture of this

community of sisters who have devoted their lives

to education. The oldest university in America
is a Catholic university. It was founded in Lima,
Peru, in 1551, seventy years before the Pilgrims
landed at Plymouth Rock and eighty-five years be-
fore the founding of Harvard University. The uni-
versity also contained the first public library in the
new world.

>*-•-•.
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Washington, the capital of the United States,

radiates with Catholic memories. The ground on
which the capitol stands was the property of a

Catholic, Daniel Carroll, the eldest son of John Car-

roll, of Carrolltown. The city itself was laid out

and designed by a Catholic engineer. Major L'En-
fant, a French officer who is buried at Arlington be-

side the grave of the "Unknown Soldier." The
architect of the White House was James Hoban,
whose design was the most successful in a com-
petition for the honor of planning the beautiful and
historic home of the Presidents of the United States.

During the trying days of the Revolutionary War
we find Catholics shedding their blood and sacrific-

ing their lives for a just cause. We find no Benedict
Arnolds, no slackers among our faith, but heroes
all. They needed no coaxing, they were there to fire

the first shot and the last ones to leave the fields

of conflict. We find them among the ranks, among
the oflficers and even as aides on Washington's
staff.

The father of the American Navy was a Catholic,

Commodore John Barry, the "Washington of the

Sea." It was he who piloted the Father of our
Country across the ice-choked Delaware to victory.

He, it was, who was the first to engage in a naval
battle; the first to raise the Star Spangled Banner
over the high seas and keep it floating there.

Kosciusko, a Catholic Pole, taught the science of

V
artillery fighting to the raw American colonists. It>»

was he who created the West Point Military Acad-
emy, that celebrated training school along the Hud-
son out of which has come the flower of the military

genius of the nation.

All down through history Catholics have been the
first to take an active part in the progress of the
Nation. Let us go back to less than a decade ago,

when on April 6th, 1917, the United States entered
the World War. The first American soldier to. fall

was a Catholic, Thomas Enright. The first sailor

was named Joseph Lavelle.

Not only are the Catholics the first to rise in de-

fense of their country, but they are the last to leave

the line of danger. The last officer to lay down his

life was a Catholic priest. Father William F. Davitt,

who a few minutes before the Armistice, was killed

by a German shell.

Time and space are too limited to continue the
ever growing list of the services Catholics have ren-

dered their country, not only in the dim past, but in

the actual present. For a Catholic love of country
comes next after love of God ; to him, loyalty to God
means loyalty to his country. He not only lives for

his country in times of peace, but dies for it in time
of war, and he does both gladly as a duty imposed
upon him by his Catholic faith.

Augustus A. Baron,
Senior Business.

AT THE POST OFFICE

"Why rent a box," newcomers say,

" 'Tis but a suburb small.

Stroll over early in the day,

Twill take no time at all

Got get the mail." Or, Robert, wait,

Before we motor back; -- ^

There may be news from up the State

;

Take in the postal sack."

They yet must learn, alas for these.

That not to take a train.

Those groups of sevens, twos and threes,

Come strolling down the lane.

Those units make no mean array

When they combine as one;

When hardly started is the day.

And at its setting sun.

They form a most good natured row.
One worthy of a song.

Old Uncle Sam must wealthy grow
If this continues long.

Each building on the campus fair

To college boys assigned,
^ ,

Is represented daily here v' ;• ^

Among the students lined.

Around the station's ancient walls

By hope for mail pursued

;

And wistfully the mind recalls

The days of solitude.

As one must stand and wait one's turn
Or, sitting cheerlessly.

The gentle art of patience learn,

(Unless one has a key).

' M. E. S.

Nov. 7th, 1926. (Submitted by a Villanovan.)
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^ADVANCEMENT IN AMERICAN LIFE

AT some time or other we have all sat and lis-

tened to an old timer recount tale after tale

about the **good old days." The things from
'which they derived so much enjoyment and pleas-

ure would seem to us to be little more than ^actual

hardships. Long, tiresome and often very cold

journeys to church or school; a ten or twelve mile

journey was considered a great deal for one day.

Long winter evenings spent around a fire-side

with the part of their bodies toward the fire roasted

and that away from it frozen; what reading they

did was by the light of a flickering yellow candle or

a smoky oil lamp. For their pleasure they indulged

in things that even children of today would hardly

take pleasure in. A traveling show, such as "Uncle

Tom*s Cabin," would find its way into a small settle-

ment about once a year and the whole country-side

for miles around would flock to it. They tell us of

the fine times to be had at a spelling bee, a barn
dance and the like. These are a few of the pleasures

they enjoyed very much, but which would not ap-

peal to us. /' v-•^•^ .•••:-:':':!;••".;••:>:

There was hardly a distinction to be drawn be-

tween the classes insofar as the standard of living

was concerned. Everything they had at their dis-

posal was very simple; something that nature had
produced and made adaptable to the use of man.
Food could hardly be preserved for any length of

time, except by salting or by some other age-old

method, such as hurrying apples in the ground to

keep them from freezing. That means was at the

disposal of everyone, rich or poor.

It seems very queer and almost pathetic to us to-

day amidst our innumerable conveniences and luxus-

ies to look back on the lives of our fathers and

grandfathers. We do not appreciate just how for-

tunate we are until we look back and see how slowly,

how painfully succeeding generations shook off

the things that had bound them so tightly for years.

The forward leaps of science and industry have

set the pace, leaving in their wake improvements

after improvements, and conveniences after con-

veniences. Looking back we can see the steady ad-

vancement of education from the country school

district to the fine structures that house our grade

schools, high schools and colleges today.

It is in the faculties of communication and trans-

portation that we can see the greatest advancements

from the days of the weekly and even monthly news-

papers to the dailies of today. The stretching of

cables, the telegraph, the telephone and the latest

miracle of all, the radio, have become well nigh in-

dispensable. Even the most imaginative people

many years ago could not forsee the net works and

chains of railroads, the auto bus lines, the automo-

bile and the system of air transportation which con-

nects each part of our country with the other.

We cannot help but wonder, if we stop long

enough to think about it in the whirl of our exist-

ence, whether the generations that are to come will

see changes as highly developed as those that have

come into the world in the past fifty years.

But it remains for the years that are to come to

reveal what they have in store ; whether my grand-

children will set with gaped mouths as I tell of the

good old days when I was a boy.

N. L. SCHLEIFER,

Sophomore Arts.

' » J
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You may boast of an Edison, a Marconi and such,

But you'll find in the end it ne'er matters much,

The victories a man may have in this life.

It's the small things done in unceasing strife.

That man is great who achieves his ambition,. ;>•

But he is twice great who wins o'er opposition.

Credit where due, in winning success;

Respect for them who fortune may bless.

But with more than respect or credit, we h^il

Those strugglers in life whom fortune may fail.

They still fight, for in judgment victories count

Less than the losses we've had to surmount.

All men were born as equals

In this and every nation;

The rich would be as poor men

^
But for wealth and education.

George Diehl, Sophomore Pre-Med.
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SPIRIT O' THE TIME

Many times during the course of the year this

phrase "Spirit o' the Time" is given as a season for

much celebrating and many enjoyable incidents.

Given, without stopping to consider just what the

cause might be. This is only too true at the Christ-

mas season.

The question, what is meant by the "Spirit o' the

Time" at Christmas, might be asked. To begin with

"the Time" is the latter part of December and by
"Spirit" is meant—that undefinable something
which animates or moves one to action; the atmos-
phere of or the breath from the occasion that seems
to penetrate one's very soul. This occasion is

Christmas.

Often, amid the hustle and bustle of exchanging
greetings and gifts, the paramount idea of it all is

forgotten. The custom of such proceedings dates

back some odd two thousand years when the Creator
of mankind came into the world.

On that eventful night when the star made its

appearance amidst the other heavenly bodies—that

was the first greeting which was returned by the

shepherds' journey to the cave. When the three

earthly kings paid homage, by gold, frankincense,

and myrrh, to their heavenly King—that was the

first gift. The little Babe in stretching forth His
puny arms in blessing made return for their gifts.

1 LOVE HER
'Tis not because of ruby lips.

With corners forming into dips;

Or just because of form as slim

As dearest fancy's slightest whim

—

I like her.

Nor is it that her eyes of blue

Seem to cut your heart in two;

Or even tho her smile will bring

Sweet visions of Eternal Spring

—

I rue her.

And tho her hair is full of curls

That seem to dance in wavy whirls,

I cannot say that is why
With moonbeams dancing lightly by

I woo her.

It's just because of her sweet grace

That seems to linger on her face

And disposition like a fawn,

Playing gaily in the dawn

—

I love her.

Edward Britt,

Sophomore Pre-Med.

Thus we have the first exchange of greetings and

gifts.

"Spirit o' the Time" is good if carried out with

the right viewpoint. To receive is wonderful, but

to give. is far better. The giver, if doing so in the

right spirit, feels a certain gladness and happiness

creep over him. But how many partake of this

"ultra-modern sport," as it were, in the right spirit?

Many a friendship is broken, and many an enemy
formed simply because one gift is not of the same
monetary value as the other ; or perchance, one gives

and does not receive. The age-old saying, "It's not

the gift but what is behind it that counts," is only

too true, but only too seldom taken into considera-

tion.

Perhaps, I may appear as Dickens' "Scrooge," op«

posed to such nonsense, but on the contrary, I am
merely striving to portray what the "Spirit o' the

Time" should mean.

If only the occasion be kept in mind, how many
hearts would be filled with joy? How many fire-

sides made brighter? How many diflftculties over-

come? If only it be remembered that especially

during this season there should be nothing but

"Peace and Good Will." After all, it seems that if

we enter into the "Spirit o' the Time" in the right

manner, how can anything else but "Peace on

Earth and Good Will to Men" exist?

—

Editor.

NATURE'S WHIM

No moon, no stars would shine that night

To make a joyous, jubilant sight.

But why Dame Nature should cbver all

With such a dark and dismal shawl;

Grim forebodings, perhaps some evil done.

Yet to some happy and resplendent one,

Such is her nature's ghoulish whim

—

To set a scene, to watch a while and grin.

And laugh and load that guilt of hers

On shoulders numb with words of care.

Don-Lee.

r^K} j7^\wrr^^
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^N APPRECIATION TO THE 1926

FOOTBALL SQUAD
From the mellow days of early September to the

hoarfrost morning of late November seems to be a

long period of time. Yet, cram this period with the

most tense, most exciting, most glamorous and the

5 most thrilling of all college activities, and it is all

! brief . It was such to me and I think I voice the

sentiments of the other members of Villanova's foot-

ball squad when I say so of the gridiron season

which has so gloriously been concluded.

Ever since we began our training during the

summer vacation by arduous work in various capaci-

ties, we had looked forward with anxious thoughts

to the day when we would don the moleskins and

handle again the pigskin. As any red-blooded youth

knows, it is no easy task for one to keep in train-

ing at any time and particularly is it difficult to do

so in the hey-days of summer. In those calm days

we feel a tugging of the strings of restraint and all

nature seems to be in a conspiracy to estrange us

from our self-imposed trammels. But before us

looms the striped field and our duty to our Alma
Mater, which to ourselves is uppermost in our minds,

so we sjtruggle on. Thus passes the summer. ,

With unconfined joy we greet old pals and become
acquainted with new prospects in the early days of

September. In another moment, it seemed, we were
back in the harness, ready to go into intensive

training. From then on there was no let-up. In

warm weather or cold, in rain or shine, the big

Blue squad could always be found working diligently

on the campus field. The knocks and bruises each

player received in practice only encouraged him on

to greater deeds on Saturdays. With high hopes

and encouragements by sympathetic classmates we
plodded along. Our worth is only judged by the

record of our achievements.

A need of praise for those who have made such

a record possible as we have made this past season

is evident. Over and above all others we owe sin-

cere praise and heartfelt thanks to our beloved

coaches, Harry Stuhldreher and Ed. Hunsinger.

Their valuable instructions, personal interest in us,

and their constant and intimate association with us

have exerted over us an influence which time will

never obliterate. To them, a few of us have played

our last game, but the principles they have taught

us on and off the football field will never be forgot-

ten.

A word in regards to my pals on the football team.

To captain a gridiron aggregation is anhonor of which

many of us may be proud. But, disclaiming any per-

sonal merit, to captain a team composed of such ex-

cellent types of manhood as are to be found on the

Villanova football eleven of 1926, is an honor in the

superlative degree. The clean, hard and legal tac-

tics used by the members of this year's team ex-

emplifies the high characteristics of the individuals.

It was a distinct pleasure to work and play the

game with them and it is with reluctance that we
seniors of the football squad withdraw from their

ranks. To each and every one of my comrades, for

their unexcelled loyalty, unfaltering courage and un-

selfish devotion, I shall always feel greatly indebted

for our team's success.

To those uncrowned heroes, the Jay-Vees, we owe
a debt of gratitude for their noble, self-sacrificing

assistance, the more so because they endured the

;; weekly scrimmages and furnished us with an oppo-

sition without having reaped any of the glory that

goes with victory. Their spirit and determination

will some day win for them a promotion to the

varsity and a greater chance to represent their

Alma Mater.

This endeavor would not be complete if I failed

to render our thanks to the manager and his assist-

ants, who so faithfully looked after our interests

on and off the field. Their untiring efforts were
ever directed towards our comfort and convenience.

Their labors were many and various ; their rewards,

simply our welfare.

Again, to the entire team I offer my sincere

thanks and reluctantly bid a fond farewell to foot-

ball at Villanova.

Richard Moynihan, Captain, Senior Business.
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No doubt everyone has noticed the increase in the

size of the last issue. This would not have been

possible but for the support of members of the stu-

dent body. Those whose articles appeared in the last

issue are to be highly commended for their work.

Have YOU anything for the next issue or the suc-

ceeding ones?

It is one/thing to practice daily and get in a game
—but it is another thing to practice daily and only

get mixed up in a scrimmage. The Junior 'Varsity

deserves all the credit in the world for their un-

daunted spirit and stick-to-it-iveness during the past

season.

From far and near have come complimentary re-

ports of the manner in which the students con-

ducted themselves at the football games. These re-

ports claim that each and every one conducted him-

self as a Catholic gentleman should and was a

credit to ,Villanova. This is something to be proud

of. Think it over!

A slogan has been adopted by the band. It is:

"Join the Band and See the World Through a Bus
Window." This may seem a bit comical, but it was
especially true of their trip to Boston. They traveled

that 800 miles in an overcrowded bug without a mur-

mur. Why? In order that the team might win and

the victory rebound to their Alma Mater. Not only

at this one game, but also at every rally and at

every game that was possible, the band turned out

as a man to lend its support.

One more football season has come to a close. A
most successful saeson at^that. Numerous factors

had a bearing on this, but the main ones were the

coaches and the team. Too much cannot be said

concerning the untiring efforts of both to bring

about this success. Statistics show that through

these efforts Villanova ranks fourteenth among the

high scorers of the nation.

One thing that was outstanding in every game
was the sportsmanship of our men. At no time did

they ever lose their heads or their tempers, and it

takes a true sportsman to lend a helping hand to

the man who is "down and out."

Many tightened muscles, charley horses and other

ailments during the season were ironed out, so to

speak. To Jack Hagen, the trainer, goes the credit

of putting the players back in playing condition.

Another dramatic success has been scored by

t'^llanova in the musical comedy, "Every Fresh-

man." Space is too limited to mention each and
every individual who helped to make it what it was.

But to such personages as Rev. John F. Burns,

0. S. A.; Mr. R. N. M. Snyder, the coach and au-

thor; the cast; Herbert J. Madden, *27; Richard
Sullivan, '27; and their assistants; A. J. Panepinto;

the publicity men, and last, but riot least, the men
behind the scenery, goes the credit of making a mark
for Villanova in the dramatic circles.

Now that football has bidden us its adieu, the

athletic cycle moves on to basketball. Great returns

are expected of "Rube" Cashman, the new coach,

the veterans and the new material. As a good
schedule has been arranged by Jim Shea, the man-
ager, interesting and exciting games are antici-

pated. Obtain a schedule, keep those nights open
and turn out to give whatever support you can.

Not long after you return from the Christmas

vacation the social event of the year will take place.

It is the Belle Air Ball given by the Senior Class

on January 7th, in the ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton

Hotel. While you are home, talk it over with the

folks and do everything in your power to attend the

ball. If you go—*nuf said', but if you don't you are

missing the time of your life.

NO ! They do not get a V, nor do they even get

a key, but when the time approachs for the Supreme
Sacrifice to begin, they are on hand. One to serve

at the Altar of God, the other to furnish music
whereby the hearts and minds of the worshippers
are raised above. Talk as you please about spirit,

but the real spirit is there or else they would not

continue their work week in and week out as they

do.

Everything is made for a purpose. Sidewalks
and paths are made to walk on, while lawns and ter-

races are created to beautify. One is harder and
more substantial than the other, hence should re-

ceive the more use. Many take this into considera-

tion and use the walks put at their disposal, thus

saving the lawns. There are others who seem to

go by opposites. Nevertheless, the former are to be
congratulated for using their heads as it were, and
it is to be hoped the latter will do likewise.

"Please Pass to the End of the Pew" appears on
the hymn cards. This request neither distributes

them nor does it collect them. To Leslie Burns and
Frank McGirr goes well deserved praise for their

fulfillment of the above mentioned task. Editor.

:<
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fiARKY J. BURLINGTON, '27

Consili Regimen Virtuti Corporis Adde

G.r.M.

THOMAS A. BRESLIN, '29

CHARLES L. MARTIN, '29
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GUARD PLAY UNDER NOTRE DAME
v'''^-^'^'^i''^ SYSTEM

The type of guard play used in this system, is

quite different from that of former years, and from

that which prevails in many of ouV leading Uni-

versities and Colleges of today. In the first place the

game, as it is played today, is getting away from the

idea that brute strength and weight are necessary

in the center of the line. The line bucking game of

former years is giving way to a style of play

wherein strategy and covered thrusts, coupled with

speed and interference, predominate.

: . The type of guard sought by coaches of this sys-

tem, should be of average height and weighing be-

tween one hundred and sixty-five and one hundred

and eighty pounds. He should possess a fair ajnount

of speed, always be alert and have what every foot-

ball player must have—"guts."
'•"'" "• ,'•'. ..*-' ' - . '/ ' ' ^ »»,,'

Guard on Offense
,

The two main requisites for a guard on the of-

fense are, first, his stance, and secondly, know how
to clip, and actually dp \t*' l'' :''. ^y''':-:^-/^' '-t-y^^

The stance is simply getting down in a crouched

position, your feet being far enough apart so as to

distribute the weight of your body evenly upon them.

While in this position you should be on the balls of

your feet with your feet parallel, and on a straight

line with each other. The tail must be low, the head

up and the right hand extended in front of you as

a balance, but it must be remembered no weight is

to be put upon this. By haying this stance the guard
Is able to charge; forward," to .pull out'or 'to' block

At'lhe instant the ball is'snapped, without telegraph-

ing what he is about to do, to his opponent. In

charging forward there are two kinds of charges.

namely, the shoulder to shoulder charge, and the

quick opening charge. By the shoulder to shoulder

charge is meant the bodily contact of the lineman,

the centre usually being the apex. This constant

bodily contact cannot be too strongly stressed upon,

so great is its importance, for one can readily see

that if an offensive lineman falls down in his charge
it permits an opposing player to ''knife'' through,

thus breaking up the play. For most plays where
the shoulder to shoulder charge is used are line buck-

ing plays. In this charge the bodily contact is main-
tained by placing the shoulder in the arm pit of the

cme you are forming on, usually the centre, and at

the same time keeping your tail down and your head
up. The quick opening play is done by either double

teaming an opponent or by getting to your man
fast, swinging the outside leg like a "flail" getting

tail to outside and square. By double teaming an
opponent is meant that the guard with the assist-

ance of the center or tackle opens up a hole quickly

by hitting his man high or low according to where
the play is called. The quick opening play, as per-

formed by the guard alone, is done by getting to his

man fast and swinging his outside left like a "flail,"

and getting to the outside and square. In this way
the guard gets his head to the outside with his body
and tail next to the hole and thus prevents his op-

ponent from blocking the hole to which the play is

directed. In "pulling out," the guard should pivot

on his outside leg, swinging his body at the same
time he pivots. As soon as he has pivoted, he should

keep low, take short, choppy steps in order to get

into the interference without delaying or interfering

with the backs» .He should always keep his eyes on

the defensive back, thus getting to him as quickly

as possible, and then do his part in clearing the way
for the ball carrier. In blocking or protecting the
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passer, the guard should permit his opponent "to

show first" before he attempts to block him, thus

he prevents his opponent from side-stepping or

dodging him.

By clipping is merely the getting of a target

(usually the knees) on an opponent and then throw-

ing your body at him so that it will be parallel with

the ground, and at the same time rolling. This en-

ables you from being pushed to the ground by the

opponent you are clipping.

Guard on Defence

The two most essential requirements of a guard

on the defence are first, his stance, and, secondly,

knowing how to tackle.

The guard's stance on the defence is somewhat

different from that on offense. On the defence he

should be in a crouched position, with his inside leg

leg fairly well back ; this leg being the one he should

drive from. From his stance a guard may break

through an offensive line in numerous ways. The

most important being, first, submarining; secondly,

double co-ordination; and thirdly, by jumping over

the line. By submarining is meant the throwing of

the body, head first into the hole between the two

opposing linemen, then coming up with arms out-

stretched grabbing legs. This may be used when the

opposing line is big and heavy. By double co-ordina-

tion is meant the placing of the hands upon the

tackle's head, and at the same time bringing the

knee of the inside leg into the hole between the

tackle and guard. As soon as this is done you give

the guard the elbow in the ribs, thus clearing your

way to the backfield. By jumping over the line is

merely meant the pushing of an opponent to the

ground and jumping over him. This is good when

you are playing against a low charging line. A
guard on defense must at all times charge savagely,

mix up his stunts, and always remember to use his

elbows when clamped.

In tackling, there are two kinds, the head-on

tackle and the open field tackle. The head-on tackle

is used mostly in the line, aftei the guard has broken

through the offensive line and is in direct contact

with the ball carrier. The open field tackle is done

when going down under punts, or perchance the ball

carrier has gotten loose by running wide or by re-

treating. In making this kind of a tackle, the

tackier should make the ball carrier show first; for

if the tackier shows first and leaves his feet in a

certain direction, it is the easiest thing for the ball

carrier to side step or straight arm him.

In conclusion, I think you will agree with me that

the type of guard used in this system differs from

that type used in former years, and embraces the

argument that the guards do not have to be huge

and possess a lot of strength.

Marshall J. Halphen,

Senior Business.
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THE BIG PARADE
ViLLANOvA, 41 ; St. John's, 7

Ur- For the past few years, St. John's has been a con-

vsiderable annoyance to Villanova. Strong Villa-

nova teams would journey to Brooklyn, only to be
.' held to a hard fought win by a close margin. But

that was not the case this year. The Blue and White

eleven was out to win and win right.

:
' The spectators had not yet seated themselves com-

fortably when Melansen intercepted a forward pass

/'and raced thirty yards for a touchdown. This

started Villanova well on their way to victory. This

:;act put fight into the "Reds" and they retaliated

with the same score.

From then on the Wildcats consistently plowed

through the Brooklyn line and forgot how to stop.

Some say Jack Slane had half of the Jersey City

girls rooting for him; at least he did the Harold

;Teen stunt by racing eighty yards for a touch-

down. Jordan became uneasy, so he proceeded to

tear his way through for ten yards and another

touchdown.
, V ':

Dorsey then took up the burden and, of course,

did what was expected of him; three first downs

and then the final one. Conti and Ford got together

with some nice runs, one of which by Conti, resulted

in another score.

The score keeper chalked up thirty-four points

and then went on strike. An intercepted pass by

Conti gave the Wildcats the ball in midfied. After

a few line bucks, Conti shot a running pass to Ford

who, after eluding several tacklers, added six more
points.

St. John's, working in vain with the ball remain-

ing in midfield, attempted a pass which, however,

was intercepted by Ford. The halfback ran it back

to within seven yards of the enemy goal. The game
then ended, the final score being 41-7.

Lineup:
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other touchdown by the Cavemen. This score was
the result of a blocked kick at the Villanova goal

line.

The Villanova eleven burst the Eagle defense wide

open, taking the ball from their own 25-yard line

down the field for a touchdown. A forward pass,

netting 35 yards, accompanied this advance. It was
accomplished by Kuczo and Jordan.

The showing of the Pennsylvanians pleased all

who witnessed the game, in spite of the disastrous

slips. The backfield was lighter that the Boston

backs, but made up for that deficiency by its fight-

ing qualities. Never before have the Boston fans

seen open field running such as the Wildcats dis-

played. "The forward passing of Captain Moynihan
was a revelation to the fans.

• • • • •

•••••t««*

Villanova

Lomasney.

.

Pessalano .

.

Halphen. . .

Gault

Brooks^. ...

Jacobs

Twomey. .

Kuczo ....

Gillespie. .

Ford., p. ;
. ;.

Melanson

Villanova

Boston

• • •

• «••••

• • • • •

• ••••• •••
• • • • •

• •••••

•• • ;,« «

« .* '• • • • • • •

• '•„• _« • • • • • • .• .•*•.''•; f;'*^.*', •

Boston

L. E Whelan
L. T Abrenberger

L. G O Brien

• v^ .'•_•.'#•,!(•• • J^arivin

R. G. . . .... . . . . Wilczewski

R. T * » >/;^y . . McGuirk
R. E. Dumas
Q. B. .1, McKenney

r>>;f . > ... . .Weston

Cronin

7—7
7 6 6—19

L. H. B. ,

R. ri. B.

F. B. .

• • • •

Touchdowns—Cronin, Weston, O'Brien, Jordan.

Points after Touchdown—Dower, Jordan.

Substitutions : Boston—Dower for Whelan

;

Aleckna for Abrenberger; Sheehan for O'Brien;

Clinton for Larkin; Beach for Wilczewski; Kilroy

for Beach; Durant for McGuirk; Sullivan for

Dumas; Whelan for Sullivan; Smith for Dower.

Villanova—Conlin for Lomasney ; Milne for Brooks

;

Moynihan for Kuczo; McAndrews for Gillespie;

Donohue for McAndrews; Slane for Ford; Jordan

for Melanson; Dorsey for Jordan. .=...

Referee—E. F. Shulock, Brown. ;i^:':;^,: .. :v

Umpire—E. W. Lowe, Dartmouth.

Linesman—Thomas Scanlan, Fordham.
Field Judge—C. C. McCarthy, Georgetown.

Periods—15 minutes.

WILDCATS BEAT JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY

IN INTERSECTIONAL BATTLE
John Carroll pulled a surprise when they held

Villanova to a 7 to score. The wonderful fight-

ing spirit of the Clevelanders made an interesting

battle, but had it not been for an excessive number

of penalties the Blue and White score would have

been more in accordance with the skill and power

shown.

The first quarter of the game was uninteresting,

to say the least, for John Carroll. Behind the Wild-

cats' first string line Conti, Ford, Dorsey and

Kuczo started from the 28-yard line and, after a

few runs and passes, ended behind the opponents'

goal. It looked like a walkover, but John Carroll

soon got down to business. They tightened consid-

erably, but nothing short of penalties stopped the

Wildcat backs. During the first half the count of

first downs was ten to one in Villanova's favor.

Only once did the John Carroll backs show signs

of strength against the Wildcat line, but it was
short lived, ending in midfield.

Towards the end of the second half Burns was
substituted for Twomey and Slane, McAndrews,
Moynihan, Jordan and Gillespie were put in the

backfield.

The Wildcat line was put to the supreme test on

their own three-yard line, but after a few unsuc-

cessful tries Villanova received the ball and kicked

to safety.

Lineup

:

Villanova, 7

Lomasney

.

Jacobs ....

Brooks . .

.

Gault

Halphen .

.

Pessolano

.

Twomey.

.

Kuczo ....

Conti

Ford ....

Dorsey F. B.

Substitutions for Villanova—Burns, Slane, Mc-
Andrews, Jordan, Moynihan, Gillespie.

• • • •

• • • •

• •'«/•''

• • •

. L. E.

.L. T.

. L. G.

• • •

• • • •

John Carroll,

Schumacker

..<... . .Kuzlaucas

C. ,. • * * * 4 • • ^ • • • • • McCaffery

Xv. vjr. .... .......... X30SCn

R. T. . ^ V :* Gorvan
. R. E .Hunter

Q. B. McGuire
R. H. B Cannon
L. H. B. ..;.';'«; •' Gaul

• •••••••••••••

THE SWAMPING OF ST. JOE'S
St. Joe's proved no match for the Big Blue and

White eleven which faced them on the loam of Shibe

Park, in the battle for the Catholic Championship
of Philadelphia.

The Blue and White juggernaut ran roughshod
over the daughty Crimson and Gray to win by the

overwhelming score of 45-0.

Only two members of the 'Varsity team, Jacobs

and Capt. Moynihan, saw action in the contest.

Coach Harry Stuhldreher made innumerable sub-

stitutions, every reserve on the bench entering into

the fray.

The game was featured by the open field running
of Conti and Gillespie. Melanson made the feature

I-'
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run of the game, when he returned a St. Joe kick-off

86 yards to St. Joe*s one yard line, to start the sec-

ond, half .

in the first period McCoy kicked off to Grisco to

start the game. St. Joe's failed to gain on two plays

and then Murphy dropped back and sent a sixty-,

yard spiral to Kuczo on his twenty-yard line. Mur-
phy stopped Dorsey after a ten-yard drive through

center on the next play. Dorsey went through again

for six yards, then Donohue slipped around end for

14 yards. Conti bored off-tackle to put the ball on

St. Joe's thirty-five yard line. On the next play,

Conti raced off-tackle for a touchdown. Dorsey

missed the try after touchdown.

: In the second period, Gillespie dove through an

opening through guard and danced forty-four yards

to St. Joe's two-yard line. On the next play Melan-

son bored over for a touchdown. Melanson kicked

the point after touchdown. Villanova 13, St. Joe's 0.

After the kick-off, Villanova ran a few plays, then

Gillespie found another hole to his liking and raided

twenty-five yards to make a touchdown. Melanson

again kicked the point after touchdown.

St. Joe's kicked off to Melanson, who returned the

ball through the entire St. Joe team to the one-yard

line. On the next play he squirmed over for a

touchdown. Villanova 26 ; St. Joe 0.

Jacobowsky intercepted a St. Joe pass right after

they kicked off and after a few plays, Andrewle-
vitch swung around end for the sixth touchdown.

Villanova 38 ; St. Joe's 0.

In the fourth period, McAndrews drove over for

Villanova's seventh touchdown and Broderick

kicked the goal after touchdown.

The game ended with Villanova holding the^all

on St. Joe's 30-yard line.

St. Joe's
, ..:• /V'^v;.:^';;;;''^

' Villanova

Wasilko 4 ^ left end .>.;.;..., . . . Conlin

Leishner left tackle , . ; . .... v . > . Jacobs

Mulligan. ..... . . . . left guard ....... ;;:.Snyder
^^^^ i/v* • t • • • • • • •• • • • v^\^illf\^x • •• •• • ••••••• •• • Vdll

Donohue right guard .McCoy
Zalonis right tackle . . . ; . . . .Whelehan
Desmond. ......... right end . . : . . . ; . : . . ..Burnsi

Kalen quarterback ,,..». Kuczo
Grisco left halfback . . . . >> Vv;v . .Conti:

Murphy.. ....... right halfback vvv. Donohue
Walker. ......... . fullback Dorsey

;
Touchdowns: Conti, Melanson 2, Gillespie, Jacob-

owsky, Andrewlevich, McAndrews. Points after

touchdown: Melanson 2, Broderick 1.

Substitutions for Villanova— Moynihan for

Kuczo, Cummings for Kuczo, Furlong for Snyder,

Henry for Conlin, Canfield for Henry, Ford for

Donohue, Gillespie for Conti, Jacobowsky for Dor-

sey, McGirr for Whelehan, Malloy for Murna, Uro-

vich for McGirr, Melanson for Dorsey, Andrewle-

vich for Conti, Mulroy for Jacobs.

Substitutions for St. Joe's: Joe Mostovoy for

Gricco, Reckner for Desmond, Leonard for Murphy,

Petrone for Maier, O'Brien for Scott, Brody for Joe

Mostovoy, Hughes for Walker.

Referee—Trimble, Lehigh. Umpire— Shaw,

Haverford. Head Linesman—Eberle, Swarthmore.

Time of Periods—15 minutes.

THE THANKSGIVING GAME
The Wildcats ended their season with the Turkey

Day clash with Muhlenberg in Allentown. The final

score read : Villanova, 54 ; Muhlenberg, 0.

Muhlenberg's advances netted them five first

downs while the Wildcat juggernaut registered

twenty-four first downs and tallied eight touch-

downs.

Never before had a more perfectly conditioned

team taker! the field at Allentown than the one which

represented Villan^a. Their line outcharged

Muhlenberg's throughput the game, while the inter-

ference swept the big Redmen off their feet.

Stuhldreher employed^-few6^ lines and three back-

fields to run up the overwhelming score. Very few
of Villanova's plays were stopped without gain. The
Wildcat end runs behind perfect interference were
well nigh perfect, while the forward passing attack

amounted almost to wizardry.

A crowd of about 16,000 sat, sometimes in silence,

and other times arose in a frenzy at the finesse of

the Blue and White attack. So well was each play

run off that Muhlenberg was impotent—demoral-

ized. One after another the Villanova plays were

run off with such precision that the Muhlenberg
players behaved like a group of automatons in a

daze.

Never was the Blue and White goal line threat-

ened. Muhlenberg's only flurry at scoring was in

the opening period, when Greenberg and Borrelli

ripped off three successive first downs on line

plunges and end runs. Then the Villanova line held,

and from then on the Allentowners were held safely

in leash.

This game was the last between the two elevens

and, incidentally, vindicated Coach Stuhldreher's

coaching system.

The visiting coach started his first line and sec-

ond string backfield. The Wildcats kicked off and

Muhlenberg ran the ball back to their 28 yard line.

In quick succession they registered three first downs
on line plunge^ by Greenberg and end runs by Bor-

relli.
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Mr. Harry Stuhldreher

Coach of Villanova—Wildcats—Varsity

1926

Mr. Ed. Hunsinger

Assistant Coach of Villanova Squad

1926
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Villanova then took time out for a conference.

Upon resuming play Borrelli attempted another end

run, but to no avail. The big Italian tried again,

and then Greenberg endeavored to go through the

line, but both attempts gained nothing. Borrelli

punted to Kuczo, who was on his 16-yard line. The
Wildcats proceeded to open the throttle and when
the first quarter ended the score stood : Villanova 7

;

Muhlenberg 0.

As the second period opened, the regular back-

field of Moynihan, Ford» Slane and Jordan took its

place in the Villanova line-up. On a series of

plunges by Jordan and end runs by Ford, Slane and
Moynihan, the score at half time mounted to 21-0.

Taking the ball on the kick-off at the start of the

second half, Dick Moynihan employed his famed
passing game. End runs became longer and more
numerous, and as a consequence, the score continued

on its ascendency.

It continued to mount when Cummings, Conti,

Jacobowski and Callaghan made their appearance.

As the score reached 47-0, the huge crowd pinched

themselves to see if it was true. They still remem-
bered, no doubt, the hard fought battles of other

years between the same two aggregations.

The final period witnessed the last score when
Jacobowski plunged over for a touchdown. Conti

dropped the ball over for the fifty-fourth point.

As the referee's whistle blew, pandemonium
reigned in the stands. A snake dance was formed

by Villanova men on the field and their cheers rang

out on the cool air lustily.

Never before had Allentown witnessed a more
superb team, and the rooters of the old Dutch town
paid the Blue and White players fitting tribute.

Jim Callaghan, Jacobs, Halphen, Snyder and Cap-

tain Moynihan, all five of whom were playing their

last game for their Alma Mater, starred. So did

that uncomparable fullback, Frank Jordan.

N
TO THE FOOTBALL GAME

Down the Lincoln Highway
Toward the game.

Few autos came
Thru each crossing by-way;

No hop yet

—

Oh, here's a bet,

"Hey—'ya going my way?'*

On he speeds

—

Not even heeds:

Here's another coming

—

What a can

In which a man
Could refuse you bumming!

Next year will witness the return of a legion of

men who starred in this contest. Ford, Conti, Gil-

lespie, Kuczo, Dorsey, Melanson, Slane, Broderick,

Cummings and Donohue are backfield men who will

most certainly be back next year. Of the line men,

Toomey, Pessolano, Gault, Milne, Brooks, Whelehan,

Lomasney, McCoy and Mulray will all be seen in

play next fall.

This game proved Harry Stuhldreher's words:

"The boys have arrived!" Watch them go next

year

!

• • • • •

Villanova

Lomasney. .

Jacobs . .

.

Brooks. .

.

Gault

Halphen. .

Pessolano.

Twomey
Kuczo
Gillespie. . ^ i.>

Donohue
Melanson

^f.;» •

•••••••#•

• • • •

. L. E.

. L. T.

L. G.

c
• • \^ • • •

R. G.

. R. T. .

R. £. .

. Q. B. .

L. H. B.

R. H. B.

• ••••• ••

Muhlenberg
Evans

. . . Thompson
. . .Jacbbs

. . Gordoi

. . . Mesics

. . . Spotts

. . Frazier

. . . Weber

. . Dickert

. .Borrelli

Greenberg

Pascal for Weber

;

• • • • •

• • • •

• • • • • «. jf<,«

!••••••

F B
Substitutions—Muhleberg

:

Clymer for Pascal; Weber for Clymer, Krail for

Frazier, Pascal for Greenberg, Robinson for Bor-

relli. Villanova: Moynihan for Kuczo, Jordan for

Melanson, Slane for Gillespie, Conti for Slane, Ford

for Donohue, Cummings for Moynihan, Jacobowski

for Jordan, Broderick for Jacobowski, Callaghan for

Conti, Dorsey for Jordan, Kuczo for Cummings,
Conlin Twomey, Whelehan for Jacobs, Snyder for

Brooks, Vail for Gault, McCoy for Halphen, Harkins

for Pessolano, Caufield for Lomasney.

Referee—Rankin, Brown.

Umpire—Miller, Haverford.

Head Linesman—Keady, Lehigh.

Time of Quarters—15 minutes.

v^ Ah !—but—oh, 5 ; >.- .V. V ;, .

:,. v..

This ain't so slow,

A "Rolls" with but one riding;

"Take us down?"
I start to frown.

But soon, I, too, am riding.

Flying 'cross each by-way
To the game,

"Our" Rolls Royce came,

(Speeding all of my way)
To this town
Of sport renown,

On the Lincoln Highway.
Alfred J. Panepinto,

Senior Engineering

\i

ifJii.'.
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DID YOU EVER STOP TO THINK?

; When the band was blasting forth the notes of

victory, when the crowd was shouting in frenzied

joy, when the triumphant 'Varsity was hurrying to

the showers, did you ever stop to think of the

Junior 'Varsity? ;^ ^^ 4

The 'varsity man receives his praise, his news-

paper noteriety, his letter, and he deserves it all.

But what does the Junior 'Varsity man get for his

sacrifice, which, barring none, is the greatest of all?

His sacrifice, measured in college spirit, is the most
supreme that any man could possibly make. To go

out there, day after day, in rain or shine, with the-

knowledge that he is to be battered by a heavier and
more experienced team, requires a sacrifice that

points to heroism.

Probably the greatest recompense the 'varsity

man receives is the game. The monotony of practice

is broken as he keenly anticipates the coming week-
end when he will be able to uncover the fruit of

his toil and training. But what does the scrub re-

ceive for his bruises and batterings? At best he,

gets into a prep school game.

Scrubs! Where the word comes from it is diffi-

cult to ascertain. The coach can teach, the athlete

can show his ability, but only the Jayvee can scrub

the 'varsity into the high polish it attains. Some of

the purposes of football are to train the mind, to

train the body, and to provide sport. But the min-

ute an athlete steps on the gridiron to join the

Junior 'Varsity, the very moment he makes that

sacrifice, he shows super-spirit and super-courage.

He manifests football's greatest purpose, that is,

he shows himself to be a man.

The Villanovan, on behalf of the student body,

extends to the Junior 'Varsity sincere thanks. The
Jayvee team of 1926 will always be remembered and
loved, for this squad contributed, without doubt,

more than any outside force to the success of the

Villanova 'Varsity.

SCRAMBLED NEWSPAPER
Villanova's record this year is six victories, two

defeats and one tie. Not bad at all.—Bulletin, No-

vember 19, 1926.

Villanova captured the Catholic College Cham-

pionship of Philadelphia for the third consecutive

season when the Wildcats ran roughshod over St.

Joseph's 45-0.—Record, November 21, 1926.

Villanova gained a total of 286 yards from scrim-

mage. And yet all the touchdowns were the direct

outcome of sensational expeditions by brilliant ball-

toters who were galloping behind wonderful inter-

ference. St. Joe's games.—Ledger, November 21,

1926.

Villanova had its band and enthusiastic regiment

of rooters to encourage the athletes. It was a foot-

ball fight that was colorful and brimful of thrills

despite the fact that the Stuhldreher machine was
doing a good job of steam-rolling. Dickinson game.

—Ledger, Oct. 24, 1926.

Big Parade as St. John's Bows to Villanova, 41-7.

—Brooklyn Star-Eagle, November 6, 1926.

Winning its biggest game of the season last Sat-

urday, when it defeated Bucknell, the Villanova Col-

lege football team is at last on the right side of the

ledger and from now on expects to conquer its re-

maining gridiron foes.—Record, October 24, 1926.

The red-jerseyed eleven of St. John's College was
well shellacked yesterday afternoon by a heavier

Villanova combination, which, in addition to a sheer

weight advantage, seemed superior in every other

little way.—New York Times, November 6, 1926.

Villanova, coached by Harry Stuhldreher, quar-

terback of the Notre Dame Four Horsemen, was a

well-rounded aggregation with its fine passing game,

sturdy defense, and nice running attack.—World,

November 6, 1926.

All's quiet at Franklin Field today. If the stands

quiver and the concrete crumbles in spots, blame it

on the vibration from the Villanova-St. Joe game
at Shibe Park.;. ,. ;v.;

This annual concussion between the Main Line

and Stiles St. is the nearest appr<;sich to an earth-

quake ever recorded in Philadelphia. There are

survivors of these battles of other years who still

ask each other how they feel whenever they meet.

Timid and nervous householders near the ball

park are advised to stuff their china closets with

excelsior, take down the pictures and remain in the

cellar during the game.—Bulletin, November 20,

1926.

Coach Benfer, of Muhlenberg, praises the whole

Villanova squad. Says Muhlenberg players don't

know what happened yet.—Inquirer, Nov. 26, 1926.
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The powerful Villanova football team mopped up

a muddy gridiron this afternoon by defeating

Muhlenberg, 54-0.

Villanova, in scoring the overwhelming victory,

sprung no special surprise. Its line came down the

field in true horsemanship style, opening great holes

for the backs. The Bluei and White were highly suc-

cessful with their end runs, gaining acres of ground

by dint of matchless interference, and their work-

ing of forward passes amounted to wizardry.

—

Ledger, November 26, 1926.

Villanova Trims John Carroll University in Battle

of Century.—Cleveland Press, November 14, 1926.

And if you don't believe the words, look at the

figures:

1926

Villanova 12
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:M0M^^^ EVERY FRESHMAN
The Villanova players presented "Every Fresh-

man/' a musical comedy, on Monday and Tuesday

evenings in the ballroom of the Penn Athletic Club

in Philadelphia. ; , :; i - /v

The comedy was exceptionally well acted and well

received. It deals with the trials and tribulations

of Stubby Hunt, "just the average sort of college

man. »»

.' +,"

V Horatio Grubb, the college grind who is in love

with Nellie Bleat, commonly known as the Sheriff,

goes to see a play. During the course of the play he

falls in love with the leading lady, who is no other

than Stuby Hunt. From this time on Horatio

dodges the Sheriff and holds in his heart the magic

picture of Poetica, the leading lady.

By a coincident, Dave Dickinson learns the truth

and with the assistance of Husky Hoover, another

upper classman, arrange a meeting between the

leading lady and Horatio. Which meeting occurs

during a frat dance. Between the dances Horatio

makes love to Poetica, the girl of his dreams. ^

Poetica is saved from this situation by the arrival

of Dickinson, who claims the next dance. It is this

scene that evoked the most laughter and most ap-

plause from the two nights audiences.

Among the hits of the night were the choruses.

The student chorus, in long white ''London bags"

and striped collegiate sweaters, received several en-

cores; but it remained for the "All Girl*' chorus to

bring down the house. Very demure looking and

slightly built like football players, they received

round after round of applause.

There was also a serious strain running through-

out the comedy, reminiscent of the best plays of

George M. Cohen. It centers around Bud Harring-

ton, the treasurer of the Gamma Psi fraternity, who

soon must turn over the books to the incoming

treasurer. In the books there is a four hundred dol-

lar shortage which Bud believes that he lost to Bob

Evans, a non-fraternity member, playing cards.

The shortage, however, is accounted for by the find-

ing of an error in the books and the situation is

cleared up.

Horatio sees no more of Poetica and falls in love

again with the Sheriff.

The play closes with a reminiscent game played

between Bucknell and Villanova. The entire cast

^^n the stage jas if in the stands watching the ac-

tual progress of" a football game! The action and

progress of the teams is impressively rendered by

George Davies, an old "Grad.*' The game ends as

did the comedy, successfully for Villanova. /;:>:

:;. The comedy was written by R. N. Snyder, of

Easton, and directed by Rev. John F. Burns, 0. S. A.

The Executive Staff^onsisted of Herbert J. Madden,

Richard Sullivan, Frank Placio, Marshal Halphen

and Henry Smith.

"The Freshman" is Villanova's first departure

from the purely classical and religious plays. It is

to be hoped that Villanova will stage a musical

comedy annually and that this departure inaugur-

ated by Fr. Burns will he the commencement of a

long series of successful musical comedies.
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Lawrence Farley — Freshman Business

as Claire in "Every Freshman"
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EPSILON PHI THETA
While this fraternity is not causing a great com-

motion on the campus as yet, nevertheless it is func-

tioning better than ever. The meetings are being

well attended and bring forth mapy spirited talks

from many of those present.

Father O'Brien was recently elected faculty ad-

visor. At the first meeting after his election he

sho^yed himself to be a staunch supporter of the

Plans are now under way for taking in the fresh-

men before the Christmas holidays. From this large

class the frat hopes to draw many enthusiastic mem-
bers. It is to be hoped that their young blood will

enrich this fraternity many-fold.

A committee has been selected to secure bids on

fraternity pins. Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Perri and Mr.

Blake compose this committee and claim they have

some very fine pins to submit at the next meeting.

An election was held recently to send a represen-

tative of this organization to the Student Council.

Mr. Brady was elected to this oflfice.

We wish to say to those few members who are not

seen at the meetings, that if they come for one ses-

sion we are sure they will find sufficient interest to

keep on coming. Many novel plans are under con-

sideration and everyone should be present to have a

voice in them, v? -

•i • 7 •' «

THE ITALIAN CLUB
We, the Italian Club of Villanova, in order to

form a more perfect student body, establish good
fellowship on the campus, promote a spirit of

friendly rivalry, insure a lasting spirit of loyalty to

our Alma Mater and secure the backing of the

faculty and the student body in our future en-

deavors, did take it upon ourselves to give an
athletic smoker in honor of the football team.

The smoker was held on the night of November S:

19, 1926, in the Villanova College auditorium. The :"

affair was well attended by both the faculty and the

student body. Every seat in the spacious auditor-

ium had its occupants, while the window-sills af .

forded temporary seats for the late comers. ,

Father Beckerman, spiritual advisor of the club,

opened the program with the presentation of a large

Wildcat banner to the team. Dick Moynihan, cap-

tain, accepted it in the name of the squad. Father ;:

Beckerman expressed the hope that entertainments
of like nature would be given in the future by the

various clubs and societies as they promote a spirit

of good fellowship on the campus.
Father Griffin, in behalf of the team and student

body, congratulated the club for the whole-hearted

and spirited interest which they have taken in the

football squad.

The program itself contained a number of fea-

tures of great amusement and was well balanced.

The clean, wholesome entertainment was greatly

appreciated by the audience. Music was from the

Blue Ridge Rambler orchestra and was of the best.

The dancing act pleased the crowd immensely.

Shufflin' Johnny Locil, figuratively speaking, shuf-

fled his way into the hearts of the audience. Boy!

How he could dance. Master Anthony Russo also

afforded pleasing entertainment with his splendid

singing. Dallas Blatt, sophomore pre-med, brought

forth sweet musical strains from an ordinary car-

penter's saw with Dick Farley at the piano.

The prize act of the program was a comedy sketch

entitled "Just a Wop !" This wop was none other

than Joe Verro, who performed at the Dempsey-

Tunney smoker at the Alpine Hotel. If applause is

to be judged as a criterion, Mr. Verro surely gets

the cake. Pandemonium reigned from the time the

comedian took the stage until he left it. Jack Hal-

loway and Ray Elrin also provided some amusing

moments with harmonious strains from their string

instruments.

Last, but by no means least, the gathering was

entertained by Mustafa Osman, who performed un-

believables on the stage. There seemed to be no

limit to the genius of this remarkable man from

Tunis, North Africa. Dressed in his native garb,

the performance took on an oriental aspect.

The purpose that prompted the Italian Club to

give this smoker was, primarily, to show the team

that we are in back of them and that we appreciate

their sincere and noble efforts. Secondarily, it was

put on to be a nucleus for affairs of its kind in the

future. The smoker, though it may have rebounded

to the honor of the club, was not planned with this

view in mind.

The entertainment committee consisted of the fol-

lowing : Rocco J. Costanzo, chairman ; Alfred Pane-

pinto, Jack Sorbo, Louis Padula, Anthony Colan-.

tuono and Silvio Sabatini. No expense was spared by

the committee to make the occasion a success. The

printing was of a high grade, smokes were plentiful

and the program was of the best talent that could

possibly be procured. As it was our first attempt

at an affair of this kind it is generally recognized

as a singular achievement in the school. Money,

time and labor were put into it, but the success of

the entertainment well repaid us.

The club is still in its infancy and, infant as it is,

is gradually crawling its way upward. Our steps,

hesitant, faltering, in the past, have with time and

experience become firmer. Our stride is lengthen-

ing with each passing day, and holds great promises

for the future.
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PHI KAPPA PI
After staging a dance that was highly success-

ful from both a social and financial viewpoint, Phi

Kappa Pi has gone ahead to make this an outstand-

ing year. The latest line of endeavor of the fra-

ternity has been inaugurated when a "Placement Bu-

reau" for the School of Technology was organized.

It is believed that this bureau will also stimulate a

still greater interest in the college and among the

alumni. William Long, '27, has been selected as

chairman. More will be heard from the organiza-

tion in the near future.

Having a wealth of new material available, Phi

K^ppa Pi hopes to produce a pennant winning

basketball team in the Inter-Fraternity League

Jerome F. Hurley, '27, has been elected manager.

The major part of last year's team will be available,

but competition will be keen, for there are many
good players among the newcomers. The name of

the coach to be selected will soon be announced.

Some interesting lectures have been given at the

last few meetings. Al Panepinto gave a very in-

teresting and pleasing talk on ''Engraving.'* At the

last meeting Dean Humphrey and Prof. Sweeney

presented an illustrated lecture on the ''Uses of the

Slide Rule," which proved to be of great practical

value to the audience. At least one paper will be

presented and read at every meeting of the fra-

ternity in the future.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERINfi

The mechanical society, although in its first year

on the campus, has taken its place among the most

active organizations of the school.

Prof. Morehouse and Chairman Seaver, repre-

senting the Society, will attend the National Society

Convention to be held on Wednesday, December 8th,

in New York City, at the Inter-Fraternity Clubs'

home building.

A large number of engineers took advantage of

the trip to the Westinghouse plant in South Phila-

delphia, which was sponsored by this society and

it proved to be a very interesting and profitable

journey. A number of other interesting trips and

lectures are being planned.

A number of men were recently initiated into the

society. All indications point toward a very suc-

cessful year.

THE WILKES-BARRE CLUB
Francis T. Loughran, '27, was elected chairman

•of the annual Christmas dance of the Wilkes-Barre

undergraduate club. He is completing arrange-

ments for the affair. The Crystal Ballroom of the

Hotel Sterling at Wilkes-Barre has been engaged

for the occasion. Accommodations are being made
for a record crowd.

The executive committee, appointed by President

John R. Cunningham, for the dance, is as follows:

Francis T. Loughran, '27, chairman; Joseph Bren-

jian, 27; Joseph J. O'Donnell, '28; James Nealin,

^^28; James O'Hara, 29, and William Kilgallen, '30.

The orchestra has not yet been definitely decided

uporil although several bids, have been received.

JTHE ROMAN CATHOLIC HIGH
SCHOOL CLUB

Since the last report of the doing of the R. C.

H. S. Club appeared, several interesting meetings

have been held.

At the first meeting it was voted that the club

extend its sympathy to Joe Boland, a former Cath-

olic High man, who was injured while playing foot-

ball for Notre Dame. Joe was first string tackle

and of All-American calibre, and Rockne was hard

put to replace him for the rest of the schedule.

Flowers were sent to the hospital at South Bend
where Joe was confined. It has been learned since

that they were received and that they helped to

make the long days at least a trifle shorter.

At the last session of the club, the secretary was
instructed to write a letter of condolence to the

parents of James Cartin, who was unfortunately

killed by an accidental fall at a dance given at the

Ritz Carlton Hotel on the night after Thanksgiving.

The victim was of the class of '17 and had matricu-

lated at Villanova for a time.

The organization was also given a short talk by
Gus Baron, Business Manager of the Villanovan, in

regard to the Christmas Tree. In his speech he

asked for our financial support in the form of being

a patron for the affair. The club, subsequently,

adopted a resolution to contribute to this worthy
cause. This is the least the members could do in

return for the lively interest that the Villanovan has

always taken in our activities. ;;v -

:'

ST. JOE'S CLUB
The idea of the formation of a debating society

within the St. Joe Club, a debating society that

would at first compete with other clubs in the school

and later debate at the different centers, such cen-

ters as the k. of C, A. 0. H. and the Y. M. C. A.,

had to be abandoned.

In turning from this major sport, the St. Joe club

members take up another that is not quite so liter-

ary, namely, basketball. There are amongst its

members men who have played varsity basketball

for the Prep.

\
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It is to be hoped that these men may make the

Villanova varsity and bring as many victories to

their new Alma Mater as they did to the Prep. If

they do not succeed in making the big team, the St.

Joe team will be among the leaders for the inter-

frat title. - '

The reorganization committee under the chair-

manship of Mr. McGowan wishes to announce that

all former college and prep, men are eligible for

membership in the St. Joe Club.

THE JUNIOR CLASS
Many activities are under way for a banner

junior year with special emphasis on Junior

Week. In the near future committees will be ap-

pointed to arrange the details for this social fete.

It is planned to name two distinct committees, one

to look after the Junior Prom and the other to have

charge of the other activities of the week.

The class is also contemplating an innovation

with regards to the Belle Air Year Book. They
have under consideration the proposal of the senior

class that the juniors be allotted a separate and
more elaborate section in the book that was not the

case other years. Individual photographs for the

publication are contemplated and the matter will be

put to a vote soon.

A novel scheme for the co-operation of the Junior

Class in the production of the year book will be

inaugurated this year. The juniors will elect three

of its members for its editorial board and the same
number for the business section. These six men will

work in conjunction with the present staff and from
their number will be elected, next spring, the

Editor-in-Chief and the Business Manager for the

1928 Belle Air. , ;

It is a desire of the officers that every member at-

tend the class meetings regularly in order that a

united spirit of co-operation on the many and varied

activities may be fostered. ,'''
-'-r- ':::>' ^^JS-u

THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY CLUB
The up-state division of the Connecticut Valley

Club has practically all the arrangements for its

holiday dance arranged. Jerome Hurley, '27, is

chairman of the dance committee and is ably as-

sisted by Daniel P'alvey, Raymond Houle, Ed. Buck-
ley, John McDonnell, Frank McGrath and Richard
Barnes. Oaks* Ballroom in Springfield will be the

scene of the festivities. Music will be capably fur-

nished by the Country Club Sextette. This dance
will be an informal affair.

This will be the club's initial attempt at conduct-

ing a dance. It earnestly solicits the co-operation

and patronage of not only its members, but also of

its friends and the alumni of the Nutmeg and Bay
States and their environs.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA CLUB
Old students have gone and new ones have taken

their place at Villanova. Present statistics show a

widening in radius of present students* homes. Like

all worthy organizations, banded together for some

mutual benefit, so, too, are the thirty-two boys com-

prising this club, who reside in Westei'n Pennsyl-

vaniia beyond Altoona.

The essence and core of the new Western Penn-

sylvania Club is to foster and establish a name for

our school. Villanova, up until the last year or so,

was unknown to those living beyond the Alleghenies.

It is our purpose to see that Villanova is not only

brought to the foreground but also that she gets the

mention and praise that she deserves.

It is with our honest endeavor that we will try

to give Villanova a club worth sponsoring. That
same endeavor will not only be carried out to fur-

ther the fame and glories of Catholic Villanova,

but also that it might gather in a number of youths

who heretofore would have gone elsewhere.

The first meeting of the club was held November
17th of this year, at which it was resolved that the

aims and purposes of the West Penn Club be to give

its whole-hearted support to our Alma Mater. At
this meeting the officers of the club for the year

were elected. They are: Ralph Hegner, President;

Eugene Donnelly, Vice-President; John Cresswell,

Secretary, and Richard Denny, Treasurer.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB
The seventh annual dance of the Lawrence Club

will be held on the evening of December 27, 1926, at

the Winter Garden Ballroom in Lawrence.

For the last three weeks the different committees

have been working hard and the members of the

club are looking forward to a banner year. No ex-

pense will be spared to make this dance the best

social affair ever held in the city.

Joe Roman's Pennsylvanians from Boston will

furnish the music for the affair and dancing will

be from eight until one. ryoj^ '

"

Joseph Hughes, president of the clufe, is the gen-

eral chairman of the dance. He is assisted by Clar-

ence Dana, Richard Sullivan and James Lamond,
publicity men; Leonard Young, John Driscoll and
John Foley, who are in charge of programs and in-

vitations; Arthur Kiernan, Vincent Doyle and
Thomas Coshren, who will take care of the deco-

rations, and Frank McNulty, Fred Twomey and
Frank Harding, the men who will provide for the

entertainment.

All Villanovans and their friends are cordially in-

vited to attend and enjoy the great Villanova spirit

which will surely prevail on that night.

'A FRESHMAN ENTERTAINMENT
Following a snappy rally to arouse enthusiasm for

the game with St. John's College, members of the

Freshman class displayed their wares in the first

formal entertainment of the year. Their perform-

ance was a creditable one and brought to light much
latent talent.

Acting as chairman, Joseph J. Takacs presented

the performers and also otherwise capably con-

ducted the affair. The program opened with selec-

tions by the Freshman Orchestra. These were well

rendered and enthusiastically received. They called

forth repeated encores. The orchestra members are

George Barker, William Bria, Francis Jacobs, Paul

Meyers, John Cypher, Thomas Yonkers and Rocco

Telia.

The orchestra was followed by ukulele selections

by Jerry Gardino. Jerry is adept with a ukulele and

possesses a voice of rare charm. His offerings

pleased the large audience.

The next on the program was the ''Orange Five"

—Daniel DeVincentis, Al Ciambelli, J. DePalina, Al

Nicodemo and Michael Buccella made up this aggre-

bation. Their forte was harmonizing and their ren-

dition of the popular "Baby Face" won rounds of ap-

plause.
.

Kelly ^nd Lyons, the jolly troubadours of Villa-

nova, were given a warm reception when they es-

sayed to re-enact the "Shooting of Dan McGrew."
Their mimicry was the hit of the evening.

Charles Boyle entertained with songs. His ren-

dition of "Bye, Bye Blackbird" was particularly

commendable.

Rocco Telia offered selections on the violin. Rocco

is a virtuoso on the fiddle and he played with

finesse. His classical numbers were accompanier-

with much verve.

Romaneo Stella sought to attain "the heights"

in the operatic realm. He managed to strike a

falsetto and his rendition of Italian songs in his;

native tongue was most pleasing.

Messrs. Gardner and Hillne brought the program

to a fitting close with their harmony wrought from

the incomparable "Sweet Adeline," "College Days"

and the "Alma Mater," sung by the entire audience,

terminated a very enjoyable evening.

Dick Denny and Bernard O'Hara, representing

the Sophomores, are to be congratulated on the ex-

cellent program which they arranged.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
The Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity has again

stepped into the limelight by the reception that was
given by them in honor of the new members of the

fraternity. On this occasion, which was held in

the form of a smoker, Mr. Al Brown, '27, gave the

opening address. He welcomed the new members

and showed them the purpose for which the club

exists. His further remarks treating the profession

which our members intend to follow was well re-

ceived. Fr. Griflfin, president of the college, gave a

praisweorthy talk on the hardships and sacrifice

of the medical man. His words were indeed well

received. In his talk, Father Griflfin contrasted the

Doctor with the Priest. He called to mind the neces-

sity of character development while attending

school. He was followed by Father Fink, vice-,

president and former dean of the Pre-Medical de-

partment. Father Fink shared the same spirit that

he has always had to the society by encouraging them

in the line of sports and social activities. The next

speaker to be called upon was Father Dougherty.

This was the first formal meeting of the new dean

with the members of the fraternity. Father

Dougherty expressed his opinion in regards to the

studies of the new students. He contrasted for

them the diflference between high school and college

work. He promised both the new members and

old members that he would strive to give his whole-

hearted interest to the organization and help it in

its endeavor to lead the rest of the college in both

class and social standing. Father Crawford gave

his opinion of the organization by telling its mem-

bers that he has always been a rooter for the

Lambda Kappa Delta. He himself was proud to

be connected in any way with the organization.

Father O'Brien, of the English department, gave a

very interesting talk in respect to the circumstances

surrounding the medical education and the conse-

quences that follow from the contact with people

outside the profession.

During the evening a very good entertainment

was given by members of the fraternity. The pro-

gram was in charge of Vic Digilio, who is worthy

of praise. Among the entertainers were the Villa-

novans, and Mr. Padula, who rendered a soul-stir-

ring ballad. Mr. Padula, on accepting an encore,

gave a brief talk on his travels through Italy and

his friendship with many notables of the Italian

government. Dallas Blatt gave a selection on his

musical saw. The Freshman Ukulele Quartet was

well received. Dick Farley, leader of the Villa-

novans, gave a vocal selection. He was followed by

Mr. Francini, of the freshman class, who gave a

Charleston exhibition. A special number was given

by Jerry Geradini in the form of a few popular

songs. The meeting ended with a few selections

from the Villanovans.

The committee in charge of this affair was as

follows: Ken O'Toole, chairman; Pat Burns, Bill

Reardon, Bob Bultman, John Lyons, Vic Digilio,

Harold O'Donnell and John Ferrara.

?-v
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The plans for a banquet are now being made. This

will be held after the initiation of the accepted mem-
bers.

• >

THE DAY STUDENTS^ CLUB
. \ Since the last edition of the ''Villanovan," the Day
Students have been busily engaged. At the meet-

ing pt-ior to the Boston College game, a tremendous

amount of enthusiasm was shown by all the mem-
bers, many of whom were contemplating attend-

ance at the contest. A motion was made, seconded,

and passed, that the club give a donation to the

fund that was being raised by the various student

organizations to send the Band to Boston for the

game. With the B. C. game as history, the in-

terest of the Day Hops shifted toward the ne\;

musical comedy. Many of the members were al-

ready trying for parts in the cast or chorus, while

others were bending their efforts to advertise the

show in Philadelphia and the surrounding suburbs.

Therefore, some measure of praise is due the Day
Students* Club for the large share it had in the

show*s success. The Club, in turn, is gratified in

the fact that it could lend a hand in the premier

achievement in the field of musical comedy of the

Villanova College Players.

At the present writing, there is much discusciiion

Concerning ''The Belle Air'' Villanova's year book.

The Club, it may be said, feels highly honored that

one of its members, Alfred Panepinto, has been

chosen editor. Moreover, it congratulates him and
wishes to assure him of one hundred per cent, co-

operation in all his plans to make this yearns annual

the largest and greatest ''Belle Air*' ever published

NEW iORK CITY CLUB
"There will be a hot time in the old town'* when

the New York City Club holds its annual dance at

the Hotel Astor on the night of the 29th, four days
after Christmas. The Cliff Club Orchestra will pror.

vide the music for the boys to "trip the light fan--^

tastic.** Various novelties have been planned in the

way of favors, etc. Alumni and undergraduate
members of the club feel sure that, judging from
past successes, this year's dance will outshine them
all. : :;.;;•; ^,:::-;r\ -

;

The "New Yorkers** extend a cordial invitation

to all. ^ ;^., ... ...,.,. ^.,^„. vS-i-.-v
'

'^

THE LA SALLE CLUB
This recent acquisition to the list of clubs and

fraternities at Villanova has been constantly inter-

ested in every activity in which the college has been
engaged. It was ably represented on the football

team by Joe Mulray and, at this present writing,

Larry Maguire, a former La Salle Prep luminary,

is striving for a place on the basketball team. In

the field of dramatics, another club member achieved

fame as one of the "female** stars of "Every Fresh-

man.** This was no other than Jack Daly, who took

the part of Betty Evans. Several other menfbers

gave their efforts for the success of the show.

It might be added that this organization also

added materially to the Band Fund. This and other

displays of school spirit by this new organization

are well worth marking by its older brothers. The
Club is deeply indebted to the Villanovan for the

latter*s hearty welcome and it, in turn, assures the

editor of its support in all its undertakings.

THE SEMOR CLASS
Inaugurating a new tradition, the Seniors held a

Thanksgiving hop and for the subsidiary purpose of

financing The Belle Air, Villanova*s Senior Year
Book. It accomplished these two purposes.

The Alumni Hall, bedecked in purple and gold

strands, the two large center drop lights covered

with the large letters *'V**-27 and the smaller lights

decorated in an attractive manner gave the hall a

fairy-like appearance. The music of the Villa-

novans received the plaudits of the elite.

The committee of the Thanksgiving hop was
headed by Pat Byrne. The members were Howard
Brady, Clarence Dana, William Hurley, Tom Mc-
Manus, Francis Yake and Andy Sloan.

The Belle Air staff, under the leadership of Al

Panepinto, promises the "Best Yette** number. He
has outlined the main feature of the book, which in-

cludes many new features, departments and novel-

ties, among which are such things as informal per-

sonal pictures and a special Junior feature. To-

gether with Oberholzer, the business manager, they

have set the year book well on its way.

Elsewhere in the Villanovan the play "Every
Freshman** is written. The Seniors came in for a

large part of the success of the play. Early in the

present year. Father Burns came to them, addressed

the Senior Class and asked it to give him the sup-

port of the class by supplying not only actors but

executives and assistants as well. Among the

Senior who participated are such celebrities as Wil-

bur Smith, J. H. Brady, Ken O'Toole, George As-

chenbrenner, Ignatious Gryczenski, Ed. Jenkins.

The executive staff consisted of Herb Madden,
Dick Sullivan, Marshall Halphen. Publicity by John

J. Byrne, Warren Daly and Frank Palasis. Poster

designs by Al Panepinto.

Before the Thanksgiving recess, Pres. Madden
stressed the importance of the early staging of the

Belle Air Ball and appointed Al Brown as chair-

man of the committee to run the ball. Other mem-
bers of this committee were Pete Perri, Joseph Mc-

^'A
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Henry, Marshall Halphen, Pat Kirwan, Wallace Mc-

Laughlin, Dick Sullivan, Wallace Quinn and James

Shea. In keeping with the advice of the president,

the committee decided to stage the ball on January

7th, soon after the Christmas recess, and has made
all the other arrangements. It is to be hoped that

this last social splurge of the Class of '27 will be a

fitting climax of all the successful dances held by

the Senior Class.

THE BELLE AIR
Since the last issue of the Villanovan went to

press, numerous strides have been taken by the

Belle Air staff. After considerable thought and de-

liberation on the illustrating end of the year book

—

with many engravers offering their bids—The Can-

ton Engraving and Electrotype Co., of Canton, Ohio,

has been awarded the contract for this phase of the

annual. This was recently signed at an informal

meeting of the Editor-in-Chief and Business Man-
ager, together with Mr. McGuire, the Eastern repre-

sentative of the company.

The editor, who is also the staff artist, has been

working out a theme for the book—a Venitian motif.

For the last two years, the theme was a Spanish

one. The year before that found a motif center-

ing around the campus buildings. With a Venitian

atmosphere as the theme, very picturesque effects

are possible, and are being worked up and studied

by the art staff.

The book is undergoing revision for the better

from cover to cover—and cover included. The ad-

ministration section, for one, will contain individual

pictures of each faculty member. The improve-

ments and advances in this department were greatly

made possible by the support and co-operation the

staff received from the faculty as a whole, in the

taking of the pictures.

The senior formal pictures have, for the most,

been taken, and an enlarged and improved senior

section is now in progress. Besides containing one

formal picture of a man to a page, an informal snap-

shot—or campus photo. of the senior will likewise

appear. The campus section will be fully three

times as large as last year*s and a very effective

arrangement is in progress.

The Athletic section will contain action pictures

of the major spots, with special features of the

"big** games. Mr. Lopez, the official photographer,

and newly added member of the staff, is in no small

measure contributing to the success of this depart-

ment. Action pictures of every football contest are

on file in the department of the year book, and where
possible, photos have been obtained from the "World
Wide Photo Service,** of New York.

In the Belle Air bulletin board are appearing some
of these pictures, and from time to time, as proofs
are obtained, and various pictures completed for the

publication, they will be displayed in this board.

The tentative staff which was picked last May
after the election of the editor, Alfred Panepinto,
and the Business Manager, Matthew Oberholzer,
has had a few additions since then. They follow:

. Editorial Associates
H. Burlington J. Nawn
J. Burns J. Hurley
J. Byrne W. Hurley
J. Cunningham W. Long
G. DuPaul J. Lopez

F. McAneny

J. McHenry
N. Shea
A. Sloan

R. Sullivan

J. Yake

Business Associates
H. Brady, J. Byrne, R. Costanzo, Pat Kirwan,

F. Loughran, Peter Perri

The faculty advisor, J. H. Crawford, 0. S. A., the

Editor and Business Manager recently addressed the

Junior Class with reference to electing three men
for the editorial and three for the business depart-
ments for the 1928 year book, to gain experience by
working with this year*s staff.

The 1927 Belle Air seems already to be bidding
fair to exceed all preceding books by far, both in

quantity and quality, space alone preventing us
from dwelling on more of the new features. As to

the dedication, the Editor is keeping it as a pleasant
surprise.

The official editorial and business office was
opened by the staff. It is on the first floor college

—centrally located and with convenient reach of all

students who are at all times welcome for sugges-
tion.

Watch our bulletin board and you*ll get an eye
full!

NEW JERSEY CLU3b
At a recent meeting of the New Jersey Club the

resignation of Marshall Halphen was read and ac-
cepted. Gus Baron, *27, was unanimously elected

President to fill the vacancy left by Mr. Halphen. I.

Cryczenski, '27, was elected Treasurer to fill the
position of Mr. Baron.

Mr. John Lyons, *29, was appointed chairman of
the dance committee for the formal reception which
was held in the Washington ballroom in Newark on
Friday evening, November 6th. The music was fur-
nished by the Stanley Orchestra of East Orange.
The affair, which was the first one to be held by
the organization, was a grand success. A large
number of students and former students of Villa-

nova were present, also some of the officials of Jer-
sey City, Newark and surrounding towns. It is
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hoped that the next dance will be as successful as

this one, and that the Jersey Club will receive

recognition from the student body as well as its

support.

: Assisting John Lyons, the following men acted on

the dance committee: r;7,w;
,

Joe Burlington, *27
;;:
Tim McCarthy, '28

Dick 0*Brien,''28 : ;
= itioiiis^^^ ^29

; Neal McCarthy, '29 Austin Tighe, '29

'v^::::S,-c;;:;'^^;^^ Brady, '30

The work of these men is worthy of praise es-

pecially the very unique program which they ar-

ranged. The program was of the college colors and

was in the shape of the outline of the State of New

:\: Jersey^::C::']0.r:^: y
''''''

u, The new ctiib will endeavor to arrange many
1 social functions throughout the year and endeavor

1: to aid and give its support to the activities of the

/ college*
'(,,

'.
•.".*'"?'•'

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

The First Degree of the Knights of Columbus

will be exemplified by the Villanova Council, No.

2288, at the college on Wednesday, December 15,

1926.

'•Beginning the first of the year, the age limit will

be raised for admittance into the K. of C. Asso-

ciate members must be twenty-six years old, and

insurance members at least eighteen. Any student

desiring to enter the Knights before the new ruling

goes into effect, should make application now. In-

formation may be obtained from Deputy Grand

Knight Jerome Hurley, '27, Room No. 155, Monas-
- tery Wing.,r

/';';;:;
;

:;:v.:.''> •;:•,-:;';
:;.:
;':

•V"'i:--v-.;!v
,

The membership committee consists of Deputy

Grand Knight Jerome Hurley, '27, chairman; John

L. Cahill, '27, and John M. Foley, '29.
:,

The college council has about one hundred and

fifty members, including Alumni and members of

the Priesthood. .

The officers for the terms 1926-1927 are as fol-

lows: .: ':':.::
''::--'L

;.'.:.,':;
^" '-:''':-' '"''>''.

Grand Knight . . . v> > . v. .... Augustus A. Baron, 27

Chancellor. . . .Rev. John F. Crawford, '21, 0. S. A.

Deputy Grand Kiiight . . . .,,.>^.; Jerome Hurley, '27

Recording Secretary. .. .John R. Cunningham, '27

Financial Secretary. , ...•.>... .Francis Yake, '27

Treasurer Frank J. Harding, '29

Advocate Theodore Reimel, '24

Warden John L. Cahill, '27

Lecturer ..... .John Foley, '29

inside Guard ..... ..*,..- . . .. .Louis Pessolano, *28

Outside George F. Fay, '28

Trustee Rev. Francis Diehl, 0. S. A.

Trustee ;> ;^ . . . . Thos. Coskren, '28

Trustee ^^v*'; * . .Charles B. Laughlin, '23

Chaplain .Rev. Henry Greenlee, 0. S. A.

THA^ BOSTON COLLEGE RALLY
Riding on the crest of three sparkling successive

victories, Villanova was agog on the eve of the Bos-

ton College game.

An open air rally aroused interest to a high pitch.

A monster bonfire pierced through the black night

and illuminated the campus in a blaze of light. A
friendly warmth radiated from its glowing embers.

Speaker after speaker excited enthusiasm that

soared even higher. The list of speakers included

Father Fink, the chairman; Father Stanford,

Father Crawford, Father O'Leary, the two coaches,

Mr. Stuhldreher and Mr. Hunsinger; Captain Dick

Moynihan, **Marty" McLaughlin, Leo Lynch and

Miles Bonner. The last mentioned gentleman bears

a condign reputation as a prophet, and he was

wildly acclaimed when he predicted a victory for the

Villanova warriors.

Lively tuifes and college songs were rendered by

the band. "Red" Brady led the cheers.

•So great was the ensuing zeal, inspired by this
.

rally, that approximately three hundred lusty
'

rooters traveled the long weary road to Braves'

;; Field to cheer for our boys.

, It would have been an inspiring spectacle for the

members of the team if they could^haye seen the

big parade of the loyal Blue and White rooters hit-

ting the trail for home after the game. Through

the somber dusk, into the bright dawn of morning,

during the bright afternoon; on, on they marched.

It was the expression of a spirit that knows not the

word die ; a spirit that reflects to the glory of Villa-

nova and to those who have engendered it.

f
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ThatLastHalf

MustHaveBeen

a Wiz, Son!'^

I P/hen you hear Dad's cheery

» V voice in a Telephone re-

ceiver,you just \now everything's

going to be all right! t;;"
J ; j

Telephone Home tonight. Dad
will enjoy it . . . and so will

Mother.

Number . . . please!

ii
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OUR LAST RALLY
Probably the most spirited football rally ever

.held within the ancient and hallowed walls of ViUa-

nova was the one which preceded the annual tilt

with Muhlenberg College. With this game the cur-

tain would fall on the 1926 football season, and* in-

cidentally, this rally was marked by qualities which

stamped it as a wonderful finale.

But, even in such an enthusiastic gathering, a note

of sadness crfspt in as Coaches Stuhldreher and Hun-

singer bade farewell to their host of friends at

Villanova. They told of the cordial relations exist-

ing between the coaches, the faculty, the players

and the students. Each related how brief, yet

pleasant, and brief because so pleasant, was the grid-

iron season and both expressed hopes for future

years of service to Villanova. That the coaches

have endeared themselves to the students during

their two years at Villanova was attested to by the

tremendous ovations given them before and, more

especially, after their addresses. The cries fairly

shook the rafters of the auditorium.

Other speakers were Father Fink, wso acted as

chairman; Professor "Charlie'* McGeehan, Father

O'Leary, Father Crawford and Father Sutliff, of

Gloucester.

' Father Sutliff related some of his experiences as

a member of Villanova's 1914 eleven. He urged the

present squad to fight to the last ditch to defeat their

ancient and formidable rival.

' Prof. McGeehan, Villanova's "Grand Old Man,''

l6t us in on an interesting bit of information when
he told us that we probably were traveling to

Muhlenberg for the last time, as that institution

was contemplating a shake-up in its future sched-

ules. It was well, therefore, as we know now, that

we sang our swan song to the tune of a 54 to

victory. •.^ :
, ^ :-vV:'

'
'"''

• '':^:>:'::'^

In an impassioned speech. Father O'Leary urged

the members of the team to indicate the trust and

confidence their coaches had in them. His eloquence

was inspiring and to its efficacy can be attributed

no small part of the huge score rolled up the fol-

lowing day against the Allentowners.

Father Crawford then addressed a few pertinent

remarks to the gathering. He warned the players

against over-confidence and asked them to fight

every minute until the whistle was blown.

"Reds" Brady led the cheers and the band rend-

ered several lively and popular airs.

This, the final "pep" rally, stirred enthusiasm to

fever heat. It spurred on the players and left them

rarin' to go. That they did go is evidenced by the

score tallied on "Turkey Day" by Villanova's set

of 1926 gridiron warriors.

These letters have been received from mission

Fathers abroad:

CATHOLIC MISSION
Pakkai, Kongmoon

Kwangtung, China, \

14 September, 1926.

The Students of Villanova College, .

Villanova, Penna.

My dear Friends:

I am very happy indeed to acknowledge your gen-

erous gift of $25.00, which you so kindly sent to

Maryknoll last July for the support of our work
here in China; I find myself quite at a loss to ade-

quately thank you for your great generosity. A gift

such as yours is very welcome, especially during these

trying days in China, when so many demands are

being made on our meagre funds.

The great majority of the Chinese people are very

poor and it is quite impossible to ask them to con-

tribute anything toward the support of the missions,

and if it were not for the generosity of our good
friends back home we could not carry on. But
thanks to God, our friends do not lack us in spite

of the many calls made upon their charity in the

States—and you may be sure, my dear friends, that

our Lord will bless you for your share in helping

to spread His Kingdom among those who know Him
not.

China at the present time is quite upset, but you
will be pleased to know that in spite of the warring
and banditry, our work is progressing favorably.

All our priests are at their mission stations and
their reports which reach me regularly are most
encouraging. It is difficult to say at this time when
things will settle down, but as long as our mis-

sioners are not molested and their work not hindered

to any great extent, we have much to be thankful

for. :,/-.-;. :.

^Our new Native Seminary here in Kongmoon for

the preparation of Chinese boys to the priesthood

will be completed in a few days and will be occu-

pied by Father Paulhus and his nineteen young as-

pirants at once. This is a very important part of

our work and I would ask you all to please keep it

in your prayers.

Assuring you, my dear friends, of a daily remem-
brance in our Masses and prayers, and thanking you
again for your kindness, I am, with best wishes for

your success,

Sincerely and gratefully yours in Christ,

J. E. Walsh,
Pref. Ap. of Kongmoon.

It
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American Catholic Foreign Missions

MARYKNOLL
Shingishu, Korea.

September 10, 1926.

Rev. E. V. Stanford,

Villanova College,

Villanova, Pa., U. S. A.

Reverend and dear Father:

The Maryknoll mission in Korea has received a

very generous gift, for which we are told the Villa-

nova students are to blame. Will you kindly arraign

these delinquents before you and tell them that if

they hadn't acted so blamed generously we would

have been able to fire a goodly number of the car-

penters and masons engaged on our new Shingishu

basilica. Seventy-five honorable "bones" go a long

way in Korea, towards paying labor bills, and we
are proportionately grateful to you and these ac-

cessories-before-the-fact, your students, who have

brought us that much nearer to an escape from the

little mud hut that has till now served us as chapel

here. If the boys could see this chapel, they would

be happier yet over their generous and thoughtful

help.

It is a little building—there is nothing large in

Korea but the smells—and even though our com-

munity is also little (250 souls), and quite adept in

crowding like the gentle sardine, still the mud walls

are bulging and cracking, and when the weather

permits, the narrow porch is also crowded. These

"crowds" are composed of devout Catholics, curious

pagans, and some more-or-less blase Protestants.

Quite a few of these last-named have wandered into

the true fold, but their first initiation into Chris-

tianity seems to have flavored them with a sort of

indifference or diffidence that contrasts with the

more naturally-Catholic ways of the direct converts

from paganism. It is perhaps an ineradicable trace

of "individual interpretation" and all that follows.

Enclosed is a copy of the report we got out last

year. It may be interesting, or if not you can as-

sign it as a penance for breaking the rule about com-

menting on the quality of the prunes. To bring the

report up to date you need only add a few ditto

marks. At present we have here in Shingishu, and
it is typical of the various centers, about a score

under instruction. Unfortunately, the age of

Twentieth Century Progress has reached Korea, too,

and the young Koreans are not as inclined to think

seriously of the next world—as were their fathers

and mothers. Still we are making a steady, if slow,

progress, and we do not find it difficult to be op-

timistic. God has blessed all the Maryknollers with

good health and good spirits, and we are happy in

this corner of the vineyard where He has placed us.

Asking those generous student missioners for an

occasional remembrance in prayer, and with the as-

surance of our own mementos for their intention,

I am. Gratefully in Our Lord,

P. J. Byrne.

St. Catherine's Church,

Quinn, So. Dak.

Sept. 16, 1926.

Students of Villanova College,

Villanova, Penna.

My Dear Students:

—

On August 10th I received a check for $100.00

from the Rt. Rev. Bishop of this diocese, a desig-

nated gift for my missions, the donor's name given

as the Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A. I wrote

to Father Stanford, acknowledging the gift and

thanking him for his kindness on my behalf.

Father immediately responded and informed me
that you, the students of Villanova, were responsible

for the generous donation.

My dear students, I wish to commend you for

your real Christian charity, and I am deeply in-

debted to you for making my poor missions the ob-

ject of that charity.

I will not go into detail to depict the conditions

of this sparsely, populated, and most unprospective

part of God's vineyard, for it is evident, by the

charity manifested, that you are aware of general

conditions in this great Northwest.

It will be sufficient to give a few details of my
jurisdiction, and these are not given merely to solicit

your sympathy, but to show you how I appreciate

your generous donation.

My district consists of approximately 600 square

miles; scattered over this territory I have 16 fami-

lies, served by three churches. I have a church

here, where I make my headquarters, one at Inter-

ior (26 miles southeast and so-called because it is

situated in the heart of the Bad Lands), and the

third at Conata (20 miles south). My total income

from the whole territory is scarcely sufficient to

cover the expenses incurred in purchasing the es-

: sentials for the Holy Sacrifice, and I must depend

on Mass stipends, the Extension and generous-

hearted Catholics, who, like yourselves,, have the

missions at heart, for my very existence and the

preservation of the Faith.

I live alone, for such a luxury as a housekeeper is

out of the question, hence I am not only pastor but

also housekeeper, janitor and everything else.

Thanking you and your kind moderator for your

kindness, and with kind wishes, I beg to remain,

Yours very gratefully,

William P. Leahy.
P. S.—I am enclosing a picture of my Confirma-

tion class.

H*"'^ A
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EXCHANGE
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In presenting our exchange department for the

first time, in this issue, we wish it to be clearly un-

derstood that the **Golden Rule" is to be our guid-

ing principle in all commentaries undertaken.

We shall endeavor to make our criticisms entirely

constructive and it is only with a helpful motive in

view that we shall attempt to make any comment.
In return we welcome any criticism of our own

publication with the same end in view as that with
which we ourselves criticize, the ultimate betterment

of our magazine.

If our department, however, is to prosper, we
must have the material with which to work, there-

fore we welcome all exchanges and will be very glad

to acknowledge any received.

;; First, we extend our heartiest good wishes for the

continued success of our worthy contemporary.

We wish most particularly to commend the very

unique manner in which the staff is presented. It

most certainly is distinctly technical, in fact, it

seems to breathe the very spirit of the engineer, to

portray just what our Engineering School stands

for in the minds of her students.

Very pleasing, too, are the informal photographs
I of the students. They bring home very pointedly

the happy side of student life.

"The Owl" is a well organized, well presented pub-

lication. We look forward expectantly to reviewing
many more issues of our contemporary.

,.••v'^^/'
v^';'--^^^ 'The. Laurel"

The article on the "Nigger of the Narcissus," does

complete justice to the great Conrad. The premiere <

novelist is criticized with a broad appreciation and
insight into the qualities which placed him in the

enviable position which he undoubtedly holds in the

world of literature. Continue the good work.
The departments of the "Laurel" are well bal-

anced and we would only wish to suggest that,

"A little cut now and then.

Would certainly please the greatest of men." '

"The Niagara Index" ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^:;>

The Literary Department is very commendable
and each of the important branches well repre-

sented, neither fiction, criticism nor poetry being
neglected. The news department handles very com-
pletely, though somewhat briefly, every phase of

student activity. We would only suggest that a

little cut here and there would greatly relieve the

monotony of the printed matter.

"Forest Leaves"

The beautiful chastity of your cover is very ap-

pealing. And the goldness of your title is not one
whit dimmed by the matter it incloses.

a

"Marywood College Bay Leaf"

A beautiful pictorial booklet, with a few alumni
and college notes appended,

"Boston College Stylus"

A commendable literary publication, which has a
true artistic tone. We particularly like the manner
in which the Alumni Notes are handled, though they
are somewhat lacking in quantity.

"The Ambrosian"

A well-written publication. The stories are good
and the article entitled "In the Land of the Sky" is

a literary gem. We would like to suggest, however,
that an occasional cut might fit very well into the
general scheme of the work.

"Carroll News"

From a strictly journalistic point of view this is

a good sheet, that is to say, it is a very good news-
paper. The composition of the articles is handled
very well. Incidentally, we extend our appreciation
of the article devoted to our team and coach.

"Exchanges Received"

"The Carroll News"—John Carroll University.

"The Niagara Index"—Niagara University.

"The Norwich Guidon"—Norwich University.

"The Athenaenum"—West Virginia University.

"Forest Leaves"—Barat College.

"The Ambrosian"—St. Ambrose College.

"The Bay Leaf"—Marywood College.

"The Laurel"—St. Bonaventure's College. ;

"The Morning Star"—Conception College.

"The Mountain Echo"—Mt. St. Mary's College.

"The Stylus"—Boston College.

"The Tomahawk"—Holy Cross College.

"fhe Viatorian"—St. Viator's College.

"The Campus Reflector"—Cumberland Valley State

(Normal).

"The Cascian"—St. Rita's Preparatory School.

"The Burr"—West Catholic High School.

"The New Student."

* -.'^

^^^1'
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Alumni News Editor

JOHN R. CUNNINGHAM, '27 Alumni i^otes;
Assistants

WILLIAM C. GOGGIN, '28

JAMES J. MOORE, '28

Jimmy Hartnett, '26

Many of the alumni and students will be delighted

to hear from Jim "Racket" Hartnett, our sterling

short;Stop for the last four years.

Jim has been playing semi-pro ball during the

past summer with teams in the Boston and Worces-

ter Twilight Leagues. He is now selling "Frigi-

daire," the iceless refrigerator, which certainly

makes things look pretty bad for the ice business.

Jim sends his best regards to all the boys.

James Kelley, '15

Everyone will remember Jimmy Kelley, '15, a

former all-around athlete of Villanova and a mem-
ber of an athletic family hailing from West Bright-

on. He has been refereeing the football games
played by Dan Blaine's "Stapes" at Thompson's

Field, Staten Island.

Besides being engaged in athletic activities,

Jimmy is taking care of a lucrative law practice.

A very interesting article appeared in the Staten

Island Advance, November 3, 1926, concerning

Kelley. On the Saturday of the St. John's games
Jim found himself with a very important case on

hand and could not attend the game, much to his

chagrin. Kelley, however, was of the opinion that

right now Villanova could give any team in the

country a real battle. To quote his words, "Fight-

ing spirit ; that's what makes Villanova such a great

football college. Any man who wouldn't fight at

the drop of a hat would never stand a chance of

making the Villanova eleven." He also stated that

he would referee the next Sunday's game between

the Springfield Silvertown team and Stapleton. If

Villanova wins from Boston College on Saturday,

Jim will wear his old Villanova blue sweater with

the big white "V"; if Boston wins, well, he may
wear the sweater, but the "V" will be on the inside.

We are sorry, Jim, that you were forced to accept

the latter; better luck next year. ,.
;

.

Another article was published in the Staten

Island Advance, Nov. 6, 1926, bearing the caption,

"Villanova Grads Out Talk Barney Fallon of Ford-

ham."
It seems that the Stapleton-Springfield game

scheduled for that day had been prevented by rain

and the Stapleton players, with Referee Kelley, had

gathered at Dan Blaine's restaurant and proceeded

to expend the energy reserved for the football game
in a verbal conflict. The discussion took the form
of an argument as to the relative merits of each

player's Alma Mater.

'.1 i

The Vijlanova alumni began talking furiously

about the old school days. Paul Longua, halfback

on the Stapes team, asserted that "Murderers' Row"
had been named after him. Whereupon an alumnus

named Hogan claimed that "Hogan's Alley" was
, named thus to perpetuate his memory. Taking no

secondary part in the controversy were Kelley and

Fred "King" Lear, coach of the Stapes.

The discussion turning to foot43all, the Villa-

novans staunchly defended the prowess of the foot-

ball teams representing their Alma Mater. Opposed

to them were Barney Fallon, of Fordham, and Ken
Hauser, of W. & J. Needless to say the Villanovans

carried off the battle of words.

Note: We are indebted to Rev. E. A. Flynn,

0. S. A., for the above information. He is stationed

at the Augustinian Academy of Staten Island. This

department wishes to thank Father Flynn for his

co-operation.

Sylvester Sabbatino, '15

Assistant District Attorney Sylvester Sabbatino,

of Brooklyn, New York, left last month for Pal-

ermo, Italy, to represent District Attorney Charles

J. Dodd, of Kings County, at the trial there of

George DeSaro, accused with Morris and Joseph

Diamond, brothers, and John Farina, who have been

electrocuted, and Anthony Pantano, now in prison

for life, of participation in the murder of William

Barlow and William McLaughlin in the West End
Bank holdup in Brooklyn.

DeSaro went to Italy after the holdup and the

Italian Government refused to permit his extra-

dition as he is a citizen of Italy, but offered to try

him. The trial is scheduled to take place in Decem-
ber.

NATIONAL CATHOLIC ALUMNI
FEDERATIO^f CONVENTIOI^^^^l

The Convention opened in the Clover Room of

the Bellevue-Stratford, Friday, November 12th, at

2.30 p. m., with the Registration of Delegates and
Alumni. At 3.00 p. m. a reception was given to His

Eminence Dennis Cardinal Dougherty, Cardinal

Archbishop of Philadelphia. Cardinal Dougherty
announced that a special Papal blessing had been

granted by Pope Pius XI to delegates attending the

sessions. The message was cabled from Rome and
was signed by Cardinal Gasparri.

Cardinal Dougherty declared that the convention

was fortunate in meeting in Philadelphia, a city so

rich in educational and historical significance.
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"Nearby we have the Liberty Bell and the build-

ing where the Declaration of Independence was
signed ; a short distance away is the site where
Thomas Jefferson drafted that document and within

gunshot stands the building where the first Con-

gress of the United States assembled. The first

Supreme Court sat in a building close by. ^

This city has been immortalized by such men as

John Marshall and others dominant in the history of

America."* '^'' ' -\-"'-'""'i"'^"^

The Convention Session opened at 3.30 p. m., John
J. Sullivan, LL.D., Local Convention Chairman, pre-

siding. I

The Address of Welcome was delivered by City

Solicitor Joseph P. Gaffney, in the absence of Mayor
Kendrick. Edward S. Dore, President of the Fed-

eration, responded. :;
Very interesting papers were read on the "Prin-

ciples of Alumni Office Organization," by Wilfred B.

Shaw, General Secretary, Alumni Association, Uni-

versity of Michigan; "The Alumni Magazine," by

B. N. Sullivan, Secretary-Treasurer, Penn State

Alumni Association; "Alumni Class Organization,"

by Gilbert Kinney, Yale Alumni Association.

. . Evening Session

The Convention Session began at 8.00 p. m. in the

Clover Room of the Hotel Bellevue-Stratford, Fri-

day, November 12th, Honorable Victor J. Dowling,

K. S. G., Justice, Appellate Division, Supreme Court,

New York, presided.
' Addresses: "The Classis in Higher Education,"

by Clare G. Fenerty ; "Advantages of Federation of

Alumni," by Reverend A. G. Brown, S. J., Presi-

dent, St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia; "Perpetua-

tion of University and College Ideals in After-Col-

lege Life," by James H. Griffin, 0. S. A., President

of Villanova College, Villanova, Pa.

Father Griffin declared in his masterful address

that we may define the ideal of the Catholic college

as the establishment of the kingship of Christ in the ,

•

hearts of her students.

"The college has other aims and other ideals, but

• these are secondary and subordinate to this. The
college aims, for example, to make her sons well in-

formed men, men of trained minds, who can use

their minds to a purpose—she aims to make them '

cultured gentlemen fitted physically, morally and ;

intellectually for the society in which they are to •

live. * \^. * An Alumnus is one whom she has ap-

proved, a standard bearer in that state, one on whom
she has set her seal—he is one who has been

knighted and sent forth to do battle even as the

knights of old went forth with fierce fidelity to join

combat for the ideals of the Master. * * * For the

defence of Christ's rights and the vindication of

Christ's name a united alumni will exert a tremend-

ous influence and in so doing they will, in fact and

truth, be perpetuating the ideals of the Catholic col-

lege. * * * The college turns to its alumni for en-

couragement, for support, for love and for loyalty,

if they receive these things there will be no doubt

about the outcome. The words of that incompar-

able apologist, Mr. Chesterton, will be just as triie'

of the Catholic college as they are about Ancient

Rome, of which he said: "Men did not love Rome
because she was great, but Rome became great be-

cause men loved her."

The music for the afternoon and evening sessions

was furnished by the Villanova Symphony Orches-

tra under the capable supervision of Director Victor

A. Digilio, '28.

The Alumni are to be commended in that the

Villanova Alumni Association is a member of the

Federation and that John C. Kelley, '15, is second

vice-president and Phineas Vize, '21, is assistant

secretary of the Federation.

PHILADELPHIA CLUB
The Sylvania Hotel on Thursday evening, Nov.

18th, was the scene of the regular monthly dinner

meeting of the Villanova Alumni Club of Philadel-

phia. What the affair lacked in attendance was
amply made up in enthusiasm.

Shortly after 7 P. M. the members convened in a

private dining room of the hotel and were treated

to an excellent dinner. Having tucked away a de-

licious repast, the members were in a receptive

mood for speeches and certainly were not disap-

pointed.

Father O'Leary, present as a representative of

Father Burns, delivered a few words upon the musi-

cal comedy to be presented by thi^ students on No-
vember 22 and 23. Needless "to '^ Say his talk was
well received and support promised to the enter-

prise. /> -

Next to take the floor was Prof. McGeehan, who
spoke on the football situation, present and future.

His address was very stirring and made the alumni

present realize the difficulties under which the

athletic board was laboring to secure games for

next year.

Father P. J. Dundon, '21, followed with a short

talk on the same theme, and the aggressive alumni-

father pointed out very clearly the position of Villa-

nova in the athletic world today.

Then came a prolonged and heated discussion on

the problems concerning the football situation,

which discussion was considerably enlivened by the

entrance of Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsinger.

At this point the question of the banquet to be

given in honor of the football squad was taken up.

A'.

'«/

V

/:^

Obie O'Brien, '13

Geo. Poppert,

Gene Eichman, '17

John Dougherty

John McDermott
Tom Fitz Gerald

The question of time, place, speakers, etc., was the

cause of considerable controversy.

The whole issue was swung very quickly, however,

when Coach Stuhldreher gave a very enthusiastic

and well delivered speech, pointing out the, feelings

of devotion which Mr. Hunsinger and he entertained

toward the football squad and Villanova.

As a result, every alumnus pledged his whole-

hearted support, morally and financially; the Penn

A. C. was chosen as the setting for the affair and

Chairman T. J. Fitz Gerald appointed a committee

to take charge of arrangements. Members of the

committee are:

Charles Laughlin, '23,

Chairman.

Harry Strong

"Oakey" O'Connor, '15

Marty McLaughlin, '14

Roger Martin

Prof. McGeehan was unanimously chosen toast-

master of the affair. The tentative date selected

was Thursday evening, December 9th.

A list of notables are expected to attend the ban-

quet, among whom we may mention: Judge Bonni-

well. Coach Lou Young of Penn, Coach Bill Roper

of Princeton, Mayor Bader of Atlantic City, Mayor

Gross of Allentown, Mayor Hart of Wilkes-Barre,

Gordon Mackaye, and Stony McLinn.

Several of the members subscribed to the Villa-

novan and promised their support to our publica-

tion, also to the Muhlenberg Rally, and the meeting

adjourned with every member avowing that the com-

ing football banquet would be the "biggest and best

ever."

Those present were: T. J. FitzGerald, '10; Obie

O'Brien, '13 ; Rev. P. J. Dundon, '21 ; Bill McGlone,

• John Jones, '20 ; George Poppert ; Charlie Laughlin,

'23 ; Bill Lanahan, 23 ; Elmer Hetzler, '22 ; Prof.

Sweeney; Chas. Magee; Prof. McGeehan; Harry

Strong; John Dougherty, '18; Gene Eichman, '17;

Marty McLaughlin, '14; Chick McLaughlin; Dan

Lane, '24; Roger Martin; Bob O'Connor, '15; Rev.

O'Leary ; Harry Stuhldreher ; Hunsinger and

"Rube" Cashman.

Rev. James J. Egan, '19

We were extremely pleased to receive a letter

from Rev. James J. Egan, '19, who should be well

remembered by alumni of that time as one of the

most active and prominent students on the campus.

To mention just a few of Father Egan's activities

while a student, he was a charter member of the

VILLANOVAN staff in 1916; Business Manager in

'17-'18; Editor-in-Chief in '18-'19. He was also

president of the Epsilon Phi Theta in '19 and presi-

dent of the Athletic Association in the same year.

In addition, he was correspondent from Villanova

to all the Philadelphia newspapers and to the Asso-

ciated Press.

After his graduation. Father Egan decided to en-

ter the priesthood and took up his theological studies

at Niagara University. He was ordained in May,
1923. At present he is Chaplain of Mt. St. Mary's

College, North Plainfield, N. J., the mother-house

and novitiate of the Sisters of Mercy. He is an in-

structor of apologetics in the novitiate and also in

the State Normal School, and besides all these duties

he is pastor of St. Mary's Church at Stony Hill, N. J.

Father Egan assures us that he is still very much
interested in all things that pertain to Villanova and

further assures us that he can never forget "the

memorable happy years spent at Villanova." He
concludes with best wishes for the continued suc-

cess of our publication.

It is such an interesting letter as this, from a

loyal alumnus who has not lost interest in his Alma
Mater, which is a great encouragement and incentive

to the members of this department. Why can't we
have more of them? Why don't you let the other

fellows know what you are doing, then they'll be

glad to let you know what they are doing.

We extend our most sincere gratitude to Father

Egan for his very interesting letter and wish him
long and continued success in his work.

Charles D. McAvoy, '98

The following biography of our illustrious alum-

nus, was published in the "Who's Who in America."

Charles D. McAvoy, lawyer; born in Danboro,

Bucks County, Pa., November 11th, 1878; son of

Dennis and Mary (Nolan) McAvoy; B. A. Villa-

nova College, 1898; M. A., 1901; LL.D., 1918; mar-
ried Alice McDermott, of Norristown, Pa., Novem-
ber 16th, 1907; children, Charles D., Mary Kath-

erine, John Daniel. Began practice at Norristown

1902, where he first served as First Assistant Dis-

trict Attorney of Montgomery County for five

years; U. S. Attorney Eastern District of Pa., March
4, 1920—August 1, 1921; as U. S. Attorney investi-

gated, indicted and convicted the Bergdolls and
others associated with them on a charge of con-

spiracy to evade draft. Member American Bar
Association, Pennsylvania State Bar Association

and Montgomery and Philadelphia County Bar As-

sociations; Director Montgomery Trust Company,
Norristown, Pa. Democrat. Catholic. Clubs:

Penn Athletic Club (Phila.), Whitemarsh Valley

Plymouth Country and Seaview Golf (Atlantic

City) ; Home 1430 DeKalb street, oflfice 13-15 East

Airy street, Norristown, Pa.
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ifTeep" Sheehan, *25, has a very good position

with the Naborhood Grocery Store Association. In

order to satisfy his mental craving for knowledge,

:Teep" is taking a course at Poor Richard's Club,

Phila., Pa. i:':'r-^M'^:' y\

' F. J. McManus, '21, is now on the Advertising

Staff of the Norristown Times Herald at Norris-

town, Pa. . ::•'../:'' '^''-
-.'v., ;,./''•:. ''^:'' «

',
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James Trainor, '26, is connected with the Philip

Miller Accountants.

Thomas Moore, '26, has invaded the financial

world. He is now employed as an assistant to

Treasurer of the Hamilton National Bank, New
York City, v.;,:, ;•-•> -;?;;x

/.^:--^^^^^

John B. McAneny, '26, is a student at Dartmouth
Medical School.

Charles Bufalino, '26, is a student at Penn Law
School. Charlie was on hand for the smoker given

by the Italian Club, at Villanova, November 19,

1926. :^::v/-:-:--/V:::';vv:;:A\::''':'::'ey^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
-v ;

D John J. Egan, '02

A lengthy and interesting article recently ap-

peared in the Waterbury (Conn.) "Republican,"

concerning Dr. John J. Egan, a Villanova graduate

of the Class of 1902. To quote from the article:

"Dr. Egan attended Villanova College, graduating

in 1902. In 1899 he was picked as an All-American

tackle. In the fall of 1900 he was invited by "Hurry
Up" Yost, coach of the University of Michigan, to

enter Michigan. This he refused to do. He re-

mained at Villanova, captaining the team for two

years and acting as coach there for four years."

The article continues with an account of Dr.

Egan's athletic activities in and around Waterbury,

how he began his football career as a member of the

Y. M. C. A. team of that city, how- he coached vari-

ous Waterbury teams during his college days and

how he coached the University of Maryland team
for one year after his graduation from Villanova.

"After receiving his medical degree," the article

continued, "he returned to Waterbury and entered

upon the practice of medicine. Then several years

ago, purely out of love for the sport, he began to

give a half hour on two nights each week to the

members of the Tribe's football team. In this work
Dr. Egan filled the position of physical advisor to

the team. The doctor continued in this capacity

through last season.

"Dr. Egan invented the tackle back play, a varia-

tion of the guard back play introduced by the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. In this former movement
the tackles were pulled back five yards, the ends

sent into the tackle's position and the play carried

out under these conditions. The doctor also con-

ceived the idea of placing straps on the pants of

the lineman. The line thus reinforced was unbreak-

,
able. This play was later ruled out of the game.

"Dr. Egan is now acting as official surgeon for

the Waterbury police and fire departments. His

services in this capacity have been invaluable.

"From the earliest days of his football career, the

doctor has been a bitter opponent of the overtraining

of athletes in practice and in competition, particu-

larly of children and adolescents. He has also been

an earnest advocate of medical supervision of all

athletic teams."

This highly commendatory article has certainly

been very flattering to this particular alumnus and
Villanova is indeed proud of Dr. Egan.

Dr. Thomas P. Fox, '22

Dr. Thomas P. Fox, '22, in the short space of a

few years has made his Alma Mater justly proud
of him. Besides being associated with Dr. 0. G. L.

Lewis in the practice of dentistry, he yet finds time

to instruct the students of the Thomas W. Evans
Museum and Dental Institute, School of Dentistry

of the University of Pennsylvania, where he is a pro-

fessor in the Operative Dentistry Department. Thus
he is able to give his pupils first hand information

and our only regret is that we have no dental school

at Villanova. If such were the case, we feel sure

that Dr. Fox would return gladly to where he spent

four years in Prep, and four at the College, to live

over again those happy days. Dr. Fox may be

reached at his office, 1614 Locust street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Martin C. Kane ,'03

Martin C. Kane, '03, was at the Muhlenberg game
with Joe Weir. He is a graduate of the Yale Law
School. Martin said to some of the players after the

game that he never misses a Muhlenberg-Villanova

game. With him was his young son, who having

seen many of the Yale games, was determined to go

to Yale. But after the Muhlenberg game on Thanks-
giving he changed his mind and is now set on com-
ing to Villanova.

The students, of Villanova wish to express

their sincerest condolence to Mr. Stuhldre-

her on the death of his uncle, Augustus
Stuhldreher.
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THIRTY-TWO

Sing to the tune of "Mary Lou."

(Dearly dedicated to Dickinson's Doom.)

apologies.)

Nothing to—

-

Thirty-two!

Crossed your goal,

Smashing through

!

All the boys from the college

Did snake dance and sing

—

While our Wildcats

The bacon back did bring

!

Thirty-two—thirty-two

!

How they bowed before the Blue

—

Why, they heard throughout the nation

Of that assassination

When we swamped them

—

Naught—thirty-two

!

A. J. P., 27.

AND THE BAND

An organization we're justly proud of is the band.

As a means of moral support, just ask any member

of the football team.

Continuing their good work, the members played

at the Dickinson game and added the necessary

color to this occasion.

Then the" Boston sojourn—the boys made Paul

Revere seem like a piker ! No foolin' ! Imagine the

hardships that were endured by a continuous travel

from Friday morning until Sunday afternoon. The

men withstood it well and too much praise for their

noble work cannot be given them. As one member

of the music-men remarked: "Whitcomb's and

Cook's Travel Tours' have nothing on being a mem-
ber of Villanova's band."

The St. Joe game was perfectly digested; the

team gave the feed, the band the digestion.

Muhlenberg—well, between the team and the

band, the Villanova rooters' Thanksgiving dinner

sure found a warm place. The season ended per-

fectly, and all will remember, after the cheers and

the surge of the crowd died away, our band played

"Hail to Villanova" as it never was played before.

PAID ON

DEPOSITS

A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

-««i!jPV|. FOUNDED 1853

BENEFICIAL SAVING fUND
1200 CHESTNUT STREET

RESOURCES
THIRTY-THREE MILLION

•
' -^ Kensington Office

826 EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.
AT KENSINGTON AVE.

Established 1895

CONFIDENCE DEPENDABLE VALUE

Special Made Chalices, Ostensorium

Medals with Standard Seal are a ^^^j ciborium

Credit to Institutions Repairing and Golding

Walnut 6735

CRAFTSMANSHIP

School, College, Fraternity and

Society Emblems

MADE TO ORDER—SEE OUR WORK

B. E. LOEPER, 112-14 South Eleventh Street Room 201

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry Philadelphia, Pa.

REMEMBER PLACE AND NAME
-- • •»•.—
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CANDIES
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* • WM. GROFF, P. D
'V 1 :

Prescriptionist

SODAS MILK DRINKS

f€Try a Groff Milk Shake"
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BRYN MAWR, PA.
Opposite National Bank

Photo Developing and Printing

•'.• > GOOD CLOTHES
-^ " You just naturally want good-looking clothes—clothes that proclaim the careful well-dressed young man. ^^"1, wen

': If you place your order here you will secure garments that are correct in every detailand at prices that are moderate for fine work. ^ ueidu

PyLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNU T STREET

i

WABASH TWINLOCK
Cabinets and Supplies Binders and Supplies

James Hogan Company
..;.\; ;:';,.;•: limited

Loose Leaf Specialists

Office Supplies Blank Books

Printing Lithographing Engraving

607 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
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THE SENIOR BALL

JANUARY 7, 1927

Ritz-Carltoii Philadelphia

M£:nager
EUGENE REILEY

MR. WHITEMAN AND THE
FOX TROT

Out of the American fox trot, the most ubiquitous

folk dance in history, is growing a new American
music.

Generations, in the fox trot, pass swiftly, for a

new one springs up every year, not every thirty.

The elder one succumbs, is absorbed into Fate, and
the new one flourishes its year, and passes, too.

When the American fox trot comes to be redis-

covered, in future, when the present civilization has

passed away, it will be studied and dissected as care-

fully, let us say, as the poems of the Green Antho-

logy or the color prints of the Japanese Ukioyo-ye

matters. Like them, it is the expression of an abso-

lutely democratic (or shall we say demotic?) art,

which has shaped the creative energies of its mas-

ters rather than been shaped by them.

The present era of the American dance, and of

American dance music, has not yet reached its per-

fection. When it reaches that, it will die like the

arts of the past. It still remains in a highly ex-

perimental stage, with its techniques and conven-

tions still expanding; it still is dwelling with those

instinctive, unconscious, half-humorous conceptions

of life which are those of youth—the youth which

conceals, under the slang phrase and the hard re-

partees of the moment, the sense of both beauty and

tragedy. But it has grown, like healthy youth ; and

when the years of its growth come to be studied

over again, in the impossible hope, perhaps, of redis-

covering its secret, the name of the man here pre-

sented, Paul Whiteman, the reshaper of music, the

pioneer and discoverer of the American jazz orches-

tra, will be remembered in the light of scholarship.

American dance music has broken away from
many of the forms of the past. But it has had to

adhere, nevertheless, to the great constructive laws

of music, for these cannot be violated even by the

wildest. It has forced them though, far beyond tfie

realms of classical timidity. The result is here for

you, and for the future, to judge.

The fantasies of the Gothic cathedral, the perfect

lines of the Greek temple, were not products of loose

imagination. The architect who did not know how
to make one stone stand upon another would have

little hope, with either, to proceed beyond the first

row of stones. And the composer of the dance who
did not know how to join two consecutive notes in

melody upon a fixed basis of rhythm would not go

far toward heightening the joy of life as expressed

in music.

Neither the Gothic cathedral nor the Greek temple

proceeded wholly, however, from an aesthetic or a

spiritual need. Each of the, and each succeeding to

its day, was a shelter for the flesh as well as a temple

for the spirit. The community had to be housed at

its worship. And each grew, therefore, from a need

which was not wholly one of the imagination.

Now the early jazz orchestra, the precursor of

what you now hear, grew by similar laws of need

—

and how simple, under analysis, they all seem! It

would be impossible for the dance orchestra of old

days—the interminable cornet-violin-and-piano,

—

to make itself heard in the great public dance halls

of today. The brass band, on the average, is heavy
and inflexible; the symphony orchestra has other

uses.
:,..••/''•:•••.•;.

.

t The modern saxophone orchestra, so-called, met
this peculiar need,—of loudness, clearness and ar-

ticulateness from a body of from half a dozen to a

dozen men. It afforded more variety of tone than
the ordinary brass band, with almost infinitely rnqre

elasticity,—and hence expressiveness. From tlie

saxophone orchestra, therefore, with the Whiteman
innovations, proceeded the new type of concert or-

chestra presented here.

Stringed instruments, in the past, the violins es-

pecially, were said to have been the "soul of the

orchestra." But the ancients (to refer to them
again), divided the soul into several elements, each
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HELPS FOR THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY

„ t, .: i.

: The Philosophy of Teaching

A Study in the Symbolism of Language. A
;;: translation of Saint A-Ugustine's De Magistro, by
/Francis E. Tourscher, O. S. A. 16 mo. 99

"'

-/pages, 75c;- ,/j.. ••.•>;: ';^^:' " •• •

'>';.•:• -V ;^.r''- '::*:^/^s'.V::^••'/•.^ . .,•

A Course in Classical Christian Thought
De Beata Vita, Soliloquiorum, Libri Duo, De Im-
mortalitate Animae, De Magistro, adapted for
schools and colleges. (From the writings of St.

; Augustine.) By the Rev. Francis E. Tourscher,
Order of St. Augustine.

Tlu' jMirpos*' of tli«' editor and coiiipih'r, who has proved
the vv.ortli of these treaf is^'s in actual class work, is to
make easily availalde for the use of stuch'iits in schools
.and colh'ues some of the re<'il ^enis of <>ur <Miristiaii
classi<s. a course in Christian school literature which coin-
l)ines at once the coi'r<'ct structure' of th«' living Latin
tongue, and the accurate thought and haldts of mind 01
Christian, Catholic I'hilosoi>h.v.

De Beata Vila
'

Written while Au|j:ustim' was preparing for baptism. It
is a sludy in criti(|ue. It takes up, tirst, th»' attitude of

. 8t<dc |»hilosophy to the essential aim of life; secondly,
that the theory of academic sc«'pticism, an unendin;;:

• search after truth, faced l)y the fancied dread of beinjf
disillusioned at every turn, cannot be a safe Kuide to

knowledge or the };uardiai
in>r. '^JJ pajres. paper, '.iTn'.

of hunnin science and learn

De Quantitate Animae
Dialogus Seu Questionum Liber. Sanctum
Augustinum inter et Erodium Anno Salutis circ.

CCCLXXXVIII conscriptus. E. Textu Parisiensi,

Anni 1689 in usum scholarum accommodatus.
16 mo., 109 pages, $1.00.

De Immortalitate Animae
A study in outline of arguments which pr<»ve the im-

mortality of the soul, its nature and essential (lualities.

This booklet was sujrjfested by the thoujfht of the Solilo-
quu's, and follows the same line of reasoning in positivt;

and synthetic form. Supplementary to the jfi'ueral argu-
ment I>e Immortalitat<' Animae, a few excerpts from I>e

(Jenesi ad Litteram are adde<l at the end of this treatise.
The purpose of these «'X<'erpts is that they nuiy serve as
aids to the study of Christian philosophy in the thought
of Au^rustine on Creation, on Matter an<i Form, on Time
and Eternity. 4;^ pa^es, paper, l\rn\

Soliloquiorum Libra Duo
Informal meditations, simph' thoughts in self-knowledge

and the acknowledKUient of (Jod. The (juestion of th.'

soul in dialogue forn>, direct <|uestion and answer, present
deep problems of metaphysics and psycholojfy in lan^ua^e
that has the vi^or and interest of life and the merit of
clear, accurat*' thought, the reflections of a nnister Chris-
Han mind on the soul and on (iod. 72 pages, paper, 4()c.

THE PETER REILLY COMPANY
PUBLISHERS—BOOKSELLERS—IMPORTERS

113 North Thirteenth Street

PHILADELPHIA

MacDonaUilCainpbell
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with its own peculiar function. Humor had its

place among these. The sensitive but never-power-

ful violin, when it came to shrieking merriment

above a roomful of two thousand dancers, faded

well into silence, its place was taken by the versatile

and persuasive saxophone, with its varieties of tone

from the goose-quaverings of the little sopranino to

the ursine growlings of the great contrabass; this

instrument was a revelation of Nature to the active

mind of Man. The revelation was apprehended

more swiftly than most great truths ; and in fifteen

years or less, the now universal saxophone achieved

its foremost place in the orchestra of the modern

humorous dance.

**Humorous?** says Mr. Whiteman. '*0f course

the fox trot is a humorous dance, or very largely

so. It is characteristically American in that. We
have not yet learned, as a people, the painful and de-

structive pessimism of older and life-tired races.

Too much 'sentiment' brings us always too close to

the ever-present consciousness of sorrow and death.

Youth shrinks from these, and I, for one, would in-

terpret to its own inarticulate self, the heart of

youth. If the love-element creeps into the music of

the dance, it suffuses most music ; it pervades all of

the arts; it is even through this, at first, that the

appreciation of the arts, in most cases, is under-

taken and achieved."

The fox trot, in which the Whiteman organiza-

tion won its first glory, developed from two separ-

ate but mutually dependent sources; the ballroom

floor and the orchestra-stand of the players. The

one discovered, or rediscovered, and incorporated,

new tricks into this simple pedestrian dance;

players, watching it, and participating, far more

keenly than dancers themselves knew, in its every

evolution, discovered, developed, and incorporated,

new instrumental tricks to match them.

These discoveries have aroused the keenest criti-

cal interest among serious musicians. Ross Gor-

man's clarinet—glissade, for instance, would have

been declared impossible ten years ago; Henry

Busse's weird lippings of his instrument, his skil-

ful changes and manipulations of mutes inserted

into its bell, are being copied, and in most cases

vainly, by thousands of trumpet and cornet players

all over the world; Pingatore, by extemporizing a

new rhythm with his marvelous fingers, developed

a new banjo-technique, and, far more marvelous

than this, changed at least one form of the dance

throughout civilization. To speak of these things

alone, to single out these three pioneers of White-

manism, is perhaps to work injustice to others.

It is out of them that the new music has grown.

To the skilled listener, certain things in it are

noticeable; in the first place, its remarkable power

of what musicians call dynamic contrast—the con-

trast between breathless soft passages which die

into silence as soft clouds die into invisibility, and

a tremendous and barbaric fortissimo which not in-

frequently brings decorous theatre audiences to

their feet with answering loudnesses of applause.

You will notice in Whiteman's concert orchestra

the prevalence of the strings. Nothing has been

taken from the *'soul of the orchestra," only upon

its soulfulness has been poured generously the "urns

of mirth," in audience. Notice the versatility of its

players; watch the savophonist slip from the sax

to the clarinet, for instance, and from this to the

oboe or the heckelphone, and from this to the

widely different bagpipe, and from this to any one

of a dozen more, then run home, so to speak, to

the family gathering of saxophones. Watch the

musical acrobatics of the trap-drummer; the sly

work of the trumpeter, perpetually sticking mys-

terious objects into the bell of his instrument, or

hanging an antique hat over it; see the trombonist

repeat these japes. Or, watch, to your amazement,

some other member of the orchestra rise and sing

for you, in your own style, but with amazingly

finished artistry.

But above all, listen. This is what music is for.

Composers are now writing for the modern White-

man organization in much the same spirit they

might exercise in dealing with bodies like the classi-

cal symphony orchestra. The lamented Victor Her-

bert left a suite of dances for it, in various national

styles. The "Rhapsodie in Blue" of George Gersh-

win, though it departs in almost every particular

from classical compositions in this style (like the

Hungarian Rhapsodies of Liszt, for instance, or the

national rhapsodies of composers like Svendsen and

Enesco), sums up what the great bulk of his con-

temporary people are thinking and expressing in

music. vi V

THE VILLANOVANS

The ''Villanovans" came through with flying colors

at the Senior dance, the night of the St. Joe game.

There was plenty of pep and syncopation on hand

and the boys were given a good hand. The orches-

tra rendered all the latest numbers and displayed a

remarkable appreciation of technique.
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Brotherly Love

(Continued from Page 15)

This placed the stranger in a terrible predica-

ment; if he strikes he will kill Sir Garland and if

he does not surrender the prisoner difes by the hand

of the Duke, then all his efforts will be in vain. He

was here to save the man, not to cause his death.

The two antagonists eyed each other with bitter

hatred. They did not know each other's identity. The

Duke was, as yet, masked, while the defender of the

diplomat had not raised his mask. The saviour

dropped the sword but surrender he did not. He
watched to see if the Duke offered any violence and

was ready to shed his own blood in revenge. But,

no; the Duke had received too many wounds and in

a state of exhaustion sank to the floor, dragging his

human shield with him.

The modern knight bent over the fallen Duke and

say that his eyes were closed. The blood from a

wound reopened by the fall, gushed forth like a

fountain and stained the floor.

Death came upon him. He gave a twitch and

sank back into the outstretched arms of the un-

known man. He half opened his eyes, looked into

his antagonist's face and died.

"Make haste," cried the victor to Sir Garland, and

he placed the dead Duke upon the couch that was

formerly the bed of his prisoner. At the door they

came upon another corpse. /*He struck me first,"

said the noble benefactor, "^nd I had no time to

delay then."

"Most noble friend, may I know to whom I owe

my life?" said the Lord when the two had gained

the fields.

"Do you not know me, my brother?" replied the

friend.

"John, John, my brother. Why did you not tell

me at first who you were?" affectionately cried the

aged man, as he sank into the arms of his long lost

brother.
• < .. > .,'.v;-- •

"I feared for your safety, my dear brother, and

one day I followed the guard placed over you. For

days—yea, even for months—I patiently watched

near your prison window. This very day I saw my
opportunity and I came to your rescue. I rapped

at the window to call you and I chose this disguise

to disarm your fears. I passed by the guard, who,

not recognizing me, offered resistance. God forgive

me for his death."

"This is, indeed, a sad story," said the old diplo-

mat.

"Yes, dear brother, one of brotherly love," replied

John.

Anthony J. Turchl
Freshman A. B.

Drink a Quart of Milk Daily
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Telephone: Bryn Mawr 882

To Succeed
Dress Well But Economically

The most brilliant achievement of the great
American universities is not to teach a man the
Latin root of English words, or even the square
root of a mathematical equation.

The Purpose of d College

IstoTc^^haMan to

Use His Brains ^

In Philadelphia, men who think, have passed
silent judgment upon this store, making it their
headquarters for clothes. What successful busi-

ness men have done, you men can do. Your own
judgment will lead you to

LIT BROTHERS
PHILADELPHIA

Market Eighth Filbert Seventh

»> ^m.*
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Humor Editor

JAMES J. DEVER, '27

Assistant

NEAL McCarthy, '27

Dulce Est Desipere In Loco

Cartoonist

EUGENE R. DONNELLY, *27

ADDIE AND AGGIE

THE neat white cottages lay side by side on

a pleasant street, alike in every detail ;
green

shutters, narrow front porches, flagstone

walks and white picket fences enclosing neatly

clipped bits of the green lawn. On the porches

rested various plants imbedded in green painted

iron stands; and on each porch rested the pride of

each home; the red geranium on one, the pink

geranium on the other.

Miss Addie Turner and Miss Aggie Mullins were
not alike, nor were Timmy and Towser, their re-

spective pets. Miss Addie was tall, sparely built,

with her iron gray hair coiled in a neat and tight

bundle on the top of her head. Miss Aggie was
plump and pink-cheeked, with a smile and cheery

word for all.

Timmy happened to be a lean terrier, hating all

save her mistress. Towser was a sleek, plump
poodle, and always seemed to love a joke.

No one could remember how or when the friend-

ship between Miss Addie and Miss Aggie had be-

gun. Perhaps the fact that their birthdays fell on
the same day of the same month had something to

do with it. They always celebrated together, one

year at the house of the red geranium, the next at

the home of the pink.

Wherever we saw Miss Addie, there was Miss
Aggie also, and visa-versa. If a short, plump figure

was seen stooped over, weeding pansies in the morn-
ing, one could feel reasonably sure that by looking

into the next yard one might see a tall, spare figure

engaged in a similar occupation. Sewing rag car-

pets on the front porch of a sunny afternoon, pick-

ing currant in the back yard, or in church on a quiet

Sabbath morning, the two were always together. If

Miss Aggie's plant boasted of one more blossom

than Miss Addie's, then the latter would pray for

another bud on hers.

One early June morning, all blue and gold and

dewy. Miss Aggie came out on her front porch to

sweep up imaginary litter and to dust the rockers.

Her first glance was towards the beloved geranium

to see if the bud of yesterday had become a blossom

of today. Stark, staring tragedy met her eye ! There

lay the beautiful plant, its beauty a mangled heap of

broken blossoms and bruised foliage, and there

calmly sleeping on top of the ruins, was Timmy
Turner.

"Towser!" came a hoarse command. "Towser,

sic *em !'* And Towser did

!

Psst! Crash! Smash! Through the gate Timmy
had shot straight for Miss Addie's porch with

Towser, a digging tan and black streak, at her heels.

One flying leap, then a crash, and another jai^autiful

geranium went to meet its Maker. Miss Addie's

shrill falsetto broke out, "Aggie Mullins, you did it

a-purpose, Aggie Mullins! If that flea-bit, worth-

less mongrel of yourn ever comes into my yard

agin ril put him in the pound."

"And if your sniffin' old moth-et, half-starved ani-

mule ever comes onto my porch agin I'll pisen it!"

The long summer days passed slowly. If Miss

Aggie weeded her pansy bed in the morning, then

Miss Addie weeded hers in the twilight. If Miss

Addie went for her Hicksville Weekly on a Friday

evening, Miss Aggie waited until Saturday morn-
ing to get her paper. Only one rocker now graced

each porch. The rocker on the north porch had its

back to the south ; the rocker on the south porch had
its back turned to the other. On Sunday morning
two front doors clicked shut at exactly quarter past

ten ; a lonesome, spare figure walked sedately down
one side of the street; a lonesome, plump person
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trotted demurely down the other. The birthday

week came and still no signs of reconciliation.

"'^: But on Monday evening just before closing time,

the local florist made the sale of a big red geranium.

The following evening he made a late sale again.

Another geranium—this time a large pink one. •

Wednesday morning—the birthday—Miss Aggie

went out early to the front porch to dust the lone

rocker and lo and behold ! She beheld the geranium
on the green stand. She almost sobbed aloud, "She

^she brought it back. She hates me, and Fm so

lonesome.** But wait; this wasn't the plant she had

just placed on her neighbor's porch. Her heart

leaped with joy.

Across the picket gate on the porch, stood a tall

form gazing with tightly closed lips at a geranium
on her own porch. "Well, I done the best I could.

If Miss Aggie wants to be such a stubborn li'il fool,

I reckon I can't help it." But something suddenly

averted her gaze; for this was not the plant she

placed on Miss Aggie's porch.

A light began to dawn on her just as a trembling,

happy voice across the way called, "Addie, Addie,

won't you come right over?"

"I'm comin'! And a happy birthday, Aggie!"

'Thanks, and happy birthday to you, Addie!"

\d::r-r;:..,s^y'''^^ . J. S. Lyons,

Sophmoore Pre-Med.

, /,

; WHY MEN GO GRAY
OOD morning. Peg! The boss just went to

the bank so I thought I'd drop in for

a few minutes. Where did you go last

night?" .: ^v--:-^v; ::,;:..;.. v.;:.-.^-;::---:;:^:^

"Mary, I never spent such a disagreeable evening

in all my life! Sit down and I'll tell you about it."

Mary Barker drew a chair close to Peg Clarke's

desk while the latter neatly put away a typewriter.

Then Peg began to narrate her fearful experience

of the previous night.

"I was all alone, wonderriig what I could do for

excitement when I received a 'phone call from Bill.

He asked me if I'd like to attend a track meet. Of
course I didn't have the slightest idea of a track

meet, but rather than remain home alone, I an-,

swered in the affirmative. When we drove to

Punchard High School gymnasium I wondered if I

had heard him correctly, for I knew there were no

tracks there. But like a big sport I went in with

him. There were wooden steps all around the walls

with a few people scattered here and there. We sat

down on one of the steps and before long I knew
why it was called a track meet. People began to

pour in, and everyone left his tracks on my new

tr

n

dress. Talk about annoyance! I began to wish I

had stayed at home."

Mary drew up closer to her friend and told her

to continue.

"When all the seats were occupied, a crowd of

boys, scantily clad, appeared on the floor and ran

around like maniacs. Those in the red underwear
sat down on the floor at one side of the gym, while

those in white sat directly in front of Bill and me."

"Really!"

"Everything was quiet until some man in the rear

fired a shot at four of these boys. Maybe they didn't

run! Two more men tried to stop them with a

piece of string, but they easily broke this and kept

running. They escaped injury allright, but I nearly

fainted from the shock. Everyone was glad to see

the boys escape and they cheered loudly."

Mary's eyes opened wide as she sat there amazed,
astonished, thinking of the fearful happening.

"The same man continued shooting until his sup-

ply of bullets was exhausted. Even the police offi-

cers didn't stop him! Bill was as nervous as a

child, but you couldn't blame him, could you?"
'Why, no. It must have been terribly exciting!"

'After the noise had subsided, a stout gentleman
announced that a record had been broken by one of

the boys. It knew that they would break something
—they ran so fast. He shouldn't make the boys pay
for it, though, since it was the villain in the rear

who caused them to run."

How did you ever stand it?"

'Well, shortly after the announcement of the ac-

cident, four from each side of the gym started a

game. They leaped over miniature goal posts

—

each trying to act more graceful than the previous

one. Someone who resembled your cousin won the

game, as he was first to knock the bar down three

times. Gee, what applause he received."

"I don't think it was my cousin, because he seldom
wins a game. What else happened?"
"Nothing took place for a few minutes. Then a

great, big, overgrown boy threw a cannon ball in

the air. Luckily, it did not explode, but it came
pretty near hitting a small boy who wore large tor-

toise shell glasses. You should have seen the dwarf
try to hurl it back again ! Finally, he had to roll it.

Even if it did strike, the fat fellow would not have
been hurt, because it had no force behind it, what-
soever. Several other near giants attempted to hit

the poor child, but he was clever enough to evade
their hurls. When he tried to throw it back at

them, I was forced to laugh."

"I was just beginning to enjoy the affair, when
another shot was fired. That was sufficient. I told

Bill that we would leave immediately, and though he

ti-
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persisted in remaining for a few more minutes, I

finally persuaded him to start for home. He was

very much peeved, but he didn't say a word. On

the way home he muttered something to the effect

that the 'Relay' race was the most important. The

Malay race is what he meant to say, I suppose, only

he was excited. Anyway, I said the Caucasian was

far more important. He threw up his hands in the

air and uttered an oath under his breath. I don't

know why he should be angry, but whether he likes

it or not, I'll never go to a track meet again."

*'I don't blame you. Say, did you hear about—"

She stopped short at the sound of the approaching

steps of her "Boss."

"Gosh, Peg, he expects me to have four letters

typed when he returns."

With this she slammed the door behind her.

John Foley,

Sophomore A. B.

%
f

*'Jack, I love you because you're the sweetest cadet

in all the world."

"And I love you, dear, because you're so frank and

truthful."

TONY^S FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH A
TELEPHONE

Tony: "What's a dis—wha' chu col' telepho'?

How's me gone-a-cetch-'im opp my compare? You

kno' my compare Alfonse Guisseppe Sacreamato?

He's bigga frien' my—nica fello'. Yo kno' heem?"

American Friend : "Tony, I don't know your—who

ever he is, but I'll show you how to get him. Simply

get the operator
—

"

Tony : "What's a Mar'—noting wrong me. I me

o'right—Ino need doc."

American Friend: "No—no Tony. .Here—you

pick up this receiver, then wait for the girl to say

hello—she's the operator. Tell her your number.

You see?"

Tony: "0!—Yes! Me see—you take-a-dis like-a-

dies (in taking received he almost pulls receiver

with him.

r riend : "No— No, Tony, you'll break the phone."

Tony: "Ah—Ye'. 0! That's I'right. I try—

»allo! 'Alio! Ma whatsa mar' wid disa tele-

phon?"

PHILIP HARRISON

Walk-Over Boot Shop and

Gentlemen's Outfitter

826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Frank W. Prickitt, Ph. G.

APOTHECARY
i^OSEMONT, PA.

Prescriptions and Sick Room Supplies

a Specialty

Telephone, Bryn Mawr 193 Established 1885
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SEVILLE THEATRE
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A Treasure House of Spanish Beauty, dedi-
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Supreme Photoplays
Superior Novelties
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Direction Mr. Harry Fried

T
..r^''-
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^ ". Operator: "Number, please."

Tony: "Gimme one, tu, three, my compare tele-

phon."

£ Operator: "What?"
.

Tony: **Ye'! My compare, he live on turteen

; street;" ^. -.-;.::;.. ,.;:.•.,. ,

;: Operator: "What?" -^^^^^^^^^^^^
'

Tony (his patience spent) : "Ma non-ju-lano* som'

: i yather ting!"^''-''
'"•- -•^-''^^'^ .•..••"••

.•V^-

Friend: "You didn't give the young lady the right

number." ;;^ :- ;>

Tony: "Wha* chu se"—I no giba—non ju tol heem
about my compare?"

Friend: "Here's the number, Belmont 056-W."
Tony: "0! 'Scuse me—Alio!—0, fi, sita—duble-

yu—Belemonde—^ That's rite."

a Strange Voice: "'Alio!—'Alio!"
Tony: "Chi Alio e alio!—I wange my compare. Ef

yu sonamagun non ju geta mef from where I cuta

yu neck dith do raye. I wanje may compare Al-

fonso."

strange Voice : "That'sa my name—w^hat chu

wanne now?" v ;

: Tony: "O yu my compare—0!—'Scuse me mio
compare—why non yu tella me *hoo yu wuz?"
Compare: "That's orite compare."

Tony: "O'rite, compare, goodbye." (To Ameri-

Established 1837 Incorporated 1919

Robert Shoemaker & Co. Inc.

W" WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

,
Manufacturers of .^w'-^V-

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES

PAINTS AND VARNISHES
; ;.;

Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets

Philadelphia

S. PAGEL&SON

45 Years at 44 East Main Street

NORRISTOWN, PA

B09T0NIAN SHOES FOR MEN

can friend) : *That-sa nize telephon—0! demmit! I

forget a talk wid my compare. I losta fi cent—

I

losta wane nick."

Note : Compare means Godfather.

V. A. DiGILIO,

Senior Pre-Med.

Genius

Harold (stopping the car) : *T can't drive any

farther for a while. My wrist is asleep."

Betty : "How original
!"

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Cigarettes

Stationery
.

Magazines

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue - Bryn Mawr
Parker Pen and Pencil Sets

MICHAEL TALONE
Cleaner TAILOR

1123 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr—Rosemont

Dyer

Special Discount to Students and Faculty in

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.

Your Patronage Solicited

Delivery Service

i

<Lm^

»f

t.^^-

i

It ^V >^
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WILLIAM J. ROGERS Telephone Bryn Mawr 1236 FALCO COLADONATO

ROGERS & COLADONATO

Athletic Equipment

CUSTOM MADE AND READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING

853 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite the Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn Mawr, Pa,

CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING REPAIRING, SCOURING, ALTERING

Moore's Pharmacv

Drugs, Stationery

School Supplies

Candies

LANCASTER AVE.. BRYN MAWR, PA.

MARY M. McGARVEY

Dry Goods, Notions and Men's Wear

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE, ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students' Supplies and Greeting Cards

GARRICK THEATRE

KEITH VAUDEVILLE and

STANLEY PHOTOPLAYS

Reserved Seats

Phone Norristown 1271

GARRICK SUGAR BOWL

CANDIES, ICE CREAM AND SODA

Stop in After the Show at the Garrick

NORRISTOWN, PA.

•"^
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There is absolutely no substitute for Butter

(:

ITaJ

fCURNSE
BUTTER

P. F. BROWN & CO.

%1 SOUTH FRONl STREET

PHILADELPHIA
., .)

97% Food Value—100% Pure
* .!.''»

Always the same delicious flavor

SOLD BY GOOD GROCERS

'C

" LM t*

t

JOHN H. JONES

MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS

Reliable Goods at Reasonable Prices
.'.. .'^

117 WEST MAIN STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.

Wildman Building. Phone 969-R

Connelly's Service Station

:/
:.'

;:'^},::: gas — oil ;;;i:::;::'rv^^^^^^^^

Tthan Avenue and Lancaster Pike

Villanova, Pa.

The Nearest Gas Station to the Campus

«/

William L. Havden

HARDWARE

Locksmithing

838 lAxNCASTER AVENUE

iVoBRYN MAWR, PA.

Penn Hotel and Restaurant

^..^•

Best Service

Open Day and Night

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Let us take care of you when in town

- w<^

"SANTA CLAUSES"

SFWfENCe:

P>ACKA6.e Ar*0 Al^So POUA/0 T To ^F
A SOX OP CK^ARS, &Ur HE f^BRBLY

the: sPM^ir behind the o-ift whkhCOKiNTS f^OST.^^

R
L

K/ND>» FLAT ON ruNOS JZa H^:^
I'LL Buy HFf^ /^ , _- ^J>^'*7

DOWN PRerrv Low woxv.

ur

A fellow was arrested for stealing eleven bottles

of whiskey, but was not convicted because the judge

could not make a case of it.

It Made a Difference

*Top, I got in trouble at school today and it*s your

fault."

"How^s that, son?" .; ..

^'Remember when I asked you how much a mil-

lion dollars was?"
. /'Yes, I remember." '-^"^ '' ^ ^ •;

**Well, 'Helluva lot' isn't the right answer."

To avoid criticism, say nothing, do nothing, be

nothing.

A school inspector, visiting a local school, asked

the following question

:

"What does the word 'Nought' mean?"

After a protracted silence a little boy raised his

hand and said:

"Please sor, it's what ye gave me for watching

yor car at dinner-time."

>*

A colored woman suffering from a severe tooth-

ache went into the office of a "Painless Dentist," so

advertised on the window. As he started to work

on her, she said: "Now, maybe you is painless, but

ah ain't."

Life has three doors. There's the door marked

"Push" and the door marked "Pull," and there's the

revolving door.

"Why can't you read that part of your shorthana

notes?"

"Don't you remember? That's where you tickled

me.
>»

'Tis better to have laughed and lost, than to have

lived and died rich and grouchy.

Now for our morning exercise:

One, two, three—SMILE !

One, two, three—SMILE !

REPEAT and keep it up all day.
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'
' A Clever Ending

The great humorist lay dying. His face pale; his

breath came in protesting gasps; his pulse fluttered.

The famous specialists cast significant glances be-

tween themselves. >;..-.
*There's-no-hope?" Ilfe^asiked tlieitl.

Their heads shook sadly and in unison : **No hope."

The great humorist beckonec^ to me. "Jim, old

boy," he whispered in my ear, "bring me—^my—

-

shoes, please."

I carried them to the dying man's side. Weakly
he thrust his feet from beneath the covers. "Put
them on for me, Jim," he whispered, growing visibly

weaker from the effort of speech.

.1 saw that the end was near. To humor him, I

drew the shoes over his feet. He lay back satisfied.

Unable to restrain my curiosity even in the presence
of death, I asked him, "Why did you have me do
that?" ;.,. .... ,.,.:.....:;;;;.'..

^

"So I won't stub my toes when I kick the bucket,"

the great humorist replied.

\-''-B.,.., :-:.
.. -.. ... -;y--: BY GUMP.

„ '

' '

,•
' '•' ." ',. ,'..'' •, . •

' '". '

' ," ••
!

'

.•':'•"'
J'''

Freshman (pointing outihe college window) : "Is

she 'old ?".,,.... ^-•^-..v<.vv.'<^..••^ :>;. >.;:;':..

Sophomore : "Old ? Why when they brought in her
birthday cake last year, twenty passed out with the

.heat from the candles.

The One: "Did you take those papers I gave you
to the blacksmith?"

The Other "Yes!"

:

:' The One: "File 'em?"

:; The Other:. "No, forged 'em."
;.

It's a tough life, said the student, as he tried to

cut his steak.
!

Warden : "How did you like that chicken we had
for dinner?"

Prisoner: "That was not chicken! That was
fowl. .

,

-' ...'''.;'

Thug: "Hands up." ^

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

: !

Victim: "Are you a thug?"
Thug: "No, a palmist; you're going to have a fi-

nancial loss." -:.: ,./ :-^.::--'.:'y^;::' :-.

;;: What do you think of Prohibition?

yi Oh!! Well!—that's better than no liquor at all.

Jack to Jim: "That fellow certainly knows his

oats."

A voice from the rear: "Yea! All donkeys do!"

4i

Frosh: "I'm God's gift to the women."
Soph: "Yea? And God's plague to the men."

Starting Young
Ma: "I want to speak to you about Junior. He

doesn't like to work and gets that Jones boy to do
everything for him. I don't want to have a lazy,

good-for-nothing son."

Pa: "Lazy! My stars! He shows executive
ability."

WHAT'S WRONG HERE?
;^ A,^ It seems I simply cannot think

U >
: ,^ Of anyone but you

;

• V Some nights I do not sleep a wink, ;;,

,

'

; y And often I'm so blue.

_;.. I pale and tremble when you're near;

: ; . ;

'

' I hate to see you go.

Respect you deeply, yet, my dear
You stir my libido.

I've all but lost desire to eat;

And wish to (I'm a Scot),

Spend dough on you, now, tell me sweet

—

Am I in love or not?

(From the Jewish)

Philip Marshall,
Sophomore Pre-Med.

> ^1.

t

^iK*-
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THE GREATEST ECOxNOMY
of purchasing Wanamaker & Brown Clothing is not so much in the moderate price you pay, but in

the remarkably satisfactory service which the clothing gives.

Ready-to-Wear Suits and Overcoats for men, young men and boys.
,

Special^ Department for the Clergy recognized pre-eminent in the building of clothing for the Clergy.

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market at Sixtli Street, Philadelphia

SINCE 1866 CONSISTENTLY SUPERIOR

IC E^^^^tEM\.'S^\,I^

New York Philadelphia

When in nee d of a Tuxedo or Dress Suit

for any of the social occasions

See

NEUBAUER'S
1035 WALNUT STREET

Phone, Walnut 2618

Suits Leased for All Occasions

CONNELLY'S

Florist

ROSEMONT, PA.

Flowers for All Occasions

Bell Phone 3086

G. COLE
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Expert Work and Quick Service

1 1 1 W. MAIN STREET

NORRISTOWN, PENNA.

Satisfied Customers that's why we are
always busy

COOK'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

f^/
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Bigger Book
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Bigger
,
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Villaiibva

Boost

heiU

Air

The Belle Air

wishes

All Villanovan

Readers

A Very Merry

Christmas

Boost

Belle

Air

.' -I..- ,. ..I.'

WINTER-TEX
>^^'

<.;;^"^^W: Overcoat
. Winter-tex is just as wonderful a winter overcoat as Knit-

tex is a topcoat. They are both made by the same firm.

Winter-tex is both smart looking; and sturdy. It has the
. rich appearance of an imported overcoatinR combined with
lonjr wcarinjf (lualitics.

It comes in so many bL>autifuI shades that we can suit the
taste of every man. :, v.\^/^ •,'.... .o-;- '-[^i ..,

' V/
'

<:.., ';^•,V;•,^,

Double breasted or single breasted ' . :.

Price $50'-^::M-SS
AU n'J^u*"© Winter-tex Overcoats have tbe

Winter-tex label

BLOCK BROS,
NORH'STOWN PA.

BRING THIS AD. WILL ftEFUND CAR FARE.

J. E.()ALDWEIJ. & Co.

Jewelry

Silverware

Watches

Stationery

'C':':'-^^ „PRIZE CUPS ' '-
•

^

:.Vv Vases, Bowls, Tankards and

K'W'!''.: TROPHIES'^>'"

in precious metals, silverplate, copper and

bronze.

Medals, Pins, Shields

College Insignia

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut Street below Broad

^

A FLAPPERS'S LAMENT
Sundays belong to Eddie;

My Mondays go to Phil

;

Tuesdays are claimed by Teddy

;

' Wednesdays are spent with Bill

;

, Harold has the Thursdays;

Fridays drag in Moe;
There are many, many worse days

Than Saturdays with Joe.

They rush me in the morning;

They rush me in the night

—

(Don't think that I am kicking,

So far, it seems ail right.)

They rush me in the springtime;

They chase me in the fall.

But on birthdays and on Christmas

There's no sign of them at all.

(Translation)

ADMIRATION
She's wonderful and beautiful

—

That girl I have in mind

;

She's different, so much different

From the ordinary kind.

She never spends my money
With a grin, as most girls do,

But tells me to hold on to it:

She has my point of view.

She's not ashamed to walk with me
If I am not dressed right;

While other girls are bound to say

—

"Aw, go home—flay a kite"

!

I like her type—admire her,

But still I must insist

Girls like the one I have described

Simply don't exist.

(Translation)

If you call a man in charge of a library, a li-

brarian, does it necessarily follow that you should

call a barber a Barbarian?

Latest Song Hits

Butchers' Song: Butcher Arms Around Me,

Honey.

Hotel Song: Hotel Me Where My Baby's Hiding.

Waiters' Song : Show Me the Waiter Go Home.

Hook and I Song: Hook and I Be Sorry For.

Police Song: Police Play for Me That Sweet

Melody.

Elsie Song: Elsie You in My Dreams.

Haberdashers' Song: Underwear My Baby Is To-

night.

Orange Juice Song: Orange Juice Sorry You

Made Me Cry.

Olive Song: Olive, My Baby.

Phew Song: Phew Knew Susie Like I Knok Susie.

Eskimo Song: I'm Sitting on Top of the World.

Cruelty Song: Paddling Madeline Home.

Wagon Song :Four-Wheel Rally Round the Flag.

Elevator Song: Otis Me Again.

Let me have some

»»

Diner: "I'm on a diet, waiter,

extract of beef."

Waiter: "Here you are, sir.'

Diner: "What's this?"

Waiter: "Your milk, sir."

Heard at a Dinner

Two negro maidens were seemingly enjoying an

afternoon concert at the park pavilion. One turned

to the other and said, "Mandy, does yo-all know wut

am that piece de band am playin'?"

"Sho' ah knows," replied Mandy. "Dats de re-

frain frum Faust."

"No, asserted the other, whose music was

Asthma, "Yo' don' know yure music. Why, dats de

refrain from Ida."

"Dere's a sign—go see !" prompted the corpulent

one.

Asthma went over to read the sign and soon re-

turned. "We is bofe wrong, Mandy," she declared.

"It am de ^Refrain from Expectorating.'
"

F. Palacio : "I weight three pounds more than you

do, Ralph, the wager is mine."

Ralph : "You cheated ! Don't you think that I saw

you put your hands in your pockets."

There's little Peggy, a wonder. She can write

with both hands.

How so?

She's a stenographer..

Can you give me the definition of a debt?

A debt—— is

What, you can't give me a definition of a debt?

No, sir.

Well, you're lucky.

Hei "You dance admirably well."

She : "I am sorry I can't say that much about you."

He: "Oh! do as I have done, lie shamelessly."

i

Prof.: "Could you tell me what is a square foot?"

Stud. : "Well, that's a freak. Prof.

'»»> .*
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Customer: "What width must an arm band be for

mourning?" - •
-

/' ^

-

Clerk: "It depends on the affection you have for

the deceased/*

/ , Customer: "Then give me a shoe lace, it was my
mother-in-law/- V ••,v::^

Chip: "You have said jackass several times in my
presence. Are you looking for a fight?

Hunk : "No such thing. Do you think you are the

only one in world."
,1 ' . ' • • ^ i < * ^v,.

'''*,•'*'..''''•'

,' Soph. : "Say, Frosh, what are you taking up in

, college?" V ^ •

;

Frosh. absent-minded) : "Oh! Anything I find

loose." , o ,;.

Jim (sitting with John in the Cafeteria and no-

ticing John placing spoons in his pocket) : "What
are you doing, John?" x :. •

John: "Following out th^ doctor's orders. He
told me if I want to get well I must take two tea-

spoons after each meal."

Goldfine (persuing through a magazine): "Say,

Halpern, what is a tonsorial parlor?"

Halpern : "It's a place where you have your tonsils

bobbed." „
-^'^^'.^'''^/'/~^''-':^^^^^^

Jack: "Tony, why are you moving? . You've been

living there for nearly seven years."

. Tony: "Yea! We just found out that we have no

bathtub."

Ho : "Why is getting up at 5 o'clock in the morn-
ing like a pig's tail?

Bo : "Twirly, twirly.'
>»

A few freshmen thought they would play a joke

on the biology teacher. They went into the campus
and caught a grasshopper, a frog and a horse-fly.

Thinking they could have some fun they took the

legs from the frog and placed them on the grass-

hopper and took the wings from the fly and' glued

them on the grasshopper. They brought the queer-

looking insect to the lab.

"What kind of a bug is this?" they asked the pro-

fessor.

"Did it hum when you caught it?" he asked of

them.

'Yes," replied the boys, nudging each other.

'Then," said the professor, "it's a hum-bug."

<<-

iif

Some men were camping in the woods and among
them was an Englishman.

Soon after dark a terrible howl was heard.

Nobody seemed much alarmed, but the English-

man jumped up and cried.

"What is that?"

"It's an owl," his friends told him.

"I know it is an 'owl," he said, "but what's 'owl-

ing?'"

A Student was badly in need of a bottle to put

some solution he had in his room in. Stepping into

a nearby drug store he asked to see some bottles.

After the clerk had showed him one that suited him
he asked the price of the same.

"Well," said the clerk, "if you just want the empty
bottle it will be five cents. If you want anything in

it, it will be free."

"Well," said the Scotchman, "put in a cork."
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(^istonu-r: "What width must an arm band be for

mouj'nin^?"

Clei-k : 'it depends on the afi'eetion you have for

the deceased."

Customer: "Then giw me a shoe hiee, it was my
mother-in-law."

Chif): "Vou have said jackass several times in my
pi'esence. Are you lookiiiK ^'^^y a fight?

Hunk : "No such thiiiK- I^o you think you are the

only one in world."

Soph.: "Say, P'rosh, what ai-e you taking up in

college?"

Frosh. absent-minded) : "Oh! Anything 1 find

loose
yy

Jim (sitting with John in the Cafeteria and no-

ticing John placing spoons in his pocket): "What

are you doing, John?"

John: "Following out the doctor's oi'ders. He
told me if 1 want to get well I must take two tea-

s])oons after each meal."

(ioldtine (pei'suing through a magazine): "Say,

Ilaljx'rn, what is a tonsoi'ial parlor?"

Halpern: "It's a place where \'ou ha\e youi* tonsils

bobbed."

Jack: "Tony, why nrv you moving? 'i'ou've been

living there for nearly seven years."

Tony: "Yea! We just found out that we ha\'e no

batlitub."

Ho: "W^hy is getting up at 5 o'clock in the morn-

ing like a pig's tail?

Ho: "Twirly, twirly."

A few freshmen thought they would play a joke

on the biology teachei*. They went into the campus

and caught a grasshopper, a frog and a hoi*se-liy.

Thinking they could have some fun they took the

legs fi'om the frog and placed them oti the grass-

h()i)i)er and took the wings fi-om the tly and glued

themon the grasshopper. They brought the (jueer-

looking insect to the lab.

"What kind of a Inig is this?" they asked the pro-

fessor.

"Did it hum when you caught it'.^" he asked of

them.

*'Yes," rei)lied the boys, nudging each other.

"Then," said the professor, "it's a hum-bug."

Some men were camping in the woods and among
them was an Englishman.

Soon aftei" dark a terrible howl was heard.

Nobody seemed much alarmed, but the English-

man jumped up and ci'ied.

"What is that?"

"H's an owl," his friends told him.

"1 know it is an 'owl," he said, "but what's 'owl-

mg.^

A student was badly in need of a bottle to j)ut

some solution he had in his room in. Stepping into

a nearby drug store he asked to see some bottles.

After the clerk had showed him one that suited him

he asked the price of the same.

"Well," said the clerk, "if you just want the empty

bottle it will be live cents. H' you want anything in

it, it will be free."

"Well," said the Scotchman, "j)ut in a cork." - >;

"W'-; *.
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WWSo. 16th St.

\r*' .' '
. •

Ritt. 4940

Leading Specialists in Young Men's

SUITS, OVERCOATS, SPORT
SUITS

$40 and up

DE DOMINICK & BRAUN
Philadelphia

f • ,'v.

^

V-

r: •: ^'

V . >u

> VI

VILLANOVA COLLEGE

II BARBER SHOP

The Main Line's Most Sanitary

Tonsorial Parlor

LOUIS THE BARBER

Hours—9 A.'M. to 7 P. M.

f
;

Entrance—Opposite Football Field

•' I ;•/ 'VA

x-'-T'

WANKLIN'S
;•*,'' -i. V ».'-.^.' J

'.,^y 1 i,. ..»^t^ Af,

CANDY

Sold in the "Pie Shoppe
99

•.'••'.yj

',''-
.

•"•.

{•».:' - »./ V-

MICHELIS

For Winter and Spring

Blooming

Hyacinths, Tulips,

Daffodils, Crocus,etc.
Bulb CaUlog Free

5l8-5l6MARKETSt
Phila.
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It is an ORGANlZATIdN that supplies INDl^TRlAIi and ORDINARY INSUR-
ANCE to every member of the GATHOUG FAMILY

policies un#^ both IndUstriid and OrdiHaiy plans:

fdmier having Peipiuient Disability anj||)ouble and Triple Indemnity Benc^ts;

TtKt latter having pr(r^i(m fijr Waiver of Premiinn, Disabilify InoUne Benefits, and
Doable Indonnity Benefits.
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JOHN O'XSEFB^^Secretftry-treAMrer

CfitABLES M. TOWK, Vice-Fveddent
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Mawr Trust

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING PAQLITY

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

and Otiier Yafaiablea iTaken on Storage

FIPUP A. HARTi PMlde&t
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READY-TO-WEAR
and TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Melt's Furnishings

UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY
ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

Athletic Sports

REQUISITES FOR ALL
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

STRAWBRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

Philadelphia, Pa.
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CHOCOLATES CANDIES

WM. GROFF, P. D
Prescriptionist

SODAS MILK DRINKS

"Try a Groff Milk Shake"

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Opposite National Bank
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American Catholic Union
How many advertisements have you seen with the above heading? Have the words come

to have a particular meaning to you? ^; 9^^^

\M

It is an ORGANIZATION that supplies INDUSTRIAL and ORDINARY INSUR-
ANCE to every member of the CATHOLIC FAMILY

Special policies under both Industrial and Ordinary plans:

The former having Permanent Disability and Double and Triple Indemnity Benefits;

The latter having provision for Waiver of Premium, Disability Income Benefits, and
Double Indemnity Benefits.

MODERATE RATES .^
^ :

".
.

:;'„.. ;./ : \;\\;.vi:,.'V'.r'V-'vv."::.^y-:r';'

Home Office—The Parkway at Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN J. COYLE, President

JOHN O'KEEFE, Secretary-Treasurer FRANK J. McSORLEY, Vice-President

CHARLES M. TOWN, Vice-President DR. E. J. MOORE, Medical Director

••t'.
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The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYN MAWR, PA.

'..•.•'..'*

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
i J.

Silver and Other Valuables Taken on Storage 1 ^^^^

PHILIP A. HART, President
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ J S. GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer

WILLIAM H. RAMSEY, Vice-President
{*' W. L. H. BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

JESSE H. HALL, Assistant Treasurer
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Men^s Clothing

READY-TO-WEAR
and TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings

-UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY
ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

Athletic Sports

REQUISITES FOR ALL
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

STRAW'BRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

Philadelphia, Pa.

CHOCOLATES
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JnllS FAITH unconquerable, his passion for

work irresistible, his accomplishment tiot sur^

passed in the annals of invention, Thomas Alva
Edison has achieved far more than mankind can

ever appreciate^ February eleventh is the

eightieth anniversary of his birth*

Wherever electricity is used—in homes, in busi-

ness, in industry—there are hearts that are con-

sciously grateful, that humbly pay him homage*

GENERALELECTRIC
95-255B

=^J^7&
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O MODERN GIEL
O modern girl, in thee I see

My ideal image, cap-a-pie.

That subtle grace and modest air

About thy poise, so debonair.

Unfolds a longed-for dream in me.

,*.:

1
'/:

'/ .U-''.

;^; ,

: '.
'

' Blue sparkling eyes—soft brilliancy

!

And rosy lips—they seemingly

Eclipse all other sweetness rare,

modern girl

!

A winsome personality

—

Subdued, yet dainty Vanity

—

Beneath thy sparkling charms so fair

—

Demands our all-admiring stare.

And all, with magic mystery,

modern girl

!

'
*;'

' 4

'•.:/-'•.•:•..
•'

Alfred J. Panepinto, '27.
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MID' CYRIL
"Doddy, you know I love you, and I won't wait a

day longer ; I have plenty of money and will always

be able to support you."

;
- "But what will our parents say. Tommy? Surely,

we can never come back here again; we will have

to live like waifs in a large city."

; .**Well, I am going away alone then tonight; if you
love me you will come and if you don't come, I will

know what that means, too."

"I'll go with you. Tommy, no matter what people

think, and we shall make the best of it."

This little episode was most assuredly the climax

of Doddy Lyden and Tommy Dunn's life.

Doddy was just sixteen years old; she was a

blonde, with beautiful large blue eyes and was said

to have an exquisite little figure for her years. She
was just five feet two. Now Tommy was very dif-

ferent from his little sweetheart, for he had very

black hair and large black eyes. He was nineteen

years old and had loved Doddy for more than five

years with a love that was equally returned for him
by her. ''•:'•:-'•••'

^;;V-;;;^;7:^

The two left that evening never to return. ' ''
'

A year later we find the young couple settled com-
fortably in an apartment in Chicago. Tommy is

the leader of a theatre orchestra and is making a

wonderful success.

But life is not always one smooth path;

Tommy's best friend, Bert Seemore, had secretly

fallen in love with Doddy. Determining to sep-

arate the couple, Bert persuades Tommy to prove

his love for Doddy by spending an evening with

another young woman.

Bert informs Doddy of her husband's unfaith-

fulness, expecting in this way to win Doddy. She

follows her husband and sees him leaving an

apartment, accompanying a young lady. Totally

convinced of his disloyalty, Doddy leaves on the

midnight train for New York.

Never suspecting Doddy's departure. Tommy
decides to tell her what he had done, and beg her

forgiveness, for he felt guilty.

We shall pass quickly over those very sad mo-

ments. Days and years. Tommy had spent alone,

wandering over the earth, looking for his lost

treasure, for his grief was indeed too deep for

human hearts and minds to understand.

But now we must find Doddy! Where could she

be? What would she be doing? Did she look as old

and sad as Tommy?
Doddy had much sense, as Tommy always told

her, so she fell back again to her childhood study of

the violin. After many years of difficult study,

Doddy is now famous as " *Mid' Cyril," the violin

artist.

Tommy could remain no longer as a leader of an

orchestra, but became one of the most severe music

critics. The years had changed his opinion of life;

he trusted no one now.
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Ten years it was since the disappearance of

Doddy, who was 26 years old, but looked only about

twenty. She was still very fascinating and had

many suitors, but she cared for none but Tommy*
She had heard of his severe criticisms and often

wondered just what he would say of her playing.

Tommy, who was now travelling extensively, had

just arrived in Venice at the time when "Mid Cyril"

was giving her concert. Tommy was not decided

whether he would attend the concert of this Ameri-

can artist or not, for he never criticized an Ameri-

can in a foreign country.

Doddy, realizing that Tommy was in the same city

as she, was indeed very nervous and afraid that he

would recognize her, if not by her person, surely by

her playing, for he had often told her he could

recognize her by her playing.

At last the evening came. Doddy appeared on the

stage, bowed and at the same time recognized

Tommy in the right hand box, but, through her

years of pain she had learned to conquer her feel-

ings. Tommy did not recognize Doddy and she real-

ized this; so to make him more impatient, her first

number was one of his favorites. He scrutinized her

appearance, then held his breath at the beautiful

selection. It brought before him memory of his

wonderful life with Doddy.

As the concert was nearing its end. Tommy recog-

nized Doddy and he was positive she had not seen

him.

ROSEBUDS

My beautiful, lovely, pink rosebuds.

With soft maiden-hair fern entwined.

Gave promise of exquisite pleasure

;

They were sunshine and sweetness combined.

Would they unfold each delicate petal

And open their hearts to the sun,
. .:, ..

Then become full-blown marvelous roses

To increase my joy ere they were done?

Alas, one brief night did they tarry

!

With light heart yet anxious next day,

I looked at my love given flowers.

For the fairy-like fragile bouquet.

A cruel blight had smitten the blossoms

And low dropped each pink flower head;

One only smiled back a wan greeting.

The others were withered—were dead

!

Gladys M. Hegner,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

He was picturing the scene which he thought

would follow the concert; that of Doddy once more
in his arms, but it was quite different from what he

expected. After the concert, Doddy made her final

bow to her applauding audience, Tommy sent his

card to her room. On it was mentioned that he was
a music critic and wished an interview. •

Doddy accepted and sent her word of approval.

Tommy enters; Doddy is introduced; their eyes meet

and Doddy, although she was inclined to break

down, acted as if she had never known him before.

He was stunned and heart-broken over his recep-

tion. Since her maid was present, he could not

speak in the manner he wished. He first compli-

mented her on her playing, then told her of his life,

and how her first selection had brought back

memories. It was like a confession for Doddy, for

she never realized that he had suffered so much
since she left him. She had heard the truth now;
what would be right to do? But it was not for her to

decide just now, for Tommy saw and knew.

"Mid Cyril" had disappeared from the lights of

fame, as she had first disappeared from her home
and Tommy, and was now just Doddy in a pretty

little home with her Tommy.

Miss Eddie Morrissey,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

THOUGHTS

When the king sinks down the snow white canyon to

Blessed rest,

Flaming to crimson the glorious west,

And twilight clothes the earth in gray

Thus hastening the end of day,

Thoughts, so tender and free.

Come gently stealing back to me.

Again, I seem your voice to hear

As gentle music very near.

These precious, blessed thoughts of you

I long for as does a primrose the dew;
For they relieve my tired mind
And make my heart more brave, more kind.

Thus, when beautiful Day blows^out her light,

Leaving us in dull twilight,

I kneel and pray that you, too,

Think kindly of me, as I of you.

Hazel Gunn,
Bronx, New York.
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|AMES!'* a heavy, imperious voice sounded

through the palatial residence. The speaker

was John S. Crook, multi-millionaire.

"Jarnes !" the temper of the financier,

very quick, was near the breaking point. A rustle

of curtains and. James, the cause of all the commo-

tion, entered the library. ."'V' "
•

The secretary was tall, well built, and with a

pleasing countenance. His eyes were brooding, like

those of one who worried much.

?^ "James, when I call, I wish you to answer imme-

diately. Call the car and prepare to accompany me,"

dictated the pompous master.

"Yes, sir, anything else you wish, sir?" The

frowning servility of the man pricked even the thick

skin of the master.

He was about to make some biting remark, when

the butler entered and announced

:

"Miss Pendleton to see you, sir!"

; The butler was excited, but his agitation passed

unnoticed. ' ^^ ''": ^

"Pendleton? Show her in!"

Stepping into the side room with James, Mr.

Crook gazed curiously at his unknown visitor. A
sight of her caused him to exclaim : "A peach."

The young woman was tall, slender and graceful

in every movement. Her beauty was startling. Her

eyes a snapping yet whimsical blue, the nose small,

and with a bewitching tilt to it ; the lips like rubies,

and the complexion, unaided by artificial naeans, pre-

sented a striking countenance.

Mr. Crook approached a mirror and began to re-

arrange his tie and cuffs. A glance into the glass

caused him to smile. What confronted him was a

short, powerful form, topped by a face which,

despite the dissipations of its owner, was still reck-

lessly handsome, and looked nearer forty than his

actual fifty odd years. The only marring feature

was the mouth, which was a trifle too hard.

Satisfied, Mr. Crook entered the parlor and with

his courtliest air, inquired the mission of his fair

visitor.

"I am Anna Pendleton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs,

James P. Pendleton of Manor Hill. I came to dis-

cuss the plans of the announcement of the engage-

ment of your son." :, /.r:-,,^,:,:

"Engagement? My son engaged? Who is the

fair vampire?"

"His fiancee is none other than I!"

Had a shell exploded beside him Mr. Crook could

not have been more surprised. A comprehending

look crept into his eyes, and he reached for his

check book.

"I suppose you have letters?"

"Yes, several."

"Well, what's your price?"

"Price, what do you mean?" The girFs voice was

fraught with surprise and a little contempt. .

"The price of delivering the letters to me and

severing connections with my son. Will twenty

thousand be enough?"

"You swine! Do you think I am that kind?

Oh ! I could kill you !" Half hysterical with anger,

the girl jerked open the door, upsetting the butler

who had evidently been eavesdropping, and hurried

from the house.

Crook laughed heartily, and remarked to his sec-

retary, James, who had been present during the in-

terview.
It

"Some nifty actress, eh? She*ll be back today

with the letters and a demand for the money. Tell

the chauffeur I won't need him and before you go,

hand me that album."

As James picked up the book a -picture fluttered

to the ground. He stooped, picked it up and handed
it to Mr. Crook. The latter glanced at it, and then

answered the mute question in the servant's eyes.

"A Mr. Dewright, my former partner. He was
imprisoned years ago for embezzlement, and the

shock killed him. T'was good riddance, too, for the

whole family were crooks."

"I see," said James in a matter-of-fact tone. He
then retired to finish some letters.

After supper Mr. Crook called his secretary into

the library to dictate some letters. Before he could

start the door was jerked open and Mr. Crook's son

stood in the doorway.

"Well, John, what is it?" barked the father.

"Father, you have insulted me. What did you

mean by speaking to Miss Pendleton in such a man-
ner. She is the finest creature on God's earth, and
you have accused her of the lowest designs. I de-

mand that you apologize." There was all the Crook
arrogance and determination in his voice.

"Oh, you demand, do you? Suppose I refuse?"

^ ."Why, I'll eh eh "

it-Tes, you will eh—eh !" mimicked the elder. "You
who never could and never would, earn a penny, de-

manding!"
Mr. Crook then said something concerning Miss

Pendleton that caused the son to lose his head. With
a snarl, he drew an automatic.

Like a flash, James seized the gun, the shot enter-

ing the ceiling. The servants rushed in on hearing

the shot.

ii
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Licking his dry lips, Mr. Crook thundered.^ "Go

to your room sir, I'll see you in the morning.

In a daze, the son withdrew.

Ordering the servants out, the father then paced

the room like a tiger. Several hours la>r there was

a timid knock on the door. The door opened and

John, Jr., looking very shame-faced, entered.

"Dad, I lost my head, I'm sorry."

Was it imagination, or did the door open a trifle /

"That's all right, son, I acted like a fool. Shake!''

Two hands shot out, but they never met, for there

was a flash, and the father sagged like a punctured

sack

"Dad, what's happened?" The son eased his

father to the floor and was horrified to find his

hands covered with blood.

The shot awakened the servants, and they rushed

in. Raising himself slightly, Mr. Crook whispered,

"My son is innocent."
^ ,

The police were called, and after a few hours m-

vestigation, Miss Pendleton was arrested.

The case was rushed, and the last day of the trial

came.

Evidence had been presented showing that the

accused had been seen hurrying from the house. The

pistol used in the murder was proven to belong to

her, and this, coupled with the quarrel, led to her

conviction.

While waiting for the day of execution, John

searched diligently for clues which would lead to

the release of his sweetheart.

Disheartened and desperate, John went into the

library one evening, and absented-mindedly picked

up the album.

Paging through the book, he suddenly stopped as

though riveted to the chair, \vhile an exclamation

burst from his lips.

A quick telephone call to police headquarters and

several tight-lipped men speeded toward the Crook

residence.

Entering they found the son in earnest conversa-

tion with James, the secretary, who, as usual, was

cool and perfectly at ease.

Without a word, two of the men stepped forward,

there was a click and James was handcuffed before

he could make a move.

, "Read this," John grimly said, passing the album

to the captive.
^

Several of the detectives peered over the man s

shoulder and read aloud.

"This picture is that of Joseph Dewright, my

former partner. My secretary, James, is his son,

although he thinks I do not know it. I must dis-

charge him immediately."

Here was motive, opportunity and power, and the

detectives realized they had a good case.

"It's true," said James. "I am James Dewright.

For years I have bowed by head and answered

humbly, always waiting for revenge. The night of

the murder I slipped down the stairs, and with

murder in my heart and a .45 in my hand, ap-

proached the library door. The voice of my dead

mother dinning in my ears, caused m^ to pause. For

several moments I was torn between revenge and a

promise I had made my mother. Weak and ashamed,

I started to mount the steps. Something brushed

by me, there was a flash, and the shadow hurried

down the hall. Fear kept me silent, for I knew how

absurd my story would sound. Before God, gentle-

men, I am innocent."

The detectives smjkd disdainfully and prepared

to depart with their prisoner.

"Just a moment, gentlemen. Allow my butler to

serve you something before you leave," said John.

Pressing the bell, John summoned the butler.

The servant entered and received the order. As

he was about to leave the room, one of the detectives

turned to James and said, "By the way, where is

your gun?"

"Up in the desk. Let the butler get it," replied the

dejected James.

The telephone rang, the butler departed, and in a

few minutes appeared. Gone was the servile man-

ner. In its place the detectives saw a haggard face,

burning eyes and wolflike expression.

Heedless of those present, he turned to John and

whispered

:

"She dead, damn you, she's dead. My only daugh-

ter, and all the fault of your father. But I have had

my revenge !" A fiendish chuckle, and he continued,

"I shot him, and he's dead, but every night he has

come to my room, and begs me to confess ; I am the

master and he the slave. Can't you hear him?"

The awe-struck men listened, but heard nothing.

"Here he comes ! Get out ! Get out ! Do I have

to kill you again? Yes, I'll tell them, please go

away!"
Beads of sweat stood on the butler's brow, as he

talked. "That night I called Miss Pendleton on the

phone. I then waited till I saw her coming and then

shot the pig. He has caused the death of my
brother, and my daughter was dying, so I killed him.

But he won't go away, so I'll fool him."

Before anyone could move, the butler turned to

James and said, "Goodbye, nephew. You did not

know it, but I am your uncle. I am going to join

your mother!"

A flash, and the self-confessed murderer joined his

victim.

John and Anna are now a happy couple, while

James is their neighbor.

Edward C. Delahunty, Sophomore Business.
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' v; Tlhat Memoralbl© Dayg Jaeeary 1^ 1927

Exerpts from a Senior's Non-Uncensored Diary,

Found on the Campus, January 13, 1927.

. .Friday, January 7th, 1927:

: !; 6 A. M.—While snoring soundly, I heard a faint

;VV- tinkle—the sound increased in volume, till finally, I

.

' realized it was the alarm. ( * 7<U • • • % ) 5. A- M- • • •

^.Oh, yes; it was the first Friday. Hence, I-—---—

.
(The next part is omitted to prevent any "check-

ing up'' on our victim at hand.)

-" and I dis-

>>

yy

§ ; 9.40 A. M.—At the free hour,

cussed our "dates" for tonight.

"My broad's coming down from home tonite," he

sed— "Yep, I'm meeting her at Broad St. Station."

After a fev^ classes (details censored), a Senior

class reunion in "F" brought the whole tribe to-

gether on business.

12.05 P. M.—With the meeting over, the grand

rush ensued—something was being given out free.

Well ! ! A yard of it, too

!

^"They'll look the berries tonite, what say ?

"Hey—one to a man.'

"You got yours!"

•"Come on—all right, beat it.'

V The blue and white ribbon was passed out—no

one passing out during the commotion.

'/: 12.06 P. M.—To add to the strange, sudden sizzle,

;"- " saw me, and without trying to make a

getaway, paid me the jack he owed.
; •\-.-: ,'; y : ..!,'

All afternoon the "Ball" was rolling through the

5.50 P. M.—After a hurried bath and a more hur-

ried bite, donned the tux and "all that went with it."

9.00 P. M.—While getting out of the cab in front

of her home, I recalled the absence of cigarettes. (I

wasn't at the college now so I had to supply my own,

t?iis time.)

"Wait a second," I said to Mr. Crab of the cab^
"there'll be more business in there in a minute."

I started for the cigar store down the next corner

and see the taxi driver chasing me!

"Hey, there—where (x#?$%X&) you goin'—

Here's your bill!"

The sap ! He thot I was trying to gyp him out of

the buck twenty.

. "I was cummin' right back," I started, still not

knowing the real reason for the commotion. "Oh,

if you're in a hurry, here!" Gave him a check and

a quarter. (That made a jit tip—that's the way to

cure those furiated foreigners.)

<<i

(<'

When I gets back to "her's," he still has his boat

parked there and another one was behind his. The
old duck was parked on the top step arguing with
the Mrs. ! ! ! (Perhaps about the "more business"

I had made mention of ?.) After firing him, I mo-
tioned the other driver to wait.

9.10 P. M.—"You're a fine one^—that's a fine mess
—what's all the commotion about?" There were
some of the entree phrases of my prom partner.

'Oh, hello, kid."

1 just got up from a nap."

Proceedeth the mother and after a welcoming,
"Hurry up, now, and get ready"—to her.

While waiting, the aroma of the cigar was great.

Then I hear

:

She (in a strange tone of voice) : "Oh, I won't put
nothing like that on." Strange visions at the prom
came over me, smoking away on that, my first rope,

when soon I heard another remark from the jane:

"Why—what's the matter with that? That's al-

lowed!" (Well ! ! !)

"Oh, hurry up and get ready!" called back her
mamma.
She soon came out in record time. Her gown was

gorgeous. She was a splendor—her curly hair—the

gown^ one of those

(The description omitted due to those who may
have retentive memories.)

The gown length was also 0. K., and didn't make
me feel unkneesy. After a short discussion of the

evils of sleeves

—

10.00 P. M.—"Don't stay out all nite, now," came
from her mother after wishing us a gud time.

(Comfy arrangement in the taxi.)

"Ritz-Carlton." (The "James" part was said in

a super-elevated undertone.)

'Don't crush that chrysanthemum, now."
and if you hear any bottles at about 4

A. M. don't think it's the milkman."
• The hint was followed up and she asked

:

'You don't have anything on you, do you?'*

'Say!" sez I, "I'm dressed respectable, ain't I?
We're going to the Ritz—not the Garden of Para-
dise!"

"Oh, silly, you know what I mean!"
;• "No, of course."

(Conversation about New Year's Eve that fol-

lowed is necessarily skipped.)

10.30 P. M.—Yeah, Ritz!

"Belle Air Ball—next floor to the right."

Ergo
The favor, in a large box, disproved the "small"

package rule, for it "took" pretty good with all con-

<<'
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cerned. At least it was a little different. "Signed

up" my name and her's on a Belle Air year book

sheet—wonder why—but they all did it—and they

might be giving out something free.

Saw" " and exchanged greetings.

***
: "Pleeztameechu.'' Ditto on this for four knock-

downs. •

10.50 P. M.—My partner looked the "money"

when she was all set.

"Hya, — , see you at that corner after this

dance."

(The diaryman here was probably used to the first

part of this address from his daily routine (?)

"Oh—look at that gown !"

"The primitives wouldn't have had the nerve to

wear that up here, kid. I think it is entirely too

far."

"Far? That dress didn't come from Paris, what

are you trying to say?"

"Oh, now—well, what is the proper height of a

gown?"
"Not much over two feet, I'd adjudge at a first

try."

A man interrupted the girl's partner we speak

about.

12.00 P. M.—"Say, if she doesn't remove that

gown in a hurry, there'll be trouble."

The girl: "SIR!!!"

Music of Johnny Brown hot.

The jane felt fine—during the dance, and to the

eye.

"Next Dance?"

"Sorry, Jim—how bout number six?"

"Righto!"

12.17 A. M.—"See him? He teaches Mechanisms."

12.21 A. M.—"Oh, look—he teaches Business Law,

and there's our sewerage Prof!"

12.30 A. M.—During one dance, she asked
—

"If,

perchance, a lifesaver?"

To get in the atmosphere of the question, I looked

at her hair, imagined myself in mid ocean—seasick-

ness—what to do? Hence

—

12.40 A.M.—During the intermission, outs and

downs to the lobby. N. D. To the cigar store out-

side. BRRRRRRRRRR ! But the cause—was it not

just? Out lifesaving?

"Pack a Camels—Tarytons and 2 of Wintergreen

lifesavers."

12.49 A. M.—Sat in a more cozy location in the'

"corner." Smoked, with the wintergreens as "in-

between" flavoring.

1.02 A. M.—She remarked that some girl she

knew gave her an awful glance, probably because of

the cigarette

!

My—how shocking—how subtly smoky that sug-

gesting silent stare

!

1.20 A. M.—Jim came over and spoiled a perfectly

good chat and pose—and parked next. He offered

Chesterfields to us—but, "now wait a minute," I

thought, and pulls out the Tarytons. "Here's some-

thing better."

"Hot pup," says his partner (not in the same

words).

Lit four on one match—Ergo, no tuff luck. But

that proved the bunk, for the 6th dance started and

it was a waltz ! Tuff break.

Many footballers there, plus the famous coaches.

"John—and the Dellewa Lakawahanna."

She soon commented about someone she didn't

like.

"Mari and the telfo' Compani'."

"What a figure she has—and that face—and he's

^•so tall, stately and heavy."

'^ "Yes, my head, but she has 6 figures; a dollar

mark, and face value."

'2.00 A. M.—Then the last waltz started. Again,

as at the Junior Prom, I danced in on the marble

floor—leaving before the final strain to avoid the

rush for the wraps, etc." (?)

2.10 A. M.—No spills (?) when my coat was
handed back.

2.17 A. M.—How cold on Broad street!

2.33 A. M.—New York club-like atmosphere at the

chow-club, despite two cops coming out as we en-

tered.

Child's?— She was above that age.

3.12 A. M.—She was rather conservative on the

ginger ale, despite the fact that 4 quarts—1 gal.

More of our crowd there—great time.

3.24 A. M.—Chorus was the berries.

3.27 A. M.—"I don't like the Mayonnaise—I'll get

sick if I eat it."

Then came a confession—a publishable one

—

3.30 A. M.—"Guess I won't go to work tomorrow."
Ditto here about classes, despite the lucky buck

affair—I mean the fine system.

(Silent comment on check censored.)

. ;,: "We can get a street car, can't we?" she inquired.
" "It's morning now."

No comment.

"TAXI!"
Brrrrrrrrrrrrr—but soon, "nice and cozy in here,

isn't it, kid?"

She picked a few foreign topics for conversation,

but I didn't react very long to 'em.

"Cozying" more, and avoiding the chrysanthe-

mum, I started the last scene of the big, final act.

"Do you want to hear a little verse?"

(Details)

"Be yourself," she said, "you were never like this

before."
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"Oh, come on, *- -'," I entreated, trying to

ti-^

t^^
, ».

look into her ocular demonstrations from a much
more proximate viewpoint.

'Won't you be yourself?"

Well, this is the climax, *
', to the Senior

Ball—it comes but once in 4 years—or in a lifetime,

and gee, can't you understand?"
j

'
^

"Be yourself! TU scream now^'

; Then she'd do the burying stunt of head in hands,
.' so no go. ••/ \:r' 'y: ':\--:r;-^r^

: She had hold of both my hands.

;
"What are you going to scream about? Can't

; I hold your hands?"

I

"Yes, sure
—

" with a glance that spoke volumes.

; : > ' • (Here follows a detailed explanation.)

; ' "Oh, here we are!"

; As I fished for my jack in that deeply dented

pocket, she asked, "Aren't you going home in that?

. It's rather late—or early."

,: - Sed I didn't know if I could make it that far.

/ Formally dismissed him. (He would have been an
• "extra" anyway, no charge for a taxi extra, there-

fore, he was worth nothing, hence, the "beat it."

He travels ; on step awhile. COLD ! Still her hair

was waved ; still a radiance shone

—

(Space entirely too confined to duplicate this sil-

" lilloquy.) /';.^.,/;^;^•'•T'V;;>l^^« '//

College Bulletin Board Display

By Al. Panepinto, 77

She: "Oh, I forgot to bring my key!"

WOW!!!
. Her thanks for the nite followed.

"Does that include the whole nite?" I questioned

with a quizzical smile.

"Sure— :

"

"Even the last incident?" .'
.

"Yes, the whole time."

"That's a help—what are you crying about, or are

you cold? I thought I saw your eyes watery, but I

guess it's on account of your gorgeous locks above

'em.

(Good nite exchanges and repetitions lengthy.)

Home, James—I—I mean. Mitten

!

Stranded waiting for second "Service Speaking"

trolley, so cabbed it the rest of the way.

Didn't set the alarm, and dove in bed getting the

bucks ready to be paid Monday.

(Follows a sillilloquy during the hurried "un-

used-to" tux removal.

"BEST YETTE >>

Alfred J. Panepinto, '27.

1. Name omitted to prevent complications.

*. No time recorded from this part on. (???)

THE
BELLE AIR
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For a Bigger and

Better Annual
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FIRST AID
A knowledge of First Aid to the injured is an im-

portant requirement in fitting an individual to take

his or her place in life. If it is not stressed, it

should be ; for many and many instances have arisen

where persons were lacking in information and, as

a result, it went badly with the sufferer. The fate

of the wounded is largely determined by the first

treatment he receives. Since those near him have a

duty to administer it, it is necessary that they be in

a position to help in the correct manner so as to pre-

vent further harm being done, to relieve suffering,

and, possibly to save life. However, it must be re-

membered that first treatment alone is not sufficient.

Its primary function is to make the sufferer as com-

fortable as possible until the arrival of the physician

—who should always be summoned no matter how
trivial the injury may appear; for a harmless thing

to an inexperienced person may be very dangerous

in the eyes of one skilled. Thus the duty of him into

whose hands the injured has fallen is, to free the

unfortunate individual, to place him in the correct

position, and to remove, with gentle care, the cloth-

ing about the injured part. However, the removal

of excess clothing should be avoided, because injury

brings coldness and failure to comply with the above

would only add to the discomfiture of the patient.

The duties of the self-appointed caretaker are by no

means complete yet. He must act according to the

requirements of the case. Thus he must know how
and what to do.

A great deal could be said about First Aid. A
vast amount of literature has been written upon this

subject. It would be utter foolishness to endeavor

to discuss with complete detail each phase of First

Aid in the space allotted here. Furthermore, the

writer thinks that in ordinary life an intensive

knowledge is not absolutely essential. Hence the

various cases will be treated of as concisely as pos-

sible. ;';^-;::;>/r-'

It would be well to consider Bandaging first, since ^

it is so important in accidents and emergencies.

Bandages may be made of gauze, cotton, muslin,

rubber, etc. They are used for various purposes ; to

correct deformity, to support dressings, to hold

splints. They are known to us in several forms
among which the Roller Bandage is the most widely

used. It is a roll of cotton-gauze varying from one

to five inches in width and from three to ten yards

in length, depending on the part to be bandaged.

This type of bandage is to be preferred because of

the ease with which it can be handled and because it

can be used in many ways.

The forms of Bandaging: (1) The T-Bandage is

made by sewing one piece of bandage at right angles"

to another. It is used to hold dressings between the

thighs in place. This ^is done by wrapping one part

around the waist and the stem of the T being put

between the legs and up again to be pinned on the

portion around the waist. (2) The Recurrent

Bandage as applied to the head is made as follows

:

Make a few turns about the head with the bandage,

then bring it back and forth over the head until

covered. The whole is then made fast by adhesive or

pins. (3) The Spiral Bandage is applied to parts

whose circumference does not vary greatly. This

is formed by making several turns and then carrying

the bandage spirally up the limb so that the turns

overlap each other. (4) The Spiral Reversed Band-
age is applied to conical parts. It is similar to the

Spiral Bandages except each turn is reversed, that

is, in each turn the lower edge becomes the upper

edge. This is done so that the turns will snugly

overlap one another. (5) The Figure of Eight

Bandage is applied to the elbow, knee, chest, occiput,

and auxilla. This is formed by making several

turns first (in order to fasten) then by passing the

bandage downward obliquely on the flexor side of

the joint to just below the joint. Then a few turns

are made and the bandage is returned upward
obliquely and the figure eight is thus made. This

process is repeated until the injured part is covered.

(6) An excellent Hand Bandage in time of emer-
gency is made by placing a handkerchief on the palm
(near the fingers) of an upturned hand, so that the

loose ends are equal and hang, then pass each loose

end over the back of the hand obliquely, make a few
turns about the wrist and make a knot. But make
sure that the bandage is not tight at the wrist for

any length of time as the use of the fingers may be

impaired. Bandages on the hand can be kept in

place by using a glove with cut-off fingers. A glove .'

such as this is useful also in keeping dirt out of

the wound. (7) The Spica Bandage is a Figure of

Eight Bandage in which each turn overlaps the pre-

ceding one. (8) The Four-tailed Bandage is ap-

plied at various parts, for example, the instep, and
knee and lower part of the leg. It is made by tak-

ing a piece of muslin, etc., and tearing from opposite

sides to the center; thus making four tails. (9) The
Triangular Bandage is a very useful type and does

well in supporting dressings. It is applied to the

head (in the manner adopted by women to protect

their hair against dust when sweeping) ; to the el-

bow by taking a triangular piece of flannel, etc., and
passing the ends, representing the base angles, one
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nOh, come on, *- -',*'! entreated, trying to

look into her ocuhir demonstrations from a much

more proximate viewpoint.

"Won't you be yourself?"

''Well, this is the climax, ' \ to the Senior

Ball—it comes but once in 4 years—or in a lifetime,

and gee, can't you understand?" ;:v '/'*',
**Be yourself ! I'll scream now." .:';.'/:,; ^'v^

Then she'd do the burying stunt of head in hands,

so no go. .....•:,•..,. '.r/^::r'y, '.•;; -^^^ir: ..:' ry^.

She had hold of both my hands. - ;
•

"What are you going to scream about? Can't

I hold your hands?"
, :: X

"Yes, sure
—

" w^th a glance that spoke volumes.

(Here follows a detailed explanation.)

"Oh, here we are!'V. /\;VV''' -./V/ .>••;;:; ^'-^^
..••, ,,:.:.

As I fished for my jack in that deeply dented

pocket, she asked, "Aren't you going home in that?

It's rather late^—or early." '[.;:j:.\

Sed I didn't know if I could make it that far.

Formally dismissed him. (He would have been an

"extra" anyway, no charge for a taxi extra, there-

fore, he was worth nothing, hence, the "beat it."

\ He travels ; on step awhile. COLD ! Still her hair

was waved; still a radiance shone— -, -r, .-..:'. -y^i

(Space entirely too confined to duplicate this sil-

lilloquy.)
. ;

',':[
.-^^ :.: '-.:' 'K^ '\y'CY-:7,.:^-^:''V
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r College Bulletin Board Display

By Al. Panepinto, '27

She: "Oh, I forgot to l)ring my key!"

WOW!!!
Her tlianks for the nite followxHl.

"Does that include the ivJk^c nite?" I (luestioned

with a (luizzical smile.

"Sure
"

*'Even the last incident?"

"Yes, the whole time."

"That's a help—what aVe you crying about, or are

you cold? I thought I saw your eyes watery, but I

guess, it's on account of your gorgeous locks above

'em.

(Good nite exchanges and repetitions lengthy.)

Home, James—I—I mean. Mitten!

Stranded waiting for second "Service' Speaking"

trolley, so cabbed it the rest of the way.

Didn't set the alarm, and dove in bed getting the

bucks ready to be paid Monday.

(P\)llows a sillilloquy during the hurried "un-

used-to" tux removal.

4 FIRST AID

mT7i»>"BEST YETTE

Alfred J. Panepinto, '27.

.::' S '. ..
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1. Name omitted to prevent complications.

*. No time recorded from this part on. (???)
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LET'S GO!

FEBRUARY 26th

A knowledge of First Aid to the injured is an im-

portant reciuirement in fitting an individual to take

his or her place in life. If it is not stressed, it

should be; for rhany and many instances have arisen

where persons were lacking in information and, as

a result, it went badly with the sufferer. The fate

of the wounded is largely determined by the first

treatriient he receives. Since those near him have a

duty to administer it, it is necessary that they be in

a position to help in the correct manner so as to pre-

vent further harm being done, to relieve suffering,

and, possibly to save life. However, it must be re-

membered that first treatment alone is not sufficient.

Its primary function is to make the sufferer as com-

fortable as possible until the arrival of the physician

—who should always be summoned no matter how
trivial the injury may appear; for a harmless thing

to an inexperienced person may be very dangerous

in the eves of one skilled. Thus the duty of him into

whose hands the injured has fallen is, to free the

unfortunate individual, to place him in the correct

position, and to remove, with gentle care, the cloth-

ing about the injured part. How^ever, the removal

of excess clothing should be avoided, because injury

brings coldness and failure to comply with the above

would only add to the discomfiture of the patient.

The duties of the self-appointed caretaker are by no

means complete yet. He must act according to the

requirements of the case. Thus he must know how
and what to do.

A great deal could be said about First Aid. A
vast amount of literature has been w^ritten upon this

subject. It w^ould be utter foolishness to endeavor

to discuss with complete detail each phase of First

Aid in the space allotted here. Furthermore, the

writer thinks that in ordinary life an intensive

knowledge is not absolutely essential. Hence the

various cases will be treated of as concisely as pos-

sible. ;• .;-..;.v:vV;- ;• w.-y--- J
-;•.:;•'•. .„;'L'=-;::^; '../

-K'::'':"-'^-.
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It would be well to consider Bandaging first, since

it is so important in accidents and emergencies.

Bandages may be made of gauze, cotton, muslin,

rubber, etc. They are used for various purposes; to

correct deformity, to support dressings, to hold

splints. They are known to us in several forms

among which the Roller Bandage is the most widely

used. It is a roll of cotton-gauze varying from one

to five inches in width and from three to ten yards

in length, depending on the ])art to be bandaged.

This type of bandage is to be preferred because of

the ease with which it can be handled and because it

can be used in many ways.

The forms of Bandaging: (1) The T-Bandage is

made by sewing one piece of bandage at right angles

to another. It is used to hold dressings betw^een the

tliighs in place. This is done by wrapping one part ,

around the waist and the stem of the T being put

between the legs and up again to be pinned on the

portion around the waist. (2) The Recurrent

Bandage as applied to the head is made as follows:

Make a few turns about the head with the bandage,

then bring it back and forth over the head until

covered. The whole is then made fast by adhesive or

pins. (8) The Spiral Bandage is applied to parts

whose circumference does not vary greatly. This

is formed by making several turns and then carrying

the bandage spirally up the limb so that the turns

overlap each other. (4) The Spiral Reversed Band-

age is applied to conical parts. It is similar to the

Spiral Bandages except each turn is reversed, that

is, in each turn the low^er edge becomes the upper

edge. This is done so that the turns will snugly

overlap one another. (5) The Figure of Eight

Bandage is applied to the elbow, knee, chest, occiput,

and auxilla. This is formed by making several

turns first (in order to fasten) then by passing the

bandage downw^ard oblicjuely on the flexor side of

the joint to just below the joint. Then a few turns

are made and the bandage is returned upward
obliquely and the figure eight is thus made. This

process is repeated until the injured part is covered.

(6) An excellent Hand Bandage in time of emer-

gency is made by placing a handkerchief on the palm
(near the fingers) of an upturned hand, so that the

loose ends are equal and hang, then pass each loose

end over the back of the hand obliciuely, make a few
turns about the wrist and make a knot. But make
sure that the bandage is not tight at the wrist for

any length of time as the use of the fingers may be

impaired. Bandages on the hand can be kept in

place by using a glove with cut-off fingers. A glove :;

such as this is useful also in keeping dirt out of

the w^ound. (7) The Spica Bandage is a Figure of

Eight Bandage in which each turn overlaps the pre-

ceding one. (8) The Four-tailed Bandage is ap-

plied at various parts, for example, the instep, and

knee and lower part of the leg. It is made by tak-

ing a piece of muslin, etc., and tearing from opposite

sides to the center ; thus making four tails. (9) The
Triangular Bandage is a very useful type and does

well in supporting dressings. It is applied to the

head (in the manner adopted by women to protect

their hair against dust when sweeping) ; to the el-

bow by taking a triangular piece of flannel, etc., and

passing the ends, representing the base angles, one

< t
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on each side of the neck and tying them there, plac-
ing the lower arm in this support and then turning
the apex portion of the bandage over the upper arm
just above the elbow and pinning it to that portion
of the bandage. This throws the weight on both
shoulders and holds the arm in the correct position.

. :(10) The Fillet or Head Bandage is made by taking
;.
a rectangular piece of flannel and cutting a hole at

,' its center large enough to fit the patient's nose. Then
•tie it at the back of the head. This affords a good
bandage in supporting dressings of the face or eyes.

In the above paragraph ten forms of bandaging
were considered. These are by no means the only
known forms—there are many, but those mentioned
are suflficient for our purpose. And now it is a mat-
ter of propriety to go on with the treatment of First

.Aid by discussing the cases as to definition, cause,
and betterment of condition.

Burns may be caused by contact with anything
hot, for example, fire, hot metal, hot liquid, elec-
tricity and chemicals. The danger which they carry
varies with their depth and extent. A burn of great
depth and extension is very likely to be fatal; in

: .children this is especially true. If the clothing is on
fire throw the individual to the ground and wrap him
up in a rug, coat, or anything which might be used
to smother the flames. At any rate, do not allow
that person to run with his clothes afire because this
will fan the flames and help them claim their vic-
tim. Cut away the clothing and if any of it adheres
to the flesh do not attempt to remove it. In severe
cases the injured may be placed in a warm bath
and while there his clothing may be removed.
The usual procedure in treatment of burns is re-

lief or at least alleviation of pain, and then cover-
ing the body, or rather, the affected area with a sub-
stance which will exclude air. To carry out the
former apply sterile gauze moistened with salt solu-
tion (teaspoon of salt to a pint of water), or clean
cloths wet with sodium bicarbonate solution (sat-
urated), or in cases of very slight burns, wet the
part with alcohol. After some relief from pain has
been obtained dress with boric acid ointment or
vaseline or any fat that is not spoiled. In cases of
severe burns or scalds the part must be kept warm
and the air excluded. But applications of salt or
sodium bicarbonate solutions may be made. In cases
of acid burns the injured areas are to be washed
with weak solution of alkalies or bases such as:
Ammonia, soda solution (above mentioned), or lime
water. This should be done immediately and free
use of the solution should be made. Then treat the
burn as ordinary. In cases of burns caused by
caustic lime, lye, soda or potash, washings with vine-
gar, lemon juice, or some weak acid should be ap-
plied immediately. In cases of burns due to phenol

(carbolic acid), if external, alcohol, whiskey, or soda

solution should be appHed ; if internal, patient must
be given whiskey to drink.

Dog bites may be of inconsequence, but they may
also be very dangerous in their effects. The best

thing to do in such a case is to wash that part with

a peroxide solution or *'paint" it with iodine. How-
ever, if there is the least suspicion that the dog is

"mad" or diseased, consult a physician immediately.

Also have the dog examined for evidence of rabies.

If a doctor is unobtainable, cauterize the wound.
The first thing to be done in cases of snake-bites,

bites of other reptiles, and bites of vemonous insects

is to prevent the spread of the poison throughout
the system. This is done by binding a piece of rope,

cord, a handkerchief, or anything handy, about the

limb a little above the wound. If possible, suck the

poison out of the wound (poison is harmless in the

mouth unless there is an abrasion), then consult a
physician. If one cannot be reached proceed as fol-

lows: Neutralize the poison by some caustic which
might be on hand by wetting a stick or some pointed,

sharp instrument with the solution and rubbing
every part of the wound ; or, if there is no caustic,

make an incision and cauterize with a hot knife

blade or anything suitable. Then treat the wound
as ordinary and remove the ligature. If poison has
found its way into the system shock will be apparent
—give patient alcoholic stimulants, not in excessive

amounts, however, for intoxication will not help the

cause.

Choking is rather generally known, since at one
time or another we have all experienced it. It is

caused by something, for example, food particle,

saliva, etc., lodging in or near the windpipe. This
occasions much distress, and certainly much dis-

comfort at times. Choking, if very severe, may
bring about a suffocation.

It is very common among children. In order to

relieve a child thus affected, grasp its heels and hold
it upside down and slap the child on the back. This
may dislodge the troublesome object. For an adult
similarly encumbered slap him forcefully between
the shoulder blades. If the object is sufficiently

large enough to be grasped or dislodged by the
finger, do so. But if the breathing is not seriously
disturbed it is best to wait for the physician, since

unskilled manipulation might make the condition of
the suflTerer worse. If a child has swallowed a but-
ton, money, etc., no purgatives should be given. If

the swallowed object is sharp, allow the child to eat

bread, cheese, and potatoes, so that the sharp edges
of the object may be coated with these substances
and thus not harm the walls of the stomach.

(To be continued in the next issue)

Victor Digilio, Senior Pre-Med.
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|IT up there," yelled Mike, crowded into

mackinaws and a big blanket. "Git up
there for the love of Pete; it's a hell of a

cold night." As he was shouting these

words, he cracked his whip and the sleigh sped

swiftly forward, and somewhat slackened its speed

on the steep incline up the bank. As it neared the

top, there was a sudden crackling of branches to

the side of the road; a huge, dark form leaped out

of the darkness and in front of the horses.

"Stick up yer mitts and fast, Mike," said a hoarse,

gruff voice.

"What the hell," responded Mike. Before he
could realize what had happened, there was the cold,

hard barrell of an automatic thrust in his face.

"Snap out of it, now, I want your registered mail,"

came the command. "Get out of that sleigh."

The mail carrier saw that resistence meant sure

death and he clambered from his seat. Obeying
orders, he marched with stubbornness to the back of

the sleigh, and stood helpless with the muzzle pushed
tight against his ribs while the stranger scattered

the mail bags until he came upon the smaller sacks

containing the registered mail. After taking the

registered mail, he ordered Mike to turn his team
around and to beware, as he was covered. Mike
raced his team down the bank, shot over the bridge

and hit along the trail. With one mitted hand on the

reins he swung his other arm back and forth across

his chest, trying to keep warm. Talking and curs-

ing to himself he urged his team on, until presently

a light gleamed in the darkness. In a few minutes

he stopped his team before the small log cabin of the

Northwest Postoflfice. As the sleigh stopped, the

door swung open and the postmaster, Connie Thall,

appeared in the doorway.

"Who is it?" he shouted.

"It's Mike."

'What, back so soon?"—what's wrong, Mike?"
'Damn it, I've been robbed."

'Robbed," yelled Connie, for once showing rate

pep.

"Yeh—all the registered mail taken."

"How many fellows was there?" he asked the mail

carrier.

"Only one, and he was big enough," answered

Mike.

"Bring in those mail bags and I'll get a gun and
we'll try to trail that feller."

"Better hurry up," said Mike. "It's just startin'

to snow and it will be kinda tough to find his tracks."

In a few minutes Connie was ready, the sleign

swung around and started quickly along the trail.

t^^
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Arriving at the bridge, Mike stopped his team, and

hitching them to the rail, he followed the postmaster

up the bank.

"Jest about here it was/' he said gazing at the

ground. "See ! here's the marks of my runners

when I turned around. And here's his—damn that

snow," yelled Mike, as he pointed towards some

blurred footsteps. "Seems to me like these tracks

are headed for the river, but now I've lost them al-

together." To the surprise of both, Mike came

across some tracks of a wolf.

The falling snow had now hidden all signs of

tracks and both were forced to stop their search. As
they returned to the sleigh, from far off across the

snow-covered hills came a weird distant cry. The

cry of a wolf. A chilling shudder passed through

Connie's body as he climbed into his seat.

Late on a clear, cold afternoon the mail sleigh

pulled up before the Northwest Postoffice.

"Better git in and warm up a few minutes," Mike

told the traveler with him. The man obeyed and

followed the mail carrier into the comfortable, warm
room. While Mike was busy with the mail bags, the

traveler was very much interested in the crude log

walls, guns and snowshoes that hung on them, and

the beautiful wolf skin.

"That's a fine skin you've got there—must have

been a huge beast," he said to the postmaster, to

which the latter merely nodded.

"Many wolves in these parts?" asked the traveler.

"Some winters there are more than others. Last

season there were more than there are this season.

"Do you see many on the trail?" This time the

question was asked of the mail carrier.

"Yep. I see them lots of times hanging in the

shadows of the trees."

"Did any ever attack you?"

"No—but maybe they would if there was a hard

winter. Anyhow I ain't afraid of them—they don't

come near the trail often. But the one I'm afraid

of is the one that jumps out and swiftly points a

gun at yuh."

"Haven't any idea who it is yet, have you, Mike?"
asked the wife of the postmaster.

"None, Mrs. Thall. As I told you before he must
hide near the bridge and he is a tall fellow and a

purty fast guy."

"As big as ye?" asked Connie.

"No. He's a little bigger than you and has a lot

more speed than you will ever have." Turning to

Mrs. Thall, Mike said:
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"Don't seem to be much mail for you on this trip."

And then gathering up the sacks of mail and prepar-

ing to go, he added, "But I've got a pretty fair load

for Bush camp with me."
V "Much registered mail?" she asked.

"Darn right—I've got all the pay checks for all

the camps With me."

. .. "Do be careful, Mike," begged Mrs. Thall.

The night was clear, stars plentiful and the moon
cast its silvery rays down upon the snow-covered

hills, while a sharp northerly wind was blowing. The
man waiting at the bridge moved about, chilled and
impatient. His eye was fixed on the white trail

which lost its way among huge trees and the many
turns. As he listened intently for the slightest

sound, he heard one. But this was the howl of a

wolf which pierced the northern stillness. The man
turned with anxiety—this was not the sound he was

.

waiting for—this was a challenge of the wolf.

, : Presently he heard the tinkling of sleighbells in

the distance. He then quickly masked the lower part

of his face with his scarf and pulled his fur cap

over his forehead. And drawing an automatic, he

stepped back from the trail and squatted behind a

large tree trunk. He waited anxiously as the bells

rang clearer and louder. In a few seconds the

sleigh swung around the last bend of the trail lead-

ing to the bridge. As it dashed by him the man be-

hind the tree sprang forward, seized the rein of the

nearest horse, and thrust his pistol dangerously at

the two occupants in the sleigh. At the order to

stop, the mail carrier halted the team and threw up
his hands. But the traveler with him reached for

his revolver. Quick though he was ,the man on the

trail was quicker. Before the traveler could raise

his right arm a bright flash seemed to cut the dark-

ness, a loud report annoyed the silence, a bullet

penetrated his side, and he fell from the sleigh in

a heap. The shivering mail carrier handed over his

registered mail, and at the command of the armed
man, turned his team and drove back along the,:

trail. The bandit watched him until the sleigh dis-

appeared from sight. Then he sped to the river,

buckled skates to his shoes and swiftly skated away.
.

Hardly had he started to glide over the ice than .

there came another howl of a wolf from the forest,

which made him start with fear. He skimmed over :

the ice with great strides of a racer. Soon he no-

ticed a dark form zigzagging its way between the

timbers, and hopping here and there. With
astonishing speed it kept the pace with him. Now
the skater used all his efforts. With a curse he

leaped ahead, but the leaping figure drew gradually

closer and closer. At last it leaped upon the ice,

springing toward him with the great bounds of a

greyhound. Halting a moment in his mad dash for

life, the man pulled out his automatic and fired

swiftly and aimlessly. But—he failed to stop the

approach of the huge wolf. With a sudden wild cry

he slammed the heavy mail bags into the animal's

face as it swept upon him. He saw the glow in the

yellow eyes and felt its hot breath as it sprung at

his throat. ^

The house was in total darkness when the mail

carrier returned to the Northwest Postofiice. Jump-

ing from his sleigh he ran to the door and knocked

loudly.

"Yeo, hello—Connie, me, Mike." For a long time

he pounded the door and yelled until he was hoarse,

but got no response.

Then a woman's voice asked:

"Who's out there? What do you want?"

"It's Mike, Mrs. Thall, the mail carrier. I've been

robbed again. The feller with me is shot. Hurry
up and help me."

"Shot! Where is he?"

"He's in the sleigh—I'm going to bring him in-

side."

"Is he dying? What happened to er—the thief?"

"He made a quick getaway," answered Mike, as he

was carrying the wounded man into the cabin.

"Poor fellow, he is almost dead. I tried to plug

the wound, but it was too dark and I couldn't see

what I was doing. Why where's Connie?"

"Connie? He'll be here soon. He's a heavy

sleeper."

"Heavy sleeper ! I made enough noise to wake up

the dead. Must have been yellin' out there for

—

about half an hour. Darn near froze to death. Get

me a clean cloth and some water."

"Where's Connie?" Mike asked impatiently. "I

don't hear him moving around."

"He's not back—er—he'll be here soon."

*'Not back? He's out then? You said he was
sleeping."

"He'll be here soon," she answered, somewhat
riddled.

Mike grabbed her by the shoulders and looked her

square in the eyes. She went away from him and

crouched in a corner like a wild beast caught in a

trap. The mail carrier gazed at her with madness

as he was forming judgments in his mind.

"He should have got back before this—he did be-

fore," the woman muttered sadly. "He travels so

fast on his skates, and swings up the creek, it brings

him right behind the house. Something must have

happened to him. Maybe he " She paused to

listen. A cry came from the creek nearby. It

echoed through the forest—it was the wild, trium-

phant cry of the wolf.

Francis Anastasia, Junior Business.
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THE FIVE-FIFTEEN
(Dedicated to Our Dear Cafeteria)

15

The shades of night are falling.

As I heartingiy wend my way

Down to the road to the depot great

—

To the station which ne'er moves away.

My countenance carries a joyful mien;

*Tis the luscious hour of five-fifteen

!

I, myself, am a great big train

(Or do I mock Dame Fate?)

A-puffing, a-screaming, a-whistling shrill

As I pull myself up to the gate

;

Polished and shined and scrubbed so clean,

For my passengers on the five-fifteen.

I run in the station fast, but lo

!

There's a long and horrible line

;

Trains waiting for their passengers.

As I must wait for mine.

A mangled, tangled, groaning scene

—

But what to expect at five-fifteen.

I reach the one main track at last

And take along a tray.

Why, yes ! That is my pullman coach

;

I carry three a day.

The porter hands me a big tureen

Of passengers for the five-fifteen.

Here are two steady commuters—
Their names are butter and bread

;

They'll ride on this train every^day of the year.

Till the engine itself drops dea^

There's beef, potatoes and spinachgreen.

Of course! They hop on thfe^'^five-fifteen.

My train is all ready to embark

On the journey so well known to me

—

But wait! Here's one who's always last;

None other than Mister Tea.

My coach is full, no room to be seen;

We're aJWays jammed on the five-fifteen.

We round a curve and set the brakes

As we stop 'mid rattle and roar

;

The conductor punches the tickets through.

And our journey begins once more.

pity he who gets between

This train and the goal of the five-fifteen.

1 soon reach my destination,

And open the ivory-lined door;

The travelers leave in ones and twos.

Yet some jump from the coach to the floor.

Always some scoundrels, ugly and mean.

In a mob such as on the five-fifteen.

After the last one's departed,

I return the coach to its shed.

Rumbling and grumbling and grinding away

To other duties instead

;

But the thing of which I am most keen.

Is the cargo I haul on the five-fifteen.

Dallas M. Blatt,

Sophomore Pre-Med.

LYRIC :::: . :V

Old Love - ^ j

A soft spring wind blows lazily across the meadow-

lands,

A moon is drowsy in the heavens above.

The meadow lark waits for the dawn,

And all is peace and quiet, my love.

So have our days passed, my pretty one.

The lazy wind that gently rustles the grass

Of the meadowlands has been the years that passed

Us by : Thou art the moon enshrined on high.

I, the meadow lark, whom thou hast made to sing.

A. J. Sloan,

Senior Classical.

Songs for a Play That Was Never Written

LYRIC

I called thee once, "My Love,"

Light of my life unending.

I thought thee once "My Joy,"

A pale swan a-trembling.

Thy radiance, ah, did not vanish.

Thy charms exist no more.

And I am young for loving.

And thou art old and poor.
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LIGHTING THE AIRWAYS

•V

In order that the mail may be flown from coast

to coast in approximately thirty-two hours, consid-

erable night flying is necessary. To make night fly-

ing possible, an immense system of lighting both the

airplanes and the landing fields was found impera^

tive. A series of experiments were made at McCook
Field, Dayton, Ohio, by army experts. , Through the

results, of their trials, night flying is now possible

and can be accomplished safely.

,. First of all, the airplane itself had to be equipped

with lighting facilities. Starting with the cockpit,

/ all equipment and instruments of the plane are out-

lined with luminous paint. This is necessary be-

cause the light of a lamp may blind the pilot's eyes.

As an automobile must be provided with headlights,

so an airplane must be equipped also. It had already

been found desirable to install twelve-volt generators

on the Liberty engines of the mail planes to take

V care of all^ sorts of electrical equipment, such as

: radio, starters, electrically heated clothing, electric

heaters, etc. The problem of providing a light

strong enough for lighting use with only a twelve-

volt generator was a difficult task. The light now
used is located on the lower wing tip of the airplane.

This light gives a beam divergence of 12 degrees,

250,000 candle power, has a nine-inch reflector, ^nd
•; a one and one-half inch focal length. The lamp is

'^- of thirty-three amperes and twelve volts. With this

, light the ground can be picked up from an altitude

of about 800 feet, and ground details are distinctly

; visible from 300 feet.

To provide light in case of a forced landing, the

mail planes carry two emergency lights. There are

of the magnesium flare type and are provided with

small parachutes to enable them to fall with a

greatly retarded motion. They give a light of 400,--

000 candlepower for a length of time of three min-

utes. They are released in the same manner as a

bomb is dropped.

Another important detail in connection with the

plane is that of light reflection from the propeller

disc. Different kinds of wood finishes reflect differ-

ent and varied amounts of light. A series of tests

revealed that the dark maroon finish reflects the

least amount of light.

The problem of ground equipment was also one

which at first baffled the Army Engineers. The
present-day equipment includes boundary and ob-

stacle lights, wind indicators and emergency landing

lights as well as beacons. The boundary and obstacle

lights used are ordinary 75 watt incandescent lamps

arranged in conventional marine fixtures. These are

generally placed 170 feet apart. When the pilot

wishes to land, he observes these lights. They in-

dicate to him that it is safe to land within their en-

,
closed area. Such obstacles as nearby chimneys,

flagpoles, wires, etc, must be indicated by arranging

lights to show their position and height. Th'e "wind
sock," used to denote the direction of the wind, is

located atop the hangar roof and must be well

lighted to give the pilot the direction and velocity of

the wind. The velocity of the wind may be closely

approximated by the pilot by observing the stiffness

with which the cone rides before the wind. Velocity

may also be determined from the smoke of a bonfire

or from a pyrotechnic flare dropped by the pilot him-
self.

It is possible to flood light a field by means of a

special beacon. This lamp is generally a 36-inch arc

beacon, equipped with a diverging door. This latter

shapes the rays fan-light along the ground. It

reaches its greatest effectiveness when mounted on
a roof or tower. The arc beacon produces an in-,

tensity of five hundred milliou candjepower.
Now comes the question of lighting the route

itself. From Chicago to Cheyenne there are five

regularly established air mail landings, known as

terminal fields. At each field is a high intensity arc
searchlight, such, as are used on board battleships,

mounted on a fifty-foot tower. The beacon is set at

an angle of one degree above the horizontal and, by
means of a motor, makes three revolutions a minute.
The angle of mean spread is about one degree, which
amounts to an increase in diameter of a hundred feet

a mile, so that at a distance of a hundred miles the

diameter of the beam is about two miles. The pilots

call this light the "Midnight Sun of the Air Mail."
Its intense brilliancy, peculiar whitish color and its

flash distinguish it from the arc light.

Stationed between each high-powered beacon are
small acetylene intermittent lights, situated at a dis-

tance of every three miles. These are called routing
beacons. The throw the light upward at eight de-

grees above the horizontal. The light flashes 150
:

times a minute and has a candlepower of 5000.
These lights are visible for seven miles on a clear

night. They operate unattended over a period of
five months. When visibility is low,- these are the
guiding lights for the night flier.

A very interesting detail of these intermittent
lights is their control by sun power. Attached to

the lights are small automatic devices which switch
off the lights as long as the sun shines. When dark-
ness approaches or in case of a fog the light goes on
and remains so until shut off by the sun's rays. This
machine alone is one of the greatest contributions
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to night flying yet invented.

When a plane takes off at night, all lights on the

field except the boundary lights are turned off. They

must be kept off until the pilot has circled the field

once at an altitude of a hundred feet. The pilot then

switches oflf his landing lights, leaving only the

navigating lights lit. These consist of a small red

light on the left wing, a green on the right, and a

white light on top of the rudder in the rear of the

plane. Once in the air he is safe and, in case of

motor trouble, his flares will light the ground suffi-

ciently to enable him to make a good landing.

Many of the pilots fly just as willingly at night

as by day, and with the ever-increasing new develop-
,

menta in lighting facilities, the commercial pilot wiiK

soon feel as the mail pilot in this regard.

Richard Schleicher,

Sophomore Engineer.

•i

OBSERVATION IN PRACTICE

i^

Sagacious observers define a poet as he who says

what everybody wishes to say; and great- i^e is,

therefore, a kind of self-applause. We rejcdce in

Shakespeare because he says what we think. In-

deed, according to this view, renown is only recog-

nition, and we recognize only what we know. But.

if we praise so warmly the man who says what we
think, we cannot help praising the man who does

what we would have done. Nothing seems easier

than to write a poem like the "Song of the Shirt.*'

Poor victims, women whose lives are inconceivably

sad, and who, as cases of suicide in New York and

other large cities show, despite every shame, are yet

capable of absorbing passion. These are found

everywhere in great cities, and some morning "one

more unfortunate" is taken drowned from the river,

or lies shot or poisoned by her or his own hand on

the bed. It is an incident most familiar to ordinary

experience. We speak of it with a shrug or a sigh,

and pass on. But one day Hood described it in

verse. The passionate pathos rings and tingles

through the common heart and conscience. He has

said what we all felt. How easy it was? It was
only to transcribe the universal emotion. But he

alone did it, his poem becomes an immortal strain in

literature, and the singer himself is famous for the

song forever^^ ^^/ C^^^^^^^^

In the same way nothing was easier than to put

off from a port in Spain, and passing through the

Straits of Gibraltar, to push steadily westward to-

ward Cathay, and find a new world or a new way to

the old. Anybody, we say, might have done it; but

one man did it, and he, too, is honored and immortal.

In the streets of every great city we have all been

in the habit of seeing and pitying the suffering of

horses, and often a gallant and impetuous man has

interfered between an abused brute and his tor-

mentor. But our observation and sympathy and

anger generally exhaled in exclamations. But one

man's did not. He saw no more than the rest of

'rA-'^^us, but he did a great deal more. He went to the

Z" Legislature, and obtained the power of the law to

stop the abuse. Instantly the old spectacle had a

new aspect. The eyes of the whole community were
turned threatenly upon the torturers of animals ; the

abuse of animals today is less than some years ago

;

and that man has a gracious and humane distinc-

tion which he has well won. As the poet sings what
we all obscurely feel and think but cannot express, so

the practical humanitarian does what we all see

ought to be done, and what we are glad to have done,

but what we should not have done ourselves.

We learn many things from observation, but there

has to be a pioneer in everything. We do not take

advantage of all our daily observations. True, they
may seem to be simple little things and happenings
we see, but who knows what they may contain. What
is more simple than to watch an apple fall from a

tree. Many people, of course, before Sir Isaac New-
ton, who had seen apples and other objects fall to

the ground, but no one had thought very much about
the reason. Like many other common events, this v •. 4
one had been taken for granted. Sir Isaac Newton, , ^,

however, saw in such a common event, as a falling -

apple, the heart of a great problem. As a result

of his thinking upon this he was eventually able to

formulate certain great truths which no one before
his time had been able to do. The late Dr. Conwell
wrote that "Observation is every man's university."

Indeed, a man who has an observing eye learns much
and does not forget so quickly what he sees as what
he hears or reads. But a person who sees and does
not think and act will never be a leader.

Nathaniel F. Keys,

Sophomore Pre-Med.
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The Glorilfi©atio]ni of Woraaae
So absolute she seems,

And in herself complete, so well to know
Her own, that what she wills to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuosest, discreetest, best.—Milton.

|T has been well said—"Were history to be rewritten, with due regard to
Women's share in it, many small causes, heretofore disregarded, would
be found fully to explain great and unlooked for results."

:rv Ever since the beginning of time it has been an uphill climb for
woman, for from the earliest ages she was regarded as man's inferior and rele-
gated to a subordinate position in society. Until the second half of the nine-

teenth century the rating of woman to man was far below par. It has only been since the latter part of the
eighteenth century that she has really "Come into her own." The thousands of years prior to the turning
point were filled with the works of women. Although perhaps not always in a direct manner, but neverthe-
less in an indirect way. She has been the inspirer of innumerable great deeds and works. In every depart-
ment of knowledge, when not inhibited by her environment, she has been the emulatress, if not the pier, of
the most illustrious men who have contributed to the increase of human learning.

Today is no different from yesterday. The world continues to rotate and woman still continues to exist
though perhaps in the life of today she is different, in the sense that she is modern. But what one of
those who existed in years gone by would not have been "modern," if conditions so existed? It is only in the
last twenty-five years that woman has taken the foreground. Then why condemn her, as some do, simply be-
cause she is basking in the sunlight of her efforts in past centuries?

Much has been written and said about the "modern woman or girl" of the present day. True, there are
some who always carry things to the extreme. This tjjpe everyone knows.

Then again there is another type which refusesKo be modernized. But after all the "happy medium"
type, the girl of her own convictions, with a good character and a heart of gold is worth more than either of
the other types who do not possess these qualities and pretend to be what they are not.

*•*
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HIGH HAT
With the close of the worst struggle in the his-

tory of this country, the well known phrase was
uttered

—
"All men are created equal." The cause

of this struggle was due to conditions similar to

those existing in educational centers of today.

Many colleges, having maintained the custom of

the "Hello" habit, are bewailing the fact that it is

fast disappearing. Why is this? Everyone is pass-

ing the "buck," so to speak, leaving it up to the other

to enunciate the greeting. Upper classmen think it

the duty of the freshmen ; a freshmen rule, to speak

first. The freshmen think just the opposite, and
the result is a silent campus.

This is not a rule for any one class or body. It

is a tradition that has been on the campus since

Villanova first came into existence. But, sad to say,

this age-old tradition is becoming nothing more than

a reminiscense.

The purpose of a college education is to broaden

one. This is not arrived at by the mere gleaning

from books. It results partly from books, and the

rest from association. But how is this association

to be had if the individual circle is not expanded?
This can only be done by becoming acquainted, one

with another.

You come here as a freshman with the full intent

of spending four years, in order to obtain your de-

gree. As a freshmen you speak to, say four or five

fellow,s more than likely from your home town. The
next year you find that two or three of these have

not returned. How do you feel? You have to start

all over, as in your first year, getting acquainted;

whereas, if you had acquired the "Hello" habit,

things would be entirely different.
"^

Another item worthy of mention is that as regards

to strangers. A stranger comes on the campus, and
if he has no particular friend, he goes off the cam-
pus a stranger. Common decency and courtesy

would require you to speak. Perhaps you didn't

know he was a stranger. That may be true, but if

you had made use of the little word "Hello" up untir
his arrival, you would have known. ^

•

.

If you don't care to be democratic or cosmopolitan,

all well and good, but the first requisite of a Chris-

tian gentleman is to greet his neighbor. Are not

your surrounding classmates your neighbors?

Therefore do not get the opinion that the other fel-

low is "High Hat" because he does not speak first.

Make the effort and speak first, and let us hear the

old gray walls echo with that familiar greeting

—

"Hello!"

DRAMA ORGANIZED
For the past three years dramatics in general

have been under the supervision of one man. The

duties and responsibilities of these productions have

assumed such proportions as to be well nigh impos-

sible to handle. Therefore, the students presenting

these different productions decided the time to be

ripe for organization, whereupon the Dramatic Club

was organized.

As much interest should be taken in this organiza-

tion by the student body as is taken in any of the

sports. Everyone should strive to become a mem-
ber. True, you do not obtain a coveted "V" for your

labors, but you do receive a return in the form of a

"Key." This "Key" was unknown until last year,

when it was awarded for the first time.

Not everyone can be an athlete, therefore everyone

cannot obtain a letter. On nearly evry campus the

key is considered to be worth more in after life than

the letter. By this is meant the requirements to ob-

tain a key are such as to warrant great benefit. It

may not be obtained so gloriously as the letter, but

in the end does it not stand for more scholastically?

With all due respect for the letter, the key or scho-

lastic honor lives longer. It is something to be

sought, something that designates the wearer as a

man of honor, a man of scholastic ability.

This club is open to every man in the school, so

take some lively interest in it and make it as well

known as^ny of our teams.
'"''•''^ '- .^-^•: -Z'^- \; ••.-,.-

Editor.

DEO GRATIAS OF A MONK
'Tis evening and the misty moon's pale silver Into his eyes there streams a beaconed glory.

Teems over the deeping shadows on the lake.

Around the hills a soulful silence lingers.

And whispering pines a low communion make.

In his brave soul the weary conflicts cease;

A hus and then upon the listening silence.

There falls the music of celestial peace.

Up through the shimmering falling moon mist

One shaft of light his soul-star wings above;

"Take and Receive, Lord," a whole-burnt offering,

And 'round him falls the glory of a sacramental love.

John T. McCarthy, Sophomore Classical.

.1
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The Celtaral Aspect of the Mexicae Siteataoe
|N a speech given under the auspices of the
Knights of Columbus in the Metropolitan
Opera House in Philadelphia, Dr. James J.

Walsh spoke on the pristine culture of the; Mexican Indian. :;'<:v'v/'v

Whereas the English, when they came to America,
drove back the Indian, took his land from him and
give him in return but small reservations upon

'which to eke out a miserable existence; the Spaniard
took the IndW into his church, taught him the cul-
ture of the PkT World, and encouraged initiative in

;:V;Wn5 in many^^lds of endeavor.

iDt;- Walsh Jnfor^ied his audience that, contrary
to popular; cKpinibnV tl^ Mexican Indian is a very
hig^hly cultiirea race.^ To prove this point he brought

,

out the facts o|> the existence of universities. and
hospitals IcMig l)efore their founding in the United
States. He further developed his point by an eii,
amination of th^irchitecture^ of which fee said wk
are just now taking cognizance of and beginning

f
to copy. Nearly all the resorts that d^t the state of
Florida have types of architecture copied from the
old Spanish and Indian types found in Mexico.

, :
Dr. Walsh goes still further and tells us that this

culture did not extend to only a privileged few, but
;

entered into the individual's life. The expression of
: this culture and sense of beauty is found in the
Indian's surroundings, and even in his cooking

. untensils.

:
The doctor said that the Indians did not merely

;

exist, but lived. ^To exist," he said, "means but
to work, to sleep and to eat. To live means not only
eating, sleeping and working, but giving and ap-
preciating beauty; these two things raise man from
the plane of the animal to that of a higher order.
An appreciation of beauty reacts upon the soul and
makes it more beautiful and God-like. The function
of education is to develop in man the appreciation
of beauty; it must teach man to love, and not merely
to exist.

"The Pastoral Letter of the Catholic Episcopate -
or the United States on the religious situation in •

Mexico states that the education of the Indian was f
the result of the teaching of the church. Wherever
religion was fostered, there also was fostered edu-
cation. Wherever a church was built, there also was
built a school." " '" - '

The letter of Bishop Zummorraga, to the King of
Spain, says, "That which occupies my thoughts, to
which my will is most inclined and my small forces
strive, is that in this city and in every diocese there
shall be a college for Indian boys, learning grammar
at least, and a great establishment with room for a
large number of the daughters of the Indian."

The Pastoral letter goes on to tell of the many
famous Indians who were educated in these schools
and colleges. Numbered among these are de Cab-
rera, Mexico's greatest painter; Altomirano, a won-

.
derful orator, poet and journalist; Archbishop Mur-
gufa of Michoacan; Garua, the renowned lawyer;
Govan, the poet, and many others—all Indians and
all educated under the religion.

Dr. Walsh believes, as do many others, that art
and culture flourish best where there is liberty, for
liberty makes men fearless. This fearlessness en-
genders in him a freedom in his expressions which
sooner or later are expressed in his art and culture.
This freedom and independence man must have in
order to do his best. Fear is not conducive to in-
spiration; inspiration comes when a man may strive
for any goal unhindered. The great masterpieces

t of the ages have come from men who have been edu-
*^icated to appreciate beauty and are unhindered in
the expression of that beauty.

"
But this golden age in the history of Mexico

ended,,^ To quote again the Pastoral Letter, "that
fin^gpic^ure fades and is replaced with sadness, when
more than a century ago, Mexico's internal strug-
gles began. In two centuries she had lost what
three centuries of cultivation and peace had won for
her—her churches seized ; her wealth formerly dedi-
cated to education and social welfare, turned over
to the looter. The worst elements rose to power,
and for them power was merely the road to riches.''
The worst elements are responsible for the con-

dition of Mexico as she is today. It was these who
sold their country for a bag of silver; it was these
who turned the churches into barracks and gambling
houses; it was these who closed the schools that
nurtured the great philosophers, the great poets and
the great lawyers of long ago. It is none but these
who are responsible for the great illiteracy that now

•
darkens the Mexican and Indian outlook on life.

The policy of government very often determines :

:

the culture of the people who live under that goviv-i
ernment. Athens, with their tolerant government,

;

thrived in all the arts. Sparta, under a militaristic
rule, gave nothing to the world in art, literature,

: philosophy or science. They came to be narrow and
brutal, fit only to rule their Helots. But since the
policy of the government of ten determines the cul-
ture of its subjects, that policy should be upheld
by a majority. The majority of people in Mexico
are Catholics; from available statistics, this ma-
jority numbers ninety-five per cent.

Again, it may be asked since their number is so
great, why do they not overthrpw the present
regime? In the first place, they are not organized

%%
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like the minority; the minority control the ballot.

In their hands is the power of suppressing any up-

rising. Arid it is not the policy of the Catholic

Church to foster rebellion, nor to use brute force to

attain her ends, for she was founded by the Prince

of Peace.

The policy of a government, which often deter-

mines the culture of its people, is expressed in a

constitution. This is a written document which sets

forth the limit and power of a government. It is

an instrument which enumerates and defines the

rights and duties of governments, distributes its

powers, prescribes the manner of their exercise and
limits them to the end that the liberties of the citi-

zens may be preserved. If a government had un-

limited power, a constitution would be superfluous.

A constitution is a guarantee of liberty; it forbids

or should forbid encroachments upon rights of a
higher order, which come to men not from the peo-

ple, nor from the state, nor from any aggregation
of states, but from the Creator of both men and
states. Almighty God.

The rights of a higher order are inalienable

rights. As expressed in the American Constitution,

they are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

It is the duty of governments not to encroach on nor

trespass on these rights. States exist for the serv-

ice to those people who make up the state.

But the Mexican government violates an inalien-

able right by refusing liberty to her people ; liberty

of conscience—to worship in that manner in which
they seem most content.

If the policy of the Mexican government is not

conducive to liberty and happiness it will not foster

art. It cannot give to the world an Esteban or a

dePuerto. It will not build universities to which

students of the world will come to study, nor hos-

pitals which- will be the admiration of the whole uni-

verse. It will not raise against the sky cathedrals

and churches to which the faithful may come and

, receive comfort. Instead it will promote brutality,

illiteracy and ignorance.

Some idea of this may be gained by looking over

the history of Mexico under the religious in the

"Golden Age." Mexico had a high standard of cul-

ture at that time. When later that liberty was sup-

pressed to some extent, the standard was lowered.

Now that liberty is utterly abolished, there will be

no standard. Now that the religious are no longer

able to teach in schools, the government schools,

which have long been jealous of the religious schools

because of their high standards, will now come to

the fore. But it is inconceivable to think that, now
that their competitors are out of the way, they will

raise their own standards. Being now independent

and without a rival, they will do as they please;

which means for Mexico a dimming of the light.

Religion in Mexico had been back of the education.

It was the clergy who gathered funds, built -and

—

taught in the schools and colleges. If you take away
religion and refuse to let the religious teach the

schools, you take away the very foundation upon

which education in Mexico is built. Again, if we
take away education, we destroy the seed of art and

all real advancement. For nowhere can art and cul-

ture flourish if there is not, at the base, education.

A. J. Sloan,

Senior A. B.

MY CONSCIENCE
As I sit in my study and dolefully read

Of some knight of the past and his mem'rable deed.

As I ponder, reflect on his act which will^ last

Through the ages of time, from the ages long past,

I am filled with a feeling of erring unseen

For what I might be ; for what I might have been.

Old prophets have told us what's past is now dead

;

We should look to the future with foresight instead.

Ah, yes! That is far better said than 'tis done;

Though age-rusted battles can never be won,

Sad thoughts of them draw out our long dormant
tears

As our minds crystalize sad 4:houghts of past years.

Wait ! Before me appears in my dim-lighted room,

A white clothed figure, as still as a tomb.

"Who are you?" I cry, "to have manners so rude

As to come to my door and so harshly intrude?"

But he stands there unmoved, as a guard at his post,

And I shrink in my chair, for this form is a ghost!

His eyes pierce my body as though made of steel

;

My passions, my feelings, my thoughts to reveal.

He frowns, then he grins, as he leans 'gainst the

door.

Then he utters an oath, with his eyes to the floor.

He advances so slowly, his face deathly pale

!

"Oh, devil! Oh, Satin! Have mercy!" I wail.

"You fool," mutters he, in stentorian tone;

A sigh leaves my lips which is more like a groan.

"I am your conscience," continues this ghost

;

"The things you do best are the things I love most,

But when you brood o'er sins you've done in past

years,

I'll haunt you, and taunt you, and add to your fears."

"Look forward! Look forward!" he cries with a

shout

;

"When troubles fly fast, don't you turn face about

!

Remember," cries he, as he strides to the door,

"Forget your mistakes and I'll come here no more!
Phantom-like he departs, as I sit there aghast;

I have seen, I have heard from the ghost of my past!

Dallas M. Blatt, Sophomore Pre-Med.
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Since the last issue the greatest social event in

the history of Villanova took place. This was the

fifth Belle Air Ball, staged under the supervision of

the class of '27. Reports from outside sources indi-

cated that the ball was conducted in a manner that

demanded the highest type of praise. This is an-

other trophy for the Senior Class to add to their

large collection. ;. ,

:V
•

Rehearsals have begun for the annual produc-

tion of "Vision.'' Although most of the cast from

last year is back, this does not mean that the parts

are clinched. Quite a few are graduating this year,

which means that vacancies must be filled. Watch
the bulletin board for notice of rehearsals, and come
out. You may not have ever played before, but that

doesn't say you haven't the ability. So come around,

give your support, and make this a banner year for

;Tision.'' ...... ;'\S^^^^^^ .;-...;,-/

A sport, dormant for sometime, has lately been re-

vived ; it is the manly art of self-defense or boxing.

The tournament you saw staged in the gym is an ex-

ample of what is being done. If you think you have

ability in that line, just report to "Ad" Snyder. He
will see that you receive the proper training. This

revival of the sport is due to none other than the

"Ad" himself. Best of luck, "Ad," in your new role

of coach and in the training of your proteges.

Something hitherto unknown in any college, took

place recently. Again it is the Senior Class that de-

mands attention. This something was the going on
record of the class to support and up hold the au-

thorities in any movement they consider beneficial

for the college.

The time is gradually drawing near for the ap-

pearance of the Belle Air. This time it is the Year
Book. But before it appears, the composers have a

w^

novel feature to offer; this you will read about in

the special section. After you have read it, join in

and participate in the program offered. Give it your
assistance in order that it will be the "Best Yette."

After the Christmas Tree entertainment, there

were three blind musicians to be taken to the Over-

brook School for the Blind. They came by them-
selves and insisted on returning in like manner. As
the staff had no machine to offer them, there was
nothing else to do but let them have their way. One
of the day students, Fitzpatrick by name, hearing of

this, very cheerfully offered to drive them home.
This act deserves commendation and is an example
of the type of student Villanova possesses.

Here's your chance, men! A dramatic club has

been organized. Anything in the line of theatrical

productions will be staged by this club. How about

giving it a helping hand in any way you can, L e.,

acting, stagehands, electrical work, art, etc.?

The standing of the Basketball Team is seven vic-

tories and three defeats. Not so bad—eh, what?
A lot of credit is due Coach Cashman and the team
because the teams they met were anything but

cinches. Quite a few home games are to be played,

so let's have a strong showing at every one.

Although recorded in the history of Villanova, one

event, because of its nature, deserves mention in this

column. That event was the Christmas Tree given

by the staff of this magazine before the Christmas

holidays. It is needless to go into detail about the

success of the affair. Nevertheless, one thing de-

mands attention, namely, the cooperation given by
the student body. The Villanovan wishes to take

this opportunity to formally thank those who so

generously helped to make the affair such a success.

The committee in charge consisted of A. Baron, J.

Barry, J. Cunningham and P. Kirwan.
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The Belle Air Enters National Contest
For the first time in the history of Villanova, the

College Annual has entered a national year book

contest. The contest is sponsored by the Tri-State

Annual Service. This contest is conducted each year

and three prize winning annuals are selected. The

contestants listed already number over two hundred

and seventy-five, which include the best and largest

colleges and universities in the United States.

According to present plans as formulated by the

editor and his staff, success as a prize winner is as-

sured. The plans and details of the book have been

worked out to perfection and are comparable to any

book published. The 1927 Belle Air is really a super-

book. Nothing is being spared within the means of

the staff. The efforts put forth and the success so

far attained only substantiate the above sta^tements.

However, the Belle Air needs the support of every

true Villanova student. Without your support all is

in vain. Get behind the movement. Give your sub-

scription during Booster Days. Become the owner
• of the praze winning Belle Air.

"
Big Booster Drive

.The Belle Air Big Booster Drive begins Wednes-
•; day evening, February 23, and continues until Fri-

;day evening, February 25. The drive will be under
(the supervision of the circulation department. It

'will be an extensive effort to obtain subscriptions

from each and every student enrolled at Villanova

College. Within the three-day period every student

will be personally interviewed and signed up for a

subscription. ^ .
; c:- ?, •

The drive will be a big undertaking for the staff

and will entail an almost endless amount of work.

For this reason a number of students have already

offered their services in order to help put the drive

across in a big way.

If you are a student of Villanova College you must
be interested in its year book. If you are interested

in your school you will subscribe to The Belle Air.

If you are really loyal to your college you will not

only subscribe, but you will work for the Annual
and help get subscriptions from others. The staff is

working hard, but they cannot do everything, the

real success of the drive and consequently of The
Bell Air depends on you. Your help means suc-

cess—^your indifference means failure. What shall

it be?

Dance

The Belle Air Staff will give its first social func-

tion of the term, Saturday, February twenty-sixth

in the College gymnasium.
The Dance will be held as a climax to Booster

Days and will be a relaxation to the Staff from its

arduous duties of the preceding days. A number of

novel features are being planned for the dance, both

in the form of decorations and specialty presenta-

tions during the dance.

The whole affair is being planned as a sort of

crowning glory to a successful drive during Booster

Days.

Who Is Most Popular?

Another feature of the Belle Air Booster Drive

is a popularity contest. The contest will take the

form of one vote to each subscription for the most

popular man at Villanova. This comprehensive vote

is expected to create much interest because of its

novelty here.

The result of the contest should show clearly the

type of man best liked at Villanova. In a school

where club politics play such an insignificant part,

the race should be a close one and a successful one,

since where there is a lack of campaigning there in-

variably results the will of the majority.

In sponsoring this contest The Belle Air has

created something worthy of continuance, since it

will, from its very nature, tend to foster a friendly

spirit and it will also give recognition where it is

due. This contest will not be won by one with that

artificial pleasing personality, but where the men
who vote are situated as they are here, where they

know the character of every man with whom they

associate, where views and opinions pass as freely

and as quickly as they do here, the winner must
pass the acid test of a critical judgment and he

must be a MAN.
Who will win?

The Belle Air of this year is planned on a large

scale and at times it seems as though money is

lavished needlessly, almost insanely, on some section

of the book. However, the staff is determined to

produce a book that will do honor to the name of

Villanova, and it can be done only by spending

money.
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Four hundred copies of the book this year will

total over four thousand five hundred dollars in ex-

penses. The books will still be sold at the old rate

of five dollars. It is only with the sale of hundreds

of additional copies that expenses can be met. These

additional copies must be sold among the students

and through the efforts of the student body. The

staff can only work and hope.

Catalogue of Belle Air Features

The book will contain approximately four hundred

pages.

Picture of every faculty member, together with a re-

sume of his work v/hile teaching.

The name of every student at Villanova.

Ten action pictures of football games during the

past season.

Over a hundred and thirty pen and ink drawings.

A history of the four departments, together with a

picture of their Deans.

Twelve page section of dramatics, including pictures

of the various plays.

Pen and ink portrait drawings of the major sport

captains.

A page write-up of each fraternity and club dance.

Picture of the cheer leaders in action.

Fourteen pages of campus snapshots.

A write-up of the college library.

Four-page section of the Belle Air Ball.

Four-page section of the Junior Prom.

Action pictures of baseball games.

A special Class Day section.

Individual pictures of Juniors.

Full page pictures of the major sport captains in

action.

An eight-page Alumni section.

A campus diary of every day in the scholastic year.

A special Junior Week section.

Special section for the Sophomore Hop.

Special Freshman Day section.

Action pictures of the track team.

Pictures of the band and orchestras. V

:

The book will contain over six hundred and fifty

photographs.

There will be a special twenty-four page section of

campus scenes in color.

The whole volume is being compiled by a staff of

thirty-two men.

Extracts From the Belle Air Diary

Sunday, Sept. 26th--Some of the boys arrived

home from the Lebanon Valley game. *Thumb-tour-

ing'* is reported slow. The boys are out of prac-

tice.

Tuesday, Sept. 28—The Wearing of the Green.

Today the "Frosh" received their "dinks'*—among

other things.

Sunday, Oct. 3—The band played at the Sesqui-
^

Centennial Mass held in Philadelphia in the Sesqui

grounds. ^
Wednesday, Oct. 6th—Initiation of the *Trosh

into the Ancient Order of the Hobble Gobble. Some

of them took an involuntary trip to the City of

Brotherly Love.
• Saturday, Oct. 16th—Bucknell is beaten I. The

Wildcats came from behind in the last quarter to

win 7-3.

Tuesday," Oct. 19th—Many arguments are being

waged today as to whether or not Wilkes-Barre has

prettier girls than Philadelphia, Lawrence, New

York ,etc. The consensus of opinion favors Wilkes-

Barre—but perhaps some of the boys are prejudiced

(?).

Monday, Oct 25th—Nearly all the boys agree that

catch-as-catch-can-dining is an improvement over

the old method.

Friday, Oct. 29th—An unofficial investigator, a

senior, reports that orangeade is expensive at Devon

Park Hotel.

Friday, Nov. 19th—An entertainment given by

the Italian Club. A banner was presented by the

Club to the football team. It's a beauty.

Thursday, Nov. 25th—The boys who did not go

home got their turkey in Allentown. Villanova 54

—

Muhlenberg 0. A glorious end of a good season.

Thursday, Dec. 16th—The Villanovan Christmas

Tree was held tonight, sponsored by the Villanovan.

A good entertainment and Santa Claus (Bill Gog-

gin) distributed gifts to all.

y?
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Earn Some Money

.'*.-. '

,

There are quite a number of business houses in

the vicinity of the College and in Philadelphia who
.
are regular advertisers in The Belle Air. When they
realize the scope of this year's book, together with
the increased circulation, it will require very little

persausion to induce them to take larger advertise-
ments. There are a great many other firms who
have never been approached on the idea of Belle
Air advertising—firms that figure an average return
from such advertising, based on scientific investiga-
gation. ••^. '

'

•" ^

The Belle Air staflf is paying 10% commission on
all such advertisements for the book. The territory
is so large that it cannot be taken care of by the few
on the advertising department, and they are using
this method to insure that no advertiser will be left

unsolicited. . .

If you want to make some money see the business
manager or any member of the staff. Leads will be
furnished, helps will be given, and commissions will

be promptly paid.
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Villanova's Genius

It would not be amiss to say that The Belle Air
has in its editor the most accomplished artist of
any college year book in the country. Few students,
if any, realize the technical exactness and artistic

proportion of Mr. Panepinto's work. For the past
four years he has supplied Villanova with posters,

floaters, cartoons, advertisements, and cover de-
signs. His drawing during this time have mounted

'

'
into hundreds and possibly thousands. Several art
societies number him among their members. Dur-
ing his spare hours he is doing commercial designing
for Philadelphia newspapers.
The classmates who are intimately acquainted

with this genius, tell us that the one thing near and
dear to his heart is the production of The Belle
Air. If he has put time and effort into his past
drawings, he will spend weeks and months on the
work at hand.

If Panepinto's past works have done him honor,
his present work. The Belle Air, will reflect the daz-
zling glory of a masterpiece on its creator.

Back

the

Big

Air

"BEST YETTE"

Subscribe
For the convenience of the friends of Villanova

whom we are unable to solicit personally during
Booster Days, we offer the subscription blank below.
If you are interested in The Belle Air, send us your
name and address.

Subscription Blank

I hereby subscripe to copies of The
Bell Air.

Name „••,• • * • •

Address

•' • • :«'' •'
.• • '•

* * • .

The Belle Air is $5.00 per copy,

. . • •
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What Does "Th© Belle Air" OlGFejp Yom Persoimally?

"The Belle Air of Villanova College" is just what

it says. It is the annual volume of our institution—

a book of remembrances of the entire college^of

each individual, and of you.

The Senior Clkss is publishing this volume—but

it is not a senior book! It is a 4-class annual—

a

book of everyone at **V," a book for you^. yy

FRESHMEN—lend us your eyes—as ar^class, and

as separate students. As a class, you will be photo-

graphed as the men of 1930. As individuals we
offer—a special snapshot section—a page picture of

class autographs (this page will be a photo of a

sheet of paper autographed by each class member

—

including you)—a page of Freshman committee,

to recall the men who helped guide your first college

ship. Another feature, among others, is the "Fresh-

man Roll,'' including your name, course and home,

town.

Are you a SOPHOMORE ? Do you recall tlie Sopho-

more section^ in the last year's Belle Air ? Remember
the class photograph and class history? Well, that

much is just a "starter" in the Soph section this

year. In bulk alone, nearly three times as many
pages will be devoted to the Sophomore department

this year as there were in the last volume of the

Belle Air. Individual autographs on a page, every

Sophomore autographing the Soph sheet long be-

fore the book goes to press, and a reproduction of

this appearing in the section. A snapshot depart-

ment solely for Sophomores—for you individually,

in the meantime ; a portioiv for Soph, committees

;

individual photographs of the class officers; Sbph.

roll, and still more "Sophomore Specials."

JUNIORS—w^^are assured of your pledged sup-

port and co-operation

—

your recent lines of proced-

ure have given added strength to our foundations.

Let's now consider what returns, in appreciation,

the Belle Air will give you—yes, each Junior per-

sonally.
: ,

The individual photos will be mounted on panels

—six to a page, accompanied by a list of achieve-

ments—club membership, etc., of each man, across

his picture, and across your picture. Have you con-

sidered that in many college annals, alloting a page

for six men, seniors at that, would seem like Xmas
to them? As Juniors, you deserve proper recog-

nition in the realm of upper classmen. In your hands

rest the majority of existing social traditions. Here-

tofore, the Junior Class in the Villanova year book

was given no more prominence than the lower

classes. We were in such a state of affairs last year

and can appreciate the effects. In your hands, now
rests this new tradition, started by yourselves—as

separate students, and still as a class—to uplift the

Junior standards to their proper plane. You ac-

cepted our suggestion—you are initiating this new
event.

Besides the individual photos of the officers, the

snapshots. Junior autographs, class roll and com-

mittees, the Junior activities are detailed under an-

other section of the book—the "Society" section.

Junior week is a feature here. This series of events,

the most comprehensive and extensive social set of

a man^ four years in college, is duly treated with a

lively touch of pictures—committees, Junior Week
snapshots, etc. The climaxing episode—the Junior

Prom follows in a special set of pages. A surprise

number is in store here.

Does not the Belle Air spirit behind these pages

briefly reviewed justify your recent proceedings to

support our 1927 volume?

SENIORS—To review our section is probably

repetition to us—but let us reconsider the new fea-

tures for the benefit of our other readers. One page

for each senior, including a formal picture and an

informal. The bottom of every formal picture will

bear the autograph of that senior. Snapshot section

for ex-classmates, of '27. Belle Air Ball feature in

Society section, including the Senior dance couples.

These pages likewise have a "Senior" suprise. Other

parts of this department include class roll, individ-

uals of class officers, and committees.

FACULTY MEMBERS—Through your individ-

ual help, a successful "Administration" department

is under way. The separate photographs on panels

are accompanied with the propels information re-

garding each man—his Alma Mater, courses taught

in the college, and other notes of interest. Each
school is given a separate section, including a his-

tory of the department, faculty administration in

that school etc.

ALUMNI—Your section is now in the making

—

the- first Alumni Section to appear in any Belle Air

thus far. City organizations, activities, and other

features of alumni interest will be included. The
success of this section depends on your individual

assistance.
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-ATHLETES AND COACHES—We are not let-

ting "space** limit the extent of this section. The
football section is now complete, in layout, and is

'Peppered up with lively action pictures of most of
the games. You have seen some of the photos to be

;

^used on our bulletin board, haven't you? Every
-major sport is being allotted enough space to make

it an individual section in itself—with enough photo-
graphs to enliven and make realistic the descriptive
athletic narratives. A novel dividing page for each
sport has been designed, containing photos of the
coach, captain, and an action picture of that sport

• in the background. This division has plenty of pep—typical of the athletic spirit we took part in during
the past Wildcat grid season and now continuing on

;>the court.

;,; FRATERNITY BROTHERS—Y department
includes frat group picture, officers, members, a two-
page write-up containing appropriate pictures of
banquets, athletic frat teams, or other organization
activities, a full page of snapshots of immediate in-
terest—and a picture of the seal or frat pin.
CLUBS—Ah! The old home town! That old high

school! How you cherish the very sound of its
name

!
But more than that, will you hold dear the

^*town boys**—the whole gang—all together! The
list of members will be accompanied by a resume of
activities

: COLLEGE ACTORS—An enlarged dramatic sec-
tion will cover in a very detailed fashion, the im-
portant late stage productions. Vision—Destiny,
and Every Freshman—all featured with illustra-
tions. You will play an important role in this per-
manent set of scenes ! Yes, you will be in this last-
ing limelight. .'.•::.•',. .:

. .„ .

v.^-;..-' ,:.:' ..,;•;.. •;:

YE STAFFS—Aren*t you working hard on one of
the five college publications on our grounds? Well,
the gang won*t miss the fact! Each publication ^
will be photographed, as a staff and as a college
magazine or book—with all important factors re- :

ceiving proper emphasis.

SOCIAL SET—You attended that whatchama-
callum Hop, with wattsername—didn*t you? Well,
that dance will be part of the Society section. Every
dance of the year will be allotted a separate page, in-
cluding committees, floater design, etc. Recall the
Villanovan Xmas Tree? Surely you do, now, but
will remember it as vividly six or seven years hence?
The Belle Air will bring it back, and with the same
spirit that characterized it when it was given. This
department is headed by the Belle Air Ball, Junior
Week, and the Junior Prom. Then follow the Soph
Soiree, Fresh Day and Hop, other dances and social
events. This is the section that will remind you how
you spent your important evenings when the books
were "jacked up!** What say?

(The Campus scene section, entirely new, and
many other novel features of the Belle Air of 1927
are being kept "in the staff** as surprise numbers
for when the book makes its debut on the campus.)

All of the above messages are intended, primarily,
as individual. You surely come under a few of them

!

In as many of them as you fall under, in just as
many times and parts of the volume will your indi-
viduality appear.

The Belle Air this year is not merely a publica-
tion. It is a vital issue—an unbreakable link be-
tween you and your Villanova ; a link that retains
its lustre—whose brilliance illuminates the memory
of by-gone college days. And those days—they*re
forgotten in their details unless a volume of memor-
ies is at hand ! After all—the thrill received from
recalling old incidents is not in the generalness nor
greatness of the event alone, but in the details—the
minor happenings that united in making it an event.
And here is where The Belle Air will come to play
and reveal, in an instant, its value as a treasure, and
your individuality.

You*ve listened to our facts—may we list your
pledged support? Come on—Belle Air—Let*s go

!

Alfred J. Panepinto,

:^ ^ Editor-in-Chief, r/^e Belle Am

•; .•'.; .;
'^

SHORT AND SWEET
I saw a peach across the way, j rose with mad alacrity

All smiles and wondrous fair

;

Quick shift, a word, and answer gay.
And the peach became a pair.

To give to her my seat

;

A question whether I or she

Should stand upon MY feet.

(Translation)
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Athletic Editor

HARRY J. BURLINGTON, *27

Assistants
THOMAS A. BRESLIN, '29

CHARLES L. MARTIN, '29

Consili Regimen Virtuti Corporis Adde

WILDCATS TRIM PHARMACY IN
SEASON'S OPENER—32-19

From all indications, Rube Cashman is following

the footsteps of Mike Saxe by putting a winning

team on the basketball floor to represent Villanova.

Starting with a second team that was fully equal

to Pharmacy's best, the Blue and White gained a

slight lead over the Philadelphians. In the second

half the regulars, comprising Captain Sheehan,

Barry, Lolos, Nolan and Henry took up the battle,

and from then on the margin widened until the game
took on an extremely lop-sided aspect.

The first team showed remarkable speed and ac-

curacy, while the seconds proved there is no lack

of good substitutes.

Sheehan was high scorer for the evening with

ten points.

The lineup

:

Pharmacy Villanova

Pascol Forward .... .
'.^ . . ..... Sichi

Yungt Forward ....... Birminghom
Granahan . . .v * • .... . center . . » »,* * * Fahey
Powlowski . . : V . .:v 4v . Guard . . ;;>'ii ; i: ;. *> . . . . Lolos

VVdoLd* •'• •' • • .• •,'•;.••».. V-jLldl U • ,> • '• • . . . .». • • . A X dUj'

.

VILLANOVA TOPPLES TEXTILES
Displaying a ripping offense and a tight defense,

the Wildcats stored away their second consecutive

victory of the season against Textile, 29 to 19.

Captain Joe Sheehan led the scoring with thirteen

points, ten of these being from field tosses. He
was dropping the ball in from all angles and at the

same time holding Wooley, ace of the Textilers, to

a low score.

Chris Lolos played his first game as center, and
displayed wonderful form. He was second high

scorer. Barry, Henry and Nolan played their usual

good game.

The lineup:

Textile Villanova

Wooley Forward Sheehan

Shirer ..,.,... Forward ..Barry

Gutekunst .VI . , Center Lolos

Wright; iviii*. ..... Guard ^^:,.^.iHenry

Luban. Guard ...... .v. v. . . . Nolan

OSTEOPATHY DEFEATED
In a game featured by a whirlwind comeback in

the second half, "The Wildcats'' took the Philadel-

phia College of Osteopathy into camp by a score of

37-11. The first half was slow and uninteresting,

characterized by close guarding on both sides. It

ended in a deadlock—6-6. In the second stanza

Cashman's proteges struck their stride and with

the veteran Sheehan scintillating, the game took on

a different aspect. The old combination of last year

worked to perfection. Barry, Lolos, Sheehan, Nolan
and Severance sifting twelve two-pointers through

the meshes and missing only two of eleven attempts

from the fifteen-foot mark. At the same time the

"Bone Crackers" were held scoreless from the field.

The home team worked as a unit on the defense and
the elusive Osteopathy forwards did not manage to

slip away once. The "Wildcats" are fast rounding
into shape and it augurs well for the difficult games
of the Christmas holidays. i

The lineup: ..;.;

Villanova Osteopathy

Barry i ;. Forward .McHenry
Sheehan.

.

Lolos .

.

. . ..i>.."*/^. »;# ••• »

Forward
Center . . • •

. Bradford

. Sullivan

Loughton

. . Parker

Henry Guard .

Nolan Guard
Field Goals: Barry, 2; Sheehan, 3; Lolos, 3;

Nolan, 2; Severance, 2; McHenry, 1; Bradford, 1.

Foul Goals : Barry, 3 out of 3 ; Sheehan, 4 out of

4 ; Lolos, 2 out of 3 ; Henry, 1 out of 3 ; Nolan, 2 out
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of 3 ; Severance, none out of 1 ; McHenry, 3 out of 4

;

Loughton, none out of 1.

Substitutions: Severance for Sheehan, Myrtetus

for Lolos, Sichi for Severance, Tracey for Henry,

Fahey for Myrtelus. Thomas for Parker, Jennings

for Thomas, Thomas for Jennings. .

C. C. N. Y. SURPRISES
So far this season we have not heard of a score

such as that 11-9 decision in the game between the

City College of New York and Villanova. The game
was like an argument between two old lawyers

neither could trip the other.

• The first half ended with a 4 to 3 score, in favor

of the C. C. N. Y. It was a game to be decided on

fouls, and the New Yorkers took advantage of the

few that were called. The only foul made by the

Blue and White was tossed in |i^ Henry. Sheehan
and Lolos scored two double-dfeckers apiece, ^d
with them the scoring for Villanova ended. 5*^

]

:; Lack of scoring would seemingly indicate, a^slow

'game, but the fact that first one team and then the

other would crop out into the lead made the game
as exciting as a Russian revolution.

Only one substitute was made by the Wildcats,

Severance for Barry. > I*

The lineup; .•:

Rubenstein. . . .../.. Forward .... . . ..Sheehan
Ruskin Forward ...... ....>, .Barry
Goldberg. Center Lolos

Musil .... iii ;'.i .

.

..... Guard Henry

...^:

• • ,» »_. »;.. -.f
• .• .

Hirsch. ...•• » », •*,•..

.

Guard Nolan

:..-.ry--..:..: grp^ JOHN'S GAME
Following the harrowing loss to C. C. N. Y. dur-

ing the holidays, the Wildcats came through against

St. John's when they chalked up a 36-19 victory.

Lolos and Sheehan started the ball rolling in the

first half, and by the end of the second stanza the

whole aggregation was under way. Cashman's pro-

teges looked like the finished product in the last ten

minutes of play.

A powerful offense was headed by Lolos and
Barry, and was balanced by the stellar defensive

work of Sheehan and Nolan. Lolos and Sheehan
garnered enough points between them to defeat the

lads from Brooklyn.

During the first half, a youth from St. John's by
the name of Kleneman kept his team in the running.

He was well shackled in the second half, however,
and the Blue and White proceeded to swamp the

visitors.

The lineup:

St. John's Villanova
Kleneman Forward Severance
Seiferd. . . . •;;,;iv ^v> . Forward ..; .^ . . . .Barry
Freeman Center Lolos

Flanagan Guard .Henry

Gallagher Guard Sheehan

Substitutions—St. John's: Rhodes for Seiferd;

Collins for Rhodes; McAlpine for Flanagan; Polo

for Gallagher. Villanova: McGuire for Severance;

Nolan for Lolos.

Field Goals—Kleneman, 4; Foreman; Flanagan,

2; Barry, 3; Lolos, 5; Henry; Sheehan, 4; Nolan, 3.

Foul Goals—Seiferd; Foreman, 2; Flanagan, 2;

Lolos; Henry; Sheehan; Sloan.

BLUE ANI) WHITE DOWNS ST. JOE
Displaying sp^qd that was remarkable, Villanova

swept the Crimson and Gray aside in an exciting

battle, to win by tl^e sccfre of 30 to 17. The game
was played in Penn's neW? Palestra. V':h}

Tjie doughty Crimson te^m fought hard, but were

no match for the speedy Wildcats. From the start

I
the, Viilanova five outplayed them, and, led by

-Mlughie Nolan, proceeded tb^Ynake the victory secure.

/St. Joe was Unlucky, as it chanced that Hughie
h^d "hi^ eye" the whole evening. Nolan accounted

fo^, fquHeen of his team's thirty points, ringing

in' f<]^ui"from the floor and six goals from the foul

line. Besides his scoring, Nolan played a bang-up

game on the defense.

Joe and Bart Sheehan, the Camden brothers, op-

posed each other on rival teams for the fourth and
last time in their collegiate career.

Henry, Joe Sheehan and Nolan starred for the

Blue and White, while Oakes and Bart Sheehan
played exceptionally well for the Stiles streeters.

The lineup:

St. Joseph's Villanova

Oakes Forward J. Sheehan
B. Sheehan . Forward ,>>?'• • r>'v« • • Barry
Collins ..... 4 i i > .... Center . ^:;ti . . . . ^ * rt* • • Lolos

Branka. . .V*; . i. Guard ...... ..,;*;* i.. Nolan

Walker Guard Henry
Field Goals—Oakes, 2; B. Sheehan; Gricco; J.

I Sheehan, 2; Barry; Lolos; Henry; Nolan, 4.

Foul Goals—B. Sheehan, 2; Collins, 4; Gricco, 3;

J. Sheehan, 2; Lolos; Nolan, 6; Henry. .V

. Referee—Glascott.

ST. JOHN'S AVENGES DEFEAT
:

V, After taking their first game from St. John's,

the Wildcats entered the return fray with a little

too much confidence.

From the first whistle, the Brooklynites started

off with an attack that was hard to stop. A flashy

fellow, Feeney by name, dropped in three or four

impossible shots and before it was realized, St.

John's was on the long end of a 21-9 score.

With the start of the second half, the real fury

of the Wildcats was displayed. While the St. John
score remained stationary, the Blue and White was

-a
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taking long strides forward. Ho^yever, the margin

rolled up by the home team in the first half was too

large to overcome, and the game ended with a 30-23

victory for St. John's.

The lineup:

St. John's ^ Villanova

Kleinman

.

......... Forward Sheehan

Flanagan Forward iVw>vtA>Vf>^

Truman Center .^^iv . /,;;.;Fahey

Gallagher \ Guard ... : Lolos

Feeney Guard Severance

UNIVERSITY CLUB GAME
In a game replete with thrills, Villanova defeated

the University Club of New York, 23-20. From the

opening whistle it was a nip and tuck affair, and

was anybody's game at all stages. The former col-

legians had a veteran team on the floor, and this

victory places the Wildcats in the limelight. Lolos

scintillated for Villanova, sifting three two-pointers

^t^r.ough the meshes.

'*The home team took the lead at the beginning, but

the Wildcats reversed things by dropping in a field

goal and a foul in quick succession. From then on

they kept the lead, narrow though it was.

This victory gave Villanova an even break on the

New York trip, they having lost to St. John's on the

preceding night.

The lineup:

University Club Villanova

Jarvis Forward Severance

Knipe Forward Slane.

Raye Center ,«* ...... Fahey

Smith Guard Nolan

McGreal Guard Henry

Substitutions—University Club: Wendisch for

Smith. Villanova: Sheehan for Severance, Barry

for Slane, Lolos for Fahey.

Field Goals: Jarvis, 4; Knipe, 1; Raye, 2; Wen-

disch, 2; Severance, 1; Nolan, 2; Henry, 2; Lolos,

3; Sheehan, 2.

Foul Goals : Jarvis, 1 ; Raye, 1 ; Nolan, 1 ; Barry,

1; Sheehan, 1.

TEMPLE VS. VILLANOVA
Temple defeated the Blue and White quintet before

a crowd of three thousand basketball enthusiasts at

Conway Hall, in a furious game which went two ex-

tra periods, before Temple nosed out the Wildcats

34 to 33.

The score was 29 all, when the forty minutes were

over marking the ending of the game officially. In
^

the first extra period the score was an even 31, for

both teams.

Starting the second extra period, Shair tallied a

foul shot and then Stackowski tossed in a long one

;

this proved to be the deciding toss, as a second lat^r

Lolos heaved in a long one for Villanova. The

game ended a few seconds later, 34 to 33.

Temple Villanova

Wooley Forward Sheehan

Litwack Forward ; . . . Barry

Jepson . . , ,, ,.. •

,

...... Center ............... Lolos

Stamberg.^; :^i^:, ;.^y. • . Guard . . . ,:. .^, .>,. . .
.
Nolan

onair . . . . ••»<!;•» •ii* . vjruarQ jienr

Field Goals : Wooley, 4 ; Litwack, 4 1 Jepson, Shair,

Stamber, Stackowski, 3; Severance, Sheehan, 2;

Barry, Lolos, 2 ; Nolan, .3 ; Henry.

Foul Goals: Wooley, 1; Litwack, 3; Jepson, 1;

Shair, 1; Stamberg, 2; Severance, 2; Sheehan, 7;

Lolos, 2; Henry, 2.

Referee—Kelly.

i

VILLANOVA DEFEATS LOYOLA
r

Displaying a well versed attack, Villanova de-

feated Loyola at the 104th Medical Regiment

Armory in Baltimore by a tremendous rush in the

second half, to win by a score of 32 to 18.

The s«Oj»e^ was deadlocked at half time at 13 all.

At the start of the second half, Sheehan countered

a field goal and foul to break the deadlock. A mo-

ment later Nolan followed suit. Dudley then tossed

in a long one for Loyola. He was followed by Hel-

frich, who threw in another long one and a foul.

When Nolan scored another field goal, the score was
22-18.

Villanova then spurted and ran the score to 32

before the final whistle.

Dudley was the star of the game, closely followed

by Nolan and Sheehan, considering that he was
playing with several carbuncles, played a wonderful

game.

The score:

Loyola Villanova

Dudley i i ; * . . Forward Severance

Helfrich Forward . . , Gillespie

Rogers. .:..^,,.,:,..^. . Center . .viv; .•.•• ..Fahey

Child. . ;y^i ; /k. • • • • • Guard ........ , ... . . Nolan
Enright Guard . . .;•:,>¥*•-;. . Henry.

x-iOyoia ,•>.;#.•. •••... xo— J.0—j.o

Villanova y>-^... 13—19—32

Substitutions: Sheehan for Gillespie, Barry for

Severance, Lolos for Fahey; Wiggins for Helfrich,

Kane for Dudley, Bunting for Rogers, Interiere for

Enright.

Field Goals: Severance, 3; Nolan, 3; Henry, 1;

6 ; Child, 1.

Foul Goals: Severance, 1; Nolan, 1; Henry, 1;

Sheehan, 4 ; Barry, 1 ; Lolos, 1 ; Helfrich, 1 ; Dudley,

Sheehan, 2; Barry, 1; Dudley, 2.

>
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VILLANOVA SLAPS GEORGE WASH-
INGTON UNIVERSITY

' The Wildcats outclassed the heavy George Wash-
ington five in a hard game, to the tune of 31 to 21.

: Starting away at a pace that was never reached

by the Colonials, Villanova kept a wide margin in

the score. Seven points were tacked up for the

Wildcats before George Washington entered the

scoring column, i^.^ r :.-..' \^ ::\:/'^-,i:^\'' ;;,/; :;'.

The ball was in the hands of Villanova during

V most of the game and the Colonials, incidentally,

were kept on the defensive.

Nolan, Sheehan and Barry were high scorers of

the evening, with five, four and three field goals re-

': spectively.'^
••''•''••'

;/.:r;v';^

The line-up:' ^'-^:•^";^^^•^:;/• v ,.v^,:.

George Washington U. ;! /.;

Bland Forward
Sapp. . , ,,.y.i * */.y . Forward
xiaun

.

........ .'• fiv;'* • v^enter

; Carey. .,v,y.,,^yi^^ .

^'•^:. Villanova

Gillespie

Severance

• • • • ••'• #'•• • vX ^11\^

V

......•• j» ••. iN oian

J,
Wallace. ^wvvvv'. Guard . * ; . ; .Henry

Substitutions: G. Washington U.—Perry for

Bland; Althouse for Sapp. Villanova—Barry for

Gillespie ; Sheehan for Severance ; Lolos for Fahey.

Field Goals: G. Washington U.—Bland, 1; Sapp,

1; Haun, 2; Carey, 2; Wallace, 3. Villanova

—

Barry, 3 ; Sheehan, 4 ; Lolos, 1 ; Nolan, 5.

Foul Goals: G. Washington U.—Bland, 1 ; Sapp, 2.

Villanova—Severance, 1; Sheehan, 3; Henry, 1.

>; Referee—Metzler.

TRAINING THE ATHLETE FOR TRACK
; I have been asked to give you an article on train-

ing for track. This is rather difficult suject to write

on as in the first place it is seldom two men train-

ing for the same event require the same kind of

work, so that^ will be compelled to make this a sort

of average work for a squad of men/' ^' -'•:j''^^'--:-

I am a great believer in plenty of slow jogging be-

fore I start a man at speed, as in starting to train

men I find it a good rule to make haste slowly and
my experience has shown me that fast running be-

fore the muscles have been toughened by a lot of

slow work has a tendency to cause sore legs, pulled

tendons, etc. On the other hand, when the men have
been sufficiently hardened, casualties of that kind

seldom occur.

As to the kind and amount of work a man should

do for the 100 yards, which we will take up first. I

usually give a jog of about three laps or three quar-

ters of a mile daily for ten days or two weeks and
after that time I cut the work down to two laps and
twice a week have them take a sprint of fifty or sixty

yards and at the same time try to develop quick

starting. With say, three weeks of this kind of

work, the boys are ready for a trial at the full dis-

tance, and in another week they should be ready to

repeat and should be ready to race at the end of six

weeks.

As to the other sprints, the 220 and 440 yards, the

training is practically of the same character except

that the distances are increased both as to jogging

and speeding. In the 440 I like to speed them 220

or 300 yards and also let them run through 600 yards

once in a while before I ask them to run 440 at speed.

But with few exceptions, I do not ask them to work
the regular distance more than once a week. I may
say here that I expect some of the boys will probably

accuse me of reversing myself when they come out to

train. So I may as well admit that that is liable to

happen for, as I said earlier in this article, it is hard

to find two or more boys in a college bunch that re-

quire the same system of training.

The field events are the hardest to train for as it

takes a long time to attain proficiency in these seven

events. First they must get in condition by plenty

of jogging on the track. After that comes the effort

necessary to get the proper form for the event for

which they are training, as it is a grave mistake to

try for distance until form has been at least learned

in a rudimentary way. From now on the improve-

ment should be steady. Always the athlete in any
field event should be careful not to overwork,

strained muscles are hard to get back to normal.

I think I have given a general and fairly compre-

hensive outline of training for track and field events

and will now conclude with some idea of how the

boys should conduct themselves as to eating, smok-
ing, sleeping, etc. No boy who is in training should

smoke. As to eating it depends a lot on the physical

make up of the particular boy. To one who is in-

clined to fat, I would suggest cutting out all starchy

foods, while the boy who is naturally thin I would
allow potatoes, rice, etc., in moderation. The rule

against smoking is positive and every athlete should

aim to get at least eight hours sleep.

If a normal boy will follow these instructions,

every one can do something creditable for his col-

lege and also improve his health and capacity for

study at one and the same time.

\ - ;- -^ • James H. Meredith, Coach.
: ; .
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This sport today is regulated by boards in the

different states, who are appointed by the Governors,
and they regulate the number of rounds, the licens-

ing of the boxers, managers, seconds, promoters and
club owners. They see that all bouts are on the

level, that forfeits are posted for appearance and ad-

minister punishments for infractions of rules.

The different states have a working agreement
whereby a boxer, manager, etc., who violates a rule

in one state is barred from working in another state

until he is cleared of the charge or has satisfied the

state by taking a suspension for a period of time. '

Stepping out of the professional aspects of the

game, let us dwell on its amateur status-

In all parts of the United States there are clubs

who foster boxing as a form of exercise and who
hold tournaments, in which those who like to box
in competition may do so without turning profes-

sional. \...:;;; •>;;••;:. ^..>'/.•;.,<,

Colleges and schools all have boxing teams who
compete against one another. In most it is a major
sport and a letter is awarded to those who make the
team. ,:..:A^•;^-v..>:.v..i:

Villanova, until a few years ago, had a team and
will again if the student body will get behind it and
help, if even in a small way. We are a growing in-

stitution and if we are to compete with other schools
this sport should be placed on the calendar along
with the other sports. It is a sport which all can
compete in to some extent, and derive benefits which
in time of stress will be very much appreciated by
those who may need it.

Boxing is a good clean sport. It is a body and
brain builder par excellence.

For proof of the good qualities of boxing the
skeptic can look at the number who day in and day
out box for pleasure in the numerous gymnasiums
throughout the country.

, '
Henry W. Snyder, Coach,

:>;;:;,;; /v:. Senior .Business.
,,,^

CLASS SHOWN IN BOXING
TOURNAMENT

One of the most colorful spectacles ever witnessed
in the Villanova gymnasium was the recent boxing
taurnament.

In the 119-pound class, Boohr and ^'O'Donnell bat-
tled to a draw. O'Donnell showed a clever brand
of footwork, but Boohr balanced the decision by un-
corking a few powerful blows to the mid-section.

,
Mclntyre won the judge's decision over McGinty

in a battle that will long be remembered. The fracas
was nip-and-tuck and the decision close. Both
weighed in at 135.

The tilt that was probably the hardest fought of
the evening disclosed two very handy 147 pounders.

From beginning to end it was a series of hard blows

and furious attacks. Never once did the action let

up. The decision was awarded to Cicero over Aby-
rinski towards the close of the last round.

In the 160-pound class Burlington defeated Yar-

nall in a hard-hitting and fast contest. Yarnall's

superb condition was a big factor, as he withstood

a furious attack in the first two rounds and stood

his own on the third by jabbing a clever left.

McAndrews and Kirnan showed up very nicely in

the 170-pound class. Both men were clever boxers

and McAndrews carried a punch in either hand. The
set-to was close in the first and part of the second

rounds, but McAndrews' strength put him far

enough in the lead to gain an easy decision.

Hillen and Martin, 175 pounds, fought to a draw
in a friendly enemy battle. Both were two fisted

sluggers that forsook defense for attack and they

surely made an exciting and enjoyable match for

the crowd.

In the heavyweights' class Conlin and Harkins
fought to a draw in real heavyweight style. Conlin

had a hard left jab to the face and Harkins coun-

tered with a stiff right to the body. The bout went
four furious rounds.

Langdon gained a close decision over Vail in the

other heavy bout. They didn't seem to care how
hard and often they hit and were hit. The battle

was hard to decide as most of the fighting was close.

Referee—Farina. Judges—Burns and Prof. Dun-
combe.

The tournament was conducted by "Ad" Snyder,
Middle Atlantic States Amateur Heavyweight
Champion and coach of the Villanova Boxing Team.
The winners are to represent the College in the

Penn A. C. Bouts. Negotiations for bouts with sev-

eral colleges are under way.

"WHETHER" FAIR

The raining snow

—

A slushy street, : ; •

The lonely site, !' '> Vv '^ ;iv

No cops on beat.

Through window wide

—

O ! Slushy street

!

Ah, Venus with

A form petite.

Back on the shelf!

There's all to see

I see, without

Astronomy

!

Al Panepinto, '27.
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College News Editor

JOHN R. SULLIVAN, '28

Forsan Et Haec Olim

THE SENIOR CLASS
The Belle Air Ball, given by the Senior Class on

the night of January 7th at the Ritz-Carleton, offi-

cially closed the social season for the seniors as a
class. The Senior Class has lived up to expectations

and have carried on the traditions of Villanova by
making each social event a success. From the time

of the Freshman dance, given in 1924, they have not

merely carried on and made a success of their social

functions, but they have added prestige both to

Villanova and the class itself. The committee in

charge of the Senior Ball was headed by Al Brown.

Other members of the committee were : M. Halphen,

P. T. Kirwan, J. A. McHenry, W. T. McLaughlin,

P. P. Perri, W. H. Quin, J. J. Shea and R. T. M.
Sullivan.

At the senior meeting held several days after the

ball, the class gave a rising vote of thanks to the

committee in charge. The commendation was
merited by them, for alumni and outsiders wer un-

animous in saying that it was the best Belle Air

Ball Villanova has ever had.

There is one more tradition that the class has to

carry out before they join the ranks of hard-work-.
.

ing alumni ; that is the Year Book. Another Al is ; ;

in charge of the Year Book, namely, Al Panepinto.
'

Matt Oberholzer, who was responsible to a large ex-

tent for the success of Junior Week, is the business

manager. We can confidentially assure you that this

publication will not only be a huge success, but also

that it will be brighter and have a more brilliant

lustre than heretofore.

Father Griffin, president of Villanova, spoke to the

members of the Senior Class on senior government.

Father Griffin said that student government was in

vogue at nearly every college. He stressed the im-

portance of its responsibilities and its benefit upon
the college man. He stressed further that it is just

in its earlier stages at Villanova, and that the be-

Assistants
ANDREW J. SLOAN, '27

WILLIAM H. VINCENT, '28

Meminisse luvabit

ginnings of all things are difficult. Father Griffiin

said that the first year of student government here

had been successful and that he hoped in the future

it would become more so.

At a later meeting Father Fink spoke concerning

the enforcement of regulations by the student gov-

ernment. He said that under this system, attend-

ance at chapel and in class were very satisfying and
that it has shown each week a marked improvement.
This improvement, he thought, would become better

if the enforcement of the rules was more drastic.

The meeting of the class came to a cldse by a pass-

ing of a resolution to enforce the regulations more
strictly, and to support Father Fink and Father

Griffin in their endeavors to increase the prestige of

Villanova.

BELLE AIR BALL
President Madden realized the great expense and

amount of work necessary to successfully put on the

great social event of the season, the Belle Air Ball.

Therefore, early in December he appointed a com-
mittee to take complete charge.

This group, under the capable leadership of Al
Brown, immediately set to work, and in five of six

meetings had arranged all the details of the ball, v

It was held at the Ritz-Carleton Hotel in Phila-

delphia on the night of January 7th. One of the

largest crowds in the history of Belle Air Balls was
in attendance. So great was the number that the

valuable favors were exhausted early. Those who
did not receive favors at the scheduled time were
soon in possession of them, due to the foresight of

the committee.

These favors were unique, being mother of pearl

shoe trees and shoe horns of the same material. The
back of the favor was a pretty sea-colored blue.

About midway down the face was the college seal

engraved in gold, and it showed up well against the

mother of pearl background.

/
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Among the dancers were seen many of the

alumni. We hope that with the passing years this

number will increase, and that they always will

take an active interest in the Villanova social life.

The coaching staff was represented by the very
popular coaches of the football team, Messrs Stuhl-

dreher and Hunsinger. Among members of the

faculty present were Fathers Crawford, O'Brien and
Fink. It was indeed gratifying to see the large

numbers of underclassmen present, especially

juniors.
. ^ \ ,

.:>. The orchestra rendered, besides the regular dance
numbers, vocal selections which so highly delighted

the audience that they stopped dancing to listen and
applaud, i . ,.

. '... .1 .*. ' ,-
•

.We are indeed happy to crown our social career

while at Villanova with such a successful event.
.

}

V THE BELLE AIR
The office desk is piled high with copy—senior

writeups, football resume—basketball. The bustle in

the office—the clicking of the typewriter—an occa-

sional splash of paint from the "art corner"

—

they're all uniting now for the 1927 issue of the Best
Yette year book. After months of thinking, care-

study, planning and hoping, the Belle Air is finally

in the making.

iizAnother novel feature has been added to the long
list—it was a dream a month ago—but now it is a
reality, and we're all set to go. The Junior Class
accepted our suggestion of having their individual

pictures in the book, so—now for the bigger and bet-

ter Junior section. Individual pictures will be ar-

ranged on panels, a list of achievements accompany-
ing each photo. Not only will the class be brought
closer to the limelight, but their activities will also

share a goodly portion of the voluminous issue.

Junior Prom will be justified in its importance ac-

cording to present plans. ..
^ vv \; "

:

But, wait a second, Sophs and Freshmen; you
come in for your share of improvement over pre-
vious year book traditions. Each of these sections
will be enlarged—with a personal touch and an in-

dividuality for each member—so keep your pretty
peepers peeled and you'll perceive plenty.

" '

The Senior section will contain a man to a page,
as in former years. The addition to this depart-
ments consists in have two pictures of each senior
on that page; besides the usual formal photo, an
informal snapshot, or campus scene picture of that
man is being taken. 'In the "Society" section of the
annual will appear the "Belle Air Ball," with many
novelties and attractions. These changes and addi-
tions are but a few in the plans for the Senior di-

vision.

While the editorial staff was hitting on all cylin-

ders, they heard a shrill whistle. ? ? A traffic cop? ?

Not this time—it was the Business Manager—Matt
Oberholzer. Whereupon, Al Panepinto, the Editor,

jams on the brakes for a friendly chat with Matt.
After a lengthy disctission, a few things were

brought to light—issues that seemed hard on the
optic nerve and on the entire system. After figur-

ing out a budget plan, the Business department re-

ported that unless last year's subscription list is

doubled, "you'll have to cut down on the book." And
that's a tuff pill to swallow! But an echo of 1812-—
a faint sounding of that war cry, "Don't give up the
ship !" seemed to call

—"Don't give up the Big
Book!" And we're not going to! i^

The year book as planned now is very much
larger than last year's in bulk and in ground cov-

ered. It is planned not only to be simply a year
book, but a memory book—something entirely new.
With little financial resources, and a big book in the
making, something had to be done

!

A Belle Air Week, the first of its kind, is being
planned. It will be a combination of social activi-

ties, athletic tournaments, and student contests, all

with one purpose in view—to finance The Big Belle

Air—the Biggest Book yet at Villanova. Details of
this affair are found in another section of The Villa-

novan. With a successful week setting in the his-

toric horizon, will rise, the next day, HSDrilliant light,

to reflect the true picture of Villanova—of her loyal

sons—The Belle Air—Our Book of Memories.

FOR A JUNIOR WEEK—"THE BEST
. EVER"

Certainly, there is no dearth of ambition among
the members of the Junior Class. Nothing worthy
of their consideration is too pretentious to include in

their Junior Week program to make that week re-

plete with original, novel, and unique attractions.

They plan a week that shall be nonpareil—the non
plus ultra in social affairs. Their enthusiasm is re-

vealed by the fact that their committees are already
at work, although the date set for the presentation
of this social extravaganza are April 19th to 23d, in-

clusive. Each day will be a banner one and will see
an attempt to outdo the preceding day's perform-
ance. The class welcomes all suggestions from any
source whatsoever that will be an aid in the adoption
of its program. It also earnestly solicits the co-

operation of not only every Junior, but also of the
entirie student body and the various college organiza-
tions in order to insure the success of the week.

There are two distinct committees in charge of
the affair, one for the week and one for the "Prom."
A more detailed account of their activities will ap-
pear in subsequent issues of this. The Villanovan.

.-••Vm
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The following constitute the Prom committee:

Gerard Kilcourse, chairman ; William Vincent, Rich-

ard Newman, George Fay, Martin Callan, Raymond
Houle and John McDevitt.

The Week Committee consists of William Goggin,

chairman; Thomas Crane, John McDonnell, Fred-

erick Young, Howard Avil, James Nealon, Francis

McGrath, Leonard Young, James Conners, Emmet
Lalor and Walter Reedy.

THE VILLANOVAN CHRISTMAS TREE
For the second time in the history of Villanova,

the students, on the eve of the Christmas vacation,

gathered around the Villanovan Christmas Tree to

imbibe and to diffuse the Yuletide spirit of good

cheer. It was a happy gathering which truly lent

itself to the spirit of the occasion. Besides Santa

Claus, who was all that tradition ascribes to that

venerable and belowed character with his profusion

of gifts, there was an excellent program of enter-

tainment.

A touch of Christian reverence was added to the

affair when, as the rising curtain revealed a bril-

liantly iluminated tree, trimmed with varicolored

lights, the Villanova Quartet sang "Adeste Fidelis,"

softly at first, then striking a crescendo as the scene

was thrown into full relief. John Slane, Laurence

Farley, William Rudolph and John Foley comprised

the singers. Their rendition of other Christmas

carols was well done.

Pathos predominated in a recitation of "Annie's

and Willie's Prayer," by J. Howard Brady. All the

art of the elocutionist was brought into play by Mr.

Brady, and when the lights went on there were

many moist eyes in the audience.

This recitation was followed by a brief address

by our Reverend President, Father Griffin. He ex-

plained the meaning of the true Christian spirit of

Christmas. He asked the students to so extend their

charity at this season as to remember in their

prayers those who were with them on previous jovial

occasions, but who had since been called by God. •

Next on the program was an unique presentation

of musical ability by three blind boys. Algie Brax-

ton and Ralph Sterne elicited pleasing harmony
from harmonicas to the accompaniment of John

Young, a skilled pianist. Their offerings were re-

ceived with rounds of applause which brought forth

several encores.

Al Panepinto entertained with clever sketches

—

"silly, but sober," as he termed them. Al's deft

touch quickly transformed a line, letter, or symbol

into a ludicrous object which instantly excited one's

risibles. His jocose interpolation and his novel

radio scheme of relaying his drawings to an in-

visible audience created much mirth. His act was
the hit of the evening.

Songs by Laurence Farley and John Slane were
the next features. Both of these songbirds possess

voices of rare charm, and when they yodel in con-

cert, the music blends into ecstatic harmony.
They were followed by the Villanovans who played

several selections with creditable technique. The
more popular of their numbers were sung by the en-

tire assemblage.

A comedy skit entitled "We Too," featured Horace
Franklin and Gene Reiley. These two exponents of

the brighter side of life brought down the house

with their humorous antics.

Just previous to the appearance of Old Santa, ad-

mirably impersonated by William Goggin, the en-

tire gathering joined the Villanova Quartet in a

grand finale, singing Christmas carols and the Alma
Mater.

As each person left the auditorium he was greeted

by the jovial Santa and presented with an attractive

and practical gift.

This affair was voted a great success, and we are

firmly convinced that the Villanovan Christmas Tree

will take its place among the last traditions of Villa-

nova. Toq much praise cannot be given the com-

mittee for their untiring efforts to make the party

the success it proved. Those serving on the commit-

tee were: Augustus A. Baron, chairman; Joseph A.

Barry, John R. Cunningham and Patrick T. Kirwan.

DRAMATIC
Again the Dramatic Club is coming before the

notice of the public. This time, unlike the last play.

Every Freshman, which was such a great success

recently at the Penn. A. C, the play now in re-

hearsal is heavy drama. It is Vision, Fr. Burns'

masterpiece, which is being presented for its fourth

season.

Vision is a Lenten drama, a tale of the time of

Christ. In the past three years that the play has

• been presented by the Villanova Players it has been

received with great success not only at the college

but in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts and
in Northern Pennsylvania.

The play is being coached this year by John Slane,

who is a product of the Villanova Players. Though
most of last year's cast is back, a great many others

are out fighting for a part. In view of this, an even

better show than ever before will be presented.

There seems to be no end to the ability of these col-

lege Thespians.

A very extensive itinerary is being arranged for

this year. There will be a radio presentation from
Station WLIT on March 6th. The Seville Theatre

has been secured for seven performances. Matinees
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will be held on April 7, 8, and 9th. Negotiations

are under way with Pittsbul^and Allentown, Pa.;

Woodbridge, Burlington, Camden and Englewood;
• New York City, Port Chester and Rye, N. Y., and

Pittsfield, Mass. All this tends to predict a banner

year for the Players. .
,

•

At a recent meeting of the Dramatic Club officers

for the year were elected. J. Howard Brady^ '27,

was elected President; John Slane, 28, Vice-Presi-

dent ; Ralph G. Hegner, '27, Treasurer, and William

McQuinn, *30, Secretary.

The Club is also working up a one-act play which
will be presented during Belle Air Week. This play

may also be entered in the state contest for college

plays in Pennsylvania. The Club has been invited

to enter this contest and are seriously considering it.

••^;^:' .• ,':•.•;' •.:

; : WESTERN PENNA. CLUB
* *y

Again comes that soft appealing wail of a child.

It is one of pleasure, a joy. The child has found
something pleasing.

The Western Penna. CluiKduring those memorable
Christmas holidays of 1^26 had its first pleasant
hours. The first annual dance was a success. Those
who were fortunate in attending have had many en-
joyable words over the affair.

Can't this child grow and branch out like its older
brothers? If it is possible for a small, but active
group of members to do it, Villanova can expect a
potential leader in social events in the future.

•;-:;::• :.-r:.:{^ic.;:i^-;^

ITALIAN CLUB
Plans which were formulated during the earlier

part of the scholastic year are gradually rounding
into a reality. Pursuant to a deside for worthy
achievements, plans are now in the making for a
dance to be held in the near future. The date and
place are to be decided by the dance committee, of ^

which Al Panepinto is chairman. If Al's former ac-
complishments are indicative of anything, the suc-
cess of the dance is confidentially assured. The com-"
mittee, as appointed by the president, Peter P.
Perri, follows: Alfred J. Panepinto, chairman; Vic-
tor Digilio, Rocco J. Costanzo, Anthony Sellitto, An- •

thony Diodati, Joseph Casciato, Frank Amodei and
Silvio Sabatini. Proper advertisement both at the
college and in the city is assured by the size of the
committee.

At present the committee is hard at work plan-
ning the dance and expects to have something de-
cisive to announce by the time the next issue of the
Villanovan comes out. More of this anon.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL
CLUB

Since the holidays this Club has been somewhat
dormant, but with the Belle Air Ball as past his-

tory, it plans an active campaign for the mid-
winter season. It proposes to have a representa-
tive basketball team and any club in the college
desirous of games should get in touch with "Bill"

Vincent, who has been appointed manager of the
quintet. The R. C. H. S. Club also responded to
the request of both the Villanovan Christmas
Tree and the Belle Air Ball Committee by being
a patron to both affairs. The club takes this op-
portunity to say that it was a pleasure to aid such
splendid social events.

THE DAY STUDENTS' CLUB
During the past month, the Day Students have

been afforded a multitude of opportunities for ac-
tivity. Furthermore, they did not neglect to
seize them. They sponsored the "Villanovan
Christmas Tree" by becoming a patron to it and
urging the members to attend. With the holidays
came the excitement and enthusiasm of numerous
social events in the surrounding cities and towns
that demands so much time. Returning to college,
the Belle Air Ball immediately became the cen-
tre of interest. The Day Students once more rallied
to the cause by becoming a patron. The large num-
ber of members who attended certainly proves that
the club entered into the spirit of the affair. A fur-
ther honor to the club was the appointment of Al
Brown, one of its own members, as chairman of the
Bell Air Ball Committee. Other members who served
on that board were Peter Perri, Joseph McHenry and
Wallace Quinn. No small measure of the success of
the affair was due to these men who worked inces-
santly to make the Ball the "Best Yette." As a re-
ward for their efforts, they received the fulfillment
of their endeavor,—which, indeed, is the best kind
of recompense. Therefore, the Day Students' Club

'

feels proud of the part it played in the successful
accomplishment of this great social event.

At the meeting just preceding the Christmas holi-

days, the President appointed a Constitution Com-
mittee, consisting of Andrew Sloan, chairman ; Wil-
liam Long, John Nawn, Howard Brady, William
Vini^ent, and J. Newman. Heretofore, the Club had
no real constitution and its regulations were merely
traditional. However, with the tremendous increase
in membership, it was deemed advisable that a code
of laws be drawn up in order that the club might
continue its successful course. The committee has
held several meetings and expects to complete its

work in a short time.

1
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PHI KAPPA PI ACTIVITIES
The Christmas vacation resulted in a temporary

lull in the activities of the Phi Kappa Pi, but with

the return to school, the fraternity and its affairs

are proceeding apace.

Basketball is engaging a large share of attention

at present. With several veterans remaining from
last year and some fast new men on the squad, the

Engineers hope to lug off the championship. Ray
Hoynihan, '28, has been elected captain, and Jerome
Hurley, '27, manager. Chris Lolos, varsity center,

is coaching the squad, which coniprises Daley, Moy-
nihan, Jacobowski, Driscoll, Quigg, Buckley, Cox,

Cresswell, McMahon, Schnappauf and Ryan. While

practice sessions are a difficult matter, the enthu-

siasm thus far shown proves that the "Slipstickers"

will be strong contenders for the Inter-fraternity

title.

The Placement Bureau, sponsored by the fra-

ternity, has already succeeded in providing situa-

tions for three applicants, and is now working to the

end that all engineering members of the class of

1927 will step into choice positions after graduation.

A large group of engineering upper classmen, un-

der the direction of Prof. Morehouse of the Mechani-

cal Engineering department, recently made a tour

of the Naval Aircraft Factory at the Philadelphia

Navy Yard. The rapid growth and development of

aviation, as shown there by models, impressed the

students, as did also an inspection of the newest

type of hydroplane now under construction at the

factory. Several other attractive trips are in pros-

pect, among which are a tour of the Abbott Ice

Cream Co. plant and an inspection of one of th€

Bell Telephone Company's machine switched tele-

phone exchanges.

Treasurer Fitzpatrick gave an informal account of

his tour of Europe, at the meeting on January 17,

and amused the members with his intimate comment
on various foreign cities.

The Eastern Clay Products Co. will offer an il-

lustrated lecture on Feb. 15. This and other lec-

tures, likewise the trips, are being arranged by the

date committee, of which Joseph F. Hughes, '27, is

chairman.

An important topic now under discussion is the

initiation of new members, which will take place

soon after the mid-year examinations. A commit-
tee will be appointed shortly and plans will be per-

fected for the treat.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB DANCE
That Villanova is becoming more and more popu-

lar each year in greater Lawrence and other Mer-

rimack Valley cities and towns, was proven from

every viewpoint on the evening of the seventh an-

nual dance given under the auspices of the Villa-

nova College Club of Lawrence. The dance was
conducted in the Winter Garden, and more than

three hundred couples welcomed back to the city

m^ny of her native sons. It was not Lawrence alone

that carried off the honors of the evening, but nearly

every other city this side of Boston shared alike

in making this affair one of the most colorful

dansants ever conducted within the popular ball-

room.

One of the outstanding features of the evening, in

the minds of the local sport followers, was the

chance of being with the majority of the College's

football eleven, which went through the past season

with but two defeats. These local boys, together

with the first string backfield, who all make their

residence at Haverhill, were listed among those

present. There were also more than a hundred of

her Haverhill residents at the dance.

Decorations again played an important part in

making the evening one full of enjoyment and enter-

tainment. Blue and White banners, the school colors

could be seen from every nook and corner of the ball-

room. The same colored streamers were suspended

from the center of the ceiling to the balcony rail-

ing. This formed a colorful roof over the heads of

the hundreds, who occupied every available inch of

flcJor space during each of the sixteen numbers on

the program.

The posts, forming a circle around the hall under-

neath the balcony, were covered with the school

colors. A large blue banner, with large white let-

ters spelling Villanova, was hung over the stage to

form a collegiate background. These decorations

were probably never equalled by any other college or

club dansant conducted in this city.

A neat program was received by every one upon
entering the hall. Dancing was enjoyed from nine

until one o'clock.

The officers of the club, who served as general

chairmen of the committee in charge, are : President

Joseph F. Hughes, Vice-President Leonard J. Young,
Secretary Clarence J. Dana and Treasurer Richard
M. Sullivan. The committee in charge consisted of

J. Kenneth Brooks, Edward Burke, Joseph Cho-

quette, Francis Morris, Thomas Coskren, J. Corro-

dino, Clarence Dana, Vincent Doyle, John Driscoll,

John D'Urso, Dewey Fascione, John Foley, Frank
P. Harding, Raymond Holland, Joseph F. Hughes,

^ James A. Lamond, John J. Joyce, Francis McNulty,
Arthur Kiernan, Leonard Young, Richard Sullivan

and Frederick Twomey.
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THE LA SALLE CLUB
"Give credit where credit's due," runs an old

maxim. Then surely, it must be given to this organ-

ization, if we are to follow the advice of the sages.

For certainly the LaSalle Club deserves the palm for

its "pep." With less than twenty members, it is

making arrangements for a Valentine Dance at the

College on Saturday, February 12th. The subscrip-

tion is two dollars'. The Villanovans will furnish the

music. The committee under the chairmanship of

"Joe" Quinn and consisting of, "Bill" McCarthy and

"Joe" Mulray, promises some novelties in decora-

tions, favors and entertainment. The nature of these

innovations will be kept secret with the result that

they will be very pleasant surprises on the night of

Lincoln's Birthday. Floaters for the affair have

been around for several weeks. Naturally, they are

the work of the redoubtable "Al" (Panepinto), who

always manages to find time to turn out a snappy

"throw-out." This present one, according to the au-

thor's point of view, is one of "Paney's" best. For

the energy and the money that the club is putting

into this Valentine Dance, it surely deserves the co-

operation of the entire student body. The "Villa-

novan" feels proud to be able to announce and to

give some publicity to this affair, given by this young

organization. May the greatest success crown their

efforts.

'

T'. ';

THE NEW YORK CITY CLUB
^ The Time—December 29—10.00 o'clock.

The Place—Astor Hotel, New York.

, The Event—The annual Christmas dance of the

New York City Club, which turned out to be one

of the outstanding gala events indulged in by the

fellows and their friends during the holiday season.

A goodly crowd was there, imbued with the holiday

spirit, seeking the pleasure of the dance and from

the consensus of opinion, they had found this for

which they sought. The Cliff Club orchestra, of

Harlem ancestry, provided music for the occasion.

To the casual observer the dance took on the form

of a reunion, for here and there were scattered

groups, whose conversation ran along the line of

"Now, I remember back in '24." And then again one

had a chance to meet and feast their eyes on the

"girl friends" back home, of whom we hear so

much about here at school. And if the writer may
say, the descriptions were not a bit unreal. The

girls were delighted with the "cute" (yes it is a

girl's word) favor they received, in the form of

a card case, with the most necessary feminine acces-

sory enclosed, namely, a mirror. The dance pro-

gram was enclosed in the case, all of which made it

unusually attractive to the feminine eye.

Great credit is due to the chairman, Vincent Col-

lins, and his committee, for the success of the

dance. The club is contemplating running a dance

during the Easter holidays. The dance committee

was comprised of : Chairman Vincent Collins, Joseph

Green, George McGrath, William McGuinn, William

Goggin, Gerald Kilcourse, Milo McDonald, James
McDonough, Frank Lyons.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
At a recent meeting of the fraternity, one hun-

dred members of the freshman class were selected

as new members. These men will become regular

members upon their initiation, which will be held

before the annual banquet. Victor Digilio is in

charge of the initiation and he has promised to

show the future doctors a good time.

The banquet will be held the week following the

mid-year exams. This is one of the most popular

events of the organization, and it is hoped that this

will be the best in the history of the frat. "Bob"
Bultman has received- bids from caterers and in-

sures a good feed. Entertainment will be supplied

by members of the fraternity and artists from the

outside world.

The basketball five, under the guidance of Leslie

Burns, shows prospects of having a successful sea-

son. Last year this fraternity was runner-up for

the championship, and it is hoped that the Lambda
Kappa Delta will carry the honors for this year.

John Gault, who has coached our team in previous

games, will hold the same position this year. Co-

operation is urged by President Al Brown to make
the season a success.

Two members of the faculty were recently elected

honorary members of the frat. Father Fink, vice-

president of the college and former Dean of the

Pre-Medcial School, was elected because of his un-

tiring efforts on behalf of the society since its be-

ginning. Father Crawford, physics instructor, was
also elected as an honorary member. Father Craw-
ford has always shown a good spirit towards the

organization, and we wish to show our appreciation

to him by offering this honorary membership.

Father Dougherty, Dean of the School of Science,

spoke at one of the meetings, urging the support of

the frat in his endeavor to publish a scientific bulle-

tin for the science school. This bulletin is to contain

the work of the students of science, and shall be the

first in the history of the Pre-Medical School. Sup-

port of the organization was pledged on this matter

by President Brown. In order to defray expenses

of the publication, the frat will hold social activities.

Pat Byrne has been appointed chairman of the

Belle Air committee. This committee will take care

(•
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of the fraternity pages in the year book. It is hoped

that the interest of the pre-meds will be an example

for the other fraternities to follow, namely the sup-

port of every member to aid in the success of the

year book.

CONNECTICUT VALLEY CLUB
(Stamford Branch)

^ On the eve of December 29, 1926, the first annual

dance of the Stamford branch of the Connecticut

Valley Club was held. The hall was tastefully

decorated with blue and white streamers and college

banners, giving it a collegiate atmosphere. Splendid

music was furnished by Houghton*s Collegians.

The feature of the evening was the dedication of

each dance to a college, and the playing of their

Alma Mater to introduce the dance.

Among the patrons and patronesses were Con-

gressman Schuyler Merritt, Mayor and Mrs. John
Keating, Mayor-elect and Mrs. Alfred Phillips and
a number of other notables.

The affair was ably conducted by the dance com-

mittee. It consisted of Paul Kuczo, chairman; Jo-

seph Franchina, Ralph Lenoci, Richard Murray,

Jack Sorbo and Nathan Saltzman. The rest of the

members of the club generously assisted in the suc-

ecss of this affair.

CONNECTICUT VALLEY CLUB
The Connecticut Valley Club held its Christmas

informal dance at the "Oaks,'' in Springfield, Mass.,

December 27th. It was the club's initial attempt

at conducting a dance, and the success which at-

tended this affair augurs well for its future social

endeavors.

Hampered by a heavy snowfall on the day pre-

vious, the members of the club and their friends

manifested commendable loyalty by their attendance

from widely diverse sections of the state. The yule-

tide spirit of good cheer pervaded the gathering,-

which was typically Villanovan, and radiated the

warmth that was within glad hearts. Rapturous

strains of music emanating from the Country Club

Sextette made dancing irresistible.

The sands of time flow quickly when pleasure

reigns, and the night quickly fore on to its in-

evitable conclusion. Dancing continued until one-

thirty, when the familiar strains of "Home, Sweet
Home" sent us on our way to court pleasant dreams
of Morpheus.

The committee arranging this dance are to be

congratulated for their splendid work and for the

efficient manner in which the affair was conducted.

The following comprised the committee: Jerome F.

Hurley, chairman; Raymond T. Houle, Francis J.

Buckley, Daniel P. Falvey, Francis T. McGrath and
Richard T. Barnes.

The Connecticut Valley Club intends to make a

name for itself on the tennis courts. A captain and
manager are to be elected at the^next meeting and
a schedule mapped out: Through these columns a

challenge is extended to any other racquet organiza-

tion in the school.

"IL PENSEROSO DEL COLLEGIO'^
Hence—Loth'd re-exams

For dense, uncultured ignoramus born.

In lecture-halls forlorn

'Mid walls that oft re-echo all he crams

—

Go find some other haunt
Where college boys make night unto the day
For poker games to play.

Or where, for varying sakes or more—
They roll those cubes out on the floor

With form superb, and bid their books

avaunt

!

But come thou nymph of slender waist

Who reading, with good taste.

What waste of time these quizzes are

—

Casts their shadows all afar

!

Haste thee, nymph, and bring thy train

Of knowledge gifts for work insane.

(Math, and Light with "Psyche" and Heat—
"Juice"—that oft we must repeat

—

Latin and Astronomy,
All the trickionomy.)

Lead them with a skilfull hand
To their crests; and they'll command

A helpful seat within those bounds
Whose emptiness resounds

In doleful monotones.

• ..«•*
These delights if thou canst give.

Nymph, with thee I mean to live.

A. J. Panepinto, '27.

YOU MUST HAVE KNOWN
I did not tell thee that I loved thee.

With measured words, that time we lay

O'erlooking the eternal city ; at whose feet

The waters flowed. The words I did not say

;

And yet you must have known, that I

Did love thee, then—then why
Did you go? You must have known
That I loved you.

Even though I did not tell you so.

A. J. Sloan,

Senior Classical.
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; We wish to acknowledge the following exchanges

:

'*tjniversity of Dayton News," University of Dayton.

The Drake Delphic," Drake University.

The Maroon," Loyola University.

**The Norwich Guidon," Norwich University.

**The Morning Star," Conception College.

**The Firebrand," The Dominican College of St.

Rafael.
"

;.**The Viatorian," St. Viator College.

"The Torch," St. John's College.

v^^*La Vie Collegienne," Lebanon Valley College.

"The Owl," Villanova College.

"The Ambrosian"
After reviewing our November number the Ex-

change Department of the "Ambrosian" made a

comment upon our exchanges. We sincerely hope

that a perusal of our December number will change

.this opinion somewhat.

But enough of that ; we are supposed to review the

"Ambrosian," not defend ourselves.

We were greatly impressed with the little verse,

"Nature's Lesson," a truly delightful and thought-

inspiring poem. We are sorry that the "Ambrosian"

does not offer more poetry, if we are to take that as

a standard of what we might expect. Despite a

previously formed determination to the contrary, we
found ourselves quite absorbed in that "very wild

western story," "The Square Silver Locket." We
also enjoyed the very scholarly defense of the much
abused saxophone.

On the whole the "Ambrosian" presented a very

interesting and entertaining periodical.

Bay Leaf ,;:-..:( ^•^,^

We were delightfully surprised on opening the

Christmas number of the "Bay Leaf" to find that its

editors had given up photography and turned to

literature. Very successfully, too, we might add,

with all departments nicely balanced with the pos-

sible exception of the humor section, most of which

we admit appeared somewhat mossgrown.

The story, "A Christmas Symphony," expressed a

very beautiful sentiment in an attractive manner.

We especially enjoyed the book reviews, that of Edna
Ferber's "Show Boat" being particularly interest-

ing.

"The Monican''
In our last issue we were pleased to review one

of our most worthy contemporaries in the field of

Villanova publications, the "Owl." This month we
have the pleasure of reviewing the other member of

our literary triumvirate, the "Monican." And a
pleasure it is indeed, for our scholastic have suc-

ceeded in producing a truly distinctive work of liter-

ature.

The poem, "Adeste Fideles," tells an old, old

story in a novel and interesting form. It seems to

bring home its theme to the reader much more
forcibly and touch the heart more truly with the

beauty of the Nativity than many volumes of litera-

ture upon the same subject have succeeded in doing.

Every other contribution was really worthly of

note and we hesitate not to say that the Scholasticate

has produced a book of which they may justly feel

very proud.

However, one or two "cuts" would add to the ap-

pearance of your magazine, while a little humor
would not detract from its worth.

"The Firebrand"
On the whole this is a very interesting publication.

Each department is ably edited. The article on "St.

Augustin" is well handled and shows that the au-
thor has the subject well in hand.

The book is very attractively bound and could

easily be placed in a library of the most fastidious

person, .

•v-^viV^i^^ Alverman
vfiy no means perfect, but a very good magazine,

is what we have to say about the "Alvernia," from
St. Francis College.

The headings for the various departments are well

sketched. They show great possibilities for the men
who drew them.

The accounts of the works of St. Francis ably
brings out the fine qualities of your patron saint

and the immeasurable amount of good he did in re-

forming medieval society.

We suggest that you incite your dormant poets to

action and also scatter a few short stories through-
out your publication.

\:-<r
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vY sleeves rolled ujp; the text-

bdbks opened and the pencils

shafpehed ... telephone Home!
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A chat with Mother and Dad is

the best sort of "training" for a

battle with the textbooks!

Number . . , please!

¥*

1210 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

^ Good Appearance is

readily attained at

moderate cost if you

deal at the right place.

Suits & Top Coats

$33.00 and upward.

JACOB BEED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA
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PHILADELPHIA ALUMNI FOOTBALL
;:•:,,..r.:r^..^v,,^.=., BANQUET

;•• \f The Annual Football Banquet given by the Phila-

delphia Alumni, was held at the Penn A. C, Thurs-

day evening, December 9, 1926.

Over eight hundred Alumni attended. The
speakers* table was graced by many prominent men
active in athletics. Among whom was Eddie Col-

lins, deposed boss of the Chicago White Sox, and

probably the greatest second baseman that ever put

on a spiked shoe.

Eddie talked on football, about the days when he

was quarterback at Columbia.

^'Although the majority of you apparently are ex-

pecting me to talk on baseball, which is my liveli-

hood, I am going to say only a few words about that

great game, as this is a football banquet and I be-

lieve you would prefer to hear about this King of

College sports.

**l played the game back in my College days, per-

rforming at quarterback the year that Columbia de-

;;feated Cornell, the only time a Blue and White
eleven had accomplished this feat-until the past sea-

son, when we took Gil Dobie^s boys into camp. No
boys gets any better kick out of life that when he

is playing on a college football team and I sincerely

believe that football does a considerable lot for the

development of man." :''::•./..' '-^i.t

Collins spoke only a few minutes. He was be-

sieged with requests to talk on baseball, but much to

the disappointment of thosef present, he refused to

chatter about the great national pastime.

Besides Collins, speeches were made by men
prominent in all walks of life. Mayor Edward
Bader, of Atlantic City, had the crowd in an uproar

with his witty jokes of the football game, while

Father James H. Griffin, 0. S. A., our president,

paid a glowing tribute to Coaches Stuhldreher and

Hunsinger, along with the football team.

Lou Young, coach of the Penn eleven, was another

speaker and he also said many wonderful words con-

cerning the great work that has been accomplished

by two former members of the champion 1924 Notre

Dame team.

"I have followed the work of these two boys and

in my estimation they deserve great credit for the

work they have accomplished. Several years ago

Villanova was unheard of in the College football

world, but today they stand out as one of the fore-

most elevens of their class in the country. Don't be

surprised if they turn out one of the best teams in

the country next year and whenever I can help either

of them, I will be only too glad to do so," concluded

the Red and Blue head mentor.

Stuhldreher and Hunsinger were called upon and

they each gave a talk, both of which paid great

tribute to the splendid cohesion with which the boys

played the last season. Stoney McLinn, Ross Kauff-

man, Monsignor Cavanaugh, of Wayne, and several

others addressed the lively gathering.

Shortly before the close of the program, Paul

Kuczo, star quarterback was elected captain of the

1927 football team.

The following was taken from the Philadelphia

Evening Ledger:

"Paul Kuczo, quarterback of the Villanova Col-

lege football eleven, during the 1926 gridiron season,

was elected captain of the Main Line team for next

season at a banquet tendered the football players last

night by the Philadelphia Alumni at the Penn A. A.

"Kuczo, who hails from Stamford, Conn., starred

for the Main Liners during the season and proved

a capable field general for Harry Stuhldreher's ma-

chine. He is also pitcher on the baseball team."

Immediately after the election of the captain of

the 1927 team, the following men were awarded the

^ coveted "V."
"^

"'
"

Captain Moynihan, Jacobs, Halphen, Callahan,:

Snyder, Capt.-elect Kuczo, Twomey, Pessalano,
:;

Gault, Lomasney, Slane, Jordan, McAndrews, Gil-

;
lespie, Dorsey, Broderick, Melensen, McCoy, Vail,

Conlin, Harkins, Brooks, Milne, Whelehan, Burns,

Cummings, Mulloy, Ford, Conti, Donahue, Andrew-

levich, Caulfield, Manager William Hogan and Head
Cheer Leader J. Howard Brady.

Charley McGeehan, graduate manager, of ath-

letics, was tastmaster.

The music for the evening was furnished by the

"Villanovans," the College orchestra.

The affair was very capably handled and it re-

flected credit on the Phila. Alumni. The Alumni are

to be congratulated.

(^
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The following is an example of the type of man
Villanova sends out into the world to play the great

game of life. (T^ken from the Philadelphia Eve-

ning Ledger.yl ^

. **The soccer team of Central Sigh School, which
yesterday won the championship at the tournament
held by the University of Pennsylvania in Philadel-

phia, goes into a huddle to pray before each game,
it became known today. • ^ v•" • ;•, ',•

,,
' " -

**Although it had been the custom for some time,

it did not become generally known until Coach Earl

Gray was asked why the team huddled on the field."

Earl Gray can't help but succeed, because he is

putting into practice the philosophy he acquired at

Villanova, ;:;;,:;: ''^^v- -. -r; •: ;•• ..:';;;;; ;••;•";"
^;';;-...

We have received a very interesting account of

Sylvester F. Sabatino, Class of '15, who is now in

Italy, as the prosecutor for the State of New York
against George De Saro, alleged member of the Dia-

mond gang. / r ; ; .

Palermo, Italy, Jan. 19 (A. P.)

The trial of George DeSaro, alleged member of

the Diamond gang, slayers of two West End bank
messengers in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1923, began in the

Court of Assises here today.

S. F. Sabatino, Assistant District Attorney, who
came from America for that purpose, presented the

case of the State of New York against DeSaro.

The prosecution of DeSaro in Italy is the final step

in legal action against the members of the Diamond
gang, who shot to death William Barlow and Wil-

liam McLaughlin, bank messengers, on November
14, 1923, as they were carrying $43,607 to the West
End Bank in Brooklyn, y'':-'

::r^---.-''\-':-:^.'::..-y-r^.'-r.--''.^r'''^^^^

Morris and Joseph Diamond and John Farina
were executed for the crime in the spring of 1925.

Anthony Pantano, a West End Bank clerk, who was
believed to have supplied information to the bandits,

was sentenced to death, but received a commutation
to life imprisonment.

DeSaro is charged with being one of those who
actually took part in the shooting. Witnesses have

gone to Italy to testify against him. The trial is be-

ing held in Italy because of the fact that there is

no treaty between that country and the United

States permitting the extradition of murder sus-

pects. , ,-;';,.,' ,-.
':•'• \:':'.\\

[

'.'':-': '^^:;^ •..

Dr. John Kielty, Pre-Med. '21, completed his in-

terneship at St. Mary's Hospital, Phila., last June

and has now tacked up his shingle at Kingston, Pa.

Jos. F. Bedard, '26, now enjoys the enviable posi-

tion as Assistant to the Chief Engineer at the

Graves Elevator Co., Inc.

Joseph L. Hughes, '26, has furthered his knowl-

edge and cultural by completing a private art course.

He is now looking for a restful pasttime in work.

John A. Jones, '26, is now convelescing after an

operation for appendicitis.

Joseph A. Ward, '26, is now with the Baldwin

Locomotive Works at their Eddystone Plant.

Thomas J. L. O'Hara, '25, is now a member of the

Villanova faculty, in the School of Engineering.

Wm. J. Ehmer, '26, holds the well-earned posi-

tion of Mechanical Engineer with the John Phillips

Badenhausen Corp.

Daniel A. Phelan, '26, is a Machine Designer with

the American Can Co., Newark, N. J.

Francis Murray, *20, is an attorney-at-law in

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

James E. Tolan is now employed in the Frankford

Arsenal as Mechanical Engineer.

John F. Hoffmeister, '26, is now affiliated with the

Reading Railroad at the Resident Engineer's office.

Among recent visitors at Villanova were "Bat"

Ward '26, Tommie Halloran '26, Frank Powers '26,

"Harp McDonald '26, and Pete Halpen, ex-'24.

SOME ONE
Let the sun in joy or sorrow

Smile or frown in turn each day.

Let each bright hope light the morrow
Or in shadows fade away.

Visions of a life eternal,

Hope that holds reward supreme

;

Promise of a love supernal,

Are a part of faith's great dream.

; , Though we seek reward of pleasure,

i

'

'

Though our thoughts may soar above,

v' , They bring naught compared in measure
^^ ' V '^T face of one we love.

George A. Buckley,
":; ';'^ Class of '96.

John A. Rowe, '26, is now a concrete foreman at

Cramp & Co.

Dr. Raphael Saens, Pre-Med. '21, is now located

in Balbo, Pa. •

.

Louis C. Biggi, '26, is now with the Philadelphia

Electric Co. as Inspector and Engineer of Under-

ground Conduits.

Paul B. Rombaut, '26, is in the Engineering Dept.

of the Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.

Edwin Core, '25, is a student at Georgetown Medi-

cal School.

Claude S. Beldin is a Department Foreman for the

Penna. Salt Mfg. Co.

^>

^ »_ I
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EUGENE REILEY

GEORGE GERSHWIN'S "RHAPSODY IN
BLUE''

An important factor in establishing Mr. White-

man's Orchestra in the concert hall has been George

Gershwin's much-discussed **Rhapsody in Blue,"

which has secured approbation in the most serious

musical quarters. This highly ingenious work for

piano and orchestra is the first composition of its

kind, presenting jazz themes with symphonic treat-

ment, and is granted importance by critics as a sign-

board pointing the direction in which American
popular music may proceed to more fertile musical

pastures. As played at all of Mr. Whiteman's con-

certs from the colorful score provided by Ferdie

Grofe, this work created what may safely be ap-

praised as a sensation.

George Gershwin, the man who has "made an

honest woman out of jazz," to paraphrase one New
York critic, was born in New York City, and re-

ceived all his musical education there. He is only

twenty-seven years old, and the first of the twenty-

odd musical comedies which have come from his pen

was produced when he was nineteen. He has also

composed a negro opera called "Blue Monday," a

sheaf of preludes for pianoforte and a piece for

string quartet. Among a host of his popular songs

may be mentioned "Swanee," "Stairway to Para-

dise," "Do It Again," "Innocent Ingenue Baby,"

"Somebody Loves Me," "Lady, Be Good," "That

Certain Feeling," "Song of the Flame," "Do-Do-

D," et al.

If any popular American composer were to at-

tempt a serious work, that effort was most welcome
from Mr. Gershwin, distinguished in his chosen

field as a writer of "hits" having characteristics in-

triguing to the cultured musician. All his composi-

tions have form, melody, rhythm, grace, strength,

individuality. His harmonies, though very modern,

are securely rooted in tonic dominent chords. Even
his sentimental qualities recommend themselves for

health and youthful exuberance. He is above all

that rarest of phenomena, a true melodist. To in-

vent any sort of melody is difficult ^ enough, but a

really fine melody cannot be invented,—it comes. It

comes often to Mr. Gershwin.

And in none of his compositions has it come more
surely, more finely than in his "Rhapsody in Blue."

Of three major themes utilized in this work the first,

a laughing, care-free and somewhat ribald motif is

introduced by the clarinet in the first four measures

and gives a boisterous exploitation until the arrival

of the second theme, which comprises indigo of the

deepest dye. Introduced by muted horns in unison,

after various orchestral treatments ,this motif is

given an amazing and exhaustive development as a

piano solo. The latter half of the rhapsody is de-

voted to the third theme, a beautiful melody reminis-

cent of Tschaikowsky, played in unison by strings

and baritone saxophone. The syncopated figure in

measures % is given to open horns. Harmonies are

played by alto and tenor saxophones, trombones and
tuba, with a banjo arpeggio on the first of each bar

and a descending counter melody on celeste and bells.

After a brilliant piano cadenza, the bass trombone
introduces it in minor, with a rapid piano sycopa-

tion. A development in major for all brass follows

and in the concludrng measures the first two themes
are heard again.

The bizarre form of this work, its aboriginal

strength, its homely qualities recalling sounds,

tastes and smells sensed only on this continent, es-

tablish it as an individual work in the American
idiom. In conclusion, a suitable quotation is taken

from an engaging analysis of the rhapsody written

by Mr. Samuel Chotzinoff in a recent issue of

"Vanity Fair." "One might, if one were so re-

minded," says this musician, "suspect Mr. Gershwin
of a deliberate symbolism, an attempt to embody
actually, in sound, the fury of the controversy which
called into being Mr. Whiteman's experiment. It

would appear, by the lack of ceremony with which he

treats his classic theme at the finish—by the un-
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seemly antics it is made to perform, by the sudden

transformations of the erstwhile noble accents into

current patter, that Mr. Gershwin wished to indi-

cate his belief in the ultimate triumph of jazz. But

strangely enough, it was this theme that remained,

afrtewards, the one thing fixed in my mind; not in

its final guise, hectic and impatient, but in the calm,

deliberate grandeur of its first appearance.

Mr. Gershwin has demonstrated once for all, the

suitability of jazz as thematic material for the larger

musical forms. Whether, in the future, he or some
one else will attain a skill ingenious enough to

manipulate jazz tune in such a manner as to reveal

a sufficient variety of melodic and rhythmic con-

trasts and thus enable the composer to dispense en-

tirely with conventional material is problenatical,

though not, in the light of what "Rhapsody in Blue"

has already accomplished in this direction, improb-

able. It may very well be that in the future annals

of music George Gershwin will figure as a pioneer.

%'. "• -
,'

"There are too many students in the colleges

these days." •••:'• "'-^••.''

-,. "Too many what?"./-'r^'.;'--::.U.>:.:^-
v-'-^'-

MaCDORald £,Cdllipbell

«>-li-vi»

•A 'f'':"^:-.

LEADING SPECIALISTS in

YOUNG MEN'S
Suita TopcoiitH Sports CIoIIioh

HaberdaHhery Mutorinfi Apparel
Raincoats Hats

1334-1336 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

DAY DREAMS

On the wings of fancy

—

Magic art

—

Gently soar to carefree

World apart.

Dreamy, listless musing

Reverie

—

Worldly visions losing

Fantasy.

Fleeting, glad emotions

Far from bright,

Than the widest notions,

Come by night.

Born in hours of waking,

Day dreams rare;

Lofty castles making
In the air.

1

f

Gladys M. Hegner,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

s/^

Schoenfeld and McAninley

Cigars^ Cigarettes

Pipes
:

••'*. .'
,

"^ "•'.'

Tobacco and Specialties
. . .1

»

Wholesale and Retail

6002 MARKET STREET

PHILADELPHIA

SHERWOOD 3028

BASE BALL

TRACK
FOOT BALL

SOCCER

BASKET BALL "

GYM OUTFITS

LUMBERJACKS

BELL PHONE

Dougherty^s Sport Shop
JOHN J. A. DOUGHERTY

Everything for the Athlete
The More I Sell the More You Save

424 SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STREET
OPEN EVERY EVENING

Student Representative—Howard Avil

PENNANTS
PILLOW TOPS

WALL BANNERS

LEATHER COATS

RIDING
BREECHES

TENNIS RACKETS
RESTRUNG

BELL PHONE : OREGON 9124

Clinton's Famous Hair Brush
STIFF PENETRATING BRISTLES

E. CLINTON & CO., INC.

1204 TO 1214 SOUTH TWELFTH STREET PHILADELPHIA

'

.^•

. t

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers, Wholesalers

TEAS, CO F F E E S

107 South Front Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

M

:

i*

Compliments of

VILLANOVA COUNCIL No. 2288

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
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PAID ON

DEPOSITS

A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

FOUNDED 1853

BENEFICIAL SAVING FUND
1200 CHESTNUT STREET

THIRTY-THREE MILLION

Kensington Office
826 EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.

AT KENSINGTON AVE.

,. » .
1

'

Established 1895 •

CONFIDENCE
Iv''

Medals with Standard Seal are a

Credit to Institutions

DEPENDABLE VALUE

Special Made Chalices, Ostensorium
and Ciborium

Repairing and Golding

Walnut 6735

CRAFTSMANSHIP

School, College, Fraternity and

Society Emblems

MADE TO ORDER—SEE OUR WORK

B. E. LOEPER, 112-14 South Eleventh Street Room 201

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry Philadelphia, Pa.
^^^/'-'''^.''^''^^^^^^ REMEMBER PLACE AND NAME

W;:-:§^k^^ GOOD CLOTHES
. : Y just naturally want good-looking clothes—clothes that proclaim the careful, well-

dressed young man.

If you place your ord^ here, you will secure garments that are correct in every detail

and at prices that are mod^ate for fine work.
* ' .'•'-.

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNU T STREET

Ardmore 844-W
Lomfbard 1692
Main 1671-2-3

< .,"^/.'' V '

V..'^• ..;:, v. ••.•;.• -V;

:•:•-./•.

T. J. FITZGERALD
WHOLESALE MEATS

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

206 CRICKET AVENUE
Ardmore, Pa.

1 1 8 MARKET STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

"•v
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Humor Editor

JAMES J. DEVER, *27

Assistant

NEAL McCarthy, '27

Diilce Est Desipere In Loco

"Gee, these co-eds are copy

cats. TheyVe quit wearing
garters now."

Belmont 0231

Cartoonist

EUGENE R. DONNELLY, '27

/

Words of a famous man : "Nothing

is too good for my wife. That is

what she gets!'
i>»

Heard at a girls' academy: "Fve just retreated

from retreat and in retreating from retreat I sure

did make a hasty retreat from the retreats of re-

treats." M. de C.

Miss : Her face is her fortune.

Fit: Yea! and she should be pinched for counter-

feiting !

*

They call *em gold-diggers, but any man about

town knows who it is that actually does the dig-

ging! ^'' -'<''' •'••'••'^

n 4641-R

Mother, may I go for a swim?'

Yes, Miss Mary Schannel.

Hang your hat on a hickory limb,

But don't go near the channel.

Wyoming 8913-W

She: Do you play the piano by ear?

He: No, dear; by hand.

Diamond 4389-R

It is said that a burned child dreads the fire ; and

a newly married man certainly avoids his old

flames.

Clarkson 1553

Bo: "Well, are you finally going to marry Jo-

sephine?"

Beep : "No ; I am not in for a wedding."

Bo: "I am telling you she's very rich."

Beep : "Yes, but there's something wrong with the

goods when they give you money with it."

''

Cha doin'?" ,

Makin' up jokes."
"Workin' for some magazine ?"

Naw—in a beauty parlor."

n

n

Ardmore 2083-lVl

"Why do you wear such

low-necked gowns?"
"Oh, just to show my

heart's in the right place."

"Atlas was a piker," said

the freshman, as he juggled

his way through the cafe-

teria.
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BOXING
'.''

•-.,

Villanova Gym

Thursday Night

February 17th

• .^\

•.'.
'

THE BELLE AIR

FROLIC
a
Villanovans

>>

FEBRUARY 26th ALUMNI HALL

WABASH TWINLOCK
Cabinets and Supplies Binders and Supplies

James Hogan Company
LIMITED

Loose Leaf Specialists

Office Supplies Blank Books

Printing Lithographing Engraving

607 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Dance Music
V. V>-..v"..v .1

'•j-M -'l; The STUDIO DANSANT
DANCING EVERY EVENING

1830 MARKET STREET

COME GET
ACQUAINTED 5

INSTRUCTION

LESSONS -P%o PHONE
RIT. 7991

M. J. CARDAMONE'S
DRUG STORE
1040 LANCASTER AVE.

: BRYN MAWR
'." "•

i»

PHONE YOUR WANTS
And We Will Do the Rest

BRYN MAWR 975 and 980

AT YOUR SERVICE

T. E. FAHY
Gents' Furnishings

Shoes

BRYN MAWR, PA.

TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO COLLEGE
AND PREP STUDENTS

X#

•*

•I>

•
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t

^d
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MY SWEETIE

I love my sweetie^s shining teeth

;

I swear a lengthy oath,

I never saw the like before

—

Ah, yes! I love them both.

I love her shining, fluffy hair,

And her complexion more,

Although she did obtain them both

Out of a beauty store.

To me she is a garden sweet,

And Oh ! What ears and nose

;

The former looks like cauliflowers,

The latter, like a rose.

And everytime my sweetie smiles.

It grieves me *most to tears

;

She opens up her mouth so wide
She swallows in her ears.

I k-now she's not so beautiful

—

She's pretty doggone fat

;

But then, she has a "Packard,'*

So all things said, "that's that."

WiLBERT J. Smith,

Senior Pre-Med.

Enthusiast (describing her recent trip) ) : The
train stopped suddenly and we were delayed for

hours. There was a wash-out on the line.

Earnest Listener : Over what line did you travel,

dear ?
'

Impetuous One: Must have been a clothes line.

Didn't she mention a metStf-ouf!
'^

•^-•i.;l,^xt^«(»

*i'»VtN»*,;s*)rf»

Bel. 10373

"" 'V *'
1

Oregon

4022-W

/

CNCIt.)-

Jackson

2442-J

"Which is right : The girl began to walk home' or

*the girl started to walk home?'

"

"Who was the girl?"—KNO.

ATCHINC?
CPIV)FUME/VT5 ^f^ee'S',

"My sister will now sing," said the proud student.

"Thanks for the warning," returned his room-
mate.

Woodlawn 10050

'*«4/J»-*' -*•--.y
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Belmont 0041

This telephone

girl married for

love, and the line

is still busy!!

. .

' .'' *•;
.

"
.'

Belmont 10022

Freshman: "Do you know what 'honeymoon
Salad* is?" :

v v. v

Sophomore: "Honeymoon Salad? Never heard

of it. What is it?"

Freshman: "Lettuce Alone!"

"Why did Hawthorne name one of his novels The
Scarlet Letter?" .

"I dunno, unless he wanted it to be read."
>.. ,

.

"He almost missed his

train.
ff

'•^ ':''V
*''.0.:. /•;

"How can you tell?"
:;'

'

"Notice that imprint of "^
: ,^

lipstick on^his nose?";t :
:

:;f^^^

:;:'/;-;:::::;::.\..^^^;t'^--
Baring 0828

f ..,: :\.,.:-J':y<P:-:' Salesmanship

Customer: "Let me see your stockings—

"

Salesgirl: "Sir!"

Customer: "—that you have in the window."

Salesgirl :
"—tainly." >>

r^ -.

'<

Sherwood 0879

Phi : Play the organ? You
oughtta hear my girl friend

Mildred! : / ::;

Kappa: Yeh? What kind?

Phi : Her organ of speech

—and she plays that with-

out any stops or pumping.

Drink a Quart of Milk Daily

For Perfect Health

HIGHLAND'S GRADE A MILK

OR CREAM BU'^ERMILK

Highland Dairies

758 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr

Telephone: Bryn Mawr 882

To Succeed
Dress Well But Economically

The most brilliant achievement of the great
American universities is not to teach a man the
Latin root of English words, or even the square
root of a mathematical equation.

The Purpose of a College

J^ to Teach a Man to

^::0^''^'- Use His Brains

In Philadelphia, men who think, have passed
silent judgment upon this store, making it their

headquarters for clothes. What successful busi-

ness men have done, you men can do. Your own
judgment will lead you to

LIT BROTHERS
PHILADELPHIA

Market Eighth Filbert Seventh

f

T

f

.1
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%
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PHILIP HARRISON

Walk-Over Boot Shop and

pentlemen's Outfitter

Frank W. Prickitt, Ph. G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT. PA.

..,..{,..^jaa.'.r-*Jtf '^^^hy.aiBBa'J-j

Prescriptions and Sick Room Supplies

a Specialty

Telephone, Bryn Mawr 193 Established 1885

= ^̂

Pr?de of the Main Line

SEVILLE THEATRE
Bryn Mawr

A Treasure House of Spanish Beauty, dedi-

cated to

Supreme Photoplays
Superior Novelties

Excellent Music
Daily Concerts on the $50,000 Kimball Organ

Direction Mr. Harry Fried

Little Ann : Gee, I wish I was as big as Estelle ^o I

wouldn^t have to wait until Hallowe'en to paint up

!

Diamond 5148-R

Rittenhouse 2500

Parse the verb "to

neck."

It is a verb— but

usually used as a con-

junction. It is often de-

clined and more common
than proper. It is not

very singular since it is

nearly used in the plural.

That it agrees with "her"
is an interrogation.

Belmonth 0493-W

A telephone exchange is the place where you ex-

change the number you want for one you get.

Just because a fellow prefers blondes doesn't

make him a gentleman.
,

A woman's idea of a model husband is a man who
sleeps soundly and has plenty of loose change in his

pockets.
.

Belmont 4121-W r

Sweet Young
Thing: Say, Sillie,

did I ever show you

where I was vaccin-
f^

ated ?

S. Cort. : No, kid

;

where?

S. Y. T. : Why, it's right around our corner, FlI

show you sometime.
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Harry: Why so blue?

Larry: My roommate
was just hit by a train.

Harry : Gee, that's tough.

Larry : I should say it is.

He had my best suit on.

>'
•*.

'

Lansdowne 3061

'; Traffic Cop: Why don't you blow your horn at

crossings? ^
'

"

Motorist: Because every time I do all the girls

step out to the curb. ;•... ... ...'•••". •,,'•

•^:'-'-':---'/l'-^^ ,Neb. 9240

:"• "Helen told me I was the answer to a maiden'c
>>

prayer.

**She didn't ask for much."

Bel: 8415

Tioga 8520

Established 1837 Incorporated 1919

Robert Shoemaker & Co. Inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

^^^^^^^^^/^ M of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets

Philadelphia

S. PAGEL & SON

45 Years at 44 East Main Street ;,

; :
:

. NORRISTOWN, PA

BOSTONIAN SHOES FOR MEN

Teacher : What did

your big sister tell

you the four seasons

of the year were?
Little Mae : 'Thalt,

Vinegar, Muthtard
and Pepper."

i
<y-\

m}

, Baring 1727-R

The average fellow has found out that it takes a

king's ransom to have a date with a queen.

Victor 3070

She dresses
with great pains

—shoes pinch her

and she scorches

herself with a

curling iron.

Col. 8928

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Cigarettes

Stationery

Magazines

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue - Bryn Mawr
Parker Pen and Pencil Sets

MICHAEL TALONE
Cleaner TAILOR

1123 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr—Rosemont

Dyer

Special Discount to Students and Faculty in

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.

Your Patronage Solicited

Delivery Service

i>

f,'. >> A

T
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WILLIAM J. ROGERS Telephone Bryn Mawr 1236 FALCO COLADONATO

ROGERS & COLADONATO

Athletic Equipment

CUSTOM MADE AND BEADY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING

853 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite the Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING REPAIRING, SCOURING, ALTERING

/

Moore's Pharmacy

Drugs, Stationery

School Supplies

Candies

LANCASTER AVE:, BRYN MAWR, PA.

MARY M. McGARVEY

Dry Goods, Notions and Men's Wear

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE, ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students' Supplies and Greeting Cards

GARRICK THEATRE

KEITH VAUDEVILLE and

STANLEY PHOTOPLAYS

Reserved Seats

Phone Norristown 1271

GARRICK SUGAR BOWL

CANDIES, ICE CREAM AND SODA

Stop in After the Show at the Garrick
«

NORRISTOWN, PA.
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, Harry: Why so blue?

Larry: My roommate

was just hit by a train.

/ Harry: Gee, that's toujifh.

* Larry : I should say it is.

He had my best suit oii.

Lansdowue 3061

Traffic Cop: Why don't you blow your horn at

crossings? ^ v ' jy'v

Motorist: Because every time J (.lo ail ^^ girls

step out to the curb. ,:,;,; r,; V^.,'

.-
^ '-i;:r;\-y; ..::';': Neb. 9240 V^^-<:^^^^^^^^^^

**Helen told me I was the answer to a maiden'c
>>

prayer.

**She didn't ask for much." •:

^•'.'•',;;;V-^.;Bel. 8415'';

: Tioga 8520

Established 1837 '; •:,-.

^

Iri corporated 1919

Robert SliQemaktir & Co. Inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

Manufacturers of- '[.;'/'/, ''^.y^.-' ^]y

.

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES

PAINTS AND VARNISHES : w

Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets '"*

Philadelphia

S. PAGEL & SON

45 Years at 44 East Main Street

NORRISTOWN, PA

B08T0NIAN SHOES FOR MEN

Teacher: What did

your big sister tell

you the four seasons

of the year were?
Little Mae :"Thalt,

Vinegar, Muthtard
and Peppet." '

' Baring 1727-R

The average fellow has found out that it takes a

king's ransom to have a date with a queen.

Victor 3070

She dresses
with great pains

—shoes pinch her

and she scorches

herself with a

curling iron.

Col. 8928

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Cigarettes

Stationery

Magazines

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue - Bryn Mawr
Parker Fen and Pencil Sets w''-

I '
. '

..V j

MICHAEL TALONE
Cleaner TAILOR

1 123 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr—Rosemont

Dyer

Special Discount to Students and Faculty in

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.

Your Patronage Solicited

Delivery Service
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WILLIAM J. ROGERS Telephone Bryn Mawi- 12.">6 P'ALCO C'OLAnoXATO

ROGERS & COLADONATO

4^thletic Equipment

CUSTOM MADE AND READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING

853 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite the Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING KfiPAIRING, SCOURING, ALTERING

Moore's Pharmacy

Drugs, Stationery

School Supplies

Candies

LANCASTER AVE., BRYN MAWR, PA.

MARY M. McGARVEY

Dry Goods, Notions and Melt's Wear

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE, ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students* Supplies and Greeting Cards

GARRICK THEATRE

KEITH VAUDEVILLE and

STANLEY PHOTOPLAYS

Reserved Seats

Phone Norristown 1271

* ^ .•; %" ^•. -t, ;
••

GARRICK SUGAR BOWL

CANDIES, ICE CREAM AND SODA

Stop in After the Show at the Garrick

NORRISTOWxM, PA.

^..*,
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BASKETBALL
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HOME GAMES

Saturday, February 19th

UNIVERSITY CLUB

Tuesday, February 22d

LOYOLA

Come out and Root for the Team!

..-'' •

.

h^
>..^'^"X'^^

' I

WmiER-TEX
!.'.

'''•'

I i Overcoat
^inter-tex is just as wonderful a winter overcoat as Knit-

tex is"a~TOpeoftt. They are both made by the same firm.

Winter-texiS^-Jbolh—smart looking and sturdy. It has the
rich appearance of an imported overcoating combined with
lonj? wearing qualities.

It comes in so many beautiful shades that we can suit the
taste of every man. ^ ..

Double breasted di* single breasted v.:.v
.

. Price $50 -''''-^-&
All genuine Winter-tex Overcoats have the >

Winter-tex label

BLOCK BROS.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

BRING THIS AD. WILL REFUND CAR FARE. V >

J. E-Caldwell & Co.

Jewelry

Silverware

Watches
I

Stationery
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Of recent years these masques have attained a high degree of popularity in

connection with celebrations marking historical events. These pageants differ

from the masques of earlier times, for the most part in being given as public

Tather than private entertainments. They are also less expensive and for the

most part though they are still given by amateurs though it is necessarily so.

"Comus," the particular masque under observation was written by John

Milton and enacted in 1634. Milton was not a consistent masque writer like

Jonson. He, unlike the other masque writers, had the faculty of giving his

^masques a literary value as a result of which "Comus'' is read with as much

'interest today as when it was written. John Milton, one of the greatest

masters of English poetry of his period if not of all time, was born in London,

December 9, 1608. He was educated at St. Paul's and Christ's College, Cam-

bridge, studied at home with unusual intensity and traveled to Italy. He

was interested in music, especially that of the pipe organ. He was struck

blind when he was about forty-years old. His literary work is divided into

three periods in each of which he produced work of the highest Hterary merit

but at the same time singularly different in kind. In the period covering the

first thirty years of his life, he wrote no prose worth mentioning, but produced

the exquisite "L'Allegro" and "II Pensoroso", the "Hymn on the Nativity",

the incomparable "Lycidas", and "Comus", which has been called his greatest

'work from the viewpoint of merit. For the next twenty years Milton

devoted himself chiefly to polemical pamphlets, including the famous series on

divorce. The third period of fifteen years saw the composition of the great

epics of "Paradise Lost" and "Paradise Regained". In all his poetry Milton

shows a love of the beautiful, both in humanity and in nature, particularly of

flowers and the landscape. The beauty of the terms used in his descriptions

are unsurpassed. Milton's ideals were of the highest and he was of a very

serious religious nature, striving always for the lofty and divine. He was a

. leader of Puritanism and possessed to the highest degree a Puritan conscience.

It has been said of him that he never knowingly did anything that he considered

of an evil nature. He is undoubtedly one of the few great poets in the history

of the world and if he falls short of Homer, Dante and Shakespeare, it is

chiefly because he expresses less of that humanity, both universal and quintes-

sential, which they put into verse. Milton lacks humor and if perchance he

had possessed this gift to any degree he would have certainly ranked on a par

with Shakespeare. Narrowness is said to be his fault, but the intense individu-

ality which accompanies his narrowness is his great virtue which hardly any

other writer of either verse or prose has been able to express with more varied

and exquisite harmony.^ '

Milton's musical tastes had brought him the acquaintance of Henry Lawes,

at that time the most celebrated composer of music in England. When the Earl

of Bridgewater desired to give an entertainment at Ludlow Castle to celebrate

his entry upon the office as President of Wales and Marches, it was to Lawes

that application was made to furnish the music. Lawes, naturally, applied

to his young poetical acquaintance, Milton then twenty-seven years old, to

' ''re-

furnish the lyrics. The entertainment was to be of that sort which was

fashionable at the court, the masque. In that brilliant period of court life

which was inaugurated by Elizabeth and obliterated by the Civil War
masque was a frequent and favorite amusement. Milton gave this masque the

simple title : "A Masque Presented at Ludlow Castle". In old Greek *Comus"

meant "merrymaking" or "merrymakers". In later mythology it was an

appellation for the god of merrymaking. Milton by representing him as the

son of Bacchus, the god of wine, and Circe, the sorceress, ascribes to him a

new power unknown to him in older stories.

We have no information how "Comus" was received when represented at

Ludlow, but it certainly must have found a public of readers. Lawes who had

the manuscript in his hands was so importuned for copies that in 1637 he

caused an edition to be printed off. The actors who took part in the enact-

ment of this play at Ludlow were all amateurs, among them being the two sons

and the daughter of the Earl of Bridgewater, Lord Brackley, Mr. Thomas
Egerton and Lady Brackley, who took the parts of the Two Brothers and the

Lady—and Henry Lawes who represented the Attendant Spirit. The theme

is the triumph of purity and the incorruptibility of true virtue. The masque

seeks to teach the lesson that persons who are truly good and pure can go
through the perils of this earth unharmed in their virtue.

"Comus" has three settings; first, in the gloomy forest; second, in

"Comus's" palace ; third, in the palace of the Earl of Bridgewater at Ludlow-

town. The atmosphere in this play is rather classical which is not quite in

keeping with Milton's style in other poems. "Comus" contains a large number
of classical allusions. The personage of the masque is made up of the follow-

ing: the Attendant Spirit, afterwards in the habit of Thyrsis, the Lady,
First or Elder Brother, Second or Younger Brother and Habrina, the Nymph.

The play opens in the gloomy forest with the soliloquy of the Attendant
Spirit. He describes his home in Jove's Court, above this earth where the

immortal shapes of the bright aerial spirits live. He sounds the keynote of

the poem when he tells of how men on earth strive to keep up a frail feverish

life, being unmindful of the crown that Virtue gives after man has passed on
from this life. He then speaks of his errand which is to help souls who are

sincerely good and in the following words he shows it is for these virtuous

alone that he comes:

"Yet some there be that by due s'eps aspire ',; ;,
To lay their Just hands on that )2:olden key
That opens the palace of eternity. ' V

'

.

To such my errand is; and, but for such,
I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds
With the rank vapors of this sin-worn mould."

The Attendant Spirit tells of the Two Sons and Daughter of the Lord (mean-
ing the Earl of Bridgewater) that are coming to attend their father's state.

The Lady arid her two brothers must pass through the wood and in their

tender age might suffer peril. It is his duty to see that they pass safely and
reach their father's estate without any mishap. The Attendant Spirit next
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relates that the chief danger of the wood lies in the presence of Comus the god

of merrymaking, he names Comus as the son of Bacchus the god of wine, and

Circe, the sorceress, who has a poisoned cup which if any one tastes from it

he is changed into a grovelihg swine. Comus is described as being like his

father somewhat, but more like his mother. He roves this wood and even

excells in her mighty art, offering every weary traveller a drink from his

crystal glass to quench his thirst. Most of these travellers because of their

intemperate thirst do take a taste of this liquor. The workings of this potion

can best be described in the Spirit's own words:

»'
. V'

u
• •••••••••

'.t >>?•

their human countenance,

The express resemblance of the gods, is changed
Into some brutish form of wolf or bear.

Or ounce or tiger, hog or bearded goat,

All other parts remaining as they were.

And they, so perfect is their misery.

Not once perceive their foul disfigurement.

But boast themselves more comely than before,

And all their friends and native home forget.

To roll with pleasure in a sensual sty."

/v To offset Comus the Attendant Spirit plans to change himself to the

appearance of Thyrsis, a shepherd in the employ of the household of the Earl

of Bridgewater. He then hears the approach of Comus and disappears.

Comus and his band then enter. He has a charming-rod in one hand and

his magic cup in the other. His followers have heads like beasts but otherwise

they are like men and women. They are making a lot of unruly and riotous

noise. Comus in his first speech sets forth his arguments in favor of the dance,

saying that the stars, the waves, the fishes, the elves and the fairies all go to

prove that Nature is in full accord with this. He also argues that the night

is for revelry, saying that night has nothing to do with sleep, that it has better

sweets to prove, that with night Venus awakes and with her wakens Love and it

is only daylight that makes sin. Comus prays to Cottyto, the goddess of

sensual pleasure, to stay the night

:

-•

**Hail, goddess of nocturnal sport,

•

''r.:::-'-^^''^
!•/-'.'••'.

• Dark veiled .
Cottyto • •••••#•••

• • ir • •• •^t •• •#••••••••••••
. ; .: \ Stay thy cloudy ebon chair

Wh thou ridest with Hecat' and befriend
^^^^^^^^^ U^ thy vowed priests till utmost end

Of all thy dues be done, and none left put;*'

He then bids his followers to join him in the dance, to wWch Milton has :

provided an exquisite iambic beat. While the dance is in progress Comus hears

the approach of the Lady ^d tells his followers to scatter to their shrouds

within the trees. He then prepares himself to meet her, disguising himself as

a villager who, on account of pecuniary reasons, lives in the country. The

Lady now enters and expresses alarm at the sound of the ill-managed merriment

that she thinks she heard as coming from a group of assailers. She explains

how her brothers became separated from her and she wonders why they did

not come back. Her fancies are getting the better of her and she begins to

fear the night. Her virtue, however, bears her up and she appeals to heaven

:v><Tr' '
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for comfort, and an answering silver cloud appears in the hef^vens. In order
to attract the attention of her brothers she sings a song to Echo to attract
her brothers' attention. At the end of her song Comus enters in the guise of a
villager. He flatters her by telling Her how sweetly it sounded, and compares
it with the singing of hiS mother and ihe three sirens. She disregards his

flattery and informs him of her predicament. He then offers to find her
brothers or to lead her to a cottage where she will be safe until her brothers
are found. She accepts his hospitality and bids him to lead her to the cottage.

After their departure the two brothers enter. They pray for the stars
to be unmuffled, and the moon to pour her pale visage through the clouds, or
that a light of some kind will guide them to a habitation. If not by a light

they then hope to hear the sounds of a cattle fold, or the crow of a village

cock which will guide them to a habitat. The younger brother also muses on
the probable fate of their sister. The elder brother cautions the younger that
it is better not to anticipate evils. He expresses great confidence in his sister

and says that her plight would put her in any unbecoming situation, saying

:

"Virtue could see to do what Virtue would
By her own radiate light, though sun and moon
Were in the flat sea sunk. • ••••••ti

'e-r :*rV

' He also expresses the belief that it will be good for her to be alone for a
while, that it will probably enable her to grow in wisdom. This thought is

beautifully expressed in the following words:

** and Wisdom's self

Oft seeks to sweet retired solitude,

'>Vhere, with her best nurse Contemplation,
She plumes her feathers and lets grow her wings.**

The second brother brings out the fact of the argument that, it is good

to be alone and that meditation seeks a desert cell for the purpose of thought,

applies to a hermit but not to a beauty. He also expresses the belief that his

sister is in danger. To counteract this notion the elder sets forth the idea

that their sister would have a hidden strenght sent from Heaven and that

chastity has a strength of its own. He says that she who has chastity is clad

in complete steel:

"And like a quivered nymph with arrows keen

May trace huge forests, and harboured heaths,

• ••••••• • ••••• • • ••••••••••

Where, through the sacred rays of chastity,

No savage fierce, bandit, or mountaineer, r-^ ^^^^ jJ'/-:>

Will dare to soil her virgin purity."

He explains that this hidden strength of their sister was possessed by

Diana and Minerva in the old Greek tales. Another beautiful quotation might

be made here:

"So dear to heaven is saintly chastity

That, when a soul is found sincerely so,

A thousand liveried angels lackey her,
|

Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt."

*i At this point they hear a distant call and a few minutes later the

Attendant Spirit in the disguise of Thyrsis enters. He breaks the bad news

Kyf^*
%
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to them that their sister has met with Comus and that she has been enticed

to his palace where she is in grave danger of being induced to taste of the

poison cup. The younger brother expresses great fear for his sister's safety.

The elder brother still maintains his confidence in his sister declaring

:

"Virtue may be assailed, but never hurt,

Surprised bv unjust force, but not enthralled;
Tea, even that which mischief meant most harm,
Shall, in the happy trial prove most glory."

He then urges the others to hasten with him to the aid of his sister. The
Spirit informs him that his sword would do him little good against Comus with

his magic wand. He then tells the brothers that he has a magic herb whic|;i

if they have it about them they can attack Comus boldly. The Spirit then

tells them that they should by all means seize his wand and break the magic

cup. He is told to lead them on.

The scene of the play then changes to the stately palace of Comus.

Comus appears with his rable and the Lady is sitting in an enchanted chair.

He offers her his glass which she pushes away, and tries to rise. Comus asks

her why she is vexed, telling her that in this palace no anger or sorrow dwells,

that all is unsurpassed pleasure within his walls. He flatters her beauty,

promising her if she will but drink that she will be refreshed after her toil, that

she will be relieved of her thirst and weariness. She repulses him saying that

he has lied to her and his drink will not restore truth and honesty. She tells

him that he deceived her about his cottage and asks what the monsters are.

She states another reason for refusing his drink

:

" ..'.. None
But such as are good men can give good things;

And that which is not good, is not delicious

\ , To a well governed and wise appetite."

Whereupon Comus argues that Nature pours his bounties forth with a

full hand to please and satisfy man, that the worms were set to work to weave

silk that man might be bedecked resplendently. If every one starved himself

to the utmost the All-giver would be unthanked and unpraised ; the herds would

over multitude their lords; the sea would be overloaded with fish, and gems

would be rising out of the earth. He further states

:

"Beauty is Nature's coin; must not be hoarded.

But must be current; and the good thereof

Consists in mutual and partaken bliss.

Unsavoury in the enjoyment of itself."

The Lady replys that Nature meant her goods only for the good, that

there should be a sparing use of the earth's gifts so that all in want might share

in the seeming plenty. But she says it is impossible to make a character like

Comus realize the charm of chastity, and that Heaven will help her if she needs

aid. At this point the brothers rush in with swords drawn, wrest the glass

from Momus' hand and break it against the ground ; all of his crew are driven

away. Comus escapes with his wand. The Attendant Spirit then comes in and

he bewails the fact that they did not get the wand for it is necessary to free the

Lady from the chair to which she is bound by the spell. However he remembers
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« nymph named Sabr.na who is a pure Virgin. She was the daughter ofLocnne and while fleeing from her enraged stepmother, commended her inno-
cence to the flood. The water nymphs took her to Ncreus who pitying her,
revived her and she underwent a quick immortal change and was made goddess
of the river. She still retains her maiden innocence and loves mortal maiden-
hood. The Spirit thinks that if she is invoked that she would quickly come
to the aid of this hard-beset virgin. He calls upon her in the form of a song
to come to their succor. Sabrina rises out of the water with her nymphs and
singing her answer tells him that she is there. The Spirit implores her to undo
the charmed band which holds the distressed virgin. Sabrina sprinkles water
on the Lady^s breast, touches the seat with her moist hands and frees her.
babrina then disappears.

The scene of the play is again changed ; this time presenting Ludlowtown
and the President's castle. The Attendant Spirit enters with the two brothers
and the Lady. He presents them to their mother and father telling them the
children have been tried with temptation and have triumphed over sensual
folly and intemperance. The Spirit then epilogizes, telling them he is going
back to the Elysian fields where it is always day, midst the gardens of Hesperus
and his three daughters, where also it is always summer. Where Cupid holds
his dear Psyche in a sweet trance until the gods consent to let him make her
his eternal bride and from her Jove has sworn twins. Youth and Joy are to
be born. The poem closes with Che following advice to men

:

"Mortals, that would follow me,
Love Virtue, she alone is free;
She can teach you how to climb
Higher than tlie spheary chime:
Or if Virtue feeble were.
Heaven itself would stoop to her."

This poem is undoubtedly one of the landmarks in English literature. It
can be seen that as a masque "Comus" has no superiors and very few, if any,
equals. Milton herein displays a power that is hard to match in poetry. The
poem carries a moral that is unmistakable: True Virtue is strengthened by
heaven and when assailed is strong enough to withstand any attack. The
thought and sentiment of the entire poem is summarized in its last six lines.

This idea was certainly Milton's firm belief for he himself said : "Whereever I
go, the sentiment of the last two lines of my "Comus" is always my fixed belief." ,

The slight plot or story of "Comus" is probably suggested to Milton by his
recollection of George Peele's "Old Wives Tale" which he may have seen on
the stage. The personage of "Comus" was borrowed from a Latin extrava-
ganza by a Dutch professor whose "Comus" was reprinted at Oxford in 1634
the very year in which Milton wrote his masque. The so called tradition '

collected by Oldys, of the young Egertons, who acted in "Comus", having lost

themselves in Haywood forest on the way to Ludlow, obviously grew out of
Milton's poem. However casual the suggestion, or unpromising the occasion,
Milton worked out of it a strain of poetry such as had never been heard in

England before. If any reader wishes to realize the immense step upon what

•. ;
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'had gone before him, he should turn over some of the most celebrated of the

masques of the Jacobean period. •

. , . ii, * * v»
:; The plan of this masque is not really more artificial than that ot tne

epic ; though in the latter case it is masked to us by the scale, by the g"""*"^

of the personages and by the familiarity of the images to all men who have

been brought up on the Bible. The versification of "Comus" ,s the same as the

versification of "Paradise Lost" and it has a spring of variety, a sweep and a

rush of genius which "Paradise Lost" lacks. It is impossible to «ngle out

beautiful passages for the whole is golden. The entering address of Comus,

the song of the Lady, "Sweet Echo", the descriptive speech of the Attendant

: Spirit, and the magnificent eulogy of the sunclad power of chastity wouM be

the most beautiful things where all is beautiful, if the unapproachable Sabnna

Fair" did not come lafer. It has been said by one critic "If poetry couW be

taught by the reading of it, then indeed the critic's advice to » P"**
,"J>«»iJ^

limited to this: give your days and nights to the reading of Comus .
ihis

inled ilgood afvice'ior certainly there is no poem that could teach everyone

in general more than John Milton's **Comu8". .;„

RicHAED Denny, Junior, Pre-Med.

J[m«h0ljtp

Friendship is a lonely thing,

. A thing quite hard to find,

Yet, hearts once tied by friendship's

^•^;:-
:,

.•:;';

:\:'^'v-^;',
knot

No biie can e'er unbind.

A friend is just a person

Who knows your every thought.
;^

A friend is a priceless jewel
^

By understanding bought.

A friend's true heart is happy

When your skies are blue,

A friend would weep if ever

Gray skies are over you.

And friendship is a tiny thing

But made in rarest mould

V Yet friendship never tarnishes

For friendly hearts are gold.
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IE WILLIAM BLACKSTONE was bom on the 10th of July, 1723, at his
father's home in Cheapside, in the parish of Saint Michael la Querne.
His father was a silk man and citizen and bowyer of London. His

mother was Mary Bigg, the eldest daughter of Lovelace Bigg, Esquire, of
Chilton Fohot, in Wiltshire. She died before he reached his twelfth birthday.He had three brothers, Charles, John, and Henry. John died while an infant,
whi e Charles and Henry were educated at Winchester under the care of their
uncle, Doctor Bigg; Charles came to be a fellow of Winchester and the Vicar
of Wimmenng, in Hampshire. Henry entered the mistry and when he diedm 1778, was vicar of Adderbury in Oxfordshire.

His uncle, Thomas Bigg, undertook the care of his education and fortune.
His uncle was a surgeon of note in London, and later, on the death of his elder
brothers, became owner of the Chilton estate. The wonderful affection shown
by this man compensated him on the loss of his parents, and all through his
hfe it was remembered by him with the deepest sincerity.

William was put to school in the Charter House in 1730, when he was
about seven years of age. In 1735, upon the nomination of Sir Robert
Walpole, and on the recommendation of Charles Wither of Hall, in Hampshire,
he was admitted to the foundation. Here he applied himself to the branches
of his education with the same vigor that accompanied him through life, in
whatever he took up. His teachers encouraged his work so, that when he was
fifteen he was at the head of the school. Although very voung this qualified
him for entry into the University. On November 30, 1736, he was entered as
a commoner at Pembroke College, Oxford ; on the following day he matri-
culated.

Ajjliifi/time he was elected to one of the Charter House exhibitions by the
Governors of that place, but was allowed to remain a scholar until after
December the twelfth. On that day he spoke the oration, it being the Anni-
versary of the founder. It was around this period that he obtained Mr.
Benson's gold prize medal of Milton, for the most accomplished verses on that
poet. It can be seen that even before he left school, the marks of genius
appeared and received their just award. The Society of Pembroke was so .

pleased with its protege, that they elected him unanimously to one of Lady
Hereford's exhibitions for Charter House scholars. While here, he pursued .'

his studies unremitting to all the classics, logic, and mathematics. From the
logic, he derived those principles of acute reasoning, for which he was remarked
later in life. From the mathematics he arrived at the nature of the demon-
stration that it would admit and he derived amusement from it, by turning
towards the principles of architecture. He compiled a treatise entitled, "The
Elements of Architecture", when but twenty years old.

Vf
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y^::- After having dctennined on his future life, and foi-^a profession, chosen

law, he entered Middle Temple, and found it necessary to leave off h^s youthfu

pursuits for the severer study of law. He alone could know how "^1 .ked this

Change was to a man of classical nature. These sentiments were P^^.s^ed by

Dodsley, in his miscellanies, entitled a "Lawyer's Farewell to His Muse

In November, 1743, he was elected to the society of All Souls College

.

in the following November, he spoke the Anniversary Speech in honor and

commemoration of Archbishop Chichele, the founder, and was admitted as an

acZriLw. After this time he divided his time ^et-en the University and

Middle Temple, where he obtained a room in order to attend -"^^ In the

former he studied the academic branch and commenced Bachelor of Civil Law,

T»«^ ^9. 1745 • he was called to the bar November 28, 174jb.

ift'er taking hTdegree, he was elected to the office of Bursar at Oxford,

and fin^g the m'uninienfs of the college, in a confused, irregular state, he com

Sed a thorough search from which the Society reaped much benefit. He also

£nd that the method of keeping accounts as used in other -"^^^ -;-*;;
tiresome and difficult to discern ;

he then drew up an -g"--
-/^^J^tko

i„.o .hich he enter, v^^^^^^^^^

TrCodritton^Ltl^ at the College remained unfinished for several years

;

he'wtdltTc^ompletL, rectified errors in the arcHtectu. an arranged

the books anew. As a small reward he --.-PP;'"*'^^^*^;;^/ ^^^^ ^

planned and now executed his Lectures on
,.

f t^ese Lectures.

Allowing term of Michaelmas he -*-J'^^^*:J^i:cLndon press.

In July, 1755, he was appointed one^
*^^^^|^::4iy familiar with the

He discovered many abuses and made h™*""
^J'"

""
f J^ ^ j.tter on that

nature of the press^ -T;
-,'"t%tce"?h7n;ellor ffis^^l^^^^^ had the

,

tn £<^':mfa^ t I::tS::;ls, proposed by him, carried.,

of the University Press.
.

^^f-
^^^^5%?^ l̂^lyl'upon the Laws of

attended his law lectures in.the form ot. An A y
,,

England".
^ . r.^;;*,:.; Poxed warden of Winchester, in 1757, he was

^ This granted him fresh material to «tudy, and it was ciiie y g

r4 f^'*>
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they had lain ruins for many years. Under the conditions of new associates

and scholars, and the disputes arising, one was liable to become disheartened.

He formed a plan, and it was completed and confirmed by Parliament in 1769.

Engaged in the dispute between the Knights of the Shire, for the county
of Oxford, he gave accurate consideration to a question much discussed. He
made a small treatise, and was prevailed upon, by Sir Charles Mordaunt, to

publish it, in March of 1758, under the titel of ! "Considerations on Copy-
holders".

A considerable sum of money was willed to the University, to found

fellowships and scholarships of Common Law. The donor was Mr. Viner.

Doctor Blackstone was unanimously elected Vinerian Professor, October 20,

1758. On October 25, he read his introductory lecture which he published at

the request of the Vice Chancellor and the Heads of the Houses, and afterwards

prefixed them to the first volume of the Commentaries. He was requested by a

noble personage to read them to his Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales. He
declined it, however, and the prince increased his gratuity. It is thought that

this unbaring of his sterling qualities is one of the reasons for the gratuity

given to his widow and to his numerous family.

In 1759, he published two pieces relating to the University ; one headed

"Reflections on the Opinions of Messrs. Pratt, Morton, and Wilbraham Relat-

ing to Lord Litchfield's Disqualifications"—who was considered a candidate

for the Chancellorship ; the other "A Case for the Opinion of Counsel on the

Right of the University to Make New Statutes." By this time, he had

established a reputation by his Lectures, and he thought that they should give

him particular notice at Court. In June, 1759, he brought Chambers to the

Temple, resigned the office of assessor and the Stewardship of All Souls College

;

in Michaelmas term, 1759, he resumed his attendance at Westminster, still

reading his law lectures at Oxford. The year before this, he was pressed to

accept the honor of the Coif, by the Chief Justice, Lord Wills, and Earl

Bathurst.

In November, 1759, he published a new edition of the "Great Charter and

Charter of the Forest". This work drew him into a controversy with Dr.

Littleton, Dean of Exeter, and afterwards Bishop of Carlyle—the Dean had

given him an ancient roll containing the "Great Charter", and the "Charter

of the Forest", and he denied their authenticity. The Dean vindicated it June

8, 1761 ; and Doctor Blackstone, on May 28, 1762, delivered an answer of

apology. About this time, he published a small treatise on "The Law of

Descendants in Fee Simple."

He was elected Burgess for Hindon in Wiltshire ; on May 6th of the same

year, 1761, he was granted King's Counsel, having declined the position of

Chief Justice of the Court of the Common Pleas in Ireland.

Determined to settle down in life, he married Sarah Clitherow, the eldest

daughter of James Clitherow of Boston County, in Middlesex County,

England. He enjoyed nineteen years of the purest domestic and conjugal

felicity with her, and by her, he had nine children. The eldest and the
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youngest died infants; Henry, James, William, Charles, Sarah, Mary, and

Phillipa; at his death the eldest was not much over sixteen. Having vacatefi^-

his fellowship by his marriage, he was appointed Principal of New Inn Hall,

by the Earl of Westmoreland, then Chancellor of Oxford. An attempt was

made to restrict his power as Vinerian Professor, but he published a state of

the case for the Convocation Members, upon which it was neglected. Then
in 1763, he was appointed Solicitor General to Her Majesty, and at the time

was chosen for Bencher in Middle Temple, The first volume of his law

lectures now appeared under the title of "Commentaries on the Laws of

England".

Having resigned the Vinerian Professorship and the Principality of New
Inn Hall, he was returned Burgess for Westbury in Wiltshire, in 1768, in the

new Parliament. His reputation was so well established by now that, had he

possessed a constitution equal to it, he could have obtained its most lucrative

returns. It was necessary for him to refuse the Solicitor Generalship, on the

resignation of Mr. Dunning in 1770, due to his duties in the House of

Commons. Having declined this it is strange to understand his ready

acceptance of the office of Judge of the Court of the Common Pleas, on the

resignation of Mr. Justice Clive; On February 16, 1770, Sir William kissed

his Majesty's hand and also received the honor of knighthood. He resigned

his office of Judge of the King's bench, on June 25, of the same year. He was

sworn in by Lord Commissioners, Bathurst, Smythe, and Aston. Then he

resigned the Recordership of Wallingford. He was now freed from attendance

at the bar, and at the Senate, where, to use his own words, "amid the rage of

contending parties, a man of moderation may expect to meet with no quarter

from any side". The Borough of Wallingford was indebted to him for two

new turnpikes through the town. Another evidence of his well doing can be

seen in the increase of the malt trade between the years 1749 and 1779.

. v^ His mind was always concerned with something concerning public utility.

One example of this was his charges to the grand jury, relating to the act of

putting criminals in solitary confinement. In this utile way, he passed the last

few years of his life with occasional interruptions by illness. The gout, a

nervous disease, and the corpulency of his body contributed to the breaking of

his constitution in the early part of his life.

Around Christmas, 1779, he was seized with dropsy and water on the

chest. This was quickly eliminated but the cause was not, because, being seized

with a fresh attack, and At the last, insensible for some days, he died when

fifty seven years of age, on February the 14th, 1780. His loss to the public

was well demarcated ; to his family and to his friends, it was almost irreparable.

In his public life, he showed himself to be a man who was able, upright,

and impartial as a judge, acquainted with the laws of his country and making

them a rule of his conduct. Averse to party violence as a Senator, he was a

•%*•> ft:
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AGENEEAL survey of Seventeenth Century English literature will reveal
the fact that our modern novel had its conception during this period.
When we mention the word novel however, such names as Dickens,

Thackeray or Dumas immediately come to mind. Yet these men are not of the
Seventeenth Century. They are not of the age when the novel was born. Now
when mention is made of the novel, I wonder how n^any people think of Samuel
Richardson. I confess that heretofore, the association of the words novel and
Richardson never occurred to me. Subsequent research has engendered en-
lightenment.

It appears that the novel, now the most popular instrument of literary
expression, had its start in Samuel Richardson. I say appears, since a nice
question can be raised here, and in fact is raised; the question of the founding
of the novel. In this matter we must consider the names of Smollett, Fielding,

and Stern. It is with regret that I say the present paper cannot be extended
to cover this question. Perhaps it could ; but I am resolved to adhere to my
title. It will have to suffice, therefore, to state that it appears Samuel
Richardson founded the novel.

In considering the life and works of Richardson, it seems best to treat
of his life first, since he was well on in years before his epoch-making works
appeared. Let us then endeavor to present a general survey of his life.

Very little is known of the birthplace of Rich'ardson. History tells us
it was Derbyshire. Further research has not amplified this knowledge. It

also appears that Richardson himself was always very careful to conceal

the exact place of his birth. The year was 1689. Both his parents were
descended of genteel, middle-class families of Surrey. The early years of

Richardson were spent naturally, and rather quietly, as was his whole life

at home with his parents. His early family life was of the best, inasmuch
as he had a good father and mother and several brothers and sisters. It is

quite easy to picture him as a boy in his quiet Derbyshire home. Yet we see

him as a precocious boy, since his fame as a story-teller was large. His
family returned to London about the time he was of school age. In the matter
of education, which he himself called "common school-learning", his case seems

woefully neglected. It was at Christ's Hospital that Richardson received his

little schooHng. This school had turned out some fine scholars, and^Mr.
Leigh Hunt explains Richardson's case thus: "Richardson received what
education he had at Christ's Hospital and.«

. , , ,

was most probably confined to the writing schbol, where all that was taught
was writing and arithmetic".

Richardson's reputation as a letter writer started in his childhood. He
was only thirteen years old when he was the confidant of three young women

' >
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in their lovfe secrets, and was employed by them in their correspondence. No
doubt the experiences gained in this "elementary school of passion" were

of much and valuable aid to him during his career as a novelist.

The original intention of his father had been to make his son a Clergy-

man. However, business losses removed these fond ideas, and at sixteen the

boy was left to choose his own work. Richardson at once decided on the busi-

ness of printing—thinking to satisfy a thirst for reading. Thus, in 1706 we
find him as an apprentice in the shop of Mr. John Wilde. Like the place of

his birth, this portion of his life is quite obscure. His apprenticeship of

seven years over, he worked as a correcter for another five or six years.

Finally, in 1719, Richardson went into business as a master printer. In

this, the printing business, he made moderate success. Late in life he became

Master of the Stationers Company. Nearly all the work of his shop was
the pubHshing of Acts of Parliament, and the printing of new editions of

law books.

In 1720, two years after he started in business, Richardson married

Martha Wilde, the daughter of his old master, John Wilde. Of this marriage,

there were six children, all of whom died in infancy save one boy. Richardson's

first wife died in 173f, and in the following year, he married Elizabeth Leake,

a sister of a bookseller at Bath. Four of the daughters of this second marriage

survived their father. A boy, Samuel, died before he was a year old. These

many bereavements only added to Richardson's usual ill-health. He was ever

weak and nervous and always on a special diet.

Toward the end of his life he became Law Printer to the King, having

purchased the Patent from a Miss Linot, to whom he was a sort of guardian.

He was now residing in London and in affluent circumstances, though often

forced to wait indefinite periods for his payments from the Government.

His last days were marked by severe paralytic strokes. Richardson was

well over seventy and a life of continuous application now took its toll. He
died it Parson's Green, on July 4th, 1761.

A consideration of the works of Richardson will bring an exclamation of

surprise from anyone. To be brief; their conception was quite by accident.

Thus we must ascribe to chance much of the credit for starting the novel.

The history of the "accident" which gave the world its first novel is this:

In 1739, two of his friends, Rinington and Osborn, both booksellers, in-

vited him to write a small volume of "letters". The purpose was to present

a group of familiar letters for the use of country people who were unable to

write for themselves. In short, they were to serve as models, both in form

and thought. Richardson immediately set to work on this commission, and

brought out a volume of one hundred and seventy-three letters, dealing with

various subjects. In the main however, they carried sound advice to young

women. The letters also prove that Richardson, from his Fleet Street shop,

had a keen outlook on life in general.
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As the writing of this volume progressed!, a story which he had heard
years ago came to him. As a result of this memory from the past, he tem-
porarily laid aside the letters and produced his first work, "Pamela- or
Virtue Rewarded" was Richardson's first novel-and perhaps the first book
of its kind m English literature.

The plot of "Pamela" is not new to-day. It has been used many times
since Samuel Richardson conceived it. At the time it was written, we are
quite safe in saying that it was original. As stated above, the plot followed

letters to Aaron Hill. A young girl, of impoverished parents, is forced towait on a great lady of the neighborhood in which she lived. Having a natural

unproved daily m good behavior and soon attracted the attention of her

7^rl-
""•

,f *''.
^"""V'

'^' ^*''^' '""^ ""» "-'^ --^ -nner and meanat his d posal to seduce the girl. Pamela, however, by strength of will re-sisted all temptations. Her resistance, combined with all other exce lentquaht.es. finally subdued him and he married her. Her hun^^litrand dg^^
eTetne'happy "' ^""^'"'^ ''"' thus Richardson's first novef closes'- ŵ1J

To Z'T^'^^ 7IT^
^^""^ "^*"'*'*" •"*'^« '^*« ""t^ng «hort of phenomenal

then "^K n ^ "T'^'^ "' *^'^'''"« '^^^ '^o^W be read by few Not so

To use?Lodf
''^'''*''' *" ''«' •"'^ '•"^- ^" ^••^l-d -nt mid o^er t

b^ern XXTwTsZ^d^eMo^t^^^ ^ ^^ -P
from the pulpit. 1

^^ ^^"'"^ "^"^ «^«° commended

consetSttt^^ltilT'*" """'^^ '"""• '^'^ »'-'' -- -•«- in

this -thod o?;";senLS^^^^^^^^^^^^ * P--*^-* ^y using

clung to this form in his fol owlnrbookrbut theST T' ""' '''"^^"

has hardly ever been attempted since It tin ffl
'

'I
'"''' ""' ""^ *"'" '*'

excellent use of such a veh.rl/„r " *"'"*'* *° ^^^ t^"** ^^ made
was a genius ^iTil^^^^^^^i^rT' "'"''^' *'^ '^"'" ^"* Richardson

The popularity If "pl' *f»
^"™ "*' ""^^'^^^ P°P"I« - ^^ day.

accepted it'bLre it'^w: reroTiderZTZ 1.
1""'' '''^ ^""^

was certainly an aid to the TdT-sntad -Tf T -f"'
^'^^ °^ ^"S''^'' '-^"-^

ture was at a standstill ThfLT7 ^ '? '* ''"'"'^^'^- ^""sUsh litera-

ocre. Then camel^chard^!^ ;^"* ^"^ ^'^'^- ^<^^'y -- ™edi- ^^

And the public ^a^.^^rt::fyra^^"o^:TL^^^^^^^
''' ^^'^^ --

thing^i: nTvr;: iti7^:Xrrn ^' -

—

est." On its title pace we read- "T^ u-^ .
ignotum pro magnifico

Religion in the miL'^;f7he ; „th Jf bot^es^ ^
T'^''''

°' ^^*"^ ''''

simply could not fail.
-^ " « ""th «exes. How awe-inspiring! It
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Of the characters in the book, we may say that "Pamela" is the most

Convincing. She alone is drawii from life. The hero, "Mr. B", is a villain

pure and simple, who comes to a good end only because of the cleverness of

Pamela. In the early part of the story the virtuous resistance of Pamela, we

approve of. Later, when she has ideas of marriage it is her prudence which

we admire. Yet his heroine very nicely conveys his views concerning the

attitude to be adopted in such circumstances. Richardson confesses that

"Pamela" was a pattern as well as a character.

The inevitable sequel appeared, published by Ward & Chandler, and this

gave Richardson the idea of continuing the story himself. It was an unwise

move since public interest declined remarkably after the marriage of his hero-

ine. As we shall see, this continuation was more or less a defense of himself.

Richardson was clever enough not to follow up his successful "Pamela"

with another novel. Nine years elapsed before his next work was published.

The author of "Pamela" gracefully faded out of the picture and left the field

of novel writing to Henry and Sarah Fielding. These years were mainly given

over to correspondence with his many friends and the very large group of

"Pamela" admirers. This phase of Richardson's work is as interesting as it

is long. Though of a very large order it is incomplete.

Throughout all his correspondence we find that letters to women predomi-

nate. This is the outstanding characteristic of his work. Undoubtedly it was

from these feminine correspondents that Richardson learned the inmost work-

ings of the female heart. Gifted from youth with an insight into womanly

character, these letters confirmed his early knowledge of that unfathomable

pool, a woman's heart. Many of his letters during this period were written

in defense of his "Pamela". Not a few of the men of his time poked fun at his

heroine. He gallantly defended her by his pen. When the spurious sequel

"Pamela's Conduct in High Life" appeared he wrote Mr. Leake, telling him of

the affair and that, against his will, he would be forced to continue the story

himself.

Of all his correspondents Aaron Hill was perhaps the most voluminous.

The epistolary attachment of these men extended beyond things literary and

we find many notes of a purely personal nature. Hill and his daughters were

all sincere admirers, no less of "Pamela", than of her creator.

"Clarissa; or The History of a Young Lady" was Richardson's second

novel. It appeared in 1748 and ran to eight volumes, four being published

in the spring and four in the fall. Its form was similar to that of "Pamela",

namely, consecutive letters. In plot hpwever, we find the exact counterpart.

"Pamela" rose from obscurity to greatness by her virtue. "Clarissa," born to

high station, falls by that same virtue, to disgrace and death.

Clarissa Harlowe falls heir to her grandfather's estate. Thus she incurs

the jealousy of her brother James and her sister Arabella. Her sister's suitor,

Robert Lovelace, becomes fascinated by her. Clarissa's uncles then decide to

leave their money to her, expecting to create a family of means wken she

(Continued on pa^e 44)
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THE BLACK African sky was studded with myriad stars that effused a
spectral light. Red and blue flames leaped to the sky from the bonfire

within the clearing. Silence, like the dark curtain of night, enveloped
the land ; yet the two men sitting by the fire knew the place teemed with life.

There was the air, heavy with flowers, sweet as wine ; the jungle, eyes darting
here and there to discover food or danger; the sky, scavengers gliding, seem-

^^^y peaceful until an unsuspecting victim is sighted. But the two men were
not speaking of the life about them, that was too commonplace, but of the

appearance in their life of a woman, a very young woman.
"Confound it Dan, that girl is beautiful. You know there is no negro

blood in that tribe or very little, you yourself said it might be the remnant
of an old Roman attempt at colonization" and the speaker, a sincere young
man, looked at his companion for verification.

Dan, twenty-four years of age, which was three years older than Tom, had
already spent two years in the dark continent doing survey work for the

British Government. Tom, fresh from the Engineering School of England, had
been placed under his care and Dan, on account of his companion's inexperi-

ence, treated him with condescending regard.

**I understand Tom," he replied, "but you must consider your mother and
the other folks back home. Anyway she's a dumb girl in comparison to any
you used to know".

Tom half closed his eyes and gazed into the fire. "Oh, I don't like her

that much but I can't help thinking how unique she is. Haven't you noticed

her graceful rounded figure? Those large, brown, evasive eyes! That simpli-

city of manner, not at all like the girls affect back home !"

"All well and good,—but listen, I've been in the tropics before, and I know
that if you don't get down to work instead of thinking<^too much, you'll end

up as a bum. You miss the social life at home but you can't have any here.

Work hard on this survey and you won't miss a thing. Come on now, let's get

to bed", and without turning to see if his example was followed he went into

his tent.

The example was not followed immediately. Tom stood up, threw back

his head and looked at the stars so far away, then he gazed into the black

forest. How alone he felt ! Thousands of miles from home and only Dan for

company. However, there was the girl Zingara from the village but why did

she interest him? Then Dan's argument was right; it was right for some

people but he, Tom, was a stronger character than the average man.

He went to his tent and soon fell asleep. From the tangled vegetation,

eyes, bright with reflected fire light, gazed into the clearing. Soon they would

leave for armed men were guarding the sleep of their masters, yet other eyes
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Would take their place—so much life goes on and on without thought; or,

notice of its volume.
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The next day as Dan walked with his interpreter through the village on

Ms way to see the chief priest, he could not but again marvel at the higher

degree of civilization than that which was usual with the village in the regions

he had just visited. Large substantial houses, ditches to drain off heavy

,-: rainfalls, baskets for w^astefood, and the people busy at noontime—these

'.:':^[- seemed unusual. Nor were the people clothed more which seemed still stranger

in a village of one thousand souls. Evidently, he continued to observe,

, Europeans with their strange attire were still a great curiosity, judging from

y the motley crowd following in his footsteps. The faces of the people, so

. y interesting to physiognomists, he noticed last and when he did they were merely

means of distinction.

And now the house of the chief priest was before him. The people around

the door made way for a man with a crimson and purple band around his head,

who came to the interpreter and said "Bring your master inside."

' They entered through an ornate doorway into a large room filled with

trophies of war, strange masks, three huge jars, and brilliantly coloured robes.

V; Not wishing to arouse suspicion they did not stop until they had passed

through another door at the end of the room. It was dark but in a short time

their eyes accustomed themselves to the gloom and they were able to see the

form of the Chief Priest seated on a small stool before a low table. Now Dan
heard a low even voice speaking slowly; a voice that seemed to come from a

great distance.

The interpeter translated "What is it that you wish."
• "My friend and I" replied Dan "are measuring and studying this country

so that the people in our land will know more about the world. The carriers

we now have will not travel any further north, they are returning tomorrow.

This is my reason for coming to you: I came to get new carriers to take their

place. It will be a trip of thirty days. They will be paid well in things that

they value highly and if they cause no trouble they will be paid extra."

When the interpreter repeated Dan's words the chief priest said "Tell

your master he came to ask." - v i

Dan made a tactful reply to this, and at the end of ten minutes all

business concerning the carriers had been concluded.

"There is one thing more; my daughter will accompany the trip," said

the priest. - ;.•.. ^'^ •.:.•;:••;• v--',;:••
'^

"But I don't want a woman on the trip. She'll be in the way—it is

dangerous."

"My daughter will accompany you," was the stolid rejoinder.

Not desiring to irritate the man and thus place barriers in his own path,

Dan consented . How much more he would have objected if he knew the girl

to be Zingara, it is impossible to say.

V
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Two weeks later, August 26, 1924, the surveying party was in the heart
of a vast jungle. The boys were singing and joking among themselves and
occasionally Tom and Dan encouraged them—anything to keep up their
spirits. Didn't they complain last night that they were away longer than they
were told? Weren't they uneasy since the discovery of the totem pole? A
hideous distorted thing in the form of a human being, gaudily painted with
crude colors. One hand pointing in the direction from which they had come,
as if to say "Go back !"

The trees towered majestically high and where the limbs branched out
was a mass of foliage so thick as to exclude the sunlight. The air was cool,

impregnated with fragrant odours while the ground was a riot of beautiful

flowers and plants. It made one recall the words, "a garden of the gods," yet,

at rare times the vegetation took on a sinister aspect; that of an army of

octopis lockeJ in a titjanic struggle of death.

They were proceeding slowly, for a path had to be cleared when a shrill

cry came from the front. Tom and Dan rushed forward and found Zingara
seated on the ground and rubbing her left ankle with her small hand. Tom
knelt down and began to feel the injured ankle with his fingers. "A bad
sprain," he exclaimed and signaled a boy for his medicine kit. Meanwhile Dan
(rested his back against a tree trunk and hands deep in his pockets began to

look at Zingara. She was beautiful! It was impossible not to admire that

lustrous black hair that flowed in a rippling mass from her forehead, over her

head to her shoulders. And were not those dark brown eyes set in pure white,

now clouded with forming tears, very expressive? Surely she was appealing,

yet, there was a code that must be observed, was it right? Dan had never

thought about it, for like many others he had accepted the forms of civilization

without knowing why. Tom, thought Dan, was a fool ; perhaps though he had
never heard "A wise man takes the advice of wiser men," or something like that.

Well, he, Dan, would not allow too much temptation in Tom's way. His

musing was interrupted by the words **I say Dan, will you have the boys rig

up some kind of a conveyance".

And so, thinking he was acting for his friend's ultimate good, Dan replied.

**It is late now and we must find a camping site before night. To make a rig

would take time and decre^^ our speed." And without listening to Tom's

rejoinder he strode over to Zingara, picked her up in his arms and commanded

the boys to continue the march.

Night ! A large clearing and twinkling stars in the vaulted blue. Camp-
fires, red and fierce, sent shadows dancing over the ground! Before one a man
sat, his chin cupped in his hand, and gazed into flames as if looking through

the curtains to another world. Now he look up and his eyes rested on the girl

on the other side. She sat with her hand clasped in front of her drawn up legs

and her forehead resting on her knees. She looked up and their eyes met.

Tom motioned her to come to him. Soon she stood before him, her feet slightly

apart, her hands on her hips.

"What?" she asked.
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^•Why did your father send you on this trip?" Tom aslced as a means of

opening a conversation. ^ "

^^I do not understand him but he said that it would be an experience and
that every experience is good."

Tom did not think of the answer or the character of the man it revealed

—

so intent was he on asking *^How is it you speak so often to Dan and not to

me^ do I look like the monkeys we saw today?"

"Oh, no," she replied with a laugh. "Dan is beautiful but you are more
so. He is like the sunrise while you are like the sunset. There is more color

to the sunset—more life. Besides Dan told me not to make you think of me."

Tom clenched his fists and a long D—n came through his teeth. Seeing

he had frightened the girl by the expression on his face he forced a smile and

said, "I see Zingara, but it is now late. You should be asleep."

For once he wanted her to leave; to be alone with his thoughts. There

was nothing strange about Zingara's actions. He couldn't blame Dan for

liking her. There was about her something of a young boy, a comrade and

nothing of the too feminine woman. Her face was like the sun on yellow gold,

her walk a harmony. A comrade and a princess in one. And to think that

Dan was telling her to avoid him, trying to win her favor while he, Tom, had

trusted him as an intimate friend. How could one be so mean, such a cad,

and he, such a fool?

The moon was well on its journey across the sky when the guards, thinking

something was wrong with their master who gazed for so long and with such

bright eyes into the fire, came over and asked if "anything troubled the

master?" For a reply he went to his blanket and lying down closed his eyes.

But he did not sleep. His mind raced with a horrible enthusiasm strong

because it was fed by hate and desire.

• •

Two days later the expedition was returning to the village along a new

route, which the survey necessitated. The burdens of the carriers were lighter

as over half the provisions had been consumed. This and the desire of the

carriers to enjoy the comforts of their homes served to increase the speed of

the party. There was also another reason. Signs of elephant were every-

where, tracks inches deep in the rich soil, trees stripped of their bark, trampled

vines and creepers, uprooted trees.

That night after supper everyone but the guards slept. It had been a

hot day, the air was deathly still and humid. Now the exhausted guards were

asleep and the campfires were the only means of protection.

Later in the night Dan was awakenetf by the rumble of distant thunder.

He dressed rapidly, walked over to Zingara's tent and awoke her. "A great

storm is coming. Go to my tent. Yours will blow away while mine is too

strong.'*; )

Meanwhile the thunder had awakened Tom who happened to see Dan

walking from Zingara's tent when a lightning flash lit the clearing.

Dan had scarcely taken a dozen steps on his way to arouse the boys when

a hand gripped his arm, spinning him around and bringing him face to face
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with the enraged Tom. "You dirty sneak," he heard, "Why did you tell

Zingara to keep away from me. Why?—So you could see her. As a man I

think—"
At that instant a terrified scream rose from the edge of the jungle. So

inhuman did it sound, that for a time, the two white men forgot each other.

It was raining now. Thunder shook the air and lightning danced on the tree

tops. But almost as loud as the overhead crashes was a trumpeting, a crash-

ing of wood, a trembling of earth. Terrified by the lightning, caught in the

spirit of panic, pressed on by others behind, a herd of elephants swept into the

clearing. Scores of them milling around in a circle, then another mad run

off through the jungle. Through the night heavy rain beat upon the trampled

ground and heavy thunder drowned all other sound.

Morning found Tom with ^ve of the carriers gazing disconsolately at

mangled bodies, ruined equipment and provisions. Noon came and a torch

was applied to the funeral pyre upon which the bodies had been piled.

Zingara's body was not there, neither was Tom's. What was their fate?

Were they in the mysterious jungle still weaving the fabric of their lives or

were they like the mangled bodies, now forgotten, forgotten, without a scratch

upon a stone to tell that they had lived and died?

« « «

Many weeks later the chief priest sat in his dark room. On the table

before him was a crystal bowl filled with a blood red liquid. Beside him sat a

tattered man who gazed into the purple mist which rose from the surface of

the fluid. The priest was speaking slowly, very slowly. "The man whom you

call Tom returned with Zingara only seven days ago. He said that you were

dead. The village rejoiced at Zingara's return for the time had arrived when

she was to wed Mabunda, son of the chieftain. The next day when the

ceremony took place a sharp, loud noise was heard and Zingara's breast was

stained with blood. She fell dead in her lover's arms.—That is what the people

know. Look !'*

n m xi. i, j
Dan saw Tom fleeing in the jungle, traveling on the small trail they had

taken many moons before. He is crying "Dan, Dan, I'm sorry. I didn't

understand." He reaches a totem pole, the sight of which seems to spur him

on The scene changes. He is kneeling before a tree and sobbing like a child.

Now he screams "I made myself like her!" Again the scene changes and Dan

sees a tottering man knee high in muddy water. He is waist high, the mudd^

water touches his lips, he disappears ! . | ^^

"Why?" came the slow words of the priest *T.ife is the everlasting why .

A tattered man came from the chief priest's house. A man with a crimson

and purple band around his head stopped him and said, "Will you stay for

the burning of Zingara's body?" The tattered man remembered the words

"That simplicity of manner, not at all like the girls affect back home, and

did not reply.
, i .. i

' '

i u
The children played in the streets, a beggar asked for alms, a laugh

came from a young girl! Life goes on and on and on.
^•^

Edward Hookey, Freshman.
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U rip^ HOUGH the writings of Bishop Warburton produced no permanent

I
effects, either on literature or theology, yet the variety of subjects of

: V which he treated, the display of intellectual energy in his pages, the

number of eminent persons with whom he was brought into contact, and the

scornful defiance with which he answered all who opposed him, render his life

a career that cannot be surveyed without interest. An attempt is here made to

exhibit him such as he was, neither magnifying his virtues nor extenuating his

faults.

William Warburton was born December 24, 1698, the second and only

surviving son of George Warburton, town clerk of Nottinghamshire, by

Elizabeth, daughter of William Holman. His father having died in 1706,

William was sent by his mother to a school at Newark, kept by a Mr. Twells,

and afterwards to the grammar school at Oakham, Rutland. His first master

there is said to have declared on the appearance of the "Divine Legation", that

he had always considered young Warburton as "the dullest of all dull

scholars". In 1714, a cousin became master of Newark grammar school, and

Warburton is said to have been then placed under him. On April 23, 1714,

he was articled for five years to John Kirke, an attorney of East Markham.

He served his time, and, while acquiring some knowledge of law developed a

voracious appetite for miscellaneous reading. On leaving Kirke in 1719 he

returned to Newark, and began practice there as an attorney.

Warburton read much theological literature and decided to take orders.

He was ordained deacon on December 23, 1723, by the archbishop of York. In

the same year he published his first book, a volume of miscellaneous translations

from the Latin. A Latin dedication to Sir Robert Sutton showed very poor

scholarship but obtained for him a useful patron. Warburton was ordained

priest March 1, 1727, by the bishop of London. Sutton presented him to the

living of Brant Broughton, then worth ^ve hundred and sixty pounds a year.

In 1730 he was presented by the Duke of Newcastle to the living of Frisby in

Lincolnshire worth about two hundred and fifty pounds a year, which he held

without residence till 1756.

In 1727 there appeared, from.Warburton's pen, a small volume entitled,

^*A Critical and Philosophical Enquiry into the Causes of Prodigies and

Miracles" ; in which the characters of the most celebrated writers of every age,

and of the several stages and species of history, are occasionally criticised and

explained. The object of the book, which, however, is hardly apparent through

its rambling and incoherent style, is to assign the causes why prodigies and

miracles are more numerous in the earlier than in the later pages of history.

Among the causes he states are: 1—^the weakness of the human mind to hear

of what is marvelous, 2—national pride, 3—ignorance in the writer ; ignorance

of human nature, or of his subject, or of both. The "Enquiry" did Warburton
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very little honour, either as to matter or style; and, had it not been thoroughly

eclipsed by his subsequent performances, the world would have heard very

little of his name. He was quite sensible of its demerits, and was desirous that

it should, like the "Miscellaneous Translations", be suppressed.

In 1728, in the month of April, the King made a visit to the University of

Cambridge, and Warburton, by the interest of Sir Robert Sutton, was included

in the list of Master of Arts created on that occasion, in return for the incense

he had offered Cambridge in his early writings. With all his ardour for

literary distinction, it is much to his praise that he was in no hurry to thrust

himself prominently before the public with any important work. It was not

till 1736, after eight years at Brant-Broughton, that he presented to the world

his first publication of any weight.

In the "Alliance betwecn-<1uirch and State" Warburton proceeds upon

a denial of the identity of Church and State. They are in their own nature,

end originally, distinct and separate societies. But this mutual independence

does not of necessity continue. They may enter into an alliance with one

another upon certain terms, the result of which is a connection and mutual

dependence of the two. The Church enters into a relation of subordination to

the State, the State making stipulations which bind it to support the Church.

There is a contract with conditions to be fullfilled on either side. If the State

should fail to fulfill these engagements, the Church may withdraw from the

connection, and then falls back upon its original condition of independence.

Such are the doctrines which Warburton advanced in his "Alliance between

Church and State", and which, though they bear but little on the state of

things in the present day, are yet worthy of attention with regard to the

connection of religion and government in general. Though few at that time

were convinced, all were struck by this essay of an original writer, and could

not dissemble their admiration of the ability which appeared in the construc-

tion of it. In subsequent editions Warburton continued to enlarge and improve

the work, and profiting by some attempts of his adversaries to overturn its

positions and deductions, endeavored to leave it in such a condition as to be

impregnable to critical assaults.

"The Alliance between Church and State" was a considerable effort, but

it was nothing to what Warburton designed to accomplish, and had, indeed,

already begun. In 1738 he published "The Divine Legation of Moses demon-

strated, on the Principles of a Religious Theist, from the Omission of the

Doctrine of a Future State in the Jewish Dispensation". He maintained that

the silence of the Pentateuch on the subject of the future life, instead of being

an evidence against the divine origin of the Hebrew religion, is a decisive argu-

ment in favor of it. This silence is without a parallel under the circumstances,

and is to be explained only on the supposition that Moses was interested to

protect his people from the superstitions which in Egypt had been inseparably

mingled with the tenet. Since the Jewish religion and polity had no sanctions

of a future state to support them, they must have been under the immediate

\\}
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protection of heaven, or have been upheld by means of a special and extra-

'. His demonstration of this position he promised to leave very little sKort

of mathematical certainty, requiring only the following postulatum to be

jpranted him, which he considered that all would allow to be reasonable
:

"

"That a skillful lawgiver establishing a religion and civil policy, acts with

certain views and for certain ends, and not capriciously, or without purpose

or design."

This being granted, his proof was to be erected on three very clear .and

simple propositions:

1—'"That to inculcate the doctrine of a future state of rewards and

punishments is necessary to the well-being of civil society:"

• 2-—"That all mankind, especially the most wise and learned nations of

antiquity, have concilrred in believing and teaching that this doctrine was of

such use to civil society:"

3—"That the doctrine of a future state of rewards and pun*s^nients is

hot to be'fotind in, ttor did make part of, the Mosaic dispensation."'^'
*

Vr An attack on ihe "DiVijle Legation" appearing in 7^/t^ Weekly Miscellany

insinuates that Warburton denies the IMvinity of Christ, the merits of His

death, the obligation iind effects of the Sacraments, and the doctrine of griice

;

and he "undervalues the evidence arising from miracles". The article signed

a "Country Clergyman"^ closes with a naive disclosure of the writer's purpose

in a hint that Mr. Warburton "should be hindered from any further advanc<e-

ment in the Church".

The immediate effect of the "Alliance of Church and State" and the

"Divine Legation" in riveting upon themselves the attention of all the reading

public is only to be accounted for by their union of two qualities: they

occupied themselves with the thought with which everybody was occupied, and

they treated it with more force and weight than anybody.

The violence of the attacks on him had no blighting effect upon Warbur-

ton's reputation. During the ten years from 1740 to 1750, his credit was

steadily rising, his circle of connection extending, his fortunes improving.

All Warburton's friendships were formed late, and as the result of literature.

They had nothing about them of early association and comradeship. His

introduction into the Pope circle was perhaps the most influential event in

his life. This he obtained by writing expressly for it.

Crousaz's critique on the "Essay on Man" gave Warburton the oppor-

tunity to draw up an elaborate defense of the moral doctrine enforced in it.

Crousaz accused Pope of being a disciple of Spinoza, and of having inculcated

throughout his work the doctrine of fatalism. Warburton's observations

appeared in the form of Letters in the "Works of the Learned", the first being

printed in December, 1738. Of his adversary he speaks in very different terms

than of his friend Pope. He calls Crousaz one of "the chief of bigots", a

"bully-critic", and the author of "reflections senseless and scandalous", and

says that he "maliciously followed the worse French version, because it gave

i
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him more opportunity to calumniate." Crousaz unluckily stated that; he had
been fond of logic from his infancy ; that he had run through every treatise

on logic that had fallen into his hands ; and Warburton, in consequence, omits

no opportunity of charging such "a veteran controversialist", a student of

seventy-five years, with false reasoning, with blindness to the cannections in

Pope's system, and with imputing to his doctrines what a rational inquirer

could never have discerned in them. Pope addressed a letter of thanks to the

author who was till then an entire stranger to him. The friendship thus bdgun

proved of more worth than literary friendships usually are, being cemented by

the bond of mutual interest. Pope wanted a commentator and a champion

against the crowd of enemies his provocative spirit had called up against

himself. Warburton wanted an introduction to the great and powerful. When
Pope died (1744), he left Warburton his literary executor—a legacy which

was worth to him at least four thousand pounds, a considerable sum to a poor

man. Pope had introduced him to Ralph Allen. This led to his marrying

Allen's favouri!e niece, to whom Allen left by his will the bulk of his prosperity,

—a very large fortune; and before his death he obtained for his son-in-law,

first the deanery, and afterwards the bishopric, of Gloucester. All this grew

from a few fliixusy pa^es in the "Works" of the learned which happened to

i
please Pope.

The next literary effort on which Warburton employed himself was

"Julian, or a Discourse Concerning the Earthquake and Fiery Eruption which

Defeated Julian's Attempt to Rebuild the Temple at Jerusalem". This was

not published until 1750. Thomas Dunham Whitaker, Warburton's friendly

critic in the "Quarterly", calls it "the gravest, the least eccentric, and the

most convincing of his works".

Of all Warburton's works the "Doctrine of Grace", written in 1762 is

that which does least honour to his heart and perhaps, though written with

all his native spirit, to his head. It was laudably intended to vindicate the

reality of spiritual influences enlightening the understanding and purifying the

will, against the cavils of skeptics and the abuses of fanatics. In the former

part, which was directed with little ceremony against the opinions of Middleton,

he has been triumphantly successful ; in the latter, of which the principal object

was the extravagances of Mr. John Wesley and early followers, it is impossible

to discover the dignity of a bishop, the manners of a gentleman, or the charity

of a christian. It seems to have been the fate of Warburton, and perhaps of

some other great champions of the evidences of Christianity, never to have

distinctly understood for what they were contending,—the genius and spirit

of their own religion. Occupied about the outworks, they had never paid their

homage to the great palladium, the tutelary power which resided in the citadel.

In the later years of Warburton's life his mind became seriously impaired

;

he was utterly prostrated by the loss of his only son, and he did not long

survive. He died on June 7, 1779.

Warburton's life was a succession of battles,—battles of the pen. All

his works, like those of St. Augustine, are written against some adversary.

:. .»
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But instead of handling the great public themes of Divinty, natural and

revealed, Warburton is always defending some peculiar notion of his own. His

.
abilities gave him an haughty confidence, which he disdained to conceal or

modify. He was a keen polemic and deeply engaged in all the intellectual

warfare of his time. In nearly everything he wrote there is the impress of a

vigorous and fertile mind, with an arrogance of tone, which tends, in his treat-

ment of adversaries to degenerate into truculence and scurrility. His scholar-

) ship was never deep or accurate though he had wide reading and undoubted

intellectual vigor. The real merit of Warburton, the most dogmatical and

:; arrogant of disputants, was degraded by the pride and presumption with which

he pronounced his infallible decrees.

His sense of humour, like that of most men of very vigorous faculties, was

strong, but extremely coarse, while the rudeness and vulgarity of his manners

as a controvertist removed all restraints of decency or decorum in scattering

^ : his jests about him. His taste seems to have been neither just nor delicate.

i He had nothing of that intuitive perception of beauty which feels rather than

judges, and yet is sure to be followed by the common suffrage of mankind: on

the contrary his critical favours were commonly bestowed according to rules

and reasons, and for the most part according to some perverse and capricious

~^" reasons of his own. In short, it may be adduced as one of those compensations

with which Providence is ever observed to balance the excesses and superfluities

of its own gifts, that there was not a faculty about this wonderful man which

does not fiippear to have been distorted by a certain inexplveable perverseness,

in which pride and love of paradox were blended with the spirit of subtle and

sophistical reasoning. In the lighter exercises of his faculties it may not

unfrequently he doubted whether he believed himself; in the more serious,

however fine-spun his theories may have been, he was unquestionably honest.

As to the excellence of Warburton's style, and more especially his

controversial style, "He possessed, in an eminent degree, those two qualities

of a great writer, superior sense, and the power of doing justice to it by a

sound and manly eloquence. It was an ignorant cavil that charged him with

want of taste. The objection arose from the originality of his manner; but

he wrote, when he thought fit, with the greatest purity and elegance, notwith-

standing his strength and energy, which frequently exclude those qualities."

c The truth seems to be, that Warburton had chosen as his models, the works ,

of our older writers, men congenial with himself in invention, erudition and

force, but with respect to style, which as yet was little attended to, undiscip-

lined and irregular. Such were, in their respective departments, Hooker,,

Chillingworth, and Hyde. It was to minds far inferior to these in Energy ;.

and comprehension, that the English language owed its last polish in the
;

beginning of the following century ; and it is to the overbearing influence of

one or two recent examples, inferior to none of the former, that it has relapsed

into a state of learned barbarism, which we would willingly hope, in the hands

of pedants and coxcombs, is beginning to administer its own antidote. "For

the rest," says the right reverend editor, "the higher excellencies of his style
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were owing to the strength of his imagination, and a clear conception of his

subject, in other words, to his sublime geniu^. Thus his style was properly

his own, and what we call original. Yet he did not disdain to draw what
assistance he might from the best critics, among whom Quintilian was his

favourite."
,

,

There is no accounting for the anomalies of taste. Perhaps no writer

of antiquity ever more nearly resembled the best moderns in good sense and

sound judgment than this great rhetorician; but it is certain that no one

ever paced more awkwardly in the trammels of his own art. His power of

expression never seems to keep pace with the vigour of his conceptions ; his

style is harsh, cramped, and lagging; the offspring of his brain is strong, but

the parturition laborious. We greatly doubt, indeed, whether the power of

expression is ever improved by rules of artificial rhetoric, as that of reasoning

unquestionably is by the cultivation of a pure and unsophisticated logic; but

of this we are certain, that whatever may have determined Warburton to the

cultivation of scientific rhetoric, or to a preference of Quintilian above the

better models of Greece, he was, as far as can be discovered, neither the better

nor the worse for his acquaintance with the Roman teacher.

The characteristics of his style were freedom, facility and force; he is

never oppressed by the weight of his own matter—marching forth to the field

in the heavy armour of controversy, he moves with the agility of one who bears

but a scrip and a sling ; now balancing the ponderous spear of argumentation,

and now scattering around him the galling arrows of wit and irony, his

dexterity is never impeded by his strength, his strength never impt^ired by the

rapidity of his movements. Words were with Warburton the willing and ever

ready ministers of his ideas ; he thought not in language only, but in language

the most apt and expressive. It was owing to this faculty of native eloquence

that he corrected so little; to have retouched his periods would have been to

abate their force ; under the hands of his editor they might have become more
spruce and trim, more adapted to the rule and square of the professed

rhetorician, but they would have been less pointedly and characteristically

expressive.

For the extravagances of Warburton's criticism an apology is un-

happily necessary:—"As to what concerns the emandation of the text, the

abler the critic the more liable he is to some extravagance of conjecture."

Have the ablest critics uniformly been the most adventurous and is the attrib-

ute of judgment necessarily to be excluded from the definition of an able

critic? A man of genius and learning is always tempted to some degree of.

profusion in the use of his intellectual stores ; and it is the restraining power
of judgment in the use of these intoxicating qualities that constitues an able

critic. In the mind of Warburton the foundation of classical literature had
been well laid, yet not so as to enable him to pursue the science of ancient

criticism with an exactness equal to the extent in which he grasped it. After
all, he was incomparably the worst critic in his mother tongue. Little ac-
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«.• quainted with old English Literature, ai^d as little with thos6 provincial
dialects which yet retain much of the phraseology of Shakespeare, he has
exposed himself to the derision of far inferior judges by mistaking the sense
of passages, in which he would have been C5a:rected by shepherds and plowmen.

Bishop Newton in his delineation writes of Warburton: "For he was indeed
a great genius, of the most extensive reasoning, of the most retentive memory,
of the most copious invention of the liveliest imagination, of the sharpest
discernment, of the quickest wit, and of the readiest and happiest application
of his immense knowledge to the present subject and occasion." Alexander
Pope writes of him: "Mr. Warburton is the greatest general critic I ever
knew, the most capable of seeing through all the possibilities of things.'*

Notwithstanding the preposterous nature of his arguments, the coarse
vulgarity of his style, the supercilious dogmatism of his manner, most dicta-
torial when he is most wrong, there is still some quality latent in Warburton's
writings which make them "ever be with delight, even by those who are indiffer-
ent to their subject." The best and most valuable memorials of Bishop
Warburton will be his own work,"

Mr. James Quindlan, Senior Classical.
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HfiALTH is said to be wealth. Indeed, all wealth without health is valued-

less. The most valuable possession of man, who lives by labor,

whether of mind or body, is health. Without health, life would be

unenjoyable. The exercise of every sense is pleasurable—the exercise of

sight, health, touch, and muscular effort. The happier a human being is, the

longer he lives, the more he suffers, the sooner he dies. To add to enjoyment,

is to lengthen life; to inflict pain is to shorten its duration. Happiness is

the rule of healthy existence; pain and misery are its exceptional conditions.

Nor is pain altogether bad, it is rather a salutary warning. It tells us that

we haye trai*sgressed jsomc.rule, violated some rule or law, disobeyed some

physical obligation. It virtually says "Return to nature, observe her la^

and be restored to happiness."

Whenever anyjnumber of persons live together, the atmosphere becomes

poisoned unless means be provided for its constant change and renovation.

If there be not sufficient ventilation, the air becomes charged with carbonic

acid, and especially the product of respiration. Whatever the body dis-

charges becomes poison if introduced again through the lungs. Every person

above fourteen years of age requires about six-hundred feet of shut up space.

If he sleeps in a room of smaller dimensions he will suffer more odor. If a

mouse is shut up in a glass receiver, it will gradually die of breathing its own
air or breath. Put a man in the same conditions and he will die in the same

manner. The English soldiers at the Black Hole of Calcutta expired because

of the want of pure air.

The most common result of breathing impure air among adults is fever.

It was estimated in Liverpool that some seven thousand persons were yearly

attacked by fever, of whom five thousand die. Fever usually attacks persons

between twenty and thirty, or those who have small families depending on

them. Where are now the "happy humble swain" and the "gentile shepherds"

of the old English poets. At the present time they are nowhere to be found.

It is not often that village affairs are made the subject of discussion in

newspaper for the power of th^ press has not yet reached remote country

places. But we do hear occasionally of whole villages being pulled down and

razed, in order to prevent them from "becoming nests of beggars brats." A
member of parliament did not hesitate to confess before a parliamentary

'

committee he "had pulled down between twenty-six and thirty cottages, which

had they remained standing would become the home of as many married

couples. And what becomes of the dispossessed? They crowd together in the

cottages which are left, if their owners will allow them, or they crowd into the

work houses, or more generally, they crowd into th>e towns, where there is at

least some 'hope of employment for themselves and their children.
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It has been said with more truth than elegance, that in the infancies of

all nations, even the most civilized men live the life of pigs ; and if sanitary

reporters had existed in times past as they do now, we should doubtless have

received an account of the actual existence and domestic accommodations of

;• the old English "swains" and "shepherds" very different from that given by

'

the poets.

The first method of raising a man above the life of an animal is to provide

him with a healthy home. The home is after all, the best school for the world.

In it children grow up into men and women, there, they imbibe their best in

a very well trained or ill trained morality. Men can only be truly humanized

and civilized through the institution of the home. There are domestic purity

:^ and moral good in the good home, and individuals defilement and moral death

*. in the bad ones.

The amount saved, or rather not expended on house rent is not economy,

it is a reckless waste. The sickness caused by the bad dwelling involves frequent

interruption of work and drains upon the saving bank or benefit societies ; and

a final descent to the poor rates. Though the loss to the middle and upper

class is great, the loss is not for a moment compared with that which falls

upon the working class themselves, through their neglect in providing whole-

some and comfortable dwellings for their families. It is perhaps not saying

too much to aver that one half the money expended by benefit societies in

large towns may be set down as pecuniary loss arising from bad and unhealthy

homes.

But there is a worse consequence still. The low tone of physical health

thereby produced is one of the chief causes of drunkenness. One man once

remonstrated with an apparently sensible workman on the expenditure of half

his income on whisky. His reply was: "Do you see, sir, if you come to live

here, you would drink whisky, too." Another writer said: "I would not be

/misunderstood that habits of intoxication are wholly due, to defective sanitary

conditions ; but no person can have the experience I have had without coming
to the conclusion that unhealthy and unhappy homes—loss of vital and con-

sequently of industrial energy and a consciousness of inability to control ex-

ternal circumstances—induce thousands to escape from miserable depression

in the temporary excitement of noxious drugs and intoxicating liquors. They
are like the seamen who struggle for a while against the evils by which they

are surrounded; but at last seeing no hope, stupefy themselves with drinks and
perish."

A healthy home presided over by a thrifty, cleanly woman may be the

abode of comfort, of virtue, and of happiness.

,',;.,'; .^ [^-:'':-''l :''-^':'--':i'--:0 Vincent Lieggi, Soph. Pre-Med.
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THE FiEST half of the nineteenth century was a transition period in Eng-

lish industrial life. It marked the passing of the power to the middle

class. Commerce and industry came into political power. It was a

time of upheaval and change and expansion and progress, marked by the

usual disturbances that accompany great changes. The habit of pauperism

threatened to ruin England. Work-houses were multiplied, all kinds of re-

strictions were placed upon the poor and child labor was exploited. This was

a harsh and ugly time, for punishments were cruel and swift; many petty

crimes were punishable by death; hanging was a common episode.

Such were the times when Dickens was born, and his most impressionable

boyhood was passed in the midst of surroundingjs that fixed indelibly in his

mind, the sufTerings of the poor and the daily tragedy of the weak and help-

less, under ignorant and unjust execution of harsh and ill-conceived laws. His

genius presented all this in grim details and yet by his sense of humor strength-

ened its effect by making people see the absurdity, as well as the cruelty and
inefficiency, of the administration of justice and the care of the unfortunate.

Charles Dickens was born on the seventh of February, I8I2, in Landport,

England. His father, John Dickens was a clerk in the navy pay-office on a
salary of eighty pounds a year, stationed for the time being at Portsmouth.

He married Elizabeth, daugliter of Thomas Barrow, a feWpw clerk. Charles

was the second of their eight children. He spent his childhood in the famous

kingdom of Kent at Chatham. He describes these surroundings in PICK-
WICK, which were the only memories that impressed his youthful mind. It

was in this same locality that Charles Dickens wrote his last book and
succumbed.

Charles' first desire for knowledge and his earliest passion for reading^

were awakened by his mother, from whom he had learned the rudiments of

English and later of Latin. After five delightful years, jkwo of which were

spent in a small school under a baptist minister, John Dickens was called

away and the family moved to Camden Town, London. There, the affairs of

the family went from bad to worse and they finally wound up in the Marshal-
sea, a London debtors' prison. Charles went to work in a blacking house on a

salary of six shillings a week, and the rest of the family lived at the prison.

It was during this period, while consorting with little roughnecks that Charles

drew most of his characters and descriptions. Dickens always exhibited the

bitter experience in his future works that he had lived through. Just as

Shakespeare seems to have learned his art in the school of life, so Dickens fed

his genius and gathered his material from the hard school of experience.

Dickens' father finally awakened to a sense of responsibility for the boy's

degraded condition, and arranged to send him to a school in Hempstead Road.

«i>
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Charles later describes this place as remarkable for white mice and nothing

else. He says that boys kept birds and the like, but th^t mice was the favored

.

stock and that boys trained the mice better than the masters trained the .

boys. This was all of Charles' formal education. From this time on he went :

; through a process of self-education ; first as an attorney's clerk, then as a ^

student of shorthand and a frequenter of the library of the British Museum,

finally as a reporter in the House of Commons where he acquired most of his

• legal knowledge which appears in all of his books, but notably in PICKWICK.
'His «*venings were spent in a near-by theatre taking minor parts in some plays. '

.' Although he had a great desire to become an actor, he never took a major

part in any of the plays.

Among the eighty or ninety reporters in the Gallery, Dickens occupied

.the highest rank because of his accuracy in reporting and quickness to trans-

scribe. This work carried him all over England. He became acquainted with

the picturesque side of English life in the stage coaches^ Inns, and old villageist >'

He saw fairs and shows and other amusements of the people, neither seen nor

heard of in the grimy side of London life. These experiences form some of.^^:

his most characteristic pages. ». = i.;Ov| nii r;rr!'i:i'r;:)v.^

: Dickens' literary apprenticeship may be said to have, ended with his-

publication, in 1836, of "Sketches by Boz", which were a collection lof paif)er^^ ?

that had already appeared in periodicals. In this same year he married Miss :

Katherine Hogarth, daughter of one of the chiefs of a London ^paper for -•

which he was a reporter. During the next five years, he wrote .most of his< -

best works; namely, OLIVER TWIST, NICHOLAS NICKELBY, ^LD-
CURIOSITY SHOP, and BARNABY RUDGE. He had now become famous

and prosperous. Dickens then undertook to voyage to America, in this way
there giving him a still broader outlook and new ideas which began another ^

period of writing: CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This was followed by other

voluminous books; such as, DAVID COPPERFIELD, GREAT EXPECTA-
TIONS, LfFTLE DORRIT, OUR MUTUAL FRIEND, and THE TALE
OF TWO CITIES. His last book EDWIN DROOD was left unfinished due

to serious illness which was consequented by death. He was privately buried

in the Poet Corner in Westminster Abbey, on June 9, 1870, leaving behind a

memorable monument in English literature.

It is obvious that all dramatic writers, whether epic poets, poetic dram-t,..

atists or novelists, are known by the characters they create. The novelVf*

reader does not deem so important the existence of such characters, so much {i^

as he does the truthfulness, sincerity and naturalness of the character to. the i,

principles of life. The writer, of course, will create characters never seen -
•

before, otherwise, he will be a mere copyist; also the writer will allow the^
characters to collide with other characters or with the forces of fate, so as ' ^

to give dramatic interest to the plot. The characters are known by what"-

^ they do, so, unless they really meet adequate dramatic situations they cannot '

-

be said to exist at all, even though the author has described them minutely aiid

',.- !f
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told us that they have an endless variety of noble and beautiful qualities. For
the readers, only those qualities exist, they see in action. These characters
areTiot examples for admiration; but they are intensely interesting because
so intensely human, coming so close to us as they often do, even when we are
least ready to admit it. Unquestionably, their number is great and varied

which adds to the greatness of the writer. So, in brief, we may say that a
great novehst or dramatist is known by the great deeds of his great characters.

There are two classes of characters present in any novel, the natural and
instinctive characters and the artificial and positive characters. Dickens
in most of his novels gives preference to the former and aversion to the latter.

If we should ever take away the grotesque characters who are only introduced
to fill up and excite laughter we will then find that Dickens' characters sub-

divide into two groups—people who have feelings and emotions and people
who have none. He contrasts the souls which nature creates with those which
society deforms. In one of his last novels, "Hard Times", which is an abstract
of all the rest, he exalts instinct above reason, intuition of heart above
positive knowledge; he attacks education built on statistics, fi^gures andiacts;:
overwhelms the positive and mercantile spirit with misfortune and ridicule?,

combats the pride, harshness and selfishness of the merchant and aristocrat;

falls |oul of manufacturing towns of siiioke and mud which fetter the body
in an artificial atmosphere and the mind in a factitious existence. He seeks

out the poor artisans, mountebanks, a foundhng and crushes beneath their

common sense, generosity, delicacy, courage, and gentleness^ the false science,

the false happiness and the false virtue of the rich and powerful who despise
them* He satirizes oppressive society; mourns over oppressed nature; hi&

elegaic genius like his satirical genius finds ready to his hand in the English
world around him, the sphere which it needs for its development.

Hypocrisy is the first fruit of English society. It ripens here under the
double breath of religion and morality. In a country where it is shocking
to laugh on Sunday, where the gloomy Puritan has preserved something of
his old rancor against happiness, it is natural that the appearance of morality
should be serviceable. It is a needful coin; those who lack good money coin
bad ; and the more the public declares it precious the more it is counterfeited.
This vice is therefore English, and not found anywhere else. Mr. Pecksniffe's
hypocritical speeches would disgust anyone. If people have an affection, it is

not of virtue, but of vice; if they wish to succeed, they would be wrong to
speak of their principles; they prefer to confess their weakness; and if they
have quacks, they are boasters of immorality. People no longer try to affect
a piety which would deceive no one and lead to nothing. Hypocrisy comes and
goes, varying with the state of morals, religion, and mind; we can readily see »

then, how Mr. Pecksniffe's suits the dispositions of his country. English
religion is not very dogmatical, but wholly moral. Therefore, Mr. Pecksniffe
does not utter theological phrases like Mr. Tartuffe, but expands altogether
in philanthropic tirades. He has progressed with age; he has become a

.' >'..
'.'
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humanitarian philosopher. He calls his daughters "Mercy" and "Charity".

He is tender, kind and gives vent to domestic effusions. He innocently exhibits,

when visited, charming domestic scenes; he displays his paternal heart, ma-
terial sentiments, and the kindly feeling of a good master.

Modern virtue and English piety think that we must not despise this

world in view of the next ; we must improve it. Mr. Tartuife speaks of his

hair-shirt and his discipline, while Mr. Pecksniffe speaks of his comfortable

little parlor, of charm, of friendship and the beauties of nature. He tries to

make men dwell in unity. He is like a member of the peace society ; he develops

the most touching considerations on the benefits and beauties of union among
men. It will be impossible to hear him without being affected. Men nowadays
are refined and have read much elegaic poetry ; their sensibility is more active

;

they can no longer be deceived by the course of impudence of Tartuffe. This

is why Mr. Pecksniffe will use gestures of sublime long-suffering, smiles of

ineffable compassion, starts, free and easy movements, graces, tenderness,

which will seduce the most reserved and charm the most delicate. The English

in their parliament meetings, associations, and public ceremonies have learned

the oratorical phraseology, the abstract terms, the style of political economy,

of the newspapers and the prospectus. Mr. Pecksniffe talks like a prospectus.

He possesses its obscurity, its wordiness and its emphasis. He seems to soar

above the earth, in the region of pure ideas, in the bosom of truth. He re-

sembles an apostle, brought up in the "Times" office. He sprouts out general

ideas on every occasion. He finds a moral lesson in the ham and eggs he has

just devoured. As he folds his napkin, he rises to lofty contemplations of how
wonderful the process of digestion works, what a beautiful machinery is set

in motion when he eats. He feels that he is the benefactor to his kind, of the

lesson afforded by the works within him, does a great public service. One
i*ecognizes a new specie of hypocrisy. Vices, like virtue, change in every age.

/ ; . The practical, as well as the moral spirit, is English ; by commerce, labor

and government, this people have acquired the taste and talent for business

;

this is why they regard other people as children or madmen. The excess of

this disposition is the destruction of imagination and sensibility. Man be-

comes a speculative machine in which figures and facts are set in array; he

denies the life of the mind and the joys of the heart; he sees in the world noth-

ing but loss and gain; he becomes hard, harsh, greedy and avaricious; he

treats men as machinery ; on a certain day he finds himself simply a merchant,

banker, statistician; he has ceased to be a man. Dickens has multiplied

portraits of such positive men. We can find them in all of his novels under

the names of Ralph Nickleby, Scrooge, Anthony Chuzzlewit, Mr. Murdstone,

Bounderby and Mr. Gradgind. Some of these are so by education, others by
nature; but all are odious for they all rail at and destroy kindness, sympathy,

compassion, disinterested affections, religious emotions, a fanciful enthusiasm,

all that is lovely in man. They oppress children, strike women, starve the

poor, insult the wretched. The best are machines of polished steel, method-
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ically performing their official duties and not knowing that they make others

suffer. These kinds of men are not found everywhere. Their rigidity is not

in the universal character. They are produced in England by a school which

has its philsophy, its great men, its glory, and which has never been established

elsewhere. It is true that other writers depict avaricious men, men of busi-

ness and shop keepers; Balzac is full of them; but he explains them by their

imbecility, or makes them monsters, like Grandet and Gobseck. Those of

Dickens constitute a real class and represent a national vice. For example:

Thomas Grandgind, he is a man of realities, a man of facts and calculations

;

a man wlio allows that two and two are four and nothing more and who is

not to be talked into allowing anything over. He is ready with a rule and a

pair of scales, and a multiplication table always in his pockets, to weight or

measure any parcel of human nature, and tells you exactly what it comes to.

For him, it is a mere question of figures, a case of simple arithmetic. One might

hope to get some other nonsensical belief into some others' heads, but not

into the head of Grandgind.

Another fault that arises from the habit of commanding and striving

is pride. It abounds in an aristocratic country, and no one has more soundly

rated aristocracy than Dickens; all his portraits are sarcasms. The most

completie and most English picture of aristocratic spirit is the portrait of a

London Merchant, Mr. Dombey. In other countries people do not look for

types among the merchants, but they are found among that class in England,

as forcible as in the proudest chateau. Mr. Dombey loves his house as if it

were a nobleman, as much as himself. If he neglcts his daughter and longs for

a son, it is to perpetuate the old name of his bank. He has had his ancestors

in commerce, and likes to have his descendants in the same branch of business.

He maintains a tradition and continues a power. At this height of opulence,

and with this scope of action, he is a prince, and with a price's position, he has

his feelings. Is there a character which could be produced only in a country

where commerce embraces the globe, where merchants are potentates, where a

company of merchants has trafficked in continents, maintained wars, destroyed

kingdoms, founded an empire of a hundred million men. The pride of such a
man is not petty, but terrible; it is so calm and high, that one cannot find a
jjarallel. Mr. Dombey has always commanded, and it does not enter his mind
that he could yield to anyone or anything. He receives flattery as a tribute

to which he has a right, and sees men beneath him, at a vast distance, hs

beings, made to beseech and obey him. His wife, proud Edith Skewton, resists

and scorns him; the pride of the merchant is pitted against the pride of the

highborn woman, and the restrained outbursts of the growing opposition reveal

an intensity of passion, which souls thus born and bred alone can feel. Edith
to avenge herself, flees on the anniversary of her marriage and gives herself

the appearance of being an adulteress. It is then that his inflexible pride
asserts itself in all its rigidity. He has driven out of the house his daughter
whom he believes the accomplice of his wife. He forbids the one or the other

i
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to be recalled to his memory ; he commands his sister and his friends to pe

'silent; he receives guests with the same tone and the same coldness. With

despair in his heart, and feeling bitterly insulted by his wife, the conscien-

tiousness of his failure, and the idea of public ridicule, he remains as firm, as

haughty, as calm as ever. He launches out more recklessly in speculations and

is ruined ; he is on the point of suicide. Hitherto, all was well ; the bronze

column continued whole and unbroken; but the exigencies of public morality

mar the idea of the book. His daughter arrives in the nick of time. She

entreats him ; his feelings get the better of him ; she carries him off ; he becomes

the best of fathers and spoils a good novel.

Thus, and in ways which it would be labor lost to attempt to describe,

and by many a stroke or touch of genius which it would be idle to seek to

reproduce in paraphrase, the most observing and the most imaginative of our

English humorists reveals to us that infinite multitude of associatiohs which

binds men together and makes us members of one another. He moves the

reader into the most inner depths and becomes the master of all hearts. But

though observation and imagination might discern and discover these associa-

tions, sympathy—the sympathy of a generous human heart with hujnanityr^-

alone could breathe the warmth oif life. Happily to most men, there is one

place consecrated above others to the feelings of love and good-will; "that

great altar where the worst amoilg us sometimes perform the worship of the

heart, where the best have offered up such sacrifices and done such deeds of

horoism as, chronicled, would put the proudest temples of old times, with their

vaunting annals, to the bush." It was thus that Dickens spoke of the sanctity

of home ; and English in many things, he was most English in that love of

home to which he was never weary to testify. But, though the "pathway of

the sublime" may have been close to him, he knew well enough that the interests

of the people and the interests of humanity are mightier than the domestic

loves and cares of any man; and he conscientiously addressed himself, as to

the task of his life, to the endeavor to knit humanity together. The method

which he, by instinct and by choice, more especially pursued was that of seek-

ing to show the 'good in everything' ". This it is that made him, unreasonable

sometimes, ignoble never, the champion of the poor, the helpless, the outcast.

He was often tempted into a rhetoric too loud and too shrill, into a satire

neither fine nor fair; for he was impatient, but not impatient of what he

thought true and good. His purpose, however, was worthy of his powers ; nor

is there irecorded among the lives of English men of letters any more single

minded in its aim, and more successful in the pursuit, than his. He was much

criticized in his lifetime ; and he will be' often criticized in the future by

keener and more capable judges. They may miss much in his writings that I

find in them, but unless they find one thing there, it were better that they never

bpened one of his books. The sentiment which Dickens means is the salt which

will give a fresh savour of its own to his works so long as the English language

endures.
Silvio Sabittini, Junior, Pre-Med.

V-.
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EDITORIAL

W^t Jijamtlg

Ej^ VERYTHING that exists for man, especially all the joys, all the hopes, all

the comforts, are to be found in the family. Citizenship has its founda-

tion in the family ; one can never be a good, honest, and true citizen,

if he has not begun to be a good son, a good husband, and a good father.

*;
^
Very unhappy indeed is he who has not a family; and he who maltreats^ he

who dislikeis, he who does not appreciate his family, is a fool.

^ .. When you first opened your eyes to light, who held you tenderly in her

arms, who gave you warmth, who protected you, who alimented you.'* The
mother! . , ; v Who is there, that is not moved by this, sweetest of all words.'*

Wha is there that does not love his mother? It w^s she who directed our first

steps, she who first taught us the good name—father—taught us our first

prajer, she who placed our foot firmly in that which is called life.

.
' 'How often, returning from school, have you delayed for some reason or

cither, and she hasn"t been full of worries ? If you could only have seen her

!

Every short while she would look out of the window, she would count the hours,

the minutes, and when you returned, she would be filled with joy, and would

let you promise never to let it happen again.

How good is the mother? Do you remember when you wefe sick, how

many cares, how many sleepless nights; who else besides your mother, would

have done as much for you ?

And father? Poor fellow! There is he, working from morning till even-

ing, to earn enough to keep you. Isn't it he who buys your daily nutriment,

your clothes, and does he not sweat daily to obtain these necessities for you?

He does all these things willingly because he could not bear to see you suffer.

Your brothers, your sisters, don't they love you?
* That is your family, but do you think it will always remain the same?

No! ,,.^i''.:'^^:•i_,: .'"^ '';.•
..--f, ;;•;• •-,

When your mother — the incomparable angel — has guided you to a

certain point in Hfe, another angel will come to take possession of your heart,

and will assume the burden of comforting you. This other angel will be your

wife.

Some day—don't blush—some day you will see a young lady, destined to

become your life companion, and you will make her yours. Beware, however, of

whom you pick. Remember that even in misery, the life of a couple who are

crowned with an exchangeable affection, is a paradise; but when the case is a

contrary one, life is a torment.

^
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Let your young lady be gentle, sensible, and modest, and you will be gifted

with k treasure of domestic affection which forms the true wealth, the true ^

prosperity of a family.

How respectable and dear is the lady who devotes her life for formmg

a new family, and raising it as it should be raised! This lady leaves her very

home, the caresses of her parents, the innocent joys of girlhood, and she

confides herself only to her husband ; she bids farewell to her paternal family

embracing the labors of another family ; she puts herself beside the man who

has become her companion for life and bravely says, "Your home will be my

home, your joys mine, your worries will be my worries."

However, life goes on ; a series of sweet fears, of innocent desires form

our happiness and finally our angel becomes a mother. She kisses a child with

rosy cheeks, lovingly ; she makes us kiss him ; and she smiles at his and our

flmiling, sighs at his and our sighing.

Thus our wife has became an angel for the second time. First our angel,

*nd now the angel of the child. If you only knew now how many duties, how

many responsibilities

!

, r «.i

The haippiness of children is dependent, for a great part, on the father.

He by good example, with moral and civil instructions, with authority, must

develop in the heart of his children, all that is good and true; maintain good

conduct, so as to set an example for the children.

To be a good father, first it is necessary to have been a good son, because

he that was not a good son, will not make a good father ; and he that is not

a good father is not a good citizen.

Do not believe those who say that a man is happy when he is single, or

that there is happiness in living a secluded life. Such people are misanthropes

When a person like this becomes sick, he will find himself alone, abandoned
;
and

to be cured, he mu^t go to mercenary people. These will not look after him

with affection, but only for interest.

: Who is a better advisor than our father, our mother, a brother, or a wifer*

' i It is better to eat a morsel of hard bread out of our own dish at home,

at times, but I have found no place that is convenient. At night I could not

sleep, and the nights were filled with many confused imaginations that ran

through my mind.
. „ , x i. „

Who can relate the joy of a return? All our dear ones come to meet us,

we extend our arms to them, we seem to be reborn, we become happy, and as

if .someone relieves us of a burden we exclaim, "Ah, back home! There is no

place like home. . i i^ j

Let U8, then, make up our minds early as how to behave towards our

parents, since it is going to influence our future family.

Giuseppe Minotti, Soph. Pre-Med.

7
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THE VALUE of good reading from a psychological point of view cannot
be overestimated. As an asset in education, it is found to be beneficial

in many ways. Good reading provides an excellent opportunity for
the over-worked man to relax a little from the monotony of daily duties. By
such relaxation, the central nervous system is kept in a normal and healthy
condition. As a tonic, then, to the nerves, and as a means of recreation, read-
ing is a valuable contribution to our endeavors to offset the injurious effects of

nerve fatigue and jaded weariness.

Important though this benefit of reading may be, it is the least of its

advantages. Good reading besides being a means of recreation, provides for

mental elevation. By reading, one is introduced into that wide and illustrious

circle of masters, whose writings are all potent influence for good. By appeal-

ing to the aesthetic, by placing the mind, and by opening up illimitable vistas

of pleasure, reading endows the student with a certain nobility of intellect and
of heart.

Like the body, the mind grows by what it feeds upon. If wholesome food

is given to it, then the result will be not only an increase of mental power, but

a proportional manifestation of the same expression. When good reading

forms the food from which the mind derives its sustenance, the intellect will

not only be ennobled and strengthened, but it will be.furnished with the means
whereby new trains of thought will be set up, new desires inspired, and original

channels of expression effected.

The student who has cultivated a taste for reading along all lines is

provided with an ever-ready source of help in the recurrent difficulties of daily

school life. The subject matter read by them ought to be of such kind that

the results will not lessen but increase their efficiency. If the matter of our

reading is not of a high sort, then the effect cannot be greater than its cause.

But if the qualities of goodness, purity and solidity are present, the results

of our reading will be of direct benefit to ourselves.

To know the principles that have made the pedagogical labors of a Saint

Augustine, a Saint Thomas, and the founders of our religious orders and

sisterhoods, is to be armed against subtle artifices and sophisms. To learn

the principles embodied in the works of the more ancient Catholic preceptors

is to increase our respect for the psychology of education. After a short time,

the effect of such reading will be noticeable in the workings of the reader's

mind. Such solid principles as the sources of our mental food will result in

accuracy of thought and beauty of expression.

Mental development is not the only result. By delving into the works of

these and other modern Catholic educators, the student's efficiency will be

increased. It is the books we read again and again that most influence our

lives. The student who is aiming at perfecting his professional efficiency, must

keep in touch with the trend of current educational literature.

<f
S
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As maturity in faith and science approaches, the student so trained in

the art of reading has very little to fear. Moreover, the rewards resulting

from reading as a means of self-improvement, will be the student's precious

possession.

Reading illumines dreary hours, stores the mind with pleasant thoughts,

fills up unoccupied interstices and enforced leisures of an active life, makes

one forget, for a time at least, anxieties and sorrows, and if it is judiciously

managed, it is one of the most powerful means of training character, of

disciplining and elevating thought.

; ; •; Albert Nicodemo, Soph. Pre-Med.

')•••;•

(ContinuedJrom page 14)

firm supporter of the Constitution, in church and state. He was a great

believer in the truths of Christianity, attached to the Anglican Church by

conviction of its excellence. His religion was pure apd unaffected, and his

regular attendance upon its public duties were performed seriously and

devoutly.

His professional ability is acknowledged universally, and will be as long

as his works shall be read. He spent much time in reading and what he once

absorbed, he was always remembered. Being an excellent manager, his studies

never seemed to interfere with his social activity. He was very prompt in

observing appointments; in fact he could think well of no one who was not

punctual in his habits^.

Notwithstanding a contracted brow, due probably to near-sightedness, he

was a cheerful and facetious companion. He was an affectionate parent and

husband ; a charitable benefactor of the poor, possessed of a generosity

bounded only by economy and prudence. His regularity of keeping accounts

of expenses enabled him to avoid being either mean, or the other extreme, too

profuse. He possessed a rigid sense of obligation, which, coupled to an irrita-

bility of temper, conveyed an express notion of sternness. This occasioned

the undeserved imputation of ill nature to him, although he was of a very

benevolent degree of mind and heart. His natural reserve might have foretold

pride to the casual observer, but it was merely an appearance. This he

especially contrived to do when he became judge, in order to distract any

levity from the gravity and dignity of his office.

His "Elements of Architecture," was a treatise embracing his favorite

subject, and showed that he had made himself master of it to a well marked

degree. It was compiled by him with a view of being for his own use only,

and not for publication. However those judges who have perused it have

deemed it not unworthy to rank with the works of his maturer judgment, his

more exercised pen.
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ham, Relating to Lord Litchfield's Disqualifications" ; the other "A Case for

the Opinion of Counsel on the Right of the University to Make New Statutes".

In November, 1759, he published a new edition of "The Great Charter

and the Charter of the Forest"; which added to his reputation as an anti-

quarian and an able historian. The external beauties in the printing and type

reflected on him.

; "Manuscript Reports of Cases Determined in Westminster Hall"

—

published after his death according to the dictates of his will. They seem to

have been selected from rough notes, either as being very interesting or as

concerning an essential point of law or practice.

. _ Mr. Malone, in an "Advertisement to a Supplement" in his edition of

Shakespeare, says, "Sir William Blackstone is one of the most eminent literary

characters that the present age has produced", and in a preface to "A Frag-

ment on Government", we find that he is noted as "having removed the cobwebs

from the science of law,—published it and polished it, and enlivened it with

metaphors and illusions, and sent it forth both to instruct and to entertain."

By his own direction, he was buried in a vault in his parish church of

Saint Peter's in Wallingford, built by himself. His neighbor. Doctor Bar-

rington, by his request, performed the funeral service, as a public testimonial

of his personal regard and highest esteem.

Me. Walter Reedy, Senior Classical.

^mtmd 3Rtttjar&00at

—

^obtli^i

{ContinuedJrom page 18)

marries Lovelace. These circumstances increase the hatred of James and

Arabella who introduce another suitor, one Roger Solmes, the villain of the

tale. At length the whole family is in league against the heroine. Although

she does not love Lovelace she consents to run off with him to escape marrying

Colmes. After this Lovelace's honorable intentions change and Clarissa,

unsuspecting in her goodness, is betrayed by him. Clarissa, rejected by her

relations and friends, dies broken-hearted. The relations are then stricken by

remorse and Lovelace is killed in a duel by her cousin Colonel Morden.

This then is the outline of a novel, in all respects, remarkable. It is -^

Richardson's longest work. As stated before, it was published in eight volumes,

and of these, the first four are merely a lengthy introduction.

In his heroine Richardson has drawn one of the noblest of women. She

appears "one of the most life-like of all the women in literature."

From beginning to end she is kept before the reader in the most skillful

manner imaginable. Lovelace, the betrayer, is constructed. He is a manu-

factured article, but withal a difficult piece of work. His qualities could never

be found in one man. Richardson however, found them indispensable. Thus

we find the villain witty, handsome, daring, fascinating, selfish, vain and a rake.

"Clarissa," we may safely state, is Richardson's masterpiece. The

simplicity of its idea, the slow-moving but certain evolution of its tragedy and

the ability shown in the portraying of the leading character place it at the
forefront of his work. Innumerable passages show the presence of that elusive
quality. Genius.

In his letters the author has contended that poetical justice has been
observed in his book. It is certain that the bad characters are punished and
the good ones made happy. Of Clarissa he says, "Heaven only could reward".
Tlie epistolary style he excuses on the plea of its success in "Pamela". As to
the book's purpose he states in a letter to "Mrs. Belfour" that he desired to
combat the doctrine that a reformed rake makes the best husband. Richard-
son, it appears, had no time for the sower of wild oats. "Clarissa," on the
whole, enforces the sincerity of the author's attitude of a moralist.

After publishing "Clarissa" Richardson again left the field of the novel.
The following fiwe: years were again given over to correspondence. And again
we find the majority of his correspondents were women. The ladies appear to
have been Richardson's forte. He himself says, "My acquaintance lies chiefly
among the ladies ; I care not who knows it". Quite simple. He merely liked
them and took no pains to conceal the fact. We find him on intimate terms
with Sarah Fielding, who was one of his earliest epistolary friends. Among
the more important letters of this period we find those of a "Mrs. Belfour", an
unknown admirer who was disappointed over the ending of "Clarissa".
Richardson was quite curious to find out who she was. He attempted to
arrange a meeting but without success. Through a visit she made to the studio
of his friend Mr. Highmore he found her to be the wife of Sir Rodger Brod-
shaigh. She was most anxious not to be known as the correspondent of a live

author and begged the author of "Clarissa" not to make her name public.

This period also marks the writing of many letters in defense of his works.
Not a few of them were written to "Mrs. Belfour" upholding his treatment of
"Clarissa".

Richardson's last novel was heard of fully fiv^ years before it appeared.
In 1749 "Mrs. Belfour" urged him to present a good man and fine gentleman
combined. At first he hesitated, but in the end consented and the "History of

Sir Charles Grandison" appeared in the late fall of 1753. The entire work
was finished early in 1754. The story certainly has a multitude of characters
although we find no dominant central action.

Miss Byron, the heroine is somewhat akin to Clarissa in as much as she
also is abducted by her unwelcome suitor. She is rescued by Grandison,
Richardson's "man of honor", and promptly falls in love with him. He, how-
ever, had just returned from Italy and was more or less engaged to a lady of

that land whom he had also rescued from abduction. He returns to Italy but
owing to religious differences finds it impossible to marry the girl and she sends

him^home to win an English girl. Grandison returns to England and marries
Miss Byron. This then is the material of the "History of Sir Charles
Grandison". The story was written to portray a male Clarissa. And almost
universally has this hero of Richardson's been accepted as the popular •

exponent of courtesy. In the story the hero has many conflicting love affairs
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which called forth an abundance of mcident and invention; something remark-

able iir a man such as Richardson whose age and infirmities were against him.

"Grandison" was accorded the same popular reception which accompanied

the author's previous works. In particular did it appeal to his feminine

admirers.

In conclusion we should, in justice, say something of Richardson's style.

In truth, one can say little. It is never regarded by the reader and if so it

is found to be rather loose. Time too, has robbed his works of much of their

early prestige. The passing years have brought into stronger light his defects,

which in his time, were overlooked or condoned.

Fielding contended that the epistolary style was not the most proper to

a Noveljst. The greater majority of his successors in fiction have endorsed

his statements.

There is no doubt that Richardson was gifted with genius. His insight

into the female character was phenomenal. We find in him little of humour

and his elaborate speech gives no competition to later talents. To the general

proportions of a scheme he could adhere far better than either Fielding or

Smollett.

J: 'His stories too,' are burdened with much didactic matter since he regarded

himself as a moralist. But we must remember that Richardson, with all his

faults, was a pioneer. He gave the world its analytical novel of ordinary life

and from his eminent position no one can shake him. A man who knew the

character of women as he did, and who expressed his knowledge so nicely,

deserved fame.

Me. Maueice Blake, Senior Classical.
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ATHLETICS
Villanova, 20; Loyola,

Baltimore
Under a boiling sun timt rendered playing

conditions very difficult, our Wildcats swept
to their initial victory of tiie 1927 football

season at tlie expense of Loyola.
A crowd of 10,000, but a handful in the vast

Municipal Stadium, the scene of this year's

Notre-Dame-Navy game, saw the intense fall

training so ably carried on under the capable
directions of our Head Coach, Harry Stuhl-
dreher and his Assistant Ed. Hunsinger, justi-

fied in the light of the score, 20-0.

An aerial attack launched in the opening
quarter gave the Wildcats their first score.

Kuczo passed to McAndrews behind the goal

line and Jordan kicked the goal. It was all

Villanova the first period, tlie quarter ending
with the ball in possession of Villanova on
Loyola's one yard line.

As the second quarter opened, Gillespie took
the ball over from the one yard line; Jordan
kicked the goal. On the kick off after the score

Jordan running behind splendid interference

carried the ball 50 yards to Loyola's 40 yard
line. After an exchange of punts a Loyola
back fumbled and our ever watchful Lou
Pessolano pounced on the ball on Loyola's
45 yard line.

Loyola kicked ofiF to start the second half

and Villanova using nothing but straight foot-

ball carried the ball to Loyola's 10 yard line.

Loyola held for downs and then was forced to

punt. Conti scored the third touchdown on a
brilliant 40 yard run.

The game, held under a torrid sun with the

thermometer hovering up around 90, though
listless at times gave ample promise of a suc-

cessful season to the jubilant student body
who had travelled far to taste the sweets of

victory.

Villanova e v • ' :" a

Lomasney Le.

Harkins .... * .

.

«... l<t.

Brooks l.g.

Vail c Desmond
McCoy r.g Watson
Pessolano
Twomey
Kuczo . .

.

Gillespie ,

McAndres
Jordan .

.

«'••-'••.

. ••e.|».<:j».< •. • »•

Loyola
Kudley
Bunting
Mosser

........

•'.• *:** •

r.t Healey
fie. *•'•'>'..'•< ..... a i. anion
q.b Enright
l.h. t.f • s

t

Salenger
r.h. McNihol
f.b Stevenson

Score by periods:

Villanova 7 7

Loyola
6 0—20

O-

Touchdowns—McAndrews, Gillespie, Contl
Points after touchdown—Jordan,2.

Villanova, 32; Lebanon Valley, 7
Think of it fellows, a home game, on our

own field, for the first time in three years.

We just have to win, A Rally? sure with
plenty of Hunsinger's, well known, P E P, to

assure our Coaches and Wildcats we're with
them, win or lose. The long looked for day,
had arriv(cd,:^the weather was cold and bleak,

real football weather, the first of the current
season.

Tlie students headed by the cheer leaders,

flag bearers and the band, marched in a body
to the new stadium, where a short dedication
ceremony was held. A feeling of pride, filled

the hearts of every true Villanovan, for here
in steel and concrete stood the fulfillment of

a hope.

A capacity crowd attended the dedication
game, and witnessed the Wildcats avenge last

years stinging defeat Coach Stuhldreher
started the second team, which gave the up-
staters much to think about. Towards the
end of the quarter. Captain Gilbert, ran 40
yards for the first touchdown, Piersol was
successful in the try for point after touchdown.
Our second team was then replaced by the

first stringers. After a punting duel the Wild-
cats obtained the ball on their 40 yard line,

as the whistle blew, ending the first quarter.

Johnny Slane earned first down by an 18
yard run, another off-tackle play by Slane
netted 5 yards, then Jordan our plunging full-

back bucked the line for 15 yards. Lebanon
Valley rallied, and halted the onrush for two
downs, a penalty sent our boys back to the
27 yard line. A beautiful pass on the next
play from Slane to Captain Kuczo, was caught
on the 18 yard line and resulted in the first

touchdown for Villanova. Jordan added the
extra point.

In this quarter Slane was hurt and Gillespie
filled his place. Again Lebanon held,and gained
possession of the ball, but on the next play
fumbled. Gillespie recovered. Three line

smashes by Jordan brought the ball to the 10
yard line. On the next play Kuczo received
the pass, faked it to Jordan, and threw the
pass into the arms of McAndrews who stood
uncovered behind the goal line. Jordan again
kicked the goal, making the total 14 to 0. This
ended the scoring for the half.

At the outset of the second half it was evi-
dent that Lebanon Valley was beaten. A
series of passes and line plunges brought the

/
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COMPARE
This Is a Bold Challenge

Examine the great showing of Suits in

our new New Department (Second Floor

East Section) in daylight—feel the goods,

note the careful tailoring, then compare

them with values in other stores at

$22.S0

You will then be convinced that for

quality of cloth, new style design, tailor-

ing, trimming and for downright, all-

round value there is no suit in Philadel-

phia that can approach them.

Remember, Comparison is

Convincing

Wanamaker & Brown
MARKET AT SIXTH FOR 66 YEARS

Your oidjriend Phil U back again

Drop in

Open all Night

the bomesick ^^frosh^^

takes the advice of a ^^

more sophisticaied bro-

ther and Telephones i

his Mother and Dad

UPPER CLASSMEN :

alr^dy know the result: ;;-^
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Philip D'Andrea

RESTAURANT *

Amoican and Italian Dinner*

1009 Lancaster Pike

BRYN MAWR. PA.
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ball to Lebanon's 8 yard line. Jordan on a

line plunge scored the third touchdown.
In the fourth quarter, three line smashes

followed by and end run by McAndrews gave
the Wildcats their fourth touchdown. Stuhl-

dreher then turned over the offense to the

second and third teams, but the scoring did

not stop, as Melanson added another touch-
down to the total before the final whistle

blew.

Villanova Lebanon Valley
Conlin Ijc Vendigo
Mulray l.t. Piensoi

Milne 1« R. Wood
McKelvey c * . Wheelen
Whelehan r.g. Al Benti
Hillen '... r.t Orbach

Giovanucci q.b Nittranen
Conti Lb Singley
Ford r.b Gilbert

Dorsey f,^ Snyder

Villanova 14 6 12—32
Lebanon Valley 7 — 7

Touchdowns—Leb. Valley, Gilbert. Villan-

ova, Kuczo, Jordan, McAndrews, Melanson.
Goals after touchdown—Jordan, 2; Piersol, 1.

Substitutions — Villanova: Lomasney for

Conlin, Harlcins for Mulray, Brooks for Milne,

Vail for McKelvey, McCoy for Whelehan,
Pessolano for Hillen, Twomey for Henry,
Kuczo for Giovannucci, McAndrews for Conti,

Slane for Ford, Jordan for Dorsey, Gillespie

for Slane, Mulray for Harkins, Milne for

Brooks. Lebanon Valley: Cunjach for Piela,

Bendigo for Abraham.
Officials—Referee, Fielding; Umpire, New-

hall.

Head Linesman—Bradley.

Villanova, 12; Bucknell, 28
The high powered Bucknell football team,

took our scrappy Wildcats into camp to the

tune of 28 to 12. A crowd of 16,000 saw Buck-
nell revenge its defeat of last year.

Villanova won the toss, and received Trim-
mer's kickoff, three well executed plays earn-

ed a first down. Our plays were then stopped

and McAndrew's punted to Quinn. Runs by
Diehl and Halicki found the ball on our 1

yard line as the period ended. -
' "^

The second period Bucknell scored twice on

our. team who were unable to stop their rush-

es. Coach Stuhldreher sent in quite a few
substitutes in this period to stop the onrush.

As the second half began, Villanova found

itself and less than 3 minutes after the half

had begun. Captain Kuczo scored our first

touchdown on a pass from Slane. Both teams

during the rest of this period were unable to

score, and the ball see-sawed up and down
the field.

In the last quarter Diehl scored for Buck-
nell and Villanova retaliated by a beautiful

30 yard pass from Slane to Lomasney that re-

sulted in our last touchdown. In the last

fe\^ minutes of the game Bucknell scored
again.

We have no alibies to offer in regards to

this defeat, but we must admit that our boys
did not show the form of which they are cap-

able. The highest tribute that can be paid to

them, is that qur boys went down fighting.

Villanova Bucknell
Conlin . . i . . , l.e Trimmer
Mulray Lt Woegner
Milne I.g EUor
Vail ; c Mitchell

McCoy r.g Walls
Pessolano r.t Bullinger

Twomey r.e. James
Capt. Kuczo q.b Quinn
McAndrews r.h Halicki

Slane lii Hambacker
Jordan f.b Diehl, Capt.

Villanova 6 6—12
Bucknell 14 14—28

Touchdowns—Kuczo, Lamasney, Halicki, 2;

Quinn. .

Villanova, 54; Lehigh,
Our Wildcats celebrated their debut on

Franklin Field by trouncing Leliigh 64 to 0.

The size of the score does not indicate how
completely our smooth offense smothered our
opponents.

Villanova piled up 20 first downs against

Lehigh's 4. Eight touchdowns and six points

after touchdown are mute testimony of the

superiority of our team.
Coach Stuhldreher opened the game with

the second team who although were unable to

score in the first period gave the Brown and
White plenty of opposition.

The first team then entered the fray, and
the score began to mount. Most of our touch-
downs were the result of passes, many of them
thrown by Captain Kuczo.

In the third quarter Lehigh's defense stiff-

ened and managed to hold the scoring to one
touch dov/n. In the final period Villanova
found itself again and pushed over four more
touchdowns. /'''''

':'l-'-':-':'-'\.':': :,'';

.

As one sports writer put it "Villanova hon-
ors Lindy by air attack" our boys, all of them
for nearly every man played in the game,
completely out-classed, out-passed and out-

ran the Lehigh warriors.

McAndrew's and Melanson tallied two
touchdowns apiece, while touchdowns by
Donohue, August Twomey and Lomasney
helped to swell the total.

Lehigh had only one chance to score in the
second period, but a holding penalty robbed
them of their lone chance to score.

Villanova Lehigh
Henry • • • • • ''^ Brennan
Mulroy ..»,;Viv... •• l** W. Miller

.1 <
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Milne ,....,. l.g, ^VyV* • • • • • Waldman
Y &11 *»»»»»»» i ii '• i''f » C* • • • • I » • • • • • V , J-^VllZ

Hillen i •^i*;. . •• f^ »ii .>i 1 . Kirkpatrick
Whelfehah ....•v««. T.gt .••••• Moore
McGann .......... r.e Burke
Fay q.b Van Dlairoon
Gillespie l.h Bennett
Andrewlevich ...... r.h Davidowitz
Melanson f.b. Simes

Villanova
i

20 7 27—64
Lehigh .0—0

Points after touchdown—Jordan, 2; Melan-
son, 2; Conti, 2.

Substitutions—Lomasney for Henry, Two-
mey for McGann, Brooks for Hillen, Pessolano
for Mulroy, Conti for Whelehan, Gault for

Vail, Kuczo for Fay, McAndrews for Andrel-
evich, Slane for Gillespie, Jordan for Melanson,
Giovanucci for Kuczo, August for Slane, Burns
for Lomasney, Franchina for Vail, McKelvey
for Gault, iNement, Birmingham, Gardner.
Lehigh—Wilson for Burke, Raleigh for Bennet,

Holtz for Simes, Levitz for Moore.

Villanova, 20; John Carroll, 7
John Carrol came to Villanova with an un-

defeated team, but our Wildcats having no
respect for records proceeded to break this

particular one.

The second team started the fray and held

the visitors scoreless until a fumble recovered

by Lewis placed tlie ball on our two yard line.

Gaul plunged through center for the first

touchdown of the game, and Lewis added the

extra point. The first team then entered, but

due to fumbles were unable to score.

In the second half, the Wildcats marched
down the field, after receiving the kick-oflF.

Short gains by McAndrews, Slane, Kuczo and
Jordan, brought the ball to the 8 yard line.

Here McAndrew tore around John Carroll's

right end for the first score. He afterwards

kicked the goal.

After Pessolano kicked off, Lewis surprised

by punting on the first down to Villanova 43

yard line. Again McAndrew's and Jordan

tore off first downs easily, and Donahue who
had replaced Slane scored on an off tackle

play. The try for point was unsuccessful.

In the final period many substitutions took

place, but this did not stop the scoring as

Melanson plunged 12 yards for a touchdown
through the line. He also kicked the extra

point.

The score does not truly indicate the su-

periority of our team. As we made 29 first

down to John Carroll's 1, and this one as the

result of a forward pass. The Wildcats did

not open up, as they used only a few forward

passes, they resorted mainly to off tackle plays

and line plunges to add another victory to their

already imposing record.

Villanova John Carrol

Caulfield le. Sapp

Harkins i^i iw. i'*p»;» • • It. ^. i i

;

*V. .V; McGulre
Milne . . . . .« • *« ^\ . . l.g. McGuire
Vail »»i* ••;••«. v;'^'!.. c. H. Stoney
Hillen r.g Gallagher
Whelehan r.t Miclcarek
Henry r.t ; Gowen
Giovannucci q.b Brickman
Conti Lb Eredicks
Donohue r.b. Lewis
Melanson fb Gaul

ViUanova ..0 18 7—20
John Carrol ,7 0—7
Touchdowns—McAndres, Donohue, Melan-

son. John Carroll—Gaul.
Points after touchdown—McAndres, Melan-

son; Lewis.
Substitutions—Villanova: McGann for Caul-

field, McCoy for Hillen, Gillespie for Conti,

Kuczo for Giovanucci, McAndres for Gillespie,

Slane for Donohue, Gault for Vail, Pessolano
for Whelehan, Conlin for Harkins, Twomcy
for McGann, Lomasney for Henry, Brooks for

Milne, Fay for Kuczo, Donohue for McAn-
drews, Melanson for Jordan, Andrewevich for

Donohue. John Carroll: W. Storey for H.
Storey, Kennerk for Gallagher, Gallagher for

Kennerk, Duffy for Gallagher.

Villanpva, 13; Boston College, 7

A crowd of 20,000 saw our Wildcats claw
the Eagle into submission on Boston Braves
field to the tune of 13 to 7. They came to

see football and they were not disappointed,

the game was replete with long runs, well

executed passes and good kicking.

Coach Stuhldreher started the second team,
who put up a valiant defense against Boston's

attack. Halfway through the quarter Fay
intercepted a pass on our 20 yard line, but our
shock troops could not gain, and it was on
the fourth down that Murphy blocked Mcl-
anson's kick, recovered it and was downed on
our 6 yard line. Two line plunges by Dower
gave Boston College its lone touchdown.
O'Brien kicked the goal.

Our first team then entered the fray, and
after receiving the kick-off marched down the
field where Slane fumbled. On the second
down, McAndrews intercepted a Boston Col-
lege pass as the period ended. ../^^^

Kuczo in an endeavor to pass was cornered,

.

but eluded the tacklers for a 10 yard gain.

A few passes were blocked and Villanova
kicked. As the period progressed a punting
duel ensued, it was in this period that Dower
made his spectacular punt of over 60 yards.

In this period, Slane, McAndrews and Jordan,
repeatedly tore through the Boston College
defense for substantial gains. A penalty
forced McAndrews to punt, Wilczewskl re-

covered as the half ended.
In the third period Captain Kuczo brought

the fans to their feet by a thrilling return of
a punt that gained 40 yards for the Wildcats.
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Well-groomed Man
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S ' The well-groomed man
^^^^ ::u^ his reputation and

obtains the approval of his

M by appearing in gar-

ments that are not marred
by loud eflfeets and cheap ^-/^

..\:,. tailoring. ,::>:;:.r'^-'^''--'' ^y'S'-^'-'

We cater the to well-

groomed man and can place

you right in that group.

Suits $65 to $95
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Off-tackle slants by our boys netted big gains,

but they were unable to score in this period.

. The fourth quarter found the ball on Bos-
ton College 20 yard line. On fourth down
Kuczo's pass was grounded. On the next
play Kuczo recovered Dowers fumble. Bos-
ton College stiffened and succeded in blocking
our aerials, gained possession of tlie ball and
kicked out of danger to Kuczo on our 43
yard line. Gillespie and Donohue then re-

placed Slane and McAndrews, and on the sec-

ond play Gillespie ran through right tackle,

reversed his field and tore down the field 55
yards for a touchdown. He was aided by
good interferences, especially the timely clip-

ping of Captain Kuczo, Jordan showed his

coolness by kicking a perfect goal after touch-
down. J

Neither team was successful in sustaining
a drive until Melanson kicked from midfield

and Weston was downed on his 5 yard line.

Dower's kick was blocked by Gault, which
was recovered by Melanson on Boston Col-
lege's 7 yard line. On the second play Gilles-

pie threw a lateral pass to Donohue, who
skirted left end for the winning touchdown.
Melanson missed the try for point. A few
seconds elapsed, then the whistle blew, and
the goal posts left their moorings amidst much
rejoicing. In closing a tribute must be paid
to our Captain Paul Kuczo, he was in every
play, his passing, running and choice of plays

arc to be commended.

Villanova Boston College

Caulfield I.e Murphy
Mulray l,t McGuirk
Milne l.g O'Brien
Vail c Clinton
lAiuen ............ r.g* ............ x^urani

Whelehan r.e • • • • Herman
Henry r.c DeVcnuti
JT ay .............. Q. D. ........... w csloh

Gillespie l.h Wilczewski
Donohue r«h Duffy
Melanson f.b Dower
Villanova .0 13—18

Boston College 7 —

7

Touchdowns—Villanova: Gillespie, Donohue.
B. C: Dower.

Points after touchdown—Jordan, Dower.
Substitutions—Villanova: Lomasney for

Caulfield, Conlin for Mulray, Brooks for Milne,

Gault for Vail, McCoy for Hillen, Pessolano

for Whelehan, Twomey for Henry, Kuczo for

Fay, Slane for Gillespie, McAndrews for Don-
ohue, Jordan for Melanson, Donahue for Slane,

Gillespie for McAndrews, Melanson for Jor-

dan, Vail for Gault. B. C: Lenance for De-
Venuti, Hafferty for O'Brien, McGowan for

Weston, Higgins for Duffy.

Villanova, 30; Canisius, 7
Our Wildcats ended the football season, in a

blaze of glory, by handing Canisius Its first

defeat of the current season. The boys from
Buffalo *came to Villanova with a firm deter-

mination to keep their record clean and they
put up a valiant fight, but fell before tlie

onslaught of our team.

As is his custom. Coach Stuhldreher started

his second team. They played brilliantly, both
offensively and defensively. In the first quar-
ter, by a series of passes, the Wildcats were on
the Canisius' five yard line. Here the visitors

rallied and held for two downs. Melanson
went over the goal on the next play, but was
called back on account of both teams being

off side. The next try was again halted and
the ball rested on the one yard line and
Canisius kicked.

But our boys were not to be denied, another
from Fay to Melanson netted 20 yards. A
penalty put the ball on the two yard line and
on the next play Melanson scored.

Canisius then started an offensive drive in

the second quarter, and the first team entered

tlie game. They then resorted to the spread-

eagle formation, and made repeated gains. A
forward pass caught by Salemi gave Canisius

its only score. Villanova was off-sides and
the try for goal was conceded to the visitors.

At this point of the game the backfield com-
posed of Capt. Kuczo, Slane, Jordan and Mc-
Andrews, began to function perfectly. Using
straight football our team marched "up the

field, and Slane, on a wide end run, scored a
touchdown.

The third period was a scoreless one. But
the superiority of the Wildcats was evident,

as the line-smashing of Jordan, and his back-
field mates kept the ball constantly in Canisius

territory.

The fourth period witnessed the complete
rout of the visitors. By end runs, off tackle

plays and line smashes the ball was advanced
to the five yard line. Jordan hammered the

line for the touchdown on the next play.

Canisius made a desperate effort to score by
throwing passes which were completely block-

ed. A blocked punt gave Villanova the ball

on the twelve yard line, and Jordan again
crashed through the line and secondary defense
for a score. ;•••:?;•;:.•',

The substitutions then began, and continued
imtil every man on the squad had played in

the game. But the scoring still continued.

Gillespie threw a pass to Bwderich which
netted 30 yards, another to McGann advanced
the ball 12 yards. On the next play Gillespie

crossed the goal for the fifth touchdown. No
try for point after touchdown was successful.

In the closing minutes of play, McNally on
receiving the kick off, made a brilliant run,

he was stoped on our twenty yard line by
JacobOwsky's flyinf tackle. Canisius again
resorted to aerials, but our reserves held them
for downs, and the game ended with the Wild-
cats in possession of the ball.

•N
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HELPSFORTHE STUDY OFPHILOSOPHY
.:'.^'.

The Philosophy of Teaching
A study in the Symbolism of Language. A trans-

'; lation of Saint Augustine's DeMagistro, by Francis
'^ E. Tourscher, O. S. A. 16 mo. 99 pages, 76c.

A Cojurse in Classical Christian
Thought

' De Beata Vita, Soliloquirorum,^ Libri Duo, i)e
Immortal itate Animae, De Magis^ro, adapted for

.' schools and colleges. (From the writings of St.
Augustine.) By the Rev. Francis E. Tourscher,
Order of St. Augustine.

The purpose of the editor and compiler, who has
proved the worth of those treatises in actual class
students in schools and colleges some of the real
work, is to make easily available for the use of
gems of our Christian classics, a course in Christian
school literature which combines at once the correct

. structure of the living Latin tongue, and the accur-
V ate thought and habits of mind of Christian, Catholic
,; Philosophy.

^W De Beata Vita
Written while Augustine was preparing for

baptism. It is a study in critique. It takes up,
first, thp attitude of stoic philosophy to the essen-
tial a'lfn of life; secondly, that the theory of
academic scepticism, an unending search after-
truth, faced by the fancied dread of being disillu-
sioned at every turn, cannot be a safe guide to
knowledge or the guardian of human science and

•'':

. learning. 39 pages, paper, 35c.

De Qiiantitate Animae
Dialogus Seu Queistionum Liber. Sanctupi Augus*

tinum inter et Erodium Anno Salutis circ.
CCCLXXXVIII- conscriptuB. E. Textm Parisiensi,
Anni 1089 in usum scholarum accommodatus. 16
mo , 109 pages, $1.00.

De Immortalitate Animae
A study in outline of arguments which prove the

immortality of the soul, its nature and essential
qualilies. This booklet was seuggested by the
thought of the Soliloquies, and follows the same
line of reasoning in positive and synthetic form.
Supplementary to the general argument De Immor-
talitate Animae, a few excerpts from De Gonesi ad
Litteram are added at the end of fhis treatise. The
purpose of these excerpts is that they may serve as
aids to the study of Christian philosophy in the
thought of Augustine on Creation, on Matter and
Form, on Time and Eternity. 43 pages, paper, 86c.

Soliloquiorum Libra Duo
Informal meditations, simple thoughts in self-

knowledge and the acknowledgment of God. The
question of the soul in dialogiie form, direct question
qnd answer, present deep problems fo metaphysics
and psychology in language that has the vigor and
interest of life and the merit of clear, accurate
thought the reflections of a master Christian mind
on the soul and on God. 72 pages, paper, 40c.

•;..-;(.•.':.. <.

"v^* THE PETER REILLY COMPANY
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Villanova Canlsius
CaulAeld I.e «••«••. Guthrie
Mulray l.t McClean
irlllllC •••••••••••••• ^*o* • • • '•*.%••• ••••••• OflcA

Ull •••••••••••••••• C* ^••••t«««>*** •^ noiilcio

Hillen r.g Reidman
"Whelehan r.t Molynarcysk
Henry v, r.c VanAalst
Fay q.b Collins

Gillespie l.li.b Salemi
JDonohue r.h.b Osborne
Melanson f McNally
Score by periods*

Villanova 6 6 18 30

Canlsius 7 7

Touchdowns: Melanson, Slane, Jordan, 2;

Gillespie, Salemi. Point after touchdown:
Collins (Villanova off side). Substitutions:

McGann for Caulfield, Twomey for McGann,
Canlon for Mulroy, Gault for Vail, Pessalamo
for Welehan, Towasney for Henry, Kuczo for

Fay, Brooks or Milne, McCoy for Hellen, Slane

for Gillespie, McAndrews for Donohue, Jordan
for Melanson, McKelvey for Gault, Burns for

Towasney, Gardner, Nemth, Franchinl, Mc-
Carthy, Smith, Cummings, Grovanium, August,
Padula, Jakolowsky. Canlsius: Gallagher for

McClean, Brennan for Van Aalst, Norman for

Shea.

-The Freshman Football of 1927
The travelling squad was composed of:

Neagle, captain; Irving, Bradley, Dunn, Shce-

han, McBride, Harkins, Delva, Witkowski,

Deluca Milne, Bucher, Donovan, Fogarty,

Goodreau Gilligan Palladlno, Hyfteld, Connely,

Morgan, Metuicich, Reilly and Connelly.

INTRODUCTION
The year 1927 inaugurated a new era in the

sporting field at Villanova, namely the fresh-

man rule. Until the present time it had been

the custom of the coaches to use any of those

freshmen on varsity squads whose ability was
such as to warrant their being there. Last

fall, however, it was deemed expedient to join

with the majority of the colFeges on this prin-

ciple and therefore to adopt the present fresh-

man rule.

Hence this year for the first time we have

cause for having ft department, dedicated to

the freshmen who have performed so nobly

In the making of our varsity squad.

Theirs was no easy task, the taking over of

the honor and duties of the Jayvees of the

past; but who Is there who can say that they

did not live up to the plane set by their pre-

decessors.

As to the Jayvees of yore, so too, to the

freshmen of today goes no small credit for the

smoothness and precision which marked the

actions of our varsity club. Again, as in the

past, we doff our hats to the unsung, un-

praised, unrewarded heroes of Vlllanovan

victories.

Villanova '31 vs. Lafayette, '31

The first game played by the Frosh was
Won against a strong Lafayette, Frosl|9iitfit

by the score of 8-0. ' ^ '.

The first score came as the result of a
forward pass, Gilligan to Goodreau. The pass

was in the air for 16 yards and then Goodreau
ran an intervening 20 yards for the first touch-

down of the freshmaii season. The point

after touchdown was blocked. In scoring,

Goodreau eluded four or five would-be tacklers.

The only other score of the game came as a
result of a bad pass from the Lafayette center

to his back, who was attempting to get away
a punt from behind his own goal line. As the

back tried to skirt the end, seeing that he had
no opportunity to kick, he was taclded for a
safety by Sheehan and Dunn.

Straight football was the rule for this game,
and thus long runs were few. That of Gilligan

was perhaps the best. The latter along with
Nagle were the best backs on the offense.

The Lafayette backs were unable to pene-

trate the Villanova line. Acting captain Shee-

han, Delva, Bucher and Milne were powers to

be reckoned with.

The starting line-up was:
Irving, L.E.; Sheehan, L.T.; Deluca, L.G.;

Donovan, C; Milne, R.G.; Harkins, R.T.;

Dunn, R.E.; Goodreau, Q.B.; Gilligan, L.H.B.;

Nagle, R.H.B.; Matuicich, F.B.

Subs.—Bradley, Irving; Fogarty, Sheehan;
Withowski, Deluca; Reilly, Donovan; Delva,

Harkins; Palladlno, Goodreau; Morgan, Nagle;
Connelly, Matuicich; McCarty, Reilly.

Villanova Frosh vs. Bellefonte

The game with Bellefonte, though checked
against us as far as the final score was con-

cerned, was without doubt, the best exhibi-

tion of football displayed by Callahan's yearl-

ingc

^ Bellefonte, justly reputed to be the class of

prep, school elevens, had much difficulty to

down our Frosh to the tune of 18-0. This in

itself was no mean tribute to ability of coach
Callahan to show, and the frosh to absorb, the

ways of playing the game as it should be

played.

The squad left school on Thursday morn-
ing, arriving at Bellefonte that evening. The
game was played Friday afternoon. As usual

Bellefonte played a hard rugged brand of

football, which finally put them in positions to

score.

For the yearlings Sheehan played well. In

the fray he received a bad hip and was taken

out but went in again to bolster up the line.

The punting of Dunn would put many a

college punter to shame. He averaged about
55 yards to punt.

Donovan and Deluca were hard meki for the
' prep, to gain through.
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Real College Style!

Smart models that wfll pre-

dominate on the campus at

every big eastern university

—in rich fabrics cut singly

by hand to your individual

measure— and superbly
tailored.
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FPWARDCLOTHES
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MacDonald&Campbell

r. YOUNG MEN'S
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^^JJM&en in its entirety this game was the best

played by the Frosh. They undoubtedly
realized that a good showing against the prep,

would add much to their laurels and so gave
their all to the overcoming of their powerful
foe. That they lost Is not to be held against

them, for the frosh only had their plays for a

week, and no team can execute plays letter

perfect with but one week's knowledge of those

plays.

Nagle backed up the line in great fashion.

The same two teams represented the fresh-

men as did in the Lafayette game with a few
minor changes in the starting line-u|).

Villanova' 31 vs. Business College

at Harrisburg
This game considered to be the easiest on

the schedule turned out to be a tartar. The
boys were only in a position to score once, and
when they did score it was disallowed because

of a Villanovan off-side.

The first quarter saw Goodreau taken out,

when returning a punt he was savagely tackled

and knocked unconscious. Paledino took his

place and played well. Soon afterwards

Dduca, who was playing a sterling game at

guard, went out with a fractured ankle. In his

place Witkowski substituted and filled tlie gap
to perfection. The second quarter saw Shee-

han take his place among the wounded
veterans. McBride entered the fray and like

the others continued the good work of his pre-

decessors. Hyfield took Gilligan's position in

the fourth quarter and soon showed his reputed

speed by skirting the ends several times for

appreciable gains.

The boys could not, however, put the ball

over the last line for a score.

Thejscore at the final whiste was as it began,

0-0.

iki,Villanova, 26; Seton H
November 6, a big, powerful, and smart

Villanova Freshmen team took the Seton Hall

yearlings into camp on Setonia field at South

Orange, New Jersey, to the tune of 26 to 0.

The game was played under adverse condi-

tions; the field being muddy and water soaked,

which made fast play and clean handling of

the ball difficult. *
?

Villanova got off to a good start when Dono-

van blocked Seton Hall's first punt and Brad-

ley recover ing for Villanova onSeton Hall's

two yard line. Nagle took the ball over for

the first score on the next play and High field

put the ball between the uprgihts for the extra

point. The rest of the quarter was unproduc-

tive of any score, except a threat, by Seton

Hall which took the ball deep into Villanova's

territory by short forward passes; the quarter

ended when Villanova intercepted a Seton Hall

pass on her own 20 yard line. Score 7-0

High field promptly punted out of danger;
Seton Hall's quarterback fumbling and Shee-
han recovered for Villanova. On the next
play. High field took the ball on a reverse end
run and crossed the goal line unmolested; he
failed to register the extra point. The rest of

the play for the quarter was in the middle of

\he Aeld, neither team benig able to show good
advantage over the other Score 18 to 0.

This quarter was tightly played throughout.
Harkins, the bushy right tackle, fought and
battered his way to block a Seton Hall punt
which Bradley recovered on Seton Hall's 20
yard line. In three consecutive plays, Morgan
hammered and plunged his way across the last

chalk mark for another Villanova score; High-
field missed the goal. Score 19 to 0.

At this point Coach Jim Callahan inserted

his second team into the fray. After the bat-

tering the Seton Hall players took from the

first team, the second team boys ran through
them at will. Towards the end of the game,
McLaughlin, the doughty little quarterback,

took a pass from O'Connor and scored with
ease. Matusek threw a pass to Connelly for

the extra point. Score 26 to 0.

Villanova Freshmen Beat U. S.

Marines of Philadelphia
Villanova, November 11. The powerful

Vilanova Freshmen eleven administered the

first defeat of the season to the Philadelphia

Marines at the new Villanova Stadium, 26-0.

The playing of Morgan and Highfield was the

outstanding feature of the game. Both got

off some beautiful runs Morgan at times, with
aid of perfect interferences, brokes through the

"Leathernecks" for substantical gains, and
also ran sixty- five yards for a touchdown.

Highfield received a punt on his own twenty
yard line, started to run and dropped the ball,

he recovered it, reversed his field and went
through the whole Marine team for a touch-
down. He made the point.

After driving down the field to the five yard
mark, Connelly fumbled and the ball was
recovered by Irving on the one yard line, who
brought it over for the first score. Highfield

missed the point.

Goodreau ran back punts in a nice manner,
dodging and side stepping would be tacklers.

He also threw many passes which were
brought out of the air by Bradley and Irving.

A pass, Morgan to HighiWld, scored the last

touchdown. "High" made good on the point.

Milne and Boucher on reverse plays aided
greatly in the interference taking out many
defensive men.
Captain Sheehan and Harkins, the two big

tackles, were always breaking up plays before
they got started. Donovan's work on the
defense was outstanding, knocking down and
intercepting passes.
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.- -fc How will your office look?
Nof like this, of course

Yet you will find in it a dosen jobs

that can be done more quickly and

effectively by electricity—anddone

so quietly as to be practically un-

noticed. In fact, electricity hascom-
pletely revolutionized many offico

methods.

J in a modem office 70a
these electticftl aids:

Addressing Mtchines; Dicttting

Machines; Adding Machines:

Multigraphs; Check-wntcrs; Cii-

cuUting Machines; psh Regis-

ters; Interior Telephones; Card

Recorders; Card Spners; Time
Recorders; AccounangMachines;
Time Samps: Clocks; MaiUng
Machines; Typewriters; Fans;

MAZDA Lamps, and many other

electric devices. . . >.
.,

This familiar mark
appears on many
elecuicalproducts,
including motors
that drive time-

and labor-saving

office machine!.

•f
«»*

But visit a modern office! A thou-

sand letters to go out by four

o'clock. A new price list to all

customers in to-night's mail, with-

out fail. Enter elearicity. Two or

three people turn switches, and the

finished letters come out of an in-

genious machine. Another motion

and they are sealed and stamped.

Only electricity could get that job

done.

• '« "•»

-Here's a statistical job. The reports

are in; thousands of figures to

analyze. Looks like overtime for

fiftyclerks."Certainly not, "answers

electricity, as a button starts the

motor-driven sortersandtabu!atott»

Key cards are punched with light*

ning fingers. Electric sortersdevour

24,000 cards an hour. Tabulators

add quantities and amounts in jig

time, and print the totals.

Go toalmostanybankto-day.Hand

in your account book. Oick, clicks

click, goes the elearic book-keep*

ing machine and back cpmes the

book to you. Five operations per-

formed in that brief moment.

Everybody saves time,—you, the

clerk, the bank,—when electricitf

is the bookkeeper.

• • •

In the office ofto-morrow youwill

find "elearical fingers" doing

more work than even to-day.

210^200

GENERALELECTRIC
ol^-fTL BTb'^^C C O-TTT^ V . .CHBNBCTADY. NBW YORK

• ' V.' * I,' ,
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Near the end of the game Coach Callahan
sent in all his substitutes, who made many
gains The game ended with the ball in Villa-

nova's possession on the Marines thirty yard
line.

The Villanova line-up:

Ends—Irving, Bradley
Tackles—Harkins and Captain Sheehan
Guards—Boucher and Miline
Center—Donavan

,
!*i'i'i;

HalfBadks—High field and Morgan*
Fullback—Connelly
Quarterback—Goodreau

Malvern Prep vs. Villanova Frosh
With a blaze of glory, the Villanova Frosh

Reserves beat the well coached Malvern Prep
team by the score 18-6 at Malvern, Pa.

The score does not by any means indicate

the struggle that took place.

After 4 brief preliminary workout by both
teams, the game started. Malvern won the

toss, and they selected to kick. Villanova
recovered the ball on their thirty yard line

and did not surrender the ball unlil O'Connor,
the Frosh halfback placed it over the goal line

for the first Frosh touchdown. This was due
to the brillant line bucking on the part of

"Whity" the Frosh fullback, he repeatedly

Went through the Small Malvern line for gains

of ten to twenty yards at a clipp. This was
the only score in the first half.

The second half was all Frosh. They gained

at will, by means of the air, or their line buck-
ing. Tom Connelly, one of the most consistant

performers of the afternoon, scored two touch-

downs, after snatching two well-timed passes

from McLaughlin. The fighting Malvern team
braced and scored on the Frosh. A few
minutes late the game was over.

Line-up, Frosh:
Ends—Connelly, Stairs

Tackles—Faunce, Dovling
Guards—Lyons,
Center—O'Reilly
Quarterback—McLaughlin
Halfbacks—O'Connor, Scully

Fullback—Whity. -Bill McCarthy.

LIKELY VARSITY CANDIDATES
Ends: Irving, Dunn.
Tackles: Sheehan, Delva, McBride, Fogarty,

Harkins. ,

Guards: Milne, Bucher, Deluca, Witkowskl.
Centers: Donovan.
Halfbacks: Gilligan, Mofgan, Nagle, Matui-

cich; Hy field.

Quarterbacks: Goodreau, Palladino.

Tribute

A word of tribute to our head coach, Harry
Stuhldreher and his assistant Ed. Hunsinger,

' for the lieight of success to which they have
led our Wildcats during the past football

season. Their untiring devotion to Villanova,
her ideals and her football men, has caused
Villanova to be recognized and respected in

the football world, as a small college team, to
be feared and to be watched in the future.

^ ^tJFVeshman to Have Powerful
Quintet

m'^terial means anything, Coach James
<rCallahan will be able to mould a powerful
outfit of basket-tossers from this year's Fresh-
man class.

Among the members of the Freshman class

who will report for practice some time during
the week of November twenty-first, are:

Thomas Connolly, Roman Catholic High star,

who was picked last year at the National
Tournament as the most valued member of his

team; Big Ed. Dunn, from St. Joseph's High
School, Pittsfield. Mars is a promising candi-

date for the pivot position. He is a rangy lad,

standing six feet four inches. Harkins, from
Radnor High School, is another promising
man, he being the star of the Penn Tourna-
ment in 1927; **Tom" Morgan from Wilkes-
Barre is said to be a flash on the court. He
will be a candidate for a guard position;

"Reds" iBradley, star end on the Frosh foot-

ball team , is another man who should be heard
from. Among others who have signified their

intentions of going out for the team are:

Hy field and Goodwin from Malvern Pi*ep;

Irvin from Altoona High School; McCarthy
from West Catholic High School and Donovan
of St. John's Prep.
While the schedule has not yet been made

public, it is said to contain games with power-
ful Prep Schools and College Freshman Outfits.

The first Villanova Freshman basketball

team should ably represent the school.

V Basketball
Coach Cashman has issued the call for can-

didates of both the Varsity and Freshman
teams. As soon as the football season is over
practice will begin in earnest. The hopes of

a successful court season have been boosted
with the return of the veterans. Barry, Cap-
tain; Henry, Nolan, Fahey, Lolos, Birming-
ham, Severance and others of last years team.

Track
The track team under the watchful eye of

Coach Meredith, are training daily for both
the cross country and indoor track season.

The cross country runs are to be held on
Thanksgiving Day over the Cobb's Creek
course, and the other. Osteopathy meet over
the Park course. The indoor season opens
with the K. of C' meet in Camden.

1 '^^
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CONNELLY'S
j SERVICE STATION

GAS and OIL

;
.;. lihan Avenue and Lancaster Pike

VILLANOVA, PA.

The Ne<ir€*t Get* Station to the Campus

William L. Hayden

Hardware
LOCKSMITHING

838 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

I

Michael Talone
TAILOR

CLEANER and DYER

; 1 123 LANCASTER AVENUE
;^ • BRYN MAWR—ROSEMONT
Special Discount to Students and Faculty in

^Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Your Patronage Solicited Delivery Service

Mehl & Latta, Inc.

LUMBER, COAL
and BUILDING MATERIALS

ROSEMONT, PA.

Telephones, Bryn Mawr 1500-1301

^ ^
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\

Connelly^s

Florist
,*•

ROSEMONT, PA.
.< ." •

Floatersfor all Occasions

RITT. 4940

Leading Specialists in

Young Men's Suits, Over-
coats, Sport Suits

S^O and up

DeDominick & Braun
:

UNITED CIGAR STORE

Stationery, Magazines,

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr

Parker Pen and Pencil Sets
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and school chums are witnessing his perform-
ances. Lilcewise Dick was recently seen upon
the campus, exhibiting his well-lcnown "hello"

spirit and his winning smile. No doubt
thrilled in seeing a number of his former team-
mates in action.

Doc. Jacobs, '26. Doc's personality and suc-

cess has gained recognition in the world out-

side of school. Doc, is now coaching Bethle-

hem Cath. High. His success in his new
endeavor as yet has not been marred. His
coaching ability is readily recognized for it is

rumored that Doc has received a three year

contract with a increase in salary. What is it,

Doc? His loyalty to Villanova is well worth
mentioning for he has witnessed all of our
home games. No longer alone but with com-
pany. Right, Doc?

Ed. J. Daugherty, '12, of the Empiro En-
gineering Co., of Baltimore, Md., sent a blank
invitation to all the engineering students of

Villanova to attend the "Fair of the Iron

Horse", at Baltimore^ from Sept. 24th to Oct.

8th. This truly remarkable exposition com-
memorated the centenary of the Baltimore and
Ohio R. R.
Many students took advantage of this-op-

portunity during their stay for the Loyola
game. Unfortunately their short sojourn of

one day could not do justice to all the inter-

esting features of the exposition.

"Bill" Mahor, '25, is with the J. P. White
Co., with headquarters at their Philadelphia

Office, Garden and Jouk Sts. Bill is living at

4731 Frankford St., Phila.

Charles Dailey, '27, is now working with the

Philadelphia Electric Co. If the Philadelphia

Electric keeps cornering Villanova Engineers,

we readily see in future years a record which
surpass that of the Bell Telephone Co.

Neil Nuff, '26, 6511 Jefferson St., Phila.,

is day manager for the U. S. M. C. Garage on
Walnut Street, between 8th and 9th Sts.

Tom Dalton, '12, we extend our sincere con-

dolences, upon the death of his father, who
died on Sunday, Oct. 2nd.

"Tom" we missed you at the Loyola game,

but you were with us all the time in spirit.

Chris McNalley, '23, can tell U8 all we want
to know about the Holland tunnel to our

glory, Chris has been one of the Assistant

Engineers on this tunnel for the past four

years.

J. Frank Yake, Jr., '27, is with the Read
Machinery Co. of York, Pa. It is said that

Frank is the originator and designer of a

new device for the automatic measuring of

flour on the Read Machinery's Flour Mixers,

now being tried out on the market.

We announce with great joy, nuptials of
Mary V. Connolly and Daniel J. Lane, '24.

The great feast having taken place November
24th, at 10 o'clock at the church of Our Lady
of the . Rosary, Phila., Pa. Congratulations
Dant

Dead
Maurice Doyle, '81 Father
Basil Shark, '81 ... . . ; . .*..... Father
John F. McCarty, '80 Father
Eiarl Mossi, '29 **;... Father
Arthur Reardon, *28 Father

The ViLLANOVAN extends its sympathies to

above classmates.

(3n ^tmothm
Edward H. Farrelly

"Gives life in rescue attempt in the Brandy-
wine Creek near West Chester after pulling

brother from stream." From the Inquirer,

July 23, 1927.

Edward H. Farrelly, a member of the Class

of 1928 of this school gave his own life in an
attempt to save that of another. The direct

cause was that the canoe in which he and two
others were paddling was swept over the dam
breast at Lenape on July 28, 1927.

Ed, accompanied by his brother and another

youth, were canoeing in the dam above the

breast. Their canoe was swept by the rushing

waters, over the breast which is about six feet

high, down into the swollen rapids. The
drowned youth made a heroic effort to save

his brother, and, after succeeding in getting

him ashore, went in again after the other

youth. While attempting to help the other, his

body was caught in the rushing waters and
disappeared from sight.

Edward was a popular member of the Epsi-

lon Phi Theta in the school and was easily

distinguished from his fellow students by his

ability in his studies, and by his unassuming
fellowship with all of the classmates.

To his relatives, the Villanovai^ extends

its deepest sympathy.
May He Rest In Peace* '- v ^<: ;•

William Hally, ex..'28

William Hally, of Wilkinsburg, died on
August 8, 1927, as the result of injuries sus-

tained in an automobile accident. The blow-
ing out of a tire was the cause of the Mishap.
His sister Miss Catherine Hally was also badly
injured.

The ViLLANOVAN extends its deepest sym-
pathy to the parents and relatives of Bill.

May He Rest In Peace.

1
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The staff of the Villanovan Is endeavoring

to produce a magazine t^at will be of a pre-

dominant literary character with the custo-

mary sports and news of the alumni, as well as

the doings of jthe Clubs on the campus and the

write-ups of their activities in both scholastic

and social circles.

The plan of arrangement is that each number
will specialize in various forms of literature,

each number being characterized by a different

type. Thus each one will, in turn be made up
of literary theses, short stories and essays. It

is our hope that the students will cooperate
with the staff of the Villanovan in making it

a magazine to be remembered as a project to

stimulate interest in works of a literary char-
acter.

•. The issues in turn will take up the various
sports and devote their athletic columns solely

to that end.

The Villanovan, the monthly magazine
with which the greater number of our Alumni
are acquainted, is again ready to be issued. It

is self-evident that in itself, it cannot circulate

without undying support of both the student
body and more so, of those to whom it acts

as the means of constant communication and
knowledge of what is taking place at their

Alma Mater. It so has formed itself, that it

tends to apportion itself, as to satisfy the

hearts of those classed in the various columns
of activities.

To the alumni it affords unlimited pages,

known to those acquainted with the magazine
as the "Alumni Notes". This seems to be
contradictory to the visible facts, since in

previous issues there appears a paucity of

Alumni notes. However, it is utterly impossi-

ble to utilize space without material. It is an
indisputable fact, that in the past, the

Alumni did not occupy any great portion of

the magazine. Indeed these conditions were
not due to the smallness of efforts, of those

concerned in printing of the Alumni notes, but

to the lack of support and material of those

who contain the sap of its growth and
existence.

Everything being equal: This year being

the greatest year of Villanova, as to student

body, athletic success and scholastic recogni-

tion, it is wanting that our endeavor should be

concentrated upon making this year the

greatest Alumni year. Strength, increase and
interest, may be said, to be associated in num-
bers. Numbers are essential, but efficiency and
productiveness is the result of unified coopera-

tion. Hence we deem it necessary and vital,

that the alumni give the staff of the "Alumni
Notes", unlimited support, both in "Spirit"

and in "Material". In spirit by having the

magazine mailed to you, which in turn informs

you of the various alumni activities taking
place at your Alma Mater. It will keep you
well posted with the doings of the student
body, their societies and interclass games.
Last but not least it will acquaint you with
tlie progress and rapid growth of your Vill^i-

nova.

As to the material which plays the most
important part in your section of the magazine.
It is obvious that it can not be solely confined

to the staff. For, more and more, tlie student
body has become nation-wide in representa-

tion. The days of sectional representation at

Villanova is over. It is safe to say that the

student body has nearly a representative for

each state and to our exaltation, of various

foreign lands. Likewise the Alumni represen-
tation naturally is becoming wide-spread.
Hence it is easily deduced, that it is practically

impossible to have production, unless the staffs

has a means of obtaining notes of interest.

The channel which will afford us our need is

the Alumni themselves. In these circum-
stances we particularly encourage the sending
of articles, short stories, or poems, written in

student days or as an alumnus. Then too,

newspaper clippings of the doings, travels and
success of our Alumni. In fact, anything that
will recall the pleasant memories of your years
spent at Villanova. On the other hand, that
which will awaken your acquaintance to your
former college-mates who have dormant
memories of you, that is the sending of snap-
shots or photographs. All will be gladly

received to display the excellency of the
Alumni section. Furthermore we are endea-
voring to have each issue donned with a snap-
shot or photograph of some enthusiastic and
interested alumnus, bordieredj with k brief

summary of his achievements.
There is no doubt that a large number of

the Alumni are stranded as to the doings and
whereabouts of various sincere and intimate
class mates. In order to bring about a means
of communication and a constant knowledge
of their location, etc., a Question Box is to be
instituted. Its purpose is to answer, if possible,

all questions or doubts which may arise. It

may be said, that it will also concern itself

in answering questions as to the various activi-

ties which may have taken place or will occur
at the institution. This new addition to the

;

Alumni section shall continue as long as it is

given life. The staff will endeavor to have
;

answers to questions in the issue following the
date of receiving of question.

With your aid, and unifying cooperation, the •

,

staff feels that Villanova will have a bigger .

and better Villanovan, and the Villa-
novan, a bigger and greater "Alumni Notes"
section.

Kindly address all communication to the

Alumni Editor of the Villanovan.

JACK D. FERRAR, Editor, *28.

THEODORE WISNIEUSKY, '29.

^^'
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'Initiation"
In keeping with the time honored tradition

of "Hobble Gobble" the incoming class of
Freshmen, Incidentally the largest to enter
Villanova, were given their first taste of what,
in the Sophomores' estimation, was a true test
of manhood.
Bedecked In multi-colored pajamas, the

Frosh assembled in the Auditorium, in answer
to the invitation extended by the Sophs, "To
be there, and be there on time." And so they
came, some reluctantly, others willingly, eager
to experience the first thrill of their collegiate
career. And from the consensus of opinion
among the Freshmen they were not disap-
pointed.

After the initial ceremonies held on the
campus, the Frosh were marched to Bryn
Mawr and formally introduced to the populace
of that town (Vlgilaance). When these festi-

vities were completed, a tour of tlie surround-
ing suburbs personally conducted by the vigil-

ance committee, for the benefit of the Frosh
was Inaugurated.

One by one they returned, tired and weary,
to their respective dorms, with memories that
will remain ever vivid of that "One exciting

night".

Campims Comments
The boys displayed that "old pepper" by

their attendance at the Loyola game. Balti-

more may be a long distance "as the crow
flies" but the gang with live loyalty to the

team considered it a short hop.

That Villanova is a "snappy" outfit was
further displayed by the enormous amount of

"tin" abandoned on the road.

"On bounds" is regaining its popularity.

The old saying "Many are called, but few get

up" still holds.

The Freshmen seem to be wearing a subdued
air these days. We, too, will admit that we
were awed. But—it wasn't so bad, after all,

was it?

All roads lead to Bryn Mawr these after-

vacation days. We can't forget those lines in

College Days can we, gang?

The popularity of the boys in the New Dorm
was somewhat diminished by tlie new ruling

—"Use of 'phone between 7:30 and 10:00 for-

bidden". Penalty—one week on bounds. Some

are seriously considering applying for private
'pliones. What chance has the poor working
girl?

The I. C. S. has received many requests for
Sales Talks after Louie's ad — "Salesmen
wanted". What kind of a line is necessary to
sell "warm puppies" Lou?

The Freshmen passed with high honors the
Physical Ed Course in "trunk carrying".

ii

The orchestra made their debut on the air
in Scranton following the Bucknell game.
Others, too, unannounced, made an impromptu
speech into the "Mike".

Some of us had our first impressions of the
Coal Regions and we will say that they were
Indeed favorable ones.

The faculty members of two colleges were
somewhat puzzled as to the identity of mem-
bers of a certain party returning from the
Bucknell game. A generous layer of coal dust
bore mute testimony of their week-end in the
"Regions".

"Seek and ye shall find" will be the motto
when the new post office opens. No more
bread-line fellows.

"'vtl ;..,-.

The New Stadium
The opening of the Villanova stadium pi'e-

sents the most forceful steps of the institution

towards supremacy in sports, particularly foot-

ball. The stadium as it stands when capacity
full numbers some 7600. iBeing but a start,

Villanova looks to the time in the near future
when crowds will be attracted by the blaze
of Villanova conquests, thereby necessitating
additions to the present work until the horse-
shoe is completed—which, depends not so much
upon the teams of themselves but upon the
loyalty of every student and alumnus of the
institution. Having a location which should
vie with tfije most prosperous of business insti-

tutions, namely its situation on the Lincoln
Highway, the time can readily be seen when
the nature and size of crowds attending sports
events, necessarily will clamor for more seating
space. When this time comes it is our hope
that Villanova will be widely recognized for
its labors in the field of study as well as its

labors in that of athletics.

The saying that *the way to a man's heart

-/
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is through his stomach" can be applied to the

following, namely that *^the means for a school

to be widely known is to have its reputation

in sports". In reality the factor of sports is

secondary but it present:? a panoramic view of

studies through the light of its athletic con-
quests.

Again the stadium represents a vast transi-

tion, namely the raising of Villanova from the

lower class of "easy meat" in sports, to an
enemy to be deadly feared in whatever branch
of athletics the conquest may be. Undoubtedly
we are coming into the line of major teams as

our difficulty in getting games will testify—too

strong for the smaller teams and too menacing
for the major teams.

In another way the stadium presents a

change—namely, the forming of an indelible

imprint of our teams upon the minds of spec-

tators who literally "come to blaspheme, but
remained to pray" in an athletic sense. Thus

it represents the gathering of a class of adher-
ents, who will come to watch with interest

every time a home game is played.
If this sterling brand of play is any Indica-

tion, Villanova need not worry, in the future,

concerning any difficulty in attracting an over-
whelming crowd of spectators.

In keeping with the rapid stride of Villanova
teams, it is not out of place to forecast an
increase in the size of the stadium, towards
which, all Villanovans are fondly gazing.

" Exchange Column
The ViLLANOVAN acknowledges the receipt

of the following:

Southern California Alumni Review
Niagra Index
The Loretto, St. Francis College
The Colored Harvest
The Pittsburgh Catholic,
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Frank W. Prickett, Ph. G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT, PA.

Prescriptions and Sick Room Supplies

a Specialty

Telephone, Bryn Mawr 193 Eatablished 1885

'; ,i ^
'.*

.

JOHN J. McDEVITT

PRINTING
Envelopes
Letter Heads
Programs
Circulars

Bill Heads
Cards
Tickets
Booklets;

And all kinds of amall Job Printing

Shop—1145 Lancaster Ave., Roaemont, Pa.

P. O. Address—Bryn Mawr, Pa.

M. J. CARDAMONE'S
DRUG STORE

1040 Lancaster Ave.

BRYN MAWR

PHONE YOUR WANTS
And We Will Do the Rest

BRYN MAWR 97$ and 980

AT YOUR SERVICE

Subscribe to

THE OWL
The Official Engineering Organ of the

College
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Dance Programs and
Invitations

Leather Dance Faivors and

Novelties

The

Ghas. H. Elliot o.
*^MMlMMM*ail

The Largest College Engrailing House in the World

Commencement Invitations, Class

Day Programs, Class Pins and Rings

^^^

Makers of Villanota 1929 Rings

Seventeenth Street and Lehigh Avenue

PHILADELPHIA

: i.i.
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Wedding Invitations

Calling Cards

Fraternity and Class Stationery,

Menus
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Jfatlfier ^rtffto appeal

to %
#

Dear Brother Alumus:—
Your sympathetic notice has already been called to the fire-disaster that

has befallen Villanova College. As reported in the nation wide press accounts,

the main college building was burned from roof to cellar. Every inch of class-

room space is lost, and—most staggering problem of all—every laboratory

has been destroyed. The loss of the magnificient college building is itself

enormous, but the destruction of the complete equipment of the chemical, bio-

logical, physical and engineering laboratories and 6f the drafting rooms presents

the most discouraging aspect of the disaster. It is largely through the training

given in her laboratories that Villanova has become best known.

How to recoup, in the interests of scientific education under Catholic aus-

pices, losses that approximate very nearly a million dollars is the problem that

now confronts Villanova. It was difficult for the faculty and administration

to stand and watch helplessly and behold the work of fifty years undone in a

night. Yet we are making every sacrifice in order to continue the work of our

Catholic College. One phase in the drastic readjustment finds the priest-pro-

fessors living dormitory life in one corridor of the faculty building so that the

burned-out students may have rooms.

XqJh^ Alumni we now appeal for finatKial aid. We feel that Villanova

in her hour of need will not be forsaken by her graduates. The sectional

Villanova clubs have organized committees to raise funds, such as the New
York, Philadelphia and Wilkes-Barre. May we ^ask you therefore, if you are

in any one of these vicinities to communicate with the Presidents of the same,

or should this be impossible, to forward to us your personal donation to help

Villanova at the present time,

^. A Very sincerely yours,

^ James H. Griffin, O.S.A.

President of Villanova College
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^^ >^^H mama", said Andy at breakfast, "I dreamed last night I seen great,

fl )) big rats in da mines, so big", and he motioned with his hands to

^^ indicate the size of the rats. "And how they was runnin'."

Mr. Vislotsky who had just finished his breakfast and who was attaching

the miner's lamp to the front of his cap. remarked. "I guess Andy, you

shouldn't a heard them rat stories las night down at the store". He then turned

to his wife explaining. "Last night, mc and Andy and the crowd was down

at the store. Old Steve was there an you know when Steve gits talkin', it's

always'bout the time way back in eighty when the rats was runnin' an' the men

ranned too, so they got saved from the 'fire damp'."

Joseph Vislotsky. one of Andy's brothers, who was ten years of age and

still attending school piped us. "Say papa is it true that rats kin tell when

somethin' 's goin' to be wrong in da mines. Our teacher sez it tain't true, she

sez rats can't smell even as good as us human beins' kin, so how's they goin' to

know when to run." Little Joseph misunderstood his teacher's statement be-

cause rats like most animals do have a keener sense of smell than human beings.

She may have said, however, that rats can hardly be credited with an instinct

that would lead them to forecast a great disaster with more certainty than

human experience and skill can do. Evidently he had misinterpreted instinct

as meaning smell.

Mr. Vislotsky who was throwing the strap of his dinner can over his

shoulder answered, "You tell that teacher o' yourn, she's got a long ways to

learn yet even if she is teachin'. An' you tell her to talk to Steve an' she'll

soon find out if rats kin smell better'n us."

As soon as her husband left the house Mrs. Vislotsky demanded from her

son the details of his dream. She, like most of the miners and their wives,

firmly believed that dreams were often sent by God as a warning of impending

disaster. A look filled with anxiety and apprehension spread over her face,

when she learned from Andy that the rats were black. Evidently she interpreted

this color as a very bad sign/
^v ^,

Andy bade his mother good-bye and joined his companions, all of whom
began work an hour later than the older men. After her son had departed,

Mrs. Vislotsky walked to the window and following the figure of her son

with sorrowful eyes, she murmured to herself, "he's a good boy, my Andy."
Andy was fourteen years of age, quite large for his years, but as his friends re-

marked, "he wasn't there." In fact he was subject to frequent attacks of

convulsions ever since his birth; his mind was not normally developed, and
consequently he was nicknamed "Loony Andy." Nevertheless Andy helped
toward the maintenance of his six brothers and sisters by working as a water-
carrier to the men excavating the coal in the Cranberry mine.

A ^

^ h

> I
' "^

* I «

This mine, about a quarter of a mile distant from Carbondale, is the most

famous mine in Penna. It is famous because one of the largest veins of coal

ever discovered in the U. S. was found there, and because of the many awful

tragedies which have occurred in this mine.

Andy mechanically went to the boss's ofiice, had his time card punched by

the time keeper and then walked to the shed for his two buckets. After having

filled the buckets with water at the town pump, he reluctantly approached

the shaft.

"Hurry up Andy me lad, with that water," called out Tim O'Hara, the

foreman.

"I'm afraid," whimpered Andy. "Glory be to the saints in heaven."

"Afraid! Afraid of whot." said Tim.
"Da rats," and Andy recounted his dream to the foreman.

Tim patted him kindly on the shoulder and tried to explain to Andy that

he saw the rats only in a dream. Thus assured Andy very fearfully grasped

the handles of the buckets, stepped in the shaft and lowered himself slowly to

the mines.

Tim then returned to the ofiice where he found Logan, the mine-engineer,

working on a blue-print and he repeated Andy's dream to him. While the two
men were laughing they heard screams, "da rats are runnin', da rats are

runnin'." They hurriedly left the ofiice and saw Andy running in the direction

of Carbondale.

"Poor kid," said Tim, "he's still thinkin' he's seein' rats."

Andy continued his running. Everytime he went by someone, he cried

out, "d'ere runnin'. de rats are still runnin'." He passed a group of boys who
winked at each other and said. "Loony's got 'em again." In the distance, he
saw old Steve. Surely thought Andy "Old Steve 'ill believe me." But Steve
did just what all the other men had done, simply shook his head murmuring,
poor kid.

Meanwhile Tim O'Hara began to wonder and he confided to Logan,
"Say Logan, it's sorter queer, the men are down there more'n an hour and
there ain't one car of coal come up yet. You go down, Logan, an' you better
put this on." handing him a gas mask, "I'm not sayin' somethin' is the matter
but you better use it for safe keepin'."

Tim waited near the shaft for Logan's return. It seemed like ages
although it was only a few minutes before Logan came up. As soon as he had
pulled off the mask. Tim realized that something was wrong.

"I'm sure I stumbled over a body." said Logan hoarsely.

Tim waited to hear no more. He ran as quickly as possible to the
breakers where he blew the whistle. In response to the distress call, all the
men hurriedly left their work in the breaker and hastned to the shaft. Logan
informed them that something had happened in the mine. A rescue party was
immediately organized but only a few men could go down at one time
because of the limited number of gas masks.

V
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By this time a great mob, led by Andy and his mother was approaching

the mine. Andy had hurried directly to his mother and while he was telling

her about the sight he had seen they he^rd a deep, melancholy, moan like

sound. Andy's mother and all the inhabitants of Carbondalc knew the mean-

ing of that whistle. In a few seconds, the streets were filled with men, women
and children crying out, "the mines! the mines!" Many of the mothers had

babies in their arms. Some of the women pulled their hair and scratched their

faces in fear. Everyone of these women had either husband, father or brother

working in that mine.

When the mob arrived at the scene of disaster a number of bodies had

already been carried up. The women at the sight of the bodies sent piercing

screams into the air. They almost went wild, each one loking for a familiar,

beloved face among the lifeless forms. Now and then a heart breaking shriek

would rend the air when a mother recognized the body of her son or husband.

Finally the last form was brought up. The doctors, who had been sum-
moned, carefully examined the bodies and after a brief consultation among
themselves came to the conclusion that "choke damp" or "black damp" was the

cause of the death of the 128 miners. -

Later Old Steve often questioned Andy concerning the sight he had seen

in the mine but he (Andy) would become terrified and only murmur, "de rats,

de rats."

A. C. Gallagher, Soph. Prc-Mcd.

riMHE condition of the people in 1842, as seen in the streets of Bolton in

j|v Lancashire, was described by Colonel Perinet Thompson as being of

squalid misery, the slow, smoldering putrefying death by which the
weak and feeble of the working classes were perishing there, a spectacle which
the sight could not behold nor the imagination conceive. At the same time
the new Boards of Guardians, throughout the whole country, were employing
between forty and fifty thousand able-bodied men for stone-crushing, oakum-
picking, solely out of condolence for their misery. Of such workers as were
fortunate enough to find such employment, it is not to be wondered at that,:

being closed up continuously for ten to twelve hours in the day in close, dingy
rooms, filled with evil atmosphere, they were bound at night to find some form
of relief in entertainment in saloons, gambling houses, and similar places
without any moral betterment but rather degenerative.

To some observers of the first half of the nineteenth century, to John
Dalton, Sir Humphrey Davy, or to Michael Faraday, or Sir Charles Lyell. it

may have seemed that it was to physical or biological science far more than to
the work of statesmen or to the creation of constitutions, that we had to look
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for "the great ameliorator of the human lot in life". Nevertheless, all the

inventions, physical, chemical, mechanical, have not lightened and by themselves

never will lighten, the toil of the wage-earning class. A scientific discovery

or a mechanical invention, does not in itself affect the terms of the bargain which

the employer of labor is able to make with the wage-earner; docs not make the

"profitableness" of the marginal man to the employer any greater than before;

and accordingly does not by itself shorten the working day or increase wages.

The revolution in the last three quarters of the nineteenth century of men's

ideas may be described in several ways. We first notice partly as cause and

partly as effect, a certain shifting of the very basis of the local organization of

the community. In the manor, in the gild, in the unreformed municipal cor-

poration, men had for centuries unconsciously grouped themselves on the basis

of their occupations as producers. These groups of tenants, craftsmen, or

burghers, had by their very nature a tendency to exclusiveness. and inevitably

became small oligarchies in the midst of an unprivileged population, expressing

only their own members' separate and exclusive interests. Thus it was through-

out Western Europe, the organization of local administration on this old

basis, that long stood in the way of social reform.

The Municipal Corporations Act of 1835. substituted in the structure of
the English local government for the place formerly held by the associations of
satisfying their common needs.

Throughout Western Europe, the United States and South Africa, the

number and proportion of the dwellers in the towns has increased and is in-

creasing out of all proportion to the rural population ; so that in many countries,

one-half, and in most developed countries three- fourths, of all the inhabitants

are to be found in urban communities. Thus we see throughout Western
Europe, the municipal governments administering on a communal basis such
services as paving, lighting and cleansing the streets; the prevention of assault,

theft and damage by flood or fire; the removal of faecal matter and garbage, and
the public supply of all things necessary to an existence.

In place of a world in which the towns were but exceptions in the common
range of rural life, we have a world of towns, between which there are still

to be found interstices of country. These urban communities have left behind
them for once and for good, the ideal of a society of independent, self-sufficing i

households, each producing for its own needs. Instead they gradually assume :

the character of cooperative communities, whose functions are organized for
the social not individual benefit of the entire social group.

The various factory legislative acts of 1802. 19. 25, 33 and Mines Reg-
ulation Act of 1842, had for their object the remedying of patent abuses, such
as the increasing of precautions against accidents, the safeguarding of the work-
ingmen from being cheated in their wages, regulation of work concerning
children and women, restriction of hours of labor, and a general supervision
of the methods of working. Some of the names of the Acts are designated as
follows: Merchant Shipping Act, Regulation of Railway Act. Truck Act.
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Factory and Workshop Act, Shop Hour Act, so that we today have a complete

and voluminous code for the protection of labor.

By the aid of Francis Place and Joseph Hume, Trade-Unionism was legal-

ized in 1824-5, and it became entangled in 1830-5 with one of the many phases

of Owenism and nearly became entangled in the movement of Chartism, until

finally having been constructed along strong and sober lines, it led to renewed

parliamentary recognition of Trade Unionism in 1871-75 so that the great

resultant cause has been the regulation of industry.

The Local Education Authorities, from 1870 onwards, have provided more

and more elaborate education; at first for weekly fees, but after 1890 grat-

uitously, at first in elementary subjects only, but after 1902 without restriction

of subject or age; at first in the form of tuition only, but gradually also in the

supply of instruments and books. With regards to the sick, the twentieth

century sees in existence more than seven hundred municipal hospitals, in which

treatment and maintenance is provided, for all who are suffering from any of a

constantly growing number of diseases in which the community is especially

concerned.

Under what is called the Ghent System, instituted at Ghent in 1901, and

within seven years adopted by all the other towns of Belgium and imitated in

many other countries—a contribution from public funds is paid to Trade

Unions and other societies giving "out of work pay" to their members when
out of employment, so that under this stimulus there has been a great develop-

ment of Trade Union Insurance against unemployment.

By our analysis of the different social movements of the time we are

brought around to the most clamorous of all. namely socialism itself. The
socialist movement, now an intellectual and political force in every civilized

country in the world, definitely asserts that the intellectual master-key of

nineteenth century history is the substitution of personal power of the owners
of land and industrial capital by the collective decision of the nation as a whole.
The socialist demands representative democracy to all the industrial conditions

of the worker's life. It is possible to trace the parentage of the socialist idea

on the one hand to Rousseau and on the other to Saint-Simon.

With the publication by Karl Marx in 1848 of the so-called "Communist
Manifesto" and its appeal to workers of all countries to unite, the modern
movement of organized political socialism may be said to begin. From this

time forward Socialism began to reorganize on the basis of a democratic govern-
ment. Marx's "Capital" published in 1867. has furnished inspiration to the
socialists of all countries.

The emancipation of women has indeed become already more general
than the legal protection of children. Before the middle of the nineteenth
century, equal rights and equal opportunities for all human beings found no
substantial support, but in the middle of the same century, various sporadic
demands for greater freedom for women in the United States and Great Britain,
arrested the attention of John Stuart Mill, who eventually published "Sub-
jection of Women," a plea for complete equality of opportunity for both sexes.
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From this time onward, the movement went from success to success, obtaining

a great expanse in the channels of education. -

'

The fulfilment of personal and parental and marital responsibility on the

part of every adult, in the growing collectivism of the past seventy-five years, has

been the mother of freedom. The individual retains as much freedom of choice

as before, if not more than before. His children are better and more easily

educated, with less disagreeableness of educational enforcement. By the pro-

vision of public baths, and cleansing stations, hospitals and medical attendance,

the dirt, squalor and diseases which prevailed in 1842 arc exterminated by
sanitation. In every direction the individual finds himself better off in the

discharge of his numerous obligations with far-better results and easier outlets

of expansion.

A. Melchiorri, Soph. Classical.

?|«S^ ^rt0 pfonber Car

MARY Ann's was a mania for speeding, whose motto was: stop, look and

listen, but go ahead anyway. In such a circumstance was she, ac-

companied by John Grove an automobile salesman for the Wright
Motor Company. Speeding with a motorcycle cop on her trail, and approach-

ing nearer with every tick of the clock. They were determined to shake off

the pursuer. Just as the policeman was about a hundred feet away, they

were nearing a crossing. Mary Ann made a sudden turn catching the angry

policeman unaware, who almost collided with the coupe; but thanks to his

cleverness he escaped injuries. ^The motorcycle, however, was disabled. Mary
Ann and John Grove now were satisfied.

With a loud shrieky voice she shouted, "That's another, bye, bye black-

bird."

John Grove remarked, "If you are clever enough to give others the same
cold shoulder. I will be more than satisfied, but as I have heard one Judge say:

'You can elude some of the cops, all the time; and some, some of the time; but.

remember, not all of them all of the time'."

"That makes the fifth so far. and there'll be more before we get to N.Y."
The officer in the meantime hurried to the nearest farm, and telephoned the

next town. The next town was one of those places where every one knows you
and all your business. The sheriff was a short, corpulent, old man who rushed
out of his general store, arousing Hugh Art. the owner of the service station,

shouting. "Run away, set your trap."

Hugh, spying the racing car from a distance, pressed a button and down
came a large curtain across the road, making it appear as though the road
ended at that spot.

Mary Ann setting in towards the decoy, noticed the landscape, ignorant of
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the deception, immediately applied her brakes. As she did the people closed about

as was their custom in such cases. They all were laughing heartily especially

when Hugh raised the decoy, now Mary Ann and John Grove understood.

The sheriff came up to them and said. "You city people think you can convert

our roads into race tracks, and get away with it." Pointing to Grove he con-

tinued, "Come along, we'll show you how we treat law breakers." John

Grove, getting out of the car followed the sheriff to the court house, the people

also followed them.

Mary Ann was left alone in front of the service station. Hugh approached

her and said, "I am sorry that I was to blame for having your friend arrested."

"So you are, are you—a nice time to be sorry. Well, I guess the joke's on

me. Who invented that deception? I think that it is interesting.

"It is my invention, which has fooled many others, and I am gUd that you

do not feel hurt."

Hugh demonstrated a few other inventions that merited Mary Ann's

praise. Hugh feeling proud asked her if she would come and see his car on which

he was putting the finishing touches for to-morrow's races at the Fair grounds.

She consented and Hugh took her in his garage.

"This car," said Hugh, "has it over all other cars, barring none, for speed,

and furthermore going at 100 miles an hour I can stop in two car lengths.

If you doubt me, come to the races to-morrow and I will show you."

She seemed interested in both Hugh and the car. She said to Hugh that

her father was the owner of the Steward Cars and recollected that her father

had mentioned this race and said that he was going to see it in hope that his

own car would win.

"You have said that your car will beat all others. We will see to-morrow.

If your car does win then your fortune is made, perhaps, my father may have

a surprise for you."

As she spoke these words John Grove was hastening towards Mary Ann.
"Come let us go, I had enough of this town; just think 100 dollars or

100 days. I wouldn't stay a 100 days in this burg for a million," John
Grove said angrily.

She jumped into the scat, waving good-bye to Hugh, she speeded away.
On tlieir way to New York Mary Ann told Grove of the young service man's
car. She mentioned his brakes and also that it was to compete against her
father's car in the race. John Grove had heard the day before of this car and
realized that his firm's car could beat her father's car, but he wasn't taking any
chances on this car. He knew that if Hugh's car won the race, Mr. Steward,
Mary Ann's father, would enter the car in the Los Angeles classic against his

firm's car. The winner of the classics was to receive a large order from a
foreign delegate. John Grove, without letting Mary Ann detect anything was
planning to fix Hugh's car.

That night when Mr. Steward came home, he was told about the young
man's car and particularly about its brakes. M^ry Ann finally persuaded her
father to send Hugh a telegram that night.
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As Hugh was leaving his service station to go home he received the telegram.

The contents of it was, "Prepare your car for a demonstration at the race

track, prior to the races, signed Mr. Steward of the Steward Automoble Co."

Hugh knew what it would mean if he could please Mr. Steward.

The next day at the appointed time for the demonstration Mr, Steward,

Mary Ann, her sister, and her sister's fiance were present for the demonstration.

Mary Ann spoke to Hugh for a few minutes and introduced him to her father

and the others. Her father said, "I hope your car lives up to its reputation as

Mary Ann has cited it. If it does I will leave my car out and place your wonder

car in its place. Let's proceed with the demonstration and we'll see if those

brakes of yours work. Good luck, my boy."

Hugh was edified by meeting so big a man of the automobile industry,

and started the demonstration. On the second lap he was to apply his brakes

going at a hundred miles an hour and stop at a distance of two car lengths.

He IS off and gradually increasing his speed to the hundred and even more. Mr.

Steward remarked during the demonstration to his elder daughter. Mary Ann,
"That's some car, I hope he makes it. This race means so much for me, the

foreign delegate has told me, if I win this race I could have the order; for my
competitors are also entering their cars in this race. Here he comes. Look
he is going towards the fence—he is through it,—his brakes have failed to

function."

Hugh's car really did go through the fence and lucky for him that his car

and himself had escaped injury. Mary Ann ran to where Hugh was and
found him heart-broken. Mary Ann pitied him, for now in his affliction she

knew that she loved him. "Hugh brace up, do not feel hurt, you have me as

a friend; cheer up here comes father, do not let him see you discouraged."

With these words Hugh was aroused as from a sleep. Mr. Steward approached
him and said sympathetically, "My boy. I am sorry that your demonstration is

a failure for I had hoped that your brakes would be what my daughter said they
would be. That foreign delegate has emphasized that the brakes must be the

best, for he wishes his country to use them in their fire department. Mary
Ann we must now go back to the city for we must get back for the races."

Hugh could not say a word, for his afflictions were too great. He said!

to himself after they all left, "How can it be? Yesterday, time and time again
these brakes have worked perfectly and now that I needed them most of all they
have failed me." He went back to the service station and still continued to
remain puzzled, for he thought all hopes were gone; he determined not to

^^^enter the car in the race after this great disgrace. As he was musing there the
Sheriff came to him, almost dragging a man with him. "Here is all your
troubles and a solution to them; this bird has confessed all. He had orders
f^om that city guy who was with the young girl that we arrested for speeding.
to loosen your brakes. I caught him after trailing him last night and this

morning." Hugh understood it all immediately, and sprang to the telephone.
"Mary Ann Steward, please," he said thru the phone. He waited for a while
and heard "Miss Mary Ann on the phone." "Mary Ann, John Grove last

r
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night sent a man to loosen my brakes, he is responsible for my failure in the

demonstration. The sheriff has caught a man this morning who confessed

that John Grove sent him, so that my car would be out of the race as an entry

of your father's." ''Hugh, hold the wire. I'll try to get my father on our other

phone and you can listen in." In a few moments Mary Ann was speaking to

her father. Mr. Steward was angry to think that John Grove had played

him dirty. "Tell that young man." Mr. Steward was heard saying, "to hurry

to the race track for there is no time to lose. I'll arrange it with the official

that number 7' is my entry." When Hugh heard these words without wait-

ing to hear from Mary Ann. he hung up and hastened to tighten his brakes.

This was done in a short tinac. The races were to start in twenty minutes and

he had thirty miles to go. \ie jumped in his car with full determination to

give the best he had in him.

Mary Ann had a ten minute ride before she could reach the race groundK

She jumped in her coupe without losing\ a moment. She reached the race,

grounds and went over to the reserve box where her father greeted her. "Hasn't

he arrived yet. Is that he coming, yes, that is he, number seven. Just in

time, good-luck to him." Mary Ann said joyfully. In the race number ten

was entered as the favorite. All are lined up. the signal given and off they go.

Without trouble they all get off at a good start. Number "7" is trailing

"10". "7" is up to "10". "7" passes "10'. The crowd is in an uproar for

their favorite is lagging behind. Number "7" keeps the lead for ten laps, on

the eleventh Hugh gets a blow-out. Number "10" passes him and the crowd

is roaring again. Number "7" is ready. "10" is a half lap in front. By this

time there is five laps to go for the finish, number "10" is leading by three car

lengths. Mary Ann and her father are very nervous as to the outcome of the

race. Three laps to go and Number "7"
is being led by a car length. Two laps

to go and Hugh is being lead by one car length. During this time the stands arc

on their feet, the noise and excitement is universal. The final lap finds "10"

and "7" neck to neck. Half lap and the fight continues on for the lead. The
cheering and excitement ceases. Mary Ann and her father breathless. Hugh
gains a half tire length on "10". The silence is broken and the excitement

grows still worse. Number "7" finishes a tire length ahead going at a hundred

and five miles an hour. He applies his brakes and gives a perfect demonstration

of them. The fans rushed out to the race track, Mary Ann was at the side

of Hugh in a short time. At once Hugh was besieged with kisses from Mary
Ann. ! :'' '';--^^^^^^^

'

Mr. Steward came rushing toward Hugh after making his way through

the crowd, he said to Hugh, quite out of breath, "You have won a wonderful

race despite obstacles. The foreign delegate remarked that it is a wonder car

with wonder brakes. He has already signed the order. By the way. John
Grove, my would-be friend, is where he belongs. I will now ask you to accept

a partnership in my business. The classics I am sure you will win. yet they

are not as important as this race. Again, do you accept my partnership?"
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"Not only your partnership, but I desire more your daughter's." Hugh

said this as Mary Ann jumped in the car. Before Mr. Steward had a chance

to say a word, the couple were off and headed to accomplish the business of

partnership between themselves.

Vincent Lieggi, Soph. Pre-Med.

"That one man dies ignorant who has a capacity

for knowledge, that is a tragedy."

—

CaRLYLE.

I
AM of the opinion that if sovereigns and rulers were more familiar with

"Suaviter-in-modo, fortiter-in-re," much wordly discontent and cries

of grievances could have been avoided; and, for all that, can still be. Some

rulers employed, in their particular reign, too excessively the Suaviter-in-modo

with an inevitable diminution of the fortiter-in-re. Others were attracted

with serious consequences,— (for they siiflcd man's will-to-do).—more to the

fortiter-in-re, without polishing the latter with suaviter-in-modo. But the

prudent ruler, as Louis Quatorze.—and then only because of his able and en-

lightened ministers,—coupled the one with the other, with the result that his

reign was one of benevolence, prosperity, and great productivity of literature

and learning.

Of Ireland I write, of her grievances and misfortunes, her struggle against

English domination. In no other nation, with the exception of Italy, has

foreign rule ever been so crushing, more stifling, than the subserviency of

Ireland under England.

The fundamental cause of the Irish problem.—one that broke the unity

of the Congress of Vienna in 1815,—is the question of race origin. The in-

habitants of the Hibernian Peninsula are sprung from the Celts, the English

from the Teutons. Naturally, they differ basically in thought, tradition, and
more so. sentiment.

The jeremiads, that the Irish uttered blocked England in all her doings.^:

Ireland.—an island that is. perhaps, only as large as Pennsylvania.—has

"caused insurrections, incited to murder and riot, induced military oppression,

overthrown ministries, blocked the business of Parliament for days, contributed

to the ancient ill will between England and the United States, and. in spite of

volumes of statutes designed to remedy them, still remain to plague future

parliaments."

The incipient source of discontent lies in the repeated invasions of the

English. Formerly, in the reign of Henry II (1154-1189). the authority

of English sovereigns was restricted to certain districts commonly known as

the "Pale." The rest of Ireland dwelt in practical independence, fighting only
among the indigenous tribes.

In the reign of Henry VII (1485-1509) the latter king was strongly

.11
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influenced to obtain a firmer hold on the island. Consequently, he sent Sir

Edward Poynings to coerce the Irish Pale to accept certain measures. They
were: provisions in which English laws were to exercise the same force in

Ireland as in England, that Irish parliaments could only convene with English

consent, and then no acts would become effective unless by English sanction.

The deepest resentment came with the advent of Henry VIII (1509-1547)

.

Not only did he wield his authority outside of the Pale and took the title of

King of Ireland in place of Lord, but he endeavored and did, in fact, intimidate

the inhabitants to consider him as head of the Church in lieu of the pope.

This religious interference was further propagated by Edward VI, and reached

• its culminating apex in Queen Elizabeth. Tithes and support of Protestant

clergymen were forced upon the people.

This matter of religion could very well have been enforced within the

Pale, but no sooner did it insinuate itself into the outlying districts than

revolt was inevitable. O'Neill vainly attempted an insurrection but, his ardor,

his patriotic initiative was soon quenched.

In 1649, under the regency of Oliver Cromwell, the Irish were savagely

arid indiscriminately supressed. Under pretext of a Divine Mission, that

religious fanatic, cut, killed, and ruthlessly murdered the afflicted Irish. The
spoils of Drogheda were divided amongst the conquerors, and yet he, Cromwell,

called his mission Divine!

Nor were the woes of that miserable land to terminate at this point; for

Ireland, who favored the reign of the Catholic king of England, James II.

became involved in the intrigue of 1688, when William of Orange, the Stadt*

holder, became king of England as William III. Being Protestant, the Irish

refused to become his subjects. In two years begrieved Ireland was again

under English yoke.

During the American Revolution the reins of tyranny were somewhat
alleviated. Still more so during the French Revolution. The Irish Catholics

were "freed" from religious restrictions, the right of franchise, restricted to the

election of their members in parliaments, was given them, both civil and military

offices could be filled by them. Yet these concessions failed to extract con*
tentment, and, in 1798, there occurred a rebellion that ultimately caused the

dissolution of the Irish Parliament and the incorporation of Ireland with
England (1801). The latter country was given a fair representation in the

Westminster Houses, but not enough to indenture the Scottish and English
cooperation. . -..

.
...#,.^...;,^.,. .,.•.

In 1828, during a somewhat enlightened period, when England was
governed by human hearts, the Incorporation and Test Acts were nullified.

And a still greater triumph came a year later with the Catholic Emancipation
Act (1829). Through the perseverance of Daniel O'Conncll alone were these

measures so eflfected; for repeatedly had each reading been defeated. The Duke
of Wellington, then minister, fearingjxjvil war of a serious portent, condescended
to the enactment of the Bill.
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No cruelties so harsh, no pains so grievous, can be tantamount to those
of Ireland in the middle of the nineteenth century. Catholic admission to
Pariiament did. comparatively speaking, nothing to heal the open sore of
conditions. Practically the entire population found sustenance in potatoes.
Conditions were horrible,—large families consisting of ten to twelve persons,
lived in single-roomed hovels, and of these about three-tenths were fit for
human shelter.

In 1847 there fell upon this country, this land that seemed to have been
made by Him for the sole purpose of punishment, a plague designated as the
"Black Year of Forty-Seven." In 1846 the potato crop, Ireland's only true
source of subsistence, failed. It is said that "at one time a third of the entire
population was in receipt of charity." but not even this could sever the head
of Famine.

Through all these years of strife England nonchalantly continued to
collect tithes embittering the inhabitants to a higher pitch of anger. Not
content with what they had, the Protestant clergy levied a further "cess" or
tax. But now opposition was being organized; and in 1833 but twelve
thousand pounds could be collected from one-hundred thousand due, and this
was collected with difficulty.

In 1858 the militia, or Fiana Eirean. known commdnly as the Fenians,
was organised to sever the power of English rule. American aid strongly
furthered their cause. In 1863, in Chicago, a plan was adopted by which
the end of the English rule was to be effected. A certain man, Stephens by
name, founded the "Irish People" periodical urging open rebellion against
Bntian. An attempt to blow up the Clerkenwell jail coerced England to
alleviate the harsh measures of ruling.

In 1869 the Anglican Church in Ireland was dis-established. wherein the
much despised tithes were abolished, but allowed the Church to retain build-
mgs seized during the Reformation. Charles Stewart Parnell, a member of
Pariiament. headed the great Land League. The objective of the organization
was aimed towards—fair rent, fixed holdings, and fair sale; that is. rent should
be fixed by a court which considered the fair value of the property, not by the
landlord, whose aim was to dry the pockets of his tenants; that the tenant
should hold as long as he paid the so fixed rent; and, that should he give up his
'bo ding, he should be permitted to sell whatever improvements he made to the^
followmg tenant. In 1881-1903 measures were passed granting these con-
cessions. ;

The next important topic was that of Home Rule which found its great
exponent, either because of expediency or human consciousness, in Gladstone.
It will be recalled that the Irish Parliament was dissolved in 1801. leavinu that
land without home ruling. But in 1834. O'Connell began to call for a separate
Parliament. Numerous bills were introduced concerning the question vetwith no considerable effect. When Gladstone became minister for the second
time he brought forward a new Home Rule Bill, in which provisions weremade for an independent Irish Parliament at Dublin, and also to maintain
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members in the Westminster Parliament. However, it was rejected by the

House of Lords, although sanctioned by the lower House. Yet. Irish leaders

were persevering and its adoption was realized after the World War (1922).

Anthony J. Turchi, Soph. Classical.

^ ^mall ^torg of a ^tg ^m«

TRAVELING salesmen and other imaginative people of a few years back

never departed from Green City without commenting on the wonderful

location it held for a power dam. Situated as it was just outside the

Great Lee Basin and on either shore of the swift Lee river which cut a steep

wedge thru the mountains. Green City was remarkably gifted by nature. One

didn't have to be possessed of a sixth sense to see that the something missing

in the picture was a dam. Yet the inhabitants of the region would have been

content to let Lee river run on forever, unmolested, had it not been for Hans

Schilling.

It was strange too, because Hans Schilling as far as anyone knew was an

entire stranger to Green City and apparently had no sufficient reason for want-

ing to build the dam at cost price. And yet that is exactly what he was going

to do. After bothering the officials of the county for months, and making

their lives miserable, this ambitious German got his contract in January of

1907, and the construction was to begin the following May.

As sometimes happens even with great engineers, Hans Schilling had a

nice daughter and several young bloods of the town were out to make her,

especially a certain James Baal, candidate for Mayor. James was so ardent in

his devotion and present so much and often on the Schilling premises that Hans

grew irritable one day and told Mr. Baal he could go and stay gone if he cared

at all for his personal safety. The candidate went, but before closing the

door for the last time he swore he would always be an enemy to anyone of the

name of Schilling, the nice daughter included.

On the first of May, Hans sent his men out to find how the bed-rock was
situated in the river bottom. They reported that it lay close to the surface of

the river bottom up to a certain point upstream to about where the dam would
be situated and then dropped off abruptly. But along the shores it continued

further upstream.

Hans ordered stakes to be driven into the river-bed to mark the end of

the ledge of bed-rock and the upper side of the dam. In a few days^thc work
was to begin.

That night a couple of men rowed out to where the stakes were planted

and under the cover of darkness moved them exactly thirty feet further

upstream. This was comparatively easy to do as the stakes were embedded
in the soft river mud.

*•
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The ends of the dam were constructed first and the work was carried

toward the middle so that the dirty work was not discovered until the dam
was more than half finished. Hans realized that he was facing ruin. To
build the dam over again was out of the question, both for financial reasons

and because the work had to be finished on time. The only way out of the

dilemma was to curve the middle of the dam downstream. In this way he
could stay on bed-rock and the financial loss would be comparatively small.

Hans decided to do this.

When October came around and the race for the mayorship was on. the
dam committee held a meeting. Most of the populace was present to witness
the excitement. This meeting meant a lot to two men.

For one, James Baal it meant the chance of becoming mayor and getting
revenge. For the other, Hans Schilling, it meant the chance of holding his
own in the world or of losing everything. When the preliminaries were over
Baal got to his feet. "Gentlemen," he said in the voice of a successful can-
didate, "the contract has been broken. This contract calls for a straight dam.
and since this dam curves out thirty feet at the middle the builder has not lived
up to his contract. Therefore the contract does not hold good and we don't
have to pay for a dam we didn't contract for. Thank you."

There was a long silence. Hans Schilling got to his feet. "Gentlemen.
I could have built the dam straight, but for the sake of beauty I curved it.

According to law you may not have to pay for the dam. All right. But
there is one thing I would like to ask Mr. Baal since I have not allowed him
near the dam or anyone else for that matter but the workmen. How do you
know the dam curves out thirty feet?"

"Why er- why what does that matter?"

"Answer the question." said the chairman.

Baal grew rather pale and then sat down. He could not answer.
"He is wrong." said Hans, "the dam curves out thirty-six feet. But

some underhanded skunk moved my stakes thirty feet, and that is why I had
to curve the dam."

Baal looked as though he was about to have a fit. He got up and started
for the door.

"Stop him!" rpared Hans. "Gentlemen, I suggest we ride Mr. Baal out
of town on a rail."

"Sold." cried the crowd, and that is the last we have heard from Mr.
James Baal, candidate for mayor of Green City.

Robert Traganza, Soph. Pre-Mcd.
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IN
WRITING on a subject of this kind, one not only has to take into

consideration the literary accomplishments, which are only six, but also

the political, which form the greatest part of the life work of the Earl of

Clarendon. Edward Hyde. He was born February 18, 1608 at Dinton Wilts,

and died at Rouen, 1674. He was the son of a private gentleman, in moderate

circumstances. He was educated at Oxford, afterward studying law under Chief

Justice Nicholas Hyde, his uncle. Few literary men of England have had

such a varied and colorful career. Early in life he became distinguished in

politics, in a stormy period, for, as a prominent member of the long Parliament,

he espoused the popular cause. At the outbreak of the Civil War, however, he

drew his sympathies over to the other side, and in 1 642 King Charles beknighted

him and appointed him Chancellor of the Exchequer.

When Charles, Prince of Wales, afterwards King Charles II, fled to Jersey

after the great defeat of his father at Naseby, he was accompanied by Hyde,

who in the island commenced his great literary work, "The History of the

Rebellion", and also issued a series of eloquently worded papers which appeared

in the King's name as replies to the manifestoes of Parliament. After the

Restoration he was appointed Lord Chancellor and ennobled with the title

of Earl of Clarendon. While in office he took part in dangerous negotiations

and eventually alienated four parties at once; the Royalists by his Bill of

Indemnity; the low church men and dissenters by his Uniformity Act; the

man who suffered the legal fine for private assemblages for private religious

worship; and the whole nation by selling Dunkirk to France. By the court he

was hated because he censured the extravagances and looseness of the life led

there; finally Charles, who had long resented his sermons, deprived him of the

great seal, accused him of high treason and doomed him to perpetual banish-

ment and he retreated to Calais. An apology which he sent to the House of

Lords was ordered to be burnt by the common hangman. But these last days

were the happiest and most useful of his life. He now indulged his master

passion for literature and revised his "History of the Rebellion" which he had
begun while a fugitive from the rebels in the island of Jersey. For six years

till his death in Rouen, he lived in exile, but he was honored by burial in

Westminster Abbey. His private character in a dissolute age was unimpeach-
able. Anne Hyde, his daughter, became Queen of England, as wife of James II,

and was mother of two Queens, Anne and Mary.
The works of Clarendon, six in number, at least this is all we have record

of. are: "The Essay on an Active and Contemplative Life". "The Life of

Edward. Earl of Clarendon", "Dialogues on Education and the Want of

Respect Paid to Age", "Miscellaneous Essays". "Contemplation of the Psalms
of David", and "History of the Rebellion". His greatest works, begun during
his first exile and completed during his second arc the "History of the Rebellion"
and his own "Life". The former being much more interesting than the latter,

4,
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although the latter contains much interesting historical and biographical matter.

The text of these books was conveyed by his heirs to the University of Oxford,

and long remained an exception to the general rule of the terminablencss of

copyright.

Clarendon is a very striking example of the hackneyed remark, that in

some cases at any rate men's merits are their own and their faults those of the

time. His literary merits, are, if looked at by themselves, of nearly the highest

kind. He is certainly the best English writer, and may challenge any foreigner

without much fear of the result, in the difficult, and now almost lost art of

character drawing, that is to say, sketching in words the physical, moral and

mental, but especially the moral and mental, peculiarities of a given person.

Not a few of these characters of his are among the well known "beauties"

justified in selection by the endorsement of half a dozen generations. They
are all full of life; even where it may be thought that prejudice has something

to do with the picture, still the subject lives, and is not a mere bundle of

contradictory or even of superficially compatible characteristics. Secondly.

Clarendon is at his best an incomparable narrator. Many of his battles, though
related with apparent coolness, and without the slightest attempt to be

picturesque, may rank as works of art with his portraits, just as the portraits

and battle pieces of a great painter may rank together. The sober vivid touches,

the little bits of what the French call reportage or mere reproduction of the

actual words and deeds of the personages, the elaborate and carefully concealed

art of the composition, all deserve the highest praise. To superficial observers,

or observers who have convinced themselves that the high lights and bright

colourings are of the essence of the art of the prose writer, Clarendon may seem
tame and jejune. He is in reality just the contrary. His wood is tough enough
and close grained enough, but there is plenty of sap coursing through it. In

yet a third respect, which is less closely connected with the purely formal aspect

of style. Clarendon stands, if not pre-eminent, very high among historians.

This is his union of acute penetration and vigorous grasp in the treatment of
complicated events. It has been hinted that he seems to have somewhat lost

irrasp. if not penetration, after the Restoration. But at the time of his earlier

participation in public afifairs, and of his composition of the greater part of his

historical writings, he was in the very vigour and prime of life; and though it

may be that he was a "Janus of one face", and looked rather backward than
forward, even then he was profoundly acquainted with the facts of English
history, with the character of his countrymen, and with the relations of events
as they happened. It may even be contended by those who care for might-
have-beens, that; but for the headlong revolt against Puritanism, which inspired
the majority of the nation, with a kind of carnival madness for many years after
1660, and the strange deficiency of 'statesmen of even moderately respectable
character on both sides. Clarendon's post-Restoration policy in itself would
not have been the failure that it was. But it is certain that on the events of
his own middle age he looked with the keenest discernment, and with the widest
comprehension.
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V/; « Against these great merits must be set a treble portion of the great defect

• which, as we have said, vitiates all the English prose work of his time, the

' unconsciousness or wilful ignoring of the very fundamental principles of

sentence, and paragraph architecture. His mere syntax, in the most restricted

sense of that word, is not very bad. he seldom indulges out of mere incuria in

false concords or blunders over a relative. But he is the most offending soul

'V alive at any time in English literature on one grave point. No one has put

together, or, to adopt a more expressive phrase, heaped together such enormous

, paragraphs; no one has linked clause on clause, parenthesis on parenthesis,

exegesis on exegesis, in such a bewildering concatenation of inextricable

entanglement. Sometimes, of course, the difficulty is more apparent than real,

and by simply substituting full stops and capitals for his colons and conjunc-

tions, one may, to some extent, simplify the chaos. But it is seldom that this is

really effective, it never produces really well balanced sentences and really well

constructed paragraphs; and there arc constant instances in which it is not

applicable at all. It is not that the jostling and confused relatives are as a

rule grammatically wrong, like the common blunder of putting an "and which"

;
where there is no previous

*

'which" expressed or implied. They, simply put as

they are, bewilder and muddle the reader because the writer has not taken the

trouble to break up his sentence into two or three. This is of course, a very

gross abuse, and except when the talents above noticed either fuse his style into

something better, or by the interest they excite divert the attention of the

reader, it constantly makes Clarendon anything but agreeable reading, and
produces an impression of dryness and prolixity with which he is not quite

justly chargeable. The plain truth is that, as has been said often before, and
may have to be said more than once again, the sense of proportion and order

in prose composition was not born.

It is perhaps well at this time to give some thought to Clarendon's greatest

literary work, the "History of the Rebellion". This history was begun by the

command of King Charles I who having a desire that the calamities which
afflicted his reign should be reported to posterity by some worthy, honest, and
knowing man. could find no one better equipped with the qualifications than
the Author. It was a difficult task to write a History of a great Civil War/
which had a number of great men on both sides. They or their descendants
may be offended by the truth which the author must speak. While the reader
may meet many passages in which he may doubt the author's sincerity in
dealing with them still in none will he find any malice. The necessity of
publishing such a History was due to the numerous Memoirs, Narratives and
other Histories published before this, which justified the taking up of arms

^
against the King. There can be no doubt, that the King had some imperfec-

^
tions and made many blunders, but these could have been corrected by moderate
and peaceful means. However, stirred on by selfish leaders many of their own
countrymen were slaughtered. The laws of the country were overthrown and
the King condemned to death by a so-called, High Court of Justice. What did
the nation gain by victory in the fields over King Charles I or by putting him
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to death? What did they gain by setting up the Protector Cromwell, who
instead of giving them their ideal Commonwealth gave only the poor people

whips and scorns? And after him the several sorts of governments set up, only

used the office to enrich themselves and drain the wealth of the nation. The

Rebellion had its good points in that it pointed out to the neighboring nations

the fighting spirit of England, the vast resources which she possessed. Her

splendid vessels and men made them realiz;fr-the utter folly of an attack upon

her ships at sea. It pointed out the mistakes which the King and government

had made and enabled King Charles II to see where he might avoid such like

mistakes and conflict with the people. It enabled him to see the folly of

surrounding himself with servants and courtiers who would feed him on folly

to satisfy their wants. It made him realize the necessity of selecting sincere and

honest men, who could be trusted to administer well the affairs of the govern-

ment. In this manner does Clarendon sum up in his History the benefits and

the damage that had been done by the Rebellion. As has been already pointed

out in preceding paragraphs, his rules of syntax may not be most commendable,

still his glowing descriptions of battles, his word pictures which carry the

reader to the scenes of battles are things which make one admire the author.

How this author came first to lessen in his credit and afterwards in the

space of about five years, to fall quite out of the King's favor, to be disgraced,

in the language of the Courts and to be banished, must here be touched on.

They who were then most concerned in his misfortunes and felt the most sensi-

ble strokes of his Majesty's displeasure in their families, have not the heart to

lay anything at the door of that King. But there is no need now of the vindi-

cation of such a man, whom everybody, in their conscience, do not only acquit

of any crime, but all good men speak of with honor and who still lives in the

opinion of all true Englishmen, and has as high a reputation as any man to this

day.

Many perhaps believe that the marriage of the then Duke of York with
the daughter of Clarendon might have been one great occasion, if not the

foundation of his fall, though it may be true that this marriage was brought
to pass entirely without the knowledge or consent of Clarendon. When the

Duke of York had made this marriage, it was not unnatural for ill-minded

men to suggest that Clarendon would be contriving advantages for the good
of his own posterity, to the prejudice of his Sovereign. What they themselves

would have practiced was grounds for accusations against Clarendon. While
there were children born of this marriage, there were no children born to the

King. Hence, it was said Clarendon knowing the inability of the queen to

bear children arranged the marriage. Another thing, it is said Clarendon sug-

gested to the king that he make peace with his enemies and advance them to

places of high honor and thus insure his own position. Angered at the excesses

of the king, the unholy and unvirtuous life he was living, Clarendon did not
hesitate to call him to task for it. The ladies pf the court with whom the king
was unduly familiar influenced him to get rid of Clarendon.
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To the king's everlasting disgrace he caused this man who had served
Y"
him and his father so well in his day, to end his days in banishment, with old

age and infirmities to attend him. It may be said without fear of contradiction,

t'hat there were some hours in his life that he wished he had his old Chancellor

again; whom he knew, was a more skillful pilot than any of his new states-

men. And that he had not, by his excess eagerness to get rid of one old servant,

given too great a handle to have new measures and new counsels so often

imposed upon him throughout the whole remaining part of his life.

In summing up our work we cannot do better than quote what another

great Englishman says of Clarendon. "He is well fitted for his place. No
man wrote abler state papers. No man spoke with more dignity and weight
in Parliament. No man was better acquainted with general maxims of state-

craft. No man observed the varieties of character with a more discriminating

eye. It must be added that he had a strong sense of religious and mcyral obliga-

tion, a sincere reverence of the laws of his country, and a conscientious regard

for the honor and the interest of the crown."
, ..•.•,..''i'

V V^^ >^ ^A^L ^- Gannon, Junior Pre-Med.
•
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BUSINESS was cfull, unusually so for a Saturday night, and with the

exception of one lone patron, who was gingerly sipping a large dose
of prepared castor-oil, the drug store was deserted.

The man soon finished his "delectable" beverage and making an awry
face, remarked that it was "awful stuff." I jocosely replied that it might not
be palatable but it served its purpose admirably. The customer, thereupon
getting down from the soda-fountain stool, shufiled over to the counter and
said, "Boss! I don't know what's wrong with me lately; I can't sleep at

"What sort of symptoms clb ybii experience which prevent you from
sleeping?" I said, beaming down upon him.

"Well." he said, "it itches me there, and it itches me here," and endeavor-
ing to better illustrate those portions of his anatomy which were constantly
being irritated during his nocturnal siesta, he obligingly scratched each particular
spot several times in succession.

I replied that,ynot being a physician, I could not accurately diagnose his
affliction, but upon seeing that he was a rather ill-kempt and dirty looking
specimen of humanity, I tactfully inquired how often he took a bath.

He looked at me in apparent amazement. "A bath," he echoed, "why
I haven't taken a bath so long, that I can't recall when I did take one."
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Trying hard not to laugh outright, I suppressed a smile, and assuming a

dignified pose, said, "Although your particular case is somewhat rare. I am

able to diagnose it. Your case will require drastic treatment, but if you follow

my directions faithfully, you will be able to sleep soundly."

"I sure will. Doc," he replied. "What kind of disease do you think I

have?"

"Well, you have," I said, "a bad case of epidermis irritation directly

induced by a serious lack of aqua pura, which has caused an unusual dryness

of the skin, clogging the pores and making it an excellent feeding ground for

parasitic organisms.'

"That's all Greek to me. Doc, but it sounds as though you knew your

onions. Fix me up something.'

"First of all," I said, "you will need to take a warm bath, three times

a week for four weeks, and thence once a week thereafter, using our 'Incognito

Medica Soap,' which will materially aid in reducing that irritation." I then

proceeded to wrap up a large bar of Castile soap. Then I continued, "After

you emerge from your bath, you will rub yourself down with *Rub-it-on-Rub-

it-in Liniment', which will aid in bringing good blood to the surface." After

he had consented to use this too, I proceeded to fill a four ounce bottle with

Denatured Alcohol. "Last of all," I continued, "before going to bed each

night, you will take a tablespoonful of our famous 'Blood-0-Puro' blood tonic

and immediately before retiring rub our *Magic-itch-stop' on any portion

of your body that may happen to annoy you at the time." I then began

wrapping the entire lot in heavy brown paper.

"Well," he said with a foolish grin, at the same time scratching first be-

hind the ear, then the calf of his leg and finally under)both arm pits, "you
certainly are giving me enough medicine to cure four men.*^

"No, I am not," I quickly retorted," you will find that you will need

everything I have sold you."

"All right," he replied, "I'll try it out, anyway. How much will it

cost?"

"Since you are one of our steady customers," I replied, (I never sa\v

the man before) "it will cost you $4.50."

"Wow!" he said, "that's a lot of money for these things." ;

"I know it is quite expensive," I agreed cordially, "but don't forget that

you have received some expensive and rare drugs, and further more, I am not
charging you anything for my advice, for which you would have to pay a

physician; so you see, you actually save money."
He, thereuponT took out an extraordinary large roll of paper money

from his rear trouser's pocket, and peeling off a twenty-dollar bill with a

large begrimed ham-4ike hand, and with a gesture that would have been the

envy of Beau Brummel, tossed it upon the glass counter and demanded his

change. -

As I slowly counted out the change, I reminded him of the various articles

< \
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wie lia3 on sale ^hat week, which I thought might prove of interest to the

gentleman with the imposing sum of money.

He, however, apparently did not hear or pay any attention to what I

had just said, but upon placing the change in his back pocket, without count-

ing it, leaned over the counter and whispered in my ear a strange yet familiar

quest.

**No, sir," said I, shaking my head sadly. "I am very sorry, but we
cannot distribute that particular commodity without a prescription from a

physician." This remark seemed to leave him in a state of dejection, and he

feebly remarked that he thought, since he had purchased so much medicine, I

surely would oblige a gentleman. "No, sir," I persisted gently, ''you know
there is a strict government regulation in regard to illegal distribution of alcohol,

and I know you would not want me to sacrifice the good name of this store."

"Aw, that's a lot of baloney," he said, with a trace of a sneer. "I'll

bet if I offered you ten dollars a quart, you'd sell it to me."
'TListen, brother," I replied, almost losing patience, "why don't you get a

doctor's prescription? You're a sick man, and it will cost you less in thein(J>"

The man looked quizzically at me for a moment, placed the package that

he had carried under his arm upon the counter, and said, "Well, Buddy, I

guess you're O.K.," and proceeded to write something in a little notebook that

he had taken from his pocket. He placed this notebook in his overcoat pocket,

opened his coat and extending it at right angles to his body displayed a badge,

upon which was engraved, I. F. Trapem, Revenue Agent, Bureau of Internal

Revenue, Washington, D. C, and at the same time watched me closely through
small ferret-like eyes.

"Glad to make your acquaintance," I said, heartily, with an air of bravado,
inwardly trembling, however. "The same here," replied the now alert agent,

gruffly, who had suddenly dropped his former restless and idiotic personality,

and stood erect with a commanding and arrogant air of assurance.

;' "How about taking back this 'junk'," he said, pointing to the medicine
I had just sold him," and refunding my money." "I am very sorry, sir," I

replied with as pacifying an air as I could muster," but those articles were sold
to you in good faith, and if you have any of those symptoms you have recentld
described to me, they will certainly cure them. However, if you really can't
use these medicines, I would be glad to give you any other goods in exchange,
but am unable to refund your money."

"All right, kid," he said with a half smile on his face, "I guess you hold
the trump cards. I'll take two boxes of those cigars," he further remarked
pointing in the direction of an expensive brand. ;

"That will be a half-dollar more," I said cheerfully, wrapping up the
cigar boxes. Anything else you would like to have now?" "^

"No! that will be all. I'll have to charge this against Profit and Loss on
my old 'Swindle Sheet'."

Israel Mathanson, Soph. Pre-Med.
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HARRISON Snell tore up the paper with a venom that to some extent

expressed the resentment that settled in his heart. For a man of his

lamb-like and timid demeanor, the action was as expressive of disgust

as the much more explosive and forceful means employed by his more aggressive

brethren, in displaying their anger over some particular happening which

aroused their ire.

Harrison Snell was a typical, if not over-exaggerated, example of a hen-

pecked husband ruled body and soul by a domineering wife. He was small

in stature, with a chronic stoop brought about by constant poring over the

immense account books of the Central Gas and Oil Company, where he was

employed in a small, underpaid capacity. Pale, bleary eyes blinked owl like

from behind the heavy lenses of his glasses and flashed a pitiful appeal to all

who chanced to glance in their direction. Small wisps of scrawny hair pro-

jected upward in startling disarray from his small round head. Snell's face

clearly portrayed his weak character and timid demeanor but at those rare

intervals in his glamourless existence when a humorous or joyful incident

occurred, his face was wont to light up and there was reflected from his features

a true idea of what really was hidden behind his sorrowful countenance. A
good judge of character would tell you that Snell possessed a sense of humor

and a kindly nature at heart.

At the moment of our entrance into the story Snell had just received a

severe reprimand from the head bookkeeper for a mistake in his accounts.

(A rare happening in the life of the methodical and ever exact Snell) and Snell

had given vent to his indignation by tearing to pieces the hateful slip of paper

recording his error.

Inwardly he was calling himself a fool for having submitted so meekly

to the harangue of the head bookkeeper.

"If that had been anyone but me," he said to himself, "old Scott wouldn't

have dared to bawl them out as he did me. He knows that they wouldn't

stand for it, even if they did lose their jobs for back talk. Oh! if I only

had enough nerve to stand up for my rights and demand decent treatment*" /

As he thought, Snell conjured up a picture of the reception he would
receive from his better half, Minnie, in the event of his losing his job through

back talk to the head bookkeeper. The very thought quelled any rebellion

that might have been seething in his heart. Snell's fear for his wife was thrice

as great as that for Scott. ^

The other employees in the office had already begun to leave after the

completion of their day's labor. Almost unconsciously Snell replaced his books
and prepared to leave. He donned his hat and coat of somber hue, stepped into

the hall and walked to the waiting elevator. His every move seemed furtive,

almost as if he feared to antagonize the other people walking through the

\
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hall. Once in the elevator he retreated to a far corner and composed himself

for the descent. When the elevator reached the ground floor Snell waited

until all had made their exit and then he unobtrusively followed. He wended

his way into the street, thronged with home-coming people and headed for

the nearest subway where he patiently submitted to the continual jostling and

rushes of the guards in their attempts to crowd all into the cars.

Snell lived in the outskirts of the city in a poor but respectable district.

;;His house was a small, ^weatherbeaten place, badly in need of paint but very

: well kept and cleanly (Snell spent a good part of his free time during the

: summer doing odd jobs about the place at the insistence of Minnie, his wife.)

-; As he neared his home Snell seemed to shrink even smaller in size and
his steps became more furtive. He mounted the steps and quietly opened the

door. No sooner had .he removed his hat when a nasal voice greeted him.

"Harrison-Harrison. Is that you?"
"Y-Yes, dear," meekly replied Harrison as his wife appeared from the

kitchen.

"Well," she queried, "You're late again. How many times have I told

you that I want you to be here on time? Do you think that I am going to

keep the children waiting and let the food get cold just for you?"
Minnie was all of six inches taller than Snell and many pounds heavier.

She was a thin angular woman with a hatchet like face and a cold nasal voice.

She was a perfect example of a domineering wife. One of the unsolved
mysteries of Nature was how Snell ever managed to ask her to marry him.

"I know I am late, dear," quavered Harrison, "but there was such a crowd
in the subway that I missed the first train."

"Bunk," sneered Minnie, "If you had any gumption you would have
gotten on the first train. Hurry up and get ready for supper."

The food of the Snell household was wholesome and nourishing if nothing
else. If Minnie had no other redeeming feature she could cook. It taxed
Snell's meager pay to the limit to supply food and clothes for his wife and
family of seven children, all girls ranging in age from two to twelve.

After supper Snell seated himself in the living room and endeavored to
peruse the evening paper, or more rightly to peruse that part of the paper which
his wife was not reading. But reading was hoplessly out of the question.
Elizabeth aged twelve was vigorously engaged in a battle of words with Nellie .

aged ten. The three younger children were engaged in a lively fight for
possession of the only doll in the family circle and Jane and Ella aged seven
and nine respectively were rapidly plying Papa with questions.

"Why does fire burn, Papa?" queried Jane. •

^

"I am sure I don't know," answered Snell with a sigh.

Jane was indignant, "Mamma," she screamed, "Daddy won't answer
my questions."

Mamma immediately sprang to the defense of her young. "Harrison you
answer that child. It's too bad that you have to ignore your own flesh and
blood."
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Snell heaved a sigh of resignation and gave some evasive reply to Jane

which apparently quieted her for the moment. But little good that it did, for

Ella immediately was ready with more. During the ensuing half hour Snell

was plied with all manner of questions that were conceivable in the wondering

brains of young children and all that he managed to read in the meanwhile

was a brief item on the condition of the cotton market. After several un-

successful attempts to concentrate on his paper Snell finally arose and retired.

The next day was Sunday and Harrison would have loved to have slept

but as usual Minnie roused him out at 8:00 promptly, as had been her

custom for the thirteen years of their married life, on Sundays, and forced him

to escort the family to Sunday services. In the afternoon after partaking of

the usual pork roast Sunday meal, Minnie decided that the family would go

for a ride and as usual Snell had no say about the aflfair but meekly backed the

ancient secondhand Ford out of the garage and prepared for the trip. Harrison

would have desired to go to view the beautiful natural falls and resort known as

Bigelow's Falls but his wife deemed it necessary to journey in the opposite

direction to Crescent Lake, a nearby watering place.

On the outset of the trip Harrison who was driving (Minnie could not

drive but she made a good attempt at it from the back seat) experienced consid-

erable difliculty with the heavy Sunday traffic. As was her custom, being a

good captain, Minnie directed all of Snell's eff^orts from the rear of the car.

She directed him how to turn, where to turn and when to turn and peppered

her orders with various exclamations gf anger, exasperation and disgust. Need-

less to say when they arrived at Crescent Lake, Harrison had shrunk consider-

ably in size as was his custom when under the fire of his wife's sharp tongue.

It fell upon Snell to select a suitable place where the family could rest and

partake of a meager lunch which they had brought with them. After a vain

search he was forced to give up the attempt. Several places had off'ered them-

selves as suitable but because of nearby picknickers Snell could not force him-

self (in his timid mind) to intrude within one hundred feet of their location.

Coming back to his wife he explained the situation.

"Humph," she retored, "I guess it is up to me to find a place. I never

saw such a helpless man." Needless to say she easily found a place and all

(but Harrison) enjoyed the light lunch. After eating Minnie conceived of a

splendid idea.
*. 'Harrison," she exclaimed, "You hire a boat and take the

children and me out for a ride."

Snell was dumbfounded. "Surely, Minnie you don't expect me to row
you and all the children, do you?" he retorted.

"Indeed I do," she answered. "The idea of a man like you refusing to

take your poor overworked wife out for a little boat ride."

"But you know that I am not very strong for rowing all of you. don't

you?" replied Snell.

"Not another word from you Harrison Snell," she retorted angrily.

"You go and hire that boat right away."
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^^^^^^ H^ dejectedly turned to do her bidding, tut no one observed the

sudden tightening of his lips as he went over to the boathouse to procure a

boat. Securing the boat he rowed clumsily and laboriusly back to the spot

where his wife and children were waiting and all piled in. After an hour of

backbreaking rowing, under the direction of his wife, Minnie finally called it

a day and they prepared to leave. The tense look about Harrison's eyes passed

unnoticed by all.

The return trip was uneventful. Harrison said little or nothing and
"meekly followed all his wife's commands from the rear. Upon reaching home
Harrison immediately crawled wearily to sleep—the sleep of the weary.

Early in the morning, promptly at 6:45 Minnie arose and went to call

Harrison. Opening the door of his room she was surprised to note that he

had already arisen. She descended the stairs and called. ''Harrison, where
are you?" No answer. A short search soon told her that Harrison was not
about.

It was a strange thing for Harrison to arise before his wife. She had never

known him to do it before. At 9:00 a call to his office gave no clue to his

whereabouts. Contrary to his custom Snell was an hour late instead of being
the first arrival at the office as was his custom. Throughout the day no clue

presented itself as to the location of Harrison Snell. Days passed and still

Harrison did not return. At the time of this writing Snell has not been heard
from and he disappeared four years ago. For once in his down-trodden timid
life Harrison Snell had asserted himself.

JoHisr A. M'Clain, Soph. Pre-Med.
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UST a few months ago we were witnessing what might be termed the wilful
destruction of the very soul of a nation.

In Mexico, the Catholic Churches were all closed; those who went to
Mass in private houses were frequently arrested by the police, and released

on the payment of fines which provided something for the government and about
five thousand dollars weekly of private graft for certain police officials. :•:

We may say, as it were, that President Calles was robbing the foreigners
as well as the Mexican land owners of their land, for the^akc of the workman
and the peon. But the workman and the peon were rushing out of the country
like people escaping from a house which is about to collapse.

These people found America as a house of refuge and it certainly was, in
fact every Mexican recognized the imminence of that dreadful crisis. Many
of the Calles' own relatives and much of his own fortune was sent north of
the border.
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Their main object was the belief that if Mexico only became Protestant,

all the ills which she suffered would at once be cured.

Moreover if Mexico became Protestant there would no longer be any

danger of her setting up a monarchial system of government, dangerous to her

great northern neighbor.

Now it may be well to know what difference it makes as to how many

agreements President Calles may sign or refuse to sign.

It is a fact, established by the experience of years, tha'f such agreements

are not worth the paper they are written on.

The Mexican government asked for armed conflict, which is not the voice

of the American people, and too, the Mexican people are not our enemies, but

a government which robs and murders them is the enemy not only of this

nation but of the entire civilization itself. War to the American people is

inconceivable. '
»

It has been of a recent origin that the Mexican government is once more

realizing the importance of peace between nations especially those touching her

border line.

The flight recently made by Colonel Lindbergh to Mexico City was a

direct effort to establish a firmer alliance between America and Mexico, for the

introduction of an air mail service between this country and various sections

in Mexico.

Colonel Lindbergh in his flight to Mexico has been received with greater

honors than any man ever received before. It has infused into Mexican people

a friendly relation to the American people, which in turn will tend to re-

establish friendly relations between the people and the government.

This will also indirectly lead in great measure towards the cooperation

of the people in establishing once more their institutions of worship as it was

just before matters had made themselves complicated. In reference to the above

question I will cite a few lines from the Evening Bulletin:

"Mr. Matthews charged that the aims of U. S. Ambassador Dwight F.

Morrow, in his negotiations with President Calles, of Mexico, are designed

toward refunding the Mexican national debt in exchange for the right of the

powerful American financial group to hold its grasp on the oil and mineral

resources of Mexico, Nicaragua and other nearby countries, a : v ;.

"This money element," he declared, "is even utilizing the services of the

noble Lindbergh, who, all unsuspecting, followed Mr. Morrow into Mexico

City, thinking that he is flying down as an Ambassador of Good Will. But

actually Lindbergh is in the employ of the Guggenheim intrests."

John M. Amore, Senior Prc-Med.
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GLADSTONE, the British statesman, also author and orator, was born in

Liverpool, on the twenty -ninth day of December, eighteen hundred and

nine. He was of purely Scottish ancestry, and the fourth son of John

Gladstone, a merchant of Liverpool and a member of Parliament for that city,

by his second wife, Anne, a daughter of Andrew Robertson, of Stornoway.

He was educated at Christ Church, Oxford and Eton. He made a wonderful

impression on his contemporaries at school, and also in his college days, due to

the fact that he was overflowing with both piety and earnestness. Due to his

popularity gained by the aforesaid measures he was appointed president of the

Oxford Union. His first notable speech was delivered before that society in

opposition to the Reform Bill.

As a nominee of the Duke of Rutland, he was returned in the conservative

interest for the ducal burgh of Newark on December 13, 1832. His maiden

speech was in vindication of the treatment of his father's slaves in Demerara.

On December 26, 1834, through his ability, he was appointed one of the junior

lords of the treasury under Sir Robert Peel, and in the following year was an

under secretary for the colonies, but only for a few months.

In 1838, he published a volume, "The State in its Relations to th^

Church," which aroused a good deal of controversy among all persons con-

cerned. This volume showed the author to be both a church and state man.
On July 25. 1839, he became married to Catherine Glynne, the elder

daughter of a Sir Stephen Glynne. On the accession of Peel to office in September

1841. he became vice-president of the Board of Trade, and in May 1843,
president. In 1845, he resigned office. Then, in December of the same year,

he returned to office as secretary of the state for the colonies. His appointment
as I he colonial secretary necessitated his re-election, and as a result he was absent

from the House of Commons during the eventful session when the battle for

free trade was fought and won.

Up until the time of the abolition of the corn laws, or at least until the

time for their abolition, Gladstone was recognized as the "rising hope of the

stern, unbending Tories." and was regarded as in sympathy with that party

for years afterward, i:

In 1847, he was returned as one of the members for Oxford University.

He visited Italy in 1849, and in 1851 he was the main factor that startled the
whole civilized world by the terrible description he gave of the condition of
the persons of Naples, under the king, known in those territories as "Bomba,"
and of the cruelties inflicted upon the political prisoners. His disclosures ind
the enunciations with which he accompanied them, helped to prepare the way
for the revolutionary movement in Italy, and the establishment of the kingdom
of Italy.
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In 1850. Sir Robert Peel died, and it was this that raised Gladstone to a

commanding position , in the House of Commons and from that time may

be said to have dated his almost unrivaled pariiamentary eminence. An un-

thought of reply to Disraeli on the budget of 1852 was followed by the defeat

and resignation of the Derby ministry. In the coalition of the Things and

Peclites, that then came into office under Lord Aberdeen, Gladstone was

Chancellor of the Exchequer. His Budget of 1853 marked a great rise in

finance, and the introductory speech was recognized as the greatest of its kind

ever delivered in the House of Commons. He imposed a succession duty, the

preparation of which he later declared was the most laborious that he ever

undertook. Then too. he intended to extinguish the sting of the income tax

after an interval of seven years, but at the outbreak of the Crimean War all

hope for such was lost.

Not only did the Crimean War break up the intentions of Gladstone,

regarding the income tax. but so also it did likewise with the coalition

ministry.

In 1859, Lord Palmerston returned to office and Gladstone was Chancellor

of the Exchequer. The budget of 1860 was remarkable for its repeal of the

paper duties which passed the House of Lords in the following year: and for the

conclusion of the commercial treaty with France. In the general election of

1865 Gladstone was defeated in Oxford University and returned for South

Lancastershire. The death of Lord Palmerston in 1865 called Lord Russell

to the position of Prime Minister. Gladstone for long pondered over the

expansion of the suffrage. The bill he proposed was defeated in 1866, but

when Disraeli came into office he "dished the Things" by introducing a reform

bill of his own, which was particularly made up of household suffrage for

cities and boroughs.

Christmas. 1867, Ead Russell died, and Gladstone became the leader of

the Liberal party. At this time Ireland had well attracted his attention. He

became determined that it was a fine time for the dis-establishment of the

Episcopal State Church into that country. He defeated the government on a

number of resolutions foreshadowing his policy; and the ensuing appeal to the

country resulted in the return of the power of the Liberals by a large majority,:

and Gladstone, who had been defeated in the South Lancastershire, but was re-

turned for Greenwich, became Prime Minister in 1868. In his first session he

accomplished his purpose of dis-establishing and dis-endowing the State Church

in Ireland. This parliament was fruitful in important reforms. In 1870

Gladstone began the first of a series of ameliorative measures dealing with the

Irish land question. Patronage was established in the public service, the system

of purchase of commissions was abolished in the army, as were also religious

tests in the universities. This was the first time in the history of England that

a national system of elementary education was established, and a voting by

ballot was introduced. Then, there is also standing to his credit, the sub-

mission of Ababama claims to arbitration. A measure introduced in 1873.

which aimed at the establishing of an Irish university acceptable to both Roman
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Catholics and Protestants, failed to pass, and shortly after his government,

resigned the leadership of the Liberal party. ,

For a time, he occupied himself with literary works, but at the outbreak

of the Bulgarian atrocities in 1875 he was stirred on to indignant protest.

Desraeli's method of Government was later held up to serve criticism. Glad-

stone was invited to stand for the county of Midlothean, and accepted, deliver-

ing a series of speeches, throughout 1879 and the spring of 1880, which entirely

demolished the popularity of Desraeli's method of government. This popu-

larity was triumphantly turned for Midlothean, and again brought back in

power.

In Ireland, a land act was followed by agrarian outrage and boycotting,

by a coercean act, the assassination of the chief secretary and the under secretary

and by the imprisonment of the Irish leaders. Then the feeling became entirely

embittered between those of the Irish members in the House of Commons and
those of the Liberal government. In June 1885, the government was defeated

on the budget; Lord Salisbury assumed office, and in an election that followed

shortly afterward, on a franchise which gave household suffrage completely

to the counties, the balance of power was entirely in the hands of Irish members.

Then, there followed a dramatic change. Gladstone asked that a majority

be given him in order that he might be independent of the Irish vote, and the

Irish vote had been cast against the Liberal candidates in Great Britian, but he

determined to accept the constitutionally expressed verdict of Ireland, which
had returned 87 Home Rulers out of a total number of 103 members, and to

give Home Rule for Ireland a place on the Liberal programme.
In 1886, Salisbury government was defeated, and for the third time Glad-

stone became Prime Minister. After two attempts to pass a Home Rule Bill,

Gladstone decided that all of his work was beginning to weigh heavily upon
his shoulders. On March 4th, 1894. he was succeeded in his office by Lord
Rosebery. He swore to never lose his love for public affairs, bot spent his time

on studies.

In 1895, the Turks committed outrageous wrongs on the Armenians
which aroused Gladstone. He spoke with that same old power, which he had
shown in previous years, but there was something about him which showed
defeat. He died in Haywarden, England, on May 19, 1898.

: V ., George Snyder, Soph. Classical.

THE coast of Maine, somewhat like the region around Cape Hattcras, is

noted for storms.

This was the third night of a Northeast storm on the shore of Maine.
The ocean was churned up in a froth so that it was nearly white; monstrous
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waves hurled forward by an angry sea would crash on the rpcky shore, be

whipped to foam and recede, the swirling waters carrying everything loose with

them. After receding some distance the angry waves would again rush up

apparently intent on demolishing the rocks.

One standing and looking at such a sight would never imagine that it

was the same ocean which was so calm and peaceful just a few days before.

Looking North on this wild seacoast could be seen the dim outline of a

rocky coast, a little to the West could be seen a few lights burning in the windows

of the small cottages in a little fishing village; here the beach was smooth whila

to the South a small bay was barely visible.

The time of the year was February and the wind was howling and

shrieking, carrying hail and snow with it.

In direct contrast to this was the interior of the Coast Guard Station

nearby, a bright fire of pinelogs was burnings and sputtering at times, as a gust

of wind would come down the chimney.

At a table in the center of the room sat six men playing cards and smoking

while an electric light burned above their heads. All was silent, save the

howling of the wind and the steady beat of hail against the windows.

It was a night one is glad to be abed and makes you pull your coat or

covers closer and pity the sailors at sea on such a night.

Now and again when the wind died down the booming and roaring of

the surf, as the combers crashed on the beach and rocks, could be heard.

The men were dressed warmly in woolens with heavy sweaters on and

seemed to be playing cards to keep from going mad—for the life of a coast guard

is a hard one; strong silent men who seem to have experienced dire tragedies in

their past lives, thrown together at the station, no friends or acquaintances,

their companions for the most part their own thoughts, actually or seemingly

thinking of what might have been if—always waiting, waiting for who knows
what, seldom speaking these men spend their time reading, playing cards, smok-

ing and thinking year in and year out, always prepared and waiting. What
is it that drives men to take up such a life? Sometimes it can be read in their

faces—tragedy.

Two men were in the lookout tower, with powerful glasses near them,

a powerful light above their heads shining out over the water to warn ships—this

was a hostile shore.

"Some night, Cap?" "Uh huh."

The first speaker, who looked young when he smiled which was seldom,

and very old when you looked at his eyes, altogether couldn't have been more
than thirty, tall heavily built, black curly hair, was a man one would hardly

expect to find in the coast guard. His companion of the watch was a man
about fifty, medium height, gray haired, powerfully built, of pleasant smile; he

sat smoking his pipe looking out over the ocean and passing occasional remarks

to the younger man, who although usually silent seemed to be talkative tonight,

this seeming to be the first real storm that he had ever witnessed.
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^^^^^' T Captain was surveying him and wondering what caused the pained

look at times in the other's eyes. Joe had let fall at different times that he had

graduated from college as an Engineer at about the time the war broke out; that

he had enlisted and gone over.

That was about as much as he knew concerning Joe's life, and he could

see no cause for sorrow in that, unless it was the war; it might affect some that

i way. He was still thinking when Joe shouted "there goes a rocket," and the

captain picked up the glasses simultaneously and trained them on a ship.

She was an old three master, with one mast torn away, most of the sails

torn she could not make much headway against the wind and was surely being

blown towards the beach. They had thrown both anchors out to keep her

off the shore, but the wind was still driving her in and it seemed impossible

that she could stay up long under the force of the waves crashing on her deck.

The Captain yelled and dashed downstairs; Joe followed him; the men
at the table jumped up, others came downstairs putting on sweaters and slickers.

The Captain's voice was heard above the rest of the confusion, "take out boat

: number one."

They ran down the beach, wheeled it knee deep in the surf, four men
sprang into it, each seized an oar and began to row, out, out. A great wave

came up in front of them. Crash! The boat stood on its stern, the wave

passed, the boat was broadside to the next onrushing wave. The men were

toiling and sweating trying to get her bow around into the next wave, but the

boat was like a straw in a whirlpool—the wave hit them, capsizing the boat

and throwing both men and boat on the beach. Their companions seized them

before they could be drawn out by the undertow, for they would have been

drowned with the heavy boots and slickers on. By this time the second boat

was ready to go out; the wind howled louder and drove hail and sleet in the

men's faces so that it was almost impossible to sec or hear.

The shrieking of the wind curiously resembled laughter and anger—
laughter as if elated by its victory over the first boat, anger over the loss of its

victims. The four men in the second boat were white faced but determined.

Two men in the rear and one man on each side were pushing the boat out till

the water was almost to their hips, they let go, four oars hit the water and it

started to move out—a small wave hit it, shook it; turned it slightly but its bow
is once more pointed out to sea before a second wave hits and drives it toward

the rocks. The boat shipped a quantity of water and the men were pulling

on the oars with all their strength, now fighting for their lives. Once more '

it goes away from the rocks, when a wave hits it, spins it around half filled with

water; before they can get their bearings another wave hits them capsizing the

boat and throwing the men out. Luckily the wave that did the damage had
driven them almost on the beach, otherwise they would have gone down as if

weighted with lead.

In the meantime the ship was sending up rockets one ofter the other. The
Captain was giving orders right and left. Some of the guards had seized the

first boat, emptied it of water, others were in the station getting other oars. Joe

was examining the cannon to see if it was dry. two men holding an oil cloth
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cover over it, finally it was directed in the air above the ship, powder poured in

and a shot with a hole in it, thru which a light cord passed, the object being

to place the shot over the ship with the cord attached to it. The fuse was set

in—the Captain looked it over, saw that there was plenty of cord and that it

was free from knots and tangles. He had "a light." Joe lit the fuse, they

held the oil-cloth a second and stepped back, there was a sudden explosion,

nearly all of the cord gone, had the shot gone over the ship or had it fallen

short? Whitefaced excited men looked at each other. Joe picked up the

end of the cord and started up the beach. Yes, it was fast to something.

They were pulling it in on the ship. Soon a heavier cord was tied to the end,

then a light rope, then a heavy rope. A breeches buoy was fastened to the heavy

rope and pulled out to the ship along with it. A breeches buoy is a basket

supported by a pulley which runs over a rope, on each side of the basket are

ropes to pull it back and forth between the shore and ship. This buoy was

then pulled out to the ship, the heavy rope fastened around a mast, the other

end is fastened to a pole ashore, there being plenty of slack so that the rope

will not break if the ship rolls. A passenger gets in the basket—those on shore

haul on the rope, the basket is now in mid-air, now it is under the water the

waves swirling above it and the guards toiling, pulling on the rope for there

are many lives to save. Only one at a time can be brought in and who knows
how long the ship will stand up under the fierce battering of the waves?

In the station men are building a great fire, clearing the room, laying out

blankets and warm clothing; women from the nearby village are preparing hot

drinks; men are starting hot fires in their homes to take care of the rescued if

there is not room at the station ; their wives and daughters are getting out warm
clothing.

The Captain now has both boats ready to go out again, Joe has the cannon

charged and line attached if the first buoy should break.

The first passenger is a woitlaii half browned and frozen. One of the

men pick her up and carries her to the station and gives her over to a doctor

and the women. The guards work in turns at the buoy while the wind howls

and shrieks at losing its prey and drives hail and sleet in the men's faces.

Though their hands are raw and bleeding and themselves almost frozen, they

work steadily on. under the direction of the Captain intent on their work*

Joe who has been working on the ropes goes down to the water with an-

other guard, lifts a woman out of the basket—two heavy tugs and the basket is

hauled out to the ship again and Joe walks up to the station carrying the woman,
dead or alive he knows not. He lays her down on the floor in front of the fire

and sees her face for the first time. He staggers back bewildered, then joy

shines in his eyes; he kneels down beside her, lifts her to a sitting posture,

shakes her, attempts to feel her pulse. The joy turns to fright, then almost

terror, the doctor pushes him aside calls one of the women, starts an examina-

tion. Joes goes out. dazed, frightened and wild looking, and works until

dawn. They landed one person about every ten or fifteen minutes.

y
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: At dawn the storm had abated considerably and finally they hauled the

Captain of the ship ashore, and the guards returned to the house, numb, stiff,

and cold. They drank coffee, changed into dry clothes and went to sleep.

Before he ate or drank anything Joe went into the large room. On finding

she was sleeping returned smiling in spite of the work he has just done. "Well

to think that I should find her here just when I had about given up hope of ever

seeing her again."

He then went to breakfast and then to bed but somehow he couldn't

sleep. He went down to the large room several hours later, where many of

the rescued are sleeping and some of the village women are still walking around

tending to those who need attention. He looks around and quickly crosses

the room to a cot and stands looking down at the young lady who, so disturbed

his night before. Just then she opens her eyes—Joe!—Mary!—He seizes her

in his arms, then following the reunion a series of incoherent cross questions,

which wc will attempt to put in some order.

;r **I thought you were killed in the war; why didn't you write?**

^^ '^ "I did. When I received your last letter I was in Paris, right after this I

was sent to the front, while there I was wounded and sent to a hospital in

southern France. Next I was changed to Italy; then came the Armistice. I

was shipped to England, thence home. Right after I was discharged from the

army I went up to your house but found that you had moved. After much
difficulty I found that you moved to a small town outside of New York.

I went there and found out that you were there only a short time when your

father died. They told me that after the funeral you and your mother packed

up and left but they didn't know where you had gone."

,,
*! searched New York, went everywhere I could think of. I met some

of your friends but they didn't know where you were; then becoming dis-

couraged at the hopelessness of the task, I took a job in the West which I kept

a short time and then gave up. I returned East and took this job. What
happened to you? Where were you? How it is you were on that ship?"

"Well, just a minute and I'll tell you."

"About the time my father became seriously ill a report came out that you
were killed. That is why I didn't write. I suppose it was immediately after

you received my last letter. Then the doctor said we would have to move to

the country at once for father's health, so we took a small place outside of

New York. However we were only there a short time when father caught a

heavy cold, which developed into pneumonia and in a few days in his weakened

condition, it was all over."

"Mother and I sold the place and went to New York till his estate was
partly settled and then went to visit my aunt and grandmother—my mother's

sister and mother in Halifax. We remained there since, for mother's health is

poor and her only relatives are in Halifax.

"A few weeks ago we received a letter from the New York lawyers about
the final settlement of Dad's estate."
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"The Captain of the ship which was wrecked last night was a close friend

,
of the family and as he always carried some passengers, I decided to go to New
York on his ship, and you know the rest."

"Well! I'm not going to lose you again. We will go to New York,
settle your father's estate, return to Halifax and be married. Any objections?"

Apparently she hadn't but some one else had in the form of the person

on the next cot. "Hey! Can't you two hold this conference some place else?

I'm trying to sleep."

Just about then one of the women addressed herself to Joe.

"Don't you think you could take a walk for a few hours and give the

young lady a chance to get some sleep and recover"?

Joe thought he could, but wasn't>very enthused over it, but it being a lady
of some size and one who had very decided ideas on what was best for people
recovering from exposure, chills, and shock, Joe was gently but none the less

firmly pushed out, much to the relief of the person on the next cot.

Joe finding himself in the hall put on a heavy coat and walked down to

the beach in the bright sunlight of a cold winter's morning, whistling and still

doubting his senses.

And it wasn't until he tripped over some rope and fell on some rather

hard rock, that he was perfectly sure he was awake and incidentaly became
cognizant of the fact that he had been walking in water up to his knees.

James J. Dougherty, Junior Classical.

T. J. FITZGERALD

Institution Supplies

206 Cricket Ave.
ARDMORE, PA.

1 18 Market St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA,
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BEING the chief dramatic presentation of the school year, the passion tide

drama, "Vision", is creating an unparalleled display of interest among
the students, faculty and alumni of Villanova College. This year will

mark the fifth annual production of the play, and the cast, composed almost

entirely of veterans, should create a standard, long to be aspired to, in Its

future productions.

The play will be produced in the Metropolitan Opera House in Phila-

delphia and with the huge stage will create a possibility of special stage and

scenic effects never before attempted.

Attesting to its general popularity, the play will be broadcasted through

Station WLIT on March 10th, from 6.30 P.M. to 7.30 P.M., and from

Station WIP on March 18th, from 8.30 P. M. to 9.30 P. M., enabling distant

alumni to tune in and realize the enjoyment had in former years.

Changes have been made constantly by its author. Rev. John F. Burns.

Ph.D., O.S.A., and the services of Rev. Englebert Eberhardt, Ph.D., O.S.A.,

as coach, have been secured.

The action of "Vision" takes place in Jerusalem and the surrounding

country during the week of the Crucifixion. Although none of the sacred

characters are portrayed in the show, the action of the play tenters around

them and the ingeniuty of presentation without them is inconceivable.

A trip to Jersey City where the show will be given, is planned for March
4th and 5th. Several other trips are being decided upon, and should the play

receive the ovation accorded to it in former years we have no qualms as to its

success. :.-y
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EDITORIAL

Jtsaster

r

From the Ruins of the Past Shall Rise the Glories of the Future

The calm of mid-year preparation was rudely shattered on Sunday

evening, January 29th, by a disastrous fire which caused the destruction of the

main college building and one wing and which severely damaged the other

wing, leaving in its wake the impressive sight of smouldering ruins and four

bare walls.

The origin of the fire is supposed to have been due to a short circuit in

the wiring in the attic directly over the Biology laboratory.

The heavy fall of snow greatly hampered the efforts of both firemen and

students. The cumulous drifts in the driveways made passage for the fire

trucks nearly impossible, and delayed the finding of the fire plugs, even to

students well acquainted with the landmarks. Some of the hydrants were

frozen, and meanwhile due to the high wind and the insufliiciency of the water

pressure indoors, the fire broke through the roof and began its downward path.

There was a rush, on the part of the students, to salvage trunks and

articles of clothing, and the campus strewn with trunks, clothing and books,

presented a sorrowful sight.

The impossibility of fighting the fire from within became apparent and

attempts to stem its spread from the outside were unsuccessful. Great credit is

due to the firemen for their splendid efforts in withholding its attack from the

monastery and other buildings, which was accomplished through almost super-

human effort.

The campus was in a veritable storm of sparks, and it was not until aftci

much of the property of the priests and students had been removed, that the

unlikelihood of destruction of the monastery was established.

From the beginning it was thought that the fire would be confined at

least to the two upper floors, but with its downward sweep, priests and students

alike strove to save at least the departmental records from the offices of the

various Deans. If the fates could have been foretold, a great deal in addition

to these necessities would have been salvaged. The fire swept through College

Wing and within a short time the auditorium, the rooms and the dynamo

laboratory all became part of the raging furnace. It lasted approximately ten

hours, although portions were still smouldering the next day.

We have much for which to be thankful—none of the firemen, priests or

students were severely injured. The monastery is intact and the occurrence

was at a time when a toll of lives was avoided.
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According to the New York Journal of Commerce, the insurance on the

destroyed por^ipn totals 448,000 dollars. Losses of the laboratories and

scientific instruments were far in excess of that amount.

It caused the uncovering of friendships never dreamed of, evidenced by

the solicitude of neighbaoring institutions and hundreds of people in the

vicinity. A benefit performance was patronized and attended by throngs of

well-wishers. The Saint John's basketball team through their graduate

manager endorsed their guarantee check and contributed it towards the rebuild-

ing of Villanova.

To these well-wishers, to the heroic firemen and students, to the nuns,

doctors and nurses, the Villanovan in the name of the faculty, takes this oppor-

tunity for the expression of our most sincere thanks and undying gratitude

with the hope that, in the near future, Villanova will have the ability and

the opportunity of making return hundred fold.

. .^
' " •

; ;: : The following taken from America, an eminent Catholic Periodical, prc-

seritis the problem of Villanova's catastrophe in a true light, and in a distinc-

tively characteristic sympathy.

O N the night of January 30 fire broke out at Villanova College, occasion-

ing a loss of more than $2,000,000. The President and faculty of

this notable institution conducted by the Augustinian Fathers have,

we are sure, the sincere sympathy of Catholic educators throughout the country.

Villanova deserves well of her sons and of the communities to which she

has sent them. But we trust that the sympathy extended to her will not be

confined to barren condolences. The amount of insurance carried has not

been reported by the press; but in any case it will not repair the loss that has

been sustained. What Villanova needs in this tragic hour is the willingness of

all her sons to contribute generously for the rebuilding of the destroyed struc-

tures on a plan fully in keeping with the dignity and importance of her work.

Not a year passes in which the authorities of some non-Catholic college

fail to tell us that the student's tuition-fees hardly equal the sums which the

institution expends upon the student, and are in no sense commensurate with
the benefits which he recciyes. That statement is quite true. But it is doubly
true of the Catholic college, administered by men whose devotion to education

is so deeply sincere that they ask no salary for their service, and by like-minded

laymen who bring to their work a consecration which makes their daily round
of tasks a sacred vocation rather than a profession, however noble and dis-

interested. -.:'^-- .-^:^-';;.:-;^' ;:.; -v>-.*,' ;.>:

Villanova needs our aid. We feel sure that her sons and the Catholic

public will not fail her.

Yet we cannot refrain from reflecting—quite, however, without tinge of

bitterness—how often the Catholic college must be brought to the verge of

destruction before aid is offered. Far too many wealthy Catholics appear to

think that the average American Catholic college is either actually opulent, or
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r ^ ' Second Breath
.The track man in the midst of his race seems

'
' to falter, if only the fraction of a second

,\; passes. At once, however, he seems compen-
sated by a new stamina and appears even more

„ refreshed than before. As a rule he conserves

enough strength in order to have the ability left

to sprint for the tape.

We as students can be likened to the runner,

to whom second breath is invaluable. A lull

in the desire to study seems to occur as the

student is about to depart from the institution

for the Christmas holidays. Upon his return he
sees the midyear exams looming before him,
which represents the tape to the runner. At once
he is filled with a desire to study, in order that

he may show the results of a long and gradual
preliminary training. It is the problem of
the individual student to labor at the task until

the end in view is attained. *
, .

Upon the resumption of the secondf scmcisteir,

if we are far enough advanced in the race, a lull

occurs once again. The usual post-midyear
retreat should give one sufficient time to ex-

perience the rest, take prosperous advantage of
it, and the ability to begin with a renewed
vigor.

The mid-terms are the largest obstacles to be
surmounted throughout the school year. The
freshmen fear them because of the interpretation

of the individual as to their meaning to one-

self. The upper class men fear them because

of the relativity of fear to self preservation.

They concern each man individually from either

of two standpoints—the first class either wish
to preserve a good record or to surpass it, while

the second class of men are undesirous of failure

and possible dismissal.

Let us then from the retreat draw forth two
fruits—a sound mind and a desire for the ad-

vantages drawn from study. It is thus that

we can outlive any expectation of failure, and
apply ourselves more intensively to curricula

work, which after all is our main object in

being here—to derive the educational benefits of

this institution. » .

Review of "Why I Don't Want
. .>::;/: Children': A-;:

;f^:-
•;;:,.

(An article recently published in Plain Talk)

God created Adam and Eve with the inten-

tion that they should be the father and mother

of the human race. In them He placed organs

of reproduction making thereby the parental in-

stinct. :

'•

The writer of this article practically denies

her own right of existence. If her mother had

fostered such selfishness and immobility certainly

she would not now be living. Her motive is

primarily a selfish one—to the happiness and in-

surance given by children she prefers the ease

and luxuries of "traveling, beautiful possessions

and amusements." Perhaps the first two would

have to be cut down but surely a child should
be a source of amusement as well as a comfort
and joy. Wishing to enjoy life while she may,
she does not desire to be burdened by the cares

and sufferings of pregnancy and deliverance.

The only possibility of her relinquishing her

objections to the natural desire for every woman
to become a mother is the one of her becoming
a neurotic—which uncovers further the selfish-

ness of her motive. She states that the inhib-

ition is not physical nor sensual but physiological

thus proving the naturalness of such a desire.

Furthermore she compares the birth giving in-

stinct to that of anger which is degrading and
although common is not natural.

Again she insists that the political and social

freedom granted to women in this country

gravitates towards childless marriages. If that

is so our great nation is doomed to fall just as

in the case of Rome.

In acknowledging dreams of happiness con-

necting themselves with child birth and express-

ing her regrets at not being a mother she admits

that the instinct is one to be followed out, the

necessary restrictions of marriage attending.

While bringing in the fact that some peoples'

children leave them to take a wife or husband
at an early age, she acknowledges herself having
left home at an early age to be married. Thus
she caused her own parents much unfeigned

hurt and loneliness.

Rather than have a child of hcr's grow strong

by facing the same obstacles and struggles which
she looked towards, she would forego her child's

existence. She denies that a child does tend

to form a common storehouse of love for both
parents, thereby making it muttfalN5etwcen them.

As a citation she points to the fact that loss of

figure and sexual attraction are the possibilities

attending childbirth. If so she would have no
need of such attraction unless for the satisfaction

of her own subdued instincts and desires.

If people merely satisfy an egoistic desire for

replicas of themselves by childbirth, no regular-

ity of marital relations would be necessary, thus

producing chaos.

What a possibility exists with regard to the

future welfare of a person's child. Certainly

heredity plays no little part in the activity of a

person regarding his or her success. Many ex-

ceptions occur but merely strengthen the rule.

Stating that it would be gambling her hap-

piness with all the odds against her to have

children, she is merely one of a large gathering

who every day clutter up the divorce courts

seeking to deny the issue of humanity. Beauty

is only skin deep. The loss of it is a test for

the so-called companionate marriage. But man
and wife are united by a beauty far more per-

fect than physical or an intellectual one. It is

a beauty of soul combined with a sense of per-

fection of match between man and woman.

Marria(>e is more than an experience—^that

was not its purpose. It is a life of combined

experiences well tapered and present in both

' H^

L'«'

' .' '^ i>r

-^r inn

members of this sacred bond. Lastly she seeks

to do away with the end of marriage which is

the oldest of institutions and has come down
to us from the first man and woman.

Why Not a Chess Club at

Villanova?
As a word of introduction I want to say that

I am only an interested person who enjoys the

game of chess and who would derive a great

deal of pleasure if a chess club were organized

here at Villanova.

Is there any reason why we cannot have a

Chess Club? Certainly most of the universities

and colleges throughout the country have chess

listed among their activities. And although it

may be considered a minor activity, I dare say,

that it enjoys the indulgence of hundreds of

students, many of whom find it to be one of

their favorite occupations.

I call chess a sport, and I am sure those of

you who know anything about the game will

agree with me. For chess really is a sport—

a

recreational indulgence of one's mental powers

in a fascinating and delightful way. It is a

game which holds one's interest to the very end

and then leaves you feeling much the same

mentally, as you do physically after a good,

active swim. By that I mean much more fit

as a result of exercising your brain.

The Universal Encyclopedia, Volume Two.
says of Chess, that it is "an entertaining, scien-

tific pastime, which concentrates and exercises the

logical faculties and affords a test of mental

skill free from the elements of chance." It has

been called the art of human reason'. The
influence of the cultivation of this game of the

highest qualities of mind bears essential resemb-

lance to the effect of gymnastics on the growth,

increase and conservation of physical powers.

The players begin with exactly even forces and

the different pieces on either side correspondingly

possess equal properties. The results are ob-

tained by purely logical processes of reasoning,

which engage to an enormous extent simultan-

JOHN J. McDEVin
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eously the memory, creative imagination, and
concrete calculation.

Many famous men have been attracted by
the game and favored it as a pastime. Sir
Waller Raleigh said that he would not care to
survive for one day the loss of his capacity for
playing chess. Benjamin Franklin paid it the
highest encomium as an intellectual exercise,
Goethe described it as the touch-stone of the hu-
man brain'. Frederick the Great, Napoleon I.

Prince Eugene of Savoy, Von Moltke, Emperor
William I. the two Lyttons Buckle. Tennyson.
Ruskin and other great celebrities are known to
have been warm devotees of chess."

Could so many celebrated figures of history
and literary fame have been deceiving them-
selves (and I am sure the above list fails to
include hundreds of equally famous men) ? I

hardly believe so. They recognized the high
qualities of chess, and furthermore they thor-
oughly enjoyed the time spent in playing it.

For the past two months or so I have been
playing quite a bit with two or three other
fellows and I am surprised to see how few of
the students understand what chess is. or how
it is played. Apparently some of them had
never even seen the game played. I don't mean
to be the least bit sarcastic by saying this. Only
I do think that those students who know noth-
ing of the game are missing something worth-
while. On the other hand, I know quite a
few people who have played the game and found
little interest in it—either because of the time
involved or the little bit of concentration re-

quired. So that, just as in the case of most
everything, it rests on a matter of choice and
personal opinion.

But if there are enough students interested I

see no reason why there could not be some sort
of a chess organization, and perhaps from that
a team, which could eventually match up well
with other college teams.

In conclusion, I want to say that I would
like to see those of you who are interesteed meet
together sometime in the near future to discuss
possibilities for such an organization at Vill-
anova.

r
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Freshmen Basketball
When Coach Callahan sent forth his first call

for basketball players he surely viewed as mis-
cellaneous a collection of men as ever reported
to any coach. Big men, small men, thin men,
and fat men, all to vie for honors.
Among this miscellaneous aggregation were

five of the tallest men to participate in collegiate

basketball. These men are the now famed "Big
Five" and were composed" of Goodwin, Felton,
Donavan, Dunn, and McCarty. The average
height of the team composed of these five

giants being six feet, six inches.

These five were photographed, and the picture

sent thru a newspaper syndicate. Thus Vill-

anovan teams were brought to the eyes of the

sporting public. From Nome in the far north,
and points all over North America came letters

reporting that the world had seen the picture.

Coach Callahan after many practice sessions

finally developed a team of first class calibre. It

appears that his football success was but a

criterion to be followed in his other freshmen
activities.

Four hard games have now been played and
though the wins have been balanced by the losses,

we have every reason to believe that losses Will

be negligible in the games to come.
Should the boys get over the habit of "Spot-

ting" their oppoinents ten or twelve points be-

fore starting to join in the scoring columns suc-

cess is a guaranteed thing. Here is luck to

them.
The Schedule:

V.
Catholic High (away) 37-

Perkiomen Prep, (away) . . .... . .36-

St. Benedicts Prep, (away) ....... .31-

Hun School (away)
Perkiomen Prep, (away)
Allentown Prep, (away) . . .

West Chester Normal (away)
Northeast Catholic (away)

Op.
-26
-37
-40

...... .27—24
^ ••• '•. A:.9

•
' • t -., j • %

Frosh VS. Catholic High
Won 37-26.
The first game for the Frosh was played

during the Xmas recess, but was played before

a packed house.

It was a well played game with Catholic High
boys leading throughout until the last six

minutes. In these last few minutes Connelly,

now of the Frosh, and ex-Catholic high leader,

started a rally by a brilliant shot from mid-court

to diminish by two the six point lead of the

the High School boys. This shot seemed to re-

new the fiaging spirit of our boys. The remain-

ing five minutes fifteen points were scored and
the Frosh were returned victors in their first

game to the tune of 37-26.
It was for Catholic High the first and only

defeat, and so it is evident thawour boys have
the nucleus of a first rate club. Harkins and
Connelly were the high scorers for the Frosh.

Line-up. Guards Morgan, Harkins; Cen-
ter—Dunn; Forwards—McCarty, Connelly.

Subs.—Feldman for Harkins; Harkins for
Feldman.

Frosh VS. St. Benedicts
Lost, 4a-31. Newark, N. J. Crowd,

3000.
St. Benedicts presented a powerful team on

the floor at Newark and conquered the Frosh
40-31.
The game was well contested and hard fought

thruout.One regret was that the referee deemed
close guarding should be constituted as a "per-
sonal foul" and so banished Connelly, Donovan,
and Scully. The spectators frequently urged
that the Frosh be given a chance to play with-
out a too strict enforcement of such a rule.

Four technical fouls in a row against Villanova
caused the referee to be unmercifully ganged,
and police protection was offered to him after

the game.
Line-up. Guards—Morgan, Harkins; Cen-

ter—Dunn; Forwards—McCarty, Connelly.
Subs.—Feldman for Morgan, Morgan for

Feldman; Scully for McCarty; Donovan for

Connelly; Feldman for Donovan.

Freshmen vs. Hun School
Won, 27-24. Princeton Gymnasium.
In this game, as in all others, the Frosh al-

lowed their opponents to get the jump and to
roll up a score be more coordinating and playing
a head up game. ,,•:•, • /• •

The first quarter showed the Hun School with
a 13-1 lead. The half score was 19-13 in
favor of Hun School and the final score was 27-
24 in favor of the Frosh.

This was by far the best game played by the
boys this season, and showed to any doubters
that latent power of their play.

Donovan and Dunn were getting the ball

every time as it caromed from the back boards.
Defensively Morgan shone clear above the field.

That only four points were made thru him the
entire second half is clear in itself. Scully and
Harkins were both in every melee around the
ball and the majority of the time came up with
it.
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Line-up. Guards—Morgan. Harkins: Cen-
ter—Dunn: Forwards-—McCarty. ^ Connelly.,

Subs.—Feldman for Morgan; Morgan for
Pcldman: Scully for McCarty; Donovan for
Connelly -.Connelly for Scully.

Frosh vs. Perkiomen
Lost, 37-36.
The second game on the schedule was with

Perkiomen Prep. The final score of 37-36
against us was unexpected and it is a promise
from the boys to reverse the score in the suc-
ceeding encounter.

Harkins shone brilliantly by his flashy dis-

play of shooting accuracy. In the first half all

Villanova points were due to his unerring aim.
At the end of the game thirty-six points were
chalked up for the Frosh of which sixteen were
due to Harkins' eye.

A small court, with walls bringing up the

rear, had much to do with the first loss of the

Frosh. A seemingly illegal use of the walls

by the Prep, boys aided too in their victory.

The game was roughly contested on both
sides, but no objections were made thru fouls.

Line-up. Guards—Morgan, Harkins; Cen-
ter—Dunn; Forwards—McCarty, Connelly.

Subs.—Scully for McCarty.

28 Villanova—-St. John's 46
The wildcats bowed to the fast traveling St.

John's College quintet on the latter's court in a

colorless uninteresting game.
Villanova sorely missed the playing of

Captain Joe Barry who was unable to play,

because of a fractured ankle. Incidently this

was the first game in which Barry has not

played since his entrance into collegiate basket-

ball circles.

The Brooklyn team took an early start and
maintained it through the entire game. They
led at half time. 28 to 10.

Birmingham and Gillespie was high scorers for

Villanova with seven points apiece, while Col-

lins starred for the opponents with a total of

eight field goals and two fouls.

Lineup:

r.f Collins

. . ,-. . ... .If. ^*.* , ,; < • Kinsgrunner
c. Posnak
r.g> .:;,>. . . ..... Wolf
l.g; . : ! . . . . V Fecney

Field goals—Villanova. 3, Gillespie; 2,

Birmingham; Nolan; 1, Hillen; Severance.

1, Fceney; Flannigan; Kleinman; Posnak.
St. Johns. 8, Collins; 3, Kinsgrunner; Wolf;

Foul goals. 3, Birmingham; 2, Severance;

1, Gillespie; Lolos; Henry; Nolan: Hillen.

St. Johns. 3, Posnak: 2, Gerson; Kins-

grunner; Collins; 1, Feeney.

Substitutions.—Villanova. Birmingham for

Gillespie; Hillen for Nolan. St. John's—Flan-
nigan for Collins; Kleinman for Kinsgrunner;

Adams for Posnak: Gallagher for Wolf; Ger-

son for Feeney; O'Shea for Flannigan; Wein-

Gillespie

Severance

Lolos .

Henry
Nolan

• • •

^ '•*>,•* » ••,*•

inbro for Flannigan; P, Kleinman for Adams;
Schoiman for Gerson.

Time of halves, 20 minutes.
Referee. Murray.

60, Villanova va. Textile, 40
The Wildcats coached by "Rube" Cashman

opened the season by virtually swamping the
Philadelphia Textile School by the score of 60
to 14.

•

The second team started the fray and played
most of the first half and on leaving the battle

to the first team had already piled up a sub-
stantial lead. The first stringers cleanly out-
played the visitors and as the half ended the
score stood 24 to 12 in our favor.

The second half witnessed the complete rout
of Textile under a barrage of field goals and
fouls, the visting team in this period did not
score a field goal.

The entire squad saw action in this game, and
Coach Cashman made frequent substitutions in

order to find the perfect combination.
Lolos topped in scoring honors with a total

of five field goals. Nolan, Gillespie and Bir-

mingham were tied for honors with four goals
apiece.

Captain Joe Barry played his usual stellar

game, and Severance and Henry were towers of
strength on the defensive.

Holland, Gardener and Sullivan saw action

for the first time in college ranks, for last year
they were players in the Inter-Fraternity League.

Capt. Wooley starred for the visitors.

The line-up:

Birmingham r.f Shircr

Gillespie l.f Wooley
Fahey c. . . Kavanagh
DeLuca r.g Cushmen
McGuire l.g Lewis

Goals. Villanova—5, Lolos; 4, Birming-

ham; Gillespie; Nolan: 3, Severance: 2, Barry:
McGuire: Henry; 1. DeLuca. Texti'e—2,

Wooley; 1, Shirer: Kavanagh; Lewis. Foul
goals— I. Birmingham; Barry; Severance;
Fahey: Nolan; Holland.

Substitutions—Barry for Birmingham; Sev-
erance for Gillespie: Will Lolos for Fahey;
Nolan for DeLuca: Henry for McGuire: Sull-

ivan for Lolos: Gardener for Nolan; Holland
for Severance. Textile—Bellemer for Wooley;
G. Shirer for Kavanagh.
Time of halves—20 minutes.
Referee—Ferguson. < r

70, Villanova vs. Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy, 16
The varsity quintet humbled the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy in its second game of the
current season to the tune of 70 to 16.

The future druggists put up a valiant fight to
avoid defeat, but were outplayed and outguessed
by the varsity dribblers. The first team started

the game and before half the period had ended
were leading 24 to 2. The second team entered
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and played the remaining five minutes. At the
half the score stood Villanova 26, Pharmacy 4.

The second half was replete with field goals
for the Wildcats, 19 being made. As in the
first game, every man on the squad played.

Nolan carried off the scoring honors with a

total of nine field goals, while Gray led for the
visitors with 3.

Barry v • • t,{ Yingst
Severance . . . . V . v, l.f Sahagran
Lolos c. Alexander
Nolan r.g. Gray
Henry l.g Harris

Field goals. Villanova—9, Nolan; 4, Sev-
erance; 3, Barry; Gardener; Gillespie; 2, Hol-
land; Henry; Lolos; 1, Fahey; DeLuca; Bir-
mingham. Pharmacy—3, Gray; 2, Alexander;
Harris Foul goals. Villanova—2, Henry;
McGuire; Gardener; Gillespie. Pharmacy

—

2,

Goldman.
Time of halves—20 minutes.
Referee—Glascott.

25, Villanova vs. C. C. N. Y., 28
The Wildcats suffered their first set back of

the season at the hands of City College of New
York. A crowd of 1500 saw the Villanovans'
rally fall short by three points.

It was evident in the first half that our boys
were not playing the game of which they are

capable. Villanova took an early lead of three

points but shortly after fell behind. Lolos was
hurt in this half, but continued to play. City

College ran up the score to 21 to 10 as the

whistle blew for the half.

The second half, our Wildcats came back, and
gave a wonderful exhibition of fighting courage.

They scored 12 points while holding their op-
ponents to one field goal and two fouls. Bir-

mingham, Barry and Severance were the out-

standing stars. The timer's whistle cut short

the rally, that boded ill for the City Collegians.

Barry r.f. . • Rubinstein

Severance . > :; «If. Liss

Lolos c. ......... Goldberg

Nolan r.g. . Meisel

Henry l.g. Sandah
Field goals. Villanova—2, Barry; Birming-

ham; Nolan; 1, Severance; Gillespie; Henry.

C. C. N. Y.—2, Rubinstein; Liss; Goldberg;

I, Meisel; Spindell. Foul goals—2, Severance:

1. Lolos; Henry. C. C. N. Y.—4, Liss; 3,

Goldberg: 1, Rubinstein; Sandah.

Substitutions—Gillespie for Nolan; Birming-

ham for Henry. C. C. N. Y.—Sandah for

Liss; Liptin for Goldberg; Spindell for Sandah.

Time of halves—20 minutes.

Referee—Dick Meehan.

44, Villanova vs. Philadelphia

College of Osteopathy, 20
Coach "Rube" Cashman's quintet displayed

their ability to come back, after their defeat by

C. C. N. Y. in the previous game.

The regular line-up was switched. Birming-

ham played forward in Captain Barry's place.

and Barry went back to guard.
Osteopathy proved to be a strong opponent,

and the score docs not do justice to the visiting

team's ability. But the re-vamped Wildcat's
line-up worked smoothly, and at half time were
leading 25 to 11.

Lolos was high scorer, scoring five of his six

field goals in the first half. Nolan tallied five

field goals and Severance four.

The whole squad saw action in the game,
and the smoothness of their passing game is to
be commended. The defense also showed a

marked improvement. Barry and Severance
played a good defensive game.

Bradford starred for Osteopathy scoring three

field goals and three fouls.

Birmingham r.f. Parker
Severance ... .

•
; . . . l.f • Bradford

Lolos . . . . . \ . . . . c. Sullivan

Nolan r.g Warner
Barry l.g R. Laughton

Field goals. Villanova—6, Lolos; 5, Nolan;
4, Severance: 2, Gillespie; 1, DeLuca. Osteo-
pathy—3, Bradford; 2, Warner; 1, Parker.

Foul goals—2, Birmingham; Severance; Lolos;

1, Gillespie; Nolan; 3, Bradford; Sullivan; 2,

Warner.
Substitutions. Villanova—Gillespie for Bir-

mingham: Holland for Severance; Fahey for

Nolan. Osteopathy—^Warner for Bradford:

Von Lhre for Sullivan; R. Waiton for Warner;
Ellis for Laughton: Thomas for Ellis.

Time of halves—20 minutes.

Referee

—

33, Villanova vs. Manhattan, 37
In one of the fastest games of the current

season the Wildcats bowed to the undefeated

Manhattan College quintet.

Governor Alfred E. Smith and a few personal

friends were among the distinguished visitors at

the game. Manhattan took an early lead of

five points but this was soon tied after five

minutes of play. From then on until the last

three minutes the Wildcats held the lead. At
half time Villanova led 26 to 24.

As the second half began Villanova strength-

ened their lead and at the same time held the

Green and White to one field goal. The score

was 31 to 27 in Villanova's favor with 8 min-
utes to go. Manhattan tied the score in five

minutes, and in the remaining three netted two
field goals from the middle of the floor.

Lolos was the star of the game, scoring six

field goals and two fouls. He also out-jumped
the tall center, and his offensive game was
perfect. J. Cohalan starred for the visitors

totaling four field goals.

Birmingham forward . .vT Cohalan, C.

Severance forward Keber
Lolos center Whalen
Nolan Guard Hayes
Barry Guard Horan

Field goals. Villanova—6, Lolos; 3, No-
lan; 2, Barry; 1, Severance. Manhattan—4,
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J. Cohalan; 3, C. Cohalen; Kebcr; Hayes; 2,

HinchclifFe: 1, Maloncy. Foul goals. Villan-
ova—3. Barry; 2. Lolos; Severance; 1, Bir-
mingham; Nolan. Manhattan

—

2, Hayes;
Hinchcliffe; Keber; Whalen.

Substitutions. Villanova—Gillespie for
Birmingham; Henry for Severance. Manhat-
tan—Maloney for C. Cohalan; J. Cohalan for
Whalen; Hinchcliffe for Hayes.
Time of halves—20 minutes.
Referee—H. P. Sinnott, American League.
Umpire—H. Bennett, N. Y. U.

Villanova College Basketball

Schedule for Season
1927-1928

Games yet to be played:
Saturday, Feb. 4, Catholic University, away
Wednesday, Feb. 8, St. Joseph's College, neutral

Friday, Feb. 10, Loyola College, away
Wednesday, Feb. 15, St. John's College, home
Friday, Feb. 1 7, St. Thomas College, away
Saturday, Feb. 18, Crescent A. C away
Wednesday, Feb. 22, Loyola College, home
Thursday, March 1, Bucknell University, away
Friday, March 2, Canisius College, away
Saturday, March 3, Niagara University, away
Sunday, March 4, St. Bonaventure's, away

The games with Catholic University, Ford-
ham University and Loyola College were called

off as a result of the fire.

From Player to Coach
As the football season is brought to a close,

many famous names are forgotten by the public.

Some other star rises to dim their memory, and
hold the public interest.

We often wonder what becomes of all the

football stars. Some choose to enter the bus

iness world. Others Pro ball and the minority

elect to Coach football. This of itself seems

to indicate that not all players have the ability

to impart their knowledge and gridiron exper-

iences to their prospective pupils, they do not

understand nature enough to analyze each and

every boy under their supervision.

This does not seem to be the case here at

Villanova. Coach Stuhldreher has not only

turned out a fine brand of football players, but

also a class of successful high grade football

coaches. We enumerate Coach Jim Callahan

of the Freshman football team. Mut Halphen
now at Malvern Prep, Ad Snyder at Villanova
Prep in California and Doc Jacobs, coach of
Bethlehem Catholic High School.

All of their respective teams have made an
enviable record during the past season, and are

mute testimony to the thoroughness and ability

of Coach Stuhldreher.

Basketball
Joe Shcehan, Captain of last year's basket-

ball team, is now playing with the Cleveland
Professional team, and displaying his usual
brand of clean hard basketball.

Inter Fraternity League
^Much interest is being evidenced in the Inter-

fraternity basketball league. The schedule of
18 games has been arranged by the league direc-

tor. Father Crawford.
This league tends to create a friendly spirit

of rivalry between the clubs, and also serves to

re-awaken both the spirit and pride that one
should have for their respective organizations.

It is also an advantage to the student who
likes to play basketball and lacks the proficiency

and experience to make the varsity club.

In the past years the competition has been
keen, and this promises to be the best yet. May
the best team win

!

Inter-Fraternity League Schedule
Jan. 16—Business vs. Engineers
Jan. 20—Arts vs. Pre-meds
Jan. 30—Pre-meds vs. Engineers
Jan. 31—Business vs. Arts
Feb. 1—Business vs. Pre-meds
Feb. 3—Engineers vs. Arts
Feb. 6—Business vs. Engineers
Feb. 10—Pre-meds vs. Arts

Feb. 1 3—Pre-meds vs. Engineers

Feb. 1 7—Business vs. Arts

Feb. 20—Business vs. Pre meds
Feb. 24—Engineers vs. Arts

Feb. 27—Business vs. Engineers

Mar. 2—Pre-meds vs. Arts

Mar. 9—Business vs. Arts ^^^^^•-
• / ;''

Mar. 5—Pre-meds vs. Engineers

Mar. 1 2—Business vs. Pre-meds
Mar. I 6—Engineers vs. Arts
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HELPS FOR THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY
The Philosophy of Teaching
A study in the Symbolism of Language. A trans-

lation of Saint Augustine's DeMagistro, by Francis
E. Tourscher, O. S. A. 16 mo. 99 pages, 75c.

A Course in Classical Christian
Thought
De Beata Vita, Soliloquironim, Libri Duo, De

Immortalitat'e Animae, De Magistro, adapted for

schools and colleges. (From the writings of St.

Augustine.) By the Rev. Francis E. Tourscher,
Order of St. Augustine.

The purpose of the editor and compiler, who has
proved the worth of these treatises in actual class
sttidents in schools and colleges some of the real

work, is to make easily available for the use of

gems of our Christian classics, a course in Christian
school literature which combines at once the correct
structure of the living Latin tongue, and the accur-
ate thought and habits of mind of Christian, Catholic
Philosophy.

De Beata Vita
Written while Augustine was preparing for

baptism. It is a study in critique. It takes up,
first, the attitude of stoic philosophy to the essen-
tial aim of life; secondly, that the theory of
aoademic scepticism, an unending search after
truth, faced by the fancied dread of being disillu-

sioned at every turn, cannot be a safe guide to

knowledge or the guardian of human science and
learning. 39 pages, paper, 35c.

De Quantitate Animae
Dialogus Seu Questionum Liber. Sanctum Augus-

tinum inter et Erodium Anno Salutis circ.

CCCLXXXVIII- conscriptus. E. Texfu Parisiensi,

Anni 1689 in usum scholarum accommodatus. 16
mo. 109 pages, $1.00.

De Immortalitate Animae
A study in outline of arguments which prove the

immortality of the soul, its nature and essential

qualifies. This booklet was seuggested by the

thought of the Soliloquies, and follows the same
line of reasoning in positive and synthetic form.
Supplementary to the general argument De Immor-
talitate Animae, a few excerpts from De Gonesi ad
Litteram are added at the end of this treatise. The
purpose of these excerpts is that they may serve as

aids to the study of Christian philosophy in the

thought of Augustine on Creation, on Matter and
Form, on Time and Eternity. 43 pages, paper, 35c.

Soliloquiorum Libra Duo
Informal meditations, simple thoughts in self-

knowledge and the acknowledgment of God. The
question of the soul in dialogue form, direct question
and answer, present deep problems fo metaphysics
and psychology in language that has the vigor and
interest of life and the merit of clear, accurate
thought the reflections of a master Christian mind
on the soul and on God. 72 pages, paper, 40c.

THE PETER REILLY COMPANY
PUBLISHERS BOOKSELLERS IMPORTERS
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Alumni Notes

Jerry O'Sullivan, '27. Professor of History and
French at Villanova. It is rumored that
Jerry is suffering from a serious attack cf
Pneumonia. It is acertained that he was
transported to the Misericordia Hospital.
The Alumni, as one, Jerry, prays for your
speedy recovery.

Harry Fogarty, '28, Ex-Villanovan is finishing
at Fordam Law.

Ed. Connery, '25 was seen about the campus.
Ed is quite a busy busisess man. From all

external appearances Ed doesn't have much
lime to himself. We hear he is engaged by a

Jewlery Co. of Phila.

John Ford, '26, who is held high in the esteem
of the Biology students. A birdie whispered
something in our ears. We were told not to
tell anyone, but we are just going to tell you,
but don't tell anybody. John is fast ap-
proaching into the field of matrimony. If

John's success can be measured by his attain-

ments in the field of Biology, we are sure he
will be one of the happy married men. Good
luck, John

!

Greczynski and Veluzzi, '27. are topping the list

at Long Island Medical College.

Tom McLaughlin, '25, is quite successful in a

new business undertaking. He is proprietor

of a no mean size haberdashery store in the

city of Scranton.

Mike Gallagher, '25, is now with the department
of City Transit of New York City. It is

another of Mayor Walker's keen selections.

It would not be surprising to those acquainted

with Mike and his abilities, to hear of the

Mayor of the "Wonder City" call upon Mike's
services as an expert.

Elmer Hurtzler, '22, is field engineer with the F.

« M. Vengie Co., Inc., of Phila. It will be

remembered that "Al" Cook, '23, is head

draftsman for the same company and that

John D'Arcy is an estimator.

George Casey and Tom Collins, '25, arc with the
State Highway Dept of Penna. We arc sure
George and Tom will climb continually up
the highway to success; for those who know
these men, indeed will admit, that they arc
leaders of men.

Tuning in on various wave lengths. Station
CHE Maryland, Engineer Correspondent
speaking. We are informed that the stork
recently visited the Conowingo Hydro-Electric
Development in Maryland, leaving a jewel
of life, a bouncing baby girl at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McPoylo, '24. of Berkley,

I
Md. Congratulations Tom and health to

your jewel.

Talking about baby dau-;hters we feel we would
never be forgiven by one who many at

Villanova today knpyv. Jimmy was proud
of his Villanova, but today James Phelan, '26

of 6884 Woodcrest Ave., Phila., is one of the

proudest fathers in this part of Penna.
Mother and daughter are doing nicely. Con-
gratulations, Jim!

Joseph F. Bedard. '26, received a real thrill re-

cently while patronizing the Eastman theatre

in Rochester, New York. The Tug-of-War
between the Freshmen and Sophomores was
thrown on the screen, showing the Freshmen
being drawn thru the limpid waves of the

Pond-down-by-the-old-barn.
Jet Ford. '24, was quite an athlete in his day.

The lure of the game free from commercialism,
basketball still fires in his heart. He was seen

at the C. C. N. Y. game. He sure is a true

Villanova rooter, and from his emotional
antics, we had a fear that Jet was going to

break into the game himself. That a-boy
Jet the old Villanova spirit.

"Ike" Reardon. '25. was present at the Man-
hattan basketball game. We were told "Ike"
resides on East 1 8th, Flatbush, Brooklyn. N.
Y. His room is a regular Ex-Villanovan
hang-out.

Help Villanova Rebuild
t.

Give 'Til It Hurts!

J
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topping the list, fol-

12 and '26 for second

Indeed "Ike" should be remembered as one
. of our capable basketball managers. He was

. well pleased with the showing of our present

basketball outfit.

"Clete" Sever, '26, was present at the New
Jersey dance, Newark. His eyes gazed upon
many new faces. "Clete" believes that the

place is fast growing.
Tom White, '27. Our boy from Passaic, was

. y. present at the Manhattan game. Tom sure
•' lollows his alma mater. Every activity of his

school which finds its location in any reason-

able distance from his home town, Tom is

'; there. Tom, your the same loyal and cner-

; ,
gctic son of Villanova.

''Art" Daley, '27, we arc informed is engaged

by a large brokerage firm at Wall Street, N. Y
Ed. J. Dougherty, '12, member of the Empire

Engineering Co., of Baltimore, spent the

Christmas Holidays, accompanied by his wife

at the ancestral home in Haverford.
The Engineers were well represented at the Phila.

Banquet to the football team, at the Penn A.
y- C. Practically every class was represented,

with the class of '27

lowed by the class of

, honors.

John A. O'Cary, '15, has been recently promoted
to division Transmission Engineer of the

Northern Division of the New Jersey Bell

Telephone Co. His headquarters are at New-
ark.

Joseph Hughes, '21, is now engaged in designing

work for Hertzler ^ Zook, Engineers, Phila.

On Dec. 16th, 1927, a baby girl put in its ap-

pearance at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Felix

Maguire, '21, at 2922 Maple Shade Rr., Ard-
more. Congratulations.

Members of the Class of '25 will be glad to know
that Philip Pecan, '25, is married and lives at

796 Maple Ave., Blue Island, 111.

Jim Byrnes, '22, is engaged on the construction

work of the South Broad Street Subway. He
is in the employment of Heyman ^ Goodman,
Engineers and Contractors.

We read that Marty McLaughlin, *14, formerly

superintendent of the Asphalt Plant under the

Bureau of Highways in Mayor Kendrick's ad-

ministration, will be promoted according to

the plans of the new Mayor of Phila., to Chief

Deputy of the Bureau of Highways. v

Gus Baron, '27. was present at the New Jersey

Club dance, Newark.
"Mat" Oberholzer, '27, was present at the Senior

Ball. It would not be justice to forget Jack

Moore, '27, Villanova's "Beau Brummel."
Apologies, Jack, but your admirers so adaim
you. Such popularity must be deserved.

Frank Pickett, '25, seen in New York, appeared

to be making haste t^^^ome important en-

gagement. The very sight of Frank forms
;•• a calendar image of his feats yet to be equalled.

Was basketball capt. of a basketball team

which was the nemesis of the East. State

Heavyweight champion, also of the middle

west amateur ranks and capt. of the football

team.

We finally realized why Frank was hurry-
ing, who should we meet at the C. C. N. Y.
game but our Frank.

Frank Powers, '26, was last seen on the cam-
pus. Frank claims you can't stay away from
the dear old place. Quite a compliment was
paid to Louies Barber Shop, for whenever
you want a real hair cut for a special occasion,

he knows where to get it and that is at

Louie's Barber Shop on the campus grounds.

"Bat" Ward, '27, was present at the C. C.

N. Y. game. He is now engaged by a chem-
ical Co., at Philipsburg, Penna.

Jerry Hurley, *'27, was on the campus before

the Christmas Holidays and after as a guest,

it is rumored of "Cozy's!" Dolan used to

call him Pop in his freshman year.

A new freshman trio is located in New York.
Jimmy Traynor, '26, Capt. Lefty Sayers

and Franchella are now living at Cator Ave.,

East 18th St., N. Y. C.

Bill Donahue, '27, was seen about the campus.
However he attracted greater attention at

Groff's Drug Store, Bryn Mawr. Accord-

ing to authentic information, Bill you have

a plausible argument for maintaining that

Capital Punishment should be continued.

We are somewhat afire to think you would
hold from us such valuable knowledge.

Walter Drummond, '24, is indeed a loyal

rooter. It may be safe to say that he is

seen at all Villanova games, whether he stages

at either end of the four corners.

"Mut" Halphen, '27. For some unexplainable

cause we realized, that "Mut" was an absur-

ity as far as the Alumni section is concerned.

Apologies, Marshall, we are to blame. Every
man is prevalent to err. But we are now
at your service.

Marshall was on of the best liked men on
the campus in his college days. In fact from
majority vote, our Marshall was chosen as

the most popular man on the campus.

He has what the bolder literarians call---

well for peace in the family we will class it

as "personality beaucoup." His personality

no^ only conquered the hearts of Villanova

but in his after college life, installed fight,

courage and success into each man of the

Malvern Prep football team.

Incidentily "Mut" is their coach, and the

fruit of his greatness was proven by produc-

ing an invincible football team.

We wish you further success and greatness,

we are always behind you.
^:.^ IN MEMORIAM >

>,;: "V'^ \ Carl Mondrash, '24

Killed in an automobile accident, Thurs-

day, Dec. 29, 1927, buried, Jan. 3, 1928.

Also

Howard Tyrrell '20 who was killed in an

automobile accident on January 27, 1928,

buried January 30, 1928.
To their relatives THE ViLLANOVAN ex-

tends its deepest sympathy.

May they rest in Peace.
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IN ORDER to approach the study of this work in the right manner, let

me explain the exact nature of the work. "Absalom and Achitophcl"

is a political satire, one of the four famous Tory satires written by Dryden

in quick succession within the course of twelve months. It was the first of

the Tory satires and undoubtedly the best, besides being the longest and most

important. It is purely a political satire, based on a political motive and is

completely adapted to its special purpose.

At this time practically all the poets were engaged in the art of satirizing

and with the work of "Absalom and Achitophel" Dryden ventured forth into

the field of satire for the first time. We may wonder why Dryden suddenly

directed all his eflforts in the field of satire, however the way was prepared for

him by the other writers of the period. It is valuable to note that the less

brilliant writers selected the form of political satire for Dryden. It was not

characteristic of Dryden to invent forms of writing or to introduce fresh ma-
terial for public consideration. He was never an innovator, since an innovator

stands outside contemporary feeling, that he may direct it. This Dryden had

no inclination to attempt; he always represented the public and was led by it,

his function being, when the public had accepted a certain form or a certain

taste, to bring his superlative gifts to the task of making that taste or form as

classical and splendid as possible. Thus while the other writers were bringing

forth various satirical works, Dryden remained in watchful inaction until all

the tools were forged which he needed and when he did write, it was as a

master, and his wonderful fourfold group of satires forms the most faultless

section of his work.

The method of expressing satire in this period was the herioc couplet.

The couplet had been brought into prominence by Waller and was used im-
mediately by his contemporaries as a medium of satirizing. In Dryden's hands,

the herioc couplet became a rapier of polished and tempered steel. Dryden
followed the lead of his contemporaries and used the couplet as a medium
for expressing satire, but while his contemporaries only attained fair success

in their works, he by perfecting this method of satirizing achieved the highest

distinction in a field which was new to him, the field of satire. '^'^^^

The victim of this satire is principally the Earl of Shaftesbury, however,
the Duke of Monmouth is also implicated. The occasion of this, the first

satire of Dryden, may be explained as follows. The Earl of Shaftesbury
seemed bent upon the ruin of the Duke of York. It was mostly through his

influence in both houses, that those infamous witncssess. Gates, Tongue, Bedloe,
etc., were so strenuously encouraged, and the Popish plot, if not schemed by him,
was at least by him cherished and supported. He had been heard to say with
some exultation, "I won't pretend to pronounce who started the game, but
I am sure I have had the full hunting." At this day that plot appears, to im-
partial and discerning eyes, to have been a forgery contrived to inflame the
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following year, and a sixth in 1684. The famous Attcrbury translated it into

Latin verse. It seems that Dryden paid little attention to his work after once

it was made public, he was too indolent, or too busy to correct mistakes, or

suggest improvements. He felt himself superior to the other writers of the

age, and he could afford to be negligent, without injury to his fame. He
had not that anxious desire for excellence, that tenderness for his own fame, that

respect for the opinion of others, which could make him submit to the patient

correction, the delicate and repeated attention, and those minute finishings,

without which, perfection is not to be attained, or approbation permanently

secured.

"Absalom and Achitophel" is a political satire, pure and simple. Besides

being executed with incomparable vigor and verve and as finished in detail as

it is impetuous in flow, it has the supreme merit of being completely adapted

to its special purpose. The allegorical form of the satire, while so familiar in

itself as to save all trouble in guessing the author's enigmas, just sufliccs for

veiling the real theme beneath a decent disguise; but it by no means interferes

with a quality necessary for the effectiveness of the work. Accordingly every

shaft flies home; in every character from Achitophel and Zimri to the lesser

which, as it were, are merely touched in passing, precisely those features are

marked as to which it is desirable to strengthen and sharpen the suspicions of

the popular instinct. The blows are not dealt indiscriminately, but with care,

and even with self-restraint. Absalom is "lamented" rather than "accused",

even Achitophel himself where he deserves praise, receives it from the candor

of his political assailant. Dryden's purpose was not to vilify all of the

opponents of the court, but to ensure the downfall of the false Achitophel, who
was first among them all.

Dryden is here at his best, and being at his best, he is entirely free from
that irrepressible desire to outdo himself, which in a great author, as in a great

actor, so greatly interferes with our enjoyment of his endeavors and to which,

in productions of a different kind, Dryden often gave way. This self-control

was the more to his credit, since he had not yet shot all the bolts in his quiver

and declared himself prepared to convince those who taught otherwise that

he could write gently with more difficulty than he could write severely.

The plan of this poem has been uniformly and universally admired, not

only as one of Dryden's most excellent performances, but as the best political

satire that ever was written. It is said to have been undertaken at the command
of Charles. The time of its appearance was chosen with as much art, as the

poem displays genius. Shaftesbury had been committed to the Tower on a

charge of high treason on the 22nd of July and the poem was published a few
days before a bill of indictment was preferred against him. The sensation

excited by such a poem, at such a time was intense and universal. The plan
of the poem is not original; not only had a similar one been conceived, but the

very passage of Scripture adopted by Dryden, as the foundation of his parallel,

had been applied to Charles and his undutiful son. Shaftesbury was disting-

uished by the nickname of Achitophel, before the appearance of this poem.

.'• "^
) ,'..
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The more deeply the poem is examined, the more reason there is to applaud

ihe exquisite task of the author. In the character of Absalom, particularly, he

had a delicate task to perform. He was to draw the misguided and offending

son, but not the hardened reprobate; for Charles, notwithstanding his just

indignation, was to the end of his reign, partial to the unfortunate prince, and

anxious to detach him from his desperate counsellors. Dryden has accordingly

liberally transferred all the fouler parts of the accusation to the shoulders of

Achitophel, while he is render of the fame of Absalom. We may suppose, in

doing so, that the poet indulged his own feelings ; the Duchess of Buccleigh had

been his most early patroness, and he had received favors from Monmouth
himself. These recollections must have had weight with him, when engaged

in composing this party poem, and we may readily believe him when he affirms

that David could not be more tender of the young man's life than he would

be of his reputation. In many other characters, that of Buckingham in

particular, a certain degree of mercy is preserved, even amid the severity of

satire. The follies of Zimri are exposed to ridicule, but his guilt is left in the

shade. Even in drawing the character of Achitophel, such a degree of justice

is rendered to his acute talents, and to his merits as a juldge, that we are gained

by the poet's apparent candor to give him credit for the truth of the portrait

in its harsher features. It is remarkable that the only consideration given to

the poem by Dryden after the first edition has a tendency to mollify rather

than to sharpen the satire. Sir Walter Scott has observed, that this poem is

as remarkable for its correctness of taste, as for fire and spirit of composition.

In comparing the satire under consideration with any of the celebrated

satires of Pope, we find in Dryden a greater fertility of ideas, and a more copious

variety of allusion, a more natural flow of versification, and more boldness of

idiomatic expression. Dryden has the more commanding eloquence, and Pope,

the more polished and brilliant wit. In Pope the cadences are more nicely

modulated and the rhythm more equally balanced. There is more glitter of

antithesis, more refinement of expression, more finish of execution, and a greater

love of alliteration. In Dryden there is an ease, a negligence, a confidence in

his powers, that overlooks petty inequalities, docs not stoop to minister beauties

;

he has fewer marks of patient and assiduous toil; he never appears to aspire to

the highest excellence; or to direct the eye of emulative genius towards an im-

aginary perfection. Yet it would be difficult to distinguish many passages of

one poet from the other, from any decided difference of execution. Dryden is

often equally vigorous in conception, compact in expression and musical in the

flow of his verse. In the character of Zimri. for example, one cannot recognize

any verse which the exactness of Pope's ear would have wished him to remodel,

or any part of the portrait, which he would not have been proud to own.
Dr. Johnson speaks of this poem in the following words:

—
"If it can be

considered as a poem political and controversial, it will be found to comprise

all the excellencies of which the subject is susceptible, acrimony of censure,

elegance of praise, artful delineation of characters, variety and vigor of senti-

ment, happy turns of language and pleasing harmony, of numbers; and all these
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raised to such a height as can scarcely, in any other English composition, be

attained. It is not, however, without its faults. Some lines are inelegant or

improper, and too many are irreligiously licentious. The original structure of

the poem was defective; allegories drawn to great length will always break.

The subject had likewise another inconvenience, it admitted little imagery or

description, and a long poem of mere sentiments easily becomes tedious.

Though all are forcible, and every line kindles new rapture, the reader if not

relieved by the interposition of something that soothes his fancy grows weary

of admiration and defers the rest." There is little doubt that with all its

faults, this poem is the best political satire ever written and according to the

old adage, "Give credit where credit is due," great praise must be given to its

author, John Dryden.

On returning to Shaftesbury we find him in prison on a charge of high

treason and also the victim of a satire writen by Dryden for the purpose of

directing pinplic opinion against Shaftesbury and bringing about his speedy

conviction. \Thus everything seemed to be prepared for his conviction and

condemnation. However, after a rather lengthy trial, the grand jury returned

a verdict of "Not Guilty" and Shaftesbury was taken from the court house

amid shouts of applause and approval. With the exoneration of Shaftesbury,

the satire, "Absalom and Achitophel," failed to accomplish the purpose of its

author, namely the condemnation of the victim, Shaftesbury. However, due

to this satire, Shaftesbury never regained his former position and he and Dryden
became bitter enemies. Thus while this poem did fail of its immediate purpose,

nevertheless it did blacken the reputation of Shaftesbury.

The success of this satire was immediate, its success surpassed anything of

the kind which had been witnessed since the Restoration. Within three years

six editions appeared and its fame spread throughout the entire country. How-
ever, the success of this satire very naturally came from the fact that the public

had within the past two or three years become strongly interested in that species

of poetic work.

It is needless to say that this poem strengthened the popular conviction

that Dryden was the greatest poet of that period. In fact Dryden achieved

the highest distinction in the field of satire, chiefly because of this poem. It is

true that Dryden wrote four satires, but since this is the best, it would naturally

have a greater bearing on his status as a satirist than any of the others. John
Dryden was the most vigorous verse-man between Milton and Wordsworth
and as a satirist, sufiice it to say that his satires speak for themselves.

•/^^ -
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•;':';:•:,•^-.George Aschenbrenner, '27.

Empty Pockets, Money Flown,
Empty Stomach, All Alone,
Empty Future, Courage Dead.
Explanation—^Empty Head.
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COLLEGE NOTES
The Belle Air of 1928

Working away, quietly, but with unreserved
enthusiasm and vigor, we find the staff of the
present year book rapidly giving concrete form
to their labors. John R. Sullivan the editor-
in-chief has gathered about him the choice lit-
erary, artistic, and business ability of the Senior
Class, and their efforts will be something worth-
while.

The Belle Air will be a book that will not
only do justice to Villanova and the Class of
'28, but far outclass the yearbooks that preceded
it.

Which is saying a great deal, when we come
to consider the books of the immediate past.
However, the achievements of the present Senior
Class have always taken a "great deal" to de-
scribe their success, and it is not intended to allow
the Belle Air to fall short of the standard.
An entirely revolutionary theme, with new

drawings and color schemes will lend added in-
terest to the rather set content found in every
yearbook. New campus scenes which surpass
anything ever before presented. New and
larger photo engravings thruout. The staff is

taking the best effoits of past classes as the
basis upon which they are building toward a
higher goal.

The college as a whole must lend its whole-
hearted support to giving the bok the success
intended for it. That the Belle Air is as much
a part of Villanova, as the very buildings on
the campus, is an undisputed fact. Promptness
in the cooperating with photographers, etc., and
one hundred per cent subscription when the re-

quest comes, are the things asked of the student
body.

Let's back up the Seniors the best we possibly
can and help make the Belle Air of 1928 an
accomplishment worthy of its name!

The Belle Air Ball
Tradition at Villanova demands that each

class outdo the efforts of its predecessors in all

activities. Especially so, those of a social nature.
The Class of '28 has followed the tradition
faithfully—the Freshman Hop, Sophomore
Soriee, Junior Prom—all "nonpareil." The
greatest and most successful effort was the final

one.

The Belle Air Ball of nineteen twenty-eight
more than exceeded that of previous classes. It

set a standard never equalled at Villanova. and
bids fair never to be equalled! Let us glance
at this zenith of dances.

The moon was on the wane. Clear skies

—

bright stars—an atmosphere rivalling spring.

Friday evening, the thirteenth of January was
truly a glorious night. The beauti-

ful ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton echoed to the I

joyous gathering of over a hundred and fifty
Villanovans and their fair guests. Trinity,
Georgian Court. Villa Maria, Rosemont. Beaver.
Barnard. Smith. Mt. St. Joseph's. Goucher, Mt.
Holyoke, St. Elizabeth's, New Rochelle, and
Marymount were all represented.

Girls and gowns appearing to have stepped
from the canvas of an Armstrong or Patterson.
Men from the pencils of Brown and Schabilitz.
Favors that pleased the most discriminate. The
class of '28 danced—to music by the masters.
It was a Belle Air Ball long to be remembered
by many.

The committee that so successfully accomp-
lished its task deserves untold credit for an un-
dertaking perfectly executed. Thomas McNee,
as chairman, received assistance from the follow-
ing committeemen. Thomas J. Coskren
Emmanuel J. Gallagher. James J. Gara. George
E. McCabe. Richard X. McGowan, Gustav N.
Peterson, Joseph B. Quinn. John R. Sullivan,
William H. Vincent.

The Junior Class
Though April and the approach of Junior

Week seems far distant the Junior Class realizes
the necessity of the great amount of work that
must be done in advance to insure the success
of its most important social event.

Being already the proud possessors of their
class rings, the members of the class realize
that they must not permit their interest to lag.
With this thought the President of the class.
Austin Tighc, has already appointed Richard
Denny as chairman of the Prom, and Joseph
Mulray as chairman of Junior Week. The
two chairmen have already selected their com-
mittees and plans have been formulated in
preparation for Junior Week.

The present Junior Class has already made a
name for itself by the novel way in which it

held its Freshman hop and Sophomore Soiree.
The date for Junior Week has been set and

a gala time is promised to the student body
who are expectantly awaiting the announcement
of the program.

Lawrence Club
Members of the Villanova Club of Lawrence

were hosts to hundreds of Collegians home for
the Christmas holidays, at a well attended and
a thoroughly enjoyable dance held on the
Wednesday following Christmas in the Rose-
mont Ballroom.

Included in the gathering of more than four
hundred were scores of Villanovans from cities
and towns in all sections of New England.
Practically every collegian present was repre-
sentative of some north-eastern institution, in

m '/
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the gathering which foxtrotted and waltzed from
nine o'clock till one to the music of Ed Mc-

> Andrews orchestra.

.;
The Ballroom was tastefully decorated in blue

and white, the college colors, and was surrounded
^ by a canopy of intertwined blue and white

;i streamers. Modern lighting effects were used
' ,. throughout the period of dancing and lent a

glamourous and colorful aspect to the whole
\.; affair.

To the officers of the club: President, Leon-
ard Young; Vice President, Arthur Kiernan;

;;
Secretary, James Lamond and Treasurer, Thomas

: Coskren, much credit should be given for the

masterful way in which they carried out the

<!/ plans for their dance.
V ;.. Insufficient space limits our putting down the

list of patrons and patronesses and club mem-
bers attending the dance, but we will say that

the Lawrence Club has done more than its

. share in putting Villanova on the map in New
England both socially and scholastically.

' ./ .
•!' .

La Salle Club
The La Salle Club, always a potent factor

ill the social life of Villanova, has decided to

hold its annual dance at Alumni Hall, Feb.

1 1th. If last year's dapce was a criterion we can

look forward to another very enjoyable evening.

Freshman Class
•;/'' The Freshman Class held a meeting recently

,V: V" nnd decided to patronize the Belle Air. The
,

•".• class as a whole is to be congratulated for its

• decision. Its members have shown that they

have taken to themselves some of the true

Villanova spirit, cooperation with the upper
' classmen.

^^^ W Club Dance
Following the precedent of former years, the

Wilkes-Barre Club of Villanova conducted its

Fifth Annual Dance on Monday, December 26,

1927. The scene of the affair was the mag-

nificent ballroom of the Hotel Sterling in Wilkes-

Barre.

Mary M. McGarvey

Dri/ Goods, Notions
and Men's Wear :

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE
;
ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students' Supplies and Greeting Cards

The setting bore a conventional Yuletide
aspect, yet withal, singularly distinctive.

Standing out superbly in the decorative scheme
was the huge banner, recently purchased by the

,
club. The banner bears simply the word Vill-

anova, wrought in the conventional blue and
white. It was the subject of much highly fav-

orable comment.
The crowd, numbering 150 couples, danced

gayly to the excellent music provided by Wil-
lard Lloyd's Orchestra. A feature, which added
greatly to the pleasure of the patrons and was
moreover something of a departure from the

custom of former years, was the beautiful

leather-bound programs issued to the guests.

These bore blue covers, upon which were in-

scribed in gold the letters W-B and the seal of

the college.

There is no doubt that "a good time was had
by all", and the social success of the affair was
unquestionable. The committee: James J.

Moore, Chairman: John Conaboy, Allie Gal-

lagher, Paul Gannon, James Kettrick, Joseph
McGuire, Joseph O'Donnell, Frank Palumbo.

New Jersey Club
The New Jersey Club Formal was the out-

standing Villanova event in the Metropolitan

district during the holiday season. It was
equally as successful as it was outstanding and

hailed as the best of the New Jersey Club
dances.

A perfect night, Wednesday, December 28,

found a smart gathering of college folk, number-
ing one hundred and twenty-five couples, danc-

ing at the Washington in Newark. Ridpath's

Ciub orchestra wove melodies that were befit-

ting the success of the evening. Villanova

songs and Villanova banners loaned the atmos-

phere that made a real college dance.

This splendid and brilliant affair was a red

letter event for the New Jersey Club and Vill-

anova as well. Representatives of over twenty

olher colleges were present, and they whole

heartcdly joined with the Villanovans in voting

the evening a success.

The committee deserves much credit for its

F. COLADONATO
College
Tailor

Suits Called for and Delivered

2 ARTHUR ROAD
ROSEMONT. PA.
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mdefatigable efforts toward success. The co-
operation extended by the members made this
dance one long to be remembered by all who
atended.

win, and the fresh are waiting until next year.
However—

!

Sophoinore-P>eshman Tug-o-War
It was one of those days that occur frequently

during the early part of December. Ice, where
there was water the night before, and water
again by noon—but very, very cold water.
The Sophs and the Frosh had decided to settle
the question of class supremacy for the last
time. One might be led to believe that the
principals in the argument had decided the best
way of upholding that settlement, when it had
been arrived at, was to place the vanquished side
in that cold—cold storage.
The scene of the battle was none other than

the body of water just south of the cows' dor-
mitory, referred to in the year books, as the "old
swimming hole", in movie news reels as a
"lagoon", in newspapers as the "College lake"
and by the student body as the "cow pond".
Call it what you will, but the student body
happens to be correct. At three P. M. the
time scheduled for the event most of the spec-
tators had arrived. By three-thirtv, the fresh-
men and sophomores who were to do the tug-
ging started to think the matter over, and four
o'clock found the war under way.

It was SOME war! The rope was stretched
across the pond and the stalwarts "dug in" on
both sides. Bathing suits were apparently the
official costume of the occasion. The affair
was hardly a "fixed job", for both sides came
prepared with the same attire. With the bark
of the starting gun, the loose rope leapt out of
the water into a quick tension, but not for
long. The sophomores registered their objec-
tion to some action on the part of the fresh, by
dropping the rope.

The freshmen had elected a convenient tree
to membership in their class and, placed it in

immediate use as anchor man on their end of
the rope. The second year men just couldn't
see the point, and even though most anything
could get into a freshman class they decided a
tree was one of the things that could not.

So when the rope was untied, the battle pro-
ceeded, and slowly but surely, the more exper-
ienced soph^s pulled their opponents far and
deep into the zero water and floating cakes of
ice. They emerged and lost no time reporting
for duty again. These rugged warriors had
decided on none other than a two out of three

win. Once again, the fight was on. The con-
tact with the icy water gave the shivering fresh-

men added vitality, for this time the tables were
turned, and it was the lofty soph who received

the ducking.
The gallery was enjoying the thing to their

hearts content, as were the dozen movie and
news photographers present for the festivities.

Victory lodged with the upperclassmen, on the

final try, and the sweetness of close-up photo-
graphy was theirs. Now that it is all over,

the sophs aren't just certain of what they did

Cow-boy Club
.

On the night of January 17, there assembled
in class room R a group of boys, probably ten
or twelve—they were, without a doubt, a pecu-
liar crowd as very few of them were from the
same part of North America. Some were from
1 anama while others were from as far west as
Sunny California", the remaining men were

from the states of Indiana, Ohio. Oklahoma,
Montana, and Michigan.

The purpose of this unique gathering was to
form a club composed of the so-called"Western
Boys". They in short order accomplished their
purpose, and thus the "Cow-boy Club" of
Villanova came into being.

£
„^^^ Purpose of this club is to promote good

fellowship among its members and also among
the student body in general. It seemed as
though a person coming from the west was
out of place, as all the different cities, states,
and group of states had their club, but there was
no one club that a boy could join unless he
was from the east. So finally it was decided
to gather together the boys from the west and
form a club to put the "west on the map" and
the way things have been going, the writer
believes that it IS succeeding.

After a name was decided upon, the new c!ub
took up the election of officers or rather the
election of its "heads", as they intend to make
this a real western outfit. The job of foreman
was given to Frank Jordan, who is well known
among the entire student body as "The dashing
full-back from the west." Next the group
elected a "straw-boss" and this fell to Leslie
"Pug" Burns, another varsity man. Now came
the position of "Top-hand" and this was cap-
tured by James Langan, another husky chap
from "way out where men are men".

With this business over the foreman took
charge of the "round-up" and then told his
"hearty helpers" that a basketball team was to
be formed and he appointed John Gault as cbach
and Tom Fitzgerald as manager. This team
would like games with any state or city clubs
situated in Villanova—particularly with the
Lawrence Club and the V. I. C. Club. Any-
one wishing a game will see the manager.

After this the "round-up" was endecl and
thus a new club has entered the doors of Vill-
anova.

Lieutenant Joseph A. McGinley -

The most horrible of all tragedies connected
with service in the army and navy was the
recent S4 submarine disaster. The forcefulness
of the affair was brought home to the faculty
and students of this institution upon the death
of Lieut. Joseph A. McGinley, of Norristown,
who was a student at this college for two
years. Their heroic nature was exhibited by the
fact of the messages they tapped out to divers
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franticafty trying to aid them in any way poss-

ible.

A Mass celebrated by Rev. E. V. Stanford
at this school was attended by all of the student

body and the parents and relatives of Lieut.

McGinley and hundreds of the students received

Holy Communion for the repose of his soul

The matter connected with the disaster has

been threshed out time and again by the members
of the board of inquiry appointed by the presi-

dent, but it can never bring back to us the lives

of those splendid types of manhood. May the

government safeguard the lives of all those now
on duty in submarines against such a recur-

rence, or if no means can be used, try to abolish

the submarine as an instrument of civilized

warfare.

His body was buried in Arlington National

Cemetesy that he might rest forever with the

land and naval heroes of all times.

May He Rest in Peace

Epsilon Phi Theta
The fraternity of the school of Arts was

the first fraternity to be organized in Villanova

College. Its weakness at this time can be at-

tested to by the many students, members of this

organization who in reality know nothing what-
ever about it. At the beginning of each year

the officers call a meeting and many students re-

pond. As the year wears on, the number of

students attending the meetings is less and less

until finally practically no interest whatever is

evidenced towards the organization. It is the

same story every year—the seniors to leave in

June would like to see the frat on a working
basis but will do nothing towards the promotion
of such a basis. THE ViLLANOVAN would
like to see everybody. Senior and Freshman alike

put their shoulder to the grind and have the

Arts fraternity on a level even higher than that

attained by the best of them.

PHI KAPPA PI
In spite of the fact that a routine of study

prohibits an extensive social activity, the Engin-

eers not been by any means inactive. j
When the football season was at its'Tieight,

and an Inter Fraternity League established, a

team was quickly assembled and drilled by

Peter Jacobowski, fullback on the varsity. In

spite of some threatening opposition on the part

of the Connecticut Valley Club Team, the En-
gineers came out on top, 13-7.

The first dance of the season was the "Owl
Hop" which proved to be a gala affair. For

some reason or other the Engineer's dance is a

great social success and every year it seems to be

a greater success. It must be said that a lot of

credit is due the committees in charge who cer-

tainly put whole hearted efforts in their work.

The Owl Magazine, strictly an Engineer's

periodical, has improved in leaps and bounds

until now we have a magazine of which every

member of the Mechanical Department of the

school can be justly proud. The success of

the magazine is due to the guidance of Father
Stanford and any improvements this year are

due to the unflinching efforts of the Editor-in-
Chief, Joseph Voelker.

The Employment Bureau which was estab-

lished in the Fraternity in 1926 for the benefit

of the graduated Engineers is still functioning
well. In spite of the brevity of its existence

a large number of graduates have been benefited

through the cooperation of the Alumni.
Basketball has been brought to the Engin-

eers through the Inter-Fraternity League. Al-
though the basketball team which represents the

Engineering Department did not win its first

game, it is only reasonable to say, that the team
will do its best and at the end of the season will

have the long end of the score for quite a few
games.
The proposition of showing Industrhil Films

has been thoroughly considered by the fraternity.

In fact it will not be long before a thorough
program will be established for the showing of

various films having to do with the sciences in

manufacturing. All those men, especially, the

members of the Technical Department who are

interested in such a proposition should keep their

eyes open for further notices concerning the

matter. In order to make such a step successful,

favorable attendance at the first few showings is

necessary.

Our Exchange Column
To the casual observer this column means

nothing but a list of institutions each of which
have contributed their organ of public speech.

In reality it constitutes nothing but the actual

list of publications. But to the magazine itself

it means far more. It sets forth the different

modes of expression of those places and in ad-

dition to the blank advertising which is broad-

casted, it sets forth a pleasant contrast by its

own individuality to the characteristics of other

magazines. The value of criticizing these art-

icles is unutterable to the makers of a collegiate

or institutional magazine. THE ViLLANOVAN
extends an invitation to magazines which may
receive its paper to forward their own organ

and they can be certain of immediate attention

in whatever respect it is desired.

The ViLLANOVAN acknowledges the receipt

of the following:
Catholic Union and Times
Niagara Index
University of Dayton Exponent
The Far East

Saint Vincent College Journal

The Lorctto
The Juniatian

The Crimson and Gray
The Cascian

The Aquinas
The New Student
The Mountain Echo
The Maroon
Gas Logic
The Norwich Guidon
The Ethos

« •*
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Dance Programs and
Invitations

Leather Dance Favors and
Novelties

Th.

Chas. H. Elliot Co.
The Largest College Engrailing House in the World

Commencement Invitations, Class

Day Programs, Class Pins and Rings

Makers of Villanom 1929 Rings

:- V-

Seventeenth Street and Lehigh Avenue
PHILADELPHIA

Wedding Invitations

Calling Cards
Fraternity' one/ Class Stationery,

Menus
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Puritan Proee

IT WAS in Mary's reign ihat the Puritan Church had its informal beginning.
,
but not until after her death that it really started to assume the proportions
of widespread popularity.

From the time of Elizabeih, England was essentially Protestant. But
the fact of the middle position of the English Church led to the formation of
religious bodies at home which parted off from itfa opposite directions. Andfrom Elizabeth s day onwards the party of further religious reform has also
been the party of religious freedom.

The Purion party, it must be remembered, had no more notion of
tolerance than any other party of those days. Its object, like that of every
other party, was not the mere toleration, but the exclusive establishment of itsown system And. as ,he Puritan movement was largely a movement against
arbitrary authority, it was necessarily a movement in favor of freedom Arevived spirit of independence marks the parliaments of Elizabeth and marksthem in proportion to others as the Puritan element grew stronger.

Lok a llr! 7f r't ^""\" "^°"''"'"' ^°' '""''^ '^'^^' •" the church

CommonT ' '" '"°"°"' °^ Strickland in the House of

From'^thl" time' T' ''"'
'^'J^T

^""'"^ congregations began to be formed,hrom this time the queen and her ecclesiastical system had to struggle withenemies on both sides, and to deal out persecution in different mea^res agZ^both, for she herself was a staunch Anglican. She unfairly denied re fg' oultolerance to Puritans and Catholics alike.
""gious

When James arrived from Scotland to occupy the vacant thronp ofElizabeth he found a general desire for change. Roma'n Catho cs and Purita^alike wished for a modification of the laws which bore heavily upon them

CourtTn 16oT'7llTr H^^^'/^ ' ^T^"^""
""^ '"^^ ''^"^ « " -P^on«-ourt in 1 604. All their demands were, however, rebuked.

Charles I the son of James, gave authority to William Laud ahonf I fii<;to produce uniformity of worship, this in turn.'to produce uSmtyTf spi it'Besides moving and renam ng various parts of th^ rh.,..u
"' .^^^ ^^ «?»"'•

;

themselves an order was givfn which IZ^!, J Pur^ ans^^^^^^^^ tt' '

that each clergyman was demanded to read the Declaratinn J Q .
' .

.

the king directed that no hindrance shou d be thrownTthe w^"^"/'
'"
""^f

wished to dance or shoot at the butts on Sund; aft^rfoonT' Cv^^f^h'
''^

clergy thereupon embarked for Holland and New Endind thoc.
'^

u
lat^place settled with their ancestors and denied tSfPul^^ Snl^and

BurtofLT^S.^t ha^Sr^^^^^^^^^^^ --,
lawyers who argued such a ca.^e ;,, tt,,^ r.f u \ 2 ' ^ '" h°"°' of the

Puritan by a few votes.
Parliament, who were
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, .. Oliver Cromwell led the Scots against the Enghsh RoY^l ^^ . "^ ^

were fierce Puritan enthusiasts, who had learned to "PhoW w.th a
1 ^\2lZ

of zeal the doctrine that neither the church nor the state had a "ght^o '"™
With the forms of worship which each congregation might select for itseir.

These men were commonly known as Independents
,„,j„«uin of

The Scots finally crushed the Royalists, and under the leadership ot

Cromwell, the greatest Puritanical leader, the king was executed m Ib^y.

Cromwell, in 1653, set himself up as Lord Protector. He --"l^d bv th^

,.: sword and conquered all who opposed him. Religious freedom he tolerated

: mostly because he was compelled to. He died in 1658. leaving a dread of the

J
domination of a standing army and of the very name of religious zeal behind

i •

'""'

Wi:h Oliver CtomweWs death the Puritans, with their hastiness to drill

England into ways of morality and virtue, began their rapid decline.

With such a history behind them, it is only natural to suppose that a

great deal of writings of great merit would be left by those persecuted. For it

y usually follows that works accomplished under serious difficulties are of the

finest. . .

: > But such was not the case with the Puritans. With the exception of two,

and possibly three writers, there is no work of any great merit marking the

reign of the Puritans, Many of their prose subjects dealt with the church-

long and tedious tracts—which would not be sadly missed if they had been lost.

The great literature of the Elizabethan age was in poetry. With one

exception. John Milton, the great literature of the Puritan age was in prose.

But the prose writers of the Puritan age were not without imagination and

delicacy of humor. Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress", by some thought to be

the crowning work of the imagination, is a product of this age. and during the

same period Thomas Fuller brightens his "History of the Worthies of England"

; by irresistible touches of humor, and Isaac Walton adds delight in nature and

'':

rustic pastime in his "Complete Angler"; but for the most part the world was

looked upon seriously.

Milton was born eight years before the death of Shakespeare, and was

generally reputed to be a man of high ideals. The first period of his life, that

is. up until 1640. he devoted to poetry and sonnets. Among these are the ever

famous "Hymn on the Morning of Christ's Nativity", "Comus". the greatest

masque in the English language. "Lycidias". "L'Allegro" and "II Penseroso".

The second period of his life, up until 1660. Milton wrote his prose

works, and numerous pamphlets may be included in this era. He was blind,

and. having no other occupation capable of filling, wrote voluminous prose

works. They are on various subjects, dwelling on one theme, liberty. He
struck heavy blows for liberty in church and state and in all the relations of life.

He plead for more freedom of speech and for more liberal ideas in education.

^ ^ . , As Secretary for Foreign Tongues under the dominant Cromwell, he

continued to write his burning pamphlets against the royalists who were

seeking to regain power. These prose articles were influential in keeping the

Puritans in power as long as they were, together with the iron-clad fist of

Cromwell.
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His greatest work in prose was "Areopagitica; A Speech for the Liberty

of the Press". This denounced the printing ordinance as utterly unworthy of

the parliament, and called for its repeal. This pamphlet accomplished its

purpose, that is, to have freedom of the press.

This is ihe chief prose work for which Milton is noted. Some of the

others, which do not deserve special mention, are: "The Judgment of Martin

Bucer Concerning Divorce", in which he favored the proceeding, and brought

upon himself a great deal of criticism and rebuke; "Tenure of Kings and

Magistrates", in which he defended the right to dethrone a tyrant, and thereby

won from Cromwell his favor and his position in the government.

However, Milton's "History of Britain to the Norman Conquest" is the

most authentic and best that now exists. A complete history of England
would have graced the shelves of prosody had he lived longer than 1674.

His Latin "Dictionary" is one of the most useful and complete in existence.

Different prose writings with his regard to the religious controversy were:

"Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical Causes", "Considerations Touching
the Likeliest Means to Remove Hirelings out of the Church" and were of no
great value. The Latin "Epistles" of Milton were numerous and dealt on
varied subjects concerning the government.

Yet, Milton's prose suff'ers badly in comparison, from a standpoint of
strictly literary value, to his greatest poem accomplishments, such as his

"Paradise Lost", "Paradise Regained" and the others which he wrote in his

first dramatic period.

The second great name in the Puritan age is John Bunyan, the prince of
prose writers at this time and the king of story tellers for all times.

"Pilgrim's Progress" has been pronounced the greatest of all allegories.

Bunyan's preeminence is undoubted. It is not an exaggeration to repeat this

estimate of him: "What Shakespeare is to English dramatists, what Milton is

to English epic poets, that. John Bunyan is to writers of English allegory".
Bunyan rose from poverty, ignorance and imprisonment to the position

of pastor of a large church. His fame was due in large part to his sufferings,

which, together with his genius as a writer, gave his works wonderful popu-
larity. It is no wonder that a man who overcame such obstacles should not
shov/ weakness when and where writing was concerned.

Bunyan was the victim of spiritual hallucinations, and these cause some =

of his earliest prose to be almost unbearable to read.

"Pilgrim's Progress" stole silently into the world; not a single copy of
the first edition is known to be in existence. Truth was employed to make
truth clear and goodness attractive. It describes a pilgrimage , where the
"Pilgrim", for such was his name, journeys through the trials and tribulations
of life, the "Valley of the Shadow of Death", the pitfalls of temptation, and
finally reaches his goal, truth showing him the way to eternal life.

It is said that images crowded themselves into the author's mind faster
than he could put them into words: images, sunny pastures, pits of wallowy
murk and slime, gloomy castles, soft vales, steep hills and dark and horrible
glens.
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iytt is really a remarkable piece of prose in the fact that the style is strictly

allegorical throughout. To the staid Puritans, this referring to the different

gifts of nature may have seemed blasphemous, as some of them actually

declared, but no other piece of literature can compare with it for beauty in the

English language when prose is considered.

About 1685, another gifted prose composition wafted from the gifted pen

of Bunyan. This was called the "Holy War", and had "Pilgrim's Progress"

never been written, this would have been the greatest allegory in the language.

Another great composition was given to the world by Bunyan. This is

"The Spiritual Quixote", another religious teaching.

But, before we leave Bunyan, let us say that numerous attempts have been

made to change the style of "Pilgrim's Progress". It has been done into

English of the modern day and into poetry, but the one greatest triumph of

Puritan prose is yet, as it was written by John Bunyan, the best selling book
of the English language outside of the Bible.

One of the greatest prose works of the century is Samuel Pepy's "Diary".

This work enumerates different events in the history of the time. It covers

nine years, and some parts of it are devoted to a gossipy record of the gay and

profligate portion of society.

A royalist by choice, Edward Hyde, later Earl of Clarendon, wrote

"History of the Great Rebellion", a book which, though slightly biased, still

gives a rather accurate account of the trying times of England during Crom-
well's stormy reign.

"Life", a personal treatise of the author of "The History of the English

Rebellion", is another interesting prose accomplishment. Very much important
and historical matter is contained in it.

Then there was the "School of Abuse", written by Stephen Gossen. This
work enumerated various and sundry complaints against English stage and
poetry, which was, as many Puritans expressed it, "a fit subject against the
devil and wiles".

Gossen had at one time been a playwright, but occupied the position of
Puritan clergyman when his famous criticism was published. The "School
of Abuse" is not famous for the truths contained, but rather for the wonderful
answer it evoked from Sidney, called the "Apology for Poetry" or "The
Defense of Poetry", or as sometimes called, "Defense of Poesy". v v-.

:
:; :=

Isaac Barrow was another Puritan writer although sad to say, none of
his works are now in circulation. It is known however, that he wrote
many pamphlets upon the subjects of the royal government and upon religion
as it referred to the state.

Two of the Pilgrims published a book which caused, perhaps, a great
deal of interest in the American continent among the Puritans in England.
The book was "New England Way". The authors of this were Thomas
Hooker and John Cotton.

"New England Way" contrasted the old and the new world, its progress,
i.e.. of the American nation and that of England. The value of this work lies
chiefly in the fact that it may have influenced many of the less fortunates in
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England to seek the new world for its long denied freedom. There is no value

in the book outside of this, for its form of literature is not valuable.

Thomas Fuller wrote "History of the Worthies of England" in the time

of the Puritan domination. This writing contained irresistible touches of

humor—something rarely found in Puritan prose. The book shows favoritism

to a great extent, and is valuable chiefly in showing the intimate lives of some

of the leaders of the period.

Lastly, there is one work which deserves of special mention. It is Izaak

Walton's "Complete Angler". A nature book pure and simple, it speaks of

the great outdoors as no other^riter of prose including Milton's attempts, had

done in the Puritan era. Walton adds delight in nature and in rustic pastime

by his stirring accounts of the joy of angling. He says: "I cannot conceive

of a man living a happy life without having enjoyed the solitude which angling

affords." Again, he insists that "For a long life and blessed joy; angling will

afford both." And also, "I would rather die than be deprived of the pleasure

of angling."

It seems that "angling", as he so affectionately called it, was a mania for

Walton. Yet. by his studious contribution he has set a scientific basis for the

modern fisherman.

It is with difficulty that we enumerate the beneficent results of this period

of Puritan domination on English prose. "Pilgrim's Progress" is the one

redeeming work.

^ However, there is a reason for this state. The Puritans were pious people,

at least in outward appearances. They rejected the drama as "works of

iniquity'/ and poems as "babble". With these two oppressed, and the main

literature of the Elizabethan era had been of these, there was little censorable

literature to be attempted. Anything that was worldly in the eyes of the

Puritan heads was frowned upon.

Piety was the outstanding feature of the period. "School of Abuse",

"Pilgrim's Progress" and the "Holy War", together with Milton's numerous
pamphlets, exemplifies this.

Milton and his followers desired in their prose, the building up of old

and new testament models. The strange situation can hardly be conceived

where Milton used "pagan" models in his "Comus" and "L'Allegro'' and "II

Penseroso" while they were banned by the heads of the sect. Strict moral
principles were stressed, and this accounts for the fact that the literature did not

last.

Of this age, "Paradise Lost" together with Milton's other poems, are

lasting. But the only prose work which has been of any importance later is

Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress".

We may include the King James Bible in the Puritan age and have another

great work to show for the oppression of liberal prose writing. But the

majority of the Bible was written in the Elizabethan era by others than the

Puritans.

Thus is ended the dullest age of English prosody. With only one work
outstanding, it is apparent that the severe laws laid upon the liberty of the

/^
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compositions set back English literature fifty years. Only two names stand

out, and one of these is noted for his masques and dramas, together with two

of the most famous poems in the English language written by him. rather than

for his prose compositions. Thus, John Bunyan is selected as the only logical

champion of Puritan prose, with his contemporaries trailing far behind.

Dallas Blatt, Junior Pre-Mcd.-

.. : s •'-"

DISCONTENTED youth, with wandering, fertile, but yet undeveloped

reasoning powers is bound to knock and roam about—until time and

fortune afford him a place to settle and then show the results of the slow

process of mind and culture—which is obtained only by experience—by making

a success of the body, the soul, and the mind entrusted him by ONE who is

forever and always on the watch over HIS apparently weaker offsprings. This

I believe should be a sufficient introduction of my character—Henrik Ibsen,

Norway's most talked of and highly honored poet who became known only

after his works had been carefully studied and critized. Not only was he a

discontented youth (as far as discontentment goes) but he was also an unre-

fined, rude youngster who was determined to prove that success follows only
after a series of consecutive failures.

Even though the very environments of his boyhood days imprinted on
his youthful heart a hatred and bitterness always noticeable in his works—his

bull -dog stubbornness led him on to overpower these natural setbacks; and
whether or not he succeeded, you can judge for yourself. As a mere tot, he
was inspired to the art of painting and, since he did not lack the much needed
talent, he lacked only the funds. Family troubles necessitated his abandonment
of this—his,most cherished pastime. He did not, however, forget his early

ambitions—for he still painted on, but it was in a different and less expensive
field, writing. Words replaced the most vivid colors in his reproduction of the
scenes he had once painted on the blank white canvas. This art, of mixing
the proper tones of words to produce a lasting picture on the human screen of
vision, brought him the fame and recognition the people of today bestow upon
him—though he has passed out of their midst now rnany years. Another of
the many known facts of his childhood is his birth. He was born of a well-
to-do family (who later through their hospitality to friends lost all this
partly causing his distrust in friendship) . As was the custom in those days,
the Ibsens moved about the country until they satisfied themselves with a place
in which to settle. This was hard to do as they were of the sea-roving type
and this factor inspired Henrik, one of the sons, to have a similar desire which
was never relinquished throughout his entire career. It seems, however, that
his family decided to settle in Skein, in the northern part of Norway, for it

is here that he first saw the rays of sunlight which inhabit and brighten even

i \'i

• .'.
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the dark spots of the earth. Here at Skein, he followed art and reading (of

course as soon as he became of the age when it is possible to do these things)

attending to both at every opportunity. It is not recorded that he wrote uhtil

some time later while he was being tutored—even then it was so discouraging

as to be ridiculed. After fifteen years of the buzzing saws, the lake stream, the

hospital, the town hall, and the church, (all intermediate surroundings of his

home) . he put in practice that roving spirit and became an apprentice to a druggist

in a small town north of Skein. As a druggist, he constantly put in practice his

mixing skill until the chemicals produced the colors he liked—it seems he

blended these into his colorful writings—for now he took an acute pleasure

in studying his small, limited library of prose and poetry. This latter phase

soon became his pet hobby and he slowly embarked on the tedious road to—

•

success. It might be well to mention here that his attitude toward humanity

slowly changed and he was now even known to have made friends with another

young struggling writer of the times, who wrote to Ibsen

—

'*The imagination of a boy is healthy,

The imagination of a man is healthier,—
But there lies much space in between/*

This, it seems, gave much thought to Ibsen for he applied himself with

renewed efforts to find out how much space was left to be mended by him.

Before this friendship, he was a hater of all humanity. Outside of shunning

his family, of parents and sisters, he displayed no desire toward sociability to

guests—instead he always enjoyed their discomfiture. In order to avoid

this, he was allowed to either draw, read, or play as he pleased. Another
peculiar trait of his was his solemn distrust of women. It was not often that

a man would avoid meeting with a woman, but Ibsen even as a boy. avoided

them and also hated them. His own sister meant nothing to him and it was
this which made him such an undesirable child of the home. However, now
away from Skein, his attitude changes—but do not think that women occupied

his mind—no, far from it! But he did assume an air—one of a canary recently

freed from its guilded cage ready to face the world free, so free as to make it

painful. This change did him good for now he began to visualize his char-

acters taken from actual life, and, presented them In an unbelievably human
form. They were indeed so human that one could see the characters in the plot

as though it was now taking place, somewhere on this stage world of ours.

These new efforts soon made him forget that he was once a poor boy bare of

clothes and the other necessities of carrying on life in its proper plane. This
was brought about because of his constant desire to roam about—it appears

to me that money burned in his pockets, as it were, for he got rid of It as fast

as he could. However, his short periods of happiness would soon blow over

and he would again be penniless, practically friendless (for he bothered no one
constantly enough to call him friend) and often very sad. It seems that it was
this temporary sadness which made him continue his efforts and made fortune

seem more probable than ever before. Keeping this in mind, he wandered off.

forgetting his little stone mug, and instead constantly pounding more knowledge
into that brain so willing to submit its knowledge to its fellow men. Is it
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:inymidi^^ after so many unsuccessful attempts his name became one

of honor in every country, in every intellectual well-versed mind of the world?

No! With a foundatic^n. such as he built in his infancy (it being said he had

a craving for building), he was bound to make himself famous—famous he

was and famous he remains to be.

"Success follows always consecutive failures of regular intervals of TIME.**

After childhood there comes a time during a man's stay on earth when he

Neither repents or rejoices; repents the evil or rejoices the good he has encountered.

; However, Henrik Ibsen did neither. He had no reason to rejoice and found no

-desire to repent. Why repent, when you have done nothing to justify repent-

ance. On the other hand, he secretly, silently and solely bosomed much personal

pride and satisfaction in the fact that he was now away and free from the wild,

continuous humming and hawing of the sawmills, the insane asylum, the

hospital—all environments of his childhood. At last, he was allowed to carry

out his selfish whim—that of solitude—where everything or rather nothing

would interfere with his persuance of his daily habits, study and more of it

through writing.
'•

,;...,. T^ carry my hero, from his little drug store, on through the actual ex-

periences he encountered upon leaving it—I shall give a brief summary of his

—

let us say, adventures; for after all life is but one adventure after another—each

trying to surpass its predecessor.

While still young, Ibsen left the drug store to become a theatre manager

at Bergen. It was here that according to biographical records he first was
allowed to present his many ideas in the form of script. Besides staging the

plays, acting as janitor, balancing the books—in fact running the theatre, he

still found time to compose. It was during his short career as a stage manager
that his first plays came before the public. As is the fate of a novice, they were

a complete failure, although they did show promise of improvement. The
promise they showed can be surmised from the tempting offer he received from
a rival house. Being, as has been said, of a roving type, he accepted this offer and
started once again to unravel those deep thoughts hidden behind those massive

brows. . \;-,\.v'^v:v.;;;;

This time success was certain and in a short time—the public wassemi-
Ibsenized—for now they began to understand his efforts. He was however^
not destined to stay here long, and once again put in practice his sole pleasure—^
roving. He finally found himself in Germany and there put in use his know-
ledge of German by producing several classical works. When the German
public began to appreciate him through his works, he moved (as was always his

custom—due to his desire to be powerful in a secret way) . After this move,
he settled in Italy. Here, his youthful cravings for art once more overpowered
him and he followed willingly. Between this and his continuance of writing,
he look untold pleasure in roving (seemingly the only suitable word for one
of his type) and studied the surroundings for his next presentation. While
here, he wrote much—many peculiar to Ibsen's former writings. This pecu-
liarity is based on the fact *that now he had his ideal environment one of
nature. Then, again, he was now studying man and woman, and based
his thpughts on nature's paintings. It is said that he would watch a person

i
.^ '• «i»-
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for hours, days and weeks—and then interpret them into the story he had

formulated from their actions. This skillful method, of forming the story

around his previously studied characters, made his submittals so remarkably hu-

man and also successful. An incident, which struck me as being very comical in

regards to a man of Ibsen's type, was his friendship with a flower girl of the

parks. As he strolled through the parks, to gain the necessary inspirations, he

noticed a pretty flower girl watching his every move. For sometime, this in-

trusion had no effect on him—but finally, they became friendly and as friend-

ship grew—Ibsen created her as the main character in one of his most successful

plays.However, their friendship did not last and it is said that it was well

because she was not a good match for him ; he requiring the soothing type of a

wife. After spending a few more years in the mountains and lakes of Italy,

he finally packed up again and made hi?*W^y to his native land.

Once again in Norway, he was astonished at his welcome. Indeed he

resented it so much that he would hide—refuse to be interviewed and in fact

did everything to turn the eyes of the public away from himself. It was not

to be so, for everyone would stare at him so—he was forced to hide. After a

brief stay, he again put in practice the political teachings he had formulated

—

but to his disgust he had to give it up as a bad job. He wrote to a friend and

rival "A man should never mix writings with politics if he is successful in one

or the other". Following his own advice, he gave up politics to put his entire

.time to his specialty—writing. He produced several clever plays and then again

staged his usual act—he moved.

We now find him a married man. contented at last to settle and enjoy the

riches proper and fitting a man of his character. To say a few words about

his newly acquired life—due to his wife—I will endeavor to show his reactions

during life's journey. Being favored with the muchly demanded amiable wife,

Ibsen missed many unpleasant interviews with the ever anxious reporters. His

wife, knowing his temper and attitude towards these intruders, tried to shield

him as much as possible from them. In this, she was justified for whenever

interviewed he would go into a rage and pace around tearing his hair—talking

wildly. As a matter of fact, he still shunned society and it was very seldom

that he attended any social affairs. It is said that the only time he went out

was to attend a play written by him. Even to this, he would go dressed as

he always was—long, shabby frock coat, striped trousers, laced front—all

shabby but nevertheless, his idea of correct dress. In this way, recognized but

not recognizing, he made his way about the town always the center of attraction
'

wherever he went. However, his magnetic human touch in his writings had
entered into the hearts of his many admiring readers and so all his peculiar and
unfavorable traits were soon forgotten.

Thus, we have born a stubborn, ill-bred youngster—only to develop into

a full grown man possessing the powers of creating self-respect, honor, and
trust, of all the people. Yes, he has now passed away—but only in body, for

. his soul and his works remain with us to be enjoyed by all who take pleasure

in reading works of art produced by an artist who will live forever; not only
to the Norwegians' public; but also, to the universal literary public.

Emil J. Chervenka. Pre-Med. Soph.

('.
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^TP^HE fire burned brighlly and the wine flowed freely among the officers of

the 12th Dragoons. Tired of the carnage of the Napoleonic war they

eagerly grasped every opportunity of relaxation. They cursed, they

drank, and gambled as recklessly as they fought, and, under it all was good-

fellowship, the spirit of adventure and the pride of having comrades-in-arms.

Why should they pause to think when—men they knew, men they admired

'^.}mere missing at every reunion?

V; "I say Tom," said one. "that was a good song, but did that rascal of

yours really compose it in Lisbon?"

"Yes," was the answer. "Mike's a good servant and also the devil with

the women, and that reminds me. Old Wellington strictly forbids his precious

soldiers to molest convents and churches."

;'': "Yes it's true," he continued, "but did Harry ever tell you about the

time he saw a ghost in a convent?"
'

''-
."-X'-^;- All eyes turned to Harry and their owners demanded "The Story! The
Story!!"

Harry, a short fat Englishman with a florid face, rose slowly and holding

up his stubby hands for silence, said. "Well boys, make Tom give me a drink

of his sherry and I'll begin."
* * * *

Away from the glare of the fire in an atmosphere that was more suited to

his mood was Tom O'Reilly, likewise an officer of the 12th Dragoons. The
rough stone on which he sat was shrouded in the darkness cast by the forest

behind. Had the faint glow of the moon reached this spot one could have seen

a rather defiant looking chap. He was talking low but .with intensity. "These
men are called officers and gentlemen, but, what is their idea of a gentleman?
Nothing more than a member of a clique which kno\vs and can sing ribald

songs, tell childish jokes, and scorn what others hold sacred. They have no
nobility of feeling but they are enjoying life and I am not. If I point out
their foibles they laugh and offer me a drink. It is against my nature to
associate with them but I suppose I must go on, ever alone."

To explain the origin and the events that led to this state of mind would
require many pages and the pen of a realist. Thus the reader would know
cltarly and without the trouble of thinking. But how dull it would be!
Hov/ever, what would it have profited the young lieutenant to know that
Napoleon, against whom England and other powerful countries were desper-
ately fighting, had at the age of eighteen contemplated suicide?

The increasing thunder of a galloping horse was heard and out oi the
darkness an orderly appeared. He wheeled his horse to face the fire at which
the commanding officer stood. The horse was beside the fire an instant later
and before he had come to a complete stop the orderly was off his back and
standing before the major. They spoke for a minute and then the ^orderly
was astride his horse and galloping on.

': .x:."
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The blast of a trumpet cut the air. The echo died away and the major

began to speak to the officers he had assembled.

"A volunteer is needed for a mission from which there is no returning."

Scarcely had he finished when Lieutenant O'Reilly stood before him and

said, "I will go. Sir." ,

The major looked into O'Reilly's eyes and being moved by some arbitrary

emotion handed him a packet tied with a blue ribbon. "Your orders are in

this," he said. "You will leave immediately."

Later, a man looked over his shoulder and saw soldiers making merry

around the fire. Then he strode resolutely and not without a feeling of

contentment into the night.

Thus the trial began.

The forest through which Tom strode was cool. The different shades

of green lit up by dancing sunbeams, the murmur of a nearby brook, the sweet

fragrance of the air were all combined in a powerful symphony of nature. It

was impossible for Tom not to be caught in the spirit of his surroundings.

Then he heard a song. Paused to listen. Suddenly he remembered he was an

English officer in the enemy's territory and he hastened toward the singer. He
found him bathing in a small pond and on the bank was the uniform of a

French officer. No one else was in sight.

O'Reilly called, "Hello there! Stop your singing."

The singer, a slender young man with an infectious smile replied with a

merry voice. "I'm sorry monsieur, my singing has annoyed you, but you

should hear me whistle," and he began to whisle with great clearness of tone.

"Stop that!" commanded O'Reilly. "You ought to be able to see that

I'm serious."

"Well," replied the Frenchman, cocking bis head to one side and raising

his eyebrows, "there does seem to be some seriousness behind your jolly

exterior."

"Don*t act like a fool," retorted O'Reilly.

"I didn't," replied the Frenchman apologetically. "You see my whistle

has summoned my friend."

O'Reilly spun around and saw before him a tall, long -faced priest. The
new arrival had a shining cranium, and when one was not blinded by reflected

sunlight it was possible to perceive a most dolorous expression which was not

made brighter by the second chin under which was hid an adam's apple.

"Young man," the priest's words were slow and deep, "who are you?" .

"A Frenchman escaped from the English prison," replied O'Reilly, trying

to appear as if telling the truth.

"Well, we're Englishmen escaped from the French prison. But no matter

who we really are let us have supper and spend the night together." said the

priest.

Lieutenant O'Reilly smiled and said, "As you will."

That evening when the eastern sky was a riot of burning colours and

a sweet silence hung like a benediction over the woods, Pcre Charles of the

and his chivalrous young friend had entered into a rather deep conversation

\
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c with Licutcnani O'Reilly. All the men were basically serious though some

superficial persons might not think so of Capitaine Francois Bcrgerc who usually

/ laughed away the foibles of humanity instead of expressing himself in com-

plicated diction. After Pere Charles concluded an anecdote O'Reilly looked

at Capitaine Francois and said, ''From the story it appears as if you prefer no

one society. Therefore you arc not consistent."

"Did you ever think, Monsieur, that it is possible for two truthful men to

think each other untruthful. I like a truthful man though I may not like his

J actions. I am not a critical judge just because I have been fortunate. Often

1 meet people who sense my understanding and when they sec me refrain from

certain practices they begin to think."

"Perhaps you have a good reason." said O'Reilly thoughtfully.

"Reason! reason!" Pere Charles looked as if he was going to cry.

"What is this world coming to when everything must have a reason? Reason

will not explain everything, that is why God gave you an imagination."

.

V "Everything must have a reason Father," said O'Reilly.

V-' < "It has, but you are not all-wise. Because you find something is not

comprehensible does not mean that it hasn't a reason.

,.;; "Listen young man," continued the priest, "you are a Catholic, therefore

. you believe in the Last Judgment. Suppose that you were originally I and

I was originally you. Judgment Day came, and now we are living each others

lives for universal understanding
—

"

"Father," interrupted Capitaine Francois, "if you ever got drunk and

forgot yourself you might be the Little Corporal."

"Are you trying to be funny.'*" asked the priest.

"No, I am only making a paradox for our friend."

Later Pere Charles was asleep. O'Reilly and Bergere sat before the dying

V
camp-fire, the former lost in reverie. Bergere got up and walked away, the

i action attracting Tom's attention and he -followed the Frenchman with his

eye. Capitaine Bergere came to an uprooted tree and leaped upon its trunk.

His feet were apart, his face uplifted, and his arms extended as if to grasp

the firmament. He was breathing slowly and deeply. It was a wondrous
night. T^ sky was a soft deep blue in which twinkled a million stars; the

earth below exuded a sweet stillness. Like a golden lantern the moon shone

from out the nether depths of space. Softly the trees were being swayed to
.

sleep by the fragrant breeze and as Tom gazed upon the scene he was filled
^

with affection for a something he admired.—A something recalled, that lately

seemed never to have existed.

Bergere jumped and landed lightly on the ground. With a brisk step

he began to return to his friends. On his right he heard a rustling of leaves

but, being too preoccupied to attach any significance to it, passed on. A dark
form came from out the bushes and stole up behind him. A knife flashed

and then the air vibrated to a low groan.

So sudden and unexpected was the attack that before O'Reilly could
give warning the captain lay on the ground. When Bergere fell the knife was
still in his back, and the bandit, one of the many who roamed the countryside,

A
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transferred the pistol in his left hand to his right. "Don't move!" he snapped

at O'Reilly, but the man at his feet reached up and grasped the pistol. O'Reilly,

taking advantage of the opportunity, seized his own pistol and fired. The
captain's grip was weak and O'Reilly's aim poor. The bandit broke loose and

fled into the forest.

The shot awakened Pere Charles and he reached Bergere almost as soon

as O'Reilly. They found the captain fatally wounded: to have removed the

knife would only have hastened the end. They made him as comfortable as

possible and then, the Irish lieutenant walked away with tears in his eyes; one

of the enemy was making his peace with God.

Pere Charles called him back a few minutes later. "Francois has some-

thing to say to you," said the priest.

O'Reilly knelt down beside the dying man. He looked into the wan
face of the Frenchman. "By God I'll catch that devil if it takes a lifetime."

"Easy Tom. Don't make rash vows. Forgive him, perhaps he didn't

know.

"Tom," he continued, "I have a sister whom I love, whom anyone

would love if they knew hei* as I do. She is in danger and death takes me

when I am most needed. Will you take my place?"

O'Reilly looked into the anxious face and said, "Yes, my word of honor."

Capitaine Francois Bergere smiled his appreciation. "Father, will you

kiss me? And you too, Tom." Without another word or smile he closed

his eyes.

Midnight. Two men were talking beside the glowing embers of a

dying fire, behind them was a low mound, a cross at its head. "Within this

locket," said the priest, "you will find a miniature of Jeanne Bergere. I will

tell you the story:

"The town of Veronis, not far from the castle of that name was in

medieval days a flourishing community, but since the shifting of trade centers

the place is almost forgotten, in fact the storm of the French Revolution

for us existed only in the reports of visitors—you see monsieur, I am vicar of

the town.

"Lately a major came to the town to conscript men into his battalion. He
happened to see Jeanne and struck by her physical beauty asked her to be his

wife. She refused. The major had to leave on duty but he left a company
of soldiers in order that they might collect provisions and keep Jeanne Bergere

a virtuaT^nsonetr--*^

"Jeanne is a Countess by birth. Her brother was decorated by the

Emperor himself.

"I left Veronis and went to see Francois. He secured a furlough and to-

gether we began to return. Tomorrow we were to part. I to see the Emperor
and he to see what could be done at Veronis. That is all."^

Tom walked over to the uprooted tree and sat down on its trunk. A
half hour later he came back with an abstract expression on his face. Mechan-
ically he threw wood on the fire and by the flame light gazed at tjie miniature

within the locket.

Ill
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''^'''^^^^^^^^ Thus the soul of a man began to change.
.;',;' vC- .

****.
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Lieutenant Thomas O'Reilly was inferior to himself and habit had pro-

^ duced a state of mind whereby it was almost impossible for the will to over-

•: ' come aversions which are often caused by shallow teachers, particularly women

teachers who not understanding a boy's psychology, resort to emotional judg-

ments. Now an unusual stimulus filled him with an emotional excitement

which overcame his perverted sense of humor, and now he glorified in the

reservoir of energies he had discovered. O'Reilly had ever been a good Catholic,

^i During the short time he was in the army he had been. obliged to defend his

: religion and what he bad once considered truth became faith. It was this

'

faith that prevented him from becoming an egoist later on in life and perhaps

'<
it was also responsible for his meeting Pere Charles and Capitaine Bergere.

How O'Reilly fulfilled the mission which his commanding officer en-

trusted him with, how he was captured and escaped from the French concerns

this s ory only as the reason why his new attitude toward life was sustained

v; until it was almost himself. ******
: ; ;

"
A^^ walking along the road stopped, folded his arms across his

V chest and cast over the town before him a long searching look. To him the

• gray wall surrounding it was a mystic grey, and the gateway in its center a

frame to the little world beyond. Then with his eyes bright, head erect, and a

smile playing around his firm lips O'Reilly continued toward Veronis.

At the gate a soldier confronted him and asked, "What is your name?"

"I will see your commandant about that later. Can you show me a

good place where I can get supper?"

The stern look, the tone of voice reminded the soldier, who was lately a

farm hand, of his former master. Forget ing he was a soldier he replied. "Down

thi^ street, sir, only a short way. You can't miss it."

-^
; "Well done, my man." and the stranger moved forward.

; : He found the tavern crowded with townfolks. There was much to be

seen and much more to be smelt. The heat, the crowded condition of the

place, and the constant opening of mouths did not help the condition. There

was a great deal of chatter going on that was almost intelligible. O'Reilly

watched a thin little man with squeaky voice trying to pass an opinion but

everything he tried his voice was drowned out by the trumpet tones issuing

from a lady of luxuriant proportions. Going over to the man he asked,

"What does all this discussion, concern, monsieur?"

The man looked up in surprise? "Don't you know? Why you must

be a stranger. I haven't seen you before." Here was a chance of exhibiting

his gift of gossip and the little man seized it. With a grandiose gesture he

motioned to a corner of the room where there was an empty tabic.

No sooner had they seated themselves than he began. "Sometime ago

y i miior came here to recuit soldiers. But you know how some of these

mili:ary leaders are. Of course you have heard what Lusicn did in Paris."

"But what does this commotion mean?" demanded Tom. "See the

people are leaving."
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"I was coming to that," the little man said with a hurt expression on his

face. "This major happened to see Jeanne. Ah you will not understand for

you have not seen our Jeanne."

"Wait a moment," interupted Tom. "I will make a bargain. Tell me
where those people arc going and I'll pay you enough money for all the wine

you want.*'

"Weil iif you're in such a hurry, I'll take the money. Our Jeanne was

insulted by a guard of the castle and the captain who is responsible for her has

ordered the rnan to be executed. The execution ought to take place in a few

minutes."

"Adieu, monsieur. Here is our money."

Lieutenant Thomas O'Reilly had suddenly decided to become dumb.
4t * 4( * 4(

She was approaching the stairs in the foyer. The maid beside her, the

room,—everything became a white mist except her. Her walk, the position

of her head was so refined, so graceful. Her eyes were large, light, clear, and

had the frankness of courage. She was not one who had discoved and prac-

ticed culture but to whom culture was as natural and as beautiful as the love

of mother for child.

He loked at her and the air he breathed seemed to be sweeter—fresh and

cool as the mountain air. He was vaguely concious of how subtly combined

was the colour of her dress—so harmonious—all he knew was that he was

looking into her eyes and she into his. A strange happiness was within him.

An inexplicable sympathy seemed to grow between them and for the present he

was in a drunkard's world where the past and present did not exist but only

a wondrous present.

"Mon Dieu, doesn't he look silly," exclaimed the maid at her side. In a

flash he recovered himself, pretending not to have heard he turned around

and busied himself with inspecting the picture behind him. By coincidence

it was a painting of the Countess.

A hand touched his soulder. "Why are you looking at my portrait?"

she asked.

"Mademoiselle, by gazing at a painting it is possible to discover virtues

and love them for their own sake. One used to the contemplation of beauty,

that is ideal beauty, will not readily be overcome by vice which is gross and

loathsome. Then I am also interested in the technique."

While he was talking the maid left and went down stairs.

"My!" exclaimed the young Countess. "My new guard is very inter-

esting!

O'Reilly blushed and felt like kicking himself for doing so.

"You do talk rather well for a dumb man. The captain told me he had
secured a famous jailor who couldn't speak."

"I'm wasting time. Go to my rooms. I'll remain here to fool the guards

whom my quickwitted maid has gone to fetch."

"Mademoiselle, why do you do this?"

She looked at him and then quietly said, "Go."
^ (Continued on Page 65)

V
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NOT many stories of literary success have attracted so much interest and

are in themselves so enthralling and curious as that of the Bronte Ssters.

The question has often been asked how it came about that these children,

who were brought up in distant solitude and cut off. in a manner, from mtel-

lectual life, who had but a poor opportunity for studying mankind, scarcely

any knowledge of the ways of the outside world, were ennobled with searching

hands to dissect the finest parts of passions: to hold up in the clearest light the

springs of human actions, and to detect, with nervous power, the most masculine

and forcible aspects of character. The solution has been sought in the amatory

strength and inherent mental disposition of the sisters, framed and moulded by

their rugged surroundings, which, in their youth, was tinged with lurid light

and vivid feeling by the misfortunes and sins of their unhappy brother.

V The sisters. Charlotte and Emily, were the daughters of Patrick Broiite.

whose life and characteristics deserve a study also. Charlotte, born in 1816,

and Emily, born in 1818. were third and fifth, respectively, in a family of

six, which numbered five giris and the unfortunate brother, Patrick Brannell

Bronte. . ,

Mr. Bronte was for years minister of Hartshead-on-Chfton, but resigned

and accepted the incumbency of Thornton, of which Mrs. Gaskell said, "The

neighborhood js desolate and wild : great tracts of bleak land, enclosed by stone

dykes sweeping up to Clayton Heights/' This disagreeable picture of the-

place is scarcely justifiable'to its appearance. There is little barren land for the

soil is naturally fertile.

Mr. Bronte steadily pursued his literary avocation while at Thornton,

-

but there were causes of anxiety pressing on him at the time. The state of

his wife's health was a real sorrow, and his spirits were dampened at the thought

of the season of bereavement and affliction that would threaten him at no

distant date. Therefore, he entertained the idea of resigning at Thornton,

which he did and obtained the curacy of Havorth. where he receiyed a some-

what larger stipend. But the main consideration was the purer air to be had

for his wife and the not over-robust constitutions of his children. But this

was of little avail to Mrs. Bronte; as she died eighteen months later, from an

internal cancer. '
' ''^ ^:

•'''';
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Mrs. Bronte, for the short time she was living, did well to mould her

daughters* characters like her own gentle and maternal virtues. She was small

in stature, but of graceful and kindly manners, and was gifted with great

judgment and modesty. She also had some literary ability, and literary

taste. She wrote an essay entitled "The Advantages of Poetry in Religious

Concerns**, and her letters were characterized by elegance and ease. This is

onejof the sources that we may judge that the sisters obtained their genius.

/ The girlhood of the Brontes in the parsonage at Havorth has been pictured

to u^ as a very strange one indeed. They were deprived early in life of

maternal care, and left in charge 6f a father who was filled with Spartan ideas

of discipline and with themes of education above and beyond the capacity of
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childhood. There Was probably little room in the house of Mr. Bronte for
gaiety and amusement, and very little tolerance for pretty dress, but. instead,
rigid formality, staid attire and frugal fare fell to the lot of these thoughful
children, and for solace they fled for silent companionship to the vows which
had the greatest influence on their following works. "Jane Eyre". "Shiricy"
and Wathenng Heights". They had little companionship and grew up among
their elders with heads older than their years. They were, in fact, "old fash-
ioned children". But yet they were still children, and entered wholeheartedly
into the joys of childhood, as is testified by the eager delight in having received
toys. But their extraordinary cleverness was soon observed, and the servants
took care lest any of their remarks be repeated by the children.

The children's intellectual delight was, for the most part, newspapers and
magazines, which featured moral stories and entertaining subjects which were
treated in the serials of the day. Their attention was also attracted to the
political questions then being debated in the House of Parliament.

By their surroundings, their minds were soon raised above the thoughts
and desires of childhood in general. They were sent to a recently established
school at Cowan Bridge, which was intended especially for children of clergy-
men. This is supposed to have been the original of the description of Lowopd
in Jane Eyre", which occasioned many condemnations of the school by the
reading public.

The two sisters early gave evidences of artistic ability. Charlotte, indeed
gives a list of the juvenile works she has composed. They filled twenty two
volumes, and consisted of tales, adventures, short stories, lives, poems, etc.
1 hese productions manifested extraordinary ability and industry; Emily par-
took of the same spirit. r—

^

The sisters loved each other passionateW. They were also very proud
of their brother who was taught by their fatheV. They were very wide readers,
perusing the Bible. Shakespeare. Bunyan. Addikon. Johnson, Sheridan, Cooper,
bcott. Byron, Coleridge. Wordsworth and SoUhey. with Blackwood's Mag-
azine. Charlotte then went to Roehead SchoAl at the age of fourteen, where
at first she seemed so ignorant in grammar and^eography that a kind school-
mistress told her pityingly that she must be placed with the little ones. Char-
lotte cried so much that a chance was given her among the larger girls, and itwas revealed that she was fairiy steeped in literature and history. She was
very shy and nervous, with a strong Irish accent, and she was thought very
Ignorant until she would confound someone by knowing things that were ^^

entirely out of that person's range. f'^

The biographers of the Bronte sisters have pointed out especially the
artistic instinct in Chariotte and Emily. Both Charlotte and Brandwell drew
assiduously, copying line for line the grand old engravings of Wollett. Brown.
Fittler. until her eyesight was dimmed and blurred by the constant strain.
Charlottes drawings were pre-Raphaelite in detail.. While at Roehead, Char-

u ?u .

"^
"^ *'" ^""""^ P"P''' *° *^"^ hctter and quicker than theyhad before seen any one dp. and that she picked up every scoop of information

concerning painting, sculpture, music and poetry as if it were gold The
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pamting was a part of the Brontes' education and became apassion with them;

^hey did not see that they were misdirecting genius. They were, by Mr.

Robinson, an artist of some reputation, encouraged in this.

Charlotte was offered a position in R-^^^^^^!^f '
"^"\

tended, but she felt herself unworthy to teach, and, with the object of mprov-

ng he French, she went to Brussels. Naturally, she took her sister along, s

hey were inseparable. Charlotte fixed upon Brussels [or several reasons,

becLe it was a cheap journey; because education could be had th-e at any

rate as good as at any other place in Europe-perhaps better-and then her

friends, Mary and Martha, were in Brussels. But there was a temporary

disappointment. It was reported that the schools in Brussels were not good

and Charlotte immediately set to work to discover another establishment

which they found at Lille, but again the plans were changed when a friend ot

hers discovered the establishment of Madame Heger in Brussels, which was

greatly eulogized. They left Havorth with far different feelings; Charlotte

with a stout heart and perfect confidence, leaving no regrets, but to Emily the

moors were a paradise, and to leave them caused many regrets. Emily was

far more inspired by the influence of locality and home than was her sister.

When in Brussels, the boisterous schoolgirls found no companions in them, for

they remained together for a long time and read and studied apart. This

reserve never entirely left Emily, but afterwards Charlotte gained confidence

and made friends.
j i j • f

Madame Heger was a woman of capacity and understood the duties ot

her position, but apparently Charlotte did not get along well with her. Mr.

Heger was of a quick and energetic nature, choleric and irritable in temperament,

but, withal, gentle and benevolent also. He was a zealous member of the

Society of St. Vincent de Paul, and in the evenings after his day's teaching

was done, he gathered the poor together that he could instruct them. The

school was a large and prosperous one. Mr. Heger was quick to perceive that

Charlotte and Emily were capable of greater things than most people, and he

immediately put them into the higher walks of French literature.

Emily and Charlotte were non-Catholic, and this fact helped to complete

the estrangement. Charlotte herself writes that she was happy, but that it

was all in herself. She lived for the time when she and her sister would be

able to open a school as a reward for the arduous studies. Charlotte liked

Brussels, but she did not care for the Belgians. She thought them a stolid,

unimaginative, gross, unintellectual type, and evidences of this type of character

persist in the pages of "Villette" in the personages of Mile. Blanche and Virginic.

The sisters did not return home in September as they had planned, but,

instead stayed six months more—Charlotte as English teacher and Emily to

instruct some pupils in Music. They were to continue their studies and have

board without payment, but they were offered no salary. But there was grief

awaiting the sisters, for their Aunt Brannel, who had been the support and

guardian of the parsonage for years, had died. The sisters returned to the

parsonage at Havorth to find the funeral over. Thus, their studies were cut

short and interrupted, but they learned a great deal while in Brussels. Mon-

•'i-'^w^^t^^

It.

sieur Heger wrote to console Mr. Bronte in his loss, and said that in another

year the two girls would have been secured against the eventualities of the

future. It was this kind letter from Monsieur Heger that afterwards induced

Mr. Bronte to allow Charlotte to return to Brussels.

Charlotte, back in Brussels again, was unhappy and homesick. She missed

Emily sorely, and more than once her resolution wavered. She felt Madame
Heger neglected her, and she went to the madame and told her she could not

stay, but the madame would not allow her to leave. Finally she left, causing

great distress to herself. It is believed in some quarters that Charlotte had an

affair with Mr. Heger, otherwise it is hard to account for some questions, as the

following: Where did Charlotte obtain that intimate knowledge of love in

which she surpasses all other novelists? How is it that she dwells almost

exclusively in the agony of unrequited affection? What was that irrestible

impulse which drove her to Brussels the second time? Why did she suffer

such distress in parting finally with the Brussels professor? What was the

cause of the two years of utter gloom and despair? Why does the figure of

Mr. Heger haunt the pages of all her novels? These and a dozen other ques-

tions can only be answered by the above assumption. It is the common
opinion that Charlotte was imperceptibly drawn into love through friendship

and gratitude. We can find an excuse for that, as she had never known men
intimately, and then she was thrown into everyday contact with a man with

a magnetic personality, whose sympathy was her only solace during long, lonely

months among strangers.

The flight from Brussels did not put an end to all intercourse between Mr,
Heger and Charlotte Bronte. For eighteen months they maintained a friendly

correspondence, which was interrupted by Mme. Heger. who had never liked

Charlotte. She was to be restricted to two letters a year, but. rather than

that, Charlotte dropped the correspondence entirely.

Charlotte endeavored to open a school at Havorth parsonage, but it was
so exposed to the mud and the weather that it was impossible to induce anyone

to send a child there. She then took her only alternative. She saw two
periods of service with the Sidgwich family in the capacity of governess. It

is on this period that "Jane Eyre" is based, but it is highly colored, as always,

with the picture of Mr. Heger. Indeed, it is said that- Mr. Heger is the hero

of all her romances, with slight characteristics to differentiate them.

During this period it was found that the sisters were writing on the side

to each other. By accident it became known, and henceforth they were each

other's critics. Their first attempt was the publication of a book of poems
published at their own expense. It received some mild praise from some of

the leading publications. It was then promptly ignored.

Then came the period of greatest activity, because the sisters had learned

that publishers would not accept the poetry of unknown writers, except on the

terms of the author's risk. It had also occurred to them that by writing novels

money could be made. Each one set to work on a prose tale. Emily,

under the nom de plume of Ellis Bell, produced "Winthering Heights", and
{Continued on Page 69)
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. ABOU Ben Adhem, of all men. awoke from dreams to speak with an

l\ angel. But the world has changed much since, and today good men
-^ -^ who would have such discourse must needs reverse that order of the

mind.

It is in deepest sleep that we must seek and stalk our angels. And like

Hamlet's ghost they are all too apt to flee at the faint approach of dawning

consciousness.

So it was that I looked forward to dreams of peace and closed my study

books a bit before midnight during the anxious period of mid-year examina-

tions. Once in bed, my fevered brain defied all efforts of the vill to coax it

into the black oblivion of sleep. I thought among other things. In particular

my mind pictured a vaudeville entertainer who had once, a long while before,

impressed me by his ability to compose and sing impromptu verses about

random individuals in his audience. In bed I marvelled at his gift for rhyming

and was in turn hopelessly discouraged by the contrast of my own fancied

inability.

How long I lay there sifting rhymes through my troubled head I do not

know, before I seemed to burst again into an enlivened being. The truant

mind had stolen from its sleeping body and I was dreaming:

I stood amongst a strange group of rustic merrymakers in the great room
of an old homestead. I thought it must have been in Scotland for there was
an open fire-place burning peat, the fuel peculiar to the rural homes of Scotland

and Ireland. The guests were laughing and toasting joyously. The more
they drank the more boisterous their spirits grew and the more amicable they

became. By this observation I reasoned I was rather in Scotland than Ireland.

The celebration had in it the warmth and spontaneous ring of true merriment,

as hearty shouts and lusty bursts of laughter resounded among the seasoned

timbers of the old house.

Gathered close to the open fireplace sat a grizzled group of heavy-legged

old toilers whose bronzed necks writhed in the agony of starched shirts and
velvet waistcoats. With the resigned air of martyrs they eyed the steward
dispensing the frothing ale with a free hand to their domestically unfet;tered

friends. Furtively they would glance beneath the protective survellancc of
their women-folk and occasionally one chanced a sly wink at some over-bold
little flirt. But withal there was a wealth of good nature in their voices as

they laughed heartily. There was, I observed, another little coterie whose
longing attention centered, also furtively, upon the merry ones around the
steward. These spinsters nudged and whispered and nodded in an aloof
fashion, and not the most carefully guarded glance of any toward the steward's

clique, escaped the eye of the others.
v-?<t

,^p^^^ from all groups like a proud and noble patrician in rough hewn
throiie jsat one who was evidently the host, and beside him sat a lovely creature
whose tiny hand rested tenderly on his feeble one. He was older than any and
she as surely was younger and fairer than any of the guests. So tenderly would
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she smile up into the old man's eyes when she heard the celebrants toasting his

good health and her future happiness that it was plainly observable there was

deep devotion between them.

His face was browned by a life spent toiling under the sun. At times

when soft composure settled upon his face there came a seeming^ sadness like

one might know who lost that which he held most dear. He seemed to live

mostly in the past.

But the sadness that lurked and peeped from beneath his bushy brows was

ephemeral and the furrows that crossed his forehead were all unnoticed when he

smiled. Once, when I looked at him, he was laughing like a carefree child

as he watched a spirited maid with measured touch of pointed toe dance between

the blades of two swords crossed upon the floor. Silvery whoops like sudden

splashes of crystal from an unseen fountain escaped the lips of the gay dancer.

When the dance ended the gallant swains crowded near the vivacious performer.

They raised their glasses through the haze of bluish smoke and clapped each

other upon the shoulders. Everybody laughed from sheer enjoyment and their

resounding gaiety reechoed among the old rafters as if to mock their gloomy
silence.

'

Then did the venerable host rise slowly and feebly step forward to address

his joyous guests. His hand rested for support upon the shoulder of his gentle

companion and a delightful twinkle played in his eyes. He beamed upon his

guests with the happy light that comes only into the eyes of a benevolent host

who has made others happy, and who even yet has another pleasant treat to

off^er them. Indeed his kindly humor seemed to indicate he had saved the best

wine to the last. His hand rose with deliberate patrician dignity as a sign he

wished to be heard. The festive din subsided into a respectful silence.

"My dear friends," he said quietly, "you have indeed made the evening

very merry for yourselves and for me very happy. But there is more. My
own fair lass is here and she will sing for you, sing for you, just as her mother
sang for me, with the velvet throat of a thrush. Bobby Burns, mind you,

was the man who could write the fine songs but my lass here is the girl who
can sing them."

On the arm of his devoted companion the old man shambled back and
sank with tottering caution into his chair. A burst of ringing applause fol-

lowed the old man to his seat and greeted the girl as she kissed his cheek, then

turned smiling to the guests. ^^^ V ;::;

She was a winsome miss with dancing blue eyes, and she was obviously

delighted with her admiring audience.

Her blue eyes flashed like a bubble in sunshine as she bounded from the

side of her grandfather and with billowy grace was buoyed by young men to

the top of a table.

Her mannerisms upon the table while she waited for an ancient fiddler to

begin were a strange anomaly of loveliness. She was the impossible creature of
a dream. Hair that was long and lustrous floated like golden gauze about her
graceful shoulders. What need for the ancient fiddler; she was miisic!—soft,

sweet, visible music.

f 7
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" ^ :Thc supple sweep of her motions sent a thrill of delight through me.

Her movements were as free and natural as the winds of her Highland home.

But there was something in her glance that was not natural. It was pro-

fessional technique beyond the gifts of nature. Such a complex blend of

charms!—the simplicity of Eve and the studied wiles of a siren. How could

that which a sophisticated world calls "stage presence" be so perfectly a part of

this flower of rustic life? But it was not strange or unreal to a dreamer.

With a knowing look and jaunty toss of her head toward the fiddler she

began to sing. Her glance fell upon me and my heart beat madly. How good

it was to see her smile and meet her gaze! I wanted no other sense but sight.

But—my ears—could they be deceiving me? No, no they weren't, she was

singing of me! I closed my eyes. I wanted no other sense then but to hear.
'^

I had a hazy recollection of having once heard of impromptu verses—and

my inability to compose them—and I listened eagerly. She sang:

"Stranger in my door-way there

.',, y Forget your labor toil and care.

: -r . ^^ ;;•/ then drink and sing with Celtic men,
'':/.':":.

^
';,' .y'-'

,

Who toil and labor dinna Ken.
:;>,'•.'•

.;.•
''^r:':'t': ".

"^
•• From Loch Lomond to River Tyne,

Our songs shall ring for Auld Lang Syne,

They're off! they're off! the regiment!

Swift as birds from a hedge they went."

On and on she sang. It was a strange hodge-podge of meaningless verses

that I seemed to listen to. But they did not, in truth, seem meaningless or

silly, they were wonderful to me. Through the whole musical score fiddler

and singer went on without the slightest interruption of meter or false rhyme.

The melody was entirely original. My dreaming mind, preoccupied with

visualizing the scene and composing extempore, could not supply an appropriate

rhyme at the end of each line of the song.

At such times the brain would circumvent the difficulty of groping by im-

agining the singing to be in Scottish dialect which I could not understand and

at other times I thought the rhymed word too low to be audible. So the melody

swung right along to complete fancied satisfaction.

As the song ended I again felt the fascination of her gaze. Never once

during the song did she remove her eyes from me and now she was watching

me even more intently. Her Medusa-stare seemed to penetrate my vain attempt

to be adamant. I felt as if my heart and soul stood naked and exposed. Her
eyes grew larger and brighter and seemed to come closer 'til I could see nothing

else but them. I twitched and blinked, helpless as a charmed bird. Then I

closed my eyes, all the more I could feel her celestial brilliance. I could resist

no longer, I could do no more. I resolved to open my eyes—come what may.

I opened them and looked full into the glare of a bright morning sun.

Laurence Costigan.
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Y^\l^ HE Faerie Queen is an epic poem by Edmund Spenser which was pub-

lished in 1590—Books I to III—and in 1596—Books IV to VI. The
poem was planned in twelve books, each book containing twelve cantos.

Spenser completed little more than half his design.

His purpose as set forth in his letter to Raleigh was "to fashion a gentle-

man or noble person in virtuous and gentle discipline." Thus the Faerie

Queen was designed to be a guide of conduct for men who were entering the

service of the state. Conforming to the current critical doctrine, instruction in

the cardinal virtues characteristic of the illustrious prince is to be gained best

through the study of poetry. Accordingly, epic poetry was held to be an

allegory of the perfect hero. Based on this theory, the Faerie Queen was to

deal with the "twelve private moral virtues, as Aristotle hath devised" in the

person of Arthur before he became k^ing. Spenser hints that he may treat

Arthur as king in a second epic.

The plan was to be worked out by devoting each book to the exploits of

a knight distinguished for a cardinal virtue. In Book I St. George, the Red

Cross Knight, representing Holiness; in Book II, Guyon, representing Temp-
erance in the classical sense of self-restraint; Britomarte in Book III, a female

knight stands for Chastity; Cambell and Trimond in Book IV exemplify

Friendship; in Book V Artegal stands for Justice; Caledore in Book VI
personifies Courtesy. Prince Arthur who represents Magnificence or Magnan-
imity appears in several books—first in his quest for Gloriana, the Faerie Queen,

and second as an assistant to the hero of the book in a crisis. This does not

indicate incoherence of design, as some critics maintain, but follows the familiar

construction of the Arthurian romance, where Gawain or Lancelot or Perceval,

or whoever happens to be the "greatest knight in the world" is introduced in the

crisis where the fortune of the hero whose adventures are being narrated is in

danger.

Spenser follows Virgil and other old poets "in the midst" and in the epic

did not arrive at the point where the sitting could be given in verse. More-
over, Spenser follows the late mediaeval romance in giving to familiar romant-

ical situations allegorical or mystical significance. Thus, Galahad's delivery of

the Castle of Maidens, which in the Grail cycle had come to symbolize Christ

delivering mankind from the seven deadly sins, is used by Spenser. The
quest also appears in many forms, e. g. the quest of Red Cross for the Dragon
reaches a climax in a three days' battle in which the monster stands for Satan,

who had long held Castle Mortal—the human race—in bondage ; the three days*

battle symbolizes Christ's victory over death and hell so often met in mediaeval

legend. Spenser's poem is filled with such reminiscences of the Arthurian

romances and their influence on him is far more pervasive than the debt, largely

exaggerated, to Ariosto and Lasso from whom he derives as from the classics,

many matters of detail.

Spenser uses the technique of romance for a more carefully elaborated

moral allegory than has been developed in the mediaeval cycle. Thus, Book

a
vV
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I shows how Holiness—Red Cross accompanied by Truth—Una—slays the

: Dragon of Error. Again, the adventures of Guyon in Book II symbolize the

icourse of temperance throughout life, avoiding the extreme of gloom or false

joy. avoiding the wrath and excessive passion and conquering desires for wealth or

sensual enjoyment. The allegory of the poem is complex, e. g., there is the type

found in medieval moral plays representing the conflict of vices and virtues;

here is the mystical interpretation of Christian doctrine; there is also translation

of Plato's idealism into allegorical story.

To blend with a conception as complex as this, the Renaissance ideal of

•tic perfect courtier. Spenser had in mind a man of affairs like Sidney, not a

medieval saint. This rendered it impossible for the poet to use Malory's

version of the Arthurian legend in any complete or definite way. Yet. the

chief clue to his method is to be found, not in his moral and religious allegory

—which has been too much stressed in criticism of Spenser—but in his purpose

to put faith in his conception of the greatness of Elizabethan England and of its

destiny. To bring this out. he represents in Prince Arthur the English realm,

• in Gloriana, the Faerie Queen, Elizabeth Tudor is pictured.

;
But there is yet more. Artegal. Knight of Justice, loves Britomarte the

martial spirit of England. Justice, united with British might, points out a

new destiny. Artegal's quest is to free Ireland in the person of Irena from

Grantocto—Philip of Spain. In this book also. Prince Arthur rescues Bel-

galthe Netherlands, from the Spanish monster, and Duessa—Mary of Scotland,

is adjudged worthy of death. Thus certain critical events in Elizabeth's reign

are set forth. The conflict with Spain necessitated the crushing of the Irish

rebellion, fermented by Philip. It brought about too, the aid sent to the

Netherlands which were crushed by Philip's rash cruelty, and the execution of

Mary, the chief agent by whom Philip plotted the destruction of Free England.

The poem is not merely a moral allegory of abstract virtues, not merely a

glorification of the queen, but a positive and almost defiant defense of a greater

nationalism that led eventually to the establishment of British sea power and

the imperial domain. Raleigh is recognized by Spenser as a leader in this

progressive movement, as he also recognized Leicester and Essex and opposed

the more conservative policy of Lord Burleigh.

Besides these allegories of moral and political ideas which appealed to

Elizabethan love of symbolism and shadowed the romantic idealism of the

time, there are many lovely pictures that deepen the interest. Such is Calidore's

wooing of the shepherdess Pastorella, which is as charming as the pastoral

scenes in Shakespeare's "Winter Tale." of such is the flight of Britomarte with

her nurse to Merlin's care, there to learn of Artegal; such is the story of Florimel

and Amoret. These picturizations and many others stand in the complex web
of Spenser's weaving, they are the very essence of romance—the light that

never dies on sea nor land that Wordsworth meditated upon or the fairy lands

forlorn, recalled to memory in the poetry of Keats.

These pictures are not alone of the kind often associated with his poem

—

an enchantress in a bower of bliss or some vividly wrought epic simile. Colin's

fairy bell, a stream of living water at its base guarded by fairies from every

'("vX':

';' r

,ti

noisesome thing, a little open plain near the stream and beyond, as a frame for

the picture, woods of matchless height that seemed to disdain the earth—this

is one example of his painting. Another is the scene of the hundred furnaces

in the underworld, surrounded by dwarfs engaged in stirring the molten ore

with great ladles, and the sudden apparition of the Fairy Knight "glistening in

armor and battle array."

But these are mere details, their only service being to recall once more the

infinite variety of the elements composing the poem. The abiding impression

which it leaves upon the mind is that of a succession of marvelously dissolving

views; a panorama in which the antique and medieval worlds are blended with

the epic like the life that England was then living. This life Spenser views

through Merlin's magic glass, to which time and^ space are immaterial and all

human experience is but the semblance of things not seen.

Though Spenser's genius is not primarily dramatic, this clement in his

work is not wanting. There is one secret of Spenser's influence upon later

English poetry; an influence more persuasive than Chaucer's or Milton's or

even Shakespeare's. It is not that he is a master of narrative—one who desires

merely a story had best go elsewhere; it is not that he recreates the world of

chivalry as Malory or Chretien had seen it in earlier times; it is that he draws

upon all sources: ancient and medieval, romance and allegory. His learning

is enormous. One stanza may be compounded of samples from many fields

but it is all fused through the magic of his imagination into a new unity that

wc feel rather than see. His sources are a thousand romances, but he is

romance incarnate.

No poet has ever had a choice or a more continuously loyal audience

than Spenser. Yet. no other supreme poet—not even Dante—has been so

imperfectly understood by such an army of acute and eloquent critics. No
single age has yet begun to comprehend the innumerable parts, the myriad
flashes of history, nor the philosophic poetry and prophecy in the Faerie Queen

;

like the jewels of fabulous oriental lore, splendid enough alone to light for

sultans and genii a hall a league long, like the Quincey's Cathedral, with a glow
here blending, here mysterious, revealing here some silent god just touching the

slumbering fires of some forgotten treasure.

Appreciation of the Faerie Queen only comes of study, yet study too

long and often dims and "sophisticates appreciation. No critic, no poet, rio

age has yet fully appreciated the Faerie Queen. And our own age. so confused

with both the wholesome and pathological onslaughts of realism, with the

stern prophesies of an austere neo-classicism, yet remaining still audacious with
the questing fire of romanticism—the renaissance of wonder-^misunderstands
Spenser with that romantic wilfuUness which began with Hurd and developed

into the exquisite but treacherous epicure worship of Yeost.

Throughout the whole sphere of his life, in its cumes and in its virtues, in

its attempts and in its achievements, his time was possessed with a spirit of
excess—an intoxication of greatness. It set itself deliberately to out do all

that had hitherto been done. It built and ravaged and discovered and conquered
carelessly.
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'r:":':lt is not surprising that a poem outlined on such a mighty scheme should

prove imperfect in structure since Spenser, like all true Elizabethans, attempted

the superhuman. Dryden was the first to criticize the structure of the Faerie

Queen.

"There is no uniformity in the design of Spenser." said he. "He aims

at the accomplishment of no one action. He raises up a hero for everyone of his

adventures and endows each of them with some particular moral virtue which

renders them all equal, without subordination or preference. Every one is

most radiant in his own legend, only we must do him that justice to observe

that magnanimity, which is the characteristic of Prince Arthur, shines through-

out the whole poem and succors the rest when they are in distress.

"The original of each knight was then living in the court of Queen

Elizabeth and he attributed to each of them that virtue which he thought most

conspicuous in them—an ingenious piece of flattery, though it turned not much

to his account. Had he lived to finish the poem in the six remaining legends,

it certainly would have been more of a piece, but could not have been perfect

because the model was not true. But Prince Arthur, or his chief patron. Sir

Philip Sidney whom he intended to make happy by the marriage of his

Gloriana, dying before him, deprived the poet both of the means and spirit to

accomplish his design."

Spenser, though he had long been nourished with the inspiration of

Homer and Virgil, chose the times of chivalry for his theme and Fairy Land
for the scene of his epic. He could have planned, no doubt, an heroic design

on the exact classic model or he might have turned between the Gothic and

the classic as his contemporary Lasso did. But the chtances of the fairy pre-

vailed. And if any think he was seduced by Arioslo into his choice, they

should considef that he could only for the sake of his subject, for the genius and
character of these parts were widely different.

Under the idea then of a Gothic, not classical poem, the Faerie Queen
is to be used and criticized. And, on these principles, it should not be diflicult

to unfold its merits in any other way than has hitherto been attempted.

His twelve knights exemplify as many virtue's, out of which one illustrious

is to be composed. And in this vein the part of Prince Arthur in each book
becomes essential, not principal—exactly as the poet has contrived it.

His chief hero was not to have the twelve virtues in the degree in which
the knights had each of them as their own; such a character would be a monster.
But he was to have as muchvof each as would be requisite to form his superior

character. Each virtue, in its perfection, is exemplified in its own knight; they
are all, in a due degree, concentrated in Prince Arthur.

Some critics, especially those who rely on formula, are disposed to question
Spenser's high rank as an artist, particularly on account of the lack of unity they
discover in the Faerie Queen. Unity is a very indefinite word, and formulas are

often misleading. There is probably little unity in the poem, save such as is

really factitious, and such unity of substance and motive as it seems to possess
might not stand the test of a searching analysis. We may admit that in order

{Continued on Page 74)
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IN
THE popular pastime of "playing the ponies" there is one little thing on

which depends tHe making or breaking of many an enthusiast. As in

other speculative ventures, the smile of Lady Luck is THE THING. But

when crookedness enters into the game, this little lady is liable to mix things

up a bit to the disadvantage of the shady player.

Mr. J. G. Thorpe, in public life a prominent, if somewhat mistrusted,

politician, was a follower of the track. In season, he went daily to the stands

and to all appearances bet, won and lost frequently, as most of the spectators

did. But on the other side of his life, not turned to the general public, he was

a rather successful book-maker. In this role, he conducted his business locally,

placing the money of his trade and reaping the gain, and evading the law

through his power in the administration.

Ruth Duncan had been Thorpe's stenographer for three years, and was

fairly welj acquainted with his double life. She was the typical "stenog" but

for all her outward flapper appearance, Ruth had a real heart and secretly hated

her boss. But jobs with good pay were hard to get, and in this regard, Thorpe

was not stingy
—

"hush money" she called it. Ruth too, had an interest in

the track, for her fiance, Jimmy Griflith, jockey, had made quite a name, and

money too, by his ability in the stirrups. Scarcely five feet four in height, but

with personality enough to more than make up for his shortness, Jimmy was

now riding at New Orleans, trying to regain a good name lost in his last race,

six months previous, in which to all appearances he had "thrown" the chance

of first place in favor of another jockey, his closest friend. Such an action

is considered one of the greatest off'enses in racing laws, and Jimmy accordingly

had been ruled from the track. His reappearance now at New Orleans was
due to his recent vindication from the crime by the appearance of the true facts.

It was on Jimmy that Ruth's thoughts were when Thorpe interrupted;

"How about a little lunch, Ruth?" It was not unusual for Ruth to

receive such an invitation and not any more unusual for her to accept.

"Be with you in a minute." And Ruth went for her coat.

Thorpe was no miser when it came to eating, and accordingly he led the

way to the Blitzmore Grill. It was not until after the meal, while they were

talking over their cigarettes, that Thorpe began to unload his mind of what
Ruth had noticed to be worrying him all through the meal.

"Look here, Ruth, you and Jimmy get smart and you can win yourself

some serious money."

"Say that again please!"

"It's like this.—Jimmy's going to ride MANDALAY in the big handicap
at New Orleans next week. The local boys seem to think that filly has it cinched,

and I crave to lay some three or four to one against her. If you can make the

boy friend sit still in the saddle. I'll make it worth ten grand apiece. How
about it?"

Ruth sat back and looked at him. "Jimmy Griflith never pulled a horse

> y
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in his life, and if he heard of this he'd kill you!" she burst out indignantly.

"Keep cool and think it over. When he hears that you tossed twenty

thousand bucks to the wind. I fear you'll be the one that's killed." With that

they left the table. '

When Ruth came into her apartment that night, she was still burning

from the offer of her employer, and immediately she sat down and wrote Jimmy

a long letter telling him all about the offer and Thorpe's crookedness. With

this off her mind, she felt better and soon had entirely forgotten the incident.

Two days later while fixing her breakfast over the small gas stove, the

bell rang. It was a telegra\n. and she almost fainted when she read:

? "Take the twenty thousand. Trust me. Letter to follow."

Jimmy.

Ruth decided to wait for the letter. It came the next day and made

everything clear. Jimmy explained that MANDALAY was an honest horse,

but he sometimes sulked under a hard drive, and might do it in the handicap.

He further advised her to take up Thorpe's offer, as the chances were all with

them, since they would lose nothing if MANDALAY ran right.

It was hard for Ruth to conceal her nervousness when Thorpe came in

the office the next day.

"Well. Jimmy says he'll take you up on your offer, and if he does it, Fm
with him."

"Great, I knew he would. And when MANDALAY loses, I'll pay off

immediately after the finish, and not a second before."

The day of the race came. Thorpe seemed exceedingly pleased with him-

self when he came into the office that day. He had placed a small fortune on
the race, but he could not lose. Jimmy had thrown a race before; would he

not do it again? Such races as he could not attend in person. Thorpe witnessed

through the radio which he had installed in a back room of the lower floor of

the office, and this day he invited Ruth to listen in on the "foot by foot"

broadcast of the race.

"I should say I will. And bring the twenty thousand," replied Ruth.

They sat before the set and with beating hearts listened to the announcer's

description of the race. Thorpe scowled, but Ruth's face brightened when
Jimmy got MANDALAY off in front and led the others by a comfortable

length to the start of the stretch. Right down the straigtaway Jimmy rode

his fast-tiring mount, with whip and spur frantically trying to fight the deter-

mined challenge of another entry, thus proving to Ruth that he had no in-

tention of throwing the race. But hardly fifty yards from the wire, MANDA-
LAY suddenly faltered under the punishing stride, and the challenger pushed
its nose out in front in time to get the nod from the judges.

The fact that Jimmy had finished second, was sufficient evidence to

Thorpe that the race had been thrown, so with a grin, he switched oflf the radio

and shoved a roll of twenty one-thousand dollar bills into Ruth's trembling
hands. . •:>:;•••-;:;!.*•:

"You more than earned it. That race means one hundred and fifty

thousand dollars to me."
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Ruth hurried put of the room, donned her coat, and immediately went
to the bank where she deposited the money in her modest account. On the

way home she bought a paper, and stopped dead in the middle of traffic when
she read the headline: . w

MANDALAY TAKES BIG^ACE. SUZANNE, WINNER, DIS-
QUALIFIED FOR FOULING!

C. F. SCHERMERHORN, Freshman Business.

THE first verses of the "Tenebrae" had just been chanted. A sparse

throng occupied the church. Some said the stations. Some followed

the choir with books of Holy Week Servics. Others just sat and
listened. People entered and left the church continually. It was Good Friday.

An ill dressed, unshaven man of about thirty years shuffled in and dropped

into the rear pew without any sign of reverence. He did not kneel to pray but

rather arranged himself as one would for a nap. and, indeed, such was his intent.

He sat for a time with a mask-like appearance on his face. His thoughts

were those of the failure, but they were more than that—they were those of

the thief. Indeed his presence in the church was only a means of passing a

couple of hours until darkness should descend on the city.

The darkness and quiet of the church, except for the chant, moved him to

thoughtfulness.—The events of the last month flashed before him.—Dis-

charged from Sing Sing, a marked man; a determined attempt to make good;
failure ro obtain work, hunger, fatigue and most of all the harassing thoughts
that he was a failure.—Then the temptation, in the form of a tip of an easy

job. He was just to be the lookout, for it wo.uld be his first attempt. The
"swag" was to be large and his share liberal. Then followed indecision, his

manhood versus his animal longing for food, warmth and clothing. The
former weakened.—The latter won and here he was waiting the "zero" hour.

A faint smile flickered at the corner of his mouth as he considered how he was
spending the time before the job.

As he smiled an observer would have noticed that the mask of severity and
the hard lines lifted from his face and there Were revealed pleasant features

and a determined jaw. It was this latter which had sent him "up the river."
'

Five years before he had been the representative of a large corporation in

the City of Pittsburg. While his position was not of enormous import, still

it gave promise of promotion. His orders came from the district manager, a
scheming fellow in league with a professional "ring" of black mailers. In
innocently following out his orders, this young man became a participant in an
immense black mailing plot against a very wealthy manufacturer. As soon
as this fact became evident to him he threatened his superior with exposure but
was told to "keep his mouth shut." He was then horrified to learn that on
his shoulders the entire blame woul^ rest, should the plot be frustrated.

^
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i Here the iron will predominated and he wciit to the president of his firm

to tell everything—but too late. For his enemies finding out his intentions

beat him to the blow and he was doomed to disgrace arid imprisonment.

His term expired and then came the events of the month before related

and at last here he was—

.

But he had dozed off to be awakened suddenly by the sounds of the lam-

entations of Jeremias—"Jerusalem, Jerusalem, be converted unto the Lord thy

God."
He sat up suddenly and looked around in bewilderment. The clear voices

of the choir seemed to appeal directly to him. They seemed to plead with him.

Soon he again dozed to be awakened again by tlje same line. This time

the man sat upright and picked up a book which lay beside him. He helplessly

tried to find the place when a kind man beside him aided him. From then on

he read the English translation of the Psalms. They seemed to have a mean-

ing meant for him alone. Each phrase sent its special appeal to him. A new

spirit seized him. The utterly disconsolate being became imbibed with a

new life.

-^—The service was ended. The choir departed and a priest appeared.

He started to speak. It was an announcement, that they were to hear confess-

ions. The man got up wearily then to leave. He was filled with the spirit

of right but as yet he had no one to lead him. He was hopelessly lost.

Then a thought presented itself. He shook it off with scorn. It per-

sisted however and little by little he gave in to it. He was walking and was

surprised to find himself headed for the confessional.—The victory was com-

plete.

J. W. QUINLAN.

\ y / •: •
,.;,

1. ''Let it be known here that I forgive my son, and bequeath unto him

the whole of my real and personal property.*'

2. "In the event that he should not be located within two yciarS; or if

he is proven dead, my estate shall go to my nephew, Paul Grant." •;^;,y^

Thus read the will of John Grant, Sr., made on his deathbed.

"Oh, if John could only be located," sobbed Sarah, tears rolling down
her cheeks.

^•

Sarah Burton was John Grant's childhood sweetheart and, until recently,

fiancee. She was adopted by his father and lived with them since infancy.

'"You must forget John, dear," spoke Paul Grant, "I fear something has

happened to him, he will probably never return. Can't you see I love you.

Sarah, forget John, his running away has proven his guilt."

"I don't believe it," cried Sarah, breaking away and running upstairs to

her room.

*>M ^
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The butler brought Paul his coat, who took it and drove down Fifth

Avenue before turning off in the direction of one of his favorite haunts.

John Grant, Jr., left for London to visit relatives, simultaneously to the

disappearance of the family heirloom, a blue emerald. Everyone was startled.

Suspicion seemed to fall on John, but no one was inclined to believe it, as

he always had been given plenty of money. Paul, however, told them John

had a big gambling debt, and was threaid^ned with exposure. He came to him
for money, but having none at the time he could not give it to him. The
father immediately wrote to John telling him he was disowned and never to

return. John wrote back for more explanation but he was unheeded. He
wrote to Sarah but the letter was intercepted. He returned to New York and

was met by Paul, who told him Mr. Grant would have him prosecuted if he

returned home, which would probably mean a long term in prison. John

argued he knew nothing about the emerald, and would see his father and clear

himself. Paul however persuaded him to hide in the depths of New York
for a while and he would try to smooth things over. John rented a room
downtown and there he often saw Paul.

Mr. Grant had been dead a month now without John's knowledge,

although he had seen Paul a nunSber of times, and had inquired about his

father and Sarah. Each time Paul told him not to worry, as it would not be

long before everything would be straightened out.

This day Paul was to call on John and tell him if everything was all right

for him to return home; John was eager to know.

Paul entered the room and John ran up to him before he had time to

see that he was followed by four unmanly looking persons who appeared to

be thugs.

"Why—" murmured John.

"Why?" shouted Paul and, turning to the men. "Seize him, and see

that you do a good job." The men carried him out to a waiting car and

sped away.

"What's the meaning of this?" cried John.

"It means that this is the (2nd of youse, fella," said one, "and the high

hat fella hired us."

As they were crossing a bridge, John leaped from the car, cleared the rail

of the bridge, and dropped one hundred feet to the water.

So awed and frightened were the hirelings that after seeing him rise once

above the water, fired four shots, one taking effect on the left shoulder. The
shots attracted the police who rescued John, while others pursued the fleeing

vehicle.

John was brought to a hospital where he tried to explain as much as he

could the happenings.

The next day the four men were brought to the hospital to be indentified

by John. He was told that the blue emerald was found after a search of their

quarters, and facing a longer term for robbery confessed that they had received

it from Paul Grant alias Paul Stone in payment for a gambling debt the latter

owed them.

/
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'y:l'John's eyes wandered to the door where almost instantly entered Sarah

with an inquiringly startled look.

:: '''Sarah/'

<S "John."

Sarah ran up and hugged John. She explained that Paul had not been

seen since the previous day, and the city was all agog with rumors of his

probable demise at the hands of gangsters.

Sarah explained to John about his father's death and how he had stated

his will in favor of Paul if John was not found.

v ; ; *'So that's why he kept me away?"

;;;:"! suppose so."

It was exactly two years later that John and Sarah outfitted a corner room

in the house for a nursery, for John III should have anything he desired.

Daniel J. McCrossan, Freshman Business.

^ahatiw^'^rWag

AS the study of English literature of the Eighteenth Century draws to a

Zja close, we are aware of a general decline in the quality and quantity of

-^-^ the literary productions. However insignificant the poetry became, the

prose was only saved from a similar fate by the work of a few great writers.

This lack of intellectual interest in literature may be traced to the political

crises of the period which transferred men's minds from thought to action.

All the writing of the time was under the dictatorship of Dr. Johnson and

his approval was the deciding factor of a book's success. Hence, most of the

prose was written according to the specifications of elaborateness of phrase and

bombast/ It became so ornamented, bejcweled and heavy that in the next

generation, the first duty of the writers was to simplify it once more. The

foremost examples of the verbal magnificence of this generation were Edward

Gibbon and Edmund Burke. Opposed to them, we have the delicate simplicity

of **The Vicar of Wakefield" by Oliver Goldsmith and the vivacious humor of

"Evelina," the masterpiece of Fanny Burney or Madame D'Arblay, as she is

sometimes called.
,

'.

At King's Lynn, on the 13th of June 1752, Frances or Fanny Burney,

the second daughter of Dr. Burney, was born. Like many other persons destined

to make their way in this world, Fanney Burney does not seem to have im-

pressed it greatly at the outset. Neither for beauty nor physique was she notable

in childhood for 5he was both short and short-sighted. At the age of eight,

she was unable to read and some of her friends used to call her "the little

dunce." At the beginning of -h^r 17th year, Fanny started her diary. The
purpose was to have some account of her actions, manners and thoughts.

She also kept a record of dififerent characters of which she wrote in later

\
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ftits. Some of the most intcrestirig entries at this date relate to her reading

and point out that she was a frequent student of novels, on which she comments

in her diary.

Miss Burney's first attempt at writing was her "History of Caroline Evelyn,"

of which little is known. It contained the history of Evelyn's mothrf, who,

as appears from the later novel dealing with her daughter's entrance into the

world, was the only child of a gentleman of birth and education named Evelyn.

Evelyn rashly consented to marry, without witnesses, a profligate young baronet

Sir John Belmont, who brought her back to England. His broken-hearted

wife, on finding he destroyed the marriage certificate, sought an asylum with

Mr. Villars. and subsequently died in giving birth to Evelina.

Her "Evelina"—or a young lady's entrance into the world—is the first

book that was accepted by the publisher. The plot is neither very original nor

very intricate. The story deals with Mme. Duval, Mr. Villars, Mrs. Mirvan,

etc., characters with whom Fanny was acquainted. The book docs not deal

with humanity in the rough, but with humanity in domestic life. The skill of

Evelina consists in the author's contrast of different individuality in the author's

keen sense of the ridiculous and especially when she writes in the person of the

heroine. In this work. Miss Burney has portrayed her younger self.

On Friday, July 12th, 1762, Miss Burney's second work was published.

It was called "Cecilia or Memories of an Heiress" and it was published by
Messrs. Payne and Cadell. The first edition was of two-thousand copies, and

the price paid to the author for the copyright was 250 pounds. "Cecilia" was

Mils Burney's best work up to date. The plot, though still conventional, was

somewhat more ambitious than in Evelina. The story is about Miss Cecilia

Beverly, a young lady in her twenty-first year and an heir to a fortune from both

her father and uncle. The condition of the will is that the man she married

must take her name as well as her money. The money is entrusted with three

people and the crisis of this part of the narativc is reached about the middle of

volume three by one of her guardians committing suicide. Cecilia later marries

Mr. Delvile with the connivance of his mother but her troubles are not yet over

and she goes mad.

"Cecilia" is more elaborate and much more mature than Evelina. It is

also skillfully constructed though not so naturally written. It is—in my
estimation—too long and toward the end it suggests something of a hurry

imposed upon the author by her father. It also must be confessed that the

last chapters are less interesting than the first. As to its success with its audience,

there can be no doubt. It was welcomed with warmest enthusiasm by numbers
of readers and by Edmund Burke with whom Fanny had been well acquainted.

When it came out. Burke wrote her a long letter, which was reprinted with
subsequent editions. "You have," he told her, "crowded into a few small

volumes an incredible variety of characters; most of them well planned, wcfl

supported and well contrasted with each other. If there be any fault in thii^

respect, it is one in which you are in no danger of being iriiitated:" -^ :
>

* u '

On the 6th day of July, 1786, the Public Advertiser announced that

"Miss Burney, daughter of Dr. Burney, is appointed Dresser to the Queen."

t^
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Whatever view may be taken of the effect of Miss Barney's hfe at court upon

her literary prospects, it was allowed by King George ihat she had sacrificed

something and was allowed one hundred pounds a year,
^^^f^^^^^^/''''T:^'

far as we know—Miss Burney received for the greater part of her life, which

lasted 48 years more.
.

,

After Miss Burney's resignation and her marriage two years later, the

events of her career, as well as the, record of them became less interesting, bhe

wrote tragedies one of which was produced and failed. She wrote a comedy

which was never produced. It appears she wrote mainly for money two novels

which added nothing to her reputation as an author, although they were a

success financially. Finally, in extreme old age, she wrote "Memories of her

Father," which cannot be conscientiously praised. These are the leadmg tacts

of her literary life from the 7th of July, 1791, to her death m 1840.

On the 31st of July, 1793, she married M. D'Arblay at Mickleham

Church, and owing to the bridegroom's being a Roman Catholic, the ceremony

was on the following day repeated a tthe Chapel of the Sardman Ambassador

in London. Their means were limited to Fanny's pension, which she feared

would be removed, but this fear was later withdrawn.

^ On the 21st of March 1795, Miss Burney's tragedy, "Edwyn and Elgiva

was played. Although it was never printed, it was examined by a capable

critic, whose report states that "although at some points there is a certain stir

and action, the plot generally lacks incident and movement. The specimens

given of blank verse are certainly of the unhappy kind."

Her "Camilla" could not be called a literary success and certainly was not

an advance upon the writer's previous works and it was generally thought to

be worse than "Cecilia."

Mme. D'Arblay again attempted the stage with a comedy called "Love and

Fashion," which in 1799, was actually accepted and put into rehearsal by Harris

of Convent Garden, but her father was seized with a panic of failure and early

in 1800 "Love and^^Fashion" was hastily withdrawn. Her next two works

"The Wanderer" and "Female Difficulties" issued in March, 1814, brought

grist to the mill. It was not published by subscription like Camilla; but

Mme. D'Arblay herself tells us that 360 copies were "positively sold and paid

for" at the "rapacious price" of two guineas each in six months. But from

a literary point, the book was an utter failure. I may quote Sir Leslie Stephen

who said "It was apparently never read by anyone." And MacCaulay says

"No justice even to a friend of the author's memory will attempt to draw it

from the oblivion into which it has justly fallen." There appear to be

various other comments on this work. It appears that from other authors*

viewpoints the book was a failure. The book, in truth, is wearisome and its

"difficulties" are unreal. The reason for its first success may be traced to the

causes suggested by Mme. D'Arblay herself, namely, the prevailing expectation

that its pages would present a picture of contemporary and revolutionary

France where it was known the writer had been residing, and that this led to

copies being freely bespoken beforehand. Were it not futile, it would be

interesting to speculate whether, had "The Wanderer" taken the place of

^ «
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"Evelina" in the order of Mme. D'Arblay's productions, it would have

succeeded at all. even in the absence of rivals.

The remaining occurrences of Mme. D'Arblay 's life may be rapidly related,

but it appears that different critics and authors hold different opinions, so I

will take the opinion of the most popular author. After M. D'Arblay's death,

she moved to Bolton Street, Piccadilly, which bears a Society of Arts tablet in

testimony of her residence the^. It was at Bolton Street that she was first

visited by Sir Walter Scott, who describes her in his Journal for November

18th, 1826, as "elderly lady (she was then seventy-four) with no re^fns of

personal beauty, but with gentle m<inner and a pleasing expression of count-

enance."

From 1828 to 1832, she busied herself in putting together the Memories of

of Dr. Burney," which appeared in the latter year. They were based with slight

exceptions, on her father's own diary drawn up in 1807 and afterwards on

her own unprinted diaries and her personal recollections. When these were

published, she was eighty and her style had not improved with age. In 1837,

Mme. D'Arblay had the misfortune to lose her son who was a s:udent at

Cambridge. He was preparing to marry *when he succumbed suddenly to

Influenza in January, 1837. His mother did not long survive him. Two
years later, she was attacked by an illness, which was accompanied by spectral

illusions and on January 6th, 1840, she—then in her eighty-eighth year—died

at Lower Grosvenor Street and New Bond Street and was buried by the side

of her husband and son at Walcott.

In 1842, two years after Mme. D'Arblay's death, the first five volumes of

her Diary and Letters were issued. These, like Memories of Dr. Burney, were

severely criticized by Croker.

The reputation of Mme. D'Arblay as a novelist seems to exist only on the

first two of her productions, namely, Evelina and Cecilia. It is doubtful

whether anyone could create the slightest interest in "The Wanderer" or

"Camilla." Works of genius, it is true, are occasionally born out of due

time and consequently fail of the recognition they deserve, but these were not the

circumstances of Camilla and The Wanderer. Whereas, with Cecilia and

Evelina, the case was different. They stand on their merits. It is true as is

proven by many authors that Cecilia is too long; but its crowd of characters

is very skillfully varied and many of them are drawn with marked ability. :

Of The Memories of Dr. Burney, I think enough has been said. Mac-
Caulay declares that "They are received with a cry of disgust." The Diary

is not written in the same slyle as Memories of Dr. Burney. Even in those

parts of it which were composed after Cecilia and Camilla, it is still clear,

fluent and unaffected. The Diary of Mme. D'Arblay deserves to rank with

the great diaries of litera'ure. It gives a picture of society, which we recognize

as substantially true to life.

'I
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HE sun sank slowly and majestically below the hills to the west of the

flourishing town of Milton. It was an early June evening, the lawn

mowers were clicking and nature everywhere was being groomed by

her ardent admirers.

Down the main street and right through the residential section came a

contrivance which seemed entirely out of place on that early evening in June.

Snorting and coughing and making even more violent outbursts came an

ancient Ford. It was directed by a sandy-haired, greasy looking chap of about

high school age. By his side sat another lad, his face the picture of joy, the

joy that comes from the impossible—the starting of the gas propelled vehicle

in which they now rode.

All of a sudden it came to a halt. Andrew Burke, the lad at the wheel,

gave a look of despair; first at the mansion in front of which they had stopped

and then at his friend.

"What a break? This junk has stalled right in front of her house. Do

you realize that, Tim Mooney?"
"Well, who's she?" inquired Tim.

"The girl I told you I promised to take to the Senior Prom if I got this

boat to run. You know her dad's rich."

"What's that got to do with us being stalled here?" asked Tim.

"Can't you see that if she sees us here the scheme is off?"

"Oh, you mean this is the girl you are going to take to the prom and

to whom I'm to be the chauflFcur?"

<* "Holy Cats, here she comes," said Andy. "What will we do? If she sees

us the scheme is off."

"'^ The girl of whom they had been talking, had just then left the house

and was walking towards them. She was very much surprised to see two

youths scrambled quickly underneath a four-wheeled contraption and proceed

to hammer vigorously. Her attention was attracted by a group of girls who
were proceeding down towards her. As luck would have it they stopped

right in front of the car under which the boys were working.

"Won't those silly girls ever stop talking?" asked Tim. /

"Keep quiet," said Andy, "and stop knocking dust in my eyes!" "

Finally the girls sauntered off. But Andy or Tim did not emerge from

underneath until they were a good ways down the street. They then began

to hunt for the trouble and after a long search their efforts were rewarded and

the Ford moved on.

On their way home that night before they parted they discussed their plan.

"Don't forget to be in the drug store when I call for a taxi, and ask for

the best car. You inform me that they are all in use but that you have a Ford

Sedan, which you will send up right away. Wear your chauffeur's uniform

and the black moustache and be careful not to be recognized. Remember to

call promptly at twelve when the dance is over and take us home. You'll do

it won't you, Tim?"
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"Why, yes I guess so but it sounds awfully risky," said Tim. "Just

suppose the car stops, then what will I do?" "Well, we'll have to take a

chance on that," said Andy.

"It's your funeral and not mine," said Tim.
At last came the night of the dance. At exactly eight o'clock Andy

ascended the steps of the mansion and was admitted by a maid who informed

him that Miss Equi would be ready in a few minutes. In a short while a

very attractive girl descended the steps. Andy told her about his own car being

in the garage for repairs, and said he would have to hire a taxi. Andy re-

turned from the phone with a look on his face which he had practiced for a

week. It was a look of sorrow and fear.

"Do you know," he said, "the only thing they have is a Ford Sedan."

"Oh, they're so small and I hate them,'' said Miss Equi.

"What can I do?" said Andy, "it's the only agency in town."

"Well. I guess we'll have to go in the Ford," said the young lady.

It was a ride which I doubt was ever equalled in history. What an awful

racket that Ford made. What Tim knew about driving a car was holding

the wheel. He ran over flower-beds, narrowly missed telegraph poles and

turned corners on two wheels. Before reaching the dance the engine stopped

dead, but by some strange luck, Tim found the trouble and righted it.

At twelve o'clock he again called for Andy and Miss Equi. The latter

nearly fainted when she saw the same car again. She wanted to have her

father send a car to take her home and it took a good deal of persuasion on the

part of Andy to defeat her purpose. The journey back was indeed another

wild ride. Tim pulled the throttle as far as it would go, he being afraid it

would stop before he reached his destination. The driveway leading to Miss

Equi's home was reached and the Ford thinking it had done its duty refused to

move any further. Miss Equi was indeed glad to get out and walk the re-

maining distance to her home.

Later two young men might have been seen pushing a dilapidated looking

vehicle down the main street.

"I tell you Tim, someone has wished a jinx on us," exclaimed one.

"No, it isn't a jinx, Andy. It's the vengeance of a Ford.'* %

Thos. Connolly, Freshmam Business.

Thought
Oft as I sit and ponder,

Upon the lofty peaks of life;

In doubt and fear I wonder,
Whether all be peace or strife.

Each morn is born with glorious sunrise.

Each evening sees it laid to rest.

Amidst the fading sunset wonders, man dies.

But nature lives forever in God's work dressed.

Anthony Diodati, *30.
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^LTHOUGH Gibbon's history was completed nearly a century ago, its great

l\ importance has not declined and it is probably still entitled to be

•^ ^ esteemed as the greatest historical work ever written. The period

embraced extends from the middle of the second century of our era to the fall

of Constantinople, in 1453. The author did not pursue a strict chronological

order, but massed his materials and arranged them in accordance with their

moral and political significance. The completed work therefore, has somewhat

the appearance of a succession of monographs, each one of which is perfect,

or very nearly perfect in itself. These individual parts, each finished with

extraordinary skill, are formed together in so admirable a manner that the

architecture of the work is one of its most conspicuous merits.

The minuteness and comprehensiveness of Gibbon's historical knowledge

are somewhat appalling to the scholarship of the present day. For twenty -two

years before the appearance of his first volume he was a prodigy of steady and

arduous application. His investigations extended over almost the whole range

of intellectual activity for nearly fifteen hundred years. And so thorough were

his methods that the laborious investigations of German scholarship, the keen

criticism of theological zeal and the steady researches bf a century have

brought to light very few important errors in the results of his labors. But it

is not merely the learning of the work, learned as it is, that gives it character as

a history. It is also that ingenuous skill by which the vast erudition, the

boundless range, the infinite variety and the gorgeous magnificence of the details

arc all wrought together into a symmetrical whole.

Two great objections to Gibbon's history have often been urged. The
one is to the stately magnificence of his style, the other to his strong bias against

Christianity. In both of these objections there is considerable reason. The
majestic periods which the author describes, the least important events are a

source either of annoyance or of amusement to nearly every modern reader.

The other characteristic not only leads the author to describe the origin and
growth of Christianity without sympathy, but it throws a gloomy hue over

the whole and gives to events as they pass before the reader something of the

melancholy pomp of a funeral procession. v

Gibbon's literary art, the sustained excellence of his style, his epigrams
and his brilliant irony, would perhaps not secure for his work the immortality
which it seems likely to enjoy, if it were not also marked by extraordinary
accuracy and striking acuteness of judgment. It is needless to say that in many
points his statements and conclusions must now be corrected. Since he wrote,
new authorities have been discovered or rendered accessible;—works in Greek,
Latin, Slavonic, Armenian, Syrian, Arabic and other languages which he was
unable to consult, have been published. Again, many of the authorities which
he used have been edited in superior texts. The relative weights of the sources
have been more widely determined by critical investigations.

But apart from the inevitable advances made in the course of a century
during which historical research entered upon the new phase, the reader of

«_«/
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Gibbon must be warned against orte capital defec^.^ In judging the "Decline

and Fall" it should carefully be observed that it falls into two parts which are

heterogeneous in the method of treatment. The first part, a little more than

five-eighths of the work, supplies a full history of four hundred and sixty years.

The second and smaller part is a summary history of about eight hundred

years in which certain episodes are selected for fuller treatment and so made

prominent. To the first part unbroken praise must be accorded; it may be

said, with the materials of the author's disposition, it hardly admitted of

improvement, except in trifling details. But the second, notwithstanding the

masterly art in the grouping of event, suffers from a radical defect which

renders it a misleading guide. The author designates the story of the latter

Empire of Constantinople as a uniform tale of weakness and misery, a judg-

ment which is entirely false. Also in accordance with doctrine, he makes the

empire, which is his proper subject, merely a string for connecting great move-

ments which affected it, such as the Saracen conquests, the Crusades, the

Mongol Invasions, the Turkish conquests. He failed to bring out the

momentous fact that up to the 12th century the empire was the bulwark of

Europe against the East. Moreover, he also failed to appreciate its importance

in preserving the heritage of Greek Civilization. He compressed into a single

chapter the domestic history and policy of the emperors from the son of

Heraditus to Isaac Angelus. He did not penetrate into the deeper causes under-

lying the revolutions and palace intrigues. His eye rested only on superficial

characteristics which have served to associate the name "Byzantine" with

treachery, cruelty, bigotry, and decadence. Thus the latter part of the "Decline

and Fall", while the narrative of certain episodes will always be read with

profit, does not convey a true idea of the history of the empire or of its signifi-

cance in the history of Europe. The pages on Slavonic peoples and their

relations to the empire are conspicuously insufficient.

The most famous chapters of the "Decline and Fall" are the fifteenth and
sixteenth in which the historian traces the early progress of Christianity and
the policy of the Roman government towards it. The excellency of these

chapters is due to the irony which Gibbon has employed with art and felicity.

There was a practical motive for using this weapon. An attack on Christianity

laid a writer open to prosecution and penalties. Gibbon's stylistic artifice both
averted peril of prosecution and rendered the attack more telling. In his

autobiography he tells us that he learned from Provincial letters of Pascal to

manage the weapon of grave and temperate irony. The main points in the

general conclusions of these chapters have been borne out by subsequent research.

The account of the causes of 'tlje expansion of Christiariity is chiefly criticized

for it s^ omissions. There were a number of important contributory con-
ditions which Gibbon did not take into account. He rightly insisted on the
facilities of communication created by the Roman Empire, but did not
emphasize the diffusion of Judaism. He did not realize the importance of the

kinship between Christian doctrine and Hellenistic syncretism, which helped
to promote the reception of Christianity. He was ignorant of another fact of

(Continued on Page 61)
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pnT^ HE interdependence of Shakespeare's dramatic art with the form of the

I the theatre for which Shakespeare wrote his plays is seldom emphasized.

-^ The ordinary reader and the everyday critic have no historic knowledge

of the Elizabethan playhouse. The bias of modern dramatic students is so

opposed to any belief in the superiority of past methods of acting Shakespeare

over modern ones, as to effectually bar any serious inquiry. With a very hazy

perception of the connection between Elizabethan histrionic art and its litera-

ture, a few sceptics have approached a comparison of the Elizabethan drama

with the Elizabethan stage as they would a Chinese puzzle. They have read

the plays in modern printed editions, they have seen them acted on the picture

stage, they have heard allusions made to old tapestry, rushes and boards, and

at once they have concluded that the dramatist found his theatre inadequate to

his needs.
' The first, and perhaps the strongest evidence which can be adduced to

disfavor this theory is the extreme difficulty—it might also be said the impos-

sibility of discovering a single point of likeness between the modern idea of an

Elizabethan representation of one of Shakespeare's plays, and the actual light

in which it presented itself before the eyes of Elizabethan spectators. It should

be borne in mind that the more the conditions of the Elizabethan theatre arc

studied, the better will it be perceived how workmanlike London's theatrical

representations then were, and that they had nothing amateurish about them.

One of the chief fallacies in connection with the modern notion of the

Elizabethan stage is that of its poverty in color and setting through the absence

of scenery. The interior of an Elizabethan playhouse must have presented an

unusual picturesque scene, with its mass of coloring in ,the costumes of the

spectators; while the actors moving, as it were, on the same plane as the

audience, and having attention so closely and exclusively directed to them, were

of necessity appropriately and brilliantly attired. We hear much from the

superficial student about the "board being hung up chalked with the words,

*This is a wood', when the action of the play took place in a forest." But this

is an impression apparently founded upon Sir Philip Sidney's words in his
*

'Apology of Poetry" written about 1583: ''What child is there that coming

to a play and seeing Thebes written in great letters on an old door, doth believe

that it is Thebes?" and whether these words were chalked upon the outside

door of the building admitting to the auditorium, or whether they appeared

exhibited to the eye of the audience on the stage door of the tiring-room is not

made clear, but this is certain, that there is no direct evidence yet forthcoming

to prove that boards were ever used in any of Shakespeare's dramas; and with

some other dramatists, there is evidence of the name of the play and its locality

being shown in writing, either by the prologue, or hung up on one of the posts

of the auditorium. Shakespeare himself considered it to be the business of the

dramatist to describe the scene, and to call the attention of the audience to each

change in locality, and moreover he does this so skillfully as to make his scenic

descriptions appear as part of the natural dialogue of the play. The naked

1
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action was assisted by the poetry; and much that now seems superfluous in the

descriptive passages was needed to excite imagination. There can be no doubt

that Shakespeare in the composition of most of his plays, could not have con-

templated the introduction of scenic accessories. It is fortunate that this should

have been one of the conditions of his work, for otherwise many a speech of

power and beauty, many an effective situation, would have been lost. All

kinds of elaborate attempts at stage illusion tend moreover, to divert a careful

observance of the acting, while they are of no real service to the imagination of

the spectator, unless the author renders them necessary for the full elucidation

of his meaning. That Shakespeare himself ridiculed the idea of a power to

meet such a necessity, when he was writing for theatres like the Curtain or

Globe, is apparent from the opening chorus to "Henry V." It is obvious that

he wished attention to be concentrated on the players and their utterances, and

that all surroundings, excepting those which could be indicated by the rude

properties of the days, should be idealistic. The dramatist's disregard of time

and place was justified by the conditions of the stage, which left all to the in-

tellect. "The mind" writes John Addington Symonds, "can contemplate the

furthest just as easily as more familiar objects, nor need it dread to traverse

the longest train of years, the widest expanse of space, in following the sequence

of an action." The question of the advantage or disadvantage of scenery is

well summed up by Collier."Our old dramatists luxuriated in passages

descriptive of natural or artificial Beauty, because they knew their auditors would

have nothing before their eyes to contradict the poetry; the hangings of the

stage made little pretension to be anything but covering for the walls, and the

notion of the plays represented was taken from what was written by the poet,

not from what was attempted by the painter. We owe to the absence of

painted canvas many of the finest descriptive passages in Shakespeare. Shakes-

peare could not have failed to recognize that by employing the existing con-

ventions of his stage, he could the more readily bring the public to his point of

Sview since its thoughts were not being diverted and distracted by those out-

ward decorations and subordinate details which in our day so greatly obliterate

the main object of dramatic work.

As the absence of theatrical machinery helped playwrights to be poets, so

the capacity of actors stimulated literary genius to the creation of characters

which the authors knew beforehand would be finely and intelligently rendered.

Nor were the audiences in Shakespeare's time uncritical of the actors' art, and

frequent allusions in the old plays show that they understood what "a clean,

action and a good delivery" meant. Again, quoting from Addington Symonds,
"attention was concentrated on the actors, with whose movements boldly

defined against a simple background, nothing interfered. The stage on which

they played was narrow, projecting into the yard surrounded on all sides by
spectators. Their action was thus brought into prominent relief, placed close

before the eye, deprived of all perspective,"

Noblemen used to maintain a musical establishment for the service of their

chapels, and to this department of their household the actors belonged. When
not required by their masters, these players strolled the country, calling them-
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selves servants of the magnate whose pay they took and whose badge they wore.

Thus Shakespeare's Company first became known as "Lord Leicester's Servants,

then as Lord Chamberlain's, afterwards in the reign of King James, as "The

King's Company." With regard to the boys who performed the female char-

acters, it is specially to be noted that they were paid more than the ordmary

actors, in consequence of the superior physical and vocal qualifications which

were needed. , .

^ < Referring once more to the construction of the theatres, it is important

to note that they differed most from modern playhouses in their size; not so

much perhaps, in the size of the stage as in the dimensions of the auditorium.

The building was so made that the remotest spectator could hardly have been

'more than a dozen yards from the front of the stage- The whole audience

were thus within hearing distance that conveyed the faintest modulation of the

performer's voice. Added to this, every lineament of the actor's countenance

would have been visible without telescopic aid.

Although the theatres were prosperous, their existence was often imperilled

by the action of the city magnates, who forbade the acting of plays within their

own jurisdiction. They viewed with annoyance the crowds that came from

north and south to bring money to the playhouses, and they disliked the induce-

ments these afforded to their sons and apprentices to neglect their occupations.

No opportunity was lost by the Corporation of urging the sovereign to abolish

the theatres. The Puritans, also, if not influential at Court, were still potent

in affecting public opinion against stage-plays, in the pulpit and by means of

the Press.

This vigorous opposition to the stage had its advantage. It kept managers

alive to their responsibilities, and obliged them to maintain a high standard

of work.

The poets were called upon to justify the existence of playhouses, and to

defend their own reputations, and in this way they were triumphant. They

contended that in the theatre men were shown, as in a mirror, "their faults

though ne'er so small.*'

Shakespeare is the basis of our Theatre. Without him, though we should

still possess a Theatre it would lack the adamantive foundation which it now

possesses. This would be so for the reason that from among the thousands

of plays in our language we could not assemble one series like his, containing in

practicable form and consummate expression every elemental type of human

nature and every representative phase of human experience. Shakespeare is

the voice of universal humanity, and it is in him that the actor finds the amplest

vehicles of embodiment and utterance. Almost all of his characters afford

unusual opportunity for acting. The greater ones provide histrionic art with

absolute freedom, certainly with a broader scope than is obtainable anywhere

else. Othello, King Lear, Hamlet. Macbeth, Falstaff, Imogen, Portia, Rosalind,

Beatrice, Juliet, Hermione ,to name only a few of those great parts, are unequalled

in the whole wide range of the drama, for what they contain and for the depth

and compass of feeling and the liberty of action which they require. The

utility of the study of Shakespeare therefore, and the duty of the dramatic

profession to maintain him in the Theatre, alike for its own sake and for the

public good, cannot be too earnestly advocated.

Louis J. Padula, Junior Pre-Med.

f{|g pinh flag

NESTLING among the mountains of central Pennsylvania lies the pros-

perous and budding city of Charlotte. The only town of any size

for some distance around, it was naturally the hub of the business

section of the district. As a consequence, a bank had been erected to handle

the business transactions. And the Farmers Title ^ Trust, as it was named,

bade fair to build up the trade of the little mountain town.

Charlotte also boasted of a fair-sized hotel and it is here that Carl Blaine,

who held the position of teller at the bank, was lounging gracefully in a Chaise

longue in one of the suites of the hotel, deeply engrossed in a novel. He had

drifted into Charlotte a few years back and showing good recommendations,

had been given a low-paying position in the bank. But he proved to be such

an earnest worker that he soon advanced until he attained the position of teller-

- Blaine was a likable chap, rather good looking and of a good education.

On account of his reticence, however, he was not a success in the social way.

Thus for some months back he had taken up reading as a means of spending

his time. He read with interest the works of Conan Doyle, Dumas and Oppen-

heim and finally became a sort of a fanatic on detective work. So he was

familiar with all the usual methods of criminal capture.

Suddenly a thought struck the reader and he laid aside his book. For

the first time he thought of the Farmers' Title ^ Trust, as a mark for his

prowess in the criminal line.

Cogitation brought on persuasions, and persuasion brought on conviction

until finally Blaine began to hatch his scheme for the robbery. For a while

one obstacle remained in his path, the thought of capture; but this was dis-

missed from his mind by the fanatic in his frenzied desire to rob the bank.

He went about his work in his regular manner, while thinking over his

scheme. From his reading of criminal affairs, he fully realized the necessity of

leaving no fingerprints. For this reason he intended to use collodion, a com-
pound of ether and alcohol, which lays a viscous film over the fingers, permitting

no fingerprints.

Finally the date was set and he began his preparations. As he knew the

combination of the safe, he needed no explosive, and so no clues could be left

in that line. He bought a long, thin strand of rope and a small amount of

collodion at a neighborhood village and he was prepared for his venture.

Finally the night arrived and after dropping a small satchel from his

window, and wrapping the rope about his waist beneath his coat, he descended

from the hotel. Securing the satchel he instantly set out for the bank. He
approached from the rear, climbed the spouting and was soon on the sky line.

A few seconds later, with the aid of a glass cutter and his rope, he was standing

before the safe. Pouring the collodium on his fingers he set to work, and it

was but a matter of minutes before he was out of the bank with his satchel

filled with a fortune in bills. By a back route he came to an isolated section

on the edge of the town and here he carefully buried his treasure. He im-
mediately returned to the hotel, ascended to his room, and prepared for a good
night's sleep.

'^
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The li«^^ tbwn of Charlotte awoke the next morning as usual and it was

not until the bank opened that the robbery was discovered. As with sinall

towns a great amount of excitement was created: and the P'^P^f-'^^^J^^

deposited their savings in the bank, crowded about .ts doors. J^e county

officials of the law were puzzled. Not a clue, except the broken skylight,

could be seen. The police of the town were baffled. ...
At once the president of the bank wired to New York for a private detec

tive. It would be a day or so before he could arrive, so Blaine had plenty of

time to perfect his alibi, if it were needed.

At last the detective arrived and presented himself as Basil t-a^yH- ™
looked over the scene and immediately went into conference with the president.

; A few moments later a messenger began calling in the employees one by one.

to the president. They came out haggard and presp.rmg. and Blaine arrived

at the conclusion that they were being cross examined, so he steeled himself

for the ordeal. ^ ^ - . .

He was called in turn and with head high and chest out he strode into

the office. The president spoke to him and then the detective motioned him

^- 'rhe detective began speaking. "Mr. Blaine, I have ascertained that^this

was an 'inside' job and therefore we are obliged to get fingerprints ot all

employees. Not that you are accused, but simply because we must be accurate.

"Of course, sir," commented Blaine. Thereupon he pressed his fingers

on the ink pad and the detective's hand guided his to the paper, where the im-

prints were made.
. , , • „^„^

"Mr Blaine," said the detective, "would you mind showing me your

right hand?" Blaine flushed but thrust his right hand before the detective^

A small smile and a slight nod upset Blaine quite a bit, and as he drew his hand

back, the detective leaped to his feet and covering him with a Colt, said with

•set lips, "I arrest you for this robbery."
^

"What^" shouted the half-crazed Blaine. "Why, you are insane! Uh,

no im not," was the sarcastic rejoinder. ''Mr. Blaine, kindly look between

your thumb and finger on your right hand!"

Dumbfounded, Blaine looked down and there on his right hand was a

speck of collodium. The castles that Blaine had built in the air began to

totter, but pulling himself together, he put up a bluff.

"Why? What is that?" questioned Blaine* -.. v^

"That is collodion, which you used two nights ago, so that you would

leave no fingerprints." v;
r i

• j
Blaine slumped down in his chair, all his courage gone after this crescendo,

and later broke down all together and related his sad tale.

Later in the president's office the bank officials were congratulating the

detective on his wonderful handling of the case, when suddenly the president

« said, ''Isn't it peculiar that Blaine forgot to wash off all the collodion?"

"Not at all," laughed the detective, "I put the collodion there when I was

taking his fingerprints. I did the same with all the employees as you can

remember me accusing every one of them; but none of theni broke down.

because they were innocent. It was a blind play, but it worked."

Bernard Jackson, Freshman Business.
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EDITORIAL
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THE school year is over—Seniors will be wending their way throughout

the struggles and problems of life within a surprisingly short time.

What will they do? That is a question that is difficult to answer. But

we may be sure of one thing that they will do and that is to use advantageously

the experience gained by them towards making their life useful to their com-

munity, to their country and to the spread of their knowledge of God.

The time has flown very quickly. It seems but a short while since they

entered the revered portals of Villanova, and in that short time they have ac-

complished deeds that will live after them as having proceeded from the class

of 1928. The last of the old Prep school boys will have gone. A new era

is approaching and let us hope that the fellows who are to graduate in the

succeeding classes will leave behind them such a record as gentlemen, sportsmen

and students.

The Senior Class bids you farewell, brightly but none the less sadly. To
our professors and teachers—we thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

Goodbye Villanova, for all that we may do is to ask you to think of us, some-

times.

^6mttmt mth ®I|c future

THE first successful east to west hop by airplane has been completed. The

toll of lives taken in attempts to accomplish this feat has been large.

Few of the airplanes having begun this flight have ever been heard of. Within

a short time after their loss had been broadcasted all thoughts of them were

put aside, only to be concentrated once again on other proposals and attempts.

Many have said and will say that the toll of lives taken has been too

costly. Yet the number of casualities occuring from automobile mishaps has

been greater per population than those of the air. Science must proceed onward
if the expense of human life is not too great.

Parachutes were unheard of in 1919, yet today their makers have per-

fected them to such a degree that they are reasonably safe. Recently a test was

made and within the short space of eight seconds ten men had jumped from a

plane and landed safely.
'

.. ;,

Engines were thought to have reached a wondrous degree of perfection

during the war yet compare the 525 horsepower motor with the first engine of

200 horsepower.
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V, Since Lindbergh's successful flight to Paris, repetitions have been attempted

, beginning at both ports. A few have been successful and what data can those

V fliers who have succeeded give to this science of navigation by air? The matter

:. supplied by those west to east fliers regarding atmospheric conditions and possible

air channels is of value. Perhaps the matter supplied by those navigators of

the "Bremen" may give the key to the failure of all other flights from Europe

'•to the United States.

Trans-Atlantic transportation by air has long been under consideration.

Recently designs were prepared of floating landing fields by Edward R. Arm-
strong of Dupont Company. They included supply stations and hotel service

for planes and passengers. The plan provides for seadromes aboutj four

hundred miles agart with termination points located at Atlantic City and
Plymouth, England. The cost of each artificial landing field is estimated at a

million and one-half. Such a plan completed would provide thirty hour
trans-Atlantic service and stop-over for those who so desire it.

Progress in aviation has been rapid and will continue to advance with
ever increasing strides.
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Villanova Beats Princeton Tiffeii
7 to 4

RALLY IN THE EIGHTH DECISIVE
^"

u '\,i","'"»
''""y *'''<^'' ""ted four runsgave the Wildcats a 7 to 4 victory over ZTiger nine.

' "^

.fr^^u'''
,^"'"'"'"«« d'-ovc in the winning runs

after he had made a wild throw to give theTigers the lead.
^

Princeton used four pitchers to stem the ti

VLlanovas big inning.
Neither team was able to' score during the

first five innings, but in the 6th, Villanova tal-
lied one run and two in the 7th

The lucky 7th put the Tigers in the lead
for the first time 4 to 3. But Villanova con-
tinued the scoring drive in the 8th and sewedup the contest. Kuczo was intrusted with the
lead and performed nobly.

Box Score:

—

Vil!anova

Princeton
(a) Batted for Emert.
(b) Batted for Hicks.
(c) Batted for Hardt.
(d) Batted for Newman.
(e) Batted for Palmer.

1 2

4

4 0-

0-

-7

-4

Pordham Halts Villanova

In Fast Battle

Villanova
Burnes
Curtin ....
Melanson . . .

Gillespie / . . .

McAndrews
Cummings . .

Flanagan . .

DeLuca
Hensil

Kuczo

Totals

Princeton
Stubig

Lackey
Hardt
Vogt
Newman
Emert . . ,

Hicks . . .

Warfield .

Hegdt . . .

(a) Beand
(b) Jalon
(c) Hendy
Layton . . .

Lightin, . . .

Rankin . . .

Palmer . . .

(d) Stewart
(c) Rick . .

ss

lb
cf

d

If

3b
rf

2b

P
P

ab R H O A
5

4
4
3

4
4
4
3

3

1

1 1

3

1 I 2
10

1

2

2

3

7

1

1

7

2
1

1

3

1 O

..'• ,.•
.
• • • • p • • • •

•_ •; •,'< •,'<:'.*'•: •' 4- • • • •

•
'f;

••^. •

• *. • • -9 '

cf

ss

rf

3b
If

lb

2b

35 7 8 27 4

ab R H O A

4

• • #• • •

• •••.'•#'»

P
2b

P
P

4
4

4
4
2

1

1

3

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1 1

1 1

5

6

1

10
1 1

HENSIL LOSES BRILLIANT PITCHING
DUEL

.u ^iT?,
""^**^ innings proved the downfall ofhe Villanova team, as it lost the first game of

the current season to the Maroon Club.
Johnny" Hensil pitched good ball, but did

not receive the usual support. Fordham played
sensational ball behind their "ace." Cooncy, and
after y spectacular stop or throw checked Villa-nova s efforts to score.

Cooney became unsteady in the 5th and
wa-ked Curtin and Melanson. they advanced on
Gillespie s sacrifice fly. and McAndrews also
walked. Cummings drove a liner over the third
baseman s head but Ryan speared it and doubled
Gurtin at home.

In the 8th Curtin scored the lone tally on
Melanson s grounder.

Cooney gave nine base on balls but none fig-
ured in the scoring, while Hensil allowed onlytwo but received poor support, as Villanova
made five errors behind him. although only onewas of consequence.
Box Score:

—

Villanova

3 1

4

1

1

1

1

1

Totals 3 6 27 14

Burns
. . ..V,t; . . . . . ss

Curtin ;....: ^V.:;y. lb
Melanson ...,;,;.;;;, cf
Gillespie

. ,>f;;^ . ,; .^v c
McAndrews

if

Cummings 3b
Flanagan rf
DcLuca . 2b
Hcnsii ./;;.:/ p

Totals

Fordham
Licbl

,
, jf

Ncilan ^f
Egan '

'

If
Loehing 2b
Ryan 3b

I
La Bonnes ".-,

, $$

ab R H O A
5
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Examine the great showing of Suits in

our new New Department (Second Floor

East Section) in daylight—feel the goods,

note the careful tailoring, then compare
them with values in other stores at

$22.S0

You will then be convinced that for

quality of cloth, new style design, tailor-

ing, trimming and for downright, all-

round value there is no suit in Philadel-

phia that can approach them.

Remember, Comparison is

Convincing

Wanamaker & Brown
MARKET At SIXTH FOR 66 YEARS

the homesick ^^frosh''

takes the advice af a
more sophisticated bro-

ther and Telephones
his Mother and Dad

UPPER CLASSMEN
already know the result

M. J. CARDAMONE'S

DRUG STORE
1040 Lancaster Ave.

BRYN MAWR

PHONE YOUR WANTS
And We Will Do the Rest

BRYN MAWR 975 and 980

AT YOUR SERVICE
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Frank W. Prickitt, PLC.
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ROSEMONT, PA.
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Clancy
Feasten

Cooncy

Totals

Villanova

Fordham

lb
I

I

'I

3

« 4
p'3

1 16
1 3 1

2 1 5

34 3 7 27 15

10 0—1
10 2 0—3

11th Inning Rally Sinks

Boston College 5 to 4

Junior Week Celebrated by
Lehigh Being Defeated, 10-0

HANZIK PITCHES BRILLIANT GAME
The Wildcats obligingly ushered in the an-

nual Junior Week with a victory over the Le-high nine.

George Hanzik, pitching shutout ball, held
Lehigh to two hits, one in the first and the
other in the fifth inning. It was the fourthwin for Villanova out of five starts.

Jack McAndrews carried away the hitting
honors of the day with four hits out of five
times at bat. thereby scoring three runs. Red
Mclanson was a runner up to McAndrews get-
ting a home run and a triple.

The team played a game that never will be
forgotten and gave Hanzik wonderful support.
Lehigh never threatened to score.
The Box Score:

—

Villanova
Burnes . . .

Curtin . . .

Melanson
Gillespie . .

McAndrews
Cummings
Flanagan .

DeLuca
Hanzik
Donohuc

• • >.«.'• »•

• * •! •'."• • .

• • • . • < '_• •

i- *\»

> ' ' » . « • •

Totals

Lehigh
'::J.

O'Leary
Schultz . . . > ;

;

Talbeat lb
Bennett

Strauss

Stone .

Bnamc
Flynn
Hesse

Angleis

Rowe p

• • • •
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GROFF, P. D.
Prescriptionist

SODAS MILK DRINKS

"Try aGrqff Milk Shake
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Boston College ab R H O A
Crecden 2b 6 1 3 5 4
Clinton rf 4 2

Weston lb 1 1 1 12 1

Gibson If 4 2

Morris . . . cf 3 1 2

O'Day . 3b 5 1 3 1

Manves ss 4 1 1 4
McMimer c 4 1 7

McNulty p 4 1 6 3

Stoker cf 2 1 1 1

Totals 41 4 12 32 14

(a) Batted for Cummings.
(b) Batted for Hensil.

Home Runs—Creeden.

Villanova Trips Cornell, 7 to 3

WILDCATS COLLECT JO HITS

The Wildcats took Cornell into camp in a

well played game at Ithaca by the score of 7 to

3. Burnes, Curtin and Melanson opened by
getting on base. Burnes scored on an error

and Cummings' single scored Curtin and Mel-

anson.

Our boys continued in the third inning when
Gillespie's sacrifice fly scored Curtin who had

been walked.

Cornell scored in the 4th and 7th innings,

but in the 8th frame Villanova found Lewis

for four hits, which virtually assured Villanova

the game.
Hensil pitched brilliantly and his hit in the

eighth scored Flanagan to bring the total of

runs to seven.

Villanova

Burnes . .
.'.

Curtin

Melanson . . ,

Gillespie . . .

McAndrews
Cummings . .

Flanagan . . .

DcLuca . . . .

Hensil . . . - .

Total

Cornell

Cooper i

Herbent .

McC'ell .

Bal'ton .

Crosby
Degdt
Sticff .

Gichncn
Lewis
Hall . . .

ss

lb

c

R H
1 1

O A E

2

1

1

If

3b
rf

2b

P

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

5

3

1

1

4
3

1

3

I

1

1

1

1
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Well-groomed Man
The well-groomed man

t vipholds his reputation and
obtains the approval of his

friends by appearing in gar-
ments that are not marred
by loud effects and cheap ^

;-%] tailoring. ;•;•..•

We cater to the well-

groomed man and can place

you right in that group.

Suits $65 to $95

PYLE& INNES
College Taibrj"

1115 WALNUT STREET
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Villanova . R H O A f
Burncs ss 1 1 4 1

Curtin ... lb 13

Melansort .,*.,...,.., cf 1 2 1

Gillespie . ;V; 1;>.>,, ^..{, c 2 3 4 1

McAndrews .i.VVv.V; If 1 1 1

Cummings ......... 3b 1 1 3 2

Flanagan rf 1 1 3

DeLuca 2b 1 3 2

Kuczo . pO 4
Hensil . :t V ; . . .\i p 1 2

Donohue c O

Totals 4 10 27 17 4

Lebanon • R H O A E
Albright cf 2 1

Dismey .
• 2b 1 2

Wentz ss O 1 1 3 1

Pignsol lb 1 111
Bcndiga c O 1 8 2

Piela . . . ,
•

. f pOOO 1

Zapia p 2 2

Abrahs rf 1 1

Jacks 3b 1 1 1 2

Totals 3 8 24 12

Lebanon 10 2 0—3
Villanova 10 2 1 x—

4

Villanova Loses to N. Y. U., 3-2

Villanova lost a hard fought game with New
York University by the score of 3 to 2. It was

the ninth straight victory for the New Yorkers,

and a throng of 7,000 witnessed the thrilling

game.
Villanova started to score early in the game.

In the first inning Melanson doubled and was

brought in by Gillespie's single.

In the fourth frame McAndrews scored Gil-

lespie giving a lead of 2 to 0. New York Uni-

versity evened matters up by scoring two runs

in the same inning.

The winning run came in the 9th, when
Madison's single scored Roberts. Hanzik and

Hensil pitched for Villanova.

Villanova ab R H O A
Burnes . . ...:.. ss 2 3 4

Curtin .....vv,>>•;.> lb 1 13 4

Melanson .;.,> >/;...* • cc 1 3 4

Gillespie . : ; ;. ..i . .

.

". . . c 1 2 4 3 4

McAndrews .......... If 1 1 4

Cummings ......';.**. 3b
Flanagan . . . . rf 13 4

DeLuca .. ..:;..; V:^ . . 2b 3 6 3

Hensil ............ p
Hanzik P 3 2

Total 2 8 27 16 33

New York Uni. ab R H O A
Roberts If 4 1 1

Mayell 2b 4 1 1 6 3

Mad'n 3b 4 1 1 3

Sackett .

Strong .

Kastner

Bergen .

Norton ,

Manfred

Villanova

N. Y. U.

• « • « •

• • • • •

• • • •

lb
tf

rf

ss

P
P

3
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HELPS FORTHE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY 1
lat

E.

The Philosophy of Teaching
A study in the Symbolism of Language. A trans-
ion of Saint Augustine's DeMagistro, by Francis
Tourscher, O. S. A. 16 mo. 99 pages. 75c.
;•..' .•;'*•;

A (bourse in Classical Christian
Thought
De Beata Vita, Soliloquirorum, Libri Duo, De

Immortal itat'e Animae, De Magistro, adapted for

schools and colleges. (From the writings of St.

Augustine.) By the Rev. Francis E. Tourscher,
Order of St. Augustine.

1'he purpose of the editor and compiler, who has
proved the worth of these treatises in actual class

students in schools and colleges some of the real

work, is to make easily available for the use of

gems of our Christian classics, a course in Christian
schuol literature which combines at once the correct
structure of the living Latin tongue, and the accur-
ate thought and habits of mind of Christian, Catholic
Philosopny.

l!>e Beata Vita
Writ'ten while Augustine was preparing for

baptism. It is a study in critique. It takes up,
first, the attitude of stoic philosophy to the essen-
tial aim of life; secondly, that the theory of

academic scepticism, an unending search after
truth, faced by the fancied dread of being disillu-

sioned at every turn, cannot be a safe guide to

knowledge or the guardian of human science and
learning. 39 pages, paper, 35c.

De Quantitate Animae
Dialogus Seu Questionum Liber. Sanctum Augus-

tinum inter et Erodium Anno Salutis circ.

CCCLXXXVIII- conscriptus. E. Texfu Parisiensi,

Anni 1689 in usum scholarum accommodatus. 16
mo.. 109 pages, |1.00.

De Immortalitate Animae
A study in outline of arguments which prove the

immortality of the soul, its nature and essential

qualities. This booklet was seuggested by the

thought of the Soliloquies, and follows the same
line of reasoning in positive and synthetic form.
Supplementary to the general argument De Immor-
talitate Animae, a few excerpts from De Gonesi ad
Litteram are added at the end of this treatise. The
purpose of these excerpts is that they may serve as
aids to the study of Christian philosophy in the
thought of Augustine on Creation, on Matter and
Form, on Time and Eternity. 48 pages, paper, 35c.

Soliloquiorum Libra Duo
Informal meditations, simple, thoughts in self-

knowledge and the acknowledgment of God. The
question of the soul in dialogue form, direct question
and answer, present deep problems fo metaphysics
and psychology in language that has the vigor and
interest of life and the merit of clear, accurate
thought the reflections of a master Christian mind
on the soul and on God. 72 pages, paper, 40c.

\

m.

THE PETER REILLY COMPANY
PK^BLISHERS BOOKSELLERS IMPORTERS

1 13 North Thirteenth Street

PHILADELPHIA
k*V«S>- i—^* *t^ •}

'-• '!.

West Jersey Sand & Supply

.'• » . .'

Beach and Marlborough Sts.

PHILADELPHIA PENNA.
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Providence ab R H O A
Allen 3b 3 1 12 2

Gibbons If 5 1 4 1

Fle'rant rf 4 1 2

Herbert ,. cf 3 1 1

Duffy lb 5 1 1 6 1

Murphy c 2 1 7 1

Main .
.". .2b 2 3 1

Cappalli ss 4 5 2

McElroy p 5 2 3

Totals 33 3 7 30 11

Villanova 010002000 1—

4

Providence 020010000 Os—

3

Villanova Blanks Ger-
mantown A. A., 3 to

COLD WEATHER STOPS GAME IN 7TH
INNING

Coach McGeehan's powerful^ nine flashing

mid-season form chalked up its second victory

in as many starts, by crushing the Germantown
A. A., 3 to 0.

Villanova's big four. Hensil, Kuczo, Crane

and Hanzik held the heavy hitting opponents to

a pair of singles. Hensil struck out five batters

during his three inning stay. Hansik also per-

formed brilliantly. In the 7th, he ousted the

the side on twelve straight balls.

The raw weather hampered the efforts of

both teams, and forced the game to be called in

the 7th inning.

Box Score:

—

Villanova

Cummings .

Burns
Curtin ....

Melanson
Gillespie

.•. > *•.

. . 3b
. . ss

. . lb
. . cf

... c

McAndrews If

Conti rf

*. •. .• •

DeLuca
Hensil .

Kuczo
Crane
Hanzik
Flanagan
McGee
Gault . .

Donaldson

.' .' .t .• t, » '4" »'•• '*.,

2b

P
P
P
P
rf

2b
2b
2b

R

1

1

1

H
1

1

I

1

o

1

7

9

4

A
2

2

2

1

E

Totals 3 4 21 7

Germantown A. A. R H O A E
Burton 3b 2

Bolger .:.::... ss 1 2

Powers 2b 1 1 3

Lyons If I

Laughlin rf 2

Linzey lb 1 8

Gil'lie cf

Pnick c 1 5

Hendrick P 2

Total 2 18 7

Villanova
Germantown A. A.

Umpire—Jordan.

1 1 1 X-

0-

-3

-0

Villanova Swamps Osteopathy
15 to

OUTLOOK FOR SEASON BRIGHT
The Wildcats of the diamond opened th>

baseba.l season in a blaze of glory, by completely

crushing the Philadelphia College of Osteo-

pathy, at Villanova.

The visitors were outclassed from the second

inning, after our batters had solved Van-Lohn's
delivery, to the extent of seven runs.

Osteopathy was powerless before the pitching

of John Hensil, Paul Kuczo and George Hanzik,

and collected only four hits. A feature of the

game was John Gault's home run far into

center field.

Coach McGeehan used nearly two full teams

in an effort to capably judge the respective mer-

its of the players. There seemed to be plenty

of material of the first order and the lookout

for the coming season is bright.

Box Score:

—

Villanova R H O A £
Cummings 3b 1 1 1

Burns ss 2 2 3

Curtin lb 1 111 1

Melanson cf 1 1 2

Gillespie c 1 2 4 3

McAndrews .If 2 2

Flanagan rf 1 1 2

DeLuca 2b 3 4

Hensil p 1

Kuczo p 1

Hanzik •••••;: , .p Oi

Donohue .........;.'. c 1 1310
Cicero c 1

Conti rf 2 1

McGee 2b 1 2

Holland If 1 1 0'

Gault .,.-> 2b 1 1 1

Totals M 5 14 27 17

Osteopathy R H O A E
Warner ............. ss 1 2

McKeuitt ;;./,,;;,;. rf 1

James ........./... lb 9 1

Fiestal V.%.,nv;: cf 3

Ellis :.vV..;v>:;.v:.^i.v;;,. c 00300
Sccori.;:':.;v>r.^;V;;:. . . 3b 00310
Thomas .:,:iV^;..... 2b 5 2

Smith . .. ...C If 2

Vanlohn .... .. ., . p 1

Habstock . .^V. ... p

Total 4 27 8 2

Villanova 7 12 14 x— 15

Osteopathy 00000000 —
Home runs—Gault.

Strike-outs by Hensil, 5; Kuczo. 2; Hanzik,

2; by Habstock, 3: Van Lohn, 1.

>
'
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You Might Be Able

To Grasp Opportunity-
if a windbn of money happened to come at the 8ame tima

But you'll turel}f be able to grasp opportunity if you wf a

regular saver at the Beneficial

BENEFICIAL
-POUNDED 1S53-

SA VING FUND
1200 CHESTNUT STREET

KENSINGTON OFFICEs 826 Ea« ADeflMay AvmiM

4Jk Interest Paid On Deposits

I8OURCI81 THIETY-SIX MILLION DOLLAES
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JOHN J. McDEVin

PRINTING
Envelopes
Letter Heads
Programs
Circulars

Bill Heads
Cards
Tickets
Booklets

And all kinda of amall Job Printing

5Aop— 1 145 Lancaster Ave.. Rosemont, Pa.

P. 0. J5o:c—Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Subscribe to

THE OWL
The Official Engineering Organ of the

College

L

Hun School
The Frosh went to Princeton to meet the

Hun School; sad to say they went, they saw,
but they were conquered to the tune of 8 to 2.

The game was marked by poor base running,
and a lack of heads-up baseball by our boys.
Feldman pitched a fair game, but as the boys
were not playing the brand of ball that they
should, he is credited with a loss.

Irving was spiked in the 7th inning and
Gilligan went in to take his place. Gilligan
had been playing right field, and in his place
went Harkins.

The boys got seven hits, of which two were
garnered by Gribaldi Gilligan.

Dalton playing his first game at second base
made a fine job of it, and showed the earmarks
of a great future. He received six chances with-
out a miscue. Rendt at first also did stellar

work.

FUTURE SCHEDULE
La Salle *....... Away
Perkiomen .... ... ...... "

La Salle Home
Germantown Away
Lehigh Frosh "

Allentown Prep Home
Penn State Frosh . Pend.
Bucknell Frosh

Freshman Baseball
Villanova inaugurated her freshman baseball

team for the first time in the annals of the

school this year. This sport promises to show
as well for the yearlings as have the previous

sports, football and basketball.

There were about forty candidates for the

nine at first, but this number has dwindled down
to twenty. These twenty, however, have been

tried and not found wanting.

The men forming the club arc:

Catchers—Goodreau, Blain.

Pitchers—Harkins, Ginein, Nolan and Dunn.
First—Rendt, McCarty.
Second—Dalton. y^/

Third—Eschman. •
•

Short—Irving.

Fielders—Wilson, Morgan and Lynch.
Utility Man—Gilligan.

^^ Trenton Normal
The first game the Frosh played resulted in

an 11 to 8 victory over the strong Trenton
Normal team. The game was played at Tren-
ton, and was attended by the Normal Students.

The boys came back with great tales of the

beauty of the future teachers; it is a wonder
they came back at all.

Feldman started for the yearlings, but gave
way to Harkins in the 5 th inning. The vic-
tory however, was credited to Feldman.

Goodreau was the star of the home team
with two clean hits in four trips to the plate.

Blain, too, should be commended, as his two
base hit was the longest hit of the game.

Villanova Beaten By Barons, 12-8

FREE HITTING FEATURES THE
CONTEST

The Villanova baseball team, fresh from their

victory over Cornell, dropped a heavy hitting

ball game to Wilkes-Barre by th^ score of 12
to 8.

Kuczo started on the mound but was forced

to retire after the second inning. Crane re-

lieved and bad little difficulty in checking the

Barons. '

The game was marred by loose fielding caus-

ed by the high wind that swept over the ball

park. McAndrews and DeLuca starred, each

getting three hits.

Villanova R H O A IE

Burnes ss 1 1 2 2 1

Curtin lb 8

Melanson cf 1 2
Gillespie c 1 2 3 1

McAndrews . v..: If 1 3

Cummings .......... 3b 2 2 4 4
Flanagan rf 1 2 1 1

DeLuca 2b 1 3 4
Kuczo . p 1 1 3

Crane p 2

Totals 8 15 24 12 2

Wilkes-Barre R H O A E
Parenti 2b 1 4 3 3 1

Den'hey ; ....... cf 21100
Davis . . cf 12
Gordon . . 3b 1 1

Payoter , . . . ss 3 3 2 4
Ba'Hart . . . .,.,;. ^ .. If 1 1 12
Thompson ..;....... c 2 4 1

Bradshaw . . . . . * .... p 5

R. Hart\.,,^ii>,;. . . . rf 2 4 6

Totals 12 21 27 12 1

Villanova 1320 2000 — 8

Wilkes- Barr^« 5 3 3 10 x—12

Villanova Bows to

Haverford on Track

Winners Cop Twelve First Places Out of
Fourteen Events on Program

The Haverford College well-balanced track

team swamped Villanova under a 96 to 30
score in their dual track and field meet, held at

Haverford.
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The superiority of the home squad was evi-

denced by the twelve first places it captured in

the fourteen event program. In the two events

in which Villanova displayed its power, Haver-

ford landed the second place.

Allen Thomas, Harold Morris, Bob Edgar,

Herbert Ensworth and McClanaghey were the

outstanding performers for the victorious team.

All but Ensworth clinched at least two first

places.

Thomas was the high scorer with 1 1 points.

He broke the tape first in a close 100-yard dash,

won the broad jump and placed third in the

220-yard dash. The century was a tight race,

with Thomas barely nosing out Ensworth, a

teammate, and Highfield, of Villanova. Ens-

_ worth came back to capture the furlong dash.

Morris made good marks to win the 16-

pound shot and discus throw events. He threw
44^ feet 4 3/4 inches in the former and 131
feet 2 inches in the latter.

The former Frankford High luminary. Bob
Edgar, turned in the trick of winning both the

half-mile and mile run.

100-yard Dash—Won by Thomas, H; Ens-

worth. H, second; Highfield, V, third. Time,
10 2/5 seconds.

2 20-Yard Dash—Won^ by Ensworth, H:
Highfield, V, second; Thomas, H, third. Time,
24 seconds.

440- yard Dash—Won by Woods, V; Ta-
tum, H, second; Daly, V, third. Time, 53
3/5 seconds.

Half-mile—^Won by Edgar, H; Mawhinney,
H, second; Pie, V, third. Time 2 minutes

and 6 seconds.

Mile Run—Won by Edgar, H; Mawhinney,
H, second; Shirk, H, third. Time 4 minutes,

50 3/5 seconds.

Two Mile Run—Won by Whittelsey, H;
Wright, H, second; Davis, H, third. Time 10

min., 55 2/5 seconds.

120 Yard High Hurdles—Won by McCan-
aghey, H; Richardson, H, second; Miller. H,

third. Time 16 2/5 seconds.

220 Low Hurdles—Won by McCanaghcy,
H; Sykes, H, second; Bishop, H, third. Time
27 3/5 seconds. •../,:

FIELD EVENTS
Pole Vault—Won by Yarnall, V; Rhoads,

H, second ; Penny^acker, H, third. Height 1

1

feet. 2 inches.

High Jump—Won by F. Richardson, H;
R. Richardson, H, second; Balencio V, third.

Height 5 feet, 9 inches. . ,; '
: : V-

Broad Jump—Won by Morris, H; Rice. H,

second: Costanzo, V, third. Distance 21 feet,

4 1/2 inches.

16-Pound Sho\-put—Won by Morris, H;
Kelly. V, second; Balencio, V, third. Distance

43 feet, 3 3/4 inches.

Discus—Won by Morris, H; Veleheradski,

V, second; Fahey, V, third. Distance, 131 feet,

2 inches.

Javelin—Won by Swan, H; Myrtctus, V,

second; Milne, V, third. Distance, 151 feet,

6 inches.

TENNIS
Villanova vs. Ursinus

Playing the first matches on the newly built

courts at Patterson Field^ Ursinue and Villa-

nova tied in the first awiy match of the year,

3-3.
^

The two teams split even in both singles and
doubles. Bill Orcutt, playing ace high tennis,

caused the sensation of the day in defeating

Captain Housten Spangler of Ursinus. Orcutt

took the play, 6-2, 0-6, 6-3.

In the other singles, Frank Kelley of Villa-

nova lost to Paul Lefever. Ed Lovatt dropped
his match to Williams of Ursinus and Pete

Forve played a brilliant game to win from
Walter Spangler of Ursinus, 6-1, 7-5.

Each fray in the double matches went three

sets. Orcutt and Kelley lost to Spangler and

Lefever of Ursinus, 0-6, 12-10, 0-6. Forve

and Lovatt defeated Williams and Snyder of

Ursinus 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.

The team showed up very well in this, the

second match of the season, considering the lack

of practice caused by the inclement weather.

Villanova vs. Temple
The opening match of the season resulted in

a decisive victory for the newly organized tennis

team. Temple furnished the opposition, in

what turned out to be the coldest, and wettest

match that could possibly be encountered. A
stiff wind and rain made playing conditions

very poor. However, under these adverse con-

ditions the team gave its best and won, 3-2.

SINGLES
Lovatt, Villanova defeated Biron, Temple,

6-3, 6-2.

Orcutt, Villianova, defeated Blackman, Tem-
ple, 6-4, 6-1.

Dooling, Villanova, defeated Flock, Temple,

6-3, 6-3.

Laveson, Temple, defeated Kelley, VillariWva,

6-3. 6-2.

DOUBLES
Laveson and Blackman, Temple defeated,

Orcutt and Kelley, Villanova, 6-4, 6-1.

- Villanova vs. Textile

In the first match to be played on the home
courts, Villanova treated a large gallery to a

5-1 victory over the Textile netmen. Rain

caused the double contests to go unfinished, but

Villanova was well ahead in the matches at the

time they were called off. Orcutt, Forve, Dool-

ing and Lovatt all took their single matches,

and Kelley dropped his contest to Textile's

number one man.
The only doubles to be finished was that in

which Orcutt and Forve were victorious.

-^

«'
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Villanova vs. Haverford
The tennis team received its first defeat of

the season, at the hands of Haverford. For
the first time the players experienced hard, fast
courts, and a well seasoned and experienced op-
position. Havcrford's superiority could not be
questioned. Villanova failed to take a single
match, and the final score was 7-0.

and one final and deciding set ended in N. Y.
Us. favor. 11-9.
The final score was 5-2, in favor of N. Y. U.

Villanova vs. N. Y. U.
Villanova traveled to Manhattan on Tues-

day, May 8th to receive a defeat at the hands
of N. Y. U. The contest was one of the best
of the year. Both teams were evenly matched,
and it was not until the last game was over,
that the outcome seemed certain.

Forve and Lovatt brought Villanova's two
matches. The closest contest of the day was
doubles in which Orcutt and Forve received

their first defeat. The match went three sets, I

Villanova vs. Bucknell
The second of the home contests was dropped

to Bucknell in a hard fought battle. Practical-
ly every match went three sets, but Bucknell
proved to be the better team. Dooling. playing
a steady game, won Villanova's only single.

Orcutt and Forve, that fast and hard hitting
double team, took one of the two double matches
for Villanova. The score was 5-2.

Villanova vs. Penn
The match with Penn was marred by inclem-

ent weather, and eventually had to be ended on
account of rain. The crack University team
proved too much for the Villanovas, and at

the time the match ended, Penn was in the
lead, 6-0.

ttjcftwits to ^hfaarb Oltirhmt

{Continued/rom Page 41)

great importance, which has only in recent years been fully appreciated through
the researches of F. Cumont, the wide diffusion of Mithraic religions and the

close analogies between its doctrines and those of Christianity. In regard to

the attitude of the Roman government towards Christianity, there are questions

still unsettled, but Gibbon had the merit of reducing the number of martyrs
within probable limits. But whatever objections different minds may raise,

either to the unbending stateliness of his style or to the singing sarcasms of his

spirit, these peculiarities will prevent no genuine scholar from studying the
work and profiting by it.

•—4»'
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I POETS CORNER
Memories

She is gone, that pal of mine» I haven't e'en a Yet she seemed a pretty child, beneath her head

'f-
:.

due. of curls.

I may forget, but now I fret, to think she wasn't But now that is all over, she was just like other

true. girls.

I linger o'er sweet memories, recall them once She was my life, my hope, my cheer; my limit

agam, was the sky,

But as a souvenir, remains a heart that's left And I thought that she'd be true, until the day

in pain. I'd die.

The gay moonlight, the lover's delight, no long- All this is but expected, in this earthly life of

er I call my own, ours,

For the one I loved best, just like all the rest, Love just blooms, then dies away, like many
has mysteriously flown. pretty flowers.

The golden laughter I once knew, seems but a Who knows that but some future day, I may
boisterous din, seek another's glory,

Then I try to laugh it oflf, with a malicious grin. And if I do, it will be just another story.

Louis J. Emanuele.

Facing New Worlds
I think, sometimes, of many things,

I walk with paupers or with kings.

No matter what my fancy brings. I'm

Facing new worlds.

Now I am young, and in life's fold,

I cannot see what futures hold.

Perhaps it's rank, or wealth untold, I'm

Facing new worlds.

The prime of life has just begun, :

I hold my head up to the sun. , .;

I never turn my back or run, I'm

Facing new worlds.

-.•'"• •
''

/.
' '»

.

Now I am old, my hair is gray.

'Twill soon be time to go my way.

And more than ever peopl^say: he's

Facing new worlds.

Wheeler Jenkins, '31

Get Acquainted
The fellow you hate away down in your heart,

The chap that you think you despise,

Might prove in the end the best kind of a friend.

If you'd just open up your two eyes;

You see but his shell, his heart you must find.

And be introduced to his soul,

Get acquainted, old chap, you may learn may-

. ... hap,

,
That he's honest and earnest and whole.

The fellow you hate for no reason on earth, ''r''

May be a lot finer than you,

, Get out of your way and some pleasant word
.;.•. say.

And you'll see the real man shining thru;

Tho' something about him rubs you on the

raw,

It will pass when you take his right hand.

If you try to be kind, I'll bet you'll find.

After all, he's a regular man.

James A. McGARRiry, '30.

\
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Alumni Notes
Al Pancpinto, '27, according to all the ac-

counts that have reached Villanova from the
"University City," is living up to the expecta-
tions of his friends, at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Harvard University. We have it

on a reliable authority that Al had the highest
rating in his class at Mid-years. One of his

drawings was exhibited at the Fine Arts Ex-
hibition at Providence, R. I.

Bill Long, '27, is a statistical Engineer for the

American Telephone and Te'egraph Co., with
headquarters ,in the Bourse Building, Philadel-
phia.

A long distance rumor reached us from the

Philipines to the effect that we may expect in

the near future to hear that Atilano F. Montesa,
'27, has taken to himself a bride from the home-
lands around about Badajoz, Romblon, Phili-

pine Islands. We eagerly await the Confirmation
of this report.

Our Brooklyn correspondent informs us that

Edward Marshall, Ex-'25, is in the Chief En-
gineers Department of the New York Central

Railroad. Ed has a family to support now and
makes his home at 541 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
We note for the information of our readers,

the following changes in addresses:

—

Edward J. Burke, '23, chemist in the Bureau
of Public Safety, Phila., has recently moved
to 7307 Ogontz Ave., Phila., Pa.

Charles H. McGuckin, '18, Professor fii

Mathematics at the Glen Cove High School,

N. Y., has recently moved to 265 Glen St.,

Glen Cove, N. Y.
Donald "Nick" Bradley, '27. has resigned

his position with the U. S. Gauge Co., of Sel-

lersville, Pa., to take a position with the Mack
Motor Corporation, at their Allentown Plant.

Jim O'Neil, '26, also formerly in the employ
of the U. S. Gauge Co., has been with the

Mack Motor Corp. for some months. He is

engaged as an Engineer on the designing of

bodies. We rather suspect that Jim was in-

strumental in bring "Nick" to Allentown.

Tom McPoyle, '24, has completed his work
on the Conowingo Dam and is at present living

in Phila., 5422 Westminster Ave. Tom was
two and a half years on the Conowingo pro-

ject, making his home at Berkley, Maryland.

The Philadelphia-Villanova Club Dinner,

held on the last Day of February, was a dis-

tinct success. In order to attract a greater num-
ber to these monthly dinners, the Club is en-

deavoring to dispense with formality as much as

possible. For this reason, the Little Chop House
under the Street at the northeast corner of 10th

and Chestnut Sts.,.was the place of rendezvous.

Many of the old grads were present among

whom was, Jerry Hurley, '27,, who made the
trip from Trenton, N. J.

Augustus A. Baron, Jr., '27, Accountant
with Clarke, Cakes and Greenwood, N. Y.
City, lives at 147 Highland, East Rutherford,
N. J.

Paul G. Taylor, '27, is at present with the
Marmon Philadelphia Co., 847-49 North Broad
St., Phila., Pa.

John J. Dailey, '26, is a special tutor in

Mathematics. Office at 2120 Spruce St., Phila.,

Pa.

Charles J. Walsh, '26, after an extensive trip

through Eastern Europe is now firmly settled

once again within the walls of his good old
Alma Mater. Charles is now teaching French
at Villanova.

"Jack" Greczynski, '27. is among the
leaders at the Long Island Medical School of
New York. Keep up the good work Jack.
From Georgetown Medical School comes the

good news that our boys, Joseph Brennan, Ken-
neth O'Toole and "Red" O'Donnell, all of the
class of '27, are warding off all opponents and
rivals for the coveted honors.

Harry Griffith, '27, a well known figure on
the baseball diamond, is at present coaching the
Villanova Freshman Baseball Team. The Villa-
novan wishes YOU all the success due you for
your unceasing efforts in producing a winning
combination on the field.

Many old and familiar faces were seen on the
campus recently. Among those were "Matt"
Oberholzer, Edward Duffy, Tom McManus and
"Pat" Kirwin.

Revs. E. J. Murtaugh, O.S.A., E. J. Quinn,
O.S.A., W. F. Sheedy. O.S.A., E. A. Flynn,
O.S.A., J. C. Kelly, Phineas T. Vize, Sylvester
Sabittino, Cletus A. Seaver, Dan Phelan, F. J.

Monahan, John W. Jones, Norman Jones, James
E. Kelly were among the five hundred diners
at the Waldorf-Astoria, on Sunday evening,
April 22nd. The occasion was the annual
dinner of the "National Catholic Alumni Fed-:
eration." John C. Kelly was again elected a

vice-president of the association. Sylvester J.

Sabbatino and Rev. E. A. Flynn, O.S.A., were
delegates to the convention.

Mr. Robert Coleman Hemphill, '72, was an
interested spectator and patron of "Vision" dur-
ing its recent performance in West Chester, Pa.
He is one of the earliest graduates of Villanova
and recounts that in his time at Villanova, the
entire student body numbered approximately
fifty-five, the only buildings on the campus
then being the old Prep School building and a
small wooden Chapel which stood alongside
of it, on the present path to the Pennsylvania
station. He resides on Maple Avenue. West
Chester, Pa.

<. " '
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.Alfred J. Panepinto, *27. of Phila., has been
awarded the Austin scholarship to Harvard Uni-
vcrsity in the school of Architecture. He is the

: only student from Pennsylvania in the Harvard
school. He will be remembered by his many
posters and also as Art Editor and Editor-in-

;/, chief of the Belle Air.

V Cletus T. Hayes, ex-' 12, was recently ap-
'

. pointed Chief of the Water Bureau of Phila.

Amando Alvarez, '18, left May 6th for Peru
\ to take charge of harbor improvements amount-

'', ing to seven million dollars, for the govern-
ment of Peru. He is connected with the Fred-

erick Snare Corporation of America.

:
V

^

IN MEMORIAM
Joseph De Liberty, '31,, Pre-Med, died in

Brooklyn, N. Y., April 25th. Mass was cele-

brated at Villanova for the repose of his soul.

on Friday, April 27th, attended by the student

body. The student body of Villanova offer to

his parents and relatives their deepest sympathy.
1 he Villanovan Staff extends its most sincere

sympathy to:

—

Arthur Kiernan on the death of his beloved

mother.

Frank McCoy, on the death of his beloved
father.

Anthony, Dominico, on the death of his be-

loved father.
""

Robert Nagle, on the death of his beloved

mother.

May their souls and all of the souls of the

faithful departed, through the mercy of God,
rest in peace.

Sophomore Class Dance
The Villanova Class of *30 inaugurated tor

the first time a Sophomore dance away from
School. The Soiree was held the twenty-fifth

of April, in the Betsy Ross Room of the Ben
Franklin Hotel.

The Villanova orchestra furnished the music,

and pleased the dancers by the beauty of their

music. They a'so played for the first time in

public, the new "Aima Mater" song. This
was played the first dance after intermission.

There were about one hundred and fifty

couples present, and they were a colorful crowd
as they walked about the dance hall and the mez-
zanine floor.

The flashing dresses of the girls and the dark

suits of the collegians made a picture no artist

could paint. The glad smiles and ready wit

of those present showed that all were enjoying

themselves to the utmost. That the dance was
a success is well known by those who had the

pleasure of attending. To those who were not

there, we extend our sympathy.
In pursuance with the custom of the affairs

here at school since the fire, the profits were

turned over to the school to assist in the recon-

struction Work now going on.

To Messrs. O'Neil Martin, Jim Henry, Ed-
ward Lovatt, Frank Kelly and others, must go

the congratulation of the "Villanovans" for the

remarkable success of the evening, and to the

Sophomore Class for it's hearty co-operation in

the turning over of the profits to the school in

it's time of need.

•j •(;.•,.,«•.
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Ch.rJ a'^u "^u" T"
"''" '^' '''^"^- "^ f°'^ I'" that he was sent by PereCharles and her brother to help her. Of Francois' death he said nothing- shISZrLT' '''- ""'''' '' -"" "— °^ sympathy. Itroflen^

"How can I he'p you to escape?" The calculating brain of tile Lieutenantwas workmg: once it was like a drawing in black arid white, now thVdrlw ngwas coloured and therefore more real.
. « me arawing

to escape by stealth. She did not want the townsfolks to help as she would

?o7"ZTn^ T"'^^^'^'"'''^''''
^^"^ ^"- "'^^'' '» "^^' '^ ^°«h fighting

ee you ton^.hr"'- . .
°"

"J
"°"^ %hting for_a double reason. 1 SiHsee you tonight, and he strode toward the door

tured^flied!'''''
"" '° ^'"'' '"^^^ ^""''' "' °" '^'''- ^°" ^'" ^' "P"

"There are only two or three who know me by sight."
"Thmk of those ^o care for you, perhaps you are married or there is alove somewhere," she pleaded.

"I must go."

J ^T'
'^'''°PP^'^ '° fi"^ words, she was excited and her cheeks were

red. Then with a resigned look she said. "The proprietor of the inn is theman you want to see."
r *- ne um is tne

Ridiculous or sublime.? First our balance must be tested:******
It is after mfdriifefit. The small white moon hides behind a dull grey

eth ni '''VT" -5"^"^!. ''"'"^ °" '^' '''P' ^'^°« '^' '^'^' dor whisper toeach other as . afraid of their ownvoices. There was a heavily stained window

2Zl 'n u "'^f
'^<=,<?°°^w^y ^"d in each one could be seen seven candle

rZ. A '^JT '^7 *^'^^PPe^«d till only the dark outline of the windowremamed. The doors began to open. The hinges creaked as if protesting
at^being disturbed. The soldiers looked apprehensively behind them and ran

Five minutes later a group of soldiers waited at the foot of the steps whileone of their comrades went in withal ighted torch. They saw him isappearin the gloom^ Soon he reappeared, called, "Come in." They went in and thedoor closed behind them, but they were unaware of the fact. The man withthe torch moved away from them and instinctively they followed, each manbeheveing an inspection was being made. They passed down a long stairway

.
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down where it was damp and cold. Suddenly the mail with the light ran from
them and when curiosity took the place of surprise they were in a Stygian dark-

ness.
.
It would indeed have been a dismal night had not someone discovered

spirits—in a barrel. ******
There was a long oaken table in the hall upon which the Irish Lieutenant

stood, feet wide apart, arms locked across his chest, eyes staring into the wood
of the table. What was the next thing to do? He must act quickly.

The room was filled with men varying in age from twenty to sixty-four.

There was the young man to whom the happenings of the night were a fascin-

ating game; the merchant who wished it was all over, but was glad he had
something to tell his wife; the old man, so fond of saying, "Now when I was^

young."

O'Reilly determined to use every effort of will and soul to make them feel

as he felt, see as he saw, think as he thought; consequently his words must be

chosen with an eye to their effect. They must see him as their leader. He
felt as though he could inject a new significance into the most commonplace

expression, and so, confident of victory he raised his hahrfs and the- rom became

still.
'

5'

His strong resonant voice fills the room. It is a. strong voice^ The men
are conciliated and their attention gripped; He explains^theTeaBbns for their

actions of the night and praises them for it. "But we can't surrender what
we have so gloriously gained." And he stays the flow of .scintillating words,

for emphasis.

Three of the men well dressed had kept ajjart from the, rest and when
O'Reilly paused one of them stepped forward, a sneef. oa; his Ij^St.]^^^

"The Countess Bergere is as intelligent as any man and It is not without reason

that she has led this man to cause others to sacrifice their lives:^fQt her. This

emotional appeal is wrong. I tell you woman is as intelligent as man."

"So our elegant perfumed dandy" said O'Reilly with, scor,n» "says that

man is as intelligent as woman?" '•^ii^v'' -i \

The men laughed and some cheered. O'Reilly immediately changed his

tone of voice. "MEN!" The word snapped in the air like the crack of a

whip. "We cannot waste time with dandies whom are afraid of soiling their

clothes." For ten minutes he harangued them and when he concluded the walls

revibrated to the cheers. "Open the doors," he called and they were opened

before the cheering ceased. "Look," and they all faced the door. One
hundred feet from the castle steps was the barricade erected by the remaining

soldiers who now knew some of the people were quibbling. All was lost if the

townsfolk did not fight now. Jumping down from the table O'Reilly waved

his sabre in a theatrical gesture and cried, "For the honor of Vcronis."

The action had the desired effect. As one man they surged forward.

They caught the guards unprepared and only a imiill- volley 'was fired

into their ranks before they were over the barricade. There ensued a frightful

melee. The smoke, the cries of the wounded, the explosion of pQwd&r, adlJed

to the maddening excitement. Soon it was all over. The guards who were

not wounded threw down their arms.

^j

•.:''•
<
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Horses were ready. Everything had happened as he had planned the

preceeding night. He sent for the Countess and she came rather pale. To-
gether they mounted the horses and admid cheer, passed out of the castle gate.

It was so much like an exquiste dream. What would be the end? wondered

O'Reilly.

Now they were trotting along the open road toward the south. Neither

had spoken and each was anxious for the other to do so.

They were approaching a hill on the top of which a party of horsemen

appeared.

Lieutenant O'Reilly caused the horse of the Countess to face about.

**Madamoiselle return to Veronis. Remember I loved you," and he raised

his hand to slap the flank of the horse. But Jeanne had divined his action and

slid from her horse before O'Reilly touched him. "I can not flee," she said.

There was pCtRing to do, the horsemen would reach them in less than a

minute.

Dismounting, Lieutenant O'Reilly took the hand of Jeanne in his. Look-

ing in her eyes he said,—what does it matter what they said. Today there

would be nothing beautiful in an embrace, nothing noble in their actions.

That is because to most people there is no distinction between love and sens-

uality, nobility and foolishness.

The horsemen reached them. One dismounted and going over to O'Reilly

tapped him on the back. He tapped again and O'Reilly turned and saw a

long faced priest, Perc Charles.

''Good news from the Emperor," said the priest, and he smiled.

Edward Hookey, Fresh. Classical.

W^t ^ronle px^isxi

{ContinuedJrom Page 21)

Charlotte, as Curer Bell, wrote a narrative in one volume. The tusiriesis-like

way in which the sisters went about their novel writing forbids us to believe

that they brooded very much on the conduct of their brother when the literary

fervor was on them. The "Professor", Charlotte's tale, is a direct outcome

of her personal experiences in Brussels. In this book she describes the life of

endeavor, which seemed to be the most honorable, the treading of those paths

in the outer world whose pleasures and pains she had found so keen. Her

characters are very forcibly conceived, but we find traces of a novice's hand.

The hero, William Crusworth, leads a life in Brussels that Charlotte knew
very well.

"Winthering Heights", the work which Emily Bronte sent from the

parsonage at the same time, incomparably finer in its powers than the "Pro-

fessor", is a dramatic story of passion and tragic energy that astonished the

world. It is said to have much to do with Brannell's life at the time. With-

out the neighborhood of her brother of set purpose, drinking himself to death

!».Sij&!'^.
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out of furious thwarted passion for a mistress he could not marry. Emily
Bronte could not have conceived it.

Charlote wrote Messrs. Aylott to undertake the printing of her separate

novels. Messrs. Aylott printed the book of poems previously, but gave all the

excuses that a publisher gives to an unknown author, until, in 1847. it was
finally accomplished. Charlotte conducted the relations with the publishers

in a very business-like way. She directed them as to copies to be sent for

review and as to advertisements. The book of *Toems" appeared, but the

world took little notice of it. The sisters were not disappointed, for they had

other irons in the fire.

Their father was operated upon to forestall his approaching blindness, and

on the very day of the operation, *'The Professor" came back, curtly rejected.

Doubtful of ever finding a publisher willing to take this tale, or at any rate

undaunted, she had commenced, while her father was confined to his darkened

room at Manchester, the three volume story for which she afterwards became

famous, "Jane Eyre". So absorbed had the sisters become in writing novels,

that a suggestion made by a friend at this period, of a suitable place for a school,

met only with an evasive answer. The sisters were wont to put away their

work at nine o'clock and to walk about the sitting room, talking over the plots

of their stories or discussing the incidents. Once or twice a week, each was

accustomed to read to the other what she had written and hear the opinions

her sister passed upon it.

Charlotte sent to Messrs. Smith and Elder, to whom she had sent the

"Professor", the manuscript of "Jane Eyre". This was accepted and given to

the world the following October. During the next three weeks, Charlotte was

in correspondence with Messrs. Smith and Elder and Mr. G. H. Lewes con-

cerning the publication of "Jane Eyre".

"Jane Eyre" came upon the reading world of 1847 as a veritable revelation.

It was a tragic story of the feelings, so different in character from the trite

affectations of the common-place novel of the day. It was informed with

such a passionate energy and filled with such soul-absorbing interests that it

was received at once as a monument of great and undoubted genius. Reading

the book today, we can readily understand why Charlotte Bronte gained for

herself an unperishable renown. And she would do the same in the present

day, "Jane Eyre" was the natural and forced outcome of the author's famous

personality, and, though Jane Eyre, the character, is not Charlotte Bronte in

the sense in which Lucy Swich is; yet, in Charlotte Bronte were all the powers

and capabilities that moved Jane Eyre. Yet there were some who struggled

against its influence when they found that the shallow boji^s-o^ conventionality

had been overpowered. Hence, there rose anT^imcrv^^ainst what was termed

the "immorality, coarseness and laxity of tone" of^the book.

But such critics as these forgot that the people whom we live among in

life are not those who are supremely noble, absolutely perfect and angelic; but

those who are beautiful and true in spite of their failings, and, though clogged

with all the faults with which our humanity has laden them, these are the lights

which illumine "Jane Eyre" with a loveliness that is truly and perfectly human.
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Her name was instantaneously and phenomenally praised. She made
several trips to London/ where she made many literary acquaintances. They
attempted several times to lionize her in London » to her disgust.

Chief among her friendships was that with her publisher, Mr. Smith. It
has been called a "publishing idyll", contrary to the usual desire of publisher
and writer to make money from each other. She had represented herself as a
man to Mr. Smith, but he was clever enough to se through the disguise, and
when she visited him in London, a chivalric friendship was formed which lasted
^ntil Mr. Smith's death.

Another friendship was that with Thackeray, whose "Vanity Fair" had
made his fame secure. Thackeray's masterpieces so filled Charlotte with ad-
miration that the author became at once her adored hero. She dedicated to
him the second edition of "Jane Eyre" in 1848. She finally met him face to
face at a dinner given by the Smiths. She was nervous and shy, and while
they both respected each other's genius, they were never wholly congenial to
each other.

In 1849 she produced "Shirley", and in 1853, "Villette", which is

considered by herself to be the masterpiece of her works. She was again at
the Smith's house when the printing of "Villette" was at the point of com-
pletion, and she was ^till there on the day of "Villettc's" publication. She
was on hand to hear the burst of unqualified applause with which London
greeted this last of the works to be published in her life-time. She left for
Havorth in February and never saw Mr. Smith again, for there were momentous
changes in the lives of both. Mr. Smith became engaged to a lady, whom he
married in 1854; Miss Bronte accepted the long-urged suit of her father's

curate. Mr. Nicholls. Mr. Smith and Charlotte exchanged messages of mutual
congratulation, and with her warm wishes for Mr. Smith's marital happiness,
her correspondence with him seems to have been concluded.

Her late life was very unhappy. Charlotte's sister, Emily, and her father
had died, and Brannell was still carousing; the gloomy old house at Havorth
and her own sad life seem to have left a mark on her. The only ray of sun-
shine in her later years was her marriage to Mr. Nicholls, which was a perfect
match. But it was not to last, for less than a year after her marriage she died,

a victim pf the scourge of her family, on March 31st, 1855.

A comparison and a contrast, we believe, would not be amiss, though we
shall make no attempt to differentiate. In the work of each is the unmistakable
note of passion and lyric, which takes a different form in each. In Emily it

is diffused through the whole story; in Charlotte it gathers itself together in
one or two magnificient scenes. Common again to both of the sisters is the
cry of revolt, yet the difference between the two is clearly worked. Emily is

a rebel, so convinced, that it never enters her mind to argue about the matter,
while Charlotte, less sure of herself, stands by at every step to justify and
explain it.

Emily is more intense. This is her great glory, but Charlotte follows not
far behind. The difference is not in kind, but in degree. There is a very
marked contrast between the ways the sisters worked upon their materials.
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Emily created simply and purely out of her own soul and genius, while Char-

lotte's observation was a great help to her. In the width of genius, in extent

and range, it must be partly accounted for by the fact that Emily died much

younger. Charlotte showed herself to possess a fund of humor which Emily

never posessed at all. There are great differences in style between the two sisters.

The style of Emily is severely simple; it is the rarest thing for her to allow her-

self an image or set picture of any kind. The style of Charlotte, on the other

hand, is anything but simple, for she has a strong vein of literary rhetoric.

But, taken all in all, glories, virtues and faults, they are figures of a large

build and of a bigger wake. They were souls of more fire and energy than

those to which the men and women of that day were accustomed. Such is

the glory of the Brontes!

ntxk (^vttm

V /^^ " % - {ContinuedJrom Page 28)

to 1)6 a great work of sustained art, a poem must exhibit some sort of this

quality. But to demand of a product of the Renaissance the unity we find in

the masterpieces of classical times seems to be a procedure th4t is both un-

necessary and unfair. Why is it that it may produce in us? If so, and if the

Faerie Queen leaves upon some readers no sense of dissatisfaction, is it not

rational to believe that it posesses unity of some sort for those readers? What

sort of unity can that be? Surely one of those that love it; and since we are

wealthier in proportion as our sources of enjoyment increase, it seems wise to

stretch our critical formulas until they allow us to include the Faerie Queen

among the world's greatest poems.

The lines are in Spenser like bars of shining gold thrown ringing, one

upon the other. The meaning is an aspiration of the indolent muses, as it

docs not wander hither and yon at the beckoning of fancy. Now it is busy

with a meteor, now with throbbing blood that is fine; with a mist that is a

swoon, and a sleep that is life. It is not bound together at the vaguest sugges-

tion. In all Spenser's work, his verse is always rushing on to some preordained

thought. His verse is more fluid, slips more easily and quickly along than

the verse of almost any other English poet. ,

Spenser, I think, may be reckoned as the first of England's heroic poets.

He had a large spirit, a sharp judgment, and a genius for heroic prose perhaps

above any that was ever written since Virgil.

His one misfortune is that he wanted to find a true idea, and lost himself

by following an unfaithful guide. All is fanciful and chimerical without any

uniformity, without any foundation, in truth—^his poem is perfect Fairy Land.

, Allegory is indeed the fairy land of poetry, peopled by imagination; its

inhabitants so many apparitions with its woods, caves, wild beasts, rivers,

mountains and palaces, all produced by a kind of magical power, all visionary

and typical. It abounds in such licenses as would be shocking and monstrous

if the mind did not attune itself to the mystic sense contained in them. Such

a work is the Faerie Queen, a wonderful triumph for Spenser and for the

English language. EARL MOSSEY, Junior Pre-Med.
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"Vision"
Vision closed its fifth and most successful

season at the Park Theatre, Reading, on March
28th. The closing performance was the fifteen-
th in the 1928 itinerary. Jersey City. Glouces-
ter. Philadelphia. West Chester and Reading
were the cities at which the players stopped, and
their efforts received unreserved compliments
everywhere.

It is estimated that between twenty-five and
thirty thousand people witnessed the play this
year which exceeds the audience of former years
by a wide margin. At the Metropolitan Opera
House alone, the Philadelphia stand of the show,
wel over fifteen thousand people crowded the
theatre during five performances. Such was the
case every where. The show played before
capacity houses throughout the trip.

The actors and allied staffs deserve the warm-
est congratulations and thanks for their untiring
efforts at a task that contained no material
reward. The entire proceeds from this season's
performances will go toward the building fund,
as a contribution from that society, which helps
create dramatic interest at Villanova, known as
the "Dual Mask Club."

It would be useless to try and fit the success
of the play as such to mere words. Perhaps the
enthusiasim of the many audiences is the best
indication and measure of that success.

Villanova is particularly indebted to Misses
Adelaide L. Dougherty, Julia Hughes and May
Dougherty, whose unselfish interest, untiring
efforts and worthy interpertation of "Esther"
made Vision capable of attaining the success it

did.

The cast was as follows:

—

Brigands—Francis Geist, '31
; Joseph Foley, '30.

Roman Officer—John J. McDevitt, Jr., '28.

Jechonias—William B. McGuinn, '28. ?;

Leper—Vincent Costello, '30; Ed. Clark, '30.

Dismas—Gerard A. Kilcourse, '28.

Esther—Misses Adelaide and May Dougherty;
Julia Hughes.

Gamaliel—William Goggin. '28.

Caiphas—James Dooling. '28.

Malchus—J. Howard Brady. '28.

David—Edward A. Quinlan. '29.

Servant of David—Joseph T. Foley, '30.

Judas—John Slane. '28.

Azar—John M. Foley, '29.

The coaching was handled by Father Ebcr-
hard. O.S.A., and the general direction of the
show was under Father Burns. O.S.A., the
author. J. K. Brooks, John Gault and Thomas
Coskren composed the technical committee.

The Year Book
During the long winter months, the staffs,

both editorial and business have worked un-
ceasingly toward the goal of a bigger and better
Year Book, and now that they are approaching
the end of their labors, the product assumes
a successful realness. The Be.le Air is not only
going to come up to expectations, but is going
to surpass by far. any previous volume.

Probably the most outstanding feature of this
book will be its originality. Material from
former books has been discarded entirely, and
the staff is building their own creation. A com-
plete rew campus section, with views never be-
fore published, and colored engravings are
among the features to be found. A new and
surprising theme runs throughout and many
additional sections have been added.
The Belle Air will make its appearance dur-

ing the latter part of May. and as usual the
number of copies, although larger than ever be-
fore, will be limited. Those wishing to receive
a copy will find it expedient to subscribe within
the next few weeks. That it will be the best
"Belle Air" published is no longer a matter of
conjecture. Any one who fails to purchase a
copy will surely miss something he will greatly
regret having missed, in the very near future.

There are two distinct departments in the staff
'—namely the editorial staff and the business
staff. John R. Sullivan is the editor-in-chief,
and he has worked unceasingly towards a "bet-
ter than ever" product.

Editor-in-Chief

John R. Sullivan.
Associate Editors

James Moore, William Vincent.
Assistant Editors

James Lamond, William Conley,
William Goggin.

College Department ..; ; ...

Raymond Houle, Thomas McNee.
Athletics

Richard O'Brien, Leslie Burns,
Joseph Loughrey.

Society

John McDevitt. Jr., Martin Callan.
Activities

Walter Reedy, James Conner.James
Ncalon.

Staff Photographer
Ralph Mannion, '30.

Business Manager
James Quindlen.

Associate Manager
Joseph Barry.

Assistant Managers
Thomas Lally, Joseph Leitncr,
George Mallen, Gus Peterson,
Edward Wallis.
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Freshman Hop
,; The cla,ss of '31 will close the season of c!ass

dances with their famous "Hop." Coming in

May, the exact place and date not yet having

been determined, they will have the advantage of

a perfect spring setting for their initial venture

into the realm of college social activities.

,' '31 claims the largest membership of any

class entering Villanova, and if its dance meas-

ures up to the size of the c'ass, it will be some-

thing not yet attained by Freshmen. Large

class—large evening. Logically it follows.

A committee consisting of freshmen has been

chosen, and the fate of the dance rests largely in

their hands. Their task is no easy one, for

much is expected of the Freshmen, and they

have the success of previous classes to equal and

exceed. We feel certain however, that the com-

mittee will prove equal to its undertaking, and

we wish them every success.

The c'ass is optimistic and has been display-

ing the necessary pep quite early in the game.

Let us look at a Frosh's picture of the evening.

A foyer filled with chattering friendly groups,

standing about impatiently waiting for the or-

chestra to play. Other rooms with the same

atmosphere prevail, with the addition of chairs,

divans and such appurtenances.

A crash! a second of silence, and then the

smooth rhythm of syncopated melody—the niir-

ror like floor begins to fill with the charming

girls and their escorts. Now it is another dance.

The orchestra is playing a dreamy waltz. The

young men seem to have forgotten everything

except their exquisitely arrayed femmes, for the

music is enchanting.

The last dance is over, and yet many a group

still lingers in the foyer, reluctant to leave.

Eventually they disappear into the night, taking

with them fond memories.

Such is the Freshman Hop of the Class of

'31—to be!

The committee is made up of the following:

Chairman—William Brad'ey: assisted by,

Joseph Brodley, Edward Hookey, Morris Doyle.

Frank Farrell, Alexander Kernish, Joseph Paf*

feit and Leo J. Goodreau.

Mary M. McGarvey

Dn/ Goods, Notions ,

and Men^s Wear
f ^^

1141 LANCASTER AVENUE
ROSEMONT, PA.

Agency for Cash's Woven Names

Students' Supplies and Greeting Cards

Building Fund Benefit

at Seville Theatre, Feb.l2
Taking the initial step toward helping Villa-

nova recover from the severe blow dealt by the

recent fire, Mr. Harry Frcid, lessee of the Seville

Theatre, at Bryn Mawr, offered his theatre to

the college authorities for a benefit performance.

The day selected was Sunday and both the

matinee and evening performances were sold out.

A varied program of music and pictures, includ-

ing those of the fire, was presented. Several

thousand dollars were realized from the two

performances.

Mr. Freid, always a strong backer of things

at Villanova, and a public spirited citizen as

well, deserves the most sincere gratitude for his

thoughtfulness and helpfulness. He has led

the way for many others in the position to

help Villanova, and we feel certain his kind and

unselfish offer has meant a great deal to Villa-

nova.

Campus Chatter

In Spring a young man's fancy turns to

thoughts of:

—

Thirty-seven days to vacation.

Restful days beneath the trees.

Father Fink's golf team.

Theses.

A job for the Seniors.

New buildings for next fall.

Ba^my days on ocean sands.

Pine hills and crisp cool air.

Sulphur and Molasses.

Poetry.

**The Girl I left behind me."

May Day Fete at Bryn Mawr College.

The Seville—with afternoon prices prevail-

ing.

Rumble seats.

No "Bobbins" to set this summer.

No coal to "Crack."

Mosquitoes.

Final Exams.

F. coLadonato
College

Tailor

Suits Called for and Delivered

2 ARTHUR ROAD

ROSEMONT. PA.
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r1^The Opening of Junior Week
Junior Week opened at 10.30 A. M. Tues-

day morning, April 10th, with the celebration
of a solemn High Mass for the deceased members
of the Junior Class. The entire student body
was in attendance at the Mass making it a very
impressive sight.

The next ceremony that morning was the
investment of the Juniors with Blazers and
Canes. This affair was also a very striking one
and was witnessed not only by the whole stu-

dent bbdy, but likewise by many outsiders,

guests of the Juniors.

At 1.00 P. M. the Class Day Parade took
place, in which all, classes marched proudly
around the Campus, the colors of each Class

carried aloft with the Villanova Band leading.

The members of the Faculty formed the review-
ing stand and they were greatly enthused with
the spirit and co-operation of the student body
in this event.

Approximately an hour after this came the

planting of the Class Tree with a presentation

address very ably and well given by Eugene
Reilly. Photographers and reporters from all

the leading newspapers of Philadelphia were
present and this event was given widespread

publicity. Immediately after the address

of presentation, a speech of acceptance was de-

livered by Fr. Crawford in behalf of the Faculty

and Students.

However, the crowning event of the day

was yet to come; namely the Lehigh-Villanova

Baseball Game. The game was replete with

thrills from stai;t to finish and incidentally, the

finish found us on the "big end" of the score,

10-0.

The Tea Dansant

On Wednesday of Junior Week, the Tea Dan-
sant was held at Rosemont College.

This affair was one of the outstanding suc-

cesses of the week. Starting at 6.30 P. M.
and closing at 10 P. M. it afforded a fleeting

few hours of a real good time. In fact the

dance was such an enjoyable one that when the

"Villanovans" played that proverbial "Good
Night Ladies" everyone was immensely sur-

prised and regretted, a great deal, to leave. The
"Villanovans" played true to form that evr

ing and the praise due them was generously

given.

A very delectable repast was served by &
Caterer at intermission and everyone was more

than satisfied.

And so we conclude our discussion of the

Tea Dansant by being content in the realization

that all in attendance that evening had a pleas-

ing and happy time.
. ,-

A great many thanks are due to the Conlr',

mittee who worked so diligently to malke^Nif»

affair the success that it really was. , *
•*•

A ft

The Junior Prom
On Friday evening. April 1 3th, the Junior

Prom was held in the Academy of Music Foyer,
in Philadelphia.

To say that this affair was merely good would
not suffice—it was a splendid success. The
music furnished by Phil Napoleon and his Vic-
tor Recording Orchestra was "voted" as the
best. With his band, the original Memphis
Five featured every fourth dance and the couples
frequently refused to leave the floor at the con-
clusion of the dances. The music was so good
and so unique, encores were frequently played.

A lighting scheme was employed which was
very original. As the dancers glided over the

floor the various colored lights would be thrown
upon them causing the gowns of the 'fair ones"
to take on numerous and pleasing hues.

At 2 A. M. the afl^air drew to a close making
the finis to a very successful Junior Week.

Junior Week Program
Fuesday—April 10th.

A. M.
10.30 Solemn High Mass in College Chapel.
11.30 Investment of Blazers and Canes.
1.00 Class Day Parade. Award given to

best dressed class, exclusive of Juniors.

2.00 Planting of Class Tree. Presentation

address—Gene Reilly.

3.30 Lehigh and Villanova Baseball Game.
P. M.
9.00 Blue Blazer Bazaar at Rosemont Col-

lege.

Wednesday—April 11th.

P. M.
5.00 Tea Dansant at Rosemont College.

3.30 Football Game at Villanova Stadium.
Thursday—April 1 2th.

P. M.
3.30 Track and Field Meet arranged by

James Woods, *29, and William Myrte-
tus, '29.

9.30 Bachelor's Night.
Friday—April 13th.

P. M.
3.30 Villanova and Boston College Baseball

Game.
9.30 Junior Prom at Academy of Music

/,....•;••,;. Foyer.
-'r;-^^..

Saturday—April 14th.

Farewell Day.
Closing of Junior Week.

The Blue Blazer Ball, the first dance to in-

augurate the festivities of Junior Week, was
held on Tuesday night in the gymnasium at

Rosemont College. The committee on decora-
tions had prepared an elaborate and original
scheme of decorating. The Class colors. Green
and White, predominated.

The Juniors attired neatly in their blue
blazers formed a perfect contrast to the shim-
merjng gowns of their fair escorts. When the

•,n\u|i<;f.so a^ly* /jirnished by the Villanovans.
Imjfed 'a't th^hcVUr^c^f midnight, many commen-
dations were lie&rd/pro/nising fair to the events
of the Week about •to.'foUo.w.
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Villanova Student Branch

of "A. S. M. E."
' ' The Villanova student branch of the Ameri-

. can Society of Mechanical Engineers is perhaps
the smallest organization at Villanova, but none-
the less active. The real purpose of this stu-

' dent branch is to aid its members in broadening
their education and to bring them into more in-

timate contact with men of the engineering pro-
fession. The A. S. M. E. has seen the need for

students of engineering to acquaint themselves
before-hand with the problems they are to meet

[' in actual practice and then these student branches
lend whatever aid they can. At present there

are ninety-two such student branches, of which
Villanova is one, throughout the country.

The Villanova branch this year has seen a

very eventful and active year. Several times

members made tours of inspection to nearby
industrial centers. Perhaps the most interesting

were those made to inspect the power plant of
the Philadelphia Electric Company, in Rich-
mond, the Brown-Brown Corporation in Cam-
den, the Philadelphia Navy Yard and the Victor
Talking Machine Company. Among other ac-

tivities several of its members attended activities

of the senior branch of the society in Philadel-

phia. From the above there is evidence that this

branch is endeavoring to carry out the aims for

which it was founded. These visits have
broadened the knowledge of those attending,

while the attendance at activities of the Phila-

delphia senior branch brings the members in

close and intimate contact with men at present
''. engaged in engineering practice.

Erwin J. McGuire is president of the Villa-

nova Chapter while Richard Schleicher is treas-

urer-secretary.

Phi Kappa Pi
It was one of those ideal nights for a murder

A co!d drizzling rain gave one the creeps. Each
window gave forth a cold, blurred blotch of

light. Nothing was stirring on the campus.
Nothing was clearly defined except the atmos-
phere of mystery, that silent and threatening

monument of the persecutors. In chambers,

protected from the elements did men await, un-
easily, the coming of the demons who were
about to divulge to them the Mystical Surprises

with a promise of pleasant life thereafter.

It was on March 29th, that fifty men who
had qualified for membership did face those who
were enthusiastic about allowing the candidates

to partake of the Mystical Surprises. This was

done in due time and although, after the terrible

grind, everyone seemed to be fatigued, a nocturn-
al meal was greatly relished. It was indeed a

great night, after all. So thought the new
meembers after the gathering had adjourned.

The members of the fraternity are always
striving to introduce new traditions as well as

preserve the old ones. This year Phi Kappa Pi

is holding a Dinner Dance on May 2nd, at the

Stephen Girard Hotel, in Philadelphia. It is

closed to the student and alumni members and
those whom they are sure to escort. We feel

certain that a large number of the Engineers'

Alumni will be present.

In the past few months the Engineers have
been in search of knowledge other than that in

their text books. They travelled to one of the

Bell Telephone Company's Plants in Philadel-

phia where the dial system and all of its in-

tricacies were briefly studied, and then again

they visited one of the Philadelphia Offices of

the Western Union and everyone marveled at

the great system of word transmission.

There are still a great number of inspection

trips, and lectures in the fraternity's date book.

The Engineers must keep busy.

Exchanges
The Villanovan gratefully acknowledges the

receipt of the following exchanges:

—

The Aquinas
The Niagara Index
The Mountain Echo
The Cascian

The Loretto

The Maroon
The Viatorian

The Ethos
Saint Vincent's College Journal

The Catholic Union and Times
The Crimson and Grey
The Juniatian

The Laurel

The Anselman
The Pittsburgh Catholic

The Far East

University of Dayton Exponent
The New Student ^; '^•;.:\. :'--' ''••,•;>':"'".". o.^:''"'

The Colored Harvest ^iT ' .i "^^
•

The University of Dayton News
The Marywood College Bayleaf

The Norwich Guidon
The Monicaa
The Owl
The Catholic Standard and Times
Gas Logic
Villa Maria College Journal
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ENGINEERS'

Now for
., Bucknell

HOP VIIC Y&tt
This paper is dedicated to one
of the finest men who ever
entered Villanova; scholar,

athlete and gentleman—

:

Leo Goodreau

Vol. I. No. 1 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1 928 Price: Five Cents

Stuhldreher's Crew Drops Annville Eleven—19 to

Frosli Take Annual

Lacing from Sophs

Stadium a Center of Bedlam as

Greensters Meekly Protest

FATHER FINK A WITNESS

HniniuTcd by (ln' li»s.s of tlu' iiiidi-

torium, rhf Sophomori' Class held tho

annual Fn^shnwjn inilintioii in Villa-

nova Stadium. Aftor Immiij; feasted by

the ViKilii'il''. iiml'T the Icadcr.ship of

Kd. Hookey, the Frosli were outer-

lalnod(V) .by bein^ escorted into Bryn

Mawr, wbere tliey were exhibited to tlu'

populace. The aflair was well conduct-

ed but the consensus of oi)ini()n was

that the Frosh were treated too ten-

derly.

The First Year n'len \v<Me jissemblcd

in the .Monastery at 7 1'. M. They re-

iiearsed the collcfje sours and cheers

iMid were I<m1 to the various dormitories

to cheer individual members of the foot-

ball team. Th<'y were then taken to

I he Stadium "fireworks."

At the Stadium, Sophomores had

been making a frantic search for three

liundred oystVrs which had mysterlou.sly

di.sappeared ; sawdust and feathers were

also absent. Investiftation brouRht to

liRht the fact that several Frosh had

been stH'u actijiR suspiciously lu'ar the

Stadium. It is reported that no action

will be taken until delinite evidence has

been secured, then justice will be swift

and severe.

It wa.s at J).30 that the Frosh, mud-

spattered, blindfolded and cliuKiuK to a

heavy rope, commenced their march to

Hryn Mawr. Numerous flares lighted

the nkies and clouds of smoke collected

Iwneath the arched tr«H's of Lancaster

IMke. Traflic was at a standstill. Au-

tomobile horns were drowned by the

Frosh singiuK, "Hail, Hail the Gang's

.\11 Here." A bystander asked why the

Frosh wen' so good-natured, which

<irew a big hand.

Thousan<ls filled the streets of Bryn
Mawr, waiting for tlie big event of the

year, and they weren't disapiwinted.

More than once the Frosh "hobble-

gobbled," to the delight of the crowd.

Finally the long line formed in a vacant

lot across from the Seville Theatre.

Then—but who didn't see the initia-

•i'?.,? According to Will Rogers, "They

ain't just I'luman."

•J

NOTICE
Owing to the fact that the un-

usually large registration delayed

the opening of clas.ses at the begin-

ning of the present semester, it has

been deemed necessary in order to

make up the time lost, to hold

classes on Thursday, All Saints' Day,
NovembM* 1st. To give every stu-

dent an opportunity of hearing mass
on that day, a holy day of obllKS-

t!oii, class<>s will not begin until 9.35.

It is with reluctance that the above

course of action is taken, but in-

asmuch a!i Tuesday, November Bth,

is a legal holiday, on which day we
are obliged to afford opportunity to

the students to fulfill their civic

duty, no other course could be taken.

The number of classes also that will

be missed by members of the squad
and others attending the Bucknell

game helped bring about this deci-

sion.

(Signed)

JAMBS H. GRIFFIN, 0. S. A..

President.

Courtfty of Philadelph'.n Record

COACH r.lVKS CAPTAIN LO US FINAL INSTRl'CTIONS

Coach Stuhldreher Confident Wildcats

Will Turn Back Bucknell Bisons

By HARRY STUHLDREHER
(Head Football Coach)

So far our squad has come through In splendid style. There are still quite
a few things to polish up. but as a whole I am pleased with the results to date.
Our toughest probleni.s of I lie season lay ahnad.

itueknell undoubtedly will be one of mir toughest assignments. Suavely lias

another wonderful team. Any team tliat ran defeat Srhuylkill, Cieneva and
Penn State In a row ami tie I>afay«tte certainly has class, but I belie\'e our
boys are ra|>al>le of beating Itueknell.

Our line looked great In llie (iettyshurg game. I couldn't liave asked more
of the boys. Captain Pes.solano. I>omasney, Twoomey, Brooks. McCoy, Donovan
and Sheelian all performed in a manner tlwt left little to be desired. The wori<
of Donovan, in |>articular, was ver>' impressive. This boy sure is coming through
and eventually I look for him to be one of the l»e»t centers Villanova has ever had.

Quarterback Is our biggest problem, (iiovanurri. Morgan and McLaughlin
are coming around and I feel confident they can carry the burden. Then, too,
don't forget Scully, who recently rejoined the squad. When he rounds Into the
proper physical condition I lo<»k for big things from him. He knows our system
and should be a big help in the difficult s<-hedule confronting our team.

Bucknell. Temple. Cirove City and Itavis-Elkins will be a task for the boys,
but I feel confident they are capable of meeting it.

Get Behind Your Team

Show Your Spirit by Coining

Out to the Games

By Frank Mahan
On the evening of the Gettysburg

game we were talking to two gmds of

the Class of '24 at Villanova. One
said to the writer:

"I am surprised at the support, or

rather the lack of it, which the student

body is according the team by its cheer-

ing. When we were here the football

team was poor; they gave their best

but on most occasions it was insuffi-

cient. The student bo<ly, although

small, stood solidly behind the team.

If we had had a team like today's the

entire college would have been out at

even the practices."

If this be the spirit of the early '20'8,

when the gridiron record of the school

was at lowest ebb, during which a

Villanova eleven went through an en-

tire season without scoring a point,

what should it be now when we have

n better-than-even chance to defeat

every opi>onent we meet? What
wouldn't the fellows who attended Vil-

lanova during those lean years give to
come back again as undergraduates to
watch this team—the greatest aggrega-
tion that ever swore allegiance t« the
Wildcat—avenge those dark days of the
past.

NOW is the time to back up the

team. Every single man on the squad
is a fighter. The players won't lie

down and they have the JOB to per-

form. If they do the actual work

—

and they can do it—the rest of us can
stick by them.

Lebanon Valley Tripped by Wildcats

For Fourth Consecutive Victory

Louis Pessolano and Dixie Sheehan the Bulwarks of the Line.

Annville Eleven Makes But Three First Downs

TALLIES BY DORSEY AND GILLESPIE PUT GAME ON ICE

By Frank Mahan

Fmploying only straight football tac-
tics. Villanova turned back liebunon
Valley. 1!> to 0, in the Stadium on Sat-
urday. The .\nnville eleven put up a
stubborn scrap, especially on the de-
fense, within their own thirty-yard line,

where they held the Blue and White
no less than on four occasions.

Dorsey and Gilles|)ie tallied all the
points, the former diving over center
from the one-yard line early in the first

period, culminating an uninterrupted
march of fifty yards by the shock
troops. "Joe" also made good on his
placement for the extra point. A lat-

eral i)ass from .Morgan to Gillespie,
near the end of the first half resulted
in a second six-pointer. Johnny's try
for goal failed. On a similar play by
these same two, .Johnny again counted
three minutes before the contest ended.
Again his placement attempt went wide
of the U)irights.

The Wildcat line i»lay on the whole
was satisfactory. Pessolano and Shee-
han were particularly effective in
opening uj) holes for the backs, and
but three first downs could be made
through our forward wall by the "Light
nine."

Fsing but a few plays, the three sets
of Villanova pigskin toters who saw
action held the ball three-fourths of the
time. Lebanon Valley penetrated Blue
and White territory once when a punt
by Melanson was blocked, though in all

fairnes*! to "Red," the occasion was
caused by a poor snap from Donovan,
who undoubtedly was still feeling the
effects of a shaking up he received on
the previous play.

August, Melanson and Gillespie were
"right" in open-field going, although
Johnny kept running up the backs of
his interference. "Sky" followed his
takers'-out like a shadow, frequently
uuiking four or five yanls through the
line without having a hand laid on
him. Melanson performed in a typi-
cal "Itedhead manner." His tackling
is gaining widespread recognition for its

fcr(K'iousness.

(^n the reverse play, which with the
lateral pass was freely used, our backs

Wilkes-Barre Club to

Give Annual Dance

After Bucknell Game

Affair Promises to Be Social Suc-
Villanova Team

to Be Guests

The Wilkes-Bnrre Club, one of the
most enterprising clubs at Villanova,
will hold its annual dance on November
.'{d, the night of the Bucknell game.
The officers of this organization have
gone farther than usual in an attempt
to make this dance the best ever run
by the club in the city which harbors
the Thunderin' Herd.

Plans have been made to have the

entire Villanova football team, together

with the Head Coach Harry Stuhldre-

her, Assistant Coach Ed Ilunsinger and
Graduate Manager Charles A. McGee-
han. as guests of the club.

Men prominent in the Kiwanis Club
affairs of Scranton are also among the

invited guests. Credit should be given

to Frank McCann, president of the or-

ganization, for his efforts to make this

affair a credit to Villanova. Tickets

may be procured from the aforemen-
tioned McCann. or any member of the

Wilkes-Barre Club.

carrying the ball had difliculty in

making liMOpk! in the line before it

was cWJsed. The lateral pass worked
favorably, considering the number of
times ft was attempted.

Between the halves "Hook" Mylin,
Lebanon coach, gave his men a severe
tongue-lashing, and the wearers of the
sky-blue jerseys took their places fac-
ing the Villanova line with a grim de-
termination born only of despair. For
fully fifteen minutes in that thinl pe-
riod, the visitors fought Villanova to a
standstill, and threatened on one or
two occasions, with brilliant flashes on
the part of Daub, a sweet ball carrier
and passer, to score by the air route.
But Pessolano broke up the Daub

tries at the overhead style of game by
slipping through and hurrying the Leb-
anon ace. In the punting end of the
game, Melanson out-distanced Daub, the
Lebanon Valley kicker. Melanson got
off some beautiful punts, averaging some
fifty yards for the day, while Daub
was considerably behind, yet far enough
in the van to make an interesting battle
of the punting exchanges.

The Why and Wherefor
as Told in Numbers

Kkkoffs—V. N., 2 for 40 yards;
L. v., .3 for 40 yards.

KickolTs returned—V. N.. 3 for a
total of 50 yards; L. V.. 2 for a total

of 13 yards.

Punts—V. N., 9, averaging 37 yards;
L. v., 9, averaging 38 1-3 yards.

I'unts returned—V. N., 6, for a total

of 3.'> yards; L. V., 5, for a total of
10 yards.

Yards gained from scrimmage—V. N.,
318 yards; L. V., 137 yards.

Forward passes attempted—V. X.,

10; L. v., 10.

Forward passes completed—V. N., 5
for 20 yards ; L. V., 3 for 25 yards.

First downs—V. N., 18; L. V., 6.

Fumbles—V. N., 2; L. V., 0.

Penalties—V. N., 4, totaling 40
yards; L. V., 3, totalioi 25 yards.

THE LINEUP
Villanova

Twomey
('apt. Pessolano
McCoy
Donovan
Milne
Sheehan
I^masney . . .

McIiOugblin . .

Conti
Ford
Dorsey

Lebanon Val.

... Abrahams
DePolo

. . . Licbtheler

Piela
Capt. R Wood

Kelly
r. e Hefler

q. b Albright
1. h. b Daub
r. h. b. ... Maloney
f. b Zappia

I. e.

I.t.

If.
c. .

r.f.

r.t.

Villanova 7 8 A>-1B
Iiebanon Valley —
Touchdowns—Dorsey, Gillrapie 2.

Point after touchdown— Dorsey
(placmient). Substitutions—^V. N.,
Melanson for Dorsey, Gillespie for
Ford, August for Conti, Morsan for
MrI.rfMiRhlin, McCarthy for Donovan,
Henry for Twomey, McGann for
I.iomasney, Booker for McCoy, De-
I^ura for Milne, Whelehan for Shee-
han. Harklns for Pessobuio, Bir-
mbighMn for Gillespie, HIgMeM
for August, Gardner for Melanson,
McLoughlln for Morgan. L. V.,
Burtolet for DePolo, Frey for Zap-
phk Heller for Wofen.
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Record Crowd Will

See Wildcats Play

Bisoiis in Scranton

Twenty-five Thousand Expected
for Coal Region Classic Sat.

urday; Bucknell Favorite

GCX)DREAU MEMORIAL FIELD

SEVERAL weeks ago, the night before the Loyola game, to be exact,

the Alumni made a proposition that our new stadium should be

re-dedicated, re-dedicated to one who lived, played and died for his

ideals; a scholar, an athlete, and a gentleman, Leo Goodreau. There has

never been a sadder happening at Villanova, and it is rather hard to

revive sad memories, but we wish the Student Body to ponder on the

subject and to give it their heartiest support. That is why we revive it.

Villanova has done more for heroic dead than many colleges, but

she can and should do more. We could cite other institutions where simi-

lar accidents have 'happened, and who have done much less than we in

commemoration. Villanova has her traditions, but she needs more, and

there could be no better memories to hand to posterity than memories

of Leo. ;;.•.' :.':., ':.,.; ..::,'''' .;• ."•/•:^

The sacrifice and the troubles entailed in re-dedicating the Stadium

cannot be compared with his sacrifice. A more fitting tribute could not be

paid to one who has done so much.

We, the members of the staff, urge the officials of the college to heed

our plea. It will mean much ,to us and the .school at large. It will demon-

strate the superior feelfng we have for the fellow who gave his life for

Villanova. We, in our small way, have done as much as possible by dedi-

cating this paper, our supreme effort, to Leo.

Now it is up to the officials. We feel sure that they will not fail us

in this meager request. They must show something more than a passing

tribute to our departed hero. They must acknowledge this request as

one given by the entire Student Body. This thought is not the child

of one mind, it is the feeling of all who are connected with Villanova.

So, in concluding our initial editorial, we say in plain words: Change

the name of the stadium from Villanova Stadium to Goodreau Memorial

FlKLD. . E. J. L.

.:'
, : 'i* ^' '»» <*• ':'.•,:.'.':: '.'.'''•'''••'

t'oHrtrty of PkUadelphia Record

I.KO CiOODKKAl'
ill M-liuM* meniory we are re^iue.sHiiK the
ifdrdieaNiiK. lecoiiserratiiiK and the

lehallowiiiK of the ground un
which he fiiiieht so valiant-

ly until the end

ll«»ld your faith and bear the
pain

—

QueHtloninK your <iiod in vain.

.None of uh has power to itnow

Who should Htay and who should
(CO.

Hold th'.s everlaMtiuK truth.

Heaven Iuin need of lovely youth.

Edgar A. Guest.

Reorganization of

Delta Pi Epsilon

Rebuilding of Fraternity Is Well
Under Way

VILLANOVA. WE ARE HERE!

THAT empty spot in the collegiate life of every one of us here has at

last been filled. The college newspaper, a long-felt necessity on

the campus, makes its initial appearance with this issue. It embodies

that true Villanova .spirit, that which urges us on to greater heights

even though we may meet objects that seem at the time insurmountable.

The students aflfiliated with this publication are giving their best to

make this a successful venture. Indeed this is a venture, for if the

student body in its entirety does no*-lJac1r' Us up, we are, as others are

wont to say, at sea.

We are depending on the students to help us get started. Give us

a push. Shove us as the football line shoves that large charging machine

around the football field. To use football terms, we want the student

to tackle! That is, tackle anyone who has not as yet subscribed to the

publication. Get their subscription—urge them to sign up.

Then again, don't forget that we need money to keep going. We need

the advertisements to help defray the expenses of publishing. We need

fellows to get out to solicit ads. We need pluggcrs. We need the fellow

who never quits. We need heelers. As for an explanation, heelers are

the men who arc underclassmen and who are striving for a position on

the .staff.

The paper will contain all the events that are going on around the

campus. We will be the oflRcial organ of the school. All campus activities

will be well represented by our write-ups. They will receive publicity.

Their projects will be backed. Their dances and hops will be advertised.

Their doings will be watched with an eagle eye by members of the staff,

whose specific business will be to .see that all fraternities, clubs, cla.sses

and schools receive their share of publicity.

Each Monday, the date of the sale of the Villanovan, there will be a

resume of the athletic events that are held the Saturday before. There

will be line-ups and high lights of the fracas, be it football, basketball

or baseball. Each i-ssue will contain a calendar so as to acquaint the

student with the activities of the week. Besides these there will be, to

remove the serious edge, cartoons and jokes. There will be a column

of sports slams, given in good fellowship.

Not to forget the Who's Who. Each week the man who stands out

as the most popular fellow in his activity on the campus, will be shown

to the students by means of a picture and a description of the work he

has accomplished here at Villanova.

The editorials are to be free and unbiased in their nature. They will

not be tainted with any personal feeling. They will be .straightforward,

straight from the shoulder, with no hedging. Everything will be on the

surface.

So now, with the Villanovan in your hands, work, work, and work

some more to keep it where It is. It is here now. It is up to each and

every one of you loyal Villanovans to keep it here. A. H. M.

The r«'orK»iiiizuli()ii of I)e|(« I'i Kpsi-
loii, i\u> unclcrKriKluiife fri((«'riii(y of
tlio S<-h«(il of CominenH' and Flnanc«\
is wfll uiidor way and with a continu-
ance of the inl<T«'st shown and the proR-
n>ss already niad<> by it« charter mem-
hers. we aro siir<' that it will be ono
of thf most active socia] jtroiips in
Aillanova.

The credit for the plan of revival
and the ndoption of it is due to the class
of 1030. Under their superviKion n
nieeiiMK was called May 2«, U>2S. The
followinK otlicei-s were eloi'ted : Presi-
dent. Thomas MH'oy. '2f) ; vice-presi-
dent, James Ilonry, ','{0; swretary,
Maurice Doyle, "{1; treasurer. Crosljy
('^)U>;hlin. "M) ; Student Council repre-
s<<ntativo, William .Myrfetiis, "2*.). It
was aKH'ed that all members of the
pres<'nt Sophomore. .Tunior aii<l Senior
classes were eligible for charter inem-
bershiji upon the fultillment of stipula-
tions to he agreiHl upon Inter.

The first iiieelinK of iJelta I'i Epsilon
was called OctolM-r 11. 11>2S. Father
Hartley, in nn exwileut tallv. addressed
the meetinK, slressinK the n<'cessity of
a dc'finite aim and purpos<> and the need
of <ir(;anizntion and co-oiKM-ation behind
the same, rresident MH'oy then ad-
dressed the nuM'tiiiK reiterating the views
of Fatlu'r Jtarlley. A plan was sur-
Kested and adopted whereby an honor
roil will Ite made and framed <(nitaining
the names of the charter members. Oim-

I

mittes were appointed rm the <-onstitu-
tion. colors, jiins. publicity, mend)ership
and the annual football dance.

Another meetinK was calle<l October
18th. Iteporfs were mode l)y the vari-
ous ((unniilteemen, which showed very
lavorahU' proRn'ss. Mr. Mreen, as
chairman of the dance, announced No-
AcmlMT '24th as the date for this event.

MERCI BEAUCOUP,
MONSIEUR

The Villanovan Staff in its entirety
takes Ibis means of thankiuK (JeorRO
Neff. of I'liilndelphia. a real frien«l of
the sf'hool, for his nssistnn«>e in draw-
iuK th«' top headline of our newspaper.
The printinj; is (b»ne in (Jothic style

!-o as lo c«iinci<b> with the architi'cturnl

sfyh- of the campus, coupled with the
Wildcat. synil»olicaI of the tiRhting

spirit of the colleKe.

GILLESPIE PLAYING GREAT
GAME FOR STUHLDREHER

By Elwood R. Rigby
Publicity Director

Traditional rivals of the Rridiron for
many years. Villanova and Huckn«ll,
two of liie ylrouKcst teams in the East,
will clash next Saturday in Scranton,
in what appears to Im- one of the out-
vtandinK sanies on tlie afternoon's pro-
Miam. It will Ite the seventeenth foot-
ball meetiuK between the two institu-
tions.

Twenty-five thousand spectators, the
greatest throng to ever witness a duel
of the Kridiron in t"he anthracite belt,
are expected to be on hand when the
refens-'s whistle sends the teams into
fiction. The Scranton Kiwanis Club,
sponsors of the game, have already di«-
posed of every reserved seat ticket.

KImoim Favorite«

Villanova has turned back all four
of its opponents to date, smothering
Loyola, ;{4 to 0; <'atholic University,
v.* to 0: (Jetlysburg, 7 to 2. while Lefia-
iion VaHey was crushed on Saturday.
This M'ason's Wildcat ma<-hine is said
to Im' the finest in the Klue and White's
history.

Last year Villanova went into the
Hucknell battle a T-to-.T favorite, but
Harry Stuhldreher's charges crumbled,
the Hiscms winning out, 28 to 1(J, in
a big upset. The '27 fnicas was a
thriller from b«'ginning to end and next
Saturday's contest is exi>ected to be
even more sjK'ctacular.

Villanova this season is said to have
one of the greatest aerial attacks on
the Atlantic sealioard. The first-string
backlield combination of Tom Morgan,
(luarterback ; Jack McAndrews and
Johnny (;illes|iie, halfbacks, and Eddie
McLans(m, fullback, is unquestionably
the linest scoring (piartet the Main
Line institution has 4'ver iKwsessed.

Must Stop Gillespie

One of the outstanding features of
Villanova's playing thus far this season
has be«.n the brilliant all-around work
of Johnny (iillespie, former German-
t«»wn High athlete, who appears de-
stined to rank with the greatest half-
backs in the country, before the cam-
paign ends.

(Jillespie, one of the most versatile
athletes in Villanova's history, is run-
ning and passing the pigskin in a man-
ner that has left nothing to Ih> desired.
There is plenty of competition for the
left halfback job, but, barring injuries,
be undoubtedly will rt'ceive the N'gular
call in all (»f the games.
Coach Stubldreber predict<'d last

year that (iill<>spie would make 'em sit

up and take notice this season, and it

hM)ks as though his prophecy will come

^A
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WILDCAT HOWLS
Yett, Susanna, the orangeade glasses

have become thin in the middle due to

the efforts of the Armenians who try
to Mpipeze out the last drop.

^ <|> ^
"My ((Iteration wasn't serioua in any

w«(iy. It was a very small operation."
"Sort of an operetta, eh?"

<{> 4* > <g>

"What's all the excitement down the
street'/"

"A Scout did so many good tarns
lu' got dizzy."

4»

"How did you find yourself after laot

night's party'/"

"Oh, I just looked under the table

and there I wa«."

<J> ^ 4*

And one college professor was ito ab-
sent-minded that he addn^stted the mem-
bers of his clns«4's as "gentlemen."

—

Latughter.

4* <J> ^
Astronomy I'rof.^"Can you name me

a star with a tail?"

Ardent Student—"Sure, Uio Tiu
l^n."

«i»

Teacher—"Robert, here is an exam-
ple in subtraction: Seven boys went
down to tlie creek to bathe, but two
of them had Imhmi told not to go in the
water. Now can you inform me how-

many went in?" ,

UolM'rt—"Yes'm, wven."

^ ^ ^
Al—"Has anyone s«»en Pete?"
.rak«!
—"Pete who?"

Al—"Peteroleum."
(Jeorgie—"Keros<'ne him yesterday,

and he hasn't benzine since."

V V V
"How far off from the answer to the

first problem were you'/"

"About four seats."

^* <{t ^
Came an old tumble-down flivver

To the bridg4> that spanned the river.

"Fifty cents," the gateman cried

:

"Sold." a weary voice replie<l.—Vidette.

true. The end running and off-tackle
thrusts <»f the erstwhile Phihulelphin
scholastic hero have Is-en little short of
sensaticmal.

Hucknell will have to watch (Jilles-

pie. He loiims as Villanova's greatest
threat.

Conch Htuhldreher—"So you want to

come out for football, do you? What
experience have you had?"

Student—"Well, I played end in a

minstrel once."

ON TO TONELL
Read Directions and Get There

;• on Time ^v''^-

One giMNi riMit* to the .scene of the
VillaiHtva-ltucknell game in Scranton
Is: From the college. Spring .Mill nmd
to ConslMthm-lien State road; left to
Conshtkhoeken ; thenre in order. .Amb-
ler. MontK«Mneryville. Chalfont. New
Itritaln. Doyleislown, Dyerstown. Dan-
Ihm-o. Plnmsteudville. Pipersville, Otts>
vllle. Harrow. Itevere. Femdale, Kint-
nersville. Durliam Furn»«e. Kiegelsville,
KaulMville. Kaston. Stoeliertown, Bel-
fast. Windgap. ItoKN Cnmmons. Saylnra-
bnrg. SnyderHvllle. KartoiiMville, Tan-
nersville. Srotrun, Swiftwater, .Mount
INirono. Toliyhanna. Daleville. Mom-ow.
Klnihnrst. nuiun<»re—to Scranton.

Tlie band will marrh from the Hotel
Casey almut 1 o'clock. All studenta
will follow the hand to and from the
Scranton Itall Park, where the g»m«
will be played.

Irishman—"You're a Canadian. You
were born in Canada."
Scotchman—"No, sir! My mother

and father were Scotch, so I'm Scotch."
Irishman—"You were born in Can-

ada. So you are a Canadian, even if
your parents were Scotch."

Scotchman (heatedly)—Well, if a cat
had kittens in an oven, would you call
I hem biscuits?"—Pelican.

'?• * *
Guide (to ti>urist party at the Ford

plant)—"Mo you know what would
happen if that man over'there would
miss a day?" .«

Tourist—"What ?" ...V:;,,V.V ^;: .V
(itiid*—'•22r(() Fords w-oHld go out of

here without springs."
Tourist- "Say, that guy's been sick

a lot, hasn't he?"—Ski-u-mah.
«{» <•• ^

"Any
ence?"

"No, but I was editor of my college
1taper."

"Oh, I'm sorry; we've got an editor."—Judge.
«Jt <J> <3i

previous newspaper experi-

The Meat Boy's I»ve
I never sausage eyes as thine
•Vnil if you'll butcher hand in mine
.\n<l liver round me every day,
Ue'll S4'ek some ham l<>t far nwny.
U'»''ll meet life's frown with life's caress

.\imI cleaver roa<l to happiness.

Heard from Phil Scoppa—"Do you
know why I talk to myself? Well, it's

this way. I have two reasons—I like
to talk to intelligent iwople and 1 like

to bear intelligent (leople speak."

A
^
Lond<Hi hot4'l mnnag«'r. coming

ahing the corridor, saw the "bootn"
kneeling on the floor and cleaning a
pair of sIkh's outside a lM>droom door.

"Haven't I told you that you are not
to clean Isxits in the corri<lor bnt to
take them downstairs?"

"Yes, sir."

"Then why are you doing it?"
"Ii«vause the man in the room is a

Scotchman, sir, and he's hanging on to
the ln«M«s."

k\

.\.

%^^

\r

t «

This newspaper was the recipient of

a letter from Earl Carroll's Vanities

offering fifty dollars per week for ex-

college football players who desired to

aspire as stage dancers. Judging from

appearances at flying tackles, Peesolano

ought to receive $100 i)er week as an

ii4M«thctic dancer.

' *
- Jndgiins from the penalties re-

rehred during a recent "pigskin"

conteat, due to holding, this depart-

ment drew its ronclusimw that par-

ticular linemen are endeavorinc to

keep in condition for thia cominf
winter's parlor duty.

During one of our recerit contests in

football we concluded that Temple was
rli'eply interested. The Owl-eyed Copello

and the comic strip quarterback spent

an entire afternoon writing down seven

{•lays. Coach Harry Sfuhldreher an-

ti<:ipateR using the same plays against

Temple.
V *2* V

After acquiring a sweat-up at

Lebanon Valley's expense, Villa-

nova starts a strenuous week of

practice for the fray against Buck-

rnU.
<» <• *

Rush, Lebanon Valley's linesman,

was injured during a scrimmage in

Saturday's game. A cheer was called

for him and gladly responded to. Im-

m«>diately afterwards one of the spec-

tators inquired who was injured and

after being informed he bellows forth

over the voices of the mob : "Rush
him home."

4> 4f> 4>

EXTRA! EXTRA! Chris liO-

lo6« a versatile athlete, pinrh hits

for "Ad" Snyder ba a linesman

during the exercises against Leb-

anon Valley.
^» ^ <t»

Some of the old "grads" were wit-

nesses at the game Saturday. One of

them remarkwl that Morgan's running

l>ack of punts br«>ught vivid pictures of

y<"«tcrday when Kuczo and Moynihan
w<'re on the nnreiving end.

<j> 4> 4>

Gillespie did a head-on dive as a
finale to a marvelously scored

touchdown Saturday. That boy

simply wiggles his way in and out

seeking that goal Une.
^ <|» ^>

Lebanon Valley tried to slip one over

(Ml the boys the other day. They had

t'linjak dress4«d up to re.senible the

"Masked Marvel."
<}> 4^ ^

The students surely aj'e co-op-

eratfaig with this newspaper. If

the subscriptions keeii pouring In

St the present rate, we'll have to

mort^iFage our oflire desks..
(»> «3» 4>

••HEIU'rS A HOT TIP!" All those

<U»siring publicity in this column may
,ui|uire same by attending the Buck-

nell game at Scranton this coming Sat-

urday. This reporter will be present

lor all those who aspire. (Don't for-

uet the pecuniary consideration.)

J. J. RiNALDL

How The Ball Moved
)

During The Game

PHANTASY

Let feeble sirs and madames vain

Repose in plushy splendor.

To cast proud condescension's glow
From lights upon the fenier.

ISut in my heart for trucks I'll keep

A spot that's hard—but tender.

.Vnd if the Great Design of Things
Might ever run amuck,

Transforming us from men to cars,

You'd scanrely find me stuck;—Vm sure I'd be a four-wheel drive

—

In short—a truck.

(SigmMl) AN ARTS MAN.

First Quarter

Daub won the tosu and kicked off for

Ii4«banon Valley, the ball being received

by Twomey on Villanova's 20-yard line.

Horsey, on the first play, took the ball

for a yard. Immediately afterwards
Couti plunged off tackle for 8 yanls.
With 1 yard to go, Dorsey ripped the

Lebanon line for a first down. Ford
follow«Ml with 4 more yards. McLough-
lin fumbled and recovered on Villa-

nova's 4f)-yard line. Dorsey went
through for 4 yards on a delayed buck.
(3onti kicked 45 j-ards, the ball going
over the goal line. Lebanon's ball on
the 20-yard line. On an end run, Daub
made 2 yards. Villanova's line held on
the next play for no gain. The Ann-
ville team kiclted to McLoughlin, who
rweived it on Villanova's 49-yard line.

Conti gained 1 yard through the wing.
Dorsey again went through the center
of the line for li yards. Conti's pass
to Ford was gruund<'d. Dorsey on the

next play kicked 40 yards. Ball in

Lebanon's possession on their own 14-

ynrd line. Albright took the ball on
the next play without gain. The Ann-
ville team kicked to McLoughlin, who
funible<l. but the ball was awarded to

Villanova because McLoughlin was
tackled after having signaled for a fair

<'at<*h. Dorsey took the ball for yard|
through tackle. On the next play Ford
again went through tackle for 3 yards.

Dorsey again went through tackle for

yards more. The ball now on Ivcb-

anon's 5)-yard line. Mcljoughlin nd-

van<*ed the ball II yards, i'onti a<lde<l

4 more. Dorsey made 3 more. Ball
on 2-yard line. 0)nti gaine<l a yard
through (-enter, Dorsey then going
through for a touchdown. The kick for

point was mn<]e. Score 7-0. DePolo
kicked off to Dorsey, who ran it ba<*
.'ir» yards. Dorsey advanced the ball 2
yards. Villanova i>enalized 5 yards for

offsi<le. McLoughlin carried the ball

for no gain. Ford went through for

ten yards on a lateral pass. Conti went
off tackle for no gain. Dorsey made a
yard through the line of scrimmage.
Conti on an end run made a yard.
Last down, 8 yards to go. Dorsey kicked
'M) yards for Villanova. Ball now on
L^'banon's 13-ynrd line. Daub made a

yard on an end run. On a bi>autiful

reverse play Daub ran through the en-

tire Villanova team for a gain of 30
yards and was tackle<l by Ford on
Villanova's 38-yard line. Zappia hit

center for no gain. Maloney, on a re-

verse play, failed to gain. Donovan
snu'ared Albright for a loss of 1 yard
as the quarter <'nded. S<?or<* : Villa-

nova; 7; Ij4>banon Valley, 0.

Second Quarter

yards. A pass, August to nillcspie,

advanced the ball 7 yards. Melanson,
on a side play, went through for 3
yards before being forced out of bounds.
Melanson cut through tackle for 4
yards. A lateral pass, Morgan to Mel-
anson, made 3 more yards. Last down,
1 to go. Melanson went through center
for 7 yards. August, following his in-

terference, netted yards. Gillespie

was thrown for a 4-yard loss on a
reverse play. His pass was grounded
on the next play. Ivcbanon'ti ball on
their own 34-yard line. As the half

ended. Daub went through center for 2
yards. iScore at end of first half: Vil-

lanova, 13 ; Lebanon Valley, 0.

Third Quarter

DePolo, of Lebanon Valley, kicked

off to McCoy, who rewived it on Villa-

nova's 34-yard line. No return. Au-
gust, carrying the ball, failed to gain.

August, on a reverse play, ran 40 yards.

A lateral pass, Morgan to Melanson,
failed. Melanson skipped off tackle for

f> yards, advancing the ball to Leba-
non's 20-yard stripe. Melanson again
went through for a first down. August
jumiMMl through tackle for 3 yards.
CJillespie was tossed for a 3-yard loss.

Hall now on I.iebanon Valley's 17-yanl
line. Third down, 10 to go. Melanson,
on the next play, was forced out on
the IH-yard marker. August clipiied

off 4 yards through tackle. Li-banon
Valley's ball. First down, 10 to go,

on their own 12-yard line. Bright car-

ried the ball yards through the Villa-

nova line. Daub made a first down,
carrying the bull to Lebanon Valley's

pass was

run for a gain of 3 yards. Daub made
a first tlown on I/cbanon's own 18-yard
line. .Melanson stopped Albright with-

out gain. Daub was thrown for a 3-yard
loss by the Villanova linemen. Daub
kicke<l 20 yards, where it was recovered
by McGann. Gillespie did not gain
through the center of the line. A lat-

eral pass, Morgan to Melanson, gained
3 yards. Another pass, Morgan to Gil-

lespie gaine<l 7 yards, (iillesiiie walked
through tackle for 6 yards. Melanson
ripped the Lebanon line for 5 yards.

.Melanson repeated his i)erformnnce for

a 1-yard gain. Gillespie scored a

touchdown on a lateral pass from Mor-
Kan. Melanson failed to nab the extra

I)oint. Score, 19-0. Ilighfield kicked off

to Albright, who was downe<l on bis

own 2.'»-yard line. Zappia htirdled the

line for 3 yards. Th^ game ended with
the ball on I^banon Valley's 35-yard
line. Final score, Villanova, 19; Leba-
non Valley. 0.

LeJtanou's ball on Villanova's 37-yard
line. Last down, 12 to go. Daub
kicked to McLoughlin. who returned it

2 yards. Villanova's ball on their 31-

yard marker. Dorsey plung<Hl through
(HMiter for 4 yards. Conti on an off

ta<'klc was dropped in his tracks. A
lateral pass, M<-Loughlin to Conti,

gained 2 yards. On the next play Dor-
sey booted one for 50 yards to Al-

bright, who returni'd it 10 yards. Leb-
anon's ball on their 30-yard line. Don-
ovan stoppe<l Z4>p|)en on the line of

si-rimniage. Daub, on n fake play, went
through for 5 yards. Daub kicked 40
yards, the ball going out of bounds on
Villanova's .'<3-yard line. The Wildcat
tirsf-string backfield entered the game
at this point. (Jillespie, on a' cross-

over, went through for 1 yard. August
a<lded 3 yards on an off tackle play.

2r»-yard line. A reverse

snieared by Pes.solano for no gain.

Daub kicked 40 yards to Morgan, who
was tackled as he receivetl the ball.

Ball in Villanova's possession on their

owwn 42-yard line. Melanson cait the

Annville line for 8 yards. He repeated
for 3 more yards. Ball now on Leba-
non's 47-ynrd line. Melanson, on a
lateral pass from Morgan, netted a

yard. August followed his interference

for 5 yards. Melanson was stoppi'd on
the line of scrimmage. Melanson booted

a low one for 35 yards, the ball going
out on the ir»-yard line. Lebanon's
hall on their own 15-yard line. Daub
tore through for 4 yards on an off

tackle play. McCoy nabbed Daub for

no gain. Daub kicke<I to Morgan, who
was tackle<l on receiving the ball. Ball

oil Villanova's 47'- yard line. ITirst

down, 10 to go. August, on a rever.s*'.

w»Hit through tackle for 4 yanls. Mel-
ansmi was thrown for a 2-yard loss. A
pa.ss. August to Oillcttpie, gained 3
yards. Fourth down, 4 to go. Melan-
son kicknl 4."» yards to the Lebanon
Valley's 7-yard striiM*. Villanova was
|M>nali/ed 15 yards. A pass, Albright

lo Bendigo, went for 10 yards. Daub,
on a reverse i)lay, went through for 4

yanls. Second down, 6 to go. Zeppeu
gained a yard through center. , Daub
hurdled the line for a first down. Ball

on Lebanon Valley's 45-ynrd line. On
the next play, (iillespie intcr<H'pled a

pass and ran the ball back for 20 yards.

Villanova's ball on Lebanon Valley's

'2.5-yard marker. Villanova was jsMial-

iz<'(l .5 yards for off side. Gillespie, on
an end run. failed to gain. A pass,

.Vugust to Melanson, was inconiplcl<>d.

Score. 13-0. .: ., , ;•,,:;

,
..i

:
Fourth Quarter

Villanova's ball on I<4'banon's 4.5-

yard line. Melanson, on a high pass

from centi'r, was forced to hurry his

Landlady—"I think you ha<l better

lM>ard elsewhere."

Boarder—"Yes, I often had."

I.jindlady—"Often had what?"
Boarder—"Better board elsewhere."

^ ^l* ^
Lucky—I got a girl in C'hicago.

Ilerl)—Does she have any brains?

LucJty—^Smart, say I got her a job

in a five-and-dimc and she was fired in

half nn hour for not rememlM'ring the

prices.

Past and Present
Beneath the spreading ch(>stnut tree

The smith works like the deuce.
For now he's selling gasoline,

Hot dogs and orange juice.

* * *
Louis It4)ma

—"I don't iuhhI any
speeilonieter on my car. I can easily

tell the speed."

Herb Marbach—"How do you do
that?"

L. R.
—"When I go 10 miles an houK

my l)inips rattle; when I go 15 miles

an hour, my mudguards rattle, apd at

25 niil<>s an hour my bones rattle."

4|> 4> 4|>

Frosh—^"I don't think so much of my
prof, in biology."

The Girl Friend—"How come?"
Frosh—"I asked him today how long

a man could live without brains, and
he n-plied by wanting to know how
old I was."

. 4> 4> ^
Pat had gone Imck to Ireland and was

telling about New York. "Have you
such tall buildings in America as they
say. Pat?"

-Tall buildings? Faith, the last one
I worked on we had to lay on our
stomachs to let the moon pass." ,

* * * '

Lest we forget the Scotch, we had
Ix'tter mention the canny old boy who
made his youngster take off his glasses

when he wasn't looking at anything.

Stanley Prokop, Circulation Manager,
"THE VILLANOVAN"

Dear Sir:

Please enter my subscription for "THE VILLA-
NOVAN," for the ensuing issues (price $1.50).

NAMK .,;..: I .•.,

DORM

CLASS .ii^v.v;

ADDRESS (If Day Hop)

[ ] R<M)krooni Acct.

[ ] Cash (Please check)

(!illesi)ie again took the ball for |
kick. whi<-h was blocked aiul r«'covered

'Ix>ok

Igiiiiranee Is Bliss

here," s'tormed tin' l)atron,

uointing to the tureen, "what is the

Jieaning of that ilead fly in the soup?"
'I regr«'t, sir," said the waiter po-

litely, "I <'anuot supply you with the

<lesire<l information. I ani only sup-

lM)sed to serve the soup, not explain

its ingredients."

"But a dead fly, man." persisted the

patron, "a dead fly ! How did it hap-

IR-n?"

"I am sorry to say, sir, I have no
idea how the poor creature met its

late. I'ossibly it had not taken any
food for a long time, and fluttering

near the soup, found the flavor particu-

larly pleasing, and, eating too heartily,

contractwl appendicitis or some kindred

ailment, which, in the absence of nn
op|M)rtunity for the ap|)lication of X-
rays and the resultant operation, caused
its untimely demise."

yards. Ball on Villanova's 45-yard
line. Melanson went through center

for .'I yards. August made yards
off tackle, placing the ball on I/«'banon

Valley's 4(5-yard line. (Jillespie eased
off ta<'kle for <> yanls. He next cut
through guard for 5 yards. First down,
Villanova's ball on Lebanon's 3.'J-yard

line. Melanson ripped the Annville line

for 10 .vards. Gillespie on the next
play was stopixsl on Lebanon Valley's

'21-yar<l niiirker. .Vugust, following his

inti rfcreiue. gained 3 yards off ta<-kle.

Melanson plnng«'d through for (» more
yards. First down, goal to go. A lat-

eral itass. Morgan to (iilh»spie, resulted

in a touc'bdown. Gillespie failed to

add the extra iM>int. Score 13-0, Mc-
Coy, of Villanova, kicked to I..ebanon's

1-5-yard lin<', where it was rec«'ived by
.Vlbrigbt. who carried it ba<'k 10 yards.

Ball on Lebanon Valley's 25-yard line.

.Mbright. on an attempted end run,

was dropiKMl in his tracks. Albright
threw a Is-autifiil pass to Bendigo for

25 yards. He was stopped by Twomey
in midfield. Albright's pass to Zappia
was ground(>d. Albright's third attempt
lo pass H'sulted in a 5-yard penalty
for Lebanon. Daub kicked to Mor-
gan, who return<>d it 20 yards. Villa-

nova's ball on their own 40-yard chalk
mark. .Melanson off tack'^ 1 yard,

Gillespie, on a reviM|||fl^^^||^ned 3

by Lebanon Valley. Lomasney threw
Daub for a 0-yard loss on an attempt<'d

end run. A pass. Daub to 'Maloney,
result«Hl in a lO-yard loss. A pass,

.Mbright to Bendigo, nette<l 18 yards.

Another pass by the same pair was
grounded. Villanova's ball on Villa-

nova's ,'t5-ynrd line. August, on a

lateral pass, went for 10 yards. Gil-

h'spie, on n reverse, made 20 yards.

.Morgan made 2 yards on an end run.

Villanova was penalized 15 yards for

holding. SiH-ond down. 20 t<» go.

August itasse«l to Twomey, but the ball

was groundtMl. (iillespie received a

pass from August and ran 10 yards.

L4>banon Valley was penalized 5 yards
for off side. Villanova lost the ball on
L<>banon Valley's 30-yard line after an
incompleted pass. A pass, Albright to

Maloney, was grounded. A second pass
met the same fate and a 5-yard penalty

was imposed. Daub went through c<>n-

ter for 4 yards. Daub kicked 30 yards
to Ciillespie, who was tackled in his

tracks, (iillespie failed to gain on a

reverse play. A lateral pass, Morgan
to (iillespie, re«ulte<I in a 1-yard loss.

A pass, Gillespie to Lomasney, was in-

complete. Melanson booted the ball for

55 yards to Lebanon Valley's 7-yanl
line. I^icbanon's hall. Daub went
through the Villanovn line for 2 yards.

.\gaiii he carried the ball on nn end

!:

Stuart and Porreca

I 5th & Columbia Ave.

Wc specialize in

Tuxedos and

Sport Clothes

Suits $30.00 to $42.50

Top-Coats and Overcoats

any style

\1

'H
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ViUanova Faces Hardest Battle of

Season With Bucknell Eleven

To Be Strenuous Conflict—^Brooks Field Scene of Fray

Th«^ ThiiiideiiuB Herd from Lewis

burg will attempt to break Villanova's

string of four straight victories when

these teams clash next Saturday at

Scranton. ViUanova, fresh from its

19-0 victory over I^banon Valley and

fSghting with all the proverbial fury of

the Wildcat, will endeavor to battle the

Hucknell Bisons to a standstill and add

nnother victory to their list.

Teams Well Matched

When the initial whistle blows next

Saturday, two of the most evenly

matched teams in the country will swing

into action, each intent upon taking

the game. Both are strong on defense,

the Blue and White having held their

opponents to two points, a safety, while

Bucknell, previous to the Gettysburg

game, had kept its goal line uncrossed.

The Bisons have a line which averages

190 pounds from end to end. and a

backfield of 170 pounds. This gives

them a slight advantage in weight over

ViUanova. a handicap which the Wild-

cats hoi)e to overcome by dint of greater

xpeed.
Vlllanova's Hardest Game

A.<»8i»tant Coach Hunsinger, in an in-

terview with the writer, said :
"This

game with Bucknell will undoubtedly

be the hardest we will have to play this

season. The Bisons have a slightly

heavier and a better balanced team than

we have. It is compose<l entirely of

veterans, all Seniors, and although they

have lost Diehl, the plunging fullback,

Wildcats Stem Tide

of Battlefield Boys

Dortey Shows Up Well in Scor-

ing Lone Tally

who last year ripped our line to shreds,

nevertheless the team as a whole seems

to be a bett,er and braoother running

machine than that of last year.

"They carry out their plays with

snap and precision and tbey have per-

fecteil their running and aerial attack

to a very high degree. Halicki, their

captain, is a hanl man to stop and a

Rock of Gibraltar on defense. He

Fcored the touchdown that beat Penn

State and in the game against Lafay-

ette saved his team from almost in-

evitable defeat when he knocked down

n pass behind his own goal line. I

confidently expect ViUanova to beat

Bucknell, but our boys will have to

play sixty minutes of the hardest and

best football they are capable of in or-

der to do it."
'""

'

Teams Ready for Action

Both teams are in the pink of con-

dition with injuries at a minimum.

Brooks, right guard, who injured his

back in the Gettysburg game, has fully

recovered and will start next Saturday.

ViUanova will spend the week in per-

fecting its famous aerial attack, which

will play an important part in the out-

come of Saturday's game.

Bucknell lost Saturday to a fighting

Gettysburg eleven, 14-12, and this de-

feat will only serve to make the Bisons

more determined to avenge themselves

at Villanova's expense. ViUanova de-

feated the Gettysburg two weeks ago

by the close score of 7-2.

Notes and Doings

About the Campus

FOOTBALL
VILLANOVA vs. TEMPLE

AT FRANKLIN FIELD

Saturday, 'November 10, 1928
KICKOFF, 2.00 P. M.

ROX SEATS
NORTH AND SOUTH STANDS
GOAL LINE AND EAST STANDS
STUDENTS' SEATS
GENERAL ADMISSION .

$2.50
$2.00
$1.00
$1.00
75c

VILLANOVA UNE STRONG

With the first of the crucial games

safely tucked away, the arrival of the

next, and most import,ant, encounter

with Bucknell is awajted with greater

confidence.

The Gettysburg fray made a deep

impression upon us. The two early con-

tests with Loyola and Catholic U. were

devoid of any indications as to the

jiower of our team, and what doubts

we had were expected to vanish after

these game*.
We were not disappointed. The out-

standing feature was the line play of

ViUanova. the "Bullets" being able to

make but a single earned first down.

Captain Pressalano, in particular, gave

a great exhibition of tackling and open-

ing up holes. I^masney and Twomey
went down well under punts and had

the opposing safety man smothered

without a runback most of the time.

On the offensive the quarterback

play was rather sjwtty. Indecisiveness

on the part of the signal callers on

several occasions probably cost the team

another score. The ball-carrying of

Horsey, Melanson, Gillespie and Conti

left little to be desired. Save for the

blocked kick that went for a safety be-

hind our own end zone, Melnnsoii con-

sistently outbooted the Gettysburg punt-

ers. "Red" also contributed some vi-

cious tackling.

Coach Stulildreher varied his usual

procedure in starting the first team line

with the second-string backfield, and it

was the shock ball luggers who pushed

over the lone tally. While the varsity

backfield of Morgan, McAndrews, Gil-

lespie and Molanson, made eleven of the

twelve first downs credited to the Blue

nnd White, they failed to sustain their

advances within the opposing thirty-

yard line.

ViUanova suffered a total of eighty

yards in penalties to forty for Gettys-

burg. Three of the four first downs

gained by the latter were aide<l by

penalties. When >t is taken into con-

sideration that in the Stnte-tJetlysburg

game the Battlefield eleven made eight

first downs to State's five, while in the

State-Bm'knell setto, the Lions out-

played the Bisons, an inkling may be

had on what may occur when the Wild-

cat meets the Buffalo.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA THE NEW JERSEY CLUB

Thursday. October 18th, prosi^ectrve

candidates for the Lambda Kappa Delta

Fraternity were addressed by Frank

Kelley. In his address Mr. Kelley

clearly stated that the fraternity pro-

vides the means for men of similar

tastes and p«'rsonalities to become in-

timately ac<iuainted with one another

through close contact and association.

The Lambda Kappa Delta is the

prc-medical fraternity on the campus.

Men taking a pre-medical course with

n high .scholastic standing and of good

moral character are eligible for elec-

tion.

It functions swiaUy, athletically,

scholastically and stimulates, through

competition with one another, an inter-

est in the college which is helpful and

beneficial to the spirit of ViUanova, as

well as to the fraternity itself. It also

urges its most capable men to partici-

pate in campus activities, to which they

are adapted, in order that they may

serve the college and bring credit to

the society.

The social activities of the fraternity

are varied. There are several regular

parti<'s during the year in which all

of tlic fraternity men participate. These

include the annual Imiujuct and the St.

Patrick's dance. Private dances are

also held from time to time during the

year, and aU entertain faculty mem-

bers and other friends at various times.

Membership is awarded in this fra-

ternity on the basis of jxTsonal recog-

nition by the Board of Admissions. This

Board. comi>osed of twelve members, five

Seniors, four Juniors nnd three Sopho-

mores, controls admissions to this So-

ciety. It will consider all applications

during the early imrt of December.

In the near future John Lyons, the

president of the I>nml)da Kappa Delta,

wiU have something of importance to

say to aU prospe<'tive candidates.

The New Jersey Club, a three-year-

old institution, composed of undergrad-

uates from the state represented, held

its first meeting of the year on October

8, 1928, under the guidance of the new-

ly-ele<'ted officers.

The men chosen to lead the destiny

of this organization during the coming

year are: John E. Lyons, of New
Brunswick, president; Frank E. Han-

Ion, of Passaic, vice-president ; Julius

F. Becza, of Miltsun. se<>retary, and

Harry Thornn)n, of Plainfield, treas-

urer. Due to the fact that Thornton

was unable to return to ViUanova. n

new man has been selected in his plaw.

This oJficer comes in the person of

James J. Donnelly, <>f Jersey City.

Plans for the annual Jersey Club

dance have been formed and the ap-

pointment of Uudolph Zwigard as chair-

man has been made. A Committee on

Constitution and By-Laws has returne<l

the same for the approval of the club.

At the last meeting they were discusse*!

and voted upon, placing in the hands

of the club a standard set of by-laws,

a great help toward good organization.

To date that is the whole of the busi-

iK'ss <'onducted.

Meetings will be held every other

Monday. Tlie first was held on Octo-

ber 22! 1»28.

Tammany, Ho!

Hospital Physician
—"To what ward

shall we take you, a pay ward or
—

"

O'Brien (injured in wreck)—"A Dim-

ocrat ward, to be sure."

B(2:rB

Lunch

Spring Mill Road

-and

LancastenPike

db

:r COMPLIMENTS i

from a friend of a

member of the

Business Staff
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Wildcats

Now Ready for

Grove City VIM van
This paper is dedicated to one
of the finest men who ever

entered ViUanova; scholar,

athlete and gentleman

—

Leo Goodreau
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Owls and ViUanova Battle to a Scoreless Draw
Delta Pi Eps Hold

Business Conference

Series of Lectures by Commer-
cial and Industrial Leaders

to Be Inaugurated

FR. BARTLEY IS ADVISER

At the last nuH'tinK of Delta I'i

Kpsilon on Monday, iield in Alumni

Hall, nincli important busines.s was di«-

<iissed, the most imiH>rtant of which
was a HUKKcstion by .John Freeney, '2S).

enibcdyinK a plan whereby a Mcries of

lectiin's by prominent men in tiie realm
of hii;<iness miKht Ih> conducted under
the spon.sortthip of the fraternity.

The meetini; was calle«l to order at

1 1'. M. by Tresident Mct^oy. Mr. Mc-
Coy addr^'ssed those pr4'seiit, ur};inK

^tronK and rt'Kular attendan<-e at the

meelinKs. H<' spoke very optimi.stically

rcKiirdinK the future itossibilities of the

orKani/.ation and of the benetits that

would accrue to the members as luuler-

;;ra(Iiiales and iilumnae. He reqnesti'd

those who have not as yet jiald their

<hart4>r niemloMsliip (Ires to <lo so at

their eailii'st convenience, Htr^'ssinjj the

importance for a );ood stait and the

necessity of Kettiii;; under way as soon

nn |H»ssible.

Mr. .lohn Hieen. as chairman of the

annual lootball dance, reported thai

the Aib'lphi Hotel had been secured

for the dance whi<'h is to 1m' held lb*-

niKlit of the Davis-Klkiiis Kaine. This
dance will inaiiKurate a plan of the

Iralernity to have an annual football

dance.

The <| nest ion of the selection of pins

>\as brouKlit up. but it was decided to

postpone business on the same until

nft«'r the dance. Many attractive sam-
ples ha\e been drawn up. ev«'ryone of

which is tittiuK and appropriate to be

the standard of a coIIckc fraternity.

When new business was called for

Mr. Fr^'cney asked for recognition. The
plan which he Mi>;«ested iMiints w«'ll

toward the pro«ressiven<'ss of the mem-
bers of this new-born orKanization and
the interest which they are all nuini-

testin;;. As was mentioned l>efiire. Mr.
FrcHMieyV suKKcstion consist^l ,in a
plan wher^'by a series of Un-tures shoubl

be Kiveii by men representative of the

foremost liuwiness institutions of th«'

country. lU' pointed out the Kreut ad-

vantage that the close jtroximity of

ViUanova to I*hilndeli)hia offered in the

securiuK of the servjces of the lecturers.

The (Jovernor of the Federal Hv-
serve Bank of riiiladelphia, a manu-
facturing ex<H-utive. a railroad ndmin-
ivtralor. the head of an internationally

famous bunkiuK and investment hous<>,

a prc'sident if a Inrjfe insurance com-
pany, a piominent corporation lawyer
and the liead of a lar^e exporting house
were only a few of the tyiM's that Fr«M'-

ttey embodied in his talk. He stressed

the need which the Sc hoci of Commen-e
and Finan<-e has of the o))inions of

such men and further outlined the nii-

mirons ailvantaKcs to the colleKe anil

the individual. In (*losinK he asked
that each memlMM* think the pfan over

Iwcause beinK in the embryo stajje there

would naturally be much <-hance for

consfru<'tive criticism. It was ibK-ided

that the matter should be taken up in

much moiv ib'tail at the next nuH'tinK.

A motion was made for adjournment
at 1.4.'i I'. M.

Every memlM'r of the S<-hool of Com-
nieice and Finance shouhl take an ac-

tive interest in the orKanization. which
lyidfies the >:reat steps forward that

this schiMil has taken in the past two
or thK-e years.

To Itev. .T. ('. Hartley, the dean of

thiH dei)artn>ent, is due the cre«lit for

its develo|)ment into the larKcst on the

campuH. And it is iMM-ause of his con-

tinued dilixence, patience and fiiresijjht-

ednifis that we owe the well-ordered

and reKulateil <'urriculum and system
that is evident throuKhout the entire

department. %

MORGAN AND TWO OF HIS RAIDERS

Courte»v of Philadelphia Record

Here we have Tom MorKan and two of his Raiders. That name is duly credited to Joe Dugan,

of "The Record. " Right to left. Morgan, Andrewlexlrh and Nemeth.

Head Coach Much Pleased by

the Fightii^ Spirit of Team

Hopes to Have Best Season Ever—Congratulates Students Who
Are Backing the Team

By Harry Stuhldreher

The boys certainly played the football

they are capable of aKainst Hucknell.
It is both ]>leasinK nnd Krntifyin^ to

a coach to see the results of his work
during the we«'k be so wonderfully dis-

|)layed on Haturday. Our plays func-

tioned in a much better manner aKninst
Mu<-knell than they have aKainst any
of our other opi)onents this season. I

am tirinly convinced that the team has
struck its wtriile and will give a Kood
ac<-ount of itself in the remainiiiK

Karnes.

Likewise I want to congratulate the

memlx'rs of the student body for the

sup|K>rt they have shown the team, es-

pecially at the game in Scranton. When
a team has the backiuK b^'hind them.

iirKiuK them along with their cheers,

there can be one result and that is

victory.

Our team this year npi>ears to be the

liest to ever represent the Klue and
White and a dean s<'hedule will es-

tablish UK in the gridiron world.

We have b«'en coming along slowly

hut the time is near when we will Rtep

out anil broaden our playing scope.

Nothing would please me b4>tter than
to stack up my Wildcats against aome
of the so-called first-class colleges ; how-
ever, we want to ib-tinitely clinch our
position in onr present spliere so that

no douht remains to any claima the

showing of the team may warrant. We
have a hard ntad ahead and only a

continuance of the co-operation between
the team and students will enable us

to accomplish this pur|>ose.

We are in a very pec'uliar position.

Our growth has been little short of i)he-

nomemil in the past few years, and we
are in that predicament of all small

colleges when they start to grow; the

larger iMdleges are careful of playing

us, iHH-nuse they are afraid of being

beaten, which would ruin their reputa-

tion nnd make ours; the smaller colleges

ar4> afraid of playing us because they

are rather certain of being Ix'aten. How-
ever, we will get our chance at the "big

boys" some day, we hope, and in the

very near futtire. Patience is a virtue

and we must have lots of it, always
rememlK'ring that it takes time to build

up a reputation, and that we have
sprung from nothing to «omething
within a very short space of time.

JOHNNY IRVINE
OUT OF DANGER

I'nless some unforseen complications
set in, .lohnny Irvine will soon be on
the road to recovery. In scrimmage
last Tuesday against the F^rosh, .Tohnny

disl(K-ated a vertebra in the middle of

his spine when he tacklH a ball car-

rier, lie was taken to the Bryn Mawr
Hospital and later back to s<'hool, where
he is at present recui>erating.

It is fairly certain that Irvine will

Im' out for the rest of the season, with

a remote |)ossibility, ac-cording to the

physicians, that he will be through with
the game ])ernianently.

We have all the ho|>es, however, in

.lack's r|uick return to the moleskins

to <*nrry on again with his teammates.

V. 1. C. to Hold Monster

Rally on Friday Evening

Surprises and Speakers in Store

for All of You

On Friday evening in the Uadio
Huililing, at exactly l.'Mi. there will

Im' a monster rally siMinsored by the

ViUanova Italian Club. The club has

s|»nred no expense in its effort to make
this affair a success.

They have two great big suiprises

in store for you all. What they are

reniains to be seen. One will make
you gasp and the other will just take

you oflT your feet. It will be the only

lime so far that these two things have
ever happened at ViUanova.

So just don "it jou fellows forget

that there will be smr.ki's, there will

1m' joke's, there will be entertainment

for everyiine. Kach fellow will long

hold in his memory that evening. So.

remember

:

What : Ually.

When: Friday. 7.30 P. M.
Where: Radio liuilding.

Who : All of you.

Why : To hear some real speakers.

A Letter From Lafayette's

Student Council

The iiresident of the Student Hwly
at the college is in r^MH'ipf of the fol-

lowing letter from the president of

the Lafayette College:

To the prenldent of the Student
Body. ViUanova Coliege:

On behalf of the Student Body
of I^fayette College, the Student
Council takes this means to expresN

their rondolenees to the students of

ViUanova at. the loss of one of

your lieloved athletes, Leo fiood-

reau.

We take this letter as a demonstra-
tion of the go<Ml fellowship of our
friends from liafnyetfe. We certainly

thank Lafayette for their message of

condolence.

Both Teams Have

Opportunity to Score

MELANSON'S LONG RUN
A FEATURE OF GAME

45,000 Spectators Very Parti-

san in Allegiance

By Frank Mahan
X grim, determined Temiile eleven

stemmed tl rratic thrusts of the Wild-
cat in a scoreli'SH stalemate ou historic
Franklin Field .Saturday.

ViUanova. a mere shadow of that
machine whii h had decisively over-
whelnKil Bucknell the previous week,
fought a valiant fight to keep her colors
unsullied. The heights and depths of
gridiron warfare were approached by
the two opiMments, with the scales fa-

voring the Cherry and White.
Hig-game atmosphere hung over the

iMU'ounter; both teams were performing
l)efor«' the greatest audience in their
respective athletic histories, which
might offer a possible explanation or
alibi for the freipicnt errors of omis-
sion and commission. The Wildcats
never really got going as most of the
jilay occurred in their own territory
while the Cily-iti-s shot the works in

vain efforts time and again to crash ov.-r

that last ribbon of chalk.

\ cloudy sky hung over the Stadium
as Captain I'essolano led his team-
nuites on the field to indulge in a little

limbering-up drill. The Templeites fol-

lowed iH'hind (lUgle, the Owl leader.
Kxcept for several blocks of <Mnpty
seats in tlM' extreme corn4'rs of the
concrete structure the enclosure waw
packed solid with rabid fans, who con-
tinually extolled their allegiance in no
uncertain terms. The ViUanova side
of the tiehl outnumlM'red the Temple.
.V live wildcat paraded around the grid-
iron and excited wild outbursts from
Hlue and White supporters. Hoth col-

lege bands in their bright unifornw
lent added color to the iMcasion.
Coach Stuhldreher starKnl the first-

string line and the shisk team backs
against Temple's strongest conibiuation.
With ViUanova defending the west g<tal

T<'mple kicked off. .Neither bunch
showed any real offensive punch in the
early nunnt«»s of the o|M>ning iiuarter.

The Wildcats' first op|M>rtunity to score
came when Hanson, the Owl right half-

back, made a poor punt out of bounds
on Villanova's .'^a-yard line. He re-

deemiHl himself, however, on the next
play. (iiovnnucci attemptinl a pas«
which the Swede caught and ran back
to his owwn 4S-yaril line. The balance
of the period saw the ball carried and
passed in vain attempts by either t«im
to <'onie within scoring range. Both

(Continued on Page '.it

THE LINEUP
Villanoi'a

Lomasney I. e.

.Sheehan 1. 1. ,

Milne I. K. .

Donovan r. .

McCoy r. g.

Capt. I'efMolano r. t.

Twomey r. e.

Contl 1. h. b.

Ford r. b. b.

Ciardner f. b.

(liovanurci ... q. b.

ViUanova

Temple .

Temple

, . . . MarcuH
..... Ahrin
... Rubiran

. . , , Capeilo

Navarlo
. .

Burlianan

. . . . Kramer
WearHhtn*

. . Hanson
Shulta

Capt. nugle

—
« 0—0

SulxititutionH—ViUanova: Dorsey
for Ciardner; Morgan for (>o<»ch;

Giilefipie for Conti; MrAndrews for

Ford; MelanMon for Dorsey; Aug-
UHt for McAndrewa; BrooltR for

Milne; Goorh for Morgan; Mc-
I>aughlin for (•«MM-h. Temple: Moe-
tovoy for Ciugle; Bonnrr for Bu-
rhanan.

Referee—Kinney, Trinity. l^m-

p!re—Eherle. Swarthmore. Head
iineaman—Newell. Field Judge—
I.ieheelta. Ijifayette.
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THERE has been much discussion about the school concerning the

spirit displayed here at the college. What is wrong with the spirit?

So far as the writer can see, there is nothing wrong with the spirit.

The only thing amiss is that the students do not know the cheers. If a

student is here at the school and he has not as yet learned the cheers

let him tell that to anyone now and they will laugh him in the face.

There will be no excuse for not knowing the cheers. They are printed

in this issue. They are here for you to learn. They are here for you

to memorize.

The fellows on the field, in the heat of the battle, hear the urging

pleas of the cheering section. They listen for it. They expect it. Now

do your share and show them that finally you have learned what it is

all about.

Don't disgrace the fair name of the school when attending impor-

tant games. Show other schools that although we are less in number we

can outcheer them by a long shot. Make them look foolish. Show them

what we can do.

NOW all of you are in for a merry "ride." The issue appeared

last week and we sincerely thank you for the support—that is,

what there was of it. Many fellows looked at the issue and

said, "Sorry, buddy, I haven't nickle to spend just now, but I'll see you

later and get one then." Yes, sir—they are still coming back. What

does that mean? Will the paper have support from the entire student

body? Many of the readers commented on the crack made by Joe in

his column. Well, if you don't think that we will be forced to mortgage

our lives if this keeps up, you are greatly mistaken.

Students are urged to hand in material for publication, in fact, we

will take anything of interest from anyone connected with the college.

Clubs are requested to appoint a representative to this newspaper. We
will honor any material that he hands in. Do not get the idea that

this newspaper is run by a certain faction or clique—we aim to do justice

by everyone. The writer saw on the Bulletin Board in the Monastery

a paper presumably sponsored by sophomore engineers. Why do such

a thing? That is—put things on the Bulletin Board—when we, of the

newspaper staff, will print it for you. Learn to appreciate the fact that

you are now in possession of a recognized newspaper. Everything we

print is entirely authentic and accurate.

We are backed by the faculty. They know what we are doing.

They know what we aim to do. They know the rough roads that we

will have to travel in getting this thing started. So you fellows may

just as well adjust yourselves to the idea of handing in material regu-

larly. Consider yourselves, each and every one of you, a reporter.

Don't forget, this newspaper is published by the students, for the stu-

dents, and we would like to add, with the students' aid.

THE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE

NOW is the time of the year when the Freshmen have become

accustomed to their new surroundings, rules and regulations are

being flagrantly disobeyed and the Vigilance Committee is coming

in for an untold amount of criticism. It is not the intention of this

paper to unjustly criticize any one group of individuals, but it is a

known fact that the Vigilance Committee has been very lenient in their

dealings with the Freshmen.

However, is it the entire fault of this Committee? It seems to be

the general opinion around the campus that a few men are appointed to

this Committee, and it is solely up to them to keep the entire Freshman

Class in. line. This is preposterous, to say the least. Not one man or

a score of men can even think to attempt such a thing. The main

purpose for which this Committee was instituted was to deal out punish-

ment where it is deserved, not solely to enforce regulations. This can

only be accomplished with the heartiest support of the Sophomore Class,

and we do not think that they are giving it.

Ed Hookey, as chairman of the Committee, has been subjected to

most of the criticism. It is true that some members of this Committee

have been no help to Hookey whatsoever, but there are many who have.

Hookey is an entirely competent gentleman, who deserves a goodly amount

of congratulations for the work ho has done for the Sophomore Class,

but he gets nothing but criticism for thanks, likewise with those few

men who have helped him. The Sophomore Class are the ones who
should be criticised for the support they have given to their Committee.

They have done nothing but growl about the Committee, and what

Committee can function under such conditions? Then, too, if some of

the upper classmen would leave the Committee do their own work and

not attempt to have their Freshman friends escape regulations, perhaps

better things could be accomplished.

We have seen numerous instances where a Sophomore was trying

to correct some Freshman disobedience, only to have an upper classman

step in and interfere. This should not be. No Freshman is any better

than any other and all should be taught obedience by means of regula-

tions.

So, in conciasion, let the entire student body give more credit where

credit is due and let us make sure that when we arc handing out the

"razz," that we are handing it to the right ones and not blame one

individual or a few individuals for the faults of many.

.Viistiii T. TiKlio, iircsicU'iit of tlii-

Senior Class, lius roceivod moro honors

I hail any oth«'r Senior at Villanova at

tht' present time,

("ominj; from St.

I'clcr'.s rrop in

V.r2o with 11

r<'P"'iit'oil for

(hiin^ big things

Tifjhc (juifkly

4>stablish*>(l his

rt'iiutation here

by h<>ing placcil

on the Fresh-

man Hop Com-
mittee. This
(hmee was the

l)est ever run at

Vilhinova l>y a

Freshman ('hiss

and Tijjhe's work for the dance made
his repntalion witli his class.

To show him their appreciation his

class made him an otticer for Sopho-

more year, that of treasurer. Fol-

low! njf in order "Austey" was made
chairman of initiation and chairman
.(f IJK' Sopiiomore Soinn". By his dili-

Kcnt work for the football team, he

won the job as maiiajjer of the .Junior

Varsity.

(Joinn into Junior .year Tijjhe had

established his reputation. The work
he had done during the year previous

was the secret admiration of the i-ani-

pus. He achieved the hijthest honor

yet iM'slowed ujioii him in Junior year,

beiuK ekTted <"lass |pre«ident. Just

to prove that he was a versatile man,
Tijfhe iM'came a member of the staff

of the old Villanovan and was elected

president of the St. Peter's Club.

For iSenior year he received the

rarest of all honors, being r€-elect<'d

cla.ss president for the .Senior year.

During this ele<'tion he won over (Jene

Ueilley, the busin<'ss men's candidate,

in a close battle. He had to 1m' excep-

tionally popular to do this," because

U4'illey is a very popular man on the

campus. He is at the present time

manager of our Wildcats, having

gained this honor by his hard work
ill previous years.

To such men as Tighe a certain pres-

tige should be given which is not easily

attainable. He does not receive half

the j-redit he des<>rves simjily because

Villanova has no means of honoring
him as other universiti^'s do. It is

such nuMi as Tighe who give Villanova

a g<M»d rejMitation. More power to

you, Austey.

"Mox" McCoy Proves

Great Villanova Guard

Sheer Grit and Fighting Spirit

Shown at Bucknell

Much spac<' and many lines have l)epn

devoted to the prowess of the members

of our team, especially the backfield.

Hut, in all these writings there is one

man who, despite his evident potential-

ity and his displayed ability as a f<Mit-

baller, a tighter and a gentleman, has

received little more than passing men-

tion. We are speaking now of Frank

.Mc('^)y.

Frank, when he entered. Villanova in

U(2.''>, w«'ighed exactly l.^iO pounds.

Coming dir<'ctly from West Catholic at

17 y«'ars of age, Frank had to battle

against men many years his senior and

much more experienced. Despite all

these handicaps he not only showed his

ability as a f(M)tball jilayer but suc-

ceeded in gaining a position on the

slio<-k troops. The shock troops that

y«'ar started in every game and gave

a very good account of themselves, and
Frank was one .of the mainstays of

the "shockies' " line.

The following year, after a season's

experience, ".Mox" seeure<l a berth on
the first-string line and since then has
not reliiu|uished his h<dd on it. He
deM'rv«'s great credit for this achieve-

ment be<'aiise the <'omi)etition for guard
position has iM'en very keen.

This year, Frank has given the spec-

latf)r>< something to talk about. He is

down miller inints as fast as the others

and to try a lino plunge through right

guard when "Mox" is on duty, is use-

less, for he has that peculiar knack of

throwing his opj)onents for a severe and
jidtiiig loss. And when it comes to

kick-offs— well, just sit in the stands
and watch that boy kick them over the

opiMtnents' heads.

When the time eomes for picking AII-

.\merican material Frank Mo<'oy.
flanked by Tiouis Pes.salaiio, would make
a combination that would 1m> unbeat-
able.

Wildcats are Ready

for Grove City

Both Teams Have Clean Rec-

ords—Little Known of

Opponents

It will be a grim and determined

bunch of Wildcats, that will enter the

fray against Grove City next Saturday.

Although the, 0-0 tie played with Tem-

ple last Saturday was fur from a dis-

grace, it was quite a demoralizing blow

to Stuhldreher's pupils. For the first

lime this year tbe IJlue and White

walked <»IT the field without the laurels

of victory in their posaession. More-

over, and this hurts more, it is the

first time in the history of Stuhldreher's

regime nt the Main Line institution

that the Villanova grid warriors have

been held scoreless. They have tasted

bitter defeat, it is true, but never k'tore

have they failed to cross the broad

white stripe.> However, the past is

dead and all fhe talking in the world

caiiiiot give> us a victory if no iMjints

w<>re scored. The Wildcat and the Owl
will have to wait till the iiext football

s<'a»on rolls around In'fore the ijuestion

of sufiremacy in this branch of sport

can be settled.

Grove City Unknown

It does not r«'<iuire much thought or

reasoning power to see that our boys

will fight with all their might and
main to retrieve to some extent the

glory which eluded their grasp at

Franklin Field. The men from Grove
City hail from the Pittsburgh district

and not much is known about them in

this part of the state. However, we
do know that the.y have In'en undefeated

this season, although they have iM'en

tied two times. From the fact that

they have a clean r<H'ord we can see

that they will put up the hardest kind

of a battle to kwp their record un-

marred. They are newcomers on our
schedule and therefore must not be

taken too lightly. We do not know
niiK'h jilMiiit their system of play vx-

cei)t that they have a fast, shifty ag-

gregation whi<'h uses mostly straight

football.

Two Games Left

There remain only two more games,
Grove City and Davis-Elkins, before the

final curtain drops on our football sea-

son. If Villanova can take both of

these contests, and it seems to be the

gen<'rally acceptetl opinion that she can,

she will have gone through the sea.s<m

with her record unsmircheil by the

filthy slime of defeat. This fact alone

should MM've to instil into our fighting

warriors of the gridiron that indomita-
ble spirit which will not l)e conquered
and whi<'h mak<'s for success.

VILLANOVA MAY PLAY
SYRACUSE AT FRANKLIN

FIELD NEXT SEASON

Charles A. Mc(}eehan, graduate
manager <»f athletics, has announced
that negotiations are iinder way to

bring Syracuse t'niversity's powerful
football niai'hine to Franklin Field on
NoveinlM'r 1(5, 1020, for a game with
the IJIiie and White. This will Im- the

first clash on record between these two
teams.

It Is said that McGeehan is trying
to arrange the game thnnigh a promi-
nent Syracuse alumnus, who is said to

be a powerful factor in the athletic af-

fairs of the wearers of the Orange.
Villanova has an option on Franklin
Field for November lOth, next year.

I'eiiii plays Columbia in New York on
that date.

Professor McGeehan did not care to

disclose ju.st who the alumnus is. "We
are working on the game," he said,

"and from the way things stand at

present it looks as if the game will go
through. H Syracuse can't play here
on the date suggested, we have several
open dates. A Villanova-Syracuse bat-
tle woiihl draw n tremendous crowd on
Franklin Field."

The Wildcats nttrncted n crowd of
4.^.(MK) or more in the game with Tem-
ple on Saturday and it is bolieve<l that
a game with Syracuse would attract
more than that. For some reason we
have not been able to schedule any big
tennis for the last two years but now
Villanova is mounting up the ladder to

her place among the stars and next
year will undertake her first major
sclie<Iule.

McGeehan has already scheduled
games with Koston College, Dnvis-El-
kins, North Carolina State, Bucknell.
Temple. Georgetown and New York
I'ni versify. It begins to look as though
the nine and White are going to face

a season next year that will try their

metal.

Belle Air Ball to Be Held

at Academy of Music Foyer

January 18, 1929. Date Set for

the Annual Gala A£Fair

BUD BRITT IS CHAIRMAN

The annual ihuuH' given by the

Senior Class will be held <in January
IS, l)>2t), at; the Academy of Music,

Hroad and I^ociist Streets, Philadel-

phia. This edition of tlu' IJelle Air

ISall i»romises to be one of the nmst

brilliant events ever given by any or-

ganization in the school. No expense

has iH-eii spared to make this affair a

success and no doubt it will 1h' the

outstanding function of Villanova's ho-

cial season.

The favors offered by several large

firms were carefulliv considered and at

the end of the committer's mtH'ting on
Wednesday, it was oflicially aniiouiH-ed

that the favors secured will cost ap-

proximately one-half the price of an
invitation. The committee is 'specially

anxious that notice be taken of this

fact. A final (k-cision upon the choice

of an orch«'stra will be made next week.

Si'veral reports are current that Allan

Quirk, the jazz king of the coal re-

gions, stands a giKxl <diance to get the

bid. Last summer while playing in

Scranton. under a contract to remain

as long as his drawing power kept up,

he outstayed many famous organiza-

tions.

So great was his popularity in Wilkes-

IJarre that on four different occasions

he was re-<'ngaged to play in that city.

It is to be hojied that arrangements can
Im» made to have this band iilay at the

ball, which will insure everyone that

a real hot band will be on hand to fur-

nish the blue notes. The largest crowd
ever to attend a social affair at thir<

school is expected to be on hand and
neither expense nor labor are being

spared to make this farewell <lance of

the Senior (l!lass one long to be re-

membered in the record of old Villa-

nova.

Spirit—A Thing of the Past

Where Was Our Student Body
Last Saturday?

By D. GartenUTO

Why did our football team fail to

score last Saturday'? Why wa.s it that

our line did not hold as strongly as it

is capable of holding'/ Was it due to

the players themselves? Emphatically
no! No team, no matter how good

it may be as a team, can play game
after game and win consistently if it

does not receive the wbole-lwarted sup-
port of its student body. I say that
the students, and the students alone, are
responsible for the outcome of that
game. The cheering that emanated from
the stands (iccupii'il by Villanova fol-

lowers would be a disgrace to any prep
school.

One thing for which the students
cannot l)e blamed is the fact that they
were scattennl in all parts of the stands.
Why weren't tlwy in a body, as were
the students from Temple, as would be
the students of any other college at a
football game'? Organized chwring is

impossible unless there is a united
cheering s«'ction, and a united cheering
s<'<'tion is imiM>ssible if the members of
that cheering s^H-'tion are scattered. I
know that I was surroinuhKl almost en-

tirely by Temple rooters, and I was
supiMtsed to l)e in Villanova's stand.

The cheer h-aders, led by Va\ Qiiiii-

laii, did their iM'st and d«>serve to bo
praiseil for their work. There was only
one fault to l)e found and that was
the fact that they did not nil work
at the same time. One would give a
cheer and then another would get up
and lead one. Hut mayl)e they were
discouraged. How would you like to

stand in front of thousands of people,
call for cheers, and then receive no re-

s|)onse?

It is very easy to cheer when a team
is winning, but the team does not nwd
the cheers when it is winning. It i.«i

when they arc lined up with their backs
against their own goal posts that they
nwd to be cheered on. Tliis was evi-

dently forgotten Saturday. It was
through no fault of the cheering that
Temple did not score when they had
the ball on our two-yard line.

Last Saturday's game was not the
only game in which cheering was lack-

ing. It hna been conspicuous by its

absence in every game this year, with
the exception of the Bucknell game.
Shall this condition l>ecome |)ermanenf?
•Shall the spirit for which Villanova
has l>een famous be a thing of fh»

past? If so. it will not be long In'fore

our great fiMdball teams will also have
been a thing of the past. Please don't

forget that everything de|H'nds upon
yo!i—the student body.

1

•'

Tlu' campus iiuestiiui is a financial

one. .Since the football sportsmen fail

to acknowledge our all-Americnn tackle,

Pessalaiio. who has all the •essentials,

\we are rather dubimis as to what it

would .cost to pur<'huse that end.
.«»

<l> <t>

FraiUi Kelley Iiah the Junior
rings on display. It Is encourag-

ing to (lee tlie nunilier of fellows

interested in sister rings. The
chaiiiiuin neieds no introdiirlion.

He worlied up his own |)ul>lk-ity.

Kveryone is interented, even Ed.
Lovatt. Yeaf Easy.

"* ^ <g> ^
The winter season is upon us and

it is evident that "indoor golf" will

soon get under way. Judging from
past conversations certain buildings of

this colU'ge are liK-ated up in Canada.
How many agree with me, or should

1 say that the college itself has been

mov»'d '!

^ <$> ^
Quite a few of the students had

jo'iied tlie wrestling teain prior to

attending tlie annual Villanova-

Buclineli danre, wlAch was held in

the Hotel Casey at Scranton Sat-

urday night after the game. Re-
freshments were served at $8 a

< quart.

^ 4* ^
Villanova jilayed a scoreless tie

against Hanson and the head linesman.

Hanson would qualify as an AU-Ameri-
can on any grammar school team. He's
marvelous, wonderful, clever, tricky and
sui»erior. So is our stew.

<$» <%t ^
Temple must he romplimented

upon its air atta<-l{. They com-
pleted four out of twelve pas.ses.

One of these was tapped into their

hands, two were "politely taiten"

and the fourth one gained a yard.

Wonderful indeed, my oh my.
^ ^ ^»

"Ho" CaiM'llo is a former Villanova

man but now is associated with Temple.
He sure has a "tenderness" toward us

nnd saw to it that the Wildcats were
troubled. He made every tackle for

Temple but one. (He didn't see that

play used while he attended Villanova.)
^> <£> *$>

The students must l>e ronunend-
ed upon their ro-operation in help-

ing our first edit!4m to "go over

large." As a result we still have
our oflire deslis, hut we are in dire

need of a typewriter. Additional

sul>seriptions will secure this end.

4» ^ <i*

It's a iH'rplexing situation to sec so

many Freshmen with "Varsity Vs."
Congratulations are extended to the

Vigilance Committee on such remarka-
ble hiiir-ciittiiig.

Student Body Takes

Scranton By Storm

Stage Wonderful Celebration for

Team—Get Goal Posts
as Souvenirs

Villanova vs. Temple

Villanova students stage«l the wild-

est (S'lebration .seen in Scranton for

years when the Wildcats defeated the

doughty liuckiu'll Itisons, 2U-(], in a
thrilling coitlest. After the .game no
sooner had the final whistle blown
than a mighty horde of jubilant rooters

swept across the field towards the two
goal posts. (JiK^ lone Scranton jxjlice-

man stood in the path of this bunion
avalaiidie but was swei)t aside in the

midst of his vain effort to stem their

rush. Within two minutes both i^bnts

were torn up hy the rooters and hoisted

to the shoulders of the students, who
joined in a snak4> dance behind the

band and paraded ba<-k to the H<»tel

Casey.

On the march back traffic was tied

up by the wild demonstration, and credit

should be given to the inhabitants of

Scranton and their guardians for the

goodnatun'd manner in which they ac-

cepted the demonstration. They even
particiiiated in the enthusiasm by their

h<)spitality and cries of greeting.

At the (^asey Hotel, where the march
from the field wound up a general hub-
bub ensued friim the time th(> goal

posts wer4' stacked in the lobby. It

apiK>ared that the entire school must
have Ihm'ii within the hostelry. One
fellow remarked that he had never seen

so many of his classmates attend class

at one time .as he recognized in the

crowd. It was truly a typical Villa-

nova celebration, the homage paid by

an overjoyed school to its victorious

team. We want to take this oppor-
liiiiit to expr<>ss our commendation to

the team that has shown the tight

and spirit of true champions and to

the students who gave such wonderful
su|)port in Scranton.

"FoUowing the Ball"

By Joseph Takacs

The Owl Dance

a Great Success

Alumni Attend in a Body After
Banquet

The Owls dance, given at the Dela-
W'are County U4'al lOslate Huilding on
Saturday last, proved to 1h' a great

success. The attendance was larger

than <'xpected, making it a financial

ns well as a social success. This came
as a surjirise to many of the student
lK)dy. Ix-i-anse many thought that the

location was none too good. Favorable
<"omment was expressed about the mu-
sic, which was furnished h^ the Villa-

novans.

The Alumni hel<] its aiiiiual banquet
fit the Hittenbousi' IIot<'l Aifter attend-

ing fhe Temple game. /I'lie 4-lass of
'28 had a goodly repres/nitation at the

banquet, showing the/loyalty of fhe

latest class to gradua»>.
Speeches were made by a few of the

Alumni, telling of their many bxikti-

ences in many dilTereiit lines of busi-

ness. Aft<'r their adjournment, they
attended the Owl dance. This kind of

a ri'iiiiion is a good thing for Villanova
be<'ause it draws together mo'n; closely

fhe feeling of the old and the new,
nml in this nmnner helps to make a

iM'fter fi'eliiig, which furthers the in-

t«'rest of fhe Alma .Mater.

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shop
"Everything the College Student >leeds"

Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Keen Kanxpus Kollege Kut

Owls and Villanova Battle to

Scoreless Draw
(Continued from Page 1)

aggregations suffered through penalties

inflicted by the eagle-eyed othcials, who
kept getting in the way of the players.

The varsity backfield of Morgan, Gil-

lespie, McAiulrews and Melauson went
into the game.

T«'mple ke|»t the play on Villanova

ground the greater time in the se<rond

jM-riod, with their first drive coming to

naught on our l(5-yard mark, where
(Jilli'siiie interc»»pted an Owl forward.

The IJlue and White was jirevented

from tallying a possible touchdown by

the whistle ending the half s<K)n after

"(lillei)" heaved an aerial to Melanson.

who ran to the Cherry and White 7-yard

strip before iM'ing downed; two line

bucks by "Red" and thre<' slim yards
lay between the pigskin and goal when
the quarter ended. Thus culminated
the one real chance we had.

Another Villanova jwiss caught by

Hanson forced the Klue and White to

battle the third stanza on her own ler-

litory. The play wns n reproduction

of the previous half, the Wildcats fight-

ing savagely in the shadow of their

goal |)osts to reiM'l Temple, now surg-

ing with confidence in a new ri;iliza-

tion of power. It was the most cour-

ageous stand our team has been forced

to take in some time. It was here

tliat ever>- man in the game showe*] the

stuff he waK made of, while the student

liody fell down, n4»t even responding

to the efforts of the cheer leaders to

spur the team on.

Temple unlcasheil a powerful lateral

and forward passing attack in the final

period, carrying the ball to our four-

yard line, where Hanson fumbled and
'IVomey ns'overed for Villanova. "lied"

punted out of danger and for the re-

mainder of the contest neither team
llireatenMl the other's goal-line, fumbK's

by (iioiM'li and Mcliiiiighlin 4>ndiiig what-
ever slim chance we might have had to

s<'ore.

In retrospect the game jiroved

rather disappointing from a Villanova

angle. The spark was sadly lacking

and ill our <'slimation overconfidence

played its part. We may be wrong;
we bo|>e so.

Melanson, as he has done nil season,

outbfM)t<>d the opposition kickers by a

good margin. tJillespie'/ Well, only

those who saw fhe game can appreciate

what he did. The line gave a good

account of itself on fhe defense but

the ]day of the signal calh'rs cannot be

4'xtolled. We are not <'riticizing, only

offering fhe testimony of our eyesight.

We know the team can do better and
will in the games still to be played.

SICK MEN—EXTRA!
The new infirmary being preparetl in

Mendell Hall is nearing completion.

'i'hr«N> rooms will I>e at the servi«'e of

anyone becoming' physically incapable
of attending <da.ss. A train«>d nurse will

render efficient aid to tlie unfortunateti.

FIRST Ql'AKTKK
Temple's kickoflT wns received by

(lardiier of \'illan<iva on his own 20-

yard line. He (^^rried it back to the
2y-yard marker. On the next play
the same player went through the cen-
ter of' Temple's line for (1, yards. A
revei-se jday, Coiiti to IA>rd, nett<'d 2
more. (Jardiier tried iIk" Temple line

again and gaiiiisl 1 yard. Ford kicked
for Villanova, whi<'h was re<"eived by
Hansen, but an illegal use of the hands
by the Wilih-ats resulted in a l.''>-yard

lenaky. The ball still in Villanova's

possession. Ford again kicked t<i Han-
sen, who was forced out on his own
-Itl-yard stripe. Temple's ball. The
Wildcats re<-overed the ball aft<'r

Weai-shing and Hunseii bad gained 1)

yards on n'verse pas.ses. but on th<' next

play the Hlue and While line stopped
Ilan.sen, "the screeching Owl." Villa-

nova's liall on their own 44-yard line.

Ford went off-tackle for no gain. Ford
reiterated in the same position and was
thrown for a loss of 1 yard. Coiiti

was thrown for a loss of f) yards. Ford
kicke<l to Hansen, who nt-eived it on
his own 2.'l-yard stripe, where he was
annihilated by the burly Villanova
linemen. Temjile's ball on their own
2;{-yard line. The Villanova forward
line stopped the mighty Hansen. Again
Hansen was stopjied, and this time
lo.><es '{ yanls. Two more yards were
added to the sum total of the Temi>le
objective. Hansen, under the shadow
of his goal iK)sts, booted one which
went out of bounds on Temple's .'{2-

yard line. Villanova's initial pass was
int«'rcept«'<l by Hansen, who returned
if to the Wildcats' 4H-yard line. A
|)as«, Hansen to Wearshiug, was in-

complete. Hansen bii<-k(>(l the Villanova
line tor 4 jirecious yards. (Jiigle got

a yard. Han.sen booted to (liovanucci,

who r«H'eived it on his own 12-yard
marker. Conti was thrown for a 5-

yard loss. Villanova offside
—

"i-yard

penalty. Dorsey hit the line for a

yard. (Jiovanucci made 1 yard inside

of end. Dorsey smaslu'd the Ti'inple

line for !.'» yards. Q''he ball now on
Villanova's own .*i.'i-yard line. Ford
was thi-own for H-yard loss. Another
'.i yards were lost on a lateral jiuss to

Dorsey. A pass, Conti to IVomey, was
incomplete. Dorsey kicked to Hansen,
who was spilled by the H«'et Pessa-

lano. The kick was nullified by a

penalty imposed by the ofhcials for

l."i for roughing the kicker. After three

unsuccessful plays, Dorsey kicked to

Temple's 2r)-yurd line as fhe whistle

blew <'losing the first period of filay.

Score: Villanova, 0; Temple, 0.

SECOND QUARTER
Temple's ball on their own .'i2-yard

line. Shiilts hit the <*enter of the line

for 2 yards. Same play netted .'{ more.

W<'arshing kicked to Morgan, leader of

the famous ".Morgan miders," who was
stopiKHl in his tracks. Melanson tried

the center of the line for no gain. .Mel-

anson kicked to Wearshiug, who re-

turned the ball 5 yards A jiass, Wear-
shiug to Ilans'cn, netted 2 yards, Han-
sen iM'ing stoppel by Donovan. Wear-
sliing's pass to (ingle was incomplete.

Wearshiug b(M)ted out of bounds on
Villanova's 2.'{-yard liii*'. (Jillespie, on
a reverse pass, was thrown for a 3-

jard loss. Villanova was )ieiialized ,'»

yards for stalling. Melanson kick<'(l to

HaiiMMi, who receiv<'d it on the Tem-
ple 24-yard line. Wearshiug was thrown
for a loss on the. next play. A pass,

(iiigle to Shiilts. netted 4 yards. Ilaii-

s<>n got n yards on a H'verse pass.

Hansen kicked to Villanova's .'{2-ynrd

liiH". wh'ere the bull was receiv<'d by
Morgan. (Jillespie .skip|)e<I through

tackle for 5 yards. Villanova was ih-ii-

afizeil 15 yards for roughness. Mc-
•Xndrews went off tackle for in» gain.

Melaiison's ki<'k to Hansen was re-

turned 10 yards. A r4'verse pass netted

8 yanls for Temple. Shiilts hurdN>d

the center of the line for a fiixt down.
Incomplete pafjs, Wearshiug to (Jiigle,

iiiciirnsl a ."i-yard iM'ualty. W^'iirshing

kickel over the Villanova goal line. (Jil-

lespie went off tackle for .'» yards. Mel-

anson jumped the center of the line for

2 yards. Melaiison's pass was inter-

cepted by Hansen, who was thrown out

on the 40-yard line. Temple peiinliz«'d

r» yards for stalling. Shiilts was thrown
for a 2-yard loss. Hansen, on an end

run. made 7 yards. A pass, Wearshiug
to Hansen, was incomplete. Hansen's
pass was intercepted hy Morgan, but

not allowed due to o Villanova |)enalty.

.ViiotluT pass, intercept«Ml this time by

Twomey, not allowed. Temple's ball on

Villanova's 20-yarl line. Hansen got

.". yards. Shults' pass was intercepted

by .Morgan. M^danson carried ball 70
yards, squirming through the entire

Temple team, but was finally thrown
on Temple's 7-yard stripe by Ca pello.

.Melanson bucked the center of the line

for 4 yards. Melanson was stopped on

tli<*liiie of sc-rimmage as the whistle

blew ending the first half. Score: Vil-

lanova, ; Temple, 0.

THIRD QIARTER
Honner, of Temple, kicked to Villa-

nova and Morgan received it, running
to the 30-yard line. Melanson was
stopi)ed on line of .scrimmage. August
went off left tackle ftir 2 yards. A
pass,. (Jilhisiiie to August, netted a yard.
.Melaifson kicked from Villanova's 2't-

yard line to Hansen, who was dropped
on his own M.'»-yard stri|H'. Wearshiug
rushed through center for .'{ yards, fol-

lowed by ,Sw<Hle Hansen's .'{-yard plunge.
Shults went through for a yard. Han-
sen's |)ass was iiiterc<'i)t<'d by Morgan.
Villanova's bull on own 21-yard line.

(Jillespie, on a reverse play, went for

4 yards. Melanson took the ball around
left end for 10 yard.s, to Villanova's own
.'{.'{-yiird line. On this play the Villa-

nova halfback was substituted by .Mc-

-ViidrewM. The next filay netted 2 yards
on .Morgan's jilunge. A pass, which
was aimed for .Melanson, was intercept-

ed by HaiiMMi, who ran fhe ball to

Villanova's 20-yard line. Han.sen went
off right tackle for 4 yards. On the
following play "Harney" (Jiigle was
thrown ba<k for a ten-yard loss. (Jugle
made a 2-yard gain. This placed the
ball on Villanova's 22-yard line. IJon-

ner, of Temple, got in |K>sitioii for a
idacM'ment, but it was futile. Villa-

nova took the ball on the 20-yar(l line.

.Melanson, on the next play, rushed
center for 2 yards. (Jillespie took the

ball for another gain of a yard. Melan-
son kicked nnd Hansen t(M>k the ball

on the .'Ml-yard line. Temple's ball. The
iK'xt play found (Jillespie running the
ball to the 18-yard line after inter-

ceiitiiig a Temple pass. .Melanson took
the ball for a gain of 2 yards. Dona-
hue replaced .McAndrews at halfback.
Morgan was thrown for a lo.ss of 7
yards. Melanson, on the fourth down,
kickel the ball and Hansen received it,

being forced out of ImmiiuIs on the .'{7-

yard line. Hansen took the ball, but
no gain. The next play found ".Swede''

Hansen jiliingiiig through center for 6
.vards. Shults made a first down on
Villanova's 2({-yard line. Wearshing
got (J more. Five-yard iienalty for Tem-
ple f<(r being offside. Incomplete pass
followed, Hansen to Marcus, netting a

4-yard gain. An incomplete pass.

Villanova took possession of the ball

and on the first play Gillespie was
thrown for a loss of a yard. Melanson

rushed through center for a gain of 5
yards. Melanson kicked to Wearwhing,
who carried the ball to the .'iO-yard

line. (Jn the next play, Wearshiug
tried to rush the line, but was forced
hack for a loss of 2 yards. Temple
was penalized for roughni'ss. Incom-
plete pass. Hall was on Villanuva'ii

,'{4-yard line as the period ended.
Score : Villanova, ; Temjile, 0.

FOIRTH Ql ARTER
W<'ars]iing passed to Hansen for tt

1-yard gain. The next play, which was
a pass by Wearshing, was intercepted
by -Melanson, who ran it back 1.") yards.
Temple repeated when (Jugle interc<>pt-

ed iitiss which was intended for Melan-
son. Shults rushed center f<4r 4 yards.
Donovan made a wonderful tackle,

which forced Han.sen back for a loss of
a yard. Shults was thrown out of

bounds on Villanova's l.^-yard line.

Shults again took the ball for a gain
of T) yards. Shults was forced back for

a loss. Villanova offside, 5-yard pen-
alty. Villanova recovered the ball on
a fumble. The first play found .Melan-
son back for a kick, which landed in

Han.sen's hands. Temjile's ball. Wear-
shing took the ball for another loss. In-

complete pass. Hansen kicked to Mor-
gan on Villanova's 15-yard line. Dona-
hue was thrown for loss of 5 yards.
MeluiLMni made a yard. Melanson
kicked, the ball bi'ing fumbled by Han-
sen and recovered by Donahue. An
in<'oiniilete pass followed. On the next
play .lohiiny (Jillespie sprinte<l down the
field for 14 yards, after completing a

pass. Melanson kicked out of l>ounds
on Temple's 20-yard line. Hansen, on a
reverse pluy, made 4 yards, followed
by a pass, Wearshing to Hansen. Han-
sen stood back for a kick but fakes
and runs for a gain of 3 yards. Ilan-
S4>ii kicked out of bounds on Villanova's
45-yard line. Incomplete pass, (iio-

vuniK'ci ran C yards on pass. Next
pass incompleted. Melanson kicked,

Hansen not daring to touch the ball.

Donahue touched it. Temple's ball on
the 7-yard line. Wearshing fumbled
and took a loss. Hansen got back of

the line for a kick which Oiovauucci
fumbled, the ball b<'ing recovered by
Temple. A pass, Wearshing to Han-
sen, was good for 10 yards. Hansen
went off tackle for 3 yards. Hhults
went through the line for a yard. Han-
sen was stopped without gain. Tem-
ple penalized 5 yards for delay. Han-
sen went through <'enter for a yard.

Shults took the ball and was stop|>ed

by the line as fhe whistle blew, ending
the tilt.

Score: Villanova, 0; Temple, 0.

• . '
. • .1

Stuart and Porreca

I 5th & Columbia Ave.

We specialize in

(j Tuxedos and

Sport Clothes

Suits $30.00 to $42.50

Top-Coats and Overcoats

any style
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Dk'k Moyiiihaii, '27, *x-captain of

football, and one of the best passers

Villanovu «'ver had. oanie back to the

(Hiuput; to talk over old tinie!< with

bra former football mentor Thursday
last.

Frank Jordan, '28, fullbark on

last year's team, helped out on
' .the coaehlnir last week in Villa-

nova's preparatory drive for an
'Undefeated reason.

,' "Miitf't Ilalphen, '27, i« conne<'ted

with one of tlie bis oil fompanies. In

his «pare time he ,coal'h«'s Malveru
Prep.

The Alumni were out strong for

ail our irame« so far this season.

The way they ran "whoop" and
holler is nobody's business.

Leo V. Devine, '21^, sent us hi« ad-

dress as follows: Hotel Ifraun, Mun-
cie. Indiana. We presume that Leo is

Ktill with the General Kleetric Co., with

whom he has been associated for the

past five years.

John Driseoll, X '28, is now em-

ployed as an engineer with the

Barber Asphalt Co. of IMidladel-

pUa.

John Iloffmeister, '20, is with the

Ilaiiisport Mining and Transportation

Co., with headquarters in I'hiladelphia.

Ray Moynihan. '28, is teaehing

physics and mathematics at the

Avon-<irove High School, I'ennsyi-

vania.

J. J. MeDevitt, Jr., '27. Is a light-

ing engineer with the Public Service,

Kl«'ctric & Gas Company at Hacken-
sack, N. J.

Leo O'Hara, '25, and Al Cooke,
'23, are iMtth employed by the

Baker Steel Company, of Philadel-

phia.

An informal supiH»r was lield at Vil-

InnoVM Mu' niijht preceding the I^oyola

game. Chnrlie Laughlin. "aH ; Harry
Towhey, 'IS; John Keffer. '2X ; Norlwrt

Walker, '2:i; Elmer Ilert/.ler. '22; Jere

Hurley. '27: Ed Hurke. '2'A. and Ar-

thur Malone, '22. were Mmong those

present.

CIVILS vs. MECHANICAL-
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

I'nable to settle a political dispute

at a regular meeting, the Civils, who

represented the Democrats, outplayed

the M. E.8, repre«entives of the He-

publicans, in a football classic at the

Stadium on NovemlM-r (Jth. The Smith

advocates managed to engineer a 19-0

victory, with Corte, of the Civils, |?eing

the out«tandnig- figure. Running a-la

Morgan, (!orte took a paw* down the

sidelines for a run of 8() yards for the

first touchdown. In the second quar-

ter he again tallied and the additional

IMjint was niade by the trainnl toe

of Armbost, who booted a neat d»op-

kick.

The rest period did little for the

llooverites. At the beginning of the

third quarter, after a series of rushes,

Meilaney battere«l his way through for

the third and last touchdown. This

4-n<Ied the scoring. The Civils took

pre<'autions to save their stalwart

guard, Gaither, as his playing ability

was a marvelous sight to wat<'h. While
the Civils are enlhused over their new
tiiid. (Jalther, the llooverites are me-
chanically liguring how to electrify foot-

ball spirit into their players lor the

return game. The lineup was as fol-

lows :

Civils—Armbrost, r. «.'{ Crowley, r.

t. ; (iaither, r. g. ; Mc<3arrile. c. ; Pa-

ceiitii, 1. g. ; Witter and McGuire. 1. t.

;

Dooley, 1. <». ; Menton, q. b. ; Daly, r.

li. b. ; Corte. 1. h. b. ; Meilaney, f. b.

M. and E.—Wastie, c. ; Orcutt. 1. e.

;

Snappauf. r. e. ; Bniinan, 1. t.; Pickett,

1. g. ; Joyce, r. t. ; Avil, r. g. ; Volk. f.

I).; O'l'onnor, q. b. ; Gildea, 1. h. b.

;

Shovlin,. r. h. b. The officials were:
Conti. umpire; Van Horn, field judge;

Murray, head linesman.

Paul G. Taylor. '27, our ener-

getic business manager, is traveling

around with his right arm in a
sling these days. Paul broke his

wrist (rying to crank his new Ford.

On Saturday morning. October 27th,

.Mr. Henry H. B'itzpatrick. X '27. was
nianied (o Miss Pauline M. Hor»it-

niann. at St. .lames Church in Phila-

(h'lpliia. Tlie newly married couple

will make their home at r»0".> Wellesley

Road. Allen Lane. Philadelphia, after

the lirst of the year.

Notes and Doings
About the Campus

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

The first formalmeeting of Lambda
Kappa Delta Fraternity was Ijehf on

Thursday, November 1st. Due to the

lack of interest t^hown in the organiza-

tion so far this year. Fr. Daugherty,

dean of the Prc-Mrdical School, was

forced to publish a special appeal that

all those who are in any way inter-

ested in this fraternity be present at

this meeting. The resiwnse was very

sHlisfaitory, attendance being the best

shown for some time. Father Daugh-

erty complimented the students for the

interest manifested and proved, by nu-

merous cat»es. of graduates who bene-

fited from their membership in the fra-

ternity. He also spoke of the ideals

of the fraternity and the influence it

has on the 8tu<lent btxly.

Most of the business brought up in

the meeting is kept secret by the mem-
bers. The reporter attempted to learn

some of the business which was dis-

cussed, but failed. Several members of

the fraternity were questioned iis to

(his business, but received only a laugh

for the trouble, and was told to report

only that business whi.'h the fraternity

wished to go to press. We are won-

deiiiig what the deep, dark secrets are.

They woald make a gotwl story.

The president apiwinted the follow-

ing men to .serve on Ccmjuiittee on Mem-
l'ci>liips: .Seniors—Edward .Moore,

chairman. Earl Masscy. John D'Urso.

Jo.seph O'Brien. Phillip Marshall.

Bryn M«wr-1795

GERHARD
MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile
Sales and Service

Also Used Cars
From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster Ave.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB

At^ the last reguliir meeting of the

.<duio.vij, uiapH.w,i 'qn[j rf.Hi.»j.»«'j

presided. The preAident announced to

the assembled mcnib<'rs that the plans

lor the Christmas dance are coming

alonir in great shape and that all the

d<tails will soon be finished and the

plans for the dance will 1m» made known.

The <lance will be held in one of the

big hotels in Lawrence during the

Christmas vacation.

The dance is one of the outstanding

social events of the Christmas season

in Lawrence and an unusually large

turnout is expecte<l this year. A pop-

ular orchestra has already been secured

for the oc<"asion and the decorations of

the hall will be carried out in blue

and white. All in all. the dance ap-

pears to be headed along the high road

to Muwess both socially and fiuancially.

Juniors—A. Virgilio. Maxwell Cantor,

James Lane. Carl IWchwcin. Sopho-
mores—Bi)b Nagle, Joe Itoniano, Carl

Lwhner.
All new meml>ership» will be consid-

< red by this <*ommittee. but will not be

acted upon until the end of the first

semester.

The following men of the officers who
were chH-tcd last year are

:

John E. Lyons. '29. president ; Frank
Kelley. 'MO. vi«-<'-president ; Louis Pa-
dull.i. "2J). treasurer; Howard Garrity,
.'{1, secretary.

B (i^B

Lunch

Spring Mill Road
and

LancasteriPikc

Lost & Found
LOST—A new chemistry textbook

(Deming's). Will the finder please

return to room 242, Austiu Hall. Re-

ward. J. J. C

LOST—A Freshman dink bearing all

the football games in ink on the top

and having 11) "Ben"* '.'12 written on

the peak. Will the finder please re-

torn to B. Benigno. 152 Good Council

Hall.

I^OST—A Seneca and Latin text.

Please return to St. Ilita's Hall.

LOST—A pair of tortoise shell glasses.

Please return to .Charles J. Scully,

220 Austin Hall.

LOST—A Parker Duofold oversize

fountain pen, bearing the name A.

Herbert Marbach. Please return to

Mi.ss Meany iu the b(K)k room. Thank
you.

LOST—A note book, CITemistry. iji KK)
Monastery. Please return to Hoom

144, Good Council Hall. A. II. •

FOT'ND—A Latin notebook. LOST—
Small "Malvern Manual.' S<'e Car-

joll Skelly. Senior A. B.

I/>ST—Will the person who found a

gold ring in the washroom of th«

Monastery wing on Thursday night

(tiea.sc return it to 120 mon. Letters

DNS-27 and Conne<'ticnt State seal on

top, initials D. A. D. inside. Reward.
Dick Murray.

Delivery Service Bryn Mawr-1764

The VltLANOVA
CAMPUS STORE
Lancaster Pike & Sproul Road

VILLANOVA

Proprietary Medicines, Kodaka,

Films, Stationery,

Cigars and Candies

LUNCH AT OUR FOUNTAIN
Chae. H. Fix

'
' '. .I' ... .,' *^

COMPLIMENTS

from a friend of a

member of the

Business Staff

*
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Davis-Elkins VIIE
DELTA PI EPSILON

DANCE
AT THE ADELPHIA
NOVEMBER 24ih

After the Game

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20. 1928 Price: Five Cents

Villanova Defeats Grove City by One Point
Davis-EIkins Here Next Saturday;

Dance at Adelphia Following Game

Team That Sunk Navy Will Be

Here in Full Battle Array

EXPECT RECORD CROWD
By Deecee

A con<|nerin>,'. jubilant DaviK-Elkins

team will endeav(>r to do what no other

team has be<'n able to do so far this

reason—lu'at Villanova. The Blue and
White Kridders, playing their la**t (jame

of the regular season next Saturday,

will fiRht stubbornly to keep their rec-

ord clean. If our boys can win Satur-

day Villanova will have the honor of

beiuK on4> of the few undefeated teams

in the East. Moreover, the chances

tor a iK)st-seasoii game with one of the

other undefeated elevens will be greatly

augmented.
Davis-EIkins started the season with

a bang when they put a hole in the

Xavy battleship to the tune of 2-0.

They also number among their victims

such jKJwerful elevens as West Vir-

ginia and West Virginia Wesleyan.

However, they struck « snag and suf-

fered a 2-0 setback at the hands of

John Carroll, of Cleveland. A com-
parison of past jwrformances, which in

most cases means alwolutely nothing,

gives us the following "dope" : John
Carroll b<<«t Davis-Elkins, 2-0; Grove

City beat John Carroll, 11-0; Villanova

Ix'at (Jrove City. 14-13. Figure it out

for yourself. Try it.

The Wildcats have quite an impres-

sive record of their own, having de-

feated, among others, (Jettysburg, Buck-

nell and (Jrove City. They also hold

a .scoreless tie with Temple. Nothing
short of a hurricane with a couple of

tornadoes thrown in should be able to

«!itop our gridders next Saturday. It

certainly will be one grand and glorious

battle, and as one Philadelphia writer

said : "There will Im- no wide open

spaces in the grandstand when these

two teams clash." So come early fel-

lows and do your most to push our
team on to victory and an undefeated

treason. What a difference between this

..season and that of 1024 when our war-
• riors scored nary a point.

Adelpiiia Hotel Will Be Scene
of Frolicking

DATE: NOVEMBER 24TH

ARTS FRAT JOINS EXTRA
CURRICULAR SCHEDULE

A new fraternity, comiM>sed of "Arts"

iJH'n, has joined the August number of

'.our extra-curricular activities. De-
sjMiiring of the possibility of reorganiz-

Uifi the ohl "Arts",. Fraternity, the

nieml>ers of the S<>phmore Class made
a d<Tision to create an organization

whose aim it would b«> to promote
fraternity and culture on our campus.

After the constitution and by-laws

had Ihm'u adopt4'd and officers had been

elected, the older fraternity finally

.onme into existence. The newcomers
*aw no reason why they should dis-

band, since they had waited a sufficient

length of time for the reorganization of

the old fraternity, so they decided to go
on with the task they had already

starte<l.

Villanova extends a hearty welcome
to these newcomers, and we of the

e<litorial staff urge that if there be any
strife between these two orders—and
there is no cogent rea.'wn for such

—

let it be in friendly competition for the

betterment of our Alma Mater rather

than an ignoble "mud-elinging" cam-
paign.

The first annual dance of Delta Pi

Ei»silon will be held the evening of

November 24th, following the Davis-
Elkins game, at the Adelphia Hotel,

Thirteenth and Chestnut Streets, Phila-

delphia.

The <lance will inaugurate the plan

whereby the fraternity will hold similar

affairs each year. The sfwnsors of

tlw project intend to make the event a

permanent institution in the social ac-

tivities of the college, both for the

Alumni and under grads.

The committee is headed by John
Breen, '.SO; Frank Cummisky, '.SO;

Henry Johnson, '20; Richard MeDev-
itt. '.SI ; Joseph Mulray, '20, and Tom
Simpson, '.SO. The dance bids fair to

become an outstanding success in its

jtremiere offering. Delta Pi Eiwilon,

the fraternity of the School of Com-
merw and Finance, has caused wide-

spread comments through its recent and
startling innovations.

Colors Chosen
Wine red and blue are the new-

colors of the fraternity and a new
banner made up of the.se colors and
iM'aring the Greek letters of the society

will be hung in the ballroom on the

night of the dance. Various commit-
tees have been appointe<l to insure the

comi)l<'te approval of the guests.

Don't forget the date : November
24th—at the Adelphia—Subscription.

.$2.00.

Wildcats and B. C. May

Meet in Boston on Dec. 8

Contest to Renew Relations Be<
tween Old Rivals—Both

Undefeated So Far

IS PRACTICALLY ASSURED

CONGRATULATIONS

Professor Vennto, of our own Chem-
istry Department, is the proud daddy
of a new baby girl. Her name—Gwen-
dolyn May. Both mother and little

Gwendolyn May are progressing quite

nicely. Here's to health, luck and hap-

piness to the proud parents.

Frosh Licked by Allentown

Yearlings Lose by 23-7 Tabula-
tion—Bernhardt Is Prep-

pers' Star

A powerful Allentow;n Prep team
forward-passed its way to a 2.S-7 slaugh-

ter over our Frosh last Friday. While
the Big Boys have yet to lose a gam4'

and stand a very good chaiu-e of going

through the season undefeated, the

Yearlings have yet to win a game and
from all apiM'aranc<'s they will not win
any hereafter. However, it is not so

easy for a team which changes its sig-

nals each we<'k to go out and defeat

teams which have been using one style

i>f play during the whole season. They
are doing their share towards making
the varsity one of the best in the

country.

Ca|itain Bernhardt, of the Preppers,

U'd his lM>ys in a iH)werful passing at-

tack which our boys were unable to

stop. The backfiehl faile<1 to make a

great many tackles and our line seemed
to crumble' before the onslaughts of the

foe. Almost all of AUentown's scoring

was r«»ached via the air. Brady scored

Villanova's only touchdown.

Negotiations, now under way, are ex-

pected to b«' dosed soon clinching a

post-season football contest bt>tween

Villanova and Itoston College, to be

played in Boston on December 8th, for

the Cathol'c College championshii) of

the East.

The P3agles are undefeatfMl and un-
tied thus far this .season, being in line

for national honors. They have to their

credit victories over Navy, Boston U.
and Fordham. ;.'. .

,',

Villanova defeated the Boston team
last year by the score of 13 to G, on a
last-minute touchdown by Johnny Gil-

lespie. This licking still rankles in the

breasts of B. C. men, coupled with the

eleven-inning bas<>ball triumph regis-

tered by the Wildcats the past spring.

A meeting between these rivals would
not only decide the question of suprem-
acy, but would also offer the oppor-
tunity to extend the traditional feud.

Villanova Wildcats Nose Out

Grove City by Close Margin

Extra Point Try Proves Disastrous to Visitors—All Points Made
by GiUespie and Melanson Were Needed—Largest Home

Crowd of Season Witnesses Wildcat Victory

DAY AND SHUPE FEATURE PLAYING OF WOLVERINES

Cheers and Songs

are in This Issue

ENGINEERS ON TOUR
OF VICTOR FACTORY

More Trips Planned

Tuesday of last week a good number
of Engineering students visitefl the Vic-

tor Talking Machine plant in Camden
for the ptirpose of investigating the

methmls use<l in the production of Vic-

trolas. Upon arrival they were shown
a machine valued at $5000 which
played twelve records and which is the

latest development of the company.
The students were then shown

through the different departments and
great interest was displayed in the

nuiking of records and cabinets. Upon
completion .of the tour many of the

latent hits were played before they left.

Other trips to industrial plants are

now b4Mng planned.

Now that drove City game has been
playe<l, in which the chwring—well, the

'ess said about it the better—we are
''acwl with the realization that much of

the pep shown at the VIC smoker and
rally was due not only to the excellent

entertainment but to the fact that if

th<' protests were srong enough there

might be a football holiday on Monday.
It is conceivable that some students
attended the meeting prior to the game
just for that reason.

As college students, why should any-
one at Villanova require a brilw to

make him support his teem? Cer-
tainly if it is worth while to attend a

rally and cheer loudly just l)ecause of

a possible holiday, it should be just

as worth while to join in the cheering

at the games because of the effect of

such hacking upon the meml)ers of the

team. Fn^quent appeals have Imhmi made
during the present football season for
loucb'r and better cheers at games, but"

at the Temple game the volume of the

Owls' section was far superior to the
efforts of the north stand rooters. Does
this mean that the students must be

bribed to make them cheer, or is it pos-

sible to develop spirit merely for the

sake of supporting a fighting and hard-
working team.

Coincident with the discussion of a
football holiday a direct contrast may
l)e note«l for the reason for such a holi-

day. The student bo<ly receives such
a holiday because of their unqualified

support of the team, that team has won
an imiM)rtant victory over a major op-

iwnent. Such a holiday might well be

granted to the members of the student
l>ody at Temple. There is no doubt
whatsoever that that loyal group, keep-

ing up a constant stream of encourage-
ment in the form of cheers, contributed
in a large measure to the unexpected
theoretical success of the Temple eleven.

But to the student bo<ly of Villanova,
even had the team won, no such holiday
is necessary or desirable. The measure
of support which the student body has
accorded the team needs no holiday.

The holiday has already been granted
to the student body in the form of

continual absence from rallies, indiffer-

ent cheering and other evidenecs of poor
spirit or support.

The football team is the only group
on the campus which deserves that holi-

day. They will not say so openly hut
they feel it bitterly, that the members
of the undergraduate bo<ly have failed

(Continued on Page 3)

By Fran
,Tohnny Gillespie's flying feet and

"Ued" Melanson's mighty toe stemmed
the threatening Crimson tide of Grove
City in the stadium, when our undefeat-

ed Wildcats sent down the plucky Wol-
verines to their first defeat.

The largest crowd to ever winess Vil-

lanova on her home field watched "Mor-
gan's Haiders" come from behind to

heat out a great opi)onent by a one-

l)oint margin. The final score was
14-ia. Grove City fought the Blue
and White from opening kickoff to the

final whistle with a varied, devastating

attack and a determined defense, which
was matched only by the occasional

sporadic sallies of "Gillep" and his

mates.

G. C. Scores

The Crimson held a brief advantage

over Villanova on Kammer's touchdown
just after the second quarter com-
menced. "Scooter" Day's try for point

breezed past one side of the uprights.

The short-live<l lead expired on Gil-

lespie's six-pointer later in that same
period. Melanson boote<l the extra

point, tendering us the upper hand
which we held to the finish. Once more,

this* time in the uftinwite chukker,

Johnny daiihetl across the boundary
into the promisetl land, and as before

the "Maiden Master of the Boot" boost-

ed the total to even figures with his

magic toe. Waleski scored Grove City's

other seven points a minute before the

game ended.

Against the Wolverine varsity, Stuhl-

dreher i»itte<l his Shock Troops to start

the fray. Our men got the first break

on a fumble that McCoy recover«Ml in

the middle of the field. Grove City

showed her power by holding the Bob-
cats. Nemeth let the oval elude his

grasp a little later, giving the pigskin

to the visitors. Neither side displayed

much in the way of offense, the Crimson
keeping the ball out tof her end of the

field by pulling off a succession of quick
kicks on first downs that spiraled over

the head of Giovanucci, Villanova's

safety man.

With Schupe and Day bearing the

brunt of an unexpecte<l running and
passing attack, the visitors carrie<l their

advance to our two-yard line, where
Harry rushed in the first team. The
move prove<l ineffectual, for Kummer
fell across the line from one of those

close formations the Berrymen used. An
attemptetl place kick by Day failed of

its mark.

Gillespie Scores

A short punting exchange between
Melanson and Day, with the former
having the better of the duel, marked
the next few minutes' action. Villa-

nova received her first real chance when
a lateral pass play by the opponents
was fumbled by Paterlini, and "Moxie"
McCoy recovered on Grove City'» 10-

yard mark. But three minutes re-

mained of the half as Gillespie tore

over the goal line with four would-be
tacklers strewing the path behind him.
Melanson was equal to the occasion, and
adde<l the seventh point. Several pass-

ing attempts about midfield sector by
G. C. ended in failure as the half-time

whistle blew.

The Raiders interspersed their ground
offense with some clever passing to

chalk up a second touchdown in the
third frame. Gillespie was closely

watched by the Crimson after tossing

a 20-yard aerial to Melanson. so Mor-
gan dishe<l out n little variety in the

shape of some chucks of his own. On
conwHMitive downs. Skipper Tom engi-

K Mahan
neered two nmsterful heav»*s. the first

one to "Red," which went for fifteen

.^ards, placing the i>igskin on the Wol-
verines' 28-yard mark. .Tohnny snared

the next and breezed his way over

the final impression of lime, a nice

little jaunt of some twenty yards.

"Red the B<M>ter" was summoned to

again grace the tally sheet with some
handiwork, and as on the previous

oci-asion, obliged.

Grove City came right back and
nearly succeeded in narrowing the gap
in the score before the i>erio<l closed.

Waleski's swift forwards to Shupej.alld

Thomas, coupled with a t>l'enty-yard

run by Day, advanced the oval to our
eight-yard marker. Two rushes by
Shupe and four yards had been clipped

off as the teams changed sides to bt'gin

the last quarter hour of combat.

G. C. Pass Grounded
The golden opiM>rtvinity vanished into

a touchback when Waleski's pass
grounded behind the gojil line. Like
an echo the visitors returned to the
task. Shupe, Day and Waleski toted

the ball ba<"k to our fifteen-yard strip,

after Melanson's punt rolled out on
Villanova's forty-nine yard line.

Thomas, the opjM^sing right end, halted
the rally by muffing a throw from Day
with a clear field ahead of him.

Villanova roused out of a lethargy

which hung over its play since Gilles-

pie left the game after his sei^md
touchdown. Melanson and Conti ripped
off two eighteen-yard dashes, but G. C.

tightened and Melanson fiicked over the
goal line.

Again the Wolverines renewed their

charge, and this time it was successful.

Day, Schupe and Waleski plunged and
passed the ball from their own twenty-
yard line for an eighty-yard march and
a touchdown. Waleski made gowl on a
I)lacement attempt foi* the etxra imint.

THE LINEUP
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THE PARKING PROBLEM
ENUGHTENED

JAMES J. HENRY

THE STUDENT COUNCIL

A T most of the leading: colleges and universities in the country, there

r\ is a body of individuals made up of men picked from the students

•^ "^ called the Student Council. The duties of this body are many,
including among other things the government of the students, the regula-

tion of activities on the campus, and the body also acts as the medium
between the faculty and the students.

There has always been an organization of this kind at Villanova,

and whether active or inactive it always existed. Last year the differ-

ent organizations on the campus elected members to this body, but for

some unknown reason they have failed to function.

Why has it failed to function? Criticism runs rampant on the

campus; every "buff" session ever held discusses things that are needed

on the campus, but that is all that is done about it. Many times matters

come up which need some kind of a representative, which will act as

a medium between the faculty and the students. We think that if for

no other reason this one alone would be enough to cause a rejuvenation

of our Student Council.

The Student Council of the University of Pennsylvania is the most

influential body on the campus. In many cases this body has the option

of allowing a student to remain in college or to expel him. This measure
allows the students a great deal of power, and we hold no hopes of such

power ever being given to any kind of a body at Villanova—but what
we would like to see is a representative body of the students which

would have closer relations with the heads of the college.

As we said before, much criticism of many different things are

heard on the campus, some of it constructive, some destructive. The
former is worth considering, the latter is not worth a thought. What
we are aiming at is this: If this constructive criticism could be brought

before the faculty by some responsible body, representing the students,

perhaps more could be done to satisfy the students. We can do nothing

by bucking each other; the only way to progress is by co-ordinated move-

ment.

This can best be done by an organization of the nature of the Student

Council. We hope that the students will give the matter careful con-

sideration.

/ y.,~.^ ' s ..,'. 4. <|, 4. 4» 4.

>• ^^ i ^>V EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

MANY fellows go through their entire college life without gaining

anything out of their stay at school. All they know is that

tomorrow at such and such a tinte there will be this and that

class. They know that an assignment is due. They know that they are

expected to do so much work. Do they believe in that age-worn adage
that "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy!"

Do they come to college with the express idea of gaining nothing

but cold knowledge? Well, if they come to Villanova they are soon

informed that there are many extra-curricular activities. There are

many clubs and fraternities at the college through which the fellow from
out of town may gain some life among friends.. ..' •'••,'

There are n*any affiliations with which the student who comes from
the wide open spaces may be made to feel more at home. The main
idea of such affiliations is that the students are to come in closer contact

with one another. They may know each other better with the idea of

gaining friends that may at some time or other beneflt both persons

, concerned.

Gaze upon the list of clubs, fraternities and social activities that

are going on at the school. There are institutions and customs that are

the boon of any college student. There is, for instance, the annual dances.

The Senior Ball, the Junior Prom, the Sophomore soiree, the Freshman
Hop and many of the fraternity dances.

Annually the Day Students' Society gives a dance, the Lambda
Kappa Delta St. Patrick's dance, the Delta Pi Epsilon football dance,

the Engineers' Hop and many other formal and informal festivities.

This is the time of the year that all the Freshmen are being "rushed"

for the activities. This is the time of the year that all students are

preparing for the annual initiations that all of the fraterniies and the

clubs hold. After the mid-year they will all be over and the entire school

will be organized socially.

The purpose of this editorial is to interest the puny little Freshman
to take an interest in the extra-curricular activities and join some of the

clubs. As you all know, the fraternities are gradually miolding their

Freshman membership from accurate reports furnished by membership
committees. So now is your chance to show those committeemen that you

are interested in Villanova.

Join some organization. Show what you, the Seniors of the future,

are capable of doing. Show what you are made of and forge to the front.

The writer is sure that you will gain some valuable acquaintances who
will aid you later on in your career.

•So, don't be bashful—become active. Don't sit back and wait for

the other fellow to do the work. Get into the game.

We next prpiient for Villanova's
Who's Who, James J. Henry, of the

class of 1930. Henry, an athlete of

the first water, an excellent student
and a leader of all activities, holds
an enviable record. He matriculated
from West Catholic High in Philadel-

phia, where he had already established

a reputation for himself in the realm
of sports, being an outstanding figure

in football, baseball, track and batiket-

ball.

In his Freshman year at Villanova,
his class, sensing his abilities, elected

him a« treasurer, which position he
fille<l meritoriously, guiding the class
suc<'«>Nsfully through its infant financial

vicissitudes.

In appreciation for his work in his

F^reshman year the class elected him
President of the Hophnmore Class.
Through his activity, the class has be-

come the most progressive and ener-
getic to enter Villanova. There was
nothing that the class undertook that
the leadership of Henry did not mani-
fest itself. To him is due part of
the credit for the reorganization of
Delta Pi Epsilon.

When the class became Juniors,
Henry again became the choice for
Presi<Ient, and as before we find him
continuing the excellent work that
character ize<l his ability of the previous
years. One of the most essential to
greatness is versatility, and few men
on the campus today can equal our
.lim in this respect. A letter man in

footlwll and in basketball since his
Freshman year, Jim today ranks among
our foremost athletes.

Vice-President of the Delta Pi Ep-
silon Fraternity and Chairman of the
Pin Committee are but two other of
his numerous offices. His latest honor
has come as Sports F^ditor of "The Vil-
lanovan," where once more we find
him in his usual capable atmosphere.

Villanova is proud to claim a man
of such integrity and sterling character
as Jim Henry, and we feel sure that
the world will be able to say the same.

I'se Hpace Provided for Parking—Don't

Park iA fYont of Stadium

While we have only a single home
giiaie to be played, nevertheless it will

I.roliably draw our greatest crowd. The
parking of cars is a serious problem,

and lM)th owners and others have much
to gain by a proper solution. If all

drivers will park upon the field adjoin-

ing the radio building, with the front

of the car facing either the highway
or the dirt i"oad, it will greatly facili-

tate |l«partupe after jthe igwnie. A
Mjuad of well-instructiHl Freshmen
could handle the situation. Parking
in front of the stadium is not only

hinderous to emptying the stands but

also dangerouM for pedestrians.

The Mosque
The intention of this column is to

afford a haven where the tired business

man may become more tired, where the

engineers basking in the sunlight of

their abundant spare time may find a

mean« of relaxation, where the labora-

tory-loving pre-medics may regard as

their sanctum sanctorum, and the very
arty arts men may become artier. If

anyone has nothing better to do, has
seen all the sights of Villanova and is

getting bored with this never-ending
round of pleasures of the OMvies one
night and the movies another night,

write something and hand it in to "The
Mosque," care of the "Villanovan." An
adde<l advantage is that a nom de
plume is necessary. This in itself ought
to tempt the mo<lest, and those doilging

the bill collectors.

4> <g> ^
There has always been a question

we liave lieard, as to wtiat to give
as favors at the various college

dances which crop up during tlie

year. A certain little something
as a tribute to the valiant and the
wealthy who can alTord to bring,
fair ladies and it would seem that
imrtead of handing out a vanity
case, picture frame or what not,

that the dance committee should
give the boys a quarter and let

them buy what they wish.

OUR COLLEGE MENAGERIE
The Goofus Incipiens

The Cioofus Incipiens is a primate
indigenous to the haunts of the wild-
cat. An ordinary (very) observer can
detect its presence by an extraordinary
sound which might phonetically be
spelled as "buff, buff." These queer
mammals all have distinguishing traits
n (-ommon. To portray them, however,
(miy a few of these marks are neces-
sary.

(Continued next week)

In order to replace the time-worn
KHmes of tick-lack-toe, we have invented
a series of new and striking games,
one of which will appear in this column
every week, and it is hoped they will

afford more amusement as the winter
draws on—tra la la la. This week's
dose is the organization of something
that has been covertly practiced by
many, but now, being brought into the
open, will undoubtedly lend more zest
and intrigue to the boring regularity
of the three^a-day trip to the dining
bull. It is calle<l

:

A VILLANOVA TRAGEDY
Dramatis Personae

:

Trewtys A Student

Anexagoris. ..,,'..:;,.
. .Another Ditto

N<»on .,.,..... .Just Another Prof.

Setting: ?feon'»« Classroom

MOON: "(Gentlemen, we shall now
proceed to translate. Begin Mr.
Trewtys."

TH. : "Avarice, that innate quality,
leads us to the heights or the depths,
according to its intensity."

NE. : "What ! Are you crazy, or am
I? l{ememl)er. gentlemen, if you ac-
quire the '(;rande Passion.' call it

av«ric«'— if you ever give alms, call
it avarice " (Become* inarticu-
late)

.
"Mr. Anexagoris, give us

your version."

A\. : "Truth, the pearl, is so sym-
Iwdic of universal existence. All of
us are like pearls, good or bad .

."

(Kxit the swooning Neon, born on
the shoulders of four stalwarts, who
chnnt a r4>quiem to solace him.)
(Kxeunt Trewtys and Anexagoris
carolling. "Oh we go to college, but
it's not for knowledge, but to raise. ."

(Their voices faile out and finally
die in the distance.)

Finis.

DINING HALL
HARE AND HOUNDS

The game has no definite nileH
aside from a few ancient traditions
of a steali for a steak, a toast for

a toast, and every man for liinuieir.

The setting is when the weary stu-

dent enters the dining hall and sees
his more favored athletic brother
eating a large steal< and contented-
ly muncldng golden brown toast,

the chase is on, the hare being the
student and the hounds being the
countermen. Whatever the boy ob-
tains that is more than his usual
share he is given a pro|>ortional
number of points. At the end of
the month all totals are added up
and a suitable prize is awarded to
the holder of the highest score.
The prize will be something useful,
such as a pair of mittens or a
horse-pistol.

SCALE OF POINTS
.T pie<-es of toast... Ti |H)ints

1 big steak 7 points

2 big steaks 10 points

10 dirty looks r» iwints

2 desserts ,..,..,... .2ri points

"'• *
Watson, the needle!

But now to assume the intellectual
air, we will turn from the ridiculous
to the more ridiculous. I guess the
anthracite assimilntors in the hard-coal
country will get a chuckle out of this

:

To Villanova

The rain of Villanova drips in fitful
time

Upon the campus walks imiistently,
As if the fullness of eternity
Had merged into the bondage of a

rhyme.
The chapel bells all cease to chime,
Silence falls like druidic revery
Except an angelut, a rosary,

Whoopee
Teacher—How much Is 3 times 4,

Johnny?
Johnny—12, teacher.

Teacher—That's pretty good !

Johnny—Pretty good, h—I ! Thflt's

l>erfect

!

Overheard in the Subway
"Yes. (liHjrge. I gaine<l 104 pounds

this summer, really ; I married her!"

A Painful Comparison

What could be more annoying than
a giraffe suffering with a bad case of
tonsilitis?

A centii)ede suffering with corns.

Something Should Be Done About This

Bob—^Talking about aviation, I have
an uncle who stayed up in the air for

13 days.

Geo.—Why that's preposterous

;

that's against the Law of Gravity.
Bob—Oh, but my uncle went up be-

fore the Law was passed.

Alas, Poor Yorickl

The man who read in the magazine
of a sure way to keep electric bills

down, and advertised for the small sum
of three dollars, uiwn sending for it

received .... a pai)er weight.

Would Webster Agree With
This Definition?

To some i>eople's way of thinking a
worm is a caterpillar who played strip

poker once too often.

And How!
Lucky—Did you know that Villanova

is haunted?
Herb—Come down to earth

!

Lucky—Really, didn't you ever hear
of their famous School Spirit?

• •

Wow!
Little Tommy—Where are you from,

Un^le Jim?
Uncle Jim—Why Chicago, Tommy.
L. T.—Oh, goody, now I can play

war with your machine gun and sawcil-
off shotgun.

Take It or Leave It

"To my mind," quotes Philosophical
Lucky, "all marathon races are won
by two feet."

Correct Me If I'm Wrong
A i)essimist is an optimist who en-

tered a blis8ful(?) life of wedlock.

What's Wrong With This?

B. A. H.—What kind of soap do you
use on your face?

E. M. C—Why, er—I use Lifebuoy?
B. A. H.—Man alive, you should

use Brillo on that pan of yours.

Speaking of CMcago
The young girl who did not believe

her escort was from Chicago, and defied

him to show her his bullet wounds.

Another Scotch Joke

Best Man—Why are you shaking,
Sandy? Have .vou lost the ring?
Bridegroom—Man alive, worse than

that, I've lost my enthusiasm.

Ye—Curses .

The Scotchman who had his profile

taken so he would only have to have
one side of his tn)iiser8 pressed.

Conceit to the nth Degree

Patient—Will you take my puis** '

beat, please?

Nurse—It is 89, and less 15 makes
your pulse-lwat exactiv 74.

Patient—Why the "less l.V
Nurse—Oh, I de<luct that when I

take my i>er8onality into consideration.

I.Jttle Things That Start Rig Wars
Herb—You ought to call your car

"Regulator."
Lucky—Why. may I ask?
Herb—Because all cars go by it.

And raindrops dancing mimic pan-
tomime.

All beauty from the uforld is gone,
they aay.

A jest! Spring will bloom on the
fresh-bloum rose,

And stately elms upon the campus
sway,

Lulled by a freshened breeze that
westward blows.

Forever; arui here the world will
find some day

What sleeping children's fancy
sometimes knows.

Youm till I pay my rent.

Count Dmitri.

.^

.-,
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These football games nowadays

have the aspects of a melodrama

or a prize-winning dete<>tive play,

with such inquiries as "Look!

What was that?" "Did he make
it?" "1 wonder if that d'lgnifled

official is umpire or the field

judge?" 4> i> 4>

New Rochelle dirls' College wishes

to be acknowledged as a "member of our

exchange. A "lonely hearts" corre-

siwndence is very suggestive between

these two colleges and possibilities look

very promising. All those desiring

iiecetisary |)articulars kindly address me
through this column.

<|> ^> 4>

B:I1 Ford (no relative of the

great Henry Ford) was all dressed

up for the fray against Grove City.

He contributed tlie proverbial forty

cent» to Ij«>uie the barber. In con-

sideration for a "keen kollege kut."
rft ^ ^^

The queer Camdenite, Tom Doyle, is

inquisitive as to whether or not Frank

Kelly has received his turkey from

Charlie Van Horn. Jim Henry and

myself are also anxious to know, for

we have a weakness for legs—turkey's

legs, of course.

^ ^ ^
"I>anclng Jack" Bimiingham Is

all enthused over the fact that he

participated in Saturday's game
against Grove City. He claims the

workout was essential for his con-

ditioning for the Junior Prom.
"Am I right. Jack?" "Correct,

Joe," quoth he.
^% ^j^ Af

What's in a name? Take the ini-

tials of the Junior business men's ton-

eorial artist, D. V. C. M. Here's the

significance: Daniel Villanova College

Miscignia. Hot stuff!
.A. ^^ ^A%

Grove City had Ranken dressed

up to reesmble a "masked marvel"
and to make it look more deceiving

lie wore a pair of baseball pants.

He borrowed tliem from the Ath-

letics, for they came close to win-

ning also. ^ ^ 4>

Astronomy isn't what it used to be.

Along the Main Line we realize that

it is a known fact that skies of Augiist

brighten the dark atmospheres of No-
vember ones with stars.

(That's an easy one for the Engi-

neers to figure out.)

^ ^ ^
With a possible post-season game

wHth St. Mary's pending on our

completing the season undefeated,

Villanova's football team is work-
ing to secure tliot end. Word has

reached us that certain members
have purchased new bathing suits

to use when they reach the Coast.

(How about a Villanova swimming
team? Yes, how about it !

)

^^ A^ A^

"There he goes!" "He's off again!"
"A fast get-away." No, you're wrong,
for these |)et expressions are not rela-

tive to a horse race, but in reality

they're part of the terminology used to

inform one another of the start of one
of Gillespie's rune.

* *
After Villanova conquers Davis-

Elkins and the f(M>tl>ali team starts

West, the students wlio followed

the team and saw every game will

wonder how they will witness that

game out West? It's a long way
to Csllfom!a, and the missing of

clas-ses must be taken int4> consid-

eration. If car-fare was the only
difliculty the students would gladly

go, but who cares to miss class?

Due to the lack of seating capacity
dear old Harvard is to bar members of

the opposite sex from attending future

football classics. We move that Villa-

nova follow the same rule but not for

the same reason, for how in thunder
can we concentrate on a football game
with an alluring, captivating, nerve-
wrecking blonde alongside of us.

4> <S> 4>

The Inevitable happened and
consequently this writer does with-
out his "coffee and—". What's
the dlffeemce? Anyway I'm on
a diet. Yes! j. j. rinALDI.

PHILADELPHIA,
OUR NEIGHBOR

A surprising number of tttudents come
to Villanova. attend school for four

.years and graduate with little or no
knowle<lge of the city to which they

live so near, and have spent a portion

of their life. They know something
about Philadelphia's history but will

not make the effort to visit any of the

pbu-es for which it is famous.
IndeiK'ndence Hall may receive a lit-

tle attention but' such places as Ben
Oanklin's grave, Johnson's Art Gallery,

Old Swe<le's Church and the like are
barely names to many undergraduates.
In IMiiladelphia there is a public library

and an art museum that are unexcelled

both as to the magnificence of the build-

ings themselves and to the unsurpassed
collection of books and masterpieces
that are contained within them. As a

sjiecial inducement to the average Villa-

nova student it might be added that in

all but one of the places of interest

mentioned above the admission is free

—

gratis. Whether this is caused by a

lack of interest, curiosity, or initiative,

is difficult to say, but the average stu-

dent's lack of knowledge as to the art

galleries and historical spots in Phila-

delphia is appalling.

As to that class of individuals who
are referred to as "high hat," who
think themselves to be a few shades
better than anyone else and consequent-
ly restrict the "honor" of bestowing
their "coveted" hellos to only a certain

privileged few, I would suggest. a trip

to the monkey house in the Zoological

Gardens to pay a visit to their ances-

tors.

While not in the central part of the

city, most of the places of interest in

the town can easily be reached by
street car or bus and will prove well

worth the students' time.

I>on't let your life near Philadelphia

l)e limited to Villanova and Bryn Mawr.
Philadelphia is a city of wonderful
cultural opportunities. Take advantage
of it!

Villanova vs. Grove City • ••
By

JOE TAKACS

A THOUGHT FOR HER

How shall I write of the beauty of
you?

Hold in captivity thoughts of your
grace?

The beauty of youth—for how can
I trace

In adequate words—my dreams of
you?

I falter and stumble—'tis ever my
way.

My legions of phrases are slipping
away.

My heart dictates what my pen
can't tvrite.

My tongue can't utter my thoughts
aright.

Words are useless—give me your
hand,

Now in my eyes—do you under-
stand? An Arts Man.

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
"Everything the College Student T^gedt"

Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

CHEERS AND SONGS
ARE IN THIS ISSUE

(Continued from Page 1)

them thus far throughout the season,

that whatever success the team has had
thus far has not been aided by the

supiwrt of the student body. Even
now, when unqualified enthusiasm
should be the onler of the day, dis-

gruntletl students speak pessimistically

of our chances in the remaining game.
One set-back does not break a season.
But continual lack of support will

break a team even more than continual
defeat.

So. on the last page you have the
cheers. I^'arn them, and we shall ask
no more.

LOST AND FOUND
I/)ST—Biology textbook in roopi No.

lOO. Finder please return to Peter
I>aura, No. 156 Goo<l Counsel Hall.

FOUND—Fountain i)en. Apply Frank
Walsh, 210 Austin Hall.

FOUND—Fountain i)en. Apply Book
room.

LO.ST—A wallet, l>elonging to Samuel
Katz. Contains Penna. driver's li-

cense, also some important papers.
Finder please return to Miss Meany in

Book Room. Reward.

NEW CHEERS REGISTER

The new songs and cheers added to

our repertoire went over with a bang
at last Saturday's grid meeting with
(}rove City. The stadium brought
out the full intonations of the yells,

adding to the big-game atmosphere of
the occasion. The cheer len<lers and
the student body are to be compliment-
e<l on their s])lendid showing and it

is to be hoped they continue the good
work in the remaining contests.

A good cheering body makes a favor-

able impression uix)n the sp<H-tators,

aside from its effect on the team.

FIRST QUARTER

Hlllcn kicked off for Villanova to Orove
City's ll'-.vard llm-, whore it wa§ received liy

Day, who returiimj It 20 yards. Day nkirtid

off tackle for 4 yards. On the next play
Kamnier (unil)led and Whelehan recovered tor

Villanova. Uardner hit the center of the line

(or a yard. Conti, on an attempted end run,

failtHl to gain. McUann'ii anxiety coat Villa-

nova 5 yarda on an offaide penalty. Uardner
tkirted off tackle (or 3 precioua yards. A
pass, Oonti to Kord, netted fi yardi. Ford
kioked to the Wolverines' lu-yard stripe.

(Jrove City's hall on their own 10-yard line.

Schupe smashed through the center o( the

Wildcat line for 5 paces. Schupe, repeating

the same play, failtnl to gain. Next, the

quarterback t(«ik the hall for Orove City

and made 'i yards. Schupe was again uwd
on a line buck and gained a yard. A wide

pass from center forced Day to fumble. Day
kicked out of bounds on VilUnuva's 47-yard

line. Nemeth fumbled on the first play and
the ball was recovered l»y a Wolverine lineman.

Schupe was dropped in his tracks on an at-

tempted line buck. Day skirted right end

for 4 yards. A pass, intended (or I'aterlini, by

Day, was groundinj. Day kicked to Qiovanucci,

who received it on his own 20-yard marker.

Villanova's ball on her own 20-yard Hue. An
offside penalty cost Orove City 5 yards. Nem-
eth, on a (aked play, got 8 more yards. Kord

s<iuirmed through (or a Hrst down on Villa-

nova's 81 -yard marker. Ford was stopped

a(ter making a yard through tackle. Nem-
eth sliattered the opposing line (or 5 yards.

Nemeth again carried the Imll, but this time

was stopped witliout any gain. On the next

pUy, Ford kicked to Day. A penalty for

roughing the kicker was imposed. Day hit

tackle (or 6 yards. Schupe added three

more. On a fast kick, which was not cov-

ered by Uiovanucci, it was allowed to pass

to the Villanova 18-yard line before it wan
Anally retrieved by Oiovanucci. The ball was

on Villanova's 18-yard line, first down and
10 to go. ContJ on an end run made 3

yards. Nemeth on an offside play gained 2

yards. Nemeth stopped, no gain. On the

next play, Ford kicked, but Villanova retained

possession of the l>all when Orove City roughed

the kicker. Ford was thrown for a 2-yanl

loss. Nemeth (ailed in an attempt to buck

the line. Birmingham tossed a pass to

Henry, which was grounded. Broderick kicked

45 yards to Day. who returned it to his own
40-yard marker. The whistle blew, ending

the Hrst <|uarter of the struggle.

Score: Villanova, 0; Orove City, 0.

SECOND QUARTER

Day, on the first play o( the quarter, kicked

over Oiovanucci's head (or 60 yards. Melan-

son (ollowed suit with a 60-yard kick to

Day. Schupe was stopped. A pass, Kammer
to Brenhin, netted 7 yards. The ball on Villa-

nova's 2 8 -yard line. Kammer hammered out

u first down. Kammer again came through

for another first. Day went off tackle (or

4 yards. Villanova's Hrst team entered the

fray at this point. Kammer scored imme-
diately afterward. Score: Grove City, 6; Villa-

nova, 0. Day (ailed in the attempt for point

after touchdown. Lomasney received Koma's
kick on his own 25.yard line and returned

it 22 yards. Oilleaple added 2 yards. Villa-

nova received a 6 -yard penalty for offside.

Melanson hit the line for 6 yards. Oillespie

made it a first down. Again Villanova was
penalized for off^ide. Morgan smashed through

(or 4 yards. Gillespie was thrown for a

3 -yard loss. Paterlini nabbed a pass intended

for Lomasney. Day kicked out of bounds on

Villanolva's 18-yard line. Melanson sliced

off tackle for a yard. Oillespie stopped by

I'aterlini. Melanson kicked to Day, who re-

ceived the ball on his own 46-yard line. Day
returned the kick to Morgan. Donahue netted

8 yards through tackle. Oillespie got 4

yards. Melanson was stopped. Melanson

kicked to the Wolverine 86-yard line. Villa-

nova recovered a fumble on Orove City's 10-

yani line. Donahue was smeared as lie at-

tempted to go through tackle. Donahue
was again sto|iped. A lateral pass, Morgan
to Oillespie. resulted in a touchdown. Melan-

son was succt'ssful in his kick for point after

touchdown. Score: Villanova. 7; Qrove City, 6.

On the kickoff Day returned McCoy's kick 20
yards. A pass, Day to Kammer, was incom-

pleted. Another incompleted pass resulted

in a flve-yard penalty. Day kicked to Morgan,

who was downe<l on his own 26-yard stripe.

Gillespie hurdled off tackle (or 4 yards. Mel-

anson sneaked through for 3 yards. Oilles-

pie failed to gain and Melanson kicked to Day
as the first half ended.

Score: Villanova, 7; Orove City, 6.

.;;,:;.., y.- SECOND HALT:, ';_'•.},.; .
.

THIRD QUARTER

McCoy kicked off for Villanova. Kammer
was downed in his tracks. The Wolverines

took posECSsion of the ball on their own 35-

yard line. Day stopped, no gain. Villanova

offside again. Day, on a reverse play, was
thrown for a yard loss. Day kicked to Mor-

gan, who was dropped on his own 38-yard

stripe. (lillespie made a yard on an end

run. On a reverse play, Donahue was thrown

for a yard loss. A pars, UiUespie to Donahue,

was incompleted. Melanson kicked to Day
on own 20-yard line. No return. Day was
smeared for 5-yard loss by a burly Wildcat

lineman. Schupe, on a fake kick formation,

gained 4 yards. Morgan's run-back of Day's

kick was nullified by a penalty imposed upon
Villanova for offside. Grove City's Imll on

own 26-yard line. Day faihKl to gain through

cinter.
" Kammer netted 3 yards. Villanova

took the liall on its own 40-yard marker.

STATISTICS
VILLANOVA vs. GROVE CITY

Yards front scrlnunags—V. N.,

197; O. C, 218.

Passes completed—V. N., 4 for 68
yards; O. C, 2 for S2 yards.

First downs—V. N., • earned, 1

by penalty; O. C, 10 earned, 2 by
penalty.

Punts—V. N., 12 for an average
i)f 43 yards; G. C, 9 for an average
of SA yards.

FumMeii—V. N.. 1 ; O. C. S.

Penalties—35 yards for O. C; M
yards for V. N.

Kirkoirs^V. N., 4 for an average
of 40 yards; O. C, 2 for an average
of 40 yards.

Runbacks from klrkoffs—V. N., 40
yards; G. C, 6ft yards.

Gillespie's |>ass to Melanson was good for

;?0 yards. Gillespie was thrown (or a 2-yard

loss. Incomplete pans, Gillespie to Loma ney,

Morgan to Melanson yielded 15 yards and a

first down. Orove City was penalized 5 yards

(or offside. The ball now on Grove City's

'.? 5-yard line. Melanson skirted through off

tackle (oT 2 yards. GiUetpie carried the ball

a yard. Gillespie was stopped pn the next

play. Gillespie, on a pass (rom Morgan, scored
a touchdown aiter a run o( 18 yards. Melan-
soil was •ucces8(ul In the try (or point. Score:
Villanova, 14; Qrove City, 6. MoCoy kicked
to Shiring, who returne<l 5 yards. A pa «,

Schupe to Thomas, was incomplete<l. Another
pass, which was grounded, incurred a 5-yard
penalty. Orove City's ball on own S2-yard
line. Day kicked to Mdrgan, who (umbled
the ball, which was recovered by Leaverin, o(

Grove City. Schupe, in two successive plays,
netted 5 yards through the center o( the line.

McCoy threw Day (or a yard loss. Villa-
nova's liall on own 30-yanl marker. Conti
was tossed (or 2 -yard loss. Melanson made a
2 -yard gain. Melanson kicked to Day, who
was smothered by a Villanova lineman. A
pass. Day to Schupe, was incompleted. A
pass, Waleski to Schupe, advanced the lialt

15 yards. Schupe added 4 more yards.
Day ran the ball 20 yards betore he was
brought to the ground by Morgan. Schupe
was thrown (or a loss on an offside play,
Schupe made 3 yards. A pass, Waleski to
Thomas, netted IS yards. Ball now on Villa-
nova's 8-yard line. Grove City penalized 6

yards. Schupe hit the center of the line for

6 yards. Schupe again hit the line for a
yard as the third quarter ended.

Score: Villanova, 14; Grove City, 6.

FOURTH QUARTER
Orove City's ball on VilUnova's 4 -yard

line. Schupe fumbled and recovered, no gain.

A pass grounded behind the goal line, giving

the ball to Villanova on its own 20-yard

tripe. Villanova again Offside. Conti made

4 yards. Donahue ran into interference and

made a yard. Melanson kicked out of bounds

on his own 4U-yard line. Schupe recovered

« fumble. Day, on a beautiful triple paa.4.

made a first down. Waleski added three

mur* yards. Day again came thmugh for

another first down. Schupe made 4 yards.

Schupe again carried the ball, this time for

2 yards. Waleski gained 3 yards. Thomas

muffed a pass from Day. Villanova's ball

on own 15-yard line. Melanson made 18

yards through the center o( the line. Donahue
waws thrown (or 4-yard loss. Villanova pen-
alized 6 yards. Conti made 18 yards through
tackle. Giovani|cci made a first down. Villa-

nova'a ball on own 48-yard line. Melanson
off tackle (or a yard. Conti got 5 more off

tackle. A pass, Conti to Henry, was incom-
pleted. Melanson booted one over the Grove
City line. Wolverine's Iwill on own 20-yard
line. Schupe gained 4 yards through center.

Day, on a triple pas-i, made 7 yards. Day
skirted the end (or a Hrst down. Schupe
hit the line (or 8 yards. Waleski made a
first down. Ball on Villanova's 40-yard line.

Schupe again hit the line for 7 yards. Schupe
repeated for the same amount on the same
play. Day was thrown for a yard loss.

Day was stopped after a 3-yard gain. Melan-
aon knocked down a pass intended for An-
gelo. Schupe gained 1 yard. Villanova pen-
alized 16 yards for unnecessary roughness. Ball

on Villanova's 4-yard line. Schupe made 3
yards. On the next play Waleski scortnl.

He was also successful in his try for point
after goal. Score: Villanova, 14; Qrove City,

13. The whirtle blew ending the game as
both teams lined up (or the kickoff.

Final icore: Villanova, 14; Qrove City, 13.

"Honest, Steve, this game

against Dad^s Alma Mater

is like playing the Day
Nursery.

"I'm going to telephone

and tell him so, when it's

over.

<(

99

It'll be funny, won't it,

when you kid him along at

HIS expense?"

S-I-G-N-A-L-S!

Even if you're *'broke," you can

telephone home—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge
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BIOLOGY

Hinlojty, thou pionetT

Of myriad worlds ungu«>88e(l,

Had I but let thy secrets lie

My mind would be at rest

;

And ai>i»etit«> might etill remaiu

My welcome guest.

You've peopled all the meals I crave

;. With throiiKiiigs of the host.

I' dream of taiM'worms in the meat

•And micn>b«»« on tl>e toast;

And <?ysts my lively fancy epi*

UeiMtsing in the roast. ...,,.

And I might brave a monster worm

In meat where he employed is,

Or neatly stow in spite of germs

Some toast where now the void is;

Could I hut f^M'l "They're only worms."

Hut Henv('n»< !—Lumbricoidis !

.• —"The Jongleur."

What*s IVhat

'•-, -Xt will be encouraging for the stu-

dents to learn that "rubl)er thumbs"

may bo purchased at local drug stores.

Hereafter "motoring" to the games will

be more enjoyable. • ... i- /

THE WONDERS OF SCIENCE

Dibothriocephalus latus

Means nothing to you, I see.

But to me it is a worm
That's found in fishes by the sea.

I know why people have red hair,

Or eyes of raven hue.

Or why a crayfish doesn't talk,

:. Or a bird can't get the flu.

I know about immunity,
I know why worms are just 80

long.

You get it in Biology,

And that's the reason for my song.

'• .:'!: ;-...,.i''v:

'

"Ananias."

iS]/ Frank Mahan
Probably the most successful football

campaign the Rlue and While ever

waged will come to what we hoiH? an
a|ipro|iriate con<-lusion on Saturday
against the Davis-Elkins Virginian*.

i%> <^> <%>

" F«>r the first time since the days
of the flyilng wedge, a VUlanova
eleven has ap|)r«Miche4l Its flnaJ en-

counter without tlie blemish of de-

feat. Six vIctorieH and one dead-

ItH-ked game are credited tw Stuhl-

dreher'H minlomi, who have had
their g<»al-line rrossed on but one
occasion.

^ ^ ^
It is only right that we should have

a just i)ride in the team's achievements;

with htw than a dozen undefeated com-
binations in the country today, the rec-

ord of the Wildcats conunends the high-

est praise and admiration. The r<>sult

of "Harry's" and "Ilunsis' " efforts,

which nuiy l)e regarded as little whort

of f^ensationnl, considering the short

time they have handled our gridiron

d<'stinies, is easily i>er<*eive<l through the

widespread recognition and respect now
accorded us by the siM)rting world.

This week-end wit! also witness
the swan song by some of Villa-

m)va's greatest athletes. They will

liave done their bit and then pass

on. l^p<m their deeds we iiave based
our IxtaHts; to them the college

owes Hs present prominence in the
front ranks of America's greatest

fall sport.

4»

As a fitting appreciation the student
iMMly slionld turn out "4'n masse" for

this coming conflict with the South-
<'rners in the stadium. The game is to

be play«'d on our home field, which
will entail no undue exertion ui>on any
one to attend. Let's all be there. The
team is not just merely running out
the schedule. Villanova's new era is

lo Im' confirmed, her recent i>e<lestal

to Im- more securely established with a

THE ORACLE

With tlie Second (Juessers* Club still

in active session throughout this fair

land of ours, we are taking an oppor-

tunity to express our hazards on this

weck-t'nd's premier pigskin pr«!senta-

tions. Our metho<l iu dwiding which

<-olleges shall have an extra pair of

goal |M>sts to grace their campus'/ the

ajiproaching Saturday V. M. is rather

unicjue, though just as effective in re-

sults as obtained by the fame<l prog-

nosticators who denunid nH-'ompense for

their failings.

Our method, in* brief, jf) wit, js

:

Play all the teams on the'ijoBe or ^o
I'lace and you ut least get your money
back.

After due consideration and delib-

eration the faithful are exhorted to re-

gard the following ultimatums as in-

evitable:

VUlanova io vamiulsh Davis-Elklns.

Harvard to hurdle Yale.

(eorgetouTi to grind Fordham.
Carnegie Tech to corral New York U.
Wisconsin to whip Minnesota.
Temple to tame Washingt^m College.

Stanford to sink California.

Southern Cal. to scuttle Idaho.

Army to arrest Nebraska.
Navy to sink Princeton.

Oiito State to rout Illfaiois.

bigger, more glorious future in the of-

fing.

V tP V
Davis-Elkins is bringing a 84|uad

that has s4M»red conquests ovrr

iMtth Navy and West Virginia in

the fore part of the season. Latter
games underrate the true strength

of the Old Dominion team. 'Tlie

Wildcat is in for a bitter fracas

and the winner will need all the

spark and incentive that can be

summoned.
^ ^ (^

The latent possibiliti<»s exist here at
school to have a good cheering bwly

;

bring them out on Saturday, not only
when the HolM-ats are pounding down
tlu' field, but more so when the shadow
of our own goal posts lies on that

small brown oval while the other side

is carrying on.

HAIL,, VILLANOVA!

Villnnova, dear White and Blue,

With loyal hearts we sing thy praise,

Wi-'ll all be true;

.\lnin Mater, thy magic name.

Spurs us on with a courage new
Ouiding us in what e'ever we do,

Knduring be thy fame.

,': Chorus

TTaii, all hall to Villanova,

Hurrah for the White and Blue,

Cheer lH)ys, cheer the flag that proudly

waves
Gh>rious in our view, '-

;

,

C<)nie and join in a resounding

Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
We'll all be true to Villanova

And the old White and Blue. Hurrah!

SKY ROCKET
(Whistle)! Boom!

Villanova.

Ah!

VARSITY SONG
Bine and White means Victory,

S4T our «'olors all arrayed,

Watch our team niarcli down fh(>

For they're out to win today.

If into defeat we fall

We'll he loyal just the same,

For we'll fight ! fight ! fight

!

For the Blue and White,

Villanova praise thy name.

field.

HAND CHEER
Left Right , r ....

Reft Right '" "

Team ! Team ! Team !

COLLEGE DAYS
I'll sing you a song of College Days,

I'll tell you where to go,

.I<dins Hopkins for your knowledge,
Cornell to learn to row,

To Harvard for your dandy dudes,

Villanova for your men,
To Bryn Mawr for your pretty girls.

For hard luck, go to Penn.

Cliorus

Hand me down my bonnet,

Hiind me down my shawl.
Hand me down my calico dress
To go to the calico ball;

F'irst she gave me honey.
Then she gave me cake.

Then she gave me gingerbread
•Viid kii'ked nie out the gate.

.\s we go marching
And the band begins to P-L-A-Y
You <'an hear tlH» peopl<» shouting
Villanova's out to win today

!

Villanova White, Villanova Blue!
Villijnova, Villanova, we'll be true to

you ;

Villanova Blue, Villanova White,
Villnnova, Villanova, you're all right.

Hurrah for the Wildcats!
Damn right

!

HOLD 'EM. TEAM. HOLD 'E.M

!

HOLD EM, TEA.M, IKHiD 'EM!
HOLD EM. HOLD 'EM, HOLD 'EM,

HOLD EM—
fm-KjIit team. FKHIT.

Villanova I.,ong Cheer

VI L-L-L-L-I.—ANOVA
VIL-L-LL-I^ANOVA

RA, RA, RA. RA.
RA. RA, RA. RA.

VIL-L-L-L I^AXOVA
YEA—TI-^AM.

Villanova Short Cheer

VILL-A-NOV A
VILLANOV-A
YEEEAAA TEA.M.

' VILLANOVA ....';;.vv;.

By Vincent deP. O'Neill. '98

The sun is breaking through the clouds

today,

(Jet ready, Villnnova, for the fray

;

lOiise your voic«>s loud and clear.

We are here our team to cheer.

Chorus

Villanova. Villanova. our hearts, our
hearts are with you,

.\nd the dear old White and Blue,

Villanova, Villanova,

To the«', we'll e'er be staunch and true.

Our loyalty we'll give to you.

Alma Mater, Villanova.

And now the sun is setting in the West,
Oh! Villanova, you have playe<l your

best,

Hail to thee, O Blue and White,
\Vf have gloried iu y<Mir might.

RAH!
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A CARNEGIE AWARD AT VILLANOVA

ABOUT one month ago one of our students here at the college took a

walk on a Sunday afternoon with the express purpose of going
- to Bryn Mawr. He started out to walk down the Lancaster Pike

and stopped for a while at the Stadium. Here he met a few other friends

and they also decided to walk into the college metropolis.

They had progressed a little way down the pike when they saw before

them a crowd of people standing in the middle of the highway. One of

the fellows stared and saw that "there was something up." He ran to

;
the spot and saw a crowd of excited people about an open manhole. His

, accurate sense of sm«ll told him that something was amiss from the

. terrible gas odor that was issuing from the vent.

He immediately ripped off his outer garments and rushed to the center

of the crowd. He found out quickly enough that there were two workmen
trapped in the manhole, which was at this time filled with asphyxiating

fumes. He started to go down into the manhole but was held back by

several bystanders. They did not want to see a young chap go down into

,
that hole with what they thought was nary a chance of ever coming

back to the surface again alive.

He fought with them ^11. In fact, one of the bystanders got a good

J wallop on the jaw, and a resultant lump which he will never forget. It

' was that intrepid youljh from Florida, one Edward Foy, that administered

; the knockout blow to the fellow that would stop him from saving his

; fellow man.

J

,F0Y jumped into the manhole and dragged to the surface one of the

victims. The man that was first dragged out was unconscious and was
rushed to the Bryn Mawr Hospital in a commandeered car. The fellow

: students who were with FoY saw that when he brought the man to the

; surface he was acting sluggishly. He had inhaled the fumes. They did

not wait for any explanations, but immediately adjusted one of the ropes

. that was lying around, to Foy's waist. *

Courageous Eddie was lowered into the black pit once again. He
' groped in the darkness, as he reluctantly related later to the writer, until

he felt the warm body of the other man. He entwined his arms about

the man's waist and took a strong grip on him. Then everything ap-

]
peared black to Eddie.

f He fell with his face forward in the pit. The sudden tug on the rope

! notified his fellow students that something was wrong. They called him
* by name just once and when he did not answer they promptly hoisted

the limp forms of Eddie Foy and the workman to the highway. The

whole while Eddie was unconscious, but he held his vise-like grip on the

fellow-man, who might have met an untimely end had it not been for

the true courage and spunk of this ideal American college youth.

They were taken to the Bryn Mawr Hospital, where with the aid of

a pulmotor, both were revived. The workman returned to his family and

Eddie to his regular routine of school work. Now this congenial chap

returned to the school and immediately went to his room where, exhausted,

he tried to study his assignments for the following day. He was too

tired and fell asleep.

Meanwhile, the other fellows, loud in their praise of FoY, had gone

to his room in the dorm to congratulate him on his brave deed. He did

not want to be disturbed. He did not even care for the publicity that was

his for the act he had done. He said in plain, ordinary words to the

writer that he believed it was his moral duty to save any person that

was in danger of losing his life.

Now here comes the request of the student body at large. The

United Gas Improvement Company of Philadelphia, for whom these men

were working, in their own way, showed their appreciation to FoY for

the work he had done.

' Should there not be some other means of showing FOY that his deed

warranted greater recognition? We now call to the attention of the

Carnegie Foundation this act of humane kindness. We of the school ask

them if it is not possible to honor one of Villanova's heroes, a fellow who

fulfilled the clause that is held as the rule for awarding Carnegie Medals.

He risked his own life so that two of his fellow-men might live. He

saved not one life but two, and there is such a thing as rewarding virtue.

So in a few simple words: Edward Foy is deserving of a Carnegie

Medal. He should be the proud possessor of one. Edward Foy is the

true man—he is a quiet, unassuming gentleman.

I

AFTER the Villanova-Temple game the writer while walking around

Franklin Field noticed the following inscription on the southwest

" gate: "Pennsylvania welcomes her loyal sons, true friends and

Worthy rivals;" Further on at the northwestern entrance itHere was an-

dther inscription: "In \,he dust of defeat, as well as on the laurels of

victory, glory is to be tfoiind." These two epiipams deeply impressed

the writer and yesterdiy, we parposely Wyalkoi^vdown to our stadium,

and there we found nothing but fcarte concrete. Walking back, we pon-

deT«d over the situation »nd now will not someone consider the possibility

of, some sort of inscription for our stadium?

C)n«' of tliP devout followers of St.

AnKUstinc mid one of the most l)i-illiaiit

scientists the world has'Vver kiioyvii

was Father Mejuiell, after whom our
new biiihifut; (the uld (^olIeKo Hall)
is named. .Since Villanova has so fit-

linKKv lireMTved for posterity the name
()f that illustrious prit'st in naming one
of her buiUlings after him, it is only
fittinK that the students of Villanova
should be acquainted with the outstand-
ing fefltures of Father Mendell's life.

It is with that purrw.se in view that
we have endeavonyl to portray some of
the more important events in summary
formation in the following lines:

(Jregor Johann Mendell was born on
July 22, 1822, at Ileinzendorf bei

Odrau, in the "Kuhland" district of

Austrian Silesia. His father was a
small inmsant proprietor, being the tirst

of the family to rai»ie himself to that
degree, and he hehl his land by agricul-

tural labor for the lord.

It it re<-<)rded of his father that he
took a siH>cial interest in fruit cultun',

initiating his won ait an early age
into the nietho<ls of grafting. His
uncle was an educale<l man and taught
school in the vicinity of bis home.
M«»ndell was therefore able to say with
some pride that he came from an e<lu-

cational family.

On the death of his uncle, a govern-
ment school was established, which
Mendell atten<le<l as a young boy. His
talent was note<l and encourage<l by
the master. At the age of eleven he
was sent away to school at I^ipnik,
although this involve<l considerable sac-

rifice on the iwrt of his family. Here
he distinguished himself so much that
it was dwideil to continue his educa-
tion in other schools. The parental re-

sources were severely ta.\ed by such
expenses and Mendel was only enabled
to complete his course by the generosity
of his younger sister, who voluntarily
contributed a part of her dowry for
this pur|H)se.

One of the teachers in one of the
institutions that he atten<Ied was an
AuguHtinian, and it is surmised that
IH'rhaps his description of the scholarly
tranquility of the chloisfer may have
turned Mendell's thoughts towards a
monastic life. When his time at the
school was ended he lM>came a candi-
date for admission to the Augustinian
Home of St. Thomas in Urunn, an in-

stitution generally siHtken of as the
Konigskloster. His ai>plicati<ui was suc-
('»>Rsful and he was clef-led with a view
to his taking part in the educational
work which then devolved upon the in-

stitution. On admission he took the
name <}r<'gor "in religion." .loliann

being his baptismal 7iame. , In 1847 he
was ordaimnl a priest.

At the expen.se of the chloister he was
sent to the University of Vienna, where
he r<>mnined till lH'>;i, studying mathe-
matics, physics and natural sciences.

Heturning to Brunn he became a teach-
er, especially of physics. He appears
to have takeu a great pleasure in teach-
ing and to have been very successful in

interesting the students in their work.
He continued in this owupation till

1K(W when he was elected abbot of the
Konigskloster.

The exp<>rimcnts which have made his
name famous throughout the world
were carried on in the large garden
of the chloister.

From the time of his novitiate he
l)egan experimental work, intro<lucing
various plants in the garden and watch-
ing their behavior under treatment. He
was fond of showing these cultures to

friends. He also conducted some ex-
tensive ex|M'rinients with Ih-cs ; unfor-
tunately for the .Hcientifii' world, the
notes of these experiments were lost

an<l the results never published.

With his npiKiintnwnt as prelate his
r4'search<»s nwiy be sai<l to have ended.
He hop«Hl to find Iwtter op|>ortunities
for study, but this was not to be. In
1K72 the government passed a law im-
IM)sing special taxes on the proiwrty of
religious houses. This enactment Men-
dell conc^'ived to Im? unjust, and he de-

cided to resist, deciding that all citizens

should be e<ju«l i" law and that if

thes«' taxes were imp(»s4>d ui)on one class
of institution they should 1m» im|M>sed
upon all. f)n account of this trouble
with the government and also because
of other controversies, the last ten years
of Mendell's life wer«* |iasse<l in dis-

appointment and bittern««s«. From
iH'ing a cheerful, friendly man, he be-
came suspicious and misanthropic. Dur-
ing this period he fell into ill-health,

contracting nephritis, of which he die<l

.January «, I«K4.

It U interesting to note that a few
years after his death, the sitecia! tax

lUth Fallon's Hotel lltmsert Orchestra

Kngaged

The committee in charge of the S<Miior

Hall, to l»e lu'ld at the Academy of

Music on January 18, 15>21>, takes pleas-

ure in announcing that Bob Fallon has

siK'ured the <-ontract to furnish the mu-
sic for the occasion. For the past three

years. Bob Fallon played at the Ford-

ham Senior Ball and at pri'sent is per-

forming on the Marin«»- Hoof of the

Hotel Bos«ert, in Brooklyn. This as-

sures everyone that an orchestra of the

first rank will be present at the ball.

In brilliance and lavishness this dance,

the farewell fynction of the present

Senior Class, will be unrivaled. It has

bei'u the intention of the committee
from the very first to put over a real

dance, and this end has been attained

by securing Bob Fallon's Orchestra.

The favors already prwured far excee<l

in attractiveness and quality any that

have be<'n given at i)revious formal

dances at Villanova. The Sophomores
and Freshmen are cordially invited, as

well as the upper classmen. The Senior

Ball should be the representative social

affair given by the school, and all classes

should co-operate fully in order that the

affair may be the greatest of its kind

ever held. Anyone desirous of hearing
Bob Fallon's orchestra prior to the

dance can do so by tuning in on Sta-

tion WEAF, New York, on Monday
nights between r» and o'clock.

OUR COLLEGE MENAGERIE

The Goofus Incipiens

(ContiniMHl from Last Week)

The Goofus has a queer comical green
covering on its cranium, doubtleesly

intended to denote the verdant interior

of said cranial extremity. Below this

and covering the Adam's apple of this

amusing animal, is located a cravat-
like affair of the same emerald hue.

On its ignoble countenance a vague,
blank expression predominates. Psycho-
analysts claim this monstrosity utterly

incapable of rational thought, although
they concede to it the powers of in-

coherent and sui>erfluou8 speech.
The habits of the Goofus are lunatic

without parallel. When "hobble-gobble"
is said to these animals, they appar-
ently kiss the ground with great gusto.
After this if the curious spectator utters
"Get going," our aninuil friend clenches
his headgear in his teeth and removes
his objf>ctionable self with great celerity.

"It" has three enemies, namely, the
faculty which flunks it, the uppewdass-
men who dominate it, and the vigilanter
who cruelly decorates its hirsute adorn-
ment. Ii<'fore these enemi<>s the Goofus
waxeth exceedingly meek, but in the
presence of its kind it professes ex-
ceeding knowledge on all subjects save
his studies, which it l)elieve8 beneath
its dignity.

l>et not your tears flow too profusely,
fellow sympathizers, this animal will
one day doff its gr<'en adornment and
f)ec<)me a true Wildcat, providing the
grace of G(hI ami the faculty stay with
him.

The Clovpr Itoys at, .Villanova

or

Four Hours to Flay
With many a laugh and a pistol shot

the happy lM)ys boarded the I', and W.
train intending to carve out a career
for themselves on the Main Line. lioys
will Im' boys, sighed the station master,
us they gleefully broke his n«H'k over
the back <if a seat. His dying words
were,, "I'd die for tha dear old V. and
W." Soon the boys were out at tjie

stadium and discovered that the dear
old school was behind by thiHH' thou-
sand i>oinfs and that there was but four
hours to play. "Look," said Tom, the
fun-loving clover, with the mischievous
hair and curly teeth, "there's Frank
Carrywell, who had just made a suc-
cessful two-mile run over hill and dale
from the local polici* force. Fine old
Frank, I didn't know that he was
playing on the opjwsing team twiay. I

thought he was still at Leavenworth."
Dick, the eldest Glover, fell into a
brown study, but because he did not
care very nnudi for brown he hud it

dyed blue. "Brothers," said he "we
must find a way out of this, so in order
that things may be more even we'll

Si-ore a few touchdowns for the oppos-
ing team." Soon the boys were scor-

ing touchdowns here, there and every-
where and reducing the enemy's lead.

The climax came when Sam (.'lover, in

a trick play, stole the scon'keeper's

book and changed everything around
so that the dear old school was saved
and the team had won by the score of

8 1-4 to 3 1-4. Thus, once more, Julia
Stayandhope, the serious Itover boys'

sweetheart (just now getting a little

bald at the temples) could rest because
her hero had saved the day.

If you don't mind, Ous, I'd

80oner have that padded cell over
there on the left. >. :m

MORONIC MAUNDERINGS

I

Somewhere a voice is calling, "To
be or not to be"

Lives there the man with soul so
dead but I go

On forever hut on rode the four
hundred Elaine

The lily maid of Astolot quoth Ales-
saytdro,

II
How I wonder where you are Boots,

boots, hoots
On the way to Mandaiay, you're a

better man
Than truth, that's brighter than the

pearl wends
His weary way where flows the Rar-

itan.

Ill
The boy stood on the one-horse shay

dead beyond
The stag at eve had drunk where

there ain't no ten
Daffodils, daffodills, in this our own

fair land
America, America, for hard luck go

to Penn, . .

.

on religious institutions was removed
without discussion or debate.
The types of the great discoverers are

most varied. To the naturalist the
fact is full of meaning. The wild, un-
certain rapid flash of genius, the scat-
tered half-focuse<i daylight of generali-
zation, the steady, slowly iwrfected ray
(tf penetrative analysis, are all lights
in which truths miiy be s<>en. Mendell's
faculty was of the latter order. From
the fragmentary evidence l>efore ua we
can in all probability form a true
notion of the man, with his clear head,
strong interest in practical affairs, ob-
stinate determination and power of
perusing an abstract idea.

MILADY MEETS THfi PRESS
Persons

:

Florine Marvelle, nee Sadie Tape-
worm.

Her manager.
The Press.

Scene

:

Florine's modest cottage of eighty-

seven rooms in Beverly Hills.

As the curtain rises, Florine is sit-

ting at one side of the room and her
manager is next to her. Tlie Press
is on the other side.

Florine : I don't know exactly what
to tell you guys.

Her Manager: Miss Marvelle would
say that she is feeling a bit—ah

—

recherche today.

The I'ress : Uh, Miss Marvelle, what
do you think of Phill)ert La Dare
as a director.

Florine : He's an awful punk.
Her Manager: Miss Marvelle means

that Ija Dare's work is inartistic

an<l iiMH-hanical. She cannot find

true expression in his pictures.

Florine: Nice work, Sammy. Tell 'em
he has a face that would stop a
train.

Ili'r Manager: Miss Marvelle finds

La Dare ignorant of temim in his

pictures.

The Press: What do you think of the

future of the movies, Miss Marvelle?
Florine : Ix)usy.

Her Manager: Miss Marvelle believes

that when a few imjMjrtant artists

like herself can persuade the pro<lu-

cers to disregard commercial ends
that the public will have—ah—truly

'

great films.

Florine : Tell 'em that I ought to get

more dough.
Her Manager: To her, the money con-

sideration involved is nothing. She
thinks only of serving her public.

The I'ri'ss : Do you believe the cinema
to 1)6 a form of art?

Florine : Yeah, sure.

Her Manager: Miss Marvelle believes
that in fifty years the cinema will
1h' the one remaining art form.

The Press: What are the most impor-
tant things in your life, Miss Mar-
velle?

Florine : A goo<l time is all of 'em.
Her Manager: Work is her chief in-

terest ; her hobby is literature.

The Press: What books do you pre-
fer?

Florine: "The Sheik."
Her Manager: The poets mostly, Shel-

ley and Keats. Among the novelists,

Anderson and Hardy.
Florine: Who?
The Press: Thank you, Miss Mar-

velle. This will make good copy.
(They scurry away to their respective
papers. Her manager, a thin dark-eyed
man goes over to the table and picks
up a copy of Shelley. He gazes long
at the languid Florine. Then, as if

he can stand it no longer, he takes
careful aim and hurls it unerringly at
her head. Her manager laughs hyster-
ically as the

Curtain Falls)

Vo do d« o do. COUNT DMITRI

To listen to Gordon Mackay. of the

Record, si)eak, one would con<'lude that

he attended the school of "hard knocks"

and t<M)k a iiost-graduati- course in a

"prep." institution of '"wise cracks."

He'd make a gowl man up at Boston,

where the fishing is excellent. What
a line that man possi-s.ses

!

<S» <S» ^
Now that we have seen the iMiys

all "duked-up" in their new t(»KH.

the question arises a« to whether

we shall continue to rail them (he

"Wildcats" or shall it be the "Blue

Birds"?
<|> 4* ^

The crowd at Saturday's game had

all the aspects of a card game—a full

house attended that glofious victory.

Even the class of '10 was present and

a cheer in their honor was rendered.

The spirit of the "grads" was evident

and such wins f<M)tball games (providing

the members of the team don't partici-

pate).
<$i ^ 4»

' In the I^ger the other night the

"Ohsener" stated that yillanova

c(»uld lay no claim to the cham-
pionship of Eastern tooutall. He
clajiis that the V. of P/had prior-

ity due to their "stiff schedule" (?

)

In what category W4»uld one classify

such teams as Swarthniore, F. and

M., lirsinus and Columbia that con-

stituted Penn's stiff schedule?

Would Grove City, Temple, Buck-

nell, Loyola and I).-E. offer as

much opposition as those opponents

of Penn?
A A A

Oh, for the life of a captain of an

undefeated football team. Peseolano

will long remember his day. It even

constituted a "free ride." Two or three

of the rah-rahs that assisted in shoul-

dering the captain claim that in the

future they shall pick on smaller ones,

ior "good old" I'ess. hits 234 pounds.
4> ^ ^

Graduate Manager McGeehan
must have thought he was at a
baseball game Saturday when he

saw "Outfielder" MrAiidrews toss

a 50-yard patw that was accurate,

and incidental In scoring. I'll grant

it was a perfect heave.

^> <$» 4>

This year finds us hailing the "Mor-
gan Raiders." It was customary in

past years to unreveal the "kitchen

raiders." What has hapiiened to that

all-American eating cr«'wV

During the ludf in the fray

against 1).-K.. the Delta PI Epsi-

lon announced their dance that

was held in the Adel|ihia. "You
are c«H-dially invited to attend,"

was tpioted. We called the:r cards

and found out that our World War
debt is still unpaid. We |>aid a
tax to gain admission.

<g> <{> 4*

Gillespie, McAndrews. Melnnson

!

Again and again it was one of this trio

that gain<Kl the necessary yardage.

What a backfield. Just wait until

that trio hits the st(K'k market, and
then watch

!

<g> ^» <j>

With Villanova h(»ldlng D.-E. on
the one-yard line, vhid pictures of

the struggle of Stonewall Jackson

were visualized.

*3> 4» *J»

The fighting Irish of the Frosh,

whose win over Perkiomen cost Dr.
Cardamone a lollyiiop apiece, are:

Czecik, Kabillis, Spaniek, Taraskie-

wicz, Altonmrie, Eagen, Brady and
Ileilly.

* 4» 4»

The big and short of the New
Jersey bowling team includes the

brains and brawn of it. Itrady,

manager, while Becza, who in his

"leisure" moments leads the Villa-

nova brass torturers, acts in (he

capat-ity as anchor man. I'm in-

quisitive as to which is the man
of brawn?

^> ^ 4*

Paul Kuczo is to he married this

coming Wednesday. Tommy Doyle,

U|MHi being informed, inunedialely

rushed to Rrjn MauT, bought a
rard and sent it on to Paul. I

found out it was one of condolence.

Tom would make a brenk like that.

*
To win and to be victorious, a team

must force the issue, so claim leading
mentors of the gridiron," who by the
way are not all Greeks. I wonder if

that team, that issue-forcing group that
is coached by Volstead, have been suc-
cessful in reaching their goal?

Now that Joe Welrh has voted
his first ballot (?) for no other per-

sonage than Al Smith, he can
proudly look forward to Thanks-
giving vacation. He lives in that
"Hup|H>rt^ng" Mate of New York.
Bon voyage. Joe. J. J. RINALDI

"Villanova Might Well be Proud

of the Wildcats"— Joe Dugan

The Wildcats as They Are Seen in the Eyes of One of Philadel-

phia's Well-Known Sports Writers

A HTTING TRIBUTE TO A GREAT FOOTBALL TEAM

By Joe

Sports writer of

Dugan
The Phila. Reoofd-

Villanova Bluo and Villanova White,
undergraduates, alumni and all con-

cerned alnrnt the Augustinian college

out on the Main Line might well be

proud of the re<"ord Harry Htuhldre-

her's Wild<'ats have maile this season.

This is written on the eve of what
all believed would be the toughest game
on the schedule, that with the "Scarlet

Hurricane" of Davis-Elkins, but ad-

vance doping shouhl place this game
in the victory bag of Villanova

And this happy event climaxed the

most succ(>ssful season a Blue and
White football team has ever attained,

<'ertainly a sphMidid one in contrast to

the dark |M'ri<Kl of a few years ago

when an unfortunate squad of plucky

I)layers went through a football cam-
l»aign without scoring a solitary point.

There is talk of a p<>st-seas<in game
and well might the Wildcats be consid-

ered a fair opponent for any undefeated

team in the east, south, west or else-

where, because Villanova's team this

season has power, class and ability

which is on about an even par with

any college football team the writer has

watched this season.

Rarely on the football field can be

found a team as well drilled in football

lore as the 1928 edition of Wildcats,

whose l(>ssons were taught them by a

man whose backfield necromancy made
history at Notre Dame but a few short

years ago—one Harry .Stuhldreher, a

gentleman and a coach, who knows
football and has the happy faculty of

imparting his knowledge to the men
whom he is instructing.

Harry Stuhhireher is a credit to the

staff of American football coaches and
lucky inde«'<l is Villanova to have this

master mind of the gridiron signed to

tutor the Blue and White.

In the last four years Villanova has
come forward at an amazing clip. Such
suM'f^s in the next four years will mean
but one thing, a monster stadium with
a seating capacity capable of housing
the throngs <'ertnin to turn out for the

games of the future, which schedules
will show the best teams available.

This is bound to come. Villanova is

growing in a football sense as well as

in a collegiate one and this fine array
of f<M>tbnll stars composing the 1928
edition of Wildcats are certainly the

tdoiM'crs of the great teams of the fu-

ture.

From end to end and in every posi-

tion i)i the backfield, regulars and re-

serves alike, the Blue and White had
a formidable array and it is unfortu-
nate that the lights of these brilliant

stars need be hid b<'neath a bushel.

Had Villanova been fortunate enough
to have a f«>w games in territory where
th<! "All-American Selectors" sojourn,
several of the players might well have
gained recognition, if not on the first

all-American team, surely on the honor
list.

But the.se lads will have to content
themselves with the fact that they made
history for their college; gave their
glorious Alma Mater a reputatio'n that
will enable the future players to show
before the public in the larger cities of
the east and possibly the west and south
as well.

One could not ask a bi'tter all-around
(luartet than Tom .Morgan's Raiders.
True there were .some flaws in the
work of the backs from time to time
but the coaches were quick to sense
this, pointed out the mistakes to the
errants who were just as quick to as-
similate the proper way to do things,
and then sally forth to do them.

The first glimpse the writer had of
the Villanova team this season was
iTi the game with Gettysburg, which the
Wi Meats bagge<l by a score of 7-2.

They were not impressive that day, but
it could easily be seen, even by a neo-
phyte, that the team was potentially a
|)owerful one, which needed only a
spnrk to ignite the dynamite and send
it off.

That spark was struck when the team
went to Scranton to play the Thunder-
ing Herd of Bucknell Bisons. On that
day Villanova might have downed any
team in the country.
The Raiders were on their mettle and

ripping the opitosition to shreds. The
three touch<lowns to one proved this,

but there seemed to Ik' a let-up follow-
ing this game. The scoreless struggle
with Temple followed and was pro-

nounced by such hn expert as Gordon

Mackay the. most sensational and in-

teresting scoreless draw he ever ogled.

To draw such praise from Gordon the

game must have been good.

Then followed that one point victory

over Grove City. To the fleetness of

foot of Johnny Gillespie and the adept

toe work of "Red Ed" .Melanson, Villa-

nova owes its points, but not to these

two chargers alone does the coiKjuest

that kept the streak intact belong.

There were other valiants on the team
and each and every one deserves the

credit he no doubt received from the

grails and student body. Grove ('ity

was tough. The Blue and White found

it out and deserved the victory because

Melanson was capable of projecting that

ball directly between the uprights for

tite additioiuU points that won the

game.

Johnny Gillespie is, like ye scrivener,

a. resident of Germantown and for a

long while I had been advised to "be

sure and get an eyeful of Gillespie."

For years I heard that, even when
Johnny was jwrforming glorious deeds
for Germantown High School. The op-

portunity to "look-see" was a long time
coming, but when it did it was well

worth the wailing.

"Gillep" is one of the type of players

all coaches desire on their teams. He
is tractable, has football sense, an un-

canny ability to do the right thing at

the right moment, with a corking
change of pace, which makes him a

mighty deceptive broken field runiver,

hard to stop once he gets up spee<l.

No less an authority than Eddie Ben-
nis, former I'niversity of Pennsylvania
star and now a football official, pro-

nounced Johnny one of the finest ball

carriers of the year.

Eddie lt<Mjnis refereed the Villanova-
Bucknell football game and at break-
fast on Sunday morning, following the

game. Eddie, Bill Brandt of the Public
Ledger, and the writer, were fanning
the game aver the "wheat cakes and."

"Who was that '.34' on the Villanova
team"/" asked Eddie. Told that it was
(Jillespie, the veteran official launched
out in praise of the way Johnny con-
ducted himself at several tense moments
in this struggle.

The other chni)s in the Villanova
backfield came in for their well-merited
b(M»sts. Tom Morgan's run down the
sidelines that day was pronounced by
all who saw it as one of the finest bits

of ball toting of the season, but it was
no better than the brilliant run of Mai-
den's famous "Redhead." which nearly
created a score in the Temple game.

It has been the same with the other
backs. "Sky" August played brilliantly

against Bucknell and other teams; Jack
•McAndrews, the Adonis of the squad,
only a junior, may eventually attain
an all-American rating. He has the
inherent ability to become a great back;
he is better than good now.

The same with Tom Morgan, "Gen-
eral of the Raiders." This Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., lad, a product of the hard-
coal belt, which has turned out such
brilliant fcK)tball heroes, is one of the
shiftiest ball carriers in this section
and needs only experiencing to attain
the cr«Mlit his ability merits.

As the poets would say, "Enow for

the first-string quartet," but far from
enough for those "shock troops," who
always start and "ready" the other side
up for the charges of the Raiders.
Giovanucci, (|uarterback ; Conti and
Ford, halfbacks ; Dorsey and Gardner,
alternating at fullback. ...

They deserve every iota of credit for

their work. It was a valuable work,
little apprwiated by the average fan
sitting in the stands, but the players
and coaches know that without these
shwk troops the successes of the season
could not have been gained in this or
any other season.

Few better tackles could be found
anywhere this season than Captain
Lo\iis Pessolano, who was an inspiring
leader in every game of the season
and one to whom the rest of the squad
looke<| up in admiration. Flanking the

leader was lyomasney, a corking end,
and Kenny Brooks or Phil Hillen at

guard.

"Big Boy" Donovan, 6 ft. 4 of grit

and determination, made an ideal cen-
ter. He backed up the line to perfec-

tion aiul roamed about making tackle

after tackle and adding his strength to

any spot that seemed to weaken lK>fore

the avalanche of opposing players.

On the other side of the line was
.MctJoy, a s|>lendid guard ; Dixie Shee-
han and Harkins, tackles, two fine stal-

warts, and Tv^'oomey, the other regular
end. They did all that could be ex-

[lected of them. Jim Henry, truly a

lighting Irishman, made a valiant bid

tor an end berth and while he didn't

grab the job outright proved he will

be a mighty valuable wingnuin for the

future.

Several players will be lost by grad-

uation ; players of great value, but

Coach Stuhldreber tells me he iS

mighty hoi)eful Of several youths from
the Freshman sciuad who look good.

In addition, there are several mighty
liromising backfield men coming up
from the green-dad scpiad of this sea-

son, which with the holdovers from
this year's varsity and the fine re-

serves the team has, the outlook is

mighty good for the 1929 campaign.

Of course, it may be early to look

forward to the fall of 19'29. But Villa-

nova hasn't any cauw? to hang her head
and say "Wait till next year"—the

1928 nuiehine i»roved its class. I un-

ilerstand next year's aggregation will

have a tougher road to travel, but to

reach the top tough roads must be

traversed and here's hoping the suc-

cessors to this year's heroes curry on
as well as the current pack of Wild-
cats.

New Jersey Bowlers

Score Inifial Win

Defeat Junior BusineM Men in

Opening Match

"Diamond Jim" Brady's deadly crew
of New Jersey pin splitters ran away
with the inaugural Iniwling nuitch of

the season against the Business Men, on
the Ardmore Recreation Alleys, last

W«Kluesday.
Led by Captain Becza and his smok«

ball, the "Skeeters" early ran up a

commanding fead in the first gahie that

was not threatened t^iroughout the

match. The consistency of the victors

in marking, enable<I them to knock
down 782 pins in the opening game
against 005 pins for their opiKtnents.

The middle canto was much closer,

with but 21 pins seiiarating the con-

testants, due principally to Ilensil's high

nuirk of 184. The final ten boxes again

found the Jerseyites far in the van
with 780 pins to 0t)3 for the Business

Men.
Johnny Lyons, lead-off man for the

Jerseyites, held individual high score

for single and three games with 215
and 524 respectively. Becza and Han-
lon also rolled good games with 494
and 474 for the evening. The Business
team was somewhat off. Captain Lov-
att and Hensil were the only two to

roll over 400 for the match, Eddie get-

ting 403 and Hensil 4tl5. Lovatt found
himself in the last game, bowling 193.

Now that Mr.'32 knowshe

can telephone the folks

at home, without mone^

tary outlay—the dormi-

tory mice frequently see

him in this position!

Even if youVe "broke," you can

telephone home— just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge.
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Work Progressing Rapidly

on College Hall

Plan to Have Building Com-
pleted on Our Return

From Holidajrs

College Hall at last neara comple-

tion. Those who were with ub during

"mid-year" last year will agree with

U8 that all thAt has been accomplished,

and is now being done, conittitutee an
epic struggle against what seemed to be

insurmountable obstacles. Deprived of

clattsroom and dormitory facilities, the

authorities soon improvise<1 them. In

fact, classrooms and dormitories were
ready for use within eight days

!

The rehabilitation of College Hall,

however, was quite another matter.

Spirit, with which our Augustinian

fathers were exceetlingly wealthy, was
not sufficient. Money in the guise of

a two-niillioji-dollar loss had to be col-

lected. This, by dint of incessant toil,

our president and his aides had sufiS-

ciently accomplished to permit the re-

building of the old loss—and even the

construction of Fedigan Hall! Work
was started as soon as the plans were
completed. The tire-gutted walls were
torn <io\vn and the construction of the

new proceeded swiftly.

Now the culmination of this task is

near. Soon we may receive our knowl-

edge in more pleasant surroundings.

Our new environment shall be ultra-

modern and fireproof to prevent the re-

currence of another such disaster. Ter-

roza and maple floors, concrete walls

faced with stone, a new concealed tran-

som system of ventilation, marble stair-

ways and innumerable other such items

shall be listwl among the facilities of

this building. The Wark Co. announces

the concrete- 99 per cent finished, fol-

lowed by the stone work at 90 per

cent and the plaster and woo<l works

at 80 i)er cent and 50 per cent re-

spi-ctively. All this task will be com-

plete<l wiicn we return from our Christ-

mas lioliduys, and a newer and gr<'ater

era in the history of our Alma Mater
shall ensue.

RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES
HONORED AT VILLANOVA

Many Guests Attend Affair to Pay Re-

spects to MMnbers of Faculty

On Tuesday evening, November 27th,

the Augustinian Fathers of St. Thomas
Monastery, Viilanovri. Pa., celebrated

in a fitting manner the honor recently

received by s<'veral meml)er8 of the com-

munity. The celebration took the form

of a pre-Thanksgiving dinner at which

all the members of the community were
present. Invited guests included the

former Provincial of the Province, Very

Reverend Nicholas J. Vasey, of Chest-

nut Hill, Pa. ; members of nearby Au-
gustinian communities, as well as mem-
bers of the faculty of Villanova Col-

lege.

The honor, which was received from

Very Rev. Kustasius EsUban, Prior

General of the Augustinians, took the

form of the degree of Lector of Sacred

Theology. The following priests, all

of whom are members of the faculty

of Villanova College, were the recip-

ients: Rev. Joseph A. Hartley, Ph.D.,

O.S.A. ; Rev. John F. Burns, Ph.D.,

O.S.A. ; Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty,

Ph.D., O.S.A., and Rev. Henry E.

Greenlee, D.D., O.S.A. Master of The-

ology was bestowed upon Rev. Charles

A. Reckerman, S.S.L., O.S.A., of St.

Augustine's College, Brookland, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Due re<'ognition was also given to

Rev. John M. A. Sparrow, L.L.D,,

O.S.A., and Rev. John F. O'Brien,

Litt.D., O.S.A., who received degrees

from Duquesne and Dayton Universities

lant June.

The community of Villanova feels

justly proud of the new degrees and

realizes that they have been granted

as a reward for the sterling work that

has been performed by these men as

niembi'rs of the faculty of Villanova

; LOST AND FOUND
r.OST—One Christian Ethics, belong-

ing to Joseph Mulray. Please re-

turn to Room 59, Mendell.

A Drama of Life

Grammar School

1—I beg your pardon.
2—May I have the pleasure of this

dance?
3—Would you have some ice cream?
4—Please, may I kiss you?
5—May I accompany you home?

High School
1—Gangway

!

2—L^t's step, kid!
3—Nibble a sundae?
4—C'mon—le's go

!

5—Oh, man !—what lips

!

College
1—Get the h— outa the way !

2—Jley, come here!

3—Wanna drink?
4—Hey, you ! We're g«in'

!

5— (censored).

*
Monday of last week the football

team was the guest of the "Met" in

I'hilly. The boys turned out to a man
to see the pictures of the Villanova-

Temple game. Excitement ran high as

the figures chased each other over the

screen and many a brawny head held

visions of future success in Hollywood.
The Temple team was also accorded

the same privileges as our boys enjoyed

and ncHHlless to say both teams are

wishing for further games of the same
sort. The team was able to see itself

play for the first time this year. As
"Moxie" McCoy said:

"It's great to play in a game and
watch it both.'

WEDNE^SDAY MORNING
Shining of shoes—borrowing of

ties—no breakfast followed by a
frantic rush to class—50 minutes
of torture—the bell playing—final

packing of grips—dash for station

— tickets—things forgotten—girls

on train— drowsiness— Hearing

home—a whistle—brakes—grabbing
of grips— rushing off— mother,

father—tlie car—HOME—real eats

—soft bed—and that's Tlianksglv-

ing.

LOCAL. LOCALITIES
Allow me to present "Pig Alley" of

Mendell Hall, the bum's delight and
lover's paradise. Situate<l with a

southern exposure and one floor above

the dining room, it cannot help but

exhale a proud air of sophistication.

Activities, social and athletic, are nu-

merous. Socially, Pig Alley receives

approximately sixteen pink envelopes

every day. Athletically speaking, the
snoring team greatly out-noises any
other building on the campus. The
main form of recreation is the game,
"Who's got mine?" It is taboo to

wear your own clothes. Why, last Sat-

urday night I met a sweet blonde

walking down Broad Street on the arm
of my best suit. At the game, I sat

in the fourteenth row and greatly en-

vied my hat which had a seat in the

third row.

Pig Alley contains the pride of Amer-
ica's manhood and under the leader-

ship of Mc(3oy, Henry, Whelahan &
Co., better things may be looked for

—

and longer—in that alley where men
are men and the women are the topics

for discussion.

PI OMEGA PHI SMOKER
A HUGE SUCCESS

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie^s

Pie Shoppe
"Evrything the Collea* Student fieedt"

Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

(Continued from Page 1)

until he had given three encores.

Father Fink put a fitting period to

the Pi Omega Phi smoker in his clos-

ing speech. After complimenting Pi

Omega Phi on its school spirit in going

to such expense to arrange the smoker-
rally, he called to the attention of his

hearers the numerous men who ordi-

narily are not recognized for their ser-

vices to the college, such as the mem-
bers of the band, the cheer-leaders and
the various stadium assistants. After

several anecdotes about the interest the

public at large have and are taking in

our games. Father Fink closed with an
exhortation for the student body to sit

together in Section E, and he foretold

certain victory if the' team was given

hearty support. After his speech, which
was received with wild applause, our
vice-president contributed a generous

amount to Pi Omega Phi, saying:

"Tiiere has never been a better rally in

the history of Villanova."

Bryn Mtwr-1795

GERHARD
MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile
Sales and Service

Abo Used Cars
From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster Ave.

A Message to the

Villanovan-at-Large

The purpose of this column shall be

to inform you and to keep you in-

formed of the doings of your former

classmates. While we of the editorial

staff are doing our best to accomplish

this task, we feel that without your

co-operation, our etlprta are doomed to

failure. To those of you whom dis-

tance prevents from attending the vari-

ous reunions, this column cannot help

but be of inestimable value to you.

Through the medium of the "Alumni
News," all you Villanovans-at-large can

live together again the happy days of

your sojourn at our Alma Mater. We
Villanovans are interested in all your

doings ; anything concerning yourselves

or your former classmates shall be ap-

preciatetl. Address all your correspon-

dence to the alumni editor, care The
Villanovan, Villanova College, Villa-

nova, Pa.—The Editor.

""'is"

Jack Dalton is flying an "OX5" mo-
tored Challenger at the Patco airi»ort

in Conshohocken. l*a.

'20

John Conlan is now in an executive

position with his father's tirni, the Con-

lan Coal Co., at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Charlie Mueller has accepted a posi-

tion at the DuP'onf plant at Buffalo,

N. Y.

•'as

Jean Ponelly is o<-cupying a state

IHJsitioii at Ilollidayst)iirg, Pa.

Ralph Ilegner is now a radio an-

nouncer at Station KQV in Pittsburgh,

Pa.

"Bob" McIIeJvey is coaching the

Suninierville, Mass., High Sch(M>l.

^^ • •^^,-

'30

"Eddy" Duffy is now employed in

Philadelphia selling bonds for Nixon
& Co.

"Ed" Donohue has a contracting busi-

ness at Ashley, I*a., where he just fin-

ished building a Jewish synagogue.

"Tom" McLaughlin was visited by
some of the students at his haberdash-
ery in Scranton, Pa.

"Clete" Seaver is with the city engi-

ne<'rs in New York City.

'27

"Charlie" Devers is working with the

Pittsburgh Coal Co.

"Chuck" Cummings joined The Fran-
ciscan Order at Bonaventure.

Harry Thornton is now matriculat-

ing at the Brooklyn Polytech.

SPORTGRAPHS
By Frank Mahan

Behind the succ<*s« of a team or an
individual in any branch of athletic

endeavor lies a little story, an episode
of a vain hope or a self-effacement for

a greater common good.

The hopes, ambitions and desires of
those not just proficient enough, or who
lack the final spark that distinguishes
the accomplished from the uninitiated

are re-enacte<l every day. That little

band of green-jerseyed "Frosh," who
toil each afternoon in hoi>eless array
as practice mold for the football var-

sity, are the real makers of the team.
Their only glory is reflected in the suc-

cess of their betters. Deprived of the

opportunity to glow as heroes, they
steadfastly plug along with the dim
hope of some future day when the cheers
and acclaims of an honoring school

shall resound with their names. It is

the unsung who enable paens to be com-
posed. The traditional Freshmen ob-

scurity is the greatest obstacle to the

recognition due these men. The first-

year players deserve credit. It is from
them the coming varsities are built.

FROM A COLLEGE WINDOW

Notes and Doings
About the Campus

SEASHORE CLUB JOINS
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

To Give Dance During Christmaa Holi-

.days

Atlantic City, where the Augustinian

Order has one of its most beautiful and
influential churches, has now a club to

rei>resent it at Villanova. The purpose

of the new organization is to engender

friendship ^mong the fellows from At-

lantic City, to advertise VillAnova, to

make newcomers feel at home, and to

tender an annual dance.

Two meetings have been successful

in welding together sixt<»en enthusiastic

memlH'rs. In the future, meetings will

be held on the first and third Mondays
of the month. Officers will he elwted

at the next meeting, but in the mean-
time Erric Storms will draw up a con-

stitution which will be submitted for

ai)proval. Erric Storms was formerly

Mfretary of the Bones Fraternity, one
of the most popular in Atlantic City

High.

A dance will probably be given dur-

ing the Christmas vacation. Undoubt-
edly it will be an unusual success as

the World's Playground has an unriv-

aled selwtion of ballrooms and dance
orchestras which the club can choose
from. Itumor has it that the Ritz-

Carlton or the Knights of Columbus
will be chosen by the dance committee.

THE NEW JERSEY CLUB

The moon towers on yonder hill,

A golden mellow moon
So soft.

So still.

And yet the stars on heaven's
height

Twinkle again tonight.

Soft tvinds sigh through the
trees;

And the evening breeze.

Brings memories;
Wearisome,
Tiresome,

Of love's eternal song.
An Arts Man.

The New Jersey Club, one of the most
I)rominent an<l active clubs on the
campus, has Ix'cn making rapid prog-
ritis since the heginning of the year.

John E. Lyons, '29, as pr^'sident, has
done much toward furthering the club
toward greater activities.

At the last nuH'ting, held on Novem-
ber 7th, the jilans and i)rogres« of the

(huK-e committee wi-rc announce<l by
Chairman Zwigard. The annual affair

of the club is to Ik' held Din-ember 28th,

at the Washington ballroom in New-
ark, N. .7. This dnnc<' is becoming a

tradition, having been held in the same
place for the i)ast thwH^ years and is

lioing look«Hl forward to eagerly by all

those who have attended in jirevious

years. The annual Christmas dance of

the New Jersey Club is the only one
sponsored by any undergraduate or-

ganization on the campus, in which
fact the members manifest great pride.

This dance is not the only outstand-
ing achievement of which the New Jer-

sey Club can boast, for it is to them
that we owe the birth of the campus-
wide interest in bowling, which has
come to the fore in the past week. The
idea was the outcome of a discussion

as to the inauguration of a pastime
which would not only keep the club

active during the winter months, but
one which would create a field for com-
petition among the various clubs and
fraternities. Robert Nagle, '31, was
chosen as the director and manager of

Villanova's first inter-society bowling
team. Unfortunately "Bob" was un-
able to accept this auspicious office be-

cause of other imiM)rtant work. Fol-

lowing "Bob's" ri'signation a new man
was sought and found in the jierson of

the jovial "Diamond Jim" Brady, who
will Qjiide the destinies of the bowling
team throughout its initial season. This
able manager has already negotiated
several matches for the near future.

The varsity team has not been selected

as yet but the most prominent in the
strenuous competition for places on the
team are Frank "Re<ls" Ilanlon ; Ru-
dolph "Bubs" Zwigard, Tony Virgilio,

Patsy Romano, John "Pres" Lyons. Pat
White and last, but far from least,

Julius "Spee<l Ball" Becza. This for-

midable array of "Kings of the Alleys"
are ready to take on all comers. For
negotiations get in touch with Mr. Vin-
cent Patrick Brady, manager, Austin
Hall.

Such initiative and organization
should be an inspiration to every club
and fraternity on the campus. Come
on. societies of Villanova, let's go!

VILLANOVA ITALIAN CLUB

November 21st found the members of
the Villanova Italian CUib congregated
in Room 400M to listen to its presi-

dent, A. Pellicane, welcome the incom-
ing members. After a short sp«'ech to

the new members, regular business of
interest to the club got under way.
The most recent activity of the V.

I. C. is the selection of a new club
"frat" pin. N. Grimaldi, as chairman
of the committee, has applied himself

PI OMEGA PHI FRAT
HELPS RED CROSS

Respond to Fattier Griffin's Appeal-
More TImui Social Organization

At the last meeting of the Pi Omega
l»hi it was unanimously decided that
the F'raternity should carry the appeal
of the Red Cross to the students of
Villanova. Messrs. Agree, Curran,
Ritchie and Ryan volunteered their ser-

viit>s in the name of the Fraternity.

Two apiM'als were made to the Stu-
dent Bo<ly. The first was during the
smoker given by the organization when
the i)resident, Ed Hookey, gave a speech
which was readily resi)ondt>d to. There
was hardly a student present who did
not contribute something. The second
was during the Davis-KIkins game when
members of the fraternity apiK'aled ta
the spectators an<l they n-ceived a ma-
terial respon.se from the Alunuii. It is

the aim of the fraternity to exctM'tl the
donation given by Ilaverford College.

This activity of the Pi Omega Phi,
togi'ther with last wwk's smoker, givea
evidence that it is more than a social

fraternity. Let us hoi>e that these ac-

tivities continue.

R. C. H. S^ CLUB MEETS
AND ELECTS OFTICERS

Election Close

On Thursday a nux'ting of the Villa-
nova R. C. H. S. Club was held for the
purpose of electing officers. A large
numlx'r of Catholic High alumni were
present and the conii)etition in electing
was keen. Mr. Henry Bygott was elect-

ed president of the club and in his
spee<'li of acceptance he urgiMi every-
one to work together for the dub and
to live up to the high standards set in
the past. To the office of vice-president

Mr. (Jrinialdi was elei'ted. Mr. Grim-
aldi assured the members that in his

capacity as vi<M'-president he would give
tlw <'lul) his whole-hearted support and
would co-operate in every way with the
president and other olHiH'rs in making
the club one of the foremost organiza-
tions on the campus. Mr. Green was
elected treasurer and he likewise as-

sure<l the nicmU'rs that he would do
his b««st in fulfilling the duties of bis

office. Mr. Thomas CJarrett was elect-

ed to the office of si-cretary and he
thanked the members for ele<'ting him
and for deeming him worthy to be
enlruste<l with the responsible position
of secretary. He assured the ntembers
that he would do his utmost to live

up to their expectations. To the office

of «ergeant-at-arms was elected Mr.
Meullcr. He thanked the members for
his election and promisetl to keep order
at the following meetings as good as
it was in this meeting.

Before adjourning, Mr. II. Smith
urged the members to keep in contact
with Catholic High and to go back and
visit Father Ilier and Father McNally.
"The fellows," he said, "don't appre-
ciate the value of keeping up the friend-
ship witli their high school teachers
and friends until it is many years after
graduation."

After setting a day for the next
meeting, the M'ssion was adjourned.

assiduously to the task of choosing a pin
that will lie suitable to the members
of the club, as this new pin shall be
the standard one of the club. His as-
sistants are rendering him noble aid and
from all events, Mr. Grimaldi shall be
successful in his enterprise.

Aside from this, the V. I. C. is eager-
ly anticipating its annual dance, which
is usually given in the early part of
February. In the past few years this
dance has be<>n s<'cond only to the
Junior Prom in point of social and
financial success. This coming dance
seems to be no deviation from the past
standard. President Pellicane has al-
ready chosen his committee, and a peru-
sal of the following characters will
prove that each and every member of
the committee is one who deserves the
position. No better man could hare
I>ossibly been selected to act in the ca-
r)acity of chairman than that untiring
worker. Domenic Bertino, and this in-

dividual, with an array of co-workers
such as ('arbonetta, vice-chairman;
Lombardo, Rinaldi, Squitiero, Itannai-
zissi, Scoppn, Di Bernardino, Lanci-
ano and Giannini, is bound to make the
V. I. C. dance of 1029 a great suc-
cess.

"Reign, and keep life in this our deep
desire

;

Our only greatness is that we aspire."

Help Those Who
Help You

Support the

Villanovan

!

VItt YMXl
There are

18 days till Christmas

or

—

25,920 minutes

or

—

1,555,200 seconds

ii
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Ed Melanson is Elected Captain of Football Team
Stuhldreher and Hunanger Rank

With the Country's Coaching Elite

Success of Youthful Mentors Phenomenal in Short Space of Years
They Have Been Coaching

VILLANOVA TODAY RATED WITH CLASS OF THE EAST

By Frank Mahan
When Notre Dame trampled over

Stanford on New Year's Day, 1925, at

Palo Alto, the greatest eleven ever as-

sembled by K(K'kne. the South liend

mentor, ck»sed its season without a de-

feat or tie. Ten opponents, each the

class of its section, had failed to stop

the Fighting Irish. From the Atlantic

to the Pacific, from Lake Michigan to

Georgia, the Four Horsemen and Seven

Mules gallope<l to victory after victory.

The fame of that great team has be-

come immortalized ; as long as football

will be played its memory will linger.

At the helm of that famous ensemble

stood a man who for all-around versa-

tility remained in a class alone. He
was an unanimous choice by the coun-

try's experts as Ail-American, and was
picked on the late Walter Camp's team

for the season. Through his marvelous

generalship the Hoosiers rode to the

national collegiate championship in so

convincing a style as to leave no room

for question.

Harry Stuhldreher, pilot of the

Horsemen and present Villanova foot-

ball coach, prepped at Massilion High

in Ohio and Kiski before entering the

Indiana institution in the fall of 1921.

A little incident not well known is

that Harry spent the first two weeks

of his Frosh collegiate career within

the lair of the Nassau Tiger at Prince-

ton, from whence he t<M>k leave to ma-

triculate at Notre Dame. Here it was

at the latter place while united in the

common bond as mats for the varsity,

the Stuhldreher-Hunsinger combination

began. Chillicothe High, in the Buck-

eye State, yielde<l Ed Hunsinger direct

to the Dame.
Our line coach and Harry are class-

mates and their gridiron lives run in

a remarkably similar manner since that

fall back in '21 when as end and half-

back respectively, the two stubbornly

resisted the onrushes only a varsity-

frenhman scrimmage can stir up.

Barred from first-team competition

by the one-j-ear rule, the duo p<'rformed

for the plebcN and it was in a game
with Kalamazoo State Normal that

Harry broke his leg. The next year

Harry alternated with Frankie Thomas
as quarterlwick, despite the fact he

playetl a halfback position the previous

season. "Huns" was the shock troop

right end at the same lime. .Tunior

year marked the beginning of the great

combination that was destined to blos-

som forth as the champs in 1924.

The quartet of ball carriers sporting

the pseudonym of "Horsemen" com-

menced playing together. Stuhldreher

at quarter. Layden and Crowley at

halves, with Castner at full, were the

regular backs. The season had not

progressed far when Castner broke his

hip; Layden was shifted to his place

and Don Miller to the vacancy, thus

rounding out the Riders. Hunsinger

clinche<l a varsity berth this year at

right end.

The history of N. D.'s 1924 record

is a chronology of our coaches, or vice

versa, as you will. Before Harry's

guidance Northwestern. Nebraska,

Princeton. Army and Stanford suc-

cunib«'d. In this last contest with the

Golden State men. the alertM«»ss of

Hunsinger result^ in him scoring a

l>e<'uliar touchdown. With the score

reading 13 to 3 in favor of the Kast-

erners, Stanford came on to the field

for the thinl periwi, determine<l to stop

the Horsemen and let their own power-

house. Ernie Nevers. get going. The
Big Red held, forcing Notre Dame to

pnnt. I^ayden sHpimhI back a few paces

preparatory to getting off the kick,

while Ed and Collins, the wingmen,

spread out to get <lown faster on the

bw)!. It was a tense moment, a break
for the home club and anything might
hapi>en. A score by the Cardinals
would possibly have a demoralizing ef-

fect on the opponents, besides, Warner,
the Stanford coach, had restoretl the
morale of his men by a stirring speech
between the halves and in addition the
sultry weather prmluced a languidness
in the strangers, sapping energy and
destroying incentive.

Walsh, captain and center for the
visitors, snapped the pass back to Lay-
den ; the line held momentarily while
the two ends sprinted down the field.

I/ayden got off a fine high spiral to Solo-

mon, safety man on the western team.
He elected to receive the ball without
signaling for a fair catch ; as he
clutched the oval it bounced up pos-

sibly half a foot and then down again
towards his arms. Huns was on top
of Solomon as he caught the punt and
when the pigskin took that little hop
he sttick out one hand, scooijed it in on
the dead run and continued twenty
yanis farther for a touchdown.

The suddenness of the play pepiHMl

up the entire team so much so that

some time later Nevers and his men
were held for downs on the eight-inch

line. Stuhldreher directed the action

almost the whole game, under the han-
dicap of a badly wrenched knee injury

suffered in the oi)ening quarter, yet it

was the interference and passing of the

N. D. skipper that enabled the ball to

be kept in opposing territory the greater

portion of the time. The Stanford
fracas climaxe<l the collegiate gridiron

endeavors of Stuhldreher and Hunsing-
er. together with the other backs and
most of the line.

After graduating, both Stuhldreher
and Hunsinger came direct to the Wild-
cat institution on the Main Line. Their
record needs no narration, but a few
words will not be amiss. Out of the
thirty-six contests played by Blue and
White football te»nns in the four years

they have been at the school, twenty-

nine were won. five lost and two tied.

The cream of the small college field has

IxMit the knee before the prowess of the

"Cats." among which might be men-
lione<l Bucknell, Muhlenburg, Canisius.

Hutgens, Lehigh, Boston College. Cath-
olic v., Gettysburg, Davis-Elkins, John
Ciirroll, Dickinson. St. John's, Grove
City and others. The greatest number
of |)oints ever scored by Villanova dur-

ing this time has been 54, against both

Muhlenburg in 1926. when Dickie Moy-
nihan ca])tained the squad, and I^ehigh.

ill the following season, with Kuczo
at the reins. Villanova has been held

scoreless on one V)ccasion and that in

the past year against Temple, which
was a draw.
Through the results our coaches have

pr(Mlii<'4'd. the name of Villanova has

Ikhmi spread over the entire country an«l

right twlnv WE ARE RATED ABOVE
PITT. STATE. PENNSYLVANIA.
PRINCETON, HARVARD. YALE,
NAVY. ItOSTON COLLEGE. COR-
NELL and a host of others. FOI^R
TEAMS ONLY ARE PLACED BE-
FORE VILLANOVA IN THE EAST-
ERN RANKINGS: New York I'..

Carnegie Tech. Georgetown and Army.
Has there ever been a parallel to this

phenomenal rise in a mere four years

from a poor Class C team to the fore-

most of the foremost? There must be

something these two men have that

others lack ; what it is we can only

conjecture ; something they have Im-

parted to their minions, mayhap it is

championship consciousness, the stuff

that has distinguished the regime of

Rockne nt Notre Dame.

Sophomore Class Meeting

Today at One P. M.

Attendance of All Members of

'31 Class Urged

MEETING IN ROOM 400

President Boucher, of the Class of

'31, announces an inijiortant meeting

of all the Sophomores in Room 400,

the Monastery, at 1 o'clock Friday

afternoon, December 7th. Important

issues shall be considered at that time

—issues which are necessary to the

maintenance of the Sophomore prestige

at Villanova. President Boucher could

not conceal his disapix>intment at the

representations present at former meet-

ings, when only a minute fractional

amount of the Sophomores "deigned"

to attend and were presumably busy

with matters of more vital import.

President Boucher urges a 100 per

cent attendance. Save your writing

of "billets-doux," buffing and other in-

door pastimes for another day and come

to this meeting.

Postmaster Daugherty

Reports Mail Congestion

Postmaster Daugherty, of the Villa-

nova Postolfice, recently stated that

through carelessness on the part of the

students at Villanova, in failing to ad-

viwe their correspondents of their

pro|)er box numbers, about half of the

working time was wasted due to the

unnecessary labor expended in sorting

out un-addre8se<l mail. Daugherty

urges everyone to state definitely to

their friends whether or not they have

a Im>x and if they have one to give the

correct number ; or if they do not have

a box, to have all mail marked General

Delivery. "This condition makes it so

hard for me to attend to my duties that

1 shall be force<l to send all college

mail directly to the college for sorting,"

were the iwstmaster's parting words.

Notice

William Penix, who is in charge of

the intirmnry on the s<'cond floor of

M^'iidel Hall, will give medical atten-

tion to any student there between the

hours of 10-11 A. M. and 3-5 in the

afternoon. an<l 7-8 in the evening. Any
student found to Ik* in need of further

niedi<'nl care will be instructed to be at

the infirmary betwe<'n 4-.'") in tbt! after-

noons when Dr. Evans will call.

These regulations are made in order

that those who are ill in the infirmary

will not be disturbed by the student

b<Mly calling at all hours. Since these

rules are ma<le for the convenience of

all concerned, we ask you to observe

them in every manner.

FATHER O'BRIEN ILL

Father O'Brien, profess<tr of Eng-

lish at th« roilege. is ill at the pres-

ent time in the Miserlrordi* Hos-

pital. The student body taJics this

means of expmuiing its lieartlett

Mixlety until Father O'Brien will

return.

Here's hoping for a speedy re-

rovery to you. Father.

Melanson is Chosen to Lead

Blue and White in 1929

Egan Selected Frosh Leader—Many of ViUanova's Stars Chosen
'*AU" Teams—Gillep Honored by McLinn—Dugan

Picks Five on His "All" Team
on

COACH STUHLDREHER PICKS AN ALL-AMERICAN

By Herbert Marbach

COACH STrilLDKEIIER held a

meeting of the letter men last

Tuesday afternoon for the express
purpose of seliH'ting a leader for the

1920 grid season. There were twenty-
five letter men present for the voting.

When the balloting had been com-
pleted, "Ue<l Ed" Melanson was the

choice for leader. Melanson was elected

over two other outstanding fellows for

the captaincy. They were Johnny Gil-

lespie and Jack McAndrews.
Slelanson polle<l thirteen votes to six

apiece for Gillespie and McAndrews.

Kl). MELANSON
Hed will be remembered for his power-
ful work on the 1028 edition of the

Wildcats. He was the mainstay of the

hni'kfield and his booting left nothing
to b«' wanted.

It was PM that enabled us to win
over that hefty (Jrove City crew that

Cliiirley Herry brought here, by his

lw<» iH'i'urate pla<H'nH'nt boots after each
touchdown that Gillep made. His ac-

curate booting all season had a lot to

do with our completing the schedule
sans defeat.

Kays ('narh Stuhldreher aliout

Kd. : "I consider .Melanson In a

class with my former teanunate,

Elmer layden, whom I rank the

greatest fullback of my time. 'Ked'

has everything and should l>e »
contender for All-Amerlcan homirs
next aeason."

Previous to the selection of captain

for the varsity, the Freshmen held their

own little election for the captaincy of

the yearlings. Matthew Egan, of Bing-
hamton, N. Y., was chosen for the hon-

orary position. Egan was directly in-

strumental in the Villanova Frosh vic-

tory over Perkiomen Prep. His work
in that game marked him as a comer
in football ranks at the Blue and White
school.

Last Tuesday, Coach .Stuhldreher

chose an All-American team of his own.
It is surmise<l that out of sheer mod-
esty the Coach did not choose any of

the fellows at the school here.

Be that as it may, at the bottom of

this story are the teams he picked.

The selections are good, for they come
as a direct result of Coach Stuhldre-
her's confabs with leading coaches all

over the country and show that most
of the good men around th<'8e parts were
given their due.

Paul Scull, of Pennsylvania, is at the

fullback i>o«t, and rightly so. For Scull

has Imhmi one of the greatest offensive

and the greati'st defensive fullback Penn
has boasted of in recent years.

Harpster. Cagle and Strong round out
the backtield and their praises were
sung in many a line by the maulers of

the typewriter, or as they are more
commonly known, the rejiorters.

The line holds such luminaries as

Fessler. Donchess, Lassman, Mooney,
Getto and Thompson. Thompson is one
of our "neighbors." So-calle<l because
he hails from Lafayette, which college

is in Easton, about sixty miles from
Philly.

So much for Stuhldreher's All-Ameri-
can outfit. But most of our men re-

ceived mention from the Philadel|)hia

sports writers. Dugan, of the Record,
chose four on his team, composed of

nieml)ers of teams he saw in action,

while Stoiwy McLinn gave Johnny (}il-

lespie a place in the backfield.

Many more of our fellows placed on
the McLinn All-Team—Captain Pesso-

lano. Mi-Coy. Milne and Twoomey. A
host of the fellows were chosen on the

All-Easlern teams that have been ap-

jwaring lately, but that just goes to

show that we will have plenty to work
with next year—for not one of the

faoK'd ".Morgan Raiders" has been lost

by grnduaticni.

Our Coach's All-American
FIRST TEAM

Ends:
Fmsler—Ohio State.

Donchess—Pittsburgh.

Tackles:

liBssman—New York V.
Mooney—(Heorgetown.

Guards:
Getto—Pittsburgh.
Thompson—l^fayette.

Center:
Heinlcke—Stanford.

Quarterback

:

Harpster—Carnegie Tech.
Halfbacks:

Strong—New York U.
Cagi»—Army.

Fullback

:

Scull—Pennsylvania.
/...

SECOND TEAM
Ends:
Messenger—Army.
Rosenzweig—Carnegie Tech.

Tackles:

Miller—Notre Dame.
Smith—Pennsylvania,

(uards:
R4»beski—Stanford.

Rarrett—Harvard.
Center:

Moyn'han—Notre Dame.
Quarterback

:

Maple—Oregon Aggies.

Halfbacks:
Miizell, Gfwrgia Tech.
West4>n—Boston College.

Fullback:

Carroll—Washington Vnlv.
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.lOIIN K. l.VONiS

WHATS THE MATTER, SOPHS?
The Sophomore Class held a meetinj? recently and only twenty-four

.
out of a possible two hundred and fifty attended. To say that somethinff

'ris wrong would be to make a trite statement. Why this attitude of in-

.i/v difference? A Sophomore would probably answer, "What's the use?"

Becau.se a meeting was not held in September to discuss activities

of the current year is no excu.se for the Class of 31 not to attend a meet-

ing that is held now. When they did not respond to the notices that were

prominently posted they made a foolish mistake. If they do not co-oper-

ate with their president in the future they will take another step down-
ward and "facilis densensiis uverno, sed revertere grudis hie labor, hoc

opus."

The Sophomore Class has the men who are able to" make one of the

greatest classes in the history of Villanova. All thi-y need is co-operation.

The sooner this childish "What's the use?" attitude disappears, the

.Booner the Class will begin climbing the ladder of sueces.s.

,'''-'•.;; \ '• .'; ''':',:•' ' * * * <» <»

^^^^^^-^^ > V Vv THOUGHTFULNESS

THERE are many things about the campus regarding which some

kind of an article should be written. However, it is not the easiest

matter in -tjie world to write about these things without hurting

someone's feelings7 Therefore, this week we are taking a .subject which

should give everyoW something to think about without injury to any one.

Did you ever stop to think how many times in a day you say things

or do things which cut some people very deeply and which you do thought-

lessly? Many times such things happen unintentionally but which, never-

theless, do a great deal of harm. The fellows rave about the things

needed; but let every per.son ask himself this question: "Am I doing

everything possible to better these conditions? Or Am I thoughtless and

selfish and think only about my.self?" Sometimes you enter a dorm and

it is a mess, and what is the cause? Thoughtlessness.

This article is written under a heading which is deceiving, for the

point we are getting at is not a nice one to run as a headline. W'v woiider

.'"".'why it is that so many people around here must use the halls, classrooms,

dorms or any other convenient place to expectorate? It is not only an

unsightly and unsanitary affair, but a di.sgusting, unhealthy mess. Many
fellows chew tobacco, and it is none of our business if they do or not, but

they certainly would benefit the school if they chose some place to spit

which would be unseen. It is just another case of thoughtlessness. Those
with automobiles have to be mighty careful where they park their cars,

or there may be dire results, simply because fellows sitting in the rooms
of the dorms above the place where the said cars are parked may feel

the urge to expectorate, with the result that the cars get the full benefit.

Just another case of thoughtlessnes.s. ...•-.
. v ••.:"'.'>..•;

We could write for hours on this subject. However, this case is

enough to illustrate what we are driving at—that if more care was taken

of many things that are not noticed as much as others, it would be

a great boon to the college. :,

• •'.'. '.'

Let us be more careful in the future of things that we razz and if

it does no good, at least it keeps things from getting worse.

<§• "f* ^ '• <'
'

>»^.

NEGLECTED ACTIVITIES

IN'
THE excitement and enthusiasm which necessarily g'o with every

f(K)tball .sea.son, especially when it was as successful as this one, other

extra-curricular activities are apt to be neglected. Football, while

un<iuestionabIy the most exciting, must of neces.<5ity have its mental

complement in order to maintain a proper balance. All football and

no literary work is more harmful in the long run than all literary work

and no football. After all, we are sent to college to get an education—

a goal which cannot be reached unless all of its phases are satisfactorily

mastered. We therefore feel it our duty to call your attention to the

literary and histrionic activities, and it is our hope and ambition to see

a large representation in these lines of endeavor.

rpoii ilic ihinl i»ri's<'iiliitiini of Wlio's
Wiio. W4' find it (lf<iil«Mlly ii|»|in)|iriat«'

ro M'!«N't .loliii 10. Lyons, of tin- Class
of l!>2Jt. Four years ii>{<> tin- «ni(liiiil-

iiiK class of .St. IVtcrV HIkIi School
wiis (<i si'ikI to tin- siHlt'ly immIiiIs of
\'illimiiv« II num. (icsiim-d by his own
iniliiili\f. to hcconii' tin oulsliin<lin«

MK-inlHT of his class. U'hiit wii^ his

hiy:li schoors loss is our ?;«••'•

Ininicdialcly jifl<'r his arrival at coj-

icjfc he was selected, due to his iir<'-

doniinanl characleFislics. to s<'rve his
class and fraternity. Mis Freshman
year was a su<-<<'ss. in that the I.amhda
Kapiia Delta Dance Connniltce and the
Freshman Dance ("omniitttM' how his
name.

'i'hc Soplimnoie year ltrouj;ht to

.Fohnny the privileH:!' of serving ajjain

on his frat<'rnityV Dance CommitliH".
He was also directly responsible and
instrumental in the reorganization of

the .New .lersey riuli of Villanova. Due
lo the effort ex|M'nded in this <'nter-

prise the chairnninship of the .lersey

('lull's annual dance was iM'slowed on
him. His second y<'ar was replete with
social and alhU'tic ncliviti«>s.

'I'he college man's Krenlesi year, his

Junior, found Lyons Ireasiiier of the
.\ew .lersey ('lull, vice-president of the
I.ainlida Kappa Fraleniity and circula-
tion manager of the Junior C^)urticr.

These and other responsiliN- positions
proved that his classnuiles placed their
utmost confidence in his ability to «e-

<'iire results.

Jfiliniiy has now become » Senior
and .ifler three yeais of self-sacrilice

has ac<iuiied one of the liiKhest hon<iri
thai a man may seciin-. b.v Im-Iii}; chosen,
by his classmates, the Husinvss .Mana-
>;er of the Year Hook—ilu. Itelle Air.
In his hands rests the success or fail-

ure of the greatest financial advenluro
of colh'fte men's lives. Itut there is

no <loulit of the oul<-onie. Sii<-cess is

imbued ill Lyons' very naliiie and an
uncoii(|uerabU' spirit will nc\er die. The
memlM-rs of I Iw New .Jersey Club have
chosen him as the piesi<lent and leader,
lliiis prepariiijt for another jjala year.
The Lambda Kappa Delta saw in him
Kieal polenlialilies. houorinjt this sterl-

iiiK example of true Chrislian nian-
liood with the presid(>iicy of the (U'^aiii-

/.atioii.

This year \illaiiova will lose ainillu'r

faithful son. hul what she loses IIh'

world will piin; so bM us all .ioin in

;;i\inK Lyons our heartiest wishes for
the srealesl succ«'sn and hope thai iIk-

world will aiipreciale the arrival of

a true Christian K<'nlleniaii as «•<• re-

KCi't the de|iarluie of one.

Johnny Gillespie Honored

on Many ''All" Teams

Gillep Gains Place on McLinn's

All-East Team

ALSO ON N. Y. SUN LIST

John (tlllesiiiH, Villuiiova's Krent half-

back. iH-caine the recipient of a dual
hiiiior for his meritorious efforts on the

Inoiball field this past season, with the

intblishiiiK in the IMiiladelphia I'ublic

L<'(lp'r of Sloney JIcLiiiii's All-Kast-
erii sipiad. On which lie is rated t^s

(iiu> of the si.\ iM'st lialflnicks in the

Last. .McLinn classed .Joliii,iiy as one
'of the oiilstandinK backs on th^- grid-

iron.

A prohabh- greater palm was handed
(i Hep by the New S'ork .^un. when
forty-two players out of a possible three

hundred and se\enty men were singl^'d

out as .Vll-.Vmerican calibre. Over a

score of syndicates in e\-ery se<-lioii of

(he land aided in seb'ctin^ .-i firs) and
second All-American eleven with twenty
oth4>rs KainiiiK honorable mention. Our
.lohiiny will receive a bronze inscribed

football fob fot'bein;; aiiKui;; the hon-
ored men.

'INiis latter t4-ain has all the r^Mpii-

sites for a real ".\H" selection iM'cause

in its sco|H- it is nation-wide and much
more <'onipreliensive than a choice of a
single man or a }:roup of men who
ha\e iM-eii able to witness but a very
few of the ;;real number of ^'ames con-
tested. Out of these forty-two men
mentioned by the newspa|M'r we may
assume that eight were halfbacks, which
all K(H-s t<i mean that John is one of

the eiKlil best in the business out of

over a thousand players who performeil

at this pirst on teams ihrouKhout tlu'

Slates the last thni' months.

BOOK KKVIKW

Villanova Wildcats

Turn to Basketball

I»y "Kuffer"

With the ciiinplelioii of I he most su<'-

(••ssful seas<iii e\er eii.ioyed by a \'illa-

no\a foot bill! leam. all eyes are (-entered

upon the basketball stjuad of the Wild-
cats. An ambitious si'liediile has Imn'ii

arranged which will briiif; out all iIh-

offensi\e and defensive power of the
Wildcats. The handling of ihe si|iiad

h.'is Imm'ii eni rusted to "Hube" Cash-
man. Ill- needs no recommeiiilation to

basketball fans. His reputation as a
producer of teams of high caliln'r is

worthy of niore than passing mention.
"Chris" I.,olr)s has been appointed as-

sistant <-oach in charge of die Fresh-
man s(|uad.

Las! year lli<' ••|5obcj||s" en.ioyed a
fair season. However, this year iM'ller

results are exp<Ht4>d. It is admitted
that the big fire evidently |ilaced an
immense handicap u|Km the Mine and
While five. Hut this year, with the
\eieran material of last year's Krosh
team on hand, the outlook Is promis-
ing. The most proiiiisiiig candidati's
for the \arsily are as followw:

Severance. Ileiiiy. (lillespie. Sullivan.
Itirmingham. Cardner. Holland. August.
.Vndrelewicz. Conti. .McCanii. Ilillen.

I>onovan. ILirkins. .Morgan. Iligbfield.

Sliilsky. .McCarthy. Wilkowski. Lynch.
The varsity schedule consists of the

following KaiiM'f<:

by

SIGNS OF A

ir be talks of the high sclimd at

home a"; the only schcntl on tin' face of

(Sod's gr«-«'n earth— if he talks of hi«

home town as the one plni-e on earth

on which the sun rises an<l sets— if he

iHiasIt* of all the feminine hearts he hn^

trodden in the dust—i( he receives four

letters ii da.v if he wennt his own
,.],,l|„.<— if he np|M>ars yoting and iiurn-

,.,.i,t— (rent him gently, men. for he is

just n Freshman away from home.

BYE-BYE FRESHIE

(Tune: "Auld Lang Syne")

The class of Thirty-one's sad.

We nil would like to cry

Ah now we bid the Frosh go free.

Discard his rap and tie.

Rut one thing more we'd like lo do,

IVe all loonld like to tie

A rope around each Freshman's neck

And raise hitn up ov high!

"MOTHER KNOW.S BEST,"
Edna Ferber.

This iKivel is. without doubt. .Miss

Ferher's Im'sI attf'mpi since ".So Ilig."

The new story biealhes of life behind
the scenes as it r<'ally is. It gives a

clear insight into Ihe lives of stage
f<ilk : it describes the Innil of mnke-
believe as il exists, stripped of all its

glamor and ronwiiic*'. ".MotlH-r Knows
lt«'st" is the story of little .Sally (,fuHil.

a timid youngster, but on<> of Itroad-

way's briglil«>st lights. She had her
fans, her admirers, her cars and her
weallh, but she lacked love. When
SaJly did fall for n man lii'r motlH>r

stepfied in and t4>rnwd Ihe affair n

piec4' of folly. .Sally's mollier believed

there was more money on the slag*-

llian in love and she wislie<| Sallv lo

Jan.
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Belle Air Staff Holds

First Meeting of Year

Plan to Raffle New Ford to Relieve

Assessment

La«t Tuesday afteriibon at 1 o'clock,

the B<?lle Aire staff met in Iloom 104,

Good Counsel, to discuss various prob-

lems attendant to the publicntiou of

our year book. F. G. Watson oi>ened

the uieetinK witli his announcement of

the 1020 staff, which i« as follows:

Editor-in-chief—F. G. Watson.

Associate Kditors—C. C. Fugazzi,
A. G. 8everence and A. T. Mc-
Tigue.

Assistant Editors—College, J. J.

Dauglierty; Class, F. A. McNuIty;
Activities, V. A. Uoyie; Organiza-
tion, £. J. Mossey; Copy, D. M.
Biatt and A. F. Emery; Art, J. 8.

Slane.

Business Department—Business
Manager, J. E. Lyons; Advertise-

ments, E. A. Quintan; Circulation,

M. F. McDonald.

After this announcement, the staff

organized a skeleton outline of the pro-

posed year book, which they are to fol-

low throughout their labors to prepare
this annual is«ue. The problem of ded-
ication came before the assembly be-

fore, but the matter had to be post-

ponetl for further study, due to the
unusually large number of men who
deserve to have the Belle Aire dedicated

to them.

Following this, came the speech of

the busines« manager, who proposed a
plan to defray the unusually large as-

sessment which would otherwise lay

heavily on the shoulders of every Senior.

His plan was to offer in a raffle a new
Ford. The motion was enthusiastically

adopteil and it was announced that the

date would be revealed soon.

Manners and means to carry out these

suggestions were then discussed in full

and the proper committees were selected

to care for these details. A motion
was passed to have bi-monthly meet-
ings.

As there was no further business on
hand, Editor-in-Chief Wateon declared

the first meeting of the 1929 Belle Aire
Board closed.

Washington Announces

Examination Schedule

for College Students

Annual Examinations for

Junior Technical, Profesuonal

and Scientific Positions

STAY BEHINDS

Thursday dawned as all days do.

Just another day. Corridors deserted

and only a handful at breakfast. A
walk to the Postoffice, which resulted

as usual, and back to bed. The same
for Friday. A long walk in the after-

noon, nothing much doing, with a show
in Bryn Mawr Friday night. Satur-

day morning—and everyone almost
bored to death, resolving to do some-
thing desperate. Afternoon in Philly,

followed by a show or date, both lack-

ing their usual flavor. Back about mid-
night and not even feeling tired. Sun-
day is merely a day for funny sheets

and more sleep. A few lessons pre-

pared before supper. Students arriving

with wild tales of food and parties.

New pictures of fair ones displayed

and a few cakes done away with. To
be<l at ten and thankful that Thanks-
giving comes but once a year for us

stay-behinds.

COLLEGE CALENDAR

Saturday. Dec. 8—Feast of Immac-
ulate Conception.

Students' Mass.

Monday, Dec. 10—Delta Pi Epsilon

Meeting. 12.45, in Romn F,

Alumni Hall.

Tuesday, Dec. 11—Pi Omega Phi
Meeting, 2.35, in Room 300,

Monastery.

Wednesday. Dec. 12—V. I. C. Meet-
ing. 12.45, in Room 400, Mon-
astery.

Friday, Dec. 14—Sixth issue of the

Villanovan, 12.30.

A new plan provides -that, beginning
in 1029, exaniinatiojis for the follow-
ing-named junior technical, professional
and scientific positions in the United
States civil service will be held under
a delinite schedule of annual examina-
tions as listed below

:

Junior chemist, February—Junior
engineer, February (these two on dif-

ferent dates).

Junior scientist, Department of Agri-
culture, February (such as Junior
agronomist, animal husbandman, horti-
culturist, mycologist, nematologist,
pathologist, physiologist, pomologist,
poultry hufibniidmeii, seed botanist, soil
surveyor, etc.).

Junior patent examiner, March.
Junior forester, March—Junior range

examiner, March (these two on differ-

ent dates).

Junior physicist, April—Junior tech-
nologist, April (these two on different
dates).

Junior marketing specialist, April.

Announcements showing the exact
dates on which the examinations will
be held and giving full information re-
garding the requirements, places of ex-
amination, etc., will be mailed to the
heads of appropriate departments of
colleges and universities and other in-
terested i^ersons approximately one
month in advance of the examination
dates. Examinations in addition to the
annual examinations may also be an-
nounced.

Senior Students—A very important
part of tiie plan is the provision for the
examination and appointment of senior
students. Applications will be accepted
from senior students in accredited in-

stitutions subject to their furnishing,
during the existence of the eligible reg-
ister resulting from the examination,
proof of actual graduation. The names
of senior students who attain eligibility

may be certified and provisional ap-
pointment may be made at any time
their names are reached for certifica-

tion during the existence of the eligible

register, but such eligibles may not en-
ter on duty until they have furnished
proof of graduation. This means that,
under favorable conditions, a senior stu-
dent may be examined and placed upon
the employment list, certified, and ap-
pointed before he has completed his col-

lege year, and may re|)ort for duty im-
mediately following his graduation, if

be so desires ; the only condition in such
case being that the appointee furnish to
the United States Civil Service Com-
mission proof of graduation before re-

porting for duty.

Salaries—The present entrance sal-

ary for the junior grade of technical,

professional and scientific positions is

.12000 n year. Promotion may be made
to ,|2500 a year without change in as-
signment. The salary ranges of all the
grades are as follows

:

Junior, $2000-$2500 ; assistant, $2600-
,$.S100; associate, $3200-$3700; full,

.?.H«00-$4400 ; senior. .$4600-.$5200 ; prin-

cipal, .$.T«00-$r>400 ; head, $6500-$7500;
chief, $8000-.$9000.

United States Civil Service
Commission

By Frank Mahan

A mental hazard is nui<-h nior<> fear-

some and hard4'r to overcome than a

physical obstacle. The psychological

cfffK-t which the mind produces uiwn
one is, nearly always an exaggerated
fantasy tending to cloud the intellect

with an untrue impressioji, or rather

a distorted rendition of an illogi<-al pos-

sibility. Habit, admittedly, is the basic,

underlyijig factor to this senile malady
of the brain, a creeping companion to

an inferiority complex which in time
furrows a rut in the reasoning appar-
atus and clothes in deception and mag-
nitude the insignificant moat. Only
the persistent vigilance against this dis-

ease by the will, will enable one to

surmount and become oblivious to its

enticements.

That this danger dissolves into an
illusion has its proof in countless cases.

Take, for instance, the feat of Frank
Baker of the Athleti«"s back in 1911
in the World Series against the Giants
at the Polo Grounds in New York.
The count stood nothing to nothing

as the A's trooped in to bat in the
first half of the eleventh inning. The
head of the batting order was up and
things took on a rosy hue. Seldom
did Barry, Collins or Baker fall down
in a pinch. But the great Mathewson
was on the pejik for the Mc<iraw men
and the (Jiant cohorts in the stands
started to chant as Barry stepped to
the plate; the nois«' rose to a roar as
the batsman expired on a weak tjip

to first and when the peerless Eddie
passed out the same way tumult broke
out on all sides. It was truly a dra-
matic moment. The Quaker City fans
huddled together silent and morose
while the excite<l Gothamites carrie<l

on t-o the full extent of their vocal
powers. Suddenly, as if by some mys-
terious occult power, all was still. Out
of the visitors' dugout strode a chunky
bow-legged player, methodically swing-
ing three 4>nts. "Big Six" on the mound
pulle<l up another notch in his belt

;

a whisi)er like the summer wind stir-

ring the leaves of trees from the packed
stands as into the sunlight moved Baker
to the plate.

One look from the outfielders and
back to the furtherest depths of the
orchard they backed. Home run cham-
pion of the American I^eague ! Well
was he respected. The first pitch was
the famous fadeaway; the bat moved
not; the hunched figure at the plate
remained as still as marble. Then a
ball, with the same result. One and
one. A fast one this time, low, and
cutting the corner. Two strikes. And
as l)efore. the batter only hunched still

lower. Now a wasted ball and it be-

came two and two. Again came the
fadeaway, too wide, and three and two.
The pitcher paused a moment. Wouldn't
that man at the rubber even change his
expression? Slowly Matty wound up,
a sure bullet ball ; down it spe<l with
all the fire of that great arm. Baker's
left leg shot forward in a sudden jerk,

n swish, and—crack !

Notes and Doings
About the Campus

VILLANOVA ITALIAN CLUB

The regular weekly meeting of the

V. I. C. was held last Wednesday at
12.45 in Room 400.

A sample of the club pl\i selected

by the c-ommittee was shown and or-

ders were taken. The pins will be
deliveretl on December 16th.

Mr. Bertino, chairman of the dance
committee, rejwrted favorable progress.

February 8th has been selected as the
date for the affair. The place and
orchestra have not as' yet been decided
upon.

Carbonetta, chairman of the Commit-
tee on the Constitution and By-Laws,
read a part of the constitution and it

was voted upon.

The club has decided to raflBe a ticket

for the Senior Ball and chances on
this ticket may be obtained from any
member of the organization.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

DeWITT CUNTON CLUB

The campus heartily welcomes into

its ever-increasing list of social activi-

ties the DeWitt Clinton Club, made up
of grads of the DeWitt Clinton High
School of New York City.

At the first meeting of the organiza-
tion, held last week, officers were elect-

ed and because of the paucity of mem-
bers only two men were chosen to run
the club—Mr. Carl Mucillo, president,

and Mr. Scoppa, secretary and treas-

urer. The club has an end in view,

namely, to help incoming Clintonians
and to make Villanova known in the
Big City ; the latter they hope to ac-

complish by promoting social activities.

Even now they are contemplating run-
ning a dance in the latter part of the
year.

Fifteen men attended the first meet-
ing and it is hoped that in a very short
time the club will number among its

memliers every Villanova student who
has graduate from DeWitt Clinton.

LAWRENCE CLUB

TO ISABELLE

S. surprised fan in the deep left
field bleachers incoherently clutched a
bruisetl spheroid, while a sun-burned
young man with a slight Iww to his
short legs ambled over the pentagon
towards the dugout.

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
"Everything the College Student ?i*td»"

Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

God, hut I'm tired and weary.
Sick of the same old thing.

Tired of life when it's just begun,
For what can the morrow bring?

I never thought the coming dawn
Wotdd find me half so gay;

Or the dew-drenched birth of an-
other mom.

Could be so far away.

Now life's one golden dream of bliss

Upon a sky of blue.

Life's as sweet as a stolen kiss,

For life has brought we YOU.
An Arts Man.

E. J. GOODREAU THANKS
PI OMEGA PHI "FRAT"

The Lawrence Club announces that
it has secured Holland Russels' Ramb-
lers to furnish the music for its annual
Christmas dance. Decorations of blue
and white have been ordered and the

programs and invitations have been
sent to the printer. All signs point
to a successful dance that will go down
in the annals as an affair worthy of
Villanova and Villanovans.

Fr. Dougherty addressed the broth-

ers at the last meeting and cautioned

them on the advisability of being on
their toes for the coming Quarterly

Exams. He stressed the advantage of

daily preparation in preference to cram-
ming for the exams.

It was announced that the titles

of the Senior Theses would have to be

filletl not later than next Wednesday.
The best of thees are to be published

in a Scientific Journal, which will make
its initial api>earance this year. Fr.

Dougherty is the instigator of this

movement and it is the first of its kind

which has come to our notice.

Business included discussion on

Freshman admittance and the appoint-

ment of a man to keep the Villanovan

supplied with accounts of our activi-

ties. Mr. W. Quinlan was appointed

to this position and his activities be-

gin next week.

Last week the following men's names
were omitte<l from the list of those

prominent in school affairs: Mr. Pel-

licane, president of the V. I. C. ; Messrs.

Grimaldi, Carbonetta, Bertino, members
of various committees of that club; Carl

Reichwein, Max Cantor, Tony Virgilio

—all serving on L. K. D. committees.

Mr. Pat White, filling the duties of
Band Leader, performs in a very capa-
ble manner and the band boasts of the
following in 'its membership : Matt
McManus, Nip Irwin, Pat Heimer,
Sassman, Mossey, Macklin, Donovan,
Kettrick and Bill Bria.
The Fraternity wishes to extend con-

dolences to Johnnie McClain on the
death of his mother.
The Fraternity has admitted two P.
men into membership. They areG.

J. Quindlen and W. Reedy.

A. S. M. E.

ALL TRACK MEN OUT
Coach Meredith Issues Call

derpathers
to Cin-

Spiritual Bouquet Consoles the Mother
of Leo

Bryn Mawr-179S

GERHARD
MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile
Sales and Service

Abo Used Cars
From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster Ave.

The Pi Omega Phi has received a
letter from the brother of the late I^eo

J. Goodreau. It came from Maiden.
Mass.. where Edward J. Goodreau is

coach of the high school football team.
The letter, published in part, explains
not only the feelings of Leo's family
but also the sentiments of Villanova.

Pres. of the Pi Omega Phi,
Villanova College, Pa.
Dear Sir:

T want to thank the members of

the Pi Omega Phi Fraternity for
the spiritual offerings which they
nude for my brother Leo. We re-

cently received the card and it cer-

tainly consoled my mother a great
dMU.
He was our ideal and we looked

forward to the day when he would
be doing great things. We have a
large family, but there was only
one Leo

Very sincerely yours.
' E. J. OOODRBAV.

"The Villanovan" in dedicated to I.*o

Goodreau. scholar, athlete and gentle-

man. His memory will ever remain
with the students of Villanora.

All candidates for the varsity and
freshman track teams are requested to

report to Coach Meredith as soon as
possible. The indoor season will get
under way next month and the relay
men will please turn out immediately.
The first meeting scheduled is the

K. of C. games in Camden.
Several others, in Philadelphia and

New York, are being considered. The
Camden affair, which is an annual one,
has witnessed Villanova teams dominat-
ing the events the past three years.
We want to keep on as we have. This
.\ear some new events are includ«>d on
the iirogrnm. notably a high hurdle race
and a possible pole vault, in addition
to the regular relays, dashes and the
high jumj).

Without a doubt the varsity will
have the toughest sort of an assignment
to again es<'ape an undefeated season
as in the last two years. Most of last
season's letter men are back but a
much larger squad is necessary than
competed in previous years to main-
tain our iHwition and prestige on the
cinderpath this coming spring.

Ilnverford, Drexel, Ursinus. Temple,
St. .Toseph's and the Penn Relays dates
are practically all agree<] ui>on. Other
proposed contests are with Catholic U.
and Gettysburg.
Nine letter men remain as the

nucleus of the team: Woode and
Daley in the 100. 220 and 440; Pclli-
cane in the 440; Severance in the half;
Myretetus in the 440, high and broad
jump and the javelin; Bill Yamall,
in the pole vault, high jump and jave-
lin : Jo Jo Kelly in the shot and dis-
cus; Joe B. Kelly, in the hurdles and
broad jump ; Palaccio, in the jumps and
javelin; Mahan, in the hurdles, high
jump and pole vault: Scanlon, Her-
ron. Highfleld, Scully, Byrnes and Zwi-

I
gard comprise the other veterans.

Chairman McOuire, accompanied by
Phil GoeltK and Schleicher, are at pres-
ent attending the A. S. M. E. conven-
tion in New York City. Representa-
tives from the largest engineering
schools in the country are attending
and the convention will close with a
student meeting in which reports will
be given concerning the different chap-
ters of the organization.
The feature of the convention will be

an inspection of the Kungsholm, the
Swedish motor ship, equipped with Deis-
sel electric motors.
The engineers are also contemplating

a trip to the Scott Paper Company on
De<'ember 12th.

EPSILON PHI THETA
Epsilon Phi Tlieta. the traditional

arts fraternity at Villanova, has in-
augurated a new era of development,
if the spirit displayed at the regular
meeting can be taken as any index of
enthusiasm. An ambitious program of
varie<l activity was outlined by Presi-
dent Foley and heartily endorse*! by
the n)eml)ers in attendance. The offi-
cers of the fraternity, therefore, felt
justified in expressing hope that the
fraternity was at last coming into the
position which an arts fraternity of
traditional standing should enjoy. One
of the outstanding features of the meet-
ing was the extension to the Villanovan
of an unanimous vote of approval and
encouragement.
At a previous meeting a constitu-

tion was ratified and officers duly elect-
ed, consisting of J. Foley, president;
William Murphy, vice-president; J. Mc-
Nulty. secretary, and J. Batterburf,
treasurer. J. Takacs, the burly siwrts
editor, was elected to fill the position
of sergeant-at-nrms.

E. P. T. is the oldest frat on the
campus, dating back to the very estab-
lishment of that institution. Due, how-
ever, to the introduction of courses
other than the arts courses' in recent
years, the importance of E. P. T. wa«
overshadowed by newer fraternities and
the arts frat underwent a period of
comparative inactivity. Such a period,
we have been assured, is at an end.
Ejwilon Phi Theta numbers among its
brotherhood students from the junior
and senior arts department, together
with a new membership recruited from
the more progressive members of tb«
latest followers of the arts—the fresh-
men.

VItt
A MERRY CHRISTMAS

YMXt
'^m A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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Six CoUeges Are Represented

On The All-Opponent Team

Davis-Elklns Leads With Four Qualifiers—Rengle Adjudged the

Outstanding Performer

MANY GREAT LINEMEN ARE INCLUDED IN SELECTIONS

By Fran
Way imck several years lM»fore the

advent of the gn.v nineti4»s, when hir-

sute adornment and stiff collars were
all the rage of college men, Walter
Camp coiicoctHl nn innovation that has
earned him tlie undying gratitude of
all scriveners in the sport pages the
breadth of the country—tlio tii'st myth-
ical All-American fixitball team.

With the passing years contempo-
taries arose—the All-Amcrican .selec-

tions move<l over to share space alike
with a bunch of n<'Wooniers—the All-
Eastern. All-\V*'stern. All-Conference,
and loads of other All-Alls, and poor
Walter, from l)eing the one benign
influence, found his prestige slowly ebb-
ing like the new F'reshnian's fond
ethereal castles dissolve in the face
of realities.

But the period between Thanksgiving
and the New Yoaf is a lonesome one
in the athletic world and Mr. Camp's
brain-child provided the desired antidote
in overcoming this time of lull, and
so t<Klny nearly every 8<'rivener the
nation over has l)ecome nfflicted with
the malady, and each unto himself an
authority in the designation of a real

and truly "All" comjKwition
Thus in the course of events it is

but natural that we, too, assume the

burden of exercising our speculative

powers in a similar manner. The effort

being expended in this instance in fram-
ing for distinction a select body of foe-

men gridiron warriors who have vaunt-
ed their wares in array against the
Blue and White the past fall. For ap-

proval, an All-Opi)onent football team.

Six team.s are represented on the first

eleven, Davis-Elkins carrying off high
honors with four places; Bucknell and
Gettysburg each follow with two nom-
inees, while the other posts are evenly
divide<l between Temple, Catholic U.
and Grove City. The ratings are based
on the performance shown against Villa-

nova by the opposing players. An
accurate estimate of a man's real worth
cannot be gauged in a single game,
but the awards must of necessity be
limited in this respect.

The line can make or break a team,
yet it is given scant recognition due
principally because its work lacks the
lure and eiHH'tacularism enshrouding
the action of the ball carriers. Few
outstan<ling ends stacke<l up against the
Cats, but four or five goo<l men de-

serve recognition. Of the crop, Julian
of Gettysburg and Morse, the Bison
wing, appear the class, although Cur-
tis, of D.-E., is prncti<'ally on the same
idnne. The fir?Fnamed towers al>out

the six-foot mark, is rangy and a splen-

did pass receiver, his principal forte

rests on his sense of piny dingn<vsi«.

K Mahan
.Tames, the other end. proved a bearcat
in the Scranton fray. That day he
smashed the interference and oiwned
holes for the Lewisburg backs in a

numiier reminiscent Of Ileinie Miller in

his I'enn days.

In contrast to tlnnk material tlie

tacUlfs rank except ii)nally liigh. We
<'oul(l toss a coin among the foremost
six and take any two witliout weaken-
ing the team. Thr<'e phiyers—Irwin,
of D.-E. ; Woerner, of Bucknell, and
Miller, of Gettysburg, receive the call.

All tluxM'. on their play against Villa-

nova, may be classed as about even.

Irwin and AVwrner have a slight e<lge

over Miller in offensive tactics, which
enables them to <lisidace the Gettys-

burg leader. Bollinger, of Bucknell,

was another good man.

Pigott, the Davis-Elkins giant, is head
and shoulders above any other guard
candidate. An excellent all-around per-

former, he apiM'ars to do by intuition all

the functions of his jjosition. We will

not teoon forget his interference on

Rengle's long dash for ii toiu-hdown

agaiTist the Wildcats. A running mate
to the big West Virginian presents a
p"n)i1oin.

Ellor, a teammate, and Morse, from
(Jettysburg, shade the others, but be-

tween eiu'h other there is practically

nothing to choose. Tlie Battlefielder is

given preference through his fine tack-

ling. Ellor may have been equally pro-

ficient in this resj»ect, but he had little

opportunity to use this, as Villanova

concentrated her attack on the wings
and passes.

Now for something hard. The center

post. Two men, Hawley, of D.-E., and

Capello, of Temple, are in the front.

Caiiello had the Wildcats tied up on

Franklin Field, principally through his

knowledge of the Villanova system. But
on the attack his play was only medi-

ocre. Ilawley, on the other hand, re-

minds one of Pigott, a man se«'mingly

without a flaw. Physically he greatly

outshadows the Owl pivot, and com-

pletely excells the Philadelphian offen-

sively. The fact that the Temple fray

end<Hl in a tie, while D.-E. was licked

would teixl towards the choice of the

latter man ; but we consider Ilawley

an ideal among centers, equally strong

in all departments of the game.

The Imckfield solution is at once sim-

ple and more complex than the line

choice. All eyes are on the ball-carriers

to the general exclusion of his inter-

ferers. The play is more oiwn than

the forwards. A g<HHl ball-totcr at the

same time may be the l)est interferer

(Continuwl on page 4)

All
FIRST TEAM

Ends

Julian Gettysburg

James Bucknell

Tarklfs

Irwin Davis-Elkins

IVoemer Bucknell

Guards

PlKott .... Davis-Elkins

Morse Gettysburg

Center

Ilawley Ds\is-Elkins

Backs

Day . Grove City

Rengle . Davls-Elklns

Wearshing Temple

MaloTlch . . . Catholic V.

-Opponent Team
SECOND TEAM

Ends

Gerth Catholic V.

Ciu-tis Davis-Klkins

Tackles

Bollinger Bucknell

Miller Gettysburg

Guards

Fairbanks Davis-Etkins

Rlior Bucknell

Center

Capello Temple

Backs

Hallckl Bucknell

Hanson Temple

Hpangier . Gettysburg

Wsleski Grove City

THIKD TK.V-M

Ends

Rankin Grove City

Cramer Gettysburg

Tackles

Matt'sim Davbi-Elkins

Ileaiy I>oyola

Guards

Devlin Grove City

T. Jones Bucknell

Center

Tussey Gettysburg

Backs

.McKlnney Davis-Elklns

Daub I^ebanon Val.

J. Jones ...... Budtnell

Tucky ...... Gettysburg

Senior Bell Aire Ball

at Academy of Music

Music by "Bob" Fallon's .Marine Roof

Orchestra

Ilajipy couph-s s< iiitillating to melodi-
ous strains is the jtromise given to the
entire student body by the Senior Class
of Villanova. For this jiurpose, a com-
mitt<M» has been sebK-tinl to plan and
execute the various details. This group,
consisting of "Bud" Britt, <'hairman,
Joe Loughry, Frank McCann, Tony Sel-

litto, Tom Mc(3oy, Louis I'adula, Caesar
Fugazzi, Frank Denis, 3(h: Buckley,
Hugo Giovaniicci and Bill Rudolph, has
already conipIete<l tlie arrangements for

the promenade.
From 10-2 a huge attendance shall

dance to "Bob" Fallon and his music
in the foyer of the Academy of Music.
The commit t(H» considered no exiK>nse in

arranging the Belie Aire Ball. TTie

foyer of the Acndeniy of Music is one
of the lH?st and probably the iM'st ball

room in Phila<lelpliia. "Bob" Fallon,

who is now jihiying on tin' Marine I{(»of

of the Hotel Bosscrt, in Brooklyn, has
lor th<' last three years furnished the

music for the Fordham Senior Ball.

Those who have in)t had the fortune

to enjoy his programs there may listen

in to his broadcast from Station WEAF
every Monday afternoon from 't-ii

o'ciiK'k. Favors, which cost approxi-

mately half of the price charg<'d for ad-

mission have been purchased from E.

A. Wright & Co.

Th'! Belle Aire Ball has always l>een

an ontstanding event in tlie social his-

tory of Villanova. Energetic S4'nior8

hjive. year af'.'r ..cur, worivcd lianl to

surpass the ' ormal given by the iireced-

ing classes. Every Prom has shown
improvenii-nt over its for«'runner, until

now the pix'went Senior Class has ar-

rangeil one that, Iwyond all possible

doubt, shall stand out as the premier
social event in Villanova history. Every
Senior shall bring with him a partner

from his home city. .Tuniors, Sopho-
mor«\s and Freshmen shall vie with
them in desi>oiling their respective cities

of pretty "femmes" in order to adorn
the foyer of the Academy of Music on
the 18th of January. liOyal "grads"
shall Ix' there in full for<'e to live over
again the traditions of the Belle Aire
Ball.

From those members of the Senior

Class who are on the Belle Aire year-

l)ook, it has been reported that a list

of all Seniors and their escorts shall be

published in the Belle Aire. Patrons'

and patronesses' names shall also ap-
pear in the next issue, which is alrea<ly

in the pr(H'<'ss of compilation.

The tickets foi the gala event may be

purchased from any meml)er of the Belle

Aire Prom Committee. Alumni may
obtain their tickets by sending .$7.HO
to this group, care of "Bud" Britt, the

busiiK-ss manager of the Senior I'rom
Committee.

TIk' Senior Class of W2i) extends to

all you Alumni, students and friends,

the priviU'ge of att<'nding the annual
Bi'Ile Aire Ball.

WHERE—Foyer of Academy of

Music.
WIIEX—.Ian. l«th. 10 P. .M.-2 A.M.
WHY—To have the best time you

ever had. '
'•'

FATHER BARRY DIES

Rev. Howard Barry, Class of 1012,
died suddenly on Saturday, I><'cember
1st, at Roi'lw'ster, X. Y. Funeral ser-
vices were held on Wednesday. Decem-
l)er r>th. at St. Boniface's Church, IUK;h-

ester, X. Y. Father Barry was a very
active alumnus of Villan<)va, who made
fretjuent trips here. The «x!casion of
his Inst visit was toe Alumni Banquet,
the past .Tune.

Friday Morning Confessions

Every Friday morning at 8
o'clock there is a special mass in

the College Chapel for tJie con-
venience of Day Students. A
priest Is regularly in attendance
for hearing confessions during this

mass.

Sophomore Class Holds

Enthusiastic Meeting

Soiree Committee Named by President

Boucher

.MEMORIAL FOR GOODREAU

At iIk' last meeting of the Sojibomore

Class, attended by the usual interested

minority, a Dance Conimitt«»e was ap-

pointed by President Boudwr for the

Soidioniore Srtiree. Richard McDevitt

is chairman and will be assiste<l by

Messi-s. Gerrity, Dineen, Rnnazzissi,

Dalton, Graham, Katz, Gara.

.Mr. Orbach's suggestion that the

Class erect a memorial to the late Leo
J. Goodreau was enthusiastically re-

ceived. It was de<'ide<l to assess each

member of the Student Body fifty cents

and collect it after Christmas when, as

an astute collegian said, "the fellows

have some jack." Mr, Bradley, the vice-

president,, said that he thought the

spiritual bouquet of Pi Omega Phi

should .set an example to the Class of

'."11. The Class, by acclamation, ac-

c<'iited the suggestion to attend Mass
in a lM»dy on the day we begin the

Christmas vacation.

are Going to

Sit for Their Photos

Report to Zamskys' at Earliest

OpiMirt unity

TAKE YOUR PICTURE NOW

- All the members of the Junior Class

Belle Aire and the Junior Courtier are

IWle Aire an dthe Junior Courtier are

exj)ected to have their photos taken as

soon as possible.

The Zamsky Studio is doing the work
and has notili«Hl us that they are ready

to take care of the fellows any time

during the day at the studio at Ninth
and Chestnut Streets.

Although other years it was custom-

ary for the photographer to come out

to the college, the lack of room, together

with the added facilities for taking the

pictures at the studio, have led to the

present arrangements.

To speed up the taking of the pic-
tures a list of twenty Juniors shall be
Iiosted on the main buUetin iHinrd every
-Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and
the fellows whose names are posted will
please arrange to visit the studio either
on the day their names are posted or
the next.

If any of the feUows desire to have
r)hotographs finished b<>f()re Christmas
they are urge<l to have their sittings
as«oon as possible. Such fellows will
rdease get in touch with either Bill

• iuinlan or Matty .McManus at once.
Otherwise the lists shall be posted al-

phabetically.

Your co-operation is sought In' this

matter and is absolutely necessary, as
it is desirous to have all the pictures
taken within a couple of weeks so as
not to delay the work on the above-
mentioned publications.

Charge for sitting, $2.00.

Villanova Oratorical

Contest to be Held

After Christmas

Father (irelis and Professor Jonas

S|M»nM)rs

SOCETY TO BE FOR.MED

Due to the efforts of Father Grelis

and Professor Jonas, after the Christ-

inas vacation, an oratori* nl conti-st is

going to be staged and, judging from

what the trend of wntiment is for a

contest of this natur4>, it will be a

sure succ««ss. .Sur<'ly there are many
here who are going to study law and

through this means they will be en-

abled to n'aliz4' what their own ability

is towards speaking. The contest is

announced before the vacation in order

that many of the embryonic prosecuting

attorneys may prepare their siMHH'hes

during (he holiday season. The contests

help primarily to stimulate interest in

(bKlaniation and possibly to help pave

the way for a debating soci<'ty, which

will be formed in the near future.

The rules of the contest are as follows

;

1. The ctHitest Is open to all mem-
bers of the college taliing public

speaking.

2. Tiiere will l)e chosen two men
froii: each r!;r:s iu t]„- arts

school and two men from each

class in the buttiness school.

S. The trjout speeches must be

three minutes in length. No
more or n(» less.

4. The candidate must speak on

the same topic in the prelimi-

naries as he intends to spealt on

in the finals.

5. .•%ll speeches must be original.

6. The finals must be eight minutes

in length and these will be held

In the latter part of Jaiumry.'

A notice giving greater detail nl)out

the requirements and the date for the

trial will be posted on the main bulle-

tin board in the Monastary.

Seniors to Donate

k New Ford

STUDENT SERIOUSLY ILL

A telegram has been received by the
authorities of the college to the effect

that Joseph Danaher, a member of the
Sophomore Arts Class, is seriously ill

in a hospital in Meriden, Conn., his
home. He has just undergone a serious
operation for the elimination of sinus
trouble, with which he has been afflicted

for some time. He was ordere<l home
last week. The student bo<ly is asked
to remember him in their prayers espe-

cially during the coming vacation.

The Senior Class unfolded a plan

recently whereby they are going to do-

nate n new Ford t<» the holder of the

lucky number anuiiig a series of chances
which are to be distributed this wwk.
The chances on this Ford are to sell

j

for 2">c each and will Im; distributed

in books containing forty chances to

every student who is interestwl in sell-

ing the same. An iiKliicement is offeN'd

by way of a 20 p<'r c<'nt commission on
nil chances sold. Every student is eli-

gible to be a salesman!

Hy this plan the Senior Class is

taking its final step in making the
Belle Aire an unparalleled succ««ss. It
is up to the stiKh'nt body to get lM>hind
this publication whole heartedly. since it

is representative of not <»iily the Seniors
but is pertinent to the interests of
every undergraduate in the college. In
co-oi>erating with the Class of 1029 in
their efforts to make the IVIie Aire
a success and by helping them to shoul-
der their res|)onsibilities they will not
only 1m« helping themselves but the best
interests of their Alma Mater as well.

The procee<ls of this drawing will be
plni-^Hl toward, the B<'lle Aire. It is

up to every student therefore to bacic

up this project whereby their annual
will be improvefl. liet's have every
student a salesman !
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CHRISTMAS

IT
WAS a nij?ht of rare beauty. The sky was a soft deep blue in

which twinkled a million stars; the earth below exuded a sweet

stillness.

It was a night such as man had never before witnessed nor will

again. Like a crystal lantern a star shone from out the nether depths

of space; each snowcapped mountain was but a setting for this exquisite

gem. Down through the voids, straight as an arrow, it sent a stream

of light. Far down to a little stab.e which it bathed in celestial bril-

liance—the biiihplace of the King.

If we could be carried back through the ages and view that wonder-

ful scene, what joy would be ours. Hbw filled with perfect happiness

would be our souls if we could but join the ranks of the humble shep-

herds as they bend low in adoration before the Crib. What peace would

come with the contemplation of the All Holy and His saintly parents.

And yet this joy is ours if we but greet this Christmas Day which is

here, with the same faith that bids us reverence the first Christmas of

long ago. This feast is ever old and ever new. It comes to us each year

with a new thrill, a rarer feeling of awe. ever and ever reverberating
' "with its message of cheer—"Peace on earth, good will to men."

This is the spirit of the day, and it is only in a full realization of

this spirit that one may find contentment.

<j> <j» ^» ^> <j>

THE CHRISTMAS VACATION

THE Christmas holiday dates have been issued. They seem to be

quite all ripht as far as the dates go. But why. we question, have

all the fellows come back on Wednesday night, when they can take

advantage of the extra two days which in reality will give them the

advantage of four extra days? If the two extra days are added, namely

Thursday and Friday, the fellows will have the added advantage of

remaining home Saturday and Sunday.

True that we have a long vacation granted us. but the two days that

we are asking to be added on to the holiday could easily be added on to

the regular term in June. The writer feels quite sure that the consensus

of opinion among the student body stands just this way: Give us the

extra two days and we will be willing to stay two days extra at the end

of the year.

We understand that we are getting about two days more than our

neighboring colleges. But—do you all know that nearly all of our neigh-

boring colleges granted football holidays, that is about an average of three

days during the grid season? They were quite liberal with their handing

out of holidays, so we present this argument. We had an undefeated

team. Wc did not have any football holidays. Is it at all possible that

we can take them now?
Will it entail any extra work on the persons concerned if the extra

days are given to us? If it should, we are quite sure that the students

will gladly help alleviate any such trouble. They are all anxious to have

the vacation lengthened at their own expense. Just now it is entirely

up to thi' faculty board. •

How does it stand? - v.. .,.. . .
" •,-!.,...

FR.\NK (MOXIK) M«('OY

Iti-liold \V«'st Ciitliolk-'s contrilmtion

to Villaiiova's Hull of Kanu'! \U«* is

no iM' otlUT than ^[oxie McCoy whose
iM'aniiiK; smile and fiM'iHlIy niiinnor have

made him tlu' idol of every student on
tile eampus.

Frank is known mostly for his prow-
ess on the Kridiron. This f<M)tball fame
which is his nniy l>e I meed directly to

the early training which he r<'c<'ivcd at

West Calholie IliRh School. There ho

played for fonr yoars and as a fitting

reward for his excellent work he was
awarded a sidiolarship to Villanova.

WIhmi, in his freshman year, the call

for f<M)tl)all i-andidatt-s was *iound«'d,

Mox was among those present. His
playing attraet<'<l the attention of the

eoaeh«»s and he In-at out several veterans

to oarn a plaee as guard on the first

string line. I'nder the eoacln's' tute-

lage he advanede rapidly and earned

the distinction of b<'ing ealN'd a "Watch-
eharni" guard hy Head Coach Stuhl-

dreher, who hailed him as one of the

hest guards in the gani<'.

For four years he has held his po-

>ition of sujirennicy <tn the field and his

efforts were not in vain. The Bulletin

this year gave him a iM)sition on the

.Vll-State team and .[oe Dugan places

him on a team sehnMed from * 'nms se<'n

in ac.'ion hy the itiK.ird siMirts writer.

Frank's prowess is not confined to
the gridiron, however. lie is King of
the well known "I'ig Alley." Assisted

W
GOODREAU MEMORIAL PLANNED

;

' ^

HAT shall we do to show our respect for the late Leo Goodreau?

This question has been raised and discussed by many meij on the

campus, but up until last week no idea was forwarded which

would solve this problem.

At a meeting of the Sophomore Class held last Friday, a suggestion

was made which is by far the most practical and most plausible of any

which haVe been made thus far. It calls for the construction of a memorial

fountain in the main entrance of the stadium. Such a memorial would

serve as a constant reminder to anyone who should attend any event at

the stadium. In order to defray the expense of such a costly enterprise

each man in tha college would be required to contribute fifty cents.

To make this idea a reality the hearty co-operatiosi of the entire

student body—residents and non-residents—is necessary. It is an enor-

mous task which can only be accomplished if every man will put his

shoulder to the wheel and push, push, push.

The Sophomores have undertaken the task of carrying this suggestion

out hut they can do nothing alone. Let's get together, fellows, and do

our share. Fifty cents is not an enormous sum—a sacrifice of one movie

will furnish it—and don't forget that great deeds necessarily entail some

.sacrifice in their accomplishment.

Once more we exhort each and every one of you—Students of Villa-

nova—to do your share towards preserving for posterity the memory of

one of the finest men who ever entered Villanova; scholar, athlete and

gentleman— Leo Goodreau.

hy his ahle minions he holds eomph'to
sway over that iMtrlion of the college.
His ability to rule and to keep dis-

sension at a minmiim among his loyal
sul>je<'t« is overshadowed <»nly hy his
II foremen I ion<Hl f<M»tl)all ability.

\ow for some of his more serious at-
tainments. In the election of senior of-

fi<'ers Mox was nminimously selected for
th4' imsition of viee-firesident, a ixSsition

which he is filling to the utmost satis-
faction of his fellow classmates. His
ehs-tion to ollice is mad<' the more re-

markable when we consider that previ-
ously he had hehj no ]K>sition in his
class. It is a fitting; tribute to his abil-

ity to make fri<'nds and to keep them.
He is also business manager of the

.luiiior W^M'k Wtrnk, the "Courier." lie
promises that it will be the bi-st of its

kin<l ev<'ry published at Villanova.
.Mox is a student in the business

s<"hool aii<l when marks are sent out he
is always to be found among the mem-
bei"s of the upper third.

Frank poss<^ses every (pinlity ne<'es-

sary for success in life-leadership, con-
sci«'nliousness and personality—and,
without a doubt, he will l)e as big a
success in the business world as he is

nt dear old Villanova.

The Loyal Boys Who

Play at Every Game

I'raise for the Fellows in Flannels

FATHER FINK'8 I'RIOE

Contributing in a no smnll way to

the iK'p and snap of our football games

was the excellent music and snappy

marching 'of the btind. In the stands

during the game or iM'tween the halves

(he dasliingi college student points out

with pride to his ."date" this credit

group of Inusiciaiis as they in trick

formation fora^ the V of oiir Alma
Maier or the ini'tial of the opjiosing in-

stitution. Perhaiis the student as he

does this doesn't realize what sacrifice's

and what privations a menilHT of the

band has to un<lergo so that Villanova

will have some music on the gridiron.

For four afternoons a Week he has
to giv«' u|i his fr«H> time anel practi<'e.

lie has not tlu' pleasure of taking some
iidniiring damsel to the game. lie does
not know the joys and comforts of be-

ing huddled in tlu' stands caressed by
the warm folds of a coonskin coat or a
stealner rug. lie places your enjoy-
ment Iw'fore his own personal pleasures,

and all hough his is not the reward of
Ihundering <-lieei-s and genenil acclaim,
yet he performs a great service for his

.VIma Mater.

I'lt until 1024 Villanova did not have
II band but then realizing the vital im-
portan<'e of one. Father Fink rose to

the iHH-asion and organized Villanovn's
first mnsical organization. From a
modest iM'ginning it has risen to the
heights which it now enjoys.

It has overcome many almost unsur-
nionntable ditliculties and has weath-
ered severe storms. During the disas-

trous fire of last year all the uniforms
and instruments and Hags were de-
stroyed. Despite this terrific setback
the band made its appearance this year
iittire<l in new and even more attrac-
tive uniforms an<l also with new in-

struments and Hags. This season has
Imh'u its mo.st succesful season and the
band drew quite a bit of favorable com-
ment and praise from the press when
it made the fine showing that it did
at the Uueknell and Temple games.

Much of the «ncees« was due to the
capable leadership of Dick Daly. This
is Dick's second year at wielding the
baton and under his tutelage, and, with
the valuable assistance of Paul Kitrick,
assistant <lirwtor, and Pat White,
drum-major, the band has flourished
and blossomed forth in all its glory.
As a fitting climax to its auspicious
season the band was signally honore<l
by being asked to march directly in
front of Al Smith's car in the parade
that was held when he visitwl Phila-
delphia. It was with regret that due
to previous engagements the invitation
had to be rUK'liiKsl.

Dircrlor Daly tells us that the band
will be on hand again in the spring at
the baslM'jill ganM>K, and it is with pleas-
ant anticipation that we look forward
to those 4'xciting <lays.

To all memlM-rs of the band THE
VILLAXONA.N on Is'half of the student
body <'xlen(ls her thanks and expressions
of a|>precijition for the si-rvice they have
n'lideied to them and to their Alma
.Mater.

The Villanova band is comi)<>s(Hl of
the following musicians: Trumpets, U.
F. Daly, dinvlor; .7. Ketlrick, assist-

The Mosque
Realizing that the local movies

aie pretty crowded on Saturday

nights and Itnowiiig iM>w difficult

it Ih to get a Heat we are puttying

forth Mtnie ideas which if the

pleuMure-sefJtiiig \'illanovaii puts to

itse will uiMltuihleflly meet with
some ineasiire «»f succesH. It is

perliaps the most l»«M-iiig and e.vas-

peratiiig thing t«» have to stand

during the entire performance and
watch a lot of other iMHiple sit

phMiitly and enjoy the benefits of

tlieir ill-gotten gains, i. e., the seat

at the niovicK. Is it right? Is it

fair to the tired student who has

been liH>king forward all week to

h!s night of pleasure at the cinema,

to use a vulgarism. "Ids night to

howl." Therefore, put the follow-

ing ways into quick and de<-i«ive

action.

METHOD No. 1

•Marrying one of the ushers. This is,

I admit, pi>ssibly a bit reckless on first

ol>servation, hut consider the matter
more (Iwply. If the enticing offer of
one of the Ih-sI s<'ats in the house isn't
conducive enough to su<'h a step con-
sider then that in case the allowance is

rather slow in coming from home, there
is always the i)rincely salary of one's
wife to fall back on.

Then again the student may b<' a
W(unan-lmter—a strong silent man not
content to see a movie tied to a woman's
apron strings, or tied to one of those
uniforms which ushers do wear; hence
the next metluKl.

4» * #

METHOD No. 2

This method requires a bit of equip-
ment in the form of a sand Img. If a
real prof<'ssional sandbag cannot be pro-
cured from some of the more exclusive
.sand-bag manufacturers, a nice home-
made one can be easily rigged up by
loading an ohi siK'k with some of Looie's
ciniuimon buns.

The student saunters nonchalantly
t.owii ;ln^ aisle tiiUnr all, lie must
saunter, never stroll or even swagger)
and spies a small l)oy eating a lollyimp
(or some Frosh) watching a picture
which he do«»snt' understand and has
no right to see. Holdly enter the aisle
and walk on everyone's feet, covertly
(•oncealing the sand bag under your
iHtat. On nearing the boy. quickly steal
a glance about to see that no one is

watching, as naturally they won't be,
all of them bending over and nursing
their bruised toes; s<ick the Iwy on the
head with the sandbag, stuff him under
the seat ahead, and the seat is youi's.

Hrief. nent and to the |ioint. To re-
move all incriminating evidence, drop
the sandbag into the [XM-ket of the man
who sits next to you.

* * *

METHOD No. .-J

OUR COLLEGE MENAGERIE

Sapiens Praerox

The Sai)iens Pra«*<'ox is a fortunately
rare animal (the rest of its spe<-ies

having been providentially disposed of,

or rather, fty act of Provi<lence) still

enough of thesi' creatures ar<' in exist-
ence to create a topi<" for discussion.
The Pra<>cox nuiy best l>e describwl as
an enormous intelle<-t (imaginatively
so) esconsed in the quintes.sinial es-

sence of bodily |ierf<H"tion (also im-
aginatively so). However small the
exploits of these primat<>s, who are er-

roneously classed i" the same category
with Homo Sapiens, they take every
fiossible (K-i-nsion to magnify the afore-
sjiid exploits— to their own In-nefit, of
course. Amazing '\n the knowledge of
this egotistic creature. Its superhuman
grasp «in nil the accnmulal<><l knowl-
edge of nuiukind is l>eyond nil |M>ssible

iH'lief. It can misquote the sayings
of any jdiilosopher. It can di.scnsH nny
matter with perfect inaccuracy, nil the
while serene in its supremo smugnera.

ant dire<-tor; C. Keating, .J. Martinelli,
S. IN-i-ora. L. O'Xeill.

TromlKuu-s—.1. Kelly, A. Heese, D.
Ulatt, P. (;. Savitz, E. Mossey, F. Ir-
win.

Flute—H. Mannion.
Uass Horns—K. .Mueller, Wm. Bria.
.Alio Horns

—

X. Emory. E. Biinsa.
Baritone Horns—J. Sassman, L. Hoff-

stein, F. (Jiannini.

Clarinets—.!. It^'gilsky, C. Klunk, J.

.Nolan.

Saxophones—F. Stevens, M. Kellem,
B. Hei •, T. Yonkers, P. Myers, J.

Izzo, M. Karsh.
Bass-drums—.M. .McManus.
Snare-drum.s—(i. Stabile, J. Donovan,

.M. McKlin.
Cymbals—II. Boyle, Wm. Barnes.
Drum Major—I'at White.
Flag Bearers--J. Tuckas, F. Geist.

lo visit a claHsroom, as it occasionally
(UK'S, great fear and trepidation assails

the hinnble spirits of the trembling fac-

ulty—fear that the brilliance of (his

Iwast exc^M'd their own feeble glow. It

is |H»ssible to comprehend the large

nunilwr of faculty suicides when the

praecox's metlHMis are considered. What
piMir, pers«'cuted |H>dagogue could sum-
mon courng4> enough to face such in-

surmountable olwtacles'/ IlerocH hnve
always fnc«>«| death and bloody destruc
tion, but who could niwt this jugger-

When this abnormal animal d^-cides
J

nanf and hope to survive'/

Once again paraphernalia is rtHjuired
aud we think that this way ought to
aiipeal to those lovers of the bizarre
and tlu' oiit-of-the-ordinary. Access
mii.st be gain<'(l to the ("ellar of the
llieatre. but this <-an be easily done by
going in disguised as a gas meter in-

spe<'t<ir. An oxy-acetylene blow torch
is n«H'«»ssary this time and where you
get one is entirely up to you. but then
that's only a detail. The main thing
is to get a seat. Walk \inderneath
where the seats are up alM)ve. until there
is found a person evidently nervous be-
'•.iiise they are tapping their feet on the
tloor. Take the blow torch and start
to burn a rather large hole in the
floor. The nervous person, immediately
smelling smoke, will ris<' and depart,
fearing a fire. When the imtsou arises
and g04>s, then is the golden opportunity.
C<miplete burning the hole and ascend.
The seat again is yours. An added ad-
vantage is that this means of entrance
may Iw usihI iiermanently, because the
theatrego«Ts will figure that it is some
new means of ventilation.

'
Hereafter, let there l»e no Vllla-

novanK ultlMMit seats. Science has
triumphed om-e more.

Yours for better movie sents.

Count Dmitri.

f
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JOE KRAX WISE

Frnak Cumiskey. better known as

the "Chief," got all dressed up the

other night and went into town, (.'hief

wouhln't tell anyone what the play was
but Bill Kelly told me that Princess

M^Divani, b<'tter known as Mae Mur-
ray, was the featui*ed artist at the Fox

Theatre, and Frank was seen in the

first row. We all admire an artist and
would' go many a mile to .s<'e such a

bvauty, hut the »iuestioii ^irisi's as to

•whi'ther or not Mae gave th^' Chief a

"comp."
'%> <J> »$»

Ed. Melanson was at the Seville

the other night and didn't take a
seat mitil tlie I^hts went low.

WaH Ed. modest? It was that same
day tliat he was eln-ted captain of

the footlHill team (»f next year.

Would tlie "lN>ys" have given him

Ct|rt£itma!e( at BiUanoba
By the "Buffer'

a cheer if lie were seen? It was
a noble deed not to walk down the

ai.sle while the lights were on, for

this brought out the modesty of

Ed. I found out later that he waa
escorted by a young lady.

^ ^ 4>

The latest .S<otch joke is told of

"GocM'b." He bought his girl a record

telling her of the gift he would send

her for a Xnuis pr^'sent. I found out

that the name of it is. "I can't give

you anything but love." He runs a

close second to .lim Lan<'.

^ 4> 4*

"Say. Frosh. who is tliat digni-

fled-looliing student?" sislml one

FY«»sh of another. "That's Hairy
Bonner."

<j» <J» <5>

A group of liie Iwiys were whooping
It up at a party over in (Jermantown.

At a party there is always one who is

the "hit," so to sin-ak. All the girls

Were in(iuisitiv<' as to whom the "cute"

hoy was. I was inform<'<l that it was
Jack Birmingham. Oh. cutie!

^t ^> ^»

Tom Fitzgerald is a staunch l)e-

liever in nature. Ask Jim Heron
t4> verify the statement.

{> ^ ^>

Mat McManus must also Iw S<M)ttish,

so stiys Zwigard. He bases his argu-

ment on the way Mat played the "big

drum" in the ban<l. "Swig" claims that

Mat alternat<'d, with each swing, the

Hide to be hit. This, asserted Buddy,
Was .Mat's way of saving one snare

from l)eing worn.

As this is the seaHon of iiuloor sports
we will devote a itart of this column
this week in commenting upon the ab-
breviated Christmas holidays that has
Imm'ii thrust ui>on us. Why all the econ-
omy of time'/ In years jtast, it has
been customary to grant vacations of

suHi<'ient h'ligth to satisfy even the

hardy youngsters froiji the r(Mk-ribbe<l

coasts of .Maine. This year, however,
S(s>tland s<'<'nis to 1h' in the majority.
What «'an Iw the cause of the short-

ened holidays'/ Is it necessary to be

of this length? The adv(x;ates of t^he

cut vacation say that "too much time
has bwn lost already." This may be

tru4>, but consider last year. Ninet«H>n

(lays were granted to us and then there
was not ev«'n a murmur of "too mu<'h
time lost, etc." The argument of too

inu<'h time lost is fallacious, however,
'or fa<'ts prove that all lost time has
Im'cu nuide up by the student Ixxly of

Villanova. Did we not make up the

tardy oiK'uing of tlw college by holding
<las.se's on tlw holy days aud holidays?
Where are the daj-s promise*! for foot-

ball victories?

This column asks—beseeches

—

demands some acti(»n from the Stu-

dent CouncSI, for it is they who
are our lawful representatives and
entrepreneurs with tlie admiiiLstra-

tive liody of Villanova College.

If th<' administrative oHicials of Villa-

nova College do not wish to tear away
from home the men who are perhajw
in the family ciifle for the first time
since Sei»t<'mber, they will grant an
extension of our Christmas holidays

until January 6, 1021).

As this is to Im' the Kris Kringle
issue the following are the gifts that
he should leave nt Villanova

:

Rev. Fr. Griffln—Growth of Villa-

novft.

Our Vice-Pres., Fr. Fink—A band of

KXl UH'inlM'rs.

Fr. (irelis—A f<'w more hours of

Latin.

Fr. Dougherty—Publication of Scien-

tific .lournal.

Vr. Itartley—A building to house the

Business Course alone.

Prof. Humphrey—New Engineer lab-

oratori«'s.

To tlie fa<-ulty meniliers at larg^—
A .MEBUY CHBISTMAS AND A
IIAl'l'V NEW YEAK, WITH THE
BIOALIZATIOX OF THEIR FOND-
EST IIOI'ES AND DESIRES.
To the Seiii«>r Class—Successful Belle

Aire Ball.
' To the Juniors—Bigger and better

Junior W^H'k.

To Boucher, president of Sophomore

Class—Better attendance at class meet-

ings.

Hagen's Training Great

Aid to the Team

DONNELLY CHOSEN
FOOTBALL MANAGER

JACK HAGEN

To the I<Ve»hmen- -Patience.

We will now turn from the serious

to that indoor siK>rt t-ommon amongst
all loyal ami true Villanovans—buf-

fing.

Our l>a.sketl>all teem will open Its

se:isoii on January Ktti on our own
court, if iMmslble. but if not. then
the season will he inaugurated at

Ro*>einont College.

The squad loolis great and are
shaping into form for the surviv-

ing member of the "Big Three" of

former years—Osteo|»at hy.

To our steward. Mr. Mrl^AUghldn

—

Cn.se of castor oil, to be served with
every meal.

To Jim Heron—Book on "How to

SiMit () Points in Betting on Football
(James."

Jim Henr>'—Mennen's Baby Food, for

his growing baldness.

Frank Kelley—A pair of galoshes, to

batth' against the snowstorms of Phil-

adel|)hia.

I'at White—A mirror to admire his

tt> <».

The Jersey Club will hold Its an-

nual Xinas dance on the 2Hth of

this month. This writer is going

to attend and to insure himself a
pe^u-efiil night, I'm running a mile

every night around the trick. I

must get into condition for this

hop. '.;"',,. .:>_ ' ,'.;

Joseph Rltialdi.

Among the traditions of Villanova it

is noted that early in its infancy there

was an ice ho<'key sextet which ruled
over all lu'ighboring schools. Why not
N'vive it? There is enough material on
hand to formulate a team worthy of
cnrrj'ing on the fair name of Villanova.

The bridge tournament sponsored
by the ever-active Epsilon Phi
Theta Fraternity, is now going full

Idast and it is almost sure that the

gonfalon will I>e carried away by
the brainy New England players.

manly and dignifie<l beauty.
"Cozy" Dolan—A successful basket-

hall season.

"Chick" Scully—A little red book for

the address of M. L. G.—^tee hee

!

Joe Murphy—An alarm clock to get

him here for his "psych" class.

The members of tiie Viilanovan staff

—More subscriptions!

Joe Rinaldi (Scarface Capone)—One
cigar (Stinko) to comi)lete the ensemble
of the white vest.

^'Illanovanfl-at-large— Better ^ meals
with a co-ordinated system of timing

in th4> dining hall.

PI Omega Pi—Courage and patience.

Members from far distant places

—

A longer holiday.

"Speed Ball" Becza—A "wet" night

(Ui December 28tli nt Newark.
"Red" Hanlon—A date with our

"Sig."

"Di<'k" Daly—Some new music for

the Villanovans.

Beliind the success of our team this

seascMi, there was one dominant factor,

—the physical condition of the squad.

The man responsible and to whom due
credit nuist be given, is none other

than "Jack" Hngen, our club'« trainer.

That "Jack" knows how to train a team
is well evidenc<Hl by our boys' showing,

and the condition of his own hotly. For
a man well over sixty, he certainly is

well-preserved and right now there is

no doubt that he could don the gloves

with any of the youngsters and give

them a boxing lesson they would re-

member for some time.

"Johnnie" was one of the most gritty

and rugged boxers in the game. He is

well known in later years for the fam-
<Mis bouts he and his illustrious part-

ner, "Spider" Kelly put on. Both men
were over the half-century mark and
still they travelknl over the whole coun-
try staging these s«j-called "exhibition"

bouts which were more of the nature
of a real scrap such as is seen when
animosity is the prevalent note of the
battle. They attracted so much atten-
tion and approval that no charitable
Ijoxing show was coniplee without
"Jack" and "Spider" doing their bit.

To l)e able to do this when you have
reached the fifty nuirk is certainly a
wonderful example of clean living.
"Jack" has imbued this spirit into the
team. No matter where the team has
played the general comment has been
the woiulerful physical condition of the
Ijlayei-s. This also can be interpreted
as a fitting tribute to "Jack" Hagen

—

and our sincere hoiie is that he will
continue to be our team's conditioner
for nmny years to come.

James J. Donnelly, of Jersey City,

was elected to the position of mana-
ger of Villanova'* football team for 1929
on Tuesday, succwding Austin Tighe.

Donnelly is a Junior in the business
s<hool and has Ihh'u a.ssitant manager
the past two years; he hails from Jer-
M»y City, where he prepiKHl at St.
Peter's iH'fore matriculating at Villa-
nova.

The election of Donnelly completes

j

the ,<-oniplement who will have charge
of the team's destinies the next cam-
paign.

Jim is one of the best known men in
the '.SO class and has been connected
with many of ,the various activities of
the class the ^Jast two" ycnrs.

MARVELOUS!!! CANfVDA

I.

// he throws your lock around and
tries to bounce it on the floor.

Puts his shoes upon your bed, throwt
your inkwell out the door,

Is insulted if you ask him not to
break the chairs or desks.

Tells you not to worry over such
small things as Freshman
tasks.

II.

// only Canadian colleges do things
in a big way,

Atui army training could always
save the day.

Then I pray thee, please forgive him
his errant way—

He's only a Canadian Sophomore led
far astray.

LOST
I.Kj(bie-leaf note book, Trus.sel make.

No. 34 J. IMease return to Boom lu8,
Good Counsel.

n^Cw

Here the 19th

MEN'S WEAR
for

CHRISTMAS

M. J. Cardamone's

DRUG
STORE

407o off on Christmas
Gifts for Students

PhoB*. Bnrn Mawr 975 Dalivary Sariric*

from

Mmhtv6 of tf)e ^taff

Wall & Roberts
ARDMORE

ORE//...
INFCI^HAL

the "Prom** a typical George
Hntchiiu value .... in patent
leather .... or gun-metal calf
... an achievement in ttylc . . .

a seiualion in price . . .

.SiEe«-5 to 12 Widths-A to E

Open Eveningt

ficcHutdiins
stores

1207-UV CHESTNtI STREET!
S621 Cermantown Ave.
2752 Germantown Ave.
40S8 Lancaaier Ave.
.^.'^? Main Si., Manaj^unk

^tmtmmmmmmimms»im^

A Mnr^ OlfjriBtmasi anb

A ^^lp^ NeliJ pear
¥ram flour PubliBljpr

BimbaumJackson Co*
821 Cherry Street, Philadelphia
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Here's How
Christmas Eve

Through th* t»low deKWiuliiig dusk
fliitt<'r«Hl th4> tiny white-rohcd messcn-

gons from h«'nv('ii iM'iiriiiK thoir meHsnge
of good will. And on this night of

nights \vh«'rv is tin? pridi' of our nian-

hiKxl, tlu' flowor of our youth, our hope

for tojjiorrow, God's gift to women, etc.,

ii«mely th<> <'<dh'ge man. Wliere i« he?

You hint' your opinion, otliers have

tlieirs aiul I know. Before 1 tell you

let US view Wm from the »tandi)oint of

the "NoveliHt," the "Police," "The Girl

Friend," the ','Tabloids," his "Profes-

sors" and the "Man Next D(X)r," and

filially fr<mi the standpoint of all his

"Other (Jirl Friends." Therefore on

Christmas Eve the college man is, ac-

cording to the "Novelist,"—^Touring

Main Str<'et in a vain endeavor to lo-

cate a suitable present for "Her."

"Tlie Police"—Assisting the lamp
posts to remain in an upright iwsition.

"The Girl Friend"—Reposing be-

fore the open fireplace building air cas-

tles with herself as the fairy (pieen.

"The Tabloitls"—Tearing hell out of

creation at some infamous roadhouse

•with a bunch of "brazen" co-eds.

"His I'rofessons"'—Pouring over

"Livy."
"The Man Next Door"—Contemplat-

ing an all night racket with twenty of

bis cohorts.

, / "All His Other Girl Friends"— (See
reference to girl friends as above).

And now my patient friends you wish

to know where he is. gue?<s ngnin iK'fore

I tell you. The college man on Christ-

mas Eve is well tucke<l between the

sheets of his downy cot passing the

hours in quiet enjoyment in pursuit of

elusive Morphus. The riddle is an-

swered— so be it.

Postmaster Daugherty

Gives Us a Few

Directions to Follow

Loitering in the Post Office to

Be Curtailed

LAUNDRY BOX MAIUNG

COLLEGE CALENDAR

Friday. Dw. 14—Meeting of the entire

stair of tlie VlUan4>van at 1

o'riocli in Room 103, Monastery.

Monday. Dec. 17—Delta PI EpsUon
meeting at 12.45 o'riorli in Room
F. Alunuil Hall. Lawrence Club

meeting in Room 200, Monastery,

at 7 o'clock.

Tuesday, Dec. 18—Junior Class meet-

ing at 1 o'clocli in Room F,

Alumni Hall. R. C. H. S. Club

meeting In Room 100, Monastery,

at 1 o'rluck. liertnaniowh illgh

/^ Srhool Club meeting at 1 o'clocli

/ in Room E, Alumni Hall.

i WedneHday, Dec. 19—Memorial Mass in

memory of Leo Goodreau at 8
o'clock in the College Chapd.
Christmas vacation Itegins after

the last class or laboratory.

Bryn Mawr-1795

GERHARD
MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile
Sales and Service

AUo Used Cars
From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster Ave.

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie^s

Pie Shoppe
"Everything the College Student >leeds"

Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

Postmaster Daugherty has a message

for all Villanova men. What that me«-

sage is, no doubt you all know. Per-

hajw some of you are guilty of the

very thing that he wauts to reprimand
you about.

, .

Call it a reprimand, call it what you

will, it is the truth.' The students of

the college are won't to congregate at

the postoftice at all hours of the day

to have bull sessions. In the first place,

it disturt* the worlsers in the iwst-

offiee. In the second place it creates a

bad impression on all of the residents

that live aroun<l our college commun-
ity.

They all get to know that we are a

bunch of fellows that hang around the

P. O. with nothing else to do. So take

the kindly advice of the postmaster

—

DO NOT ix>itp:u about tub
POSTOFFICE. Mr. Daugherty is do-

ing his level best to give you fellows

all kinds of good service, now is your

chance to help him.

Another thing that the i>ostniaster

wishes to tell the resident students. If

you have any laundry, please take it

down to the poslotlice during the after-

noon. Do not take it down during the

rush hours. If you will take it down
lK>tw<'en two and four in the afternoon

your laundry box will n'nch home much
faster.

As it is, when the rush is on your

box is put in the general bag. That is

it all goes to Philly where it lies around

till it is able to be sortetl. If you bring

it down when there is no rush, then the

I)<>stmaster can nnike a dirwt package

out of it, that is send it dir^H'tly to the

place it is lM)und for,' and no time will

Iw lost waiting for sorting.

LAWRENCE CLUB

Monday evening at 7 o'clock the Law-
rence club met to discuss final plans

for the Christmas dance. President

Twomey stated that everything was defi-

nitely arranged. He extende<l invita-

tions to all Villanovans living near

Lawrence to attend the dance. The
dance will take place December 26 and

dancing will be from till 12. The
ball-roni will be tastefully dworated in

blue and white with a large Villanova

banner occupying the main position.

KoUand Ilussel's Ramblers will furnish

the music and this orchestra alone guar-

antees an enjoyable time to those who
attend. Further details will appear in

the Lawrence papers. Another meet-

ing of this club will be held next Tues-

day evening in the same place and at

the same time.

R. C. H. S. CLUB

Tuesday at 1 P. M. the Roman Cath-

olic High School club of Villanova met to

discuss the topi<'s of interest to the

members. The most imiwrtant question

was that of a dance to be held in the

near future. No committee was ap-

pointed as definite details were not at

hand. The next meeting will be on

next Tuesday at the same place and

time. All members are urgently re-

quested to attend as only a i)erfect at-

tendance will mean a perfect dance.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY
BRYN MAWR, PA.

PHONE 254

Get Your TUX
for the From from

Johnny Gillespie

Made to Measure $29 so

Alto

Clothes for Campus Wear

$26.50 - $29.50 - $38.50

Six Colleges Represented

On All-Opponent Team

(Continued from page 1)

and consequently of more value in clear-

ing the way.

Four backs are named without desig-

nating whether they are quarters,

halves or full. Today, on some teams,

two men call signals, ' as is done at

Bucknell ; otber.H play the center out

of the line on defenst;, and the fullbacks.

The line bucking duties are share<l with

the center or a halfhack. Again, the

old custom of quarterback as safety man

is deviated in several ways. A quarter

and a half may be back, sometimes a

half alone.

Six men run neck and neck for first

team honors and it was only uj>on the

IK)int of versatility that enabled the

rankings to be made.

Neil llengle, of Havis-Elkins, without

a doubt proved tlie greatest back to

()l)pose Villanova. Alone he gaine<l al-

most one hundred and forty yards from

scrimmage against the Wildcats, be-

sides throwing all the passes and doing

the punting. No one, in our estimation,

approaches the Southerner in offensive

tactics. Next to Hengle comes Kalph

Day, of Grove City, another triple-

threat and probably the fleetest man to

oppose the Blue and White. He was

rarely stopped under five yards skirting

the ends and slicing off-tackle' with

<'(iual success.

Malevich, of Catholic U. ; (Jrover

Wearshing and Swe<le Hanson, the

Temple flashes, and Kddie Ilalicki, the

Mucknell captain, fight it out f(U' the

two remaining places, with the for-

mer two receiving the ikmI.

The Washington man made half the

tackles in the (.'. V. game, in addition

to some deadly passing. On a stronger

team he would surely have received

greater prominence. Next to Kengle
and Day comes Wearshing, a passer

with few equals, a heady ball carrier

and a line tackier. He cannot be left

off the team.

Ilr.licki playl wJth a broken nose

in the Scranton game and consequently

he did not rise to the heights he is

capable of. Hanson gave a remarkable
exhibition in running back punts and
rt>ceiving passes in the Philly fracas, but

this work was rather discounted by his

fumbles and mediocre tackling.

The second stjuad contains some really

good men who are nearly, if not as

valuable, as the first stringers.

Gerth, of Catholic U., and Curtis,

who blocked Melanson's punt in the

Hurricane setto, deserve commendation
on their showing and are named as

wingnien on this eleven. Miller ami
Bollinger, of Gettysburg and Bucknell

respectively, fill the tackle posts, with

Fairbanks, from D.-E., and Ellor, the

punting Bison, flanking Capello, the

center.

Halicki and Hanson, of course, hold

down two of the back iMsitions along

with Spangler, the Gettysburg flash,

and Waleski, Grove City's great little

player. The latter two lack only the

physicpie to stand a full hard game to

rank them on a par with the first bunch.

Some potential greats comprise the

third team. A few breaks, or the utiliz-

ing of their powers differ<?ntly and the

ratings would undoubtedly see a change

in the other lineups.

Rankin, of Grove City, and Cramer,
from Gettysburg, are the ends. Alatti-

son, leader of the Elkin.s team, is at

one tackle, and llealy, of Loyola, on
the oi)iM>sitc side. Mattison would have
made the first teim easily save that he
played for only a few minutes due to a

broken nose. However, he displaye<J

plenty in that short time.

T. Jones, of Bucknell, and Devlin,

of C. U., at guard, with Tu.ssey, of

Gettysburg, snapper-back, complete the

squad.

For lea<lers of the elevens we are

again confronted with a task. The qual-

ities of a captain stand out in the heat

of Iwttle as emphatically as if written.

Kengle is the ideal, his every move in-

spiring, his manner confident and spirit

always bursting out in efforts to urge

on his mates. A counterpart is evident

in Halicki, who rested his fire on deeds.

Matti8f)n, although rather quiet and

unassuming, prefers, like Rengle and

Halicki, to show by performance. Ac-

c<mlingly these men are nominated as

captains of the mythical selections.

We wish to reiterate our statement

that we are only basing the elections

on personal recollections and that we
may have erred, but in our estimation

the selections represent the cream of

Villanova's opposition.

Notes and Doings
About the Campus

DELTA PI EPSILON

Delta Pi F^iwilon has been continuing

its rapid rise to the acme of fraternal

perftftion. Many important develop-

ments have taken place in the past

thn-*' weeks, since the successful tirat

annual F<M>tball Dance.

At a rwent nnn'ting, James Henry,

as chairman of the committee on the

sehftion of the official fraternity pin,

submitted his final Vepprt. The pin re-

ceived general approval and Jim Henry
and his coniniitt«>e are to be congrata-

lated on their diligent work and un-

biased selection. The committee in

charge of the series of lectures to be

siMjnsoriKl by the fraternity reiK)rted fa-

vorable progrei*s and assuwd the mem-
Imts that, ui»on completion of the new
College Hall and ample facilities were

I>rovi(le(l that they would have an ex-

c«>llcnt program of prominent lecturers.

Maurice Doyle, the chairman of the

constitution committed', read the ar-

ticles that have been drawn up so far

and the same were discu.ssed and passe<l

on by the fraternity. It is expectetl

to linv<> the constitution completed by

the fii-st meeting after the holidays, at

which time the organization plans to

pnMced with the business of rushing

new prospci'tive nienilMTs.

It is imperative that all charter mem-
lM*rs be pr<*sent at the next meeting on

Monday, December 17th, at 12.45 in

Hoom F in the Academy, because at

that time the charter membership cards

will be distributed.

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

V-'.

J-

I

A. S. M. E.

About thirty-five members of the En-
gineering Di'partment made the trip to

Chester, Pa., recently. There they vis-

itiHl the Scott Tissue Company and were
shown through the |)lant. They saw
just how the finished article comes to

its completion and a guide explained

"(H'h stej) in the process of ma'iufacture

of Scott i)roducts.

The men who made the trip were
highly plea8c<l and agreed that they had
never spent a more profitable afternoon.

They extend their hearty thanks both

to those who planne<l the trip and to

the officials of the Scott Tissue Com-
pany who so gladly and willingly gave

their full co-operation to our men.
Trips such as this are planned

throughout the year and the Engineer-

ing students are asked to watch the

bulletin boards for notice's telling just

when these trips are to be held.

What is lioiK'd to he one of the most
sMcc«'ssful s4'asons for the I^ambda
Kappa iH'lta Fraternity will be started

by a clos<'d initiation today. Twenty
Fr<^hmen are to he honored by onfr

of the oldest fraternities of ?he col-

leg<'. The i»re-medical frateini».v hat
institut^'d a new custom for this year in

the form of having the Freshmea
I)le<lge<'s wearing the i'olors of the fra-.

ternity in their laiM-l. In this way they

are distinguish<>(l from the pledgees of

the other fraternities.

Tne faculty adviser. Father Dough-
erty, O. S. A., will on<'e more lend his

assistance to the detail work involved,

and judging from the past records of

this fraternity and the plans that are^

being made for the coming year,

LanilMla Kajipa Th'Un will be wnond
to none.

The fraternity is one of the most
vitally important, iMH-auM^ as Father
Dougherty once renmrk^Hl, that often it

is necessary when giving a recommen-
dation for a man to a professional

s<hool, that along with the scholastic

rating of tlw student there is often

ask<'(l a (luestion about the man him-
self, his character and his association

with his fellows. Such a qu<'stion could

f.nly be anwered by one who had some
personal contact with the man other

than in the classroom. However,
through the medium of the fraternity,

contacts Ix'tw^H'n the students an<l fac-

ulty are nuuU' which would otherwise
Ik- iiniK)ssible.

Th«' committee in charge of social

affairs hav4' not as yet nuide any defi-

nite plans for a future dance, but the

trend of oi)inion is that if any party is

given it will Ix' held in the spring.

Possibly some day in the future,'

when our children go to the University

of Villanova and notice the palatial fra-

ternity houw owned hy Lamlnla Kappa
Delta, they will realize' it was all due
to the unselfish and earnest efforts of
the faculty and students who have
worked hard at its organization and are
(•ntiiiiiiii'i to work hnrd now.

PHI KAPPA PI

The Engineers' fraternity, under the

leadership of Howard Avil, bids fair

to rival the df-eds of former years. The
dance held after the Temple game, was
an outstanding social success of the

year. (Considering that the Engineers
do not begin in earnest until after the

mid-year, wc are lof)king forward to

greater things. Already plans are under
way for a gigantic smoker to be held

some time next semester. The com-
mittw has not been chosen as yet, but

is expected to be announced at the

next UKH'ting. Talking of meetings, the

Engineers have a method that might b<»

followed to advantage by the other fra-

terniti4>s Hl)out the campus. At every

meeting a raffle is held and the lucky

man does not have to pay dues for that

month. NiK'dless to say, this brings

out a large attendance, for if the lucky

one is not present he becomes the un-

lucky one. Plans are under way also

for a banquet and dinner party, not to

mention the frat pins, which must be

chosen before June. At the present

time the most important issue before

the tsiard is the admittance of Fresh-

men which will take place early in the

next semester. At the last count there

w«'re about seventy-four Frosh who are

eligihle for admission. The initiation

promises to be something new in the

line of sport as details are now being

considered. Tlie fraternity will lose

about sixteen of its members by gradua-

tion next June. However, there will

be no shortage of capable men to carry
on the work of the society. Meetings
are held every Tuesday morning during

the last period in Room 104 of the

Monastery. The staff of the Villanovan

extends its best wishes to the Engineers

in all that they may attempt and may
they give us a few more dances like the

last.

NEW JERSEY CLUB

Third Annual Dance

The New Jersey Club announces that
their third annual Christmas Dance
will be h<>ld at the Washington Ball-

room in Newark, N. J., on the evening
of I)eceml)er 28th. The committee is

<<>mposed of the following members:
Hud<tlph Zwigard, chairman ; Charles
Merdinger, Donald Gildea, George Bla-
ney. Anthony Sellito and Louis Padula.
The New Jersey Club is pleased to

state that this affair has always reached
the highest attainments of social and
financial success. The committee is

practically assured that their efforts

of this year will be more deserving
than those of previous years and those
attending will be guaranteed a pleasing
and delightful time.

PI OMEGA PHI

On Tuesday afternoon at 2.3.''» the
Villanova Chapter of the Pi Omega
Phi Fraternity held its weekly meeting.
After the meeting had been calknl to
order by I'resident Hookey and the min-
ute's H'ad by Secretary Jenkins, all new
business was taken up. A motion was
made to start a pool team, but Mr.
O'Donnell objected, saying that there
were few good swimmers in the fra-

ternity.

Mr. Ilanazzizzi, the chairman of the
Basketball Committee, had a very fa-

vorable report to make on the progress
the team is making. A schedule is

l)eing arranged and practice is going
to start next week. This, our first

s<'ason, promises to be an eventful one
and full of g<K)d times for nil. After
further dis<Mission of plans for the com-
ing season, the meeting was ndjourned.

WILKES-BARRE CLUB

.\t a meeting of the Wilkes-Barre
club Tuesday evening the annual dance
was announced. It will be held in the

Hotel Sterling on Christmas night.

President McCann promised presents to

all attending it. The affair will con-

form to the high standard set by this

organization at its other social fune-
liojjs. Tommy Bokb's opchestfn wiU
furnish the music. A letter of tbaiflts

from James Nolan was read in which
he thanke<l the club for the sympathj
extende<l and the floral offering at Ilia

mother's funeral.

ALL FROSH

OUT FOR THE

BELLE AIRE BALL vnc
it'^^li^^lM

YMXt
COME TO THE

BELLE AIRE BALL

JAl^VARY 18
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Varsity Courtmen Drop First Contest to Bonnies and U. ofBaltimore
- •

,

— '

Plean Passers' Teamwork Too
Much for Blue and White

SULLIVAN AND CRONIN VISITORS' STARS

liy Frank Mahan.

Mike Riley's disciples threw n

wrench In the lnau>;ural encounter

of the present basketball season by

slipping the varsity a decided re-

verse Thursday on the West Cath-
olic floor.

The 28-17 decision bespeaks for it-

self the superiority of the Bonnies,
who kept the ball in their own po.s-

sesslon for fully three-quarters of
the time, principally through a fine
passing Bame. Time and again the
New Yorkers would work the blad-
der clear up to within Villanova's
foul line, passing from one to an-
other despite the attempts of the
liomesters to break up the plays.

ly was a case of a team that has
fout^d it's stride pitted anainst one
in! the throes of an uncertain start.
Certainly our opponents made the
most of their opportunity as quickly
as they could. The first half ended
with the varsity twelve marker.s he-
hind the Saints' dozen and a half
points; Doc Harklns' toss from un-
der the h.asket saving our team from
a shutout from the field. The bittor
period was more even, the Bonnies
tallying hut five twin counters and
Villanova one less with three free
throws.

Sullivan. Cronln and Riley, of the
Brown and White, loped off with the
laurels; the two former each gar-
nering a trio of baskets via the floor
and one from the fifteen-foot line.
Riley, wearing a huge 77 on the
back of his jersey, surely emulated
the distinguished Iceman of Cham-
pagne by some wild dashing up and
down the court, spilling friend and
foe alike In Impromptu meloes. In-
cidentally the stock mlnature Grange
chucked In a sweet one-handed two-
pointer from the side line on the
dead run and added a hrace of gifts
from the foul mark.
To turn to our men: Harklns and

Nolan put a good struggle in an ef-
fort to turn the tide and between
them chalking up four of the five
flcid goals scored by the team. Cap-
tain Ilughle entered the fray in Jim
Henry's stead several minutes after
the final half got under way when
Jim retired by the person.! 1 foul
route. McCarthy and Birmingham
divided six points of the team total
evenly while Henry snared the olhfr
two.

At the take-off Birmingham and
Severance lined up at the forw.ird
berths. MyretotUH at the center post
with Henry and Harklns In the back-
fleld. Harklns broke the ice on a
nice dribble In shot and Villanova
had the vantage. Cronln was grant-
ed two free throws at the cords sev-
eral seconds Liter and converted the
first one; then Henry sank a foul,
making the count 3 to 1. Kennedy
knotted the figures on two ono-polnt-
ers and Cronln pushed the visitors
ahead for the first time with a fol-
low-up basket under the backboard.
The same man widened the gap with
his second foul. Henry .-idded an-
other foul, bringing the score to 4-6
against. Harklns and Birmingham
made it all up with free throws.
From this Juncture the Bonnicn

Rradually pulled away to an 18-to-6
margin by half time. Upon resump-
tion of play the two quintets matched
point for point till the finish.

Villanova lacked a smoothness
which Ithnrncterized the Olean men,
who also kept going at top speed
mewt • of the time. Many of our
passesi were intercepted; especially
was this true in the waning min-
utes, rrhe Bonaventure Jerseys must
have i/been misleading because two

passes were made directly to an op-
ponent, who appeared at once, both
thankful and surprised. But all this

to the side. Cashan'sm proteges are
not going to be a limi»ering up meet-
ing for any opponent when a few of

the rough edges have been polislied

off.

The Lineup
VILLANOVA .ST. liONAVKNTURK
Soveriince .... foiward .... Sullivan
Klrmingham . .forward Kiley
Contl forward. Younglilood
Myreletus center Cronin
McCarthy center.. Utecht
Henry guard McNftHy
llaikins guard Kennedy
Nolan guard Connors
Morgan guard

h'leld CoiilH^Hirniingham, Nolan 2,

Harklns 2, .Sullivan 3. liiley, Cronin
3, McNally 2, Connors. . ,

Foul Cioals—Hirminghttm, McCar-
thy 3, Henry 2, Haikins, Sullivan,

Ulley 2. Cronln, iMcNally, Kennedy
2, C'onnors.
Referee—Bonner. Umpire—Regan.

Time of periods—20 minutes.

"VILLANOVAN'' ASKED
OPINION OF

COLLEGE MAN
Attempt to Find Out the Dominance

of "Collegiate" on College Life

The following onnouncement was
received recently by the Editor:

"VILLANOVA COLLB^GE has been
Invited to participate in a nation-
wide survey of educational institu-

tions, undertaken to ascertain the
real status of the so called "collegi-

ate" in American college life .

Henry Grattan Doyle, IJean of Men
of George Washington University,

W.'ishlngton, D. C, has addressed a
«luestlonnaire to the I>ean asking a
number of significant questions per-
taining to the "collegiate." He wants
to know whether the "collegiate" la

the typical college student; also

whether slouchy dress or neatness in

apix'iirance Is typical of the student
i)ody. He further asks whether stu-

dent opinion favors neat dress and
courteous manners or approves
slouchy appearance and carcloss

habits of dre.ss and conduct. Other
((ucrles calculated to classify the
"collegiate" ore ;ilso made."

A similar qoestlonn.Tire lias been
sent to tlic neons of four hundred
leading colleges. When replies are
received Dean Doyle believes he will

have a survey which will be of wide
Informative value, which may he pre-
.eentcd to tl.e annual convention of
the Association c»f Deans and Ad-
visors of Men in Washington, April

11, 12. 13."

"I am sure tli.it in common with me,
you h.'ive felt concern and sometimes
chagrin over the mental picture of

the "colli glate' hoy or girl which the
geneitil public has apparently created
during recent ye.irs,"" says Dean
Doyle. In his letter of Inquiry. "I

feel that this 4maglnary individual

Is by no means typical. For the pur-
pose of contributing something to-

ward the correction of what I believe

to he erroneous public opinion and
the creation Of correct opinion found-
ed on facts, I am sending this letter

to deans In a number of the leading
colleges and imlversltles throughout
the country in order to got a con-
sensus of fact and Opinion which can
be pre.sented to the public."

Dean Doyle then propounds the
following qestlons:

(continued on page four)

Meeting of Senior

Ball Committee

All Arrangements Complete,

Committee Reports— Ex-

pect Record Attendance

The Belle Aire I'rom committee

held their final meeting in room 100

Monastery at one o"clock last Friday

afternoon. Chairman McTigue of

the Senior Class, presided. Routine

work was immediately disposed of,

and the assembly dealt wltli the re-

port of the Belle Aire Ball commit-
tee. Chairman "Bud"' Britt reported

all matters In readinc as for the event

which will take place on the Eight-

een tiiKflf January between 10 P. M.
(I'nd 2 A. M. at the Foyer of the

Academy of Music.

All the tickets had been printed;
the ballroom, orcbestrji, and favor
details had been arranged .satisfac-
torily by the appointed committee. A
large sale of tickets was announced
hy the business manager. A motion
was made, seconded, and passed to
accept the committee's report, and
the meeting came to an end.
"Bud " Britt, the chairman of the

ball committee, when interviewed,
stated that by the advance sales of
tickets, he expected an unusually
large attendance. For the benefit of
those who have not us yet purcha.sed
their pastebo.irds, he announced that
tickets can be procured from him or
any other member of the Belle Aire
Hall committee. As the supply of
tickets Is limited, he requested all
Villanovans to get theirs early to
avoid possible disappointment after
all are sold. To clear up any possible
misunderstanding, "Bud"" Britt said,
"Go""

WHERE—Academy of Music, the
Foyer.
WHEN—Jan. 18th, from 10-2.
WHY—To Have the Best Time

You Ever Had.

NOTICE!
Pennsylvania

State Board of Law Examiners
Registration as Law Students

Students, who will )-ecelve their
a<'ademic degrees In .Tune and In-
tend to prepare for admission to
the Pennsylvania bar by com-
mencing their law studies In the
fall, will be required to file appli-
cations for registration as law
students in advance of graduation.
Applicants Intending to register
in Philadelphia and Allegheny
Counties must file their creden-
tials with the Secretary of the
Board and pay the registration
fee of thirty dollars not later
than February first, and appli-
cants Intending to retrlster In

counties other than Philadelphia
and Allegheny, must file their cre-
dentials with the Secretary of the
Ho.ird and p.iy the registration
fee of thirty dollars not later than
May first. Applications received
later than dates named above will
be accepted only on petition and
the payment of an additional fee
of five dollars.

A circular containing full In-
structions as to the requirements
to he fulfilled by all applicants
may he had upon appHcat'on to
the Prothonotarles of the several
Courts of Common Pleas of Penn-
sylvania or to the Secretai-y of
the Board.
WALTER C. DOUOLAS. Jr.,

- Secretary.
1316 .Tefferson Building,

lOlB Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia.

December 17, 1928.

Old Liners Snatch Tilt in Extra
Time in Thrilling Fashion

BIRMINGHAM AND HENRY NOT IN LINEUP

By Frank

A scrappy University of Baltimore

((Ulntet scuttled the hopes of a Villa-

nova victory after live minutes of

overtime on Saturday in the West
Catholic gym. by a 32-38 tell-off.

On no less than nine occasions

were the figures knotted before lOlli-

ott, shifty left forward of the visi-

tors, sewed up matters In the sub-

joined interval with a binary of dy-

namic counters. The rebuff marked
the second such In as many starts,

however, the varsity showed a lot

more power than in the St. Bona-
venture contest.

The see-Huw afl:air began Its see-
ing and sawing right'frdm the Intro-
ductory toot of the referee's whistle,
llughie Nolan sent the scorebooks
Into action with a neat one-hand Hip
from the side court and from then
on never more than the width of a
Held goal separated the conte.stants
till Klliott sank a pair of fouls fol-

lowing his second floor basket, giv-
ing the Orioles an 11-8 majority.
Morris, the diminutive leader of the
opposition, jumped the tabulations a
couple notches higher with a goal
under the net.

McCarthy and Severance stabbed
the rim, and for the fourtli time In

the half the scales balanced. Villa-
nova leapi'd away to an eight-point
precedence when McCarthy, Morgan
and Contl again swung into action.
John made good on a free shot. Mor-
gan mixed a basket between Mac's
follow-up shot and two singles from
the foul mark and things looked
rosy behind a 21-13 advantage. The
Bed and White on field tosses by
Morris and Klllott and Sliver's foul
shot narrowed the gap to three points
by half time.

I'^or eleven minutes In the final

heat Villanova failed to reap in a
marker. Klliott, the Schaaf of the
Southerners, synonymlsed the digits
at 21 all. Silver pushed the Baltl-
morians into the front on a foul. Doc
Harklns" backboarded one in from
the side, giving the van back to Vil-
lanova. Allison went out on person-
als, to Ije followed by Morris for the
same reason. De I'aola's foul and
field goals shoved the homesters two
to the i>ad. McCarthy punctured the
hoop on a pass from Morgan, equal-
izing the Integers for the seventh
time. lOlUott :ind Mac matched fouls
and once more it was even to even.

Three-quarters of a minutfc re-
mained when Tommy Morgan fouled
Silver in the act of shooting. Both
shots were converted and Tom was
waived out a la Allison-Morris. Cap-
tain Nolan sent the teams Into an
extra period on two foul goals.

In the overtime Elllott"s brace of
doubles saved the Cardinal Cause as
Villanova failed to increase their to-
tal. On the tapoff the high scoring
Oriole secured the ball under the
b.isket and flicked It through. Villa-
nova had several shots but none ma-
terialized^ The last goal came with
less than a minute to go.

Coach Cashman ushered eleven
men Into the game in an effort

to strike a r:ght comblnjitlon but the
defeat may be laid to mediocre foul
shooting; whereas the U. men suc-
ceedoil In ten out of fourteen at-
tempts from the fifteen-foot mark,
the Blue and White could cash in on
but eight of fifteen tries.

Un<loubt«'dly Rlllott look the palm.
He rung up six baskets from the
floor and came through on every one
of his four foul tries. McCarthy
stood out for the varsity, scoring nine

Mahan.

points on two field goals and five

fouls. Severance had three pretty
field goals. The other points were
shared among Nolan, Morgan, Har-
klns and Conti.
Jack Birmingham and Jim Henry

did not play. The former is on the
sidelines with an Infected hand.
Jack"s loss was felt as he Is about
the fastest man on the team.

The Lineup
VIL,LANOVA U. of BALTIMORE
Oai-dner .. i .. .forward.

. ,.,;., Silver

Conti forward. .. .
.'. Elliott

McCarthy center Allison
Harklns guard Becker
Nolan (Capt.) guard (Capt.) Morris
Scoring field goals—McCarthy 2,

Harklns I. Nolan 2, Severance 3,

.Morgan 2, Silver 1, Elliott ti. Allison

1, .Morris 2. De Paola 1.

l'*oul goals—Contl 2, McCarthy 5,

Nolan 1, Silver 4, Elliott 4, Allison

1, Morris 1.

Substitutions — Villanova: Sever-
ance, Morg.m, De I.iuca, Holland,
Doyle, Sullivan; U. of B.: De Paola.
Klein.
Referee—Armstrong. Umpire—Re-

gan. Time of periods—20 minutes.

FRESHMEN SUCCUMB
TO YORK PASSERS

Institute Given Hard Game by Main
Liners

By Frank Mahan.

Invading the denizen of the Prep
school champions, the York Collegi-

ate Institute, our Frosh encountered
their second setback of the week
last Saturday in York, 34-21.

The Lancaster County basketeers
had too much experience for the op-
posing collegians and by virtue of a
strong finish started a new streak of

victories. Y. C. I. had won fifty-five

straight games previous to a defeat
last week and It was just the luck of
the frosh to strike them while the
mood to redeem 'liemselves per-
mcjited the Institute team.
York never was really In any d.an-

ger of being overtaken save for a
few moments in the latter half, when
the yearlings staged an unexpected
rally and threatened to take the lead.

The sharp eyes of the home team
and their familiarity with the floor

spoiled the outcome, that and n, com-
plete confidence In themselves, a
sort of psychology which has been
a part of their game for ye.-irs.

Hammond and Edwards, of the
Villanovans, gave a good account of
themselvc!*. especially In floor play.

The York men had the faculty of
being able to ring up a score when-
ever the Issue became in doubt: con-
sequently the contest devolv»>d into

an affair where the visitors strove
to close the gap only to have the
Yorkers come back every time and
Increase the margin.

NOTICE!
According to an nnnonncement

made hy Father Orells, Prefect of

Studies and Dean of the Arts
School, the mid-year examinations
for all departments will be held

approximately from .Tannery _ 25th

to February 2nd. If mor<» time is

needed It will be necessary to

start them a day or two before

the expected d.ay as the time af-

ter the second of February will

be taken up by the Retreat which
begins on the fourth and ends on
the seventh of February.
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HONORARY SOCIETIES

IN
THK initial issue of the VILLANOVAN, an iirtlcle was Written In

the Who's Who column IntroduoinK AuHtln T. TlKhe, President of the

Senior Clns.s to the Freshman and any other person or persons Who
did not happen to know "Austey." This article told of Tlghe's record

at VlUanova, and lamented the fart that there are others on the campus
of TlKhe's calibre and who have done much work for their classes, clubs,

fraternities or other orKiinizations and who have received little or no
credit for it.

Immediately after tliis publication, a certain Junior made the proposi-

tion that the Senior Class should start a movement on the campus to or-

ganize honorary societies, a local Phi Beta Kappa, for example, in order that
these men should receive some honor for their work, and to arouse initia-

tive amonK the student body.
His idea was this: The senior Class should choose from their numbers

a ceitaln number f)f men who have shown themselves to be of outstanding
leadership and fnitiative, these men would compose the Senior honorary
society. This society would in turn would select from the Junior honorary
society. The requiiements for admittance to both societies would be:

Charactei-, leader.«liip, initiative, scholarship, personality .ind athletic

ability.

When the time came foi- Kiaduation, the Senior honorary society wouKl
af?aln choose from the Junior class certain -men whom they thought to be
worthy of the honor for Senior year. The Junior society would in the same
manner pick from the .Sophonioi-e class men for the place.s they had just

vacated. In manner there would be sufllclent cause to arouse a certain

spirit of comi)etltion amonK' the student body, which would be not only iin

advantage to the men interested, but also to Vlllanova and to the different
orKanizatlons on the campus.

Let's Ko, Seniors! Prove your leadership on the campus! ('lose your
coUepe career with a ban^; a movement of this kind will make the Class
of '29 lonK remembeied at Vlllanova. ':-

\.

I< iti in * in

THANK YOU
We, the editorial staff of the VIH..ANOVAN in behalf of the student

body, offlclally render thanks to the president and the faculty for their

considerate extension of our Christmas recess to the sixth of January.
Returning on the second day of the new year, as the oriRlnal schedule pro-
vided, we would scarcely have been tit to carry on our duties eflflciently.

All of us would still lie tired from the celebration of the nlpht before.
Some of us. more distant than the others, would have been forced to leave
home in the midst of jill the New Year's papeantry. But whether We Were
distant or relatively near, tlie fact remains that we would not have recov-
ered from the exertion sufficiently to have made the continuance of our
curriculum a mere probability.

* * « * *

V BACK ONCE MORE
Well, fellows, here we .ire back from our vacation and all ready to get

• toKether for another Rrlnd. The first thinf? the staff of the "Vlllanovan"
wants to do is to thank JJfe authorities for the extension of the vacatl
We certainly appreciated the extra days and we feel th.at the fellows showe
that they appreciated the lengthening of the holidays, for the most of them
jetrned at the set time.

Now, how about a few resolutions? First: Not to be egotistical about
It, help support the "Vlllanovan." Give us your moral and financial sup-

,
port. Show us that you want the newspaper. Get subscriptions. And
also—if any fellow knows anyone at all that Is a prospective advertiser,
sign him up for an ad. If you are not In a position to sign him up, notify
any member of the staff so that he gets the attention needed.

Second: Do what you are supposed to in the new building. Take care
of the material. Do not be destructive. It Is your property, left In your
care. Show that you are not taking advantage of the things that are left

In your charge.
Third: The basketball team Is now starting Its schedule. Turn out for

the games. Show that you are behind the court team Just as much as you
were the football team. Your cheering will help a lot. Put some pep into
the games—come out.

Fourth: With the spring coming, you are again reminded that the
campus is yours. Be heedful; keep off the grass.

Now we surmise that you have had enough of this resolution stuff for
a while so we will just leave It up to you. Clip this and paste It across the
top of your desk. You'll need the reminder. '••••

FROM THE UNKNOWN TO THE KNOWN
Four years ago, the fair name of Vlllanova was hardly known beyond

the confines of Philadelphia. Today wo stand foremost In the ranks of
the colleges of the country. There were but two main reasons for this
outburst of popularity. First of all. In the realm of athletics we have
spread to the f.ar corners of the land.

Four years ago, we had hardly any publicity at all. Today the press Is
clamoring for news from the school that boasts of one of the best coaches
of the day. Not only on the football field have the fellows made a name
for them."»elve«. On the baseball diamond they have certainly cut a niche
for themselves. Many well-known teams have been our adversaries and
we have almost all of the time come out victorious.

Four years ago, we sent some of our fellows out Into the world to make
names for themselves. Today we send them out and they not only make a
name for themselves but they also boost the fair name of Vlllanova. Men
have gone from the portals of this Institution to other places of learning,
that Is, taking a post-graduate course, and have made out well. They have
shown the world-at-large that we can also exccll in learning as well as
In athletics.

Four years ago we were not as well fixed with the omount of students
that were enrolled at the college. Today wo find ourselves In a position
whereby many fellows were turned down for admission, for we do not have
the room to accommodate the largo number that are clamoring to enroll.

Students have gone forth and have shown what we have done. People
have seen. What was the result? The new Stadium—the new College
Building. The fellows have had great pride when asked from what college
they came. So we have been progressing so rapidly In the past four years
that no one will be able to tell what the next four years will have in store
for us. So get behind the wheel—make It a bigger and better Vlllanova.

Now that the happy yuletide season
has come to u close there arises the

y.„. Associate ii'ditor
,
problem as to what to do with those

Business Manager
' lovely Ciir.stmas presents received

from maiden aunts an<l adoring fe-

male, cousins. Those lovely cigar-

ette lighters that will not work, tliose

very sedate ties that one wouldn't
wear to a dog fight if one knew both
the dogs, and sundiy other, bits of
bric-a-brac that ought to be put in

museums as rare speciments of early
pullman art. The first thing to deal

with, is the disposal of the lighters

and ash trays with much gew guws
and what not hanging from them.
Give them to some aunt and if site

has a turn for that sort of thing and
a complete set of tinsmitii's tools

she can turn them into a charmin.g
ush can. Of course tell her to make
provision for addition to the con-
tainer from year to year and at the

^ end of a period of about ten years
quite a tidy sum may be realizt'd l)y

selling the whole business as junked
metal.

* • «

About the neckties that's a prob-
lem that has requiied a great deal of

thought and study. However here
again something useful may be ob-
tained from tiiem. Take all those
awful creations tliat lia\e been foist-

ed upon you and wltli the aid of a
little adhesive tape a very useful and
efficient futuristic doormat may lie

constructed so that every time that
one wipes ones feet on a mat of such
construction one can realize that the
olurs are getting a little dimmer and
that altei- a U \v tiiou.saiid I'eet Jiave
been polislied to a deanlinesa, that
the connecting tape may be taken off

and the ties can bo worn. In this
way you will not be disrespectful to

your relations and will give your-
self a l)reak in tlic matter o^ neck-
wear.

* • •

We leally are all for a good old-
fashioned Christmas, with niucli fam-
ily reunion and fights among the
children. I believe that all of the
great wars of the world were started
at the family reunions at ClnistinJis.
In the first j)lace everyone comes to

the reunion just bubbling over with
Christmas cheer and are going to
show that they are imbued with the
spirit of Christmas whether you like

it or not and tiiey feel offended when
you don't seem particularly pleased
with their very effusive showing.
Why can't we come riglit out and say
that we really ilon't care for that
plush-llned slipper bath that little

cousin EfHe has knitted with her own
hands that one can be comfortable
down at college. Along towards the
time when everyone goes into dinner
.n, feeling of unrest prevails. Quite a

^^^>|...few of the coinbatants don't seem
especially sold on the idea that It Is

better to give than to receive, some
of the children have broken their
toys and Just will not lie appeased
and some of the female relatives are
a bit annoyed that they received a
pocketbook or an unil)tella, rather
than a diamond ring which they ex-
pected. Grandfather is musing that
t'hristmas is not like when he was a

boy and had to swim a hundred
miles or something like that to go to
church and some of the wits are en-
joying the general confusion much
to the annoyance of the rest. Hey,
hey! ! Although Christmas Is not
like this at all I have to wiite some-
thing to fill up the inane drivil of
this column.

* • •

I think that subject of hangovers
from Christmas has been fully
thrashed out and by this time the
reader is bored to tears with the
whole thing. What now confronts us
is starting the new year In proper
fashion. We have reached the stage
when all these new years resolutions
have been broken and everyone has
settled down once more to their for-
mer habits and likelng them. Just as
a suggestion the following resolutions
m.ay still be brought Into effect and
the resolver may gain some sense of
righteousness by adhereing to them.
Here goes

Villanova Announces Plans

for Opening of New Evening
• School; Start February 4

Nightly Coiir.'^e!; in Accounting., Economics and Business Law
Will Be Given l»y (^roup of Lay Professors;

Eatlier Bartley's Splendid Record

By E1.W00D R. RivBY (Publicity Director),

Vlllanova College is to have an
livening , Sc liool. According to an
announcement made yesterday by
the Uev. James -H. Grifiln, O. S. A.,

l)resident of the Main Line institu-

tion, i>lans have recently been com-
pleteil for the opening of nightly

courses in accounting, economics
and business law. The new school

is 'scheduled to open on Keljruary 4.

Starting witli a limited number of

courses it is planned to expand the
lOvenlng School courses over the
next three years so as to comprise
a complete course of business train-

ing such us lias been successfully
offered for the past six year.s in the

day School of Commerce and Fin-
ance.
According to the announcement,

the Evening School is a natuial ex-
pansion of the day school and
answers the demand of iin increas-
ing number of re(iuests from young
men otherwise engaged during the
day for training in business subjects
in the evening. The school will be
one of the finest of Its type in this

vicinity.

The courses to be offered will pro-

\'i(ie abroad fundamental training in

the functions of business, besides al-

lowing for specialized training in ac-
(^ounting, business law, insurance,
tr.ifllc management and investments.
The functional system of training
developed in the day school will be
installed in tlje Evening .School by a
competent corps of lay professors.

Uev. Joseph A. Hartley, O. S. A.,

I'll. D., who has been Dean of the
School of Commerce and Finance
since 1922, will have full charge of
the new school
The first appearance of business

subjects In the Villanova College

curriculum was In September of 1920.

Father George D'Meara, then vlce-

piesident of the Main Kine institu-

tion ,took charge of the neWly-or-
ganized Scliool of Husiness Adminis-
tration! However, due to the large

number of upplications for admit-
tance and to the evident prospect of

even greater number later, it was de-
cided to appoint a Dean, as the work
became too great to be coupled with
the onerous duties of the vice-pri>8i-

denl K i)osition.

The Uev. Joseph A. Hartley, who
had a year or two piwlously finished

liis graduate stutlies at the Catholic
I'nlversity in Washington, receiving
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy,
was appointed Dean and took the
reins of the school in September.
1922. The tremendous growth of the
school since the inception of his ad-
ministration is due almost entirely
to his untiring efforts.

Indeed, the history of the School of
Husiness Administration Is largely

the history of Father Hartley, so in-

timately have the two been Inter-

twined and connected. Under his
wise and capable guidance the school
has grown from the smallest in

point of numbers in the college to

the largest, so that Its students now
constitute almost one-third of tho
entire stutlent body.
Nor is tlie record of the school

one merely of growth in numbers.
Its prestige has increased in the
same ratio, so that its reputation for
scholarship has become broadcast
over the entire country and among
Its students are numbered some who
lia\e come long distances to secure
the advantages of being enrolled
here, in preference to attending an
Institution nearer home.

bother with them more than two
nights a week.
That my marks will not exceed 96
average during the next semester.
That I will never again read that
column entitled "The Mosciue" If

it keeps up the way it has.
MAudlinly yours,

COUNT DMITRI.

colle(;e hall to
be dedicated i

A Re-Constructed Building to Be
Blessed in Near Future.—To Be

Occupied Soon

HKSODVED:
That I will not wear a fur coat to
the I-'Viurth of July celel>ration, un-
less It Is held In Greenland where
they do not have a B'ourth of July.

That I will not wear yellow knick-
ers to the Belle Air ball, however
tempted I may be.

That I will not drink a strong so-
lution of potassium cynalde no
matter how great the urge may be.

Thj t I will not go to the movies at
Hryn Mawr on Sunday nights.
That all girls are fickle and not to

College ofilcials leceiitly announced
|

their attention to have an official
j

dedication ceremony of the two new
buildings In the near future. All
necessary arrangements have not as

\

yet been completed, nor has a final

date been fixed for tho ceremonies,
but it is expected that It will take
place immediately after the return of
His Eniniinen<e, D. Cardinal Dough-
terty, eo the city.

College Hall, which was destroped
by fire almost a year ago, is fast
nearing completion, and it is expect-
ed to bfi ready for occui)ancy imme-
diately after the mid-term retreat.
This building together with the newly
completed Fedigan Hall, will be
blessed .and dedicated on the same
day; ~

. V

It will be of inteiest to the student
body to know that College Hall will
probably be opened for their inspec-
tion during the <'oming retreat. It is

.8 the Intention of the officials of tho
college in .so doing, to give the stu-
dents a fair idea of the location of
the different class rooms, lecture
halls and l.ihoratories in the building,
so that there will be as little confus-
ion as possible among the students
In Ending these rooms, when it be-
comes occupied.

The building should please the
great majority of the students, since
It has all the modern e(|uipment pos-
sible. Mr. Paul Monaghan, of Phila-
deli>hla, was the architect of the two
buildings. Wark & Company were

" builders of CoUege all, and Mc-
Clusky & Company tho builders of
Kedlgan Hall.

JOE KRAX WISE
Joe Mulray reported back in the

best of spirits. As a matter of
fact all the Seniors are over-
enthused to get back to start on
their autobiographies.

• • *

Heard at the Jersey Club dance
in Newark. "Say, Harry, What
seems to be the trouble With
Red'?" "Well," says Harry, "Dia-
mond offered him a drink and he
l>ecame insulted." What did he
do about It? I've heard that he
ilrank the ln.sult.

• • «

Tom Doyle, the Camden fiash,

and .fohnny Hensel, better known
as Crooked Arm, are telling the
world that ever since the holidays
they have become "boozeum"
friends. Why not start a Club?

• • •

Here's the latest Scottish Joke
from the Senior class. It is ru-
mored that Scotty Gene Riley
spent every night during the
Xmaa va<-ation !it his girl's house.
The reason being that he was
busy Wiitching his intended's van-
ishing cream.

• * •

Wliat makes Kd. Scannel the

j
laziest man In the world? The

I

boys from the "Fish" State claim
;

that when Va\. journeys home to

}

spend a vacation he eats his meals
;
in the dining car on the trains so
as the swaying of the car will stir
his coffee.

• • *

"Say, Cox," asked I'aul Gannon,
"what have we on the menu for
today?" "Drunken cow." quoted
Cox. "Drunken cow," asked Gan-
ntm? "Well," said Cox, "either
that or 'stewed beef,' as It is bet-
ter known about here."

• • •

I w.is asked why Walt Quinn
is so sober and sedate-looking
since the varation. I found out
that he has made "the" New
Tear resolution.

J. J. RINALDI.

J

Parmer—Did
wagon, John?

you grease the

John—I greased It all over, yes;
but the wheela There wasn't
enough grease left to go over them, make."

"Well, Mary, did you have a nice
supper at grandmother's today?"

"Oh, yes. we had eggs, and bread,
and butter, and—and—bee Jami"

"Why, what do you mean by bee
Jam?"
"You know, the Jam the bees

Jersey Club Holds
Annual Christmas Formal

Music by Redpath's Club Orchestra—-Washington Ballroom

Crowded

The Jereey Club of Vlllanova hekl

Its annual Christmas formal at the

"VVashington l)|illroom in Newark,

ft, J. 100 couples representing stu-

dents and graduates, danced to the

pleasing strains of Redpath's club

orchestra which furnislied the music
for the occasion. As the couples en-

tered the corridor on the evening- of

December 2S, they were ,presented

with unhiue dance cards bound In

soft leather which were cut out in

a replica of the map of New Jersey.

ICntering the mirrored ballroom It-

self, they saw the lirill ant gowns of

the fairer sex outlined against the

conventional black and white effect

of their escorts—all eager with the

prospect of another Christmas Form-
al.

The dances, twelve in number, al-

though arranged in the usual man-
ner, weie unusually effective due to

the color and spotlight effects which
were Increased by the arrangement
of mirrors around the room. The
music left nothing to be desired.

Wildcats Feted by Alumni

Annual Banquet Well Attended by
Alumni

Aided by perfect acoustics, the R^d-
path orchestra played to the delight

of all. During the intermissions!

Jean Daly and members of the or-

chestra rendered vocal and Instru-

mental solos, and, a group of the
ulumni sang a <iuartet number.

Among the alumni present were
Paul Cuc/.o, capjtain of football '28,

and his wife, l.iesiic "Pug" IJurns '2«

who is a Phi Chi at Vale, Richard
DMrien '28, "Tim" McCaithy '28,

Daniel Devinientis '28, Micliael Hu-
ceili '2S. -Tom' Iviily '28, "Dave"
Renth '28, "Gus" Parron '27, "Jack"
Ferrar '27, and Everet Cash '26.

Tho dance committee responsible

f»u- the ball were: (,'hairman, Ru-
dolph Zwlgard, '30; IMograms, D. J.

Gildea '31, G. R. Planey '31, J. J.

Dalton '31; I'atrons, A. M. Selltto
'2it, P. O. Romano '30, C. G. Fugazzi
'23: Music, C. W. Merdinger '29. .1.

J. Daly '2(»; Hallrooni, L. J. I'adulu
29. C. a. Wltkowskl '31,. E. I. Mul-
lin '81. .•;.; ;; ••::•:,

FROSH DROP OPENER
TO WEST CATHOLIC

"There is only one thing worse
than continuous victory and that Is

continuous defeat." Coach Harry
Stuhldreher made this statement at

the conclusion of his speech at the

annual football banquet given by the

alumni of Pliiladeli)liia at the Penn
j

A. C, on Tuesday, December 18th, i

1928. The coach of tho victorious
j

Wildcat Club which had gone through
the entire season of 1928 without a
single defeat to mar their record, al.so

said thiit "We hope to win as m.'iny

as we can." He thanked the ojipon-

ents and autliorities of Villanova for

the wonderful cooperation extended
to him in the past season.

A wonderful array of after-dinner

speakers preceded Coach Stuhldreher.
The list of speakers contain»'d such
renowned men in the field of ath-
letics and writings as: Father James
H. Griffin, President of Villanova;
Knld Th(jmas, of St. .loseph's Col-
lege; "Stoney" McLean, of the Lod-
ger: Jimmy Dykes, of the As; "Kob"
Poole, J'resident of the Sport Writ-
er's Association: Heinle Miller and
I^es Haws, of Temple; Joe Cunning-
ham, of the Record: Ktldie Hunsingei",
as.slstant coach at Villanova; Geoige
Jacobs, new frenshman coach of ath-
letics, at Villanova. These speakers
regaled the crowd with their humor
nnd wit. Specl.il mention must be
made here of the delightful way in

which .Foe Kelly—alumnus from At-
lantic City—caught his audience with
the pleasing rendition of "Kilkenny."

Respect was paid to the memory of
the depfuted hero, Leo Goodreau, by
Father Orlfflin. Professor Charles
McGeehan, Graduate Manager, served
as toastmaster of the function.

The Villanovans favored with the
playing tif song and dance hits In
their inimitable style.

A crowd of about 350 attended the
affair.

TRACK MEN ORDERED
_T0 REPORT

Indoor Meet Soon at Hand.—Pros-
pects Are Good

TjCss thiin one month remains be-
fore the track men swing into action
over in Camden at the K. of C.

gomes. This leaves precious little

time for the runners to get into
shape so they may continue their
former successes In this meet. In
other years candidates began prac-
tice in the fall, this year we have yet
to see a man out. Like everything
else we may oppose this to be an
aftermath of the fire. That wonder-
ful fire—yes.

Track Is n. major sport and carries
with It the award of the varsity V
to those who earn their letter ac-
cording to the reciuirements ot the
Athletic Council. It Is too bad when
our post record in this sport has
been so successful that the students
will show so little enthusiasm.

The track schedule now being pre-
pared lists many hard meets and will
require a big and skilled squad to
negotiate as former Blue and White
cinderpathers have.

High School's Early Lead Too Much
for Yearlings' Late Rush

By Frank Mahan.
A belated last lialf rally by tho

Freshmen failed to iiil> the fast step-
ping Huns fiom West Catholic, and
Dolos' minions recei\'ed a 33-26 re-

verse in the sea.sons basketball
opener last Tuesday.
The VVescais la nup an early lead,

and prevented the lirst year team
from tallying a tield goal till near
the end of the hrst half, at one time
holding a 15 to 1 advantage. The low
ceiling of tlie In town

,
gymnasium

stopped (|uite a few of the' Green
shots, that and a we.ikness in sink-
ing "ducks' under the basket and
poor foul shotting e.vplains the re-

verse.

When the Thirty -twoers really got
going in tlie ultimate bracket they
played rings around their opponents
especially in the art of dribbling.
The Chiistmas layoff showed through
the first period (Ifl)a(ie and it wasn't
till the fag end of the encounter that
a real glimpse of tlie Frosh could be
seen.

Tracy, the flashy yearling forward,
and Honniwell, the liurr star carrie<l

off tho scoiing honors. The former
snaring four .md four with tlie lanky
High num going lihii one better in

each instance. Hammond, a team-
mate of Tracy's played a fine floor

game and aided in tlie .scoring with
thr<'<> and a half two pointers.
The Frosh jumped into a brief lead

at the opening wliistlo on Tracy's
free toss, then passed Into oblivion
.'IS the opponents lan up fifteen points
without a. break. Five minutes re-
mained to the opening stanza before
Hammond pierced the net for our
initial dual-counter. Tracy added
another point to bring up the total

to four as the half waned. In the
meantime however, Honniwell, Ejirly

and Kelly l)ombarded the hoop and a
flock of singles and doubles soon had
the visitors snowed under. The half
ended 21 to 4.

Desulutory passing ind shooting
marked the first few minutes of play
the concluding half, then the Fresh-
men began to go.

ICagan and Edwards unleashed
some fast and shifty dribbling and

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

M. J. Cardamone's

DRUG
STORE

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

the score started to moUnt. Had the

Maln-llners displayed the offense

they showed at this stage a little

sooner the outcome would have been

in greater doubt. West Catholic

could not cope with the pace of the

adversaries, merely contenting them-

selves viith stalling along, eating up
the time by passing the l)all around
In tl'.e hack court, when they got

their hands ort the pill. The |<losh^

outl>uist slowed uf) when Kdwards
\» ent out via. the personal four route.

The <-l(ising seconds ticked by wifli

the Purrs freezing the leather.

The Freslimen have the latent

power\)f a good quintet that shouhl
come to the 8urf»t««-^ten they ac-

(|uire a bit more polish

Freshmen
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Notes and Doings
About the Campus

LAWRENCE CLUB DANCE

tJnder llsrhls softly shaded In blue
aiul whito tlu- elowiriK hours and
BUdinp fePt paaat>d In rythmical- beat
throuRTh the evening and on through
tho nlRht to a crimson dawn. Youth
In all Its splendor and glory arrayed
itKt'lf hent-ath the <'h.in(lelelra of
the Rosemont ball-room for Law-
rence's ninth annual dance of the
Vlllanr)va <lulb. clo:-.o to five hun-
ihoa pt'opic attended what proved to
be the most succeMsful danio Riven
In the New Rn^land city during the
Christmas holidays. The morninv
papers In their comments remarked
that It has been years since anything?
even approachlnir the magnificence
of tlie Villanova dance has been seen
In the mill city. The different com-
mittees In charge had their func-
tions completed to perfection. The
orchestra was the model of dpliphtful
harmony and the evening gowns lent
wonderous enchantment to tho al-
ready gorgeous setting. The memb-
ers themselves were present to a
man. Tresldent Twomcy was master
of ceremonies and the general center
of attraction. Vice-president Mc-
Nulty ably assisted the president.
Secretary Choquette was the focus

-

ioK point of al! feminine eves and

11»2S Fathers Daugherty. Crawford
and Coan attended. They addressed
the meeting and exhorted the new
members to live u|p to the high
standards of the fraternity.

Bud Brltt, chairman of the Belle
Air Ball committee, asked the help
of his brothers in making the Ball
the most successful In the bJstory
of the school.

PI OMEGA PHI

The weekly meeting of the Villa-
nova Chapter of the Pi Omega Phi
was held Tuesday in room 300 at 1.45.

lleports on the progress of the var-
ious committees were made and they
s|>eak most favorably for the spirit

and In iative of the members of the
infant organization. Other organiza-
tions could very well profit by hoed-
Ing the example set before them by
lliis lively group. ,•-

.

James Itanazzizl, chairman of the
basket ball committee and manager
l)rotem reported most favorably of
the progre.ss made in basket hall.
Under the guidance of Coach Irwin
some mar\'elous dribblers were de-
veloped and a tenative first team
was picked consisting of Messrs
KUcourse. Agree, CarKnuto, Kan-

Ing. It Is expected that at that

time the President will Introduce

Honje now activity that will hold

attention during the winter months.
There is no doubt that the club will

have a very successful year.

azzizi, Castelanuto. With the elec-
Treasurer Doyle guarded the flnanc-

j

tion of captain and manager at the
lal side of fl^e affair in a manner next meeting the actual schedule will
tliat wKuId have honored J. P. Mor
gan The credit for the decora
tlons poes to ' Skid" Scannel of
"Ciood (^ounsel." He was assisted by
DeLuc.i, D'TTrso and Burke. Pete
Graham and John Foley arrived a
little late—but when they did—

!

James Flynn acted ;is cliief custod-
ian of the floor w.aK and applied
Serge, jnt .-t ai-»ns Brooks was ther"
lilmself dilegently to the task,
with his hair ccmihed (including
stray locks), Driscoll, Keenan and
OrifTln were the first to arrive (they
thouuht there mi!'''t have been re-
fr(>.shments) T>t rby acted as offl-

clal starter of the musicl.ans Bat-
terbury and Morrissey charmed
many a feminine heart with their

dancing. George Bain was present
In person but bis mind appeared to

bo far away in the Quaker City.

Kllcourso non-chalantly strolled in

at 1.15 but didn't stay long. The
giiests of honor of the evfnlng were,
"Red" Melanson, Fred Donovan, Joe
Broderick and many other notables

from near-by cities. If we may
expect a repetion of this d.ance next
year the name of Villanova will be-

come known throughout tlie Merri-
mack valley soci.illy as well as
athletically.

j

get under way. As It is now, games
j

are being considered with teams in

VILLANOVA ITALIAN CLUB

Those members who ordered Club
Pins received them last week. The
.In selected was chosen after mucl
hixrd work on the part of the com-
mittee In charge and the result is

worth the labor Involved. It is

made up of ;i sliield of maroon and
gray, the colors of the club. Two
fascia aro crossed behind the shield,

the battleaxes appearing on the top

corners of the shield. An American
10;ii;Ie in irold surmounts the entire

pin, with outspread wings. A blue

sapphire is Imbedded In the top

center of the shield which Is com-
pletely surrounded by whole white

yearls

] At the last meeting the club voted

|o become patrons of tho Belle Air

iall and a ticket was raffled oft. It

was won by Carl Muclllo. ., '\.,

Final plans for the Club s Annual
^.anae are almost complete. This
Viuch is known at present: It will be
held at the Stepten-Glrard Hotel In

Philadelphia, on Friday evening, con-
tinuous dancing from 9 to 2, P^irther
announeeiiK nts will be mad<> later.

Kaston, VVasliinKton, Wilmington and
several teams in Philadelphia and
t^amden.

The pin committee (Martin Orbach,
chairman) is also functioning pro-
perly and will make its final report
as to selection at tlie next meeting.
The pins promise to be very beauti-
ful and wortliy of the fraternity
which they signify.

Tlu>se are not the only things that
this fraternity is doing. A benelit
is gcjing to he held in the near
future and a bowling team is being
organized by "Mud" C.arrctt. Prac-
tically every member of the organi-
zation serves on one committee or
another and all are working with
one comn.on end in view, viz. To
make Pi Omega I'hi the best "frat"
on the campus.

Stamford Hall
At a recent meeting held in

"Stamford Hall" it was decided tii

reorganize the Stamford Club.
lOlectlons w^re held with the follbw-
In.g re8Ults-;-Presldent—Jack Sorbo

—

Vicc-Pres.—.lack Hirmlnghsim,—Sec-
retary—Joseph J. Rlnaldl—Treasur-
er—Hugo Olovannucci,

This, the third year of existence
of the club and with the reorganiza-
tion of the club, greater activities

and Interest Is anticipated. Such has
the interest been attentive that

Pres, Sorbo has decided to run a
radio with the prize being ten dol-

lars. Kach member has been taxed
with a certain number of books and
to date results have hefn fruitful

and It's success cannot be denied.

This enterprlze is in the hands of

Dick Murray, Ralph Treglla, with
Hugo Clovannucci, Treas., acting
tx-offlclo.

Applications for honorary member-
ship have been submitted and the

following men have been admitted,

W. Grieco, J. Welch, L. Caviola and
T. Doyle. Other applications are in

the hands of the membership com-
mittee which is headed by R. Telia

and R. Verderoso.

A committee will be picked by

Pres. i?orbo whose duty it will be to

make arrangements for a dance
which will be held in Stamford at

an early date.

TO THE GIRLS BACK HOME
There was Mary—she was nice,

With a parlor built just right,

I'll have to ke<>p in touch with her,

I guess I'll have to write.

There was Edna—ang and brlRlit,

A child (if the city and passing fair,

Could she smile and could she laugh?
Even a saint would tremble there.

And Betty—h;Ur of auburn hue.

Lips that are two coral bands,

Ey(>s—Oh, mother get your son
She tossed my heart In two whU<;

. hands

Sorry gfils. but you can't be

Always in my memory.
^

In fact. I'm trying to forgM

—

For the mid-years aren't done as

yet
AN ARTS MAN

Juniur Blazerfi

Walter Quinn, Chairman of the

.lunlor Blazer Committee, and Rud-
olph Zwiganl, announced that they

have selected the official Junior

Blazer and Cane. The contract was
awarded to the well known Univers-

ity Clothes Shop, of Philadelphia,

represented by I..0U R. Kay. this con-

cern is one of .well established repu-
tation and fulrnlshed the official

Blazer for the University of Penn-
sylvania this year.

Mr. Kay has given every possible
guarantee and asks the Committee
that each Junior will receive indi-
vidual attention. The Blazers are to
be of dark blue flannel with a
small wliite piping and a conserva-
tive Wildcat emblem on the pocket.
In short these blazers will embody
all the up to date styles, and will
be one of whlcU every Junior will
be proud, ",',',:.'•'

'
,<"

'' '":
'i

.'

The committee has been working
hard on this matter since September
and with mucli work and consclenti
ous effort decided that without a
doubt the blazers submitted by the
University Clothes Shop was the
best from every angle. The Junior
Class should be (leei)ly indebted to

Walt Quinn and Rudy Zwigard, not
only for their diligent zeal and
unbiadsed consideration, but the fact

that they selected a blazer which
will not only fulfill every Junior's
expectations, but the price being
considerably less than the Class
budget for that item.

Patronize

Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs
Barber Shop in the Rear for

a Kven Kampus Koliogo Kut

"'Villanovan" Asked Opin-

ion of College Man

(continued from first page)
1. (a) Is the 'collegiate'" of the

humorous press and the vaudeville

sta«e the typical student of your
college? or

(b) Is he an exception In the
personnel of your enrollment, and If

so, what percentage of the total stu-

dent body Is like him?

2. (a) Is a slouchy appearance, as
evidenced by garterless socks, rum-
pled shirt and collar, sloppy shoes
and wrinkled suits of clothing, typi-

cal of your student body? or

(b) Is neatness In appearance,
as evidenced by clean shaving, well-
sh/ned shoes, starched linen, appro-
priate neckties of neat appearance
and well-pressed suits of clothing,

I typical of your student body?

I

3. (a) In the main, does the psy-
; choiogical attitude of your student
l>ody approve slouchy and careless
h.iblts of dress and conduct or neat

I

habits of dress and courteous man-
ners ?

(b) Is there any appreciable at-
titude of disfavor In your student
body toward carelessness in dress
and manners?

4. Is there any connection. In your
opinion, between the attempt to be
"collegiate" and such problems as:

(a) Drinking?
(b) "Necking?
(c) Neglect of class work?
(d) Dishonesty In examinations?
(e) Other ethical problems?
5. Does the "collegiate" type of

student referred to in the opening of
this letter excel, as a rule, in:

(a) Scholastic standing?
(b) Sports?
(c) Other student activities?
6. In your opinion Is the "collegl-

aie' type diminishing or increasing?
7. Do you or do you not agree

with me that in general our student
bodies are composed of reasonably
serious young people .whose Ideals
and standards of conduct compare
favorably with those of preceding
generations—in short, that their
faults of manners rather than mor-
als?

Students interested in the above
notice should hand in their answer
to "The Villanova."

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

I^nmbda Kappa Delta has wel-
comed 27 freshmen into Its brother-
hood The initiation of the candi-
dates took place December the
ff.urteonth and was presided over by
a very competent committee headed
by Ed Moore. While the details of
the Initial cannot be divulged we
know that the reception left nothing
to be desired and tho new members
must have been properly Impressed.

EPSILON PHI THETA
STILL PROGRESSING

Epsilon Phi Thcta, the Arts frater-
lilty which was reorganized In the
first semester, is fulfilling in com-
plete fashion the promise that Its
first meeting held out. A most in-
teresting and novel venture, a
bridge tournament, has been carried
to an exciting finish. Plans are
under way to extend the idea Into
Intramural competition and admit
disciples of Dr. work who may belong
to other fraternities.
The matter t.f pins for members

has peraistcnly risen at every meet-
ing. Jim Heron, sponsor of the
ideas, claims that the pins selected
are far superior to any seen around
tho campus. Gordon Snyder who Is

committee chairman for an ap-
proaching dance to be held under E.
p., T. auspices, is equally enthu-
siastic.

All told, things are moving pro-
gressively and rapidly towards per-
fecting a real Arts fraternity which
in the future will be worthy of the
m<'mbersli|p of the now schismatic
.sophomores. Tho members of the
E. P. T. have asked that this op-
portunity be taken to extend to our
brother fraternity all the greetings
and hopes for success that accom-
panies the opening of another year.

ATLANTIC CLUB RECEIVES
HOME SUPPORT

Motorist (excusing himself)—

I

was hurrying up to town to see

my solicitor.

Constable—Well, you'll have some
more news for him. •

'.•-'.";•:

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

When members of the Atlantic
City Club returned home they found
that the news of their activities had
already preceded them. The Atlan-
tic City Press devoted a few para-
^^rapha to tell of the members .and
the dance they are going to give
during the Easter holidays. The
announcement that the clul> would
help newcomers has notlcably
strcnKthened the def>|re of several
boys to attend this Institution next
year.

A chairman will be appointed for
At the last meeting of the year

j the Easter Dance at the next meot-

•'••.;}' Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

''. ' Hupmohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster

Pike

All Steps Lead

to the

Belle Aire Ball

Academy of Music

January 18, 1929

Subscription $7.50

BOB FALLON'S

ORCHESTRA

GET BEHIND THE

SENIORS — LETS

MAKE A GREAT

YEAR BOOK vnt yan
SUBSCRIPTION

I CAMPAIGN
I

I LETS HAVE 100[t

^ iSTIDENT SUPPORT
j
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Brilliant Ball ofSeniors in Academy ofMusic Foyer Huge Success

Villanova Five Downs
Albright in Close Fray

Morgan and Hirniinghuin Slar as Myerstown Athletes

Tlirealen in First Half

A great second half rally enabled
tho varsity to break into the win
column for the first time, when
Cashman s Cats subdued Albrlgiit

at West Cathol c last Wednesday.

Fifteen field goals and one foul

for a total of thirty-one points out-

numbered the visitor's sum by live,

giving the Blue and White her
initial victory In three starts and
Incidentally throwing a damper on
the Hyei'siowners wiio were Just
commencing their season.

The first half ended in a 13-13

deadloclc. Dull and uninteresting
play marked the game but two and
half m nutes remained when Al-

bright called time out Up to this

point the score re<ad eight to seven
In favor of the opponents. The
most of the i)erlod saw the Hed and
White In front, because of Clemens'
trio of baskets. After the breathing
spell the fireworks started. Within
the Interval remaining to the half,

Villanova shot ahead to a 13 to 9

lead only to see It diminish and fade
to even figures at the m dway point.

Villanova resumed the lead in the
latter semester and held It to the
finish at one time enjoying a 29-21
count. As in the previous period
most of the fast playing concentra-
ted In tho last few minutes. Al-
bright pulled a sprint and eased up
a several notches nearer the Wild-
cats during the final moments, but
a sterling defense held them In
check.

Jack Hrimingham, making his re-
appearance in the lineup stole off
scoring honors with Captain Nolan,
the former sinking four baskets,
and the latter three. However, to
Tommy Morgan goes the greater
palm. Tom was tho only man on
the team who performed the entire
forty minutes, and throughout
patrolled his territory in style
reminiscent of Nat Holman. Fre-
quently he covered two men besides
holding his opponents to one field
goal. Hut his real value rested
upon an .ab Jity to snare the ball off
the backboard, seldom were the
visitors accorded a follow up shot
due to Morgan's vigilance. On the
offense he contributed indirectly to
the outcome with some nice assists.

The outcome was quite pleasing
aside from the victory aspent. The
men handl.tl the ball cle.iner and
passed with greater .iccuracy: Indi-
vidual performance gave way to
team play yet one f.iult of tlie

earlier »;ames cropped up again In
the poor foul shoot ng, (me free
throw out of six chances being con-
verted,

The lineup:

VIM..ANOVA
Fid. G. Fl Cr.

[

C.uinther

I

Sprague

; ('!emens
I

(fibbons

Ulnuldl ,

3

3

FR. BURNS RECOVERING

Father lUirns is on the rapid road

to recovery, according to the last re-

port received from the hospital where

he has been confined with tlie fiu for

.some time. The student body earn-

estly hopes that he will be back in

our midst siiortly.

I I
I

I I

Oontl, f
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•FOUL BALL"

THOS. McCOY

SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN

Till' stiilT of tho "\'illan<)Vi<n" pfunfstl.v iciiuosts the 1»mi', iiKiiMTii-

lion (111 flu) part oC cadi .stiidoiit and aluiiinuH in our canipainii to

hicciiri' siili.sfriiitionM. Our uoal is to liavc cacli an<l every l<i>iil

\'illanova man a ronular suli.sfiibt'i-. • We not'd your aidi

Sovt'ial pleas have been made in thi.s eolumn to the members of the

student bodv which have been i«iioied. Why? We do nut knew. It I'lm

not be I)ecau8e of any favoritism on «jur i)art as we have endeavnied to the

Utmost to Carry out a strict policy of non-partisanship In every depart-
ment. We have solicited constructive < iiti<ism, «>very bit «f wliich we re-

ceived has Vieen ^Iven due cdn.sideratitin. In a mate-rial way the students
can not overlook the bonelil derive<l Inim the len.iitheninn of the (Miristmiis

holidajs which was in the main tUn' t<i the efforts of the pai)er, whirh fact

the Administration «luly recognized.
In the older. W(dl-esl.iblisli"'d collen<\s and univeisit ies of this couiilry

theii- newsjiapt'i-s are respected as alt-important factors in these same in-

8titut'ons and indispensable essentials in the eyes of tiie student Viodies.

We art! striving to build a good foundation for the "Villanovan" in order
fliat it (oo may become an inlegral part of ^'illanoVa and tiiat it may be
alilr- to Ue«'p pace with our Alma .Mater's llaiiid strides to fame. In years
to come j'oii will be anxious to keep in touch with A'illanova and what she
is doinu. ANliat better medium could b(> afforded than a reputable college

l)t>riodicar.'

We are makiiiK a particular appeal at this time to the undernradiiate
clubs and fraternities on tli<^ <'ampus. as the reiaesentative oi'uanizations of

the students, to enconrauo a 10(1% subscription leconl among their mem-
bers. rSet behijid this drive .and niilke your group the Hist to attain ii

perfect record. .
''•

To the Alumnae! II is yoin' p.tpoi' and your Alma Mater as well as the
undergraduatcf'. Your co-operation is not only desired but it is a neces-
eai-y esst-nfial in making tli(> paper a success. An effort is being made to

get in touch with evoi > alumnus and to those who wc are unable to reach
directly we ask to communiciite with us.

Let's go, fellows! liack us up and we assur<> you that we will rei'ipro-

cate to the utmost.

•p •!• V V T^

CHAPEL ATTENDANCE

AN INNOVATION for securing nttendnnco at chapel exercises Was
introduced to the college students beginning on Tuesday evening.
The innovation was in some respects rather drastic and consequently
met with shari» I'caction in certain fiuarters. In fact the new sys-

tem must have proved a severe Jolt to those wlio are complacently drifting

along without iiaying much heed to the prevailing nietliod of clu'cking up.

Opinions have been generously expressed and many of them show a de-

cided lack of thoughtfulness iind good sense. The idea may be of a kinder-

garten typo and entirely beneath the dignity of the college stud^-nt status.

However, grown-ups—and the average colh>ge man credits himself as being

a grown-up—do not insist on acting like children and display various eccen-

tricities rif the nursery, but when college men Insist on acting in such

manner they must needs be treated like children. The reasonable person

expects the child to gain a full realization of the meaning of responsibility.

"As iriesponsible as <liildren" expresses (i common observation. Oonse-
quently it has ever been found necessary to employ a continuous check-up.

on the doings and activities of children. Their parents or guardlims are

blamed for glaring delinriuencles and no one thinks of attributing the

blame and serious blunders to the child Itself.

Villanova Colleee is a «;ath(dic college with good, sound catholic trn-

ditions. Ch.'ipel att<>nd.ince has always been an Integr.il part of college life.

Complaints have been made fre<iuently in the i»ast about uimccessary cot.'r-

cion and reform.ition, like surveillan<'e, not least IfJ the. matter ol'clia pel

attendance. The plan of non-lnterfeionce was tried and the matter m.-ide

one of ))ersonal lealiz.ition of responsibility. This jdan weighed in (hf:

balance has been found .sadly wanting. WhatwaS there but to try another

plan certain of more productive rtssulls. Such a plan is now In vogue, and
it is dillicull to discover one re.isonable ubiection .'is yet to the merits of

the plan or to credit any of the many <'rlli<ism8 already made sis anything
but Inani' and <hlldlsl1. We are sure that the spiritual director will be

pleased to receive any suggestions. In fact, we know that he would gl.i<llj-

iVelCQine any proposal ih^t Is an ini|irn\ement on the present system. As
the matter now st.tnds the new sjsteni can mean only a great de.il moie
worry and work.

The students should be intelligent enough to grasi> the (lifforence

between discipHne and the element i-cliuinn Involved. The purpose of t-hap<'l

jittentlunce is not to forct' r<'liuion down the resisting throats of any man.
The administration realises full well that truo vellKion is u question of will-

ingness and \olunt;iry acceptaiiei'; but the administration further realizes

tliat discipline Is very much involved. Here, as in all disciplin.iry niatteis,

remedial measuies thejr strength g:iuged by the seriousness of the problems

must be employed. Too In.'iny of tlie students .ire ready to follow that pat-

mal human ti inlenj-y to iiltidse destructively. AVliat is nt'cded, »ven more,

solicited, Is constructive criticism. The whole question resolves itself Into

n matter of lifteen ndnutes or slightly more and it is no stretching of fA<'ts

to say that those fifteen minutes will in all probability be w.KSted in the

mn.ltirUy of cases In some way. There Is no man on the grounds who docs

not stand in need of Its possible benefits. Men of Vlllnnova, you have ii

duty, a responsibility, something (h;it Is an Integral part of your lives ns

catholic students and catholic men. .support and do not undeiinliie an in-

stitution that Is for your best interests and welfare.

E. A. M.

Ouv next present.ition for the
Villaiiuva's hall of fame is Thomas
^Nc.'oy, a man possessing not only
an enormiiiis amount of Initiative

and capacity for liard work and a
fellow of Stirling character and uiit-

.standing personality.

Tom halls from Atlaniii' City. He
lirepare<l .at St. Kianci.s In Loretto.
I'a.. where we Hist see his numerous
I'apabiiilies beginning to assert
lliein.si'U ( -. Wh le there he wds

I president of his cla.ss for three years
an<l .Manager of the varsity foot ball

team.
Because of his modesty Tom was

not an outstanding tiguro in his

freshman year although he wa.-i

.iclh'ly t'ligaged in m.iny extra-

curri<ular ;u-tivitics. In Ills Sopho-
more year he Wiis elected Secretary

of the Bay Students Club .ind

served on the danci' committee of

the same organization. .'•

It was not until his .lunior year,

howt.ver, tli.at due r- cognit <m was
given to his remarkiible power>} of

le.idership and his ability to do

things right. Mis activity in the

I)i\y Students Club continued

))eing elected Vice-I'rcsident and
.serving jis Chairman of the d-'ince

• •omniittee for the two dances
which they sponsored. He worked
fliligently as .issistant manager of

tennis. In this same year he was
one t)f the most prominent memb-
ers in the Junior Class activitt's of

the class of 'li'J. He was appointed

chairman of the Hlue Blazer Ball.

He was n member of the Junior

Week Committee us well as doing

able work while serving on th<-

.lunior I'rom and lUng Committee,

In this, his Senior year he has

risen to the he ghts and we tlnd

Tom more to the fore in all bran-

ches At tlu- beginning of the year

his w<ak in the reorganization of

IJella I'i lOpsilon was most admir-

able, and has executed the office of

Ticsid' lit t)r the same to lieri'ectloii.

It would lie impossible to onUemer-
ute here What he has accomi)IISlic(i

iis l'r<-sid<'nt of the I>.iy Students

Club .111(1 I'residellt of the Span sh

Club, President of the AiUmtic City

Club. By his endeavors as Alana-

ger of Tennis ho has secured, a

worthy schedule. We also find him
s<'rviiig on the itcUc .Mre Mall Com-
mitter. Toms versatility can not

bedenied when the fact is tak« n

into consideration that he Imlds the

honored position of Associate Edi-

tor of the Belle Air. I.lki'wise .n

the classroom we .see him .ilwayft at

the top.

A man endowed with the dazzil-

iiig j)ersonaliiy and qualitlcat ions

and enviable record of aciomplish-

nienls such as Tom lias can not help

i.ul siieeced. and we are sure that

\illiinova will be pmud of you.

(:()LLK(;r. ii \u- to hk
OCCLPlEDJNKXr I KKM

(continued from llrsj piye)

A play with a moral

The scene is set in the West
I'hilatlelidiia r-iihoyd staiion wUih

its usual crov\d of travelers,

old clothes men ami con men. The
hero is standing ne.-ir the exit where
people ciuue from trains from New
York. He is <lad ih a Chesterlieldi

derby spats and all t^lie regalia char-

acteristic of the well dressed Villa-

novan. Till' train is heard ap-

luoaching and soon the people pour

out of Jlie doorway, i-'inally he

spies in the distance the object of

his hearts desire. Slie comes troop-

ing up to ineet him or rather blocks

his headlong rush. She Is one of

those charming tluffs of feniinily

who are so popular and she carries

one of lliose round hal boxes (.wliich

for the life of me 1 can't see what
the.v carry In them unlesB llioy live

ma a spiral stall way.) .',' -V
THK UCiV: Hello liaby. How are

yiui. Gee you're looking wonderful.

Voirll be the hit of the Hall.

TllK Glltl.: .lust great Jlmmii-

(she's one of that kind who draws
out the "Ies' on tlie

word«./ Vou know 1

down with the cutest

I'eiin; wliii insisted on
where 1 was going and

give aii>()nc

we have a
anyway and

and The Oener.il Electric Co., who
mnde them U) order for us. The
KewaiM«e Company furnished the

Itloteglcal and t.'hemical sujiplies.

THANKS STUDENT BODY

Matthew J. Smith. .Tr.. wishes to 1

thank the members of the Eaculty,
j

the .Iiinlor Arts men and all other
Villanova students for their kind

j

sympathy extended him in his recent]

bere.'ivement.

Knicker—What Is the difference

letwfen a lunch and a luncheon?
Hooker—The same ns between a

n^cchanlc and a moclinnlclan.

to see me to-nmht. so

tell him.
TllK i;t»V; Uon't

from there any time,

better foot-ball team
ha\c ;i better c(dlege.

TllK (ilHL: (Continuing mi and
not jiaying the slightest of atlen-

thjii.) l.tut He was so nice and
said that if you didn't feel like tak-

ing me out to-morrow night that

bed take me to a dance up to his
' fr:iternliy hoii.se. Isn t that thrill-

ing?
THE IJUY: Vou didn't accept

liim, did i'ou. and besides what do
you mean letting strange men talk

to you on the train'/

TllK C.IUI.: 1 dont like that and
ln'sides lie wasii t .^itiange because
he said I looked like a girl he once
knew who li\ed in Chicago and
that's why he spoke to me. .:

•

THE 1U»Y. tMuttering) My heav-
ens, no person could get as dumb
as that in nineteen years.

TlllO (HUL: Wh.it was that'.'

TIIE i;<iV: Nothing, my deir,

absolutely notbing. I was just

thinking of a poem that I had to

memorize when I was graduating
from gianinutr school.

THE (JIKL: lint why think of

that now .uul besides 1 don't beliexe

you at all and think you're being
mean and are trying to ruin no
whole Week-end just becau.se I talk
to .some nice person on the train'

who tried to amuse mc, when you
couldn't cortie up to Mew York to

meet me. • - •

Till-: liiiV: lint 1 really coiildn >.

meet .vou. 1 had to go to class heie
and could not gi.l aw.'ty. '

THE (JUM.: i U-t 1 could get you
e.Xcused intnr classes if 1 went and
saw the ailt'lHalties. Tht-y wouldn't
mind sucli a little thing as a few
days' cut. , .

THE 1H)V; (t»h. no cfcirllnir,^ If

you saw them tbey'd pndiablj- gi\».

me a week or even lei n>e take the
lei*! (jf the y^uf "ff so 1 could de-
Vote my entire tinu; to my social
activities.

THE C.lKl.: There you go .igaiii

beiim mean and 1 suppose jou'll

blow lip when 1 tell .vou thai I also
tcdd a few bo.\s whom i know over
at I'rincetfui, to come over hW-e this
\Neek-end and sec me.
THE B<»V: WHAAAT!!.! Do

yoia mcMiii to say th.it you told them
to i-ome- over too'.' Are you sure
that you didn't slight a few people
Up at Harlmouth .Miid Kruwn. .and if

you did you'll have Just time to
telephone, them as they mayb*
hurt. .•''.

THE ^inE: tUii the wine ot
niuch weeping.) Oh, Jlmmie, I

illdn't come here to be Irc.-iled like

this and I ha\'e a goixl mind to go
back homt>. •

THE ll()V: Now, now. I didn't
mean .inythhig liy that. I was just
trying to cheer you U|) as I think
>iiU won t be rushed this week-end
like yiiu should.
THE (}ll:E: (Not getting it at

all.) You're such a darling to say
that, and just knoW that I'll have .a
wonderful time,
TIIE ItiiY: (Sntto-voco). I just

know that yoti will. He Wonders if

there Is a good movie in town which
he could go to, when that nrniy de-
scends on the dance. Tliey go off

stage, she ehntterlniy gnlly on about

nothing ,it .iJl but t«i him the world
looks pretty bleak and bare.

He is nnuitiilly wondering whether
It would have been better to have
brought down dear old Emmy who
is mU (|uite as easy on the «'yes but
still would have apprechited things

m(H"©. At least she wouldn't be
(|uite as popular and he might be
!ibl»j to dam-e with her once in u
Willi*'. <

' V(Mirs I'm better slags and nioie
cutting fn,

COCN'I' DIlTltl.

HOOK KKMi:W

"YOUTHS LAST STAND'

end of her

Just came
boy ' frmn
liniling out
wiio wants
just had to

By I'HBCY MARKS
Here Is a college story written by

a man that evidently knows what he
is doing. He V\'rites (»f life on the
camims as it Is ami not as the usual
autlim |>ortr:iys it. He creates no
shams, but pictuies both sides of
university life, the good and the liad,

the easy and the ditlkult. 'i'he story
is twined .ibont "Bill Itoyce,' a man
that came to c(dl< ge for the sole

puriiose id' secur ng an educatimi. He
was entirely «le\oid of all college
spirit and field nothing but contempt
for the activities on the campus
Things Went in this fashion until his

sophomore .\car when his room-mate
introduce.d him to "I'ati'icia Boberts.'"

For the next few chapters the story
Ik !is old as printing. When he pro-
poses to her tYes its still being d<)ne)

she refuses him because he does not
believe in the spirit of play which
meant so much to her. Bill returned
to school and then he met "Connie"
a wild provocative spoiled little

devil. She had uBvays had what she
wanted and she wanted Hill. From
there on the st<u\v is one to make you
forget the next (l.i.>'s assignment in

'Livy ' or that its supper time. The
book is not on .sale as yet but when
It does it will be a best seller, and
Uow it Iwill sell.

Ml:^A(;KKII:

.\mong the noisiest of all the pri-

mates Is the Oiiimiais. .Nature ha*
es|)eci;illy fitted it for Its mission
le., to make a hlKger and better
noise than its neiglibor or all it.<*

neiglibors, to be exact. As this is

one id' the animals known moi'e for
its noise than its appearan<'e, the
author shall omit useless descrip-
tion and concern himself witli the
peculiar characteristics of the Grarn-
|»us exclusively.

The Grampus is never satisfied,
with .inything It meets. White
this condition is not very surprising,
its coiiiniciits on these subjects are
remaikable e.\amples of bomliastic
In.iccuracy at Its worst. On the
subject of eating, this animal emits
its loudest roars and whines, for the
(Jr.impus, like an army fights on Its

slom.ich. lOndnring iin existence re-
)dete with innunnrable wrongs, it

loses no time in infiu'initig unwilling
.ludiem-es (»f its misfortimes. IT
has not "been done right by." A
cruel world does not recognize Its
sterling ability and heaps upon it

calnmny instead of its richly-deserved
reward. "I'lofs" conspire .among
themselves \arlous and sundry de-
\lces t(. torture and flunk this ruth-
lessly wronged creature, who despite
all these seemlngl,v unbearable ar-
froiits to its dignity, manages tO
C(mtlniie living its m.irtyr's life.

r»ne eonsidiitlon remains to the
oppressed fiiMiiipiis. jp spite of
these injuries, it still remains stead-
fast In the belief that some day it

Cin righteously spurn the overtures
of its oppre.s.sors when they have
awakened to the fact that they have
gro.-sly wronged so noble a cre.itlon.
nutstretched arms and bended knees
sh.ill rdead in vain for the Grampus
Dohudsus. meek though It .saams. is
not an animal to Ite wronged with
lnipiinil.\'.

THE SENIOR BALL

T^'Khts tm-ne«l low in a golden glow.
I

The twinkllni.' of silver feet.
MPhp scent of flowers. recced Ing
1

hours,
A h.Tunl!nir, rhjnthmlcjil beat

Turned tip nose, silken hose.
}1or cr.miiact In your pocket.

I

The sfr(d<e of three—Just n memor.v.

j
(Your fr.it pin for her lockeft,

[

Not a sorrow, no to- morrow.
1

.Ml Is Joy with laughter.

j

The break of dawn—the cold gray
I morn
I Of the doy that followed after.

I AN ARTS MAN.
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Baseball Schedule Vies in

Magnitude With Anf in Country

T Ji E V I L L A N O V A N

Sportgraphs

Tliirty (Jaiiu's Alrt'ady Li^led— Five 0|mmi l)alr> IN'inlin

A. C. at >iortie; »,

BASEBALL

' Bike a big league leani's training i June 1, I'tnn

sihedule reads the^ varsity ba.se baU ''''''w''. "way.^

nine's book ngs for the eomliig
j

spring. The sc^ieiiule reksised by,,. ,5

gradu.itv oiunager McOcelian lists
j

.lolinny Hensil. \lllanova>i

southjiaw. portsitU'd the
to the fop runij of

i.-lllilow with i'OmiUestS

F'rlnceton, ConiMl, Harvard,

few years ago the marines were J'i(»vldence and live others of lesser

• eiiul-.r attractions null, in fool ball «"'I""t- The team ran througn a
legiuai aui.ii.wj.iT>

schedule of twenty nine games and

contests with the foremost coilegcs i

«'"'"<

in the i:ast. besides a tilt agaln.st the . ,.'','|''.V,,,„

lamed CiUiintlco .Marines. Back a over

and liase ball.

'I'liirty ganus are already booked

j,,id the MUinber bids fair to he

boosted sevenil more before the

opener on March W with the Maroon

of Uifayette. Should this happen,

the record of thirty-two games, the

present high water mark n Villa-

nova base ball, would be eclipsed.

A feature .»t the listing comes in

the first wet'k of the season. Six

, ncoui.ters will be iilayed, the

weather permitting. <m six consecu-

tive iilaying days on our home held.

As mentioned, the Easl.'U collegians

are the tlrst opponents, then in

.-ulYered but four reverses, defeating

some of the foremost nines in tlie

lOast. George Hanzik, our stocky

right handn- speed balled an addi-

tional half dozen opponents Into the

(lust. Kuczo did some mighty tine

relief hur!ing and proved the Mar-
berry of the stiff. Tommy (^raiio

who captained the team the year

before liibi.r< (I under a sore arm the

entire sea8(m and m^ver really rcacli-
;

ed his truo form.

Captain I.olos was out nearly the
•nilire schedule with ilie rhi'Umatisiit
he coMtraeted in the winter. I

Captain-elect Curtin held down the'
. . . . I

re I in- in.^v v'ri ' . .. _- _

older come l.ebigh. Manhattan and Initial has^rsock; i>«I..uca was on see-

Kordham. who .idniiiiistered mie of <'n'l; Cuiiimliigs on third and Humes'

the defeats sufferKl bv the team last at .shorisinp. .lolinny Gillespie did

>ea'^on Bucknell. also one of the the re.eiviim and the outlield. all

l.ur teams that galne.l decisions
j

three hundred men (.omprisod Jack

.,ver tlie Blue and Wh u- in '2T. McAndnws in left. Bed Alelanson in

Boston C-ollegc. a big game winds up y^'nt^^'-. '«»'! J=>''< El.mnigan in right

the week.
As in former years Princeton will

ag.iin be m< t. but this fnie later In

the season, it is breathed that the

Tiger dees nut care to tangle with

th<^ Wildcats while the wiiuls of

winter still whine about old Nass.iu.

Be as It niiiy. the feline of Vlll.-UKtva

s he'd In f;it .It !•' spcct In the lair of

tin Orange and Ulack.

Tlie annual Southern trip will be

taken in the lirst week in May. Mt.

St. .Alavv'!^. l-oyi.l.i and the Marines

are to be nut <'n the three-d.'iy

sojurn. Coninicming on the six-

ttenth (d' .May the r« gular Xoithern

spin Is to take place with en-

counters a;;ainst H.irvartl. ^1. I. T.,

!ind I'.oston College.

Benn Slate aft< r a yeai

sence Is back and will be
< n May 27th Tin last tlnie

nova met State* the Main
took tiein into camii by a 2-0 verdict.

Home .and .'iway games are on the

'tap with r.ehigh. Manh.attan, l-'ord-

ham. Bucknell. Boston College^

Prov deuce, (Gettysburg and I.oyida.

I'ifti en of the g.inies will be played

;it home. Among the rewc<)nicrs
on the schedule are Duke, Albright,

^lanhattan and the Quanthf) M.ir-
ines.

We doubt any other college In the

field.

The big game of the year that
with the Iloosiers of South Bend
foo/.led out when the Notre Dame
team refused to play because of the

damp ground. At least ten thousand
disiip|)oiiitcd spectators lined file

pl;i.\ing lield for over three h()urs in

a vain wait.

Coach McGeehan added amdher
featlnr to his wide-spread reputation

through the wonderful work his men
accomplished.

FOOTBALL

s ab-
pliiyed

Villa

-

TJnevs

ISifore the guiding inspiration o(
Captain l..ouie Pessolano, the Wild-
cats' ran through an eight game
s<-lie.lule for an undefeated season. ;.

tie c(int(\st was played .•iv:ainst,

Tenipie, il scia'eless affair, inarr> il

tile otherwise perfect .-cason.

It was the llrst time that a VilLi-

nova t<*''ini passed through an entire

.se.asi n witliout losing a game.
Coaelies Snilildrch' r and llunsinger

ir.(dde<I the most versatile mtichlne

of the legime that worked without
friction froin the opening game to

the valedictory against Davis-
i:ikins.

On our home Held Loyola was
bowled over by a 34 to count, to

start the sca.smi The next encount-

er, ag.ilnst Catholic U. down in
country can bo.-ist of such .i large W'ashington again saw a wliitewasli
and coniprehenshv list «)f games ,.,

from the point of ( illbre of tlie op-
position or in the latitude of the

bookings.

The sch.e(iule follows: .V'.-..'
;.•;••

March 30—Bnfayetteni hfim^.
•April ?, I.ehlgh. nt home: .1, Man-
hattan, at home: 4. F(u-dham. at
lionie; 5. Bucknell. at home; fi.

l!<K-ton College. .Tt home: 11. New
York fniverslty. away: 19. 81,

Mounter with Villanova tallying lit

markers. Getty.sburg brought a

strong team to the .Stadium for our

sicond hiime emounler and were

downed In a. tight duel 7-2.

Eebanon \alley provided a good

workout for tli-' Buckncdl affair

and succunibidlD-O. The Bisons

were trodden under LM) to ('» the fol-

lowing we(d<.

A 0-0 deadlork witli Temple on

BY I'KANK .MAHAN
Doctor James Naismilli, t'ic father

of basketball very probably had no
idea that his Invention would evei
glow to the size and scii(i.> it now
attains wiieii he nailed two lins^ccts

against opposite walls of a ba.rn loft

some thirty years ago an.l com-
menced throwing an inllainl pigskin
through the hoops.

Tin; game, unliki; (dhei-i .-triicU ita

s.iride from the start, and today i'i

played I'lUt little dlfferenily than in

its natal era. Other sport.s have un-
dt rgone successive periods of revolu-

tion during which the games as>

sumcil now proportions, i!i.;c.irdcd

earlier theories, and In general lost

almost all rv."<einblances t.) the

original. Not so With this iudoor

pastime. Erom the day of the old

lOastern League to the I'resent Col^
lege and I'ro. style we liiid illtb"

i-hange. Between the amateurs and
professinnals techtilcalltles vary

though in ever.v otlu r seiise Hie

type of play Is similar.' .

At llrst. Until the game became
l<nown, scant recognizance was ac-

i-orded the so calleil upstart, princii'-

ally due to the fact thai only In-

commodious uu.liters were available

for use. Up until that time save

for dame Hours ho space exi.-*tea for

the pursuit of the game and moat

of the games contested were idayed

in basements of churches, or in

vacant classroonis in schools beneath

dihi Und flickering gas lights or by

the glow of oil lamps.

The i|Uest+vliablc iiart about the

game rtsfod ^rrf^be iierinanence of

the sport, few wished to risk any

ca))ltal on the venture if it proved

to be only a passing fad; conse(iuent-

ly for il brief spell iirogress slmmer-

fd under conservatism.

It did not t.ake long despite some
early revers' s before |>o])Ular ac-

claim booniid the dormant ember
Into a skyrocketing Comet. Institu-

ti«»ns of all sorts enil>ra<-ed tlie new-
comer to till' realm u( siiort and each

y(>ar witnessed soim- newer accom-
plishment tintil today we find basket-

lall the major winter athletic acti-

vity.

Why not a v.irity bowling team
liere at Villanova'.' Don't snuker,

yet. Temple and Osteopathy li.ive

organized flVe man teams and ex-

pect to have il schedule arranged

soon likely in ;iny other sport. There

:
;ire some good men with the sixteen

pound ball right in school now.

Time wiKS wlicii the ten pin iirt

occupied H very low plane In the

eyes of the un;ic(iualnted. Now U
is held ill high regard by both men
and women in iill walks of life.

To get back to the subject. Per-

sonally we are of the opinion thiU

Villanova has the talent to make
lough going for any of the scholas-

tics hereabouts. Before the li-dldiiys

.some Interest existed among the alley

artists; oJie match being pkiyed

between two of the college organiza-

tions, the New Jersey Club and the

Business Men. If some enterprising

student group feeling so disposed

would follow^ up the proposition wo

might have :v companion sport to our

biisketball team.

Catholic Univ.

and Loyola
Lose and Win

Hliio aiul \\ hilt' rakt'K Former

Vi hilt' Mar) landers Cap-

ture Latter Fray

\'illanova's cjigemen divided 'a two
gaine stand the past week-end

;, gainst Cittholic IT. in Wa«<hington

i'Ud Loyola in Balthniu'e. On Frl-

(liiy. the t'iipltal city team was drop-

ped In an exciting (iicounter 2.'i-2l

Till following diiy Loyolii defeated

the Blue iind White in the Miiryland

city 37-28. -l.'
'

U. Game Close to Finish

In the former lontest the two
nuintets nnitched po nt for point

throughout the entire I'mty minutes
of play. Eor the first time this sea-

son the varsity peiformt d on a

(i.urt with .1 blub ceiling, which en-

abb^d our men to exercise their long

i-iingo iirtlstry from mid-floor sec-

tor.

Bike th" prevb us contests this

one resolved itself info ser'fs of

spurts and lulls, short little rallies

liderspei'sed with conservative pl;iy.

the iidvantage ever widening and
n;irrowlng .'is first on<^ side ;ind then

the oth'r tried to pull up or incr(\isc

a lend.

' It was the second successive win

in a row and the sccimd of the seii-

s<ui balancing on the two los.ses.

Baltimore Five Makes Belated Rush

Loy(da's delaye.d second half niUy

spelled the outciuiie In the tiiil end

tiff. The opposing forwards and

center man were the thorn in the

viirsily's side, betAveen them this

trio e<iujillei'l the V'l, M. score,

• The tlisi half ended in a fifteen to

fifteen knot. Nelthe*- side^ took any

chiim es and the result wiis ii period

of strict guarding. infretiuent

scores iuid a host of fouls.

During the interim between can-

to.i ouj' tenirt mUst have cimtracte«l

rim eyes, iit any rate t!i^ following

p«'r od saw shot iifter shot tatoo the

basket only to bounce off or roll

around In ii tiintalizing mituner to

fall away and down from the convex
I surfiue of the elusive hoop. The

\
l!;iltiiiiore boys appjirently discarded

'. the c'o.'ik of hospitiillty this biilf in

' a mad rush to run up a big lead.

i Sub Follows Sub

I Coach I'ashman continued his

substitutien piinide as in former

I games every man on tlie s<iuad see-

ing action at one time or another.

Indiffennt foul shoot'iig cou-

:
tiinied, only nine out of twenty-

i
three chiinces being c<mverted. how-

j

ever In this respect w'e were np-

I proaclied by the Loyola team which
' made but ii ijuarter of the sl-Vteon

I tries alloted them.

Bonavenfure. at homo: 24. t>steo- i'Vanklin Pndd :ifier the Bucknell

Dfithy. at home: 20, Providence, at fJ-'iy »>i'"U" '"" wfnning streak,

home: 2(1, Bucknell. awav; 27. Penn Vllhinov.'i apiieaied off-lorm in this

State, away: 30. DUk? " tTnlversty. ^" I'"' *»"" '"'""^ , '" iMte'nP veo
nt home ,,ver the digressive Grove City eleven

May. I.Gettysburg, nwav: 2. :^t.
in ih. V'U^nUxn^ K^^nu^. The hnal

S. Mar.v-s. away: X Lovolaof B.altl
"-"''"^ ''-''^^'"' ^^ ^" ^'^

more, awny; 4. Quantlco Marines,
at Quantlco, yn.;. 8, Albright, at
home; 11. T-oyolit. at home: IR,

Providence, away; Ifi. TTar\'nrd.

nw.'iy: 17. Massnrliusetts Tech.
away: IS, Boston College, away; 23.

Gettysburg, i^t hoime: 2S,. Tjchnnon
Valley, nt heme; 2!1. Princeton,
.iwav.

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOIR DIUG(;iST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Diivls Elkins wound up the season

lira mo.st speclacul.ir m'anner losing

out to the Cats by a single touch-

down 20 to 13.

Ued I'M .Melanson was elected

captiiln lor the coming year. Gil-

lespie, Lomasney, Pessolano and

Sb-ehaii were rated on severid all

seetloiis; .lolinny receiving a

Inoii'/e medal from the New York

Sun.

COUKE'S RKSTAl RANT

R.")! Laneaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR. PA.

wasJunior—Cidumbus certainly

some prophet.

S( nior—Why?
Junior—When ho discovered

Amerlcii he shouted, "I see dry

land."

MFXANONA CAMPUS
STORE

I.aneaster Pike

Don't forflct to try our

Famous Sandwiches

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe

I

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

I TAILOR I

! .\jieiit for the Ihihh !

! Mude-ln-Memure Clothes \

i of Hahimore.
|

CftS^tl

•1' ' . '
.

"Every time," mutlered the dis-

tiirbed freshman, '''every lime

I'm calling the folks at home
at their expense^ you fellows

have to crowd in here and re-

mind me of what a material

world Fni living in!"

"Even you," murmured the

Suave Senior as he rushed out

on his way to the nearest tele-

phone, "have; a good idea once

in a blue moon!"

Even if you're "hroke," yoii can

teleplione lioiiic—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge

/
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Notes and Doings
About the Campus

ATLANTIC CITY CLUB

At the first nieetlnp held Blnee the

ChrlHtmas vacation, tlu'

VILLANOVA ITALIAN CLUB

D. J. Heitinc), Cluiirman of tlu>'

Atlantic '
tl'i'KP «'oniinllliH' ii'portoil, at the

P.ty Cluh bigan to formulate plana!'""' """'*'"** '"^ *'"' ''"'' "'="
"i"''-

r,_ ., , ,, . ,
paratlonw for the Annual Duncefor the c.n.lnK Kaster Dance. Kd

|
^-ere nearly i-ompleted. Th,- \illa-

Mookey was appointed cliairn^un of
|

nova and another oroiiestra from
the dance Committee which will |

''''""<i<''pli a liave !)»( n onKaged to
I furnisii continuous njusic from ;•

to 2.

coniilat of six men. The committee
will ho selected durinK the coming
week after a cartful cl>iiHidt«ratiun.

The dance itself will be the flrat

affair Kivcn n Atlantic ("Ity by the
t'lul) tluTcfort" every elTort w II be

Tlio fonunittc*' has sent Invita-
tions t(» several prominent I'liila-

delijliians and a real Ki'od time is

as.sured to all who attend. Tickets
;irc liiiiitiMl and All'. Hcriino exiioits

expt'iidfd to make a Kood ' lirst Im-
;
all who wish to atti-ml tt) Rtt their

prt ssion." Tlierc is no fear of not
\
tickets as soon as po.sslble. The

selling enouKli tickets us demands
I
sul».s<rlptlon price is two dollars,

for tlieni liavc alreiidy hem rccelv-
e<l. Till' cliief pnilijem is to fur-

nlsli sucli a novel and entertaining
affair that will create a IiIkIi oi>in-

lon of Villnnova in the' World's
J'layBround.

The next meeting of the club will

be belli In Itooni 101, Jan. 23, at 1

o'clock

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

The Fraternity had Its first meet-
iuK since the fliristmas holidays on
Thursday. Jan. tenth. There was
only a fair attendance of the memb-
ers present of the society. Discus-
sions concerning the ap|)roach ng
ban<iuet and tlie annual St. Pat-
rick's dance predominated at the
business meeting. According to the
plans the banquet this year will be
the best ever held by the fraternity.

President liyons told tlie members
of some of the features which he
hopes to be able to offer those who
attend the bamiuet. Plans for the
dance were also discussed and the
fraternity hoiK-s to make this dan<e
one of the best dances of the year.
Judging from other years and from
the interest which prevails among
tiie brothers there is every ndica-
tion that this hope will be realized.
The fraternity wishes to extend

Its sympathy to William Hambur-
ger who suffered the lojts t)f his
brother recently: and also to Frank
Brecker whose sister died on Tuts-
day of this week.
Several members are distinguish-

ing themselves on the basketl)all
court with our varsity. Cont . Sul-
livan, Holland ;ind Oardner are the
courtiiun who are members of the
L. K. D.

An.vone can become a patron tu the
d.inee by coiitriliiit ing tlu^ sum ef

Three I>()llars. .Many new novel-
ties will be introdU<ed at this dance;
Tliey are novelties wliich have
never before been witnessed at any
affair run by our college organiza-
tions.

At the last meeting a new idea
was inaugurated. Hull e.ill was .

taktn and will be taken at every
meeting held hereafter. I'resident
Pelllcane promises a pleasant sur-
prise during the latter part of tlie

y«'ar for all those members who
attend itgularly.

li"A N O, V A N

A. S. M. E.

The regular meeting of the Kpsl-
lon I'b'i Theta Fraternity, held
Wednesday, was larg«'Iy attended.
The members were exceedingly en-
thusiastic over accepting the chal-
lenge of the I'i Omega IMii basket
ball quintet.

Gordon Snyder and his many
committees prom se a myraid of
features at the pre-lenten dansant.
Wednesday, was largely attended
by the r< juvenated Art.< society, is

expected to be worthy of the Epsl-
lon Phi Theta.

Very fittingly E. P. T send to the
Belle Air Ball as Its omcial repres-
entative the chairman who smile by
reason of a rallied Prom Tick* t Is

all the J)roader.

ENGINEERS

The Engineer's Fraternity will
conduct a dance and dinner in
I'hiladelphia on the evening of
Febru.iry 7, l!t2!t in one of the lead-
ing hotels which will be announced
a real affair that we can write
later. They promise to make it

a rea! .iffair that we can write
homo, about. The conmilttee on
music have acqpired the services of

An Important meeting of the Am-
erican Soch.ty of Mechanical Rn-

,

.. .-. -
glnoers Was held last Thursday.''''*'*' Weems and his orchestra, th s
The main topics of discussion were •'»'""<' would guarantee a pleasant
thone whh'h concerned trips to be evening. The dance will '

made to ne;irby factories soon after
the mid-year examlnaticms. So far'
three tr ps h.ive been

be the
first formal affair given by the
Engineers this year. The com-

MUCH miL, ,,,

OKATORKJALCONIKS
(continued 'rom llrst jage)

-
.

REoioN's srnbivinKi).
The representatives of eacii col-

lege v.ill eonipete on April 21 in

groups of eigiit each to determine
the winner of their respective
regions, these' regional semi-
finals' will be held in places des-
ignated by the committee wlien
the colleges ar^ notified as to

their distributitms liy region.
Thise places will be picked out
according to the practicality of
their- position.

National Semi-finals and Finals
The regional lyeefhiK (to be held
between May 17 and May 31 in

locations to lie chosen by tiie

cimtest niunagenient for the con-
venience of the conte.stants after
the reglon.il finals have lieen se-
lected) will in reality be the na-
tional semi -11 II a Is. The winner
of these n.itional semi-tinals will

automatically be placcd.t in the
national finals at 1/Os Ang»'les.

JUDGING STANDARDS,
The judges an- to rj-gard it as
fundamental to the contest that
the oratmns nmst be of such a
character as to increase interest
in and respect fur the Constitu-
tion of the I'nited States. At all

stages of the contest will be se-
lected by the contest nianaKcnu-nt
and will be ins(ructe<l to attach
e(|ual imjiortance to the matter of
tbi- speech as well as the way in
which it Is delivered. The Judges
will make out a ballot of their
opinion of the contestants and
all judgements will be according
to the low point system. In case
of a breakable tie at the national
finals the ballots are t«) be real-
ized. In the ca.se of a breakable
tie the Judges, after conference.
Will decide the winner.

TIMING THE KPEAKEKS.
The cha.rman of each meeting is

responsible for the timing of the
speakers. The timekeer)er will
sit immediately in front of the
speakers and if any contestant
exceeds ten minutes in delivering
his speech, the timekeeper must
stand and announce "time up.'
The speaker under such condi-
tions must stop withou't saying
another word, if he does not
stop immediately he is auto-
matically to be pl.iced last. The
chairman is to be the final au-
thority on all (luesticms dealing 1

with at time limit.
NO THAVELliVG ALI.OWANCE.

All contestants are to pay their
own final expenses at all stages
of the contest. The winners of
cour.se are given substantial cash
awards and the.se are suriposed to
defray their expenses.

A perusal of the above rules will
,cast light upon this cimtest and it is
sincerely hoped that this will stimu-
late even greater interest in the
Vlllanova Oratoiical Contest.

GINGHAM DRESSES

Alumni News

planned, to mittce in charge consists of John
the Prlght. Hess Manufacturing I •'^'""v chairman, Joe Glllen and J.
Company, the Baldwin Loccmiotlve
Works iind the .Midvale Steel Com-
pany.

It was also made known at this
meeting that Freshmen will be
eligible to enter the society after
the mid-year examinations.
Two p.tpers have been turned In

for the contest held .•(nnu.illy be-
tween Aillauova. I'enn. Drexel and
Swarthmuie. One paper is to be
Hehcted from each of the jibove col-

Van Horn, they have reported that
the advance sale of tickets has far
exceeded the expectatiims Im-
mediately after the mid-years the
Freshmen will be given bids for the
fraternity. Inlt ation and admit-
tance will be held at an early date.

TRACK

leRes. The winner of the finals will
receive fiftv doll.irs. Eicli
must w n a prize because four
prizes will be awarded .md only
four men will be cliKibl.. for them.

PI OMEGA PHI

The regular meeting of the PI
Omega I'hi fratern ty was held Inst
TueH<lay and nnich important busi-
ness was transacted. DevelojimentH
roncerninp the basket ball team are
cfiming along fine. Mr. Itoger
ODnnnell Is beglning Immedi.itely
to arrange for games to be jtlayed
In the dfy and away, Unlform.'J
.ire aI.«»o being ordered for the team.
They will be of the colors of the
fraternity: Black and Orange, Other
Imporfiint activities, to be announ-
ced 1,'ifer, nre being undertaken and
arranged. These will prove a pleas-
iint surprise to

announced.
all when tliev are

The K. of C. meet in Camden
ushered In the Indoor se.ison e.irly in

^

Febru.iry. Our relay .|Uartets car-
c.dlege

I
ried ,,ff two first plac(>s. H,irv«'i ford
College w.is met in the first outdoor
meet, a practice one and the Red
and Bl.ick carried off the honors.

In our meet with Drexel the
Engineers put a stiffer scrap than
WIS expected and it w.is only Villa

-

nov.i's iirepondrrance in the field

events that enabled the Blue and
White to come out on top. The fin.il

cotint read 58 1-2 to 4S 1-2.

Against St. Joseph's wf- rose to
our true height. Villanova more
than doubling the score on the op-
ponents: thus continuing the string
of unbroken su<'cesses against the
Stiles Strei'ters that has existed since
the inaugural of track relations be-
tween the institutions.
Ca plain Woods was easily the out-

standing p«'rformer fr>r the school
throughout the season. Myretetus.

According to New r^aven's leading
press sheet Gingham dresses are
coming back Into style This gives
rl.se to may questions, iniiiort.mt and
otherwise. Paris announces this and
what Paris .iimounces shall be done.
We dcm't know what the women
think of the idea, and from past ex-
perience we will leave their ideas
alone. What we want to know is -
"What will the men of the nation
think (»f it?" N.irrowing our subject
still further we .-igain state the ques-
on as "What will college men thlnk

of It." This should be right In line
as questionnaires seem to be in or-
der. We do hate to come right out
.and .say Ves or Nt), as the policy of
this r>aiter is to take a liberal view
on all matters, but as our Jeailers do
detest being left in doubt we must
say that we heartily approve of
Gingh,im dre.sses. WE hope that the
hoardes of feminine renders will not
condemn without hearing reasons.
Silk, .satin and lace will m.ike a tele-
phone operator ji princess but a
tJingham dress is the highroad to a
mans heart. We admire silk but
ndore OInghiims. Silk fas<-lna(es but
Gingham comforts, and we do love
our comfort. For these few men-
tioned reasons, If they mny be called
such, the Vlllanovan takes it's stan<l
firmly behind the advocates r.f

GINGHAM.

Varn.ill anil

Ih.'lr l.ader.

Kelly ably seconded

Mother—I won't kiss you. I have
such a cold." said the mf)ther to
her <ild friend s pretty daughter.
Son—I'll do It for you, If you

wish, motln'r." stepping forward.

'28

An «nga.i;enienl If Inten-.st to V'il-

ian<A'al men is tliat Ju t recently an-
nounced between Mr.- Jolin J. M< -

t!liui.»,' ,j id Miss Doiis Sn.\(li'r, of (icr-

niantowii.

... -27

Clltus Seiiver rei-ently paid u short
visit to several of his former campus
colleagues.- He is at the present
time employed by the tJity Kngineers
of New. York.,
•.,; <•:,;.•'• ••*16
John r..ar1<in", of Plioenixville, j.s at

the present <'mploye(l by the I'iioe-

nixv.lle Bridge Coinpanv.
'26

Ed Duffy, who is ii(»w with Nixon
& Co, in Philadelphia, recently paid a
visit to F.ither IJartlev.'

'28

.folin Harklns, of Ijjidnor, Is at
present holding ,i position with the
bi-okerage linn of .lannev i!t Co., in
Philadelphia.

•27

John Gallen. an honoi- man in tho
engineering class of '27, is now em-
ployed liy the Peiinsylviinia R:iilrn;id.

Jim Langan Run-
nerup in Corsac
Boxing Meet

()klul)(»nia H<'a\yu«'i}:lit Loses

(]liain|>ions)ii|> to

SiilJi\an

Peggy Sullllvan, Corsac heavy-
weight stopped Jim T.angan in the

,

second round of their champlon.ship
bout on S.iturday evening at the

Bid.idwny A. C.

The feature of the evening had
hardly opened when Sullivan re-

opened a freshly healed gash In

Jim's nose that was infllicted In a
previous scrap of the tournament.
By concentrat ng an attack upon
his nose Sullivan weakened him to

such an extent that the contest
ended In the .second round of the
.scheduled three rounder when the
club boxer dropped Jim for the
count.

Langan gave all he had In a vain
effort to turn the tide sweeping
against him l)ut the handicap of
the bruised nose retarded his ef-
fectlvenes.s. The Vlllanova man's
pluck made a hit with the ex-
tremely |);irtisan spectators.

January 22. 1929

SKMOKS HOLD ANNUAL
BKLLi: AIRK BALL

(continued from hr.st i>age>

wh te effect of their escorts. Ma-
terials ranging from filmy tulles to

the more sophisticated velvets were
jaade Into an exceptional variety of
Htyll's which suited the personality
of theii- wtjarers. Cocktail Jackets
an«l evt'oing caps whose sb nimerin?
sc.iles rellected the spo lights into
exutk' refractions, vvc?re a feature of
the^ evening. ^

Many alumni we.e present at the
Helle Aire Hall representing several
states.

The Committee
All the details were arranged and

executed by the- following .seniors
'

who formed the Helle Aire Ball Com-
mlttee: Chairman, "Bud" Brltt:
membeis-in-course: ",Ioe" I.,oughry,
Flank Mc(^ann, "Tony' Sellltto,
"Tuin" McCoy, Honis I'.idula, Cae-
.s,ir Fugazzi, Frank i)enis, "Joe"
Htickley. Hugo (Povanucci and "BUI"
nandolph. These men should not be
foruolten when the biurels for mak-
ing- the Belle Aire Ball a success are
given out. The details attendant to
the .-(dministrntion of their duties
made them give much of their time
to make the Prom as outstanding an
event as it turned out to be.

Bob'

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous GrolT milk shake.

Sodas Ice Creum

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THK WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 2,'')

»

'f,y- Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hu/mu>l}iln

Sale.s and Servico

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster

Pike

WHEN y€U
WANT THE
BE/T...

youll come to George
Hutchint, where only the
6negt imported leathert
are used .

.
'. worn by a

million men . . . who appre-
ciate real value at low cosL

Sises-S to 12 WidtlM~A to E
Open EveningB

6e€.Hiit€Mn$
stores

1207-09 CHESTNirr
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surdity must be curtailed in the

interent of paHsed exiim natioiiH.

Youra for more nlnetieH,

COUNT lUMlTRI.

This paper is dedicated to one «/ the finest men who ever entered f'illanova;

scholar, athlete and nentleman—hKO <>(>odreai>.

Entered as se<-ond-rla>is mutter at Villanova PoHtoflTue, Deceniiier 27. 1928.

In the laHt IsHue of the Owl, tlie

lOiiKiiif'ei's' publcation, ttieie wp-
Iieiired a serie.n of note.s under the

caption ' VVliat Oui- lOnKineerft Are
I>o:n»{." Kor tlie 8nl<^ of those who
do not read tlje <->wl we will (juote

11 few of these notes to let our stu-
dent.s know that Villanova fjradu-
iUe8 are rajjidly forKin;,' to the front

|

ill all liranclieH of buainess.
j

Thomas McNee '2K, who has been

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1929

THE RETREAT

ON Sl'.N'DAY next, the student body of Villanova Will onter Into
their mid-Hemester retreat. Thi.s retreat is not only the oldest
and best established tradition at Mllanova but is the most
essential one.

At roUeKe the student endeavors to accumulate knowledge and to
create strength of mind an<l body. He desires to form >i foundation
Which will serve as a backKround for experience and the coml)inatlon of
Which will Rive him the courage of his convictions and the ability to
withstand and overcome the vicissitudes of the outside world. Yet some-
thing else is needed! Something that will imbue him with the true con-
ceptions of the virtues of faith, hope and charity, somethinK that Will
afford him more happiness and peace of mind than the world can ever
liold—strength of soul I

Just as we strive In a material way to obtain perfection in body
and mind by <»xtensive prejiaration and examination, must we also strive
in a spiritual way to be prepared for the great examination and to at-
tain our ultimate Koal—salvation.

What better opportunity and privilege vould be desired than a re-
. treat as a means of fltUnu ourselves for the attainment of this end?

... A retreati A time when we should put iiway the material, a time for
; :

silence and medit.ition, a spiritual reckoning—an awakeninR.'
It Is with these thouRht.s in mind, that we should look forward With

eagerness to and take full advantage of, by punctual and regular at-
tendance, the serviceH and meditations of this retreat.

'
.•

'•• ••..' • • * •

PARTIALITY
THEHE is a certain factor, which comes into the lives of most

people either directly or indirectly, and which Inaffects them in

many ways; in some ca.ses it will raise a man to great heights
and make him in the eyes of the world a tremendous success. In

others It will ruin him quicker than It takes time to tell, and this fac-
tor is railed Partiality.

There have been indirect reports which have come to those on the
staff that the "\'illanovan" has shown partiality to certain organizations
on the cami)us. If there is anything that the staff of the paper Wishes to
Impress on the student body, it Is to make them realize that the paper
is theirs, and that we aim to please, an<l in so doing It would be im-
possible to show partiality of any kind to any person or persons even
though it would benefit us.

Those wno are on the staff of the paper know full well that the
paper Is In it's infancy, and that It would be ridiculous to cater to any
one class, because it would turn others away from us, and to make the
paper a .success we must have the full support of the entire student
body. Therefore, if anyone has any comi)Ialnt or criticism to make, let
him come to the proper authorities on the staff and we will make every
possible effort to rectify any mistake that we have made.

• * * • •

SUPPORT
BKKOHK the paper was inaugurated at Villanova there were many

demands for an organ of this nature; the student body clanmretl
for some kind of a mouthpiece through which they could make
their demands known. Npw that they have it they do not seem

to realize what it means to them, thoy .support it In a half-hearted man-
ner with their subscription."?. It .seems to have been one of tiie failings
of^students at Villanova to demand many things and then when these
filings were obtained for them they failed to reciprocate with their use
of them or they criticised everything and said that it wasn't enough.

We are now in the midst of a drive for more suliscrl))ti()ns; it

will be the last chance for the student body to show that they really
appreciate the paper and if they wish it's return to the iiimpus next ye:ir,
let the different clubs, fraternities and other organizations start a drive
among their numbers to give the "Villanovan" 100 per cent, support, as
one fraternity has already done, or we will be talking of the "Villanovan"
that was, rather than the "Villanovan" that Is,

for the
has been
on metal
materials
the com-

Now that the happy season of the

mid -year has api»roached and
everyone is looking forward in an-
liclpation to them, is it not fitting

that this column be devoted to de-

claiming on the beauty of ijtudy. and
how studying is really <lone for

those pleasant periods of our lives'.'

One of tile |)riinary essentials js

otganiziiig some kind of system, and
why not'.' Doesn't everyone have a
system <jf soiiix- kind or otlier so

therefore a system is necessary for

preparation for the mid-years'.' I
j

once knew a man who spent all his i

life trying to devi.se a system, by!
whicli lie could catch himself cheat-

j

Ing while playing solllare, and when i

lie did succeed lie was so overcome
\

by the shock that it affected his

mind, Theiefore with tills as a
goal, let us systeniize. The first

I thing is to be able to worry. If ono
I would only stop and realize how
many few good v. orries that there

are In the world it would seem a
charming vocation for a life work.
At least a good grumbler and wor-
rier forms an excellent antidote for

tlial rare and imbecilic bit of early
American known as "tlie life of the

I)arty." A .safe period of worrying
of two weeks before tlie mid-years
and two weeks after is considered
adeciuate and helpful to propei'

study. Then the student must lay

in a certain number of supplies.

Such things as note-paj)er, note-
books wliich he 11 never use except
l)robably to throw at some who
vould dare to violate his room wlien
he is trying so earnestly to study.
Of course he must assume the stu-
dious air and even sliould carry out
tills pose to the extent of wearing
hoin-rlmed glasses or even grow-
ing a beard. Scoffing at women and
all frivlIouM forms of amusement
should come into their own and all

in all he must be a general wet
blanket. This method of scoffing

may continue almost Indefinitely

until he is either tlirown out of col-

lege for being a general nuisance
or killed by his frenzied colleagues.

After the above preliminaries
we'll now get down to the substance
of studying. First of all arrange
all l)ooks and papers carefully on
the desk or table, rulfilng them up a
bit so that they may at least appear
that they mal have been used, look

for cigarettes and discover that

there are none In any of your pock-
ets and then Institute a search
throughout the entire room for to-

bacco in any form. There is gener-
ally none to be found. The search-
ing expedition continues for a least

. Ing medicine at Georgetown Medl
half an hour so a rest is then neces-

j

cal school.
sary to recuperate and prepare for 28—
study. After resting which keeps

i Knink .lordan was an outstand-
on until the overworked student ing player on the Clifton Heights
falls asleep it is then time to eat. j.rofessional football team during

doing engineering work
I'enn Steel Service Co..

put in chiirge of sales
building, a new line i>f

which Is being sold by
pany.

Joseph l{edard '26, Is the heating
and ventilating engineer for the
Wetmore Company of Uuff.ilo.

N. Y.

I'aul Ronib.'iut '26 is in charge of

the construction of a new unit, be-
ing built by the Rochester Gas and
Electric Corporation. The . new
unit will cost well over $150,000.

Janfes Iftirns '28 has been trans-
ferred to the Researcli Laboratory
of the Celanese Corporation of
America In Cumberland, Maryland.
James Koch '16 will soon take up

Ills new position with the Manila
Electric Co., of Manila, Philippine
Islands.

LOUIS PES.SALANO

—16—
I^o Lynch, the greatest gridiron

luminary ever produced at Villa-
nova is a bond salesman for the
Toland Trlble Co., In Philadelphia.—2fr-
Charles Foley is at present In the

employment of the Atlantic City
Electric Co. at Vlneland, N. J.

—26—
George "Doc" Jacobs has been

signed as freshman coach In all
sports for a three year period. He
will take up his new duties in Sep-
tember.

—26—
Hei nard M. Quinn Is now employ-

ed by the brokerage firm of Cassatt
Co. in Philadelphia.

—26— .,;'; :^.;,.;,^

Albert W. Hrown is liiirsulnj? a
cour.se In the I'enn Medical School

—27—
Frank McGlrr is associated with

a well known brokerage house in
Wall street.

—27—
Harold "Red' O'Donnell is study-

Go over to tlie dining hall vowing
that there will be plenty of study-
ing done that night, and really the
entire afternoon was not spent In

vain, because evei-ything is all pre-
pared for ii solid niglit of study.

the 1929 .season.

—28—
I..eslie lUirns is pursuing a course

of study in medicine at Yale.
—28—

George "Prof" Mallen is president
At the dining liall .some one Is al- !

"f the freshman law class at Tem-
ple.

WELCOME FOR NEWCOMERS

TO A PLAYMATE WE WANT SILENCE

rules

own

and

We play a pretty game. Ixjve, you
and I;

The tricks are oun's, tho
we know.

We kiss, enraptured by ow
audacity.

And whisper nothings soft

low.

Each embrace we follow with a
sigh?

Each night we part as youthful as
before.

We kiss once more before your
open door,

W© pledge our hearts each night
again

—

Or so you say, but there are other
men

Whoso hearts you hold In tight

embrace.
In fact, my dear, you set a merry

pace
For others:—but for me you
weave no bonds

X know at least a dozen
blondes.

AN ARTS MAN

Now we always did admire Fire-

men, and their labor Is not chUds

play as we very well knoU^ but

what wo students whose rooms

are in Mendell Hall, Including

"Pigr Alley." Hogans Flat," "Garret

Other

Hill " want to know Is why do the ,iuced. and much to the delight of
men in charge of that myster'ous
underground chamber beneath the
kitchen Insist upon running the
machine that lifts the ashes to the
courtyard above every morning at
unearthly hours. And on Sunday
mornings when we are trying to

catch up on all the sleep we have
lost the night before and Just as
we are dropping into the land of

Nod with pleasant dreams of some-
one far away the clank-clank of

iron striking Iron comes to our
unwIUingr ears and we are forced to

postpone our nap till another time

when silence reigns. Let us there

fore hope that fore- mentioned ma-
chine will continue its efforts to the

hours of the afternoon.

ways met who seems to have Just
the stuff you need for the courses
and if it is procured, the prepara-
tion will be made easy. At the
friend's room he seems to possess As Villanova will In the ne.ir fu
a very complete library of all the ture have a new group of students

attending evening classes Is it not
proper that they receive a welcome
not only from the faculty but also
from us. No doubt a member of
the administration board will ad-
dress them at some time or other
and why not at the same time a
committee of students. It w II make
them feel more at home and place
them on a friendly basis from the
start. It would give them con-
fidence and they would consider
themselves Villanova men from the
beginning. Let us show them the
splendor of the Villanova spirit as
well as the splendor of the new
building. Let us extend the glad
bond to our brothcri in learning.

latest magazines. Looking over
tlies*' takes up the good part of an
hour but then after all one is im-
proving one's mind while at college
and what better d»!velopment for the
mind is there but reading That's
why we're here—to get an educa-
tion, and a good talk once in '.i

while with some intelligent person
on some good topic such as the
f()rth('oming baseball season or John
Gilbert and Greta Gnrbo's latest

picture is really excellent food for

the mind. This discussion lasts un-
til seven-thirty or eight o'clock and
suddenly out of clear air a program,
of what is at the movies, is pro

all some favorite is appearing on
only that day. and that couldn't be
mi."scd. Anyway, didn't you study
all .ifternoon? After all a fellow
must have some recreation. You
can't work like a horse all the time,

'i he human body can't stand it.

Consoling himself with these facts

the weary student trips merrily off

to the movies and more dust be-
gins to settle on the volumes that
men have devoted their life that
someone else may be bettered. At
bast there Is one consolation gain-
ed from the purchase of them. It

affords an Ideal place to put your
old razor blades.

In view of the fact my own mid-
years are here, this nonsensical ab-

ORIGIN OF "MARK TWAIN"
"Mark Twain" was a cry given

by the pilot of the old Miss ssippi
River boats, indicating f^o
fathoms of water or no bottom.
This was a most serious and hope-
ful sign for the pilot and captain
indicating plenty of water and
clear sailing. M. Clemens said that
he confiscated this name from one
of the oldest and most reliable
pilots on the Miss ssippi River,
because with that old man it was
a sign and symbol and warrant that
whatever was wound In Its com-
pany might be gambled upon as be-
ing the petrified truth.

There Is nobody on the campus
who has less need of an introduc-

tion to tlie student body than "Ixju"

Pessalano. or I'ess as he Is affec-

tionately called by all those who
know him. He is, without a doubt,

one of the most Important .students

on the cjimpus, and also the most

modest and unassuming, all of

which add in no small degree to his

sterling character.

Pess hails from Pittsburg, and
he certainly is a native son of

v.'hich the smokey city can be
very proud. He is an alumnus of

New Kensington High School of

that city, and it was at that institu-

tion that he received his early

training In the gridiron sport for

which he was to become so famous
at college. At high school he played
football for four years, being elect-

ed captain in his senior year by
his teammates In recompense for

his wonderful i)laylng. It was dur-
ing his last year at high sclmol
that he was signally honored and
duly rewarded for his achievements
by being given a position on the all

Statu team of 1925.

In the fall of 1925, as a reward
for his excellent work, lie was
awarded a scholarship to Villanova.
In his freshman year, Pess was
picked at once for the line of the
first staring team by Coach Stuhl-
dieiier, who was very quick to iio-

tce his wonderful abilil,\' as a
tackle. I'lider tiie guidanc*' of the
coaches he developed wonderfully
during his first year of college foot-

ball and during tlie years following
he advanced rapidly In the football
world.

After tlie completion of last years
football season, he was elected cap-
tain to succeed Paul Kusco, and
"Pess" ably lead the team as they
plunged through their first unde-
feated season. My his exceptional
playing he is always a conspicuous
figure on the gridiron .ind this has
not been liassed by unnoticed. He •

was given a position on several All-
Fiast teams and was on the All- •

American teams picked by Joe Du- •'

gan and "Stony" McGlynn.
After tlve Davis-EIlkins game

which was the last game tvf amateur
football that he can play, lie was
raised to the shoulders of his team-
mates and carried around the field.

While Joy over the winning of the
game was the order of the day.
still "Pess" must have felt sorrow
as he left the field after his last
game of amateur football. Villa-
nova will never forget you. Pess,
for your wonderful ability on the
gridiron.

Rut football is not his only
achievement. He is a student in
the Pre-Medical school and distin-
guishes himself in the class-room
and laboratory as well as on the
gridiron. He Is a member the
l^imba Kappa Delta fraternity and
the V. 1. C. and Is very promine:it
In the workings of these two organ-
izations.

"Pess" Is, without a doubt, one
of the best football players Villa-
nova has ever had. He is also an
outstanding man In the Senior
class, an all-around athlete and a
general good fellow.
He is a man from whom we ex-

Iiect big things, and we feel onfl-
dent that he will achieve them.
When "'Pess"' is handed his dIpR? t

he takes with him the heartfelt
wishes of every fellow at VHIonovn.

•'.>•
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Twenty-two Men
Report for Track

Coach Meredith is Optimii)-

tie Over First

Showing

Twenty-two tra<-k and ' field

candidates, among them ,thlrteen

veterans from last year"s team, re-

ported for jlrst practice in the

st^idium la'ht Tues;|ay. Coach .Mere-

ditli ordered some, liglit limbering

up-*xerclses iind cautioned the men
against straining their muscles.

Until the weother becomes more

clement, workouts will be held

under the stands where a forty

yard straightway has been laid.

Tlie big schedule arranged by
Manager Daly gets un<ler way early

in February with the K. of c. meet
In Camden, which allows only three

weeks for them to get in shape.
Quite a few varsity trackers failed

to put in an appearance on Tuesday
but it is expected over forty upper
tlassnien and freshmen will be
pounding the cinders after mid
years.

One difticuluty in previous stasons
lias been tlie shortage of distance

men. Most of the points gathered
by the team were In the shorter

runs and in the field events. The
addition of several milers an;l two
milers this year will balance and
bolster ui) the stiuad wonderfully.

Many fellows are unaware of tne
possibilities contained in them-
selves. Come out and let the coach
help you. A big physique is not
neces.sary for success on tiie track.

Past records are tilled witli the

names of athletes who were not

endowed with a big body and bulg-

ing muscles.

THE VILLANOVAN

Southpaw Bowlers
Issue Challenge

Wrong Side Alley Sweepers
Seek to Down Starhoard

Pin Maulers

Rise up In your might oli long
dormant sturdy right banders, • a
new scourge looms threatenly near.

Your prestige Is waning, your
throne is tottering Beliold, the
time Is at hand, gird up thy loins

and come forth to push back this

new aggressor that is ensliadowing.
Led by the redoubtiible curve

bailers, Faulk, HenslI and Mul-
venna, the southpaw bowlers par

excolb nee, the old ten pin honors
wliich liave for so long rested with
the lads who w eld the knife and
fork and keep tlie coffee on the op-
posite shor«>. appear destined lo

change mitts.

No longer may we (the rights)

swagger in the sunshine of our
might, now that they (the lefts)

fiing challenge after challenge into

our faces (the rights) until once
.'ind for ail this new usuper (the

lefts) is met on the field of honor
and the better of the two Is

definitely decided to complete sat-

isfaction.

The left hand bowlers will meet
the right hand ones n a three

game match when negotiations are

completed for the championship,

though we are in doubt, the total

number of pins toppled to decide

the issue. Three more men are

needed by the crooked arms before

they venture forth In their quest-

All ciindidates are requested to get

in touch with Bill Faulk.

Varsity's Late Spurt

Fails to Overtake Foe

(continued troni first page*

Seliolarships Open to All

College Grads in Europe

(continued from first p'lge)

final minutes of the last half.

A poor first half really lost the

game. NVh le our men had many
chances to tally, l)Ut one flehl toss

our four foul goals represented the-

crop gitlieied. On the other hand
Manhattin cut loose, and piled up
eighteen v^oint^. i»rincipa!ly on spot
shr>ts, from pre-determlned spots
on the rtoor. T'me and again they
tossed the ball with hardly a
glance at the basket and nearly

always successful.

The last half commenced like the

preceding period, Villanova bom-
b.trding the oiiposing b.asket with-
out result and the Islanders, ring-

ing up on reckless shots. In fact

with fifteen m nutes to go, the Cats
npiieared hopelessly sulimerge 1

beneath a 24 to 6 score.

This was merely the lull before
the storm, of a sudden the shots
that Itounced harmlessly off the
baik board began to swish the net.

Field goal followed foul as the
Villanova machine gained mora-
entunu
The surprised Manhatt.inltes

tried to freeze the ball in a desper-
ate effort to save the slipping
game, still the Hlue and White
score mounted nearer the opposing
figures, but the time kept ticking
on and the t me keeper stopped
the game before we could tie the
count.

Kerber of the New York quintet
sank four 'twin pointers and a pair
of fouls to carry away high scoring
honors. For Villanova no man was
out standing, rather they worked
together and scoring being distri-

buted quite evenly among the men
who saw action.
Henry's close guarding featured

• Vlllanova's defensive play. Bir-
mingham's usually keen eye had an
off night and Jack could make but
a lone basket from the floor. Mc-
Carthy, Nolan, Myrtetus, Holland
and Morgan all figured in the sec-
ond half rally, each breaking Into
the scoring column.
A rather pleasing point to the

fray was the comeback of the team
from the fifteen foot mark. Had
the men been In as good form In
some previous encounters the out-
come of two games In particular
would have been of a different
tature.

prtt—"Whnt are you late for
t".tayT"

1

.''tudent
—"For class, I guess."

fellowship lasting one year or a

second if the conditions are favor-

able. These offers cover board,

lodging and tuition during the

scholastic year of nine months. The
universities the winners may at-

tend are: The I'niverslty of Vien-

na, the Technical University, the

School of Agriculture, the Interna-

tional Trade School, the Academy
ot Fine Arts, the Academy of Mus-
ic, the School of Apiilied Arts, the

School of Veterinary Science and
the Scliool of the Diplomatic Ser-

slce (the Konsularacedemie), all of

them located at Vienna; at the

I'niversities of Krak and Inns-

Icuck; the School of Mining at

'.oeben, and the Catholic I'niver-

slty in Salzburg.

Qualifications

The announced (|uallfications arc

as follows:

(1) Citizenship In the United

States or I'ossessions;

(2) Applicant must- be gradu-
ate of a college, university or pro-

fessional school of recognized

standing, or be one at time of en-

tering upon this .scholarship;

(3) Must bo good moruUy, in-

tellectually and In personality;

(4) Must present a certificate or

other evidence of good health.

(5) Must be able to do independ-

ent study and research;

(6) Must have a practical abil-

ity to u.se German books, both In

the general subjects and In his own
sjiecial field, and be able to speak
German and understand lectures

delivered In German.

Additional Information
These opportunities iire open to

both men and women between the

ages of 20 to 30. The Internation-

ale Ho«hshulkurse fur Auvlander
has been instituted at the Univer-
sity of Vienna for Knglish speaking
foreigners. These courses are held

four days a week during the entire

academic year, to inform the stu-

dents concerning the German lan-

guage in particular and Austria in

general.
lOacli !-tU(lent makes his own ar-

r;ingements for >ail.nK, passport

and visas. American fellows are

re<iuire<l to call at the oHlce of the

Institute of International Ediicati<Jn

at New York before saillrig to Au«j-

trla. They must alt-o report to the
Austro-Ainericah Institute of Edu-
cation, Klibabeili .^trasses, y, Vien-
na, iinniediately upon their arrival

In..Austria.

Those desring to become candl-

tes fur these fellowships, sliould ad-
dress a letter of application to

Archie M. Palnief, Assistant Direc-
t<ir of the Institute of International

Kducation, 2 West 4.')tli Street, New
Pork, from whom the necessary ai>-

plication blank, may' lie ol)talned.

All blanks are to be filed with the
.•^itudeiits credentials before March
1st.

German Fellowship

Nearly one hundred of these fel-

lowships have been granted to stu-

dents of this country during the

past year. In most Instances tin,"

fell<»wsliips provided free tuition

find iioard and lodging at the lead-

ing German rniversities. .Appli-

cants must apply for certain uni-
versities with ade(iuate reasons for

their choice. The fields of study
are: Agriculture, Commerce I'3c(m-

omlcs, Kducation, Engineering, His-
tory, international I..aw, Literature,

Mathem.itlcs, Medicine, Natural
Sciences. I'olitical Science, Psy-
chology, Sociology, Theology,

Qualifications
The ciuallfications are the .same as

those li.>-ted under Austrian tiiiali-

Hcallons. I luring the course of the

ytar, the student must report to the
Amerlcan-Geiman Student ex-
r'hange two reports, one at the close
iif the winter semester and the sec-
ond immed ately at the close of the
school year. The additional infor-
mation is to be obtained from the
same source as mentioned in the
add.tional Information Paragraph
of Austrian fellowshljis.

Swiss Fellowships
These scholai-ships all prox'ide

free tuition at specific .nstitutions,

while some of these are supple-
mented i>y stipends covering board
and lodging, or their ecjuivalent,.

Additional stipends sometimes
amount to 3000 Swis.s francs. The
universities open tor this fellowship
plan are: the rniversities of Masle,
Berne, Fribiirg, (Jeneva, I.<ausanne.
Neucliatel and Zurich, the Eldg-
enosslche Techni.'^^che Hochscliule
at Zurich and the Ilandelscho-
chschule at St. Gallen.

Qualifications
The (lualifications are the same

as those for .\ list i la and Germany,
except tliat the applicant must also
know French, as well as German.
All applications must be filed with
the credits at the New York office

before March 1st, as the announce-
ments of the winners of the con-
tests ai-e to be announced shortly
after this date.

Varsity Tennis to

Practice Indoors
s

Captain Lovatt is Optimistic

I

Over Prospects

for Team

Vlllanova's racket" aggregation
has a persanul which is difficult to

equal. With Captain "Lovatt le(,id-

ing such nieh as Frank Kel'y, J.

Dooling, Bob Felton, Pill Orcutt,
Hill Quinlan. Hu Keedy, J. Ahern
and Pi ForVey, the student body
should havo no fears as to the out-

come of the season. Those who
!ire close followers of the gniiie are
eagerly looking forward to the
match. Those are only a few of

this yeui" s squad, whicli promises
fo be the largest ever to turn out
at Villanova. as the prospects
numbered among the class of '32

look very promising.
Under the excellent managership

of Tom McCoy, who Is being cap-
ably assisted by Bill Kelly. tlii>

following matches havo been
scheduled: Teini)le, Navy, Bucknell,

Franklin and Marshall, St. John's,
La S.I lie, St .lolin's. .Md , (Seorge-

town, Haverford, Catholic U. and
Western Maryland.

With the winter well on its way
and the warm weather slowly
drawing near the members of
Vlllanova's fast-moving, varsity
tennis s(|uad are planning to st.irt

their indoor practii'o very .soon.

The members shall Indulge In dally

practice on one of Philadelphla'.s

finest ndoor courts. Captain
Lovatt Is more than pleased with
the prospects and feels confident
that they will have a very success-
ful season.

Under the watchful eye of Mr.
Mauch. who Incldently Is a master
on the courts himself, they will be
closely drilled In every possible bit

of court strategy and the finer

points of the game.

The Lover—"All my letters have
been burned. How could you do
such a thingf?"

She—"Don't blame me. It was
spontaneous combustion, I'm sure."

"Money Isn't everything,"' said
the old-fashioned girl.

"Of course not," says her grand-
daughter. "Bonds or Jewelry will

do Just as well."

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

8S1 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Be Prejmred for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION

(JAS AND OIL
Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Wildcat Polo Team
Smothers Vassars

Galloping Chess Stars Win
No-Decision I»v Three

L e n (; t h s

j

In spite of the terrific heat and

j

slowed up by a muddy field, the
Wildcat grappling squad won an
easy 10 to 73 victory over our

' hated gulf state rivals. This
.••laughter began when T^omasney
m.ide a long shot from mid floor,

, Melanson recovering and after

I

eluding all pursuers sent the ball

I through both arches to hit the

!
stake for first blood In the second

I
round C.lllesp e knocked a nice hit

I

giving McAndrews a chance to put
the eight ball in the side pocket for

the second counter. Here "Vasser

rallied and peddaled madly around
the track to tie the score with an
uppercut and straight left, leaving

Pessalano luinging on the ropes
Donnovan returned the ball to the
green and holed out In one, causing
the crowd to demolish a part of

the new asbestos bleachers,

Sheehan carried the ball to the

180 yard line, clearing the sticks In

a perfect manner. "Vassar recover-

ed the puck and scored a spare only

to serve doubles and receive a pen-

alty of 75 yards, bes'des being set

four tricks. T>olos smashed over a

basket by a half nelson and the

Wildcats emerged victors from
their first intorsectlonal Ma .long

contest by Jumping into the king

row In the Rth Inning, winning the

no decision by the use of the breast

stroke and back hand swing.

Coaches RtuUe and Hunsle are

much enthused over the way the

Rifle Team handled their pones In

the contest.

Frosh Quintet

Meets St. Joe's

Yearling F'ive is the Favor-

ite Over Foe Tomor-
row Night

The freshman basketball tetim,

under the tutelage of i'hrls Loloa,

former Villanova court star, is fast

rounding Into shape. Although
receiving two setbacks at the h.inds

«)f ,Vork Colb'giate Institute JinJ

West Catholic High, respect vely,

the yearlings made a very excellent

showing aga nst (heir third and last

opponent, La Salle Prep.

In the latter game the frosh

• lulntet displayed a brilliant brand
of jiassing. dribbling and shootinK
which completely balked the Style

Streeters" defense. Tom Kdwards
and .Tack F.igeii formed the hulk

(f tin- attack which Lolos' proteges

hurled against the fighting La
.'>all<> aggregation.
The frosh have ((Uite a ditficult

schedule facing them but If they

continue to improve as they have
th«'y wl 1 come out on to]). .Joseph

Kellher. man.iger of the l!t3'.i out-

fit, announces the follow ng teams
to be met: St. Josephs Fro.«h. Hu^
School of Princeton, State Normol
of Trenton Uoman Catholic High
and Triangle .\. A. of Bethany
Templet
The outstanding members of the

sfjuad are: Czelck, Tracey, Ham-
mond, Edwards, Kjigen, McDermot
and Twomey These boys will

have to keep stepping to hold their

positions, however, as they will

receive much competition from
Stock. Kalbach, Kocis and Zutko,

who are men struggling hard for

major places.

The young Wildcats are scheduled
to take on St. .Toseph's Frosh
quintet on next Wednesday night.

•Ml those attend ng are assured of

seeing a fast game from beginning
to end. This will be played as
preliminary to the main contest

between the Varsity of St. Jos-

eph's and Rube Cashman's stars.

<
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Notes and Doings
About the Campus

Preliminaries of Oratorical

(!!ontesl Starts After Exms.

DELTA PI EPSILON

, The leKuliir iiipetlnB of the Delta
I'l Kpsllon wiiH lielrf In room K
Alumni Hall at one o'clofk on last
Tliursdiiy, 'I'lic principal matter
•was the fraternity banquet which
.will bf> hflil at the St. James
Hotel, rhiladelphla. February 7.

coinniittef Ih headed by
.]oiint<iin as eliaii'nian; John
John A. Kreney, Vincent V.

CJene Uihy. JameH VVood^,
Walt Qu nn and Matthew l.eib.

(Miaiinii.n .Jolin.son told the fra-
tei'iiity tli.'it all arranKenients have
been conipleted. and ever.voiie l.s

lookiMK forward t<i tlii.s coming:
«'vent.

THE WILKES BARRE CLUB

The
Henry
Wre< n,

lirady.

EPSILON PHr THETA
One of tlic out.standing of all the

Hocial actlvltlew of the remaining
I're-l.enten Heason .xoemB to be the
approaching dance of the 10p»llon
Phi Theta Fraternity. This func-
tion pronlis^c.>^ something unusual In

the way of fraternity dances.
February !tth has been set as the
date and the llosemont College
gymnasium has been secured for
the occasion. This s the tlrst ven-
ture of such a nature to be under-
taken by E. 1'. E3. for some time.
As a result the success of the affair

has assumed an imp<)rtance in.solar

as it will be an indication of the
organization's siri ngth. In the
past no social function became his-
tory without a large bloc of the at-
tendance ])elng Arts men. And In

its In tial bow to the dancing public
of the underKrailuat<'s K. l\ T feels

Justllled in asking a return jor
such support. Lent draws omin-
ously ne.ir and well trip then no
more to the "merrle measure." So
let's dance while we may, Febru-
ary 9th! Hosemont! Two dollars!
Be there and we'll do the rest.

A meeting of the Wilkes Barre
(lull WHS held last Tuesday fcve-

nlng at seven-thirty with piesldeht
Frank Mct'ann presiding. Secre-
tary McCJlnty read th§ minutes of
the pret'edtng meeting and these

I

were accepted as read. ' After old
i business had been discussed and
disposed of the i)urp<ise of the

;
meeting was made known. The

' club is to run an Easter dance dur-
!
Ing the coming Easter Holidays. A
committee was appointed with John
tonahiiy as chairman, In make ar-
rangements for the dance. Other
members of the committe are Alc-

I

CMnty, Valverde, Kately and Cona-
1
han. The dante will be held either

I at the hotel Casey nr at the
Century Club, iiuth places are In

SiTanton.
The club has held two dances so

far this season and both have been
I very successful, soc ally and
financially. The llrst was given on

!
the night of the Vlllanova-liucknell
game In Scranton; the second at
the Hotel Sterling In Wilkes Barre
during the recent holidays.

The committee in charge promises
that the dance now under conttm-

j

plalioii will be a gala affa;r and
|

will far excel those of the i)a8t. |

After a brief discuss on of minor !

toplis lelating to club affairs the
meeting was adjourned at elght-

fiftecn.

(continued from llrst page)

frnm the cinirse. This excludes the
pie-meilical students and the en-
gim>erH, but the members of these
iwo schools becausi' of the time
which they have to devote to their
Classes ;Cnd laboratories, would be
imalde'to give to the. making and
l)ieparlng a speech the, Justice
whi<'h it de.serxes.

There now remains to work out
the final details of the contest, such
as setting a definite date and find-

ing an ade(|uate place to hold trials.

Th:s latter detail will of course be
straightened out when the new

j

iuilhllng is oiicried, which will be

I

\ery st)on. The Juilges for the con-

I
test have not been chosen as yet,

j

but with the faculty which Vllla-

j
nova posseses, the quest for com-

I

petant .judge will not be dlfflcult.

i Further announc«'ments will be
I nia<le ne.st week In this paper.

APOLOGIES

The VlUanovan wishes to rectify
an error appearing in the last
issue. It was erroneously quoted
that Ted Weems and his orchestra
would furnish the music for the
dance to be given by the Engineers'
fraternity. We hope that this mis-
statement has not caused any in-
convenience to anyone.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB
Tuesday evening the L.awrence

Olub met In the monastery to dis-
cuss the recent dance held in Law-
rence. J'resident Twomey was In
the chair and recited the different
op nions of the resklence of I.,jiw-

rence regarding the dance. It was
voted the best collegiate hop ever
held in the river city. A hasty
sketch of the plans for next sea-
son was outlined and promises to

not only compare with the last

dance but to set a standard for fu-
ture members of the club to shoot
at. I'he i)resident announced that
at the next meeting there will be
un election of officers for next year.

All members are urged to attend
this meeting. It will be hel\l some
time after the exams, the exact
time will be announced in the next
issue of the Villanovan.

TERRIBLE DISASTER
VIVIDLY RECALLED

TO MIND AGAIN

FATHER FRA^CIS A. DRISCOM.. (). S. A.
Former President of I'illaiiova, ff' ill Ofjiciale as Ri'in-ui Master in hUghty-

tixth Annual Retreat. !,.•.•..,

Bob's

(continued from tir.st page;

PI OMEGA PHI
So great was the interest and

enthusiasm displayed last Tuesday
at the legu'ar weekly meeting of
the Pi ()mef;a I'hl fraternity that
the rresident. Kd Hookey and the
Sergeant at Arm.s, "Turk" Agree
bad all tht\v could do to keep the
mcmbei-a In order. Roger O'Don-
nell. the manager of t.he basket-
ball leani received great accla m
when he announced the probable
schedule which includes a game
With our rival organization, Epsilon
I'hi Theta: and "Coach' Irwin's
announcement as to the condition
of tile team was met with cheers.

Another thinif that the "Frat" Is

undertaking Is a benefit at the
Tower theatre at 61tth street. The
week picked for this benellt beg ns
February 25. This particulai- week
wa.i plc-kcd because X'lctor Mc-

!

Leglan. the burly star of "What i

Price G!ory" and "Mother Machree"
]

and other excellent productions l.s

appearing In bis new picture
i

'iCai)taln Lash." Tickets were dis-

tributed at the meeting by "Andy" I

Kelly and a large sale is exp<<ted I

The members of the committee who
arranged the benefit. "Andy' Kelly.

"Del" Itlteh e, and "Ed" Rrown are

to be congratulated upon their se-

lection of theatre and performance
and ft \n hoped that it will be found
favorable by the student-body.

I

Tickets arc for s.ile by all members
of the fraternity.

in the Monastery wei'e converted
mto class rooms, the gymnasium

i

housed the laboratories. When the
students returned a week later

classes were resumed. It is true
that the wcjrk was carried on under
great handicaps but none complain-
ed. They all made the best of it.

Work was begun on the new
building as soon as the weather
permitted. The debris was cleared I

away and the old walls were torn
,

down. This part of the work was
not completed until .lune.

j

When school was reopened in

Keiiteniher, Fedigan Mall, a new
doimilory. was completed. To
those who were here last year It

looked as If the structure had grown
up over night. Work im College
Hall was progi-esslng ra|)ldly and
the contractors promised that it

would be ready for occupation at
the bejfinnlng of the second sem-
ester. They have fulfilled their
contract and have done their work ,

well. The new structure, a mas-
terpiece of architectur.il (h'si^n I

within and witht)ut will soon be,
formally dedicated and opened.

|

No expense has been spared, antl

the eciu.pment and apparatus is the
best that modern science and in-
vention had produced. The labor-
atories aie large, well lighted and
ventilated atid will give the studenc
esery possible cb:int;.> lO carry out
his scientific research.

It was just one year ago todiiy,

on January 29, 1928, that terrlblu
disaster described .above visile'l

\illanr)va. When we look back over
the Kieat progii'ss made In .such ;i

relatively short period of tin*' we
cannot but express our lilghus'. ad-
miration for the men under wht;.sc

guidance the work was carried on
and whose spirit would never say
die. They have done eveiythlng
In theli- power to carry out th •

work ami they have succeeded.
Tliey ha\«> encountered dllllcultirs,

it is true, but let us recall the wortis
of William Cullen liryant, "Dlin-
culty is the nurse of. Kieatn<'ss, a
harsh nurse who roughly rocks her
foster children into strength and
athletic proportion."

'Bucky' Hammond
Thrills Audience

Versatile Fresluiian Gives
Remarkable Display (»f

Mu.sele (Control 1

REGISTRATION

Bertrand "Bucky" Hammond,
versatile freshman athlete, has
gained recognition on the legitimate

stage. Ijjst Wednesday evening In

an "Amateur Nite" program held

at a nearby theatre he carried iiway

second honors. Big Chief, first did
a couple of complicated tumbling
acts and followed th s with a great
display of muscle control. For ten
minutes he had the audience gasp-

|

Ing with dellKlit. surprise and ad- i

miration. He missed first i>rize by
the narrow<'st margin and we feel

.sure that If he had been allowed to I

give his entire net he would have
|

received the highest award. I.rfick
j

of .sufficient time cut his act short.
'

He modestl.v attr butes his success '

to Jack McGann who has been act-
)

Ing In the c.ap.iclty of trainer and ,

manager for this budding Lhmel
|

Stronglieart. Jack has .secured
other contracts for Bucky and he
promises that his protege shall

have plenty of work.

New courses are to be offered to

the students gniduatlng from the
various high .school at this time of

the year. These students may reg-
ister On the first of February in

the schools of Science or business.
Additional Information may be pro-
cured from Fr. Bartley. Dean of
the School of Commerce and Fin-
ance, or from Fr. Dougherty, Dean
of the school of Science.
For the benefit of those graduates

of high schools who have not heard
of this new plan for accommodating
the ones who graduate at mid-year,
the student body Is reauested to

tell them of this new opportunity.
Tell your friends who are graduat-
ing from Philadelphia and nearby
high schools.

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.
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Entered as second-rlatts mutter at ViUanovg Postoffice, December 27, 1928.

RoalissinK the fact thut there huw
.. Editor-in-Chief l<t<en competition in tills paper for

.Managing Editor honoiH alonjf tlie lines of vt'isc.

, tAssociule Editor litis culunni lias taken it upon it-

'.
, . Social Editor self to pul>lish a fow versions of

IS to how \erHt' should be
written. Marken all who wouhl
write pretty ooVms, t^n, la, la. The
main tliitiK in writing poetry Ih to

1ool< lit a tiling, not know what it

is all about, and write somethinK
which will puzzle everybody else.

In this way success is achieved, be-

cause the genus homo is so con-
structed, that when it does not un-
derstand a thing', it lielieves that

the other feHow is talking ovei" its

head and therefore must be bril-

liant.

Alumni News
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TO THE FRESHMEN
WHAT are the advantages of a college education? I'riniarily the

development of our mental faculties, the formation of a cultural

background so that we may better appreciate the finer things
''.'-/ of life, and the cultivation of associations which will prove to

. .,^'be one of our best sources of material happiness—Friendship!
Outside t)f our prescribed courses the best mediums offered whereby

• V we may best obtain these acknowledgetl advantages fire extra-curricular
.' activities. Kvery man has his particular forte regardless of liis fallings.

ANhen the term extra-curricula activities is mentioned, it is Wrongly
construed by many, as meaninK athletics. Although forming a major
part, they are not necessarily the most essential. There is dramatics,
oratory, music, and finally the one with which we are most concerned nit

the present Writing, the new8i)aper.
The newspaper is almost as vital an organization as a good football

team because it will not only satisfy those who are not athletically In-

clined, but ah<o It will aid the student scholastically, it will better his

English, develop his powers of observation and In many ways tit liim

In a practical! way for a possible future avocation.
The "\'lllanovan" is still in its infancy, -and it is tlie duty of all to

develop it and raise it to a higher plane. Co-operation from all is vi-

tally necessary and with this thought in mind, the Freshmen competi-
tion for positions on the staff Is being Inaugurated. As the leaders
in the big world of business are making appeals to the college men of

the country to earnestly prepare for the responsibility which will some
day fall on their shoulders, In like manner do we appeal to you, the
members of the freshman class, to give us your support by enrolling in

tlie rank.s of the "Villanovan" so that you will be capable of carrying
on with this venture.

I* I'* 1* y "p

COLLEGE YOUTH AND ITONORARY SOCIETIES

IF
YOU don't belong to the narrow rllque you will realize that the

phrase><. "superficial youth, spohisticated youth, lmm(»ral youth " are
tiuite true, and Incidentally you will comprehend tlielr meaning.
Why is it, then, that many writers and iireuchers have stopped try-

ing to reform college boys?
Youth at heart is good. The reformers conducted themselves so

Idiotically that they disgusted decent people. Reform could never come
from loud-mouthed hyjiocrites who possess only animal cunning, not
brains. Youth, having a little sense. Justly ridiculed these reformeis,
but youth, not having drunk deeply of knowledge, continues to be
fooled by false philosophies. Philosophies originated to justify the
lower Instincts of man.

Philosophies are not only In text books. They are In the sizzling

story magazines th.at consider virtue as old-fashioned. They are in

books of exquisite style, that suggest that the senses should be elements
of a new spirituality. In which beauty would be a dominant character-
istic. Many men have been poisoned by drugs but many more have
been poisoned by a book.

Since reform Is needed, what should be the metho<l of procedure?
Should It be to point out errors or to institute a strict censorsliip of
the press? Both would be tactical mistakes. The question Is how to

get youth interested In the worth-while things of life. An example is

the Constitution Contest. The iireparatlon necessary for this contest
would show that insidious documents such as the Maternity Hill and Fed-
eral Education Bill are even now being considered by Congress. Could
an American College Man be indifferent while traitors turn tlieir matrici-
dal hand to the destruction of those principles for which our fathers
died at Lexington and Bunker Hill?

Of course a few might—th«' few whose chief delight is boastlnn
about the number of girls they've necked."

Perhaps a College Faculty could help considerably by encouraging
a Senior Honor Society. In many colleges, If a student does anything
outstanding he rarely gets a congratulation. Not that he would ask
for any praise but it would be good tactics if he did get some.

Here Is the best method for reform. Let the students start it and
let the faculty encourage it. *****

'''
' COURTESY'

As OXIO man remarked, ".Manners and handwriting are two lost

arts." It Would seem analogous to follow as a logical consequence,
With the development of writing Instiuments and hurried nftte-

taklng in colleges and schools, that the age of shaded lettering
and ornate capital letters should follow the road of the horse-car and
the tnndem bicycle. However, manners are not things which are in-

vonte<I by faddists for the purpose of ornament.ition, but rather they are
something inboi'n, which shouhl be developed as we mature. At the
present time when we are now In college, when our plastic minds are
eternally seeking for something new to build up those standards of our
life, which we call our philosophy, and is it not fitting that we bend our
efforts into developing some measure of courtesy?

The simple act of giving a lady our seat on a street car. allowing her
to enter first into a building, and above all refraining from language
which may only be just outside the pale, are simple and decisive proofs
of gentlemanly character. Is the game after all worth the candle? Is

It worth while when we are In class to show utter disregard, and abso-
lutely no politeness to the man who Is teaching us something, which
will better fit us to copo with this battle which .some call life and others
call it the working out of our salvation? Is It fairness to that man, a
possessor of at least two college degrees, and who haa devoted his life

to the study of his work along with fulfilling his obligations to God nnd
to man, and who is In many rase.s prostituting Ills Intellect and his
talent to tench us, to be Inattentive, and even disrespecful? The men of
Villanova who have gone forth from these cloistered walls have always
distinguished tlu'm.«elves in lioldlng up the tradition of being not only a

gentUman in public, but also both mentally and when alone. The st.ind-

ard then Is handed down to u.«. It is our pledged duty to uphold it and
to keep from any smirch.

POEMS IN PRAISE OF
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING

(With all due apologies to the

author of ' Poems In praise of i»rac-

tically nothing").

To a Lady Who Hung Mt up

I'll always dream of you iny sweet.

I'll always <lieam of you as mine,
I'll always dream of your little feet.

They measured minilier nine.

You were so fair and lovely,

Y'ou were so svelte- petite,

So charming and so dovely.
Hut oil, how you could eat.

Now there's something new for

the lovesick. Something tangible
without flowery adjt-ctives and
various l>r;c-a-biac that always
adorns all the poetry which I have
read. .Just ii homely, but true 'it

of realism.

To the ALL'.MNI of the college^
You are cordially invited to forward
any alumni news of interest to the
lOditor of the Alunuii Department.

24
Ilobert T. Murray Is pursuing a

(ouise in advanced law in the

•ilbany I^iw Sch(>ol.

25

Jack Ryan, a former star athlete
of the college s a sports writer for

the I'hilartelphia Bulletin.

26
Warren Daley Is employed by the

Atlas Cement Company In Philadel-
phia.

2«
Thomas Dougherty is attending

Fordliam Law School.

26
Jack Moore received a cordial

welcome on his recent visit to the
campus.

Who's Who

DICK DENNY

is connected
Insurance Co.

26
Uaymond Madden

with The Travellers
III Hartford, Conn.

28
CJerard Kilcourse is a law student

at Cornell Law School.

28
Joseph Green Is employed by a

prominent Wall St. brokerage
house.

28
Clement Sheehan s now studying

law at Temple University.

28
Ted Slomy, erstwhile southpaw

ace of the Wildcat diamond agg-
regation Is located witli a promin-
ent law firm and is also taking a
course at Drexel.

28
James Lyons Is associated wltl'

his uncle In the hardware liusineas
in Ardmore, Pa.

28
Francis Anastasia is attend. ng

Temple Law School.

28
Edward .haie, well remembered

on the local campus for his sartor al
Seeing that a lot af poetry is not

j elegance while an undergraduate. Is

enrolled In the U. of 1'. Law School.

Someone just came bursting in

ami wanted to know If I knew a
girl who had a cute indigestion.
Be around at the wake tonight boys,
we'll give out free cigars. Bring
tlie family and we'll have a field

day.

devoted to the grand passion but
to other and moie beautiful things
here is something elaborating on
the beauty of nature. Something
for the feeble minded or the nature
lovers. (Sometimes they are syn-
onomous).

PARVA STELLA

Twinkle, twinkle little star,

I often wonder where you are?
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

How 1 wonder what you are?

That's only the preliminary to
explain the subject, and to get
across to the reader that we're going
to write about a star. That's the
secret of this new era in poetry, and
its called "giving the reader a
bleak." Let him know what you're
talking about. We should rather
say that. It is a part of the .secret,

Llsterlne and ISniUy l'o*»t are the
rest.':' ,]

' '[:':': ...; \;\\:;''V.,

Twinkle, twinkle, little start still

twinkling).

Twinkle fair and neat,

Keep On twinkling where you are
For, all policemen have big

feet.

Tlure, beat that if you cnni

Good Boy

"Good Boy," which played In

I'hiladelphia, and is now playing
at the Hammersteln Theatre In
New I'ork, Is a musical comedy well
worth seeing. The musical score
of this play was exceptionally good,
containing such hit-songs as "I
AVanna be Loved By You," "Some
Sweet Someone." "Don't Be Like
That.' and "Good Boy." The act-
ing was the rage of New York,
featuring Elliot Nugent as 'Walter
Meakin" (the good boy) and Hel
Kane in her role of "Pansy Mc-
Manus, whose original rendition oi

"I Wanna Be Loved By You," was
the hit of the show. Charles But-
teiworth ,star of "Allezcop," was
very amusing in the role of a
country editor.

Many Innovations in scenary and
lighting effects contributed towards
making "GOOD BOY' the musical
comedy of the season. As the
"Good Boy" walked along the
streets of New York, a traveling'
belt bearing the sets moved against
the hero, thus forming a real'stlc
impression of walking miles when
In reality, he only covered a dis-
tance of about sixty feet. The
movable stircase v»liich was shifted

Triolet Synchrohized to An Old
Dynamo ^ .,

to the side to permit a view of the
Fill that column take up space ' ballroom was one of the achleve-
The paper has to go to press. nients of modern stagecraft.
F'ume and sweat around the place. The chorUs was composed of a
l.^ist week's you know, was a dis- , majority of brunettes and a few

P'"^o. ' blondes and titlan chorines. Their
—

-

I

performance W(is above that usually
Your muse is gone—you must con-

[

rendere,] by other mus cal comedies.
The outstanding events of their
jpart in the entertainment were
their dances on the moving platform

I
nnd the Doll number. They sang

fess.

Fill that column, take up space.
The j)aper has to go to press.

Elghty-flve—ninety or fight

This week we submit to your ap-
proval "Dick Denny' ViHanova's
social lion. His activities are ho
numerous that only a few can be
mentioned. When it comes to com-
mlttet s none can be complete
without Dick and a dance is an
assured success if he is behind It.

Graduating from Altoona High
In 1925, where he started his social

career, he entered V llanova that

September. During his Freshman
year he remaified comparatively in-

active as he desired a rest aftff

four strenuous years of activity.

However his classmates recogjiized

his ability and elected him to the
vigilence committee. This was the

first of many. As a reward for his

I
services he was next chosen for the
Sophomore dance comm ttee. A
great part of the credit for the

success of this dance goes to Dick
and once more his classmates show-
the:r confidence in him by selecting

him for the student council. These
lionors were more than most men
expect for their whole career.

Last year found him a Junior
v/ith all the plesant anticipations
that a Junior must have. With
vis ons of the Prom ahead, the
class began a search for an able
leader and they were fortunate In

not having far to look, Dick again
came into his own and was ac-
cordingly elected as chairman of

the Prom committee. The Prom Is

now history, but history that does
honor to the class of 29 and Dick
Denny. During the months when
the track men sported around the
cinder path they had for a manager
none other than Dick. Shortly af-
terwards merely to keep him In

condition the Pre-Meds picked him
as the chairman of their Initiation

committee. Again he proved him-
self worthy of the position by or-
ganlz ng an Initiation that surpass-
ed those of other years. He was
given a vote of thanks by the mem-
bers for his excellent work. He
kept all the records of the class
In the position of class secretary.
Much of the success of the class
and the Prom can and must be
accredited to him.

Dick Denny Is a natural leader
and a man of action. He does not
net up and shout at the top of his

lungs but when there Is something
to be done he is the man to do it.

Me is a man that Villanova may
well be luoud of and his talents will

take him a great distance. He is

one of the most popular men about
the campus and in class he has the
saiii"' likeable personality. Where
you meet him he always has a big
"Hello" for ypu. '

,.
•• i. ',.'..

After graduation w^ expect Dick
to make his niche in the world and
he will carry with him our liope
that he makes the niche a mighty
large one.

RETREAT

COUNT DMITRI.

( >n a cidd marble fioor I knelt.
My head was bowed in tears,

the chorus numbers and went I p.eneath me low and damp 1 felt

OUR LIBRARY

through the dances in a manner
which indicated that they weren't
selected for looks alone,

Strange as It may seem, there
are many students at Villanova who
do not yet know where our library
Is located This Is true not only of
Freshmen but also of many upper-
classmen who think that this
branch of the college exists In
name only. They pay their fee at
the beginning of the term and the
matter Is ended as far as they are
concerned. For the sake of these
'Students we make known the fact

I
that we have a library and It is

situated in the Eastern end of
Austin Hall.

This library has been established
for the use of students and every-
one s entitled and. In fact en-
couraged, to use It. Almost all of
the books which are cited as refer-
ences, by Professors In class are to

be found on the shelves of our own
library. If you cannot find the book
your.solf tell the Ilbarlan nnd she
will render as much assistance as
possible to satisfy your wants.

The chancels of my peers.

No sound rang out upon the air,

No song the church could fill;

A solitary redened fiaro

riiittered, and was still.

I found a prayer book gray with
dust,

And turned the misty pages;
I read the truth that ever must
Live onward through the ages.

"The things of e.irth are tapestries.
There is no earthly goal:

Tliere Is no gift nor any wealth
But mans Immortal soul."

AN ARTS MAN.
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Frosh Overcome Four Tennis Team Fast N. Y. U. Five

St. Joe Yearlings' Regulars Return | Here This Friday

Lolo.s' Basketeers Come froni
j

Keen (lompetilion Expeeted
;

Varsity Taekles Meln>|>«>lilan

Behind in Seeond Half , in This Year's Tryouts— i Five at Paleslra; Frosh

to Register Win
|

Loks of Oniitt Hurts i
vs. Temple "M)s

Sportgraphs

deserve It. Follow the expression

i>t the well known sports writer, 'If

you cant boost, don't knock."

After trailing thalr Crimson nnd i VilUmova, entering Into its sec-

Cray rivals at half timb th.^ Villa-

nova first year mt'i ran wild in the

close up semester, to snow tho'r

( pponents under by a 33-19 score.

The Blue and whlt? frosh out-

end year of competetlon among In-

t<r-colleglate tennis circles, will '

have as the nucleus of the 1929 !

team four of the five ;uen who play- I

ed through last years competition
played the city team from whistle Hill Orcutt, star of hist year's ag-

io bell, but it was only in the final gregation, left school last fall due

twenty minutes, that they managed to poor health, a decided loss to this

to find the cords with any regu- year's prospects; however, the re-

larlty. The opening period wit- mainder of the team. Captain elect

nessed both quintets playing loose
,

Lovatt, Kelley, Forvey and Pooling

ball, either side had numerou.s will again participate in this year's

chances at tlie hoop but the tally-
,

try outs.

ing was Infrequent. The bell for
j

Considering that 1028 was the in-

the first canto rang out with the
,

novation of a tennis team at Villa-

Blue Cubs two markers in arrears nova, the team did very creditably

on a 10-8 count. in winning half of Its matches,

Hardly had the tail ender period
.
playing such games as Penn, Army,

opened than the Malnl ne yearlings
j

N. Y. U., Temple, Urslnus, Haver-
began their heavy fire attack. From
that time on except for a few des-

perate spurts by their opponents

the Villanova aggregation had the

upper hand.
The entire game was filled witii

action and Lolos and his proiej^is

ore to be congratulated on the re-

markable way iff which they hand-

led the ball.

The lineup:

St. Joe's Villanova

Roland .. .. forward . . Czesclk

(Jallagher .. forward Tracey

("incutus center .... i-Mward

McNlchol guard Stock

Scully guard Eagen
Substitutions: Villanova— Mc-

Dermott, Twoomey, Zutko, Ham-
mond, Kocls. St. .Joe's—McMan-
nus, Smith, Kelly, Ryder. F ehl

goals.Cztselk 3, Tracey 3, Twoomey
4, Kdwards 2, Hammond, l^kigen,

Roland, Smith 2, (.'incutus, Ryder 2,

Scully. Fouls—Tracy 2, Twoomey,
Hammond, Stock, ("lallagher, Cln-

cutus, Ryder 2, Mc.Vlchol, Scully.

WILDCATS SMOTHKR
ST. JOE'S FIVE

(continued from first paso

of baskets from deep court and
also tabulated a foul. The other

four markers were gathered In by
Bill McCarthy on a field flip and
two from the charity line.

l(M(l and St. Joe's. This year's
j

schedule, according ^o Thomas
.McCoy, manager of tennis, will In-

j

elude many new teams but who will
|

l<rt sent as formidable an array as '

llio.se of list year. There will be
iii> iuiiii(> iiialehes ili s season due
to the fact that the courts now
under construction will not be

linislifd for this year's play.
'I'lierc will be keen competition

for this years team, many of the

subs fronK last year's quintet will

be on hand to give the first five

plenty of coiiipetitlon. Notable In

this uroup are: Boyle, who played
ill Several of last ytar's m.itcne.s,

and wlio siiowed good form m
them, Bill Qulnlan, B<d) Felten and
Rerny O'CJonnor. There have been
many new men enter Villanova.

tiansferring from other Institu-

tions, and the usual run of prt:ni-

ising prospects among the Fr-ish-

iiien.

The loss of Bill Orcutt will be
felt keenly by his teammates as I

well as class mates. Orcutt was
one of tlie leading members of the

i

Sopliomore Class, holding the posi-

tion of a class otHcer for two years, !

and being a prominent number of
|

i'hi Kappa I'l. I

Orcutt was given great write ups

In the PhUadelphia papers last '

.spring, for his wonderful showing
during the season. His terrific

serve wtm him many matches, and
Inward the end of the season he

changed h s game from a chop to

Rube Cashman's varsity squad,

fresh from Its overwhelming defeat

of the fast and peppy St. Joe's team

lire beinS primed for ' the coming

batt'e with the strong N. y. U. to

be played at the V. of P. Palestra

on next Friday night.

This team boasts of « fine recor 1.

Among its victims ^re numbered
su<h hlgliliglits of Eastern basket

I all as. Columbia. Princeton,

C.eorgetown, Lafayette and Yale.

Colgate barely missed being another
"lamb led to slaughter," by a sen-

sational rally In the last few minu-
tes of p'.ay, to take the victory by

a meager one point decision.

The warriors from the stronghold

of Tammany emerged victorious

from the Yale tournament, held In

the early pajpt of January. They
overcome such strong opposition as

.Oeorgetown. Holy Cross and Yale

These teams were no setups as

their subsequent tUts have proven.

It Is claimed by some critics that

N. Y. U. possesses one of the fast-

est <iuintets ever produced liy the

.Metropolitan institutirm.

Frosh to Play in Preliminary

Previous to the varsity encounter

the Villanova Freshmen F ve under

the guidance of Chris L<dos, will

engage the "polnt-a-minute " fresh-

men team of Temple University,

which should furnish many thrills.

On tlie campus many remarks are

heard regarding the Varsity and
Freshman Basketball Teams In

respect to their not winning con-
test.-) consistently.

If some of the grand stand

coaches arvd second gussers would
stop and tljink for a change, they

would agree that t'.e. teams are do-

ing remarkably well, considering

tl:e conditions under which they

would have to labor. Due to not

having a gymnasium in which to

w ork. necess tates their walking
every night to thie Rodemont Col-

lege gymnasium. If any one In the

(ollege considers that a trival mat-
ter, let him take a walk down there

some night when it is bitter cold,

and returning under the same con-
,

ditions witliout taking a cool In-

vigorating shower, something which '

is mposslble to obtain in that I

gym. If any one considers thut a
|

trival matter, someth ng is wrong
with his mental equilibrium. '

'

The fellows of the court team
certainly dcj deserve the praise and
respect of the entire student body
and of the faculty for the dlflrtcul-

tles they are going under to keep

the name of the school before the

eyes of the public. In futurei

games, whether successful or not,

give them a hand, for they Justly

NlMFROl S KFPIJFS
TO QIJESTIONAIRE

(continued from llrsi p me)

f}unnlng for tho Informal roll-col-

lared
_
shirt of the out-of-style

"drugstore cowboy." Even the

coonskin coat is passing.

OtlKT times, other manners. The

collegiate mode Is passing out. The

reason it Is going Is the reason why
all fashions change. The hoi poUoi,

drug clerks and farm hands having

caught up with It. The next Job

for college men Is to create a new

fashion. Otherwise the four years

would be wasted, and there would

be no way to distinguish between

those who have had the privilege

of a college education and those

who have not.

Be Prepared for the Storm

Have Your (Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION

<iAS .\.N'0 OIL
Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Tickets for N. V. V. game are*

on sale in the Rook Room. Re-

served seats at one dollar ($1.00).

These may be procured by stu-

dents for fifty cents (60c), on

presentation of A. A. books.

USING YOUR HEAD

The St. Joe scoring distributed
j^ ^.^^^ drive which every one

Itself among five of the ten men ' thought would be of great aid to

who participated. Sunkes and
\ i,j„, ^i^ig season.

Osborne each rung up a trio of

baskets while Kane stuck In the

other field goal. Osborne and Oaks
A,oth made good once on fr^
throws and E. Tralnor twice.

!

The Hawks held their only lend at I

the start of tho game. Sunkes

'

sunk a side court shot and the

His loss w.U cause a change in

the pairing of the doubles team.

Ho played most of liia matches with

Frank Kelley, who was captain of

last years outfit, and with Forvey
in the latter part of the year. The
first five men on the team this year

will have to be paired several
Saints were out In front by 2-0. times to see who wins first doubles,
Then the Villanova orgy com- rphe gymnasium at Rosemont coi-

menced. Birmingham flung in two
^

j^.gg .^^g obtaned last year for

and Myrt cashed in on two fouls, i^joor practice during the winter
The score mounted to 14-9 at half

,months. This proved to be of

time. After the rest there was
[ great help In loosening of the

nothing to it. Birmingham and
j

muscles, but there it stopped. Hav-
Henry swung Into action with the j„g i^fpn accustomed to the ex-
tables reading at various stages ' tremely fast bounce of board
19-11; 26-13; 35-lfi and ultimately courts, it is hard to rearrange ones
35-20. game to the slower bounce of the
Villanova had eleven field goals ^|j,.j ^.ourts, according to the play-

and twelve out of twenty fouls. St.

Joe accumulated seven from the

floor and four by gift.

The lineup:

, VILLANOVA
. v; ...;.; : PIG. FIT. Pts.

ers.

The teams will once again be un-

der the tutelage of Rev. B. A.

Mauch, O. S. A., who coached the

team during the 1928 season

6

McCarthy
Rlrmingham
Myretetus .

Morgan
Henry •,.... »>j..».#

Severance ,, ..>«.....

Donovan
DeLuca
Doyle .

Holland
Contl ..

Nolan .%

.... ft4»9»*. .

2

1

4

1

B

4|
13'

6

6

7

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WH.SON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone 2r,4

ST. JOEys
PIO. FIT. Pts.

E Trainer ,....

Kane ..„. ...;,*»'»« 1

Sunkes ........! 8

Osborne S

Rranka 1

Walker ,.,.....
P. Trainer . . ..i.v.;. «...

Kelly ...

Villanova 14 21

St Joe 9 11

2

1

2

2

6

7

2

—85
—20

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOVR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Last week an amusing incident

occurred on the college pond. It

was a bitter cold day. and only a

few of the more cold-b'.odded ones
«lared to brave the icy winds. The
skating was poor, and the ice very

uneven, which made the going ex-

tremely d fficult. Near the edges

the Ice was In a minus quantity, in

fact there was a total absence of

It. In spots it was weak and would
not support the weight of a man.
A student skated around In a futile

endeavor to make the best of the

situation. After a few rounds he

stopped to light his last cigarette.

Four matches went out In the

wind before he succeeded. At last

a wlft of smoke curled upward and
he skated on In contentment. Pay-
ing more attention to hs weed than
to his where abouts he drifted In

near the perilous edges. The Ice

cracked In protest and the water
.surged to the top as the student

went down. He did not shout, or

scream, nor lose his head. As he
felt the Ice sinking he grabed tho

cigarette from his lips and held it

high above his head while the

clammy waters engulfed him.

Fortunately the pond a not deep

and the water stopped when It

reached his waist. He calmly took

a puff and scrambled out. Stand-
ing on firm Ice once more he was
heard to exclaim, "Qee, I thought

my butt might have gone out."

VHXANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

Lancaster Pike
Don't forget to try our
Famous Sandwiches

Coladonato

f
Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Huhb
Made-to-Mensure Clothes

of Bahimore.

"Only last night I was saying

to Dad ..."

"Didn't know your Dad was

in town?"

"He isn't, but when I was very

young he taught me how to

use the Telephone . . . and

next time don't interrupt me!"

Even if you're "broke," you can

telephone home—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge
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Notes and Doings
About the Campus
PI OMEGA PHI

During the week of February
twenty- fifth, tUe IM Omeyu Phi
fruternity 1h going to hold a benefll
ut the Tower Theatre, at tiOth St.

' The benefit committee searched fur
• and wide, In looking for a picture
that would appeal to the verllo and

_
diHtrim nating tawte of the. student
body; and after considerable

',' negotiation with the Fox Fflni
Corporation they have secured
Victor AlcLeglaiVs latest picture,
"Captain Liish." It is unusual for
such a recently released i)roductlon
to be shown at a theatre so con-
venient to ViUanova and tlie com-
mittee members are to be congra-
tulatt'il for their efforts. Koine wil
remember tliul this picture was
shown only a week or two ago at
the Fox Theatre in town. V ctor
RIcLeglan, the burly star of "What
Price Glory," "Mother Aluchree,

'

and other excellent productions is
a j)articular f.ivorlte amontf the
students of Villanova and it is
hoped by the members of tlie "frai"
that there will be a general exodus
during the week of the twenty-
fifth to eitth St.

Theatre Exceptionally Beautiful
The Tower Theatre in wliich the

benefit is to be held is one of the
largest and most beautiful play-
houses in the Stanley chain. It was
opened less than two months ago
and contains many novel features
such as an ascend ng and descend-
ing orchestra, a celling across
which clouds are Moating and stars
are twinkling all during tlie per-
formance. It is an excellent place
to take your girl friend and its

n-any novelties will make a big iii.s

with her.

Get Tickets Now
Tickets for this benefit are good

any afternoon or evening; n the
week except Saturday. They are
on s;H.e now by all members of the
"frat" and can be puichased at
any time for the reasonable price
of fifty cents.

College

Announcements
Classes will be resumed next

Thursday, February 7th, ut 10.45.

Adniission to class will not be
granted to those Who Jjuve not pa.d
their bill for the second semester.

A communication has been re-
iiived from G. C. Carr, of the
Nicholas-Heuzley Airplane Com-
pany, Inc., of Marshall, Missouri,
distributors of Curtiss planes. Mr.
Carr writes that he would like to
get in touch will all those students
who are desirous of studying the
uviut on industry. He appeals es-
pecially to those who are giaduut-
ing now or in the near future.

The Symphony Orchestra will re-
hearse today and tomorrow after
the 2 o'clock conference. All those
who can i)lay an instrument suit-
able for .syiiiplionic music are asked
to attend the rehearsals.

l're-I>nten dances are in vogue.
Kpsilon I'hi Theta is holding one
February Uth in Rosemont Gymnas-
ium. Daly and his Villanovans

I

will supply the melody.

' Mount Sa nt Joseph College an-
nounces a Winter i'rom to be helii

i''ebrua'ry Sth at the Manufacturers
Club. I^ew Chapman and his music
will orticiate. Subscription $5.00.

REGISTRATION NOTICE

(Second Semester)
Monday, Feb. 4, l!t2», Science.

8 a. m. to 5 p, ni. (exclusive of

hours for Retreat exercises).
Tuesday. Fel). 5, 1929. ICngin-

eering, 8 a. m. to 6 p. in.(ex-

cdusive of hours for Retieat ex-
erci.ses).

Wednesday, Feb. 6, 1929, Com-
merce, 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. (ex-
clusive of hours fo Retreat ex-
Thursday. pvb. 7, 1929, Arsts,

8 a. m. to 5 p. m. (exclusive of
liours of Retreat exercises).
Registration to take place in

the I'rocurator's (ifllce.

Student is expected:
To pAy fees of second semes-

ter at time of registration, on
day specified. Deviation from
this regulation <m written order
of Reverend I'resident only.
To olttain dining rt)oin book (if

resident or day student Uking
Junch). *
To confer with the Dean of his

department for confirmation of
his scholastic rating and obtain
class program, and signature of
Dean on his Class A()mission
card.

To pay a fee of Five Dollars
for failing to register on the day
assigned.

K\KNING SCHOOD
Itegistration Evening School,

Commerce and Finance:
Monday evening, P'ebruary 4th.
Tuesday evening, P>bruary 5th.
Thursday evening, February

7th.

Friday evening, February Sth.
I'rocurator's Office between 7

f). m. to 8 p. m.

STAFF COMPLIMENTED

We are taking the liberty Of

publish ng a letter from a con-
ti'iiiporary collegiate newspaper,
with \ lumi we have exchanged
coMiniunlcntlon. It follows:

January 26, 1929.

Mr. lOlwin ,1. I^ovatt,

Editor, The Villanovan,
Villanova, Ptv.

My dear Mr. Liovatt:

1 should like to exten<l to you
and your staff a word of con-
gratulatifm on the first issues of
the Villanovan.
The initial Issues of tlve new'

publication of Villanova College
are a -credit to the institution
and a worthy addition to the
college press of the country. It

conveys promise of becoming a
valuable journal both as a con-
veyor- of news and as ,1 moulder
of opinion at \'illanova.

Rest wishes for continued suc-
cess in your vehture, to you ami
your staff.

Most cordially yours,
lORNFST R. HUYAN.

Kditor Syracuse Daily Orange.

VILLANOVA STUDENTS ILL

COLLEGE AERONAUTICS

EPSILON PHI THETA
On Saturday of this week Epsilon

I'hl Theta will hold its annual Pre-
Lenten Dance. The scene will be
the gymnasium of Rosemont Col-
lege which Is convenient for men
who bring girls from either the
City or the Main Dine. Dick Daley,
who w 11 furnish the music, has
announced that his Villanovans are
better than before. Kpsilon Phi
Theta has appointed a special
committee to arrange the decora-
tions. This committee has ordered
a new banner of purple and gold
f.nd is sparing no efforts to afford
an artistic setting for the affair.
The elaborate posters and the mem-
bers of the fraternity have given
this dance so much publicity that
consensus po nts to a huge success.

LK)st—A slide rule. In Room No.
L'OO. one .scale is sliglitly burned.
Finder i)lease return to book room.
Dost:—Key container, near

Church. Finder please return to
book room.
Dost:—One fur-lined Kid glove,

right hand. I'lease return to Room
No. 21(;, Fedigan Hall.

Members of Delta IM Eps Ion will
please take notice that the annual
banquet will be held at the St.
James Hotel, 13th and Walnut St.,

on Thursday evening Feb. 7, at 7
p. m.
Assessments are due now. Please

see the treasurer, Crosby Coughlin,
at once or not later than Feb. 4th
and make remittance. We are
striving to make this affair" the
"Best Kver.

' Help us to do tills by
your prompt and 100 per cent co-
operation.

THOMAS J. McCOY
President

HOW TO BE THE DEATH
OF THE PARTY

V. I. C.
Although the Italian club held no

meeting last week because of ex-
fimlnations. matters of Importance
to the club were attended to as
usual. Tickets to the V. I. C. dance
were distributed by the committee
to each member of the club. All
members are to be taxed $5.00 to
help defray the enormous expenne
In running an affair of tli s nature.
The men in charge expect to sub-
scribe at least 125 per.sons. The
dance is to be held April Sth at
the Stephen -C.irard Hotel. The ball
loom is capable of accomodating
300 couples. Tickets to the dance
may be obtained from jiny member
of the committee oy at Kooni No.
236 Austin Hall. .. .

•

Two tickets for tJii^ thigmar C\u\>

Dance were laMled olT: during the
week and they were won by Mr.
iteitano.

A basket ball team is being or-
ganized to represent the club. Joe
Rlnald luis been appointed coach
and Phil Scopp.i, manager. The
first practice will be held in the
near future and Phil Informs us
that ho already has booked games
with several fast clubs in and near
Philadelphia.

Two more sections of the Con-
stitution were rend, corrected and
ratified. The document will be
completed soon when It will be pre-

sented for a final reading.

Some people seem to have a
positive capacity for making ene-
mies. They find all the thorns on
tho ro.se and pick up all the nettles
along the roadside. Put them down
in any group of congenial spirits,
and the sun goes out. conversation
htgs, and people begin to look at
their timepieces. It is positively
uncanny.
Wqve wondered about th s from

time to time. Recently we came
upon the answer, an iionic code of
manners compiled by one who has
surely suffered. Miss Ada R. Alley,
writing in a religious weekly, lays
down eight rules guaranteed to
enable you to be unwelcome every-
where. I

P'irst, always correct statements
and quotations varying from the
original. Then, give no credit for
any good piece of work. Say

I "Anybody can do that." Follow '

' th s up by criticising other people's
j

friends. Now you are ready for the '

big punch; disagree with every
remark made or with ua many as
pu.ssible.

I
Now Is the time to bring every

topic of conv»-r.sation around to

your pet hobby or aiverslon. Then
get and keep tho center of the
stage. Boast of relative or friend

who can surpass the world. And
clean up by putting a damper on
the enthusl.Msin of oth'-rs.

Do these things and thefe will bo
no need of looking around to

cho«i.se your nearest exit. You'll

have accesH to them all.

A large movement In collegiate
circles is being organized for the
promotion of aviation. Societies
such as THE AMERICAN

I SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION
I

OF AVIATION, and THE NAT-
j

lONAD AERONAUTIC SOCIETY
have established local chapters at,
the leading colleges and unlvewrf^
ties of the United States, ^^afne of
these local units hSve a^^-^ember-

!

ship of over 200 mer*becs-in-course. '

Most of these organizations have
members taking flying instruction,
using equipment and instructors
furnished by these units at the,
minimum of expense.

|

The movement Is stronger in
Western colleges and universities
than those of the East, Stanford

i

being the leader In the number of
I members and the amount of equlp-

j

ment. Ea.sterners have not neglect-
'

j

ed this new phase of transport,
however, as the proposetl collegiate
air races, which are to take place
this spring or early summer, would
indicate. The Guggenheim Found.i-
tion leads the East, followed closely
by M. I. T.. Yale, Harvard and
I'rinceton, all of which have actual
flying units in operation at the
pre.sent time. These colleges are
tc take part In the Inter-Colleglate '

Air Races besides many others who
I have not as yet sent in their ap-
plication.

"Bill" (Gypsy) Goggins, '32 AB.,
is in a run-down condition at his

home in Flushing, Dong Island. As
he had lost eight pounds within a

j

week, the doctor advised him to go
j

home and take a brief rest. It Is

expected that "Gypsy" shall be with
us in another week.
"Thomas Curran, '31 AB., has

^

been home with a severe attack of

the gr ppe. He is now convales-
cent and he expects to leave At-
lantic City to resume his studies

here.

ANNUAL SURVEY
TO TAKE PLACE

DURING^RETREAT
(continued from first page>

nble to get in any other manner,
not even through the confessional.
It is my op nion that the idea should
be extended to others than college
Students."

REV. C. A. RRUEJHL, D.D.,
' Overbrook, Pa.

(Well known Writer and author).
"It is an illuminating Survey.

Y6u are building up a mass of fact
material that will be, as is, of In-
estimable u.se to us all."

REV. JOHN M. COOPER, D.D.
(Author of several books).

Catholic University,
Washington, D. C.

" 'Spiritual (Searcliliglits' contains
an ama/Jng amount of provocative
material. I want to congratulate
you on this excellent job."

mvdf:s (^onnodly,
Kditor of Columbia.

"A brief survey of this excellent
work has awakened my keenest in-
terest In the great work that is be-
ing accomplished at Villanova."

REV. .TAMES II. DOLAN, S. J.

President of Hoston College.
Boston, Mass.

In addition to letters, there were
favorable press comments in most
of the Catholic jiapers, and In some
of the Catholic magazines.

Bob' 8

VILLANOVA CLUB
OF NEW YORK

The Villanova Club of New fork, i

met last evening at their head-
quarters In the Catholic Club, lo-

lat^d^at No. 120 Central Park South,

ew York City. Dinner was served
at six o'clock to those who desired

It.

John C. Kelly, president, presid-

ed over the meeting and many
matters of vital Importance were
discussed by a very large and rep-

resentat ve gathering of Loyrtl

Villanova Alumni.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1929

AFTERMATH OF THE RETREAT
THK retreat is over. No longer will we be able to llnten to the

inspiring' talks of the retreat master and In the quiet of the
fhapel try to make ourselves a little better. What Will we do

. V i; V now? Shall all the woik and exhortations be gone for naught
ftnd shall we settle back into the old routine of our existence? What Is

the answer? A retreat, as was stated, Is a form by which we may re-

build our shattered forces, and we all know how they have been ravaged
throughout the year. The main thing Is to keep up the morale which
was instituted by the retreat. This is not an easy assignment. It is

only through the hardest work iin<l self-c(mtrol that we will be enabled
to carry on. Without the environment of I'eliglous fervor around us and
the frequent recourse to the chapel, which the retreat demanded, we
will find It very dlfflcult to turn temptation from our door. According
to all alienists habits acquired at this period of our life stay with us all

through the remaining years. It is just as easy to ;ic(iuire a good habit
as a had one. So let us strive for the better things. They may seem
dim and vague, but if the desire i-emalns the ideal will be translated
into the reality.

"Great oaks from little acorns grow." This seems strikingly adapta-
ble to our present mode of living. We ^vill not be enabled In a moment
of religriuus fervor to start on a crusade for our religion. The Idea on
the face would seem preposterous. However, the thought that our ends
may be small, should not deter us from trying to strengthen our religion

• both .among ourselves and among others. In a small way we can be
. disciples of Christ, and If all of us are working in unison towards a
common end, we can accomplish possibly more than one man of dynamic
personality can do in a life. There Is a principle in Physics which states
for every action there must be a direct and opposite reaction. Let this
case be the exception which proves the rule. The action of the retreat
has passed. Let us take up the cudgel In the spirit of an ai'dent and a
Just case for the salvation of our own souls. '

•
. :

.

IN AGREEMENT WITH DEAN DOYLE

I
AM inclined to agree with Dean Doyle, when he makes the Interesting
statement that the so-called "collegiate" type Is a fallacious con-
ception on the jiart of the general public. This kind of necking,
drinking, hell -raising character has been pictured to the public by

certain "armchair" cartoonists who have never seen their model, save In

their own moronic brains. The quality and quantity of these artistic

creations, along with their questionable jokes, make a deep but erro-
neous impressi»)n Ui)on many people. A thought dressed in humor Is

usually better remembered than one directed with seriousness.
The young man who enters Villanova is the average young man of

his age. In the minds of many of the newcomers to this school, exist
vague and Incoherent ideas concerning true collegiate life. Their pre-
vious conceptions of college life are greatly altered upon their entrance
within our walls; the proverbial hip- flasks and off-color jokes are Want-
ing; instead ordinary young men In ordinary clothes prevail; in general
Villanova appears most prosaic and "uncollegiate."

Approximately five or ten per cent, of those enrolling do not meas-
ure up to the Villanova standard; they fall by the wayside during the
first year and leave the fit to survive.

Although Uean Doyle over-emphasizes the value of clothing in judg-
ing the college man, he Is no doubt right as to his contentions regarding
neatness.

The "collegiate" Idea is invariably bound Up with drinking, petting,
scholastic Indifference, dishonesty, moral turpetude, et cetera, for these
are what the creators of this tyjie of student have given as cluiracteris-
tlcs of college youth. This type is the original "homo-bobiens." lazy,

vicious, idiotic, Incijiid, and incompetent. Instead the antithesis. The
younger generation of students being of average Intelligence, leading a

natural life full of old-f.ishloned common sense. This Is particularly tiue
within the shadows of this magnificent monument conceived by the
Augustinlan P'athers—Villanova College.

C. B. W., Jr.
.. / • * * * * .

.'
, •.

FRESHMEN, ATTENTION! •>

AN APPEAL was made to the members of the Freshmen class Jn

this column last we«>k|. for candidates for the "Villanovan" Staff.

This ap|)eal was not given any consideration except by a few.
We do not attribute the poor response to gross indifferenc-e nor

to any malicious spirit but we optimistically reason that It was due to

oversight or carelessness.
As has been afore stated, this paper, although now only In the em-

; bryonic stage, will by a ctrntinuation of its past progress he Incorporated
as an integral part of Villanova. It Is up to you, the class of 1932, the

'1 future leaders «)f the student activities of Villanova, to realize your
future responsibility an<l act iiccordlngly. When you are upperclassmen,
•you too will likewise look to the Ki-eshman Class to carry on the work
that you have accomplished, or solicit their aid In establishing some-
thing which will be not only a decided asset to your Alma Mater but to
yourselves. It is for the latter motive that we are making our appeal.
If for no other reason than your own aggrandizement In honor, <'ome
out and try.

If you are Interested, we want you! Don't stay away because you
think you are not endowed with Inherent Journ.illstic tendencies. Many
a man has made a name for himself on the gri<1lron who never touched a
football before he went to college. fUve yourself a chance! We are not
looking for geniuses and on the othrer hand many a man has Inborn
abilities which are dormant, Just waiting for the necessary stimulus to
arouse them by a try. It never cost anybody anything by trying to do
his best. '" ' '

Furthermore, many are probably dubious about the proposition be-
cause they have wrongly conceived that working ort the newspaper
would take too much of their time. Of course it takes some time but
not too much that could not he easily arranged by a systematic organi-
7atlon of their spare moments. For those who have doubts at least

corn*' around and talk the matter over. Now is the time and op|)ortu-

Tilty for you men to make an enviable record for the class of 1932.

Helgh-Ho now that the pleasant

... . Editor-in-Chief I ndd-years have passed we will now
:;.Managing Editor

[
Unw to turn to .sometlun^i wlh
which to amuse ourselves during

the com.ng two months to pass the

tinie until the baseball season gets

under way. What to do? The same
movies can't be seen all the time,

therefore indoor games must bo in-

vented which will serve to pa.'^s the

tedium of a boring afternoon. Uut
where are the games? On looking

down this column we can find

a number of games which ough* t •

satisfy the want of ente" tainmept.

GAME No. 1

"Fooled You."
This gamv may be seen like a

variation of an old theme but in it

comes the element of surprise,

which makes the game more in-

triguing. The paraphernalia con-

sists of one of those "IMn the tall

on the donkey game" In which we
were all forced to participate In

back in the days of Eton collars and
dancing schools. May they never
return. I think that dancing schools

for children are the worst crime
tliat were ever foisted upon the

youth of America. Why cant we
grow up rough, tough and nasty as

we all want to be instead of going
]

through the religious scrubbing on
Saturday, dressing up in uncom-
fortable cU)tlies and be bundled off

to "Miss Numbscull's Dancing
Schools for Little Ladles and Gen-
tlemen." It is a crime to which all

youth should object. liut then
again I am diverging. The donkey
is nailed up on a wall and the un-
suspecting dupe is blindfolded and
given a tall to pin on the donkey.
While blindfoldingr the mercenary
minded may remove his watch and
various other things from tlie Indi-

vidual. It 8 all in the spirit of fun.

Tell the man to find the donkey and
In the meantime everyone must
leave the room, go about his busi-

ness forgetting completely about the
simpleton who is in there trying to

pin the donkey iind Is really mak-
ing an ass out of himself. Ha ha
ha ha. The game is completed;
the next day or anytime after when
the dupe is seen without his shoot-
ing you on the spot. The men who
played in the game cry out, "fooled
you" and the ^ame is ended unless
ended In the local police court
with charges of mayhem, and as-
sault and battery are pressed.

GAME No. 2

"Rook the Radio"
This is something which I think

to be good both for the individuiil

student and the common good of

the college. How often have we all

prepared for a quiet afternoon or
evening of sleep study or what
have you and Just as we are about
to enter Into the arms of Morpheus
have we been disturbed by such
pagan strains as "You're the Cream
of my (^offee," "I wanna be loved
by you" and various kindred im-
beclllc specimens which adorn our
present day trend in music. What
are we to do? This game will not
only put an end to all such foolish-
ness but it will even give a great
d(>al of amusements to the partici-
pants. No end. Cudgels, bludgeons,
fire tongs, pokers or any othei- in-
struments for doing extreme vio-
lence are necessary. The thing is

to get all the avengers comfortably
settled near the site of the radio
epidemic. After the pros, cons and
wherefores have been discussed,
softly r)pen the transom and let the
full strains of a radio break the
freverie. "Doing the Raccoon,' Is

the ideal song for such breaking,
and If the luck is with you it may
be playing. Seize all weapons and
dash madly down the hall and burst
into the room of the offender,
shouting "Allons enfants de la pa-
trle," and other parisien encour-
agements. Smash the radio com-
pletely and If the mood Is on. you
keer) up the good work by smashing
the owner, because he may buy an-
other. Thus by getting at the
root of the trouble It will be elim-
inated. Get your coat and hat and
Ko now. Its five o'clock, Dlmitrl.

OAMK No. 3

"Love Letter Writing"
Nothing I do believe Is more

enjoyable than the receiving of
mall. Mut in order to receive mall
one miist write. Why not have
some of the wits or half-wits of
the college get together and com-
pose something which will give the
girls In Miss So and So's school In

Rhadlo-on-the Mlink, something to
talk about. We all know that they
are read In those various girls'

schools ond colleges as forms of

whillng away a boring Sunday af-

ternoon, so Instead of humllatlng
one's personal pride why not' have
half the college compose a serlea

of little pellets for the lovelorn
which will aid and abet many an
affaire de coeur which at the pres-
ent time Is not flourishing so well,

about the rules let your conscience
he your guide.

Yours for more amusements,
COL'NT D.MITKI

Once more this department makes
an appeal to the alumni and un-
dergo-aduate bodies of VlHanova to
lender assistance in the publication
of alumni notes. Due to a lack of
accurate informat on from previous
local publications, the paper finds
that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to secure accurate statis-
tics as regards the graduates of
the school. This is especially true
of men, who have been gi-aduated
eight or ten years back and pre-
vious to that time. The Villanovan
would greatly appreciate any as-
sistance that can be rendered in
th s matter. Address all communi-
cations to the Alumni Editor.

26
John F. Iloffmelster, an honor

man in engineei-ing while on the
campus is now employed by the
Van Sciver Consti'uction Company
of Philadelphia.

27
Jeremiah O'Sullivan is a member

of the faculty and Is teaching
French and History.

27
James Callaghan now holds it

state position n Harrisburg, Pa.

27
Albert VV. Brown Is studying In

Jefferson Medical School.

Z7
John J. Byrne is at present pur-

suing a course In medicine at
Hanahman Medical School.

27
Joseph N. Corcoran is a student

at the Columbia Scho«)l of Law.
27

Joseph A. McHenry Is stationed
at the Pitcarin Aviation Field near
Philadelphia.

27
Wallace Quinn is now in business

with his father in Phila.

27
Joseph Sheehan is playing bas-

ketball with the Pattlson team of
the Phila. League.

28
Joseph B. Quinn is enrolled as a

Law student at Temple University.

THE MODERN GENERATION

Py FHANK KELLY

(According to the Tabloids)
Iteckle.ss of life and the morrow,
Scornful of pain and of sorrow;

Mocking ambition's useful toil.

Throwing men's minds In a hectic
whirl.

Treading ii path none trod before;
Leading a

Filling our
Treating

tinselled

"He Increased his fame by the
very dissimulation of fame" wrote
Tacitus of Agrlcola, his father-in-
law. The same words may be
writte'n of the gentleman whose
likeness appears above. Very few
of tlie Freshmen known that P^rank
Kelly attends Villanova. However
if they should meet him not know-
ing his !-egai'd, his personality alone
would mark him as outstanding
amongst men.
In high school he was vice-presi-

dent of his class, captain of the ten-
nis team and he also played foot-
ball and basketball. His entrance
into Villanova was not marked by
any diminution in his leadership
ability. His Freshman year reveals
him as vice-president of his class
and a member of the tennis team.
The following year the members of
the tennis team chose him as their
ca|)taln and during that year he
served as secretary of his class,

secretary of the i^imbda Kappa
Delta, and chairman of the Sopho-
more Soiree. If It is easy to gain
a place of prominence It is much
harder to stay there. Yet during
the year 1927-28. Franks ability
hiought to a successful conclusion
all the projects he undertook. This
yeai- he is vice-president of the
Lambda Kappa Delta and still vice-
president of the Class of '30.

To read the above record may be
as tiresome as reading statistics
but the traits of charkcter which
they reveal are Interesting.
At Villanova the students ar«'

critical and many of them fall to
support any activity. By having
succeeded In the face of such diffi-

culties we give Frank our sincere
praise and appreciation. We have
no doubts furthermore but that
Krank will ccmtinue his remarkable
record of .success In whatever voca-
tion he takes up.

VALENTINE DAY

life beyond the law;
Hellish cups of joy
the world as our
toy.

Setting a pace that s far too fast.
Taking a stride that cannot last;

A smile for a care, a tear for'

a

woe,
And these, my friends, are the

.seeds we sow.

And in times to come may we ever
be

As cultured loafers out on a
.••pree.

Cursed from now to eternity:
Oh, Lord, Thy mercy, for men as

we.

AN ARTS MAN

KNIGHTHOOD

Many a year ago whon knight-
hood was in flower, when men were
men etc., courtiers doffed their
feathered headgear with a graceful
bow that swept the ground; the
ladles in return gently waved their
fans with the art of a coquette and
this was called "fleuretes." PYom
this

. was fashioned the term
flirting which in the next century
came to mean flowery, emotionally
speaking. In the last century It

meant "a trifle." Today It means
nnythlngr.

"What made you give up your
Job with the genealogical society?"

"There's no future in the work."

It wouM be unfitting that the
Villanovan go to press this week
without some remarks about Val-
entine day. Just what can be said
is rather hazy but as the editor
wants copy, the matter Is rather
important. Valentine Day was In-
stituted about forty years ago.
Long before this there was a Val-
entine Day but nobody gave it

much attention, then came the
makers of greetlnpr cards who de-
cided that something must he done
to help bashful lovers, for as
Longfellow said, "Faint heart never
won fair lady. ' These .siime manu-
facturers figured that a little of
the coin of the realm might be In-
duced to ease itself gently Into
their pockets. They were ilght.
Today cards are sent in alarming
numbers Mary receives a heart-
shaped Valentine from Jack, and
lo! the path of true love is firmly
and definitely established as Jack
learns to his sorrow when he goes
home for the summer vacat on. Or
maybe Jack receives the card from
Mary. Jack thereupon boasts that
HO-ond-so In the old home town
has a weakness for him and upon
this card he builds castles that
reach the seventh heaven but are
lowered to the bottomless pits of
Nevermore when Jack returns to
find her safely entrenched in some-
body else's sedan. That's the way
of a maid with a man. But then
who wants a maid anyhow.

Manager of Hotel—Now then, my
lad. It's taking you a long time to
black those boots Isn't It?

Boot Boy—Yes. sir, but you see,

some of them were brown when I

started.

February 12, 1929^

Indoor Track to

Open Tonight

Relay Team lo Inaugurate

Season—Temple, Drexel,

.;St. Joe's lo Be Mel

THE VILLANOVAN
Famed N. Y. V. Men

(ihecked Mosl of Rotile

(Continued from first page)

Myretetus
On fouls

Myretetus

The Villanova track men swing

Into action tonight at the Arena in

the annual Meadowbrook meet,

when the one mile relay team will

meet three other opponents in a

special race. '

Temple, Drexel and St. Joe's are

the opposition confronting Coach
Meredith's latest tiuaitet of baton

passers. The event promises to be

thrilling inasmuch as the entrants

are traditional track rivals of the

Blue and White.
The coacli has selected Captain

j

Jimmy Woods, Dick Daley, Hud
j

Myretetus and Costanz*) to run al-

though a change may be made be-

fore the men line up to start.

A water soaked track at school

has retarded the progress of the

runners this winter and as a con-
j

sequence the men are not as far I

advanced as In previous years, but

we feel sure they will give a good
|

account of themselves.
Woods is about the cream of the

quarter milers in colleges here-

abt)uts of Villanova's rating and if

oui' captain can get the baton with-
in a reasonable distance of the

leaders or is handed a lea<l by the

other men we do not doubt that an-
other relay crown will be brought
back to school

Jimmy has been honored with the
captaincy two years and lias been
anchor man on the relay team since
Ills freshman year.

goals; Birmingham and
shared the other four.

Severance, Henry and
each dropped in one.
' The N. Y. tallying was rung up
by Conroy, with seven markers,
Nemecek, five; Roberts, four; New-

,

blatt, three; Christiansen, two; i

Banks, one; Shuman, one.

VILLANOVA
I

FeO.
Severance . . , ..» .;. . w. ,>> 4

Birmingham ,. i». . :. ..'. 2

Myretetus 2

Henry
Morgan «

McCarthy ...>.

Nolan ; i.';'.

Totals 8 3 19

NEW YORK U.
FeO. FlO. Pts.

Eeigal . ...,,.

Holman ................ 000
Leffet ,.•.,. .,;>...-,.;, .0
Banks . . ; . . • . . . . .;V. . . . 1 1

Blltzer ....;.,..,

Christiansen . 1 2

Roberts 2 4

Conroy . .;.>#•••.. 3 1 7

Newblatt .•.<•••...• '
113

Dynan ,.j, ,»..•• • •

Nemecek . ..^. ..,.,.,, . 2 15
Shuman ..-. .v.» 1 1

lO.
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College

Announcements
All SenloiB who have not yet

registered with the Belle Aire

and who havo not yet filed their

data, card must do 8o at once.

This 18 neceHsary In order that

the activities and write-ups of

the different S'enlors may appear
In the year book. Regi-ster 'n
rnom No, 300 Aii.stin Hall.

Delta Pi Epgilon Holds Ban-
1
^|*|;g FrAtemitV

quel in St. James Hotel

'

w w i i rx,quet

(continued from first p-ise)

'•' Lambda Kappa Deltiji will hold
Its first meeting of the second
semester, l<'iiday, at 8. JIG A. M. in
the Amphitheater on the second
floor of Mendel Hall.

The Lawrence Club
Due to tilt" illneH.s of J'residi'nt

Twomey, who has been suff<!' m?
from an attack of appendicitis the
usual meeting of the l..awrence Club
was not Jield. As .soon as Prehidont
Twomey has fully rec )vered i

meeting will be held. All aic urged
to be pri\sent as at thia time the an-
nual election of otflcers will be held.
Tile exact time and place of the
meeting will be annoimced in th<»

next issue of the Villanovan

Ing with hmghter from his flr.st

word until he finished

Speakers
Mr. Quinn introduced the first

.sjieaker in the person of Thomas
J. McCoy, '21*, president of the Frn-
ternity. Mr, McCoy delivered an
excellent talk In which he revie^Ved
tin- history of the fruteinity and
stressed the Importance of («ooper-

ution between the students and the
faculty. To cjuote, "One of the
greatest advantages of an affair

like thip \vhere student and profes-
sors are together, is that it affords
an occasion whereby the instructor
may shed his coat of professional-
ism and come Into intimate contact
with liLs students." The toastmiis-
ter called on Rev. Hullen 1^ Kink,

Hie vice-president of the College,
lie first made apologies in behalf
of the iieverend l^resident ^'ather
.James H. Gritllii, who was planning
ti) attend l)ut was suddenly called

out of town. Father J<'ink reviewed
the history of Villanova and the re-

lation of the School of Commerce
and PMnance to this growtli. Pro-
fessor Dougherty, was then called
upon and it was fully five minutes
before he was able to speak due to

the entliusiastic ovation which he
received. The main topic of his

Hold Dansant

Ro^emont (lollege Gym is

Scene of Gala Pre-

Lenten Affair

Annual Retreat is Unpar-

alleled in Its Sureess

(continued from first page)

LOST AND FOUND
LO«T—A I'. & W. yearly train

book. F.nder please return to 1

very interesting talk was the for-
Rooni No. 24, Academy building, mulatlon of a plan whereby Delta
Reward. Pi Epsilon might sometime in the

Lost -At the p. & W. Station, a j

near future be incorjiorated as a
brown leather glove (Hansen, I chapter of the national Commerce
size 8). Picked up by a student. I

'"!<• l-'inunce l<'rateriiity Delta Sigma
l'lea.se i;eturn to the Hook Room. ' '*'• outlining a few of the numerous
John J. Kelly. I advantages which such a move

LOST—An Eversharp lead pencil.'
^^ould afford to the members. P'ath-

IMease i-eturn to 118 Fedigan '
'''' l^a>'t'«^y. l^^'m of the School of

Hall.
LOST—A fountain pen and a lead

pencil. Name on pen. initials on
pencil. Please return to Hene-
detto Uenigno. Reward.

FOUND—A slide rule it may be
lobtained, upon Identification,
from Dean Humphrey.

MACBETH

Commerce and Finance and the
Faculty Advisor of the Fraternity
then addressed the body by telling
of some of his liojjes and plans for
the future.

Extemporaneous Speakers
Mr. Cjuinn then preceded to put

all the members on edge by the an-
nouncement that he was going to
call for a few extemporaneous
speaches. He first called on MauriceHow many people read the books Doyle, secretary, who gave a short

they should pursue. The majority
remember only the plot of books
that should be chewed and digest-
ed; character, the most Important
part, is soon forgotten. To refresh-
en the memory of those who have
this habit, the Villanovan will oc-
casionally pr nt character sketches.
The first subjects will be from
Shakespeare's Macbeth.

I..ady Macbeth was an extraordin-
ary character because she was a

aimimarl'/.iition of the topics out-
lined by the previous speakers.
CrosJiy Coughlin. *30, the treasurer,
was next called. He discussed in
the main the Importance of the
A'illanovan and the advantages to
b^ gained by the fraternity In co-
orierating with it. Frank ('ummis-
key then amu.sed those gathered by
a few jokes. I>awrence Costlgan
next rendered a song which was

'

very well received. .John Curtin, as '

Captain of this Varsity Haseball Iwoman; a woman in whom the dis
tinguishing characteristics of love,

"*'"'"• \^^" '^""'**' ^ '''"^ words.

liope and determination shone with I *'" '"'
V''"!? f

""'•''' " ^'"^^' *""""
ce.ssfiil and delightful affair and the

liope and determination shone with
all their firey power. Her love for
Macbeth caused her to encourage '

J,'"."'"''
V '•"*"

'T
'^""*f'''"""t«'<l on

his evil desire for prestige. Honor.''"''"'
" ^'""^•^"^""^-

tenderness—all the endearing
qualities of her sox were thrown
in the flames oC her consuming
passion.

BRODERICK STARS

Joe Broderlck, a mcmbor of Vll-

v * u, mt , '

lanova's undefeated foot ball team.let she was a woman. The loss i,„„ hrr.ii.rv,f r,^«cfi„- * i.i„ ,.
".

of reputation. Influence, honor, al- "inov^
'^ * ^^ *° *'""""'' ''"^

though painful was not the true
; during the recent cold snap,

i!""l,''^"!!"L °L. ^IL. ^f!T_"i?"- ,

»*""' ^vas exhibiting his skill as a
skater and a wlelder of the curved

Even though one may sin undis-
covered, retribution is inevitable.

Lady Macbeth's conscience cried

out against tlie superposition of

love for right and this is palpably

Despite the inclement , weather

and the exodus of .stMdents for the

holidays, the EpsTon Phi Thetas

dance was one of th'j most enjoy- I

able given this year The gymnas-

ium at Rosemont college, where the'

dance took place, v/asj n.>t crowded

so that it was poas ble to .iance
|

without colliding with other couples.
[

It was ii paruSise lor the bUv^s as
j

more than a few Rosemont girls I

accepted the In vital ion cxi^Tidod to
j

their college.

The \lllanovans pluytd a number
of the latest hits and played ihem
well. The floor was unwaxed as the

girls had to play h.isUutball on
Monday. At first this maila d;inc-

ing quite dilllcult but the music,
the roseate lights, and other tbings
soon caused the fact to be forgot-
ten.

A large number of the .Vlunini

Were present. Most of them wore
tuxedoes and appeared dignifled

and old until they met their former
classmates. Many boys from Vil-

lanova wore their tuxedoes. It

seems that the dances are becoming
more formal.
John Foley, president of the Epsi-

ion Theta, was accompanied by

'

Miss O'Shea, of Rosemont college,

who wore a beautiful evening dress. '

Francis McNulty, secretary of tlie

fratei nlty. also brought a liosemont
girl, Miss Garvy. Although most
of the girls were from iiosemont

!

I'oliege there were several other

'

schools represented. Billy Taylor,
of Miss Sayward's scliool, looked
stunning in blue and so did Mury
Smith, of Sacred Heart Academy.
The gymnasium was decoi-ated

with streamers of varied colors.
At one end of the room was a hugh
banner with the letters, "Epsilon
I'hi Theta.'
The Dance Committee was under

the leadership of Gordon Snyder.
The members of the committee are:
.lolin J. Mulligan, Joseph J. Murphy,
.lames P. Kllcoyne, Carrol Skelley,
John J. McGann, Edward G. Garey.
Among those present were: James

Henry, Margaret Coyne. William
Crowe, Mary Schwartz, Harry
Uonner, Hilda Murphy, Elsie For-
rester, James i'^lynn, Leon Costa,
Sandy Elliot, Eddie Hare, Joseph
Choquette, Ed. Hookey, Jim Her-
ron, William Dlneen, Jean Kaker.,

The Freshman—Why does Progr-
more always put in the letters 'JrJ
after his name.
The Senior—That's an abbrev a-

tion of 'junior.'

The Fieshman—But he's no Jun-
ior. He's only a soph.

College to some charitable institu-

tion in America which is encounter-
ing financial difficulty in the
carrying out of its jArork.

STAMFORD HALL

I
Through the untiring efforts of

I

promoters Giblin and Tralnor, two
j
siiecimuns of the Stone Age grap-
pled to a finish at Kelly's 30 Feet.
Invader Strongheart Franklin of

Pig Alley, former protege of Grec-
ian McCoy, tested his strength and

!
skill against the Mauling Miller,

student of Joe R naldi, mayor of

Stamford's North Side. Due to the
unfinished condition of the arena,
the match was slightly delayed.
But it was worth the wait.

Mat Lleb acted In the capacity of

announcer, gave the contest a
finished air, due to the spotlessness
of his evidently new tuxedo, while
Bill Kelly oflflciated as referee.

From the start to the finish It

was n p and tuck, stop and go or

what have you. After one hour
and forty minutes of wrestling.

Strongheart managed to wrench
the Mauler's right arm from its

socket—but what is such a slight

handicap to a Rinaldi wrestler?
Sinking his two fangs into the
neck of the Pig Alley grappler,

simultaneous with the gouging out
of both his eyes, the Mauler tossed
his opponent aga nst the ropes—he
would have tossed Franklin
thru the ropes but there happened

|

to be a two foot thickness of good
old Monastery wall backing them
up. With this final outbunst of

strength came the finish of Frank-
lin.

Referee Lelb and the two judges

Murray and Sorbo, decided that

Mauller MiUer had earned the

decision. Gazooks! The Mauller
had won the girl, paid off the mor-
tage on the old homestead and for-

ever rid himself of his arch-enemy.
In consideration the fans presented

him with a bouquet of—

.
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'BONERS'

Roy Rlegel's now already famous
run for his own goal line in the re-
cent Hose Howh chuckball contest
between The Itamblin' Wreck and;
the Sunset Slopers calls to memory
other boners of however more hum-
orous nature. One is related by a
Hig League ivory seeker of a laugh-
able occurrence during a baseball en-
counter between two Uusher nines
way out in the sticks of the Middle
West,

The game was a close affair With
the team at bat needing a run to
alleviate matters when the , break
liappened. Runners were parched on
second and third and one out. The
squeeze play was tried but the bat-
ter failed to connect, the man on
third had started with the pitch for
the plate but hauled up when within
a few feet of the catcher who stood
waiting with the ball. In the mean-
time the runner on .second broke for
tliird Jiase and slid into the bag. The
catcher failed to diagnose this and
started to chase the player who had
l>een on third before the pitch. Like
Heinle Zimmerman who chased Ed-
die Collins across the plate in a
World Series game, this mask man
iHirsued the fleeing runner back to
third base, such was the speed of the
pursued man that he did not stop at
the bag but continued on out into left
field with the catcher on his heels.
The other base runner who original-
ly has been on the keystone sack then
started for home and made it l)efore
the catcher became aware of the
new turn in the situation.

Boners are pulled every day but
It is only when the stakes are great
and the result directly depending
upon the circumstances that they are
magnified and handed down to pos-
terity. FVed Merkle's unfortunate
lapse of memory will be remembered
to the disregard of his fine ability as
an all around ball player.

"I intended this for a cottage

pudding, dear, but It didn't rise.

'

"Never mind, I like a flat," reas-

sured the hubby.

stick. A .spectator who was standing
nearby approached and asked. If

he would consider playing w'th him
with one of the hockey teams In

indicated by the pathetic sleep Philadelphia. Broderlck consented
walking scene. She becomes more
and more melancholy and finally

hastened the eternal reward by self

extermination. She is "more to be
pitied than scorned."
Macbeth was a highly imaglnfi-

nnd was given n try out with the
Philadelphia Arrows. Manager
Shay of the Arrows, saw great
possibilities In Joe and decided to
larm him nut until he ga nod more

. ^ ^ ^ ,
experience in gaining himself a de-

tlve man obsessed by a great am-
, f,.„„^ position. Since his appear-

bltion. which corrupted his nature
| ,.„^, ,„ ^ q„^^^^ y^,^^^^

and led to his final destruction.
|

,.„^g „^„^„ „^^ j,,^ ^^,, ^^^^ ^^.
He wished to be king, yet a bar-

j ,,,,^^ ^^^ vigorous and slashing
.,rler of circumstances Prevented ^^,,^^^„ previous to our Joes
the lawful realizaton of this, but

.„.^,y,,, ^^^y ,,^^ ^^^^ .^ ^ ^,^^p
ambition killed his sterling quail- j^ ^^^^,,^ ^^^ ^^ ^„ ^^ surprising

NITTI
Barber Shop

Seville Arcade
BRYN MAWR. PA.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

"I find the old Jokes very popu-
lar.'

"Yes, they're new to some, to
others they are old friends"

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous Groff milk shake.

Soda« Ice Cream

Bob'

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR. PA.
I'hone 2.'>4

ties and forced him to conspire
against the anointed power. With

to' read of the great professional
hockey player. Joseph Broderlck

with Exeter A. A. In New Hamp-
shire.

you

that self-confidence which he owed
^
^^^^1^^^ ^Js early training playing

to the evil witches, he Judged him- '

self to bo governed wholly by fate.

Not until Birnan Wood moved
aganst him could he fall and no
one born of woman could slay him.

Thus he stayed Duncan. then
realizing that he was suspected,

he sank deeper in crime until his

nature was fully perverted and the

punisliment he courted descended
upon him. •'

;'

Traffic Officer—Here, don't

seesee me wave my hand?
Fair Motorist—Yes, but we never

met before.

ofBarber—Shall I clip the ends
your hair off, sir?

Customer—No thank you—one

end only.

Bo Prejmred for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Patronize

Home Talent!

Louie's
^

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Knmpus ^College Kut

•..•'••• Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hupmohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

VALD E

by the men who buy Georse
Hutchins «hoes . . . here^s **Tne
London" . . . fashion-built in
noir and brune ... of the finest

Saratoga calfsitin . . . combina»
tion lasts ... other shops would .

sell ''The London" at

twice this price.

Sises-S to 12 Widths-A to E

Open Evening*

Geo.Hutchins
stores

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
5621 Germantown Ave.
2752 Germantown Ave.
4058 Lancaster Ave.
4405 Main Sf^ Manaynnk

SUPPORT THE

BASKETBALL

TEAM'S

HOME GAMES vitt van
CAISISIUS, LOYOLA,

a V. GAMES THIS

WEEK IIS GYM.

BE THERE!
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Evening School

Rapidly Round-
ing Into Shape

Thirty Students F^nrolled

in New Addition to

Business School

The recent addition to the depart-

ment of Commerce and Finance, is

slowly but stendll.v progressing. Un-
der the guidance of Rev. J. C. Bart-
ley, who is also Dean of the busi-

ness Day school, a broad fundamen-
tal and i!onu>relu'nHi\e training in

the principles of business has been
provided.

Courses In Economics taught by
Father liurtley are already under
way as well as Accounting taught

by Professor Sluieffer. Courses In

the principles of Husiness Law and
Real Kstate Lrfiw are now being con-
ducted by Professors Henry and
O'Neill respectively. With these

studies as a foundation it is planned
to Include many other branches In

the curriculum of the Evening
School.
At the present time there are ap-

proximately 30 students attending
the nightly sessions in Mendel Hall,

the magnificent new addition on the

campus. With the support of those
in the day schools and the benefits

derived from an extensive adver-
tising campaign, it is hoped that
before long it will become an In-

tegral part of the already well es-

tablished College of Commerce and
Finance.

It is felt that with the continua-
tion in the night school of the func-
tional system of training developed
In the day school combined with a
competent corps of instructors, this

addition to Villanovn will answer
the demands of a large number of

requests from young men otherwise
engaged In the day, for training in

the evening.

Fresh Lose Hard
Fought Battle

Second Half Rally Fails to

Overcome Wenoah Mili-

tary Academy

rinylng on a foreign court. Villa-
nova's first year men lost a hard
fought game to Wenonh Military
Academy, last Friday night by the
score of 27 to 2B.

The Blue and White cubs played
ft loo.se game during the first half,

being on the short end of a 23-7

count at the end of this period.

They had numerous opportunities
to score but lacked l)()th punch and
cooperation to send tho ball

through the hoop. It was this

6pen ng stanza which marked the

downfall of the future varsity.

Noted, however, for their re-

markable comebacks, the frosh ran
true to form and the second half

witnessed a terrific battle In which
they were easily the conquerers.

Displaying n brilliant defensive and
offensive p.'inie, I..o1os' proteges

commenced an uphill struggle

which within two minutes of the

end of the game, netted them a t ed

score, 2r> nil, only to be defeated i>y

having two technical fouls called

on them.

The score does not adequately re-

pay the Villanova Frosh as they

outcl.issed tlieir opponents In com-
pleted field goals by 8 to 7. Toomey
flashed as offensive pliiyer for the

Main T.lne yearlings while Stock

played a gre.it defensive game.
Brenm starred for the Military

Academy.

The Score;
VIM.ANOVA 25

WKXOAII . : ;....,.. 27

POSITIONS OPKN ON
TlJJt: BUSINESS STAFF

All thtjse who are deslroufi of

trying out for |>ositions on the
Business Staff of the 'Villa-

novan" please report to John
Breen, Business Manager, in

room No. 245, Aust:n Hall, us
soon as possible.

Vatican-State

Peace Agreement

Announce Settlement of the

"Roman Question"—Pope
to Rule Own State

The Higninn: of the treaty and
concordat between the Holy t^ee

and the Italian Government on Feb-
ruar.v eleventh, marked the settle-

ment of the so-called Roman Ques-
tion which has existed since IS70,

from which date all I'opes have
ijeen in "voluntary imprisonment,"
within the Vatican.

Considering the vital importance
of this question to all Catholics and
therefore the necessity of a knowl-
edge of it to the students of Villa-

nova, we are publishing at this time
a summary of the question taken
from a special cable of the N. C. W.
C. News Service to the Philadelphia
Catholic Standard and Times.

Full and aljsolute sovereignty of

the Pope over the "City of the Vati-

can, " formed by the present Vati-

can, enlarged toward the west so as
to include an extension of land

within the walls of Home as far as

the Porta Cavalleggeri near the

Oratory of St. Peter and the Palace
of the Holy Office, is provided in

the treaty of conciliation between
the Holy See and the Italian Gov-
ernment.

The treaty begins with the decla-

ration that the L.aw of Guarantees,
enacted in 1871 by the Italian Par-
liament to regulate the status of the

Pope In Italy and never accepted

by the Vatican, is abrogated and
considered non-existent. The text

of the treaty of conciliation and the

concordat are not to be made public

at this time and their details will

not be given out until after ratifi-

cation by the Italian Parliament,

next April. For the present only

a summary f)f their contents is to

be given out with the announcement
of their conclu.sion, it was decided.

The sovereignty of the I'ope Is

recognized In the I'iazza of St.

Peter's, the Apostolic I'alaces, the

Roman Seminary and many other

pontifical churches. Including St.

Maria in Trastevere, St. I^awrence

Outside the Walls, the Bil)lical In-

stitute, the Oriental Institute and
the Christian Arclieological Insti-

tute.

All houses now existing around
the walls surrounding the Vatican

Gardens must be demolished and
nothing Is to be l)ullt in their place.

A new and sultal)le station for the

Vatican will be constructed In Im-
mediate proximity to the Vatican
Gardens and the station is to be

imder the absolute sovereignty of

the Pope.
All eluirches and places in Italy

where the I'ope goes will be recog-

nized as exempted from Italian

laws (luring his presence. p:xtra-

tenltorlallly al;io is reeogn'zed to

Include all dwellings of Cardinals

resident In Rome and all emljassles

and legatinns to the Vatic.in are to

have e(|UHl privileges with those at

the Quirlnal.

The Pope. In the tre.nty, recogniz-

es the Kingdom of Italy with Ronu
as the capital and the House of

Savoy as the dynasty.

The condorat recognizes the

Roman Catholic Apostolic Religion

as the offlclal religion of Italy and
the reigning dynasty renounces the

(Continued on Page Four)

Pi Omega Phi to

Sponsor Benefit

at Tower Theatre

Excellent Program to Be
Shown at 69th St. The-

atre Next Week

Tlie Pi Omega Phi fraternity will

hold a benefit during the week of

the twenty-fifth at the Tower
Theatre at 69th street. The fea-

ture attraction of the performance
that week will be a thrilling photo-
drama of Revolutionary Russia. This
sludendou.x production has proved
to be a picture that thrilled and
held al concert pitch the Interest

of the capacity audiences who wit-
nessed it during Its month's run at
the P'ox-Ivocust theatre in town.
Dolores Del Ulo, C^harles Farrell and
Ivan I^lnow, a giant Russlon are
cast In the principle roles and give
splendid performances.
The story of this latest Fox fea-

ture deals with the Russia of the
revolution and shows the turbu-
lant scenes of the times in a logical

story. Dolores Del Rio as the
peasant girl Tasia, who becomes a
leader of the revolutionists and the
famous "Red Dancer' of Moscow,
is seen probably In the most color-

ful role of her career. Charles FYir-

rell, as the Grand Duke E>ugen,
again scores as he did in "7th Heav-
en" and 'Street Angel." Ivan Lin-
ow, a burly six foot four bulk of a
man, plays his part of the peasant
who becomes a general with humor
as well as a certain ferocity. He
it is who fully appreciates the
topsy-turvy state of affairs of the
times, when he says that It Is

strange that he should be a general,
(Continued on Page Four)

To Reorganize
Debating Club

Plans Will Be Disclosed at

Meeting—Society Ac-

tive in Past

At 3:00 p. m., Thursday, Febru-
ary 21st, all those Interested In a

Villanova Debating Society will

meet in Room 104. Professor Jonas,

Master of Oratory, is sponsoring

th's activity which has long been
needed In a school of N'lllanova's

size and reputation.
The nctlvttv of the society will

consist of inter-class debates, de-
bates with other colleges, and dis-
cussions of imi>ortant topics. Last
year an attempt was made in this
field. Two debates were held, one
between the Freshmen and .lunlors

and the other between the Sopho-
mores and Seniors. At that time
the outcome pointed to a great suc-
cess but the unexpected fire pre-
cluded original plans. Now this
year a fresh attempt will be made.
Men from all schools will be given
a chance to develop their forensic
al)Illty. A large percentage of
meml>ers will consist probably of
business and arts men who Intend
to study law.

Professor .lonafl has stated that
the plans he will reveal on Thurs-
day will cert.ilnly enthuse the stu-
dents. The exact nature of these
he refu.sed (o disclose.

NEW FLOORS IN FEDIGAN HALL

SPECIAL DAILY MASS
FOR DAY STUDENTS

During I.,<'nt a special week-
day Mass has been arranged for

those Day Students who wish to

attend Mass in the Holy Season.
This Mass will be celebrated ut
H o'clock. Otlier week-day
Masses are at 6.30 and 7 o'clock.

The new concrete floors In the
corridors of Fedigan Hall have
been laid. Due to a defect In the
orig nal work the contractor had
to te.ir up all the top surface on
the three floors and relay them.
The work of reconstruction was so
arranged that the students were
not oblltred to leave the building at
any time.

Villanova Bows
to St. John's

Home Team Always on Top
in Flatbush Fray—Oppo-

nent's Passing Wins

The old New York Jinx that has
pursued Villanova teams In the

past few years operated with cus-
tomary eflflclency ^\•iday when the

\arslty basketball quintet fell be-
fore the prowess of St. John's In

the home ballwlck of the Flatbush-
ers.

For four years the court men
have failed to lift a contest from
a New York opponent. Last year
the baseball nine lost both games
played there and the Tennis team
also came out second best in a
match with N. Y. U. In fact the
only bright spot Is the football vic-

tory over the Saints three seasons
ago.

To down a St. John team In Its

own floor is no mean feat at any
time, let alone coming to grips with
one when it has Just tucked six-

teen straight conquests under its

belt. Since the opening setto which
was lost, the Brooklynites have
mowed down in order a dozen and
four of the classiest Eastern fives

without a hitch are due to meet
Fordham this week for the Myth-
ical Championship of the Eost.

The Saints are known to l)e one
of the smoothest outfits that ever
Hipped a basket, their nonchalant
passinjf and shooting is the cyana-
sure of spec-tators year In and year
out, and the easy confident manner
of the men an earmark of the
coaching system.

Suffice to say the homesters were
hitting on all and romped through
the visitors to a 33-15 triumph.
As usual Villanova put up a good
first half scrap and were only five

points on the fag end at mid time
an three field gojils and two fouls.

Rim eyes again attacked our
men, many shots entering the hoop
only to roll around tantalizing and
then clamiier over the Iron circlet

to be clutched by a St. guard. The
second period found the opponents
making good on all kinds of tosses,

for awhile It appeared that they
were giving an exhibition of fancy
shooting.

Villanova constantly secured the
tap on Fred Donovan's leaping abil-

ity at center. Only the tough
breaks on our attempts at the
cords and the result would have
been much closer.

Another score spot came in the
recurrence of an early season fall-

ing, poor foul shooting. While
each team had seven from file free
line yet the St. J. average was
easily fifty per cent, better.

St. .John's performed consistently
throughout, continuing an effort-
less pace that was sometimes
matched by the V. N, play but oft-
ener alone held sway.

Collins, the king pin of the home
i teams attack stuck up a han<irul of

1
double timers antl one less of single

I

pointers. HIrmlngham led the Vll-

I

lanova offense with two and two;

I

Severance and Morg.in divided the
remaining twin counters; Al also

I

chalked up a brace of <'harity ones,
the others being split between Jim
Henry. Morgan and Donovan.
KIghteen men saw action in the

fray—ten for the Saints and eight
tContlnued on Page 3)

Oratory Contest

Date is Set for

Next Monday
Close Competition is Assured

for Preliminary

Trials

Professoi- Jonas, sponsor of the

Villanova Oratorical Contest, has
made the announcement that the
preliminaries will take place at 3.00

P. M. on Monday, February 3. Fath-
er Grlfl=ln, President of Villanova, Is

nuich enthused over the contest and
has promised to select the Judges.
Over thirty students have already

entered their name In the contest.

The subjects are of wide diversity,

some will speak on the Constitution,

others on School Spirit, others on
the Navy. etc. Villanova Is a typi-

cal American College, and It Is

thought that with the abundant
material on hand that someone
from somewhere will distinguish

himself in the field of oratory. It Is

very likely that the winner of this

contest will represent the school In

the Intercollegiate contest. This
will prove a great Incentive to boys
who write home for spending money
for the first prize Is |1500 and the
smallest prize Is $350.

The judges will choose the win-
ner on the following points:

1. Appropriateness of Subject.
2. Composition.
3. Memory,
4. Vocabulary.
5. Enunciation.
6. Poise.

The students who are studying
Public Speaking are familiar with
the rules governing the above
points. Those who do not study
this subject could acciuire some
valuable information by borrowing
the notes of any meml)ers of the
Public Speaking Classes.

Sophomores to

Meet Today

Large Attendance at Meeting

Urged—Sec. and Treas.

to Be Elected

In previous Issues of the Villa-

novan, editorials have been written
decrying the lack of spirit and co-

operation among the Sophomores.
In writing these editorials it was
hoped that we would thereby suc-
ceed In arousing some spark of life

and In welding the class of '31 Into

a strong, united body, working to-

gether and l)acklng the officers In

every undertaken activity. Evi-
dently our attempts have been a
dismal failure. At the la.st meeting
of the class no more than 25 men
attended. Is this number sufficient-

ly large to be called a representa-
tive body of the Sophomore class?
Would they be Justified In attempt-
ing an undertaking of any Import-
ance which would affect the whole
class? Most assuredly not! Never-
thele.ss, that Is Just what they will

have to do unless every man makes
It his business to attend all meet-
ing.

At present there are . very Im-
portant matters confronting tho

class. The Sophomore Soiree, the

annual dance of the class must bo
planned for. However, no plans, no
matter how well laid, can be carried

to a successful completion unless

they have the whole-hearted sup-
port of everyone concerned. Then,
too. nn election must be conducted
to fill the positions of Secretary
nnd Treasurer which were left

vacant l>y the withdrawal of Mr,
Orcutt and by the death of Leo
Ooodreau. The very fact that these

positions have not been filled long

before this proves that something
(Continued on Pago Four)
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LEST WE FORGET

IN
THIS era of politicnl diBcord and coriuptlon we look back for

Insphutlon and guidance to the stornileHt epoch in our country's

history, because in those times, when the turbulent waters of strife

.. . were ever whipped with agitation and unrest, from a chaos of nn-

RUlsh and bloodshed, rose a figure destined to be America's most illus-

trious—Washington. Stripped of the glamour of hero-worship by dis-

illusioning years, he contained within him every trait characteristic of n

born leader. In a perfunctory consideration the stately, aristocratic

general shared always the distress of his companions. Washington,

reared as a gentleman by noble parents, could still suffer with his sol-

diers at Valley P\)rge. He made the dream of a united federation a

reality. No taint of dishonesty or mendacity has ever adhered to his

name; no trace of superciliousness has ever stained his character. Vn-
corrupted, in political circumstances that would have easily lent them-

selves to contamination, he should be the Inspiration and example of all

political leaders. But Is he? Is the Americanism preached today in the

Senate Houses not the offspring born of discussion In lobbies and pri-

vate proxys? Is It the type sponsored by the winner of our freedom?

It Is only too true that Americanism has been dragged back and forth

from tree stumps to political rostra; and yet what does this magnetic

word mean? Does It stand for the crushing of the oppressed? Does It

mean bigotry against any creed or class? Not the "Americanism" of

the "Father of Our Country," for Washington, cognizant of public

morals and religion, would never tolerate the "Americanism" that dis-

criminates against certain creeds and classes. This leader of democ-

racy won religious freedom and political liberty for all. He is the refu-

tation and shame of those self-styled "true patriots" who have long

harbored this false impression of "Americanism" In the minds of Ameri-

cans. To heed the teachings of Washington Is to follow the honest

path toward political integrity. By his life, devoted to public service, he

proved that the demands of a nation can he propitiated and reconciled

with the Commandments of our Creator.

And may we ask, "Has his character ever Buffered or his name been

tainted by such an offering to the Institution of America?" Will it ever?

„;;.':•• ,";. *****

',:••'': ••' .•:" CONTRIBUTIONS

WE HAVE received in the past many Inquiries from students not
on the staff of the "Villanovan" as to whether or not articles

and contributions from them would be accepted. No doubt
there are many others about the campus who would be de-

sirous at some time or another of contributing to the paper, and who
are also dubious as regards this matter.

To alleviate any misunderstandings and to allay any mis<'onceived

Ideas, we wish to take this opportunity to state our policy about all con-
trlbultons. Any undergraduate or graduate of Villanova may at any
time submit material to the paper, final decision as to publication, of

course, resting with the editors. Editorials, open letters, news articles,

reviews, poetry, sketches, all are not only most acceptable but nre
earnestly solicited.

This is addressed to those who are desirous of writing but who feel

that they have not the time to try out for staff positions. Due recogni-
tion will be given wherever possible and anonymity will be preserved
if so desired.

To those who are desirous of bringing certain matters to the atten-
tion of the student body or the Administration no beter medium could
be offered han by an open communication to the "Villanovan." Nothing
can be accomplished In the way of reform or Improvement by merely
talking about them or reiterating the need of them to those who have ho
power of jurisdiction over such matters. The "Villanovan." as an essen-
tial part of Villanova, Is yours; It is up to you to support it and likewise
It is your privilege to utilize It. ...

***** ' ''
'

v:^,^?,.••^j^^v,^{;,-COLLEGE MEN?

SINCE ''horse play* has been declared taboo In Mendel Hall, many
callow students have chosen the railway stations as the scene of
their childish pranks. Why a college man should Insist upon mak-
ing a veiitable fool of himself, especially in public places, seems

to be. indeed, an enigma. Some students, however, do delight in gHlnlng
notoriety for our college.

This week the writer witnessed the "apeish antics" of a half-score
of unsophisticated freshmen, who were giving a boisterous performance
for the benefit of some railway patrons. After having given vent to their
"Vandalistic" tendencies by endeavoring to discover how durable a sig-
nal really Is, they proceeded to air their knowledge of biological terms.
One supercilious fellow. In his endeavor to Impress upon his audience
that he was a very brilliant s«holar, gave forth his meagre knowledge in
the form of a vapid oration which was profuse with biological terms and
mispronounced foreign phrases.

Why do a few fickle young men have to Jeopardize Vlllanova's Un-
solled name? If they MUST have their "horse play," why don't they
go over to the pasture? There they could indulge In their childish
pastime to their heart's content, without Involving our Alma Mater. The
world does not regard the vulgar actions of a few as the exception In
our college: on the contrary It classifies those frivolous fellows as the
typical student. It Is most aggravating for a serlous-mlnded student to
hear some one brand him as being an Ill-bred "rah-rah" boy who is

having a 'four-year college loaf."

In view of tl>e fact that the

.Editor-in-Chief iht'ory has been published th"t

Managing Editor there are but siven original Jokes

in the world, we are endeavoring
to prove that it Is all in the way
tliat one tells the Joke rather than
the subject itself. Following are

some versions a.s to how some
famou.s people, 1 terary and other-
wise would tell one of the jokes that

was old when Thais was In knicker-
bockers. It takes sonjeone Intel-

lectual like a fellow in the arts

school to understand that, and not

the poor engineers and pre-meds.
• *

As Sid Perelman of "Judge"
would tell it:

Cet out your block and falls

Perelman while we hoist another
wheeze for the cash costumera out
In the Airdale belt. It stems that
there were two errants of the road
burbling about tlie market over
their Mulligan, when Mr. Mangrobe
said with querrylng note, "Who
was that lady I seen you with last

n ght?" "That was no lady, that
was my wife, reiterated the other
graduate from the school of hard
knocks, rapidly grabbing a fast

mail for Perth Amboy. If you hit

me again in the mouth I'll tell the
teacher.

« •

As Sherwood Anderson would
write it:

Dusk, .gloom, .two tramps and
a pot of stew. Slew was good.
Didn't Ike Kibitzer, wlio lived over
neiir the glue factory say that stew
was good. Ike would often sit at
his window on long spring evenings
and spit against the rad ator. He
chewed cut plug ))t'cause he said It

held up better and wore much
longer. Ike was right. Ldfe was
like that. One of the silent men
who had been places even as far
as West Philadelphia when he was
young said, "Who was that lady, I

seen you with last night?" His
other friend who had been meditat-

—25—
Vincent Egan, of Jersey City, Is

employed as a salesman by the
lireyer Ice Cream Company of Phil-
adelphia.

—25— ;.,,
.lohn Joseph Ford, of West Ches-

ter, is now a member of the fac-
ulty.

—85—,
George Casey, a C. B. honor man.

Is employed by' a prominent con-
tracting firm in Philadelphia.

—25—
Francis Paneplnto Is a chemical

engineer being employed by the city
of Philadelphia.

®l]e f J|catre

Jomes J. Phelan, a graduate of
tile local engineering school Is now
employed by the I'nion Paving Co,
of Philadelphia.

—25—
E. J. Sullivan, Jr., is now selling

insurance in Philadelphia.
—25—

George Halphen, of Atlantic City,
Is now a contractor In Bryn Mawr,
I'A.

—25—
John Keffer Is employed by the

Hell Telephone Company in Tren-
ton, N. J.

days at Leavinworth said nothing
of the incident at first. Those
happy days under the warden s

care wth nothing to do but make
little ones out of big ones. That
was youth. Ah the joy of It. He
finally replied. 'That was no lady,
that was a Harvard man.

• •

As Jim Tully would write it:

Coed old Mulligan. I've been
eating mulligan since I shot that
army to pieces when I was only
three. I blew up the old ladies
home the following year. What a
sight. I asked my pal, Cecil, w«
called him Cecil In fun but his own
name was funn er, "Who was that
lady I seen you with last night?"
Cecil was Just an egg stain on the
di-y cleaned vest of life. He pen-
sively shot two men who were pass-
ing and then replied. "TliJit was
not last night, that was the night
before last."

• *

As Robert Benchley would write
it:

Among the lionorablo professions
of the world I don't believe that
there Is any more honorable than
that of a tramp. Who could look
for anything more novel than just
tramping about hither and thither.

Just a little piece of seaweed not
car ng which way the tide would
take it. Some of the best people
of the world have been tramps.
And after all there Is nothing
more intriguing than a good long
tramp once In a while to tone a
fellow up when he's feeling rather
low. It makes us a little better, a
little more fit and a little water
and sugar please. Well, anyway,
two tramps were off tramping one
day In quest of some Innocent
boyish fun or refined horseplay
when one of them said while
cleverly uprooting three redwood
trees and putting them into his

pocket for the fall, "Who was that
lady I seen you with last night?

'

"Don t be vulgar Rc^rgle," murmer-
ed the other, who was Just Itching
to be elected to office but they
scratched him at the poles.

COUNT DIMITRI.

William Maher, an honor engin-
eer Is at present In business with
his father in Atlantic City.

—25—
FVands Martin is now teaching in

Hazelton, Pft,

William Sheehan is employed as
a bond salesman in New York City.

Joseph Waugh is employed as an
electrical engineer in Allentown,
I'a.

—28—
James Quindlan Is taking a post

graduate course at Villanova.

—26—
Charles lUiffllini is a law student

at Temple I'niverslty.

—2e—
John McAneny is at present tak-

ing about tho.se happy prep school*^'' =• f^urse.ln the University of
Penn.syl\ anla Medical School

—26—
.James Tiainor Is a bond salesman

in Hartford, Conn.
—26—

Harry T. Griffith, one of the
greatest pitchers to ever wear the
Blue and White, has been spending
the winter season as a salesman for
the Philadelphia Iteading Coal and
Iron Company. Harry Is contem-
plating phiying professional ball this
coming season.

COCKTAIL

Dressmaker—Your irown will be
done as soon as I sew on the fas-
tener.

Modern Maid—All r'ght, make It

I snappy.

Scarlet lips that bend to kiss
The goblet's frosty brim;

Misty ey«s that ever peer
Beyond the crystal rim.

Tilt me upward to the light,

And 'ere my soul be run;
I shall show you neath the light

Sun and moon in one.

Tip me slowly lest you spill

A drop of golden Joy;
Drink me swiftly or you will

Need another toy.

I alone can give to you
The memory of the years;

I alone can draw from you
Blight and bitter tears.

Heed no warnings, take me up.

For I will lend to you
All that was; that might have been.

In dreams that start anew.
AN ARTS MAN

DESCRIPTIVE POETRY

Descriptive poetry seldom forms
a separate species of writing, yet

In every form of poetical composi-
tion It enters and plays a conspicu-
ous part. It Is the great test of a
poets ability, for there Is the ten-
dency to resort to epithets, origin-

ally beautiful, but now so trite and
beaten as to be perfectly Insipid.

The poet of genius sees something
new in everything he would paint.

He catches the distinguishing fea-
ture and gives to It the colors of
life and reality. The following
lines of Shakespeare afford a nice
example:
"How sweet the moonlight sleeps

upon this bank,
Here will we sit."

The best describers are simple
and concise. They set before us
such features of an object, as, on
first view, strike and warm the

This week we are intioducing a
new column to the readers of the
V'lLLANON'A.'V. The purpose of

the column Is to give to our, reader's
a series of reviews of current pro-
^uctl(»ns on the stage and on the,
cinema.

We recommend the following In
the order listed:

Stage
Week of February 18, 1929.

SH UBERT—"Scandals'—
George White's annual produc-
tion. Georgeous scenes, glittering

,

costumes, beautiful glilt\, riot of
fun, tuneful melodies, one of the
fastest and most taientefl chorus-
es ever seen in any revue, alto-
gether a wow of a show.

FOREST—"Rain or Shine"—
Joe Cook, the one man circus and
Incidently the one man show here.
Cook does CN'erythlng it is pos-
sible for one man to do In any
show. W^ell worth your while
and the admission fee.

GARKICK— "Mlackblrds"—
All-star, all -colored show. The
best dancing and funniest of col-
ored shows that have played here
In a long time.

CHESTNUT—"Good News"—
Road company of famous collegi-

ate musical comedy, that played
over a year in New York. Still

packs em in.

KEITHEi— "Silent House"—
Return of last year's thriller with
the same cast, although cut down
in tone it is still Interesting melo-
drama, having- its exciting mom-
ents.

WALNUT—"Command to I.rf>ve"

—

Another return engagement of
the Viennese version of interna-
tional diplomacy. The last word
in sophisticated comedy.

Screen
FOX-LUCUST—"In Old Arizona"—
Bigger and better talkee. A col-
orful melodramatic tale of the
old West. The first outdoor talk-
ing picture in which sound has
been intelligently used to produce
dramatic effects.

ALDINIi—"A Woman of Affairs"^
Greta Garbo and John Gilbert,
that famous pair of screen lovers
make a stellar ^combination of
much interest In the study of
emotions. The entire cast give a
splendid performance of the
characters, hiding under Will
Hays' ban on the Green Hat.

STANTON— "SIMBA"—
The Johnson Jungje Expedition
Travalogue. Good if you care for
animal pictures.

We also recommend: "Four Devi-
ils," "The Red Dance," "Night
Watch," "Interference," "White
Shadows In the .^^'outh Seas." For
those Interested in the Stock Mar-
ket "Wolf of Wall Street."

BY STAGE AND SCREEN,

OUR COLLEGE PIE SHOPPE

Since 1!)22, at which time Loufe
established his I'ie Shoppe on our
campus the day students have been
able to obtain lunch at college. No
longer was it necessary for them
to perform Ji penetential fast durlntf
the entire .school year. The late-
rising resident student did not have
to wait until noon In order to par-
take of Ills breakfast. They went
to Louie's.

The barber shop, which was also
founded .seven yeuis ago, lias an-
swered one of tlu' students' most ur-

'

gent needs. This modern establish-
ment Is surpassed by no other ton-
sorlal parlour in the vicinity. Ex-
perienced barl)ers are always ready
to cater to the most fastidious
young men.
Although I.,ouiR has been giving

the best service possible, at the
present time, to the students, his
efforts to give "Ideal" service have
been frustrated because of the lack
of space. It has long been his de-
sire t«i establish, on the campus, a
I'ie Shoppe which will be an asset
to Villanova. }lo Ih endeavoring to
arrive at a meims by which he will
be able to give table service "a la
carte" to all of the day students.
The Villanovan hopes that Louie's

plans will materialize In the near
future. What a paradise the day
students will have when they no
longer have to engage in the daily
scrimmage In the Pie Shoppe.

February 19. 1929

Grid Outcome De-
pends on NewMen
Successful Fall Season Rests

on Ability of New Ma-
terial in Line^—— ,'

. .

«

The prospects for a good football

team next, fall, will depend on the

aptitude of the ijevy men coming

from the Freshmen ranks. The re-

mainder ot the Varsity s<iuad, which

was very much weakened and re-

duced by graduation, will form a

nucleus around which may be

moulded a fair team. But a team is

as good as its reserves and the sur-

plus material Is not very Impressive

as yet. The backfield is the least

affected by graduation, losing only

kIx members in its department. The
line Is the serious problem, for the

first string of last year is graduated
with the exception of a center and
a tackle; other reserve linemen

were lost by the dlploniii route.

Coach Stuhldreher should have
little difflculty in turning out one
of the smoothest working backfields

since he has held the coaching
reins here.

To coach Huntzinger will fall the

task of bringing the reserve line-

men of last year's squad up to first

string pitch, and the development
of the Frosh forwards to Vaislty

caliber. Mut be lias proven his abil-

ity to de\elop men, who open the

way for the backs in seasons that

have passed, since lie has been in

a coaching capacity. Give Huntz
a few dependable reserves and there

will be no doubt that the forward
wall of next season, will be right up
with the best of the te.am.

With a schedule such as Villanova
must face next year, it is not pleas-

ing to a coach to look upon his un-
defeatetl s<iuad which has lost four-
teen of its star performers, but
on the other hand it is rather com-
forting to know that at least there
Is one experienced and tried vet-
eran for every position that will be
left vacant.
The plans for next year call for

the playing of ten contests. This
Is the largest schedule which has
ever been attempted at N'iilanovfi

and the majority of the games will

be played at home. It is very evi-

dent that the popularity of Villa-

nova is spreding, for our home
games are drawing larger and lar-

ger crowds. Seeing this, those who
formulated the playing dates, seized
every opportunity to bring our op-
ponents to our own "Terra Firma."

It Is very likely that tlie brunt of

the task, of keeping our winning
streak unbroken, will depend upon.
Captain Ed Melanson, at full, John-
ny Gillespie at one half and Jack
McAndrews at the other half. These
lads will be hard puslied by Sky
August, who held a regular berth,
until he suffered torn muscles in his
chest, Hike Highfield, a flashy
broken field runner, Ted Andrew-
levlzch, a touch coal cracker and a
hard man to stop, Red Nagle, a
slippery Jersey comet, and Jack
Birmingham, the graceful Stamford
High boy, Clet Gardner, Tom Con-
nelly and Andy Nemeth will keep
Captain Eddie stepping. Jack Mc-
Gann and Jim Henry will no doubt
land the end Jobs, with Nick Irvine
and Joe Kelly In reserve. The tack-
les will be taken care of by Dixie
Sheehan and Art Harklns with Alfl-

Delva and Jim Langan coming
right along. The guard Jobs will be
invested In Phil Hillen and Whltey
Boucher, with DeLuca and Red Gar-
rett making trouble along with Jim
Milne and Charlie Witowski. The
lot of center will again fall to Fred
Donovan with Bill McCarthy and
Red Bradley as capable under-
studies.

The Freshmen material Is "not as
good as In past years and It Is not
likely that any of the green clad
boys will displace any of the re-
serves from the past season's squad,
although a few of the frosh will

make very valuable utility men. The
most promising of the first year
men appear to be: Ends, Czeck,
Tralnor, Edwards, Colbach, Kurts,
and Driscoll. Tackles, Dallabrlda,
Contl, FYanklin, Dowd and Dletz.
Guards. Kobilis, Stonebreaker,
Spanlak, Ziegler and Agree. Cen-
ters, AJtomalre, Walsh. Halves,
Brady, Burnshaw, Beaudlne. Full-
backs, Taraskavlch, McDermott,
SIngley. Quarterbacks, Eagan, Dra-
gone and Hammond.

THE VILLANOVAN
VILLANOVA BOWS

TO ST. JOHN'S

(Continued from I'age One)

for \' ilia nova, Contl, McCarthy and
Myrcletus in iiddition to the above
named getting into the game.
As suIj after sul) was rushed in

by the Brooklyn coach the winning
machine went serenely alohg its

way, each new comer fitting into
the Older of things like a well oiled
piece of mechanism in an engine.

VILLANOVA
PeO. FIG. Pts.

Birmingham ..,....,.., 2

Severance , I

Donovan
Morgan . ...

Henry .
»'.

Contl ....

McCarthy
Myretetus

I >:•»'<.• p^t ••'•
f • •

' •'• ••• '•'.*. t f • 4 •

1

2

2

1

1

1

Totals 4 7 IC

ST. JOHN
, . FeO. FIG. Pts

Gerson . ,,',;, » 2 4

Collins .,...<*,......;. 5 4 12

Fosnard . . . . .>i, .'4 . i. . 10 2

Schechman 2 15
HinchcUff 2 2 B

Cowley 1 2

Gray .,,....... -. . .

Olitber ...,.,V.',; .»;•.•..

Klngbunneri: .,.'.;,... ..

O'Shay .... ,r!'i'..,,

Villanova .,,.,. .i. 8 7 15

St. John 8 v. :;. i . 18 20 33

Referee—Murray, West Point.

Umpire—Meehan.

Relay Men Run
Second in Meet

Bad Turns Offer Trouble to

Blue and White in

One Mile Event

fancy and eventually lead the soul
to a new appreciation of the poetry
that is truth.

Man—Excuse my .g1ove«.

Girl—Oh. it la all right. Mine
are In holes too.

William and Mary's fast quartet
of <iuarter milers took the one mile
Special Collegiate event in the

Meadowbrook Meet at the Arena on
last Tuesday. Villanova followed

across the finish line some twenty
yards In the rear of the green-Jer-
seyed winners. Behind the Hlue and
White in third position trooped St.

Joe's, and Temple wound up the

field.

Joe Costanzo tied the mark for

our team and gave a very good ac-

count of iilmself In the first leg,

passing the liaton to Daley about
five yards behind the W. & M.
sr)eeder. Dick had difficulty in ne-

gotiating the sharp turns on the
board track as he was running
without indoor shoes, at that,

tliough, he held bis advantage over
the otiier two entrants.

Bill Myretetus ran In third po-
sition and like Daley encountered
trouble on the curves, but handed
the stick to .limmy Woods a quarter
lap aliead of tlie third man. Jim
held the advantage, contenting him-
self with second place.

The time of 3 minutes, 38 seconds
may be considered good for the
small track and the lack of board
practice by our men.

I'ercy Williams, double Olympic
si)rint champion and the peerless
Paavo NurmI, t6gether with Harold
Osborne, featured at the Indoor
meet.
Williams captured the 45 yd. dash

from Wlldermuth of Georgetown
and I'appas of the Boston A. A. by
inches, while the Finn easily scam-
pered through the 3000 metre run
lapping every entrant but Venzke,
former Shanahan runner.

Osborne cleared six feet, three
and five eighth Inches In the high
Jump, but had to be contented with
second place because ot the handi-
caps he allowed.

Boxing Tourney
to Reopen Gym

E. P. T. Sponsors Fisticuffs

on 27tli—Famed Battlers

Already Entered

On February 27th Eplslon Phi
Theta Fraternity, the Arts organ-
ization, will Inaugurate the manly
art of self-defense as a means of

enhancing the fame of Villanova.
This is the first attempt ever made
by any undergraduate organization

of Villanova. From plans formul-
ated It Is evident that this will be-

come a yearly event In the sport

realm of our school. In past

years this phase of athletics has
been siidly neglected but now with
the action of this dynamic club

better and greater things are look-

ed for%vard to in this attempt to

place boxing on a flrmtr basis here
at Villanova.

Prizes have been arranged for

and a real evening of pleasure can
be looked forward to by all. A
nom nal fee of thirty-five (35)
cents will be charged to help defray

the expense Incurred by the i>ro-

motion of this worthy task.

Entries are not restricted to any
special group thus making it pos-
sible for all to participate in the

tournament. Anyone desirous of

entering may do so by sending tlieir

application to the Sports Depart-
ment of the Villanovan. There !s

no expense or charge m:ide for con-
testants. The bouts will be under
the supervision of experienced men
and a fair deal is assured to every
one who will enter the squared
ring.

Up to the present date many pro-

minent exponents of boxing have
expressed their desire to become
participators In the exhibition.

Such men as Jimmy Langan who
emerged tr uniphantly in the Penn
A. C. tournament in the year of

1927 and who was the chief con-

tender for the title again this year

at the same place. Jim only lost

out In the finals this ywir to a more
experienced man who was lucky

enough to gain the Judges decision. \

Another contestant In the heavy-
weight class is "Whltey" VeldoraskI

king of the Golden Glove tourna-

ment this year at one of the

athletic clubs of Ph ladelphla. At
every occasion ot his appearance at

the various matches "Whltey" has

given a good account of himself.

VeldoraskI carries a wicked wallop

Be Prepared for the Storm

Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

{than Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Villanova Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

''The Place to Meet"
''The Place to Treat"

"Have you ever been In Iceland?"
"Yes, I've lived In an apartment

house for ten years."

Coladonato |

Tailor Shoppe -

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb

I

Made-to-Measure Clothes

I

of Baltimore, $25 and up.j

Drugs Gifts

Powers and Reijnolds
Modern Drug Store

837 LANCASTER AVE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

Soda Candy

Phone BRYN MAWR 921—We Deliver

In hl8 right niitt and Is claimed by

some to have a brilliant future if

he turns professional.

In the 1 ghter classes .such men
as "AI" Lawitzkl, champion of

McKenzle Prep will wage furiously

to defend his record, of no-defeats.

This youngster lias conquerctjj many

good boys of his size and class.

Don't foi-get the date. Be a he-

man for a night and havei some real

fun. The cost Is only .35, It Is

within the reach of everyone so

there should be a massive crowd

In attendance on the 27th of Feb-

ruary at the V Uanova Gymnasium.

Help put It across by being pres-

ent.

Villanova let's go.

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Two types of Individuals make up
the contestants In the athletic world.

Everyone , to a greatt-r or less de-

gite can be classified as belonging

to one group or tlie otiier; tliere is

no middle ground and none' are

ex<'luded.

Some, it Is, said, compete for love

of the sport, caring not a whit
whether they win or lose, always
striving to win, but giving in gi-ac-

lously when the other man or com-
bination come out, on top, holding
no enmity and forgetting.

Their attitude is one of sophis-

tication, they live in an atmosphere
of the present, the future mattering
not and the past buried; a disil-

lusioned Utopia.

For the antitheses we need not th

powers of the ferret. The contrasts

exist and their viewpoint Is at once
ileflnite and pronounced. Where be-

fore we had the amiable and easy-
going, now the vengeful loom.

A swaggering, pugnacious and
rough aggregation Jire they. The
game Is never lost, tlie other side

has not the better team. Every
minute and technical point is unan-
imously contested. While the de-
cision may be against them, an-
other day is coming and Indelibly

Imprinted will be the scar of the
past.

"Whoops, Looey! I just found

ou( I passed the Mid-Years."

''I'm Vay ahead of you, Big

Boy . . * telephoned Mother
not five minutes ago that Fd
passed 'em."

*' Great! Where's the nearest

Telephone?"

Even if you're "broke," you can

telephone home—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge
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College

Announcements
There will be a very itnpurtunt

mooUnjj of the Sophumore cIujjb to-
day at one o'clock in room 400.

Men will be eU'cted to the olflcea

of secretary and treasurer. All
friophoinores arc earnestly requested

;'. to attend. ,•

Juniors who have ordered rings
and who liMve not received thera

' may ulituln them from Mr. Van
'. Hprn. V

;'"':
'

••>".<!•

Any .liinlors liuvinR .snapsliois

^ which they would like to have pub-
' lished in the Junior Courtier

pleuse turn theui in to Bill Kelly,

l-'runk ihinlon, John ^velly, or Bill

Quinlan. Snai)sliots of groups a»e

fspeeiuIJy desired.
• •

Seniors who wish to use last

year's i)ictures may do so by pay-

ing a feci of $1.00. This is requested

by the photographers l^or retoucliing

,• and printing tlie necessary gloss.

[\! Those who have ordered p ctures

: inusit i)ay their fee. No pictures

..can be ordered from the photo-
• igraplier until tlie fee is paid.

Tliere will be a meeting of the

Dewitt Clinton Club, Saturday at

11 o'clock in Boom 220. Fedlgan
Hull. All Clinton men attend.

There will be a meeting of the

Junior Class. TODAY, Tuesday, in

Jtooni K. Aluninl Hall, at 1 o'clock

»harp.

"Villanova" Staff

Thero will l)e a very iinpt>rtant

: meeting of the entire staff of tlie

Villanova. TODAY, February 19, at

3.30 in tlio Kditorlal Boom, No. 222,

Mendel Hall.

\ '>; LOST AND FOUND
Lost:—Bhyslcs book. Please »"«-

turn to book room. I'ete Eschman,
Lost:—In.surance book by Hueb-

ner. Beward to ttnder. Please re-

turn to Boom No. 100, Monastery.
Jack Sorbo.
Found:—Organic Chemistry be-

longing to James l..iine; A notebook
entitled, "Horace and Prose,"
Cicero De Amlcitla; El Cap tano
Voneo, belonging to Edmond
DOuvllle.
These articles may be obtained

by identification in the book room.

Rules and Regulations for Students
Using College Buildings

1. Smoking is absolutely for-

biddcTj in all publ c places, at all

times, and under all circumstances.
Smoking room is provided.

.. 2. Any student who is discover-
ed defacing the buildings or pro-
perty in

VATICAN-STATE
PEACE AGREEMENT

(Continued from Page One)

right to appoint Hisliops in riiiy St>e.

Tills assumed riglU it formerly ex-

ercised as the heir of the ancient

dynasty, altlioiigh witliout tl.;- eon-

sent of the Holy See. The Klfig re-

nounces tlie right to proliihit the

creation of Bishops who have been

nominated •witliout his consent and

further renounces any authority to

confirm the. nominations of parish

priests by the Bishops.

The aiipointinent of parish priests

lieconies solely the right of tlie

Hisliops and tiie nominations of

Hishops shall he made freely by the

Pope with the sole condition that

l>efure the namlnation the Vaticiin

shall advise the Government so that

the latter may inform the Vatican

whether there exist against the

candidate any dilflculties of a polit-

ical character.

The concordat recognizes fully the

moral and Juridical personality of

tlie churches, ecclesiastical institu-

tions, dioceses, parishes, religious

orders and congregations according
to the precepts of canon law, with

the full right to possess, administer
and inherit. Salaries are stabilized

for Bishops, parish priests, vicars,

canons and staffs of seminaries.

Religious instruction will be given
in all schools, both primary and
secondary, under the supervision of

ecclesiastical authorities. Special

recognition also is given to Catholic
universities.

Ecclesiastical authorities also are
to be permitted to participate in

Juridical proceedings against mem-
bers of the clergy. The clergy is

forbidden to belong to political par-
ties.

Students Con-
tribute Deposits

Members of Various Schools

Donate Breakage Fees

for Renovation

PI OMEGA PHI TO
[ fr. Stanford to

SPONSOR BENEFIT / ^*'«"*^** ^^^

Answer Questions
(Cuntlnued from Page One)

SOPHOMORES TO
MEET TODAY

(Continued from Page One)

is radically wrong somewhere.
This afternoon at one o'clock

there will be an Important meeting
of the class, at which the above
matters will be dealt with. Please
be there, one and all, and do all

that you possibly can to bring the

Sophomore class to the high posi-

tion which it should hold in the
College.

ATLANTIC CITY CLUB

Last Thursday evening the Dance
Committee of the Atlantic City Club
met in Room 322, Fedigan Hall.

The members were: Ed Hookey,
(^halrman. Jack Kahle, Errlc
Storms, Harry Slngley, Prevetti,

and I^arry Cicero. Tliese men have
finally iigreed upon the plans for

the dance to be given on Easter
Saturday night.
Gene Uellly will furnish the nuis-

any way whatsoever, will
j

i,. from 10 p. m. until 2 a. m. The
be expelled. ', '

.

'"',-' -. i orchestra will consist of seven of

8. The lecture rooms of MP<ndelr dene's best men and they are ar-

Hall may not be used for student i

''inKlnK' to present several novelty

meetings. Boom No. 400 in Good j

numbers. At midnight they will

Counsel Hall is reserved for this ' »»'«>' »^ «""« written especially for
tb.e club by Joe I.^wlor who wroto

,,, , .. ^ ,, , ,, the Alma Mater of Villanova.
Students may enter Mendell

| ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j ^,,^ Ambassador Ho-

purpose

4.

Hall by all the regular entrances,
with the exception of the main en-
trance (fac ng Lancaster I'ike),

which is to be kept for the use of
visitors.

5. Students are requestBd to de-
posit waste paper and other dis-

carded articles in the receptacles
provided for this purpose In each
class-room and laboratory.

6. Any student who has so littlei

respect for himself and for the

college, that he habitually disre-

gards the rules, and who by his

uncleanly habits, proves himself
coarse iind unfit for the association

of educat€Hl people, will be re-

quested to res gn from the college.

7. UNCJENTLBMANLY CON-
DUCT or horse-play, which the

student would not be allowed to do

in his own home, will not be tol-

erated In Jiny of the buildings.

8. Congregating In corridors and
empty rooms, while classes are in

fOssion, Is absolutely forb dden.

9. The posting of noticffl on

other th.in the oftlcial bulletin

boards will be eonsider<>d ;is defac-

ing the property.

10. Discarded cigarettes are not

to bo thrown on the floor of private

rooms.
11. Fpltting Is not only disgust-

ing, but also most Injurious to

health, and Is forbidden.

tel will be the scene of the dance.
Anyone who has attended "Fr.iter-

nity Night" at the Ambassador will

recall that the Grill has an atmos-
phere that seems to create a feel-

ing of enjoyment. Inflated balloons
will be dropped from the Ceiling at
different Intervals. Fraterplty ban-
ners will serve to lend a Villanova
atmosphere. Favors will be given.

Requests have already been re-
ceived for tickets. To the students
who do not go home for the holi-

days the dance will enable them to

have an enoyable time, besides,

they will be able to see the famous
fiister Parade. Tickets cost J3.00
and may be secured from any mem-
ber of the club.

Memliers of the various s<'hools of

I

the college were called together last

I week for the purpose of re<|uesting
' the respective ineml)ers to contril)-

ute their bi'eakage fee to tlie reno-
vati(m of the rooms in the Moiias-
t,eiy which have lieen made over
into <'lass rooms, .'ifter last year's
fire and wiped out all other accom-
modations. The deans of the vari-
ous departments addressed the
meetings and tlien Introduced Fath-
er Colgun, tlu' procurator, w'ho
spoke about the necessity for such
repairs. He explained that the
utilization of the Monastery for
class-rooms. student dormitories
and administration otfiees had
necessitated much inconvenience to
the Fatheis. Now that accommo-
dations are available In Mendel
Mall, it is necessary to do much le-
pairlng and construction work to
effect the former cloistered privacy
of the past. A large amount of
numey will he needed to return the
Monastery to Its former condition,
as tiie remodeling and the hard
usage by the students for tlie per-
iod of a year has caused much dam-
age.

Father Colgan further explained
that they made this appeal as a
last resort In as much as all the
funds which they could gather to-
gether have been expended on the
new building. In reparation for
the contribution of the breakage fee
the rooms of the students will not
be inspected at the mid-year and
this Inspection has many times
caused a deduction from the break-
age fee paid by every resident stu-
dent. The contribution was made
optional by Father Colgan and he
endeavored to impress the idea that
it was a favor asked of the student
rather than any faculty ruling.
There was no obligation entailed
and a man could .see as was fit for
himself. The members of the vari-
ous schools responded most gener-
ously to the request. No definite I

sUitistics can be given as yet but I

a rough estimate is that the

!

answer was almost one hundred
percent. All definite data concern-
ing this subject will be published
next week in this paper.

Tasia a dancer In the Moscow thea-
tre, and the village l>arl>or a min-
ister of education— that is when he
can read the appointment.
Some 6f the sequences, those

s^iowing Del Rio performing her
"IU»d Dance" are made in techni-
color. There ar«, plenty (»f thrills,

a fine' romance, and scenes of un-
usual historical interest in this i)ro-

ductlon. The ezar and Ills family;
Besputln, the^Hlack Monk; Trotsky
and other famous characters of the
revolution play their jwrts and help
round a nearly perfect entertain-
ment. The direction of Haoul Walsh
is splendid and the maker of "What
Price Glory" proves that he Is still

mastei- of them all.

Theatre Exceptionally Beautiful
The Tower' theatre in which the

benefit is to be held is one of the
largest and most beautiful play-
houses In the city. It was opened
less than a month ago and contains
many novel features such as an as-
cending and descending orchestra
pit, a celling across which clouds
are drifting and stars are twinkling
all during the perfctrmance. It is

an excellent i»lace to take your date
and it many novelties will make a
big hit with her.

Get Tickets Now
Tickets for this benefit are good

any afternoon or evening in the
week except Saturday. They are on
sale now by all members of the fra-
ternity and can be purchased at any
time for the moderate price of fifty
cents.

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous OrolT milk shake,

Sodait Ire Cream

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAVR. PA.

STAMFORD CLUB
At a meeting that was held last

Monday, it was decided by Presi-
dent Jack Sorbo to continue the
raffle for the ten dollar gold piece
until the 28th of this month. He
also stressed the fact that all re-
turns are to be made by ticket
holders on no Later date than the
25th of this month,
Matt Lieb, chairman of the com-

mittee on admissions, took the floor

.ind submitted the names of Hanlon,
Zwigard and Becza as men who
were Interested in the club and who
wished to become honorary mem-
bers. Each were voted upon and
the votes were counted. After fol-

Ity each one was introduce<j into
the club and was received with loud
applause.
Rocco Telia and Rocco Veder-

osa, Joint chairmen of the dance
committee, next spoke of the plans
and arrangements that they have
made in regard to the Club's annual
dance, which will be held shortly.
Their plans were greeted with much
enthusiasm, ond whole hearted co-
operation has been promised by
each member of the club. A suc-
cessful dance, both financially and
socially is anticipated.
The roll call was then read by the

secretary, who also read the min-
utes of the last meeting. With the
parting words to get out and hustle
the chances for the coming raflle,

president Sorbo called the meeting
to an end.

STUDENTS LIABLE
TO EXPULSION

On the evening of January 29,

some playful youth in Fedlgan
Hall celebrated the anniversary of
the fire by turning in an alarm
from the second floor of this

building. Since that time, no less
than ten false alarms have been
turned In from this box. The
matter was called to the attention
of the college officials by th«5 fire

department in Bryn Mawr. Stu-
dents are warned that anyone
caught turning in a false alarm
will be expelled immediately.
Moreover such a ptrson is liable to

be blacklisted In every college In

the country.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

NITTI
Barber Shop

Sevillp Arcade
BRYN MAWR. PA.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 2tyi

Bob's

Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

Religious Diffifulties May Be
Solved by Personal

Consultation

In older to accommodate any stu-

dent Mvho may be bothered scholaa*
tically. and In the matter of rellgiort

Father Stanford is publishing a
schedule of when he will be in his

office in the new building, No. 221,

iMendell Hall. Oftentimes there will

come a question pertaining to our
religious life here, and this will be
afforded an opportunity for the stu-
<lent to Interview the Director of
Heligious activity at a definite time.

Father Stanford will he available

for personal consultation in the
morning from 11:30 to 12:30 on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Tlunsday and Friday; in the even-
inns (Monday excepted) from seven
to eight o'clock; at other times by
appointment. With such means as
this, there should be no doubt at all

in the minds of the individual stu-
dent as to his religion, conduct or
any question which is i'^ither Stan-
ford's lot to jinswer. This will prob-
ably eliminate many false ipipros-

sions and be a step towards forming
a better understanding between the
student and the faculty.

ACCOMMODATIONS IN MENDEL
HALL .ARE DOUBLED

The old building which was de-
stroyed by fire had classroom ac-
comodtitlons for students and labor-

atory facilities for 400 students.

Hue to the Ingenious plans of the
architect the accommodations are
now doubled. Mendel Hall has a
class room capacity of 1200 with
laboratory facilities for the sale
number. This was effected by the
use of thinner walls reinforced with
steel. The old auditorium was'
omitted and student dormitories
were left out. It has been estim-
ated that the floor space In all of

the college buildings with the ex-
ception of workmen's quarters,
totals an acreage of around 7%
acres.

Ronuintic A'isitor: "How 1 Jove
the heiiutiful vistas )n this jiark!"
Resident: "So do I; but 1 always

wish It wasn't against the rule to
pick them."

rCI^MAL

INrCI^MAL

the **Proin" a typical George
Hatchina value .... in patent
leather .... or gun-metal calf

... an achievement in style . . .

a aeiiaation in price . . .

Sixea-S to 12 Widths-A to E

Open EveningK

CccHiitdiins
stores

l207-0«> CHESTNl'l SIRKK'I t

5621 GermantuHn Ave.
27.'>2 Gtrmanluwn Ave.

4058 Lauraairr Ave.
4405 Main Sl.JMaiMNunk

'
'

"
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BOXING TOURNEY 1
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VARSITY CONQUERS LOYOLA, C. U. AND CANISIUS

Year Book Plan
Now Completed
By the Editors

Elaborate Manuscript Bids

to Surpass All Previous

Publications

Junior Week
Assumes Bril-

liant Outlook

Class of 1930 to Present

Many Innovations

Brilliant Week
in

MANY NEW FEATURES SECOND DAY IN MAY
F. W. Watson, the Editor-ln-

Chief of the Belle Aire year bnok.

announces that all is going well

and that the final plan of editing

the volume Is perfected. Tills year

the Belle .\ire is dedicated to llev.

Joseph Hickey, D. D.. J. C. D., O. S.

A., whose services to Villanova

merited this distinction. The vol-

ume is to be divided Into four

books as follows:

: '^BoQk 1 College.

(a) History of

(b) Campus Scenes
(c) College Adniinlstratloi.

Book II Classes (Featuring

Senior Class)

Book III Activities (Featuring;

athletics—especially the un-

'

defeated football team. This

part is dedicated to the late

T.po Goodreau who met his

death during the football .sea-

son.)

Book IV Fraternities and Clutjs

(Continued on I'age Four)

Class of 1931

Elect Officers

Lechner and Garrity Elected

to Fill Treas. and Sec.

Vacancies

Last Tuesday a meeting of the

Sophomore class was held in room

400 for the purpose of electing

men to fill the othces made vacant

by the death of Leo Goodreau and

the absence of Bill Orcutt. The

attendance at the meeting while

ridiculously small (about ten per

cent of all the Sophomores were

there) was better than at the other

meetings. The election of secre-

tary was held first and Mr. Oarrlty

was chosen to fill that position. Mr.

Carl Lechner was then elected to

the position of treasurer. The oth-

er officers of the Sophomore class

are Irving Bueher, president and

"Red" Bradley, vice-president.

The next Important business to

be brought up was the erection of

a memorial to Leo Goodreau. Mr.

Martin Orbach the advocator of

this proposition, stressed the need

of a fitting memorial to commem-
orate the name of our former friend

and class-mate. A committee was
selected by President Boucher con-

sisting of Mr. Orbach, chairman,

Mr. Cartenuto, Arts, Mr. Bradley,

Business, Mr. Glldea, Engineer,

and Mr. Nagle Tre. Med. "Red"

(hirrett was appointed artist for

the committee. It Is planned to

erect a drinking fountain In the

entrance to the stadium, the foun-

tain will be surmounted with the

figure of a foot 1 all player running

with his hand stretched out before

him. Action will be taken Imme-
diately to raLio the money and
form the design for the monument.

On Tuesday, February 19th, room
!• of tlie Academy was the scene ot

ii very entliusiastic l)Ut poorly at-

tended .lunior Class Meeting. The
meeting was called to order by
Tresident .lames Henry at 1 o'clock.

From the .seveial dl.scu.ssions and
phins came the formal announce-
ment by Mr. Crosby Coughlin, the

class Secretary, tliiit Mai Hallefs

(•oluml)ia Recording Orchestra
would furnish tho music for the

.lunior I'rom. After exhaustive coni-

Iiarison and detailed negotiations

\\itli tlie majority of the foremost
lolU'ge prom orcliestras in tlie Fast,

llallett s orchestra was selected lie-

eause of the reputation lie has ac-

<!Ulred.

Mr. Mahan then outlined the plans
he has made for the all-round track

ind field competition for the Indl-

vhlual chami)ionship of the college.

No definite information or final ar-

rangements have been made as yet

liut according to Mahan the meet
promises to be one of the big events

of .lunior Week.
There was also a suggestion to

set aside the Saturday of .lunior

\\eei< as Alumni Homecoming Day.
The entire roster of tlie Alumni, it

was siiKKest«'d, sliouhl receive an
invitation to partake in the activ-

ities of the day.

Collection of the Junior as-

sessments was allotted to Mr.

nashach of the Art School Mr. Lane
of the I're Meds; .Mr. .lolin Kelly,

of the Kngineei-s and Mr. Lovatt of

the Hiislness School. Mr. Lovatt

explained the iiecess ly of getting

the assessment money in by the

middle of April. If all returns are

in by that time the different com-
mittees may push the arrangements
much faster with specific figures to

[

work on. This is one of the most
important notes in the scale of suc-

cess attending the Junior week.

Mr. Henry was much pleased

with the outcome of the meeting
specially the enthusiasm shown by

lho.se present. However, the turn-

out was not nearly what it should

have been as there were only about
(Continued on I'age Four)

Scholarships at

Notre Dame in

Graduate Course

Knights of Columbus Offer

Scholarships in Boy
Guidance Study

DEGREE IS NECESSARY

A letter has been received from
brother Harnabas, Executive Secre-

tary of the Hoy Life Bureau of the

Knights of Columbus, announcing
The Knights of Columbus Scholar-

ships in iJoy Guidance for the

graduate course at the I'niversity of

Notre Dame.
' A limited number of Scholarships

iiie avail able to young men to per-

mit of their studying and training

for the profession of Hoy Guidance.

The tinie at the I'niversity of Notre
Dame will be devoted entirely to I

Hoy Guidance work.
The course comprises one year of

j

academic work, six weeks in a se-
j

lected boys' cami) and five months'
practical field work with an ap- i

proved boys' work organization.

The degree of Master of Arts and a
specialists certificate for this new
profession are awarded upon the

satisfactory completiim of the re-

«iuirements,

Scliolarshiits are awarded on the

basis of cfdlege record and prac-

tical experience in Hoys' Work.
General lte>;:ulations:

A Candidate to be eligible must:
1— He between the ages of 21 and
33 years; 2—Hold a bachelor's de-

cree from a recognized college or

university; 3—Have had success-

ful practical experience in Hoys'

Work.
Ha sis of Selection:

The qualities which will be con-
sidered in making the selection

are: 1—Excellence of character
and (lualities of leadership 2

—

Scholastic and literary abllits

and attainments; 3—Physlclal

vigor as demonstrated by interest

and activity in outdoor sports and
athletics.

The scholarships provide for tui-

tion, bo.ird and room while at the
University. F'leld work expenses
are provided by the organization to

which the student is attached.
Full information and application

lilanks may lie obtained from Broth-
er H.irnabas, F. S. C, Executive
Secretary, Knights of Columbus Hay
Mfe Hureau, New Haven, Connecti-
cut.

Blue and White Courtmen
Sweep Thru in Triple Win —

All Within Four Days

Stanley Trokop, Circulation

Manager of tlie Vlllanovan, An-
nounces to the suh.scribers of the

Vlllanovan and to all those de-

siring the paper who have not

been receiving their copies reg-

ularly, that they may obtain the

same in the following rooms:

Academy ... #22
Austin Hall #204
Fedlgan Hall #125
Good Council Hall .. #165
Mendel Hall ... #5
Papers may also be purchased

In the Pie Shoppe, the dining

room iind otiier places on the

campus.
Subscribers who have any

complaints or who wish to make
any adjustments. If on the camp-
us plea.se see Mr. Prokop in #12.5

[

Fedigan Hall. Those on the

mailing list whose address has

been changed or wlio have not

been receiving their copies regu-

larly or those who desire any
other iidjustments please write to

Mr. Prokop, Hox #401, Vlllanov.i

College, villanova. Pa.

Birmingham Runs Wild In

Every Fray—Nolan Saves

Last Game

2ND. HALF RALLIES WIN

SOPHOMORE A. B.'S TO MAKE
UP CLASSES

The Sophomore A. B. section Is

making up classes thnt were missed

due to the inability of the Instruc-

tors to appear because of illness

or departmental duties. Vacant
periods are being used for this

^..rpose.

Dean Humphrey
Issues Letter

Admonishes High School Stu-

dents About Engineer-

ing Course

There are certain problems

which confront all Engineering

.schools, and which Villanova feels

as keenly as tl>>^ There is too

little understanding nylllgh School

faculties of the real fl^Jdjaccupied

by the Engineering proWsslon of

the type of student who should be

encouraged to enter it, nnd of the

nature of the preparation which

best fits a boy for Its study. Con-

sequently, the number of misfit

applicants for the Engineering

schools Is high, nnd many boys

who possess the talents of success-

ful Engineers are misjudged Into

less congenial fields.

In the hope that some of these

mistakes may be averted by timely

advice, the Villanova Engineering

(Continued on Page Four)

Forensic Club
Forms Plans

Upperclassmen
in Snow Battle

Annual Senior-Junior Fra-

cas Staged Before Army
of Photographers

Die man Winter, in spite of his

sudden and unexpected attack last

Thursday morning, failed to in-

spire terror into the staunch hearts

of Villanova's student body. On
the contrary, he afforded them a
rare means of amusement in the

form of a tug of war and snow
fight.

Contl's Conquerers and Henry's
Haulers fought it out in a battle

royal in a knee-deep sea of snow.
The tug of war came first. The
line tightened and, for what seemed
to be ages neither side held an ad-

j

vantage. Then someone in Hen-
ry's line slipped and fell, dragging
two or three of his teammates with
him. A chain Is as strong as Its

weakest link. Quick to seize the

advantage, Conti's con.sorts tugged
the harder and soon succeeded in

dragging their opponents 'across

the finish line.

Reorganization of Debating
Societv Started at

Meeting

The Villanova Debating Society
held their first meeting last Friday
In Room 104, Mendell Hall. A
committee w.'is elected to dr.iw up
a constitution and present It at the
next meeting. Professor .Tonas,

sponsor of the society, presented a
gavel to the new organization.
The Constitution Committee con-

sists of .Toe T.nkncs, Chairman, as-

sisted by Wieelr>r .Tonk'ns. Romei>
Stello !md Ed Hnokry. This com-
mittee he'd n meeting last Sunday
night In Fe Mtr' n 'Tall nnd have al-

most completed their task.

At the last meoHncr many pros-

pective membp's were absent due
to conflicts with thel** schedules.

To remedy this situation the so-

((*i)ntl"i"'"' ^ Page Pour)

Hand to Hand Battle

Henry and his boys were un-
daunted and determ'ned. They
souglit re'.alliitlon In the form of a
snow fight. ContI obligingly com-
plied with his request by bathing
Henry's face with a handful of

snow and the second phase of the
great battle was on. For five or
ten minutes the battle waxes fur-

ious and strong but neither side

would withdraw. To make mat-
ters worse the men were so covered
with snow that It was Imposs ble

to recognize anyone and as a res-

ult many a man h.-id his face
washed by a member of his own
team. When It was seen that
neither side could be proclaimed
as winner the battle was stopped
by sympathetic bystanders and the
match was called a draw.

As a reward for their valiant
deeds both teams had their pic-

tures taken by photographers from
I'hiladelphia newspapers and from
different Producers of Motion Plc-
tureb.

With three minutes remaining to

the game and Canlslus on top by a
point Hughie Nolan revensed the
standing with a timely field goal,

his second of the encounter and
thereby enabling coach Cashman a

dBlue and White varsity to squeeze
through to .a 16-15 triumph.

The victory was the third In four

days. Catholic U. and Lyola falling

before the Wildcats earlier in the

week.
Villanova pulled a marvelous

sprint in the closing minutes of the

final period, after being on the

short end of a 11 to 3 count at mid-
time. Jack Birmingham and Cap-
tain Nolan were the only two of the

homesters to score from the field.

Jack had three and three, while

Hughie .snared two double-deckers.

Donovan, Morgan and Myretetu*
brought in the other three count-
ers on free throws.

(Continued on Page 3)

Yearlings Lose
to N. J. Normal

First Year Men Hold Con-

querors of Temple Fresh-

men to Low Score

Playng their best game of the
current season Villanova's first ytar

men lost a hard fought battle to

Trenton State Normal at Trenton,

N. J., last Wednesday night by the

score of 31-24.

I»los' Baskoteers played a good
game during the first half although
they were on the short end of a

22-11 score. The second half open-

ed up with the Cubs mainfesting a
fight which is <;haracteristic of all

Villanova Wildcats. They out-

scored their heavier and older op-

ponents this iieriod 13-9, only to be

defeated by a last minute rush.

The lineup: '•;'•

Trenton
forward . . Maister
Forward Elste

center Slane

guard . . Dlleo

guard . . Hal'.ahan

Villanova
Tooniey .

Tracy . .

.

Edwards
Stock
Czescik .

.

Sub.stitutlons: Villanova—Ham-
mond, McDermott. Trenton—Pur-

cell, .Muller, Coffee. Field goals

—

Villanova—Toomey, 3; Tracy,
Stock.:'; Czescik. 2 Trenton—
Maister. 3; Elste. Purcell, Slane 3;

Dlleo, 2; Hallahan, 2. Fouls—

Toomey, 3; Tracy, Hammond,
Czescik. 2; Elste, 2; Slane. 2:

Coffee, 3,

New York Club To Re-Organiie

There will be a meeting of the

New York Club this afternoon at 4

o'lloek In room 3, Mendel Hall, for

the purpose of reorganization. This

dub was formerly one of the most

active nnd infiuential on the cam-

pus but due to carelessness and

lack of spirit It has become nearly

extinct It Is hoped to revive the

former enthusiasm nnd to place the

club on a firm basis so that It may
regain Its former prestige and be

worthy of representing the Em-
pire State
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AN APPEAL TO ALL LOYAL JUNIORS

A PERIOD of your college life is In the offlng and It Is a period which
will bring back to you In years to come many pleasant rettectlong
when you are reminiscing over your school days and looking
backwards over your life's journey up the ladder to success.

After you have passed beyond the portals of Villanova this period will
remain the one outstanding event of your college days and whose mem-
ory will linger on forever—YOUR JUNIOR WEKK—Is all the name Im-
plies. YOUR SUPPORT of YOUR JUNIOR WEEK is all that is neces-
sary for a glorious week this coming spring when a young man's fancy
turns to many other things which are rarely ever bounded on two sides
by covers. The mention of support will immediately bring to the mind
of many one thing and one thing only, and that is the assessment. This
ifi noly part of the support each ahd every Junior should feel himself
duty bound to give his class. The other factors of support, one of which
is co-operation are as vitally important to a successful and happy
JUNIOR WEEK as the assessment.

Be an enthusiastic Junior, talk the coming events up among your
friends. Don't be a pessimist, always looking for the non-luminous side
of the cloud.

Be an optimist and do your class credit.
If you will stop for a minute and glance around you and note that

among your class of '30 you number some of the greatest athletes who
have ever been gathered in one class. You have in your class of men
more active in all phases of college life than is to be found In any
group of men on the campus. The CLASS of '30 has been a credit to
your Alma Mater and a credit to each and every member of the class,
and now is the time to stand pat behind It in its hour of need. YOUR
JUNIOR WEEK, as the committees are planning, will be a decided suc-
cess with all thought given to arranging a program of entertainment
for you and your friends. The credit will be yours and the Bummatlon
of each one's Individual credit will be reflected on the class of 30. Be aBOOSTER and stand behind the men you have stood behind for two
years and whose greatest interest is In the class of '30.

Men Lost in Hopeless Quest

No Hope Held for Victims of Big

Mendell Hail Tragedy

Villanova, Ja., Feb. 26, 1929.—

Members of llie Ill-fated expedition

to find the smoking room in the

new Mendell laboratories, gave out

no messages today up us far us

press time. It seems that the facts

of the drab tragedy are us follows:

Those members of the college who
find it vitally necessary to have a

between class cigarette, started out

some three or four days ago in

quest of the smoking room that is

provided for that purpose, and—the

pity of it—aie alleged to be dead
martyrs to the cause of the slogan,

"I reach for a cigarette instead of

a sweet. " Tlu-ee searching parties

have been sent out In quest of the

missing classmates, but the only

evidence that has been l)rought

buck as a reminder of the

tragedy was a commutation book on
the 1*. and W. between Uryn Mawr
and Villanova. Who knows that

some girl waits within the Ivid

walls down llie Lancaster I'ike for

CROSBY COUGHLIN

Crosby Coughlln was first

launched on his brilliant career in
Syracuse, New York, and received
his elementery train ng in the
schools of that city. His talents,
however, called h,lm to other fields,

and he continued his further educa-
tion In Georgetown preparatory
school, in Garrett Park, Maryland.
Here he dlst nguished himself in
many activities which that school
provided. He was secretary and
treasurer of the athletic association.

the man who will never return, a member of the tennis team and to

However the comrades of the strick-
I

bring his prep Jjcliool career tu its

en colleagues have not given up appropriate climax he was librarian

New York Plays
••lil5i^ASC(() AUMA'—A triumph of

iielasco genius with l^^eonore Ul-
ric as Mima—setting costs over
1150,000—and worth It.

SAM H. ilAURlS—••CONOAl"—
Helen Menken, us Thi-Llnh,
thrills with i> powerful tale of
French Indu-Chlnu.

Musical Comediss
ZIGKIELD WHOOl'EE"
Eddie Cantor whoops it up—and
how!

'•EL,TINGE B1.,ACKUIRDS "—
(Jver 300 performances and still

going- strong.

Philadelphia Plays
WALNUT—"Command to Love"

—

Violet Cooper and Henry Stephen-
son—whutta pair!

LYRIC—'Fallen I^javes '—
Frances Starr puts it over..

Musical Comedies
FORREST—"Rose-Marie"—
Old Timer back by popular de-
mand.

CHESTXIT S.—"Good News"-
Come and see how It's done.

Camera
Philadelphia Pictures

"My Man"—Fannie lirlce—a melody
of song on the sliver screen.

"S»n SlHier".—A good acting saves
un old plot.

"On Trial '—a New York hit run-
ning true to form.

"Sturk Mad"—over-rated mystery
sprinkled with creepy thrills.

hope as yet, and they are working
^

In his senior year and received the "A Woman of Affairs"—Gilbert and
run amuck In emotionalnight and day, tunnelling over from gold medal for excellence n studies

Fedigan and Austin Halls in the

general direction of West i'hlladel-

phia, with the hope that they may
be able to find a few of them down
there looking for the room.
The last seen of that tragic expe-

dition was around the engineering
laboratories, and some hold out the
theory that tliey took the aeranau-
tic laboiatory for the smoking room
because it was so light and airy

With such a background of prep
school accomplishments Coughlln
descended into our midst In Sep-
tember, 1926, as member- of the
class of 1930. During his freshman
year he was prominent In many
activities, among v/hlch was the
honor of being u member of 'he
Freshman Dance Committee. All
of his activities were not brought

* * * * #

_ LENT.

LENT was ushered In by the distribution of ashes on Ash Wednes-
day two weeks ago. This annual season of penance and self-
sacrifice was Incorporated into the laws of the church fater the
example of Christ and the Saints. Formerly the practice of fast-

ing was rigorously followed in the hope needed help would come in the
battle against hte world. Now, however, due to changed ways fo living,
fasting in its strictest sense would prove impractical in many cases.

Today this period is regarded by many as "a relic of the dark ages."
The present attitude is to avoid or make little of anything that may be
the occasion of self-denial. The name is used to label any social func-
tion which is held at this time. To these It has lost ist real significance
and purpose. Even those who profess to observe and practice it are
often found a little too apt to grasp at exemptions and frame xecuses.
Others practice it in a passive way who are satisfied with sitting hrough
extra devotions and abstaining from meat oftener. For those who really
gain its benefits it is a itme of Introspection, contemplation nnd reso-
lution all strenghtened by frequent reception of the sacraments.

There are any number of ways of doing penance during hese forty
days preceding Easter and especially for us here at "Vlllnnova. A few
are: Refraining from the movies, he theatre, and various social functions.
This fact should be remembered that all with no excepltons are obliged
to practice some form of penance or self-denial.

,. .'.•'' ,'•.
.

FOOLS'-:';>;'':VV;'^-;/v^^

"Whatever Nature has In Wealth deny'd.
She gives In large Recruits of needful Pride."—Pope.

EA'ERY fool is a hero to himself. He is always Indirectly praising
himself by disparaging others. The husky fool prides himself on
the animal strength by which he Is able to Intimidate others. The
polite idiot makes a god of meaningless formalities. The pedant

bemoans the ignorance of those whose education differs from his own.
Similarly all fools strengthen the weakness to which they are slaves.
Eventually they are subject to the man who employs the foibles he
despises.

It is obvious that fools are slaves to a single Idea. It goes to their
head like some diabolical wine. To state that they become fanatics Is to
state that they become enthusiasts. Enthusiasm can be misdirected
and hence dangerous, for there Is nothing so contagious as enthusiasm.

There Is no college In the country without an assortment of fools
There are boys also who, characteristically, do not appreciate the man-
ners with which they were born. Imagine the result when the latter
type meets the former. The fool, speaking with an air of finality, may
call sloppiness the mark of a man. or he may gild whatever weakness he
has and offer It to others.

The easiest way to become a fool Is to be led. The easiest way to
remain one Is to blind yourself to the Ideas pursued by others.

Ah ha hah hah hah hah. Lute last j
'° ">"^'^ "^» **^e Pu^^c eye

Friday afternoon there was heard
I

because of the modesty of the Indl-

someone tapping out a message on i

Vidual and it was In his sophomore
some pipes leading Into the Bm-
broyology Laboratory, but it was
later disproved, because some of

the more artistic workmen were
merely talking over the previous
night's opera and were giving dem-
onstrations.
A mesage finally did come up and

after curefu'ly slftlntj the thing over
it was discovered that so.aeone
down below wanted a matcii, and
this again revived hope for the
members. Possibly they have found
the smoking room.
What to do? Already the reilef

party has gone down in their fren-
zied hurry us far as two feet and
a half, working In between shifts

down at the movies, it was dis-
covered after two days of working
that they were drilling down at th'.^

Post Office rather than at Mendell
Hall, and were only looking for a
way to get their mall on Washing-
ton's birthday, rather than being al-

ti uistic enough to hunt for their
missing comrades.

As long as the drilling instru-
ments, which, by the way were so-
cured from the dining hall, hoi I out
the members will keep on Indefin-
itely. At least as long as their cuts
hold out. It was decided last nlg.it

at a meeting of the Student Council
that unless the members did not
come out that they would be put on
cut probation and It Is thought that
this stringent measure will bring
them to terms. Their rei)ly was
that "they Intended to hold out this
line if it takes all summer." Mean-
while an air expedition headed by
the business staff of "The VlUa-
novan" has been sent to Camden in

quest of rellfe funds. We can but
hope for the best.

Yours from my padded cell,

COUNT DMITRI.

TREE ON FIRE

year when he was brought more
into the limelight by his election to
the chairmanship of the Sophomoro
Vigilance Committee. This posi-
tion at ;ts (test is not an enviable
one because it entails the dl cult
Job of organizing the PYeshmen in
the proper manner, and It Is only
with the greatest delicacy and
rinene.Hs that this is accomplished.
Often it becomes neces.sary to en-
force rather stringent measures on
the new men and this sometimes
creates hard feelings. However he
arose to the occas on and did l)oth
himself and his class justice in tlie

matter of enforcing the Freshmen
rules which are thought so vitally
necessary. He continued on in his
work along social lines by being a
member of the committee in charge
of the Sophomore Soiree, and here
again he was an ardent and con-
clentious worker.

In h 8 Junior year which is the
present, he bids fair to outdo his
prtvlous years In the matter of
activity. He started In the year by
being elected secretary of his class
which Is rather a difficult task for
anyone to carry on and In the mat-
ter of cre<llt Is sorely neglected. As
Managing Editor of the "VUlanovan"
he has been one of the ma n cogs
In this paper's success having work-
ed long nnd faithfully with only
the hazy and distant end of the
future good of the paper and what
it means to the individual student
as his objective. We, his co-work-
ers only realize the work he has
accomplished and received so little

credit. We are taking th s occasion
to give "credit where credit Is

due." /

Garbo
unties.

"Trlul of '98"—start cast included,
see this and enjoy a quiet even-
ing.

'Red Dance"—intrigue, revolution
and love in a war-torn country.

"Peter The Great"—Emil .lanuings
does a superb bit of acting.

MY SCHEDULE

(By Wsljenis)

Physics

As a member of the Junior Prom
committee his work was also noted
because It was mainly through his
efforts that the famous "Mai"
Hallets Columbia Recording Or-
chestra was secured for that event.

Cruel crematory crimson flames
|
What he will accomplish ;n his

TO SHE WHO REJECTED
FRIEND

MY

I gave you a friend—you gave o
him

A bit of your time and Joy.
I gave you a friend—now you give

to me
A broken, discarded toy.

He gave you the best that a man
can give;

His days—each one apart.
He gave you his all and you left to

him
A shattered and wounded heart.

He tries to hide with a carefree
smile,

The pain that lies below.
He fools them all, but you and I,

We know, we know.

—AN ARTS MAN.

of flaming fire caused considerable
consternation among all avid horti-
culturists here at Villanova last
Wednesday. liambent tongues of
flame licked their fiery way through
the sizzling top of a mighty oak
situated about one hundred yards
away from Donnely's Gas Station
on the Lancaster Pike. Long shall
the baldness nf this forest monarch
be a source of sorrowful sadness to
all tree-Iovlng mourners. It Is be-
lieved that the fire was th* result
of some burning asbestos mixed
with liquid concrete. I

senior year only the future may
tell, but with the record which he
has establshed so far it would
seem logical, that he will go forth
from Villanova as one of the men
who have made their mark not only
on the Main Une campus but in

Inter-collefflate circles.

In the matter of scholastic stand-
ing he has met with the same re-
ward for his efforts having re-
ceived very hl^h marks In all of

his subjects since his entrance. His
modest and retlrlnsr nature coupled

In phys cs all the laws of gravita-
tion

Are twisted, bent and broken
every day.

We learn that things get hot by
radiation,

And things cool off when heat Is

taken away.
Latin

There Is a saying: "In hoc signo
vinces.'

That doesn't mean a thing to
lots of scholars.

But if you warble: "In hock fra-
ternity pin is."

We'd know you were good for
seven dollars.

Epistemology
Phllo.sophy—the haven of the

learned.
The trap in wh <h to catch un-

witting fouls.

We study you ten months a year,
but darn it,

We can,t elucidate a single rule.

Chemistry
In chemistry we learn to make

explosions.

That rival Mt. Vesuvius' flame
of yore.

We help to burn the drains out by
corrosion.

And spill vile-smellinx Uquids on
the floor. •• "

French
Francals is called the dlplomat-C

language.
It's spoken in all up to date

legations.

But still to us Its nothing but a
sandwich

Of verbs and trench,'rou8 moods
and conjugations.

English
In English you wUllearn to speak

correctly, ;.
'

;

What you should say and how to
say it well.

You learn to gesture and to stand
correctly

While telling people how to go
to—Bryn Mawr.

Retrospect
schedule, the bane of my ex-
istence!

The Judge of all my acts from
day to day.

1 would to trod the path of least

resistance.

But thou with Iron hand points

out the way.

Boxing Tourney
\

Baseball Men
Date is March 1 Out Next Month

Excellent Bouts in Store for Positions at Third and Short

Next Friday Night

,Gym

with a dynamic personality has
earned him a host of friends,

who are all happy in his success.

in

The boxli^g tourney spo^isored
' 'by the active lOpsilon Phi Theta

Is assuming proportions never
dreamed of by evt-n the most op-
timistic The interest aroused is

astounding; ftivoiable comment
has been heard froiii all corners of

the campus including those in ex-
ile at the Radio building. This
event has assumed an Importance
rivaling that of basketball, which
is now struggling through its last
steps of the season. A good ' entry
list will be posted In the main bul-
letin board of the new College Cor-
ridor in a few days.

Renowned Entrants
As was mentioned In the last Is-

sue of the VUlanovan such noted
gladiators of the squared ring as
"Jim" Langan; "Whitey" Valdor-
askl; "Al" Latzki; will participate.

To these have been added many
who appear as dark horses In the
tournament. Some of those who
have expressed their desire to ap-
pear up to date at the VUlanovan
Sports Department are: "Jim"
Heron, "Fedigan" Gaunghe.
Other well-known figures in tlie

pugilistic world who have entered
fare:

Ed McKllnchey—The pd re and
terror of South Phllly.

"Sock" Mclntyre—one who li;is

earned recognition In tlie vur ous
spectacles arranged for amateurs
in I'enna.

Tom Connelly—The Jer.sey City
Flash.

Eddie Foy—Florldor's Contribu-
tion to Villanova.

Bill McCarthy—West Catholic

Champion.
Jack McAndrcws—New York

athlete.

Dixie Sheehan. Tom Lomasney.
Bucky Hammond, tills trio will up-
hold New England's claims to

pug llstic fame.
Charlie Wltkowskl—A heavy-

weight with a terrific wallop.

Art llarklnii—Former Champ of

Radnor High. .;.:, .'v\

George Hluney—A fast stepping

lightweight.

Al Clurdl—The Bounding Butcher
Boy Fr(tm Overltrook and former
Brown Prep Walloper.
Joe Murphy—The pride of the

Arts Course.
Frank Muhan— VUlanovan reii-

resentatlve In the matches.

Bill Yarnall—A fighter of no

mean reputat on.

Larry Cicero—A clever man from
Atlantic City. He Is looked upon
as the leading contender for tlie

title of his class.

Andy Mineth—The hope of t^he

Academy. i
,

•.•.' .
',

'

John Contl—The dark horse of

the tournament.
'Cap" Pessolano—One of the big

boys who is a scrapper of the first

water.
Notables in the ring In and

around Philadelphia will In all

probability be In attendance at the

first annual boxing match ever

sponsored by an undergraduate or-

ganization of Villanova. The event

Is looked forward to as a founda-

tion for better and greater things

at Villanova. The oflflclals of the

organization have assured the

writer that an enjoyable evening Is

In store for all lovers or enthus-

iasts of the manly art of self de-

fense. The admission fee will be

thirty-five cents for all members of

Villanova College and their friends

at large. This charge is only made
to defi-ay the expen.ses incurred

by the promotion of the affair. No
charge will be made for the en-

trants and seconds.

Prizes
Prizes have been secured and

the victors of the various divis-

ions will 1)6 designated as Champ-
ions of Villanova and will form the
nucleus of a boxing team. Here is

the chance to win fame, honor and
glory for yourself nnd your De-
partment. Marquis of Queensbury
rules will prevail at the fisticuffs.

All Villanova students are asked
to be present at this affair and
thus make a success of 1 1 The suc-
cess will be reflected upon the stu-
dent body as a whole and not upon
a mere Individual. The future of
boxing Is In he hands of the men
of Villanova and they alone will

be the Judges as to the success or
failure of the event.

PRICE—THIRTY-FIVE CENTS.

Left Open by
Graduation

"Batteries for today's game, Hen-
sel i>itclilng, Gillespie catching."

[
These few words will :oon be heard

j
and baseball again will be i)re8-

ented at Villanova to claim its

I
place in sports at this Institution.

! On March 29, Vlllanova's champion

I

team of lust year will start on Its

I
campaign to produce the same win-

I

nlng conibinat on that brought
! fame and glory to Charlie McGee-
ban's baseball nine lust year, the
opponents being the fast moving
and hard hitting Lafayette club
that proved to be a burrler to the
supposlngly aspirants of last year s

Intercollegiate championship title.

Rest assured that this game will

prove an "eye" opener for any col-

lege baseball game.

With the warm weather ap-
proaching and this combined with
the spi-ing "fever" to get out and
swing the stick, Coach McGeehan
h niseif Ih all pepped up and en-
thused over possibilities of the en-
suing season and has vouched that
there will be plenty of competition
for the various ))osltions which
have been vacu'ed thiough last

year's graduation. The "hot cor-

ner" an<l "shoit" are the two in

field positions that neetl to be filled

and the 'ollowing men will com-
pete for the honors of carrying the

burden. At ithlrd there will be

McCJee and Erwin while we will find

Welch, llulton and Eschman fight-

ing to Hecure short, Erwin, Dalton
and Eschman are the members who
repre.sented last year's Frosh In-

field.

The outfield will have the regu-
lars Flannugen, .McAndrews Contl,

Melunson and Holland fighting for

their positions, when the freshmen
of last year's team Wolfson, Mor-
gan and Lynch trot out on the field

when the first Issue fur candidates
Is posted.

Hen.«el, the best pitcher that ever
has been developed at Villanova,

along with Hanzlk, are the two
regulai-s that will shoulder most of

the burden of this year's pitching.

Coach .McGeehan, however, li;i8

Hlllen, Kappa, Muhenna and D i-

an, members of Villanova's second
team, to work on and to share
some of the pitching responsibili-

ties Dineen is the only free mem-
ber of the "frosh" team that will

he of any heli) to the varsity. The
catching will be taken care of by
C/ulespie, iJonohue and Tlecro.
Cillesple and Donohue doing most
of the wor.k. Cicero, who has bad
two years' work on the second team
will undoubtedly receive some
recognition for the good work and
inii)roveinent that he has shown
since his Jlrst year. With such
men as these three on the receiv-
ing end to accept the fast ones of

the pitching staff our team is now
ready to commence battei'y prac-
tice and to round out Into condi-
tion for the first game. Therefore
let us take a look at the array of
games that has been arranged for
us by the manager.

The schedule this year Is the
strongest that has ever been at-
tempted by Villanova, and as a
matter of fact It Is the toughest
one that can be found among any
college baseball team that is bid-
ding for collegiate honors. It shall

be composed of such strong oppon-
ents as Fordham, Boston College,

N. V. U., Penn State* Duke's, Har-
vard. I'rlnceton, Mas.s. Tech. and
I'rovidence. Can a more fitting list

of opponents be found In the sched-
ule of other colleges?

\'illani)va In its attempt to climb
higher In the ranks of baseball,
has arranged such an outline of
games so as to prevent any dis-

pute that shall arise as to our su-
premacy as the leading baseball
team among the Eastern colleges

anil requests your attendance at
these games to Inspire Its baseball
men on to victoryland to secure Its

second championship title. The
members of the team are to give
their all and will soon get Into

playing condition by confining
themselves to "Gym" work so as to

be in the best possible shape at the
first call for practice.

The authorities have seen to it

that we have the best baseball dia-
mond that can be found at any col-
lege nnd even now workmen are
busy getting It Into playing condi-
tion.

With most of the positions filled

nnd with Captain Curtin holding
down first base, being capably as-

Blue and White Courtmen
Sweeps Three in

Triple Win

(continued from first p»ige)

The first half was all Canis us.

Miniiinghani and .Myretetus pre-

vented a blank semester. Jack
stuc-k In a two Imer and Myrt
helped along from the fifteen foot

mark.' It appeared that the fast

Muffalo (|uintet had another one of

their string of conquests by the
fetlmk.
With the siore fourtetn to thiee

in the last half Hlrhingham started
the fireworks on his second field

goal. Fred Donovan contributed a
foul and hen Birmey went his lan-

ky mate one better and the figures

read 14-8.
'

Morgan and Moly matched sin-

gletons. Jack again came through
antl Nolan's first field goal eased
us to within one point of the Bis-
ons. The last score of the after-

noon by Nolan finished the oppon-
ents.

Catholic U. Game
It seems that every time the word

Cardinal is uttered a Yankee is

standing by for In reception. l..Jist

fall the New York Yankees laced
the St. Louis Redblrds to a hod-de-
do and last Friday another Yankee,
.lack Mlrmlngham of Stamford laid

a haym.'iker on the Cardinals of
("atholic V. as the Wildcate for the
seccmd time this young star scut-
tled the basketball minions from
a nation's capital.

Jack was not the whole Works
but he was certainly the coloring
to the cocoa. Five times during
the course of the activities this
court artisan from the north coun-
tiy flashed the sjtherold from sun-
dry points and positions through
the circular web and split even on
throwing In a floor basket and a
the Blue. Eighteen minutes
elapsed before Pappale of the visi-
tors made a freak goal for the first

]

double marker registered by his,
side. Another Card took a shot at'
the basket, the ball striking the

'

celling and bounced Into the sur- I

prisde Pappale's arms so flabber-
gasting him that he tossed In ai
his two tries from the foul line. I

On at least a couple of other oc-

j

casions the proverbial measure- I

ment that ladds sway In quo'ts, '

the hairs breadth, checked morel
appli<ants clamoring for recogni-
tion. "! V

.Vine of the men who rambled be-
tween the white lines for Villanova
aided the <ause vl.i the tally sheet.
McCartliy used the pivot play to
good effect in drojjplng in three of
our eleven field goals, all nice
shots made while on the run.
Joe I>e Luca the only other man

to make more than one twin coun-
ter displayed a fust and snaky
dribble and had several assists to
his record of five points. Tommy
ball from the backboard besides
Morgan as ever trapped ball after
things easy.

One of the features of the Cath-
olic U. game was the two etam

'

system employed by their coach.
Both aggregations were of about
equal streng'.'i, and each lineup
played about half the contest,
duo of fouls.

Captain Nobm, Myretetus, Hen-
ry, Donovan and Gardner ami>ll-
fied the verdict, all having one
fielder and Jim Henry also contrib-
uted a foul. It is too much to go
at length and give each man his
due, suffice to say all the boys
looked good and what more Is
wanted.

The first half was a runaway for
goal. The half ended 19 to 4.

On a basis of point scoring the
latter period was quite close, Vll-

sisted nt second by DeLuca, Villa-
nova embarks on Its greatest base-
ball schedule, willing to sacrifice
all In Its attempt to forge ahead.
I..end a hand you oons of Villa-
nova and pull with the greatest
team that ever composed our nine.
Let us see the baseball team season
as successful as our football season.

lanova tallying twenty to the op-
ponent's eighteen. The varsity
ftmtented themselves with taking

Loyola Game
In a return engagement at the

West Catholic gym, the varsity

avenged an early season defeat by
turning l)ai'k tlie Green and Gray of

Loyola by a 26 to 19 count last

Wednesday.
At the former meeting the Balti-

more team subdued Cashmun's pro-

teges after a great i.econd half rally,

and for a short space of time in this

latter encounter It appeared that

perhaps a repetition might be In or-

der. But the scales, dli>iied In our
favor In a last ditch spurt, carried

the day.

Up to th's fray the Maryland men
had prevailed over every opponent
listing among their victims the

Navy, Baltimore L'., Washington
College, W. Maryland and Catholic

U.

Villanova held the ball and the

kad through most of the Journey.

Loyola pushed ahead for a short

spell on two different occasions in

the second half only to see their

vantage snuffed out each time and
the final gong found the Blue

pulling further and further away.
Myretetus with three field tosses

and a like number of fouls led the

scoring with Frank Dudley the

visiting leader following on a brace

of twins and one more of free ones.

I The first half featured some close

' guarding, Villanova running up an

eight to two lead that was knotted

by some trick circus shots by the

Greyhounds as the period slii)ped

,
away,

I Morgan and McCarthy sunk fouls

I

to open the evening but the first

I

field goal eluded the baskets till

I twelve minutes after the Introduc-

I
tlon, when Jim Henry, who was do-

ing noble work tying up Dudley, an

old school rival, looped In the first

of his two double deckers. Curtis,

the right forward for the visitors,

saved his mates from a shutout In

the half by pushing one through

from under the cords.

Curtis' shot came two and a half
minutes from the Intermission bell
nnd paved the way for two suc-
ceeding goals by Twardowlcz and
Dudley. Morgan and Myretetus in

the meantime shoving our total to

eight which was matched on Dud-
ley's deep side court ringer.

Most all the basket ball was
crowded in the second period. After

nine minutes Jim Henry went out
on personals nnd Joe De Lucn came
in. The score favored the opposers

as Henry left, not for long, how-
ever. Morgan nnd Birmingham put

us agnln In front on doubles. Once
more the Green threntened but

Myretetus. McCarthy nnd De Luca

sewed up the fuss with timely

points.

DRUGS GIFTS

POWERS & REYNOLDS

Modern Drug Store

837 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Soda Candy

Phone BRYN MAWR 921

We Deliver

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOVR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Villanova Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

''The Place to Meet'*

*'The Place to Treat''

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Measure Clothes

I

of Baltimore, $25 and up.

I

Golf Team to

Be Organized

Wealth of Good Material is

Available—Connie

Lacking

Fore.' Fore! Helng represented In

all sports by formidable teams in

all divisions, the students of Villa-

nova are about to embark in a
new field of "muscle building,"

that of Golf. The Initial plunge
was arrived at when about a doz-
en aspirants t'ongregated in room
"A" ill the Academy building and
assured their wholehearted support
and these men, among whom are
men who have had plenty of ex-
perience and have participated In

High School and State tournaments,
engaging in all open competition,
emerging vlctorh)Us. Therefore
with such competent followers of
the business men's game, success
cannot be denied to such an array
consisting of Prokop, Oarrlty, Mar-
tin, Dougherty, Baker Mullen, Kel-
ly, Murray, Drummond, Myer and
McCoy who shall be aided by a
score more who were unable to at-
tend the meeting due to a t'OiiHlct

In class work.
Among the many difflcultU-s that

shall temporarily binder the prog-
ress of this new enterprise Is the
lack of a course. However, to cope.
with this handicap, a committee
has been picked to choose a course
that will .satisfy the needs for prac-
ticing, and surrounding golf clubs
will be Interviewed, and, with the
weather permitting, jiractice will

get underway and a schedule will
be arranged, one that shall be wor-
thy of any college. To date many
colleges have sent their open dates
and among them can be found
these college golf teams. Penn,
Georgetown. Penn State, Columbia,
Harvard and Tale.
With Fr. Fink backing this en-

terprise the outcome Is very
bright and a successful season !•
anticipated.

Be Prepared for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

VALU C
PCCrCRKED
bv the men who buy George
Hntchins «ho«t . . . hcre*a '*The

London** . . . fashion-built in

noir and brune ... of the finest

Saratoga calfskin . . . comblnar
tion lasts . . . other ahope would

sell '*The London** at

twice thb price.

SiM«-5tol2 Widths-A to E

Open Evmningk

CccHiitchins
stores

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
5621 Gcrmantown Ave.

2752 Germantown Ave.

4058 Lancaster Ave.
4405 Main St., Maaaynnk
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THE VILLANOVAN
.. Piihlishvd Hvt'hh h\ lite

j^Ti miMs i)V mm.anoVa (;olli:(;i

Tin- Staff

The Mosque Who's Who the cri{ratrc

EkWIN J. I.OVATT, '30

Ckosh^ < 1)1 (.III in. *30

A. IIkhiikki M'\kiia<ii, 'il, .

Hlch J. M(lli(,»i, :ui .i.:

Jamks J |Ik>h^; '3U

jA^uviM* IIa.m.on. Jr.. '30

Ktlitnr-inA'.hiff

Miiniiiiiiif: Eililttr

Assoniilt' t.ililiii

Sotiol Editor
Spitrls Editor

and Alumni

TABLOID NUMBER

Gillette Brothers Have a Close Shave
,S.-.' I'm. = \','<'.*\

Men Lost in Hopeless Quest

,

j",',.. , . . . Exthuntii
.4ffHh(Unt Sociitl Editors

l)*vii., J. Cahtkmto; '31 John KiMoliisK, '31

KllU<AHI) IfoOKEY, 31 • • .' ..
'

„ , .

UiuKitH Jknkins. 31 • Martin OrUach, 31^

Afnistiint Sports Editors

Frank Mahan. '30 Jostiui I'akai s. '3U Jum^pu Hinalpi, '30

Hiisim-ss Staff .]' r\,\ ••/*.:, y.:,'': _^

John M. Brekn. '30. Husiness MiinafSft '

A.ssi.itdiit Htisiiu'ss \tun<iy.ers

Editor No Hope Held for Victims of Big

MendeU Hall Tragedy

John A. I'bi-nev. 2m). '2'> (^KORt.K J. Ha|\,/32
,',.. .*»TANi,K^ I'hokoI", '31. I'.irrultttion Manaiier .••<,(

Eiitiilty Adviser ]iv.\. Ki i.knk M\irii. O. S. \.

'Thi» piiprr iji dedicated to one of the finest men utio ever entered I illanova;

scholar, athlete and iientleniiin l.r.o <>(midri:aI'.

. Enfered an Kyyond-rlastj iiiatler at \ i J 1 1< 1 1o\a 1 '« hI oHi re. Ufremhef 27. 1^28.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26. 1929

Vitlanova. J«.. Feb. 26. 1929.—

.MviiiImis >>t III!' ill-l;ittMl fXpiiliiinii

til timl till HiiiiiUinK i'*J»i>i > ''"''

111 w .Mciuiill l^iOK'HitiirU'S, Kavf uui

1)11 infSH.iKfs loJiiy iij> 'iis fitr a«

jimss Un>«\ U Hi'fiuM that t)ie. fiu't»i
,

«,)f tlif «liali ii"iK'''l.v ar<' as fullnws:

Tli«»f<f liH-inlx'Tti of till? riilltK*' W*>i'

UnA It vitally mot'i^saiy lo liavt- a
j

li»-i\vt«'n olu>*s fiKun'ttf. started out

.SKiiK' iliie»- III- four (lays ajjo in <

(lUfSi of tin- sinukiiiK nxMii that i»<
,

i

luiiviih'd for that piniiusf. and- -the

pity of it— art- uih'Kid to he dead
'nuirtyr.s to tlu- eatiso of tiie sjobum,

|

I

'•] reiuli foi a ci«ari'ttf instead of
j

'a svveit." Tlu-«-e searchlnK parlies
AN APPEAL TO ALL LOYAL JUMORS

;i'I'iliI<»I) of your i-olli-Ke life i.s in the otiliij; and it is a period \vl»lcli

\vill IniiiK lia<-l< to y<iu in years to eonie many idiasaiit ri'lli-i'tions I lia\ e lu-i-ii srnl out in qufst of the

\\lii'n \ou are reminiscing over >'our sclieiil ilu.vs and lonliing i mi«siiiK rlassmales, Imt tlie oidy

liaikwards over yolM' life's jouiney up the ladder lo su<'<'OS.s, '

i'\ idcni'e that luis liet-n lirouuhl

Aft«-r >ou have jiasscd hi'.vond the i«nrtals nf \'illano\a this poiiod willj haek as <i 'I'minder of the
remain tlie one outstatidiiiK <veiit of your colleKe d.iys and whose mem- I traj;edy was a coinmiilation hook on
ory will linjrer on forever

—

VOl'K .H'Xloii W'lOKK— is all the name im- j the I", and W. hetwt-en lUyn Mawr
Idles. Vulii SUl'J'OKT of YiX'lt .JUXlOU WKKK Is ull that Is neces- ' and Villanova. Who knoWM that
gary for a glorious week Mus eomiiiK spring when a youiiK man's fancy .sinm- niri waits within the Ivid
turns to many other thinKS which are rarely ever imunded on two sides
l).v Clivers. Tin- mention of support will iiDrnediately liring to tlu? mind
pf many one thint,' and one Ihinw only, ami that is the assessment. This
is noly piirt of the support each .ihd every .lunior shotdd feel himself
duty Iiiiund to uive hl.s class. The other factfirs of suiiport, one of which
is co-opciation .-ire as vitally import.int to a successful and liuppy
JL'.N'IOK A\ 1:i:K as the as.sessment. ; . , • .;^ .....

J5e an ciithusiusiic .lunior, talk thecoming events iif> nhiotig yoUr
friends. Don't be n pessimist, alw.'iys Idnking^ for the i)<in-luminou.<! side
of the cloud.

lie Sill nptiniist and do your class credit.
If you win stop for .i minute and Klaiice ar<iund you and note that

amoHK your d.iss of "M ahu numiicr some of the gre.itesi :itliletes who
have evier heen nathen d in one c|;iss. ^'nu ha\e in your cl.iss uf men
nioie iictive in all idia.se.s of coIleKf life than is to he found in any
group of men on the c.impus The ri.Ays of "30 h;is heen a credit tii

your .Mma .Mater and a credit to e.uli and every niemher of the el.iss,
.iml now is the time to st.ind pat hehind it in its horn- of need. YOI'U
rJUN'Ioi: WKIOK. as the cmnniittees .ire planning, will Vie a derided suo-
cvHH will) all thouuht given to arranKin«^ a program of entertainment
for you and your friends. The credit will he yours and the summation
of each one's indiviilual credit will he retlei teil on the class of 3(1. He a
UUOSTKH ,'iml stand hehind the men you have stood li^hlnd for two
years and whose ;^re;itest interest is in the eliiss of '30.

V '
.

•,'•'''•
>|e * ij: Hi He

LENT.
,K.\T was iisiiered in hy the distrlliutidn of ajwhes-on Ash NN'ednes-

day twii weeks auo. This annual season <if iKJiance ,ind self-
s.urilice was incinjiornted into the laws «if the church later the
example of Chrisf ,ind the .^aints. Formerly the practi<-e of fasl-

Ihg was rii:i'iously I'l.llow.il in the hope needed helii Wnuld come in the
hattle against hie world, iNow , however, due to ch.inj,'eil ways fo living,
fastlnu' in its strictest sense would piove impractical in ni.iny oases.

Toil;iv iliis period is iCK.irded by m.iny as "a ixdic of the dark ages.

'

The present attitude is to avoid or make little of anything that may be' party has gone dtiwii in tlielr fren

walls down llic I.ancaster I'lke for

the man who will never ri'tiu'n.

1 low e\ er the I'omr.ides of the strii'k-

ejl colleagues have not uiven up
liope IIS. yet, and they iire'workiiin

j

lUf^hi aiid dity, timnelliiiK oNcr ftom

I
I'eilig.in and .Vast in Halls in the

IKcnel-iil direction of West I'hilailel- I seliool aicomplislimelits
Jihfa, With the hope tliat tliey ma.\'

j ,|,,.^,.,,„,|

lie aide to linii a few of them dow ii
| |,.niher

there looking for the room.
The last si'eii ol' iliat tragic expe-

dition was around thi! eiigint'ering

lali<.iralorit^»f, and soinu hold, oiit the
theory that the.v toid< liie aeranan-
tic l,'ilioi'ator> for the smokiiiK room
liecause it Was so light ,ind airy.

Ah lia hah hah hall hah. Late last

I'riday afternoiin there W.ls heard
someiine tappiiiK <wit a nvessage on
some pi|ies leading Into the lOrti-

liioyoloKy l..a|iorator.v, hut it was
lat<-r disproved, hei-ause Hoinc of
the more artistic workmen ' were
iiieicly talking o\er the pre\ious
ni;;lii's opera and were gising dem-
oi.istratlons.

.\ nieSage linally did come up .ind

after irar4>fu'ly »ifti ii; the thing oVer
it was diHi'overeil thai so.neone
down helow wanti'd a matcii. and'
this iiKalu ievi\i'(| hoju- fur the!
memliers. I'ossild.v the\' ha\e foiinil I

the smtiking room.
|

AN'hat to do? Alre.id.v the reih'i"
I

the occasion of self-deni.il. The name is used to l.iliel a nv .social fum--
tlon which Is held at this time. To these it lias lost Isl reJil siKniflcince
and purpose. Even tho.se who iirofcss to uliserve .md practice it are
often found a little too .apt to masp at exemption.^ and fr.ime xecusea.
Otheis priK tice it in a pas.sive way who iire satisfioil with sitting lirough
<xti;idevotions and abstaining from nie.'it ottener. For those who really
gain its linuilts it is a lime of introspection, contempl.itii.n n;id re.so-
liition all streiiKhteneil by frei|uent reception of tlu' sacraments.

Theie are any number of ways of doinj; peiuuue (luring hese forty
days preceding Ka.ster and espeeially for us here at Villanova. A few
are: JUfralning froni the movies, he theatre, and v.irious social funcilons.
Tills fa<f .-^houM be remembered that .-ill with no e\i epitons are obliKCd
t.i piiK tire seme I'urm uf penanc<< or stdf-denial, '

'I' * * *

FOOLS
Wli.itever
."^lie (.-ives

.\atUre has in Wealth den.\'d,

111 I,lli;e Kecrilils uf iiecilful I'ridi

hillisr

- I'ope

employs Iht

ari' slaves,

ftiibles lie

E\l-.l;\
tool i.^j a li.K, I.I himseir. Me is always iiidiieet ly iiratsinu

liiiiiselt ».y disparai;inK otlier.s. The husky fool prides himself ..n
till- anim.il siien^ith liy whi.li lie is able to Int iiiiid.ite . iliers. Tlie
polite idiot niakes a moiI of ine.ininKless formalities. The pedant

beiiio.ins the iu-nnraiice III those who.^e education differs from his own.
t^iiiiil.irlx all fools stienutlieii tin"' weaknes.s to which fliiy
Kxeiitiiaily ijiev are subject to the man \vh
despises.

It i.« obvious that fool.s are sl.ives to a sin;;le Idea. It ;^i.es t., their
head lik^ some dl.ibolicil wine. To state that they become f.inath-s is to
S'ate that thev become enihusi.isls. Knihusi.ism «aii be misdirected
mid hence dant-erou.s, for there is notliim; so cont.igious as enthusiasm.

There is no college in tie lounlty without an assortment of fools
There are boys also who, <liaracteriath;illy, do not appixidate the m.Tn-

,ners with whidi they were born. Imagine tin- result when the Litter
type meets the former. The fool, spe.-ikini; with an .air of nnalilv. mav
.call shi|ipiness the mark of a nian, or he may Kild whatever Weakness he
•lias and ofter it to others.

The easiest wnv to becomp a fool is to too led. The easiest wny to
remain one liitobUnd yourself to the idea n pursued by others.:;

"^ '~ '^
'

'

'

~~ •
.

.

'
'
— r- ' .

''
I ii

•

zied h urry as fa r as two feet; Uud
.'I half, working in b<^tweeii .shif'.<

ilown at the iinnies. I) was dis-
lovi.i'ed after iwo days of w'orkiiiK

that they were drilliiiH down at tic
I'ost (Mfice lather than at .Mendell

Hall, and were only looking for a
way (o g«>t their mail on Washing-
ton's hirthijay, rather than being al-

tiui.stii' ('lioiiMh to hunt for their
iiissing comrades,

A.S long as the drilling in<:«lru-

iiients, whitdi, by the w'.iyWore se-
eiired from the dining hall, hoi I liiii

themembers will keep r»ii indellii-

CROSBY COUGHLIN

t'rosby Coufihiin • was '

flrsi'

launched on bis biil|ijinl career In
Syracu.se. New York, and re<eived
his «'lenientery train iig in the
sMiools of that city. His talents,

however, called him to other llelds,

and he continued his further educa-
tion In tJeoruelown prep.iratory
school, in (l.in-.it Park. .Maryland.
litre he (list n;.:uished him.self in

,

m.iiiy attiviliis wlii. b jbat school
|

provided, Jfe was secretary aiiil,'

lrea,surer of the athletic association,
a member of the t«'hnts team and to

brim; his prep school career to its !

appropriate elima,\ he was librarian
|

hi his senior year .and received the'
gold med.'il for excellence n studies.

^

With stlcli a baekntouiid iif prep
I

(ouj;hlin
{

d into oiir nii(lsl in Si p-
1 '•-•;, as nienibei- • of the

cla.ss of l!t3i>. During his freshman
year he was pioniinent in many
a<-tivities, anions wliicli was the

j

honor of being a memfier of ^he
Freshman Dame ("oinmittee All

,
of bis activities were not brought

I

so much nio the piddle eye
because of the modesty of tie indi-
vidual and it was in his soptiuniDre

J

year when he was hi ought niofe
Into the Imielliiht by his election to
the chairmanship of the .Siiph<)in<iv>.

Vigilance I'otimiiitee. This posi-
tion at -ts i.esi is nut an enviable
one because it entails tlu- di rUlt
job uf organizing the Freshmeiv in
tlie proper nianner, and It is only
with the Kie.itest ilelica«y and
tineiiess that tills i.s accom|i!|shed,
'Jft«'n it becomes neeessa|-y to ell-
forc<- father .stringent ineasurek on
the new iiieii and this sometimes
cventes hard feelin).;s Howeytr he
arose. to the occas un .md did I'otlij

himself ,inil his diss justi< e in tin' I

n'.itter uf enfoieini,' the Freshnieii i

rules wbich are thought m<i vitally
iicccKsary. He continued on in his
Work along social, line.s by being a
membei- uf the committee ill < harjiie

of the Soiihoinore .Soiiei-. and hen
ag.ilii ho was an fiftieitt ani| cort*
cienth>us w:orker.

In h s .lunior year which Is the:
present, lie bids fair to outdo his
previous >ears in the matter of
activity. He started in the year;by
bi ihK elected secret.iiy uf his clitss

whhh Is rather a dilMcult task for

New York Plays
"JiKI.ASfo .MIMA" A uiiimpli of

lielasilu genius with Leoilole L'l-

lic as Mlnia— setiliiH costs o\er
$l.".(i,(Uio- and worth it.

.•<.\.\1 H. IIAKUIH "I'MNGAl"--
llehii .Menken, as Thi-I.iidi,

thrills With ;•> jiiiWyrJui tuitt of
Kl'emli lnilu.( 'hiiiu. .

;

•'',.',

Musical Com«dte«
/-Uil'IKl.D Wllnni-KK'

I'Milie Cantiii' wiio<ip!j It up—anU
howl

•Kl/ri.\(JI': r!l..\t'Kl!ll{DS"- -

I »\cr 3(»(i pel foi niances and stU! .

going: strong.

Philadelphia Play«
W,M..\l T- "I'oniiiiaiid to Love"

—

\lolet Cooper and lieiiiy Stephen-
son— wliatta jiairl

LVRl('-"F.tllen U'aves '—

. ' Piiiiiees Starr puts il over.
Musical Connedles

F< iliKKST -"Kose-.Marie' —
Old Timer liack liy popular de-
mand.

CIIF.ST.MT S.-- "tbKid .\ews"—
Come md See liiiw it's done.

Camera
Philadelphia Pictures

".M.\ .Man' I'annie lirice—a melody
of song on the silver screen.

"S.n Sister'— .\k(io,| acting saves
an old plot.

"t »n Trial '- a New Voik hit run-
iiinn true to form,

"Stark .Mad"--uVer-iated myster>
sprinkled witii ci-cepy thrills.

"A VVoniJtn of Affairs" -Ollbert and
<;arbo run amink in emotional
.intics.

Triiil uf 'iis" start cast included
.see this and enjoy a ijuiet e>.en-
^"*»' '.''

'::^ :.' y-.'\ ' ' '
\;

'Red D.inct'"—Ifui'lgue.' -revol»Uio,i
and lovj, in a war- torn country,

•lyter The (Jreat ' Kmil .buininj;'
ihies a superb bit of acting.

MY SCHEDULE

(By Weljenit)

Physics

Ii the laws of

tent

cravli.i-

broken

get hot by

and

itely. ,\( least as lon« .is their cuts ' anyone to carry on and in the mat
bold out. It was decided List niK i' ler of credit is sorely neglected. A*
.it a meetiliK of the ."Student Cunmil .Maiiai;itiy IMltor of the "N'ill.inov.in"
that unless the inembeis did not he has been one \>i the man cogs
conie out that they wtnihl be put tin [in thi.s paper's success having work-

' '•' long and f.iithfuHv
this stringent measure will bring
tliein t»> terms. Their reply w;is

that •Ihe.X intended to hold out ibis
line if it l.'ikes all Slimmer." Mean-
while :in ail' expedition he,ided by
the laisiness staff uf "The Villa

-

ntivan " has been .sent to Camden U\
iiuest of rellfe funtls. \\\^ can but
hope fur the bcRt. ^

,
. . ( •,-.',•«./..,.•••'

\uiiis from my p.-iddnd eeU.

t'l M .N'T D.MITIM.

TREE ON FIRE

TO SHE WHO REJECTED
FRIEND

MY

I g«ive you a Crien(l--yoti gave 6
hint ;. ',:

,

;'"
;:

')'-. -'

.\ Idt of your time, and Joy.
I L-ave yoii n frlend-^how you give

to m© .,

A broken, discarded toy.

lie ga\e.voa the Ifest that a man
cart i.'l<e;

.11 is days—^eacH one npa it.

I,le gave yoii his all and you left to

A iihntterrd and woumUfI heart.

lie trieH to lilde iVltii. (I ^nrefree
sniilt*. ^.^ ^'.',s''

Tlie palir thiit lie* hplow.
He folds them nil. but you .'in<l I

We know wfr know.

AN AUT« >IAN

Cruel crematory crimson flnines

of flaming tire caii.sed considerable
consternation among all avid horti-
culturists here at Villanova Inat
Wednesday. Lambent tongues of
tlamo licked their fiery way through
• he sizzling top of a mighty oak
situated about one hundred yards
,iway from noninly's f!as .'Station

on the Lancaster I'lke, L(mg shall
the baldness of ibis forest monan h
be (1 source of sorrowful K.tdness to

with only
'the h:i/.y and tlistant end of the
future t'uud of the p.ipei and what
il me.ins t.i tire intlivitlual student

I

a>< hlscibjectlve. We, his I'o-work-
et;s imlv realize the work he has

I

atfompllslied and received .so little

icreilit. We are t.iking tli s .ision

I

to give •'credit Where la-eilit is

due."

.As ;i mt'iiiber of the .lunior Prom
Committee his work w.is also noted
because it was m.iinly through his
.•fforts that the fanmus ".Xlal"

HnlUts Columbia n«;«ording (»r-

I bestra was secureil for that event.
What h»> will accomplish n his
senior ye.ir only the future may
tell, but with the record which he
has establ shed so far It would
seem logical, that he will go forth
from VilInnov;i .ns one of the men
who have made their mark not only
on the Main I.>lm> campus but in

inter-colleglato circles.

In the matter of schtdasiit.' staml-
Ing he has met with the same re-

ward for his efforts hnvlnij re-all tree-IovltiK mourners. It Is be
lieved that the firo was the result '

^^'^<^*1 "^^^^ '^'s'* marks In all of
of some burning asbestos mixed ' M" "ubJccts since hie entrance. Ills

I
with llfjultl concrete. modest and retiring nature coupleil

In i»hys cj

tlon

Are t'ivisted,

every day. ,

We learn thatthlngs
radiation,

Anil things cuui oiT When hlfNat li»

taken away.
Latin

There i.s a s.iying: "In hoc $\^\w
vlnces.'

That doesn't ni<.aii a thitig to
lots of scholars,

ntit If Viiu warble: "In hot k fra-
ternity pin is." ;.

We'll know you Wei*e good foi*

seven didlars.

Epistemplogy
j'hllo.sophy—the li.aven of the

learnetl.

The ti,ip in w hell tli .i.",iteh un-
witting fo.ds.

\Ve stutly you ten .months a year.
-

' bilf.dartl. It," . ..'^^ • >/..•'

:Wp cauf elucldatt a single rule.

Chemistry
tji (hMnisiry we learn to make

explosion}*.

That rival Mt. Vesuvius' flaine/

of yore.

We help to bunt the drtiins out by
corrpsitrii. '

Anil spill viltr-MinelUne. liquids ..on

.'.the floor, ''['',.;:. •."'
'.;

;
''

Frisneh
Franc.iis is called the dlplomat-c

,, lanj;uage.
,

It's spoken In .nli. up, to.' dAte!

leK.'itjonS, . . :, ; •'. .
-'•' ' •.•

ijut Still to us it'll' nothtinit but a

sandwich . .

Of verbs and treaeliioiis nTood-"

and eonjug.'itiotis.

English
In Knglish you will learn tu speak

correctlyi'. . .;.i .

.

What you stioutd say and how to

say It Wt>ll

Yf>u le.'irn to gesture and to etnnd
correctly

While telling people how to K"
to—Bryn Maw r.

Retrospect
O s<diedule. the bane of my ex-

istence!

The JutlKc of all my a<!ts from
day to day.

T would to trod the path of least

resistance.

But thou with Iron hAnd points

out the way. ."I '. '''.

with n dynamic personality h.ns

earned him a host o^ friends,

who are all happy In his success.

,1

lu^^xliix. I't'ltniiirv 2().

Boxing Tourney
Date is March 1

l*)2<>

Baseball Men
Out Next Month

1 Ii i:

Hllir

-V I I. 1. A \ (n*:VN ,

;iihI W Ii Ir (ioiirtmm

riirrr ill

Trinlf \\ ill
• » ,»

Ifinovii Tallying iw-enty tb the op-
ponent's eighteen. T'he varsity
...lllellted tllelliselves WHlj,' lukiil};,

"^.t

Kxti'llnil

^t•\l

lt(Hil> ill Slon-

Kri«la\ Nifilil

ill (»Mii

lor Position

Tlie biixiHK

by tlie 'active
Is assiiiMin;;

dreamed uf b.\

liniistic The
astoiindii

lias heen

tourike.\

i;psilop

spunsiiretl

i'hi Thedr
propurlioii^ . never

[

e\ en ' tfie niost op-
;

interest aroused Is

i

n ; f.ivorahle ci.ininient ,

heai'il from all corners of

ill riiini and Short

l.rfl Open )»\

(»ru<ljtialioii

. •'liiilterics for toiLiy's gamt', lleii-

sel pitcliint;, < 'i^^li^'spie iMtchitlK-"

These few wunls will : oon be he.irtl

anil baseball a^;ali\ will bt« pH)K-

ellteil at A'illaliova to (Malm itH

phu't^ in. s|ii.irtH at this instiu'itioiK

.(.)n .March lit*. X'illaUova's cliiinipien

ifoMtintfed fiiitii l^r^t piige*

Loyola Game
.
jn a It turn eiiga^:eine<»t. ' at' the

[

Wetft , (::iHl|olie j^yni. tjwv varsity.
'

__^_^_^ avenv:ed an early season tlefeat by.

,
,

'.

"
,; -,

,
tiirniiK; bin k the (!i:een and c.iay of

The nrst halt was a 1 < anls us.
^ ^^ ^^^ , ^ ^^;. .

^ ,

i'.irnuimliam .iiid .Myretct-us pre- ... , . ,' .•^.

vinte.l a, Mank -.semester. .lac.k
,

^^ '^''''^'^'l"/'
,

• „ ,

.stuck u, ;i two Imer -ami Mvrt Ai the.lornier.meMlng the Kaltl-

helpe.l .ilom.' from the tiffin jx,..t i

»»"'•" t*'-»"' «"''ll'"<l '""''"'i''"^'- •"••'.-.i|

mark, fljf'jriirMTued thai the f;.,st;j «' {-'<'S tllttr a gr^^at :
e.ond half_ rally.i

IJutfalv <l™iJli^t hud '.'I not her. one of ailtl for a shoi^t spaceof time in th)s

tli}i| Ktv]iig^ of fnntiiM»'sij< by Ih'- 1 lattt'r elicofantei- it appeared that

the inc' jiimpus
ile -111 the Uildi

in

tire

lini);

liitlliiK those
buildiim. This

"t\e"nt ria"s assiiniiMl an iinportanet^

rivaliiiK that uf liasketball, which
is ntiw strUKKlim.; tlirou;;h i»s last

steps of the seasun. .X Kuiid entry
list will lie pusted ill the main bul-
letin board of the new CollcKc Cor-
I idol- in a few da,vs.

Renowned Entrants
.\s was llielltidlied ill tile l:ist is-]

sue id' the \'illailovan such noted!
platliators of the stjuared ring as
".Mm" l.ianKan: "Whitey" V'aldor-

iiski: "Al" I..atzki; will participate.

To these have In en atlded many
who appear as dark horses in the
tournaiiieiit. ."^oiiie u( those who
have e.Xpresseil tht'ir tiesire to ap-
pear up lo liate at tlit> \'illaiiovaii

.spurts Depailnient ;ire: "Jim"
Ileroli, •l''ediKan" Ciaun^die,
other well-k|iown li«uri>s in

pu^:ilistii woild who li.ive eni

;.re:

I'M .MiKlinclii-\ —The pd re

terror i,( .<oulh I'liilly. .

'

".<ock" .Mclnl.v re- -oie' wiiu liis

earned reio>;nifiun in tlie v.irous

speetach;s iii'ranged for a maieurs
ill I'enna:

Ttiiii Conntdly— 'rii,, .l.rsey ..Olty

flash. ' '::;;: ...;;
^ .

: ;.
,

';

IMdie Fo.v—^l-Hriiiiliys .t/<!ntilbii -

lion to N'lllnnova.' '.'';.,
: .1 • ;. ^

liill .\lct'«rthy-^\Vi*.iiJ. ' jCHthylit

t 'liampien.' ;
, .

;' "
''

... \
'

,lack .McAnth^< AVs—-.Ne\y' Vork
^thl) le.

, \ ''' ,. >'

Dixie .>-<heehjin.

laick.xv llainmrihtl

hold .\ew lllinland's ilailllS to

pu^: lislic fame. '

.'; ,.. ,
'

.

Charlie Wiikowski^—^^.y i)eay.V-

\\eii;lit with a teiritir walloji, '

.

.\rt 11.11 kins -l-'ornjer. Ch.upp.. of

Katliitir II lull. '.J. •,.
..-.V.'.

( ;eum<e |{laii!i'y~A fast ' steppinw

li'.:htwei^ht, -. '

Al ("iardi- Tlnv l!oundliii; I'.iilrlier

I'lO.v l''rom Overbruiik and loimer

HroWii I 'rep Walloper.

Joe Murph.v—Thw, pi id. •<{ the..

.•\rts Course.
:

'' ..'•
".'

Frank .Mah.ni ViHanovan i'ep-

1' se;itiitivt' in the matcbes.

Hill ViirnaH—A tlgliter of no

mean repuiat'on.

I.airy Cicero— .\ clevei- man from

.\tlantie fit.\. lie Is looked upon

as tlve le.lllitlg Cullteniier fi>r. the

title ;iif his class.

Antly .Nbnetii-yfThe'hopf of

.Av.ideiny ^ "- '
'• •.'•

.bdin c..nti -Til

the tournament.
'Cap" I'e.'i.sidiino-— ( Mie of the

boys who is a acrapper ut the llrst

water,-.-- ,' '"..
. :..

','', '

.
;

,

,:

.Votatdes Mil the ring In antl
'

•iiound I'hilatlelphia will m all

probabitit.v be in attcnd.ince at the

first .iiinual bo.vint,' m.ltch ever
i

sponsored by an undergradualo or- 1

uanization i.f Villanova. Tho event

is louked forward tti as a foiintla- 1

lion for bt>tter and greater things 1

,it \' illanova. The oflb-lals of tho

oip.ini/.ation have assUred the

writer that an enjoyable evening is

in store fur all lovei s ur enthus-

iasts of the manly art of self de-

fen.se. The ;iilmissiun fee will be

thirty-tive cents for .ill members of

Villanova College antl tluir friends

.It large. This charge Is only made
III defrav the expenses incurred

l.y the prrniiutioii of tlie afrUr. No
I barne will be made for the en-

trants and secontls.

'. "Price*
I'rtw-i haV«» been scctned and

the victois of the Varh'Us dlvls-

ex- I team of last, year will rttart tm it.s

cam|)aiun to protlucu the same win-
ning: combinat'oii that broui^ht
fame and Klory to <'lnirlie Mc<b'e-
lian's baseball nine last year, the
opponents beiim the fast moving
and hard iiittitiK Lafayette (lub

'

that proved to be a barrit-r to the
supposingly aspirants of last years,
intercollegiate championship title.

Kest assured that this ^ame Will

prove an "e.ve" tipeiier lor any col-

leue li:iseb:ill uanie.

With the warm weather ap-
proacliinK ami this combined with
the spring "fever" to get out and .

swinu the .stick. Coach Mctieeh.an
h nisell is all p<'pped Up ami en-
thused over possiliilitii s «if the en- i

SUillK Se,'ISull ;iml has Vuui'hetl that
I

there will be plenty of competition
I

for the varieiis positions which
have been \'aca'<>il tlii'ou^h last'

ye.-ir's Krailualioii. The "Imt cor-'

niM" ami "slui-t",' are the two In

titdtl positions that need to be filled

and the •'ullowing imii will com- .

pete I'm- ihe honors of carrying the
bunleii. .\1 third there will be
.MciJee and I'awin while we will lllltl

W'tdcli. Dallon ;ind l^scliman flKlit-

iUK to secure slmrt, Kiwin. Dilton
ami I'Jsch Ilia II lire the niemliers wlio
repr«>sented last year> Krosh In-

field.

The oulllidil will li.ive the r<KU-
lars l''l;ilin,'i.m'li, .Me.Vndrews Coilti,

.Melansoii iind lloMand Ituhtim; for

thtdr positions, when the freshmen
ijf last ,\'ear's team Wolfsoii, .Mor-

Toni Loinasiiey. i gall and Lynch tmt out (>n the Held

this trio will up- ! when tlK- llrst Issue. f.irca,ndidates
Is posted, .

.'... .' ,'.•' .''.,

lleii.-td. the best pitcher that ever
ll.is been developed al \'illa llOV;i,

aliiti;^ with Hall/Ik, ,ire. the tw-o

reuulars that will shoiililer most of

the burden tif tlils .voar's pilehini:,

Criacli .Mc< b'elian. lioWfver, lias

llilleii. Kapp.i, .Mill fiiha and D i'-

iin, tin mbers of N'.llanova's se<-ontI

teani. Jo \york on anil to share
some of the pitching lespunsildll-
ii4's liineeti Is the oiil.\' free mein-
iM'r of . the "frosh" team tli.it will

be 01' any Indp to the varsH.v, The
fateliiiii; will III- t.iken i-are of, by
(/tilespie, l>onolllle ami 'I'lccro.'

tiillespie .•iiid Dolioliile tloimr most
of the wor.k. Cicero, who Inus had
twii years' w-ork uti il;e .s'eetjnd team
will iintl.otibtedl.v receive soiile

rei uvnli iiiii for the uood work and
improvement that be has shown
since his llrst year. AVith suih
nii'ii as thesi- three un the recelv-i

in;: end tii accept the fast ones of
tl|t' pitching sl'iff our team Is nt>w

i'e:itl,v to cominence battery prat'-

tice ami III round out into contli-

tloii for I lie llrst wanie. Therefore
let Us take a look .-it the array of
games that has been .ifranged. fori
us b>- the in.anaRcr. . ...I

The .schedule this yeiu' is the
strongest Ihat h.is ever been at-
tempted li,v \'ill.ihova. and as a
ni.iftet- of fact It Is the toughest
one tli.'it c.in be found aiiit>ng any

I

cidle^e b.isoball tesim that Is bitl-

I
tljiiu for eolleni.ite honors. It shall

I

l>i> composed of sucli strong oppon-

j

I

eiits as l''nrilliain. Boston CollcKe,
|

: .N. V. r.. I'enn State. Duke's, liar-!
' \;irtl. I'rinceton, .Mass, T«'ch. .'iml

I'rovhh.'nee. t7an ,'i, more fitting list

of opptitieiits be fiHind In the sched-
ule of other colleges'?

X'illaiiova in its attempt (o climb
hiiilier in the r.mks of baseball,

has .iriaiiueil such an outline of

u.'inii>s so .'IS to prevent any dis-

pute th.'jt shall arise as to our su-
premacy .as the lenillnK: baseball
team among the Kasiern collegt s

.md requests your atfemlance at

-Thei'h«)l»«

thirk hi'iisi

tie

. "t

.

ld«

ffl.loeUi'rj -

;

p.:' ' <
. ,

•,,

Wii.li ihe 'seurc fonrtc'-n to three

in till' l.ist half i:irhin;;liani started
the fireworks on his second lit hi

uoal, l-'retl Donovan eiintributeil a
ton I and hen liirniey went his lan-

k.\ mate one better and the figures
.read ,14-8,. :'

,.

.Morgan and >liily matched sin-

gletons. Jack again came through
and Nolan's llrst field tioal eased
us to williin one point of the l!is-

ons. The last scure of the after-
noun bv .\ol;in finished the ofipon-
ellts.

*

Catholic U. Game
It scenis that »'Very llrrte the word

Cardinal is uttered a Vaiikee is

standing liy fur in recepiioii. Last
fall the .New ^'oik Yankees lai'ctl

the SI. Louis Keilldrtls To a l|iid-de-

tlo and la.st I'liday another Yankee,
.lack I :irm'n;;liaiii of St.iniford laitl

a li.'iyinaker tin the Cartllnals «if

CalhoMe r. as the \\ ildcate ftir the
secoiid time this young star scui-
th'il the b,'isketb,'ill minions from
a natiiih's eapital.

.lack was not the whtile Works
btlt he was eert;iilil.\' the colurinK
to tlie cocoa. I'ive tinns iluritig

the course oi' the activities this
court artisan frtnn tht^inirtli 4'.«iun-

tr.v flashed the .splieroid from sun-
dr.v points iind positions through
the circular wtdi and split even on
throw in;,' in a floor basket ami a
till- Itlue, KiKhteen minutes
elapsed lief<ire l'a|>p.'ili> of the visi-
tors niiide a freak poal for the llrst

double marker ref;istered by hl.s

side. Another Card ttiok a shot at
the basket, the ball striking the
ceilinK and bounced into the sui-
piisde r.ipiiale's arms so flabber-!
Uastiny liilii lluit he tossed in l» 1

his tw«i tries from the foul line.!
On at least .-i couple <if mher «ic-

casions tile pruvei bial me.isure-
int^lit that hold.« swiiy in i|iio Is.

'

the hair's l.rtailth. cliei keil iilore
applii .lilts elaliiiiijlii; for le'cenirl
tlon,

|i<'rhap« a repetltit>n inlghl lie in oi-

th'r. Umi the scales, ilippeii in our

I

favor in a Jast iliteli spurt, earrietl

j
the da.v. " . .

l.'p to th's fray the .M.'iryhmd men
bad prexailcd over every »ippohent

lj:-ting allltlh^ their \ietiiiis the

•Navy, I'.altimore C. Washington
c,dle;:c. W .Marylantl ami Catholic

Villanova held tin ball and the

had tlirout;li most of the journey.

Li:i.\oia push' d aheiid for t\ short

spell on two ilifferent occasions In

I

tlie s»:coiid half only to see thell*

' v;intage snuffed out t'ach time atnl

I

the tin il gong foiintl the Itlue

'pulling further ;ind further away,

I

.Vlyretetus with three tichl tosnn's

anil a like number uf fouls led the

I

.'^coring witlr Frank Dudley tlie

vlsitiiiK leatler follow iim on a brace

of twins ami one more tif free ones.,

I The first half featured some floSe

uuaiilin^;. \ill.iiiova running up an

(eight to 'WO lead tliiit Avas knottt>il

liy some trick circUs shots by the

I

Cireyliounils as the period slipped

away.
, .Ajornan and .Mi t '.irljiy sunk fouls

I

til Open the evening but the llrst

lieltl Koal t lud'^d the biiskets till

twelve minutes after the intrt'tUii-

tion. when Jim lb nry. whu was tlo-

iiig nuble work tying up limlley, .m

I

tdd sc-hool rival, h.ojied in the lirst

i
iif his tw-o double deckers. Curtis,

tlie rivht forwanl for the vislt«n:H,

saveil his mates from a shutout in

tiic lialf by pushiiif; one through

irtun undei' the cords.

funis' shot (>anie two ami a half
nilni'tes fj-oin the intermission bell

and paved the way for two sm-
tt'cding go.'ils by Twardowicz anil

Dutlley, Morgan anil Myretetus In
j

the meiintliiie shoving t>ur total to 1

Golf Team to

Be Organized

Wt'allli of <^M)(I MahTJai il?

\\ailalil«- < ItMir^f

Larkiiiu

l''o'r4* ! t'N>re I J U:iun rei>resfiite<l In

a'il s.ports b.V forliihlable t'eiiuhs in

all 'divisions, tjif students of, Vlllft-

nova are abi'ut to eiiiliark In a
new titkl of 'litiuscie buHdiii--;,"

that of (!olf. The initial plung©
Was arrived at when aliout a duZ-
•n aspiraiiis ci''n:.;reKat<'tl in ri'inn

"A" in the .\i adem>- building and
assured their wlmleheai led suppi.'rt

ami th.ese iiieii. among whom are
men who have hud plenty of ex-
perience ami have participatt'd in

llil^li School and .'^^tate tournaments
en;:a^inu in all open eumpetit ion.

eniei'uin;: \ictorious. Therefore
with such competent followers of

the business men's ;;anie, success
cannot be denied to siieli an arrtiy

eiinsistiim of I'rokop. tjarrlty, .Mar-
tin, Dougherty, r.aker Mullen, Kel-
ly. Murra.v, Dnimmonil. .Myer antl

.McCoy who sh.-ill be aided by a
score mm"!' who were unable to at-
teml the meetiiiL: due to a <'oiltlit:t

in class Work.
.Xllioim the liiaii.V dittieultii'S that

shall teiiiporaril.v hinder the pri>;;-

ress of this new enterprise IS the
hick of il course. llow»'ver., to eofte
with this handicap, a cummittee
has been picked to idioose a coursu
that will s.itisfy the needs for prac-
ticing, .ind surroiindin^r golf club.H

will hi- interviewed. Mild, with the
\\e,iilier permittiiii;, practice will
get underway and a .schedule will
be uri'angeil, one that shall beWor-
thy of any colleue. To date many
iMdlcKes have Sent their op«'i| tjates
.intl aiiionu theio run be found
these college yolf teams. I'erin,

(leoiKctown Tenn State, Columbia,
Harvard and Yale.
With l-'r. Kink hacking this en-

terprise the outcome Is very
bright and a succetsful season Is
anticipated.

eight \shlcb Was marched on
ley's deep side court ringer.

Dud-

the me
While
cause vi.-i the tallv

II w ho raniMid be-
ll lies I'm- \' ilia nova

.Nine .'I

tweeii till

aideil Ihecause vi.-i the tally sheet.
.McCarthy

.
useiL ibe idvot play tt>

t^ood elfei 1 ill dioprdMK in Vhree of
our eievtii liild .^o.ils, all nice
Shots made while on the run.

Jtiit* 1 )e 7..in;i. tlie (tnly ot her man
to rtiiike niore th.in one twin coun-
ter dis|daye<| ,1 fast' ami snaky
tirlblili- and liad Several assists to
his reeiiid uf live points, Tomm.v
b;rll fi oln Ihe b.-nkboanl besides
.Morgan as evir trap|>ed ball after
thiii;:,s easy.

Due of the fe.'itures of the CAth-
4>llc l'. Krtme was the two etam
system employed by their Cortch.
r.oth aggregations were of iibout
eiiual streng;'i, and each lineup
playeil .-ibout h.df the Contest,
duo (if fouls.

Captain Nolan, Myretetus. llen-
i-y. pt.novan antl Cinrdner ampli-
fied the ver«lict. all having one
fielder and Jim Henry ,il.«o contrib-
uted a foul. It is too much to go
;M length and give each nmn his
tlue. sulllce tu ,s,iy all the boys
looked good and what mori
wanted.

The tlr.«<t half Was a I'Unaway for
imal. The half ended 19 to 4,

On a basis of |iuint scorinp the
latter period was quite dose, Vll-

slstetl at second by DeLuca. Villa-
nova embarks on its urea test ba.«<e-
ball scbediile. willinir to sacrifice-
.ill In Its attempt to forne aheatl.
Lend a hand you Jions of Villa-
nova and pull with the gie.itest
team that ever composed our nine.
Let U.9 see the baseball team season
.-IS successful as our football seas..n.

j
Most all the basket ball was

f row tied in the second period. .Vfter

•trine minutes Jim Henry went out

t'li personals .-inil .Toe De T.uc;i came
In. The .".•cori^ favored the upimsers

as TIenry left, not for long, bow-
:e\'er. Mom.in .-mtl liirmingham put

vs again )h front on doubles. Once

more the C.reen thre.itened but

Myretetus. McCarthy and De Luoa

sewed Up the fusiswltk timely

points. ; •

,

•

I

Br Prvpnrvd far tho Storm
Wiwv Your riiains Fi\»Ml

CONNKLLY.S
SERVICE STATIONI

r.AS AN1> OIL .;

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

IS

CARDAMONE

YOIR DRVGGJST

Phone.

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery
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THE VILLANOVAN Tuesday, February 26, 1929

College

Announcements

JUNIORS
There will be ii incotinB of the

Junior Class at 1 o'clock today in
ilooni ]•'. Acatleuiy.

Student Council
The Htydent council will meet to

, elect «)lticeis in Room V Academy,
on Thursday uftcrnoon at 1 o'cloclc.

u '.- - (Signed) Jiernard O'Hara.

Bello Aire
All Seitiuru, Juniors Sophomores

and KicHliaiert are asked to present,
as soon a.s possible, any snapshots
that iniKht apply to their individ-
ual classes, All these photos may
be BUbni.tted to !•'. G. Watson,
Austin Hull.
The weekly meeting of the V. II

C. Will be held Wednesday at 12.30
in Itoom 400 Good Council Hall.
There will be an important meet-

ing of the Goodieau Memorial
Committee, Wednesday evening at
seven o'clock in room 400 Qood
Counsel Hall.

I'i ()me«a I'hi meets this after-
noon at ZA5 in room 400, Uood
Council Hall.

VJIIanovan Staff
The weekly meeting of the VlUa-

novan staff will be held this after-
noon at 3.30 o'clock, as usual, In
Mendel J lull.

New York Club
There will be a meeting of the

New York Club ut 4 o'clock this
afteinoon in Itoom 3 Mendel Hall.
The purpose- will be to reorganize,
Kveryone from New York State is
eligiljle for membership and is re-
el uestetl to be present.

Lost and Found
Lost:—A Schaeffer Fountain

I'en. Please return to .\rthur Agree.
Koom 53, Mendel Hall, or Book
Room. Reward.
liost:—A I'arker Duofold Foun-

tain Pen. I'leuse return to Rook
Room.
Lost:—A Mchueffer Fountain Pen.

Please return to Mary Ryan, ai4
Fedigun Hull.
Lost:—Law te.\t boolc. Please

return to Jim Langan.
Lost:—A Rook, entitled "Plato

and I'latonisHj." Please return to
Kenny Brooks.
Lost:—Green leather notebook,

left in one of the clu-s.-srooms. Will
the Jlnder please return it to the
bookrooni us soon us po.ssible. The
owner places a high value on It due
to personal sentiments attached to

Year Book Plan Now Com-
| pj Qmega PW

pleted by the Editors .« " ~ «.

Honors Faculty

Mr. Jonas and Mr. O'Sulli-

van Made Honorary Mem-
bers of Fraternity

(continued from ilrst page)

The' new outline diJYers from the
old organization under wijose aus-
plf-es they took place, rather than
being assigned a separate space in
the yearbook, as wa.s. the custom
previous to this year's edition.

Tlie Belle Aire yeai- book is pub-
lished by a group of Seniors wTiosje"

duty it is to compile u volume con-
taining the news of Villanova in

write-ups and pictures for that
current year. Engrossed as tHese
men are with their work In com»
pleting their final year at Villanova,

I

the duties attenrient to the edition
and publication entail a severe

j

sacrittce upon their time, especially

when that nightmare of the Sen-
' iors, the thesis, is taken into con-

I

sidtration.

I

The staff of the Belle Aire Is as
follows:

tJelitor-ln-t^hief

—

F. G. Watson
Associate Editors—C. C. Fugazzi,

J. J. Daugherty; Class, F. A.
McNulty; Activities, V. A.
Doyle; Organization, E. J.

Mossey; Copy, D. M. Blatt; and
A. F. Emery; Art. J. S. Slane;

Business Department—Business
Manager, J. E. Lyons; Adver-
tlsement.s, E. A. Quinlan;
Circulation, M. F. McDonald.

The work on this book Is pro-
grossing rapidly, and it is expected

I

that the Belle Aire will be dis-
I tributed during the last week of
[

May when it can be procured at the
bookroom. or from the business de-
partment.

If any undergraduate has photos
which jire of interest to the pub-
lication, such as views of groups of
any one class, or intlividual snap-
fchots which are interesting from
the viewpoint of composition, the
Belle Aire year book will be glad
to publish them. All pictures may
be turned in to the Editor-in-
chief, or the Art Editor during the
next few weeks. -

DEAN HUMPHREY
ISSUES LETTER

(continued from first page)

At the lust meeting of the I'i

Omega Phi fraternity the question
was raised of admitting as honor-
ary members Prof, J. T. Jones and
Prof. J. T. OSullivan. According
to the constitution of the frater-
nity a unanimous vote In favor of
the prospective member la required.
This vote was received both times
when the names of each "I'rof."

was brouglit up. Both Prof. Jonas
and Prof. O'Sulllvan have shown
much interest in the progress of
the Fraternity and have done ev-
erything in their power to help It
along. Many times they have gone
out of their way and put them-
selves to a great deal of incon-
venience to make some suggestion
that would further the cause of
this fraternity. Professor Jonas,
who has been our advisor from the
tuibulent days before the organi-
zation up to the present time has
always taken a personal interest In
this organization and has helped
us and is still helping us in a
countless number of ways, I'ro-
fessor O'Sullivan, always offering'
sound advice and helpful sugges-
tions is furthering the cause of
our Joining u national Fraternity as
otlier organizati(ms on the campus
are trying to do. We sincerely
thank these jHo.essors for all they
have done for us and hope that, as
members, they will continue to aid
us in the future as ably as they
have in the past.
The only other important busi-

ness that was at hand was the
election of Mr. Ranazzi.sl as Ker-
geant-at-Arms to succeed Mr.
Agree, who has changed his course

Scliool has is.sued, over the signa-
ture «>f Dean Humphrey, a letter

to High School students, asking
them not to overlook the claims of
the lOnglneering Held when they
are choosing their life work, and
giving them an outline of the op-
portunities open to technically
trained men, and of the. prepara-
tory school work recommended for
boys who may wish to enter some
Si'lio(»l of Engineering.

It is, hoped that this letter can be
biought to the attention of a large
number of young men, as early as
l)osslble in their High School ca-
leers. It is particularly addressed
to such young men in the Paroch-
ial High Schools. Dean Humph-
rey will be grateful for the co-op-
erution of the student body und
Alunmi generally in the matter of
supplying him with the addresses
of .schools or of individuals to whom
this letter might well be sent.
Villanova need no longer offer

any apologies for deficiencies in
the equipment or personnel 6f its
technical school. I is now In or-
der, as never before, for all loyal
Vill.inova men to "boost" their
School of Engineering, and to see
to it thut the young men it really
should serve are not diverted to
other fleldsi or to secular colleges.

—26—
W. J. Flynn, Jr., Is now employed

in Wall Street by the firm of De
Poppet-Doremus.

—23—
Wm. P. Cronin is at^ present re-

siding in New Orleans, La.
—21-

Sydney Sweeney is located with
the printing-house of Qulnn-Bod-
en In Rahway, N. J.

Phlneas Vize is now a salesman
in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thomas O'Malley, Is In the em-
ploy of th* Philadelphia Record.

—26—
Edward Cotter, of Hartford,

Conn., is now an insurance sales-
man in that city.

—24—
Wm. I'oplaski has established a

flourishing Ice business in Lawr-
ence, Mass.

PHI KAPPA PI

FORENSIC CLUB
FORMS PLANS

DELTA PI EPSILLON

Another attraction was announc-
,

ed for the fraternity by I'residtnt
Thomas J. AlcCoy on Monday last,
when he made known the fact that
lie had .ippointed ,Wulter Quintx. 30,
as chairman of a Committee on
Complaints. This committee, w^iich
will meet oncu u week n the future,
will be a nieana through which all
complaints or suggestions made by
any member of the Fraternity will
be considered by this body and
tlirough them made known to the
faculty for the betterment of Villa-
nova. By this means a closer con-
nection will be made between the
Faculty and the Fraternity which
will be conductive to the betterment
of all concerned.

It wus also announced that at-
tempts were being made to have
the Fraternity entered as a local
member of Delta S gma I'i, the
National Business Fraternity.
Nothing definite Will be made
known until May.
A discussion followed concerning

the Membership Committee and
how the names of the different

Freshmen would be made to this

Committee to act upon. The Com-
mittee will inqu re as to the per-
sonality, loudorship, initutlve and
character of the men suggested and
decide on their eligibility before

bringing their names before the

members for final act on.

(continued from first page)
ciety will meet in the future in
Room 104, Mendel Hall at 2.35 p.
m. This time may inconvenience
^ome, but to the orgaiiizjition us a
whole it is most satisfactory.
The purpose of tile organization

is not only to train men in public
speaking but to afford them an in-
teresting means of learning the
I)ros und cons of Importunt topics.
In this way their opinions will not
be bai.sed like those refered to by
Pope:

'•Some ne'er advance a
judgement of their own

Rut catching the spreading
notion of the town;
They reason iind conclude
by precedent."

The society will also aim to
foster thut feeling of responsibility
which is so essential to success—

a

feeling thut many college youths
huv(?i been neglecting.
As it is rather late in the season,

the society may not debate with
other colleges, Inter-Class debates
will probably be the order of this
season or until the society gains ex-

j

perience. There is a wealth of

forensic ability ut Villanova .and

the Debuting Society will un-
doubtedly have a successful future.

JR. WEEK ASSUMES
BRILLIANT OUTLOOK

The Engineers ure fast complet-
ing their jdans for the freshman
initiation which will be held dur-
ing the later |)art of this month.
At the last meeting President Avd
announ<-ed the committee that
would handle the !i flair. In the
next few we >ks it is expected that
the committee will come into ac-
tion. The cnimiiittee has passed
out bids to ull nuMiibers of the
Freshman class und the returns
are expected to be in as soon as
possible. President Avil asks the
Freshmen to .see to this matter at
their earliest convenience. This
will greatly facilitate the work of
the <'ommittee ,ind permit ))resent
I)luns to get under way in the next
week or two.

THE LAWRENCE CLUB

No meeting of the Lawrence
«luh has boon held recently due to

the mid-years and the illness of

I'resident Twiomey. However in

the near future the club will hold

an import mt meeting to elect

members for the coming year. The
President urges that all members
be pre.'^ent in order to elect the

men that are to have charge of

the functions that annually are
given In the mill city.

|

I
(continued from first page)

forty Juniors present fiom a pos-
sible attendance of one lumdred and
seventy !n the class The fact that

the coming Junior week assumes
tlu' aspects of being the biggest and
best ever held by any Junior class
should be an incentive to the entire
class to attend the meetings and
8upj)ort those In charge of the ac-

I tivlties. Realization of the fact

I

that Junior week is one of the most
! important events, one of their most
tiensurable memories after gradu-
ithm, that comes in their four years
of college should urge them on to
If nd their wholehearted uss'stance
and redouble their efforts to meet
their pecuniary obligations within
the time limit. If ench nnd every
third year man would take a per-
^'onal interest in making this week
an achievement worthy of the class
't represents, its success would be
guaranteed.

SPANISH CLUB
A meeting of the Spanish Club

was called to order yesterd.iy af-
ternoon by I'resident Thomas Mc-
Coy. The payment of dues was
in order and the club's coffer was
enriched to quite a degree as a I

re.sult of this fact. President Mc-Coy announced a novel plan which '

n.et with the most hearty approval '

of all the members present. It Is
planned to furnish the college li-
brary with Spanish book.s, novels
histories, granmiars and other vol-umes which will enable the Span-
ish student to carry out research
work in the field of this modern
la nguage.

President McCoy also announced
that he wus contemplating run-
ning a dance .sometime in the near
future. The affair will be held ina decidedly Spanish atmosphere
and promises to be a gala affair.
Its novelty should serve to make it
a liugc success.

CHARITY TO COLLECTIONS
There is an old saying about char-

ity an<l that it begins at home. In
view of the fact that this is our
home for the major part of the year
why not practist. a little of that
Chiist.aii pi liuiple when we are af-
forded the opportunity. A week ago
tlie retreat collection was taken up
and this amounted to the sum of
•1>!t0.9X, thf resident students con-
tributing $36.98 and the day stu-
dents 154.19. In this ca.se the day
students who are far outnumV)ered
I'V the resident students, were the
most generous l)y very near fifty

per cent. Of course cue could say
that because tiny are riglit at home
where they can get extra money
whenever they want it and that the
college boy is as a rule in a perpet-
ual state of being l)roke, will not
excuse us from contributing mori- in
llie future. It is pr iposed that tiiere
lie sent a check of one liundred and
fifty dolliirs to the Sacred Heart
Missions at Embrudo, New Mexico,
where the sisters' home church and
school uccommoduting 120 ln<liun
iind Mexican children were recently
destroyed l)y fire. When the collec-
tion is taken up in the future for
this fund, if u collection is taken up,
liere is a warning in advance to all

the men of the colb ge to set apart
a very small sum for the accom-
plishment of a great deal of good.
<)nly a little <:oof)erati(m is neces-
sary to br.ng al)out this and so let

us ull be generous.

ANN ARBOR, Mich.. Feb 18 —
Fielding H. Yost, director of ath-
letics ut the Univenslty of Michigan,
believes that foot bail players are
more sportsmanlike than the
spectators.

GROFF
PRUGGIST

The famous Groff milk shake.

^odus Ice Cream

BLIZZARD
The worst blizzard of the year

covered the campus last Thur.sday
with a deep blanket of snow which
was estimated to be at least 13
Indies deep. The l>arometer had
been falling for the two days pre-
ceding, but it did not seem to pre-
dict a storm of this intensity. These
who got up to go to early mass
were met with a heavy snowstorm
driven by a ilO-mile wind. The
campus was clo.uktd with a snowy
mantle, and more was coming
down to finish tliis cloaking pro-
cess until it was only with the
greatest difficulty that the students
couhl fight their ways ag.iinst the
wind until they arrived in the
church.

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for

Keen Knmpus Kollege Kut

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 2.'>4

__l

Harold Meuder is athletic direc-
tor at Noridgewalk, Maine, high
school.

John P. Connolly is employed by
a prominent New York Construc-
tion Co. as a rating engineer.

Jack Sheehan. a former student
at the school plays a leading rde
in "Follow Through" a golf com-
edy now -showing on Broadway.

Notice is hereby given that the
Villanova Club of New York City,
at its February meeting will be
guests at a testimonial dinner to
be given by the Augustinian Fath-
ers ut the Augustinian Academy,
Staten Island N. Y.

EXCHANGES

The VlHunovan gratefully Ac-
knowledges the following Exchang-
es:

Crimson and Gray.
Niagara Index.
Mountain Echo.
New Rochelle Tatler.
The Gleaner.
The Tomahawk.
The Laurel.
University of Southern California
Alumni Review.

The Syracuse Daily Orange.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Laneiaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Bob's

•;.'

V- ':';.' '^•/•:Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHAIU)

MOTOR SALES

Hupmohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

JUNIORS!

SIX WEEKS

LEFT TO PAY

ASSESSMENTS YllLll

FRESHMEN!

ELECTIONS

WEDNESDAY

'
,

'

1 OXhOCK I
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WINNERS IN ORATORICAL CONTEST TRIALS ANNOUNCED

Freshmen Class

Elections to Be
Held Tomorrow

All 1932 Men Gather at 1

P. M.—Promptness and
Order Urged

ALL FROSH BE THERE!

The Freshman Clas^ elections will

be held at 1 oclock sharp, TOMOR-
|

ROW, Wednesday. Match th'j sixth, I

in Koom F, Academy. Edwurrl Hook:-
!

ey, '31, Chiilrman of ;hfc Vigilance

Committee and Presiden' Uucher, of

the Sophomore class wll gl"e brief

talks.

It is imperative that every mem-
ber of the class of 1932 be present at

this gathering. In the first place it

is the first milestone in your college

career as it is the first official and
organized action in which the class as

a body functions. Many classes in

numerous colleges have failed to ever

become organized or active due to

the lack of proper spirit and the for-

mation of a solid foundation at the
beginning of their official existence.

In the second place every freshman
is under what might be called a mor-
al obligation to his classmates and
his Alma Mater, to participate in all

functions of his class, therefore start

in right. In the third place, as a

college is Judged by its students and
their activities and as the organized
class Is the organ for the perform-

(Continued on Page Four)

Dance Planned ;

at Lambda Kappa
Delta Meeting

Prominent Doctor to Lecture

in Amphitheatre
Soon

DANCE DATE MARCH 16

A. S. M. E. Awards
Are Announced

Two Awards to Be Offered

for Best Papers on
Two Subjects

In a recent circular sent to all stu-

dent members, the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers extended to

the Students of Engineering in Vil-

lanova most cordial greetings and
good wishes for success in their pur-

suits during the year 1928-,29. They
also called attention to the 1929

awards to be offered by the Society.
• The following awards are offered:

One award of ^ 150.00. known as the

Charles T. Main Award, for the best

paper on "The Influence of Engineer-
ing on Farm Production;" Two
awards of $25.00 each for the best

papers on any engineering subject

or investigation prepared under the

direction of the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering. An engraven
certificate, signed by the President

and the Secretary of the Society, will

accompany each award. All papers
must be submitted not later than
June 30, 1929. Students should con-
sult the honorary Chairman regard-

ing the rules for these awards.

LOUIE GIVES PIE
SHOP SCHEDULE

The pie shop will be open week-
days from 9 A. M. to 7 P. M.; it will

reopen at 10 P. M.—11 P. M. On
Sundays It will be open after church
till 10.30 A. M., after meals, and from
10 P. M to 11 P. M.

NEW FRENCH INSTRUCTOR
Professor Jones, the new French in-

structor, took up his duties In that
department last Tuesday. Prof.

Jones succeeds Prof. Jonggblatt, who
has returned to his native Belgium.

At North Carolina State a fresh-

man was shot while raiding the col-

lege apple orchard.

A very Important meeting of the

Lembda Kappa Delta Fraternity was

called to ord^ last Friday at 8.45

by Father Dougherty, the Faculty

advisor of that club. He explained

the program that he has mapped out

for the rest of the semester and it

appears that the pre-medical organ-

ization will enjoy a series of events

which win eclipse all activities that

it has participated in formerly. Fath-
er Dougherty, went on to say that

there would also be a speaker at the

next meeting, a prominent doctor

from Philadelphia who would lecture

on things pertinent to a medical ca-

reer. Movies will be also shown of

things of Interest in the new ampl-
theatre, and various other forms of

entertainment will be brought in

from time to time.

The chair was then assumed by
John Lyons the president of the fra-

ternity who spoke first of all to the

incoming freshman and the Initiation

of more men. The same committee
in charge of initiations will again

take charge of the new group of men
who will be brought in. He then an-
nounced the committee for the an-
nual dance. This dance is always
held on Saint Patrick's day, but ow-
ing to that fact that this day comes
on a Sunday tlie dance will be held

on the preceding Saturday. The com-
mittee is as follows. Edward Brltt,

the Chairman of Belle Aire Ball, will

also be chairman of this dance and
his committee is made up of Messrs.

Sallito, O'Brien. Ingham, Mossey,
Godflne, Romano, McGuinn, McGar-
rity, McMannus. Algre, Mullen, Mar-
bach, Christiano and Eskin. With
such a representative gathering of

men all gathered from the upper
classes there is no reason why the
dance should not be an overwhelm-
ing success. This dance will revive

tlie custom of holding all school dan-
ces, other than proms, in the gym-
nasium, which was impossible, up
until now because the gymnasium
was used for temporary laboratories.

The floor is being reflnished, and
there will be decorating done for this

event. In order tliat there will be
no confusion, the dance is being held
Saturday, March 16, in the Gym. and
begins at eight o'clock.

The following men have been ac-

cepted for membership In the frater-

nity: C. Busenkell, T. G. Byrne, R. A.

Carulll, N. Catti, G. Ellis, J. Greczn,

J. Haage, J. Hendricks, P. J. Kelly,

J. Henry, J. Hickey, W. Kennedy,
J. Kahle. M Judson, M. Saures, E.

D'OuvUle, O. Korte, C. Ludwlg, F.

McDermot, J. McFeely, A. Meyer, J.

O'Donnel, E. Principe, F. Remy, R.

Schelcher, J. Smith, E. Storms, J.

Sykes, R. Weiss, E. Bugnlazet and
J. O'Neill.

NOTICE^ TO SENIORS!

Tiie following men will report

to Mr. J. E. Lyons as soon as pos-

sible and make arrangements to

pay the Senior Belle Aire assess-

ment so that they may be assured
of their place in the book. Fail-

ure to do this will mean thut you
do not wish to appear.

Ahern, Itlatt. liritt. Brooks,
Buckley, li.vgott, liyrne.s, Caulfleld,

K. F. i)uly, Delnhunty, Day, Den-
nis, Denny, Donahue, Donaldson,
DouRherty, D'l rso, Ktnory, Fran-
china, Fruney, FuKa/.xi, Furluii);.

(•iovuniiiicci, (ioeltz. FoUlline,

<i uteri, Haley, Ingham, Iglesby,

.lenkins, .IoIiiikoii, Korte, Lomas-
ney, Lopez. Mc.Vniff, McCann,
.McC'arney, .J. T. .McCarthy, F. T.

.McCoy, .Mc(iann, .McCillnchey, Mc-
HiikIi, .Mclntyre, McOuire, Mar-
shall, Martin, .Milne, Moore, .Mos-

sey, .Mulligan, Myrtetus, Nolan,
O'Brien. O'Xelll, Ow<'zykowskl,
I'ellicane, Placio, KeKllski, Kelley.

Keilly, Rlcciardelli, Schleicher,
Schneider, Schuyler, Sellito, Sev-
areiice, Slane, Skelly, H. •!. Smith,
•los. Smith, R. E. Smith, Sorbo,
TIghe, Turnbach, Watson, Welser,
WIsnIewskI, Woods, Worthier.
To those whose names do not

appear here-on, see the editor at
once and find out the trouble.

Failure to do so shifts responsi-
bility to your own shoulders.

Not Later Than These Dates
(This applies only to those who

must see the Editor.)

Room 309 Austin Hall, New
Dorm.
Monday between 9.45-10.20; 11.40

-1.30; 2.45-5.00.

Tuesday 'oetween 9.45-11.20; 12.30
-6.00.

Wednesday between 8.00-9.30;

n.40-5.00.

Announce Six

Winners in

Oratory Trials

Preliminaries of Oratorical

Contest Show Much
Forensic Talent

MEDAL FOR FINALIST

St. John's Five

Downs Varsity

First Half Lead Aids St.

John's—Redmen Held
in Final Period

NEATNESS IN DRESS
AND CLASS MARKS

Savannah, Oa.—That good-looking

clothes does create an Impression was
j

recently demonstrated In one of-

Georgia Tech's classrooms when the
j

professor asserted that he always
j

gave better marks to those dressed In

white shirts and good-looking ties.

The same professor recently sent a

student to his room to change his

sweater for a coat. The student re-

turned In full tuxedo attire.

The individual brilliance of Collins

and Kinsbrunner, stellar forwards for

St. John's helped in the 35 to 24
triumph of the Brooklyn basketball
team over the Blue and White last

Friday.

As before earlier in the season
when the Flatbush men turned back
the Villanovans. these two forwards
accomplished most of the scoring.
Villanova experienced much trouble I

in keeping these stars away from the
|

basket.

St. John's had won twenty-two out
of twenty-four contests prior to the
Villanova fray. Only Fordham and
Providence gained a decision over
them.
The varsity started off well and

for a short space it looked as though
another upset might be In the offing.

McCarthy, Morgan and Birmingham
sticking in goals to give us a 6-0 lead.

Then the Redmen. as the opponents
are known around their own bali-
wlck began their high pressure stunt.

Before Villanova could count an-
other marker the Klnnabrunner and
Collins combination had dropped in
three baskets apiece and Schuckman
with Posnack brought it up three
points more. The Saints now were
in front by a 14 to 6 margin. The
half ended soon after at 17 to 7.

Like in the previous period the
latter semester commenced auspic-
iously for the Blue. But as before
Kinnsbrunner ran wild to nullify our
efforts and the balance of the half
witnessed the opposition playing Just
enough ball to keep a safe lead.

(Continued on Page 3)

After much work on the part of
Professor Jonas and the men taking
part in the oratorical contest prelim-
inaries were run off last Monday,
February 25, in the new Mendel Hall.

Quite a number turned out and from
all aspects the first attempt of this
nature was an overwhelming success.

Tweny-two men were participants,
all of these from the Btislness and
the Arts Schools, who according to
the rules of the contest were the
only ones eligible for entrance. Six
men were chosen for the final con-
test in which the winner will re-
ceive a gold medal. The Judges were:
Professor Humphrey, Dean of the
School of Technology. Professor Mee-
strees and Professor Sweeney.

After careful deliberation on the
part of the Judges the six men who
are entered in the final contest were
chosen. They are alphabetically ar- '

ranged as follows. Mr. Joseph T. Foley,
Mr. Martin T. Gill, Mr. Edward M. I

Hookey, Mr. McClarney, Mr. William ;

J. Murphy and Mr. Bernard Weiss.
|

Each one of these men spoke on an
original subject on something which
was of an especial Interest to him.
Theli respective subjects are as fol-

lows: "America and Democracy;"
"City Manager Plan of Government,"
"The Constitution," "Necessity for a
Larger Navy," "Tolerance," and
"Faith." These men gave splendid or-

ations and it will be difficult to
choose the ultimate winner. It Is,

however, an excellent aid to the new-
ly formed debating society, because
it revealed a number of men who had
forensic ability, who would not be
known along this line if it were not
for this contest.

It is not as yet decided if the win-
ner of this oratorical contest will be
entered in the national oratorical
contest, which was announced a few
weeks ago in this paper, but if he
does, with the wealth of material
that there is at hand, there Is no
reason that he will not bring honor
to himself and his Alma Mater. Pub-
lic speaking, the ultimate source of
this contest is valuable in every walk
of life whether one is going to en-
ter the business or professional world.
Conte-sts of this nature not only de-
velop one's ability along this line but
they also enable a man to apply the
knowledge which he has gleaned
from the class-room.
Seven Judges were chosen origin-

ally to decide the winners for this
contest, but due to departmental du-
ties four of them could not appear.
Nevertheless the three Judges who
could appear showed great nicety of
Judgment and are to be heartily con-
gratulated.

In choosing the winner the Judges
had to take many points Into con-
sideration. The most stressed of the
points were: 1. Appropriateness of
Subject; 2. Composition; 3. Memory;
4. Vocabulary; 5. Enunciation; 6.

Poise.

The winners of this heat must
elaborate more upon their speeches
for the finals becatise according to
the rules they are to be ten minutes
In length. This will probably, In a
few ca.ses. require the writing of a
new speech and will insure possibly
greater Interest. The winner of this
will receive a gold medal donated by
the college for excellence in Public
Speaking. The date of the final event
has not been announced as yet, but

I It will be held In the near future.

Evening School

Offers Course
in Plan Reading

Bi-Weekly Classes in "Blue-

prints" to Be Taught by

J. J. O'Brien, C. E. '13

COURSE OPEN TO ALL
A new course Is to be added to the

curriculum of the evening school

starting March 12. The new course

is under the name of "Plan Reading"

and will be offered twice a week for

ten weeks. The classes will meet ev-

ery Tuesday and Thursday evening
In the new building. It was also an-
nounced that the course would be
taught by Mr. James J. O'Brien, C.

E.—Villanova class of 1913. Mr.
O'Brien is at the present with the
local firm of McHale and Company in

the capacity of engineer. Since his

graduation from Villanova his rise

has been rapid until today he is one
of the leading authorities on blue-
prints in the East. His wide range of
Instruction makes him competent to
teach this subject. A monument to
his ability Is our own stadium which
he built two years ago. This alone
would stand as a test of his power
with the blue-prints. Mr. O'Brien
has willingly volunteered his ser-

vices in teaching this course in order
that the proceeds may be donated to
the Villanova engineering fund. Mr.

(Continued on Page Four)

Juniors Plan
Individual Meet

All-Around Test to Take
Place During Junior

Week Activities

One of the features for the com-
ing Junior Week, the second week
in May, will be an all around track
and field competition for the indi-
vidual championship of the college.

At tlie present time plans are
only In the formation and no defin-

ite information can be given out.

The competition will be open to
every student in the school, the
only requirement being the flllinK

out of an entry blank within a cer-
tain time prior to the day of the
meet.
The contest shall consist of either

five, seven or ten events to be de-
cided later. The scoring of points
shall be On the accepted method
now in use at the I'enn Re-
lays in their Decathlon, with the
exception that par marks will be
established for particular use in
this competition.
Awards will be given to the win-

ner and the men finishing second,
third, fourth and fifth, probably In

the form of a silver cup and med-
als.

The attempt of an event of this

kind it is hoped will receive re-
sponses from the different classes
and fraternities. We have never
before here .at Villanova had any-
thing of this nature and it will cer-
tainly be an honor for the man who
comes out first, and for those
who place. The sponsor of this meet
and the Junior class want to make
it an annual affair and the best

w.ay to aid in this Idea Is to make
the first affair a huge success by
the support nnd cooperation of the

student body.
Additional Information will ap-

pear In following issues of the

VlLIiANOVAN. Now Is the time
for the participants to start getting

into shape.
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RECTIFICATION

have not been so favoured as to

have their ancestors come over on
that levlathan-like structure have

always retaliated' with a reply that

their ancestors did not come over

on that scow, they waited for a bet-

ter boat. In order to straighten out

all such tangles and leave a good
taste In the mouths of all, this col-

umn is taking the liberty of pub-
lishing a contest and its subsequent
results. It is hoped that In the fu-

ture when someone is always boast-

ing about their family tree they will

take Into consideration the follow-

ing facts which have been compiled
after great research and trouble on
the part of the author. Who saw
America first?

The (ilacier National Park Goat

The goat on the label of the ad-
vertisement for the Glacier National
park was the first one to see Amer-COLLFXIES are human InstltutlonH. therefore its members, both

faculty and studentB, being subject to the eccentricities of humnn ica first, according to many and in

nature, are not infallible. Villanova is no exception to this ruU some ways I agree with them. How-
nor is any other institution of higher education in the world.

| ever there is much to be said on both
Furthermore, there is no administration or student body in any college sides

times have we walked Into a railroad

station and have seen that picture

of that poor melancholy goat staring

at us across the way? I believe that
everyone who ever took a trip as far

south as South Bethlehem, or as far

north as Elizabeth. New Jersey has

who are not open to the legitimate and reasonable reform or improve-
n«ent of any conditions which may not appear Just to one or the other

of these main bodies.

Co-operation and harmony of spirit are essential factors in the

makeup of a successful organization. Llkewi-se In a college, co-opera-

tion must exist between the administration, faculty and student body.

The question is. how may this end be acciimi)lished? L,ogifally by the

prevention of any friction whatsoever, and this can be effected only by ' a picture of that goat stuck on the

the sane and orderly rectification of any existing mistakes.
|

side of their luggage. The goat has

ARain we are confronted by a problem, the essence of which is, what seen more of America first at one
is the best method for achieving rectification, granted, of course, that time, than practically anyone, but
such be necessary, leKitimate and reasonable? There is only one means there are others who can also lay a
and that Is to present the facts of the proposition to those who have claim to that honor
the proper Jurisdiction over such matters. It can be very easily seen
also, that such a presentation can not be made without due dellbej'ation

and by full consideration of all details pertaining to the proposition

both pro and con. Much u.seless litigation in really sincere endeavors
to correct could be done away with if those promulgating reforms would
only be fair to themselves and to those responsible, by realizing that

there are two sides to every question and by the acknowledgment of

the probable existence of certain conditions which might render Im-
provement impossible at the present time.

There is no factor which can bring more harm to an organization

than destructive criticism and the spreading of undercurrent propagand.i.
Let us, then, when we are aware of any situation which might not ap-
pear Just to us, be fair in our criticisms and endeavor to achieve cor-

rection or improvement with the right spirit and in the right manner.

* * * * *

WALL STREET

ON TllH Thursday immediately preceding Washington's birthday
Wall .Street discontinued its financial activities for the ensuing
week-end and that vacation constituted the first leal breathing
spell that the financial center of America has enjoyed in quite

some time.
For many months past the public has been stared in the face with

hysterical ups and downs In quoted valuations, amateurs making money
in the wildly rising markets and shrewd veterans aware of numerous
dangers, refusing to take a chance on securities which were seemingly
in a chaotic condition. The past year witnessed the rise to prominence
of the ".short swing trader"—the man who buys or sells with the antici-

pation of a profit on the .short swing, dependent on the condition of the
market. The volume of trading, howevej), has already commenced to

decrease. There is a decided lull in the long, dark canyoiv which
stretches the length of downtown New York, and it is said that such a
pause is but the forerunner of the storm which is to follow.

A good many amateur speculators have made money in recent stock
markets but their gains have been for the most part on paper. They
will come Into pos.session of such profits only when they take their cash
personally and proceed to remove It to a more stable locality than Wall
Street. One of the oldest axioms of "The Street" proclaims that the

beginner who comes out ahead In Wall Street most always remains long
enough to be relieved not only of his winnings but also of his earnings
or at least a portion of them. The first official act of the <ild timers In

the market will be to separate the lambs from their easily-acquired
gains. Financial An erica will no doubt watch with Interest the fate of

these amateurs in the future—" 'The Street' Is not yet through with
them."

**» •.;;^:. , -y
•',..;..•....•;;•..•
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'alma MATER '''"--':'

HE sport writers of the leading publicaitons of the day when
referring to heroes of collegiate sport, speak of them as being
heroes for "Alma Maters." We see this bit of Latin used so

frequently that little or no attention is paid to It; we doubt if

the thousands who lead this phraseology really understand the true

meaning of the words.
There is a certain sentiment connection between this phrase and t(»

the college to which it pertains. Alma Mater means "Dear Mother," as
the mother fosters the child up until the time of Its entrance Into the

college, so does the college encourage and foster It through Its four years
of college life until the time of graduation. The college, therefore. Is

considered a second mother of the child, and, according to the sentiment
connected to the words, should rai.se it to face the battles of the future.

We wonder, that from among the many hundreds of men and Women
who graduate from scores of colleges each year, how many, after leav-

ing the Institution, ever think o{ the college In this light? No matter
how many cares and worries the undergraduate experiences during his

college career, he must have some loyalty and feeling for the Institution

where he has spent some of the best .vears of his life.

College life should appeal to us as something more than merely a
business proposition. It has been proven In a score of cases that an In-

stitution of higher education cannot exist on the revenue obtained from
tuitions alone. The man who obtains from his college education nothing:

more than the education he receives from his books Is to be pitied. The
men of the work-a-day claim that a great deal of a man's success de-

pends on the afflllations and connections which he makes during his

younger years. We certainly can get this in college In a better manner
than any other place on earth.

SIttInK null

Ever since time immortal that gen-
tleman has been sitting, and would
it not seem possible that he was the
first one to see America first? Acting
on the principle "that everything
comes to him who waits," Sitting
Bull should have everything come to

him from a three alarm fire, to a
bad attack of whooping cough. We'll
give him a prize of a free pass to the
stadium on the months of December,
January and February.

"The Pride of Chestnut Hill," one

of the most prominent and active
In the first place how many ' members of the class of 1930. has a

brilliant recoid of accomplishments.

He matriculated at Germantown
High School v/here his versatile abil-

ities first came to the fore. On the

athletic field he distinguished him-
self at third base on the varsity base-

ball team In his last two years. He
was Vice-President of the Junior
Class. In his Senior year he was
Manager of the varsity lootbail team
and President of the Student C.-.uncll.

In the fnll of 1926 "Sagey" entered

the htillowed walls of Vill;iuova.

wherein he was destined to gain fur-

ther honorc for himsivlf and 'jiing

fam.e and (istlnction to bin Ahua Ma-
ter. Due to the lack o: fumtions
which are available to the freshmen
he was iinuble to shy.w hi.s many in-

herent capabilities, except on the

Freshman Hop Committee. In his

Sophomore year his qualities as a
Ifader and a worker first began to

manifest themst Ives. He fulfilled the

office of vice-president with his

characteristic conscientiousness. He
was appointed to serve on the Vigi-

lance Committee, on which he was
one of the most ardent workers. When
the Committee was picked for the
Sophomore Soiree Walt was among
those selected and likewise the com-
mittee for the Sophomore Business
Men's Banquet numbered him among
its members.

This year, his Junior year and the

most Important year for every Villa-

nova undergraduate, we find him still

in the limelight in all Important ex-

tra-curricular activities. He is very

active in his fraternity, E>elta PI Ep-
sUon, having served with his cus-
tomary efnclency on both the An-
nual Football Dance Committee and
the Annual Banquet Committee. At
the latter function he officiated as

toastmaster, and the professional
manner in which he handled the de-
tails brought to light another quality.

As chairman of the Committee on
Blazer and Canes for Junior Week,

Tlie "I T<»ld Yon So Person" ^^ *"*^ *^^ *"*'" ^^^^°^ '" ^^^ *^'*^"

_.
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tion of a blazer which is far superior
This really Isn t a per.son, its a dis- , to that of any one ever selected. Walt

ease, and as yet no bacteriologists I is also a member of the Junior Prom
!ioy,M!v''!L!° i^°."!! }h ?J *!? ^"^^

\

committee and his ingenuity and en-
ergy have contributed much to the

Curtain--QIanu*ra

CURTAIN IN PHILADELPHIA

ADELPHI: "Passion Preferred."

—

Alexander Carr. In that hiunorous
love comedy which bears the name
of PASSION PREFERRED, will be
here for a week to give sage advice
to the lovelorn.

ERLANGER: "The Vagabond King"

—

On a return engagement, continues
Its triumph with Paul Keast in the
leading role. A well-balanced cast
and a good chorus gives added at-
traction to Rudolph Frlmi's oper-
etta.

ADELPHI: "This Thing Called Love."
is one of the most vivacious at-
tractions to take the stake—plenty
of action in a good plot.

SHUBERT: "Spring Is Here."—
A bit premature, true enough, but
In time to take our minds from the
recent snowstorm. In Spring a

young man's fancy turns lightly to—baseball. See this and change
your mind.

LYRIC: "Security."—
Margaret Anglln lives up to her
distinguished reputation in this
new play by E. S. Mewgin Tyson.

BROAD: "Suicide Club."—
This Arabian Knight's adventure Is

well acted by a cast of 40. Hair
raising scenes make It worth while.

riie West Phlladelphlla R. R. .station
This at least ought to get honor-

able mention in this contest because
of all the rare and choice bits of
early Americana. I believe that the
dear old station ranks among the
first. It receives a pass to all ping
pong games.

The .lakes that appear with an alarni-
liig Regularity in all ColteKe

Magazines

There are the money In fact any-
body win play them in the contest
win place or show, for being the
things. It has been said that the
real reason why Columbus happened
to hit America first is because he told
the pilot of his boat one of those
Jokes, in fact several of them, and
the pilot groaned so at their age,
that he turned the boat ten points
off of its regular course.

way work about a cure for it. Surely
that gentleman has always existed
and even in the beginning of time
there was always that person hanging
around saying ""I told you so." Would
it not seem quite logical that one of
these persons saw America first to
tell about It when the discoverers
returned. At least such a person
would shout about it long and loud
enough to convince a few of the
froth-minded that they were really
the ones who saw not only America,
but every country and place first.

Niilphur and Molasses

As the poet has said
"Spring trots in. and birdies sing
For lads and eke their lasses.

Children howl and mothers bring
Their sulphur and molasses."
This ancient custom among the

genus Americana has continued on
for 80 long that It seems that It

ought to have say in this contest. It
gets a prize of being inflicted upon
the person who first sold the Idea to
the first gullable mother.
Anyone who has any Ideas about

the subject or has an entry of their
own for this competition send it In,

and It will be met with due consider-
ation by a board of competent Judges.
The open season Is on.

Count Dmitri.

success which that committee has al-

ready achieved. As a member of the
Student Council he has attained
much recognition.

However Walt's talents are not lim-
ited to social activities, as he is an
artist of the first water. For three
years he has contributed his time and
services gratuitously to his class and
various clubs. In doing art work for

them and now we find him as the
Art Editor of the Junior Courtier, the
official publication of Junior Week.
Walt possessing as he does, inher-

ent qualities of leadership, a magnet-
ic personality and much versatility,

will be outstanding in whatever field

he enters when he leaves Villanova.
In short we feel that he will hold the
same position in the ouslde world, as

he has held at college, one of the
most popular and versatile students at
Villanova.

CAMERA IN PHILADELPHIA

"REDSKIN"—Presenting the real
American with scenes in natural
color and talkies that are talkies.

"SYNTHETIC SIN"—Miss Moore in a
creation of this Jazzed cracked age
of modern youth, love and laughter.

""RESCUE"—A story of unbridled love
and to what ends it may lead a
woman.

"IN OLD ARIZONA"—This triumph
is still packing them In and when
you see it you'll know why.

""SUNNY BOY"—A fitting presenta-

tion to offer on the shrine of the
greatest temple of pictures the
world has ever known.
This column would hardly be com-

plete without mention of the new
Ma&tbaum theatre. Opened Thursday
morning for the first time. It pres-

ented a multitude of effects so vivid

and bewildering that nothing but
your own eyes can bring to you its

splendor. Before reaching the inter-

ior one Is astonished at the beauty
and the simplicity of the exterior. On
the interior the fondest dreams of

sculpture and artist have run wild
producing an effect so startling and
dazzling that it seems beyond a reg-

ality. The performance itself com-
pletes the lavish display and one
leaves this creation wondering Just
where he fits into the scheme of
things.

L.l.MKXT or THK BALD

New Haven. Conn.—Acting on the
recommendation of the Student
Council, Dean Mendell. of Yale Uni-
versity, announced recently that
scholars of the first and second rank
in the two upper classes would be
given unlimited cuts for the remain-
der of the academic year. High mark
sophomores will be given the same
privileges.

In ancient days with roundelays
Men plightrri troth would swear.

And for reward each Jousting bard
Claimed but a lock of hair.

Each precious tuft In lor'.cet 8tu<»ed,
Spurred men to deeds amazing.

Indeed we're told these horsemen bold
Delighted in Hell raising.

These days are gohe. but Hulling on
A custom doth obtain

To fondly take, for love's dear sake,
A strand of someone's mane.

And thus If hair, hath potence rare
To prove a love undying.

Then evidence of love intense
Is in the washroom lying.

No single tress, but my largess
Of cranium protection

Remain behind, a proof in kind
Dear School of my affection!

By ones and twos I'd lose and lose.
By combfulls. aye for fair

You've kept the highest part of me
Dear School, my hair, my hair!

The Jongleur.

A PERSONAL MATTKR

Spring is coming. I don't care;
There's no tra-la for me.

Others do. but I don't dare
Change my underwear.

For you the Spring may seem to be
A round of careless Joy

—

A crimson rose—a silken knee

—

A girl beside the sea.

I don't ever wish to scare
The maids that read my lines;

But gee—It seems so darn unfair
To roast In flannel underwear.

An Arts Man.

Fight Tourney I Plans for Golf |
Yearlings Down • Southern Trip

Tomorrow Night Team Progress Catholic High for TennisTeam

Prominent Referee to Run Many
Bouts in (iym—Experi-

enced Judges

Candidates Apply

;

Manager to Be
Selected

The boxing tourney . which was

originally scheduled for February 27

has been postponed again till the

date of March 8, 1929. This, the

second posepontment. and it reflects

the effort and seriousness of the

committee in charge which consists

of the following leather pushing en-

thusiasts :

Chairman. John McGann; Dick

E)ally. James Dooling, Vincent Doyle,

Ed Burke, Red Hanlon. Chick Scully,

Joe Callahan, '30s Jack Mulligan,

Henry Smith. Stabile.

This committee has spent hours

and hours untiring work but at last

have produced something that will

forever go down Into the pages of

Villanova traditions as the Boxing

Tournament Supreme. It will be a

thing that will be unrivalled by any

other tourney that was ever held In

the history of Villanova. The Com-
mittee deserves much credit lor the

work accomplished.

As has been mentioned in the col-

umns of the Villanovan of the past

two Issues prizes will be awarded. The
prize committee Is arranging for

something unique in the annals of

prizes. They refused to divulge the

secret when the writer was'lntervirw-

ing th(m In their den today. The
Chairman said "You can tell your

readers that Epsllon Phi Theta will

put on a good match. Seven big

bouts will be presented for the ap-

proval of Villanova students. We will

have as our referee one who is well

known in the boxing game in Phila-

delphia. As Judges two men who
have always backed student activi-

ties here at school : Father E. A.

Mauch and Profes.sor P. J. Dougherty
will preside. Thus assuring to all

entrants a fair deal in case of tech-

nicalities of the squared ring.'"

Thus all points to a successful

night both for the Fraternity and
students of Villanova College. Every

man should make a supreme effort

to attend this social function in the

College Gymnasium on Wednesday
March 6th, 1929. The price of ad-

mission is the small sum of thirty-

five cents. All Fraternities should

attend in a body to help their broth-

er organization to put this affair over

with a bang. A healthy audience
gathered from the various buildings

on the campus will attend the func-

tion in full regalia of KiUghts of the

Main Line.

REMEMBER MARCH 6, 1929

THE
FIGHTS COLLEGE GYMNASIUM

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

ST. THOMAS GAME
Villanova's Varsity quintet swings

into action tonight for the last time
this season against St. Thomas' Col-

lege at Scranton.
Playing under favorable circum-

stances the first part of the season

Cashman's men will end one of the
hardest schedules Villanova has ever

participated in.

Last week's i6su& npted the initial >

step taken by a few undergraduates

,

in their attempt to present at Villa-
\

nova an old sport—one at which many '

resort to in seeking relief of ^mlnd

;

and body—the gatpe of golf.
\

Ben Bernie, that famous music I

master of Jazz, once remarked that he
knew a man who played golf for his I

own "amazement."
I

It shall also be an "amazement" at

this institution, but not for those

,

who shall be representing Villanova's

Golf Team. It shall however, be at

the expense of our opponents, for

during the past week this writer has
taken It upon himself to Inquire as

to the playing calibre of the competi-

tors for the golf team and has ac-

quired much in reference to his in-

quiries. Lend an ear and be prepared
to wonder at the talent that will soon
captivate all and serve as an Induce-
ment to promote the greatest of in-

terest In golf that ever "hit" Villa-

nova.

Our first Is represented in no other

than "Dick" Murray. Since a young-
ster. Dick has been on the golf course,

'starting as a "caddie"" and soon
gained recognition after he had been
successful In defeating all the com-
petition that the Connecticut "'cad-

dies"" could offer. He then grew out
of his cla.ss and which in high school

was for two years runner-up in the
state high school tournaments.
Not willing to be outdone New Jer-

sey offers us her ""pride,"' William J.

Kelly, who started in a similar man-
ner as Murray but was not quite suc-
cessful due to a handicap which
however he has now conquered and
is willing to help this cause along.

To this list of two we present one
who has been a slave to this cause
and was one of the very first to seek
a golf team. "DeeJee"" Martin Is the
one who has done much in the line

of golf. He has competed In a num-
ber of tournaments and has been
quite successful in most of them. His
latest attempt was noticed last year
when he was runner-up in the club
championship at the PhoenixviUe
golf course. In addition to these we
have Moxie McCoy who has shown
remarkable work in Philadelphia, and
with a little seasoning this year, he
will be expected to also share some
of the burden that is being arranged.

In the meantime members of the
team have taken it upon themselves
to interview several local club houses
as to their possibilities of using their

grounds. Many have submitted
tempting offers and they are being
taken into consideration by Fr. Fink
who is the faculty adviser of the new
sport movement. He will soon get in
touch with the manager and the in-

itial game will be decided upon.

Lolo's Basketeers Play Bril-

liant Game on
Tuesday

Showing a reversal 6f form VlUa-

nova"8 Freshmen defeated Roman
Catholic High at Philadelphia last

Tuesday afternoon by the score of

43-28.

The Frosh quintet manifested a

splendid passing, shooting, and de-

fensive attack which completely over-

whelmed their opponents. The first

half found Lolos" proteges enjoying a

19-17 lead. It was the second half,

however, which really showed the su-

periority of the first year men, taking

advantage of every opportunity to

score the green clad lad's ran up a

big lead never to be overtaken.

Toomey was offeiislve star of the

game scoring seven field goals and
two fouls.

The lineup:

Villanova Catholic High
Toomey F White
Caescik P Schulth
Edwards C Smith
Stock G Tanseer

Hammond G McCusker
Substitutions: Villanova—McDer-

mott, Zutko. Catholic High—Brad-
ley, Rldgway. Field Goals—Toomey
7, Czesclk 6, McDermott, Edwards,
Stock 2, Hammond 2, Schulth 3,

Smith 2, Tanseer 2, McCusker 3. Foul
goals—Toomey 2, Czesclk, Zutko,

Stock, White, Schulth 2, Smith, Tan-
seer 3, Bradley.

FROSH FIVE WINS

PI OMKiiA Pill WINS TWO

Last Thursday a thrilling encoun-
ter took place In the gymnasium be-

tween the academy and PI Omega
Phi. The game was closely contested

throughout. Each team changing
places for the lead several times dur-

ing the course of the game. But
throughout the contest it was evi-

dent that the Pi Omega Phi quin-

tette was superior both in passing

and shooting. The first half ended
with the arts fraternity on the long

end of a 14-18 score. Throughout
the second half both teams fought

hard until with one minute to go

the academy lead by a score of 34-32.

Then a field goal from the center of

the floor tied the score and two fouls

registered by Ranaslzzi Just before

the whistle blew won the contest.

In the second fray which took

place last Wednesday. Pi Omega Phi

trounced the Lawrence club by an
overwhelming score of 36-16. The
Lawrence Club boys fought gamely
but they were no match for the Arts

boys. There was no doubt after the

first quarter as to who would be the

winner of the contest. Pi Omega Phi
held the lead throughout and there

was never any danger of losing it.

Scoring honors went to Stanley Pro-

kop. center, who registered 18 points.

The regular team played for the first

half only and substitutes were put In

In the second half and gave the op-

position much to worry about.

Triangle A. C. Succumb to On-
slaught of Cubs

Winning their second game within
three days Villanova Freshmen de-
feated Triangle A. A. at Philadelphia
last Thursday night by the score of
35-30.

Piling up an early lead during the
first half the Blue and White quintet
flashed a brilliant offensive and de-
fensive game, overcoming their op-
ponents to such an extent that they
were on the major end of a 27-17
score at half time.

The second half of the fray found
Triangle valiantly endeavoring to cut
down the lead, but the Frosh stuck
to their defensive tactics and were
well out in front as the game ended.
Toomey with fourteen points, was

high scorer in the game, while Mc-
Claln and Shultz played well for the
Triangles. ;: 'V

DRUGS GIFTS

POWERS & REYNOLDS

Modern Drug Store

837 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Soda Candy

Phone BRYN MAWR 921

We Doliver

Navy and (iatliolic V. to Be
Met—Loss of Orciitt

Keenly Felt

Villanova's racquet swingers are
slated to open. their season during
Junior, Week with a trip through
Maryland and the District of Col-

umii>la, meeting Navy, t'atholic U.

and perhaps I..oyola and one or two
others.'. .._",

.
;;,/*:;.' ;,. ,;

Only ellg ble upberclassnien rtiay

be carried; Freshmen and Trans-
fers coming under the one-year

rule are excluded.

Captain Ed Lovatt probably will

not be among the starters due to

an operation he Is undergoing this

week for tonsilitis. The loss of Kid

will be keenly felt, coming as it

does right after the news that Bill

1 Orcutt, our number one singles

' man last year, will not be back

I

because of illness.

I The burden of carrying on con-

front ex-capta n, Frank Kelly, and
the vetenms from last season,

Doollng and IA)rvy. Several of the

candidates from "21 are being con-

I sidered to fill the vacant posts.

I Father Mauch, the coach, will

have a further .statement to make
! In a few days concerning the team.

Freshmen Drop
Final Game

Owl First Year Men Victori-

ous Over Wildcats Second

Time This Season

Last Friday night at Conwell Hall

Villanova's Cubs lost their last game

of the season to Temple Frosh by

the score of 32-22.

Temple noted for its high scoring

machine, was somewhat checked in

Its attempt to run up a large num-

i ber of points, it was their first half

advantage which stood at 20-5 which

I
decided the outcome of the game.

Fighting with the true spirit of the

Wildcat, the plebes came back In the

second half to outscore and outplay

their athletic rivals. This half a

17-12 score found the Freshmen well

out In front.

Czesclk, with a total of ten points

was high scorer, while McClain and
Follett starred for Temple.

("KKW IN ICV DRILL

LONDON—Feb. 18.—A tug had to

be sent over the course to break the

inch-thick ice before the Oxford Uni-

versity eight-oared crew was able to

practice recently In preparation for

the annual race with Cambridge
1 March 23. :

.'•'
.:

'. r ,' •.

ST. JOHN'S FIVE
DOWNS VARSITY

(Continued from I'age One)

Villanova performed in good
enough fashion to win any ordinary

game but against the classy five from
the home of the Robins a super ex-

hibition was required.

VILLANOVA
Pd.G

Birmingham 2

McCarthy . . . ....... ... 2

Fl.G. Pta.

Margan . .

Henry . ,

.

De Luca .

Myretetus
Severance
Nolan . . .

.

>#•§«•••'<

1

2

1

Totals 8

ST. JOHN'S
Pd.G.

Collins 4

Kinnsbrunner 5

Posnack I

Gerson , .

.

Schuckman
Klelnman
O'Shea . . .

.

Glotzer ,»«•'••••
f .»• .f

9"% •

1

2

2

1

6

PIG.
1

2

1

2

2

1

5

4

4

4

4

1

22

Pts.

9

12

3

2

4

2

1

2

Totals .;. ...v .••.. 13
Villanova .:..,..!... 7
St. John's ......... . 17

9 35
17—24
18—35

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bpyn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Villanova Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

"The Place to Meet**

"The Place to Treat**

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Mcuie-to-Mensure Clothes

I

of Baltimore, $25 and up.!

"They've been telling us for the

past six months that we can

reverse the charge on our tele-

phone calls to home

.

• •

"And s#i7/ soine of you fellows

moon around the campus won-

dering why you're lonesome!**

Even if you're "broke," you can

telephone home—just teU

the Operator to reverse

the Charge
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College

Announcements

.' V'.

VlLI..\Nt)V.\N SIAIK
The regular weekly meeting of the

VlUauovan Stafl TODAY at 3.30 In
Mendel Hall.

; .The Infirmary will be open from
10.00 to 11.00 o'clock A. M. and, from
4,00 to 5.00 o'clock P. M.

'. > B. P. Fink. O. 8. A.

„:" " >.
,

Vice-President

•Juniors

There will be a meeting of the Jun-
ior Class. Today, Tuesday. March 6th
at 1 o'clock In room P, Academy.

Pi OnieKa IMil

There will be a meeting of PI
Omega Phi. TODAY. Tuesday at 2.30
o'clock.

Oolf
There will be a meeting of all the

candidates for the Golf Team In
Room A, Academy at 1 o'clock on I

Thursday.

Delta Pi Kpsllon
There will be a meeting of the

• committee on Membership of E)elta
.'.' Pi EpsUon at 1 o'clock on Wednes-

,
day. TOMORROW In Room E, Acad-

" emy.

FRESHMKX!
The entire Freshman Class will as-

semble In Room P, Academy at 1

o'clock sharp, for the election of offi-

cers. Everybody there. Be Prompt!

LOST AM) FOIM»
Lost:—Trench Cont. Plnder plense

return to No. 165 Good Council
Hall. Benlgo.

"Lost:—Gray topcoat. Finder please
.' return to No. llJ^Pedlgan Hall.
i.Lost:—Menge Biology Text Finder

please return to J. Meyer. No. 62.
Mendel Hall.

-.; Pound:—Leather covered notebook.
.. Owner please report to the book-

room, v"-:"

! Evening School Offers
I

Course in Plan Heading

(Continued from Page One)

O'Brien Is the Treasurer of the fund.
1

This course Is not restricted to En-
gineers or Is any previous knowledge
of Engineering necessary. It Is to be
a simplified course prepared with a
view to teaching the reading of blue-
prints that everyone may understand
them. It will give the principles and
fundamentals of plans along with a
complete explanation of them. A
per.son taking this course will be able
to read the most difficult plans at
sight.

Registration and Information can
be obtained anytime In room 221,
Mendel Hall. Anyone may take th«
course. It Is not limited to the stu-
dents of the Evening school or those
of the rej?ular courses. More Infor-
mation muy he had by writing or
calling at the above room.

Freshmen Class Elections

to Be Held Tomorrow

.IIMOK CLA.SS .MKi;TI\(i TOUAY

There will be a very important
meeting of the Junior Class TODAY,
Tuesday. March 5th at 1 o'clock In
Room F of the Academy. 100' r at-
tendance Is urged by President Hen-
ry.

The lack of cooperation shown by
Juniors as far as the matter of at-
tendance at the recent meetings has
been rather discouraging. Many mat-
ters of Importance to every Junior
are discussed at these meetings and
with a large representation the cam-
paign problems for Junior week may
be solved more easily. If those car-
rying the brunt of the burdens In
the formulating and carrying out of
the plans for the May festivities are
to be successful In their efforts, then
they need the cooperation of each
and every man In the class of 1930.

Let's go Juniors, show your .spirit
and by doing your bit to help make
Junior Week of 1929 an outstanding
triumph. Show your loyalty by at-
tendance at meetings regularly.

A XKU KOOK

(Continued from Page One)

anee of these. It Is up to the fresh-
men, by fprnUng an active and solid
body, to uphold the reputation and
the standard set down by their pred-
ecessors and endeavor to surpass
their accomplishments.

At this time It Is also fitting to ad-*

monlsh the' respective members of
the class of 1932 to take due care
and deliberation In the selection of
the men who are to guide the des-
tinies of ,their class. Realize that the
men whom you select as officer^ must
be capable not only of carrying re-
.sponslblUty but mu«t have som?
powers of leadership and organiza-
tion which will Insure the future
success of your class.

In former year.s the freshmen elec-
tions were held much earlier than
this year. The Sophomore class, who
have charge of the elections, have,
however, very prudently postponed
them this year so as to allow as much
time as possible for the men to de-
liberate over the matter and to give
ample time to scrutinize their fellow
classmates a.s to their respective ca-
pabilities as po,sslble officers.

The cooperation of the freshmen is
solicited as regards punctuality and
as regards keeping order at the meet-
ing.

EVERY FRESHMAN!
TOMORROW! 1 O'CLOCK

ROOM F, ACADEMY.

( IKCl LATIO.N NOTKK

Str.nley Prokop. Circulation

.N4rnnger of the Vlllunovan, an-
noi:nres to the subscribers of the

Vlllanovan and to all those de-

siring the paper who have not
btcn receiving their copies reg-

ularly, that they may obtain the
same In the following room.s.

Academy #22
Austin Hall ...;.....,.... #204
Fedlgan Hall >..;.;... #126
Good Council Hall . . . . #165
Mendel Hall . #6
Papers may also be purchased

in the Pie Shoppe, the dining
room and other places on the
campus.

Subscribers who have any com-
plaints or who wish to make any
adjustments, if on the campus,
please see Mr. Prokop in No. 126

Fedlgan Hall. Those on the mull-
ing list who^e address has been
changed or who have not been re-

crtvlng their copies regularly or

those who desire any other adjust-
ments please write to Mr. Prokop,
Box No. 401, ViUanova College.

Vlllanova, Pa.

FKICAHSE

THE VALUE OF SPORTS TO
THE INDIVIDUAL

SENIOR KXOINEKK LKCTl KES
Last Tuesday night at Drexel In-

stitute Richard Schleicher, of the
Senior class of engineers gave a very
interesting lecture on the use of air
tunnels as an aid to builders. The
lecture was complete in detail dealing
with the uses of air currents and
their effects. There were also illus-
trated slides to Illustrate the dif-
ferent Ideas set forth by the speaker.
These slides were specially made for
the occasion and the large audience
of students and engineers showed
their appreciation of the novel Idea.
Aside from the subject matter the
lecture was well prepared and excel-
lently given. The author has given
this same talk to the Freshmen pub-
lic .speaking class as an example of a
well prepared addre.ss.

IMOVIE IN FORM
A movie outlining the various steps

in the production of Monel Metal was
shown under the sponsorship of Phi
Kappa Pi, In the new Forum In Men-
del Hall, last Friday.
The various steps In the production

of Monel Metal were followed right
through, from the mining, prepara-
tion until its finished state. Monel
Metal is a metal which has many
characteristics which make it very
suitable as a substitution for nickel,
having a lustrou.s finish which will
not tarnish.

The film enme from the Interna-
tional Nickel Co., 67 Wall street. New
York City. It was secured from them
through the courtesy of Mr. H. J.
Hanlon, ex '16 who Is now employed
by this concern as their Production

|

Engineer. Mr. Hanlon paid a visit to
Vlllanova not long ago.

John L. Stoddard, former heretic,
atheist, unbeliever and outcast writes
a book that makes most Interesting
reading for the student and scholar.
For forty years this man hated, with
what he considered an undying Imte,
God and all that was connected with
the church. A short while ago he
changed his views and admits his
error. The result Is a book entitled
"REBUILDING OF A LOST FAITH."
It does not follow the dry uninter-
esting plan of the greater part of
religious books but In a manner all
the authors own, statcH facts in a
way that rivals any of the day's best
sellers. A limited number of the first

edition have been obtained at the
book-room and may be purchased
there. They are fifty cents for the
paper edition and a dollar and a
half for the cloth bound. Were the
cover of this book changed to a
flaming red or a deep blue and the
title changed to one or two short
snappy words the book would be
hailed by the reading public as a
masterpiece of the decade.

AHCIIHJAV INVITEO TO ORIENT

ANN HARBOR, Mich.—Feb. 18—
According to an announcement by

Fielding H. Yost, Director of Athlet-
ics, the University of Michigan base-
ball team has been invited to play
a series of games in Japan during
September.

A Developer of Mind and Body

KnyaKing in .sonic sport, to many
,

means merely a iihyslcal exercise

.

which one must pro through to re-
celved the de-sli-ed pleasure of par-

'

taking in the sporting pastime
they have a wish to participate in.

Kpor* in its simplest meaning,
stands (or competition, which
from its very nature brings out
the endeavoi- to succeed. In doing
this, all the faculties that the con-
te.stants possess are brought Into
action and ai-e exercised according
as cimditiontf warrant. Its value
is very evident, for it teaches
proper selertior. of tactics to use
at the ri«ht time, this is the man-
ner in which quick <lei- H:on and
appropriate estimate are developed.
It likewise increases the sense of;
fair play anti co-ordinated action
it enahlfs one to lose his temerity
and to be able to stiind on his own
two feet anil do what is needed of
him. Aside from the mental devel-

I

opment there is the physical end. I

It la the fir.'atfst of body builders,

'

tones up the sys'.em. keeps one in
|

the best of health if indulKed in
properly, and in general keeps you
in the height of spirits.

Now you who are engaged In
some physical contest, think of the
benefits you can derive from it.

And to those who would fain to
indulge, give a thought to the re-
sourcefulness imbued by the Spirit
of Si)ort.

Providence, R. 1.—Freshmen at
Brown University do not wear frosh
caps now. They wear black ties as a
distinguishing mark, because mer-
chants were selling the caps to news-
boys.

HAWK EVE l)ASEi)ALL MEN
I

TRAVEL FAR

EPsn-O.N PHI THETA '"' '

At the last meeting of the EpsUon
Phi Theta a report was made on the
dance recently held at Rosemont Col-
lege. O. Gordon Snyder, Chairman
of the dance, verified the belief that
the affair was a huge financial and
social success. James Batterbury.
Treasurer, then received the profits
that will greatly increase the banking
account of the organization.
A challenge, sent to the PI Omega

Phi to engage In a basketball game,
was accepted. As the PI Omega Phi
has already defeated the Academy
and the Lawrence Club, the coming
game will probably attract great at-
tention.

Many new plans were adopted dur-
ing the meeting, which, if they are
carried out, will keep the organissa-
tlon busy during the Spring season.
One of these is the Boxing Tourna-
ment which will begin on Wednes-
day. March 6.

SVRA< I SE PLAV.s THREE fJA.MES
The Penn State baseball team will

meet the Syracuse nine three times
during the coming baseball season.
The Lions and Orange are traditional
rivals in most every sport.

NEW YORK rn B TO MEET
There will be a reorganization

meeting of the New York Club In
room 111 (one-eleven) Mendel Hall
at 4 o'clock today. It Is important
that every member and prospective
member attend this meeting.

IOWA CITY.— Feb 18.—Creating a
record for distance spanned by

I

Hawkeye teams the University of
Iowa baseball squad will cover 9,300
miles to play 23 games in 14 states
this spring.

New .... You bet . . that's what we
want. .. .something new.... Now we
have two regular columnists— .Count
Dmitri and yours truly the new
one and the old one make two
Count 'Em:.... See the new show yet
. . . .why not. . . .It's new. . . .just like

we are. . . .Called Martial Court
pardon the error. .. .Someone told us
that we ought to see the show
we questioned him and found. . . .It.

.

..was supposed to be COURT MAR-
TIAL. . . .and we asked him if he ever
saw a football. . . .game, .at, .Mar-
shall Field .... Perhaps he wears
Christmas Jewelry .... turns green In
the spring. .Ha. .Ha. . .no more local
anesthetics for (?) Why...
because he'd rather. .. .take an ex-
press anesthetic it's faster... who
was that girl I seen you with.... as
G. B. Shaw would say. . . .Me wife
.... apologies .... who to . . . nev'mlnd
: ... we heard a basketball player

knocking a guy for a goal In
the field was It a field goal
explanations derivations, .cos met
a guy called m Ics and they
formed a union. .. .It. .. .cos-met -ics
....crazy about golf.... he a golf
lynx two clubs and a spade
all the Lindy's to be married to-Mor-
row in June Athletics left for the
south wonder If they'll finish up
north or south of the. . .Yanks
the profs are on higher basis now...
the new platforms are lofty .... the
8.10 local on the P. & W.. . .where the
twain met if he lithps never
the twain shall meet stop, .halt

desist and all other words
of cessation it's about time
more next week we are. .thinking

of something to call our-
selves as we ... . glance upward . .

.

Hooray and Idea we stop
halt and desist. . . .till we get another
spa.sm perhaps next week sign-
ing off or standing by COUNT
'EM.

Dr. Edward P. McCloekey is a
prou^intnt physician in Chestnut Hill.

—1«—
1

Dr. James Fogarty Is living In Ov-
erbrook. where he has a large, dental
practice.

—ril—
Jolm Connelly Is now selling Insur-

ance In Baltimore.

Dave Shulman Is now residing in
Philadelphia and contemplates play-
ing professional base-ball this season.

—it —
Walter Kane is now employed \)y

his father In Staten Island.

—S7—
Edward P. Jenkins Is now in Corr

Hall on the campus preparing for
Jie priesthood.—'.'.S—

Pai'l Kuczo is assistant coach in
all sports at Stamford (Conn) High
atiiooi.

James Burns may rejoin the
Bridgeport team of the Eastern
league for the coming season.—:.•«—

Emanuel Gallagher has been seen
recently on the Campus and l.s

working In Philadelphia.

EXCHANGES
I The Vlllanovan gratefully acknowl-
I
edges receipt of the following Ex-

' changes:

I

The Syracuse Dally Orange

I

The Southern California Alumni.
i
Review

I The St. Bonaventure Laurel
I The Holy Cross Tomahawk

I

The Crimson and Gray. St. Joseph's
I College

I

The Gleaner, Narberth College
The Tatler, New Rochelle College
The Little Pica. North Dakota

i School of Mines

j

The Mountain Echo, Mt. St. Mary's
College.

The Hoya. Georgetown University
The Niagara Index
Catholic Standard and Times
Pittsburgh Catholic
Buffalo Catholic Union and Times.

Houston, Texas—All but one of 25
fratc rnitles at the University of Tex-
as have voted to discontinue fra-
ternity hazing.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

8S1 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous Oroff milk shake.

Sodas Ice Cream

John J. McDevitt
Printing ^'

1145 Lancaster Avenus

BRYN MAWR. PA.

Bo Prepared for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION

r.AS AND OIL
Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

"Careful Handling and Quality'

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR. PA.

I
Phone 231

Bryn Mawr 1796

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster

Pike

^ncN you
WANT THE

00*11 eome to Georce
Hatchins, where only ue
finest Imported leatlierv

are used . . *. worn by a
million men . . .who appre-
ciate real value at low coat.

9k«*-Stoia WldilH-AtoB

CccHiitchins
stores

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
5621 Cermaiitown Ave>

..« 2752 GennaiHown Aru,
4058 Laaeaaler At«.
4405 Main St^ Mua^aak

r
PREMED'S DANCE
IN COLLEGE GYM
SATURDAY NIGHT

MARCH 16th viit yan
T JUNIORS! FIVE

WEEKS LEFT FOR
ASSESSMENTS — USE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

5ir f
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Pre-Med Frat
| Senior Theses

Addressed by Rules and Forms
Father Griffin Are Announced

I

Value of Extra-Curriculum All Presentations Must Fulfill

Activities

Reverend
Stressed by
President

Required Standards for

Acceptance

DANCE SATURDAY NITE TWO COPIES REQUIRED
Before a well attended meeting on ' The attention of all candidates for

last Friday morning which was op- the Bachelor's Degree at the 1929

ened by Father Dougherty. Faculty commencement is most vu-gently

advisor. Father Griffin addressed called to the following rules and
Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity, on .specifications.

what one can gain from college life It is absolutely essential that all

beside studies. Father Grlffln ex- work on theses shall be completed be-
plalned that many come to college fore the beginning of Senior Final
with the sole purpose of getting the Examinations.

necessary amount of subjects, receiv- Every thesis in final form, must be
tng a degree and then leaving. He given to the Dean of the Department
went on to say, however, that was not before noon on Wednesday, May 29th,

all that Vlllanova had to offer a man. 1929. No member of the faculty will

There were various activities in which be granted authority to extend this

a man could participate which would time limit,

help him not only during his under- i Form of Preseiitutioii

graduate days but in later life in the All theses must be presented in the
formation of friendships and in ac- standard form of binder which the
quiring an ability to meet people College bookroom will carry in stock
which is Invaluable in both the bus- for this purpose.

Iness and the professional world. He The text must be typewritten.

VILLANOVA MONASTERY
VILLANOVA, PA.

Editor of "Villanovan"
As you represent the entire stu-

Jent body, it devolves on me. In

Lhe name of the Fathers of the
community, to thank you for your
generous donation towards re-

pairing tlie damage done to the
-juarters in the Monastery set

aside for your occupation on ac-

count of the fire of 1928.

It manifests a very commend-
able spirit toward the College and
a desire to promote the progress
of our institution.

Gratefully yours.

J. M. FLEMING. O. S. A.

PRIOR.

Final Staff Is

Now Selected

for Belle Aire

Men Appointed by Editors

—

All Proofs Are to Be Re-

turned to Studio

1932 Men Hold
Elections for

Class Officers

Keenan, McDermott. Storms

Elected Vice-Pres., Sec,

Treas., Respectively

FRIDAY LATEST DATE' SINGLEY PRESIDENT

The final staff of the Belle Aire

Yearbook has been announced by the
Editor-in-chief in charge of the com-
pilation and publication of this an-
nual organ. The new staff is as fol-

lows: Faculty advisor. Rev. John H.
Crawford. O. S. A.; Editor-in-chief,

Frederick G. Watson, Jr.; Associate
editors, Caesar C. Fugazzi. Thomas
McCoy and Alexander G. Severance;
College editor. James J. Dougherty,
assisted by Nicholas L. Schlelfer and
William E. Donaldson; Class editor,

Francis A. McNulty, assisted by Julius
T. Becza, '30; Wheeler Jenkins, '31;

. . A ff 1
^'chard F. Carton, '32, and Francis A.

Fisticuffs m (Tym Afford McClaln, 32; Activities editor, Vln-

Mucb Excitement—Large ""'
^

^^^^
""f,

^°^^ ^ McCamey;
" Organizations editor. Earl J. Mos.sey,

Attendance assisted by Louis G. Griesmer and

Bouts Staged
By Epsilon Phi

Theta Success

The class of 1932 made their first

offlclal act on last Friday, March 8th,

when they assembled and elected the

following men as class offlcers: Pres-

ident, Mr. Howard Blngley; Vice-

President, Mr. Francis Keenan; Secre-

tary, Mr. John McDermott, and
Treasurer, Mr. Eric Storms.
The meeting which was held in

room F Academy, was called to order

at 1 o'clock by Mr. Boucher, Presi-

dent of the Sophomore class. Mr.
Boucher said a few words to the

freshmen, advising them as to the
importance of these elections and al-

so requested them to retain silence

and order. Mr. Hookey, '31, Chairman
of the Vigilance Committee, then ad-
dressed the gathering in a very la-

conic and well-expressed talk. He
Romeo Stella, '30; Art Editor, James stressed the need of careful consld-

ended his talk by asking all the mem- "double-spaced." upon one side of
j MACKI IN SCORFS K O *'• ^lane, assisted by James H. Jen- eratlon in the matter of choosing

bers of the pre-medlcal organization white paper 8>/2 x 11" In size. Ama-
rv^»"»-^»i'' oy^^^VLjJ rv. \j. ,., _, „ .„.._ ^ _ ^ ^^.

to not only support their fraternity, teurlsh work In the typing will be
but also to support all college actlvi- sufficient cause to require rewriting.

ties In general. In this speech he A clear margin of I'/i" shall be al-
, ^'r.^n^r. di,. tuo.„ »--> »„.»

touched the pulse of undergraduate lowed at the left hand side of the !

^P"""" ^""^ ^""^'^ fraternity were a

attitude toward many affairs of the page, and a clear margin of 1" on

The boxing bouts held last Wed-
nesday nlte under the auspices of

collegiate world and showed conclus-

ively that not alone in books does one
become educated.
Edward Britt. Chairman of the

spring dance, then made his report.

He stated that practically all the de-

tails had been arranged for the dance
which will be held in the gym next

the right hand side, the top and bot
torn.

,hfhSl"' r^i
^^'^w'ngs inserted In

| ^b^'.'.t "Vuiano;i
the body of the text shall be care-
fully executed In India or the equiv-
alent.

Any drawings which accompany the
thesis are to be bound with the text

kins and Birch Banes; Copy editors,

Anthony P. Emory and Dallas Blatt.

The Business staff is composed of
the following: Business Manager.
James E. Lyons; Assistant Business
Manager. Antony M. Selllto; Adver-
tising manager, Edward A. Quinlan,

their candidates and to beware of the
chance of extraneous facts influenc-

ing their respective opinions. Mr.
Hookey then outlined the qualifica-

tions that a man should possess to
capably liold a class officership as
follows: "He must have responsibility.

Saturday, and from the report, it will

be one of the best, if not the best be on the rough side of tracing cloth

dance, that this fraternity has ever ' except where the Faculty Advisor has

sponsored. The gym will be decorated authorized another form.

bouts of first class fisticuffs. Punches
galore; knockdowns and knockouts
ruled the evenings pleasure. The
technicalities of the squared ring

. v, ^ . 1
were handled in great style bv the

in the same cover. Drawings shal ,„„„.„,„„ „„ . ,
„^ ^ .^

, ^
,°_ _^_"" f following officials: Rev. Father

Mauch, "Jack Hagen" and the third

He must have Initiative. He must not
be partial, but Instead he should be
ever on the alert to discover men
who have executive ability, regard-
less of course or fraternity affiliations.

for the occasion, a suitable orchestra

has been secured, and various other

novelties will be Introduced.

Committee Reports

Many of the new members liave

been anxious about securing pins,

and Mr. Salitto, chairman of the com-
mittee in charge of the purchase of

pins made his report and took orders

from all those desiring them. He ex-

plained that there are various types

of pins, so that all may be satisfied in

making a choice.

The meeting was adjourned for

the upperclassmen and the Freshmen
remained to organize for the elections

(Continued on Page Four)

A complete list of references con-
sulted shall be appended to each
thesis.

Order of Presentation
Material for the text should be ar-

ranged with a view to Its being ar-

( Continued on I'aKe Four)

Intramural Meet
Schedule Ready

decided success. An audience of about
300 attended the first boxing exhl-

_,.
1 hf '

"tidolph and John Mllligan; Clrcu- |
further the best interests of his class

were eignt
j^^^j^^^ manager, Mllo McDonald, as-
sisted by Erwln McGuIre, Charles
Merdlnger and John Daly.

Proofs For Pictures Requested
For the benefit of all those who

have, as yet, neglected to return the ' He must be able to conduct a meet-
proofs which were submitted to them, Ing and lastly must have personality

man in the ring was Mr. John Gil- 1 ,Vl!,
^°"°*/"K announcement is made, and qualities of leadership."

lesple. father of the John at Villa- ',^" proofs that have not been re- Nominations

nova. The opponents in the various '"'"fl
^° ^amsky's for development Nominations were then called for

matches were very evenly matched in ?^T .^M^
."'"^'* ^^ ^'^'^^^- ^^'''^

•

*!"
. ,1

^°"°*'"« ""^^ *f^ "°"^'"-

sklll and weight. Vlllanova has the I

'^^•' '^ *^^''" ""^"^""^ "P^*^* ^^^ pic-
;

ated (their respective abilities being

nucleus of a corking Boxing team In T^? *° ^PP^"' ^^ ^^^ ^^"^ ^""^ ^he outlined by those making the pres-
B 8 o

1
wi Juniors are to meet with these re- , entatlons) : for President, Mr. Joseph

qulrements for both the Belle Aire Dletz. Mr. Mathew Eagan and Mr.
and the Junior Courtier."

|

Howard Slngley; for Vice-President,
Mr. Martin Gill and Mr. Francis

the men who were entered In the
tournament last week if they ever
decide to take boxing serious enough
to warrant the expenditure of the
necessary money for an enterprise of
this sort.

The evening started right with a
bang. It waa Intltated by the two
Featherweights Weiss and Keenan.
After three rounds of nip-and-tuck

I

battling wherein Keenan had the best
List of Events Completed,

Cups for Septathlon and I of the argument, he finally carried off

Relay Winners

FLOATING U. GIVES

I the decision of the three officials

.
In the next scrap a dark horse.

Trackmen, sharpen up your spikes. !7f^'«f""°f"«'^"'
^^^t^'* °" ^he

DEGREE IN B. W. A. on Tuesday, May 7th of Junior Week ^'^^ ^^'^ battle-scarred veteran, "Ed- i

Harvard Lampoon
vs. House Plan

$11,000,000 Donation
Subdivision Into Col

•
^. . leges Assailed

Keenan; for Secretary, Mr. William
Barnes. Mr. John McDermott, Mr.
Joseph Gaynor and Mr. Spanlak; for
Treasurer, Mr. N. Marlnaro and Mr.
Eric Storms.
The above candidates were then

for called on to make a short talk to the
assemblage in order to acquaint ev-

^

eryone present with their person.

(Continued on Page Pour) ' •

"

I

"Bachelor of World Affairs"—That ture of which will be the first an-

Is the all embracing title of the new nual Septathlon meet for the Indl-

wUl be held in the Stadium, the tea- I JJ^" !^''^}l'"'^^ I!'."' ^^^^ *^ one E^j.^ year the historic Harvard com
Idle' McGlinchy. This fight was one'

o»va.u i,uiu

' punch after the other with the

degree which the Floating University vidual championship of the college. I

^^^^JJ^^^^;
""^"^ «'«^'-'"K '^"'^ ^^e

has created to crown its distinctive An Interfraternlty Relay Race will

'

type of education. The ordinary B. also be run with a number of other

A. and M. A. degrees are now offered, events.

B.f.T.K'rmp'S^ .'.^'.o^nT ,!rr COLUMBIA'S PERPETUAL
STUDENT DIES

too. but the Bachelor of World Af- ' The Septathlon will consist of sev-
falrs will be the exclusive product of en events, the 100 yard dash, pole
that university whose home is the vault. 120 yard high hurdles, hop.
billowy deep. step and Jump, 220 yard low hurdles.

When the student qualifies for high Jump, and the one mile run.

this degree he will have gained, the Points will be scored according to

Floating University believes, "suf- I
method used in the Penn Relays in

flclent background in international '
their Decathlon, that Is. the time of

I
oiaer man. Every round was packed
with a thrill worthy of the profes-
sional ring.

For the delectation of the massive
audience next was presented the duo
of Severeance and Mclntyre. They
certainly were a cagey pair of fighters.

ic puts forth one issue calculated to
cause a stir; once it precipitated the
dismissal of a liberal professor dur-
ing the post-war red hysteria; an-
other time it brought down upon it-
self the fist of Boston police censor-
ship; again It caused a breach in
athletic relations between Harvard

relations and public affairs, ade-
quately to prepare him for United
States consul or diplomatic service,

or for effective work in an interna-
tional corporation." The degree is of-

fered in a two year or a four year
program. The two-year course for

Juniors and seniors, offers a thorough
course in the fields of History, Gov-
ernment. International relations, In-

every contestant will be taken In the
running events and the distance and
height measured In the field events
and points scored according to the
system which is based on a score of

1000 for each event In which par fig-

ures are reached.

Next in importance to the Septath-
lon in the Interfraternlty Relay Race.
Each frat will have one team of four
men entered. The distances run In

and Princeton. This year it turned
~,i. t , . .,w . I

loose an indiscriminate charee of sa-The stamina of the cver-ln-condition uri^ k.,«i,«k^* ,T // .
o ^ ^. ^^

v^uiuiwui* tiric buckshot on all the HarvardSevereance earned him the final say
Then came the dawn, personified in

the person of "Marty" Macklln. His
opponent for the 25 seconds was Sa-
kowski, a good man but entirely out-
classed by his murderous contestant.
It took only 35 seconds, but what a
match! It was the concensus of

(Continued on »»a(?e 3)

educational reforms of the past ten
years and particularly on the new
House Plan, made possible by an
• 11.000.000 gift from Mr. Edward 8.
Harkness, whereby Harvard will be
subdivided into

New York. N. Y. (By New Student
Service). William Cullen Bryant
Kemp, "perpetual student." at Co-
lumbia University. Is dead. At the
age of seventy-eight this learner who
spent twenty years at the feet of the
professors becomes an alumnus of the
world that was, for him. mainly a
campus. After his freshman year.

1868. there was an interlude in his
education during which he acceded
to his father's wishes and went into
business, but on his father's death, he
returned to his beloved studies. He
reaped the degrees of LL. B., B. A.,

definite colleges ' m A., LL. M., and B. S. If he hadsomewhat resembling those at Ox- 1 taken the trouble to write a thesU,
' he might have added a Ph. D. to thU

To quote:—"In a sequence rapid "st. His last registration was for
and unexpected, four measures have the winter season of 1922, and but
been foisted upon the under-dogs: 'or the "unpleasant newspaper no

REVISED SCHEDULE
FOR CLASS HOURS ^^^ Divisional system, the language toriety" he would have registered for

terruitlonal Business, and Sociology, men entered. The distances run In The attention of the Student Body
all these subjects being correlated order are. 220 yds.. 440 yds.. 660 yds.. Is called to the revised schedule of
and given from the point of view of 880 yds. A silver cup goes to the win-

,
hours for classes:

the world as a unit.

Cambridge. Mass. The library at

Harvard has 2.622.000 volumes, con-
siderably more than that of Yale,

which ranks second with 1,838.000.

ning quartet, which will be put up
each year by the previous year's vic-

tor to be competed for until one team
has won the trophy three times, not
necessarily In succession, then the

(continued on page two)

8:55— 9:40

9:45—10:35
10:40—11:30
1135—12:26

166— 2:40
2:46— 3:65

examinations, the Tutorial system, the spring session of that year,
and the Reading Period.

,
of course the newspapers contln-

Some of these may be all right. We ually plagued him. and set all sorts
think none of them are as they now of stories afloat concerning the reas-
functlon. But what concerns us at ons for his perpetual study. One was
the present time Is the latest and to the effect that he would be pro-
worst enactment come to Join the vlded with an Income of $2,500.00
list, the Harkness House Plan. It is an each year that he registered. It is

j

amazing thing. It would break up very likely, as Columbia News ob-

j (continued on page two) serves, that the secret died with him.
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Coiuslderlng that practically every

college In the country has Its own
• ,....,... ill«/i«;,'iMK Editor ' songs which have become popular at

./...'.'.<.•;»•.> ^^•"'•""'f"'e Ed. tor all dances because .someone has been
.,/.'....'..?.',,"... Social Editor clever enough to make them Into a

Sports Editor JuzS-. tune, we have decided to publish

Exchange and Alumni Editor
^

here a series ol lyrics and If someone
«eems so inclined and wlir write the
music VUlanova will take Its due
place among the colleges In the coun-
try as far as song writing goes.

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1929

"DohiK the Dull Ka/or KaK"

Tune: Doing the Raccoon.

Engineer pre-med, every struggler.

Doing his best to cut his Jugular,

Doln' the dull razor rag.

Noones" bureau's ever bearing them
Everyone In the dormitory's sharing
them

.Doing the dull razor rag.

Every day you'll cut and pull and
tear,

And every day that face of yours will

grow hair!

Buy a pack of blades and someone
catches you

—»8—
William H. Vincent, '28. who will

be remcnjbered due to his affiliation

with the R. C. H. 8. Club and the

Day Students Club, Is at present a

student In the University of Penn-
sylvania Law School.

—iH—
Maurice J. Blake, '28, of Upper

parby. Is at present connected with

the French Steamship Line, of Phila-

delphia.
—'^8

—

John R. Sullivan, '28, of Hartford.

! Conn., is with the Herf-JOnes Jewel-

I ry Co.. of Philadelphia, as a salesman.

(Hixrimn—dimmrn

p. McGrath, '28, is at present teach- I BROAD—SUICIDE
Ing school in St. Mary's College, St. I before.

Mary's, Kentucky.

CURTAIN
ADELPHI -THIS THING CALLED
LOVE—A hit musical treat featur-

ing Violet Hemlng, Minor Watson,
and. Juliette Day. Something to

raye about.
LYRIC—SECURITY—one of Lycns'

best plays superbly acted by Mar-
1 garet Anglln and a good cast. The

plot Is realistic.

SHUBERT—LOVELY LADY — Mltzl
plays in it—that's enough.

KEITH'S — FRIENDLY ENEMIES

—

Louis Mann carries the plot
through a lot of intricate entan-
glements to an interesting finale,

CHESTNUT—GOOD NEWS—reviewe*
before.

CLUB — reviewed

MORE ABOUT STUDENT COUNCIL.

ALI^ colleiyceH of any rtpute have an organized body for the repre-

sentation of tho Student r.o<l,v before the faculty, and also for the
j

Soon their dullness cuts and scratch

faculty to piomulnate various rulings to the student.s, at the name, es you,

time empowerinK the Council to take such measures as they demi Doln' the dull razor rag.

, expedient for the carrying out of the regulations.

That the faculty Is willing to place this responsibility in the hands
of the students; throuKh their own elected Council, shows that they

are willing to place their faith in the students. Thus we see that tlie

Student Council is the nmelioratinK force between the Faculty and the

student body.
Should a student or sUident.x have a compl.nliit to make to the

authorities, he or they shoulil brinK it 1)eforP tlie Council, who will take

It under advisement. If they see tiiat the cojnplaint is ji just one, they

will present it to the propei- authorities, with tlie iulded sliennth of the

(^ouncil, and in this way the i)rop<)sitlon Will receive more consideration.
! j.^^ ^^^ those movie blues

On the other hand. If the Council can see no jUHtice to the complaint, 1

they will tell the student so, and the authorities will not he annoyed
with needless trivialities.

In turn the faculty will make knowji their requests to the students,

through the Council, and It will he up to the Council to see to It that

the regulations are obeyed. Theiefure. those students who are dissatis-

fied with present conditions, or who have ,iny complaints to make, pre-

sent them to the member of Council who rein-esents your class, and it

Will ho Klven <lue consideration.
The first request that the Council has to offer Is that the students

keep off the grass. SprinK' w'ill he here soon, and it Is only iin .-ict of

—27—
Among the students at Georgetown

University Medical School are Ken-
neth O'Toole, Joseph Brennan and
"Reds " O'Donnell all '27.

—30—
James O'Boyle ex '30 is studying,

medicine at Georgetown school in

Washington.

.Movie Klues

Oh I got those movie blues.

Those dark sad Bryn Mawr movie
blues.

In the dark of night,

We see those awful frights

The same ones. The same ones.
How we pray, all we say,

Will never do any good.

EXCHANGES

GARRICK-
before.

BLACKBIRDS— reviewed

.Serenade

Etched in cold blood.
Over head the rain Is raining,

Always raining early and late,

Always that downpour, so thick that
I can't see

Always when I have a date.

Could my conscience .stop its paining.
And .say we ought to say its raining.

The Villanovan wishes to acknowl-

edge the following exchanges:
The Greyhound. Loyola University

Baltimore, Md.
The Small Pica, North Dakota State i "CHILDREN OF

conmion decency to keep the lawns In Rood condition. In closing It Is |

Ch hang it!

asked of the student body to: 1. Keep the campus clean; 2. Obey the ,
From your doorstep give me warning,

Council (it is for your own pood): 3. Back the Council In every manner,
and In all their decisions; thev are Intended for the Kood of the College.

J. I. H.

1)1 iK * >l> «

WHAT PRICE GLORY?
TIIKUK is an old saylnti tliat is heard very seldom In these days

of commercialism, that "LoVe invidves sacrltlce, and cannot live

without It " The work-a-day world seldom stops to <'onsider

those unsung heroes, who labor, labor long and steadfastly in

a thousand different walks of life, without iiralse or conunendation, tind

with only their own personal self-satisfuclion as reward (m- ( ountless
days of work, which was intended lor tho good of others.

We could cite a thousand cases in the history of men anil women
who liave sacrificed their very lives tor the good of humanity, and who
have not received due credit foi- such sacritlces until the time had
passed for them to receive any earthly glory. There are, no doubt, many
cases of this kind in the world today, and we are aware of quite a
few Instances here in A'illanova which could be plac^ed in the same
category. However, we will take tot- an example, not one person who is

a humanitarian, or a philanthropist, but a group of persons, who mean
more or should mean more to the students at the College.

We are attempting to drive home this point by using our basketball
team as an example. Of all the organizations who have won fame for
Villa nova, the team which has Just completed the season deserves, In

our opinion, as much praise as any other, team which made a sacrifice

for the school. Without the aid of any ui)-to-date equipment, which is

characteristic of our modern-day athletic teants; with the need of walk-
ing a mile or more to practice and back again to the college; without a
cleansing shower after a stiff workout, our basl<etball team slruKgled
and fouKht throuKh a whole season with a very creditable record to
show for Its efforts.

Who among the student body have tjlven sufficient reflection to the
sacrifices made by this team'.' Very few, hut what price glory'.' The
games all through the season were very poorly attended yet the men on
the team carried on, niakinK countless saiiiflces apain and again with
only their own personal satisfaction to recompense them for their work.
Villanova will be proud of this team, which can hand down to posterity
a record which has been seldom equalled In any college of the present
day in these United States!

BUSINESS ABILITY. ••/^••=^V
FItOM the r.ir- flung corners of the universe, from every nook and

corner of commerce, men are scaling preat helKhts in the business
world today. They have ascended to thet-e uppermost rungs <in

the ladder of success assisted and (,'uidcd by their basic principles
of Buslne.ss Ability. Youths who once dwelt in tumbling tenements are
now proud possessors of admirable mansions. Forever forcing ahead in
the cold, discourteous business life, always surmount ing the parapets
and barricades in the pathway of achievements. This facultv has led
them ever onward. It clung to them, encournged them when they he-
came discouraged and ever and anon showed them, by a gentle gesture
of their competent mind, the riKht from the wrong. But, thouph this
guiding star has led many to victory, It too has ruined countless careers.
Innumerable stalwarts of yesterdav's industry are now writhing in the
deplorable depths of p.iuperlsm. They failed to heed the voice of their
teaching or ilellherately renounced It's lessons. Today they are speci-
mens of the misu.se of business talent. Like a delicate machine. If

deftly manii)Ulated, it's master will iittain success; but If used as a per-
nicious instrument the scourpes of vice shall feast on their misfortune.

Todnv we have many tine examples of honest and capable finan-
ciers. They have won by untiring effort. They have listened to the
muted voice of business ability prompted by an honorable conscience.
They persevered when all the world seemed antagonistic. The re.sult
Iff that they are looked upon as rare assets in the sphere of commerce;
regarded as the substructure of business where malign is Intolerable.

Why. then, should we not endeavor to mould our business chnrncfer
after these dauntless penluse.s of commerce, model our future on their
past, f«>r, after all, are Ihey not the cornerstones? They are the very
foundation of that profession.

While I vow, we'll go out some day.

ilow about a little soii^ entitled,
"Never lilt Voiir (iraiidnia With n
Shovel. It .May Leave a Itad Impres-
sion on Her .Mhul." It really was
very popular last year.

School of Science.

The Niagara Index, Niagara Univer-

'

sity.
I

The Holy Cross Tomahawk, Worces-
ter. Mass. I

The Hoya, Georgetown University, I

Washington, D. C.

The Catholic Standard and Times,
|

I

Philadelphia. I

The New Rochelle Tatler, New Roch-
i

elle College. N. Y.
|

The Mountain Echo, Mt. St. Mary's
College, Emmltsburg, Md.

The Syracuse Daily Orange, Syracuse,
University.

The Gleaner. Nazareth College.

CAMERA
"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET'—a poor
attempt at a blood curdling thrill-

er. Fashioned after "The Terror"
If you remember it.

"WILD ORCHIDS "—With Greta Gar-
bo but lacking the support of Gil-
bert. A dream of love with a few
spices of intrigue.

"THE LAST WARNiING"—Mystery
and love mingled and presenting
what may be called a dull even-
ing's entertainment.

"THE BARKER"—Still playing around
the city and better entertainment
than most of the newer pictures.

THE RITZ"—This
story won a $10,000 prize In a Col-
lege Humor contest. Wonderful
acting saves it from being a com-
plete failure.

CYRANO de BEROERAC'*—A for-
eign presentation that would have
done well to remain in France
where it was conceived.

HARVARD LAMPOON
VS. HOUSE PLAN

WHINCK IMII TIIK

('()l,LK<iK-HOV KV()L\K'

To the Laundry
Tune "You're the Cream in My Coffee
You're the bane of my college life

You're the source of my cares.
You will always be my storm and

strife,

You're the rea.son for tears.
You've made a mess of my collars.
You iron them I think with rocks.
You're the loss of my dollars.
You're the holes In my socks.
Where is my underwear?
They're gone beyond repair,
I told you every way.
This way's a new way.
Oh you're rips in my pajamas,
You made old clothes from new.
You will always be my deep misery,
I'd be tlie death of you

!

, . Count Dmitri.

A problem of this modernistic age
Has p.sychologlsts quite unstrung;

Vainly they con their precious heri-
tage

—

The works of Adler, Freud and
Jung.

As fame awaits some psycho-analylst.
The bars to progress must dissolve.

In time a master beam will pierce the

(Continued from I'ape One)

i

the faculty into a number of house
;

plants, size is displeasing to system.

I

An army is hard to control urUess it

!

Is divided and sudlvlded from regi-
ments down to squads A nation Is
difficult to oppress without Fascistlc
district organization. And Just so a
force of employees require supervis-
ion, espionage, and the gang master
to .snap them up on their piece
work."
The Harvard Crimson, the college

new.spaper, believes that many of the
Harvard reforms have been a mere
multiplication of machinery. The un-
dergraduate dally deplores the "phil-

INTRAMURAL MEET
SCHEDULE READY

(Continued from Tape One)

cup will become the permanent pos-
session of that fraternity.
A two mile steeplechase will pro-

ber stalked—

-

And cliffs had quite a steep aeficent.
But to whom does the College-Boy

give place?
"To the van" rings his prime re-

solve.

And he hurls his dust in the Cave-
man's face,

"Whence did the College-Boy
evolVe." >"..•' '• •.'•'.':'..'•'

Did savage sponsor this harlequin bug
Who wants his conveyance so gay?

The Indian gives a convincing shrug.
And bedaubs hlmself-not his snay.

vide another unique side to the meet. The Chimpanzee, whom we often In-
The course Is laid around the foot-
ball and ba.seball fields and is lined
with obstructions in the shape of
fences, hurdles and water Jumps.
Eleven linemen of Coach Hunsln-

ger will race in a shuttle relay with
eleven of Coach Stuhldreher's fleet-
est backs up and down the gridiron
to settle that much mooted question
of speed supremacy. The runners
will carry a football instead of a
baton.

An open handicap 100 yard dash is
on tap for the opening of the after-

[
Let's make our subject a blend of the

noon, to be followed by a closed 100

;

three!
yard dash from scratch for fraternity

j
Who says there's a puzzle to solve?

men. A handicap shot put is also
|

Only the College-Boy will not agree.
'''*^^^

I "Whence did the College-Boy
A silver cup and a gold medal goes

:

evolve."
to the winner of the Septathlon. SIN l Lafy Wearer.
ver and bronze medals will be award-

|

•

ed to the men finishing second, third, ! Amateur movies are occupying a
fourth and fifth. In all other events

,

place in the curriculum of some of
the customary gold, silver and bronze , the universities now. At Princeton
medals are to be given for first, sec-
ond and third places.
One thing to bear In mind Is, the

program will be carried out on an
elaborate scale and will not be a half
hearted attempt like the affairs of
former years turned out to be.

mist
"Whence did the College-Boy ""thropy which, blind to the notor-

evolve." ,

*ous inadequacy of the tutorial staffs.

. ;
I professional .salaries, and even lec-

From Caveman? No—for when these '"'^ room facilities, would contribute
worthies walked. millions toward t'l" realization of an

To the procession's end they went; tmnceded and. t > ome extent, unde-
Euch Caveman then, his wark neigh- «'''<''' rcsldentlr! experiment

diet.

This time we must fairly absolve;
As no leering 'Chimp' tries singing

at night

—

"Whence did the College-Boy
evolve."

Each pre-hlstorlc archtype has a flaw.
Not one can match the puzzling

void;

In turn investigation must withdraw
Caveman, Indian, Anthropoid.

All three sf drnt publications have
now paid their respects to the House
Plan: The Crimson. The Advocate, and
the Lampoon. The Alumni BiUletin
stands behind President Lowell, as
far as it can be determined it would
seem that the older alumni, and
those students who are articulate are
against it. The reasons advanced by
the dissenters range from the sublime
to the trivial; from a fear that the •

social emphasis in the new houses
'

will put an end to Harvard Democ-
racy to a .sentimental apprehension
that student loyalty to the college
as a whole will be displaced by loy- .,

alty to the various houses. Whatever '

the reasons given It would seem that
President Lowell has a situation on
his hands which is commensurate
with that at Princeton when Wood-
row Wilson tried to abolish the side
shows.

(JIFTS OF LIFE

there is an undergraduate Motion
Picture Club whose members film,
direct and produce their own pic-
tures. The students study photog-

Ive learned that life Is a game we
play,

A game that goes on from day to
day.

I know that it plays a prank or two
It played me one when It brought
me you.

It's not always Joy end then some
laughter.

Borrow and pain may come hereaf-
ter.

Life flows along like a hidden song
Till a cold gray dawn when life

goes wrong.

Life gave me all. Just yesterday.
My minor parts to do.

Tuesday, March
J12,

1929

Varsity Bows
to St. Thomas

Vie-Scraiittmians Emerge
tor.-* from Extra Period

Battle

After knotting the score on six oc-

casions, the Wildcats finally failed by

a point to catch the St. Thomas
courtmi n alter five minutes of play

In Seranton on last Tuesday evening.

The regulation game ended with

both fives tied at 27 all. In the ad-

ded period the Tommies carried off

the decision by a field and a foul

toss, two to one pointers by the

vyildcats. In the opinion of the spec-

tators the encounter was conceded to

have been the best and most exciting

exhibition of the Indoor game ever

staged in the coal region metropolis.

At no stage of the tussle were the

quintets more than five points apart,

the first half stopped while the Blue
and White were Just finding the feel

of the fioor. The Seranton team
held a 15-11 advantage at the rest In-

terval. Every man on the Villanova

squad performed and all gave a good
account of themselves, especially In

the wind-up chukker.
Our men chopped down the Up-

state lead and assumed the fore at

21-20 only to have the opponents
even it up at 21-21. Twice again

this half the figures balanced, the
second time as the twentieth minute
ticked away.

In the close-up St. Thomas spurt-

ed \n front once more and as before

the cats kept apace. Kelly .sank a
long cord rustler from mld-coiul to

push his sides total up to 29 Hughle
Nolan countered with two from the

line. St. Thomas took the encounter
for good on Kelly's foul Just thirty

seconds after the finish.

i H E

Garrity Elected

Manager of Golf

(Commit lee Picked to Nego-
tiate for Use of

Links

VILLANOVAN
Bouts Staged by Epi^iilon

Phi Theta Success

Villanova in

Penn A. C. Meet

Ten to Fifteen Men Will Be
Entered in Indoor

Track Feast

It has betn announced that How-
ard Garrity. of the class <Jf '30. will

be the manager of the recently or- •

ganl/od golf, which will enter Inier-

colleglate competition for the first

time—an Innovation at Villanova.

,

The weekly meeting of this new or-
,

ganlzulion brought the fact that it

Is an opportunity for any student
,

who has any ability in this line of
sport to prove it now or never. Be-
ing a newly founded organization, it

needs lots of co-operation from those '

who are Interested, or it will die the
|

death of numerous other worthy ac-
tivities, which have been started on
the campus.

Richard Murray, '30. who was in
charge of the meeting, addressed the
new members that have Joined this
movement, and told them of the
plans that have been laid out for
the future, and asked them to give
their heartiest support, in order that
their hopes of success may become a
reality.

After the reading of the minutes,
a Committee was picked to secure
some neighboring golf course for
practice. Letters have been sent to
some ten o- eleven golf clubs, and it

Is hoped tliat .some arrangements
will bo made In the near future.
A suggestion which was accepted

with great approval was the one
made by Stanley Prokop, to the ef-

fect that at the end of the year a
competition ^hould be held for the
men who have supported the organ-
ization through its early stages, and
the winner should be named college
cliamplon. It was decided to exclude
any outside students of the college
who have not shown their support
throughout the year. The club asks
the support of the entire student
body In Inaugurating this sport at
Villanova.

VUlanova will have entrants in at

least five of the events listed on the

program in the Penn A. C. Indoor
track meet at the latter's club build-

ing on the eighteenth of March.
In all probability Coach Meredith

will carry a squad of ten to fifteen

men to the games. Hlghfleld and
Woods in the thirty-five yard dash
are expected to come through. Lou
Pessolano and Joe Kelly are listed to

toss the shot. Myretetus, Baker and
Palacclo are slated to compete In the

high Jump, while the relay team will

match speed with nearby colleges in

a one mile test. The personnel of

the baton passers is not available at

the present but will probably Include
Captain Woods. Dick Daley, Joe Cos-
tanzo and Bill Myrtetus the same
quartet which started in the Mead-
owbrook Meet last month.
Another two weeks and the weather

will probably admit regular outdoor
practice. In view of the early opening
date on which the varsity will begin
competition this year it will take all

this time for the men to get into
shape. Consequently with the past
record of the team to uphold it will

behoove a little more training.

Every day Coach Meredith is at the

Stadium dressing rooms between
three and five o'clock, any new can-
didates can arrange for uniforms with
him at this time.

Those people who believe in evo-

lution must get a great kick out of

going to the Zoo and feeding pea- i

nuts to their ancestors. Sunday Dls- I

patch.
I

Bowling Endorsed
I

by Stamford CIub|

Berza Rolls High Score of

179—Lyons of Poodles

Second High

The Stamford Club Bowling Team
Inaugurated its .season by taking the
Poodles over the bumps at the Ard-
more Alleys last Tuesday night. Mana-
ger Hanlon's Stamfordltes held the
reins from the beginning of the match
hut Manager Lyon's Poodles were able
to press the leaders until the finish.

Hanlon's Horrible Henchmen were
the first to appear on the floor and
were greeted with an enormous ap-
plause, in fact so great that one of
the local police was sent to the scene
of action to investigate the cause of
uch outburst. When the Poodles took
their bow a similar ouburst was re-

peated.

The Stamford Club's representatives
consisting of Manager Hanlon, Cap-
tain Mecza and Financial Manager
Rinaldi would have won the match
by a greater margin but for the pres-
ence of a drawback in the person of
Thomas Doyle, the Camden Wonder,

|

whose terrible bowling netted him
|

the final score of only 124. Stelnmetz

;

Leib, of the Poodles, acted in a simi-
lar capacity.

Although an invitation was already
extended to the Stamford team, to
appear at the Inter-National Bowling
Congress in Bulgaria, it is rumored
that Financial Manager Rinaldi said
to his team-mates, "We'll hold out
for more money."

(Continued from I'aKe One)
opinion that if both fighters were in

condition It would have been more
evenly matched. The thing that

placed Sakowskl Into the shades of

night was a beautifully executed left

Jab, after a few seconds of spirited

fighting. This was one of the best
bouts of the evening.
Heron and Cicero, the opponents of

two years ago, again put on a bout
that was an exact replica of their

former event. Cicero was knocked
down' and then Heron felt the floor

coming up at him. Blood was drawn
by both of the bull boys. It was so
even that the officials decided that It

was no man's fight, as both had
earned the same nupber of points.

Heron's sportsmanship and Cicero's

"guts" deserve great praise.

Two lads from Jersey City then
came to show how the crab apple
state does its good fighting, and if

that was an example of the battles

that rage in the state it is a good
place to keep away from. This was
also a draw for they were the most
evenly matched couple on the per-
formance of the evening.
Then the pachyderms entered the

arena. Louis Pessalano erstwhile
football captain, and "Jim" Langan,
Penn A. C. Champ amused the crowd
with their marvelous exhibition of
footwork and boxing ability. A draw
decision was handed down.
The stage was now set for the final

of the night between "Jack" McOann
and "Charlie" Wltkowski. both of
Jersey City. In this scrap, for It was
THE scrap of the evening, punches
galore, bodily and otherwise were
traded with vim. vigor and vitality.

It was three rounds of thrills packed
with excitement for all those that
viewed this spectacle of the squared
ring. They traveled at an even pace
all through the go, and it received
the hearty approbation of all present
when a decision "Draw" was ren-
dered by the Judges.
As a final offering for the men of

Villanova an exhibition between "25
Second " Macklin and "Punch" Train-
or. Here all the science of the game
was placed on the table for the en-
joyment of the audience. As this was
an exhibition no decision was handed
down.
The EpsUon Phi Theta takes this

opportunity to thank all its support-
ers for the wonderful cooperation
manifested in the promotion of this
function.

Foul Shooting

Match Next Week
I

i

(;<»id Basketball to Winner—
Delta Pi Ep^ilon

!

1
Hands Deft

YE.ARLINOS END SEASON

. Fjr the first time in year.s a foiil

goal .'.hooting co-ittst will be held ^t

Virnhovi\. In the gymnasium on the

nights of Thursday and Friday,

M;irch the 21hI .nnd 22nd un i)pen

coiitest wllj get under v.ny with <v-

crvone eligible to enter.

On Thursdav. the first nl>,ht of the

competition .the preliminaries Vvill be

staged. PlfTe"n throws are allowed

all entrants, and all those tossing in

ten or more successful tries shall

I

qualify for the finals to be hold tho

j

fcllc/vlng night.

I

The Friday competition betv/»en

I
the qualifiers from the trials will al-

I

low five throws to each man, f.i.' one

;
tossing In the most receivSsu; a gold

I

basketball with sultabl'; Ir.Mrlptlon

Including the iiame of ihe v'rt'n.

An tntrance fee of twenty-five

cents will be charged each partici-

pant, the fund going to defray the

expenses of the Track and Field Day
Meet on the Tuesday of Junior Week.

Some controversy has cropped up
between various members of tho dif-

ferent frats as to the superiority of

their basketball teams, the Delta PI

EpFilon In an unofficial way, even
going so far as to challenge any oth-

er frat team to a game for the Intcr-

frttttrnity championship of the

Kchool. If any r^^'ipoiuse Is received

to thl.s dc'i D. P. E. will play tlie team
responding on the Friday of the foul

hcctlng finals. Furthermore Delta

PI Epsilon Is willing to match any
five or ten of Its members, against a

like number from the other frats In

a foul shooting contest for total

^oals on Thursday.
Entries will ba received by Julius

Becza, Jim Henry, Crosby Coughlin
and Prank Mahan. All entries to be

In by Wednesday, Marcli 20th.

.Manx I'roiul.-iiiK Fro>h Slur* Pro-

dnted U\ Coueli Litlux

Playing twelve games all on foreign

courts, the past .season, the Freshman
Basketball tran\ v.nder the able tu-

torship oi' Chrlb Loios closed one of

the hardest schedules ever partici-

pated In by ii Freshman team of that

institution."

Unciaimtcd by the- unfavoroble

cliciunsianccs which sinroimdcd his

efforts the first part of the season,

l.olos piloted the .first year men
throughout what might morally be

calleel a succ»|s.sful season,

Toomey. Edwards. Stock. Czescik,

and Hammond are a few of the stars

Lolos has developed and these boys
from the brilliant pa.st performances
will undoubtedly be seen in varsity

uniforms next year.

Syracuse reports a novel class Jn
1 Journalism. The class each week
eelltb a miniature newspaper of which
a member of the class is elected edi-

tor and heads his staff of class re-

porters. The afternoon during which
the paper is printed is called the
"newspaper laboratory period." Each
week the students are given various
territories to cover. Including the
cHy morgue, the police station and
city hall.

Now that Massachusetts voters

have passed a referendum whicli per-

mit ; the pluylng of baseball on Sun-
e'.ay. Eo >,on's representatives In each
nipjoi' league will be able to lewe an
pc'dltlonal game each week. Sunday
Dispatch.

mA.ffcrretiiNS sticr rcc cvccr wALr cr Lire**

SIMMKK K.MPLOV.MKNT
The John C. Winston Co. recently

announced that they have many po-
sitions available for college students
during the summer months. The
circular which they have sent out
stresses the necessity of communi-
cating with their representative at
once.

All those Interested should get In
touch Immediately with this com-
pany's representative, MR. EDWARD
J. SCANNEL IN NO. 109 FEDIGAN
HALL.

On a recent trip the Ohio State

University band got off the train at

the wrong station and had to march
j

four miles to their destination.—The
Tomahawk. : »-:

South Bend. Ind. Knute Rockne
attributes the success of his football
teams to the absence of the co-ed
more than any other single factor.

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Villanova Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

"77i« Place to Meet'*

"The Place to Treat'*

raphy, operate their own cameras as Life took today In a sombre way
well as direct and act In their own
productions.—The Tatler

Two gifts—my heart and you.
An Arts Man.

Everything in Campus Wear.
Made to Measure.

$24.50 $34.50

CHARLES MALANDRA
Tailor

College Representatives:

H. C. McHUOH, '30,

#109 Austin Hall.

J. J. O'CONNOR. '81,

#115 Austin Hall

DRUGS GIFTS

POWERS & REYNOLDS

Modern Drug Store

837 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Soda Candy

Phon* BRYN MAWR 921

We Deliver

I Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Delivery

Service

I

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Measure Clothes

I of Baltimore, $25 and up.

LISTEN IN TO C(0. HUTCHINS RADIO BKOADCAST-BY WCAU-S.iO EVEBY WITC

Geo. Hutchins Stores
^VIEN'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

k
120709 CHESTNUT STREET

S«2I GERMA.NTOW.\ AVENl'E 27.W CKRMA.NTOWN AVENUE

40M LANCASTER AVE.M E ttOS M AI.N STREET. MANAYl'NKL
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College

Announcements

DELTA PI EP8ILOX

.llNKMtS
There will be a meeting of the

Junior Class. TODAY, Tuesday, March

12th, at one o'clock In room F, Acad-

emy.

VILI.ANOVAN STAFF
The regular weekly meeting of the

Vlllanovan Stiff will be held Today

at 3.30 m the Editorial Room.

STIDKNT COl NCII-

The regular weekly meeting of the

Student Council will be held TODAY
as usual at 1 o'clock In the Academy.

•' " ATI-ANTK CITY fTJ II

•,-. There will be a meeting of the At-

lantic City Club on Thursday. March

14th at 1 o'clock.

New Y<»rk Club

There will be a meeting of the New
York Club TOMORROW, Wednesday

March 13th In No. 400 Good Council

Hall.

DFItATINii SOCIKTY
' There will b? a meeting of the De-

bating Society on next Monday,

March 18th nt 2.30 o'clock In No. 104

Mendel Hall.

I>I (».MK(iA rill

Hodle Conveniet.
Adlstate!

A regular meeting oi the Delta

PI Epsllon fraternity was hel^l In

ftoom P of the Academy on Monday,

March 4th. Of late the attendance

at meetings has been falling off con-

siderably and President McCoy talked

at length on securing a remedy for

this lack of cooperation. At the

present time prospects of Incorporat-

ing^ Into a national organization

'look very promising. Several sugges-

tions were offered which gave rise

to the adoption of a new rule. The

law passed was: "that all members

whd miss three meetings will auto-

matically forfeit their membership in

the fraternity and reinstatement will

I

not be considered unless a fine of

one dollar ($1.00) Is paid within two

weeks after a memtoer has been ex-

pelled. If the member has a legiti-

mate excuse for his absence he must

put It up before the committee acting

in that capacity and his future as a

member of the fraternity rests in

their hands. If his excuse Is ac-

cepted the fine will be lifted and he

will again be reinstated into the fra-

ternity " This rule received unani-

mous support.

Beginning at the next meeting

there will be roll call by the chair-

man to check up on the absentees.

In the future therefore it Is hoped

that the attendance will be much
better thus helping to make the

Delta PI Epsllon fraternity worthy of

the class of men It represents.

1932 Men Hold Elec-

tions for Class Officers

(Contlnutd from PaKe One)

ATLANTIC CITY < LI B Senior Theses Rules and

Forms Are Announced

Pi OMF(iA Pill

They then left the room while a

closed ballot was taken. The results

were read aloud and counted, mem-

bers of the Vigilance Committee and

the Sophomore Class officers officiat-

ing
Seleetlonrf

, Mr. Howard Slngley. the choice of

the class for President, is a resident

of Atlantic City, where he received

his preliminary education In Atlantic

City High. He is enrolled in the

Pre-medlcal course In which course he

Is rated as one of the best students.

;
He is also a member of the football

I

squad. Mr. Keenan. elected Vice-

President, halls from Lawrence, Mass.

He attended Lawrence High before

• entering Vlllanova last fall. He is

I studying Pre-med. Mr. McDermott,

who was selected as Secretary, went

1 to Lincoln High In Jersey City, which

I
Is his home residence. He Is a mem-

I

ber of the Arts School at Vlllanova.

He was a member of the freshman

football and basketball teams. Mr.

Storms, the Treasurer, attended At-

lantic City High. He Is studying en-

gineering at Vlllanova.

The class of 1932 are to be com-
plimented on their selections and on

the orderly manner In which they

conducted themselves during the

meeting.

Final arrangements have been made

by the Atlantic City Club for the

dance they arc giving during the

Easter holidays. After considering

the hotels at their disposal it was

decided to choose the ballroom of the

Knights of Columbus building. This
;

ballroom has been opened for less

than a year. It Is spacious and has a

peculiar charm due perhaps to the

Spanish decorations. Gene Reiley,

who is furnishing the muaic, will

have 'an ideal atmosphere. He has

selected the best men from an or-

chestra of twenty-seven to take with

him to the shore. Although Gene's

music has been very successful at

Penn, Harvard, and Deb. parties It

,wlll achieve greater fame at the

Playground of the World.

Easter Saturday night Is the time

of the dance. The tax Is only three

dollars. In a few day.s floaters and

posters win give more Information

concerning this affair

A meeting of the club will take

place on Thursday, March 14th, at

100 p. m. Every member Is urged

to attend as this will be one of the

most Important meetings held this

year.

(continued from first ptige)

ranged In the following general order

:

A—One or more blank sheets.

B—Title page.

C—Index, referring to pages by

number.
D—Historical Outline, or a state-

ment of the objective sought in the

investigation.

E—General outline of the design

or Investigation.

P—Details, In logical Order.

O—Complete computations, with

results summarized.
H—Statement of conclusions

reached.
1—Bibliography.
The thesis when handed In be-

comes the property of Vlllanova Col-

lege, and may not be published by

the candidate without permission of

the college authorities.

TV/O COPIES MUST BE HANDED IN.

WILKKS-lt.VKKK CUB

KI'.SILON Pill TIIKTA
There will be an Important meet-

ing of Epsllon Phi Theta at 1 o'clock

TOMORROW In E, In the Academy.

Important business Is to be discussed

and all members are urgently re-

quested to be there.

DKI.TA PI KP.'^ILON

The regular weekly meeting of Del-

ta PI Epsllon will be held as usual

on next Monday at 1 o'clock In F.

Academy.

. - ' I.ainlxlu Kappa Helta

The regular weekly meeting of
" Lambda Kappa Delta will be held as

usual at 8.45 on next Friday morn-
ing.

JIMOK PROM CO.M.MITTKE
There will be a meeting of the

Junior Prom Committee TOMORROW
Wednesday, March 13th at 1 o'clock

in No. 245. Austin Hall.

V. I. c

Three new Freshmen members
were taken In at the last meeting of

the PI Omega Phi fraternity. They
are Mr. GUI, Mr. Betz and Mr. Ge-
heay. Several new activities were

proposed by Mr. Gill, these will be

acted upon later. Final arrange-

ments for the pins were completed

and all members were requested to

have their deposits In as soon as pos-

sible In order to get the pins before

Easter.

Report.s on the success of the bas-

ket-ball team are most favorable. So
far they are undefeated. The most
recent victories being the Lawrence
club. Monastery and Academy. This

week the tram plays the V. I. C. and
the New Dorm. Manager O'Donnell

and Capt. Castellanl and all the

members of the squad are to be high-

ly congratulated lor their excellent

playing. Other Incidental business

was atended to and the meeting was
adjourned.

KOOK KOOM
The book room will be open dally

from 9 till 10 30 In the morning and
from 1.15 till :: 30 In the afternoon.

LOST ANO FOINO
Lost:—A High .school ring. Inscribed

with the letters A. C. H. S. Num-
erals, 1923. Left on work bench in

carpentry shop Friday, March 2.

Finder plea.se return to J. McMen-
emln, 315 Fedlgan Hall.

Lost:—A Schaeffer Fountain pen.

Please return to Mark Leo Ryan,
216 Fedlgan Hall.

Lost:—Organic Chemistry Book. Left

on window sill in Ampitheatre.
Please return to A. Kunzenbacher.

Found:—Fountain Pen belonging to

M. J. Cook. Please inquire at Book
Room.

Found :—Leather covered notebook
belonging to O. Battel. Please In-

quire at book Room.

I
The regular weekly meeting of the

i

Vlllanova Italian Club was held last

I

Wednesday at 12.30 In Room 15,

I Academy. After preliminary formal-

1 Itles were disposed with Important

i
business was attended to. Mr. Tuzlo,

Treasurer, gave a detailed accoimt of

money received and of expenditures

and made all members acquainted

with the financial status of the or-

ganization.

Attention was then turned to the

romlng Annual Dance to be held Ap-
ril 5th in the main ball room of the

j

Stephen Glrard Hotel, of Phlladel-

I
phla. The Dance Committee which

j
had previously held a private meet-

I

ing rendered a report of the prog-

1 ress made thus far. Chairman Ber-

I tlno made an earnest appeal to those

present and asked their whole-heart-
ed support. They responded magnan-
imously and each member pledged to

get at least one patron.

Pi O.MEOA PHI tilTNTKT

NOTICE KN<JINKKKS!
On Wednesday March the 13th,

(TOMORROW) the A. S. M. E. will

conduct an Inspection trip. The
place Is Camden In the yard and dry

dock of the New York Shipbuilding

Company. Two complete cruisers

wM be Inspected. Those desiring to

go on the trip will meet at the P. It

W. station at 1 o'clock tomorrow af-

ternoon.

Although the Interfraternity league

has not been officially established

this year, the Pi Omega Phi quintet

has already played eight games with

other representative fives on the cam-
pus.

Beginning early in the season with
practice sessions In the Rosemont
College gymnasium, a regular five

was selected. Returning to school af-

ter the Christmas holidays there fol-

lowed a series of games which the Pi

Omega Phi completed without a set-

back. Among their vanquished op-
ponents were: The Jersey Club, Mon-
astery Five, Academy Five, V. I. C.

and the Jersey City Club.
The team is composed of Captain

Castellanl and Dlneen, forwards:

O'Neill and Dwyer, guards, with Pro-

kop at the pivot position. Cartenuto,
KUcourse, Betz and Geatlng compose
the reserves.

Any team desiring a game may do
so by applying to Manager O'Donnell
In Fedlgan Hall

All arrangements have been com-
pleted for the second Annual Easter

dance to be given by the Wilkes-

Barre Club on Easter Monday night

at the Country Club, Scranton, Pa.

The club has already given two
dances this year, both of which were

great social succes-ses. The Easter

dance committee Is doing everything

In its power to make this coming
dance the greatest College affair ever

held in the Anthracite region. It has

purchased beautiful ft^ors in the

form of miniature bracelets inscribed

with the Vlllanova College seal. Bud
Henry and his Alpine Syncopators
have been engaged to furnish the

music for the dance. Henry's or-

chestra has played for several Col-

lege dances throughout the East and
' has built up the reputation of being
' one of the best dance orchestras that

ever played for the lovers of the

Terplschorean Art.

Mr. Frank McCann. Jr., Is Chair-

man of the Dance Committee, being
' assisted by John Conaboy, Gerald
' Kelghtley, Edward McGlnty. Mario
Valverde and James Conahan.

A. S. C. E.

On Sunday afternoon, March tenth,

the members of the Vlllanova stu-

dent chapter of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, accompanied by

Professor Sweeney, made an Inspec-

tion of the Valley Forge Cement Mill

I at West Conshohocken. The trip was
' made by motor, about thirty mem-
bers being included In the party. The

1 cement was followed from Its raw

1 form within the quarry to Its final

I

state as a finished material. The

I

various stages of cement-ln-the-mak-

I

Ing were seen with explanations glv-

I

en by a competent manufacturer of

this product. The trip was a huge

success, proving both Interesting and

;
Instructive. The local student chap-

I

ter is indebted to Frank Palaclo. '29.

I

who arranged the trip. A number of

visits to other places of Interest to

civil engineers will be made In the

near future.

LIKB WINS PKIZK

Mathew Lleb, It was announced to-

day, was the winner of the $10.00

gold piece offered in the recent con-
test sponsored by the Stamford Club.
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I Considering the fact, that this
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Kditor-in-Chief paper took the liberty of publishing
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nuniiif: Editor ,

In Us columns an editorial some valuable aid to the School Board of
months ago dealing with the lack

, j^j^^ community ag a teacher of
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dents we are answering their request
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,

etiquette. It Is hoped that this will
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This paper is dedicated to one of the finest men uho ever entered Villanova;
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mathematics.
—m—

Thoma* Kerrigan, of Gllbeiton, Pa.,

I

who vvus last seen at the Bucknell
game in Scranton, Is a member of the

CURTAIN
ERLANGER -THE THREE MUSKE-
TEERS— Zlgtteld kept It on Broad-
way for a year. One of the most
picturesque operettas on the legiti-

mate stjige and well worth the visit.

FORREST — CHAUVE-80URI8— a
French Invader that threatened to
w4n the field. Good music and
dancing put It over

remedy the situation

(ieiieral Kiiles
, I rtrst year Law Class at Georgetown! tl«"tlng put it over.

For evening wear, a pair of overalls •"

uj^j^p^jj^y ,
|
WALNUT PASSION PREFERRED

—

or even a good worn out suit Is —iH '
. j

Alexander Carr makes It a hit com-
practlcally Ideal, because one should Edward Wnllls. of Pjprth Amboy, Is ' ^'^y '" splte of an Indifferent love

go to a party with the Idea that one u^^ employed by the Du Pont Co., of V^°^ ''"^ ^ mediocre cast.

Is going to get Into a good brawl be- wUmlnKton, Del. i

CHESTNUT OPERA HOUSE—GOOD
NEWS—Last chance to see this In-
teresting musical comedy of the

Is going to get Into a good brawl be- Wilmington, Del.
foi* the evening Is over, so It Is best

•>f^

to be prepared.
|

john Perrar Is now a first year stu-
Never, for any reason at all, be civ-

il to anyone because people might
take you for a sissy, and then you

cornt'd. and to hiiiiK into i)ractic'e the man known uh a "Specialist."

Thi.s Innovation into huHlnosH wan a natural outronic of the increa.siMl

fuith of man in llu' theory of hulk pi oduct.on. It \va« i)rtiVfn time and
ayaln that a man who was no doubt t'Xtroincly (lever to he alili' to do a
fairly «ood tvpc of carpentry .liricklayinK and plastt'ihm, one as well ;is

the otluT, but he was not worth a.s much as the man who could tlo only

one tvi)e of work, hut that one exc«'pti"n!illv well. Thus, we see that in

modern times we have the man known as the "Specialist," the man Who
can produce a ureal quantity of kooiIs in a short time, rather than a less

aniotint of woods (»f more varied nature in a Rreater length of time.

The average man who comes to college hiis already made up his
.'. tnind as to what lino of business or i>r,ofess'on he is going to follow, and
studies that course while spending four years at the colleue. Theodore
Ivoosevelt, .)!•., once advised the hoy who was about to enter college to

become a specialist in some line of work, and If ho could not make a
choice, to enter ;t course of general education, to get all he could out of

it and on his graduation to start to select a business that was suitable

for him.
Kvery one grante<l that the ad\ice of Mr. Uoosevelt was of the

Honndt'St nature, hut It wouhl he ji far greater henettt to the under-
graduate to be able to make his choice before leaving the Alma Mater.
It is up to each and every individual to choose for himself, and if he
cannot decide the (|uestlon. at least it will be of some benetil to him to

tflve the matter ih(> suftlciont reflection that it deserves.
T* ^n ™ ™ ^r

WE WONDER!

Tl 1 10 other da>- a i)rofeHSor WJis aceused liy a student of being too
douniatic. Of coui'se the student did not accuse the professor
lierson,ill>' because, as h<' s;iid, he <li<l not want to Hunk the

course. The student h.iil taken as untrue the st.itement that a

t»lav is )>oor If Its moral is bad. I/ater, in the heat of a "Hull" .session, he
even denied that a play has a .subconscious effect on the mind. "I'eople

after beiiiK amused by the show forget the moi'a.l." It Is a safe bet. if

he ever has children he will not Ki\e ihom a steaily diet of burlesiiue,

pliiys like "Sfi'.-mue Intei-lude" and "The ('ai)t;\e," of which l;isl i)lay the
cynical Nathan said: "It's very <iuality—though that (luality m.iy be a
secret of Its audiences—succeeds in Rottinu a portion of those audiences
int<i its Krip." Nor was .V.-ithan reticent .ihout explainuK th;it Krip.

The tendency of students is that they siib<'(»nsciously want to dis-

play their wit in suhstanti.-itlni,' their contentions ratliei- ihin to ai-rive

at truth.
A dogmatle teacliei' iippears foolish to hoi )iolloi because they

reason by preceden<'e. They jtriiise the author of a cenaore<l book as ii

martyr to a new spirituality and yet th<'y are <'arefiil not to lnt:oducc
their sisters to the Ijtei-ai'y genius. They vote for a man because he is

fi-om tlieii- class and afterwards they call him a i>oor leader.

Whether you ar(> for or against a |>roposition you are a moralist. If

you firmly believe your hh'as are worth llglitinK for you are ;i dogmatist.
Students often make mist.'ikes. teachci-s occ.isionally. Since this is

the work of .i student It would he well to look for mistakes. The author
may be given credit for not making the greatest mistake^ i. e., trying to

hide his ignorance under a cloak of silence.

CYNIC.'**

'

won't be popular
Don't speak to anyone. This will

lend a remote and distant air. People
will come to you but repulse them
with a few well chosen words. Con-
demning them to eternal fire Is about
the best and most gentle way.
When speaking or talking to a lady

never remove your hat. because In

s, women
they may

dent In the Yale Medical School.
—iH—

James R. Nealon, of Plymouth, Pa.

Is taking a course in Medicine at

Harvard University.
—-^8—

John J. McDevltt. of Passaic, N. J.,

Is employed by the Public* Service
Corporation of Hackensack, and In-

tends to practice Law In Newark.

get Into

Iways try

to be first. Trample over everyone -— —
who stands In your way. and If there Ph"f»fl^'Phla

are any old ladles and women with
children In their arms, don't miss
them.

Joseph Leltner, of Perth Amboy, N.
J., is located with the firm of Bam-
berger 6i Co. In Newark, N. J.

John A. Rowe Is a superintendent
for the Real Estate Roofing Co., of

Joseph McHenry Is now employed
by the Gulf Refining Company as a

EXCHANGES
The Vlllanovan gratefully acKnowl-

edges the following exchanges:
The Greyhound, Loyola University,

Baltimore, Md.
The Tomahawk, Holy Cro.ss College,

Worcester, Mass.
The Hoya. Georgetown University.
Washington. D. C.

The Mountain Echo. Mt. St. Mary's
College, Emmltsburg, Md.

The Tatler. College of New Rochelle,
New Rochelle, N, Y.

The Southern Callfoinla Alumni Re-
view, Unlveriilty of Southern Call-
foinla.

The Small Pica. North Dakota State
School of Science.

The Niagara Index, Niagara Univer-
sity, Niagara, N. Y.

synthetic collegian. Good dancing
and music by a good cast.

SHUBERT—MITZI—reviewed before.
LYRIC—SECURITY—reviewed before.

CAMERA
"WEARY RIVER—"Barthelmess In a

great hit. The story of a man tak-
en from the depths and raised to
the heights by an overpowering
love. A perfect picture to accom-
pany this Spring weather.

"SPEAKEASY"—New York Its streets
of sin and Illusion, its hoards of
forgotten faces. Its crime and de-
.spalr pictured In a drama that will
have a lengthy run at the Fox-Lo-
cust.

'THE COHENS AND KELLYS"—The
usual struggle between the sons of
Erin and the followers of Israel. A
poor attempt at comedy In a man-
ner that has been presented a doz-
en times previous.

"7 FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN "—A con-
flagration of mystery and surprise
that isn't as bad as one might sup-
pose.

"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET" — Re-
viewed last week.

(Jala Affair Held St. Pat-

rick's Eve liy Pre-Medicals

it'ontinued from Page dnfe)

•. SPRING. .:'"; >_:; :.;\,,:';„;

AT L.\ST winter is casting aside, ratlK'r mouinfully and with
leluct.ince, her lobes of gra>- .md white. No longer will her
snowy cjinopy spread Itself ma.jestic.iUy over the fields; nf> longer
will her roaring winds scornfully brush .isido all in their path:

for spring h.-is mutlled those stentorian crescendos. Winter, once ruling

with her reual sceptrf», has now faded an<l gone. The season of colorful

blossoms, (»f roses, of everything beautiful, h.-ts broken her stiell i.f jno-

foiind silence and has ai-oused herself from a long wintry sleep.

Spring, a dripper young sprite, is again prancing \yith impatience.
At her advent, tln> \yjifted etliere.-il scent of awnkeninj;: fields |i(>rmeate

the air an<l warm, caressing' breezes bear the refreshing odor to every
nook and corner of .Mother Nature. Once more she Is taking on her
parments green and. ever Kently, .iwakening sleepy nature from her
^lumbers. With scintillating wand in hand, she refr»-shes her favorite
plants Through the tiny velnH of cpuntless shrubs the reanimated blood
surges, at her comniiind. nalnbow-colored wrens and robins pipe gh e-

fully their spring refr.iin. and .seem to strike unerringly the notes of

perfect hnrmony. rhlrpinK thrushes add their sweet and tender melodies
to anlm.ite nature, (lay laiks warble Iheii- enchanting carols and all

seem to blend in ,i v.ist symphony of he.ivenly music. I'nsi'en rivulets,

unleashed from their frozen stnyii. dance merrily on their way. The
voice of a babbling brook is heard in the distance: now it lingers: and
again, iiuslu-d Kently onward, it launhs a rippling laugh :ind ripples on
If's course. All nature seems to haVe assumed n brilliant aspect.

And in our musings we often wonder whether the world takes
spring as Just another season or whether she .sees In it the dawn of a
new life, the cure fm- nil misfortune, and the stimulus for new Rdventure.
Does the weary world accept sprlnir's extended and helping hand, caress

It to her bosom and take up jinew tiie etern;il combat of life?

Always whisper in company, as this :

concrete engineer

lends an air of mystery to the oc- 1

caslon, and Is a secret of becoming
popular with the opposite sex which
Is eternally curious.

.\t the Table
If you want anything reach for It.

Walk across the table if necessary,
because someone may beat you to the
Jump.
When soup Is served alway.s bring

along music as It Is an excellent
chance to get In a little field work.

If a choice of cakes Is served with
dessert always choose sponge cake as
it holds more coffee.

Coffee should be drunk from a
saucer, except when a demi-tasse Is

served, in that case take cup and all.

Never drink with the spoon In your
cup as It may put your eye out. Try
to work it up your sleeve.

After .six helpings call It quits, If
there Isn't anything more. The host
or hostess will have shot you after
the fourth, .so don't worry on this
account.

If the food Is bad always say so. If
it Is good say so anyway, as there Is
alway.s a remote chance of getting
better.

Those little round bowls served at
the end of every meal Is to replenish
your water gla.ss Never mnke th« s*"^^'" "....uunucs uirec annual pnz- "- i -' "^vv uccuhc, it

mistake of drinking straight from
"" ^° »^»dents of engineering for the combines entertainment with a form

the bowl
^^'"iKnt from ^cst papers to be submitted on Civil /^^ homecoming which in many cases

If the dinner is very formal and 'f'°T"" ^"''J'^^^'' The priy.es ""Zlt T. ^^IT']
when the ladles receive thngnaro t'''''

,*'?" establl.shed to stimulate

retire, try to trip up all that vo can '

''^"''"'^ ^°'^^ ^° «'^^ '""'"^ *'*"'^-

YouU make a hit. ( With Jour hcai '

^"'' attention to the problems fac-

on the front pavement
^^''«^

,

'ng the aeronautic industry.

In the case of dinner dances al I

'!^"''' '^'"'"^'"«^^' "'"V be historical,

ways .stay at the table between coin
^""'y^''""'' ^'^Perlmental. or practical

•ses, when the others are dancing as ' S ^.•^«'f^f
«"^ "'"V deal with any

you may be able to eat the^r "haJe .

following civil aeronautic dl-

as well as your own
"'^a^e visions

:
aerodynamics, airships, air-

Take all the silver pos.sible as there ^""'^l'
""''"'"y'*' a^-ronautlc Instru-

is nothing better than saving u,, to T", °". ^^q^'P^ent. management,
n rainy day You mav own « T..

""'»''""'' d^«'K". Power plant design.

Of your own some d"y 'so There iL no ""-V""
»P-»^'°»' «ir tran.sportatlon,

time like the present fo, sav^.Tg
"° "''"'•'' J'^^tography, etc

College Kales
Never shave, as this is strictly amans college and shaving would seem

too effeminate.
Above all don't wear good clothes to

Edward Brltt, Chairman of the
Senior Ball was the Chairman of the
committee and due to his experience
carried out the affair In a manner
which not only did himself credit but
also the fraternity, of which he Is a
member. Thanks Is due not only to

-..^, e,«..., ..,. ^. h'm but to John Lyons, President of
The Ignatius News, St. Ignatius Col- |

Lambda Kappa Delta, and to other
lege, San Francisco, California. members of the committee.— __ Among those present were various

Auarils OflVr.-.l l.v A «J
members of the Alumni who are at-

'
,, V ^ tending the adjacent medical .schools.

n. K. for Researell Papers ""^ ^'^^s« with their friends helped
to swell the number which was there.

(continued from first page) "^^^ ^^^^ °' running the dances In
the gym Is ideal from the matter of

gineers annoinices three annual prlz- '''^ Alumni point of view because, It

The pre-medical Dance Is the first
of a series of spring social functions
which reach their climax In the Jun-
ior Promenad.' which Is held In May.
With such an impetus that .social life
received last Saturday nli;ht there is
no doubt in the minds of everyone
that all future activities will be a
huge success.

PRIZES OFFERED
IN C. E. CONTEST

• rontinued from Page One)

if their subjects are approved and
each will be given a number for use

Conditions of I'rlzes

Those submitting papers must be
student a.ssoclates of the A. S. M. E.
In good standing. .

- r, „v. .,j. uoc-

The paper submitted need not be I
"" '''''* PaP<"'' a»fl drawings, this will

class, as the Drofess'orK m«r, fZT"''."
P'^pwed especially for the contest but ""*^"'^ "" ""Pn'tial Judgment. Tone p.oressors may feel hurt, may be either a graduating thesis or ,

^'^°'^^' *'^««^- «"bjccts are rejected the
a paper prepared for some meeting *'^cretary \vlll .send a list of approved
of the Society, Including Student
Branch meetings. It must not have

Be as annoylmr as on«thi„ „. . I

'^^^" previously contributed to or
thlswny. youwin^ecomeaelV? '"! Published by any other .society or

andbecLreaC'rrtr'cXusi^rr';"''^"' P"*"'-^'"" »" ^^^'e o^

provided you live long enouKh I d
Attend all meetings whether vou he LT^V""^ '''' ^"* '" ^° ^^^

long at them or not, Tnd raise stren: ' JoT r 'T''^
"°' '"'"'" *'^'*" •'"""

- "'^'^ siren- 30th of each year. They may be
given either through the honorary
chairman of the A. S. M. E. Student
Branch or through the professor of

.
i-.^.v-oow. n iiiiiy ipci mat,

because his dearly beloved gang ofbums have become dudes, and soonmay be going on dates, and neglecting
their work.

uous objections to everything This
will tend to .^top all radical changes

If you go out nights, cla-sses are the
Ideal Place to sleep as hrnrof wVll

'' °' ^^''°''^^ ^^'' P'^^^'^'^^r

be very grateful because l^^,
^'

!

"«''o»a"t'cs of the school attended by
talk or £y Stack toe ,rh T'^ *

I

^•^*' contestant. The prizes will be
e«, and J^how cUsrespect

"""' "^""^^ "' '""^ Aeronautic Session of

Carve your name on all desks and L"^.""""'
^*"^""*' °' '''^ ^""'^^^

public places as «om„ hb„
Address papers to Black and Bige-

Eecon^e famnur„.?H'"f..^T.^°" "^^^ '«^ Student Aeronautic Prizes, Thebecome famous and the college can
point with pride at your initials
carved in bold relief on the front
doors of some of the main buildings
It might be even sold to some muse-
um, and a tidy sum be realized
Never buy shaving cream, tooth

paste, razor blades, soap or cigarettes

I

but provide yourself with a good

American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, 29 West 39th street. New
York, N. Y.

II,-
'

I

'

l
.'i I ,

roommate.
Never read a column In the "Vllla-

novan" called "The Mosque."
Go on. Get out of here!

« Count Dmitri.

subjects. This will give everyone an
equal opportunity.
Papers will be about 2000 words

with sketches and drawings to Illus-
trate or to make the text clearer
Original blueprints may be used.

Papers should be typewritten If
possible on one side only. Paper
must be letter size. All references
used must be noted on a paper used
as an appendix. Papers are not be
be rolled or folded but sent in a
large envelope not later than May 15,
1929. The secretary will check the
identification number and forward
the paper to the connnittee. In event
of no meritorious paper being re-
ceived there will be no prize.

At the awarding of the prize the
contestants will be the guests of the
society at a dinner to be held June 3,
During the dinner the winner will be
announced and his paper read. All
tho.se intending to enter are request-
ed to do so as soon as possible to In-
jure better Judgment of topics of-
fered.

Announce Tennis '

Team Schedule

Four-Day Southern Trip to

Inau(i;urate Season on
April 9tli

Thirteen matches, all away, have
been scheduled- fpr the Temils team
according to the Information given
•but by manager McCoy yesterday.

A four day Soulhern trip with
matches against John Hopkl^ns In
Baltimore. Navy In Annapolis, possi-

bly Georgetown in Washington and
Catholic U. also In the capital city

will start the season.

The tentative schedule follows:

April 9. Johns Hopkins, In Baltimore
10, Navy In Annapolis
11, Georgetown In Washington
12, Catholic U. In Washington
23, Dickinson, in Carlisle

23, Schuylkill, In Myerstown
27, La Salle, In Philadelphia

May 1, Haverford In Haverford
3, Franklin and Marshall. In

Lancaster
9, St. Joseph, In Overbrook

15, Urslnus, In CoUcgevllle
18, Temple, in Philadelphia
30, Delaware U. In Newark

All the above dates are certain with
the exception of Georgetown. Schuyl-
kill and Delaware.
The brunt of the Villanova attack

this season will be borne by Captain
Lovatt. Frank Kelley. Pete Forvy,
Tom Doollng. Charley Boyle and Bill
Qiiinlan.

One disadvantage facing the squad
Is the lack of adequate playing
courts. The new courts now being
constructed across the pike will not
be available until next season. In all

likelihood the practicing will be done
on the two courts by the railroad.

NoBA

THIRTY BASEBALL
CANDIDATES OIT

'Continued from I'age One)

keeping down the score.

When the fact dawns on the read-

er that March Is almost a thing of

the past—that Basketball accom-
plishments have been completed, and
that very soon the sound of the
horsehlde against wood will be heard
throughout the campus—he will re-

alize that Spring Is here and the ne-
cessity on his part of brushing up on
his baseball rules. Villanova swings
into action March 30 in the Inaugu-
ral game of one of the hardest sched-
ules the Blue and White have ever

faced

.

This annoiuicement should be re-

ceived by the students of this insti-

tution with tremendous enthusiasm
and Joy, for if there Is one thing
which Villanova may boast of with
unrestrained zeal It Is the power of

her baseball nines.

For the past eighteen years under
the sklllfid leadership of Coach
Charles A. McGeehan—peer of all col-

lege coaches Villanova has ranked
without a doubt on the topmost
riuig of the baseball ladder. No form
of opposition has been too strong for

them as is shown by previous records.

McGeehan's policy seems to be to fit

the squad to cope with the opposi-
tion rather than the opposition to

cope with the apparent strength of

:
the .squad.

This year despite the loss of such
stars as Crane. Cummlngs. Kuczo and
Lolos all letter men and members of

last year's varsity team will be back.

Handicapped through the gradua-
tion of tho.se above mentioned stars

and though the ba.seball path may
sefni difficult to traver.se due to ad-
ded competition the fact still re-

mains that we still have left the con-
fidence and old school spirit; we still

have the same fighting spirit within
our representatives on the diamond:
we still have that admired and
looked up to personage—producer of

winning combinations—that prince
of all college coaches—the klng-pln
of all Vlllanova's athletics—that en-
ergetic and ever confident man Char-
les A. McGeehan. From the champ-
ionship holders, the Yankees, to the
lowly Braves and Phils, the presea«-
onal and seasonal question that ev-
ery baseball club Is confronted with
Is as follows. "How about their pitch-
ing staff?"

When Villanova takes the field

against Its opponents in baseball this
year it will have an advantage, one
that any college would be proud to
boast of: that of having the two
best "ball tossers" amongst the top-
notch college baseball teams—Hensel
and Hanzlk.
John Hensel. better known to his

admirers as "Crooker-Arm, " due to

hU ability at fancy curves, has re-

arney-

they Satisfy

i

The Blarney Stone still does business at the

old stafid. You tip the guide to hold onto your

heels, lean far over the castle wall, and print a

respectful smack upon the famous relic. There-

after you can charm the birds out of the trees;

you can talk anybody out of anything, even to

switching his favorite cigarette.

Unfortunately, the writer has never had this

privilege, and his effort to make you see the

light and light a Chesterfield must limit itself

to a plain quotation of cigarette fact, namely:

"We state it as our honest belief that the

tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality

(and hence of better taste) than in any other

cigarette at the price." \^ -v., /8»

If that isn't the last word on the subject of

smoking, your correspondent engages to eat

the Blarney Stone upon his very next trip CO

the Emerald Isle.

Chesterfield
MILD enough for anybody . . and yet . .THEY SATISFY

UGCBTT 4i MYIRS TOBACCO CO.

celved state wide recognition In New
Jersey where he has been hailed as

the "All time all .star high school"
]

pitcher and being placed on the All

Catholic High Team of that state,

which has the repvitatlon of giving to

the world some of the country's best

'

athletes. I

It was he. who. still an unknown
|

and filling the ranks In scholastics as i

a freshman, turned back the greatest
|

team that Fordham. our bitter rivals

In this sport, ever banded together.

To him belongs the glory of handing
them a defeat almost slnglehanded,

allowing them only three scattered

hits while his team mates piled up
an 8-0 score. What more could be

expected of a Freshman?
To show hla prowess, John turned

aiound and defeated Princeton, Bos-
ton College and others of similar

playing ability. Just the deeds of

this man alone should serve as an
incentive and promote further Inter-

est in the "national game."
But—allow the presentation of an-

other one, who, throwing them
from the other side of the

"pan, ' ha« also found himself a place

In the "Hall of Fame" at Villanova.

Hailed as the "Speedball Artist" and

the Champion of the coal crackers.

George Hanzlk Joins Hensel In the i

cause of an "imdefeated ba.seball 1

.season."

While In high school, George was
Instrumental In aiding his team de-

feat the best that Pittsburgh could
offer and win the High School Cham-
pionship of that district for two con-
secutive years.

GROFF
DRUGCIST

The fiimou.s Groff milk .shake.

Sodu8 Ice Cream

Be Prepared for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION

r.As AND on.
Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

HOWLING

A representative team of bowlers
from the college will meet a team
from Penn this afternoon at the Aid-
more Alleys.

This endeavor marks the first out-
side collegiate competition for our
pin splitters who are In a league In
Ardmore.
The Red and Blue quintet have

several notable victories to their

credit. They have been bowling the
entire season and a clo.se match is

expected this P. M.

Joe Mulray, Johnny Lyons, Frank
Hanlon. Rudy Zwiga'd and Phil Hll-

len have been nominated to combat
the visitors. The Penn lineup could
not be ascertained by press time but
It Includes some regular 200 men.
Any spectators from school can

witness the match.
Vlllanova's varsity bowling team

win meet Temple University on
Thursday afternoon at 3.30 at the
Ardmore Recreation bowling alleys.

The bank book still remains the
popular book of the year. (Ingham).

DRUGS GIFTS

POWERS & REYNOLDS

Modern Drug Store

837 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN IVIAWR, PA.

Sod« Candy

Phone BRYN MAWR 921

W* D«liv«r

Coladonato j

Tailor Shoppe
{

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Huhb
Made-tO'Measure Clothes
of Baltimore, $25 and up.!

A New Spring Lineup
smart form
smart color

smart patterns

smart models
smart prices

The Abtne Lineup Makes Our Suits at .j/J

a Sound Investment

Haberdashery

3705 SPRUCE ST.

Custom Tailors

1336 WALNUT ST.
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College

Announcements

•UMOKS
The regular meeting of the Junior

|

Class will be held TODAY, Tuesday. ;

March 19th at one o'clocic In Room '

F, Academy.

,, ,
VIIJ,AN«» AN STAII'

(*•'';.. 'The regular weekly meeting of the
r}j,^ Vlllanovan Staff will be held TODAY

at 3.30 In the Editorial Room.

STI IU;\T COl NCII.

The regular weekly meeting of the

Student Council will be held TODAY,
In the Acudeqiy at one o'clock.

LAMKDA KAI'I'.V UKI.TA
The regular weekly meeting of

Lambda Kappa Delta will be held as

usual on next Friday morning.

l>i:i,TA IM KPSILON
The regular weekly meeting of Del-

ta PI Epsllon win be held next Mon-
day In Room F, Academy, at one
o'clock.

i>l OMK(iA Fill

The regular weekly meeting of Pi

Omega Phi will be held TODAY at

2.30 o'clock.

V. I. r.

The regular weekly meeting of V. I.

C. will be held TODAY at 12.30 In
Room 15. Academy.

Lost—An Elgin watch on the cam-
pus last Saturday evening Re-
ward offered. Finder please re-

turn to Room No. 223 Austin Hall.

Junior Week Meet

Many Entries for Septathalon
':'.::••;.! •'.. Event

i: Although Junior Week l^ still six

weeks In the ofnng the entries for

the Track and Field meet are piling

in rapidly.

Over a dozen men have tiled their

entries in the Septathlon. This all

around test holding the center of in-

terest with the Interfraternity Relay
not far behind. Every frat has prom-
ised to have a team In the relay, and
even now some of the quartets have
been tentatively selected.

The Steeplechase Is an attraction
especially for long distance runners.
The field Is .swelling dally. Six en-
tries are already listed.

In the two centuries not much re-

sponse Is forthcoming as yet. How-
ever with the nice weather coming on
it Is felt that these dashes will be-
come the favorites. The handicap
shot put participants will soon rival

In number the Septathlon entrant.s.

In a few days It l.s expected the
cups and medals will be put on dis-
play at the college.

The Sultan of Turkey sleeps in a
bed eight feet wide and twelve feet
long. That's a lot of bunk. (Toma-
hawk).

Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Huprnohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W. Lancaster

Pike

COXiJRATILATIONS

The following letter which was
received by Father Griffin during
the past week shoul^ be of inter-

est to all VUlanova students, es-

pecially those who attended the
Delta PI Epallon Dinner on the
evening of February 7.

Reverend and dear Father OrifTln:

On behalf of the management of
the St. James Hotel I wish to

bring to your attention the splen-
did deportment of your students
on the occaiilon of the Dinner of
the Delta Pi EpHllon. held here ort

February 7.

In the course of our activities

we have occasion to serve various
::chool groups and the unusual be-
haviour of your students was out-
standing and most creditable to

you. We feel that the excellent
caliber of the faculty of VUlanova
College is reflected in the remark-
able manhood of your student
body.

We hope to have the pleasure of
serving VUlanova frequently.

With very kind regards I am
Sincerely yours,

M. C. Thomas.
Resident Manager.

E. P. T. INTERFRAT
BOXIN(; TOURNEY

(Continued from Page One)

FRESHMAN MEETINC;

• Continued fi-om Pnffp nnel
going out for the paper. He went on
to say that it Is an Ideal way of par-
ticipating in extra-clrrlcular activi-
ties. He also stated that the publi-
cation reveals a phase of College
life that Is neither academic or ath-
letic, but rather affords an excellent
opportunity for the development of
better English, which is one of the
foremost things, to be gained from a
college, education.

the competitive basis of Fraternity

against Fraternity; club against club.

The reason for this Is wholly a Jus-

tifiable one and It Is made In the

Interjest of all the enthusiasts in order

to assure a full vahie to every one

for their money. As plans have been

formulated up to the present date

each Club or Fraternity will be al-

lo\yed to enter one man In each of

the weight classes. The fraternity

placing or gathering the most num-
ber of points will be declared the

winner of the Epsllon Phi Theta In-

ter-Fraternity Boxing Tournament of

1929. Group prizes will be awarded
as well as individual ones.

These bouts will be run on a more
magnificent scale than ever before

attempted by any club here at Villa-

nova. The Athletic Commission Is

pushing on with all the vim. vigor

and vitality so necessary for the un-
dertaking of a matter of this type.

Plans have been formulated for the
erection of an outdoor ring surround-
ed by a number of choice ring-side

8€8t8 for the gentlemen of VUlanova
at a reasonable price. The site for

this miniature Madison Square Gar-
den has not been selected as yet but
we can rest assured that a suitable
spot win be selected In the near fu-
ture. The officials will be of the
same high calibre as at the previous
function. The date for the tourney
has, as yet. not been released ex-
cept that it will take place immedi-
ately after the Easter recess. Ample
time will be placed at the disposal
of the various contestants in order

to round into shape thus assuring

the customers a square deal for their

presence there. The contestants so

far have diligently started the long

grind of training so essential to a

cuccessful fighter Some of these now
in training are "Fedlgan" Oaughn.
"Eddie McOllnchey. "Jack " McGann,
"Punch" Tralnor and others that
performed so well at the exhibition.

Eally they can be seen in their track

clothes running with their trainers

in and about the grounds of VUla-
nova. Setting up exercises, use of

the du'mbells and all t|iose devices
known to the well kept man are in

constant use In order to put the first

outdoor boxing tournament ever
sponsored at VUlanova over both as
financial and social success.

Watch the columns of the Vllla-

novan for further news concerning
this undertaking of that fraternity
the. Epsllon Phi Theta. Don't forget
that entries must be received by the
Vlllanovan at their Editorial office.

No. 222. Mendel Hall any time be-
tween the hours of 2 and 5 any day
for the next two weeks. Remember,
fellow students of VUlanova, if you
want to enjoy yourselves again as you
did on the night of March 6th. re-

spond juat aa nobly as you did be-
fore. Don't FORGET THE FIGHTS
SPONSORED BY THE EPSILON PHI
THETA AS ARE ALL GOOD AND
WORTHY OP YOUR PRESENCE.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

DEDICATION

ISUMBER vitt yan DEDICATION

NUMBER

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Vol. I No. 17 V H.LAN()V A, PA.. THURSDAY. MARCH 21, 1929 Price: Ten Cents

ViLLANOvA Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

"The Place to Meet"
"The Place to Treat**

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Dedication umber
1929 Amazing Growth I Dedication Will

More representatives of the "talk-
ing movies" are reported on their way
for rights to picture the Passion Play
at Oberammagau In 1930.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Everything in Campus Wear
Made to Measure.

$24.50 $34.50

CHARLES MALANDRA
Tailor

College Representatives:

II. C. McHUGH, '30,

#109 Austin Hall.

J. J. O'CONNOR, '31,

#115 Austin Hall
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Recorded Since

Start in 1841

Expansion in Eighty-eight

Years an Epic in

Education

TRAGIC LOSS REDEEMED

MENDEL HALL, the new science and administration building, which was built within the walls of the

old college building that was destroyed by fire in January, 1928.

Geo. Hutchins Stores
JUEIS/'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
8621 CERMANTOWN AVENUE XTSZ CERMANTOWN AVCNUK

40M LANCASTER AVENUE 4408 MAIN STREET. MANAYVNK A

**YouVe marvelous !

"

**So's your maiden aunt!"

*'Thal reminds me ... I must

telephone the dear girl, she's so

interested in my college career.'*

JEven if you're "broke," you can

telephone home—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge

What is now known as VUlanova.
was originally called Belle Aire and
romprlsed the estate of John Ru-
dolph, a Catholic merchant of Phila-
delphia. He died In 1838 and the es-

tate was offered for sale In 1841. It

vv£>8 purchased on October 13, 1841,

by the Brothers of the Order of Her-
mits of St. Augustine," for $18,000.

The first members of the order to

reside at VUlanova were Brothers
Dennis Gallagher and Jeremiah
Flynn, who were sent from St. Augus-
tine's Church In Philadelphia, to

open the mansion. Father O'Dwyer,
of St. Augustine's, said Mass In the
parlor and blessed the new Monas-
tery on St. Augustine's Day, August
28. 1843. placing It under the special

patronage of St. Thomas, of Villa-

nova.

<ini\vth Slow nut Steady

School was begun In September,
1843, with an enrollment of six stu-

( Continued on Page Five)

Mark New Era
(or Villanova

Two New Buildings Last

Word in Collegiate

ConstrOt'tion

1928
'' •*

\

W. %
f llllfi •VI . A - •

I y I

»

r

-WliS¥

THE OLD COLLEGE BUILDING, which was demolished by the fire catastrophe. Scene the day after the flames had wpouoht

their havoc.

CARDINAL TO OFFICIATE
The Dedication of the new and

beautiful additions to the VUlanova
campus marks a gigantic stride In

educational progress of that Institu-

tion. That a mass of barren and
fire eaten stone could rise to the

mighty structure, which it now is,

in so short a period is almost beyond
the realm of human comprehension.
It is an epic in the field of devotion

and self sacrifice and to bring the

great era of reconstruction to Its

appropriate climax. Fedlgan Hall, a
new and beautiful dormitory has
been added to the college buildings.
His Eminence, E>ennls Cardinal
Dougherty, will officiate at the for-
mal dedication ceremonies which
will take place in the inauguration
of a new age for Villanova.

Mendel Hall the new administra-
tion and science building, named af-

ter Father Mendel. O. S. A., one of

the world's foremost contributers to
science, is not only magnificent in Its

size and architecture, but in its com-
pleteness of detail as well. No ex-
pense has been spared In the recon-
struction of this building. In fact
anyone not knowing the wisdom with
which the building has been planned
and outfitted, would say that all fit-

tings are even lavish. An entirely new
steel structure has been constructed
within the old walls which are now
merely a shell. All the work on this
building has been made as fireproof
and as lasting as modern architecture
could insure.

The plan and equipment in this
imposing edifice Is second to none.
All administration offices are located
on the ground fioor. Classrooms and
laboratories are correctly and con-
veniently located on the other four
floors. The classrooms are for the
most part naturally lighted and sur-
pass the standards prescribed by
modern educators. The labroatorles
anatomy, bacteriology, biology, draw-
ing, dynamo, chemical, electrical,

mechanical, physics and the photo-
metric entail the latest word in their
respective lines. Safety and utility

are the features in these rooms de-
voted to the furtherment of the sci-

ences. All high voltages are iso-

lated and Insolated so that no acci-

dent may happen to the student.
Proper ventilation has been Installed

to prevent any possible illness due
to fumes. ^^ machines are equipped
with safeUp^evlces.

/^fienerouH I>onatlons
These laboratories due to the high

cost of their required particular and
delicate construction and the expense
of having the best of scientific

equipment and apparatus, have
caused a great' outlay of money.
Some of them have been donated
by prominent men who are interest-

ed in Villanova. The two oustand-
inglng presentations were made by
world famous men. who are leaders

in their field. Dr. Kolmar, LL. D.,

DSc, of the graduate school of medi-
cine of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, an internationally recognized

specialist on blood, donated the bac-
teriology laboratory. Mr. Thomas
Murray, DSc, at Villanova. the in-

ventor of the copper radiator used
in the new buildings and of num-

( Continued on Page Five)
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This paper is dedicated to one of the finest men who ever entered Villanova

;

scholar, athlete and gentleman—Leo Coodreau.
Entered as second-class matter at Villiirova I'ostoflice. December 27. 1928.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1929

VILLANOVA REBORN

IT
AVAH hlark nlKht iiiul the heavens, pourinK down their darkness

upon the earth, seized all in tlieir Krasp. Then—tlie smell of smoke
a roaiinw demon, the clans? of alarm bells, firemen valiantly but
vainly playintc streams of water on Hanies of oranne, ))lue and yel-

low, hungrily licklnK their victim, shooting tongues of lire like serpents

from every crevice. llisslnK of supcr-heuted water mingled with the

crash of breaking ulass, and linally a mass of smouIderiuK ashes. Chaos
is created out of pea<'e.

So runs the tale of Xillanova's misfortune and only too well do we
recall the entauKled ruins, cold and forljod ng, enshidwded in winter's
icy cloak. The future looked dark and desolate; thoughts ever gnaw-
ing at the fire-worn veins of the charred bulldng. Then came the
dawn of reconsti-ucfion. AVinter gave way to spring, salubrious spi- ng
Idossonicd into suninici' antl summei' faded into autumn. Thus, driven
by the tide (d life, a year drifted along.

Unce more wi- return to the season and scene ol last year's disaster.

.-From u mass of burne<l embers has sprung up a new gigantic citadel of

learning, respli'Udent in her fresh garments id' stone and masonr.v.

P'rom u chaos of anguisli emerges a new-boin feeling of pride. From a
.chimera to u reality. Thus, J)y i)eiseverunce and sacrifice has Villanova,

under the guiilance of tlie Augustinian Fathers, launched forth ui>on a
new era of progress; a new and vast camplagn of knowledge. Sur-
niounting apparently unconifuerable obstacles In the pathway of success,

and ever bearing unflinchingly their relentless burden.s, they have tra-

versed slowly l)Ut surely the gaping abyss between fortune and failure.

From a feeble gesture in the cradle of accomplishment they have guided
with untiring efforts the rebuilding of our institution.

And in the years to come this structure of higher education shall

always stand as a symbol of saci-illce on the pai't of tliose who made it

l)ossible. It shall ever be an emblem of their unselfish and untiring
off»«ring on tin- altar of a<'hievcnicnt, an<l like !i ti'umpetci' from tlie

miglity heavens it shall herald them as tireless workers for tlie cause
of Catholicity-.

* * *

THE GROWTH OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I'l'
IS entirely fitting and appropriate that in an issue of this kind

dedicated to the rehabilitation of Villanova, that we take cognizant e

of the fact that as the college has gi'tiwn in the past few years in what
might l>e termed a sensational mannetr, the broadening of student

e.xtra-curricula activities lias likewise shown great improvement. These
activities, when not ovei--empha8ized, are considered a part of the educa-
tion of the college man. and are second In imjiortance to his religious
and general educational studies alone.

Never before in the histoi-y of the school have the frafei-nities shown
such activity. Of all the clubs and social organizations on the campus,
the fraternities le.id all others in the matter of size and importance. The
re-organlzation of Delta Pi Epsllon, and the founding of the Pi Ontega
Phi aie notable. There has originated a healthy spirit of rivalry be-
tween the five local fraternities on the c.impus, which tends toward tlie

uiibuiiding of the social life of Villanova In the future.
The Clubs are next in importance, and they too have shown signs

of great improvement. C^lubs which were previously dormant and
inactive have suddenly come to life.

Peihaps the greatest improvement in the social life of the student at
Villanova was the marked tendency shown by that organizatltm which
can mean a great deal to the student body. If active, and can obtain
unnumbered benefits foi- them If enough Interest Is manifested by the
faculty and the stiident body. The Student Coun<dl. Tills organization
had more oppDilunities in past to benefit the students l)y their activity
(if they took any steps to realize this ambition), than any other gmup
representative of the student body. However, in the past few months
they have lieen of great benefit to the students, and according to the
plans whldi have l>een laid for tlio future, they will show even greater
Improvement.

As the last item In our resume of the growth of nctivlt'es on the
campus we think, and justifiably so, that we can mention the Innovatitm
of a weekly newspaper, the first of its kind at the school, as the fin-
est improvement of all. We do not think that we are giving ourselves
undue credit when we claim this distinction. We are priming this, not
of our own volition, but because of the many congratulntinos the paper
receives from student body and faculty. Undoubtedly It has filled a gap
long needed at Vlllanttva, .-ind binds together more securely the men
Who are Interested in the institution.

Father Mendel
World Famous

VILLANOVA

Villanova. sublimely grand.
With golden spires and crosses tall.

Rises Imposing heavenward

—

Majestic—overlooking all;

Oreen placid loveliness of lawn
With bright and fragrant flowery

aisles ^
Diversified by bush and tree,

All beauteous with Nature's smiles;

Meandering avenues wind
Past church and hall and college

famed
Within whose walls Ood's Word Is

taught,

His holy truth and love proclaimed;
Gay flowerbells their censers swing.
And in the branches overhead
A bird choir sings a requiem.
Here nearby sleep the loved and dead.

Outside such charms I enraptured

—

thrilled—
A Pause. It Is evenlngtide
And near the church. The unlocked
door

Softly opens. A step inside,

And What reverence fills the soul!
There undlmmed swings the altar

light

Which speaks of faith—His presence
there

Within the Tabernacle white.
The ring and swing of the Angelus
Soon, vibrant and sweet, to and fro
Echoes through the grand old church,
As you kneel In the evening glow.
God's love for Mary It proclaims.
Ave Maria—shadows fall

On Villanova, sublimely grand
With golden spires and crosses tall.

Saturday. June 21st. 1924

ELLA G. FARRELL,
West Conshohocken, Pa.

Scholarly Augustinian Was
Outstanding in

Science

The new building here at Villa-

nova would be fitting tribute to any

mah. Its imposliig style and mag-

nificent architecture would be fit-

ting tribute to any of the greatest of

the great. Its scholastic atmos-

phere would be an everlasting mon-

ument to any great scholar. But the

building with all its modern, com-
plete and extensive laboratories, with

its every convenience for the effic-

ient advancement of knowledge,

standing as it is, a perpetual monu-
ment to the courage, scholarship,

perseverance of the Augustinian
fathers, would be unrightly named if

it were dedicated to any man other

than an outstanding member of tills

illustrious order. It is therefore with

great pride and with a great sense

of satisfaction that we now announce
that the person whose name this

building shall perpetuate was one of

the devout followers of St. Augus-
tine and one of the most brilliant

scientists the world has ever known.

Since Villanova has so fittingly

preserved for posterity the name of

that scholarj^ priest In naming one
of her buildings after him. It is only

fitting that the students of Villanova

should be acquainted with the out-
standing features of Fatlier Men-
del's life. It Is with that purpose
in view that we have endeavored to

propray some of the more Important
events in summary formation in the
following lines.

Grogor Joliann Menclell was born
on July 22, 1822, at heinzlndorf bei

Odreaii, In the "Kuhland" district of

Austrian Slllsla. His father was a

small peasant proprietor, being the

first of the family to raise himself
to that degree, and he held his land
by agricultural labor for his lord.

It is recorded of his father that he
look a special interest in fruit cul-

ture, initiating his son at an early

age into the Intricacies of that art.

His uncle was an educated man and
taught school in the vicinity of his

home. Mendel was therefore able to

say with some pride that he came
from an educational family.

On the death of his uncle, a gov-
ernment school was established in
the vicinity, which young Mendel at-
tended as a boy. His talent was no-
ticed and encouraged by the master.
At the age of eleven he was sent
away to school at Lelpnik, although
this involved considerable Bacriflce
on the part of his family. Here he
distinguished himself so much that
It was decided to continue his edu-
cation in other schools. The parental
resources were severely taxed by such
expenses and Mendel was only en-
abled to complete his course by the
generosity of his younger sister, who
voluntarily contributed a part of her
dowry for this purpose.
One of the teachers of the Institu-

tion that he attended was an Augus-
tinian, and it is surmised that per-
haps his description of the scholarly
tranquility of the cloister may have
turned Mendel's thoughts toward a
monastic life. When his time for the
school was ended he became a can-
didate for admission to the Augus-
tinian Home of St. Thomas in Burnn,
an institution generally spoken of as
"Konigskloster " His application was
successful and he was selected with
the view of his taking part in the
educational work which then de-
volved upon the institution. On ad-
mission he took the name Gregor "In
religion," Johann being his baptismal
name. In 1847 he was ordained a
priest.

At the expense of the cloister he
was tent to the University of Vienna,
where he remained until 1853, study-
ing mathematics, physics and natu-
ral science. Returning to Brunn he
became teacher, especially of Physics.
He appears to have taken a great
pleasure in teaching and to have
been very successful In Interesting
the students in their work. He con-
tinued In this occupation until 1868
when he was elected abott of the
Konigkloster.
The experiments which have made

his name famous throughout the
world were carried on In the large
garden of the cloister.

From the time of his novltate he
began experlmenUl work. Introducing
various plants in the garden and
watching their behavior under treat-
ment. He was fond of showing these
cultures to friends. He also conduct-

VHXANOVA FACULTY
GIVE OPINIONS

Father Dougherty, Dean of the

School of Science, in expressing his

views on the new laboratories and
equipment in Mendel Hall said, ."We
have reason to feel proud of our Sci-

ence department both from a view-

point of number of laboratories and
their equipment. Chemical, Physical

and Biological laboratories have been
designed with the Intention of tak-
ing care of present requirements and
also for providing accommodation for

normal growth. Special attention has
been paid to the arrangement of

equipment, lighting and facilities for
student use. The experience of

years has been brought to bear In
laying out the various laboratories
•;o that the most efficient work could
be done by teachers and pupils."

"Villanova feels tnat she stands
.second to no college in the East In
the matter of ordinary undergradu-
ate work and for limited research
work in the field of Science."

FK. STANFORO. O. ,S. A.
"I consider the work of the arch-

itect in practically doubling the class-

rooms and laboratory facilities with-
in the old walls to be a far greater
atcomplishment than the designing
and construction of an entirely new
.structure."

I'KOI-'K.'^SOK IK NCOMBK
"The chemistry students entering

the new laboratories this semester
will find all tlie necessary equipment
there for good work; all they will
need to supply will be work, study,
and a little mental exertion to get
as good results as anywhere In the
good old U. S. A.

I'KOFK.S.SOK FORI)
"The new building is the forerun-

ner of a new era in Villanova His-
tory."

'

.AIK. KIN/KNHACUKK
"The new building has the most

pleasant and cheerful-appearing
classrooms and laboratories. I hope
the Student Council will Justify Its
existence by functioning most se-
verely on the first vandal who marks
the walls."

FROFKSSOR VKM TO
"The new structure—a most mod-

ern monument to pedagogy—an in-
centive for both the student and the
faculty."

• H. FINK, O. S. A.
VILLANOVA has continued her

plan of expansion by opening the
.second semester, under the most fav-
orable conditions, with the comple-
tion of her two up-to-date buildings,
Mendel and Fedigan halls. With
the help of her alumni and friends,
Villanova will soon be rated with the
foremost educational Institutions in
the country.
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College Library

Well Stocked
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Containn Numerous Rare and
Valuable Works of

Literature

ed some extensive experiments with
bees; unfortunately for the scientific
world, the notes of these experiments
were lost and the results were never
published.

With his appointment as prelate
his researches may be said to have
ended. He hoped to find better op-
portunities for studying but this was
not to be. In 1872 the government
passed a law Imposing special taxes
upon the property of religious houses.
This enactment Mendel conceived to
be unjust and he decided to resist,
deciding that all citizens should be
equal in law and that If these taxes
were imposed upon one class of In-
stitution they should be Imposed
upon all. On account of this trouble
with the government and also be-
cause of controversies, the last ten
years of Mendel's life were passed In
disappointment and bitterness. From
being a cheerful and friendly man,
he became suspicious and misanthro-
pic. During this period he fell Into
111 health contracting nephritis by
which he died January 6, 1884.

It is interesting to note that a few
years after his death the special tax
on religious institutions was re-
moved without discussion or debate.
The types of the great discoverers

are most varied. To the naturalist
the fact Is full of meaning. The
wild, uncertain rapid flash of genius,
the scattered half-focused daylight of
generalization, the steady, slowly per-
fected ray of penetrative analysis,
are all lights of which the truths
may be seen. Mendel's faculty was
of the latter order. From the frag-
mentary evidence before us we can In
all probabilities form a new motion
of the man, with his clear head,
strong Interest In practical affairs!
obstinate determination and power
of persuing an abstract idea.

It has been estimated that the
floor space In all of the college build-
ings with the exception of work-
men's quarters, totals an acreage of
around 7"^ acres.

Although the library and reading
room were one of the original de-
partments of the College from the
earliest days, from the earliest years
the College Library was distinct and
separate from the library of the mon-
astery. This library, which grew out
of the old St. Augustine's Library and
the books of various communities
collected at Villanova, was open to
ecclesiastical students only and the
brethren of the community. The
plan was to combine the two orig-
inal Ibrarles—the College, and the
Monastery Libraries Into one, and to
add new works of recent reference.
The problem was—Where could the
new library be housed? This was
solved when Austin Hall was planned
and built In 1923-4. The two floors
of the Eastern wing of this building
were planned for the library use, and
the old books transferred to the new
building.

Its present quarters are the most
modern and efficient of the approved
type of college libraries. "81 bibll-
othe cam utilisslmam venusislimam-
que requiris, circumspice!" But with
the erection of the quarters the next
problem that confronted the authori-
ties was he filling of the shelves. The
priests and seminarians compiled and
turned over the greater part of their
library which was known as the mon-
astery library. But being built with
nri eye to the future the shelving
space of the library was still In ex-
cess of the number of volumes they
contained. Each year, with appropri-
ations granted by the college, the li-
brary has purchased new books, grad-
ually placing on its shelves those
books that were deemed to be most
needed by the students. At the pres-
ent time the library conalns about
twenty-five thousand volumes. Of
these the greater part are reference
books (for that is the primary pur-
pose of the library) and some are fic-
tion books.
The more rare reference books are

placed in the stack and can not be
taken from the library. Only the li-
brarian has entrance to the stack,
this is done in order to keep the
books in their proper places. The
student, nevertheless, may have any
book he desires from the stack to be
used at the library.

The periodical section of the library
is very complete, especially along the
engineering and technical line. Four-
teen different engineering magazins
are subscribed to and current and
back numbers of these publications
are constantly kept on hand for the
benefit of the engineers. Other per-
iodicals of a scientific and financial
nature are kept on hand for the ben-
efit of the Pre-Mcd and Business
schools.

Among the trrrsures of the library
are a copy of , :v> Nuremburg Bible,
printed by Anton Koburger in 1482.
(Bound in with the Bible 1.. an old
school book of Grammar, Rhetoric,
and Literature in Latin.) Another
collection Is an "lenaeus" with the
library, Philadelphia. When St. Au-
gustine's was burned May 8, 1884 this
book, with many others from the li-
brary, wps stolen. The book Is
marked "Restored after the burnlne
Oct. 28. 1845.")

A short time later it was found
and "restored" and eventually it was
returned to the Monastery Library.
(The Auglstinlan fathers having
moved out to Villanova In the mean-
while). The library is also the proud
possessor of three other works that
were all printed In the fifteenth cen-
tury: "The Commentaries of Ambrose
Coriolanus," printed at Rome by
George Heroltt In 1841. "De Trlnatate"
of St. Augustine (16 books) printed
by Leorard Pachel in 1849; and the
"Campanus"—opera—printed at Rome
In 1496. These literary gems, which
are priceless, are only a part of the
extensive collection of rare books
which grace the shelves of our li-
brary. Vlllanova's library is Indeed,
the equal of any other library of Its
size.

The circulation has shown a marked
Increase each year. This Is not only
due to the larger student body but
also to a greater Interest the students
are taking In the library.

The last Presidential election cost
• 16,686,115. It's a lot of money, but
then. Just think how many people
now know that there was a New
York man running whose name was
Al Smith?

REV. JAMES H. GRIFFIN. O. S. A.,

President, Villanova College

Villanovan Has
Rapid Growth

Makeup and Material Shows

Remarkahle Improvement

Since Birth

HIS EMINENCE DENNIS CARDINAL DOKaiERTY.

with the publication of the first

Issue of tlic "Villanovan" on October

30. 1928. ;v long standing demand on

the part of Vlllanova's .student body

for an orniui of this nature, truly

representative of the College, was

fulfilled During the interim, with

considerable effort the Villanovan

has developed to its present high

place m the College weekly newspap-

er field During the short, but

eventful period of Its existence the

VlUanovaii has strlved to render com-

petent service to those whom it rep-

resents and it is the hope of the

management that Villanova will be

privileged to possess this newspaper

for many years to come.

Kev. .Miiiuli and Staff Deserve ( redit

Father Maucli who voluntarily took

up the task of acting as Faculty Ad-

visor for the Staff has worked with

unflagging zeal and untiring effort

and his work has been crowned with

success. Many times during that

trying period when the paper was in

its infancy, when the men on the

Staff were becoming discouraged, his

cheering work and good example fur-

nLshed the necessary incentive which

spurred them on toward their goal-

Kditorlul ;'.

To Mr Lovatt credit for actually

starting the paper should be given.

He was the one who conceived the

idea and who carried the idea to the

authorities. He was the one who con-

vinced these same authorities that an

activity of this nature would be of

great bciieiu not oidy to the students

but al.so to tlie College as a whole.

Finally Mr Lovatt is the one who
called the first meeting which made

tlie paper a reality.

Mr. Coughlln who started M ^
.''• member of the Editorial Staff soon

' advanced to the position of S<jclal

Editor and then to that of Managing

Editor. In this last capacity he has

shown the same initiative which

chaiactcrlzetl all of his other activi-

ties. His place as Social Editor has

been conii)otcntly lillcd by Mr. Mc-

Hugh. who is assisted by an able

staff whlcl) includes Messrs. Carten-

uto. Hookey, Jenkins, KUcourse and

Orbach. '
". '

.

-'' .' ['"/.'

HportR

Mr. Henry. Sports Editor. Incul-

cated his fighting spirit into the

members of his Staff—Messrs. Ma-
han, Rinaldi and Takacs—and their

brilliant articles on athletio events

have served to broadcast Vlllanova's

prowess to all parts of the United

States.

lliislneNs Itepartnieiil

The financial success of the paper

is due directly to Mr. Breen and his

proteges. Messrs. Freney and Bain. As

u result of their labors the number of

advertisements has Increased until,

at present, the paper rests on a firm

flnanclat footing.

The widespread circulation which

the Villanovan enjoys has come

about only after hard work on the

part of Mr. Prokop. Circulation Man-
**** B^er, and his assistants Messrs. Ban-

dura. White. Dart and Benlgno. Mr.

Hanlon. Exchange and Alumni Edi-

tor, weekly sends out the Villanovan

to other Institutions of learning and

to loyal Alumni Interested In every-

thing Villanovan.

HIS EMINENCE DENNIS CARDIN AL DOUGH ERTY, of Philadelphia, who will

I

officiate »t the formal dedication of Mendel Hall and Fedigan Hall.

i

REV. RUELLAN P. FINK. O. S. A.,

Vice-President, Villanova College.

Arts School Is

Oldest on Campus

Mueh Credit Is Due to Father

(irelis for Present

Position

FEDIGAN HALL. Vlllanova's new dormitory and the first completed upi* '" the college't proposed

constpuction plan. ' •
'

.

VILLANOVA SCHOOL
OF SCIENCE

In the Fall of 1014, Rev. P. P.

O'Nell. O. S A., then Prefect of Stud-

ies, made provision for those stu-

dents in the School of Arts who de-

sired to prepare themselves for the

study of Medicine. The minimum re-

quirements of pre-medical work in-

cluded two years of college work in

the prescribed courses In literature

and languages, together with the

lecture and laboratory work required

in the .sciences. Chemistry (general

and organic) biology, physics, and

medical Jurisprudence. The course

was approved by the Board of Re-

gents of New York state and further

met with the requirements of the

various standardizing egencles re-

cognized by the American Associa-

tion of Medical ColUges, and the

Federation of tlie State Boaids of i

Medical 1 IrenRure, ro that, as a re-

I suit, the students were fully pre-

parwl to meet tlie re<iUlrcmrnts of

the chief medical .schools in the

I country.
I The School of Science has enjoyed

I

u phenomenal growth since its incep-

tion fifteen years ago. In 1916 the

pre-medical course was discontinued

under the Jurisdiction of the School

of Arts and distinct courses were ad-

ded under the direction of the School

of Science. Father Ruellan P. Fink.

O. S. A., was appointed Dean of the

new department. Under his able and

tireltss* efforts the School flourished.

Laboratories ' were constructed and

fully equipped, and new courses were

added to the curriculum. Upon com-
pletion of a four-year course the de-

gree of Bachelor of Science In Bi-

ology is conferred.

Palhrr Fink hrld the office of Dean

for ten years and was succeeded by

Rev .Joseph M. Dougherty. O. S. A.

in 1026. Under his guidance the

jchool has continued to flourish. He
has added two new laboratories:

The Physiological Chemistry Labora-

tory and a well-equipped Research

Laboratory.
With the completion of Mendel

Hall the School of Science has en-

tered upon a new era of development

and gives evidence of becoming Vll-

lanova's largest school.. A word of

praise Is due to the Deans. Rev. Ruel-

lan Fink and Rev. Joseph M. Dough-
erty and to the others connected with

this department. Fathers Francis A.

Diehl, F. X. Coan, Michael Hopkins,

John S. O'Lcary, John H. Crawford.

Michael J. Murphy: Professors

George Zebrowskl. Ell Duncombe,
Joseph Venuto and John Ford.

Until slightly less than twenty-five

years ago, the history of the Classi-

cal School was feynonomous with that

of Villanova Itself. From 1843, the

date of the College's foundation, un-

til 1905, when the School of Tech-

nology was established, the Art

School, which also included the

theological course for the seminar-

ians, comprised the whole cvurr^pu-

him. '.. • '"'.., :'

Prom a humble beginning of eight

professors and forty-five students for

the first year, there was a continual

growth until the depression, prior to

the Civil War, forced the suspension

of classes. However, the college had

become incorporated in 1848. The

first two graduates to receive their

A. B. degrees were James T. Dooley

and Henry C. Alexander.

Upon the resumption of classes in

1865, a general enlargement in the

curriculum, faculty, and accommoda-
tions were made in order to provide

for the enrollment, which had now
Increased to sixty-five students. His-

tory, French, German and poetry were

added to the course of studies. The
gymnasium was opened in 1872, a few

years after tlie Alumni Association

was formed. The monthly magazine

the Villanovan, was a still later ad-

dition. Until 1893, the year of the

Golden Jubilee, athletics were chiefly

Intramural. The Glee Club and the

Literary Society, which were formed
at this time were the protypes for

the many prcsentday clubs and fra-

ternities. In 1905 the .social sciences

and the pedagogical subjects were ad-

ded to the classical curriculum.

Under the present Dean, Rev. How-
ard A. Grells, the school was brought

to its highest perfection. Its present

enviable reputation throughout the

country can be traced to his careful

guidance. At present, the Bachelor

of Alts Course follows the traditional

clrtsslcnl curriculum that has pre-

vailed for centuries in llie leading

colloges and universities, with the

addition of the mcwe modern scien-

ces, of Economics, Sociology and Ped-
agogy.

The reading of the Ancient Greek

and Latin Classics, which with Phil-

osophy form the basis of this course,

are studied always with parnllel read-

ings in the early Christian Fatliers.

For although the Ancient Pagan
Classics supply unquestioned models

of style and elegant expression, con-

trast and criticism form a Christian

viewpoint. It Is only their work that

can give proper perspective and nec-

essary corrective principles, for their

own education was steeped in the

Classics and they have best analyzed

the pagan doctrine, showing Its good

points, its weaknesses and Its con-

trasts with Christian principles, and
from them we learn to discriminate

and separate the useless in Pagan
Literature. Throughout the course,

moreover, stress is laid on the broad

human values of the Classics rather

than the minutiae of philological

data.

In a brief way this Is the story of

the growth, development and pres-

ent condition of the School of Arts

at Villanova. More of Vlllanova's

past Is bound up in this division of

the College than in any other and
undoubtedly it will do more than Its

share to bring about a bigger and
I better Villanova.
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SCHOOL OF
TECHNOLOGY

Fame of Villanova's Engi-

neering Sohool Na-

tion-Wide

Vlllanova may easily lay cla,im now
to the most' modern engineering lab-

oratories tn the United States. Al-

. though they are not the largest they

contain all the modern devices

known to Science. The brlttleness

of a pin and the driving power of a

locomotive, might, in these rooms, be
determined with equal ease. Prom
the smallest of instruments to the

most powerful of machines the lab-

oratories are complete. The high
school graduate having no knowledge
of engineering or its principles, may
step Into Villanova, and In four

years have to his credit experience

with all modern equipment. A visi-

tor entering the new building first

sees the room containing the desks

of the draftsmen. Here plans are

explained, and new ones designed. In
this room much of the theoretical as

well as the practical knowledge is

given to the student. Further down
the corridor is the room containing

the smaller machines. These are so

numerous and various that only a

personal visit could completely ex-

plain them. On the upper floors of

Mendel hall are located the Labora-
tories. To the uninitiated, these are

rooms crammed full of strange and
wondrous devices for the performing
of unknown tasks. Each afternoon
the forges may be seen roaring as

eager students determine the strength

and quality of a substance. To the

student who wishes to follow the ro-

mantic trail into the wonderland of

engineering these laboratories offer

untold advantages.

Engineering Is creative, not merely
routine work as most other profes-

sions. The building of a country
road is creating a road where none
existed before. No two roads are the

same, each has its individuality. For
the student whose mind turns to de-

signing, there is at Vlllanova a course

second to none. Besides this one
may pursue courses leading to pro-

ficiency In construction or sales en-

gineering. Either of these opens wide
vistas to the man of ability and
learning.

At Vlllanova operation and main-
tenance of power plants, public

works, and other works is tauglit

with the same careful skill that is

foxmd throughout the course.

To the advanced student, who Is

Inclined to research, there Is a golden
opportunity at Vlllanova. This Is

another field that is open to engi-

neers and yearly employs large num-
bers.

According to a statement recently

Issued by Professor Humphrey. Dean
of the School of Technology, seventy
percent of the alumni, after fifteen

years are found in administrative and
executive positions. With this con-
stantly in mind the faculty of the

School of Technology have endeav-
ored to fit all students to take the

leadership of any engineering enter-

prize they may enter. Thus a grad-
uate is qualified not only as an en-
gineer but also as a leader.

As to the returns in the engineer-

ing profession, again quoting Dean
Humphrey, we find that ten percent
of Villanova graduates earn at least

$10,000 a year, and that only ten
percent are earning less than $3,000.

The Laboratories of Vlllanova are

amply equipped to teach the four

branches of Engineering, namely Civ-

il, Electrical, Mechanical and Chem-
ical. Each one is taught separately

and with thoroughness. No details

are omitted and all theories are well

understood before practical work is

Introduced.

"The college of Engineering Is not
a trade school," Draftsmen, machin-
ists, and other technicians can se-

cure their knowledge outside of Col-
lege, in high schools or trade schools.

But to the young man having hopes
of some day being In a position of

influence and respect he needs the
value that a college alone can give.

For this there is no substitute. Tal-
ents may be developed in other ways,
but the process is slow and not as

complete or fundamentally sound as
that given in college. It Is this
early development under the proper
conditions that In the long run
places the college men on top.

AMAZINC; GROWTH
RKCORDED SINCE 1841

(Continued from Page One)

The man who founded and owned
the magazine named TIME, died

about a week or so ago at the age

of 31. Shakespeare said It: What's
In a name?

dents and during the next two years
a total of forty-five students were in
attendance. Their Instructors com-
prised three priests, and four lay
teachers. The first floor of the man-
sion was devoted to classes, the fac-
ulty occupied the second, while the
students were housed on the third
floor.

The first new college building was
completed in 1844 and the students
were then moved out of the monas-
tery. The first prospective of the
college, was issued in 1844 and it may
be of interest to note that the fee
was: "For pupils over 12 years of age.
$125 annum, payable half-yearly In
advance." • .•

A new Chapel was erected In 1844
and this was used for classes on week
days. Misfortune befell Vlllanova and
because of the expense Incurred In
rebuilding St. Augustine's Church,
which was destroyed by flre, the
Fathers decided to close the College.
Classes were dismissed in February
1846 but were resumed again the
following year.

Charter (iranted in IK^H

The first public commencement
was held on July 21, 1847. Father
O'Dwyer was President, assisted by
Fathers Ashe, Hartnett and Kyle. In
1848 a petition for a charter was
made to the State Legislature and it

was granted on March 10 of the same
year. By this charter the College
was empowered to grant degrees. At
the .same time the College Seal was
adopted and the eccliastlcal school
Inaugurated.

In February, 1849. was completed
the first of the College buildings
that we know today. This building
has weathered the onslaughts of time
and is today the east wing of Alumni
Hall. Father O'Dwyer died in 1850.
and Father Hartnett was chosen
President. He was succeeded the
following year by Father Morlarity.
Nothing of particular note occurred

until 1855 when the Degree of Bach-
elor of Arts was conferred upon
James F, Dooley and Henry C. Alex-
ander. This was the first time the
College had exercised its power of
grnnting degrees. The following year
Father Hartnett returned as presi-
dent and shortly after this the Col-
lege faced its .second setback. The
missions of the Order demanded at-
tention and the authorities of the
Order decided to clo.se the College.

Eight years later classes wer^ re-
sumed with Father Mullen as Pre.sl-

dcnt and under his guidance and
that of his successors Galberry and
Stanton the Institution prospered
greatly. In 1871 a disastrous fire was
narrowly averted In the monastery.
A long contemplated college building
was begun on April 1. 1873 and com-
pleted on February 3. 1874. The
structure is now known as Alumni
Hall. At the .same time a new post
office was opened, the nearest one
heretofore having been at Haverford.
During the following years, not par-
ticularly eventful, the President's
chair was occupied In turn by Fath-
ers Middleton. Fedigan and Coleman.
The thoughts of the Fathers were

now centered upon the erection of a
new and fitting chapel. The present
Church of St. Thomas of Vlllanova
was dedicated on July 3. 1887 after
lour years spent In its construction.
Father Coleman was succeeded by
Father Sheeran who in turn was fol-
lowed by Father McEvoy, ..,, •

.
•.

Present KiiildlnKK Completed In lAol
With the dawn of the twentieth

century came Vlllanova's greatest ad-
vancement. In 1901 the twin build-
ings. College Hall and Monastery
were dedicated. This step placed
Villanova among the foremost Cath-
olic Colleges and permitted the es-
tablishment of the Engineering
School In 1905, This great work was
accomplished under the direction of
Father Delury who occupied the
presidency for fifteen years. He was
succeeded in 1910 by Father Dohan
and during the following years. Fath-
ers Dean. Driscoll. Hlckey and Sulli-
van each for a time occupied the
office.

The College grew steadily both in
numbers and in reputation and noth-
ing of note occurred until 1912. At
this time St. Rita's Hall the original
Monastery was consumed by flre. The
authorities courageously set about to
rebuild and the present St. Rita's
Hall Is the result of their efforts. At
the same time work was begun on
Corr Hall.

New Kra Begins
In 1914 the School of Science was

opened Spreading Vlllanova's branch-
es further into the field of learning.
In 1920 Alumni Hall, then Tollentlne
Academy, was renovated and re-

THE VILLANOVAN
SCHOOL OF
COMMERCE
AND FINANCE

DEDICATION WILL
MARK NEW ERA

FOR VILLANOVA

(Continued from I'ag;e One)

Business Department Young-
est Yet Largest on

Campus

Realizing that the business world

has a decided need for men possess-

ing not only a thorough knowledge

of the principles underlying the In-

telligence and profitable conduct of

business, but also a knowledge of

ethical business principles and
strength of character to carry out
these principles into practice. Vllla-
nova inaugurated the School of Bus-
iness Administration in September
1922.

The Reverend Joseph C. Bartley. O.

S. A. who had received his degree of

Doctor of Philosophy at the Catholic
University in Washington, a few
years previously, was appointed Dean
and assumed his office In September
1922. From this point up to the
present, the remarkable growth of the
school is a result almost entirely of

his ceaseless and untiring efforts. The
growth under his Judicial and care-
ful guidance has been one of not
only numbers but also of scholarship.
Although the youngest school at Vll-

lanova it has the largest enrollment,
its students consisting approximately
of one third of the entire student
body. Its reputation for scholarship
Increased in proportion to its nu-
merical increase and it now attracts
students from all over the country.

In the beginning the subjects nat-
urally covered a rather narrow field.

However the courses have been stead-
ily increased and now. practically ev-
ery phase of business activity is cov-
ered in the class room. This remark-
able expansion bears eloquent testi-

mony to the work and zeal of Father
Bartley. He has ever tried to pro-
vide the best in the way of Instruc-r

tion and equipment.

In his freshman year each student
is obliged to follow a prescribed
course of studies. In his Sophomore
year, he is given the choice of major-
ing in any one of the five subdi-
visions for the remainder of his
course. The.se subdivisions are Ac-
counting, Banking and Finance. In-
surance. Foreign Trade and Transpor-
tation.

Besides aiming to graduate men
proficient in the technical prases of
business, and well grounded morally
and spiritually in its ethical phases,
the School of Business Administra-
tion endeavors to cultivate the stu-
dent's mind along the cultural lines.
Hence, courses In philosophy and
modern languages are made compul-
sory for all.

As was stated before the credit for
the rapid rise of the Business School
must be given to Father Bartley. This
zealous priest has added to his nat-
ural ability by intensive study, and
has worked incessantly for the good
of the department under his care
for the last five years.

In a measure, however, great credit
should go to the following professors
who have been constant and unsel-
fish co-workers of the dean. Fathers
Stanford. Greenlee, Burns, Sparrow,
Eberhard and Professors Schaefer,
Etougherty. Fredericks, Jonas, O'Neill,
Henry and Schneider.

christened. In 1921 The School of
Business Administration was added
to the College roster. Austin Hall
was completed in 1925 and the east
wing of this building contains the
College Library.

In the Fall of 1926, the present
administration with ^'ather Griffin
as President, assumed office. The
disaster of last year is too recent and
fresh to demand any description.
College Hall was razed to the ground
with a loss of close to two millions
of dollars. However, with the daunt-
less courage they had displayed In
the past, the Pothers began to re-
construct as we are assembled here
today we see the re suit of their
labors.

A new dormitory was constructed
and named after Father Fedigan.
This building houses about 135 stu-
dents and meets the evergrowing de-
mand for more students' quarters.
Mendel Hall as the old College Hall
Is now called Is devoted entirely to
classes. Its completion places Vllla-
nova's medical school on a par with
the leading medical schools In the
country and affords opportunity for
limitless expansion In the field of
science.

erous other devices has made possi-

ble one of the electrical laboratories.

New Iturmltory

Fedigan Hall, named after another
illustrious Augustlnlan Father, Is the
other addition to the campus of Vll-

lanova. This structure embodies all

that is new and modern in the
construction of the up-to-date col-

lege dormitory. When the authori-
ties of one of our large eastern uni-
versities were contemplating the ad-
dition of a new dormitory they came
to Vlllanova to Inspect its new build-

ing. It is fire-proof throughout and
contains every modern convenience
possible.

What Vlllanova of the future will

be, only the future can tell. With
such a nucleus, there Is no logical

reason, why Vlllanova will not only
receive her due place among the col-

leges of America, but in the near fu-
ture among the universities of the
world. It lies in the dim distance
of the horizon, but yearly that ho-
rizon comes nearer and nearer. The
dream will soon be translated into
the reality, a dream fastered by the
devotion of the Augustlnlan Order.

NEW QUARTERS
FOR DAY HOPS

Mr. Thomas McCoy, the president
of the day students club announced
that the "Day Hops" are going to
have new and better quarters in
Mendel Hall. Plans are being com-
pleted and details worked out for
more adequate quarters than are
now in use In the Academy Build-
ing. The Academy building quar-
ters which are only temporary were
erected shortly after the fire. There
are not enough lockers to accommo-
date all and consequently some Day
Students are forced to leave their
hats and coats In the rooms of some
boarder friend or submit to the in-
convlent practice of carrying them
from one class-room to the other.
Two rooms are going to be placed

at the dlspo.sal of the Day students.
One will be a locker room and the
other study room (in the latter si-

lence will be observed). The rooms
will be located convenient to class
rooms in Mendel Hall and also con-
vicnt to an exit to the Academy
building.

Mr. McCoy also announced that
there will be a meeting of the Day
Students Club to discuss matters per-
taining to the holding of the Annual
Day Student's "Hop." Up to this
time, due to the lack of suitable
quarters, such a meeting was impos-
sible. But now with the new rooms
in view the club will become more
active and greater activities are hoped
for the future.

THE LABORATORIES
The laboratories in Mendel Hall

leave nothing to be desired by the
student either In the matter of
equipment or of personal needs. The
rooms are spacious, well lighted and
ventilated. Each student has his
own table at which to work and Is

provided with individual material.
The equipment is the latest and the
most modern that present day sci-
ence has produced.

rapacity nt I.aborntorieR
The physical and chemical labora-

tories are located on the top floor.
The physical laboratories have a ca-
pacity of 120 while the chemical can
accommodate about 760 divided as
follows: Inorganic, 320: Organic, 140;
Physical, 22; Quantitative, 135; En-
gineering, 72: Physiological. 60. Be-
sides these there are three research
laboratories with a capacity of twelve.
There are dark rooms both for Phys-
ics and Chemistry. A special Bal-
ance room has been provided In
which will be placed 30 d ellcate bal-
ances for student use.
The Biological laboratories are sit-

uated on the third floor and will hold
about 825 students as follows: Gen-
eral Biology, 184; Bacteriology, 160;
Embryology, 144; Histology. 144; Bot-
any. 60; and Cat Anatomy 144. The
Biological Laboratory (General) is so
arranged that it can be divided Into
two sections thus enabling two dif-
ferent classes to occupy the labora-
tory at the same time.
The Bacteriological Laboratory Is

the pride of the School and Is the
donation of Dr. Kolmar, LLD.. DSC.
of the Graduate School of Medicine
of the University of Pennsylvania. He
Is an Internationally recognized spec-
ialist on blood. The Vlllanova stu-
dent body tenders him aheartfelt ex-
pression of thanks.

SCHOOL OF
THEOLOGY

Corr Hall Only Augustinian

Seminary in

America

On December I'l', 1S43, a Papal
Hrief Kr.intetlto the Augustinliih
Fathers In the United States the
faculty of e»tal>llshlnK a training
school for candidates for the Order.
I'revlouH to this date, all candidates
Iwul lieen .sent to Rurope t<J recehe
tlii.s traininK. It was not. howevei',
unt I 1S48, AuKUst l.=i, that the first

Novice was leeeived Into the newly
estaldislted Novitiate at \'illanova.

This was the Kev. Michael Galla-
Mher, a secular priest who had al-

ready labored for some years on the
missionN in .xoiitli western I'enn.syl-

\ania.

Farm House First Monastery
When the Helle-Air |)ro|>erty had

Iteen pin<liased fn)m .lolui Rodolph
in 1.S42, tile farmhouse standing on
tlie site now occupied by 8t. Rita's
Mall was converted Into a monas-
tery for the Katlier.M assiKned to
labor at Vlllanova. Now that a
Novitiate and I'rofpHsorium had
I'een estahlLshed, one part of this
liullding was .set apart for the use
of the Novice an<l I'rofes.sed clerics.
In l!t02 the present monastery build-
ing: was contpletetl jind what is now
the top floor of the .Monasteiy Wing
of the college became the Novitiate
and the I'rofesHorinm.

Corr Hall Built in 1914
Toward the end of the spring of

1!»H a new luiiltlliiK for the Novices
and Professed was C4)nipleted; this

was the gift of Mr. Hernard Corr, of
Philadelphia, and hence became
known as the Hernard Corr Memor-
ial Hall. Heeause of its dedication
to the Mother of Go<I, it is better

Known at the present time aroimd
\'illano\a a.s St. Mary's Hall. When
the Novices and I'rofessed look po.s-

session of their new home they
minihered flfty-ciKht.

Novitiate Opened on Hudson
St, Mary's Hall continued to be

the ti-ainlnK .scliool foi- both Novices
and l'rofe.ssed until August 15, 1925,

when a new Novitiate was formally
(ipened on the Hiulson Itiver at

New HanilHirg. Henceforth St.

Mary'.« Hall hecanie the training
school for only tlios»- eanddates for

the (trdcr who had conipleted their

one year of N<tvitiate at New Hani-
Imrg by pronouncing their first

\()\vs in iellf;lon.

« »f those who have completed
tlieli- novitiate liut have not yet en-
tered upon the actixe work of the
ministry, seventy -eight are at the
Villanova Study House, sixteen at

the Aiigustlnian College in Wash-
iiiKton, founded in llt20, an<l four-

teen are completing their studies in

Kurope. At present there are
thirty-four Novices at New Hiim-
liurK, N. v., and about a hundred
Tostulants for the Order at the
.\ujjustinian Preparatory Seminary
;it Staten Island, N. V.

Rule of St. Augustine Observed
At St. .Marys HaJI, Villa.nova,

the Professed clerics are trained for

their future work In the ministry
by living a life of regular observ-
ance as prescrihed by the Rule of

St. Augustine and the Constltu-
ticms of the Augustlnlan Order.
Their Intellectual development is

provided for by the complete course
they receive in the Arts of I'hiloso-

phy, and by their further studies in

Theology. The TheoloKlcal Course
is completed abroad or at Washing-
tun. D. C. ;

LETTER FROM
DEAN HUMPHREY

Editor of the VUlanovan:

I

My happiest reflection, at this

! time of rededication of the re-

I stored Mendel Hall, Is the prompt
assurance which it gives that Vll-

lanova has been truly touched by
'' the local manner in which the i

Ij whole student body has cooper-
I ated with the Staff, In the face of

i
most discouraging temporary con-

I

dltions. This loyalty will not be

;
unrewarded. Their work cannot
fail to be more efficient, and every

degree ever conferred by the Col-

lege will hereafter share In a
prestige which could never have
been possible had the seemingly

calamitous flre not occurred.

C. T. HUMPHREY.
Dean of the Engineering School.
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1871 "KENFORD PRODUCTS" 1929

ford& Kendig Co,

Steam and Plumbing Supplies

Power Piping and Engineering Specialties
\\

DISTKHUnORS < .^ •
; X

^"•StrMkhaiir' Cast. Malhahir ami Steel Fitting >;'.

'O. I. C;' Valves and Speriallies ;
-

' :

'
'

'"National" Welding S<'ale FVee Pipe

"Kenford" (/aiige (ilasses and Packings

"Wriglil" Chain Hoists and (Iranes

'';%'':,, "'Reading*'' (ieniiine Wrought Iron Pipe

""Penna" Forge Co's Forge Steel Flanges

MH.L. MINE. KAILHOAI) and CONTRACTOR SUPPLIES

1428-30-32 CallowhiU Street

Philadelphia
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IJOHN J.

MURPHY
£^ CO.

1835 LUDLOW ST.
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Ws Dunne Right Since 1885

P. J. Dunne& Sons

General Roofing Contractors

Tile - Slate 'Asbestos -Metal Slag

Phone 433 Wayne, Pa.

Thursday, March 21, 1929 THE VI LLANO VAN

Established 1894

Dominic J. Cannito
Trading as

TONY KENNEDY & SON

Mason Contractors

319 NORTH 64th STREET
PHILADELPHU

Stone Work for Mendel Hall

.
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Congratulations

from a friend

Galligan Bros.

Plumbing -Heating

716-18 South 51st Street

Philadelphia
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PAUL MONAGHAN

Architect for Mendel and Fedigan Halls

1518 Locust St. Philadelphia
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''Builders of Mendel Hall"
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ATLAI\TIC CITY
CLUB DANCE

EASTER SATURDAY
K. OF C. BALLROOM VIM yan JUNIORS! GET

j

ASSESSMENT MONEY
\

WHILE HOME AT I

EASTER VACATION
j

Vol. I No. 18 VILLANOVA, PA.. TUESDAY. MARCH 26. 1929 Price: Five Cent8

Easter Saturday
Date of Atlantic

City Club Dance

Brilliant Decorations to

Adorn Palatial K. of C.

Ballroom

GENE RILEY'S MUSIC

There remains but four days until

Easter Saturday night, at which time

the Atlantic City Club will give their

first Annual Easter Dance. Elaborate

preparations have been taken to make
the first Impression a good one. Be-

sides Oene Riley's orchestra there

also will be entertainers of a high
calibre. Many New England boys and
others, who do not return home for

the holidays, are planning to attend
the dance. \. • .'.. ,,

On the back of the nbaters that

have deluged the Campus a word Is

said about Oene Relley, who Is a stu-

dent at this college. Since 1926 he
has played at seven functions at VU-
lanova. His engagements Include

Huntingdon Valley Country Club,
proms and parties at Harvard, Yale,

Princeton, Penn, Lehigh, Lafayette,

Wellesley, Ooucher. He Is a record

and radio artist and his compositions
Include: Dreaming. Day Dreams and
Rainbow Girl, featured by many or-

chestras and scheduled for release on
records. At twelve o'clock, the night

of the dance, a piece written for the

Club by Joe Lawlor will be played.

The dance will be held In the new
K. of C. ballroom In Atlantic City.

AlthouKh the ballroom requires no

decorations, banners and pennants of

fraternities and colleges will be em-
ployed to give It an Informal college

atmo.sphere. The hall has but one

entrance so there Is no fear of danc-

ers being annoyed by crashers. Mr.

McLaughlin, manager of the building.

Is cooperating with the dance com-
mittee in every way.
The Atlantic City Club expects to

draftv a crowd from St. Joseph, Penn,

and Princeton, but from Villanova

they expect to draw their greatest

support. They would like any stu-

dent who Is worried about lodgings

or companlohs to ask them for ad-

vice. The subscription is $3.00; the

place is the K. of C; the night Is

Easter Saturday.

Fifth A.S.M.E.

;

Meeting Tonight

Interesting Program Arranged

for Dinner at Stephen

Girard Hotel

The fifth technical meeting of the

season is being held this evening at

the Stephen Olrard Hotel. Quite an

Interesting program has been ar-

ranged by the committee In charge.

Supper will be served at six o'clock

and this will be followed at 7.16 by

a Cello recital given by Miss Irene

Hubbard. At 8.15 the meeting prop-

er win open. Two prominent speak-

ers have been procured for the oc-

casion and the topics on which they

will speak are of real Interest to en-

gineers. Mr. E. M. Ollbert, vice-

president and General Manager W. S.

Barstow Management Corporation,

Reading, Pa., will speak on "The 1200

lb. Holland Station of the Pennsyl-
vania New Jersey Power System." Mr.

P. W. Swain, Associate Editor of

Power, N. Y. C, has chosen as his

subject, "Resume of Industrial Power
Plants using High Steam Pressure."

Tickets for the dinner and entertain-

ment may be procured for one dollar.

Princeton, N. J.—More than four

times as many Princeton students
enter the business world than did

twenty years ago, according to the

head of the University personnel de-

partment.

Elaborate Plans
for the New Pie

Shop Are Bared

Restaurant to Be Furnished

in Old EngHsh Tav-

ern Style

OPEN AFTER EASTER
A new addition to the Pie Shoppe

will await the return of the student
body from their Easter holidays. The
new location is to be the former dy-
namo laboratory situated In the base-
ment of Mendel hall, touching the
southern side of Louie's old estab-
lishment. Having three entrances

—

north, east and south, the location
shall be convenient to all those who
desire to have a warm meal or a

soda. The new restaurant shall ac-

commodate a hundred patrons simul-
taneously within its spacious con-
fines. A low white celling studded
with heavy beams and supported
with substantial pillars after the old

English tavern style, covering a group
of tables for the customers. Along
the southern wall of the restaurant
are ranged the lockers of the Day
Hops. The western eighth of the
room Is taken up with a marble soda
fountain and a lunch coimter of the
same material, with its equipment of

steam tables and beverage urns. The
extreme northwestern end of the new
restaurant is taken up with the
kitchen proper and Its modern culin-

ary equipment which assures the nth
degree of hygeanlc precaution. Louie
shall be assisted by a staff of 7 as-

sistants In his management of the

new Pie Shoppe. thereby assuring

quicker service to those who have
limited time for eating,

Louis has been with us since 1922

in the capacity of barber and the
owner of the Pie Shoppe, during
which time he has diligently served

the Villanova men. We feel assured

that he shall continue his good work
in the future and take this opportun-
ity to wish him immediate success In

his new enterprise.

Rules of Short

Story Contest

C. p. A. Issues Conditions to

Be Ohserved in Na-

tional Competition

(By N. C. W. C. News Service)

Chicago:—Rules governing the

short story contest being conducted

by the Catholic Press Association

were announced at a meeting of the

executive board of the organization

held here. Prizes totaling $600 will

be awarded.

It Is the aim of the Catholic Press

Association, it was announced, to

stimulate the creation of an Ameri-

can literature which Is inspired by
the Catholic Idea. This. It was point-

ed out does not mean that the stor-

ies must be religious In character or

preach a moral, or that the charac-

ters be necessarily Catholics or move
m a Catholic atmosphere. It Is ex-

pected that they will be fundamen-
tally In accord with the Catholic

view of life. The awards will be

made solely on the artistic merits of

the short stories as such.

rondltloiiA Announced
The conditions of the contest are

as follows:

(1) The contestants must be Amer-
icans residing In the United States.

Non-Catholics are not excluded.

(3) Only one story may be sub-

mitted by each contestant.

(3) Translations of stories origin-

ally published in another language

are not eligible, nor are stories In

English If already published else-

where.

(4) Stories submitted must con-

( Continued on Page Four)

SOIMIO.MOKKS .XTTKNTIOS

All Sophomores who have not
yet signed their autograph page
in the Belle Aire will please do so

today, Tuesday, March 25 lia the

Belle Aire offlce opposite the Din-
ing Hall. This Is attended with

no cost whatsoever so don't fail to

get your name on your class page.

Sophs Announce
Date for Soiree

Novel Entertainment Plan-

ned for Intermissions of

Yearly Frolic

At last the plans for the eagerly

awaited Sophomore "Soiree" were an-

nounced last week by Chairman Mc-
Devitt. No expense Is being spared

and every effort is being made to

make this year's affair the best ever

given by the Sophomore Class. The
committee realizes that the dances

that have been given so far have all

been superb in every detail and they

have raised a standard among social

activities that has to be lived up to

if not raised even still higher. The
Gymnasium In Alumni Hall which
will be the scene of the event will be
decorated In a tented canopy effect

with the class colors. This type of

decoration will be an innovation on
the campus and a surprise to all

those who attend. Messrs. Graham,
Garrity, Ranazissi and Menton, who
are in charge of the decorations are

taking great pains to carry out the
decorating successfully and Judging
by the extensive plans formulated
their cffort.s have not been in vain.

Kntertiilninent IMa lined

Between dances and during the In-

termission an elaborate program of

entertainment will be carried out by
artists especially hired for the pur-
pose. This, it is believed, will be
very beneficial In helping to while
away the time when sitting out
dances. Another feature of the dance
will be the favors that are to be
given out. These are going to be very
elaborate and will surely meet with
Instant approval with the "girl

friend." The music will be furnls'ned

by that melodious musical organiza-
tion. The Vlllanovans, under the ca-
pable leadership of Prof. Daly. Pro-
fes.sor Daly and his able assistant,

James Klttrlck are bending every ef-

fort In arranging a musical program
that will be In keeping with the high
standard of the occasion. The pro-
gram will consist of their own ar-

rangements of all the latest hits

from Broadway.

The Dance Committee
The committee which Is working

so hard to put this event across con-
sists of Mr. Richard McDevltt, chair-

man, who Is assisted by the following

men: William Dlneen, tickets; Jack
Dalton, programs; George Blaney,

favors: Peter Graham, Messrs. Gar-
rity, Ranazissi, Menton, decorations.

The tax Is two dollars. Dancing will

be from nine to twelve.

Juniors to Open
Big Drive for

All Assessments

1930 Men Urged at Meeting

to Settle After Easter

Recess

APRIL 15 DEADLINE

One week ago today, at the last

meeting of the class of 1930, held In

the Academy, the most important
matter brought up in the business

discussed was that In regard to the

ofHcial class assessment for Junior
Week. This assessment covers the

most Important activities of Junior
week and payment of the same is ex-

pected from every member of the
Junior class.

After the preliminary details of

the meeting had been completed the
topic of assessments was brought up.

Mr. Lovatt, the class treasurer, an-
nounced the amount that had been
received up to date for these pay-
ments. He stressed the need of 100 '7

cooperation by every member of the
class In regard to the prompt remit-
tal of this fee, due to the large

amount to be collected and the diffi-

culty of collection. He announced the
date of April 15th as the last date
for payment. He asked the class to
get the money In before this time If

possible, mentioning the Easter Holi-
days as the Ideal time to obtain the
necessary funds. This date was set

in order that the various committees
may receive their allotted shares
early so as to pay off their accumu-
lated expenses.

The next business taken ujj was
that of the Blazers. Mr. Walter
Quinn as Chairman of this commit-
tee rendered his report to date. He
informed those present that 118 men
had already ordered Blazers. He de-
scribed In detail the style and make
up of the coat which was selected.

These men, %vho as yet had not placed
their orders were urgently requested
to do so at their earliest possible

(Continuod on Pfig'e Four)

Book and Gavel
to Plan Debate

Foul Contest

Won by Freshman
by Close Margin

Only Six Men in Final Shoot;

Simpson and Ciimmiskey

Tie for Second

TROPHY DONATED
VlUanova's first foul shooting con-

test concluded on last Friday even-

ing found the honors going to Joe
Castellanl. of the Freshman class,

who sank nineteen out of twenty-

five throws to lead the finalists.

Only six of the sixty-two entrants

survived the qualifying round on
Thursday, which required ten out of

fifteen throws to be made for par-
ticipation In the finals.

Tom Simpson, '30; Frank Cummls-
key, '30; Lou Pessolano, '29; and
Frank Mahan, '30, were the other
finalists.

The firm of E. J. Martin Co., In
Philadelphia, a widely-known Jewelry
house gratltiously contributed the
gold basketball trophy presented the
winner.

Castellanl was in rare form in his
final attempt, having runs of five,

six and seven, between his Infre-

quent misses. Prank Cummlskey and
Tom Simpson closely pressed the
leader with sixteen each.

RELAY TEAM THIRD
IN PENN A. C. MEET

Villanova's relay team took third

place at the Penn A. C. on last Tues-
day evening. The Pennacs them-
selves garnered first, followed by
Meadowbrook In runnerup position.

It was a twelve lap affair with
each man rvmnlng 240 yards. The
small unbanked track offered must
difficulty on the turns to most of the
entrants. Two teams ran at a time,
starting on opposite sides of the
oval. The time of all quarters was
>;aken and positions decided on a
time basis.

The Blue and White combination
was composed of Joe Costanzo, Frank
Mahan, Bucky Hammond and Jlnuny
Woods.

In the thirty yard dash Costanzo
Just failed to place In the finals;

finishing fourth.

BELLE AIRE ARTISTS
DESERVE MUCH CREDIT

The title page of this year's Belle

Aire will be a masterpiece of art. The
cut will be a four-color production of

an oil painting which will be done by
a prominent Philadelphia Artist, ac-

cording to the terms of the engraving
contract.

In view that this Is the only paid
art work to appear In the present
Belle Aire, It Is the wish of the staff

to have the student body fully ap-
preciate the labor, time and the ef-

fort given freely and willingly by the
art staff of the book In order that
the balance of the art work may be a
parallel to the professional Job.

Messrs. Slane, Jenkins and Byrnes

—

all of the present senior class—have
given unstlntlngly of their time to

this end.

Constitution of Reorganized

Forensic Society is

, - Completed ^ v

At the last meeting of the Villa-

nova Debating Society, held on Mon-
day. March 18, many Important meas-
ures were considered and passed
upon. The constitution was adopted
and also a name for the organization
which will now be called the Book
and Gavel. Mr. Hookey was appoint-
ed temporary Secretary and was
charged with Informing all absentees
that at the next meeting an election
of officers will take place.

Professor Jonas, sponsor of the or-

ganization, spoke about the future of
the club. He showed telegrams from
other colleges that desired a debate
in the near future. The first debate
will be held soon after the return
from the Easter holidays, probably
with a college near Philadelphia. Mr.
Takacs, who has worked Indefatlg-
ably for the success of the club, was
congratulated for his work on the
Constitution. Professor Jonas closed
the meeting with an appeal for the
members present to Induce those who
participated In the Oratorical Con-
test to be present at the next meet-
ing.

AMPITIIE.VTRK CO.MPLKTED
Seats have been Installed In the

ampltheatre In Mendel Hall, They
are of the theatre type and are so
arranged that every seat affords a
clear view of the center of the floor.

The ampltheatre has a capacity of 360
and will be used for group meetings

Spring Weather ^

Aids Ball Team
Excellent Material Available

for the Backstop

Position

Prior to the preseasonal Informa-

tion that Is characteristic of baseball,

Philadelphia, In combination with the

remaining world, was thrilled, en-
thused and delighted when the news
finally came out that "Mickey" Coch-
rane, a graduate of B. U., the main
cog In the Athletics machine, was
rewarded with that envious award,

one thousand dollars. A national

tribute to one who was considered

the most "valuable player" In the

American league.

To the occasional reader. It seemed
nothing more than a mere reward,

but to those who are followers of the

"national game," It means recogni-

tion to, not only the most valuable

player, but to a catcher.

Now that oaseball has taken Its

scheduled position at Villanova allow

the presentation of those who are the

main factors of every pitched ball

—

the catchers.

Johnny Gillespie, Oermantown'a
foremost athlete, a veteran of two
years varsity baseball, will. In all

probabilities, be assigned to most of

the work. Possessed with all the fac-

tors that constitute a catcher, John
(Continued on Tajfe Three)
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The Mosque

In view of the fact that last week

the question of Ettlquette was dls-

ciLssed, and considering that the time

for the Easter purude Is soon ap-

proaching Is It not fitting that some

of the questions of dress be dis-

cussed In this weeks atrocity. There-

fore, It will be well to take Into con-

sideration the costumes listed bieiow,

as the suggestions may prove Inval-

uable.

"FOR ALL MEN KILL THE THING THEY LOVE"
FOK .some nuintli.s the ale i)f A'Ulanuva had been permeated with the

maunderlriKs of those who declared that, "At Villanova, aehleve-
mont Koes unrewarded." This paper conducted an investlKation,

though conditions were quite apparent, .md lieeamc convinced that

one could woik indefatiKal)ly and sacrifice hini.self lor tlie honor of tlie

Student Body or of the School and lie would receive as a reward not

even a "Thank you." To Hllniulate an Interest In Villanova and to

Hhow an appreciation for those who have helped make thiuKH better on
the t'ampus. a "Who's Who" column was established in this publliation.

"A man, that hath no virtue in hini.self, ever envieth Virtue in

others,'" wrote Uacon a lew centuries ixun. Scarcely bad the new column
been established when with loud voices and sneering drawls the self-

constituted critics bejran their aiipraisals. "He isn't so hot." they dog-
matically aaeerted. "So and so is just as jjoOd. He s got a drag.

'

Truths were then twisted to make a trap for fools. Fortunately such
dispositions existed In only a few I)Ut that few was able to disseminate
false liniiresslons. i-

'

I is man's nature to envy those whom he was familiar with before
. thev reached a highei- strata of achievement. Villanova Is .such a small

college that everyone is more or less familiar with the other. Until .such

a time when th ecollege is numerically larger the "Who's Who" column
Will be abolished.

There are sonie who deserve to appear in "Who's Who'' and If any
aiiologies are due we take this occasion to make them. If they are astute

they already realize that praise in such a small environment is not

politic, that the best way to acquire fame is to dl.ssimulate it. If they
work hard and their deeds are not sung they will be pitied and pity is

the arch enemy of envy.
CYNIC.

vp Y 'r ^r ^r

OUR ADVERTISERS

IN
YOIJU leisurely perusal of the "Villanovan" you have no doubt

noticed the atlvertisements emblazoned across the pages in bold

print. These, gentlemen, are the life-blood of our school paper;
witliouf tbeni the "Villanovan" could not long exist; it could not

continue to thrive in the admirable manner of the past If these "busi-

ness banners" were missing.
Now, there is an old saying that "Gotf helps those who help them-

selves." \Ve h;ive helped ourselves to our advert ls»>rs' money. What are
we at Villanova doing in leturn'.' Surely the printing of their notice is

not the only remuneration they will receive for their financial output.

AVithout advertising tlie paper could not be published, but if we do not
patronize our advertisers it will he nigh impossible to obtain more
advertisements.

I..et us look at the subject from another viewpoint. Why not make
the obligation a matter of school spirit? In aiding the school paper our
advert iseis are aiding you. Therefore, when you desire to purchase
ponio aiticle, first have a look In the "Villanovan" and give our patrons a
little consideration iiefore selecting your place of purch.ise. They are,

as we said, aiding you; why not recipiocjite? Again, men of Villanova,
consider Hie idea of giving a square deal. You have, in sports, class and
socially, been known for your squareness and honesty. ITatronizIng our
advertisers to such an extent that they will be rewarded for helping your
l)ai>er will help keep that enviable rejiutation alive.

.lust at this time when lOaster sli<)|)ping is in vogue, you shall be
Afforded many opportunities to make the helping hand extended by our
n<lvertlsers a mutual gesture. >. ' •'... •'.

'

T* T* T* T* "

THE INTERNATIONAL BANK
GIOH.M.A.N'Y'S Inability to meet with the requirements of the plan ns

di'awn up by foi-mer Vice- President Dawes has promoted the
tliought of inaugurating an International Hank. The idea is still

in it.s. infancy, lience no giant strides have been maile in its de-
velopment, no laws set for its legulation. Capable tlnanclei's so far liave
t>een sufllciently sjigacious as not to commit themselves on the subject.
Business men endowed with business iicumen have not to date written
nnv formal stafeinenls on the subject, with the exception, (tf course, of

the customary inflated and bombastic newspaper articles. This reticence
Is occasitmed In all probabilities because of their realization that this

project Is much wider in scope than can be visualized at present, and
that the fulfillment of it would mean a revolutionizing of international
commerce and money <>xcliange.

A proposition of such magnitude as /in organization of this kind
W'ouM natur.illy entail vast research and constructive panning. It would
necessitate the same fund.iniental procedin<' with whi<"h the Federal He-
nerve System was founded only on a gigantie scale. Due to the defects
of the National Bank System, namely: defective exchange system, lack
of centralized control and inelasti<'ity of crerllt. the Federal Uesei-ve
System was founded in 101,3 at the behest of our former President, busi-
ness genius and lejirned economist, Woodrow Wilson. Its marked suc-
cess on the regional pl;in Is a clear iind cirdinal pi-oof th;it banking
systems ;ire boundless In their scope. IJke a delicate instrument, it has
from its veiy incejition been deftly controlled by skillful minds and dex-
trous hands and as a result It is looked upon as the l)ackbone of the
Nation's success. Why. then, could such an organized banking system
not functbm with the same smoothness, based upon International rather
than national principles?

From the very f.ict that there are nations involved In currency dis-

putes from every nook and far-flung corner of the universe, shows clearly
that pecuniary negotiations shall ever he strained until that day when
each nation's nionet.iry system shall be brought Into brotherly relation-
ship under one li(>ad an<l subject tf) (me codi- of law established on n
foundation born of a world consensus of opinion. Why couhl not nn
In'ern.'itlonal Institution such as is proposed establish laws to govern
universal money problems, laws which would nllevlnte war debt wran-
ctings such as we are now witnessing, laws where malign would he In-

tolerable? Whv if could not Is Indeed an enigma.
In conduplon It might he said that "That nation who carried the

For DIkrIuk t'hiniM

In this case, one must be very for-

mal as the clam Is an unusually high

hat person and very few have been

able to get the Inside dope on his

Ideas on modern dreas so It Is best

that a touch of sobriety be In the

dress. However, he Is a tight-lipped

creature, so If the daring wish to

wear anything which may seem a bit

risque, there is no doubt that It will

never be mentioned In a moment of

weakness to some casual acquaint-

ance, which he may meet on a rail-

road train, or probably even to his

own wife and family. If he Is mar-
ried. For this occasion, I believe that

the morning attire of a frock coat

and gray trousers Is ideal, with a

gray flaianel shirt and no tie In order

to match the trousers. Foot-ball

shoes and a beret complete the rest

of the turnout, and then you are

ready to interview, tne cosiest mem-
ber of the animal kingdom.

Alumni News

For Catching Cohl

I believe that there are few people

who can really catch a cold rightly.

Many a nlmrod has tried and some
with varying success, but the cold

l8 rather an elusive bird, and often-

times, it Is only possible to catch his

cousin Pneumonia. To catch a really

good cold, the only time Is when the

weather Is a zero, as the cold comes
out In quest of prey then. The cos-

tume Is rather scanty but this Is done
In order that the wearer may blend
In with the surrounding countryside.

A pair of running trunks and a bow
and arrow, are about the only things

necessary. (Why the bow and arrow,

I haven't the faintest idea, unless

to keep the game-warden guessing.)

Three or four hundred handker-
chiefs are also necessary, and these

are easily procurable by paying a vis-

It to other people's rooms, when they
aren't In.

For Class Wear
Anything that Is old, dirty, and

well ventilated. Is quite appropos for

wearing to class. All professors, es-

pecially In the scientific school, like

nothing better than uniformity and
precision In every thing, so why not
in class? It would hurt the aesthetic

sense of the man when he looks over
the class room, and sees a clean shirt

In the midst standing out like a
sore thumb, especially, if it was a
white one. tf If becomes neces-
sary to purchase some new clothes
and these must be used for class

wear, there i.s always a way to rebuild
them to fit circumstances. Lay them
carefully on the road nna secure a
tractor from one of the nearby farms.
After running the tractor over the
suit for a couple of hours, put It on
and find some nice muddy spot. Roll
around In the mud for a couple of
hours, and then repeat the entire
performance, at least three or four
times. A black shirt also Is necessary
and this can be worn Indefinitely
and still show no sign of dirt. The
reverse of that old saying, "you can't
paint a Illy." holds In thvs case.

Villanova Is well represented In the

Georgetown Medical School as Joseph

Brcnnan, Kenneth O'Toole. Raymond
House and John O'Donnell aFe rtow

students there.

Joseph O'Donnell, of Parsons, Pa..

is at present a student in the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy. -

—'24—
John R. Foley, formerly with the

Construction Department of "the At-

lantic City Electric Co. Is now an As-

sistant Electrical Engineer with thp

Electric Bond-Share Co. of New York

City. —U—
Richard Qulnn, Jr., is Supervisor

of Toll Traffic in the Philadelphia

Area for the Bell Telephone Co. of

Pennsylvania. —:J8—

James E. Burns is at present em-
ployed in the research department of

the Celanese Corp. of America.

Charles A. Belz Is a Contract Engi-

neer for the McCllntlc-Marshal Con-
struction Co. of Philadelphia.

—37—
A. J. Paneplnto, who Is now a stu-

dent In the Harvard Architectural

School, Is recuperating from an at-

tack of appendicitis.

Martin Callon Is now employed by
the General Electric Co. at 68th street

and Elmwood avenues, Philadelphia.
—•'.'>—

Thomas A. Jenkins Is District Man-
ager for the Crossly Radio Corp., with
headquarters at 700 Seward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

—18—
Joseph T. O'Leary is employed as

an electrical engineer by the Amerl-.

can Telephone and Telegraph Co.,

and Is residing In Elizabeth, N. J.

—26—
John J. Burns designed the new In-

door swimming pool at Wenonah
Military Academy which Is to be con-
structed In the near future.

—•28—
Prank Potter Is employed as a de-

signer by the Concrete Steel Com-
pany, of Philadelphia.

EXCHANGES
Exchanges received during the past

week Include:

The New Rochelle Tatler, College of

New Rochelle, New Rochelle, N. Y.

The Niagara Index, Niagara Univer-
sity, Niagara, N. Y.

The Mountain Echo, Mt. St. Mary's
College, Emmitt.sburg, Md.

The Hoya. Georgetown University,

Washington, D. C.

The Catholic Standard and Times,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The BucknelUan, Bucknell Univer-
sity, Lewlsburg, Pa.

The Tomahawk, Holy Cross College,

Worcester, Mass.
The Syracuse Dally Orange, Syracuse

, University, Syracu.se, N. Y.
The Small Pica, North Dakota State
School of Science, Wampum, N. D.

There are sixty-three college radio
stations In the United States, which
shows a tremendous advance. Pro-
grams of educational value are broad-
cast from these stations.

For Faster Kunduy
Every year to the fortunate, there

always arises the question of what
to buy for spring ralnment. I have
defeated the system. I don't buy a
new suit, I have mine cleaned. Ev-
eryone cannot follow this principle,
and I r^uppose that It Is very foolish
to publish the idea, because think of
the widows and orphans left by the
tailors. This Is absolutely the last
word in the matter of spring turn-
outs. An evening tailcoat, a pair of
pink knickers, and tennis sneakers
complete the outfit. No shirt Is worn
as It will soon be summer. Walk
down a street and carefully select all

the items necessary. Seize a large

Ohio State U.—The bridge craze
lias taken Ohio State U. by storm,
and the students are now attempting
to determine the best bridge player
in the college.

Curtntn—fflatttrra

sledge hammer which may be kept
concealed under the coat, and break
the glass in the store window, gently,
but with great feeling. Take all the
clothes wanted and run. If you get
away, the suit is yours, if caught,
don't worry as the state will provide
one for you in a light gray material,
as well as board and room, for the
slight consideration of making little

ones out of big ones.

If you are Interested In any ques-
tions on dress and ettlquette, send a
stamped envelope to '"The Mosque,"
In charge of this paper, as I am run-
ning out of stationery.

Count Dmitri.

burden of the World War expense (and from which springs the stimulus
for the formation of such an Institution), who bore throUgh It in an
admir.ible manner, then that naticm Is best ecjuipped and best fitted for
the nomln.iti(m of the ni.injigerial reins of such an enormous and vast
undertaking." An international bank. If established and managed in a
manner that would extend a helping hand to the faltering Dnwes PJan,
and not as a pernicious instrument, its ^vorth would be dlscernable to
even the most radical eye. The horizon Is still misty and doubtful to
some of our foremost connoisseurs of sound banking principles, but let
us hope that In the near future 'n dawn of realization shall throw light
on the true value of such a project ond clear away any Ideas antagon-
istic to the recently proposed financial center.

CURTAIN
WALNUT— "SKIDDING "—a weil-act-
ed play of the average American
family whose plot Is really a cross-

section of actual life.

ADELPHI— "THIS THING CALLED
LOVE"—Violet Hemming and Min-
or Watson amuse with the battle
of the ages In comic form.

GARRICK—"BLACKBIRDS"—An en-
tertaining musical comedy of the
modern negro. Good music and
dancing put It over.

FORREST—"CHAUVE-SOURIS"— An
Invader that conquered Paris and
New York

.

* * •

CAMERA

"WOLF SONG"—Gary Cooper In the
fir.st attempt at a synchronized
musical comedy. A good picture
with excellent acting.

""A LADY OP CHANCE"—Little Nor-
ma Shearer In a mess that hardly
does her Justice. The stage show
that goes with this picture saves ^

the day although Charles Melson
Isn't a world beater.

"NEW YEAR'S EVE"—Ably summed
up In the words of the girl In the
seat next to mine—"Good, but
nothing to brag about."

""NOAH"S >>RK"—A picture with a
reputation straight from the Pa-
cific coast. The Aldlne will be
closed for a week to prepare for It.

To be reviewed next week.
""HEARTS IN DIXIE"—A heart throb-
bing romance of the sunny South
with love and hate playing a merry
tune on the warm side of the
Mason-Dixon line.

""THE GHOST TALKS"—Not quite
awful. .^

There's .Always Room at the Top

It matters not what you're trying for.
It matters not what the end In view.
You'll be a success If you try to, or
You'll be a failure because of you.
Some people will say, "Oh, don't do

that."

"You'll never get on. Pretty soon
you'll flop."

Don't listen to them, yoimg men, I
pray.

Turn away. All their cautions aren't
worth a Jot.

For no matter what field you are In.
I say.

There's always room at the top.

Study hard while at school, young
man, study hard.

Get all that you can while you may.
For when you get out, that's the time
Old Pard'.

That you'll rarely find moments to
play.

Decide what you like; then make
that your goal.

If you like what you do you can't
go in "a hole.

No field's over crowded for people
who try,

It's only the Ia!?|j;nrds who stumble
and flop.

Climb up midst the stars. Leave the
earth for small fry.

There's always room at the top,

"Weljenls"

A DKA.MA

THE COY CHORINE ''''
And THE POWERFUL PRODUCER

In oneact and four
ELABORATELY STAGED SCENES

ACT 1

Scene 1.

Don't tantalize
Me with those eyes.

To-night:
There's but design
In orbs that shine

Too bright!

Scene 2.

That lamp adds lure
To your coiffure

So fine!

These lips you pursed
You've well rehearsed;

Divine!

Scene 3.

Your voice restrained,
Is nicely trained

To soothe;
Your cheek I touch

—

Heavens! you blush?
How smooth!

Scene 4.

Such fine pretense,
For one, I .sense

Must Irk;

Now on the stage.
You'd be the rage,

Nice work. Old Olrl.

NICE WORK I

Aeldes Neanlas.

If Ignorance In bliss there must be
many happy college students. (Mahg-
nl.)

>V
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^ Boxing Tourney
Date Announced

All Organization.s Eligible in

Outdoor Eliniination,8

on April 17

' The Inter-fraternlty boxing tourna-

ment .sponsored by -the Epsllon Phi

Theta fraternity to be staged Wed-
'nesday evening. April 17, looms as

the peak of endeavor and success In

this line of sport for the entire year.

Going to never before attempted
measures the corrmlttee is promol-
Ing this tournament on a large and
munificent scale. The "Boy Promot-
ers" have secured A. A. U. sanction

4 and officials from the Central Board
of Boxing Officials In Pennsylvania

will see that the bouts will be run

according to Hoyle or Jack Dempsey.
The tournament will be staged In

the Stadium as has been mentioned
in the former issues of the Villano-

van, affording enough seating ac-

commodations for the sport enthus-
iasts of the Main Line.

The Epsllon Phi Theta have en-

tered a strong team the nucleus
of which include the battle scarred

veterans McGann, McGllnchey and
Gaughn. Likewise the Lambda Kap-
pa Delta have entered a team built

aroi^id "Marty" Macklln, the one
punch artist. Delta PI Epsllon pres-

ents a well balanced team with Don-
nely and Wltowskl holding the main
attraction, although many dark hors-

es have signified their Intention of

upholding the honor and fame of the

Premedical society. As we go to

press the Engineers, Phi Kappa PI

have not entered, a team. Of course
any club on the campus may enter a

' team for in no way is this elimina-
tion tournament restricted. Any
Prat or Club sending in the entry
list must therein include the vari-

ous names and weights of the mem-
bers of the team in order to facili-

tate matters for the committee In

registering the contestants with the
A. A. U. Entry may be sent to the
Villanovan or to Room 104, Pedlgan
Hall.

Concerning the prizes nothing defi-

nite has been arranged. However,
prizes of suitable nature will be
awarded to the victors In their re-

spective classes and also a team tro-

phy will be given to the highest scor-

ing team entered In the tourney.
Posters advertising the exhibition

hkve been placed all along the Main
Line and from current reports a
large turn out of the Alumni from
Philadelphia and nearby will answer
the call to arms with unconcealed
glee.

The Epsllon Phi Theta fraternity

have gone to great expense In an en-

deavor to place boxing on a firmer
basis as a recognized sport here at

Villanova and ask all to cooperate In

making this tournament a success.

.
One Thousand tickets will be

placed on sale for the convenience
of the general public, Tuesday March
26th. Prices of admission range from
fifty (50) cents tickets for the stu-

dents of Villanova; Seventy-five (75)

cents general admission and reserved
ringside seats at one Dollar ($1.00).

SPRING WEATHER
AIDS HALL TEAJVJ

(continued from lirst pagei
add:; b!end to his abilities by proving
.he "big stick" Oi ;:ie batters, an
honor in Itself.

John "Jo:'ko" Donohuc, who hails
from Haverlll, Mass., an untiring
worker and also a veteran for the
past three years, will be Gillespie's
chief competitor, and a man who
shall see much service. Short hj
statue but powerfully built, "Jocko"
anticipates a successful season
Along with

, these two warriors
come the Jersey State boys : Larry
Cicero, a product of the World's
P ay Ground and George Blaney,
J(r;ey City's contribution, Larry, a
sub for the past two seasons, has
been rounding out in fine shape and
Coach McGeehan takes pride in his
protege. George Blaney, who last
year received the curves and fast ones
of the freshmen pitchers. Is deter-
mined to make good, and, all in all.
a wonderful assortment of men has
been arrayed.

With these four men ready to re-
ceive the pitches of Hensel, Hanzlk,
Doran, Hlllen, Mulvenna and others.
Coach McGeehan is relieved of one
disadvantage, the battery question.
Unquestionably the.se men constitute
the best one amongst colleges, so
let's go.

JUNIOR WEEK MEET
PLANS ANNOUNCED

Final rules and regulations for the

Junior Week Track and Field Day

Meet have been prepared and are

stated forthwith below.

In the Septathlon every entrant

must compete in every event to be

allowed to continue. After the fifth

event, the 220 hurdles all those par-

ticipants over four hundred points

behind the man third highest in tlie

point score will be obliged to drop

out. At the conclusion of the sixth

event, the high Jump only the six

highest point scorers, -If that many
remain, will be permitted to enter

the mile run.

Only one one hundred yard dash

will be run, a handicap affair. The
race will be run In heats, the first

three men finishing In each heat ad-

vances to the semifinals, and the

first three In the semifinals run In

the nnal.

Three throws are allowed In the

handicap shot put.

The first five men In this event

will each have five additional throws

In the finals.

All obstacles In the Steeplechase

must be cleared In the recommended
manner and any violation will auto-

matically disqualify the man fouling.

The full course as laid out must
be run under the penalty of dis-

qualification.

N. C. A. A. A. rules will govern

the running of the relay.

NEW GYMNASIUM

Among the important buildings
tliat go to constitute a college is u
gymnasium, being next in import-
i.nce to the football stadium
which is the backbone of all col-
legiate .letivltles. f -

A gyninas um offers the student
a niean.s of physical development,
including, every known sport that
is capable of being: a muscle
liu'lder and restore to youth the
vim and pep that is es.sential to
carry him on in this world. Not
only is it a muscle developer but It

also .serves as a sidistantial food to
the brain. "He who is without
play is almost w thout brain," were
tlH' words of a well known writer
of the day, in a speech at which he
iiddrissed a large gathering of
sports writers and wlio.se voice was
heard by many through the means
of a nation-wide hook-up of raido
stations.

How is tills situation at Villa-

n<iva'.' AVe have our basketball
team and as one of its members
said, "To be a member of this l)as-

kt tball team you must also be a
cross country man" for practice s

being held at llosement College
which necessitates a walk of two
miles. " He is a true lover of

sports, for one to go tlirougii these

hardships Just to play must have
a motive, some st'nsativeness about
himself to force liim to attend
these practices.

But now—good news, he will not

have to struggle witii these hard-

ships for Villanova is to have a

new gymnasium soon. Ground Is

siion to be broken and an edifice to

sports w II api)ear on the .soil of

Villanova Think what this will

mean to Villanova'.' It will be an

incentive to bring her name in the

eye.s of the sporting world, it will

also mean an inducement for more
' students. Hut how aliout you? Do
not stand aside an<i allow tlie other

fellow to grasp this oppoitunlty

liut get right into the spirit of the

thing and help yourself by helping

Villanova push this great enter-

piise. ,lust keep In mind these

fact-M and probably they will serve

as memoranda. The coming new
I uilding will have new basketball

fioors, all sorts of weights and

dumb-bells, an Indoor track and

last but not least a swimming
j.ool. All of these possibilities rest

in Y'Oim hands and in the hands

of the alumni and when your sup-

port Is asked, do not fail to support

this cau.so that will live forever us

u tribute to sroUTS.

Yearlings Hold
First Practice

Tliirty-five ('andidates Seek

Positions on Ereshinan

Baseball Team

The Freshmen baseball team under
the tutelage of Chris Lolos last year's

captain and star Is rapidly rounding
into shape.
Holding their initial practice last

Tuesday the Frosh displayed some
promising stars. Due to the large

number that reported the squad was
cut down to thlrly-fivo which had
among them many former high and
prep school stars.

The Frosh have quite a difficult

schedule facing them but If they ab-
sorb some of the knowledge, fire and
pep which their coach Is renowned
for they will come out on top. Gua
Peterson, manager of the 1930 out-
fit announces the following teams to

be met: Trenton Normal, Perklomen,
Urslnus, Hun School, Allentown Prep,

with the possibility of West Chester
and West Catholic High being added
to the list. The Cubs open their

season May 4, entertaining Trenton
State Normal.

A CHIMERICAL I

TALE OF LIFE

VILLANOVAAND BOXING
l.ast ye;u- "Ad" Snyder lead a

winning I'oinliinatinn of leather-
jnisliers ulio proved that the motto
of X'illanova's athletes, "The Fight-
ing Wildcats," was something more
than a mere name which existed at
this college. What hits happened to

lioxing at \'illanova tills year'.' This
Is the question that is being a»ked
l)y the I'hiladelphla sportsmen and
(he students of tlie college.

Would it be advisable to continue
with this art of self-defense and
add more g'ory to the name of
Villanova, or should we permit It to

l)ass as a past activity'.' No, never,
for with such men as Cicero, I.rfing-

don and llyrthetiis, who were nienir
hers of last year's winning com-
bination, tliei-e is no reason wliy the
art of boxing should be discontinued
at this Institution. An interview
with "Jack" Ilagen, who acts In the
capacity of a tra ner for the foot-
l)all team, revealed that he would l)e

willing to render all of his spare
t'me to restore N'illanova to the
glory she once maintained as a pro-
luctress of victorious collegiate
boxers.

With this in mind, combined with
the f.ict that ".lim" I*ingdon, one
of our last year's repi-esentutives
who is milking a name for himself
.IS an unattached amateur, the in-
spiration to preserve this activity
should come to the minds of boxing
fans—an inspiration to gather
themselves together and to advance
from last year's foundation, "".lack"

Hagen, wlio incidently was a mas-
ter of the game when two s(|Hiire

feet were'nt siilistitued for the
present-day racetrack, will oblige
by not only teaching these lioxers

till' principles of self-defense, but
also giving them tli«> figluing heart
that is necessary to carry a warrior
on to victory. Wiiat more can be
offered to jiromote more entluisi-

asm'.' Get together, you stalwart
sons of Villanova and produce an-
other champi(mship boxing team.

Day after iliiy. year after yeai',

we are lost in the suige and ron-

tllct of I.fe. -In this eternal pur-

suit of ieiiiporal hapiHmss how
ollen do we cease trom our daily

labors to think how perfect is the

liooU of I'fe: how wonderful our

<jo<l given existence. .True, it is oft

times sad and dreary: more often

joyous and bright. Itul let us open
for a moment tills chlnierieal laU- of

']! fe. All— we have opened it at the

chapter entitled. "Sic Transit Gloria

Diei ": it says tliat: '

The pe.ieeful «>arlh is still

wrapped in a sublime mantle i f

darkness, lliough tlie glittering

sentinels of lieaven are rapidly

seeking their repose. Vet, even

at this melancholy hour of morn-
ing the Almighty Gardener still

keeps ever vigilant watcli over his

dormant garden.
Tlien, far off in the east there

emerges a faint grayisii glow,
j

Mlack night is lieing slowly driven

into temparaiy oblivion. Ijittle
1

by little the gray clouds turn to

an enchanting golden hue as the

sun rises serenely from bis slum-
lier. Higher and higher lu* rises

while the vvia-ld assumes a pic-

tures(|ue aspect. Night is now
forgotten.
Touched by the magic rays, the

dew on the field glistens like a

phosjihoiescent sea; the gentle

rolling meadows sparkle their

welcome to tlie new-lioin day, and
the song liirds add their sM>'i.t and
tender melo<lies to the unanimous
greeting of animate nature. So
passes the morning, while the

burn ng herald of day mounts on
his silent and certain course,

showering nourishment on all the

boundless beauty of .Mother Na-
ture. Finally, he reaches his

zenith. It Is mid-day.

Having attained his purpose,
this tireless harbinger of bright-

ness seems to smile in benevolent
lienedlctlon on n world reposing

'

in its well-earned noonday rest.
I

The spreading fields lie drowsily '

blinking in the brilliant gloie, the
droning bees hover lazily over the
rainbow flowers, guy-plumaged
birds seek the grateful slielter of

leafy boughs. Nature is taking
her siesta.

Anon, Just as slowly as he rose,

the guardian of the r.'iys begins
to sink quietly into lianks of

Heecy clouds, tinting tlii' western
horizon with beautiful purple
stiades, which blot out tlie sunset
light of day. Truly, this is an in-

describable and magnificent pic-

tuie—a painter's paradise. Twi-
light reigns.

The stars appear—slowly at
first—then more (juickly, twinkl-
ing like diamonds in the somber
azure; the moon comes forth in

all its splendor, spreading its lum-
inous Ilglit o'er the haunting
shadows of the earth. The huge
pinea and hemlocks stand like

shadowy specters In the gloom;
the unrippled waters of the lakes

anil streams are lanced by the

\elvet-iike I eams. and the blissful

sky encunoples all of its vast-

nesH. The world is wrapped In

.peace, l^ibor has' ceased. Man
resting, finds tiappiness and <on-

tentmeii!. trusting to Somiuisi to

begu U' the hours nf night.

.Vii'il now slovNly (losing this fan-

cifully conceived volume, we won-
dei ing pnhiier if tjVere- is anyone,

among us, who is so Insensate as

not to see far deeper than all this

.siieiie exterior glaiiioi, as not to be

iilile to perceive in this page fr<5hi

the enchanting clifonicle of life the

ruling ewer, the artistic and ten-

der touch, the supermituralnesH of

God's guldnt; hand.

Engraving Stone Setting

EDWARD D. O'CONNOR

Jeweler

Class Rings—Fraternity Pins

Watch Charms—Specialties

9 East Hector St.

CONSHOHOCKEN, Pa.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The newly pur-
chased plane of the Hill Aviation
Club took off on Its first flight In the
presence of the entire club last week.
After the maiden trip several mem-
bers were given their first lesson In
handling the controls and each was
highly gratified with the progress he
made In one lesson.

Have your winter

overcoata and heavy
suits cleaned and stored

for the summer. Rea-
sonable price.

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Huhh
Made-to-Measure Clothes

I
of Baltimore, $25 and up.

DRUGS GIFTS

POWERS & REYNOLDS

Modern Drufn Store

837 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Soda Candy

Phone BRYN MAWR 921

We Deliver

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lanca.Mer Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Be Prepared for the Storm
Have Your Chains Fixed

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Patronize

Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

You want style that is correct;

You want a pattern in clothes that is

exchisive

;

You like lOO^r value for the money you
spend, then you will be here this afternocm \o see

our spring suitings.

And you will be just as enthusiastic about

them as we are!

Pnttestty Clotl|t!

CAMPUS STORE 3705 SPRUCE ST.

CENTRAL STORE 1336 WALNUT ST.

TAILORS — HABERDASHERS

Authorized Distributors of the Official Junior Blazer



T HE V I L L A N O \' A N Tues^day. March 26, 1929

College

Announcements

.••IMORS
The regular weekly meeting of the

Junior Class will be held TODAY,
Tuesday, March 26, at one o'clock In

room F, Academy. Every Juniors'
.presence at this meeting Is earnestly
requested as business of much Im-
portance Is to be discussed.

• * •

jvn.KKs-».\RRE run
There will be a'* meeting of the

Wllkcs-Barre Club, TONIGHT, Tues-
day, March .26, In the Monastery, top
floor.

• • •

8TI l»KNT COl NCIL
The Student Council will meet

TODAY, Tuesday, March 26, In the
Academy at one o'clock.

• • •

I'l O.MK(iA PHI
Pi Omega Phi will hold their reg-

ular weekly meeting at 2.30, TODAY.
Tuesday, March 26.

• • •

VILL.WO^ AN STAFF
The regular weekly meeting of the

entire staff of the Vlllanovan will be
held, TODAY, Tuesday, March 26, In
the Editorial room, 222 Mendel Hall,
at 3.30. It Is imperative that every
member of the staff be present at
tills meeting.

• • •

LOST AND FOl'ND

Lost:—Leather Coat in Dining Room.
Finder pleace return to Room No.
201, Austin Hall.

Lost:—A "Developmental Anatomy."
Finder please rctirn to Mr. Reich-
wein. Room 224 Pedlgan Hall.

Lost:—A Green Rubber Raincoat.
Left in dining room. Please return
to 216 Fedlgan Hall.

Lost:—A Palmer and Miser's "College
Algebra." Please return to Albert

DeVittorio, Room 3, Mendel Hall.
Pound:—On the Campus. A Parker
Duofold Jr. Owner can obtain the
same upon identification in room
326 Fedlgan Hall.

Lost:—An English note book. Will
the finder please return to C. B.
Caputa, 209 Austin Hall.

Lost:—A Money and B; .Uiig book
and a copy of "The Stock Market."
A reward Is offered to the finder.
Please return to Larry Costl^>an,
No. 49, Pedigan Hall.

JKRSEY CITY CLUB
DANCE EASTER MONDAY
The yearly Enster Dance, sponsored

by the Jersey City Club, will be held
Easter Monday night, April 1st, at

the Vera-Lyon Studio, 630 Bergen
avenue, Jersey City, N. J. Musi6 will

be furnished by the Castle-Terrace
Orchestra. Subscriptions have been
placed at ^2.50.

The committee composed of Don
Glides, Chairman. William Travers,
Pat Caufleld, John Dalton, Joseph
McFeely and James Donnelly , have
worked faithfully on the arrange-
ments and guarantee a pleasant ev-
ening to those attending.
For the benefit of the men in the

Metropolitan District, the Ver-Lyon
Studio is easily accessible by bus
from Journal Square or by car via the
Lincoln Highway.
This dance has always been a gala

affair and is growing better with the
advancing years. Indications, so far.

point to greater success than ever be-
fore attained and promises to be a
social function, unsurpassed by any.

fllK I I. \l ION NOTK K

LAWRKNCK CUB
Piesident Twoomey has announced

that in the near future the Lawr-
ence club will hold a meeting to
elect officers for the coming year. At
the same time other plans for the
immediate future will be discussed
and all members are urged to be
present.

IIKLTA I'l KPSILON
The regular weekly meeting of the

Delta Pi Epsilon was held Monday in
room F, Academy Building. A dis-
cussion on membership was held and
plans have been made for taking In
of new members. This will be taken
up more fully at the next meeting.

Stanley Prokop, Circulation

Manager of the Vlllanovan. an-
nounces to the subscribers of the
•Vlllanovan and to all those de-
siring the paper who have not
been receiving their copies reg-

ularly, that they may obtain the
same in the following rooms.

Academy . . ..'.;.,.,,> #22
Austin Hall '.

. . . .
."

. . . .

.

# 204

Fedlgan Hall . . . . ] . . ... #125
Good Council Hall .... #166
Mendel Hall #6
Papers may also be, purchased

in the Pie Shoppe, the dining
room and other places on the
campus.

Subscribers who have any com-
plaints or who wish to make any
adjustments, if on the campus,
please see Mr. Prokop in No. 125
Fedlgan Hall. Those on the mail-
ing list whose address has been
changed or who have not been re-
ceiving their copies regularly or
those who desire any other adjust-
ments please write to Mr. Prokop,
Box No. 401, Villanova College,
Villanova, Pa.

KNJJINFKRS VISIT C'AMPKN

ANATO.MV LAH OPEX

riil KAPPA PI

The Engineering fraternity is urg-
ing larger attendance ot meetings. As
several points of Interest to all mem-
bers will be discussed shortly after
the Easter vacation the members are
asked to be present and to lend their
support. The attendance to date has
been good but a larger one is ex-
pected in the future.

The Anatomy Laboratory will be
open every Saturday morning for the
purpose of affording opportunity for
a review in Histology and Anatomy
to those students who contemplate
entering Medical school next year.
Thi! fame opportvmtty is offered to
-hose students who must take a re-
exi^minatlon in Histology. This Ex-
miiiatlon will be held after the Eas-

.-cr holidays.

HlU:s «: RKiilL.tTIONS

THE ULKES-UARRG CLUB

The regular meeting of the club
was called to order last Tuesday ev-
ening at seven o'clock In Room No.
400, Monastery. In the absence of
President McCann, who was unable
to attend because of other duties, the
vice-president of the organization
presided.

Mr. Kelghtley, Treasurer of the
Club, gave a detailed account of the
financial condition of the body, to-
gether with complete returns of the
two dances held in the earlier part
of the year.

The committee in charge of the
comini? dance announced that all
plans have been completed and that
everything points to an enjoyable ev-
ening on April 1. The dance will be
held at the Century Club in Scran-
ton. "Bud" Henry and his Synco-
pators will furnish the music.

V. I. C.

The regular weekly meeting of the
•Villanova Italian Club was held last
Wedne.sday, Mr. Pelllcane presiding.
In view of the coming dance old
business and business of compara-
tively little importance was very
quickly dispo.sed of. Most of the time
was spent In discussing the annual
dance to be held this year on April
6. at the Stephen Oirard Hotel. It
will be the first social event to be
held after the Easter holidays and
becau.se of this fact a record crowd Is
expected The Committee has
planned a very entertaining program
and professional talent will be on
hand to furnish amusement. Many
other unique features are to be in-
troduced at this affair in the matter
of favors and dance programs. "Char-
ley" Murray's Dartmouth Collegians
and Dick Daly's Vlllanovans will fur-
nish music continuously from Nine
•till Two.

There Is a belief on the Campus to
the effect that the Faculty is too
con.servative. Improvement should be
made and students should be treated
as men, and not be subjected to rules
and regulations. To show the im-
provement made in Villanova we
hfve printed the following:

Until the erection of the chapel in
1844. the students lavatory was In
Rudolph's old shed. Here a long

' wooden trough to hold basins was
set up along the far side of the shed;
it was open in front and water was
procured from a pump 100 feet away;
over the trough and against the wall
were huge towels, glasses, etc.

In 1850 the following rules were
drawn up:

COLLEGE REGULATIONS
Boys arise at 5'/2

Prayers at 6 •" •.'•
.•:. "..•.;

Mass at 6'/2 .';.'. "• .•'.•'.,'

Breakfast at 7«/2 ;.;. ..
' ;..'•.

Recreation at S'/i .'.,•. :. -.

'

'.•

Studies at 12 '

' ' /'.
.

Examine at 12 ';,•.•.
; '"^s"

Angelus and Dinner •; .
" •

.

Recreation at 2 ';.•:
'''..i

.' '

Studies to 41/2 / .'V'
Recreatlon to 5 ?v
Studies from 5-6
Spiritual reading from 6-6

'/i

Angelus and supper at 6'/2

Recreation to 7
Studies from 7-8
Prayers to 8Vi
Bed by 9.

Sllenee (In)

RULES OF SHORT
STORY CONTEST

(Continued from Page One)

tain not less than 2000 nor more than
4000 words.

(5) Stories must be typewritten, on
one side of the paper only, and must
be sent folded or flat; rolled manu-
scripts will not be considered.

(6) The members of the Catholic
Press Association acquire first serial
rights to the publication of success-
ful manuscripts only. Unsuccessful
manuscripts cannot be returned un-
less accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

Information To lie Supplied
(7) Manuscripts must be slgntd by

a fictitious name. This name with
the title of the story submitted, must
be written on the outside of a sealed
envelope, which must contain inside
the following form:
The story e ntltled

And ."Igncd

Was written by ., . .

.

Street Address
City State .,' ...".."!"

''

This sealed envelope should accom-
pany the manuscript.

(8) Stories may be sent at any time
up to and including December 15,
1929, on which dutc the contest clos-
es. The award will be announced on
March 15. 1930,

(9) ManuscrlpLs of .stories submit-
ted should be mailed to: The C. P. A.
Short Story Contest, 329 West 108th
street. New York, N. Y.

The A. S M. E. were the hosts of

the e nylneers recently at the shipyards

at Camden. Leaving Villanova at one
P. M. the engintbrs went directly to

Camden where they were Joined by
Father Stanford, Dean Humphrey and
Prof. Morehouse. The first inspection
was through the machine shop where
mechanics demonstrated motors for

the operation of dirigibles and boats.

Here they were shown a motor capa-
ble of 410 revolutions a second und
being able to support a coin placed
on edge without the slightest vibra-
tion. They were shown through the
ship-building yards where a cruiser
the Salt Lake City, was under con-
struction. On this they saw the new
tripod mast which is one of the lat-
est Improvements to be adopted by
the Navy.
The method of launching a ship

from drydock was explained In de-
tail. After this, they were shown the
modern means used for the handling
of coal, no human hand touching it.

This ended the enjoyable demonstra-
tion, the students returning to Villa-
nova. Other trips are being planned.

Juniors to Open Big Drive
for All Assessments

(Continued from Page One)

convenience.
It was annoiuiced that Father

Greenlee, who had been unanimously
elected to the office of Faculty Ad-
visor for the 1929' Junior Week, had
formally accepted the invitation ex-
tended by Mr. Becza, General Chair-
man of Junior Week, to officiate in
that capacity.

Just before the meeting was ad-
journed President Henry requested all

those present to be sure and be
present at the next meeting and to
endeavor to secure the presence of
all tl^ose absent at that meeting as
there would be much very important
business discussed.

Al—I hear you made the football
team.
Ed—Oh. the other boys helped a

little. (Tomahawk.)

•*•,•»•<

ISN'T IT FUNNY?
(MoHo t(» each other two .students s.it

Taking: ji German o.xam one day;
And they told each other this and

that,

In an unconcerned way.
When one didn't know 'twas easy

enough
To a.^k the one who knew;

And thu.s by slyly workinK this bluff
Tlioy managed to .struj^K^k' through

And er»> each one's paper left his
hand

And ere It bore his name,
They both compared tlt-ir answerw

and
Made .sure tliey were the same.

Xow here's the part of this tiutliful

tale

Thiit'.s been a iiuzzle to me,
And though I've tried and tried, I

fall ;.

To solve this mystt-ry.
It's .simply this and noihinK more

I cannot, c.'innot .see,

VVh\ one not an avcram- of ninety-'
four,

And tlio oilier twenty-three?
FROSH

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Prosh—What makes you think she
isn't sincere?

'Nothcr One—The last letter I got
was a carbon copy. (Tomahawk.)

MAKE

CARDAMONE

YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone.

Bryn Mawr 97S

Delivery

Service

I

Refectory
Dormitory

Privation**
No liquor
No tobacco
No snuff
No bad conduct

Study Hall
Wash Room

No absence
No idleness

No negligence
No injustice

Dean of Women (at 6.30 a. m.)
Young man, what do you mean by
bringing this girl In at this time of
the morning?
Freshman (returning the young

lady from the dance)—Well, I got a
class at 8.30. (Tomahawk).

Villanova Campus
Store
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*T/if> Plaro to Mppt'*
"Tlw Placp to Tront"

Bryn Mawr 1795
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GERHARD

GROFF
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SoHiiB Ice Cream
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Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

Geo. Hutchins Stores
juejV's shoes exclusively
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Sophomore Dance
Date is Set

for April 27th

Annual Affair Promises to

Be a Magnificent

Spectacle

LONG WAITED EVENT
The veil of mystery that surround-

ed the date of the Sophomore Soi-

ree was shattered last week when
Chairman McDevitt announced that
the long awaited frolic would take

place on April 27, a Saturday. The
committee is expending every effort

and sparing no expense in trying to

make this affair the best ever given

by the Sophomore class. They real-

ize that due to the superbness of

detail of the dances that have thus
far been given on the campus a

standard has been raised among so-

cial activities that must be lived up
to if not raised still higher. The
scene of the event will be the old

gymnasium in Alumni Hall. This

hallowed spot will be decorated in a

tented canopy effect in the class col-

ors Maroon and Gold. It is believed

that this type of decoration which
will be an innovation on the campus
will be a stu-prise to all who attend.

The decorating is in the hands of

Messrs. Graham, Garrity. Ranazissi

and Menton, and these men are tak-

ing great pains to carry out their

task successfully.

entertainment Planned
An elaborate program of entertain-

ment will be carried out between

dances and during the intermission

by artists especially hired for the pur-

pose. This, it is believed will be

heartily welcomed by those who do

not dance and still want to attend.

The favors that are to be given out

will be another feature of the dance.

The "girl friend" will Instantly ap-

prove ot these little remembrances

that are going to be very elaborate.

That melodious musical organization

the Villanovans, has, after much ne-

gotiation been secured to eru-apture

the dancer vnith some of their cap-

tivating melodies. Their capable

leader. Professor Daly and his able

assistant James Kittrick are expend-

ing every effort in arranging a musi-

cal program that will be in keeping

with the high standard of the oc-

casion. The program will consist of

their own arrangements of all the

latest "hits" from Broadway.
The Dance Committee

The dance committee which is

working so hard to put this event

across consists of Mr. Richard Mc-

Devitt. chairman, who is assisted by

the following men; Mr. William Dln-

een, tickets; Mr. John Dalton. pro-

grams; Mr.George Blaney. favors;

Mr. Peter Graham, Messrs Garrity,

Ranazissi, Menton, decorations. The

tax is two dollars. The dancing will

be from nine to twelve.

Book and Gavel
Holds Debate
on Famous Pact

Italio>Vatican Pact Subject

of Initial Contest

in Beta Gamma

SEASON IS STARTED

ATLANTIC CITY DANCE

Gene Riley's Band Feature* at

K. of C.

Amid colorful decorfitions in tune

with the season the Atlantic City

Club held their annual Spring dance

Easter Saturday night at the Knights

of Columbus Hall. Gene Relllys Or-

chestra rendered the music.

A thing which was striking was
that not only was Atlantic City well

represented In the affair, but also

men from various other parts of the

country, both of the alumni and un-

dergraduate bodies. Prom the num-
bers one could Judge that the social

season which was begun on Saint

Patrick's eve was well carried on by

this dance.

The hall was charmingly adorned
with baimers. and floral decorations

quite In keeping with the balmy con-

dition of the weather, which haa
seemed to favor all social undertak-

ings this year and It Is hoped that

(continued on page fi.ur>

The initial debate of VUlanova's
reorganized debating society took
place yesterday, Monday, April the
eighth at 3 p. m. Thi^ event was
something new for Villanova and the
reorganizing of this society was in
keeping with the rapid advance of

the college In all other activities. The
society which was organized shortly
before the Easter vacation has met
several times since and recently
elected its most prominent members
as the officers. Mr. Joseph Takacs
was elected president.

The whole society is organized and
is under the capable guidance of

Professor Jonas, and it is entirely

through his efforts that such an ac-

tive Interest has been taken by so

many alert students in this form of

extra-clrrlcular activities. Debating
is very beneficial in more ways than
one; it not only affords excellent

practice and training in public speak-
ing, but it develops the powers of

comprehension, Instills quick think-
ing, and places in a person that much
admired power to argue sensibly and
uphold creditably a discussion on any
topic that may arise.

The First of a Series

The forensic encounter that took

place yesterday (It Is with regret

that we announce that the paper

went to press before the results could

be secured), is only the first of a

series of debates that are to be held

among the members of the society

preparatory to challenging and ac-

cepting the challenges of represen-

tative teams of other colleges. VU-
lanova's name on the gridiron ranks

iunong the highest, on the diamond
her teams are Justly feared and in

the basket ball court she presents no
mean aggregation. It Is therefore

(continued on pape two)

Anthracite Club

Dance Success

Annual Affair of Wilkes-

Barre Cluh Held in

Scranton

The spacious and beautifully dec-

orated Century Club Ballroom of

Scranton, was the scene of the

Wilkes-Barre Club's second Annual

Easter dance. Its attendants, rep-

resenting students of Villanova, both

graduates and undergraduates, and

their many friends danced to the

pleasing strains of Bud Henry's Syn-

copators.

The eagerly expectant couples were

presented, upon their arrival at the

palatial ballroom with beautiful fav-

ors in the form of miniature brace-

lets Inscribed with the Villanova

seal. The affair was honored by the

presence of Mr. LouU Pessalano, cap-

tain of VUlanova's undefeated foot-

ball team of 1928, who graciously cut

short his Easter vacation at his home
In Pittsburgh In order to attend the

dance.

The orchestra was the model of de-

lightful harmony, presenting very

ably their renditions of all the latest

numbers. Many beautiful evening

gowns lent wondrous enchantment

and accentuated the already gor-

geous setting. Several prominent

couples were singled out by spot light

of changing colors played from an

upper balcony.

Mr. Frank McCann, the Chairman

of the dance committee and his able

assistants, Mr. Joseph Nolan and Mr.

Stanley Prokop. deserve the credit for

(continued on paure four)

E. P. T. Bouts Under
State Supervision

(•0.>i.M0NUi:.\I.TH OK PEN\.\.
DKPT. OF .MILiT.\RV AFFAIKS
PKNVA. STATK .ATHLETIC CO.M.

March 26. 1929.

To whom It may concern

—

Permission Is hereby given Vil-

lanova College, Villanova, Penna.,

to conduct a number of boxmg
bouts on April 17th.

This permission is hereby given

with the undeistandlng that the

contestants are all boys of the col-

lege; that no contestant will be

under eighteen years of age; that

each will be examined by a regis-

tered physician immediately prior

to their bouts; and that said phy-
sician win remain In attendance
during the progress of the bouts;

that the referee will be licensed by
this commission; and that the

rules and regulations of the State

Athletic Commission will be abid-

ed by.
(signed),

FRANK WIENER.
Chairman.

V. I. C. Club Hold
Annual Dance

Band Selected

for Junior Prom
on Vitaphone

Mai Hallett Scores Big Hit

in Premier Showing
on Screen

PLAYS HERE MAY lOTH

Villanovans and Dartmouth
Collegians Furnish

Music

The beautifully decorated and
softly illuminated ballroom of the
Stephen Girard Hotel was the scene

of the Villanova Italian Club's Third
Annual Dance last Friday evening.

Dick Daly's Vlllanovans and Charlie

Murray's Dartmouth Collegians fur-

nished continuous music from nine
to two. About two hundred couples

attended the affair.

With a crash and a blare, then a
pause of silence, followed by the
snappy rhythmic crooning of ap-
pealing dance melody, the dance was
on. From an appropriately decorated

foyer filled with friendly, chatting

groups, the mirror-like floor reflected

its share of the charm of debs and
their youthful swains. Over the
smooth and polished floor to the
soft, vibrant strains of syncopation,

and the low swish of gowns, these

happy couples made their way. The
music was superb, due perhaps to

the fact that the use of two orches-

tras lent a spirit of competition to

the musicians. It seemed as though
both orchestras were straining to the

utmost, each to outdo the other. As
the evening wore on the music grew
hotter and more lively. Occasionally

the langorous strains of a waltz

floated across the hall, granting the
revelers a brief respite from the more
tiresome fox trot. The orchestras

played exceedingly well and it would
be difficult to decide which of the

two was the better.

omeers and Committee
The officers of the club, Mr. Pelll-

cane, President, Mr. Veldorale, Vice-

president, Mr. Costattzo, Secretary,

Mr. Tuzio. Treasurer, Mr. Lucches,
Financial Secretary and Mr. Bertino,

Sergeant-at-arms were spotlessly at-

tired in formal array and lent much
glamor to the occasion.

The very capable Dance Commit-
tee which was responsible for the
great success achieved, was headed
by Mr. Bertino. He was assisted by
Messrs. Carbonetta ( Vice-Chalrman),
Scoppa. Squltlerl, DlBerardlno, Lom-
bardo, Lanclano, Ranazzlsl, Rlnaldl

and Glannlnl. These men left no
stone unturned to make the dance
the greatest ever. The selection of

orchestras and ball-room, the print-

ing of tickets, the adoption of pro-

grams, the purchase of favors—all of

these duties and a hundred and one
other details which must be looked
after when taken care of with an ex-

pediency, finality and completeness
which attested to the competency of

(continued on page two)

Mai Hallett and his Columbia Re-
cording Orchestra, who will be feat-

ured at the Villanova Junior Prom in

the main ballroom of the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, on Friday evening.

May the tenth, has recently added
another feather to his cap of note-
worthy accomplishments, namely, his

recent performance on Warner's Vita-

phone.

This popular group of recording
imd broadcasting stars, whose fame Is

country wide, presented many new
numbers and acts which also will be

rendered at the forthcoming Junior
Prom. The vivacious Hallett per-

formed in fine style, announcing each
number and leading in his customary
fashion. The many solos that were
played, proves conclusively that ev-

ery member of this Incomparable
band is a born versatile comedian
and musician.

Mai Hallett and his sensational or-

chestra, who have Just closed their

8th consecutive season on Broadway,
Justly merit the title of the Best

College Prom Orchestra in America,
having been recently featured at

dances at Amherst, Gettysburg, Cor-
nell, Syracuse, Rensselear Tech, Col-

gate. Bowdin, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Union and Penn State. Their
reputation at "coUegiatd functions
rests on their ability to produce
smooth and harmonious music as

well as fast and clever syncopation
of the newest numbers. Also their

numerous acts and extraneous enter-

tainments which they render

throughout an evening cannot be

surpassed for cleverness and humor.
His performance on the Vitaphone

was heard and seen all over the East

by those home for the Easter holi-

(c-onlinui'd on pan* lour)

Jersey City Men
Give Easter Hop

Castle Towers Orchestra Mu-
sic at Club's First

Dance

The Jersey City Club of Villanova

met with exceptional success in their

Easter Dance given at the Vera Ly-
on's Studio in Jersey City on the
first day of April. Over eighty coup-
les danced to the tuneful strains of

the Castle Towers Orchestra, which
furnished the music for the dance.
At nine in the evening the couples
began to throng into the Vera Lyon
Studio to enjoy the traditional Eas-
ter Dance given by the Jersey City
Club since Its Inception at Villanova.

Ballroom Appropriately Arruniced
As the couples entered the door of

the ballroom an expanse of cream-
colored wall, paneled with oak and
set with numerous mirrors, met their

appreciative glances. The walls and
ceilings were decorated with the ban-
ners of various colleges, arranged In

a pleasing color-contrast, which
seemed all the more effective In the
subdued glow of the fixtures on the
walls. All these attractions, coupled
with the excellent playing of the or-

chestra, tended to make the dance
the success that it was. From the
opening hour, the ballroom was
crowded with happy dancers, who en-
Joyed the dance from beginning to

end.
Music Enjoyed by All

The Castle Towers Orchestra, which
is well known for its pleasing ar-

rat^enient of popular tunes, fur-

nished the music for the Easter

(continued on page two)

Boston College

Triumphs Over
Blue and White

Hensil Holds Visitors First

Five Innings—Hanzik
and Hillen Follow

MEET N. Y. TJ. THURSDAY
Rattling twelve base blows off their

maces Boston College battered Villa-

nova on the diamond at the Stadliun

on Saturday before a large crowd of

holiday fans.

Ten times the Bean town crew
left their marks on the pentagon
while McNulty allowed but six safe

smacks and two runs from his star-

board slants.

Johrmy Hensil tossed them up at

the start and for five innings had the

visitors under control with his baf-

fling change of pace; a double by
Colbert the Boston College catcher

being the only hit made off his de-
livery. A walk, single, double and
homer In the sixth frame produced
four runs for Boston and Hanzik
went In.

George weathered the round with-

out further damage, but in the
eighth round he gave way to Hillen

after dishing out two walks. Four
more counters trooped across the

platter this inning on a quartet of

safeties. The last Eagle runs were
produced in the ninth on Creedon's

walk, Weston's triple and Temple's

single.

Villanova held an early lead in the

fourth inning, Melanson and McAn-
drews both tripling after two were
down. Mac died on third when De
Luca whiffed. The other Blue and
White tally came about In the last

chukker. Melanson first up, singled,

McAndrews sacrificed him to second

and Red came In on Eschmann's one
baser.

Hensil appeared to be sailing along

to victory for the first five innings,

only sixteen men facing him. A
double play in the second nipped a

Boston College attempt to score and
save for Colbert's two bagger the

following inning the New England-

ers were retired in order.

In that nightmarish sixth inning

McNulty strolled after Donovan wrong
guessed a three-two count. Spog-

naldi got his only hit of the day, a

bingle to left field, which made it a

man on first and second with one

out.

Creedon forced Spognaldl while

McNulty moved down to third. Then
came the fireworks. Weston doubled

over Melanson's head counting Mc-
Nulty. Temple eased one over the

left field fence for the circuit and

the damage was done.

Villanova flared up in the tall end

of the same round but to no effect.

Curtm and Gillespie singled. Melan-

( continued on page three)

LAW AGAINST HITCHERS

Enactment Cauaet Much Adv*rM
Discussion

New York, N. Y. (New Student Ser-

vice). Some Joker In th Neew Hamp-
shire legislature has proposed a li-

cense fee for hitch-hikers amounting

to $5.50 per person. According to

newspaper reports another measure

was also proposed that would re-

quire them to display two headlights

and a tail light when traveling at

night.

No cause for laughter la contained

In the pending Pennsylvania bill,

however. It follows the example of

New Jersey In forbidding this most

pleasant and divertirig form of travel.

"When it becomes a crime." com-

plains the DICKINSONIAN. student

publication of Dickinson College, "for

a clean cut. Intelligent, honest col-

lege boy to ask a passing motorist for

the means to get to his home and
parents during a brief vacation per-

iod, then It Is time to question the

discretion of legislative bodies."
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JUNIOR WEEK
EVERY oollece in the country hoiistH of one week which bilnss to

an appropriate culmination the varied social events of the season.
Whether this week be called "Fence Week." "MovinK-Up Week,"
"Spring Week," "Spring House Partie.s" or "Junior Week," each

i has Its own cherished traditions and each holds its especial lure for the
sons of the particular Alma Mater where it is held.

At Villanova the week which Is symbolical of crownins social glory
Is typified with the name of Junior Week. It so derives this appellation
from the fact that the major activities are sponsored by the members of
the Junior Class.

In accordance with the usual custom the Juniors wear the tradi-
tional Blue Blazers and carry canes. The events are tmes which every
one 'looks forward to with eaprer expectation thiouBhout the entire col-

leyiate year, and every succeeding class endeavors to surpass their prede-
cessors in the grandeur and display of the several activities.

A wrong idea, however, may be gathered from the title of this week.
'

; Al'houtfh it is a week fostered by the third year men and held primarily
for their benefit, it does not exclude men from other classes In
participating: on the other hand, it is hoped that the members of the
freshman cl.ass. who heretofore have been rather inactive in affairs
of a social nature, will realize that this period of festivity will present
the opportunity for them to make their debut.

.; The week Is opened by a group of formal ceremonies which Include
a parade and gathering of the respective cl.asses, each class being dis-

tinguished by a display of their class colors. In former years there
has been a decided lack of support by the first year men in these cere-

monies, due in the main, perhaps, to their not realizing the intrinsic

meaning attached to the various celebrations taking place.

After the opening, numerous events follow in traditional order, the
most Important of which are a closed banquet for the Juniors, Tea
Dansant. Blue Blazer Ball, intra-mural track meet and athletic contests
of all kinds and finally the crowning peak, the Junior Prom. At the lat-

ter event, the outstanding social event not only of Junior Week but of
the entire college year at Villanova, again we mention that all Villa-

novans are cordially invited to attend.

As can be seen from the detailed planning and organizing which the
Juniors are making, the 1929 Junior Week bids to not only surpass all

others but to treble former accomplishments. Inasmuch as Junior Week
is an official function of Villanova, it is earnestly hoped that the en-

tire student body will keep in line with the forward steps which the

class of 1920 Is making by lending their co-operation and full-hearted

support in the same gigantic proportions.
*****

WISCONSIN'S DECISION.

THE State of Wisconsin's recent decision, made by the vote of the

people on the Prohibition question will be of vast Importance, no
doubt, to those who are deeply Interested In the subject. It Is not

the policy of this paper to enter into any political argument

whatsoever; however, a question of this kind, which has confronted the

American public for some time, must effect college graduates of the fu-

ture, and for this reason we are bringing the matter to the student body's

attention.
Wisconsin Is the fourth state to repeal the Prohibition amendment,

and In so doing struck a severe blow at the Dry forces throughout the

country. This decision points to one important thing: the Prohibition

question Is slowly but surely being forced into the limelight, and the

question will be brought to straw vote, no doubt In the near future. The

Eighteenth Amendment has been a sore spot on the political situation

for the past ten years, and has been successfully evaded by politicians

for that period, but sooner or later the question must be decided, one

way or the other, either for or against, and no matter what the decision

it Is up to the public to obey It, for It will show the true feeling of

America.
There are many different angles of the question to be thought over,

both moral and otherwise, but what rankles the minds of most of the

people Is whether or not the Amendment can be enforced. This "noble

experiment." as It Is termed by some of Its backers, has proved to be a

failure to date, but this statement Is refuted by the Drys when they say

that It has not had a fair trial and whether It has or not can be decided

by the individual alone.

This decision by a state In the Middle West should be of interest

to all undergraduates. It may or may not be of Importance to all, how-

ever. It Is food for thought, and It will give the students something to

think of besides Spring.

Now that the Easter holidays have
passed and everyone has received

their chronic attack of Spring Fever,

there lies ahead of all of us the
prospect of the prom which will be
the crowning event of an already suc-
cessful social season. It Is all well

and good to settle the question of

either the dinner coat or the tall

coat, but there is always the eternal
question of whom shall we bring?
This indeed, is an all Important
question, because after all girls are
rather a necessity at a dance, but
there is also entailed the obligation
of bringing someone from back home
or it is necessary to bring our clear

little younger sister who Is Just dy-
ing to go.

In the matter of taking ones sis-

ter to a dance I am singularly blessed
In having none, but I have always
considered, that it must be a great
deal of a hardship to keep a stiff up-
per Up of It when one's sister is hav-
ing the time of her life and there you
are holding the bag. forced by fam-
ily obligations to see that she Is

shown around, and to watch out for
her welfare. There Is no possible
exit as far as I can see from taking
the female relative, except one and
though it may be a bit trying after-
wards, however, the game of having a
good time during Junior week is well
worth the candle. Find a picture
of some new movie star and then
select your man. If he does not know
like what the actress looks, show him
the picture and tell him that It Is

your .sister. If the relative Is really

blessed with feminine pulchritude,
there is no need of duping and you
can show an original. The unsus-
pecting young man will become deep-
ly enamoured of the young lady, and
will sign her up for the prom. You
might even charge a commission.
When the rather plain young lady
arrives come bursting up and say
that this is another one who came
Instead. Carrying a gun is also a
good Idea or leave college at the close
of Junior Week.

There is always someone back
home to whom one feels deeply ob-
ligated for past favors, and whom
we really ought to take, and don't
want to do It.

On the other hand there is always
some hangover from a summer ro-
mance whom one asked In a moment
of weakness to come down for festiv-

ities, and is the type who is always
writing and reminding one about
what a lovely time we will have to-
gether, and she has told all the girls

at school about It, Oh the pity of
it! There doesn't seem a way of get-
ting out of It, but here again Is a
neat suggestion which may help a
great deal. It requires only the In-
itial outlay of a two cent stamp and
the stealing of a sheet of your room-
mate's writing paper. Write the
young lady and tell her that the
whole business has been called off as
the chairman while chasing after
some new patrons, broke his leg and
they had to shoot him. Out of re-
spect to him there will be no prom.

Book and Gavel Holds
Debate on Famous Pact

(continued from first page)

only right, that along the scholastic
lines, her teams drawn up for for-

ensic encounter should be likewise
feared and respected.

The Topic a Timely -One
The topic for yesterday's debate

was a timely one, and In keeping
with the current events of the world's
affairs. It is: Resolved that the re-

cent conciliation between church
and state In Italy Is beneficial to
both parties," In a Catholic insti-

tution like Villanova such an impor-
tant -event in the history of the
Church as the Italo Vatican agree-
ment should awake the Interest and
be of vital importance to every real

good Catholic student. It is appro-
priate therefore that as an initial

event in the debating program the
society should choose as a topic, such
a timely subject.

Tenm Ik Selected
There were six men In the debate,

two Juniors, Mr. Charles Scully and
Mr. Barnard Dolan; two Sophomores.
Mr. Andrew Kelly and Mr, Wheeler
Jenkins, Jr.; and two Freshmen, Mr.
Martin Gill and Mr. Buckley. The af-
firmative side was upheld by Messrs.
Gill and Jenkins as first and second
speakers with Mr. Buckley as alter-
nate. The negative side was upheld
by Messrs, Dolan and Scully with Mr.
Kelly as alternate. Mr. Edward
Hookey acted as chairman of the de-
bate Each speaker was allowed eight
minutes In which to put forth his
arguments, and each side had three
minutes for rebuttal. A wealth of
material was available on this par-
ticular topic, and both sides reported
that they experienced no difficulty In
formulating argumentative speeches
both pro and con. As stated before,
this debate was the first Inroad into
an entirely new field of conquest
for Villanova; and the VILLANOVAN
extends to these pioneers her heart-
iest congratulations and slncerest

encouragements.

V. L C. CLUB HOLDS
ANNUAL DANCE

(continued from first page)

—15—
J. A. O'Leary, a graduate of the

local ei^lneerlng school, Is Divis-
ional Transmission Engineer for the
New Jersey branch of the Bell Tele-
phone Co. at Newark. N. J.—31—

F. J. Magulre Is the new president
of the Villanova Club of Philadelphia.

—27-
Wm, J. Long is with the Con-

struction Dept, of the A. T, & T and
Is now engaged upon the Installation
of an underground conduit which Is

to extend from Elkton. Md,, to the
Du Pont Highway.—'»—

J. J, Voelker is employed by the
Westlnghouse Lamp Co, of Bloom-
field, N, J„ as a quality engineer.

Louis Wescott is employed by the
Rust Construction Co., and was re-

cently transferred by that company
from Pittsburgh to Washington.—18—
John Dougherty is a construction

engineer being employed by the Bu-
reau of Highways in Philadelphia.

S, Stabingus Is now employed by
the Keystone Indemnity Exchange In
Philadelphia.

—2.5—
J. J. Van Horn is at present a law

student in Duquense University.
_>4_

C. McGee is an electrical engineer
for the Hoffman-Henon Co,

EXCHANGES

every member of the Committee.
(iuests of Honor

The affair would have been incom-
plete without its Guests of Honor,
and the names of the more promin-
ent ones follow. Rev. James H. Grif-
fin, Rev, Ruellan F, Fink, Rev. How-
ard A, Grells (Spiritual Advisor of the
Villanova Italian Club), Rev, Joseph
M. Dougherty, Mr, Joseph Venuto,
Honorary Member. Miss DusoUna
Giannlnl. Chev. Henry DlBerardino.
Professors Seneca and Vlttorlnl, of
the University of Pennsylvama, Ad-
rain Bonnely, Esq,, and Claude O.
Lanclano, Esq.

SELLING ONESELF

Frankly I don't know whom to
bring myself and think that I am a
doomed leather head. In view of the
fact that there are hosts of girls'

schools and colleges within a radius
of a few minutes walk, and as far
as I am concerned they might as
well be in Peru. Peru would proba-
bly be nearer, that Is relatively. There
is a slight question as to bring dear
little Florence with the air-cooled
teeth, but who has a very good-look-
ing Packard eight roadster, which
ought to be an Inducement In it-

self, or to sell my clothes except
my dinner coat and really bring
someone down, with whom I won't
have to dance ad nauseam during
the entire week. Not a cut In a week-
ful. I'd rather have a Chesterfield.

VILLANOVA VITAMINES
Prof, Venuto—"How are those pea-

nuts Loole sells?"

Mr, Turnbach—"Very good. In the
last bag I bought I found a rare

Echlnococcus Sesqulpedalla."

The fellow who propn<ie» the toast—
"I.onjc Live the Women" really doeHnt
like them that way.

Suggested labels for your collegiate

plane—"Chicken Hawk," "How She
Struts," "Flapper Fanner," "Air-

cooled Romance," "Out and Down,"
"They Never Come Back For More,"
"Upsaddazy," "Good to the First

Drop," "Rock-aBoy-Baby," "Let's

Make Loopee." and "Peaches Here's

Tour Scream."

Mr. Todd, the Inventor of the check

protector, recently married his sten-

og. What a check protector he got

then!

Coach .stnhldreher will not order

any dummies for the football scrim-

mages this year. It Is also reported

that a wealth of f^ood material turned

out for the first practice.

Since so many debs of today marry
prize-fighters, there must be an ur-

gent reason. This Isn't It:

How tenderly the boxer loves!

His mate and he are turtle-doves!

In peace or fight

This gallant knight
Sure handles her with gloves!

LAFY WEARER.

There Is one thing however which
I cannot understand and that Is that
strangely enough my mail which has
consisted for the past few months of
bills and an occasional letter from
home should suddenly have among its
meagre numbers letters from places,
from which I have heard but once
or twice and still more strangely the
envelopes are scented and really they
are the best that were ever received.
There may be something In this Llst-
erine business after all. or else they
have heard of Mai Hallet, It Is flat-

tering If you want to look at It In a
certain way. but frightfully annoying
to realize that the way of the prom-
trotter Is very varied.

A novel way of getting someone Is

by having some Photomaton pic-

tures taken, and pasting them on a
sheet of paper on which Is written
In large letters, WANTED, and below,

(The New Student). Those tired
business men of the campus who play
so earnestly at keeping the wheels of
student life turning are no fools. They
generally know what they are after.

In a symposium by the University of
Washington Dally on the value of ex-
tra-curricular activities one of them
wrote the following paragraph:
"The ability to sell onesself so-

cially and in business is the one
outstanding benefit that a student
can derive from participation In ex-
tra-curricular activities. The neces-
sity to mix well with other students
in activities In order to accomplish
anything in campus affairs Is excel-

lent discipline. If I train myself to

be an efficient committeeman in a
class of student body committee. I

train myself to be efficient In service

work when I become a citizen of my
city, state and nation,"

Exchanges received during the week
ending April 6th Include:

The Syracuse Daily Orange
The Bucknellian
The Tomahawk Holy Cross College
The Small Pica
The Niagara Index
The Xaverlanette
The Shield
The Augustinian
The Mountain Echo
The Marywood College Bay Leaf
The Gleaner
The Hoya
The Greyhound
The Penn State Collegian

The Crimson and Grey
The Aquinas
The Catholic Standard & Times
The Southern California Alumni

Review
The Cascian

JERSEY CITY MEN
GIVE EASTER HOP

(Continued from Page One)

Michigan places a restriction upon
freshmen, forbidding them to par-
ticipate In, or dabble In, any stu-
dent activities, until the second se-

mester of the year.

a girl who Is good looking willing to

pay her own way and has a car, to go
with the above to the prom. Of course
the procedure of having a picture tak-
en may be eliminated, because there
may be a few of us who have such
posters posted around through-
out the country In police stations,

towns halls etc. and it may be a bit

confusing and slightly embarassing, to

anyone who would take you up. If

however, this suggestion, is taken up,
the instigator ought to get quite a
rush, (Out to Norrlstown to the Hos-
pital for Mental Diseases.)

Mysogyny Forever,

Count Dmitri.

Dance of the Jersey City Club. They
showed a remarkable versatility In
their musical score for the evening.

Playing the hit-numbers of the prom-
inent New York musical treats care-

fully woven Into mcdlles. the orches-

tra arranged for them a symphony
which enhanced the appeal of the
music. Innovations and original

touches added to each selection won
the applause of all those present at

the dance. Especially well-done In

this programme was their rendition

of "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," inter-

woven with "College Days," which ad-

ded an appropriate Vlllanovan touch
to the whole dance.

Colorful .Spectacle -':

Pretty misses, representing the

pulchritude of several states and
gorgeously gowned in a riot of colors,

afforded a pleasing contrast against

the conventional black and white ef-

fect of their escorts. The latest

spring fashions were represented in

the chic ensembles of the fairer sex,

who were arrayed for the most part,

in filmy tulles of various colors,

which blended into a kalidoscopic

effect which was greatly enhanced
by the mirrors and the soft lights.

The Dance Committee
All the details were arranged for

the Easter Dance by the following

committee, to which no little praise

is due for the successful transaction

of the necessary duties entailed

—

Chairman, Donald Oildea; Members-
in-course, William Travers. James
McKee and John Dalton; Ex-otnclo,

James Donnelly.

The University of Pennsylvania has
designed a new Idea whereby they

may aid their graduates. A new pub-
lication Is to be issued that is dif-

ferent from anything that has ever

been attempted before. It Is a quar-
terly magazine, called the University

Placement Rexlew.

As a form of recognition of excep-

tional work, honor students at U. of

P. will be provided with unlimited
cuts.
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Racquet Team
Opens Up Today

To Meet Navy, Johns Hop-
kins, Georgetown and C.

U. on Southern Trip

Taking advantage of the splendid

weather which prevailed the last lew
days, but hampered by the conditions

of the new courts, Villanova's court-

men have prepared for their second
season of intercollegiate competition.

The team which has been selected

consists of Captain Ed Lovatt, For-

vey, Kelley, Boyle and Dooling, These
men, together with Thomas McCoy,
who is manager of the team, will en-
gage Johns Hopkins in the first match
of their southern tour. Tomorrow
they draw Annapolis as their oppon-
ents, followed by Georgetown on
Thursday and Catholic U, on Friday,

Georgetown has a formidable team
with Mcsmer and Paree, intercolleg-

iate doubles champions, as their first

two men.
Despite the loss of Bill Orcutt, last

year's sensation, Fr. Mauch will pres-

ent a strong combination to face the
array of thirteen opponents on the
schedule. Several new prospects,

among whom are Laveson. Bermen
and Snltkln will give the regulars

plenty of competition for berths on
the team.

It has not been announced as yet

as to who shall play No, 1 position.

Forvey looked very good in practice

on Saturday but no definite an-
nouncement has been made, Boyle
will absorb the position left vacant

by the loss of Orcutt.

Whither away.

Sir Knight?

Ball Nine Wins
Over Manhattan

Makes Up for Previous De-

feat by Lehigh-Hillen

Stars

Villanova's latest edition of dia-

mond tollers, made an inauspicious
opening on last Tuesday against

Lehigh by a 10-8 count in a drab
fray, lacking any of the customary
spirit and spark that marks our base-

ball teams.
On the following day a weak Man-

hattan nine succumbed to 11-0

pounding, partly atoning for the pre-

vious day's debacle.

In the first encounter Hensel start-

ed on the peak for the Wildcats and
was followed by Hanzik in the fourth

Inning, Poor defense work by the

Cats enabled the Bethlehem bunch to

come through. Our men appeared
only a shadow of that potent crew
that wrecked havoc among the same
opponent last year.

.Manhattan Weak .All Around
Against the Manhattan collegians

on Wednesday, Villanova recovered a

little of the prestige that was dragged
around the dust before the Lehigh

-

lans.

Phil Hillen turned back the Green
In masterful fashion, only one op-

ponent reaching third base and but
three hits being made off his deliv-

ery,

Flanagan, Curtin and McAndrews
led the assault each gathering a

brace of blows. Red Melanson, reg-

ular center fielder for two seasons

made his debut on third base. Mor-
gan took Red's place in the outfield.

Manhattan had nothing but their

uniforms. The victory proved noth-
ing, except that Villanova won.

There's a knightly warrior, immortalized by
Mr. Stephen Leacock, who under the stress of
intense excitement"mounted his horse and rode
away in all directions." Whether he ever ar-

rived is not recorded.

To us, this giddy hero is a perfect example
of how not to make cigarettes. We hold that a

cigarette is a smoke, and digood smoke is a bless-

ing, so to that end alone have Chesterfields

been ripened, blended and manufactured.

Mild as they are, not a jot of the true, rich

tobacco flavor has been lost. When the best

tobaccos on the market are bought you can

be certain they'll deliver the taste. Chesterfields

are as natural as a field of sweet clover;

and they satisfy the taste superlatively well,

altvays I

Once a man has checked up on the above

pleasant news, there'll be no "riding away in

all directions" for l>imt

X

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
New York I'.—April 11, Away
Manhattan—April 12, Away
Fordham—April I.S. Away
St. Bonaventure—April 19. Home
Providence—April 20. Home
Osteopathy—April 24. Home
Duke—April 30, Home
Gettysburg—May 1, Away
Mt, St, Mary's—May 2, Away
Pending—May 3, Away
Albright—May 8, Home
Pending—May 10, Home
Open—May 11, Home
Providence—May 15, Away
Harvard—May 16, Away
Open—May 17, Away
Boston College—May 18. Away
Gettysburg—May 23. Home
Pending—May 25. Home
Lebanon Valley—May 28. Home
Princeton—May 29. Away
Penn A. C,—June 1. Home
Reading—June 7. Away
Lehigh—June 8, Away.

Boston University has now forty-

six graduates serving as university

and college heads.

Chester.field
MILD enough for anybody. .and yet, .THEY SATISFY

UCCETT * MVntS TOBACCO CO.

Boston College Triumphs
Over Blue and White

(Continued from Pape One)
son hit to short and Curtin was
forced. McAndrews lifted a high In-

field fly and DeLuca struck out to

kill the rally.

Hanzik had taken Hensll's place In

that sixth inning and Hillen re-

lieved George in the eighth after two
men had walked. Creedon and Wes-
ton drew passes to start the penul-
tlmate frame and Hillen assumed
mound duty.

Flanagan, Curtin and Gillespie

died In order to end the inning for

Villanova.

As In the eighth Inning Creedon

was first up in the ninth. And as

before, walked. Weston tripled him
home and himself came in a moment
later on Temple's single.

In our last turn with the ash Me-
lanson singled and was advanced to

the mid-hassock on McAndrew's
roller, Pete Eschmann. batting for

DeLuca, singled Red to the plate and

was in turn forced on Donohue's

smack to shortstop; Jacko batting In

place of Morgan. Contl, batting for

Irvine, forced Donohue to end the

game.
Mr. Pluvlus otherwise known as

Old Jupe, begs to announce that on

last Thursday through his handiwork

Fordham was saved from a possible

licking. That Is rain prevented the

scheduled go between the respective

nines of Villanova and Fordham. The

two teams are slated to tangle this

Saturday over in the home ballwlck

of the New Yorkers.

New York U. and Manhattan will

also be met while the men are over

in Gotham. The former this Thurs-
day and the latter the following day.

VILLANOVA
AB. R. H. O. A.

Flanagan, rf 6 1 3 1

Curtin. lb 3 1 10

OlUespie, c 4 1 4
Melanson. 3b 3 2 2 2

McAndrews, If 4 1 2

DeLuca. 2b 1 1 S
Morgan, cf 2 3

Irvine, ss 2 2 2

Hensel, p 2 3

Hanzik, p 1

Hillen, p 2

*Eschmann 1 1

TOTALS ...';/'..... 30 2 7 2711

"Carvful Handling and Quality'

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone 254

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip.

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL.

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Patronize

Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything th* Collsge Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Kampus Kollege Kut
\

BOSTON COLLEGE

AB. R. H. O. A.
Spognaldi, ss 5 1 3 5
Creedon, 2b 3 3 4 4
Weston, lb 4 2 2 13
Temple, cf 6 2 3 2
ODay, 3b .......... 6 12 12
Gibson, U ..4.. S
Colbert, c 6 1 3 4 1

Donovan, rf 3 1

McNulty. p 2 1 3

TOTALS 37 10 12 27 15

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

You want style that is correct;

You want a pattern in clothes that is

exclusive

;

You like 100% value for the money you
spend, then you will be here this afternoon to see

our spring suitings.

And you will be just as enthusiastic about

them as we are

!

CAMPUS STORE 3705 SPRUCE ST.

CENTRAL STORE 1336 WALNUT ST.

TAILORS — HABERDASHERS

Authorized Distributor* of the Offleial Junior Blaitr
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College

Announcements

JINIOKS
The regular weekly meeting of the

Junior class will be held today at one
o'clock In room F, Alumni Hall.

HTl'DKNT COl NCIl,
The Student Council will meet to-

day at one o'clock in Alumni Hall.

IM O.MK(iA PHI
PI Omega Phi will hold their reg-

ular weekly meeting at 2.30 Today.

VILLANOV.W STAFF
The regular weekly meeting of the

staff of the VlUanovan will be held
Today In the News Room, No. 47
Mendel Hall

IIKI.TA PI EPSILON
The regular weekly meeting of Del-

ta PI EpsUon will be held next Mon-
day at one o'clock In Room P, Alum-
ni Hall.

LA.'MBI>.\ KAPPA DKLTA
The regular weekly meeting of

Lambda Kappa Delta will be held as

usual on next Friday morning.

VILLANOVA CLIXTOX CLrB
There will be a meeting of the

VlUanova Clinton Club, Saturday at

one o'clock. All members are re-

quested to attend.

LOST AXI) FOl XD
Lost—"Our Republic." A history of

the American People. Please re-

turn to Room No. 127 Fedlgan Hall.

Pound—A Benedictine Cross and
Medal outside the Chapel. The
owner may have same at No. 221
Mendel Hall.

MOVIES FOR ENGINEERS

Friday at one o'clock the engineers

were entertained by a short lecture

accompanied by a reel of moving pic-

tures depleting several Interesting

events In the use of electricity. The
title of the picture was "Relation of

Electricity to Railroading." The scenes

were laid around the gigantic rail-

road shops at Bethlehem, Pa. The
different uses of electricity , were
ahown In detail Including the press-

es and huge drop hammers run by
electricity. The moving of metal by
electric magnets was also one of the
outstanding scenes. This Is one of

the series of lectures being given In

the new auditorium of Mendel Hall.

In the near future a picture giving
the method of curing cancer as used
In the largest Institutions In Amer-
ica and Europe will be shown to the
Pre-meds. Professor Ford Is endeav-
oring to obtain these pictures, follow-

ing these there will be others.

ANTHRACITE CLUB
DANCE SUCCESS

(continued from ilrst page)

the social success of the annual af-

fair. Mr. McCann handling the de-
tails with the same adeptness as on
previous occasions. The various oth-
er committees completed their func-
tions and cooperated to the fullest.

At Duke University, two deputies

padlocked fourteen fraternity rooms
which were located on the campus.
The officers did not represent the

vice squad, but merely evicted the
frats because of over-payments of the

rent.

The University of Washington has
established a department called "Uni-
versity of the Air." It is now coop-
erating and working in conjunction
with the State Department of Edu-
cation and the Radio Corporation
of America.

• • •

New York, N. Y. In a recent survey
at Columbia University, it was de-
termined that 23';; of th? students
therein practiced no religion at all.

A Catholic, a Protestant and a Jew
were appointed by the board to fos-

ter religious beliefs among those so

affected.

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Measure Clothes

of Baltimore, $25 and up.!
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Edwin J. Lovatt, '30 ..,..,.
Crosby Couchlin, *30......i.,

A. Herbert Marbach, '31], <

Hl<;h McHu(;h, '30 ..

Jamks J. Henry, *30

James M. Hano-on, Jr., '30
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This paper is dedicated to one of the finest men nho ever entered I i//flfioi«;

scholar, athlete and gentleman \.EO GooitRtAi.
JEnlergd "'g^^;"''^''!'""' nuittgrat Villgnoya PoM offire. Dfrember 27. 1<»2«.
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AMONG OUR CONTEMPORARIES
Ri;.\l>K|{.^ of the "A'llliinovan" wJll no doubt be intt'ifsied In know-

iiii,' just whiit (>th«<r Umloiyrailuate publications think of otn- joui-
iiolistlc fiToltK.

Tlif Itxiil wi'Hklv h.iM iiin'iuiv pulilishcd :i lottcr fdiwaidetl to
the pupfi- by till' IMItor of tlu- Syracuse "Dally ()ian««'" in \vhi<h lie

coniiiiontH very favorably on the "•Villanovan." I'laiHe from HUch a sciiool
i

^'^cts

an SyraeUMi'. for a weekly that haw been in existence for approxiuifUely i

**' ^^^ colors of the rainbow, and a

«(x nirtnthrt, Kpeaks well for the rapid advancement of our paper. Let- ;
banner can easily be made by taking

ters have also been re<-eived from such lepreHentatlve Institutions as small samples from each one of the

Realizing that every week there are

meetings of various fraternities and

clubs going on around the campus

and oftentimes due to lack of time

or some reason or other a man can-

not become a member. Slpce that is

so. we are putting forth the rules and

regvilatlonii for a number of club8.<

whose members can meet when they

like it. any place and any time. Mem-
bership nnd ellKlbllily depends upon
the man himself and considering the

fact that there is a wide and varied

^ field there should be none slighted.

The Top-coat Harrow ers <'lul>

I
This is an ancient and honorable

I organization and boast a large and
, cosmopolitan gathering of men. Chap-

I
ters of this club are all over the

' world where they have rather cool

climates, although I don't believe
' that there has been up until now any

; definite organisation. The banner

f

seasons for this club are in the

spring and in the full, when it is

I

too warm to wear an overcoat, and
! too cold to wear nothing. The re-

j

qulrements for membership are to

I
have no top-coat or no Idea of ever

buying one. a small aTnount of gall.

and some kind-hearted acquaint-
The colors of this club are

IRON MONSTER
MENACES CAMPUS

New Itoclie.'lf i'olIoKC, Bucknell rnlvcrsity. Loyola rnlvcislty, .Mt, St.

Mar.\'s ''nlloKo. St. .lust-pli's College, and P'onlhani I'ni verslt.v : the tone
of which has been of Kreat encoui-aRoinent to the nienibers of the stalT.

Another important fact which Is worthy of note Is that the Kxchanife
list is indeed a ropiescntatlve one for a school which haii, an vniollment
of lesH than a thousand men.

Outside puldiiatlons have already oonRiatulatod us upon the Increase

in advcrtisemfiiis whiih the paper has exhiliited, the di.scietion dis-

played in the .sciciiion of news articles, ami the K^neral hulance of the

publication Itself

Several important changes are belnK contemplated ft>r the coming
year. A general revision of the headlnK of the paper will no doubt be
made, and there is a possibility that the "N'illanovan" will appear in

black rather than blue ink next fall. Together with tlie aliove-men-
tioned cliaiiRes the colleKc nia.v boast a six or ])erhai>s an eiyht-paKO
l>aper. .

"•
;,

The 'Villanovan" of l!»L'9-30 should be bigger aiid better than our
present editions. If outsiders can sup|)ort It the school can support it.

The "Villanovan" is exliihitinK rapid progress despite in<lifferent support
from the student liody. Sliow the stalT that you want the publication
and it will be given to you. The "Villanovan" cannot very well become
established for any ureat length of time minus the support of the under-
uraduate element.

The present staff will connlrter themselves amjjly repaid If they suc-
(•eed only in establishinK the paper upon a He<'ure basis for the future.

To do this we must have the co-operation of the entire student body.
* * * * *

THE MAGNIFICENT GESTURE
MKTIOolUC indeed, has been the turn in the athletic fortunes of

our collcKc during the five years; years of plenty, that have
seen as sfartlinn a channe as ever one institution lould expect
to tindeigo. Years of fruitful endeavor crowded with exploits

Hpren<llnK: the renown of a new satellite whose star is still in the ascend-
ency, and filled to overflowing with cherished memories.

It is not a vain boast amouK us that wliatever Vllhinova attempted
she did so on a jjiand scale. To us the monuments reared about bear
niute testimony to the veracity of her oft -repeated statement:

"Bettei- not at all than only half to do."

topcoats tiiat have been borrowed on
the wall of one's study where one
may gaze upon them with a tender
feeling and a lump in one's throat
when age will demand his toll.

The "I'll (iet Vou a l>ute Ciiili."

This also boa.sts an extremely large

membership, and there is much to

be said on both sides. This may seem
a variation to the original topic but
If you'll analyze the last statement
there is much to be gained from It.

If ever one wants to create the Im-
pression of being an educated gen-
tleman, when asked a question al-

ways reply "Yes or no. there is much
to be said on both sides " But to
go on. How often have we settled

down to a long winter's nap, to do
some much needed study or to read
and have someone burst into the
room and ask you If you want to go
on a date. Being a thoughtful soul
to sollture retiring (pardon me Omar)
a date is a prized rarity, and "hope
always springs eternal in the human
breast" that this time the blind date
may turn out to be rather good. You
shave, dress, bathe and what not un-
til you are in a condition to meet
royalty, (at least you think you are,)

and trudge or rather skip towards
the P. and W. with a song In the
heart. The desired house Is reached
and oh the pity of It, someone greets
you with a face that would stop a
train and Introduces you to her

, . , ,, ,„,, friend, who in the matter of looks Is

„"„/? .""
. . ^, A "''^'' ^^ Kalned the reputation T slightly nosed out, and from all as-

pects has decided to enter on a ca-
of being the superlative In accomplishment. The stadium enshrouds a
great football leputation, our basketball men yearly pIlgrlmaKe far and
near, embellishing each time the standards of the Wildcat. The nine
has it's name emblazoned high up on the fabled walls of fame.

Now we come to the rub For nearly four years prior to the opening
of the stadium the track team, which has ably held its own against all

rivals in it's class, practiced and competed on the ol<l track encircling
the Frosh baseball field without any complaint, for they appreciated the
school's support.

It did not matter If the cinders remained unrolled from month to
month, the men were out for the sport of the thing (Boy, page Mr. Rip-
ley) and it gave them pure jo.v to run and junii>. for as you know they
appreciated the supi)ort they were being given.

What mattered if the hurdlers had to get hammer and nails l)efore
a meet and repair the hurdles so the event could be staged; what did it

matter if the track was mid-ankle deep In loose cinders, a rake could be
procured and the holes in the track hid till some one inadvertently
Stepped into them, and no one begrudged a little effort in digging up
the pits, (In certain .select circles it is rumored the track managers
showed up for their pictures.)

Today a new track, glistening hurdles, .imple Javelins, sufficient
poles and a track team—Utopia—are languishing In the stadium. What
for? you ask. Just a moment, please.

The baseball team <an have twenty-five to thirty games, the foot-
ball team can jilay a half-score of contests, the basketball men see ac-
tion over twenty times, THK TRACK TKA.M IS OIVKN TWO MIOHTS.
Is this In conformity with the extreme broadmlnded non-partisan atti-

tude that has dencjted the past policy of the college?
We have the e(|ulpment, we have the material, we have the time.

why can't we have the competition? The men ordinarily devote four
to six months in pretuiration for the season and then to find two meets
the season. Too much is not being asked, practically all our neighboring
colleges have five, six and seven meets a season. Why, even one of our
regular rivals are booked for nine meets this spring.

At a great number of colleges In all parts of the country track Is
THK spring sport; certainly the dual meet between Stanford and S.
California last Saturday a week ago may serve as nn illustration and
an omen to what Is conilnK.

Thirty thousand stieetators sat under a sweltering sun at Palo
Alto and watched two of the foremost colleges on the Coast battle for
the track and field supremacy <»f the West. We can readily imagine that
many witnessing the baseball teams of the two Institutions Just try
to. A Pax'lflc Coast I..eague Saturday afternoon double-header on the
last day of the season between two teams tied for first place might
rival In attendance these figures.

Can any Kastern college baseball encounter match In spectators or

Interest the Penn Relays or the Intercolleglates?

reer In the deaf and dumb institute.

By this time you have mentally shot
the person who wronged you so, but
wait. Why not enter him in this
club? If enough of them are assem-
bled a little wholesale homicide may
be accomplished with very little

monltary expenditure?

The Pie shop|M> Parnslte Club
This is an organization that has

seemed to have been flourishing for

some time, and with every succeed-
ing day its number swell. There is

really some excuse for a club once In
a while, but after all why should It

be perpetual? The requirements for
membership are few but specific and
It really takes no effort whatsoever
to become eligible for membership.
Between or after classes stay around
the pie shoppe and ask all who will

listen for anything from a shoelace
to an automobile. There will always
be a quorum present so there Is no
need of ever feeling lonely.

THK ••!»« You Know Who." Club
How many times have we gone

places and met a member of this
club and are besieged by questions
about someone about whom we
haven't the faintest Idea? The asker
and In a many cases It is a member
of the fair sex generally begins her
conversation by asking what college
you are attending. If you admit that
you go to college you are all through
because this club has the most vicious
habit of discovering that their third
cousin's roommate from South Nor-
walk knew a man who once played
baseball at Vlllanova, and will pro-
ceed to tell you more About the place
than you have learned during your
stay here. In the end you'll Hnd out

Night. E)eep, dank, dark with mys-
terious eerie feelings. A fitful wind
mournfully sighing and swlshmg
through the trees while overhead a
lone star erratically gleamed and was
hid by low scurrying banks of rain

laden clouds. A good night for a
n\urder.

Hard by the confines of Pedigan
Hall a peacefully resting steamroller
dozed the evening through In com-
placent meditation of the morrow.
The frequent gusts of

.
wind had

fanned the banked fire to roaring
heights and the pressure gauge dan-
gled about the danger mark, and all

the time the windows of Pedigan
preserved llielr harnionioiis blacltness.

A dozen or so fantastically clad
figures seeped through a doorway and
encompa.ssed the iron monster. Into
the operator's seat mounted an em-
bryo engineer.

"All aboard that's going alioard.
"

rang out a husty voice, and with a
violent surge the roller started on its

strange cruise, manned by a motley
crew.

Down over the old baseball field,

belching fire and smoke, the appar-
ition tottered. Spciulutive impromptu
advisory committees played and dal-
lied with the variou.s levers and
gauges.

With a cry of exultation one pas-
senger seized the whistle cord, and
forewlth In a screaming wailing
voice the countryside was accorded
in abbreviated notes a midnight ser-

enade. No ordinary whistle this, but
a missile of potent appeal that pene-
trated and shook every particle of tlie

atmosphere and came back In rever-
berating notes, to only bound away
once more to accomplish the more
fully Its mission,

i

In the meantime the cruising ve-
hicle was undergoing experiences
hitherto unheard of. Now forward,
now In reverse, to the perilous dis-

comfiture of the men and manage-
ment It tore about the venerable
campus.

Out onto the tracK and around the
oval It sped a neat quarter hugging
the turns and converting a few hur-
dles into memories Then as If for-
getting .something the Iron cart re-
versed its field to the five-yard line
on the gridiron. A few of the less

hardy or more sensible dls-ensconed
them.selves or were and left for more
secluded parts.

The right wing of the Invaders now
assumed control of the throttle and
again the majestic craft assumed Its

forward course. This time the back-
stop to the diamond preserved its
contour by a scant hands breadth as
old 96 narrowly avoided the vener-
able timber framework after circling
the bases several times to the discor-
dant whopees of a swelling clientele
of spectators. A few more hurdles
had by this time sacrificed thelrselves
to the cause, when the crisis ap-
peared.

Prom the portals of dear old Pedi-
gan. long may her contemplated Ivy
wave, galloped a fuming ecclesiastic,
straining within the voluminous cloth
of his habit. Things looked bad, but
all was not yet lost, little was recked
on the complex arrangement of the
steps.

A hop. and a skip and the first
flight wa.s negotiated, at this point
the Imagination superseded the mem-
ory and a long step reaching for re-
assuring concrete resulted In a
Prankie Pirsch dive for first base.
When up again bobbed the mister
only a fitful wind sighing and swish-
ing through the trees greeted his
searching gaze although the windows
of Pedigan did not still preserve their
harmonious blackness.

EXCHANGES
The Villanovan gratefully acknowl-

edges the following exchanges: The
Syracuse Dally Orange; N. Y. U. Dally
News; Penn State Collegian; The St.
Bona Venture; Loyola Grayhound
The Bucknelllan; The Tomahawk,'
The Small Pica; Catholic Standard
and Times and The Hoya.

Ohio Weslayan has made provisions
for making moving pictures of all
next season's football games.

that she Is referring to Haverford or
Swarthmore, and the only thing to do
is by lesslng this fraternity or soror-
ity by one, by carefully drawing a
well-loaded gun, aiming at the of-
fender's head and In order not to
cause great damage pull the trigger
easily.

COUNT DMITRI.

Mr. J. Pred Monahan and Mr. John

Maclnlny, two members of the class

of '26 who are now Juniors In i the

U. of P. Medical School came bao)C\

and paid a visit the other day tO/

visit the new Laboratories, and see

their old friends.

Mr. John Demansky, Mr. Dlbono,

Mr. D'Augustlno, Mr. Joseph O'Don-

nell, all of whom are former Pre-

Med students and who are now
prominent students In various Med-
ical Colleges In the city were back

the other day to view the new l^b-

oratoi'tes In Mendel Hall.

Mr Paul Gannon, a former Villa-

nova student, now at Jefferson Med-
ical College, and Mr. John Conroy,
n former Vlllanova Pre Med student
now at Temple Medical College both
underwent serious operations re-

cently.

Professor Ford is very enthusiastic

over the new skeleton case which
was recently Installed in the Anat-
omy I-aboratory.

The embriological students at pres-

ent are gaining much technique in

removing the chick embryo.
Prof. R. TurnbHch has recently

completed some excellent histological

work on the duodenum.
Mr. A. Kiuizenbacker, Mr. John

D'urso. Mr. Donald Ingham are at
present engaged in some delicate mi-
cro-photography work.
A drive has been started to secure

books for the newly formulated Bi-
ological Library. Any biological t< xi-
books will be welcome for the shelves.
The Freshmen have completed a

study of the lower forms of animal
life and at present are entering into
the ft ady of marine animals.
Mr. Francis Roy has nearly com-

pleted the preparation of 1200 slides
of pathogenic bacteria.

Mr. Anthony Sellito, for his Senior
thesis. Is making a study of the
streptococci present In milk.

It has been noticed lately that the
Pre Med upper classmen take great
pleasure in bringing their lady-
friends up to visit the new Labora-
tories and in displaying their scien-
tific skill in pointing out the vari-
ous Interesting objects and In allay-
ing any fears that their fair com-
panions might experience.

Mr. Donald Ingham has completed
his thesis on the Histology of the
sense of taste.

A STUDENT EDITOR
TELLS THE WORLD

Haverford, Pa. (By New Student
Service). "You can't print that. See-
ing that article In a student paper
the public will take It as the oflflclal
opinion of the college and we can't
allow that." This Is the argument
that keeps many college papers from
printing much of anything besides
colorless lecture notices and club ac-
tivities. Such reasoning has aliso
brought the axe down on the head of
more than one offending editor.

For this reason the bold-face state-
ment printed In large type above the
editorial column of the HAVERFORD
NEWS Is worthy of notice.

"Editorials In the NEWS do not ne-
cessarily represent the opinion of a
majority of the undergraduates, fac-
ulty or alumni. They are designed
Instead to arouse Intelligent discus-
sion of such Haverford problems as
the NEWS believes merit the consid-
eration of those interested In the Col-
lege. Constructive communl(^atlons
concerning Haverford problems or
the conduct of this newspaper,
whether favoring or opposing the
stand taken by this paper, are wel-
comed by the editor and will be pub-
lished on this page."

PLANS FOR BLUE
BLAZER BALL SET

(Continued From Page One)
Prom Is $2.00, while those purchas-
ing tickets for the Junior Prom,
costing $7.50 are entitled to admis-
sion to the Blue Blazer Ball without
further tax.

TO NO.MKONE

For lots of pep
You have a rep
You've heard romantic lies

Prom those who swear
By your raven hair
Or by your violet eyes
But I, my dear.

Am more sincere
I cross my heart and vow
Though your shape's mtgl^ty funny
If your old man's got hionyr
I'M marry you honey-i-and l^pw'

V
6
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Golfers Name
McCoy Captain

Marhle Hall Country Club

Secured—Excellent

Matches

At the last weekly golf meeting,

which was held in room "A" of the

Academy Building, under the super-

vision of the temporary chairman,

Richard Murray. Frank "Moxie" Mc-

Coy, class of '29, was unanimously

fleeted to the captaincy of ViUa-

novn's first golt team.

Captain McCoy rxpiesKCd his

thanks and addressed tlie members
m the matter concerning "fair play."

"All competitors," he was quoted as

Mtylng. "shall receive his due re-

spect and no foul or underhanded
tactics will be used in the selection

of the team" The twenty-eight at-

tendants listened attentively to Cap-
tain McCoy and are now busily oc-

cupied in "digging up the turf " and
replacing "divots" in their attempts
at perfecting their swings.

Through the untiring efforts of

football coach Stuhldraher. the golf

team has secured permission to use
the Marble Hall Country Course and
membership cards shall be extended
to those who have shown the most
;nterest since the beginning of this

enterprise, thus starting Vlllanova on
11 new adventure in tlie field of sports.

Needless to .say, the generosity of
Marblf Hall Country Golf Club should
be reciprocated and this reciproca-
tion shall be manifested through the
medium of "gentlemanly and hospit-
able actions" on the part of the
members of the golf team.

Evidently, the prowess of the team
must be evident, due to the fact that

the first game scheduled is one with

the Ashbourne Country Club, which
recently handed the University of

Penn its first defeat of the season.

This match will be played at Ash-
bourne on the 25th of April, the stu-

dent body being cordially Invited to

attend the affair gratutlously.

While on the topic of matches It

might be of Interest to learn that

arrangements have already been ne-
gotiated and matches with Haver-
ford, St. Joseph's College, Overbrook
C. C, Llanerch C. C, Phoenlxville C.

C. and the North Hills C. C. have
also been arranged.

The Haverford match is scheduled
on the 25th of May, with a possi-

bility of both teams meeting sooner.
Preferably a match Is being at-

tempted to be played off on the 6th
of May, both teams anxious to con-
test for the laurels, which will add
pomp to "Junior Week."
Daily practice Is now underway, for

an elimination tournament shall de-
cide which eight men shall consti-
tute the regulars. Do not allow this
presentation to blemish and discour-
age the hopes of the "beginner," for
an indefinite number of substitutes
shall be a necessity to offer compe-
tition to the eight regulars. Improve
their own game and eventually ac-
quire a regular position.

At this meeting, It was also de-
cided that the college championship
will be held and played off In May,
with a trophy being the reward to
the victor.

Enough
is enough!

1hegreatmoment may come at a"modernistic"

symphony for piccolo and factory whistle, or it

might arrive in a tobacco shop—that glorious

instant when the healthy citizen boots out polite

pretense and announces, "Enough is enough!

Give me music I can understand; give me a

cigarette I can really taste, or stop the show!"

You can't blame him. Cigarettes, like music,

are supposed to give pleasure; if they don't

they're flat, and that's all there is to it.

Now, Chesterfields are made for the express

purpose of satisfying the taste. They have the

requisite mildness, but not carried to the van*

ishing point. Starting with the finest tobaccos

we can buy, we've added a blend that keeps

the best of their flavors intact.

That's the whole story, of which the happy

ending is, "I'd rather have a Chesterfield!"

Chesterfield
MILD enough for anybody .. and ye t . .Tn^Y SATISFY

UCCITT * MVms TOBACCO CO.

Freshmen TraU
in Tri - Meet

West Catholic Takes Honors

with Lower Merlon
Second

FOOTBALL AND HER
MANY CRITICS

Fistic Display of Amateurs
on Tomorrow Night

(Continued Prom Page One)

and to the one thousand letters that
have been sent out there has been
many favorable replies. This support
has been well shown In the case of
Mr. Dagle, of Berwyn, an alumnus
who has laboured unceasingly for the
success of the affair.

Through the work of the faculty,
lighting experts have been secured
who will be In charged of all wiring,
so that there will be no difficulty in
the illumination of the stadium for
the encounters. In view of the heavy
expense under which Epsllon Phi
Theta Is labouring every student Is

requested to give his wholehearted
support and not to carry on the
rather dlsplsable means of entry
known as "crashing." Pair play
should be manifested on this night
as well as arty other nights because
of the dltnculiy to police the grounds.
However in order to lull or deaden
the ambitions of the embroyonic
"One-eye" Connellys, Father Griffin
has given the assurance that there
will be adequate police protection.
.vTo lend further color to the event
there Is a movement afoot In each
fraternity to have all their members
wtjM-, trunks oftiach fraternities color.

West Catholic's well-balanced track

and field team topped Lower Merlon

and Vlllanova Fresh In a closely con-

tested triangular meet In the Sta-

dium last Saturday. Lower Merlon

flnUhed In runnerup position with

the Frosh third.

The winners amassed 61 '/j
points:

Lower Merlon 57 "^ points and the

Freshmen 24. Whalen of the Fresh-

men, m the half mile run, Zlegler In

the shot. Baker In the high Jump
and Brandt In the discus, took the

only first places captured by the '32

class.

TKXMS CONTRACT .WVARDED

Announcement was made by the

Vice President yesterday that the

contract was let for the nine new

tennis courts to Mr. Bellly. of Wayne,

a member of the class of '12. who
was the lowest bidder. Work will be

taken up Immediately. Great credit

should go to Professor Sweeney of the

School of Technology who has sur-

veyed and laid plans for the courts.

He was ably assisted by a group of

assistants. In addition to the map-
ping of the courts Prof. Sweeney will

also aid In the superintending of op-

erations. It Is hoped that the coturta

will be completed by the end of this

term, but In order to insiwe work of

the highest calibre. It will be neces-

sary that a great amount of time and
labor to be put upon them.

New York. N. Y. (By New Student
Service). Once upon a time the
friends and foes of football hung up
their axes soon after the last game
In November, but that Is no longer
the case. Football discussion has be-
come a year-round game. Discussion
of football policy Is Just as common
these spring days as complaints of
coaches that the men are not com-
ing out promptly enough for spring
practice.

At Columbia College a constant
stream of criticism has poured In on
THE ALUMNI NEWS, because of the
habitually losing team and lack of
enough spectators to fill the stadium.
As a result of this complaint THE
NEWS proposes that the department
throw over the old athletic adminis-
tration through an athletic commit-
tee, composed of an equal number of
representative students, alumni and
faculty. Athletics ought to be re-
organized, unified, given the status of
a department and made responsible
to the president of the university
only. The old system Is a vestige of
the old days of amateur sports and
THE NEWS Is undoubtedly right In
urging an efficient modern machine
If Columbia wishes to hold up her
head in commercialized Intercolleg-
iate football.

THE AMHERST STUDENT has
proposed that the college abolish in-
tercollegiate football and build up a
strong intramural game. At Cornell,
where an Alumni committee Is "In-
vestigating" the athletic situation,
THE SUN asks that these well mean-
ing adults stop worrying about the
Inability of Cornell teams to win
games. THE SUN says that "the sit-

uation does not want to be Investi-

gated. It wants to be left alone."

TRACK .MKKT
There uill be a triangular track and

Held meet In the sta<lluni next Sat-

urday ufternoon at i.'M\ between
Nortii Kast Catholic High, St. Jos-

eph's Prep and \'lllanovu Frosh.

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip.

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
HAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

MAKE

CARDAMpNE
YOVR DRUGGIST

Phona,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Sarvica

Our Representative

will be out to show you the styles on

THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1929.

Meet Him in the Pie Shoppe

CAMPUS STORE !..3706 SPRUCE ST.

CENTRAL STORE 1836 WALNUT ST.

TAILORS — HABERDASHERS

Authorisad Distributer* of the Ollloial Junior Blaser
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College

Announcements

IIKTA (JAM.MA »KliATIN(i HOtlKTV
A debate will be held next Monday

afternoon. The topic for discussion

is: Resolved;—"That the Fifteenth

Amendment to the Constitution of

the United States should be re-

pealed." These weelily debates are

open to all those who wish to attend.

.11;MORS
The regular weekly meeting of the

Junior class will be held today at one
O'clock in room F, Alumni Hall.

.;. • PI OMI-XiA I'llI

Pi Omega Phi will hold their reg-

ular weekly meeting, tomorrow at

2.45. Freshmen are especially re-

quested to attend.

VILLAXOVAN STAFF
The regular weekly meeting of the

staff of the VlUanovan will be held
today in the News Room.

DKI.TA PI KPSILON
Delta Pi Epsilon will meet next

Monday, at one o'clock in room P,

Alumni Hall.

LAMBDA KAPPA DKLTA
The L. K. D.'s meet as usual next

Friday morning at 8.55, in the Am-
pltheater In Mendel Hall.

VILLANOVA C'LINTOX <'H B
There will be a meeting of the

ViUanova Clinton club, Saturday at
one o'clock,

VILLANOVA ITAIJAN CLl B
The regular weekly meeting of the

ViUanova Italian Club will be held
tomorrow at 12.30 in room F, Alumni
Hall.

Lost:—A large black note book in
dining room. Finder please return
to Room No. 39, Mendel Hall.

Lost:—A pair of gloves in Class room
No. 111. Finder please return to
Book Room. C. E. S.

Lost:—A Brown Ostrich leather wal-
let, on Campus. Finder please re-
turn to Johnnv Gillespie, Room
No. 4, Austin Hall.
THK UILKKS-BAIiKK CMH

There will be an Important meet-
ing of the Wilkes-Barre Club, imme-
diately after night prayers, TONIGHT,
Tuesday April 16, 1929, in the Mon-

|

astery Building, Room No 400. Ques-
tions of very great impor.r nee to ev-
ery member of the club v/iV be dls- I

cussed at this meeting. Every mem-

j

ber is especially requested to attend.
Signed.

FRANK McCANN,
President.

j

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
' TO HOLD BAN(^UET
I

' The Lambda Kappa Delta annual
banquet wlff be held on Tuesday
evening, April 23, at the Poor Rich-
ard Club In Philadelphia.

This will be the first time In the

history of the fraternity that its an-
nual banquet will be given off the
Campus. The committee is prepar-
ing an exclusive program and an en-
joyable evening will be in store for

all those who attend.
T\\e committee which has been se-

lected to make preparations for the
event has a^n able chairman, Mr. Ru-
dolph, who will be assisted by Messrs.
Squlter. Lachner-Orchestra and Mus-
ic; Messrs. Blatt, Pellicane and Welsh,
entertainment.

FAMOUS DOCTOR
GIVES ADDRESS

Forensic (;liib Hol<l!* Debate

on Allied ^ ar Debt

(Continued From Page One)

V. I. C.

The regular weekly meeting of the
ViUanova Italian Club was held last
Wednesday at 12.30 in room No. 15.

Academy. A complete report on the
outcome of the dance held recently
by the club at the Stephen Olrard
Hotel, was given by Mr. Bertlno,
chairman of tlie dance committee.
The affair was a huge success, so-
cially and financially as well. A list

of expenditures incurred in the run-
ning of the dance was rendered giv-
ing every member of the club a
chance to see Just where the money
taken In was spent.

Plans are now under way for the
holding of a dinner dance to be held
exclusively for the members of the
club.

this, and It Is reiUly one of the major

parts of a well rounded education.

He explained the advantages that

one could receive at ViUanova with

Its Ideal location and its excellent

courses and laboratories. The youth-

ful mind can be properly trained un-

der such surroundlng.s and with an
atmosphere that Is conducive to

study.

He brought his discussion to a ter-

mination with the advice to all men
who are to study medicine, to be care-

ful of their habits of study now and^
their attitude towards their work.

To make their profession more of an
Ideal, rather than a means of mak-
ing money for theirs was a calling

of sacrifice and denial for the bet-

terment of others.

(Continued From Page One)

side was upheld by Messrs. Hookey
and Stella as first and second speak-

ers with Mr. Cartenuto a.s alternate.

The negative side was upheld by

•\_ttsrs. Orbach and Buckley as first

and second speakers with Mr. Jen-

kins as alternate. Each speaker was
allowed eight minutes In which to

present his arguments and three

minutes for rebuttal.

The debate like its predeceissor. was
a success. Many were present and
all evinced a lively interest. Some
took down notes. In the crowd were
a few Pre-Med Students who were
taking advantage of the opportunity
to study oratory at close range. It

must not be thought that the speech-
es were merely Informative, they were
also entertaining.

LECTURE GIVEN ON
INCOME TAX

(Continued Prom Page One)

SOPMO.MOKl!: SOIRKE
Many unusual surprises await all

the social lovers of ViUanova who plan
to attend the annual Sophomore's
Soiree which Is to be held In the
Oymnaslum In Alumni Hall on Sat-
urday. April 27th. Departing from
the usual routine of entertainment
that Is planned for all the dances,
the energetic committee under the
capable chairmanship of Mr. Richard
McDevltt is starting out In a differ-
ent manner and developing entirely
new Ideas which are to be carried out
at the dance. Definite Information
Just as to the exact nature of these
surprLses could not be secured but
when interviewed, the committee
members promised that the dance
wUl^be an innovation on the campus.

into three main classes explaining

very concisely and lucidly each class

and the main features of each. These
classes as outlined by Mr, Wilson
are: 1. Married Man. who Is entitled

to an exemption of $3,500. 2. Sin-
gle Man, drawing an exemption of

$1500. 3. Head of a family (A sin-

gle man keeping dependent relations)

entitled to a $3,500 exemption. These
being the main exemptions In the
three classes, although there are
numerous others.

The other topics which he dwelt
on were allowable deductions, who
should file a return and the penalty
feature Imposable for fraud or over-
sight in the matter of the payment
or filing of Income Tax returns.

PIE SHOPPE
The New Pie Shoppe will be open

today or tomorrow. Introductory
gifts will be given to all VlUanovans
by Louis in celebration of the grand
opening which has been delayed by
the breaking of the soda fountain
during the process of installation.

Many novel surprises are awaiting
the students, in this new and mag-
nificent establishment.

R.(MLS. Ahiinni to Have
Dance Next Saturday

(Continued ftom Page One)
"SpMiig Hop" and If human nature
.still holds Hue the young man's
fancy should direct his steps toward
iiic house of the girlfrloi d and then
to the dance. It Is assur-nl .Wat the
jtmospherc n: the dance v.iU be Ih
keeping with the proper r.entlment
ol sprmg
The decorations In the gym will be

unique and will lend the desired
background for a highly successful
evening. The committee in charge
has gone to all the trouble of con-
sulting the weather man for his pre-
dictions as to the weather and he
ha^ assured a friendly moon shining
In a sky dotted with twinkling stars.
In other words an Ideal AprU night.
As stated before the music will be

luvnlshed by the VlUanovans under
'he personal direction of Professor
Daly. The dancing will be from nine
until twelve. The tax Is two dollars.

I

Two Scotchmen were caught yes-
terday at the subway kiosk at Fif-
teenth and Market Streets, with a
loaf of bread, waiting for a subway
Jam.

The bare-footed Hawaiian punter
and drop kicker who gained such
prominence last year in native sport
will perform for Oregon State this
year.

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

8S1 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

gr^fF
DRUGGIST

Tlu' f.imous Groff milk shake,

•"^"'•as Ice Cream

Loyola U. at New Orleans, reports
that the ping-pong craze has won
many enthusiasts.

f

ViLLANovA Campus
Store

Lancaster Pike

'Lunch at Our Fountain*

Engraving Stone Setting

EDWARD D. O'CONNOR

Jeweler

Class Rings—Fraternity Pins
Watch Charms—Specialties

9 East Hector St.

CONSHOHOCKEN, Pa.

ALL OUT FOR THE

R. C. H. S.

SATURDAY,

APRIL 20I

(

j
THE ALVMISI HALL

I

[

I

i

TAX $2.00

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

HRYN MAWR. PA.

''
. VILLAJSOVA MEN

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Large New York (^or|><»rati()n desires the serv-

ices of four college students for summer work.

SALARY $24 WEEKLY—$200 TUITION BONUS
Apply LEE LINDENBERG.

501 JEFFERSON BLDQ.. 1012 CHESTNUT ST
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Tuesday, April 16—1-4 P. M.: Wednesday. April 17—1-4 P M

».:.

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Mensure Clothes

I

of Bahimore, $25 and up.!

NOW OPEN i

i

— New College Inn — {

RESTAURANT
j

SERVICE and SATISFACTION |

i

MORRIS, Proprietor.

*<

Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W. Uncaster

Pike

Geo. Hutchins Stores
JUESr'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

k.

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
Mil CKUIANTOirN AVEMUB S7SS CKBMANTOWN AVDnV

MS* LANCASm AVKNUB 44M MAIN SnBBT. HANATVNK A

'

)\

GET READY FOR
JUNIOR WEEK.
ONLY TWO

WEEKS\ AWAY vitt vjin
BOXING BOLTS

TOMORROW NIGHT
IN STADIUM

EVERYBODY THERE!

Vol. I, No. 21 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY. APRIL 23. 1929 Price: Five Cents

Interfraternity

Boxing Tourney
Wednesday Night

Financial Co-operation from

Student Body Needed
for Success

SILVER CUP. DONATED
Inclement weather forced Epsilon

Phi Theta to postpone the Interfra-

ternity Boxing Bouts. originally

scheduled for last Wednesday even-

ing, till tomorrow evening, Wednes-
day, April the 24th. This postpone-

ment Involved much expense for

this energetic fraternity, as an addi-

tional amount of money was required

to retain the massive steel ring which
they have secured for the occasion.

On Thursday afternoon, all the

representatives of the various frater-

nities and clubs met in the offices of

the Epsilon Phi Theta Boxing Com-
mission to make all the rearrange-

ments necessitated by the postpone-

ment. At this time the final draw-

ings for contestants were held,

matching the various men according

to weight. The results of these pair-

ings were not given to the press and
will not become public.

Stiver Cup Donated

The prize committee has secured

from a well known alumnus of Vll-

lanova a huge silver cup as a team
prize. This trophy will be appropri-

ately engraved and presented to the

winning undergraduate organization.

Numerous other medals and cups

have been donated as Individual

prizes by others Interested In ViUa-

nova^
• The committee has been fortunate

In securing three of the best known
and best informed men In boxing

circles In the city of Brotherly Love.

Mr. Prank Floyd, who officiates at

the Arena and many well known

(Continued on Page Three)

AH '31 Men Are
Urged to Attend

Next Meeting

Important Matters on Table

for Meeting This

Friday

DANCE ON APRIL 27

Pi Omega Phi to

Hold Dance June 1

Unusual Feature Promised

at "Farewell" Social

Affair

Something entirely new in the line

of social activities, and different from

any other dance that has ever been

held on the campus, will be the dance

that is going to be held by the Pi
• Omega Phi fraternity on Saturday,

June 1 in the gymnasium In Alumni
Hall. The dunce committee under

the capable assistance of Roger

O'Donnell, is working diligently to

assure the success of this undertak-

ing and he feels certain that their

efforts are not going to be in vain.

If this undertaking is In keeping

with the other events sponsored by

the Pi Omega Phi, it will surely be a

success. The recent successes of the

basket ball team of this organization

will long be remembered In the in-

terfraternity athletic circles of VII-

lanova.
I.ast Dance of Heason

This dance has been apportlonately

labeled "Farewell Dance" because it

will be the last event of the Social

season. A scant week later the siun-

mer vacation will begin, and the stu-

dents will return to their respective

homes and to the home-town girl. It

is the students last chance to show
the Philadelphia girls a wonderful
evening and an excellent way to bid

her a fond gooy-bye 'til next Sep-

tember. The brilliance of the affair

will remain uppermost throughout
the entire summer season in, the
minds of those who are so fprfunate

as to attend.
j

The Alumni Hall Ojnnnaslum.
which will be the scene of ihe event,

win be tastefully decorated In the

(continued on pase four)

One of the four classes in the col-

•^'e, the class that is giving the least

uppo/t and showing the least school
.j.ij.io-.ore class. Not

•TC ^nl^ vrar at ony of their meet-
ings has there been more than a
negligible percentage of the entire

Sophomore enrollment present. This
lack of enthvifiiasm is nothing more
than plain disloyalty, both toward
ViUanova and the Sophomore class:

It is unbecoming of second year col-

lege men and unworthy of gentle-

men. As a person grows older, little

by little he takes on more duties, he
develops, or is supposed to develop a

sense of responsibility. Due to the

position a person holds, or the sta-

tion or rank which he enjoys he
acquires more duties, and among
these duties are certain things that,

when the occasion arises, he should

give his whole-hearted and undivid-

ed attention. So far the Sophomores
have been the least successful class

on the campus from every stand-

point, (that Is as sophomores, the

Freshman Hop of last year was a big

success). Every project which the

class as Sophomores have thus far

undertaken has not been supported

by the class the way it should.

Chance to Show Loyalty

An excellent chance to show their

loyalty to their class, their school

spirit, is now presented to every

Sophomore. On April 27th, next Sat-

urday, the Sophomore Soiree Is to be

held In the Oymnaslum. The com-
mittee in charge has been working

very hard and this dance promises

to be the most successful dance thus

far given on the campus. The Soph-
omore class is a large class. Its en-

rollment is well over two hundred.

The alumni Hall Gymnasium should

have a good crowd present on next

Saturday evening, and the size of the

crowd will be a gauge of the loyalty

of the members of the Sophomore
class of ViUanova. The decorations

at the dance will be novel and unique

and the music will be furnished by

the VlUanovans. Enough said. The
dance will be a big success If the

Sophomores will only come and bring

their gangs.

Attend the Mecllng

On next Friday, the nineteenth, a

meeting of the class will be held.

Important matters will be discussed.

Matters concerning the dance will be

brought up at this meeting and they

run only be settled by the action of

the entire Sophomore Class. Impor-

tant l.ssues that have been withheld

all along from the beginning of the

term last September will be settled

at this meeting. Details about the

Ooodreau Memorial will be decided.

TWO TICKETS TO THE JUNIOR
PROM WILL BE RAFFLED OFF. The

matter of getting a box at the Junior

Prom will be decided upon and the

Sophomores activities in the Junior

week parade will be discussed. The

financial report of the class by the

Treasurer will be announced. All

these, and other Important matters

will be discussed and settled at the

meeting.
(rontlnuoil on p.iKo three)

CORRECTION

The Villanovan wishes to rectify

the mistake made in the notice In

regard to the awarding of the con-

tract for the construction of the nine

new tennis courts on Lancaster Pike,

in last week's issue. It should have

stated that the contract was let to

James J. O'Brien, of Wayne, who
graduated from ViUanova In the class

of 1013.

AT'JK.NTION, JIMOKS

The time forthe payment of all

Junior assessments has been ex-

tended. Payments must be made
however, before May the first at

the latest. The original deadline

was set for April 15th, but due to

the amount of funds outstanding

more time has been granted for

payment. The men collecting are

as follows—Mr. James Lane, Pre-

Medlcal; Mr. John Kelly, Engi-

neers, and Mr. Joseph Dashbach,
Arts. Kindly make prompt pay-

ment. I

(Signed)
I

EDWIN J. LOVATT,
Treasurer.

Dance of R.C.H.S.

Club is Success

Annual Affair in Alumni
Hall Draws Large

Crowd

Last Saturday night the staid old

walls of Alumni Hall echoed and re-

echoed to the low haunting waltz

notes of "Dick" Daly and his VlUa-
novans. The shaded lights cast

filckerlng shadows upon the members
of the R. C. H. S Club as they and
their fair partners on sUver-sandled
feet chased the glowing hours. The
laughter mingling with song gave
evidence that the first dance of

Spring was fully in keeping with the
season. The sole cause for complaint
was that it was all over too soon.

Credit must be given to the com-
mittee consisting of Me'ssrs. Bertlno,
Mueller and McGlinchey, who, under
the leadership of chairman Henry
Smith made the first social function
of their organization one to compete
with the oldest on the campus. The
decorations were most appropriate to
the occasion and exhibited unusual
taste. The one thing lacking to the
committee was the power to turn
backward the hands of time for. ac-
cording to many a feminine opinion
the wltcjilng hour of midnight flew
ages ahead of time.

The dancing commenced at nine
and the tunes selected by "Dick"
were the latest and capable of mak-
ing the laziest student hop about
with the gracefulness of a fawn. It

was quiet a contrast to the last se-

mester when the gym was a labora-
tory and Instead of the rustling of
silk and the flash of ankles there
was only the hiss of gas and the oc-
casional breaking of glass. It Is of-

ten claimed that Philadelphia has the
most beautllul girls in the world and
If we judge by Saturday night it ap-
pears as though it might be correct.

There were many present besides
the members, including members of
this years graduating class at Cath-
olic High. Old grads were there to
talk over scenes of other days and
to occasionally step out upon the
floor and show the youngsters how It

should be done. The committee In
charge of the tickets deserve com-
mendation for the way they distrib-

uted the tickets outside of the cam-
pus.

THE CONFEDERATION
OF CANADIAN STUDENTS
New York, N. Y. (By New Student

Service). In December, 1926 the Na-
tional Confederation of Canadian
University Students was formed one
year after a similar organization ap-
peared in the United States. Judg-
ing from the offlcial report that has
Just been published, the organization
already has to its credit some Impor-
tant accomplishments. It has organ-
ized several national debate tours,

perfected a "clearing house" for the
assembling of Information on student
problems and promoted student trav-

el abroad. In addition It has formed
an Exchange System whereby Canad-

(continued on page four)

Final Plans for

Junior Week
Are Announced

TMembers of All Classes Are
Invited to Participate

in Festivities

MAY 6TH TO 11TH
Ever since the name of ViUanova

has been emblazoned across the hori-

zon of college circles, it has been the
tradition to set aside one week In the
latter part of the school year dedi-

cated to the Junior Class. Year after

year, with unfaltering regularity that
tradition has been kept alive. It has
grown m such popular favor that it

seems as If it has become a part of

the formal curriculum of the college.

This year, under the guidance of an
active Junior class represented by a
most capable committee, that week
promises to be one that has never
been paralleled either in frolic, enter-
tainment or glamor. Merriment,
amusement and pleasure seem to have
been some of the terms contained In

the pact drawn up by the campaign-
ers. Prom the opening event to the
final function the program abounds
with diversion and sport.

The festival will open at 10.30 a. m.
on Monday morning, May 6th, when
Solemn High Mass will be celebrated
in the chapel by President James J.

Griffin, O. 8. A. The entire student
body will attend this formal opening
of the week. There is a rumor that
all Juniors will attend • mass attired

in their new blazers.

Opening May (ith

At 1 p. m., on the same day, the
class parade is scheduled. Immedi-
ately following this will be the age
old "Tree Planting" ceremony coup-
led with the flag raising and an ad-
dress to the Juniors. In the past the
students have been rather lax in at-

tending and lending their support to

this event. Why this feature should
be slighted by any student when the
true meaning of the traditional week
is concamitant to the occasion, is In-

deed an enigma. However, it Is hoped
that the entire student body will

turn out and make this opening ac-

tivity a thing to be talked of during
the remainder of the week.
On Monday night the class ban-

quet will be held at the Stephen
Girard Hotel and called at 8 p. m.
sharp. It has leaked out that the
committee in charge have arranged a
menu that will be both a surprise and
a delight to those gathered around
the festive board on that evening. It

will be a banquet of banquets so be
there Juniors 100% strong.

The Septathlon Meet and the In-
tra Fraternity relay will usher In the

second day of the seven. It will

start promptly at 2 p. m. and the

Stadium will be the scene of the

events. This meet will give many un-
knowns In our athletic world a chance
to display their wares in competi-
tion with those who have been more
or less in the limelight of the cln-

derpath.

Tuesday night is the time selected

for the Blue Blazer Ball to be held

In the Gym. The VlUanovans will

furnish the music for the terpls-

choreans. The dance committee has
promised a full moon for the oc-

casion.

Baseball makes its bow on Wed-
nesday afternoon at 3.30 p. m. when
the Varsity hooks up with Albright.

The latter team has been making
quite an Impressive showing against
some of the strongest nines in the
vicinity so the game should be quite
a tussle.

Immediately following the game, a
Tea Dance will afford everyone a
chance to stretch their legs. All

strutters will, therefore, retire to the
Oym at approximately 6.00 p. m. un-
less the diamond fray goes Into extra
Innings.

On Thursday afternoon the track
(Continued on Page Four)

Book and Gavel
Conducts Third
Weekly Debate

Fifteenth Amendment Topic

of Third Weekly
Discussion

PREPARATION GOOD
The third meeting of the Beta

Gamma debating society took place

yesterday at 2.45 in room 216. The
main event of the meeting as usual,

was the weekly debate. Yesterday's

argumentative encounter was on the
subject of the fifteenth amendment.
The topic was: "Resolved, that the
fifteenth amendment of the Consti-

tution of the United States should be
repealed." The text of the fifteenth

amendment as it is well known Is:

"The right of a citizen of the United
States to vote shall not be denied or

abridged by the United States, or by
any state, on account of race, color,

or previous condition of servitude."

The affirmative side of the debate
was upheld by Mr. Joseph Tackacs
and Mr. David Centeuto with Mr.
Charles Scully as alternate. The
negative side was upheld by Mr. Jos-

eph Choquette. Mr. Frank Walsh with
Mr. Andrew Kelly as alternate. Mr.
Martin Gill was chairman of the de-
bate.

It Is with regret that we announce
that the VILLANOVAN went to press

before we were able to ascertain the
victors of the forensic encounter but
last week, debating on the topic: "Re-
solved: that the United States should
enter into any agreement with for-

eign nations for the mutual cancel-

lation of the allied War Debt." the
negative side, upheld by Mr. Orbach
and Mr. Buckley with Mr. Jenkins as

alternate, was victorious.

Fr. Eberhardt
Goes to Europe

Father Brossler of Wurzburg
and El Escorial is

Successor

A new member has been added to

the teaching staff of ViUanova Col-

lege. Reverend Frederick Brossler, A.

B., O. S. A., Professor of Latin. Greek
and German has taken up the work
of Reverend Englebert Eberhardt.

who has recently sailed for Germany.
Father Brossler was born in Sulz-

bach, Bavaria, and received his pri-

mary education in a Gymnasium at

Munnerstadt. He has studied for

three years at El Escorial. the Royal

Augustinian Monastery in Spain. He
was ordained a priest in 1928. Father

Bro.ssler has a knowledge of French,

Italian, Spanish, German, Latin and
Greek and he will receive the degree,

of Master of Arts in June.

Father Eberhardt Ph. D.. O. S. A.,

whose place Father Brossler will take

has been called back to Germany.
The province of Warzburg la at pres-

ent In the stage of development. The
need of an efficient organizer and
leader has resulted in the recall of

Father Eberhardt. Father was born

at Rhumspringe. Hanover. Germany
and was educated at Munnestalt col-

lege, Bavaria, and later at the Royal

University of Warzburg. The students

Join the faculty in wUhlng Father

Eberhart the best of good fortune In

his new field and at the same time

we welcome Father Brossler to our

midst and we hope his stay will be

long and eventful.

ALUMNUS VISITS
}Mi. Mathew Domlney, -'17. re

turned to ViUanova for a short visit

last week. Mr. Domlney. who was

very active In all activities while an
undergraduate at Vlllanova. Is now
associated with the O'Hommel Cera-

mic Chemical Co.. of PltUburgh.

> I
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TRACK
ALITTLK liKht wouhl Ik. appiociated on whv the tentative track

nieetlnps with Johns Hopkins. Seton Hall and (:ettVHl)uiB were
dropped. Whv are we not meeting Haverford anain this year'Why have we only two nieet.s? Surely there Ih some exphmatlon

The Tennis team composed of not more than six men and only In
its second year of existence at Villanova haH over a dozen contest.s
booked for this season. The track team a much more representative
body, and a major sport club, conijjosed of between twentv and thirty-
flve men. sees acton only twice. We are citing this in.stance for
parlson-H sake only. We would like to have an explanation.

In 1927 and 1928 the track team en>,'aKed In five regular dual meets
and came off vh'torloua on each occasicm, besides finishing first and sec-
ond in the one-mile college relay event at the Penn Relays. Is thi.s
not proof enoURh that the team Is capable to carry on?

Is It a question of money? At practically every college football and
sometimes basketball are the only two supporting sports. It is not to be
expected that track support Itself. And while we're on thl.s .subject, it
seems to us that the Interscholastic track meet held at the stadium
last year miuhl not have been writen off in red ink.

Sufficient time still remains to schedule a few more track meets. We
wonder If it will be done.

ROMANTICISM
ROMANTICISM Is to life what coloring is to the painting. As the

true artist will hunt for the exact sliade to express a subtle mean-
ing, .so the Romanticist will see "sermons In stones, books in run-
ing brooks." Life is a charming adventure, and we suffer adver-

sities only to appreciate more deeply the ensuing peace. We over-sleep
in the morning and are "campused." Night steals over the land and
through the open window we see the inverted goblet of the sky pouring
down its splendor upon a silent world. Our eyes brighten with the very
joy of living and stealing out wc drink deeply of the glories that abound.
That another could enjoy our rhapsody! We visualize a certain young
lady, rush to the 'phone, and make an appointment. An hour later finds
us walking up to the castle of our dream.s. "she," dressed in alluring
White, awaiting ua on the porch. Ah! but we have l)roken "campu.s"
and the powers that be await our return with faces stern and inexorable.
Knowingly we smile. The crabbed years forget and never will know-
how cheaply is our lil>erty purchased.

•

« Unfortunatelv, most college boys do break "campus" but they lack
aavolr falre. To view the o«'casion romantically is something to blush
about. They have received ;in insidious inheritance that exalts the
deadening of the sonsi))ilities. To display emotion is silly. Some college
boy.s are even proud of this fallacy. Was Patrick Henry silly when he
cried: "Give me liberty, or give me death!"? Was Napoleon silly at his
magnificent coronation when he whispered: "If only father were here"?
All great men aie Romanticists, tliey do not exist—they live and they
are not ashamed to say so. The gallant Wolfe went to his death with time between business rushes by

Now la the time when the graduate
is looking forward to the battle of

life and it is a period when an im-
portant decision must be made. The
choice of a career is an important
factor in a man's life, as oftentimes
after one has become set in a cer-

tain profession and business, he
finds that he is not suited for the
Job and consequently is discontented
all of his life. In order that there
be less confusion, there are a few
Jobs listed below which may prove
ideal to many. They are the work
of an authority and they reveal fields

which hitherto have passed unnoticed
in the scurry of life.

Hear KuK Optician
This is the Ideal Job for the pre-

med and it opens a new and ex-
tremely novel field for specialization.

One little realizes what it means to
have that bear rug on the living

room floor in as perfect condition as
possible. The art of putting the
glass eyes into the bear rugs is a
lost one. although I don't believe
that anyone has ever found it in or-
der that it may get lost. The ex-
tremely life-like eyes of the bear rug election of Robert as captain
will oftentimes scare off burglars, but
how can they be life-like if only mere
amateurs set the eyes. Another thing
how often have we walked Into a
room and saw the sad eyes of that
bear staring up at us. It creates a
most depressing influence upon us.

Here Is the opportunity. Carpe Diem!

Flajf V»\f Setter

Here is the position for the engi-
neer. So many are entering the fleld

of Civil. Electrical and Mechanical
engineering, that in many cases they
are overcrowded. This phase of en-
gineering has never been given the
position which is due to it, and it is

high time that it should receive rec-
ognition. People are always putting
up flag poles in the worst places for
apparently no good reason, In fact it

would be no surprise at all if I
walked into my bedroom and discov-
ered a pole set up with some flag or
other draped around the mast head.
Another advantage of this Job is that
one is never in a set place and a
good flag-pole setter can travel from
town to town and make a tidy living
without the expenditure of a lot of
effort. A flag pole setter in many
ways has people looking up to him.
Think it oVer.

New Moon, which is playing at the
Imperial Theatre in New York, Is

creating a furore in theatrical cir-

cles which was not predicted by Its

rather mediocre Philadelphia debut.
Probably the revision of the musical
score had something to do with this.

The plot, which is founded on the
life of Robert Misson, a French aris-
tocrat with revolutionary tendencies,
is full of action and exciting devel-
opments. Robert (Robert Halliday)
Is an escaped aristocrat of Prance
condemned to die for thp klllliig of
several of the king's mrti. He be-
comes the bondservant of M. Beau-
noir, and falls in love with his
daughter, Marianne (Evelyn Her-
bert). Vicomte Ribaude, who was
detailed by the king to bring back
Robert dead or alive, captures his
quarry at a ball and gives the Im-
pression that Marianne has betrayed
her lover. Robert is taken on the
ship

, "New Moon" to Prance, upon
which he is accompanied with Mari-
anne,' who promises to marry Cap-
tain Duval in order to be able to save
Robert. At sea, another ship encoun-
ters the New Moon, and there is a
mutiny on board, resulting In the

The
mutineers retire to an island to await
the fruition of the French revolu-
tion, and Robert marries Marianne
against her will. Then the plot is

completed when a Frencli vessel
takes the settlement, but instead of
punishing Robert for a revolutionary,
it announces the birth of the French
Republic and leads Rlbaud to his ex-
ecution as a monarchist.
The acting and singing had a nat-

uralness and simplicity to it that
made the operetta surprisingly ef-
fective. The singing of the chorus,
and the feature numbers by Robert
Halliday and Evelyn Herbert com-
pleted an entirely pleasing perform-
ance. "Lover, Come Back to Me,"
was the hit-number of the New Moon,
and contrary to the extant custom,
It was not ruined by constant repl-
tltlon.

LAB NOTES
Mr. Max Cantor, Mr. John Mc-

Claln, Mr. Matthew McManus, Mr.
Prank Vlsceglla and Mr. William
McQlynn are doing special embryo-
logical research work under the cap-
able supervision of Professor Ford.

Professor' Ford Is at present con-
ducting a series of popular one-
worded quizzes In the embryology
laboratory.

Father Coan and Professor R. Turn-
bach, of the biological department
are at present busily engaged Tvith
the higher anthropods.

Mr. William Kuaoiph has recently
finished a complete survey of caftcer
for his Senior thesis.

Father Greenlee Is rapidly acquir-
ing a collection of models and lan-
tern slides for the use of the psy-
chology department.

Dr. Monahan, of the Central Scien-
tific Company and Dr. Thomas, of
Lehigh University, recently paid a vis-
it to the embryology laboratory.

The new microtome used in the
histological, embryologlcal, and bac-
teriological laboratories Is function-
ing perfectly and some excellent tis-

sues are being cut by means of it.

HOW TO (JKT A BID
TO THK Jl'MOK PROM

Shi girls, nere's the inside infor-
mation from one who knows the
workings of a college man's heart and
brain. If you want to go to the
prom, I'll tell you the surest method
but remember nothing Is certain
when dealing with a college boy. First
of all you must know him, for only
well known young ladies go to proms.

smoked (Jlass Merchant ?"/'
""'J'

^^ ?"^ '"
'1"V "^T" J*^^first and most successful method is

Here Is where the men In the a large chicken dinner, In case of
^^^°°'. °' Business get their inning, necessity, turkey will do. A college

boy thinks more of his stomach than

Due to the recent Increase in lab-
oratory work, the embryologlcal class
lead by Messrs. Kelly, Qulnlan and
Brecker, are seriously contemplating
going on a strike.

OTHER PLACE.S

Oftentimes when an eclipse comes
around, one Is rather at a loss as to
at the phenomenon, and It Is on such
occasions as these that the smoked
glass merchant makes his killing. Of
course a complaint may be made that
there isn't enough business to keep a
man going, as really good eclipses
don't happen every Tuesday after-
noon. The vendor can spend all the

l)oetrv on his lips. And the he.iutiful spirit of Nelson was immortal
Ized in his List words; "Kiss me. Hardy."

If any trentle reader feels so disposed, plenne kny a prayer ^hat I

won't be bothered by students asking where my bootlegger resides or
that the faculty won't accuse mo of advocating disobedience.

CYNIC.
* « « * * ..

.^

THE O'FALLON CASE
THIO Interst.ite (.'onnnerre C'oniinisslon vs. The O'Fallon Railroad.

Wh.it significance does this statement hold for the average in-
dividual, who is interested in business conditions as they exist
today? Few people seem to realize tlie importance of the case.

Kven railroad men refu.se to di.scuss it at any gr€>at length. The leading
news publications say little concerning it. Some of the more ignorant
Irish who have failed to make comprehensive study of the word G'Kallon
nre skeptical as to whether the O'Fallon Case is compo.Hed of a quantity
of Old Schenley done up in fancy bottles or whether it has packed within
Its confines a new and particularly suitable brand of Ginger Ale. Hav-
ing considered the above-mentioned facts, one can readily see that It

Is exceedingly difflcult to secure all the facts, not to mention the answer
to this Important question. Now that .some sort of an introduction has
been attemi)ted, let us proceed with the facts—or at least some of them

—

and try to re!neml)er that the word li«|uor is important in connection
with this editorial, whether you are ;» Prohibitionist or not.

A certain mid-western brewer built a railroad from his country estate
on the outskirts of St. Louis into that city, a distance of approximately
fourteen miles. Why did he do this? for the simple reason that he w'shed
to transport the products which he grew on the Hst.ite from the Estate
In question tr) his pl.-int In the city. Remember that he was a brewer!
This railroad line hap|)ene<l to be constructed upon land which was
very valuable, and in due time some of the friends of this particular
mid-western brewer petitioned him to extend the railroad In order to In-
rluile their properties which were located in the same section. He
granted their requests and they were thus affonled the opportunity of
commuting from their v.irlous homes to the city In much quicker time
and in a decidedly more economic fashion. This arrangement al.so en-
abled them to distribute any products that they wished to dispose of.

From such a beginning the railroad, due to an increase In settle-
ments along Its route and the presence of favorable conditions in the
territory through which It operated, soon expanded to such an extent
that Its gross revenues totaled more than one million dollnrs, a fact
which necessitated the listing of the rond In question as a Class One
railroad by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The mId-western brewer later sold the railroad to a certain fac-
tion—the writer is not well enough Informed on the cane to know just

smoking new glass, or else enter Into
some good business, such as broker-
age for which he was really trained.

any other specie of human. Second-
ly, a huge box of fudge will often
do wonders. Your mother may make
It If necessary but that Is to be a

dark secret. The main thing to do
Is to get It here about a week before
the prom. Thirdly, a sequestered,
cozy parlor that Is not In use two
or three evenings a week will often
prove useful, the killing off of kid
brothers before using parlor is a most
wise move. In case one of these
methods works please drop a line to
the editor and let him know. When

Moth Itall Deslcner you get the bid prepare for an even-
Thls particular phase of business I

'"B °^ pleasure among the men of

Is only for the Arts men as It requires
the artistic temperament and what
not, which the rest of we leather-
heads in the other two schools falls
to possess. I, like a great many oth-
ers, am getting about fed up on the
old stereotyped mothball that is al-
ways rolling away and appearing at
the oddest place in order that one
may step upon it. I would venture
to suggest that different colors be
used In the mothballs, so that they
may match the suit or other article
of clothing Into which they are al-
ways placed. Now that the craze has
settled upon the country for futur-
istic art In all forms of decoration,
why not design mothballs to match
the fad. It will keep the designer on

Villanova who are known far and
wide for the proms and dances they
hold and bring along your mad mon-
ey, one never knows.

Georgetown University Is sponsor-
ing an Aeneid Cruise which will take
place In 1930. That year will mark
the blmlllenlal commemoration of
the Poet, Virgil, and In honor of the
occasion many classical and educa-
tional societies throughout the world
win make pilgrimages to the birth
place of the great poet. (Tatler).

The classroom is crowded and
cramped today.

The typewriters groan in a mourn-
ful way.

These cursed columns of figures I see,
Spread on a desk and left to me.

In through the open window there
Steals a breath of Spring, of new

born air;

And far below in the streets I hear
Footsteps hurrying far and near.

Here take your books, I'm leaving
this place,

Leaving it now with a smile on my
face.

May your's be success, all the yeara
can give,

And your's be the life that I can-
not live.

I hear In the distance a city's streets.
A city strange and the stamp of

feet.

I .see In a far flung Southern town
A Spanish girl In a sliver gown.

Your ways are soft and smooth and
fine.

A home and Its Joys were never
mine.

Only a road and the sky above,
(And In each town—a girl to love).

An Arts Man.

SIGN'S OP SUMMER

his toes all the time if he has to
watch the changing trend of fashion,
and design the mothball accordingly.

Count Dmitri.

who they were—but he knows that they constituted a faction. Now for
the important points in eonneeticm with the O'Falhm question. The In-
terstate Commerce ("ommission undervaluated the liabilities of theOFalhm railroad and the faction which assumed control of the railroad
from the mid-western brewer Is now .suing the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a proper valuation as regards their earnings in order to
have their rates regulated In a .lustiflable manner.

The United Stiites Supreme Court Is expected to hand down a final
decision In thin matter In the near future. Needless to sav, the rail-
roads are all opposing the Interstate Commerce Commission In the set-
tlement of this Important question. "Inquisitive Ike" wants to know-
just how It came to be named the O'Fallon railroad. In order to satisfy
his curiosity, and yet not display any more Ignorance than is absolutely
necessary on the part of the writer, one might sav that it is named after
the town of O'Fallon, which, like the brewer himself, exists, or did exist,
at one time somewhere In the mid-West.

Something has now been said on nearly every point concerned, with
the exception of the decision Itself, and the Supreme Court will have
plenty to say concerning that. Let us hope that they won't make a
serious mistake by handing down a poor Judgment In this all-Important
matter.

When the days are getting longer
And the skirts are getting high. .''•

It's a never failing omen that ,•.'
The summer's drawing nigh. : :,-.

When the winds are gently blowing
And the dresses, they grow thin.
It is time for spring to go and
Let the summer time come in.

When the fair sex, they all gather
On the beaches by the sea.

When the bathing suits they're
wearing

Wouldn't cover up a flea.

O, we men all think the summer's
Just as nice as it could be.
And if you still don't know the reason
Just

Call

Up
Me.

ASHLEY LANNING.

THE ENGINEER'S LOVE LETTER

Surfeited with Ider and pleasure,
I bid Its8l2ude adieu:

Hath 3son a reckon of treasure
When bad 4tune lost me you.

Though I have surSed fair charmer's
wiles.

That's all of ecess I've seen:
•Twas 7 for me to gain sweet smiles.
To them—but grSlng routine.

I've confessed: and at your heart be9.
AtlOtlon I apply for;

Since I yearn to make entirely mine-
The only girl I'd cipher!

Aeides Neanlas.

i9

11

.1.
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Pi Omega Phi to

Sponsor Tourney

Matches Starting May 12 to

Decide Individual

Championship

with the word "Inltlatlveness" em-
bodied Into their by-laws, the newly
organized PI Omega Phi, Is to dis-

play Its ability,' offering to the stu-

dents of Villanova, an unusual op-
portunity.

At Its last weeKiy meeting, the
members Jointly condescended to

conduct a tennis tournament which
was to begln> on May 12th and end
with the closing of the final match.
Needless to say. the object of this

tournament Is to decide who shall

wear the crown of victory and be
hailed as the Individual champion of

Villanova College. However, the en-
tries are limited to those not mem-
bers of the varsity tennis team, with
the prospect in view of the winner
meeting the number one player of the
varsity in a play off match.
A committee has been selected

headed by Chairman Cartenuto. who
Is capably assisted by Messrs. Prokop.
Geatlng and Valle. This committee
has omitted no particulars and all Is

In readiness.

Irregardless of the fact that they
seemed handicapped through the
lack of courts and were confronted
with the problem that the new courts
on Lancaster pike would not be com-
pleted, the committee secured those
located near the P. R. R. They have
also the permission of Pr. Pink, In

behalf of those who are to contest, to

use the courts prior to the matches
so as to Insure the perfecting of the
eye and stroke and to warrant ample
competition.

In arranging this event, the PI

Omega Phi has undergone consider-
able expense. To offset this, the
committee has decided that a nom-
inal fee of fifty cents shall be de-
manded of every person desirous of

contesting.

"To the victor belongs the spoils."

Likewise, the victor In this tourna-
ment shall receive the spoils In none
other a token than a Bancroft "win-
ner" racquet or one that he shall de-

sire. A prize of this calibre was de-

cided upon due to Its usefulness.

It was also stated that all oppon-
ents shall be selected by lot. prohib-

iting the usage of "seeding," this In

turn providing the means of equal

chance and competitive play.

All those desirous of entering may
submit their names to any one on the

appointed committee or to any mem-
ber of the fraternity.

TENNIS CAPTAIN OUT
Another blow to the Tennis team

fell yesterday with the announcement
of Manager McCoy that Captain Lov-
att would be out of the game^or the

balance of the season due to a shoul-

der injury.

Lovatt has been forbidden to com-
pete for at least a year by his phy
slclan. When asked about the nature
of the trouble Ed replied that it was
the drying up of the cenovlal fluid

in his shoulder and upper arm, re-

sulting from bad tonsils.

The loss of Lovatt is the third blow
to the court men since the close of

the season last year. First Orcutt
left school to be followed by Felton.

Orcutt played as No. 1 man and Fel-

ton was a first string substitute.

A rearrangement of the doubles

combinations will have to be ef-

fected together with a moving up of

the positions of the remaining play-

ers.

Interfraternity Boxing
Tourney Wednesday Night

(Continued From Page One)

fight clubs In and around Philadel-
phia, will referee. In conjunction
with Mr. Floyd, the Messrs. Riley and
McCracken will appear as Judges.'

Cooperation Solicited

It has been hoped that Villanova
would some day be counted among
those present In Intercollegiate box-
ing circles, and the success of this

event will go a long way toward the
attainment of that end. In short
Villanova )s on the verge of having
boxing placed on a paying basis,

which would be necessary before any
sttps could be taken to enter organ-
ized Intercollegiate circles. It Is

hoped that tomoriow night's fracases

will conclusively prove to the very

few dubious ones about the campus
that Villanova has a wealth of fistic

material which is about the average
run. The commission takes this op-
portunity to make a final plea for co-

operation and support on the part
of the entire student body In mak-
ing these bouts a financial success.

ROCKNE AND THE
FUMBLE RULE

South Bend. Ind.—April 22—Knute
Rockne. coach of Notre Dame Univer-
sity football team says: "The fumble
rule, the rule about the ball being

dead on point of recovery by the de-

fending team will do wonders for

football. It will make possible dar-

ing developments In defensive meth-
ods, and will beyond doubt open up
the game. With the heavy penalty
of fumbles hanging over their heads,

coaches have been wary about using
trick plays.

"The new rule banishes this fear

and makes practical the use of de-

ceptive reverses, and other plays

which call for expert handling of the
ball by backfleld men. Its greatest

benefit will probably be reaped by
the lateral pass. The boys will go
lateral pass crazy—wait and see."

—

Daily Orange.

All '31 Men Are Urged

to Attend Next Meeting

(Continued From Page One)

Infield Problem
at Last Solved

Vacancies at Third and Short

Now Capahly

Filled

This notice Is an appeal not only
to the Sophomore class as a whole
but to each Individual member. Let
the class spirit (which has been very
lax In the past) show Itself now by
the appearance of each Sophomore at

this meeting on next Friday and at

the Dance on next Saturday.

A Scotchman once said to his cad-

dy—"Boy are you good at finding

balls." The caddy replied that he
was a finished perforpier in that de-

partment of the game; whereupon
the Scotchman requested that he lo-

cate some lost pellets so that he
might be able to begin his daily

round.

VILLANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

LANCASTER PIKE

**Dont Forget Mother*

MOTHERS' DAY
May 12th

**Send Her a Box of

Chocolates**

Golf among the folks In history

—

CAESAR—"I swung, I sliced, I bun-
kered."

JOHN PAUL JONES—"I have not
yet begun to drive."

NAPOLEON—"The Old Guard lies,

but never remembers."
LAWRENCE—"Don't concede the

putt."
JACKSON—"Don't shoot until

they're off the green."

PERRY—"We have met the four-

.some—well I guess you know who
won."

At the University of Minnesota, an
M. G. M. news cameraman is soon to

take shots of those collegians who
are letting everyone know that they
have long since left the state of "Im-
berbls plrvenla.'' Several fraterni-

ties have entered the beard-growing
contest and Interest In the affair

about the campus Is obviously keen.

Due to the defeats at the hands of

Boston College, New York U., ^and

Fordham, through the medium of er-

rors, a dissenting opinion now exists

throughout the college as regards the

Infield problem, and strange to say,

we regard this as finally settled.

Herein lies the campus question

—

"Has Coach McGeehan finally solved

the Infield problem?"
Undoubtedly, the most hozardous

handicap to overcome and solve, Is

the one concerning an Infleld. Nev-
er In the baseball history of this In-

stitution has such a great difficulty

arisen as the one that is now evi-

dent, due to the graduation of two
of Vlllanova's stalwart baseball men,
"Chuck" Cummlngs and "Jlmmle"
Burnes.

Evidently, the Initial sack is being
well cared for by the veteran and
captain, John Curtln, whose fielding

and batting, especially the latter has
caused a rumor to be spread about
the campus, that the batting laurels

are being strongly contested for by
the Kenneth Square blond.

What at first seemed to be the
greatest handicap Is now capably
filled by none other than "Red" Me-
lanson, captain elect in football. "Ed"
for the past two years, has been
serving his Alma Mater as a "fly

chaser" and needless to say his work
at third Is masterly and the consen-
sus of opinion is that "Red" Is filling

very capably the vacancy left by
Cummlngs.

At short, we find Camden's con-
tribution. Much credit must be giv-

en to Joe DeLuca for his major
league playing and additional praise

must be added, due to his ability

at playing a position that la entirely

new to him. Joe, for the past seas-

on, has been playing at second and
to be transferred to short at this time
of the season Is no child's play.

The "keystone" sack finds Pete

Eschmen acting as sentinel. Scholas-
tlcally, he fills the role of a sopho-
more and the student body Is no
longer dubious as to his possibilities

of capably filling the shoes left va-

cant by the moving of DeLuca to

short. As a slugger he has no rival

and time alone will Improve his

fielding to an envious position.

We, of the Vlllanovan. favor Char-
lie McGeehan's decision and can fore-

tell nothing but success.

There need not be any waiting for

time, for It Is utterly Impossible to

congregate a more capable four to

comprise the Infleld, than Curtln at

first, Eschmen at second. DeLuca at

short and Melanson at third.

GOLF AT VILLANOVA
Vlllanova's latest addition to Its

athletic activities is that of Golf.

It Is estimated that four million

Americans Indulge In this form of

sport. It Is only natural, therefore,

that Villanova should be represented

In this popular game.

Entering upon their Initial sched-

ule the team should not expect to

end Its season In a blaze of glory. It

must always ke kept in mind, espec-

ially by those energetic Individuals

who take the Initiative, that Rome
was not built In a day, but remem-
ber. Rome was built.

For those wl^o are not familiar

with the game the following may be

of Interest to you.

The game of Golf Is the simplest

looking game In the world when you
decide to take It up and the tough-
est looking game after you have been
at it for ten or twelve years. The
"hit and run" game, as It Is often

called by those who participate In It,

Is probably the only game a person

can play for a quarter of a century

and then discover that It was too

deep for him In the first place.

Golf is a form of work made expen-
sive enough for a rich man to enjoy.

It is a physical and mental exertion

made attractive by the fact that you
have to dress for it in a $200,000

Club House. The physical exertion Is

very similar to that expended In ditch

digging, carpet beating and mall car-

rying. The game Is played on care-

fully selected grass with little white

balls and as many clubs as the play-

er can carry. These balls cost 76c to

$2.50 apiece and it Is possible to

support a family of ten persons for a

month on the money represented by
the balls lost by some golfers in a

single afternoon.

A golf course consists of eighteen
holes, seventeen of which are un-
necessary and used only to make the
game more difficult. The 'green' Is a
small batch of grass, costing $1.98 per

blade, in the center of which Is found
an unusually small hole called the

'cup.'

The idea of the game Is to get the
ball from a given point Into each of

the eighteen cups In the least num-
ber of strokes and the greatest num-
ber of words. The ball must not
be pushed, thrown or carried. It

must be propelled entirely by about
$200 worth of curious looking Imple-

ments, especially designed to pro-

Freshmen Open
Season Friday

Lolos' Star First Year Men
• Take on AUentown Prep ^

as First Opponent

Next Friday Vlllanova's fast trav-

eling Freshmen team under the pres-

ent tutorship of Chris Lolos, former
Blue and White captain and diamond
irr. : wings Into action against Al-

Icntovn Prep iu the Inaugural of

heir season.

Looi and his proteges have been
prrctlclng diligently and faithfully

for the dltficult schedule which they
face. The Cubs will encounter tough
opporsltlon but with the able leader-
- hip of their coach and the undying
spirit manifested by all Wildcat
teams they are sure to come out on
top.

The probable lineup and batting
order which will oppose AUentown in

the opening game Is as follows

—

Czesclk, as; Altermeyer, 2b; Gazella,

3b: Diagone. If ; Hammond, c; Mc-
Dermott, cf; Terrescovlch, rf; Ed-
wards, lb. The assignment of the
pitcher Is yet to be determined. The
burden will, however, fall upon either
Brady, KoblUs or Dletz, all three of

whom have been showing up well In
practice. Trappe may also alternate
with Hammond In the catching Job.

All In all the Freshmen have one
of the most pronilslng teams which
Villanova has ever possessed. The
galaxy of stars which appear In the
lineup it is certain will continue In
future years to keep the name of
Villanova unequaled in the channels
of baseball.

voke the owner. Each Implement has
a specific purpose and ultimately
some golfers learn to know what that
purpose Is.

After each hole has been complet-
ed the golfer counts his strokes, then
he subtracts six and says "give me a
five, that's one 'over par, shall we
play the next hole for fifty cents,

too?" After the eighteenth hole the
golfer adds up his score and stops
when he reaches 87. He then has a
swim, a pint of good gin and sings

"Sweet Adeline" with six or seven
other liars and calls it the end of a
perfect day.

**A ihUTetiiMS sricgrogP5?E5fpy WALK or MfK**

Spring football practice ot Notre
Dame brought out more than 200
candidates.

The only two marks given at Ober-

Iln College are those of passing and
failure.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone 254

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb

I

Made-to-Measure Clothes

I

of Baltimore, $25 and up.

ALL OUT

FOR THE OLD

SOPHOMORE

SOIREE

Saturday

Evening

Apirl 27

ALUMNI HALL

TAX $2.00

<•••..•"

Geo. Hutchins Stores
J\4E/S/'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

J

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
S621 CERNANTOWN AVENUE 2752 CERNANTOWN AVENUE'

40S8 LANCASTER AVENUE 4405 MAIN STREET, MANAYVNK
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College

Announcements

IMII KAIM'A PI

IHCI.TA IM EPSII.ON
The regular weekly meeting of Del-

ta PI EpsUon win be held next Mon-
day at one o'clock In Room P, Acad-
emy.

.BETA (MM.MA DKHATINii SOCIETY
' Beta Oamma will meet as usual
next Monday afternoon In Mendel
Hall. All are Invited to the weekly
debates which are held every Mdnday
afternoon.

J IMORS
100% attendance Is earnestly re-

qiiested at the regular weekly meet-
ing of the Junior Class TODAY at 1

o'clock In Room F, Academy.

PI OMEiiA PHI
PI Omega Phi will hold their reg-

ular weekly meeting tomorrow after-

noon at 2.45 o'clock.

VILLAXOVAX STAFF
The regular weekly meeting of the

Staff of the VlUanovan will be held
TODAY, at 3.30 o'clock In the News
Room.

Wednesday, under the auspices of

Phi Kappa Pi a moving picture show-
ing complete the details In the life

of cables used for the transmission of

power was presented to the engineers
In the new auditorium In Mendel
Hall. The picture took the better
part of an hour and was well attend-
ed. The power,, cable was demon-
strated and the usual uses of It were
explained with Its ability to with-
stand dlffereht forces that enter Its

existence. The results of pictures In
the new auditorium are very satis-

factory to both producer and audi-
ence. The facilities for taking notes
are also the best obtainable.

Final Plans for Junior

Week Are Announced

(Continued Prom Page One)

I.AWKENCE CLUB

President Twoomey, oi the Lawr-
ence club, has asked all members of
the organization to hold themselves
In readiness to attend the final meet-
ing of the club for this year. The
date will be posted on all the bulle-
tin boards within a week it was an-
nounced.

PI OMEGA PHI HOLDS
DANCK ON JUNE 1

• •. LATVIBI>A KAPPA l)ELT.\
The L. D .K.'s will meet as usual

next Prlday morning at 8.55 o'clock,
in the Ampitheatre in Mendel Hall.

VILLANOVAN ITALIAN VLIB
The regular weekly meeting of V.

I. C. will be held tomorrow at 12.30
In Room P, Academy.

POUND—A drawing set in the vi-
cinity of the Pennsylvania Railroad
station. Owner may have same by
applying at the Chaplain's office. No.
221. Mendel Hall. f ; ;, ,

. .
.,.•^

.• ' - V. I. c.

The regular weekly meeting of the
Vlllanova Italian club was held last

Wednesday at 12.30 in Room A, In
the Academy. The Treasurer gave a
final complete report on the outcome
of the dance held recently. At chls
meeting It was decided to rent a box
In the Ball Room of the Bellevue-
Stratford Hotel on the night of the
Junior Prom. The move was advo-
cated by Mr. Rlnaldl, a member of
the Junior Class and his advice and
sound reasoning convinced the men
present to follow the course taken. A
ticket for the R. C. H. 8. dance was
raffled off and was won by Mr. Venutl

(Continued Prom Page One)
colors of the fraternity, black and
orange, and the entire atmosphere of
the dance inspired by the novel dec-
orations, which blend harmoniously
with the spirit of "Farewell."

Sport Attire In Order
The prevailing mode of attire for

the evening will be something sug-
gestive of sports. This idea, so suc-
cessfully carried out at other similar
functions, It has been thought will

make a big hit at the dance. Be-
cause of this Innovation, there Is an
excellent opportunity for the student
to gratify his desires to wear loud
clotlies. Red ties. Orange hats, green
knickers, pink golf liose, scarlet
sweaters—all will be In order on Sat-
urday evening, June 1st, at the Pi
Omega Phi dance In Alumni Hall
gym. The bad news will be two dol
are.

team will play host to St. Joseph's
College runners. It seems to be the
custom for these two teams to meet
annually and In the past It has al-

ways proved to be an Interesting af-
fair. At about the same time the
track team gets under way, the golf
team swings into action In Over-
brook. They will be the guests of the
Overbrook Golf Team, the match to
be held on their links.

The Day—Friday oi Junior Week.
The Time—that night. Reason

—

good reason. Why—to enjoy a won-
derful dance.

Junior week will reach its climax
on Pri«;|ay night when the main ball

room of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel
will be the scene of the Junior Prom.
Inspired with the spirit of surpassing
the proms of yesteryear, the commit-
tee In charge have worked tirelessly

t omake the dance a fitting commem-
oration of the Junior Week of 1929.
They performed a master stroke when
they secured Mai Hallett and his
famous Recording Orchestra to fur-
nish the music for the occasion.
Hallet is a noted artist and well
known in collegiate ranks having
played for many college proms in
the east. The posters about the
campus will tell you more than we
can In this limited space concerning
the merits of this Music Master. How-
ever, the gala event in all Its splen-
dor can be best appreciated by at-
tending and a word to the wise is

sufflclent,—get your ticket while they
are getable.

The Interscholastlc Track and
Field meet rounds out the program
on Saturday afternoon at the stad

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip.

.; CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION

r,A.<^ A NO OIL
Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

f?.'! J.iincaster Avenue

HRVN MAWR, PA.

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

GROFF
' DRUGGIST

The fjimouB OrotY milk shake,

SodaH Ice Creiiiii

Thomas P. McPhillips

Shoivinii the

Made-to-Measure Clothing

of the

J. B. SIMPSON CO., Inc.

11th and Market Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 24

$23..'->() $31.50 $39..'S0
|

Engraving Stone Setting

EDWARD D. O'CONNOR

Jeweler

Class Rings—Fraternity Pins
Watch Charms—Specialties

9 East Hector St.

CONSHOnOCKEN, Pa.

Our Representative

will be out to show you the styles on

: THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1929

Meet Him in the Pie Shoppe

f '^'f Patron/ze

Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College StudentI

Needs i

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

i'l

CAMPUS STORE 3706 SPRUCE ST.
CENTRAL STORE , 1336 WALNUT 8T.

TAILORS — HABERDASHERS

Authorlxsd Distributors of the Offioia! Junior Biazor

p

;
' •..,.•. .Bryn Mawr 1795

"- '
* '"• ..•".' t^[ .'

.

•' • ' .', .'
•

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

* Hupmohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

lum. All those who have not already
done BO may submit their name for
competition through this paper.
A Anal word to the Juniors con-

cerning this week would not be en-
tirely out of place at this time. Your
class has acquired and have a good
reputation. Let not that record be
smirched In any manner. Make Jun-
ior Week the most treasured mem-
ory of days that are to come; see to
Its success personally; make It your
duty, as a Junior of the ciass of 1830,
to carry It through triumphantly.
With committee and class Joined in
the lasting bonds pt cooperation and
harmony, the future looms before us.
Shoulder to shoulder we must work,
unselttshly. Then when our Junior
Week Is a matter of history let it be
sHld, "I shall never forget the Junior
Week of 1930."

Tuesday, April 23, 1929

and It has promoted a cooperative'
book-purchaslm; scheme which Is said
to effect a saving of ten thousand
dollars annually to Canadian stu-
dents.

KXTKM) SY.Ml'.ATHV

The Faculty and the Student Body
of Vlllanovn wish to express their
heartfelt sympathy to Mr. Oaughan
on the I0.S8 of Jiis brother.

THE CONFEDERATION
OF CANADIAN STUDENTS

fContlnuod from I'lii-M <'n*'»

Ian students may, without extra ex-
pense, spend one year of study in a
university In another part of Canada,

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

"You fellows who never

telephone home don't know

what you're missing."

CHORUS: "What shall we

use for money—wampum?"

"Use your heads, and tell

the operator to reverse

the Charge!''

Even if you're "broke," you can

telephone home—just tell

the Operator to reverse

the Charge

««i

GET READY FOR
JUNIOR WEEK.
ONLY ONE

WEEK AWAY VlltC YATt
ALL DAY HOPS

j

ATTEND DEDICATION \

ON SATURDAY I

EVERYBODY THERE!
j
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Gym Scene of

Soph's Soiree

Last Saturday

Class of '31 Sets Standard

of Entertainment Held
About the Campus

COLORFUL DECORATION
Last Saturday night was a colorful

evening in the lives of the members
of the class of '31 and fond recol-

lections of it will be among the most
cherished possessions in the memories
of all the second year men that at-

tended. Everything concerned, even
down to the most minute detail

seemed to lend itself to the success

of the occasion. The weather, the

dance floor, the decorations, the fav-

ors, the music—all were superb, all

were pronounced by everyone to be
the best yet.

The committee members In charge
of the decorations are to be especially

complimented upon the excellent

way in which they carried out their

work, changing, by magic It seemed,
the dull, gloomy walls of the Alumni
Hall Gym into a veritable enchanted
garden of maroon and gold. From
a rectangular centerpiece suspended
from the ceiling, flowing streamers of

the class colors, maroon and gold,

gracefully wended their way to the
walls, decorated with college ban-
ners and pennants, making, as it

were, another ceiling In a tented can-
opy effect, that lent a charmingly in-

( Continued on Page Two)

Pre-Meds Hold
Yearly Banquet

Banquet on Monday Night

Studded with Novelty

and Entertainment

What was probably one of the best

banquets of the year and at least

the best held by Lambda Kappa Del-

fa was held a week ago tonight at

the Poor Richard club in Philadel-

phia. Practically to a man was the

Fraternity represented.

John Lyons, president of the pre-

med organization was the toastmas-

ter, and he started the entertainment

by introducing Father Sparrow, who
came as Father Griffin's representa-

tive. After this many representatives

of the faculty spoke, among which
were Father Dougherty, Dean of the

School of Science, who followed

Father Sparrow, Father Crawford,

Father Greenlee, Father Coen and
Professor Duncombe. These men gave

brief talks, explaining the history of

Lambda Kappa, its aims and plans.

The speaking was interspersed with

entertainment, and here was shown
the trouble which was taken by the

committee to make the banquet a

success. The entertainers were head-

ed by a boy prodigy who rendered

some xylophone solos, and a trio of

musicians, from the fraternity, fol-

lowed him. They wej-e Messrs. Reese,

Hoffsteln and Geninl. Mr. Genlni

also sang. Mr. Ed. Qulnlan closed

the entertainment by singing two
popular numbers. The banquet was

ended by the singing of the Alma
Mater, and in fact this ended the so-

cial season of the School of Science.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF
THE JUNIOR COURTIER

William Quinlan, '30

Junior Courtier

Out Next Monday
Official Publication Will Give
Full Details About Third-

Year Men

SPECIALI8T LECTURES

Under the sponsorship of the Jiut

recently formed Chemistry Club, Mr.

David C. Butts, of the Emery Re-

search Laboratory at Hahnemann
Hospital, gave a lecture in the ampi-
theatre on last Thursday evening. In

a short talk Isefore the showing of

a film describing Cancer Research,

Dr. Butts pointed out the important
part that chemistry played in the

medical profession and in particular

in the concer field.

It was announced yesterday that
the Junior Courtier, the official Jun-
ior Week book, published by the Jun-
ior Class will be on sale on the open-
ing day of Junior Week, next Monday,
May 6, 1029, in all the buildings on
the campus. From a close scrutiny
of the material in this publication,

It was seen that it will be decided
improvement on all previous issues.

Over 500 copies have been ordered
in order to make certain that the
usual large demand will be fully

supplied. The Courtier will sell for

twenty-five cents a copy.
Universal Interest

Although it is published primarily

for Junior Week, the Courtier is not
as many think limited in interest to
the third year men alone. This edi-

tion will contain 52 pages embracing
numerous Items of campus wide in-

terest. It will contain the official

event schedule of Junior Week, and
a very extensive picture section. The
latter being composed of many snap-
shots, campus scenes and other fea-

ture pictures, of interest to every

student In the college as well as

graduates.

The staff of the Courtier deserves

much credit for their diligent work.

The staff is headed by Mr. William
Quinlan, '30. His assistants are:

Mr. McManus, Business Manager;
Mr. Frank Hanlon, Circulation Man-
ager; Mr. Walter Quinn and Mr. John
Regan, Art Editors; Mr. Martin, Ad-
vertising Manager; and Mr. John
Kelly, Photo Manager.

Novel Contest

to Be Next Week

First Intra Mural Contest

Scheduled on Thursday

of Junior Week

All entrants in the various events

of the Junior Week Track and Field

Meet are requested to hand in their

entries by no later than noon, Prl-

day, May 3rd.

After this time positively no post

entries will be received.

The list of events follow:

Handicap 100 yard dash.

Handicap shot put.

Steeplechase.

Interfrat Medley Relay.

The Septathlon.

Hand entries to Prank Mahan, Bill

Kelly, Jim Henry or Julius Becza. The
relay cup, statuette for the Septath-

lon and medaU for the events wlU

be on display next week.

The University of Chicago boasts

of the oldest Freshman—Age 72. THE
BUCKNELLIAN.

Plans Completed
for Annual Week
of Junior Events

Social and Sporting Features

Completely Fill Every
Available Minute of

the Time

FINAL DETAILS SET

Featured among the Junior Week
activities of this year is the Track
and Field Day Program. Beginning
at two o'clock in the afternoon and
lasting until the relay is run off the
events give promise to a thrilling af-

ternoon's pleasuK.
The big attraction is of course the

Septathlon, in which the all around
individual championship in track and
field is at stake. The seven events
have been selected both for their

comprehensity and attractiveness
from the spectator's angle for it is to
be hoped they will enjoy the spec-
tacle as well as the participants.

Three competitors will run at one
time in all the track events and the
time of each man will be taken. In
the field events the various marks of

each entrant will be taken because
the scores are computed on perform-
ances.

After the fifth event of the Sep-
tathlon, the 220 low hurdles all those
competitors over four hundred points
behind the third man will be auto-
matically declared out of the compe-
tition, however if the remaining num-
ber be less than six then the six

highest scorers regardless of their

scores will be allowed to continue. At
the conclusion of the high Jump all

those still in the competition will

again be cut. Only the six highest
scorers will be permitted to continue
In the mile run, the last event of the
Septathlon.
The Interfraternity Relay Race for

the 1930 cup occupies a position Just

beneath the Septathlon. Each frat

will be eligible to enter one team of

four men. The distances to be run
and their order are 220 yards; 440
yards; 660 yards and 880 yards.

(continued on pai?c four)

Rules of Prize

Story Contest

$3000 Offered for Best Story

of Modern College
-^:'- Life

•''

College Humor and Doubleday, Dor-
an and Co., have cooperated in of-

fering 93,000 as a prize for a campus
Novel Prize Contest, a story of Col-

lege life by the College generation.

The contest is open to all College

men and women, enrolled In Ameri-
can Colleges as undergraduates, and
to graduates of not more than one
year. The story may or may not be

an autobiography, but it must deal

with college life and college people;

it must be a story of youth seen

through the eyes of its own genera-

tion.

The sum of $3,000 is for the right

to serialize the story in College Hum-
or and to publish it in book form.

This sum will be in addition to all

(Continued on Page Four)

AN EXPRESSION
OF SYMPATHY

The Forulty and student
body of VIllanoTa College and
the members of the VlUa-
novan Staff extend their

heartfelt sympathy and sln-

oereftt rondolence to Crosby R.

CouKhlin, Managing Editor of

the Vlllnnovan, upon the lOM
of his father.

JIMORS .VTTENTION!

There will be a meeting of the
entire Junior class in Room P.

Alumni Hall on To-morrow at one
o'clock. It is very necessary that
every member of the class be pres-

ent as the distribution of the
Blazers and canes will take place.

The blazer is the symbol of Jun-
ior week and the traditional wear-
ing of them has gone on for some
time. It is earnestly hoped by all,

that a complete representation of

the class get them on tomorrow as

it will be most difficult both for

the committee and the manufac-
turers, to comply with the de-
mands of all when there Is no def-

inite time set. This is all proba-
bilities the last chance for the men
of 1930 to procure their regalia.

Be there tomorrow!

Boxing Tourney
A Huge Success

Outdoor Event Last Wednes-
day Night Draws a Record

Crowd to Stadium

Amidst a setting worthy of a
Championship battle the Epsllon Phi
Theta fraternity staged their first

interfraternity boxing tournament.
An attendance by the squared ring

enthusiasts from the nearby towns
and villages helped in putting the af-

fair over in a financial way. It was
only due to the wonderful support
that the outsiders gave that the fra-

ternity was able to cancel all debts
for the student body evidently for-

got about the bouts being scheduled
for Wednesday night and that there
was an immense expense shouldered
in order to present Vlllanova with a
show unrivalled by even most pro-
fessional stagings.

Eleven bouts were presented and
from the applause with which the
spectators responded they must have
certainly pleased even their most
blase of the paying customers. The
contestants with their respective

weights and classes are as follows:

118 lbs.—Charles Moore, Lambda
Kappa Delta; Ed. McOlinchey, Epsll-

on Phi Theta.
128 lbs.—John Oaughan, Epsilon

Phi Theta; Fascio, Phi Kappa Pi; Lon-
ciano, Lambda Kappa Delta.

136 lbs.—J. Fabriel, Lambda Kappa
Delta; A. Severence, Epsilon Phi
Theta; J. Macintyre, Phi Kappa Pi.

140 lbs.—P. Keenan, Delta Pi Ep-
silon; J. Inglesby, Phi Kappa Pi.

160 lbs.—C. Oeatlng, Pi Omega Phi;

J. Heron, Epsilon Phi Theta; Trainor,
Delta Pi Epsilon; Oeorge Blaney,
Delta Pi Epsilon.

(continued on page three)

Freshmen Defeat
Allentown Prep

First-Year Men Show Up
Well as Prep School Falls

First Victim of Year

In the Inaugural game of the seas-
on last Friday afternoon Vlllanova
Freshmen took Into camp Allentown
Prep at Allentown by the score of
6-1.

Lolos' proteges came up to pre-
season expectations. Playing bril-

liant ball behind the superb pitching
of Kabilis, the Prosh manifested their
superiority throughout the entire
game. Oazella, Edwards and McDer-
mott starred offensively, Gazella hit-
ting a home run. The entire team
as a whole played wonderful defen-
sive ball.

Regardless of how paradoxical this

may seem, the fair co-eds at Western
Reserve recently asked that chapel
be made compulsory,—and they shot
poor Abel

Dedication Will

Be Held Next
Saturday Morning

Student Body Will Attend

Blessing of New Buildings

by Cardinal Dougherty

ALL MUST ATTEND
The formal dedication of the two

recent additions to Villanova's cam-
pus, Mendel Hall and Fedigan Hall,

will take place on next Saturday
morning. May 4th at 11.30 o'clock.

His Eminence, Dennis Cardinal
Dougherty, Archbishop of Philadel-
phia, will officiate.

It is necessary that all students,
both resident and day be present, as
the Dedication is one of the most
Important events of this year. It will

inaugurate the new program of re-

construction, which has received such
an excellent impetus with the build-
ing of Fedigan and Mendel Halls.

Work has been going on since the
completion of the buildings, by
Landscape Architects, and it is hoped
by the time of the ceremonies that
the grounds will be returned to their

former beauty.

It is not only a manifestation of
a man's spirit but also a mark of re-
spect to the officials, that every man
put in appearance, so, let us all try

to be present.

Beta Gamma Has
Suffrage Debate

Takacs and Cartenuto Defeat

Opponents in Verbal

Duel

The result of last week's debate
conducted by the Beta Oamma was
a victory for the affirmative side. The
subject of the debate was: "Resolved
that the fifteenth amendment of the
Constitution of the United States
should be repealed." The text of the
fifteenth amendment being as fol-
lows: "The right of a citizen of the
United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States, or by any state, on account of
race, color, or previous condition of
servitude."

The affirmative side of the debate
was upheld by Mr. Joseph Takacs
and Mr. David Cartenuto with Mr.
Charles Scully as alternate. Although
he had little time for preparation, Mr.
Tackflcs, despite an occasional hesi-
tancy, gave a splendid argument. The
tone of his voice was so governed
that even trite words seemed to have
a new significance. His colleague,
Mr. Cartenuto, spoke smoothly but
not quite expressively. Mr. Cho-
quette spoke first for the negative
side. He had a remarkable stance,

an earnest appearance, and a calm
way of speaking, the combination of

which afforded an excellent medliun
for expressing pregnant realties. The
second speaker, Mr. Walsh, surprised

all by the ability he displayed at

his first attempt in debating. Per-

haps it was due to the arguments
available to the affirmative side than
to any lack of merit on the negative

side, that determined the victors.

Several of the Sisters who are at-

tending classes here were accepted

into the society as honorary mem-
bers. Stanley Prokop, a Sophomore
Arts' man, was enrolled as an asso-

ciate member. It is rumored that

next week Paul Meyer, Mr. James
Heron and Mr. James Fitzgerald will

apply for membership in the Beta

Oamma. It is quite apparent that

the debating team Is a strong organ-

ization. When Professor Jonas spon-

sored this new activity there were

many who were dogmatic In assert-

ing that a debating team could never

last at Vlllanova. The activity and

(continued on page four)
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The L, D .K.'s will meet as usual
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.
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colorw of the fraternity, black and
oiaUKC. and the entire atmosphere of
the dance inspired by the novel dec-
orations, which blend harmonliniMly
with the spirit of 'Purewell "

Sport \iilre in Order
The prevailing; mode of attire for

the evening will be .somethiiiK *«ug'-

•cstlve of sports. This Idea, so suc-
(I'ssfully carried oVU at other .similar

functions, it has been thought will

make a bin hit ut tlie dance. Be-
cause of this' Inmivittion. there \s an
excelleiu op|>orl unity for the .stiideiU

to gratify liis desires to \yenr loud
clothes. Red ties. OiaUKV hats, f;riH^>n

knickers, pink Kolf hos*. sciirlet

sweaters all « ill he In order on Sat-
urday eveiiinv;. June ist, at tlie pi
Omef;a Phi dunw in Alumni, irail

win. The bailnews will be two dol-'

•f'he Day- Friday ol J

The Time- that" nijiht. Keasoh'
uood reason. 'Why- »to enjoy a wnn-
dt'i'fvU dance.

- Jiuilot week will leucn lis < Umax
on Friday nit^ht when the main ball

room of the Bellevue-Stratforti Hotel
will be t lie scene of the Junior Protn
Iiispiied with the spirit of sui'pa;ssliig

lliv proius oi yesteryear, the commit-,
tu' in charj^e, have worked tlrelchsly

t oniake the dahce a tlitUiK commcm-
oiatioii of the Juhlor Week of 1029.

They perfoi'hied a hmster stroke, when
they .sceni-ed Mai Hallett and his
famous Reooidlnn Orchestra to fiii-

lUsh the music, for the occasion,
Hiillet iH a noted artist and .well

known in collegiate ranks having
lilaye<l for many college proms in
tlic east. The posters about the I

cami)us will tell you more than we
<aii in this limited space concerning
the merits of this Music Master. How-
ever, the KaUi event in all its fcplen-

j

dor i-an be best appreciau-d By at-
tending and a word to the wise is

Ktitliclcju,—Kct- your i Icket while they
ai'e srefable,' • .'

The liitprsfhola/>Uc Track am
I'ield meet iouild,s out the program
oJt Saturday afteVnoon «t the stiuU

mor ^Veek.i'^'"'»"^"'' I" slwHildcr we ,must work.
nnM'lti'«hly Tlun When oiir Junior i

I

Wet'k IS a' matter of history IH it be
j

';iid, "I ishall never foruot the Jiuilor

,

I'Week of 1!)3P,'' ,•

Tin: (:o\[i:i)i:i{\iio\

oF(:A;Nai)jan sti dims
't'ontlniii'd fioh.i .I'lU-f. .i iri».i

laji Rtudeius may, without extra ex-
pentir, .spend one year of «tudy in a
university in another i)an ol Canada

:nvjim
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THE COLLEGE SEWING CIRCLEWE HAD heard from Infancy and had come to believe (with that
acceptance which repetition Inspires) that it was one of the
prerogatives peculiar to woman to Indiscriminately flay all and
sundry who Incurred her displeasure. Woman, being what she Isthose Incurring her displeasure comprised a considerable group, embrac-

ing practically all of the species from the supposedly unassuming drudgeWho laundered her clothes to the first lady of the land. Men under no cir-
cumstances bespattered the fair escutcheon of their fellows. Indeed not'

All this we implicitly believed. Then we found our way thither and
Villanova. as in other Instances, succeeded in modifying our opinions
I- or men, too, are catty; men, too, take diabolical pleasure in detraction
It looks Incredulous in print, it runs counter to popular legend- It is
none the less uncompromisingly true. When the "bluffing session" lan-
guishes, when women, that most engrossing of all subjects, becomes fi-
nally Irksome, when the last glaring Insuflflclency of the college has been
noted and consigned to the limbo of talked-out topics, there is always
one luscious dessert remaining to complete the orgy—the shortcomings
of our Ho-called friends!

Then how the tongues wag! How the virile baritone In the corner
becomes the veriest shrew, how the barrel-chested basso slbilantly whis-
pers the latest tidbit! And all at once a company of men degenerates
Into that most vile of all assemblies—a club for women.

Dormitory life is built on intimacies (long may they wave), yet it
Is generally concurred that such familiarity has a ravaging power. The
Lion of the Tea Dances may be a trifle Incongruous in his athletic neg-
ligee, the bookworm may not appear to advantage against the ornate
panels of the ballroom, the roommate may be an inveterate borrower
and the man across the hall may high-hat you openly and with madden-
ing consistency, but—an expose of such idiosyncrasies in any confidential
sitting cannot alter either the temperament, the morals or the physique
of such offenders. After all, conformity is only the armour of the tim-
orous, and tricks of dress or eccentricities of manner no more detract
from a man than do they add to him.

Manhood is our unsought privilege; we might as well live up to It.

* « * * •

Now that the time for all thesis

writing Is upon us it is only fitting

that this column publish a thesis, on
some subject or other to get a degree

or two. What kind of degree de-
pends on conditions, possibly, two or

three degrees warmer or colder. Any-
one who wants to Judge the thesis

has my full permission to do so, for

all the good it will do, as from def-

inite experiment It has been proven
that the temperature will always
vary a degree or two. Here goes.

"On the influence of the Hook-
worm on the early sonnets of Presi-

dent Munroe, as suggested by a very
Famous Personage."

There has been a great deal of
talk and confab on the dark lady of

the Shakesperean sonnet, and in the
process of all this talk, they have
seemed to overlook the most potent
factor in the writing of some very
famous bits of literature. President
Munroe wrote no sonnets, but Pe-
trarch, Shakespeare, Keats and Corey
Ford have written them, so If a mean
were taken of all the sonnets that
have been written there would be
enough to go around and plenty left

over to start a small sonnet store on
the Lancaster Pike with an excellent
display of Gasoline, Tires, Tubes and
Hot Dogs on the side. But then
again I am going off on a tangent,
and it seems that If the sonnets were
not written, at least the Hookworm
ought to get a break. This thesis
has to be finished before the space
runs out and this paper goes to
press, so we will have to continue.

The first time that this Influence
was noted was at the time of the
Alaska gold rush. A tire blew on the
corner of Broad and Market streets
and Mecca Cigarettes were selling for
five cents a pack. This was a very
favorable omen, because scientists of
the day were then discussing that ac-
cording to the Theory of Darwin
(1858) what came first the hen or the
egg. Automobiles were not Invented
at the time and the idea of one of
them having a blowout at the cor-
ner of Broad and Market Streets,
startled all the Philosophers out of
their lethargy, to such a degree that
they began to look around to get
some data on the Influence of the
hookworm. The thing that confront-
ed them was where to find a hook-
work that would be interested ini
their research? The only one they
could find that lived in the vicinity
was a travelling man and it was
frightfully hard to get him at home.
He wasn't married, but his man stat-
ed that the Hookworm was a man
given over to very temperate habits,
so there was no reason for his sick
headaches whenever the scientists
wanted to see him.
In time their work was rewarded,

and they manage to nail the elusive
worm while riding on the P. and W.
When asked to give a statement he
replied that he had nothing to say.

GYM SCENE OF SOPH'S
SOIREE LAST SATURDAY

LOYALTY
SPEAKERS rave and rant about the necessity of loyalty to College

activities; men, at Pep rallies, exhort and beg the students to come
out and support the teams. And they get results.

However, the question arises, "Is loyalty to College activities all
that Is required of a student?" What about loyalty to the College Itself,
to the principles upon which it was founded, to the high ideals for which
it stands? This is also preached and discussed within the very walls of
our institution. But, do these discussions and exhortations bring re-
sults? Evidently not.

From reports that have reached our ears from outsiders, this loyalty
Is woefully lacking. We are speaking especially to those students who -.. „ ^
live In Philadelphia and who commute dally. People riding back and I that his color he did "not"know,°he
forth daily on the Philadelphia and Western cars have remarked on the ^ — - -

lack of pclitenesa on the coarseness of speech and on the ungentlemanly
conduct displayed by these Villanova students. Free lectures on biology,
chemistry and other serious lectures are given dally, usually by a man
who knows little or nothing at all about this subject.

The electric car is no place for boisterous shouting, wisecracks and
horseplay. Do not forget that outsiders are quick to criticize and that,
sad to say, they judge the many by the actions of a few. It costs nothing
to be civil. We have heard of a case where a college man was riding out
to Villanova, seated next to a laborer. The man made many attempts to
be sociable and to open up conversation. Ho was openly snubbed re-

1

peatedly by the GENTLEMAN from college. Mighty tomes were prepared and a
We are not trying to "Razz" you or "Bawl you out"; we are simply ^"""^^^ °^ "^^"^ "" * K""^"* d**»l «'

trying to remedy a condition that should be remedied without delay '"***'"'»' ^an be produced by
We are trying to keep Vlllanova's name UNSULLIED.

• •

was not in Glen Palls at the time of
the world war, that was his story
and he stuck with it.

Delighted at getting such informa-
tion the learned gentlemen came back
Joyfully to their laboratories. In the
full hue and cry of the dash back
to see who would publish a book
first, several of the members were
shot although a greater part of the
number hurt were only half shot

(Continued Prom Page One)
formal and Intimate atmosphere to
the occasion. Through this magic
ceiling, bulbs of various hues glowed
bewltchingly, pervading the place
with a soft dusky glow which, when
caught and refiected by the rainbow
tinted gowns of each of the laugh-
ing girls, presented a marked con-
trast to the somber attire of their
dignified companions.

Excellent Favors
Great was the pleasure of all when

to their surprise they discovered
what they thought was merely a
dance program turned out to be a
handsome blue leather card case em-
bossed in gold with the college seal.

Without a doubt this Is the most
unique favor ever given at an under-
graduate dance held on the campus.
It presents a very charming appear-
ance and speaks well for the compe-
tence and Initiative of those in
charge of programs and favors.

Vlllanovans Marvelous
The exceptionally good music ren-

dered by the Vlllanovans was one of
the nicest features of the evening. If

there ever was any doubt in the
minds of some as to the excellence in
harmony, and the quality in tone of
the music by that noble musical or-
ganization it has been entirely dis-
pelled by Saturday night's playing.
Favorable comments were heard from
all sides and "Dick" Daley, the lead-
er, Paul Kittrick, assistant, and all

the other members of the orchestra
are to be congratulated upon their
excellent rendition.

Brilliant Gathering
The colorful throng assembled for

the evening's frolic was very brilliant
indeed. All the colors of the rain-
bow, from the exquisite blue dress
worn by Miss Rita Smith, of Over-
brook, to a delightful flowered cre-
ation worn by Miss Bernlce Lawler,
of Bywood, were to be found in the
gowns of the charming young com-
panions of the Villanova men. The
president of the class. Mr. Ivan
Boucher, was accompanied by Miss
Irene DlDonato, who made a very
attractive appearance Indeed. Many
prominent upperclassmen were pres-
ent, such as Mr. Austin Tighue, pres-
ident of the Senior class, likewise Mr.
Edward "Bud" Brltt, Senior ball
chairman who was accompanied by
Miss Elizabeth Mink, and Mr. Prank
Kelly, prominent Junior, who es-
corted Miss Katherlne Osman. Some
prominent Sophomores, who with
their companions made striking coup-
les were: Mr. Jean Cushlng and Miss
Nancy Fell. Mr. John Kelly and Miss
"Kay" Mulrenen, and Mr. William Di-
neen and Miss Mary Schwartz.

Dance Committee
The success of the dance was

greatly due to the energetic dance
committee which consisted of Rich-
ard McDevitt, chairman, who was
ably assisted by Messrs. Dineen, Dal-
ton, Ranazissi, Menton, Graham,
Shevlin, Garrlty and Blaney. These
men are to be congratulated for their
untiring work in making the Sopho-
more Soiree a big success.

LAB NOTES
It is on record that Professor Dun-

combe In his P. Chem class told his
students to keep their "Flames away
from alcohol."

Last Friday Dr. Charles Helken. of
the class of '16 addressed the mem-
bers of the Lambda Kappa Delta
Fraternity.

Under the auspices of the Chemis-
try Club, Dr. Butts, eminent cancer
specialist, gave an illustrated lecture
in the ampltheatre last Thursday ev-
ening. It was well attended by stu-
dents from all departments.

Anyone who is desirous of learn-

I

Ing how to pass an embryology qulzz
is requested to see either Mr. Kelly
or Mr. Qulnlan.

The boys in the ". Chem Lab."
were "right in the dough" last Wed-
nesday. It seems that they are tak-
ing this course for better or for
worse. They knead it though—and
howl It is undecided whether this
course is a science course or a do-
mestic science course.

Speaking about Lab Notes, ask
Messrs. Kelly and Qulnlan about
those of Thursday. April 25th.

The Mendel Bulletin, the official
publication of the School of Science,
is now going to press. The editorial
staff, consisting of Messrs. John
D'Urso, Donald Ingham, Richard
Denny and Hugh McHugh, are work-
ing hard to have this publication
ready for distribution about May 15.

Rev. John Ford apoliglzes for not
being present at the Pre Med Ban-
quet last Tuesday night.

Mr. Robert Turnbach has Just com-
pleted his thesis on the "Histological
Technique of Muscles."

Dr. Eli Duncombe, of Villanova, has
recently paid a visit to the Biological
Laboratory.

Mr. John D'Urso has recently com-
pleted his thesis on the Comparative
study of the blood.

Under the capable supervision of
Father Coan and Professor R. Turn-
bach, the Freshmen are rapidly ac-
quiring knowledge of the frog.

The Botany class has about fin-
ished a complete survey of the fungi.

It is reported that Matthew Mc-
Manus is now taking his Chemistry
Lecture Notes in relays.

Mr. Earl Mossey Is now enjoying the
delightful taste of chewing tobacco.

VILLANOVA VITAMINES

material can be produced by the
man seeking to write a thesis. There
are also contained in the book as
well as articles on the hookworm
such talks as "Every man his own
Wife." "How to breed three toed
sloths on a five foot window sill."

"Some helpful Hints for Home Build-
ers," and "Nature Talks," It is from
this mainly that the bulk of ma-
terial for this thesis was gathered,

BOXING AT VILLANOVA
THIS year has witnessed a remarkable growth in student activities.

A new personality is becoming the "Villanova Type." He is a
man of initiative, of responsibility, and of daring. A sterling
example of metamorphosis is the Arts Department. Last year

It had a fraternity but a fraternity in name only. This year it has two i Lcmi lui mis mesis was gatnerea.
fraternities, rivals without enmity, who are trying their best to improve although there was a lot of work done
conditions on the Campus. Consider the Boxing Tourney given last week I with authors other than those men-
by EpHllon I'hi Theta; Alumni visited their Alma Mater, color was •""-'•

added to the college life, and more entertainment was afforded than
could be given for a similar price In Bryn Mawr, Wayne, or any place
accessible to college students. It will be a long-remembered sight, the
bright ring, the lights of trains passing in the rear, the golden moon in
the South, Mhouts and cheers, the thud of leather against flesh. Such an
occasion sustains Interest in education. It is a question whether the col-
lege system of the present could survive without the fads, the radltions,
the tinsel that surrounds It.

The boxing bouts were a daring enterprise; many members of Epsl-
lon Phi Theta risked much money on their outcome. It was only rea-
sonable to assume that they would be supported by those who always
complain that Villanova hasn't "anything." Not a few of these re-
formers supported their fellow classmates by sneaking over the fence;
some even had the temerity or stupidity to boast about it. Fortunately,
the bouts were able to pay expenses and no students were held respon-
sible for any loss. That, however, does not signify anything to the manly
chaps who sneaked over the fence.

Come along and Join the movement to make Villanova the ideal
college. Don't be a traitor to your own men, flght with them. Be loyal,

for these will soon be the Men of Villanova.

tloned
I suppose by this time the reader

will be fully enlightened on the sub-
ject on which thU thesis Is written,
so lest he should entertain any
thoughts of writing one similar to it

have put all such thoughts out of his
head, as it is one of the most ob-
sciu-e and baffling of subjects. The
Bibliography will be given below In
case there are a few of us left.

Bibliography.
Child Life.

Mother Gooes.
The Tabloids.
Police Oasette.
Philadelphia Telephone Directory

1899.

Sounds of a shot and a soft thud
in the Vlllanovan office.

Count Dmitri.

There were six big league scouts at
the Villanova-N. Y. U. game. It
seems that they had a day off and
decided to take in a burlesque show.
Lambda Kappa E>elta set a new rec-

ord for attendance at frat meetings
recently. Only about 10% were ab-
sent.

Poor LindbergI He flew far and wide
To earn himself renown;
But since Dan Cupid copped a ride,

I think he'll settle down.
Now that the frat-bouts are over,

and the arena is cleared, the more
important clashes—between rival

backers will commence.
The next struggles to be witnessed

In Villanova and vicinity in the near
future are inter-sorority in nature

—

and at the request of sorority slstern
an slch, we call the attention of all

our noble perusers to a nobby rule
strictly enforced during surh con-
tests: Sect. E. Art. O-M. Q. (Mind
Quitting?), states: "IT IS ALLOW-
ABLE. IN FACT, DESIRABLE, THAT
AN OPPONENT BE STRUCK WHEN
NOT ON HIS (HER) OWN FEET."
Everybody at the recent L-K-D

banquet enjoyed himself immensely.
It certainly was a mirth provoking
get-to-gether. Some brothers snick-
ered at the Jokes emanating from the
speaker's table, some laughed at their
own Impromptu witticisms, while
others—yes, darn 'em—Just roared In
glee at the consternation and evident
uneasiness of the few brave souls in
tuxes.

Roses are red,

Violets are blue;
The grass Is green

—

But It's up to you.
Lafy Wearer.

Beginning next week the embryo-
logical lectures will be given with the
aid of a projection lamp.

The embryologlcal class is now en-
tering upon the field of human em-
bryology; they have completed the
study of the chick.

The embryology one word quizzes
are continuing twice a week and
wonderful results have been obtained.

Each week a series of colored
drawings are required of the embry-
ology students. Thus far most of
the drawings have been a credit to
the department.

Donald Ingham has severed diplo-
matic connections with the school of
science and has made very prominent
connections in Lansdowne.

The Serology Laboratory students
are making very satisfactory progress
in the study of the complement fl-

catlon test.

Next week the practical demonstra-
tion of the Wasserman and Kohn
tests will be given in the Kolner lab-
oratory.

Serial sections of embryos are be-
ing made dally In the embryology
lab. Eggs for these embryos are be-
ing acquired from the Villanova
Farm.

A complete series of lantern slides
for the anatomy, psychology and em-
bryology departments has been pur-
chased for use next year.

The Senior Pre Meds taking "P.
Chem" are now studying the idlo-

syncracies of the Beckman Thermome-
ter and various pieces of apparatus
for molecular weight determinations.

I
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Golfers Suffer

Initial Defeats

Lose First Two to U. of P.

and Ashbourne Coun-

, try Club

The presentation of Vlllanova's

first golf team was far from being
successful, their initial steps being
met with two setbackn at the hands
of the University of Ponn. and the
Ashbourne Country Club.

April 26th found Vlllanova's ag-
gregation at the Marble Hall links,

facing the strong University of Penn.
as their first opponents.

Incidentally in facing Penn, Villa-

nova was combating against last

year's runners-up in the Inter-Col-
legiate Golf Play. Lack of sufficient

seasoning proved the strongest han-
dicap and needless, to say, Penn car-

ried off all honors.

Capt. McCoy, of Villanova, lost by
the score of 2 and 1, suffering de-
feat at the hands of McManee, who
prizes the title of being the Junior
Champion of Philadelphia. The oth-
er defeats were as follows: Jimmie
Woods, 3 and 2; Dick Murray, 4 and
2; D. J. Martin, 7 and 6; J. Baker,

6 and 6; H. Fox 7 and 6; S. Prokop,
7 and S, and E. Kennedy, 6 and 5.

These scores are seemingly one-sided,

but it must be taken into considera-
tion that the U. of P. golfers have
had the proper seasoning plus two
and three years college competition.
Leibenthal, Murray's opponent, has
the distinction of playing number
two man, being a 4 handicap man In

the State of Ohio and a qualifier in
the Inter-CoUegiates the past two
years.

Burdened by the defeat of their

initial attempt, the team traveled to
Ashbourne, Pa., and playing in the
heavy rain of Thursday, suffered their

second set back. Their opponents,
of the Ashbourne Country Club prov-
ing too strong. Here, however, aided
through the advantage of playing on
one of the country's best links, the
scores were closer with Woods and D.

J. Martin leading until the final hole.

McCoy lost to Bordman 4 and 3,

Woods lost to Kraus on the 18th green,

Murray to Culbert 6 and 5, Martin to
Sllversteln on the 18th green, Prokop
to Sanson 6 and 5, Baker to Myerson
4 and 3, and Qarrity to Cuthbprth
6 and 5. "

)
'"';',' ''.'; .:. \v

The manifestation of hospit^lty
and courtesy, extended by the
bourne golfers, dulled the sting

defeat in the latter matches.

To date the team lines up as fol-

lows:
Number 1—Capt. McCoy; No. 2—J.

Woods; No. 3—R. Murray; No. 4—D.
J. Martin; No. 6—J. Baker; No. 6

—

S. Prokop; No. 7—H. Fox, Jr.; No. 8

—

E. Kennedy and H. Garrlty; No. 9

—

C. Meter, and No. 10—H. O'Neill.

oeai/fifi// but dumb

Jveare reliably informed that the above famil-

iar phrase is appUed mainly to certain poor dears

in whom all the pitmtary runs to pulchritude.

A gargoyle is"int'restin"', at least. Better pick

'em freckled and friendly than lovely but lacking.

And getting our minds back on business . .

.

innocuous, unmitigated mildness rather palls

in a cigarette, too.

Chesterfields are mild, certainly—-but "aren't

they all"? The point is that Chesterfields are

also "int'restin"'.They satisfy—-and right there

is why they gather in the gang.

Taste—the taste and richness of quality tobac-

cos—that's what matters. And the blend can't

be copied; you know you are smoking a

Chesterfield, nothing else, at every puff.

BOXING TOURNEY
A HUGE SUCCESS

Chesterfield
MILD enough for anybody. .and /et..TH£Y SATISFY

UGCBTT » MYB>S TOBACCO CO.

(Continued From Page One)

Heavyweight—McGann, Epwilon Phi

Theta; Harry Singley, Lambda Kappa
Delta; J. Langdon, Delta Pi Epsilon.

The fights were started off by the

flyweights in a stirring battle of three

rounds that had all the earmarks of

a Gunnes and Taylor promotion. The
battle was featured with plenty of

action. Bodily punishment was met-

ed out by both the youngsters in

their struggle to gain the laurels of

victory. When the smoke of the bat-

tle had cleared, Moore emerged vic-

torious from the fracas.

For the delectation and enjoyment

of the paying customers, there was

presented as the next step on the

evening's program, Harry Singley and

Jack McGann, representing Delta Pi

Epsilon and Epilson Phi Theta re-

spectively. The scrap started rather

slowly, but as the fighters warmed
up to their tasks, the thud of leather

against flesh In the ring punctuated

the cheers of encouragement from

the enthusiastic spectators. The de-

cision was tendered to McGann for

his extraordinary skill in leather

pushing.
A couple of small boys entered the

ring to engage In combat for their

honor and glory for their various

frats. Johnny Gaughan. representing

Epsilon Phi Theta went down in glor-

ious defeat to Killer Fasclo of the

Engineers. Fasclo was the dark horse

of the entire tournament and his

surprising knowledge of the tactics of

the ring gave him the crown lOver

his lesser-experienced opponent.
Then amidst much shouting and

clamoring of the throng, Al Sever-

ance, the Iron man of Villanova, enr

tered the ring to meet his flrst op-

ponent of the evening in the person

of Johnny Fabriel, of Lambda Kappa
Delta. Fabriel, a green youngster, did

not afford much opposition for the

much more seasoned Severance. Sev-

erance easily carried the decision of

the Judges by his wonderful display

of wares not oftlmes seen outside of

the professional ring. In his second
bout of the evening. Severance met
his old enemy, Soc Maclntyre, of the

Engineers in a ferocious 3 round bat-

tle. In this exhibition, the pret-

tiest display of footwork that has

been offered to the flghting enthus-
iasts of Villanova in the past three

years the iron man won the de-

cision again. In his third battle.

Severance hooked up with Punch
Trainer, of the Delta Pi Epsilon Fra-

ternity and another three rounds of

superb and excellent boxing was pro-

vided by this ever-pleasing youngster.

Al again won the laurel wreath, thus
batting 1000 for the evening's per-

formance.

PI Omega Phi, as represented by C.

Geating, carried away the title for the

160 pound class by defeating such

veterans of the ring as George Blan-

ey and Jim Herron. Depta PI Epsilon

and Epsilon Phi Theta. Geating, a

youngster who had never before en-

tered the ring as a contestant, came
from behind In both of his matches

and grasped the hands of Victory.

The lad had plenty of nerve, for he

carried the flght all throughout the

rounds. His right hand aided him
on innumerable occasions to ward off

and to punish his opponents.

The Pachyderm finally entered the

ring and here was a real climax for

the evening's fights. Jim I^ngan
and Jack McGann engaged In a slug-

feat that Was good to see and lN|ar.

Blow after blow was exchanged. fl|rst

to the body, then to the face: knoCk'

J down after knockdown was registered

by both burly men. McGann played
the ropes to an advantage and scored
several telling punches when he came
flying from the ropes a la Tunney. At
the end of three rounds, the judges
disagreed and an extra round was
ordered by the referee, Frank Floyd,
but McGaiui left the ring and the
fight was awarded to Jim Langan,
Delta Pi Epsilon.

"The Epsilon Phi Theta wishes to
take this opportunity to thank all

those who aided in any way to help
promote successfully on Wednesday
night." So said Mr. Doyle, Chairman
of the Epsilon Phi Theta boxing com-
mission, when he was interviewed
early Thursday morning after an all

night session in balancing the re-

turns of the tournament. He con-
tinued: "The referee especially Is de-

serving of much praise in the way
he handled the bouts. The thanks
of all is due also the Judges who pre-

sided in an impartial way and aided
In various ways to put the thing
across."

The team prize was won by the Ep-
silon Phi Theta, Lambda Kappa Delta
placing second with Delta Pi Epsilon
a close third. The Individual prizes

were awarded immediately after the
various victors entered the dressing
rooms and they can be seen in the
respective rooms of the victors.

RINGSIDE GOSSIP

Keenan and Inglesby put on a good
old time movie thriller type of en-
counter roundhouse swinging mixed
with tackling, clipping, comedian
flops and a surprising repertory of
rope tricks.

When Hlllen jumped into the ring
as second In one of the bouts some
wise egg In the stands bellowed out
"(Kt outa there Phil, you'll walk

f'

The crowd of youthful fans gath-
ered around Matt Adgle excited con-
siderable comment among the spec-
tators; some of the uninitiated want-
ed to know if he was the Villanova
ball player who hadn't made an er-

ror this season.

During a rather tame period in
the Herron-Geatlng scrap, a rather
timid looking frosh rushed up to the
ring and in a high pitched voice in-
quired if he might cut in.

The Langan-McGann fuss was a
lulu, Mac bounced off the ropes and
Langan's head ala Johnny Dundee,
while Jim kept sneaking his ponder-
ous left through Jack's guard as the
crowd walled Its approval.

TENNIS TOURNEY
OPENS MAY 12

VILLANOVA THIRD

All those desirous of entering the
Tennis Tournament sponsored by the
Pi Omega Phi fraternity are re-

quested to do so at their earliest

possible convenience. Names may be
handed in to Mr. Cartenuto, Chair,
man, or to any of the following gen-
tlemen: Messrs. Prokop, Betts, Valle
and Geating. An entrance fee Is re-

quired of all entrants to cover ex-
penses.

No applications will be accepted
after Saturday, May 11. This is neo
essary in' order to facilitate the draw-
ing of lots for the selection of op-
ponents.
The flrst match will be held Mon-

day, May 12 and the tournament will

continue until all except one man
have been eliminated. This man will

receive as a prize, a Bancroft "Win-
ner," tennis racket.

If the proper spirit is shown in
this coming project it will open up
the way to a larger and more inter-
esting tourney next year when the
new courts will have been completed.

Vlllanova's relay team upheld the

tradition of never finishing unplaced
by taking third in the Class B one
mile relay event at the Penn Relays
on Saturday. Since 1026 Villanova

has always finished in the money
in every relay entered.

Lincoln and Morgan finished one,

and two respectively. The winner's
time of 3.31 compared favorably with
other marks of the day. The Blue
and White Baton carriers trailed the
winners across the finish line by
about fifteen yards.

The race witnessed the last time
Jimmy Woods and Dick Daley would
run as relay mates, as both men grad-
uate this year; Costanzo and Mahan
the other two of the quartet, are

back for next year.

Joe Costanzo led off for Villanova,

we had drawn eighth position from
the pole, a very disadvantageous one,

but Joe succeeded in finishing his leg

in third place which was held by the
succeeding men in the finish. Schuyl-
kill, last year's winner, was unplaced.

BASEBALL

George Hanzik twirled the varsity

tossers to an easy 0-0 shutout over
the Osteopathy nine from Phllly at

the stadium on Wednesday.

The hostiles were held to four hits,

all singles and never really threat-

ened to score after the second In-

ning. Villanova batted Dougherty
and Hartzel quite freely In all, gar-

nering fourteen safe cracks including
three-baggers by Gillespie and ICe-

lanson.

Seven bases were pilfered by the
Blue and White, Gillespie leading the
assault with three. Johnny Curtin
had two, while Melanson and Morgan
snared the others.

^
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College

Announcements

Iteta (iaiiiniu IK'batliiK Sorlety
Beta Oamma will meet next Mon-

day afternoon In Mendel Hall. There
will be no debate next Monday.

Delta IM Kpsllon
The regular weekly meeting of the

Delta Pi Epsllon will be held next
Monday at one o'clock in Room i P,
Academy. A vote will be taken on
the Freshmen proposed for member-
aWp.

PI Oniega riil

Pi Omega Phi will meet as usual
tomorrow afternoon at 2.45 in Mendel
Hall.

first meal roster. On the third of
October, for Instance, Birmey could
tell you by a glance at his schedule
what would be offered. When, as.

and if issued, on the twelfth of
April. When questioned as to the
veracity of a statement he is wont to
say as a burden of proof

"As surely as we will have fish

cakes for dinner on Friday "

SENIORS MEET ON
ENDOWMENT POLICY

V. I. c.

VnUiiiovun Staff
All members of the Villanovan

staff are reminded of the meeting to
be held this afternoon in the News
Room. The meeting will be called at
3.30.

Lambda Kappa Delta

There will be a meeting of
Lambda Kappa Delta Friday morning
at 8.6S in the ampitheatre in Men-
del Hall.

Vlllanova Italian Club

The regular weekly meeting of the
Villanova Italian Club will be held
tomorrow at 12.30 in Room P, Acad-
emy.

A new and novel enterprise occu-
pied the center of the discussion last

Wednesday at the weekly meeting of
the Villanova Italian Cl\ib. Mr. Pelll-

cane, president of the organization,
proposed a dinner dc^nce. The idea
was readily received by all present
and a committee was immediately
appointed. Mr. Frank DiBerardino
was chosen chairman of the commit-
tee.

The date has not been definitely
settled as yet, but the affair will be
held sometime in the middle of May.
The price will be very nominal, since
the dinner is to be given as a reward
for the activity shown by members
of the club during the past year. The
affair is to be attended only by

the members of the club.
Mr. Tuzlo, treasurer, has ordered all

dues to be paid not later than Wed-
nesday night. May 1. All those who
neglect to fulfill their obligations by
this date will be

Class of '30.

All Juniors are earnestly requested
to attend the meeting of their class

today at one o'clock in Room F,

Academy.

A meeting of the Senior class was
held in the auditorium in Mendel
Hall, last Monday, at which the
Senior endowment policies were dis-

cussed. After the routine details

were disposed of, the assembly was
addressed by the President, who out-
lined the plans for the Senior endow-
ment policy. The plan, which has
been in operation for many years,

met with the approval of the Senior
class.

In order to defray the unusually
large expenses of the college, among
other methods, it is customary for

the Senior class to take out a 20-

year endowment policy for $250, at

the low premium of $1 a month or

$11 a year. This method was adopted
because it was beneficial to both par-
ties. In this way, the Senior class

can aid the college and at the same
time, have an endowment policy.

Owners «»r Pollrles K.\empt From I>iies

The policy-owners in the Senior
class are to be exempt from their

Alumni dues, which amount to $10
per annum. In this way, they, be-
sides helping their Alma Mater, are

actually getting a $250 endowment
policy for the unheard-of premium of

$1 a year.

The policy having been outlined
and accepted, a motion was made

RULES OF PRIZE
STORY CONTEST

prohibited from
voting for the officers of the coming 1 1° adjourn, and the meeting came to

year ~ ""Ian end.

(Continued From Page One)

royalties accruing r.om the book
publications.

Motion picture and Dramatic rights
win remain with the author.
Both the Book and the Magazine

publishers reserve the right to pub-
l^lsh In book and serial form accord-
ing to the usual terms any of ,the
novels submitted in the contest.
The contest will close at midnight

on October 15, 1929.

Typed manuscripts of 75,000 to
100,000 words (the ideal length Is

80,000 words), should be sent with
return postage to the Campus Prize
Novel Contest, College Humor, 1060
North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois, or to the Campus Novel Prize
contest. Doubleday. Doran and Com-
pany. Inc.. Garden City. New York.
The judges will be selected from

the Editors of Doubleday, Doran and
College Humor.

NEW PIE MHOPPE

Plans Completed for An-
nual Week of Jr. Events

• Continued from fnee dne)
Another Innovation, the Steeple*

chase gives much promise to have a
large entry list. The course is laid
around the field and includes hur-
dles and fences.

A handicap hundred-yard dash and
*

shot put is also on tap and already
the list of entries are beginning to

'

assure a complete success.
A silver loving cup will be pres-

ented to the winning frat in the re-
lay, while a statuette will be present-
ed to the winner of the Septathlon.
In all the events with the exception
of the relay medals for places will
be given.

If possible the awards will be made
during the Tea Dance in the gym
on the evening following the compe-
tition.

Lost:—A Dodd Hat, Brown in Color.

;;
Finder please returt> to Room 212,

Fedigan Hall.

BIRMINOHA.M

BETA GAMMA HAS
SUFFRAGE DEBATE

(Continued from Page One)

Little old Stamford snugly nestling
up where the natives omit the letter

'R' from the alphabet received a new
honor last week with the election of
a home town boy who has made good;
Jack Birmingham, as captain of VU-
lanova's 1929-30 basketball team.
Jack Is a Junior in the Business

school and a letter winner for two
seasons with the court men, besides
playing at halfback on the eleven.
Twenty years of age, five foot ten

and an engaging smile describe Jack.
His favorite distinction lies in nev-
er failing to answer a phone call.

Seriously though the Freshles used to
take Jack to be the Cafeteria host,
no matter when one would enter this
Incredulous palace of indigestion
there would be good old Jack eating
away with apparent relish, the old
hypocrite. To Jack was credited the

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

G R O F F
DRUGGIST

The famous Oroff milk shake,

Sodas Ice Cream

steady growth of the organization
has proven the falsity of their char-
ges. Membership is requite for at-
tendance at meetings but all are In-
vited to attend the debates that take
place every Monday afternoon at
three o'clock.

The debate that was held yester-
day, after this paper went to press,
was on a question of interest to
business men and those entering a
political career. It was: "Resolved,
that an Income Tax should be con-
tinued In the tax system of the
United States." Mr. Joseph Cho-
quette acted as Chairman. On the
affirmative side was Mr. Wheeler Jen-
kins and Mr. B. Dolan. with Mr. Ed-
ward M. Hookey as alternate. On the
negative side was Mr. Andrew Bene-
dict Kelly and Mr. Martin Gill, with
Mr. Frank Walsh as alternate.

During Junior Week the Beta Gam-
ma will not meet. On May 13, a
public debate will be held in the
Ampitheatre. Rev. Father Grlffln,

President of Villanova, will be pres-
ent. The subject of the debate will
be announced In the next issue of
the Villanovan.

Working his way through college

does not interfere with his studies,

evidently, for S. W. Specthrice Is

the most brilliant student that ever
attended the College of Commerce at

the University of Illinois. He sweeps
out the college buildings, and along

| dent,
with working his own way through
college, he helps to support his par-
ents.

Villanova hen, at last obtained a
long-hoped-for improvement in the
form of the new Pie Shoppe, which
was opened Sunday last for business.
It Is undoubtedly one of the best im-
provements which could have hap-
pened for the benefit of the students,
but most especially for the Day Hops.
This new venture of Louie's will,

no doubt be improved In the future,
but even in an incompleted state it

Is much better than previous condi-
tions. If the cleanliness and good
service continues the proprietor of
the establishment will benefit by the
increase of sales, which are now evl-

EXCHANtJES
Exchanges for the week ending

April 27th, include: The John Hop-
kins News Letter; Syracuse Dally
Orange: Penn State Collegian; Holy
Cross Tomahawk; Mountain Echo;
Mt. St. Mary's College; Ignatius
News; Bucknelllan; Niagara Index;
Duquesne Duke; Augustlnlan; Mt.
Saint Rita's Academy; Catholic
Standard and Times; Small Pica;
North Dakota State School of Science
and Goucher College Weekly.

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN
Phone 254

MAWR, PA.

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

. TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Measure Clothes
of Baltimore, $25 and up.!

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOUR DRUGGIST

Engraving Stone Setting

EDWARD D. O'CONNOR

Jeweler

Class Rings—Fraternity Pins
Watch Charme—Speciaitiee

9 East Hector St.

CONSHOHOCKEN, Pa.

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip.

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

VILLANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

LANCASTER PIKE

"Dont Forget Mother*

MOTHERS' DAY
May 12th

**Send Her a Box of
Chocolates"

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Be Assured%
Assurance of being correctly attired goes a

long way towards making any affair more
enjoyable.

Go to the Junior Prom
outfitted in a University Clothes Shop Tuxedo
and accessories.

Our Prom Tux is moderately priced Cittft l\f%

Bryn Mawr 1795

3705 SPRUCE ST. TAILORS
1336 WALNUT ST. HABERDASHERS

Authorized Dietributors of the Official

JUNIOR BLAZER. CLASS '30

GERHARD

MOTOR SALES

Hupmohile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster Geo. Hutchins Stores
J^f/V'5 SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
U2I CERMANTOWN AVENUE

40M LANCASTER AVENUE
27S2 CERMANTOWN AVENUE

440S MAIN STREET. MANAYVNK

SENIORS, SOPHS AND
FRESHMEN—SUPPORT
JUNIOR WEEK—GO TO

THE PROM Vlitt yan [SEPTATHLON EVENTS TO
BE HELD IN STADIUM
TODAY—WATCH YOUR

FRATERNITY RUN
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New BuUdings
Blessed Amid

Solemn Pomp
Mendel and Fedigan Dedi-

cated by Cardinal

Dougherty

STUDENTS ATTEND
Last Saturday at eleven In the

morning, Vlllanova welcomed Car-
dinal Dougherty, who had come to

dedicate Mendel Hall. The ceremony
was brief as his Eminence had other
urgent matters to occupy his time that
day. There were a few visitors, as
the dedication had not been an-
nounced to the public, but the Stu-
dent Body with the band took an ac-
tive Interest In the proceedings.

At half past ten, Saturday morn-
ing, threatening clouds raced across
the sky and the trees were shivering
In a cool breeze. The spirits of the
students, however, were In marked
contrast to the gloomy weather. Long
before the Cardinal arrived, students
were congregating In front of Men-
del Hall, discussing the coming event.
Many were hoping that his Eminence
would speak, especially those from
other states who had heard of him
but had not seen him.

At eleven, the band marched down
to the gateway followed in a column
of twos by the students. On reach-
ing the gate the men separated and
lined the edge of the road. This had
scarcely been done than the Cardin-
al's car appeared. Escorted by the
band playing "Greeting March," the
car passed through the lines of ap-
plause.

From the Monastery a procession
began to Mendel Hall. It was led
by three novlates, one carried a gold-
en cross and the other two lighted
candles. They were followed by ap-
proximately fifty boys from St.

Mary's and last of all came his Em-
(contlnued on page two) I

The Junior Class will present Hallet Friday night at the Bellevue
Hallet's latest Vitaphone presentation has been a sensational success,
and he will be sure to be in true form Friday, having played at Penn
State Prom last week.

Tennis Tourney
Is Inaugurated

Thirty Candidates Compete
for Prize Offered by

Pi Omega Phi

The coming tennis tournament, to
be held under the auspices of the Pi
Omega Phi fraternity promises to be
as great a success as have been the
other activities sponsored by this or-

ganization. To date, thirty men have
signified their intention of entering
the tourney and great interest is be-
ing displayed by these aspirants to

fame on the court.

In order that the men entering the
tourney may be given every possible

advantage, those in charge have tak-

en the trouble to obtain a list of in-

eligibles from Fr. Maucb. This ll«t

Includes not only those who are

members of the Varsity squad, but
also those who have been dropped
from the squad in the near past for

various reasons.

The list of opponents will be posted
next Monday morning. Due to the

fact that the courts are being loaned
to the students it will be necessary

for those in the tournament to play

their games at any time when the

courts are unoccupied by either mem-
bers of the Varsity squad or by the

students of Corr hall. Those who
are not entering the tourney are ear-

nestly requested not to frequent the

courts next week In order that the

matches may be played off as soon
as possible.

Entries will be received up to and
Including Saturday. Absolutely none
will be accepted after that time. The
fee required for entry is fifty cents

and mxist be paid before the event
starts. i

Courtier Delayed
Until Wednesday

Annual Junior Week Publi-

cation Will be Well Worth
Waiting For

It was announced recently by the

editorial staff of the "Junior Cour-

tier," that that official Junior Week
publication will not as previously an-

nounced, be on sale on the opening

day of Junior Week. An unavoidable

last minute delay, a slight misunder-
standing with the engravers Is the

reason for the postponement of this

long awaited publication.

But despite the fact of its delay,

when it comes out tomorrow It will

be found to have been well worth

waiting for. Within its fifty-two

pages will be found news items of

particular Interest to all the other

classes on the campus as well as the

Junior class. Although It is pub-

lished for Junior Week it embraces

the activities of all four classes and
Is of interest to every student on the

campus. The official schedule of all

Junior Week activities will be con-

tained within its covers and also a

very extensive pictorial section. In-

dividual pictures of the Juniors,

snapshots, campus scenes, etc., all of

interest to both upper and under

classmen as well as to the graduates

will be Included in this latter section.

It is earnestly hoped by the editor-

ial staff that this unavoidable delay

will in no way deter the student body

from buying the Courtier, because

undoubtedly the publication will

benefit greatly by the postponement.

The editorial staff which has

worked so hard to make this year's

Courtier better than it has ever been

before consists of Mr. William Quln-

lan, editor-in-chief, who Is assisted

by Mr. McManus, Business Manager;

Mr. Frank Hanlon. circulation mana-
ger; Mr. Walter Qulnn and Mr. John
Regan, Art Editors; Mr. Martin, Ad-

vertising manager, and Mr. John Kel-

ly, Photo Manager.

BLl E BLAZERS

The blazers that are to be worn
by the men of '30 are the neatest and
best appearing blazers that have been

seen on the campus during the last

score of years. The color which is a

dark navy blue is finely contrasted

by the borders of white forming an
agreeable arrangement of the college

colors. The appearance of Vlllanova's

Wildcat upon the breast is another

notable change and one which lends

greatly to the appearance. The class

numerals which are placed on either

side of the "V" are well formed and
tend to set off the whole ensemble.

Half Hundred
in Meet Today

Septathlon and Relay Holds

Chief Interest Among
the Student Body

Over fifty athletes will go into ac-

tion today in the stadium in the

Junior Week Track and Field Meet.

Thirteen events are on tap, begin-

ning at 2 P. M. and lasting till five.

Of paramount Interest is the Sep-
tathlon, a seven event all around test

for the individual championship of

the college. Fifteen men are entered
in and the competition promises to

be keen.

The events in the Septathlon are

the 100 yard dash, pole vault, 120 yard
high hurdles, hop, step and jump,
discus throw, high Jump and one
mile run. The scoring is based on
the decathlon method and the results

will be shown on the score board as

the events are run off.

Next to the Septathlon and the
concluding event of the day is the
Interfrat Medley Relay. All five frats

have entered teams. The distances

to be run and their order follow:

220, 440. 660, and 880 yards.

Several special events are also list-

ed, the handicap 100 yard dash,
handicap shot put and the 300 metre
steeplechase.

One Important point for the com-
petitors to keep in mind Ls that all

events will be run on time and any
men not showing up will not be given
a later chance. The program is print-

ed on the last page of this paper and
is official.

The spectators will please remain
In the stands as all the events will be
In plain view of all.

The Interfrat relay cup, the Sep-
tathlon statuette for the Septathlon
winner and the medals will be on dis-

play on the field.

Five fraternities will take part in
the track meet today, the initials

only will be given after the names of
the contestants. Epsllon Phi Theta,
E. P. T.; Pi Omega Phi. P. O. P.;

Lambda Kappa Delta, L. K. D.; Phi
Kappa PI, P. K. P.; Delta Pi Epsllon,
D. P. E.

The scoring system used in the
the Septathlon is too complicated to
give at length here, but the results
will be posted on the score board
after each event.

Contestants note:—All contestants
will report on the grass at the start-
ing mark fifteen minutes before the
event they are scheduled to start in
commences. The clerk of the course
will check off the names as they are
given to him. The contestants must
report in person and the event will

not be held up for anyone.

Plans Perfected

for Junior Hop
This Friday

All Details Are Announced
for Prom to Be Held on

Friday Night in Phila.

ALL BOXES SOLD
James Heiu-y, president of the Jun-

ior class, has announced that the

final plans for the Prom are com-

pleted. There were a few details that

were held over until the last minute
but they have been satisfactorily

cleared. The boxes at the Prom have

been disposed of and will be at the

disposal of the parties whose banner

they bear. Each class will have one
besides those held by the fraterni-

ties. The committee on the decora-

tions have completed their task and
promise the decorations will be new
and novel. Class colors will domin-
ate and there wui be a multitude of
others. The orchestra Is the
best in the East and Is well primed
to offer Its best to the Vlllanovans
and their fair guests. Dancing will

start at ten o'clock and will con-
tinue till two when the Prom will be
declared closed and the dawn will

bring another day. Favors will be
given although the exact nature of
them win not be disclosed till the
night of the dance. The Junior Prom
win bring to a close one of the most
successful of Junior weeks If we are
to Judge from the events that have
already taken place. The Junior
Prom is the highlight of the social

year and here Villanova may be seen
at its best. The Prom Is the climax
of a week of pleasure and what pre-
cedes it Is merely a lead to the dance
Friday night. The beauty of Phila-
delphia will be present along with
the beauties of many other cities in
this state and the adjoining ones. To
those who have not as yet purchased
tickets they may be procured from
Jim Henry or Jim Lane any day dur-
ing the week. Tickets for the Blue
Blazer Ball may also be purchased at

the same time. Everyone Is asked to

get behind the Juniors for three reas-

ons—to support Villanova—to make
Junior week a greater success—and to

have a wonderful time. It's an event

of a lifetime and no life is complete

without it, so let's go.

Candidates for Football

Manager Report!

Due to a new system of football

management to be put in effect

with the beginning of the next

school term In September, a new
call for football managers is being

made through the medium of this

paper.

It has been the custom in the

past for men to aspire to this po-

sition of their own volition, but
according to the new plan It is

necessary that a certain number
from each class be required.

In order to give the new aspir-

ants an equal chance, the present

managers have agreed to place it

on a plane of open competition,

so as to put the scheme on a

working basis. This system calls

for two more men from the Soph-
omore class and three from the
Freshmen class.

All fellows wishing to do some-
thing for that undefeated eleven,

and showing some real school spir-

it, will report to the football man-
ager on Thursday, at one o'clock In

room F, Academy Building.
An article will appear in a fu-

ture issue, fully explaining this
system and it is hoped that re-
sponse to this notice will fulfill

expectations.

Upper Classmen
Usher in Junior

Week With Mass

Bantpiet Closes Opening Day
Program—Four Deans

Attend as Guests

ONE HUNDRED PRESENT
Rip, an old alumnus was slowly

trudging up from the pike toward the

college buildings. Once more he was
returning to the fold. Of a sudden
he stood and stared In amazement at

the old abode. He wondered if he
were in the right place. Hatless stu-

dents running here and there, ar-

rayed in resplendent coats of blue.

Still others, burdened with a cane,

darting up to the side of a pretty

Miss, bowing profusely while calmly
extending a proud arm and lighting

a "Murad" with the free hand. The
blare of a trumpet, the honk of a
horn,—surely this Is not the orderly,

day in day out routined campus he
had left not so many years ago. But
upon inquiry from one of these far

darting Apollos he was readily in-

formed that It was Junior Week, the
week of weeks at his old alma mater.
Thereupon old Rip shook the mud
from his heels, took a hitch in his
belt, coupled a long whistle and with
a broad smile, and decided to Join lu
the festivities. Let's follow him,
folks, in his pursuit of fun and ex-
citement. Surely his search will not
be In vain for with the program of-
fered in Junior Week, gay, gala and
glamorous as it is, he will easily find
the road to pleasure.

Yes, Junior Week has truly arrived.
We have passed from the chimera to
the reality. After many weeks of
plarmlng and preparing the lid of the
festivities was pryed open last even-
ing at the Stephen Glrard hotel. At
that place, one of the finest banquets

(continued on page three)

Freshmen Take
Third in Row

Trenton State Normal Falls

Before Powerful Attack

of First Year Men

Last Saturday afternoon the Fresh-
men defeated Trenton State Normal,
of Trenton, N. J., by the score of 6-4.

Playing their first home game of

the current season the Frosh dis-

played a wonderful hitting and field-

ing game. Although four errors by
both teams marred the box score the
game was by no means a loosely

played affair. The early innings
marked a sensational offensive bat-
tle. It was not until the fifth in-

ning after the Cubs had taken the
lead that their superiority was really

manifested.

Brady pitched steady ball while
Altomare, Czesclk and Ellis shone
with the stick, Altomore collected

three hits in four times at the plate.

Tlmberman. pitcher for Trenton, was
the only visitor to hit more than
once.

erSINESS SCHOOL
Father J. C. Bartley announced

Saturday that the new catalogues for

the business school were ready. They
are complete In all details and may
be obtained by any Interested party

in his office. Father Bartley, who Is

the Dean of the Business School also

announced that commencing next

year all Seniors would be required

to take a course in statistics which
will be offered and is described In the

new catalogue. A great amount of

effort has been put into this cata-

logue and it la different from those

of other years in many respects. All

the different courses are listed and
details explained.
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The Mosque

There has been a lot of talk lately,

In fact for a very long time about

the law. This comes up whether It Is

In the classroom or bedroom, and

there are always a great number of

debatable points. Some claim that

there are too many laws. Others

claim that they are too lenient, and

still others claim that there Is a huge

milltltude of crimes being perpetrat-

ed every day and receive no punish-

ment whatsoever. It Is In the inter-

ests of this last category that the

facts presented In this column are

taken. It Is hoped that a great num-
ber of mlsdoers will be punished for

College

Announcements

\'illanuvuii Staff

There will be an important meeting
of the members of the VlUanovan
staff this afternoon In the news room
at 3.30. All are requested to be pres-

ent.

Pi Omega Phi
The regular weekly meeting of the

PI Omega Phi Fraternity will take

place tomorrow afternoon at 2.46.

Lambda Knppa Delta
Lambda Kappa Delta will meet as

the crimes listed below. In the man'-h usual, on Friday morning at 8.65 In
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JUNIOR WEEK
BACK In the days when Villanova hud less than a hundred students

on hor roster, the colorful paKeant that is Jl'NlOU WEEK was
started. Since then each succeeding Junior class has tried to
excel the proKram of preceding years until this competition took

on Gargentlan proportions. Each class exceeded the accomplishments
of the year before. To the traditional Junior Prom and its Blue Blazer
Ball were added a Tea Dance, parade, track events, and a Junior publica-
tion, "The Junior Courtier." The pageantry was heightened with the
adoption of Junior blazers and canes, which present a colorful spectacle
In the hallrooni and during the Junior Parade. The culmination of all
effort by successive Junior Classes has been the making of Junior Week
Into the greatest festive season on the compus—a season which becomes
more delightfully crowded with activities as the years roll by.

The present Junior Class has been Imbued with this traditional
spirit to "Do one better" than the festivities of the former Juniors. The
'80 men have given unstintingly of their time to this purpose, and a plan
for Villanova's greatest Junior Week has been evolved through tlu-ir
patient toils—a program which adds many innovations which sliall go
towards makintr the traditional pageant even more enjoyable than those
of former years!

Still Junior Week, although it is sponsored by the Juniors, is essen-
tially the pageant of Villanova College, and as such, must be backed by
the college as a whole, in order to insure Its success. The Junior cla.ss
cannot carry out Its ambitious programme alone. The vast expenditures
on the festivities of Junior week are so arranged as to give the maxi-
mum of enjoyment for the minimum of expenditure, and such a program
can only be carried out with the help of the whole student body. The
Juniors have done their l)it towartls making the coming Junior Week
the greatest potential success in campus history. Now it is the dutv of
the whole student body to co-operate towards making his Junior Week
the greatest in the history of Villanova. Let us give the Junior class our
whole-hearted support and make the potentiality actuality.

PICKING THE WINNERS

THE inanuuratlon of another ba-schall .season has just passed into
history and the sixteen major league clubs are slightly nearer the
flnLsh in the battle for the flags. When the remaining weeks of
the season have expired two more aggregations will square off

In the time-honored classic of American sport, the World Series. Six-
teen clubs are battling for the laurels. Only two can ultimately be vic-
torious—one In each league. Who will win the Big League pennants?

The ability to pick the champions In a aport which is so uncertain
as baseball is indeed a rare gift. If the average fan would only pause to
consider the countless factors which contribute towards the crowning
of the ultimate winners In this great game, he would perhaps not be
quite so harsh in his condemnation of a certain Individual or club .ind'
would no doubt look at the game from a more philosophic viewpoint.
Injuries, salary disputes, personal disagreements, superstition, unfavor-
able weather conditions and travelling disadvantages are only a few of
the difflcultles which beset the average Major League ball player as he
battles to hold his position. Where will one find another profession
where the competition is keener than In professional baseball? The In-
dividual, as he advances toward the top, battles from day to day to
hold his position against numerous competitors. At the pinnacle a con-
stant warfare is waged and there indeed it is a case of the survival of
the Attest. Can the player rest on his lauri'ls? Can he bluff? No-^he
must always produce. And so It is with the teams themselves and the
magnates, a constant battle for prestige, league standing and last but
not least, financial remuneration.

What the present season holds in store for these various aprgrega-
tlons no one can possibly foretell. They may hazard a guess, after fig-

uring that potential strength will no doubt manifest Itself, but at the
same time bearing in mind the fact that the breaks of the game are as
always one of the determining factors that go to ni.ake up a pennant
race. The question is open for debate. Who will win the Big League
pennants?

.. .• » ;>,,_ :x ,•^•;^,.,

INCREASING ACTIVITY

IN
LAST week's Issue of the "Villanovan" there appeared an editorial

under the title, "Boxing at Villanova." In this article the writer
pointed out the growth of Interest in campus activities shown by
students. He urave as examples of this the Boxing Tournament and

other activities inaugurated this year at Villanova.
No sooner has the echo of this last event. The Boxing Bouts, died

out when another activity has been underaken. An inter-fraternity base-
ball leacue has been formed and will open next Monday evening. The
league will consist of five teams, one from each fraternity on the campus.
This new undertaking will n'» doubt create more interest than has ever
before been aroused at Villanova. It has aroused the enthusiasm of every
man on the campus. With such spirit being exhibited on the part of the
student body the league can be nothing but a success and appreciation
for the Idea of forming a league Is to be shown to Father Crawford and
Father Fink.

The coming tennis tournament Is also a testimony of the ever In-
creasing activity exhibited this year at Villanova. Thla event will with-
out doubt be a great success and will open up the way for larger under-
takings in this field next year.

As we look back in retrospection over the many activities of the past
year we cannot but help prnlse the student body of this College who have
done so much to make Villanova "A greater and bigger Villanova."

ner suggested.

CrlnilnaN punishable by the capital

punishment.

1. The wearers of those "Whoopee"
or "Harold Teen" hats which have be-

come somewhat popular of late. Any-
one who takes the life of the wearers

of these crapeaux, will not only be
exonerated but will receive a pension

for the rest of his life and always be

regarded as a public benefactor. He
just beat the law to the Jump.

2. The person who comes Into

your room about three A. M. and
asks what time it is or if he can bor-
row your toothpaste.

3. The girl, who, .when being tak-
en to the prom tells you all about
the wonderful time she had at New
Haven last week-end, and what a
wonderful time she is going to have
at Princeton next week-end. Heaven
help Princeton, because by the time
she reaches there she'll have another
one to talk about.

4. The person who comes to class

In his oldest and worst attire, and
says that he doesn't feel at home un-
less he is dressed in tatters. This Is

a college, a good one, a place for cul-
tured gentlemen, not a hope mission.

5. The Moovie Killer. This fellow
is a menace to the community. He Is

the one who always gives you full

details about the movie which you
are going to see. I imagine he al-

ways reads the last chapter in a book
before he reads the first. He would.
CrimlnaN punishable with life of hard
labor.

1. The match extinguisher. Dtath
would be too kind a, fate to this per-
son and his ilk. When he starts to

blow out the match Just as you are
about to light your cigarette, hand-
cuff him and bring him to the local

authorities.

2. The Midnight Minstrels. How
often has the sane tried to go to bed
early to get a night's rest, and, just

as Morpheus Is trying to claim his

own, there breaks out on the air the

discordant strains of "Sweet Adaline,"

or some other inane relic. There Is

a try at close harmony but It seems
to fall far short of Its goal. To the

salt mines of Siberia.

3. The Knowledge Announcers.
These people are all over, and some-
thing should be done. How often,

in the dining hall, (Bless It,) have we
heard various people around us airing

their views on subjects whose sur-

face they have Jtut barely scratched.

The limit. \ '<',!! ." "
."

4. The Newspaper Athlete. This
very malignant form of life should
be eradicated from the earth. He is

the person who knows all the aver-

ages of famous athletes and when a
college athlete is mentioned he is

right there to show his faults In

comparison, and to tell how he would
do it if he were in some other man's
place.

Criminals who should get Ten years

at lea.st.

the Ampltheatre.

Vlllunova Italian Club
Members of the Villanova Italian

Club are reminded of the meeting to

be held tomorrow at 12.30 in Room
F, Academy.

LAB NOTES
Professor Ford's Biology class Is

getting their education now In a most
enjoyable manner. Every Wednesday
morning they are being shown mov-
ing pictures of plant life pertaining

to their course.

Judging from the way "Mike" Kun-
zenbacker handles the projection ma-
chine at these classes, he could eas-

ily hold down a similar position In

town at the Stanley or the Mast-
baum.

The authorities are seriously con-
templating hiring Prof. Daly and his
VlUanovans to play a musical accom-
paniment to these pictures.

Delta PI Kpsllon

The regular weekly meeting of the
Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity will be
held next Monday at one o'clock, in

Room F, Academy.

The next step would be to Install

Vltaphone apparatus In the ampl-
theatre.

As announced last week, the Ser-
ology students are now working on
the Kohn test.

Found:—Small sum of Money in

Chapel. Apply to Room No. 221,

Mendel Hall.

STAMFORD HALL

At the regular weekly meeting held

in room 126M of the Monastery, it

was decided by President J. Sorbb to

make arrangements for the coming
summer dance which shall be held In

Stamford the week after the close of

this scholastic year. Accordingly.

President Sorbo has a^yjolnted Wolf-
son as Chairman and he will be as-

sisted by Messrs. Telia, Verderosa,

Treglia, Cavlola and Murray.
Minutes of the previous meeting

were read by the Secretary and moved
and passed upon as accepted. After
the discussion of new business and a

report submitted by Chairman Rin-
aldi, of the Membership Committee
doings, it was decided to bring the
meeting to a close. It was then de-
cided to call off next week's meeting
until a later date.

Father Greenlee has received some
more medals for the Psychology Lab.

Many people have been trying to
classify that new Biological mon-
strosity, Echlnococcus sesquipedalus,
that has been seen recently prowling
about the Labs.

The editorial staff of the Mendel
Bulletin announced the other day
that the Pre. Med. Publication has
gone to press.

Prof. Duncombe has been making
his courses especially hard lately. He
hopes to acquire his summer's supply
of cigars around the time of the final

examinations.

New Building.s Blessed

Amid Solemn Pomp

(Continued From Page One)

Mr. Frank Roy has put in an order
for a special pair of very dark glasses,

in preparation for proctering in the
coming finals.

Since only two flunked in the quar-
terlies. Prof. Ford has had his eyes
examined and is now undergoing
treatment with a prominent Philadel-
phia oculist.

1. The Laundry Borrower. The
person who always pulls that old ex-

cuse that his laundry hasn't come as
yet and then proceeds to borrow ev-
erything but one's good name. After
a few trials he will have enough
laundry to send in order that he'll

have a valid excuse for more borrow-
ing.

2. The Professional Knocker. This
man has been shot In some states and
it la about time that some action
should be taken here. He'll knock
everything from all of the teams to
last year's weather reports. Ten
years ought to be enough for a start-

er.

3. The Alarm Clock tester. This
Is another type who also disturbs
slumber. He Is the fellow who Is al-

ways either setting his alarm clock
wrong, or else is trying it out about
three or four o'clock In the morning.
He seems to vary his habit and none
has been able to pin him right down.
Ten to fifty years.

Count Dmitri.

inence. Cardinal Dougherty with
Father Griffin acting as Deacon and
Father Daugherty as Sub-Deacon.
Dressed in the symbolical robes of the
church they were an Inspiring sight.

They passed through the Gothic
doorway of the new building where
only a few minutes were required to
bless the building. The band stopped
playing Semper Fidelis and the Ded-
ication ceremonies were at a close.

Mendel Hall was named In honor of
the famous abbot of an Augustlnlan
monastery at Brunn. in Germany.
It was Gregory Mendel's experiments
which today are the foundation of
that knowledge of the physiological
process of heredity which is known
as Mendellsm. In recent times the
application of Mendel's principles on
a wide scale has served not only to
throw much light upon the Import-
ance and complex problem of hered-
ity, but also to raise objections to
some of the theories of evolution-
ists. Fedigan Hall was named In
honor of Father Fedigan, a former
president of Villanova, who was so
far-seeing in his policies.

The dedication of Mendel and Fed-
igan Halls open a new era In the his-
tory of Villanova.

Work in the embryology Lab. Is at
a standstill on account of the lack
of parafin wax. The other day Prof.

Venuto and Frank Roy were caught
measuring moustaches. Prof. Venuto
won by one micron.

Mr. Donald Ingham, due to his ex-
perience on the Mendel Bulletin dur-
ing the past few months, is seriously

considering giving up the Idea of

practicing medicine and using his

experience In the editing of Scientific

Journals.

A complaint was made about the
excess of Hydrogen Sulphide gas that
was generated In the Chemistry Lab.
If anyone stopped to investigate they
would have found that it eminated
from the eggs in Prof. Ford's Em-
bryology Lab.

EXCHANGES
The Villanovan gratefully ack-

nowledges receipt of the following
exchanges: The Ignatius News, Syra-
cuse Dally Orange, Small Pica, Pitts-
burg Catholic, Penn State Collegian
and St. Bonaventure. • '

Ll'NAMOROSA

(Luna Amorosa)
(Luna Amor Rosa)

Which proves the Latins knew their

Moons.
O Physic Moon, beneath whose beams
The hearts of soul-mates throb;

How bltter'd taste our chocolate
creams

If thou wert off the Job!
Engend'rlng love thy purpose Is,

And who can gainsay love?
A loveless world would be a fizz

—

Lights on, then, bright above I

The next step now—a cuddle nest
Beside a quiet dale;

Wild roses always bloom the best
Where sings the nightln-gale.

We Itemize the perfect bliss

Which to no one belongs
We poets mtut Include all this

If we would sell our songs.

Lafy Wearer.

TO ONK I KNOW

She's a gem and she's a Jewel,
Always plays it on the level.

She's the wise one, I'm the fool.

She's a fair one but a devil.

Bhe's a saint, yet a queer one,
She's a sin, I'm the sinner.

To all the gang she's still a dear one.
Time rolls on, leaves no winner.

Bhe's a gem and she's a Jewel,
She's a Jester, always Jolly.

She's a Joke but Oh so cruel.

She's a queen that feeds me folly.

She's the flame, I'm the moth.
She's a friend when I'm lonely.

Love's a game that she has taught,
She's my girl—but not mine only.

An Arts Man.

Bryn Mawr recently held Its first

dance in the history of the college.

The fair maidens were permitted to
cut In, and likewise attend unescort-
ed.

Ohio State University will continue
its policy of awarding no honorary
degrees because of a vote of the fac-
ulty on the matter which ended In a
tie vote.

I
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V.LC. Nominates
Men for Officers

Tuzio, Rinaldi and Bertino

Run for Offices

Nominations for the office of Pres-
ident of the Villanova Italian club
were submitted at the last meeting of

that organization. Three names have
been submitted The gentlemen
seeking the position are Mr. Rinaldi,

Mr. Tuzio and Mr. Bertino. The
election of the president will take
place next Wednesday and the event
should be an Interesting one for this

reason. Mr. Rinaldi is a Business
man and a Resident. Mr. Tuzio is

an Arts man and Mr. Bertino is a
Pre Med. Both are commuters. All

three candidates have a large follow-

ing and. no matter who wins the
outcome will be very close.

The committee in charge of the
coming dinner dance also made a re-

port and stated that plans for the

affair were nearing completion. It

promises to be a very enjoyable event.

Swarthmore Wins
Over Villanova

Golfers Suffer Defeat

Third Time at Bowl-

ing Greens

for

Irregardless of the remarkable Im-
provement in their drives and putts,

Villanova's golf team was defeated at

the hands of the strong Swarthmore
team, by the score of 8 to 1.

At Bowling Greens, with both teams
handicapped by prevailing inclement

weather, Villanova's eight, displaying

excellent golf, golf that was envious

to all who witnessed the match, lost

to the more seasoned players in ex-

citing and close matches, resulting in

victory only after the final hole was
played.

Undaunted through past defeats,

Villanova's formidable representa-

tives rode to Bowling Greens with the

determination of "bringing home the

bacon." The first nine holes found

both teams struggling to maintain

the lead, which, when once obtained,

would eventually result in victory. For

twelve holes the match was charac-

teristic of championship play with

that ever fighting spirit of Villanova

encouraging our men on. Eventually,

the break finally came and handi-

capped through the lack of season-

ing, Swarthmore defeated Villanova

for its third one of the year. The
registering of another loss at such a

time proved the marked Improve-

ment of the players and a close-up

of the scores will verify the state-

statement. They were as follows:

D. J. Martin lost to Testulde, 5 and 4

R. Murray lost to Kirsch. 1 up
Capt. McCoy lost to J. Pyle, 3 and 2

J. Woods lost to D. Lewis, 3 and 2

J. Baker lost to J. Walters, 1 up
H. Fox, Jr., lost to C. Barnes 2 and 1.

In the three best ball play Villa-

nova was successful In securing one

win and consequently scored its only

point. I

'^""r- JIXIOR WliKK

Junior Week is just one darn thing

after another. Probaoly the Juniors

know what It's all about but the

rest of us are in more or less of a

fog, mostly more. By the end of the

month I expect to know what has

happened. I guess the situation may
be viewed from three different an-

gles, namely: the visitor's, a Junior's

and ours. (You can guess who we
are). The fair one coming to Villa-

nova for the prom and other events

sees a hoard of students with noth-

ing to do but sit around and look

cute (if possible). She sees the cam-
pus in all its verdure and the deco-

rations that have been placed there

for her to admire. She dances to

the strains of Mai Hallet and In a

dreamy sort of way thinks that these

college boys must have a wonderful

time. Her manly escort whispers

sweet nothings In her ear. she doesn't

believe him but she doesn't say so.

He bids her a fond adieu as she

boards the train back to the home
town where she orates for weeks on

the time she was down to the

"Prom." She derives more pleasure

from that than from the prom. The
Junior looks at Junior week as the

conclusion of the year's strife and

struggle. He plans the smallest de-

tails months In advance and combs

the land for the fairest damsel (Old

English term meaning femme). That

Is a struggle in Itself. Having deci-

ded that he begins to figure just

Why one-way StreetP

VKeR, I'm only gain' one way!" replied the

legendary motorist to the amazed John Law.

A laudable principle—if applied in the right

direction . . . exactly as our long experience in

cigarette making assures us that the only avenue

to enduring popularity is a one-way street.

All the arrows along Chesterfield's route,

from plantation to pocket, point directly to

taste. No left turns into insipidity— no de-

tours around the plain duty of good tobaccos

—to SATISFY.
An overdose ofanalogy, perhaps, but you get

our drift : Chesterfields are mild—but mildness is

notoverdone; they'rewM'wflat.Naturallysmooth,

aromatic tobaccos are so blended that every last

atom of their flavor is delivered to the smoker.

Here is that very rare bird, a cigarette that

does satisfy.

Chesterfield
MILD enough for anybody •, and ^ce..THEY SATISFY

UGOBTT * MYBKS TOBACCO CO.

what to wear on Monday, Tuesday,

etc. This takes from six to seven

weeks. In the meantime he writes

weekly letters to the folks at home
and Dad knows from experience that

a touch beyond usual proportions Is

coming and It does come. Who says

"It's the woman that pays?" Dad,

good old Dad, comes across and life

looks good again. Next Is the letter

to the much honored one. About
seventy lines is enough, if that

doesn't do it you might as well call

it off. Then the day at last arrives.

The week passes and it's all over be-

fore it starts. But you are convinced

that you had a wonderful time. The
rest of us view Junior week in a sort

of daze. It's grand and glorious and
new. Personally I have Just as much
Latin to translate and the French
isn't any easier. Our best ties have

a good time at the prom even if we
don't. Our room mates still, as In

past ages, borrow everything includ-

ing what Is nailed. The Villanovan

has to be published on time and
class some how continues through
the whole of it. "Pop" McLaughlin's

heart doesn't warm up to any extent

and the beef is still a mystery. All

told Just what is this Junior week?

Duke University, 3—Villanova. 2

A long double Into left field by
KIstler, giant Duke .first baseman,

sent the Wildcats down to defeat In

the ninth Inning of their game with
the Southerners In the Stadium on
Tuesday. Hanzlk pitched an excel-

lent game for the home team

OcttysburK, 4—Villanova, 3

Errors again proved costly to Coach
McGeehan's squad as they lost to

Gettysburg on the latter's diamond,
on Wednesday, by a 4-3 score. Hen-
sll twirled an excellent brand of ball

but Haas was equally as good on the

mound for Gettysburg.

Upper Classmen Usher in

Junior Week with Mass

(Continued from Page One)

emony was one of the best attended,
if not the best, in the history of

Villanova.

in the annals of Villanova was held
by the third year men. It was In-

deed a merry throng that gathered
around the fastive board last night.

What with the excellent food, good
jokes, etc., all enjoyed fully the enter-

tainment offered.

Junior Week will carry on with a

bang this afternoon when the Sta-

dium will be the scene of the Sep-

tathlon Meet. Following In close or-

der will be the Blue Blazer Ball in

the Gym at 8 p. m.
|

Wednesday, the Varsity will enter-

tain the Albright team In baseball.

The game is scheduled for 2.30 p. m.
Immediately following the game will

be the Tea Dansant In the Gym.
Thursday will see the Inter Class

meet at the Stadium. Friday after-

noon will find what will probably
be one of the most Interesting af-

fairs of the entire week. The Seniors
and Juniors will hook up in a base-
ball game. Coupled with some good
ball playing there should be a lot

of fun forthcoming. The grand cli-

max will come on Friday night when
the much advertised, carefully
platmed Junior Prom will be held In
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. What a
dance and what a climax I Saturday
the week will come to a close when
the Junior-Senior Dance will hold
sway In the proverbial Gym.

All In all the program offered Is

certainly characteristic of the class
of 1930. They seem to have the nack
of doing things In Just the right
manner as witnessed by the big
turnout on yesterday morning. The
tree planting and the flag raising cer-

Penn State, Pa.—Gridiron candi-

dates have begun practice for the

coming season. Regular spring prac-

tice was started last week under the

direction of Hugo Bedzek, Mlttany

head mentor. It Is planned to hold

dally workouts until early In May
when practices will be discontinued
until August.

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

On With The Prom

!

The Opposite Sex Will Look Their Best.

WILL YOU?

You can answer in the affirmative if you

wear University Clothes Shop apparel.

If your Tux doesn't look as
well as it should, we have a
limited number of ready-made
Tuxedos at $30.00 A $40.00.

We also have a few to hire,

at • nominal coat.

We will be glad to advise

you in selecting correct shirts,

ties, collars, studs, hose, sus-

pender* and other acccssorie*.

3706 SPRUCE ST. TAILORS
1336 WALNUT ST. HABERDASHERS

Authorized Distributor* of tha Official

JUNIOR BLAZER. CLASS '30
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Program For Septathlon Events This Afternoon
1.45 P. M. Event No. 1

Contestants for the Septathlon will

report on the grass at the start of the
hundred yard mark.

Following are the entries In the
Septathlon:

4—J. E. Kelly. P. O. P.
6—J. Herron, E. P. T.,

7—J. McOann, E. P. T.
8—E. August, L. K. D.
9—L. Pessolano, L. K. D.
10—T. Palacclo. P. K. P.

; 11—W. Straub, D. P. E.

12—W. Kelly, D. P. E.

13—F. Mahan, D. P. E.

. 14—H. O'Neill. D. P. E
. 16—J Schuyler. P. K. P.

15—p. Hammond. L. K. D.
16—E. Qulnn, L. K. D.
42—P. Baker, D. P. E.

First Heat

No. 1 ....

No. 2 . , .

,

No. 3

Keiiiilts
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2.00 P. M. Event No. 1

One llnnilrpd Yards—!«eptuthlon
Kesults
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Second Heat
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Time
Third Heat
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2.30 P. M. Event No. 3
Pole Vault, Septathlon

Re.sults

Highest Vault

Height
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2.50 P. M. Event No. 4
Handicap One Hundred Yards

Semi-final Heats
Results

First Heat

Time ..fi.
Fifth Heat

No. 1 .

No. 2 .

No. 3 .

Third

Fourth

Time ..,.,.,...,
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3.50 P. M. Event No. 9
IMscuN Throw. Septathlon

Results

Best Throw .*%,.»*,',.....•.....,.,...,• ••
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4.30 P. M. Event No. 12

One Mile Run, Septathlon

Event No^l3

Time , . , . ,

No. 1
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2.10 P. M. Event No. 2

Handicap One Hundred Y'ards

1—James Woods, Scratch, D. P. E.

2—R. Daly, 1 foot, E. P. T.
3—J. Costanzo, 1 foot. P. O. P.

30—J. Hlghfleld, 1 foot. D. P. E.
7—J. McGann, 9 feet. E. P. T.

43—E. Burnshaw, D. P. E., 2 feet.

31—O. Dalton, D. P. E. 10 feet.

32—T. Scanlon. D. P. E.. 7 feet
33—J. Milne, D. P. E., 3 feet
34—J. Orlffln, E. P. T., 6 feet
44—A. Zukjo, L. K. D., 10 feet , :

48—J. Glrardo. L. K. D.. 9 feet.

No. 1
,

. , '

* '
f ..

' Vfc I

No. 3 .^^^.!'. ...?'

3.05 P. M. Event No. 6
Handicap Shot Put

5—J. J. Kelly, D. P. E.. Scratch
17—J. Langan. D. P. E.. 3 feet
9—L. Pessolano, L. K. D., 2 feet
18—A. Zlegler, D. P. E., 2 feet
19—D. Brandt. D. P. E. 5 feet
20—W. Smith. 4 feet.

Re.sult8

4.00 P. M. Event No. 10

3000 Metre stee])lecliase

22—J. Hanlon, D. P. E,

24—J. Korson. D. P. E.

21—J. Whalen, D. P. E.

23—U. Masuccl. P. D. E.

25—C. Salerno, L. K. D.

26—W. Jenklnfi. P. O. P.

27—J. Skyrpkum. L. K. D.

28—P. Unzalz, L. K. D.

29—C. Moore. L. K. D.

Results

Won by

Second
,

Third

Fourth

•<•.,* t •'• •;#--• •»»**9«.*'»<

• k • «•» >'fl f^j9 • •

5.00 P. M.
The Interfraternlty Medlay Relay
(First man runs 200 yards, second

man, 440 yards, third man 660 yards
and last man 880 yards.)

POSITIONS
|>o|e—KP.SILON I»HI THETA

34— Orlffln; 6—Herron; 7—J. Mc-
Gann: 2—Daly; 35—A. Severance.
Mgr, Matt Smith.

NO. ••—I'HI K.\PP.% PI •

3—J. Costanzo: 26—W. Jenkins; 46

—D. Cartenuto: 47—W. Dwyer.
•» NO. :i—PI .MOK(i.\ I'HI

38—H; Avll: 40—C. Scullln: 41—H.
Bagman; 4—J. E. Kelly.

\0. 4—l..\.M»l>.\ K.VI*P.\ I»KLT.\

16—E. Quinn; 15—B. Hammond;
29—C. Moore; 48—M. Assantl; 26—C.
Ealerno: 49—C. Grelvnco.

NO. .T—OKI/IA PI KPSILON
30—J. Hlghfleld; 13—F. Mahan: 21

—J. Whalen: 1—J. Woods.

Won by

Won by

4.16 P. M. Event No. 11

IllKh Jump, .Septathlon

KesultH

Time
Second Heat

No. 1
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Time
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Distance .,,... ..;iv.V.w.;. .

.

3.20 P. M. Event No. 7

Hop, Slep and Jump, Septathlon

Best Distance .

.

.,,;, p. ,

Dls

• t f* • '»* ty'f'f

300 P. M. Event No. 5
120 Yards HIkIi Hurdles

Septathlon
Results

First Heat

No 1 •••••.•

"P* .• , ••;• ','« ••.•* ••/.•;• •*»••••

No. 3 ..ik.^-'i\,...
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Second Heat
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No. 2

COOKE'S RESTAURANT

851 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

VILLANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

LANCASTER PIKE

"Don't Forget Mother*'

MOTHERS' DAY
May 12th

«
'Send Her a Box of

Chocolates"

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

3.30 P. M. Event No. 8

FINALS—100 YI). DASH—HANDICAP
Results

"]\0:
• \ Vvf1i

MICHELL5

Won by

Patronize

Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous Groff milk shake,

Sodas Ice Cream

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip.

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
GAS AND OIL

Ithan Ave. and Lancaster Pike

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Hubb
Made-to-Me€uure Clothes

of Bahimore, $25 and up.!

Bryn Mawr 1795

GERHARD
;*'./
\' 4 , . _

MOTOR SALES

Hupmobile

Sales and Service

ALSO

USED CARS

From $200 to $800

1207 W.Lancaster

Pike

•I

Geo. Hutchins Stores
Ji4E^V'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
Ua\ CERMANTOWN AVENUE 27S2 CERMANTOWN AVENUE

4058 LANCASTER AVENl'E 4405 MAIN STREET. NANAYUNK

GIVE THE BELLE AIR
YOUR FULLEST SUPPORT]
IT WILL RANK WITH THE]
BEST OF YEAR BOOKSvnt y&Tt

FRESHMEN TO RUN
ANNUAL HOP AT THE I

ELKS BALL ROOM MAY
24TH.— 2 ORCHESTRAS

t MAYl
STRAS I
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Junior Week Program Was Brilliant Success
R. C. H. S. Club

Elects Officers

For Next Year

Pres. Bygott Graduates After

Being in Office For

Two Years

GARRETT VICE PRES.

Last Wednesday the R. CriT. 8.

Club held their final meeting for this

term and elected new officers for the

coming year. The meeting was es-

pecially significant and touching be-

cause It was the last time its presi-

dent, Mr. Henry Bygott, would ever

attend or preside at a meeting of the

organization. The members were all

present to pay a farewell tribute to

their departing chief and one and all

they wished him the best of luck In

whatever he might undertake for his

life's work. Mr. Henry Bygott, who Is

a Senior Engineer, has not made any
announcement as to what he Intends

to do after his graduation but what-
ever he may undertake, the heartfelt

wishes of his success were expressed

last Wednesday by every member of

the club. In his farewell speech Mr.

Bygott thanked very sincerely the

members of the club for the coopera-

tion they have given him during his

term as president. He assured them
that no matter where he might go

or whatever he might do he would

always remember his college days as

a student In the Engineering school

at VlUanova and especially as Presi-

dent of the R. C. H. S. Club.

The election of officers then took

place. The vacant chair of the presi-

dent was filled by Dominic Bertlno, a

very prominent Junior member of the

Pre Med School. In his speech of ac-

ceptance he urged everyone to work

together for the remainder of this

year and especially for next year so

as to enable the club to live up to

the high standards set in the past.

The office of vice president, vacated

by Mr. Nicholas Grlmaldl, was filled

by Mr. Thomas Garrett. In his

speech of acceptance, Mr. Garrett as-

sured the members of the club that

, ..^ in his capacity of vice-president he
^ would lend hU whole hearted support

and cooperate with the president and

'..other officers in every way to make
.'.the club one of the foremost organ-

' izatlons on the campus. Mr. Francis

Janscen, Soph. Business was elected

treasurer: he likewise assured the

members that he would do his best

in fulfilling the duties of his office.

Mr. Clement Busenklll, of the

Freshman engineering class , was

elected to the office of secretary and
he thanked the members for electing

him and for deeming him worthy to

be entrusted with the responsible po-

sition. He assured the members that

he would do his utmost to live up to

their expectations. To the office of

Serpent at arms was elected Mr.

Fri«nk Rcmy also of the Preshmnn
Entjlneerlng school. He thanked the

member.'! for his election and prom-
ised to keep order at next year's

meetings as good as It was at this

meeting.
After clearing up other matters

sxich as the final report of the dance

committee the members wished each

other the best of luck during the

vacation and then the meeting was
adjourned.

Sophs who would revel In paddling

the meet frosh at the University of

Oregon must first show their license,

issued by the paddling committee.

With the rule In effect, the frosh get

off many a whacking and paddling

which they otherwise must submit to

In accordance with the rules of hoz-

tng.

St. Joe Forces

Varsity to Limit

In Frosh Meet

Overbrookers Just Fail to

Turn Tables on
Homesters

St. Joseph's cinder pathers threw
a scare Into the varsity last Thurs-
day when the Blue and White nosed
out the Overbrookers by a 68 to 58
margin.
The outcome was In doubt till the

finish of the high Jump and the
Javelin where VlUanova came through
with victories to clinch the meet. J.

J. Kelly. Hlghfield and Mahan were
the double winners for VlUanova.
Kelly also had a second, while Mahan
snared a tie for second and a second
In addition to two first places.

In the high hurdles Donges cap-
tured first place by Inches from
Mahan. Joe Kelly took third. High-
field prevailed In the hundred and
furlong winning with some to spare

In both dashes.

Jimmy Woods swept the 440 in

convincing manner while Mahan
came back to take the 220 sticks for

the only other track win.

Kelly In- the shot and Javelin and
Mahan In the high Jump were the

only home victories In the field

events.

Announce Exams
For Seminary

Include Greek, Latin and

English—For New York
Students Only

Announcement of Interest to such
students as may be desirous of enter-

ing the seminary has been received

from the Seminary of the Diocese of

Albany. The message reads as fol-

lows:
"Examinations for entry into the

Seminary will be held In the Catho-
lic Academy at Elm and Hawk streets,

Albany, New York, on Thursday, June
20, at nine-thirty A. M."

"Applicants should write to the

Chancellor, Reverand E. J. Maglnn,
227 Madison avenue, giving home ad-

dress and Parish. A sealed testimon-

ial letter from one's pastor and a

statement of character and of stand-

ing In studies from the College. Au-
thorities should be submitted to the

Rev. Chancellor before the date of

the Examinations."

Requirements:

1. Residence in the Diocese of Al-

bany.

2. Age, eighteen years.

3. Completion of the Sophomore
year of the Classical course In a rec-

ognized college.

4. After adoption two years of

Philosophy in Latin In the Seminary.

5. After the first year in the

Stmlnary all students must spend the

summer at the Seminarians Villa at

Brant Lake.

The entrance examinations will In-

clude translation from English to

Latin. Greek. Church History and

En£;lish rhetoric.

Six per cent, of the coeds en-

rolled in the Indiana University are

on probation this semester due to

poor scholastic standing.

Customs Officer: Shame on you,

smuggling in that European liquor.

Have you no patriotism? Don't you

wish to see our home Industries

prosper?

New Mendel Medal
Given Dr. Kolmer

Presentation Occurs Durnig
Dedication of Hall by
Cardinal Dougherty

Coincident with the dedication of
Mendel Hall, which Is to house the
School of Science of VlUanova Col-
lege, the Institution honored Dr.
John A. Kolmert director of the lab-

oratories- of the Graduate School of

Medicine at the Nnlverslty of
Pennsylvania, In conferring upon him
the Mendel Medal.

Presentation of the medal took
place Immediately after the new
building had been blessed by Cardin-
al Dougherty, Rev. J. H. Griffin, O. S.

A. president of the college, presented
the medal In behalf of the members
of the faculty.

The automobile bearing Cardinal
Dougherty, Dr. Kilmer, the president
of the college, and others, was met
at the entrance to VlUanova on Lan-
caster pike by the VlUanova College
Band. The band then proceeded
ahead of the automobile to the col-

lege. Students formed a lane
through which the distinguished
party passed.

Others In the automobile Included
Monslgnor Topsl, auditor of Papal
Legation of Havana, Cuba, and Very
Rev. D. A. Herron, provincial of the
Augustlnlan Fathers, who conduct
the Institution.

Cardinal Dougherty Presided
Cardinal Dougherty presided at the

dedicatory services, which were par-
ticipated In by priests of the college.

After the Cardinal had blessed the
new building which takes the place
of College Hall, destroyed by fire In
January. 1928, the exercises Incident
to the presentation of the medal to
Dr. Kolmer were held.

Rev. J. M. Dougherty, dean of the
School of Science, took part in these
exercises and then escorted the party
on a tour of livspectlon of the new
building. Rev. Ruellen P. Pink, vice
president of the college, was master
of ceremonies for the students and
the band.
The award of the Mendel Medal the

Inauguration by VlUanova of an an-
nual presentation of eminent Cath-
olics who have achieved distinction
In the field of Science. The Mendel
Medal was named as a tribute to
Gregor Mendel, Augustlnlan priest
and native of Austria, who carried
out In the garden of his cloister the
experiments which are today the
foundation of that knowledge of the
physiological process of heredity
which, known as Mendellsm. blolo-
s?lsts are rapidly extending In various
directions. In recent years the ap-
plication of Mendal's principles has
served to raise serious objections to

."ome of the theories of evolutionists.

Designed l»y .lolui II. SInnoek
The medal Itself Is the work of the

sculptor. John R. Slnnock. the de-
Klf?ner of the Congressional Medal re-

cently awarded to Thomas A. Edison.
On the obverse side is depicted the
figure of Father Mendel, while on the
reverse side shows nn adaption of the
VlUanova College seal In medieval
lettering, encircled by a wreath of
sweet pons. Uy" fiowers on which
Mendel performed his famous ex-
periments.

Dr. Kolber, the recipient of the first

award, has attained international dis-

tinction in the field of medicine, and
through his research work on blood
has come to be recognized as one of

this coimtrv'8 foremost Immunolo-
gists. He Is the author of numerous
books on Immunology, bacterllogy. i

pathology and chemotherapy.
Mendel Hall, already occupied by

the students, Is a four story stone
structure, containing lecture halls,

scientific laboratories and administra-
tion offices.

Septathlon Honors
Go to Juniors

in Stadium Test

Pour of the First Five Are
'30 Men.—Mahan Takes

First Place

Juniors predominated In the Sep-

tathlon, feature event of the Junior

Week Track and Field Day meet held

in the stadium last Tuesday. Frank

Mehan took first place scoring 3710

points. Ed. August, another Junior,

followed In runnerup position with

3448 points while a third Junior, Joe

"Bud" Kelly annexed third with 3028

points. Frank Palaccvlo, a Senior

finished fourth and Jack McGann, a

'30 man was In fifth place.

Mahan secured the lead after the

third event, the 129 hurdles and held
the vantage to the finish. Ed August
surprised with his showing, especially

In the hundred which he negotiated
In 10 3-5 seconds.

August assumed the lead after the
hundred and held It to the high
hurdles when Mehan's 17 second time
made the latter the leader.

The winner took two firsts, a tie for

first, a tie for second, third, fourth,

and a fifth.

Belle Air Will

Be Out June 1st.

Year Book Expected To
Equal Any Previous

Senior Publication

It was announced last Friday by
Mr. Frederick Watson, editor In chief

of the senior year book that this

publication will come out the first of

June.

Due to the Indefatlguable ef-

forts of Mr. Watson, Mr. John Yyons,
and the editorial and business Boards,
it Is expected that this Issue will be
the best that has been published at
VlUanova. There has been a great
deal of effort put In the book and
great attention has been paid to de-
tail. This Is probably the main rea-

son why the book has been a trifle

later than usual this year.

The book will contain pictures of

the new laboratories, and much space
has been given over to fittingly de-
scribe them. The various social fun-
ctions of the year as well as the usual
number of teams, clubs and various
other activities have been blended to-

gether to make a very interesting

volume.
It Is the duty of every member of

the imdei-graduate body to subscribe
to this book, not only for the support
of the college activities, but also, In
most ca.«es It will touch on some act-
ivity in which man is Interested.

KKNOl \KMKNT

"I'm very fond of Caroline."
The shy husband confessed.

"I often think of Adeline,"
His wife grew more distressed.

"My weai-y head might rest with Dora
"I don't see why you fret

—

"You know I can't forget Aurora,
"Sibyl. Elaine, Yvette.
"Before I wished I'd picked Louise,
"Or MilUcent. or Gaby;
"Oh. have It anyone you please

—

"Don't say I nicknamed baby."
ABIDES NEANIAS

Yawing Garage
"M.is \'<>iir liriillior miiic home

Ironi college yet?"
"I tfUP>«H so, or elwe the cnr'H been

stolen."

Successful Prom
Joyously Voted
Premier Dance

Many Make Merry at Belle-

vue-Stratford in Gala
Affair Last Friday

FACULTY ALSO ATTEND
With repeated success Junior

Week was slowly moving toward its

social zenith all week long. Dances,

track meets and other celebrations

enjoyed the greatest success possible

Then In the offing was the grand
climax—The Junior Prom. After long
preparation the arrangements were
complete; after tireless hours spent
the scene was laid. It came. It has
gone. It Is an event that shall raise
the class of 1930 to a place sublime
In the history of school activities.

Mere words are incapable of describ-
ing the splendor of the scene. Only
those who were fortunate enough and
sufficiently sagacious to attend can
realize the atmosphere that prevailed
the completeness of details that made
the affair unparalelled. But we
shall try to give some account, with
the words we have at our disposal, of
the long awaited, come and gone,
and now, much talked of Junior
Prom.

First of all the third year men en-
gaged the best place possible for
their Prom—the main ball room of
the Bellevue-Stratford. Then they
secured Mai Hallet's Orchestra which
needs no introduction. Coupling
these two superlatives with much
preparation they turned out a fairy-

land of dance, one that would draw
the admiration of old Terpsichore
himself. From the threshold of the
dance one received the impression
that those who were in charge knew
the business of running a successful

Prom. The favors were pictiu"e

frames and they showed themselves
the taste and care that was shown
by the committee throughout the
whole affair.

The Prom girl was there In her
glory. She came from all over the
country. Trinity, Rosemont, Bryn
Mawr, Smith, Wellsley, Mount Hol-
yoke, Vassar, and various other girl's

colleges and schools throughout the
country were all represented. It

would be a difficult task to tell which
one was the beauty, as In this bevy
of feminine pulchritude, it is far be-

yond our poor ability to choose.

One of the features of the event was
the entertaliunent which not only

was extremely novel, but also, has

never been duplicated ever before at

VlUanova. Hallet's orchestra
brought not only their mar-
velous talent and ability to the af-

fair, but also a number of enter-

tainers whose fame on the vaudeville

stage has been well known for a

number of years.

The hours went on wings and It

seemed but a brief moment before

intermission was announced at

twelve o'clock. Dancing was again

resumed after an Interval of about
half an hour, as Is usually the case

the real Joy of the evening broke

forth as the night grew late.

Once again the strains Of "Good
Night Ladles" disturbed the happy
atmosphere and seemed to Jar one

out of the Idea that this could not

go on forever. It was a feeling of

sadness that the guests prepared to

depart, and well they might be sad.

The Junior Prom Is over. To the

Juniors there has never been one
like It or there never will be one
quite as good again. In behalf of the

student body there is tendered a

heartfelt gratitude to the class of "30

for affording the premier social event

In the long career of VlUanova.
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1 don't feel much like writing a

column this week. Why should I?

With all the activities that are going

on, and will soon be a pleasant mem-
ory when this paper goes to press, I

don't believe that anyone would be

over and above In love with the Ideas.

Rain or shine, however, Junior week
or no Junior week the "VlUanovan"
must go to press.

It Is probably not the most delight-

ful Idea to realize that In the height

of Joy and happiness of the week,

that this inane drivel must be

pounded out again. I haven't any
Idea who reads it, and am inclined

to Imagine that very few do, so why
do I l^erslst in being so absurdly con-

ceited as to write it every week, I

think that I'll take a vacation.

College

Announcements

About the Prom. I think that I

had the best looking girl there. I

Imagine that there are many who are

Inflamed about this last statement
and I think that I'll call It off and
start on a new track.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS
THE curtain of Summer Vacation will soon fall and brlngr to a

close the scholastic season of 1928-1929. Before that curtain can
fall, however, a closing scene, that of the final examinations,
must be enacted. Shall this scene be one of melodramatic sorrow

and tragedy or shall It be one with a background of blue skies, prom-
roses and joy? The nature of this closing number depends entirely
upon the Individual actors of the cast, the students. For some, no doubt
the last act, will be merely another part to a great play. For others It
will be the pitiful climax to a series of accumulating catastrophles.
For the former the falling of the curtain will close a chapter In the
book of life upon which the student can look back and he will be pleased
with his work. For him this curtain will usher In a period of rest and
relaxation made more enjoyable by the fact that It was really earned.
For the latter, the asbestos will bring to a close a chapter In the book
of life, it is true. But what a chapter that will be! It will be filled with
instances of precious time lost, of golden opportunities spurned and the
closing pages will be filled with gloom and remorse. For him the va-
cation period will be one of disturbance and annoyance. The ghost of
subjects which must be repeated will hover over him, continually har-
assing his conscience.

It is not yet too late for those who havei been Inclined to '"Take
things Ensy," to get down to work and to make a success of their year. 1

2nd. Roommate—I don't mind that
We hope that this editorial will serve to rouse these men out of their I'm used to wearing one. You
lethargy. farmers think that the only ones

;. 7. .,.••• » »

"Where's That Stub?"

(A playlet with no Rime or Reason)
The scene Is set in a room In Aus-

tin Hall, or any other Dormitory on
the campus. There are the usual
decorations, so why elaborate? As
the curtain rises, one roommate Is

struggling with studs In his dress

shirt. There Is a sound of discordant
music without. Without what? To
continue, the other roommate enters

clad in a towel, singing.
j

Ist. Roommate (still struggling)

—

2nd. Roommate—Tsk tsk, tsk, such
language, for a boy who should
be In a happy frame of mind.

1st. Roommate—Just wait till you
start In on your night's work

Delta ri Kpsilon
Delta Pi Epsllon will meet as usual

next Monday at one o'clock In Room
P, Academy.

1*1 Omega Phi
The regular weekly meeting of the

Pi Omega Phi fraternity will be held
tomorrow at 2:40. Plans for the com-
ing dance will be discussed.

Vlllanuva Italian Club
The annual election of offlcers will

be held tomorrow at 12:30 in room
P, Academy.

Vlllanovnn Staff

There will be a meeting of the
members of the VlUanovan Staff this
afternoon in the News Room at 3:30.

Stamford Club
The regular weekly meeting of the

Stamford Club will be held tomorrow
evening in Room 126, Monastery.
Found: Spanish Idioms and

Phrases; El Palacio Trlste. These
books may be obtained upon Identi-
fication, In the Book Room.

Beta Gamma
There will be a meeting of the Beta

Gamma debating society next Mon-
day afternoon at 2:40. All are in-

vited to attend the debate.

The Serology students are acquir-
ing technique In the manipulation of

the haemacytometer In bloodcount-
ing.

The bacteriology students are now
entering into the study of the acid
fast-baclIU and are using as examples
the bacilli of tuberculosis and
leprosy.

Mr. Frank Roy is thinking of going
to South America this summer to
continue his studies in parlsltology.

,

The grog lung slides which Larry
Furlong and Ed. Moore made show
very well the intimate contact be-
tween the blood vessels and the
abolar sack.

ENGINEERS TO TOUR

Tomorrow afternoon the engineer-
ing department Is conducting a trip

through the foundry of the Navy
Yard In Philadelphia. Those In
charge can accommodate about fif-

teen men at the most. Those de-
sirous of making the trip must see
Professor Morehouse immediately.
The first fifteen men to apply will be
allowed to make the trip.

Alterations are being made in the
General Chemistry Lab. Stationary
ring stands are being Installed on the
tables. The Freshman Pre Meds. and
the Soph Arts were very down cast
Saturday morning when they found
out that Lab was postponed.

The moustache championship has
been relinquished to Prof. McCor-
mick. Due to the fact that Prof. Mc-
Cormlck contested the championship
bestowed recently on a certain Chem-
istry Prof who won it from Frank
Roy, rcmeasurements were made and
Prof McCormlck won by a fraction of
a micron.

THE VALUE OF AN EDUCATION
THE value of an education is a theme that has Intrigued the Inter-

eat of not only the most enlightened minds but is a matter of
(liacusHion ever present the world over. Much has been said and
numerous articles have been written on the advantages of an edu-

cation, but, though controversy may range In widely diversified circles, we
cannot deny the fact that iin education is primarily acquired, not as a
mere storing house of knowledge and wisdom but a training of a person,
a moulding of character, a building of a career. It is the orderly and sys-
tpmatlc development of the mind and other God-given powers. It is
born in our infancy, goes on with us tlirough school and college, but
does not end there. It follows us, clings to us, whether we will It or not,
through life. . <,

Home there ore who would say that this subject Is a.Worn-out
theme, that the world is tired of hearing about the values of an educa-
tion. Some people unfairly condemn an education by citing instances
where students had failed in the business world after they left school.
They Ignorantly compare the successful business man. lacking an edu-
cation, to the laggard whose education was not the least benefit to him
because of his Inadvertence and Indolence to duty. With all the graces
of sincere criticism we do not hesitate to state firmly that they are
wrong, that they have unjustly compared the self-made man and the
graduate. If looked upon from a fair and honest viewpoint the difference
between the college man and the man who did not have the advantages
of a mental training would be discernable to even the most radical eye
Kducation. as we have said, develops the innate powers of man and bringsthem to snrh a capacity as to furnish him with a powerful weapon Jntime of need.

The mind of the college-bred possesses the fsiculty of thinking
quickly nnd acciirntely, thereby enabling him to surpass and excell his
less fortunate rival.

This asset is not acquired over night hut only by constant applica-
tion to duty and perseverance In difficulties cnn we hope to attain suc-
cess In endeavor. Only through consolpntloua effort can we o»)taln perfect
co-ordination of the various faculties Into one organized and harmoni-
ous whole. Onlv when this end has been accomplished ran we justly
siiy that we have received the true value of an education.** ';''•..".:..

WHY CONQUER THE SOUTH POLE?THE world la watching the South T'ole Expedition under I.t. Com-
mander Byrd with eye.s of divided approval and disapproval.
Some see in this oxpediflon Man's heroic attempt to dispel the
mists of the unknown, nnd others consider it mere foolishness be-

cause of its unnecessary hardships and potential loss of lives; still both
seem to agree on the point that It will result in no economic advantages.
In this view we are as insular as Agrlcola was when he described Ger-
many as a barren and cold land. Incapable of any wealth of resources.Mkewisp did he call Britain the end of the world. Still. 2000 years from
that date, England, while Inferior to the United States In actual money,
neverthele.ss has an advantage of position that makes her the most
powerful colonial empire. Are we as insular in our beliefs that the
Polar regions are economically worthless as Tacitus was?

Repeatedly we have found vast economic r^s.^Ihilitles in regions that
were once deemed worthless. "Seward's Folly" Is now exporting over
four times the price paid for It. Greenland Is now being converted Into
reindeer and caribou ranches that promise to be a billion dollar buslne.Ms
In the near future. The Antarctic seas have been made the whaling
grounds of some enierprlslng Norwegian companies that are now pay-
ing as high n dividend as 50 per cent!

T'pon such foundations does It not seem probable as well as possible
that the South Pole shall be economically a benefit to us? There Is a
mistaken Idea that the farther north one travels, the more snow one en-
counters, nnd the more uninhabitable the land becomes. This statement
Is Just true enough to lead us into fallacious premises. But by this argu-
ment, how can the Individual reconcile the conditions extant In Green-
land, where there Is a hug« tract of land that produces vegetables and
feeds herds of cattle during the wanner months of the year? We do
not know exactly—and that is exactly the reanon why Byrd and his men
arei exploring the South Pole. Who can tell whether or not there Is a
•econd Greenland In the Antarctic? If there Is, the expedition shall
prove a financial success.

Ist.

who wear those are waiters. Even
then you call a dinner coat a
dress suit.

Roommate—Whaaaat. Why you
dumb coal cracker! I'll have you
understand, that my people have
been wearing dinner coats since

that great iron horse was a colt.

2nd. Roommate—Why, you didn't tell

me that your people kept a
restaurant.

Ist. Roommate (rising in rightlous
wrath) I'll heave you out In the
hall and lock your clothes up.
(As he starts to rise the door
suddenly opens and a third man
enters).

3rd. man—Have anyone of you got a
back collar button?

The Roommates—We haven't! Get
out of here. You're about the
eighth parasite, that has come in
here looking for something.
(Third man vanishes In a sour
frame of mind).

2nd. Roommate (starting to get
dressed)—What would you have
done?

1st Roommate—You know what I

would have done. You'd have
gone to the prom In that towel.

2nd. Roommate—You and how many
others would make me.

Ist. Roommate (Rises again, and just

as he is about to go across the
room to do murder, the door is

opened again. A fourth man
looks In.

4th Man—Say, have either of
fellows got an extra dress
someone has taken mine.
(The two roommates
shake hands, to show uniting to
fight a common enemy. They
stride across the room, and the
astonished newcomer runs down
the hall pursued by the frenzied

friends, as,

The curtain falls.

COUNT DMITRI

The annual election of officers of
the Villanova Italian Club will be
held tomorrow at the regular weekly
meeting of that organization. Nom-
inations for president have been
n^ade at a previous meeting and
three men are seeking the position.
They are Messrs. Rinaldi, Bertlno and
Tuzlo. After the election of the
president the other officers will be
elected. As this meeting is of mo-
mentous importance to every mem-
ber, Mr. Pelllcane asks every man to
be present.

Besides the election of officers plans
for the coming dinner dance will be
discussed and the time and place will

be definitely stated.

EXCHANGES
Exchanges for the week ending

May 10th Include:
The John 8. Hopkins News Letter.

The Oettysburglan.
The New Student.
The Pittsburgh Catholic.
The Duquense Duke.
The Bucknelllan.
The St. Bona Venture.
The Union Cath and Times.
The Greyhound.
The New Rochelle Tatler.

The Small Pica.

The Penn State Collegian.
The Ignatlan News.
The Hoya.

The Niagara Index.
The Mountain Echo.
The Crimson and Gray.

IN ANY ROOM HAVING A RADIO

NORTH PHILADELPHIA

you
tie.

arise.

VKRNAL ODE
Farewell fast ageing brave! Go string

Your bow above earth's care;
Now. that you tread on air

Your step will gain its former spring.

Upon the sward -thy bler-we place
The chaplets of ^he youth.
The sun rides high. Forsooth,

Bright tints revamp thy wrinkled
face.

My eyes are wet. Yes. vision blurs;
To think you cannot stay!
Yet fate is set. Away I

Friend wife has bought her summer
furs I

LAPFY WEARER

Were you ever out In the cold alone.
Away from the maddening crowd?

Were you ever lost on creation's rim.
Or muddled in death's dark shroud.

Were you ever far from the haunts
of men,

And felt like an outcast there?
Were your friends a thousand miles

away.
With none to know and none to

care?

Did you curse the hours and curse
again.

Until the train came by?
Or miss the last and curse some more.

Till dawn shone In the sky?

"North Philly seems this way to me,"
(My room mate said he should
know).

"She says good night and then I see
Just twenty minutes left to go."

"FVom North to West I hurry lest

I miss the car (and often do)
I want to catch (I do my best)
The train that leaves at half past

two."

An Arts Man.

DIDATIC POETRY

A five-thousand word theme was
Imposed upon five sophs at the North
Carolina State Colle^ for hazing a
poor frosh. Their subject wa« on
student government.

Dldatlc poetry openly professes
its Intention of conveying knowl-
edge. As In all works of Instruc-
tion. Its fundamental merit consists
In sound thought, just principles,
clear and apt Illustrations. By
charm of versification. It render?
Instruction more agreeably; by de-
scriptions and other embellish-
ments. It detains and engages the
fancy; It fixes also useful circum-
stances more deeply In the memory.

Satires and epistles run Into a
more familiar style than sol-
emn philosophical poetry. Horace
l>rought It Into that form which now
gives the denomination to satirical
writing. It professes to have as its

end the reformation of manners, and
In order to realize this end, It as-
sumes the liberty of boldly censur-
ing vice and vicious characters. '

"Hello. Pete, what's on tonight?"—"Nothing much"— (radio) "WED-
DING BELLS ARE BREAKING UP
THAT RRRRRRRR"—"What's the
matter with the darn thing?"—"Oh
shut up a minute—two other stu-
dents enter—"Hello got a match?"—"What's on tonight"—I CAN'T
GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE
BABY LOVE—"Get something else,

that's old"—"Don't like It get out"

—

three more enter the room and all

are present—"Who has a match?"
"What we got for English tomorrow"
—NEXT NUMBER ON TONIGHT'S
PROGRAM WILL BE OH HOW I

MISS YOU TONIGHT—"That again"—"Will you shut up"—"Where does
static come from"— "Whose picture Is

that on the wall?"—"Will someone
please give me a match"—TWO RAW
BOILED THREE MINUTE EGGS
MIXED WITH TWO GOERRRRSSS-
POP—"Get a decent station or shut
it off"—"Our radio at home is much
better than that, we get San Fran-
cisco"—"The paper says there is a
good program on at WJW see if you
can get it"—WHAT THE COUNTRY
NEEDS IS MORE UPRIGHT MEN
LIKE OUR CANDIDATE—"Will some-
one please give me a match?"—"Got
the time?"—"I didn't get a letter to-
day"—"Shut up you fellows it sounds
like I got Salt Lake City"—"Yeh, but
have you a match?"—CONSOLIDAT-
ED TIN 66

'/a. DOWN 11/4; AMERICAN
MATCH 893/4. UP 4 y^;GENERAL MO-
TORS GRR LOVE BABY LOVE— "Get
the weather reports for next Tues-
day"—"Get a match"—"Guess I'll go
to Bed"—"Who you bringing to the
Junior Prom?"—"A match"—"I have-
n't any job for this summer as yet"—"Me either"—"Got any black shoe
polish"—IT'S A PRECIOUS LITTLE
THING CALLED LOVE— "Do you sup-
pose there's a match anywhere
around here? "—ME AND THE MAN
IN THE MOON THE NEXT NUMBER
WILL BE MY CASTLE IN SPAIN 18
A SHACK IN THE RAIN AND IS
PLAYED BY—"That's no good"~
"I'm going for a match"—"Goodby."

A group of students from the Uni-
versity of Southern California, ac-
companied by two professors, will

hitch-hike through Europe this sum-
mer to study and sketch the classics

of ancient, medieval and modern
architecture.

(

I
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ANOTHER "POK.M IN PRAISE

OF PRACTICALLY NOTHING"

(With upolugleH to Samuel Hoffestelii)

1.

You've walked all day and the air's

a tonic.

Your hunger's grown to something
chronic.

Breakfast was hurried and lunch
deleted,

Yoli did your best but you couldn't
eat it.

You've weighed yourself and you're
growing thinner.

From endless menus of roast beef
dinner.

You dream of how much the chef
must hate us.

And of well washed eating apparat-
us.

The dreams are peopled with sav-

ory dishes,

(We are such stuff as dreams are
made on.

But dream repasts are things we
fade on,)

So the day grows old and the sun
commences.
To dip behind the tree trunk fenc-

es.

You join the march across the cam-
pus.

And feel like the hungriest Bull of

the Pampas,
There's hope In your heart but your

stomach's vacant,
Your tongue Is still but your hun-

ger's blatant.

You stand In line as a penitent sin-

ner,

Anid humbly wait for a chance at

dinner.
Your belt Is loose and your belt

holes show It,

And what will you eat? Roast
Beef I I know it!

THE JONGLEUR.

All night long the inner man aches.

You resolve to be up for your
morning pancakes.
You go to bed with resolves aplenty

And set the alarm for seven-twenty,
But your body's spent and repose

is needed.
And the tocsin's jangle is left un-

heeded.
You wake with a start but the

clock betrays you.
Your very speed somehow delays

you.
You grab a towel and your trusty

tooth-brush.
And make up your mind that you

must in truth rush,
|

You lave and you scrub in a hur-
ried frenzy.

And gauge the time from trains on
the Pennsy,
You snatch some books and button

your vest up,
And trust for leisure to fix the rest

up.
Your appetite's sharp as an oaken

splinter.

And you never guessed you were

such a sprinter.

You reach your goal and you're

badly jolted.

What thanks do you get? The
dpdr-is bolted I

You sit attentive through endless

classes.

But time drags by and the morning
passes.

You take your tray with an airy

flourish.

And prepare at last yourself to

nourish.
But you've changed your suit to be

free from stalnment.

And the book is safe in your other

raiment.
You search your clothes like an

anxious lover.

For that little book with the

brownish cover.

Your wit grows fertile with clever

ruses.

You beg and you argue and make
excuses.

You'll bring it In at the evening

session.

You pray the checker to use dis-

cretion.

It's far to go and your time Is

money,
(You wish you'd a wallop like Mr.

Tunney

)

Will he wink? Will he smile?

Will he say, "Forget It?"

Ycu heard the verdict—"Go and
get it."

'Chesterfield preferred/'

xhe story is told that a certain man once im-

portuned a famous financier for a loan involv-

ing a considerable amount of money. *'I cannot

give you the cash," the magnate is said to have

replied,"but I'll let you walk arm in arm with

me across the floor of the Stock Exchange."

Pardon ourenthusiasm, but it's agood deal like

thatwithaman and hiscigarette.Tobeseensmok-

ing aChesterfield, forexample, is to be marked as a

gentleman,aschoIar,andajudge ofgood tobacco!

Kentucky Colonel or swashbuckling corporal

in the Royal Mounted—Wall Street magnate or

dashing cowman of Cheyenne— a Chesterfield

smoker is entitled to respect (and yes, even

credit!) from his fellows.

Go where you will, you'll find Chesterfield

everywhere admitted to the inner circle of

those in the know. Such endorsement was
earned— by good tobacco and taste—v/'ith six

million voting.

A-; the University of Hawaii, the

male students are required to carry

two different brands of cigarettes. In

a white, clean sock, which must be
m;nuB holes. The fair co-eds must
dress In grass skirts and eye-goggles,

and always have with them a good
supply of the choicest brands of jelly

b<>ans.

Billy—Do you think I'm a per-

fect Idiot, then?"
Barbara—No; nobody Is perfect."'

Chesterfield
MILD enough for anybody. , and jel..THEY SATISFY

LIGGETT u MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Temple-Villanova
Again Meet This

Saturday in Track

Visitors Will Have a Strong

Team.—Villanova Record
Threatened *

'.

Temple and Villanova will again

clash in the Stadium this Saturday
after a two year lapse in a dual track

meet. The last time these two met
the Blue and White ran off with the

honors but the Cherry and White
are bringing a crack squad to Villa-

nova and the outcome is very much
in doubt. The visitors have several

sterling performers and the record

of being undefeated for four years

win be seriously threatened. The last

time a Villanova team won over

Temple was the occasion above men-
tioned two years ago.

Temple is strong and this is no
bunk, we don't want to lose the meet
so let's have some support for the

team this Saturday, be at the Sta-

dium.

Freshmen smoking Is wholly against

the good old traditions of Oregon
University. It Is allowed, however,

on the cross-campus paths, accord-

ing to the traditions committee of

the Student Council.

A professor at Columbia Univer-

sity abhors the sharp, loud and ting-

ling noise of the traditional Ameri-

can alarm clock. He recommends a

Big Ben with a pleasant musical tone

for awakening those beings who would
be startled into consciousness at sun-

rise.

Varsity Trims
Albright Club

DeLuca Leads Sticksmiths

Johnny Hensil Hurls

Well ...

The varsity played heads up ball

and had no trouble with the visiting

collegians. Villanova looked lots

different from the same club that has
performed bo erractlcally the past few
weeks.

The other contest booked for Sat-
urday with the Grayhounds from
Loyola was cancelled leaving the
Myerstown fray the only combat for

the week.

Professor A. E. Smith, of Cam-
bridge, University Is urging talks on
how to make love. He claims it will
make classroom work more interesting
for the sleeping beauties as they ad-
vance In age.

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOVR DRUGGIST

Phone,

Bryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

George School and
St. Joe Prep.

Victors in Meet

Intersholastics Draw Big
Crowd in Stadium on

Saturday Last

George School and St. Joe's Prep
took first honors In classes A and B
respectively In the second annual
Villanova Interscholastic track and
field meet in the stadium on Satur-
day.

The A winners tallied S6 points
while the B victors scored 30 points.

Those students who happen to be
afflicted with flat feet at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota are obliged to walk
four miles a day.

Our Representative

will be out to show you the styles on

THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1929

Meet Him in the Pie Shoppe

^mteaitg OHotlf^g
3705 SPRUCE ST.
1336 WALNUT ST.

TAILORS
HABERDASHERS

Authorissd Distributer* of th* Offlelal

JUNIOR BLAZER. CLASS '30
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Students Thanked
By Missionary

Fr. Pt^ter Kuppers Over-

joyed by Collection Tak-
en During Retreat

Outfielders Show
Wonderful Form

The following letter was received
from Bfrv. Peter Kuppers, Penaaco,
New Mexico, In acknowledgement of
Check ot $100 sent In the name of
Vlllaixova students, which was col-
lected during the Mid-Term Retreat:
"My Dear Friends:
You do not i-eallze how happy you

, have made me with your donation of
•100 to help rebuild the church,
school and Sisters' house at Em-
budo, (one of the 13 mission places
under my care) I thank you with
my whole heart. Our Lord will bless
you for it.

Speak about missions I We have
real missions and missionary life in
the South West. I have a territory
of more than 2000 square miles—13
mission places, and I wish you could
see these places! There are 800 Cath-
olic families, all Spanish Americans
and some Indians in one of the
Pueblos. Poverty prevails almost ev-
erywhere. I collect every year
clothing for more than 500 children
and also for many grown people.
There are also in this parish 200 fam-
iliesc fallen away from the c^jurch
through the efforts of pros^lytlaers.

For more than 50 years this propa-
ganda has been going on. In E^-
budo alone, one of the missions,
about 50 families have fallen away.
That's why I started a small school,
than the church and Anally a Sisters'

house. I have three Dominican Sis-

ters here. All of the Catholic chil-

dren were in my school and a good
number of fallen away families back
to church, when everything was de-
stroyed by fire. Oh. it was very hard
for me, but our Lord knows best. We
have started to rebuild already. The
people here at Embudo are helping
me fine. They level the grounds,
brought all the stones for foundation,
dug the basement. Then they have
the lumber and other materials to
bring in; to carve the beams accord-
ing to missions style, and to make
60,000 "adoless" required for the
buildings. Each adobe is 4 1-2 Inches
by 18 inches. The hauling of ma-
terials requires days and days as we
have 50 miles from here to Santa Fe,

j

100 miles therefore each trip.

Yes, it means something to do mis-
sionary work, but there Is no work

,

as satisfactory as missionary work and
no greater conficlation for a priest
than to gea souls back to the church.
It is true that a priest here, has to
undergo many hardships, but we do
not think of these things.
There are thousands and thousands

of Mexican p«ople in the States of
Mexico, Colorado, Texas, Arizona and
Southern California, and not enough
priests to attend to them. In New
Mexico we priests speak Spanish, but
In Colorado. Texas and California,
ther are very few who speak Spanish
and so many Mexicans lose their
faith on account of propaganda
which we cannot meet unless we have
financial hejp. I could write books
relating my experiences in the South-
west during the 17 years I have spent
since my ordination, everyday work-
ing for the poorest of the poor, and
with God's help I will do so until I
die working.
Rest assured, my dear friends, that

we are all very thankful and I trust
that the prayers of my poor children
will result In a great blessing for you
all."

Your Grateful Friend
(Rev). PETER KUPPERS

McAndrews, Flanagan and
Morgan Compose

Trio

In the past issue. Liberty submit-
ted to the public, one of baseball's

most fascinating ball games, the one
involving championship honors be-
tween Chicago and Washington. Of
the numerous thrills and exciting
plays that featured the game, the
out standing performance was dem-
onstrated by an outfielder in the per-
sonage of "Ping" Bodle. This Cub
outfielder's ability saved his team a
defeat at the hands of Washington
by closely following Walter Johnson's
high fly saw it being tossed by the
wind, reversed his run and prevented
a home run.
Some three weeks ago, this same

man interviewed Coach McGeehan
and pronounced the fact that the
outfield presented by VlUanova was
the best he has seen amongst the
college teams.
Jack McAndrews, left field; Tom

Morgan, center field; and Jack Flan-
nagaH, right field, are the names that
constitute the "fly chascers" of Villa-
nova's t\fti». A combination of three
superb athletes, who's swiftness of
legs, hawkriess of eyp and ability at
batting has resulted to the grief of i

the opposing teailfts. If Vlllar|ovb's 1

total nine were a« dependable < iasi
these three, victorjf would mean the
formality of playlrip through nine
innings.

Class of '32 To
Dance at Elk's

Junior Class to

Hold Elections

Frosli Have Engaged Ray
Seagraves and The Villa-

novans For Hop

The Freshman Class will establish

a record at Villajiova when two or-

chestras will furnish the music for

the Fresh at the Pk6 Ball Room on
May 24th.
Two records would have been es-

tablished had not the present Sopho-
more Class held their annual dance
at the Oreenhill Farms last June.
The first men are assuming a great

deal of responsibility and progres-

siveness seems to be the keynote In

this undertaking. It has always been
a conservative policy that the Classes

have always stuck to but very little

progress can be made unless some
chances are taken, and there Is no
reason in the world why it shoudn't
be done If we can see our way clear.

Roy Seagraves will furnish the mu-
sic together with the Villanovans.

and two bands of this calibre should
fill the immense hall. Seagraves has
an enviable reputation in Philadel-

phia and Its vicinity. We wish the
Frosh all kinds of success.

Class of '30 to Hear Final

Reports of All Committees

on Thursday

TO ONE WHO DEMANDS
( TOO MICH ATTENTION

A few remarks will aid In
bringing out their abilities.

In Jack Flannagan. a native of
Brewster, N. Y., we take pride in one
who, for his third consecutive year
year has proven the nemlsis of balls
hit into his territory. At batting

—

well, his position as lead off man nec-
essitates his reaching first base. a
duty at which he has found success,
proving his ability and the faith that
Coach McGeehan places in him.
Tom Morgan, the leader of "Mor-

gan's Riders." who incidentally Is the
coal region's finest athlete, being
r. n.ster at the three sports of football, '<

base ball and basket ball, is assigned
he task of covering center field. Ir-

'

regardless that this is his first ex-
perience on the varsity. Tom is cap-
ably filling the position left vacant
through the transferring of "Red"'
Melanson to third. His fielding and
batting are beyond questioning and
he is strongly contesting with Gilles-
pie for the home run honors.

Left field holds the distinction of
being guarded by the "Adonis" of the
ball team, the man who fields them
left handed. His powerness as the de-
pendable halfback cannot be denied
and Jack is duplicating his abilities
on the diamond. "Fleet of foot and
mighty at bat," the essentials that
compose a valuable ball players, are
found in "New York John."
With such stalwart men guarding

the outfield and with Jack Conti.
"Hack" Wolfson and Holland in re-
scerve. Coach McGeehan has little

fear concerning the "gardens."

Keep It Very Quiet
Ji-rry-Uow in marriod life. Dr

\-n-, -irrn" (>" nnvlhln'J?
Bill—No, I'll say we don't, but

don't toll Ivr.

(fold woman garbed in cheery colors

that allure

The llng'ring gaze of fools whom
winsome wiles cajole,

How long must man in all his earthly
acts endure

To have a braz%n female play the
leading role?

Each preferment of thine I dotlngly
secure

—

And yet you're cold and distant as
the Arctic Pole.

Ah well—perhaps this priceless youth
that you possess

Can be enhanced correctly by the
monled lads;

Your taste comes high for me. Go
grace in lovllness

The atriums of those who foster
passing fads

—

Alas, what mortal purse can pur-
chase thy caress

Bewitching Siren OP THE ILLUS-
TRATED ADS!

Lafy Wearer.

It has been announced by Mr.
James J. Henry. President of the

Junior Class that elections will be
held on Thursday, May 16th at 1 o'-

clock in Room F, of the Academy.
Before the elections take place all

items of expenditures incurred dur-
ing the very successful Junior Week
will be given.

The past elections held by the
class have already been of the most
orderly nature. Last year there was
much comment on the possibility of

a political fight between several fac-

tions, however, it proved to be most-
ly gossip as the elections were car-
ried through in a most orderly man-
ner.

This year should prove to be as
good as lasts and should draw
a larger attendance. It has been es-

pecially requested by the Treasurer
of the Class that every possible Jun-
ior attend in order that all may
thoroughly understand the financial

condition of the class.

Editor's Note—The Vlllanovan takes
this opportunity to congratulate the
Clascs of '30 for the excellent show-
ing made by the Class during Junior
Week. It was by far the best In ev-
ery way for many years.

An annual "puff Pant Prom" is

held by the co-eds at the University
of Kansas. Half of the co-eds dress
in male attire and are escorted to the
fracas by the other half who remain
in feminine dress. The snooping
male students are not allowed ad-
mittance, and it is claimed that
One-Eye Connolly would accomplish
his greatest feat should he crash It.

Uathelor—I dwn't know whether
to marry the ini)ther or tl^e daugh-
ter— I am fond of both.

Friend—WeM, If you marry the
mother, you'll soon lose the daugh-
ter, but If you murry the daughter
you can't lose the mother.

"I Huppose someone will eventu-
al'y be able to demonstrate per-
petual motion."
"Well, the crowds going In and

out of a picture theatre come about
a.s near to It as anything I've ever
.seen."

Engraving Ston* Setting

EDWARD D. O'CONNOR

Jeweler —.-

CUm Rings—Fraternity Pin*
Watch Charm»—Spaolaitias

9 East Hector St

CONSeaHOGKEN, Pa.

Thomas P. McPhillips

Showing the

Made-to-Measure Clothing

of the

J. B. SIMPSON CO., Inc.

11th and Market Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

on THURSDAY MAY 16

$23.50 $31.50 $39.50

VILLANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

LANCASTER PIKf

"Don*t Forget Mother**

MOTHERS' DAY
May 12th

**Send Her a Box of

Chocolates"

"Capeful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUr^RY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
I'hone 254
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THE GENTLEMEN OF TO-DAY
TIllOSlO I'nited ytate.s have felt the toucli of piogri's.s aiul iJiospi'i-

itv almoHt inorp tlian any other nation of the world. Hut In our
modern civilization there are many and grave dangers to counter-
lialance the splendours and triumphs, and If we are to preserve

undiminished the heritage bequeathed Us and add to It those aceretlons
witljout which society would perish we shall need all the i)owers that
the thoughts of our people can bring to bear. This country was founded
not on vilification, corruption, false preten.se or iKnorant endeavors itut

rather on sound pilnciples reasoned and fashioned by men, gentlemen to
the very core. If tlie nation is to continue in the path of integrity the
man of to-day, and the man of to-morrow alike must be just as much of
a gentleman as the man of yesteryear. The application of study will
take care of the former but the latter quality depends entirely on the
man himself. ITnfortunately, mankind is oft times embarrased by the
Ignorance of some men who are anything but gentlemen. Feliownien
suffer from their unmannerly actions and surely they are no boon to
society.

The definition of a gentleman in the true sense of the word was
aptly given by a well known member of Congress only recently. Tic
defined a uentleman as. "One wlio never causes' ill-feeling." We know
that it is well nigh impossible for all of us to be perfect gentlemen, but
we can at least respect the feelings of others. If some of us would at
least make an effort to temper our feelings and restrain our words to
such an extent that they would not cast a reflection on the American
gentlemen, how much cleaner our sports, our competition and our poli-
tics would be. If such were the condition tlie standard of the present
day gentleman would in no way be Jeopardized and the jirinciplt^s of
manhood that have made our country glorious in the past would carry
her ever onward till destiny has run Its course.

• * * « •

A
QUALITIES FOR SUCCESS

letter from the Personnel m.inager of a large corporation to tlie

Authorities of Villanova College, asked the following two ques-
tions and only these two, regarding an appUcmt for an appoint-
ment:

First: What is your estimate of Mr.- 's ability to think Indepen-
dently and to follow a problem through to a logical conclusion?

Secondly: Wh.it is your estimate of Mr.——'s al)ility to get along
with those with wliom he is associated?

These bri«'f .ind simple (juestions bring to light two interesting
facts n regards to employers. First, they are beginning to pay less
attention to the schoiastli' standing of applicants than to their aldllty
to meet practical problems and wh.it is more to overcome them. A man
will no longer be hired unless lie has the power to roason and to thinl<
clearly at all times, regardless of liow bright he ni.iy have been in sdiool.

Secondly, it is becoming more and more evident that the man wlio
can mal\e friends and keep tlieiii is moie desired )>y eiiipioyers tli.-ui tlie

coM. (irv. ill-tempered plodder. F'ersonality counts ,ind the individual
possessing this quality has a great start In tho battle of life.***••

CLOSED FOR THE SEASON

IT
grows periliously near the time wiien the nooks and cran-

ies of neglected desks yield books, long borrowed, th.it now must be
returned, the time when note l)ooi<s are feverishly sought out and the
dust of nicmths brushed from the text books. It Is time for remem-

bering last sunimer's parties .ind la.st summer's girls. In short, it is

neaiing closing time.
Simultaneously it is time for reconnoltering. The little eminence

on the plain of monotony that final examinations afford, will serve the
purpose adequately. To look back, however, over any year and expect
to notice there any phenomen.-il succt>s.s, any outstjindlng progress in
yourself, your character, or your knowledge is a bit foolish. Trogiess
does not come In thunderclaps IT's approach is Imlling, naive as the ap-
proach of Spring. Nevertlu'less, research of tlie year should yield some
.satisfying find. If not, you may conclude that your con<lition has been
static and It is relevant to remember that stagnancy Is only a prelude to
decay.

Closing time brings another suggestion directed in quite an oppo-
site direction. If it is time to look back over the year, it Is time to look
forward to the summer. This direction Is by far the more appe.iling one
and the one almost unanimously chosen. It looms in the inviting future
as a time when restraints are forgotten iind the burdens of discipline and
study are hurriedly shuffled off. Such a viewpoint Is a bit deceptive. We
seem to forget that once we liecnme a member of any institution we are
quite removed from It there.ifter. Vou have come to Villanova and,
success or failure, fulfillnient or disappointment, you are an inteural
Jiart of this institution. Itut the relationship Is reciprocal—Villanova In
turn, becomes a part of you. As ,1 result, you jire largely evaluated and
adjudged )»y the aclilevj-ments of your college, and your college receives
a reflected prestige or discredit through you. The summer, then. Is not
a time when colleue is to be completely forgotten, when habits of better
living and self-dlsclpllne are to be totally abandoned. Your every action,
unfair or the proceeding may seem, will help to shiipe a public estimate
of Villanova. It is to be hoped that such .n-tions will definitely contrib-
ute to a high estimate. If they do. your pursunl of such a praiseworthy
course will not be entirely unselfish. The higher the standard <)f the
school of your choice the greater the prestige which will accrue to you.
It becomes Anally a reciprocal and practical business proposition. You
can accept or reject It, but It will not be the circumspect who will turn
It down.

• * • • •

A PROBLEM FOR SKEPTICS

Ox all discussions of religion whether they are In College or schools,
offices or any place where a gr«)up of men come together for dis-
cussion of things pertinent to their existence, there many times
arises the question of miracles. What are miracles? Do they hap-

pen to-day? Are the miracles spoken of In the Bible really as great an

Now that the period of final ex-

aminations is drawing near and the

summer Is stretching out before ua,

there arises the eternal question of

what to do for the summer. Of

course the fortunate, are Udy debat-

ing whether they should fly to Ber-

lin and see Germany this year or go

down to Spain, but a lot of others are

wondering what corporation, hotel,

contracting company, or what have
you are looking for some bright

young men who would no doubt be a

great ass^t to their firm for the next
1

few months. It seems that every year

the companies all through America
don't seem to have a great deal of the

milk of human kindness and figure

for the most part college men can
look to greater fields in which they

can devote their muse. Realizing
this fact there are written below a

few suggestions as to what to do for

the summer. They may not be the
best of suggestions, but still, "half a

moon is better than no moon at all."
* • •

Nothing

There are so few people in this

world who can do nothing and do It

gracefully. They always lie around
and moan over nothing at all, or else

they are trying to make so much
work for everyone to do that by the
end of the summer, they are ready to
be shot as a public nuisance. Think
this proposition over. One could
even make a life's work out of
gloriously doing nothing and make
quite a tidy living on the side by
opening a school in one's later
years for the developing of do-noth-
ings. A school of this nature Is Just
as practical as those diploma mills,
which are springing up for the train-
ing of men for various cults called
businesses, and probably do In-
finitely more good. If one can't do
anything well one might as well do
nothing, because at least they wont
be bothersome.

• • •

Traveling Companion
I think that the college man finds

an Ideal place for his talents, and this
will help to broaden his education. In
the first place I am sure that there

\

are hundreds of old ladies and
gentlemen with more money than
Carter has pills all over the country
who want to make a trip to some-
where but can't go because there Is

none to go with them. Here is the
golden opportunity. Just put an ad-
vertisement in any newspaper, or the
"Villanovan," and In a short time I

feel quite sure that you will be
swamped with mail, (probably from
patent medicine companies, and au-
tomobile agencies). Besides old

ladles and gentlemen, there are no
doubt a great number of young,
beautiful heiresses, who want to go
also. If some of the handsomer
make the grade, and do marry the
young ladies. I'll expect a commis-
sion.

• '*. -*
'

Highway Engineer

This isn't the kind of highway en-
gineering that is taught In the School
of Technology, but rather it Is an en-
tirely new and different form. There
are all kinds of highways in Amer-
ica. I hope that I am conceded In

this point. Theiefore, why not see to
vhere they are all leading. This Is a
very simple procedure, and even a
?hlld can do it. Go out on the high-
f/&y and with the arm and thunib In
the proper position one can travel to
almost anywhere. Of course the arm
may get tired in time but what can
you expect for nothing? The only
drawback Is that a little working
capital Is necessary, as they have a
quaint habit In a number of towns
to arrest people who haven't a cer-
tain amount of cash on their person,
for vagrancy. But here again Is an
advantage that can be gained from an
experience of this nature. After a
few such affairs one ought to be In a
position to write one's memoirs.

• • •

Student

To those to whom the year has
been one long vacation now. Is the
time for work. If one must take his
vacation during the year, the time
for study Is the summer. The best
thing to do when thinking of going
to summer school, pick some nice
co-ed factory, which teaches music
recreation, and lunch as an elective,
and when returning to college In the
fall, after passing those courses one
can feel that he hasn't spent the year
in vain. Of course when it comes
time to graduate, there might be a
but of trouble over the rather dubious
credits received during the summer,
but then again one can always con-
sole with the idea that some of the
world's greatest men have not been
college graduates. There!

• • •

Oh. bv the way. before I bring this
column to a close If anyone has any
suggestions for mv occupation for the
'iimmer. besides shooting myself, I

would appreciate the mvery much
Reciprocate.

LAB NOTES
Mr. William Decsherney is recup-

erating after having his eyes ex-

amined and treated. It Is rumored

that he could not see far enough

across the laberatory.

• Last week two thicks wer«

hatched out in the embryology lab.

This was 100 ',» average as only two
chicks were carried through.

Students taking Botany have

recently submitted a thesis on the

medical value of yeast.

Students in embryology were
given a quarterly quizz yesterday.

It is rumored that there was a

heavy mortality rate as an after-

math of Junior Week.

A new cart of mushrooms has
been added to the Botany Lab.

This chart shows the edible por-

tion of the mushroom.

Several sections of the chick

embryo are being made in the em-
bryology lab. Much credit for this

work is due to the following men:
Messrs. McClaln. Cantor, Disceglla,

McManus, and McOulnn.

The editorial staff announce that

all corrected proofs have been
turned in for the Mendel Bulletin

and it has now gone to press.

All the Senior thesis are now In.

The topics about which they were
written are very varied. Blood,

bone, tissues, bacteriological top-
ics, all are topics about which the
Senior thesis were written.

Experiments are now being
made by Mr. John McClaln on
sealing a chick egg and observing
its growth through the window of

the Incubator.

SHADOWS ON THE WALL

Definite contradiction to all pre-
"ious reports is found in a recent
'.sci'-ntlfic" announcement at Cornell
University which states that the
?rntle practice of "osculating" more
';rnerally known as kissing. Is a
liralthy pastime. Formerly the gen-
eral concensus of opinion among
scientific circles was that kissing de-
creased one's span of life.

fhev are made to appear to the ordinary lay man? Always as long !isman lives lliere will la> (l(.ui)ting Thomases looldng to put their finger in
the holes made by the mills or their hand into the sword cut on the side.
Tlie privilege of seeing a miracle Is granted to very few, !n fact so Hmall
Is the proportion of tliose who have .seen latterday niiracles accomplished
to the vast number who liavent that tlie number is almost negligible.

in tlie <(uestion <if latterday iiiiracies mentioned previously will
this essay hold as its sulijeet If we .-ire to siiy that tliei(> are no miracles,
we Would b(> eternally drinined as a cynic and persons making statements
with no ground or meaning. Such people are as Donn Hyrne ilescribes
tbem 'tbose (\uvvi- empty people which we ca'l mad." We might just as
well .say that tlie numbers of i»eople who fioel* annually on priirrimages
to I.ourds and to var'ous other slirines throughout the world are in their
• luest putting a premium on hypocrisy. Such, however is not the case.
Miracles are accomplished. ;ind to our mind tliey are acromiilished only
through one medium and tiiat Is faith. We may counter and say what
is f.iith? What leads peoiile to follow the cross. What made a stumpy
('oisic.-in schoolboy tlie most feare<l .and most beloved general in ail
lOui-ope? .N'otliing but faltli. Faith is shown in things otiiei- than religion
but in tlie c.ise of religion faith reaches its .sulilinu' heights. How few
of us really have perfect faith? In these days of universal education,
when all about are terms about which we know little or nothing are
beinu used, how often is there gle.ined a little .something which is taken
up and incoriiorated Into our lives as an absolute authentic doctrine. Kvo-
lut'tin, itelafivitv. ami various other theories, over width men have spent
their lives and in many eases they and a few of their disciples are the
(miy ones who comprehend the real meaning of the man and what his
purpose was or is. In the words of the poet

"4 little knowledge is a dnngerous thing
Drink deep or taste not of the Pierertn spring."
The prophets who preceded Christ and the ones who came after

him accomplished their end because they were not blinded by a mlseon-
'•eption ov had in the back of our niin<ls an idea, that all that they
thought was not true, and that a few of their principles should be taken
with a gr.iin of s.ilt. They were in tune with their God. They realized
his omnipotence, what he could accomplish and with this as their guiding
star set forth to accomplish what to-day and even then seemed Impos-
s ble. Into their minds entered no insurgent thoughts. Theirs were only
of the highest and the best. Christ, their leader, and God with Ills in-
finite quality of tnirity Jind chastity had shown them the means by which
the dead arose, the deaf heard and the blind saw. It was no alchemy
with various Jncantations and zodiac symbols. It was no wltchc-raft with
Its hocus-pocus, and di.sgusting rites. It was n principle founded upon
truth and accomplished through unquestioning belief.

In conclusion we would say. that all of us should try to make our
faith just n little better, a little finer and a little truer. We have often
gone beneath the sanctuary lamp, to laay for something which would
better our existence, whether It was spiritual or worldly and how often
in the dim recesses of our brain have we formed an alibi that if we don't
cet the thing, possibly God didn't have the time or we are not good
enough Christians. Such Is not the faith of a Peter or Paul. Such Is
not the faith which any of us should have. We must be "whole hand or
nothing" In this case there la no such a thing a« concession, and miracles
even in our own small way will he accomplished. We will know our I

God, we will have strength In our faith, and pride In that strength. '

When I was but a tiny tot, and went
to get the coal

My candle shook—a shadow man
clutched at my very soul;

The cellar steps were oh so steep; My
feet refused to fly

—

This monster had me hypnotized, and
yet he had no eye!

He writhed and turned, my fingers

burned; I voiced a plaintive call

And mother trilled: "My brave man's
scared of shadows on the wall?"

And then, one night in attic loft,

while kindred sang below,
I couldn't sleep. The lamp gave off a
smoky lurid glow

Behind my back; but on the wall
wlerd phantoms wheel and glide

—

And stark with fright, I turned to
sight a motli, a wasp so small

—

'Twas thus I learned the lesson of
the shadows on the wall.

Our ancestors had faith in shade, and
in their ancient lore

Pigmented this, "Coming events cast
their shadows before."

If shadows and the stupid geese had
told the truth to Rome.

What pomp and grandeur would
exist outside the history tome!

But bloody rites snuffed out her
light—she killed Peter and Paul

Because of gods that were taught
else but shadows on the wall. •,

On this world stage, men, drama-
struck, converge to play a part;

Poor Puppets! Yes, to them alone
their shadow play Is art.

The popinjay can play a.s king when
cardboard makes a crown;

A shadow glides about the stage, a
fool receives renown.

The best disguise is only lies-mere
angles from its all

—

And yet, men judge each other by
their shadows on the wall.

Prom attic-way to cellar-way of hu-
man lives and hopes

But a lone skylight pours sunshine
where man, mole-creatures, gropes;

The eagle soars to heaven 'ere its

shadow strays from sight.

And angels have no shadows as they
are so near the Light.

So when I fade from Life's Charade,
and cleave earth's gaudy pall,

I'll find the X-Ray Eye that reads
The shadow on the wall.

AEIDES NEANIAS

TO RROINA
I'm making a special Novenn,
To learn where you get IT, Reglna:

Now, to stories I've listened.

Since the day you were christened
There has always been 'gin* In

Re-gln-a.

"4»er"

\
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Tennis Tourney
Well Under Way

First Round of Pi Omega
Phi Tournament Last

Week

The first round of tha Tennis

Tournarncnt. sponsored by the PI

Omega Phi Fraternity was run oft

during the past week, but due to the

fact that this paper went to press

before all returns were in, the list

of victors ia omitted. This list to-

gether with pairings for the next

round will be found on the Bulletin

Boards. The men whose names ap-

pear on this list are requested to play

their matches as soon as possible so

that the tournament may be finished

this week. Pinal examinations start

next week and the tourney must be

finished before that time.

Through the efforts of Father
Mauch, coach of the Varsity Tennis
team, a donation of a Bancroft "Win-
ner" tennis racket has been secured

from Mitchell and Ness Sporting
Goods Store in Philadelphia. Those
in charge of the tournament wish to

take this opnortunlty of publicly

thanking Father Mauch and the
members of Mitchell and Ness' store

for their generous assistance In mak-
ing the tournament a success.

Track Men Lose
First Dual Meet

Defeat by Temple First Dual
Meet Reverse in

Four Years

Notes From Our

Contemporaries

Evanston, 111.,—A student at North-

western University found a book of

arrest slips and filled in names of

professors on the blanks. The pro-

fessors appeared in court the next

morning wondering what It was all

about.

Coach Meredith's Clnderpathers

suffered tbelr first dual meet reverse

in over four years when Temple Uni-
versity beat them out in the Stadium
on Saturday by the score of 82 to, 44.

The preponderance of the visitors In

tlie field and distance track events
enabled them to carry of the honrs.

Jack Tinkler garnered three first

places and a tie for second and was
the main cog in the Owl machine.
Captain Woods, Costanzio and Mahan
each tallied ten markers for the
loser's cause.

Villanova jumped Into the lead at

the start. Mahan and Palacclo ran
one, two In the high hurdles, and the
advantage became still greater with
Wood's victory In the century.

Prom this point on, however, the
scales turned. Temple rapidly over-

come our lead and forged to the fore.

J. J. Kelly had a bad day with the
shot, five of his six puts being fouls.

Joe Costanzo leaped almost twenty
one feet in securing first place In the

broad Jump, besides winning the fur-

long.

discovered at the University of

Washington In Seattle. The two
women in question turned in 100 per

cent scores In a rifle match against

several other Western Universities.

SHADES OF TY COBB
Ty Cobb retired from base ball, but

blood is thicker than water, and a

cousin of the famous star has appear-

ed to flU the shoes left vacant by his

'

renowned relative. Darwin Is the

youngster's name and he is perform-

ing with the same skill as the

"Georgia Peach" for the Wake Forest

freshmen.
In their recent five to six victory

over Campbell College, the younger

Cobb, was the big gun for the Baby
Deacons, hitting safely in fout of his

six trips to the plate. Cobb's fourth

hit decided the game, scoring the

winning run In the r2th Inning of

the overtirjie tussle.

Great things are predicted for the

Wake Forest College flash and It

would not be at all surprising to see

his name in the major league box

score in another five years. Darwin Is

a star 1 nthe field as well as at bat,

being the bulwark of the Infleld de-

fense. SYRACUSE DAILY ORANGE.

New Golf Course
For Villanova

Construction to he Begun

Upon Completion

of Plans

believes that chapel for students

fhould not be compulsory. It has

recently been abolished at that In-

stitution.

Professor A. E. Smith, of Cam-
bridge lectures on love-making, so

that classrooms will prove to be more
Interesting than sleeping quarters.

The department of Arts and Science

at the University of Illinois enrolls

more women than men, which Is ra-

ther unusual for such a large univer-

sity. The student body comprises

10.156 women and 4,027 men.

Twenty-one coeds out of 177 ques-

tioned at Dartmouth University

claimed that they have never been

kissed. The male species showed a

far better record and noted their fa-

vorite type of girl a fast, blue-eyed,

brown-haired beauty.

Two dangerous coeds have been

The student council at the Unlvcr-

f;itv of Washington has ordered a

v/rlttcn criticism, may it be pleasant

o" otherwise, of the university's cur-

riculum courses, etc. Such criticism,

it Is hoped, will bring about more
•jcrfcct courses and rules.

The senior mechanical engineers of

the* University claim to be the only

100 per cent, mustache-bearing class

that ever graduated from the univer-
sity. ..,...

The Oregon Emerald abolished its

ditorial column and such protests
•<( re raised by the undergraduates
that the column was immediately re-

stored.

The Dean at Princeton University

A colored woman was In a motor
car accident. The attending doctor,

seeking her mind, said:

"Don't worry, Mrs. Botts. You will

be able to obtain a considerable

amount of damages "

"Damages!" said Mrs. Botts. "What
Ah want with damages? Ah got too

much damages now. What Ah wants
is repairs."

It may be of interest to the fol-

lowers of Hagen, Jones and Sarazen

in the near future there will be er-

ected near the college a new nine

hole golf course. The plan? It Is al-

leged are being drawn up, ai\d con-

struction will be started almost im-

mediately after they are completed.

With the completion of the new ten-

nis courts which ought to be ready

in a couple of weeks, and the new
gymnasium and golf course, there

will be no facilities lacking whatso-

ever, for those who are Interested in

sports. The course. It is understood,

will be on the opposite side for the

most part from the Penrxsylvanla

Railroad station, and there will be a

couple of holes on the side nearest

the Lancaster pike.

Rutgers Defeats

Local Golfers

Villanova Team Loses, 4-2,

on New Brunswick
Course

carry on their regular dissection and
inspection classes. It appears that

ever since the World War, when the

The announcement by the Hasty

Pudding Club at Harvard of the pre-

sentation of "Fireman, Save My
Child," and the strange disappearance

of three helmets from the Cam-
bridge flre department, led to the In-

vestigation of the club's quarters by
the Cambridge police. The search

proved to be futile, but the police

officials are keeping a sharp lookout

and Intend to attend the play, with

hopes of finding the lost helmets.

Prosh coeds at the University of

Cincinnati were forced to wear dog
collars around their necks, as de-

manded in the freshmen rules. A
vigilance committee was appointed to

enforce this rule, and In doing so

they rounded up all the collar-less

damsels and piled them Into a bor-

rowed dog-catcher's wagon—to lend

eavor to the farce. Tomahawk.

supply of bodies was very plentiful,

there has been a constant depression

in this field and now school officials

will be forced to look to foreign coun-
tries for their supply. A suggestion
would be to apply to Chicago and
Mexico as a future market!. The
John Hopkins News letter.

Traveling to New Burnswlck, Villa-

nova's quartet of golfers suffered

their fourth defeat of the season, a
defeat administered by the hands of

•he strong and competent Rutgers

team.
The New Brunswick Country Club

wan the cour.se used and the score, at

the end of the eighteenth hole found

Rutgers on the long side of a four to

two victory. Villanova must at least

be given a moral victory due to the

fact that the course was a nine hole

affair and a terrible one to play on.

The team of J. Baker and J. Woods
was respontlble for Vlllanova's two
points. Balier, playing a brand of

golf that was envious to watch,

came through with flying colors to

defeat J. Burr of Rutgers by the

score of one up. This team scored

another point by having the "best

ball." The remaining three matches
were close, all men losing by close

scores. Capt McCoy lost to R. Milton
one up, E. Kennedy lost to R. Trevo-

ojv three and two, while J. Woods
'ost to Martin two and one. Rutgera
points were scored by Trevorrow, Mil-

ton and Martin who each tallied a
point while the team of Trevorrow
rnd Minton registered the fourth by
being successful In the "best ball"

play-

College presidents may think what
they may about prohibition but they
are keeping it to themselves. The
student paper at the University of
Oregon recently sent out questlon-
alres on the subject to eight prexles,

and all but one refused to reply.

FROSII CAPS MAY <JO TO ORPHANS
Lawrence, Kan., Freshmen caps

'ormerly have been burned after

their period of use was over, may, In
i

*he near future make many orphans
happy, if a suggestion for giving
the out-of-date caps to Columbus or-

phanages, made by Joseph A. Park,
student counselor at Ohio State Uni-
versity Is carried out.

At Lafayette College, a survey dis-

closed that those students who are

below weight are much better scho-

lars than those of normal weight.

Paris. Prance.—Bigger, better and
"stiffs" are needed at the University

of Paris Medical School In order to

To The Class

of 1929
Within a very short time you will he hitltling gootlhye to Villa-

nova^ Graduation, however, should not mean that you will lose all con-

tact with your Alma Mater and the hest medium open to you for keeping

in touch with all she is doing is through the VILLANOVAN. For $1.50

you will he kept posted throughout the entire year of Villanova's activi-

ties and accomplishments in every sphere.

= The famous Groff milk shake,

= Sodas

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

No. of Subsrriplions

!\nme

Address

"A Cannibal King's Garden of
j

Eden" is the theme name assigned to
the coming Senior Prom at the Uni-
versity of South Dakota. Since can-
nibals are not generally known to in-
habit Gardens of Eden the exact na-
ture of the affair cannot be forseen
and as the committee is pledged to
maintain absolute silence on this
point, there Is naturally a great deal
of curiosity aroused on the campus.

GROFF
DRUGGIST

Ice Cream

.--FT ^

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

MAKE

CARDAMONE
YOUR DRUGGIST

Phone,

IJryn Mawr 975

Delivery

Service

Our Annual Clearance Sale

Well worth a trip from School to our Campus Shop

NOTE A FEW OF THE VALUES

$2.50 Shirts ..•;.;;;,.;.,, 1.95 2.50 Neckwear 1.95

1.50 Neckwear 95
^ . ^

.3.50 Pajamas 2.75
5.00 Linen Knickers 2.75

1.00 Drawers 75 209^ off on all Wool Hose

1.00 Under Shirts 75 20V; off on all Golf Hose

Tailors Haberdashers

3705 SPRUCE ST.

Official Distributor of Official Junior Blazers and Cones, '30
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College

Announcements

heltil IM Kpslloi)

There will be a meeting of Delta
PI Epsllon on next Thurtjclay at one
o'clock In Room P Academy. Elecilona
for -next year's officers will be held.
All members are requested to be
present.

•'
. •, "

Vllhinovan 8tnff
There will be a very Importai^t

meeting of the entire staff of the
VUlanovan this afternoon at 3:30

( »harp, In the news room.

I»av Stiiilent's Cliih
Elections of officers for the Day

Student's Club will be held TODAY
at one o'clock.

NpiinNh riiih
The elections of officers for the

coming year of the Spanish Club will
be held tomorrow, at 2:40 In Room
No. 106 Mendell Hall.

SOPHOMORES HOLD ! SISTERS SCHOOL
ELECTIONS TO-DAY

(ctirulnuPd trnm first pnut'i

PLANS COMPLETED

the whole hearted cooperation of all

its members.
As Freshmen, the present Sopho-

mores, did very well In the matter of
class social activities; but at that
time they were so lately released

'

from the strict surveillance of the 1

Sophomore (the present Juniors) that i

they more or less used .the organlza-

1

tlon of that class as a model. The I

Freshmen "Hop" of last year, run en-
(

tlrely by Freshmen and under Fregh-
n;5en management was an example of i

what good organization and coopera-

1

tlon will do. But this year things
seem to be different. As regards the
Freshman Initiation, the members
of the Vigilance Committee although
verv competent themselves, due to a
lack of cooperation of the Sopho-
more class as a whole, were not able
to carry out their work as effectively
as could have been possible If they
were backed up by the whole class.

Villnniiva Italian Club
Tomorrow at 12:30 the V. I. C. will

meet to elect ofHcers, other than the
president, for the coming year.

PI Omega Phi
The regular weekly meeting of PI

Omega Phi will be held tomorrow
at 2:40. All are requested to be
present. Election of next year's offi-
cers will take place.

LOST:—A pair of glasses by Mr.
Porve. Finder please return to No,
214 Pedlgan Hall.

PI OMK<i.\ PHI

The regular weekly meeting of the
Pi Omega Phi Fraternity, which will
be held tomorrow, will be of utmo.st
Importance since at this meeting offi-
cers for next year will be elected.
At last week's meeting Mr. O'Don-

nell, chairman of the dance com-
mittee. In his report, said that all
plans have been completed. The
tickets have been printed and can be
obtained for two dollars from any of
the Fraternity. The number of tick-
ets .sold to date Is a good Indication
of the success which will be made of
the dance. The gymnasltm will be
the place and Daly's VUlanovans will
furnish the music. Mr. O'Donnell
stressed the point that besides being
a farewell dance. It would also bo a
sport dance, which means that sport
togs will be the vogue.
At this same meeting Mr. O'Don-

nell was elected manager of the
"Prat" base ball team and those hav-
ing any business regarding the team
must see Mr. O'Donnell.

CORNELL STUDENTS
USE MODERN HOTEL

College students get about every-
thing they want these days, but the
prize goes to the undergraduates
In the College of Hotel Management
at Cornell University. They are to
have a $500,000 hotel all their own In
which to practice.

The building is to be built by the
United Hotels Co. of America, and Is

to be available to the hotel manage-
ment students for their class work.
The Inn will be modern with 200
rooms.

ORATORY CONTEST
FINALS TO-NIGHT

fContlnuod from Paa:e One)

Pennsylvania bar, and there is no
doubt in the minds of all concerned
that they will render a Just and un-
biased verdict.

In view of the fact that this Is

the first contest of such a nature that
.has been held here the enthusiasm
manifested, has been far above ex-
pectations. This contest being a suc-
cess there will be held a contest like
this every year, and it will serve to
unearth men of speaking ability, who
otherwise would pass through their
four years here with their talents un-
recognized. Such men will not only
receive the training which is due them
In the class room, but in the debating
society, when they are stimulated
with the idea of being the winner In
an oratorical event.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Coeds at the
University of Minnesota have peti-
tioned the fraternities of the Uni-
versity to have their parties begin a
little earlier in the evening. and
close by at least 1 A. M. Some of the
coeds claim that the late dances are
imdermlning their health.

Lack of Interest and Inlatlatlve
The Sophomore Soiree and most of

the '31 meetings of this year have all
been examples of inefficiency and
non-cooperation. There is a decided
lack of Interest and initiative in the
whole class. But If the Sophomores
could not cooperate to put over the
few social activities of this year. How
much cooperation will be needed and
how much will be given to put over
the Junior Class activities of next
vear if things go on as they are? The
honor of the Sophomore class is at
stake. This year its prestige on the

|

cnmpus as a class has been question-
ed and next year the class will have
to redeem Itself.

Next year with a highly efficient
staff of officers and chairmen com-
bined with cooperative student body
they will be able to get somewhere.
The officers are helpless without the
support of the student body and the
student body can do nothing without
the proper organization and manage-
ment. One of these cannot be ef-
fective without the other, like it has
been trying to do this year. The
•vrsent officers have functioned very
"fflftentlv in the pa.st. Despite the
fact that they were laboring under
jrcnt dffflfulties they have shown
'h'-m-oiv s to be very capable in the
fullflUment of the duties of their
particular positions and now upon
their retirement from office they are
extended the contjratulatlons of the
entire student body for their Integri-
ty and efficiency as Sophomore execu-
tives.

Qualifications
Now with an eye toward the Junior

Week activities and responsibilities
many thines will have to be consider-
ed in pirkins the candidates for next
vear. The office of president must be
filled bv a man who, above all. has
(!;ood executive ability, next a win-
ning personality, and the goodwill of
the class as a whole. He must be a
'?o-Ketter. The most capable men
mupt be picked for the offices of vlce-
nresident, secretary and treasurer.
The vice-president must be able, in
rase of emergency to slip into the
position of president and fulfill the
duties of that office as capably and
efficiently as they must be fulfilled by
the president himself. The treasurer
nnd secretary must be workers.
While differine; somewhat In nature
^mm the duties of the other two
offices, the proper carrying out of the
duties of these later two offices Is
vitally Important to the success of
any class activity.

IJet ter Next Year
The Sophomore Class contains four

such men and this week they must be
determined and put In office. This
period of Inactivity for the second
year men it at an end. They will now
take their place as upperclassmen
and their class organization will be
one worthy of a college Junior class.
There is no reason why next year as
Juniors, the present Sophomores
should not equal if not raise the
standard of Jimlor Week activities
set by this year's third year men.
The signs are now up announcing

the time and place of the meeting, it

is convenient to all Sophomores. It
is your duty, therefore, of all Sopho-
mores, to attend that meeting and
lend their utmost assistance in put-
ting the right men In office for the
coming year.

(continued from Iirst pant «

Ward Method I. Ill and IV.

Selections from Spanish Classics,

Special Study of Spanish Idioms, In-

termediate Spanlfih Readings and
Composition, French Reading and
Conversation, History of French Lit-

erature, Advanced French Readings,
Advanced German Readings, Ad-
vanced German Compo:sltlon and
Conversation.

Biology I, Biology II, Histology, In-
organic Chemistry (General), Or-
ganic Chemistry, Physics (General),
Physics S. 5 (Light), Physics S. 6
(Heat).

Accounting, Business Law, Indus-
trial Ethics. Economics.

Solid Geometry, Advanced Algebra
A. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry,
(Two Hours), Differential Calculus
(Two Hours).

1930 MEN ELECT
SENIOR OFFICERS

(Contlnu:d Prom Page One)

Mtndel Bulletin Will be on
Sale Early Next Week

Pre-Meds Listen to

Address by Local Specialist

iContlnwfHl fi(»m I'M»re < me»

wanted a life of ease, to other phases
of work lay their abilities. A life of
.secrlfice and the submerging of their
own desires was what was demanded.
With these few words, he brought
one of the last pre-med meetings to a
close.

Due to the great number of stu-
dents seeking admission to Cam-
bridge University, the authorities
there have decided to cut down on
the foreign enrollment. The quota
for American students is now 60.

Students at Stephens College are
allotted one hour each afternoon for
a siesta. Each student is required
fo take this afternoon nap and com-
plete quiet is enforced on the cam-
pus. Since the system was inaugur-
ated a distinct Improvement in
marks has been noticed.

FAY'S
THEATRE
MARKF/r at iOTH.

An Unusual Attraction

THIS WEEK

America's foremost Irish

Singing Comedian

FISKE O'HARA
Appearing With

PATRICIA QUIT^N

Former Star of

Ab e's Irish Rose

In Conjunction With Other
Star Acts and

PHOTOPLAY

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
I'hone 254

.0 a close by the appointment of Mr.
Kanlon.

Prtv.oi;s to the elections Mr. Lovatt
the Class Treasurer, read a financial

IJorv. It was movid and seconded
that it be accepted as read.
Al one lorty-flve Mr. Doyle made a

I ingestion that the meeting adjourn.
7 hi; was turned Into a motion and
c.r;ltd out without further delay. '

"Catlng Bureau" has been Arranged
:or the students at the University of

Washington. A card index has been
made, containing the list of all men
and the coeds eligible, It were, for
parties, dances, etc.

A student at Yale recently chart-
ered an airplane in New Haven and
flew to the bedside of his mother In
Kalamazoo, Michigan. The flight
covered a distance of 700 miles and
brought the student to his home
where he had been summoned to see
his mother who was critically 111.

(tontlnued from first page)
This book has received an excellent

Impetus this year, and a volume of
the :;f.me nature will be published
,j:ch year. The date of next year's

publication will be earlier than this

yair, as the sligjit amount of time
fjivcn this year In comparison to what
will be given to it in the future will

v\a rant the publishing of tl^e bulletin
at a much earlier date.

According from a statement given
out last Saturday by the Editor in
Chief the book will be for sale the
latter part of this week, and every
one not only in the pre-medlcal
department but in the other under-
graduate schools should feel iti his
duty to give it his whole hearted sup-
port.

VILLANOVA CAMPUS
STORE

LANCASTER PIKE

''Lunch at Our Fountain*

Patronize
Home Talent!

Louie's

Pie Shoppe
Everything the College Student

Needs

Barber Shop in the Rear
for a

Keen Kampus Kollege Kut

I I8TEW IN TO CEO. HUTCHINS RADIO BROADCAST- BV WCAU-S.SO EVERY NITE

Officials at Carleton College have
recently declared that the Juniors
and Seniors at that institution will
not be compelled to attend classes.

Their curricula standing shall be I

Judged at the end of the semesters
|

by written examination on their re-

,

spectlve courses.
)

Fill Up Here Before that

Trip. ;

CONNELLY'S
SERVICE STATION
OAR AND OIL

Ithan Ave, and Lancaster Pike

Geo. Hutchins Stores
JVtEN'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
5621 CERMANTO«N AVENUE 27.M CERMANTOWN AVENUE

4058 LANCASTER AVENUE 440.> M\\\ STREET. MANAYUNK

I

'. '
.".

Coladonato

Tailor Shoppe
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Agent for the Huhh
j

Made-to-Measwe Clothes
of Baltimore, $25 and up.

Patronize Our
Advertisers

H OMEGA PHI
1

FAREWELL DANCE
SATURDAY ISITE

JUNE 1 vitc yan BELLE AIRE OUT
SATURDAY—GIVE
YOUR YEAR BOOK
lOOSc SUPPORT
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1929 Belle Aire
Will be Issued

Next Saturday

Year Book Will Surpass all

Predecessors in Beauty
and Completenesg

LYONS BUSINESS MGR.
Mr. Watson, Editor of the 1029 Is-

sue of the Belle Aire, announced that

the book will be issued on June 1.

The publication of this book will

mark the culmination of months of

continuous toll on the part of Mr.
Watson and his associates and from
proofs so far seen this year's issue

win be far superior to any ever put
out In the history of the college.

The book consists of 360 pages and
It is of Gothic style from cover to

cover. The covers themselves are

made of Class 4 Mulloy leather. The
book Is to have four major divisions

and the markers for each division are

being provided by the Packard Motor
Car Company. These markers are of

Gothic Architecture and consist of a

four-color scheme, one of the most
expensive and most beautiful piece

of work of modern day printing. All

cuts and engravings are completely

new insuring the best in the line of

pictures and photographs.
The Senior Class has left no stone

unturned in turning out a book In

keeping with the high Ideals and
standards of the class of '29. The

(continued on page two)

Delta Pi Epsilon

To Award Medal

Merit Medal to he Given to

Outstanding Senior

B. S. E.

1929-1930 Staff

Of Villanovan

Is Announced

New Staff to Edit Next and
Last Issue of This

Year

Delta PI Epsilon, the fraternity In

the School of Commerce and Fnance,

added another Jewel to their crown of

achievements. This fraternity, which

has shown ann engaged in more

activities this year than almost any

other fraternity on the campus, have

struck off a medal to be called "The

Delta PI Epsilon Merit Medal" and to

be awarded to the best all-around

student In the Senior year of the

Business School on theday of gradu-

ation. The trophy now lies In wait

for the winner.

One of the features of thlsaward is

the fact that every senior business

man Is eligible for this expression of

honor.
The quallftcatlons as drawn up by

fraternity take Into consideration the

student's class standing, extra-cur-

ricula activities and general character

as a gentleman,
entrusted to the hands o fsix Judges.

The picking of the winner has been

Three of this body are members of

the student body who have an ac-

quaintance and a good knowledge of

all men eligible for the prize. This

forecasts the fact that every one will

receive due consideration when

choosing the winner. The other

three Judges are members of the

faculty who are much Interested in

the matter.
The choice will be made soon as

the Judges meet early this week to

decide on the winner of the medal.

The announcement will then be made
through the medium of this paper as

well as through the fraternity Itself.

rOLLECJK DOES NOT MAR THARMS

North Hampton, Mass: Going to

college does not rob a girl of any of

her charms. President William A.

Nellson of Smith College believes.

Those thinking college girls are In-

tellectual monstrosities are invited to

pa ya visit to the campus.

J. T. FOLEY EDITOR
The staff of the Villanovan for the

coming year was announced at a

meeting of the 1928-29 board on last

Friday afternoon, in Mendel Hall. The

new staff will edit the next Issue of

the paper which will be the last for

this year.

The position of Editor-in-Chief

would have been filled by Mr. Crosby
Coughlin '.30 but due to tentative

plans for next year he was not able

to accept.

Foley Editor-in-Chief

Mr. Joseph T. Foley. '30 will serve

as Editor-in-Chief, succeeding Mr.

Edwin J. Lovatt. Mr. Foley has

acted in the capacity of an Assistant

Social Editor for the past year. Gift-

ed with managerial ability, discrim-

ination and excellent power of ex-

pression and excellent power of ex-

pression besides being a most con-

scientious worker It is felt certain

that the Villanovan will rise to great

heights in the field of college Journal-

Ism under his leadership.

Mr. Bernard Dolan '30 was selected

as managing Editor succeeding Mr.

Coughlin. Mr. William Murphy will

fill the position of Social Editor left

vacant by the resignation of Mr.

Hugh McHugh. The former Social

Editor was forced to resign due to

a heavy schedule next year. Mr. Mc-
Hugh will be remembered by those

who did not know of his Invaluable

work as an editor by the name of

Count Dlmltrl, the author of the

Mosque.
Mr. Frank Mahan will succeed Mr.

James Henry as Sports Editor. Mr.

Murphy and Mr. Mahan will be as-

•sisted by Mr. Wheeler Jenkins, Mr.

Edward Hookey. Mr. David Cartenuto
and Mr. Martin Orbach who will

serve in the capacity of Associate

Editors. The remaining appointments
to the present group of Associate

Editor positions will be available to

those who wish to enter competition

for the same next fall.

Itreen HiiMlneKN Manager
The Business Staff Is very ampily

and capably taken care of. Much
credit is due to the main cogs of this

department. Mr. John M. Breen and
Mr. John A. Freney. 2nd, for their

diligent and faithful work for the

past year. In fact all credit for the

placing of the Villanovan on a firm

financial basis is due these men. Mr.

Breen will again assume the business

reins of the paper for the coming
year.

LosH by (iraduatlon

The paper will suffer a blow In the

loss of Mr. Freney who will receive

his degree this June. Endowed with

a keen sense of management and
(continued on page four)

VILLA\0\ VN ST.MF
TO MEET TONKillT

There will be a meeting of the

entire staff of the Villanovan to-

night at 7 o'clock sharp in the

News Room. No. 47 Mendel Hall.

It Is imperative that every member
of the newly appointed staff be

present at this meeting. Plans,

policies necessary to harmonious
organization will be discussed. As
the new staff will assume the du-
ties of editing the next and final

issue of the paper, prompt at-

tendance Is earnestly requested.

NOVELISTS EXPRESS
DIFFERENT OPINIONS

New York—With the announce-

ment that College Humor will con-

duct a contest for the best college

novel, Irvln B. Cobb and Sinclair

Lewis have expressed their opinion

of the project.

Irvln S. Cobb said, "For one, I'm in

favor of the plan. Anybody who in-

creases the flow of humor is a bene-

factor to the race."

Sinclair Lewis, on the other hand,

replied: "I am sorry, but I think- that

the whole project of your offering a

large prize to college students for a

novel is about as bad a thing as could

be conceived of. I can think of

nothing more ruinous to a youngster

in college than to receive such a

prize!"

Freshmen Hold
Successful Hop

Dance at Elks Draws Large

Crowd.—Two Bands Fur-

nish Music

Oratory Contest

Finalists Show
Excellent Talent

Joseph Foley Wins—Carney

and Gill Second
and Third

COMPOSITIONS GOOD

The Freshmen Hop of the class of

'32 was held last Friday evening In

the Elk's Crystal Ball Room In Phila-

delphia. Almost 800 followers of the
terplschorean art danced to the Ir-

reslstable, invigorating music furnish-
ed by Roy Seagreaves and his music
and Dick Daly and his VUlanovans.
These two orchestras played alter-

nately In half-hour periods and pro-
vided continuous music from nine to

one.

If precedent means anything the
class of '32 win far surpass any class

that has ever attended Vlllanova, In
the line of social activity. The
Freshmen Hop of this year can be
ranked almost on a par with the
Belle Aire Ball and the Junior Prom.
Despite the fact that those in
charge had such a short time, about
six weeks, to make preparations for
the dance and considering, that never
before has a Freshman class under-
taken anything so vast, this class has
succeeded in running a dance that
will long be remembered and re-
ferred to.

Class Organizes
After the election of officers. al-

though during the elections rival fac-
tions were distinctly evident, every

Continued on Page Three

Sophomores Hold
Class Elections

Bradley. Rvan. Nacle and
Wagley Capture Major

Positions

The Sophomore class of 1931 held
its customary election for the Junior
officers of next year in room 400
Monistery, last Thursday. All

throughout the elections the ballot-
ing was close and hotly contested.
When the meeting was called to order
by President Boucher, it was decided
to take a standing vote; each office

having a separate flcultles of this
plan, it was decided to vote by Aus-
tralliaii ballot on all of the other can-
didates.

Rrailley Wins Presidency
The nominees for president were

Mr. Garrity, Pre-Med., and Mr.
Bradley, Business. The vote taken
was a standing vote, and for a time
it seemed that neither candidate had
the advantage, but when the totals

were reported by the tellers who
were appointed from the various de-
partments represented, the election
was awarded to Mr. Bradley, who by
his previous record in the service of
the Class of 1931 has distinguished
himself, promises to make next
year's Junior Class the most active
in the history of Vlllanova.
Ryan and NoRle Tie for Vice Pren.

Three men were nominated for the
office of vice president. Messrs. Hooky,
AB. and Nagle. Pre-Med. Mr.

(Continued on Page Four)

The final oratorical contest was
held In Witherspoon Hall, Philadelphia

last Tuesday night. The six survi-

ving men from the Preliminaries were
the ones entered In the finals. Mr.
Joseph T. Foley, a prominent Junior
in the School of Commerce and Fi-

nance was adjudged the winner.
Due to the fact that the contest-

ants were at liberty to choose their

own topic each speaker entertained
with a different subject. Each topic

was treated In an excellent manner
by Its author and the speeches dis-

played much preparation and a
knowledge of the finer points of ora-
tory. The excellency of the compo-
sition manifested the ability and the
enormous amount of time, diligent
research and study whl(tl- the con-
testants employed In their prepara-
tion. The equalness of the speak-
ers made the contest most interest-

ing, from the first event to the last

speaker. Inherent ability and ex-
perience being the main distinguish-
ing features upon which the Judges
based their decision.

Winner Attains Perfection

It was no difficult task for the
Judges to ascertain the A'inner. Mr.
Foley not only far surpassed his able
and talented rivals but reached su-
preme heights in his address. His
composition was faultless. In all
phases, containing grammatical per-
fection and showing an unusual gift
of expression not usually attained by
a college undergraduate. His de-
livery was an outward manifestation
of all the exacting requirements of
polished oratory. His mien and ges-
tures portrayed experience and his
memory was always keen. The mod-
ulation of his voice proved that he
had gone so far as to diagnose the
acoustics of the auditorium. Villa-
nova's only regret should be that the
winner Is not entered in the National
Oratorical contest in Washington be-
cause the showing that Mr. Foley
made on last Tuesday night was ample
proof that he would have made en-
viable history for his Alma Mater in
this event.

The man placing second was Mr.
John McCarney, a student In the
Arts School, who spoke on "The
Navy." Mr. Martin GUI, class of '32,

placed third. His topic was "Liberty
and Llcen.se." Mr. Murphy, well
known Arts Man, gave an excellent
speech on "Tolerance." His subject
proved to be most interesting and a
topic peculiarly adapted to the most
cultured audiences. Mr. Hookey,
class of '31, dwelt on the "Meaning of
the Constitution." Mr. Weiss, the
final speaker of the evening and a
member of the class of 32, painted a

(Continued on Pjutp Tw( >

Malvern Alumni
Meet to Form
A New Club

FLOATING UNIVERSITY
SECURES POSITIONS

New York. Announcement was re-

cently made fromthe headquarters of

the Floating University of the estab-

lishment of a placment bureau to aid

their students in obtaining posttioiis

in the field of International business.

Negotations with leading concerns

throughout the world are being made.

Students are especially prepared for

a career in International business In
the division for world affairs on the
Floating University. Equally import-
ant as the specialized courses are the
personal observations and investiga-

tions which are made tjy the students
in the various countries that they
visit.

Malvern Seniors Guests at

Banquet Held Here
Last Thursday

OFFICERS E L E C T E D
Last Thursday witnessed the in-

auguration of another social or-

ganization on the campus the for-

mation of the Malvern Club. At a
banquet held that night at which all

the Malvern Alumni who are now at

Vlllanova attended and at which all

of the present Malvern Seniors were
the invited guests, the plans for the
organization of the club were an-
nounced, its policy outlined and the
officers for next year elected. Mr.
Joseph McGulre, Junior Engineering
was elected president and Mr. Rob-
ert Gilson and Mr. Bernard Heffernon
were elected to the offices of secretary

and treasurer respectively.

During the course of the evening
speeches were made by the Deanii of
the various departments of the col-

lege who were present and Colgan O.
8. A. Procurator of Vlllanova. To this

new arrival in the field of social

activities the Villanovan, on behalf of
the student body, extends a hearty
welcome and wishes the members all

the success In the world for next
year.

Farewell Dance
Next Saturday

Will be Dick Daly's Last

Appearance as Leader
of Villanovans

The last dance of the season, the
Pi Omega Phi Farewell Dance to be
held in the Gym on June 1 will have
a special meaning for Dick Daly, able
leader of the Villanovans as It will

be the last time he acts as leader of
the official college orchestra. The
coming graduation of "Dick" this
year who will be a Junior Pre Med
next year, was appointed to fill that
position. Mr. Kettrick is a musician
of the highest rank and is equally
proficient with the cornet, violin and
piano. For the past two years he has
occupied a most Important part In
the band, symphony orchestra and
the Villanovans and lately has been
collaberatlng with Dick Daly as co-
director.

Dance to Ite Brilliant Affair ...''°

The dance which will be held In
the Alumni Hall gym this coming
Saturday evening promises to be a
very brilliant affair. Pi Omega Phi.

the energetic arts fraternity which Is

sponsoring the dance Is noted for

never doing things In a haphazard
manner. The committee which is ably

headed by the competant Mr. Roger
O'Donnell is working hard to make
this dance a fitting climax to the
most brilliant social season ever

had at Vlllanova. The tasteful deco-
rations of the Blue Blazer Ball will

be augmented with a strain of Or-
ange and Black, the fraternity colors.

Sports .\ttlre Mode
Sports attire is In order for the eve-

ning. This, It will be remembered,
was the style of the Blue Blazer Ball

and It proved Itself to be quite pop-
ular.

Don't forget the night—Next Sat-

urday.' June 1. Don't forget the

place—Alumni Hall gym. Dancing
from 8:30 till 12. The bad news la

two dollars.

L.\RnE PERrKXT.AOE
OF COEDS MARRV

Madison. Wis: Statistics showing

that probably 50 per cent, of \yi8con-
' sin's women graduates marry after

completion of their college careers.

have been compiled recently.
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OPPORTUNITY
Because Jt i» on the Uvs of eveiy passer Ity, we often hear nient'oned,

the word "oi)portunity." Surely it tauses no concern for thlH Is a

lominon ixuresaion In every day life. But if the (luestlon were
raisvd—just what is the meanlnn of this word—we might be a lit-

tle non-plU8.sed to answer it offhand. Thi.s is as true of the college hred

aH well as those who are not supposed to he educated. Before any ans-

wer nilKht be piven a certain amount of meditation must be brouRht into

play, for It is indeed difficult to define accurately the word "opportunity."

It seems to be an Intangible something that the man of the street, speak-

ing in the vernacular, often refers to as "getting the breaks" The cul-

tured, however, make a braver attempt and endeavor to analyze it as,

the gaping abyss between fortune and failure, the stepping-stone from
the mediocre to the paramount, the leap from the side sIkjw to the main
tent. Others try but fail miserably when trying to explain their opinion

of just what this <iuality is that looms up in our pathway of life and
often crosses our threshold In the most unexpected times. Frequently
It comes like the current of the brook and Hows past almost Impercepti-
bly. Some see it and grasp It, others neglect it and it oozes from their

hands. Once opportunity stoi)H knocking at one's door, It seldom revisits

the individual who has spurned It. Opportunity-grasped makes progress

an<l success a strong iJiobabillty ; opjiortunlty neglected, makes ad-
vancement and gain only a weak possibility.

* • •

HISTORY
pproxlmately one year ago A'illanova began to undergo extensive

changes. The great catastrophe was over and the process Of re-

building was In progress. The Augustinian Fathers with the slo-

gan before them, "a bigger and better \'lllanova" commenced and fin-

ished a task which had the asi)ect8 of being unsurmountable.
From this mass of ruins whicli seems to have marked the turning

point In the histcny of the institution, Villanova has emerged victorious.

She has emerged from the great mass of "Smaller Colleges" and has be-

gun to make hei-self known.
This Is history. No more could be asked nothing could be wanted.

There are new buiiding.s, greater l)UiliUngs an<l thi-ro Is a new feeling

and greater kind of support coming for our dear old Alma Mater. Villa-

nova hiis been unprecedently successful and is directed towards more
triumphant successes. Down through the ages she will go, not with her

name llnUe<l with the best but with the liest linked with her name.
Tlie Fathers of X'ill.inova have had tlie stamina to forge ahead

—

the success which they have uttaineil is a fitting climax to the work
which thev have undeigone and it is up to us, the students of Villanova

to see to it th.it the records which have l)een established remain untar-
nished. It Is up to us as men of Villanova, to protect and guard the

monuments which have been constructed. It is up to us who are carry-

ing the name and reputation of Villanova upon our shoulders, to see to

It that that name Is not marred nor that reputation soiled. Let's not be
alleged representatives of the institution of which we are proud, let's be
real representatives.

•

HITHER AND YON
The days grow longer, the nights grow warmer, long lazy afternoons

presage the advent of June and the roses and soft nights redolent

of summer creep through the wide-fiung windows. With them
sonjething else creei)s In. ar>methlng as Intangible as the night ami

every l)lt as pott-nt—restlessness, ji growing imj'atlence, a restive some-
thing that makes study an unthinkable and insupportable burden and
that ke(<ps projecting on our visions, images of p.-icked trunks and home-
going trains. The calendar is an enemy tliat giv«'s up its hoai-d reluctant-

ly and to the Freshmen .a': le.ist .suspense becimies unbearable, .'^uch a

restlessness is normal. The age we live in reeks with It In one form or

another. The woild, pursuing no end and conscious of its lack, rushes

frenzledly to avoid the suspicion of almlessness. f^xams, however, keep
Us Indefinitely removed from any such suspicion. And exams that .are

prepared for during thiit restless stage usually end up in charming red

letters. Restlessness Is a luxury most of us can't afford and like most
luxuries It thrhes on Idleness. If you doubt It give yourself a change
and mak(^ more than a cursory Inspection of those books and ycai will

find the days hurtle by you as swiftly as the "Broadway" Industriously

engaged In making up time.

Any one who has listened to the Gospels must have learned long

since that if you seek. Indubitably you will find. I'resuming on the

statement too far, some men have sought and found—nothing. The fault

Is not in the Gospels but In the seekers for men always find whatsoever
they seek and If they find nothing, logically, they must have been seeking
just that. If you look for ugliness in the world you will find It no end.

If for beauty your hands will overflow with your find. So It Is with
criticism. Those who can find only Incapable professors, who can find

only biased professors, who are certain from their observations th.at

there Is something wrong with all pi-ofessors are only victims of their

own tastes. They sought what they wanted to seek and he who seeks
always finds—just what he Is seeking for.

FRATERNITIES STAGE PIE

EATING CONTEST

Denver, Col: Besides the usual

range of Interfraternity sports, the
fraternities at the University of Col-

orado are staging a ple-eatlng con-
test. Quite n little enthusiasm has
been worke dup over the contest and
some of the contestants have been
starving for days In preparation.

RECORD ESTABLISHED

Philadelphia: It Is believed that

Herman Heydt, start pitcher of

Princeton's base ball aggregation, es-

tablished a new Inter-collegtate rec-

ord In the Princeton-Cornell game,

when he hurled the entire sixteen In-

nings without a free pas sto first

base.

n is with mingled Joy and sadness

that I am writing this column, be-

cause It la the last column that I'll

write for the "VlUauovan," and pos-

sibly the last thing that I will wilte

for the aforementioned paper. Due

to the amount of study that I'll have

to do, It forcps me to resign my po-

sition, and I imagine that many are

thanking divine Providence, ,that

such a step was necessary.
• * .

I suppose that many times during

the year, there were those who were

on the verge of shooting me and that

it was only an act of divine Inter-

vention that I was saved. I most
sincerely hope that if a column of

this npture is written next year, that

It will be a great deal better than
this one. But one should take Into

consideration that this Is the first

yenr and that Is always the hardest.

I also hope that the new board will

be given the same If not better co-

operation, that has been given to us
throughout the year.

• * *

This column ought to be worked
Into a valedictory address, and ex-

hort all young men to go out and die

and all that sort of thing. I might
even shed a few tears at the end,
will all Join In the chorus of "Baby
your Mother," or some songs of the
same nature. "Hark I Hear the
Bugle Calling Good-bye Dolly Gray,"
Is quite appropriate at this stage of

the game. I gviarantee you though
something it really was quite a diffi-

cult (mir bile dlctu) to bang out this

stuff. I'm now looking for sympathy
and If someone feels Inclined to give

It make it In the form of stamps or

money orders.

• * *
In the trend ot a Valedictory we

win now turn to the faculty. What
this board has endeavored to do has
been In some ways at least to them
of a very vague nature, and many
times they have given us Just and
constructive criticism. Myself ex-

cepted, the board has worked con-
clentlously; and well, and as far as I

am concerned I have always thanked
heaven for the managing editor, who
was perpetually on my trail for copy.
May his shadow never grow less. We
thank the faculty.

I think that to bring this to a
climax that I'll write a poem, some-
thing In for which I never go. If

there Is something I like better than
writing poetry, I guess It Is an after-

noon date. There are two things
which I despise and afternoon dates
are both of them. If you have
noticed, all year that there has not
been one name mentioned In this

column. In any connection whatso-
ever, and It has been made as Im-
personal as possible. I hope that I

won't be criticised this time when I

dlsgress.
• * *

Kublayat to the Vlllnnovan.-^Witli a
Bow to Omar

(EnKniveil with a Lump in My Heart)
Awake, for no copy shining bright
Has come In this week, what to do

tonight?
And lo the printer In the east,

Is growling now, about his right.

Before the Phantom of false morning
tide

Methought a voice outside my room
door cried

When all the school will be upon
our ears

Why nods the drowsy columnist In-

side.

They say that "Cozy" and Joe Foley
keep

The courts where Coughlln Worried
and thought deep.

And Preeney great ad-hunter, his
eternAl quest

Stays at his side and will not let

him sleep.

Dmitri Is gone alas, and gone his
pose.

And the copy Is coming now where
no one knows,

But still the Issue comes out every
week.

And will no matter who comes or
goes.

A lot of news, that activity will allow
A stack of "Arts Man's" verses and
thou.

Besides me griping about the head-
lines,

And the Vlllanovan office were parl-
dlse enow.

Ah column of my delight now on the
wane

The new board Is rising once again,
How oft hereafter rising shall they

look

For extra copy and like us In vain

SCIENTISTS TO MAKE
ANATOMICAL STUDY
OF AFRICAN GORILLA

Four scientists will set out from
New York at the end of this month
for the highlands of tropical Africa,

there to kill adult gorillas, embalm
them for anatomical study.

This has never been done before.

Carl Akeley's specimens of "the man
that walks like a bear" were brought
back merely as skins and skeletons.

The new specimens will give first op-

portunity for detailed comparison of

the manrape with man-
Columbia University, which will

finance the expedition, announced Its

plans yesterday. The college of Phy-
sicians IS co-operating with the Am-
erican Museum of Natural History.

THE HEALTH OF
COLLEGE STUDENTS

LAB NOTES

According to Dr. Dean P. Smiley,

head of the Department of Hygiene
and Preventative Medicine at Cor-
nell University, the health of col-

lege students trends downward from
the time they enter colleges as

freshmen until they leave. Dr.

Smiley explains this by saying that
each year that a man Is In college

he takes less and less care of him-
self. The doctor has arrived at

three causes for this. The first Is

that the influence of home and
mother Is usually strong for good
health habits and maintenance. The
longer the student Is away from that
Influence, the less he feels Its effect.

Secondly, that student life has for

many years been notable for Its neg-
lect of the ordinary hyglne laws.
There are too many bull-sessions
lasting far into the night and morn-
ing and too many bouts of excessive
drinking. Thirdly, says Dr. Smiley,
a fair number of college students
are attempting the physical Impossi-
bility of doing the work of two men,
living the life of a day laborer to
earn a living, and the life a stu-
dent to acquire an education.

AD .\STKA PKK CASTORIA

Our children cry,

Their mothers sigh,

Why tapeworms die

For old Castorla.

That schoolgirl charm
Preserved from harm
Stops all alarm

Of Giggling Gloria.

It wets the tongue;
But not the lung;
Keeps college young

From beer emporla.

At elite clubs
It comes m tubs;
"Classy," one dubs

Waldorf-Astoria.

At sulphur springs,

j

On salt sea flings,

I

Health glides on wings;

I

But with Castorla.

No manner slips

Nor servant's tips

In taking dips

At natatorla.
'. * '

.;

A nation's sales

Sent forth In palls

Floods all the malls

Out in Peoria.

In "loway"
Dairymen say:

"The Milky Way
Plows with Castorla."

Does neighbor Mars
Canel her bars? . ..:

Do surface scars ' ' "
'

Contain Castorla?

In all earth spheres
It's but two peers
Figs from Algiers,

Mines from Korea.

So keep your trust:
When die you must,
Rise from your dust

With old Castorla.

Health's lusty voice

Will aid your choice;
In heaven rejoice

In Oratoria.

LAPY WEARER

And when oh reader you shall pass,

On articles like petals scattered on
the grass

And In thy joyous reading reach the
spot

Where 1 wrote mine, "Turn down an
empty glass."

Farewell, the Count Is dead.
COUNT DIMITRI

The Freshmen class has finally re-

covered from their Oral Biology Lab-
oratory examination.

Mr. Battlsta and Mr. Parlangell

should go out for the track team. Re-
cently they broke all records In a free

for all run around the pond. Reports
from the barn indicate that the cow
who chased them has fully recuper-

ated.

The other day Prof. Ford gave his

embryology class seventy-five ques-
tions for the Final Examination. The
class asked him if they could give the
questions back and study the whole
book Instead.

The Freshmen have submitted a
collection of insects as a part credit

for their final grade in Biology.

Prof Duncombe has recently sub-
mitted to his class in Quantitative
analysis a set of 150 questions for tlie

Final Exam. It is rumored that If

these questions were bound they
would easily fill a good-size text-

book.

Mr. R. Turnbach recently delivered

a lecture on genetics to the Fresh-
men Class.

Father Coan isg rapidly acqulrln
technique In removing chick em-
bryos. It Is said that his average Is

now .146. Hope Is held out that he
will show a decided Improvement in
the near future.

Prof. Ford is suffering from a se-

vere case of mental stagnation. John
McClaln has refused to supply him
with any more questions.

A large percentage of the eligible

Sophomores have applied for Pre-Med
Certificates.

Mr. Frank Roy has been recently

giving Instruction in the Bacteriology
Lab. to two young co-eds.

Mr. "Bud" Britt is receiving con-
gratulations from his friends upon
being accepted into Jefferson Medical
College.

Mr. John A. Kolmer of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Graduate School
of Medecine will deliver a lecture on
Vivisection next Thursday at 4 p. m.
In the amphitheatre. All science

students should attend.

It Is rumored that Mr. Frank Roy
Is about to become a member of the
vast league of benedicts.

Mr. Augustus Kunzenbacker, D. Sc,
Ph. D.. LL. D., F. R C. 8., C. O D.

has recently purchased an new
electric radio. It Is reported that he
sits up Into the "<"ee sma' hours" of
the morning hunting for distance.

Father Doughertv recently de-
livered a lecture to the Freshmen
"Pre Meds" on the History of Bio-
logy.

Oratory Contest Finals

Show Excellent Talent

(Continued Fi-om Page One)

beautiful picture in words during the
delivery of his speech entitled

"Faith."
Being the first contest of Its kind

ever run by the school the result was
indeed promising. Although the at-

tendance was not large the Interest

and enthusiasm displayed by the
contestants was very encouraging.
There will be an attempt to make
this event an annual affair at the
school. In this way the oratorical

ability which heretofore has remained
dormant, of the students will be
brought to the surface and see the
light of day In the world of oratory.

1929 Belle Aire Will be
Issued Next Saturday

(continued from first page)

result justifies any amount of work
and energy which may have been ex-
panded In Its production.

Mr. Lyons, Business Manager of
the Belle Aire requests that all Sen-
iors pay their assessment and book
fee by May 29. Due to the length of
time required In ordering the covers,
only a limited number of books, 678
copies, are being ordered, at a cost of
•6000.

i
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Villanova Nine
Swamps St« Joe's

Wildcats Score 10.3 Victory

Over Traditional

Rivals

THE VILLANOVAN

With Phil Hlllen bearing down In

old time style and the boys higher up

in the batting order about their

chores In consclentous fashion the

Wild Cols again broke out' with a

victory on the stadium diamond
against St. Joes' last Saturday.

Hllltn had little trouble with the

visitors and coasted through the con-

test with a minimum of effort. The
stick work was a Joy to witness, every

one save Flannlgan connecting at

least once for a safety. The Over-

brookers ^ere Ixeld to seven safe hits.

St. Joe grabbed a short one run
lead in the first that was wiped out

by a three run Villanova rally in the

following stanza. Again In the next

three innings six more counters

seeped across the pan and the game
was In the sack.

Single runs In the fifth and last

turns at bat filled out the Crimson
and Gray total. Villanova pushed

across their last score In the sev-

enth.

Gillespie slapped out three bingles

In leading the homesters' attack. De
Luca and Curtin following with one

less. For St. Joes' Barret and Des-

mond each snared a brace of singles.

It was fortunate that the Cats were

In a hitting mood for the old error

was once again pressed and five mis-

cues were chalked against the Fel-

ines.

Lefty Haas again exercised his mas-
tery over the Vfildcats on Wednesday
and the Gettysburg ball tossers took

the return contest with the varsity

on our home field 4-2.

Haas, the opposing moundsman
southpawed his way through the nine

inningss as he did a few weeks pre-

vious when the G-Burg contingent

defeated our team up in ballwlck of

the Bullets.

Villanova had enough men strand-

ed on base to win a couple games but

the lack of pinch hits kept the plate

free from basts' spikes.

(:olle(;e education
becomes necessity

Philadelphia. The point has been

reached in the technical branches of

railroading where a college training

has ceased to be merely an advantage

and has become a necessity for the

young man who wishes a place in the

executive forces, according to Gen. W.
W. Atterbury, president of the

Pennsylvania Rellroad.

As to the best lin^s of training to

fit men for entering the railroad ser-

vice, statlstlce leave no doubt that

they are civil and mtchanlcal en-

gineering, particularly the former, the

railroad magnate declares.

FROSH BOW TO URSINUS

NKU UKCORD IN WALKING

Two world's records in walking

were established by Arthur Schwab
at Berlin last week. He covered the

2o kilometer event in the time of

1:37:42. In the 25 kilometer event

he covered the walk In 2:5:4.

In the last meet of the year the

Frosh bowed to Urslnus '32 In the
Stadium on Saturday 65 1-3 to 51 2-3.

Had the full yearling team shown
up the results would have been vastly

different, as It was a mere half dozen
men scored all the points.

The meet was fairly close to the
low hurdles where the lack of en-

trants for Villanova gave the visitors

a clean sweep. The visiting team
also took all places In the century.

Baker and Zlegler were the Villanova

starts the former competing In five

events and scoring In all of them. For
the CoUegevlUe squad H. Miller and
Klne stood out.

SOCCER AT VILLANOVA
It Is possible that the coming fall

will witness a soccer team as part of

VlUanova's expanding athletic pro-

gram for the future. Surely the

sponsoring of a soccer club will be a

decided advantage to the school

With so many men In school who
have played the game In high school

material should be plentiful and good

and at the same time It will permit

many of the fellows to keep in shape

in the fall when only the football

men liave any chance.

Should the proposition become a

reality the team would either use the

ball diamond or the old football field

behind the monastery.

TO BROADCAST WKEK'S NEWS
Denver, Col.: A novel feature has re-

cently been inaugurated by the Jour-

nalLsm Department of the University

of Denver. In order that those

people, who are too busy to Intelli-

gently scan the paper every day, will

still be able to keep up o nthe week's

news, a member o fthe Jourrmllsm

.still be able to keep up on the week's

the news every Wednesday evening

i over station KLZ.

Freshmen Annex
Fifth Straight

First Year Men Continue

Brilliant Hall as

Perkioinen Falls

FRESHMEN HOLD
SUCCESSFUL HOP

Playing errorless ball behind the

steady pitching of Kabllls Villanova

Frosh decisively defeated Perklomen

Prep last Wednesday aftej;noon by the

score of 8-2.

Kabllls, Prfeshmen ace, was master

of the gahie at ail stages—ten oppon-

ents fell strikeout victims to his tan-

talizing curves. The infield played

dtnsatlonal ball behind his master-

ful pitching. The team as a whole
displayed powerful offensive strength,

collecting fifteen hits, many of which
were long distance clouts .

Altemyer. with three hits In as

many times at bat. was the out-

standing sticker of the day. Ellis hit

a home run and a:so a single, while

Gazella, Terrascavlcz and Czesclk col-

lected two hits each.

This was the fifth conquest for the

Freshmen thus far this season, they
are undefeated and prospects to keep
this record unbroken are bright. The
Cubs wind up their season June 3rd,

with Camden Catholic whom they de-

feated earlier In the season.

Lolos as coach of the first year

men deserves considerable credit for

the remarkable results which they
have attained; by his untiring efforts

the future varsity aspirants have
hung up an enviable record and their

development has assured ample ma-
terial for subsequent varsity teams.

I. C. A. A. A. A. PROHIBTS
I SE OF BLOCKS

The new starting blocks which are
j

used by runners at the recent Penn
|

Relay races, have been barred for fu-
ture use by the I. C. A. A. A. A. at

the Intercollegiate Meet which Is to

be held June 1. It was announced
that this ruling Is to go Into effect

because It Is not thought likely that
the A. A. U. will accept any records

that might be made If these blocks
are used, because that association
forbids the use of any aids In es-

tablishing a new record.

Columbus, Ohio: Archery, long a

sport of co-eds exclusively. Is being
taken up by the men of Ohio State

University. More than 80 recently i

signed a petition, asking that a men's
|

tournament be promoted by the in-

trumural department.
This Is the first time any interest

in archery has been evidenced by the

male portion of the campus, accord- ,

ing to the intramual manager. i

m Mill

To The Class

of 1929
Within a very short time you will he hidding goodbye to Villa-

nova. Graduation, however, should not mean that you will lose all con-

tact with your Alma Mater and the hest medium open to you for keeping

in touch with all she is doing is through the VILLANOVAN. For $1,50

yoii will be kept posted throughout the entire year o£ VillanoyaV activi-

ties and accomplishments in every sphere.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

JSo. of Subscriptions

Name

Address

.^,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,^., •,**•,•».

''nrinn»»d frnni I'aire ' 'n^*

F.''e.'^hm:m to a man lined up behmd
his president, Mr. Harry Slngley. and
pledged his support to him. Factions

dl.' appeared. All were resolved to

make the class of '32 the best In the

History of Villanova.

A dance was considered and It was
decided to hold It oiT the campus, in

Philadelphia. The faculty was con-
sulted. The authorities decreed that

before such on undertaking could

even be thought of the Freshman
class must have at least six hundred
dollars in their treasury.

It was then that the true spirit

of the men of the class showed Itself.

Evei'y man, almost without exception,
paid his assessment of two dollars

within one week. Without this

whole-hearted co-operation on the
part of the individual members such
success as was achieved last Friday
evening could never have been hoped
for.

Commlttet*
The Hop Committee, under the

leadership of Mr. Martin L. Gill then
began its actual work. Orchestras

were considered, halls were visited,

printers were consulted. They work-
ed hard, those members of the com-
mittee. Thev worked right ud until

the closing dance last Friday evening
and the great result more than justi-

fied the labor expanded in its produc-
tion.

A more capable and more repre-

sentative committee than that se-

lected by president Slngley to assist

Mr. Gill would be difficult Indeed to

find. The following men constituted
the committee: Messrs. W. Barnes, J.

Dietz, M. Egan. B. Hammond. S.

Berman, N. Marinaro. F. Dougherty,
P. Russell, L. Hofsteln, H. Drlscol. A.

Hort. J. Haage, and M. Rosenweig
Decorations

Those in charge departed from the
usual custom in the decoration of a
hall for a college dance. Pennants
and Class colors were lacking and it

would have been impossible to tell by
the decorations that the dance was
being run b ya college organization.
The light which fell in soft beams on
the highly polished tile fioor. fell

from concealed sources. The orches-
tras were situated on a platform In
the center of the hall against one
wall. False windows were richly
draped In velvets of somber hue.
The dance programs were simple In

design and construction and contain-
ed but one double page.

Success of the Freshmen
The Freshmen Class has made Its

debut and has broken Into the social
life of the college with a crash. May
their future activities meet with all

the success and more, of the Fresh-
men Hop of 1929.

Mahan Elected

Track Captain

"Spots*' Boasts Unsullied

Reconl of Hurdle

V ictories

Frank "Spotts" Mahon, the track-

man who, has never suffered. defeat In

either a low or high hurdles heat In

three years "of college competition,

va^ the unanimous choice of the four

letter men at their lasi nieetlng.

That Q better leader could have

btcn made Is questionable. A man's

pccompllshments warrant . or doesn't

warrant his worth and an athlete

with an envious record as "Spotts"

necessitates some decognltlori.

Being a member of both the half

and one mile relay teams that were
victorious at the Penn Relays. Frank
alFo has the distinction of being the

college high and low hurdler. Inci-

dentally, for the past two years Capt-

eiecl Mahon has averaged 12 points

per meet, confining himself not only

to th ehurdles bui also to the broad

Jump, pole veaiit, high Jump and the

440.

With such an array of accomplish-

ments combined with versatallty such

a position as captain of the track

teem could net be placed upon a

more fitting athlete.

At the same meeting Matthew
"Red" Smith of Staten Island, suc-

ceeded J. Daly as manager for the

ensuing year.

At the University of Colorado class-

es in dancing for the freshmen only

are t)eing given on the campus
throughout the semester, and the cost

of the lesson Is ten cents.

GROFF
DRUGGIST

The famous Groff milk shake.

Sodas Ice Cream

John J. McDevitt
Printing

1145 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Our Annual Clearance Sale

Well worth a trip from School to our Campus Shop

NOTE A FEW OF THE VALUES

$2..i0 Shirts 1.95 2.50 Neckwear 1.95

1..50 Neckwear ....;.;, .95 a rn t> • o 7C
,

3.50 Pajamas ...... ,,..i6.75

5.00 Linen Knickers 2.75 ''',"•„

1.00 Drawer^,!.;;;:; 75 20^ off on all \Jt ool Hose

1.00 Under Shirts 75 20^; off on all Golf Hose

Ptttteattg OIlotl|es

Tailors Haberdashers

3705 SPRUCE ST.

Official Distributor of Official Junior Blatera and Cones, '30
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Engineers Elect

New Officers

Phi Kappa Pi Selects J.

Simpson as Next

President

At the last weekly meeting of the

Phi Kappa PI Fraterjilty, the follow-

ing nren were eworn Into office for the

corrilng year: president, J. Simpson,

30; vice-president, C. Lane, '31;

treasurer, R. AvU, '31; secretary, A.
'

' Brennaii, '31; sergeant-at-arms, J. B.

O'Connor, '31.

This meeting being the last of this

scholastic year final reports were
made by the retiring officers and the

-Inanclal condition of the fraternity

was explained to all those present.

Mr. Howard Avll, '29 Is the retiring

president.

Banquet Is Huct'ess

Almost all members of the Phi
Kappa PI Fraternity and over 30
Alumni members attended the ban-
quet given by that organization on
.Saturaay evening. May 18, In the Col-
lege dining room. Members of the
Alumni came from Baltimore, Allen-
town, Trenton, Philadelphia and
)ther nearby towns and cities and all

together It was a well represented
Alumni that sat down to dine on that
occasion. H. Bygott of the class of

31 presided as toastmaster and his
ready wit and originality kept the In-

terest of all. Hubert Oberlles led the
fiongs and filled the position of

Master of Ceremonies.
The speakers consisted of three

alumni and two students. Those of
the faculty who spoke were, President
Rev. Griffin, Dean Humphreys of the
Engineering School and Rev. Stan-
ford. The alumni speakers were John
A. White '09 (the first graduating
class of engineers), Baltimore man-
ager of the International Motor Cor-
poration, Edward Dougherty, '12,

chief Engineer of the Empire Con-
.structlon Company, Baltimore, Chils
McNelly. '23, Engineer of the Cement
Gun Company of Allentown. The
student speakers were Howard Avll,

the retiring president of the Phi

Delta Pi Leaders
Are Selected

Kelly. Qiiinn. Doyle and
Foley to (iiiide Commerce,

and Finance Frat

burled to the ground bringing with it

Council Representative of the fraier- '

'"""^ ^^^^^ shingles but fortunately

The Delta PI Epsllon, the fraternity

of the School of Comijierce and Fi-

nance, held their annual election of

officers last Thursday afternoon in

Room F of the Academy Building.

Due In all probability there was one

of the largest turnouts of the year by

the members. The large class room
was nearly filled with the Business
men all Intent on electelng their fa-
vorite.

Mr. Thomas McCoy, the outgoing
president thanked the faternlty for
the support and co-operation the
members had given him during the
past year. He expressed his pleasure
as serving In the capacity of Pres-
ident and also the regret he feels in
leaving the office and the fraternity.
In conclusion he stated that he hoped
the fraternity would enjoy an even
more successful year In the coming
semesters. When he finished speak-
ing the members present gave Mr.
McCoy a rising vote of thanks for his
untiring efforts on behalf of the or-
ganization.

Without further delay the elections
got under way. Mr. William Kelly, of
the class of '30, was elected to suc-
ceed Mr. McCoy as president. Mr. Wal-
ter Quinn, also a member of the
same class, was chosen as vice-presi-
dent. Mr. Morris Doyle, present sec-
retary, was re-elected for the coming
year. Mr. Joseph T. Foley, class of
'30, was selected to fill the chair as
treasurer left vacant by Mr. Crosby
Coughlin. Mr. Frank Mahan was
Sergeant at' Arms. Mr. Rudolph
Swlgard was elected as the Student

UNIVERSITY WOMFN
GKT HI(;ilFK GRADFS
THAN MEN STUDENTS

Airplane Flight

Advertises Dance
Pi Omega Phi

Elects Officers

Evanston, 111. Women are more
studious than men, figures released

by the registrar at Northwestern Uni-
versity show. Another fact revealed

is that men in fraternities and wom-
en In sororities have higher averages

than those not in Greek letter so-

cieties.

Northwestern women's scholastic

average was 1.1728, an Increase over
last year, but the men on the campus
let their scholarship slip from .9214 to
.9092. The figures are on a basis of

1.5 for perfect. Fraternity and so-
rority members averaged 1.3400, while
the nonfraternity groups' average was
.9904.

Although 2,328 students are en-
rolled in the college of liberal arts,

their scholastic average Is unusually
high, according to the report. The
average was 1.0560, which was better
than last year. Seniors made better
scholarship records than any of the
other classes while the freshman
class made the poorest record of all.

Parachutes Released From; Hookey Re-Elected as Presi-

LIGHTNING HITS
AUSTIN HALL

Last Friday night during the sud-
den thunder shower which visited
the campus, students of Austin Hall
were sent scrambling under desks and
beds when a bolt of lightning struck
the southeast wing of the dormitory.
After several minutes had elapsed
and each individual had assured him-
self that no physical Injury had been
sustained Father O'Leary, ever-
watchful shepard of his flock, called
the roll and found all were safe.

Immediately a scouting party was
organized to determine the extent of
the damages. A large stone cross
had been ripped from Its base and

nlty.

The work of electing the officers
elected as Custodian of Discipline,
over, the chair was turned over to the
n^w prtsident, Mr. Kelly. With a few
remarks concerning the welfare of
.he toclety and the hope there would
e a continued expression of co-oper

Kappa PI Fraternity and J. Simpson
[

..tlon he biot.ght the final meeting of
the president elect.

Credit should be given to Chailos
Day '29, chairman of the committee
In charge for the expediency and ef-
ficiency with which he handled his
task.

SOPHOMORES HOLD
CLASS ELECTIONS

(Continued Prom Page One)

Hookey declined nomination and his
name was accordingly stricken from
the list of nominees, leaving Ryan and
Nagle in the ring. A standing vote
was taken, but due to the difficulty
of this system, it was decided to have
an Australian ballot taken on this
and the other elections simultaneous-
ly. When the results were in it was
found that both men were tied, and
the decLslon of President Bradley was
to have two vice-presidents of equal
status.

(Jarret Klei-ted SecTetury ; Waglt-y
Treasurer

The nomination for the office of
lecretary of the Junior Class of 1931
vere Mr. Hooky, Mr. Garret, and Mr.
jcchner. Again Mr. Hookey declined
ihe nomination, leaving Garret and
liCchner in the ring. When the votes
were counted. Garret was found to
be comfortably in the lead. In the
election for treasurer, Mr. Wagley de-
feated his opponent, Mr. Oilda.
A it HiisinpNs Conihliip Sussessfiil
The A B's and the Business men

carried away the laurels in spite of
the stiff opposition of their oppon-
ents, the Pre-Meds. and the Engine-
ers. The Business men filled In the
offices of president and treasurer;
while their allies, the A B's received
the offices of vice president (Joint)
and secretary. The Pre-Med's man-
aged to get a Joint vice president In
the tie during the second election.

OiitliHtk nrlglit for Class of 1931
The outlook for next year's Junior

Class is exceedingly bright, due to the
calibre of the men selected to the
various offices. All of these candi-
dates have distinguished themselves
In the service of the class In a man-
ner that promises an exceedingly
well run Junior year. The spirit
maintained at the elections is an in-
dication of the interest shown towards
cla.ss matters, and this spirit can
have no other outlet than the mak-
ing of the Class of 1931 the most suc-
cessful class In the annals of Villa

-

nova.

..he year to a close at 2:20 p. m.

V. I. C. HOLDS LAST
MEETING OF YEAR

The last meeting of the Vlllanova
Italian Club marked the retirement of
Mr. PelUcane from the presidential of-
fice and the election of Mr. Joseph
Rinaldl to succeed him during the
next scholastic year. The club will
meet no more this year. The other
men who received offices were: Mr.
DlBertdlno, vice-president, Mr. Vel-
clorale, treasurer, Mr. Costanzo, secre-
tary, Mr. Baratta, financial secretary.
The dinner dance, sponsored by the

V. I. C. Is to be held on the evening
of May 29, at DcLullo's Cafe in Phila-
delphia. This place was selected for
its excellent menu and convenient
location. Mr. DlBerardi^p, chairman
of the committee in charge announ-
ced that music will b« furnished by
a well-known orchestra.

no other damage occured. Having
thoroughly searched the debris and
satisfied that no casualties had re-
sulted, members of the Investigating
party returned to their respective
rooms and soon peace reigned su-
preme.

1929-30 STAFF OF VILLA-
NOVAN IS ANNOUNCED
(Continued from Page One)

UILKi:.S-|).\RRE CLIB
ELECTS OFFICERS

The Wllkes-Barre Club's final
meeting was held last Tuesday eve-
ning at seven-thirty. All officers ren-
dered complete reports for the entire
past year and these were accepted as
read by those present.

Election of officers for the coming
year was held and the following men
received positions. President, Charles
Boyle, vice-president, John Conaboy,
treasurer, Stanley Prokop. selected
because of his efficiency in handling
finances on the Vlllanovan Staff, sec-
retary. Roger O'Donnell, sergeant-at-
arins. Peter Forve. The retiring offi-
cers were Frank McCann, O'Hara, Mc-
Olnty, Keightley, and Conlhan. James
Gerrlty and Carmen Caputo were ap-
pointed club and publicity men in
Wllkes-Barre and Scranton, respect-
ively.

business his services were invaluable.
Mr. Charles J. Lynch '30 will fill this
vacancy of Assistant Business Mana-
ger. Mr. Joseph Kellher was selected
as circulation manager to succeed Mr.
Stanley Prokop. Mr. George Bain,
Mr. Louis Dart and Mr. William
White will act as Associate Business
Managers.
We, the outgoing staff feel confident •

In the success of the paper In the
hands of such a capable staff who
win be no small factors In the full-
flllment of the Vlllanovan's destalned
heritage to become one of the best
papers in collegiate circles.

Air Advertise (doming

Farewell Hop

Thursday, two airplanes carrying 4

members of Pl„ Omega Phi cavorted

above the Stadium and released

bright orange parachutes advertising

the PI Omega Phi Farewell Hop,

which Is to take place oti June 1st at

Alumni Hall. Two planes were
chartered for this expedition. The
first, an Eaglerock Biplane, No. C
1859, carried Martin GUI and Chester
Betts and William Walsh, a pilot of

the Patco airport, at the controlls.

The second plane was No. C 3160 of

the same type, operated by Charles
L. Walker, with Andrew Kelly and
Martin Orbach as passengers.

About 4 o'clock the two planes took
the air again. After circling for al-

titude, they pointed their noses Vll-

lanova-wards. Passing over a huge
mosaic of emerald estates Interlaced

with the white ribbons of the roads
they continued until they were over
the spires of Vlllanova. After circl-

ing around for some time, they drop-
ped five parachutes which were re-

deemable for tickets to the PI
Omega Phi Farewell Hop. The para-
chutes made a splendid spectacle as
they softly descended to earth. The
Orange and Black of the fraternity,

in the form of parachutes, fell among
the spectators who returned the
'chutes for the tickets tothe Fare-
well Hop.

After this, the two biplanes circled
around for some time until the oc-
cupants took .some views of Vlllanova
fromthe air and then started back to
the alrdome at Conshohocken, where
they arrived after a pleasant half-hour
In the air.

The trip was entirely a success due
to the excellent piloting of the two
aviators from the Patco field, who
controlled their ships with amazing

dent. -Ryan New Vice

President

Last Wednesday PI Omega Phi held

their weekly meeting and elected new
officers for the coming year. With
the exception of the office of presi-

dent, all of the offices were filled

with new men. Mr. Edward M.
Hookey who has served so efflclfently

and faithfully during the past year

were rewarded for his integrity with
re-election. Mr. Mark Leo Ryan, a

very prominent "Coal Cracker" from
Fedlgan Hall was elected to the

office of treasurer; this office Is now
fl'led by Chester Geatlng of the class

of '31. He will be remembered for

his excellent showing at the fights

last April. Mr. Andrew Benedict
Kelly of Brookline, was elected to

the responsible position of Secretary
For the past year Mr. Kelly has been
a prominent figure in the affairs of

the fraternity. He has taken a fore-

most part in all their activities and
no little ineubure of their success is

due to him.

COURSE IN POLICING
CREATED IN CHICAGO

Police work has been made the sub-
ject of a research department at the
University of Chlacgo wlththe ap-
pointment of August Vollmer, chief
of police of Berkeley, Calif., as pro-
fessor of police administration, it Is

announced here. The department is

to be a center for experiment and
research, with the entire resources of
the university, not only in social
science but In the natural and phy-
sical sciences, at Its command.
Need of keeping abreast of the

criminal In the use of modern meth-
ods Is stated to be one of the rea-
sons for starting the department. The
technique of identifying and appre-

stablllty. and whose Judgement of i bending criminals, which has devel-
wlnd drift was so accurate that the oped into a complex calling, can be
parachutes landed where they were I

greatly advanced by co-ordinating the
Intended In spite of the stiff breeze I special knowledge of the various na-
whlch was blowing at that altitude. | tural sciences, it is believed.

H. C. Remlck has turned into the
Politics Department of Princeton a
thesis number 100,000 words, the
most elaborate ever written by a
Princeton Senior. The aubject Is

"The Powers of Congress in Respect

;

to its Membership and Elections."

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

Engineering students at the Uni-
versity of Kansas have set a new
style. They are wearing cream col-
ored corduroys decorated with bridges
and other such appropriate designs.
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\rt8 Man Chosen
in Contest for

Senior Honor

Foley and Severance Show
Remarkable Talent in

Final Trial

WINNER WELL KNOWN
In the final step of the competi-

tion for Valedictory honors held last

Wednesday. Mr. Alexander G. Sever-
ance, prominent member of the Arts
School, was awarded the distinction
by the faculty Judges over his sole
competitor, Mr. John Foley, also a
member of the A B group. The final

trials were a climax to a series of

competitive meets begun early in
May and numbering among the con-
testants the outstanding scholars of

the various departments. The award
la a fitting recognition of the ser-

vices of Mr. Severance both to the
college and to the class, and the de-
cision was a result of a well prepared
and brilliantly delivered address. The
speech had for its topic "The Rights
and Duties of Christian Men." His
treatment of this theme was scholar-
ly and finished.

John Foley Also Brilliant

Although Mr. Foley failed to re-

ceive the decision, his effort was de-
serving of high praise. Choosing for

his topic the ever pregnant subject
of "Ingratitude," Mr. Foley was par-
ticularly eloquent in denouncing that
type of thanlclessness which leads
the Alumni to often forget the many
benefits which their Alma Mater be-
stows upon them during the course
of their college career.

• The winner, Mr. Severance, is a

well known campus figure, espec-
ially In the athletic field, where his

(continued on page four)

Record Class to

Receive Degrees
This Year

One Hundred and Fifty-Five

Candidates Receive De-

Grees Thursday

OPEN AIR CEREMONY

New Course for

Business School

Course in "Industrial Man-
agement" Available

In September

The School of Commerce and Fi-

hance have announced a new course,

"industrial Management," which will

be available to any Sophomore In the

Fall of 1929.

The proper, and at the same time
most practical method of manage-
ment in use today in the better type

of industrial enterprises is fundamen-
tal to the future success of any busi-

ness venture. Of late more and
more attention Is being paid to

management technique as a source of

profits and a means of maintaining
healthy conditions within the Indus-
try.

The purpose of the course of "In-

dustrial Management" is to thorough-
ly ground the student in the produc-
tion side of business enterprise. This
entails a presentation of the problems
of the executive in his control of

both the physical and human fac-

tors of Industry . Proper attention

will be focused on the present day
situation of mass production with Its

standarization and simplification of

processes and operating methods.
Full consideration will be given also

to the human element In Industry;

the development of a proper pro-

gram of personal administration and
the building up of moral. Belated

fields such as merchandise control

and budgeting, office management
and the like will be discussed.

A descriptive list of the subjects

offered in this course are as follows:

Industrial Management
A basic course designed to give

the student a comprehensive idea

of the fundamental nature of

manufacturing and its present

Importance to the economic life

of the people of the country. The
(continued on page three)

On Thursday, June 6 at 2 o'clock

in the afternoon, Vlllanova will hold
its annual commencement. At this

commencement a record class will be
graduated, the number of which has
never been equaled in the history of

Vlllanova. Among the one hundred
and fifty-five candidates receiving de-
grees some will be In Bachelor of Arts,

some In Master of Arts, one In Master
of Science, and some In Bachelor of
Science In the different branches;
Biology, Economics, Civil Electrical,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer-
ing. One will receive the degree of
Doctor of Literature.

Everything seems in keeping with
the unprecedented advancement of
Vlllanova College. Never did the col-
lege buildings, augmented by the
recently finished Mendel and Fedlgan
Halls, present a more imposing ap-
pearance. Never before did the cam-
pus with Its neat appearing road-
ways. Its rolling acres of velvety
greeness, its winding pathways,
shaded by the overhanging branches
of trees present a more picturesque, a
more gala appearance.

IietalLs Announced Later

When the Vlllanovan went to press
the authorities had as yet not an-
nounced the various details and
points of Interest that always ac-
company a college graduation. It
was announced that Mr. Alexander
Severance, a candidate for the Degree
of Bachelor of Arts, will deliver the
Valedictory address but concerning
the other details, the winners of the
various prizes, the principal speaker
of the occasion, etc., the authorities
were undecided as to whom they will
be. Nevertheless, things as they are
now, are all working toward a climax,
a magniflcant climax, the graduation.
Everyday new faces, or rather old faces
are seen on the campus—past year's
alumni coming back to see the grad-
uation and to marvel at the imposing
sight that meets their ' eyes. Is it

any wonder that they swell up with
pride at the wonderful way Vllla-
nova has advanced! Indeed It Is

only the Alumni who really know
(continued on page four)

TO THE RETIRING
STAFF

Jr. Week Leadei^
Are Appointed

Class of '31 Take Prompt
Action in Selecting

Committees

The committees which are to be
active during the next scholastic year
for the class of 1931, have been se-
lected by President Bradley of the
Junior Class. The men selected have
all distinguished themselves in the
services of their class for the past
two years and are therefore worthy
of the honor of being selected for
places in Junior Week, the most at-
tractive pageant of the year.
The selections for the Junior Prom

Committee are as follows: Chairman,
Joseph J. Kelly; J. Dalton, Fred A.
Donovan, P. Forve, P. Graham, F.
Jansen, Red Menton, Martin Orbach,
James Ranazizzl, P. Scopa, W. Straub,
and Charles Witkowskl. ;

;
/.

The Junior Week Comfnittee con-

sists of H. Garrlty, Chairman, and
George Blaney, Joseph Costanzo, Ed
Hookey, C. Kelffer, M. DeLuca, B.

Shovelin, an committeemen.

The Banquet Committee is headed

by Roger O'Donnell, who is assisted

by R. Avll, G. Connors, H. Garrlty. A.

(continued on page four)

The Vlllanovan has completed

Its crucial first year period, and
the almost insurmountable ob-

stacles which are common to such

a time have been successfully

passed is due almost entirely to

the splendid effort of the charter

staff. Resignations, withdrawls
from college and the march of

events has made the appointment
of a new staff seem advisable.

Such a move Is in no way a re-

flection on the ability of the re-

tiring members. No one to whom
the Vlllanovan is of a matter of

vital interest can forget the figure

of Edwin Lovatt earnestly solicit-

ing support during the first and
vital stage of the paper's exis-

tence; of Crosby Coughlin in the
Vlllanovan office long after the
college had officially retired for

the night; of Hugh McHugh and
the constant employment of his
clicking typewriter; of Stanley
Prokop with his bundle of papers
in the dining hall every Tuesday.
Mention of these members does
not embrace the full quota of the
man deserving special credit, but
they are representative and any
success which the Vlllanovan may
enjoy in the future must refiect

back largely on the men who had
the courage to found It.

1930 Belle Aire
Staff Announced

James Hanlon Named
Editor-in-Chief For
Next Year's Annual

as

During the past week there has
been posted on the bulletin board the
announcement of the Belle Aire Staff

of 1930. In making up this list so
early the class of '30 again showed
itself meriting of the title "Hustlers."

In his selection of EdItor-ln-Chlef
Mr. Henry, President of his class,

showed good sense and foresight. Mr.
James Hanlon, a man who has had
considerable experience in work of
this kind, not only as a member of
the Vlllanovan Staff, but also in his
high school df^s, -has been selected
to fill the enviable position.

Although the book Issued by this
year's graduating class Is a master-
piece, and although it is by far the
best book ever published in the his-
tory of the college. If promises mean
anything, the Belle Aire next year will

be superior to the present Issue. Mr.
Hanlon has already begun planning
the general outlay of the book and
has called a meeting of the staff

which he has selected to help him
In his work. The various members
are wasting no time in getting their
work started. If the spirit thus far
exhibited can be maintained during
the next few months .the work next
year will consist merely in arranging
and assembling the material.

Staff of 1930
The following men have been ap-

pointed to the Belle Aire Staff of 1930
by EdItor-ln-Chlef James Hanlon.

Assistant Editors, Joseph Foley, J.

Sassman, William Murphy and Joseph
Rinaldl; College Editors, Pat White
and Joe Welsh; Club Editors, Al.

Clardl and George Hofbower; Art
Editors, Matthew McManus. Walter
Quinn, Richard Murray and Obie
O'Brien; Business Manager, Frank
Hanlon; Assistant Business Manager,
Rudolph Zwigard; Advertising Mana-
ger, Julius Bcza; Circulation Manager,
Donald Martin; Assistant Circulation
Managers, Ed Garey, Ralph Treglia,
Vincent Brady. Morris Doyle. G. G.
Snyder, Edmund Rellly, James Lan-
gan; Sports Editor, Frank Mahan;
Assistant Sports Editors, Matthew
Leib and Joseph DeLuca; Class Edi-
tors, William Wedwaldt. Joseph Kell-
her, Al. Sutcliffe and Frank Brecker;

(continued on page four)

Belle Aire Is

Praised Highly

On All Sides

Variety and Design of 1929
Annual Far Surpasses

Former Books

WATSON IS EDITOR
The nineteen twenty-nine edition

of the Vlllanova annual, the Belle

Air, made Its appearance on the cam-
pus late last Friday and was greeted

with very favorable comment by the
student body. The new book, bound
m attractive blue with an imposing
cut of Villanova's chapel spires serv-

ing as a beautiful cover design, ranks
among the best, if indeed not as the
very best of year books that it has
ever been Villanova's fortune to pro-

duce. An egar throng of enthusias-
tic subscribers Immediately stormed
the office clamoring for the long
awaited copies.

The volume Is fittingly dedicated

to the Reverend Joseph A. Hickey, D.

D., J. C. D., O. S. A., former president

of the college and now serving as the

Assistant-General of the Augustlnlan
Order In the Curia at Rome. Many
new and strikingly beautiful features

contained in the book plus a very

symmetrical arrangement of cut and
designs combine to give this year's

Belle Air a finish which Is truly ar-

tistic. The main divisions of the
work are each prefaced with elabor-

ate drawings done In a three color

process and special attention has
been given to the opening design

which is resplendant In a four tone
coloring. The printing and photog-
raphy displayed throughout is partic-

ularly fine.

The staff, under the able supervis-

ion of Fr. Crawford, as Faculty Ad-
visor, and with Frederick Watson
filling very capably the position of

Editor-in-Chief, includes the follow-

ing members: Thomas J. McCoy, As-
sociate Editor; James J. Dougherty,
College Editor; Nicholas Schlelfer and
William Donaldson, Assistant College

Editors; Francis A. McNulty, Class

Editor; Richard Carton, '32, Julius

Benza, '30. Francis McClain, '32;

Assistant Class Editors, Vincent Doyle;

Activities Editor, John McParney;
Assistant Editor, Earl Mossey; Organ-
ization Editor, Lewis Griesmer, '30;

Assistant Organization Editor. James
(continued on page three)

Mendel Bulletin

A Work of Art

Science Publication Is Evi-

dence of Success of

Pre-Med School

On Thursday. May 30, the Mendel
Bulletin made its appearance at

Vlllanova. It is a book of one hun-
dred and thirty pages, published by
students, and containing articles of

particular interest to medical students
The publication is fittingly named

in honor of Gregor Johann Mendal.
"The Father of the Science of Gen-
etics," and Augustlnlan priest who
has achieved an unassailable position
in the foremost rank of modern
scientists.

The board of editors who labored
so indefatlgably to produce this work
are as follows: Editor-ln-Chlef, Don-
ald W. Ingham; Associate Editors,
Hugh McHugh and John D'Urso; Cir-
culation Manager, Richard Denny. The
contents of the book were supplied
by the foregoing men and others
from the Pre-Medlcal Department
they are as follows:
Forward Hugh McHugh
The Reverend Manuel Blanco

Hugh McHugh
Mold B. J. Owczykowsky,

E. C. Brltt
A Comparative Study of Blood

(continued on page two)

D. P. E. President

Awarded Senior

Merit Medal

Brilliant Four Year Career

as Student and Leader

Is Rewarded

GENE RILEY SECOND
The "Merit Medal" given by the

Delta PI Epsllon fraternity of the

School of Commerce and Finance to

that student, who In his Senior year

In the business school, was adjudged
the best all-around and generally

qualified member of his class was
awarded to Mr. Thomas McCoy on last

Thursday. Six Judges, three repre-

senting the faculty and three from
the student body, voted Mr. McCoy
the winner. Mr. Gene Riley, mem-
ber of the same class, received second
place.

The Judges' decision was based on
the qualifications as outlined by the

fraternity. Class standing, extra-

curricula activity and general pres-

tiage were some of the qualities con-
sidered in selecting the man to re-

ceive the medal. Every member of

the Senior Class In the School of

Business was eligible for the award
and everyone received due considera-

tion.

Gene Riley Places Second

Gene Riley, well known student in

the Commerce Department, was a
close second to Mr. McCoy and gave
the Judges considerable worry In ar-

riving at their decision. Mr. Rlley,

with his perpetual smile and ever

ready "Hello" is quite a popular
figure on the campus as well as being
a most zealous student.

(continued on page four)

Members of New
Staff Convene

Ambitious Plans for Next
r's Villanovan
Contemplated

Yea-'

with a successful year behind It

and with prospects promisingly
bright for the fall term, the "Vllla-

novan" staff, augmented by a quar-
tette of new members, displayed
marked enthusiasm at the first or-

ganization meeting of the new staflT

last Wednesday evening. The task of
initiating the new members into the
duties of their respective offices was
completed, and Immediately follow-
ing discussion became general on the
question of an improved "Vlllanovan"
during the next year. The plans,
though ambitious, immediately met
with the unanimous approval of the
staff.

Paper to be Larger

Changes in the size of the paper
embodying the addition of an extra
column and a departure from the
use of blue ink through the adoption
of the regulation printer's ink used
by standard newspapers constituted
the more important improvement
plans. Popular sentiment among th«
student body has made such a
change seem not only desirable but
necessary. Numerous minor changes
felt to be advisable were also sug-
gested. The ferocious Wildcat now
topping the paper is expected to be
replaced by the college seal and a
change from the glazed paper to the

unfinished variety now used by most
news organs, is being contemplated.
In all features the "Vlllanovan" will

resemble the more outstanding of the
recognized collegiate publications, and
the staff feels that such changes will

result in a more representative week-
ly-

Father Maiirli Continues a» Mentor
During the course of the meeting.

Fr. Eugene Mauch, faculty advisor of

the paper, outlined the fundamentals
(continued on page four)
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TO THE GRADUATES

him as a
rich lu

a friend;

only a

worker and
the energy ex-

On till" (liiy utter to-iiun row you, the (!i;i(luat«'s of 1^29, will leave
tiu- hiillowcd' walls oi' \'illanova anil ko forth into the worlil. A
world of countU's.s t)-ials; of many Kloriuus triumphs. A bound-
lews ampitlu-atre t)f tuhl Helllshness; of kindly asHistance. Thi-

wlndlnK rond of lift" that looms ahead Is th»> course of your llnal destiny.
One's life !.«' inouldeil hy early training and youthful association.-i.

The draught of Christian truth, of moral worth and literary lore, im-
bibed in the days (»f M)Uth. strenKthen and cast the man for after life;

man matured in knowledge )nould.s the masses and liecomes himself the
center of the stirrinti events of the passing Kenei-ation. The woild is

rich in virtue, richer in vices. The virtues, so beauteous in themselves
that, were it possible for man to behold them with cor|)oreal eyes, he
would become so exceedingly I'uamored with them as to undertake any-
<hlnK, howsoever difhcult, to attain i)ossession of them A'lce a despic-
able character, enters the greatest i)art of the worldlinKS of today. Only
the Inestimable Rifts of knowledge and faith can crush it. You, Oradu-
atps. possess an insiuht into the supernatur.il and divine. t"our)le this
with your virtue of veracity, go forth as ambassadors of Catholicity and
Stem the tide of biuotrv. If the future looks dark lean hanl upon thi'

training of your Alnia Mater.
« » • * •

ON THE DISTINCTION OF A DEGREE AT VILLANOVA
I his week, membei-s of the various tlivisif)ns of the Senior Class
of l!>L'!t shall depart with a sheepskin under their arm. What is

tlie ine.'ininR of this sheepskin, antl what does it portend?" is a
(luestlon that conies t<) the mind of the graduate and the j)Ubllc-

at-'urKe. Does it mean that another stereotyped Babbitt is turned loose
to ,/Ursue his stereotyped way?

The easiest way to answer these ()uestions is to glance through
the Annaia of Villanova—^a brief, flitting glance is sufficient for this
purpose. P'irst, the courses that the degrees represent are to be exam-
ined. The candidate goes through cour.ses which are highly Individual-
istic In character—eacli man receiving alnutst individual training to de-
velop his jiotentialities. AVhile receiving this training the candidate is

Instilled with a hinh code of ethics that is invaluable in later life.

Secondly, let us cimsidei' the I'esults of these courses through the
successes of the graduates who have finished them These graduates
have honored themselves and \'illanova V)y excellent services in all fields
of endeavor—from the humlilest to the highest. All of these men have
been staunch and steadfast In the Ideals instilled in them by their
Augustinlan preceptors, and while a few of them may have failed in
some positions whicli they have occupied, it was a mistake of tht' head
and not of the heart.

Let us look again to see Just who these distinguished men were
who were honored by a Villanova degree, in order to .judge the distinc-
tion attache<l to receiving one of our degrees. Presidents of the United
States. Clevel.ind and Taft; Vice-President of the United States. Thom-
as R. Marshall; Chief .Justices and Justices of our national and st.ato

courts; Attorneys general, such as fiur Ignited State.<? Senator, I'hilandor
C. Knox: Judge Oniy; Ciovernor AValsh; Senator Randall, and many
more senators; Oovernors, Lieutenant flovernors; foreign Jimbassadors

—

are included in the.se august annals. Here a great Admiral of our Navy,
\Villiam Shepp.ird Benson, there Dectors of Surgery and Medicine, of in-
teinational fame; Lawyers of renown, su( h .is our own AVilliam llarrity;
schol.irs of great intellect: masters of literature—all llle by in tho pass-
im? parade of dignitaries. Presidents of great railroads, and of large
companies: financiers, editors of gieat newspapers; philiinthropists;
prreat captains of gre.it industries, such as Samuel M. Vauclain; Hishojis,
Monsignors and I'riests—all of these in the <listingulshei1 file.

How can the member of the graduating class f.iil to be insjiired
by a degree from h's Alma Mater which repicsents so much tiaining,
and which admits him into the distinguished brotherhood who have
received their degrees at A'illanov.i

To those graduating in the class of 1929 we extend nur most
hearty and sincere congratulations. AN'ith the training of Villanova to
fall upon we are sure th.it they will uphold the standard .set by former
Kr.iduates. The world's gain Is Villanova's loss.

• • • • , .

Prof. Jonas

An agent that is the strong unUer-

4yliig principal of many social and
HchoinKtlc dctlvitles is usually a dyn-

amic type of Individual. This is the

sort pf person of whom we write.

Countles.s studepts admire
profes-^or; Htill others feel

friendship having him as

the college possesses not
teacher but tireless

gentleman. WItncKs
pcnded In promoting the recent oru

torlcal contest. Devoted of all

amateurish translation of etnotion or

any crudity or harshness of amateur
play, the event showed why the pro-
fessor is an object of an almost
boundless admiration in his work. A
ncully clad personage at all times, his

whole figure and attitude are that of
determination, self-possession and
energy. And when at last he speaks
a few well chosen words, all eyes are
turned respectfully upon him—for
his name Is Professor Joseph Jonas.

(Iroshy Coufzhlin

Dlfflcult tasks and sustained actl-
tlcs are sometimes txecuted with
such a minimum of bustle that they
are apt to be deprecated. On the
contrary such unostentatious activity
Is far more valuable because of this
lack of show and the efficiency
which it connotes. Crosby Coughlin
until very recently an Integral part
of the Vlllanovan, was a master at
the art of how not to do things with
a nourish. In hl.s position as Man-
aging Editor during the crucial first

year period he fully Justified any-
thing which we may say of his abil-
ity. His scholarship was unquestion-
ed, his managerial ability a source of
Increasing admiration. Tentative
plans for the future has made wlth-
drawl from Villanova a necessary
step. As a result the college loses a
gentleman of parts, the staff loses an
editor of sterling ability and not a
few win lose a friend.

YesiT Witnesses

Striking Change
Spring has worked Its wonderful

transformation and now Is about to
usher Summer Into the world. Every-
where nature has put on her fairest

garments to delight and please man-
kind. Villanova at this time of the
year appears as a Jewel for which
the sourroundlng countryside Is but
a setting; This statement. howeVer.
coidd not have beep truthfully made
If it were not for the Improvements
to which the faculty gave their earn-
est support.
On the return to school last Sep-

tember we foimd that extensive

building operations necessitated a

neglect of natural beauty. The ques-
tloit entered our mind.

"Is It true that your mantle .so

Verdant,

With its riot of color and glow,
Must lay waste 'neath the Inroads of

science

Or lay mute "neath a trampling
fog?"

Time answered the question with
an emphatic NO. Roads that were
formerly ankle-deep In mud were re-
paired. The lawns were rolled and
sowed with the seeds of a velvety
grass; trees were pruned; lamp
standards and flower urns were paint-
ed blue and white, the colors of Villa-
nova; and rose vines were replanted
near trellises. Villanova has sur-
passed herself.

At Villanova there are many beauti-
ful aspects afforded by nature to
which many college men are unaware.
The reason they are unaware Is be-
cause they are Insensible to any-
thing Inspiring, beautiful, and noble.
They possess the type of mind that
classes every building as so much
stone and wood, every view of na-
ture as so much dirt and vegetable
matter. Fortunately, this type Is re-
latively few, but they are numerous
enough to mar the beauty of Villa-
nova by walking on the grass or
Uttering the grounds with waste-
paper.

Affairs of

The Week

GOLF COURSE BEGUN
Villanova is to have a golf course

and lest the fact "be doubtful the in-

credulous might have witnessed on
any fine day Ipst week a file of labor-
ers moiling .^nd tolling in the Mayday
sun. Closer observation would cer-
tainly have been revealing. One
could find his boon companion trans-
formed Into a blistered handed son of
toll over night.
Let It be whispered darkly these

men were the delinquents. They
committed the heinous offense of
checking In late after Easter, and this
is their penalty for eating too many
hard boiled eggs. But laugh neither
loudly nor too long. For next vaca-
tion you might have run a race with
a train and the train might win and
who knows but that next year there
may be a stadium to erect.

VILLANOVA STUDENTS
VOLUNTEER BLOOD

MENDEL BULLETIN
(continued from page one)

An urgent appeal for volunteers for
a blood transfusion operation last
Monday was nobly answered when
two Villanova undergraduates offered
their blood to help save a Bryn Mawr
hospital patient, reported as critical.
The men were Mr. Henry Altmeyer
and Mr. Alfred Welsh, both of the
class of "32.

The call requesting volunteers was
referred to Father Dougherty. Dean
of the Science School, who had little
trouble in securing willing candi-
dates. Tests taken at the hospital
however, revealed that the blood was
unsatLsfactory to the transfusion
needs of the patient. Although un-
fruitful from a practical standpoint
the Incident Is an evidence of a
•spirit which might well be emulated
and the volunteers are to be con-
gratulated on their manly action.

Donald Ingham

The Mendell Bulletin, a scientific
publication and an Innovation at
Villanova made Its appearance on the
campus late last week For tho.^c
who shy at title pages It might be
revelant to announce that the edit-
ing of the Bulletin was Judiciously
entrusted to Donald Ingham. Al-
though this work comprises Mr. Ing-
ham's sole venture into editorial
pastures the book is elequent of in-
dustry. Such an opus Is not the
task of an Idle afternoon, and con-
gratulations are not only In order but
obligatory. Ever a painstaking stu-
dent Mr. Ingham's work In the lab-
oratories has also been exceptional
and it is a pleasure to find his abili-
ties extended Into other fields. The
witty Donald needs no Introduction
to the student body. Since he Is a
member of this year's graduating
class he Is another who will leave
the.se collegiate portals very shortly.
He has left us the Mendell Bulletin
we rejoice in that, but had he never
been connected with it there would be
a veritable host able to testify that
"Pete" Ingham was "regular."

:;, OUR REAL NEED '''/]:[ '::?}::...

There is a theme whose life .seems to be perennial, \Ve had been
here sc.-ircely a day when it was broached to us and now «'ven
years have pas.sed .and changes hjive come and gone with start-
ling rapidity and sr)metlmes far-reaching results it Is as fresh as

ever and daily greets our ears. The query which It constantly advances
asks very ))ointedly "Do you know what we need at Villanova?" The
answers are .«?o varied ami bizarre as the individuals who give them
Klther we need new professors, new coaches, new buildings, a bigger
Htadium, new lulsine or more athletes, more schol.irs. more free d.iys or
more publicity according to the special preferences or nbhorances of the
student who proposes them. Kach of these and n thousand others, one
more pbantastic than the other, has been solenmly brought forward ns a
panacea for i-very petty Irregul.-irity found at the college. Improvements
have outstripped the plans of even the niost sanguine, yet the
query, with its everready answer has diminished neither In
frequency nor in scope. We may therefore be permitted to ask it once
again and to give our «>wn answer and that answer has only one cuif-all
to propound. AVhat ^'ilIanova does need is a gr«>up of student.^ With
vision enough to .see. to umlerst.ind and, in the final analysis, to appre-
ciate the const.tnt spirit that is ever afoot striving to perfect Villanova.
It has done much in the past, its plans for the future are surprlshiiTly
extensive. The least we can do is to complement Its ideals.

The Vlllanovan has undergone the throes of reorganization and
minimized as it can possibly be confusion resultant upon such a
time has been In some measure dlBcemlble. That there are errors
•we know; that experience will correct them we earnestly hope and

It Is not too much to hope also that such oversights will be received with
Indulgence by our readers.

Frotlerick Watson

Last fall the production of the
1929 Belle Aire Annual appeared to be
an almost impossible task—tremend-
ous in the least. But It must be pro-
duced, so Into the thick and bushy
tangle of pictures, dates and cuts
Fred Watson hewed unhesitatingly
with the fierce and determined axe
of his unflatering will. In the po-
sition as Editor-ln-Chlef he was the
center for all lines of Belle Aire act-
ivity. His ambition was not to be
denied so struggling ever onward he
has reached his goal. That he has
accomplished his purpo.se In an ad-
mirable manner Is a fitting tribute to
his dogged perserverance. The Sen-
ior class owes a debt of gratitude to
"Judge" for his days and night of
tireless labor. A fine piece of work
Fred and well done.

Instead of Greek letter organiza-
tions like American fraternities, Ger-
man students have clubs called Vcr-
blndung. These organizations have
their own houses on the Vnlverslty
camptises, but they have no secret
ritual or special badges to serve as
recognttlon Insignia.

John D'Urso
The Mendel Medal

Donald W. Ingham
Thoughts of Evolution

Sr. M. Herllnda, O. S. P., M. D
The School of Science

Richard Denny
Historical Technique of Muscle

I Robert J. Turnbach
I

Edward Jenner, The Conquerer
' of Smallpox Dallas M. Blatt

Histology of the Sen.se of Taste
Donald W. Ingham, Louis J. Padula

Photomicrography

August A. Kunzenbacher
Structure of Bone Structure

Anthony J. PelUcane
A Quantitative Study of the
Bacteria of Milk on Lactose
and Plain Agars . . Anthony M. Selllto
A perusal of the booklet gives an

Insight Into the accomplishment at-
tained by the School of Science at
Villanova. That the intlative of the
.students should culminate in a work
of this kind gives the hint that they
will be the leaders of science In the
years to come.
The book is printed on the finest

quality of paper and Is profuse-
ly Illustrated with pictures of men of
science, diagrams, of laboratories, and
of microscopic organism. Copies are
$1.00 and may be secured from Mr.
Denny In the Reading Room of Men-
del Hall.

Highly scientific In nature, the
theses which comprise the main por-
tion of the book, are eloquent of
painstaking research. Cuts of a "be-
fore and after" nature Illustrate the
superiority of the new laboratories
and the new equipment over the fix-
tures and lab rooms temporarily em-
ployed after the fire and Indeed far
sviperlor to those in use even before
that disaster. The School of Science
is to be commended upon the under-
taking of a work necessitating so
much effort. The book is a substan-
tial addition to the literary accom-
plishments of the college, and In view
of the valuable Information con-
tained In Its theses and the nature of
the work, the Vlllanovan takes the
freedom to suggest that the book
should be copyrighted.

MASS FOR GOODREAU
A memorial ma.ss for Leo Goodreau,

who was killed during football prac-
tice last October, was said for him
by Father Crawford, O. S. A., on Dec-
oration Day. His Classmates of the
class of 1931 attended In a body and
there was present a generous num-
ber of the members of the other
classes. This mass was a part of the
program which has been decided up-
on by the present Sophomore class
during Its existence as a class In
Villanova. The rest of the program
consists In placing a bronze tablet
In the Stadium. This remembrance
will be paid for by the receipts from
rollectlons to be taken up at the
Stadium next fall and it was al.so
decided to unveil the tablet during
Junior Week of the coming year.

TREAS. OFFICE MOVED
The office of the Prccurator situa-

ted fo rmany years In the front of the
west wing of the Monastery has

lately been removed to the quarters
left vacant by the abandonment of
the temporary book room and Vice
President's office on the ground floor.
A complete renovation of the Mon-
astery interior has included this new
office which presents a considerable
Improvement over the old quarters.
This announcement may be re-

garded as Important to that section
of the student body which seems to
be In constant demand by the Pro-
curator. The old office hours for stu-
dents, however, will still prevail.

CATALOGUE APPEARS
Following a new plan, the Villanova

College Bulletin, now Issued quarter-
ly, appeared In a new and revised form
last week. Rearrangement of the va-
rious courses together with a faculty
list corrected to date are features to
be noted among the revisions. Dates
for the opening of the Fall term as
announced by the Bulletin set Sep-
tember 19th as the opening registra-
tion day for Freshmen. The calendar
however as It appears In the Bulletin
Is purely tentative.

Fifty coeds are competing In a
beauty contest at the University of
Hawaii and will be Judged by John
Gilbert.

Three hoboes arrested at Tulane
University for taking a free ride on a
freight train turned out to be girls
from Randolph-Macom College.

INSURANCE POLICY
IS DONATED BY V. L C.

At the final meeting of the Villanova
Italian Club the members voted to
take out an Insurance policy In favor
of Villanova College. The organiza-
tion U required to pay a premium of
eleven dollars a year for a period of
twenty years, at the end of which
time the policy will mature and at
which time the College will receive
two hundred and fifty dollars.
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Varsity Takes^wo Games^ Engineers Win Tilt
**-*: iff

Wildcats Conquer Lebanon Valley;

and Penn A. C; Tie Princeton

Phil Hillen Holds Annville Nine While Mates Hit Hard.—
Re<l Melanson PValures With Home Run Drive

PHINCKTON GAME WASIIRD OUT IN THIRD INNING

At last ihe hoys have heeome hep to I he fact that

the hest way to win hail games is with the stick. Both Leha-

ntin Valley and the Penn A. C. were druhhed in the past

week while tlu' Priiieeton fray was rained out in the third

lrani«> with hoth nines evoii ste|>hen at one all.

The varsity diamond lahorers had no troiihle with

the Annhiirgers luit almost striiek a siiajj a<i;ainst the city

team. The former setto ended 10 lu 1, and the latter 9-4.

LKB.\NON VALLKV -r'——
.

'

,
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Varsity Closes

Season Saturday

Play Lafayette Friday and
Close With Lehigh

The school ytar Is slowly drawing
to a close and with It comes the ter-

mination of the 1929 base ball sched-
ule. Only two games are left for the

•Red""Melat^8oA"sockedT homer" in I
^''^'-^'^V ^^ P'^ anci both are due to

Bunching hits at opportune times

Villanova easily defeated Lebanon
Valley 10 to 1 on the home lot Tues-

day. Phil Hlllen held the visitors

well in check, allowing them but six

widely scattered bingles. The Blue

and White laborers pounded Zappia

and Plalo hard to hang up the sec-

ond consecutive win.

The varsity assumed the lead In

the second Inning and put the game
on ice In the following frame. In

this chapter the boys batted around
and put six markers across the plate

this stanza and later had a triple

when the pellet bounced on the fence

and came back Into the playing field.

In all the home lads socked the op-

posing curves for sixteen safeties,

with Flanlgan snaring five.

Joe DeLuca played a hangup game
at short, handling some difficult

chances very nicely.

VILLANOVA
Ab. R. H. O. A. E.

Flanagan, rf 6 1 5 2

Curtln, lb 4 2 2 15 Q

Gillespie, c 3 1 1 2

Melanson, 3b 5 1 2 4 1

McAndrews, if .... 4 1 2 3

E.«chman, 2b 4 1 3 1 1

Donahue, cf 3 1 1 2

DeLuca, SB ...3 1 4 1

Hlllen, p...... 5 2 1

•Contl, cf "
. 1 1 1

Totals 38 10 16 12 27
LEBANON VALLEY

Ab. R. H

1

O. A. E.

Patrlzo, rf 6

Albright, cf .3 2 I

Wentz, ss 4 1 3 2 1

Bendlgo, c .4 2 7

Zappia, p-U 3 1 2 2 I

Plela, If-p ........ 4

Light. 3b . 4 2 13
Stewart, lb 20 1 90
Disney, 2b 4 1 4 1

Totals . , I

.

88 .1 7 12 24 3

be fought this week.
On Friday the team will Journey

to Easton and wlii cross bats with
the strong Lafayette nine. The club
from upstate way boasts an enviable
record and has downed many of the
leading college teams In this section
of the country. The varsity was
slated to open the season with Lafay-
ette on April 9th at the Villanova
Stadium, but the .content was washed
ovit. •;':.'.. .•;. ,; :

On the following day the boys will
swing over to Bethlehem to hook up
with Lehigh. This team was met
before this season and the outcome
was not encouraging. The game
marked the opening of the season
for our home team and they got off

to rather an unauspicious start,
dropping the Initial contest by the
score of lO-O. Since this early date
they have taken on new life and
should have little or no trouble av-
enging the previous setback.
Hanzlk will probably draw the

pitching assignment In the final

game with HensU and Hensll on deck
for the Friday tussle.

The closing of the present base ball
.season will mark the nineteenth year
that Professor McGeehan has coached
Villanova base ball teams.

PRINrKTON TIKI)
With the score knotted at one all

old Jupe Pluvlus stepped in and ter-

minated the Princeton-Vlllanova fuss

over In the Bengal's lair last Wed-
nesday.

Great hopes were held by the boys
that Villanova would again stick It

on the Nas.sau team as happened last

year,, but the elements played their

little trick and the chance passed
away. Hensll was on the peak for

the visiting Vlllanovans.

PennaoH Stick Close

Villanova and Penn A. C. hooked up
In a good close scoring argument till

the eighth frame when a six run rally

by the Blue and White eased the ten-

sion. Up to the stampede Repscha,
the opposing moundsman and Hensll

were going In good style. Johnny
passed out of the picture In the same
stanza after the visitors began to

connect with his offerings and had
knotted the count.
The Wildcats went on the warpath

In the fag end of the penultimate
round and pushed over a half dozen
tallies on some nice consecxitlve club-

Ing by the boys. P. A. C. made a dy-
ing attempt In the ninth that netted
another run but Hanzlk who replaced

Hensll bore down and that was all.

Flanagan led our sluggers with
three safeties, which was matched by
Welham and Henrlch of the opposing
nine.

Suarez Victor as

Tournament Ends

Pom Edwards Loses Final
in Tennis Matches

NOTICE

Notice to the track team:
All equipment now held In rooms

Is to be turned in by this Wednes-
day without fall. Those falling to
do so will be dealt with by the au-
thorities.

After five bitterly fought sets, re-
quiring over two and one-half hours
of play, M. Saurez emerged victori-

ous over Tom Edwards in the final

round of the PI Omega Phi tennis
tourney, last Monday afternoon.
Suarez's victory Is rendered all the
more laudable when It Is considered
that he had previously, during the
same afternoon, defeated McDermott.
Both finalists experienced little

difficulty In winning their positions

and after the first two rounds there

was little doubt as to who would play

the final match.
As a result of his victory Suarez

merited the Bancroft "Winner" Ten-
nis racket offered by the Fraternity

as the trophy for the winner of the

tournament.

TENNIS C'OIRTS

The new courts across the pike are

rapidly being constructed and with
the coming fall they should be com-
pleted and ready for play. They
will fill a long needed want and we
may expect to find many of our fu-
ture varsity tennis men beginning
their careers on these courts.

FATHER CRAWFORD

Father Crawford has taken over the
treasureshlp of the Athletic Depart-
ment and has Inagurated some new
Ideas with the purpose In making the
position function In accord with the
policy of the school.

Undefeated Team
Features Year's

Athletic Record

Foolhall Cluh Had Perfect

Year; (jolf Newest
Venture

Indifferent succ<!Ss has for the

greatest part marked the fortune of

Villanova teams during the past

scliolastlc year. The team com-

menced very auspiciously with the

undefeated foot ball team grabbing

the limelight and things received a
rosy start.

Then with basket ball several un-
pleasantries arose and only Indiffer-

ent luck rewarded the efforts of the
courtsters. Behind Captain Nolan
the men gave their best and many
decisions might have been reversed
with a little more of the breaks.
The base ball team, with prac-

tically the same lineup that won 24
out of 28 games the preceedlng sea-
son, got off on the wrong foot and
have only showed mediocre power in
most of the engagements.
Coach Meredith's clnderpathers lost

one meet and that to Temple thereby
breaking a five year string of dual
meet successes without a defeat. The
relay team ran second once and third
twice. The biggest obstacle lay In
the lack of contestants in the meets.
Eleven and twelve men being de-
depended upon to bring victory to the
school and necessitating the fellows
doubling up In three, four and five
events.

Ed Lovatt's Injury deprived the ten-
nis men of their leader and star, this
together with Orcutt's failure to re-
turn dampened the enthusiasm of the
racquet wielders, but they continued
on giving a good account of them-
selves. The lack of suitable playing
-ourts was another drawback.
Golf, under the Infiuence of some

pioneers in the school enjoyed the
fancy of the students and some close
matches were played.
The sun will break through the

clouds soon and next season Is look-
ed forward to, with the expectations
of It being Villanova's greatest In
Che realm of sports.

Pre-Med Club Defeated by Engineers

in Seven Inning Game at Stadium

$cyup Slaylon and Pat Cjiulfield Star hir Winning Team.
Scientist}. Lose Opportunity to Tie \ icttirs,

''
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KORTE AND AlI(;iIST. C>PP()SIN(; T\^ IRLERS, WILD

NEW COURSE FOR
BUSINESS SCHOOL

(continued from page one)

study takes up the major indus-
tries, each being analyzed as a
unit, showing factors of location,
history, process of manufacture
with significant Improvements
and changes in output. Manager-
ial and merchandising methods
In each Industry are set forth
and the problems of competition,
raw materials, labor supplies and
other phases of manufacturing
economics are discussed. Pre-
requisite, Sophomore .standing.
Three hours. Both terms.
Labor Relation and Persona!

lMana)<:ement
The aim of this course Is to
present a balanced view of re-
lations existing In Industry be-
tween) man,agement and labor.
The labor movement with Its out-
growth of problems Is outlined.
This is followed by a comprehen-
sive survey of employment meth-
ods and the developing of plant
moral; the establishment of em-
ployee good-will as a factor of
efficiency In management and the
use of collective bargaining and
arbitration as a means of settling
labor disputes. Recent develop-
ments in the field of labor rela-
tions are pointed out. Prerequis-
ite, Junior standing. Both
terms. Three hours.
The full course of "Industrial

Management" Is open to all Sopho-
mores who may elect the three di-
visions of the subject. Industry I, 2,
and 4, covering three years of study
as a group requirement for their
degree. In addition, anyone of the
three divisions may be elected for
study by Juniors and Seniors (Sopho-
mores may select Industry 1 only) for
credit.

These courses are open to all stu-
dents In departments other than the
School of Commerce and Finance, un-
der the same general regulations that
govern the taking of business sub-
jects by students from other depart-
ments.

In one of the wihlesr games witnessed in the iliter-

fraternity League this ,s(>ason il'e Kngineers defeated the

Pre-Mt'dical nine 8 to 7 at ihe \ arsity Stadium last Wed-
m\sday evening. By virtue of this victory the winners have

succeeded in keeping their clean record iintarni>hed and
also annexed the league title. Although the <'ontest was

marred Ity innumerahle miscues on the part of hoth teams

it |)roved most exciting and the spectators witnessed thrills

throughout.

Letters Awarded
Track Athletes

Captain Woods and Highfiehl

Among Recipients

Eleven members of this season's

track team were awarded a blue

sweater and the varsity letter yester-

day. Through the efforts of Coach
Meredith and Fr. Crawford, the ath-

letic department has rewarded these

athletes for their splendid showing
on the cinder path.

Among the recipients are Captain
Woods, Captain-elect Mahan, High-
field, Costanzo, Daley, J. J. Kelly, J.

E. Kelly, W. J. Kelly, Palacclo, Pess-

alona and Milne.

It seems that In former years the

lette'r men merely received the priv-

ilege of adopting the sweaters and
letters If they so cared. This year,

however, Mr. Meredith succeeded in

gaining for his men the coveted

award.
One of the greatest drawbacks to

the track sport In the past has been
the Indifference of the men in com-
ing out for the team. Now, however,
with yearly awards there should be

many candidates aspiring for places

on the track team. If this spring

can be considered a forerunner of

the years to come it Is almost certain

that track will be looked upon as a
major sport at Villanova.

Langan Wins Two
Amateur Bouts

Heavyweight Boxer Performs
in Philadelphia

As a heavyweight Jim Langan has
already won two Inter-city bouts for

the Philadelphia team at the Arena
in that city.

In the first encounter Jim gained
the Judges' decision over Bob Flanl-
"on. New Jersey heavyweight as the
PhlUy contingent defeated the New-
ark men by five bouts to two.

Again, against the Baltimore team,
Langan came through with a win,
ijalnlng the* award over Johnny Hold-
er! the Southeastern amateur title-

holder of the big boys.

BELLE AIRE
PRAISED HIGHLY

(Continued Prom Page One)

Slane; Arts Editor, Burchard Byrnes,
James Jenkins; Assistants, Dalas T.
Blatt, John Donovan, '30, Edward
Bunsa, '30, cops writers.

Sale Sh(Mild be Rapid
A college of the type of Villanova

lends Itself with a great degree of
faculty to the edition of an outstand-
ing annuaK Intimacy among the
student body, a wealth of natural
beauty adapted admirably to photo-
graphic reproduction and sports act-
ivities both colorful and numerous
are features all of which go not only
towards making the book a success
but which should facilitate aprecl-
ably the sale of the annual. A sub-
scription to the Belle Air costs five

dollars but It is a sum which has
been invested In a college tradition
and which will be more than amply
repaid not only by the book Itself

but by the wealth of memory which
Its possession will Insure In later

years.

See-Saw .\ffalr

Tlie Scientists openeei the second
stanza with a lone tally, the result

of consecutive singles by Wolfson,
Macklln and Daly, but the Phi Kappa
men tied the count when Caulfleld

singled to right and scored on Tracy's
wild heave to first after Buckley had
bunted along the third base line.

Again the Pre-Meds took the lead in

the following Inning, scoring three
runs. August received a walk, stole

second and scored when Caulfield
dropped Donnelly's drive to deep
left. Korte then issued another pas.s

to Wolfson.
Tracy Triples

with Donnelly and Wolfson on
first and second Tracy Inserted the
longest drive of the game when he
tripled to the left field fence. The
Engineers were unable to tally In
this frame but scored four runs In
the fourth. Buckley received a pass
and advanced to the keystone sack
on Slayton's single to center. Princl-
pee grounded to short and the t-acJi

were loaded when Wolson fumbled.
August threw wild to first attempting
to retire Keenan who had hit down
a bunt. Bvickley and Slayton crossed
the plate on the mlscue while Keenan
advanced to second. O'Connor was
safe on an error by Kutz but Keenan
was caught at third. The Engineers
then took the lead when Gildea
singled to right.

Score .Vgaln lii-adlocked

The Lambda Kappa nine succeeded
In tying the count in the next In-
ning. Buckley JUKgled a hard hit
ball from Kutz. The latter then pro-
ceeded to steal second and advanced
to third when Wolfson grounded to
Schnapuff. Korte was then guilty
of a wild pitch and the score was
five all. For the third time Buckley
reached first safely on an error.
Schnappauff was passed and Buckley
scored on Slayton's blngle. Another
single to right sent the Phi Kappa
catcher home and Slayton followed
on a wild pitch by August. With the
.score 8 to 5 victory seemed certain
but a belated rally by the Pre-Meds
nearly turned the tables. Three
singles by Nagle, Sullivan and
Relchwein brought the score 8 to 7
but Buckley retired the Scientists by
throwing out Kurtz. With two out
In the final Inning Kildea and Buck-
lev were guilty of errors but Caul-
field saved the day for his frater-
nity by making a pretty catch of
Sullivan's drive to left center.
The score:

PI KAPPA PHI
Ab. R H. O.

O'Connor, cf 4 1

Gildea, ss .....vi.... 4 10
Korte. p ......,,.. 2 4
Caulfield, If 4 1 I

Buckley, 3b 3 2 3
Schnapauff, lb 2 1

Slayton. 2b 2 2 2
Prlnclpee, rf 3 1 1

Keenan, c 3 o 1

A.

2

1

1

2
6
2

7

E.

1

1

1

1

Totals 27 8 5 8 21 4
LAMBA KAPPA DELTA

Ab. R. H. O. A. E.
Relchwein, 2b .... 2 I 2 1 3
August, p-lb 4 1 3 1

Donnelly, c 2 1 1 2 2
Nemeth, Ib-p .... 4 140
Wolf-son, ea-l.;,,. 3 2 10 3 1

Tracy, 3b ........ 4 10 11
Nagle .rf 4 1 1

Macklln, rf 1 1

Daly, cf 3 1 1 2
Kurtz, c 2 3 1

Welch, If

110Sullivan, If 2

Totals 31 7 10 4 18 6
Innings 12 3 4 8 6 7 R. R. B.
Engineers .. 010430 x— 8 5 4
Pre Meds .0130120— 7 10 6
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Art Fraternity

Elect Officers

Murphy, (llioquette. Dasch-

bacli and Stahh' to (iuide

Arts Organization

At a meeting held for the expreas

purpose of electing offlcers, Epsllon

Phi Theta re-organlzed last week.
They Installed a complete set of new
leaders. In calling the meeting to

order, Mr. William Murphy, the re-

tiring vice president, spoke briefly

on the accomplishments for the past

year remarking particularly the co-

operation received by the offlcers In

their task of rehablUatlon. It was
the first year In some time that the
fraternity had functioned as an active

campus organization.

Nominations being open for Presi-

dency, Mr. Murphy turned the chair

over to Mr. Hanlon. A count of the
returns revealed the election of Mr.
Murphy. Resuming the chair the
newly elected president thanked the
members for the confidence reposed
In him and expressed pleasure In be-
ing able to score them In such a cap-
acity. Election of the remaining of-

ficers was thereupon taken up. Mr.
Joseph Choquette who had served aa
President of the Arts class of '30, re-

ceived the vice-presidency. Mr. Jos-
eph Dachbach. ever popular of the
same class, became the new Secretary.
The class of '32 was represented In

the elections by the choice of Mr. Sta-
bile for Treasurer. As a fitting con-
clusion, Mr. Anthony Melchlorre was
almost unanimously selected to suc-
ceed Mr. Tackacs as Sergent-at-Arms.
In keeping with his popularity Mr.
Melchlorre made a brief speech ex-
pressing an Intention to oust all-and
sundry who should In any way prove
disturbing. He was loudly and voci-

ferously applauded.
BoxliiK to be Continued

The boxing program fostered by
Epsilon Phi Theta during the past
year was greatly commended and a
vote to continue the activity was un-
animous. A treasury report Indicated
I * while boxing had been profltable
to the extent of paying expenses the
condition of the fraternity's finances
was anything but sanguine. The final

meeting to be held Wednesday. June
6th, at 1 p. m. In Alumni Hall was
announced.
Membership at this meeting Is

earnestly recommended to every
member as a definite policy embrac-
ing plans for next year's activity will
be formulated.

Record Class to Receive

Degrees This Year

JR. WEEK LEADERS
(continued from page one)

B. Kelly, and R. McDevltt.
The Cane and Blazer Committee Is

under the leadership of Ed Mueller,
.who Is aided by Coruielly, Daly, P.
'.'. Eldenburg, McCarthy, and Joseph Mc-

' Farland.
The staff chosen for next year's

'Junior publication, the Junior Cour-
ier Is as follows: Editor-in-Chief,
Wheeler Jenkins; Circulation Manager,
Ed Hookey; Art Manager, Martin
,Orbach; Business Manager, Stanley

• Prokop; Advertising Manager, R. Mc-
Devltt; Art Editors. David Cartenuto,
and Herbert Marbach.
The Blue Blazer Ball and Tea

Dance is to be headed by Mr. Blldea,
who will be ably aasisted by Arm-
burst, Castellanl, Dineen. Lane, Lech-
ner, and W. Strauss.
The committee to select the Junior

rings Is under the leadership of Mar-
tin Macklin, who has for assistants,
George Blaney. Ivan Boucher, J. Cast-
ellanl, and W. Dwyer.
The Farewell Dance to the Seniors

iB to be under the leadership of M.
DeLuca, who Is ably assisted by D.
Cartenuto, L. Costa, Jim and Mike
riynn, Vln Oara, J. McLaughlin, F.

Babatino, and J. Weiss.
President Bradley expressed his

confidence in the respective abilities
of the men he has chosen to take part
In the schedule for 1930, and he
feels sure that the Class of 1931 shall
enjoy the greatest Junior Week In
the history of Villanova, if the class
as a whole supports the committees
which have been chosen by him.

Ray Donahue, x'29, is employed as
an Inspector by the Stromberg-Carl-
son Telephone Mfg. Co., at Rochester,
N. y.
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AISJWAL HKTHhAT

FOR DAY Sr IIDENTS

AND HOARDERS

THURSDAY, OCT. lird

VILL
LOYOLA BATTLE

NEXT SATVRDA^

FRESHMEN AT

BELLEFONTE

VIIJANOVA, PA., TIIKSDAY, OCTOHKH Price: Five CeiilH

Change Made

In Procurator

Office

Rev. William MiCormick

Appoinlrd l«» Siineed

Kalln-r (:(d}?an

(iail Vor (landidales

malvi:km_Jvkw Mi:in

An old familiar face will fall to put

in Its appcaranre this year about the

ciimpviH of Vlllanova for Rev. John

ColKun, O S.A. has been chan^-ecl

from the duties as Procurator of

Vlllanova College to guide the future

destinies of the Malvern Preparatory

School at Malvern, Pa. Father Col-

Kan wius with us for two years and In

that time as Procurator he i.aade

many Improvements on the i .mpus

and buil'' •.;; especially the monas- ,

terey As we know lum hailier Col-
|

Kan was a tlrele.s.s worker new i'l

^

Ideas and high In Ideal*.. Always

trlendly with the students and their

activities he became filmost a part ol
,

them and hl.s popularity was well
|

proven last spring when he made an

appeal to the students for funds to

repair the damage In the monasterey

caused by fire In 1928. His plea met

with gieut success almost the entire

btudiiit body responded with theii

"bieukage deposit."

In his new office as headmaster of

Mawern Prep, Father Colgan has al-

ready taken several steps lor Improv-

ing the Main Line Institution with

the result that this year's registration

1;, the largest In the history of the

school. Many students graduating

from Malvern Prep continue their

education at Vlllanova and at the

I)re.sent time they have become so

numerous that a Malvern Club has

been Inaugurated on the campus.

This should be the meana of bringing

the two Pchools Into closer relation-

ship.

With Father Colgan go the best

wishes of the student body of Villa-

nova. Our loss Is Malvern's gain and

I. cu.^i^t liclp *>ut pro.sper under the

guldRiice of our former Procurator.

Rev. William McCormlck. O. S. A.,

haa been appointed to succeed Father

colgan to the office of Procurator.

Father McCormlck will be remember-

ed as a prominent flgvire In Phila-

delphia and a former student in

Rome. The "Villanovan" Joins the

students In extending to Father Mc-

Cormlck a most hearty and sincere

welcome.

In order that the tradition of

the Villanovan be perpetuated it

i.s necessary each year to aug-

ment the staff with candidates

from the Freshman and Sopho-

more classes. A period of trial

extends through the first semes-

tor and the successful candidates

are given permanent staff places

on the opening of the second

term. The increased size of the

Vihanovan makes staff editions

imperative and opens up oppor-

tunities for both Freshmen and

Sophomore aspirants.

All candidates are requested to

appear at the Villanovan olllce at

7 o'clock Thursday
tober 3rd.

evening, Oc-

Big Campaign

Is Started

For College

Milli on

For

Dollar (ioal

Drive

Diocese

Is Set

School Year

Ushered in

With Mass

in

Big Turnout

For the Band
This Year

SoU-nin Ili^li Mass

Formal Opening

The 1\«'W

Marks
of

Director P Mil Kellrick (iets

Practice I nder Vv ay

Very Karlv

OVFK FIFTY MFMHFKS

Severance, '29

Receives A. A.

Appointments

Former Boxing ami Track

Star New Assistant

(;ra(l Manager

A tremendous increase in the of-

ficial business of tlie Athletic De-

partment has necessitated the ap-

pointment of an assistant graduate

manager of Athletics. The post has

gone to Mr. Alexander Severance,

former Basketball and Track star

and Valedictorian of last year's

graduating class. Mr. Severance,

who holds the degree of A. B. re-

ceived last June, will assist in all the

official business of the department

which previous to this time had

been handled solely by Professor

Chas. H. McGehhan.
Holds Publicity Post Also

In addition to routine duties Mr.

Severance will also handle the Pub-

licity Department. This is a posi-

tion which was left vacant by the

resignation last June of Mr. Edward

Rigby, Director of Publicity at the

college for the past two years. Al-

though Mr. Severance is compara-

tivelv inexperienced in this type of

work his early efforts have given

rise to belief that the choice was a

wise one. The position is one which

demands above al la keen sense of

news value and a large share of

tact both of which qualities Mr.

Severance possesses in no small de-

gree. In this age of glaring pub-

licity the Importance of advertising

cannot be overestimated and It Is

with pleasure that the VILLA-

NOVAN views the appointment of

one of Its native sons to this all Im-

portant post.

Has Brilliant Record

While a student at Vlllanova. Mr.

Severance achieved for himself a

record In sports that Is still out-

standing. Consistent holder of the

Vlllanova half mile track record

ho also won for himself a varsity

position on the basketball squad.

Not content with these laurels he

succeeded In his senior year In an-

nexing both the lightweight and

middleweight championships and

succeeded through this feat In

bringing the boxing trophy to his

own fraternity. Although keenly

contested he also was successful In

the award of valedictory honors,

thus rounding out a brilliant career

In scholarship as well as athletics.

With the advent of the fall teni'

and football season the students

and followers of VILLANOVA. on

the field and off. predicted a most

successful year for her in athletic.'-.

It is our intention, at this time to

foiecast a brilliant triumph in cjuite

another line of activity.

For the past few years there has

been a steady movement en hand to

create and loster a musical organ-

ization worthy of bearing I tic name

ot VILLANOVA'S BAND.' Last

years, under the able leadership of

Dick Daly, the band progressed

very ably towards this goal. How-

ever, things did not look so bright

this season, after the graduation of

the versatile Dick and several of his

fellow musicians. All these thoughts

were those entertained by the writer

before his visit to the band's re-

hearsal room a few days ago.

The loader fo*- this vear is James

Kittrick; and all doubts that one

may have had as to his ability to

guide such a group were at once dis-

pelled when this very talented young

man exhibited his wares. Kittrick,

besides being a gifted trumpetist,

possesses a keen Judgment of music

and musical material. Along with

these characteristics he has a win-

ning personality which will stand

him in good stead when he is deal-

ing with his temperamental (?)

men. Considering all things, we

say that Jim Kittrick will develop

into a real leader.

The band numbers around fifty

men; this year's crop of freshmen

.'las provided a goodly amount of

the fifty. The frosh have really

produced some very promising boys,

and Bandmaster Kittrick was very

much pleased with the yearling

turnout. There are still plenty of

openings for any men who want to

join the ranks and who have had

any experience with brass instru-

ments.

This year the band will appear in

a different uniform. The most rad-

ical change has been made with the

headgear, an overseas style cap be-

ing the one chosen for the boys.

The customary blue sweater and
white trousers will be worn lus in

former years.

At the time of this writing the

band will not have made its first

public apijearance, at the Lebanon
Valley Game, but the writer is quite

sure that the showing will be one

to please everyone, and especially

those rooters who intend to follow

it in those VICTORY PARADES
which will follow our team's success-

ful onslaughts Into the enemy, at

home and abroad.

Our wish to Bandmaster Kettrick

and his men Is one of goodwill and

good luck. We must also make
mention of the credit which is due

Father Fink. His persistency alone

seems responsible for the creditable

showing in membership. Our band

due to him Is representative In size,

we are confident that due to Mr.

Kettrlck's efforts. It will be repre-

sentative In the quality of Its music

as well.

CARDINAL APPROVFS

A sweeping drive that has for Its

goal the ac(iulrment of two million

dollar.s has been launrhrd by the

AuKUKtlnlan fathers and l« now well

under way. The money received is

to be put to the purpose of meeiln^

financial obligations occasioned by

thfev disastrous fire of over a year ago.

The rehabilitation neces.sary and the

reconstruction of Mendal Hall re-

quired the output of a stupendous

sum. It 1.S this debt that the results

of the drive are Intended to liquidate,

l.lttle IMffhiilty .\ lit le I pa ted

The Augustlnlan order anticipates

but little trouble In the realizing of

this amount. It Is their first appear-

ance In soliciting funds and due to

the .success of similar undertakings

for other Institutions the drive is felt

to have splendid chances for success.

The main territory to be covered em-

braces rhU.idelphla and Its environs,

I

altl...anh H is not limited to this dls-

iT Ml alone. Student cooperation Is

tnrjK My retpissted Information up-

I

upon 'le -u. osT. ,.f th<' ui.'ve will re-

'

eel' weekly a' u*ntlon ui th^ ,
>lumns

I

o- the Vlllaiu.van, and -ubsequt. •

'events will make additional .iforma-

tlon available. The drive Is but an-

other indication of the unflagging

zeal of the Augustlnlan Order for

Vlllanova and Its Ideals. The Villa-

novan at this time volunteers its ser-

vices and If It Is capable of any little

aid that will contribute toward the

drive's success It will be happy to give

It.

Year

IMPKFSSIVF HITFS

The fall term of Vlllanova Col-

lege was solemnly and ollicially

opened at nine o clock last Wednes-

day morning with Solemn High

Mass in the college chapel. The
Reverend James A. Oriflin, O. S. A.,

President of the co.lege, was cele-

brant at the nuLss at which the

Reverends Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A.

Vice President, and Joseph Dough-

WELCOMES STUDENTS

While
Are

lnlr<»ilucliuns

in Order

—

We want you to step up and

meet the new Villanovan. We
think he is a likeable fellow and

we do hope that you will be fond

of him. Perhaps you have met

him before and did not recognize

him. We'll admit he has grown

bigger during the summer and

his "inky blues" are gone for-

ever. He has changed his ex-

pression too for that ferocious

wildcat scowl Is replaced with a

seal as befits the dignity of his

Sophomore year. We are very

anxious that you will like him

but if you don't he is the sort

of cha]) who likes to hear frank-

ly of his faults. And his best

friends are those who WILL tell

him.

Registration

Reveals Large

Enrollment

JNeariy One Tbousund Stu-

dents lo Attend Villa-

nova This Year

PR. GRIFFIN ELECTED
FOR SECOND TE .M

erty O. S. A.. Dean Oi jciiooI of

Science, act d as Deacon anU Sub-

deacon respecitvely. The entir.^ stu-

( continued on page

BIG FKFSllMAJN CLASS

With the aavent of the Pall term
came an extra large registration ot

siuuents ai villanova. Headed by
a large class oi Freshmen registra-

tion started on September the nine-

ut-nlh. ihree days were given the

nrst year men and two to the upper
Classmen to enroll in their respective

departments. Prom approximate
nguies the Business School has the
.argest enrollment followed closely

by the Premeds, Engineers and
ihose of the Arts Department. Al-

though no accurate figures have
been given as to the exact number
of students that have registered

latest reports have placed the total

in the vicinity of one thousand.
About seven hundred and fifty of

these are students living on the
campus, the reot being day students.

With such a large number of Board-
ing students the various dormitories
are filled to capacity.

Room for Day Students

A large section of the basement in

Mendal Hall has been furnished

with lockers and reserved for the

Day Students. Louie's Pie Shoppe
adjoins this portion of the building

and the non-boarding students will

Villanova. This year tne siaaium jmd this arrangement /.lost con-

has a maximum seating capacity of yenient. The enroUmei.t ha.', brought

15,000 and each seat affords a good ^,1^^ it a large increase of cars and

Campus Has

Numerous
Improvements

North Side of Stadium Com-

pletetl Alon}? Willi Nine

New Tennis (lourls

FIFIJ) UNDERDRAINKD

The erection of the new concrete

stand at the College Stadium, has

completed another stage in the

production of a "bigger and better

This year the stadium

of the playing

four)

Registration

Large in

Nifiht School

Larf;e Enrollment in Even-

ing Division of Bug-

iness School

NEW COURSES INCLUDED

Few Changes

In Faculty

This Year

Prof. Bridgeman, From U.

of P. To Teach Ind.

Management

NEW PRE-MED COURSE

today by Rev.

Dean of theIt was announced

Si o?C?mSce and Pinance

that the Villanova Evening School

would open the early part of this

week Registration has al

taken place and besides these stu

With the beginning of the new

school year at Vlllanova we find

practically the same teaching staff

as last year. With the exception of

the business school, no major

already
I

changes are noted.

The business department, which

dents who are members of the day
| has become one of the two largest

school at Villanova it was found that ^choois on the campus has added

approximately sixty students from

Philadelphia and vicinity enrolled

for courses In the school. This is

only the second year for the eve-

ning school. It being established in

February, 1927. Although only in

its second year, the Evening Divi-

sion is far beyond the experimental

several new instructors and one new

professor to their teaching staff in

order to be able to offer new courses

and also to take care of the in-

creased enrollment of Freshmen.

Professor John Bridgeman. from the

University of Pennsylvania, has

been engaged for the course in In-

staKe The courses, the methods
]
(justrlal Management, a new course

of instruction and the instructors
|
^^ich is being offered this year,

are the same as in the Day Brarich

of the School of Commerce and Fi-

success-

JUNIOR CLASS TO
HAVE MEETING

The Junior clafis of 1931 shall start

what l8 hoped to be the most silt^'

cessful Junior year In the history of

Vlllanova with Its first meeting of

the year in classroom F, Alumni Hall

at 1 o'clock this afternoon. All mem-
bers of the class are urgently reguest-

ed to be present by President Bradley

who states that he must have the

active cooperation of the whole class

to carry out the ambitious program

for the class of 1931.

The meeting shall be an important

one. Besides getting together for

the first time this year, the class

shall be confronted with many prob-

lems of Importance which must be

settled before the cogs of claas policy

can run smoothly. The junior assess-

ment must be decided upon, as well

as manners and means of collecting

It. Special committees are to be con-

I
(continued on page four)

nance, which has been in

ful operation for the past seven

years. Since the courses In the

Evening School are identical with

these in the Day School, College

credit is given to students who have

the required number of high school

units.

The Evening School is open to

both men and women. A high

school diploma is not necessary for

registration.

Cla-sses are held four evenings

each week from about the middle

of September to the first week In

June. Each subject Is given one

evening each week from 7:30 p. m.

to 9:30 p. m. All classes are con-

ducted In Mendel Hall, a new fire-

proof structure, containing every

I facility for efficient instruction.

The tuition fee for each subject is

$15.00 per semester. In addition to

the tuition fee, each student Is sub-

ject to a registration fee of $5.00.

The registration fee, payable once,

satisfies for all registrations made
by the same student at future dates.

The tuition fee does not Include

textbooks and other material neces-

sary for class work. The average

cost per subject per year for such

will not exceed $3.50.

N9 refunds will be made of tul-

• / (continued on page four)

get

Mr. John Turek. from Temple Uni-

versity will be Instructor in English

in the Business School and Mr.

Edwin J. Caschenbach will be In-

structor of Statistics.

Freshman subjects will be given

in the Evening School this year dur-

ing both semesters. The inaugur-

ation of the.se courses will enable all

business men to make up work or

additional necessary credits.

The Pre-Medical School

Only two changes are noted in

the faculty of the Pre-Medical de-

partment this year. Mr. Robert

Turnbach who was an honor man of

last years graduating class is back

again this year as Instructor in

Genetics. This is a new course

which is being offered as a separate

course in Itself. Formerly Genetics

was combined with Biology but now

a separate credit is being given for

A new Instructor in EnglLsh will

be engaged this year to take care of

all the English In the entire Pre-

Medical department. At the time

The VILLANOVAN went to press

the final selection had not been

made by the Dean. Rev. Joseph M.

Dougherty. O. S. A., but the decision

will be made known .soon.

The Engineering School

No major changes will be made in

(continued on page four)

ANNIVERSARY REQUIEM HIGH MASS FOR

LEO GOODREAU

Wednesday, October 2nd, at 8 A. M.

The entire student body ia requested to attend.

There will be a chance for students to receive

at this mass.

Ck)nfessions will be held after night prayers on

Tuesday.

view of all parts

field. ^ ^
An enclosed press box has been

built ill ihc top of the new stand

and it is surf to meet the approval

of the journalistic agents. This en-

rlosi.'re i." so constructed as to give

a clear viev of the base ball dia-

mond as well as the gridiron. A
new ba> i 11 field is to be laid out

behind the stands and will be ready

for the openiriji game next spring.

The gr'dlron turf has been torn

up and a modern drainage system

installed, insuring a -iry field at all

times. ^ An inspection of this field

will assure one that it \s not sur-

passed by any college gii 2 of the

country'.

Gymnasium Planned

Not only wUl extensive improye-

mentij be continued upon the °tJi-

letlc field but immediately on com-

pletion of the stadium a new and

distinctly modem gymnasium with

all the latest appointments is plan-

ned The site of the Intended gym

is that portion of the field now va-

cant directly west of the stadium

proper. When completed Villa-

nova's athletic field will be pne of

the finest In the land and will

possess the additional advantage of

having all of Its major sports and

sports equipment located at a point

not only convenient to its athletes

but to its patrons as well.

Tennis Courts

The summer has also seen a com-
pletion of nine new tennis courts

immediately opposite the main en-

trance to the college. From a sports

point of view they are a distinct

and long needed addition to Villa-

novas sports facilities and from an
athletic standpoint they are no less

important. The turnout during ev-

ery spare hoiir 4?n these courts is

ample evidence of the need of the

courts.

A golf course which got off to an
early start last spring, while some-
what neglected, has now the ap-
pearance of becoming an actuality.

Freshmen volunteers and other de-
votees to the game have been re-

cruited to put the.finlshing touches
to the greens and 'fairways and it is

.safe to prophesy that the cry of

fore will resound on the campus be-

fore the Thanksgiving holidays. In
this way by completion of gridiron

tennis courts and golf courses, Vllla-

nova authorities are making good
their promise of sports to meet the
needs and tastes of all. The ideal

of physical as well as mental and
spiritual development has not been
lo.st sight of.

Added Beauties to Campus
A resume of summer improve-

ments would not be complete with-
out mention of the striking beauty
of the campus and buildings. A
program of Improvement seems to

have marked the entire summer.
Lawns kept like velvet, flower beds
rich In color and artistic design, re-
paved driveways and the Installa-
tion of new campus lights are some
of the minor Improvements to he
noted. When- intend«d rc^^ation
has been made on the Commerce
and Finance building the last flaw
to an otherwise perfect landscape
will have been eradicated.

a very suitable parking space has

been furnished In the rear of Men
dal Hall.

Large Freshmen Class

Approximately four hundred
yearlings have registered, thus es-

tablishing a new record in the an-

nals of Vlllanova. These Freshmen

have joiurneyed from all sections of

the countrv ard some have even

traveled from other terrlt<)rv. Tlie

Windy City" hi

'Sunny Califor

tributes to the<

the u.sual large

th« "^^uta City
Valley ha been
.Again the n. ni

and Western Pem^sj Ivania

added many candidates to thi

sent se.eral sona,

has also f^)-

-

udentbody, And
ireser^atlon' »rom

^(ji, Counertlcutt
,'y increased.

nV Central
xv ve

large

enrollment. The RJchmondi Vir-

ginia Club has also brought a few

new faces to the campus. Wlt-h

such large increases in the student

body Vlllanova will soon need more

dormitories for the ever increasing

number of students.

New Steward

For College

This Year

Mr. William Seller Siicceecfs

Mr. McLaughlin as

Head of Kitchen

Mr. Mcl.iiu;;hlln. who for some

year.s has been VUlanova's chief stew-

ard, has been succeeded by William

Seller. Mr. Seller comes from St.

Vincents Seminary where for three

years he has been held In high es-

teem.
The cusine of any college Is always

a live conversational topic. Naturally

the advent of a new manager for

VUlanova's dining room haa created

quite a bit of suspense. Questions

as to cleanliness variety and quality

of the meals for the coming year

have been uppermost In the minds of

more than one Vlllanovlan. Tnese

questions will undoubtly receive a

favorable reply.

Rev. Joseph A. Dugan of St. Vin-

cents Seminary says of Mr. Seller.

"I have found him to be faithful in

hlB duty and an excellent cook and I

Indeed regret to see him leave here."

Rev. William M. Slattery, president

of the same Institution refers to Mr.

Seller "as a gentleman who has given

universal satisfaction to all who have

known him. In our educational IniftJ-

tutlon. '. Vv
-^ .'. .''•.

"

VIG. COMMITTED '^

nOLD^ MEETING
entire

w«(ied to amphl-

DR. (;relis ill

Father Howard A. Grells, Dean of

the Arts School and Director of Stud-
ies, wan taken suddenly ill in the
early part of last week while on a
business trip to Cape May, N. J. The
full nature of Father Orells' lUneM
has not been determined but reports

of his condition seem to warrant

hope for an early recovery. His many
frlend« on the campus and especially

those students who are pursuing the

A B course unite with the Villanovan

In extending their slncerest

for a speedy convalesenca.

Last Frl
"Frash" -nr M
theatre or Mehdaf Hall where the

Vigilance Committee held a most

successful "pep" meeting. '^e

yearlings were reminded that the

rules and regulations Instituted by

the class of "32 were to be rigidly

adhered to or the customary halr-

cut-s would be tendered to all la«l

breakers. The success of this gath-

ering was due largely to the ora-

torical ability displayed by the

speakers of the evening.

Alumnus Speaks
The Sophomore Class was Indeed

fortunate to have as the principal

speaker Mr. Martin Lyons of the "M

class, recently graduated from the

School of Law at F^rdham Univer-

sity. Mr. Lyons reminded the flnt

year student*? that the custom of

wishes JFteshmen regulations was as old as

I V (continued on page tovx)
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Welcome Freshmen!

Once more Villanova has opened her doors to admit a

class ol" first year men and extend her arms in welcome, l^rom

time immemorable each succeeding year has brought to her

a group of new men in quest of the knowledge she has so

capably imparted to those who have gone before. As the

enrollment increased so, too, has Villanova grown in com-
parison. Every effort possible has been made to accommo-
date the influx of new students and keep apace with present

day requirements. How well she has succeeded is very ap-

parent. Her new building and stadium are only a part of a

vast progressive campaign that has been launched for

the direct benefit of the student body. You, hrosh, are

a pait of that body now attending Villanova. It is up to

you to prove that you are true men of Villanova. Support

campus activities and promote good feeling. Have a feeling

of pride for your school and defend her character always.

Appreciate what is being done in your behalf and always
remember that if you can's boost—keep quiet.

* * * * *

the student h
intensive "'ork

It is noi a

iVillaiKAHn

The Paper's Metining

The innovation of a new and larger Villanova is signi-

ficant of more than is apparent. The paper is larger and
to the casual reader the increased size may be only gratify-

ing but to the staff it is suggestive of an enormous increase

m industry, it is a symbol of Villanova's expansion, it is,

finally, the evolution of an ideal begun over a year ago in^

the infancy of a school organ. It is in this light that the
paper must be viewed if it is to continue to function if ii is

expected to grow.

It might not* be appropos to suggest and yet it is an
item of param(j|||(t importance to bring to the attention of

^at this^time a realization of the an.ount of

essary to the completion of a .>*ingle issue,

e pert* jrniance. Every pi\t)lication of the

.»• and Vf^xin? problems and it is. only

through genuine cooperation that these problems can be

solved. It is this cooperation that the staff" requests, it is

this feeling that the paper belongs to you that its wel-

fare is an integral part of your own welfare that we would
impres.i upon you. Without such a feeling it can not and
it will not prosper. It must become a group enterprise and
not the pet of a selected circle. We invite you to contribute

to its columns, to criticize it if you will if your criticism can
improve it. When and then only can the "Villanovan" take

the place which, in a school of Villanova's character, it

should enjoy.

* 4> « * *

Anniversary

Anniversaries have indeed a double nature. For if the

passing of the year can forcibly recall a happy hour, a sig-

nifican victory or an incident important to man's estate it

can with equal potency reflect the keynote of tragedy—the

passing of a friend. It is already a full year since a fatal

accident depleted a valiant squad of Villanova's warriors, a

full year since a saddened student body bowed in grief to

the passing of a cortege, since Leo Goodreau, cherished son

of Villanova, answered the shrill whistle that prematurely

shrieked and marked the ending of the Game of Life.

We have not forgotten him. His valiance, his optim-

ism, his faith, his cheerfulness in hours when cheer is a word

that diys on the tongue—we have not forgotten these. They
>are inspirational. To the Freshmen who quest for Villa-

nova's ideals, we have in him a symbol and a slogan im-

perishable. Wendell Phillips closing his address on Tous-

saint L'Ouveiture cried that, "Nature might write that . . .

here was a man." Equally well might it be written here.

Leo Goodreau was just that, a man, a real man! As that

we shall remember him.

*****
Retention of Old Administration

The choice of either an individual or an entire .system

of government for a second tenn is in itself a genuine com-

pliment to ability. While a change may not always be dedi-

cated by desire for improvement the perpetuation by choice

of an administrative system suggests only one thing—that

the functioning of the system has been eminently satisfac-

tory.

Such high honor has come to the present administration

of Villanova and with merit. For if the past three years

be examined Villanova's growth will be found in that period

kto have been phenomenal. Competitive institutions, disas-

ter, obstacles of no small nature all have failed to stem the

steady progress that graced every years completion.

In almost entire measure the credit for this advance-

ment must rest with the helmsmen, with the men who guid-

ed Villanova's career during the last three years. The
"Villanovan" extends to the present re-elected administra-

tion its sincerest congratulations and no less genuine is its

hope that results will attend their efforts in the second term

which will be equally if not ntore gratifying than tho.se which

they enjoyed durinflr theArst.

Alas—Mr. Richard O'Brien, of the
'28 class, has left the bachelor rank
but this does not surprise us for

during his stay at Villanova his
classmates well remember the many
nocturnal Journeys he made from
Radnor. Dick had the habit of

missing both bus and train but this

did not, stop his visits so we knew
soner or later this would happen,
'ihe ceremony was held at Villanova
and the lucky girl was Miss Mar-
garet i-ox, of Radnor, Pa.
Many members of the '28 class

were present at the ceremony.
•Gus" Peterson, Dick O'Brien and
"Doc" Griffin occupied front seats,

ine Rev. tt. Oiirien, of Kosemoni,
pt-normed ihe marriage ritual. Mr.
u ttrien ana his wixe are now resid-
ing in fassaic, N. J.

Mr. John R. Sullivan, '28, is still

working for the Herf-Jones Corpor-
ation, rtis territory includes West-
ern Massachusetts and the entire

state of Connecticutt.

Mr. J. Keny Brooks has completed
his training at the Flsk Tire Com-
pany, of Chicopee Falls, Mass., and
Is now stationed at Hartford, Conn.

Messrs "Dutch Keffer" '25, anu
Jerry Hurley 2b, were pieserit ut tnc
LiC'Dunon Valley game last iaaiuiuay.

Both are empioyeu by the toeii leie-

piione Company, of ireiiloii, ^. J.

Mr. Howard Avu, '29, Is a weekly
visitor at Villanova. Howard is em-
pjoyed in the Beii Teiephone Com-
pany of Philadelphia.

Former Captain Lou Pessalano,
Billy Ford and John blane were a
lew of the former football star,s

wfio were present at the ijebanon
Valley ganie aaturuay. JjOU is lur-
tnering nis education at the Medical
bcnooi of Temple University.

Messers William Audit and Guy
Griffin, '28 men, are now seniors ui

tne Medical Department oi Tufts
vjollege. Both these men are lead-
ing tneir class and have established
an enviable record.

Mr. Christos U)los, '29, better

known to all as Chris, has put e wy
h:s baseball togs after a sucressful

year with Martinsburg, of the Blue
Hidge League, and is uow taking a
course i. . ^i/iu<tll coaching at
S|.)rlngfield Physical l<:ducational

I

college.

I
All notes in any way pertaining to

Alumni activities will be grateiuUy
received by the Villanovan and may
bo given to any staff member or
delivered to the Villanovan Office

in person. Information from dis-

tant points should be addressed to

'College Editor, Villanovan, Villa-

nova, Pa."

Mr. John McDevitt '28, visited the
campus last Friday. He is now
with the Public Service of New
Jersey and his visit was made pos-
sible by a convention recently held
in Philadelphia.

St. Mary's Hign School, of South
Amboy, N. J., is fortunate in hav-
ing Joe Leitner '28 as head coach of

football.

Messrs Edward Cox, '29, and Ed-
ward Wallis are employed by the
E. I. Dupont Co., of Parlin, N. J.

Mr. Cox is working in the Main
OfBce of the concern and Mr. Wal-
lis is selling the Dupont products in

Southern New Jersey.

Mr. John Conti '29, has left the
employ of the Fisk Rubber Com-
pany and is now succeeding "Doc"
Jacobs as head coach of football at

Mr. Prank J. Buckley, *29, is now
working at Hornell, N. Y., for the
New York State Highway Depart-

ment.
Mr. Daniel P. Palvey, '29, is now

back with us again. Dan is study-
ing for the priesthood and now re-

sides in St. Rita's Hall. The sem-
inary life is certainly agreeing with
our little Daniel for he is Just as

plump as ever.

KnockingAbout
the Campus

MARTIN AND LANGAN
MAKE RECORD TRIP

Be-grimed with the grime of the

desert and burnt and scorched with
the hot air (which came from we
know not where) two trusty cow-
boys literally blew in last week from
somewhere past the Sierras. Jim
Langan, wood-chopper extraordin-
ary and one time hefty tackle, is

back with us again and with him in

the regalia of the he-man west
came one "Red" Martin, famed as a
keeper of scores and retainer of
statistics. There is only one reason
why Horace Greeley told young men
to go west. He happened to get here
and have his say before "Red" had
a chance.

MARTIN AND LANGAN
Now two Lochinvars have come out

of the west.
Through all the wide border their
Ford was the best.

For save that good motor they
transport had none.

And they say—though I doubt it—
they rode all alone.

NEW BAGGAGEMEN
Every college that Is once matured

has Its traditions, varied as they are.
They are not always followed with
precision but there Is one Villanova
tradition that, could a vote be taken,
would win the unanimous approval
of all except the freshmen. Where
there is smoke there must be fire;

where there are trunks - perhaps
you've guessed It - there must be
baggagemen. How well a freshman
appears In such a role! Pour by four
they go marching down, the steve-

doors on parade. One poor, misguid-
ed soul who knew not that the bet-
ter part of valor Is in keeping in yoi.r

room, confided that he had bonus
twenty of the white mens biirdenw.

And watching the weary toilers there
Is satisfaction in knowing; V(iat here
l.s really some use for freshmen i e/

all.

DISENCHANTMENT
Oh, in my vaunting youth did I

Preach things of Gallic nomen-
clature

And with Rosseau, I vowed to go
Completely back to nature.

I taught the vanity of clothes
Told men with wardrobes quick

to pawn them
And pictured sport where they'd

cavort
With nothing on them.

For men of weight and men of

state

And all important males God
bless them

Would cringe in shame yet look the
same

If you'd undress them.

Then fashion took me on my word
And lo—without sufficient warn-

ing
The maidens trim began to swim
A la September Morning

Alas for me .alas for Art
Alas for all illusions ruses

They're only fair if what they wear
Hides warts and bruLses

I found the maid whose dainty
steps

Clicked neatly on her morning
marches

Bereft of shoe and stocking too

Had fallen arches. .... . ..i...

So then ye maids, ye foolish maids
Would you but have our fond

caresses
Our eye.s deceive with skirt and

sleeve

And stick to dresses.

Smt-esH In Industry

Seven "fundamental factors in
judgement" necessary for a success-
ful leader In Industry were deduced
by science and set before the World
Congress of 1200 psychologists at
their ninth International gathering In
New England recently.

The question "What faculties
should an industrial leader possess
and cullvate In order to minimize
errors In his commercial Judge-
ments?" was answered in the follow-
ing seven sentences.

The faculties suggested were:
First, capacity, natural and acquir-

ed, for dealing with a new situation

involving persons and materials.

Second, specific ability to concen-
trate on and co-ordinate numerous,
complex, irregular and fluctuating
factors quickly In one decision.

Third, knowledge —awarness of the
existence of all factors in a problem
with adequate knowledge of the es-

cntlal one.

Fourth, confidence—In one's self

and a willingness to supplant one's

own Information with that from
trustworthy source.

Fifth, intuition—arising out of
subconclous memory in which is

stored a much wider experience than
that covered by the actual facts un-
der a review.

Sixth, impartiality—ability to
weigh evidence, control by will tem-
peramental tendencies, to resist sug-
gestions and to correct the bias by
specialization.

Seventh, stability—good health nnd
freedom from anxiety and other de-
pressing emotions which tend to In-

duce temporary but erratic fluctua-

tions.

"Where problems, recognized by
the management as of serious mo-
ment, have been approached with
adequate understanding of their in-

dustrial setting", "the content, point

of view and methods of psycholoixy

have demonstrate their applicability

and value. For such Investlga^.lon

Industry Is willing to provide opport-

unity and financial support.

THERE'S ALWAYS
ROOM AT THE TOP

It matters not what you're trying

for.

It matters not what the end in view.

You'll be a success if you try to, or

You'll be a failure because of you.

Some people will say, "Oh, don't do
that.

You'll never get on. Pretty soon
you'll flop."

Don't listen to them, young man, I

pray.

Turn away. All their cautions are

not worth a jot.

For no matter what field you are In

I say.

There's always room at the top.

Study hard while at school, young
man, study hard.

Get all that you can while you may.
For when you get out, that's the

time. Old Pard.

That you'll rarely find moments to

play.

Decide what you like; then make
that your goal.

If you like what you do you can't

go in a hole.

No field's overcrowded for people

who try.

It's only the laggards who stumble
and flop.

Climb up mld.st the stars. Leave
the earth for .small fry.

There's always room at the top.

GRANT RYDER.

Like the poor, they are always with us. As ^reen as

ever, as bewildered and subservient as ever, they are here

again. The Freshmen! Bedecked and beribboned, ridicu-

lous and pathetic, they come marching on. The campus is

alive with them and they are bigger and w^rse "han ever.

Four hundred and ten—think of it—family scions have

left the bosom of the flock and have decended upon us. And

now that the naturalizing process has begun many a heart

on the old camr,us grounds is very weary tonight and—hop-
ing for the war to cease. > •••''

This year however has seen a change in regulation at-,

tire. Oh, my, yes! White socks have replaced the conser-

vative mourning previously worn and a great V in regal

purple graces each and every sock. Dark blue dinks, black

ties and the usual glaring yellow tag complete the ensemble

which is quite proper for evening as well as morning and

afternoon wear. And, oh my dear, they have positively the

cutest way of turning up their trouser cuffs. Coats are be-

ing worn buttoned this fall and corn cob pipes are quite the

vogue.

The day my dink was given ' " %i' •

/ had hut little care
,

'

That it but ill became me.
Or tliat its presence there

.
.' ;

.

,;

Should muss my hair. :; ;
'''.

,, - •,
'. » ••.;

The night the Sophs did seize Tnc

I did not think of ease

But did my very utmost
:• Their majesties to picHSf\

And sliaky were my knees!

Oh all of that is history now
And I regret it not.

And yet it is a mystery how
Whim Frosh ask me of plan or plot

How quickly I forgot! :•
..;.

COLLEGE
Announcements

Day students may obtain their

ropy of the 'Villanovan" by callint

at the Villtnovan office.

The Machine Sketching Room has

been fitted out with new benches
made specially to hold the assem-
bled models, with provision for

keeping the various parts together

as they are sketched. The follow-

ing makes of pumps are represent-

ed in the collection: Guild <k Garri-

son, Dean, Blake, Cameron, Wor-
thington, Davidson.

]9

One Day Retreat

On Thursday, October the 3rd,

there will be a one day retreat. The
schedule of the exercises is as fol-

lows:
Mass at 7:30 a. m.
Conference at 9:00 a. m.
Conference at 11:00 a. m.
Conference at 1:30 p. m.
Confession at 2:00 p. m.
Benediction at 6:45 p. m.
Resident and Day-Students are

required to attend all the exercises

in place of regular classes. (Day
students will be excused from the

6:45 p. m. Exercises).

Vigilance Committee
The first Sophomore Tribunal

will be held on Wednesday, October
3. Chairman Daly warns all Fresh-
man offenders who have been or-

dered to attend that drastic mea-
sures will be taken with all those

who fail to appear. . •.•

.

Phi Kappa Pi
Pres. Joseph Simpson has called

the first meeting of the Engineering
Fraternity for Tuesday, October 1st

in the fourth period.

Pie Shoppe
Meal tickets are now on sale at

Louie's Pie Shoppe. $5.50 for $5.00,

and $3.25 for $3.00.

Lamba Kappa Delta
The regular Friday morning meet-

ing of the Pre-Medical Fraternity
will be held as usual in the Amphi-
theatre during the first period.

Chemistry Club
All students Interested in Chem-

istry are requested to watch the
Bulletin Board for the announce-
ment of the first meeting which
will be held this week.

There will be a meeting of the
track candidates tomorrow afternoon
at one o'clock in the Academy. Both
Freshmen and varsity men will re-
port. Coach Meredith contemplates
an extensive fall workout in an en-
deavor to get a line on the team
for the coming season, which prom-
ises to be Villanova's greatest on the
cinderpath.

Several assistant managers are
needed and candidates for these po-
sitions will al.so be' at the meeting.
Matt Smith, manager of the team,
failed to return to school and Bill

Faulk '30, has been nominated to

fill his place. A Junior assistant
also is needed besides two sopho-,
mores and some Freshmen.
Work will commence In a few

days on the construction of a
straightaway on the north side of
the track and on the widening of
the turns. A curbing will also be
laid around the inner edge of the
track. Following the foot ball sea-
son a new middle and top dressing
will be put on the track and Mr.
Meredith expects the new track to
be seconds faster than in the past.

The new track program calls for
an extensive schedule both at
home and away, it is expected the
team will have at least one dual
meet per week following the Penn
Relays.

SENIOR PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

To the members of the class of
1933 the Senior President in the
name of the Senior Class extends to
you a most hearty welcome. This
year the class of first year men is
one of the largest Freshmen class
ever to have been enrolled at Vil-
lanova. At the present time the
campus is indeed a strange field to
you men but it will not be long be-
fore the many activities and cus-
toms of Villanova will be part of
your every day routine. Although
but a short week since you have
been with us it is already apparent
that you will become true Villanova
men. The spirit of this college is
one that has been handed down by
those men who have gone before us.
From year to year it has been the
endeavor of each class to keep that
spirit alive. How well they have
succeeded is very evident. The fu-
ture destiny of this spirit seems
bright if one may Judge by the
eadiness and willingness of the Class
of 1933 to perform the duties and
obey the regulations as laid down by
the Sophomores. We as upper class-
men have all experienced the same
petty troubles that are now con-
fronting you. To regard them as
hardships is taking these tasks in
the wrong light. If taken in the
spirit of a true Villanova Freshman
they win In after life be cherished
as treasureable memories.

In the activities of the college
whether in sports or in social affairs
jWe want you to feel that you are as
an important a cog in the makeup
of our college life as an upper
classman. With this in mind there-
fore we look to you to carry on the

I

traditions and customs of Villanova
and we feel certain that if the pres-
ent attitude displayed can be judged
as a criterion we can rest assured
the future spirit will be carried on
in an admirable manner by the
ClAM of 1938.
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Varsity Scores Decisive Victory Over Lebanon Valley
II >

,
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Gillespie and Highfield

Star in Season Opener

From up AnnvlUe way Lebanon

Valley descended on the Blue and

White's domicile and threw its val-

iant foot ball team upon the Wild-

cats and was in turn chawed into

neat fragments with somewhat more

than a minimum of effort in the

season's curtain raiser the past

Saturday. Slightly more than five

thousand fans sweltered in the hot

sun and watched the latest faction

of Felines strut through to a 32-13

decision.

The contest failed to produce

anything in the way of interest, for

the initial two periods, the Blue

and White appearing to be content

in coasting through without show-

ing much to the visiting scouts. In

fact it was rather a disappointing

campaign opening, . till a third

quarter revival changed the Cat's

purr to a whine and finally a snarl

as they bounded to life and started

whooping things up with gusto and
finish.

As was expected, coach Stuhl-

dreher held his ^harpes down to

the use of a limited number of

plays. The opponents on the other

hand sensed as much and adopted
their defense accorflingly, but at

that the home boys pushed over
four earned touchdowns and a fifth

one by the medium of an inter-

cepted pass; this latter mode also

accounted for the second visitors'

score, the first being accomplished
by the aerial route after a twenty
yard march following the recovery
f a Villanova fumble.

All the so called injured saw ac-

tion with the exception of Art Har-
kins, regular right tackle in whose
stead Boucher capably p>,rformed.

The shock trt-ops inagurated the
festivities and succeeded in holding
the opponents while giving us the
junio w' *n Terry .snared a pass
until NaKi<' uivl : mpcd behind
some nice intt^viccif:- ! some twenty
seven yard.s fof Ih score. Clete
C>ui'l""rs n-i;vJ.-,j.i oe anted the
count another notcn.

Villanova retreated into her lair

after that early uprising and Leb-
anon Valley held the stage for the
balance of the period. Daub and
Allbright, half and quarter re-
spectively, of the other side, co-op-
erated in making three consecutive
first downs for the Maroon, the
gem play being a lateral pass from
the latter to former that bounced
on the ground and up into Daub's
arms and was good for nine yards
and placing the oval on the Villa-
nova twenty-five yard line where
the 91ue held.

Nagle, August and Gardner took

turns at running the ball and rip-

ped off fifty-two yards in five

plunges and a pass, putting the

pigskin on the L. V. twenty-three

yard mark, as the quarter ended.

The first string went in with the

backfield composed of Morgan at

quarter, Gillespie and McAndrews
at halves, with Captain Melanson

fullback.

On the first play after the sides

changed, Gillespie ate up nine

yards and Red Melanson slipped

through center for a first down.

Again Gillespie charged inside
tackle for eleven yards to the one
yard line. Melanson went over, but

missed on his placement try for the

extra point
Villanova let slip a golden oppor-

tunity a minute later. Jack Mc-
Gann, burly left end of the Wild-
cast, gathered in a loose ball on the

opposing seventeen yard line. On
the next play Villanova was penal-
ized fifteen yards for holding, two
passes failed and Red booted out

on the twenty-two yard line. For
the balance of the period the play
was concentrated between the forty

yard strips. Villanova and Lebanon
Valley each intercepted a pass and
Gillespie fumbled and lost the ball

once, but without resultant dam-
age, as the half time whistle blew

shortly after.

Melanson and Gillespie fumbled

the ball early in the third stanza,

the latter but twenty yards from

our own goal line. Sensing a tally

L. V. shot the works and on last

down with two yards intervening

between ball and goal, Allbright

shot a splendid pass to Heller, who
leaped high into the air amidst

three blue clads and gathered In

the pill behind the final chalk

mark. A fake placement resulting

in a pass from Wlcthaler to Heller

make the count 13 to 7.

Now it was the Wildcat stirred,

awoke, shook itself and buckled

down. Villanova received the kick-

ofT and Melan.son, trailing behind a
nearly perfect flying wedge, almost
got loose for a touchdown, running
through ten of the opposition only

to be downed by the sole survivor

after he had trampled over some
fifty yards of turf to the L. V.

twenty-nine yard line. On a re-

verse play, the only one attempted,
Gillespie dodged twelve yards near-
er the goal. Again Johnny tucked
the oval under his arm and five

more yards had disappeared. Mc-
Andrews ran to the two yard mark.
Tommy Morgan was hurt on this

Lebanon Valley Scores First Touchdown on Pretty Aerial

Game and Tallies Second When Leigbt

Intercepts Forward Pass

play but continued In the game.
Gillespie then squirmed over. Reds
placement was blocked and the

score had mounted to 19 as against

7.

Morgan went out of the game and
McLaughlin came In. After an ex-

change of punts L. V. was penal-

ized fifteen yards for roughness
and Villanova found herself with
the ball but four yards from the

goal line. Substitutions had changed
the Blue backfield and Highfield,

who had relieved Gillespie, counted
our fojffrm touchdown and again
the exVp^oint try was missed. The
third period ended two plays

later.

Two high spots stand out In the

final fifteen minute session. High-
field scored again after intercepting

a pass and outdistancing pursuers
in running thirty-four yards to

goaldom. Hikey succeeded on his

extra point try. Substitutions ga-
lore streamed in and out. On the
last play of the game Light inter-

cepted a pass from Nagle and
scampered eighty-three yards with-
out liaving a hand laid on him. The
try for point failed.

The lineup:

Villanova Lebanon Valley

Terry .*.,... L. E Cunjak
Dietz .".'.

. ; . . L. T. Bartolet
Wltkowskl .... L. G J. Wood
Bradley C Reese
Kobills R. a Lechthale
Conti R. T. ., , Kelly
J. Kelly R. E. i.i... Heller
.. .*jaugMi.i .. y. 3. . . . ..^rbright

Nagle L. H. B Daub
August R. H. B Zaptla
Gardner P. B Nye
Touchdowns: Villanova—Gilicii-

lespie, Terry, Melanson, Highfield,

2; Lebanon Valley—Heller, Leight.
Extra points: Villanova—Highfield,
Gardner. Lebanon Valley—Heller.

Substitutions : Villanova—Birming-
ham for Gillespie, Highfield for Mc-
Andrews, Hammond for Mc-
Laughlin. Kobills for Milne, Terry
tor McGann, Delabrida for Henry,
Delucca for Hilen, Egan for Ham-
mond, Gardner for Melanson, An-
drewlevitch for Birmingham, Aug-
ust for Andrewlevitch, McDermott
tor Gardner, Morgan for McLiaugh-
iin, Gillespie for Nagle, Melanson
for Gardner, McAndrews for Aug-
ust, Henry for Kelly, McGann for
Terry, Hillen for Wltkowskl, Milne
for Kobllis, Donovan for Brnrilf>y,

Sheehan for Dletz, Boucher for
Conti. Lebanon Valley—Kleinselter
lor Wood, Swope for Nye, Frey for
Reese, Leight for Daub, Patrizio for
Albright, Morris for Lechthaler,
Thrush for Heller, Orslno for
for Ihrush, Frey for Reese, Daub
for Leight, Armour for Daub,
Thrush for Murphy, Swone for
Daub, Leight for Nye.
Referee—Eckles, W. and J. Um-

pire—Meritt, Yale. Head linesman
Gilbert, Penn. Time of quarters, 15
minutes.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
REVEALS OPPOSITION

Once again football time has roll-

ed around and with it the hope of

another undefeated season to paral-

lel the one of 1928. The schedule
admits two home contests by way of

inaugural, the Lebanon Valley con-
test of the past Saturday being the

opening gun of the campaign, whue
the Loyoia Greyhounus from Balti-

more are the entertainment the
forthcoming weekend. Ihe Loyola
contingent is the lirst of the South-
ern foes to engage the Wildcats.

What luuny consider the greatest
spot in the program occurs on
Columbus Day, Ociober IJth, when
Villanova treks to Boston to matcn
with and brawn against DOoton
College, another of the undefeated
elevens of the last year. Beside.,

the B. C. fray is one that no ab.e
bodied New Englander with allegi-

ance to either oi-- the combatani.j
would permit him^self or herself to

miss. A banner throng of close to

forty thousand spectators are fex-

nected to be on hand for the kick-
off. The last time these two met
the Blue and White carried off the
laurels by a stirring 13 to 7 verdict.
Following Boston College three

Southern teams in succession are to

be faced: Catholic University on the
19th of October, Duke tJniversity, a
newcomer, on the 26th, and Ogle-
thorpe from Georgia on November
2nd. Duke, of these three probably
will put up the strongest argument.
The school has arranged a powerful
schedule and they must have some-
thing to show for their confidence.
Bucknell, what more need be said,

ithe Bisons are already being rated
as on the best of the Eaotcrn teams,
£ position by no means new to them.
The Bison Wildcat set to this fall

will be an epic, by the signs it is

the Lewisburg time to win, however
it remains for the evening of Nov-
ember 9th to tell the outcome. This

V be i,?ie lose <t between the
two to be played in Scianton.
And now for the fireworks, Davis

Elkins, the fightingest bunch that
ever drew on moleskins, return to
meet us the Saturday following
Bucknell. The D. E. game of '28

will not soon be forgotten and the
Scarlet Hurricanes boast of a com-
bination that could show that outfit
a few things. The penultimate con-
flict is with North Carolina State on
Franklin Field as is the Davis Elk-
ins shindig.
As the windup, Temple entertains

Villanova at the Owl stadium. It
is our hope that both of these elev-
ens are undefeated when they meet
and then mavoe we'll have some-
thing to talk about for a while these
coming winter evenings.

JOHNNIE HENSIL
ELECTED CAPTAIN

Because the 1929 baseball season
at Villanova was not concluded un-
til after the official closing of school
the election of a captain for the
following year was not made known
to the student body.
The honor goes to John Hensel,

'30, of the Business School and a
varsity pitcher for three years.
Johnny lives in Gloucester, N. J.,

and matriculated to Villanova from
Camden Catholic High School where
he performed on both the oasket-
ball and baseball teairiis playing on
the same teanu as Joe Sheehan and
Jo? Barry, foimer Blue aim White
I'-.o.L.kotball captains.
To Johnny's credit goes probably

some of the greatest honors that a
Villanova man could win. He has
pitched the Wildcats during his
three years as a twirler, to victories

over Cornell, Harvard twice, Prince-
ton, Lehigh, Boston College, Temple,
Fordham, Providence and a host of
others. In his sophomore year he
was rated as the leading collegiate

moundsman in the East with nine
victories and only one defeat
charged against him.
Control and a baffling change of

pace are Hensel's assets, it was
principally through his deep base-
ball knowledge that brought him to

the notice of major league scouts
who have watched his performances
practically every time he took the
peak the past two seasons.

The last campaign found Johnny
In poor health and for several weeks
he was on the bench unable to take
his turn in the box, however as the
weather warmed he came around
and turned several fine exhibitions

that brought back memories of an-
other campaign when he was the

master hurler of the East.

BISONS WIN

Bucknell downed St. Thomas in a
one-sided tilt scoring fire touch-
downs. The Saints boasted a strong
eleven this year and this showing
was a surprise to all sport followers.

Bucknell plays the Albrlght-Schuyl-

klll Combine this week and should
have little trouble.

Dube University meets Pitt next
week and according to all pre games,
dope should land a hard game with
the Pittsburgh elevens.

CATHOLIC U. SURPRISES

Up in Boston a reorganized eleven
from Washington nearly upset the
strong Boston College team. Mc-
Kenney'B outfit were nearly taken

MANAGERIAL PIAN
ADOPTED HERE

To promote enthusiasm and to en-
courage the non-athleticfl, who's
physical condition cast them into a
category of "on-lookers", the Athletic
Afisoclatlon of Villanova has adopted
a plan similar to one existing at the
present time at Harvard. It is one
which offers a competitive basis for
memberships of the various sports.

This plan offers an opportunity to
two Seniors, Three Juniors, five
Sophmores and unlimited amount of
Freshmen all serving with an ulti-

mate purpose In mind, that of being
warded with a coveted Varsity V.

These numerous freshman shall

occupy themselves by assisting their

superiors to perform their duties,

numbering in their sphere the; pro-
viding of equipment, planning and
manaf^ing trips and the knowledge of

officiating at games etc.

At the termination of the football

year, five men from the Freshmen
candidates who have become soph-
mores, will be selected to constitute

the roles of second assistant man-
agers. Hero their duties are more
advanced, requiring more time and
attention on account of the addition-

al responsibilities. These men wlU
be practically in charge of all prac-

tices.

From this remaining group the

three most efficient and attentive

shall represent the In-going Junior

class. However, their third year

shall find them deflnately assigned

to a specific duty. Upon one shall

fall the task of managing the class

teams with the power of spervlslon

over the undergradtiates who are

first and second year men. Another
shall find the role as manager of the

second varsity team acting In the

capacity as manager of the varsity

team. These two men, manager of

the second team and manager of the

class teams, shall be competitors for

associate manager of the varsity

team in their senior year. The re-

maining Junior filling the position

as assistant manager shall automatic-

ally become manager of the varsity

team In his senior year. The manager
shall be rewarded with a Varsity V
while the associate manager shall re-

ceive a minor "V". .
•

Partiality shall be an unknown
factor in making selections and all

catfdldates shall consider It an honor,

besides the pleasure derived, to be a

cog In Villanova's athletic machine.
It may not be amiss to say a word
of the friendship which develop from
such activity. Such friendship that

Is made In this sort of campaign U
one of long standing and one cherish-

ed in after life.

An outline of the managerial plan
appears in the opposite columns.

by surprise but the Eagles managed
to score the touchdown which de-
feated Catholic University. This
Saturday B. C. has an eas yasslgn-

mcnt when they meet the University
of Maine at Baston. Victory for the
Eagles will keep their slate clean for

the October 12th game. Catholic
University has a rather hard week-
end Playing Mt. St. Mary's at the
Capitol City.

Live Spots

By Spotty

TO THE FRESHMEN

Good morning to you all, dear
kind children, we hope you are here
at beautiful Villanova to imbibe its

beauties, to study so that one day
you can fork over twenty-five bucks
and get your sheepskin; but don't
start so, that is only some of you
will shovel over the dough—the
rest of you won't be here.
Remember and do all the Sopho-

mores tell you, because really they
are going out of their way to see
that you are not neglected, espec-
ially you great big athletes with
your high school insignias showing
through the stitchings on your
sweaters, my aren't you wonderful,
wasn't Villanova just too fortunate
for words in getting you—dumped
on the place?

It isn't often we have the chance
to welcome such an intelligent ap-
pearing class to our IVy clad con-
fines and the opportunity shouldn't
be wasted, some of you have trouble
in making that HELLO ring out
when meeting an upperclassman,
perhaps a hello sociable or roedo
amongst the serfs is in order.
One could l>e staged at any time

and the rules are simple. Herd in

a bunch of the fresh and at a
given signal they all begin to shout
hello, hello, to each other. Those
of a more Ingenious turn of mind
can pull off 'The Wild West Hello
Rodeo;" the idea being that two
frosh approach each other and in
the manner of the old time west-
erner as we understood it, attempt
to outdraw each other but with
handkerchiefs instead of guns. The
first to whip out the kerchief booms
out a mighty hello and the other is

licked.

However, the rules provide an In-

teresting clause, should one contest-
ant by accident or design, throw
a gat and biff the other his Indi-

viduality and honor is to be com-
mendet' and he is awarded the
point, mat-:h and .set and is ad-
vanced to the next rotmd -So
much f(jr that.

We will now skip a few sundry
matters, every frosh is expected to

be able to wash and dress himself,
things like that are taken for
granted, we suppose you will all

have good appetites too, that's fine,

retain that school boy story book,
collegiate imagination, if you don't
—the appetite is ended but the in-
digestion lingers on.
Ralph Henry Barbour, Myles

—

beg pardon Burt Standlsh, Frank
Merriwell, The Rover Boys, Tom
Swift, The Battleship Boys and the
otiiers didn t go to Villanova, there
are no Imperiled maidens riding
about the countryside on runaway
horses, but just the same we have
here, there are still some who con-
test with the hash. If any of you
frosh want to be heroes, stick here
till Thanksgiving, then we will

know how many of you mugs are
tough.

Our New Gridiron

After weeks of patient care a
luxuriant carpet of grass is blanket-
ed over The Wildcats' stamping
ground in the Stadium. The L. V.
game marked the first time a cleat-
ed shoe had trod its turf. Before
the last school term had finished
work was begun.

Tile drains were laid diagonally
across the field and a new surface
to conform with advanced notions
in drainage was constructed. This
new field promises to last for a
number of years without losing its

spring and feel.

Give the Courts a Chance
At last, after eighty nine years of

waiting, Villanova has adequate
tennis facilities for the promotion
and furtherance of the game. The
nine new courts were provided to
give the students an additional
campus recreation and breed no
comparison with the old courts that
were more of an eyesore than any-
thing eles, and which provided
many classes with their only chance
in indulging the game.
The old courts were appreciated

for what they were and the stu-
dents were glad to have them as
they were. As is the way in so
many things when once something
Is attained the privations and want
that has gone before is forgotten.
So it appears In this instance. Fel-
lows are out on the courts tearing
up the surface, playing in street
shoes. This must stop, a man who
deliberately steps up>on the courts
without the proper footwear Is not
a true sportsman and is not the

uype that Villanova wants to use the

courts. Give tne other fellows a
oreak, they expect to have a piay-

mg smiate lu lair conaition and
are aissappointeu when a heediess

one leaver upiuiiiea ciay ana aeep

neelprmts u^ uie gruuna. One sucu
individual" can easay ruin a jBtJUrt

m a suigie piaymg.
By the way any of the tenuis

minded are eligiDie to enter the

rirst Amiual i-uil Tennis Tourna-
ment ol vuianova College for wnich
the entries ciose tomorrow. 'I'here

should be a oig turnout lor the af-

lau: lor wuicn tne leiiows in good
playing conaition following the sum-
mer not so great an mceutive is re-

quu'ed as in tne spring when but a
few besiaes the team Are m shape.

call for Candidates
The sporting department of a

newspaper is always the most in-

teresting ana entertaining to the

average college studeni. It is the

sporting statt that first gets the
news 01 the teams and it is de-
volved upon them to spread the in-

formation through the press to the
rest of the college.

Right now the Villanovan needs

several men for its sporting staff,

fellows Who have an intimate know-

ledge of all sports and who can

think for themselves and write what

they think. We want men with

opinions of their own. not merely

yessers, ones who wUl work in with

the policies of the department. Here

is an opportunity for some who
might have the desu:e and yet not

the sufficient will to Ijecome a can-

didate for the staff.

The sporting department has va-

cancies lor Juniors and Sopohmores

and Freshmen meelers, if you have

any experience in this line see the

Sporting Editor either at the Villa-

novan office or on the campus. This

call positively will not be repeated

and the makeup of the staff will be

from the present incumbents and
the ones who answer this call and
fulfill the qualifications.

College newspaper work has a pe-

culiar glamour that is lacking in

any other intramural activity, the

staff secures a prestige on the

campus for in reality it is their

own word of mouth explanation and
discussion that is being taken by the

school body at large. It is some
satisfaction to know that it is your

own version that is being read.

boldly stepped up and cried out, "I

don't tielieve these A. A. books are
worth a dollar each even if they are
hand engraved, though tliey don't
look it." And forewith it was she
who got slapped.
Consequently it came about that

students' activities fees and twenty
bucks became synonoymous no mat-
ter what was said or done and there

was no more rejoicing in the land.

Another sucker blew in, crying the

blues, the gist of his wallings being

the truth of the late Barnum's fa-

mous statement—"And not only

that " floated up from under the

window "another washer to get the

book—Franklin Field twice, two
more Iron men—Temple game

—

probably another duece—Ijesldes

Bucknell and Boston"— a gurgling
sound, some scuffling and quiet

—

What's the use—you're got—coming
and going.

We might hazard a guess as to
the wherefore of the slim student
attendance in some certain South
stands one Saturday not long re-

moved.

"Step up folks, right this way, no

crowding, no jostling, everyone will

be served. Positively the newest

thing out, you'll be astounded at

the simplicity the nativity and the

whatnot.
Our sleeves are rolled up, no trick-

ery, none of the mystic, everything
open and above Ixiard, we are here

for you and your are it, now, the

more you lay down the less you pick

up, who will be the first one? Ah—
that little gentleman in the corner,

push aside there, let him approach.
That will be one dollar please, that's

the good little man. Thank you
and run along, spread the glad tid-

ings. The Dollar Cleaners are now
in session, today and today only,

the only appearance on these
grounds, let none escape, come and
gather experience.

Once more folks—what's that, let

me hear you right. Surely you are

not serious? What is the dollar

for? (Astonishment) My man,
you're not to question why, you're

but to give and sigh (ribald laugh-
ter). Never let me hear you query
us on such delicate matters again
that is not showing the old spirit,

why, why, what if that grand old

1915 team, that premier bunch of

scrappers whose fame is indelibly

written forever somewhere, what if

they went up to West Point ani-

mated only with mimdane
thoughts, where would we be to-

day? How could our pep rallies be
a success? You know how it goes

—

They went up there~et meet the
Army—only thirteen of them—or

maybe it was Wesleyan—however
the thing is they went up there. We
have now reached the point where
it may be safely concluded they
went up there.

You would never know it was
Villanova playing in those days, the
whole team had Irish monickers

—

well let's get along with the story,
the team is at the Army now—are
they downhearted (our team) NO,
NO, NO, evidently they don't feel
so hot but like the gallant fighters
they are they won't let on—and
when the game was over Villanova
had won a glorious victory—one that
will go down the ages—and so on,
and so on.

(Orators have the author's per-
mission to clip out the above for
reference, if the scene of their
speech is made known to the au-
thor).

And then Little Red Riding Hood

Villanova

Team Praised

In Post

Stuhldreher and Team Are
Commended in Foot-

Ball Article

It was with much interest and
pleasure that we noticed a para-
graph devoted to Villanova in an
article by Francis Wallace on foot-

ball in last week's Saturday Even-
ng Post. The article entitled, "This

Football Business" gives interesting

information, past glories or coming
prospects of most of the more im-
portant college fotball teams in the

ountry; and finding this little Para-
Graph in it, as we did, in the midst

of all the misrepresentation Villa-

nova has had in the press was, to

say the least, gratifying. The arti-

cle is as follows:

'Harry Stuhldreher, who has been
gradually improving the quality of

Villanova teams for the past f <ur

,

yenre. is another newcomer who is

being watched carefully and avoided

li.-ely Instead of taking a wild

I

hint; at ari rv, playing a big teamjc
|prestlg» ..'ud taking a chanc

I

ensatio'na) victory at^1jj|f^^

cost ol crlpp'lng^

"

games in his "*

nas adopted
contract per

time and build sic

R result Stuhldrel^

to bre.^' iTito the ranks W.

mighty, but schools which woul

have taken hln on as a set-up two

years ago now -Ind it imwlse to ac-

commodat' him as an equal."

This article contains the views

that all followers of VUlanova have

held for the past two years and we
are very much pleased that at last

a true Insight into the merits of

Villanova's football team is per-

ceived by such an outhority as

Francis Wallace and Is published in

such an excellent periodical as the

Saturday Evening Post.

Our Opponents
Last Saturday marked the for-

mal opening of collegiate foot ball

and we find that eight of the re-

maining elevens on the Varsity

schedule were victorious In their

initial frays. Loyola College of

Baltimore, next Saturday's guesl,

was the lone team to suffer defeat

bowing to Gettysburg by a 14 to

count. Gettysburg, however, has

practically a veteran aggregation

and we must not forget that tussle

of las season when our Wildcats

barely succeeded In nosing out

ahead of the up-stateers. Loyola

well In holding Gettysburg to a
close score and next Saturday's

contest should prove a battle.

Davis Elkins Strong
For the second time in successive

years Davis Elkins managed to down
the strong West Virginia team. The
Mountaineers boasted one of the
heaviest lines In the country but
the speedy Davis Elkins backs scor-

ed two touchdowns to clinch the
victory. Temple proved very strong
In their decisive victory over Thlel.

Barney Google, elusive back, has
started another sensational year and
Temple is indeed fortunate in hav-
ing such a leader. The Owls have
little to worry them this coming
Satiu-day as St. Thomas will be the
guest at the Temple Stadium.

MANAGER (Senior)

I VARSITY V

ASSISTANT MANAGER
(Junior)

NO AWARD

I

ASSOCIATE MANAGER
(Senior)
MINOR V

2ND TEAM MANAGER
(Junior)

NO AWARD
MANAGER CLASS TEAMS

(Junior)
NO AWARD

SECOND ASSISTANT MANAGERS
(Sophomorwt)

I

{

FRESHMAN CANDIDATES
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Large Regis-

tration at

Rosemont

One Hundred and Sixty

Students Enrolled at

Sister College

Last Wednesday. Sept. 26, Robb-

mont CoUeRe opened Ite doors to one

hundred and «lxty students, of this

number one hundred and eighteen

are residing on the campus. Sixty

-

five freshmen have enrolled this year,

the largest Freshman class In the

history of the college.

To accomodate the Increased reg-

istration a new building, Mayfleld

Hall, was built during the summer.

It not only serves as a dormitory but

also contains a dining room, spacious

and modernly equipped.

Students at VlUanova have come to

oonslder Rosemont as a sister college.

The girls are allowed visitors on Fri-

day and Saturday nights until 9:30.

Next week will probably see more

than one wildcat using this time to

renew old acquaintances.

JUNIOR CLASS TO
HAVE MEETING

(Continued From P«ge One)

firmed and announced. The policy

for the year will be outlined and put

to discussion, and with It. a memorial

project for Loo Goodreau who lost

his life on VUlanova'a gridiron in the

form of a has relief plaque to be

placed above the central entrance of

the stadium. As this project has

been under discussion for some time,

It Is hoped that a final agreement

shall be reached at today's meeting.

Under the able guidance of Its of-

ficers, there Is no reason why the

class of '31 shall not surpass the re-

cords of previous classes, excellent

though they have been. Beglimlng

as lowly Frosh In 1927 they mani-

fested a progressive spirit which

began to show more clearly after they

entered their second year when they

began to make considerable headway

m extra-curricular activities as well

as the class room which can readily

be seen In the number of the class

of 1931 on the rosters of viUanova's

activities.

VIG. COMMITTEE
HOLDS MEETING

(continued from page one)

the school itself and recalled the

•'Hobble Gobble" ceremony of 1923

when he was made a full fledged

member of the ancient society.

During the course of his talk Mr.

Lyons said, "Freshmen" at the pres-

ent time you consider the upper-

classmen nothing more than a crew

of tyrants but soon you will realize

that they are real gentlemen and

you will find no better men in the

country. Since my graduation from

Villanova I have had occasion to

meet many men and I will say that

the best do not compare with the

boys of Villanova. So take your

medicine like men; live up to the

rules and regulations given by the

Sophomores; keep the splendid

ideals of Villanova and you will only

look back on your early Freshmen
days with pleasure."

Warned by McDermott

Next Mr. McDermott of the Vig-

ilance Committee, delivered a warn-

ing and promised plenty ol punish-

ment for all Prosh offenders. Dur-

ing his talk 'Mac' discovered a lew

members of the yearling class evi-

dently enjoying his speecn too much
for he called them to the front and

the "smiling lads" were measured

for the famous "V" haircut. Mr.

McDermott warned the Freshmen

about "hopping" rides in front of

the campus and promised a long,

long ride to those who broke this

rule. He also emphasized the rule

of a cordial hello to all upperclass-

men and asked all Freshmen who
were tongue-tied to report after the

meeting so that the exceptions could

be checked.

...in the revue Pep/

SCHOOL YEAR USHERED
IN WITH MASS

ontinued from Page One)__ •

ring approx^ately
niling every

aisies and

ies Addrew
.er the ceremony

^__5f~Griffln^ade a brief address

o. welcome. Durim the course of

his remarks Father C rifOn was care-

ful to point out that ilthough many
extraneous interests were to be

found in modern coUege lile the

primary objective was a well-round-

ed education in which th6 spiritual

element must not be neglected. He

spoke particularly to the Freshmen

outlining the opportunities which

are now open to them, and which

lay largely in the power of their

own choice. He explained the need

for discipline and closed his re-

marks by again welcoming the en-

tire student body.
Ceremony Impressive

The entire ceremony at which the

seminarian choir assisted was one

of special dignity. It marked the

opening of the nrst year of the re-

constructed Villanova, and was par-

ticularly of moment to those who

have lived through the vicissitudes

of the past few years at Villanova.

To each class it had a significance;

to the Freshmen especially it mark-

ed a beginning; Seniors saw in it

the approaching of a goal.

Routine Gets Under Way
After the mass all class schedules

and college regulations were auto-

matically in effect. Those regula-

tions included all rules pertaining

to discipline, to class attendance

and chapel obligations. The new

building with its number of modern

classrooms greatly facilitated the

machinery of reorganization with

the result that confusion, attended

upon such a time, was minimized.

FEW CHANGES IN

FACULTY THIS YEAR

(continued from page one)

the faculty of the Engineering

school this year. Professor J. T.

Jonas, who formerly had charge of

part or both the Pre-Medical and

Arts English, will have complete

charge of all the English in the En-

gineering department.
The Arts School

• The faculty of the Art school re-

mains the same with the exception

of Rev. Alexander Malone. O. S. A.,

who will have complete charge of all

the English in the Arts department.

Father Malone takes the place of

Professor Jonas who. as Previously

stated, will have charge of the Eng-

lish of the Engineering department.

A Word of Welcome

To the new members of the fac-

ulty _ Professor Bridgeman. Mr.

Turek. Mr. Caschenbach arid Mr.

Turnbach. as well as the old ones

who are with us again this year

The VILLANOVAN. on behalf of the

entire student body-
«'S«"f *vTlS-

hearty welcome to the halls of VUla-

nova.

THE TRAFFIC SQUAD

"Llndy," our police dog In charge

of trafBi control at Villanova is

fa.st breaking in his understudy

"Patsy " to the Intricasies of tramc

c^t^l. These two Villanova

•finest" may be seen almost at any

time patrolling the campus neck

and neck. In perfect step. As a re-

sult, traffic through the grounds has

been slowed down to B miles per

hour.

/

Chairmen Daley

The Vigilance committee head

then addressed the Prosh and told

them that the usual weekly tribun-

als of the committee \(^oum lie held

this week. He aiso promL-ied at

least twenty-five haircuts and hint-

ed that the big initiatioii would be

held in the near future. Next he

introduced Mr. James Donnelly ana

Jim requested at least thirty Prosh

to report at the stadium for work.

His short talk was well rewardeo

and forty signed up to try for the

managerial post. A roll call was

then made to determine the number

of absentees and after a few of the

cheers were rehearsed the meeting

was closed. The meeting has proven

a success for already a big change

has come over the* Prosh and the

rules are being followed closely by

all-

Members of the Committee

In order to avoid any mistakes

the full personnel of this year's

Vigilance Committee is hereby an-

nounced and consists of the follow-

ing: Jack Daly, chairman; James

Garrity, Ding DriscoU, John Gaugh,

George Bain, Jerry Cotter, Joe

Gaynor, Nick Marrino. Bill Barnes

Martin Gill, Ed Callebrese, Bill

liiley, Harry Singley, Joe Dletz Jack

McDermott, Bob Russell. Jack
Trainer, Bucky Hammond, Bill

Brady, Bill Tracy, Jack Sorbo.

'
tJ

* k'l

...in a cigarette it's

"True merit is like a river; tho

deeper it is, the less aoise it makes."

There is nothing sensational about Chester-

fields; goodtobaccos,blendedand cross-blended,

the standard Chesterfield method, to taste just

dght. But—haven'tyou noticedhowsmokers are

changing to Chesterfield, for that very reason—

••TASTE aSove even/t/ilnff
"

Taste/

I

MILD . . . and yet

THEY SATISFY

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROj^BlENDED

REGISTRATION LARGE
IN NIGHT SCHOOL

(continued from page one)

tion payments. Students forced to

withdraw on account of Illness or

other disability, may. with the ap-

proval of the Dean, secure credit

for the unexpired portion of vu;tion

fees and have such credit applied to

future classes which they may at-

tend. In such cases written notice I

of withdrawls must be made.

Students registered in the Day
School of Commerce and Finance or

other schools of the college will be

charged for courses taken in the

Evening School. Day School stu-

dents, however, who are registered

for subjects in the Evening School

as part of their regular schedule

will be charged no tuition fee. Such
students will be charged the usual

Evening School registration fee of

$5.00.

O 1929, LiCOBTT i MrKM TOIACCO Co.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
STARTS THURSDAY

The Professors who comprise the

Evening School Faculty are as fol-

lows: Rev. Joseph C. Bartley, Dean,

Professor of Economics; Lee H.

Schaefer, Professor of Accounting;

Dennis J. O'Neil, Professor of Law;
William C. Henry, Professor of Law;

and Albert S. Schneider, Professor

of Transportation.

A three-year course In Account-

ing, and a three-year general course

in Business Training, is offered

Students, however, who are inter-

ested in special fields, may select

the courses which best suit them.
Courses are given in the following

subjects: Accounting, Business Law,
Blue Print Reading, Corporation

Finance, economics. English. Indus-

trial management. Insurance, Me-
chanical Drawing, Money and
Banking. Political Science, Stocks
and bonds, Spanish, Transportation
and Public Speaking.

PIE SHOPPE IMPROVED
The Ple-8hoppe that venerable Villa-

nova Insltutlon continues under the

management of the canny Louie to

enlarge Itn field. And now those,

whose taste along culinary lines

might be said to be almost aesthetic,

may be served from pale blue tables

and rest upon benches of the mod-
ernistic style. It might not be amiss

at this time to dwell with something
like a loving fondness on the con-

veniences and almost unlimited scope

of the pie shop. To timid freshmen
whose explorations have not gone

far afield and who are afraid to ven-

ture forth In quest of the necessary

wherewithal the Pie Shop Is a veri-

table general store of the old school

variety. If your hair has over-stepped

Its bounds Louie can and will serve

you. He'll send you smokes or sta-

tionery soap or a full dinner with

equal gusto. And now and then if

you are really good friends with

something more than a period to

back up your name —let It be whis-

pered low— even cash your check.

The First Annual Villanova Col-

l:ge Tennis Tournament will be held

on the new courts starting Thurs-

day, October 3rd, Father Mauch.

coach of the tennis team will be in

charge, and all entries accompanied

by a nominal fee of twenty-five

cents must be in his hands by Wed-
nesday at the latest. Suitable prizes

will be awarded to the winner and

runer up. There is also a strong

likelihood that the doubles cham-

pionship will be run off at the same

time.

Father Mauch has a duofold pur-

pose in holding the tournament, for

not only will the champions of the

school be crowned but it will help

him get a "line" on material for

next year's team.
Prank Mahan, captain of the

track team, has been taking care of

the courts all summer and reports

them to be in wonderful shape.

Mahan, himself, is a skillful racquet

wielder, having captured the Main

Line championship this past season.

Among the many entries already

received are Sol Berman, first sing-

les on the Varsity, Pete Forvee,

captain and second singles, and

Charley Boyle and Tom Dooley also

uiiembers of the team. Other con-

spicuous entrants are Johnny Sykes,

Mahan and Pat Suarez. If doubles

are played the team of Berman and

Forvee looms most formidable.

Play will be best two out of three

sets in all matches except the finals

which win be three out of five. With

the above luminaries already enter-

ed and many more coming in each

day there is every indication for a

successful tournament. All students

aie invited to witness the matches.

GIFT TO MECHANICAL
LABORATORIES

Ing Department. This apparatus is

used for automatic train control and

for headlight service.

Through the good influence of

Edward P. Braun, '12, of the Elec-

tric Service Supplies Co. of Phila-

delphia, a Keystone Turbo-Genera-
tor, Type 832. 800 Watts, 32 Volts,

has been presented by this Com
pany to the Mechanical Engineer

Call "DOC" Cardannmc
On BRYN MAWR 975

For Your Drug Wants
HE DELIVERS

COLONDATO

Tailor Shoppv

WELCOMES THE
CLASS OF 1933

LAWSON CLOTHES
"Tailored to Your Measure"

$27.50 " $37.50
Four Convient Stores

frankford
Cor. Frankford Ave. A. Paul St.

CITY CENTRE
Cor. 16th A. Market Sts.

GERMANTOWN
Cor. Chelten Ave. & Green St.

U. OF P. CAMPUS
Cor. 37th &. Spruce Sts.

knock (he

out of
A n {J ( h i/Hj

La France
Cleaners and Dyers

846 Lancaster Avenue

Our MAIN LINE Stores

BRYN MAWR WAYNE
FRENCH DRY CLEANED

AND PRESSED

ONE DOLLAR

Quality Foods at Popular Prices

Paramount Tavern, Rosemont

YOU'LL LIKE IT!

GROFF, Drufdfist

Waleomes the 1933 Clast

Com* in and Try a

QROFF MILK SHAKE
ftODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

DELUXE
ROADATERIA

Open All Night

Excellent Food at

Popular Prices

Steaks, Chopg, All Kinds

«f Sandwirlies—Real

Coffee

DELUXE
ROADATERIA
Corner Lanrasler Pike

Spring Mill Road

The

George Hutchins
Stores

Welcomes the Class of

1933
GET A SLIP EVERY WEEK

Guess The Football Score
At

THE GEO. HUTCHINS STORES
5621 Germantown Avenue

———— - - — I — — — »

1 Quar. 2 Quar. 3 Qiiar 4 Quar TOTAL

Villa Nova

Visiting Team

ONK FAIU OK HHOE8 gIvBn away each wnek to the man
KueHHlnK the near<»Ht t«i the correct acore by quartern and
final total. In caae of a tie, the flrat nllp filed will re-

celv" the nhoea. All Kllpn munt be ileponlted at thin More
by 12 «>'clock noon the day l>efore the K»ine.

Get your slips at this store each week

Name Address

f'ARSITY BATTLFS
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More Advice '

It is always jjuite appropriate to profpr allegedly sound

advice to Freshmen. While the means of instilling such

counsel is varied and not always enjoyable to the advised,

the custom has some justification in reason. From the lofty

experience and worldly wisdom the upper classman develops

a paternal complex, become.s perturbed at the prospect of

innocence abroad and, if World fail, does not hesitate to wield

the parental "big stick."
^

So we, too, must fall into line. To the invading hosts

in quest of that elusive and illusive golden fleece-Education

we venture a suggestion. You have perhaps come hither

armed in the sure weapons of determination and persistency.

That is well. You have too, we have no doubt, come also

with the conviction that textbooks and lecture halls are ver-

itable Sesames to open unto you the glittering caverns of

Learning and Renown. These are eminently proper notions.

Yet there is something of vast importance which we think

you have overlooked. ../(.,.

Man is naturally a fifregarious animal and eventually

you will seek companions. You will take unto yourselves

boon consorts. You will find someone to share your con-

fidences, to grumble over your grievances, to celebrate your
victories. And herein lies the danger. Without the usual

fear of contradiction we now make the statement that your
college education will, in large measure, be a success or fail-

ure depending on the type of men you choose as friends.

Your classmates ai-e not of your own choosing but your
room mate, your confidante, your clique—these you can and
will select from the student body at large. While it is im-

pertinent for even the impudent editorial column to dictate

on such personal matters as friends we suggest that you,

Sir Frosh, take a look about you, let a goodly count of weeks
go by and then leconnoitre. P'ind then, from the cohorts of

your acquaintance, some kindred souls. Discuss with them,
your problems, dispute with them, your Profs and your texts,

"buff" with them to your heart and your tongue's content

and at the last, if you are a truthful soul, you will have to

aver that your "gang" was the richest experience of your
college career,

*****
"Initiation"

• "Time-honored custom is usually long-lived, and with
difl^culty yields to any radical change. The custom in col-

leges of holding "initiations" is no exception as far as long-

evity and tenacity are concerned. But whether the custom,
as it is now widely practised, deserves to be described as

"time-honored" is open to question. Indeed, there seems to

be very little of honor, or even of utility, in the current
methods of "initiation." To-be sure, the initiation process
usually leaves to the freshman "something to remember,"
affording at the same time no little amusement for the spec-

tators, but as a rule, neither the memory nor the amusement
are healthily stimulating. As long as the process of academ-
ic initiation is presumed to be synomous with a process of

humiliation, then the custom, even though it be tolerated

both by college administration and "campus public opinion,"

must be considered at once defective and regrettable—if

not, indeed, lather markedly moronic.

A young man's entrance into college is one of the major
events of his adolescent years. It is unfortunate that any
of the exhiliration of this event should have to be dampened
by initiation processes that are essentially devices for his

humiliation and nothing more. If initations must be con-

ducted, let them be so devised that they will aflford the fresh-

man not only ".something to remember," but also something
WORTH remembering. Falling short of the latter purpose,

initiations have no logical justification. They should not be

conducted simply for the humiliation of the freshman and
the amusement of the upper-classman. From college initia-

tions, if we must have them, the initiated should learn some-
thing more than merely how to endure good-naturedly while

they are being made fools of for the special enjoyment of

higher-class, though often "lower-browed" tormentors. Where
manhocKl and common sense, and often, common decency are

forgotten, initiations are a positive harm. Clean fun and
caricature are not condemned. But if initiations are to deal

only with the ludicrous and the humiliating, instilling the

while nothing of the high ideals of collegiate endeavor, then

the recent example of the University of Penn.sylvania can-

not be too promptly imitated.
*****

The Student Couneil

As evidenced by several recent bulletin notices the pre.s-

ent Student Council has thus far been more active than those

of former years. Every one realizes the advantages of stu-

dent government: the responsibility it gives the .student

body, the removal of any feeling that all rules of discipline

are made without student participation and without any
consideration for their welfare as well as the tendency to

promote .student activity.

However, one fact which may not be generally known is

that the life and authority of the Student Council is directly !

dependent upon the manner in which it is recognized and
{

A PASSING THOVGHT
To dcmouiitrate fallacies in a

clear and concise manner uad to

prove the worthi ol your rtiiieu>

IS comparatively eauy conipareu
ivlth makiiiK peopie correct tneir

foibles. A writer may prove tnat
curbing is not an attribute ol

tnuauiie.ss but unless he use.^

nuicuie of a corrosive nature
iittie good will be eftecteu.

Many oi the pigheaded individu-
als that infest the world wouid
not be interrupted in their sell

adoration il rose leaves were
dropped upon their head, a brick
is necessary now and then. Oi{-

ten a writer writes with mock
seriousness and olten he is taken
seriously by those persons lacking
in humor. Sometimes an article

may be written with liie highest
sentiments and yet people will

ascribe dubioMs motives to its

author. Whether or not a writer
is rewarded for his efforts does
not matter as long as he provides
food lor thought.
About this time of the year

thousands of students are at-
tending college to be educated
which means that in a few years
thousands will consider tnem-
selves educated.
What does education accom-

phsn? Memorizing a great mass
of facts does not inculcate the
ability to reason. There have
been uneducated men who have
had a viewpoint, who have built
kingdoms and ruled them wisely.

There have been many animated
encyclopedias whose opinions
live as long as their Knowledge.
Does education help increase

an appreciation for character?
Not today, for too many believe
that a scholar has the right to be
considered a gentleman. There
are scholars everywhere who be-
lieve in getting whatever they
are trampling upon whoever is

in their path. How ignoble, ven-
al, stupid, and bigated educated
people can be was illustrated by
the last presidential election.

Education, the strengthening
of a man's noble qualities and
the weeding out of his imperfec-
tions, is rarely accomplished by
the majority of schools. Per-
haps it is because the most care-
ful cultivation will not develop
an oak tree from a cactus seed.
It is a certainty, however, that
knowledge is not taught but
must be acquired and therefore
a teacher should attempt to in-
still a desire for it. A teacher
naturally stresses the importance
of the subject he teachss and
forgets that education is a con-
tinuous process. It is progress-
ing on dates, in the movies, in
the reading of newspapers, etc.,

and sometimes a knowledge of
life is more important than the
committing of certain facts to
memory. A teacher possessing a
knowledge of practical psychol-
ogy would recommend to those
needing it. Bacon's Essays or
The Maxims of Gracian.
Another school session is be-

ginning. It is the time for the
student to determine that his
education will also serve to im-
prove his character and think-
ing power.

X. Y. Z.

COLLEGE
Announcements

TENNIS
All those interested in tennis see

Bill Kelly about the tennis tourna-
ment now in progress.

Trip to Boston
A de luxe trip to Boston, all ex-

penses paid, it being chanced of by
the Senior Class.

NEW WILDCAT STICKERS
Louie announces that the New

Wildcat stickers are on sale at the
Pie Shoppe. Price 5 cents each.

FOUND "./•': i'^:- .

Wrlstwatch. Same may be had
upon application to the bookroom.

JUNIOR ARTS
Enrollment now open for educa-

tional course. Philosophy of Ed-
cation, Wednesday and Friday ' at
11:40. All those who Intend to teach
are required to take these courses.

FRESHMAN
Freshmen who have been await-

ing the arrival of extra dinks, etc.,

are hereby notified that they may be
obtained at Room 337, Austin Hall.

No excuse for failure to appear in

regulation attire will be hence-
forth accepted.

J. J. DALY, Chairman
Vigilance Committee

Strange Jobs

Given Frosh

By Sophs

Upperclassmen Give Frosh

Unusual Tasks

To Do

INGENIOUS 1 P K A S

For the past week and a half the

writer has been noticing those un-

fortunate looking creatures with

the yellow tags and the crazy, blue

•dinks' as they scurry hither and

thither about the campus perform-

ing their painful duty, which, by

the way, is the upper classmans

slightest wish. Some scud along

free and unhampered by any im-

pedimenta, others pursue a some-

what slower course due to the fact

that they are more than likely

hindered by some familiar object,

i. e., an upper classman's suit over

on* arm, ^ tray full bf food, a 500

pound wardrobe trunk, etc.

i approached these Frosh to hear

their tales of woe ^nd, needless to

say, they were long and pityful. Va-

rious and sundry were the tasks

assigned to them by their upper

classmen tormentors. Many were

riduculous, some were ludicrous,

some were ingenious. From the

large collection of tasks that I ob-

tained, I have picked out, (not by

means of the blindfold test) the

few that I think are the most un-

usual and I put them down here

for your pleasure and disapproval.

Needless to say, all ideas are not

fully protected by copyright.

Love Letter Carrying

A day or two ago during the re-

cent rain storm, I noticed an upper
classman looking very dry and
comfortable come to the door of one
of the dorms and view the incle-

ment weather with disgust. In his

hand he carried a letter. Noticing

a Freshman passing by he duly in-

structed the fellow to take the let-

ter down to the P. O. and be quick

about it. The Frosh looked at him,
looked at the rain, looked at him-
self, soaking wet already and with a
sigh of reslgnment started off with
the letter. I might also add at this

point that a goodly amount of

writing paper is being supplied to

the upperclassman this year by the
Frosh.

Room Service

One of the most ingenious tasks

ever thought up by an upper class-

man for the benefit of the Frosh,
is the one whereby the roomer
breakfasts in bed in the morning in

kingly luxury upon a sumptuous re-

past so carefully carried from the
dining room to the Radio Bldg. by
some obliging Frosh. Many times
in the mornings have I seen a year-
ling bounding over the campus del-

icately balancing a cup of coffee

and some "ham and " on a tray held
out in front of him.

Or What Have You?
Perhaps the most unique and also

most useful of these tasks is one I
saw a Frosh performing last week.
He was actually on his way to the
tailors at Rosemont (not the col-
lege) with an upper classman's suit

of clothes over his arm! People
have won medals for thinking up
ideas which are not even as good as
that. Another more common duty
imposed upon the Freshmen is that
of relinquishing a coveted and long
awaited for position in the evening
or noon day grub line. This has
become a daily occurance in the
dining room and now the Frosh
don't even need to be asked to step
out of line. They vie with each
other to have the upperclassmen
take their places while waiting to
put on the feedbag.
Several other interesting and use-

ful occupations are being indulged
in by the Frosh at the institution
of the upper classmen and we are
wondering just how far the latter
would go. Most likely they would
stop short of sending the poor in-
signifigant Frosh out on their dates
for them.

KnockingAbout
the Campus
A TRADITION

The Mosque

It is rather difficult to become ac-

customed to the groups ol rrosh

stanaing about botn unannoyed and

rentent with their lot. It oecomes

more aifficuit when one Visuani^s

tae bceiies ol a lew years P^st *""!

tne campus was kept alive with the

scurrying ligures engaged upon tne

lask of "getting gone '
on some-

Oiies behest, seemingly gone for-

ever is the venerable society ol

rtobble Gobble ' with its humiliat-

ing password and ignoble saiute.

uone too IS that twin torture the

•Get Gom" that once resounded

and reverberated for weeks and

weeks. We aie falling, it seems, on

quiet days and the horse-play and

uaziiig of college life are last tak-

ing their places with the departed

customs ol a decade gone by. Every

year brings added evidence ol

riophomoric reluctance to engage in

the ballyhoo and rah-rah that once

formed such an integral part of the

second year. With the gradual but

inevitable passing of hazing a

feoodly bit of the glamour that once

colored college lile so highly also

passes. We breathe for it a parting

sigh.
Clubs and Clubmen

If we might be pardoned a pun

we might remark that we are hav-

ing the very deuce of clubs with us

again this year. For though class-

es come and classes go the forma-

tion of clubs is something that ap-

parently goes on forever. If tne

clubs themselves went on for even

a short while we should be satis-

ned and hie us thither and yon for

other victims for the column s maw.
A veritable mushroom growth

sprir^s up with the coming of every

fall term and falls into nothingness

before the Christmas holidays have

put in an appearance. A club form-

ing complex is the briefest sort of

derangement for once formed the

club is supposed to become its own
"raisen d' etre." It is noteworthy

that it never does. This is our pet

grievance and we could elaborate

for weeks but we kill content our-

selves with stating as a sort of

Parthian shot that no club is bet-

ter than the motive which prompt-
ed its formation.

The Post Office Building
In our continual search for the

unusual we almost neglected to

mention the combinations of the P.

O. boxes. They are positively the

last word in Calculus and Algebra
and unless you are either a quar-
terback with a head for digits or
an Engineer with a head for any-
thing, you had best ask for your
mail in the first place and have it

over with. Provided you do mas-
ter your combination it's always
a test of patience and a reward of
persistency when you finally emer-
age with your letter. There is the
box in front of you with two let-

ters in it and your fingers itching
to be on the dial. But there is

someone before you! There is al-
ways someone there before you! He
twirls the little knob leisurely, first

one way and then the other and
nonchalently leans his shoulder on
your box. And all the while you
stand there teetering until finally

you are exasperated enough to ask
him to push aside and this none
too gently. Then the twirling
starts and if you are a good twirler
the magic little door swings open
and the letters are yours. Did I say
yours? Pardon me for being too
optimistic. Very likely they belong
to your roommate. Life is like
that!

("Hit .\00 TO BE 'HOMK'
OF NOTRE DAME TEAM

Notre Dame, Ind.,—Knute Rockne's
family of khaki-rompered Irish has
been adopted by Chicago, and is to
romp throuRh three football games at
Soldier's Field this fall.

The Irish prodigies have become
BO numerous and popular that their
old home. Cartler Field, Is too small
for them, and while Rochne Is rear-
ing a new home for his lusty crew,
he has accepted Chicago's offer to
house his "orphans." In return for
this hospitality at Soldier's field,

Rochne Is building his new football
temple large enough to accommo-
date 55.000 Chlcagoans with comfort.

regarded by the .student.s. If it'.s I'ulinga and in.struction.s

are ignored it follows that the weight of greater authorit.v

will neces.sarily come into
f
play , and any benefits po.ssible

from the activity of such a group as the Council will there-

by be lost.

Upon the success of this experiment much depends

—

not only as regards the pre.sent student body, but as re-

gards the undergraduates of tomorrow. P<iwer invjiriably

means both responsibility and danger. If we fail, the cau.se

of student government at Villanova will be dealt a severe

blow. Our duty stands clearly before us. We owe it not

only to ourselves but to tho.se who will follow us to show in

our every-day affairs of student life a practical intelligence

of and the power of devotion for a lofty ideal.

There is no good reason why we should fear for the

future of the Student Council but there is every reason why
we should face it seriously. With a deep and abiding real-

ization of all that a Student Council means to uh ; a full ac-

knowledgement of the task that is ours and a fixed deter-

mination to show that under student government a .student

body can thrive best we have faith that we shall not prove

false to our trust.

Here we are, 9,280 miles in the in-

terior of Brazil. I believe thats

wrong and is not the proper speech

for opening festivities, but here we

are. Some time along towards

2,000 years ago according to the

movies, a gentleman by the name of

Msop plyed his trade on the three

a day, and according to all press

notices he must have had a bigger

gate than "Abies Irish Rose." He
or someone around that time made
the remark that "you can't keep a

good man " down, (If I hadn't play-

ed hookey so much on my two

terms of night school. I might be

to know definitely who said it). Of
course the converse of that propo-

sition also holds true that you can

always keep a bad man up. Hence

this column again. I am boomed to

pounding out this drivel for another

year, so reaching for my murads, I

may say, "There, I've buttered my
bread and now I must lie in it.' Oh
the pity of it!

Now that the ardent Sophomores
are glad handing the freshmen once

again, the strict rules are now in

order. Freshmen rules to the

minds of many have seemed the

epitome of nothing, and it has been

hoped by them they would go the

way of campus Ford, wide trousers

and other evidences of that plague

which swept the country, and was
called "Collegianna." However, if

freshmen rules must be, I suppose

that they must be, but why not

make some good ones while the

Vlfirilance Committee, (Bless its

little heart), is about it? Why not

whole hand or nothing! Here are a
few suggestions which would really

make freshmen rules worth the

candle.
Mail Carrying

It has always been my suppressed

dps're, to be able to get my mail

when I want it, but it really is an
awful bother to walk all the way
down to the post office after it. If

a freshman is told to get your mail
he either forgets the combination of

the box or he can't open it if he
does. It only means more delay in

the end. Why not have some of
the stronger freshmen bring the
post office, lock, stock and barrel at
regular intervals around to the va-
rious dormitories? It would be
most convenient, especially on Sat-
urday, to get up, stroll to the entry
door and walk into the post office

eanrerly held up by .some stalwart
freshman, get the mail and roll

back into bed. This procedure may
be particularly annoying to the
postmaster, but if a letter were
dashed off to the post master gen-
eral explaining the situation. I am
sure he would let it go on—in your
hat!

THIS AND THAT

Jupe Pluvis certainly must have
been an anti-prohibitionist for at
any rate he believes in having the
land wet.

Bill Quinlan has superseded Frank
Kelley in the position of vice-presi-
dent of the senior class. Kelley has
been retained as the Honorary vice-
president.

We see the Junior class in an ex-
pectant mood. They expect a great
year both socially and scholastic-
ally.

Pete Eschm^n, of the Arts, be-
lieves in having a long period of
rest before a religion class.

The new lads in Mendel are all
polished for the new school year.
Evidently the professors think that
the Frosh will be kept in place on
the sticky varnish.

Marty Macklln, chairman of the
Ring Committee, must have worked
hard this summer to get the rings
lined up .so soon. The Committee
Is all ready to take and fill orders.

Father Dougherty believes in
high places for the pre-meds, and
tells them so in his weekly address
before the Lamba Kappa Delta.

What a doggy Band Villanova
ha.s this year. The caps look great
and the music is swell. They know
that the Instruments are used tomake noise anyway.

When the roster conflicts in the
Science School are finally straight-
ened out. Prof. Ford will be rid of
a headache.

n..^"ll* "T Wildcat stickers are

Viilanovl.' " ^*^' "^ ^^"""««

DeBUNK
Could YOM ilo It

If n qimrter were put on the ground
two feet away from you could you
pick It up without moving your feet?
Tell your friend he can keep the
quarter If he can do It.

Draw a line and ask the perform-
ers to stand upon it and do not mov©
and then place the quarter two feet
behind him. Using one hand only,
he Is required to pick up the coin
without moving from the line and
well It requires something of a con-
tortionist to do It.

The carrying of matches is, I must
confess, a very good rule, as far as
it goes, but alas it does not go far
enough. In the first place one does
not even get a box of matches out
of it. Here is the solution. Why
not make them carry lighters? Of
course the money question may en-
ter in here, but, one must sacrifice
once in a whil^ and I'm quite sure
that every freshman would be quite
content when he knew that he was
sacrificing for someone. Another
thing the editorial board of the
"Vlllanovan," would gladly take the
matter up of getting club dates
from the Dunhill people.

Date Bureau
The need for such a bureau as

this, is very, very dire, and the op-
portunity for its formation is now
close at hand. Every first year man
who has a sister should report at
the "Vlllanovan" office, with her or
her picture, if he has more than one
There by careful weeding the young
ladies will be indiscriminately clas-
sified according to beauty, brains,
money, cars, class and personality.
The way that their brains and per-
sonality will be discovered will be
by phoning them. (Charges rever-
sed). Then at prom time or at the
big games when a desirable young
lady is wanted let him who is de-
sirous apply. His selection is made
and then the freshman comes into
his own. He is allowed the priv-
ilege of defraying all the expenses
of the trip, and in return he will be
allowed to go without his "regs" on
Christmas eve, between the hours of
ten and eleven P. M.

THE CLOTHES PROBLEM
The freshmen are not allowed to

go out, therefore they really have no
crying need for clothes. Therefore
let them bring to some place chosen,
by the Vigilance Committee, (May
its .shadow never grow less), his best
haberdashery and suits. These in
turn will be rented out and the
money taken will go to pay the ex-
pense of the Scranton and Boston
trips, for the Vlllanovan staff.
There may be an objection raised
here, because by the time the
clothes will be returned to their
original owners they'll be worn out,
but they'd be out of style anyway
when they could legally be worn, so
they might as well be used instead
affording winter quarters, for moths
and bugs and other delightful lit-
tle residents who will go to make
up a world.

Of course this column this week
may be like throwing a bombshell
into the placid wearers of the white
socks, but they should when they
are feeling down in the mouth,
think of Jonah, he got out. and
bear in mind the words of the poet.

"Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand.
We've come to bury Ceasar.
Oh, my, ain't nature grand''

Blggah and bettah than evah
COUNT DIMITRI

The Difference
"ITow win you j,„y^ y^^^

rooked?" nsked the waiter.
"Make nnv cllfferenre in the rout

or Pm?" Inquired tho rautlous
rustomor with tho hrlmloHs hat and
the rniTGroil hoard.
"No."
"Th«n rook 'em on tho top of a

"lire of hnm." wild tho customer,
greatly relieved.
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Sport Spots by Spotty
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The Evolution in Fojtball

When William Webb Ellis in the last minute of a drawn

rugby game at Jlugby school in England with a fine regard

for the rules picked up the football and ran some forty yards

with it for a .score the modern game had its inception. That

memorable feat on a cloudy autumn day in 1823 is memorial-

ized on a bronze tablet at the famous English school.

The real beginning to the game dates back to the

third century, mention is made of the sport by early writers

though the type of play bears no comparison to the game
as we know it. Balls of reeds, grass and leather filled with

grass were used by the ea,rly triple threat men of these per-

iods.

Through the ages a slow evolution took place. In
medieval England kingly edicts against the sport ap-
peared. It being thought that the game was usurping
archery, the chief means of defense in wartime.

• * * * *

Harvard Introduced the Game Into the States

About 1875 Harvard having sent a rugby team to Can-

ada became enarrtered by the style of the English Rugby, but

in the first or one of the first intercollegiate contests in the

sport played in this country between these two a comprom-
ise set of rules were used including both English and Ameri-

can rules.

Rugby rules were adopted in 1876 insofar that anything

not specifically forbidden by letter was allowed. Conse-

qently a multitude of codes appeared and for a time the

game tottered precariously. Before a contest the captains

of the opposing teams would meet and carefully go through

the rules as they were formulated on the spot for the day's

play.

Each captain would try to get rules favorable to his club,

and the spectators were treated to the spectacle of the men
out in the middle of the field bickering, perhaps for an hour's

time over technicalities.

The outcome was a first nationally accepted code of

rules. Through the intervention of the University Club
of New York a number of football enthusiasts were in-

vited to formulate a new code of rules.

• * « « *

Present Intercollegiate Body Formed
In 1905 a general conference of coUegiates not repre-

sented upon the rules committee appointed seven delegates

with whom the old committee amalgamated, forming a new
committee that exists to this day.

The game of football has passed through four great

epochs in its modem period, that is since 1875. The first

occurred when the "block game" was legislated out of ex-

istence in the 80's. "Momentun plays" were exiled in the

90's, while 1906 witnes.sed the ten yard rule come into force.

Of course everyone can guess the next revolution, the for-

ward pass.

What lies in store ahead can only be conjectured,
the fifth great epoch is still just over the horizon. We
can only wait and see where the blow will strike.—It may
be at the shift play.

Of***
Lest We Forget

On Friday, the twenty-eighth of September, 1928, Leo
Goodreau, a quai-terback on the varsity football squad, while

leading interference in a scrimmage was seriously injured

and was taken to Bryn Mawr Hospital where he died four

days later on October second. Goodreau had a personality

that appealed to all who came in contact with him. His

untimely death was deeply felt and his loss was a distinct

and personal blow to all who knew him. Villanova has not

forgotten him, his memory shall live on with the school for

all time.

This paper, the VILLANOVAN. is dedicated to Leo
Goodreau. A constant reminder of the sacrifice he made.
He was one of the finest men who ever entered Villa-

nova; a scholar, athlete and gentleman.
• * * * *

The Wildcats Meander
Harken ye of little faith, pack up your blues, break out

with the old Ego. Does not the foilhcoming Saturday find

the Fei'(x:ious Felines threading about the nest of the Eagles

up Massachusetts way. The Eagles of Boston College famed
the land over and justly so. Of unsullied reputation the

28'ers sweeped the schedule and found not a foeman worthy
their metal.

But the reckoning has come. Like the way of the Wild-

cat the invaders will silently breeze in and will the feathers

fly? Ye Bo, mistake ye not, the feathers shall becloud the

landscape, verily the down shall provide the Blue Cats with

I'egal underfooting.

Let us hope so but the B. C. eggs aie hard boiled and
perhaps, when some one brushes them they had better be

serious for the B. C.'s don't fool.

Last time the Eagles met the Wildcats it was Penn-
sylvania Day. Johnnie Gillespie was too slippery for the
Mass Men and the Main Liners brought back the bird.

13 to 7 read the digits.
• * * • *

Felicitations

Congratulations to someone. It was indeed a noble feat

for some enteiprising soul to gather in so many Frosh to

act as ushers at the stadium. We never came across fresh-

men who sit down with so much unconscious grace and for-

titude. With a single arm they could convey volumes, di-

rections were freely and gratitiously given with one full ges-

ture of a free arm. It is certainly too bad these men can-

not be given cushions, one unthinking yearling forgot him-

.self and got up to show a couple femmes their seats, he will

probably be osti'acised by the others.

Noble sons of rest, how unfortunate the night can-
not be employed in the gathering of needful sleep. Re-
member, please, that you cannot do every where as you
do in the classroom.

• « • • •

East Stand, West Stand, All Around the Stadium

Out with the hammer again. The cute little fences that

keep the Sabots from speaking to the Lodges', or to prevent

the fifty cent patrons from mingling with the dollar cus-

tomers at the stadium football contests are great things.

They impose class restriction. No longer can anyone better

his social and visionary status by a mere gambel to the goal

line to midfield, its only those now who can climb or rather

...in the revue its Pep/
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,.i in a cigarette itsTASTE/
'*TrUE merit is like A RIVER; the
deeper it is, the less noise it makes."

There is nothing sensational about Chester-

fields; good tobaccos, blendedandcross-blended,

the standard Chesterfield method, to taste just

right. But—haven'tyou noticed howsmokers are

changing to Chesterfield, for that very reason—

"TASTE aSove everything
"

MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

hesterfleld
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CRO^^-BlENDED

1 1929, LicniTT S MvEits Tobacco Co.

DancePlanned
By W. B. Club

Mr. Boyle Occupies Chair

as Organization Holds

First Meeting of Year

Tuesday niglit the Wilkes-Barre

Club held the first of it's weeltly

meetings with Mr. Boyle, the presi-

dent occupying the chair. After

opening the meeting plans for the

dance that is to be held in Scran-

ton the night of the Buclcnell game

were discussed in length. Many in-

novations are to be presented at

the dance, there are to be kept as

dark secrets till the night of the

dance. Next came the new mem-
t)ers wlio were admitted after a

speech by the president. They
numbered almost a dozen including

Casey, Metzger, Harter, Pluto, Zam-
Ijosky, Reedy, Lynett, McGrane and
others. Mr. Prokop then rose and
gave the club a complete report on
the financial standing which proved
the club to be in a very stable con-
dition. Those students who attend-
ed the dance in Scranton last year
will never forget the affair, music
t}eyond compare, a lioor as fine as

can l>e found in the state and fem-
mes that cannot be duplicated
in the state. The Bucknell game
will be one of the most difficult of

the year and it is expected that the
students will attend both the dance
and the game and get l)ehind the
team with one-hundred per cent,

support.

V. L C. Pledges

75 New Men

SKNIOR CLASS KLECTS
NKW OFFICERS

(Continued Prom Page One)

work of the class in the post and
asked their cooperation with the
authorities of the college during this

year. He granted the request, that
the seniors l)e allowed certain priv-
ileges and courtesies, by giving the
memljers of the senior class permis-
sion to leave the campus three
nights a week, instead of two as
heretofore.

Before the meeting adjourned Mr.
Henry .set the time for the regular
weekly meeting of the class on every
Tuesday at one o'clock.

Membership Committee To
Consider New Pledges

And Make Report

The Villanova Italian Club goes
into the sixth year of its existence

with a membership of 125 men, an
increase of seventy-five over last

year.

Mr. Rinaldi called the first weekly
meeting to order last Thursday at
12.30. He began by addressing the
Freshmen and by pointing out to

them the purpose of the club, and
the benefits to be derived from the
organization. It was decided to en-
roll all the Freshmen present as
pledges. Their names were taken
and they will be considered by the
membership committee. The names
ol those eligible for entry will l)e

handed in at the next meeting of

the club. A vote will then l>e taken
on each pledge. If he is accepted
he must undergo an initiation tiefore

he can l)ecorae a full-fledged mem-
Ijer. Any upijer classmen wishing
ti) join the V. I. C. must go through
the above procedure.

V. 1. C. Sponsors Trip
Father Fink addressed the club

and spoke of the organization in

highest terms. The club's latest

coup d'etat consists of bringing
about the hiring of a special train
for the trip to Boston. It was this

organization which sent three of
its representatives to interview the
officials of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road. These men have done their

work well and as a result the train
will leave Friday afternoon.

Our vice president pointed out the
necessity of the support of the Vil-

lanova Italian Club and said that
if the project is to be a success the
originators must take the initiative

and keep the idea before the entire
student lx)dy.

'31 MKN AT CAUCUS
(continued from page 1)

place the following morning. After

thifl, Bradley set a monthly date for

the buAinesA meetings of the Junior
Class.

The .lunlor week was set at May 6-

1 1 because of the fact that there wero
four baseball games to t>e played

during this week.

B. C. Eleven

Strong Foe

Irregardless of its victory over

Catholic University, Boston College

is unquestionably one of the East's

leading college elevens.

Having definitely fixed their at-

tack via steady line bucking and the

i air, Boston College has certainly ac-

j

quired a variety of plays. Several

times diu-ing the fray against Cath-
olic U. Boston marcheu within the

shadows of the Greyhounds goal

posts, eacn time centering tneir at-

tack through the medium of the air

and the leg-driving power of its

backs.
With such a backfield combin-

ation as Captain Creeden, Wirley
and Shea, halfbacks, and the line

smashing fullback Marr, it is little

wonder that Boston College should
resort to either method of attack.

These stalwarts from the heights

have a reputation to live up to and
with such an incentive they march
on and on.

Ready to receive the passes that

any one of the equally adapted
backfield men are capable of han-
dling, are football's two tallest ends,

Murphy and Dixon. Of the two
Dixon is the more respected and

I through his ability and agility Bos-
ton College conquered Catholic Uni-
versity.

I

School spirit is a wonderful thing

'but we, the students of Villanova,

must consider the power of the

enemy. The writer is not dubious

of the outcome of the coming class-

ic, but to warrant the surety of

bringing back the goal post, that

emblem of victory, we must, under
all conditions, spiritually aid the

Wildcats. All arrangements have
l)een made and for the nominal sum
of $12, a special train will leave for

Boston College under the auspices

of the College. Show your spirit

and make the trip. This eliminates

the travelling to New York and then
from there to Boston for what could

be more suggestive than quoting the

words of Father Fink in his address

to the Seniors, "Consider yourselves

comfortably seated in a stateroom,

singing and hailing Villanova. while

the steamship Victory, a product of

the Fall River Line, steams up the

Hud.son river to Boston."

jump over the fence. Thi.^ i.s obviou.sly unfair, some cannot

negotiate the ob.stacle and con.sequently are foi"ced to remain

back of the goal posts.

Somethinf will have to be done about this state of
affaini, surely all cannot Jump over the barrier. If no
solution is ofTered it appears that some half buck con-
contributions will have to form the east and west back-
froand.

COAL CRACKERS ORGANIZE

Another new club had its initial

meeting last week when the coal

region scions decided that they
should be ofUcially represented by
an organization on the campus. The
new "Coal Cracker Club" as it was
christened has a charter member-
.ship of 45 men and names as mem-
bership lx)undaries Shamokin
Mauch Chunk, Freeland and Potts-
viUe. The next regular meeting
has been set for Wednesday evening
October 9th.

Lawrence

Club Meets

Officers Elected and Plans

For Dance Pro-

posed

Last Monday evening the Law-
rence Club met in the Academy
building after evening prayers. A
temporary chairman was elected

for the purpose of taking charge

of the elections. The honor of the

president's chairman was given to

Mr. Scanlon, a Senior without a dis-

senting vote. Following this Mr.

Flynn, also a Senior, was chosen as

vice-president. Mr. Choquette and
Mr. Burke were elected as treasurer

and secretary respectively. The
president formed committees to be-

gin plans for the coming dance to

be held in Lawrence during the

Christmas holidays. Mr. Bain
(George J.) was selected to corres-

pond with other local clubs as re-

gards dates for the dance. The
dance is promised to be an affair of

a unique nature and larger than
those going before. It was agreed

to hold meetings in the same room
every Tuesday night following night

prayers. This was given the whole
hearted support of all members.
Next meeting is expected to disclose

a plan, radical in conception which
is sure to interest the memtjcrs.

President Scanlon has asked that

all members be present as a vote of

unusual importance will be taken

and new measures discussed. Re-
nieml)er the place and time—Tues-
day after night prayers.

LIBRARY RECEIVES
NEW BOOKS

During the course of the summer
the College Library was recipient of

a number of additional volimies

which appreciably Increased the to-

tal. Over five hundred volumes,
including tlie entire library of the

late Pr. Fahy, rector of St. Dennis
Parish, Philadelphia and a number
of medieval manuscripts, have t>een

placed upon the shelves. The
books bequeathed by Pr. Pahy com-
prl.se complete sets of the old Eng-
lish Classics and were valuable ad-
ditions to collections already in the
library.

Fr. Ilickey Gives Manuscripts
The manuscripts were the dona-

tion of Fr. Hickey and date back
as far as fourteen hundred. A
few of these are of the rare illum-
inated variety and are highly valu-
able.

Additional magazine service has
likewise been secured and all the
periodicals of informative or edu-
cational nature can be found month-
ly on the reading tables.
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Baltimore Greyhounds
Extend Blue Felines

In Wildcats^ Denizen

Visitors Score cm Shock Troops, But Quickly Fade Before
Onslaught of Varsity.—Henry, McGann Give

Rare Exhibition of End Play

SlIEEHAN, BOUCHER AJND HEJNRY BLOCK KICKS

A gallant Loyola band stood toe to toe with Villanova's
gridiron cohorts and gave them a merry battle before bow-
ing to sixty minutes of spectacular and mediocre footballing,

in the Main Line Stadium, Saturday, 16-7,
The Wildcats pushed over two

Sports Editorial

touchdowns and a safety in over-
coming the visitors' early lead. It
took tne Blue varsity a full hectic
second quarter to put them in the
van.
Loyola stacked up against the

shock troops in opening the pro-
ceedings and for the greater part
of the initial period the play cen-
tered between the two thirty yard
lines. VillanoVa could do little

consistant work through the Orey^
hound line. White and Curtis, of

visitors, continually broke up their
plays. Several minutes before the
period Whistle, Plotznik, opposing
center, intercepted a pass from
Nagle and dashed seventy yards
down the north sidelines for a
touchdown. Captain Healy booted
the extra point.
Villanova lost a chance to even

matters a minute later. McAn-
drews, who had relieved August at
right half, broke through right
tackle, dodged and wtiirled forty

three yards to Loyola's 28-yard
line before being dropped by Can-
non. A pass, McAndrews to Nagle,
placed the oval a scant ten yards
from the goal line. Four running
plays failed and the visitors took
the ball on downs.
The sides had changed for the

last play and the varsity went in

as Loyola secured the ball. Villa-

nova made a determined march
from her 16 yard strip to the op-
posing 16 yard mark. The attack
smimered at this point and again
Loyola secured the ball.

The Blue got a break shortly aft-

er. Loyola could do nothing with
Villanova's line and Dellaire, who
had been chucking some nice passes,

dropped back tb punt. Boucher
broke through ^and blocked the
kick, McQann fallK^on the ball

but nineteen yar(J»/from the goal
line.

Melanson and GUIespie made nine
yards to the ten yard line. High-
field ripped off left tackle for five

more and Johnny Gillespie squeezed
through for a touchdown. Red
Melanson knotted the count with a
placement.
Dixie Sheehan came into the lime

light, right after, blocking another
'Bellalre punt atiH recovering on the
Loyola eleven yard line. On the
next play Morgan sprinted around
left end and across the last chalk
mark. Captain Red duplicated his

feat of a few minutes previous.
Both elevens played within

themselves the balance of the per-
iod, neither side threatening to

score.

Passes flew thick and fast the
third period, however, no damage
occurred either way and the game
passed into the fourth quarter with
the score board figures the same.
Jim Henry, who had been putting

up a whale of a game at right end
sprang into the picture. Dellaire
backed up to his own end zone to
punt out of danger, and for the
third time his kick was blocked.
Henry was in like a flash and

threw his body in front of Dellaire's
swinging foot. The ball careened
off Jim's body and bounced behind
Loyola's goalposts where he
pounced on it for a safety. Little

time remained,, and Villanova staved
off the few' halfhearted grye-
hound thrusts.

The game cannot be taken as an
indication of Villanova's strength.
Loyola was good, but the condition
of the field worked against the fast
game the Wildcat backs usually put
up. That and the fact the team
perfonned under wraps, not caring
to give the scouts up in the old
press box too much to think about.
Next Saturday in Boston with a

hard and fast underfooting, another
tale will be unfolded and we hope
we can listen to it with relish.

The lineup:

GROUND GAINED
225 yards 23 yards

FORWARD PASSES
Attempted 12 13

Completed 4 for 75 yds 3 for 38yds.

Intercepted 2 ^

Incompleted 6 3
PUNTS

9 for 42 yds. av. 10 fpr ,39 yds. av.

KICKOPPS
2 for 43 yds. av. 3 for 45 yds. av.

SIDELIGHTS

Some game Saturday, eh what?
The cheering wasn't so hot but bet-

ter than the week before. The hot
dog man put the cheer leaders to

shame and the cry ot "Ice cream, a
spoon in each and every box" had
more wallop in it than the united
cheering of the Freshmen.

Those who saw "the Sophomore"
at the Seville this last week could
readily appreciate the chap in our
stands who brought a cow bell and
every then and now would ring it in

a most convincing manner only to

have it followed by the crying Put
in my uncle Joe." As you might
have heard we weren't the only ones
having a cow bell. Possibly one of
the cows in Baltimore is without a
bell to-day.

A rare opportunity is being offered to Villanova
students in this proposed rail water trip to Boston for
the B. C. (lame. For Twelve Dollars a student Alumn-
us or friend can make the excursion. This is about
half the regular fare. Three hundi-ed persons are
required so that the special rate can be given. The
trip offers a safe and comfortable means of reaching
the scene of the contest and is much to be preferred
over automobile excursions. To go by machine the
expenses approximate the cost of this special offer.
Besides the hazards incident to such a long trip are
eliminated. If the proposition is lealized the band
will accompany the student body and the fellows can
whoop it up in true Villanova style all along the route.
Think it over, and sign up before tomorrow noon.
Father Fink is handling the reservations.

Beliefonte Academy
Too Experienced

For Yearlings

Uptitaters First Half Scoring Spree Sews Up Encounter.

—

Freshmen Lack Final Push at Op-
portune Moments

OPENINC; CONTEST FOR THE GREENIES

Hard Schedule
For Freshmen

Among the notables attending
the game was none other than
'Lindy" who was most conspicuous.
Having eleven friends out there on
the field he figured it was O. K. to
go out and see how they were mak-
ing out. Why not?

The Freshmen did their stuff like

real Villanovans. The
committee may make men out of
them as yet. Stranger things have
happened. During their activities

on the field there were two things
that stood out in bold relief, namely
the Prosh who was wearing garters
and the other wearing a gray felt

hat Alas that all should came to
this. Another thing! Did you see
the Frosh, who, having turned his
coat inside out, found it to have
a bright, devil-may-care orange
lining. Imagine his embarassment.
The new step seems to have found
favor among the upper classmen.

Seven Games Confront Doc
Jacohs' Proteges For

Coming Season

starting a week later than the
Varsity, the Freshmen pried open
the lid of their schedule with Belle-
fonte Academy at Bellefonte on Sat-
urday last. The details of the game
are listed in other columns of this
sheet.

The opposition for the next strug-
gle will be none other than Malvern
Prep. They might be termed as a
brother school but the boys of Mutt
Halphen will be out to give the
Fresh sixty minutes of hard fight-
ing.

on October 19th, Doc Jacobs takes
his squad to Lancaster to meet
Franklin and Marshall Frosh. If
the way F and M battled Penn is
any indication of the strength of
their yearlings then our first year
boys can expect a hard tussle.
When the green outfit meets

Beckley College at Harrisburg, Oc-
tober 26th. they will be out to re-
venge a defeat handed to last year's

Blue Felines

In New Dress

Bellefonte Academy treated the
yearling footballers rather roughly
up in the Pennsylvania hills Satur-
day and the Green shirted lads re-
turned smarting under a 20-0 re-
verse.

No excuses are needed. Bellefonte
is good and they are experienced.
The scoring all took place in the
first half. The upstate boys tallied

twice in the opening period and

anagain in the second quarter on
intercepted pass.

Villanova threatened in the sec-

ond half but had not the final

push necessary to score. It was the
yearlings first game and we look
forward to a better continuance in
the coming contests. The've got
the stuff, it only remains to bring
it out.

SEEDINGS FOR
TOURNAMENT

ANNOUNCED

One of the many features of Vil-
lanova's football team this year is

the new uniforms. The Wildcats
have two complete outfits this year
to enable them to meet conditions
when their opponents uniforms are
similar to their own.
The first is of solid blue. While

the second is of solid white. The

Due to the inclement weather this

past week, the Villanova Tennis
Tournament did not get under way
till yesterday. Despite the heavy
rain, the courts are .in

shape for the matches.

Following are the seedings an-
nounced by Father Mauch, who has
charge of the tourney: Sol Berman,
one; Pete Forvee, two; Manuel
Saurez, three; Frank Mahan, four

Sr'Lr^Vn^r^e,^^. -«S -^: -ti
-

football pants worn by any team in
the country. In the white uniform
the trousers are kaki colored with
a blue stripe down the rear of each
leg. In the blue unjfor^n the
trousers are solid blue.

Probably the most outstanding
feature of the new outfits to the
spectators viewpoint is the innova-
tion of having the numbers on the
front and rear of the jerseys. News-
paper men are especially outspoken
in their praise of this idea. It makes
all substitutes easy to identify as
well as to follow the men in the
game.
The shoes worn by the Wildcats

this year are also of the modern
variety. Instead of the old oblong

andsix; Tom Dooley, seven
Suarez.eight.

Little need be said about Brrman.
for he is well known to tennis fans
in the College and in this vicinity.
Last season he played number one
on the Varsity and finished up with
a splendid record. Representing
Villanova in the Philadelphia Muni-
cipals, he finished higli in both
singles and doubles. Great thlng.s
are expected of him next aeason.
Pete Forvee, Captain of the team,

is a flashy player and if he has an
"on" day may crash through and
cop the tourney. The Suar^z bro-

thers, Manuel and Pat, form a
classy doubles combination and
either one has a pretty fair chance
of landing the singles.

Frank Mahan, seeded fourth may
hand the favorites a surprise. Ma-
han has been playing steadily all
summer and improved greatly as
shown by his winning both the
singles and doubles championship of

splendid the Main Line. Boyle, Sykes, Dool-
|ey, Laveson and Apfelschnitt are
other entrants to be watched close-
ly.

All first round matches were fin-
l.'jhed this afternoon ,the finals be-
ing scheduled for Friday. The Con-
.solatlon final will probably be held

Pat
. the following day.

SritlMARI.NK TO CARRY
GRID TEAM TO OAMK

San Diego,—The V-4, said to be the
larnest 'submarine In the world, will

make a special trip from here to San
Francisco to transport the Submarine

i Division football team scheduled to
play the St. Ignatius team.

This Is the crack team of the bat-
tle fleet and has been chosen to meet
the Army at the California Stadium
on Armistice Day.

tlub. Beckley has always given the '
"ailed on type of cleat, they have

ViKilance y^?i^^^}^«^ a hard struggle
vigilance

I perjciomen Prep will come to Vil-
lanova November 2nd, with the de-
termination to carry home a victory.
Suffering their lone defeat at the
hands of the cubs of last year, Per-
klomen will be out to avenge that
set-back.

Allentown will be the scene of the
next game on November 15th. The
Emerald arrayed boys will pit their
skill against the lads from Allen

-

town Prep., and can look forward
for a keen battle.
A tentative game has been ar-

ranged for Thanksgiving Day with
Valley Forge Military Academy

Another thing that's been puzzling ^1^**' ^ ^ be played at Villanova.

the editor and myself is from whence ^""1^ P^**?
^°J *^ ^^t-to are not

come all the wonderful looking I

^^ ^^^ completed. The soldier boy.s

femmes. We never seem to be able
1?''^ coached by Jack Keegh who will

to locate them. There Is no doubt .
remembered as the man who

Villanova Pes.
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"Spirit"

As we are preparing this column, there comes drifting

in across the night air of the campus, echoes of the "send-

off" given to the football team on its way to the Boston

game. There are cheers and songs and music—these and

many other very audible evidences of what is called college

"spirit." And it has all caused us to conjecture as to what

this "spirit" really and fundamentally means.

Assuredly, college "spirit" does not consist exclusively

of this vocal and instrumental manifestation. And yet, if

there were no cheers and no songs and no music ; or if cheer

and song and music were not sufficiently hearty, then it

would have to be confessed that "spirit" would be practically

lacking. We have therefore reached the conclusion that al-

though all the externals of a football "rally" do not in them-

selves constitute "spirit," they are nevertheless indispens-

able manifestations of its existence, and tremendously, very

tremendously contageous of their own sparkling life and en-

thusiasm. •;,/" :'•''.•• "^••'';'
.

:.
"i :« ',

Apart from these outward manifestations, however,

"spirit" really and fundamentally means a whole-hearted in-

terest in the success of all college activities. "Spirit", when
it is obviously present and externally manifested, provides

that most necessary liason between the student body in

general and its representatives in any collegiate enterprise

—

whether the enterprise be connected with athletics, with

social occasions, with student publications, or with any af-

fair of general campus interest.

Admittedly, the -presence of the "spirit" itself is more
important than its "group manifestation," vitally necessary

and helpful though this manifestion may be. It is too often

forgotten, however, that college "spirit" can be very power-

fully efficacious when it is evidenced through an encourag-

ing word spoken by one individual student to some other in-

dividual who is working hard and giving his time in the in-

terest of all. A quiet, kindly, friendly and appreciative word
may even mean far more than the most lusty rendering of

"Hail, hail, the gang's all here," or of any of the other

campus choruses. Let us have, therefore, a college "spirit"

that is manifested not only by the group but also by the in-

dividual; for assuredly, that "spirit" in its fundamental

analysis must come very close to being a synonym for AP-
PRECIATION. Do not hold back the "good word," or the

proverbial "pat on the back," whenever these are deserved

by a fellow-student. These individual expressions of inter-

est and appreciation, though they be older even than many
of the campus automobiles, may, like the same automobiles,

go much faither than you realize.

That Collegiate Complex

To properly estimate the status which any school enjoys

in the community in which it is situate is a task of an her-

culean nature. In spite of this a few general statements

containing, at least, a large degree of verity can always be

made. Considering this and keeping in mind also that no

personalities are intended we do make this assertion—that

to the public who habitually patronize the P. & W. road the

reputation of Villanova students for qualities of gentleman-

liness and reserve is at a low standard indeed. We do not

make this statement at random, we make it advisedly. We
make it, too, with full foreknowledge of its implications.

Comments from exterior sources to the effect that "loud-

mouthedness prevailed," that students were offensively

fresh," that they were "ostenatious and rude" have provoked

this editorial. Certainly these are not charges of a serious

nature but the accumulation of instances such as prompted

these comments can have only one effect and that the slow

debasement of the reputation of Villanova men in the usages

of courtesy. That is intolerable.

We suggest that it is entirely of no moment to out-

siders to learn of the content of your classroom lecture. The

public will know of your collegiate standing without your

recourse to broadcasting methods. Besides if they don't, it

matters not at all. You can wait at least till you drop your

brief case with its telltale seal before you attempt the flir-

tations that you seem to thrive on. And it's really only os-

tentation and buffoonery to hold a big reunion in an electric

car when you have seen the same men all day long.

We earnestly invite you to a consideration of the.se con-

ditions. More, we earnestly request you to do your utmost

to coiTect them. If you must be collegiate, let your'TOodrfiof

expressing it be anything but low, and let your field f()r^its

expression be anywhere other than in the eye of a public

that esteems the school of your choice.
* • * * •

When Words Fail

There are times when men cannot speak. There are

occasions for which human language is entirely inadequate.

Faltering words may come haltingly forth, but they are

pitifully, admittedly futile. Overwhelming joy, piercing

grief, freezing fear, soul-racking regret—these and other

emotions, humans can indeed experience and even compre-

hend, but no more. Language was not made that can tiuly

express our participation in or our sympathy with the fun-

KnockingAbout
the Campus
AYE, AYE SIR

We don't know whether or not a
co^u.aiiist IS aaowed to wonder or

..oi, uut if he 18, then, we wonder
pioiouiidly were all Uie yacnting

caps come Irom. It Is bareiy possi-

uif tnui some of the Ooys wiUi a
paas.un for »Jojirad and tne bound-

ing omows may have tossed about

in tne craale oi the deep this sum-
mer, ur tney may have been lUe

guaius ana h\ true hero style have

uiatbea from a terrible death by

urowiuiig some jolly captain and
may nave been rewarded with tliat

water-ioggea worthys headgear.

Better or worse yet they may have
been beacncombers. Ail this is

pure speculation. Personally, we
are convinced that the Army and
Navy stores did a thriving business.

But wherever they came from they
are here in abundance. Now a
man's hat is something sacred and
we know very well that a hat is a
mark of distinction. So if you
haven't a yacht cap, our advice to

you is to Join the Vigilance Com-
mittee or the band.„Both of these
failing you have only one course
open to you. Get a marcel. Of
course it is common and you won't
be able to compete with these cap-
tains, first mates, second mates,
messmates, etc. But somebody
might take you for Navarro.

THE IDLE BOOMERS

We had heard from time to time
that stone walls do not a prison
make, and by the same token de-
cided that bare walls emphatically
did not make a room. In fact we
are quite at sea as to what does
make a room. The best authorities

(and they are legion) seem to be
somewhat confused on the matter
also. If you will pick up a maga-
zine—and I know that you will, for

I never half finished any till they
were picked up—I say if you will

pick up a magazine you will find in

the furnishings therein profusely
displayed that a rug is surely the
soul of a room, or Just as surely
that a certain make of divan, or a
certain type of lounge, or even a
certain type of decanter either
makes or breaks a room. The lat-

ter applies soley to the decanter. All
ohis, however, is a digression. What
we set out to say of course Is that
you can tell a potentially good hus-
band by the way he decorates his
sanctum. By that same token the
potentially good husbands are
alarmingly scarce hereabouts, for
highly furnished rooms belong in
the same category as Villanova
Prat House and soccer matches.
They just aren't.

WHO WILL VOLUNTEER?

Somebody with a mind for pre-
cision (we suggest Senior Engine-
ers) should definitely discover Just
what P. &W. train will get out of
here in time for dinner. It's a very
anxious process. If you've been in
town and are coming back here for
the evening (of course it's foolish,

but then none of us are Solomon)
you will probably take the "L" feel-

ing that you might make it with
ease. At 69th St. you are a bit
skeptical. And if you get a local

you've settled the problem pro and
con at least six different times on
the way out. When finally you
alight at one minute to six and get
off in a fine frenzy of indecision and
then arrive at the dining room at
one minute after six—why "there
are things to be said but I can not
say them now." So I feel very al-
triustic. I have pointed out some-
body's duty, and I hope he does It.

"THERE WAS A GOOD STEWARD"
It's always a ticklish matter to

talk about the cuslne. But surely

it is not amiss to note in a mild
way that It is improved. The Im-
provement has come not with the
blare of trumpets but quietly and
unassumingly, as if the dining hall

was half ashamed of a change for

the better. There are a few epi-

cures in the personnel of the stu-

dent body, but these few have be-
come gastrically elated over a chill

in the milk and the right dash of
this or that in the "pieces de resis-

tance." We do not know Just where
to lay our finger of praise, but to
the astute we suggest that it might
be all due to a decrease in the bulk,
both food and steward.

VILLANOVA ROOTERS
WERE VERY MUSICAL

Villanova had a heavy following
of royal rooters who trained from
Pen to Boston with a fine student
band. Previous to the contest they
had marched up Boylston street and
through the Fenway, then around
the field to their stands across from
the Boston cheering section. Be-
tween the halves they paraded on
the turf and topped off the per-
formance by forming a smart "B"
before the grandstand.
The Gold and Maroon music

makers retaliated by Joining the
Blue and White in another trip
over the ball orchard. It was ru-
mored around, however, that all
this friendly gesture was not all It

should be. for as soon as the re-
spective bands sat down they began
[tp do battle as fiercely as did their
ffbot ball outfits.M decision was given as to the
winner of the minor fray, but while
the University Heights melodlans
slunk back to their dressing rooms,
the Villanova visitors were fresh
enough to march down the avenue
to the city.—Boston Post.

f^//^/^,

The band started everything, as

usual. It was Ironic for the Prosh

members to have to play their own
funeral dirge. We were reminded
of the old "Mid-way cry" the band
plays, the performers retire and the

show starts right away. No one
can deny that the performers did

look as If they were about to re-

tire.

It was a cold night but the Prosh
never thought of that. If they were
chilled at all it was with fear but
most of them were burning with
anxiety and indignation, always a
good recipe for warmth.

One big fellow bumped his head.
Where we don't know. As yet no
dislocated trees have been found.
He was very pathetically lost there-
after and querlously inquiring as
to his whereabouts. Somebody
should have had a map. He had
one but there was nothing on it

but a dumb smile and some mo-
lasses.

The audience In Bryn Mawr was
appreciative though Motley. The
Trust Company very kindly gave

the services of their sidewalk. A
request for the use of their vaults

as well was very strangely denied.

Half the police force turned out

for the occasion and he seemed to

enjoy it immensely.

The foot ball broadcasting was
very realistic. After the way they

cried for it somebody should have
given them a touchdown. The an-
nouncer for the occasion should be
called into play during the mid
years. That is about the only time

we can think of when we really

need Information.

The pike was a junk man's para-
dise after the performance and
really looked as if the summer

vogue of pajamas for men had be-

come suddenly unpopular. We
wouldn't be surprised if a good

many of them were salvaged later.

Pity is akin to love and from all

the "Oh the poor fellows" that we
heard many a Prosh must have got-

ten a good start in the furnishing

of his collegiate seraglio.

It seems that we always get a

crowd of ambitious tenors to sing

"those good old Irish songs." They
may be old but as to being good or

Irish is a matter that only a good
Hibernian could decide. As good
Hibernians we have made our de-

cision and we can only suggest the

proverbial hook.

We had with us a gentleman of

color who was In dire fear of ar-

rest for something or other. The
orators of the Vigilance Committee
were in continual competition with
this benighted member of the au-
dience. Our vote goes to the Ethio-
pan. It is a shame he couldn't

have been properly initiated but
then he probably has been long ago.

One Prosh lost a shoe. We can
sympathise with anybody who has
to walk to Bryn Mawr barefooted.
It makes the bed time effect a little

too realistic.

We don't know what was the sub-
stance or significance of the green
compound that adorned their hands
but we know that it smelt to
high heaven. But then you could
hardly expect the Sophs to use atar
of roses.

Well It's all over now and we
hope you are all satisfied. The
Freshmen should be, the Vigilance
Committee might as well be and as
far as we go (and we don't go very
far, really) we're eminently satis-
fled that both the initatlon and
this column have reached an end.

THIS AND THAT

Father Pink believes that when
the student body is there to cheer the
team will clear the scores and add to

our victories. It really Is the students

part of winning the game so attend
tlie games and keep up with the
cheer leaders. The clearer cut the
clieering the better the team will

hear It.

The fresh, poor fellows, are begin-

ning to think they are now men of

Villanova due to their initiation.

But alas and alack they find to their

sorrow that this Is but the morning,

the evening will arrive for them in

four years.

We hear them say "Our time comes
next year. Revenge."

Villanova takes the air and
tises.

adver-

Evenlng rallies, evening practice.

It all seems rather upsetting to

those fortunate individuals who
think that they are students.

Some of these Juniors believe in

preparedness. They already have
dates for the Junior Prom, next May.

Professor Ford is trying to create

the impression that he is highbrow.
Have you seen them?

A special train for the Villanova

students. We are stepping up in the

world. Thanks to the V. I. C.

Bill Quinlin tell everyone who
buys a chance for the Boston trip,

that they have the lucky numbah.
the laws of chance say that he should

hit it right at least once. We hope

that the laws were made in our favor.

You know, I don't think that mud
on white jackets loolcs quite so nice as

on the blue.

We noticed some of the distinguish-

ed Seniors in absentia at the football

games.

These boat rides are tough on ev-

ening dates In Boston.

Senior Pre-Meds blame the Juniors

for the roster conflicts and vice versa

But it really la Mr. Ford's fault, you

see he doesn't care to digest his lunch

while lecturing a class on Botany.
DeBunk

"When in Home did you do as

Romans do?"
"No; my wife waa with me."

the

damental joys or,sorrows of life.

An unfortunate accident, beyond human power of pre-

vention, has recently torn the heart' of a fellow-student, and

of others who are intimately concerned. To these, we can-

not adequately speak. Words fail. Only falteringly, tho

none the less sincerely, can we tell them that we understand,

and that our hearts go kindly, sympathetically, encouraging-

ly out to them in this great boitow.

A PASSING THOUGHT

Just before the talkies dispelled
the aphrodisiacal illusion of
screen heroines, a picture was
produced that drew praise from
the herds of Babbitts as well as
the esoteric circles of the intel-

ligensia. The universal appeal of
Beau Geste was not based on
humor and, stranger still, the
sexual magnetism of a Garbo In
soft focus was not necessary to
prevent the Homo Americano
from falling asleep. It was the
love of brother for brother, the
true friendship of man for man,
the strong tie existing between
men of character who together
meet the injustices of the world.

It would be natural to suppose
that a college man's best friend
is his roommate. It may be a
severe jolt to those who in early
years read the Rover Boys and
now avidly devour the college
magazines to be brought against
the fact that a best friend may
have as much capacity for
friendship as a cold mackerel.
The tendency is to confuse best
friend with true friend.

It is generally beUeved that the
disruption of friendship is due to
a culmination of petty annoy-
ances. Coming home at two-
thirty in the morning and shak-
ing your roommate from the
arms of Morpheus to relate how
wonderful you are in the eyes of
the sweetest girl in the world.
Borrowing your roommates suit,

spilling coffee on It and forget-
ting to send It to the cleaners is

another opportunity for Justified

homicide. A volume of similar
Incidents could be compiled, but
only a moron would waste time
leading it.

The reason some men can
never make a good roommate is

because they are essentially sel-

fish. Give them a roommate
with the potentlaltities of endur-
ing friendship and they, blinded
by their nature, would miss the
golden opportunity and receive
*n its place an ill disguised toler-

ance.

Friendship is reciprocal and
requires mutual esteem. Once
possessed, it is capable of elevat-
ing the human soul to the ex-
treme height of Its vigor. Friends
have no secrets but cooperate In
combining their accumulated
p)owers for a glorious future. If
your roommate has the capacity
for true friendship, clasp to hhn
with bonds of steel. Do not al-
low self to kill the thing you love.
Life Is intensely lonely and only
friendship can satisfy the ardent
desire for happiness.

X. Y. Z.

COLLEGE
Announcements

Clubmen—Attention

!

All clubs, fraternities, and campus

organizations wishing to have a

group photograph appear in the

1930 Belle Aire will kindly send a

representative to Room 222, Austin

Hall, as soon as possible. This is

absolutely necessary as the pictures

will be taken in the fall instead of

the spring. The Belle Aire asks for

complete cooperation on the part of

campus organizations.

Belle Aire Business Manager
PRANK HANLON

"31 Men!
Juniors are urged to select and to

be measured for their rings at" the

earliest possible moment. This can
be done bj^ seeing Marty Macklin

at 339 AustUi Hall.

Arts Men
All arts men please note this

change in the religious schedule:

Sophomores, Wednesday, 10:45,

Room 203.

Juniors, Monday, 1:55, Room 206.

Seniors, Wednesday, 1:55, Ropm,
Ill-

Seniors
President James Henry will call

the weekly meeting of the fourth

yeai" men on Tuesday at 1 P. M.

V. I C.

The weekly session of the Villa-

nova Italian Club will convene at

12:30 Monday, October 21 on the

fourth floor of the Academy Build-

ing.

Beta Gamma
-Joseph Takacs, president of the

debating society, will preside at the

next meeting, at 4 o'clock, Wednes-
day afternoon.

Lamba Kappa Delta

The pre-medical fraternity will

hold its regular meeting in the

Amphitheatre at 8:55 Friday.

COAL CRACKER CLUB
The members of this society will

meet in Room 400. Monastery, at 7

o'clock Wednesday evening.

Jersey City Club
The next meeting of the Jersey

City Club will be called at 7 p. m.
tomorrow evening, in the Academy.

Lawrence Club
The regular weekly meeting of

the Lawrence Club will be held on
Tuesday evening at 7 p. m. in Alu-
mni Hall.

V. P. C.
All students of Polish extraction

are cordially invited to join the re-
cently organized Villanova Polish
Club. A meeting for this purpose
will be held in Room 13, Mendel
Hall, on Wednesday evening, after
night prayers.

Lost
Three keys on a holder. Will the

finder kindly return them to Room
130, Good Council.
Black Parker Doufold Fountain

Pen. with gold clip; also flfty two-
cent stamps. Please return to Fa-
ther Stanford, 221 Mendel Hall.
On Tuesday last, in Bryn Mawr, a

black pocket-book containing money
and bus tickets. Kindly return to
Procurator's OflQce.

Found
Pennsylvania and Western com-

munication book. Owner may re-
trive same at 124 Pedigan Hall.

THE SILENT DRAMA
Time—Any Night
Place—A Student's Room .

Persons—About Nine Stulents.
Setting—Three desks, three beds,

one radio, six ash-trays, numerous
photographs on the wall, etc. Visual-
ize that and this is what you hear—
"Has anyone a match? "—"Whatcha
ot to read?"—THE NEXT NUMBER
ON THE PROGRAM IS—'Will
youse guys shut up sos I kin write
this letter"—"Who are you taking
to the game Saturday?"—"I don't
know her name"—"Who has a
match?"—"JUST A COZY NEST
SWEET AND HEAVEN BLESSED—
"Ah, can't you get anything better
than that?"— (2 more enter)—"Hi
Joe, got the Latin for tomorrow?"
"How do you spell sincerely?"—
"Who you writing to?"—"Who is
that girl in the gold frame?"—"Ah.
that ain't gold"—ROSES ROUND
THE DOOR. CHILDREN ON THE
FLOOR—"Whats the name of that
piece?"—"Got a match"— (2 leave
and 3 come in)—"Some lecture in
Psychology to-day wasn't it?"—
"Yep "—"Hey, Joe, didja hear from
our girl lately?'—THIS SELEC-
TION IS FROM THE BROADWAY
MELODY—"Change it weve heard
it before'" -(business of shifting
dials while everyone waits with ears
aslant)—GRRRR PSSSS HOWLTWO EGGS AND BEAT WELL INTWO CUPS OP SUGAR—"Oh my
gracious, listen to what Edison got
on the radio" — "Shut up and give
me a chance""- (more dial work)—
,GRRR BUZZZZ UNITED STEEL
J67y4.

GOODYEAR RUBBER 98 'i—
"Put it back where it was'"—"Got a
match?""— "Get your feet off my
towels""—"Lets go to the movies'"—
"Sure, how much dough you got?
—"Got last week"s copy of the Vil-
lanova?"—"Naw, I sent it to me

j

father""—"Gilbert and Volentlno
were good but you should see me"*—
(door opens and head shoots In)—
["Telephone, Murph, some doll I
think"—"Thank heavens this letter
is finished"—"Got a match?"—"Al-
right you birds, get out we're going
to bed "—"Ooodnlte"—"Ooodnlte."

The office boy entered the sanctum
of a small-town newspaper and said:
"Say, boaa, there's a tramp

, outside
who Bays he hasn't had anything to
eat for six days."
"Bring him In."" said the editor. "If

we can find out how he does It we
can run thU paper for another wttk."

From A Frvfihmrn's Notebook
Mountain range - A large cookstove.
Oxygen - An eight sided figure.
Dispel - To spell incorrectly.

Prontsplece - headlight on a Ford.
Piirlough - A fur bearing animal.
Momanlac - A man with only on*

iwlfs.
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Its all in the game we suppose, but it's sure one hard

pill to .swallow. Probably the beat thing to do is forget it,

but the seveial, nay many unpleasantries that cropped up in

the contest with H. C. Saturday will remain in our mind.s for

some time.

We shall not alibi. It is not necessary, those who saw

the encounter are satisfied and proud of the boys and with

the coaches.

But some things went against our grain, for instance

those four jokesmiths, who even got in the way of our plays.

We Will forbear to say anything, but it is a cinch they are

out as far as a certain institution is concerned. If they as-

sume the same roles in all games up that way an undefeated

record is a cinch.

Perhaps we could gain an option on their services and

then in the heat of a close game rush them in, anyway it is

not a bad idea.

But, on the whole, we showed the Beaneaters what a

football team looks like, that, in spite the Sharkian attitude

of some of the participants.

As lor Joe McKenny, mentor of the Eagles, well read

what he has to say in the Boston Sunday Post.

*'In the Boston College dressing room after the game.

Coach Joe McKenney credited Villanova with being one of

the smallest teams in the East.

"It was a great game. Harry Stuhldreher has a fine

team, one of the finest", he declared. "They out-played us,

but we got the big break. That crossbuck of theirs was a.s

deceptive a move as we will meet this season. They have

a great backfield and a strong line.

That pass from Colbert just above saved the day for

us. It was a break for us, and a tough one for Villanova.

They outrushed us through most of the game, but we were
lucky to pull through in the last two minutes."

•F *I* "p •I* I*

A Word to the Wise

Just a few preliminary remarks for the present on a

delicate subject that we wish the offenders or potential such

would sort of heed and thereby relieve our sense of the aes-

thetic or something.

A few demon dance doggers every year take it upon
themselves after a heroic fashion the self-appointed task in

repoiting to this rag the results of the brawls. Now this

thing has gone just far enough so in the future we would
feel obliged if these Big Woid and Phrase Men limit their

ramblings along the lines pre.scribed in the directions given
below.

1—Remember the full moon comes once a month and
even then it most likely will be cloudy so you can't see it

and you probably couldn't if it wasn't. It is a remarkable
feat that the majority of the scrambles held last year oc-

curred in Luna's brightest era.

2.—This stuff about the music "like the whisper of an
evening breeze in the springtime, the soft and sweet strains

of an old refrain came stealing upon the senses in an unfor-
getable harmony—". We will just stand so much of this

the coming year. You eggs listened to a certain local outfix

mix it up last season and we're all wise to that hokum, so

let it ride.

3—The galaxy of feminine pulchritude present. What
d'yuh suppose we are, blind. Pulchritude is a term that ad-
mits of wide latitude. We ogled most the babes and you
can't fool an old horse fly.

* * * >t< ii<

Commitments

Saturday marked, as a certain New Yor'k sport writer
wrote, the end of the setups and the start of the upsets.

For the balance of the season the little college will receive

scant mention in the papers, unless one of the Big Shots is

surprised on a day it figured on taking it easy by booking an
insignificant foeman.

The so-called first plane teams have already been allot-

ted places in the early rankings, and for the seasons balance
the various changes in these allotments will provide sport

writers' food between Tuesdays and Thursdays.

One upset is worth ten true-to-forms and it may be said

with much truth, that a club falling victim to one gains more
publicity than by handing that opponent a good drubbing.

The fraternity of sporting writers is a queer fellowship.

It lives only in the present, yesterday is gone and tomorrow
never comes. No other organization adapts itself so quickly

to the new tfim of things.
* * * * *

New Grid

The early summer indications that pointed towards Vil-

lanova having one sweet gridiron to support the charging
paws of the Wildcats and the visiting troopers have evapor-

ated before the all seeing eye of reality.

Our fond hope of a stamping ground to match the best

in the East is no more. The two preliminary contests have
left the field torn and scarred and it appears the homesters

will be forced to struggle through the balance of the cam-
paign with the exception of the away games on a tuif not

conducive to the type of play stressed by their grid mentors.
The field is slow, the danger of leg accidents not to be

underrated, besides the Fel nes certainly cannot be expected

to put up their customary game.

LARGE CROWD
ATTEJNDS RALLY

(conUnued from puge 1)

coucu oiuniurener rectiveu rous-

ing applause wiin his terse speecn

titui a lootbali team is as gouu ai>

a coacn tninks i^-ane ne expiesseu

oeyunu a paie oi aoubi mat tne

present Wiiucats were good. J'oi-

iowuig the head coacn came Pr.

O'iieury, O. b. A., whose sturring

speecnes on determination as an Im-
i.oiiant lactor oi victory, met with
t'ounos of applause. Prof McOee-
nan closed uie speeches with an
eioquent appeal for the support ol

tne band, cneerleaders and tne team
oy tne wnoie student body.
Ihe applause having subsided, the

winner of the senior donation, Joe
Welsh, was presented with a ticket

lor the de luxe excursion to Boston.
Alter the presentation of the ticket,

tne student body moved en masse
kO give their departing warriors a
rouolng sendoff—which they did
until the train pulled out of the
station accompanied with the en-
thusiastic cheers of the entire stu-
dent body.

New Clubs

Organize

V. L C. To Initiate

New Members Next
Week

85

Survey Shows Catholic

School ValueHigh

FreHlimeii in Cutholle CollegeH

MoNtly Catholic School
Oraduutes

are

A survey covering the school year
beginning in September. 1927, Just
completed by the N. C. W. C. Bureau
of Education, shows that 57.2% of the
freshmen students in 116 Catholic
colleges for men and women were
graduates of Catholic high schools,

while 42.87p were graduates of public
secondary schools.

This is the second survey of this

particular character ever made, and
upholds the first in vindicating the
Catholic high school idea, educators
say. Educators point to the fact

that while about only one-third of

the Catholic boys and girls attending
high school are in Catholic secondary
schools, these schools direct more
than half of the students in Catholic
colleges to these institutions.

In the first survey of this Icind.

covering the school year beginning in

September, 1926. 132 Catholic colleges

for men and women contributed data.

These schools «tated that 59.8% of

their freshmen students were gradu-
ates of Catholic high schools, and
40.2 % graduates of public schools.

In 1926, these 132 colleges reported

that the total number of freshmen
students in their institution was
10, 317, while for the year 1927 only
116 Catholic colleges for men and
women reported a freshman student
body of 12,518.

:
•'; CoHeges Supply Data

Of the 76 Catholic colleges for men
in the United States, only 65 supplied

data that could be employed In the
latest survey. Eight colleges report-

ed their freshmen enroilnaents, but
did not tell whether these students
were graduates of Catholic or public

high schools. Thirteen colleges did
not report.

The 55 men"s colleges reporting

stated that their freshmen enrollment
totaled 9,026, of whom 4,918, or 54.5

% were graduates of Catholic high
schools, and 4,108, or 45.5%, gradu-
ates of public high schools.

In the 1926 survey, a total of 63

Catholic men's colleges reported

frephmen enrollments that totaled

7,068, and that 4,080 of these stu-

dents, or 67.7 % came from Catholic

secondary schools and 2,988 of 42.3

% from public high schools.

Three of the 55 colleges reporting

in the latest survey stated that all

of their freshmen were graduates of

Catholic high schools. In each In-

stance, however, the class was small.

Forty-two of the colleges reported

that they received more freshmen

from Catholic high schools than from

public high schools, while one college

said its first-year class was equally

divided on this basis, and 12 colleges

stated that they had received more

freshmen from public high schools

than from Catholic schools.

Duquesne University of Pittsburgh,

reported a freshman class of 992 stu-

dents, about one-third of whom were

graduates of Catholic high schools.

The University of Notre Dame re-

ported a freshman class of 906 stu-

dents, but did not report what pro-

portion came from Catholic and pub-

lic high schools.

(Union & Times)

Ten new members were pledged
yesteraay at the weekly meeting of

the Villanova Italian Club, 'i'hls

brings the total number of pledges
up to eighty-flve. The Initiation of

tnese new members will be held
some night next week, the exact
time and place being kept a secret
for the present. The initiation com-
mittee will be appointed this week.

'ihe Villanova Italian Club is en-
deavoring to run a dance after the
North Carohna Slate-Villanova
game which will be played at
Franklin Field In Philadelphia on
November 23. The scene of this

dance has not been decided upon as
yet but indications favor a hall
situated in Philadelphia. A dance
committee will also be appointed
this vreek.

'Coal Crackers Organite
Pennsylvania s anthracite region

which boasts oI the largest and
iicnest hardcoal output in tne
world now places an organized
representative among Vlllanova"s
society. The Coal crackers' Club
./.til fid Bunsa as its first president
gives promise of becoming a factor
to be considered in future refer-
ences to active campus organiza-
tions.

jun McKelvey, Secretary; Joe
Brogan, Vice-president; Dan Buck-
ley. Treasurer, and Metro Weston,
Sergeant-at-arms, complete the stall

of officers. At tlie second meeting
of the club held last Wednesday
evening, the constitution and by-
laws were read, corrected, voted
uix)n and accepted.
As its debut the young society is

planning a dance to be held in the
coal regions during the Christmas
Holidays. Nothing definite, in re-
gards to place or time has been set-
tled. A committee will be appoint-
ed to take charge of the aHair
and the members of this committee
will be announced shortly.
The Coal Crackers Club numbers

almost flfty members all of whose
homes lie in the district bounded by
Preeland, Pottsville, Mauch Chunk
and Shamokin.

JERSEY CITY CLUB FORMED
A new club has arisen to take its

place among the already numerous
organizations on the campus. The
Jersey City Club, with Mr. James
Donnelly as president, stands ready
to compete with all rivals in the
battle of campus supremacy.
As the name indicates all of the

club's members call Jersey City their
home and only men from this city
will be allowed to join the club.
This organization will in no way af-
fect the Jersey Club and, in fact, it

has avowed Its intention of support-
ing the mother Society to it fullest
extent.
The other men who receive! offices

besides Mr. Donnelly are. Jack Mc-
Gann, Treasurer, and William Din-
aen. Secretary.
The club is endeavoring to hold a

dance in the college gym on the
night of the Villanova-Oglethorpe
game. Mr. Oildea has been ap-
pointed chairman of a committee to
make plans.

PROF. VENIJTO EDITS
NEW CHEM. MANUAL

MALVERN ELEVEN
MAULS METEORS

An AU-Vlllanova eleven, under
the captaincy of Tony D"Amato, ex-

Malvern star, engaged in a stiff

practice scrimmage with the strong
Malvern Prep eleven, last Thursday.
Mutt Halphen"s boys showed the
superiority which only training can
produce, but the Meteors under the
tutelage of Mat Capone, gave a
good account of themselves in every
way.
Time and again Malvern's backs

plunged off tackle, skirted the ends
and pierced the air only to be re-

pulsed when the shadows of the
goal posts fell on tho backs of Me-

teor's defense.
Long runs featured, and kicks

were returned by both sides. On
the opening kick Capone received

and returned the ball to Malvern's

ten-yard line only to be repulsed

when a touchdown seemed certain.

Red DlBernarlno made the fea-

ture play of the game when he In-

tercepted a pass and ran It back 85

yards for a touchdown and the Me-
teor's only score.

Native Meab

"I hear you stopped off In Greece
on your Eiu-opean trip."

"Yes, I wanted to taste some real

American cooking."

BILL FAITLK ELECTED
TRACK MANAGER

The appointment of William

Faulk to the managership of the

1930 track team was ratified by the

Athletic Council along with the

names of James Rannazzlsl as Jun-
ior assistant manager and Edward
Calabrese '32 as Freshman mana-
ger. Faulk Is a Senior in the

Business School and Rannazzlsl is

a third year man.
Matt Smith held the position but

failed to return to Villanova, enter-

ing Fordham Law School. The new
appointment completes the man-
agership personnel, with the excep-
tion of the freshmen candidates
who are to report to Rannazzlsl who
will assign them to their duties.

Another meeting of the varsity

candidates will be held in Alumni
Hall In Room C at one o'clock on
Wednesday.
The fall track program according

to Coach Meredith will consist of
limbering up for the first few weeks
with the idea of the men gradually
rounding into shape by the first

week in December when an Intram-
ural meet will wind up the training
period imtU the men again report
for the Indoor season.
The outdoor schedule is coming

along well and the complete pro-
gram will be released In the near
future.

A new and valuable addition to
faculty texts has been lately com-
pleted by I»rofessor Venuto M. S.,

who is associate professor of Chem-
istry at the College. The new work
comprises complete directions for
the pursuance of a course in gen-
eral chemistry and is replete with
drawings of apparatus and experi-
ment sketches. The book, which
will be used by all students in gen-
eral Chemistry, was compiled dur-
ing the course of last year by re-
searches made by Professor Venuto.
As In all works of a similar nature
where drawings and text are close-
ly related the photolithographic
process was followed in publishing
the manual.
Professor Venuto is to be warmly

congratulated on the scholarly pub-
lication of which he is the author.
It is Indicative of no small degree
of industry and genuine scientific

ability.

STUDENT COUNCIL
HOLDS MEETINC;

"So you are going to Rome I You
will visit the Capitol, of course?"

"Yes, we always go to the cinema
first thing."

(continued from page one)

not to be filled until the Sophomore
Class have elected representatives.
Members of the Council were ap-
pointed to stay in the dining room
during meal time and warn stu-
dents who are wasting food stuffs.

Other Important matters were
brought up but were tabled until
next week due to lack of time.
The Student Council consists of

the following:; four representatives
from the Senior Class, three from
the Junior Class, two from the
Sophomore Class, and one from the
Freshman Class. The Vlllanovan
and the fraternities each are al-
lowed one representative.

Time for a Parley
Two sentries were marching up

and down their separate tieats. For
some time the old lady watched
them in silence. But at last she
could keep silent no longer and
grabbed one of the men by the arm.
"Can't you two silly lads make It

up and be friends?" she asked re-
proachfully.

A Poor Poci
"I don't know whether to become

a painter or a poet."
"I advise you to be a painter."
"Have you seen one of my pic-

tures?"
"No, but I have read one of your

I poems."

MANY ENJOY
tHOm LMTUTION

(ooatlnUMtl irum i^m* ^>

ana cheering the ramLS set oUi.

ioicnes wtKti procur«d aua wurrwsu

oy uie men m cnarge. The Uiuuuu-

luju scene was baroaric m appear-

aa^e. v»euu wxauows piayea aooui

uw r rosn ana thousauas ol passm*

autou.ui snouiea m aerisiou at th«

onu^uui signi. "ine rme rang lo

uie iiaimoii> ol • tiail, Haii, the

uan*s All nere," ana ouier sucn

tunes, fast tne siaoium uxey sum-

BCicu aau up Uie rise to uaiici tt»»*

wnere uiey cheered and sang agaui.

Kosemoni was reuciica in snort no-

tice aue to uie couunanas oi nuiT>

ana a uriumphai entry was maac
.nto oryii Mawr, louowea oy hau
.lie populace and ail Uie cnuarei.

ine customary snaKe dance was
performed on the streets and the

iiies came lo a halt beloi-e Uie doors

01 the Itust company. For over

naa an noui- one auiusmg scene foi*

loweu another, many a Frosh shCo

nis last tear on the spot and havUm
uttle or noUung else to do Uie Vig-

ilance men dismissed Uiem consider-

ing it a job well done.

xne retiu-n home was a riot, eacli

running as last as possible on legs

tnat had lost their speed and wltn

lungs that were raw trum cunstuiu

cneering. The Pike was covered

Wltn leaUiers as Uie Froslx hurried

bacK to secure what hot water might

be lett. An told Uie InlUation was
a success and it remains wiin tho

Class 01 '66 to cai'ry on this tradi-

tion, a ihnig which Uiey proniiMO

will be done and done with a venge-
ance.

Capt's Defeat

Feature of

Tennis TUt

Coaeh Writes

Series of

Articles

Stuhldreher Writes on Foot-

hall Each Week iu

The Tahlet

With the tennis toui'iiameiit in

full blast, there has been only one
major upset^-the defeat of Captahi
Pete Forve oy Charley Laveson. The
latter won in three hard lought
sets: 6-1, 2-0, 7-5. This match
brought out ihe best teimls of the
tournament thus far. Forvo's
flashing net play and Lavcsuii's

ariving lorchand featured Uie
match. By virtue of his well earn-
ed victory, Laveson advanced to Uie
semi-finals.

The other seeded players came
through safely. Sol Burman seeded
one, won two matches with the loss
of only three games. Uu will meet
next Tom Dooling, another seeded
star, in a third round encounter.
Other seeded players to advance

were Manuel and Pat Saurez, Frank
Mahan, and Johnny Sykes. Tho
latter won only , after three hard
sets, defeating Hamilton: 6-6, fl-3,

6-4. Charley Boyle, a member of
the Varsity, lost to Laveson in tho
second round also in three sets. He
captured the first frame, but Lave-
son captured the next two to annex
the match.
Complete results of the matches

follow:

First Roand
Herman defeated Griffin, 6-0, 6-3;

Fitzgerald defeated Lovatt by de-
fault; Dooling defeated Matcra, 6-0,
6-1; Tomasull defeated Quinlan,
6-2, 6-3; Suarez defeated Archer,
6-1, 6-2; Gonzales defeated Judson,
6-0, 0-6, 6-4; Mahan defeated
Daly, 6-4, 6-2; Forve defeated
Steche, 6-3, 6-3; Kelly won from
l.ieberknicht by default; Laveson
defeated Hearne, 6-0, 6-0; Boyle de-
feated ScuUhi, 6-3, 6-2; Sykes de-
feated HamUton, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4; Tac-
kacs defeated Blgglngs 6-3, 6-3;
Buckley won from Apfelschnltt by
default; M. Suarez defeated Martin
6-3, 6-1.

. , .

Second Bound
Berman defeated Fitzgerald, 6-0,

6-0; Forve defeated Kelly 6-2, 6-3;
Laveson defeated Boyle, 2-6, 6-2, 6-3;
Sykes defeated Tackas, 6-3, 6-3.

Third Bound
"^

Laveson defeated Forve, 6-1, 3-6,
7-5.

VILLANOVA ON AIR
WITH SPORTS TALK

(Continued rtom Page on*)

Mr. oeehan replies to a question
about Huniilnger, that he U not only
line coach, but aim anslntant main
coach and a tmrt ot advtaor to the
players. He adda that thl» pair of
coaches leave nothing to be desired.

^T. McCarney aaka for aome in-
formation about the work of the
bullderii in the vicinity of Villanova.
Mr Oeehan telU him that the n*5w
half of the stadium was needed on
account of the Increased attendence
at our home football games, and thnt
It haa doubled the capacity of the
stadium aa a whole. He odds that H
Is the Intention of the school to com-
plete the horseshoe by building a
Oymnaslum between the ends of the
two concrete sUnds, and that If the
attendence keeps on Increaolng we
will have to rise to double-deckers.
Mr. McCarney thanks Mr. McOee-

han and Mr. Severance for their Dort
m tne program and complimented
them upon the athletic advancement
of the college In the post few years.
He added that this sporU feature
would be on the air every evening at
seven o'clock and that there would
soon be more news of Villanova Col-
lege.

As ho* been mentioned, 'It pays to
advertise Villanova.' Tell your friends
to listen m and get the right dope on
VUlanova's athletic future. The more
people hear about ua the more people
win come to see us.

HIGHLY INTERESTING

Willie looking over last Satiu-day'S

Tablet we experienced the pleasant

surprise of noticing the begUinlng

of a series of fix)tball articles by

Coach Sluhldrt«her. These articles

are nol only Intere.sllng in thein-

stives but should b«' doubly Inteivst^

ing to all VUlanuvu students on ac-

count of the high personal esteem

In which we hold Uie author.

Mr. diuiildreiiv r is uuuiig Uie un-

poiutiii Cauioi.o uouege louiuail

u-uiits 111 uie couiitry aim is analys-

ing uie tiiure uitpuiiant plays ui Uie

guiiKa. B4»cn wvefc. Ol course, con-

ttiut'iuu.o ineuttoa wiii be uiaue of

Viuutiuwis team, lus own personal

opnuuii ui their auuotui in the last

gunif ii..«yed and tiieir chances ui

Mauu>.H to come. CJimiig as it is.

irum sitvh an important auUiurity

as iiu< laud coacn ui Villanova, this

series 1*1 articles, which will con-

tinuo Uiioughout Uie enllrt) football

seuhun ..iiuuld prove highly inter-

esting to every student ol Villanova.

'lm> i ablet Is a OaUiollc Weekly
newopupttr that Is published fur the

Uitvrtst of the Human Catholic

diocese of Brooklyn and Is offered

to ViUaiiuva students for Uie spec-

ial reduced rate ol one dollar for

the school year. Book-room de-
posits may be used. ...

'

luv iiauie ttbi.tci oi arltoles, we
LMMit'vi-, M appi..>tiig ill uie riiila-

ufiiiuut Cuuiowc •stanutu'd and
iUllUS.

iNuw uiut we have inure siaiied

auwu lu real eneuDtic work, atiu

auvi' p.^vDU our iiiuicst most in uiu

looiwau .-.quad utui is sportins kiiu

iiiui iiiiu vVliito on tho gnau'ott tuis

yvai, 4ei, us cunsiaer wiiat eisu we
can uu til oraor to spread thruugii-

put tue aiiid the lu«»u and expiuits

ot Viiiuiiuva, our AUiia Muter.
Ju.^t tne other day Uie writer oe>

came engaged iii a very lutero.HiiiK

coiivei'suiion wall uu uliunnus ui

iNult"e Dame. Oi course, we talked

shop', our subjects being oui re-

Hpeuiive Hcliuuls. We were, tu say
Ihe iciusl, pleased beyond wurun to

hour tiiul Vlllunovu lius becuuie u
uywuru in fuutuuU circles on that
iuniuuH ol all fuinous football caiiip-

UHCH, and the scnooang scene of our
clTecient and popular ooachlng
Hlair.

Whut dues this mean to you? To
me it IH the one bit of news that
cuuseH much joy and Jubilation.
Why should nui Villanova become
recognl/i'd as one of the leading
HchouiH of the country? Our foot-
ball club Is doing Its best to further
her lame. Then, too, consider the
notice being given to us by the lead-
ing football critics in our dally and
weekly newspapers and magaxlnes.
Just two weeks ago a very promin-
ent piece was seen in the Saturday
Evening Post, a magazine with one
of the largest circulations In tho
country. Also, you may have no-
ticed that we have been given men-
tion in Collier's and Life, two other
widely circulated books.

If outsiders notice us why don't
we, the students wake up and shout
the glories of Villanova in all direc-
tions and places? Don't leave all

publicity to the esteemed Al Sever-
ance. He has been doing and will

do his bit capably, but he would ap-
preciate, we are sure, all the pub-
licity that could be given by the
students at homo. In the drug
Htoren, In the "bull" sessions, to our
"babcH" etc.

Wake up, ye men of old Villa-
nova, talk, talk up our school and
football club I

ENGINEERS ATTEND
SMOKER AT BELLEVUE
On Monday evening, October

7th, 1929, the Villanova Chapter of
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers attended in a body a
smoker held under the auspices of
the Philadelphia branch of the
society at the roofgarden of the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

Professor Morehouse, who served
on the Registration Committee with
Professor Barber and ninet<'en Vil-
lanova men made up the personnel
of the Villanova contingent. A
novel Idea was introduced at the
smoker by presenting each man ten
thousand dollars ( 1 10,000.00) to be

{
used by him in the particl|)utlon of
the pleasures of the evening. Rou-
lette, Hone Races, Bicycle Races
and Poker formed the main pas-

I

times and ten thousand dollars is

a notoriously small amount for pur-
suit of suc:i gentlemanly sport.

,
Needless to say our engineers re-
turned no richer than they left.

Prizes of a very useful nature were
distributed and ttie awards went to
men who had stood high in the
scoring. Slayton and Kelly man-
aged to secure one apiece.

To round off a perfect evening of
entertainment a buffet supper was
served and, almost needless to re-

mark, had full Justice done it by the
followers of the sextet and chain.

KETTRICK SELECTS
MEN FOR ORCHESTRA

(contlauad tron page ona)

The AfterihMcM
Storekeeper (Handing jug to little

Jane)—"Here's your molasses, my
dear—where have you got the
money?"
Jane rstartlcd)—"Oh, It's In tli«

bottom of the jarl"

furnish the music for all dances on
the campus, and many of those tak-
ing place outside of the college.

Ther shall open their season at the
Owl Hop on October 20.

nraC Fanner—Tva got a freak on
iBf farm. It's a two-legged ealf

."

•Scend Fsnnar—n know. Be earn*

to oaft on Df daughter last night."
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^ "Spirit"

As we are preparing this column, there comes drifting

in across the night air of the campus, echoes of the "send-

off" given to the football team on its way to the Boston

game. There are cheers and songs and music—these and

many other very audible evidences of what is called college

"spirit." And it has all caused us to conjecture as to what

this "spirit" really and fundamentally means.

Assuredly, college "spirit" does not consist exclusively

of this vocal and instrumental manifestation. And yet, if

there were no cheers and no songs and no music ; or if cheer

and song and music were not sufficiently hearty, then it

would have to be confessed that "spirit" would be practically

lacking. We have therefore reached the conclusion that al-

though all the externals of a football "rally" do not in them-

selves constitute "spirit," they are nevertheless indispens-

able manifestations of its existence, and tremendously, very

tremendously contageous of their own sparkling life and en-

thusiasm.

Apart from these outward manifestations, however,

"spirit" really and fundamentally means a whole-hearted in-

terest in the success of all college activities. "Spirit", when
it is obviously present and externally manifested, provides

that most necessary liason between the student body in

general and its representatives in any collegiate enterpiise

—

whether the enterprise be connected with athletics, with

social occasions, with student publications, or with any af-

fair of general campus interest. ^^
Admittedly, the presence of the "spirit" itself is moie

important than its "group manifestation," vitally necessary

and helpful though this manifestion may be. It is too often

forgotten, however, that college "spirit" can be very power-

fully efficacious when it is evidenced through an encourag-

ing word spoken by one individual student to some other in-

dividual who is working hard and giving his time in the in-

terest of all. A quiet, kindly, friendly and appreciative word
may even mean far more than the most lusty rendering of

"Hail, hail, the gang's all here," or of any of the othei-

campus choruses. Let us have, therefore, a college ".spirit"

that is manifested not only by the group but also by the in-

dividual; for assuredly, that "spirit" in its fundamental

analysis must come very close to being a synonym for AP-
PRECIATION. Do not hold back the "good word," or the

proverbial "pat on the back," whenever these are deserved

by a fellow-student. These individual expressions of inter-

est and appreciation, though they be older even than many
of the campus automobiles, may, like the same automobiles,

go much farther than you realize.

That Collegiate Complex

To properly estimate the status which any school enjoys

in the community in which it is situate is a task of an her-

culean nature. In spite of this a few general statements

containing, at least, a large degree of verity can always be

made. Considering this and keeping in mind also that no

personalities are intended we do make this assertion—that

to the public who habitually patronize the P. & W. road the

reputation of Villanova students for qualities of gentleman-

liness and reserve is at a low standard indeed. We do not

make this statement at random, we make it advisedly. We
make it, too, with full foreknowledge of its implications.

Comments from exterior sources to the effect that "loud-

mouthedness prevailed," that students were offensively

fresh," that they were "ostenatious and rude" have provoked

this editorial. Certainly these are not charges of a serious

nature but the accumulation of instances such as prompted

these comments can have only one effect and that the slow

debasement of the reputation of Villanova men in the u.sages

of courtesy. That is intolerable.

We suggest that it is entirely of no moment to out-

siders to learn of the content of your classi-oom lecture. The
public will know of your collegiate standing without your

recourse to broadcasting methods. Besides if they don't, it

matters not at all. -You can wait at least till you drop you)'

brief case with its telltale seal before you attempt the flir-

tations that you seem to thrive on. And it's really only os-

tentation and buffoonery to hold a big reunion in an electric

car when you have seen the same men all day long.

We earnestly invite you to a consideration of these con-

ditions. More, we earnestly request you to do youi- utmost

to coiTect them. If you must be collegiate, let your mode of

expressing it be anything but low, and let your field for its

expression be anywhere other than in the eye of a public

that esteems the .school of your choice. I

;:: When Woids Fail

There are times when men cannot speak. There are

occasions for which human language is entirely inadequate.

Faltering words may come haltingly forth, but they are

pitifully, admittedly futile. Overwhelming joy, piercing

grief, freezing fear, soul-racking regret—these and other

emotions, humans can indeed experience and even compre-

hend, but no more. Language was not made that can truly

express our participation in or our sympathy with the fun-

KnockingAbout
the Campus
AYi:, AYE SIR

Wt' don t know whether or nut a
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Better or worse yet they may have
oeen beacucombers. Ail tais is

pure speculation. PersonaUy, we
are convinced that the Army and
Navy stores did a thriving business.

But wherever they came irom they
are here In abundance. Now a
man's hat Is something sacred and
we know very well that a hat is a
mark of distinction. So II you
haven't a yacht cap, our advice to

you IS to join the VlgUance Com-
mittee or the band.„Both of these
failing you have only one course
open to you. Get a marcel. Of
course it is common and you won't
be able to compete with these cap-
tains, first mates, second mates,
messmates, etc. But somebody
might take you for Navarro.

THE IDLE ROOMERS

We had heard from time to time
that stone walls do not a prison

make, and by the same token de-
cided that bare walls emphatically
did not make a room. In fact we
are quite at sea as to what does
make a room. The best authorities
(and they are legion) seem to be
somewhat confused on the matter
also. If you will pick up a maga-
zine—and I know that you will, for

I never half finished any till they
were picked up—I say If you will

pick up a magazine you will find in

the furnishings therein profusely
displayed that a rug Is surely the
soul of a room, or just as surely
that a certain make of divan, or a
certain type of lounge, or even a
certain type of decanter either
makes or breaks a room. The lat-
ter applies soley to the decanter. All
ohis, however, is a digression. What
we set out to say of course is that
you can tell a potentially good hus
band by the way he decorates his
sanctum. By that same token the
potentially good husbands are
alarmingly scarce hereabouts, for
highly furnished rooms belong In
the same category as Villanova
Frat House and soccer matches.
They just aren't.

,
.

,

WHO WILL VOLUNTEER?

Somebody with a mind for pre-
cision (we suggest Senior Engine-
ers) should definitely discover Just
what P. &W. train will get out of
here in time for dinner. It's a very
anxious process. If you've been in
town and are coming back here for
the evening (of course it's foolish,
but then none of us are Solomon)
you will probably take the "L" feel-
ing that you might make it with
ease. At 69th St. you are a bit
skeptical. And if you get a local
you've settled the problem pro and
con at least six different times on
the way out. When finally you
alight at one minute to six and get
off in a fine frenzy of indecision and
then arrive at the dining room at
one minute after six—why "there
are things to be said but I can not
say them now." So I feel very al-
triustlc. I have pointed out some-
body's duty, and I hope he does it.

"THERE WAS A GOOD STEWARD"
It's always a ticklish matter to

talk about the cusine. But surely
it is not amiss to note in a mild
way that It is Improved. The im-
provement has come not with the
blare of trumpets but quietly and
unassumingly, as if the dining hall
was half ashamed of a change for
the better. There are a few epi-
cures in the personnel of the stu-
dent body, but these few have be-
come gastrlcally elated over a chill

in the milk and the right dash of
this or that in the "pieces de resis-

tance." We do not know just where
to lay our finger of praise, but to
the astute we suggest that it might
be all due to a decrease in the bulk,
both food and steward.

VILLANOVA ROOTERS
WERE VERY MUSICAL

Villanova had a heavy following
of royal rooters who trained from
Pen to Boston with a fine student
band. Previous to the contest they
had marched up Boylston street and
through the Fenway, then around
the field to their stands across from
the Baston cheering section. Be-
tween the halves they paraded on
the turf and topped off the per-
formance by forming a smart "B"
before the grandstand.
The Gold and Maroon music

makers retaliated by joining the
Blue and White in another trip
over the ball orchard. It was ru-
mored around, however, that all
this friendly gesture was not all it

should be. for as soon as the re-
spective bands sat down they began
to do battle as fiercely as did their
foot ball outfits.

No decision was given as to the
winner of the minor fray, but while
the University Heights melodlans
slunk back to their dressing rooms,
the Villanova visitors were fresh
enough to march down the avenue
to the city.—Boston Post.

COLLEGE
Announcements

'^i^/7^//?e.

The
usual

band started everything, as

It was ironic for the Prosh
members to have to play their own
funeral dirge. We were reminded
of the old "Mid-way cry" the band
plays, the performers retire and the

show starts right away. No one
can deny that the performers did

look as if they were about to re-

tire.

It was a cold night but the Frosh
never thought of that. If they were
chilled at all it was with fear but
most of them were burning with
anxiety and indignation, always a
good recipe for warmth.

One big fellow bumped his head.
Where we don't know. As yet no
dislocated trees have been found.
He was very pathetically lost there-
after and querlously inquiring as
to his whereabouts. Somebody
should have had a map. He had
one but there was nothing on it

but a dumb smile and some mo-
lasses.

The audience In Bryn Mawr was
appreciative though Motley. The
Trust Company very kindly gave

the services of their sidewalk. A
request for the use of their vaults

as well was very strangely denied.

Half the police force turned out

for the occasion and he seemed to

enjoy it immensely.

The foot ball broadcasting was
very realistic. After the way they
cried for it somebody should have
given them a touchdown. The an-
nouncer for the occasion should be

called into play diuring the mid
years. 'That is about the only time
we can think of when we really

need information.

The pike was a junk man's para-
dise after the performance and
really looked as if the summer

vogue of pajamas for men had be-

come suddenly unpopular. We
wouldn't be surprised if a good

many of them were salvaged later.

Pity is akin to love and from all

the "Oh the poor fellows" that we
heard many a Frosh must have got-

ten a good start in the furnishing

of his collegiate seraglio.

It seems that we always get a

crowd of ambitious tenors to sing

"those good old Irish songs." They
may be old but as to being good or

Irish is a matter that only a good
Hibernian could decide. As good
Hibernians we have made our de-

cision and we can only suggest the

proverbial hook.

We had with us a gentleman of

color who was in dire fear of ar-

rest for something or other. The
orators of the Vigilance Committee
were in continual competition with
this benighted member of the au-
dience. Our vote goes to the Ethlo-
pan. It is a shame he couldn't
have been properly initiated but
then he probably has been long ago.

One Frosh lost a shoe. We can
sympathise with anybody who has
to walk to Bryn Mawr barefooted.
It makes the bed time effect a little

too realistic.

We don't know what was the sub-
stance or significance of the green
compound that adorned their hands
but we know that it smelt to
high heaven. But then you could
hardly expect the Sophs to use atar
of roses.

Well it's all over now and we
hope you are all satisfied. The
Freshmen should be, the Vigilance
Committee might as well be and as
far as we go (and we don't go very
far, really) we're eminently satis-
fied that both the initation and
this column have reached an end.

THIS AND THAT

Father Fink believes that when
the student body Is there to cheer the
team will clear the scores and add to

our victories. It really Is the students

part of winning the game so attend
the games and keep up with the
cheer leaders. The clearer cut the

cheering the bettec. ,,.the team will

hear It. .•: ' " -j
':'

The frosh, poor fellows, are begin-

ning to think they are now men of

Villanova due to tbeir initiation.

But alas and alack they find to their

sorrow that this is but the morning,
the evening will arrive for them In

four years.

We hear them say "Our time comes
next year. Revenge."

villanova takes the air and
tlses.

adver-

Evening rallies, evening practice.

It all seems rather upsetting to

those fortunate individuals who
think that they are students.

Some of these Juniors believe in

preparedness. They already have

dates for the Junior Prom, next May.

Professor Ford Is trying to create

the Impression that he Is highbrow-
Have you seen them?

A special train for the Villanova

students. We are stepping up in the

world. Thanks to the V. I. C.

Bill Qulnlln tell everyone who
buys a chance for the Boston trip,

that they have the lucky numbah.
the laws of chance say that he should

hit It right at least once. We hope

that the laws were made In our favor.

You know. I don't think that mud
on white Jackets looks quite so nice as

on the blue.

We noticed some of the distinguish-

ed Seniors in absentia at the football

games.

These boat rides are tough on ev-

ening dates In Boston.

Senior Pre-Meds blame the Juniors

for the roster conflicts and vice versa

But It really Ia Mr. Ford'a fault, you
see he doesn't care to digest his lunch
while lecturing a class on Botany.

DeBunk

"When in Rome did you do
Romans do?"

"No; my wife was with me."

the

damental joys or sorrows of life.

An unfortunate accident, beyond human power of pre-

vention, has recently torn the heart of a fellow-student, and

of others who are intimately concerned. To these, we can-

not adequately spealt. Words fail. Only falteringly, tho

none the less sincerely, can we tell them that we understand,

and that our hearts go kindly, sympathetically, encouraging-

ly out to them in this great sorrow.

A PASSING THOUGHT

Just before the talkies dispelled
the aphrodisiacal illusion of
screen heroines, a picture was
produced that drew praise from
the herds of Babbitts as well as
the esoteric circles of the Intel-

ligensia." The universal appeal -of
-l*]^

Beau Geste was not based on
humor and, stranger still, the
sexual magnetism of a Garbo in
soft focus ' was not necessary to
prevent the Homo Americano
from falling asleep. It was the
love of brother for brother, the
true friendship of man for man,
the strong tie existing between
men of character who together
meet the Injustices of the world.

It would be natural to suppose
that a college man's best friend
is his roommate. It may be a
severe jolt to those who in early
years read the Rover Boys and
now avidly devour the college
magazines to be brought against
the fact that a best friend may
have as much capacity for
friendship as a cold mackerel.
The tendency is to confuse best
friend with true friend.

It is generally believed that the
disruption of friendship Is due to
a culmination of petty annoy-
ances. Coming home at two-
thirty in the morning and shak-
ing your roommate from the
arms of Morpheus to relate how
wonderful you are in the eyes of
the sweetest girl in the world.
Borrowing your roommates suit,

spilling coffee on it and forget-
ting to send it to the cleaners is

another opportunity for justified
homicide. A volume of similar
incidents could be compiled, but
only a moron would waste time
reading it.

The reason some men can
never make a good roommate is
because they are essentially sel-
fish. Give them a roommate
with the potentialtities of endur-
ing friendship and they, blinded
by their nature, would miss the
golden opportunity and receive
'n its place an ill disguised toler-
ance.

Friendship is reciprocal and
requires mutual esteem. Once
possessed. It is capable of elevat-
ing the human soul to the ex-
treme height of Its vigor. Friends
have no secrets but cooperate in
combining their accumulated
powers for a glorious future. If
your roommate has the capacity
for true friendship, clasp to him
with bonds of steel. Do not al-
low self to kill the thing you love.
Life Is Intensely lonely and only
friendship can satisfy the ardent
desire for happiness.

X. Y. Z.

Clubmen—Attention

!

All clubs, fraternities, and campus

organizations wishing to have a

group photograph appear in tne

1930 Belle Aire wiU kindly send a

representative to Room 222, Austin

Hall, as soon as possible. This is

absolutely necessary as the pictures

will be taken in the fall Instead of

the spring. The Belle Aire asks for

complete cooperation on the part of

campus organizations.

Belle Aire Business Manager
PRANK HANLON

"31 Men!
Juniors are urged to select and to

be measured for their rings at the

earliest possible moment. This can

be done by seeing Marty Macklln

at 339 Austin Hall.

Arts Men
All arts men please note this

change in the religious schedule:

Sophomores, Wednesday, 10:45,

Room 203.

Juniors, Monday, 1:55, Room 206.

Seniors, Wednesday. 1:55, Room,
111.

Seniors
President James Henry will call

•the weekly meeting of the fourth

year men on Tuesday at 1 P. M.

V. I C.

The weekly session of the Villa-

nova Italian Club will convene at

12:30 Monday. October 21 on the
fourth floor of the Academy Build-

ing.

Beta Gamma
.Joseph Takacs, president of the

debating society, will preside at the

next meeting, at 4 o'clock, Wednes-
day aftern(X)n.

Lamba Kappa Delta
The pre-medical fraternity

hold its regular meeting in

Amphitheatre at 8:55 Friday.

will

the

COAL CRACKER CLUB
The members of this society will

meet in Room 400, Monastery, at 7

o'clock Wednesday evening.

Jersey City Club
The next meeting of the Jersey

City Club will be called at 7 p. m.
tomorrow evening, in the Academy.

Lawrence Club
The regular weekly meeting of

the Lawrence Club will be held on
Tuesday evening at 7 p. m. in Alu-
mni HaU.

V. P. C.
All students of Polish extraction

are cordially invited to Join the re-
cently organized Villanova Polish
Club. A meeting for this purpose
will be held in Room 13, Mendel
Hall, on Wednesday evening, after
night prayers.

Lost
Three keys on a holder. Will the

finder kindly return them to Room
130, Good Council.
Black Parker Doufold Fountain

Pen. with gold clip; also fifty two-
cent stamps. Please return to Fa-
ther Stanford, 221 Mendel HaU,

- On Tuesday last, in Bryn Mawr, a
black potket-book containing money
and bus tickets. Kindly return to
Procurator's OfiBce.

Found
Pennsylvania and Western com-

munication book. Owner may re-
trlve same at 124 Fedlgan Hall.

THE SILENT DRAMA
Time—Any Night
Place—A Student's Room .

Persons—About Nine StulenUs.
Setting—Three desks, three beds,

one radio, six ash-trays, numerous
photographs on the wall, etc. Visual-
ize that and this is what you hear—
"Has anyone a match? "—"Whatcha
ot to read? "—THE NEXT NUMBER
ON THE PROGRAM IS—•Will
youse guys shut up so's I kin write
this letter"—"Who are you taking
to the game Saturday?"—"I don't
know her name'—"Who has a
match?"—"JUST A COZY NEST
SWEET AND HEAVEN BLESSED—'
"Ah, cant you get anything better
than that?"— (2 more enter)—"Hi
Joe, got the Latin for tomorrow?"
"How do you spell sincerely?"—
"Who you writing to?"—"Who is
that girl in the gold frame?"—"Ah.
that ain't gold "—ROSES ROUND
THE DOOR. CHILDREN ON THE
FLOOR—"Whats the name of that
piece?"—"Got a match"— (2 leave
and 3 come In)—"Some lecture in
Psychology to-day wasn't It?"—
"Yep"—"Hey, Joe, dldja hear from
our girl lately?"—THIS SELEC-
TION IS FROM THE BROADWAY
MELODY— "Change It we've heard
it before"— (business of shifting
dials while everyone waits with ears
aslant)—GRRRR PSSSS HOWL
TWO EGGS AND BEAT WELL INTWO CUPS OF SUGAR—"Oh my
gracious, listen to what Edison got
on the radio"—"Shut up and give

I

me a chance"— (more dial work)

—

iORRR BUZZZZ UNITED STEEL
|67r«, GOODYEAR RUBBER 98 'i—
"'Put It back where it was"—"Got a
match?"—"Get your feet off my
towels"—"Lets go to the movies'—
"Sure, how much dough you got?"
—"Got last week's copy of the Vil-
lanova?"—"Naw. I sent It to me

;

father"—"Gilbert and Volentino
were good but you should see me"—

I

(door opens and head shoots In)

—

j

"Telephone. Murph, some doll I
think"—"Thank heavens this letter
is finished"-"Got a match?"—"Al-
right you birds, get out we're going
to bed"—"Goodnlte"—"Goodnlte "

The office boy entered the nanctum
of a small-town newnpaper and said:
"Say, boas, there'a a tramp outside
who says he hasn't had anything to
eat for six dasrs."

"Bring him in." said the editor. "If
we can find out bow he doe« It we
can run this p«p«r for another wMk."

From \ FrcMhmen'H Notebook
Mounuin range - A large cookstove
Oxygen - An eight sided figure.
Dispel - To spell Incorrectly.
Frontsplece - headlight on a Ford.
FuilouRh - A fur bearing animal.
Momanlac - A man with only

wlf#.
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Its all in the game we suppose, but it's sure one hard

pill to .swallow. Probably the beat thing to do is forget it,

but the seveial, nay many unpleasantries that cropped up in

the contest with H. C. Saturday will remain in our minds for

.some time.

We shall not alibi. It is not necessary, those who saw

the encounter are satisfied and proud of the boys and with

the coaches. ' »

But some things went against our grain, for instance

those four jokesmiths, who even got in the way of our plays.

We Will forbear to say anything, but it is a cinch they are

out as far as a certain institution is concerned. If they as-

sume the same roles in all games up that way an undefeated

riBCord is a cinch.

Perhaps we could gain an option on their services and

then in the heat of a clo.se game rush them in, anyway it is

not a bad idea.

But, on the whole, we showed the Beaneaters what a

football team looks like, that, in spite the Sharkian attitude

of some of the participants.

As for Joe McKenny, mentor of the Eagles, well read

what he has to say in the Boston Sunday Post.

"In the Boston . College dressing room'after the game,

Coacl)--«(oe McKenney credited Villanova with being one of

the smartest teams in the East.

"It was a great game! Harry Stuhldieher has a fine

team, one of the finest", he declared. "They out-played us,

but we got the big break. That crossbuck of theirs was as

deceptive a move as we will meet this season. They have

a great backfield and a strong line.

That pass from Colbert just above saved the day for

us. It was a break for us, and a tough one for Villanova.

They outrushed us through most of the game, but we were

lucky to pull through in the last two minutes."
* * * * Hi

A Word to the Wise

Just a few preliminary remarks for the present on a

delicate subject that we wish the offenders or potential such

would soit of heed and thereby relieve our sense of the aes-

thetic or scmething.

A few demon dance doggers every year take it upon

them.selves after a heroic fashion the self-appointed task in

reporting to this rag the results of the brawls. Now this

thing has gone just far enough so in the future we would
feel obliged if these Big Word and Phra.se Men limit their

ramblings along the lines prescribed in the directions given

below.

1—Remember the full moon comes once a month and
even then it most likely will be cloudy so you can't see it

and you probably couldn't if it wasn't. It is a remarkable
feat that the majority of the scrambles held last year oc-

curred in Luna's brightest era.

2.—This stuff about the music "like the whisper of an
evening breeze in the springtime, the soft and sweet strains

of an old refrain came stealing upon the senses in an unfor-

getable hai-mony—". We will just stand so much of this

the coming year. You eggs listened to a certain local outfix

mix it up last season and we're all wise to that hokum, so

let it ride.

3—The galaxy of feminine pulchritude present. What
d'yuh suppose we are, blind. Pulchritude is a term that ad-

' mits of wide latitude. We ogled most the babes and you
can't fool an old horse fly.

* * * * *

Coniinitinents

Saturday marked, as a certain New Yor'k sport writer

wrote, the end of the setups and the start of the upsets.

For the balance of the season the little college will receive

scant mention in the papers, unless one of the Big Shots is

surprised on a day it figured on taking it easy by booking an
insignificant foeman.

The so-called first plane teams have already been allot-

ted places in the early rankings, and for the seasons balance
the various changes in these allotments will provide sport

writers' fcxid between Tuesdays and Thursdays.
One upset is worth ten true-to-forms and it may be said

with much truth, that a club falling victim to one gains more
publicity than by handing that opponent a good drubbing.

The fraternity of sporting writers is a queer fellowship.

It lives only in the present, yesterday is gone and tomorrow
never comes. No other organization adapts itself so quickly

to the new ttirn of things.

New Grid

The early summer indications that pointed towards Vil-

lanova having one sweet gridiron to support the charging
paws of the Wildcats and the visiting troopers have evapor-

ated before the all seeing eye of reality.

Our fond hope of a stamping ground to match the best

in the East is no more. The two preliminary contests have
left the field torn and .scarred and it appears the homesters
will be forced to struggle through the balance of the cam-
paign with the exception of the away games on a turf not

conducive to the type of play stressed by their grid mentors.
The Held is slow, the danger of leg accidents not to be

underrated, besides the Fel nes certainly cannot be expected

to put up their customary game.

VILLANOVAN

LARGE CROWD
ATTEJNDS RALLY

(conUnued from puge 1)

coacit oiunmrener rectiveu rous-

ing applause witn nis terse speecn

tttai a lootbaU team is as good a^

a coacn thinks it—ane ne expiesseu

oeyonu a paie oi aoubt mat tne

piebeni Wiiucats were gooa. fol-

lowing the head coacn came Fr.

O'teary, O. tf. A., whose sturring

speecnes on determination as an im-
i-Oiiant lactor oi victory, met with
lounos of applause. Prof McGee-
nan closed ine speeches with an
eloquent appeal for the support of

me band, cneerleaders and me team
uy tne wnoie student body.

Ihe applause having subsided, the
winner of the senior donation, Joe
Welsh, was presented with a ticket

I or the de luxe excursion lo Boston.
Alter the presentation of the ticket,

i.ne student body moved en masse
to give their departing warriors a
routing sendofi—which they did
until the train pulled out of the
station accompanied with the en-
thusiastic cheers of the entire stu-
dent body.

Survey Shows Catholic

High School Value

Kreslinien in Catbolic Colleger are
Mostly Catholic School

Oruiliiiites

A survey covering the school year
beginning In September, 1927. Just
completed by the N. C. W. C. Bureau
Qf Education, shows that 57.2% of the
freshmen students in 116 Catholic
colleges for men and women were
graduates of Catholic high schools,

while 42.8 7o were graduates of public
secondary schools.

Thl« is the second survey of this

particular character ever made, and
upholds the nrst in vindicating the
Catholic high school idea, educators
say. Educators point to the fact

that while about only one-third of

the Catholic boys and girls attending
high school are in Catholic secondary
schools, these schools direct more
than half of the students in Catholic
colleges to these InstltutlonB.

In the first survey of this kind,

covering the school year beginning in

September, 1926, 132 Catholic colleges

for men and women contributed data.

These schools «tated that 59.8% of

their freshmen students were gradu-
ates of Catholic high schools, and
40.2 % graduates of public schools.

In 1926, these 132 colleges reported

that the total number of freshmen
students In their Institution was
10. 317. while for the year 1927 only

116 Catholic colleges for men and
women reported a freshman student
body of 12,518.

Colleges Supply Data
Of the 76 Catholic colleges for men

In the United States, only 65 supplied

data that could be employed in the

latest survey. Eight colleges report-

ed their freshmen enrollments, but
did not tell whether these students
were graduates of Catholic or public

high schools. Thirteen colleges did
not report.

The 65 men's colleges reporting

stated that their freshmen enrollment
totaled 9,026, of whom 4,918, or 54.5

% were graduates of Catholic high
schools, and 4.108, or 45.5%, gradu-
ates of public high schools.

In the 1926 survey, a total of 63

Catholic men's colleges reported

frephmen enrollments that totaled

7,068, and that 4,080 of these stu-

dents, or 57.7 % came from Catholic

secondary schools and 2,988 of 42.3

% from public high schools.

Three of the 56 colleges reporting

In the latest survey stated that all

of their freshmen were graduates of

Catholic high schools. In each In-

stance, however, the class was small.

Forty-two of the colleges reported

that they received more freshmen

from Catholic high schools than from

public high schools, while one college

said its first-year class was equally

divided on this basis, and 12 colleges

stated that they had received more

freshmen from public high schools

than from Catholic schools.

Duquesne University of Pittsburgh,

reported a freshman class of 992 stu-

dents, about one-third of whom were

graduates of Catholic high schools.

The University of Notre Dame re-

ported a freshman class of 906 stu-

dents, but did not report what pro-

portion came from Catholic and pub-

lic high schools.

(Union & Times)

New Clubs

Organize

V. 1. C. To Initiate 85

JNew Members Next

Week

Ten new members were pledged
yesteraay at the weekly meeting of

the Villanova Italian Club, 'x'his

brings the total number of pledges
up to eighty-five. The initiation of

tnese new members will be held
some night next week, the exact
time and place being kept a secret

for the present. The Initiation com-
mittee will be appointed this week.

'ihe Villanova Italian Club is en-
deavoring to run a dance after the
North Carolina Slate-Villanova
game which will be played at
Franklin Field in Philadelphia on
November 23. The scene of this

dance has not been decided upon as
yet but indications favor a hall
situated in Philadelphia. A dance
committee will also be appointed
this week.

Coal Crackers Organize

Pennsylvania s anthracite region
which boasts ot the largest and
iicnest hardcoal output in tne
world now places an organized
representative among Villanova's
society. The Coal urackers' Club
./.k.ii £id Bunsa as its first president
gives promise of becoming a factor
lo be considered in future refer-
ences to active campus organiza-
tions.

Jim McKelvey, Secretary; Joe
Brogan, Vice-president; Dan Buck-
iey, Treasurer, and Metro Weston,
Sergeant-at-arms, complete the stall

of officers. At the second meeting
of the club held last Wednesday
evening, the constitution and by-
laws were read, corrected, voted
upon and accepted.
As its debut the young society is

planning a dance to be held in the
coal regions during the Christmas
Holidays. Nothing definite, in re-
gards to place or time has been set-

tled. A committee will be appoint-
ed to take charge of the affair

and the members of this committee
will be announced shortly.

The Coal Crackers Club numbers
almost fifty members all of whose
homes lie In the district bounded by
Freeland, Pottsville, Mauch Chunk
and Shamokln.

JERSEY CITY CLUB FORMED
A new club has arisen to take its

place among the already numerous
organizations on the campus. The
Jersey City Club, with Mr. James
Donnelly as president, stands ready
to compete with all rivals in the
battle of campus supremacy.
As the name indicates all of the

club's members call Jersey City their
home and only men from this city
will be allowed to join the club.
This organization will in no way af-
fect the Jersey Club and. In fact, it

has avowed its intention of support-
ing the mother Society to it fullest
extent.

The other men who receivel offices
besides Mr. Donnelly are, Jack Mc-
Gann, Treasurer, and William Din-
een, Secretary.
The club is endeavoring to hold a

dance in the college gym on the
night of the Villanova-Oglethorpe
game. Mr. Gildea has been ap-
pointed chairman of a committee to
make plans.

PROF. VENUTO EDITS
NEW CHEM. MANUAL

MALVERN ELEVEN
MAULS METEORS

one

An All-Vlllanova eleven, under
the captaincy of Tony D'Amato, ex-

Malvern star, engaged In a stiff

practice scrimmage with the strong

Malvern Prep eleven, last Thursday.
Mutt Halphen's boys showed the

superiority which only training can
produce, but the Meteors under the
tutelage of Mat Capone, gave a
good account of themselves in every

way.
Time and again Malvern's backs

plunged off tackle, skirted the ends
and pierced the air only to be re-

pulsed when the shadows of the

goal posts fell on the back« of Me-

teor's defense.
Long runs featured, and kicks

were returned by both sides. On
the opening kick Capone received

and returned the ball to Malvern's

ten-yard line only to be repulsed
when a touchdown seemed certain.

Red DlBernarlno made the fea-

ture play of the game when he in-

tercepted a pass and ran It back 85

yards for a touchdown and the Me-
teor's only score.

NaUve Meals

"I hear you stopped off in Greece
on your European trip."

"Yes, I wanted to taste some real

American cooking."

BILL FAULK ELECTED
TRACK MANAGER

The appointment of William

Faulk to the managership of the

1930 track team was ratified by the

Athletic Council along with the

names of James Rannazzlsi as Jun-

ior assistant manager and Edward
Calabrese '32 as Freshman mana-
ger. Faulk Is a Senior in the

Business School and Rannazzlsi is

a third year man.
Matt Smith held the position but

failed to return to Villanova, enter-

ing Fordham Law School. The new
appointment completes the man-
agership personnel, with the excep-

tion of the freshmen candidates

who are to report to Rannazzlsi who
will assign them to their duties.

Another meeting of the varsity

candidates will be held In Alumni
Hall in Room C at one o'clock on
Wednesday.
The fall track program according

to Coach Meredith will consist of

Umbering up for the first few weeks
with the Idea of the men gradually
rounding Into shape by the first

week in December when an intram-
ural meet will wind up the training
period until the men again report
for the Indoor season.
The outdoor schedule Is coming

along well and the complete pro-
gram will be released In the near
future.

"So you are going to Rome I You
will visit the Capitol, of course?"

"Yes. we always go to the cinema
first thing."

A new and valuable addition to
faculty texts has been lately com-
pleted by Professor Venuto M. S.,

who is associate professor of Chem-
istry at the College. The new work
comprises complete directions for
the pursuance of a course in gen-
eral chemistry and is replete with
drawings of apparatus and experi-
ment sketches. The book, which
will be used by all students in gen-
eral Chemistry, was compiled dur-
ing the course of last year by re-
searches made by Professor Venuto.
As in all works of a similar nature
where drawings and text are close-

ly related the photolithographic
process was followed In publishing
the manual.

Professor Venuto is to be warmly
congratulated on the scholarly pub-
lication of which he is the author.
It is indicative of no small degree
of Industry and genuine scientific

ability.

STUDENT COUNCIL
HOLDS MEETINC;

(continued from page one)

not to be filled until the Sophomore
Class have elected representatives.

Members of the Council were ap-
pointed to stay in the dining room
during meal time and warn stu-

dents who are wasting food stuffs.

Other Important matters were
brought up but were tabled until

next week due to lack of time.

The Student Council consists of

the following:; four representatives
from the Senior Class, three from
the Junior Class, two from the
Sophomore Class, and one from the
Freshman Class. The Vlllanovan
and the fraternities each are al-

lowed one representative.

MANY ENJOY
ijKObU LMTUTION

(continUMl irom puge 1)

ana cheering the ranKs set out.

xoiciies weio procured ana wirneu

by uie men m cnaige. The Uiuuun-

uieu scene was baroaric m appear-

uiice, weuu snauows played aooui

uie rrosn ana thousauos ol passunt

uutoibts snouiea in aerision at the

luiuouui Signu ine rute rang to

uie iiaimoay of ' ±iaU, Han, the

uttii^s Ail nere, " ana ouier suca

tunes, fast tne staaium tney siag-

^ciea auu up uie rise to Uaiiet nx^i

wnere tney cheered and sang again.

Kosemoai was reached m snort no-

nce aue to tne commands oi nurry

ana a triumphal entry was made
into urya Mawr, louowea oy haa
aie populace and all the caaorea

xne customary snake dance was
performed on the streets and the

aies came to a halt before the doors

of the ITust company. For over

nau an noiu: one amusing scene foi-

loweu another, many a Frosh shea

nis last tear on the spot and having

little or nothing else to do the Vig-

ilance men dismissed them consider-

ing it a Job well done.

ine return home was a riot, each

running as last as possible on lega

that had lost their speed and wiUi

lUngs that were raw irom constant

cneering. Ihe Pike was covered

witn leathers as the Frosh hurried

bacK to seciu-e what hot water might
be left. All told the initiation was
a success and it remains witn the

Class 01 sd to carry on this tradi-

tion, a thing which they promise
will be done and done with a venge-
ance.

Time for a Parley
Two sentries were marching up

and down their separate beats. For
some time the old lady watched
them In silence. But at last she
could keep silent no longer and
grabbed one of the men by the arm.
"Can't you two silly lads make It

up and be friends?" she asked re-

proachfully.

A Poor Poet
"I don't know whether to become

a painter or a poet."

"I advise you to be a painter."
"Have you seen one of my pic-

tures?"
"No. but I have read one of your

poems."

Coach Writes

Series of

Articles

Stuhldreher Writes on Foot-

ball Each Week
The Tablet

in

HIGHLY INTERESTING

Capt's Defeat

Feature of

Tennis Tilt

With the tennis toimiament in
full blast, there has been only one
major upset—the defeat of Captain
Pete Forve by Charley Laveson. The
latter won in three hard fought
sets: 6-1. 2-6, 7-5. This match
brought out the best tennis of the
tournament thus far. Forve's
i-'iashing net play and Laveson's
ariving forehand featm'ed the
match. By virtue of his well earn-
ed victory, Laveson advanced to the
semi-finals.
The other seeded players came

through safely. Sol Berman seeded
one, won two matches with the loss
of only three games. He will meet
next Tom Dooling, another seeded
star, in a third roimd encounter.
Other seeded players to advance

were Manuel and Pat Saurez. Frank
Mahan, and Johnny Sykes. The
latter won only , after three hard
sets, defeating Hamilton: 5-5, 6-3,
6-4. Charley Boyle, a member of
the Varsity, lost to Laveson In the
second round also in three sets. He
captured the first frame, but Lave-
son captured the next two to annex
the match.
Complete results of the matches

follow:

First Boand
Berman defeated Griffin, 6-0, 6-3;

Fitzgerald defeated Lovatt by de-
fault; Dooling defeated Matera, 6-0,
6-1; Tomasuli defeated Quinlan,
6-2, 6-3; Suarez defeated Archer,
6-1, 6-2; Gonzales defeated Judson,
6-0, 0-6, 6-4; Mahan defeated
Daly, 6-4, 6-2; Forve defeated
Steche, 6-3, 6-3; Kelly won from
Lieberknicht by default; Laveson
defeated Hearne, 6-0, 6-0; Boyle de-
feated ScuUin, 6-3, 6-2; Sykes de-
feated HamUton, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4; Tac-
kacs defeated Biggings 6-3. 6-3;
Buckley won from Apfelschnitt by
default; M. Suarez defeated Martin.
6-3. 6-L

Second Round
Berman defeated Fitzgerald. 6-0,

6-0; Forve defeated Kelly 6-2, 6-3;
Laveson defeated Boyle. 2-6, 6-2, 6-3:
Sykes defeated Tackas. 6-3, 6-3.

Tliird Round
"^

Laveson defeated Forve, 6-1, 3-6,
7-5.

VILLANOVA ON AIR
WITH SPORTS TALK

(Continued Ph>m Page One)

Mr. Qeehan replies to a question
about Hunslnger. that he is not only
line coach, but also assistant main
coach and a sort of advisor to the
players. He adds that thl« pair of
coaches leave nothing to be desired.

Mr. McCarney asks for some in-
formation about the work of the
builders In the vicinity of Villanova.
Mr. Geehan tells him that the new
half of the stadium was needed on
account of the Increased attendence
at our home football games, and that
it has doubled the capacity of tho
stadium as a whole. He adds that It
Is the Intention of the school to com-
plete the horseshoe by building a
Gymnasium between the ends of the
two concrete stands, and that If the
attendence keeps on Increasing we
will have to rise to double-deckers.

Mr. McCarney thanks Mr. McOee-
han and Mr. Severance for their oart
m tne program and complimented
them upon the athletic advancement
of the college In the past few years.
He added that this sports feature
would be on the air every evening at
seven o'clock and that there would
soon be more news of Villanova Col-
lege.

As haa been mentioned, 'It pays to
advertise Villanova." Tell your friends
to listen in and get the right dope on
Villanova's athletic future. The more
people hear about ua the more people
will come to see us.

While looking over last Saturday's
Tablet we experienced the pleasant

surprise of noticing the beginning

of a series of football articles by
Coach Stuhldreher. These articles

are not only Interesting in them-
selves but should be doubly interest-

ing to all Villanova students on ac-

count of the high personal esteem
in which we hold the author.

Mr. otiuiidreiicr ui taiung tne im-
poritiat catnoiic college looiuail

teanis in tne co.^atry anu is analyz-

ing uie iuore uaportant plays oi Uie

ganit^. £.acn wcen., oi course, cdn-
siaeiao.e mention wal be maae of

Viaaiiovas t^ani, his own personal

opmion ol their ackiuns in the last

game played and tneir chances in

^ames ^,o come, coming as it is.

irom suv.h an important authority

as tne aead coacn ox Villanova, this

series oi articles, which will con-
tinue throughout the entire football

season ^nould prove highly inter-

esting to every student of Villanova.

Ine i ablet is a Catholic Weekly
newspaper that is published for the
interest of the Roman CathoUc
diocese of Brooklyn and is offered

to Villanova students for the spec-

ial reduced rate of one dollar for

the school year. Book-room de-
posits may be used.

xae baiiie sei..cs of aritcles, we
oelit-ve, is appfc^iuig in tne r-iiila-

ueipaiu Catnoito iStanaard and
imies.

jNow tnat we have more settled

aowii to real eneiBeiic work, ana
aavc p.u<.ea our aiicicst most in tne

iootuaa ^^quad taat m sporting tne

tiiUt= anu Wiute on the gridiron tnis

yeai, ^et us consioer wnat else we
can uu ai order to spread through-
put tae land the lainc and exploits

of Vaianova, our Ainia Mater.
Juii tae other day the writer oe-

canie engaged In a very intei;(^iing

conversation with an alumnoL oi

iNotre Dame, oi course, we talked
'Shop", our subjects being our re-
spective schools. We were, to say
the least, pleased beyond worus to
hear tnut Villanova has become a
Dywora m footuall circles on that
famous of all famous football camp-
uses, and the scnooiing scene of our
efCecient and popular coaching
staff.

What does this mean to you? To
me It is the one bit of news that
causes much joy and Jubilation.
Why should not Villanova become
recognized as one of the leading
schoois of the country? Our foot-
ball club is doing its best to further
her lame. Then, too, consider the
notice being given to us by the lead-
ing football critics in our daily and
weekly newspapers and magazines.
Just two weeks ago a very promin-
ent piece was seen in the Saturday
Evening Post, a magazine with one
of the largest circulations in the
country. Also, you may have no-
ticed that we have been given men-
tion In Collier's and Life, two other
widely circulated books.

If outsiders notice us why don't
we, the students wake up and shout
the glories of Villanova in all direc-
tions and places? Don't leave all
publicity to the esteemed AI Sever-
ance. He has been doing and will
do his bit capably, but he would ap-
preciate, we are sure, all the pub-
licity that could be given by the
students at home, in the drug
stores, in the "bull" sessions, to our
"babes" etc.

Wake up, ye men of old Villa-
nova, talk, talk up our school and
football clubl

ENGINEERS ATTEND
SMOKER AT BELLEVUE
On Monday evening, October

7th. 1929, the Villanova Chapter of
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers attended in a body a
smoker held under the auspices of
the Philadelphia branch of the
society at the roofgarden of the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

Professor Morehouse, who served
on the Registration Committee with
Professor Barber and nineteen Vil-
lanova men made up the personnel
of the Villanova jontlngent. A
novel idea was Introduced at the
smoker by presenting each man ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
used by him in the participation of
the pleasures of the evening. Rou-
lette, Horse Races, Bicycle Races
and Poker formed the main pas-
times and ten thousand dollars is

a notoriously small amount for pur-
suit of sucli gentlemanly sport.
Needless to say our engineers re-
turned no richer than they left.

Prizes of a very useful nature were
distributed and the awards went to
men who had stood high in the
scoring. Slayton and Kelly man-
aged to secure one apiece.
To round off a perfect evening of

entertainment a buffet supper was
served and. almost needless to re-
mark, had full Justice done it by the
followers of the sextet and chain.

The Afterthoaght
Storekeeper (Handing Jug to little

Jane)—"Here's your molasses, my
dear—where have you got the
money?"
Jane (startled)—"Oh, It's In the

bottom of the Jar I"

KETTRICK SELECTS
MEN FOR ORCHESTRA

(continued from page one)

furnish the music for all dances on
the campus, and many of those tak-
ing place outside of the college.
They shall open their season at the
Owl Hop on October 26.

First Farmer—"I*ve got a freak on
my farm. It's a two-legged ealf."

S*Qond Parmer—'7 know. Ha came
to 01^ on my daughter last night.*

V
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Frosh Aerial Tactics Are
Cause ofMalvern Downfall

Mult Halpheirs Proteges Display (;rit ami Skill hut Heavy
Artillery of Second Period Proves Too

Mueh For Prippers

Tuesday, October 15, 1929

Varying a fast running attack
i

with long forward passes, the
Freshmen opened their home sched-
ule with a 18-0 win over Malvern
Prep Thursday afternoon. The blue
clad preppers. coached by Mutt Hal- '

phen and the Frosh, under the
i

leadership of Doc Jacobs, both gra-
duates of the Notre Dame-Stuldre-
her system, were both keyed to a
high pitch to win the annual game.
The first quarter held little ex-

citement for the fans, with Malvern
holding the yearlings on even terms.
Fumbles and intercepted passes were
frequent in the twelve minutes of
play.

Starting the second quarter, the
lads in green opened up and scored
twice. Cortland O'Connell, former
Bethlehem Catholic star, who had
relieved Peterson, took a fifteen-
yard pass from Danny McFadden
and ran forty yards before being
downed on the two yard line. On
the next play, Geisler took the pig-
skin over for the first score. Mc-
Padden's dropkick was blocked.

After an exchange of punts,
O'Connell made 25 yards around
left end. Casey tore oflf twenty
yards on the right side and O'Con-
nell went through right tackle for
the score. A forward pass for the
extra point was grounded.

The green-jerseyed lads picked up
another score early in the third
period. Donahue intercepted a
pass on Malvern's 47-yard line.

O'Connell made a first down on the
35-yard strip and Joe Meegan went
off tackle for ten more yards.
OConnell, in the next play, reached
the ten-yard line, and in two plays,
Meegan carried it over. McFad-
den again failed to make the point.

In the final period, Halphen's
boys played Jacob's reserves to a
standstill. The preppers, unable to
gain through the line, passed in-
cessantly. Toy and Sheehan got off
some fine heaves, and only the alert
emerald defense stopped a score.
The high-points of this stanza came
when Gazella intercepted an enemy
pass, running it back twenty yards,
and when a combination of circum-
stances resulted in the queerest,
most freeklsh play seen at the Sta-
dium yet.

From a fake punt formation. Toy
hurled a long aerial to Bradley, who
caught it and tore down to the
Frosh 34-yard line, where the sec-

|

ondary defense downed him. As
he was tackled, the ball slipped from
his grasp, and rolled down his back
into the arms of Sullivan, yearling
end, who took it back ten yards
through half of the dumbfounded
Malvern eleven.
Mutt Halphen has a strong club

hailing from Malvern, and much
credit should be given him. With
only a squad of two teams to work
with. Mutt has molded together a
fighting bunch of gridders. Too
much praise cannot be given to Doc
Jacobs for the way he has handled
the promising Freshmen squad. The
showing of the team against Mal-
vern is proof enough.
The outstanding players in

Thursday's battle were O'Connell,
Geisler, Meegan and Donahue for
the Frosh, while Danahey, a 235
pound tackle, and the backfleld
were the shining lights for the
Malvern crew.
Frosh Malvern
Brice L. E. , Whelan
Rosen L. T Sullivan
Stevenson L. G. Gaffney
Geezer (C) C Parley
Metzca R. a Decker
Lynch R. T Danahey
Donahue R. E. ..... Bradley
McFadden .... Q. B Sheehan
Geisler .... L. H. B Dougherty
Peterson ,. R. H. B. .. Sebastian
Carson . .v, .,.. . F. B Toy
Frosh .:.:.:,: o 12 6 0—18
Malvern 0—
Touchdowns—Geisler, O'Connell

Meegan.
'

Substitutions—Frosh : Delaney for
Carson, Hickey for Lynch, O'Con-
nell for Peterson, Manlove for Met-
zca, Casey for Geisler, Tegan for
McFadden, Keough for Hickey, Mee-
gan for Delaney, York for O'Con-
nell, Trosky for Tegan, Metzca for
Manlove, Brice for Keough, O'Con-
nell for York, Geisler for Casey,
Myers for Stevenson, Donahue for
Smith, Lynch for Findley, McFad-
den for Trosky, Geezer for Dooley,
Stevenson for Myers, Casey for Geis-
ler, Tartar for O'Connell, Keough
for Brice, Gazella for Casey. Peter-
son for Tartar, DeLoca for Rosen
Sullivan for Keough, Smith for
Donahue. Tegan for McFadden
Treskey for Tegan, Findley for
Lynch, York for Peterson. Malvern •

Carroll for Dougherty. Referee—
Sprague, Georgia. Umpire—Heintz
North Carolina. Linesman—Ryan!
Villanova.

"KILLER" REWARDED
Everything comes to him who

waits. If any doubts exist as to the
veracity and reliability of this adage
Mr. Halph Lanciano stands ready 10
remove them. For years this husky
youth, prominent member of the
Sophomore class and sportsman,
known familiarly as the "Killer"
nas been a loyal Athletic rooter.
12-ven when the fortunes of the "A's"
were at lowest ebb he wavered not
but merely gritted his teeth and
iald "Their Chance will come."
Dame fortune has smiled upon the

Athletics and perforce upon Lanch-
ey. Not on.y was he able to laugh
at his former tormentors, but he
was rewarded more substantially.
When the orders for world series

tickets emanated from the box of-
fice Lanchey's name was among the
first and he became the proud pos-
sessor of twelve of the much coveted
pasteboards.

It is rumored that Mr. Lanciano
in his firm intention to give full at-
tention to his studies, especially
•Organic ". has given away his tick-
ets and did not watch his idols do
battle. '

Last Minute Pass Allows
Boston to Knot Count

CAPTAIN "EDDIE

Golfers Tie

In Tourney

Villanova College's new varsity golf
team was held to a three-three tie

by the Haveford College linksmen,
last Wednesday on the Marble Hall
Courses.
In starting the day's play, Dick

Murray, No. 1 man for the Blue
and White, was defeated In a hard
match with J. Reed of the Scarlet
and Black 5 and 4. The cold wea-
ther and winds kept the men off
their usual games.
In the second setto, Don Martin

won from Haverford's great mller,
Bpb Edgar, by the count of 5 and 4.
The best ball of the foursome went
to Villanova 1 up.

Stanley Prokop, winner of the
school championship last spring,
breezed through his encounter
agalrst S. Stone of the visitors, 5
and 3. J. Baker also of Villanova,
lost the last singles to J. Slpple 6
and 5. The best ball went to the
visitors, 1 up.

Prokop and Baker made a great
try to take the final point, captur-
ing four holes In succession after
being five down, but the Haverfoid
men's lead was a trifle too much.

- Prokop's drives and approaches
took the fancy of the small gallery.

pushing ability.

Colbert again came to bat In the
pinch and again came through,
sending a drop kick between the up-
rights to even Stephen the count.
That Is all, no more remains to

be told of the contest. The better
team had the breaks against them,
so be It.

Cinders From
the "Special'^

PLAYED GREAT GAME
(continued from first page)

Cath. U. to be

Worthy Foes

B. C. Had Hard Time With
Men Erom Capitol.

—

Many Stars

Next Saturday Vlllanova's Wild-
cats take on the Catholic Univer-
sity squad at the Villanova Stadium.
It might be well to take a cursory
glance at the doings of the boys
from the Capitol.

Last year C. U. was rated as a
strong aggregation but It was hint-
ed then that the year of 1929 would
see them "go." The appointed year
has arrived and the Washington
proteges have shown all that was
expected of them. To date they
have defeated Mt. St. Mary's by a
7-0 score and Boston College, our
own powerful rivals, needed all the
breaks to defeat them 13-7. A
check up find few weak points in
either the offensive or defensive
tactics. Averaging about 180 pounds
they are a fine aggregation of high-
ly aggressive gridmen. Their lead-
er this year Is Captain Malevlch, 192
pound fullback, and undoubtedly
one of the outstanding fullbacks of
this year's collegiate outfit. As
well as being a tower of strength on
the defense, he scintillates on the
offense, doing both the passing and
the kicking. Should a punting duel
ensue between Melanson and Male-
vlch, a rare treat will certainly be
afforded the fans.

Champa, halfback and running
mate to Malevlch, weighs 180 and
would be an asset to any club
Broken field running is his specialty.
Both these stars are flanked by a
pair of ends, Gerht and Lyons, who
are the type that chUI the heart of
any halfback.
This game will likely be one of

the Wildcats' hardest assignments

You will wear an Edward Suit or
Topcoat with pride . . . because
it is made to xom meaaure. fitted

to v.. Ill figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat will

give you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . . . because it is made of

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWAKI) EALL STYLES
AINDEARRICS

will be displayed by Mr Lin Hill,

our representative, who will call

on you here at the college

Z8b7o prices 3o«75

of the season and it is not too much
to say that the Villanovans will
probably be hard pressed to conquer
the fighting Washlngtonlans.
The probable lineup: Gerth and

Zeno. ends; Ralche and O'Connor,
tackles; Mlnacl and Menke, guards;
Ambrose at center; Murphy will call
signals; Champa and Kane, half-
backs, and Captain Malevlch will
complete the backfield at fullback.

BOWLERS MAKE DEBUT
Under the leadership of Captain

Zwlegard. Villanova College's "Big
Pin" bowlers, entered as the "Var-
sity" in the Ardmore League in-
agurated the official bowling season
With a two-out-of-three match vic-
tory.

Herion Lodge, who were the first
to feel the sting of defeat at the
hands of Vlllanova's powerful quin-
tet were the league winners of last
year's tournament.

Handicapped by insufficient prac-
tice on the new league alleys, Villa-
nova stubbornly but gamely lost the
Initial match. After the first game,
urged on with the spirit of Villa-
nova. the "Varsity" found them-
selves once more and displayed
championship form and easily de-
feated their opponents.

Despite the absence of two of Its

stars. Hensel and Hlllen. the team
displayed a calibre of bowling,
which if continued, shall bring to
the Villanova pinners the champ-
ionship. The representatives were
T. Doyle, J. Rlnaldi, M. Leib, J.
Becza, Captain Zwlegard and P.
Hanlon.

Though this team represents
Villanova In the league. It is not the
Villanova College team. Father
Fink and Manager J. Rlnaldi have
already made plans to form a team
which shall represent Villanova Col-
lege against Temple, Penn, Osteo-
pathy and other college teams. A
call for candidates shall soon be Is-
sued by the manager and the try-
outs will be conducted at the Ard-
more Recreation Alleys, the best
players being seeded.

For Hiifetj'H .Sake

"Dftddv. when I many, may I take
• he piano with me?"

"Certainly, but don't tell your
fiance so."

rOWARD
CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOIJ

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At SjwcUd Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.
Lorii8t 1881

established 1880

I

What the Stay-at-Homes

Were Thinking Last Sat.

Saturday, October 12. Yes, that
Is the date today with the scene the
Villanova Campus. Lonely and
quite the campus lies serene In its

own beauty for it Is Indeed the "De-
serted Village " of poetic fame. For
today Is the day that Vlllanova's
Wlldcast meet their arch-rivals, the
Boston Eagles, on the gridiron.
Every loyal son of Villanova has

left the campus for the scene of
the fray. Even the beautiful trees
that dot the campus seem to whis-
per their anxiety and their desire to
know how their favorites are pro-
gressing.

The Pie Shoppe, usually the scene
of much hilarity. Is quiet and de-
serted with the constant hum of the
electric fan to remind one that life
is still in existence and has suffer-
ed but a temporary relaxation.
Down the paths across the Pennsy

tracks and Into the post office, and
not a student can be found. Past
the chapel and on to Lancaster
pike and the tennis courts—here In-
deed one does seem lost. The feel-
ing of being the last man on earth
creeps stealthly Into one's mind.
Beauty lies everywhere, but It Is

the lonely beauty of nature, for
gone Is the jubilant joy of campus
youth. Hard indeed is It to believe
that In the short space of twenty-
four hours this will be the center
of hundreds of lively, bustling
youths.
"Nothing is so terrible as to be In
Paradise alone," true words Indeed
at Villanova today. Just wandering
around alone, but in a short while
relief will come In the form of news
over the radio, details of the hectic
Eagle-Wildcat fight. Will that
news be cheerful, or will it add to
the gloom of the deserted campus
That Is the question.

GROFF, Druggist

Come in and Try a

GROFF MILK SHAKE
SODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

Morgan to Mac sliced another bit

of territory, running the ball to the
five yard mark, where Antos, speedy
homester, half, brought him to earth
For a moment It looked as If he
might make his destination but he
was too close to the sideline to do
any side stepping.

Now with the oval so close the
attack crumbled and the big oppor-
tunity went blooey. Boston tight-
ened and held our thrusts and a last
!,asp pass grounded for a touch

-

back. The half ended shortly aft-
er.

This second quarter found the
Villanovans in their best mood.
Seven first downs were registered
while B. C. could not make a single
one. Our backs and line coordin-
ated almost perfectly, the oppon-
ents being cut down almost repeat-
edly when we held the ball.

Morgan worried Boston, evidently
his fame as a runner back of punts
had been drilled Into them. Tommy
made his would-be tacklers look
quite foolish on several occasions,
one time six men bore down on him
and he eluded and outran them for
a fifteen yard return.
The thlid quarter on the whole,

coming after the fast second stanza
appeared quiet. No damage was
done. Villanova held the edge and
forced the play in Boston College
territory. Boston threatened once
but with no results.
The fourth quarter, and another

chance for a Wildcat score. Shortly
after the sides changed the Cats
again started a march that was
held on the seven yard line. Our
seven point margin kept looming
bigger and bigger.
The break came with but a min-

ute and a half remaining. It was
Bostons ball and on the fifteen yard
line, eighty-five yards from our goal.
Cobert had replaced Mirley. his en-
trance to the fray was known ap-
parently to all. Primarily a passer
and drop kicker his mission was to
chuck the goal.
The play came on first down The

ball was snapped to Colbert and the
receivers scattered. Oown the Bos-
ton College sideline raced Antos a
noted sprinter in addition to his
pigskin proclivities. Colbert let fly
the pellet, a long and hard arching
throw that cleared the heads of our
deepest secondary defense. Two of
the Eagles closed In on the pass.

It was Antos who gathered It in
and his companion took out the
closest Villanova man. From then
to the goal It was just a case of
watching Antos' remarkable leg

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

OFFICIAL C0LLE(;E
TAILOR

SUITS TO YOUR
MEASURE

A word of appreciation should llrst

be expressed to the decoration com-
mittee. They spent time dressing up
the train with banners and streamers
and upon arriving In Jersey City we
found the banner rolled up on the
cow-catcher of the engine. A special

connnittee should be appointed to

find the streamers.

While crossing in the, ferry boat
many of the boys were anxiously
searching for the "Lady In the
River,"

One of the more learned football

rooters claimed It was the safety men
calling for a free catdh. (The Statue
of Liberty of course).

Lets give a big ta-ta-ta for Brother
Paul who waved to the pilot of an
outgoing ferry boat when he blew the
whistle to clear the river.

Upon arriving on the "Common-
wealth" the boys (trained In our own
heavenly cafeteria) fell In line for

their stateroom keys.

The Steamship company furnished
all kinds of accomodations. In fact

the Villanova supporters were well
,

"taken care oi." I

One example of their generosity

was displayed in the dining room.

The waiters would serve the bread

and butter and then give you an hour

before serving the oysters which you

did not order. The burser's balance

sheet disclosed a deficit, viz., free

bread.

Success! At last Villanova has

"gentle" -manly student. The proof

Is In the gentle way they set tnelr

suitcases down.

Famous last lines on board the Fall

River Boat:-

"Do you have your English book with

you. I wanna see your outline?"

"You've heard Rudy Valee. Lebanon

Valley's uncle?"

"Room 192 or 206 or 159 or 308 or 263.

any of them."

The Koal Krackers proved to be

worthy seamen on the voyage up to

Boston but the return trip took It's

toll. My. what a crowd of palefaces.

Father Fink's famous band was

converted Into a hot dance orchestra

and along with "Sqult's Interpreta-

tion of the "Great American Tragedy"

furnished entertainment for all on

board. Friday night.

"Believe It or Not

Villanova holds B. C. to a tie.'

Five boys mlesed the train at Back

Bay station, Boston.

Certain Scotch students actually

tipped a taxi cab drWer.

The student body desired to drop a

heavy object from a great helghth

upon the head linesman. (Engineers

figure out the velocity.)

Scouting was nearly the cause of a

great defeat. B. C. knew all of our

band's signals.

A resume of the game was given In

the "College" restaurant. Becza en-

acted the long forward pass with

Rannazzlsl on "the receiving end."

That Is all for today, subscribers.

"Dream Daddy" must close up shop

and go In and search for some vic-

tuals. Well teuf-teuf. '

ED DONOGHIIE WINS HVTCHINS SHOES
The George Hutchins Shoe Company, of Phitndelphia, announces

Mr. Edward Donoghue as winner of the Score Guessing Contest held
for the Boston game. Mr. Donoqhue's guess was f3|erfect, 7-7. that
beinq the actual score at the end of the game.

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER WEEKLY CONTEST

With this issue of the Villanovan you will receive a slip for this
weeks "Guess the Football Score" contest. All students are invited
to send his slip to the Geo. Hutchins Stores, 5621 Germantown avenue,
Phila. The winner of this week's contest will be announced in the
next issue of the Villanovan.

CedHiitdiins Stora
/*f£yV*5 SHOES EXCLVSIVELY

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 2r)4

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

Qnallty Foods at Popular Prices

Paramoant TaTem, Rosemont

YOU'LL LIKE IT!

DELUXE
ROADATERIA

Open All Night

Excellent Food at

Popular Prices

Steaks, Chops, All Kinds

of Sandwiches—Real

Cjiffee

DELUXE
ROADATERIA
Corner Lanear^ter Pike

Spring Mill Road

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
Sm GERMANTOWN AVE. 8752 GERMANTOWN AVE.
058 LANCASTCR AVE. 4405 MAIN ST., MANAYUNK
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OWL HOP

THE OPEIMISG OF

THE SOCIAL SEASON

SAT. OCT. 26th
VILL VAN OGLETHORPE

GAME TO BE

FEATURE OF ANNUAL

HOMECOMING, NOV. 2nd
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Religious Registration of
Students Taken by

Father Stanford

Enrollment of 977 Students With Father Stanford Reveals

Diversity of Creeds; Compilation Great

Help in Answering Questions

Drama Club

Organization

Now Assured

High Enthusiasm Shown as

Stage Plans Arc
Announced

ROMAN CATHOLICS LEAD WITH 875

Reverend Stanford, O. 8. A., Di-
rector of Religious Activity at Villa-

nova, has recently announced the
results of the systematic religious
registrations conducted by him at
the beginning of the current school
year. His report contains some de-
tails which are not (Mily interesting
but enlightening as well.

At present ten dltlerent denom-
inations are represented on tlie

campus, the Catholic being the
most numerous with a registration

of «75. 570 of whom are resident
students. The Russian Ortho(lox
church has one student at Villa-

nova. The other creeds are regis-

tered as follows: Hebrew, 71; Pres-
byterian, 8; Methodist, 5; Episcopal,

4; Lutheran, 4; Greek Uniate, 2;
Baptist, 2, and Congregational, 1.

Villanova is Sectarian

How these men of different creeds
happen to be attending Villanova
may be puzzling to some. While
Villanova is a sectarian Institution

and while its charter shows it to
be a college for the education of
Catholic young men, nevertheless
Villanova permits non-Catholics to
matriculate with her. She does so
because there is absolutely no rea-
son why non-Catholics should be
excluded.

It is the purpose of Villanova
College to instruct young men from
the viewpoint of the Roman Catho-
lic church. When non-Catholics
enter Villanova they are expected
to submit to the rule of the authori-
ties. As long as they are willing to
do so there Is no reason why they
should be prohibited from entering
Villanova.

Registration Universal

A program of religious registra-

tion is not an innovation at Villa-

nova nor is she the originator of the
idea. Religious registration is con-
ducted in every college and Univer-
sity in the country whether they be
sectarian or non-sectarian. i

In sectarian institutions it is

necessary to enroll the students ac-
cording to religion so that those in

charge can see to it that students
exercise their religious duties. In
non-sectarian Colleges and Univer-
sities such a registration is neces-
sary so that all of the same denom-
ination can be placed under the
supervision of a chaplain or min-
ister who teaches the doctrine of

the students placed in his charge.

Purpose of Registration I

Prom time to time, agencies, con-
ducting surveys, write to the Direc-

tor of Religious Activity and ask for

a report of the creeds represented

at Villanova. To facilitate matters
at such times It was decided to take
the registration in conjunction with
the regular class registration.

!

When students registered with
Father Stanford they were asked
several questions regarding their

religious education. These ques-
tionalres revealed that several stu-

dents were almost totally ignorant

of the most fundamental truths and

teachings of their religion. Others
had not received the major Sacra-
ments of the church. These facts

would not have been brought to

light had not such a registration

been taken.
Those students who lacked Cath-

olic education are being given in-

struction privately and those who
have not yet received the Sacra-
ments are being Instructed and
will receive them some time this

year in nearby churches.

Senior Ball

Committee

Very Active

Fourth Year Men Expect

Danre to Surpass

Other Efforts

PROF. JONAS COACH
Last year "Vision" was not play-

ed by the students of Villanova be-

cause Father Burns; who wrote the
play, had become ill and was unable
to attend to its direction. In past
years the Dramatic Club has t)een

very successful, traveling in New
England, Western Pennsylvania and
New Jersey where they secured
quite a reputation. Three years ago
"Vision" was awarded first prize in

an inter-collegiate contest.
This year the position of modera-

tor will be filled by Professor Jonas,
and there is little doubt that dra-
matics will continue on the same
level of excellence at Villanova.
Professor Jonas has had consider-
able experience in this field and his

ability to enthuse men in their work
has been demonstrated by the Beta
Gamma Society.

The first meeting of the new so-

ciety will take place Thursday in

Room 106. Mendel Hall, at 4 P. M.
From the discussions heard upon
the campus a large attendance is

expected at the first meeting. It is

the intention of the Moderator to
(continued on page two)

Comment on

"Special" is

Favorable

Railroad and Ship Officials

Praise Conduct of

Excursionists

SCHOOL COMPLIMENTED

First HalfScores Enable
Homesters to Shut Out
Air-Minded Cardinals

Wildcat Second Stringers Put Up Best Brand of Ball.-

Gardner and Gillespie Handle All Scoring.

—

Warm Day Shows Up Play

Those who have followed the ac-
tivities of the present Senior cla-,

:

but recall their initiative and orig-

inality. The Soiree, the first ofT-

campus dance, outside of the Prom
find Ball, was spon.sored by the men
of '30 in their Sophomore year.

After setting this precedent, which
has been heartily followed by other
classes, they went a step further in

their Junior year and staged n.

Prom that caused an upheaval in

the social activities of Villanova.

E tering their Senior year and on
he threshold of departure, the spirit

ol the class of '30 comes to the for

once again. As a fitting climax to

four years of unexcelled achieve
ment, James Lane, Chairman of the
Rcl'e Aire Ball, has not considered
expense in endeavoring to surpass
already existing traditions.

The night of January the 24th
will find the men of '30 congregated
in the ijpacious ballroom of the
BeKevue Stratford Hotel enjoying
thrir last social function at Villa-

nova. The music, which is furnish-
ed by that nationally known or-

chc.-tra of Ben Berny's, needs no in-

troduction to anyone who listens to

the radio or knows good bands.
The decorations will be In accord

with the expensive setting and will

lend that atmosphere that prevails

at a perfect dance—one which will

leave a fond and lasting ImpresKio \

I'.ron the memory to be recalled in

later years and enjoyed all over
(continued on page four)

A CORRECTION
In a previous issue of the Villa-

nova an error was made as regards
the date of the Senior Ball. The
correct date is January 24th, 1930.

Owl Hop
To Follow

Duke Game

Fr. Fink has ex^tiresned himself
desireous of publicly congratulating
the men who went to Boston, by ttie

first "Special" ever to be run from
Villanova, on the gentlemanly and
praiseworthy fashion in which they
conducted themselves. He was per-
fectly satisfied with every phase of

the trip, and particularly gratified

at the seemingly wholehearted en-
joyment by each individual of the
diversified entertainment afforded
the enthusiastic rooters from the

Wild Cat's lair.

It gave Fr. Fink considerable
pleasure to t)e the recipient of tes-

timonial letters from both the
Penna. R. R. Co., and the Fall River
Boat Line, in which the "Special"
was termed "the most orderly, and
the one characterized by the least

damage" of any similar college ex-
cursion within the recollection of

the transit companies' manage-
ment.
The Boston Post, and other pa-

pers wrote glowing descriptions of

the trip, the travelers, the game,
the magnlficant spirit displayed,

(continued on page two)

Punishment

Is Imposed

By Council

Out h
(iym Will Be Scene of the Power of Body to Mete

Engineers Frolic Next
Saturday Evening

FIRST O F SEASON

Frosh Leads Sophs Merry
: Chase But Pays With Hair

Large and Artistic V Now Adorns Head of Freshman Who
Schemed to Outwit Vigilance

Committee

Some men are clever and get away
with things that would make an
ordinary soul pale. Then too in

spite of cleverness some men get

caught and there's the very deuce to

pay. That Is precisely what happen-
ed to a certain Villanova Freshman
who attempted to match wits with
the Vlgalancc Committee. For awhile
he got by gaily and then failure came
In the form of a particularly con-
spicuous V that cut Into the very
core, not only of his pride,, but into

the mop of cilia that civilized
men wear on their scalps.

It seems that our hero was de-

termined to avoid the stigma that
attaches to Freshmen be they of high
or low degree. As the ftm* step in

his plan he neglected to register' with
the Sophs and posed as a Social Soph.
But the arm of the VIg. Committee,
like that of the law. Is a long one and
It was not long until our Freshmen
friend was summoned before the bar
to answer for his misdeeds. It was.

in fact, the night of initiation. De-

cidlns that the event would be

punishment enough he was presented

with a pair of pajamas by some kind

hearted committeeman and told to be

among those present. But the Prosh

had other plans. Taking the nighties.

he besmeared them as best he could

ond then to make assurance doubly

sure—he washed them! Then return-

ing them to the owner he thanked

him kindly and professed to have
had the most wonderful time of hl«

life. But a check-up had been made

the night of the Initiation and the

reckoning came at last. And now the

man who schemed to get away with

everything has Instead received every-

thing and there's a moral In that for

Freshmen.
.

.'

Thinking that a man of such o

wily nature would help the staff tre-

mendously (It sometimes takes ex-
tensive scheming to avoid the bill

collectors) we sent a reporter to in-
terview him. And since life Is very
contradictory sometimes, we foimd
him to be the very soul of Innocence.

The Interview may prove Interesting

ond follows In port.

Q. What were your Ideas of col-

lege before you came here?

A. Gee. I didn't know whol It

wos all about.

Q. Did you form your Ideos of

colle^o from college magazines and
movies?

A. Well. I saw In the movies thot

o college freshman wore a dink and
was plastered black and white.

Q. Did you believe the movies

gave a true picture of college life?

A. I thought they were exagger-

ated.

Q. Whv?
A. I thought the fellows were

fraternal like. I didn't think It was
In their heart to cut my hair off.

O. Arc you going home next week-
end?

A. No.

Q. But If you went home you
would receive the sympathy of the

(continued on page two)

On the evening of this coming
Saturday, in the gymnasium, after

the Duke game, The Energetic En-
gineers will inaugurate the fall so-

cial season for the year 1929 with

their famous Owl Hop. The first

dance of the season always holds a
special position in the field of so-
cial activities. To the Freshman
who attends, it is his first college
dance—a memorable occasion. To
tne upperclassman it is the begin-
ning of another year—the renewal
of old, and perhaps dear friend-
ships, the beginning of another
conquest of Rosemont. To the en-
gineer, the member of Phi Kappa
Pi, of course, it has a special mean-
ing, his own fraternity dance; but
to the rest of the students it

means something too. It is none
the less, a Villanova dance spon-
sored by a Villanova organization
for Villanova men and should he
patronized by as many students as
possible.

Every member of the dance com-
mittee, under the capable direction
of Mr. Joseph Kelly, has heen util-

ized to the utmost, all the scientific

ability, the mechanical ingenuity,
and the artistic skill that is at his
command to make this dance a fit-

ting forerunner of the hesi social
season the students of Villanova will

ever have the pleasure to enjoy.
It will be a real Engineering

dance and although sliderules will

not be given out as favors, the
regular clock-like mathematical pre-
cision with which the various ele-

ments of the occasion will blend
themselves will he sufficient proof
that such an affair could only be
the product of the Inventive mind
of the engineer. A luck number
dance, by the way, will he the fea-
ture of the evening. Two hand-
some and none the less useful, gifts

will be awarded to the couple which
holds the strategic combination of
digits.

The committee which is working
hard to put this affair across con-
sists of Mr. Joseph Kelly, chair-
man, who is ably assisted by the
following engineers: Thomas Brien,
J. E. GUlen, J. B. O'Hara, M. H.
Chalkley, Edward Principe, E. W.
Carle. J. H. Winterer, John Winter-
er and J. B. O'Ctonnor.

Penalties

Evinced

ABSENTEES CAMPUSED

Applications

Now Open for

Beta Ganuna

Holding its second ofTicial tribun-

al of the year, the Student Council
meted outr JusiAee and impKJsed pen-
alty upon twenty-four- offenders who,
were guilty of various infr xtions
The usual procedure' was pursued
and each defendant w:is rvVow d to

speak briefly in his own defense.

j
Because of the n.rnber of flr ;t of-

fenders the penalties were usually

light.
' In a few cases the nature of the
offense and the attitude of the of-

fenders demanded more stringent

cction. In proof of its power the

council therefore sentenced a num-
ber of students to be subject to

campusment for a period of one

I

week. The President took care to

point' out that a flippant attitude

toward the council's decisions will be

.•;ummarlly dealt with. All offend-

ers who took the liberty of absent-
ing themselves from the tribunal

I
were automatically sentenced also

and given the same penalty—a week
on lx)unds.

Chairman Emphasizes Rules
Chairman William Kelly again

went into detail with the guilty ones
and carefully outlined the proper
observance of diciplinary require-

ments. In many instances misun-
derstandings had arisen a fact

mainly due to the prevelent practice

of visiting neighboring rooms. Men
leaving their rooms were instructed

to leave some message in order to

acquaint the prefect of their ab-

sence. Cognizance was also taken
of the dining room conditions and
Instructions again given to cut down
unnecessary waste, especially as re-

' gards butter. A complaint by one

'of the students that the Council

notices were ambiguous and failed

to distinguish between men having
similar names, was entered and
correction of the matter was prom-
ised by the President,

The meeting then concerned It-

self with routine matters relating to

eligibility of various fraternity pres-

idents for meml)ership in the coun-
cil. Generally speaking the Council

seems to have taken Its deserved

place in the school organization and
if it continues to function in liS

present manner little or no com-
plaint can he lodged against its ef-

ficacy.

Member of

Faculty is

Married

Aerials Are
Too Much
For B. B. C.

New Memhers Are Admitted
Only During East Week

of Oct. Si Feb.

President Tackacs called the first

meeting of the Beta Oama Society to

order last Wednesday, October 18. at
4 P. M. Although the meeting was
called on short notice there was •
large attendance. Since It was the
first meeting of the year, students
desiring membership were allowed to

(continued on page four)

Prof. O'Neill, of BuainesH

School, Is Wed in Chap-

el liHst Wednesday

The marriage of Miss Eleanor
McGlnlay, of Norrlstown, and Mr.
Dennis V. O'Nell, Professor of Busi-

ness Law in the school of Commerce
and Finance, took place last Wed-
nesday morning In the college

chapel. Rev. J. A. Hickey, O. 8. A..

Assistant General of the Order,
with Fr. Pink and Pr. Oriffln as-

(continued on page three)

AUGUST'S GREAT TACKLE PREVENTS C. U. TALLY
' _^

From a \vierd first period debauche a scrappy Catholic

University eleven turned into a worthy opponent and held

our club down to a pair of touchdowns, the final figures

showing 12 to 0.

The Capitol City boys evidently didn't expect the shock
troops of Stuhldrehei-'s to be so shocking in their tactics

when they marched out on the Stadium field before the big-

gest heme crowd of the season. And then farther on the
menacing growl of the varsity died out to a purr as the-wai-m
afternoon wore on.

Both of Vlllanova's scores were
rimg up m the openmg half. Cletus
Gardner negotiated the final rib-

bon m tlie first period after a long
march and Oillesple duplicated the
feat the next quarter on a short
end run around the right flank.
Neither Gardner nor Melanson were
equal to the extra point require-
ments.
The game combined all kinds of

foot ban, good, bad and worse.
Then again it was not foot ball wea-
ther and that may slide as an alibi

for some of the faults.

Terry kicked off to Oliver, quar-
terback for the visitors ana he
electrified both the cash and Annie
Oakley customers by eluding every
white shirted homester and fleeing

to our own three yard line where
Sky August flitted up from nowhere
to make a neat one handed stab at
his footgear, bringing him to earth
a scant boarding house's reach
from the ultimate chalk mark.
Then it was the second stringers

who now have a new name, the
Super-varsity, showed their stuff.

After four cracks at the Wildcat
line the visitors had succeeded in

pushmg the ball nine yards—but
towards their own goal.

As we recollect the ball now lay
on the fourteen yard line. The
next play found Birmingham
menacing Gillespie by exiiibiting

some neat hip and toe artistry in a
thitty-slx yard dash. That relieved
us from possible embarrassing pre-
dicament.
Shortly after the boys in white

agaui commenced a Hegira towards
the East goal and this time they
were recompensed. Birmingham,
August and Gardner, an imstop-
pable combination and together
ran and passed the pellet till Clete
achieved the purpose. His try for

point was wide.

The Super-varsity were doing so
well they were left in after the
sides changed for the quarter. They
played about half this stanza when
the regulars took up the proposition.

Oillesple began the big push for

the varsity by intercepting a Cath-
olic pass on his eighteen yard mark.
The team mushed eighty-two yards
to score. Melanson, Gillespie and
McAndrews taking turns with the
ball. McAndrews had a good and
bad day, it was Johnny's misfortune
to break out into the open on a
numl)er of times and then having

(continued on page four)

Three Touchdowns Come Via
Passes. — Casey's 'I'oe

Adds All Points

Doc Jacob's yearlings ran up, or
rather passed to their second vic-
tory of the season in defeating
Beckley Business College on the
gridiron at Harrisburg, Saturday,
oy a 21 to score.

All three touchdowns were ac-
complished on forwards. In the
first period Donohue and Brice car-
ried the ball: over on passes from
Casey and McFadden respectively.
The third touchdown was the result
of another heave by Tordsky, who
threw to O'Connell.
Beckley never really threatened

to score on the Frosh, most of the
play occurring in the homesters'
own territory.

Casey, left halfback of the Oreen-
ies, gave a great exhibition both on
the offense and defense. He drop-
kicked the three extra points.
The lineup:

Beckley Villanova
Luchun L. E Brickley
Schwartz L ,T Rosen
Smith L. O Myers
Dunkie C Mulati
Wentz R. O. ...... Metzger
Petterman R. T, Hickey
Klinetob R. E Donahue
Macontionlo . . Q. B. . . McFadden
Williams L. H. B Case
Kerns R. H. B Peterson
Mengus F. B Megan
Villanova 14 7 0—21
Beckley 0—0
Touchdowns — Donahue, Brick,

O'Connell. Points after touchdowns
—Cash. Safety—Brice. Substitutions
—Beckley—Kerns for Williams,
Huney for Smith, Zegarski for
Huney, Randis for Wentz, Graham
for Menges, Wentz for Randis. Villa-

nova—Trotsky for McFayden, Cot-
ter for Peterson Case for Megan,
Gazella for Casey, Smith for Dono-

( continued on page four)

Cooperation of Students

Asked to Locate Alumni

Corrected Addresses of Following Names Lost in Fire.-

Information Regarding Present Wliere-

abouts Requested by President

Name Address at Time of Entrance Years Attended
BAKER, Peter M., 24 Chestnut Ave., Narberth, Pa 1920-21

BARR, Joseph A., 4241 Main Street, Manayunk, Pa 1904-05

BARRETT, James P., 734 W. 8th Street, Erie, Pa 1919-22

BARRETT, Urban S., Kane, Pa. (Windsor Hotel) 1908-10

BARRY, Philip A., 5030 Walton Ave., Philadelphia 1902-09

BOND, Samuel D., Blllerica, Mass 1922
BONNER, Myles, Summlit Hill, Pa 1912-14

BUCKLEY, Joseph F., 105 E. Stewart Ave., Lansdowne, Pa. . . 1909-11

CAMPBELL, John C, 131 Penna Ave., Wayne, Pa 1926
CASSIDY, Claude T., 17 E. Main St., E. Conemaugh, Pa 1907
CASSIDY, Percy J., 17 E. Main St., E. Conemaugh, Pa 1908
CASSIDY, John J., 133 Washington Ave., Altoona, Pa. ,..,. 1903-06
CONRAN, John W., 781 Carrell St.. Brooklyn, N. Y 1920-24
DAILEY. Charles F., 414 Boas St., Harrisburg. Pa 1923-26
DALTON, John Joseph, 28 Vroom Street, Jersey City, N. J. . 1927
DEGNAN, J. F., Southampton, Conn 1915
DEVINE, Leo V, Hatfield St.. Northampton. Mass 1919-23
DeSTEFANO, Jasper. 6160 Haverford Ave 1920-21
DOWNEY. Edward L.. 426 Turkey Run. Shenandoah. Pa. ... 1904-05
DUNN. Edward R., 42 Hamlin St.. Lltllefield. Mass 1927
POGARTY, Andrew J., 2085-a Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y. . . 1923-24
POGARTY, Henry E., 2085-a Pacific St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. ... 1920-24
FORD, Thomas, Shenandoah, Pa 1878-79
FORD, Robert J., 4655 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia 1921-23
FRANCO. Dr. Rodrlgo. 11 Water St.. New York 1922
OALLAOHER, Michael J.. 166 Gordon St.. Allentown, Pa. . 1919-25
GALLAGHER, Paul J., 5600 Lansdowne Ave., Philadelphia . . 1923-25
GALLAGHER. William G., 5600 Lansdowne Ave.. Philadelphia 1920-22
OUARCELLO. Joseph A.. 606 Palisade Ave., New York 1925
HAEFNER, Joseph T., Lancaster, Pa 1895
HALDEMAN, Victor M., 3213 Hamilton St., Philadelphia
HARRINGTON, Paul John, Dushore. Pa 1927
HESSION, Henry Monroe, 1057 . outh 50th St.. Philadelphia 1926
HEWITT, George Ayres, 844 Wy^mewood Road, Philadelphia 1918

8 A T C
HOFFMEISTER, John F.. 6065 Rtlnhart St., Philadelphia .1922-28
HOWARD, John, 2465 Grand Ave.. Bronx. N. Y 1911
lUOHES. Joseph L.. 1103 Carroll St.. Brooklyn. N. Y 1921-26
'AMES. John P.. 524 North 18th St.. Philadelphia 1916

'AMISON, Francis E., 2431 Gray's Perry noad. Philadelphia 1922
(continued on page two)
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/•//'/ "We Move On>vard

{/ DIuring the past week two separate rnqvements have

begiin, both of which augur well for Villanova's increased

prestige. One of them, the reorganization of the Dramatic

Society, cannot be considered a new venture. Villanova in

the past has achieved no mean laurels in the realm of

Thespis. Of late, however, stage efforts have languished

sadly and last year found the college totally unrepresented

in dramatic circles. This was regrettable, for the possibility

of really outstanding results had been amply demonstrated

on previous occasions. It is therefore with a feeling akin

to jubilation that we observe what promises to be a revival

of dramatic interest. We are assured that the reorganized

Society will possess something approximating real vitality

and that its course of action will guarantee a representative

dramatic program. If so the step cannot be too highly com-

mended.

The second event was in the nature of an innovation

—

the organization of a Villanova Glee Club. If the venture

meets with success, and there is no substantial reason why
it shouldn't, a definite lack in Villanova's collegiate life will

have been supplied A new interest when it is worthy sel-

dom fails to add to ap institution vigor. Represented in all

forms of athletics there is no reason why the scope of activ-

ities should not be enlarged. The time for such expansion

has now arrived and those men who were astute enough to

recognize the fact must be regarded as real benefactors of

the college. Too long has the charge that extra-curricular

interests at Villanova were preponderantly athletic, been

justified. These interests are now being extended but their

continuance and success of course entirely dependent on

student attitude. We can only hope that that attitude will

be one of enthusiastic response.
« * * Hi *

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS
If you can always think of the right thing to say at the

right time and you say it—you're a genius. If you can't

think of the right thing and you say something anyhow

—

you're an imbecile. And between these two poles the great

.mass pf humanity continually fluctuates, blundering fre-

quently, scoring victory but seldom, yet, in the end, us the

Englishman would have it "muddling through."

:. To be at college is to be thrown pi"omiscuously among
an assortment of characters and a variety of temperaments.

To know them all is a feat that appi'oaches the impossible.

To fraternize with all of them is the impossible and yet to

those who are continually at odds with this man or that, or

with one clique or another, we have a suggestion to make.

We cant expect genius with the never-failing and affable re-

ply. Nor can we hope for a full registration of diplomats

prepared to turn away wrath with the softest answer. But
to the man whose tongue is unready, whose speech precipi-

tates him into unpleasant enmities, there is a remedy all too

scarce at Villanova. Silence is reputed to be a virtue. As a

virtue we recommend you to give it the proverbial "free

trial."

Cooperation ofStudents
Asked to Locate Alumni

KnockingAbout
the Campus

(Continued Prom Page One)
Name Address at Time of Entrance Years Attended

JAMISON, William J., 2431 Gray's Ferry Road, Philadelphia 1921-25

JONES, Norman M.. 167 Paxton St., Harrlsburg, Pa 1918-21

KAVANAGH, Dr. Wm. J., 600 4th Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y 1891-95

KEARNEY. Henry B.. Jr.. 231 Lothrop St.. Pittsburg. Pa. . . 1926

KELLY, Samuel J.. 5535 Haverford Ave., W. Phila 1901-05

KENNEDY, Donald P., New York City 1899-02

KENNEDY, Edward John, 624 West Front Si., Plainfield. N. J. 1922-23

KESSLER. Erlck. 233 W. Wyoming Ave.. Philadelphia 1905-10
KING. Vincent J.. 710 N. 37th St., Philadelphia 1926

LALLY, James M., 1447 South 9th St., Philadelphia 1902-04

LECHLITER, George K., 491 Seventh Ave., Newark, N. J. . . 1923-24

LEININGER. Lawrence P., Chilllcothe, Mo 1921-27

LIEBERMAN. Herman S.. 725 South 63rd St.. Philadelphia . . 1925

LIVOLSI, Frank W., 68 West Broad St., Stamford, Conn. . . 1925

LONGNA. Paul Joseph, 100 Prospect Park,
West Brooklyn. N. Y 1921-22

McCarthy, John A., 691 Green Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y 1910-11

Mccormick. John a.. 1229 south St. Bernard St.. Phila. . . 1919-23
Mcdonald. Francis J.. 116 E. Montgomery Ave.. Ardmore 1914-16

McGOWAN. Terence A.. 428 E. 69th St., New York City .... 1914-15

McHUGH, Edward C. 405 Walnut St., Philadelphia 1925
McHUGH. Jaseph T.. 500 Brodhead Ave.. So. Bethlehem. Pa. 1920-23
McKEEVER. Bernard A., 11 N. Texas Ave.. Atlantic Ctty. N.J. 1926
Mckinley. Joseph p., Norrlstown. Pa .1918-19
McLaughlin. Thomas p.. Snowshoe. Pa ,./..^,.. 1908-09

. McMANUS, Francis J.. Locust Gap. Pa ..i'.,.. . 1919-21
McNALLY. Harry J.. Westport. Oni;arlo, Canada .'.i.;./.... 1921-25
MAGEE, Richard H., Oaklyn, N. J 1915
MAHER. William B.. 1018 Park St.. Utica. N. Y 1918

S A T C
MARSHALL. Edward P.. 765 Lincoln Place. Brooklyn, N. Y. . . 1920-21
MARSHALL, James A., 765 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn. N. Y. . . 1920-21
MELLON. George A. Bryn Mawr. Pa 1909-12
MILLER. James P . Wllllam.sport, P». 1908-10
MINOR. Edward M.. 1606 Diamond St. Philadelphia „,,.f... 1924
MONIHAN. John J., 16 8. 17th ^tfeet, Philadelphia ...;..... 1918

•^ 8 A T C
NOLAN. William H., Readln*:' Pa 1895-96
NEWMAN, Joseph P, Jr.,/ 1523 Undercllff Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 1918-19

(to h9 continued in next Issue)

Quick. Watson—The Needle!

Once upon a time there was a
college man who was absent mind-
ed and who habitually left his toilet

articles behind him in the wash
room. And they were always there

when he went back to get them.

All ol which, noble sirs; starts like

a lairy tale and all of which Is em-
phatically the same tale. It grieves

our seiistiii ol the apnropriate to re-

fer to such a matter. But to tell

It grieved the scrivener's purse stlil

more to have to buy nis tootn-
urushes wnoiesalel But Scotland
Yard IS on the casje gentlemen, and
neeuiee>s to say we nave a tneory.
its nui such a good tneory but
men u tneory uoes not nave to ue
gouu. ^ou can aiways get by if

>uu can It a "working hypothesis.

"

i.u begin wiih there must be some
gooa uxplanation for the disap-
pearance 01 such intimate personal
possessions., A friend may borrow
.yuui suii, he may oorrow yuur
notes uie does borrow your uobes>,
ne Uiuy oorrow your shavuig orusii,

aie nuir on the back of your uecK
uegiiis 10 bristle. Btit what de-
piaveu, unsanitary wretch would
appropriate a tootnbrush. Or If he
uiu wixai couiu ne au wiin \v{ iinai

iNuw lor tilt uicur>. xou nave
iiearu no auuut ox uiat bpcoica ux

iieaKS luiown as coueubois. ' xueie
<xie an lunos ox uiein axiu inexr op-
erauons are frequently uxzarre o\x\,—
uorriDie thougnb—bois leiiow wiio-
tiver lie is, muse be a couector ox an-
tique louet aicicies! Mobie avoca-
tion tnat, and becoming, very um-
coming—to a junk man. Wnoever
tnis vue creature may be, we 1111-

piore film to aesist. There are so
many other fertile fields where he
couiu ride his hobby to the aeatn.
iTxe might collect Gillette blades and
soive uie problem of disposal, pruu-
abiy one of the greatest prooicnis
tnat xaces the American people, lie

might collect old ties ana give tne
scnoox a sartorial boost, he coiud
collect old magazines and save
them for bonfires like a loyal son
of Villanova. But In the name of
scientxhc sanitation let him avoid
tne toothbrush for when you once
^et mto the realm of dental appli-
ances the slightest misdemeanor be-
comes a felony and if you don't be-
lieve us you're not up on your ads.

lioiden Opportunity No. 2
In Keeping with the policy of this

column we are again opening up a
^uiaen opportunity for some collegi-
ate boy scout. Each week we point
out somebody's duty. This gives us
a feelmg of over-powermg self-

righteousness and Justifies the col-
umn. We are quite well aware that
it probably gives everyone eise an
acute pain. But that is as it

should oe. Duty, kind sirs, is no-
toriously painful. For a long time
now we have been pitying the Al
JOlsons and embryo McUormicius
that flourish in our midst. You
may think such pity misplaced, ah,
wen, perhaps, perhaps, but Just sup-
pose you nad ambitions to sing
opera, or sing Jazz, or sing the blues,
or sing sing and you didn't know
anytning but the flrst line of the
songs y Imagine your embarrass-
ment. These struggling yodelers
need someone to give them a help-
ing hand, in fact, they need some-
one to give them a helping foot, if

comes to that. So whenever you
discover these songsters, it would be
Christian charity to buy them a
sheet of popular music. Think how
nice it would be to hear a complete
song Just once, how much utter
bliss there would be in lying abed
some morning to have the cherry
voice of some cigar basso boom
away at your favorite number. Just
think of it and don't blame us if

you break a blood vessel.

Spuds a la Mode
Psychology may be psychology

and mighty potent but the man
doesn't live who can make mashed
potatoes taste like vanilla ice cream.
That's our story and we stick to it.

Maybe you haven't noticed the last
word in kitchen utensil efficiency
but now you know the sad truth.
The lovely spoon has been supplant-
ed and now you get a scoop of po-
tatoes from the same kind of con-
traption that once graced only soda
fountains. The man that thought
of that is wasting his time at Villa-
nova. It's an idea worthy of the
highest priced efficiency expert in
the business. Slush! goes the dis-
penser into the spuds and
plop! goes the spuds onto your
plate, a white mound, no more or
no less than your predecessor. We
suspect that this is only another
dark ruse to make the boys from
the drug stores feel at home. It
might help too if the tea and coffee
were served in pop bottles or even
in those ultra-modem Jugs. Speak-
ing of Jugs—but no we can't speak
of Jugs or some wit would be bound
to accuse us of running this thing
in a Jugular vein.

PagliiR Joe College
LlaJ ^e now to a merry tale. Verily,

this Is something for the books. The
Editor's niallbag Is richer by the ad-
dition of one fan letter. And here Is

sweet consulatlon to the boys who
braved the barber's Itch and slmved
beforfc they went to Boston. For they
did make an Impression according to
one "spoke from that Hub of the
Universe." So forcibly was she struck
figuratively, Clarence, I beg you) that
she indited us an epistle dwelling
with something approaching fevorlsh

nrdor. Upon the handsome appear-
ance of villanova Undergraduates.
Confidentially, of course. Not only
that, but she wants some one to write
to her. Well, well, and here Is an-
other chance for the charitably Inr

dined. 80 If there be In the midst
of ua any melancholy souls who wish
for first hand experience In the "lone-

ly heart racket" we can furnish them
with an address. But we most cer-

tainly will assume no responsibility

for any complications arising there-

from. You are hereby solemnly
warned that anything you say may be
used against you.

A PASSING THOUGHT

In the past there have been
men of unquestionable mediocrity
wno are now referred to as
•great." That ignorant and stu-

pid men shoulu be held up as
subjects for emulation is deplor-
able and It is Inuuabie to reveal

such men in then true colors,

nut now it is the fashion to dis-

parage all men who are called

great, to say that they were or-

dinary individuals who were
caught by circumstance, as if by
a wave, and cast upon tne shores
of eminence, eiucn an extreme
View is more obnoxious than the
flrst.

xnere have been men with a
fervent longing for an ideal ex-
istence. Imbued With high ideais

sucn a man begins to aiscipllne

hiiaseif iiKe a race norse. He
must be truly the master of him-
seii if he wishes to tie master of
otiiers. The vague task set be-
lore inmself begins to determine
Itself aiong very deiinite lines.

Wnen the end is in sight all the
guts of heredity and all the
powers ol a fertile mind under
the arive of a relentless will are
brought to bear upon it. Fears
assail lest some trivial unforseen
occurrence prevent the realiza-

tion of the dream. Days, weeks,
months go on but there is no
time for unnecessary rest. Hard-
ly a day (lasses that has not
brought enlargement of view and
greater efficiency. Although suc-
cess is never gained the glorious
struggle is not without victories.

Why is it that men of char-
acter who fight a valiant battle
against nature and the injustices

01 the world should now have
their memory besmirched?- The
reason lies in the fact that some
writers on finding a man is not
perlect magnify his foibles so
that his good is often interred
witn his bones. No matter how
altruistic one may be it is im-
possible to affect any change
without power. One must make
use of circumstances to gain
power in a world where the term
simple is applied with pity. It
is how a man balances himself
on the top that counts. Alfred
E. Smith should be remembered
as Governor of New York State
and not as a member of Tam-
many Hall. But wiU he? That
is a question that can l>e

answered only when the future
ages choose their own fad in the
writing of biography. It may be
the style then to eulogize a man
or it may be fashionable to damn
him. But let the style be what it

will, the characters of great men
will be made to fit it.

X. Y. Z.

Alumni News
John Hoffmelster '26 is with the

Public Service Electric and Gas Com-
pany In Hackensack, N. J.

John Larkin '15 of PhoenixvlUe
Is with the PhoenixvlUe Bridge Com-
pany and is doing well.

John Oallen '27 is employed by the
Pennsylvania Railroad. He will be
remembered as an honor man of his

class.

Leo Lynch '16 member of the
famous team that beat the Army is

in Philadelphia with the Toland-
Trlble Company.

Bernard Quinn '26 Is with the firm
of Cassett Company in Philadelphia.

Frank McGIrr '27 Is displaying his

talents In the financial center of the
world - Wall Street.

Moxle McCoy, Star on Villanova's

undefeated team of last season Is now
In the coaching game himself.

James Tralnor '26 Is a bond sales-

man with headquarters in Hartford,

Conn. '•
;•.;•

.

,Toe WauRh '20 Is an electrical en-

Rlneer In Allentown.

Francis Martin '25 Is now a teacher

In Hazelton, Pa.

Edward McClosky '08 Is one of

Chestnut Hill's leading physicians.

James Fogarty '16 Is now a dental

surgeon and has his offices In Over-

brook.

Vlgllanre Committee
All Piosh who were not present at

the Initiation or have not registered

with the Vigilance Committee will

appear at room 400 Good Counsel

Hall on Wednesday at 7:00 P. M. Day
hops at 12:45 Wednesday in front of

the dining room. Be there!

Signed
J. J. Daly

Chairman

FROSH LEADS SOPHS
MERRY CHASE

(Continued From Page One)
girl friend and doesn't that mean
something?

A. I don't go out with girls.

Q. Tou never went out with a girl?

A. Tes. but without reason she
gave me the air.

Q. When you were posing as a
Social Soph were you not frightened

at passing a member of the Vigilance
Committee?

A. No, I did not know who they
were. I wanted to meet one. I

thought they were Seniors.

Q. Now that you've met them
what do you think of them?
A (After pause) I thing they're

very nice.

Q. Do you want to be on the Vigil-

ance Committee next year?
A. No. Bir. I'm going to treat

them decently.

And If that's a wise-crack It's not a
bad one so we let him go.

Sometime last week our anxious

eyes were greeted with some very

strange bits ol mural decoration

admonishing everyone that no long-

er can the profligate wend his way
with impunity. The eye that never

sleeps is on oiu: itall. In other

words, Mr. Burns and his hired men
have descended on the fold. Where
they are in hiding will afford how-
ever a novel way of passing the

long winter evenings.

Any night when the wayward is

trying to slip quietly into his dor-

mitory long alter the last member
of the Student Council has tought

nis coucn, he may oe ruuely sur-

prised to nnd tne long arm ol tne

law press its iron tentacles around
nis tnroat. I am airaid that 1 11

walk into my own room some nignt,

turn back the covers of my oea anu
nnd some gentleman wan a faise

beard, shove a rod into my face and
wnen I demand uu oAplunatiou
piouabiy get tne repij, iseiieve u
or not I'm waning lor a sueei cai

.

ihat s my story and 1 in stucic Wiui
it."

There are many consolations one
can gain from this move anu it is

not ours to detract but rather to ex-

toll, in tne first place, now 01tea
have we leit soap, shaving cream,
ets., in tne wasuroom »..u cum.,

back to nnd notning. a mo ui u
measure win oe eiimiacxi/v.^. xiiw

eye tnat never cioses la uiai ex-
quisite pleasure, "that kaits tiK

ravelled sleeve ol care, wax disco vci

ine culprit.

Anotner thing which may seem a
bit lar letched but stlii is wortn
wniie IS the mercenary phase ox tnt

ning. Around prom time or m lacv

at any time at all, it aiioids aa ex
ceiient chance to inaKe a oit 01 spui^
change, 'l wo men are necessary in

tnis adventure. A man leaves somt
article of value around in his rooai.

His roommate steals it and just

when he is pocketing the stoien

goods enter tne roommate and wit-
nesses. I'hey might even cry, Oiio,

or aha, or some such remarK, grab
the man and get the reward. Oi
course there could be fixed a stand-
ard of rewards. For articles 01

CiOthing, an amoimt is given in pro-
portion and thus a scale can be
worked out. There only enters the
difficulty of getting the roommate
out of the clink," or get him rein-

stated in college after his expulsion,
but I can only come half way, an
others will have to work out their
own salvation.

A lot of new games could be
worked out which, if the proper
pressure were brought into piay.
would no doubt sweep the country.
A few examples are, "Drill the De-
tective."

ihe rules of this game are few
and faccjeaching. The student slips

quietly arouinHoeking for the sleuth
und when he spies one, probably
sneaking up on some freshman wno
has forgotten to wear his "regs", he
puas a gun and nicks the detective.
x>(ew, noved and appeasing.

ilie score is:

une detective with a beard 10 points
One With a false mustache 8
one with no beard 5
h ive warning signs 6
As a fitting tribute I think that a

poem ought to be written in eulogy,
und because this is the third poem
that has ever appeared in this col-
umn, it ought to be a honey.

Ballad to the Watchful Ones
A flickering shadow across the

stairs,

A voice that is dripping with mys-
tery

,

A solace now to all our cares,
A hnish to all knavery.
No longer evil frolics with glee,
A tryst, the faithful warder keeps.
And put the crook in Jeopardy,
With the watchful eye that never
sleeps.

There is no chance for crooked play-
ers.

They acknowledge the Superior
mastery,

Of the long arm and lynx-like
stares.

Of peaceful law and authority.
The knaves are in the minority,
And Justice its own reward reaps.
With its somewhat fivald pleasant-

ry.

And a watchful eye that never
sleeps.

The wolves must pace within their
lairs.

Sans clothes, sans books, sans finery,
A ten year stretch to him who dares.
To pilfer his roommates projjerfy.
To those who think it's a novelty
Let each one look before he leaps.
Lest he get his deserts for trickery
From the watchful eye that never

sleeps.

L'envoi
Prince, but grant me a moment free.
With a cudgel, near where each

watcher peeps.
And poke it Just once carefully.
In the watchful eye that never

sleeps.

You bournous Al-abs up with that
stuff. COUNT DMITRI.

LETTER PROMPTS MASS
The mass that was offered for the

special intention of the Senior Class
last Friday mormng at 8 o'clock was
brought about by a very peculiar cir-
cumstance.

Pr. SUnford received In his mall a
very unusual letter from a graduate
of last year containing many strange
excerpts make It quite Impossible
for him to give an explanation with-
out disclosing the Identity of the
writer.

From the limited Information re-
ceived It appears that this unknown
benefactor made a promise to donate
a share of his first weeks salary to a
mass to be offered for a special in-
tention. A man of his word and In
gratlfnctlon for having the favor
granted he sent this letter.

At the last meeting of the Senior
Class President Henry notified the
members of this action and Friday
was decided upon as the mo«t con-
venient morning for the celebration
of the

COLLEGE
Announcements

Notice Si Warning

This college is now under the pro-

tection of this agency against steal-

ing malicious mischief and destruc-

tion of property. All depradations

should be reported at once, so that

immediate investigation can be

made and the guilty persons found

and punished.
Any student losing money or

valuables by theft must report to

the superiors at once.

The William J. Burns Detective

Agency.

Betty Gamma
The next weekly meeting of the

Debating Society will be neld on

weuiiesuay aiternoon at a.tj i.x

Koom iii4, Mendel Hall. An 1

—

-

niai ueoaie among tne memoeriD w..i

oe leatured.
V. I. C.

The usual weekly meeting of tho

Villanova Italian Club win be neiu

in the Aoauemyv on Monday, octooer

2oth at 12.30 o clock.

Coal Crackers
President td nunsa will preside

at tne reguluii' gatnenng oi tne uuai

Cracker Club oa luesnay evening,

October 22\xa, umuedialeiy loiiow-

ing night prayers.

fhi Kappa fi

The weekly nieenngs of the En-
gineering Iratenuty are held on
every xuesoay at 11.40 a. m., 111

Koom 215, Mendel Hall.

Lamba Kappa Delta

The Pre-Medicai i-'raternity r;ill

hold its regular meeting in the Am-
pnnneaire at 8.55 a. m., Friday.

V. P. C.

Ihe next meeting of the Villanova

Polish Club will convene on next
Wednesday evening after nignt
prayers in the Ampnitheatre, Presi-

dent' Joseph Szczechowski presiding.

La Salle Ciud
A meeting of the Labaile Club has

been called by Caairman Joo. Wini-
ert,r tor Wednesday, 2aro, at IJ.30,

in Koom of Academy.
Student Council

The weekly meeting of the Stu-
dent Council of Viliauo*a win meet
on Wednesday evening at 7 ociocic

to care for offenders against the
college rules and regulations. Wil-
liam Kelly, chairman of the Council,
will preside.

Atophomoro Science
The Sophomore English class.

Section B, will please meet Father
O'Brien on Thursday at 8.55 a. m.,
in Room 104.

Lost
"Business Geography" text. The

owner will appreciate the finder's

returning it to Room 58 Academy.

COMMENT ON SPECIAL
IS FAVORABLE

(Continued From Page One)

and the general interest created by
this happy Journey East of the far-
famed contingents of the Blue and
White, who literally took the staid
old home of the legumes "on the
run." The band proved to be the
greatest single factor contributing
to the success of the affair, and a
recounting of its peregrinations
reads like an appendix to the Od-
desy.
The log of the wanderers goes

somewhat in this wise: Fri. 2:45 P.
M.—"Special left Villanova Sta.; ar-
rived Jersey City 5:45; embarked
on S. S. Commonwealth 5:30. Din-
ner In saloon; band concert for
hour and a half; dancing (music
by Villanovans) until 12:00 P. M.;
Sat. 8:00 A. M.—arrived Fall River,
took Boston train, arrived Boston
8:30; registered Hotel Vandorme,
after lunch, students, cheer-leaders,
placard bearers and band marched
to Fenway Park; after game, band
lead procession back to hotel; dined;
after dinner, to Back Bay Sta., tak-
ing 7:30 train to Newport, R. I.,

and thence aboard New York steam-
er; Sun. 8:00 A. M. arrived New
York, attending Mass at Old St.
Peter's; free day for sightseeing and
visiting, during which many wit-
nessed professional foot ball match
between N. Y. Giants and Staple-
ton, S. I., in which old friends,
Kuczo, Pessalona and Lomasney
were seen in action with the lat-
ter club; 7:00 P. M. entrained at
Penna. Sta., after cheering lustily,
and singing "College Days" to the
delegation of the assembled com-
pany; 9:00 G. N. arrived home in
,seml-comatose condition, presum-
ably going to bed fortwith.
And now, yoimg gentlemen, we

have the motive for this compilation
of vital statistics—we want another
"Special!" We'll always want
them! We've established a prece-
dent for propriety, and deserved
commendation, and as our reward
claim the indulgence of "the powers
that be" when the time comes for
the next of these memorable games
away from home. Talk it up; but,
what is more important, show that
you are appreciative of the favors
you've already received, and are
willing to co-operate in another
such "Glorious Adventure."

DRAMA CLUB 0R(;ANI.
ZATION NOW ASSURED
(Continued Prom Page One)

dispose of such initial business as
the election of officers and the for-
mulation of a constitution as quick-
ly as po.ssible. Two plays are to be
produced during the school year
One between Christmas and Easter
and the other during Junior Week
The date of the later play has met
with universal approval among the
student body. Not only will it add anew attraction to Junior Week but
It will offer dramatic entertainment
at a much lower rate than the the-
atres of Philadelphia.
A dramatic organization Is one of

the most Important functions in
college. It Instill.s an appreciation
for the art of acting and offers an
Invaluable fleJd for the cultivation
of self-expres-slon bo necessary for
lawyers, politicians and business
men.
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Villanova Alone Undefeated

The past Saturday's football lesults have left mo.st every

one gasping. More than ever the outcomes are acting in

shifting the wheat from the chart'. Villanova alone in this

neck of the woods remains among the undefeated teams.

Pennsylvania, Temple, Princeton, Haveiford, Swarth-

more and many lesser ones have felt the stigma of a defeat.

It seldom happens that the season at this stage finds a lone

survivor whose banner still waved. The Wildcats feel this

added burden shoved upon their shoulders ; it is up to them

to uphold the gridiron prestige of Southeastern Pennsylvania

and they are fitted for the job.

The way is not an easy one. Our program calls for six

tough contests in a row. None of these are setups, if heads

up ball is not continually played, the .scythe will swing and

then where will we be.

Villanova has one big advantage. Every contest will

find the Feline rooters in full force, only one game is played

any distance from the school and on that day all who can be

Are on hand. To miss the Bucknell argument is an unfor-

givable misdemeanor.

About the most pretentous obstacles on our football

schedule loom up ahead for the next six Saturdays. From

now on the opposition is all of major calibre. In a little over

a month, a half dozen of the scrappiest and best outfits east

of the Blue Ridge will have thrown their best and worst at

the Wildcats.

There will be no pointing for this game or that game.

Instead the club will be playing each period as it comes along

and no coasting will be done. For a moment let us review

just what these clubs have been doing so far this season.

iS * * * *

Our Opponents

Our next opponent, Duke University, from the Tarheel

country of North Carolina and the fair city of Durham, stood

toe to toe with the Navy until a second half tidal wave

swept the Admirals to a 45 to 13 triumph. At midtime

Duke held a nose lead at 13 to 12. Three touchdowns in the

third quarter and two more in the windup eased the An-

napolisians from a squeezy situation.

North Carolina State ,still playing on Fridays, made a

safety do the trick against Wake Poorest and even then it was

only a touchdown towards closing time that swung the

scales. Final score read 8-6.
.

•

The Thundering Herd put the bee on Lafayette In the

hungry Leopards own lair through a final period touchdown

right after the Eastonians had booted a field goal for a tem-

porary lead. Hinkle, burly Bucknell fullback, earned the

ball for a touchdown in the only other score of the day.

Oglethorpe met a tarter in St. Louis and was forced to

bow by a lone touchdown margin in a desperately fought 6-0

encounter.

From the fastnesses of West Virginia, another great

Scarlet Hurricane with its mighty Pigott, Hawley, Wagner

et al. kept its slate unsullied by admonishing a 33 to 6 paste-

ing on the Quantico Marines. Davis and El'kins have an-

other club like last Season's, perhaps better and that's say-

ing plenty.

And Temple. Western Maryland acted the poor hosts in

their 23 to victoiy. We rather hoped Temple would re-

main undefeated until the Owl-Wildcat fuss. Temple's mis-

plays enabled the (Jreen Terrors in their terrorizing act.

1^ * * * *

A Challenge

This column must have an issue. An issue, a news-

paper issue is for the benefit of those who might desire 10

know, an evil, not necessarily a bad evil but one that requires

remedying.

If it weren't for issues a new.spaper would have nothing

to print between world series and election times and zepplin

/lights. So, the time now being ripe for our venture into the

issue age we are going to gird ourselves aiid go forth in the

interests of mankind. ' ' /•^' . \--.,'-:^':':'
, •

'

Issues are like anything else—The Book of The Month

Club, The Play of The Week Club and j<o on. This week our

issue is: . ,

That Louie Put Mustard in His Mustard Crocks.

We have .spoken. Let the cudgel be taken up by pa-

triots, rally about the standards. No more shall we stand

idly by. This is a challenge to all those who ever have in

the past licked with relish some delightful morsel of this

greenish paste from an inadvertant forefinger or thumb. We
want mustard, we want mustard, We Want MUSTARD.

...in the ring Punch/

• •> • In a cigarette Ws
"SnCKIN* to our knittin"*— never forget-

ting that Chesterfield's popularity depends on

Chesterfield's tastt . .

.

But what is taste? Aroma, for one things
keen and spicy fragrance. For another, that sat-

isfying something— flavor, mellow tobacco

goodness—which we can only cair'character."

Taste is what smokers want; taste is what

Chesterfield offers—
" TAST E a6ove everything

"

Taste

MILD ... and yet

THEYSATiSFy

hesterfield
RNE TURKISH and EX^MESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

1929, Lioanr ft Mms Tobacco Ca

ACTIVITIES OF THE CLUBS

MEMBER OF FACULTY
IS MARRIED

(Continued Prom Page One)

slsting, celebrated the nuptial mass.

The ceremony was witnessed by a

large number of students from the

business school.

Prof. O'Nell, who is an alumnus

of Villanova. graduated with hon-

ors in the class of 1923. After per-

suing his professional education

elsewhere, he became a member of a

very prominent law firm of Norrls-

town and in recent years has been

teaching the course in Business Law
in the School of Commerce and Pi-

Mrs! O'Nell comes from one of

the first families of Norrlstown and
the match is spoken of with great

favor by the many friends of both

parties.

After the ceremony the party at-

tended a wedding breakfast given

in their honor in the priest's din-

ing room by some of the Aliminl.

To this young professor of Villa-

nova and his charming bride, the

students of Villanova who have

known Prof. O'Nell for the past few

years as both a teacher and a

friend, extend their heartiest con-

gratulation and express their sln-

cerest wishes for their future hap-

l^lness and prosperity.

WATCH NEXT ISSVE

OF VILLANOVAN

FOR

SPOTTY'S

COMPLETE STORY OF

OFT QUOTED TEAM

OF 191.''>

Father Dougherty has moved into

the new office of the chool of

I

aclence.

Jersey riiib
|

The first meeting of the Jersey

club, under the presidency of Mr.

Prank Hanlon. was called to order at

7.15 last Tuesday evening. Mr. Han-

lon addressed the members, wel-

comed them back and outlined In a

general way the activities which he

expected the organization to sponsor

during the coming year.

At this meeting twenty-five new
applications for membership were

received and considered. A vote was

then taken and all of the applica-

tions were accepted. The club Is

growing In numbers and It Is the In-

tention of the organization to make
every Jerseylte a member.

Plans for a dance were considered

and a committee will be appointed.

The affair Is to be held during the

.coming Christmas holidays most

probable In Newark or Jersey City.

This dance Is a yearly affair of the

Jersey club and has always been a

great success In the past. Pull details

will be announced soon.

V. I. r. Initiation

The citizenry of Brvn Mawr and

vicinity will be furnished with their

second free entertainment of the year,

Prlday evening, when the V. I. C
comes to town. Eighty-five pajama

clad, pale faced (,) would be mem-
bers! will wend their weary way from

Villanova to Bryn Mawr, goaded on

and taunted by their tormentors.

If any survive the Initiation rites,

they will be voted upon at the next

meeting of the club. If no black

balls appear they will become full-

fledged members.
The coming Initiation is the second,

conducted In the history of Villanova

Italian Club. The first, held last

year, proved most successful and en-

tertaining not only to the residents

of Brj-n Mawr but also to such

passers-by as happende to be In the

vicinity of Cltv Hall, Philadelphia.

Mr. Amodea Is the tormentor-ln-

chlef and he Is ably assisted by

mesars. Costanzo. Bertlno, DlBernard-

Ino, Sabatlno, Valle. Cuchlnata.

Cladl. Campo, Luchesl, Orlmaldl and

Oerardo.
Wllkes-hnrre Club

The regular weekly meeting of the

Wilkes Barre Club was held last even-

ing, president Boyle presiding.

Three new members Osleko, Kaino

and Schneider were admitted Into

the organization. To date twenty-

five new members have Joined the

club and It is hoped that thla number
win be Increaaed to fifty in a short

time.

Plans for the Vlllanova-Bucknell

Dance occupied the greater part of

the time and a committee waa ap-

pointed with 8. Santaslero as chair-

man. Messrs. Stanley Prokop. J.

Conaboy, P. Porve. and J. Conahan
will auUt on the committee.

The Hotel Casey In Scranton has

been leased for the evening of Nov-

ember 9. The orchestra has not been

selected as yet but several prominent

bands are being considered.

All members of the Wilkes Barre

Club are asked to pay their assesment

of one dollar before tonight to treas-

urer Prokop.

I). P. E. To Hold nanc-e

The Delta PI iiipsUon Fraternity

held Its first meeting of the year last

Wednesday afternoon. Mr. William
Kelly, president, called the meeting

to order and gave a short talk on the

necessity of cooperation on the part

of all members. In the absence of

Mr. Doyle, .secretary, Mr. Becza re-

corded the minutes of the meeting.

The fraternity is planning to hold a

dance on the night of the Davls-

Elklns game. As the game Is to be
played at Franklin Field In Phila-

delphia the dance In all probability

will be held In Philadelphia.

Mr. Kelly announced that further

progress was made In the endeavor to

make the Delta PI Epsllon a national

fraternity. He said that In a short

time he expected to see the fraternity

nationalized. If such a thing occurs

It will have been the first of Its kind

In the history of Villanova.

The fraternity was also discussed

but plnce It Is not to be held until

after the mid-year examinations it

was moved to lay the topic on the

table until a more suitable time

showed itself.

The registration of new members Is

to be restricted as has been the

custom In past years. No new mem-
bers will be admitted until February.

The dues of the organization will re-

main unchanged. The regular meet-

ing of the Delta PI Epsllon will be

held every other Monday at one

o'clock.

J. C. Club to Dance In Oym
The newly organized Jersey City

club, although one of the yoxingest

on the campus, is losing no time in

making Its presence known. Plans

have been definitely draw up to hold

a dance on the night of Home Coming

day. November 2. It will be held in

the College Gymnasltun.

Donald Olldea and hi* cohorts have

gone ahead on the work with eager-

ness and determination to make this

affair a great social succeaB. Since

the dance is to be held on Home
Coming day there will be a large

number of Alumni present and It If

hoped that the dance will prove to be

a perfect ending to a perfect day.

(aaaumlng that our boys will defeat

Oglethorpe).

The plans for the dance were de-

cided upon at the last weekly meeting

of the club and It was moved to

render Invitations to all members of

football squad If they are accompan-

ied by a partner. The Villanovans

have become engaged to fxtfulsh

dreamy waltzes, peppy fox-trots and

moaning; blues for the occasion.

PoUsh Clab

On Wednesday, last, the Villanova

Polish Club held its inaugural meet-

ing which proved to be a great

event, almost every Polish student

evidenced his interest by being

present. Officers were elected as

loUows; Joseph Szezechowslti, presi-

dent; Edward Kerwacki, vice presi-

dent; Alphonse Zujke, secretary and
treasurer.

Little or no note has been made
of the society in the past though
its activities have been notable and
praiseworthy. Organized in Novem-
Der, 1928, to bring all the students

of Polish extraction into a social

circle, the organization set to work-

On the nineteenth of May the club

went to Camden and presented a
Polish play together with a dance

to an audience totalling 400 per-

sons. Needless to say, the under-
taldng was a huge success, so much
sa that the Polish Club of Villanova

will long be remembered by those

in attendance. On the twenty-fourth
of the same month the same play

was presented in the city of Wil-
mington, with a success seldom ac-

corded to such enterprises. Here,

too, the renown of the Polish men
of Villanova lives.

With this record well hi mind the

society is now beginning a new year,

a year in which great things are
anticipated. The regular meetings,

too, promise to be enjoyable ses-

sions—a time for aU members to

renew old acquaintances and to

beget new ones. Plans for a social

event of some kind are harbored by
the officers of the club and, no
doubt, they will bear fruit In the
near futiu%.

Coal Crarkers Club

With President Edward Bunsa In

the chair, the third meeting of the

Coal Cracker Club, the youngest
organization on the campus, was
held last Tuesday evening. The
club approved plans for a section

in the 1930 Belle Aire, and Presi-

dent Bunsa announced the apix)int-

ment of the committee for the flrst

dance of the club, to be held during
Christmas week.
The committee, which is repre-

sentative of the heart of the an-
thracite region. Is made up of Jos-
eph Balon, chairman; Mark Holl-
and, Anthony Sweeney, John Blaney,
Edward Brown, Sullivan and James
Whalen.
An active drive for more mem-

bers has been begun, and at to-
night's meeting, an attendance of
fifty is expected. It is the purpose
of the administration to give the
southern coal flelds their rightful
place on the campus, and to give
Villanova its due recognition In the
hard-coal district

Pre Med Frat

Is Replaced

By Seminar

Lambda Kappa Delta Hour
Will be Devoted to

Lectures

The Juniors have Just discovered

another great grief, the assesment is

due as soon aa poaalbla.

And then comes the question of

rings. Whether to have a slater or

not to have a riater.

At the last meetliyj of the Pre.

Medical students Pr. Dougherty
announced that the Lamba Kappa
Delta Pratemity was no longer
under his wing and that the Friday

morning Pre. Medical meetings

would be known as the school of

Science Seminar. Pr. Dougherty
explained that the fraternity
had grown to such an enormous size

that no fraternity business could be
accomplished within an hour and
therefore at the meetings of the
School of SCIENCE Seminar there
will be prominent physicians and
other prominent men who wUl en-
deavor to give valuable pointers to

the embryonic physicians.
Father Dougherty has sponsored the

Lamba Kappa Delta fraternity since

1925 when the organization due to
the small eru-ollment In the school of
Science was proportionately small,
and now although the Dean of
Science has been forced to abandon
the fraternity he has authorized the
members to carry on independently.

Previous to Pother Dougherty's
wlthdrawl. Father Orlffln addressed
the group and urged them to bear up
the standards of Villanova, pointing
out that the students of the insti-

tution advanced or degraded that
school; and that since the AuguBtlan
Order Is making such great sacrifices

for the students, it is only fitting,

that they make a few comparatively
minor sacrifices to uphold the tra-

dition that Villanova is the Alma
Mater of true men.
Father Orlffln also welcomed the

new Pre-Med Freshmen whose enroll-
men exceed all records In the Sohool
of Science.

Genetics has been Introduced Into
the Pre Med course and is being
tough by Prof. Tumbach.

Father Coan has been serloxisly in-

capacitated during the past week by
carbuncle, and his Iab« have been
handled by Mr. McCIaln who seems
to have Inherited some of Father
Coan's characteristics.

Many new human skeletons hav«
been added to the anatomy lab. It U
th.-> Intention of Prof. Ford to give a
human skeleton to every two men thus
enabllijf them to have the Jump on
the othei students when th«y r«acli

Medical school.
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Blue Devils

Present a

Big Squad

Line Averages Over One
Ninety and Backs

.Little Less

OUR PRKDICTIONS—
HOW GOOD AKK TllKYr'

On next Saturday, October 26,

Vlllanova njeets Duke University, of
North Carolina at Vlllanova sta-
dium. The "Devils" boast the
strongest team they have had In
their history and as Duke has
play6d foot ball longer than any
other team In the South that state-
ment carries weight.
The "Devils" have a squad of

real he-men, having thirteen six-
footers among their candidates.
Bryan, a tackle, six foot three and
tipping the scales at 205 pounds, is

the largest, while Jankoski, full-

back, five foot ten and weighing
162 pounds is the smallest.
Outstanding men in their lineup

to date have been Bule, a half back,
. conceded to be the best exponent of
the art of forward passing in the
South. Chosen as an All State
man for the past two years, he is

probably the most noteworthy per-
former on the team. Capt. Kistler,
a tackle and Jankoski, fullback also
stand out as men worth watching In
any foot ball game.
The entire squad is noted for its

speed, an unusual feature in a group
of players the size of Duke.
The "Devils" use the Pitt system

of play, full of spinners, lateral and
forward passes, considered to be the
most spectacular type In the eyes of
the spectator and now being used
everywhere in the country. Their
forward passing game Is referred to
by newspaper men as being as close
an approach to that of the "Pour
Horsemen" as has been seen. Coach
DeHart, of the Southerners, says
that his pass, "Buie to Peeler" is

the greatest the South has ever
produced.
The Wildcast will have a very

busy afternoon In their encounter
with the "Devils" and it will take
fighting the entire sixty minutes of
play to produce a win.

FOR SATURDAY, OCT. 26
VILLANOVA- Duke.
ALABAMA Sewanee.
BOSION COLLEGE—Canksius.
BROWN—Syracuse.
BUCKNELL—Gettysburg.
Carnegie—NOTRE DAME.
Chlcage—PURDUE.
FLORIDA—Georgia

.

Pordham- DAVIS ELKINS.
HARVARD—Dartmouth.
ILLINOIS—Michigan.
MICHIGAN STATE—N. Carolina

St.

PENNSYLVANIA—Lehigh,
Penn State—LAPAYETTE.
Princeton—NAVY.
Temple -WASH-JEFF.
Yale—ARMY. • >/,;.

AKRIALS ARE TOO
MUCH FOR B. B. C.

Sol Berman
To Meet

Laveson

First HalfScores Enable
Homesters to Shut Out

Air-Minded Cardinals

(Continued Prom Page One)
hue. Lynch for Hickey, O'Connell
for Gazella, Keough for Rosen,
for Brice, Glcke for Myers, Nova
for Keough, Finley fpr Metzger. Ref-
eree—Beck, Vermont. Uihpue—
Wentz, Penn State. Head Llnes(-

man-^ellers, Stellon High.

Bowlers Tie
^ M at

Ardmore
Tuesday night of this week found

two equally quintets striving for
supremacy. The scene was laid at
the Ardmore Recreation Alleys and
the teams were the Merion Fire
Company and the "Varsity," Villa-

nova's contribution to the Main
Line Bowling League.
Headed by Captain Zwlegard, the

Varsity, re-enforced by Doyle, Hill-

en, Hensel and Hanlon, realized tliat

it was for a tough battle and 'mid
roars and cheers from the gallery
started the most interesting and
hard fought match that has ever
been witnessed at the alleys.

With Doyle as the lead-off man,
the Varsity had, as Its initial score,

a strike. But it didn't stop there
for immediately John Mullen of the
Fire Company, equalled the feat and
the score was tied. In order to

lighten the suspense of the reader, a
short resume would only repeat the
score as first the Varsity was in tlie

lead and then the Merlon Fire Com-
pany. Not until the last ball was
thrown and the score tallied up
was it known to whom belonged the
victory. The first game went to the
Hosemen by a nine pin total.

The second game, no less in im-
portance than the first, and as
greatly exciting, also went to the
"Fire Eaters" but this time by a
still slenderer margin of eight
pins.

Realizing that the final game
would give them an even break, the
Varsity at once took the lead and
held it throughout the contest. The
final tally showed Vlllanova victori-

oas by eighty-nine pins. Incident-
ally the final game meant an extra
point to the Varsity since they had
rolled the high game of the night
for an extra point.
After two hours of hectic bowling

the two teams discovered that
neither was better than the other
and the result proved that fact.

The official scorer registered two
points for each team and now the
Varsity goes into the third week of

the tournament in third place.

It seem* that some Freshman tried

to piny the part of a Sophmore, but
the Vigilance Committee didn't give

Us full approval.

You will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . because

it is made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

give you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . • . because it is made o1

fine materials—inside and out.

KDWARI) FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

will be displayed by Mr Lin Hill,

our representative, who will call

on you here at the college

28.75
TWO
PRICES 38.75

E
DWARD

CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

COLLKGF HUMOR HAS
GOOD PREDICTIONS

Saturday, October 12th, witnessed
the first real upsets of the College
Grid and many sport writers found
their predictions sadly amiss. The
October issue of College Humor
contains the foot ball schedule of
the month and an excellent list of
predictions. Like his fellow writers
the Sporting Editor of this publi-
cation did not anticipate some of

the major upsets but most of his

predictions were correct and we be-
lieve he deserves much credit for

his careful study of the foot ball

situation.

According to the foot ball predic-
tions of this writer Rockne's eleven
was due to administer a 14-7 beat-
ing to the lads from Annapolis; and
so it was. Washington-Jefferson was
picked to defeat the Bisons of
Lewisburg 14-6 and W. and J. came
through. The Purple Crusaders of

Holy Cross were chosen victors over
our old rivals from New Brunswick
by a 20-0 margin and the final

score of this contest found Rutgers
on the wrong end of a 20-3 score.

The chief upsets not recorded in

the College Humor previous to the
game time were the Brown-Prince-
ton affair, which the Tigers had
been picked to win 10-0; Fordham-
New York University contest had
been awarded Chick Meehan's club
and our battle in Boston, although
picked as a close game, proved an-
other big upset.

VILLANOVAN SPONSORS
INTER FRAT LEAGUE

Finul Roiiiid in Tennis Tour-

nament Brings Together

(umtrui Hi(^i Boys

The finals of the tennis tourna-
ment brings together Sol Berman
and Charley Laveson, who emerged
victorious from a field of 32 con-
testants. Berman advanced by vlr-

ture of his victory over Pat Suarez,
while Laveson defeated Johnny
Sykes.
The early rounds found many

keen battles taking place. Dennis
Buckley created a mild upset by de-
feating Manuel Suarez in three sets,

Buckley won the first set, lost the
second but cjune through to take
the third. Bbth players played
hard, aggressive tennis throughout.
Because of illness, Tom Doollng was
unable to put in an appearance and
defaulted to Tomasuli.
In the quarter-finals, Bermai) de-

feated Tomasuli, 6-3, 6-2. The lattei

played good tennis but Berman's
experience proved to be the decid-
ing factor. The match between
Sykes and Buckley was a thriller

Sykes won the first set, 7-5, lost the
second, 6-4, but took the third, 6-3.

In the other match. Prank Mahan
was forced to default to Pat Suarez,
another seeded player.

In the semi-finals Sykes lost a
tough match to Laveson. The for-
mer played an excellent brand of
tennis but many double-faults
proved his undoing. In the other
match Berman won over Pat Suarez
6-2, 6-2. The scores do not indi-
cate the closeness of the struggle,
almost every game going to "deuce."
Suarez is a much Improved player
and gives promise of landing a Var-
sity berth next season.

By a strange coincidence both
finalists hail from the same high
school. Central High of Philadel-
phia. Laveson captained the team
In 1926. The year Berman played,
1927, he was scholastic champion of
the city, winning 19 out of 20
matches. Both are veteran match
players and the finals promise to be
keen and hard fought. The winner
must capture three out of five sets

Third round:
Berman defeated Tomasuli, 6-3,

6-2; Buckley defeated M. Suarez,
6-3, 2-6, 6-1.

Quarter finals:

Sykes defeated Buckley, 7-5, 4-6,
6-3; Mahan defaulted to P. Suarez.

Semi-finals:
Berman defeated P. Suarez, 6-2,

6-2; Laveson defeated Sykes 6-4,
6-3. V

The VlUanovan announces today
the donation of a cup to be awarded
to the champion eleven of the Inter-

Fraternity Football League, which Is

to be organized In the near future.

The league will bo made up of the

live active fraternities now on the

campus. Epsllon Phi Theta, Lnmba
Kappa Delta, Pi Omega Phi, Delta

PI Epsllon, and Phi Kappa PI.

The season will consist of a roun I

robin tournament, four games for

each team. At the conclusion

of the play. this newspaper
will present a cup to the winning
grldders.

Inter-Praternlty athletics received

a great boost at Vlllanova last spring,

when the baseball league and the

E. P. T. boxing bouts were successful.

These two events along with the un-
official basketball and tennis tourna-

ments aroused to much Interest

among the fraternity members that

the VlUanovan, attempting to foster

a better spirit of Intermural activity,

has decided to sponsor the football

league.

Inter-fraternity and Inter-dorml-

tory atheletlcs have proved most suc-

cessful and worth-while wherever

tried. So great an authority as Knute
Rockne. head coach at Notre Dame,

says that much of the credit for the

Indiana Institution's fame In the

gridiron world Is derived from players

who originally had little or no

promise on matriculating. Play In

the Inter-frat contests brought out

their best points, enabling those who
would have otherwise scorned ath-

letics, to try to make the varsity

teams.
With this purpose In mind, the

VlUanovan is sponsoring this league,

and Judging from the athletic spirit,

and Just now the football spirit. It

will be backed heartily by the stu-

dent-body.

(Continued Prom Page One)

the ball slip from his grasp.

On one of these occasions during

the march for the second touch-

down Jim Henry scooped in the

ball and came near to scoring him-
self.

Gillespie concluded the tallying

when he counted from the five yard

line. Johnny had to leg it though.

The play appeared to be off tackle

but no hole gleamed so he beat it

for the sideline and distanced his

pursuers in crossing over. Captain
Melanson failed at the try for

point.

The second half contained one
bright spot beside the spectacular

attempts of the opponents to score

by heaving long passes. Tommy
Morgan caught a Cardinal punt at
midfield and raced back forty-five

yards before being forced out on
the five-yard mark.
A case of Bostonitis attacked the

club apparently at this juncture, for

they lost a half dozen yards and the

ball, while a third touchdown was
lost.

The home boys clearly showed
their superiority in all departments
of the game. The contest has a
parallel in last year's encounter
with Temple. The week before the
Owl clash Vlllanova met the first

tough spot in her schedule in
Bucknell and a reaction set in the
following Saturday. This season
we hooked up with Boston College,

also a nasty nut to crack and then
against Catholic U. the let down
came.

ViUanova Catholic U.

4 for 58 yds. kickoffs 1 for 45 yds.

4 for 45 yds punts 8 for 42 yds.

70 yards penalties 15 yards

6, 2 recovered fumbles

VPPLICATIONS NOW
OPEN FOR BETA GAMMA

(Continued Prom Page One)

remain. t

Professor Jonas, moderator of the
Koclety, gave a talk upon the bright
prospect for the future. "Father
Grells and everyone else," he said,

"are anxious to see the debating
team getting out and competing
with other colleges."

A discussion arose on the advis-
ability of accepting a challenge from
a girls college which was arulous to

meet Vlllanova. The consensus that
such a contest would create Interest

in the society and according a com-
mittee was appointed by the chair to

obtain more particulars.

Next week the society will consider

applications for membership. Anyone
deslrelng membership in the Beta
Gama should hand his name In for

consideration as soon as possible.

New members are admitted to the
society only during the last week in

October and the last week In Feb-
ruary.

At the meeting to be held tomorrow
there will be an open debate re-

stricted to members present at the

last meeting. Speeches will be

limited to five minutes. Next week
the regular debates will once more be

In order.

Mr. Grill, treasurer of the Beta

Gama, reported that all bills from

the preceding year had been paid. He
also stated that because of early ex-

penses, dues for the coming year

would be collected at the coming
meeting. -.

., -.

Terry L. E Gerth
Edwards . . L, T O'Connor
Witkowski ..s.. L. G Collin

Bradley C Ambrose
Koblls R. G Mullen
Harkins R. T Raiche
Kelly R. E Lyons
McLaughlin Q. B Oliver
Bermingham . . L. H. B. . . Murphy
August . . R. H. B Champo
Gardner P. B DeMello
Vlllanova 6 6 —12
Catholic U —
Touchdowns—Gardner, Gillespie.

Substitutions: Vlllanova—McGann
for Terry, Sheehan for Edwards,
Hillen for Witkowski, Donovan for
Bradley, Milne for Kobilis, Baucher
for Harkins, Henry for Kelly, Mor-
gan for McLaughlin, Gillespie for
Bermingham, McAndrews for Aug-
ust, Melanson for Gardner, Terry
for McGann, Edwards for Sheehan,
Witkowski for Hillen, Bradley for

Donovan, Kobilis for Milne, Har-
kins for Boucher, Kelly for Henry,
McLaughlin for Morgan, Berming-
ham for Gillespie, Highfield for Mc-
Andrews, Andrewlevich for High-
field, Welsh for Bradley. Catholic
U.—Blast for Gerth, N. McGrath for
Collins, O'Brien for Ambrose,
Menke for Mullen, Zeno for Lyons,
Kane for Murphy, O'Connor for
McGrath, Lyons for Zeno, Zeno for
Lyons, Monaco for Collins, Mc-
Namara for Menke.

Statistics from the Villanova-
Catholic U. game.
Vlllanova Catholic U.
13 first downs 3

338 yards gained from scrimmage 119
9 forward passes attempted 26
4 for 47 forward passes completed

9 for 91 yards
forward passes intercepted 3

THIS AND THAT
wildcats are still stronger than

Eagles even If Ihe Eagles arfr-^rained

to tie kaota. '

If cheer leaders walk in their sleep

after a tied game, we wonder whether

or not the coach drives a tallyho.

Some of VlUanova's self boasted

sailors didn't seem to have much
time to become acclimated aboard

the Commonwealth.

We've tried to figure out what the

attractions down at toldy-told and

told avenue, but have failed quite

signally.

Some of the student body have

found It advisable to Imbibe some of

Boston's maligned culture, especially

through 'billets.'

Football and nature's beauty In the

fall flow serenely by and down the

stream on a dark bark comes a knight

striking terror Into the hearts of the

Fresh, the quarterlies draw nigh.

Now that the world series are over

some of our fellows will be financially

embarassed for the rest of the winter

in order to pay foolish bets on the

Cubs.

There was quite a holdup in Boston

while the band paraded through the

streets.

We saw a Prosh on his hands and

FRESHMAN MANAGERS

Mr. Blaney, Junior manager of

football, requests all those Fresh-

men who answered the call for

Freshmen football managerial

candidates, to report Thursday
evening at 7.1.'> in Room A.

Academy. Mr. Blaney wishes to

outline the duties of the various

candidates in preparation for the

Oglethorpe game. He also wishes

to speak to those who have been

delinquent in the pursuance of

their appointed tasks in the past.

Junior Rings

Now Ready

Mr. Macklin, chairman of the

Junior Ring Committee, has re-

ceived the first consignment of

rings and those who have ordered

their rings can obtain them at any
time from Mr. Macklin.

Orders for rings will be filled

within three weeks after they are

placed in the mails. Those who
have been measured for rings are

requested to place their orders as

soon aS possible so that the com-
mittee may close the transaction

with the jewelers.

All those who have received their

rings express great satisfaction not

only with the workmanship of the

article, but especially with the

guarantee which they have received.

The manufacturers of the ring give

a life-time guarantee not only on

the gold but also on the stone. If

at any time the stone should crack

or chip It will be replaced free of

charge. This unique guarantee was
made possible because all of the

class Is to purchase Its rings from

one concern. In other years stu-

dents could purchase their rings

wherever they chose.

knees the other day. Wonder if the

Burns Detective Agency would care to

hire any bloodhounds. Wonderful

olfcr, prices reasonable.
DeBunk

FRANK DiBERANDINO WINS HVTCHINS SHOES
The George Hutchins Shoe Company, of Philadelphia, announces

Mr. Frank DiBerandino as winner of the Score Ggesa ng Contest held

for the Catholic U game. Mr. DeBerandino's guess of 13 to was but

one point off. However, we feel as though some of the other boys

should have honorable mention, as there were four who come mighty

close, guessing 14-0, namely: Edward Litwin, Thomas Scanlon, Ed-

ward Ash, and Joseph Sofronko, and we hope one of these boya will

have an opportunity to wear a pair of Geo. Hutchins Shoes.

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER WEEKLY CONTEST

With this issue of the Villanovan you will receive a slip for thia

week's "Guess the Football Score" contest. All students are invited

to send their slip to the Geo. Hutchins Stores, 5621 Germantown ave.,

Phila. The winner of this week's contest will be announced in th*

next issue of the Villanovan.

SKNIOR BALL COM-
MITTKK VKRY ACTIVE

(continued from page one)

again.
The samples of the favors have

been pre.sentcd to the committee
and are of such high qualliV that

they arc experiencing a dlfllculty In

the .selection of one but It has been

guaranteed that any one of them
would be a very pleasing and valu-

able gift. _^___^

TYPEWRITERS
AH Makes

Rentod to Stiuh'nts

At SfH'cial Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACIIINK CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

LoniHt 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PAv

I'Ik.ih- 254

GROFF, Druggist

Come in and Try a

GROFF MILK SHAKE
SODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

ColU'pe Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

Call "DOC* Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975

For Your Drug Wants
HE DELIVERS

Quality Foodi at Popular Prices

Paramonnt Tsvem, Roscmont

YOU'LL LIKE IT!

L

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

OFFICIAL COLLEGE
TAILOR

All Suits Ordered Before

Nov. 1, will receive a

lOVr Reduction \r

DELUXE
ROADATERIA

Open All Night

Excellent Food at

Popular Prices

h
_

Steaks, (]|io|)H, All Kinds

of SandwicliesJ—Real

Coiiee

DELUXE
ROADATERIA
Corner Lancaster Pike

Spring Mill Road

CenHuldiiiis Stolid
Af£/V'S SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET

5621 GERMANTOWN AVE. 2752 GERMANTOWN AVL

4058 LANCASTER AVE. 4405 MAIN ST.« MANAYUNK

/
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Homecoming Marked
By Crowd Despite

Weather Conditions

K. C. Council

Signs More
Members

Elections Held
By Sophomore
Students

DowniMMir Makrs Tor Discomfort Hut Fails lo Damp Ardor
^;^^„^^ Chapter Offers Many Hdated Election Is Condiiet-

of "OUi Oatls. Many Classes Hepre-
hi /

sented in Anmial Visitation
Advantages To

Students

(:()ele(;e holds ol»E^ iioi se for chests keen interest shown

CARDJINAE ATTEINDS
ROSEMOINT CEREMONY
His Eminence, Cardinal Dough-

erty, assisted by Fattier Griffln and
i-'atner Sparrow, presided at tne

layniy oi the corner-stone of May-
lair Hall at Roscmont College on
I'uesday alternoon, October 29th.

His t^mnience was gieeted by the
t'aciuty and student body in the
auditorium in Good Counsel Hall
iioiii wliere he proceeded to the
platform prepared for the dedica-
tion. When the corner-stone was
laid and Mayfair Hall blessed, the
Cardinal went to the Main Building
for a meeting of the Board of
'trustees and dinner.

In a short but very hearty ad-
dress to the Faculty and students.
His Eminence said that he was de-
lighted with the progress that
Roseniont College has made during
the very few years of its existence,
and that it is one of the most re-
markable reports in the diocesan
records.

Arts Men
Form New

Fraternity

Epsilon Phi Theta
Onief!;a Phi Meet

Consolidate

and Pi

and

It was fir.it a cloudy and finally

a rainy Villanova that welcomed
with open arms her noble sons as

they came back to visit as proud
alumni the ground they once trod

as hopeful students. A cloudy and
foreboding sky made a vain attempt
to cast an air of gloominess over
the occasion but tiie joyful spirit oi

"Homecoming" was triumphant.

Whi.e Jupiter Pluvius reigned (as

well aj rained) without, hospitality

reigned within, and the siieltering

portals of Villanova were only nuiae
uoubly welcome by the inciement
weather.
From far and near they came.

Singley and in pairs or groups. Un-
accompanied or with their lamiiies.

Before game time the campus and
buildings were thronged with wan-
aering groups. Along the winding
pathways or through the echoing
corridors they slowly wended then-

way marvelling at tne a.most mag-
ical changes that have taken place

since their graduation "back in
'98.

' Wonderment was expressed by
all and nothing but the highes.
praise wa.; bestowed upon the Au-
gustinian Fathers for .so magnifi-
cently accomplLshing this great im-
provement.
That it rained during the Home-

coming is perhaps simoolic. Two
years ago when a storm of adver.ii-

ties rained down upon Villanova,
the alumni in answer to an appeal
gathered together and sent tlieir

aid to the support of their Alma
Mater. Now upon the day appointed I

for them to come ai>d view the I

fruits of their efforts they an.swer
the call and in ^pite of the adverse
weather they again gather togetJier,

but this time in perso.v and view
with pride a new Villanova. Two
years ago Villanova's very existence
was threatened an* J^q./V]qiqiU.%H-:

4 MURPHY IS PRESinENT
swered the call. I,.ai-t S^tturday Ur , _____
r.uccess of the "Homefcorninf^"' i^'as

;
r „„. -ixr, , „,.

.,,'
,

ii- t J I- i. ii- • ri."Su Wiciiu'iclay ev nlng; at u out
threatened but the Alumni were

\

' ^ •'

there. They filled the boxes tha
j

"'''*'"^' "^ ^'^'^ '^'" ''^"1 art frateinl-

lined our side of the field at th( ''*•''• '•h^ Pi Omt'ga Phi and the Epsl-
football game a id cheered the team .on Phi Thcta, ui.ssoluUon of both 01-
on to its nineteenth co.i iecr.t.vc ViC- • ,,i,iy .n,,,,^ ,,,..„ „ff„„,„,, ,
. „ ,„! 1,1 J 1 » -1 h"i'i''.'i.tion.s w.i.s effected and a new
tory. Thev assembled later on in
the Dining Hall at a fe.;tive dinner '

""^^'""-y ^'""i''- the old name oi

as guests of the college. They .sa.ig
j

Ep.siion Piii Theta wa.s formed con-
and danced to the tunes of all the 1 M.sulni; of the member.s of the two
Vilanova .songs in the eveniivj at ijo cgamzatiom. This move marK.s

,

ilie end of a long existing conflict on

ients of the famous Villanova hos-
I

^'i*- campus. The Pi Omega Phi,

wliicli lia.s Ijten in exlstance over a

y< ar coiisi.sts of tlie Junior class and
a part 01 tlie Sopliomore class.. The
Kp-iloii Piii Tlieta whicli was active.

y

itoi!^;aiH/.cd over u year ago consist.s

I . ilu Scn.or cuuss and a part of thi

8()|)li<)inore cla.ss. The Pre.snmaii cla-ss

lia.s not yet Joliifcl either fraternity
Init it was reported tlial fifteen 01

.liim were pledged to tlie former of-
(uiii^aLioii. Boin oigalilzatioiui iiail

giowu in (lie .--luirt time of their ac-
tive (Xi.siunci' from an incoiuspicuous
ml alley to a mo.st powerful jjoditloii

on till' campus. The various activi-

ties tliat they .sj)on: ored liust year.
1 e. tlie boxliiK tourney and the
Icniiis t(nirnaiiuiit, bear witness to

this fact.

Tlie meeting lielU last Wednesday
iiitj;ht was tile culmination of the
Ki owing power of tlie.sc two organiza-
tions and it was agreed upon tliat It

would be for the bettermi nt of both
organi/.atlons and the advancement
of the Arts course if tliey would
combine.

In a brief address Fatlier Flnlc

opened the meeting and outlined Its

purpo'^^e. He tlien appointed Mr.
Bernard Holan as temporary cliair-

man to take diarge. Then the presi-

I

dents of both organlzatlo.is, Mr. Ed-
ward M. Hookey of PI Oomega Phi
and Mr. William Murphy of the Epsi-
lon Phi Tlieta each gave short talks

giving tlie views of both fraternltlei.

upon tlie consolidation Various
plans were then discussed by th(

members and finally an agreemen;
witfi reached. The former dlssolutioi'

of both fraternities was then effected

and the election of officers for the
newly formed organizations took
place. Mr. William Murphy was
nominated and unanimously chosen
as president. Mr, Edward M. Hookey
was likewise unanimously chosen
as vlce'-presldent. Mr. Joseph Cho-
quette was elected secretary, and Mr.

William Dlneen was elected treasurer.

The feeling of good will and good
fellowship that prevailed at this

meeting and the orderly manner in

i which it was conducted certainly

speaks well for the future succesB of

the newly formed organization. We
noticed, too. n Blgnlftcant fact tnat

cemented the bond of good fellowship

between the members of the fraterni-

ty; Mr Murphy and Mr Choquotto
were nominated by two Juniors, and
Mr. Hookey and Mr. Dlneen were
nominated by two Seniors. We hope
this feeling of goodfcllowshlp will

continue.

To this newlv orKanl7.ed fraternity

THE VILLANOVAN extends the

hrarty wrlcome of the faculty and

ed Entirely by Members
of Student (Council

sin(;eey ke-elected

the Gymnasium at the Jcnsey City
Club's Daice. They were the recip

pitality; and after a fond farewell
they went their ways with vivid

memories of thi-ir college days, bolii

pa.it and present, dancing before
their eyes.

^E\V YORK AEIMM
AP^r^Oli^CE DA^CE

It Wius announced iccently by the
ihr Villanova Club of N<'w York thai
the ladlc.s' Auxiliary would give .1

(aid party on Saturday aflcrnoDii.

November it, I'M'.). The party is to

be given in the Winter Oiuclcn of tlic

Hold McAl|)in Tickct.-i niav be oh-
lalni 1 (rciii Miss ,Iulla V. Burke, in
eaic o; The Tablet. Brooklyn, New
York.

Entering upon the seventh year of

existence at Villanova, the frater-

nity of the Knights of Columbus
gives promhe of becoming more nu-
merous and stronger than In any
previous year.

When the Villanova Council was
formed in 1922 it numbered over one
hundred members. In the yeura Im-
nuUiately following, spirit lagged and
the mLmborship dwindled to a mere
handlul. During the past three
years,however the work has been
taken up again and the organization
is once more on a strong footing. Its

membership has reached the hundred
mark and new applications are being
received daily.

.\ctlvl(ies Plaiiiied

An extensive program lor the com-
ing year Is being planned which will

increase not only sports but also so-
cial activity. Teams for every sport
will be organized if the members de-
.sire them and show a willingness to

participate.

At present particular attention is

being paid to the formation of a
basketball team. The K. of C. has had
ba.sketball teams In the past which
liave met with varying success in
games played most against amateur
Uams of Philadelphia. With this
Vtais Increased membership it Is

hoped that a team will be picked
which will prove a great winner.

K. ('. I'reseiits .Muiiv .\(l\antuKes
The Villanova Council of the

Kniglits of Columbus holds forth
many advantages to the college man.
I'irst of all, by Joining the college
Council the student can .save from
ten to fifteen dollars on the entrance
fee alone. After graduation from
colic ge the student can transfer to
anv council in the country and he
will be on an equal footing with the
other members.
Membership carries with it an in-

surance policy of one thousand
dollars the value of which needs no
explanation.

A member of the Knights of Col-
v:"bur; r.t Villanova can go to any
K. of C. club house in any part of
the UnltLd Slates and he will be re-

ceived as a brother. Every convcii-
lence of the club will be open to his
use This fact alone should be of
gnat Inducement. It Is an Invalu-
able asset to the man who happens to
bi traveling In strange cities. To
know that he can stop anyplace and
entov himself with a feeling of ea:ie

and fumiliaritv is a coilsolliig thought
to the traveler who might find him-
self yearning for home and friends.

These are orrly a few of the ad- i

vantages offcre'd by the Knights of I

Columbus. Its value Is proven by the
fiict that today it is one of the most '

powerful fraternal organlzatlcms in

tlie United States.

Last Tuesday, Oct. 29, the Sopho-
more Class elected the following
officers: President, Harry Singley;
Vice-President, Jack McDermott;
Treasurer, Eric Storms; Secretary,
Joseph Dietz. Messrs. DriscoU and
Garrity were elected to represent
the class on the Student Council.

This year, in order to prevent vot-
ers from being influenced by Class
affiliations, an innovation was in-
augurated in the method of holding
elections. The Belle Aire Office
was utilized as a polling booth and
members of the Student Council
were present to act as watchers.
Atlhough votes could be cast from
12 to 5 p. m. the majority of the
Sophomores had voted before 2
o'clock. Each student as he en-
tered, received a printed ballot on
which space was reserved for in-
dividual choice for offices. Each
man had to sign his name to his
ballot and in this way it was pos-
sible to check the legitimacy of
each ballot.

Hairy Singley and Eric Storms
both come from the Playground of
the World. Jack McDermott is a

'

product of Jersey City and Joseph
Dietz claims Poughkeepsie as his!
home town. All these men with the

|

exception of Mr. Dietz held offices
[

in their Freshman year.

A class usually elected it officers
for the Sophomore year just before
the end of their Freshman career.
In June last year it was impossible
to get the entire Freshman Class
together due to diflferences in
schedules. However two of three
mect-ngs were held and the Vigi-
lance Committee was elected but
It was thought best to postpone
elections for major offices until ev-
ery man would be able to cast his
vote.

The nominations for officers were
as follows:

For President -Jack Daly, Wm.
Barnes, Martin Gill.

For Vice-President—Jack Mc-
Dermott, James Giblln.
For Treasurer—John Gaughn,

Thomas O'Brien, Eric Storms, John
Enright.
For Secretary—Robert Russel,

Joseph Deitz, John Hickey, Joseph
Dougherty.
For Student Council ttwo)—James

Garrity, Nick Catti, Ding Driscoll,
William Tracy.

McAndrew^s Mud Running
Features Victory Over

Southern Petrels

Wind and Rain Hampers Play of Hotli Elevens.—Gardener-
Rirniinghani Coast for Tonehdowns.

—

(iillespir oil Sidelines

MSITORS* ATTACK CKRTAILED BY ELEMENTS

TICKETS ON SALE FOR
LAST TIME TODAY

student tickets for the Villa

-

nova-Bucknell game will be on
sale for the last time today. They
may be obtained at any time in
the Vice-President's office. Fath-
er Fink wishes to emphasize the
fact that positively no tickets
will be sold at Villanova after to-

day. The number of tickets

which Villanova has been allow-
ed is limited a ;d returns must be
made to the ticket agency in
Scranton, before Thursday even-
ing.

Students who are going on the
Special train can, on presenting
their A. A. books, obtain Three
Dollar tickets for Two Dollars.

BREAKFAST AT 6:30
In order to allow ample time

to those making the Scranton trip

breakfast will be served in the
Dining Hall at 6:30 Sat. Morn-
ing.

Membership of

Council Still

Restricted

Representatives to Re (iranl-

«'d to Eoiir Erats

Only

Thanksgiving

HoHdays to

Be Curtailed

Sliident Coiincll

Student Council meetings are held
rrgularlv each week on Wednesday
evenings at 7 o'clock in Room 106

Mendel Hall.

NOTICE

recently a call was made by
this paper for candidates. A
goo.lly number respoi^ded and
have since been assigned to the
difTeront departments of the
staff. However at this time the
Busine.ss Manager wishes to
make known that there are sev-
eal positions to be filled in the
bu.iiness department. Anyone
interested is requested to call at
101 Austin Hall.

Extra Days To Rr
To R<*^idar Stay

Christmas

Added
at

SAT. (;ame is reason
Duo to the fact that students liv-

ing nt a distance cannot go home for

the Thank.sgivlng holidays and know-
ing that manv wish to view the Vllla-

nova-Temple grme the usual Thanks-
giving vacation has been curtailed

tp a .«lnKle day -Thanksgiving Day.

However as the students do not wish
to lose these extra days the authori-

ties have deemed It fit to add them
to the Christmas holidays. This Idea

l;i best suited to the Interefits of all,

as no time Is really denied but placed

where It can do the most good, for

those living at a distance will be able
to spend more time home during the
Christmas season Instead of rcmaln-
InR here for the Thanksgiving recess.

Manv Hchools have this as their regu-
lar program and many VUlannvans
favor It more than the customary
procedure The Temple game 1h the
last and possibly the biggest game of
the vear. and few. If any, of the stu-
dents would miss It. Attendln-^ the
Knme would mean coming home to

the game which would be Inconven-
ient The adopted plan Is the best

,
(he entire ctudent body upon her

nnfl will meet, we are sure, with th*"
|

nppearnnce upon the campus with
e.pproval of the students. I best wishes for her future success.

Special Train Will Carry
800 Students and Grads

To Scene ofBattle

Earj:;est \ illan«)\a E(dlov\in^ on Eorei<i;n Eield Expectetl to

\\'itness Rison-Wildeat Scrap Saturday.

—

Ruses Leave (College at 7 A. M.

TEAM TO RE SERENADED AFTER (iAME

A blue and white victory over the
Bucknell Bisons this Saturday is

an assured fact—that is, if student
support can win foot ball games.

Elated by the prowess of their
irid warriors and inspired by the
hope of adding another victory to
the list, over eight hundred students
and alumni will leave the Reading
Station at eight o'clock Saturday
morning. A special train will

"arry them to Scranton where "the
Battle of the Century*' as far as
Villanova is concerned, will be
waged.

Bucknell's team possesses a won-
derful record so far this .season and
it will do all In its power to drag
Villanova's eleven through the mire
to defeat.
The wooden stands of Brook's

field will reverberate to the cheers
of thousands of frenzied rooters; it

will rock to its very foundations as
volley after volley of thunderous
exhortations sweeps acrass the
field.

Both Bands to Play
When the special train pulls into

the station Saturday morning. Fa-
ther Fink's Band will be the first

to hop aboard. This troupe of mu-
sic makers under the guidance and
leadership of Jim Kettrlck, has
achieved quite a reputation lx)th at
home and abroad. Its ability to

form letters while marching and

playing has, on many occasions in-

.spired spectators with awe and ad-
miration.
The band will have a difficult task

on its hands Saturday afternoon.
While our eleven is liattling for
supremacy on the gridiron the band
will be striving for superiority in

another field. The University of

Bucknell boasts of a wonderful
band which will outnumt>er that of

Villanova by at least ten men. It

is their intention to make our mu-
sicians pale into insignificance along
side their more voluminous aggrega-
tion.

Team to be Serenaded
After the game tiic entire Villa-

nova Student Body will march to

the Hotel Casey. There they will

await the return of the foot ball

team. There, win or lose, the Blue
and White grldders will be seren-
aded. The opposing team will also

be given a chance of learning that
Villanovans are true sports win
or lose.

On Saturday evening the custo-
mary dance will be held in the
main ballroom of the Hotel Casey.
Kettrlck's 'Villanovans will furnish

the music from nine 'till twelve.

In order to give everyone an op-
portunity of attendln? the dance,

the special train will not leave

Scranton until 1:30 Sunday mom-
Infir.

OFFICERS E L E C T E D
Last Wednesday night a lengthy

session of the Student Council was
held in Mendel Hall. The two rep-

resentatives of the Sophomore Class,

who were elected the preceding day,

were formany aamiiied to the or-

ganization. The cases of students
who had broken rules were heard
and judgements pronounced. Re-
quirements for membership to the
Council were defined for the bene-
fit of clubs seeking representation.
After this an election of officers

took place and the meeting came
to a close.

After the votes cast in the sopho-
more election were counted it was
found that the Class of '32 had
chosen Messrs. Harold Driscoll and
James Garrity to be its representa-
tives on the Student Council. Mr.
Driscoll more familiarly called
"Ding," is a member of the Business
School. He is aLso among the Law-
rence men on the foot ball team.
Mr. James Garrity, also a member
of the Busine.ss School, comes fiom
Englcwood, N. J. Both men dis-

played a keen interest in their new
responsibility.

Men appeared before the Council
charged with either not having re-

ported in or out. Cases were heard
and given due consideration. One I

or two were excused but the ma-
jority of .students were found guilty I

and were inflictod with the pre-
j

scribed .sentences.

Several organizations asked to be
accorded representation. Their re-

quest was refused for many reasons,
the chief three being: 1. If clubs
were recognized the Council would
become large and unwieldy. 2.

Certain groups would be represented
more than once. 3. The present
Council gives everyone representa-
tion and because of its size func-
tions quickly. Membership in the
present Council is restricted to four
men from the Senior Class, three
from the Junior Class, two from the
Sophomore Class, and one from
the Freshman Class. The four fra-
ternities: Epsilon Phi Theta, Phi
Kappa Pi, Lambda Kappa Delta,
Delta Pi Epsioln. and the Villanovan
and Belle Aire each have a repre-
.sentative.

In a previous meeting Mr. William
Kelly was elected Chairman but it

was deemed best to postpone other
elections until the Sophomore Clasd
was represented. These elections
were held at the last meeting. Mr.
James Heron, a Senior Arts man,
who has served on the Council for
four years, was unamlnously elected
VIce-Chairman. Mc. Frank Han-
Ion, al.so a Senior Arts man, was
elected to the office of Secretary
by another unaminous vote. Mr.
Hanlon had been appointed tempor-
ary Secretary at a preceding meet-
ing and the capable way in which
he fulfilled this appointment led
to his election.

The next meeting of the Student
Council will be held in Mendel Hall
on November 6, at 7 p. m.

From deep in the canebrake fast-
ness of Southern Georgia the
Stormy Petrels of Oglethorpe Uni-
versity, conquerors of the mighty
Georgia U. foot t>all team, came all

the way to the Wildcat threshold
for a thorough drenching of both
body and morale, as the Felines
waded and swam to victory.
The first rainy day in three years

of Villanova foot ball greeted the
southern visitors in their premiere
bow to northern hospitality. Ten
thousand dampened spectators lined
the banks to egg on Admiral Mel-
anson and his hardy crew steer the
undefeated Blue and White craft
into port. The odds were quoted at
17 to 7.

Harry Robertson, the Gold and
Black tutor, former assistant to
Chick Meehan, brought a fast and
tricky squad to test the Wildcats'
claws. The festivities opened with
the best of cordiality and a good
cheer. A benevolent sun beemed
down on a staditun blooming in a
riot of color, the color held its own
riot later on, and the poor press-
men were freely pitied as they
sweltered inside the glass coop.
The second string Villanova team

played hosts to the opening whistle
and promptly buckled down to duty
by charging over 62 yards to a
touchdown in the first seven min-
utes of combat. Terry kicked ofl
to Martin of the visitors and they
were held on their own 40 yard
line.

Villanova got the ball some 22
yards further East and mushed on
to score without relinquishing the
oval. Sky August ate up twelve
yards in two tries and then tossed

1 an aerial to Andrewlevich for an-
I

other first down. Another buck, a
pass and a wide end run by Sky
placed the ball on the one inch
mark from where Gardner counted.
Clete tallied the point on a wide
end run.

Herrin, cracker quarter, ran back
a punt 33 yards early in the sec-
ond period, placing his mates deep
in her own territory and August
punted to the middle of the field.
Herrin took the kick and raced
along the north sidelines till forced
out of bounds on Villanova's 15-
yard line. Oglethorpe scored on
the following play. Appling threw
a wide pass to Herrin and the lat-
ter stepped over the goal line.
Appling place kicked the extra
point and the game was back
where it started.
Our varsity took the field. John-

ny Gillespie remained on the side-
lines, but ready to be rushed in
should the occasion demand. Mel-
aiLson intercepted a pass after an
exchange of kicks and it became
our ball, first down on the Blue
and Gold 43 yard strip. Birming-
ham fumbled but recovered for a
3 yard loss. On the next play he
pas.sed to McGann for a first down.
Melanson made 22 yards in three
line bucks and then Birmingham
scraped up 7 more, resting the
pellet but 3 yards from the goal
line. A lateral pa.ss, Morgan to Bir-
mingham and it was over. Melan-

( continued on page four)

Triistlnit

Jones: Say, Bill lend me five dollars.

Bill: Sorry Jones, I have orUy four
dollars and seventy-five rent*.

Jones: Olmme that and I'll trust

you for the other quarter.

Jersey City

Club Dance
Held in Gym

V ietory and Homecoming
Are Climaxed by Bril-

liant Social Affair

A L TJ M N I A T T E N D
The Jersey City Club dance held

last Saturday evening in the Alumni
Hall Ovmnaslum was a fitting climax
to the events of "Home Coming Day."
Everything about the dance was
better than ever, the music, the dec-
orations, all were pronounced by
everyone to be Rreat. It was as If the
committee members realized the re-
sponsibility placed on their shoulders
of running an affair worthy of the
occasion. Homecoming! one of the
most Important events of the year.
The dav when the Alumni come back
as Kuests of the college. The day
when the utmost In hospitality must
be shown to them. The committee
proved themselves eqtial to the oc-
casion and the affair btaged last Sat-
urday evening In thf gymnasium was
one that will lonj? be remembered by
all who attended.

It was a real celebration. Not only
In honor of Homecoming but also
to celebrate our 19th consecutive
victory. The members of the vic-
torlus team was their as guests of
the club Most of the Villanova
rooters, as well, completed the victory
and celebrated It by attending the
dance. Tliere were equally as many

(continued on page two)
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Help Heat Hucknell

The Climax of our football season is just in the offing.

The cominj? Saturday will mark the conflict with^ our arch-

rivals, the *'Bisons" of Bucknell. In its schedule there is

one victory which a team desires most, one which means

more to it than many of the others, It is such a victory as

this which Villanova hopes to gain on the coming Saturday

at Scranton. In that section of the state this contest has

become an annual classic. The coming game has special im-

portance in that it is the last one to be played there and it is

somewhat for this reason that a special train is being char-

tered to go from Philadelphia to Scranton.

Among the students interest is very keen and widespread;

the usual question for the past week on the campus has been,

"Are you going to Scranton?" and the answer is in nearly

every case in the affirmative. In a sense such an attitude

shewn by the undergraduates is not surprising. While re-

siding at the college their interest is inevitably more active.

However it is our purpose to direct the attention of

those whose student days are past, the alumni, to this ex-

ceptional opportunity for them to manifest their interest in

the Alma Mater. The opportunity is the Villanova-Bucknell

football gume' at Scranton and the means to reach there, the

special train. It is both inspiring and encouraging for the

team to realize that they are being watched and cheered by

countless numbers of the old grads. It is made more appar-

ent to them just what part of the tradition of the school

which they are fulfilling. The presence in the alumni often

adds that extra pep and enthusiasm necessary to put the ball

across the goal line and to make their score the winning one.

With these thoughts in mind we urge that every alum-

nus who has not so far seriously considered iittending the

coming game avail himself of this chance at an unusually

reasonable rate and be present in Scranton when the Blue

and White defends its so far undefeated record of the season.

*****

Why An Education?

Recently, while leisurely perusing a national magazine,

we happened upon an article that discussed the value of an

education. True this theme is as old as the hills but the new-

viewpoints taken on the subject are what interested us most.

It seemed to believe that the nation's annual production of

graduate lawyers, engineers, doctors and other professional

men is mounting to a point far in excess of the number that

can be absorbed by oui' national life with financial profit to

the graduates themselves. The article stated that in the

past educated people have received highei' wages, not be-

cause they are educated, but because they were scarce.

When you increase the number of educated people the wages

of the individuals are automatically lowered. Thus, there

will come a time when an education will be of little oi- no

benefit due to the overflow of educated people in the present

day business world.

But already medical men have recognized this situation

and are taking definite steps to limit the number of physi-

cians by setting higher standards and by adding to the cost

of training. We all know of professors, highly educated

men, who work for comi)aratively small salaries because

their pi'ofession is their life. The same condition holds true

in other lines, where men labor for a lower salary than others

for which they might (juaiify, simply because of their devo-

tion to their profession. It is quite true that the benefits of

a college education have been exaggerated but the fact still

remains that the jobs of greater importance nearly all go to

learned men. Competition among educated men is greater

than ever before but the man who lacks training is unable

to even get into the race.

And aside from the economic phase of the discussion

the man who possesses knowledge possesses something that

will give him joy and happiness beyond the far reaching

hand of money. The ability to appreciate the finer things of

life; the insight to understand the masterpieces of the arts;

the jjower to go beneath the protoplastic stage of life and
extract its values which are the sweeter for being less ob-

vious, these are the elusive things that, once captured, make
life a glorious adventure.

ItellKliHiN Film MiN-lrty

A rell(;lons Film Society has been
founded In Home to further the pro-

pARatlon of the Cnthollc fnlth by
portruylng -the IIvph of snlnts and
Catholic subjects Renrrnlly In mo-
tion pictures.

A (iiniiKe

Peterson: I Just chnnROd my mind
Helen: I hope the new one workf-

b« tter.

'I never kmw what happiness

meant until I married," declarcn a

writer. It would be cynical to ttuggenl

that It wan too Inte then.—The
Humorist.

ICIlgorc: An abstract noun l« the
iiiime of Romc thing, you car. think of

but cannot touch. Olvc an example
Johnson.
Johnson: A red hot poker.

Wl>«e rmeker
Principal Anderson: Have you ever

been up before me?
Prank: I don't know. What time

do you get up?

KnockingAbout
the Campus

It U vet too early to tell whether
the EngllHh textile strike or the Cht-
neffe-Ru«Rlan dlnpute will cause an
Increase In the price of coal tbis

time.—American (Ind.) Herald.

Something about Games

When we were young, so long, long
ago, tnere was a lavonte game ot

uuttony-D u 1 1 o n y-wno's-got-t h e-

outton. Now (to use a subtitle) ten
>eais nave passed, and we still run
auoss people playing buttony-but-
toiiy. inere is only one ditlerence
—tney don t play it with buttons.
Almost anything will do. The
game, for instance, may easily be
played with magazines. The first

step is to put down a deposit on
your favorite periodical. After this
a number of charming variations
may be employed. The rules of the
same allow you to read one para-
graph of your own magazine but
the game can go merrily on if you
.lever even open the covers. Prom
this point the thing is comparatively
Simple. Either leave it on your
desk or lend it to a neighbor for
a Just-for-the-evening period. The
really important thing is to get
rid of the magazine. This will

furnish little difficulty. You are
now prepared to begin the game in
earnest. First you are to go to the
kind soul who borrowed the book.
If he is really interested in the
sport he will have long since given
It to somebody else. The chase is

now on and (oh, goody, goody)
there are two ways of winning. One
is to finally locate the missing pub-
lication in an ash-can. The other
a far more interesting procedure,
consists in tracking down the maga-
zine and in catching someone red-
handedly in the act of reading It.

Prom here on great finesse is re-
quired. The first move is to sug-
gest that the magazine is yours to

which the reader will Invariably
reply that it most certainly is his.

You now have him at a disadvan-
tage. Taking a quick step forward
you are to seize the bone of con-
tention then, folding it carefully,

thump it soundly but accurately
over his head being careful not to

injure the magazine. You may
now explain the game but caution
should be exercised so that the
thumping may come first and the
explanation second. This Is most
important. According to the rules
someone is now eligible to borrow
the book and the game can be re-
peated "ad nauseam."

What—ho and Other Greetings

If you were a lowly Prosh you no
doubt recall that pointed sentence
which instructed you to acquire the
•Hello-Habit." You did it of

course. You always do what you're
told and that is why so many men
keep shufiling into Student Council
meetings.

It was to be expected that not
everyone would say Hello. The in-

dividualists, of courso had to have
some distinctive form of greeting.

Well we have no quarrel with the
individualists. Only we would like

to track down the scoundrel who
invented the "What-are-you-say-
ing?" form of salutation. Por years
now we have been trying to think up
something in the way of a snappy
comeback. We have finally come
to the startling conclusion that
there is no snappy come-back. Por
instance—you are dashing madly
past some acquaintance, and you
fling a hurried "Hello" at him. In-
variably he will snap back with
"Hello there. Whatayasayin." You
pause in your mad flight, abashed,
unnerved, trying vainly to think of

just what you are saying. And in

the end you lamely mumble "Noth-
in." That's the only stock reply.

And yet it's an assinlne reply for in

this day and age the man doesn't

breathe who will admit freely that
he has nothing to say. So if you
are ambitious to solve problems you
can stay up nights over this one.

But don't be too ambitious. Remem-
ber what happened to Ceasar.

Our Rook-of-the-Month

Have you an inferiority complex?
If so write at once tor our new and
complete book of test questions.

Only 39 cents delivered! Beauti-
fully bound in blue denim and at-

tractively illustrated with full page
portraits of famous complexes do-
ing their darndest complexing. Our
book answers all your problems and
contains such interesting queries as

'Have you had to look for a seat
in the Dining Hall when everyone
else had a chair?" If so there is

something wrong with your personal
magnetism! Either that or there

isn't enough chairs!

And that sounds so much like a
discovery that we're willing to stop
right here!

Golden Opportunity No. 3

"Who answered that Phone?"
No one spoke in the hall,

The roommate unheeding was deaf
to the call.

The over-worked students "in toto"
were reading

The "RECORD," the "NEWS," or

the "POST," little heeding
The befuddled seeker who asked

.such a question.

No one bothered to answer or make
a suggestion.

AND the buzzer kept on buzzing!
All of which, with full apologies

to the ancient rhyme, happens
nightly in these fair halls of erudi-

tion. Something bright and .smart

should be done about this telephone
situation. So our gold-plated op-
portunity ofTer this week Is only
another helpful hint to those who
continually hanker after the al-

truistic. We came acro-ss some-
thing really worth while the other
day. In one of the corridors of

Mendel Hall someone has posted a
complete list of all the residents
with room numbers attached. To
be serious for the nonce (a heinous
offence for any columnist* we think
this is worth a thought and If you
have ever strained your larynx try-

ing to locate someone wanted on

WEEKL Y CALENDAR
''•' " Tuesday, November 5th

Lambda Kappa Delta Meeting, iviendell Hall 1.00 P. M.

Inter I'rateriuiy Dance (Jonimitiee Meeting, Pedigan Hail . .

.

a.ou P. M.

i-.aurence Ciub Meeting, Academy ..*...,..,,«. ''•OO P. M.
Coa. Crackers Club Meeting, Monastery ..".'.. .....,...,..i.k..i^ 7.00 P. M.
Varsity Bowiing Team, Arumore < » • t ..> t •*

.

9'W) P. M.
Wednesday, November 6th •

La Salle Club Meeting, Academy 12.30 P. M.
R. C. H. S. Club Meeting. Acaaemy .V 12.30 P. M.
Beta Gamma Society Meeting, Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall 7.00 P^ M.
V. P. C. Meeting, Academy ....»' 7.00 P.M.
Connecticut Valley Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P. M.

I'hursday, November 7th
Student Football Tickets, Belle Air Office , . . v.; . ^ 11.30 A. M.
isenior Class Meeting, Academy 1.00 P. M.
Chemistry Club Meeting, Amphitheatre 1.00 P. M.
Belle Air \ear Book Meeting, Academy 2.45 P. M.

Friday, November 8tb
•12.30" Club Meeting, Monastery ....,.., :U\ 12.30 P. M.
Stamford Club Meeting, Monastery ........................ 2.30 P. M.
Rally. Gyiti

, , ,. 7.00 P. M.
Saturday, November 9th

Buses for "Special" leave Villanova .v.
',

'.'.'.

.

7.00 A. M.
Special Train leaves Reading Terminal 8.00 A. M.
Bucknell vs Villanova, Scranton „ .

.

2.00 P. M.
Wilkes Barre Club Dance. Hotel Casey, Scranton .......... 8.30 P. M.

Sunday, November 10th
•Special" leaves Scranton j 1.30 A. M.
Mass at College Chapel 7.30 A. M.

Monday, November 11th
V. I. C. Meeting, Academy ' ...... , 12.30 P. M.
Delta Pi Epsilon Meeting, Academy "... ..,.;.. 1.00 P. M.
Junior Class Meeting, Academy ; , '.

,

I.OO P. M.
New Jersey Club Meetihg, Academy .

". ...,., 7.00 P. M.
Tuesday, November 12th

Phi Kappa Pi Meeting, Mendel Hall 11.45 A. M.
Beile Air Ball Committee Meeting, Academy ^ i2.30 P. M.

A PASSING THOUGHT

The tales of romance and ad-
venture enables us to visualize

an existence where life is never
dull. We may pass back through
the ages and stand upon the deck
of some Spanish galleon which,
under a wide ana starry sky,
races along the moon-trail. Wt
may watch the arrogant fleet of
Rome, glide over the limpid sur-
face of Mare Nostrum. Or again
we may be in the eerie jungles of
Africa, hemmed in by the creep-
er and vines, and drunk with
odors warm and heavy. But al-

ways we must return to the sor-
did smallness and tediousnfjss of
every day life. Our two brief es-

capes from a commonplace exis-
tence leaves us with only futile
longing. Nothing is more inane
than those people who wish for
romance and adventure. Why
should they wish, when the world
Is so replete with fascinating pos-
sibilities. All that is lacking is

observation an,d imagination. I

once Introduced an avid reader
to a D. S. C. man who was then
employed by the government in
ferreting out the leaders of a
huge narcotic ring. Ensuing con-
versation bordered on the trite

and the bookworm left his new
acquaintance without suspecting
his character. Romance and ad-
venture is based upon the strange
and unexpected but in our pro-
saic time we shun them as much
as possible. We inquire about
people Instead of discovering
them for ourselves If we visit a
friend in the country who would
walk home through the woods at
midnight. •'That's Foolish" is the
usual concensus but even Ches-
terton wrote an essay on the de-
''ense of nonsense. Drama is the
abstract philosophy of life, ro-
mance is the concrete enjoyment
of living. Romance and adven-
ture are everywhere but they are
only for those who will brave
new trials.

X. Y. Z.

JFRSEY CITY CLUB
DANCE HELD IN GYM

(Continued Prom Page One)
alumni present as there were students.
All were proud of their Alma Mater.
I'loud of the remarkable way In
which she had advanced educational-
ly, and proud also of the wonderful
proRress she has made socially epeak-
mpj. The decorations were In keeping
v/lth the Importance of the occasion.
The Owl Hop decorations were aag-

nicnted with colors of the Jersey City
Club. This made a most pleasing
Ofect that was favorably commented
upon by everyone present.

Another feature of the dance that
received the approbation of all was
the orchestra. The Vlllanovans were
In their best style and received an
avalanche of applau.se for the excel-

lent rendition of all the Vlllanovan
songs, both old and new. This in-

novation was especially received en-
thusiastically by the Alumni. Re-
unions were the order of the day,

or rather of the evening and "Do you
remember when?" was heard on all

sides.

The dance committee who so ably
staged this, the second dance of Villa-

nova's social season, consists of Mr
Donald Gildea who was assisted by
Messrs. Travers and Calabrese. These
men are to be congratulated upon
the excellent way in wblcli tbla affair

was staged.

univ. conducts
investi(;atioi\

A large eastern university recently
conducted an Investigation as to

what is the average price of a stu-
dent's meal. The investigation re-

vealed the fact the price varied from
twenty to thirty-eight cents, with an
average of thirty-one cents. The
Greeks around the campus went un-
der that figure, as the average fra-

ternity meal was twenty-nine cents.

A similar Investigation was con-
ducted at the University of Arizona
the subject-matter l)elng the price of

dates. Figures ranged from 15.00

down, the lowest being $2.5 , leaving

an average of $2.50 per date. Backers
of taxi-cabs were In minority, the
shinny rails were very popular and
of course walking was looked on with
favor for many reasons.

the phone or ever strained your
temper listening to someone else Oregon state College is said to

trying, you will, no doubt agree with boast the oldest player in collegiate

us. And on this agreeable note we! football. He is thirty-flvc years old.

dash down the pen, wish you all « world war veteran and the father

COLLEGE
Announcements

Kiieknell Game
Positively no tickets for the Buck-

nell game will be sold after to-day,
Tuesday November 5th. A limit to

the supply causes this restriction to

be laid.

Beta Uamma
Weekly meetings of the Beta

Gamma Debating Society are held at

3:45 Wednesday afternoon in Room
214 Mendel Hall.

V. I. C.

The Villanova Italian Club will

meet for Its regular weekly session
on Monday at thirty minutes past
twelve on the fourth floor of the
Academy.

Lawrence riub
President Scanlon will preside this

evening, Tuesday, at the weekly
meeting of the Lawrence Club in the
Academy.

Coal Cracker Club
100';; attendance Is the motto for

the Coal Crackers. The next meet-
ing will be called In Room 104 Men-
del Hall on Tuesday evening. .

Phi Kappa Pi
Members of the Engineering tTa-

ternltv will assemble on Tuesday-
November 12th, at 11:40 A. M. in the
Amphitheatre. .• ' • ;;,-

New .Jersey Club
.Terseyltes who make up the New

Jersey Club will assemble on Mon-
Hiy evening Immediately after night
prayers in the Academy.

R. C. n. S. Club
The R. C. H. S. Club will meet on

Wednesday at 12:30 o'clock in the

Academy. Freshmen are urged to be
oresent.

Library Notice

The hours for the library at Villa-

nova are 9 to 5 every day except Sat-

urday on which It Is open from 9 till

12 o'clock noon.

Found
Fountain pen. Owner may retrieve

same from Dean Humphrey.

Lost
Lettering book and Trigonometry

by Palmer and Leigh. Please return

to R. Hurst. 124 Monastery.
Ecomomlcs II. Arthur Agree of

Austin Hall. Will reward Its return.

Now that the Carnegie Foundation
has let loose Its shaft of holy abom-
ination, less money, no doubt, will be

si)ent on college athletics, the price

of forward passers and drop kickers

probably sharing in the general de-

cline of the stock markets. Oh. my
ves!

a soppy, sloppy trip to Scranton.
And so to bed.

of three children. Family men are be-
coming popular in football this year.

NOTICE

On Thursday, November 7th,

the group pictures of the Clubs,

Prats and Classes will be taken.

These pictures are to be used for

the Belle Air Year Book. The
Staff asks for cooperation as It Is

vitally Important that the pic-

tures be taken at the scheduled
time. The first attempt to have
the pictures taken, was not the
success anticipated by thoae who
are In charge. If every Club
will be on hand at the appointed
time there will be no trouble or
Inconvenience for anyone.

1.45 P. M. Day Hop Club.
1.50

1.55

2.00

2.05

2.10

2.15

2.20

2.25

2.30

2.35

2.40
2''-»

2.50

2.55

3.00

3.05

3-0
3.13

3.20

3.25
3"0

Polish Club
La Salle Club
Epsilon Phi Theta
Freshman Cla.ss

American Society —
Mechanical E n g i n-
eers

Lambda Kappa Delta

Roman Catholic High
Club
Sophomore Class
Junior Class
M.alvern Prep Club
The Owl Staff
Wllkcs-Barre Club
Vlllanovan
Senior Class
Belle Air Staff
Student Council
Villanova Italian Club
Jersey City Club
Lawrence Club
Lower Merlon Club
New Jersey Club

The Mosque
The following communication ad-

dressed to the editor was slipped

under the door of the 7;»a"°;^"

office the other day. and in vlej of

the fact that the board decided

that this was the place where it

would be appropos, here It is.

"A suggestion that has gone

around the campus manj'. "'^^"5'

times, and one that should be car-

ried into effect is that, of ^av ng

a letter box placed near the din-

ing hall and having some ineaiis

taken to afford the taking of the

mall placed there to the P. O. m
the morning. Mall that has to be

mailed by the students, cannot find

its way there till after their classes

In the afternoon. ^ .. +„
This could easily be attended to

and the •Vlllanovan" should take

this matter in their hands."

Before I say another word or ra-

ther write one, I plead "not guilty

to the English used in the above

request, as I have copied It verba-

tim The reason which prompted

this' anonymous letter Is unkiiown

to all the members of the "Vllla-

novan"' staff. Whether It Is intend-

ed for a joke or whether the send-

er is serious, is a speculative mat-

ter. However, if such a movemfen^

is in vogue for various revolution-

ary changes throughout the college

why not make a good Job of it and

take into consideration the follow-

ing suggestions?

Why can't there be a better ar-

rangement with the two railroads

running by Villanova to afford de-

cent service for the weary seeker of

knoweldge? I am quite sure that

if a representative committee from

the student body were sent to the

authorities of the Pennsylvania R.

R. that it would only be a matter

Df a phone call and a few minutes

wait and presto, a local would be

waiting at the foot of the campus.

In the matter of the P. and W.
here is something which would bene-

fit many. Why couldn't they re-

route their tracks so that they would

run in the back of Austin Hall and
before every class collect the tired

-lommutors from the building to

the Schools of Science and Technol-

ogy. The bugaboo of rooming in

"Vlllanova-in-Overbrook" would

then be removed, and one could

sleep peacefully on for at least

fifteen minutes more every morning
content with the knowledge that a

swift courier of the night is waiting

without, to transport one over to

class.

To continue, the student council

could Interview the board of direct-

ors of the Mitten Bank, and see

whether or not It would be possible

to have them build a branch on the

Campus. Then, in the hour of

need, for it comes even to the

wealthy, one could dash over to the

bank and borrow a few dollars to

tide one over the dark days. For
security, I believe that an honest
face is enough, as I have often

heard that bankers are very kind
to honest men in the matter of

lending money. This Idea, I think,

is the most practical, as many are
inclined to disagree with the old

proverb that "money is the root of

all evil."

A few men of dominating person-
ality, ought to interview the Pie
Shoppe and get unlimited credit

there for all members of the col-

lege, when it comes to meals and
cigarettes. In the matter of ban-
ners, stationary, etc., the line will

have to be drawn as kffld' hearted
old Louie cannot be imposed upon
too much, as It is rumored that he
has sent all his old straw hats to
the Eskimo relief fund.

If the rerouting of the P. and W.
tracks fall through as it is very
liable to do, as their engineers

I would not want to begin a project
i so close to winter, the college au-
thorities should be seen, about get-
ting automobiles, for the men from
the hinterlands of Austin and the
radio building. I'll take a Chrysler
eighty convertable, but a Ford will
do.

One of the most pleasing of lux-
uries. Is that of having breakfast in
bed. This especially is true on
mornings when there are no classes.
If this affair be taken In the
proper spirit to the head steward.
It is almost certain that he imbued
with the milk of human kindness,
would put on a hundred more men
In the salle manger, who would
carry over the morning meal to each
room that requests It. Lest there
be to much Imposition placed on
this movement there ought to be a
rule that only two breakfasts In
bed are allowed during a week

All further suggestions for mak-
ing a finer time here will be cheer-
fully accepted, and printed in this
column providing too much is not
asked. It is well that the person
looking for the favor follow the
conservative trend that this column
has outlined.

COUNT DMITRI

ALUMNI NOTES

J '^LZTl ^i^^^^^ Mr. Anthony
J. Hanlon, a former student of Vil-lannva, will be pleased to learn thathe entered into the holy ^s omatrimony with Ml.ss Mary c Alle-man on Wednesday. October 23 in

?oJk'"ct°'M';°"^^^ Ch°u^c;.''NewYork city. Mr. and Mrs. Hanlon

anerrhe' 6?h^'f*^^^v*'" ^ ^'^^^after the 6th of November. Thevwill reside at 51 Franklin AvenueNew Brighton, Staten Island
'

>*VK \r I SK I.KANS MAV TjlVK
« NLLMITKIMTTM TO SKNIORS

Unlimited cuts for seniors may bethe rule at Syracuse university if th^proposal now under consideration bythe deans of the vnrlou, schools re-ceive^ approval. As the experimentwas tried at that university last yewfor the first time, officials are JT

of the plan.-Penn State Collegian.

Hiirrli Hnli

Mr. Piper: Do you know what be-come of liars when they pass away>
I^nn: Yes sir, they are burled and

lie still.

•*

•l
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Another Unrfefeated Campaign on Home Loam
For another season at least the Stadium field is pre-

served to the memory of 100 percent victories. The third

season of its existence is now a thing of the past and during

that time neither a varsit.v or freshman ^otball team ever

lost or had a contest tied.

On thirteen occasions the Wildcats engaged in combat

during that span and thirteen times they emerged on the

long end of the count. Only three of the victories came via

the shutout route. The freshmen have performed but twice

and each time won.

In the stretch Lebanon Valley has been dropped thrice

and Loyola once less The others have only suffered losses

on one occasion, among them might be numbered Canisius

and John Carroll, both in '27; Gettysburg, Grove City and

Davis, Elkins the following fall; Catholic University, Duke

and Oglethorpe this year. Lebanon Valley was played all

three years and Loyola in the last two.

Only three ganies were contested at Villanova in 1927.

Lebanon Valley, John Carroll and Canisius were met in that

order and all succeeded in tabbing one touchdown as a sou-

venir. The following season five visiting aggregations tried

and were found wanting. Loyola, Lebanon Valley, Getty-

burg, Grove City and Davis Elkins. The first two were held

scoreless. This season Lebanon Valley, Loyola, Catholic

Univ., Duke and Oglethorpe. All tallied save Catholic Uni-

"i^ersity.

* * * 41 4>

On To Buckneil

In less than five days hence another act in the annual
Bucknell-Villanova drama will be unfolded up beneath the
towering hills of the Anthracite country in Scranton.

Mayhaps this combat will be the last to ever be con-

tested by the two in that region. The event has become an
occasion that is looked forward to and anyone who has ever
had the fortune to be present at a Bison-Wildcat scrap car-

ries the memories with him.

This season a singular opportunity has been offered to

the student body, one that will enable them to follow the
fortunes of the Felines to the upstate metropolis and there
to be on hand to cheer the Blue and White cohorts to vic-

tory. It might be well to remember the last time the Cat
dragged himself off the field with tail dropping was in this

same locality two years ago and against this same club.

Through the Intervention of Father Fink another spec-
ial train has been chartered to carry the students, alumni
and friends to the game. In another part of the paper the
details are given, but this much to say:

The fare is such a ridiculous figure that we would be
prompted to snap the offer if only for the ride. Think what
a scene the old town would witness if a round thousand wild
eyed and eager Wildcat adherents piled off that train on Sat-
urday and then mai-ched behind the band with colors flying

and drums beating, wouldn't that knock the old town for

a loop? We'll give Scranton something to remember.

The Villanovan OflFer

Sometime ago the Villanovan proposed to offer a cup
or similar award for an interfraternity football league, the
winner of a round robin number of games to be declared the
school champion and to merit the prize.

So far the response to the offer has not been made. It

has been and still is the desire of the Villanovan as the of-

ficial organ of the college to encourage intramural activities.

It is the paper's desire to provide worth while innovations
for the student body. There is no organization better fitted

to carry on this work than the Villanovan.
.

:

-

The offer of aforementioned will remain good Until

Thursday, November 14. If, at that time three of the fra-

ternities have not accepted the offer will be withdrawn.
Contingent to the acceptance is of course the agreement to
let the Villanovan decide all questions relative to the conduct
of the contests. . , . .? ...;•.. ..'^ :.; •.•,.• . '. v-

Enough fellows are out playing tag YootbaTI on the cam-
pus every day to form four or five teams, lots more would be
willing to play if any incentive could be found. However it

is up to the fiats now, they must decide for themselves.
All replies must be left at the Villanovan office and ad-

dres.sed to the Sporting editor
*****

Lest We Forget
In our "Sport Spots" of last issue an error of omission

that we want to correct occurred. Father Dundon, now
stationed up Chestnut Hill way, was not mentioned as a
member of "that moleskin arrayed and hardy band of etc."

Father Dundon occupied a half back role on the '15

eleven and performed in every game. Of course he wasn't
Father Dundon then. To him is accredited as being one of
the first to use the high knee lift action in running the ball

through the line or in a broken field. Principally though he
was known for his defensive work.

...in a kick its Distance/

...in a cigarette WsTaste/
"Do ONE THING, and do it well." In making
cigarettes, choose the one thing that counts—
good taste—and give full measure!

From start to finish, that's the Chesterfield

story. Good tobaccos, skilfully blended and

cross-blended, the standard Chesterfield method
—appetizing flavor, rich fragrance, wholesome
satisfying character

—

"TASTE aSove everything
"

MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

"^ 1929. LiGGBTT & Myers Tobacco Co.

Student Council
Notice

DRAMA CLUB
MEETS AGAIN

The Dramatic Society formally
adopted Its constitution and elected
its officers at a very spirited meeting
last Thursday afternoon in Mendel
Hall. The society will be hereafter
known us the Belle Masque Players.
After the adoption of the constitu-
tion the election of officers took
place. Mr. Joseph Takacs defeated
Joseph Foley by the scant margin of
one vote. The other officers elected
were Mr. Qulnn. vice-president; Mr.
Jnmes Herron. secretary; Mr. Edward
Hookey, treasurer; Messrs. Cartenuto
and Jenkins. Librarians.
This second meeting of the society

was well attended by about fifty-five
members. Quite a few Freshmen
were noticed among thasc attending
the meeting. This was Indeed very
encouraging, for any organlzAtlon
needs the whole-hearted support of
the l-Yeshmen. as It Is they who will

carry on In the next few years. Appli-
cations for membership are still be-

ing accepted, and anyone Interested
may hand in his name at the next
meeting on Thursday.
The new society is anxious to start

its work on theatricals very soon. It

intends to produce one of its plays,

which is sure to be a great attraction,
during Junior week.
An organization of this sort is one

of the vital factors of collegiate life.

The Belle Masque Players, now in Its

lixfancy needs the backing of the
whole school so it will mature Into
one of the leading factions of the
college.

For reasons that have not as yet

been made public but which are for

the direct benefit of the student

body the Student Council wishes to

gain an accurate knowledge of the
number of students, both resident

and non-resident, who are patron-
izing the Montgomery Bus System.
Every student is earnestly request-

ed to fill out a slip giving his name,
whether resident or non-resident,

the approximate number of times
per week that he uses the Bus sys-

tem, at what hours and his usual

destination, Bryn Mawr, Ardmore or

points further east.

If you do not use the Bus System
the Council also requests you to
state your reasons whether it be
that you have no use for the buses
or whether there are objections for
not using them.

STUDENT COUNCIL.

Mftxnc ••'»•»•• •'* w^ • «'i *.•;•.• 1 « • • • •

Aver, per week ...... . . » ... ,;; ,.

.

What hours ............. i..^..

.

Destirvition ....... . . . . . . . . . , . . > .

.

Those who do no use
Buses. Why? ....... .V,.. .,.;.,
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A ((Mill Author
Miss Svelhia: Who Is your favorite

author?
ArndId : My Father. .

Miss Svelhia: What did he write?
Arnold: Checks.

Then nnd Now
Formerly a n.^ri U f t tlio theatre

between acts to smoke a cigarette.

Now he goes out to sec if the polke
hi.ve towed away his lutomobllc. —
Detroit News.

BURR CLUB NEW
CAMPUS ADDITION

After an Interval of three years the
Villanova students from West Cath-
olic High In Philadelphia will have
another active organiziation. The
title of the club is The Burr Club.

This school has sent more men to
Villanova In the past ten years than
any other Institution. At the present
time over a half hundred students arc
now enrolled here.

At the first meeting elections were
held. Frank Mahan '3x '30 was elected
president: Hubert Drummond *30.

vice-president; John Baker '33. sec-
retary; and Daniel Eagan '30, treas-
urer.

The underlying principle of the
reorKanlzatlon is to encourage the
matriculation of West Catholic stu-
dents to Villanova and to establish
the Burr Club as a factor In the
social life of the college.

CHILTON PENS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE BOOK ROOM

SyrariiNe to Film Aetlvltlea

A movie depleting campus life at

Syracuse university will be produced

at that institution under the sponsor-

ship of the alumni association, hews
reports from Syracuse disclose. The
project win be under the complete
charge of the students.—Penn State

Collegian.

Different

"Myer, you're a swindler—you took

yesterday off to bury your mother-

in-law and today I met her In the

park."

"Pardon me, I did not say she was

dead, I only said I would like to go to

her funeral."

A Record

Little boy (to life guard): My papa

l.s sure a good swimmer.
Life Guard : Why sonny your father

can't swim a stroke.

Little boy: Well anyway he ca0
stay under water a long time. He's

been there about thirty mlnvtaa.
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Cracker State Crew Outstroked by Melanson^s Mates
DKSFlTi: HAJNDICAP
•VAKSITY" SPLITS EVEN
Last Tuesday nlKht marked the

Initial use of handicaps at the

fourth meeting of the "Pinners" of
the Arumore Lieague, which games
were played on tlie Ardmore Rec-
reation Alleys in Ardmore, Pa.
A handicap is a certain amount

of pins given a bowler of the
league, which insures him a cer-
tain average as agreed upon by the
nianagers of tlie various league
teams. This handicap, however,
does not become eiTective until a
man bowls in at least nine league
games.
Going Into the first game, Hale

A. C, the team which faced the
"Varsity," was favored to win due
to its more highly touted and
experienced bowlers who also
had an added advantage of a forty
pin handicap.
Much to the surprise and amaze-

ment of the Hale A. C. they found a
formidable foe in the "Wildcats"
had they not a handicap they would
have submitted four points. As it

was they were very fortunate in
obtaining two points, both ac-
quired through their forty pin
handicap.
The first game was nip and tuck

through-out and was well fought for
both teams were enthused by out
side encouragement as they are
well liked and have a large ap-
plauding following. The "Felines"
were forced to submit the initial

contest by a total of 14 pins. It

was in this game that Philip Hlllem
of the "Varsity" performed as a
champion and rolled a high score
of 196. Incidentally Hillem per-
formed notably throughout the
entire three games and was Villa-
nova's outstanding star, gathering
several spares out of unbeliveable
splits.

The second game was as equally
exciting and again Villanova had
to submit to defeat but by a small-
er margin of II pins, the handicap
proving their nemesis.
The third game, however, proved

fatal to the "Bulck Boys" and the
"Varsity" not only won by a larger
pin fall but succeeded in acquiring
enough to over-come the lead of
the Hale A. C. of the two preceed-
ing games. This game netted the
Main Liners a total of 869 pins. In
lieu of this fact the "Varsity"
moves up into fifth place.

1st 2nd 3rd To Ave.
Doyle 130 157 138—425—142
Hillem . . 144 196 186—526—175
Becza .... 124 124—124
Capone ... — 146 162—308—154
Hanlon .... 191 162 187—540—180 i

Zwigard (O 178 181 196—565—188
High game—Hillem-Zwigard (196)

High total—Zwigard (565)

High averase—Zwipard (188)

Team average— (165).

'Bisons' Loom
As StrongFoes

IVlrAlulrew 8 Mud Running !

Brynt, Anderson for Hcrrin, Fox
l when Geislcr Intercepted a pass on (Uio PREDICTIONS,

!,> . V . i\ I lor Sypert, Sypert for Fox, Herrln his 10 yard line. The game ended ,"',",,.,.,^ ADL'^rijirvvreailires victory Uver lor Anderson, Brynt for Sypert, An- as the yearlings were advancing to-i HOW (»OOiJ Anh llir-. I •

Soutiierii Petrels ^Jersln for Herrm,
Kratz.

Buford for

"Villanova vs. Bucknell." That is

the clarion cry of the Coal Regions
for next Saturday. These two teams
will do battle for the fourth time at
bcranion. Villanova has twice
emerged the victor, while the spoils

of victory have rested but once upon
Bucknell's brow and it's a sure bet
that the Bison's will be out to even
the score.

Ocnquerera of LaPayette, the
Thundering Herd" will be out lor
their seco.^a major triumph. Boast-
ing one of the strongest teams in
their history, the good ship "Buck-
nell," with Coach Suavely at the
heim, is out to set a record.
Paced by Hinkie, their giant full-

back, they are a power team de luxe.

Hinkie is the outstanding back uX
Western Pennsylvania tnis year. ,Jo., ,.,<», .^» k„ . u ^ ^

.tur of two seasons ago.

(Co.iiinued Prom Page One)

sons ti7 hit the uprights and fail-

ed. -

I'hen came the rain, cold, pene-
trating and swtepmg, and dm tne
co.Oio ru.i. xiie pieuoineii ciiangcu
their moans over tne sweltering con-
uitions in the coop, in no tune the
Held wai a sea of mud. It was
siiongiy suspected the visitors had
unieasned a petrel, alter whom they
weie naiued, to go Imd a storm and
bring It back.

Anyway several of our triple

tuieac men uecanie quaarupal anu
even quintupal threats; run, kick
t^ass, bwim and tuniole. tikipper
ivieianson navigated his fleet out on
tne nigh seas to renew the mud
siingmg for the second half.

Umpire—E. M. Bennie, Penn. Ref-

ward another score.

The kicking of Carson was one of ; Now that the reason for upsets .

the outstanding features of the ' Is in full blast, picking the wlnnersjr
eree—S. C. Ewlng. Head linesman— name Without any effort at all each week is no easy assignment
"

he looted the oval for an average
;

Traditional rivals are clashing these

of 48 yards, also the great defen- week-ends, and players on woefully

slve work of Muloili stood out. The ,

weak teams play their bestJn_ the

work of Heck, Pox and Osborne was

E. Campusano, P. M. C. Field judge
—O. R. Viering. Time of periods

—

15 minutes.
Villnova OKiethorpe
Ground Gained From Srrimmage I pleasing to the Perkiomen follow

236 yards 67 yards
( ei-s.

Forward Passes Villanova
attempted 18, completed 9 for a ' Brice L. E.
gain of 121 yards, 2 were Intercept- Rosen . . L. T.
ed. Myers L. O

The Oglethorpe center had a bad 17

Ogelthorpe attempted 8, complet-
ed 3 for a gain of 47 yards. 2 were
Intercepted.

KickolTs
1 for 50 yards 4 for 45yards

Punts
3 for 38 yards 6 for 40 yards

Penalties
35 yards 20 yards

First Downs

Supporting HinKie are Captain
Werner, a tackle, who is an ideal
leader; Brumbakh, qUarted-back,
the forward pa.^sing star of the
team, and Slate, haif-back and in-
terferer. Slate is considered the
best interference runner the Bison's
have ever produced. Though small
ir, quantity, he is large in quality

several ciiances to score that failed
to materialize, one time with tiie

ball urst down on the six yard line.

Sheehan blocked Applings kick
late in the third stanza and the
ball careened two points to star-
board finally resting behind the
end zone. Iwo points for the home
boys. The other safety occurred in
the final round, and was similar

Bucknell's style of play differs en- ^ .''^
k,''"',^!!' P'^^V ^ ^^'^ P*^

•oiv frrirv. that «f viiio„«„o Ti,« ' and a blocked kick by McGann.
The oval slid to windward of the
upright buoys for another duece.
The balance of the encounter was

taken up with amusing the crowd
in displaying the latest thing in

Fumbles
3, recovered 2 1, recovered 1

The Freshman Game
A determined and fighting eleven

representing Perkiomen Prep in

Mulloll C. ...

Metzger R. O.

Perkiomen
.. MUlner

. Forsman
Heck

j

Stevenson 1

. . Weimer
Hickey R. T.- Tonchiek
Donohue .

McPadden
Gelsler . .

.

Tartar . .

.

Carson . .

.

. . R. E. .

... Q. B.
. L. H. B.
R. H. B.
. P. B. .

.

Johnson
. Osborne
.... Heap

. . Morton
. Sudniek
7 0—7

6—6'
Villanova
Perkiomen
Touchdowns — Gelsler, Sielski.

Point after touchdown—Carson.
Substitutions-—.Villanova : O'Con-
nell for Tartar, Stevenson for Myers", ^iura

games scheduled for this time of

year. But we've started this pre-

dicting business, and we can't quit

now. Here's seventeen more guesses

for November 9.

Villanova-Bucknell—Villanova.
Penn-Penn State—Penn.
Fordhani-Boston College—Boston
Dartmouth -Brown—Dartmouth
Georgia-N. Y. U.—Georgia
Lehlgh-Princeton—Princeton
Holy Cross-Boston U.—Holy Cross
Yale-Maryland—Yale
Harvard-Michigan—Harvard
Pitt-W. & J.—Pitt
Cornell -Western Reserve—Cornell

Rutgers—Lafayette—Lafayette
Army-Illinois—Army
Georgetown-Navy—Navy
Temple-Gallaudet—Temple
Gettysburg-Muhlenburg—Gettys-

Trotsky for McPadden, Keough for
Rosen Lynch for Hickey, Gezzer for

vaded the Stadium Saturday morn- 1 Mulielti. Casey for Geisle, Tartar
ing to battle the Frosh. The year-

|
for O'Connell, Delaney for Cal-son.

lings came out on top by the close
, Perkiomen—Pox for Tonshisk, Siel-

score of 7 to 6.
> . . . -- _. . .

Lebanon Valley-Albright—L. V.

Last week's score—Yes,ll; no, 6.

To date—For, 21; against, 10.

, , , 1
No woman cah make a fool ouc of

ski for Morton, Siegle for Weiner.
' you unless she has your cooperation.Due to the intensive heat neither Cavert for Johnson, Musker for

team was able to give their best
A listless first period was featured
by the punting of Carson and the
runback of punts by Danny Mc-
Padden. the Frosh signal caller. In
watching McPadden many of the
spectators visloned another Mor- Earl: How come your foot
gan. After receiving the kick off ways going to sleep?
the future Cats tore off three suc-
cessive first downs and placed the
ball on Perklomen's 29-yard line.
At this stage of the game the year-
lings had difficulty with their sig-

two distinct types of play as played I vnP*
by two
teams.

WE

of the country's leading

WANT THE
GOAL . POSTS

I

tirely from that of Villanova. The
Bison's have a large powerful team
depending almost entirely on
straight football to carry t!hem
through to victory. Their previous
encounters prove without doubt „„ , , , . , , , -
they have good cause to pin their 1

*"?^^ ^^^ in showing with what
faith on this type of play.

quickness and dispatch the nice

This game will afford the fans an |

^^^^}\ "»"forms of the substitutes .„ _„^ „.^_
ideal opportunity to compare the

j l°^Z.
harmonized to the land-

1 nals and were repeatedly penalized
Carson being forced to kick. Once
again the emerald clad warriors
fought their way to the visitors' 30-
yard stripe but lost the ball on a
fumble.
A fumbled punt gave the yearlings

possession of the ball on the prep-
pers 20 yard mark, but they lacked
the punch to shove over a score.
The Frosh were mad now and were
determined to score. Mulioli, star
center of the yearlings, broke
through and blocked Pox's punt,
Hickey recovering on the 10 yard
line. On the second play Gelsler
shot around right end for the
score. Carson booted the winning
point With a placement.
Perkiomen opened the second

half with a great aerial attack
which brought them a score in the
last quarter. A Frosh fumble was
recovered by Fox on Villanova's 23
yard line. A pass placed the ball
on the 2 yard line, but another was
grounded over the goal line. A poor
punt gave Perkiomen possession of
the ball on the 25 yard line. A
pass, Claybaugh to Sllski, resulted
in a touchdown. Dracka failed to
kick the extra point.
Perkiomen was on their way to

another score but were halted

Forsman, Doraska for Osborne,
Claybough for Surni, Bartner for
Covert. Referee—Hill Princeton.
Umpire—Heintz—Penn. Head lines-
man—Ryan.

—Slater News, Kansas.

is al-

Vlllanova students who are plan-
i.ltiR to celebrate appropriately on
Saturday evcnliiK the expected vic-
tory over Bucknell, need no qualms
jf conscience about tearing down the
goal-posts In Brooks Field, Scranton.
The loser's upriKhts have now been
decided as leRltlmate spoils of war.
When Harvard was beaten by Dart-

mouth the other week, the New
Hampshire boys took the posts back
lo Hanover, and the supervisor of

jithletlcs sent a check to the Cam-
bridge authorities to pay for the
damage. The check was returned by
Harvard, who said the posts had been
charged to profit and loss. So do
your stuff, Saturday, boys.

1

•• •

THIS IDEA
origtna

College Men
WE TAKE no credit for the

popularity of the new College

Habit.

The Habit that sends Col-

lege Men to the telephone

(pretty regularly, too), there to com-
mune . . . actually^ not just in spirit

. . . with the folks at home. ; ; ,.

It's a grand custom and we'd like

very much to claim it as our own
idea; but we can't.

All we did was to install telephones

on the Campus, and Nature just

seemed to take its course!

And no wonder . . . when College

Men found out how fast telephone

connections with home are made;
how clearly they hear and are heard;

how low are the rates!

Just forfiin . . . callHome tonight!

Villanova Oglethorpe
Terry ... L. E Goldsmith
Edwards L. T Church
Witkowski L. G Pulton
Bradley C Burford
Koblis R. G Stovali
Conti R. T Wall
Kelly R. E Brandt
McLaughlin Q. B Herrln
Andrewlevitch . . R. H. B. . . Bell
August L. H. B Martin
Gardner .... P. B McLaughlin
Villanova , , 7 6 2 2—17
Oglethorpe ; ...

'.

.

,

... 7 o— 7
Touchdowns—Gardner, 1; Birm-

ingham. 1; Gardner 1, Oglethorpe,
Appling 1. Safeties: Villanova—Mc-
Gann, 1; Sheehan, 1. Substitutions:
Villanova—McGann for Terry, Shee-
han for Edwards, Hillen for Wit-
owak, Donovan for Bradley, Milne
for Mobllk, Harkins for Conti,
Henry for Kelly, Morgan for Mc-
Laughlin, McAndrews for August,
August for Gardner, McLaughlin
for Morgan, August for McAndrews,
Birmingham for Andrewlevitch,
Dietz for Sheehan, Delucca for
Witowski. Oglethorpe—Appling for
Martin, Myers for C. McLaughlin,
Sypert for C. Bell, H. Bel flor Stoval,
Coffee fur Pulton, McKissick for

Jim: My toes turn In.

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 264

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

HILL MURPHY WII\S HUTCHINS SHOES
The George Hutchins Shoe Company, of Philadelphia, announces

Mr. William Murphy as winner of the Score Guessing Contest held

for the Oglethorpe game. Mr. Murphy's guess was 16-7. missing a'

perfect guess by one point.

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER WEEKLY CONTEST

With this issue of the Villanovan you will receive a slip for this
week's "Guess the Football Score" contest. All students are invited
to send their slip to the Geo. Hutchins Stores, 5621 Germantown avo.,
Phila. The winner of this week's contest will be announced in the
next issue of the Villanovan.

You will wear an Edward Suit or
Topcoat with pride . . . because
it is made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil
give you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . . . because it is made ot

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed every Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the cojl^ga

28.75 PRICES 38*75

PWARD
CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

6eixl1iildiiii$ Stores
AAfiV'5 SHOES EXCLUSIVELY^

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

OFFICIAL COLLEGE
TAILOR

All Suits Ordered Before
ISov. 1, will receive a

10% Reduction

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

C J

Qnsllty Foods at Popnlar Price*

Paramount TaTcm, Rosemont

YOU'LL LIKE ITI

DELUXE

Roadateria

Open All Night

GROFF, Druggim
Come in and Try a

GROFF MILK SHAKE
SODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

Excellent Food at

Popular Prices

Steaks, Chops, All Kinds

of Sandwiches—Real

Coffee

DELUXE
ROADATERIA
Corner Lancaster Pike

Spring Mill Road

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
5^ GIRMANTOWN AVENUE J752 GERMANTOWN AVENUE
4058 LANCASTER AVENUE 4405 MAIN STREET, MANAVUNK

k^b

PEP RALLY IN GYM
FOR DAVIS-ELKINS

GAME—FRL NITE

NOV. ISth.—BE THERE!
VILL VAN DELTA PI DANCE

IN GYM SAT. NITE

FOLLOWING D. E. GAME
THE -VILLANOVANS"

Vol. 2, No. 7 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1929 Price: Five Cents

Win Record Falls as Herd Tramples 'Gats
ArmisticeDayRecalls Time jInter-Frat

When Villanova Had Ball to be

Military Training

Influenza Epidemic Necessitated Two Hospitals on Campus.

Lifting of Quarantine Celebrated by a

Raid on Bryn Mawr Stores

SISTERS HELPED TO NURSE STUDENTS TO HEALTH

Eleven years ago the bloodiest war
In the history of the world was
brought to a close by the signing of

the Armistice on November 11. It

was a day celebrated all over the

world with the wildest enthusiasm

and abandon. The students of Vil-

lanove were no exception and staged

a celebration in Bryn Mawr that is

still remembered by the residents ot

that community. The history of

that event and its causes is very

interesting.

When war was declared against

Germany, Villanova offered its equip-

ment to the government. About
twelve army officers were sent to

take over the management of the

college and to introduce the Student
Army Training Corp. The Student
Body was outfitted in uniforms and
the schedule was altered so as not to

interfere with military training. The
cubic dimension of each room was
determined in order to see how many
men it would accommodate. Rooms
that formerly held two men were
made to hold seven and eight. With
an altered schedule and the army
officers intent upon manufacturing
soldiers many new men were admit-
ted to Villanova who, under nor-
mal conditions, would have been re-

jected.

School had not been opened long

in 1918 when the influenza epidemic
broke out. A retired physician, the

founder of Bryn Mawr Hospital,

Look charge of affairs. The grounds
were quarantined and sen^rjes pa-j

troled the boundsiriM. Two hosplt-i

als were established in charge of

trained nurses. SoAH afterwards the

epidemic reached the seminary.

Ihert . .jvpre not enough trained

nurses to take care of the afflicted

so the good sisters took their places.

Dr. Evans, the present school phy-
sician, did great service during this

trying period. There were no deaths
among the college students but the

grim reaper claimed three Semin-
arians.

After the Armistice, the quara.i-

tine was lifted and the Student
Corp marked the occasion by a

parade to Bryn Mawr. They march-
ed to the town and in the middle of

it the command "Parade rest" was
given. It was the signal to celebrate

and they did so by raiding every

store in Bryn Mawr. Alarm clocks,

ties, chickens, signs and other things

were brought back to school as

souvenirs. The festivities were con-
tinued at Villanova by the students

breaking windows, tearing out door
frames, wrecking furniture, and do-
ing as much damage as possible.

After this incident school was
soon disbanded to be reopened again
in December with the colloge au-
thorities in charge. Undesirables
were weeded out and the remaining
year divided into two parts. In-
tensive courses were given in order
to complete the scheduled work.
Military training still remained in

the form of an R. O. T. C. unit, but
participation was voluntary. The
personality of the officer in charge
made the course very popular. After
he was recalled interest in the sci-

ence of warfare languished and the
course was finally abolished.

'31 Men Plan

Memorial For

Leo Goodreau

Tablet to Be Unveiled Dur-

ing Thursday of

Jr. Week

The Goodreau Memorial project of
the Junior Class is now nearing the
stage when actual contributions will

be solicited by the classmates of the
late Leo Goodreau, to whom this
paper is dedicated. It is proposed
that a bronze tablet bearing upon
it the replica in bas-relief of a back
charging through the line be dedi-
cated during Junior Week this scho-
lastic year. The motion to erect a
memorial for Leo Goodreau at the
last regular meeting of the class of
1931 met with the unanimou.s appro-
val of the assembly, and a commit-
tee was appointed to consider man-
ners and means of procedure.
A preliminary sketch has been

procured from Mr. James Garrett,
a prominent pon-ln-ink artist from
the Philadelphia Daily News, who
drew the sketch for no other con-
sideration than his friendship to-
wards Villanova. Depicted on his

(continued on page three)

Noted Writer

Lectures in

Bus. School

Mr. Richard Beamish Lec-

tures on the Business of

the Newspaper

OVER 400 ATTEND
Last Wednesday morning in

Mendel Hall, the students of the
School of Commerce and Finance
heard an extremely interesting lec-

ture on the business of the news-
paper given by Mr. Richard Beam-
ish, of the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Mr. Beamish is a man of note in

the journalistic world, and holds
the position of feature political

writer of the Philadelphia Inquirer.

He is a man familiar with every
phase of journalism, from the
classified ads department to the
position of managing editor. He
has virtually grown up with the
newspaper, being in the game a long
time.

Arena Crowded to Ca|>aclty
The lecture hall was Jammed to

its capacity with over four hundred
men. Those not. liaviDg .seats were
standing along the sides, and in the
back of the hall. The arena was
well filled when the lecturer was
introduced by Rev. Father Bartley,
Dean of the Finance School.

Journalism a Hard Life
After briefly giving some details

about his youth and his entrance
into the newspaper, Mr. Beamish
continued to explain the hard life

of a young man entering Into a
journalistic career. A young man
first starts by going out and solicit-

ing ads from the various trades-
men for the classified ads depart-
ment. Only the men of tough fibre

come through this baptism of fire,

(Continued on Page Three)

D. P. E. Dance
In Gym After

D-E Game
Entertainment To Be Of-

fered During the

•
.

. Intermission

The Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity will

l:old Its annual dance Saturday ev-
ening m the Alumni Hall Gym-
nasium. Although the football game
Is to be played at Franklin Field,

those in charge of the dance feel

confident of a record attendance of

the attractions which will be offered
at the dance. Dancing will be con-
tinued from 8 to 12. The fee is two
dollars.

It seems to have become the cvuj-

tom during the present fall season to

hold a dance after every football

^.ame. The Idea Is a good one and
the policy will no doubt be continued
In the future.

Chairman Becza has announced
that all football players who partici-

pate In the Davls-Elklns game will be
admitted free of charge provided
they escort a young lady.

Entertainment during intermission.

Patrons of the dance will receive

a pleasant surprise when the Inter-

mlsElon rolls around. The committee
has engaged some high-classed

talent to provide entertainment in

the form of singing and novelty

dancing. The performers are out-
siders and capable of rendering some
bnappy diversion.

Jim Kettrick and his Vlllanovans

will play. The Vlllanovans this

vear are a real orchestra and have to

take a back seat for none. Each
member of the orchestra Is a talented

musician and with continual practice
|

Mr. Kettrick has succeeded In mold-
,

Ing together a group of musicians of I

which the college might be proud. j

The gymnasium will be decorated

rnd IlKhted In the colors of the Busl-
|

nesfi Mens' Fraternity-Blue and Red.
|

Tickets can be purchased from
]

any memt>er of the Delta PI Bpsllon I

Fraternity or from the following

members of the committee: Blaney.

Coflta. ZwiRard, Lleb. B. McLaughlin,

J. Traynor, and P. Meyer.

Held Dec. 6

All Fratermities to Sponsor

New Social Event.

—

Gala Affair

WILL BE FORMAL
Something entirely new on the

campus in the line of social activi-

ties Is the Interfraternlty Ball which
will be held In the Oymnaalum oa
the evening of Friday, December
sixth. This dance is held with the

Intention of establishing a precedent

on the campus, which is hoped, will

In time become a Villanova tradition

and will be given each year.

At some time during the year eAch

of the four fraternities on the campuB
give a dance; the Phi Kappa Pi "Owl
Hop," the Lamba Kappa Delta "St.

Patrick's Day Dance," the Delta PI

Epsllon Annual Football dance, the

EpsUon Phi Theta "Spring Dance,"

but at no time In the history of .the

college was a dance held that was

sponsored by all the fraternities. An
Inter-Fraternlty Ball is an established

custom and a tradition at most of

the larger colleges and universities

and Is usually one of the largest and
(continued on page three)

STARRED ON DEFENSE

Dr. Rubio is

Elected to

Academy
Formerly Faculty Member

of Villanova Collegu

And of U. of P. •

NOW AT CATHOLIC U.

Reverend David Rubio, O. 8. A.,

Ph. D., formerly a member of the

faculty of Villanova College and
now head of the Spanish depart-

ment at Catholic University, has
recently been elected to the Royal
Spanish Academy as a correspond-
ing member.
Father Rubio is well-known

throughout the literary world for

the several publications which he
has written in Spanish.
While at Villanova he taught in

the Summer school and in the Ex-
tension school. He also lectured at

the University of Pennsylvania and
at Swarthmore College.

Last year he was appointed to

teach Spanish at the Catholic Uni-
versity in Washington where he
now holds the position of Head
of the Spanish department.
The honor conferred upon Father

Rubio is an honor of the highest
kind. He is the only man in this

country to be so honored by the
highest literary institution in Spain.

Studied in South America
Father Rubio was born in Spain

and received most of his education
there. He attended college at the

Augustine College of Valladolid,

Spain. He completed his education
there. After his ordination to the
priesthood he was sent to Peru
where he took up advanced studies

at the University of Lima. After
his graduation from that Institution

he taught in Lima, Santiago and
Havana. Then he came to the
United States and taught in the
University of Pennsylvania, Villa-

nova and Swarthmore.
The extent of his travels and the

practical experience he received

from his contact with the people of

different countries served him
later on when he was to make his

bid for the highest literary honor of
Spain.
The election was made in rec-

ognition of the high caliber of his

literary publications. Besides col-

laborating with various Spanish
magazines. Doctor Rubio has pub-
lished the following books: "Cuen-
tos de mi Juventud," "Los Agos-
tinos en Peru," "Lo Que me ensegno
La Vida," "Perarilla de Omana,"
"Eleglas de Otono," "Hay un fllos-

ofia en el Quixote," and "Phiolsophy
of "Don Quixote." This last work
was completed in 1924 and this one
especially has received the highest
praise from students of Spanish
literature. The Spanish Academy
considered it a masterpiece both
from the viewpoint of Rhetoric and
of subject matter.

Membership Restricted

The Royal Spanish Academy
serves a purpose similar to that of

the Royal French Academy. It is

composed of a body of men who
are recognized as the leaders of
their field and to this body is en-
trusted the growth and develop-
ment of the Spanish language.
The honor conferred upon Father

Rubio is a very high one and is

fflvcn to very few men inasmuch as
the membership of the Academy is

restricted to forty-Ave men.

Bucknell Snaps Wildcats

Streak When Hinkie and
Ellor Tally for Bisons

Feat of 1927 Duplicated When Snavely Coached Machine
Blasts Wildcat Undefeated Hopes in

Gruelling Scranton Battle

VARSITY OFFENSE FAILS TO PRODUCE SCORE

PHIL HILLEN

Fifteen thousand spectators, packing every nook and

cranny of Brooks Field watched the Bucknell Bisons tum-

ble the undefeated Villanova football team from its pedes-

tal in a hard fought and cleanly played game Saturday in

Scranton by the score of 9 to 0.

The Snavely coached machine rose to its highest

pitch in accomplishing the feat. The Lewisburgers, under

the inspiration of Wally Hinkie performed in champion-

ship fashion in terminating the Blue and White undefeated

streak which had reached nineteen straight contests. Last

time a Villanova grid team had come off second best was

back in ^27 asainst this same school.

Record Throng of Students
AndAlumni Fill Special

In Mad Dash for Scranton

One Thousand Supporters Entrained for Brooks Field to

Witness "Coal Region Classic".—Enthus-

iasts Make Casey Headquarters

GENERAL CONDUCT ON TRIP PRAISEWORTHY

The general exodus to Scranton

staged regularly for the past three

years by loyal and ardent Villa-

nova under grads broke all previous

records last Saturday when a band
of followers, almost a full thou-

sand strong descended upon Hotel

Casey, headquarters for the Villa-

nova rooters. A special train

carrying the Band and some six

hundred throated fans and scores

of automobiles bearing Villanova

stickers succeeded in swelling the

total until the contingent approxi-

mated the size of a minature army.
Not only students but hosts of

Alumni and a goodly following of

outside supporters filled to capacity

the reserved Villanova section at

Brook's Field where the spectacle

was staged. Led by the College

Band and carrying banners, pen-
nants, armbands and every known
distinguishing mark the full quota

alighted from the Special at 1:45

and proceeded to adopt Scranton
as their "home for a day."

Special a Large One
So great was the turnout that

extra cars had to be added to the

already long line of coaches that

waited in the Terminal until, when
the "All Aboard" resounded, ten

day coaches were filled to capacity.

Seven buses alone were needed to

carry the students to the station.

In spite of unexpected delay and a
late arrival in Scranton almost the

entire student group arrived at the
field to witness the kick-oflf after a
parade which began at the station

and proceeded up the main street

to the Hotel Casey.

Hotel Casey is Headquarters
As in previous years the Manage-

ment of the Casey had thrown the
doors wide to admit the throng of

Villanova admirers. Every courtesy

was extended to the huge crowd
(continued on page three)

Mayor Upon
Senior Ball

Patron List

(Committee in Charge Takes
This Opportunhy to

Acknowledge Favor

One dav last week the committee

In charge of the Belle Aire Ball was

the recipient of a letter and a do-

nation from Harry A Mackey, Mayor

or Philadelphia. The donation, the

letter directed, is for patronage of the

Belle Aire Ball to be held on Friday

e\cnlng, .January 24, In the Bellevue

Stratford Hotel In Philadelphia. In

assuming the role of patron the

Mayor has shown a signal favor to

the Senior Class as well as to Villa-

nova itself; and, they are grateful

The Seniors want to take this oc-

casion to acknowledge publicly their

receiving the Mayor's letter and of

cxpcsslnK their slncerest thanks.
Mr. Mackey, a Republican, was

elected to the office of Mayor In

1926 and has since acquired the title

of "the most traveled Mayor in Am-
erica." Next term he will probably
be a candidate for senator or gover-

nor.

Undoubtedly the Mayor has earned
the approbation of the entire student
body by his action, which can be in-

terpreted in no other than good-will.

The number of patrons, for which the
fee la ten dollars, is increasing daily

and It is certain that the affair will

be a brilliant one.

WIIITK>l,\N PLAYS TONIGHT

Strains of music from Paul White-
man's famous orchestra will again be
broadcast, from the Pacific coant

«<'hen the Old Gold hour comes on
the air from 9 to 10 o'clock tonight.

Dance After

Game Was
Gay Event

Assemblage of Rooters and
Alumni Fill Ballroom

to Capacity

That rabid, ribald revelry—the
"Victory Dance" (a misnomer as it

turned out) took its rightful place
in the day's festivities last Satur-
day and brought to an end a pe-
riod of intense activity that was
begun early at the dawn of Novem-
ber 9th. Getting under way about
9 o'clock, dancing was continued
until after midnight when an ex-
hausted assemblage dragged them-
selves to the "Special" and a much
needed respite. The affair was
held in the Crystal Ballroom of the
Hotel Casey and was under the aus-
pices of the Villanova Wilkes Barre
Club. The gathering was lit by
many familiar faces of former
Orads. Almost the entire group
that made the trip was in attend-
ance.

The beautifully furnished though
inadequate ball room lent to the
brilliance of the occasion and the
ladies (who were magically pro-
duced from somewhere or otller)

outdid themselves in the splendor
of (heir array. Some of them even
deemed Villanova men Important
enough to warrant formal attire.

They are awfully thoughtful that
way. A few of the ladies' costumes
matched the gorgeous shade of
indigo that the collector of gate
receipts so generously stamped on
the backs of their escorts' hands.

Villanova banners were very much
in evidence in the decorations. The
Vlllanovans, under the direction of
Bandmaster Kettrick, furnished har-
monious conglomerations of .sound

and the rythm of the dance swung
(continued on page two)

' There is no doubt as to which was
the better team Saturday. Buck-
nell did nearly everytliing right and
deserved to win. Hmkle and
Brumbaugh behind <^ a remarkably
big and aggressive line were the
sparks in the winner's attack.

Villanova never had much of a
chance to get started. In the first

half the ball was constantly deep
in her own territory. The latter

period saw the regular halfbacks,
Gillespie and McAndrews removed
from the game.
Johnny Gillespie played less than

a period and was taken out. Mc-
Andrews injured his leg and had
to be relieved shortly after. , On
the whole, however, the better club
deserved to at^d did win. ^
Sti^dreher .stajtecT the ' 8hOi:k

troops in the first quarter. Right
at the outset the Bisons converted
a poor kickoff by Hinkie into a re-
covered onside Idck, a seldomly at-
tempted thing. We don't think It

was intended to be such, but it was
and Bucknell had the ball on our
own 40 yard line.

The seconds refused to be intim-
idated Iwfore the presence of the
Thundering Herd. Bucknell threat-
ened mighty close to push the ball

over the goal line towards the end
of the period. The advance was
halted on the one yard line. The
opponents had driven to the five

yard line on a series of off tackle
and spinner plays. In four rushes
they failed to count through the
stubborn blue jerseyed line,

Villanova, with the pellet could
do little and the quarter waned
with no scores. After a few minu-
tes of the following period the Blue
and White regulars took the field,

and it was on them the Bisons
drove for their touchdown. A long
pass from the middle of the field to
the five yard line gave Snavely's
men another opportunity that they
grasped. In two more charges
Hinkie had gone over. The at-
tempted place kick was low.
Neither team had a chance to

tally the remainder of the half and
intermission witnessed a Wildcat
team behind for the first time In

two years.

The third period was unproductive
Gillespie and McAndrews were both

(continued on page three)

Huge Rally

Staged in

Gymnasium

Ancient Halls Rocked by
Cheers of Entire Body

of Student Rooters

FATHER FINK LEADS

Thursday night the largest rally

ever staged at Villanova was held
in the gym. Close to a thousand
people attended the affair which
opened at eight o'clock aod came to

a fitting close about ten. The
speakers were all Villanova men as

well as the music. Father Fink
acted as master of ceremonies and
was ably assisted by the cheer lead-

ers. The team sat beside the speak-
ers platform and Joined in with the
cheers.

The rally was opened by a series

of cheers among which were two
new ones. The band played a few
selections followed by Father Pink
who made a short speech on the
need of a rally and congratulated
the entire student body upon its fine

appearance. He explained the de-
tails concerning the trip to Scran-
ton for those present who were not
students. Following this the first

(continued on paf* four)
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Give This A Thought
1

We are fast becoming men of the world. To Boston, lo

Scranton, to the reaches of every eastern city, Villanoya men
are carrying her banners. Slowly, surely and ever more
noticeably her name penetrates into fields where previously

it was strange on the tongue. All of this is gratifying in

the extreme. At the risk, however, of seeming pessimistic,

we might mention that mere publicity is, in itself, only an
ocean of meaningless words. That the world hear of Villa-

nova is indeed a matter of pride but it is what they hear and
what they see that really matters.

As it is with individuals so is is with institutions. Peo-

ple really form complimentary or damning impressions not

when you would have them do so but when you are unaware
of even casual observation. In this direction it might be
pointed out that normally good behavior or average good
taste rarely impresses simply because it is normal or aver- i

'" ^^^^ °^ y°"- ^'®'" ^''^^ **• '* ^

r> , ., . , ,,. , , . , , moot question as to Just where the
age. But It IS when you are off guard, when you are in that

COLLEGE
Announcements

V. I. c.

President Joseph Rinaldi will

call the weekly meeting of the
Villanova Italian Club to order at
12:30 o'clock in Room C, of Alumni
Hall.

Lawrence Club
The Lawrence Club will meet at 7

this evening in Academy.

Coal Cracker Club
The Coal Crackers meet every

Tuesday evening immediately after
night prayers in Room 104 Mendel
Hall.

Engineering Fraternity
Phi Kappa Pi will meet at 11:40

a. m. on Tuesday, November 19th
in Room 215 Mendel Hall. >

New Jersey Club
An important meeting of the New

Jersey Club will be held on Monday
evening, November 18th in the
Academy.

Beta Gamma
Beta Gamma will hold its regular

hebdbm&del debate on Wednesday
afternoon at four o'clock. The
place is 214 Mendel Hall and the

A PASSINi; THOUGHT

t dead and dying. Poor old Samson! debate is open to all students.

It Is hardly fair to compare these Student Council
Ullows with him. He from all ac- The judiciary court and regular
counts was a man of strength. .And meeting of the Student Council will

be held as usual on Wednesdaythere is another difference. The
doughty old warrior used a weapon

, evening at seven in Room 106 Men-
that he tore from the mouth of the

; del Hall.
ass—these fellows used their own and
bo the maxillae and mandibles of the

lackass continued to be terrors In the

land. Yes indeedyl

llroud As In the Seville

Of course you go to the movies.

To the "Seville"? Yes. we thought so.

Well you know as much about it as

we do. It's a grand old place. Is the

Seville. What the picture really Is

doesn't matter. But if it Is poor, and
It usually Is. God knows, then there's

a charming alternative, not however,

provided by the management. You
can lust listen. Some of the select

lemlnlne collegians are bound to sit

devil-may-care mood that people take notice and form im-

pressions. These impressions once formed may become deep
prejudices, impossible to eradicate. It is when you go to the

Post Office just once with a three day's growth of beard or

when, overly boisterous, you forget yourself in Scianton that

you come into focus and sit for a picture that will endure. .

It is such a little to be careful of your appearance and
yet it is such a vital thing. We have no hope or even fear

of a student personel arrayed at all times in the heighth of

fashion. But be honest. Almost any day wheel suddenly
upon yourself and face the mirroi-. Then ask yourself frank-

ly if you would like the biggest chance of your life to happen
by and find you so. If you can answer yes to the question
this editorial concerns you not at all. If you can't.—remember
this. Almost any every-day chance may be your big one.

And not a little of its bigness will depend on whether or not

you look the part. . ..'..
'''*•••

In Retrospect

Mankind loves and honors it's heroes. It has reason to

do so, for the progress of a race is marked by their achieve-

ments. To give ones life that another might live is the
greatest sacrifice known to the human intellect. Such a
sacrifice did those soldiers who fought in the Great War pre-

sent to the world. The country was well worth saving;
they knew it could be saved only by fire ; no sacrifice was too

great; heroes every one of them, they died that Liberty,

God's dear child, might endure. When such a noble offering

is made on the world's altar stairs, there is an added interest

in keeping memorable their name and accomplishment.
What memories Armistice Day must bring back to those

who have survived the perilous parts they played in so great
a drama of death! The men who are living today, some
within our very ranks, will never forget the glory and glam-
our that filled the earth and sky when the long toll of de-
struction and the curfew of death were finally muted.

We commemorate the invaluable service of these heroes
by fitting ceremony in this the month of November. Meas-
ured by their unparalleled achievement and its far reaching
results, their names are forever engraved on the roll of the
truly great and most heroic men of all times. There is little

in history to compare with their work in splendor and per-
manence. But if they have wrested fame from that bitter-

ness that was the war, they have done so at a price. No
man can live long with horror and desolation without bring-
ing out of the experience indelible scars, grim mementos of

a time that he would fain forget. The war is now over these
eleven years and lasting peace has come to be a believable
realty. To these men the war will never be over. We give
them oui- respect, being unable to give anything truly ade-
quate.

•••
Being WellRead

Oftentimes a person is pointed out to you with the com-
ment that he is well read and it may occur to you the fre-
quency with which this expression is used. Booksellers es-

pecially exploit it in their endeavor to sell a certain book or
an edited set of books. These, they claim to be able to pro-
duce the desired result, namely, make you well read. At the
same time you are told of what advantages in relation to both
your social .standing and your success in business such a dis-

tinction is. This is very good argument for the publisher
and bookseller but as a suggestion, if complied with, will

often result in affectation and not learning. So true is this

that a contemporary novelist recently in comment on the
general culture of today as contra.sted with that of twenty
years ago remarks that the study of literature has become
an affection. Perhaps this i.s .somewhat due to the fact
that an incident in the process of education has been made
the end and .sole purpose of learning. The cla.saical authors
are not placed by the common consent of mankind in the hall

finer amusement comes from. Be-

sides It's an education. You learn

that the scraggly tabby in the news
reel Is "Just too darling for words,"

that London, which had Just flashed

on for a moment Is "a beastly sort of

hole, don't you know?" but that

Paris, my deah, (ah Paris) Is posi-

tively the last word. And all of this

In an accent very nearly perfect

Mayfair. But not perfect. Isn't It a

shame that nothing can be perfect

unless It's genuine. Of course it

may be a perfect imitation. And the

rub is here, that It usually is.

Relative to Buses
Do you use a bus? If you do the

Student Council wants to know
why. Or if not, why not? Now
here is another of these question-

naire things. Puu out your Rodin,

throw one muscular calf over an-

other, sink your receding brow into

your hand and THINK. Why don't

you use a bus? Have you conscien-

tious scruples against buses? Are

you fastidious at>out drivers? Does
gasoline nauseate you? These are

weighty questions indeed. Maybe
you'll answer that you are always
broke. But that won't finish it.

That won't even start it. Why, for

instance, are you always broke?
The Student Council wants to know
why you'd rather keep your dime
instead of riding to Garret Hill and
you'd better tell them. It's useless

to argue that it's your dime. It's

not your bus is it? Of course not.

That proves everything or nothing
and we're not sure which. Confi-
dentially now and as a good sport

—

why don't you ride a bus?
Wont You Sit Down?

It's always painful to repeat. Con-
sequently, after taking a shot at the

Refrectory chairs last week, we are

loathe to drag them into promin-
ence again. For to be utterly

frank, they don't stand the strong
light of publicity very well. But if

we do repeat it's because we rejaeat-

ed in another direction as well.

Last week, like true hunters, we
•roamed the spaces of the dining hall

stalking empty places and fell upon
the first vacant seat like Nimrod on
his prey. This week we did the

same identical thing.
Now if this is to keep up the game

should be made worth the candle.

We never hunted lions but we im-

V. P. C.

The Villonova Polish Club meets
on Wednesday evening in Ruoir. A
of Alumni Hall after chapci.

R. C. H. S. Club
Regular weekly meetings of the

R. C. H. S. Club are held at 12:30

p. m. Wednesdays in the Academy.
Connecticut Valley Club

President Bernard Dolan will pre-
side at the next meeting of the
Connecticut Valley Club on Wed-
nesday night at seven In the Acad-
emy.

Found
Watch Crystal—Owner may have

same at 62 Mendel Hall.

Lost
Books: Quantitative Text and!

French Anthology. If f jund please
return to Room 307 Peaigan Hall.

Wallet containing important
cards, etc. Please return to Benj. J.

Slutsky, Room 45 Academy.
Notebook and Psycology of Edu-

cation Text. E. Burke of 208 Fed-
igan will appreciate their return.

For Sale
Books for first, second and third

year Business School, 102 Austin
Hall.

Every year the color question cries

more nercely for an answer. For

generations the white press has

tried to Ignore it but every day it

becomes more obvious that such a

course can no longer be pursued.

Every year thousands of negroes are

uenig graduated from high schools

and coneges with an education and
tne pride engendered by it. Natur-

a.ly, tlie doctrine that every white

man is better than any negro is be-

coming more and more displeasing

to them. The whites continue to

abuse them and treat them with
condensations. What they want is

respect and sympathy.
Ihe increasing number of negroes

ol refined taste find it exceedingly

hard to enjoy life. They can't see a
musical comedy, then can t go in

bathing at the summer resorts, they
can't eat in a first class restaurant,

they can't enter amusement parks
except on certain nights. If they
attempt any of these tnings they are
ln:>ulted and sometimes forcibly

made to s5e the error of their ways.
Of course they are saved much em-
barassment by segregating, them-
selves in the Black Beit but here the
recreational and cultural fac^litie.;

are very few. *

Many Caucasians do sympathize
with tiieir former slaves but very
lew would invite a black man to

Sunday dinner. It would seem quite

tcoush to be a martyr lor the un-
der dog. Then there is the perplex-
ing problem of what would happen
if the negroes were given sociai

equality. Miscegenation would take
generations to complete and it

would undoubtedly lower the present
cultural level. As things are, tht
white man has someone to do un-
pleasant tasks at a low wage so why
shouldn't he take white superiority
for granted.
Will the negro become calloused,

indift'erent ana content with his
present status? Will the aflfluent

negroes build their own theatres,
their own smart restaurants ana
shops, and meet snobbery with
snobbery? Only time will tell.

—X. Y. Z.

The Mosque

THIS AND THAT

Marriages on Wane,
Divorces Increase

Martial statistics for 1928, Issued
this week In the Census Bureau, re-

veal the growing gravity of the di-
vorce problem In the United States,
there were In 1928, 1,182,497 mar-
riages and in 1927, 1,201,053—a de-
creajse of 18.556 or one-fifth.

Divorces, on the contrary, showed
an Increase. In 1928, 195,930 were
granted, compared with 192,037 In
1927.

It appears, therefor?, that In the
face of an estimated Increusc of

Calling Cards are now a la mode
lor the larger functions on the
campus.

We don't see why, when they had
the Reading Terminal out here,
tney didn't Keep it here. Just think
what a nice dormitory it would
make tor a habid Irish.

Speakers for the School of Science
Seminar are getting better every
week.

Wait until the mid-years and the
present Stock Market prices will
nave nothing on the student's
marks.

The posted marks for the anatomy
class look like the figures of the
lamous twenty- third on the Ex-
change.

Some students have the idea that
Sir Walter Raleigh was the chap
who discovered how good a pipe can
be.

From the looks of last Friday's

Wells. Didn't he write the Outline
of History.

agine that to bag a lion with no
mane is to bag no lion at all. In
the same vein it's a bit discouraging
after a trek up and down the aisles

in which you have crept up on a
chair, taken it off-Guard, grappled
with it and finally captured it, to

discover that, after all it's a three-
legged chair. A three-legged chair
is a positive injustice. We don't
know Just who is Chief High Chan-
cellor of Chairs but whoever he is he
should immediately eradicate the
decrepit and senile seats that now
make of the Refrectory, a Home for

Old and Impoverished Chairs. " For
let it be Chippendale or Duncan
Pfyfe a chair has no place in a

' Dining Hall unless it entertains the
plebian purpose of being sat on.

Teh, Teh, we're getting serious

again. This must be nipped in the
bud— (Pause to indicate business of

nipping in the bud). It won't hap-
pen again.

And in Conclusion

—

His voice, in the gathering gloom,
was exceedingly tender. "My only
one," he said, "in five more minutes
you will t>e gone and then my light

in this dark night will be extin-
guished forever. Others have come
and gone but you—you are the last

and most thrilling of them all." He
was near to tears. Yet with fingers

that faltered he put his hands to the
pocket over his heart. Then throw-
ing away the empty pack he slowly
lit—his last cigarette.

tlon of the country the nuraber of
marriages went down.
The difficulty in dealing with a

soclal problem of this magnitude Is

further revealed by statistics of
Sates. Because of a change in the
marriage laws of California, requir-
ing that three days' notice be given
before the issuance of a license, there
was a marked Jump In the number ^_
of marriages in Arizona and Nevada. I past few days
In the States where the legal

causes for absolute divorce are re-

stricted, the proportion of divorces
to marriages Is small. For the coun-
try as a whole there was one divorce
lor every six marriages. For the
District of Columbia and New York
the proportion was one divorce to
52.5 and one to 21.6 marriages..

The divorce situation Is much the
same as that confronted by the pro-
hibition advocates before the adop-
tion of the Eighteenth Amendment.
Adoption of some rigorous marriage
laws In one State Is followed by an
Increase In adjoining states where
laws are less rigorous. The question
of federal laws to meet this situation
has been considered for years, but
has never been taken up by Con-
eress.

When a certain priest we heard
speak the other day, gets in the
school business, the profits go up
and the prices go down.

We wonder how Mr. Zamskys
camera withstood the gaff of the

DANCE AT CASKY
WAS HUGE SUCCESS

(continued from page 1)

merrily on while foot ball discus-
sions and the inevitable post-mor-
tems provided a buzz of comment
in every corner. Later in the eve-
ning the Jazzmen, forgetting the
dissappointment of the afternoon
ijegan to pep up the gathering.
What with the crowd on the mez-
zanine clamoring for room on the
floor and the polite couples already
on the floor begging pardon for
inadvertent collisions, they did their
work nobly.

All in all the dance was a great
thing. It provided amusement for
the strangers in Scranton between
the end of the game and train
time, and it gave the lovers of
Terpsichore some practice in dan-
cing on a patch of floor a little

over a equare foot in area. The
chairman and his able committee
did a wonderful job at the oppor-i
tune moment and also provided
unique ideas for future dance com-
mittees, such as the chattel brand
for the fellow who pays and pays.

Mr. Buncombe doesn't seem to ap-
prove of the fact that the Sopho-
more Pre-meds have their pictures
taken during lab hours.

.. : >
:
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Ballad of the Errant Beetle

I

() heelh.s, tell mi- if you can,
» ftv did you ever leave Japan,
1 oil know that we alihor yon so,
then why don't yon just turn and go?
Ill spiip of all our pleading words
You slay and iniilliply in herds.
<). hrvties, .ell me if you can,
M hy did you ever leave JniuinY

II

Now that the pleasant season of

tiie quarterly exanunatJons has rolled

.tiouiiu It has been lelt that tho

uitmbers oi the board give a quarter-

ly Oi Its own in order to test out the

abilities of the members o^ the coi-

itge, in their general Knowledge. The
ihe task has lallen to me, and in

consideration ot last Saturday s un-

loriunate occurrence. It win aiioid

an Ideal way to vent ones sipeen.

ihe exam Is conducted according to

honor system, and a pledge Is found

ui tne boitom ox the p«tge wlilch

, houid be signed by each victim.

Literature

By whom, under what conditions,

imd why were the lollowlng words

bpoken/ 'There Is nothing better

cnan Liberty, lellow citizens—except

^oiiiers and the Saturday Evening

Post."

"And If you see her tell her I was
ihcre myself."

•Yes."

"He who laughs last laughs laugns."

•He dropped his thoughts so easily

ihat eagles paused to think."

•Always put off till to-morrow
what you could have done day before

yesterday."

Ueograpby
Where is Paris Green?
What Is the Capital of Dlptheria?

Where Is Monomania, and what Is

the name of the people who Inhabit

i.he place?

In what country Is located the

town, Dohrbel-on-the-Prltz?
What country has its first leader

Irom the working party, the man
Manuel Labor?
Where Is Rosemont College? (100%

lor this answer. "I don't know.")

The Theatre
What famous actor played In that

Jtlrrlng drama which was the talk of

rfoboken last season, '•The last of the
Ulean Shirts?"

Who were the stars of that movie
jhowlng old time Mexico under the

.Spanish regime and was called, •'in

Old Piazza?"
in what play was the character,

Austin Hall?

What lamous explorer and research

Jtudtnt wrote •"Sarah of the Sahara,"
and what degrees does he hold?
Who wrote '•Twenty Thousand

Leaguses Under The Sea, or David
Copperfleld?"

Inventions
Who Invented the square mothball?
Who Invented the padded hammer?
When the slogan Invented and re-

vised to suit a purpose, that reads as
lollows? Have you a mother, a father,

a problem, a family, a dog, or five

cents?

If you have any of the above or if

only the last one buy a copy of the
'VUlanovan."

Who Invented the quaint old
Spanish custom of playing the radio
and vlctrolas early In the morning
when everyone Is trying to get some
sleep?

Who Invented that brainless girl

who Insists on playing "Do you
know," after she has known you five

minutes?
Who Invented eight o'clock classes?

History
Who was the one who walked home

from that ride with Paul Revere?
Who gave Lincoln's address, and

what was the street and number?
How could Washington cross the

Delaware, when It Is on the Pacific
coast?

Now for the Pledge. It is sincerely
hoped that everyone who took this
examination will sign the pledge and
throw It Into the nearest wastepaper
basket.

I hereby pledge my word of honor
that I have not received aid during
this examination, and Heaven knows,
I couldn't give any,"

Count Dmitri

Pope, Given Wine, Send8
Cake in Turn to Donor

tome

O, herlies. .>// me if you can,
" rtv did you ever leave Japan?
Of all the pests I've ever seen,
> «// are ihe meanest of ihe mean.
Perchance ihey starved you so at ho
That your were forced to leave and
roam.

r/i.'"'
j''''"' •'*'" """ '/ y"" *""•

» hy did you ever leave Japan?

Ill

O. lieeiles. tell me if you can,

,r '\ ''"' >"" '•''' /''«fe Japan?
ffi.h imigralion laws severe.
Concealed from view, you entered

here.
ff hile some inspector turned away
toi, entered in, hut will you stay?
O. heeiles. .ell me if you can.
W Hv did you ever leave Japan?

//,envoi

become well read. Rather the reason is that in their work.s

you will find portrayed with truth and beauty some aspect
of life or some manifestation of man's spirituality. It is

with this in mind that they sould be read and studied; only
of fame because they have made it possible for a person to |in this way will they prove beneficial and enlightening.

Prince lleelle. and your beetle hand
ftrp you depart from out our land
I ray. tell us beetles, if you can.
» hy did you ever leave Japan?

Wkljenih

A <lood Author

Miss Svplhla: Who Is your favorite
author?

Arnold: My Father. .

MlBH Svclhia: What did he write?
Arnold: Checka.

Some of the boys felt so much at
home m the "Casey" that they re-
ported out at the desk.

When the pilgrimage from the dio-
cese of Vercelll In Piedmont came to
Rome recently to participate In the i
lubllee. Miss Marlettlna De Nicola,
one of the pilgrims brought with her
two bottles of wine which had been
eaved for fifty-nine years for pre-
eentatlon to the Pope who should
bring about a settlement oX the
Roman Question. ['.,.

.

.

'

The vintage of 1870 wias excep-
tionally good, and as the Italian
troops had taken Rome by force only
a few davs before and the Pope had
shut himself up in the Vatican, the
Rev. Don Lulgl De Nicola, uncle of
Miss De Nicola hoping that peace
would come sooner or later, put aside
some bottles of that vintage with the
Intention of offering It to the Pontiff
who should make peace with the
Government of Italy.

Father Dl Nicola died fifteen years
later—in 1885—without his dream
being realized.

Therefore, when Miss De Nicola
came to Rome with the other pil-
grims, recently she brought with her
two bottles of that famous vintage
of 1870 to offer them to Pope PlusXl—the Pontiff who had realized
her uncle's dream. The bottles were
placed in a casket ornamented with
ribbons of the Papal and Italia-
colors, and were presented to His
Holiness at a solemn audience at
which about 2,000 pilgrims were pres-
ent. The Pope, In accepting the gift,
and hearing the explanation, was
very pleased and thanked the donor
with Kraclous words.

Shortly after her return home,
Miss De Nicola received by parcel
post a package bearing stamps of
Vatican City. The enclosed box con-
tained a large medal and two smaller
ones bearing the image and coat-of-
nrms of the Pope. There was also
pnclo«ed. on a plate bearing the
crest of the Vatican, a cake. The
cake was accompanied by a letter In
which His Holiness said that the
Klft was sent In exchange for the
"wine of the Conciliation" which he
had found delicious.

(Standard and Times)

HInkle did everything but lead the
band and carry the water. We hear
that he Is equally smart In billiards
and tlddlewlAks.

Sport Spots by Spotty

No Post Mcrtems

It's all over now. That long, long streak of gridiion

successes is of the past and that is where it belongs. Let

the dead past bury its dead is out motto. The future

stretches out ahead and greater things may be in store.

A perusal of the run is not entirely out of order however

and we jvill devote a little space in praise of those men both

heie now and who have gone before.

On a day almost identical to the tragic Saturday of last

week but two years previous another Herd came charging

into Scranton to twist the Wildcats tail. Since that Novem-

oei- afternoon nineteen fall Saturdays came and went and nary

once the Feline felt the sting of defeat. Twice ties marred

a perfect record and many the time the going was rough

and in grave doubt but the final whistle always richotted a

vertible echo to the Wildcat scream of triumph.

Paens of praise, and reams of penned glory resounded

the fame of Villanova's football cohorts and a little Blue

jacketed team climbed from the depths of obscurity to the

top most rungs of the American football firmament. Today

that same team still is to be reckoned and has lost not one

whit of prestige.

Comebacks Have Marked Defeats

Perhaps it is for the best the break came, anyway the

end of the string is always magnified out of true proportions.

Villanova will be still held in merited r(^spect by all oppon-

ents. A defeat generally presages inspirational work and

bodes ill for those who flaunt their wares against the van-

quished.

Back in 1926 Villanova lost to Lebanon Valley and then

came back to stop a strong Bucknell team. Later Boston

College prevailed over the Blue and White. Following came
three straight victories with the rampaging Cats running up

106 points and the opposition not garnering any.

In 1927 Bucknell won a contest from Villanova. The

next fray was with Lehigh and the Main Liners walloped

them 54 to 0. This season the Bison decision is due, accord-

ing to the books to make bad medicine for Villanova oppon-

ents the balance of the campaign.

* * « * *

Many Aided in the String

Many men wore the Blue during that three season per-

iod. Paul Kuczo, leader of the '27 aggregation, the greatest

passer in the annals of Villanova football tradition. Johnny

Slane, with his top knot thinned but his legs ever digging.

A few may still remember his winning jaunt against the

Herd in Wilkes Barre in '26 that pulled the Wildcats from

the abyss of defeat.

Johnny Gault, our snapperback, together with Frank
Vail and Bob McKelvey. Mulray, Pessolano, captain of the

team of '28. Lomasney and Twomey regular ends for four

years, and hosts of others. George Milne, brother to Jim;

John Conti, Frank Jordan and some we cannot remember.
The present members are known well enough, some of

them have performed in all those years.

TWO GREAT ENDS WHO STOPPED MANY A BISON END RUN
Dr. Seelaus

Gives Talk

To Seminar

Famous Surgeon Points

Out KsHential For
Professions

JACK McGANN JIM HENRY

Bucknell Snaps Wildcats

Streak When Hinkle and
Ellor Tally for Bisons

* * * * *

(Continued from Page One)

forced to leave ttie game and at
the start of the fourth quarter only
Morgan and Melanson remained of
the Raiders.

Villanova's great chance arrived
in this canto. With the ball in
possession in midfield, Tommy Mor-
gan hurled a pass to August, who
caught it on the 35 yard line and
carried on to the 15 yard marlc be-
fore being downed. An attempted
lateral pass Morgan to August was
fumbled by the latter and recov-
ered by the opponents.

Ellor's field goal with but three
minutes remaining to the contest
iced the game. After recovering
the fumble Bucknell rushed and
passed to our own fifteen yard line.

Brumbaugh made some nice end
runs that aided materially in the
advance.
Villanova stiffened and held on

her own 15 yard line. On last down
Ellor was called out of the Bison
line and booted a field goal from
placement giving his team a nine
point margin.
The game ended soon after and

the Villanova streak had been
broken by the same club that two
years previous had broken another
streak of the same team's.
Prom the Villanova angle the

fray was disappointing. We don't
think the club showed their real
strength. But the break was
bound to come some time and we
can think of no opponent we
would rather lose to than Bucknell.

INTER-FRAT BALL
DECEMBER 6th.

(continued from page one)

NOTED WRITER TALKS
TO BUSINESS MEN
(continued from paje 1)

Recapitalition

Four games remained on the schedule after the Buck-

nell game of 1927. Lehigh came first and 54 points were

run up against her. Next John Carroll blew in and the sec-

ond contest in the new Stadium found it a victorious affair,

20 to 7; Boston College proved unequal in a 13-7 match up

in the Bean Town. Canisius closed the season by bowing
30-7.

In 1928 only the tie game with Temple spoiled a perfect

record. Loyola and Catholic U failed to score and lost 34-0

and 19-0 respectively. Gettysburg made a safety but the

Cats pushed over a touchdown to win 7 to 2. Lebanon Val-

ley was downed but the same margin as Catholic U and then

Bucknell succumber 20-6.
i

Temple and the Wildcats battled a 0-0 stalemate on

Franklin Field and Grove City almost won out the following

week but failed to kick their second extra point and thereby

lost 14 to 13.

In the final Davis-Elkins was eliminated 20 to 13. This

year Boston College and Villanova tied 7-7. Lebanon Valley

and Loyola each scored but were defeated, the first 32 to 13

and the Baltimorians 16-7. Catholic U. put up a tough scrap

but faded undei- a 12-0 decision. Duke proved easy 58 to 12,

and Oglethorpe, another Southern team, succumbed 17 to 7.

Three games remain on the schedule and if we can gather

them in it will be proof in itself that our club is of the highest

calibre and a worthy opponent for any the major teams

about.

.«U1.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Tuesday, November 12th

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
Inter Fraternity Dance Committee Meeting, Fedigan Hall . . . 3.00 P. M.
Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy • •,•<«• 7.00 P. M.
Coal Crackers Club Meeting. Mendel '.*•.• • • • • • '^^ P- ^
Varsity Bowling Team, Ardmore »»<» '>;*»*. 9.00 P. M.

Wednesday. November 13th '

~

LaSalle Club Meeting, Academy ,*;...•».". . 12.30 P. M.
R. C. H. S. Club Meeting. Academy '.'. 12.30 P. M.

, Beta Gamma Society Meeting, Mendel H 4.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel, H 7.00 P. M.
V. P. C. Meeting Academy, Academy 7.00 P. M
Connecticut Valley Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P. M.

Thursday, November 14th
Student Football Tickets, Belle Air Office ..ii-V...... 11.30 A. M.
Senior class Meeting, Academy 1.00 P. M.
Chemistry Club Meeting, Amphitheatre 1.00 P. M.
Belle Air Year Book Meeting, Academy 2.45 P. M.

Friday. November 15th
"12.30" Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P. M.
Stamford Club Meeting, Monastery 2.30 P. M.

Saturday. November 16th
Villanova Vs. Davis Elklns, Franklin Field 2. P. M.
Delta Pi Epsilon Dance, Gym 9. P. M.

Monday. November 18th
V. I. C. Meeting, Academy 12.30 P. M.
Delta Pi Epsilon Meeting, Academy 1.00 P. M.
Junior Class Meeting, Academy i.oo P. M.
New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy 7.OO P. M^

Tuesday. November 19th
Phi Kappa Pi Meeting, Mcndci Hall 11.45 a. M
Belle Air Ball Committee Meeting, Academy 12.30 p! m!

and from the classified ads depart-
ment they enter into the specialty
zone such as book advertisements.
These men get to know the various
authors of the day, as well as the
different publishing houses, and
book sellers. Prom this point there
are many opportunities for the en-
ergetic young man.

Newspaper a Great Business
The publishing of a daily news-

paper is nothing but a great busi-
ness enterprise. The young man,
who works diligently, can find many
juicy positions be it in the circula-
tion department, accounting de-
partment, editing department or on
the reporting staff. The reporting
staff is the romantic side of the
newspaper. The reporter is the
king of the newspaper world. He
meets every type of person from
gangster to diplomat. The live,

nervy, staccato writing of the re-
porter is making the literature of
today and predicting the literature
of tomorrow.

Associated Press
Mr. Beamish then gave an excel-

lent explanation of the Associated
Press. He stated that the Associa-
ted Press was an organization of
different newspapers throughout
the country for the purpose of ga-
thering and circulating all of the
news of the world. Each news-
paper contributes a certain amount
towards the upkeep of the Associa-
ted Press. Without this organiza-
tion, the daily morning newspaper
could only publish the news of the
immediate vicinity, as they could
not have representatives in all
parts of the world.

If a newspaper wishes to get an
Associated Press franchise, it must
be unaminously voted upon by all
the Associated Press newspapers in
the district. That is the only way
to procure the services of this or-
ganization.

Mr. Beamish Answers Questions
At the close of the lecture, Mr.

Beamish volunteered to answer any
question regarding journalism.
This offer was quickly taken up by
many of the students, who , were
quickly enlightened. This first
lecture of the season was indeed a
huge success for the Finance stu
dents, as they learned some of the
most intimate details in newspaper
management.

RECORD THRONG
GO TO SCRANTON

(Continued Prom Page One)

that packed the lobby and the
hotel was given over almost entirely
to the Main Line contingent. Every
room was taken before the arrival
of the train, many of the Alumni
and friends of the college having
come directly to Scranton from dis-
tant points. For the majority it

was a second home-coming. Excite-
ment reached a fever pitch when
fifteen minutes before game time
the travelers in a body set off for
Brooks Field.

Band Makes Good Appearance
Throughout, the fifty piece Villa-

nova band was very much in evi-
dence. A musical contest between
the halves with the Bucknell band-
sters rivaling our own instrumen-
talists, provided a short let-down
for those who found the thrills of
the game entirely too intense. A
big ovation from the Bucknell
stands followed Kettrick's presenta-
tion of the popular airs of the day.
Favorable comment on the band's
appearance and quality were heard
on all sides. Immediately upon the
return to the Hotel Casey, although
downhearted the weary musicians
summoned enough energy to ser-
enade the grid men who had strug-
gled vainly but valiantly to add
another laurel to the victory
wreath.

Dance Follows Game
Defeat, however, failed to stem

the social ardor of the "Specialists
and the Wilkes Barre Club dance
became what might literally be
called a "howling success." The

most Iniportunt. events of the year,
xne remarKable aavancement ol

vnianova aunng the past lew years
naturally warrants the establishment
01 tnese customs and traditions and
.yet, while we are torcud to start oil
on a comparatively small scale. It is

noped that the spirit shown by the
student body In attending this dance
will put next years dance on an equal
basis wltn the Junior Prom and the
aeiie Aire Ball.

It was originally Intended to hold
the dan^e this year at the new Rose-
mont College aymnaslum but being
unable to secure that hall the com-
mittee deemed it advisable to hold
me alfalr this year In the gym-
nasium In Alumni Hall. While the
proposition will meet with dlsiavor
among some it must be remembered
that a remarkably good dance can be
staged In the Oym. The decorative
possibilities of the place are practi-
cally unlimited. This was dem-
onstrated at the Blue Blazer Ball
01 last year and the Owl Hop 01 this
year. The dance committee has de-
cided to decorate the gym with the
combined colors of the four frater-
nities. This idea, which was never
carried out before, should prove sur-
prisingly attractive.

Another unprecedented feature of

the dance is that it Is formal. The
only two dances that are formal thus
far are the Junior Prom and the
Bell Aire Ball. Formal dances are

becoming more popular this year

and many students have voiced their

desire for more dances of this nature.

There is something about a formal
dance that makes it much nicer in

many ways than an Informal dance.
Then too, a formal dance Is more
befitting to the dignity that is

suppose to be relative to a college.

It is hoped that this dance will be
met with favor by the student body.

The dance committee which has
charge of the affair consists of two
representatives from each organiza-

tion. Mr. Thomas Doyle, Delta Pi

Epsilon, is chairman. He has the

following men assisting him on the

committee: Rudolph Zwlgard, Delta

Pi Epsilon, Joe Welsch and Joe
Daschbach, Epsilon Phi Theta, Paul
Meyer and Joe Qlllen, Phi Kappa
Pi. Pat White and Fred Luchessl,

Lamba Kappa Delta.

On last Friday morning the Bio-
logical Seminar was addressed by
one who exemplifies the hopes of
many of its members. Dr. Seelaus,
Surgeon and Professor of Anatomy
at Jefferson Medical Collene.

Ihe doctor prefaced his talk by
teiang tne students of his feelings
wnen they saluted his entrance by
nsing,. saying that it was most un-
usual lor him to receive such honor,
xne main topic ot Dr. Seelaus'
speecn was tne query "What is to
uecome ol us alli- ' He mentioned
that tlie question was started rolling
by Doctor John Aijtrnathy when he
cii,me to lecture one of nis usual
large classes. In 1869, Sir James
Paget traced the careers ol a thous-
and students after they had left

Saint Bartholemew's in England.
He found that of this thousand
only twenty-tfiree were a real suc-
cess and that fifty-six had failed
utterly, the rest ot theSe were
ranged up and down the scale of
meaiocrity. Dr. Seelaus defined a
real success and told the men that
the great enemy of success and the
most potent cause for failure was
vanity.

'Ihe Doctor then elucidated upon
the reasons men gave for both en-
tering and later abandoning the
profession of medicine. He aiso ex-
plained the reason for the high fees
made by medical men were the long
years oi work and study before
practicing and the short liie of the
medical career after being establish-
ed.

Dr. Seelaus concluded his talk by
telling the men of the Seminary
that the two highest aims of the
medical profession were the pro-
longation of human life and the
mitigation of human suffering. He
told the men that he did not give
his talk to judge others but to give
them a few pointers for theh: in-
tended life work.

Father Dougherty complimented
the doctor on his most excellent and
interesting speech. And then ad-
journed the Seminar by abjuring
the students to foUow the doctor's
advice. % , :

.

Goodreau Memorial
Planned by Juniors

fcontinued from pa^e 1)

drawing is the picture of a football

nlayer straining an effort to make
that last yard. Realism predomin-
ates inasmuch as even patches of

mud are seen fiying from the back's

v,«fo,i Ko,«„^.. » it. ^ ^- , cleats. Those who remember the

?m,15f,f*T.lf^A"^^™""^.^^-^f^ day upon which Leo Goodreau re-
Villanova interests revolved, and
for the entire evening throngs
filled the dance floor, the mezzan-
ine, lobby, the restaurant and every
other available space where con-
versation and post-mortems might
flourish. At one o'clock tired but
not depressed unduly the trek to
the Jersey Central station got un-
der way and one half hour later
the locomotive puffed a farewell to
Scranton.

Conduct Is Admirable
Aside from a display of animal

spirits natural to such a time the
conduct of the excurtionists was
noticeably gentlemanly. It may be

ceived his fatal injury in practice at
our stadium, will recall the muddy
condition of the gridiron.
The Junior Class of 1931 has de-

cided to sponsor this memorial, but
it feels that it has no right to ex-
clude contributions from the rest of
the college and those associated with
it, because of the fact that he met
his end in the services of the col-
lege as a whole. Nevertheless it is

their iielief that a memorial project
should start among his classmates.
The final plans are to be submit-

ted at the next meeting which will

be held at the usual time and place,
on the third Monday of Novemlaer

RALLY TO BE HELD
IN GYM FRI. NIGHT

A monster rally wUl be held Fri-
day night in the "Gym" for the
Davls-Elklns game. Jivery student
knows the record of the Maroon team
and also know that the WUdcats wUl
not have an easy time in winning.
The Felines will be out for their
twentieth consecutive win and are
depending on the student body for
support in this matter. This can be
done by attending the rally and
showing the boys were back of them
100% strong. The coaches and the
team were more than pleased with
the showing at the last rally and
strongly expressed their pleasure.
Father Fink has gotten together a
number of good speakers for the af-
fair and promises a great evening.
Let's get back of the boya and show
them that we have the old fighting
spirit that is so characteristic of
Villanova. Show them that we are
back of them whether winning or
losing and they will fight all the
harder. Don't forget, FRIDAY NIGHT
IN THE "GYM."

!?^1 '!!?^i "!:i^/':J!?.^.l
"°':. ™"^°«:^_ The plans proposed at present con-'

LUCKY ON GRIDIRON,
UNLUCKY IN POLITCS

Carl Snavely, dapper coach of
Bucknell's Thundering Herd of
Bisons, received his first defeat last
week, when his last-minute sticker
cam{ialgn for Burgess of Lewlsburg
failed. Snavely lost out to his op-
ponent on the Republican ticket by
a two-to-one vote. His campaign
was aided materially by work of
Bucknell students.
Snavely has not said yet whether

his defeat was due to lack of prep-
aration on his own part, or too great
an offensive power of his opponent.

One of the founders of Davls-
Elklns College was the late United
States Senator Stephen B. Elklns.
His widow. Mrs. Hallle DbvU Elklns,
70 vears old, Is now one of the foot-
ball eleven's strongest supporters.

authorities had serious cause for
complaint. As in other jaunts into
hostile territory, the Villanova
student body definitely proved its
ability to uphold the high standards
of the college. In spite of defeat
the trip stands out as being a
worthwhile bit of evidence of spon-
taneous loyalty and school spirit
and it is to be hoped that the idea
of the "Special" will in future
years become an incorporate part
of the Villanova traditions.

HE HOLDS THE FORT

In a Swiss village an old man, the
only Protestant in the town, holds
services for himself every second
Sunday a« the result of a centurlcs-
old agreement by which Catholics
were to use the church one Sunday
and the Protestants the next. All
Protestants except the old man have
left the town. He holds the fort.

(Union and Times)

"The scenery here never changes,
does it?" said a visitor the other day.

"No." answered her escort, "De-
spite the frantic efforts of some of
our RoUtrs."

sist of an assessment upon the Jun-
ior Class, and a series of speeches
to be delivered to every class in the
college for the purpose of raising the
necessary funds, which shall be ex-
tremely reasonable considering the
subscription asked for each man.
The committee to take care of the

memorial project consists of the
following. Chairman, Mr. Orbach;
Arts, Mr. Cartenuto; Business, Mr.
Mueller; Engineering, Mr. Oildea,
and Pre-Medical, Mr. Nagle. Each
of these men are required to take a
certain detail under their consider-
ation, as well as the duty of address-
ing their respective departments for
soliciting the necessary funds re-
quired for the construction of the
memorial.

It is expected that an appeal will
be made to every department before
the advent of the Christmas Holi-
days.

Lou PeiiMilano

Lou Pessalano. captain of the un-
defeated team of 1928 has signed to
play with Clifton HelghU. Previous
to this Louie performed for Staple-
ton In the National Leagus.

OUR PREDICTIONS.
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?
Villanova-Davis Elklns, Notre

Dame-Southern California, and
Yale-Princeton head the gridiron
calendar for this Saturday, with
the first-mentioned teams favored
to win. Dartmouth meets an unde-
feated Cornell eleven, and should
come out on top. Columbia is the
favorite to stop Penn, while Buck-
nell-Penn State, Harvard-Holy
Cross and N. Y. U.-Mlssouri are all
toss-ups, with again the crews
mentioned first being favored by
this writer.

The complete calendar follows:
Villanova-Davis Elklris—Villanova
Notre Dame-5S. California—Notre

Dame.

Yale-Princeton—Yale.
Dartmouth-Cornell—Bartmouth
Pitt-Cornegie Tech.—Pitt
Harvard-Holy Cross—Harvard
Columbla-Penn—Columbia
Bucknell-Penn State—Bucknell
Lafayette-Temple—Lafayette
Lehigh-Rutgers—Lehigh
Army-Dickinson—Army
Navy-Wake Forest—Navy
N. Y. U.-Missourl—N. Y. U.
Georgetown-W. Virglnisr-George-
town.
Brown-Norwich—Brown

.

Colgate-Syracuse—Colgate
Boston College—Marquette—Boston
Fordham-Thiel—Pordham
F. &. M.-Muhlenburg—F. & M.
Gettysburg-Lebanon Valley—Gettys-
burg.

Swarthmore-Urslnus—Swarthmore
Haverford-Drexel—Haverford
Last week's results—Winners

Losers

The dance committee stamped the
Patrons with a large blue "V". After
that the dancers continued the
stamping process on their own hook.

One wit remarked that the train
would make better time if the engin-
eer stopped selling WUbur Buds and
tended to business.

The coal company hired a thous-
and men to watch that the sUppery
city slickers wouldn't get away with
the coal pile.
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Cooperation of Students

Asked to Locate Alumni

Corrected Addresses of Following Names Lost in Fire.-

Information Regarding Present Where-
' alioiits Requested by President

ADAIR, Leroy William, 225 Pulisade Ave. W. Hoboken, N. J.

ADAIR, Sylvester J., 225 Palisade Ave., W. Hoboken, N. J.

AONF.W, George Vincent, 15 Orange St., Waterbury, Conn . 1909

AIGNER, Arol, 656 1st Road, Hanimonton, N. J 1923-24

ALDERDICE, Charles E., 51 White Street, New York City . .
1902-04

ALLEN, Thomas H., Salem, N. J 1911

APPLEGARTH, Cecil K., Ooldenhill, Maryland 1909

APPLEGARTH, Harold G., Goldenhill, Maryland
APPLEGARIH, Hubert, UoldenhlU, Maryland
ATLEE, Walter, Jr., Westminster, Carroll Co., Md 1905

BACHINGER, Francis A., 30 West Main St., Plymouth, Pa. 190»-10

BARD, Lawrence A., Millville, New Jersey 1912-13

BABNUM, George M., 427—4th Ave., Carnegie. Pa. 1905

BARREi 1', James A., 86 Willow St., Hartford, Conn. ..<.... 1904-05

BARREIT, John J., 315 E. 52nd St., New York City .... 1909

BARREIT, ihomas J.. 41 South Hock St., Shamokni, Pa. .. 1926

BATES, Prank, care of Carl Ernst Co., 154 E. 23rd St.

New York City 1900-04

BATTIS, Stephen E., Little Falls, N. Y 1886-87

BELL, John W., 233 S. Jardin St., Shenandoah, Pa 1921-13

BELLE ISLE, George M., 127 Haverhill St., Lawrence, Mass. 1907-08

BENDER, Philip A., Columbia, Pa 1909

BENDINSKV, John, 513 E. Mahanoy Ave., Mahanoy City, Pa. 1917

BERNER, Richard F.. 226 17th Street, New York City 1907

BLAKE, James J., 1326 Richmond Street, Phila. 1889-B. S.

BOARMAN, John E., Aliens Fresh P. O., Chas. Co., Md 1876-1880

BOEGESHAUSEN, George A., New York 1901-03

BOYLE, George W., 259 E. 48th St., New York 1873-80

BRADLEY, John, Shenandoah, Pa 1886

BRADY, Eugene, V., 157 Hankins St., Derby, Conn ,.. 1903-06
BRADY, William, Schuylkill Co., Pa 1881-82
BRANEY, Michael F., 190 Plainfleld St..

Olneyville, Prov., R. I , . . 1902-03
BRENNAN, Francis. Shenandoah. Pa 1885
BRENNAN, Joseph A., 444 Main St., Stamford, Conn 1911-12
BKEiMNAN, Joseph F., 124 Auburn St., Manchester, N. H. . . 1902-04
BRENNOCK, William P.. 3 Plain St., Albany, N. Y 1878-80
BRESHAHAN. Edward J.. 712—19th St.. Watervliet, N. Y. . . 1905-06
BRIDGET. John M.. 2149 California Ave., Washington, D. C. 1905-08
BlilDGMAN, Patrick A., Williamstown. Mass 1874-77
BRIGADELL, James J., New Jersey 1901-03
BRIGHT, Jacob, 1001—8th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
BROOKS, John T., 21 Adams St., Boston Highlands, Mass. 1878-1882
BROWN, Charles G., Oakland, Waterford, Virginia 1912-14
BROWN, Michael J., Carthage, Jefferson Co., N. Y 1889-1891
BUCKLEY, Daniel T., 7 Crown St., Waterbury, Conn 1906
BUCKLEY, William, 3 Ridgewood St., Waterbury, Conn .... 1911
BUUPiMILLER, Prank C, Union City, Conn -. 1907
BUGGY, Martin A., 113 West Broad St., Williamstown, Pa. . 1909
BURKE, Francis X.. 1504 Adams Ave., Greenridge, Pa 1905-09
BURKEY, Joseph Satolli. Cheltenham, Montgomery Co., Pa. 1906
BURNS, Martin, Cambrioge, New York 1903-04
BURNS, Thomas. 134 Windsor St.. Hartford, Conn 1889-1891
BURR, Ancrum. New Brunswick, N. J 1883-84
BURH, Joseph. New Brunswick. N. J 1882-84
BUlLlill, William Eugene. Hotel Walton, Altoona, Pa 1907
CALLAGHAN, Alphonsus L., 229 Prospect St.,

Connellsville, Pa 1902-04
CALLAHAN, Arthur Francis, 43 Sunset Ave., Lawrence, Mass 1923
CALLAN, Bernard J.. 14 Cooley Place, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. . . 1906
CALLAHAN, Michael, Conshohocken, Pa. (Moved to Florida) 1870-72
CANTWELL, John Curran, 22 Pike St., Port Carbon, Pa. . . 1920-21
CARLIN, Edwin James (Ball player) New York 1900-01
CAHILL, John J. 539 Macon St., Brooklyn, N. Y 1904-07
CAHILL, Edward A., 178 W. 97th St., New York : . y. 1902
CAHILL, W. A., Hoosick Falls, New York ^. 1880-82
CAHILL, John, Hoosick Palls, New York ^/<^ 1880
CARR, Archie and William, 204 River Stre«*rrroy, N. Y. . . 1880-82
CARRAHER, James, 111 Washington St., Flushing, N. Y. . . 1880-82
CARROLL. T. E., 84 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y 1880-82
CARSWELL, Cornelius J.. 896 Amsterdam Ave.,

New York City 1905-06
CASEY, John R., Latrobe, Pa 1882-85
CASEY, Joseph F., 20 Melvin St., Wakefield, Mass 1906
CASHMAN, William, 423 Fiont St., Ridgeway, Pa 1922-23
CASSIN, James Edward, 228 South St., Mechanicsville, N. Y. 1920-21
CAVANAGH, Martin, Amesbury, ivlaso 1880-81
CLIFFORD, Francis Thomas, 185 South Rain St.,

Whitehall. N. Y 1921
CEBALLOS, Jose M., 88 Broad St., Boston, Mass 1912
CHRISTENSEN, Andrew, Jr., 18 John St., Newport, R. I. . . 1919
CHRISTIE. Robert H., 25 Bay View Ave..

New Rochelle, N. Y. ......... 1921-23
CHURCO, Henry Herbert, Tupper Lake. N. Y ;...... 1924
CLARKE, Joseph P., 303 Chestnut St., Dunmore, Pa 1898-1902

James H.. 808 E. Capitol St., Washington, D. C. ... 1878-79
CLOSSON, Paul, Bristol, Pa '. 1892
COEMAN, Richard, New York City. N. Y 1879-80
COFFEY, M. J., Freeport, N. Y.
COLANGELO, Patrick J., 313 Ligonier St., Latrobe, Pa 1907-1909
COLE. George and Edward. 40 Lexington St., Baltimore, Md. 1882-84
COLE, Leroy James, Channison, Jefferson Co., N. Y 1904-05
COLEMAN, Richard H., 184 E. 64th St., New York 1879
COLL. Thomas Lyilch, Cedar Ave., Connellsville, Pa 1903-04
COLLINS, James T., Salem, Wash. Co., N. Y 1885-86
COLLINS, Leo, 514 Dakstah St., Bethlehem, Pa 1906-07
COLLINS, Oliver J. and John C, Elberon Hotel,

White Plains, N. Y. 1906-07
COLLINS, Charles A.. 107 South 96th St., New York
COLLINS, Vincent A., 80 West 94th St., New York 1923-26
COLLINS, William, Salem, Wash. Co., N. Y 1889
COLLOM, John A., 22 Gregory St., Stamford, Conn 1919
CCMBOY, Leo John, 50 Broad St., Waterford, N. Y 1921
CONDON, John J., Randolph, Mass 1908-09
CONLIN, William Thomas, 136 Hicks St., Brooklyn, N. Y. . . 1926-27
CONNELLY, James D., 41 Fourth Ave., Haverhill, Mass . . . 1908
CONNOLLY, Leroy Wm., 908 Park Ave., Hoboken, N. J. ... 1904-07
CONNOLLY, Sylvester Adair. 908 Park Ave., Hoboken, N. J. 1904-07
CONNOR. Leo Sarto, 2328 E. Baltimore Ave., Baltimore, Md. 1908-1911
CONNORS, Daniel James, 418 Lackawanna Av.. Scranton, Pa 1904-05
CONNORTON, William F., Flushing, L. I., New York 1898-1901
CONRAD, James L., 43 Hamilton St., No. Leominster, Mass 1922-23

MARKET DROP IS NOT
DUE TO BUSINESS

That the worst Btock market
brtak In tlnauctai hlHtury could oc-
cur dcupite relatively Bound buHlneus
and lliianclal cunditlorui, graphically
demoiiBtrates the extent to which
uver-bpeculatlon haa bten carried In
many of the untlUtles and industrial
specialties. Such stocks as were
selling at not reasonable values
were unfortunately allected by the
ultimate collapse.

While slowing down In business
alter Labor Day undoubtedly pro-
vided the initial selling Impulses, It

can hardly be responsible lor the
disastrous declines which have oc-
ouired this month. Business, in

laci, can be suld to be runiung at

a norn^lly active rate. Steel pro-
duction Is now about the same as a
year ago, at which time conditions
were regarded as saiisi^actory. Car-
loadlngd, an excellent barometer of

industrial production, are only
lillghtly under a year ago. As strain-

ed credit conditions were largely re-

sponsible lor such business contrac-
tion as occurred, the pronounced
easement which has recently taKen
place In this direction should go a
long way toward removing any ap-
prehension which may exist about
the future, replacing it with a hope-
x'ul outlook, particularly for such
lines as building construction,

which has been most severely af-

lected by the condition.

A6 a consequence ot stock marKet
liquidation, supply of speculative

ciuuit has Increatied irenienduusxy.

and even the more basic rate on
uanKers acceptance has been twice

reduced. Call money has been con-
bisttntly lending between 5 and 6

per cent., and tne reduction in time
loan rates has been ruUy etfectlng !

the decline ot stocKs, until the
charge on the 30-day maturity, lor

instance, now stands at 6V2 per cent,

as against a high tor tne year of

9',<i per cent. I

As next week's loan statement 1

Debaters Vie

On Popular

Question

win undobtedly show a much larger

aecrease. It would seem that great

progress had been made In the direc-

tion ot correcting what has all along

been the only real cause lor concern,

which Is the Internal technical posi-

tion of the stock market. At the same
time confidence has been rudely

shocked and public buying power se-

verely curtailed. A further recoil

might naturally otcur. out we rather

expect that belated liquidation will,

for some time to come, keep advances
\\lthin conservative bounds, and
this handicap to constructive activi-

ties, It seems quite probable that we
shall soon enter a period of reduced
trading volume, during which tallend

liquidation will occur and the foun-
dation laid for the next period of

broad improvement.

The bottom prices In most stocks

can be expected to hold good for

some time to come, but allowance

should be made for the possibility

ol such sympathetic unsettiement as

mlKht result from the cleaning out
of any residual weak spots. The bank-
Inp; community has had some time to

organize Its resources with the object

of preventing a recurrence of de-

moralization. This was due entirely

to the panicky feelings of the public

which seem entirely unjustified In
these days of banking stability, close

supervision of Stock Exchange houses

and high nvargln requirements.

There are now available for the

Investor a large number of sound
values in comon stock. Margin
(tenders who have maintained a
liquid position also have good rea-

son for entering the market, though
It would seem wise to restrict hold-

ings to less than half of normal
lines for the time being, for the next

Important advance seem at least

weeks awav and the Interim may
witness some moderately heavy per-

iods.—A. J. Wright & Co.

(I'nIiHi anil Tlniex)

Carleniitft and Hookey Win
in Defense of Nega-

tive Side

The first debate of the Beta Gam-
ma Society was held last Wednes-
day afternoon at the regular weekly

meeting of that organization. The
question which was debated upon
was, 'Resolved, that Military Train-

ing be made compulsory at Villa-

nova." The AfTirmative side was
upheld by Mr. Gill and Br. Buckley;

the negative by Messrs. Cartenuto
and Hookey. Mr. Orbach acted as

chairman. The negative side won.
The debate brought out several

good points and arguments on both
sides of the topic which at present

is of popular Interest on the cam-
pus. The decision was close and the

outcome was in doubt until the final

vole was taken.
According to the method followed

evety man who attends the debate
may act as a Judge. His decision is

written on a special form drawn up
for the purpose. Before the debate
starts each man fills out a form tell-

ing whether he favored or opposed
the question or whether he was un-
decided.

After the debate another form is

Ailed out giving the final, decision.

In this way the ability of the de-
baters to win over their audience
can be clearly studied.

Debates Held Weekly
The members of the debating so-

ciety hold weekly debates among
themselves on questions of popular
interest. The speeches are not
"Dry", as many might suppose them
to be, but a spirit of interest and
conflict pervades the atmosphere
which hold the attention of all.

These debates are open to all stu-
dents who desire to attend. The
time and place is announced each
week on the main bulletin board.
The question for tomorrow's debate
Is. "Resolved, that Athletic Scholar-
ships should be encouraged in all

Colleges." Messrs. Weiss and Farns-
worth will defend the affirmative
with Mr. Ciardi as alternate. Mes-
srs. Lubotsky and Shorb will uphold
the negative side with Mr. Stabile
as alternate. Mr. Cartenuto will act
as chairman.

Club Activities

BELLE MASQUE PLAYERS

The regular meeting of the Belle

Masque Players was held at four

last Thursday afternoon. President

Joseph A. Takttcs called the seiision

to order and proceeded with routine

business. .The constitution and by-

laws were then read; following which

Professor Jonas. Moderator of the

players, address them.
ft is the aim and purpose of the

club that entertainment from the

members be supplied by a number

I

of the group at each meeting. Charac-
I ter sketches, monologues, satirical

I and humorous skits will be Indulged

I in.

I

The association is moving along

rapidly, at present maturing plans

for Its first appearance before the

I

public the first or second week In

I

January. Every member Is eager to

I be under way and their production

win, no doubt, be representative.

COAL CRACKERS CLUB

With more members present than

at any other meeting since Its In-

ception a month ago, the Coal Crack-
ers Club held its weekly meeting

last Tuesday evening In Mendel Hall.

Ten new members were added to the

rolls of the club.

Early plans for the club dance,

which will be held December 30th in

Mahonoy City, Wefe announced by

Chairman Balon. of the dance com-
mittee. Arrangements are under way

to secure one of the finest of the

dance bands In the anthracite region,

and from present Indications, the

Christmas Dance will do much to add

to Vlllanova's growing fame In the

black-diamond belt.

All members are urgently requested

to be present at this evening's meet-

ing, when Important btislness will be

transacted. The session will be

called at 7 o'clock at the usual place,

104 Mendel Hall.

the last meeting of the VUlanova

lUlian club, that final plans for

the coming dance were completed.

The dance will be held In Phila-

delphia on the night of the Vllla-

nova-Temple game.

This dance is not the regular an-

nual dance of the VUlanova Italian

Club but it is hoped that it will be

able to be held as a victory dance

and as a remembrance of the foot-

ball team's great record. Ticket*

for the dance have been printed

and distributed and may be ob-

tained from any member of the V.

I C. They may also be obtained

from any member of the Committee.

Dancing wrlU be permitted from 8

to 12. Jim Kettrick and the college

orchestra will play.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
ELECTS OFFICERS

V. I. C. DANCE

Mr. Ciardi, chairman of the V.

I. C. dance committee, reported at

The Chemistry Club held a spe-

cial meeting last Thursday for the

purpose of electing officers. Mr.

Amodel, president of the organiza-

tion since its inception, was re-

elected. Mr. Squitieri was elected'

vice-president, Agre secretary, and

Anderson, treasurer.

The club is rapidly Increasing In

ftiembership and draws its following

from the Schools of Ssience and

Engineering. However, member-

ship is not restricted to those

schools. Anyone who Is taking

chemistry may Join the organ.za-

tion. ^ ^t. ,4
It is the purpose of the Chemistry

Club to gather all those Interested

I

n chemical work in order to in-

crease their knowledge of the sub-

ject in various ways. Topics of

interest are brought up and d.s-

cussed, and later on men promin-

ent in the field of science v/ill be

Invited to address the group and to

lecture to them.

Correct

Xllgorc: An abstract noun Is the

iuime of some thing, you can think of

b\it cannot touch. Give an example

Johnson.
Johnson: A red hot poker.

Many of the Alumni were more
rah! rah! than the cheerleaders. The
most vociferous cheer of the day was
"Down in Front."

^'Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone 254 >... ." '.^ '......•

BASIL SHORB WINS HUTCHINS SHOES

The Georfle Hutchins Shoe Company, of Philadelphia, announces

Mr. Basil Shorb as winner of the Score Guessing Contest held for

the Bucknell game. Mr. Shorb's guess was 12 to 2, favor of Bucknell,

and was the closest score turned in.

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER WEEKLY CONTEST

With this issue of the Villanovan you will r*ctive a slip for this

week'a "Guess the Football Score" contest. All students are invited

to send their slip to the Geo. Hutchins Stores, 5621 Germantown «ve.,

Phila. The winner of this week's contest will be announced in the

next issue of the Villanovan.

(iym Scene of Huge
Rally Last Fri. Night

(continued from page 1)

Fatherspeaker was announced
O'Leary.
Father O'Leary spoke a few words

about his native land and its far

famed Blarney Stone before he set-

tled down to the real business at

hand. His remarks upon Ireland

met with huge approval. He told

how well the members of the foot-

ball squad conducted themselves

while rooming in his building. Fath-

er O'Leary stressed the need of the

students support at the game and
took his seat to the thunder of a

big "Yeh Father O'Leary."

Coach Huntslnger then made a

few short remarks that were

straight to the point and aLso stress-

ed the need of the students support.

He told of the strength of Bucknell

and expressed hlm.self as being con-

fident of victory. He was well

pleased with the students showing
in Boston and asked for a repitltion

of It in Scranton.
Captain "Reds " Melanson was In-

troduced by Father Fink and came
to the fore In a burst of deafening

cheers. His words were few but not

far between. He advised the stu-

dent body to lay all wagers on the

Blur and White and then retired.

Kettrlck's Vlllanovans played sev-

eral of the latest musical hits which
were sung by the students. Judge
Tate made a speech and promised
mercy to any students who hap-
pened to fall into the clutches of the

law while In his district. Needless

to say he was loudly cheered.

Father Crawford and Coach Re-
gan both took the stand amid great

applause from the audience. Sev-
eral cheers were run through and
the band ofTered a selection.

Coach Stuhldreher received the
loudest reception given that night.

j

The walls of the gym shook to the
vibrations of a thousand voices.

Not until he raised his hand did it

diminish in the least. His remarks
' were of a general nature and em-
l)r:.ced all of the team. He told of

I

Vlllanova's growing fame through-
'out the country and the respect

with which our teams are held. He
asked for a solid body of cheering
at the game and was fully assureu

I
that he would get It by the students.

I

"College Days" was sung and the
rally came to a close with the an-

, nouncement of another next Friday

I

night, the night before the Davls-
i
Elklns game.

A great deal of attention Is being paid
to the development of high-priced
buslne.sB executives by heads of big
mercantile and Industrial corpora-
tions, according to Robert L. Hobart,
field secretary of the tJnlverslty of

Pennsvlvanla Extension Schools, who
has Just completed an extensive sur-

vey of personnel and employment
problems throughout the United
States.

The most vivid expression gained
by Mr. Hobart In his Investigation has
been one of Increasing demand for

rtal executives In the business world
who have been trained in the funda-
mental purpose of commerce and
finance.

You will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . . because

it is made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

give you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . . . because it is made ol

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed every Wednesday

by LIN. HILL
here at the college

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

28.75
TWO
PRICES 38.75

COWARD
L CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

Quality Foods at Popular Prices

Paramount Tavern, RosemoBt

YOU'LL LIKE ITI

GROFF, Druggist

Come in and Try •

QROFF MILK SHAKE
SODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

Ceixliiitchirs Stores
l^£N*SSHOES EXCLUSIVELY

;;

BRV^y:'AWR
WE KNOW HOW
PHONE BJ1.l9i9^0R.S£RVtCK

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET

5621 GERMANTOWN AVE.

4058 LANCASTER AVE.

2752 GERMANTOWN AVL
4405 MAIN ST., MANAYUNK

VARSITY-NO. CAROLINA

FRANKLIN FIELD

SATURDAY NOV. 23RD.

BE THERE HHV/, STRONG
VILL VAN INTERFRAT BALL

THE LATEST VENTURE

ON THE CAMPUS

GIVE IT YOUR SUPPORT

Vol 2, No. 8 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY NOVEMBER 19, 1929 Price: Five Cents

Epidemic of

Exams Ends

Fall Quarter

First Examinations of the

Year Successfully Passed

by Student Body

FAVORABLE REPORTS

Last week the great army of Vllla-i

nova students met. and, wo hope,

defeated the first quizzical enemy to

cross their path—the quarterly ex-

aminations. Coming as they did, un-

expectedly, like a thief In the night

they hoped to catch the student

body unaware, but this was not so,

lor, the men of VUlanova, as usual,

were able to rise up and meet the

occasion and the past week was Just

a series of continual conflicts, vic-

torious conflicts for the students.

The exams this year were unex-

pected. It was not until the be-

ginning of laat week that It was de-

cided by the college authorities to

hold the examinations and last Uat-

duy, the sixteenth, was the day set

by which all marks hud to be turned

in. Consequently everybody was
ruehed, the faculty had little time

In which to prepare the examinations

and the students to prepare them.

At the time of this writing favorable

reports were to be hear^ ifP"* *^^

sides as to the results. /

'

On Monday, the students. Just re-

covering from their hectic week-end
In Scranton, were confronted with

the startling news, and that night,

as well as every other night this week

the number of students reporting

out for the evening was few. Viewed

from the outside the dorms pre-

sented a ghostly appearance as dim
light still glowed In many a window
long after the clock had struck the

witching hour. In the daytime,

across the campus from the academy
came the sounds of struggle as the

business men grappled with the fi-

nancial problems of the day.

Mendel Hall reechoed with the

sounds of the engineer sliding around

on their slide-rules, the pre-meds

groaning over their quantatlve or

tholr organic, and a steady hum was
heard above all the confualon be-

traying the presence of the aits men
as th^^^yoly^d^, in t^clr, unfathom-
able minds some fntrlcate problem of

phylosophy or ethics.

This went on for days until a let-

up was seen in the distance and on
Friday mo3t of them were over. Sat-

urday saw the last of them as the

engineers bringing up the van ex-

tricated themselves from their

thermodynamics (or whatever it

was) and Joined the rest of the stu-

dents as they settled down to wait

for the mid-years.

Sports Report on Finances Freshman in

Shows Deficit For Year ' Bus. School

A ^ . c t;:
—

^TTVr .1 p I !
Meets Death

Audited Statement Shows roothull raded to Fay In-

curred Debts by $5,()()().—Other Sports

Also Lose Money

NET DEFICIT REACHES i 8, 000y

Translation

Published by

Augustinian

Speculation as to possible and
actual profits accruing tjb the Col-

i

lege from athletic, activities, prin-

cipally foot ball, received a rude
jolt when the official audited re-

port of athletic expenditures of the

!

school year 1928-29 was completed

'

last week.
|

Contrary to the popular notion
that college foot ball is a highly
paying proposition the report re-

veals an actual deficit of $13,427.81.

This loss, however, is not due to

any one form of athletic activity

but is divided among every sport-
ing venture on the campus. Foot-
ball is the heaviest debtor with a
proved loss of $5,062.51. Track ranks
second with a loss of $2,627.80. Bas-
ketball and base ball are next in or-

der with deficits ranging close to

the $2500 mark. Minor losses were
also sustained in tennis and golf.

Estimate is Complete
The above figures represent a

painstaking effort to arrive at a
really detailed report. The actual
deficit was determined by consid-
ering coaches' salaries, athletic

equipment, advertising, etc., under
the head of expenses and balancing
these figures against receipts for

games, guarantees concessions.

Another section of the report deal-
ing entirely with total income and
expenditure of the Athletic Associa-
tion, places the total income for

the year from Student assessment
fees, etc., at $15,822.35. If the
figures quoted above are then in-

cluded under the head of expenses
the total expenditure reaches the
sum of $24,069.39, a net deficit of

$8,247.04.

Report Answers Sport Question
The above report can be consid-

ered as an eloquent reply to those
who continually insist that college

athletics are fostered as a paying
proposition only. Although last

year might easily be considered as
one of Villanova's most successful
seasons from a sports i^lFMtfc • Uie^

above figures are mute testimony
that the season might easily have
been more prosperous financially.

Sections from the complete state-
ment follows:

Losses
Football $5,062.51
Basketball 2,475.42
Baseball 2,554.34
Track 2,627.80
Tennis 569.80
Golf . . ..,>; .... . . . ... 137.90

CHRISTMAS VACATION

According to an announcement
made by Reverend Griffin, O. S.

A. President of the College, the
Christmas vacation this year will

begin after the last class on Fri-

day, Deceml)er 20, and will end
at eight o'clock Sunday evening,
January 5. No extension of time
will be granted. The matter of

holidays missed during the foot-

ball season has apparently been
dropped since no reference to it

was made.

I
Accident in Bryn Mawr

Proves Fatal to Stam-

ford Boy

STUDENT BODY MOURNS

Fr. Mauch Now
Holds Office

as Arts Dean

Adviser of Villanovan Tem-
porary Successor of

Fr. Grelis

•,•>*' % t> i'% • t •'
<

Total 13,427.17
Athletic Association Report

Income from various sources in-
cluding student assessment fees, etc.,

$15,822,35. Total expenditures in-
cluding deficit from above, $24,069.39
Net deficit, $8,247.04.

Fr. McGowan Translates

Vohiininous Work
of Saint

HAS WIDE APPEAL

It was with pleasure that we
noticed the name of a prominent
member of our faculty, the Rev. J.

P. McGowan, O. S. A., as the trans-
lator of "llie Christian Life," a
book "on the practice and perfection

of Christian living" written origin-

ally in Latin by Rev. Anthony Ton-
na-Barthet, O. S. A. The volume,
which is a compilation into seven
books of some of the writings of St.

Augustine, is very well arranged and
has for its object the attainment of

wisdom. The first book deals with
Fear, which is the beginning of wis-
dom and gradually rises to the com-
plete attainment of wisdom itself.

The book has a universal appeal
and holds a position all by itself in

the field of religious writings. It

stands a!one Inasmuch as it pre-
sents those forms of liturgical writ-
ings that are usually only foimd in

some cumbersome Latin volume, in

an attractive, handy, compact, and
very readable form. Father Mc-
"Oowan, while reading the original
Latin version, and becoming imme-
diately aware of its unestimabld
worth if presented in a style that
could be read by a great number of
the faithful resolved to translate it

into English. This gigantic task
has recently been completed and
the book has Just been published by
Frederick Puset Co., of New York.
Already in the short time of its

appearance it has met with univer-
sal approval. This, perhaps, is due
largely to the wide appeal that the
book has and to the varied classes
of people to whom it will be of un-
estimable value. It will appeal to
persons of a devout and ascetic na-
ture because it will help to better
know the Will of God and conform
to it with greater love. Many re-
ligious communities will find within
its pages appropriate and abundant
material for the upbuilding of that
perfect life to which they are
pledged. Preachers, missionaries and
retreat masters will find It to be a

(continued on page tlir««)

Fr. Murphy
Died Last

Sunday

P'oriner

and
Professor of Latin

Metapliysics at

Villanova

PRIEST FOR 30 YEARS

Due to the enforced absence of Fr.

Grtlis, O. 8. A., by falling health, the

office of Dean of Arts Course, shall

be occupied by Fr. Mauch, until such
time as the dean recovers sufficiently

to resume his services at VUlanova.
Fr. Mauch, O. S. A., by his record

here and at the University of Penn-
sylvania, Is well qualified for the im-
portant task assigned to him. For
the past two years, Fr. Mauch has
been the head of the Educational
Department at Villanova, oiferlng ex-

cellent courses within the scope ol

Pedagogy. .Besides his work he.e, he
has dune graduate work In the field

of Education at the University oi

Pennsylvania.
^

Rej;rcttable as may be the tem-
porary loss of Fr. Qrells, O.. 8. A..

the Dean of the Arts Course, a bit ol

con3Ulation may be found In the fact
the the office shall be in the capable
hands of one who has proven hi?

ability to master deUiils of this kind
The Villanovan wishes its mentor

all possible success In fulfilling the
duties ol n Dean, until the recovery
ol Fr. Grelis.

!

Isadore Willensky, of Stamford,
I Conn., and a student at Villanova
;
College, was almost instantly kili-

j

ed in Bryn Mawr last Saturday eve-

j

ning when he was struck by a speed-

I

ing automobile which fled from
the accident.

Willensky, nick-named "Murph"

I

by his friends, had spent the eve-
!
ning in Philadelphia with his room-

i

mates Herman Swist and Harold
I Lubelsky, both of Stamford. They
J

were returning to the College by
(

automobile when the accident oc-

I

curred.

I

When they reached Bryn Mawr
the driver stopped his car, believ-
ing that one of his tires was going
flat. Willensky opened the door on
the left side of the car and stepped
onto the running board. As he did
so a speeding machine from the

' opposite direction swerved across
I the road and sideswiped the car in

j

which the youths were riding. I'he

I

open door was torn from its hinges

I

and Willensky was crushed between
]
the two cars.

I

His forehead and skull were
I smashed and he never regained con-
i sciousness. He lost almost all of
his blood and was pronounced dead
when he reached the hospital.

Parents Notified
The victim's parents were notified

Immediately and arrived yesterday
to take care of the body. It will
be shipped to Stamford for burial.
Besides his parents Willensky leaves
two sisters. He was the only son and
has not seen his parents since he
left for school in September. He
was a fresiunan in the Business
Department.

His roommates were uninjured
in the accident. They were so up-
set as a result of the tragedy that
they have been ordered home by a
Bryn Mawr physician. The three
boys have been pals since high
school days. Willensky died in

(continued on page two)

Scarlet Hurricane Sweeps
Franklin Field and Proves
III Windfor Melansonites

Lead Swept Away hy Senators When Rengle Scores Twice.

—Villanova Listless After Intermission.

—Highfield Ace of Cats

SKY AUGUST IS BRILLIANT THROUGHOUT

FR. GRELIS IMPROVED

Finance Dep't

to Conduct

Inquiry

(]ause of College Mens'
Failure Is Purpose

of Survey

BEGIN QUERY TODAY
The School of Commerce and Fi-

nance of Villanova College today be-
gins active work on its survey to de-
termine the reasons why so many
college men fall In business after
graduation.

Material for this survey will be ob-
tained through interviews held with

matter of some doubt it is antici-
j
the heads of large business firms and

pated that he will be able to re- 1 corporations in and around Phila-

Fr. Howard A. Grelis, Dean of
the Arts School and Prefect of
Studies, who, for the past two
months has been confined to bed in
the Misericordia hospital, sufTering
from a general breakdown, is now
reported as being somewhat im-
proved. Fr. Grelis recuperated
quickly from a tonsil operation,
performed last week and physicians
in charge report themselves as be-
ing well pleased with his condi-
tion.

Although Fr. Grelis' return dur-
ing the first semester at least is a

sume his duties well before the end
of the present school year. His
many friends on the campus, are de-
lighted to hear of his improvement
and are one in expressing a hope
that he return to Villanova.

delphla. Six men, all of the senior
class, have direct charge of the work
and the results of their investigations
will be published in the columns of
this paper. These men are John Breen,

(continued on page two)

D. P. E. Dance
Taxes Hall

To Capacity

Entertainment During Inter-

mission Innovation

On Campus

Many a student with a heart
laden with grief and spirit crushed
by the defeat of the Blue and
White gridders found solace and
forgot their sorrow at the Delta Pi
Epsilon dance in the College Gym-
nasium last Saturday evening.
The invigorating music emanat-

ing from the instruments of Jim
Kettrlck's Vlllanovans, served to

dispel the gloom which covered the
moving couples like a shroud at the
start of the dance. Jim and his
musicians are increasing their rep-
utation with each showing and the
name of the Vlllanovans commands
respect in this section of Pennsyl-
vania.

Seventy-five young couples waltz-
ed and fox-trotted from nine to
twelve at what will go down as one
of the best conducted dances ever
held by a club or fraternity in the
gymnasium.

The affair was entirely free from
the popular nuisance commonly
known as the "Stag." It Is inter-

esting to note that the number of

stags has been decreasing with
each dance and students are be-
ginning to realize that the habit
of "cutting in" on a dance, which
was so popular a few seasons back,
is dying out and has almost com-
pletely disappeared.

Dancers Entertained
During the fifteen minute inter-

mission which marked the turning
point of the dance, the guests were
entertained by Al Kilbride, who is

very popular in Philadelphia. Mr.
Kilbride sang several selections and
played his own accompaniment on
the piano. Among his selections

were "In the Garden of My Dreams"
(continued on page two)

Rev. Michael J. Murphy, O. 8. A.,

S. T. B., former professor of Latin
and Metaphysics at Villanova, died

>ast Sunday in Chicago, 111. His
death came In his fifty-fifth year
after an illness which last several

months.
Father Murphy was born in Phllo-

dclphia In the old parish of St.

Augustine. When he was a young
man he received a vocation for the
priesthood and Joined the August-
inian Order. Four years later he be-
came a priest and for thirty years he
labored In the vineyard of Christ.

The last years of his life found him
stationed at the Fox Valley Catholic
High School at Aurora.
VlUunova certainly had strong tie.-:

ior Father Murphy. For 26 years he
guided neophytes here through the
Intricacies of Latin and Metaphysics.
He became a part of that Intangible
personality. VUlanova. Hundreds of

students were prepared by him for

the battle of life and now that he is

gone there Is a void In the hearts of

all his friends. His body will be
brought back to the scenes of his

earlier labors and the funeral will

take place In the chapel on Wednes-
day morning at 10 A. M. Burial will

be In the Community Plot at Villa-

nova.

Spell the Name of Your
AIma Mater Correctly!t

'Villanova One Word and Not Two" Is Slogan of Drive
to Ban Practice of Splitting College

Name Into Two Words

Knofievelt'N Hon KtiidleN NpunUh
SAN .lUAN, Porto Rico. Nov. 16.—

Quentin Roo.<w>velt. 10, son of the
Oovernor. who arrived from New
York on Monday, today entered San
Augustin Academy, A Catholic
school with military training, chiefly
to Itarn Spanish. He formerly was
at the Oreenvalc School on Long
Island The Oovemofs other sons
are In achool In France.

R. R. AND TELKPHONE CO. WORST OFFENDERS

Because of a growth in the prac-
tice of mis-spelling the name
"Villanova." A movement is now
under way to suppress the "Villa
Nova" or two-word form of spell-
ing. Although seemingly of little

importance, the use of both forms
has occassioned more than a little

confusion and the split form Is felt
by most to be an ofTence against
good taste. Faculty and students
alike are one in expressing a de-
sire to have the abuse corrected.
The movement is being sponsored
by the "Villanovan" and it is plan-
ned to present petitions to both
Railroad and Telephone officials
asking that signs and books bear-
ing the name present it properly.

"Villanova" is one Word!
A study of the word reveals little

or no Justification for the two-word
form of spelling. Originally the
name of the college was given in
full as "St. Thomas of VUlanova."
The town here mentioned is

spelled as one word land it might
be pointed out that both the Latin
and Italian give one word and one
word only as the proper spelling.
Where the custom of breaking up

the name into two separate words
first originated, is hard to say. It

is argued by some that the "Villa
Nova" spelling refers to the town
and not to the College. The Col-

lege, however, preceded the town
and should possess seniority rights
in the matter of names.
Two-word Spelling is Undesirable
A popular craze to prefix the word

"villa" to night-club names, to
summer-resorts and every other
conceivable pleasure ground seems
responsible for the altered form. It

is mainly on this account that the
two-word spelling is felt to be
objectionable. A uniform spelling,

however is to l)e desired on tradi-
tional and practical grounds as
well. Students are therefore warm-
ly urged to Join the movement now
under way. Letters to friends who
Insist on the two-word form should
point out the error and ask for fu-
ture correction. Petitions request-
ing both the Penna. R. R. and the
Bell Telephone Co.. to alter spell-

ings on train platforms and in

telephone books will be circulated
in the near future.

In the face of a surging second half rally, a thin six

point Villanova lead faded into oblivion and The Scarlet Hur-

ricanes of Davis-Elkins swept on to triumph in Franklin

Field by a 12 to 6 verdict.

It was the second consecutive re-

verse for the Wildcats, the only time

in five years they have dropped two

in a row.

Neil Rengle, battering fullback of

the Senators, tallied both the vis-

itors scores on inside tackle slants,

the first coming in the third period
and the other in the last quarter.

The Villanova touchdown came Just

beiore midtime. Tommy Morgan
skipping through the big red line on
a lake pass piay.

Villanova held the edge the entire
first half, 'i'he second string out-
fit faced the D. E. Club at the face-
ofT and ably held all the visitors

had to show. Henderson's men
passed up the first opportunity to
count when the Villanova shock
troop line held the vicious thrusts
ot Rengle on the one yard line early
in the op>ening period.
A reverse play, Andrewlevich to

August slipped up as the latter lost
the oval and Fairbanks opposing
left guard gathered it in on the Vil-
lanova three yard line. In three
rushes the pellet moved but two of
the three and on last down an at-
tempted pass fell behind the end
zone for a touchdown.
With the ball the Vlllanovans were

rather helpless. It was on the de-
fense their worth gleamed. The
first stana ended scoreless and the
Blue and White Varsity took the
reins for the new canto.

Regulars Push Over Touchdown
Our aerial game that worked in-

dliTerently in the early minutes
went on full time to the confusion
of the visitors. Tommy Morgan
handled the starting end and the re-
ceiver was usually Highfield. The
regulars steamed up to the five yard
line on a series of runs and passes,
alter an exchange of kicks and
Mo. gun galloped over to push the
homelings in front. Melanson miss-
es the extra point try, his placement
straying too much to the south of
the uprights.

Another chance to be some good
simmered away in the same period,
but two minutes remained to the
half when Morgan scored and Davis
Elklns on the klckofl went into the
air. Highfield scooped in one of the
scarlet heaves and ran from the
D. E. forty line to the thirty-one

(continued on page four)

Stuhldreher

On Air With
Sports Talk

Coach Explains the New
Fumble Rule Over

Station WCAU
REGULAR FEATURE

Latin Staff

Augmented by

Two Priests

Fr. O'Mally and Fr.

Are New Profs

Arts School

Kenny
in

Two recently ordained priests.

Fathers O'Malley and Kenny, are
teaching Latin to the Arts Students.
They are taking the place of Rev.
Father Grelis, Dean of Studies, who
is ill.

Latin is a major subject in the
Arts School. It is also a di£Bcult

subject and requires quite a bit of

mental gymnastics. To have been
able to have made this course inter-

esting and popular is a glowing
tribute to Father Grelis. Gifted
with rare perception he was able to

Judge the mentality of each student
and to find exactly where the
trouble lay. Not onfy did he teach
the rules of Latin but he engender-
ed an appreciation for its literature.

Livy, Tacitus and other books are
replete with pithy sentences and apt
references. It was Father Grelis'

habit to assign men to investigate
these gems more thoroughly and
their reports were read to the class.

These assignments, however, were
not too frequent.

Already Father Kenny and Fa-
ther O'Malley have taken Father
Grelis' place, and for young teach-
ers they are doing exceedingly well.

The Villanovan takes this occasion
to wish them the success attained
by their predecessor.

K. OF C. WAR NKCRKTARIKH
PLAN ANM .\l. IIAN()I KT

New York—The annual reunion
banquet of Knlghte of Coliunbus
World War Secretaries will be held InJ

the Dayls-Elklns game
the club house of the New York
chapter, K. of C, on Sunday, No-
vf-mber 10. Alumni of VUlanova '08

Prank A. Delhanty, \n president of
the nsnoclatlon, and Thoma* Quirk
and Larry McOromln are handling
plans for the affair.

Last Thursday evening the
Philadelphia foot ball fans and
especially the Villanova rooters
were provided with a real treat
when Harry Stuhldreher gave a
very interesting speech over StationWCAU.
The subject on which he spoke

was the new fumble ruling that has
been adopted this year. "When this
rule was adopted," said Mr. Stuhl-
dreher," a general howl was raised
by everybody. They said that it

would take all the spectacular plays
out of the game." In his opinion,
it helped, on the contrary, to make
the game much more interesting of
th6 element of chance out of the
game and required the teams to
really prove themselves good in
order to win a game. In former
times, before the new ruling was
adopted, he continued, many coach-
es and many teams relied a great
deal on getting a "lucky break" in
order to win a game. This, while
sometimes providing the spectators
with a momentary thrill did not
help any to stimulate a lasting in-
terest in the game. It was in his
estimation, much more interesting
to see a real good game of well
played foot ball all during the game
than to see a poorly played game
that is Interspersed with sensation-
al runs that have luck, and not.
skill for their origin.

He then made some comments
on the Bucknell game and also on

Mr. Stuhl-
dreher Is to be commended for mak-
ing a public address as to the con-
dition of the Villanova team and
the team's future In the midst of
a wave of crticism and contrary
public opinion, following up the
Bucknell game.

J
«f
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Vwn uf the UurniH
Now thtre 1h that lonely, Isolated

little waif. AuittlnHall, being dla-

ciimlnated Bgaliut again. Fur, aa
one gariuious Ituormer pointed out
to U8 only the other day, every build-
ing on the canipua has the telephones
encased In booths. But not Austin.
Austin Is dllferent.. There may not
be any telephone booths there and
you may have to exercise a fourth dl-

ntentfilonal Instinct to find the key-
hole In one of Austin doors when
Austin incandescents are refusing to

incandesce. Too, you may have to

do an EUsa-crosslng-the-lce to ne-
gotiate the iTioat fornlnst Austin In a
wet spell. But tut, tut. Be com-
lorted. Austin Is Austin and there's

no place like It on the campus. Why
the football men were actually nat-
tered that they could find room
within Its sacrosanct walls and
Freshmen there are anathema. So
the next time that you go awry at

the phone or' the next time you find
that delightful autumn chill In your
loom. Just say to yourself, "I live In

Austin where the rent Is higher and
the personel Is more select." After

K

COLLEGE
Announcements

ArtH Men
Due to the Illness of Father Grells,

Father Mauch temporarily will act

as Dean. All those desiring to ad-

Just their courses will kindly see hlin

In the Dean of Studies Office, Room
12U.

Uela Ciuinma

The postponed meeting of last week

win be held by the Debating Society

on ednesday afternoon at four In

Room 214, Mendel Hall.

Hell IMasque IMn.verH

The next meeting of the Dr&matlc

Club will convene at four o'clock,

Thursday afternoon In Room 106,

Mendel Hall.

A. H. »I. K.

Meeting of A. S. M. E., Monday.
November 26. 10 o'clock—room 102,

LOMt

Black, Oold-banded Shaeffer pen.

If found, please return It to 71

Mendel Hall.

Black fountain pen Inlaid with
that we .are sure that you will ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ p^st Office. Will the
suddenly become as warm as can be.

Not Quite Sporting •. ,•.•;. v.,. . r.

We are, for a little space, going out of our realm. Ath-
letics and comments that bear upon them are, it is true, a
matter for the sports page. Yet there is onfe phase of the

football games that never fails to irk us. It is when the sec-

ond team, a little spent but dogged, emerges from the fray.

The first period, let us say, is over and the anxious cohorts
in the stands begin to wonder just when the first team is

due to take over the burden. Tensely, they keep watching
and finally their waiting is rewarded—there goes the first

team

!

It's a great feeling we grant you. But the cheer that

never fails to go up spontaneously from every throat at that

tense moment is one that is fraught with meaning. We may
be wrong of course but that cheer always seems to say "Now
we won't have to worry." If the second squad has wrought
things it seems to intimate that they were but puny com-
pared to what is now about to happen. If on the contrary,

their eff'orts have been futile the eloquent cheer seems to

volley out that the tide now is sure to turn. One way or the

other that rollicking cheer is applause for the first team and
has little in it that can be heart warming to the men who
come to the bench.

We certainly have no desire to disparage the superb
work of the first team. We would take off not one whit of
the glory that is their due. Rather we would add to it. Yet
at the same time, if the first team prancing out to do battle

do so to the accompainment of a deafening cheer we con-

tend that it is hardly sporting to allow the second squad to

take their places in silence. They have not been recalled

from service, they have had no demotion, rather they are
front line troops that have been relieved. One squad then is

composed of soldiers coming from the wars, the other of
fresh troops going forward to battle. Both are equally de-
serving of your applause and BOTH should get it

!

* * * * *

'Your Dividends
'• Education in its complete sense implies the full and
harmonious development of the faculties of man. However
it is almost universally thought that the greatest benefit de-

rived from a college training is the acquisition of knowledge
that would be helpful in one's lifework. But the acquire-
ment of knowledge is only a secondary result of education.
College graduates are one in saying that the most important
value received was from the contacts with fellow-students
and with the faculty. These contacts gave them an insight
of human nature, taught them the great value of a just es-

timate of human relations—enabled them to master the first

processes of that science which has been rightly termed the
most complicated and useful science of all. In after years it

is a most comforting thought to know that your life was so
ordained that you were able to sit at the feet of a great sci-

entist who gave unsparingly of his boundless knowledge and
experience. Allied to this is the benefit derived from the
unfolding of the powers of vision—the acquisition of ability

to see one's possibilities of success and service—the inspir-

ation to seek higher and nobler things. Through study of
the lives of the successful men of the ages the college student
lives in an atmosphere of great things. He has a chance to
study success and to plan a successful life. . : : ^ .:

';•'

Closely approaching in value the broadening of one's
views of life comes the knowledge of certain subjects essen-
tial for advancement in one's chosen work; also the ability
to think, acquired through the cultivation of studious and
orderly habits. It makes a man self suff"icient in the sense
that he can find a source of happiness within himself, for all

his (lod-given faculties have been developed harmoniously
and gradually until he has reached the full measure of cul-
ture of which he is capable. His life will not be eked out
in the narrow confines of any special sphere for he can see
beyond the bounds of his own field—all those are vital divi-

denta of a college education. They are the dividends that
can only be collected when a man invests in himself.

In fact you may even get hot under
the collar. And If you do, why you'ro
lucky, that's all.'

Lay uf the "Parsed" MlnstiVI
Breathes there a man with soul so

dead
Who never to himself hath said

"I had this question In my head
Last night before I went to bed
But I forget It now."

Whose passing grade doth hereon
rest

Who needs but this to pass the test

Ah, in that firm and manly breast
Temptation burns—and howl

Well, the nasty things are over

again and the student body can
settle down to the uninterrupted
pursuit of happiness—an unalienable
right according to the forbears of

this "fare land." 2ut It was a trying
week—which nobody will deny. We
all tried to recover our poise after

the Scranton Fiasco; the profs tried

their utmost to keep us from re-

covery and the little Jackhorners
who sat in the corners tried a good
many things not strictly according to

Hoyle. Examinations are, we suppose,
necessary evils but we still stoutly

contend that there is still something
rum about them. Their primary
purpose seems to consist In trying
to find what the boys don't know.
More than often their purpose Is

gloriously fullfUed. Whereas It

might be a whole lot more Intriguing
to discover Just what the boys do
know. But there—you couldn't get

that over within a week.

iMiittlr Hath ('liarmR

Now that the physicians have tak-

en things in their own hands and
drafted the Refrectory wlUy-nllly as

a Band Hall we may expect to digest

our evening repasts to the tender
strains of "Fight, Villanova, Fight."

In order to harmonize with the
spirit of the ocasslon we think an
appropriate program might be ar-

ranged. Hall, hall the gang's all

here" might be rendered with good
effect with almost any dish, but
could be used to best advantage
however with hamburger. Steak
should always be Introduced with a
peppy number. We're gonna' fight

with all our might" will probably
meet with popular approval. Some-
thing oriental and mysterious would
be fitting for a stew and when the
spagettl a la catgut Is being wound
around twirling fork tines we suggest
that the entire Italian representation
stand right up in meeting and break
Into the plaintive strains of "You
were meant for me" Then having
duly moved to lay most everything
on the table the meeting Is bound
to adjourn.

I'liocciistomed ns We Are

We have before us a few lines from
a Georgetown wit who slyly remarks
that In the land of Lou they are

annexing their games Little by Little.

You can blame that one on the malls.

And then of course there was the

very modern little girl who thought
that Santa Glaus was something
grammatical,

BRIAN BORYU

finder kindly return It to the Post

Office'/

Accounting book lost by Edward
J. Runner. Please leave it at the

Book Room, If found.

Oold fountain pen lost by Joseph
Rinaldl. Kindly return It to Room
138 Monastery.
Oold fountain pen. Please return to

138 Monastery.
Taken by mistake. Brownish green

light overcoat, raglan style. Please

return It to Room 47 Mendel.

Heron's <iiieNs Wins
Jim Heron's guess of 13-6. favor

Davls-Elklns. won Doc. Cardamonc's
Football Score Guessing Contest.

FINANCE DEFT. TO
CONDUCT INQUIRY

(continued from page one)

Joseph Foley. Joseph Ash. Thomas
Doyle, Edward LovatC and William
Quill.

(|ueHtluii of Great Interest

The question under discussion Is

one of great Interest not only to stu-

dents at Villanova and other colleges

but also to the nation at large. It

Is not presumptuous to state that the

survey may have far-reaching results

and may lead to the undertaking of

similar surveys all over the country.

The survey will help the college stu-

dent insofar as It will help him to

see the cause of failure and will help
him to remedy any weakness which
he may have.

It Is a known fact that the college

man Is not coming up to the stand-
ards required of him after his grad-
uation. A great number of col-

lege graduates enter the race In the

business world only to be forced out
by some man with comparatively
little school learning.

What Is the reason for this failure'?

Is it that to<) much Is expected of the
college man? does the man take too
much for granted? Does he think
that because he Is a college graduate
his success Is assured? Is he over
confident? These are only a few of

the question which will be answered
In the survey.

The Institutions of learning In the
United States today are overcrowded.
Their graduation classes are assuming
larger proportions each year. College

men are floating the business world.

Perhaps In this fact lies the reason
for so many failures. Perhaps col-

lege Is becoming a place of rest and
a place where much Is taught but
little Is learned. Whatever the cause
may be, men without a college edu-
cation are continually stepping ahead
of the college men In business.

Nearby Klrms Contribute
Those In charge of the survey feel

that the best way to find the answer
to the question is to ask those who
know most about It. The heads of

large business enterprises come in

contact with college men and study
them. They know men and their

weaknesses. It is because of their

ability to understand other men.
that these business leaders hold their

positions. If anyone can answer the
questions mentioned above It Is the
business man.
Among the firms to be interviewed

within the next few days are:- Bell

Telephone Corporation. General Elec-

tric and Western Electric, Federal Re-
serve and National City Banks,
Wannamakers, Lit Brothers, Stiaw-
brldge and Clothier. Gimbel Brothers,
Snellcnbcrgs. Sears and Roebuck,
Cassat and Company. Toland and
Trimble, Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company, The Pennsylvania Railroad
and many others.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Tuesday, November 19

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P. M.
Coal Crackers Club Meeting, Mendel Hall • •.••*>••< 7.00 P. M.
Varsity Bowling Team, Ardmore 9.00 P. M.

Wednesday, November 20

LaSalle Club Meeting, Academy •'^•Va »• ^r . 12.30 P. M.

VILLANOVA KNIGHTS
RECEIVE WRITEUP

In a recent Issue of the Catholic
Standard and Times the following
article appcred concerning the Villa-

nova Council of the Knights of Col-
umbus. We are glad to see the
Council receive such recognition In
the "Times" and pleased to learn
that thrlr work is known not only to
the members of the college but in
the outside world as well.

Membership In Villanova College's

Knlghta of Columbus Council. No.
3388. has passed the hundred mark
and Is continuing to Increase, the
Rev Dr. James H. Griffin, O. 8. A..

president, has announced.
The Villanova Council, which was

R. C. H. S. Club Meeting, Academy .....,,,.;.. 12.30 P. M.
Beta Gamma Society Meeting. Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.
Inter Fraternity Ball Meeting. Pedlgan Hall 6.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal. Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
V. P. C. Meeting, Academy 7.00 P. M.
Connecticut Valley Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P. M.

one of the first two college councils „, . , „ .u „ -r. ,, '^".T***^' ^m*""***'
^*

,, on * w
*NiC J

student Football Tickets, Belle Air Office 11.30 A. M.
eeT|v«aak-lgenior Class Meeting, Academy 1.00 P. M.

Chemistry Club Meeting, Amptiitheatre 1.00 P. M.
Belle Masque Players Meeting, Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.

In the United States, has bee

Ing steady progress the last three

years. The council has organized In

l»aa. There are said to be only three
other college councils In the nation.

Officers of the Villanova Council
are Howard Avll, of Glenloch, grand
knight; James Herron, Lowell. Mass.,
treasurer: Joseph Tacacs, New Bruns-
wick, N. J., deputy grand knight;
Paul Meyer, New Rochelle, N. Y.,

financial secretary; Cornelius Lane,
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.. warden; Edward
Connelly, Mechanlcsburg. N Y , ad-
vocate; Robert Anderson, Newark,
N. J., recording secretary; Martin
Walsh. Pittston. Inside guard; Jo-
seph McFeely. Hoboken. N. J,, and
Betram J Martin. Jr.. Ardmore.

A PASSING THOVGHT
It is tjulte atiiUHliiK to tlnd 8ii

many colleKt' »»H*n with a con-

ttiiipt for poetry. Huvlng ll«-

tfn«Hl to tlu' HlnK-Hong recital

of oni' or two vtTses and huv-

iriK bfon made to memorize the

wordH of He vera I otherH they

have become eonvlnceil that po-

etry iH (lull and Hilly Their dis-

like hii» bene Increased by iihI-

nine maKiiKlnew that picture the

poet aH a man who walkH with

mlntliiK HtepH. wwirH Hf)wlnK

(ieH. aiui whoHe eurHlnj? vocab-

ulary 1h limited to •'My Heav-
enH" and "Oh Thay." Sueh an
opinion 1h certainly no credit to

a e4)lleKe num for It rev«>al8 sup-

erHcialty and KUlllblllty.

With very rare exceptions the

p(»etH have been men uf Intelli-

gence, HenHlhllltles. and cour-

iiKe. There was Joyce Kilmer, a

man of sterlinK character and
liiKh KenlUH. a young man, al-

ready fainoUH. with a wife and
live little chllilren these be
left to (lie for his country on the
tlfUlH of France. There Ih D'An-
nunzio. who suctesHfully defied

his native Italy and the allied

natlonB with but a handful of

leKionnalreH. There wan Byron
who Kave his \.te'n blood for the

freedom of Greece. Sureiy. thenfe

men were not wlKh'y-wanhy and
.surely their poetry could not be

dull and Hilly.

The IntrlnHlc beauty of verse

and the ex(iulHlte Joy It pi-o-

(luea cannot be detlned. With
the susKeHtlve power of rhythm,
wordH seem to express the mys-
tery of material things. Some
poeniH are perfect, so perfect

that chanRlnR a Hlnffle syllable

would be a heinous crime. Kn-

says may actuate but only poems
can thrill and Inspire.

—X. Y. Z.

The Mosque

ENGINEERING FRAT
SEES DUPONT MOVIE

A motion picture entitled "Hydro-
letrlc Power Production In the New
South" was a feature of the pro-
gram given Tuesday, November 12,

at the meeting of Phi Kappa PI.

This film, which was obtained
through the courtesy of E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.,

of Wilmington, Delaware, showed
the development of a great hydro-
electric project In the heart of the
Great Smoky Mountains of North
Carolina. How the contractors
were forced to blast ledges along
the sides of the mountains for the
right-of-way for a railroad to the
site of the dam; how cables, 200

feet above the river, were thrown
across a gorge so that men as well

as equipment could be swung
across In small cars to the hitherto
inaccessible operations; how a
flume had to be built and how In-

genious machines were designed so

that the lining and driving In the
tunnels could progress at the same
time, are all depicted in the film.

Animated graphs outlined the pro-
ject plans and the same type of

Illustration made clear to the au-
dience the correct use of explosives
in tunnel work.
This film Is the third of a series

of engineering motion pictures
released by the du Pont Com-
pany and was well received because
of current interest in all hydrdelec-
trlc and public utilities develop-
ments.

FRESHMAN IN BUS.
SCHOOL MEETS DEATH

(continued from p&ge 1)

Swist's arms.
Driver Sought

Witnesses to the accident failed
to distinguish the license number
of the car which they say was
travelling at least fifty-five miles
an hour. The driver was either
intoxicated or had lost control of
the machine which careened and
swerved from one side of the road
to the other.
The Impact of the collision

smashed the windshield of the miss-
ing car and It Is hoped to trace
the machine by this clue. A pen-
nant was dropped by the
speeding automobile which
will also help to appraise the
cowardly hit-and-run driver. Im
mediately after the accident police
in Philadelphia and nearby towns
were notified to be on the look-out
for the car.

D. P. E. DANCE TAXES
HALL TO CAPACITY

(Continued from Page One)

Friday, November 22
"12.30" Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P. M
Stamford Club Meeting, Monastery ....» 2.30 P. M.
Football Rally, Gym ^ 8.00 P. M.

Saturday, November 23
Villanova vs. North Carolina State Franklin Field 2.00 P. M.

Monday, November 25VIC Meeting, Academy 12.30
Delta PI Epsllon Meeting, Academy I'oo
Junior Class Meeting, Academy 1 00
New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy 7 00

P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
P. M

Tuesday, November 36
Phi Kappa Pi Meeting. Mendel Hall n.45 a M
Belle Air Ball Committee Meeting, Academy 12.30 p^ m

and "In Between." In spite of the
poor acoustic qualities of the gym-
nasium Mr. Kilbride's voice was
very pleasing to the ear and he re-
ceived several encores.
Mr. HofTsteln. piano player In the

orchestra, next rendered several
musical hits. In one of his num-
bers he opened with "Solillquy." He
followed this with "There's a Song
In My Heart " and "Yours Sincere-
ly."

To th» Delta Pi Epsllon Frater-
nity goes the honor of being the
first organization to furnish enter-
tainment at a dance. The Innova-
tion was very well received by all
present.

Decorations Simple
Another feature of the dance

was the simplicity of the whole af
fair as evidenced in the decorative
design. Blue and Red streamers
formed a false celling In the shape
of a canopy and a few banners and
pennants adorned the walls. The
orchestra was situated on a plat-
form built at one end of the gym.
The program was also an example
of this simplicity. It was made of
stiff paper in one piece, folded
twice. The Fraternity Inslgna was
entrraved on the top flap.
The committee which put the

da"ce across consisted of Been and
Leib. co-chfflairmen. J. Oaynor B
McLaughlin. L. Costa, O Blanev
R. Swlgard and P. Meyer

In view of the fact that the

Thanksgiving vacation has been

curtailed, there arises the question

around the campus as to where to

procure the Thanksgiving dinner.

Of course, we can always procure a

meal over at the Dining Hall but. is

it not fitting that once a year we

should get a variation on the usual

theme? The problem as to where

to get this meal is very vogue. Go-

ing home is out of the question ex-

cept to the wealthy who are able to

fly there, but to the doomed who

must remain, there Is offered here

a few suggestions as to the solution

of their problem.

Marrying a Maid

Because Villanova is so Ideally

situated In the center of numerous

estates this suggestion is not so far

fetched. Surely there is a whole lot

of maids, governesses, cooks, etc.,

who would literally jump at the

chance of marrying some up and

coming young college man. especial-

ly if he is a pre-med. and after a

whirlwind courtship of a couple of

weeks, the contestant will walk down
the Lohengren trill happy in know-

ing the fact that he will get a

Thanksgiving dinner that Is second

to none. This suggestion may In-

volve a bit of trouble because after

the holiday what Is one going to do

with the wife? She has answered

her purpose, the meal was eaten and
digested, and everyone is happy.

How can one avoid expulsion, and
the parental wrath? That Is very

easy. The Irate parents hearing of

the misdemeanor of their little

darling, will dash down to Villa-

nova. with the proper legal aid. and
presto, an annulment with a small
cash settlement is the result. Of
jourse there is always the bother of

one's people not speaking to you for

a while, but If there are good marks
coming home, the Injury will soon
be forgotten, so that the successiui
jan try the same thing next year.
A man is not allowed to do this

more than three times, because after
that he's out. Out of anything,
anyplace, and his mind.
The girl back home may be brok-

en hearted, but then again. It may
even bring her wavering interest
back to you, and make you a very
interesting person in her eyes. Ii,

may lend an air of mystery and in-
trigue which is always so fascinat-
ing.

Another suggestion which Is

really not dangerous in a sense, and
infinitely more Interesting, is that
of playing a game called by certain
members of the underworld as
"Lighting a Lamp." A group of
students should scout around by
the various houses of the neighbor-
hood, at the time when all respect-
able people are sitting down to their
Thanksgiving dinners. Those who
have married the kitchen help can
put their companions "in the know,"
to when the best meals are being
served. This co-operation will- help
a great deal towards the carrying
of this scheme. After all. we are
sons of the same Alma Mater and
it is fitting that one brother should
help out another. The crowd of
"lamp lighters" watch their victims-
house or houses, and wait until the
meal Is to be served. When It is
being served, set fire to the house
The people being disturbed at the
Idea of their house being burned
down, for it is very annoying, will
rush from the house, then the stu-
dents rush In. A rule of the game
Is that no silverware can be taken
as that Is stealing, while the meal
is In the ultimate end is an act of
Christian Charity. All that one
can't wrap up in a newspaper and
bring over to the poor unfortunates
who could not. for various reasons,
follow out all plans.

Selling the Roommate's Clothes
The suggestion with be ideal if

the roommate lives near, or Ih
Philadelphia and goes home for the
holiday. When he is gone rush
down to "uncle's" and put all of his
best up the spout. Tell him that
some poor fellow came in while he
was away, and that you couldn't
resist the temptation of giving him
the dlnnerclothes. as the tramp said
he was an Englishman and he'd lose
his self-respect if he could not
dress for dinner every night. Ir-
re«ardless of where he was and
how he was getting dinner. This
ought to appease the wrath of any
good fellow, because anyone can
purchase a new dinner coat, but can
anyone buy back a person's self-
respect? This Is a plausible argu-
ment, and ought to hold until your
roommate has gone home and
brought back the family musket and
bumped you ofT.

Just as a minor suggestion the
thought pops up that, people
around every holiday overeat, and
What do you get in the end? Indi-
gestion! Therefore to keep the in-
firmary from being overcrowded
^"".^•'e local jails from overflowing
with happv students, who have
been satisfled with the Thanksglv-
inK repast, why not start now on
a Hoi ywood diet, which ought to
end right before we go home for
Christmas? This will be a boon to
oneself, the dining hall, the staid

ol?"")!
surrounding the college

and soft hearted kitchen help, who

Gullible ladies, who fall for the

oniv k''°°J]!"^
^^"^ ^f^ motivated

orUy by the cravings of the Inner

I'll see you In the Dlnin«T Hall.
COUNT DMITRI

N. Y. C. CLUB HOLDS MEETING

held

fHn^fiii "'oniniy meeting

SL^"J?-"°.^» Club of New York was

18th ^°«**«?', T"*"«' November

Club ?5nV*=.'*^^' *^ '»^« Catholic

?o"rt a?y.
*""" "^'^ ^"'»^' '*''-

Itl^durTna 'f^"^
pertaining to actlv-•"es during the year were discussed.

fnSuh"'^"^ ^°" "^'""^ " would befoolish for me to marry a girl whoWM my intellectual inferior?
^^^Ctolly-More than foolish-lmpos-

Sport Spots by Spotty

Anent that little unpleasanlness of last Friday ni^lu

at the propoHed rally for the Davis Elkinw game. A hand-

ful of the student hody showed up to urge on the team by

a hig pep display. It is certainly too had that in an institu-

tion the size of Villanova more fellows couldn't break off

for an evening to aid in the comeback of the team. At this

meeting in particular a mass attendance was important,

coming after the defeat by Bucknell it was but propituousj

that a large turnout should be accorded the team and coach-

es in appreciatitm and loyaUy for them and their record.

Be it as it may there is much to say on both sides of

the (juestion and the matter goes back several years. How-

ever, we haven't the time nor the inclination to review it at

length.

The nature of a rally in itself should be of a sufficient

nature to prompt one to attend. Our opinion of the mat-

ter may be at odds with others. Perhaps the string of suc-

cesses have made the school success weary, perhaps there

are other reasons.

Three and four years ago when the rallies were held in

the old auditorium in the monastery seats were at a prem-

ium and the student body was a full third smaller than to-

day. It would be no uncommon sight to have all the win-

dow sills and the back of the hall packed with fellows and

the team hadn't the rating it has now.

Another thing, then the coaches and the players them-

selves, all of them were in attendance. THIS IS THE
POINT.

It is futile and of no value whatsoever to hold a rally

if the players themselves aren't in attendance. The purpose

of the rally itself is destroyed.

What good would it do? The only point to rallies is

to work up the team, inspire them if it can be done, but to

have our orators get up and give the best speech in the

world with only the student body in front of them will be

of no consequence. The student body can't play, no use

talking to them, they may become worked up as you might

say. The only good that will do is to make them cheer

louder. It's no worth to shout to the skies the names of the

players when they are down in Bryn Mawr or elsewhere.

If the club can't be on hand then do away with rallies.

Perhaps it is modesty keeping the team in the background.

Granted, maybe. The shy retiring sort shouldn't play foot-

ball, the most advertised and hero filled sport in existence.

Much trouble, time and work was entailed in prepar-

ing the gym for the pep meeting on Friday night. Seats

were installed so the fellows might have comfort and vision.

The band was to be on hand—well, there's nothing more

that can be said. The disappointing affair stands as a shin-

ing mark against the loyalty of the student body.

In conclusion it might be well to say something about

the future. Friday nights to the college student are about

the only ones of the week in which he might enjoy to the

fiiliest. It may be worth the suggestion to hold the rallies

on Thursday evenings when the attendance should be the

greatest.

Again the great percentage of the students day-hopping

cuts down the number who might attend. At some institu-

tions the rallies occur in the afternoon when most all of the

student body is available.
« « * * «

FRESHMAN AWARDS

The extensive athletic program of the current year has

another spot in it that is to be commended. Beginning

with the '33 football club the freshman athletes will be re-

warded at the end of the various seasons with sweaters and

numerals.

No one will begrudge the fact that these men are de-

serving, especially the football men. Watch them against the

varsity any day and they plow all through the season fod-

der for first team prestige.

Which brings to mind something else. Doc Jacobs Kit-

tens wore through a right smart campaign that closed

against Allentown Prep last Friday with a victory for the

Baby Blue. In all they won five games and dropped but

one contest.

Jacobs graduated in 1927 and was a letter man in

three sports: Football, basketball and baseball. In foot-

ball he performed at tackle and end, in basketbal center and

captain in 1925-26, on the diamond Doc was varsity mask-

man for four years. D(m- Jacobs has twelve varsity V's to

show for his athletic prowess while at Villanova.

He will assume the reins of varsity basketball coach

this winter taking the place of Rube Clashman, the coach for

the past three years. Doc is also coach for the frosh base-

ballers.
]

m * * * *

DAVIS ELKINS HALTS ANOTHER STREAK

The Scarlet Hurricanes aside fnim the damage they

occurred in Saturday's engagement achieved another item,

that of breaking Villanova's streak of home successes.

While the Feline club has not been defeated on the Main

Line Stadium field, this Davis Elkins victory exploded our

record of not losing a game since Stuhldreher took charge,

when acting as the host.

Rengle, whose first name is Neil certainly showed him-

self as whone whale of a line plunger. His surname should

be changed to Eel. Without "Hikey" in there and Gillespie

Villanova hn»ked like another club. The fast stepping High-

field needed to get loose only once and it would be all over

but kicking the extra point. And Gilep—so long as John

was in there the other side kept their peepers glued on his

34—then Hike very siirreptiously could sneak off and do

his little act

/ '.'J tf / . . > If.?: • « ill :'.•:•:.• \ IR <:\
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• • m a cigarette it's |ASTb
'Hrr THE NAIL on the head'* ... cut out the

frills, give smokers the one thing they want-*

and sales will take care of themselves.

At least, that's the Chesterfield platform. The
one thing smokers want is good taste—and that's

the one thing we're interested in giving them—

"TASTE 060ve everything"
MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Qiesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

® 19?9. Linorrr * Mms TotaccoCq .

Coach Talks

To Seminar

Translation Published

By Augustinian

(Continued ft-om Pas* On«)

great inspiration for the presenta-

tion of those essential truths upon
which all spiritual progress depends.
It was recommended by the Holy

Father to be used by every student
and seminarian. Finally, many
business men who have no time for

weighty volumns, will find In this

book all the principles of everyday
life so clearly stated that In the
short period of time he spares for

reading he can gain a knowledge of

those principles which do so much
to aid his spiritual well-being.

One of the most famous and
worthy foot ball coaches of modern
times addressed the School of Sci-

ence Seminar. This man in the

prime of his college career played
with one of the most talked of

teams of that day, and that wasn't

so long ago either. For three or

four consecutive falls this man's
name, connected with that of three

of his team-mates, was in the
headlines of every paper In the

country. Since that time he has
led another great foot ball team
from obscurity into the limelight of

fame. The men on the team that
he has coached and encouraged
have long regarded him as an Ideal.

This man is no other than the fa-

mous (you've guessed it) Harry
Stuhldreher. Father Dougherty, in

his introduction said that he
typifies our best ideas of a Catholic
gentlemen, and we agree with him.
Mr. Stuhldreher started off like

an after dinneir speaker, with a
couple good stories, one naturally
was of an Irishman, Johnny Gilles-

pie, and his comeback to a wise-
cracker on the Bucknell team.
The two anecdotes illustrated of a
needling team while on the field, it

is great for the team it bolsters up
their courage and lifts their spirits

to new levels.

The coach was of course disap-
pointed in our loss to the Bisons
last week, but he said that Buck-
nell had a good team and was Just

a bit better in form than our team
was at the same time. Boston
College was a better team than
Bucknell and the Davis-Elkins club
that opposes our club this week-end
is better than either one of the
other two. Anyhow, an ideal sea-
son, in the coach's estimation, is

one in which there is at least one
defeat. Because this constant
winning gets monotonous and is a
great nervous strain on the per-
sonnel of the team, for they feel

that they must keep up their
record of being undefeated as well

as win the game at hand.

This leader of foot ball then
brought himself down to our level

for a while and figuratively patted
the student body on the back by
complimenting us on our wonder-
ful school spirit. He said that
school spirit was a wonderful
thing as we are all close to each
other and know how a fellow feels

when he has made a break and
lost or help to lose a game. He
needs to be encouraged and not
knocked because no player ever
makes such a break intentionally.

Stuhldreher ended his little

speech by telling a story which
shows the wonderful school spirit

of Notre Dame. In 1925. when the
club had the worst beating of Its

career from Army, they arrived

back in South Bend at three a. m.
to And all the townspeople and the
whole student body down at the
station to meet them and to cheer
them. Rockne said that this made
the fellows feel better than any
demonstration after a victory

would ever have done. Stuhldreher
then counciled us to keep up our
spirit and to help our team to a
victory.

Cluh Activities

Dancle After

Last Game

Affair To Be Run Under
The Auspices of

TheV. I. C. ^"

The final foot ball dance of the

season will be run by the Villanova
Italian Club on Saturday evening,

November 30, after the Villanova

Temple game. Not only will it be

the last dance of its kind but it

will drop the curtain on one of the

most successful seasons ever exper
ienced by the Blue and White.

The main ballroom of the Stephen
Oirard hotel has been leased for the

occasion; the Vlllanovans, under
Kettrlck, will furnish the music.

A stage situated at one end of the

hall will afford an opportunity to

those in charge of furnishing a pro-

gram of entertainment for the eve-

ning. Dancing will continue from
nine to twelve. The fee will be two
dollars.

This coming dance Is not the an-
nual dance of the Villanova Italian

Club. The annual dance will be
run later on after the mid-year
exams. This is the first time that
the organization has attempted to

run two dances in one year and
therefore the project Is one of ex-
periment. However, those on the

committee report that this dance
will equal any of those given by the

club In the past.

OeWItt Clinton Club Eleotn

At the last weekly meeting of the

DeWltt Clinton Club officers for this

year were elected. Mr. Squltlerl ob-

tained the presidency, Mr. Dlacovo
the vice-presidency and Mr. Valle

was chosen to discharge the duties

of secretary and treasurer.

The club now numbers twenty
members all of whom are graduates

of the £>eWltt Clinton high school of

New York City. The purpose of the

organization Is to keep the men of

this high school In contact with one
another and to spread the name of

Villanova In New York.

The DeWltt Clinton Club U plan-

ning to run a dance shortly after the

Christmas holidays.

A by law was 8elect«(l W draw up
a constitution which wlT] TXP given Its

first reading at the next meetln«< of

the group. Mr. Scoppa Is chairman
of the committee.

t

Connecticut Valley Club
A meeting of the Connecticut

Valley Club was held last Wednes-
day night with President Bernard
Dolan presiding. Mr. E. Walsh, a

member of the dance committee
showed many various dance pro-

grams at the meeting. A vote was
then taken and a program was se-

lected for the Third Annual Christ-

mast Dance of the society to be held

in Springfield, Mass. The members
decided to hold the hop in the Kim-
ball Hotel of that city. This is the

first time that the organization is

going to hold their dance in such a
large and exclusive hotel. The music
will be furnished by Guyer's Orches-
tra of Longmeadow, Mass. The
next meeting of the society will be

held tonight.

The Old Dominion Club

The Old Dominion Club composed
of students from Villanova coming
from the South, is the newest or-

ganization on the campus. It an-
nounced at its last meeting plans

for a big Christmas Dance to be

held in the Main Ballroom of the

John Marshall Hotel of Richmond,
Va. This hotel is the newest and
largest hostelry south of the Mason
and Dixon Line. The committee in

charge of the dance Is Mr. Edward
Carle, chairman with Messrs. Ahem,
Strause, Chalkley, Meyer, Korte and
Dart assisting. In charge of re-

freshments is Mr. Joseph Benedict
with Merrs. Matthews, Bonniface,

Florlan, Blss and Roberts assisting.

Jefferson Lee and His Southern
Seranders will furnish the music.

This is expected to be one of the

most successful dances of the holi-

day season, and will bring the name
of Villanova before the social elite

of the South.

Belle Masque Players

At the last meeting of the Belle

Masque Players held in Mendel Hall
last Thursday the first play that the
society will present was selected,

and the name will be announced in

a later issue. There are thirty

charter members in the society, and
anyone wishing to Join may hand in

his name next Thursday at the
meeting. At each meeting there are
entertainments given by various
members of the club. It has t)een

announced that a course in make-
up will be given by Professor Jonas.
The Belle Masque Players are now
well on their way to a successful
season.

Beta Gamma
At the weekly meeting of the de-

bating society last Wednesday very
important business was discussed.
Arrangements are being made for a
formal debate between Beta Gamma
and the Villiger Debating Society of
St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia.
There are other arrangements being
made for a debate against Weber

College of Ogden, Utah. Other col-

leges already scheduled for debates
are Muhlenberg and John Hopkins.
This is a good showing for the so-
ciety, as there are some very good
debating societies scheduled to de-
bate against Beta Gamma. At this

last meeting, fifteen new members
were admitted.

Jersey Club

At the Jersey Club's last meeting
final arrangements were made for

the organization's Fourth Annual
Christmas Dance. The dance will

be held at the Elk's Club in Newark
on the night of December 27th,
Dancing will be from 10.00 p. m. to
2.00 a. m. and it will be formal. V.
P. Brady is chairman of the dance
committee with Messrs. Becza,
White, Pecora and Sabatlno assist-

ing. They have procured Ed Pan-
zer and His Eight Palookas to fur-
nish the music. This is a very
famous New York band knd it is one
of the features of this big event.

Wiikes-Barre Club

The Hotel Sterling of Wiikes-

Barre has been procured for the

Christmas Dance to be given by the

Wiikes-Barre Club. A committee to

be In charge of the dance will be an-
nounced at the meeting of the club

tonight to be held In the amphi-
theatre in Mendel Hall. This dance
will be formal and about 200 couples

are expected to attend on that gala
night. This is the only large col-

legiate dance to be given In the coal

regions during the Christmas vaca-
tions. A large number of the alum-
ni is expected to attend.

K. of C.

The Knights of Columbus are
having an intensive drive for mem-
bership in the next few weeks.
There are already over a hundred
members in the society, which is

slowly but surely becoming one of
the most powerful factions here in

Villanova. Almost every popular
man on the campus is now a mem-
ber of the society. And now, every
worthy Catholic man is to be grant-
ed the great privileges of knight-
hood. Grand Knight Howard J.

Anvil is making arrangements to
secure quarters for the club. A
definite announcement is expected
very soon. Any one asked to Join
this order should consider it as a
great privilege. The Knights of
Columbus wa^ the first fraternal so-
ciety to incorporate in its program
and exemplify in practice the spir-
itual concept of fraternity, the Di-
vine command to love one's neighbor
as one's self.

' Mayor James J. Walker, of New
York City, who was reelected to of-
fice on Tuesday by a plurality of over
497.000 holds an honorary degtfee
from St. Bonaventure's OoUeg*.



Basketball

Under Way

"Mike-Fright" Given as

Cause for Defeat

Although the first game of the
schedule will not be played until
early in December, the basketball
squad under the tutelage of George
(Doc) Jacobs, has been practicing
for two weeks in the "Gym." This
Is Jacobs initial effort in coaching
Collegiate basket ball, but he is by
no means a stranger with the sport,
having played at Villanova in '26
and '27.

Captain Jack Birmingham, Tom
Morgan, Jim Henry and Fred Dono*-
van. mainstays on the team last „wv;,„uiiuues simaLiyear are now playing foot ball and nea^ th^ press-Zcwill turn out as soon as they doff I

Press-box.

the moleskins. Edwards, Eagan,]
Hammond and McDermott. stars on T^j g~^ -m •
the Freshman team last season, are, |\0 I .fUTCktlTiH
also busy with the gridiron sport ^ "* ^-^*'** 1/lAllCl
and will not report till after the
Temple game.
About twenty-five candidates

have turned out for the Varsity,
among the most promising being
Holland, Stock, Tracy, Sullivan and
Porve. Freshman practice will be-
gin this week.

A novel alibi for the defeat at
Scranton ten da>s ago was given
by a student last week, who said
the Wildcats were tamed because
they were suffering from "mike-
fright." As his reason he gave the
fact that the Bucknell game was
the first, in which Villanova has
participated, that was broadcast
over the radia. WGBI, one of tlie

Scranton stations, sent out the
game over the ether waves. The
music of the Villanova band, play-
ing in front of the Bucknell stands
between the halves, went out over
the air very good, and all the se-
lections were picked up by the
microphones, situated in a booth

VILLANOVAN

Kittens Close

Season With
Victory

Bethiehem Prep Downed
In Final Bow to

Frosh Ball

Tuesday, November 19, 1929 iri

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

State Has
Great Record

The North Carolina State-Villa-
nova game is inciting a great deail
of interest throughout the country,
This will be the first meeting be-
tween both teams and each team
will strive hard to obtain a victory.
The North Carolina State team will
come to Franklin Field. Philadel-
phia, preceeded by a great reputa-
tion. Two years ago they had one
of the greatest teams in the South
and were declared the champions
of their state. They compiled an
enviable record which attracted the
attention of the foot ball world.
Since that time North Carolina
State has been closely watched by

As the curtain begins to drop on
Fandom's Fall Frolics in the grid-
iron world, traditional rivals of long
standing are preparing for their
big games of the season. This Sat-
urday finds Yale and Harvard
battling in New Haven, Lehigh and
Lafayette clashing up-state, and
Boston College and Boston Univer-
sity matching elevens in Boston in

Besides traditional foes. many i°- .I?»--*"-^^°"^^^^..^"^. ^ ^''=^°''y

other new rivals are endangering
records of rising teams, and Notre
Dame-Northwestern. Villanova-
North Carolina State, and Bucknell-
Fordham also clash in frays that
are exciting more than ordinary In-
terest.

In the following predictions, the
first-mentioned college Is favored
to win.

Villanova-North Carolina State
Fordham-Bucknell
Yale-Harvard
Notre Dame-Northwestern
Temple-Drake
N. Y. U.-Rutgers
Army-Ohio Wesleyan ' ^^ ' ••.'

Lafayette-Lehigh
.

. /
Drexel-St. Joseph's
Quantico Marines-Lebanon Valley
Brown-New Hampshire
Boston College-Boston U. .

Holy Cross-Springneld "

Ohio State-Illinois .
' .

Purdue-Indiana "''

St. Thomas-St. John's '
'

.

P. M. C.-Susquehanna .; »
Swarthmore-Dlckinson
Haverford-Delaware.

for Villanova over this team will
therefore increase the reputation of
Villanova throughout the country.
North Carolina State has been

jgoing at a fast pace this season
and another great season has been
predicted for them. Their line
though light, is very fast and a
tower of strength onf defense.
Johnny Lepo is the shining star . ^
on the line. He is an aggressive '"'^''^^P''^'^ *"— oi^pjjcu meir
player and a hard tackier. Time "^^rch. OConnell fumbled on his

A fighting Frosh club brought
their schedule to a close with an
overwhelming victory over the
strong Allentown Prep Club by a
score of 25-6. The game was play-
ed Friday afternoon on the gridiron
of Muhlenberg College.

There were three reasons that
spurred the yearlings on to a vic-
tory. The first was to break the
jinx that the Preppers held over
them. Never before had a cub
team defeated the Black and White
aggregation. Secondly, the Frosh
were promised sweaters with their
class numerals if they brought
home the bacon. And lastly they
wanted to extend their winnlpg
streak. This conquest marks the
fifth straight victory against one
reverse; the best record any year-
ling team of Villanova can boast
of-

The green Jerseyed lads shoved
over a score five minutes after the
struggle got under way. An ex-
change of punts gave the Frosh
possession of the ball on their own
30 yard line. Three successive first
downs placed the oval on the Prep
30 yard mark. A pass. Geisler to
Tartar, netted the Frosh their initial
touchdown. Carson's placement
went wide of the uprights. Score
Frosh 6; Allentown 0.

Late in the first quarter the year-
lings advanced toward another
score. The backfield alternated in
carrying the ball and Tartar made
a first down on the Preppers' 6
yard line as the quarter ended. On
the fourth down Geisler dove over
the goal line but was shoved back
and the referee would not count the
score. In this quarter the home-
sters had a chance to tally but an

pass stopped their

were forced to punt also. The
Yearlings had possession of the
ball on the 40 yard strip and march-
ed to another score. Line plays
brought the oval to the 20 yard
mark where McFadden tossed a
pass to Geisler for the second
score. McFaddens dropkick for
the extra point was blocked. Score,
Frosh 12; Allentown 0.

The yearlings scored again
shortly after the kick-off. Keogh
recovered a prep fumble on the 30
yard line and this break soon pro-
duced a score. Two passes Geisler
to Brice placed the oval on the 7
yard stripe. Tartar shot around
left end for a touchdown. Carson's

\

placement kick was blocked. Score '

Frosh 18; Allentown 0. 'i

The emerald clad boys scored
their six-pointer on three plays
Starting on the 20 yard strip De- '

laney made 35 yards around right

'

end, Brice snared an aerial for 25 I

more, and Delaney went the re-

1

malning 30 yards off right tackle
for the final yearling score. Mc-
Fadden made good the extra point
with a dropkick. Score, Frosh 25
Allentown 0.

The remamder of the game found
the Black and White lads trying
desperately to score. Working the
oval to the 12 yard line, via the air.
Garda tossed a pass to Mantz who
caught the pigskin in the end zone
but the officials let the score stand
The try for the extra point was
blocked by Mulioli. Score, Frosh
26; Allentown 6. The game ended
as the teams were lining up for the
kick-off. '

Final score, Frosh 26; Allentown
6.

Scarlet Hurricane Sweeps
Franklin Field and Proves
III Windfor Melansonites

(Continued From Page One)

and again he has broken through
the opposing line to break up plays
before they could be started. Mack
Stout is another outstanding lines-
man. He is a hard charging play-
er and dangerous at all times.

Norrls Jeffrey is their backfield
star.

^'Careful Handling and Quality"

IBE WILSON
J LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 264

own 35 yard mark and Smith re-
covered for Allentown. Wavreck, the
Preppers' flashy captain, carried the
pigskin to the 15 yard strip where
Donohue intercepted a pass to halt
the procession. Peterson kicked
out of danger as the half ended.
Score Frost 6; Allentown 0.

The seconu half saw the yearlings
at their best. Keogh received the
kickoff and was downed on his
own 30 yard line. On the first play
Geisler retreated to the 15 yard
mark and shot a bullet-like pass to
Brice. Leaping high into the air
Brice grasped the oval, eluded the
defense and raced 50 yards for a
touchdown. But it was all in vain |A yearling line man was detected
clipping from ihe rear and the ball
was put in play at mid-field. Un-
able to gain the necessary yardage
Carson was forced to punt. The
Preppers could not gain either and

Too much cannot be said about
the team that represents Villanovas
Freshmen. The way Brice. the
Chicago luminary, snared passes
was one of the outstanding features
of the game. Also the work of the
backfield cannot be praised too
highly. McFadden showed keen
Judgement in calling plays and re-
turning punts. And only three first
downs were made through the
yearling line.

And a word about the coach
Guiding the destines of the Frosh
for the first time "Doc " Jacobs has
set a mark that will be a tough
one to overcome. "Jake" has
brought the team along in fine
style, losing only to Bellefonte
Academy who have been Prep
school champions ever since Prep
schools have been chartered. He
has instilled the fighting spirit of
Villanova into the hearts of the
fellows that were under his wing
The spirit that he so well had when
he represented Villanova in his
undergraduate days. A little ince-
dent that happened after the game
bears this point out. As "Doc" was
giving the team final instructions
preparatory to leaving for home
Jerry Mulioli, star center and cap-
tain of the club, stood up in the
bus and called for three Villanovas
and three Jacobs. And what a re-
sponse. Even the bus driver yelled
his loudest. "Jake" certainly got a
kick out of that cheer

yard mark.
The passing outburst suffered a

' relapse at this point. Melanson did
i
nab one that would have put us

j

within a short scoring range, but the
,
officials detected some ohside mis-
demeanor and the act became nuUi-

I

fled. As Villanova lost the ball the

I

whistle for the half blew.

I

Hurricanes Earn Their Sobriquet

I

As the first half was distinctly

I

Vii;anova so the last two fifteen

! minute intervals were clearly in the
mountaineer's favor. The vaunted
Wildcat attack faded into a conser-
vative exhibition.
Ihe regular.j, with the exception

of Gillespie and Hlghfield, re-enter-
ed the luss. The absence of ihesi
two appeared to lessen the ardor oi
the felijie play. Highfleld had been
the big gun in the summary pro-
ceedings. Then the hurricanes
itartea their hurricane with Neil
fiengle directing.
A break enabled the Senators even

up the scales. Villanova had been
punting on last down even deep in
ner own territory, so with Ure ball
on the Villanova thirty-five yard
Une. Melanson went back to boot on
fourth down. Red hadn't been get-
ting them off any too soon and on
this occasion Hawley big redskin
from sundry western part and pivot
man for D. E. broke through the
block the kick. The ball rebounded
towards our own goal line, finally
coming to halt under Melanson on
the one yard line.

It was Davis Elkins ball, and over
Rengle went after a couple practice
$hots. A similar instance in the
first quarter went un-rewarded
when the shock men presented a
stone wall barrier. i

The score was tied and stayed so
for the time. The extra point try I

failed.

Rengle Leads Way to Second Touch-
down

Neither side tiu-eatened any for

the remainder of the chukker and
the scrap moved into the last act

with the decision awaiting. Begin-
ning the final D. E. held the bail in

midfield. In six minutes Rengle and
his mutes. Smith, Wagner and War-
ren, drove the pigskin to the Vailla-

nova seven yard line.

In two plays nothing transpired

and it appeared the Cats would
make a last ditch turn. Warren
came into the picture to run a re-

verse to the one yard mark from
where Rengle dove through to count
again and sew up the encounter.
Seven minutes still existed after

the second placement try for the
extra point was blocked and the vis-

itors held on to the ball, at least six
of them. In fact the pill was in
Villanova possession less than two
minutes the whole last period.

Davis Elkins had the best of the
argument in point of statistics, her
second half rally throwing the ver-

dict. ViUanovA seemed another team
without Highfleld and Gillespie in

that final half.

Dixie Sheehan. Jack McAndrews
and Jack Birmingham were on the
sidelines from injuries and did not
play. MdAndrews play in the D. E.

game of 1926 was outstanding and
he had been looked upon to repeat
this time.

the spinner plays that offered
such trouble last year proved tns
downfall. Rengle took the ball
every time through guard and never
failed to gain. Undoubtedly he is

one of the outstanding fullbacks of
the east.

Phil Hillen. Tom Edward and Jack
McGann performed notably in the
Villanova forward wall. Hlghfield
was the outstanding man in the
backfield.

brighten the corner where

YOU AREN'T
MIGHTY FEW parents are hard-

boiled when they get to think-

ing about Sons who are away at

College.

They may have found a lot of fault

with you while you were around
(and probably with good reason!),

but just the same old Home Corner
isn't half as bright as it used to be.

Absence has cast a sort of saintly

A glow about your august person!

We feel that your finer sensibilities

will make you want to send some
of that glow to the folks back home.

And we have provided a way for

you to send some of it home, along
with the more cheerful notes of
your baritone voice.

It's only a matter of
moments to home ..r by
Telephone.

Just for fun . . . call Home
tonight.

PATRONIZE
HOME TALEIST!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

You will wear an Edward Suit or
Topcoat with pride . . . because
it ie made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil
give you long, satisfactory ser-
vice . . . because it is made oi

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed every Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the college

ZOa I O PRICES SO'lfS

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.
1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

MR. GEORGE DALt'ON WINS HUTCHINS SHOES
The George Hutchins Shoe Company, of F-'hiladelphia, announces

Mr. George Dalton as w.nner of the Score Guessing Contest held for
the Davis Elkins game. Mr. Dalton's guess was 13-6, favor of Davis-
Elkins. Mr. Paul Giovancio also turned in a score of 13-6. favor of
Davis Elkins, but Mr. Dalton's score was closest by periods.

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER WEEKLY CONTEST

With this issue of the Villanovan you will receive a slip for this
week's "Guess the Football Score" contest. All students are invited
to send their slip to the Geo. Hutchins Stores, 5621 Qermantown ave
Phila. The winner of this week's contest will be announced in the
next issue of the Villanovan. -

6eo. HiifcHns SloiL
St£N*SSHOES eXCLiJSlVELY

COLODONATO
TaUor Shoppe

OFFICIAL COLLKGE

TAILOR

Ex/H'rl Scrvirp and

••' Worhmnnslui)

PWARD
i" CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

Qoality Foods »t PopiiI»r Prices

Paramonnt Tavern. Roscmont

YOU'LL LIKE ITI

GROFF, Druggist

Come in and Try a

GROFF MILK SHAKE
SODAS — ICE CREAM

AND CANDIES

BR^^^AWR
WE KNOW HOW

1207^ CHESTNUT STREET
56J1 GERMANTOWN AVE. 2752 GERMANTOWN AVL
4058 LANCASTER AVE. 4405 MAIN ST..MANAVllMif
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Students Travel League
Formed; Fr. Nevil Head

G<M)r{!;etown President Heading Executive Council.

Leading Ediu'ators Endorse Movement.—^
Fr. Griffin Member of Board

Organization of the Catholic Stu-

dents Travel League, bearing the

endorsement of more than two hun-
dred of America's leading educators,

was announced today, R^ev. W. Cole-

man Nevils, S. J., president of !

Georgetown University, at Washing-
ton, D. C, is chairman of the ex-

ecutive council and two hundred are

listed already as members of the

Advisory Board.
The associates of Father Nevils

on the executive council are: Rt.

Rev. Edward A. Pace, vice-rector of

Catholic University; Rev. W. J.

Duane, president of Pordham Uni-
versity; Rev. James H. Dolan, presi-

dent of Boston College; Rev. John
M. Pox, president of Holy Cross
College, and Rev. R. M. Kellsy,

president of Loyola University,

Chicago.
Advisory Board

The Very Rev. Thomas J. Deegan,
D. D., president of Cathedral Col-
lege, New York City, is chairman of
the Advisory Board.
Appointment of William V. Mc-

Carthy, of New York University, as
executive secretary, was announced
at the same time. Rev. J. H. Grif-
fin, is a member of the Advisory
Board. Headquarters of the League
have been established at 551 Fifth
avenue, in that city. Tours of
Europe are the featured offerings of
the new organization, and forty
tours are outlined for 1930.

The Catholic Students Travel
Ijeague was formed at the sugges-
tion of a number of heads of Cath-
olic colleges and institutions
throughout the United States. The
primary purpose of the organization
IS to serve the travel needs of Cath-
oucs going abroad.

Offer Services
The services of the League are

available to all students, their fam-
ilies and friends, teachers, alumni,
professional people and others plan-
ning trips to Europe.
Five leading tours are being pre-

sented by the League for the 1930

season. The outstanding offering is

the Passion Play at Dberammergau.
the striiung and dramatic spectacle
which is given once every ten years,
to perpetuate a vow made by resi-

dents of the little township nestling
on the Bavarian Alps early in the
seventeenth century. A visit to the
Passion Play is included in the itin-

erary of nearly every one of the for-
ty tours to be made under the aus-
pices of the League next year.
The League's featured Oberam-

mergau tour, sailing from New York
on June 20, is expected to be the
largest movement of Catholics from
America to Europe ever projected.
Other trips include visits to the
Shrines of Lourdes and Lisieux in
l-'rance, to the Papal City in the
Vatican, and to the Virgil Bi-Mil-
lenium through Italy. Also there
will be comprehensive tours of Ire-
land.

The Catholic Students Travel
League has the support of hundreds
of leaders in the denomination, and
representatives will be available tb
supply information and complete
data of the League's activities

nearly every institution in the coun
try.

EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY

The Faculty «nd Students of

Villanova College with to

extend their efncere sympathy
to the family and friends of

Isadore Willensky, whose un-
timely death occurred Sunday,
November 17.

Second Crash

Within Week
Shocks School

John Meyer, Senior

fiadly Hurt
Collision

Eng.

in

I'hanksgiving

Celebration

OntheCampus

All Students to Remain at

Villanova Over the

Coming Week-End

VARIED PROGRAM

CONDITION C^IITICAL

For the b^cond conBeoutlve week
aow an accident has visited tht;

jtudeni. body oi Villanova In a most
jihostiy manner. On Saiuiday, a we>.k

ago, Isadore Wlllen;sky, a treshman
la the Business School, was klUeu
almost Instantly when he steppeu
.lom an automobile In Bryn Mawr.
ijaet Saturday, live Villanova men
A'ere hurt, one of them seriously.

John J. Meyer, 5912 Cedar street,

Philadelphia, a senior In the Kn-
glncerlng School, suffered a frac-

tured skull and other Injuries and Is

aow in a critical condition in the
Jbryn Mawr hospital.

The others who were with him at
the time of the accident escaped wit.h

minor cuts and bruises. They are:

Charles Meyers, brother of John, also

a senior englneei; Thomas Galther,
and Thomas Daly, Junior engineers;
and Thomas McCormlck, professor oi

Civil Engineering here at Villanova.

All the men are Philadelphians
and were returning home at the time.

As they were passing through Wynne-
wood, in their car, driven by Charles
Meyer, a truck collided with them at

the Wynnewood road on Lancaster
pike. Edward Shackelboard, driver
of the truck, was proceeding out of

Wynnewood road onto the pike as
Meyer's car traveled toward Phila-
delphia. Both drivers became con-
fused and a collision resulted. The
student's car was demolished.
The driver of the truck appeared

before Magistrate Stillwagon in the
Ardmore Police court after the acci-
dent and was held in $1000 bail for

a further hearing IJecember 9.

It is with the deepest regret tha:

these events are recorded and it is

sincerely hoped thai, u will not be
necessary to narrate more happen-
ing such as these. The least we can
do is to be careful, exercise caution,
in driving, in getting in and out of

cars, and in everything pertaining to

niay
lake u few seconds longer, but Is it

not worth-while?

Fre Griffin

Lengthens

Holidays

Student Council's Petition

Is Only Partially

Successful

THREE MORE DAYS

Thanksgiving. To a great many
it is the first holiday away from
home, to a few of us it is just an-
other of many days on the campus.
Villanova as a whole will celebrate

the Autumn Festival either upon
the campus or upon the streets of
Philadelphia. In either case it will

be enjoyable. Wednesday and
Thursday nights will find a multi-
tude of dances being held in and
around the big city, to say nothing
of the shows. Friday is a class

day and Saturday brings us our
yearly classic, the foot ball game
with our nearest rivals—Temple.
This is sure to be the most colorful

game of the season. Villanova and
Temple are both well known in

Philadelphia and both have many
backers. The holiday spirit pre-
vailing will draw a record crowd to

the stadium and the fact that the
odds will be about even will assist 1

automobiles and to traffic. It

in nillhg the Temple bowl. Loyai
Villanovans will drag their dates to

the game and to the activities aft-

er the game.
That same night will find the

Villanova men attending the dance
given in honor of the king of sports
—foot ball. The ballroom of the
Stephen-Girard on Chestnut street

is certain to witness a joyous
gathering Saturday night. The
committee in charge announce a
large sale of advance tickets, but
then that's only a rumor. By the
time Sunday rolls a day of rest will

be necessary.

To the students who moan the
loss of their annual turkey, cran-
berry sauce, plum pudding and
pumpkin pie we can offer little

consolation and only two remedies;

a feed in town or a box from
home. The latter is the course

generally pursued and is found to

produce best results. No one bakes
like mother and no one is more
willing to send a big spicy mince

at pie. A comfortable, filling feed

may be held in your own room in

(Continued on Page Pour)

A petition asking that the Christ-

mas vacation would extend from the
thirteenth oi December to the fiilh

oi januai'y was presented to Father
Grliiln by the Student Council. The
president oi Villanova Coiiege ex-

plained that as the Football Banquet
was scheduled for the seventeenth he
could not grant the petition but in-

stead of having the holidays begin
on December 20 and end on January
5 he would change them to begin
on December Iti and end at 8 P. M.
on January 6.

Last week, when the student body
read the first notice of the Christmas
holidays, a cry of disappointment and
dissatlsiaction arose from the campus
Somehow everyone thought that
there was a tacit agreement between
the Faculty and the Students that
the vacation would begin on De-
cember 13. This was undoudtedly
caused by the announcement of

certain members of the Faculty that
the Thanksgiving vacation, the foot-

ball together with national holidays
that were not granted wouid be add-
ed to the Christmas vacation. This
announcement assuaged for the time
being sorrow of not eating Thanks-
giving dinner at home. Anticipating
a long vacation In December many
students wrote and secured positions
in Post offices, stores, and other
places because they promised that
they would be able to begin work on
the sixteenth at the latest.

Wolfpack WarriorsScalped

By Wildcats; Gardener
Pounds Over Twice

Nortli Carolina Eleven Draws First Blood.—Short Lived

Lead Vanishes in Face of Villanova Charge.

—Larry Cicero Acclaimed ^

AUGUST AND HIGHFIELD ARE BIG FACTORS

V. I. C. Dance
After Last

Grid Game

FRESHMEN TAKE
NOTICE

After two drah. Saturdays the Wildcats forsook their

lethargy and jumped on the Wolfpack of North (Carolina

State to celehrale the rejuvenation. While a slim delega-

tion shivered amid a smattering of snowflakes the home
hoys galloped o'er the Franklin field turf for their sixth win.

A juggled company aided and ahetted by fast and
frequent new arrivals jotted down a quartet of six pointers

to the visitors' one in copping the garlands. Nice new uni-

forms hitherto unscathed, unsullied, unworn in the heat of

conflict broke out before the inspection of a distinguished

clientele, and it became colder and more so.
Villanova's tallies vere spread

HOW TEMPLE STADIUM
CAN BE REACHED

By auto — North on Broad
street to City Line. Turn left on
City Line to Stadium.
By train—Reading Railroad to

Stenton Station. Take bus or

walk three blocks to Stadium.
By trolley—Broad street sub-

way to Olney avenue. Transfer
to Route 6 or to bus at Olney
avenue.

Final Rally

Is Council

Undertaking
All Freshmen are requested to dig

out their regulations from the moth-
balls, and give them the once over
again. Everyone is supposed to have
a copy of the regulations as laid

down by the Sophomores.
Due to the loss of our chairman,

Mr. Daly, who has been obliged to »mx7-
•A-lthdrav.- fram school we have allo\vcd...SPEAKERS FROM 0,TY

Pep Meeting Tonight to

Be Under Student

Auspices

Frosh Split in Answers
To Ethics Questionaire

One JHfundred and Twenty Freshmen Reply to Questions

Concerning Present Day Morals.—Answers

to Many Questions Are Surprising

Freshmen in the School of Com-
merce and Finance are divided into

two nearly equal groups on whether
it is fair to dabble in stocks during
office hours.
The question appeared on a ques-

tionnaire given to the Commerce
school students by the Rev. Joseph
C. Bartley, O. S. A., dean of the Vil-
lanova School of Commerce and
Finance. At the same time the
freshmen also revealed their opin-
ion on the practice of ' fixing" traf-
fic violations, of attempting to con-
vert girls to smoke cigarettes, of
stowing away on transatlantic air-
planes, of "bluffing" to obtain em-
ployment and similar questions of
practical morals and ethics.
The questionnaire was given to

120 youths. Fifty-nine decided that,
if they were employed In the ad-
ministrative offices of a large de-
partment store after graduation. It

would be wrong to telephone a brok-
er occasionally to play the market.
Fifty-eight others were equally posi-
tive that it would be all right, pro-
vided the trader were conservative.
Typical of the answers favoring

conservative trading is this one:

Contrasted with the division of

opinion on the market the group
was nearly unanimous in saying

that they believed it wrong for a
college man to try to persuade a

girl to smoke cigarettes. Of the 120

freshmen who took the test. Ill

were against influencing girls to use

tobacco. Only seven favored con-

verting the girls to nicotine. Two
were undecided.
One said: "No. it is not right. I

wouldn't think much of the girl

who didn't have courage enough to

refuse to smoke. In the end it low-
ers a fellow's opinion of a girl."

The minority of seven expressed
themselves thus:

"Why not? A girl In this age.

more than likely, will smoke cigar-

ettes sooner or later. Why not start

with a college boy?"
A question as to whether the Vil-

lanovans would feel Justified in

"bluffing" about their capabilities to

obtain employment revealed the
group divided about the same as it

was on the stock market. Forty-
four thought they would "bluff" to

get the opportunity to demonstrate
their ability. 55 went on record in

"I think it would be all right to favor of modest frankness when
play the market occasionally as long seeking work and 21 were undecld-
as I used my own money. I do n6t ed.
regard playing the market as gamb-
Ung."
The Commerce school freshmen

A proponent of "bluffing" wrote:
"Life is but one big bluff after an-

other. You may bluff about your
who oppased market dealings during I abilltv in order to get a Job but the
office hours took the sUnd that It man hiring you Is bluffing about
would be a misuse of the company's . the wonderful Job he is offering.
*""**•

I (Continued on Page Three)

Dance To Be Held in Main
Ball Room of Stephen

Girard Hotel

The Villanova Italian Club will

make its first attempt of the sea-
son to break into the social lime
light Saturday evening. The main
ball room of the Stephen Oirard
Hotel, located on Chestnut street,

above twentieth, will be the scene
of a foot ball dance to be spon-
sored by the Italian Club. The
Villanovans. under the direction of
Jim Kettrlck will furnish the mu-
oic from eight to twelve. The sub-
scription fee is two dollars. ; ,.;

The committee in charge of the
dance has been working diligently
for the past month and from all

reports the results will more than
compensate for the energy expend-
ed. •

The hall will be decorated in

Maroon and Gray, the colors of the
club. Perns and palms will com-
plete the decorative scheme. The
lounge is situated on a balcony
which is so constructed as to afford
a full view of the dance floor.

A stage is located at one end of
the hall. On this stage the or-
chestra will play. In the past at
dances held at the Stephen Oirard
the orchestra has been forced to
play from the floor proper. The
new arrangement makes for more
floor space for the dancers. This
arrangement has also enabled the
committee to prepare a program of
entertainment which will be pre-
sented during the intermission.

The dance will be run after the
Villanova-Temple game, the last

3:rid game of the season and it is

the hope of all that the affair will

assume the form of a victory dance.
This dance will not replace the
regular annual dance of the Villa-
nova Italian Club. Plans are al-

ready under way for another dance
to be run after the mld-yenr exams.
The committee in charge of this

dance consists of A. Papa, chair-
man; Ciardl, Oinnini, vice-chair-
man, Lucchesi. Venutl. Rannazzisl.
Sabatino, Romano, Lanclano and
Troppea.

Ccontinued on page four)

Youth Admits

That He Hit

Willensky

Henry Ru^ Surrenders to

Police After Hiding
For Three Days

HELD FOR GRAND JURY

H>rr Rpaily HerloiiN

We have often wondered what
these college men "buff" about
when they get together In the Pie
Shop, but now that a newspaoer
has made a survey, we And that
they weren't 'buffing" at all. but
that they were in very serious con-
versations al)out their osculatorv
abilities.

«k

A three day search for the mo
torist who struck and almost in

stantly killed Isadore Willensky. a
Villanova College Freshman, was
brought to a sudden end last Wed-
nesday evening. About nine o'clock

Wednesday evening a man who gave
his name as Henry Rush
walked up to a policeman in Bryn
Mawr and admitted that he had
killed Willensky.

Rush said that he was under the
influence of liquor at the time and
did not realize the seriousness of
the accident. Rush, who is a bus
driver for the Montgomery Bus
Company, heard of the fatal re-

sult of his recklessness on the day
following the accident while making
his regular trip on a bus. He then
parked his bus filled with passen-
gers and fled to Philadelphia. There
he boarded a Pennsylvania train
and went to Westbury, Long Island.
When he gave himself up, Rush

said that he had to come back be-
cause his conscience was bothering
him.

Held for Manslaofrhter

At the inquest conducted by Cor-
oner Huff at the Lower Merion
Township Police Court, last Friday
evening, Rush was ordered held
without bail on charges of man-
slaughter and transporting liquor.

Rush and three friends in a Ford
Roadster were returning from a
party and Rush admits that he was
intoxicated. While going eastward
through Bryn Mawr at a very fast

rate of speed Rush struck Willensky
as he was stepping out of a car
parked on the left side of the
street.

The car in which the revelers were
riding swayed from one side of the
street to the other and when it

struck Willensky, was on the wrong
side of the street. The Ford failed
to stop.

According to Rush he drove on
and made several turns until he
thought that he had evaded any
pursuers who might have followed
him. Then ho stopped and straight-

ened his fender which had been
bent with the impact. The wind-
shield was also broken. Blood was
later found on one of the uprights
which supports the top. Rush and
ha.s friends went back to the party
and apparently forgot about the
accident.

(Continued on Page Two)

On Tuesday evening in the gym
there will be held the last rally of

the year. While it is the last of the

year, it is the first to be sponsored

by the Student Counil. As an ap-

peal to the loyalty of the student

body and as an opportunity for

them to manifest their whole-

hearted support of the team there

will be no roll call or check up of

any sort all of which smack of

compulsion.
In addition to the band which

will provide the music, the sponsors

have arranged for several speakers

from the Philadelphia newspapers
and the boxing and baseball world

to be present.

For the seniors this will be the

last rally which they will attend as

undergraduates. Therefore they
should by all means take advantage
of this opportunity for though they
may return later as alumni, they
will never again receive the satis-

faction that as such an occasion
provides for the undergraduate.

As everyone knows this rally is

being held in anticipation of the
coming game on Saturday with
Temple, a school which will soon be
if it is not now. our traditional rival.

It is the right and what is more the
duty of every student to exert every
effort in his power to make the Blue

(Continued on Page 4)

over the four periods, one per. The
alien count broke the ice in tlie

starting chapter. North Carolina
drew first blood shortly after the
kickoff when Wright trickled

through the right end and kept
falling for nineteen yards to finally

stretch out and set the oval behind
the last strip. The attempt for the
point failed.

Jack McDermott made it even
Stephen on a long pass from Jack
Birmingham, following the next
tee off, then our try for point
flopped. Villanova began this push
from her own forty-five yard line.

Jack's pass had its inception from
the thirty-eight yard strip.

The Blue and White club mixed
in the hostilities must have been
the shock troops for an entire new
eleven pranced out in the second
quarter. This new blood kept up
the spirit of the thing by also scor-
ing. A light snow seeped down
from somewhere to add to the hil-

arity of the occasion and forsooth
ten good and welcome degrees of
Fahrenheit took leave.

Albeit that concluded the point
rearing for the semester. Neither
club did much more than keep the
old circulation doing the prescribed
laps. The Wolfpack tried a hana av
passes with Indifferent success and
Villanova took infrequent jaunts off

tackle or around end to whittle
away the minutes till half time.
Clete Gardner scored the second

(continued on page four)

Fraternities

To Give Ball

At Gymnasium

Formal Affair Set at Decem-
her 6th.—Music hy

Villanovans

Registration

For Freshmen
Is Announced

Plan Perfected to Receive

Number Next
Term

Due to the fact that repeated
applications for entry into Villa-

nova have found their way into tlie

executive offices—all seeking ad-
ministration at the beginning of the
February term, a plan has been an-
nounced whereby it will be possible

for these students to enter in Feb-
ruary and complete their courses
here in three and a half years and
two summer sessions at Villanova.
Since there is an unusually large

number of applicants from all

sources, it has been found that a
policy of restriction shall be nec-
essary to see that only these best
qualified for the admission may en-
ter, as it will be impossible to enroll
all of the applicants. Therefore
only those students who have excel-
lent credentials can be considered
for admission.
Students who have friends, out-

side the city of Philadelphia, who
are desirous of obtaining admission
here at Mid-year, are requested to
submit their names to the dean of
the department in which admission
is desired. These names are to be
submitted on or before January
first.

The Interfraternity Ball to be held
at the Gymnasium on Friday night,

December 6, promises to be one of

the foremost dances of the year

—

and certainly the foremost on the
campus. At recent meetings of the
respective fraternities, there was
selected a committee of the follow-
ing men to manage all of the de-
tails of the dance; Delta Pi Epsilon
Thomas Doyle, chairman, and Rud-
olph Zwigard; Epsilon Phi Theta.
Joseph Daschback and Joseph
Welch; Lambda Kappa Delta. Pat-
rick White and Frederick Luchessi;
Phi Kappa Pi, Paul Meyer and Jos-
eph Gillen.

Formal Affair

The affair is to be strictly formal,
as is gleaned from representatives
of the Dance Committee. The or-
chestra to furnish the music for the
Interfraternity Ball is the Villano-
vans. under the leadership of Mr.
James Kettrick. The Villanovans
have been making a name for them-
selves at the college functions and
outside affairs where they have
elicited numerous famous comments
from those who were fortunate
enough to dance to their pleasant
strains. The orchestra contains
much versatile talent, composed as
it is of players who have been ex-
perienced—some of them profes-
sionally—and it is an assured fact
that they shall contribute towards
making the Interfraternity ball one
of the greatest successes in campus
history.

Novel Decoration
The committee in charge has

decided that the Gym be decorated
with the colors of the four frater-
nities in a novel arrangement of
gaily colored festoons symbolic of
the fraternity they represent. En-
tertainment is to be furnished dur-
ing intermissions by both home and
outside talent in a manner that is

at once original and entertaining.
They have spared no expense in

their selection of programs, which
arc promised to be the most strik-
ing offered on the campus |^ date.
Tickets may be procurer^

any of the members of th<
mlttee for the slight conslti
of three dollars.

Where? Austin Hall!
When? Friday night

f

Why? To do the best everU
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: A Day of Thanks "' '

;

^'- " v • -
•//!'

Thanksgiving at Villanova wilj come and go without un-

usual bustle. The usual spurt for home, fireside and festive

board will, for many, be an impossibility. No game will lend

color to the long hours of a November afternoon. In other

words Thanksgiving will have in it little in a material way
to be thankful for except the prospect of lengthened Christ-

mas holiday ahead. ^' '•'.

The day, however, has a spiritual significance. Nor is

there one of us who, upon searching his heart will not find

ample cause for gratitude And the expression of such

gratitude has nothing to do with either the pleasure of holi-

day or the ceremonial of a homecoming. This thanksgiving

is the true celebration of a distinctly American feast and as

Americans let us truly celebrate it. '•.>;:;•

: ^ Locking The Stable

It is but a week since sudden death stalked over the

campus and claimed one of us as one of his own. And now
as we are about to go to press another Villanovan lies critic-

ally ill in the Bryn Mawr hospital—a second victim of the

auto menace. ' Two serious accidents on consecutive Satur-

days has thrown a pall over the campus that a holiday, fes-

tive as it may be, can dispell but partly. And with reason.

But of these sad events that have but lately happened little

can be said. Sympathy in large measures certainly, but

what else? Tragedy has a way of muting human speech

until its whisper is inaudible.

Yet while it may look like a tardy warning we earnestly

request every student to exercise the extreme of caution so

that these late misfortunes shall have no repetition. Not
cnly should care be exercised while riding in a car but equal

precaution is necessary wherever automobiles speed by. The
Lancaster Pike as a promenade for pedestrians is nothing

short of a positive menace. Avoid it whenever possible and
especially at night. Be careful whom you pick for a driver

on any of your excursions. The man who gets you there

fastest is not always the one who gets you there safely. Use
common sense precautionary measures especially in the in-

tricate mazes of Main Line roadcrossings. In all, play safe.

We do not wish to intimate in the least that any fault

attaches to the students who have lately figured in acci-

dents. From what we can discern both unfortunate inci-

dents were, at least from a standpoint of those injured, un-

avoidable. While this is true we feel that a word of warn-
ing is timely. It is a fool indeed who cannot profit from re-

peated warnings. Be wise, be safe. They are almost syn-

onyms.

Bang-up Sport
Back In the grades (oh, shades of

the primitive) we have a hazy rec-
ollection that it was considered the
"dernier cri" in essay writing to

head off all vagueness in the be-
ginning with a good old honest
definition from Webster. Now be
not affrighted. This is emphati-
cally not an essay. It may start
nice one but the way a thing starts
proves nothing. It's always the
finish, my lads and if you are In-
clined to shake a dubious head, go
read your epitaphs. But as we
were saying Punk and Wagnalls
says that a door "is an entrance as
to a house or room." Well for
years now we have been trying to
get something on these two omis-
cient gentlemen. So let the first

now go into a complete blue funk
and the second descend from em-
inence. For they have said not one
thing that can be borne out in fact
as regards doors. As an entrance?
Absurd! The entrance is the];;e

regardless of whether there's a
door on it or not. What then is a
door? A door, rpy dear children, is

a contraption that bears a knob on
both sides and which is used ex-
clusively for slamming. The true
value of a door can be .estimated on
the basis of just how much noise it

makes when it is brought into vio-
lent collision with the Jambs. A
soft shutting door is no door at all.

And since doors were made to be
slammed and since the boys here-
abouts are sticklers for proper
usage in all things, it is to be ex-
pected that they slam them. They
live up to expectations. Then, too,

door-slamming has possibilities. A
chorus of banging doors is raptur-
ous music. It falls on the ear with
all the soothing harmony of a six-
teen inch gun. So loudly let the
chorus swell. Bang away my
hearties. But be warned in time.
If on some stilly night when slum-
bers' chains have tied you in a
knot a raving maniac goes stark
mad through the corridors with

I blood in his eye and a gory foun-
tain pen clasped in a hairy fist you
will know that at last door-shock
has claimed its own. And that a
long suffering columnist has run
amuck at last.
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Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall IS o U"

7.00 p. M.
7.45 p. M.
9.00 p. M.

12.30 p. M.
ia.30 P. M.
4.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
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Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy
Coal Crackers Club Meeting, Mendel Hall .>,Vt,»t>»f •••

Kally, Gym ...,.,...,..,,

Varsity Bowling Team, Ardmore •*• • •

Wednesday, November 27

LaSalle Club Meeting, Academy 4< .'...> .

.

R. C. H. S. Club Meeting, Academy *j, ,>».'.*•

Beta Oamma Society Meeting, Mendel Hall,'. ,.;•'•.«... ...•••

Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall
V. P. C. Meeting, Academy
Connecticut Valley Club Meeting, Academy . .

.

Thursday, November 28
Thanksgiving—Holiday.

Friday, November 29
"12.30" Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P. M.
Stamford Club Meeting, Monastery 2.30 P. M.

Saturday, November 30

Villanova vs Temple, Temple Stadium » 'v2.00 P. M.
...,,8.. 9.00 P. M.

Pecemlber 2

.........

t . V .''.'•< *-.'.'•,.••. ^'li

VIC Dance, Stephen Girard Hotel
Monday,

VIC Meeting, Academy ,

Delta Pi Epsilon Meeting, Academy
Junior Class Meeting, Academy . .

.

New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy ........

Tuesday, December 3
Phi Kappa Pi Meeting, Mendel Hall ...^,. ........
Belle Air Ball Committee Meeting, tAcademy .....'!........... 12.30 P. M
Burr Club MeetiAg,. Academy . . . . ^. ,. ....... . .... . 12.30 P. M,

12.30 P. M
1.00 P. M.
1.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.

11.45 A. M.

The Mosque

face and get down to the serious
business of studying your chemistry.
And don't forget to join the union!

And this is really possible! When
the car with the furs at the wheel
and the pomps on the breaks glides
to a standstill in the dusk of
twilight all you have to do is to
go up to the door and your best
"mike" voice inquire "Is there any-
thing I can do?" You'd be sur-
prised how often there will be
something that you can do. Where
there's a will there are poor rela-
tions; it's the early bird that has
to cook breakfast. And if you say
one word against all this we hope
you smear cranberry sauce all over
your best bib.

Brian Boryu.

Let Us Be Representative

This issue of the Villanovan makes its appearance al-

most on the eve of our big game of the year

afternoon, at Temple Stadium, some twenty-five or thirty

thousand people will gather to witness the University of

Temple do battle with our own Blue and White.

A huge throng to watch two splendid elevens engage in

a colorful game of football, a game "pointed for" by every

member of both teams. Our boys desei've commendation for

the manner in which they have conducted themselves on the

gridiron this fall and the long and tedious preparations for

each contest. ,.•. '•.^' •••.:;'.>';' .'-..' ''.>:'." '-''-

But in the midst of the bustle and preparation that will

hold sway on the coming Saturday let us not forget the fun-

damental reason for our presence here.

Neither team would be on the field were it not foi- those

who are making possible our college life. To them a college

is a temple of learning where their sons may acquire the
poi.se of a gentleman and the knowledge to fortify him.self

for the struggle in after life. But are we going to prove
oui\selves worthy of such a splendid and noble heroic? The
coming game affords us a splendid opportunity to show that

we are worthy of that trust not only to those at home but
to our college as well. We will be in the focus of countless

critical eyes, people who have never before viewed us on
dress parade. First impression do endure. Let us hope
therefore that by our demeanor as well as by our loyalty we
shall be as representative of the Villanova student body as
her fighting team is of her athletics.

• * • * *

Prompt Action

The action of the Student Council during the pa.st week
is highly deserving of commendation. Sensing the wide-
spread dissatisfaction of the student body their action was

[prompt and judicious. The holidays are now of a

to satisfy those who.se requests are within the bounds
'"eason. As for the rest no holiday no matter how ex-

fded would be sufficient. We owe the Council a vote of
lanks.

Inalienable Right No. 2

Some dyed-in-the-wool Teuton
with a hankering after the Arabic
system has come to the soul-shat-
tering conclusion that there are ex-
actly one hundred and twenty-six
(126) cars on the campus during
class hours. Now here is food for
thought. Unfortunately the state-
ment is unqualified and (unfortu-
nately also) there are cars and
cars. Or, there are cars and clever
imitations. Too. there are cars
and imitations not so clever. So
there you are. We magnanimously
grant you that taken as a whole
the cars on the campus would
make the one-horse-shay look like

Methuseleh's perambulator. Again
it is unfortunate that we can't take
them on the whole for there are
others that would make the same
old shay look like one stout and
trustworthy vehicle. So there you
are again. We're not sure just

where you are and we don't know
what all this proves. But it must
prove something. Anything that
once breaks into print can be used
as undeniable evidence of some
very definite matter. Let us give
you a helping hand. Statistics are
playful things and can be taught
any number of tricks. For instance
—there are approximately 900 stu-
dents. Now if you will go into a
brief huddle with elementary arith-
metic you will discover that with
126 cars and 900 students you have
one car for every 7 men. This is

delightful. The next time you
want a ride to town you can con-
sider the one-seventh interest that
you have in a car and nonchalantly
commandeer the conveyance. Our
fee for thus pointing out your
rights will be altogether reasonable

On ^« t IIrHav^"^ *^ y°" succeed in impressingun Odiuraay
7 anyone with such logical rights
why we shall be encouraged to at-
tempt collection. For then we shall
definitely know that the age ofj
miracles still prevails. :;;:

A Lot to be

Thankful For
Grades Will Greet the

Folks on Thanks-

giving

It is with a certain amount of

temerity that some students view
the latter part of this week. On
the other hand, there are students

who actually rejoice that the day
for sending home the reports has
come. For, this week will find all

grades resting safely in the hands
of the folks back home—good
grades, fair grades, poor grades.

The announcement that the
Thanksgiving holiday would be
curtailed was received in many
quarters with downright disappoint-
ment. After the exams of a week
ago, the one-day vacation does not
seem such a terrible misfortune aft-

er all. At least, that is the senti-

ment sometimes heard expressed
on the campus. By Christmas,
they argue, the folks will have got-

ten over the first shock, and then
it will be comparatively safe and
sane to return home.

A PASSING THOUGHT

YOUTH ADMITS THAT
HE HIT WILLENSKY
(Continued From Page One)

Upon the recommendation of Cor-
oner Huff, Magistrate Stillwagon
ordered Rush to be held without
bail until the next session of the
Grand Jury. Rush's friends who
were with him at the time of the
accident were freed on bail.

Doctor McKay, of Bryn Mawr
hospital attributed the cause of the
death of a fractured skull

This Grimy Work
And now we have overalls in the

Bookroom. And, prithee, why not?
Education has certainly become a
he-man job. What more natural
than that it's minions go forth in

the garb of the poor-but-honest
worker of the soil. The engineers,
for one, will be ecstatic. To them
comes another sterling chance to

look like real worklngmen and
scoff at the namby-pambies who
follow the arts. Picks, shovels and
crowbars, we are assured, will soon
be added to the collection and we
may expect to see sincere mathe-
maticians engaged in the herculean
task of prying out some deep prob-
lem bodily. The debaters too,

have been supplied and are now
busily at work nailing together
some really convincing arguments
and the insigna of the organization
is being changed to represent a
hatchet and saw.
But this it not the half of It!

Verily a bookroom account is the
mastic wand of the fairies. By a
simple X to mark the spot you can
.shake more tricks out of it than
Rockne has up his sleeve. You
sign your name and presto! you're
In Boston; you sign again and a
bran-new Belle Aire comes out of
the hat; one more scribble and you
are magically arrayed In darling
baby-blue overalls with a moth
proof guarantee in each and every
Docket. No more need the thread-
bare collegian bewail his scanty
wardrobe. If the bookroom is

open he can enter like a tramp and
come out a miner, farmer, truck
hand or what you will. The lowly
overalls is lowly no longer. On the
same shelf as Philosophy stands the
blue denim, shoulder to shoulder.
So put on your hobnails, buckle up
your shoulder straps, blacken your

TO "A STUDENT"

We hereby acknowledge a let-

ter received during the week
from the gentleman signing him-
self "a student" and regret that

the tone of the matter presented

prohibited our publishing the

letter in full.

While the editors feel that

something can be said in exten-

uation of student disloyalty in

the unfortunate rally incident

and that quarterly exams may
have had a very potent bearing

on the slim attendance they are

more than reluctant to attempt
to justify what was in the final

analysis a very discrediting

showing. The "Students" griev-

ance dealing with the Christmas
Holidays, has, we are sure, been
adjusted by Student Council ac-

tion. We therefore feel that

publication of the letter could do
little that would be beneficial

and might do much that would
be harmful.

Two weeks ago a committee
of art experts awarded flist prize

to u painting tliat was hung up-
side down. Such an occurrence

inaltes one wonder lio*v many ol

the thousands who visit the art

talieiies really have a clear and
lucid idea of what constitutes

art. The term itself has long

since been abrogule<l to the nar-

row province of pamting. Tnis
.sliouid have simplified matters

for the authors of those books
which are supposed to explain

what constitutes the essence of

beauty. However, a perusal of

such works reve.ils but a windy
display of technical terms that

are applicable to practically any-
|

thing. Since anyone not wholly
\

uneiiucated can prate with Im-
j

puiiity about the psychology and
philo.^iophy of art the fol.owing
lines are offered for tasting.

A painting should l>e some-
thing more than a mere rival of

the photograph. Unless it has
sentiment it is not worth the

canvas It covers. There is some-
thing funny about the person

who geos into ecstasies over the

painting of a cucumber simply

becau.se it looks like a cucumber.

i

I'ictures are remarkable for the

insight and interpretation they

give to l.fe. The portraits of

the Masters are famous chiefly

because they disclosed the char-

acter of the model. Nudes can be
something more than a matter
of exciting curves; they can be
tragic figures with awful lessons

conveyed with aging folds of

flesh. There are also young
nudes which are notable for the
purity and holiness that seems
to enfold them. Yet the inter-

pretation of any work of art de-

pends as much on the inspector

as the creator.

Very few people can form a

true appreciation by gazing at a
picture for one minute and the
tnajoiity of people who visit art

galleries rarely spend thirty sec-

onds before any work of art.

X. y. z.

THIS and THAT

The trend is to long skirts, long

bills and longer faces on the male
portion of the population.

Speaking of extended physiogno-

my, why ao the younger students of

Vuanova look so sad at this time of

the year?

An article in a Philadelphia
newspaper states that "the man
went abroad the yacht in his row-
boat." What the well dressed man
will wear to yachting parties,

whether he will part the tails when
he sits is another mattei;.

A new game has been brought to

the fore at Franklin Field, hunting
the cheer leaders, by Father Fink.

' The question that has been band-
leri about the campus, "Why don't
you use a 'bus'?" seems to have
been settled by the wholesale char-
ter of busses tor the football games
ol the past few weeks.

The Juniors feel that they might
cause too much excitement if they
ever appeared at the class meeting
en masses.

Its too bad that some of the
shorts recently seen about the dor-
mitories cannot be worn out in so-
ciety. What a boost it would be for
the poor and struggling oculist.

De Bunk.

In view of the fact that the so-

cial season for the college is now
in full swing, and much to our as-

tonishment, there was a terrific out

going on last Friday night, to the

proms at the various girls' colleges

around here, this column takes the

liberty of publishing its annual

hints to the social minded. Al-

though most of the ideas that are

put forth in this column are taken

cum grano sails ( I am not an Arts

man), nevertheless, even out of the

mouths of babes, may come wisdom.

That at least has been proven. I

am not a social animal, although I

use Lifebouy soap and Listerine,

read Vanity Fair and Emily Post

regularly, still I don't seem to

measure up to the ideal set in the

local college girls mind, as the one
who causes their hearts to miss a
beat, tell their friends about, and
invite to dances. Oh, the pity of it!

However I'll still keep giving the
Lambert Company and Conde Nast
a break and some day, I may be
surprised and receive a bid to the
Conshohocken High School annual
social and dance. Who knows?
To get back to my original theme.

How often, have we asked one girl

to a dance, a game or some other

affair 6nd then later met someone
whom we liked better, and in a mo-
ment of weakness and happy for-

getfulness, invited the second girl.

What to do?
The morning of the eventful day

has arrived, two girls are coming,
simply Itching to go to the dance.
Your roommate refuses to be per-

suaded, your friends know you not,

there are no more Murads. Easy.

Shoot the other girl.

When you have borrowed a
friends dinner coat, and in an
axtasy of youthful love and joy you
have ripped out one of the pockets,

what then to do? Leave college.

How to act in the presence of a
Blind Date

This is a very ticklLsh subject,

and one has never been dealt with it

in the proper manner for very many
times. Judging from some of the
reports which I have received, dur-
ing the last few days, there is a
crying need for some technique, to

be perfected along this line. As a
rule blind dates are like pinch hit-

ters in a base ball game. They do
not very often connect, and one
out of every hundred thousand hit
an extra base bingle. The victim,
or victims, as there is a converse
to every proposition, fidget, talk
about the weather, try to find mu-
tual friends and never do, try to
dance and one or both are not very
good and all in all, at the end of
the evening one is about ready to
shoot the other. Everyone else's

?lrl looks better than yours. Being
a gentlemanly individual one can't
leave the lady flat, but if a solution
could be found for the problem I
am quite sure that everyone would
jump at the chance. Here it is.

The simplest way is not to go on
the date, but as most of us are ad-
venturous individuals, and we
figure that by the law of averages
we are going to connect at this time
we go. Before the dance make out
a telegraph blank saying that you've
just inherited a fortune, your sta-
bles have burned, or any good ex-
cuse ,and your presence is demand-
ed home at once. Give the telegram
to some attendant, a waiter or a
bell boy, and give him instructions
that when you give him the high
sign he is to page you. Of course
if the date turns out well there
is really no need and after inter-
mission, tell the man to throw the
fake wire away. If the lady Is not
all the heart desires, get the tele-
gram, open it in front of her, gasp
a few times, mutter a few by-
joves, etc, and show her the tele-
gram. You will be freed in a mo-
ment. There will be no feelings
hurt, and no evenings spoiled. The
-^irl is at the dance, her friends will
take care of her.
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How to be Popular •>.''.'

This has always been a problem,
and the secret of it all is so ob-
vious, that it is only another proof
that the least concealed is the best
concealed. Mystery. The simple
statement of that one word may be
a bit baffling, but that will be all
explained. Woman is innately cur-
'ous. You may have a profile like
John Barrymore, the personality of
an Al Smith and the singing voice
of a Rudy Vallee. but still if you
are always in the fore showing the
world how awfully good you really
are, and what a world beater, ev-
eryone back in Paducah .said you
were, nevertheless, you'll find that
the lady on whom you are trying
to make an impression, is wonder-
ing who that dark man is over In
the comer who has said nothing.
You'll think him not in the league
at all, but he may be only thinking
of the structural formula of some
^ompound he is to have the next
day but to the curious, sleeker sex.
he is a man of romance, intrigue
and mystery. Whispering in com-
pany is excellent for creating
mystery, becuse it shows that you
have confidential secrets. This is

i^K*' ^^ 1°^ *=*" ^ *" the llme-
iRht at the same time be out of

It. A sort of an "Up in a Villadown in the City" idea. Those
scars which were caused by your
razor may turn out to be sword
wounds. Above all when you are

^m^l someone, they are sword

St *^* examine your sub-

One could go on indefinitely tell-
ing of various sidelights on the so-
clal comedy, but with the working
hypothesis Of these few thoSght!
one should be able to work out aorettv good system.
With a bow to Ward McAllister.

COUNT DMITRI

"Pottsville" Jones, Bucknell's
ureat guard, who has been playing
^reat foot ball against Villanovlteams for the past three yea™

Mimi^"* *!? appointment to the

whiif^L
^^^^'^'"y at West Point.

f^ ,**?'*'"'' *=***" Jones I« a
three-letter man at Bucknell.

Sport Spots by Spotty

After the i-ecord of the '28 grid team it was fondly .sup-

posed banner throngs would flock to watch the Wildcats in

action this year. The result has been a disappointment, at-

tendance hasn't been even near to the expectations. Why?
the fault does not lie with the school nor those in charge of

the athletic program. It is a condition.

In Philadelphia two institutions of major rank, Pennsyl-

vania and Temple, play at home practically every Satui'day.

Both colleges are situated near the center of the football

population and each has its followers.

Now the situation stands thusly: Penn, Temple and

Villanova have adherents who will witness their respective

clubs perform regardless, a certain percentage of the foot-

ball population may be counted upon to watch their favor-

ites every time they play. The vast majority however owe

no allegiance and merely attend the games for the recreation

they afford.

It is not but natural then that these latter choose the

nearest place where a game is being waged. The long pre-

dominance of Penn s football club in Philadelphia naturally

resulted in a stream of attendants and followers who were

naturally unwilling to sever their adopted attitude with the

rise of Temple and Villanova.

Temple, in the northern section of the city can draw upon

a vast reservoir of fans who live in close proximity to their

new stadium, again no other college in that area is found to

divert the drawing.

Villanova is in a peculiar circumstance. Outside the

city limits she must depend on the Main Line and the out-

skirts of Philly to pack her stadium. Haverford and St.

Joseph's have their constituents, perhaps not many but on

the increase. Again and probably this is the greatest point.

F'or many years the high and prep schools abounding over

the Main Line have been the one attraction for the fans.

Most of these fans at one time or another attended one of

the schools ; if not they at least were imbued with the spirit

cf the school from their earliest age of remembrance. It is

no strange sight today to walk into Ardmore, Bryn Mawr,
Wayne or Norristown or any community and find the small

kids who don't even known their A, B, C's wrangling over

the ability of Lower Merion, Radnor, Norristown or some
other institution. The feeling has practically been born in

them.

As these kids grow up only one school is in their mind.s

and the allegiance cannot be easily broken. On a Saturday

afternoon go around to the scenes of their games and see

what they draw in attendance.

Look in last Saturday's papers and see what Lower Mer-

ion and Radnor drew in their annual game. That alone will

substantiate our statement.

In our way of reasoning two alternatives stretch out as

a means to overcome their lethargy in attendance at Villa-

nova's games. Firstly, if the club played more games on the

road we would surely do better. Witness Notre Dame, this

.season alone playing every game away from South Bend.

Villanova is better appreciated away from the Main
Line. In Boston the early part of this campaign, twenty

to twenty-five thousand persons were estimated to have at-

tended the B. C, Villanova contest. In Scranton fifteen thou-

sand spectators only held tickets to watch the renewal of the

Bucknell fued, many couldn't gain one of the coveted paste-

boards.

The fame of Villanova is considerably wide-spread, it

would be no trouble to perform before large attendances in

quite a few eastern cities.

The second alternative is rather radical but we firmly

believe practical. It is for Villanova to PLAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL. Don't start. The plan is feasible and has

proven a lifesaver to many institutions. The graduate man-
ager of Drake University in a newspaper statement in the

Evening Public Ledger of Wednesday, November 20, is note-

worthy. See what night football did for Drake, for Syra-

cuse and many others. ..•'•
.; ;: ., •. c^ •

^ \ ;•

Villanova could play at night right in her own stadium.

It would be almost a. certainty that it would be a success. It

would open the field, or rather give the opportunity to many
who are occupied in the day to witness her games. It would
attract many .spectators who would witness Penn and Temple
contests.

* 4i * * *

Interfrat Control

Spasmodic attempts have been made in the past to place

intramural athletics at Villanova on a firm footing in order

to encourage healthful participation in sports for a greater

number of men, and especially those who lack the inclina-

tion or whose abilities are such as not to warrant trying out
for the varsity teams.

In all those coalitions the lack of a definite and active

governing bodys has proved the main abstacles to success-

ful continuance. E.specially in basketball has this unpleas-

ant feature portrayed itself. Nearly eveiy years witnesses

the formation of an inteifrat league, the games are hap-
hazard affairs and disputes are settled by the participants.

How much nicer it would be all around if we had an organ-

ization with absolute power to run a program that would
call for an extensive and complete roster of events.

It has been the aim and desire of the Villanovan to en-

courage intramural competitions in an athletic way. Some
time ago the Villanovan proposed the frats organize a foot-

ball league and play a round robin number of games and the
paper would donate a cup or suitable reward to the victor-

ious team. No action wa sforthcoming and the proposal was
re.scinded. Right here the point is brought home. The fel-

lows would only be too glad to snap up such a bid but with-

out a body to plan and promote nothing could be done.

Now we have a proposal to make, we thinlt the students

themselves would be in favor, the proposition in brief is for

the four fraternities to convene and form an Interfraternity

Council on Athletics, the purpose being to encourage the
participation in sports for those students who have the de-

Villanova vs Temple at Temple
Stadium November 30th. That is

the treat to be offered the foot ball

fans of Philadelphia and vicinity

on the date named. This game is

undoubtedly the most Important
one in the season in the eyes of the

two contending colleges.
• -* * '

Fans all over the country t^lk of

the traditional rivalry of different

colleges ,of how years of competi-
tion have brought color to the
game which is bound to attract at-

tention. New Haven has its Yale-
Harvard game, Barkley Its Stan-
ford-California contest and now
Philadelphia has its annual classic,

vnnmova vs Temple. Last year
was the first meeting of these two
rivals on the gridiron, but to any-
one who was fortunate enough to

witness that encounter it looked
like the carrying out of a century
of traditions. This year's fray
promises to be of even greater im-
port than that of last season's. The
campuses of both schools are buzz-
ing with gossip as to the outcome
predictions, both exaggerated and
conservative, are flowing freely

from the decidedly partisan stu-

dent-bodies and into the mind of

each stalwart carrying either the
Cherry and White of Temple or

the Blue and White of Villanova
has come the determination to "do
or die." Both teams boast an ag-
gregation of foot ball talent that is

the envy of almost any school in

the country. To attempt to point
out individual stars from either

team would be a feat that could
only be accomplished by a Rockne
or a Warner. Both teams go into

the fray with great records of hav-
ing met and conquered some of the
leading teams of the country. In
weight the two teams are on an
even basis with Villanova having a
slight edge. Temple will take the
field with an average of approxi-
mately one hundred and eighty

pounds per man while Villanova will

have an average of one hundred
and eighty-two pounds. In prac-

tically every department in which
the, sorcalled experts can delve mto
to gam a comparison of the two
teams they are found to b^ on a
par.

* * *

Coach Stuhldreher of the. Wild-
.,cats predicts the greatest game of
the year. In discussing the on-
commg game the Wildcat Mentor
said "You can say for me that

Frosh Split in Answers
tu Ethics Questionaire

(Continued From Page 1>

The man who can bluff the oetter
will win out."

Others took the attitude that
"Blunuig is an asset if used spar-
ingly and expertly, but intelligence

and hard work are the bulwarKs of

success."

'ihose opposed to exaggerating
their quahtlcations took tne stana
that, "Intelligent, hard v/ork is as

necessary tooay as any other time.
Bluffing may push one along for a
Mhue, but the real person la soon
brought to the surface."
The Villanova youths indicated,

70 to 34, that they were in favor of

getting their ticket "fixed" if pos-
sible, provided they had been lag-
ged for some traffic law violation
such as overparking or speeding.
Sixteen did not answer the ques-
tion.

One youth wi'ote;

"A woman can get out of -it • by

handing the officer a 'line', and
smiUng at him, so why shouldn't a
man use pohtical influence?"

Another replied breezily

:

"Sure I'd get the tag fixed. The
offense is trivial, the laws are many,
and the bankroll small."
The students who volunteered

that they would accept the penalty

for traffic violation were of the
opinion that there would be no re-

spect for laws if everyone used po-
litical influence.

"Personally, I have Beten 'fixed',

but now that it is all over, I feel

courtesies which
tore the suffrage

adopted? Why?
Yes .,

they received be-

amendment was

77

misses this

minutes of first class foot ball. I

expect our boys to play the great-
est game of the season on next
Saturday." This is just an inkling

of what is in store for those lucky
enough to witness the game.

* * •

Coach Hunsinger of the Wildcat
staff is also outspoken in his sur-

mise of a great game which he pre-
dicts will be Villanova's hardest
due to the fact that they are
meeting a team who is pointing for

them. Coach Hunsinger says, "Villa-

nova will be handicapped to a cer

tain extent due to the fact that the
Notre Dame system of foot ball

which we employ is so much in use
throughout the country now tliat

all sport writers as well as the
coaches are planning defenses for

it instead of their own, but the
Wildcats will be in 4here, and when
the Wildcat gets wild—well look-

out."
* * *

Last season's game ended in a
scoreless deadlock and both teams
have vowed that this will not oc
cur again. Plenty of action is

looked for and plenty of action is

assured. Indications point to this

game as being one of those games
that old men like to sit around the
fire and discuss twenty years hence

New Calender

Hits Sunday

Observance

Five Days in Week Would
Speed Up Industry;

Knocks Religion

The Soviet Government of Russia
which has made many innovations
of every type since its establishment
has now another. This is a new
calendar already approved by the

Academy of Science and now being
studied by the Council of People's

Commissaries, a body which corres-

ponds to the ministerial councils in

other countries of Europe.

This calendar is so designed to fit

the new week recently instituted in

Russian industry. It has seventy-
two weeks in the year, six weeks in

the month, and only five days in

each week. Saturdays and Sundays
are abolished and each day of the
week of the thirty days in the
month will always fall upon the
same days in each. To agree with
the sun in its course, Ave holidays
are decreed which are scattered be-
tween the months throughout the
year and every fourth year an addi-
tional day will be inserted at the end
of February. The first of these
holidays occurlng between January
30 and February 1 will be devoted
to the memory of Lenin who is ven-
erated as father of the proletarian
revolution.

every man on the squad is in tip-top
shape and ready to go anyone wlioU'i^at Y'have ac't'ed'wrongly',"' one'of.w._

g^jj^g ^,11 ^jgg slxty|them wrote.
Only 21 of the 120 boys admired

the youth who would attempt to

stow away on a transatlantic air-

plane. One of them said he would
do It if he had the opportunity. A
second thought the stowaway should
be given credit for his heroism.
The few who admirde the stow-

away were outnumljered by 94 oth-
ers condemned him as a "nervy
fool," as selfish, and as a low sport.

Six did not answer the question.

Women still are entitled to cour-
tesy, despite equal suffrage, most of

the youths declared.

Some of their opinions:
"Absolutely. A woman is still the

same, whether she votes."

"As the mothers of the nation
they should be treated with all due
respect."

Compared with the 77 who favor-
ed retention of courtesies to women,
there were 28 who believed that
women sacrificed some of their

privileges when they obtained the
ballot. Fifteen youths were non-
committal.
Among the replies typical of the

minority view were:
"The women continually persist in

pursuing the men's ideas. If they
wish to have the men's rights they
cannot expect to be treated so cour-
teously."

Fifty-one Commerce school fresh-
men regard most advertising today
as honest. While 47 others were
skeptical of statements appearing in
advertisements, 12 thought adver-
tising both honest and dishonest,
and 10 had not decided.
The youths who have confidence

in advertising said competition soon
would eliminate the dishonest ad-
vertiser.

Questionnaire on Morals and Ethics
1. If you were employed in the

administrative offices of some big
Philadelphia department store after
graduation would it be right or
wrong for you to phone a stock
broker occasionally to play the
market? Why?

X 6S ***«4»«««*-. OO
No .......»,. 59
Noncommittal 3

2. It is customary to market cof-
fee in pound continers. If you were
in the business do you think it

would be fair to vend 14 ounces of
an extra high grade coffee in a tin
which had a raised bottom so that
it looked the same size as the pound
can? Tell what you would do in
this case. .'.,

No 88
Noncommittal 22

3. What do you think of a per-
son who will stowaway on a trans-
atlantic airplane? How should the
pilot treat the stowaway if the plane
lands safely, although short of Its
goal?

Punishment 94
Admiration 21
Noncommittal 5

No •.•••.<... 28
Noncommittal ...v... ... 15

7. Do you believe that most ad-

vertising today is honest or dishon-

est? Explain why you have confi-

dence in or distrust modern adver-
tising.

Honest ••••• 61
Dishonest .;..;. 47
Noncommittal 22

8. If you were head of one ol the

big shipbuilding corporations, would
you favor or oppose disarmament?
Why?

Oppose ,,.. 80
Favor 19

Noncommittal 21

9. Do you think there is much
deception in modern business? Or
is intelligent, hard work the route»i."

to success? Would you feel justi-

fied in bluffing about your ability

in order to get a job? Explaia your
views.

Yes 44
No 56
Noncommittal 21

10. If you have been tagged for
some traffic violation, such as over-
pafking or speeding, do you think
It is fair to get the tag "fixed," as-
suming that you have some friend
who can accomplish this lor you?
Why?

^

,,.>;•'.:•.

X 65 •• • •• •••••••^^••ii>.«« <fU

Noncommittal ..."....... 16 .

.

Scholarships

Subject of

Discussion

As a result there will be a stand-
ard monthly calendar as follows:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thiu-sday
Friday

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

29
30

Another feature of the calendar is

that the general day of rest is

abolished; this has been done away
with by the five-day work which is

already in force. A man works five

successive days and rests one. Un-
der the present calendar he has no
regular day of the week for recre-

ation but under the new calendar he
can tell by reckoning from his first

day of work. Just what days he will

be off in the succeeding weeks each
month. For example, a man who
starts on a job of the first day of a
new month would be at rest the
following Monday, the second holi-

day would come on Tuesday of the
third week,the others on Wednesday
of the fourth week, Thursday of the
fifth week and Friday of the sixth

week. Then £^s the first of the
month rolls around he would be
starting the same schedule over
again.

Would Deal Blow at Religion
This system has two purposes: to

speed up industry by making all

work continual and to deal a blow
at religion. Since the general day
of rest, or Sabbath, Is one of the
mainstays of religion, its removal
will weaken the hold of faith upon
the people; this is desired by the
believers of the communistic creed.

However if installed, this calendar
would complicate the business trans-
actions between Russia and the
other countries of the world espec-
ially in regard to large investments
where the Interest of one day is

often a great sum.

sire and want the healthful exercise resulting from such.

The students themselves should see to the development
of this idea if they are in favor, get out after the frats,

force them to some action and we would soon have a strong
working system of athletic competition within the school.

The Villanovan will lend all the aid that is po.ssible to

the fulfillment of the proposition.

No m
Noncommittal 2

5. If you borrow fraternity bro-
ther's automobile and smash a fen-
der will you pay for the new fen-
der? Why?

les ..... i'.'i, , J ,,«,', i, , 107
No 10
Noncommittal 3

6. Do you think the fact that
women have been given equal suf-
frage entitles them to the same

Negative Side Wins.—Beta

Gania Accepts Challeng-

es to Debate

In the second of a series of de-
bates on popular questions conduct-
ed weekly among the members of
the Beta Gamma Debating So-
ciety, Gabriel Stabile and Martin
Lubotsky emerged victorious over
Weiss and Pamsworth. The win-
ners were defending the negative
side of the question.

The question debated upon was,
"Resolved, that Athletic Scholar-
ships should be given In all Col-
leges." The question is particular-
ly popular at the present time, due
mainly to the publicity given to It

by the recent reports of Investiga-
tions conducted by the Carnegie
Foundation.
Lubotsky and Stabile won the

debate, not so much by their style
of delivery and oratorical powers,
but by the substance of their argu-
ments which were practically luias-
sailable. As for the delivery they
were completely outclassed by tb«
calm, smooth and well-rounded
speech of Farnsworth.

At the last meeting of the Beta
Gamma it was reported that final
arrangements have been made for
a debate with Muhlenberg College.
Two debates are to be held on the
evening of April third. Both Col-
leges will present two teams. One
set of teams will debate In Allen-
town and the other at Villanova.
The same question will be debated
upon in both places.

A debate will also be held with
Weber College of Ogden, Utah.
This college is sending a two-man
team eastward and will meet sev-
eral colleges and universities. They
will debate with the Beta Oamma
team sometime during the first

week of April.

A challenge has been received
from the VllUger Debating Society
of St. Joseph's College of Philadel-
phia. The challenge has been ac-
cepted and arrangements are being
made to set the time and place of
the debate.

COWBOY VS. COWBOY
When the Owl of Temple tackles

the Wildcat on Saturday, take a
trip and watch the battle in the line

between Jim Milne and Joe Bannak.
Both lx)ys are Sophomores and

hail from out "thar" In the West.
x,u..i;ummittai ..•..... »_ Jliey played together In the line on

4. Do you think it is all righTTSrtthe same high school team in Great
a college man to try to persuade a
girl to smoke cigarettes? Why?

Yes 7

high school team in Great
Palls, Montana, and now Jim is

holding down the right guard berth
here, and Bannak has been made
left guard at Temple.

It's going to be a great game Sat-
urday, and one well worth watching,
but there's also going to be one bat-

i tie for personal supremacy out there
on the green of Temple Stadium
that will be worth the admission.

Headline: "16 Men Killed Shoot-
ing Rabbits." Quite a natural mis-
take with all the collegians here-
abouts wearing camel's hair coats.

Club Activities

K. of C.
In the first week of the drive for

new members, the Knights of Col-
umbus were very successful.
Twenty-five applications were re-
ceived for membership In the
steadily growing Villanova Council.
The drive for membership will con-
tinue for the next week. At the
last meeting of the K. of C. a large
number of members were present;
they heard some very Interesting
speeches given by the Grand
Knight of West Chester Council,
and the District Deputy of this
district. Anyone desiring to be-
come a knight may secure applica-
tion blanks from any of the mem-
bers.

WilkM-Barrc C\nh
The Wilkes-Barre Club has made

it known that final arrangements
for their fifth annual Christmas
dance wUl be held in the Main

In

of

Ballroom of the Hotel Sterling
Wilkes-Barre on the evening
November 26th. Charles Boyle,
president of the flourishing coal
region society, is well pleased with
the success of the last dance held
in Scranton. and has decided to
keep up the good work by appointing
a committee comprising J. Keight-
ley. chairman; Roger O'Donnell,
Carmen Caputo, Mario Valverde,
James Garrity, Edward McOlnty,
and Stanley Prokop. This commit-
tee on dance arrangements Is doing
its utmast in planning a bigger and
better social affair than ever at-
tempted by a Villanova organiza-
tion. The club has alway^^d the
reputation of sponsoring
dance of the Yuletid<
throughout the coal
record crowd is expected
the dance on that evenii
everything points toward 1

another social success.
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Honor System Important
Problem in Colleges

01 IK PRKDICTIONS—
HOW (;()0D ARE THKYy

II H'l

This is the first oj a series of five articles on
the ''Honor System" released by the Committee
on the Honor System for the ISational Stiulent

Federation of the llnited States and sent to this

paper for the benefit of its readers. It is being
done with a sincere hope that some interest may
be aroused among the students upon the ques-

tion of adopting the Honor System.

The Present Day Importance of the Problem of the Honor
System in American Colleges

Of all the problems that confront
student leaders and college admin-
istrators, tl»at of student honesty in

Classroom work and campus rela-
tions is probably the one that is

tirst in importance and Interest to-

day. When students meet, this

problem consumes a large part of
tne time given for discussion of
student problems; when college ad-
ministrators meet, this problem is

widely discussed. It is a perplexing
problem; it is an important dne.

Some colleges and universities at-

tempt to solve this problem of stu-

dent honesty by means of the Honor
System. Under the Honor System,
broadly speaking, the students are
givei^ absolute freedom from sur-

veillance by faculty members or
proctors. It is as^med that the
.students are honest, and they are
dealt with on that basis. Their
signature to papers, or in some in-
stances to a special pledge, vouches
for the fact that the work repre-
sented to be his own was done by
the student himself, and by him
alone. HLs word is his bond.
Those colleges which use the Hon-

or System, as a rule, believe that it

is efficacious in instilling into stu-
dents a love and respect for honest
dealings one with the other; that it

is a vital force in the building of
character In students; and that it

inculcates into the college youth
strong and lasting principles of good
citizenship that will serve him well
in after-college days, when he has
left the protecting influence of col-
lege professors and fellow-students,
and the wholesome deterrent effect
of student disapproval of shady
conduct.
On the other hand, many colleges,

in fact a majority .of the colleges of
the United States, do not favor the
Honor System. They see no advan-

tages to be derived from it; they
consider such a system to be a li-

cense to the students to cheat.

They think that its advantages are
greatly outweighed by its disadvan-
tages; they consider that such mat-
ters are academic, and that they
should be handled by paid faculty
members rather than by students
whose experience is comparatively
limited and whose judgment is not
fully developed.

Between the Honor System, in
which faculty control is nil, and the
system of faculty espionage, in

j

which student control is nil, are
jmany intermediary systems. In
I
some colleges the Honor System is

[in force in certain departments; in
some it applies to matters outside
'the classroom; but in most of them
the Honor System attempts primar-

,'ily to regular honesty in scholastic
work.

A number of colleges are in the
midst of a great upheaval on ac-
count of the problem of the Honor
System. A few have abolished it

I

within the last few days. A few
others have installed it. Others are
seeking information concerning it in

I

order that they may try to install

it, or if they already have it, m or-
|der that they may make improve-
ments.

At the Fourth Congress of the
National Student Federation, the
Honor System was one of the most
important problems discussed. As a
result of the discussion and recog-
nizing the potential value in the
Honor System as an educational in-
stitution, the N. S. F. A. decided to
urge colleges and universities to
fully acquaint themselves with the
Honor System and to take steps to-
ward introducing it; or, if they al-
ready have it, to better it as much
as possible.

Court Drill X

Is Promising

Entering their third week of
practice, the Villanova basket ball
squad is rapidly being moulded into
a formidable aggregation. Coach
Jacobs is pleased with the work of
the candidates and is optimistic
conceraing the coming season.

Onl., three weeks remain before
the oijening game with the College
of Osteopathy. This contest, as
well as the following two, are the
only ones to be played at home and
will be staged in our "Gym." The
other two games are with Textile
and the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy.

About twenty-five yearlings have
responded to "Doc's" call for the
Frosh team. Their first work-out
was far from impressive, but under
"Jake's" able tutelage, they will no
doubt, be represented by a strong
quintet.

HANDICAP AGAIN
PROVES FATAL

With Captain Zwigard leading
the attack against the league lead-
ers, the "Varsity" again lost all

points to the powerful quintet from
Wayne. Under a handicap of 177
points the "Varsity" was forced to
submit to the Wayne pinners. Ir-
regardless of the fact the "Felines"
bowled a total pin fall of 2379.
which is enviable for any team, the
"Wayners" amassed a total of 2466
with a handicap.

The anchor and captain of the
Wayne team had high single and
triple for the night. His total pin
fall was 546. His high game totaled
214. Captain Swigard carried off
the honors for the 'Varsity."
The scores were as follows:

1st 2nd
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rU Say They Did ...".*. *•'•.' f; ..'? S "^

V ;

".,"
The memory of that glorious conquest on Saturday last

will live long in the minds of Villanova's sons. Recollection

of the game will ever be one of our most treasureable mem-
ories. In years to come we shall be only too proud to recall

Villanova's first victory over a Temple Football eleven, and
the valiant fight of our boys in blue. It was truly admirable
the way every member of that fighting team withstood the

onslaughts of the Owls especially when the elements were
against them in the second and third periods. That stand
against the wind was the deciding factor of victory. The
Owls shot their bolt in those two periods when the wind was
favorable and when they failed to score it was evident they
were due to go down in defeat. With the change in the
position at the beginning of the final quarter came the
change in the tide of battle. The rest is history.

Time after time the Miller coached backfield was re-

pulsed by our invincible line. Temple's pet plays were
smothered under a broadside of blue jerseyed tackJers. The
Wildcats were just a team that wouldn't be beaten and con-
sequently couldn't be beaten. The running plays were func-
tioning peifectly, the passes were a sight to behold and the
punting was the best of the season. Our hats are off to the
Wildcats and their capable coaches.

. . , ...... ...
."7-
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.
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'i'aith- '

""
' Tr,!/ .-,/.

During the past few weeks there has been an uniiaual
occurrence. We are referring to the miracles performed at
thf^ grave of Father Powers in Maiden, Mass. This incident
contains a lesson very timely and opportune.

In these days when the power of all knowledge and ac-
complishment is generally conceded to science, when such a
habit of mind as belief in miracles is considered as super-
stition, when atheism is so rampant and agnosticism so
wide-spread such a spectacle as that at Maiden will cause
many of those hitherto so confident of their use of only sci-

ence (usually scientists with much to leani) to wonder, to
even begin to doubt the security of their position. The les-
son is the efficacy and necessity of faith for all people if they
are to pass through life successfully and in a way that their
Creator so ordained. It proves that a fact, separated from
us by centuries, is still a fact, that just as God, a very per-
sonal being, has seen fit in the past to set aside the laws of
nature, so He has the power and may still do so today.; .^

EXCHANGES
The Villanovan gratefully acknowledges the followinB exchjinfleB:

The Bona Venture, St. Bonaventure College, N. Y.
Tomahawk, Holy Cross College, Worcester, Mass
Catholic Standard and Times, Philadelphia Pa
Bucknellian, Bucknell College, Lewisburg, Pa
Gettysburgian. Gettysburg College, Pa.
Pog Horn, St. Ignatlous College, San Francisco, Cal.
TTie Hoya, Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.The Heights, Boston College, Boston, Mass.
The Canisian, Canisius College, Buffalo N Y
Stormy Petrel, Oglethorpe University, Georgia.
The Greyhound. Loyola College, Baltimore, Mq.The Johns Hopkins News Letter. Baltimore, Md.

N^rth Dakote^'^^"'^*'
^^'"'^ °^''°^* ®'=^*'°^ °^ ^*=^^"^^' Wahpeton.

The Niagara Index, Niagara University. Niagara NY
Loyola University, Del Ray, Venice. California.

' "

,

The Tatler, New Rochelle College, N. Y.
The Penn State Collegian. State College, Pa.
The Gleaner. Nazareth College, Rochester NY '

••

The Pelican, St. Elizabeth College, Convent, N J
Tlie Notre Dame Scholastic. South Bend, Ind.
Southern California News. University South California, California
The Pittsburgh Catholic, Pittsburgh. Pa.
St. Vincent's College Journal. St. Vincents College, Latrobe Pa
The Temple University News, Temple University, Philadelphia PaThe Crimson & Gray, St. Josephs College, Philadelphia. Pa. '

The Augustinian, Staten Island, N. Y.
The Hobart Herald, Genevia, N. Y.
The St. Joseph's Prep Chronicle; Philadelphia. Pa.
The Loria, St. Josephs College, Brooklyn N Y
The Tower, Catholic University. Washington, D. C.Union & Times, BufTalo, N. Y

The Ul(i Army Uume
Now tnat the marKB huve gone

home and parental eyes have gloated

over Johnny b paaslug average ur par-

ental eyebrows have gone up over

Johmiy B miberabie laiiure a few sug-

gestloiiH on the subject might be

pertinent.
I 11 marKs have to go home, and we
[suppose tliey do, (poor things that

they are—they have no place else to

(i^o) we believe the whole thing might
ue more inllultely more dramatic.

The authorities, lor instance, should

need the imperative command ol tlie

telegraph companies and not write

but telegraph. Wordings lor these

cryptic niessages would be compara-
tively simple. The War Department
nad the right Idea. As a mere sug-

gestion (we try hard to be helplui;

we present some of the following

lorms. Dtar Sir:- We regret to Inform
you that your son has been serlovisly

wounded In an encounter with Eco-

ooniics I. Although (lisplaying valor
he was filially taKen olf-guard bj

Preferred Stock and knocked sense-

less. He complained but little, ex-

plaining that to him It was no new
Icellng to be senseless.

Truly Yoiu-s—General Average

To Whom It May Concern (If any-

body) :- This Is to acquaint you ol

the fact that Mike McSnag tripped

over French 4 and broke his chances

of going through an undefe;a^ed

quarter. Kindly send some new
quarters at once as he would like to

go through a few more.
Very Sincerely You»s

—

Quartermaster

This Is only a start but you can

see with half an eye that the thing

has possibilities. Once you get In

this old army game the folks back

home might be moved to sympathy
and hearing of your wound might
send you all kinds of solace In the

way of candy, flowers and sweets.

And then again they might take you
out of the army. But It might be

worth a chance—If It was the last

chance and they were selling two for

a nickel.

On Eating One's Cake
Now that Thanksgiving has come

and gone and the prodigal's return

fittingly celebrated by killing the

fatted turkey there's not much to

do but reminisce. Of course there

were quite a few of the boys that

never saw home or fireside. Of
these unfortunates some were lucky

enough to see a box from home.
It's quite a treat to see a box from
home. Of course no one is optim-
istic enough to hope for more than
a sight of such a gift. Hospitality

is a fine old virtue, there's no deny-
ing that, and we would hate to

think that there are any Indian
givers in the school. But It certain-

ly puts quite a dent In the old saw
that "man wants but little here be-
low" to see the way a full box melts
before collegiate appetities. It is In-

deed. So we have devised a few
helpful hints for Freshmen getting
boxes from home.

First. When you take the first

morsel out of your box sprinkle It

generously with red pepper, and
give it to one of your friends ex-
plaining that your family is afflicted

with chronic fluctuation of the pal-
ate.

Second. Report out for the week-
end. Then you can simply lock
yourself in your room and devour
the contents with impunity.
Third. This suggestion calls for

quite a bit of ingenuity on the part
of the sender. Outwit everyone and
have the box disguised. A cake
need only be sent in a cardboard
box and the Postal authorities will

make it look like an old shoe In no
time.
Of course these are only sugges-

tions. You probably have your own
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Stulhdreher

Is Honored

Coach (Chosen to Help Pick

All-American Foothall

Selections

Another honor has been heaped
upon the young brow of Head Coach
Stuhldreher with his appointment
as a member of the Advisory Com-
iplttee to the All-American Football
Board.
The All-American Football Board

is an organization, which for the
past six years has annually been
selected an All-Americaii eleven, for

newspapers all over the country.
Until this year It^ membership com-
prised Knute Rockne, frojn Notre
Dame and the Middle West. Tad
Jones, formerly from Yale and
representing the East, and Pop
Warner, of Stanford and the Far
West. Despite the fact that this
triumvirate comprised three of the
greatest coaches of today, their
scope of view was limited, and this
year a fourth was added to the
Board. Bill Alexander, of Georgia
Tech, was taken in as the represen-
tative of the South.

Also, an advisory committee of
nine was organized to help the
Board in its selections. Biff Jones,
head coach at West Point, is chair-
man and Stuhldreher, along with
four newspapermen and three for-
mer Ail-Americans complete its

makeup.
The other members of the com-

mittee are Charley Born, of Army;
Paul Scull, of Penn; Bill Webster,
of Yale; James Robbins, of the New
York World; Warren W. Brown,
Chicago Herald; George Strickler,
Atlantan, Georgian, and Gordon
Mackay, of the Philadelphia Record.
These thirteen men who will work

together in picking one All-Ameri-
can eleven, and in giving honorable
mention to several other players,
cover during the season a wide bit
of territory and their selections, un-
biased and broad, will be more com-
prehensive than the selections of
any one man.
The appointment of Stulhdreher

to this high position is just another
proof of the rise both he and Vil-
lanova are making in the football
world. The All-American team,
picked by the Board with the aid of
the advisory committee, will be
made public on December 8th.

INTER-FRAT BALL
LOOMS UNTO VIEW

(Continued From Page One)

going to be something more than
just •another dance." Consequently
they have arranged a program of

music for the occasion that will be
a sensation. All the most popular
hits from the latest musical come-
dies and of course, all the best mo-
tion picture theme songs are con-
tained in its repltolre.

As stated before, this dance will

be strictly formal. There .has been
a decided lack of attention paid to

formal dances in the social side of

Villanova. Formal dances are be-
coming more and more popular and
this is our first attempt to Introduce
lormal clothes in a small college

function.

The resources with which the
committee had to work are much
greater than they would have been
if only one Fraternity was spon-
soring it.

Consequently it will be presented
upon a larger and much better
scale than the Informal dances that
have been held in the past. All

are urged to go. The place Is the
gymnasium in Alumni Hall. The
tax Is three dollars.

The Mosque \

V. L C. VICTORY DANCE
PACKS GIRARD HOTEL

It was with pleasure that we re-

. J , i . , .
ceived the news of the appointment

board of strategy working on the of Father Dougherty, Dean of the

SCIENCE STUDENTS
HEAR FR. SPARROW

Father Sparrow gave a most In-
spiring talk to the embryo doctors
at their weekly meeting last Friday
morning. He told the men that he
would speak on what he thoughi
would be the most Important thing
for them to know, the need for In-
spiration and confidence.
The speaker showed the close para-

llel between the priesthood and the
medical profession. In both of these,
the oldest and most honorable pro-
fessions, the need of confidence In
self and secondly the need to impress
others that you are worthy or their
confidence are of supreme Impor-
tance. Father Sparrow also explained
that a man of bluff Is harming him-
self, his profession and the people he
attends. To avoid this humiliation
of bluff a man must be worthwhile
as a man, he must bo a student and
above all he must be sincere In all

his actions.

(Continued From Page One)

Dot," and Cecil Alexander "Gener-
al" Hoover's special representative
to the dance. The comical songs of
the former and the witty puns of
the latter kept all In the best of
humor during the fifteen minutes
rest period.

Committee
The committee which had charge

of the affair did their work well
even to the most minute detail. Mr.
Al Ciardi, chairman, showed good
selective ability in choosing his as-
sistants. Everyone of them had a
certain duty to carry out and each
man did his part to the best of his
ability. Mr. Joseph Rinaldi, presi-
dent of the Villanova Italian Club,
after the dance expressed his heart-
iest congratulations to the members
of the committee who worked so
hard to make the dance a success.
The men who aided Mr. Ciardi

are: Francis Giannlni, vice-chair-
man, Fred Lucchesl, Ralph Lancl-
ano, Angelo M. Papa, James Ran-
nazzisi, Joseph Romano, Frank Sa-
batino. Anthony A. Tuzio, Frank
Tropea and Pascal Venuti.

STUDENTS TO MAKE
TOUR OF EUROPE

(Continued From Page One)

the Swiss and Italian Lake dis-
trict. The famous Italian cities of
Venice, Genoa, Florence, Pisa,
Milan, Nice, etc., will be visited
The party will then journey by
v-usy stages through Switzerland
and Southern Prance to Paris. Five
days will be spent In seeing Paris
during which a very attractive pro-
gram arranged for the stirtcnts "11

be carried out. Prom Paris Uii
party will journey to Cherb-jurg
where they will embark for home
On both ocean voyage.s the party

will travel on vessels Uiat are
tourist cabin ships exclusively. This
means they will have the full run
of the ship which is c voted en-ione leaves a press box » tween the
tirely to students. First class ac-

Everyone around the Campus U
talRing and holding post mortems ou

last Saturday 'B game and getting In-

to the spirit of things there wul be

dlscusaea our angle oi the game, no*

that we are completely thawed oui,

or In meaaiu-e somewhat relleveu

irom our trip to City Line and the

Arctic circle on Last Saturday. 1 do

not profess to be a Sports Writer auu

ntaven forbid that i ever have pre-

tensions as such, so I will not lalK

about the stategy used, aa thert will

be much more detail about that in

the other columns of the paper. Sui-

ilce It to say that Villanova won,

honorably and well.

Wrapptd in everone's coats anU

blankets, with our red flannels on we

started out lor tne Tempie stadium,

with a store of provision* for a goou

long stay. Our nOn stop flight was

inaugurated with no flurry, bui.

rathtr we started olf like two very

under-the-coatlah Individuals about

to do a Job. After we passed the

llnal outposts of civilization I. e. tne

Main Line, we noticed that the glass

was falling like k plununet. Woat-

ever the giass la or whatever In the

deuce a piummet is* Im quite stu-e

that I dont know, but It soimds

very technical,, and, I once read It in

a lom Swift book.

The Temple stadium having been

reached we discovered that it was a

vertable Vlcksburg. Rlcnmond, flew

York Subway Jam or what have youv

The we is not the editorial use ol the

pronoun but rather stands for another

columnist (Sports) In this paper and
myself. (Our hero) (Cut that oiii

or you'll get flred-Ve Ed.) (Go ahead

and fire me!-Our hero.) ("Out out, ol

here"-ye Ed) This slight Intenup-

tlon Is due to an argument with uie

tdltors, and it was settled In a mo-
ment. I wanted to write a dlller-

ent column than he wished. We com-
promised. I'm writing It his way.

But to continue, where was Tf

Well It seems that there were two
Scotchmen. No that's a different

story, I was talking about the game.
Anyway, we pulled a "One-eyed

Connely," and lo we were In the

press box about an hour before the

ohow started. After listening to the

overconfident assertions of a lew
Temple rooters, who were there at

the time, we settled down to waiting

for the crowd to arrive and to try to

get together a list of snappy retorts

for the friendly rivals.

From one to one thirty, we watched
the linesmen work out, up and down
the field. I guess that they were
practicing putting their stakes Into

position and all the details were so
necessary for being good linesmen.
Either that or they were getting prop-
erly frozen before the start of the
contest so that when the game came
around they wouldn't mind the tem-
perature at all and could shake their
numbed fingers In ghoulish glee at
the cash customers who had to
build up their inmiunlty to the blast-

ing winds of King Winter.
Finally a few lone wolves shivered

In, and In a moment, after we had
looked around, the crowd had arrived
The members In the warmed press
box wer«» thinking of taking up a col-
lection lor the benefit oi" ;.iart>.r'!

chter leaders and bund n; mbeis bm
the idea was droppcl ft£> there was
none who was a groat At i interested
In anything else but the (^ame, after
the start.

It Is with the feeling of .nnlty tliat

FR. DOUGHERTY GETS
APPOINTMENT AS
SPIRITUAL DIRECTOl^VS^'°" ^^t^

'^^^''^**' «^ ^''^^
. ^ thing has been arranged anH t^,

commodations will be provided on
all steamers and trains and the
party will put up at good moderately
priced hotels.

The initial cost of the trip In-
cludes everything, meals, tip's.

Basket Bali Schedule

Is A|inounrerl

(Continued From Page One)

Birmingham with ten seconds of
the game remaining.

This season under the able tutor-
ing of Coach "Doc" Jacobs and the
strong leadership of Capt. Birming-
ham a most successful year on the
courts is assured.

Washington-

University-

Jan. nth, George
-Away.
Jan. 18th, Lehigh

-Away.
Jan 22nd, Franklin-Marshall—

Away.
Feb. 1st, Lebanon Valley—Away.
Feb. 7th, New York University-

Home.
Feb. nth. St. Joseph's College—

Away.

same problem. And If you find any
good solutions be a good sport and
let us know.

The Play's the Thing
Well now, what did you think of

that picture at the Tower? Of
course we're not talking about any
particular picture and we certainly
are not talking about the Tower.
What are we Talking about then.
Just this—that it's getting well nigh
impossible to find out if a show is

worth the seeing.
Previously the situation was Jolly.

You simply asked someone about it

and when they turned thumbs down
on an alleged masterpiece you could
trot off merrily to see It with full
assurance that It would be a good
show. But now. horror of horrors,
they're beginning to guess right and
one Is placed In the Ignominious
position of having to sit through a
.show to find It's worth the price of
admission. This Is unthinkable.
What do they mean, telling us the
truth about shows anyway? why only
the other evening we were told that
a certain offering was "on the pro-
verbial rocks". So being this re-
assured off we went feeling confident
that it would be something extra-
ordinarily good. And It wasn't. It

was on the rocks so high and dry
that salvage could never be effected.
And so we bear a grudge. If people
won't tell you falsehoods about shows
tliere's getting to be entirely too
much good judgement In this old
world. And whether "you hope we
don't or not we really do feel hurt.

BRIAN BORYU

Science School, as Spiritual Direc-
tor of the Catholic Students in Bryn
Mawr College. Knowing as we do
of the many important affairs that
occupy the time of this prominent
member of our Faculty we marvel
at this enterprise in accepting the
post. Father Dougherty has been
instructed by the Cardinal to organ-
ize a chapter of the Newman Club
at the college. This is by no means
an easy task and it only goes to
prove the old adage that: "If you
want a thing done well get a busy
man to do it."

Tliank.sgiving Dinner
Held on Campus

Thanksgiving day found most of
the students who lived near Villa-

and the
trip will be personally conducted by
a member of the Villanova College
Faculty who is experienced In such
matters. All who are Interested in
going may get particulars from
Harry Singley. Several students
have already signified their inten-
tions of going and the others
should make arrangements at once
as the party will be restricted to
twenty.

LAW DEFIED WHEN
GOAL POSTS FALL

(Continued From Page One)

It was beneath the coveted standards
that they brought the march to a
close, the police unsuspecting could
have no objection to music. Ihey
fondly Imagined the fight to be over.
How mistaken they were events

noval atJiome for^ the one day va-
|
immediately proved. When the bandrr.! ...t-_ ._-^

. ^j^^^ ^ ^^^ strains calculated to lull

Feb. 14th. Penn A. C—Away
Feb. 18th, Urslnus College—Away

in,- /^ii^ I V. , I

^^^ 2'**" St. John's CollegeThe following games have al- 1 (Brooklyn)—Away
v^wu^bc

ready been .scheduled by Manager
Kellher:
Dec. 13th,. Phila
Dec. 18th. Phila.

pathy—Home.
Jan. l8t. Temple

Away.
Jan. 7th, Phila Col. of Pharamacy

—Away.
Jan. 10th. Catholic University— I every week. Tuesday

Away. O'clock In Room No. 106.)

Textile—Home.
Col. of Osteo-

Unlverslty—

Feb. 22nd,
Away.

Manhattan College

Feb. 26th, Albright College—Away.
Feb. 28th. St. Thomas College—

Away. '

(The DeWltt Clinton Club meets
evening 7

BOOK ROOM ANNOUNCEMENT
According to an announcement

made by Miss Conway, who has
charge of the College Book Store, the
following hours will go Into effect
Immediately. The store will be open
from » to 11:30 A. M. and from 1 to
4 P. M. No clasBss can be made ex-
cept during these hours.

Frankly Speaking

Mistress fto maid who is leaving)

:

"I would like to give you a good tes-
timonial, but I must say that meals
were never punctual. I will put it

as tactfully as I can."
Maid: "Say that I .served the

cation. Those who remained at
school enjoyed a dinner that drew
praise for the chief steward, Mr.
Seller.

Thanksgiving day was cold. Icy
blasts swept across the Campus and
fel collegians would venture out
without their coat collar turned up.
Some read the papers and wrote let-
ters home others; whose professors
were too conscientious, wrote out-
lines and studied lessons for Friday.
As the majority of students had left
the unaccustomed silence made
those who remained wish that they
were also home.
Eleven-thirty found a line of sev-

enty-five hungry men outside the
dining hall with more arriving every
minute. A few individuals who con-
sidered themselves privileged tried
to crash the line and were imme-
diately booed out. The line seemed
to move with maddening slowness
but by twelve-fifteen everyone had
been served.
The meal was well worth waiting

for. There was plenty of turkey,
plenty of cranberry sauce, filling,
sweet potatoes, creamed carrots and
peas, and of cour.se soup. There
was also celery and we all mjoyed
the delectable desert. However
such a minor detail detracted
very little from the meal as a
whole. Mr. Seller and his assist-
ants are to be congratulated for
having prepared such a feast for so
many. It was the main factor in

the minions of the law Into a feeling
of false security moved out from un-
der the posts they went alone. As a
surprise move the cheering mob
which had been following Immediate-
ly fell upon the uprights. The police
v/ere taken off guard. Vainly did
they attepmpt to ward off the second
onset. Under the only too willing
efforts of the Undergrade the posts
shook like saplings In a gale until
finally with a resounding crack first
one and then the other upright came
crashing to the ground. The battle
was over. For the second time that
afternoon the VUlanovans were not
to be denied. Not a splinter was
left standing and when the milling
throngs finally left the stadium to
the triumphant strains of a victory
march the procession was led by two
bedraggled groups. But each of them
bore away a part of the trophy and
the victory was complete.

meals as punctually as I received ( con.soling students who had to spend
the day away from home.my wages.'

No Percentage

As the train pulled into a station,
t traveling man stuck his head out of
the window, and, cal|^g to a small
boy standing near, said: "Here,
sonny, bring e a sandwich and
here's another dime ; get one' for
yourself.'

Just as the train sUrted to pull
out the boy returned, munching a

halves of a football gainc. A bensa-
tlon that seems to say "well, after
all. we, the press men make or break
these games." Anyway during the
game, we had the occasion to get the
Inside dope on how to light a cigar-
ette, write a story on a typewriter
and see every play of the game all
at the same time.

One thing that could be said
about that game was that there were
more good-looking members of the
fairer sex than at any other game
there has been this year. I don't
know whether that was due to the
Temple co-educatlonal system, or
whether the boys here have been sav*.
Ing up for a long time and selected
this past Saturday's encounter to
make whooppee In a great big way.
However they were there.

After the game when all of us
were getting over our delirium of Joy
and cutting paper dolls, we managed
Co slip back to the "Villanovan" of-
fice and bang out the copy for next
week, staying up Into the small hours
of Saturday morning, in order to get
this Issue out. Because rain or shine
the paper must come out. So man-
fully restating the temptations of the
dance and the charms of all the
people we had met at the game we
returned to a very deserted college to
work. (Believe It or not)

Whether there is going to be a
holiday sometime soon for newspaper
men, is a debatable point, but In view
of the fact that I have stepped some-
what out of my usual role this week
and written a sports' article. It is
hoped that this will cause a petition
to be made for this favor. I hope
that everyone has enjoyed the clearmd lucid account of the game, andnow knows why we actually won.

VUlanva 16, Temple 0.

Count Dmitri

ICE HOCKEY TEAM
PLANS FOR FUTURE

Tuesday night the second meeting
ing for the hockey team met inMende Hall. Mr. Meyers of the

^!"JL ,^'"''**"P*'"' »»^«' a talk onthe benefits of hockey. Father Fink
conducted the meeting, a plan 1^
rEof^f """"'^ P"""' Villanova
in Intercollegiate hockey circles The
use of the Arena for practice andgames was assured by Mr MeyersThe captain of the Philadelphia Ar-rows, the professional team m the
Canadian-American league, uld a fewwords to the Interested student^
Another meeting U to be held tonlahtn Mendel Hall and all men IntTi^Sd

Sport Spots by Spotty

It is one thirty nuw, in a half hour the game is un
and not a soul is in the liorseshoe . . . Two or three hardy ad-

venturers have made their appearance high in the stands on

the opposite side . . . The wind is shooting down from the

open end of the stadium al>out sixty per . . . The Temple
contingent is arriving en masse . . . still the Villanova side

is quite- empty . . . now a linesman has dragged his instru-

ments to Uie side lines and is seeing if they measure the

right distance ... he crimes over to the Villanova side where

the sun is shining . . . everybody is talking of the cold . . .

we thought it wouhl he warm in this closed box but it is

only an idle rumor ... no truth in it . . . there are as many
in the press box as witnessed the North Carolina State ctm-

fab ... we can hear a band . . . yep, it's Temple's . . . seems

half the ranks have been depleted by the cold ... if the

wind was doing sixty when we came in it's doing ninety

now . . . the soccer held approximately north by northwest

of the stadium is filling up with parked machines and only

a few north and south side benches are unoccupied . . .

Villanova's pride is marching in but the wintry blasts drown
all sound ...

Villanova's blue jacketed players are running out on
the field . . . they seem lo be all over . . . what a club . . .

Temple has emerged in Cherry sweat jackets . . . some of the

boys that have been doing eighty yards with the wind find

twenty-five good distance on punts against the gale . . . Cap-

tains Melanson, of Villanova, and Wearshing, are calling the

toss and the demon photographers are on the spot . . . Red
wins the flip and takes the wind at his back . . . Villanova is

defending the west goal . . . and some two hundred contor-

tionists have piled into the press box built for forty . . . vo-

ciferous cajolings are emanating from some few rows di-

rectly below us . . . his courage is being antied from time to

time . . . McHugh is chanting something about a Samiel . . .

when Sky rides that ball it is even money if it will disap-

pear over the wall or not . . . Wearshing has just nabbed a

Wildcat pass ... he dashes into a nest of Felines and mirac-

ulously emerges on the run . . . He is still going ... if he
doesn't hold up soon he may run clear up to Stenton Ave.

or whatever they call that road somebody just made a

fifty foot leap and dragged down the estimable Mr. Wearsh-
ing ... he knew he struck something . . . hard . . . we see

Tom Edwards rising from the wreckage ... he was the

thrower and Wearshing the throwee ... all for naught the

bad Villanova took the ball away again and Mr. August
labeled it for some points down east . . . there goes the quar-

ter . . . and the next one too . . . and the next one . . . noth-

ing doing . . . The Villanovans are slapping each other on

the back and shouting . . . psychology stuff . . . there . . .

now what happened . . . Villanova's ball not far to go . . .

it's less now . . . not that much now . . . over, over the ball is

over the goal line . . . Jack McCann did it . . . and Gardner

raised the point . . . what a boot . . . August just let a south-

paw one go and it is sixty-seven years nearer Philly and
three from the Temple line . . . Oh ... A Temple man just

muffed a pass . . . and all by himself in the open too ... he
was to«< .inxioiis in wanting to know where that hard tack

ling Mr. C/ardiicr was lolling about . . . there it goes again

. . . Harkins stopped that one . . . and Wearshing has two
bad mark:> against Jiim . . . it's a safety . . . the safety margin
. . . well- well, another touchdown . . . there, the game is

;'nother game is going to begin ... it is

Frost-Bitten Fans Thrilled by 15-0 Win
"SKY" AUGUST 'CLETE" GARDNER

PUNTED WITH UNCANNY SKILL CRACKED THE OWL'S BACKBONE

And now we Imagine
knows whoos whoo.

VILLANOVA 48; PENN
Just recently we received a rather

amusing communication from a fel-

low who apparently believes in

rating a team according to com-
parative scores. Although silly to

say the least we will print is a
reward for the trouble he must have
gone to in order to figure out such
an intricate problem. We are quite

sure that figures don't lie, but, we
ask you, do liars ever figure?

He starts ofT by saying that Penn
State defeated Penn 19-6 thus mak-
ing Penn State 2 touchdowns better

than Penn. Bucknell beat Penn
State to the tune of 26-6 therefore

making the Bisons 3 six pointers

better than Penn State and su-

perior to Penn by 5 touchdowns.
Lafayette held Bucknell to one
touchdown and consequently is 4'

^oals better than the U. of P.

Temple trod on Lafayette 13-0 thus
making her master of Penn by 6

touchdowns. Villanova ran rough-
shod over Temple last Saturday and
emerged on the long end of a 15-0

count thus pushing the Wildcats 8
touchdowns ahead of Penn. Score
Villanova 48; Penn 0.

Try and beat that one.

Fur and Feathers

Late Assault

Downs Cherry

And White

the Owl

Temple Game
Ends Colorful

Grid-Iron Era

over ^VM'

called snatch the goal posts . . . twenty cops are stacking

against four hundred and twenty students . . . and about

four thousand twenty friends . . . the cops are holding their

own . . . and dishing out a little retaliation on the side . . .

the attackers have withdrew to consider the dilemma . . .

those officers might just as well go home for supper . . . it's

cold down there . . . and besides they can't win . . . those

posts are soon to be Villanova bound . . . now the Villanova

band is marching out through the goal posts and the

board of strategy in change of the student contingent have
massed forces and are following band . . . they look too

docile . . . yep . . . just as the students passed beneath the

cross bars they surged about the posts ... it looks like rough

weather ahead for the law . . . the posts are tottering . . .

there goes the first casualty . . . one fellow stopped a cop's

club . . . now the officer has stopped something and he's

down . . . the posts are toppling . . . one has fallen ... an en-

terprising youngster . . . was raised to catch hold the cross

bar and as he did down in came ... he too . . . now the other

upright goes . . . short stubs only remain to tell of the story

. . . the law is in retreat . . . here comes another squad of

goal post annihilatists with the other set of standards . . .

the field is deserted now ... only the memories remain . . .

and the cold sun is blanketed in scurrying clouds and the

hush of evening is overhanging like a pall . . . the knell to

the Cherry and White . . . from the distance intermittent

shouts still echo back as the toiling pressmen work against

time to complete their assignments before the darkness

creeps in.

Brilliant Season Closes

With Owl Encoun-
ter

LOYALTY

* « * * 4>

rd''r„•Ji""-.t^l^i"!?::•^^™•l?';"^^^^^^^^Here's your
mister; they only had one."

dime,|0:45. Lets
movemtnt.

grt behind
order nt
thU new

With the growth and expansion of the athletic poll

cies as denoted in the past five years especially in relation to

the increase in the number of teams, it is evident that some
definite policy be formulated to care for the question of

awards.

Divers kinds and sorts of awards are now flooding

the campus. The major varsity insignia is uniform with

the exception of an option being allowed in respect to

either a white or blue sweater. Then comes the tennis

award given for the first time last year, a white sweater with

a seven inch felt blue V and two small T's flanking; the

golf one is still different and the freshmen on the track

squad last season were rewarded with a four or five inch

chenille blue V and two T's on either side.

A certain uniform plan should he drafted by the

athletic authorities to care for this situation. Nearly every

college has strict rules covering the design for the issuance

of awards. Villanova should fall in line, it would not be a

<lifficult matter to remedy the prevalent laxity in this matter.

Another point anaagous is to do with the regular and

PR VyE N
Last Saturday a gikwrf army of

Villanova rooters invaded new ter-
ritory in this season's last campaign
for foot ball honors. This being
against the Owlish Templonians.
This, the last of a series of gridii'on

encounters, marked the close of the
most colorful if not undefeatable,
season the Wildcat's have ever ex-
perienced. Never before in the his-
tory of Villanova was there such
an unusual display of spirit as was
demonstrated this year by the
gigantic exoduses (or is it exodi?)
undertaken by the student body in
following the team. The victories
were made more glorious, the tie

was made more like a victory and
the defeats were made much easier
to bear because of the large num-
ber of rooters that were always in
the stands. The Villanova stu-
dents are, after all, faithful sup-
porters of the team; they might
have their "dates" on Thursday or
Friday nights, but on Saturday
afternoon you will find them in the
stands, whether it be at home,
Boston, Scranton, Franklin Field,
or the Temple stadium cheering for
the team that carries the colors

—

blue and white.
Most Colorful Season

As stated before, it has been,
perhaps, the most colorful season
we have ever experienced; this is

due mostly to the large scale man-
ner In which things were carried
out. Early one "September morn"
(it really was the afternoon) we
initiated a brand new grandstand
by "taking over" Lebanon Valley
to the tune of 32-13. This was
followed by Loyola's downfall 16-7.
On the following Saturday one

would have thought a plague had
descended on Villanova as virtually
her entire student body Journeyed

The problem of how to get to the
stadium has had a score oi solutlonb
but we still contend that the route
vlu New York Is the shortest lu the
.ong run.

• • •

As the crow tiles It may be only a

itw miles but It was a hardy crow
that could fly Saturday. It was a
tough day for flying. Even the
wintry owl couldn't tlap a wing.

. w *

And right now we'd like to know if

there's any truth In the rumor that
some of the fellows were cold.

• • *

Johnny Gillespie may have sung
his swang song on Saturday but to
us it so sounded more like the scream
of a hungry Wildcat.

» • •

The Owl and the Wildcat that
cavorted on the field at half time had
the warmest outfit seen at the game.

• • •

Wearshing toted the ball for a long
Journey but the pigskin evidently had
a round trip ticket.

• • •

Had It been any colder Byrd would
have become disgusted with the hu-
midity at the South pole and come
up to Phila. for a real chill.

• • •

We've often wondered what the ex-
pression "a tower of strength on the
defense" really meant but when we
saw Temple trying to heave passes
over Donavon's head we knew that
the word tower was well chosen.

« • *

The timekeeper—an ex-polar ex-
plorer—didn't wear a hat during the
whole game and that may be one
reason why tempus kept "fugltlng" so
furiously during the quarters.

• • •

And now it comes out that the cops
really wanted the goal posts for fire-

wood.
.''. ../;*.•.*' • .;

Clete Gardener made great headway
around end until he was tackled

simultaneously by a Temple back and
one of the yard markers.

• • *

" It's only the wind," was not a

timely remark on Saturday. Old
Man Breeze played a bang-up game
for both elevens but he seemed to be

a personal friend of Sky August.
• • •

Jack McGann's touchdown looked
as big as the whole Duke score.

• • •

When the feathers finally did begin
to fly the Temple supporters fled

with them. At the final whistle the
other side of the field looked woebe-
gone and forsaken.

• • •

Judging from the number of cops
on hand standing guard over the
precious goal posts the gangsters
must iiave had a merry time of It

elsewhere.
« . •

The field was both dusty and
frozen at the same time and that's

one for the Geologists.
• • •

The safety is well named for after

the two points were added everyone
felt that the game was safe as the
Pennsy stock.

• • •

tiky August cau'l kick a ball that
will go down the field and come back
to him like a boomerang but that's

about the only thing he can't do with
the pigskin.

« • •

The band was valiant. It's hard
to hot music from iclcle-covered

Instruments.
• • •

The Victory Parade with the brok-
en goal posts and the frozen fans
took on the appearance of a wrecked
polar expldltlon.

• • •

And now It sover except for a ticket

stub and a memory. And even if the
stub Is framed the memory will out-
live It.

nicle victory over the ferocious B.
C. eagles. Although the final

reckoning was "seven in one hand
and one-half a baker's dozen in the
other" everyone including the Bos-
tonian foe knew that it really was a
decided Wildcat victory.

A week later the team retaliated,

it seemed, by smashing C. U.,

Duke and Oglethorpe In a row
totaling in these three games 87
points to their opponants nineteen;
fifty-eight of them being rolled up
against Duke which was only able
to aggregate a mere dozen points.

Record Shattered
Then with the crash in the

stock market came the shattering
of our record as two of the most
powerful teams in the East, Buck-
nell and Davis-Elkins, managed to
get the edge on us and come out on
the long end. The Bucknell game
was the modus opperandi (or is it

modus efllclendi?) for another
exodus; this time entirely by train
into the land of the far-famed
Black Diamond. There, amid the
sombre background of culm piles
and coal breakers the Bison herd
ran riot among the Felines for the
time being. But this, our first de-
feat in two years would have been
much worse if there had not been
such a great hord of loyal Villa
novans on hand, as per usual to
view the hostilities. The writer re

contrasted with the fleet of busses
and the elongated special train
that carried nearly 600 rooters to
the game this year some idea may
be gained of our advancement.

The following week within the
massive enclosure of Franklin Field
the Scarlet Hurricane from Davls-
Elkins carried away the Cats in its

blast but that same field was to

witness the trouncing of a N. C.
State team that by the way was
no "bunch of set-ups."

(Continued Prom Page One)

leader snared a Wildcat aerial on
his ten yard line and ran It back
seventy yards before Tom Edwards
perched on his shoulders and
crashed him to earth In a hard
tackle. Otherwise the semester

was quite harmless. Temple nor

Villanova could find secure footing

upon the frozen turf and the sides

changed without any damage.
Temple, with the wind now In

her favor ran into a string of

fumbles such as had been bothering

the Villanova men and as a result

Just about held her own. The Wild-

cat varsity succeeded to the assign-

ment in this frame and kept the

oall well up the' field.

Mldtlme still foimd the clubs,

scoreless and the third period

passed the same way. With the

oegmning of the final period the

tide of fortune leaned towards the

Villanova cohorts and they accept-

ed the gesture. Just as the third

quarter ended and Villanova once

again had the wind behind her

beck as the entire Villanova side

of the Stadiimi stood up.

The Feline players clapped each
other on the back and every face

bore a leering grin, something was
in the air and it didn't hide its

Identity very long.

Another long punt by August and
it was Temple s ball on her own
twenty-five yard mark. She could

do nothing and Wearshing moved
oack to punt. It never got away.
Jim Henry rushed in and the pig-

skin careened off his chest and
Dackwards. It was oiu: chance,

Gillespie, Gardner and August took

cracks at the line and then Johnny
fell back and tossed his scoring

neave and McGann stepped over the

line, the ball tight in the crook of

his arm.
Gardner added the point with a

nice placement.
Shortly after Sky lifted a sixty-

seven yard pimt that went outside

on Temple's three-yard line.

Temple tried a daring pass but the
receiver kept his eyes on a would-be
tackier instead of the ball and
dropped the throw.
Wearshing again tried to punt

and as before, it was blocked. Doc
Harkins stopped the flight and the
oval bounded behind the end zone
lor a Villanova safety.

The scoring was not yet over. A
twenty-six yard snd saunter by
Gardner, the longest rtm from
scrimmage for the day, left the ball

seven yards shy of the goal line.

Temple held and Tommy Morgan
dipped into the bag of tricks and
pulled out the old standby, Mr. Lat-
eral Pass. He was equal to the
occasion and Gillespie toted the
pumpkin on a wide detour for the
touchdown. Captain Melanson was
rushed in for the extra point try
but the ball struck the cross bar.

The game ended shortly after.

Villanova was a changed team in
the fray. Every man played top-
notch ball and no one could be
singled out over another. The line

charged low and hard, and when
they hit a ball carrier he stayed hit.

The backs were always in the right
place at the right time.

Neither side could do much in
the way of a running attack the
hard earth provided no grip, but at
that Villanova gained over a hun-
dred yards more from scrimmage
than Temple did. In every depart-
ment the Cats predominated. Sky's
long punts were beauties, one
went for eighty yards, another
sixty-seven and two more for sixty.

Captain Melanson, Gillespie, Mc-
Andrews, August, Hillen and Henry
played their last game. The vic-
tory left the season's record with
seven wins, one tie and two losses.

Frosh Eleven Enjoy
Fine Year on Grid

Beckley College, Perkiomen ^he Yearhngs then traveled to

and Malvern Among
Victims

SUFFER ONE DEFEAT

... calls to mind the Bucknell game
v.a land and water upon a spectac- 1 of two years ago when no little
ular and none the less luxurious I difficulty was experienced in filling
pilgrimage to the land of beans and| a single bus (hold only forty odd)
bull-dogs. There to witness a tech- to go up for the game. If this is

complete rewarding of the athletes in every sport at the end
of every season. Letter men are designated but with the ex-
ception of football and track last season no other major
sport winners received a letter.

A varsity V is perhaps the most coveted honor in the
school and is always worn with pride, the fellows who earn
one have also the right to wear it. It is time the authorities
establish regularity upon this.

The regular system of awards again appeals to the
athletes who figure that they have something to recompense
themselves for a season's endeavor. Surely the various
teams would have a greater number of candidates trying
out which in turn tends for more sincere practice and a
larger field to pick from.

If a club is of sufficient importance to warrant the
name of varsity it is absolutely entitled to recognition.

After losing the opening game of

the season the Yearlings came back
strong to turn in a record of flve

straight victories and closed one of

the most successful years ever en-
joyed by a Freshman team. These
young gridmen of Villanova degerve

much praise for their splendid

record. Their playing has at all

times been a great credit to the ef-

forts of Coach Jacobs.
Bellefonte Academy proved the

only barrier to prevent an unde-
feated season but the Frosh were at

a great disadvantage playing such
an opponent in their initial contest.

The Academy eleven succeeded in

tripping the Yearlings by a 20-0

count.
The following week a determined

team left Villanova for Harrisburg
and this time the Freshmen turned
in a great victory over Beckley
Business College. Three touch-
downs were scored against the up-
staters and a strong line refused
Beckley a score.

Next a strong team from Malvern
Prep were guests of the Kittens at
the Stadium. After a stiff battle
the Prash emerged victorious by an
18-0 count. This victory was one
of the best scored during the .season
as Coach Halphen, of Malvern,
turned out a wonderful aggregation
at the Main Line Prep School this
year.

Lancaster and locked horns with
the Franklin-Marshall Freshmen.
Although the score was only 13-0

the VUlanovans completely outplay-
ed their opponents and the F. and
M. lads were only able to score one
first down throughout the fray.
Next the Frosh played host to

Perkiomen Prep and victory was
their's by the slight margin of one
point. Early in the game Villanova
put over a touchdown and the re-
liable toe of Carson added the all

important point. Several times dur-
ing the third period the Perkiomen
boys threatened but it was late in
the final stanza when they succeed-
ed in pushing across a touchdown.
On the try for point the Frosh line
broke through and blocked the
kick, thus avoiding a tie score.

IDoc Jacobs took his Kittens to
Allentown Prep where they gave a
wonderful exhibition of football and
scored a decisive win over the Prep
lads. When the final whistle had
blown the scoreboard showed a 25-6
victory for our Frosh team and a
truly great season had ended.
Much credit for this splendid

record is due Coach Jacobs. It is

no new business for "Jake" as he
brought Bethlehem Catholic High
through two seasons with only one
defeat charged up against his pro-
teges. The successful coaching of
Jacobs has not been confined to
football alone for Doc turned out
championship clubs in basketball
and baseball. Now that football Is
over we hope "Jake" will continue
his successful coaching by tiUTdng
out a creditable Varsity basketball
team.
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Honor System Originated

In Middle ofLast Century

This is the second of a series of articles on tlie "Honor Sys-

tem" by the National Student Federation of the U. S.

Pour colleges claim the honoi of the United States— by pioneer spirits

having been the Initiator ol the in the realm or education and pro-

Houoi- Systt-m. William and Mary gress. It U a significant fact that

College Claims to have begun the use the system originated In this new
01 tne system In 1770. bouth Caro- democratic country.

ma ciga rette it's TAS T E /

•"<•;•.

.\- : ... •
•

Hit the nail on the head" ... cut out die
frills, give smokers the one thing they want—
•nd sales will take care of themselves.

At least, that's the Chesterfield platform. The
one thing smokers want is good taste—and that's

the one thing we're interested in giving them^

TASTE a6ove everything

una college inow the University oi

blouth Carolina J claims to have begun
the Ube ol the Honor 8yslem at Us
loundlng \x\, IBOl. The University oi

Virginia claims to have Initiated tht

system In 1U42. Finally, Wastilngton

una L>ee university puts forth claims

to have been the originator of tiiv

Honor System, their claim dating

back to, the administration of ueu-
eral Lee as president.

It Is linpossiole to say exactly

which of tnese colleges is In fact the

mother oi the Honor System. Prob-
ably William and Mary College did

have some kind of system undti
which the students were placed upon
their honor, and under which an
Honor System prevailed In spirit.

Perhaps the honor oi the students
was appealed to at South Carolina

College from the time of Its Incep-

tion. But the preponderance of tnc

evidence seems to show that the UiU-
versity of Virginia was the first insti-

tution to make definite plans for an
Honor System, to draw up an honoi
code, and to adopt a definite plan oi

legislation, control, and system oi

penalties.

Washington and Lee's claim date^>

back to the administration of Lee,

following the Civil War. Therefore,

the University's claim antedates tha.,

of Washington and Lee by a score o
years or more. However, Washlngtoi.
and Lee can indisputably lay ciain>

to having the oldest complete student
Honor System in the United States,

for at that institution the honor sys-

tem embraces every phase of student
life.

The Honor System originated In

the South. It spread slowly at first,

because It was a marked departure
from the Old World Idea of govern-
ing students; It vras a pioneer step
In the educational field, taken In a
pioneer period of a new country

—

MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Alter the Civil War the Honor Sys-

tem spread taster. Many otnur

oouthern colleges began to adopt the

aystem, and many colleges In otner

sections of the United States began
to recognize its values and to Insti-

tute It. From lUbU to lUtfU the num-
ber of colleges using the system in-

cieased givatly. From 18i«u to 19iU

the number Increased still laster. In
1911 more colleges adopted tne sys-

tem than in any other year up to

that time. From 1911 to the present
there has been a steady increase In
the number of colleges that have
adopted the Honor System. At the
piesent time approximately 30 Vc of

the colleges and universities In the
United States hav« it.

The system, as It was inaugurated
at the University of Virginia, came as
a solution of the problem of handling
the students. The Honor System was
greatly needed. It evolved. It was
the product of the long-vlsloned
Idealism and the formidable courage
of Thomas Jefferson, who was cnaii-
man of the first Board of Visitors of

the Umvcrsity. Whtn differences
between the faculty and the students
were relerred to the Board, under
the leadership of Jefferson that
body usually were lenient with the
students.

In short, the system was able to be
Inaugurated at the University ol
Virginia on account ol the arrange-
ment of the buildings, Jefferson's
Ideals of school management, the
existing social conditions In the
South at that time, and the strong
Chrlbtian character of the professors
at the University during its early
history.

Can there not be great worth in an
institution that has existed in many
excellent institutions for nearly a
century'/

esterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccoi, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

dp* tt2». r,:. .-KTT h Mm* TraArcoCoi

.

c
OWL EFFIGY

CREMATED AT
PEP MEETING

".' ,j-'i

a
WANTED

omparison
(^"GENTLEMEN, tomorrow
"" T we will discuss the refining

influence of Freud on the in-

habitants of Patagonia" . . ,

"And I told her no, we
couldn't go to the Ritz for dinner,

' what did she think I am anyway"
... "Boy, This Man's College
sure has a football team!" . . ,

"Mr. Seegansinger, please tell the

class your opinion of the Theory of

Relativity as applied to" . . •

In comparison with Campus
Chatter or even the most interesting

lectures, give us a chat with the

folks at Home every time ... for real

entertainment and simon-pure Joy
that stays with you I

Oh sure, maybe our opinion is

biased. But if it «, so is the opinion
of s-e-v-e-r-a-1 College Men ^^.^
on that subject!

Just for fun . . . Telephone

Home tonigfjt!

(Continued Prom Page One)

Owl Corpse Burned
Following the speeches the stu-

dent body marched to the Radio
building where a huge Are was
blazing. A corpse of Temple, dress-
ed in the cherry and red was
thrown into the flames while the
band played a funeral march. The
gathering cheered and sang "Fight
for the Blue and White." It was
almost eleven and the majority of
the students began to drift towards
their rooms and the rally was de-
clared as being over. It was the
year's most successful rally and the
men that made it possible deserve
praise for their work. Let us have
more of them next year.

UK, HOBART JVDSON WINS HUTCHINS SHOES

The George Hutchins Shoe Company, of Philadelphia, announces
Mr. Hobert Judson as winner of the Score Guessing Contest held for
the Temple game. Mr. Judson's guess was 14 to 0.

FOOTBALL GUESSING CONTEST ENDED WITH TEMPLE GAME

With the announcement of this week's winner the weekly contest
sponAored by the Georqe Hutchins Shoe Stores comes to a close.
Ten pairs of shoes have been awarded to the various winners 'during
the course of the foot ball season. ..The Villanovan wishes to ex'-
press its appreciation of the co-operation received during the contest
and strongly recommends the readers to patronise the company who
sponsored such a popular contest.

Defined
"What is a pedestrian, Daddy?"
"It Is a person with a wife, a

daughter, two sons, and a car."

How It Is Done

Polks think Hokus lives mighty
high for a man who doesn't work."
"Yes, he lives on a blufT!"

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.
5122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street
329 S. Broad Street

No Deposit Required
of Villanova Students

CecHutcHrsStcres
Af£/yS SHOES EXCLUSIVELY"

*'Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 254

<v

You will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . . because

t is made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

give you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . . . because it is mads ol

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed every Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the coll*ga

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

28.75
TWO
PRICES 38.75

CDWARD
! CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Service and

Workmanshif,

Call DOC Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
Sttl GERMANTOWN AVE.

[^OSB LANCASTER AVL
2752 GERMANTOWN AVL

4403 MAIN ST., MANAYUNK

WATCH NEXT ISSUE

OF 'THE VILLANOVAN'^

FOR ANNOUNCEMENT

OF 1930 GRID SCHEDULE VILL VAN
FOOTBALL BANQUET
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Keep On Schedule!

When the Holidays begin to get thrillingly near specu-

lation concerning time and date of departure are always

rife- To the many who see in the Christmas vacation the

one and only chance of a homegoing fever pitch excitement

becomes a commonplace and lasts over the period of a week
or more. At such a time it is only natural that good judg-

ment becomes eclipsed by the joys of anticipation. Sensing

the eclipse the authorities, being unanimously on the side of

good judgment, usually see fit to take measures that will

prevent the eclipse from becoming total. We have refen-

ence to the double cut notice.

But even such a measure is not always effectual. At

this time therefore we think it both timely and advisable to

hold a brief for discretion. No one will deny that the Holi-

days are pleasant and it is entirely natural and to be expect-

ed that students will augment them as much as they dare.

But we are desirous of impressing this fact; that usually

anticipation distorts their glamor out of all proportion. For

it is the height of rashness to take double cuts when the

step jeopardizes your chances of passing a subject or when
the taking of them means the possibility of an overcut in the

very uncertain future.

To those men who are planning to anticipate the vaca-

tion ve have only this to say: it is exercising very rash

judg iient and an extra few hours at home are not worth

the chance. The vacation is ample and compares favorably

with the holidays of other colleges- Lastly it is grossly un-

fair to the Student Council whose efforts in behalf of the

student body are certainly deserving of at least ordinary

cooperation- Let's make the afternoon of the 18th the FIRST
of the Holidays.

*****
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'^ The Immaculate Conception

The feast of the Immaculate Conception should be of

vast significance to the human race at the present time. The

world this year has been swept with many changes of far-

reaching importance, the most notable of which has been the

effort to maintain peace among the nations of the world. The

formula set forth by the sponsors of this praiseworthy

movement is "Universal Goodwill." The purpose expressed

by their efforts is most noble but the foundation and limita-

tions of their plan assume a strictly human makeup. We
do not wish to belittle the tasks of the world's distinguished

political leaders, but we hold that as long as their confidence

reposes in human qualities and aids alone, their chances of

success will more than likely dissipate.

Inasmuch as our natures are finite and consequently all

our actions limited we require the assistance of an Infinite

Being, and especially in this eternal striving for international

friendship. One evidence of God's great help has been the

Immaculate Conception. It marked the beginning of the

regeneration of mankind, the revivication of our whole ex-

istence. Our life has been made anew by that act of the

Almighty- The Immaculate Conception indeed means to

mankind the beginning of his deliverance from the bonds and

fetters of Satan. This act of God was ultimately to mean

to man the reopening of heaven.

Since the opportunity of attaining heavenly peace and

happiness was born in the act of the Immaculate Conception,

then a lortiore the opportunity of attaining world peace

most have arisen from that same act. For this reason this

feast should mean moie to us than a flighting moment's re-

flection. To the American people, especially, who pride

themselves in taking the lead in the direction of world peace,

it should be their eternal object of devotion.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

KnockingAbout

the Campus

scored her first touchdown and the

enemy side of the stands went
Dear Editor: ^umb. Not a cheer, not a cry of
There was something which I . ^ j rm.

looked for particularly in the iastiP"^°"''*»^'"«"*^ **« *^«*'"<*- ^^
Issue of the Vlllanovan but could T'emplars left their team to fight

not find. If you will be kind
enough to allow me space in this
issue I would like to say a few
words about Villanova's loyalty and
spirit as compared with that of
Temple.

Going back to that Saturday
when the Wildcats played Bucknell
and were pretty well trampled upon:
It was evident In the beginning that
Villanova had little chance of win-
ning that one. But what did the
Wlld'^at cheering section do? They
stayed there in a body and kept on
exhorting and begging the team to

pull out of it. That was spirit; that
was fealty. It was, I think, the
high water mark of Villanova's loy-

alty for the year.

But what greeted the spectators
eyes in the last quarter of the game
at the Temple Stadium? Villanova

the battle out alone. It is still a

moot question as to what caused
them to leave however. Giving
them the benefit of the doubt it

might have been the cold.

Then, too, let me congratulate
Villanova's Band. It was a mighty
good showing you put on boys.
Quite different from that of last

year You certainly put Temple's
Band in a rather unpleasantly con-
spicuous position by contrast. And
must that too be attributed to the
temperature. Maybe so. Maybe so.

.\ttfiitlun—Fall III

Oh, the line forms on the right

And U lustily you fight

You inay finally get a bite

But—Get in line!

Oh, the groaning board is loaded

down with atew
But there's alwolutely nothing you
can do

You've a class at one o'clock

And the prof Is hard as rock

If you're late you're put In dock
But—Get in line!

Yes, we know there's quite a bunch
But there's nothing to your hunch
If you really want your lunch

Why,—stay in line!

However do not lose heait, all it-

iioi lost, ii you can stand in ilnc

^and truth to leil we cant bte now
>ou can avoid It) you snomd Ube lUv.

^ime to good auvuntage accoruing to

what we see In the success ads. Here

would be a wunaerxui cnance to reau

that text you have been negieckUig

lOr the past month. If you can't

bring yourselt up to date in one

aay you must be hurdling a few final

laps. Then too, you can write letters

(tne long kind tnat you long lor)

bttween moves. Li somebody Jumpd
you It won't really matter because

you don't have a chance to win any-

now. Croesword puzzles, self in-

telligence tests, "How to learn bridge

In ninety lessons " and Impromptu
practice In the marUy art oi sell ex-

pense and how to avoid It —all these

are quite proper according to the

World Series linesmen and they

ought to know. And then some day

in the distant future If you are a

very good boy there will be a magic

change and you will be promoted to

be the 64th In line instead of the

65th. Oh, you're quite welcome I'm

sure.

Llinbu uf Directories

"Now folks, step up a bit closer.

Just a leetle bit closer and see this

great big behemoth of a man rip up

a telephone book belore your very

eyes. Yes sir, a genoowlne telephone

directory folks, clear in half with one

effort of his mighty frame."

Well, Ifs clear tliat the circus has

come to town with a vengeance. And
this Is what Is happening to the di-

rectories! We've had our suspicions

tor a long time and probably you too

have wondered at the slow extinction

of that rare animal—the telephone

book, wonder no longer. iiuKnlt

your perplexed brow. Ihe mystery

Is solved, gentlemen, solved! Direc-

tory tearing will out as Daniel Wtbster

said—or was it Alexander Bell? Any
how the Tarzans have been stud-

iously at work on the extinction of

these poor liuiocents In a big way.

And the situation grows critical. We
present for your approval the follow-

ing horrible illustration.

Comes (all unaware) an Idea—Yes,

yos, the call must be ma.de tonight

—

at once— i Business of looking ror a

phone book)—The call must be made
and at once—"Does anyone know
where there's a phone book" (some-

what louder than before)—Some-
body does know that In the second

room on the third floor there was a

book last week—Well, it's not there

now—Does anyone know.—Well that

blankcty; blank—Does anyone—Ah!,

—remembrance! Somebocly tore It up
3 nights ago. (Business of weeping

and gnashing of teeth) Well you
Site how It is. Something must be

done about It. Johnny-on-the-spot
as usual we are going to give an ex-

hortation. Are you ready to be ex-

horted'? Good. Then let's begin.

Well then are ye slaves? (Nay a

thousand times nay!) Oh you're not,

hey? Well then are ye men? (We are,

yes, yes, we are men) What ho, then,

men awaken—the alarm clock ol

battle sounds from the adjacent

room. The rip and tear of telephone

books Is all about us. We must
light for—One minute friends—Oh,

yes—we must fight for the glorious

Integrity of Directors (Uproarious en-

thusiasm). Too long, oh ye Tarzans

have you torn to shreds our dearest

treasures. Our lances are in the

air and though we cannot bring back

these poor slaughtered children of

Bell we can wreak vengeance on
these Jack-the Rippers. (Loud and
prolonged applause) To arms ye lag-

gards! Our cause Is Just (Just

about), the enemy is brutal (Oh sir

how dare you!) and ere the sun sets

this night we shall have smartly

slapped the hands of every dlrec-

tory-tearlng-tommy In "this here

school" (curtain as slapping gets un-
der way on a mild scale).

Hut .vcMi ought to Dee it now!
Now you really will have to pardon

us. We know that you all abhor
rhyme, "are positively nauseated In

fact." And this will be the second

time we slipped In the same week.

But hist! Space must be filled up
somehow and a Jingle, be It ever so

humble, fills up a column like

prohibition fills the Jails. So here

goes for the finale. (All copyrights

reserved including translation Into

English and other foreign tongues).

I^ament f«>r a Keyboord
Oh, Life Is relentless and who can

deny It?

The Reaper Is merciless, pitiless,

grim;
For Where's the piano, the mouldy

piano.

The tinny piano that sat in the

gym.
It's Ivory's broken. Its top Is torn

from It

And mute does It sound under
Fate's cruel blow

For the poor old piano, the banged-
up piano.

The outraged piano, stands out In

the snow!
BRIAN BORYU

NEW YORK ALt'MNI MEET

The regular meeting of The Villa-
nova Club of New York wan held last

evening at eight o'clock at Its head-
quarters, 130 Central Park South.
New York City.

"How long you In Jail fo' Mose?"
"Two weeks."
"What am de ch'ge?"

"No ch'ge everything am free."

"Ah mean, what ha« yo' did?"

"Don shot my wife."

"You killed yo' wife and only In

Jail fo' two weeks."
"Data all—den I get hung."

A PASSING THOUGHT
There Im a fiillucy abroad thai

nil i-ulletfe iiit-n, no mutter
whetluT tlii-y have aiiylhiiiB t"

Hay Of not, npeak well and re-

llKliiusly ob!<erv«' the rules of

graninutr. It may be ternit'd .i

traditional beiief becauwo at

present there is no reason Juh-

tlfylnK Its exlsiente Ivision to

the talk of any group of eollege

men and eoHnt pie number of

substitute words used. Every-
thing from a football pliiyt-r's

ability to a young ladys ap-
pearance Is either the "iiut'.s" or
' rotten." Rarely, If over, 1h a

sentenee carrleil to completion
or an effect rendered with point

and precision. The cause of this

Is a lack of observation and the

consequent result is the creation
of false linpreHslons. Conver-
sation, the vehicle of thoUKht,
has become meiely the means (if

Hatlsfying a physic, .1 craxing.
Conversation Is an art that

hiis been classed by numy. as the
test of civilization. ijhrewd
men of affairs feel the pulse of

character in the tongue as did
the sage when he said, 'Speak,
that I may know thet*." Since
there are always two to a talk,.

comiMiring exptn-ience and draw-
ing conclusions, it Is always pos-
sible to mingle the advantages of
instruction with the joys of dis-
course. These joys arc real and
have the Irresistible charm of
music. There is also the zest of
conflict where the more adroit
wins in the game of give and
take.

How conversation can be Im-
proved In any institution is dif-

ficult to answer. Many college
students come from regions
where good speech 's as rare as
good liquor. If a speaker uses a
word unknown to them he Is

accused, usually behind his
back, of being a "high hat."
Such an animal has no place in

this great land where one must
be equal in order to excel. Per-
haps this attitude could be
changed If te.ichers could Instill

an admiration for good speech.
Every subject taught offers am-
ple opportunity to coax the art
of conversation. For example,
In a Latin class at Villanova,
the professor remarked, after
hearing a clear and lucid answer
to his question: "That was well
expressed. The pronunciation
was perfect and there was no
groping for words."

—X. Y. Z.
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VILLANOVA PRAISED
IN "TABLET"

In a recent edition of The Tablet,

the Catholic weekly from Brooklyn,
an article ap(>eared in praise of the

interest Vulanova students have
shown toward Catholic publications.

We feel justly proud to print this

article verbatim in our columns and
are more than glad to see the stu-

dents receive the commendation they
deserve for such a splendid spirit.

The article appeared as follows:

What Villanova is doing for

Catholic literature, as revealed
in the pages of the Vlllanovan,
is worthy of the highest com-
mendation. For years some of

our Catholic colleges have done
little or nothing to encourage
the reading of Catholic publi-
cations. Otherwise how account
for the fact that our high-class
weekly reviews and monthlies
have a subscription list less

than 50,000?

At Villanova two out of every
five students sub.scribe to a
Catholic publication. That is

splendid. We wonder if any
other college in the world has
such a record.

Beta Gamme
Tomorrow at the regular meeting

of the Debating Society in Room 214

Mendel Hall at 4 p. m., the follow-

ing question will be debated: Re-

so.ved that "extra credits sl^ould be

given lor extra-curricular activi-

ties," The affirmative side will be

upheld by Messrs. Parnworth and
Kelly with Martin Gill as alternate.

On the negative side the team is

composed of James Heron and Wm.
Dineen with David Cartenuto act-

ing as alternate.

Library Notice

The librarian earnestly requests

that all books be returned to the

library belore the Christmas Holi-

aays including all books on which

an extension of time has been given

Seniors who are not intending to

use theses during this period are

also asked to return tnem. This

action is taken to avoid the mislay-

ing or loss of library books.

EpsUon Phi Theta
An important meeting of the Arts

Fraternity has been called by the

president for Thursday, December
12th. Tire meeting will be held in

Hoom 202 Mendel at 2 p. m. All

Arts men are urged to attend.

Belle Masque Players

In preparation lor the coming

production to be given by the so-

ciety there will be a meeting of the

cast on Thursday at 4 p. m., in

Room 106 Mendel Hall.

LOST
Green Schaefler Fountain Pen.

If found please return to 106 Fedl-

gan Hall.

The Mosque
\

PAEAN OF PROGRESS

(Laboring conditions will be bet-
ter after January 1 —News Item.)
Assyria's eagle gorged a crow
Which burst ana spewed forth

gall:

From Luxury's lap Belshazzar saw
'I'he writing on the wall.

Then Persia tilted the brimming
cup,

But, ere it reached her lips

Hellenic hosts were swallowing up
Her armies and her ships.

Once waned the crescent of Astarte
Proud Carthage sunk, diograceu;

The Roman arms were haie and
hearty

—

Old Janus was two-faced.
To History's awful requiem
Ol empires-add regimes;

Prosperity is a luckless gem
For all on whom it gleams.

French peasants demanded bread,
not cake

Of Marie Antoinette:
A whiskered Nicholas failed to fako
The Infant Soviet.

ET SIC:
Uncle Sam is Fortune's latest gawk.
Though his be lesser woe;
Prosperity was newspaper talk,

He fell long, long ago.
Trwon Duet.

3 STUDENTS SENT TO
A. S. M. E. CONVENTION

Three students of the Engineering
department of Villanova College at-

tended the convention of the Amer-
ican. Society of Mechanical Engin-
eers, held last week in New York
City.

Messrs E. T. Slayton, J. Winterer
and J. Simpson, all mechanical en-
grineerlng students, were appointed
by the Villanova chapter of the
A. S. M. E. to attend the convention
in New York as representatives of

Villanova College. As part of their

duties they rendered a complete re-

port of the work accomplished by
the A. 8. M. E. at Villanova.
Although the convention lasted all

week, Wednesday, December 4. was
set aside as Student Section Day
and representatives from almost
every engineering school in tht

country were present to render re-

ports of progress made. The con-
vention is held yearly.

INSPIRED BY "A
PASSING THOUGHT"

The following article is a contribu-

tion following up the thought pres-

ented in A Passing Thought Column

of a previous issue.

A kinder and much more intelli-

gent appreciation of the Fine Arte

would be possible for all of us. if

we were to allow greater freedom

to our imagination, and to restrict

our honest passions the less.

Passion in any field has become

an indefensible emotion, but so is

the use of intoxicants frowned upon,

at least nominally; yet, in the be-

ginning, the most cultured enjoy-

ment of life's simplest pleasures

was as incomplete without the one

as the other, and understandably,

so, too.

If Art is the faithful representa-

tion of the master's errant moods,

then why should it be so maligned?

Misunderstood it may be, for are

not most of our moods unfathom-

able to we who experience them,

Lut why, why must it be mocked and
I lalse motives imputed to it?

Where would proud Italy be today,

if the passion of Garibaldi and his

Red Shirts had been checked?

Where the third French Republic,

if the violence of the people had
been withstood? Where these

vaunted United States, if the loose-

moraled, loud-mouthed, but warm-
hearted backwoodsmen from the

West had been restrained by a su-

percillious leader of fashion, who
understood them not?
Sympathy is the word! Then

you can't criticise on aesthetic

grounds, don't deride out of sheer,

j
stupid intolerance.

The most ravening beaste among
I
men have been known to pay
hearty tribute to a fugitive tendril.

And I say that they were most
appreciative of true artistic beauty
in its primary concept than we
who stare frostily, hem-hem and
murmur something vague about
perspectives, backgrounds, and the
chioroscuru, in a third rate copy
of a tenth rate canvass.

The trouble really lies In the
sequence of development of man's
sensitive tastes. There is a theatre
poster of a semi-nude actress and
we all gaze enraptured. Ask the
man next to you what he admires
in it, and if he is delicate, he will

first collect his thoughte and then
comment upon ite purity of line,

or its artful expression, and delving
deeper, we are convinced that he
really speaks his thoughte, and
that they naturally emanate from
the first carnal attraction which we
have all experienced. No one
laughs at him, and we soon find that
there are many beautiful things
about us, in the most ordinary
settings. We like them, and set
about making an effort to under-
stand them. Why then should we
raise the brows when our fellows
discourse earnestly, albeit to us
boresomely, upon a distant sun-
set, or a little-known etching in
some musty picture gallery?
Signboards are the panacea of all

ills. They are designed by artiste,
long-haired individuals with tepid
blood, and of necessity, hard heads,
as well. These so-called scourges of
the virgin countryside variegate the
changeless miles, anC' stud the
barren swamps. They lend color to
dismal days, and afford an Interest
to the wearied travellers. More
often than not, they are tastefully
executed, and always they are
strategically situated. They com-
bine simple emotions with far-
sighted business acumen. They
bridge the gap between reality and
dreams!
The evolution of art from body

omamente to canvasses, and thence
to blatant posters, has been unfor
tunate for the hoi-polloi. Better
that the last step had preceeded the
intermediary one, then we might
have had a race of beings respon-
sive to unfeigned enthusiasms, not
afraid of lauding what they like.
Give the people more of sign-

boards, less of murals, and an unin-
fluenced choice, and I'll show you
In very little time a national esti-
mation of the beautiful paralleling
that of Greece itself in those hal-
cyonlc days before the Roman
glory I

I don't know whether I should re-

name this column and call It the

Waste Basket or not, but every time

that a communication of any sort to

handed In to the board It always

falls into my lot to put It Into this

column in an attempt to arouse the

student body to some form of action

This week there are two suggestions

which shall come to their own. It

seems that two very peculiar things

have happened during the past

couple of weeXs, and the Indignant

victims have complained to the edi-

tors of the "Vlllanovan " to help them

in the solution of their trouble. The

following was the missive which was

lecelved. , ,w„
"Two weeks and still no news of the

Che mysterious disappearance of a

blue blaiiket at the Temple game I

one anxious lady patiently waits Its

leturn. The "VUanovan," chivalrous

as It always has been In breaking

lances In an attempt to right wrong

and to aid pretty damsels In distress,

has been chosen as the vehicle In

which to launch a movement to re-

^bver the missing property.

The blanket was made of blue wool.

It is believed that the blanket was

ost somewhere In section ND of the

Temple stadium, or within the nearby

ramps. Undoubtedly the blanket was

temporarily borrowed to withstand

the rigor of the Arctic climate, fof

the owner claimed that the blanket

was an ordinary woolen one, and did

not have, to the best of her know-

ledge any means of locomotion.

A rumor has It that the detectives

are on the scent of the suspect.

Now. why in the name of the good

the true and the beautiful, did they

Jive the foregoing article to me? l

haven't the vaguest Idea what one

does when one has to go In quest ol

blankets. I have always admired

blankets, thought them a wonderful

and thoughtful Invention, but I don't

know how to find them when they

ire lost. Possibly If the chairman of

Lhe blazer committee for this year

were Interviewed some knowledge of

:he whereabouts of the article may be

gleaned. Who knows that when the

new blazers are being admired by the

members of the various classes, little

will they "-eck, that some of thosj

tidy bits o w arlng apparel are none

other than |).:i'.;s of the much mooted

blue bin ket. The Idea of blue

blanket .,-i very suggestive of a change

which mUht be Inaugurated at this

year's Junior week, that Is. Instead of

having a Blue Blazer ball, why not

have a Blue Blanket ball? This at

.cast would prove unique, although

a bit warm during the spring.

Of course If we study the situation

a little closer, we learn that the

Temple stadium Is In the vicinity of

Chestnut Hill. Most everything could

happen out there as only the other

day I was talking to an explorer who
had Just returned from an expedition

out there, and he told me that they

are still burning peat In that locality

and speak Anglo-Saxon. I'll be

hanged for this!

Now for complaint number two.

Th3 other day while pursuing my
weary way across the campus I was
accosted by an Individual, who asked

me If I was connected with the

"Vlllanovan." I replied that I was,

ahd forthwith, he began to sing the

blues to me about what had Just

happened to him. It seems that h3
was contentedly drinking his evening

cup of coffee at dinner the other

night, and Just as he was finishing,

mlrablle dlctu. he discovered a shoe-

string at the bottom of the cup.

Whether that was added for extra

flavoring Is a debatable point. Suffice

It to say, that although I have never

enjoyed the exquisite pleasure of a

cup of coffee flavored with the lace

of someone's number twelves, never-

theless Its taste must be something
rich and rare. I consoled the youth
telling him that It Is only In the be-
ginning that we get such trivial

things as shoestrliigs, and who knows,
e'er he graduates, he might find an
anvil or a complete set of the Harvard
Classics. He ought to keep on trying.

We all have to creep before we walk,

and the shoestring Is Just the begin-
ning. I called to his mind the oH
saying of starting In on a shoestring,

and In this case he was literally of-

fered the opportunity of beginning
his career on Just that basis.

If one wants to look at the sporting
side of the affair, a dellghtfiU game
could be worked out which would
make eating an Intriguing pastime as
well as a vital neccesslty. There
f^hould be posted a list of rules In

some prominent place In the Dining
Hall. This poster should contain the
rules of the game which might be
called "Dining Hall Orabbag." Prizes

would be offered for the biggest
catch of the evening, or one could
hide the prizes among the food, and
let the lucky one find their rewards.
Now that winter is on us. appropriate
gifts like rubber boots, arctics, sheep-
skins, etc, should be given.

Its a good thing that no one ever
believes anvthlng that Is written in
this column.

A. Blentot.

Count Dmitri

D-E FINALLY STOPPED

Oklahoma City. Okla. Dec 7.

A fighting Oklaholma City Uni-
versity foot ball team defeated the
hitherto unbeaten Davis-Elklns
eleven here today 27 to 14.
The Westeners grabbed a sub-

stantial lead in the first period and
at no time were in danger of being
overtaken. Rengles line plunging
provided the two scores of the
West Virginians who seemed tli«d
and listless in their eleventh contest
of the season. A sweltering hot day
greeted the fourteen thousand
spectators who turned out for the
encounter.

Sport Spots by Spotty

Davis Elkins and Bucknell Gain Lions Share of Places on

All Opponent Eleven

All Opponent First Team

Curtis : Left End Loyola

L^po Left Tackle . . N. Carolina State

H. Bell Left Guard Oglethorpe

Hawley :....... Center Davis Elkins

Ellor Right Guard Bucknell

Ii-win Right Tackle Davis Elkins

Dixon Right End Boston College

Rengle Quarterback Davis Elkins

Buie Left Halfback Duke

Brumbaugh Right Halfback Bucknell

Hinkle Fullback Bucknell

REASON TO REJOICE

Upon Investigating the source
and cause of the inhuman yells
which emanted from a claasroom in
Mendel Hall last Wednesday we
learned that Father Pink had miss-
ed his first Organic class In two
yetrs.

So many aspects present themselves in an assignment

of this type that it is very difficult to try and single out a

section which might seem indicative of a true "All" collec-

tion.

To adequately pass judgment on the respective merits

of from one hundred and fifty to two hundred athletes is

quite a task in itself, to scrutinize them in but a single ex-

hibition of perhaps ten to sixty minutes duration is another

angle to the problem- To disregard past and season per-

formances, to concentrate on their demonstration against

Villanova, to allow for the elements, the class rating of team-

mates and many other items, these serve to point out the

problems coincident to this task.

Many Outstanding Wingmen

With the exception of Bucknell and

Davis Elkins none of the other clubs made

much of a serious show against the Wild-

cats. The scores in most all cases were low,

but the true strength of Villanova presented

itself through statistical comparison. Sav-

ing the two contests that were dropped an

average of only three first downs per game

were registered against the Feline defense.

In the matter of yardage gained Villa-

nova bested bv double, the efforts of any ad-
RENGLE

versary.

We will start the picking from the tips of the forward

walls. No less than eight outstanding ends stacked up

against the Cats the past campaign, in fact the wing ma-

terial of opponents was generally the real strength of the

clubs.

Three men however have the inside track. Curtis, of

Loyola; Dixon, of Boston College; and Mitchell, of Davis El-

kins. The first named was absolutely the best man Villa-

nova met. He apparently had no weakness and not once

during the Loyola encounter was he circled,

he made a third of the tackles besides am-

ttk ply contributing to the offense of his club.

J^^ As a receiver he was in a class by himself.

He is given one of the wing berths.

Dixon and Mitchell were alike as two peas

in a pod. Both big men and excellent punt-

ers. Dixon is given the nod because he

played on a club that had but a mediocre line.

Mitchell on the other hand only had to work

his own position, his mates were capable to

handle their end.

Kramer and Marcus, of Temple; and

Gui'th, of Catholic U. ; Murphy, of Boston

College ; and Curtis, of Davis Elkins, deserve

special mention.

HAWLEY
Again three tackles run a close race for

honors. In Lepo, of North Carolina State;

Irwin, of Davis Elkins, and Bonner, of Tem-

ple are found worthy men for any team.

Lepo, playing on a poor team, put up a

remarkable game against Villanova, he ranks

slightly above Irwin for the same reason

Dixon gets the call over Mitchell- Bonner

was handicapped in a way. The day the Owl

'and Wildcat mixed it up was not propitious

rto good football.

Ellor, of Bucknell, and H. Bell, of Ogle-

thoi-pe, are the guard choices. Both are big

men and fast. Ellor is also an accurate place

kicker. His three pointer in the Bison fray

put the game on ice. Bell had the misfor-

tune to display his wares on a muddy field, but that he goes

unchallenged for the other post.

Hawley Peer of Snapperbacks

No discussion is necessary for the center berth. Haw-

ley, Davis Elkins redskin is head and shoulders above his

contemporaries. He blocked a punt in the Franklin Field

fuss that led to a touchdown in addition to his fierce tack-

ling, kickoff ability and passing. Schollenberger, of Tem-

ple; Bollinger, of Bucknell and Plotzyck, of Loyola, are

bunched for the runner up position with the former named

having a alight advantage.

Backfield Choices Powerful

An odd situation crops up in the selection of the ball

toters, there is not a first class punter amongst them. Buie

of Duke, the lefthalf choice, is the only and best. Buie's

claim rests on his fleet legs and great passing. He and Del-

laire, of Loyola, were the two best heavers to appear against

Villanova. The Duke man was the more accurate and in

the Blue Devil contest his throws were responsible for two

touchdowns.

Defensively he ranks just below the others but plenty

good enqugh.

A3* running mate to Buie, Brumbaugh, Bucknell'a big

quarterback, is selected. The Bison ran bacl< punts and ate

up lots of ground up in Scranton. Purely on his offensive

abilities he could be elected.

Neil Rengle, of Davis Elkins, is nominated as quarter-

Just Looking

j^^ Around ,
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back, , although he plays at full. His strategy proved the

winning point when the Mountaineers met the Felines. Ren-

gle is a fine tackier and can diagnose plays in an uncanny

manner, but his real strength is his pounding ball carrying.

Practically an automaton on the gridiron he can keep going

sixty minutes at top speed and has done so.

Wally Hinkle, Bucknell .sophomore, grabs the fullback

post. In his first year of varsity foot ball this man led all

the country's high scorers in a massing 128 points in ten

games. However it is not on this that he gains a place. He

did plenty against Villanova. Hinkle uses a high knee lift

and hits a line with tremendous momentum. He is a first

class tackier and does the kicking off.

Few Other Good Backs

Not many other backs did much against Villanova. A
few of the better might be mentioned however including

Oliver, Catholic U. Quarter, who nearly ran a kickoff for a

touchdown; Warren, Wagner and Smith, of Davis Elkins;

Colbert and Antos, Boston College half, who caught a pass

in the last minutes of the V. N.-B. C. game and ran for a

touchdown. Jankowski, pile driving Duke fullback; Herrin

the Oglethoipe quarterback; Zappia, of Lebanon Valley;

Ryan and Koschinskie, of Loyola.

Some of the linemen who just failed to make the club

would include besides those mentioned, Healy and Interri,

of Loyola; Kistler, of Duke, and Stout of North Carolina

State ; Mattison, of D. E. ; Burford, of Oglethorpe.

Frosh Court

Squad Show
Fine Promise

All Opponent Second and Third Team Clubs

Second Team Third Team

Mitchell . .Davis Elkins . .Left End . . Kramer . .Temple

Healy Loyola Left Tackle . .Kistler . . . Duke

Fairbanks Davis Elkins Left Guard . . Bannak . .
Temple

Schollenberger . Temple . Center .. Bollinger .. Bucknell

Interrii ...... Loyola . .Right Guard Stout .N. Carolina

Bonner . . . Temple . .Right Tackle Mattison . Davis Elkins

Marcus Temple . .Right End . .Gurth. .Catholic U.

Oliver . . . Catholic U. . . Quarterback . Herrin . .Oglethoi-pe

Warren Davis Elkins Left Halfback Colbert Boston Col.

Antos . . Boston College Right halfback Zappia Lebanon

Jankowski ... Duke ... Fullback . . . .Schultz. .
Temple

After two weeks of strenuous

practice, the Freshmen basket ball

squad under the tutelage of Al.

Severance is rapidly rounding into

shape. This is Al's initial attempt
at coaching, but he is by no means
a stranger to the court, having

sported the Wildcats' colors on the

court from 1927 till his graduation

last year. With the excellent ma-
terial at hand coupled with Sever-

ance's knowledge of the game gives

every indication that this year's

Frosh team will rank with the best

Yearling teams of the past.

Some of the best school boy
basketeers have matriculated at

Villanova this fall, and are out for

the team. Herrity, who won the

National Junior foul shooting title,

and McFadden, both of whom hail

from Allentown Prep, are two of

the outstanding capdidates. Weston,
an upstate lad, O'Connell from
Bethlehem Catholic, and Semon. a
West Philly boy, have also im-
pressed by their work. Rosen, one
of the mainstays on the Frosh foot

ball team, seems to have the first

call for the center berth.

The schedule, which is the hard-
est ever attempted by a Yearling

team at this school, has games
with the leading Frosh teams in

this vicinity. Temple is encount-
ered twice, one as a preliminary to

the Varsity game ,and also as the
only home game. The schedule
follows:

Jan. 1—Temple Fresh, away.
Jan. 9—Roman Catholic High,

away.
Jan. 15—Hun School, away.
Jan. 18—Lehigh Fresh, away.
Jan. 22—Franklin-Marshall Fresh,

away.
Jan. 27—Perklomen School, away.
Feb. 7—Temple Fresh, home
Feb. 11— St. Joseph Fresh, away.
Feb. 18—Ursinus Fresh, away.

The intercollegiate basket baU

season was opened in Philadelphia

last Tuesday evening by two of

Villanova s luture opponents, when

the PhUadelphia College of Osteo-

pathy fell belore 8t. Josephs Col-

lege by a 28-26 count.

The Wildcats meet the Osteo-

patns next week, and will clash

witn the Baints in February, in one

Ol the most important games on

e.ther teams scneduie.
• •

Heinle Miller . head foot ball

coacn at 'lempie, paid a li"^ tn-

oute to four WUacate last week by

Placing them on either his All-Op-

ponenf eleven, or his all-Tempie

oiadium team.

on the All-Opponent lUieup,

three WUdcaU are lound. along

with two representaUves ol W. &
J Drake. Western Maryland and

BuckneU. PhU HUlen »s given the

post at left guard, while Ciete Gar-

oner and Johnny Gillespie are given

places in the back, field.

on the other team, made up of

players who have cavorted upon

lhe green of Temple Stadium this

lall. are found fpUr members of

Stuhldreher's great team, lour

remple men and one from Drake,

BuckneU and W. & J. Fred Dono-

van, center, is the other WUdcat

placed on this team, along with

ihree from the other team.
• • •

The AU-Eastern team, picked by

the United Press, lists two op-

ponents of Villanova. one on the

nrst eleven and one on the second.

Clark Hinkle, BuckneU lull back,

is out in the first team back field,

along with Uansa, of Pitt. Booth

of Yale, and Marsters. of Dart-

mouth. In the second team back

field, Buie. of Duke, whose tossmg

of forward passes was one of the

thrills of the Wildcat-Duke batUe

here in October, is given one of

the half-back posts.
• • •

On the All-Eastern team listed

by the Associated Press last week,

none of VUlanova's opponents were

listed, although Hinkle, of Bucknell.

high scorer in the country this year,

was given a post on the second team
backtteid. Rengle, of Davis-Elkins.

was given honorable mention by the

AP sports staff.

Bowlers Beat

Eagles in

Close Tilt

BELL

After two weeks' absence and
with the aid of "Phil" Hillen, a

mighty bowler who hails from the

"stogie" city, the "Wildcats" in-

vaded the Ardmore Recreation

Alleys to once again claim a bird

for it's prey, this time it being an
Eagle. Incidentally the Eagles,

consisting of Rodgers, Farnum and
other reputed bowlers, are well

respected and were in third place

prior to their combat with the

"Felines."

The initial game found both
teams far from their natural

ability at bowling with the Eagles

on top with a pin fall of 774 against

that of 680 for the "Varsity." How-
ever, as is charteristic of all Vllla-

novan teams, their fighting spirit

was aroused and with Captain
Zwigard striking out in the last box,

Villanova was successful in evening
up matters and making it one all.

The "Varsity" Jointly rolled a total

pin count of 795 having Just a
mere margin of ten over its oppon-
ents who had massed a total of 785.

The final matcti was the most
talked of one of the evening dur-
ing which both teams struck their

strides and rolled with precision

and accuracy. With Hillen rolling

a high game of 209, the "Varsity

"

were successful in totaling a game
of 905, which is considered praise-
worthy of any five man team. The
"Eagles" were on the short end of
the scoring with 876. As a result

of the "Wildcats' " victory they
move into 4th place. Scores for
the night were:

Where's your cow, "Hike?"

I can't get her home. Snapper;

she's down by the railroad track

fiirting with the Bull Durham to-

bacco sign.

'30: Hear about the fellow whoj

invented a device for looking'

through a brick wall?" I

'32: "No. what's he call it?"

'30: "A window, sap."
1

(Tatler) I

SPOTTY'S ALL TIME

VILLANOVA

FOOTBALL TEAM

IN

NEXT ISSUE OF THE

VILLANOVAN

Retiring Captain

Hillen
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Letter Attacking Church
Is Read by Senator

Senator Cole Blease, from South Carolina, Declares Wide-
spread Talk Blames Cliureh for Mishandling of

Murder Case.—Challenged hy Senator Walsh

Tuesday, Decemher 10, 1929

Reading In to the Congressional
Record' an anonymous letter, which
cited as Catholic the names of several
high olflclals some ol whom, later In-
vestigation showed, have other re-
ligious affiliations. Senator Cole
Blease of South Carolina declared in
a senate speech that there Is wide-
spread talk In Washington laying the
blame for mishandling of a miudei
case on the Catholic Church.

His speech was Immediately cual-
lengeu by benaior David 1. Walsh oi
Massachusetts, but the South Caro-
linian ciung to hli* statements, re-
poi ting them as what the 'mtin In
the sirtff believes. He deplored the
necessity of Injecting a religious is-

sue Into a senate debate, but de-
clared that, while 'I graduated from
a CathoUc XJnlverslty; I have a sister

who married a Catholic; I hav^ two
'. nephews who are Catholics, J men-

tion this to show how the police de-
partment and district attorney's oi-
iice are honeycombed with little Ire-

land."

Ihe case In question is the mystery
of Mrs. James \xcPherson, who wat>
found strangled to death In her
apartment here two months ago. a
suicide verdict was returned at that
time by a coroner's Jury; later a
grand Jury reversed the tlnding ana
indicted her husband, Robert Mc-
pherson, Jr., for the murder; and stiii

later a second grand Jury, studying
the case because of a legal error in
the indicting body's investigation, re-
fused to reindict the husband and he
was set free.

Kefers to I>ullc« Case '•

- Senator Blease introduced his Sen-
ate speech by referring to the case
of Police Captain Doyie, who was
reinstated after having been sus-
pended on Insubordination charges.
The letter read In part:
The following names might sug-

gest a Knights of Columbus lodg^.
Mitchell, attorney general; Laskcy,
his appointee: CuUen, his appointee;
Dougherty, commissioner of police;
Shelby, detective, Kelly, detective;
McPherson, the accused; Pltzpatrlclc,

foreman of the grand Jury, ana
Ltahy, deltnse attorney.

Now, Senator, if tills isn't the roll

call of little Ireland, then I am taking
up your time for nothing."
ine letter was signed,One who

believes she was murdered.

"

Investigation showed that of the

College Business Failures

Due to Superiority Complex

(Continued Prom Page 1)

not complete one's education. In
some cases the employe must go to
night school or read intensively the
first few years after graduation.
The importance of neatness at all

limes was emphasized and also the
value of being able to defend one's
rights in an emergency.
One of the banKers spoke of the

possibilities for college men in the
oanking field, and thinks thtit in
tne near future college men will
predominate there.
Another otficial said, that the

college man must start at the bot-
tom receiving low wages, no credit

piibona namtd in the letter oiUy foui . ior work, and the monotony of a
cuiien, Kelly, Shelby and Leahy, are certain position because ot its rou

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD WERE THEY?'

Cathoacs. Attorney General Mitchell,
prominently mentioned In the leitei

as a Catholic, Is weli-kiio,w to b.-

t'lesbyterlan.

'Captain Doyle was reinstated,'

St>u^tor Blease said on the floor, 'anu
the common talk on the streets lb

uhut he wajs reinstated because the>
were afraid of a church fight in
WaLhmgton and they were not ready
ior it now. It has been said tnat
uoyle had been a Catholic and quH
the Catholic Church, and there wa^ u
strong hatred against him and u
dtrong effort was being mdde to un-
dermine him and kick him out lu
aisgrace, but that he was relnstateu
oecause they were afraid of that fight
ut this time.

Walsh Rls«s In Pniteftt

Senator Walsh obtained the floor
at this point and protested against
-•lease's statements.

"I am sure the Senator doeii not
mean that any official of the Cath-
olic Chiu-ch had any Interest In this
matter. It Is a pretty broad state-
ment to say that the Church Is in-
terested in a cheap murder."
Blease replied: ! don't know

whether Laskey is an official of the
Church or not—but there Is the let-

ter and the conversation going on in
the street, and I am defending my-
self, and if it hits the Church or any-
one else they must be hit."
Senator Heflln of Alabama sup-

ported Senator Blease by sending a
list of city officials, purporting to
show a majority of Catholics In the
service, to the desk where it was
Inserted In the "Record."
Investigation showed that John E.

Laskey, special prosecutor In the
case. Is an Episcopalian.

(Standard and Times)

CAMPAIGN FOR CLEAN
SPEECH PROGRESSES

(Continued Prom Page One)

failure to take an active part in

outdoor and indoor sports are root
causes of much unwholesome con-
versation."

These facts having been laid

squarely before the students, every

.student almost to a man declared

himself against the practice of in-

decent speech. The statement is

borne out in a tangible way by the
eagerness of the men to post clean
speech cards in their rooms. This
IS a card which presents itself to
every visitor in the man's room de-
claring that the occupant is an
advocate of clean speech and re

C. U. BEQUEATHED
$100,000 IN WILL

In the distribution of the $1,000,
000 estate of James J. Ryan, promi-
nent Catholic laynmn and retired
contractor, who died November 16.

In Philadelphia, the Catholic Uni-
versity, of which he was trustee and
a benefactor, received 100, 000.

Several other Catholic Institutions
are also mentioned In the will and
its two codicils, which disposed of
his enormous estate.

At the outset of the will, Ryan
who was 81 years old, bequeathed
$5,000 to Ammendale Normal Insti-
tute, Prince Georges County, Md.,
for the Brothers of the Christian
Schools, who are to use the money
for their house at Ocean City, N. J.

After establishing a number of

line work betore he can hope for
promotion. In this way the gradu-
ate learns the business from the
bottom up.

Ihe seniors who conducted the In-
terviews were Joseph '!'. Poley,
i nomas Doyie, Kawin J. Liovati,

John breen, Jos. Ash and Edw.
guill.

e>ome of the moot interesting
opinions obtained from the several
interviews follow:

College men believe themselves to

be better than the ordinary man and
these exulted opinions often cause
moat of the failures. This superior-
ity does not allow any cooperation
which Is the vital cog In any business
to-day.

Southern college students are en-
tirely too lazy. They will work In

the mornings but their afternoons
are taken up by golf and other at-

i^ractlons.

A Director of College Instruction
said, men usually present themselves
in an untidy manner. Their inability

to adapt themselves to a company's
interest is often caused by other
habits which tend to lessen Interest

In his position. Some of these habits
are drinking and flirtations."

Men are often placed in a wrong
position. A man can be suitable for

one kind of a position and It Is

better if he were changed until he
locates himself In a position wnlch
fits his correct self.

Now that the football fanatics are
about completely thawed out from
that afternoon in the Temple Ice-

box, It might not be altogether the
wrong thing to do to take a peek at
the season Just completed and most
especially, at the results of this

business of picking the winners.
It was in the middle of October

that the VlUanovan began to an-
nounce to its select group of read-
ers the winners of all the games of

the following week-end. And what
a group of winners we picked.

But we improved with age, and
after a few not-so-good weeks in

the early part of the season, we be-

gan hitting our stride, and during
the last three weeks of the year got
41 winners and 12 losers to bring
our years' record to 72 victories and
24 defeats for an even average of

.750.

This column will not publish an
AU-American team. So farewell

until next season.

Many Colleges Now
Employ Honor System

This is the third of a series of artiiifs on the "'Honor Sys-

tem" h\ the !\ational Student Federation of the (J. S.

MANY BOOKS ON
BUSINESS IN LIBRARY

. Eighteen months ago the present, while 38 'i of the colleses of the

chairman of the Committee on the i western group that sent information
Honor System for the N. S. F. A. ^^^^ ^j^^ jj^^^^^ System. '

gathered extensive information con- ^
, / ... . .. ^

cerning the prevalence of the Honor ^ several universities of the

System in American colleges and i United States the Honor System
universities. The information! works especially well in the Law
gathered then is believed to be

g^j^j^j ^^e students of law any
valuable; conditions have not

(continued from page one)

questing the visitor to kindly re- !

""""'"^« 'o'' members of his family

train from all obscene and vulgar'!?'*,
relatives Ryan's will provides

talk while there. Undoubtedly this
""^ balance of income ac-

practice will help bring about tne ' ^""""/f
«« ''"'"'"K the lives of these

desired results and certainly every I

^'^'^"'"^8 »t is to be held by the

man will be glad that he aided in
^' "«'*«« "»"' there is $25,ooo. when

the Clean speech campalKn wnen '

'' '^ *° ^^ ^'^^'^ *° "^^ Roman Cath-

he reviews at some future time the
""'^ Archbishop, of Philadelphia, for

improvement in himself, to mention i ^L i'f.f.«^"''*'
P^'^^'^^^'y provided

notning of the satisfaction he will i

""^^^ ^^i-^oo for various church pur-

feel 111 having given good example !

''°!.!f„
to his associates.
Lack 01 space prohibits us from

printing Father Stanford's speech
uijuu. Jixerpts from It follow:

Ihe associations of col-
lege days form the basis of the
muat cnenshed memories of later
life. Anything, therefore, that taints
this astoociaiion is to be deplored,
not only lor its present evil eflfects,
but for the tarnished memory that
it will leave for the future."

Indecent, obscene or sug-
gestive talk is the greatest single
^ause of tarnishing the benefit ol
college associations it does
harm not only while it is going on,
but it stores up images and mem-
...es which are capable of harm in
the future."

I have every reason to
believe that indecent talk is a most

Then, as the annuitants die and
the annuities revert to the estate,
the trustees are to pay to the Catho-
lic University, in installments of not
less thnn $25,000, a total amount of
$100,000. The first $50,000 of this
is to be used by the university In
the erection of the National Shrine of
the Blessed Virgin and the remain-
ing $60,000 is for the endowment
fund.
During his life, Ryan had made a

previous outright gift of $100,000 to
Catholic University.

Often college men are given Jobs
to do and rush at it In order that
they may complete It as quickly as
possible. Many times this necesl-
tates sending them back two or three
times in order that the Job may be
completed. This shows that the
average college man should not Jump
at conclusions but should take his
time in order that the Job may be
completed accurately the first time,
thus eliminating the waste which Is

brought about by too much haste.

In order for a college man to suc-
ceed in business he must know the
three M's: Money. Men and Material.
He must know how to treat men in
order to receive their best work. He
must know how to handle money to

receive the most profit. By this is

meant a proper procedure of Invest-
ing. He must, know how to handle
materials to receive the best ends
f/ith the least cost.

College men do not fall as a rule,

they usually prove mighty successful.
College men have great possibllitiei-

in the banking field.

College men fail to watch their op-
portunities to advance themselves
You will find many men holding
their position by sheer bluff, so do
not be afraid to try any position
that presents Itself. Most places are
willing to help you along if you try.

In a prominent brokers office th
opinion was given that more account-
ing work should be given in colleg-
and also suggested the dropping of
classical English course in preference
to a year or more of business letter
writing.

Edmund E. Day.
SECRIST. Readings and Prob-

lems in Statistical Methods.
KELLY. Statistical Method.

Wealth
SMART. An introduction to the

Theory of Value.

Money, Banking and Investments
RODKEY. The Banking Procesi.
BELLERY. Monetary Stability.

HEBBURN. A History of Cur-
rency in the United States.

KIRKBRIDE, STERRETT and
WILLIS. The Modero Trust Com-
pany. Revised, 1925.

LAWRENCE. Stabilization of
Prices.

OWENS and HARDY. Interest
Rates and Stock Speculation.
SMITH. Common Stock as Lon^

Term Investments.
Taxation and Public Finance
BUCK. Municipal Finance.
PECK. Taxation and Welfare.

Economic Resources and Regulation
GARIS. Immigration Restriction.
Advertising and Salesmanship
LYON. Salesman in Marketing

Strategy.

Advertising and Salesmanship

changed materially since that time.

In reply to a general questlonaire
containing questions pertinent to the

Honor System, 417 colleges sent
Information. 160, or 397, of these
colleges operate under some kind of

Honor System. In 129 of them it

is used wholly; in 31 of them it is

used only partially. Of these 31,

twenty-oiie use it only in certain
select advance classes, seven employ
it in certain departments only,
while three have the system in

handling matters that do not per-
tain to examinatlohs, (e. g. the
handling of library books).

On the other hand, 251, or 61%
of the college^ replying do ritot have
the Honor System. They operate
under the faculty espionage or the
proctor system, whereby the students

more honorable than any other

class of professional students or

undergraduates? Do professional

ethics tend to cause a man who
would cheat and defraud in the

School of Arts and Science, to term-

inate abruptly such practices upon
entering a professional school?

One university has the Honor
System only in its school of Speech;

another has it in its school of

Business Administration; another

has it In its School of Veterinary; .

another has it in its School of En-';'

gineering; while still another Uni-
versity has the Honor System in its

School of Architecture.

What influence does the size ofV
the institution have upon the suc-

cess or failure of the Honor System?
What influence does, the location

of a college or university in a city
are closely watched while they take or a village have upon the Honor
their examinations, whereby no system? Are women more honor-
trust is placed in them, and whereby

|
able than men? Are students in

the shrewder man wins, be he the one section of the country any
student or be he the instructor.

| more honorable than those in other
This survey shows that there are

now 10'
; more colleges using the

Honor System than were shown
by a similar survey to be using it

In 1912. In that year 66% of the
colleges . using the system were
colleges for women only, and 11"/,

of them were coeducational. In
1928, 15''; of those usiog it were for
men, 35'; were for women, and 50 ';f

were coeducational.
Of the 160 colleges using the sys-

tem. 61, or 39% are colleges whose
student bodies range from 500 to
1500 in number; 54, or 35% have

18, or 11 '; have an enrollment of
ADAMS. Advertising and •-Its<ilcss than 200; 13, or 8% have an

Mental Laws.
CHASE and Schlink. Your Mon-

ey's Worth.
Accounting

BENNETT. Auditing.
International Trade and Foreign

Exchange
TAUSSIG. International Trade.

Co-Operation
CASSAU. The Consumers' Co-

operative Movement in Germany.
Consumption

HOYT. The Consumption of
Wealth.

enrollment ranging from 1500 to
300; and 10 or 5.5% of the colleges
using the Honor System have 3000
students or more. Of the 160 Honor
System colleges, 41% are situated in
the South. 36'; of them are situated

sections?
Th:s statistical information and

these questions are given with a
hope that students will study them,
seriously think about them, and
form some definite conclusions
about the Honor System as an edu-
cational institution. In what ways
does this form give a student more
benefits than the faculty espionage
system confers?

Perilous Journeji
>-'•' ,., • •*»- .„.''-,(¥%

While last year we could boast of
an enrollment of frojn 200 tq|,30flrft»eing undefeated still it is the

general opinion of all interested
that this year "has been a most
eventful one. In our search for
gridiron glory we have journeyed
into the land of that far-famed
leguminous edible, we have pene-
trated into the very stronghold of
the Coal Crackers, we have defied

in the Northeast, 15'^; are in theJ the perils of West Philadelphia and
North Central section, and 8% ard] have likewise braved the wilds
in the Western part of the United of Olney in North Philly to see a
States
Of all the colleges in the South

that replied. 60% use the Honor
System, 36'; of all the colleges in
the Northeastern group that replied

CHASE. The Tragedy of Waste, "se the system. 23% of the colleges
COMISH. The Standard of Liv- of the North Central group use it,

ing. Elements of Consumption.
Labor Problems

ADAMS and Summer. Labor
Problems. A Text-Book.
COMMONS. History of Labor in

the United States. Reissue, 1926.
Socialism

KARLGREN. Bolshevist Russia
McENTEE. The Social Catholic

Movement in Great Britain.

Here a to the girl wno steals, lies
and swears:
Steals into your arms.

Lies there.
And swears she will never love

another.

Battle Royal between the "Bird and
the Cat. " Both fur and feathers
flew but when the dust had died
down all that remained of the
Wise Old Avarian" was a hand-
full (or rather a mouthfull) of
feathers.

CenNiitdiiiis Stores
/*//A^» SHOES EXCLUSIVELY

.
fruitful source of harm, and in very wkUp
truth the greatest single danger to

^'^"'•'•

morals about the campus At
i same time, I have never met a

Vlllanova man, who, no matter how
seriously addicted he might per-
sonally be, would not most quickly
and most vehemently deny any ap-
proval of this practice Yet
this talk goes on How can
this apparent anomaly be account-
ed for? This answer as I

ee it lies in the weakness of a great
number of the students in not hav-
ing the courage of their convic-
tions. If every right minded, clean
thinking man on this campus
would have the courage of his con-

'

victlons a widespread practice of in-
decent talk would be unknown.
Then Instead of a man being looked
upon as .squeamish or unsophisti-
cated becau.se he is particular about
his speech upon every occasion, the
great majority of the students with
the courage of their convictions
would soon Isolate the man with
whom filthy talk is only the fetid
breath of a corrupt mind in a foul
bady."

QUESTION OF
INITIATION UNSETTLED

(Continued from PaBe One)

private hazing? Are you in favor of
Freshmen "Rules and Regulations? "

Have you any substitute to offer for
any of the above?

,_ The questlonaire is being dis-
(Continued Prom Page One) trlbuted at present and the results

„;Kn T^l^J" ^"i^
Joseph E. Glllen.

j

will no doubt of be of great interest
.. ..

. ^^ every student in the college, in-
sofar as they may go a long way in
determining the manner of treating
Freshmen in the future.

Fraternities Present

Prom in Gymna.siiitn

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.
5122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street
329 S. Broad Street

JSo Deposit Required
of Villanovn Students

I
while Lambda Kappa Delta sent

i
Frederick Luchesi and Patrick J.

Tradition Instituted
The Interfraternlty ball was the

first of its kind to be held on the
campus; the respective fraternities
having been satisfied with the
sponsoring of their own annual

Marriage Is an institution.
Marriage is love.

Love is blind.

.„ , ,

Therefore Marriage is an instltu-
dances in previous years. The Villa- tion for the blind.
novan is quite sure In assuming
that the Interfraternlty ball shall
be one of the leading social events
in the years to come, judging from
the success of the Initial attempt to
institute another glowing tradition
In the annals of Vlllanova.

A Whooper!

The young farmers were boasting
about the size of the vegetables they
had grown. Finally, one of them
returned to Uncle Seth.
"What was the biggest thing you

raised this year. Uncle Seth?"
"A squash."
"Well, how big was It?"

"We never measured it," drawled
Uncle Seth. "but we used the seeds
for snowshoes."

Kvoltitinn
Softly as in the Morning Sunrise,"

I Hear You Calling Me, • said 'My
Bill," 'Monnln' Low" to "Marianne,'
as they "Tiptoe Thru the Tulips,"
Painting the Clouds With Sun-
shine." "Little by Little" they came
to 'Old Man River" winding his way
"Down Among the Sugir Cane^ where
he found ""Just a Vagabond Lover,"'
"The Lonely Troubador." singing "Am
I Blue,"- "Every Day Away Prom You "

Well. 'Here We Are,"" he said, and
laughing, asked "Satisfied" with
•Just You—Just Me?" If so, nere
nrr my "Congratulations " for "It"8
Going to Be a Great Day."

(Tatler)

Vou will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . . becauM
it is made to your maaaure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throuohout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

0ive you long, satisfactory ser-

vice . . . because it is made oi

fine materials—inside and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed avary Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the college

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACIHNE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.
Locust 1881

ESTAILISHED 1880

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
I'hune 254

28.75
TWO

PRICES 38.75

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

OFEICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Service and

Workmnnshii.

PWARD
L CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU I
Call "DOC" Canlanione

On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

1207-09 CHESTNUT STREET
MSI GERMANTOWN AVE. J75S GERMANTOWN AVE.

4405 MAIN ST., MANAYUNK
««8 LANCASTER AVE.
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Vlllanova Clubs Plan
Many Dances Over

Holiday Season

Wilkes-Barre, Hazleton, Lawrence and Newark to Be Scenes
of Christmas Festivities as Five Organiza-

tiims Complete Their Plans

Grid Squad

To be Feted

At Penn A. C.

Melanson and Gardner
Toss a (.'oin for Seat

of Honor

To

Courtmen Georgetown and N. Y U.

Open With Games Arrangedfor 1930
Decisive Win

ALL SECTIONS OF EAST REPRESENTED

During the next two'wefeks while

the students are enjoying the

Christmas holidays at their homes,
many dances sponsored by the vari-

ous clubs wlllbe held for their bene-
fit and entertainment. These dances
are more beneficial than an ordin-

ary campus dance because they per-

form (with apologies to some gaso-

line or something) "an added ser-

vice. While not only enabling the

Vlllanova students to have a good
time and spend a pleasant evening
together they also afford an excel-

lent means of advertLsement for the

college. To have these affairs tak-
ing place in different sections of the
East draws the interest of a large

number of people to the college that
ordinarily would never have been
aware of its existence.

Widely scattered are the localltes

in which these affairs are taking
place. In the far North, in the land
of the Black Diamond, and, getting
nearer home, in New Jersey.

Lawrence Club Dance
'Way up North HI Massachusetts,

in wild and woolly Lawrence, the
home of the textile knitting mills,

the Lawrence Club members will

spin yarns of their college day.s

while they dance to the tuneful
strains of Rolland Russell's Ramb-
lers at the Crystal Ballroom at
Shawsheen near Lawrence. This
affair, which will be held on
December 30, will make Lawrence
the Mecca for every Villanovan in

New England. Prom far and near
they will come driving through the
fields of Clover in a one horse open
sleigh and whatnot.

Connecticut Valley Dance
The Bay State will also be the

scene of another social affair, spon-
sored by the Connecticut Valley
Club. Like the Lawrence event,
this annual Christmas dance, held
at Springfield, has become a social
affair of the season. The members
of this club hail from Northern

j

Vermont to Central Connecticut
!

and the dance is usually attended
by Alumni from the three states
Springfield's most fashionable Hotel,
the Kimball, will be the scene of
the merry hop which will take place
on December 26th.

Wilkes-Barre Club Dance
Traveling slightly to the south-

west we arrive at Wilkes-Barre,
the metropolis of the coal regions,
the land where they stlH have
chimneys, where men are men and
women are glad of it. Here,

(Continued on Page Two)

INTERFRAT LEAGUE
A meeting of the Interfraternlty

Basket Ball League was held in the
office of the Vice-President at 1

o'clock, yesterday in an attempt to
formulate the rules and regulations
to govern the establishment and
govern the establishment and gov-
erning of a series of basket ball

games to be played between the
fraternities of Vlllanova College.

Several important details were
discussed during the session, but at
the time that the ViUianovan was
ready, although many rules were
accepted tentatively. It is expected
that the next issue of the Villanovan
shall contain an account of the
final rules of the Interfraternlty
Basket Ball League.

Dre Me J. Locke
Buried Last

Friday

Moral Theology Professor

at Villanova For Last

Twelve Years

400 TO ATTEND

LONG IN PARISH WORK

Memorial Sum
To be Raised

After Recess

Villanovans to Be Asked to

^
Pay For the Goodreau

. ,,
Memorial

A drive for funds to erect a mem-
orial to the memory of Leo Good-
reau, '31 Arts who received fatal in-
juries at our stadium last fall, shall
be Instituted Immediately after the
student body returns from the
Christmas vacation. According to a
definite procedure, each class shall
be appealed to in an attempt to
raise four hundred dolars to cover
the erection of a bas-relief plaque to
be placed on the stadium.

roposed memorial is a bas
relief replica in oiuti^ of a football
man charging down a muddy field

with arm extended as if to ward off
an imaginary opponent. The ini-

tial sketch was arawn ' up by a
prominent member of the Graphic
Sketch Club, Mr. James Garrett, of
the Philadelphia Daily News, and
the task of setting the memorial in
bronze falls to Mr. Cronbach, of
the University of Pennsylvania.

A committee chosen from each
section of the Junior class of 1931 is

in charge of soliciting and collecting

the necessary funds for the erect-

tion of the Goodreau Memorial.
Two members were chosen from
each department to collect the do-
nations, and another representative
was selected to address the Fresh-
man, Sophomore and Senior sec-
tions of his department.

At the last meeting of the Junior
iss, and assessment of one dollar

was voted for each member of the
class of 1031, toward defraying over
one-third of the amount. Inas-
much as the class felt that a mem-
orial of this type should be erected
by the college as a whole, a volun-
tary subscription shall be solicited
from the rest of the student body
in order to make the plaque more
representative of Villanova.
The Villanovan, shortly after the

death of Leo Goodreau, was dedi-
cated to him in recognition of his
sacrifice in the service of Villanova.

The funeral of Rev. Michael
Joseph Locke, O. S. A., D. D., who
died on last Tuesday morning in

Misericordia Hospital, was held on
Friday morning last in the chapel.

Solemn ceremony marked Father
Locke's passing. He was laid at
rest in the Httle community plot

along side the church at Villanova.

Father Locke was born in Ireland,

at Callan, County Kilkenny, on Oct.

8, 1860. He came to the United
States in 1878 and entered the
novitiate at Vlllanova. At the
same time his brother. Dr. Joseph
Locke, was then a student of

theology at Vlllanova. In 1881

Father Locke was sent to Rome to

complete his theological studies. He
was oadained to the La Valetta, on
the eve of Easter, March 24th, 1883

In '85 Father Locke returned to
on

j Villanova where he taught in the
study house till 1895. In 1896 he
was transferred to St. Augustine's
church, Philadelphia. During the
years of '96-7-8 Father Locke
taught theology in St. Monica's,
Rome. In 1901 he was sent from
teaching to parish work at Andover,
Mass.

Fatli«r Locke served also in doing
parish work at St. Hita's, St. Nich-
olas, St. Denis, Ardmore, and St.

Augustine's in New York.

In 1917 he was transferred again
to Villanova where he taught in the
seminary until 1927, when by rea-
son of failing health and the
weight of years, he was compelled
to give up work in the classroom.
During the last year of his life

Father Locke's health failed rapidly.
He was taken to Misericordia Hos-
pital early in November, where he
died on last Tuesday.

The annual banquet of the
Philadelphia Athletic Club, given in

honor of the coaches and members
of Villanova's foot ball squad, will

be held tonight d^i the Penn Ath-
letic Club. From four hundred to

five hundred guests are expected to

attend, consisting of men promin-
ent in many fields of activity in

Philadelphia and vicinity.

Among those who will be present
are Mayor Mackey, Lou Young,
Walter Halas, Coach at Drexel,
Vince McNally, of Catholic High,
Reverend Bonner, Superintendrnt
of Parochial Schools, Reverend J.

Griffin, President of Vlllanova Col-
lege, Heinie Miller, E. Thomas,
Coach at St. Joseph's College, W.
Dougherty, of Northeast Catholic,
Honorable E. Bonniwell, State
Senator J. J. McGraw, County
Commissioners H. Birney, Charles
Drewes, and James Desmon, Dick
Gentle, Captain-Elect of the Penn
team, Charles D. McAvoy and
county Comptroller, J. Stewart.
Professor McGeehan Toastmaster
Professor Charles A. McGeehan,

Graduate Manager of Athletics at
Villanova will act as toastmaster
and he will select his speakers from
the names mentioned above.
The Philadelphia Club has left

no stone unturned in making this
banquet the best ever. Its out-
standing feature will be the novel
manner in which the whole affair
is to be staged.
The tables will be arranged in

the form of a gridiron, menus of
the shape and size of a foot ball will

be given to each guest and the
whole affair will assume the nature
of a foot ball game. The evening
is to be divided into four quarters.
To start the game Captain

elect Gardner will fiip a coin. The
winner of the toss will be entitled
to the place of honor. The loser
will have to sit at the opposite end
of the honor table.

Inscriptions on the reverse side of
the menus are to be of a humorous
nature telling the foot ball players
to make themselves at home be-
cause most of those who attend are
foot ball players themselves. One
saying reads: "Don't pay any atten-
tion to those speakers, spouting
foot ball, because they know no
more about the game than you do."

26 Lettermen
Twenty six members of the squad

will be awarded letters and sweat-
ers in the near future as a reward
for their deeds on the gridiron this
fall. These men are: Melanson,
Morgan, Gillespie, McAndrews,
Henry, McGann, Sheehan, Harkins,
Boucher, Milne, Hillen, Donovan,
McLaughlin, Birmingham, August,
Gardner. Terry, Kelly, Edwards,
Kobilis, Witkowskl, Bradley. Conti,
Highfield, Andrewlewicz and Ham-
mond.

Varsity Basketeers Classy

in Trimming Textile

In Opener

FROSH ON SCORING BEE

As Announced by A. A.

Playing the first collegiate basket
ball game in the old gym in two
years, Jack Birmingham led. the
1930 edition of the Villanova bas-
ket ball team to a romping 49-21

victory over Textile, from Phila-
delphia, after the Freshmen quin-
tet had swamped the Berger A. C.
40-18, on Friday night.

Textile was the first meat that
the varsity Wildcat had tasted since
the Temple game, and from the
manner that the first half went,
the Feline was a hungry animal
Friday night. Taking the lead two
minutes after the first whistle
sounded, Doc Jacobs' aggregation
went out in front, never to be head-
ed during the game. Playing a con-
sistent brand of ball, the Wildcats
passed and shot superlatively in the
first stanza, and it was not until

the last minute of play in the first

half that Carl Koella, brilliant for-
ward for the visitors, was able to
sink a two-pointer on a long stab
from past the center of the floor.

The lineup with which Doc Jacobs
started the game included two Sen-
iors, a Junior and two Sophomores.
Captain Birmingham and diminu-
tive Mickey Holland took care of
the forward posts, Tom Edwards,
Tulsa's gift to Villanova, Jumped
center, while Morgan and Tracy
were playing the back-court posi-
tions.

It was a very wooly Textile crew
that took the floor to oppose the
Cats. The Maroon and White clad
lads from Philadelphia looked im-
posing enough, but the brilliant

attack of the Birmingham men in
the first ten minutes left them be-
v/ildered and completely out of the
picture. Appropriately, it was Bir-
mingham who caged the first two-
pointer on a cut-in shot under the
basket, and Tom Edwards, who
played a fine game all evening, fol-

lowed it with a pretty toss from
the fifteen-foot line. Koella got a
foul for Textile, the last point
which the visitors got until near
the end of the half.

Mickey Holland and Birmingham
led the scorers at half-time, when
the Villanovan team was leading by
a 28-4 tally.

The Textile team recovered some
of its shooting eye in the second
half, but only Koella, who was their
high scorer was able to consistently
dent the defense of the Cats. The
visitors relied almost solely on long
shots, and by means of this were
able to register six more double-
deckers before the final whistle
sounded.
At the close of the game, Bir-

mingham, with twelve points, Hol-
land with eleven, and Edwards with
ten led the home scorers. Holland
was forced to retire from the fray
early in the second half when a

(Continued on Page Three)

Hiickncll Classic to Be Staged in Scranton.—15th,

And 29th of November Still Open.^

—

Negotiations Proceeding

CATS TQ FACE. STRONG TEAMS NEXT FALL

FROSH REGS NOW OFF

After the Christmas holidays, his

majesty, the Freshman, can again

stalk the campus in comparative
security, for the Vigilance commit-
tee decreed yesterday that the

Freshman rules would terminate on
the first day of the Christmas holi-

days.
No longer shall the Freshman

exist In a terrified state, expecting

from moment to moment to have
his otherwise blissful nature marred
by an imperative command to

"Golliwog" or to complete a menial
task for some upper classman.
"Ding" Driscoll, the chairman of

the Vigilance Committee, after a
conference with the rest of the
committee and the Freshman class

in the amphitheatre of Mendel
Hall at one thirty, yesterday after-

noon, officially declared the rules

off, but he stated in no uncertain
terms that the V. C. would take the
situation well in hand if the Fresh-
men abused their new liberty.

Student Body
To Support

Senior Ball

Final Arrangements For

Belle Aire Ball Com-
pleted by Committee

BEN BERNIE TO PLAY

Miracles

Are Topic of

Science Talk

Two-thirds of Villanova

Student Body Expect to

Find Workfor Holidays

Que.stionaire sponsored by Viilanovun Reveals That Post

Offices in Many (Cities Will Employ Over
Two Hundred Villanovan Students

112 DECIDE TO REST DURINC; HOLIDAYS

Fr. Mauch Refutes Recent
Statement Issued by

Famous Surgeon

Father Mauch, Dean of the Villa-

nova Arts School, spoke at the weekly
gathering of the Science School, list

Friday morning. He told the !iien

that he would speak on something
that wovild be of Interest to them ail

as men of ncience and as medical
men to be. And he filled bis promise
to the letter. A synopsis of the talk

follows

:

A medical man is essentially b

scientist, this modern age is p

scientific one. and for this reason II

for none other, the phenomenon oc-

curring up at Maiden, Massachusetts,

has a deep interest for us all. That
Is the miracles real or likewise that

are happening at Father Power"n
grave In Holy Cross Cemetery. One
million people have passed the now
famous grave in hope of a cure either

for themselves or for aome loved one

Father Mauch has Interpreted thin

phenomena by a story another priest

told him of an actual experience
Two badly crippled girls, who werr
very self conscious, took a trip from
Brooklyn to Boston on a bus. They

(Continued on Page Two)

Two out of every three Villanova
students are expecting to earn ex-
tra money by special work during
Christmas vacation.

This information was gleaned
from the brief questionnaires filled

out last week.

Helping Uncle Sam distribute the
Christmas mails is the most popular
occupation. More than 200 Villa-
novans have obtained, or believe
they will obtain, work as temporary
substitute postoffice clerks in their
home towns.

Every postoffice throughout the
United States enlarges its staff to
handle the influx of gift packages,
Christmas letters and greeting
cards.

Only 112 out of the entire student
body will make no effort to find
employment.
Positions behind the counter sell-

ing Christmas gifts comprise the
second most popular occupation.
The remainder of the students

will be occupied with 41 different
occupations. One youth expects or

tThiMH^^^l^^'^'^, *"
.t'^'l^M^ Felix A. MaGulre. '21. is rapidly
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^^*
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operation at Bryn Mawr Haspital

mlnpV^ « fl.hTN h"
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ni^r!" InH .^«^ain^*'"i^'
'"*''*"«, worry "Pee" while he was abed was

nth^r ±H ^/h'"^-'' ,
m'ss'nK the Temple game.

Other positions which our class- '

mates will fill are; delivering pack-

I

ics, engineering assistants. Icemen,
musicians, tailor shops, collectors,

flower shop, haberdashery, paper
delivery, butchers, barbers, grocery

clerks, carjjenter's, a.ssisting in thea-
tres, working on a newspaper, in-

spector, block operator, helping a
lawyer, painting, assisting a county
official, working on an estate, mak-
ing boxes and helping in a printing

shop.

"The college boy makes a good as-

sistant during the Christmas rush,"

one postoffice official declared. "He
Is conscientious, hard working, re-

liable and always on time. The
handling of valuable mall makes it

necessary to Investigate their ref-

erences very carefully.

"Clerks must be at least five feet,

four inches tall. They must weigh
125 pounds or more. The postof-

fice gives preference to ex-service

men In any emergency requiring

temp)orary substitute clerks."

The Christmas helpers usually

are paid sixty-five cents an hour.

The- date of one of Villanova's

foremost social functions is just a
little more than a month away.
The Belle Air Ball, the farewell so-

cial function of the senior class,

will be held January 24th in the

spacious ball room of the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel. If preparations can
be taken as a criterion of success

this dance Is surely destined to suc-

ceed; for the committee headed by
James Lane is working zealously to

make the ball one to be long re-

membered. Ben Bernle and his

orchestra which has played at many
collegiate functions In the past and
which weekly delights the patrons
of the Mayfair Dances at the Rltz
Carlton In New York, has been en-
gaged for this occasion. Something
new and attractive in the way of

favors has been chosen and at the
present time everything stands in

readiness for the gala evening.
For the past two weeks the

members of the committee have
been writing to the New York and
Philadelphia alumni. This is a new
measure and it is hoped that these
personal letters will serve to bring
many of the old grads to the
dance.

Right now Mr. Lane and his aides
are busy sending letters to the
families of the seniors. These let-

ters set forth the nature of the
event and request the parents to

(Continued on Page Three)

Term Exams
To Begin on

January 27

Arts, Science And Engin-

eering Schedules Ar-

ranged

TERM ENDS FEBRUARY 1

Followers of the Blue and White
will enjoy many a treat when the
1930 foot ball season rolls around.
Eight teams have been signed up

to the present time and it is ex-
pected that within a few days two
mofe names will be added to the
schedule.
Any foot ball team which tackles

New York University, Boston Col-
lege, Temple and Bucknell on suc-
cessive Saturdays is going to find
the going anything but easy, and
Villanova plays the above teams in
the order mentioned.
The season will open on Septem-

ber 27 when the Wildcats play host
to Lebanon Valley at Vlllanova
Stadiiun. Gettysburg comes next.
This foe can be remembered as the
team which threw a scare into our
ranks last season, and which held
Villanova to a 7-2 score. They are
a tough bunch of fighters.

N. Y. U. Strong
New York University is expected

to have one of its good teams next
fall and when N. Y. U. has a good
team It Is GOOD. The Wildcats
will have to do plenty of clawing
to win that battle. The game will
be played in New York City on
October 11.

On October 18 Villanova returns
to Philadelphia to take on the
Eagle from Boston College. That
7-7 tie, up in Boston still rankles
in the breasts of our grldders and
revenge will be sought this year.
The annual affair with Temple

University will be staged at Temple
Stadium on October 25. The Wild-
cats upset the dope this fall by
spilling the Owl by a 15-0 score.
The new series now stands at one
victory for Villanova and a tie.

Our next opponent is well known
and well remembered. Bucknell in
Scranton on November 1. The Bis-
ons gored our Wildcats this year, 9
to 0. We want revenge.
Duke University which received

a severe trouncing at our grldders'
hands this fall, will be back next
year on November 8, to attempt to
regain some of Its lost prestdge.

Georgetown in Philadelphia
November 15 is still open but a

team for that date will be signed
up in the near future.
Georgetown minus the services of

Lou Little will be our opponent on
November 22, in Philadelphia.
Villanova has not met Georgetown

(Continued on Page Three)

Hockey Team
Will Battle

Phila. Clubs

ce Hockey Team to See
Action Soon.—Gardiner

: • To Coach

ages, as salesmen, surveying, com-
mon labor, electricians, waiters, gas
station attendants, chauffeurs, as-
sisting druggists, plumbers, mechan-

Jlm McHenry, e. *29 Is employed
In the accounting department of the

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

According to an announcement
issued from the Office of the Prefect
of Studies, the mid-year examina-
tions will begin on Monday, Janu-
ary 27, and will continue to Satur-
day, February 1, inclusive. The
schedule of examinations for all

classes In the Schols of Arts, Sci-
ence and Technology have been
tentatively arranged and they are
published below. The schedule for
the School of Commerce and Fin-
ance will be posted within a few
days.

Schedule of Examinations
Senior Arts:
January 27, A. M., Ethics; Jan-

uary 28, A. M.. Sociology. P. M. Re-
ligion. January 29, A. M., English.
P. M., Public Speaking. January
30, A. M., Latin. P. M., Intro. Teach.
January 31, A. M., Ed. Psych. P. M.
Business Law. Febraury 1st, A. M.,
History of Philo.
Junior Arts:
January 27, A. M., Psychology.
January 28. A. M. Natural Theol.

(Ckmtlnuad on Page Thr««)

The Wildcat stalks closely on the
heels of many of the larger univer-
sities, for within the coming year
a new blue and white team, per-
forming on the rink, will claw and
fight to establish a name for itself

in a recently Innovated sport.

It has only been within the last

two or three years that college ice

hockey teams have l}een in existence
and seeing a wealth of excellent
material, idle. Father Fink has
started the ball rolling with his
customary interest and enthusiasm
towards projects for glorifying
Villanova.
Mr. Fried, the owner of the Arena

consented to allow the use of the
locker rooms and rink, and Mr.
Meyer, the manager of the Arrows
granted the use of the Arrows
equipment and of Coach Gardiner.
Two assistant coaches, namely, Mr.
Waite of the Penn A. C, and Mr.
Levine, of the Quaker Amateurs,
also volunteered and on Sunday,
December 8. preliminary practice
was held, Thirty-flve candidates
reported and the coaches feel as-
sured that as in other sports Villa-
nova will soon take its place among
the ice hockey leaders.

Mr. Julius Becza, manager, is
making every effort to assure
worthy opponents and has practic-
ally clinched an engagement with
the U. of P.

Villanova owes a great deal to the
generosity of Mr. Fried and Mr.
Meyer, who are doing everything to
aid and facilitate the building of
a strong aggregation. We take this
opportunity of thanking them.
Any student adept at ice hockey,

or interested should report at the
Arena, either on Wednesday at
four-thirty P. M., or on Sunday at
10 p. m.
The ice hockey team constitutes

only a portion of the innovations
planned by Father Pink, who hopes
with the aid and backing of the
students and alumni to erect a new
gymnasium, thoroughly equipped
and containing a swimming tank,
wlthlng the next year.

^Mu^.^^.^
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Modern Christmas ,
',

..

Once more the mirticle of Christmas is about to be re-

enacted. There is something in the very word that is

enough to bring a light of joy to jaded eyes and an extra

beat into the pulsje of humanity. All over Christendom
there is great work to do and preparation. The greatest

feast of the year approaches and men with faith long dried

in their hearts, men who have severed the last bonds that

bound them to the spiritual vaguely feel it's beauty and un-

consciously respond to the power of it's appeal- For there

is something intensely spiritual about Christmas. Prate as

we may about materialism rampant in the world, the spirit

of Christmas descending on all makes men again into simple

childlike human beings and agnostic and atheist, schismatic

and heretic, faithful and apostate feel alike the healing magic
of it's approach.

Yet even Christmas has not been spared entirely. Slowly

this mechanistic age would rob it of it's significance, to sup-

plant it with the orgy of a pagan festival. The tendencies

are everywhere apparent. "Yuletide" once a careless mis-

nomer is now an accepted synonym and Yuletide is as apart

from Christmas as Christianity is from paganism. The
story of St. Nicholas, once one of the many holy traditions

that surrounded the celebration of the feast becomes gradu-
ally a romantic and enchanting but largely pagan fable.

"Peace on earth, goodwill to men, is no longer the angel mes-
sage presaging the miracle of the Nativity but a formula in

a modern jargon of sociology. The feast itself is endanger-

ed, and threatens to be made over into a colossal economic

venture—a great sale day- Truly Christmas is being robbed

of the very spirit that made it the joy of men.

And yet there is such an enthusiasm, such a breathless

anxious awaiting that precludes it's coming every year, un-

diminished and growing in vigor that one is tempted to forget

entirely the misconceptions. There is such a fervor of char-

ity, such boundless goodwill as to make the cynic wonder.

In such a spirit there is no place for pessimism for the spirit

scorns it to rise above it. Meiry Christmas!
: ;. '..-._ • .:/... ' •';v ]

.' V .
* * *

Should Auld Acquaintance Be Forgot

In another day the campus will be desolate. Tomorrow
will see us leaving the campus for another Christmas vaca-

tion. For the Frosh, the fellows who know not and know
they know not, it will be one of the biggest events that will

have happened since the early days of September when regis-

tration took their time. Nothing exceeds in glory the Fresh-

men's first long vacation at home. Sophomores, the stu-

dents who know not but think they know, and Juniors, the

men who know but know not that they know, will renew
friendships with half-forgotten girls the meanwhile purring

into their ears the store of all their knowledge acquired only

from "worldly" experience. The Seniors, the gentlemen who
know and know that they know, will be enjoying their last

vacation, but it is a safe bet that they will not stand around

pensively with hands in their pockets wonder just how many
years it will be before the yare called upon to play the role

of Santa. No, they nor any of the other students will let

such trivial things bother them in their search for Yuletide

pleasures- In fact we might say that once the campus fades

from view of train windows it shall be forgotten until the

weary travelers once more return to take up their scholas-

tic burdens and attempt to keep new resolutions.

But should it be forgotten. Should we let our mem-
ories of Villanova grow cold during the Christmas holidays.

Rather on the contrary we should take advantage of the

many opportunities that will present themselves in the old

home town at parties, <lances, games and innumerable other

gatherings to let drop a word of commendation for your

school. Don't be afraid to boost her, for certainly she has

many friends to be proud of during the past year.

A man glorying in the glorys of his alma mater will be

in himself a booster of his own stock.

Therefore, during the vacation, let no opportunity pass to

establish the banner of Villanova where previously she had

been a stranger in strange lands.

CONCERNING VIGILANCE
COMMITTEE

After having a successful season
as a Vigilance Committee an elec-

tion was held Friday. December
13th. Harold Driscoll who has
served as chairman of the Vigilance
Committee was unanimously elected

President; Joseph J. Deltz was
chosen Vice-President; Martin Gill

was likewise elected Treasure, and
John McDermott was selected as

Secretary.

The new organization has chosen
as its name "The Skull and Cross
Bone" Club and has selected as

their emblem the Skull and Cross

Bones. Pins have been ordered
with the above mentioned emblem
on them, mounted on a "V" and a
small '32 guard chain.

The purpose In forming the club
was to keep alive the many friend-
ships created during the functioning
of the Committee.

Many pians were discussed for
social activities later in the year.
It was decided that a meeting would
be held shortly after school reopen-
ed following the Christmas recess.

a
rew preliminary puffs from the
mogul then along the prati'orm comeu
the cry "all aboard." The Christ-
mas vacation is started. Mow we
leel that the uninitiated will make
coo many blunders unless this column
continues to hand out Its Infamous
advice. The holidays demand, like

overythhig else, a very definite code
af deportment. For Instance, you
.ire not allowed to become enthusias-

tic. JNo matter how much of the

.lurrah spirit may Infect you it is very

essential that you appear very blase

and a man of the world. Otherwise
people may get the erroneous Idea

^hat you are enjoying yourself. This
«vould be criminal. When the rustics

venture a timid query as to whether
ur not you are glad to be home a

.IrawUng negation and a lift of the

eyebrows to hint at numerous ana
interesting foreign entanglements
will Immediately stamp you as a man
cf the world. A few original remurks
iibout the slowness of the hometown
und the appalling Ignorance of the

inhabitants will show what a sophls-

Licate you really are. All this Is

etsentlal. Otherwise how are the

people to know that you go to college.

And of course it's quite necessary and
important that ieveryone know that.

But when, in the all-concelllng cover

of night, you resign yourself to an
uninterrupted and delicious rest with

no thought of an approaching or a

(.roublesome class to haunt you, It Is

iillowable for you to grin broadly to

yourself and thank Ood and the R.

ti. Co. that you are home again at

last. But above all be sure that no-

oody sees you.
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

On the night before Christmas when
all through the town

Returning collegians are doing it

brown
With some In high spirits and otberb

"in dutch"
The town has a fat chance oi

napping—not much!
And while surely, at lastt, they'll tn.

tucked In their beds
There'll be things besides sugar
plums dance In their heads I

Something New In Ulfts

While looking over the magazlneb
MC were astounded to discover that
a very Important suggestion for

a Christmas gift had been overlooked.

Why not give your friends a biood
count? Here is something which wc
are sure everyone would appreciate.

Pre Meds especially would be de-
lightful with the proposal. Think Oi

the absolute bliss of Jabbing an
aenamlc friend five or six times to

get the necessary amount of these

Intriguing little red and white mites
that apparently are so potent. Be-
sides blood-counting seems to be
quite the rage and everyone wll.

surely be happy to be right up to

the minute In their Christmas gifts.

We are sure that the prices would be
in the reach of all. The No. 1 test

"for corpuscles hard to count" Is now
very popular and can be secured with
assorted colored needles and modish
microscopes, with doctors to match.
Some may prefer the cadaverous
physicians now so popular, but the
courtly type with the swagger goatee
Is still an old favorite. This Is posi-

tively the last word In gifts and If

you are rash enough to offer It to

any of your friends you will find that
It will be the last word In friendship
as well. And there used to be some-
thing current such as "so I took the
fifty thousand corpuscles and I told

him to" - But there, you finish

It.

There Is nothing quite so vexing as

the Christmas card problem. Like
true scientists let us give the problem
serious attention and ask ourselves
"what Is a Christmas card?" After

forgetting about the question for a

week or thinking It over for a month
- - one procedure is as scientific a'

the other - - - we are forced to an-
swer that a Christmas card is a bit

of pasteboard that one sends to

people who are not considered im-
portant enough for a present. Why
they are Important enough for a card
is quite another question which wc
will answer if you will send a self-

addressed stamped envelope. But
to demand our attention. How ii

one to determine Just who Is impor-
tant and who Is'nt? This is simple.

When it really comes down to brass

tacks you will find that there are

surprisingly few people who have any
importance at all. Be sure, however,
not to ask them in person. There is

one sure way however of finding
things out on the rockbottom scien-

tific basis aforementioned. Give all

your friends an Intelligence test test.

If they flunk It altogether you will

know that here is a m%n to be reckon-
wtth and a high-priced present is in

order. If their mark Is average a

card will suffice but If they make a

high grade forget them entirely,

they're bound to bad influence on
you. When you have pursued this

formula religiously and tabulated
your results carefully everything els<

is easy. All you have to do Is tea:

up the whole thing and get out your
last year's list with a clear conscience
And oh, before we forget - - - we will

A PASSING THOVGHT
Certain teachers are so clever

that their course is easily grasp-
ed by their pupils. But these
same teachers begin to think of

the term "easy" as one of dis-

Earagenient. On discovering
lat their pupils have several

hoius of leisure in the after-

noon they, being very consien-
tiowi, sees an opportunity to im-
part a more thorough knowledge
of certain subjects. An Increase
of homework and the assignment
of several themes undoubtedly
will have the desired effect and
also take away the odious tei'm

"easy." However It is possible
that too much importance can
be given to one field of activity.

It does seem important that a
man should be given an oppor-
tunity to occupy a certain
amount of time in the manner
he chooses. Not all leisure time
is waste; it may really mean the
making of the man. This was
realized by the publisher of the
Mirror for he olten gave sug-
gestions as how to spend our
free time. Today the Mirror
does not exist but this column
will attempt to carry on its work
for awhile.
Walking is an admirable way

of occupying leisure time. The
exercise will not produce sepc-
tacular muscles but it is con-
ductive to good health, and,
unless we are vain, good health
Is the more important. But
when we walk it should not be
on Lancaster Pike where atten-
tion Is primarily engaged In
dodging automobiles. Rather it

should be on the less frequented
roads, not merely to gain a
geographical knowledge of the
country but to observe here va-
rious moods and aspects.
Often upon these walks we will

witness scenes of which we are
aware possesses a subtle quality.
What that quality Is is a ques-
tion, a challenge to the Intellect.

Once discovered our imagina-
tion will not be content until it
has woven a story about the
place. A glen in the forest, quiet
but for the murmuring of a
brook, probably witnessed the
romance of an Indian warrior
and an Indian maid long before
the first white man set foot upon
this continent. An old house
set back from the road and all
but hidden by grotesque trees
must possess some mystery and
If inquiry proves that it doesn't
we feel sure that its destiny has
yet to be fulfilled. Thus many
pleasant hours may be spent.
They are more than pleasant
hours; they are profitable hours.
Certainly when we pick out the
characterizing features of a
scene and construct a story to
blend with them we are exercis-
ing creative Imagination. Is
this not more beneficial when
combined with school work than
merely school work?
Leisure time is not necessarily

wasted time. Of course it is

often wasted because students
forget that they must transfer
their mental prowess from the
artificial atmosphere of the
classroom to the life wherein they
are removed from guidance.

X. Y. Z.

Villanova Clubs Plan Many
Dances over Holiday Season

(Continueo From Page One)

Christmas Night, after having put

some more Anthracite on the fur-

nace, they will thaw out the lamily

cnanot and hie themselves to the

tttu-ling where fommey Bohn's Or-
chestra, iresli from an engagement
at the Arcadia Cafe of New York,

will play lor tne occasion, 'inis

Christmas dance, which Is an an-

The Mosque
This Is the last column I shall write

for the year of 1929, and I suppose

that many are wishing that it was

the last column I am writing for the

paper. In order to keep up with the

custom of the yuletide spirit, I sup-

pose that this week, the column

should contain all data about the

Christmas holidays. The idea of

Christmivs present* has been hashed

and rehashed for so long a time, that

nual affair, has become quite popu- , if any thing more be written or said

lar in that region and has been /about them the doer of the deed

looked xorwara to for some time. j would be shot on the spot and none

Not to be out done, the rugged
Coal Crackers, on the following day
!are holding their own dance at

'Hazelton m the mountain fastnesses

of the coal regions. There, the

{hardy sons of the Black Diamond
will journey from far and near to

Feeley's Hall where at the merch ol

Paul Zimmerman's orchestra, they
will celebrate the holidays In a most

I Joyous fashion. l''he Coal Crackers
Club, which sponsers this affair, is

a new organization on the campus
and It will be their first venture
into the field of social activities.

For this reason they intend to start

off on a most complete if not large

I

scale and manjir surprises await
' those who venture wltnin the por-
tals of Feeley's Hall on the night ol

the twenty-sixth.
New Jersey Club Dance

On the following day at Newark
In New Jersey, the VlUanovans who
hail from that state as well as from

I New York City will make merry to

the rhythmic rhapsodies emanating
from Eddie Panzer's Intercollegi-

ates. The scene of the affair will

be the main ballroom of the Hotel
Washington in Newark. This dance
Is their Christmas Formal and all

those who do not believe in Santa
Claus are invited to come.

In Philadelphia
While no official dance Is being

held in the city during the holidays,

the Atlantic City Club is holding
their dance at the Gymnasium
shortly after we get back, on the
'eleventh. The Villanovans will fur-

nish the music. The day students,

during the holidays will, we believe,

not be at loss for dances to attend.

The Philadelphia Club of Notre
Dame Is holding their Christmas
dance at the Penn A. C. on the
evening of the twenty-seventh.
Doc Dougherty will render the
music. All Villanova students are

cordially invited to attend. The
headache Is five dollars.

would mourn his loss. Where to

spend the Christmas holidays is an-

other question requiring deep

thought, and this will be given its

true consideration this week.

An idtai piace lor the ireshmen to

opend tneir ontistmaa vucaiion \Aioa.a

oe at viiianova, ana ihtn mt-y couia

t-njoy the privuege oi waiKing urouiiu

i,ne campus wiiu tnelr • rego. inia

will aiioiu an txceilent way Ui moving
ii\ on thf upperciassmen s itrnmiUw

acquaintunces, so mat whtn vhe leot

ci me siudent Dody returns, ana is

decking aaies they win una, inucn

to their chagrin, that some mtmber
v>i tue CiOoo Ui -m, nas tne iiibiuo

iiacK. Remember, that we are oniy

away from here tor three weeks, and
that we are going to spend live more
months here next year, b'or the

comparative loneliness of a Christmas
vacation spent here, the frosh will

leceive in return, quite a lew dates

during the rest of the year.

Of course one could go up to Placid

lor the winter sports, out why go as

lar as there but rather go out to the

arctic environs ot Chestaut tiiu, uiiu

.•ee the Igloos dog-teams etc. which
are used out In tnat locality. Very
quaint. (X still have not lorgotteu

the rempie game.)

JAMES KOCH S
MARRIES IN CHINA

This and Thut

Prom the looks of things to get to
all the holiday dances we will have to
charter an airplane, as they are
spread over quite an area.

» • •

The other day we saw in a daily
that the largest paper note issued by
the United States is the $10,000.00
bill. We wonder what they use them
for, besides that whoever has a
chance to find out what they look
like. Being so unfamiliar with them
we might some day get one and give
it away for a ten spot.

• » •

Some of these profs go into this

Santa Claus business in a big way.
They give presents of quizzes before
the holidays and ussignments to be
studied during the holidays. We
must say that they certainly are
optomlstlcal.

As the new year dawns we will see
the birth of another grand spori to

take the Villanova rooters from their

ieet during the dull winter season.

The new member is ice hockey and
he is getting wonderfiU sport already.

« • •

The sklddery weather last week
showed that we have many fellows

among our august and not so digiU-
fled numbers, who would go good as
fall men on the vaudeville stage.

« • •

Ice skating at the pond was made
quite comfortable for amateurs at

the sport, by a nice blanket of snow.

An announcement of the marriage
of James R. Koch, '16, distributing

engineer for the associated Oas and
Electric system at Manila, in the
Philippines, has a very romantic set-

ting. The announcement tells that
Jim was married to Miss Edith E.

Murphy on Friday, the twenty-ninth
ol November, one thousand nine
hundred twenty nine, at the Church
of St. Joseph, Shanghai, China. The
newly-weds will be at home after De-
cember-18. at the Boulevard Apart-
ments, Manila, Philippine Islands
Born in Johnstown, Pa., educated at

Villanova, married in Shanghai,
China, and living in Manila, Philip-
pine Islands, certainly marks Mr.
Koch as an Internationalist amongst
Villanova Engineers. Congratulations
to Mr. and Mrs. Koch.

MIRACLES ARE TOPIC
OF SCIENCE TALK

(Continued from Page One)

went to Maiden the day before the
cemetery was closed to the public,
and when they returned they describ-
ed what they saw there.

There were deaf mutes at the grave
making as much noise as they could
to convince themselves that they had
been cured, there was a mother pres-
ent with her little blind boy, she
rubbed mud from the grave on his
eyes and prayed fervently, even faith-
fully, for the cure of her son. Many
of the people that came to the grave
were fanatics, and many were sin-
cere in their belief of a miracle. The
real miracle that happened at this
grave was not of cures of organic
diseases, but the sight of people in a
worse condition than themselves that
sent back the girls to their home In
Brooklyn feeling more satisfied with
their lot, and happy that it was not
any worse.

The interpretation of this story is

the way we think about the suffer-
ing of other people, and not the way
we have studied and talked about
science students. We must feel that
we are handling human beings with
great respect for their misfortunes.
Organic diseases are not restored by
a physic shock such as a miracle, but
this form of cure may restore n
hypochondriac to health. Sanctify or

The greater part o; tis, however,
will go home and receive the usuai
^.'oiiection of hideous looking ties and
aocks handkerchiefs ana soforth

v/hlch one wouldn't wear to a dog
.ignt II one knew both the dogs, i

think that there ought to be a syn-
dicate formed ot college men
throughout the country to try to

combat the evil of receiving those
awful presents from doting relatives."

In the first place what does the col-
lege men need most? Sureiy a.^.

clothes, if he has a good roouuuat>-, oi

if he rooms In a dormitory wn^i.
everyone is one, big happy (?) lainu,,

The vital necessity is the root or u.
evil, in fact we are willing to taK.
tree and all. As one great man onc^
said, "money makes people happy,
and happiness makes people money,
maybe that's a wise crack but I don'i,
know. However to get back to the
original subject, why can't we band
together and send out a form to all

the relatives stating our case, and for
evidence we could send along a few of
those parish garments of theirs which
we had received from them a few
years before? Of course hurt feelings
may result, but the way of smooth-
Ini? things over, and healing the
breach is entirely up to the indivi-
dual. I can only suggest. If those
who read this column are Interested
In forming a syndicate of this kind
gym on midnight Wednesday. Those
who have sufficient evidence on hand,
should bring it there, and immediate,
ly action will take place.

I most sincerely nope that there
will be a bumper crop of presents in
the form of cigarettes, tobacco etc.,
which will at least Insure some mea-
sure of rest throughout the month of
January from all those poor relatives
around here, who have Just seem to
run out. There is nothing personal
in this last remark, but it is the
mere statement of a well known evil
which has been exUting since the
Bucknell game when everyone pooled
their all, and the gods looked other
places.

found raving mad the other night.

He had Just discovered how to do a

Quant problem.

furnish our addrees upon request.

The Labarum was the banner of
the cross, used bythe Emperor Con-
stantlne in his campaign, following
his vision of the CroM.

Ho I Hald to Him

—

He has Just now come to the door,

his eyes bleary, his hair tousled with
Bleep. "Sir," says he, "kind sir, if

vou will, can I threaten, cajole, per-

suade, or likewise peacefully influence
you to stop that confounded typing
- - - - or do I have to flatten you? So
vou see how your efforts are appre-
ciated But as a Christian gentle-
man we turned to him, our face suf-

fused with good will and what we
said to him then, we say to you now.
but with a different, ah far differ-

ent Inflection - - - Merry CluiBtmasI
BRIAN BORYU

One of the Soph Pre-meds was the reputation for sanctity will bring
forth remarkoble demonstration ot
faith even in this day and age o'
scientific wonders. It is not so much
the physical miracles that happrne''
at Maiden, If indeed there were any
but the fact that a reputation of
sanctity could bring about such p
wonderful demonstration of the faith
of thousands of modern people in
such an archaic idea as that of a
miracle.

Householder (hearing noise down-
".talrsl—Who's down there?
Burglar (with gretit presence of

mind)—This iJ« station KDKA now
t:lg:iing of! until tomorrow moriiing
at eleven o'clock. Good night ev-

erjbodjr.

We recommend ear muffs and
pillows for those unfortunates who
must return to their homes In the
wake of a distinct slump In their

scholastic stock.
• • •

That Is quite a snappy and hurry
up notice that the Atlantic City Club
has posted about their dance. They
seem to be kind of previous too, the
blooming dance Isn't held until next
year.

• • •

We know of quite a few fellows
who would be minus a headache it

the breakage fee for the dance were
deductable from our annual inb de-
posits.

• » »

"Red" Martin hasn't quite decided
whether that familiar odor Is Scotch
or Just Rye.

• • •

Well here's to a wet, beg pardon
we meant to a white Christmas and
may your New Year resolutions last
at least until two A. M. of .January
1.

De BUNK

SHOCKS

Just the other evening,
A maiden sweet and fair
Knocked me almost dizzy.

When she said she didn't swear

I gasped at her in wonder.
And then she made me blink
She really had me gue.ssing.
With her, "Sir, I never drink! "

I had not quite recovered
Prom the wonder of her loke;
1 offered her a coffin nail;
She sniffed, "I never smoke!"

She s a wonder of a woman,
Tn these dizzy days, I wis;
Tor, later that same evening.
I found she wouldn't kiss.

(Mirror)

The way to get home Is still a prob-
lem for which one has not found a
solution as yet. In the first place
one receives one's money for train
fare, and promptly spends it on a
farewell party. Where are you? You
are still at Villanova, and home is
hundreds of miles away. There is al-
ways the time honored custom of
bumming back, but then again. If
there are too many on the pike, none
will get home, or when the roof tree
is ultimately reached, It will be time
to return. This may be solved in a
number of ways. Wire for more
money. Don't go or even ride the
frieght cars. But these are simple
practices and everyone can think of
them. Be unique. Don't dabble
talking with ticket agents, station
masters etc. shoot at the bigger stars.
Assume the business air, and burst
Into the business office of the presi-
dent Of the railroad, and explain to
him that you have been a constant
customer of his, doing your little bit
to keep the wolf away from his door
and work up the yuletide spirit act
with him. When he Is in tearful
Eentlment over his first Christmas
road to him a few selections from the
"Cristmas Carol." You will have him
on the hip. At that time tell him of
vour little grey home In the west.
Of the happy family, the starry-pved
gin, and all the boon companions
who are eagerly awaiting your returp.
Ask him point blank for a ticket.
Will he give you a ticket? He'd give
you the railroad, or else a polite In-
vitation to seek warmer climates. It's
alwoys best to stuff a cushion In
ones trousers, because sometimes
those secretaries are pretty husky,
and sUIrs as a rule are hard.

Merry Christmas
Count Dmitri

After returning from Wyoming,
where he attended the funeral of
his father-in-law. General John J.
Pershing is expected to devote most
*L,i^"'"^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ of collecting
$20000,000 additional funds of the
building of the National Catholic
Cathedral A big name In a big
cause. *

Meanwhile directors of the Shrine
or the Immaculate Conception vo
steadily about their thankless task
of solicltinc donations for their
beautiful undertaking.

Sport Spots by Spotty

The AH Time Villanova Football Team

Left End .Jose Walsh '10

Left Tackle . . .

.'..','.
. . .Pat Regan ,.;,.,. i

'16

Left Guard Bill Moore '07

Center Leo Lynch '16

• • i .• f. (

Right Guard Tom Riep .....

Right Tackle .Joe Curley ....

Right End , *.. • . • .Elmer Hertzler

Quarterback ,...'. ^.. . .Dicky Hoyi^ihan

Left Halfback " Johnny Gillespie '30

Right Halfback Joe Slavin '07

Fullback Charley McGuckin '18

.'17

'13

'21

'27

Now before we begin the discussion of

this selection we would like to make a little

statement to the effect that this lineup MAY
NOT be and probably in it's entirety is not

the best and greatest Wildcat ensemble that

might be chosen. For one, two or three

men to take it upon themselves to piqk out

the outstanding gridiron warriors who have

worn the Blue and White in the past is a task that we be-

lieve is beyond their power.

Probably the best way is to select a handful of candi-

dates for each position and leave it to the readers to rank

them as they will. In any event we don't want to be both-

ered in the future by any antagnostists who might come
rushing up to us, waving a copy of the Villanovan and
screaming out their maledictions because we have failed to

list this or that immortal. Let it be understood that we are

traveling incognito from now on, and if any one creeps up
upon us unaware, then the laugh is upon him for we aren't

really ourselves you see. Great thing this Incognito.

We started out to pick a team and we will go away back
to 1909 in which year according to reliable info the best

flankman who ever squatted on the wooden steps of the old

Monastery was finishing a four year tenure as guardian for

the left outpost of Villanova's line, by cognomen, one Joe
Walsh.

The Prof, tells us Joe was just about
right. Big, speedy and brainy. When Joe

was in the lineup it was seldom the Wildcat
left half could get in a tackle on the defense.

As running mate for the incomparable
Walsh we must skip over eleven years down
to 1920 when a certain Elmer Hertzler bid

adieu to the collegiate grid. We can proceed

on more stable ground in this instance. El-

mer's worth has been sung o'er and more so.

That he had everything is granted, he per-

formed toward the beginning of the Dark
Age of Feline football and his bid is the more glamorous.

Two teammates, strange as it may seem, coop the tackle

jobs- Both Pat Regan, '16 and Joe Curley, '13, have en-

sconced themselves in these booths. Curley was a forerun-

ner of the modem tackle, big, rangy and fast. He is credit-

ed with almost as many tackles on punts as the ends. Re-
gan had the fortune to be on the club that licked the Army
in '15. He had practically the same build and requirements

as Curley.

Another pal of Regan's is given one guard post. Tom
Riep played alongside Pat. No one made much headway
through Reip's position. Tom enjoyed immunity to injury

his whole career and was a sixty minute man from his first

year. With Riep is bracketed Bill Moore, of an earlier era,

1906. In those days a guard took a beating- Moore toiled

three of his four years while the five yard in three rushes

rule was still in effect, and in that time it was pound, pound
; and pound, through the center. On defense or offense the
guard knew he was in the game. Many guards have come
.and gone since 1906 but Bill still stands as the peer.

• Now comes something easy. Leo Lynch is miles ahead
for the pivot position. We dont dally long on Leo's abilities,

ask some of the men who faced him, they know .... - we
only suspect. Suffice to say if every player who ever wore
the Blue and White had Lynch's spirit it would have
been too bad for the sensibilities of some of our more deli-

cate opposition-

No fullback ever enjoyed the versatility that Charley
McGuckin did. He could kick, drop and punt, run, pass, in-

terfere, tackle, anything a back could be expected to have a
knowledge of Charley could do.

Joe Slavin was the best balanced halfback. Back in '03,

*04, '05 and '06 it was Joe Slavin's team. He was equally
apt in all departments and among the best in each.

Villanova's greatest ball carrier, John Gillespie, is the
other halfback. Maybe John wasn't among the best inter-

ferers, but just let him have the apple then do the judging.
Gillespie carried the ball almost half the time while he play-

ed. He could punt a place kick and pass. Only an abun-
dance of splendid passers and kickers kept Johnny from be-

ing the regular performer of these duties also. Gillespie

came to Villanova before the one year rule took effect and
played in all but one game, and that because of an injury in

his last season- He has been given All America mention on
two occasions. Gillespie has been the Minute Man of Vil-

lanova football the past four seasons, he has come through
practically every time. To mention the contests that he has
saved and won would be to repeat Villanova gridiron history

since 1926.

At quarterback we have a problem. Two splendid men
stand out, Dickey Moynihan, '27; and Paul Kuczo, '28. We
could choose either and who could gain.say us? The edge is

accorded to Moynihan. Throughout his career he was a
field general and forward passer extraordinary. He was a
regular for four years and captain the last one. Kuczo, in

his last season was one of the greatest pa.ssers in the coun-
try and his signal calling was of the best; it is Moynihan's
long tenure strictly, that gives him the calling.

There are lots of men who might have a better right to

jobs on this club than some on it, but to the best of our abil-

ity those mentioned seem the logical candidates.

A word now about another man who would be on this

team had not illfortune kept him on the sidelines practically

one whole season and a good portion of another one. Jack

McAndrew '30 would be a great running mate to Gillespie.

He was the first man of the present football players still in

school to gain a regular berth on the varsity. In his sopho-

more year McAndrews and Slane were the halves. An ill-

ness kep Mac from doing much his next year. He did get

into the last two contests and his presence was the deciding

factor in two close victories over Grove City and Davis

Elkins.
^•

Until the Bucknell contest the past year Jack went good,

here his leg was injured and again he lost out. McAndrews
is a triple threat man, besides an excellent tackier, interferer

and having a knack for diagnosing plays in advance. He
could be given an assignment without weakening the club in

the least.

Space does not permit much mention of the others. They

are legion. Dutch Frost, Johnny Slane, Ed McGrady, Frank

Jordan and Phil Barry are some of the backs- Art Brei-

thopt, Fred Twomey, Tony Lynch and Pat O'Connor are but

few of the forwards.

Honorable mention: Linemen—Tom Lomasney, '29; Lou

Pessolano, '29; Tony Lynch, '22. Backs—Ay Conway, '15;

Ed McGrady, '21 ; John Slane, '28; Phil Barry, '08.

Left Tackle .' Pat O'Connor ^.. . . .
'05

Left Guard Mox McCoy .' /. 1 .
'29

Center .Johnny Gault '28

Right Guard . . ^, ;.;;;. Phil Hillen '30

Right Tackle John (FR.) Condon '05

Right End Fred Twomey . .,.,.,. '29

Right End .Henry . . .., ;.*...^ /i .'/*;^ '30

Left End Joe Walsh .'..'.'... '10

Left End McGann '31

Quarterback .Dickey Moynihan '27

Left Halfback Dutch Frost ..;;.. —
Right Halfback Jack McAndrews '30

P'uUback . ,.«.*.-i . ,<..,, .Frank Jordan '28

Varsity Opens Season With

Easy Victory Over Textile

(Continued From Page 1)

HERE THEY ARE!

Dono V an
C I cero

Me L anson
McLaugh L in

Eag A n
Hu N singer

Hamm O nd
Andrewle V itch

Br A dy
C cully

McAndre W s

Czes I sk
HI lu len

Gar D ner
Drls C oil

Burnsh A w
Con 1' i

Augu S t

Mc D ermott
Nagl E
High F leld

R E Illy

Be A udine
Wi T kowskie
W E Ich

D ellabrlde

Ko B Ills

Del U ca
T erry

Gille S pie

Al 1' omare
S I ngley

Ml L ne
Kel L y

McG A nn

Mo R gan
E dwards

Sheen A n
Conne L ly

Brad L ey
Donnell Y

G arrett

Ha R kins

•....;•.!, Bouch E r •>;..,••

Re A gan
Die T z

S Tuhldreher
H E nry
Dr A gone
Bir M Ingham

Villanova's Wildcats, Defeated.
3ut Still a Really Great Team.

was necessarily incurred. Hence
inuse m cnarge are expecting the
iiteinoers of tne ciass ot "60 to back
ineai in tnis undertalung.
onnstmas begins tomorrow and

whiie at home it is hoped Uiat
evtiy one, pernors. Juniors, Sopns
and Frosh, wul attempt to save
enough ot their Christinas money
to enable them to attend this soci&i
event.

TERM EXAMS TO
BEGIN ON JAN. 27th

(continued from pa«e 1)

N. Y. U. and Georgetown
Games Arranged For 1930

(continued from page one)

on the gridiron in many years,
villanova won the last battle. The
calibre of Georgetown's team is

one of uncertalnlty at the present
time. A change of coaches is liable

to produce any result.

The schedule follows:
September 27—Lebanon Valley at

villanova.
October 4—Gettysburg at Villa-

nova.
October 11—N. Y. U. in New York

City.

October 18—Boston College In
Philadelphia.
October 25—Temple at Temple

Stadium.
November 1—Bucknell in Scran-

ton.

November 8—Duke at Villanova
November 15—Open
November 22—Georgetown

Philadelphia
November 29—Open

in

STUDENT BODY TO
SUPPORT SENIOR BALL

(continued from page 1)

submit to the committee the regular
patronage fee. It is hoped that
every senior will become a patron
and this letter is sent to help obtain Economics
the moB^y for this purpose
In order to put this year's Belle

Air Ball over in the manner in
which it is planned, a large expense

P. M., Religion. January 29, A. M.,
fJngush. January 3U, A. M., Latin.
f. M., Pub. Speaking. January 31,

A. M., Economics,
sophomore Arts:
January 27, A. M., Chemistry, Jan-

uary 2a, A. M., History. January
29, A. M., Latin. P. M., Public
dpeaking. January 30, 1929, A. M.,
i!;pistemology. P. M., Religion. Jan-
uary, 31, A. M. Mod. Language. P.
M., English,
rreshmen Arts:
January 2v, A. M., Biology. P. M.

Public speaking. January Z6, A. M.,
iiellgion. P. M., History. January
29, A. M., Latin (Cicero). P. M.
Mod. Language. January 30, A. M.,
English; P. M., Horace. January
Jl, A. M., Logic.
Freshman Science;
January 27, A. M., physics. P. M.,

Religion, January 28, A. M. Bi-
ology. January 29, A. M., English.
P. ivX., Modern Language IV. Jan-
uary 30, A. M., Chemisu-y. January
jl, A. M. Modern Language V.
Sophomore Science:

January 27, P. M., English. Jan-
uary -^a, A. M., Orgamc. P. M., Re-
ligion. January 29, A. M., Medical
Jurisprudence. January 30, A. M.,
Anaioniy. January 31, P. M., Quan-
titative.

Junior Science:
January 21, P. M., Psychology.

January 28, A. M., Genetics, P. M.,
Heligion. January 29, A. M., His-
tology. P. M., Philosophy ol Educa-
tion. January 30, A. M., English,
i-eoruary 1, A. M., P. Chem-
senior Science:
January 27, A. M., Ethics. P. M.,

Botany. January 2«, A. M., Socio-
logy. January 29, A. M. English.
January 30, a. M., Serology. P. M.,
Introduction to leacning. January
31, A. M., Eoucational Psychology.
P. M., Religion.
Engineering:
i'reshman Engineering:
January 27, A. M., Mechanics.

January 28, A. M., Chemistry. Jan-
uary 29, A. M., Uescrip. Oeom. P.
M., Languages IV. January 30, A.
M., Religion, English. January 31,
A. M., Algebra. February 1st, A. M.,
trigonometry.
Sopnomore Engineering:
January 27, P. M., Physics-Heat.

January 28, P. M., Difl. Calculus.
January 29, P. M., Religion, English.
January 30, A. M., Mechanisms.
January 3i, A. M., Languages V.
January 31, P. M., Plane Surveying,
Surveying Instr., Chemistry. Feb-
ruary 1st, A. M., Electricity.

Junior Engineering:
January 27, A. M., Railway Eng.,
Mechanical Eng. January 28, A. M.,
Materials. P. M., Religion. January
29, A. M., Principles, Astronomy.
P. M., Economics. January 30, A.
M., Adv. Surveying, Dill. Equations.
January 31, A. M., App. Mechanics.
February 1st. A. M., D. C. Machin-
ery.

Senior Engineering:
January 27, A. M., Mag. Circuit,

M. E. Practice, Organic Chem. P.
M., A. C. Theory. January 28, A.
M., Hydraulics. P. M., Religion.
January 29, A. M., Masonry, A. C.
Machinery, Dyn. of Mach. P. M.,

January 30, A. M.,

nasty cut was opened over his

right eye. Birmingham played al-

most the entire game.
Coach Jacobs sent his whole

squad into action before the game
ended. Matty Egan got Into the

game In the last minute, and on
nis first try caged a pretty two-
pointer.

The foul-shooting of the win-
ners was far off, only 9 out of 21

attempts being completed.
The game was rough and hard-

fought, and in some minutes of the
late second half would have made
an Ice hockey match, (or eye
sockey. If you prefer) seem tame by
comparison. In the middle bf the
Anal session, Tom Morgan was
burled with the ball under four
Textile men, and Referee Emery
was thinking of calling out the
head linesmen to see if a touch-
down had been scored.
The play of the Cats in the first

half of the game was good enough
to warrant a successful season, but
the lethargy which dominated
their passing, shooting and follow-
ing up of shots in the second half
may tell a different tale.

Villanova Textile
Holland — forward Koella
Birmingham . . forward . . Steigler
Edwards center Kaiser
Morgan guard Clagmon
Tracy guard Blood
Substitutions—Villanova : Forve

for Holland, Hammond for Forve,
Egan for Birmingham, Harkins for
Edwards, Sullivan for Harkins,
Gardner for Morgan, Stock for
Tracy. Textile: Thomas for Clag-
mon, Boydel for Blood. Scoring

—

Field goals—Holland 4; Forve, Bir-
mingham, 5; Egan, Edwards, 5;
Morgan, Harkins, 2; Tracy, Koella,
4; Kaiser, Clagmon, 2. Foul Goals

—

Holland 3 out of 4; Forve, 1 out of
4; Birmingham, 2 out of 3; Tracy,
2 out of 7; Stock, 1 out of 3; Koella,
3 out of 8; Steigler, out of 3;
Kaiser, out of 1; Thomas, 1 out of
1; Blood, 2 out of 4; Boydell, 1 out
of 1. Time of periods—20 minutes.
Referee—Elmery

Frosh Win EasUy
Out to better the record of their

class foot ball team, the Freshman
basketball team made their debut
to Villanova last Friday night by
subduing the Berger A. C, of
South PhUly, by the lop-sided
score of 40-18.

If Friday night's game Is any
criterion, Al Severance has mould-
ed together a nice working yearling
outfit, and one that should cause
plenty of trouble for their oppon-

ents this season, and one that

should do much in later years to

boost Villanova s presuge in the

cage world. ^ t. , ,
•laking a page from the book of

Harry Stuhidreher. Severance

started his second team against the

visitors, and lor the first ten min-

utes of the game, with bemon,

Goldburg, Reitz and O'ConneU in

tne game, the Bergerites managed

to stay within a half-dozen pomts

of the fast stepping Fresh outfit,

nut when Severance sent in his

nrst team, of Herrity and Home,
lorwaros, Rosen, center, and Weton
and McFadden, guards, the fans

and the Berger qumtet alike were

treated to a real exhibition of

uasxet ball.

Home and Weston were the sen-

sations 01 the evenings play. The
lormer, a Catholic High product,

played a bang-up game, ana proved

to oe a line shot iroin under the

oasket.
Weston, whose first name is Metro,

was high scorer for the evening,

tallying thirteen points. A calm,

collected jjlayer, he was in the

midst ol every play and his shoot-

ing irom the lUteen foot line was
one ol the real thrills of the eve-

ning.

Weston halls from Hazleton

High, where he was captain of the

state scholastic champs last season,

nis coach tliere was Hughy Mc-
ueehan, brother of the prol. who
on i-riday night aiso took, a green
team and led them to victory,

their lortieth in a row, over

(joatesville High, by a 53-21 score.

Reitz and Rosen, who alternated

at center lor the yearlings, each
consistently got the tap on the

Berger centerman. McFadden and
Henity, along with Semon and
OConnell aiso played nice brands
of ball durmg tne time they were
m tne Iray.

The game was refereed by Cozy
Doian, who handled the youngsters
in good style.

Ine new rules, recently adopted
by tne basket ball rules committee,
received their VUlanova baptism of

tire Friday night, too. but they
found the majority of the players
ready for them. During the coming
season, it is not a technical toui to

nit a ball on a Jump, while It is

going up, but instead it is given to
the other team out-of-bounds. Cen-
ters are forbidden to touch the ball

after a Jump until it has toucned
the floor or another player, more
leniency is shown towards the man
with the ball, in regard to pivoting
and taking steps wlule receiving or
shooting.

Just Looking
Around

HENRY AND HILLEN GAIN
BIG BOARD RECOGNITION

The All-American Board, com-
posed of leading coaches, news-
papermen, and lormer Aii-Ameri-
cans. Including our coach, Harry
Stuhldrener, made public its 1929
selections last week, and gave hon-
orable mention to two wearers of
the Blue and White. Jim Henry,
end, and Phil Hillen, guard, were
recognized by the group, wnlch Is

heaaed by such well-known coaches
as Rockne, Jones, Warner and
Alexander. In addition to the two
Villanovans, several others who
faced the snarl of the Wildcat this
year, were mentioned. Murphy and
Oixon, Boston College's two wing-
men; Hinkle, of Bucknell, and
Malevitch, of Catholic U. were the
quartet so honored.

• • «

Tony Slano, Fordham center, who
was prominently mentioned on
many AU-Amencan elevens this
year, has been reelected by the un-
defeated New York team to again
captain the squad of 1930.

• * •

That defeat which Davis-Elklns
suffered down in Oklahoma a week
ago was the first for the Scarlet
Hurricane since the Wildcats feast-
ed on it here at the Stadium in
November, 1928.

There may be a moral in that
Dee-E feat, too. It was the twelfth
game for the West Virginians, and
It may be that Rengle, MitcheU,
Hawley and the others were stale.
The wearers of the Ray had won
ten games, and had held Fordham
to a tie In this fracas in New York.

• • •

To little Rider Colloge, down in
Trenton, goes the forward-passing i

plonshlp for Clark Hinkle

Wildcats' late opponents. Hawley,
Davis-Eikins centerman; Creedon,
Boston College half-back, and Hin-
kle, Buckneh fullback were a trio
pleasing to the sight of the AP
writers.

• • •

The preliminary game to the
Temple- \^lllanova New Years Day
basketball fracas will be a contest
between two great quintets, who
should do plenty for their respective
Alma Maters before they graduate
in 1933.

Ihe freshman squads of the two
schools, coached by Al Severance
and Walter Keating, will meet and
bring together two teams made up
of some of the best schoolboy play-
ers of the East.
The Owls' yearling cast will in-

clude Alex Kllkuskie, who hails
from Mahanoy City High, which
sent Ski August here to Villanova;
Swan, a guard from Marion, 111.;

Goldberger and Goldberg, two boys
from Philadelphia; Gudd, another
Mahanoy City boy, and Lulepean, a
Northeast High product.
Kllkuskie holds the Y. M. C. A.

foul shooting championship, tossing
58 to 59 in out of 60, in successive
trials.

On the Villanova side, Danny Mc-
Fadden, former AUentown Prep
captain; Herrity, likewise a good
foul shot; Metro Weston, captain of
Hazelton High, last year's state
champs; Sedon, from West Phllly;
Wogan, from York, and Marzullo, a
promising kid from New York, pre-
sent a lineup which would tickle the
fancy of any coach.
And still, at this writng, they

haven't got a football coach at Penn
yet. Now that Lou Little has fol-
lowed Lou Young In turning down
the Job, it seems quite apparent that
"All is not so quiet on the West
Philadelphia front."

• • *

Up at Bucknell, they started
clahning the national scoring cham-

Structures, D. C. Machinery. Jan-
uary 31, A. M., Sewerage. Valve
Gears. February 1st, A. M., A. C.
Machinery, Thermodynamics.

championship of the counti-y. The
New Jerseyltes, undefeated In seven
starts, attempted fifty aerials and
completed 34, nine of which resulted
In touchdowns. Not a single pass
was intercepted.

• • *

The daily newspapers have resur-
rected that head, "College Basket-
ball Scores" and once more we are
seeing It In prominent position on
the sport pages.
A new method of awarding let-

ters In sports at Lehigh Is now in
vogue and was used for the first

time this month. The certificates
are presented at a college meeting
sponsored by the senior honorary
society, and are awarded in all

sports at the same time.
This plan, which in some form or

other is now being introduced into
most schools, could certainly be
used to advantage here. No public
announcement, no student recogni-
tion Is given to the awarding of
what should be one of the most
coveted prizes, a varsity "V". In
fact It Is doubtful if any student
knows Just how many men got their
letters in basketball, ba.scball or
track last year.

• • •

The All-American football squad
of the Associated Press, announced
recently, contained some of the

a little
too soon. A week after most of the
college teams had put away the
moleskins, Tennessee remembered
an engagement with South Caro-
lina, whom she promptly proceeded
to defeat, 54-0. The big gun in the
winners' attack. Gene McEvor, tal-
lied 32 times, giving him a total of
130 points, or Just two more than
the number the Bison had assem-
bled.

W. B. Hanna, writing in the New
York Herald-Tribune, reviewed fif-
teen of the big games of the past
fall, and came to the conclusion
that the running game was more
popular than the passing game, and
also won more often than the other.
Mr. Hanna said that only Carnegie
Tech, N. Y. U. and Fordham had
devised any clever passing attacks.
Of the fifteen games he mentioned,
only six were won by elevens using
the aerial game.
In the same column, Mr. Hanna

attempted to refute the popular
idea that Notre Dame had a hard
schedule this fall. He claimed the
Irish only played four major foes:
Navy, Carnegie Tech, Southern
California, and the Army. He went
in to say that Army, Harvard, Yale
and N. Y. U. all had schedules
which were every bit as hard as
that which the Indlanians romped
through.



VILLANOVAN

C U. Paper

Gives Praise

To Dr. Rubio

"Tower," Student Organ of

Univ. Lauds Work of

Villanova Priest

In a recent Issue of the "Tower."
the student publication of the Cath-
olic University, prominent place was
given to the opening of the new
school of graduate Spanish, a pioneer

venture on the part of the University

Of more Interest, however, to Villa-

nova students Is the information that

the Dept. is under the direction of

Dr. Rubio, Augustlan priest and for-

mer facuultv inembtT of Villanovn
The "Tower" speaks of Dx. Rubio's

ability and scholarship in most glow-

Inn tfims. Not only haw Fr. Rublo'n
I'XiUM'ii'nco aH a pri)fe.sHOr of Spanish
been extensive but as a writer as well

he has achieved enviable distinction

and in 1027 he was elected to the

Royal Spanish Academy, and is, ac-

cording to the "Tower," the only

Spaniard living In the United States

at the present time who has received

that honor. Two new books by Dr.

Rubio. "Spanish Fables" and "Span-
ish Wit and Hiimor," are now on the

press.

C|RCHfC8ALP SPOT IS WOMICO ABOUT GOINC
HOME WITH THAT BAIIIIftN 5f»eT LffrT BVTHC'VKHiAWrsr (ARATHBR OAlOstatcmsmt fcr ^^^
Such a hair-
razin6- talk)

iSQE ootamenz has spwht his
^TlAlH FARC . FOR THIS KOLti SH
SPOftT MO DC I. WITN WHICH HC
WILL TAICC TMl TOWN!
By SURPRISC^

DANCE WILL BE '

GIVEN JANUARY 11

The first dance of 1930 at Villa-

4iova will take place Jan. 11 In

Alumni Hall. The Atlantic City

Club, whych is sponsoring the af-

fair, is making every effort to in-

sure its success. That it will suc-

ceed seems a certainity from the
advertising campaign that struck
the campus last week.
On the evening of December 11,

every student was surprised by re-

ceiving a telegram. The wording
was as follows* "Start the New
Year with a bang stop Attend the
Atlantic City Club Dance in the
Gym, Jan. 11. 1930 stop Kettricks
Villanovans will be at their best

stop BrealMige fee two bucks." The
next day those who bought cigar-

ettes at Louie's received a match
box cm which was printed adver-
tising concerning the dance. Since
then until the publication of this

paper every day has seen some new
means employed for advertising the

Atlantic City Club's Dance.-

Since only a short time exists

between the ending of the Christ-

mas vacation and the commence-
ment of the mid-year exams, Jan-
uary 11 is an ideal date for a
dance. Those who attended the last

dance of the Atlantic City Club can
expect a dance that will be equally
enjoyable. Make your appointment
before leaving on the eighteenth

„„^„ ... KOLCKIO
ys »mLt ^l%PM THC t6S9UI

^.-S'-^TARl l/NAP^^ceiA'Tivcer
U/.*^ illl •*^^*''' JTWAN^LIH* LETTERS.WITH THB HONST M« SAvSS ri^cM XMASCARDS-HE WILL BvV 9'VM roR HIS TRIP

•ack TO kollvoale: . Cthc town
JAnes AtE LeNG^lNG- ToR THE HOLiDAyi
TO SEE HECK BV S^UM)

jl^REAMS OF THE WHOLE TOWN
i"r AT THE ST-ATION To
MEET HIM

nKcH HOME WHERE HE CAW $MP INTO THOSE
•^COMFy" TO*S AND RoAM IN THB ftl^ ^££3
SPACES WHERE C»LJ.E£^E 9oys
BIG- HAM AWO E«-tf- MCw

ARE A-RBAT

^LAURCELOt O'CABBAC^E DtH T SEE
^"'Vnv use tu c-ohr HOME Since.
THE SoPNS EXPOUNDED TME
H1O0CM MyjTREES OP THE
^AMOUJ SANTA

I^LESSIX
Sri^NT ALL
FAMILV XMAS
— HENCE

KVNOHART
HIS JACK For

O-IFTS —

V HOP5
Home:

m

Tuesday, December 17, 1929

Jersey Dance

On 27th Held

InNewark,N.J.

Chrigtmas Formal Given at

Washington
Ballroom

The New Jersey Club of Villanova

shall give a formal dance at Newark
on the twenty-seventh of this

month, when a good time shall be

in store for those fortunate enough
to secure tickets for the Christmas
Formal which will be held In the

Washington Ballroom, where it has
been a feature for the past five

years. Prom ten till two, alumni
and undergraduates shall dance to

the strains of Ed Panzer and his

IntercoUeglates who shall furnish

the music.
Music By Panzer

"Ed" Panzer and his IntercoUegl-

ates will make their opening bow to

a Villanova function of this sort,

although they have furnished the

music for several Important dances
at Pordham. The director "Ed"
Panzer and some others of his or-

chestra, have acquired their ex-

perience in a Rudy Valleee orches-
tra, playing at the Thousand Is-

lands during the summertime.
The IntercoUeglates, so-called be-

cause the players are drawn from
Villanova, Pordham, Columbia, N
Y U, and CCNY, are becoming In-

creasingly more well-known for

their harmonious versions of the
popular tunes of the day. Their
program contains a variety of ren-
dition that bids fair toward making
the IntercoUeglates one of the most
versatile orchestras in collegiate cir-

cles.

The IntercoUeglates are lead by
"Ed" Panzer, who also plays the
first alto saxophone. The other
members of his orchestra are: Vln-
nie O'Connor, pianist; Clem Con-
nelly, banjoist; Jimmy Snyder,
drummer; Paul Engelklrk, trumpet;
Joseph Stefanacci, trombone; Paul
Ulig, tuba; George Stefanacci, alto

sax, and Babe Shapiro, tenor sax.

Considering the expense involved
in hiring the Washington Ballroom
and securing "ED" Panzer and his

IntercoUeglates, as well as the cost

of other incidentals, the tax is ex-
ceedingly liberal. One may dance
Irom ten till two for the nominal
sum of four dollars.

Tickets may be procured from
Patrick J. White, the chairman of
the Christmas Pormal Dance Com-
mittee, or from any of Its members.
As the number of tickets Is limited
to 200, all those who would like to
attend the dance are advised to get
their tickets before going home for

the holidays Instead of waiting un-
til the last minute when all of the
tickets may be sold out.

Honor Code Increases

Students Self-reliance

It Is the hope of the National
Student Pederatlon that all col-

leges in the United States will give

careful attention to the question of

the Honor System and make an
honest endeavor to do something of

value about the question of honesty
among students. A keen critic of

student affairs and college adminis-
tration has penned the statement
"that the college that winks at dis-

honesty In scholastic work and
other student relations is doomed."
Colleges MUST assume the respon-
sibility of inculcating Into the stu-

dents firm principles of right deal-

ing with their fellows.

But the problem is not to know
what the weakness is, but it Is to

determine how best to remedy this

weakness. A large majority of the

student representatives at the

Fourth Annual Congress of the N.

S. F. A. last December, expressed
confidence in the uplifting power ol

the Honor System. Therefore, tho

N. S. F. A. recommends this system
to colleges that do not have it; and
to colleges that do have it, the N.

S. P. A. expresses an intense, desire

that they exert every possible effort

to make the system as efficient as
possible.

But the question arises: "Should
every college attempt to Institute

the Honor System?" To do so
would hardly display wisdom. There
are some colleges in which the
Honor System is not needed, e. g.,

institutions in which all the exam-
inations are conducted orally. There
are others in which certain local

conditions militate against Its suc-
cessful operation. But in the vast
majority of the state, city, denomin-
ational, privately endowed, and
teachers' colleges, as well as the
normal schools, there is opportunity
for much development in this field.

However, before any college at-
tempts to adopt the system, the

field should be thoroughly prepared
by faculty members and student
leaders. There is reason to believe

that this was done prior to its

adoption at the University of Vir-
ginia, even, in the summer of 1842.

Even that institution, where the
Honor System works certainly and
swiftly, and where there is a tra-

dition against cheating that has ex-
isted for nearly a hundred years,

does not urge a college to adopt the
system before the field has been
thoroughly prepared. They say:
'We have the amplest faith in the
Honor System and believe that with
proper care it could be successfully

introduced into almost every Ameri-
can university and would be a salu-
tary infiuence; but before beginning
its introduction, we urge thoughtful,
thorough, and patient preparation
of the field:

"1. By such general, pervasive
conferences with the students as
would produce practically unani-
mous conviction of the merit of the
system in the minds of the student
body.

"2. By the election to the Honor
Jommittee of men and women who
jnjoy the amplest confidence of
their fellow-students as to Integ-
i'lty, courage, sanity and sagacity.

"3. By agreement upon IMPAR-
TIAL and INEVITABLE execution
of such a uniform p>enalty for vio-

lation of the honor code as the Hon-
or Committee shall impose, with no
mitigation, pardon, or suspension of
sentence.

"4. By the rigorous expulsion
from the purview of the committee
of all offenses which are not true

breaches of honor.
"5. By securing the unanimous

consent of the president, professors

and officers of the University to cry
hands off and leave the student
body the whole responsibility for

dealing with well-defined breaches
of honor.
"To neglect any one of these five

precautions will be, in our opinion,

to invite shipwreck," says this great
institution.

The installation or administration
of the Honor system requires much
work that Is spiritual, inspirational

and intangible. The students must
be educated concerning principles of

honor. It must be shown them that
they are trusted, but that if they
abuse the trust, they will surely be
punished. The work of an Honor
Committee should be educational
instead of corrective; It should be
their aim to prevent dishonestly
rather than to punish it.

One thing is beyond question. Be-
fore an Honor System can function
successfully, a spirit of Honor must
be inculcated into the .students. An

educational program extending
probably over a period of three or

four years will be necessary. A
strong tradition in favor of the
Honor System is Its greatest asset.

Joseph McHenry, '27, after a tour
of duty at Staten Island Is back
again in the office of the United
Engineers and Constructors at Phil-

adelphia. Joe's engagement to Miss
Dorothy Kent Kelly, of Philadel-

phia, has been announced.
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to the

PRKSIDKNT, FACULTY AND STIIDKINTS

OF VILLANOVA COLLEGK

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES''
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

<'Car*ful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phune 254

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.

5122 Walnut Street
1830 Market Street

329 S. Broad Street

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

You will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with prida . . . bacausa

it is made to your measure, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

give you long, satisfactory ssr-

vice . . . because it is mada ol

fine materials—insids and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displayed every Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the coll*gs

28.75
TWO
PRICES 38.75

PWARD
L CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

WISHES THE STUDENT

BODY AND FACULTY

A Merry Xinas and a

Happy New Year

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

YOU'D
get lonesome . . . too!

IF SONS sent their Dads and

Mothers away to College,

what a flock of lonesome

young men there would be

at home!

Don't think for a minute that

your folks never yearn for the

sound of your voice ... be it lyric

tenor or a more profound basso.

They do.

And we have provided a way for

you to send your voice to them and

to bring theirs to you.

There's a Telephone near

you on the Campus.

Just for fun , call

Home tonight.
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VILLANOVAN OFFERS

CONGRATULATIONS TO

NEW STAFF OF THE

MENDEL BULLETIN VILL VAN
VARSITY AND FROSH

QUINTETS MEET LEHIGH

SAT.. JANUARY 18

AT BETHLEHEM

Vol.2, No. \:\ VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1930 Price: Five Cents

Foundation of Literary

Awards Announces Prize

Catholic Essay Contest

Graduates and Students of Catholic Colleges Eligible for

Awards.—Competition to Be Nation-Wide in Scope.

—

Catholic Colleges and Leadership, Topic

Engineers

Vote on
Initiation

Staff of Drive for $2,300,000 Set

Pre-Med Book For January 15; Committee

Announced

CASH PRIZES TO BE AWARDED TO WINNERS

Five hundred dollars In cash will

be offered as prizes In a National

Eesay Contest to be conducted under

the Literary Awards Foundation o(

the Catholic Piess Association during

the calendar yea.- of 1930, It has been

'announced here l-y J. H. Melr, pub-

lisher of the Catholic Press Directory

and secretary of the C. P. A.

A check of $300 will be the firs:

prize for the best essay on the sub-

ject "Cuthollc Colleges and Catholic

Leadership," and $200 will be awarded

as the second prize for the second

best essay on the same subject.

The contest Is open to any student

or graduate of a Catholic college in

the UiUted States. Only two prizes

win be awarded In this essay con-

test, and, to make the awards at-

tractive, the amounts were fixed by

the Executive Board at $300 and

$200.

These prizes are being offered un-
der the Literary Awards Foundation,

which was establshed to stimulate,

encourage and reward Catholic

writers and literary workers. The
plan Is to obtain 500 Life Members
of the C. P. A. and to use the fund

thus realized to make awards annu-
ally for the best books of various

types, for the best short stories,

poems, essays and other forms of lit-

erature.

The 1930 essay contest will be In

charge of the Literature Bureau of

the Association. The members of

the committees are the Rev. WUfrla

Parsons, 8. J., editor of "America,"

New York, Chairman; Richard Reld,

edltolr of "The Bulletin," Augusta

Oa,, iind John P. McCormlck, bml
ness managar of

New York.

A SPLENDID RECORD

Continuing a practice that
change and distance has failed

to hinder Pr. MpShane, veteran
missionary and former President
of Villanova celebrated Midnight
Mass on Christmas morning in

the Church of St. Nicholas, At-
lantic City, N. J., for the thirty-

first time in as many years.

Though often far removed from
the parish Fr. McShane, who is

now in retirement at Villanova
has always managed to reach St.

Nicholas' in time for the tradi-

tional ceremony. In thirty-one
consecutive years that have seen
world sweeping changes, he has
never once been absent. The
"Villanovan" warmly felicitates

Pr. McShane on the achievement
of such a remarkable and glori-

ous record and sincerely hopes it

will be continued by him
through many years to come.

Large Majority in Favor

of Continuing Frosh

Regulations

RESULT HAS SURPRISES

•The Commonweal,

DeWITT CLINTON MEN
BOOST VILLANOVA

At an alumni meeting of the De-

Wltt Clinton High School, held in

New York City during the Christ-

mas Holidays, Villanova College re-

ceived a large amount of publicity

due to the efforts of the DeWltt

Clinton Club of Villanova College.

All of the colleges represented at

the meeting sang songs and gave

the cheers of their respective col-

leges.

Due to alphabetical arrangement

Villanova was last on the list. Our
boys were last but not least. Their

rendition of "College Days" brought

down the house and when they had
finished their cheer the name of

Villanova was on everyone's lips.

The DeWitt Clinton Club of Vil-

lanova under the presidency of Mr.

Squitieri meets weekly and has for

Us purpose the advertising of Vil-

lanova College in New York City.

Many Dances

Held During

Holidays

Rush Guilty

Of Drunken
Driving

Must Still Stand Trial

For Manslaughter
Charge

SENTENCED TO JAIL

Henry Rush, driver of the auto-
mobile that killed a. Villanova stu^
dent, Isidore WlUensky, has been
sentenced to imprisonment for two
and a half years on the charge of
driving while intoxicated.

He and three friends were Joy-
riding through Bryn Mawr in a
Pord roadster on the evening of
Wednesday, November 16th, when
their machine struck a parked car,

as well as hitting and instantly
killing Willensky, who had stepped
out to inspect one of the tires.

Rush, who admitted that he was
under the influence of liquor at the
time, continued on without stop-
ping. He said that he drove on
making several turns until he was
certain that he had eluded all pos-
sible pursuers. Then straightening
out his fender which had been dam-
aged at the impact he proceeded on
his way.

Rush has said that he was not
aware of the seriousness of the ac-
cident until the following day when
he drove a bus of the Montgomerj
Bus Company through Bryn Mawr.
On hearing of the student's death
he parked the bus and fled to Long
Island, only to return two days
later offering himself to the police
His conscience had been bothering
him.

Besides the two and a half year
sentence he must stand trial for
manslaughter at the convening ol

the next Grand Jury.

Just before the Christmas vaca-
tion began a questionaire was dis-

tributed among the engineer for

the purpose of determining their

views on the program of initiation

as annually conducted at Villanova

College. The question was divided

into three parts. The first was,

"Are you in favor of a General
Initiation as was held at Villanova

last September" 112 students were
found to be in favor of the night of

General Initiation, while 63 were
opposed to it. The Freshman
class, although the only class op-

posed to this procedure, were not
overwhelmingly opposed, since 40%
of the class favored it. The other
three classes favored this phase of

the initiation with 73% of the

Sophomores, 72% of the Juniors,

and 85%. of the Seniors expressing
approval. The result of the Fresh-
man class balloting was rather sur-

prising.

In the second question, "Are you
in favor of private hazing?" the
result was 45 favoring the idea to

127 opposing It. Although 46% of

the Sophomore Class was in favor
of the idea, the other classes almost
unanimously disfavored it. It

might be interesting to note that
9% of the Freshmen, 25% of

the Juniors and 2T/o of the Seniors
were in favor.

The vote on the third question,,

"Are you in favor of Freshman
Rules and Regulations?" was 156

ayes to 10 nays. The only oppon-

M(>(]lain Is Editor

This Year's Mendel
Bulletin

of

PREPARATIONS MADE
In accordance with the plans

formulated last y^ar when the staff
for the First Mendel Bulletin was
announced, this year's staff was
picked much earlier. Although the
Mendel Bulletin of last year was a
very complete and worthy publica-
tion, this year's issue (If we consid-
er the amount of preparation that
is being put on It) will by far sur-
pass the issue of last year.

The Mendel Bulletin needs no in-
troduction to the Sophomores and
Upperclassmen on the campus, but
for the large number of Freshmen
In the Pre Med course a word of ex-
planation as to its nature would be,

perhaps, necessary. The Mendel
Bulletin is, like the Belle Aire and
the Junior Courtier, an annual pub-
lication, but unlike either of these
aforementioned publications, it is

purely scientific in nature.

It is named after and dedicated to
one of the World's most eminent
scientists, Rev. Gregor Johann Men-
del, O. S. A., whose extensive re-
search work and brilliant discover-
ies in the field of genetics will for-
ever be a monument to his genius.
Its contents consists of articles on
timely scientific topics and also sev-
eral of these that are submitted by
the members of the Senior class in
the Pre Medical course as a partial
fulfillment of the requirements for
their Baccalaureate degree.

The Initial issue of the Mendel
Bulletin was heralded last year with
much praise and received very fav-

Favors Small Institution

Goal of Drive Would Make Possible Expansion of Athletic

, Activity and Substantially Increase Modern Edu-

cational Facilities at Villanova

SCHOLARSHIP AND ENDOWMENT FUND ASKED

ents of this practice were 7% of the|orable comment in several national
Freshman and 12% of the Sopho- scientific Journals. It is a very
mores. The Juniors and Seniors

' thoroughly organized bulletin and
were unanimous in their approval.
The predominant reasons given

for favoring the night of general
initiations were that it was harm-

the theses are profusely illustrated
with cuts and diagrams. While the
very interesting manner in which It

is written makes it suitable to the
less and amusing to both sides, and literary tastes of the students in all

also that it becomes a source of .departments it is intended primar-
pleasant reminiscences in after iiy lor the students In the Pre
years. Some few said tlial it Meaical course. It is the official or-
caused a feeling of rancour between gan of this course and for that rea-
the classes. Following are some son every Pre Medical student

Without Exception, Dances

Were Unusual Social

Successes

During the Christmas vacation

many dances were held by Villanova

Clubs in their home towns. With-

out exception they were successful

both socially and financially. They
were the means of bringing toget-

her the Alumni and the present

students of their Alma Mater.

Villanova's name was kept before

the public in a manner that drew

praise from the officials of the

hotels wherein the dances were

held.

The liawrence Club held one of

the most successful dances In the

history of the organization at the

Crystal ballroom of the Shawsheen
Village. A crowd of 200 couples at-

tended among whom whom were

Messrs. Twoomey, McNulty. Klem-
an, and Lamond. Edward Scannel,

President of the Club and Chair-

man of the Dance Committee, was
accompanied by Miss Alice Scanlon

SKMOK I1.4LL TICKKTS '

NOW ON SALI
Tickets for the Belle Air Ball arc

now on sale In the Belle Air office

opposite the entrance to the dining
hall.

other reasons:
"If you can show me one Fresh-

man that still bears scars of the
last Initiation, I will disfavor it."

?"I got as big a thrill when I was
initiated as those In charge." "It

was too crude and It has no good
effect." "A general Initiation is a
necessary transition from the con-
ceit of the Senior High School man
to the humility of the college fresh-
man." "It does not get the result
Intended." "Although sometimes
severe it Is something to remember
when we are fat and forty." "It is

more than rough." "One is not
enough."
The main reasons given for the

disapproval of Private Hazings were
that they aroused personal enmity
and that too much favoritism was
shown. Quotations: "There Is too
much ridiculing done in these
gatherings with the wrong effect."
"The men with friends get away
with murder." "It overcomes shy-
ness." "Nothing gained except
fun." "It Improves the social con-
ditions of the first few days."
The unanimous reason given in

favor of the third question was
that it is a tradition and that it is

the best means of the Frosh getting

should give it his whole hearted
support.

ihe staff this year was announced
earlier to enable the members to
make more thorough preparations
for its publication. Unlike a purely
literary magazine the usual task of
organizing and editing the material
is augmented by an enourmous
amount of laborious research work
and painstaking laboratory experi-
mentation. This herculean task
cannot be accomplished in a short
time with any degree of complete-
ness, and to the members of the
staff who, along with- their regular
class work, are about to tackle this
prodigious task the Villanovan ex-
tends her heartiest congratulations
and sincerest wishes for their suc-
cess.

Ihe staff of the Mendel Bulletin
which wivs announced last week by
Father Dougherty consists of the
following men: Editor-in-chief, Mr.
John McClain; Associate Editors,
Messrs. McHugh, Quinlan and Mc-
Aneny; Business Managers, Messrs.
McManus and Carbonetta; Circula-
tion Managers, Messrs. Gardner,
Agre, Lane and Sassaman; Review
Features, Messrs. Nurvan, McGar-
rity, Hertzberg and Bertlno; Tech

VILLANOVA CHEERED
FROM FOOTLIGHTS

The Rltz Brothers, a famous
comedy trio of New York, had a
long extended run at the Earle

Theatre in Philadelphia last
week. A very well presented col-

legiate comedy sketch was
given, during which the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania was
cheered. At one of the early

performances Ben Slutsky, a
Junior in the School of Com-
merce and Finance, who is a per-

sonal friend of the Ritz Bro-

thers, went backstage and asked

the trio to change their cheers

from Penn to Villanova. Dur-
ing the rest of the run at the

Earle, the trio cheered for

Villanova in their sketch which
went over so big with the Phila-

delphia theatre goers.

Atlantic City

Club's Dance

A Success

Boxes of Salt Water Taffy

Given to All Who
Attended

FIRST DANCE OF 1930

acquainted with themselves andjnicians, Messrs. Kuntzenbacker and
with the upperclassmen. I Flanagan.

Priest Dies

After Short

Illness

Rev. Geo. H. Scannell, O. S.

A., Buried Yesterday Af-

ter Services in Chapel

Death made its second inroad
Into the ranks of the Augustlnlan
Order wlthlng a month, claiming
a man still In the prime of life.

Reverend George H. Scannell
O. 8. A., succumbed last Thursday
at St. Agnes Hospital, In Philadel-

phia, after a brief illness. He was
burled in the community cemetery
at Villanova yesterday morning

Another famous annual dance was
| after services in the College Chapel.

given by the Wilkes Barre Club
on Christmas night at the Hotel

Sterling. Music of exceptional

quality was furnished by Guy Hall's

Father Scannell was bom In

Philadelphia In 1882. He studied at

Villanova and completed his educa-
tion In Rome. In 1913 he was or-

Orchestra. Keys were given to the dalned to the priesthood as a mem-
members of thet club In the Senior ber of the order of St. Augustine.

Class. This was the beginning of a
custom that Is to be an annual oc-

curence. Those who received keys
this year are C. J. Boyle, C. B. Cap-
uto. J. F. Conaboy. G. E. Kelghtley,

W. J. Kllgallon, E. P. McGlnty. A.
Santarslero, M. F. Valverde.

(continued on page four)

Previous to his death he was sta-

tioned at the Church of St. Nicholas
of Tolentlne In the Bronx. When
he became 111 he came back to Vil-

lanova and was later removed to St.

Agnes Hospital. He was forty

-

eight years old at the time of his

de»th.

Senior Ball at Bellevue

Stratford to be Final

Social Affair of Class

Committee in Charge of Prom Conducts Extensive Adver-
itsing Campaign in Endeavor to Make Ball "The
Dance Supreme."—100^/() Attendance Expected

The date of the Belle Aire Ball is

only a little over a week away. The
Seniors are anxiously looking for-

ward to the opening notes of Ben
Bemie's celebrated band which will

set the festivities of their night of
nights In motion.
The work of the committee is

nearly completed. They have set a
high standard for themselves and
have kept this standard before
them In making all the arrange-
ments for the affair. As early as
ast June the spacious ballroom of
the Bellevue Stratford was reserved
Then with . the opening of School
the orchestra was selected.

Bids were obtained from many of

the most celebrated bands in the
East. Finally Ben Bemle, "The
Old Maestro," as he Is known to

his radio audiences, was chosen.
He needs no Introduction. His
band has been featured on radio
programs and the men who will play
for the Belle Aire ball have fur-

nished the music for Princeton
Proms for the last twelve years. Mr.
Bemle has presented his orchcstia
at numerous other college Proms
and Balls throughout the East and

he has been selected to play at
many Society Dances and Debut-
ante Parties In New York and
Philadelphia.
Weekly the Bemle music delights

those who attend the Mayfalr
dances at the Rltz Carlton In New
York City and recently Mr. Bemle
played an engagement at a promln-
3nt Chicago hotel.

There Is no doubt that an or-
chestra makes a dance. Those In

charge of this, the Seniors' farewell
effort In the realm of social func-
tions, are absolutely certain that
by their choice of music they have
tlven to those who patronize the
dance, an assurance of a memor-
able and most delightful evening.
The committee by means of post-

?rs has been striving to bring the
jance before the attention of all

the students. In an effort to
arouse Interest a general mass
meeting of the Freshman class was
held and the dance was brought
to their attention by Mr. Lane,
chairman of the committee. In-
deed, In order to meet the expen.ses
entailed in the handling of the

(continued on page four)

The social season of 1930 was
ushered In by a highly successful

dance given by the Atlantic City

Club of Villanova in Alumni Hall

last Saturday. If its success is

prophetic of dances to be held In

the future, Villanova students will

have no social disappaintments In

the present year.

The Ballroom was decorated with
blue and white streamers, which are
Incldently the colors of Villanova

College and Atlantic City. Besides

the fraternity banners and college

pennants that adorned the walls

there were life preservers and oars

to produce a nautical atmosphere.
This was greatly enhanced by the

reproduction of a minature beach
upon which the orchestra played.

Jimmy Kettrlck and his Villano-

vans were one of the prime factors

in the creation of the Ideal college

atmosphere.
Couples began to arrive at nine

o'clock and within a half hour the

dance floor was filled with a com-
fortable crowd. From the number
of long dresses ^een it is still appar-
ent that young ladies have the

habit of holding out their hands
for the shackles of fashion. Very
few looked sorrowful from the loss

of their 'freedom.' Most of them
appeared more dignified and grace-

ful.

Everyone who attended the dance
received samples of Salt Water
Taffy, the famous confectionery of

the World's Playground. So decep-
tive was the seashore atmosphere
that someone exclaimed: "And I

could have made a fortune selling

sunburn lotion." The lucky favor

dance prizes, which were two two
and a half dollar gold pieces, were
won by Mr. Dalton and Miss Bi-ad

ley.

John Khale, Chairman of the
dance committee, was assisted by
John Costello, Harry Slngley, Eric

Storms and John Sykes.

Beginning on the fifteenth "of

January, a huge drive to solicit $2,-

300,000 necessary for the fulfillment

of a building program made neces-

sary by the increased enrollment of

the past few years and the fire of

1928, shall be inauguratea by the

Villanova College Fund Executive

Committee, whose headquarters are

located at 640 Widener Building,

Philadelphia. The new building

program will include the cost of

constructing a- new library building

costmg $175,000; a Commerce and
Finance building at $200,000; a com-
bination Gymnasium and Auditor-

ium at $200,000; a swimming pool at

$100,000; a dormitory and a dining

room at $150,000 each. An endow-
ment fund totalling $800,000 to per-

mit the strengthening of the lay

faculty, and also a scholarship loan

fund to permit poor but worthy stu-

dents to enjoy the benefits of an
education at Villanova.

Economical Education
Villanova since the time of her

founding in 1842, has expanded into

a college of 942 students, who are

accommodated upon a campus of

200 acres. Despite the fact that

there is no regular endowment fund,

the average tuition fee totals only

$257.50. 'ihis sum is nearly $100

less than the average of 21 highly

endowed colleges. It Is traditional

lor Villanova to be friendly to the

boy who has character but little

money. This tradition Is only made
possible by the fact that the college

is largely financed on Its economical

basis by the free labors performed

by half of Its faculty—the Augustln-

lan fathers. Were these men to be

compensated, the college would re-

quire the interest from an endow-
ment of $2,500,000 for their salaries.

Intimate Instruction

Despite the increasing Influx of

appUcatlons for admission, Villa-

nova shall cling to a limited enroll-

ment. This gives the students the

benefit of the friendly contact with

the faculty which would not be pos-

sible in a large university.

The executive committee Intends

to pursue a gradual course of ex-

pansion over a period of ten years,

at which time the enrollment shall

be limited to 2000 students.

Executive Committee
The Villanova College Fund Ex-

ecutive Committee consists of mem-
bers and well-wishers of Villanova

prominent in their respective fields

of activity. (The final roster could

not be procured at the time the Vil-

lanovan went to press.

Mr. W. J. McGlinn has be6n ap-
pointed chairman of the committee
to execute the details pertaining to

the proposed building program. The
members-ln-course of the commit-
tee are as follows: Rev. Thomas B.

Austin, O. S. A., Frank T. Boylan,

Benjamin T. Britt, Henry Burk, J.

Russel Butler, Vincent A. Carroll,

John P. Connelly, John T. Connor,
(continued on page four)

Article on

Miracles Was
Erroneous

Mr.Gimbel
Leaves Sum
To Villanova

Bequest of $5000 to Alma
Mater Provided hy

Late Merchant

The late Louis S. Gimble, a mem-
ber of the firm of Glmbel Brothers'
Department store of New York and
Philadelphia, bequeathed $5000 to

Villanova College, his Alma Mater.
This fact was made known when
his will was filed for probate in Sur-
rogate's Court In New York.
Mr. Olmbel received his degree at

Villanova. After graduation he
went to Milwaukee where he got his

early business experience. Then he
moved to New York where he was
manager of the Glmbel Department
store until ten years ago. Since
that time he has been actively con-
nected with the Olmbel store in

Philadelphia.
Gimbel left an estate of over $10,-

000.000, the petition for probate
said.

Speaker Misquoted by Ar-

ticle in Former
Issue

In the December 17th Issue of the

Villanovan there appeared an arti-

cle entitled "Miracles are Topic of

Science Talk." The writer of the

article presented an account so gar-

bled of what had actually been said

that it readily lent Itself to serious

misinterpretation. Nothing what-
ever was stated that could be un-
derstood as a denial of miracles

actually wrought or of the possibil-

ity of miracles. What was said was
that no attempt would be made to

prove or disprove the fact that

physical miracles had been
wrought at the grave of Father
Powers In the Holy Cross Cemetery
of Maiden, Massachusetts. The
main topic of the talk was a dif-

ferent kind of miracle. Miracles

wrought in the internal lives of

some of those who had witnessed

the marvelous demonstration of

faith at the grave of an obscure
Priest. Further the term "Archaic"
was not even employed. In earnest
irony It was observed that we are
still sufficiently old-fashioned and
medieval to believe In such things;

and that the most telling effect of

the whole occurrence was that In

an age which prided itself on Its

sclentiflc-mlndedness, and which
has been designed as crossly mater-
ialistic, sanctity or the reputation
for sanctity should bring forth such
a remarkable demonstration of
faith even from those whose beliefs

dlfTered from ours.

/
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Well here we are breaking' another
New Year's resolution and writing
drivel again. But we still insist that
something should be done about New
Years. We're not sure how one could
go about It but really a new year Is a
very disconcerting affair. There's
iomethlug psychic as well as some-
ihlng platitudinous about the whole
thing. So everyone succumbs to re-
morse over laziness and Indi^ience
and makes high and mlgh'.y resclvce
to rival the bees (who by the way
are now In bad repute) In Industry,
and not a bit strangely they find
that a hand moving over a clock from
"five" until "flv,e after" has left
them the Identical people that they
were previously with Identical faults,
weaknesses and flaws. Ergo Its quite
dlssappolntlng. And that, kind sirs.

Is our little niorallzlng over for an-
other while and we solemnly promise
that from this time forward we win
be as Irresponsible as cun be. And
what do you say? "Thanks" That's
a good child.

• • •

Now surely you found the old town
dull. Of course, of course. Grown a
bit distant - - a bit aloof and all

that. Oh surely! But of course It

didn't hurt your pride. You had
simply risen above their level, that
was all. Why Certainly, It's clear as
rain. And when you found that the
old gang had recruited sundry other
members and was Inclined to be off-
ish you didn't mind it a bit. You

and provincials and let It pass. Sure
you did! Or when after the first
phone call and a personal appearance
your old girl friend exhibited a
marked frostlness and miscalled your
first name three or four times you
didn't really mind did you? Of covu-se
you felt a little like a martyr and
indulged In a few delicious moments
of self pity and resignation but you
laughed it off. We can Just see you
doing it. But it was when you final-
ly discovered that your loving brother
had appropriated everything that you
had left behind you that the storm
broke and you began to bite pieces
out of the furniture. Oh well, life

is like that.

,

Darkening Collegiate Skies
It was just the other day when, having a few minutes

to waste, we hied oursedves to a nearby movie house, with '^°'"* "' ^^'^ ^"8^"y s^P^^ior to rustics

the idea of being entertained by a picture advertised as the
"""" '""'""'

latest thing in college films. However, we were destined to
sit through an hour and a half of positive boredom—and if
you think it isn't boring to watch some foolish sophomores
cavorting about in a manner that is supposed to be the do-
mgs of a representative group of college men and women on
a party—well try it yourself. The protests that have come
from practically all the colleges and universities in the coun-
try to try and make the producers of such misrepresentative
pictures realize their mistakes was one thing that prompted
our attendance.

Apparently, it seems that the protests have been to no
avail—as far as we could see—for the story was the same
as many of it's predecessors and the characters were still all
of that wild, snobbish, irresponsibe type with gaudy blazers,
questionable ties and balloon pants. How they get young
people to look so foolish is surely an enigma to us.

It's not so much that we take this sort of thing seri-
ously. We don't, but there is a certain class of people in
this countiy that do consider this outlandish trash serious-
ly—so seriously that they have refused to allow their sons to
enter college and have deprived their daughters the com-
pany of college men. Now gentlemen, we ask you, isn't that
getting to be a deplorable condition.

It is only too true that we are at a loss to do anything
about the production of these pictures. We can, of course,
give them the proverbial razz whenever they come to town
andin time they may cease to spread their destructive ideas IS„ "^^^^ too, you need rest
„„i ^- . . . - ,, .

Kiuv-nvc iucao Holidays are notoriously «.ti-<.«..r>,,o

and die an ignominious death, outlawed by the very ones
they are deriding. Don't get us wrong, however, we are not
down on all "campus" pictures, but on the contrary fully en-
joy a collegiate film.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, January 14th, 1930.

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel HaU 1.00 P. M.
Lawrence Club, Academy /;.... ..^..^m*'.**--'*' 700 P.M.
Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall .....;..,.................. 7.00 P. M.
Varsity Bowling, Ardmore 9.00 P. M.

Wednesday, January 15th, 1930
LaSalle Club, Academy , ,. >;. . 12.30 P. M.
R. C. H. 8. Club, Academy ,,,,..*....... 12.30 P. M.
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall ......;..../»...,,. 4.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall .;.'...«..... 7.00 P. M.
Connecticut Valley Club, Academy

;;, i ... 7.00 P. M.
Thursday, January 16th, 1930

Senior Class Meeting, Academy
, 1.00 P. M.

Chemistry Club. Amphitheatre ; I.OO P. M.
Belle Air "iear Book Meeting Academy ; 2.45 P. M.

Friday, January 17th, 1930
12.30 Club Meeting, Monastery .'

Stamford Club, Monastery ,. ..,

„.„ Saturday, January 18th
villanova vs Lehigh University, Basketball, Bethlehem

Monday, January 20th
V. I. C. Meeting, Academy '....^.;;,.,.....
Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy .;;... .

.'

x.uu r. m
Junior Class Meeting, Academy 1 00 P M
New Jersey Club, Academy .".*.'.'

7,00 P. M
Tuesday, January 21st

Phi Kappa Pi, Mendel Hall 11.45 ^ M
Belle Air Ball Committee, Academy ........... 12.30 P. M.

' •>«•,•««• 12.30 P. M.
2.30 P. M.

8.00 P. M.

12.30 P. M.
1.00 P. M.

The Mosque \

There's wonders In that harmless
sleet

There's traffic Jams and wrecks
It Isn't sleeting sleet at all

It's sleeting broken necks!

Selah

!

BRIAN BORYU

FATHER MALONE III

Father Malone, Professor of Eng-
lish at Villanova, is seriously ill at
St. Joseph's Hospital in Philadel-
phia.

At the time of his removal to the
hospital it was thought that Father
Malone was suffering from diph-
theria. However complications have
set in which show this not to be
the case.

The Villanovan voices the words
of the student body and faculty
when it expresses its sincere wishes
for the speedy recovery and return
to Villanova of Father Malone.

According to Pollyanna, Edgar
Guest, the Sunshine Boys and the
movies there's nothing like good old
blind optlsm and a personality smile
Now, admittedly. It Is hard to leave
the Joys and comforts of home fare
and fair homesters after the merry
times and come back to these melan-
choly days, "the saddest of the year."
Most assuredly it is. But all things
else notwithstanding you must come
back with a smile if It takes an
operation In plastlcal surgery to do
it. So we have a few hints that will
help you kid yourself into enjoying
It. First and foremost of course
there's this great and lofty thing
called education which you have been
feverishly stalking and which (re-
member that you are kidding your-
self) you are impatient to be at

A PASSING THOUGHT

* * * * *

It was once said that an army marches on it's stomach.
If that be true then we claim that a student body does the
same thing. We are well aware of the fact that food is al-
ways a problem especially where it must be served in large
quantities and regularly. The tendency to monotony in-
creases with the regularity. Here at Villanova the meals
taken as a whole have improved decidedly, as for example
the meal served Sunday noon. This meal was all that could
be asked for in the way of eatables. We here wish to give
a word of commendation to those responsible for this im-
provement especially the steward, Mr. Seller.

Along with this commendation we would like to make a
suggestion (if suggestions are in order) concerning the main
meal of the day. It seems that the main meal is served at
the noon hour rather than in the evening. On account of
the short lapse of time between breakfast and lunch hour as
well as much indoor class work on the part of the students
a heavy meal is not needed as much as in the evening when
after a longer period of elapsed time and a better part of the
afternoon spent outdoors a full meal would be greatly en-
joyed. In offering this suggestion we feel confident that we
voice the opinion of the resident student body as a whole i

this regard. •'.';/

strenuous
Too, there are the girls that you know
in the city whom, (even though you
have lacked initiative in the past)
you are now determined to call up.
You look over the new shows In the
city and decide that now while you
are flush you will realize the ambi-
tion of a year and see them all.

Finally you fondly dream over an
accumulation of letters that holiday
friendships have lea you to expect.

Then with abundance of greyness
will come the dawn - - - - when you
realize that with Mid Years so pre-
ciously close rest is a chimera - -

that you have Just as little nerve as
ever and that the female acquaint-
ances in town will still be uncalled
In June ... - that Inexplicably
somehow you are Just as surely and
competely broke as ever and that
shows are Just as taboo - - - finally

that dust and cobwebs still fill up
the space where letters should repose.

By that time you will be able to
smile over an approaching and greatly
anticipated week end and thus the
smile cycle is magically perpetuated.
So long live dentifrice and may in-
cissors, (Heaven preserve them!)
continue to shine as fatuously as

ever.

in

EXCHANGES
The Villanovan gratefully acknowledges the following exchanges:

The Jiona N.iiiur,., Kt. lion.u ."i.turo CoIIck.', N. V
J.).n;i ..•ivvk. Holy Cioh.s (•uII..ko, Uoic.-Htor, Mas.s

'

„'
, V./"^''""''"'' '">< 'J^'"'*'" J'liilart.-lphia. I'll.

JJurkiiHliaii. liuckn.ll CoUvKo. I.culMl.urK, I'a.
<.<'tt.v.sl.niKian. (Jftt.vHl.urt? i'oII,.k«' ]'a
KoK Horn. St. iKnatlus ClU-nv. .San KranclHco, Cal.

T K' MeiKht.s. l!.,.>,ton V„]U-ki'. |{...sti.n AIuh.s • -

Tlu> ("ani.siaii, Canisins ('(.lirKj', Buffalo N Y ' *

Wtdiniy JN'tiol, OKh'thorpo Unlv.MHltv. W.rKl'aTie (Jn-yhound. J.c.yola ^\>\\cKv, Jialllinoro, Wr.
1 H" John lloi.kln.M N.'WH J^ttpr. Haltimur.-, Md.

Nornrr'arolh"^^^^
^'"''^'' ^

*"""*'' ^''^'""^ "' Science. Wuhpeton
Th<« .NiaKara In.h'X, NhiKara UnlvorHlty, NlHRJiro. NY
I.oy,.h. •"Iv^rsit.v I)H Kay. Venl.-... rallfornla
The Tatlep, New Ftoclielle ColUxe, N. V
The I'tnn State rulIeKljin, State ('(.lli'K'e I'aThe (Sleaner, Nazareth «'o||e^'e, KoclieHt'er N YThe I'ellran. SI. Klizal.eth Collene. Convent N JThe Nofie J)arni> ScholaHtle. .Smith Mend Ind

?he'^'i[iihi;'i^'7:;;;,^;ir ri;!;!:;:;;:^^ /?r" ^^'"•"r-n.«. ranromia.

St Vlnrent-H ColleK.. Journal. St. VIneenfs CoIIeKe, Ixitrobo Vn
Z\'" T^-f" I'nlverMlty NewH. Temple I'nlverslt v. IMil adelphVi PnThe CrlniHon * fJray. St, Jo.neph'H ColleKo, i'hlladelphl p,

'''' *
""

The AuwUHtlnlan. Staten iHlaiuL N. Y.
Tin- Mohart Herald, fjent-vla. N. Y.
TIk' St. Josephw I'lep Chronlclo, i'hihidelphlu PjiThe Lorla. .St. Joxephn ("olleKe.. itnioklyn N V
The Tower. Calholli' InlveiHlty, WaHhinKton D C
I'nion * Times. HufTahi, N. V. . • •

Thi> l.rfifayette. I.Kirayette ('olleRO I'^iHton. Vn.
The Kar Kawr, <'hlneH<> MImhIoh Society, NehraMkn
Tlie l-'aleon. gulney TollcKe. Ciiiln<v. III.

AuKHHtlnliin Mirror, I'hillliiplne InlandH.
The Alembic, I'rovlilence ('olleKo. I{. J.
The Uiurel, .St. lionii venture ColleKc, Ijean, N TThe Ai|uinaH. St. Thoniax <'olleKo. Krrantori. I»aThe Iliiy Leuf, Marywoud ColleRe, Hcrnnton I'a

Now a radio la a very nice thing.
Everyone thinks so and If you don't
believe it Just buy one for curiosity
(and a paltry sum down payment)
and watch your popularity grow by
leaps, bounds, shrieks and squeals.
But there's a problem connected with
a radio. To be utterly frank we think
that a radio is somehow connected
with every conceivable kind of problem
but that Is neither here nor there.

This Is the one big problem - - when
to use it? Of course there is always
the very simple solution of not using
it at all but out of Justice to tlie

dealer, yourself and Marconi you
should allow it to sputter now and
then If only for principle's sake.

But when? Ah, there it Is you see.

The morning? Awful t Surely you have
some consideration for the worn out,

work-ridden man who slumbers
through the first class period. Morn-
ings are out. Afternoons? Well may-
be but to utilize afternoons that way
hardly seems fair to Bryn Mawr and
the Seville. And in the evenings
there Is the quaint old custom ol

study hours and while you may
plead that you are studying accoun-

tlcs or harmony (though the latter

on a radio Is patently Impossible) you
will have to convince the prefect

and we don't envy you the task. So
If you have a radio and you really

want to know what Amos and Andy
said the other night or how the

Moonbeams are getting along your
safest bet is to write home and ask

about it.

• • •

And when the sleet, the shining sleet

Pelts sharp against the pane
Bo not depressed but ponder on
The power In It's train.

After leaving college many young
men are presented with an oppor-
tunity of entering politics. Re-
membering the revolting spectacle
usually presented by those who
represent the people, the conscien-
tious naturally hesitate before ac-
cepting or rejecting. Almost every-
where may be seen thievery of the
worst sort. Eminently respected men
have been known to sacrifice all
manly qualities for the dubious
prestige of a title. The infamous
Dreyfus Case, wherein an innocent
man was sent to Devil's Island to
hide political corruption, has its
parellel in California today. The
honest men, that may be found here
and there, rarely possess power.
Even in the petty politics of their
college days young men can recall
dishonesty. Hence, the question of
entering political strife is Indeed
perplexing for young men of char-
acter.

After deciding to remain out of
public life, a man is quite satisfied
with himself. To him the aim of
the average politician is wealth and
publicity. The fiery reformer has
an axe to grind or he Is a fanatic
obsessed by a pet idea. Eventually
he will cool and be content to put
up with things as they are. All of-
fice seekers are democratic during
the campaign, no one is deceived
but all are Ingratiated. It is not
strange that the man out of public
life is pleased with his dignity. He
ceases to become indignant at in-
justices that do not affect him.
Everyone has enough trouble fight-
ing his own battles.
The men of character and ability

who enter politics have a less sel-
fish view. They join the confiict
confident of preserving their integ-
rity and yet winning success. Some
fail but they have at least hindered
the plans of their opponents. Oth-
ers succeed and find in their hands,
power. Ideals, without power, are
frequently just ideals—of little use
beyond the mind. But Ideals, back-
ed by power, can be productive of
inestimable good. A battle is ever
being waged against hordes of op-
portunities by a few men of honor.
Will the college graduate enter the
fight or be content to remain a
passive spectator.
The system of government in the

United States is such that, when no
danger threatens, the ship of state
is guided by average men. When a
storm arises, however, the wheel of
power is placed in the hands of the
strong. All is calm today on the
surface of the sea but beneath lies
a volcano that will, within the next
fifteen years, again belch forth its

misery. At that time men of abil-
ity will receive due recognition.

X. Y. Z.

This and That
This Is the season of untrlmmlng

Christmas trees and of modifying the
well known New Year resolutions.

A recent newspaper headline states
that "Philadelphia Wants Brown
Governor." It seems to us that they
are carrying this sun-tan fad a little

bit too far.

In a couple of weeka the procu-
rator will be wanting to raise the
rates for the users of the modern
midnight oil at the mid-year crams.

To come back after a nice restful
vacation and be exposed to some oi

the classic Christmas neckpieces here-
abouts is rather trying on one's eyes.

When a fellow asks a prof for a
break, it should be understood before-
hand that he does not wish to be
broken.

January is sure being two-faced
enough to live up to the reputation
of its famous namesake.

If Ripley Is right and the patoon
god of the Janitors la Janus, then he
surely is being kind to his devotees
by easing the furnace burden of mid-
winter for them.

When the owners of these big coats

go broke they can always make
money by organizing a flea hunt and
charging admission.

Harvard's football team must have
gone down the field for a deficit the
past year.

The social event of last Saturday
night has brought something Into
prominence which will probably
be developed In a much bigger and
better way at the various other func-
tions of this type during the forth-
coming year. It Is realism at Villa-
nova. The idea of realism, has crept
Into every phase of exlstance. James
Joyce, Sherwood Anderson and others
have brought It Into prominency in
the modern literary field, and now at
Villanova the Atlantic City Club,
carries Its standards to the fore!
There was so much realism at their

. dance in the form of salt water taffy
land various other Atlantic City fea-
tures, that one expected any minute
that the orchestra would be carried
away on a tidal wave. Before any
other club should start some new
variations on this theme, here are a
few suggestions for their dances.

Coal CrackerN Club
This offers all sorts of opportunity

for the Ingenlus-mlnded to introduce
new ideas. Why not bring a mine
down from the coal regions and fit

It Into the gym? Samples of coal
could be handed out as favors or
thrown around the hall to lend to
the spirit of the occasion. These
could be l)punced off some enemies'
heads, and the club may In the way,
tarn a reputation worthy of its name.
The boys could come tastefully dress-
ed In miners' costumes and a great
saving could be made on the lighting,

as the miners' caps would afford suf-
ficient Illumination. As the crownfng
event of the gala evening, the gym
cculd be blown up. and everyone
sent sky high, or immense quantities
of earth and gravel could be dropped
on the place, and trap the dancers.

Tile Lawrence Club
Instead of giving a dance the

members of this club could give a
water carnival. One half of the gym
could be filled with water to stand
a;* symbolic of the Boston Harbour,
and the other half covUd be filled

with ice standing for the cold climate,

The latter part would enable the boys
to come to the dance with a skate on.
Cod fish could be placed In the water
darting hither and thither, pardon
me I should say, the cawdflsh should
be theah dahtlng hlthah and thltah
Baked beans could be served at Inter-

mission or a tea party could be held
Instead. The girls should all wear
long ulsters, artlcs and mittens, as
evening gowns that night would be
absolutely too risque. I Imagine that
Hygienic Boston would have objec-
tions to calling the affair a carnival,

so it would be called, a sewing circle

meeting or a Kermis.

But then again President Lowell is

planning to economize and is think-
ing of turning the stadium into some-
thing useful such as classroom for

tuberculars or perhaps a museum.
DeBunk

FIRST NEWSPAPER IN EUROPE

The first newspaper in Europe
was printed on manuscript paper,
and across the top was printed the
four cardinal points of the compass,

N
thus W_j_E, indicating that the pa-

S
per contained news from the four
quarters of the globe. After a
time the letters were printed N. E.
W. S.—and the sheets were called
"news-papers."

Truth Society

To Aid Catholic Press

GUARDS ON DUTY, BUT DON'T
KNOW WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

There is a record of the guard at
Drury Lane Theatre, London, where
soldiers were on duty every night
for 150 years.
The guard had been placed to

protect George II from harm while
he was visiting the theatre, and no
one had recalled the guards until
1894—one hundred fifty years later
—as the result of a dispute of some
kind.

i

Another case is that of sentries on ous statements about The
duty in a government ofllce, saying
"Keep to the right, please, " for
about 10 years. They don't know
why they had to say it until, at last,
some one discovered that a wall had
been painted there 10 years before,
and the original .sentries had been
posted to keep people away from
the wet paint.

Seeking to dissipate the miscon-
ception and Ignorance of many Am-
ericans concerning the Catholic
Church, the International Catholic
Truth Society will this year lay parti-
cular emphasis upon the dissemina-
tion of "second-hand" Catholic news-
papers and magazines tluoughout the
United States, it was announced at
the 30th amiual meeting of the so-
ciety, held here last week. Hereto-
fore, more than half of the Catholic
publications that are remailed at the
Instance of the society have gone to
missionary priests in foreign lands.
During the last year, it was re-

ported, the names of more than 1,000
individuals and organizations were
added to the list of those who co-
operate In the remaning of their
Catholic newspapers and magazines
to Isolated Catholic families in this
country, to priests on foreign mis-
sions and to well-disposed non-
Catholics. More than 370,000 Catho-
lic magazines were mailed out in
this manner during the year, and
190.000 of these went to priests in
China. India, Africa Egypt Miida-
gascar. Alaska, and the Phlllpine
Islands.

In all these distant Islands, It was
pointed out, a knowledge of English
Is demanded from the native youth
who would seek to raise his nnanclal
status, and every bit of matter
printed In English is welcomed and
devoured. The enemies of the Palth,
It was added, are not slow to recog-
nize this situation, and one of the
chief obstacles confronting the Cath-
olic missionaries Is found in the dis-
crimination among the native boys
and girls for books, pamphlets and
magazines containing false and vlci-

Cathollc

ConneetU'iit Vailey Club
This makes me homesick, but one

must go on with suggestions for this
very good organizations. If the gover-
nor could be Interviewed, I am quite
sure that arrangements could be
Made to turn the Connecticut River,
from its course up by the Windsor
Locks, and run it through New York,
down to Villanova and have it empty
Into the college lake. This affair
could be held In the spring and could
be In the form of a canoeing party,
and refreshments could be served
from the roof of what was once Men-
del Hall, but if all plans go through
will be a good Island. Potted trees
a few yards of cheesecloth and a
complicated series of revolving mir-
rors would turn the slate roof Into
a charming rustic scene, although any
minute a ledge may turn out to be
an anatomy dissection table, or some
pretty flora and fuana a half dissect-
ed cat.

The Old Dominion Club
By paying the stewards at the

dining hall a little more, by getting
some cotton plants for them to pick
and training them on a few spiri-
tuals, this party would develop Into
being a howling success. Fake white
mustaches, and sombrero hats suh,
would be the costumes. A collection
of southern belles from South Phila-
delphia, or South Norwalk, would
complete the outfit. The dance
floor could be covered with mud, and
everyone have a great time sloshing
around on the Delta, singing t

"Mammy." There Is no doubt at all
that southern songs could be played
all night because If all the songs
that have been written about that
place below the Mason and Dixon line
were placed end to end, they'd reach
&r. least three times around the world.
Of course a few clubs have been

slighted, but they ought to take Into
consideration that it Is my Job to
fill only one column In this paper,
and one could go on indefinitely
telling of plans for the ones who have
not been mentioned. However, if any
club, fraternity or what have you,
wishes some suggestions for their
dance, soiree, ball german or what-
ever they hold, write me In care of
this paper and I'd be crazy to give
them any tips.

Oh, Hang Up!!!!!!

Count Dmitri.

Cheap at the Price

The Discoverer
"How did that restaurant man

make so much money?"
"He Invented the process of cut-

ting a pie into five quarters."

Her ReHHon
Master: "You say ycu can take

down dictation perfectly and yet you
spell 'physical' with an 'f.' "

Typist: "But the 'v' on my type-
writer Is broken."

Church. Its doctrines and its htaiory.
"While we would welcome thou-

sands more to aid In this noble for-
eign campaign." says the report on
thU subject, "we wish to announce
that during the coming year we will
give more attention to our own coun-
try. During the past year we have
witnessed auch an outburst of olg-
otrv. such a fear and hatred of the
Catholic Church, her rules and her
children, that It is incumbent on us
to do all we can to dissipate the mis-
conception and Ignorance of cur
fair-minded fellow Americans, if
these will be willing to read our
Catholic papers and magazines they
will get an Idea of what the chtirch
reallv teaches Its children and please
Ood the I. c. T. 8. will secure suffi-
cient remallers to supply the de-
mand."

He was a rich man and a gener-
ous one, but he did not like to be
"done." On one of his visits to a
fashionable resort the hotel pro-
prietor took advantage of his vis-
itor's wealth, and the bill he pre-
sented was exorbitant.
The visitor, however, paid with-

out a murmur. Then he said, as
he folded the receipt, "By the way
have you any penny stamps?"
"Yes, sh-," said the manager

"How many would you like?

"

' Er—how much are they apiece?"

The Last Order

Housewife (Calling her grocer)
"And what's more, the next order
you get from me will be the last
111 ever give you."

«,m°«H°''*''
Wlre-"It probably

will. Madam, you are talking to an
undertaker.'

Win Rogers was asked to give a
testimonial for a certain make of
American piano.
"Dear Sirs." he wrote in reply "I

guess that your pianos are the best
that I ve ever leaned against

"
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Sport Spots by Spotty

The sports world today is comprised of a heterogeneous

assemblage constantly shifting, now up, and now down, in

obeyance to the dictates of a fickle clientele, the public. To

surmount the hum drum, the mediocre, and make the grade

has been the reward for but few; who cherish within them

that little something the remainder lack.

SHOWMANSHIP is the little spark which distingushes

these fortunate ones. The history of athletics is but to re-

peat the names of the real showmen. Eccentricities, per-

sonalities, color, appeal to the heroic, to the ludicrous, real

ability all play definite parts in the drama of the headline.

Tex Rickard was the master showman. Before and after

him to mention some might be included Ty Cobb, Bill Tilden,

Bobby Jones, Walter Hagen, Charley Paddock, Paavo Nurmi,

Red Grange, The Four Horsemen, Jack Dempsey, Johnny

Weismuller, Rube Waddell, Devereaux Milburn, Earl Sande

and of another ilk, Jack Sharkey and Art (The Great) Shires.

All these individuals and hosts of others were and are show-

men at heart. ,... .

The Notre Dame eleven Is the gr^atest drawing card

year in and year out. Rockne, a great showman, turns out

colorful teams that exude his appeal. When the Yankees

were mopping up the American League, Murderers Row was

better known than the current news and even the Athletics

' in one short year by devastating stickwork collared the en-

thusiasm of sport devotees.

Today the public demands showmanship. Color, Life,

Pep, The Unique, have usurped the old order. The turn-

stiles no longer click to the plodding past and the modest

violet. The self assertive keep open the box office these

times. Art (Whataman) Shires in an astonishingly short

interval made himself a national figure and merely through

an overly locquacious tongue. Charley Paddock, on his last

visit to Philadelphia, invoked more sticks of type upon his

riotous costume than on his record breaking exploit.

When Stanford came East to play the Army in 1928

with double numbered jerseys, this trivial and unessential

fact instigated much newspaper comment. The Old Fox too

is a Showman.
Villanova could well copy from these items. The foot-

ball club has torn a leaf from Rockne's pages, the Wildcats'

gridiron wardrobe of two and three complete changes has

gained mention practically every occasion they went into

action. Undoubtedly this has been one of the best displays

of positive publicity. It would be of great benefit to con-

tinue the policy among the other branches of athletic activ-

ity, to the Basketball, Track and Baseball outfits. It is im-

perative to keep one's name in the spotlight the year round

and not withdrawn into ones shell as winter approaches and

then hibernate till the following fall.

With the exception of the Track Clubs the major sport

teams at Villanova are well equipped, the cinder pathers

however have been neglected. They have outfits, unim-

pressive suits of underwear shorts and flimsy cotton pull-

overs with sweat suits of fleece, no color, nothing to inspire,

nothing to look upon. A great opportunity is being passed

up. Dress up the track men till they resemble their com-

petitors, they deserve it.

A comparison between the track men and the others

finds the former sorely eclipsed, and out of place. Other

colleges find it so to pay some attention to their trackers,

and Villanova could.

Severance is

Praised For

Record

WHAT THIS YEAR WILL
BRING TO EACH OF US

It is often remarked that people

bring the same old faults Into the

new year, which lead them to make
the same old mistakes, hence theli

j
hopes of large accomplishment for

^ I
the new year are apt to vanish. But

Joseph Dugan Wishes Asst.. there is a much better way of looking

Manager Continued 1' ""
,?*, .T' w'*V' "^""^ '"'"

^
^

'same old faults into the new year
Success

We are In receipt of a communi-
cation from Joe Dugan of the
Philadelphia Record and a feature

sports writer on that staff. It is a
commendation to Mr. Al Severance,
Vlllanova's Asst. Grad. Mgr. and
Publicity Director on his splendid
work during the foot ball season.

Mr. Dugan is especially praise-

worthy towards Mr. Severance's per-
sonality and tirclessness together
with his fine and hospitable treat-

ment of the sport scriveners who
covered the Villanova grid contests
both at home and away; in part
the missive reads:
My Dear Mr. Mahan:

It is with the greatest of
pleasure that I wish to convey my
appreciation towards Mr. Sev-
erance upon his splendid en-
deavors this past fall in the
interests of Villanova College.
Mr. Severance has always ac-

quitted himself in the most ac-
cepted manner his zeal to-
wards the furtherance of Villa-
nova in particular impressing
me ... . furthermore my as-
sociations with him have been
of the most cordial nature.
He has ever shown himself

desirous to aid in any of the
duties connected with my otRce

I feel that I am speaking
on behalf of any other in the
writing profession who may
have come Into contact with
him.

I Join with many more in
wishing Mr. Severance a suc-
cessful continuance to the work
he has so admirably begun.

Sincerely yours,

JOE DUGAN
Smiles

Fearing he had lost his way, a
tourist leaned out of his car and
hailed a sleepy-looking native of a
small village.

"Hey! " he called. "What's the
name of the next town beyond
^thls?"

"Dunno, stranger," drawled the
local patriot; "I lives hyar."

Courtmen
Take Capitol

Foes Easily

Candidates for the varsity one
mile relay team have been called

out in preparation for the Indoor
meets. Coach Meredith Is faced
with replacing two of the quartet
that ran last season and which
placed second in the Meadowbrook
Games and ran third at the Penn
Relays.

Jimmy Woods, leader of last

year's team and Dick Daley have
graduated, leaving Captain Mahan
and Joe Costanzo as a nucleus for

this season's club. The choice for

the remaining two posts hUiges
around "Red" Martin, J. E. Kelly,

"Bucky" Hammond and Ted Pis
choty.

It is expected that the men will

have the use of the Haverford
College board track for the early

work, pursuant to the decision of
the Athletic Council at the latter

school. In the past and today too
the lack of facilities at Villanova
prevent the men from training here.

If the coach thinks their condi-
tion warrants it is likely Villanova
will be represented in the Meadow-
brook Meet with several high
Jumpers and sprinters and perhaps
a man each in the 1000 yards and
two mile events. Mahan may com-
pete in the 45 yard high hurdles.

It is hoped the outfits of the cin-
derpathers this season will not lack
in comparison with the uniforms of
the other clubs.

Just Looking

Around
Well, as the old oaken bucket says,

the holidays are over and It's back
to the old grind now until Easter
"Silent Night" and "Jingle Bells"
have left the radio, not to return
until next December. The next
sporting event will be the seven or
eight round bout with the faculty,
beginning on the 27th. The theme
song for the occasion, respectfully
dedicated to the faculty, will be "My
Pate Is In Your Hands."

• • •

Georgetown University, which wHl
be back on the Cats' gridiron program
again next fall after an absence of

several years, has become the latest

to join the ranks of Notre Dame
system-ushers, with the signing of

Tommy Mills as football coach.

Mills has become an assistant coach
under Rockne for the past few years,

and most of his time has been spent

in scouting the opponents of the

Irish. Tommy has been head coach

of boxing and baseball atl the South
Bend school, too.

It was reported that two of Harry
jStuhldreher's teammates of five sea-

sons ago had been offered the posi-

tion, but neither were able to accept.

Chuck Collins, who played end while
the Pour Horsemen were on th<;

rampage, has Just turned out a great

team at the University of North
Carolina, and could have got the

billet if his contract at the Southern
school did not have two years run
yet. Adam Walsh, who captained

that 1924 team, also has a contract

Passion Play at Oberammergau
1930 Objective of U. S. Tourists

_, ,, . .. up at Yale, where he Is serving as
The varsity courtmen ran their .^j^tant coach. To Walsh is given

much credit for the playing of Alble

Booth, sensational Ell quarterback.

streak of successes to Ave in a row
in tumbling Catholic U. and
George Washington U. down in
Washington last Friday and Satur-
day evenings.
Both outfits put up good first

half games and then withered
away before the attack of the
Pennsylvanians in the latter min-
utes of the struggles. Catholic U.
succumbed 45 to 28 and the Colon-
ials 33 to 21.

Czesick, Birmingham and Morgan
led the invaders in the double con-
quest, none of the three being held
in check with much success. All
ten men carried on the trip saw ac-
tion.

In the George Washington fiay
the homesters stayed with the
Wildcats till near midtime when
Birmingham and Edwards managed
to get away with baskets to give
us an 18 to 10 advantage at the
whistle. The second half saw the
handicap chopped down and then
raised till the finale witnessed the
Felines pulling away. Pine and
Harris put up the best games for
the G. W. quintet.

The lineup of the George Wash-
ington game follows:

GEORGE WASHINGTON
Peg. Pig. Pts.

Ihe VUlage of Oboranunergaa, In the fooUiUIa of th« Bavarian Alp^ aod

Rev. W. Ooleman NevUs, I»resld<iit ot GournviiaiwTk University

and Chairman of tl\c Bxeruiive OouncU of the newly
formed OaUwllc Studtnts Travel League

Pine, f 3 3 9
Ginberg, f 1 2
Harris, f 2 2 6
Thacker, f .0 1 1

Hoover, c
Blaine, c
Castell, g 2 2
Loffer, g
Gray, g 1 1
Perry, g

but we take all the experience of the
past, all the ties of friendship and
service we have formed, all the pow-
ers we have built up as the result ol

past effort. So It comes about thai
we are not venturing alone Into
unknown country. We do not know
what Is ahead of us, but we do
know what we take with us to meet
the unknown future. If we have
been able to surmount difficulties

In the past, we have every reason
to expect that we can surmount
them in the future. Every time
we have conquered something that
was hard and troublesome in the
year that has passed, we have fit-

ted ourselves to overcome some-
thing still more difficult in the year
that is to come. Every useful human
life is learning something every year

which tends to make the new task:

and situations come easier. Some
people are so bound to folly that they
seem to go on making mistakes with
Increasing momentum. But people

who are trying to do good work and
fuinu their obligations In life, 'find

that wisdom gathers as the years

pass. Every year adds a new accre-

tion of it. as the tree makes a new
ring of its fiber for each growing sea-

son. This capacity of human life

for growth should enable us to face

unknown and often doubtful experi-

ences with serene confidence, sure

that there are solutions for every

difficulty and hope for every mo-
ment of sorrow. We carry with us

friendships, memories, and powers

developed from past effort, so that

the losses that may come with the

passing of the years, are offset by

the fruitage the years have left.

B. B.

He: "I can tell you how much
water to the quart goes over Ni-

agara Falls."

She: "If you know, tell us."

He: "Two pints."

Uncle: "And what do you want
to be when you grow up, Tom?"
Tom : "I want to be the man who

fills the chocolate machines."

Totals .1..;... .6 9 21

VILLANOVA
Peg. Pig. Pts.

Birmingham, f 4 8
Holland, f ... ...... 1 1
Czesick, 5 10
Egan, f

Edwards, c ............ 1 1 3
Sullivan, c
Tracy, g 1 1 3
Harkins, g Q 1 1
Morgan, g 3 1 7
Gardner, g.,, Q

Totals ..:...... 14 1 33
Referee—Metzler

WHEN DOES THE
,

DECADE END?
Someone may start an argument

today recalling the debace occurring
in the year 1900, as to when the cen-
tury began. Quite a dispute raged,
as to whether 1900 belonged to the
century that had Just passed, or to
the new one. The final Judgement
seemed to be that 1900 was simply
the closing year of the 19th century,
and that the 20th century did not
open until January 1, 1901. Similar-
ly one might start a dispute now, as
to whether the third decade of the
20th century begins January 1, 1930.
or not until January 1931. Probably
the latter dlvUlon would be the cor-
rect one. Yet In the popular mind,
the years group themselves In tens,
called respectively the twenties, the
thirties, the forties, etc. So accord-
ing to that idea, we have now passed
Into the thirties of this wonderful
century, and ten more fateful years
have passed Into history for good or
for ill. The 'teen year of the 20th
century will probably have proved to
be the most dramatic of this wonder-
ful period. The World War seems
like a great dividing line, seperatlng
old times from new ones. Anything
that happened In 1910 Is only 20 years
back, but it seems almost as remote
as anything 60 years ago. The world
took some tremendous leaps and
crossed some chasms of illimitable

depth back In that decade. The war
changed everything. The decade of
the twenties nas been devoted to

picking up the pieces, trying to build
something better out of a scene of
chaos. It has been successful at It,

particularly In our own country.
Times have Improved. Business is

on a more secure foundation, inter-

national relations are better. We
have had a period of pessimism, but
people do not bellve all the cynical

things they say. Anyway, the world
looks bright, as we centure forth in-

to the thirties of this amazing 20th

century.

B. B.

Newspaper men will probably be at

sea next fall in attempting to christen

Temple's football team. Several

euphonious cognomens are at hand,
what with MlUer-men, and Bonner's

Battlers, but maybe they'll be known
as the Bell boys.

Temple evidently Is not expecting

an easy battle with the Wildcats next

fall, as they have dated a set-up In

the form of Wake Forest (North Caro-

lina State beat 'em this fall) for the

Saturday after, according to the

schedule released last week.
• • •

Doc Jacobs basketball team faces

another major foe this Saturuay.

when a new addition to the schedule,

Lehigh University, will be met In

Bethlehem. While Lehigh's football

teams have been big Jokes for the

past ten years, she has consistently

put out great cage teams, and 1930

Is no exception.
• • •

Lehigh's veteran roster contains

the name of Bob Many, one of the

best forwards In the game last year.

Many ranked in the first five of the

nation's scorers from one end of the

season to the other. ,

• • •

Schultz, the other forward, and
Captain Bennet and Schaub, the

guards, are both hold-overs from last

year, while Ware, the center, a sopho-

more, is said to be Lehigh's best

basketball prospect in years, jack
Birmingham and his men will have

their work cut out for them Satur-

day.
• « •

The Prosh meet the Lehigh year-

lings on Saturday, too.
• • «

For the first time In the last three

years, the New York University

basketball team was eliminated in

the first round of the New Year's

tournament up at Yale. Georgetown

beat N. Y. U. this year, only to be

beaten In turn by Yale In the finals,

the Gothamltes were the winners last

year.
• • •

Temple added another coach to its

staff over the holidays, giving Johnny
Da Grossa, former assistant at

Georgetown, charge of the line.

« • •

Prom the work of the Owl line on

a certain bllzzery day last November,

a new coach or a new line or a new
something was certainly most needed.

• • *

Davis, of Duke, a tackle, and Slate,

of Bucknell, a back, were added to

the lists of captain-elects during the

past few weeks. Both men will have

opportunities to shake the hand ol

Clete Gardner next fall.

New Catholic Students Travel League Features Age-Old
Stupendous Spectacle on Tours

NEW YORK—Europe Is always
j

dlgnltarlea and educators at the

alluring to the American traveler, I leading colleges and schools of the

but there is an added Incentive for United States and Canada. His

going abroad In 1930. It Is the , Eminence, William Cardinal

year of the Passion Play. This O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston,

stupendous spectacle Is presented is one of the endorsers, and the

over a period of five months every Executive Council Is headed by Rev.

tenth year, and Americans are at- W. Coleman Nevlla, president of

tracted to these performances In Georgetown University. Local

increasing numbers each time they headquarters of the League are lo-

are given at Oberammergau. cated at Nou 661 Fifth Avenue.

The Passion Play will be given The Passion Play, a dramatiza-

every Sunday next May and June, tlon of the life of Christ .has been

,

and twice weekly the following given every tenth year since the'

three montha Attendance at the plague of 1683. During that year)

Passion Play Is featured on a num- the citizens of Oberammergau vow- '

ber of the tours of the newly form- ed that they would re-enact the

'

ed Catholic Students Travel League life of Christ every tenth year aff/(

In 1930. la thanksgiving offering for havlngj

Besides Its religions significance, been delivered of the InfllctlveJ

the Passion Play serves to interest
: eviL

the tourist because of the hospital- The play Is a gigantic manlfesta-'

Ity of the villagers to the visitors ' tlon of religious worship and the

to Oberammergau. Nearly the en-
j
moral character of each actor Is

tire population of this quaint vil- 1 considered as well as his histrionic

lage. which nestles In the foothills 1 ability. The whole vUlage lives for

of the Bavarian Alps, participates this production. The inhabitants
in the performances, and it is the

;
spend their time at fashionln^r

customi that each spectator be
|
crucifixes, rosaries and images of

housc'i by a player the night pre- I the Saints for disposal to the tour-

ceding the performance. { ists who pass through their TlUage
A'lready several hundred reaerva- ' year by year,

tlcns for those quarters have been 1 The Passion Play portrayafci are'

'nade for members on tours of the
, the epitome of emotional acting.

Catholic Students Travel Lcafruc Each player puts his very soul IntO'

next Spring and Summer. This his part. Participation In one of
organization has the endorsement ; the leading character roles is the
and support of hundreds of church

|
life's achievement of each player.

Activities of the

Various Clubs

STUHLDREHER WRITES
FOR PAPERS

In the January 11th edition of

the Catholic Standard & Time.

Harry Stuhldreher wrote his final

article in the series of the 1929

football season. He outlines the

prospects of Catholic teams for the

next gridiron campaign. He finds

the prospects bright for most of the

Catholic teams. Among the teams

found In his review are George-

town, Boston College, Pordham,
Holy Cross, Notre Dame, St. Mary's

and Villanova. The following is an
excerpt from his article:

"Villanova loses, among a list of

twelve men, such prominent players

as Gillespie, Melanson, Hillen, Hen-
ry, August, McAndrews and Andre-
ulevlcz, which makes the future not

so bright. However, with the aid

of a fine freshman team, Villanova

will favorably tackle the most diffi-

cult schedule ever arranged at that

Institution."

In the January 8th edition of the

Tower of Catholic University, there

Is an article commenting on some
work written for a Philadelphia

newspaper by Harry Stuhldreher.

In this article, Stuhldreher writes

how much better It is to coach a
Catholic school than a non-Cath-
olic one because of the better type

of boys who want to work and are

not afraid to do so. He also writes:

"Along with this, there are ordin-

arily no fraternities or systems of

coeducation among the Catholic

colleges which tend to divert the
youth's mind from athletic activ-

ities once he takes them up."

Belle-Masque Player
The Belle-Masque players will be-

gin active work on their production
"The Toastmaster" Thursday after
noon. Professor Jonas, moderator,
wishes all of the cast to be present
with their manuscripts, Thursday
afternoon at four o'clock. The first

rehearsal will be held at that time.
The schedule of future rehearsals

will also be established and this
schedule will be adhered to rigidly.

Any member of the cast who ab-
sents himself from more than two
rehearsals without sufficient excuse
will be dropped.
The "Toastmaster" will be pre-

sented early in February.

A. S. C. E.

The Villanova chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engineers
held its last meeting of 1929 on the
Friday preceding the Christmas
holidays. At that meeting it was
decided that beginning on Friday,
January 17, a series of meetings will

be held on the first and third Fri-
days of each month, to discuss and
consider questions relating directly

to the Civil Engineering department
of Villanova, and to its association
with the National Society. It was
proposed that the Seniors render
short talks on their theses.

Mr. S. Breth, vice-president of the
society, conducted the meeting in

the absence of President John
Meyer who was in Bryn Mawr
hospital recovering from injuries

received in an automobile accident.

Mr. J. P. O'Hara is secretary and
treasurer of the society. A commit-
tee was selected to visit Mr. Meyer
at the hospital.

The Villanova Chapter of the A.

S. C. E. consists of thirty-five mem-
bers of the Engineering school,

taken from the three upper classes.

Connecticut Valley Club
The Connecticut Valley Club held

its first meeting of the New Year,
Mr. Bernard T. Dolan presiding.

Most of the meeting was taken up
with reports on the dance sponsored
by the club during the recent holi-
days. Mr. George Bagnall, chair-
man of the dance committee an-
nounced that all returns have not
yet been made, hindering him from
giving a complete report.

Mr. Dolan addressed the club
members and asked all to meet
their obligations to the club as soon
as possible. Dues for the second
half of the year are now payable.

Villanova lUlian Club
The Villanova Italian Club will

hold a very Important meeting to-
morrow afternoon at one o'clock in

the Academy. President Rinaldi
earnestly requests that all members
be present as plans for the next
semester will be dl.scu.s.sed.

The treasurer will render a com-
plete detailed report on the financial

condition of the organization. The
list of eligible members will also be
announced.
A ticket for the Belle Aire Ball

has been purchased by the Italian
Club, who has lent their support to

the Ball by becoming a patron, and
this ticket will be disposed among
those present at the meeting.
A committee will be appointed to

make preparations for the annual
dance of the Villanova Italian Club.
This dance will be held sometime
next month.

Betta Gamma
The first 1930 meeting of the

Betta Gamma Debating Society will

be called to order by President Jos-
eph Takacs on Wednesday, January
15th, at 3.45 p. m.

Belle Masque Players
The next regular meeting of this

society will convene on Thursday
afternoon at 4.00.

Coal Crackers Club
A special meeting of the Coal

Crackers Club will be Jield this

evening at 7 o'clock in Room 104

Mendel Hall. The Christmas dance
and new business will be discussed
with Edward Bunsa, '30 presiding.

Lost
Winston's Simplified Dictionary

on Thursday last. Will the finder

kindly return it to 330 Austin Hall?

INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE

The schedule of sanctioned in-

door track meets announced by the
A. A. U. follows:

January 4—Columbus Council, K.
of C, Brooklyn.
January 11—New York, American

Legion, New York; Brooklyn Eve-
ning High School, Brooklyn.
January 18—Brooklyn College A.

A., Brooklyn.
January 25, Norwegian Turn So-

ciety, New York; Prout Memorial
games, Boston.
January 29, St. Joseph's O. C,

Newark, N. J.

February 5. Newark A. C, Newark
Square Garden.
February 8—Mlllrose A. A., Madi-

son Syuare Garden.
February 11—Brooklyn Edison

Company, Brooklyn.
February 12—Osceola Club, New

York; Meadowslde Club, Philadel-
phia.

February 15—Metropolitan A. A.
championship, under auspices of
Crescent A. C. Thirteenth Regi-
ment Armory. Brooklyn; Boston A.
A. games, Boston.
February 17—New York A. C.

New York.
February 20—Canadian A. A. U.

champlon.shlp. Toronto.
February 22—National A. A. U.

championship. Atlantic City.
March 1—Intercollegiate A. A. A.

A. championship. New York.
March 12—New York K. of O.
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Serviceable

Periodicals

In Library

Valuable Inf o r m a t i o n
May Be Obtained in

Magazines

HKLPFUL FOR TUKS^IS

From now until the end of the
year the members of the Senior
class will all be engaged in the task
of writing their theses as a prepara-
tion for their graduation. This en-
tails an enormous amount of re-

search work. Most of the resident
students, not having cards in the
various public libraries in the city,

are, perhaps, at a loss as to where
they may go to obtain reference
material to aid them in writing
their theses. We take this oppor-
tunity to remind them that a wealth
of material Is available in the school

library. This material lies not only
in reference books but also in the

' many periodicals that are obtain-

able in the library. The readers

guide to Periodical Literature great-

ly facilities the task of locating any
material desired.

The following is a list of the
magazines classified very roughly as

to their general nature:
• Religious

The religious periodicals are near-
ly all national in scope and have
as contributors to their pages the
most eminent writers on timely re-

ligious topics In this country and
abroad. Numbers of these maga-
zines are obtainable for several

yitars back and anyone desiring in-

formation about any subject per-

taining to ethics, morals, the atti-

tude of the church toward modern
trends and movements, etc., are ad-
vised to consult these magazines.
They are: •.':,.... w

Ameiica ''': ',,

;• •.•.. Religion Cultura ; ;. : ;.•.

,,• Commonwealth •;'•!''
' ' ~- Good Counsel •'•.'.

;...• The Catholic World
•' •• The Fortnightly Review

Business
Much valauable Information and

reference material lies stored with-

in the periodicals of a business and
political nature. Students of the

School of Commerce and Finance
especially will be interested to know
that a very complete and modern
assortment of periodicals of this

nature Is available In the library.

The master minds In the Business
World of today as well as the most
renowned professors of business

subjects In the largest universities

of the country write for these

magazines. They are as follows:

American Federationlst

Commerce
Labor
Law and Labor
Survey of Current Business
Magazine of Wall Street
Annals
Political Science Quarterly
Protectionist

Scientific

While not being so great in num-
ber the scientific publications are

very thorough in scope and should
prove invaluable in aiding the Pre-
Medical students in obtaining cur-

rent Information about scientific

and hygenlc subjects. The period-

icals of this nature serve to aug-
ment the unusually large collection

of scientific text and reference

tx)oks that are on the shelves of the

library. These periodicals are:

American Journal of Public

Health
Catalyzer
National Geographis ;

Psysiologlcal Zoology

Engineering:

The collection of engineering
magazines is very complete indeed.

No less than twenty publications of

this nature are available to the en-
gineers to a'rl them in Uie extensive

lesearch wo'-k that their theses re-

quire. The bulletins published by
some of the large corporations and
other magazines pertaining to vari-

ous technical subjects are able to

furnish almost unlimited ' material
to the students of the engineering
school. A list of these publications

Is as follows:

American Machinist
Power Plant Engineering

Areo Digest Power
Coal Radio News
Compressed Air Roads and Streets
Concrete

Transactions of the A. S. M. E.

DeLavel Centrifugal Review
Water Works and Sewerage

Engineering and Contracting
Bell System Technical Journal

Engineers and Engineering
Oil and Gas Power

Heating and Ventilating
Municlple News and Waterworks

Machinery
Educational

In the field of education the
scarcity of the number of periodi-
cals received In the library is more
than compensated by the excellence
of the material contained in them.
The subject of education, with par-
ticular reference to Catholic educa-
tion is treated most thoroughly
from every possible angle in the va-
rious journals on this subject that
are in the library. They are: I

Catholic Educational Review
'

National Catholic Education As-
sociation.

Pennsysvanla School Journal
Journal of English Education

General
There are a few publications that

contain topics of varied natures
and of unusual timely interest.

They will be of value to most any-
one. Thp.se magazines which arc of

a controversial nature give, as a
rule, both sides of the topics upon
which they deal. The greatest
thinkers and writers in the country
contribute to these periodicals and
consequently they present vlew-i
points upon various topics that are'

seldom found in text or reference!

books. They are:

Atlantic Monthly
Current History
Forum
Literary Digest
Thouglit
Yale Review
United States Daily
Congressional Record
Several other publications of a

miscellaneous type are also in the
flies of the library and present in-
teresting sidelights and much valu-
able information upon topics about
which it is usually difficult to ob-
tain information. Taken as a whole
the periodicals recelvejl at the
library offer an enormous fund of
intormation. Upon almost every
conceivable topic that will be
touched upon not only by the
Seniors in writing their theses but
also by the undergraduates in pre-
paring various themes and speeciies,

The attention of the student body,
therefore, is called to this fact jind
we hope they will take advantage
of this facility.

DRIVE FOR $2,300,000
SET FOR JANUARY 15

(continued from page one)

i^eo I. S. Conway, John J. Doyle,

James M. Daly, James J. Diamond,
William J. Doyle, Charles C. Drued'-

Ing, Henry G. Dreuding, Mr. Eugene
Eichman, Purey Ellis, James Fitif
Patrick, James A. Flaherty, Edward
J. Flannigan, Joseph P. Gaflney,
John J. Gallagher, Joseph F. Galla-
gher, Dr. Leopoldo A. Glaver, Mich-
ael C. Coglla, Benjamin M. Golder,
Rev. James H. Griffin,' O. S. A.,

Charles E. Hallahan, Philip A. Hart,
John J. Henderson, Rev. Joseph A.
Hickey, O. S. A., William L. Hurst,
Ignatius J. Hoffman, John P. Horst-
mann, Patrick J. Lawler, Robert W.
Lesley, William J. Lockhart, John V.
Loughney, Henry C. Lucas, F. Leo
Lynch, l-'rank H. Mancill, Charles
D. McAvoy, Dr. Cornelius T. Mc-
Carthy, Harry S. McDevitt, Michael
J. McEnery, Dr. Peter Moylan, Dan-
iel J. Murphy, Edward V. O'Hanlan,
Joseph O'Neill, Joseph Pentony,
Francis X. Quinn, Murtha P. Qulnn,
E. P. Rlvlnus, Walter A. Schaufifler,

Joseph W. Simpson, William Simp-
oon, Thomas P. Slattery, J. Stanley
Smith, David J. Smyth, Frank C.

Somner, James J. Sullivan, Jr., Jere-
miah J. Sullivan, Jr., Joseph C.

irainer, Samuel M. Vauclain, Sam-
uel C. Wagner, Jr., and Daniel P.

Waters.

News of Other

Campuses
Antloch College, Ohio (ACN)—

What a happy time for the male
students of this college—no more
large date bills—no more shows that
will cause a student to go without a
full meal for a week. At least that
is what one is led to believe through
the Instigation of a collegiate leap
year. If the name signifies all that
it should we may be sure that many
a young man was made happy at
the announcement. It is believed
that this college is the first to in-
stitute such an inovatlon.

University of South Dakota, Ver-
million, S. Dakota (ACN)—The Vol-
antee student newspaper of the col-

lege i»HConducting a prize 'Boner'
contest Any student may con-
tr4liul!e information as to the prize
boners of his friends. The finner
will receive a gilt edge, hand letter-

ed badge which will remain in his
possession until his position is

usurped by some author of another
dumber remark.

Oberlin College, Ohio (ACN)—
Again the honor system of examina-
tions and the like gains the spot-
light with the announcement that
the honor system will be used com-
pletely without any restriction in
the college during the coming year
or will be done away with entirely.

This college also has the boast of
tjeing the most heavily endowed of

all colleges in the United States or
Canada. This does not Include
universities.

Senior Ball at Bellevue

Stratford to Be Final

Soeial Affair of Class

(continued from page one)

Ball, a very large representation of

the student body is necessary. All

Seniors are expected to become pa-
trons and letters were sent to their
parents, explaining the patron fee
to them in an eflort to aid the
members of the class to obtain the
necessary fee.

A final plea is made in this col-
umn for a whole hearted support of

one of Villanova's traditional activ-
ities. The members of the Com-
mittee ask that all the members of
the class of '30 will get behind this
Ball and make it truly the "Dance
Supreme."
To the Juniors, Sophomores and

Freshmen the Senior Class looks for
co-operation in an efTort to make
Vlllanova, besides the home of the
fighting Wildcats, a college noted
as the holders of "The Perfect
Proms."

A motorist is a man who thinks
his make of automobile is the best
in the world, but is saving up his
money to buy another kind next
year.

ARDMORE RECREA-
TION CENTER

Bowling — Billiards

On Lancaster Pike

Bethel College, Newton, Kansas
(ACN)—The year book of this col-

lege has a method of publishing the
annual only once every two years
and the election of officers for the
coming book has recently been com-
pleted.

• * •

Canisius College, Buffalo, New
York (ACN):—The Canisius college

seismograph record of the New Zea-
land earthquake has pust been for-

warded to New Zealond at the re-

quest of director of the Dominion
Observatory, Wellington, New Zea-
land. Compliments of the record
continue to pour into the Canisius
station. During the past week the
station gave the people of New York
a complete description of the most
recent Atlantic quake.

• • •

Washington State College, Pull-

man, Washington (ACN)—Lionel
Graves, Washington State College
freshman, is the author of "Only a
Dream that Can't Come True.'
This is the theme song for motion
pictures which has been accepted
by the DeLuxe Company of Holly-

wood, California. Graves is from
Yelm.

Lola Lane, popular movie star,

will sing the number from the Hol-
lywood station and will also broad-
cast from Chicago, New York and
San Francisco. Both the words and
the music were written by the State
College student.

MANY DANCES
DURING HOLIDAYS

(continued from page one)

A Christmas Fonnal Dance which
lasted from 10 until 2 was given by
the New Jersey Club on the night
of the twenty-seventh. The Wash-
ington Ballroom in Newark was the

scene of this successful social

event. Mr. Patrick White had se-

cured not only Ed. Panzer and his

orchestra but also several singers.

When two o'clock arrived almost
all were reluctant to leave.

The Connecticut Valley Club gave
their dance in Springfield. Due to

the activity of the dance committee
the event was more successful than
the proceeding year.

Down where the sea waves at the
merlmades, the Atlantic City Club
gave theatre party at the Warner.
Through the influence of Harry
Volk, a former member of the club
and now assistant manager of the
Warner, the members were able to

have the choicest seats reserved.
After the show the Atlantic City
boys went to the China Palace
where they dined and danced.

Coal Crackers
As Paul Zimmerman and his or-

chestra mixed major and minor
notes Into tanallzlng tunes, close

to two hundred couples danced at
the first annual Christmas Hop of
the Coal Crackers Club, held In
Hazleton, Pa., on the evening of
December 26.

Coming in the middle of a brilli-

ant college holiday social calendar,
the affair was well attended, guests
being present from all corners of
the coal fields, and served as a re-
union gathering for many Vlllanova
alumni.
Peeley Hall, scene of the dance,

was appropriately decorated, the
red and green of the holiday sea-
son blending with the blue and
white of Vlllanova. Fraternity, col-
lege and high school pennants and
banners draped the walls, and a
real collegiate atmosphere was
given to the occasion.
Members of the club have de-

cided to hold the dance as an an-
nual feature, and feel that next
year, after the club has received
more recognition on the campus and
in the black diamond belt, it will
become the major event on the
Christmas calendar.
The regular weekly meeting of

the organization will be held to-
night In Mendel Hall, with Presi-
dent Ed Bunsa in the chair.

Student Government
Upheld by Honor System

This is the last of a series of five articles on
the "Honor System" released by the Committee
on the Honor System for the National Student

Federation of the United States and sent to this

jmiH*r for the benefit of its reculers. It is being

done with a sinee^e hope that some interest may
be aroused among the students upon the question

of adopting the Honor System.

HINTS ON ORGANIZATION OF THE HONOR SYSTEM

KXTKA!! EXTKA!!

We do make errors but don't blame
the position of an advertlticment in
this issue on us; blame It on the
idea of the advertiser.

Washington State (ACN)—There's
more than one way to get rid of a
collegiate Ford when the chill blasts

of winter descend on the campus.
Two Freshmen from Seattle have
figured out a unique method of get-
ting rid of their $20.00 Ford. Money
Is needed, the boys believe, so they
are selling sticks of gum and with
each stick goes a chance to win
the Ford. Since gum chewing seems
to be a popular indoor sport the
boys seem assured of success.

Wm. C. Martin
Manufacturer

College & Schttol Jewelry

PHILA., PA.

Makes Rings for Class

1931, Villanova

MEDALS
FRAT PINS— FAVORS

908 CHESTNUT STREET

The term Honor System is used to

connote the formal recognition and
adoption by students and faculty of

a system of mutual responsibility

Among Students for honesty in

scholastic work and other college

activities. However, it has been
said recently by an astute observe
of students and a keen viewer of

the trend of modern student
thought that "the only way in which
the problem of student government
will ever be worked out successfully

wil^ be to perfect a joint organiza-
tion among the students and facul-

ty combined." This statement fur-

nishes a challenge to American
students. Is it correct? Cannot
students now govern themselves
successfully?

A majority of the students who
discussed the Honor System at the

Fourth Congress of the N. S. F. A.,

were of the opinion that the Honor
System is more efficiently managed
when the council is composed ex-

clusively of students. However, in

some institutions, a mixed commit-
tee functions successfully. The
composition of honor councils

ranges all the way from those com-
posed entirely of students to those

composed entirely of faculty mem-
bers. Each institution must work
out this problem for itself.

In order to bfe most effective, the

Honor System should be somewhat
limited In Its scope. It should be

made to apply to certain definite

phases of student life, and it should
be thoroughly understood by the
students that, when the system is

violated, punishment will follow

swiftly and certainly. It is not the
severity of the punishment that
counts; it is its certainty. The pen-
alty should be as severe as the ex-

igencies of the conditions demand.
In some colleges the only pun-
ishment for the violation of the
Honor System is permanent expul-
sion; in orders, it consists of a de-
privation of college credits; in still

others it consists in a deprivation

of social privileges or in a simple
reprimand. Some institutions pub-
lish the names of the convicted

; students; however, a majority of
them favor withholding the name
of the offender.
Generally speaking experience has

shown that the regular student body
governing council can admlnster
the Honor System better than a
special honor committee. However,
In some Institutions the duties of
the student ofllclals are so heavy
that a special committee is a neces-
sity. There are a number of nota-
ble exceptions to the general rule
stated.

The system of organization should
be simple. A simple process should
be worked out whereby a student
can be given a fair and impartial
trial. Some Institutions provide for
a second trial on appeal, which is

public. Pew public trials have been
held within the history of the Hon-
or System, but, when they have oc-
curred, they have been gruesome
things. It is generally thought best
to provide for a final appeal to the
president of the college, or to some
designated faculty committee, before
a student is permanently expelled.
Regardless of what Individuals

may think about the salutary in-
fluence of the Honor System, it is a
fact that students are crying out
against wholesome cheating that is

going on in some of our American
colleges which rely wholly upon the
cleverness of the instructors or
proctors to detect cheaters. Many
of these students came to the Con-
gress of the N. S. P. A. last Decem-
ber searching for something to sub-
titute for the faculty espionage sys-
tem, while some came hunting
methods and information that
would enable them to improve their
Honor Systems. It is high time
that something definite be done to-
ward solving this problem of student
honesty.

The N. S. P. A is deeply interested

In this question and It urges serious

thought, expression, and action upon
it. The Association of American
Colleges is also interested in it to

the extent that they are now con-
ducting a survey of the system as it

exists in the United States.
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PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear ^'

: First Class Service

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.

6122 Walnut Street
1830 Market Street

329 8. Broad Street

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

"Careful Handling and Quality"
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You will wear an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . . because

it is mads to your measurs, fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

give you long, aatisfactory ser-

vice . . . becaus^ it is mads of

fine materials—insids^nd out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Are displaysd svery Wednesday
by LIN. HILL

here at the eoll*gs

28.75
TWO

PRICES 38.75

rowARD
CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

I

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

WISHES THE STUDENT

BODY AND FACULTY

A Merry Xmas ami a

Happy New Year

Call "DOC* Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR »7B
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

can rememberwhen

"I can remember when the

Ladies (God bless them!)

used to wear hoop-skirts to

the Class *Hop';

"when nearly every male student

wore sideburns and carried a cane;

"when the annual Sleigh Ride was
the big Whoopee of the yearI"

** n n n

Yes, and we can remember when

College Men used to work labori-

ously and lengthily over letters to

folks back home! . . . But that has

been eliminated by the Telephone,

There's one near you, and

Home is only a few moments

away! Just for fun . . . call

Home tonight.

yy

BELLE AIR BALL

THE 'DANCE SUPREME''

VILLANOVA'S BIGGEST

SOCIAL FUNCTION VILL
YOU MISS THE
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Tribute

KnockingAbout
the Campus

Once again in the long contest be-
tween the automats and the Villa-
nova Refrectory the Wildcat Diners
have scored heavily. Sanitation
has moved up a notch in the hy-
giene column, organized machine
methods ol putting away the food-
stuffs of life haa been given another
boost and the business of eating is

a step nearer to a really scientific

and rock t>ottom basis. We are
rapidly getting down to brass pipes
in the matter of securing our din-
ners. For now in the Refrectory
there looms up the last word in
dining room efficiency—the tea,

coffee, cocoa and milk machine
out of whose magic interior at the
touch of a finger flows the milk of
plenty. Moses had to smite a rock
for mere water, we but turn th?
handle and alleged coffee pours
forth. Verily this is something for
the book and the Horn and Hard-
art people are reported to be green
with either green mould or envy.
Scouts sent out were unable
to decide but favored green mould
as being more likely.

And yet we cannot see why more*
modern machine methods cannot ba
introduced into the Dining Room.
This perhaps is only the beginning.
A giant scraper line on a never end-
ing chain is 'said to be under way.
This will drag all soiled dishes to
the washing machine. Automatic
checking machines are to be also
used with an arm attached to reach
in ones pocket to extract the indis-

With sympathy, and the earnest desire to give expres- ipensibie "little white book." Time

sion to their deep concern, the student body of Villanova '^^^^^, ^^nstThe Tt'e' comers'""
breakfast and settle once and for all

the moot question as to who really

has the right time. And by that
time it is expected that the student:;

will have fallen into the spirit of

the thing and have mechanised
themselves to live on a few volts of

electricity a day and a quart of oil.

You First, My Dear Gaston
Etiquette, dear friends, is a splen-

did thing which nobody will deny,
and courtesy has certainly not
reached it's full developement and
we can stand a whole lot more of it

in this bluff, bold land. And yet

—

we'll be consarned if we're going to

get mixed up in any traffic mes;;

over which one of a crowd gets the
coveted honor of going through a
door first. All of which is by way
of introduction.

V^^hen first we glimpsed "these
hyar shores" we were delighted at

the courtiers who opened every door
and bowed like true gallants till

companions entered. All was fine

—

until the aforesaid companions de-

cided that they too would be cour-
tiers and gallant. Then what a
Jam was there my friends! So now
we have a situation whwe two
young gentlemen prance up to one
of the doors, the numerous doors
(college life is largely a matter of

possing in and out anyway) and
there is a mild struggle to see who
reaches the portal first. One of

them does reach it before the other

and makes a fine gesture of hos-

pitality as if he were leading one
into the palatial chambers of a
castle in Spain. You think perhaps
that the second gentleman passes

serenely in? You think amiss. He
does nothing of the sort. Politely,

oh so very politely he intimates by

nod that under no circumstances
whatsoever would he think of going

through a door ahead of so estim-

able a companion. So the would-be
gallant decides then and there that

he is gsing to be polite if he has to

knock the other one down to do it.

So taking his arm he attempts to

push his friend through first. And
usually the other fellow feels much
the same way. Well you can see

for yourself that when they finally

do decide to go in they get stuck in

the door—the both of them. So by

gum, this dear Alpohnse-Gaston
thing has got to come to an end or

there'll be bloody war over the

question of which one Is the politer

of the two! ;/ /• y.., .'.._-:-

Should Auld Acquaintance

—

The dirigible Los Angeles (pro-

nounce it yourself Oscar) mistaking
the twin peaks of Chapel for blimp
anchors came alarmingly close to

busting in on us last Thursday.
That's that. And now all we are

waiting for is the inevitable story of

the Freshman, Sophomore or Junior
who knows the Captain. Intimately

in fact. Went bathing and dirig-

ibling (If possible) with him last

summer. He's as sure to turn up as

a collegiate coat collar, that fellow

with the I-know-the-captain com-
plex. At the show he's sure to

know the nephew of the prima don-
na or that little Ingenue over there

dressed in—well, whatever It is

that ingenues do their ingenucing
in. At the beach he knows the life

guard and proves it by calling him
"Doc". He shook hands once with
William Haines, calls Albie Booth
"Albie Booth." is very original and
peculiar that way as well as being
extraordinarily well acquainted with
all the prominent figures in and
out of the well-known and highly
discolored public eye. Personality

plus and appeal like an orange rind.

All of that and a whole lot more of

this, that, and a well-known ma-
terial frequently employed in mak-
ing sandwiches.

College has received the announcement of the death of the

father of Reverend Doctor Griffin, President of the College.

The reflection that here has passed another life on a well-de-

served, a perfect, and an uninterrupted felicity, is a natural

one.

A crowded chapel, with hundreds of students kneeling

at the Communion rail, and with thousands of petitions sent

Heavenward in prayer for the departed is the best earnest-

ness of the real sympathy oflTered by Villanova in this be-

reavement of its chief executive. What we have not had

opportunity to express to Father Griff"in personally, and in

words that at best would only partially fit this occasion of

so great grief, we have tried to express practically, through

the living out of one of the most consoling doctrines of our

religion—the belief in the Communion of Saints. We have

prayed for the "departed. We have prayed also for the sur-

viving members of his family, and in particular, for his

priestly son, asking for them the strength bom of faith, and

the spirit of cooperation with the decrees of God, which alone

can foster helpful resignation and bring any real consolation

in the face of piercing sorrow.
* 41 >|i * *

A Step Fbrward
We have noticed that in many of the leading colleges

throughout the country the method of grading quiz papers

by numerical marks has been supplanted by the more mod-
ern method of grading by letters. Under the new system

there will be only three marks: "H" for honorary, "S" for

satisfactory, and "F" for failure. '

Much criticism has been directed against the new sys-

tem on the grounds that such a method of marking would

tend to eliminate honorary societies and distinguished stu-

dents. However, we feel that this system is a great im-

provement over the old and sincerely hope that some day we
may see it live at Villanova. '

;
•'.';;,.

One of the outstanding faults in the system of marking
by figures lay in the fact that diflferent courses require dif-

ferent work. A student taking the Arts or Business course

finds it much easier to receive high marks than a student

studying Pre-Medical subjects or eng:aged in the Engineer-

ing School. This does not mean that the former courses re-

quire less work but only that the subjects of the latter

schools are more intricate and consequently high maiks are

at a greater premium. Under the new system, however, the

Pre-Med will have just as good a chance to obtain a high

mark as his roomate in the Arts department since the marks
will be awarded on a comparative, not an absolute, basis.

And we do not believe that any apparent diflference can be

seen between an eighty and an eighty-three paper. P'urther,

we think that the letter grading will lessen the emphasis
which the student places upon marks. He will allow him-

self more time to do outside reading on general topics rather

than repeatedly review the texts in order to raise his mark
a point or two.

'

"

:

;•
''

The new system is far from perfect but we sincerely

think that, since the comparative basis has taken the place

of the absolute, a higher standard will be attained by the

student body of those colleges and universities now employ-
ing the newer method of marking.

*****
The Sporting Page

In Villanova, where a great interest is taken in athletics,

it is only natural for the college man to read the sporting

page. However we suspect that there are many who read it

too well and who neglect to even glance at the news that will

affect them vitally in later years. There is a group of men
on the campus to whom The World Court, The Naval Dis-

armament Conference, and The Wickersham Report has only
a trivial significance. They would form an ideal audience
for the demagogue who invents facts or distorts them to

serve his purpose. They have gained little from their edu-
cation if they have not gained a true appreciation of eternal
vigilance.

We firmly believe that the college man should take an
interest in the sporting page as it pertains to his Alma
Mater. He should know the standing of its teams in collegi-

ate circles and likewise he should know the timbre of the
teams they meet. Excess creeps in when a man wastes time
memorizing the averages of Aki the baseball players in the
minor leagues for ten years past. There have been heated
bull sessions in which participants have almost

SCHEDULE FOR F4BST SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS

Monday, January 27

ARTS:
Morning—Freshman History, Chemistry, Psychology, Ethics.

Alternoon—Freshman Public Speaking, Business Law.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Freshman Physics, Ethics, Psychology.

Afternoon- Freshman Religion, Sophomore English, Senior Botany.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Freshman Acct. Sec. A, Freshman Econ. Sec. B, Logic, Jun-

ior Law, Senior English.

Afternoon—Spanish II. Spanish IV, Junior English. Senior Law.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Freshman Mechanics, Junior Railway Eng., Junior Me-

chanical Eng., Magnetic Circuit, M. E. Practice, Organic Chem-
istry.

Afternoon—Sophomore Physics—Heat, Senior A. C. Theory.

Tuesday, January 28

ARTS"
Morning—Biology, Sophomore History, Natural Theology, Sociology.

Afternoon—Freshman Religion, Junior History, Senior Religion.

SCILNCK:
., „ . .

Morning—Biology, Med. Jurisprudence, Genetics, Sociology.

Afternoon- Sophomore Rf^ligion, Junior Religion.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Freshman Acct. Sec. B, Freshman Econ. Sec. A, Sopho-

more Money, Junior Philosophy.

Afternoon—Freshman Religion (Both Sections), Acct. II, Industrial

Management, Economics III, Statistics.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Freshman Chemistry, Materials, Hydraulics.

Afternoon—Diff. Calculus, Junior Religion, Senior Religion.

,
Wednesday, January' 29

ArtTS:
Morning—Cicero, Sophomore Latin, Junior English, Senior English.

Afternoon—Freshman Modern Language, Public Speaking II, Ph. of

Education, Public Speaking IV.

SCIENCE:
Morning—English I, Organic Chemistry, Histology, English IV.

Afternoon—Freshman Modern Lang., Ph. of Education.
BUSINESS:

Morning—English I Sec. A, Law I Sec. B, Econ. II, Stocks, Religion

IV.

Afternoon—Freshman Modern Language, Law II, Acct. Ill, Insurance
II, Acct. IV, Insurance HI.

EN": INEERING

:

Morning—Descriptive Geometry, Principles, Astronomy, Masonry,
A. C. Machinery, Dyn. of Mach.

Afternoon—Freshman Languages, Religion II, English II, Junior
Economics, Senior Economics.

Thursday, January 30

ARTS:
Morning—English I, Epistemology, Latin III, Latin IV.
Afternoon—Horace, Religion 11, Public Speaking III, Intro. To Teach-

ing.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Chemistry I, English III, Serology.
Afternoon—Intro, to Teaching.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Law I Sec. A, English I, Sec. B., Econ. Resources. Public

Speaking III, Investments.
Afternoon—Spanish 1, English II, Religion III.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Religion I, English I, Adv. Surveying, Diff. Equations,

Structures, D. C. Machinery.
Afternoon—Soph. Mechanicisms

Friday, January 31

ARTS:
Morning—Logic, Soph. Modern Lang., Economics, Ed. Psychology.
Afternoon—English II, Religion III.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Freshman Modern Lang., Educational Psychology.
Afternoon—Quantitative, Religion IV.

BUSINESS:
Morning—History Sec. A, German V, Franch V, Cor. Fin. Incom Tax.
Afternoon—History Sec. B, Spanish V, Soph. Pub. Speaking, Foreign

Exchange, Etblos.
ENGINEERING:

Morning—Algebra, Sophomore Languages, Applied Mechanics, Sew-
erage, Valve Gears.

Afternoon—Plane Surveying, Surveying Instruments, Chemistry II.

The Mosque

Saturday, February 1

History of Philosophy (Tentative).

ARTS:
Morning

SCIENCE:
Morning—P. Chemistry

BUSINESS: :

Morning—Religion II
ENGINEERING:

Morning—Trigonometry, Electricity, D. C
ery, Thermodynamics.

Machinery, A. C. Machln-

And then some night when you
go seeking through long corridors,
some rumored book owned by some
rumcrcd and Inaccessible recluse In
some specified room knock sharply
on the door of the man-who-knows-
everybody and ask him the name of
the gentleman next door to him.
And he will tell you—everything
but. And of course we hate to be
catty but it will be found that at
the game he recognizes the players
by number only. "Yes, yes my good I

man and aah—a little Ice In the')
next one, if you please."

.

And if upon some merry night
To dance or show they hie.

To any question after that
This is their stock reply:

Laot night I met a friend of yours,
A really charming chap.

Who said he knew you years ago"
(Or centuries mayhap).

Oh, friends who knew you years ago
Are multiple I trow

But you can only borrow dough
From those who know you now!

Hoop-la.
BRIAN BORYU.

If you sinpll alcohol while at the
Hclle Aire H.ill. iUnVt KOt oxtited it'll

merely be some rTe-Med who has
forgotten to wash his hands after
leaving the Histology Lab.

• • •

Speaking of questionnaires, wasn't
'horc one In which the bus company
nskPd us why we didn't personally
use their buses? Well here's the an-
swer, they don't run any from Mendel
Hall down to the library In Austin.

• • •

We'll see you at the Belle Aire Ball,

that Is If we caujind a gold mine
oil well, or some other mode of ac-
quiring the filthy needed.

De Bunk

blows because they could not agree upon the quality of a

football team that existed before they knew what football

meant.

When the college man picks up the newspaper he should
possess a knowledge of the important problems confronting
the world, the nation, the state, and the city. With this

should be combined a de.sire to .see their proper .solution. If

this is the case it will naturally follow that he will gain a

deeper insight of history, economics, and the other subject.s

taught at college. Graduation will not find him a shallow
individual with a mind crowded with meaningle.ss facts but
a man with a true sen.se of values—a credit to his Alma

come to
I
Mater.

A PASSIISG THOUGHT
Now that the footbnll soason

i.s over, many iiiyoplf younn
tiien arc at a Ic)m.s what to do on
.Katui-day aftornooriH. Th»'y us-
uall.v (k'cide tliat the only wa.v
of pasHlnK time is to play <'arcls

or K<> to the movies. They are
content to follow the trodiien
path and do exactly what every-
one else is dolnK. If, however.
tlH'y had the spirit tliat loves
the unknown; that is esiRer to
follow unfamiliar triiils; that is

independent of the herd: tliey
would find the world full of in-
TereatinK things. Their curios-
.ty would he rewarded with the
joy of discovery. Thei e aie fine

and be.iutlful thinKs in the world
to .see; there are Kress and UKly
ihinKs to make us api)rcclate
>hem.
Half an hour's ride on the

tiain will Itrinn one lo J'hiladcl-
phla where it is riosslhle to es-
<'ape the ci:ninionp;aco realities
of collcKe life. Here may )>:•

found stivinK*' scenes, strange
<'haracter.s, and Strang*' nian-
nei's. Music also is present. The
uncertain strains uf the hlinil
hcKKur's Hddle. the soundless
symphony that cotnes from the
seamed face of the immlRrant
mother, the rhythmic h;'at of
humanity's pulse In the marts of
commerce.—all have Ji ci-rtaln
beauty. In little restau.ant:

,

fi-e(|Uented by men who drift
from one Job to another, m.my
an IntertstinK life story can b<"

picked up. One man mi^ht talk
about h;s life in the red-wood
lumber cimps and reveal the
names of some of the principle
characters in the works of I'eter
|{. Kyne. Another mlKht show
you i)ii'tures of an Ijjorot feast
and tell ;in«>cdofes about the na-
tives. Li'ave the restain'aiit, ko
into the park and sit beside an
o!d man who looks as If he does
not know wh.'it to do with him-
self. At the sIlKhtest encour-
agement a bitter phllosoi)hy may
be heard. He is afraid of los'nK
the position he his held for
thirty years to a yonnper man.
All his friends liiive dle«l, he Is

alone in the worhl and he appre-
hends that he belonKs to an ukt
uone by.
This method of or<'Upyn>r time

Is not only IntereslInK but also
offers a Klim|>He of life's magni-
tude. Care must l»e taken, how-
ever, that one does not adopt
the shade of another In order' to
Kin conMdence. There Is a wav
or beinK one's se!f and still KHln-
IriK the res|»ecl anfl ••onfldence of
all classes. Likewise, little en-
richment will result If chariu'-
tiTs and the!r conversations are
not medltiited upon and thelr
!«lKnlficance discovered throUKh
the ImaRlnntlon.

—X. Y. Z.

Back in the days when, about

ten twenty or thirty years ago. Villa-

nova WHS not only known for Its

rugged football teams, but also for

Its masculinity It was a true fact

that one had to be a man to go here.

The hlllb of the one time Bel-Alre

estate were no place for the effemln-

Ite, and here the manly revelled, in an
atmosphere of study and masculine

diversion. There was not the easy

access to Philadelphia and Its sub-

urbs as there Ic at the present day,

Bryn Mawr was a small hamlet with

ft still smaller girls college, and conse-

quently a man came here, studied,

participated In rigorous sports, led

a devout religious life, and after his

graduation went forth into business,

or to study for a profession. But oh

tcmpora, oh morons, the rallroada

developed, the highways were im-

proved, and now today when Villa-

nova has reached a size which th3

hirsute students of yesterday would

have deemed well night impossible,

there has crept In a sinister Influence,

which seems to be taking away one

of VUlanova's most cherished tra-

dltlonc, Its masculinity!!!

This change of which I am writing
Is the sport, or should I call it sport

of "camping." I don't know whethor
it Is due to the enfranchisement of

women, the era of the modern girl,

the development of the so-called

double standard, or the conditions of

our ag3 and times. However, the

fact remains that it has arrived, and
with a vengeance.
The rules of procedure of this

tport. I have ol)i;2rved many times
on the campus, and when executed

correctly, by certain Individuals

whom I believe to have introduced It.

I am forced to admit that it Is

screamingly funny. But to my mind
It is the height of something or other

to see some brawny individual, with

a varsity "V" on his sweater, and
a Koodly amount of "Mall Pouch,"

tucked underneath his unshaven
cheek, standing with his hand on his

hip. and pointing a coy finger at

some equally, virile looking Indl-

vldnal. and saying in a high falsetto

'thlthlc, seal your lipth." What
causes this violent demand, I am
sure, I haven't the faintest Idea.

Although I must confess, I am not

given over to waving a train engineer

on the Pennsylvania railroad, still I

think the whole business to be highly

amusing and a better, though rather

odd change from profanity. It would

be better though to confine the whole

thing to the college, as one time,

while at the football game, and talk-

ing to a youn.<< lady Just after the

cheering section finished, the Alma
Mater, and our conversation was

rudely interrupted by two under-

graduates saying In a very high

voice, "Cut me open." At that point

I was asked by the young lady, "Villa-

nova for vour men?"
Instead of one saying, as a true

son of the Blue and White said. In

the days of vore that he got madder

than all !. the popular idea,

Is to say, to let ones hair down all

over the place." The expression of

"dragijlng ones carcass over to their

dive," ha.; now gone through a pro-

cess of evolution, so that It now is "to

fly f,ne's pink body over to the ship."

It Is Just as absurd as to tie pink

bows on football headgears, as lo

change the college expressions, into

those demure and dainty terms of

the Mauve Decade.

This column is not Intended as an
oration to quell a revolt, or will we
go so far as to say "quam dlu usque
tcndcm, studentl, nostra patletla

abutere." (take the arts' course), but
rather to get to the base of the
matter and to fond out the why and
wherefo-c. If any good can be de-

rived from it, and no doubt it Is very

funny, a good musical comedy could

be worked out, which ought to go
over, as there will be no end of

talent for the performance. A sort

of a modernistic Gilbert and Sulli-

van's "H. M. 8. Pinafore." Instead

of calling the thing by that name one
could call It "The good ship Sag
and Dagger." as I have heard one
m.an call his dormitory.

I think that before, this play would
go Into execution, the ghosts of the
J( ad men who years before once car-
ried the colors of the Felines, would
Ise from their graves or come from
the Valhalla, where they are probably
playing again their vlctorys, and with
one gargantum blow, take the whole
business, to the Philadelphia hades
where it w:;s spawned.

Awooooooooooh ! ! ! Pleese 1 1

1

Count Dmitri

This and Thut

Three men have already donated
over a million to Lafayette's drive for
$3,500,000. This should remind our
alumni that we are having a drive
f^r $?. 3000,000 and to be generous.

• • •

The anatomy laboratory has ac-
quired a new and rarr specimen of
a puma's skeleton. We are not quite
sure Just how rare It is but, we'll
bet our Sunday hat that the price
was raw.

• • •

It's too bad that tome of the great
unw.'whcd of the othc;- schools on
the campus couldn't have attended
Inst Friday morning's lecture on soap.
They might have gotten some useful
pointers.

• • •

If all steps lead to the Belle Aire
Ball, how do we get to our important
clarscs this week preceding?

• • •

We feel flattered that we received
our school tuition bill for the next
semester before the midyear's. To
think that the heads have such confi-
dence In our ability.

• * •

We see by the papers that the 8.

P C. A. Is training dogs to lead
blind men about the city streets.

What we need though. Is a trained
ponv to load us through the mazes
o fthc coming week.

• • •

It Is quite a mystery how some of
these unasked advertising pamphlets
get in otir mall boxes.

Sport Spots by Spotty

We took a stroll down to the Arena the other Sunday

morning to give our puck chasers the once over. The re-

ports emanating from their demon manager Julius Becza

would seem to indicate his charges were but a puck's diam-

eter behind the Boston Bruins. The margin may be slightly

ly in excess of that, perhaps two diameters, but it is certain

that those icemen know their business.

There were about fifteen more or less bundled stick

swingers swaggering about the ice wiggling in and out of one

another, jockeying pucks, caps, paper boxes and anything

falling within sway of their omnipresent clubs. Bee said

they were warming up, some of those lads were fairly glow-

ing by then, but we decided to stay anyway.

Nate Levine, former Quaker City Hockey Club luminary

is readying the fellows for the campaign that gets a rather

belated start sometimes towards the end of the month. At

one time Levine cavorted for the Duluth and Milwaukee sex-

tettes in the now defunct Canadian League, his exploits are

still remembered by fans in that district.

At the present writing a tentative combination has been

picked comprising Brady and Kennedy, wings ; Delaney, cen-

ter; Orcutt and O'Neil, defenses; with O'Marrell as goajie.

These men have been performing together the past few ses-

sions and seem the favorites to start the opening battle. In

the practice scrimmages Joe Welch and Paughnan have been

operating for the seconds at the forward berths; Masucci is

the squarer ofl!' ; behind him are arrayed F'lanigan and Hillen

and Fred Welsh is net custodian. Matera, Martin and Ham-
ilton form the reserve material.

It is not about the men in relation to the team that we
wish to bring attention. Many of them have performed in

high and prep school or on independent clubs back in their

home baliwicks. Every club has its speedster, Villanova has

three. John Brady, Bill Orcutt and Johnny O'Neil are ver-

tible other Charley Jewtraps sans clubs.

Kennedy hails from Newfoundland and was regular left

wing for the Loyola Prep team of Montreal for three sea-

sons. This same school has sent many men to the major

hockey leagues. Brady led the Amesbury High icers and

Orcutt derived his early knowledge of the game probably by

watching the famed Bruins of Boston in the Massachusetts

Metropolis.

Delaney gained his letter four seasons with St. John's

Prep. O'Neil played with Orcutt at Boston College High,

Johnny O'Farrell has stopped shots with both Jamaica High

and Crescent A. C.

Joe Welch is from Brewster High as is Flanigan. Both

of these men were on the Brewster aggregation four years.

Ronald Masucci claims Rochester High and Hillen is an ex-

Carnegie High defense. Fred Welsh is of the Everett tribe.

Johnny Faugnan resides in the Bulldog's kennel at New
Haven. Don Martin is a Phoenixville product, George Hamil-

ton another defense man is from University Prep., N. Y. and

the Rumson A. C. Joe Matera has played for Palmer High
and the Palmer Indians. Julius Becza, the manager, is from
Newark Prep and is himself an able stick manipulator per-

forming with the Hopatcong Americans and Newark Bears.

This cosmopolite assemblage is being whipped into shape

at a pace boding ill for opponents. The squad as a whole is

extra fast and in good condition, thanks to their own endeav-

ors the past few years. At any rate the regulars are all

underclassmen and should go right from the start next sea-

son. Manager Becza is now in the throes of arranging, for

uniforms. When these are procured the team will get go-

ing.

Martin, Matera and Hamilton may break into the lineup.

The first named has taken several prizes for speed skating

but as yet lacks the experience in handling the puck. Matera

and Hamilton are aggressive and can mix it up. Levine will

not want from capable spares.

Washington State Crams Schedule

'With the signing of Washington State for the final game
of the 1930 football schedule the quota is complete. This

newcomer is the most distant club to ever face the felines.

Villanova has met opponents on the grid from every section

of the country but the Southwest. The Felines next fall

will face Oglethorpe from the South, Boston College from
the Northeast, Duke from the Midsouth and Washington
State in intersecticnal frays; quite an assignment for a

school of its size, but the past has shown the Cats could mas-
ticate a fairly huge chaw.

New York U., Georgetown, Boston College, Bucknell,

Temple and Washington State will be the big moments. The
others you may be sure will be back for revenge and much
stronger. Duke should have a mighty fine club. Ogle-

thorpe had a team of Sophomores last fall, while Gettysburg
is lots of trouble anytime. Lebanon Valley will bear watch-
ing also.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Tuesday. January 21

Lambda Kappa Etelta, Mendel Hall t • . • .

.

100 P. M.
Lawrence Club, Academy ,..»i,.„.. 7.00 P. M
Coal Crakers Club, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M
Varsity Bowling, Ardmore 9.00 P. M.

Wednesday, January 22
LaSalle Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.
R. C. H. S. Club, Academy 12.30 P. M
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall ...-«,.,.. 4.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall ..'...; i . . 7.00 P. M
Connecticut Valley Club. Academy 7.00 P. M
Villanova vs. Franklin-Marshall, basketball, Lancaster 8.00 P. M

Thursday, January 23
Senior Class Meeting, Academy 1.00 P. M
Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre 1.00 P. M
Belle Air Year Book Meeting, Academy 2.46 P. M.

Friday, January 24
Mass for Day Students. (Confessions.) 8.00 A. M
12.30 Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P. M.
Stanford Club, Monastery 2.30 P. M.
Belle Air Ball, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phlla 9.00 P. M.

Monday, January 27
VI I. C. MePtlng, Academy 12.30 P. M.
Delta PI Epsllon, Academy 1.00 p. M.
Junior Class Meeting, Academy i.oo P. M.
Jersey City Club, Academy 7.00 P. M
_ Tuesday. January 28
Phi Kappa Pi. Mendel Hall 11.45 A.M.

Just Looking
Around

Several young foot ball coaches,

among them Harry Stuhldreher,

were called on for speeches at the

annual meeting of foot ball coaches

in New York City last month. Ac-
cording to Brian Bell, well-known
Associated Press sports writer, in

his column, "On The Sidelines, " the

former quarterback of the Pour
Horsemen was one of the big hits

of the conclave.

Bell said, "the former Notre
Dame star, now head .coach at

Villanova, fascinated his audience
as he discussed forward passing, all

the time walking along the plat-

form with a foot ball held by the

tips of his fingers. He told of the
wide choices of passes, but voted
personally for a pass thrown from
the ear, as a catcher pegs a base-

ball to a base."
* • *

At the same convention. Chick
Meehan, N. Y. U. coach, who will

lead a strong Violet eleven against

the Cats at the Polo Grounds, some
ten months from now, was elected

vice-president of the organization.
* *

Athletic officials at Duquesne
University last week admitted that

negotations were under way for

the signing of Howard Colegle, of

Birmingham, Alabama, next year

for a foot ball game. Howard Is a
negro Institution.

* » *

Tom Mills, the new foot ball

coach at Georgetown, has signed up
two of the Notre Dame Ramblers
of 1929 to help him coach the

Washington eleven next fall. Tim
Moynlhan, All-Western center, v/ho

might have got the All-Amerlcan
berth If he had not broken his leg

and John Colrlck, foot ball, base

ball and basket ball star, an end
on the gridiron, are the two who
will help shape the Hllltoppers"

future.
* • *

News announced last week that

Washington State College, from the

wild and Wooly West, would meet
the Cat in the Sesqui Stadliun aft-

er Thanksgiving next fall, was re-

ceived with mingled feelings on the

campus. The student body re-

joiced that the name of Villanova

has spread to the most northwest-

em corner of the Union, but Wash-
ington State Is the sixth "tough"
major foe on the list.

* * •

Moxle McCoy, '29, who played a

whale of a game at guard for Stuhl-

dreher for four years. Is making
jtist as big success of coaching.

Moxle has gone up to the coal re-

gions and last fall led a green team
from St. Jerome's High, of Tam-
aqua, to astounding success by
means of the VlUanova-Notre
Dame system.

* • *

Moxle has a great lltUe basket

ball team up there, too.

For four years McCoy was king

of Pig Alley, when that hall was
really tough.

* * •

Father Daly, of Tamaqua, said

of Moxle at a recent banquet, "I

want to go on recocrd as saying

that foot ball under the coaching of

a man like Moxle McCoy Is the

best thing ever happened to our
school. I only wish we could have
foot ball 12 months in the year."

* * •

The first Indoor collegiate foot

ball game in the East will be play-

ed next fall in the new Atlantic

City Auditorium. Lafayette will

face W. & J., in what should be at

least a very Interesting experiment.
* • *

The playing field will conform
with all official requirements, the

floor will be covered with a thick

layer of earth, the stands will hold

40,000, cold weather will not bother

the crowd. It will be played at

nlght^-altogether It looks good.
* * *

The one big disadvantage to

most Indoor sports, low roofs or low-

hanging griders will mean nothing
here. To hit the roof, a punt must
get 135 feet of distance up, up, and
still up.

* • *

The fans are supposed to dress

just as they would for the theatre.

A foot ball crowd In Tuxedos and
evening gowns would look rather

queer, eh what?
* • •

The captain-elect of foot ball at

Gettysburg for 1930 is only 5 feet. 5

Inches in height and weighs only

155 pounds. His name is Merritt

McCloy, and his friends call him
Jakle. Why? Please direct all in-

quiries to the gentleman himself.
* * •

Up at Harvard, they are playing
all 1930 foot ball games at home.
Rather exclusive, those Bawston
boys.

* • *

Another of the Notre Dame 1929

team has grabbed himself a nice
coaching job. John Law, who
captained the outfit, will guide the
destines of Manhattan next year.

« • •

Incidentally, Manhattan's basket
ball team, which the Wildcats face

on Washington's Birthday, is no
setup. They beat Yale by twenty-
^ome points the other night and
have icnocked ofT Bucknell and a
lood many other fine teams.

* • *

3t. Thopias' College, of Scranton,
the wlndup game for the basketecrs,
have a good team, too. They are
undefeated, and noteworthy among
their victories is one over Georgia
Tech during the Christmas vaca-
tion.

* * •

Two athletic buildings of Eastern
colleges have been destroyed by
flames within the past two weeks.
The gymnasium at Rutgers was
gutted out, at a loss of a quarter-
million, while the locker building,
adjacent to the Harvard Stadium
was burned with a loss of $100,000
80 for a few months, at least.

Villanovans have .some company in
that very small college class without
a decent gymnasliun.

Pennsylvania and Navy
On Bat^eball Scliedule

(Continued Prom Page 1)

games with two other major foes
were forsaken to gain this game
with Penn.
Ihe Blue and White will travel to

meet their next foe who Is none
other than the Naval Academy.
Navy Is a newcomer on the schedule
and will be met rather early In the
season. The game Is set for April
23rd at Annapolis. Three days
later the Wildcats will play host to
a Boston College team at the Sta-
dium. Boston always brings a good
bunch of ball tossers down and al-

ways gives the Wildcats plenty of
opposition. The B. C. nine will be
made up from many veterans who
saw service against the Blue and
White last year. On April 29th,
Duke will come here to try to re-
verse the football outcome. Duke
also has a veteran team and It will

be remembered that the Southern-
ers defeated some of the best teams
in the east last season.
N. Y. IJ. and Fordham in New York

On May 1st the return game will

be played with Fordham In New
York. The following day In the
same city the Wildcats take on St.

John's College. If the "Johnnies"
have as good a team as last year's
nine the homesters will have to ex-
tend themselves to eke out a victory,

On May, 3rd, N- Y. U. will act as

host In New York. This will make
three sports in which Villanova and
N. Y. S. will face each other for the

New Yorkers are listed on both the
basketball and football schedules.

N. Y. U. always presents one of the
strongest baseball nines in this sec-

tion of tiie country and a victory
here will mean much for the "Cats.

"

On May 6th, Villanova returns
home to play Lehigh the first of two
games followed on May 7th by La-
fayette who also is scheduled for

another game later in the season.
Catholic University will be the guest
on May 9th, at the Stadium In a re-

turn tut, to off-set the season's
opener.
Providence College At Home and

Away
Following Catholic U. the Wild-

cats will entertain a strong Provi-

dence College nine on May 10th.

Four days later they will repay the
visit and travel to Providence for a
return engagement. This will be

the first game of a three game tour
In New England. On May 15th,

Harvard will be met In Boston, the

game most likely to be played on
the Braves Field as the Boston team
will be on the road at the time. The
16th is open but it Is very likely that

this date will be filled very shortly

to complete a four day stand In New
England. On May nth the "Cats"
will Invade Boston College for a re-

turn tussle.

On May 20th, Mount Saint Mary's
win come here for another fray and
three days later the ball tossers take
on Gettysburg. The "Bullets" usu-

ally have a well balanced team and
no doubt will afford plenty of op-
position. On Saturday, May 24th,

Penn. A. C. will journey out from
Philadelphia for their annual game
with the Blue and White. The ag-
gregation from Rittenhouse Square
always carry a bevy of former Red
and Bluo luminaries with them and
m the past have presented no mean
team. The St. John game on the

following Tuesday is still pending.

Close With Lafayette & Lehigh
After meeting Temple In Phila-

delphia on May 31st the McGee-
hanltes will journey up state to

Easton and Bethlehem where they

will close their season with Lafay-

ette and Lehigh on June 6th and
7th. The game with Lehigh will

take place on Lehigh's home-coming
day, June 7th. The Wildcats have
proved to be quite an attraction up
Bethlehem way and as In the past

hope to finish their season with a

/Ictory.

Out of the twenty-seven games to

be played, sixteen games will be

played away and the remainder at

home. Two games, one at home
and one away, will be played with

Catholic University, Mt. St. Mary's.

Gettysburg, Fordham, Temple, Bos-

ton College, St. John's, Lehigh, La-

fayette and Providence.

Four Games During Junior Week
Manager Conaboy is to be com-

Lehigh Batters Wildcat

Record in Game Marred

By Faulty Officiating

Boh Many, Stellar Lehigh Forward and Cap't. Birmingham
Score Forty Points in Hectic (rame.—Crowd

Witness Rough 40-.36 Contest

VARSITY DISPLAYS GREAT FORM IN VAIN RALLY

Before a crowd of 1500 spectators.

Doc Jacobs' courtmen, suffered a
defeat at the hands of a well

balanced and a well trained Lehigh
team last Saturday In the Taylor
gymnasium of the Bethlehem In-

stitution. The sting of defeat was
severely felt, for the Wildcats de-
served a verdict over the Lehigh
tartars having outplayed the Beth-
lehem team throughout the game.
Many spirited rallies were cut short
by poor judgme;nt on the part of

the officials, and the Blue and
White warriors were faced to accept
an undeserved defeat.

Bob Many, who finished among
the five leading scorers in the east

last year, proved to be the Visitors

undoing by annexing 24 points, 9

field tosses and 6 foul goals. Cap-
tain Jack Birmingham wa^s not far

behind with 16 points. Including 6

field tosses and 4 one pointers.

Roy Geary presented a well- bal-

anced aggregation among whom
were Captain Bennett, L. Ware and
Many, who is Captain-elect of the
track team. Victory over Villanova
kept the Lehigh win column Intact,

this game running it to 5 straight.

Gettysburg, Swarthmore and Hav-

Hockey Team
Scores Victory

Over Monarch

Puck Chasers are Brilliant

In Formal Debut
At Arena

TEAM WORK APPARENT
Sunday morning the Wildcats

made their first appearance on the
Ice and came out as victors by a
3-0 score. Their opponents were
the Monarchs, one of Philadelphia's
oldest hockey clubs. The game
started at ten o'clock and a large
number of students were there to

witness the contest. The team
wore blue uniforms, the jerseys

numbered on both sides.

The game opened with a smash-
ing attack which netted a point
before the period was over. The
other two points followed in a like

manner. The team was perfect and
under the able eye of Coach Levine
the forward and then the defense
lines were changed. Coach Levine
Is a former big leaguer, having
played with Canadian teams.
Among the leading lights of the

blue and white puck chasers Is Phil
Hillen, Varsity lineman; Bill Orcutt,
the tennis player is also on the line-

up. Jack O'Neil, former B. C.
player was on the defense. Eskimo
Kennedy, a Freshman from New-
foundland was the star performer.
More games are on the schedule

which is being prepared under the
management of Father Fink.
Games will be played at the Arena
and VUlanova's next opponent Is

expected to be Penn.

mended for having arranged such a
favorable schedule. It brings en-
gagements with most of the leading
teams in the East. Four v game.s
have been so arranged that they
will be played during Junior Week;
May 6th, Lehigh; May 7th, Lafay-
ette; May 9th, Catholic U.; May
10th, Providence College.

Among the teams that were on
last year's schedule but missing on
the 1930 array are St. Banoventure,
Susquehanna, Princeton and Loyola.

The Schedule to date is as follows:

AprU 2 Catholic University .,v. ....'•••^•••' ?*••"•••

April 3 Quantico Marines

April 4 Mount Saint Mary's —

erford are numbered among their

victims.

It was Lehigh's first half lead that

proved the Wildcats undoing, the

score at that time bolng 19-12. The
second half found the 'Cats staging
a comeback after outscoring their

foes and taking the lead at 22-21

but It was a vain effort. The game
was a hectic tussle, being continu-
ally marked by roughness. Tom
Edwards and Harkins going out on
.personals. The work of the offi-

cials continually drew hisses from
the crowd.
Lehigh sewed up the game In the

last minute of play when Many
dribbled under the basket and made
the last 2 points of the game.
In the preliminary game of the

evening the Freshmen team took
the opportunity to win their third
straight game. They displayed
great form In defeating Lehigh
Fresh by the score of 41-27. The
Frosh deserved the verdict present-
ing a well timed passing attack and
often scored two pointers by way of
clever passing. They also took ad-
vantage of the many foul trys of-
fered them during the second half.

Boxing Bouts

Will be Held

Next Spring

Epsilon Phi Theta Will
Stage Fistic Tourney

Early in April

OPEN TO ALL FRATS
Last Thursday, at a meeting of

the Epsllon Phi Theta Fraternity, it

WM decided to stage the annual box-
ing tournament this year during the
first week In April. The bouts which
took place for the first time last
year, were held at the stadium and
they prooved to be an overwhelming
success. Coming as they do midway
betweenthe basket ball and baseball
seasons the bouts hold a very Im-
portant position on the calendar of'

the college.

This year, with the experience
gleaned from last year's bouts to
guide them, the faternlty expects to
put them on in a much larger and
more elaborate scale. A great deal of
preparation is necessary and the
committee will have no easy task
to equal or surpass the bouts of 1929.

There is a lot of good boxing talent
in the school and all those exponents
of the fistic art who, during the past
year have remained In obscurity will

)nd the tournament an excellent and
none the less profitable way to show
their stuff. Several prizes will be
awarded In all the various weights.

All the champions of last year will

be called upon to defend their titles

and many other good fights will be
scheduled.

Aside for the great Interest they
hold for the students in the coUcgs
the bouts fill a very pressing need.

In the spring, someone said, the
young man's fancy turns to thoughts
of the abstract or words to that ef-

fect. The bouts will bring him back
to the realistic, (or. If you prefer,

fistic) side of life.

Mr. William Murphy, president of

the Epsllon Phi Theta PrajterrUty

has selected the following men to

serve on the committee to make
all the arrangements for an affair of

thl.s size. Mr. McOann. chairman:
Mr. Stabile. Mr. Dlneen. Mr. Hanlon.

Mr. Welfich. Mr. Hookey.
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'*• Away

> ««. • t r.t • <

, ...\., Away

Away

April 5 Gettysburg • . • . Away

AprU 10 Fordham University ..•••'«•••'•••,<••• Home

April 12

April 17

April 23

April 26

April 29

May 1

May 2

May 3

May 6

May 7

May 9

May 10

May 14

May 15

May 16

May 17

May 20

May 23

May 24

May 27

May 31

June 6

June 7

Temple University V,-. '.V. Home

University of Pennsylvania ;.*».., FrankUn Field

U. 8. Naval Academy <;;'. i « Away

Boston College •*'•.••' -Home

Duke University ; r;....;i. r •,..... ^y... .'.
. . . Home

Fordham University v. .'.V. i''"» •'»
• • *i'.. Away

St. John's College Away

N. Y. University Away

COLLEGE
Announcements

. - . . •'i'«»Vi'«>»rf /Home

I*
*

ii,ii».;*v Home

Lehigh

Lafayette *.

Catholic University

Providence College Home

Providence College Away

Harvard University Away

Open Away

Boston College Away

Mount Saint Mary's Home

Gettysburg Home

Penn. A. C Home

St. John's College (Tentative) Home

Temple University Away

Lafayette Away

Lehigh University Away

college (Jlee Club

The next meeting of the College
Glee Club will be held on Wednesday
afternoon at foixr in the Prlest«'
Refectory.

Hetta Ciuiniiui

Due to the proximity of the mid-
tcm exams there will be no meeting
of the debating society this week.

H««lip .\lre Itall Tlcketf*

Tickets for the Belle Aire Ball can
be had at the Belle Aire Ball office
between the hours of 13 and 1, and
between 6 and 6 P. M. They can be
had at other times from J. Daach-
bach at 204 Aujitln Hall.

Coal Crarkent Club

There will be no meetings of the
Coal Crackers Club during the next
two weeks.

For Sale

Pair of track shoes In very good
condition. Apply at Room 74 Mendel
Hall.

College life at Villanova la Juat
one darn questionnaire after another.
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Sex Furor

Only a Fad

Dr. Walsh, Noted D<Mtor

,
Says That It Will

Soon Pass

That

CHEMIST LECTURES
PRE - MEDS

(contuiucu Irom pagj 1)

current fad of atreaalng
sex would pa88 and take It's place
with hypnotism, Couelsm and phenol-
ogy. Dr. James J. Walsh, noted New
York physician, psychopath, and
scientist, predicted In an address tc
an audience that overflowed City
club last Saturday afternoon.
Coming to Cleveland to address the

club members and guests In reply to
the address of Mrs. Margaret Sanger
a week or two before on birth control
Dr. Walsh analyzed briefly the period';
of hypnotism, mesmerism, Couelsn-
and now the prevalent vogue of sex
The Btrcsslng of sex so prevalent

In those days Dr. Walsh said "wU
pass on Just as other lads have passec'
on."

Dr. Walsh held up a small book
"The Instruction of Ptah Hotep, '

which he said was based on thought
and customs prevalent In the time o'
the fifth dynasty of, Egypt, approxi-
mately 5,000 years ago.
Ptah was a vteler of King Itosl and

the contents of the book were for the
guidance of his son In several aspects
of life.

'
< The advice that is 5,000 years old
could not be Improved upon today
Dr. Walsh said.

Rianips I'.svchmuial.VNlH

"Undoubtedly." Dr. Walsh said
"pBychoanalysls Is responsible for n

great deal of the current talk about
sex. A dozen years ago everbody was
Interested In Freudlanlsm. Th"
novellst Introduced It Into their plots
essayists were taking a shot at It and
the historians were using It to explain
historical mysteries, and above all the
biographers were finding new ex-
planations for the puzzles and prob-
lems of the carreers of great men.
Have you noticed how It had all died
down. Psychoanalysis Is going out
so fast that In another ten years
people who read the Uteratur of
twenty years before will wonder what
happened.

Dr. Walsh related an Interview
with the late M. Coue who told him
that 20.000 persons came to see hlml.r.,,
at Nancy every year. Vllianova
"But I cure no one." Coue confided.

"I show them how to cure them-
selves."

"Phrenology has passed on and
13 seldom heard of now. Dr. Walsh
said. "But 100 years ago some of

our most prominent thinkers thought
phrenology was a great truth."

Mex. DIsriissluns Liked
Dr. Walsh told the audience tna'

much of the responsibility for thr

current stress of sex Is due to women
"who talk about this sort of things.

'

"If you want to see the truth of

that htatement." he said, "go to thr

theatre, especially to the sex problem
plays. You will find them crowded
with women. Most of them good
women, but they do like to hear sex

talked about.

"If the women wanted to reform
the theatre they could no It In p

single week by staying away fron

such plays."

Referring to birth control Dr.

Walsh said Its advocates claimed that

In smaller families the children are

likely to have better opportunltlep

than those In the families with ii

large number of children.

Professor Ellsworth Huntington ol

Yale, Dr. Walsh said, showed In an
article In North American Review for

December that on the average the

Yale studentjs who com* from a

family of six or more children, excel

those from smaller families not onlj

In studies but also in athletics, liter-

ary. rellglDus and dramatic activities

In managing teams, and In other

activities.

"Contraception is spoken of so glibly

and would seem to be so much
matter of course." Dr. Walsh said

"thftt It is rather interesting to hav(

experienced physician's opinion with

regard to it. Dr. Joseph Collins in

an article on "The Doctor Looks at

Companionate Marriage.' In the Cos-

mopolitan two years ago. gave his

opinion. A lawyer like .ludge Llnd
sey is perfectly sure that It is all

right. Mrs. Sanger says that birth

control is hygienic, scientific and
harmless. But Dr. Collln.s savs, "The

whole subject l.s highly controversial.

Nature thwarters would have us be-

lieve that there are rr.ethods of pre-

venting conceptions which are

sure and can be utilized without
injury. Nothing could be further

from the truth. . . .A life-long contact

with individuals afflicted with ner-

vous and mental disorders should

make me a more competent witness

than a lay woman. No one can

practice any form of birth contro'

systematically and continuously

without being injured spiritually, and
few without being injured bodily."

cards get their gloss from the Judl-
ciu^u; use of soap.
There are three principle ways of

manufacturing soap, the boiled pro-
cess, the half-boiled and the cold
made. They are all operated on the
same principle. Ihe dirterence be-
ing that In the hall -oiled process no
glycerine is removed, auto soap is
made this way. In the cold made
just enough heat is used to nieit tne
fats, this is the way shampoo boses
ana liquid soaps are made. 'Ihe
regular laundry and toilet soaps are
made by the boiiea process in wnicn
the glycerine is removed.
lo make cake soap, the liquid is

allowed to dry in a irame ana after
solidifying it is cut into the small
cakes or bars. It it i^ to be made in
chips the soap is rolled and dried in
sheets and then cut up. To get
soap powaer the soap is ground up
after solidification.

Not all soap IS made from garbage
grease as is commonly supposed.
Ahe manufacturer goes to great ex-
pense to get some of the rare oils
for his soap processing. Palm oil is
brought Irom Africa, cocoanut oil
from the Phillipines, soy bean oil
from Manchuria, tallow and rubber
tree oil are brought from South
America.

After his lecture Mr, Levitt had
quite an array of soap exhibits
\yhichhe invited the students to in-
spect personally. He answered many
questions on the manufacture of
soaps and the by-products of manu-
facture.

Mr. Levitt is a fellow of the Amer-
ican Institute of Chemists, and is
the secretary of the Pennsylvania
Chapter. He is at present the chief
chemist of Charles W. Young and
Company. Mr. Levitt has been a
noted lecturist at various colleges
throughout the country. He attend-
ed Harvard, Boston College and has
a Bachelor of Science degree from
the City College of New York, where
he was an assistant instructor for a
short time. His favorite hobby is
keeping clean and his motto is
Where there's life there's soap."
The Seminar is Indebted to Wil-

liam Richman, one of its members,
for procuring this noted chemist for
the Seminar meeting.

Profanity on
Stage Brings

Great Protest

New York Holy
Men Requested

Fight Evil

Name
to

Engineer in
Charge of Huge Dredg-

ing Project

Callao, Peru, the port which has
served the city of Lima for four
centuries, is to have extensive and
completely modern port works and
harbor, which will be finished by
the summer of 1930. All port profits
will revert to the government of
Peru, with the result, it is hoped,
of a general lowering of port rates,
the cost of imported goods and the
cost of living.

The Freerick Enare Corporation
has the $7,500,000 contract for this
project, which was begun in May,
1928. Amando Alvarez, '18, the En-
gineer in charge of this vast project,
has been on the Job from the very
start.

Two rock-fill breakwaters, about
two miles in length, are to be con-
structed to enclose and protect a
basin in which large steamships can
dock. These are being built on a
3oft bottom of silt overlying a hard
pan of cemented gravel. The trap-
rock for the breakwaters is brought
from a quarry about four miles
away, where it is blasted by the use
of large shots of black powder. As
much as fourty-five tons is used in
a single month.

On an area to be filled in by
dredged material there Is being
built a bulkhead wharf. Back of
this will be erected steel-framed
warehouses with asbestos roofs.

The contract for construction
calls for dredging the entire basin
to a depth of thirty-two feet and to
dredging the main channel to thlr

An official protest by the Archdlo-
cesan Union of Holy Name Socie-
ties against profanity on the stage
and in modern literature was urged
by the Rev. Earnest Badecker. spiri-
tual director of lU Westchester sect-
Ion In a sermon before more than
3.000 men yesterday in St. Patrick's
Cathedral. The occasion was the
forty-seventh annual New Year's high
Mass of the organization.

Just before the sermon Msgr.
Michael J. Lavelle. rector of the
Cathedral, read two cablegrams. The
first was from Pope Plus XI and
Klgned by Cardinal Oasparrl. retiring
Secretary of State at the Vatican, and
the second was from Cardinal Hayei.
sent from San Remo, where he will
stop until January 10, when he sails
for home on the Vulcania. The moe-
sage signed by Carjlinal Qasparri
read;

"The Supreme Pontiff thanks you
for your filial good wishes and in-
vokes upon you divine favors ani
blesses you heartily."

The message from Cardinal Hayes
was as follows:

"New Year's greetings to all and
blessings."

Father Badecker, who is assistant
at the Church of the Blessed Sacra-
ment. New Rochelle. N. Y.. preched
on the text: "O Lord, our Lord, how
admirable Is Thy name in all the
earth." (Psalm 8:10.)

"It is a terrible thing to feel that
this most powerful name of God,
which has had so much Influence in

the lives of men, should be profaned
Dublicly on the stage and In modern
literature." said Father Badecker.
"These are supposed to mirror

private life. If this Is true In th3
lives of individuals it Is for us as

members of the Holy Name Society
to counteract this profanity by rever-

ance for It In our private life and by
officially protesting against it on the
stage and print.

"It Is significant how widespread
and common is the profanation of

God's holy name. It Is little to b3
wondered at when the divinity of

Christ is denied and the very evlst-

cnce of God doubted.
The Catholic Chvirch has ever

Fhown respect and reverence for th?
name of God. So now we should
again take the lead In bringing about
by our example arxd our words the

same reverence for the holy name o'

God.
"The power, splendor and magni-

ficence of the name of Jesus naural-
ly makes us reverence It. Never
should It be used as an expression

of anger or surprise. It should b::

used only in prayer.

"It is the first name we learned

at our mother's knee—It should be

our strength In the time of tempta-
tion and our consolation at the hour
of death."

(Standard and Times)

TRAINING OF YOUTH
IS TOPIC OF NEW

ENCYCLICAL
His Holiness. Pope Plus XI Issued

an encyclical on the Christian educa-
tion of youth. It Is the third en-
cyclical the Holy Father has issued
in a little more than 20 days. The
full text is not available. The fol-

lowing is a resume:
The Pope today Issued an encyclical

letter on the Christian education o'

youth, as a remembrance of his
priestly Jubilee prompted only by the
best Intentions and sggested by his

particular affection for youth.
Without attempting to deal with

the question in all of Its well-night
ty-seven feet, the dredged material " inexhaustable field of doctrine and
being used to fill in the space be- ! practice. Pope Plus sums up the
tween bulkhead wharf and shore. I captltal principles and places in bold

ENGLISH KNIGHTS
AND IRISH KNIGHTS

It was evident in his swagger that
he was scion of the British aristo-

cracy, and the most casual observer
could not have failed to note that
he was a stranger to the city. He
touched a well-dressed auburn-
haired young man who was lolling

In front of a Broadway hotel, on
the shoulder.
"Pardon me. my dear man. but

could I trouble you for a match?"
After lighting his cigar he con-
tinued: "Bah Jove, this Is a re-
markable city. This is me first

visit to New York. 'Im a deudd
stranger, but on the other side I'm
If I>erosn of Importance. I am Sir
Francis Duffy. Knight of the Gar-
ter. Knight of the Bath. Knight of
the Double Eagle. Knight of tlie

Oolden Fleece and Knight of the
Iron Cross. Dye mind telling me
your name, me dear man? "

Replied he of auburn hair in a
rich brogue: "Me name is Michael
Murphy, night before last, night
before that, last night and every
damn night—Michael Murphy,

"

FOLLOW VILLANOVA IN THE VILLANOVAN

You, of the Alumni, often wonder what is go-

ing on at the old Alma Mater. You need wonder
no h)nger. The Villanovan, Villanova's only
newspaper, h always ready to supply you with the
news of all the happenings about Villanova.

The foothall, baseball and basketball news
which you wished for so long can now be your's by
filling out the subscription blank below and mail-

ing your remittance for $1.50 to

relief the primary conclusions and
their practical applications. The
Pope reaffirms the pressing motive3
which moved him—not only his

special love for children, but par-
ticularly the necessity of our times
and modern pedagogical theories and
practice. He touches upon the es-

sence Importance and excellence of

Christian education directed towards
its proper end. which is the supreme
end of man as well as of both domes-
tic and civil, and aiming at the per-

fection of men and their welfare

even in this world.

The Pope determines and dwells

upon the leading points of the ques-

tion, namely, the essential reason*:

for Christian education, the person to

be educated the circumstances, the

field of action, the end and the

proper method. Concerning the first

point, after stating the indisputable

principle that education is, by its

very nature, not the task of the indi-

vidual but of the society, tha Pope
draws the conclusion that education
must necessarily belong to the three

societies—religious. domestic and
civil, namely, the Church, the family

and the State—in a different manner
and degree according to the end of

each.

Helongs to C'liiireh

Education, he says, belongs prin-

cipally and primarily to the Church,
on account of the super-natural or-

der of things, on account of her
divine mission Inseparable from the
infallible authority conferred upon
her by the Divine Founder, and also
on account of the spiritual maternity
towards the faithful which is hers
by right. The titles which gives the
Church these rights give a similar
right also to the family, with which
the State must cooperate harmon-
iously towards true scientific liberty
and progress.

.
By the law of nature, the encyclical

continues, this education, before the
State, belongs to the family as th?
author of the physical life which
is to be perfected by education, and.
as the work is a sacred duty, it also
Involves an alienable right to b3
protected by the Church and by thJ
laws of civilized States. Neither
Id the State excluded from the task
of educating youth by other meam
and wave which belong to it in vlrtur
of the Very authority whereby it is

empowered to promote the welfare of
its citizens in the temporal order.
Hence tt^ function is twofold—to
protect and to foster the educative
task of the Church and of the family,
and therefore of refraining from ob-
Borblng or supplanting It with unjust'
monopoly.
Pursuant of the same principles, It

belongs to the State to found and
direct institutions and schools pre-
paratory to public offices and public
eervice. especially those for military
training. But here again the State
must avoid every abuse of a so-called
military education of the youth, o."

that which goes under the same
name, a civil education so vast and
so various that it claims for th;-

State almost every effort tending to-

wards the common welfare. The
State must always act in harmony
with the educational function of the
church. Just as the temporal power
must work in unison with the spi-

tual or as reason with faith.

IVIi.xed SclKtol DHngers
Closely allied to the family through

man's life Is the Church, it's literary

its works and its institutions.

Finally, the encyclical says that
there must be avoided not only the
peril of the secular or neutral schools

but also in countries divided by re-

ligious creeds, those dangers that de-

rive from the mixed school.

The encyclical explains the part

of Catholic Action towards the school,

the necessary requirements for a rea'

Catholic school, for the provision o'

competent teachers, how to shielc'

the youth from the world and it

allurements, from reading, converse
tions. and representations of a dan-
gerous character, against which vigil-

ance and care are Imperative. Th
end and form of Christian education

is the formation of a true Christiar

who is the only real and perfect typr

of man. one who knows how to be
have consistently according to reason

illuminated by faith and examples o'
Jesus Christ, model and Divine

Master. Such a true Christian pro-

duct of Christian education will un-
doubtedly be the most perfect and
the most useful member of society.

The encyclical closes with the ad-

mirable apostrophe of St. Augustinr
to the educational mission of the
Church.

Firemen and

Mailmen Bow
To "Varsity"

Displaying old time form. Villa-

nova's quintet of bowlers which has
fidopted the cognomen of "Varsity"

conquered both league leaders at

the Ardmore Recreation Alleys. It

was on the respective nights of

Jan. 7th and 14th that the "Main-
liners" displayed their superiority

over the "Post Office" and "Merlon
Fire Company teams.
On the night of the seventh, the

Wildcats Invaded the Ardmore
Alleys after rushing away from
their noon meal at home, with a
determination for revenge. The
"Post Office" which on a previous
occasion had defeated the "Main-
liners" were as equally determined
to repeat it's previous victory. What
a display of bowling! With Phil

LETTER FROM BISHOP
LAUDS STUDENT BODY

(continued from page 1)

his own parish.

Three priests are now taking care
of this field. One is a young man
ordained less than a year ago by us,

who is in charge of Jayton Mission
field, including nine counties and
four churches. He has only Mexi-
cans with the exception of probably
six American families. He gets a
subsidy of thirty dollars a month
from the Extension Society and
about that much also from his poor
people. He almost lives In his car
but Is doing most excellent work. He
was in to see me during the Christ-
mas holidays to see about the price
of renewing the license on his car,
which I furnished him. He assures
me that he Is exceedingly happy In
his Mission field and that the poor
Mexican people, of whom he has
thousands, are very grateful and
appreciative of his services.

This new diocese of Amarlllo,
erected In April of 1927 covers a
territory extending from the north-Hlllen holding down the anchor po

sltlon the "Varsity" rectified the! west confer of Texas for a distance
defeat which was handed them a of over five hundred miles south, to
month previously and decisively I within thirty miles of the Rio
conquered the "Mailmen' In splen-

' Grande river or Mexican border, by
did fashion. Out-plnnlng Its rivals

|
approximately one hundred and

by a 2701 score against that of 2684.'

the "Varsity" also carried away
single and triple honors when
Capt. Zwlgard scored 217 and Hlllen
tripled for 589.

On last Tuesday Vllianova was
scheduled to bowl against the M(;r-
lon Plre Co. which was filling the
capacity as league leader as a re-
sult of the "Varsity's" victory over
the "Post Office." When the same
determination that was evident the
previous week. Vllianova outclassed
its foemen by a pinnage of 2723
against 2680. Losing the Initial

contest by a score of 890 to 897. the
"Varsity" went out to win the fol-

lowing two games collecting 3
points as a reward for the evening's
trouble. Becza had high single for
the night when he hit the timber
for 201 while "Reds" Hanlon car-
ried away the three game honors
with 597. The "Varsity" now
ranks fifth due to the fact that
during the Xmas vacation It was
forced to forfeit 3 match games or
a total of 12 points.

*l' J
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It's IJllUT

ol Klnw Itosi and
book uirc lor tin

111 scvcial asijiis.s

said

for -

about

fhHt ciuM-iit fiul or
«>x would puss and take
v.itli hypnoiisin. C'oiki-iii and pliciiol-
<'«y. Dr. James J, Walsh. no..cil New
York j)liysitian. pbythopatii. and
wUntlst, preUliU-cl m an ac)dr;>«s t-

lui auilli nrf that ovorfUnvf tl City
flnb )ant Saturday afliMiioon

Coniinn to Ch'Vfhmd to addrtss iht
fliil) iiicinbcrs and ^^lusts in ivply to
the addn'sH ol Mrs, Mar«artt Saiiurr
u weok or two beforf on birth cunlrol
Dr. Walsh analyzed brU-fly the p«Ml<)d
at hypnoiisni. nicsnu-rism. Coucl.sn
rnd now Uu» ^>llv^lll•nt uv,!w of .sex'

Tlio ^trcs-sini; o! sex so prevalen;
la those days Dr. Wal.sli said "wU
pa.^s on Jusi us otlur lads have passt-.'

on."

Dr. >\als|) hold up a .small b;)ok
"Tlie Instruction of Piah Hotrp,

'

which he said \v:m Ijascd on' thouub'
iuid customs i)r(valciii in the time o
iho Mftli dynasty of E^ypt, u|}piiixi-

niat»'ly 5.000 years ai;o.

Ptah was a \'lzler

,

the contents of the
guidance of lu.s son
of life.

The advKe thai is 0,000 years old
cmild not be improved npou toiity
Dr. Walsh .said.

Ulanies I'syehoaiiiily k|n

"Undoubtedly," Dr, Wal^h
"p.'ychoanalysi.s is resjxJii.Hible

Kreaf deal of the ounent talk
ftx. A do/;'n years unn everbody wai-

Interested in Kreiidlanl.sni. Th
novelist introduced it into their plots
(s.saylsis were takini; a shot at it and
the historians were ii.sinn it to ixplal'i
liistorical myst«'iie.s, and above all the
biographers were finding new ex-
planations for the inizzles and prob-
lems of the carreers of !.'r;'at nun.
Have you noticed how it had all died
down. Psychoanalysis is KOiiiK out
fio fiuit tliat in another ten years
people who i-cad the llteratur of
twenty years before will wonder vhut
happened.

Dr, WaLsli related an interview
with the late M Coue who told him
that 20.000 persons caiuc to seu him
at Nancy every yenr}

'But I cure no one," Cone cohfld;'d,

"I show them how to cure them-
^elve.s,"

"Phr< nology has pas-sed on aiul

1 i seldt>m heard of now. Dr, Walsh
.•^aid. "But 100 years ago Ktime of

our mo.st prominent thlnker.^ though'
phrenology was a great truth "

Se\. IMseiis'>l<iiis l.lkeil

Dr. Walsh told the audience tlia

"lurh of the responsibility for ih

iiirrent stress oJ se* is due.tiv vomen
"who talk about this sort <)f ihlnns.

'

"IT you Want to we the truth ot

iliat vtat' ujenl. Jie said, "g 3 to th(

Ihuitve ef?prcially io the sex problem
|)lays ^'ou will find t-hem erowiled

with wointju. Most ol 'hem Kopl
women, but thvy dO like to hear .sex

talked about,

"If the w'omen wanted to reform
the tluaire they could no it In v

single week by .sfayiiiK away froii

such plays."

Referring; to birth control t>r

Wul>i!i .said Its adviJcalcs claimed thai

In smaller families the children an
likely to liave lietter o))puit unit li"

than tl-.ose in the families with r

. large nuinber of <'hildi('n.

Profi'.ssor Kllsworth Huntington ot

Yale. iJr Walsh said showed in an
article in North Amerlcait Review foi

December lliat on \Uv average th-

Yale .sliidcni.s wiu" conic from a

family ni .six or iimrc children, i xce!

those from sinalhr lainilie^ not onl\

111 stlldlc- but ;ilsu ui athli tics. Ilfr-

ary. rclmmus aid dramatic activiliis

in maii'iijiii'-; icaiiu-, ami in o* hci

act ivi", ies

'('out I ai cpl Kill js spiiki n of .so i;lil)ly

al'.fl W'lUld Mi'iii Id l)e so muci'
liiattcr ot ( iiiiisc ' i)r Walsh said

"tllat n 1- rallicr iii''i'est liig I'l liuM

I Vpt 1 11 IK < (I )lh\sKKJir- opiiiKiii will

l('.':il'| Id il Ol .lii-i'ph C'.iMllls 11

;i!l allKlc nil rill DoildV I.noks at

f'nmp'illidiial ' M;il liaise.' ill the Cns-

nupdliiMi t\M> \iars auo. ga\e his

(|;iiiliiii A lawMi like .luduc l.lnd-

sey !•- pcrlc'ih .siiic llial H Is all 1

rl'hl Mis .SalK.Mi- ^iivs that luill'

(i.litiol is hvi'iciui- .-clcnllllc ali'l

l;:!nnli"s I'.u' Hi Cnlllns sa- s. 'The

V hole .-llbjcit I- hi'lily cotitrovr'rslal

Naiinc lliwi'ittis would have us be-

lieve that there arc methods ol pre-

\eiiting coii( '. ptiiin.s which are

.'lire and <'aii be titili/ed wlthoU'

liijiirv Nothum. <ould b.- fiirther

from the truth . ..A life-lonK conta.t

vu'h individuuls iiffhcted with n 'r-

T{.uk and menial disorders should
111.ike me a more compf^tent wltnc'.^

th;in a lay wohaiiv No one .••aiil

practtcr any form of bJrth rontw'

]

j.y-trmutlcally and continuou^lv

'

without being injured spiritually, and
j

liw without beini.' niluicd bodily

curd.s K«'t tlu'ir gloss from the judi-
C.U.4.. list" ol .soap.

There ari> Ihree piiiuiple way.s ol
uia.HiHiftaring .soap, the boiled pio-
cr.s.s. the hall-boiled and the cold
made. They aie all operated on the
.Mime principle. 'Ihe Uiltereiice be-
ing that in the hall -oiled proce.ss no
liiyceruu' i.s removed, auto .soap is

mucie this way. In the cold made
just eiiouj-h heat i.s n.sed to meit tik>
lat.s, this I.s the way .shampoo bo.se.-.

aiiu litjuid .soap.s are made IJu*
uKUiar laundry and toilet .soap.s arc
niacie by the boiau proco.ss in wmcii
the Blycerint' i.s removed.

lo make cake .soap, the liqiiitl i.s

allyweii lo dry in a iranic and alter
.solidil.vuig It IS cut inu) the .smail
cakes or bar.s. It it i.-. to be made in
vhips the .soap i.s rolled and dried in
.siueis and then cut up. To gel
.ioaiJ powuer the .soap is ground up
alter solidilication.

Not ah .soap i.s made Irom garbage'
grea.se a.s i.s commonly .supposeu.
ilii; manulacturer goes lo great ex-
jviioe to gel .some of the rare oils
loF his .soap proce.s.sing. Palm oil is

bioiighi irom Ainca. cocoanut oil
iiohi the PhiUipines. .soy bean oil
liom Manchuria, tallow and rubber
tree oil are brought froii'i South
Anu'rica.

Alter his lecture Mr. Levitt had
(|tiite an array of .soap exhibits
which he invited the students to in-
.spect personally. He answered many
iiuestions on the manufacture of
soaps and the by-products of manu-
lacture.

Mr. Levitt is a fellow of the Amer-
ican Institute of Chemi.sis. and is

tlie .secretary of the Pennsylvania
Cliapter. He is at present the chief
ciiemisi of Charles W. Young and
Company. Mr. Levitt has been a
noted leclurist at various colleges
thi-oughoul the country. He attend-
;'d Harvard, Bo.ston College and has
a Bachelor of Science degree from
the City College of New York, where
lie was an assistant instructor for a
hort time. His favorite hobby is

keeping clean and his motto is

'Where there's life there's soap."
The Seminar is indebted to Wil-

liam Richman, one of its menibers,
for procuring this noted chemist for
the Seminar meeting.
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Callao. Peru, the port which has
served the city of Lima lor four
centurie.-,, is to have j'xtensive and
coini)lctely modt rn port works tind
h.arbor. which will be finished by
the summer of 1930. All port profits
will revert to the government of
Peru, with the result, it is hoped,
of a general lowering of port rates,
Ihe cost of imported goods and the
cost of living.

The Freerick Enare Corporation
has the $7,500,000 contract for this
project, which was begun in May,
1928. Aniando Alvarez. 18, the En-
ginewr in charge of this vast project,
has been on the job from the very
.start. ; • • . \

Two rock-nil breakwaters, about
two miles m length, are to be con-
..tructed to enclo.se and protect a
basin in which large steamships can
dock. The.se are being built on a
.ioft bottom of silt overlying a hard
pan ol cemented gravel. The trap-
lock for the breakwaters is brought
from a quarry about four miles
away, where it is blasted by the use
of large shots of black powder. As
much a,s fourty-tive tons is ti.^ed in
a .single month.

On an aica to be filled in by
dredged material there is being
built a bulkhead wharf. Back of
this will be i'lccted steel- framed
waieliouses with asbestos roof.s.

The contract for construction
calls h»r dredging the entire basin
to a depth of thirty-two feet and to
dredging the main channel to thir-
ty-.seven feet, the dredged material
being used to till m the space be-
tween bulkhead whiirl and .^hore.

An official protest by the Archdlo-
ci>an Union of Holy Name Sod -

against profanity on the stane
in modern literature was urged

by the Rev, Earnetit Badecker. spiri-
tual director of Its WeKtche.stcr sect-
ion In a sermon before more than
3,000 men yesterday In St. Patricks
Cathedral, The occasion was the
orty-seventh annual New 'Year's high
MiiMi of the organization

Just before the sermon Msgr,
Michael J, Lavelle, rector of the
Cathedral, read two cablegrams. The
first was from Pope Plus XI and
signed by Cardinal Oasparrl, retiring
Secretary of State at the Vatican, and
he .second was from Cardinal Haye i.

'ent from San Reiiio. whete he will
stop until January 10, when he hails
'.or home on the Vulcunia. The m?f>
^age signed by Cardinal Gasparri
read:

"The Supreme Pontiff thanks you
for your filial good wishes and In
vokes upon you divine favors an I

ble.s«e.s you heartily."

The messnHC from Cardinal Hay; s

wiui as follows:

"New Year's greetings to all anl
bles.slngs,"

Father Badecker. who l.s assistant
at the Chtirch of the Blessed Sacra

-

nunt. New Rochelle, N, Y.. prechcd
on the text: "O Lord, our Lord, ho v

admirable is Thy name In all th"
earth," (P.salm 8:10.)

"It Is a terrible thing to feeL that
this most powerful name of God.
which has had so mtjch influence in

the lives of men, should be profaned
publicly on the stage and In inoder i

literature," siiid Father Badecker,
"These are suppotcd to mirror

private life. If this is true In th •

livis of individuals It is for us a-^

members of the Holy Name Society
to counteract this profanity by rever-

ancc for it In our private life and by
officially protesting ag;alnst it on the
stage and print.

"It is significant how wldesprea.l
;'nd common Is the profanation of

Clod's holy name. It Is little to b?
wondered at when the divinity of

Christ is denied and the very cvlst-

cnce of God doubted.
The Catholic Church has ever

rliown respect and reverence for th •

name of God. So now we should
again take the lead In bringing about
by our example and our words the

ame reverence for the holy name o''

God.
"The power, splendor and magni-

ficence of the name of Jesus naural-

Iv makes Us reverence It. Nev?-
,'-hould It be used as an expres.sloM

of anger or surprise. It should b

'

used only In prayer.

"It is the first name we learned

at our mother's knee— It Hhould be

our strength In the time of tempta-
tion and our consolation at the hour
of death."

(Standard and Times)

TKAININC; OF YOUTH
IS TOPIC OF INFW

KINCYCLICAL

His Holine.s.s, Pope Pius XI Issued

an encyclical on the Christian educa-
tion of youth. It is the third en-
cyclical the Holy Father has issued
in a little more than 20 days. The
full text is not available. Tlie fol-

lowing Is a resimie:

The Pope today Issued an encyclical
letter on the Christian education o
youth, a.s a remembrance of his

priestly Jubilee prompted only by the
l)est intentions and sg^ested by his

particular affection for youth.
Without attempting to deal with

the cpiestlon In all of Its well-night
inexhaustable field of doctrine and
practice. Pope Plus sums up the
laptital principles and places in boU'

I Oil (JW \ ILI,\\0\ A IN THF VILLANOVAN

iiifi

no

^ oil. <»l llir Miiniiii. ofti'ii wonder wliiit is pt-

on al iIh' oM AIiiiji Mairr. ^ on iummI woiuKt
lonpr. Tlir \ illaiioxan, Nillanova's only

iM'wspaprr. i^ always ready lo .supply you with l\iv

iifw.o of all (lie Iiapp4'nin;r> uImmU \ illanovu.

I lie foolliall. Iiax-luill and liaskclliall news
wliirli you w i>li<-d for >o lon^ran now Im* yoiir's hy

(lie Mil»>rriplion Idank Itelow and mail-

rtllef the primary conchiHions anci

their practical applications. Thf
Pope reaffirms lb.- iiiesslng motive;
which moved him -not only his

special love for children, but i)ar-

tlcularly the necc.ssliy of our times
and iiioflirn pi'dagogicil ilieorU'j> and
pi act ice. He touches upon t|ie es-

sence Importance and excellence of

Christian «chicatloti directed towards
Its prtiper end, which Is the supreme
I nd ol man .is will as of both dome,
tic and civil, and aiming al the

lection of men and ilulr welfare

even in this world

The Pope determines and dwells

upon the hading points of Ihe (pics-

tlon. namely, the essential reiisoiv

for Christian education, the i);'r.>-()ii to

be educalid the circumstances, th<

field of action, the end and the

proper method. Cfincerillng the first

point, after stating th<> indisputable

principle iiial «'diication is.
' by its

vcty nature, not Mu' task oi the indi-

vidual luit of the society, tlu- Hoj):'

draws the (conclusion that education
must necessiirlly belong to the three

socletas religious. domesth' and
civil, iiamely. the Church, the family

and the State- in a diiferent manner
and degre«s m-cordlng to the end oi

each/.', •.; ';.;, v,'.;

• IWiMigW trt <iu:reli

Education, lie says, belongs prin-

cipally and prii'iiarily to the Chiinli,

on account of the super-natural or-

der ol tlilngn. on accoiuit of her
.divine mission Inseparable from the
infallAile authority coiiierrtd uiion
her by the Divine Founder, and also
on account ol the .-plrltual maternity
towards the faithful which is hers
by right. The titles which gives th
Church the.se rights

,

give a similar
right also to the family, with which
the State must coopi'rate harmon-
ic usiy towards true scientific Ilbrrty

and i)rogress.

By the law of nature, the encyclical
continues, this education, before th"
State, belongs to the family as th •

author of the physical life which
Is to bo perfected by (>ducatlon, .md
as the work is a sacred duty, it also
involves an alienable right to b
protected by the Church and by th
laws of civilized Suites. Neitlu-r
if. the State excluded from the tiis!:

of educi ting youth by other means
and wins which belong to It In virtu
of the very authority whereby it is

empowered to promote the welfare of
its citlsd'ns In the temporiil order.
Hence ItK function is twofold- to
protect and to foster the educative
task of the Church aiul of the family,
and therefore of refraining from ob-
sorbing or .sujiplantlng It with unJiiHt
monopoly.
Pursuant of the same principles, p

belongs to the State to found and
direct institutions and schools pre-
paratory to public ofriees and public
.•^•rvice, especially tho.se for military
training. But here again the State
must avoid every abu.se of a so-called
military education of the youth, o'
that which goes under the .sam;

name, a civil edtieatlon .so vast and
.so various that It claims for th
suae almost i'Very effort tending to-

wards the common welfare. Th-
State inuit always act in harmony
with the educational function of the
church, just as the trmpoial power
nuist work in unl.son with the spf-

tual or as reason with fal'h.

Mixed ScliiMil l»iint;eF>>

Closely allied to the family throujth
man's life is the Church, it's litertiry

its works and Its institutions,

F'inally, the encyclical says thttt

there must be avoided not only the
peril of . the seculiu' or neutral .schools

but also in counMies divided by re-

liuious creeds, those dangers tluit de-

rive from the mixed school.

Tho ( nryc Ileal < xplaihs the part

of Catholic Action towards the school

the necessiiry re(|ulrcment;i for u ren'

Ciithollc school, for the pvovl'lo'i

O

competent teachers, how to shieh

the youth from the world iiiul If

alluremenls. from icadinR".' eonv< rsa

tions,, an<i represt'titations of ti dan
gerotis character, against which vigil-

ance and care arc imperative. Th
end and form of Christian educatlo"

Is the formation of a true Christ ia--

who is the (inly K'al and perfect lyp'

of man, i,nv who knows how to be

have consistently accortllng to reasoi'

Illuminated by faith and examples o
Jesus Christ, model and Dlvlm
Master. Such a true Christian pro-

'luct of Christian education will un-

doubtedly be the most perfect and:
the most u.selul inemlwr of .society.

The encyclical closes with the atl

mirable aijostrophe of St. August Ini

to the educational mission of the

Church.

Firemen and

iVIailincMi How
To '^Varsity

LFTTFH FKOM HISIIOP
LAI DSSTl DKNTliODV

( CO ntinned *l'oni page 1

)
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Displaying old time form. 'Villa-

his own pari.sli

Thice priests are now taking care
of this field. One is a .voung man
ordained less than a year ago by us.

who is in charge of Jayton Mission
field, including nine counties and

p. 1-
I novas {piintet of bowlers which has lour churches. He has only Mexi-.

adopted the cognomen of "Varsity" cans with the exception of probably

cojuiiiered both league leadcr.s at six American families. He gets a
the Ardmore Hecreation Alleys. It subsidy of thirty dollars a month
was on the respective nights of from the Flxtensign Society and
Jan. 7th and 14lh that the Main- about that much al.so from his poor
lineis" displayed their superiority peoi)le. He almost lives in his car

over the "Post Office" and Meiion
Fire Company teams.

On the night of the .seventh, the

Wildcats invaded the Ardmore
Alleys after rushing away from
their noon meal at home, with a
deteiniination for revenge. The
Post Olllce' which on a jiievious Mexican peoijh

occasion had defeated the "Maui- thousands, arc
liners" were as equally determined
to repeat its previous victory. What
a display of bowling! With Phil

Hillen holding down the anchor jjo-

silion the "Varsity" rectified ih.-

defeat which was handed them a
month previously and decisively

conquered the Mailmen" in siilci'i-

did fashion. Out-pinning its rivals

by a 2701 .score against that of 2084,

the "Varsity " al.so earned av\ay
single and triple honors, when
Capt. Zwigard .scored 217 and Hillen
tripled for 589.

On last Tuesday Villanova was
scheduled to bowl again.U the Mcr-
ion Fire Co. which was filling the

capacity as league leader as a re-

.sult of the "Varsity's " victory over
the "Post Office,'" Whi>n the sumc
determination that was evident the

previous we(>k, Villanova oulcla.s,scd

its foemen by a pinnage of 272;!

against 2680. Lo.sing the hiitia!

contest b>' a score of 890 to 897, the

•"Varsity " went out to win the fol-

lowing two games collecting ;t

points as a reward for the evening';;

trouble. Becza had high single for

the night when he hit tlie tiinbci'

for '201 while "Reds" Hanlon car-
ried away the three game honors
with 597. The '"Varsity" now
ranks fifth due to the fact that
during the Xinas vacation it was
forced to forfeit 3 match games or
a total of 12 points.

but IS doing most excellent work. He
was in to see me during the Chri-st-
mas holidays to .see about the price
of renewing the liconse on his car.
which I furnished him. He assures
me that he is exceedingly happy in
his Mi.ssion Held and that the poor

of vvliom he has
very grateful and

appreciative of his .services.

This new diocese of Amarillo,
erected in April of 1927 covers a
territory extending from the north-
west corher of Texas for a distance
of over nve hundred miles .south, to

within thirty miles of the > Rio
Grande river^ or Mexican border, by
approximatel.v, one hundred and
sixty miles cji^t and west. In all

N^'n -r •f
.5V^-v
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this vast territory, which from' a
material standpoint offers many
golden opporLtinities to i)ioj)eers in
agriculture, there are only one
thousand American Catholic fami-
lies, and the rest are all poor M,exi-
cans. of whom there are at least
ten times as many. These people
are all poor and mostly in this
country as refugees escaping from
the unmerciful pro.secution of the
church in Mexico, and the impro-
\erished conditions of that revolu-
tionary country.

I am greatly incouraged to see
the Mi.ssion spirit developed in the
Catholic Colleges and Seminaries,
of this country, of which your .stu-

dents h!i\ e f.'iveti us such a splendid
I'xample. and it is for their benefit
that I am writing this letter. One
of the most crying needs of the
clu'ich in this country is a greater
interest of Catholics in Home Mis-
sions, wh'.'re conditions, in many
instances, are much more appalling
than they tu'e in Foreign Mission
lands. It is therefore encouraging

I

to us, as it is to .so many Bishops
of the great Southwest, who are
faced with overwhelming Mexican

I

problems, to .see the youth of cur
Catholic Coliet'cs educated and in-

I

tercsted in Mission work.

I

May God bless and reward the
efforts of your college and may the
students le:vni to realize that there
is no work more pleasing to the
heart of owv Divine Sa\iour than
that which is clone lo promote His
Kingdcm in the Mission countries.
I ner.sontilly thank the students for
the splendid aid they have directed
to us and I pray God that He may
bless them with success in their
every uiulcrlaking. With these and
all kind wi.shes. I remain.

Yours .sincerely in Chrift
R. O. Eerken,
Bishop of AmariUp
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Ifwas evident in his swagger that

he was scion ol the British ansU)-j
cracy, and the most casual ob.server

could not have failed to note that':

he was a stranKcr to the city. He
touched a well-dre.s.sed auburn-
haired .\ouiiu tnaii who was lollinj;

in front ol a Broadway hot4'l, on
the shoulder.

I

Pardon me, my dear man, but'
could I tioiible yotj for a match?'
After liKhfing his cigar he con-
tinued Bah Jove, this Is n re-
markable city This Is me flr.st

visit to New York Im a deueid
stranger but on the other side I'm
a perosn ol importance. I am Sir
Francis niilfv. Kinglit of the Gar-
ter. Knluht of the Bitth. Knight of
the Double Eai;le. KniKht ol Ihe
OolUeii Fleece and Kniuht of the
Iron Cross. Dye mind lellinR me
your name, me dear man? '

H<'plied lie ol auburn hair In a
rich brogut Me name is Michael
Murphy, uiuhl belore lasit. night
before that, last night and every
damn night Michael Murphy '

I in; \m.i.\\<»va!\. Mux 401, Viliiiiiova. Pi
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(continued from page 1)

their mi.ssion," While vIsiMnf.'

ions colle^;cs." .says Stnhltlrcher
many Instances mat i "is wire
mltted to be Klven thcs;- Invest i^u

tions that were none of their im-
medlnie business,"

Mackay states that "whether or
not this l,s hiinply a nightmare of the
U-otball coaclie.s, the latlcr are Kircl-

inn their loins lor battle The- wai-

ls on StnhUliehf r's nttiraiites up-
state were the first Indications (hat
the strife had taken form. Evident-
ly In the qnict of their owii ciamcllf^

Ihe football co.iches have srent:-d

cuin.;er iKnii afar and f;re ready to

repel 'lH' invatlers."

As college slu{li'nt.s. wo nil know
what football means to uh. It \h U

f-porl that hold the jilace siiprnnc

iinon^' the iniiny athletic activities of,

any college. (Ailleite stiicleiits, we a'f

•ore. would not care to see Intercol-

lenlale football nlve way to Inter-

mtnal fveiits any more than the
c c aches v.onld. We are aUiO to sc<

Marry Btnhklrcher takint; such v

piomlnent part m Its defense an.'

we pUd^'c him our whole-hearlcc'
iipport III his iinderiiiklni'

Wm. C. Martin
Mannfoi lurrr

('olh'frr \ S(/i(fnl .h'lvrlry

IMIII.A.. I»\.

Maki's iiiiifis fitr (lass

lO.n. \ illunovtt
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You will wear an Edv/ard Suit or

Topcoat with pride . . . because
it is mado to ymn- measure fitted

to your figure, hand tailored

throughout.
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No More Telephones!

It is but a short time since a hue and cry went up at

Villanova over the ciying need of telephones encased in pri-

vate booths. Nor does it require a remarkable memory to

recall the days when the lack of telephones was one of the

most warmly nursed grievances of the student body. This

condition, however, was remedied. Telephones were install-

ed. And the grateful student body gave a warm assurance

that no abuse would be permitted.

The booths were duly installed in convenient locations

and, under normal conditions, the question would then and

there have been at an end. The conditions, however, are

not normal, unless vandalism, selfishness and dishonesty can

be regarded as the normal characteristics of the personel of

a college for Catholic men! This we emphatically deny!

Yet there has been abuse of the telephones to a degree that

is almost unbelievable and to an extent that is certainly no

credit to any college that boasts of having gentlemen for

its students. Nor are such abuses mere chance lapses from

an honest course. The whole procedure is highly method-

ized and entirely too widespread. Conditions have become
provoking and so unjust as to require the Telephone Com-
pany to take drastic action. We are therefore promised

that the removal of telephone conveniences at Villanova is

neither an idle threat nor a means of retaliation by the

Company, but an almost necessary step.

It is unnecessary to enumerate these abuses. They are

already known only too well. Booths have been turned

topsy-turvy to avoid paying incurred charges ; and in one in-

stance pure vandalism destroyed booth and 'phone together.

Such an utter disregard for the rights and conveniences of

others is nothing short of contemptible. It can be regarded

as "clever" only by the rabid and confirmed "rah-rahs"

whose numbers among us, we thank Heaven, is comparativf.-

ly scant.

This is not an appeal nor can it be disguised as one. The
vandals whom it concerns are impervious to the proverbial

"word to the wise" or to an appeal to reason. But it is a

warning ! The Telephone Company is alarmingly in earnest,

and unless all abuse of the system is brought to an end, and

that quickly, we shall all be without a modern necessity,

thanks to the cleverness of our "Cheap Skates."
« * * * «

:;.'>'';... .;;Suppor and Advertising

The Viilanovan is now in the second year of its exis-

tence. It has won the unanimous approval of all those who
are sincerely interested in Villanova, in its improvements

and progress. In its infancy our College paper found the

going rather rough ; it had to fight an uphill battle to assure

its continuance and in the face of discouraging odds, finan-

cial involvements and other difficulties attend upon such an

undertaking, it proved its fitness for survival. An undoubt-

ed success from the viewpoint of construction and form,

financial embarrassment was a constant threat and gave the

staff many an anxious moment of worry. But the first mile-

stone in its history was passed ; hard work, sincere effort and

dogged perseverance were rewarded and previous discour-

agement and disappointment were forgotten in the thrill pro-

duced by successful achievement.

Another year—and a bigger and better Viilanovan. Cer-

tain improvements were introduced. The size of the sheet

was enlarged and a general improvement in the quality and

tone of the paper were everywhere remarked. Improvement

meant increased costs and greater zeal and effort to main-

tain the standard. The outlook however, was very bright

and the financial bug bear seemed to have been laid away
for an uninterrupted rest. Sufficient praise and credit can-

not be bestowed on those who labored so assiduously to real-

ize attainment of those standards courageously adopted. But

unadulterated success is more than could be hoped for so

early in the career of such an enterprise, however promising

and creditable. The financial bogey refused to enjoy its re-

pose.

Now what is the situation? The paper were consid-

ered a necessary institution and an invaluable asset to the

College. Deep appreciation is felt for the moral support

which has been generou.sly extended and for the enthusiasm

manifested by everyone concerned. But moral support and

enthusiasm do not improve the treasury. Experienced news-

paper workers all agree that a publication like the Viila-

novan should be supported by subsidization or by local ad-

verti.sers. Subscriptions will never prove sufficient to cover

the costs, however much they may help. Since advertising

is the plan on which this paper is being conducted, it is on

advertisers that we must depend for the needed support.

KnockingAbout
the Campus

On the Ragged Edge

Oh, BenJIe

Page Dupln and Sherlock Holmes 1

Let the Burns Detective Agency get

hot and let amateur sleuths fill

their pipes and pull down their

visors. For Ben Bernie is lost I

Yes sir, he's nowhere to be found

—

that is he was nowhere to be found
on Friday night. Although every
corner of the Bellevue was pains-
takingly searched the errant Ben
Insisted on remaining A. W. O. L.

much to the discomfiture of the
committee. In the last ditch the
family valiantly came to the rescue
and produced another Bernie, one
Herman who contorted the or-

chestra and all was well. Charity
most assuredly begins at home.
After all what's in a first name? A
Ben by any other name will lead as
snappily. And they do say that
Herman and Benjamin (no Cuth-
bert this isn't scriptural!) are lov-
ing brothers, in fact brothers under
the skin. Aha I And so Herman
farewell, and if forever, still forever
fare thee well, but do tell where was
that lost tribe of Benjamin.

Any Ice Today, Sir?
Oh, there are ' icemen on the

gridiron and there are icemen on
the pond and now verily and for-
sooth we have our Icemen on the
campus. The rare and thrilling

sport of mountain climbing has
been revived. Qo dust off your
alpenstock, get out your spiked
shoes, commandeer the Janitor for
an ancient and grizzled Swiss guide,

{
polish up on your yodeling and tlien.

oo-le-o-lay-ee, up we go over the
steep and icy passes, the treacher-
ous glaciers and ice-laden steps that
lead to Austin Hall. The whole
thing can be made so very realistic.

On almost an old day the roof will

conveniently oblige with an aval-
anche, the pack of police dogs,, to
a man on tiis back, will look very
much like St. Bernards but—alas
and alack! they have nothing in
the way of resuscitation fastened
under their collars I

Now there's only one thing about
all this that is a bit out of har-
mony. It's a mere trifle we know,
but after all, there is such a thing
as personal taste. They may climb
mountains In Switzerland and
rashly rush in where mountain
goats would fear to tread and then
when they break their pr^c^pus
necks have nothing to blame save
their own perversity in tastes. After
all there's no disputing such things
and if a man chooses to climb
mountains for pleasure there is

plenty of room and plenty of
mountains and a crevasse will hold
a legion of the fallen and never
crack » fissure.

But it is when the thing becomes
enforced that we begin to growl and
mutter. For we do insist that we
don't want to mess around glaciers,

fissures and their like. Furthermore,
we dislike ice on general principles
and we very strongly detest ice on
dormitory steps. Now what's to be
done? Well, let's wring our hands
in unison for a few minutes and
then think of salt. Salt, to be sure,
would do the trick. Then prithee
pass the salt and let's preserve our
necks. But then some misanthrope
will be sure to argue that most
people aren't worth their salt. Oh,
what's the use?

How Did Yon Hit It?
We have all heard of the little

girl, who, being good was very good
but being bad was horrid. And
now hold out a clammy palm to
welcome another of the same fam-
ily, to whit—the very little boy, who,
passing quizzes calls them easy and,
flunking, calls them fierce. We all

know him well. He is a common
chap the man who steps out of an
exam with perfect composure,
waves an airy hand at an anxious
and cadaverous eyed companion
and crows "Nothing to It," and
who thereupon, true to form, gets a
forty. He never worries, not he.
All exams are easy and we poor
chumps fret ourselves ill over noth-
ing or so his magesty seems to im-
ply. "Answered every question."
he'll boast, "right on the nose,"
and we daresay that just where he
it likely to get it in the very near
future.

You may addle your brain with
fevered toll.

And con till your eyes are red.
You can burn a gallon of midnight

oil.

And dream of the stuff in bed;
But after the bell has clanged the

round,
And you stand In the ring with
your quiz.

You'll be licked and kicked and
cuffed and crowned.

And shamed if you cant do this—

Bluff! Bluff!
To you it's delights we commend

Bluff! Bluff!
You'll find it a pal and a friend;
Though questions may frighten
you

Bluffing will brighten you.
Bluff!—And then flunk in the end!

BRIAN BORYU

The Mosque

It was with a great deal of trepi-

dation that the students of Villa-

nova faced the beginning of this

week, for it comprises six days of

baneful experiences for them. It is

the week of the mid-year exams.

Starting at 9 a. m. on Monday,
January 27 and continuing until

noon on Saturday, February 1 the

students' schedules consist of

nothing but a trying succession of

quizzes, their routine schedule hav-
ing been abandoned for the time.

It is small wonder, then, that

there should have been faint

hearts and pale countenances on
Saturday and Sunday last. Such
an ordeal as that week seemed to

loe was suflBcient to disturb the
serenest dispositions.

But now, with one day of exams
behind them visages are again
brightening. It was npt so bad aft-

er all. The students now consider
themselves hardened by their ex-
periences and are ready to tackle

the remainder of the week with

something akin to their usual

bravado and spirit.

The Arts men have waded
through such subjects as Chemis-
try, Psychology, and Ethics, and
are feeling better for the nerve

-

trying ordeal. The Pre-Meds have
trudged through Physics, Ethics,

Psychology, Botany, etc.; while

Economics, Accounting, Logic and
the like have been the menu for

the Business men. And, then, the

hardest-working men on the cam-
pus, the Engineers, have navigated
we will not say how successfully,

some more intricate branches of

learning, namely Railway Engine-
ering, Mechanical Engineering, Or-
ganic Chemistry, Physics and the

A. C. Theory.
It is agreed, however, that the

exams of yesterday have been only
setting-up exercises; nevertheless,

they have got in their work and
everyone feels much better fitted for

the exams to come during the rest

of the week..

=^N

A PASSING THOUGHT

1

After perusing the Exchange
Columns of not a few college

magazines, I found many that
were utterly inane to any form
of intelligent criticism. The edi-

tors did not think before writing;

it seems as if their only object

was to fill space. They succeed-

ed and incidently revealed their

shortcomings. Ii was obvious

that they had read words and
not meanings. Trite phrases

such as "appropriate editorials,"

"attractive cover," "interesting

stories" were offered to the public

under the name of criticism.

An Exchange is not the place
for mutual pats on the back, nor
is it the place to record the
diatribes of mountebanks who
read only for the purpose of con-
demning. Instead, a column of

this character should be replete

with observations by means of

which a critic may point out a
defect and prove the worth of

his remedy. However we usu-

ally find critics holding up writ-

ings as worthy of note without
giving the reason for their

choice. A writing "can stand
improvement" but the quqestion,

"What corrections should be

made?." is left unanswered.
A magazine with a poor ex-

change is like a house without
windows. EdItors-in-Chief should
be aware of the importance and
possibilities of this column. They
should assign it to the best
writer on their staff. Here they
have the means of establishing

friendly relations with other col-

leges; of inculcating an appre-
ciation of good literature; of dis-

playing the observation and
judgment developed by study.

Such an opportunity should not
be neglected.

X. Y. Z.

He says—I guess Purdue feels
pretty snobbish after being rated
second to Notre Dame in foot ball.

She says—Yes, and Helen Kane
sing about them all the time, too!
Then he says—Howzat?
To which she replies—Poo-boo—

Purdue!

The Detroit News says there Is

nothing new on unemployment ex-
cept that a Western school laid off
twenty-two athletes after the
Christmas holidays.

How, might we ask, has this support been extended? The
results speak for themselves. Examine any up-to-date Col-

lege publication and comparison proves the shame of those
who should be the Villanovan's supporters. Now to every
loyal student and alumnus subscriber the urgent plea is made
to patronize advertisers and to have consolidated College

opinion bring pressure to bear on those who do not give the
support which is extended to every live College paper in the
Country. If our students, our alumni, our friends do not
rally to our aid, from whom shall we seek it? This is no
private undertaking. It is a common cause, a common con-

cern. And all those involved should take an active personal

interest and share their part of the burden and responsibil-

ity. We make no definite recommendations. Do you want
to see your paper continue? Do you wish it to prosper and
improve? Then relieve those concemed of the burden of

financial worry, so that their efforts may be directed toward
the maintenance of quality and high standards of efficiency.

R. I. P.

In fond and loving memory of

our dear son, Thomas, who recently

passed from this life to further the
advancement of anatomical science,

we herewith present to the Villa-

nova Pre-Medical School his well

prepared skeleton which so ably
supported his noble frame through-
out all of his nine existences. It is

our sincerest wish that man, who
now looks to the humble Felidae for

aid in studying merely his body, will

in the future also see the merit of

consulting feline sources for Poli-

tics, Ethics, Religion and Morals.
We are quite certain that a modi-
cum of research into these hitherto
obscure branches of feline prudence
will thereby disclose a resemblance
to man that is even more marked
than that implanted in our bones.

• * •

Thy bones bear marks of violence.

Struck down when in tlieir prime;.
Thy death was set a week from

Hence,
But cruel fate cliansed the time.

Ah, Life is tlius, poor Thomas Katt!
You're not the first to find
Misfortune nearly left him flat

When someone changed his mind.

And so you passed unto your rest,

Witli other cats en masse;
Though many men migtit call you

blest.

Who should, but yet won't pass.

Mrs. Kitty Moore Katzen Katz
and Family

THIS AND THAT

Well now that the best time of
the month is in the dim distant
past perhaps, we can come down
from playing with the gods of terp-
ischore and put our fate for one
brief week, in the arms of the gods
of chance and good memory.

Perhaps the favors of the Belle
Aire Ball were intended as remind-
ers to our fair friends that "Just a
minute" does not last from eight to
nine P. M.

St. Louis claims the honor of hav-
ing the largest soda fountain in the
world, but of course it is needed out
there where nothing but .seeing 1$

believing.

If all the cars imrked in Phila-
delphia streets were placed end to
end they would still be parked under
'No Parking" signs.

If Congress stays up In the alr
much longer over the tariff legisla-

tion, they may set a new unbeatable
endurance record.

A recent newspaper headline
states that "FUre Sweeps Floor of
Paper Plant." Personally we'd pre-
fer a vacuum cleaner to do that
job, It wouldn't leave quite as many
black smudges.

A good way to settle the questions
arising at the London Naval Con-
ference would be to refer them to a
Mussilonl, a Prlmo de Riviera and
Bill Thomson of Chicago.

X. y. Z. in last week's Passing
Thought referred to the many my-
opic young men on the campus.
Perhaps this condition is due to
their neighbors in a

,
quiz writing

with a pencil on very shiny paper.

And to Brian Boryou on our left,

we wish to tell you that there is

no need of hunting further for that serves It, too,

After a complete and thorough

investigation of conditions In the

other dormitories, at Villanova,

there has come to me the frenzied

appeal from all sources of "Why not

Austin Hall? Of course in order to

appreciate the truth of this state-

ment one would have to live In that

exclusive sector of the campus,

which is known as "Villanova In

Overbrook." In Austin Hall the

membership is limited and more ex-

clusive. The building reigns In a

single unit all of its own, and the

students who live there have what
one might call In a sense a fel-

lowship or fraternity. The atmos-
phere is more conducive to study

than the Gold Coast of Fedigan,

and here the scholar mingles with

the athlete under a common roof.

However in spite of all this Olum-
pus-Uke atmosphere, that surrounds

the building, there has arisen what
one might call a rift In a lute.

What has precipitated this great

upheaval, I haven't the faintest

idea. I only know that a few ap-

peals have reached my ears and
hence they are appealing in this

column.
In the first place it seems to be a

quaint habit, that when one has run
out of electric light bulbs to stroll

into the wash room, and replenish

the supply here. The only trouble

with this is that the only place that

one can get bulbs Is out of the cell-

ing of the room. Stygian blackness

sets In after sundown, and then the

Lothario In an attempt to beautify

and glorify, before going out on a
conquest is sadly disappointed.

Many have complained that they

are getting quite a bit annoyed and
altogether tired, of trying to brush

their teeth with cold cream and
trying to work up a lather with

tooth paste. This is indeed a dif-

ficult feat, because one can get the

same effect as trying to make an
ice cream cone out of a snow ball.

The idea is there, but the thing

does not quite work out. Trying to

shave in the dark is about as easy

as having a hand to hand struggle

with someone in a clothes hamper.
Then again while shaving one is al-

ways running the chance of when
just as one is scraping the beard off

the neck, someone comea crashing

Into you and there you are with a
torn jugular.

Of course, the boys here can
boast that the men rooming in Aus-
tin Hall are more virile than those

of any other dormitories. In the

first place they have to face the ley

blast of King Winter in order to get

over to classes in Mendel hall. But
in the supremacy of chewing to-

bacco I'll lay my money on the boys
from the collegiate gothls building,

any day in the week. Chewing to-

bacco is no doubt a great thing to

rid one self of smoking, and it is

sure fire proof of masculinity.

Judging from the tons that are mas-
ticated every week within the con-
fines of this building, one would
Imagine that any man here could
lick twice his weight in Wildcats.
It is at least a sure sign of the man
in these effeminate days of clgtu"-

ette smoking. The evidence of this

habit has been strongly and should
I say llquidly brought out much to

the expense of harassed nerves by
the prefects, and other men here
who believe in milder forms of the
'filthy weed."
While staying In Fedigan Hall,

and passing by Mendel, Academy,
etc., I chanced to hear a great num-
ber of radios and victrolas playing.

We all realize that music is an ex-
treme pleasure, and no wall music
of every type and description is be-
ing brought to us through the me-
dium of the radio. Still In the mat-
ter of this type Austin hftU remains
absolutely pure of "the food of
love." It would be a good Idea if

some of those boys with the radios,
victrolas, pipe organs, oncertinas, or
what have you should move over
here and amuse the weary student,
who seeks only a solace from his
grief and pain, from his Organic
Chemistry, Mechanisms or Corpor-
ation Finance. (There are no tough
courses In the Arts' Course.
Another thing which the other,

places have is at least a sort of
semi-private phone booth. In the
first place when one is talking to
his light of love it is the most em-
barassing thing to "go on the air,"

much to the delight of a very In-
terested and highly unappreciatlve
audience. It is disconcerting to say
the least. Then again it Is also dif-
ficult, when trying to take a street
or phone number and to have Just
reached the specific part, on which
all hinges and then have to wait,
while fellows on two fioor shout
back and fourth about the merits
of various professors, cigarettes,
movies or what have you.
The training derived from this is

all good, and after a ouple of years
of this rigorous life, one Is quite
capable of hearing his watch tick
along side of a riveter, run around
in snow storms. In his underwear
and pick of various objects with
"Mail Pouch." with the ability of a
Carl Dane of "Big Parade" fame.

Happy Midyears,

COUNT DMITRI.

inevitable Freshman that knows the
Captain of the Los Angeles. He
was strutting around the campus the
other day. and when tracked to his
lair admitted quite willingly that he
was the seventeenth cousin of the
man who married the captain's
fourth wife.

Well here's wishing you luck dur-
ing the prevailing exams, we Just
know you'll need It.

DeBunk.

In a cigarette It may be taste, but
In spinach it's grit.

There was the Scot who died
happy. He caught double
monia.

Sport Spots by Spotty Frosh Streak

Crumpled
In response to the findings of the Carnegrie Foundation,

the Amalgamated Coaches Conferedation has released in re-

ply the following disenchantments. The entire report is too

lengthy to repeat verbatim, but the ifist is here to be per-

used.

Amalgamated Coai^es Confederation—Bull, No. 163%

WHii^KKAS it has been assumed by the unwritten to at-

tempt and ferret out some of the deplorable conditions ex-

isting in many of our highly respected colleges and univer-

sities and
WHEKEAS the colleges and universities so interviewed

have wiiimgiy lent us their assistance, the following par-

mount points have come to our attention

ihere follows a detailed and technical discussion of the

institutions interviewed. In part the disclosure continues . .

In seventeen of the better known Eastern colleges the

Confederation found that the presidents were receiving more

pay than the football coach. Six of the seventeen admitted

they were not even Phi Beta Kappa men when they received

ineir degress.

Seven of the northeastern institutions owned up to di-

verting funds into the installation of modem heating equip-

ment, instead of constructing concrete stands in their sta-

diums.

One midwestern school had even gone so far as to erect

a memorial tablet in honor of a former student who later

became Governor of the state. Two All American backs

were totally ignored.

Fifteen southern colleges were forced to admit the stu-

dents had been allotted the best seats in the stands.

One small college (later corrected its attitude) when

brought fact to face with indicting documents, proving it had

refused admittance of sports writers to football contests.

Only the evidence offered by the writers themselves turned

the verdict. It was later brought to light this college even

had no spring training.

Out of twelve coast universities questioned, four were

found guilty of subsidizing (ah, what a term) students for

their academic prowess. At Tech. The athletes had to

attend class on rainy days. Dean of flatly refused

to provide arm chairs for the substitutes, instead preferring

to replace the broken panes of glass in the dining hall.

As the report goes on the conditions become worse and

worse. It is deplorable that right here in our own country

under the blessed flag of liberty, independence and ticket

scalpers such malignity should pervade the hitherto clean,

pure atmosphere. It all goes to show that one rarely knows

what is really transpiring. And the worst is still to come . .

Two prominent professors in one big eastern school were

intimidated to have received their positions without having

clearly and concisely diagnosed the "fumble and fall on it

rule." Nine other southern schools had coaches without ma-

chines. The Univ. of totally ignored the peal for a

trainer, placing a school physician on the pay roll. One

Illinois college was given a clean bill of health by the investi-

gating committee after an intensive study of the conditions

and extenuating circumstances relevant to the peculiarities

of the institution. The point of contention rested on an ap-

palling situation, that was only alleviated by the adroit ex-

planations of the Board of Trustees. The case rested on the

fact that there were two more professors than coaches.

Four institutions admitted scheduling no intersectional

frays and one school booked only nine games.

The most distressing case bobbed up, down in a mite

Arkansaw (euphonic spelling) college. The authorities ad-

mitted the CaiTiegie Foundation Findings were a revelation.

This was too much even for the hardened campaigners.

One New England Shool, it was revealed, acquiesced be-

fore the investigators that a greater number of students at-

tended class than watched the Big Game ; the count was 751

to 749. It was unofficially announced that the disparity

occurred through the unfortunate incident of two of the

students being pinched and shoved into the hoosegow while

thumbing it to the scene of the encounter.

Only nine colleges however did not give a banquet to

their athlete warriors. On a questionnaire given at the time

of the investigation one college replied that it would not con-

done the answering of the athletes during roll call by proxy.

The sincere hope is being expressed in practically every

quarter that the coming years will see a decided change in

the tactics of these erring institutions, that they will come

into the fold and abide by the dictations of a more sound

reasoning, will extend their generosity to a greater degree,

stop up their ears, blindfold their eyes and be like the wise

monkeys of fable that "See no evil, hear no evil, and do no,

that is very much evil.

Be it therefore resolved that each one of us become a

land administering to the unministered and in all our travels

selfappointed disciple of the new teaching, to go about the

be the way rough or smooth, keep ever uppermost in our

minds the old refrain, that ancient equation which has stood

the test of time and is here recorded:

One Ail-American, Ad... Good Drop Kicker, A Tough Une

President, Two Governors and Three Senators.

F. & M. Yearlings Halt

Severance's Frosh

Basketballers

Relay Quartet

To Meet Urban
Foemen

After three straight victories,

Vlllanova's Freshmen basketball

team succumbed before the Frank-

lin and Marshall Yearlings, In a

fast and rough exhibition in Lan-
caster, Wednesday, by the score of

41 to 31.

The ultimate winners were never

headed after the second quarter got

under way. Foster and Prleden-

berg were the victors' stars, the

former accounting for 14 points

and the latter, 10. Metro Weston
was best for the visitors, ringing up
11 markers on four two-pointers and
three foul shots.

The height and speed of the home
team proved too much for the

Main Liners, who were outplayed In

the latter stages of the contest.

Severance's men stuck close, but

could never quite catch up with their

whlte-shirted opponents.
Due to Foster's clever work at

forward, the F. «& M. Frosh sported

an 18 to 14 margin. About the

middle of the last half, this had
been increased to 21-30. but the

Wildcat Cubs gradually shaved this

down to a 3 point disparity. The
effort was in vain as the home-
sters again bombarded the cords to

salt away the fray.

VILLANOVA FRESH
Peg Fig Pts

Home, f ..'*•.,"'.. 2

Semon, f t 3

Reitz, c-f . . 1

Weston, g .....;•<.,,,.•... 4
McFadden, g ....;.....

Rosen, c 2
Goldberg, g
Snith, c . .

O'Connell, f

1

1

3

2

Totals 12

F

5

7

2
11

4

2

31

& M. FRESH
Feg Fig Pts

Foster, f 6
Brubaker, f 3

Prledenberg, c 4
Landlno, g
Osborne, g 2

Passel, g 2

Rhen, g . i

Totals 17

Referee—Dayhofl.
Umpire—Grube

2

3

2

14

9
10

4
4

41

Junior Prom
Called Off

At Harvard

Lancaster Foes Wither

Before Blue and White

Second Half Spurt

Open Indoor Season Against

City Teams

Villanova, Temple, St. Joseph's,

Drexel and one or two other schools
will compete in the Special One
Mile Relay event at the Meadow-
brook Indoor Games on the night of

Lincoln's birthday at the Arena in

Philadelphia.
Last year the event was taken by

the well-balanced William and Mary
speedsters with Villanova In run-
nerup position and Temple and St.

Joseph trailing u$. Coach Meredith
expects his selection this season to
be the most formidable since the
'27 quartet that cleaned up at the
Penn Relays.

Villanova will have a team of
four men who are all practically

on a par with one another. Woods
and Daly have gohe but the addi-
tion of two of last year's freshmen
will likely round out the foursome.
Captain Mahan, who ran No. 2 on
last year's team and Joe Costanzo
lead-off nwn, seem destlnedsto form
the veteran material; BuckyX Ham-
mond and Ted Pischoty frpin the
frosh squad of '29 have/ jumped
into the breach and are making
serious biiis. J. E. Kel.y and Rod
Martin are coming aloti'?.

Jack llif^hfleld will compete jn
the 45 yard handicap affair. Johnny
Baker is listed for the high jump
along with John Whalen in the 660
and Carmen Salerno in the two
mile tests. Provided he can get in-
to trim within time Sky August may
team with Mahan in the 45 yard
high hurdles.

If the relay men clean up, they
will probably run in some of the
later indoor meets over in New
York. In the meantime the men
are using the board track at Hav-
erford College for conditioning
workouts.

(continued from page 1)

and sing foul in making the half-

way score 12 to 7.

Visitors Spurt Far Ahead
Kulp flagged another field goal

while Staton shagged a foul in

starting the finale. Czesick came
back with a foul shot and then
whipped a high arching double

decker that was almost immediately
nullified by Garvey's follow-up shot,

bringing the Lancasterians within

three points of our fifteen.

Tommy Morgan penciled the

score sheet in tossing a foul, Czes-

ick equalled this effort a moment
later, Tom Edwards made a nifty

save during the following scrim-

mage: a F. «& M. forward was bas-

ket-hanging unbeknowest to our
toilers, A brother player espied

the unobistrusive loiterer and fired

th^ pellet on a line towards him,

the ball sped over Tulso Tom's
cranium, seemingly labeled for the

hoop; Edwards stuck up a brawny
arm and plucked the pass by his

forefinger and thumb—apparently.

Rapidly Villanova clambered
lengths ahead, Tracy, Morgan, Bir-

mingham, Edwards and Harkins
smeared the backboard on angle
shots and our lads held a 29 to 12

Georgetown to

Launch Drive

vantage. Coach Jacobs relieved his

regulars In the closing minutes as
the Roses again deserted their

dormancy In ringing up two more
field and foul goals.

VILLANOVA VARSITY
Peg Fig Pts

Bh-mlngham. f 3 3 9

Czesick, f 3 6 11

Edwards, c 1 2

Morgan, g 1 1 3

Tracy, g 1 2
Harkins, g 1 2
Holland, f

Sullivan, c

Gardner, g .,.,..,.....

Egan, X :.V4.>.*.tMM>v>.

Totals 10 9 29
P. it M. VARSITY

Feg Fig Pts
Johnson, f 1 2
Oakes, f b 1 1

Garvey. c ..k«.^^«...i,. . i 1 3
Kulp, g ............... a! 1 6
Fasnacht, g 1 2
Snyder, g
Staton, f Oil
Linhom, g 1 2
Horst, 1 a a

Totals .7 6 18

Referee—Dayhoff
Umpire—Grube

Hop to Follow

Court Game
The Athletic Association has Just

announced that plans are being
completed for a dance to be run aft-

er the Villanova-New York Uni-
versity basket ball game, on the
evening of February 7th. The
game is to be played at the Palais

Royal iu Philadelphia. In a pre-
liminary game at 7:30, the Villa-

nova Freshmen will tackle the
strong Temple Frosh il/e.

Students will be admitted to

both the games and the dance for

fifty cents. The regular price of

admission is one dollar.

Jim Kettrick and his Villanovans
will furnish the music for the dance.

Class President Announces
That 1929 Event Was

Financial Failure

The Junior Prom, the traditional

social function of almost every col-

lege In the country will hold no
charms for Harvard undergraduates
this year according to an announce-
ment made by John Nf. Tralnor ol

New York City, president of the class

of 1931 of Harvard University.

Discontinuance of one of the three

social affairs open to students during
the four years of college life and the

only organized Winter social event
came as a sxu'prlse to the greatest

part of the Junior class.

A year ago the same class clamored
for the right to hold a sophomore
tolree but they were obliged to wait

a year before displaying the archi-

tecture of M emorlal Hall or the Har-
vard Union to thes oclety of debut-
antes of Boston and other places.

This promise has failed of fullflll-

ment because last year's Junior Prom
was a financial failure. "^- „•

pneu-

New Palrbanks-Plckford Picture
Makes Shakespeare Popular—head-
line In a western paper. He de-

Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire:—(ACN)—One of the

most peculiar bequests ever left to a
college was recently disclosed here.

It Is an estate of some one and a
half million of dollars and yet only
one thousand five hundred. The
story of It runs something like this.

Asa Wilson Walters, recently died
and left one thousand five hundred
dolars to be hed in trust and invest-
ed for a period of one hundred and
fifty years at which time It shall
come In posession of Dartmouth.
By that time It will have grown to
the proportions before mentioned.
To realize the full worth of the leg-
acy It Is necessary for a student of
mathematics to use much of his ac-
cumuated learning.

University of Illinois, Urbana, HI.
(ACN)—A disease more deadly than
Indigestion and more contagious
than any other Is love, according to
a member of the university faculty

of medicine. This in the light of

the electronic theory of love as

advanced by another scientist

makes of this matter of love a
treacherous thing to have. The
first statement above was corrobor-

ated by the proof that when the

emotions are upset the entire body Is

in a state of disorder.

Colgate University, Hamilton, N.

Y. (ACN)—The age of discussion of

the advantage of a college education

In the light of Increased brains and

knowledge was revived when a mem-
ber of the faculty here recently

made the statement that the aver-
age brain Is not helped to a great
extent by going to college. It Is only
that the person makes a greater
use of the amount Inherited, as It

Is rather definitely proven he con-
tends, brains are inherited as much
as color of eyes, hair and other
characteristics.

"I heard that Jones is in Phila-
delphia."
"That's too bad. I didn't even

know he was sick."—Judge.

CoUege Will Fxpend Vast
Amount on New

Buildings

A $2,500,000 expansion campaign
lor the College of Arts and Sciences
will be launched by the Georgetown
University with Immediate construc-
tion of a new dormitory building
Hanking the old athletic field, the
Rev. W. Coleman Nevils, 8. J., presi-
dent of the university, announced at
a banquet Tuesday.

I'he announcement was made to
members of the faculty following
lecelft of official approval of the ex-
pansion fiom the superior general of
the Jesuits In Rome.

The domutory will be the first of
foiu- buildings, forming a quadrangle,
U> be constructed about the athletic
field. Plans now made caU for a
recitation hall and two science build-
ings to round out the group.

$600,000 Dormitory Planned
The dormitory, which will cost

$000,000, Is Intended to relive pres-

ent congestion at the university. It

will have> 180 single rdl^ns, of which
142 will be equipped with bath. In
an L wing at the north end will be

a large recreation hall In the base-

ment, as well as smoking and lounge
rooms on the first floor.

The dormitory will be known as

Copely Hall, after the Bev., Thomas
Copely, one of the pioneer Jesuits in

the Maryland colony. The name was
selected, Father Nevils said, to honor
the first benefactor of Jesuit educa-

tion in the United States.

The building marks the passing of

the old athlete field, which has been

In use for 100 years.

Standard and Times

There are somebody's shoes we're
darn glad we are not in, and they
belong to the modern girl.

MANY MALVERN MEN
TO ATTEND BANQUET

Plans for the annual reunion and
dinner of the Men of Malvern on
February 5th were perfected and an-
nouncement made that a capacity
attendance was virtually assured at
a meeting of the Captains Association
held at the headquarters of the
Retreat League, on Monday evening.

Reports received from chief ac-

countability captains and associates

Indicated that reservations already
surpassed expectations and pointed
to an attendaixce that would exceed
that of any other year.

In the absence of William. P.

White, chairman of the dinner com-
mittee, who is convelesclng from a
serious Illness, his colleagues stated
that all arrangements for the func-
tion were completed and requests for

accomodations might be made up to
and Including January 31st.

See the Judge
Mother: "Dorothy, you have dis-

obeyed Mother by racing around
and making all the noise. Now, you
shan't have that piece of candy."
Father (entering a few minutes

later): "Why so quiet, little one?"
Dorothy: "I've been fined for

speedln'."

Boil
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Blames Crime
Of Youth on

Home Life

Chaplain States That Lax
Home Influence Causes

. ^ , Disrespect for Law

Elmlra, N. Y.—"Many and various

reasons could be set forth for the

apparent widespread disrespect for

law among our young people, but
back of them all the chief cause is

a lack of religious and moral train-

ing," the Rev. Francis J. Lane,
Catholic chaplain of the New York
State Reformatory, declarese in his

aimual report Just made public.

"The principal occasion for the

beginning of the ruin of the youth
of today," he says, "is the pool

room,, the 'speakeasy' and the road-

house. In the larger ities of the

State these breeding places of crime

may be found within almost every

business block of the city. Three
hundred of the four hundred and
two Catholic young men received at

the Reformatory admitted and even
boasted of having regular and fre-

quent visitors to these dens of vice.

Two hundred and seventy-one of I

sr&ae

I al training; that tiiey make their

: hemes and home life as attractive

as possible so that the young man
' Will not have to seek other places
' to satisfy his desire for comfort and
I peace. Over half oi the number ol

I inmates discussed in this report

cou;e from broken homes and many
: of the others come from homes that

are hardly worthy of the name
1 The greatest influence' upon a
youthful mind is the example of his

father and mother. If they find it

necessary to be away from the

home the greater part of the time

m order to satisfy their craze for

amusement, they can hardly ex-

pect their children to do otherwise
if the Catholic father and mother
uo not attend Mass regularly, they
may be able to force their children

to go while they are young, but as

tney grow older they will follow in

the footsteps of their parents. I'hls

is brought out by these figures,

which show that only 117 of 361

coiild say that their parents at-

tended church regularly. The
greatest check for tins avalanche ol

youthful criminals will be an
awakening on the part of parents
to their serious duty and obligation

toward their offsprings."

Less than orte-third of those re-

ceived at the Refoimatory who
claimed to be Catholics, Father
Lane says, ever, attended a Cath-
olic school, and only about one-
haif of these reached the sixth

About one-nfth, he says,

these were arrested with one or

more companions; for the most part

companions whom they met in

these places where they spent their

leisure hours. One hundred and
fifty-nine of these companions had
served time in other institutions.

"If the parents would keep a
closer eye on these young people

and make it a point to know where
and with whom they spend their

leisure time, much of the suffering

caused by Jail sentences could be

avoided. It may be taken for

granted that when visiting these

resorts and modern places of

amusement the young men are

not accompanied by their par-

ents. After interviewing hun-
dreds of their fathers and
mothers, they would admit that

they did not know of their son's

'hang out" until notified by the po-
lice that their boys were 'locked

up.' This lack of parental control

is sometimes due to the fact that
parents do not know or do not try

to find out where their sons spend
their time outside of work; some-
times it is due to indifference and
occasionally we have met parents
who told us that they thought it

was the 'spirit of the times' and
that their boys were no different

than other boys of their age.

Hoping for Decrease
"If we are to hope for a decrease

In the ever-increasing number of

youthful criminals, we must turn
to the parents who are directly re-

sponsible for the way their children
are reared. It is the duty of the
parents to see that their children
receive a proper religious and mor-

claim to have attended Mass regu
larly before their arrest and nearly
everyone of these is a first and acci-
dental offender who was influenced
by others to whom religion meant
very little. The average time since
their last reception of the ac^-a-

ments was thirteen and one-half
months, he said.

JNEW GLEE CLUB
ASKS FOR SUPPORT

bl-we€kly; every Monday and Wed-
nesday afternoon at 4 o'clock In the
Priest's Oiiilng Room. Anyone de-

sirous of membership may arrange
for his try-out by getting In touch
with one of the officials of the Glee
Club.

Many Trips

Planned by

Agencies

C. D. L. Travel Bureau To,

Have European Trip
During Summer

MANY ATTEND
BA1>L AT BELLEVUE

(Continued from P««« One)

On Wednesday of last week, Dr.

Charles E. Beury, rounded out four
years of service as president of

Temple University.

He succeeded the Rev. Russell H.
Conwell as president on January 22

1926. He had been a member of

the board of trustees since 1913 and
was chairman of the finance. Build
ing and Endowment Fund Commit-
tees before his election as president.

The Remarkable Vocalist

Wiggs: "My wife is a wonderful
vocalist. Why, I have known her
to hold her audience for hours—

"

Miggs: "Get out!"
Wiggs: "After which she would

lay it in the cradle and rock it to

sleep."

f

s^K,-;

1

A Mental Hygiene and Child
Guidance Tour oi i^iUrupe under
the auspices and direction of the
c D. L. Travel Bureau, Inc., of the
(jhuich and Drama League ol

America, will be held from August
2 to September 28. The tour win be

under the personal guidance of Dr.
W. Beran Wolfe, Psychiatrist in the
ohildrens Court of New York City.

I'he purpose of the tour is to visit

and get intimately acquainted with
the leading European clinics. In
Berlin and Vienna especial atten-
tion will be paid to the extensive
mental hygiene clinics in connec-
tion with the juvenile court ana
schools. The expense of the Ujur
will be $1030, that is including ev-
erything such as transportation,
note! accommodations, meals, sight-
seeing, etc. Dr. Woile, who is also
a lecturer of note on Mental Hygiene
subjects, will lecture on the tour.

Another tour is being planned by
the Teachers College ox Coiumoia
university. This is to be an Edu-
cational I'our to Germany under tne
direction of the ZentralinstitUt Fur
i!.rziehung Und Unterricht of Ber-
lin and the International Institute
of leachers College. The purpose
of the trip is to provide American
teachers with direct insight into the
organization and life of German
schools. The tour offers a most
unusual opportunity to see German
schools, since it will be under the
ofiicial guidance of the German
educational authorities. Some of
the important cities to be visited are
the following; Bremen, Hamburg,
Berlin, Magdeburg, Dresden, Wei-
mar, Heidelberg, Frankfurt am
Main and Franfurt an der Oder,
Wiesbaden, Coblenz, Mainz, Bonn,
Dusseldrof, Essen, and Munster.
The transportation charges from

the United States to Germany are
$320 or $200 for tourist third. These
prices are for the round trip. The
expenses within Germany for the
six weeks are $400. This includes
all reasonable expenses. An added
feature of the tour is that members
have the privilege of attending the Baif in
Passion Play at
without additional cost. Member-
ship is restricted to those who
have the command of the German
language.

niunerals and the title of the

"dance supreme" The Belle Aire

Ball. It presents a very charming
appearance and nothing but enthu-

siastic approval was heard from all

sides.

. Marvelous Orchestra
S The big hit of the evening was the

marvelous playing of the orchestra.

Ben Bemie is a nationally known
favorite ahd is very popular among
colleges for their proms. The
playing of his orchestra last Friday

evening certainly was in keeping

with the enviable reputation he

enjoys. Throughout the entire eve-

ning, alternating slow, rhythmic
numbers with fast, snappy ones,

his music met with the general ap-
probation and approval of all the

dancers.
Colorful Gathering

The colorful throng assembled for

the evening's frolic was very brilliant

indeed. All the pastel shades were

to be found in the gowns of the

charming young companions of the

Villanova men. Several striking

black creations of moire and tulle

were particularly noticed as well as

some exquisite white ensembles of

satin and pearls which made a de-

lightful contrast with the dull black

and whU« of their escorts' attire.

It was a wonderful evening. The
spirit of Joy and laughter pervaded
the entire place and found its way
into the hearts of everyone. No one
was excepted, the solemn Sopho
mores, the wise Juniors, the lordly

Seniors—all succomed to the ifiagic

spell of the evening. But despite

all this there was a scarcely per

ceptlble theme of farewell in the
atmosphere. In the music when
some slow, dreamy number was be
ing played, in the decorations when
the lights were dimmed, and espec
ially in the eyes of many Seniors
who, caught in some unguarded mo-
ment, were brought to the full re-

alization of the fact that this was
the last social function to be spon-
sored by their class. But the
dance was a worthy finale to the
long line of social functions spon-
sored by the class of '30 and, al-
though it was over all too quickly,
it will go on forever in the momories
of the Seniors who attended.

The Dance Committee
The success of the dance was

greatly due to the untiring efforts
of the dance committee. Mr. James
Lane, Chairman, did everything pos-
sible to make this year's Belle Aire

keeping with Its predeces

ANNUAL RETREAT
TO BEGIN MONDAY

(continued from page one)

COMMERCE SURVEY
GIVEN MUCH NOTICE

PARENTS
complain

M<

• • • seldom

this

.est pleasure costs money.

Some pleasures cost so far

out of proportion to their

worth, that it*s no wonder
Dads and Mothers sometimes

say "go easy" to sons away at college.

You know that.

There's one College Pleasure, how-

ever, about the cost ofwhich parents

seldom complain.

Because it's a pleasure in which

they share.

We refer to the popular custom of

telephoning home regularly.

All you have to do is give the

operator your home telephone num-
ber, say that you want to

reverse the charge and let Dad
take care of the rest!

Just for fim . • . call Homt
tonight/

(continued from page 1)
granted that everyone must
recognize his magmflcent gifts
and honor him accordingly.
Once in a great while, of course,

he gets away with It. The bluff
works sometimes. Not all are
wise enough lo sue through him.
Once In a dozen tunes, perhaps,
the snob persuades his superiors
that he Is really as goo<i as he
thinks he Is.

But not very often. This world
sets a great deal of store on good
old-l'.ishiosed hiud work. The
man who tackles every Job that
conies to him as If It were the
most important thing In the
world, who Is ready to admit that
he doesn't know everything there
Is to know, but who insists that
he Is going to do his darndest
on every Job that comes his way
ill th*' loiiK run that's the man
who makes the impression.
The Villanova students were

wise m testing out Prof. Rodger's
theory before adopting It. It

didn't take them long to learn
that the snob fights life's battles

under a severe handicap."

Oberammergau sors. In this gigantic task he was
most ably assisted by the following
Seniors: Mr. Eli Agre, Mr. William
Quinlan. Mr. Joseph Kelly, Mr. Jos-
eph Gillen, Mr. Jerry Keightly, Mr.
Anthony Tuzio, Mr. William Kelly,
Mr. Meyer, Mrs. Joseph Daschback,
Mr. Pat Romano, Mr. Thomas Simp-
son, as well as Mr. Carl Lechner
and Mr. Thomas Brian of the Junior
class who assisted at the door so
every Senior could experience the
full enjoyment of the evening. These
men are to be congratulated in mak-
ing this dance truly worthy of the
name "The Dance Supreme."

English Prof—Use the word my-
riad in a sentence.
Prosh—Be nonchalant, light a My-

riad.

The KiKht l.ocutinn

Professor, going over examination
papers, to student:
"How do you account for your ob-

tervatlon that nitrogen Is unknown
In Ireland?"

Student: "The textbook distinctly
rays that nitrogen is not found In
the free state!"

Many Kinds

"Do you keep powder here?" asked
the city young ludy at the village

stores.

"Yes. madam." said the shop-
keeper. "Washing, baking, custard,
plate, face, tooth. Insect, and gun I"

ARDMORE RECREA-
TION CENTER

Bowling — Billiards

On Lancaster Pike

c

FOLLOW VILLANOVA IN THE VILLANOVAN

You, of the Alumni, often wonder what is go-

ing on at the old Alma Mater. You need wonder
no longer. The Villanovan, Villanova's only

newspaper, is always ready to supply you with the

news of all the happenings about Villanova.

The football, baseball and basketball news
which you wished for so hmg can now be your's by
filling out the subseription blank below and mail-

ing your remittance for $1.50 to

The Villanovan, Box 401, Villanova, Pa.

Mass Tuesday for deceased Fac-
ulty Members.
Mass Wednesday for deceased

Alumni.
During the retreat it has been

cubiomary to reserve to the Senior

ClDss as far as possible, direct co-

operation in the conduct of the re-

treat. In accordance with this

custom the following appointments
for the retreat are announced:

Presiding Officer James Henry.

Chief Usher, E. T. Slayton

Acolytes:
Sunday Evening; Benediction

P. White, T. Yonkers, L. Cicero.

Monday
7:30 Mass, J. Keliher
8:30 Mass, J. Simpson
Stations of the Cross and
Benediction.
J. Keliher. J. Regan. J. Foley.

Tuesday
7:30 Mass, C. Scully

8:30 Mass, J. Slattery

Stations of the Cross and Bene-
diction

E. Scannel, E. Burke, T. Simpson.
Wednesday

7:30 Mass, J. Foley
8:30 Mass. W. O'Brien
Stations of the Cross and Bene-
diction

R. Mannlon. F. Stevens. J. IjLll-

coyne.
Thursday . .

7:30 Mass. P. White
8:30 Mass. H. Rumbargel*

The organ music during the re-

treat will be furnished by Joe. J.

Haage. '32.

The Sacristan will be E. Principe.
'32.

Mr. Slayton will be assisted in

his work by the following under-
graduates:

R. O'Donnell, '31; D. J. Sullivan,
'32; W. G. Driscoll, '32; J. Hen-
dricks, '32; G. Welnhart. '32; J. M.
O'Donnell, '32; John Hickey, '32; J.

B. Finn, '32; H. Judson. '32 and R.
Rothert. '32.

To facilitate orderly entrance and
exit, all non-resident students will

use the entrances to the sacristy

and to the rear of the main altar.

These entrances face towards Alu-
mni and St. Rita's Halls.

Regular classes will resume
Thursday at 10.45.

DAY STUDENTS
COME FROM FAR

(continued from page one)

(By next week, if we are still here,

we will be abie to publish a report
of how many lound one.) The
questionnaire v/aa distributed in or-

der to find out how far and by what
means the day students came to
Villanova.

At our own initiative we have
compiled some more figures which,
irom wnere we are standing, look
rather aiiuding. We nave tne cal->

cuiations on hand, or we did have,
and if you doubt the accuracy of our
Disclosures, why, try tnem yourseii.

The most energetic "day hop"
(and we will tmt, the one who gets
up earliest) makes a 60 mile pilgrim-
age every day to the Mam Line
Mecca. This ambitious individual is

Mr. F. X. McUarrigale, of Riverside,
N. J., a Junior in the Engineering
School. For the benefit of those
who may (or may not) be Interested
we, after much mental anxiety, cal-
culated that Mr. McGarrigle travels
12,960 miles every year in order to
learn the intricacy of A. C. ma-
chines or electrical design or some-
thing like that. By the time he
graduates Mr. McGarrigle will have
the satisfaction of knowing that he
has travelled 51,840 miles or over
twice the circumference of the
earth, and was not at any time
more than 30 miles from home!

As for tne rest of the students, the
results are more startling than ever.
These energetic searchers for that
mark of distinction—a college edu-
cation, travel 1,445,904 long weary
miles every year. Which, by the
way, is more than you would have
to travel to make six round trips to
the moon. (With no reduction for
a round trip ticket.)

All we an say (being a day-hop
ourself) is "Thank heaven for com-
mutation b{X)ks!"

MISSIONARY PRIEST
SPEAKS HERE

(continued from page one)

QUALITY FOODS AT

POPULAR PRICES

PARAMOUNT DINER

ROSEMONT

YouHl Like It!

Diocese of Oklahoma and is well
known to thee Augustinian priest6
at work on missions in that district.
He himself has been associated
with mission work for the past sev-
en years.

TO EUROPE
Visit the Old World— See

HistoricalWonders—^Travel

for Pleasure and Education,

in Selected Company, with

Congenial Companions . . .

62 Choice Tours
"A TOUR FOR EVERY PURSE"

Ranging from $39i

Alt Expenses Included

Ail Tours Personally Conducted on
Every Sailing of Popular Cunard

Liners Limited Groups

See the Passion Play at Oberammergau

Under Auspices of

Catt)oltc ^tubentie;

tlraUel league
551 Fifth Ave., New York City

( Xt'nlt for Neu lliuslraltii BookUl)

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
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'l>iii|)eMtK III iiie Tt'u flips

Now there's no denying that w^
have gone and found ourselves a new
picnic complex. Else why the paper
cup epidemic? Is science remaking
tile dining room? Are prophylactic
knives and forks the next logical
step? Or win the vinegar be served
In sterilized atomizers? These are
vital questions indeed. But first, let

us give our undivided attention to
the cups. In point of fact It's abso-
lutely essential to give one's
undivided attention to the cups es-
pecially after the cups have been
filled. For let It be known that
they are temperamental and they
resent being filled with anything bUL
the best and as Arbuckle once very
succinctly remarked, "a paper cup
and It's coffee are soon parted."

But oui- grouch on this matter Is

far more deep-seated. For we haa
accustomed ourselves to the behe-
moth proportions of our erstwhile
coffee stein*. We had but recently
conquered oUr aversion to these china
monsters that smacked so strongly
of the substantial community shaving
mugs of a day gone by -by. And Just
as we have acquired sufficient virili-

ty and were beginning to wield than
with skill befitting men of Vlllanova
along comes a revolution In the cup
Industry and we have the very other
extreme. Now speaking to men wh;;
are really well up In their cups we
ask you Is that fair? Just how does
one go about being graceful with a

cedence, the Sixth Annual Religious Questionnaire made it's
' nothing" about^^how"to^ handle *Th^
handle-lcss perpetrations.

Once this difficulty Is solved how-
ever, we must admit that they ar;

really desirable additions to Refrec-
tory equipment. For where else can
one find that delicious aroma of
mixed Java and melted beeswuxv
Where elst that delightful nuance of
taste that results from the odor oi

tea and vapid taste of wet paper?
And oh yes, we suppose that they call

them Dixie Cups because you ho v.

to go through a certain celebrated
line to get them.

Aiaiatant Colleg* Editor

t

Edward M. Uookby. '31 Whekler Jenkins, '31

Martin A. Orbach, '31 John T. Kilcolirse, '31
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. •. Costbllo and Houseman
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This paper it dedicated to one of the finest men who ever entered Villanova;
scholar, athlete and gentleman—^ Lko GooDBEAf

Entered ai second-class matter at Villanova i'ostoflice. December 27, 1928
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And Ybu Don't Have To Sign Anything!

.;<;• Frankly admitting that "Villanova life is just one darn

questionnaire after another" but claiming seniority and pre-

appearance yesterday. Much the same in content as in

previous years the wording of some of the queries has, it is

true, been slightly altered. The main purpose of the survey

remains the same however—an attempt to discover personal

student reaction to religious activities and to current mat-

ters bearing on religion or morals. The wealth of opinion

resulting from such a project is of invaluable aid in dealing

with problems that bear upon the religious welfare of the

student. Both the policy of the survey and the illumin-

ation it has thrown upon such matters have been the recip-

ients of warm commendation in many quarters.

It is therefore felt that we should endeavor to make this

year's survey more representative than ever. One hundred
per cent cooperation is neither an unreasonable nor an unat-

tainable goal. It is an opportunity for honesty with oneself

and the confidential nature of the questionnaire removes any
peril to those whose opinions on some of the questions are

not strictly orthodox. Aside from any objective changes
produced by the survey it is of great benefit to individual

students insofar as it brings to them, from time to time

concrete expressions of the honest opinions of their fellows

stiipped of all ostentation and freed as well from the make-
shift philosophies with which they are usually clothed in the

braggart atmosphere of the "buffing sessions."

Reluctance then to fill out the questionnaire, under such

conditions, can only be interpreted as an indication of cow-

ardice—a fear of honest introspection and the sincere self-

searching that it entails. Either that or pure indifference.

It takes but a short time to answer the questions. And al-

though an effort of such trifling proportions to you the work
attached to the compiling of the survey is of a quantity to

stagger any but the zealous. All this is for your benefit.

Fill it out now

!

• • :.,;•• ^ . -.

':':'' '
,; y-/J'* * * .•''^'.'r''. •,

'

''...-n...
'''
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still Room for Improvement

A marvelous transformation has come over the dining

room. The nauseous steam that used to roll in billows from
the washing machines is no more. Sanitary drinking cups

and sugar bowls and even automatic beverage servers have
been installed. The meals too have shown a marked im-

provement in regards to quality, variety and cleanliness,

still all is far from perfect.

A small minority of the Student Body has not kept pace

with the progress of the dining room. When turning in their

trays the members of this minority, who are not feeble by
any means, will leave a dish or two on the table as if it were
too heavy to carry. This practice makes it necessary for

the next student who occupies their place to clear space for

his tray and then he must eat his meal surrounded by dirty

dishes. Butter continues to be wasted in such quantities

that it may soon become necessary to use a substitute.

Students should take more care of their dress and man-
ners in the dining room. Some term being neat and clean

as being "dressed up" and fail to see its connection with

self respect. With their cheeks stuffed with partly eaten

food they will converse with loud voices about their opinions.

They are forging a chain of habit that will be difficult to

break, in later life, when they come to lealize the handicaps

imposed by slovenliness and bad manners. The neatly dres.s-

ed and well mannered man has .«elf respect and confidence.

It is never necessary for him to go about with an apologetic

manner.

The Faculty have incurred considerable expense and
trouble to improve the dining room and the manly student

will appreciate it.

• * • • •

Another Milestone

The opening of the second .semester is always a time
of mixed emotions. To some it appears to be in truth the
"tabula rasa" of the Scholastics: to others a mere continu-
ance in a policy of study and industry. But whatever else

it may be it is a new hold on life to those upon whom For-
tune barely grinned in the past week.

Let us, therefore, venture a suggestion. It is time for
a hou.secleaning. The pigeonholes of your desk can be emp-
tied of the careless notes of the past .semester. The reces.ses

of your mind can be cleansed of the doubts and fear of failure

that have ob.sessed it. It is another new vista. Let us look

through it fearlessly to the goal that stands at its end.
|

Smile l>ieu.se!

Among other things this is the sea-
son of disillusionment. In other wordj
this is the time of the year when the
proofs come back from the photo-
grapher. The time when the under-
graduate who had a sneaking sus-
picion tliat he bore a striking re-
scmblence to Colman or Dlx sheds
bitter tears of Ignominy. When the
Senior who posed so hopefully with
plans to knock the Med Schools dead
with the picture of a really hand-
Komp man fmds an alien face smirk-
ing out at him from the proof. The
time when dreams of screen tests
fade like pipe smoke. But
chper up. It's all the photographers
fault. And von still have a chancs
to prove your manhood. Take your
medicine and buy the blame things.
And yet there is a new technique

to having a really good picture made.
It Is our own process and we hereby
prove our goodwill and reveal It en-
tirely free of charge. It Is a matter
of record from time Immemorial that
f^oodlooklng people do not take good
pictures. So of course all you have
to do is make yourself unattractive.
We admit that most of the boys will
find this a really difficult feat. The
charm of a lifetime Is not to be so
rudely abandoned. But It can be
done. First find out your marks.
This will provide you with a few
wTlnkles and detract from your ap-
pearance marvelously. A bit of the
ever popular cut plug will provide
you with a fine coating of discolor
for your teeth. An insult or two
given with a bit of discrimination
will invariably fmnlsh you with a
black eye. Adherence to a strict

use of Vlllanova water as a morning
pomade will make you fittingly bald
In no time. With these advantages
your picture Is sure to be a wow and
when you get It don't forget to show
It to us and we'll show you the pic-
ture of Barnum and choose our re-
marks accordingly.

And Whut Did Von iieV!

Well the big Semi-annual Fuss is
over. It was a costly battle. Fac-
ulty sharpshooters found our weak
points, rapid-fire objective exams
tore gaps in our secondary defenses.
The Intelligence Department fared
badly and our organized system of
modern warfare espionage proved
woefully Insufficient In the face of
keen witted enemy scouts. Reports
of new casualties come In with every
dispatch and there are qultl? a few
precincts still to be heard from.
Opinions differ as to Just who won
the setto but one thing Is certain
the majority of us were compelled tj
retreat.

And now begins In all earnest th
cpen season for comparative scoring
bt«s. An all -Ninety team Is to bf

picked by the Deans some time dur
Ing the week and we have it on
pretty good authority that a few o
the men expected to place at th
quarter position are not even sure
of a position now at half. And you
can depend on this—that with a little

Judicious Juggling of figures you can
easily prove yourself the highest in

the class.

KIme of the Ancient BInilr

"Scrape, scrape, scrape!

O'er the flinty beard. Oh blade!
Live up, I pray, to the guarantee
With which you were stamped when

made.
And keep me safe from the wind''

that chafe
This face that your brothers flayed."

But that blade I fear was a buccaneer

With a host of dead to his name
And he left a tear on my chin and

ear

As futher marks of his fame.

A PASSING THOLGHT
VN'hy nut occupy a i>Mriiun of

your It'iHure tunc by wntmg lor
bue Vumnuvdnr xms suggt'stion

Will bi! ntei by nuiny Hludtmls
witli un umuat'd snuit^ uf tuler-
unix'. 'i'lieru are many easier
ways oi pasHint; tinit: than hav-
ing reiour.sf lu tlie drudgery of
writing, uut tile ainuseu smile of
(Dicraiicf 18 (|Uitu faiuuu.s since
writing; lu noi pastime nur it) it

iifti'SBaiiiy iliuugery. This fact
IS uftun ignuruU buuausu cuiitent-
iiHMit bi'iiigs lia|)|>iiitiiMi. It does
Hot, however, bring pr»>gre.s8.

livery niau lias opinions thai
lie wuulu like to ox.i)re.sM and
why sliuuld he nut chousu the
L>t>.si iiiudiuiii of reaching a larger
auuienco. lie may criticize the
\vrii(!U|i ui a Class election be-
cause supei lativus wore heaped
upuii tile winner simply because
lie was a winner, lie may con-
ueniii tile poor tactics employed
by tiio faculty In order tu en-.

geiKiei .schooispirit, giving au a
class.c example, the ionipuisory
rally. What good are these Ideas
It he does not express them'.'

^iic uegiiii> lo suspect thai lie

utH:6 not consmer tnem worth
uit lime spent in preparing them
for tlie publication.

Tliuse who have speht some
time in givintf their version ot

news lo the campus, and oven
others who contribute only an
editorial now and then, find
that WriUiiy In many other ways
proves both useful and agreeable,
it makes a man fully acquainted
with the world abuui him;
broadens his mind; develops his
observation; cultivates a taste
lor knowledge; und Increases
his i»ower to correlate Ideas.

It occupies tuo, many hours
which would perhaps be spent
in argulny about the averages
of baseball players in years gone
by. It puHsesses the fasc.nation
oi cross word puzzle pictures;
lor it is necessary to find the
riglit word and then j)Ut It in the
riMht place.
There are many at Villanova

who, through lack of confidence
and fear, fail to exercise their

talent for writing. They forget
that the printed word looks
better than the written one;
that although their work may
not be very good it will be as
good as most of its kind and
perhaps it will possess a certain
greeness and freshness. They
should not tear being nilsunder-
bioou; mat peopie win discover

innueniloes that were not in-

tended. Young svriters will all

be blamed for prematurity of
judgemeint but they are general-
ly Kiveii the credit of being
honest. —X. Y. Z.

Artlibibhop Talks on Ency-

clical on Laymen's

Retreats

l/Knvol

Oh, the blood you shed in a noble
cause

Is blood that you won't regret

And a sabre scar from a friendly war
Is an Honor, they aay, to get

(By N. C. W. C. News Service)

Washington—Placement of religion

i.iio pontics and business, not in the

sense of religious discrimination but
in lulniiment of the principles es-

tablished by Jesus Christ, was ad-
vocated by the Most Rev. Michael
J. Curley, Archbishop of Baltimore,
in an adoress before an audience ol

i.uuU, at the third annual banquet
oi the Washington section of the

ijiiague of Laymen's Retreats, at thi.

Mayflower tiotel here last night.

Aware that his speech was being
broadcast over WOL, the Baltimore
prelate prefaced his remarks with
the observation that he was speak-
.ng on a ticklish subject in a tick-

lish place."

Retreat Is Explained
He explained that the retreat wab

equivalent to that of individuals in

finance and commerce who annually
took stock of their temporal inter-

ests.

"His Holiness very wisely said,'

declared His Grace, "that members
of the Church should take stock of

their spiritual welfare and this in-

voice the assets of thtir souls."

United States District Attorney,

ijco A. Rover, declared there is a
universal recognition of the im-
portance that the spiritual side of

life has assumed a paramount as-

pect in dealing with clean govern-
ment. Speaking of the growth oi

crime in recent years, he attributed

the situation to an early digression

on the part of the criminal from
his religious duties.

"The spiritual food obtained
through man's communion with

liiseif through the medium of re-

treats diverts itself to communal
benefit," he said.

The Rev. Eugene Del McDonald,
S. J., spiritual director of retreats

at Manrest-on-the-Sever,n. Anna-
polis. Md., stressed the importance
of occasional retreats for laymen,
and urged those present to propa-
gate the move and to become lay

missionaries.

A resolution, presented by Daniel
S Ring, pledging the group itself to

the cooperation with the thought
recently expressed by Pope Pius XI,
in his recent encyclical on laymen's
retreats, was unanimously passed.

Other speakers were the Rt. Rev.
John M. McNamara, Auxiliary Bish-
ou of Baltimore; the Rev. James I.

Maguirc, assistant spiritual director

at Manresa and Patrick J. Haltigan.

K. S. S. Rossa P. Downing was
toastmaster and during the evening
presented a number of distinguished
guests, among whom were the Rt.

Rev. James H. Ryan, rector of the
Catholic University of America.

Current

Collegiate

Clippings

Washington State College. Pull-

man Washington. (ACN)—A char-

ter for the establishment here of

a chapter of Sigma XI, foremost

research honorary of America was

granted the Pullman institution by

an unanimous vote of the national

convention of that fraternity held

in Des Moines, Iowa. The club

now on the campus comprises 32

faculty members. 28 active and 4 as-

sociate members from various chap-

ters all over the country. Organ-
ization of the new chapter will

commence shortly after the return

of Dr. Culver.
• • •

University of Tennessee, (ACN)—
One of the most successful Individ

ual record of sports Is In the

hands of Joseph Hackman, fullback

of the team of this institution. He
has never seen a team he played

on handed a defeat and this is his

sixth year of foot ball.

- • • •

University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia. Pa. (ACN)—One of

the most remarkable of all the sta-

tistics presented, by the Carnegie
Foundation who made the much
discussed report of Intercollegiate

athletics Is the fact that the aver-

age athletic coach receives about a
thousand dollars more than the

highest paid professor.
• • •

Northeastern University, (ACN)—
Much doubt as to the decision in

favor of three o'clock limit for

parties Instead of the two o'clock

party limit for students is held by

the students of this Institution.

Awaiting the comment of the fac-

ulty it is hardly hoped by the most
sangunine that the consent will be

favorable.
• • •

Washington State College. Pull-

man Washington. (ACN)—Ed. Mur-
row. President of the Associated

Students of the Washington State

College of Washington who was re-

cently elected president of the Na-
tional Student Federation at a

convention at Stanford University,

will go to New York to a meeting

of an executive committee and to

an international meeting at Brussels

Belgium In June of this year.

The National Student Federation,

the purpose of which is to develop

intelligent student opinion on pro-

blems of national and international

importance and to further world

peace, acts independently of any
political or religious creed. The
sixth annual Congress will be held

in Atlanta Georgia, December 28,

1930.

In regard to the recent conven-
tion, Mr. Murrow stated, "I never

expected to see much interest in

student affairs, everyone there had
a definite purpose. We discussed

student government, publications,

honor systems and athletics. Stu-

dent government seems to be more
highly developed and successful

among the Pacific coast group than
in any other part of the United
States.

« * «

University of Michigan, Ann Ar-
bor, Michigan (ACN)—There have
been more students suspended from
the University here this year al-

ready for violation of the automo-
bile regulations than all of last

year. This was the case when
fifteen more students were suspend-
ed recently for the violation of the
above rule. It is the concensus of

opinion that the rule is being more
forcibly enforced than in any col-

lege having such a regulation. It

Is still problematical In the minds
of many as to the real worth of

such a regulation.
• • •

Canlslus College. Buffalo, New
York, (ACN)—With teams organ-
ized and territory assigned, the
Commerce Club of this Institution
Is actively engaged in taking a cen-
sus of aged people in Buffalo as
part of a similar general survey now
being made throughout the state
of New York by the New York
Commission on old age security
with a view of providing legislative
relief for aged dependents. It has
been Intimated that a bill will be
Introduced in the 1930 legislature
to provide for financial aid to de
pendent women over 60 and de
pendent men over 65.
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The Mosque

PasHing Remark ReHponsilile

For Stadium
Design

How a chance remark of Tex
Rlckard's became the basis for more
than thirteen and a half million
dollars worth of building business is

told by P. P. Evans, of Cleveland,
newly elected president of the Os-
born Engineering Company.
"An eight inch board is more

comfortable than a twelve inch
board to sit on." said the famous
promoter. And that started a dls-
cu.sslon which resulted in the pres-
ent trend in stadium design.

But hanRPd If it's nice to receive n

slice

On the chin—for the Mke of a
Ollettel

BRIAN BORYU

Capital University, Columbus,
Ohio, (ACN)—A red letter day
which occurs early in each year at
Capital University is the annual
"Debt Liquidation Day." This day
becomes a Utopia for the creditor
but a Hades for the debtor, for It Is

on this day that a creditor may face
any or all of his debtors and with-
out the least semblance of shame
demand an immediate balancing of
accounts.
President Otto Mees of Capital

University conceived the idea of
the day for all settlements and in-
stituted it several years ago. Since
that time It has been observed an-
nually not only by the students but
some of the business men have
taken to the Idea also.

• • •

University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska, (ACN)—The dean of this
in.stitutlon has In a recent article
described the fact that the nation
Is somewhat "college complexed."
going on to state that it has become
a habit to send the young man or
woman to college whether they are
bent toward education or not. He
al.so answered the argument that
too many of the young men and wo-
men are going to college for only a
good time.

• • •

Same. (ACN)—Hoyt Strfcker, sen-
ior of this college ha.s as his hobby
radio transmitting. He posses.ses an
amateur radio set and has been in
communication with 43 of the 48
stotes and also Mexico, Philliplne
Islands and Australia. On his
short wave signals he has been in
touch with Commander Byrd at the
South Pole.

Ihe 'Villanovan " is a conservative

paper. Such is the criticism of

many of our contemporaries, with
whom we have exchanged. Aside
from a few digressions, by my fellow

columnist Brian tforyu and myself,

this paper has been noticed tor the
motif of conservatism. One of the
main reasons why the "Villanovan
isa conservative paper is because it

is symbolic of a conservative old
college. The four schools of Sci-
ence. Arts, Letters and Philosophy,
Technology, and Commerce and
Finance, have been since the time
of the ood. and will remain so.

Heaven permitting, until the last

wave has rolled.

In an effort to start new schools
lor men who have come to enjoy
the charming country side of the
"Main Line," and the equally
charming atmosphere of education
of the opposite sex, that surrounds,
the one time Bel-aire estate, this

column is suggesting the opening of
new schools, in which men can
spend their time profitably and
pleasantly. They are as follows:

School of Billboard Appreciation
This new art which has sprung up

within the last ten years, Is rapidly
growing like a snowball. Whether
it is the outpouring of the American
seni>e of art to have a picture of a
very beautiful girl, standing in a
charming rustic scene, and under-
neath this work of art have the
caption "Chew Blotz Gum," is un-
known to me. I am not an artist.

However to my mind there is a cry-
ing need for someone or some col-

lege to develop a school, for the ap-
preciation of this work of art, and
to try to gain an Insight into the
psychology of the whole affair. The
course will be run in conjunction
with a lab, which will consist of

taking rides along the roads around
the college, and study the various
bits of wood paint and paper which
so completely block tne view of the
landscape. As a senior thesis in-

stead of doing a lot of research
work as to the merits of the various
companies' form of advertising, the
men could go out and make a col-

lection of signs. Ihese will be
graded according to their beauty,
uselulness and ability to block the
landscape. Signs on which some
person has Just daubed a bit of
paint lettering out the inscription,
'Only 2.333 Vj ft. more to get to
Pilch's Hot Dog Stand," will be
thrown out.

The degree of Bachelor of Bill-

board Appreciation will be given,
and graduation exercises will be
held in the Rose room of the Auto-
mat.

School of Date Procuring
The matter of getting dates is a

subject which confronts every nor-
mal college man. Many of us sit

here week after week, without the
slightest variation of feminine com-
pany to come into our lives and
once in a while, some of us would
like to go out, if only as a change
from the movies. The practise of
getting dates and especially blind
dates is an art in itself. It requires
the utmost in finesse and tact. We
all know that most blind dates are
not the best thing in the world, and
hence a School of the nature men-
tioned above would prove most prof-
itable to all. Instead of coming to
class and have the ordinary system
of education, men would sit in their
room and call up their instructors.

Instead of Male instructors, as is

the usual custom, all the instructors
would be female. Then the ambi-
tious would work all his wiles, sub-
terfuge, and abilities which he has
gleamed here and there, to get a
date for himself and his roommate.
After about six months of this

training one could build up a tech-
nique which would find a way out
for all negative replies. As a thesis
for a bacculaureate degree, one
would have to call up some passing
acquaintance at nine o'clock on a
Saturday night and get dates for
himself and four other men. or else

get four consecutive Saturday night
dates with the girls In Baldwin,
Shipley Harcum, Miss Wright's and
Kirk Schools. Graduation will be
held in Peacock Alley of the Belle-
vue Stratford. All interested in

registering in any of these schools
write "Count Dmitri," care of the
"Villanovan.'

School of Old Ford Rejuvenating

Of course one could register In

the School of Technology, and study
mechanical engineering, and learn
all there is to know about motors,
but why go through the long and
hard engineering course when one
can take this course in about six

months from the group of able stu-
dents who spent half their lives

taking apart their Ford, and the
other half putting them together
again? One can pick up these Cam-
pus Fords when the men who have
owned them have graduated, and
with the knowledge one has learned
In this new school, revamp any old
crate and sell it at a terrific profit
to some freshman. This school is

no new idea, but will jast concen-
trate the work which has been go-
ing on for years, and gather the
men together under a common
standard. Graduation will be held
in back of Mendel Hall, which has
been the scene of many a class in
this new branch of education.

In the Spirit of Education.

COUNT DMITRI.

Prom Thomas F. Wallace, chair-
man of the Minnesota stadium
committee comes word that "The
stadium at Minnesota has with-
stood the test of time magnificently.
The receipts from football games
have enabled the University to pay
for a $450,000.00 field house three
years ahead of time."

All those resolutions, made during
Ihe heat of an exam, will soon be
put to the acid test of a new sem-
est«r.

What a difTerence In the college
and its student body now and this
;:ame time twc years ago.

Well keep ycur feet dry. and try
not to sit down when you walk.

Sport Spots by Spotty

OUT FOR NFW YORK U.

New York University h crack baKkttball five, which

at the present time is in a tie lor tlie Metropolitan title will

make its 1930 debut in Philadelphia when it stacks up

against Ooc Jaci»b s Villanova quintet at Palais Royal this

rriday Evening.

The Violet has dropped but two contests in over a

dozen this campaign and is coming to Philly with the intent

to knock oil the Wildcats and thus establish a precedent

tor the lootball club when the Cats and tlie U. tangle this

tall.

Last year at the Palestra Hughie Nolan's mates came

dangerously close to toppling this same outfit, only four

points separated the contestants when tlie final whistle

shrieked. Villanova has a better balanced combination now

and with the big downtown floor as the scene will give the

invaders a merry scrap.

N. Y. U. needs this game badly and will present her

strongest front in trying to annex it. Villanova will be equal-

ly determined to pluck the Violet and send back the wilted

remnants to (iotham thoroughly chastened.

In the j)ast the mere fact a Metropolitan club was

performing in Philly would bring a full house. The New
Xork clubs hold an enviable position in the basketball world

St. John's, Fordham, City College, Columbia, N. Y. U., and

Manhattan year in and year out put tough and clever out-

fits upon the boards and as a rule flatten their schedules

with monotonus regularity save when two from the same

baliwick mix it up.

Over on the isle N. Y. U. has turned away throngs

from every home game, the same is true with the respect to

the other neighboring clubs. When Fordham and Marshall

met the early part of the last month thousands were refused

admittance, the game was a sellout hours before play time,

and Fordham and F. & M. haven't two of the hottest ag-

gregations this season.

THE KNICKERBOCKER JINX
There is another reason why Villanova wants this

game and it is a vitally important one. In the past four

years, or since the time Doc Jacobs himself wore the livery

of the Blue and White our record against the Knickerbock-

er clubs has been perfect. Villanova has not taken one de-

cision on the basketball floor from a New York opponent

since 1923-26.

St. John's, Manhattan, C. C. N. Y., and New York U.

have prevailed on every occasion they met Villant>va. Now
for the first time since Joe Sheehan's bunch we have a fair

chance to crash through, and we have a chance. It is a big

one and this Friday evening will see a strenuous attempt to

down the bugaboo.

If we played the game in N. Y. the entire floor would

be jammed with Violet sympathizers and the job of licking

the U. club would be that much more difticult; but the fuss

is to be contested right here at home, in Philadelphia. If our

team gets the nod each man in the school will take it upon
himself to broadcast the fact. Then if we are going to feel

a personal elation in a victory why not go down to the game
and help out the boys.

You can't realize what a feeling comes over a club

when it steps out on to the court to the thunderous applause

of its schoolmates. Don't you think they get a funny feel-

ing down inside of tlienn somewhere, a feeling they can't

describe? Don't you think emotion surges up within them,

when they realize that all the acclaim is for them and is real

and spontaneous? Don't you think they will become in-

spired and give twice their best? You're darn tootin' they

wfll.

There are three games Villanova wants this season.

New York University, St. Joseph's and Temple. We want
them one at a time and this week should see the first part

consummated. The time is ripe and the Wildcat is primed.

The boys will have a big floor to play on, they can't

be bottled up within narrow boundaries. They are fast and
they can shoot. In addition past experiences will inevita-

bly show that where a crucical game cropped up the Villa-

nova men came through. ,,

Last year St. Joseph's had a brilliant quintet, they

were nosed out by Penn the Intercollegiate Titleholders by
one or two points. On the night of the Villanova-St. Jos-

eph's scrap the Palestra became the Mecca of Crimson and
(^ray enthusiasts, at last a St. Joe club was going to put

works on a Villanova <uie. Even frantic Wildcat rooters

were in doubt.

What happened? Why down there below those im-

posing array of seats in the Palestra and before a seventy-

five percent St. Joe audience an in an<l out Feline five ad-

ministered an overwhelming reverse to their astonished

rivals. This is only one instance there are plenty others and
most of them end the same way.

There is a certain atmosphere hanging over Villa-

n(»va and it wields a magic spell, it is also unexplainable but
it must have had its inception at some distant and forgot-

ten time. As near as we can diagnose it, and it is not a

very clear diagnosis, it devolves to this:

That a Villanova team is always feared, no matter

what a record the individual club is sporting, it is given a

deep respect, and uneasy rest the Wildcat's opponents.

The color, dash and fight of Villanova teams of the

past must form a tradition for present ones, while their ex

ploits are long remembered by their rivals.

GIRLS OBJECT TO
MALE ATTIRE

Shurleff College. Alton. 111., (ACN)
—Quite a unique protest was raised

here recently when the girls of the
Institution declared that the men
did not dress neatly or in good
taste. To offset this outbreak the
men dressed in overalls and we pay
for the shows and that is the rea-

son we wear such clothes. Since
the talk among the co-eds has sub-
sided to a great extent. One won-
ders if show money was as much
In evidence after such a demon-
station among the fair sex of the
Institution.

McPherson College. McPherson.
Kansas. (ACN)—The number and
kinds of degrees given, the number
of graduates in each state and a
number of foreign nations, and
what each graduate of McPherson
is doing was the subject of Roy B.

Teech. secretary of the college, in

a recent chapel talk.

Graduates of the college are lo-

cated in 42 out of the 48 states of

the Union. . In the Hawaiian Is-

lands, Canada. China and India.

Of the occupations, the house-
wife leads with 444. with teachers
following with 362. Kan.sas leads the
states with 762 students and Call
fornia is second with 157.
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...in a cigarette itsTaste/
"A BIRD IN THE HAND is worth two in the

bush." Good taste—what smoker would trade it

away for any number of cigarette claims?

No Chesterfield smoker would. For its mild

fragrance, its deeply satisfying character— in

short, its taste— has always been the one thing

smokers wanted

:

"TASTE aiove everything
" MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

^ 1929. LiGORT & Myias Tobacco Co.

Relay Runners

Shaping Up
For Meet

Coach Meredith feels he has a
potential winner of the Special One
Mile Intercollegiate Relay In the
Meadowbrook Wednesday week.

The candidates have been taking

the training easy the past three

weeks, but yesterday the four prob-
able baton carriers stepped through
brisk quarters under the stop
watch.

Vlllanova was runnerup to Wil-
liam and Mary in this event in '29.

This season with the men In the
best of condition the coach expects
them to take premier honors. The
likely running order would seem to

indicate either Ted Plsciotta or
Frank Mahan as lead off man. It

is fairly certain that Joe Costanzr
will be the anchor man. while Ham-
mond, who has had lots of indoor
experience will take the third leg.

The board track at Haverford Is

an exact replica of the one at the
Arena which will be used for the
meet. Consequently the men will

be thoroughly conditioned as to the
turns, which offered so much diffi-

culty last year.

Mr. Meredith has Intimated an-
other time trial later In the week,
probably on Saturday. One feature
he has admitted Improvement In
has been the baton passing.

After the Meadowbrook Meet he
intends to get the entire squad out
and probably there will be a series
of handicap meets the following
weeks between the team members.

Capt. Hensil

Signs Pro.

Contract

Coincident with the announcement

that Johnny Hensil. crack varsity

pitcher and captain of the 1930 Vllla-

nova baseball nine had signed a

major league contract and would not

return to school, has been the return

of George Hanzlk, chunky right

hurler.

Hensil In hla three years at Vllla-

nova has twirled McQeehan's club to

important victories over some of the
strongest collegiate collections In the
East.

Cornell. Penn State, Princeton.
Boston College, Holy Cross, Provi-

dence, Fordham, New York U. and
many others have been baffled by hla

wrong sided hoots. Johnny's loss

win bo deeply felt. In 1928 he was
rated next to Cooney of Fordham as

the best pitcher In college ranks In

the East. That season he won eight

and lost one, the team snaring twen-
ty-four out of twenty-eight incident-

ally.

Hanzlk has been Vlllanova's speed-

ball slab artist In the recent cam-
pnlgnB. He will probably bear the

burden In the crucial frays the com-
ing spring.

Just Looking Around
V>T

Upon thorough investigation it

seems that It was Red Martin, who
at three o'clock in the morning
woke everyone in the Academy, and
told them that the "King is dead."

C O M P L K T K I N T E R F R A T SCHEDULE
The Inter-fraternity basketball schedule as announced by Father

William Kenny is as follows:

INTER-FRATERNITY BASKETBALL
Feb. 3 Arts vs. Engineers 2:30 P. M.
Feb. 4 Business ve. Pre-Meds 2:30 P. M.
Feb. 5 Arts vs Pre-Meds 2:30 P. M.
Feb. 14 Business vs Engineers 7:15 P. M.
Feb. 18 Arts vs Bu.slness 7:15 P. M.
Feb. 20 Engineers vs Pre-Meds 7-15 P. M.
Feb. 21 Arts vs Engineers 7:15 P. M
Feb. 27 Business vs. Pre-Meds 7:15 P. M.
Feb. 28 Arts vs Pre-Meds 7:15 P. M.
Mar. 6 Business vs Engineers 7:15 P. M.
Mar. 7 Arts vs. Business 7:15 P. M.
Mar. 13 Engineers vs. Pre-Meds 7:15 P. M.

Official Referee—James Henry

RULES FOR ELIGIBILITY

1. Any man who has participated in any varsity game, no matter
how long, is Ineligible.

2. All men on the present varsity and freshmen team are ineligible.

3. Each candidate mtjst lielong to one of the four fraternities.

A prize of five gold basket-balls will be given to the winner of the
Inter-Pratemity Basket Ball League.

W. KENNY, O. 8. A.
Moderator

Congratulatlonii. If you're around
for the Retreat, well that probably
means they haven't thrown you out
yet, and most likely, you'll be with us

for another semester.
• * «

Jack Birmingham and his band of

baaketeers start the second In eainest

In the next few weeks. N. Y. U., St.

Joe's, Penn A. C, Urslnus. Temple, St.

John's, Manhattan. Albright and St

Thomas', all within three weeks,

would give anybody a headache.
• • •

The big doings start Friday night

at the Palais Royal In Philadelphia,

When N. Y. U., which Is meeting the

Cats in three sports during 1930.'

pay their annual vlBlt to the City of

Brotherly Love.
• • •

As usual, the Violet has a fast

team. Last year, at the Palestra, a

fighting crew of Wildcats gave the

Gothamltes a stiff 23-19 workout.

L.a8t year's N. Y. U, five was fast,

too. having been the winner of the

Yale Tourney on New Year's.

• • •

This year, the New Yorkers were
eliminated In the first round of the

tourney by Georgetown, but the

Washington five received a stinging

defeat In turn when the quintets

clashed In New York. •.'."
• • •

The big scorer on the visiting line-

up win probably be Charley Shulman.
veteran guard. Captain George New-
blatt Is holding down the other back-

court position, while Jerry Nemecek.
captain-elect of the football eleven

which will meet Clete Gardner's co-

horts In October, l« one of the for-

wards on the squad.
• • •

The squad which Coach Howard
Cann will take to Philadelphia will

Include three members of last year's

Freshman team. The other nine men
are all veterans, and are ready to

give Doc Jacobs' courtmen a nice

weekend.

The preliminary gSme Friday night

In going to be nice to watch, too. The
Kittens which Al Severance has been
bringing along for the past two
monttis are purring In anticipation of

a nice meal of Owl meat (If there

is any such thing). The yearlings arc

scheduled to take on the undefeated
Prosh team from Temple, and out-

siders are not betting on the outcome.
• • •

The Temple first-year men have
played more games than the Frosh,

but according to Metro Weston and
the rest of the crew here the first

encounter between the Freshmen
classes of the two schools Is going

to be a repetition of the battle of

the Frigid Pootballers last November
• • •

The Temple Frosh have quite a

nice collection of Philadelphia high

school stars, and their coach. Walt
Keating, has rounded out a trtily

great team.
• • •

According to Information which
reached us last week the Frosh are

planning a pilgrimage to the coal re-

gions some time during the month.
The fame of their prowess has spread

to the domain of the Coal Crackers,

and they are scheduled to meet the

Mining and Mechanical Institute, of

Preeland, on the hardwood court.

• • *

The Em and Em, as the inhabitants

call the Frosh's foe, is a member of

the Eastern Pennsylvania Prep School

League, and Is one of the leading prep

school cage teams of northeastern

Pennsylvania.
• ' • .•

Johnny Hensil, who was captain-

elect of the baseball team, has signed

with the New York Giants, and oi

course will be ineligible for collegiate

ccmpetltlon in the future. The loss

of the star southpaw will be a

hard blow to the McGeehanmen for

the hard schedule which Is only two
months away now.

• • •

There are only two veteran slab-

men in school now. George Hanzlk

and Phil HiUen, both right-handers.

Until the aces of last year's Frosh

team, Smoky Joe Kobllls and Jim
Brndy round out Into shape as var-

sity material, Phil and George will

have to keep the pitching box oc-

cupied.
• • •

The track team gets Into compe-
tition for the first time of the In-

door season next Wednesday night at

the Arena In Philadelphia at the

Meadowbrook Games.
• • •

From present IndioatTons, Vllla-

nova will be represented in a goodly

number of events, and prospects are

bright for a good showing. Track,

should, and must be placed on a

higher pedestal here, and the student

body should have a good representa-

tion present In the Arena.

• * •

There were reports last week that

Tom Leib, assistant football coach at

Notre Dame, who ran the squad In

Knute Rockne's absence last fall,

will not be back In South Bend next

year. They say he's getting a better

offer elsewhere.
• • •

What week could be complete

without some coach answering the

Carnegie Report. Bulletin 33? Dana
X. Bible, head coach at the Universi-

ty of Nebraska, says that the game
In Illy white today compared with

a decade or ao ago. Next.

LOST—Silk scarf, with blue dots.

On campus on Friday or Saturday.
Finder please return to Sol Bermah
or 320 Austin Hall.
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62 College Survey Shows
Facts of Catholic Action

In Work of 35,000 Students

SemiuarianB of St. Mary'^s MisHiou House, Techny, HI.,

Complete Exhaustive Survey of all Phases of Activity.

—^Report Urges More and Better Understanding

(By N. C. W. C. NEWS SERVICE)
Techny, 111.,—New and striking facts

concerning Catholic Action m the

United States are brought out by a
tabulation and analysis oi the ac-

tivities of more than 35,000 Catholic

students in 62 of the leading insti-

tutions of higher learning m this

country, made by Seminarians at

St. Mary's Mission House, Techny.
• The survey, which covered the

year ending June, 1929, and is be-

lieved to have been the first of its

kind undertaken, reached directly,

it is estimated, about 40 per cent

of those who will be the Catholic

intellectual leaders in the immedi-
ate future. Indirectly, through a
fairly complex sufve^ of national

student organizations, the study has
covered the social, spiritual and
missionary activities of more than
150,000 Catholic students, it is

thought. While the result of the

survey has shown a large percent-

age of students to be negligible fac-

tors in student Catholic Action, still,

it is said, it offers splendid evi-

dence that among the rest there is

taking place a healthy and vigor-

ous movement "in the direction of

an ideal student life."

"That the nature and scope of

Catholic Action is In need of a

much better appreciation and un-
derstanding, was the salient im-
pression given by . the survey," the
conclusion states. "The second
general conclusion emphasizes the

great lack of united effort and or-

ganization, and, on the other hand,
desire in many cases to work to-

gether with mutual suggestion and
assistance."

Many Suggestions Offered
"The great possibilities in cen-

tralized action were abundantly
manifested in many suggestions

offered for the advancement of

Student Social Action, it is stated,

and 40 per cent of the schools urged
that the survey be made periodi-

cally. Another finding was that
Student Council has confined itself

to centers such as St. Louis, Chicago,
New York, Buffalo, Louisville and
Denver; that the most active lay pro-
moters are found in colleges and
academies for young women; and
that among the young men, the
ecclesiastical students are proving
themselves more active.

"In conclusion," says the report,

"it should be added that the inter-

est found to be taken in Catholic
Action quite exceeded the expecta-
Uons."

Referring to "dynamic power cen-
ters of this new student movement'
which are springing up throughout
the country, the survey report
speaks of the Sodality of the Bles-

sed Virgin with its 125,000 student
members brought over 22,000 stu-

dents from 500 colleges and high
schools into convention for the spe-

cific purpose of organizing and pro-
moting a Catholic Action program.
Scattered over the nation, seven of

conventions, or 'Spiritual Leader-
ship Schools," were attended by over

1,000 students. The Immediate re-

suit of these conventions was the
formation of Sodality Unions and
the centralizing of student activities

through 'Student Spiritual Coun-
cils." Of the 75,000 sodalist students

under this organized Catholic Ac-
tion over 35,000 were enlisted dur-

ing the past year."

The Catholic Students' Mission
Crusade, with its 55,000 student
members, the report continues, es-

tablished the high water mark in

American student conventions ik

some of its 20 territorial conferen-
ces and rallies during the year. The
Newark rally, it is stated, assembled
10,000 students, while the Buffalo

and Washington conferences at-

tracted between 2,000 and 3,000.

The year was climaxed, the report

declares, by the national conven-
tion in Washington, attended by
nearly 1,000 student delegates i.

every section of the country.

"Even from the scantiest reports

available for the past year," tht

report adds, "it can be safely esti-

mated that besides the great con-
tribution in kind, such as clothes,

literature, medicines, etc., the Amer-
ican students have sacrificed over

$100,000 for the cause of the mis-
sions."

The questionnaire with which the

survey was made was divided into

three sections dealing with the "Re-
ligious Activities," "Cultural Activi-

ties," and "General Social and Civ-

ic Activities" of the students.

Under the first division the sur-

vey report deals with special activ-

ities in the schools to foster great-

er devotion for the Sacraments;
discussed the subject of confrater-
nities; calls the Liturgical Move-
ment among lay students "one of

the fields ripest for organization,"

and says that most of the institu-

tions answering declared categori-

cally that students are being pre-

pared to meet the life problems of

the world with Christian principles.

1

1929 Sport

Teams Have
Poor Year

Varsity Squads in Five
Sports End OhI Year

With .480 Average

1930 PROSPECTS BRIGHT

PARENTSM seldom

complain about this

JVLost pleasure costs money.

Some pleasures cost so far

out of proportion to their

worth, that it's no "wonder

Dads and Mothers sometimes ^
say *'go easy" to sons away at college*

You know that.

There's one College Pleasure, how-

ever, about the cost ofwhich parents

'i seldom complain.

Because it's a pleasure in which

they share.

We refer to the popular custom of

telephoning home regularly.

All you have to do is give the

operator your home telephone num*

her, say that you want to

reverse the charge and let Dad
take care of the rest!

Just for fun • • • call Uomi
tonightl

If the old adage, "It is always
darkest just before dawn" is true,
1930 should be one of the most
brilliant years in Villanova's sport
history. For 1929, with green teams
predominating in a majority of
sports, was a disappointment, as
only 24 victories were returned, as
against 26 defeats, by the wearers of
the varsity "V".

Only two of the 1929 squads fin-
ished their season with a .500 aver-
age or better. Football, with 7 vic-
tories and 2 defeats, and track, with
one victory counterbalancing the
sole defeat, were the school's sole
entrants in the victortous column.
In baseball, basketball and tennis,

due to inexperienced teams, the sea-
sons were very unsuccessful, but
prospects are much brighter this
year, due to the large number of
lettermen back, and the wealth of
tnaterial in the freshman class of
last year.

The cage team, coached by Rube
Cashman and captained by Hughy
Nolan, won six contests and lost

eight. The five played inconsistent
ball, defeating several very strong
opponents and then losing to easy
foes. In one of the best games of
the season, in Penn's Palestra, the
Cats held a great N. Y. U. team to
a 23-19 verdict, while later in the
year, on the same floor, St. Joseph's
College, which had previously been
beaten by only Fordham and Penn,
was soundly trounced to a 35-20
tune.

The team also turned in two vie

tories over Catholic University, one
over Albright, one over Conisios,
and one over Loyola from Balti-
more, and to Saint Thomas' the
last one being a 30-29 loss at Scran-
ton, in the final game of the year.
This year ,with Captain Jack Bir-

mingham captaining a strong ag-
gregation, prospects are very bright
for a great year. The coaching of
Doc Jacobs has also done wonders
to Villanova's basketball prospects.

In baseball. Charley McGeehan
found himself confronted with an
infield problem, and it was not un-
til late in the year that his troubles
were finally setled. The great team
of 1928, practically intact, went into
a hitting^ slump from the first game
of the season, and the pitching
stafi, Hensil. Hansik and Hillen.
flashed one of the form of other
years.

The team lost several thrillers

during the season, Fordham, Boston
College, Duke, Gettysburg and Prov
idence winning clashes by narrow
margins. On the other hand, the
men of Jack Curtin turned in eight
victories, defeating Manhattan, Os-
teopathy and Albright by the shut-
out route, and winning handily over
St. Joseph's and Lebanon Valley, as
well as the Penn A. C.

St. Bonaventure's lost an eleven
inning 2-1 game here in the Sta-
dium, while Pete Elschman's home
run won for the Wildcats over Har-
vard in Cambridge in the middle of
May .

The baseball log for the season
read eight victories and fourteen de-
feats.

Track, captained by Jimmy
Woods, turned in a .500 average, de-
feating St. Joseph's, and losing in

the only other dual meet to Temple.
The relay team took part in three

meets, finishing second in the Mea-
dowbrook games, and third at the
Penn Relays at the Penn A. C. meet.
The track team suffered mainly

from a dearth of material, but the
regulars on the team. Woods, Daly,
Mahan, Kelly and several promis-
ing freshmen, did yeoman service,

and are expected to make 1930 a
banner year on the cinder p>aths for

the school.
Tennis, captained by Ed Lovatt,

laced a haid schedule, but rain and
a benes oi posLponements wasneu
out ovei uau me usi, aim in uie live

jiiatcnes piayeu, oniy one lie was
oecuicu. ine neiinen anu uickin-

oon piayea u aeaa neat, wnue
uiuicnes Were losi to Joan tiopicins,

naveriora, ursmus ana iempie.

11116 year the leara captainea by

£-ete jporve, and with t)Oi lieiman,

onarkey lioyie, illll orcutt ana sev-

eral otiiers lorming a nucleus, and
with the courts across the pike

avaiiauie lor inatcnes at home, Is

expecting a great year, ine dls-

cipits oi iiie court are coacned by

A Miner Mauch.
ijasjt years lootball team turned

111 seven victories and a tie m ine

ten games piayea, the long winning
dtreaK oi two years stanun^g being

uroKen oy iiucKneil and tneii uavis-

Kikiiis aiso turned in a win over the

men ol Melanson.
victories were secured over Tem-

ple, Duke and Oglethorpe in three

major games, Wnue Boston College,

via a last minute score, earned a
t-l tie.

Ihc 1930 basketball team, playing
its nrst two games before 1929 bia

larewell, won over Textile and Os-
teopathy. The team has amassed
as great a number of victories at

this writing as the 1929 team did all

last season.

Freshmen teams did quite well In

all sports, the two basketball teams
running up wonderful record^, while
last year's green-clad gridders had
a very successful season. The Fresh-
man baseball team of 1929 was un-
defeated in all its nine games. Chris
Lolos coached the aggregation.
Ihe summary of the records of all

varsity teams for 1929 follows:

W. L.

Basketball 6 8
Baseball 8 11

Track 1 1

Tennis 4
Football 7 2
Basketball ('30) 2

Tiled

1

1

Totals 24 26

Scholarships

are Offered

Graduate scholarships, fellow-

ships and assistantships for the
scholastic year of 1930-31 are of-

iered to worthy college graduates
with high scholastic and character
credentials by Duke University,
Syracuse University and Virginia
Polytechnic Institute.

Duke University
Duke offers 25 fellowships ranging

from $1000 to $600. The graduates
who have completed at least one
year of successful graduate work are
to be preferred.
Fellows will be required to aid by

reading papers, in laboratory work,
or in other departmental duties.

18 scholarships of $300 each are
available to graduate students.
These awards entail a limited
amount of assistance in departmen
tal work.
Graduate assistantships from $300

to $800, depending on the amount of
work assigned, are open to many
winners. Assistants receiving $500
or more, will not be able to carry on
a full program of graduate studies.

Applications should be received on
or before March 15, 1930. Address
all requests to William H. Glasson,
Dean of the Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences, Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina.

Syracuse University
Syracuse offers 10 fellowships

general, and 10 more in the School
ol Citizenship and Public Affairs

—

each worth $500 and tuition.

16 graduate scholarships worth
$170, as well as numerous graduate
assistantships in the various depart-
ments of the University, worth from
$500 to $750 with free tuition are to
be awarded on March 28th.

All applications are to be made to

the E)ean of the Graduate School.
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New
York, before March 15th.

Virginia "Polytech"
The Virginia Polutechnic Insti-

tute of Blacksburg, Va., offers the
following graduate appointments:
Two fellowships—graduate and re-

search in the Departments of

Chemistry and Chemical S^ngineer-

S^

FOLLOW VILLANOVA IN THE VILLANOVAN

Yow, of the Alumni, often wonder what is go-

ing on at the old Alma Mater. You need wonder
no longer. The Villanovan, Villanova's only

newspaper, is always ready to supply you with the

news of all the happenings ahout Villanova.

The foothall, hasehall and haskethall news
which you wished for so long van now he your's by
filling out the suliseription blank below and mail-

ing your remittance for $1.00 to

The Villanovan, Box 401, Villanova, Pa.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

I hereby subscripe for years

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I enclose

$

!Name

Street Address

City or P. O.

Lebanon Valley Quintet

Hands Wide Reverse

To Varsity Five

(continued from page one)

towards the finis, while Harkins and
Gardner went in for our guards.

The new blood roughed it up a bit

to no advantage. Lebanon Valley

held the ball almost continually and
would freeze it for a time and then
someone would do a Frank Mcrrl-
well from some awkward position.

The first half ended 24 to 19

against our side. L. V. racked up
eight counters in something less

than two minutes to give her the
interim advantage. After the

breathing spell Sullivan swished in

two foul tries and Tommy Morgan
let a long one fly that brought us
to within one point of a stalemate.
This was the last gasp, though.

Heller, Prey and Albright found the
range and it was practically over
then. For the remainder of the

fuss Villanova made just five points,

two of these coming after the whis-
tle blew as Morgan's fling was sail-

ing through the air to. plop in the
loop.

The reverse marked the secbnd

time in seven starts the varsity has
dropped the decision.

The lineup:
VILLANOVA

Peg. Pig. Pta.

Birmingham, (C) 2 1 S

Czesick, f 2 4

Edwards, c 3 2 8

Morgan, g 3 2 8

Tracy, g 1 1

Sullivan, c 1 2

Harkins, g . . 1 1

Holland, f

Gardner, g
Eagan, f

TOTALS 11 7 29

LEBANON VALLEY
Peg. Fig. Pts.

Stewart, f ....... ;. 12 4

Orsino, f ......i.v*.

Heller, c .............. 7 6 20

Light, g '. 2 4
Albright (C.) ...'.4 2 10

Schreyer, f 2 4
Prey, g .........< ... ^ *v. 204
TOTALS 18 10 46
Referee—Schollwalter, P. & M.

ing, worth $750 with free tuition

and fees.

Three fellowships—graduate and
research, in Engineering, worth $750
with free tuition and fees.

One fellowship—graduate and re-

search, in Plumbing and Heating,
worth $750 with free tuition and
fees.

Eight fellowships—graduate and
teaching, worth $400 with free tu-
ition and fees.

All applications should be made
to the Committee and Graduate,
Programs and Degrees, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
Va.

Club Activities

Belle IMiisqiie PlnyerH

The drama, "Richelieu" by Bulwer
which will be produced by the so-

ciety soon after Easter. There will

be fifteen male parts and two female
parts. There will be plenty of

characterization and chorus work.

The play will be produced In Phila-

delphia. The business committer
reports that patrons ore already re-

questing boxes.

Beta Gamma
A challenge has been received by the

society from Catholic University to

debate them In the near future. The
debate dance will be February 21.

1930. Music will be by the popular

Vlllanovans, and the price of the

tickets can be obtained from any
member of the following committee:
Jenkins, Famsworth, Weiss, Olll.

Orbach and Prokop.

V. I. r.

About twenty-five members are out

for the society's basketball season.

The squad practices from 12 to 2,

on Wednesday and Friday. The team
Is coached by Jim Henry and Phil

HlUen. This year's team has very

hopeful material, and no doubt It

win develop into a very fast aggrega-

tion. Last year's team was of very

high calibre losing only one game.

At the last meeting It was announc-

ed that a dance will be held shortly.

QUALITY FOODS AT

POPULAR PRICES

PARAMOUNT DINER

: ROSEMONT

You*ll Like It!

Wm. C. Martin
Manufacturer

College & School Jewelry

PHILA., PA.

Makes Rings for Class

1931, Villanova

MEDALS
FRAT PINS — FAVORS

908 CHESTNUT STREET

You will w»ar an Edward Suit or

Topcoat with prid* . . . bocauso

it it mad* to your moaturo, fittod

to your figuro, hand tailorod

throughout.

An Edward Suit or Topcoat wil

givo you long, satiafactory Mr-
vico . . . bocauso It ia mada of

fina matariala—inaida and out.

EDWARD FALL STYLES
AND FABRICS

Ar* displayad avary Wadnaaday
by LIN. HILL

hara at tha coll*ga

ZOalO PRICES 38«75

FDWARD
i CLOTHES

MADE FOR YOU

Jersey Club

An Easter dance will be held on
Easter Monday, April 21 In the Hotel

Woodrow Wilson In New Brunswick,

N. J. Pat White Is the chairman of

the dance committee. The affair will

be strictly formal and the tickets are

$6.00. No doubt this dance will sur-

pass that of last year's that was held

in Newark.

Kpslloii IMii Theta

The society's raffle was won by Ed-

ward Geary, '.30. Plans for the boxing

bouts to be held next April are going

on. Much interest has been snuwii

for the coming bouts, and no doubt
E. P. T. will put a bigger and better

cue over this year.

ARDMORE RECREA-
TION CENTER

Bowling -— Billiards

On Lancaster Pike

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 264

RENTACAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buici<a, Hupa, Chryalara, Chava.

5122 Walnut Straat
1830 Markat Streat

329 S. Broad Street

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 976
For Your Drug Wants

HI DELIVERS

1

I

4

.1

1

THE VILLANOVAN

PLEDGES 100% SUPPORT

TO THE CAMPAIGN

STUDENT AID ESSENTIAL VILL
BASKET BALL

VARSITY VS ST. JOE.

TONIGHT 8:00 P. M.

PALAIS ROYAL COURT

Vol. 2, No. 17 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1930 Price: Five Cents

VILLANOVA LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN
First Appeal For Funds Since Founding of College

EVERY SHOULDER TO THE WHEEL
Violets Plucked in Tight

Scrimmage by Wildcat

Basketball Quinta

Jack Birmingham'H Last Minute Stab Downs N. Y. U. in

Tough Fray on Palais Royal Floor.—First Time in

Three Years to Win Over a N. Y. Club

FOUL SHOOTING KEEPS BLUE AND WHITE IN (;AME

Alumni Rally

To Support

Campaign

Philadelphia Members Show
Loyalty.— Smokers

Held Weekly

ORGANIZATION RAPID

Campaign
Committee

Gains Way
Many Prominent Men

on Executive

Committee

MR. McGLINN CHAIRMAN

As the last fifty seconds of time

slowly ticked away and with the

1 Mi « all, Jack Birmingham
the Violet hopes of New York

University with a field goal, win

ning the game for the WUdcats.

The contest was played at the

Palais Royal in Philadelphia Friday

night before a smattering of fans.

The visitors forged far in front

in the first half, for a time leading

the Felines by 14 to 3. Villanova

appeared sluggish in the earlier

moments, the New York defense

keeping our men from working

close to the basket. It looked like

a walkaway until ten minutes had
sped, when the Cats stopped their

sliding and began to crawl back

Into the fuss.

Birmingham, Czesick and Ed-

wards bombarded the backboards

or perhaps backglass as the basket

was hung upon a pane of glass, but

the ball kept eluding the hoops

while the visitors were cashing in

on their shots besides keeping po

sesssion of the pellet most of the

time. ; •.,,;, ,,|, .,.,,,,

Just before halftlme the home
lings found the range and closed

the margin to a 18 to 14 count be-

fore the rest period. The second

half was another story, Villanova

came within two points of overtak-

ing the opponents on several occa-

sions only to see the gap widen each
time. Nine minutes had elapsed

when Birmingham sank a long one

to bring the count to 25-26, the

closest thus far and then Harkins
pushed In a one hander to give us

the lead.

Although New York never got in

front again, she tied the figures at

29 all with a minute and a half to

play, here Birmingham let his

winning shot fly. The play came
about on a Villanova out behind the

N. Y. U. basket. Tom Edwards
threw the ball. Jack raced across

the court, took the pass, fumbled It

for a moment and slowly tossed a
high arching shot that struck high
on the backboard and dropijed al-

most perpendicularly through the

net.

The win atoned the close defeat

administered by this same club last

year. Another point of satisfaction

lay in the fact that the victory was
the first over a New York college on
the basket ball floor since January
8, 1927, when Villanova defeated

(continued on page four)

Debate Dance

Will be Held

At the Elks

Debating Society Will Hold

Unusual Affair on
The 2l8t

MANY SURPRISES
On the 21st of February, a week

from this coming Friday, the De-
bating Society will give a combina-
tion debate and dance at the Elks

Club, Broad and Wood streets,

(three blocks north of City Hall) In

Philadelphia. It will be a most un-
usual and delightful evening.

Starting at 8:30 a very Interesting

and informative debate will be held.

At 9:30 Immediately following this,

the speakers' platform will be oc-
cupied by Jim Kettrlck and his

Vlllanovans, and the floor will be
cleared for dancing which will con-
tinue until 1:30.

This Is the first time an affair of

this kind was ever given by a Villa-

nova organization. It is something
different. It is more than "Just an-
other dance." Besides having the
attraction of being off the campus,
the dance posesses a certain dignity
worthy of a college function. The
debators are all speakers of proven
ability and have for some time been
gathering material and preparing
their speeches for the coming
event.
The scene of the affair, the Gold

Room of the Elk's is one of the
most beautiful ballrooms in the

(continued on page two)

JOSEPH KENNY '26 DIES

With a deep feeling of regret

we heard that Joseph E. Kenny,
member of the class of 1926,

passed away last week at his

home In Wilkes Barre. The fu-

neral took place this morning
from his parents residence in

Wilkes Barre.

Kittens Lose

To Owl Frosh

Despite Rally

Early Lead of Fine Cherry

and White YearUngs
Wins, 36-27

"GOLDUST TWINS"
The undefeated Temple Fresh-

men five handed the Frosh their

second reverse of the season on

Friday night at the Palais Royal

In the preliminary to the hectic

varsity N. Y. U. fracas, by a 36-27

taUy.

The Cherry and White yearlings

got off to a big lead in the first

stanza and although the green clad

Kittens outscored their more ex-

perienced foes in the second half,

the Owls coasted to a seven-point

triumph.
The attack for the winners was

led by Goldberg and Goldberger,

the Gold Dust twins. Goldberger
was the leading scorer of the night

with thirteen points, while Gold-
berg's fine fioorwork was a feature.

Metro Weston led the yearlings in

scoring, while Sandy Semon played

a nice game, but his lack of altitude

caused him to be shut out from the

floor. Danny McFadden scored

three field goals, while all the

others on the Villanova lineup broke
into the scoring column at least

once.
Bob Rosen, Frosh center, was

forced to leave the game in the
first ten minutes via the personal
foul route, and his opponent, Nick
Lulejan followed him a few mom-
ents later. Reitz and Smith divided
the pivotpost duties for the Frosh
during the rest of the fuss.

Fouls were numerous throughout
the contest, and the eyes of both
teams from the fifteen-foot mark
were exceptionally gcxxi. The Frosh
netted 13 out of 19 tries, while the
Owl first year men scored 12 out of
18.

The big first half lead of the
winners was seriously threatened in

the middle of the second half, when
a Frosh rally, added to the shouts
of the small but loyal group of
Vlllanovans present, seemed to

sweep the Temple team from Its

feet, and for a few minutes they
played a wild and unscientific

brand of basket ball, until Coach
Keating sent in substitutes with
orders to freeze the ball.

The play of the two teams in the
second half seems to indicate that
the return battle between the ag-

( continued on page four)

NEW YORK CLUB MEETS

The regular meeting of the New
York Villanova Club was held last

evening at eight o'clock at the
Knights of Columbus Club Hotel,

8th Avenue and Slst Street. Many
members attended a dinner held
Just before the business meeting.
The "Villanovan" wishes to thank
the New York Club for the little

boost they gave the paper in the
recent issue of their bulletin.

EXTEND SYMPATHY

The student body, faculty and
Villanovan extend their sincere

sympathy to NATHAN MIT-
NICK on the sudden and un-
timely death of his father.

An enthuslatlc group of Villanova
ulumnl is organizing a large Phila-
delphia alumni committee to help
fulfill Villanova's Program of De-
velopment.

The "old grads" are notifying all

their classmates in this vlclmty oi

a smoker to be held Thursday
night at 8:15 in Room "B" of the
Manufacturers Club, Broad ana
Walnut streets. Announcement
that Coach Harry Stuhldreher will

be the speaker at this smoker was
hailed with delight by the fellowij

meeting last Thursday evening.

Charles McGeehan, graduate
manager of athletics, and Leo
Lynch, former Villanova star, who
now represents a large orokeraKfc
concern, were the principal speakers
at tne smoker last I'hursday. Mr.
MoGeehan analyzed the basebaii
schedule and explained the im-
portance ol securing a good man
to take Johnny Hensll's place. He
revealed he Is looking forward to a
special tralnioad of alumni and
students backing the football team
at the New York University game
in New York next fall. The insiae

jstory bf how Villanova came tc

choose the Municipal Stadium a
the scene of some of its biggesi.

football games was also put before
the alumni.

Leo Lynch explained the im-
portance of the development pro-
gram to Villanova and its alumni,
reminding them that they are
Judged by the reputation of their
college, regardless of whether they
wish to be. He made a formal an-
nouncement of the campaign lor

$2,300,000.

Edward R. Casey, president of
the Villanova Club of Philadelphia,
was chairman of the smoker. He
spoke briefly, calling upon the re-

cent graduates to lend their support.
Elmer M. Hertzler, physical di-

rector of Camden Catholic High
School, and Howard A. Brady also

spoke. They are both enthusiastic
about the possibilities of Villanova,
provided the alumni and friends
rally loyally to its assistance.

The speakers marvelled that
Villanova has been able to do such
splendid work for so many years
with such limited finances. They
credited the gratuitous services of
the Augustlnian Fathers with being
largely responsible for .the con-
tinued existence of the college de-
spite financial difficulties.

Among the facts laid before the
alumni was news of the group ot

nearly 100 Philadelphia laymen oi

prominence who are meeting every
Thursday noon in the Manufacture

-

ers' Club to lend their aid In making
Villanova one of the leading Cath-
olic colleges In the East.

Nearly one Hundred of the most
influential and highly respectea
business and professional men oi
Piniadeiphla have gladly accepted
membership on the Business Men's
Executive Committee organized to
champion Villanova's program oi
development.

In the group, of which His Emi-
nence, D. Cardinal Dougherty, Is

honorary chairman, are leading
doctors and lawyers, a congressman,
prominent bankers, brokers ana
other successful business men.
William J. McGllnn, president ol

the Continental Equitable Title
and I'rust Company ol Phlladelpnia,
is chairman of the committee. Un-
der his leadership the business and
t^rufessionai men meet every Thurs-
day noon in the Manufactureer's
Club to make plans tor their par-
ticipation in development program
(.umpaign and to learn more aoout
.ic lUgnligiits of Villanova troiu
those who know it best.

Father Sparrow and Father
Austin spoke at the mncneon last

'Ihursday.

Speaking as a representative ot

the Sisters' School Father Sparrow
revealed that there Is not a Cath
ciic cuiicge for women in Eastern
Pennsylvania which does not have
at least tiiree members oi its lacuity

who completed their collegiate edu-
cation under Villanova's auspices.

Tie aiso said that there is not a
community of Nuns in this Arch-
diocese which does not put the
education of some of its Nuns in
Villanova's hands.

Between 1922 and 1925 approxi-
mately 1,300 Nims got State Certi-
fication through Villanova's efforts.

"The Nuns need for added edu-
cation has compelled the Fathers
to outdo themselves," Fr. Sparrow
said.

Villanova's influence has gone out
into every Catholic education field

In this vicinity. There Is not a
parochial or a Catholic high school
m this part of the country where
I could not go and pick out several

Nuns who have gotten their higher
education through Villanova.

"Villanova is trying to make the
most efficient use of its limited

resources.

"If you take the young men we
are educating and sending out with
our impress, and realize that they
have been Influenced from their

tenderest years by the Sisters we
have educated, you know we have
valid reason to ask for assistance

now."
In a few brief remarks, Frank H.

Manclll, attorney, pointed out that
Villanova, unlike most colleges,

does not have high-salaried execu-
(continued on page two)

Villanova Begins Huge
Expansion Program

By Manunoth Drive

Plan New Gymnasium, Library, Buildings for Engineering

and Business Schools, New Dormitories,

And Large Endowment Fund

STUDENT COOPERATION ESSENTIAL FACTOR

It is difficult for anyone to become practically and help-

fully interested in any project unless there is thorough un-

derstanding of the puipose of the project and of the reasons

why it deserves personal co-operation. A Campaign for the

development of your Alma Mater is now under way. The

purpose of the Campaign is to provide funds that will make

this development immediately possible. Details of the de-

velopment include provision for a permanent endowment

fund, the construction of new buildings—notably, a gym-

nasium, a library—and buildings to house separately the En-

gineering School and the School of Commerce and Finance.

The Construction of these build-

Belle Masque
Announce Cast
For ^Richelieu'

Prof. Jonas to Start

hearsalB in Near
Future

.Jl*>

Mass and Papal Blessing

Mark Close of Students'

Eighty-Seventh Retreat

Rev. William J. Deacy, O. S. A., Retreat Master, Conducts
Series of 12 Interesting Conferences on Outstanding

Doctrines and Practices of the R. C. Church

CHAPLAIN COMMENTS ON STUDENT ATTITUDE

The eighty-seventh annual Stu-
dent's retreat was brought to a close

last Thursday morning with the
celebration of Mass in the College
Chapel. Rev. William Deacy, O. S
A., who acted as retreat master ex-
tended the Papal blessing to thoee
present, after Mass.
The retreat was opened on Sun-

day evening, February 2, at eight
o'clock, with an opening talk by
Father Deacy. The retreat called
for dally Mass, Stations of the
Cross. Benediction and twelve con-
ferences. On Wednesday evening
as the retreat was drawing to a
close. Holy Hour wa« observed in

the Chapel by the entire resident
Student Body. Both resident and
dav students attended the closing
function on Thursday morning.

Rcliirioni TraohinKH DijiraMed
During the course of hLs lectures.

Father Deacy spoke on the outstand-
ing Catholic Doctrines and teach-
ings. Among his topics were
Prayer, its necessity and utility.

The benefits to be derived from
the pious practice of hearing Mass
dally and of receiving the Etau:ra-

ments as frequently as possible.

The Sixth Commandment, iTie love

which children should have for

their parents and the Blessed Vir-

gin, and the growing need for more
reading of Catholic hterature. Ih
regard to this last topic, the fact

was emphasized that if Catholics
are to successfully meet the many
attacks directed against the Faith,
they must have a good knowledge
of the tenets of the Catholic Faith
Thi.s knowledge can be obtained by
readinK the proper books. The
Scriptures were most highly recom-

(continued on page two)

PLAY IS RICH DRAMA
Professor Joseph Jonas, Modera-

tor of the Beta Gamma Debating
Society and Coach of the BeUe
Masque Dramatic Society, has Just

announced the cast for the play

•Richelieu' to be given by the

Belle Masque Society during the

early part of April.

The Society had formerly selected

the play "Toastmaster" but aban-
doned that play and adopted the

Shakespearian drama. Richelieu

will be the only presentation of

Belle Masque this year.

The cast has been selected from
those men who were chosen for

parts in the "Toastmaster." Pro-
lessor Jonas is to be congratulated
on his choice of '"Richelieu" as the

play embodies all the features that

will bring out the talent posessed

by his players. It will be no little

task to stage "Richelieu" for it has
gigantic proportions and is a play

that requires much time and labor

for its presentation.

Play is Rich Drama
-Richelieu" stands in the front

rank of romantic dramas. It tells

a story of perspicuous simplicity,

yet of enthralling Interest. It

presents clearly defined characters
in natural relation to each other.

It is vitalized by steady dramatic
movement, that increases in force

till it reaches an electrical climax
and a beautiful culmination. It is

adequately freighted-without being
burdened with situations that ex-

cite the imagination and touch the

heart. Its spirit is sympathetic
with virtue and gentleness, and,
therefore, it captivates the general
instinct of hiunan nature. Above
all, it is imaginative; it idealizes

reality, and does not weary by pre-
senting character and exp)erlence in

the garb of prosy fact. Viewed as
an ideal fabric, it is a drama with-
out serious defect. Its salient blem-
ish is one of literary art; that is to

say, there is some tinsel in Its

language—an Infusion of the
paste diamond element that la pe-
culiar to most of Bulwer's plays.
But little faults dwindle to nothing
alongside of great merits. "Riche-
lieu" is a play that constantly af-
fords pleasure by procuring and ex-
tolling imder deeply Interesting and
highly picturesque conditions of
circumstance—the victory of good
over evil. To have written a drama
which thus makes Its spectators the
happier and the better for seeing
it, is to have deserved the gratitude
of the world. Considerate Judge-
ment will not dwell with censure
upon the slight defect of an occa-
sional tawdry line In a drama so
radically powerful and brilliant.

McHoffh as Riehellea
The character of Cardinal Riche-

lieu will be played by Hugh Mc-
Hugh. Around this part moves the
entirer action of the play and much
depends upon the actors' skill to
portray the dominant figure of
Richelieu. It Is felt by the society
that Mr. McHugh ia capable of and
will give an excellent portrayal of

(continued on page three)

ings, together with a greatly aug-
mented stall of instructors, will au-
tomatically increase the enrollment

at Villanova, with the result that

additional dormitory buildings will

aiso become necessary.

Every Villanova student is pre-

sumably keenly interested in this

plan of development, because every

Vuianova stuoent will personally

benent of it£ success. Every student,

therefore, s):}(uUd be Interested in

{giving all possible aid to the devel-

opment Campaign.
The Admmistratiqn of the Col-

lege and the directors of the Cam-
paign activities are aware that from
the average student, willing though
he might be to give substantial

financial assistance, not a very large

contribution in money can be ex-

pected But at this time, the Villa-

nova Campaign needs from the Vil-

lanova students co-operation, rather

than money. It is felt that the

Campaign can hardly hope to be

successful without this co-operation.

Because this Is true, the Faculty
and the Campaign directors believe

that they can count upon the stu-

dents to the last degree in the mat-
ter of co-operation. For it is in-

conceivable that the very students
of Villanova—by reason of apathy
or selfish-disinterestedness— could

be responsible for hindering the
success of the Campaign, or for pre-
vrentlng in any manner the further
advancement of their Alma Mater.

If Villanova students cannot ma-
terially aid their college financially,

how then can they co-operate in the
(continued on page four)

'31 Blazers

& Canes Are
Selected

Contract for Official Regalia

Awarded to Sox
Miller

ATTRACTIVE STYLE
Mr. Ed. Mueller, chairman of the

Blazer and Cane committee of the
class of '31 announced recently that
the contract for the Junior Blazers
and Canes has been signed. Sox
Miller, Inc., 3707 Spruce street,

Philadelphia is the company to
whom the contract has bf.en award-
ed.
The Blazers this year, Mr. Mueller

staged, will be the best ever seen on
the campus. The materials and the
trimmings are of a better quality
than has ever been used in a Villa-
nova Junior Blazer. Tlie Blazer
Itself Is to be made of the best
quality flannel. It will be dark blue
In color. The trimmings will be of
white piping. An innovation is

being carried out in this year's
blazer. Instead of having the In-
slgna on the pocket made of a sep-
arate piece of flannel and sewed
on, a "Villanova" and a "31"' will

be embroidered directly upon ihe
upper left hand pocket of each
Blazer. This idea not only presents
a much better appearing garment
but it is more diutible as weU.
The canes, so proudly flourished

by the third yeai m:n during Jun
lor Week, will be male this year in
an entirely new style. Made of
imitation snake wood and trimmed
with a sterling silver band upon
which is engraved a "V" and a "81'

"

they present a very attraetlTe and
(cootlnued on page two)
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KnockingAbout
the Campus

We deeply reirret that "Brian
Boryu," author of "Knockitif
About the Campus," is not with
us this weeli on account of the
sudden death of his uncle.
The "VUlanovan" wishes to ex-

tend its sincere sympathy.

Till* AdvertlNliig Men Send a Few
Auientliies

To The RESORT Girl.

Sometimes the vinioii has your lovli-

ness
Most felchinnly arrayed beside the

surf—
At times we see you in n golfing dress
Pushing the pellet on a verdant turf—
Yel, all limes Fancy puinls you—
amorous,

Enriching Youth, and Love, and Life,
my dear;

Good gosh! You represent the world
for us.

And over half our showy atmosphere!

The PATENT MEDICIISE Girl.

Yitu wefe not 'sick or thin.
You look our medicine
You posed and showed your grain;

Although a wreck:
ff e'd take you out to dine.
Rut your health's superfine.
So here's a yalentine.

Enclosed find check. >

The AVTO Girl.

' Are not they twin designs?
In truth your form this fact assures
That curves enhance straight lines!

The TOOTH PASTE Girl.

You smile, we smile for all the while
Your teeth are winning dollars;
What reams of praise might we evoke,
ff ere we organic scholars!
Rut we both feel your sex appeal,
if ithin our padded purses.
And monetary opulence
Outsweets esthetic verses!

you,

The CIGARETTE Girl.

Your mother would renounce
modern miss.

If she could but see the night club
corner where you are—

The false pretense that cigarettes

bring bliss

ff'hen rosebud girlish freshness feels

them sear imd char!
And would your mother think noth-

ing amiss
With lips tainted with smoke, and

wine, ami caviar?
Oh, could she ever see you come to

this?

How could she though?—The smoke's
too thick from her cigar!

The New Men
At this lime we find i|i our midst sixty faces that are

unfamiliar to Villanova. For the first time in the history

of this coIlei?e a Freshman Class is being admitted at the be- j*^«<'y f^y Fisher'—Cod made yours—

ginning of the second semester. These men are at a disad-

vantage and it is up to the old students to make them wel-

come and to instill in them the spirit of our Alma Mater.

The Freshmen Class that enters in September has the guid-

ance of the Vigilance Committee to help them along the path

to the Villanova Ideal. There is a certain virility, a certain

brotherhood, and a certain trustworthiness which every stu-

dent should have.

To the new students the Villanovan extends its welcome

and ofi"ers a few words of advice. Have a cheery "Hello"

for every man on the Campus, speak to everyone but think

with a few. Be virile but don't think that slovenliness and

crudeness are indicative of manliness. Always be conscien-

tious and develop a sense of responsibility but don't be sanc-

timonious. ^ . i

Villanova is hot composed of perfect men but the aver-

age student compares favorably with the average student of

any other college in the countiy. But what Villanova does

possess in an eminent degree is the facilities for developing

a Christian gentleman. We use the term in its true sense

and not in the meaning attached to it by the argot of the

street. It is up to the student to take advantage of these

facilities.
;

*****
One Hundred Years Ago

Tomorrow marks the birthday of Abraham Lincoln;

• prominent because he guided this country through the tur-

moil of the Civil War, and great because of his sterling char-

acter. His was a sensitive nature and when we consider the

bitter censure which met all his actions we are amazed at the

fortitude of the man. Mothers called him the murderer of

their sons and even in the North his death was declared to

be an act of Providence. Yet to him we owe the preserva-

tion of the Union and the abolition of the social and economic

problem of slavery. And today, when the hysteria and pas-

sion of the War between States has subsided, Lincoln's name
may be found enshrined in the hearts of all Americans.

A century ago today Lincoln was just out of his teens,

a rough and awkward young man with a burning passion to

rise above his environement. There is a strong similarity

between Lincoln and many men who now enter college. The
similarity ceases, however, for the rail splitter did not have

the advantages offered by the colleges of today. But he did

keep his ambition glowing and consequently made excellent

use of what educational facilities he could secure. The youth

of today may have ambition but apparently lacks an appre-

ciation for the means of realizing that ambition.

A PASSING THOUGHT

CALENDAR

Tuesday, February 11
Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel HaU 1.00 P. M.
Lawrence Club, Academy 7.00 P. M.
Coal Crackers Club. Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Villanova vs. St. Joseph s College, Philadelphia 8.00 P. M.

Wednesday, February 12

LaSalle Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.
R. C. H. S. Club, Academy .,...............,.'i.,,.... 12.30 P. M.
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall ..............;;... 4.00 P. M.
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M

BELLE AIR NOTICE

Editor James Hanlon has an-
nounced that Senior and Junior
individual pictures for the Belle
Air can be taken either at Zam-
sky's Studio, 902 Chestnut street,

Philadelphia, Pa. Between now
and February 20th, or in Mendel
Hall, in the reception room, on
Wednesday, February 19th, and
Thursday, February 20th. Sen-
iors and Juniors will please no-
tice that Thursday 20th is the
final day or the deadline for

these pictures to be taken. Day
students are earnestly requested
to have their pictures taken at

the Studio in order to releave

the congestion on the two days
that the photographer will be in

Mendel Hall.

Questionnaires
Senior questionnaires must

positively be turned in by Feb-
ruary 15th. If you do not have
a questionnaire they may be pro-

cured from any of the staff

editors.

DEBATE-DANCE TO
BE HELD AT ELKS

For some people the habit of

guuig to the movies is as strong

as tlie republican habit of shout-

ing, "Prosperity." Hettin, de-

prived of PhillipicK, couldn't feel

worse than the Aiuorican public

U It were lo oe divested of tlxe

silver screen. Everyone, from
children Just out of their romp-
ers to centenarians in their

dotage, flock to movies in

search of solace and entertain-

ment. Nor is that tlie only at-

traction. Those who experience

a sense oi inferiority find that

the £inoma palaces are excellent

places wherein to build up a de-

lense reaction. One buys his

ticket under a dazzling facade,

a hall dozen tall men obsequi-

ously bow to him into an ornate
foyer, and finally a half dozen
more conduct him with proper
reverence to his seat.

Movie magnates Justify fre-

quent attendance in their thea-
Lies by the educative value of

the screen. Their press agents
nave sold that idea to the public

111 a thousand subtle ways. Yet
tlie hoi polloi are still the hoi
polloi. Ihey see characters
similar to their own ridiculed on
tne screen, and, not recognizing
their own reflection, they laugh
with a complacent sense of su-
periority.

Before the movies existed

there were other educative
mediums that were at least just

as effective. Among them were
books and plays which still exist

today but which do not produce
the same results. The reason is

not hard to find.

A century ago people did not
confuse progress with speed. The
pace of life was slower, allowing
time for reflection upon psychic
experiences. There were no
book of the month clubs but
what few volumes that were
published were read thoroughly.
It was not unusual for a father
to read to his family gathered
around the table and for him to

close the book after touching
passages and Join the rest in

crying. The miserable fear of

being sentimental was lacking
and reading served as a stim-
ulus instead of a substitute for

thinking. Men were not satis-

fied to know a thing was wrong;
they had feeling enough to at-
tempt reform. Abraham Lin-
coln had few l)ooks but he read
and re-read them until he knew
their inner meaning. His force-
ful speeches were at the same
time both simple and profound.
They enabled him to reach the
White House and guide this na-
tion through the trying period
of the Civil War. His ideals

were not accomplished without
that bitter antagonism which
marks the progress of all worth-
while movements for the better-

ment of mankind. But his

feelings made him always seek
justice before expediency.

Movies do have an educative
value. It all depends on the
type of picture and the frequ-
ency with which we see them.
It is said that an increase of

goods lower their value. Sim-
ilarity when we see too many
movies their value diminishes.
Like all common things they
lack appreciation. Twelve plays
a year such as Disraeli. Sorrel
and Son, The Drag and Four
Sons are better than fifty-two
mediocrities such as Navy Blues.
Those who say that movies

only amuse people and have
little other effect are not quite
honest. Look at the sideboards
of the drug store cowboy for which
Valentino was responsible. View
a picture like the Flesh and the
Devil and it will be impossible
on returning home to play, "Lead
Kindly Light.* X. Y. Z.

WHAT ONE
READER THINKS

••^••tffi 7.00 P. MConnecticut Valley Club, Academy
Tliursday, February 13

Senior Class Meeting. Academy 1.00 P
Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre 1.00 P
Belle Air Year Book Meeting. Academy .•;,,;.;,.,.•, iv.,,.v.......; 2.45 P.

Villanova vs. Penn A. C. Philadelphia .;...'».......;..,...». 8.00 P,

Varsity Bowling, Bryn Mawr •>••»,• ^^ P-

Friday, February 14
12.30 Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P.

Stamford Club Meeting 3.30 P.

Saturday, February 15
Villanova Frosh vs. Hun School, Princeton, N. J.

Monday, February 17
V. I. C. Meeting, Academy ,..,,:; .• 12.30 P. M.
Delta Pi Epsilon. Academy ., ...'....- 1.00 P.M.
Junior Class Meeting, Academy .^. ;..... 1.00 P. M.
Jersey City Club, Academy 7.00 P. M.

Tuesday, February 18 *!
<

'

Phi Kappa Pi, Mendel Hall 11.45 A.M.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

M.
M.

• »•• « ' # •

CLINTON HOP A SUCCESS

La.st Saturday night, January 8.

the Dewitt Clinton Club held their
first Annual Dance in Alumni Hall.
The music was furnished by Jimmy
Kettrlck and his Villanovaas.
Up till Saturday night it was

doubtful whether or not the dance
would be a success. Scores of stu-
dents had left for the week-end
vacation in order to recuperate from
the .strain of the examinations.
Many more were under the impres-
sion that the dance had Ijeen past-
poned. Under the.se circumstances
the members of the Dance Com-
mittee were not going around
whistling, "Oh Boy. I'm Happy.

"

Yet at ten o'cloclc a glimpse at the

ballroom revealed that the DeWltl
Clinton Club had .scored a great
success.

The ballroom was decorated with
college iienants and fraternity Imn-
ners. In the ceiling, which was
made from blue and white stream-
ers, was a big "V" of black and red.
the colors of the club. In this col-

legiate atmosphere danced a happy
crowd of young men and women.
The Villanovans were at their l)est

and their rendition of certain num-
bers will long be remembered.
Mr. Squlterl, President of the

DeWitt Club, and Mr. Alletti. Chair-
man of the Dance Committee are to
be congratulated for the good im-
pression their first dance made
upon the Campus.

(continued from page 1)

city. It has been the scene of many
brilliant social functions but they
are all destined to be surpassed by
the Debate-Dance of the Beta Gam-
ma. The dance floor has been pro-

nounced excellent by the many
couples that have had the pleasure

of gliding over its mirror-like

smoothness. The Villanovans. the

recognized kings of collegiate

rhythm, are armed with an entirely

new program of dance hits.

All is in readyness. The rest is

up to you. If you want to thrill

at the spirited oratory of your
classmates. If you want to dance
to the soothing strains of an ex-

cellent orchestra amid the most
delightful surroundings, be at the

Gold Room of the Elks Club a week
from Friday. The debate starts

promptly at 8:30. Dancing from
9:30 till 1. The subscription is two
dollars a couple or one dollar for a
single ticket.

JUNIOR BLAZER &
CANES SELECTED

(continued from page 1)

dignified appearance. This com-
bination, the Blazer and the Cane
are. without aoubt. the finest evtr

worn by any Junior Class of Villa-

nova. This year's Juniors can truly

tie proud of their official cpparal
and we compliment the committee
upon the efficient way they executed
their duties.

It is up to all of the Juniors
to cooperate with the committee
and when the day arrives, make it

a p>oint to be on hand to have their

mea.surements taken. The style of

the Blazer is very poLular and in

order to assure attractiveness it is

earnestly requested that all Juniors
be prompt in getting measured. The
representatives of Sox Miller. Inc.,

will be on the campius all day
Monday. February 24. To all Jun-
iors who ar" going lo get Blazers
we say, "Don't forget the date and
don't forget to be there."
The committee which has so ex-

pertly selected this year's Blazers

Mr. Bruce Catton, in his editorial

printed recently in an Oklahoma
newspaper, and more recently re-

printed in the Villanovan, appears
still to be laboring under the im-
pression that Prof. Rodgers, of M. I.

T., used the word "snob" in its

purely derogatory .sense.

It was clearly enough demon-
strated at the time of its utterance
that the commencement speaker
was merely repiirasing the sound
old adage—The world accepts you
at your own valuation of yourself.

Pitiable it is that we are slaves to

time-worn definitions, incapable of

broadening the limits to admit of

possible differences in the use of

ordinary words.

"Snob" has a nasty sound, and
"snobbishness" is truly nasty of

itself; neverthele.ss, a proper regard
for the niceties of environment, and
a faithful reflection of them when
one's period of supervised instruc-
tion has pa.s.sed, is inimicable to the
production of a .self-respecting man.
It is most probable that Profe.s.sor

Rodgers hoped to convey this

thought, rather than any such in-

consequential balderdash as has
Ijeen attributed to him.

Mr. Catton should investigate his

sources more thoroughly before of-

fering a poorly rounded observation.
Modern education endeavors to in-
still the principles of reticence and
caution, for Man is given to too
frequent hair-brained venturing in

his primal state, that is the why and
wherefor.

RETREAT CLOSES WITH
PAPAL BENEDICTION

Tuesday, February 11, 1930

The Mosque
(continued from page one)

mended as a source oi read.n

material, both tor the value ot ito

teachings and as a guide lor siy>.^

lie improvement.

A very interesting talk was givei

on the choice of a life vocaiioa

I'he tlu-ce vocations, Religious,

Single me and Marriage, were dis-

cussed lully. The requirements u...

duties of each were outlined anu
Father Deacy said that althouKi.

the Religious life was more pieasiiio

to God than the other two, never

theless, a perfect life can be led in

any state provided the obligatioiio

of tliat particular state are ob-

served.

Sixth Religious Survey

During the course of the Retreat,

questionnaires for the sixth religiou.^

survey were issued. Of the iota.

number of questionnaires distriout-

ed only about fifty percent have

been returned. Although the re-

turns this year are better than

those of last year, they are beiow

those of former years. It is nopeu
that every student will do all in n-

power to make the results of thio

survey the l)est ever.

The questionnaire was shortei

than that of last year but tii^

questions were so arranged that

nothmg was left untouched, in-

answering of the questions required

careful thought and consideration

and that careful thought was given

them was evidenced by the excellent

quality of the answers turned in.

Among the questions asked were

'What do you consider the greatest

danger to morals around the Col-

lege?," "Do you think the Clean
Speech campaign accomplished any
good results?," "How are you in-

fluenced in your religious attitude

by the examples of others?," "What
religious activity of the College hao

been of most help to you?," "How
have you improved from a religious

point of view since coming to Villa-

nova?" The students were asked

to rate their attendance "and re-

actions to each of the following;

Movies, Stage Shows, Dances,

Parties and ""Dates."

In answer to the question "Do
you prefer that the results of this

Survey be published, in the form oi

letters rather than in booklet

form," the majority seem in favor

of the letter form. A minority

claim superiority for the booklet

form on the grounds that it can be

more easily pres§(r3^d for future

reading.
After the retreat, when asked to

give the impression which he re-

ceived from the retreat. Father

Stanford. College Chaplain, said, "I

consider that the retreat Just con-

cluded at Villanova was noteworthy
above all other retreats in the con-

duct of the student body. Due to

the exceptionally crowded condi-

tions of the Chapel it was to be

expected that there would be some
noise and confusion, but this was
very noticeably absent. While
waiting for the services to begin,

the reverent attitude of the student

body as a whole was very Inspiring."

""The use of a presiding officer

from the student body was very

successful and might be used to

good advantage for services

throughout the year."

CAMPAIGN COMMIT-
TEE GAINS WAY

One)
declared
business

Sophomores! Your class as-
.sessment of two dollars Ls due
now. All dues mast l>e paid lie-

fore February 21. Payment of

dues entitles you to a ticket to

the dance.

LOST: Biology Book. Please
turn to 27 Mendel Hall.

re-

and Cane is headed 'oy Mr. Ed.
Mueller who is assisted by Mr. Pet-
er Eidenbe.'K uni Mr. Leon Costa
We congratulate these men upon
fiplr artistic as well as their bust-
ne.ss ability.

(Continued from Pace
lives and teachers. He
that therefore, from a
point of view, funds invested in

Villanova were a wise investment.
Fr. Austin told his listeners ol

the important progress Villanova
has been making, and pictured

Villanova as one of the great Cath-
olic colleges of the East within 10

years.

These are the memljers of the

Business Men's Executive Com-
mittee :

Honorary Chairman, His Emi-
nence, D. Cardinal Dougherty;
Executive Chairman, William J.

McGlinn; Rev. James H. Griffin.

O. S. A.; Rev. Joseph A. Hickey.

O. S. A.; Rev. Ruellan P. Fink. O.

S. A.; Rev. Thomas B. Austin. O.

S. A.. Hon. Eugene V. Alessandroni.
Frank T. Boylan. William M. Boyle.

William J. Brady. William P.

Brennan. Benjamin T. Brltt. Henry
Burk. Michael D. Burke. J. Ru.ssell

Butler. John J. Cabrey. Vincent A.

Carroll, Philip A. Castner, Samuel
J. Castner, James H. Cleary, John
P. Connelly, John M. Connor. Wil-
liam T. Connor, Leo I. S. Conway,
Hon. John J. Coyle. James M. Daly.
Charles P. Davis. James K. Davis.

Frederick M. Devlin, James J.

Diamond, Frank R. Donahue. Daniel
C. E)onoghue. William J. Doyle
Charles C. Drueding. Henry G.
Druedlng. M. Eugene Eichman.
Purey Ellis. A. L. Fltzpatrick. James
Pitzpatrick, James A. Flaherty.

Edward J. Planigan. Joseph P.

Oaffney. John J. Gallagher, Joseph
F. Gallagher. Edward Gibbons, Dr.

liOoixildn A. Glauer, Michael C
Co«lia. Benjamin M. Colder, Paul A.

Griffith. Charles E. Hallahan.
Philip A. Hart. John J. Henderson,
William L. Hirst. Leo E. Hood. Ig-

natius J. Horstmann. John F. Horst-
mann. Patrick J. Lawlcr. Dr. John
A. Kolmer. Robert W. Lesley, Wil-
Mam J. Lochart. John V. Loughney.
Henry C. Lucas, F. Leo Lynch.
Charles D. McAvoy, Dr. Cornelius

T. McCarthy, Dr. Edward W. Mc-
Closkey. Hon. Harry S. McDevltt.
Michael J. McEnery. Prank H.
Mancill. Roger J. Martin. Hon. John
J. Monaghan. Dr. Peter F. Moylan.
Daniel J. Murphy. John A. Murphv.
Edward V. O'Hanlan. Joseph O'-
Neill.. Joseph Pentony. Francis X.
Qulnn, Murtha P. Qulnn. E. F
Rlvlnus. William J. Ryan, Waltei A.

SchRufler, William I. Shields.

Joseph W. Simpson. William Simp-
son, Thomas P. Slattery. Hon. Frank
Smith. J. Stanley Smith. David J.

Smvth Prank C. Sommer. James
J. Sullivan, Jr.. Jeremiah J. Sulli-

van. Jr.. Joseph C. Trainer. Josroh
J. Tunnev. Samuel C. Wagner. Jr.

Basil S. Walsh and Daniel F.

Waters.

In view of the fact that this is

one of the low periods of the year

for college editors to get a great

deal ol news around tne campus,

it is the intention of this column to

help out the other memt>ers of the

staff, by publishing a small news-
paper here, which will give a great

deal of news and information to the

reader. Although all that may be'

contained In this column may not

be absolutely authentic, however,

always remember that "the paper
never refuses the ink." We will try

to follow the sequence of a regular

newspaper, and give all the high
spots that are contained.

Front Page
MAN SHOOTS NINETY-FIVE
PEOPLE IN CENTER OF TOWN

Some Only Half Shot
It is alleged that a photographer

from the Blotz studios was appre-
hended last night at the corner of

Eighth and a half viciously, and
with the-4atent to kill, operating a

Brownie Kodak, and taking pictures

of the crowds that passed by. When
accosted by Detective Smellers of

the Vice squad, he claimed that he
was a comiQ cartoonists seeking

local color, and that he was photo-
graphing the new traffic lights. A
small quantity of alleged alcohol

was found In some shoe paste that

he had in hjs pocket, which he
claimed, he was taking for medicin-
al purposes only. Judge Rummy, at

the hearing this morning, gave out

the verdict that the evidence was
not strong enough to convict. The
defendant was condemned to life In

exile in Chestnut Hill.

NOTED PHILANTHROPIST
GIVES DONATION

Record ^um Given to Charity
It was announced today at "Vul-

tures Haven," that palatial residence

in East Conshohocken, of Mr. Harde
(Chestnut) Hearte, that the great

philanthropist has contributed the

sum of four mills to the building of

a shore home for retired, trained

fleas. He has always taken a great

interest in these novel Thespians,

and at various times he has always
vowed that no flea, which he has
ever kiown will grow hungry and
cold as long as Hearte had a hair in

his head. It has not been decided

as yet as to the location of this

structure, but It Is hoped by the

board of directors that thl:; will be

announced In the n(»r future.

Editorial^age
A thing that has been arousing a

great deal of Interest to all In the
community is the coming election

that Is going to be held, sometime
during the next century. As every-

one knows It Is not our Intent to

cast mud at any candidates. It is

"ours not to reason why. ours but
to do and die." We are merely try-

ing to state that a man should be
chosen, who has both feet on the
ground, and is a hard headed busi-

ness man. He must have the inter-

est of the common people at heart
as well as their capital if he hopes
to make a successful period out of

his tenure of office. We know that
this election will prove one thing,

we don't know what that Is, but
we're quite sure that we're right.

Sports' Page

EGG WINS AFTER
A MAD SCRAMBLE IN

SIX DAY BIKE RACE
Gillctc Bros. Have a Close Sliave
Pumping, pulling, walking and be-

ing carried, Herman Egg, noted
Swiss bicycle rider, cheese perfor-
ator and yodeler, added more laurels

to his already great number, by
capturing the classic event of the
season, in Camden Motor drome
this afternoon. He collapsed at the
finish, but managed to recover
enough to have his picture taken
three hundred times, and to give
out in a modest and boyish fashion
the statement, "I seen my duty and
I done it."

A thing that marred the jjerfect-

ness of the whole event was the
fishy excuse that Finn and Haddie,
famous Scotch team gave, when
they were defaulted. , > ,. .

-

Society Page
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Horseface, of

"Equine Stables" annotyice the mar-
riage of their debutante daughter,
to Mr. Harold W. Pilch of this city

and points West. Pilch married her
for her money. The bride was at-
tractively gowned In a simple little

creation of Blue Burlap, and car-
ried a sheaf of goldenrod. and milk-
weed, which did not seem to help
the hay fever of the groom. They
were married In the Blue and Gold
room of Smither's Livery Stables,

the local Justice of the Peace offici-

ating. Miss Horseface Is a graduate
of some of the smartest schools in
the world, and Mr. Pilch is a gradu-
ate of the International Correspon-
dence Schools, where he was noted
for his practical jokes of sending
empty envelopes to his examiners.
They will be at home all next week,
but unless you bring a present don't
show up.

For tlie Little Ones
Comic Strip.

ABCEDFGHIJKLMN
OFQRSTUVW XYZ.

The comic strip ak)out this Is that
there Is no comic strip.

Oh Well.

COUNT DMITRI.

Oh, go to a college

Where exams were never tried;
Instead of seats, big easy chairs
With ash trays by their side.

And text-books were morning
papers,

And all assignments nil;

No roll-call to break up your slum-
ber.

And all of the lectures still.

And no tuition worries.
And no cuts for clas.ses missed;
With six months of vacation,
On this we would insist.

But, sadly do I rue it.

For such is not the case,
Yet, some day they may have a

school
In some far blissful place

(OANISIAN)

"%
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Perhup.s there is no pai'allel in college annals to rival the

meteoric rise of Villanova in athletics these live yeais past.

In such a shoit interval the Main Line institution has

risen from a mediocre and hum drum existance to a prom-

inent position among the high lights. Whereas foimerly the

name of Villanova was known locally and only in the East

it is now recognized the country over.

Other schools have gained notoriety, have iiamed across

the spoi'ting pages for a spell and then quietly burned back

to the embers they were before, leaving no maik or memor-

ial for remembrance; Villanova in her ascendancy has laid

the groundwork for permanence, her fame is not notoriety

or a flash in the pan, it is destined to last. Her growth has

been astoundingly rapid, yet we can go back and pick out

distinctly the various stages in it and show how one period

has broadened the way for the other.

We are speaking from an athletic standpoint solely.

The test for permanence is a simple one. Look back if you

can to a certain day in the early twenties when a small mid-

western college went up to Cambridge and licked Harvard in

football. One victory gave that little institution a reputa-

tion that many famed statesmen who had matriculated there

failed to give her, that one lone conquest pushed this college

into the flaring sports headlines. What was the result, in a

year or so the remarkable band of men who had made that

victory certain, had graduated and the teams once more

struggled along on the average lun of material.

One victory gave that college a name, but it would take

many, many more to keep her on the pedestal created by the

newspapers. Villanova advanced higher and higher by cer-

tain definite stages. When she lost ground she went back

and retrieved it and then took up the march anew. Conse-

quently she began to attract wider and wider notice, here

was no big Boom with a few reverberations and then silence,

but here was .something more lasting.

Villanova can now win or lose and suffer no loss of caste

and that is the mark of permanence.

We will take another angle of her growth and this con-

cerns the scope of sport activities followed. Nine or ten

years back Football and Baseball were the spoits here, Bas-

ketball was played to an extent but until then was mostly

an experiment. With the reblossoming of track these four

sports were all the college boastedr- -Undey, the impetus of

certain members of the class of 1930, Tennis was inaugur-

ated in 1928. Last year Golf was added and this term finds

Ice Hockey as the third minor sport.

Let us vision if we might what five years hence should

witness. We can see the new gymnasium, which should

revolutionize things, as the citadel of sport. We can readily

imagine a swimming team, a gym team, a furtherance of in-

tramural athletics with the resulting healthful recreation for

a greater percentage of the student body.

If we went still further by a greater dint of imagination

we might see a soccer eleven and even a board track for the

track team. Lacrosse would be a great conditioner for the

gridiron devotees in the winter and boxing and wrestling

would be but another natural outcome.

Tonight down at the Palais Royal whei'e Jack Birming-

ham and his mates turned back New Yoi^k U. on the court

last week anothei' invader will attempt to drag down the

Felines. St. Joseph's and a horde of Crimson and Gray

supporters will be in much evidence this evening. There is

no doubt the great majority of the crowd at the game will

be Hawk adherents, it is always so. No matter what the

situation, any meeting between these two rivals finds the

St. Joe rooters far outnumbering the Villanova camp follow-

ers.

Even last week at the Violet encounter a sparse eyeful

of Villanovans took the evening off to go down to Philly and

see the game—and then what happened? Just as we pre-

dicted in this column last week, we said in respect to a Vil-

lanova victory over N. Y. U. that "If our team gets the nod

each man in the school will take it upon himself to broadcast

the fact."

Well we didn't see each man in the .school but we .saw

enough. Practically every one we met would enthusiastic-

ally pi'oclaim, "The boys sure looked good last night, didn't

they?" or "It was pretty tough going till the team jumped
ahead." Now we know that not ten percent of those fellows

were even at the game and half of that number got their in-

formation from some one else. Most of them asked what the

score was, and they capered about congratulating the team
on their showing. That's sufficient.

And for tho.se at the game at least they wei'e there, but

most likely tongue tied till the last minutes. When the club

was shipping water undei' a 14 to 3 washing in the early

minutes of play we don't remember much noise coming from
the.se .same throats that yelled like demons when Birming-

ham made the winning goal. You can mark our words too

that the same situation will be repeated in the event of a

Villanova win tonight. We can heai- the wise boys chant

tomorrow, those who never .saw the game. "They never had
a chance against us, we got a good outfit."

...on the table lifs Skill/

^

...in a cigarette {?sTaste/
Judge a tree by its fmit." The endless de-

tail ofageing tobacco, blending and cross-blend-

ing, the standard Chesterfield method, is not

what interests you.

But its "fruit"— keener, spicier aroma, true

mildness with unmistakable tobacco"character"

—is just the one thing that smokers can judge by—

TASTE aSove everytking
MILD... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Oiesterfield
RNE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

1929. LiooBTT A: Mvras Tobacco Co

Club Activities

Beta Gamma
Pinal plans for the debate-dance

of Friday a week, February 21, are

being whipped into .shape by the

members of the debating society.

The debaters are exerting every
effort to make the affair a success.
As the scene of their activity, the
committee has .selected the Gold
Room of the Elk.s in Philadelphia.
The debate: Re.solved. that the

president of the United States be
chosen by a direct vote of the peo-
ple, will be followed by a formal
dance with Jim Kettrlck and his
Villanovans .supplying the dancers
with orchestration. Thus there is

a two-fold rpa.son for attending one
educational, the other social.

Tickets can be had from any
member of the committee, viz.

Messrs. Jenkins. Farnsworth, Weiss,
Gill. Orbach and Prokop.

Coal Crackers Club

At last night's meeting the re-
ports of the Club's officers were
rendered and accepted.

It is to be noted that all reports
were favorable in every way. They
showed the Coal Crackers to be In
a strong financial position, in an
enviable social position, and one of
the most enterprising, perhaps the
most enterprising, among the social
clubs on the campus.
Meetings for the second semester

will be held in the usual place and
at the usual time.

Just Looking Around
Ice, ice everywhere and plenty ot

places to fall down and go piop!
Since the ice hockey team was
etarted, all Villanova seems to have
been turned into a skating rink, and
most Villanovans into ternbly
amateurish skaters.

• • *

We may become air-conscious,
and we may get used to a good
many things, but we don't think
we'll ever feel right with ice under
us. I'nerelore, we refuse all invita-
tions for week-ends with Byrd at
Uie South Pole.

. .

. -

• • •

Ice is all right in its place, out
its place Is the refrigerator.
Some of the ice we've been having

around school will probably be
needed on the night of the twenty-
second, when our puck-chasers, ice-

men, pucksters or what have you,
meet a sextet from Penn, if we're
any judge.

•-•:.*.

If the ice hockey team wants to
play any matches at home, then
can use tlie tennis courts, for lasi

week those "courts" were not at all

recognizable by the new students.

• • •

The inter- frat league got going
in great shape last week, and the
students today find the pre-meds
tied with the engineers for the
league lead. The pre-meds have
one twice, and while they have not
met the engineers, the quintet
Clete Gardner is coaching seems to
be the class of the league.

• • «

In their two games, played on
successive days last week, the em-
bryo medicos showed a fine offense,
and displayed more teamwork than
any other aggregatloiL

• * *

The Engineers won their only
contest in a thriller against the
A. B.S In a game that was In doubt
until the last whistle sounded. The
next battle between these teams
will be worth watching.

• • •

The games last week were
handled capably by Jim Henry and
Joe DeLuca.

• • *

After watching the games last
week we wish to take back all we've
ever said about the pre-meds or
engineers being fogbound. If any-
body was in that deplorable state
after the exams, it seems to have
been the business men and the
a-bees.

• • •

The next game will be played on
Thursday evening, when the Busi-
ress men encounter the Engineers
in a battle which may mean a lot
concerning second place In the final
standings.

BELLE - MASQUE
ANNOUNCE CAST

(contiuued from page one)

the character. Having a peculiar

fitness for the part—a sturdy build.

The next seven days are a Dig

weeK in Villanova athletics. Beioie
Sunday rolls around, Villanova, , ^ ^, ^^ ^

teams will taKe part in no less than^ K^^^ce of movement, dignity of

six athletic contest. I bearing and a voice that expresses

, , * 'every variety of serious emotion

The indoor trackmen make their (Mr. McHugh seems to be excellently

debut tomorrow night at the Arenai, cast.

In Pnlladelphla, when Coach Mere-
dith and Captain Mahan will lead
a dozen or so athletics in a numoer
ot events. The relay team is ex-
pected to play an important part
in the special one mile relay in

which it is entered.

Small Squad
Headed for

Trackfest

The varsity basketeers of Doc
Jacobs play twice in Phlladelpnla,
and meet on each occasion a loe

which is making big pians lor a
Wildcat defeat. . , ,

•
•'"

This evening, the devotees of the
hardwood court will meet Saint
Joseph's, and the wearers ol the
Crimson will try again to drag the
Blue and White into the dust, or
perhaps through the ice and slush.

St. Joe's is an in-and-out five, but
tonight's game is one of the most
important on its schedule.

• • *

On Thursday night, the Birming-
ham-men play the Penn A. C. in

a fray, which perhaps cannot be
correctly called an intercollegiate

contest. However, the game will go
into the records, and the Philadel-

phians, with Joey Shaaf as their

big gun, are out for another scalp.

« « •

Al Severance" Freshman five will

take part in tliree contests this

week, and will travel more than 300
miles to play them.

• • •

Tonight the Frosh will meet the
yearlings from Saint Joseph's in

Philadelphia as a prelim to the
varsity fracas.

• • •

Tomorrow night, the yearlings

have one of their most important
games booked, for they travel up
to the wilds of Luzerne county,
where everybody plays and talks

basketball, to meet the Mining and
Mechanical Institute, at Freeland.
The M. and M. I. is one of th

fastest prep school teams in the
"itate and is probably without t

peer in the coal regions.

• • •

After meeting some of the best

in Penn.sylvanla. Severance will

take the first-year men then to

Princeton on Saturday night, to

see what Hun school can offer as

a representative of the sister state.

• • •

All in all. Its a pretty big sports
week, and although the Inter-frat
same will be the only campus ac-
tivity, there will be plenty of action
elsewhere.

The character of Richelieu, as

portrayed in the play. Is higher and

finer—as it ought to be—than that

of the historic Cardinal. Richelieu

was not, in actual life, the noble
spirit th'at he is in this rosy fiction.

The dramatist has depicted him as

just wise, gentle, tolerant of weak-
ness, and only hostile and bitter

when confronted by tyranny and
wrong. The charm of the char-
acter grows out of relationship to

circumstances. He is the embodi-
ment of virtuous power, shown in

its grandest phase and function as
the protector of innocent weakness
Seeing this aged priest, as he rises

in the eye of imagination, the ob-
server instinctively feels, without
pausing to reflect upon it, that he
is a grand and noble man, who will

be as true as steel to all that is

good and pure, and who must in-

evitably conquer and dominate as

the sun must rise.

As yet no definite date has been
set by Professor Jonas for the play
but it is expected that the first

week after Easter will see the cur-
tain raise on the first performance
In the meantime Mr. Jonas
lose little time in assembling tils

cast and calling rehearsals for sev-

en weeks is not any too much time
to produce a play of the type of

•Richelieu."

The first announcement of the
cast is as follows:

Only Eight Track Men to

Represent College in

Arena Event

MEADOWBROOK GAMES

Louis XII, King of Fronce
Charles LaFond

Gaston, Duke of Orleans
John Carruthers

Cardinal Richelieu . . Hugh McHugh
Baradas Joe. Takacs
BeDeringhen Joe. T. Foley
Adrian DeMaupret

Edward Hookey
Joseph Jos. Gaynor
Huguet Edward Clark
Francois Frank Remy
First Courtier John Bryne
First Conspirator W. Qulnlan
Captain of Guards

Nicholas Cattle

Eight men will be taken to the
Meadowbrook Indoor Track and
Field meet tomorrow night at the
Arena by Coach Meredith, Villa-

nova mentor. The Wildcats have
an entry for the one mile relay, the
two mile run, the 45 yard dash and
the high jump.

In the final trials on the Haver-
ford board track Saturday after-
noon between the relay candidates
over the 440 yard route, Frank Ma-
han, captain of the cinderpathers,
took first place, the other places
went to Bucky Hammond, and
Johnny Whalen. Joe Costanzo did
not run in the trial but will be the
fourth member of the quartet.

The probable running order is de-
pendant on the draw lor position,
the most likely one however appears
to favor Mahan as leadoff, with
Whalen taking the second leg, Ham-
mond next and Costanzo as anchor.
To date the opposing teams are not
known but should include Temple

^m and St. Joseph's.

Carmen Salerno is the lone Blue
and White harrier in the two mile
run, it will be his premiere bow to
varsity competition. In a trial the
other day the diminutive Sopho-
more raced off a mile and three-
quarters in 8.58 4-5 seconds without
a pacesetter.

Johnny Baker is representing the
college in the handicap high Jump,
and Jack Hlghhcld is listed for the
45-yard handicap dash.

First Secretary . .

.

Second Secretary

Third Secretary .

Julie DeMortunor
Marlon DeLorme

David Cartcnuto

H. A. Dougherty
. Jos. Hou.scman
. . . James Boyer

William Papp
Courtiers. Pages, Conspirators.

Oflncers, Soldiers. Gentleman and
Attendant*: Wagner. Regan, Stella.
Lewis, Heron. Judson, Pamsworth,
Busenklll. C. C. BusenklU, Hen-
drlck. Hahn. Kellem, Horter, Dal-
ton and Antonaccio.

COLLEGE
Announcements

STUDENTS
Your aid is needed to stop this

new abuse In the college of tele-
phone-booth tipping, slug-dropping
etc. Unless you give your entire co-
operation telephone service will be
discontinued here at the college.

• • •

JUNIORS
Any Junior desiring to try for the

managership of the Ice Hockey
team should see either Fr. Fink or
Julius J. Becza, 138 Good Counsel.

LOST
Silver, Waterman's fountain pen.

J. Fltzhenry will appreciate its re-
turn. Room 68 Mendel Wi^n
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Pre-Meds and

Engineers in

Tie for Top

Zukoskl, g 3
Morrison, g. ,:v»,.i»f 1

August M- .."•' 1

Trapp, c 1

Totals 12

3
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HERE'S WHAT'S ASKED OF YOU
One of the surest traits that characterize an Individ-

ual's success in any field is a deep sense of loyalty to the
group. The merit oi such a virtue is too obvious to need
any extolling and while the practical benefits accruing to
him that practices it are not always so obvious they are none
the less present in good measure. Consequently, when stu-

dent cooperation is requested in Villanova's present gigan-
tic venture it is a request which, if heeded, wiU be recipro-
cal in its benefits. He is indeed a poor business man who
cannot foresee where his best interests be and he is an
equally poor student who is unable to see the benefits that
will accrue to him from a college bettered in a score of ways.
Since, therefore, it is the student and the student alone, who
is to benefit by the success of the undertaking, the talk of
"requesting" cooperation is altogether out of order. Rather
it must be cheerfully volunteered.

Misconceptions, however, have arisen in some quar-
ters. By cooperation, it is not necessarily impbed that do-
nations are expected from the undergraduate body. At the
present stage of the campaign no such intentions are being
harbored. But what is asked, and it is bttle enough, is

enthusiasm,—sincere and unbounded enthusiasm which
will stimulate the progress of the campaign and react as
favorable advertisement of its nature and its purpose.
Thus far cooperation in this quarter has been nothing short
of commendable. But in the present week there will be
opportunity for the testing of such spirit by more tangible
means. Personal interviews are requested of each student
and at designated times and places, compbance with which
will occasion bttle or no inconvenience. Again it is repeat-
ed that these interviews are not for the purpose of mulcting
donations from anyone. They are rather in the nature of
mutual help conferences wherein the student will be shown
how he can be of aid and the committee will be able to

secure data calculated to be of great value in furthering the
success of the venture. The main purpose is to consideir
likely candidates to serve on campaign committees, aside
from the student body.

The "Villanovan," therefore, urges its readers to
once again demonstrate that loyalty that has character-
ized the Villanova student body in the pasL Many of the
present students have stood shoulder to shoulder in some of
the worst crises of Villanova 's history. They will not fail

her now. And while our own share may be only the "wid-
ow's mite" in the final computation, it will be gratifying to
know that what we could do we did do wholeheartedly.
Our goal should be—"Every man present at the first skir-

mish." Make your report on the day assigned.

* *

WASHINGTON
On the coming Friday our nation will celebrate the

birthday of our first President and one of the most illus-

trious men of all time, Washington. On this occasion we
cannot help but compare present day conditions with con-
ditions as tliey existed when our country was but thirteen
small colonies. We can only visualize the obstacles that the
founders of this nation encountered in their efforts to gain
freedom and to set up a Constitution. To a great extent
these burdens fell upon Washington aa the leader of the
colonies. With what great success he met is now only his-

tory; but it might be interesting to see how he developed
the ability to solve these problems.

Contrary to general beUef, Washington came not
from rich parentage, but started life with moderate means.
In childhood he developed a systematic method of doing
business. He knew when and where his attentions must be
paid. He was aware at all times of the necessity for effic-

iency. Despite this, however, Washington was not a busi-

ness man in the modern sense ;—but the problems which he
solved were executive problems and he solved them in a
manner worthy of the most capable executive. System was
the key-note of his success and upon this he successfully
Hiirmounted the problems of merchant, land-owner, sur-

veyor and statesman. Might not this little known phase of
Was)|ington.'8 life prove helpful especially to those of us
who are at this time planning a business career.

Our country owes an everlasting debt of gratitude to

Washington for without him the Fourth of July might well
have been just another Saturday; without him we might
now he living in a glorified new South Wales, contributing
a billion to the upkeep of a king and his staff, and shipping
our gold to the Bank of England.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Tuesday, February 18

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
Lawrence Club, Academy « . ..^ *f 7.00 P. M.
Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall '.:. ....,...,. 7.00 P. M.
villanova vs. Lirslnus, CollegevlUe, Pa <•'»..»:. W.OO P. M.

Wednesday, February 19

Individual Year Book Pictures, Mendel Hall .... 8.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M.
LaSalle Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.
H. C. H. S. Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.
Student Council lYibunal, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Connecticut Vailey Club, Academy 7.00 P. M.

'Ihursday, February 2U
Individual Year Book Pictures, Mendel Hall .... 8.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M.
Senior Class Meeting, Academy , 100 P. M.
Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre i......i.i.,., ..*..-, 100 P. M.
Inter-lrat Basketball Game, Gym ......'...... 7.15 P. M.
VaMiity Bowling, Bryn Mawr »i. . . ..... 9.00 P. M.

Friday, February '21

12.30 Club Meeting, Monastery 12.30 P. M.
Stamford Club Meeting , .,.,»... 3.30 P. M.
Inter-lrat Basketball Game, Gym ii . , .'• • 7.15 P. M.
iieta Gamma Debate-Dance, Elks Hall, Phlla .....>. 8.00 P. M.
Villanova vs. St. John's College. Brooklyn, N. Y iif...V, 8.00 P. M.

Saturday, February 22 ..'•

Villanova vs. Manhattan College, N. Y. C 8.00 P. M.
Villanova vs. . of P. (Ice Hockey), Arena, Phila. 8.30 P. M.

Monday, February 24
V. I. C. Meeting, Academy 12.30 P. M.
Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy ; , 1.00 P. M.
Junior Class Meeting, Academy .,.............,......'. 1.00 P.
Jersey City Club, Academy

; . . , 7.00 P.
Tuesday, February 25

Phi Kappa Pi, Mendel Hall 11.45 A. M.

M.
M.

A PASSING THOUGHT

A social translormation is be-
ing ellected in America with in-
creasing velocity and many are
greeting it with signs of relief,
ine era that is now passing has
been one of much talK and little

accomplishment. Of this there is

irrefutable proof to be found in
art, style, the code of politeness,
and the newspapers.

xhe modernists have had mu-
seums to exhibit their work for
several years in Philadelphia
ana Washington, and the art in-
stitutions of Chicago, Cleveland,
ueiroit, Los Angeles, Newark, all
have large seciions devoted to
modernist art. Imagmation has
been divorced from painting and
nature has been depicted as a
noage podge of barren forms.
Oniy ignorant people, it is claim-
ed, cannot see that character
may be delineated by jumbled
iines, circles and blotches. The
modernists have presupposed
that psychology Is an exact sci-
ence and that certain combin-
ation of forms must excite ex-
quisite Joy.

In style and manners every-
thing was too simple, too un-
imaginative. Woman became a
sport and a good pal. She was
aressed to work beside men, to
piay with them, and, in a word,
to be a constant companion.
She wanted equality and consid-
ered anything appearing to be
politeness as conaensation in dis-
guise. She failed to see that the
ritual of manners was a symbol
of man's regard for her superior-
ity. Man, ever seeking the ideal,
was forced by woman to accept
her as an equal and now the
mysterious sex has discovered
that equals do not receive special
consideration.

ihe newspapers have been re-
placed by the tabloids which, by
substituting pictures for the
printed word, have cast out im-
agination. The political interest
ox the American public has been
disregarded by publishers in their
mad rush to pander the desire
for human interest stories. Any-
thing th^t deals with wealth,
women, immorality, and liquor
always make good copy. Cer-
tainly the tabloids are not intel-
lectual cocktails.

We are having the reaction
now. In the next decade the
pendulum will be found between
the extremes of materialism and
idealism. It will be a change for
the better. The ideal of a civil-

ization where wealth is used only
to Increase production, where
standardization is a fetish, has
succeeded only in bringing de-
spair. The thinking of the peo-
ple will have much to do in
bringing about a salutary trans-
formation in the near future.

Nation Wide
Contest is

Announced

in

"I lent you $10 five years ago, and
you have kept it ever since!"

"You are doing me a great injus-
tice, sir! I distinctly remember that
I spent it the same day!"

Inter-collegiate Contest

Oratory Sponsored by
B. A. F. of C.

I'he •Villanovan" has been au-
thorized to make the first an-
nouncement on the Villanova cam-
pus oi the many changes m the
leguiations oi tne 1930 National In-
Dercoiiegiate Oratorical Contest on
the Constitution which have been
announced by the director of this
yearn contest.

i'he ten minute limit has Iseen

abandoned and a word limit of 1500
words has been set. The total

amount oi the prizes remains $5000,
the lowest prize being raised, how-
ever, to $400, but the first prize re-
mains at $1500.
A new list of subjects, more in

keeping with the maturity of college
men and women, has been an-
nounced. The 1930 subects are:

Ihe Constitution of the United
States.

Constitutional Ideals.

Constitutional Duties,
uonstitutional Aspirations.

j.he Constitution and the Su-
pieme Court.
Ihe fiace of Constitutional Law

in iimerican Life.

The Constitution and National
Progress.

ine Constitution and Contem
porary Executive Practices.

ihe Constitution and American
Economic Policies.

Constitutional Incentives to Indi-
vidual Initiative.

Constitutional Guarantees to All
American Citizen;;.

ihe Constitution and Internation-
al Affairs.

American Youth and the Consti-
tution.

The Constitution and its Pounders
I'his contest was inaugurated and

is conducted by the Better America
Federation of California. Last year
642 colleges and universities entered
the contest. Every college student
in America is eligible to compete
The finals will be held June 19 at
Los Angeles. The entries close
March 25 and each college or uni
versity should have selected its ora
tor by April 15. Information con
cerning the details of the contest
may be obtained from P. Caspar
Harvey, Contest Director, Liberty.
Mo.

KnockingAbaut
the Campus

ills Traditiuns

Billy had been told that a tradition
is sometliing handed down from
parents to children.

So the next day at school he ex-
plained to his teaclier that he was
late because "Mother had to mend
my traditions."

•.'^'.••:v:v^.. A TEST

Villanova is now known to the country for her ath-

letic teams. It is about time she has achieved some prestige
in regards to cultural and intellectual activities. The Beta
Gamma is trying to do this but it is handicapped by a lack
of funds. In order to raise the ni<mey required for guaran-
tees, a debate and dance will be given in the Gold Room of

the KIks on Friday, February 21. The ballroom of the Elks
is certainly more convenient and presentable than the gym-
nasium of the ancient Alumni Hall. This fact combined
with the worthy purpose of the dance should draw a record
crowd, but, whether it will or not is another matter.

On the Campus the following has been heard: "I'll

be there after the debate.'' "What do you think I am? go-

ing to a debate." This attitude cannot be justified. Per-

haps psychiatrists would explain it as having developed in

childhood by seeing public speakers caricatured as emaci-

ated individuals wearing horn rimmed spectacles and un-

consciously lulling an audience to sleep.

Those men who stuff their conceit by scorning de-

baters should listen to some before forming their judgment.

Perhaps, if they tried speaking themselves they would only

provoke howls of laughter at themselves and not at what
they said. This is quite bitter, exaggerated, and unjustified,

but it does show that there are two sides to a question.

Will the day come at Villanova when physical, in-

tellectual and cultural development progress side by side;

when people will say, "No. Villanova is not a college just

for athletes. Look at the Debating team's victories over

Oxford, Harvard and Yale."

Friday night will answer tliis question and likewise

will be a test of student opinion.

Sport of Kings

Well it was a natural move and

one to be expected. We mean that

move where the champ took his

opponents last king and two re-

maining singles, or maybe you

naven t heara of the new craze. OI

how the college harum-scarums

nave senilely settled down to the

intricacies of checkers. There's not

a red cent left for penny-ante,

oridge has claimed it's last dummy
and ueen erased with its own rub-

oer and all over the campus the

little black and white pellets move

in the majesty that clothes a king.

No wonder we get the jumps think-

ing about It. And yet there's

something missing. Checkers were

intended for the country store and

we hold steadfastly to the opinion

that a checker piayer without a

goatee is no checker player at all.

A dormitory desk be it ever so

sliaky is a far cry from the historic

cracker barrel and a radiator by

no trick of the Unagination can be

construed into the open coal stove

of the pensiVe rustics. And while

we do have oiu: cud chewers in no

mean numbers we can see no fun in

expectorating tobacco juice unless

It can be directed at the red drum
oi an open heater. And let our

artificial college checker players go

into as many brown studies as they

will they can never achieve that

protlciency where they can wait on
customers between moves.

The CoUege "Talkies"

Conversation is admittedly a lost

art. Now we don't know who lost

it and we don't know just where

it was mislaid but we nope to

neaven that some bright lad

finds it again before the

speaking world goes completely

to the bow-wows. For it most cer-

tainly is headed in that direction

with a vengeance. Now we do not

mean to infer that the world is

languishing for the want of talk.

Heaven forbid! To tell the truth

we think it sufferhig from the want
of silence but that is neither here

nor there. Nor do we hold a brief

for the stilted parlance of a day

gone by or for increased yardage

per sentence. Ah, no. But for the

love of conversation will somebody
please gag a few of these big joke

and quip men who borrow their
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The Mosque

The general recreation for the

earnest student, or those lacking in

sex appeal, has been for a long

time the movies. After two or three

years one can see. very good movies

in the suburban towns, around here,

and if one feels the urge one can

go into Philadelphia, where one can

see a carefully laundered version of

a movie that played In New York

at least last year. Considering that

there are many last minute choices

as to the cinema, which have re-

sulted In disappointed customers, it

is the intention of this column this

week to write a few reviews of cur-

rent drama.
« * *

"Frozen Sin"

This is a touching little drama, of

life among the Eskimos, those

quaint little people, who are always

being explored, and who live in

snow houses on practically nothing

at all. In the summer they fish

and sleep, but in the winter when
it's all frozen up there, they don't

fish. The story is hinged about a
very large cake of ice, for which
two very famous Eskimo families

have been fighting a feud for many
years. The young Pilches are

brought up with the Idea of always

hating the nafne of Blotz. It

seems as though the coveted piece

of Ice was one on which the first

Pilch slipped, and on that occasion,

the first Blotz, who was passing by

in. his new sport Kyak phaeton,

happened to ask him if he fell.

Thus the feud was established and
lasted until, one day while Herman
Pilch happened to pass the Pilch

Igloo, he saw the lovely Sadie Blotz

sitting In her room and sewing a

fine seam. They instantly fell in

love, and the rest of the picture is

devoted to the wiles which the

lovers use to escape the parental ire

and get married. The tragedy

finally ends, with the lovers getting

narrled, and shows a close-up of

them floating away on a cake of

Ice. "out thar little gal."

Theme Song: "My Steam Heated
Flat In Medicine Hat."

• •

Mauve Mudde
In this play, our diminutive little

"if" girl gives a startling shock to

the morals of all and adds another

incult to the minds of intelligent

people.
She is lousy. (As we say in

big stock in trade from the current] gpauish) However the cash custo

shows or do we have to go off in a: ^grs still come by the milion to see

corner somewhere and invent some^^gj.^ j^jj^ g^e gets more fan letters,

new and deadly poison gas? And ^^an the New York Post Office. In
while we are at it, it might not bej^ijig pj^y ij^^ to oiu" demeure hero-
a bad idea to exterminate a few j^g jg one divorce after another,
of the confirmed medical maniacs L^tii it gets so that they divide the
or engineering experts who can '(jg^rees three for one. I didn't stay
find nothing to talk about over the

joj. y^g gnd but you can goyourself

,

luncheon tray than leucosytes,[and see how terrible it really Is.,

parasites or pons asinorum. On the

list might be added to indefinitely

The benighted wretch who tries to

wise-crack on every lecture and
who Is such a poor enunciator that

you get thrown out of class for ask-

ing him to kindly speak louder or

cease firing. And oh yes, the col-

umnist who has nothing to say and
who tries to keep the editorial wolf

from the door by roasting every-

thing and anything for the sake of

his August Majesty "Copy."

Why Don't You Get an Orchestra?

Now when a bright youngster by
name Marconi, brought the radio

idea and increased the noise in the

world by the simple expedient of pull-

ing all of the previously unheard
shieks out of the ether and adding
to our own nerve-wrackers a few
odd milion squeals, squawks and
assorted cacaphonies he slipped up
badly in one respect. He failed to

provide for Individual • tastes in

noises. And after all every radio

be it heterodyne, anodyne or iodine

Is Identical with every other as far

as noise goes and if you think it

doesn't go very far ask the man
who owns one.
So If you think that a radio will

eiihance your popularity with your
fellows disabuse your mind. It will

do nothing of the sort. For there
is also such a thing as dissimilar-

ity as regards tastes in programs
most of which come imder the
classification of noise anyhow.
(This to show you that we are do-
ing our utmost to stick to the ques-
tion). For as soon as you get three
men in your room (which by the
way Is strongly against the Code
Napoleon) and please one of them
you Immediately make two im-
placable enemies. Or if you please
yourself you won't have a friend in
the world. And the radio doesn't
squawk that can bring two. three
or five programs in simultaneously
and still preserve anything like

peace In the family. Until such an
nstrument Is Invented you had
best stick In the hermit caste let

the quips fall where they may
But when you go out don't forget
we'd like to have your kep!

Will you walk into my chamber
Said the fan unto his guest

I will entertain you nobly
And I'll heed your each reque.st

There are radios and radios
But mine Is the best!

So the unsuspecting stranger
Is beguiled into the den

Of the fiend who knows not where
to stop

Oh why to stop or when
And the air may hum with

symphonies
But I'll not go again

For we lingered not In any place
The while a miser smiles

Till out of breath with travels, I
Quit In the British Isles

But still unspent he draged me
through

A few more million miles

So let the speedsters twirl till doom
And let the static crack.

"Around the world In eighty days?"
Old Verne was slow. Alack!

In eighty seconds I have been
Around the world and back!

BRIAN BORYU

The worse a Job Is the more rea-
son for trying to make the best of
It. —George Bernard Shaw.

A. W.

"Thwarted Love"
This is the story of a romantic

paper-hanger who fell In love with
the picture of a girl on the wall

paper which he is putting up. He
is heartbroken, until one night,

while returning from a quiet eve-

inlng at the boiler factory, he
chances to pass by the wall, where
he found romance with his paper
lady, and mlrablle dlctu she steps

out and meets him. He wakes up
the next day with a cruel hang-
over and vows that he'll never
touch Sterno again. The local po-
lice found him. crooning love songs
to a lamp post and took him to a
nice cool cell with southern expo-
sure and hot and cold folding door-
nobs.
Theme Song: "In Dreams I Paste

Your Eye Madame."
• * *

"Why Go To College"

Of course, no really good review
is complete without a good college

picture showing how men go to

college, and just have a great old
time making whoopee In cut down
flivvers and "frat" house, with the
fair co-eds. It is the story of Otto
Angleiron, a student in the Corre-
spondence School, who flnds that
college life is not all that it should
be. One day while hanging around
the Post Office waiting for the next
class, he chanced to see a fair

young co-ed, receiving her flrst

course in "How to speak Sanskirt In
Six Easy Lessons" for infants, in-
valids and travellers. Thus the
pretty collegiate romance was be-
gun, when the little lady coyly
dropped her shoe in front of our
dashing hero and he playfully kick-
ed under a passing street car. He
received a fractured skull and inter-
nal injuries, from the loving dam-
sel, and everything was humming
from then on. The picture closes
with a romantic scene In the dance
given at one of the fraternity houses
where everyone Is making "Hey.
Hey!" and shows our dear little

collegians romantically discussing
the Binomial Theorem.

Pleeze Mr. Shubert my career!!!
COUNT DMITRI

Third Annual Dinner
Dance of Phi Kappa Pi

On the evening of February 27th,
the Phi Kappa PI Engineering Fra-
ternity will hold Its 3rd Annual
Dinner Dance at the Rltten^xouse
Hotel In Philadelphia. For ' the
past two years this affair has been
the outstanding formal fraternity
function on the campus. The at-
tendance this year will be restricted
solely to members of the fraternity
and the Faculty of the Engineering
School. This exclusive function
will no doubt set a precedent on the
campus and we hope It will lead to
many more similar afTairs by our
brother fraternities. The Dinner-
Dance is in the hands of the cap-
able Joe Winterer assisted by a
combination composed of H. Bar-
ger. Joe Kelley. Ed. Weiss, Joe
allien, B. Schevllln and Nick Cattle.
The Alumnus Committee is com-

posed of H. Bygott, H. Avrlll and
James Gara. The toastmaster will
be John J. Kelley.

Sport Spots by Spotty

Tbe basketball and bockey clubs face stern tests tbis

week-end in New York and Pbiiadelpbia. Jacob's men

meet two oi tbe toughest basketball uutlits in tbe east in

Manbattan and ht. Jobn's tbis Friday and Saturday in Gotb-

ain* Tbe quintet bas come alon^ in splendid style, but tbe

two obstacles looming in tbe near future promise to feel out

tbe club in no uncertain style. Manbattan always looks

good on ber borne floor and St. Jobn s—well tbey only lost

one game in over fifteen this season. If tbe boys return

next Sunday witb tbese two scalps in tbe bag it will be just

tbe tonic tbey need to face Temftle.

Our newest endeavor, tbe Ice Hockey Team, makes

its bow to collegiate competition against Pennsylvania at tbe

Arena on Saturday nigbt. Coacb Levine is optimistic over

our cbances; altbougb Penu does not sport exactly tbe hot-

test band of skaters, still tbey have bad plenty of experience

and are confident. As far as confidence is concerned tlie

Wildcat sextet is freely endowed but tbe fact remains tb^

tbe first game always exercises considerable tension on tbe

tellows.

We are looking for tbe best tbougb and expect to see

tbe boys go right out and give Penn plenty to think about.

We have a good buneb who are anxious to show their stuff.

Upon the outcome of tbis game hinges other and more im-

portant frays.

WHY J\OT LACROSSE?
Most of the colleges now have taken up the old In-

dian game of lacrosse to keep their football men in condi-

tion, during the off season from the gridiron, not that the

football men alone are eligible for the club but that it is a

rough game and they are generally the best fitted to play it.

Villanova could put such a team on the field. It would give

needed exercise to more men in the winter months and then

when the spring training season rolled around the boys

would be fit to don the moleskins again without a long build-

ing up process.

In one of the recent rebgious surveys the lack of ex-

ercise for a majority of the boys was stressed as an unfortu-

nate item in that the boys had too much idle time, and had

no means to work off excessive enthusiasm.

The keen winter months are undoubtedly the health-

iest of the year and a couple hours of intensive exercise

every day for eight or ten weeks would be just the thing for

many of the boys.

THE DRIVE
The future of Villanova athletics in a great part

hinges on the success of the present drive of the college for

funds. It is not necessary to go into detail and explain what

opportunities future students here will enjoy should the

goal be realized.

We really have but the bare facilities to carry on our

program, with the addition of more teams and a resumption

of intramural activities it is imperative that additions be

made.
The greatest need is for a gynmasium. One that will

encompass a mass of activities, that will give the Villanova

student something he can take pride in. To have such an

institution we must give all the cooperation we can to insure

the fulfillment of the drive.

Better than our own little mite is the spirit we put

behind this great endeavor. In a proportionate part the

student body can accomplish marvels with its whole hearted

cooperation.

the lot its Action /.on

V ,•

• • •

V<«J

cigaretteifs |ASTE /
•«'

Easy to say. hard to do." Easy to claim

everything for a cigarette ; not so easy to give

the one thing that really counts : taste.

Hard to do—but Chesterfield does it. Spark-

ling flavor, richer fragrance, the satisfying char-

aaer that makes a cigarette—because, in every

stept we aim at taste ...

" TAS T E aiove everyfAin^ . . and yet

THEY SATISFY

hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

e 1929, Lioom ft Mrnt Toa4cco Co.

First Call

For Battery

Men Yesterday

27 Football

Men Receive

Varsity Award

Pitchers and Catchers Re-. Athletic Association Gives

spond to First Call For \ Letters and Sweaters

:, Baseball . '.:., V To Gridders

Yesterday afternoon, battery can-
didates for the baseball team ans-
wered the first call of the year of
Charlie McGeehan, when a brief

workout was held in the gym. More
than a dozen'pitchers and catchers,
under the eyes of Coach McGeehan
and Captain-elect Gillespie, began
preparations for the long grind that
begins within the next six weeks.
At thu same time, candidates for

the Penn nine, which meets the
Cats in April, were sent through
their paces in the Palestra.

The Averace

"How many students are
studying at this university?"
"Oh, about one In ten."

there

CLASS OF '33 HELD
FIRST ELECTIONS

(continued from page one)
two .speeches were made necessar^
as with the conclusion of this meet-
ing the yearlings leave the protect-
iny wing of the Sophomores.

Elections Held on Thursday
Between 12 o'clock and 5:00 p. m.

e.ections by ballot were held in the
Belle Aire office. Members of tbe
iatudent Council acted as watchers.
The ballots were signed as to maivt
sure of the legitimacy of the vote.
By three o'clock almost all of the
votes had been cast.

Experienced Officers
The newly elected president is a

student of the School of Commerce
and Finance and a graduate of
Saratoga Springs High School. Mr.
Smith was very popular In high
school being an athlete, high In
his studies, and active In his class
affairs. Incidentally, Mr. Rosen is

also a Business student and Is p
»Taduate of St. Benedict's in New-
ark, N. J. He has also shown his
prowess on the gridiron, basket ba'
court and classroom. He was also
a class officer. Mr. Quinn claims
for his home town Brooklyn, N. Y.
The newly elected treasurer com**
from Altoona. Pa'. With such a
"ompetent staff of officers the
Class of "SS ought to be successful
in every way. -The present Fresh-
man class is the largest and great-
est class ever to enter the portals
of Villanova.

17 TO BE BACK IN FALL

Twenty-seven members of the
1929 varsity football squad received
their letters and sweaters last week,
a.s the reward of their valiant and
stalwart services on the gridiron.

The list of those winning the
coveted insignia includes ten backs
and fifteen linemen. Seventeen ol

the lettermen will be back next
year, while five of the number are
only sophomores.

The backs to receive the "V" and
sweaters are: Captain Ed Melanson,
Captain-elect Clete Gardner, Johnny
Gillespie, Jack McAndrews, Tom
Morgan, Jimmy McLaughlin, Sky
August, Andy Andrewlewicz, Jack
Birmingham, and Johnny Highfleld.

Four of these will be back in the

Wildcat fold next falL

The linemen are: Jim Henry,
Jack McGann, Joe Kelly, Mike
Terry, Dixie Sheehan, Art Harklns,
Irv Boucher, Bruno Contl, Tom Ed-
wards, Jim Milne,JPhll HiUen, Fred
Donovan, Smoky Kobilis, Charley
Wltkowskle, and Reds Bradley.

Only two from this list, Henry and
HUlen,'will be absent from the

squad next September.
Manager James Donnelly also re-

ceived his letter, while assistant

manager Ed McOinty was awarded
a minor "V."
At the same time, sweaters anc

numerals were given out to Doc
Jacobs first-year gridders.

Evidently the Palais Ro^ is con-
ducive to thrilling Blue and White
rallies, if nothing else. The game
last Tuesday night was the second
in less than a week that was settled

In an exciting manner.

Installment Baylnff

Lodger (excitedly): "Just think,

Mrs. Miggs—in 12 short months
from now she'll be mine."
Landlady: "Who. Mr. Smith? I

didnt know you 'ad a young lady."

Lodger: "No, no—my two-seat-
er I"

This column writing is an uncer-

tain business. Last week we dis-

covered at some length on the ice.

When we wrote the paragraphs,
everybody was having his ups anu
downs. But when Tuesday rolled

around, there was no ice, and the

sun was shining, and the weather
was fit for a day in June.

• • •

As we write this, it looks as

though we were in for a rainy speil.

(Tip to the weather bureau—Wow
you can predict anything but rain

for Tuesday).

The ice hockey team will meet
Penn at the Arena on Saturday
night, making the debut of Villa-

nova on the ice. While Perm's
pucksters are not exactly the cream
of collegiate competition, still the

Quakers are improving, and recent
scores show that the sextet which
will face the Wildcats is far more
powerful than the one which played
the first part of the season for the
Red and Blue.

• • •

The fray with Penn will be the

first of the two with the Philadel-

phia university during 1930. In
April, the baseball nines of the two
schools will clash.

• * •

The basketball team enters the
last lap of a successful season by
playing its last six games during the
next ten days.

• • •

Tonight, both the varsity and the
Prosh meet Urslnus over In College-
vine. The Urslnus cagers are not
exceptionally strong this year, and
the Cats will protwbly turn in two
Victories.

• • •

Then, on Friday morning. Doc
Jacobs will take the squad to New
York to meet two of the best teams
that Gothan has put on this year—
and New York has six teams of Al
calibre this winter.

• • •

On Friday night, the courtmen
face the great undefeated five from
St. John's college in Brooklyn.
Since the Cats turned back N. Y. U.
by a two-point margin, interest in

this battle has been growing over
on the narrow isle, and quite a
crowd is expected to turn out to

see this all-important game, which
may give the winner the title to

Catholic College champion of the
Middle Atlantic States.

• • •

If comparative scores mean any-
thing, the Brooklynists must be
rated a few foul goals the better.

St. John's won from N. Y. U... by a
23-20 count, a spurt near the end of

the second half giving the Brooklyn
troupe sufficient margin. Then
last Wednesday night. Lehigh
which had previously won from the

Cat. lost to St. John's, 34-25.

I But comparative scores mean
nothuig most oi the time, inis
year, Villanova bwainped F. and ivi.,

and Lebanon Vaxiey gave the time
and White a mce trouncing. DUt
last week, F. and M. won irom tne

Liebanon aKgre^atiou by a 27 -2b

taUy.
• * *

Captain Posnack, of the Brooklyn
team, is one ot tne best guards in

the business, and will probably give

Captain JacK Birmingham plenty oi

exercise, iiie attack for St. Jonn's
is led by Mac Kinsbrunner, star
forward. '/:-.. '.,'..

• • •

After disposing of the above men-
tioned menace on Friday night, the

Cats meet Manhattan on Saturday
evening. Manhattan also has a tine

record. Including a long list of vic-

tories over one Yale, by a 40-16

count.
.•-.' • •,'•' ''

Then, after the travelers come
home, they play three more games
next week, meeting Temple. Al-

bright, and St. Thomas', to wind up
the season.

• • •

The Temple frays (both varsity

and yearling quints clash) are an-
other example of what comparative
scores might, and what they might
not, mean. Temple's record, at this

writing t)earing only one defeat, is

superior to that of the Cats, and
the same goes for the Freshmen
crews.

• * •

But records never mean anjrthing,

nor do they prove anything, when
the Owl and the Wildcat are merged
in mortal battle.

• • •

In 1928, when Villanova was ex-
pected to beat the Owl on the
gridiron, the Cherry and White
wearers rebelled and balked in no
uncertain terms, and when thr

festivities were ended, the score was
the same as when they had begun.

• • •

Then last fall, the "experts" were
picking Temple to win that No-
vemljer Nightmare. Everybody with-

in the circulation of our favorite

newspaper knows what happened.
• • •

St. Joe's will have to wait another
year to break Villanova's rule on
the basketball court. The Felines

won the Catholic city championship
for another years last week, in a
game that was marked by several

bits of entertainment not listed on
the program.

• • •

The cheering section of the

Jesuits, at one time, decided that

Art Harklns would do St. Joe's more
(Tood if he were a hospital case. For
a few fleeting moments it looked a-

though things yould happen, but
one of Schofield's Stalwarts stepped
in, and the hostilities ceased.

Hockey Team
Holds Penn
A. C. to Tie

Fail to Break 3 to 3

Score In Extra

Session

Former Villa-

nova Hurler

Joins Giants

Displaying great form in a prac-

tice game with Penn A. C. last Sun-
day at the Arena in Philadelphia

the hockey team played the Club-

sters to a 3-3 deadlock. An extra

period of 20 minutes failed to allow

either team to break the tie.

It was indeed a surprise to the

Pennacs for they had anticipated

a rather easy set-up. After the

game the players remarked about

the ability of our men and voiced

the opinion that we were sure to

give Pennsylvania a tough game on
this coming Saturday. It will be
remembered that this game Will

also be played at the Arena starting

at 8:30 p. m. Since Penn A. C. has
already defeated the University ag-
gregation on two occasions 8-1 and
10-3 it seems likely that our chances
for a victory are very promising.

The starting lineup for Villanova

consisted of Kennedy and Brade at

the wing positions; Delaney, center;

Orcutt and O'Neil at defense and
O'Farrell at the goal. There were
few substitutions made by either

team. O'Farrell made many spec-

tacular saves at the goal and proved
a veritable stone wall times.

Kennedy and Delaney showed great

scoring power, the former scoring

two of the three goals and Delaney
registering once. Saltanstall, for-

mer Harvard star and Penn A. C.

ace was held in check during the

most part of the fray. He did, how-
ever, get away for one goal late in

the game.
The hockey team is sure to derive

a lot of experience and confidence
from the Sunday tilt and If they
can hold the form they displayed
against the Pennac's they have more
than an even chance to emerge the
victors in the coming game with
Penn.
The Perm A. O. players requested

a return game with Villanova and
it has been decided to give them a
return match the date not as yet
being set but to be announced soon.

QUESTION OF DEBATE
The question to be debated at the

Beta Gamma dance-debate this

Friday evening will be: Resolved,
"That the president of the United
States shall be elected by the di-

rect vote of the people." The af-
firmative side will be upheld by
Martin Gill, '32, Daniel Buckley, '32.

and John Famsworth, '32. The
speakers for the negative side are
Joseph Takacs, '30, Edward Hookey,
'31, and David Oartenuto, "31.

Now| on Way to Training

Base in San Antonio,

Texas

HONORED BY BANQUET
On last Thursday, Johnny Hen-

sel. former Villanova star Mounds-
man, lelt for New York where he

will entrain with a group of New
)ior)s. "Giant" players for the Giants
training base m San Antonio,
i'exas. It will be remembered tnat
Johnny was a member of the class

of '30 at Villanova but failed to

return to school last September.
The night before his departure

Johnny was tendered a larewell
oanquet by more than two hun-
dred of his home-town folks. Hen-
sel is a native of Gloucester, N. J.

Telegrams expressing regret that
they were unable to attend the af-

fair were received from Jimmy
Dykes, who has already gone South,
•Wid" Conroy, former Giant, and
Carroll Brown, one time St. Louis
.star hurler. In a short speech ex-
pressing appreciation for a hand-
some traveling bag and a purse of

«100, Johnny said that it was his

ambition to make the grade as

much tor his friends as for his

own personal satisfaction, and that

he felt he had yet to accomplish
something to be worthy of the

plaudits that were showered upon
him.

Track Team
Fares Badly

in Relays
The varsity one mile relay team

got ofT on the wrong foot in the
Mcadowbrook Meet last Wednesday
night. The quartet ran third in the
City College One Mile Relay. Tem-
ple took first place and St. Josejdi's

second.
It was an extremely close contest,

the three teams ran the entire dis-

tance with not more than five jrards

separating themjit any stage. Ham-
mond. Whalen, Mahan and Costan-
zo made up our laaton passers.

In the high Jump neither Baker
nor Corrigan could get within the
scoring group, both men were Jump-
ing with crepe soled shoes and con-
sequently were at a disadvantage.
Salerno ran well In the miss and
outrace.
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Villanova Pucksters
To Make Debut On Ice

Saturday Against Penn

Phil Hillen's Hockey Team Planning to Surprise Red
and Blue Six at Arena

STUDENT TICKETS ON SALE HERE

Frosh Ca^i.iS Official Ring

Lose to Fast Secured for

Up-State Five' E. P. T. Bouts

At 8:30 this Saturday evening,
VlUanova's Ice hockey team will

' make Its debut in the world of
collegiate competition by clashing
with the University of Pennsylvania
six at the Arena In Philadelphia.
For the first time In the history of

the school, Villanova has been rep-
resented on the ice to such an ex-
tent that a match with another
college has been booked. Penn,
while its hockey reputation is not
exactly of the highest calibre, is

making rapid strides on the frozen
surface, and the team, which is in
the second year of its existence
now, is not the Joke It waa several
months ago. Coach William Par-
son is one of the brainiest hockey
men in the business, and recent
scores show that the Red and Blue
will soon attain the same place in

' hockey as she now holds in other
sports.

However, the Wildcat pucksters
are determined to make their initial

appearance on the ice a worthy one,
and expect to show the large crowd
of Vlllanovans a real team, well-
organized and well-drilled.

Manager Julius Becza announced
last week that a block of student
tickets has been given to him, and
that they will be sold here in the
Belle Aire office tomorrow, Thurs-
day and Friday between the hours
of 12 and 1.

Manager Becza stated that it

would be impossible to obtain stu-
dent tickets at the Arena on Sat-
urday night, and that the regular
rate of admission, $1.50, would pre-
"aC at the gate. Tickets sold on

the campus will cost students fifty

cents.

Negotiations are under way now
for a home-and-home series with
St John's College, of Brooklyn.

It was also announced last week
that Edward Martin, '31, has been
appointed assistant manager of the
squad.

The Penn lineup includes severa
well-known hockey stars, and Villa-

nova fans will also keep an eye out
for Charley Greene, varsity full-

back on the football eleven. Greene
is only a sophomore but he reached
great heights in the Columbia Cor-
nell games, and is being primed as
one of the big threats of the Penn
team of hext fall. He holds down
the position of right defense on the
U. of P. sextet

While Coaches Parson, of Penn.
and Levine, of the Wildcats, have
given out no definite Indications of
their starting lineups, when 'the
puck is faced off for the Permsyl-
vania hockey championship, the
teams are expected to be arrayed
on the ice as follows:
Penn Positions Villanova
Kllen Goal O'Parrell

Greene Right Defense O'Neil
Holland Left Defense Orcutt
Pringle Left Wing Brady
Woods Right Wing Kermedy
O'Reilly (Capt.) Center Delaney
Spares: Penn—Goullaud, Hutch-

inson, Smyth, LeGost, Steingraber,
Adams, Strain, Johnston.

Villanova^Hlllen, (Capt),
Flanagan, Welch, Welsh, Matera,
Mascucci.

Invasion of Yearlin(;8 to

Coal-Fields Meet'

. With Defeat

SCORE TIED AT 1/2 TIME
The Freshmen lost their third

game of the season last week in
Freeland, Pa., when the Mining and
Mechanical Institute five took the
yearlings over the coals by a 38-33
count on Wednesday night.
The game, witnessed l^ 1100 fans,

was a thriller from start to finish
and it was not until the middle
of the final chapter that the prep-
sters sewed up the game. The
score at the half was tied at 19 all.
For the Frosh, Weston, playing

before a hometown audience, and
McFadden were the high .scorers,
while Bergamo and Dietch led tlie
victors with twelve counters lach

PROSH
Pe.G. Pl.G. Pts.

Boxing Committee Announc-
es Final Plans For

Tournament

'fT'
Weston, f ' . . .•

Semon, f . .;

Home, f ....

Reitz, g
Smith, c
Rosen, c

Goldberg, g 1

McFadden, g ..,.,...4

2

•4

4)

1

MRST BOUTS MARCH 6

.Fleports from Jack McGann, chalr-

n a!i of the E. P. T. boxing com-
III It tee. point to a very promising
t'j.leitairunent in the near future.

P an.s are almost completed for the

bilging of the first bouts on the

evening of March 6th in the gym
aiiiJ contenders are being lined up
foi what looks to be a tourney as

goiKl U not better than last year's

liuife .success.

''h<'Me bouts, the first series, are t

lie in the nature of elimination

bailies and are open to all con-
tenilers. Fraternities are urged to

solei-t rt presentatives to carry their

colors t ut the bouts Will not ' be

res ir leu- 1 to fraternity selections. All

those w 10 are desirous of appear-
*4)lng shoi Id see Mr. MoGann im-
10

Totals 14 5 33
M. & M. I.

Pe.G. Pl.ii. Pts.
Bergamo, f 5 2 13
Cordaro, f

Sell, f 2 2 e
Citro, f

Dietch, g ..;,;«.;*... 4 4 12
Gauz. g ..,;... "2

2 6
Megargle, g o o
Letowt, g 1 2

Totals 14 10 3n
Referee—Long. Umpire—For, lane.

'niediatei,' so that the card may be
publi.sht' at least a week previous.

Mr M Gann has spared neither

time noi effort to make these pre-

.Imliifark first class offerings. A
regula^io: ring secured through the

.irte;-y 'f the Arena officials wll

l>c a dtsi net advantage both in

traininM nd in the actual bouts.

Mr. M(G< m says that the ring is a
one and promises the
that all preparations
ts are on the same high
la officials have again
r good will and courtesy
the committee in every

y and through them a
been secured in the per

I; O'Keeke, veteran ring

VILLANOVA KNOWN
COAST TO COAST

(continued from page one)

a position with a firm other Vllla-
novans find it easy to find employ-
ment with the same corporation.
Three-fourths of our boys have
gone to superior positions in 10
years," Father O'Leary said.

"While we emphasize the religious
training we do not neglect the in-
tellectual. We instill in these boys
the principle things that make for
success: stamina and character.
"America is broad enough to

recognize results. When Calvin
Coolidge's son was gravely ill he
sent for Dr. Kolmer, not asking
whether he was Catholic or what
his religion was. The fans go to
see "Babe" Ruth, and the award to
Connie Mack also supports my
point.

"If we Catholics can send out
more men who can produce we will
find them getting deserved recog-
nition."

For the benefit of executive com-
mittee members who were not pres-
ent the previous week when Father
Sparrow described the Slaters'

School, Father Fink detailed its

achievements.
Father Pink also told what was

being accomplished in the Parents-
Students-Faculty campaign organ-
ization.

Leo Lynch, representing the al-
lunni, predicted some enthusiastic
reports soon will be forthcoming
from the alumni organization.
David J. Smyth told of the tribute

paid to the Villanova Engineering
School by a non-Catholic cousin
who is connected with Ralph Mod
jeskl and with the New York Port
Authority. The New York engineer,
on a recent visit to Philadelphia,
volunteered that it would be a
shame for Villanova not to do what
it is attempting.
Mr. Smyth also has recently

heard favorable remarks about Vil-
lanova's School of Technology from
a prominent Jewish engineer.

"I think Villanova is a mighty
good school," this friend told Mr.
Smyth. "The course is good because
it is practical. There is one thing
I specially like about Villanova—it

does not proselytize. A Jewish
father and mother who have a son
in Villanova can sit at home with
perfect ease of mind."
Mr. Smyth cited his friend's re-

marks sus reasons why this Develop-
ment Campaign should be success-
ful.

"I have come to the conclusion
that where education can be given
on a par with other education and
combine religious instruction with
it. or moral atmosphere, that it is

one of the finest possessions any
community can have."
Mr. Smyth praised Villangva for

having a faculty that would not do
anything to destroy any man's faith
in any religion. He alluded to a
conversation of some youths attend-
ing a university outside Pennsyl-
vania and their complaint that the
philosophy instructor was attempt-
ing to weaken the confidence of hlB
students in every religion.

"Here is an institution that has
been in existence for years." Mr
Smyth said. "It has established a
position for itself in the intellectual

and economical life of the Sast.
"For us to permit this institution

to stand still would be criminal.
Therefore I think we have a moral
obligation. Villanova can not stand
still. It must go on. Everything
must be done to enable these men to

put additional buildings and give

the type of education that they
want to give."

William J. McOlinn, executive
chairman, presided. Mr. McGIinn
announced that the executive com-
mittee membership list will be closed

next week. There now are 100

members.
"We have a selling proposition.

Every man who gives Villanova a
dollar will get a dollar's worth."

ED HUNSINGER ASKS
ALUMNI FOR NEW GYM
(Continued from Pac* On*)

gym we could have an Indoor
cinder track and help the track
teams to develop faster."

The coach predicted that from
40,000 to 60,000 people will see the
New York University-Villanova
game next fall.

He thanked the alimini for their
loyal support of the team last sea-
son and predicted that Villanova
will play before larger crowds next
fall than ever before.
The boys out for spring foot ball

practice are showing wonderful
foot ball spirit, he declared.
"We have yet to ask a single boy

why he wasn't out for practice.
Stuhldreher and I are pleased. The
boys show "Doc Jacobs' work."

"If the campaign for Villanova
goes over, it's going to go over big
because of what the alumni can do.
You men, in your support of the
teams, have shown that you have
the stufT."

The coach told which ones of the
Freshmen backs look best and from
whom the most may be expected.
Mr. Klernan, who played center

field on Villanova's base ball team
in 1873, was in school when Father
Stanton was president. The follow-
ing year Galberry succeeded him.
At that time base ball was the

chief sport, foot ball being unknown
He recalled that only 100 students
were enrolled in those days and
that every afternoon at 4:30 the
entire student body was lined up
and went to the refractory for
bread and molasses.
Mr. Klernan said Villanova had

Just three buildings then: one col
lege building, a priest's house and
a chapel. The church had not
been built.

'I had some good days at Villa
nova. The memory of Villanova has
always remained with me. " He
expressed pleasure at being able to
attend the smoker and promised to
try to attend again.
Mr. McGeehan reported on the

Student-Parent campaign. He ex-
plained that while the students will
be asked to contribute their major
responsibility will be the organizing
of committee.*; to Interest others in
Villanova.
"There is a real need for further

facilities at Villanova, both educa-
tional and athletic," Leo Lynch
declared. We are going to raise
that $2,300,000."

Mr. Lynch explained the progress
of organization of alumni in New
York. Boston-Lawrence and Wilkes
Barre-Scranton districts.

President Casey commented on
Mendel article which appeared in
the Philadelphia Bulletin last week
and regretted that it did not men
tion Villanova's link to the great
scientist.

Mr. Laughlln praised the cam-
paign as supplying a real oppor-
tunity for the alumni to do some-
thing worthwhile for the college
which did so much for them.

FROSH. 43; ST. JOE'S FROSH. 32
In a preliminary game last 1 aes-

day night at the Palais Roya: the
Frosh got back into winning v. ays
at the expense of the St. Jos»;)hs
yearhngs, to the tune of 43-32
The green-clad boys jumped i ^n/

to an early lead, largely througl !>,i

splendid playing of Smith ,and --
spite a Crimson rally before li

-

end of the chapter, led at half-tirai»
by 19-16.

The second stanza found t.hi?

Freshman sharpshooters back .:>

form again, and Shorty Westrn
McFadden, and Smith rained in
several splendid goals. At one tUne
the yearlings led by 38-25, but tb
losers cut the margin down *

-

eleven points before the game em.
ed.

PROSH
Pe.G. Pl.G. Ft

Semon, f. ....,..,,. 2 2 '-

Shortall, f. .,.,•.', i...

Home, f. ..... .'i . , . 2
Smith, c 5 5 lb
Rosen, c 1 2
Reitz, g 2 4
Westong 2 3 7
Goldberg, g l i 3
McFadden, g 2 4

really *ln

content 'er

for the t>(

level. Aj

"

provert tli

by aidiufe

possibles vs

trainer >>a

son of Ja(

Totals 15
ST. JOE'S

L. Morris, f 3
Green, f. ,.,.
Scully, f. ...... 4
Balond, c. 2
McNally, g 1

C. Morris, g. .....v. 2
McDonald, g. . .....

Totals 12

13

1

2
1

1

3

8

43

7
2
9
4

3

7

32

man wlio is well known to the box-
ing worki. Mr. O'Keefe has volun-
teered his ervlce on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings and this will be
anolhtT fucior that will be strongly

)ontributive to a grade of boxln
better than that ever previously

vitnf ^;.s«d tit the college.

The loniinlttee has announced
that the prices of the coming bouts
will be $.51) to all students and $.75

to all those who are not connected
with the sch r>ol. This fee is felt to

be e.xceefiliiRly rea-sonable in view
of the expenses incurred by the

fraternity in taging the affair. Any
pro 'its actru:ag from the bouts will

be iis(>d in securing trophies and
added pcviipment for the finals to be
h'>ld Konet.nw; in the spring.

* • •

A Request

Becausf of the danger to the
boKers dir'ng training with the

light K1CVK.S now on hand Mr. Jack
McCliun chairman of the E. P. T.

^ox'ng '"omciiitee wishes to ask all

tntio' who aiC in possession of 16

oz. gloves for the use of the same
during the training season. All

material so secured will bS returned,

he guarantees, in good condition.

HUN SCHOOL. 27; FROSH 11
Playing their third game in four

days last week, the Frosh lost their
second straight on Friday evening,
falling before the vicious attack of
Hun School at Princeton.
The New Jersey quintet jumped

Into an early lead and the Kittens
were never able to overtake them.
Weston led the losers in scoring,

netting two double-deckers and a
like number of aces for six points.
Rosint .guard of the home team,
played best for Hun School.

Actual Work
On RicheKeu

Is To Begin

Belle Masque Players Will

Render First Reading
on Thursday Next

SOPHS WILL HOLD
DANCE ON THE 28th

(continued from page one)

the drums.

TO BEGIN TENNIS
Although tennis will not be played

outdoors for about two months,
preparations are already being made
for the stiffest schedule the Villa-
nova net team has ever encounter-
ed. Father Mauch. coach of the
racqueteers Is trying to obtain the
use of the Rosemont College gym-
nasium for indoor practise. If
successful, the team will work out
there next week.
Manager Bill Kelly in trying to

arrange an attractive roster. ha.s
already closed negotiations for a
Southern trip, with other treks in
the offing. He also expects to sign
up at least six home matches.
This .season there will be no

dearth of material, for the return of
Bill Orcutt to school has aided con-
siderably. Veterans to regress in-
clude Captain Porvee. Sol Herman
College champion. Charley Boyle
and Laveson.

will be augmented by
banjo and piano.
Mr. James Kettrlck, the leader,

who has made quite a name for

himself by his unusual ability with
the trumpet will forsake his fa-
vorite position and devote his en-
tire attention to the direction of
this gigantic orchestra. He will also
exhibit his musical versatility by
rendering some special numbers
on the violin. The popular vocal
duo consisting of Mueller and
Panzer will also be on hand with
some more of their masterpieces of
harmony.
Without a doubt the orchestra

will be the main feature of the eve-
ning. The Vlllanovans have never
before had a chance to appear
eleven strong and realizing that
this is their big opportunity they
have prepared a special program
of entirely new numbers which will

rival the programs of the national
headliners. We all want to

dance to some excellent music to

end the Sophomore cotillion.

Mr. Harry Slngley, president of
the Sophomore class urges all

Sophomores to pay their assess-

ments. The amount is two dollars.

All dues must be paid by the
twenty-first. The success of the
cotillion depends upon the loyalty
of the Sophomores to their class.

The payment of dues entitles the
person to a ticket to the dance.
Payments may be made to any of
the following men: Mr. Harold
Drlscoll. chairman of the dance
committee, Joseph Dletz. Jack Mc-
Dermott. John Gaughn. Martin Gill,

"Nick" Marinaro, William Barnes.
Ben Rlelly. Daniel J. Sullivan.
Jack Kahle. Joseph Gaynor, Harry
Dougherty, James Oarrity.

The Belle Masque Dramatic So-
ciety of Villanova will begin actual
work on their forth-coming produc-
tion. 'Richelieu*, on Thursday, when
the cast will assemble for the first

reading.

At the last meeting of the Society.
Professor Jonas, the association's

coach, distributed copies of the play
to the principal members of the cast
and they are now familiarizing
themselves with the drama.

'Richelieu', as is known, is a
drama of colorful romance centering
about the commanding personage of

Cardinal Richelieu, that renowned
figure in seventeenth century French
history. Prom the time of his

nomination as cardinal of the Cath-
olic Church in 1624 until his death
in 1642 Richelieu was beyond a
doubt the most important man in

France. During that time he main-
tained his influence over Louis XII
and masterfully governed the state,

now by subtle intrigue and again by
the most merciless cruelty. In the
play a more lenient view of the man
is taken and the scenes do not cor-

respond exactly with historical fact.

Against a background so char-
acterized by pageantry as was the
court of Louis XII, the play is

magnificently colorful and vibrant
with courtly life. The Society is

putting on the play, however,
against a background of drapes
and it will be played without scen-
ery, the acting and the gorgeous
costumes of the period serving to

catch the spirit and the savour of

the epoch. This latter method per-
mits a more creditable showing of

real acting and the actor's scope for

character portrayal is almost 11m-
illess. It Is hoped and believed that
the Belle Masque Players will do
Justice to this manner of producing
dramas. The play is a great one,
and great must be the performance,
if justice is to be done.

WEST PHILADELPHIA
GRADUATES

All graduates of the West Phila-
delphia High School are Invited to
attend a meeting to be held tomor-
row at 12.30 in the Day Hop's
Room .In the Pie Shop. Plans for
the formation of a new club will be
discussed.

Business Men
Defeated By

Engineers

Final Figures of 28-24

Give Tilt to En-

gineers

DONNELLY HIGH SCORE

On last Friday night in the gym-
nasium, the Engineers' basket ball

team conquered a fast passing Busi-

ness five. The game was one of the
Inter-fraternity league games. The
final count was 28-24. Half time
figures were 14-11.

Captain Jim Donnelly of the
Business quintet arched four field

goals and two fouls to lead both
teams in scoring for the evening.
His running mate, Crawley, also
counted with four two-pointers but
failed to count from the fifteen-foot

mark. Avil and Korte. of the En-
gineers, each hit the net for four
double-deckers and made a total of
sixteen points put of their team's
twenty-eight. Mickey, lanky cen-
ter for the Engineers, contributed
two and two although he had many
opportunities to sink a great num-
ber of baskets under the loop and
failed.

The game was faultlessly refereed
by Mattie Egan.
The score is as follows:

BUSINESS MEN
Pe.G. Pl.G. Pts.

Donnelly, f 4
Crawley, f 4
Garrlty. c . , . , , . 1

Cicero, g 1

Simpson, g 1

Hickey, c

RETURNS OF COL.
LECTIONS TABULATED

(Continued i<Tom Page 1)

The amounts realized in these col-
lections are not as large as they
should be. During the past two
years there has been a gradual de-
cline in the amount given while the
number of students contributing has
Increased considerably.

It means a little sacrifice but the
returns will more than overbalance
whatever trouble we put ourselves to
give. Why not see if we can't con-
tribute more regularly and gener-
ously to the mission collection? It
is the least we can do to express our
appreciation for the unsurpassable
religious facilities available to us.

2 10

8

2
2

2

24TOTALS 11 2

ENGINEERS
Pe.G. Pl.G. Pts

Avil, f 4
Houseman, f 2
Hickey. c .

.

2
Korte, g 4
Schnappoff. g ^ 1

Hoffman, g o

2

TOTALS 13

8

4

6
8
2

28

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

"CHAPPIE

WHITE"
representing

The Baciiaracli

Kauffman Co.

will display every Monday

in the Pie Shoppe

$28.50 $38.50
IIIOH GRADE TAILORING

FOR MKN & YOUNG MEN

BANKER'S
TRUST BLDG.

MAIN arcade

Juniper & Walnut Streets

PHILADELPHIA
Mfe .'ACK MeCJANN

('uinpiiH Representative

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chrylf, Chcvs.
6122 Walnut StrMt

1830 Markat 8tr««t
329 8. Broad Straat

NO HOUR CHARGE
No Deposit Required
of Villanova Students

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 976
For Your Drug Want*

HE DELIVERS

ARDMORE RECREA.
TION CENTER

Bowling — Billiards

On Lancaster Pike

"Caraful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phone 264

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.
Locust 1881

established 1880

FOLLOW VILLANOVA IN THE VILLANOVAN

You, of the Alumni, often wonder what is go-
ing on at the old Alma Mater. You need wonder
no lopger. The Villanovan, Villanova's only
newspaper, is always ready to supply you with the
news of all the happenings about Villanova.

The football, baseball and basketball news
which you wished for so long can now be your'a by
filling out the subscription blank below and mail-
ing your remittance for $1.00 to

The Villanovan, Box 401, Villanova, Pa.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

I hereby subscribe for years

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I enclose

Name
•• 4»«ia

Street Address

City or P. 0.

SOPH COTILLION

FRIDAY NIGHT

FEBRUARY 28

BENJ. FRANKLIN VILL VAN
BOXING!

E. P. T. BOUTS

THURS., MARCH 6th

IN THE GYM
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Student Cooperation In Drive Wins Faculty Thanks

Committee Gives

Public Commendation
To Student Response

Attendance at Interviews and Willing Spirit of Stu-

dents Merit Warm Praise

FIRST STEP HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL

Dwelling upon the "almost perfect

attendance" and the "attitude to as-

sist ' the Faculty Committee last

week having completed the first

phase of the Faculty-Student Cam-
paign made public a letter express-

aig their hearty thanks to the stu-

dents who had so cheerfully coop-

eiated. The letter follows:

To the Students of Villanova:

We, tne Jbaculty Cou\nutlee for

tiie organization of tlie i'arent-

racuity-otuatut Group wish vo ex-

press to you, and to the aiuaent

oommitteed oi each uepaitmcnt,

anu to the I'aculty, our thunics ana

appreciation lor the whoieiitarted

co-opcraiion you have given us.

Witn a diGicult tack beiore us—

a

tasK, however, that is only oegun—
we had to reiy solely upon your co-

operation. In unstinted measiure

you gave it to us. You have also

given us encouragement to proceed,

iour promptness of action, your

almost periect attendance, your un-

mistaKaoie attitude to assist, were

gratefully noted by the committee,

and the Faculty memoers associatea

with it. The interviews brought

forth the names oi many parents

and hundreds of influential men and

women, some of whom later will be

asked to become members of the

General Committee of the Parent-

Faculty and Student Group. From
this Committee will radiate, we ex-

pect a power of support that will

make our part in this campaign a

success—a success that will eventu

ally benefit every student of Villa

nova.
Working towards this end, your

co-operation has been a decided

factw. By unanimous vote, the un-

deioleiied wish to express their

thanks to the entire student body.

Rev. R. P. Fink, O. S. A.

Rev. John Sparrow, O. S. A.

Rev. John S. OLeary, O. S. A.

Rev. J. C. Hartley, O. S. A.

Rev. J. M. Dougherty, O. S. A.

Charles McGeehan
Joseph T. Jonas
P. J. Dougherty
John Ford
Stanley Morehouse.

Boxers Train

For Coming

E. P. T. Bouts

Many Tickets

Sold For
"Cotillion"

Interest of

Parents is

Necessary

Information Concer n i n g

Drive Must Reach
Every Home

STUDENTS CAN HELP

Second Year Men's Dance

Will Be Last Event

Before Lent

Colorful and Orderly Pres-

entation Is Plan of

Committee . ..

The four fraternities on the cam
pus have been training their teams

in preparation for the Epsilon Phi

Theta bouts on March 6. Every

Tuesday and Thursday night a

group of men may be seen embark-
ing on the Philadelphia and West-

ern bound for the Arena. There

they are trained by Jack OKeefe,
veteran ringman who is quite pop-

ular in the boxing world. Under
his experienced eyes the neophytes

go through calesthenics, shadow
boxing, and sparring. So earnestly

are all the contenders preparing

that when March 6 arrives Villa-

nova will witness the best grade of

boxing that has ever been on the

Campus.
Last year's bouts were attended

by quite a number of young ladies

and to encourage men to bring

them this year many arrangements
have been made. The best reserved

seats in the ringside section will be

reserved for them and ushers will

be on hand to escort them to their

seats. It is the aim of Mr. Mc-
Gann, Chairman of the boxing
committee to follow the late Tex
Richard's plan of presentation.

Those who have been to the new
Madison Square Garden will recall

that many of those^ present were
formally attired. With an official

ring, comfortable and convenient
seating arrangement, ushers dre.ss-

ed in white ducks and blazers, the
E. P. T. bouts will undoubtedly be a
colorful and well-ordered success.

Admission to the bouts will be 50
cents to all students and 75 cents
to all those not connected with the
school. Reserved seats are also 75
cents. This fee is very reasonable
considering the expense necessary
for the staging of the affair. Pro-
fits will be used to pay the carfare
of the fighters who are now using
their own money to go to the
Arena. It will also be used to se-
cure trophies and added equipment
for the finals to be held In the
spring.

EVENT OF THE SEASON

Next Friday, the 28th, the ball-

room of the Benjamin Franklin

Hotel in Philadelphia, will be the

gala scene of the Sophomore Cotill-

ion, and from all indications the

affair will be an overwhelming suc-

cess. The place, the committee
wishes to state will not be changed
en account of the recent raid made
upon the Benjamin Franklin. With
over 400 tickets already out of hand,
the dance will undoubtedly be an
outstanding event of the school

year.

It will be remembered that, als

Freshmen, the present Sophomores
sponsored a "hop" that excelled, by
far, all Freshmen ventures of ear-
lier date. That affair was held at
the Elks Crystal Ballroom in Phila-
delphia, and, with their present
dance being held in Philadelphia as
well, the Sophomores will be the
first class to go through four years
at Villanova with all their annual
dances off the campus.

The orchestra will consist of
eleven pieces and doubtless the
players will outdo themselves on the
occasion. A full brass set of seven
pieces will be featured, consisting of
two trumpets, a tuba, a trombone,
and three melody-crooning saxa-
phones. This aggregation will be
accompanied by the drums, the
piano, the banjo and the violin.

James Kettrick has forsaken his
trumpet for this time and will de-
vote his whole attention to direct-
ing. Mr. Kettrick has in store a
whole medley of college songs, in
addition to a jugfull of the latest
jazz and harmony. The orchestra-
tion of the Vlllanovans cannot fail

to be received with delight. Mueller
and Panzer, that incomparable
Villanova duo, will render vocal se-
lections, introducing a number of
new, along with a number of better-
known harmonies.

It is to be noted that the Cotillion

will be the last dance before the
beginning of Lent and the last
dance off the campus before the
Junior Prom, all of which should
serve to swell the number of the
dancers. From the way the stu-
dents are buying tickets they are
bearing these facts well in mind.
Due to the expense incurred in
staging a dance of this kind and due
also to the very moderate price of
admission, favors will not be pre-
sented. Something entirely new
and different, however, Is in readi-
ness in the way of programs.

Though most of the second year
men have already responded with
their assessments, it is necessary to
urge the few to do so within the
next two days. No ticket for which
a return has not been made will be
recognized at the door on Friday
evening.

The committee consisting of Jos
eph Deitz, Jack McDermott,

After the completion of the first

successful step in the Faculty-Pa-
rent-Student phase of the cam-
paign a new and encouraging fea-

ture began to make itself shown
last week when a number of stu-

dents found in letters they had re-

ceived from |io^e requests for some
information concerning the venture.
This riew development has proven
that parentacan be and are very
.nuch interested in the success of

the undertaking. Students there
fore are warmly urged to send
home information concerning the
campaign, copies of the "Villa-

novan" wherein each week the pro-
gress of the drive will be treated
carefully and completely, as well

as circulars which will be distribu-

ted during the week.
Although surprising results have

already been achieved in this di

I'cction it is felt that most parents
are as yet unacquainted with the
nature of the campaign. Such a
situation has to be remedied if re

suits of any gratifying nature are
to be expected. It is also felt that
aiost parents will want such in-
lormation. It is only natural that
they should display a vital interest
in the affairs of the college where
their sons have matriculated, es
pecially since the improvement of
the colleges facilities for educative
purposes is one which will be re-
flected in the graduates of the col-
lege and through them back on
their parents.
No apprehension need be felt on

the score of donations. Although
benefactors who will subscribe sums
to the undertaking are sought, pa
rents who are in no position to
subscribe sums to the undertaking
are not expected to pledge them-
selves to monetary donations. Any
such idea is entirely erroneous.
What is asked for from every pa-
rent whether in a position to give
or no is a display of interest and a
willingness to spread the spirit of
the campaign where it may yield
fruit. If student enthusiasm is a
desirable feature parent enthusiasm
is felt to be an essential one. It
can best be fostered through infor-
mation and encouragement from
the students themselves and if

present signs are not grossly mis-
leading a great deal has already
been accomplished in this direc-
tion. It should become general
however. No man's parents want to
be left out of the picture. Let
them know about it today.

Alumni Cam-
paign Teams
Appointed

Organized t o Support
Development

Campaign

CAPTAINS SELECTED

Hockey Sextet Bows to

Penn in Premiere Go
In Collegiate Play

Red and Blue Get Necessary Goals in Second Period Rally

to Down Villanova's Newest Team at

Arena in Philadelphia

Revolving

Scholarship

Fund Favored

Campaign Committee
gests Installment

:,''J-':: Plan

Sug-

(JREAT AID TO STUDENT
A recommendation that Villanova

College should employ this Install-

ment payment idea to finance the
education of deserving youths was
made Saturday by the Philadelphia
business men comprising Villanova's
Committee on Development.
The development committee, un-

der the leadership of William J,

_ _ _ j"^' McGlinn. president of the Contin-

Gaughn, MaVtln Glfl, NichoTas Mar-l^"^' ^''"*^*'o„,7*."f u.*""^ "^"f'
inaro. William Barnes, Benjamin Fv^TPinl?'

Philadelphia, suggests

Rlelly,

Kahle,
Daniel J. Sullivan, Jack ^^^^ Villanova set up an ample re-

volving student loan fund to enable

Dougherty, and James Garrity, u^ hundreds of needy youths to get a

der the leadership of Harold Dris- *^°"^,5^
k

^''"^^"o"- Borrowers

coll have indeed worked hard for
."^""'^ ^,

expected to repay their
loan after graduation in $10

The alumni are busy organizing
for Villanova's Development cam-
paign.

Last Thursday night at a smoker
in the Manufacturer's Club 14 team
captains were selected to lead the
same number of alumni teams.
Each captain will select a lO-manl
team which will be active not only
in the alumni campaign but in the
general appeal after Easter.
Captains appointed by President

Casey of the Villanova Club of
Philadelphia are:
Howard J. Avil, J. Howard Brady,

Matthew A. Lynch, John J. Mc-
Glone, Henry F. Casey, Charles G.
Day, William J. Long, Thomas P.
Fox, Charles B. Laughlln, Jerome
F. Hurley, William P. TColUns, Edgar
P. Connery, Edward R. Casey.
An inspiring talk by J. Stanley

Smith, who for 12 years was presi-
dent of the alumiii association,
stired every man present to volun-
teer to do anything within his
power to make the compaign a
success.

"It is inspiring to me," Mr. Smith
said, "to be present at the executive
committee meeting composed mostly
of men who never have been direct-
ly associated with Villanova.
"The prominent Philadelphia

citizens are taking a real interest

in Villanova.
"I have lived through that cycle

of seeing Villanova develop from a
small school to its present high
position.

"An uncanny spirit of love and
loyalty for Villanova always come
to the top at every crisis. It may
ue dormant for a time but it al-

ways comes back stronger than
before.

"Thinking of some of the ob-
stacles which Villanova had to

overcome you cannot help being
inspired. In 1893, my senior year,

there were only three buildings. One
building for the college, the mona-
stery and the chapel.

"At that time a man of vision

took the reigns of Villanova. He
said the time had arrived when
there must be a greater Villanova,

He was the Rev. Pr. Delurey.
"From that day his spirit has

been a potent influence here.
"Dr. Delurey said, 'We are going

farther.' He had plans prepared
for a new college building. But,

what were plans without money?
He called on Dr. Femgan and placed

(Continued on Page Three)

Graduation

Theses Due
On May 20th

Theses Must Be Completed

Before Beginning of

Senior Final Exams

SET FORM REQUIRED

According to an announcement
made by l-ather Mauch, Prelect oi

K.,iuaies, regarding graduation theses,

biie attention ot an canaiaates lor

Bachelor's Degree at tne lyaut,iie

v^mmencement is most urgently

called to the following rules and

May

Enjoyable

Debate-Dance

Held at Elks

Aftirmative Side Wins For-

ensic Ecounter.—Dance
Followed ^^ '^

•

FIRST OF ITS KIND
Amid a

mosphere

the success of the Cotillion and they
deserve the co-operation of every
Sophomore. Get your assessment
ih before Friday

A friend Is one who sees your
point of view and laughs at your
Jokes.

WILLIAM FEATHER

P. & W. Spells

NameProperly
The Villanovan wishes to take

this opportunity of expressing Its

heartfelt thanks to the management
of the Philadelphia and Western
Railway Company for their co-
operation with this paper In Its

drive to bring about the correct
.-polling of "Villanova." The new
signs erected at the Villanova sta-
tion show the Interest which the
traction company has in this college

and we sincerely hope that others
will follow the example of the
Philadelnfila and Western. The old
signs had Villanova spelled "VlUa
Nova."

monthly installments.

Mr. McGlinn said the group be-
ilieves that any youth who can fl-

I

nance his freshman year and has a
Igood scholastic and character rec-
ord should be extended moderate
financial assistance for the comple-
tion of his course.

The committee favors a revolving
scholarship loan fund, loaning
principal as well as interest. Many
more youths can be aided than if

only the income from Uie Invest-
ment were available.

Within six months after gradua-
tion each borrower would be ex-
pected to start repayment at the
rate of $10 monthly. Six per cent
Interest yearly would be charged to
cover the cost of administrating the
loan and following-up payments.
The committee suggests that

Villanova profit by the experience
of the Harmon Foundation's Divi-
sion of Student Loans to prevent Its

loan fund from shrinking. This
could be done by use of a mutual
group guarantee. All of the bor-

(oontlQued on p«^ four)

delightfully informal at-

rarely present at Villa-

nova dances the first annual de-
bate and dance of the Beta Gamma
debating society was held last

Friday everting at the Elk's Gold
Room. The affair, the first of its

kind ever held by a Villanova or-

ganization, marks the opening of a
new field to be conquered by Villa-

nova warriors. For the first time
in many years "Wildcat" debating
team publicly entangled themselves
in an argumentlve clash of words.
Needless to say the teams did
excellently and like her other
representatives were a credit to

Villanova.

The evening was divided into two
parts. During the first part the
spacious room reechoed to eloquent
phrases as a spirited debate was
held. During the second part
ringing words gave way to the en-
chanting melodies of the Vllla-

novans and former differences, so

hotly contested, were forgotten as
the debaters as well as the au-
dience danced for the remainder
of the evening.
The debate was the main success

of the evening. The subject de-
bated was: "Resolved, that the
president of the United States be
elected by direct vote of the people."
The chairman of the debate wa;'

was Mr. Herron. The affirma-
tive side of the argument was
upheld by Mr. Martin Gill, Mr
Daniel Buckley, and Mr. AJmon
Farnsworth with Mr. Wheeler
Jenkins. Jr.. as alternate, while the
negative side of the question was
defended by Mr. Joseph Tacaks.
Mr. Edward Hookey, and Mr. David

(contlnaad on pac« four)

.peciticatlons:

UAlt^ Of COMPLETION
.otn, 1»30.

It IS absolutely essential that an
\/oiK on tneses shall be completed
oeiore tne beginning of Senior Pinal

examinations.
Hivery theses in final form muse

ue given to the Dean of the Depart-
uient beiore noon on luesday. May
^utn, lyau. No memoers of the lac-

aity will be granted authority to

extend this time limit.

FORM OF PRESENTATION:
Binder:
All these must be presented in the

standard form of binder which the

College bookroom will carry In stock

-ur tnis purpose.
Size Writing:
Text must be typewritten, "dou

ole spaced" upon ONE side of white

paper SVii x 11" in size. Amateur
.oh workmanship in the typing will

je suflficient cause to require re-

vvriting. The amoimt of written

material will be determined by the

uean of each Department.
Margin:
A clear margin of IMt" shall be

allowed at the left hand side of

jach page, and a clear margin of

i" on the right hand side, the top

und the bottom.
Sketches:
Sketches and drawings inserted in

.he body of the text shall be care-
lully executed in India ink or the]

equivalent.
Drawings:
Any drawings which accompany

the thesis are to be bound with the
text In the same cover. Drawings
ohall be upon the "rough" side of

^racing cloth, except where the Pac
ulty advisor has authorized another
iorm.
Bibliography:
A complete list of references con-

sulted shall be appended to each
chesis.

ORDER OP PRESENTATION:
Material for the text should be

arranged with a view to Its being
bound in the following general or-

der:
One or more blank sheets.

Title page.
Index, referring to pages by
number.
Historical Outline, or a state

ment of the objective sought
in the investigation.

General outline of the de
sign or Investigation.

Details, in logical order.

Complete computations, with
results summarized.
Statement of conclusions
reached.

,

Bibliography.
The Title:

The theses when presented be-

comes the property of Villanova
College, and may not be published

by thu candidate without permission

of the College authorities.

TWO COPIES MUST BE HAND-
ED IN.

The Villanova Ice Hockey team
dropped its opening game to Penn
at the Arena on Saturday night

Defol-e a big gathering of students

by the score of 7 goals to 3.

The debut of the Feline sextet to

collegiate competition lacked a
successful premiere but it began
the reign of another sport on the

athletic rostriun of the college.

Penn's great second period rally

wiped out the one goal lead our
puck chasers held the first stanza

and provided the Red and Blue
enough goals to safely hold the

game m hand. Villanova scored

flrst at 1.24. O'Neill passed to

Kennedy and the latter rammed
home the Initial tally. For the

balance of the period neither side

could work the disc close enough
to ease It through. Both O'Parrell

and Klein, the goalies for Villanova,

and Penn had little difficulty In

stopping the few shots that came
their way.
The second period was a different

one. Penn displayed the best team-
work of the evening In quickly

shooting seven goals. O'Reilly ^d
Pringle, Penn forwards, worked to-

gether In great fashion and both
men shot with unerring aim.
Pringle sent in the tieing goal at
1.21 after the rest period on a pass
from O'Reilly. Two minutes later

Pringle worked the puck down to

the blue line and whipped a short
pass to O'Reilly and the latter let

fly with the second alien score.

Pringle got two more right after,

the first unassisted and the second
on a pass from O'Reilly.

Woods, opposing center forward
then shot In a bouncing drive that
hopped over O'Parrell's stick and
Perm was leading by five to one.
O'Neill passed the puck to Kennedy
for our second goal at 15.06. Penn
came right back and tallied two
more before the period ended.
O'Reilly and Adams getting the
credit.

The last period saw Villanova
really play. The only score was by
Delaney who whipped a hard shot
from the side that struck the goal-
ie's pads and richotted Into the
net. However with a little more
passing Villanova might have made
the count much closer. On two
occasions one of our men had the
puck directly in front of the cage

(continued on page four)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(1)

Belle Masque
To Broadcast

Announcement has been made by
the Belle Masque Players that the
club will broadcast over station WIP
in Philadelphia on April 15th.

What the program will be has
not yet been decided. It will be,

however, either a part of their
forth-coming play, "Richelieu," a
skit or a sketch selected especially

for the occasion.

Though the Dramatic Club is

sponsoring this broadcast, other
Villanova entertainers are also ex-
pected to go on the air.

NOTICE!
Those students who attended

the Belle Aire Ball and failed to
receive a favor may obtain them
today at the Belle Aire office.

Campus Now
Open For

Inspection

Members of Campaign
Learn More of

ViUanova

to

TO START IMMEDIATELY
Prominent Philadelphia business

and professional men will be seen
inspecting the campus and build-
ings during the coming weeks. The
college has invited these men, who
are members of the executive com-
mittee or friends of executive com-
mittee members to visit Villanova
that they may learn more about
Villanova and its plans.
Arrangements for some of the

men to visit the college were made
at the executive committee lunch-
eon last Thursday noon in the
Manufacturers' Club after hearing
addresses by Father GriflQn, Father
Dougherty, Frank H Jitfancill, pro-
minent attorney, and Mr. McGlinn,
chairman of the business men's
committee.

Mr. McGlinn gave a report on
progress of the campaign.
"For the past few months we

have been holding weekly luncheon
meeetings for the purpose of bring-
ing Villanova and its problems to
your attention, and also to secure a
representative group to function as
the Executive Committee of the
Villanova College Fund." Mr. Mc-
Glinn told the business men. "This
committee now has a total member-
ship of 110, composed of the leading
business and professional men act-
ive in Philadelphia and vicinity.

"Upon us rests the responsibility

of the major part of the Important
fund-raising of this campaign. It
is up to us now to obtain the large
gifts needed by Villanova. gifts

varying in amount from $5,000 all

the way up to $200,000.

"We also have a National Advis-
ory Committee of 23 men whose
names are well-known and add
prestige to our campaign. In this
group are Mayor Mackey, Dr. Beury
of Temple, Dr. Pennlman, of the
University, Samuel Vauclain,
Agnew T. Dice. Albert M. Green-
field, Francis P. Graven and others."

(continued on page four)
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KnockingAbout
the Campus
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Clas« Spirit

So far this year there has been in evidence at Villanova

a most noticeable disregard of class spirit in the various

functions of the classes. Class spirit is the most accurate

measure of the spirit of the college as a whole, and it is

readily apparent that if class spirit is allowed to degenerate

it will inevitably affect the college itself.

But who is to blame? Censure cannot be laid at the

door of any particular organization, frateniity or class in the

school. However, the reason for the lack of interest in mat-

ters pertaining to class activities can be directly attributed

to the individual members of the organization itself.

Students may be divided into two groups : those students

who ever profess a spirit of loyalty and interest by their

actual attendance at meetings and functions and those who
have already demonstrated that they are not in the least in-

terested. It is only through the efforts of the first group

that we have any class organization at all. Then again there

are those students who, though outwardly loyal, are working

against the progress of their group. They seem to assume
the role of a cynic. True, they are tolerant but not approv-

ing of fervent interest in matters of class meetings, elec-

tions, and the like. They seem to be the first to jeer at a

display of college spirit and the first to revile with cutting

sarcasm the effort of the men who have the welfare of the

class as a whole at heart. The great pity is that men of this

type have influences which extend outside their own clique

and that they have a peculiar aptitude for weaning others

from good spirit and enthusiasm.

Can this sad condition be remedied in any way? Most
assuredly it can, but it falls upon the students themselves to

correct it. If the students responsible for the existing con-

dition would only realize the fallacy of their position and at-

tempt to improve their attitude toward their class, spirit and
interest would be greatly improved.

There are countless opportunities where a student may
manifest a spirit of co-operation for his class. When the

next meeting is announced make sure you are among those

present. Have a little enthusiasm and care for class policies.

Added zeal and loyalty will go a long way toward bettering

present conditions. And why not start today? The sopho-

mores have an excellent opportunity to show their spirit on

the coming Friday night. And so, too, have all classmen sim-

ilar opportunities to come forward and display a true spirit

of co-operation.
* « • * *

Carry On!
Although the first step in the Faculty-Parent Student

Campaign has resulted in the "Villanovan's" prediction being

verified completely no let-down in either enthusiasm or actic-

ity should follow. Not content with resting upon achieved

laurels the spirit and the results of the spirit must continue

to manifest themselves if the final goal is to be achieved. How
this can best be accomplished must rest with the individual.

To point out tangible things to be done for the general student

body is more or less impossible. Each man is himself cog-

nizant of ways and means peculiar to his own position and.

each man must woi-'k out such features to their best advan-
tage. In a general way, however, a few helps can be pointed

out. Taking cooperation and enthusiasm as already existing

factors, every student can be on the alert to discover possible

prospects who will be friendly to the spirit of the campaign.
Information can be disseminated in a score of telling ways.
Paients can be interested vicariously through sons and alum-
ni. Enthusiasm can be engendered in students who are in-

clined to be indifferent. In the individual these helps may
indeed seem puny but in the aggregate they will be a force
which will assure success.

Univprslty of Maine (ACN)—Many
have been the times when students
have been criticised for articles or
phrases appearing in college publi-
cations but seldom has the Incident
appearing in the university here re-
cently been duplicated. In the i^sue
of the undergraduate magazine ap-
peared a story in whose characters
the officials took exception and
consequently suppressed the story.
The peculiar and unique thing in

regard to it was that it was written
by one of the professors of English
at the University.

Missoori University Colambia Mis-

souri (ACN)—With the announce-
ment that larger amount of funds
were becoming available to this in-

stitution a greater amount of ex-
tension worlc is to be offered
through the extension division of
the university than ever before and
even at present the amount has
surpassed many of larger institu-
tions. Not only are more courses
offered but likewise more work in
club activities is being offered
throughout the state.

«juuic me tetu: tmon.. Uo surely
u,s death, taxes and "greatest movie
spectacles" every year, by some
inu-acle occult and devious, the
j^ear Booli, Irom shadowy origins
takes deluute torm, whitens a lew
hands prematurely, causes great to

do and bustle ana blooms new and
sniiiy with the howers ot May. Now
since the book has to be filled and
since the hlliiig thereof can no more
vary than the traditional hlhng ol

stuifed grouse there inevitably
comes a day each year when every
senior can be seen with a white col-

lar, when the dourest scot will

break training to indulge a smile,

and when pomades are called upon
to do herculean service on locks
^aag alt agley." For it is a gooo

oiu ^liiiencuti irauiiion irom tmiype
uays that, at any cost, a man must,
look neat in a picture, uo too,

every year, under tnese reproduc-
tions, ol wnat are aaeged to be
iiAeaesses, the traaiiional para-
Kiapa euiogizes and esteems. All
very well. Ana yet noi quite rignt.

i-'or there is another oid American
iraditlon that a man should never
be eulogized until he is dead. And,
be it said to their undying merit,
with the exception ol those who are
bored to death by the commence-
ment addresses, college graduates
are more or less alive. Consequent-
ly it is a dreadful mistake to eulo-
tiize them. And since this is the
open season for thesaurus (where
eise can one find synonyms lor
estimable", "splendia", "enviable
record" and the like?) we suggest a
revolution in the wrlteup depart-
ment and present a lew horrible ex-
amples of "personals" as they should
be written.

1. Seven years ago from the fast-

nesses of the southern mountains
there came into our midst a lanky
and spare individual by name Cy
Uingletre. In spite of appearancet)
It was felt that Cy was a diamond
in the rough. But after seven years
Cy is still in the rough and has no
hopes of ever getting on the fair-

way. When twitted by his fellows
Cy is fond of naively remarking
that everything Is bound to come to
the man who waits. So for seven
years Cy has been waiting for his
sheepskin and as the Dean told him
that "he had something coming to
him" Cy is sure that it must be his
coveted degree. We wish Cy all th
success he deserves and hope that
the keeper will be good to him.

2. When first the vacant stare of
Mike McBlank struck our eyes we
imagined that Mike looked a little

obtuse. How utterly wrong first im-
pressions are likely to be, for four
years has convinced us of our un-
fairness to Mike. As he himself
says "Men should never do things
by halves" and consequently when
he got down to the half-wit plane
he did not give up satisfied but fin-

ally succeeded in becoming a com-
plete nit-wit. Yes, Mike has tried

and his efforts have not gone unre-
warded. Although unable to write
his name when he arrived Mike was
smart enough to make his mark and
even in those days he made a toler-

able X. Now after four years, al-

though still unable to write his
name, Mike's Xs are real master-
pieces. He is now said to be con-
templating an offer from a big sugar
refinery where Mike's job will con-
sist in fashioning the Xs for the
XXXX Supar cartons. Mike is to
he congratulated in thus making
the most of his rare gift.

3. Twenty-two years ago in the
little mountain hamlet of Windy

iifTs a precocious Infant broke ;

previous records by talking his

nurse under the baby-carriage. How
many of us know that this unusua
child was none other than our own
inimitable Boris Stiffe? Yet he it

unmistakably was and how well he
has carried on the record we know
only too well. Boris is well known
by his method of speaking right out
to a man and his audiences can
readily be known by their way of
passing right out—also to a man.
Yet he shall always be remembered
for his charitable work in the In-
firmary. For when all else failed

the sedative powers of his voice

could always be relied upon to bring
slumber to pain-racked sufferers.

Boris has declared his intention of
some day becoming a congressman
and we wish him the world of luck
in this, his chosen vocalization. How
pleasurable it will be to look over
an extra bulky issue of the Con-
gressional Record and reflect that it

is the work of our own filibustering

Boris. How pleasurable too to re-

flect that we haven's a chance of
ever getting into Congress.

Unscientific Love Letters
Now lately we've been feeling that

there are some astonishing slackers
in this Job of science in remaking
the world. In fact we have heard
that there are still a few of the un-
enlightened and backward who in-
sist upon writing the girl friend
that unscientific monstrosity—the
old-fashioned mushy "billet-doux.'

Certainly they must be aware how
retrograde they are. Surely they
must know that if they must send
letters, a scientific chart is the only
thing permissible. On this they
may plot the curve of their affection

with graphic completeness very
neatly and settle all controversy
once and for all. We thought that
everyone would be so grateful for

this boon that love charts would
soon replace the old-fashioned va-
riety. However some of the offend-
ers may be persLstlng in the error
of their ways because of ignorance
so we present what is now consid-
ered a love letter in the most ap-
proved scientific manner.
Oh. thou my scientific love!

Thou maiden, microbe-free
I learned through X-Ray photo-

graphs

That you evolved for me.

Let common men your charms dis-

praise
Who laughed at what you lacked

Your beauty Is. I still aver
A prophylactic fact!

What Don Juan could ask for more?

The Mosque

Duiing the past year or so, there

lias sprung up around the campus,

a number of clubs, which have di-

vided olf the members of the vari-

ous classes, races, etc., into a num-
ber of cliques, and whether they

are good or bad for the college is

a debatable point. Those who are

in them claim that they are, but

others, who incidently seem to be

the majority of the student body,

claim that they are not good for

promotion, of undivided allegiance

to their alma mater. However, it

It not my duty to criticise or to

give a definite opinion, one way or

the other or to say that the men
of this race, and the men of that

section of the country, or another

wrong or right in banding them
selves together, in quest of happi

ness. It is my idea to suggest this

week, some organization to which
everyone can belong. Not only to

one but to many of them. There

are a few lone wolves here who
either, because of their aloof ten-

dencies, natural shyness or because

they come from a section of the

country which does not send many
men to Villanova, are left out in the

cold. It is to them that the column
for this week is dedicated.

Villanova Bacteria Club
This club knows no boundaries, no

color or creed. Its members are

eligible whether they know it or

not, becau^ of the ubiquity of

bacteria. I may seem a bit vague

so here is the "straight dope." All

men who are in the habit of wear-

ing old trousers, sweaters, flannel

shirts, which have never known the

soothing touch of the laundry,

should bring these items of wearing

apparel to the College bacteriologi-

cal laboratory, or some other lab of

the same nature, and have these

ideal portions of media analized. I

am quite sure, that quaint little

fifision fungi startled in their ancient

family seat, would come forth and
there, a grade of, could I say eli-

gibility, could be determined. These
would be Judged, according to the

profuseness of the germs, malign
ancy of their effects.

Villanova Club in Bryn Mawr
It has been thought at various

times by the faculty and by many
of the student body, that an exten

slon should be set up in the neigh
boring hamlet where men could

take their afternoon classes or lab-

oratories, without fear of being late

for the movies, or the afternoon
walk, around that sleepy little town
which is so famous for its co-edu-
cation. In fact I think the atmos-
phere there would be infinitely

more conducive to study and hard
work, if one knew, that Just around
the comer someone is waiting, for

her three minute talk, (I believe

that is the time they are alotted)

with her hero, from a little farther
out the Main Line. But of course,

this would have its disadvantages,
because, it is frightfully distracting

to try to figure out the coefficient of
linear expansion, when every now
and then the faint aroma of per-
fume, lipstick, etc, permeates the
atmosphere.

The "You Missed It Club"
Whenever one has settled down

to an evening of study, reading or

bridge, there is always someone
popping in with the idea of going to

some dance or dragging you out on
a blind date. Manfully you resist

the temptation, and let the tempter
go his way. You know how often

you have gone out and been rooked
to the tune of your last five by
someone who bores you almost to

distraction, or insists on telling you
one of the editions of her life

story, in various schools and col-

leges, until finally she read, the
ad, of how to be the life of the
party, or "they laughed at me
when I stepped up to the piano."
Ergo, you vow, that you'll never be
pressed into the service again
Anyway, the gentleman goes his

way. You finish your work, or
whatever you have to do and retire

early, thankful to get one good
night's sleep. Sometime later you
are rudely awakened by the indi
vidual who previously was in your
room. His first statement is "Oh
boy, you missed it. Wonderful
time, and oh what a lovely lady you
would have met. She was awfully
disappointed because she wanted to
meet you." Forthwith he takes one
of your cigarettes and begins to
give a detailed account of the eve
ning, until your disgust knows no
bounds and you throw him out,

hurling maledictions and books at
his head. I've been thinking of
going into a huddle with the state
legislature about passing a law for-
bidding such people to be at large.

The Iceman Club

How many times have you taken
a girl to a dance of whom you have
thought a great deal, and then find

that somebody has moved in on
you like a poor relative. You are
having the time of your life know-
ing that your girl is a hit, and you
are not "stuck." Ah, the pity of
it. Better it would be that you
brought someone not so attractive,
because, there are a few boys there
who are "Ice Manning" you and
fixing your wagon, so that the next
time you call for a date confident
in knowing the fact that you are
"right up there in the money," and
receiving the reply that you have
as much chance of ever getting a
date again, as selling gold bricks on
Times Square. Personally I am in
favor of going stag, because when
one is alone there Is absolutely no
danger of any of the members of
this club, to find the opportunity of
"moving you out."

Heigh-ho!
COUNT DMITRI

81 Colleges

Entered

In Contest

Although March 25 is the closing
date for entries in the Sixth Nation-
al Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest'
on the constitution, already 81 col-)
leges and universities from 29 states
have written to Caspar Harvey,
national director. Liberty, Mo.
Northwestern Universtiy, Evanston,
111., national whmer in 1925, was
the first school to enter the 1930
contest.

Although AprU 15 is the closing
date for each school to select its
representative, the distinction ol
being the first orator to win his
local contest goes to P. B. Farr, A.
and M. College of South Carolina,
Clemson.
The competition for the greatest

forensic honor open to college stu-
dents in American foreshadows
bringing together this year the
largest group of colleges and uni-
versities in any project of the kind
in the history of American higher
education, according to announce-
ment made this week at the nation-
al headquarters. A total of $5000 in
prizes will be awarded, and the
winner, who will become the nation-
al intercollegiate champion orator
for 1930, will be awarded a prize of
$1500. Second place will give a
prize of 11000, scaling down to $400
for seventh place.
The national director is sendin?

this week to 902 colleges and uni-
versities an urgent request to make
their entries early even if the
schools may wait until April 15 to
choose their contestants.
The nation-wide interest in this

contest is seen from the distribu-
tion of the 35 prize winning natlona'
finalists during the last five years
among 32 school In 20 states as
follows:

What task of love be sweeter?
To find your corpu.scles were right
Per cubic centimeter!

Thou Blnet-Slmon paragon
Say when thou wilt be mine

For maids are few whose I. Q.
.stands

At one, point, twenty-nine!
—BRIAN BORYU.

But then again the people in Chi-
cago may have learned their lesson
and have adopted the Boy Scout
slogan, "Be Prepared."

• • •

There will never be any war be-
tween the sexes, as somebody pre-
dicts. That Is. there won't be If all

the girls are transported across the
Northern Sea.

• • •

We heard one of the Frosh ask
a Senior the other day. If the mem-
bers of the present Drive for a
larger College, needed a learner's
permit.

DRIVING IT HOME

Where would you go if it rain-
ed the day of commencement?

it stands to reason that
the best laid plans of men and
mice often go astray there-
fore if the elements should hap-
pen to do their worst on the day
when many breath a sigh of re-
lief and get that coveted little

slip of sheejjskin, where would
one go? Surely it probably
is not the most pleasant thing in
the world to dance with one's
light of love over a floor where
only that afternoon the teams
have played basket ball, nor do
the courtmen do back hand-
springs about the idea of play-
ing a well waxed dance pavillion.
Walking to Bryn Mawr may be
excellent exercise for the Loth-
arios, but there are quite a few
here who would prefer to take
theirs in a swimming pool, the
squash courts, or parallel bars.
The charms of Joan Crawford
and Dolores Costello may attract
a goodly number at night to the
movies but the idea of
spending the leisure hours
around the green baize leaning
on a cue in the college amuse-
ment hall is infinitely more hi-
triguing.

By this time I rather imagine
that the reader is wondering
whether this column is going to
burst out with the question,
about how much more life in-
surance you have or why you
ought to buy this set of books,
and become president of the Cor-
poration in six months, but this
is not the case. There will be no
rabbits taken out of the hats and
the small boys In the audience
will be disappointed as they will
not be asked to become subjects
for Professor, Lynxeye, the hyp-
notist. Instead it is merely our
way of introducing an appeal for
a worthy cause. The new gym,
which Is one of the factors In the
proposed new building plan is no
myth. It is not some day-dream
that has been conjured up by
some optimist looking at the
world with rose tinted spec-
tacles. It is a project based on
fact and backed by brilliant busi-
ness men. It will be a realiza-
tion, and every man's whole
hearted support and co-operation
is necessary.

The first two fellows called in a
raffle always get a cheap thrill and
a big hope wells In their heart.
But never mind fellows there Is al-
ways the next time, when perhaps
you'll be the third and lucky one
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Sport Spots by Spotty

Last spring Epsiluu Plii Tlieta ran their first uutilour

boxing tuuruaiueiU lur the iuterlrateruity chaiupiunbhip ul

the cullegu, and the allair, alter uue pustpunement, proved

tu he succebsiul, as a hstiu exhibition and huauciully, which
is something.

Many of the fellows who stood within the ring on
that night at the Stadiuni, the same ring in which Dempsey
and I'unney lought in I'hiladelphia, are still in school this

year. JNow, with the decision ol this same frat, to again try

their hand at the game we may coulideiitiy expect another

rendition ol the manly art by these same mittmeu and any
so minded brethren.

The sponsors took the title last year but have lost

some good men. Al Severance, the only man to carry oil

the championship in two divisions, will be a ring side spec-

tator this year. Al graduated and the only assistance he
might render will be in the way of advice. Jack McGann,
the lightheavy winner and heavyweight runnerup, also a

member of K. P. T. probably will form the nucleus in the

advances of the titleholders in their efforts to hold the

championship. '.•

Delta Pi Epsilon has lost her one champ, Jim Lan-

gan, who prevailed in the heavy class; but to counterbal-

ance this both Jack Trainor and George Blaney, welter-

weight, and 160 pounders, who were runners up in their

classes are back and should be great aids to the Business

men. Many of the others, Fascio, Keenan et al. still can be
called upon to rally round their frats^ colors.

The contests are to be held in the gym on the night

of March 6tli. It will not be necessary to say more, those

who attended last year can vouch to the entertainment.

TO OUR BIG SHOTS
This is a little dope we are dispensing on our own

hook, you can take or leave it. These few days past, while

the weather brings to mind springtime and roses, quite a

few of our golfing prodigieti have been going the rounds ex-

cavating the landscape and in general rearranging its nat-

ural contour with their little clubs. .

Now, far be it from us to deter these turf physicians

from exercising their aesthetic conceptions or rearrange-

ment of the terra firma, for it has always been our earnest

desire to stimulate the initiative of the student body, but
there is another angle to the situation. By the barest pos-

sibility there may be some other equally golf desirous, mind
you now we are being ultra conservative, individuals, who
later on in the spring when the ground has dried out, when
a divot means a miniature patch of sod and not the loss of a

cubic foot of choice underpinning, have the fond ambition

to stroke the little ball around and still recognize the course.

We don't want to appear harsh, we admit that some
may need this early practice, it is conceivable that all of us

are not par crackers, leastwise, those whom we have
watched in devastating action. Why not save a bit of this

energy till the new gym is ready to be constructed? Then
the authorities can collect a miscellaneous assortment of

golf balls, toss them promiscuously about the proposed site,

unleash these annihilators and in a jiffy the foundation is

dug.

Another way to work off this excess enthusiasm

might be to join those pineapples who cram the windows on

the second and third floors of Good Counsel facing towards

the Academy and hurl down the cream of epithets to the

track men jugging about the track, and take their little clubs

with them and pretend those funny shaped things protrud-

ing from various shoulders might be gutta percha substi-

tutes. Try your luck with this diversion—we need our

campus.

Fistic Crown
Aim of Pre-

Med Boxers

Page Three

Alumni News

Future Doctors Begin

Train for Epsilon

Phi Theta Bouts

ALL MEN EXPERIENCED
The Lamda Kappa £>elta boxers,

runners up in last year's boxing
tournament, have already begun
strenuous training for the coming
tourney, which will be held in the
School Gym during the first week
of March.
According to the latest reports

received from Marty Macklln who is

guiding the destinies of these as-

piring lads, all indications point to

a highly successful team, thanks to

the wealth of material unearthed
in the present freshman class.

This year's hope of the Pre Meds
rests solely upon the shoulders of

two boys who carried the colors of

their fraternity into the ring last

years, namely: Charley Moorerwho
anexed the flyweight honors, and
Ralph Lanciano, that little bundle
of fighting fury.
Among the new comers who are

sure to carry the Red & Black of

the Lamda Kappa Delta ir\to the
squared circle we find:

Dan Zaffarest, New York City
Newsboy flying Champ.
Jack Fuhrman, erstwhile Temple

U. featherweight star.

Prank Tropea, 1928 Southern High
School Boxing Captain and semi-
flnalist in A. A. U. Tourney,
Nick Mariano, last year's Boxing

Captain at Frankford High School.
Ed. Furmannl.
Jack Aversa, a very promising

featherweight.
At the present time Mr. Macklln

has mapped out a set of rules and
regulations j;o be observed by his

boxers, so that no stone will remain
untiuned towards bringing a cham-
pionship to the Pre Med Frat.
According to Marty the only

gloomy situation of the whole affair

is the lack of a heavyweight per-
former, in order to insure the Pre-
Meds a full team of fighting fools.

The coaches and trainers of this

fraternity are hoping that some of

the big boys who are too 'MODEST'
to admit that they are pugs will

flnaly enter the tournament.

We aie glad to uimuuuce thai
iieriiara Qumn, ^6, brother oi Wai-
ter c^mnn, Art Editor ol ihe VUia-
novau, IS rapidiy recovermg from
an operaiion lor appenoicius. He

IQ
was taKeu to the hospital very sud-
ucniy uui tne operation was a com-
pieie success aiiu it u> expected tnat
xieniie wiu oe arouna la a lew uays.

• • •

Jxenuy urooks, '2», is connectea
Willi tne fiske Rubber Co., and
luuf^iaK oui very well m tiartii>ra.
Conn.

• • •

i? rank McNuity, '29, is working lor
u weu-Kiiowii corporation m Bos-
ton, Mass.

• • •

John l>'oiey, 2H, is working for
Kresge Co., in tne lliiauce depart-
Jiieni. Alter several moves John
lias iinaliy located in Jamaica. Lioiig

Island.

l-'rank McCoy, '29, members ox
i&st years tootball squad, is coacii-
uig athletics at Malianoy aigu
ciciiooi, Mahanoy City, Pa.

• •
,
•,

John Conti, '29, has succeeaeu
Doc" Jacobs as Athletic Dnectur at
iiethlehem High School, uast lali
John produced one of the best
teams in the history of that school.

• • •

Fred Twoomey, '29, regular end
lor the Wildcats in 1928. is eiigagea
as assistant coach at Lawrence Hign
School, Lawrence, Mass.

• * •

Crosby Coughlin, '30, former Man-
aging Editor of this paper, is em-
ployed with Lee, Higginson Co.
Crosby, at present is located in
Binghamton, N. Y., as the com-
pany's Southern New York repre-
sentative.

• • •

Walter Reedy, '29, is studying at
Jefferson Medical School, in Phila-
delphia, Pa.
Louis Pessalano, '29, captain of

the 1928 football team, is working
for his degree in the lemple Medi-
cal SchooL

• • •

John Durso, '29, is a member of
the medical School at Harvard Uni-
versity, Boston, Mass.

Visiting Feline Five

Stopped Twice
Over Weekend

Main Line Chargers Fall Before St. John^s and Manhattan.
—Hold Leafl in Both Encounters, But

Lose in Final Spurts

SEASON WINDS UP WITH TRIPLE ENGAGEMENT

A PASSING THOUGHT

P. O. Service

To be Aided

Plans for doubling the floor space
of the present Post Office are

rapidly nearing fruitation, accord-
ing to the postmaster, Mr. Dough-
erty. The contract for the work
has already been awarded, and the
task shall be completed in the near
future.

With the proposed enlargement
the accomodations for distribution
of mail will be greatly enhanced.
About 200 more boxes are to be
added in order to relieve the con-
gestion which has been such n

problem in the past.

All those who send their laundry
home are advised by the postmaster
to have their parcels insured
agains tthe possibility of the loss

of breakage of their laundry bags
as has occurred recently with a

student during the past week.

Maryville State Teachers College
Maryvlllc, Missouri (ACN)—The
rather phenomenal success of the
basket ball team of this college is

rather to be traced to the phenom-
enal success of Coach Henry Iba in

all of his career. The local insti-

tution has won twenty-three
straight games this years and seems
sure to complete their season with
an unniarred record. This is Iba's

first year of collegiate coaching but
his record previous to coming to the
institution is in itself remarkable.
While at the Oklahoma City High
School he developed* a team that
went to the finals in the national
tournament and were an unquali-
fied success in their own state. All

of his basket ball experience was
gained in the Westminister College
at Fulton, Missouri, where for man>
years he captained a state cham-
pionship team.

Speaking of the Drive, we hope
that it will come to a close with the
College riding in a Rolls-Royce
rather than in the traditional fliv-

ver.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Tuesday, February 25

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall i.oo P. M.
Lawrence Club, Academy 7.00 P. M.
Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Villanova vs. Temple, Phila .;.,,,,»..i.,».,. 8.00 P. M.

Wednesday, February 26
LaSalle Club, Academy 12^0 P. M.
R. C. H. S. Club, Academy 12.30 p! m!
Beta Oamma Society, Mendel Hall 4.00 p m
Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M
Connecticut Valley Club, Academy 7.00 P. M
Villanova vs. Albright College,, Reading, Pa 8.00 P. M.

Thursday, February 27
Senior Class Meeting, Academy lOOP M
Chemistry Club. Amphitheatre i.oo P M
Varelty Bowling, Bryn Mawr 9.00 p. m.

Friday, February 28
Day SfUdents Mass s.OO A. M.
12.30 Club Meeting, Monastery 12J0 P M
Stamford Club Meeting 3jo P M
Inter-frat Basketball Game, Gym 7 15 p m
Villanova vs. St. Tliomas' College, Srranton. Pa 800 P MSophomore Dance, Benjamin Franklin Hotel 9.00 p," m
„ _ ^ Monday. Marrh 3

??i^,^, ^P"w "l/*'*^^'"^ LOOP. MJunior Class Meeting, Academy loopvr
Jersey City Club, Academy ... :..:;:.:. 700 P MNew Jersey Club. Academy '.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.['"

700 P l5
„. . „ Toenday, Marrh 4
Phi Kappa Pi, Mendel Hall n 45 ^ j^

A group of Seniors, composed
for the most part of Arts and
Business men, were speaking
about what they intended to do
after leaving college. Contrary
to a general opinion they did not
hope to achieve success in five

years, nor begin working for a
good salary. The conversation
turned to personalities and, on
the assumption that character is

destiny, many predictions were
made.
"John X will very likely be a

success. He receives the highest
marks and has yet to find a sub-
ject difficult." exclaimed one who
was likewise a scholar.
"You are wrong," contradicted

a popular foot ball player. John
X's problems are confined to
books. In the outside world he
will be unable to cope with the
human element. Take, for ex-
ample, the committee of which
he was chairman. He couldn't
get anyone to work with him."

"You are only partially right!"
broke in a third. There are
many positions that would fit

John X to a "T." He could be a
good accountant or efficiency
expert.

'Perhaps it would be a case of
Stiver and Carton." said an
oniinivorous reader, then blushed
to see that he had spoken over
the heads of his companions.
"What I mean is that someone
will use his brains."

"Exactly," the foot ball play-
er enthusiastically agreed. "All
the great men of the world have
been those who could get others
to do their work for them."
The erudite young man did not

like the use of the word "great."
He was about to demonstrate the
fallacy of the athlete's opinion
when the scholar saved him the
trouble.

"You seem to think too much
of personality. Take Henry Z,
the moment he secured a respon-
sible position his prestige began
to wane. You might gain suc-
cess through personality but It
takes brains to keep it.

"What do you mean by
brains?" protested the athlete.
Every fellow who goes to college
knows what he lacks and if he
supplies his deficencies, I would
say that he had brains. You
seem to imply that marks are all
Important.

"They are!" smiled the scholar.
All the big firms nowadays want
to know if you graduated in the
first quarter of your class and—
Here the bull session was inter-

rupted by the entry of the pre-
fect. "The bell for 'Lights Out'
rang ten minutes ago. Get out
of here if you don't want to
write a 5000 word composition."
The fellows filed out.
"What does he think we are.

grammar school kids." someone
growled.

"He's all right, but we would
have gone to bed without being
threatened with punishment.
"Good night.
"Good night. Wake me up in

time for breakfast.
'O. K. Good night."

William Rudolph and Donald In-
gram, both members of last year's
Ciass are furthering their education
along With Lou Pessalano at Tem-
ple.

• « •

Joseph Freeney, 26, is studying
law at DickinsonTjaw School.

9 • •

Harry Connor, '25, is a prominent
ir'hiladelphia Coal Dealer.

• • •

Cletus Seaver, '26, is a junior
partner in a large contracting com-
pany in Staten Island, N. Y.

• * *

John Ferrar, '26, is a member ol
Yale Medical School.

ALUMNI CAMPAIGN
TEAMS APPOINTED

(Continuea i'Toni Page 1)
the situation before him. Those
two men went out and secured
thousands of dollars to build uax
...caatuui building which was lost
in the fire.

Having raised the money for the
ouuding. Dr. Deiurey said, 'Now we
are going to improve the curri-
culum.' For one year there was not
a graduate. That took nerve.
"From that time Villanova has

progressed against seemingly In-
.sunnountable obstacles. One build-

Running up their highest count
since the iniiiui iray inis season,
the Wildcats ciawed the Bears into
submission by iiie count 01 4U-2tf In
a free scoring game played on tne
Collegevilla Hour, ihis marked tne
tenth victory ui the season, and tne
fourth in succession for "Jakes
henchmen, inciaentaliy, this was
the eleventh consecutive reverse
for the homesters.
As usual. Captain Jack Bii'ming-

ham led the Felines offense, but
ae was closely pressed by ^\nitey
uzesicK and 'iommy Morgan, all of
whom rang up six lieid tosses. Pep
xoung, Urslnus ace, kept the hosts
ill the rmining with ten points,

garnered at opportune times. How-
ever, the entire Urslnus team shone,
with their remarkable foul shoot-
uig, netting eleven out 01 iilteen

tries. On the other hand, our boys
oanked twenty-one twin-pointers to

ine losers nine.

At half time. Villanova doubled
the count, 42-21, and increased their

advantage in the final semester.
With five minutes to go, the entire

second team was injected which
also played a good brand of ball.

Clete Gardener, beside holding his

man scoreless from the floor, found
time to ring up three counters.

In the preliminary contest, our
x-kitiens scored a 36-26 win over the
Collegeville Cubs. At half time
severance's men were five points in
the rut, but outscored the Urslnus
Yearlings in the second half to win
by ten points. The entire team
piayed well, with Weston bearing
the brunt of the attack.

22 apiece when the whistle blew.
The homesters held the edge for
the most part until the Pennsy
crew drew up with their last ditch
spurt. In the extra period Villa-
nova could not connect with the
hoop and was held scoreless. Two
fouls gave the decision away. Mc-
cormick and Craig dropped one
pointers through the net for the
Green and then successfully froze
the ball for the remainder of the
session.

For Villanova Bii-mingham and
Edwards each scored eight points;
Jack all on field goals and Tom on
three two pointers and a brace of
fouls. Kelleher, Mazurki and
Shand bpre the brunt of the Man-
hattan attack.

This week will wind up the sea-
son with Temple tonight, Albright
tomorrow evening and St. Thomas
on Friday.
The score of the Manhattan

game is as follows:

MANHATTAN
Pe.O. Fl.Q. Pta.

Both St. John's and Manhattan
let the Varsity quintet have one on
the chin the past weekend. In the
former setto the Brooklyn foe
rallied towards the close to down
the Cats while a five minute ses-

sion was required to decide the
Gotham scrap.
The double setback revised the

season record to ten won and four
lost with only three more to go. In
the St. John combat the final

figures tallied 33 to 25; against
Manhattan it was 24-22.

Villanova outplayed the Brooklyn
clan the most part of the opening
half but could not cope with the
whirlwind rally put on by the
Flatbushers in the closing minutes.
Whitey Czesick and Tom Edwards
proved the stars in the defeat.
In the Manhattan scene it was

J. Ryan, f

Noonan, f

McCormick, f

Keber, f

Mitchell, f

Kelleher, c 2
Mazurski, c 2
Keegan, c ..........
Shand, g ii,,-,.. 2
C. Ryan, g ....,.,...
Craig, g

2

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

5
5

6
1

1

Totals 6 12 24
VILLANOVA

Pe.G. Pl.G. Pte.
Birmingham, f 4 8
Czesick, f . .• 2 2
Edwards, c 3 2 8
Hawkins, c
Tracey, g
Morgan, g 3 3
Sullivan, g 1 1

Totals 7 8 22

Class has been an omnipresent
bugabear the past week with this
springlike weather.

• • •

Wish that the weather man would
make up his mind, then he would
know whether or not to keep out
the ice skates, or whether we should
did the moths out of the trusty
bathing suit.

• • •

In Chicago, a meeting of National
Morticians adopted a slogan, viz:

"Get Acquainted With Your Under-
the Felines who came back strong taker." And that is one of the last
at the finish to knot the score at I things we ever want to do.

Just Looking Around
Coming events cast their shadow

oeiore. lonight the Wildcat, un-
tamed and fighting, meets the Owl
of Temple in the Arena in Phila-
delphia.

# • •

The Temple quintet has amassed
a splendid record for the 1930 sea-

ing after another has been put up " ^°"' *"*^ ^^^ Friday night won its

"I cannot see anything but suc.r*^^^'^-'*'™*8;ht victory. The team
as this campaign is|**'°™ North Broad street has lost

only one encounter in seventeen.
cess so far
concerned."
Mr. Smith explained the alumni

association's migration to New Yorkm 1906 where 250 attended a Villa-
nova banquet at the Knickerbocker
lOteL

"There is no doubt that this cam-
paign is going over with the stu-
dents, alumni, parents, faculty and
that great executive committee
functioning together."

Graduate Manager McGeehan,
who followed on the program de-
clared Mr. Smith had just made
the greatest "pep" talk he ever had
heard in his 27 years' coimection
.vlth the college.

Mr. McGeehan reported that IL
per cent, of the students have in-

.wered the campaign questionaire.
and are co-operating splendidly.

"A student might reject Villanova
and go some other place and say,
'I am no longer a Villuiova man.'
But an alumnus cannot do that. He
carries the stamp of Villanova. If
Villanova goes up, he goes up. If
Villanova goes down, he goes down.
"Dr. Deiurey was a man of vision.

He had to look through the darkest
of clouds. We don't The time Is

ripe.

"You know where Notre Dame ha
gone. Not so long ago a friend of
both colleges told me that Villanova
is in a position to go farther than
Notre Dame. Villanova is not %
public Institution. The public needs
Just such an institution as Villa-
nova wants to be.

C. C. N. Y. defeating it earlier in
the year.

• • •

The Owl has a high scoring team,
with two sophomores, Oil Fitch and
Obie O'Brien leading the attack.
Fitch is leading the scorers of the
five, while O'Brien is a close second.
O'Brien holds down a forward post,

while Fitch plays the backcort.
• • •

Captain-elect Jack Bonner, of
Heinle Miller's football team, plays
center in the cage sport, and is also
a fine shot. The team is captained
by Grover Wearshing, who also led
the football team last fall.

" • • .

.

Wearshing is out for revenge after
the beating his gridders took up In
the Temple stadium in that hectic
fourth period, and Jack Birming-
ham, captain of the Felines, who
will most likely be pitted against
him, will have his hands full all

night.
• • •

Before the varsity teams clash,
the Freshman teams of the two
schools will meet in a return en-
gagement. A little over two weeks
ago, the Owl first-year men tri-

umphed at the Palais Royal by a
nine-point margin in an interesting
game. The green-clad crew from
school here is out to even up the
score, and they feel sm-e Temple's
winning streak of sixteen games
will be smashed tonight.

Joseph A. Culbert, an attorney t * , a.^ ^ ^ ^ .. ^
who received an ho^rary Master ^^ 7!^^^ *»^« S^^^^It ^f^ t
Of Arts degree from VlSova. re- rr.1.''Ll''ri.^'!f.irL'l'!, 'l°±

An Editorial in a dally states
"that the modern youth regards go-
ing to college as something of a
lark " ThLs man has sadly mis-
judged us. He should say, the
youths of today regard going to col-
lege as a lot of hard work, but
change their minds to the opposite
opinion after arriving.

called the college's struggle upward.
He asserted his belief that Corr
Memorial hall really won an out-
growth of one of the alumni mi-
grations to New York. He said he
is confident Mr. Corr made a
resolution one evening in New York
to do something really big for Villa-

nova.
Among others taking part in the

meeting were John MoGlone. How-
ard Brady. Charles McLaughlin, Ed-
gar Connery and Elmer Hertsler.

We alwayn thought that the en-
gineers were a vicious looking bunch
and our thoughts were confirmed
the other night when a few of them
were picked up as probable bandits,
after the Smoker. But then, per-
haps the refreshments had some-
thing to do with that.

and the varsity alike played nice
ball. At Collegeville on Tuesday
night, when two Urslnus teams were
beaten, the passing and general
team-work of the two aggregations
were said to be the best of the year.
Then, on Friday night, St. John's
of Brooklyn, one of the two unde-
ed teams in the East, eked out a
close victory.

• • •

There are many who claim that
St. John's have the best team in the
East this year, and all experts seem
to be unanimous in saying that
either the Brooklyn team or Syra-
cuse deserves the mythical cham-
pionship.

• • •

This week the varsity closes its

cage year on Friday night up In
Scranton. when St. Thomas' Is met
In the annual tUMle. The Tommies

have a fine team, and were beaten
by St. John's by a 26-25 margin.
The leading scorer and big gun of
the attack is Rogan.

• • •

On Wednesday night, Jacobs will
take his ten men to Reading, where
Albright will be opposed. Albright
was defeated last season, but the
upstaters have improved this year,
and have an imposing record.

• • •

The Frosh-Temple setting tonight
ends the cage career of the year-
lings as yearlings at Villanova.

• • •

Last Saturday night, the Arena
was in a very patriotic mood. The
red and blue of Penn was merged
with the blue and white of Villa-
nova, to lend the nation's colors to
the scene, and after the battle,
welts of red appeared on the bodies
of many of the players, to represent
the stripes.

• • •

This week marks the close of win-
ter sports at the school, outside of
hockey, and the inter-frat boxing
and basketball games, for another
year.

• • •

Almost simultaneous with Charley
McGeehan's call for baseball candi-
dates last week. Old Man Winter
abdicted in favor of Spring, to the
delight of a majority of the student
body. However, last Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday were too good to
be true, and Winter will return to
his icy throne before long.

The chances of the University of
Pennsylvania to win the Eastern
Intercollegiate League title again
this year were weakened to a great
extent last week when two sopho-
more stars. McNlff and Ullrich got
too many personals chalked up
against them in the recent examin-
ations, and were forced to take a
rest for the remainder of the year.

• • •

After the inter-frat battle last
Tuesday night, members of the
Epsilon Phi Theta team broke down
and cried, after seeing the record
of four or five year's standing brok-
en before an unmerciful Delta Pi
Epsilon quintete. Big things are ex-
pected of D. P. E. after they hand-
ed the E. P. T. a victory, the first

for the Latin friends in a long, long
time. Will wonders never cease.

• • •

The Inter-frat league is now hit-
ting on all cylinders, and the final
results will probably not be known
until L. K. D. meets P. K. P. In the
final game on the schedule.

• • •

Going to beat Temple
• • •

Check.

And double check.

D. B.
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Business Men
FaU Before

Artful Five

Revamped Arts Team Sinks

Business Men in

Fast Game

MrDERMOTT HIGH MAN
A rebuilt Arte team made a sen-

sational comeback last Tuesday
night and defeated the Business
men 32-21 In the gym. Prom the
opening minutes the game was
fast, the E. P. T. men took the lead
and held It throughout by a narrow
margin. In the second half the
Business men sent In a complete
new team but It could In no way
prevent the scoring. McDermott,
of the Arts men was the leading
scorer with ten points. The lineup
Is as follows:

.
' ARTS

Fe.G. Pl.G. Pts.

Sweeney, f
;
3 1 7

McDermott, t ....... 6
McGann, c ....',.;... 2
Dlneen, g 3
Connelly, c 2
Dwyer, f

Eschman, g ./•

Bunsa, g

1

10
4
7
4

TotSals 15 32

BUSINESS
Pe.a, Pl.G. Pts.

Hlghfleld, f 1 1 3
Highfleld, f 2
Blaney, c 1

Donnelly, g ,.,...,..
Simpson, g .......... 1
Mahn, f 1

Cicero, f

Reltmeyer, g
Garrlty, g
Glotz, g ... 1

Suarez, g

1

1

1

2
1

Totals 21

Beloit CoUeffe, Belolt Wisconsin
(ACN)—The Belolt College-Logan
Museum expedition to Algeria,
which has Just this month started
Its travels will excavate from 40
to 60 sites in Northern Africa.
These sites located In the eastern
part of Algeria, north of the Sa-
hara Atlas mountains were Inhabit-
ed by prehistoric man 20,000 to
100,000 years ago.
Eleven students will be Included

in the personnel of the expedition.
Each will be In charge of two or
more Arab assistants and will

supervise the collection from one
habitation site. Work on each site

will continue until a collection of
bone and stone Implements has been
secured sufficiently large to deter-
mine the place of that particular
site in the cultural sequence of the
Old Stone Age. The students will

study the material collected and
prepare a report upon It.

Bowlers Beat

Osteopathy

Friday the 21st found the "Var-

sity" down at the Bryn Mawr alleys

facing the strong quintet from the

Philadelphia College of Osteo-

pathy.
Playing the first of the two out

of three match series, the "Varsity"

was successful in displaying it's su-

periority and as a result of the ini-

tial contest have secured the Jump
on the "Bone Adjusters."

Under the capable leadership of

Captain Zwigard, and with "Phil"

Hillen displaying superb bowling.

Villanova won all three games and
totaled 2664 pins against that of

2407 for Osteopathy.
The feature and most spectacular

shot of the evening was executed

by Villanova's most consistent bow-
ler, Prank "Red" Hanlou. With the

game hinging on an unbeliveable

split "Reds" calmly studied the sit-

uation and with a reverse hook
brought in the 4-9-10, a shot that

could only be expected of such men
as Mort Llndsey and Billie Knox,
who have the distinction of being

the country's best.

With both teams starting off

with split after Villanova managed;
to eke out with a total pin fall of

923 against that of 865. This game,
incidentally, brought out the high
game of the match when Hillen

struck out In the last gahie to

score 213.

Winning the second game by a
total of 26 pins, Villanova struck
its stride and in tlie third game
swamped Osteopathy by a total of

173 pins.

Hillen led the "Wildcats" and
was the outstanding star of the
match, averaging 191, while Hahn
carried off the honors for the visit

ors. On Next Friday night, the
"Varsity" travels to Philadelphia
where it encounters Osteopathy on
the Colonial Alleys.

VILLANOVA
.... 1st 2nd 3rd Ave.

Hillen 213 180 181—191
Rinaldl 173 144 195—170
Becza ...160 150 157—166
Zwigard 198 168 170—179
Hanlon 179 176 211—189

SupportAsked
Students For

1930 Edition

Distinctive Features Mark
New Belle Aire

Book

55 PATRONS GOAL

Ohio Wesleyan University Dela-
ware Ohio (ACN)—A scandal sheet
of somewhat undetermined origin
was suppressed and all printed
copies confiscated when released
from the press recently. The sheet
was printed out of town and is

thought to be the work of some
student who vented all of his wrath
upon the faculty, fraternities and
all things collegiate in general
through the medium of this paper.
A scandal sheet issued among the
students of colleges all over the
nation is not an uncommon thing
but it was thought that one of such
t^fnor as this one seemed to be was
considered to be too absurd and
ridiculous for distribution.

f

I,'., t-'. • .'.::
;

COST

Write Your Own

HEADLINE
\for this adt• • •

WE DON'T know whether

to get sobby, and talk about

the lonesome hearth, the

vacant chair, etc.; or to get

••.•;.>.';.;/' '. down to cases and talk Speed,

ipi^\>/'';jyf Clearness and Low Cost.

«^ ^& V k' What would you say, if you

were writing an ad to College Men
telling them to "obey that impulse"

'.V to telephone home?

(There are so many impulses for

a College Man to obey!)

The first approach might appeal

to their sentimental streak; the

second, to their "practical" side. So,

one appeal is as good as another, in

our estimation.

Take your pick.

And write your own head-

line to this ad by going to the

nearest telephone and getting

yourself an earful of H-O-M-E!

A -call for at least 550 subscrip-

tions for the Belle Aire year boon,

lias been made by the Business
Manager, Frank Hanlon, who
claims that this number is nec-
essary for the financial success ol

the annual publication. The whole-
hearted cooperation ol the student
body is desired in patronizing the

year book, and in case ol the

upperclassmen, by having their

pictures taken.
Novel Features

Novel features are being Intro-

duced in the 1930 edition, which
bids fair to exceed the excellence

of previous issues by a wide mar-
gin. The most elaborate sports

^4ection attempted by any of the

preceding editors, is concluded in

the new year book which contain:.

60 pages of sports pictures and
articles, totalling 20 pages more
than any previous Belle Aire on
this subject. Each graduating ath-
lete will be given an individual

picture in the book, and every clut

will have a group picture and a
liberal write-up.

The cover is to be entirely new
and different from that issued by
any previous staff. A new design
and color scheme has been arnvcc
at with the cooperation of the ar-

tist, "Ed" Paneplnto, '27, who has
been responsible tor the artistic

success of the Belle Aire year book
for the past 4 issues.

Theme Grecian
The major dividers of the Belle

Aire year book are to be drawn in

a Grecian theme appropriate to

the division they represent. This
year's edition shall contain the
most novel and striking dividers

ever offered to the student body.
Old ivory paper, which has

proved so successful in preceding
years, is to be used again this year,

due to the fact that this type af-

fords the best reproduction of

graphic details.

. The Belle Aire year book will

contain some remarkable action
pictures taken at several football

games last fall. Individu4} pic-

tures are to be given to the various
coaches.
Each class is to receive a liberal

amoimt of space in the new publi-

cation. Colorful Junior, Sophoniore
and Freshman sections are to es-

tablish a worthy precedent in the
manner of compilation and the
arrangement of the pictures.

Revolving Scholarship

Fund Favored

(continued from page 1)

rowers in a given year would agree
to responsibility for losses up to a
limited proportion of loans. This
loss has averaged less than two
per cent for 3,100 loans on which
the Harmon Foundation has records.

Mr. McGlinn points out that
very careful investigation would
have to be made before any appli-

cant would be granted a loan.

Character replaces the usual form
of commercial coUaterai in these

loans.
Every applicant for a loan would

have to present a budget of his

year's expenses to show his need
for the loan.
The committee members believes

that students can profit from more
attention to personal finance.

The loans will lighten the burden
carried by students under the old

system of "working one's way"
through college. Mr. McOlinn is of
the opinion that the student who
attempts to support himself entire-

ly by his own labor in college sacri-

fices many of the benefits of college.

Hockey Sextet Bows to Penn
In Permerie Go In

Collegiate Play

(continued from page 1)

t

only to shoot wild.

The tendency on Villanova's part
was to carry the puck alone as far

as possible and then shoot, rarely

did the man running the disc pass

to a teammate. Penn got several

goals on the Felines' slowness to

run back in defense positions after

losing the puck. For their first go,

however, on the whole they put up
a scrappy front and the baptism
should serve to point out the weak-
ness and give them the experience
needed.
Penn VilFanova
Klein . . . . goal O'Farrell

Holland . . right defense . . O'Nell

Greene left defense — Orcutt
Woods center Delaney
O'Reilly right wing Brady
Prlngle left wing . . Kennedy
Penn 7 0—7
Villanova 1 1 1—3

Spares—Penn: Le Coste, Ooulleau.
Stelngarber. Adams. Villanova

:

Hillen, Flanagan. Welch, Masucci,
Matera. Goals—Penn (second per-

iod)—1:21. Pringle (O'Reilly); 3.26

Rellly. (Pringle); 4.10, Pringle; 5.30,

Prlngle (O'Reilly); 7.05 Woods;
14.33 O'Reilly; 18.39 Adams. Villa-

nova (first period)—1.24; Kennedy,
(O'Nell). Second period—15.06 De-
laney. (Third period)—9.48. Brady.
Referee—Cross.

CAMPUS NOW OPEN
FOR IJNSPECnOiN

I continued fiom page 1)

Mr. McOlinn tnen toid of the

regional alumni conunittees beuig

organized in the Boston-Lawrence

district, in the Wilkes-Barre-

ticranton district and In New York

Father Burns is representing the

college in this work, due to Father

Griffin's Illness.

"The campus campaign, one of

the important phases of this effort,

IS moving at high speed. There is

a faculty committee of 10, assisted

by 40 students, 10 from each school,

this group has charge of obtaining

gilts irom parents, faculty and stu-

dents. One of its most important

lunctions is to furnish tlie names of

relatives and friends who are in-

terested in Villanova so that a Pa-

rent s Committee can be formed to

solicit all friends of students."

Father Griffin explained that all

of Viuanova's four schools were of

the same high caliber as the School

of Science which Father Dougherty
described.
"Only education will prevent this

country from going Communistic,"

Father Griffin asserted. "The dem-
onstration at the City Hall is a
warning of what,may be expected.

Educators already have noticed the

tendency toward Communism ap-

pearing in some of the colleges and
universities.

"The Catlnollc church is a bulwark

against Communism and other rad-

icalisms. Merely only a plea of

loyalty to this nation we ask you
Dusiness men to assist us combat
Communism and other evils.

The history of the School of

Science, its marvelous growth and
its service to the community were

stressed by Father Dougherty.
"The School of Science had a

very modest beginning in 1915,"

Father Dougherty explained. "It

started with an Improvised labora-

tory, two microscopes and a min-
imum amount of equipment. There
were only two students in the first

Class, then followed a gradual in-

crease. When I was appointed
dean of this School in 1926 one
hundred ten students were enrolled.

Now there are nearly 350.

"Last September 50 students who
received their preliminary .,)educa-

tion at Villanova enrolled in some
15 medical schools. "I am con-
vinced that Villanova has the best

pre-medical course in the East, and
there are my reasons. I do not
know of any medical school that
admits students by competitive ex-
amination. The prime requisite is

character. Character counts for

about 60 per cent of the qualifica-

tions of an applicant seeking ad-
mission to a medical school. A
man of character is one who is un-
selfish, one who thinks of others,

cjne who is considerate.
"In other words, the successful

physician, the doctor who is to ren-
der a service to the commimity
must be ready to sacrifice his
money, his time, his health, even
his life. He must serve unselfishly
if he is to live up to the noble
ideals of his profession. And in

what school is self-sacrifice better
exemplified than at Villanova?
"The priests of the Augustinian

Order who make up the majority of
the faculty in the School of Science
begin their daily work at six

o'clock each morning and ten,
eleven or twelve o'clock at night
does not see it finished.

"The students cannot fail to be
imbued with sentiments of self-

sacrifice. It is the very atmosphere
of Villanova. They know that
their priest teachers are working
generously for the love of God and
mankind, giving unstintingly of
their talents, their time and their
youth. Self-sacrifice then, the
foundation of all character, is

taught by word and deed at Villa-
nova.
"Come out to Villanova to see the

laboratories in Mendel Hall. They
are the last word in efficiency. They
have elicited the commendation of
men who are in a position to judge.
In designing these laboratories
in the East and I can say without
boasting that few undergraduate
schools in the East can equal
our laboratory facilities.

"We have in our School of
Science a course which is not given
in any other undergraduate school
in America. I speak of the course
in Immunology which was made
possible by the munificience of Dr.
John A. Kolmer.
"Must Villanova's service to the

community be curtailed for lack of
funds? Will the plea for a great-
er Villanova fall on deaf ears? I
hope and pray not. We who are
teaching at Villanova are sacrificing
our all in the interests of the
youth of this country. Without
excluding representatives of any
race or creed we are giving all we
can. We have reached the limit of
our resources and now we stand
before the public and ask their aid.

"

Local Chapter

Of Civil Engs.

Stage Smoker
One of the most enjoyable smok-

ers ever staged at Villanova was
held last Thursday evening in the
College Auditorium under the spon-
sorship of the student chapted of
the American Society of Civil En-
gineers. About two hundred mem-
bers of the Engineering School at-

tended the affair as guests of the
society.

Professor J. Harland Billings, of
Drexel Institute, and Victor Sander-
son, Philadelphia, Manager of the
Terry Turbine Co., were among the
guests who addressed the gathering.

The Drexel teacher urged the form-
ing of new student chapters of the
A. S. C. E. and conferences of these
branches to bring about closer re-

lations among the local Engineer
colleges. He also stressed the in-

creasing sense of professionalism
which at pre.sent is characteristic of
al engineering work. In concluding
his talk Prof. Billings congratulated
the faculty of Villanova on their

new building and splendid scientific

equipment.
Although all the speakers were

asked not to enter into very serious
discu.sslons Mr. Sanderson gave a
very Interesting bit of advice to tho
engineering students. He suggested
that they work hard and obtain
some benefit from each subject on
their clrrlculum. He also mention-
ed the imrortance of Public Speak-
ing training which enabled the stu-

dent to think on his feet when ever
he was called upon to talk before
any gathering. Poise, personal ap-
pearance and etiquette were also
treated as important factors influ-

encing success in the business world
The program was varied in na

ture and two reels of aviation pic-
tures were shown. The first was en-
titled "Flying In Paris" and showed
the great advancement which has
taken place in Europe. The second
film pictured bombing practice by
the U. S. Navy department.
Mr. Oberlelss and Mr. Al Sutcllffc

entertained with several popular se

lections and this duet showed much
skill in the art of harmonizing. Af-
ter this bit of entertainment re-

freshments were served and the suc-
cessful smoker was closed with the
u."iual "College Days,"

Raffle Held

By Pre-Meds

A drawing for the prize money
offered by the Mendel Bulletin
Staff of the Pre-Med School, wa.
held last Friday morning at the
weekly meeting of the Seminar.
Frank Denaro, Freshman won th(

first prize of twenty dollars in gold.

He nearly fainted from shock at
hearing the news, but the pummel-
iiig of a few friends soon restored
his to normalcy. Julia Zilesnik won
the second prize of a five dollar gold
piece. It did not appear that any
of her friends were in the audience
until one of the Frosh was found
coyly hiding behind a convenient
supporting pillar. The third and
last prize of two and one-half
dollars was won by Louis Costanzo,
Freshman.
None of the recipients had much

to say to the gentlemen of the press,

except that they wanted to express
their gratitude to the members of
the Staff of the Mendel Bulletin
and to Father Dougherty, the insti-

gator of the raffle, for their fine

generosity in donating .the prizes.

The raffle was held for the benefit
of the Mendel Bulletin.

MICHELIS

Expres.sion of Thanks

The officers and members of
the Student Branch A. S. M. E.
wish to thank Father Griffin
and Father Fink for their kind-
ness in offering the u.se of the
Amphitheatre last Thursday
evening.
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Cartenuto with Mr. Andrew Kelly

as alternate.

The question, which took a de-

cided political turn, proved to be

very interesting to the audience.

The speakers entered into the

spirit of the debate and with their

eloquent, well constructed speeches

and scathing rebuttals waged a
bitter verbal conflict. So closely

contested was the debate and so

well matched were the teams that

the audience which was the Judge
had to bat» their decision in the

defects in oratory rather than the

lack of arguments for the loosing

side. All six of the speakers were
very good, but the affirmative side

was fhially decided to be the better

of the two and was awarded the
decision amid the plaudits of the
audience and the congratulations
of their opponents.
Dancing followed and until one

o'clock the beautiful Gold tinted

walls of the room witnessed a scene
of delightful beauty. It was prac-
tically a formal affair and, the
gathering was very colorful indeed.
The real surprise of the evening,

however, was the announcement
made by Father Fink Immediately
after the debate, on behalf of the
college graciously made a generous
donation to the treasury of the
ocity. The Beta Gamma Society
Is very much Indebted to Father
Fink and takes this opportunity to
again express their sincerest thanks
for hi^ kind generosity.

'

It was a very enjoyable evening
and the VILLANOVAN congratu-
lates the members of the Beta
Gamma for their Initiative in
undertaking such an affair. The
dance committee consisted of Mr.
Wheeler Jenkins, Jr., chairman;
Messrs. Farnsworth, Gill, Wels,
Prokop, and Hookey.

Whittler, In what some consider
his own epitaph, wrote as follows:

tiet the thick curtain fall,

I better known than all

How little I have gained
How vast the unattained.

Others shall sing the song
Others shall right the wrong:
Finish what I begin
And all I fall of, win.

Ah then, decline the fight
Whose glory fades with night?
"Tis redder hell, and yet
Scarce shows In silhouette.

How cold thy gold amassed
When its collecting's passed!
Who runs until the death.
Finds himself out—of breath.

This earth—yea, vaster orbs,
A gaping void absorbs—
Yet. which makes greater God
The peas, or boundless pod?

Hell's Pits must yield some day
Finite, Infinite's sway—
This sear through clouded skies:
"HE} ALWAYS WINS WHO
TRIES."

L. W.

S. Megargee Dies

S. Edwin Megargee, 82 years old,
a recipient of an honorary degree
from Villanova College, was buried
on Wednesday last in the New
Cathedral Cemetery in Philadelphia.
Mr. Megargee was a former presi-

dent of the American Catholic Fed-
eration and a one-time candidate
for Attorney General of Pennsyl-
vania. He served in Philadelphia
as Consul for Greece and for Rus-
sia. He was formerly a vice presi-
dent of the Equitable Trust Com-
pany of Philadelphia and a past
president of the Philadelphia Cath-
olic Club.
The degree conferred on Mr.

Megargee by Villanova was Doctor
of Laws.
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AidFrom StudentsMakes Work on Parent Com. Possible
Defeat of Tommies Closes

Basketball Season in

Successful Fashion
First Season of Jacob's Tutoring Ends in Victorious

Style.—Temple and Albright Lace Cats
Prior to Scranton Scrap

Senior Eng.

Named Third

In Contest

BIRMINGHAM ON SIDELINES IN LAST ENCOUNTER

Paper l>y Carlos Bravo
Given Third Place

By A. S. M. E.

FOURTH ONE HONORED
After a three year intermission

the basket ball teams of Villanova
and Temple again met and as on
the last occasion the verdict went
to the Owls. Tuesday's battle

evened up the score for this sea-

son's athletic series with Temple.
The 32-25 score is not very rep-

resentative, Villanova and her
opponent fought with unflinching
vigor the entire forty minutes and
had not the ultimate victors grab-
bed such a commanding lead at the
beginning, the fuss would have
another reminder of the N. Y. U.
fray.

Bonner, tap-off man for the
Cherry and White was the out-
standing character on the floor,

making 7 field goals and convert-
ing six out of six from the fifteen

foot line, for a total of 20 points.

Whitey Czesick brought the spec-
tators to their feet in the last

minutes with three long double
deckers that lessened the Temple
margin and kept the contest from
becoming a rout.

A recurrence of roughness on
Villanova's part resulted in Tracey
and Edwards being ruled off the
court with four personals charged
to them. But even with this handi-
cap it is quite unlikely the result

would have been any different had
they remained in the game.
The spectators leaned towards

Temple in a large majority and the
expulsion of Edwards was a signal
for an outburst of Bronx cheers as
the Villanova center walked past
their cheering section. Evidently
this man's tactics on a certain fall

afternoon several months back still

rankles in the breasts of those
hardy few who braved the elements
in the Owl stadium . to watcl) ihe
Feline and Temple in anoMier
brawl.

* *. *

Unleashing one of the most sen-
sational finishes ever witnessed on
the Armory Court in Reading, Al-
bright scored more than two points
a minute to overcome a seemingly
insurmountable lead piled up by
Villanova in the first three-quarters
of the contest. With ten minutes to
go, the visitors led, 36 to 14 and
then the pyroteenies began.
"Whitey" Czesick who played a

bang-up game all night. Joined Tom
Edwards on the bench for commit-
ting four personals. The rest of

the fray was a nightmare for the
Wildcats. It seemed as if the Par-
sons couldn't miss, making good
their field as well as their penalty
goals. It was the latter that
proved to be the Feline's undoing,
the up-staters making good 16 out
28 attempts, while our boys could
only sink four out of ten. Villanova
had the edge in twin-pointers, 17

to 14, Czesick, Egan and Morgan
leading the attack.
Villanova was handicapiJ^d by

the absence of Captain Jack Bir-

(continued on paffo four)

ANNOUNCEMENT

The models for the proposed
aew buildings of Villanova Col-
lege will be on display in Room
No. 126. Mendel Hall, Office of
ihe Director of Studies on Wed-
nesday, March 5th.
All students desirous of seeing

these models can do so between
the hours of 9:00 and 12:00—
1:00 and 5:00.

Need of Gym
Is Stressed

At Meeting

Dr. Griffin and (irid Coach
Address Meeting of Ciim-

paign Executive Com.

GYM FOR ALL SPORTS

Work on Parent Com.
Goes Forward Rapidly

Through Student Aid

Nearly One Hundred Names of Parents Submitted by Stu-

dents for Places on Conuuittee.—Executive

Board Asks Courtesy To Strangers

Question of

Salaries is

Discussed

Recommendation to Increase
Lay Professors' Sal-

aries Is Made

INCREASE IN FACULTY

Belle Aire

Makes Appeal

For Support

Day Student Aid Is Solicited

Especially in Support

of Year Book

The Seniors and the staff of the
Belle Aire are making an earnest
appeal to the' entire student body at
Villanova for support of their forth-
coming year book.
This appeal is directed especially,

though, to day students. The resi-

dent student body has been can-
vassed during the past two weeks
and those who were out at the time
will be approached in the near fu-
ture. The response during this so-
licitation was excellent and the Sen-
iors wish to express their sincere
appreciation. Of the day students,
however, only ten per cent have
handed in their subscriptions. Why
this situation exists cannot be read-
ily ascertained, for during the past
non-resident students have been
staunch supporters of everything
Villanovan.
The Belle Aire Staff has put hon-

est effort into their work and de-
serve patronage. Moreover, the
book will be worthy and interesting,
but above all it will preMrve mem-
ories for each and every Villanova
man, who, in future years, has a
Belle Aire in his possession.
The Belle Aire needs day student

support. It deserves it, and will be
something to be treasured through-
out the years. It is past belief that
the day student body will not on
this occasion display that true loy-
alty which they have often mani-
fested In the past.

A request that Villanova College i.

Committee on Development should
make a recommendation concern-
ing the salaries of lay professors at
Villanova has been asked by the
Rev. James H. Griffin. O. S. A.,

president of the college.

The request was addressed to W.
J. McOlinn, president of the Conti-
nental Equitable Title and l^rusi

Co., who heads the Committee on
Development.

Lay professors at Villanova re-
ceive an annual salary of approxi-
mately $2,570 a year, less than half
the maximum paid Philadelphia
high school principals. Dr. Griffin
reported. There are seventeen full-
time professors.

The 24 clerical members of the
teaching staff serve gratuitously.
Sworn to the vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience, as practiced
by the Augustlnians, these self-
sacrificing men can not and do not
receive any salary. If they were
to be paid for their work their total
salaries would represent the income
from an endowment of $2,500,000 Dr.
Griffin says.

The average annual salary of 16
instructors, part-time professors
and laboratory assistants is about
$810.

The Rev. Dr. Griffin's report
points out that $2,570 is below the
scale of salaries in other colleges
and universities of the same general
class.

"At Villanova, as at other col-
legs." the president says, "the time
has passed when students' fees are
adequate for financing the college.

This Is due in part to the necessity
of supplementing the staff with lay
teachers, the college having grown
more rapidly than its 'living en-
dowment' of clerical teachers has
increased."

President Griffin has gone on
record as opposing any increase in
tuition for fear deserving youths
would be prevented from obtaining
a college education.
Deans of Villanova's four schools

have requested the appointment of
four additional profes.sors and five

additional laboratory assistants be
fore September.

At a regula,r monthly meeting of

the A. S. M. K.. devoted exclusively

tu tne work ot student chapters, a
paper by Canos iJravo, one ot Vil-

lanova's Seniors in the Engineering
iscnool, was awaraed third place in

tne announcement of the winners In

d contest sponsored by the A. S. M.
t;. Mr. Bravo s paper dean witn
Kiie manufacture of cane sugar and
ivas enterea in the contest as Vii-

idiiovas offering alter a preliminary
contest here. The oraer of tne
awurus was as touows: fenn, Hav-
eriurd, Villanova, Drexel and
owurtnmore.

Mr. bravo's prize winning essay
iiiarKS tne lounn time m tne past
lew months in wnich Villanova En-
gineering stuaents ana graduates
nave received nigh distinction. Ai
^anepinto, 27, joaqum Lopez and
uicnara schieichert, both ot tne
Class 01 '2y, are the other Villanova
Engineers who have received honors
in tne held of tecnnoiogy recently.

ine meeting which was attended
by froi. W. J. Barber and Prof. J.

o. Moorehouse oi tne i^ngineermg
eichooi and hfteen memisers of the
lOcai chapter was an interesting

one, proving instructive tnrougn
learnea lectures denvereu by out-
stanaing men in the Engineering
neid. Mr. H. N. Eaton of the
Aureau of Standards at Washington
spoke on hydraulic models. Mr.
orrok, consulting engineer from
wew York City, took as nis topic the
'Design of steam power plants."

Soph Dance
Draws Great

Crowd

Villanova has as great potentially
as any college in the United States
the campaign executive committee
was told Thursday at its luncheon
meeting in the Manufacturers' Club.
Speakers were Dr. Griffin and

Coach Harry Stuhldreher.

The loyalty of Villanova's stu-
dents was praised by Dr. Griffln.
In speaking of the Spirit shown he
said:

'Coming out of the Arena after
the Villanova-University of Pennsyl-
vania hockey game I was told that
Villanova students were in majority.
A similar situation existed at the
Temple basket ball game.
"We have a fine group of boys

but to take care of them properly
during the bad months of the win-
ter we must have a new gymnasium.
That is one of the important pro-
jects on Villanova's program of
development."

Coach Stuhldreher declared that
Villanova's stadium makes it a
real pleasure to be host to other
teams. He contrasted the athletic
facilities at Villanova today with
what they were when he first ar-
rived at the college. At that time
lockers and shower rooms had to be
installed before the start of the
season.

"We're proud to show the camp-
us to visitors now. One of our
chief needs is a new gymnasium,
where every sport will be encour-
aged.

"The new gym won't be a one-
sport building. It will provide
facilities for basket ball, base ball,

track, boxing, squash, handball and
other activities.

"If we have a plant where we
can put on exercise throughout the
year, the boys are going to gain
a great deal."

STUDENTS CAN STILL GIVE VALUABLE AU)

Villanova Has Biggest

Catholic Total in State

In a recent issue of the "Faculty
Bulletin" of the Pennsylvania
State College, there appears an
article telling about the religious
survey held at that college. The
survey includes all those students
enrolled as candidates for bachelor
degrees during the first semester of
the present academic year. Villa-
nova and Bucknell are the only
denominational colleges in the
state of Pennsylvania, which have
a greater number of Catholics and
Baptists, respectively, enrolled than
has Penn State. In the cases of
Gettysburg. Lafayette, Franklin,
and Alleghany, Penn State has
more students enrolled of the
respective denominations, than has
any of these above named denom-
inational colleges.

Council Puts

Into Effect

New Rules

Eleven Piece Orchestra

Feature of the

Evening

The Benjamin Franklin was the
scene of one of the most successful
college dances given this year when
me Sophomore Cotillion of Villa-

nova was held there last Friday
night. An eleven piece Villanovan
orchestra, conducted by Mr. James
Kettrick, was one of the evening's
leatures.

The Dance Committee, headed by
Mr. Driscoll, had determined to
make the Sophomore Cotillion sur-
pass the dance given by their class
last year at the Elks. Two weeks
before posters announcing the event
were seen at the most strategic
points on the Campus. Every day
that passed saw their number
augmented by more attractive and
novel placards. Members of the
dophomore Class went around dally
'talking up" the coming event to
whomever they met. So earnestly
did the Dance Committee and the
Sophomore Class advertise the Co
tillion that its success was assured
a week before It took place.

Friday night, February 28, found
the Main Ballroom of the Benjamin
Franklin being filled at an early
hour with young ladies and their

(continued on page tour)

Phi Kappa Pi

Dinner Dance
A Success

Forty Couples Attend Af
fair at Rittenhouse

Hotel in Phila.

Mutilation and Stealing of

Posters to Be Stopped
Immediately

HEAVY PENALTIES

GLEE CLUB HOLDS
FIRST REHEARSAL

Last Wednesday afternoon Wit-
nessed the achievement of the Glee
Club's first rehearsal. The gather-
ing consisted of about fifteen sing-
ers and the session was certainly an
enjoyable one.

The members were divided into
two groups each singing one part
of a fast-stepping Mexican duetto
called the "Breeze;" and. Pr. Sap-
inya, who is directing the club, ex-
pressed gratifications with the re-

sults.

For the club to be a real success,

however, a greater number of sing-
ers is necessary. The club is there-
fore making a bid for every avail-

able vocalist, whether practiced or
not; and just as soon as a group of
forty or fifty voices is realized more
elaborate compositions will be taken
up. compositions of four full parts
The meetings, which are held in

the Priests', Refrectory, will be en-
tertaining and interesting, as well

as Instructive. Every man who has
a plea.slng voice Is invited, nay
urged to attend.

Mass Meeting

For Goodreau
Huge Success

Mystery Meeting Turns
Out To Be For

Memorial

At a huge mass meeting held for
the purpose of collecting the bal-
ance of the funds necessary toward
the construction of a memorial
plague for the late Leo Goodreau.
great enthusiasm was shown by the
student body toward this worthy
cause. Memorial plans which had
taken many forms before a final
one was accepted, realized their
fruition when the student body con-
tributed the necessary funds to en-
able the casting of the plaque In
bronze to proceed.

Stirlng .speeches were delivered to
exhort the students to put their
shoulders to the wheel by the lead-
ing men on the campus, calling to
the attention of the audience the
duty of Villanova toward building a
memorial for one who received fatal
Injuries on the gridiron. Coach
Hunsinger, the speaker of the day.
revived the fatal accident and in-

(continued on page four)

The annual Phi Kappa Pi Dinner
Dance was held last Thursday even-
ing at the Rittenhouse Hotel in
Philadelphia. John Kelly acted in
the capacity of toastmaster and
handled the work in the manner of
a veteran. The principal speakers
of the evening were Carl T. Hum-
phreys, Dean of the School of Tech-
nology; Rev. Pr. Fink and Joseph
Simpson, President of the Engineer-
ing fraternity.

The joyous and entertaining event
was attended by over forty couples
dressed in formal attire. After the
dinner proper the partners swayed
to the music of Jim Kettrick and
the college orchestra.
The affair was restricted to mem-

bers of the Engineering department
and to graduates of the School of
Technology. The main purpose of
the dinner dance was to afford the
alumni and students an opportunity
to get acquainted.
The committee in charge of the

many duties relative to the prepara-
tion for the dinner dance did their
work well as the results clearly
showed. Joseph Winterer was
chairman of the committee.

At a meeting of the Student
Council held on February 19th
various new rules were passed as to
the mutillatlng. stealing and putting
up of signs and posters. After much
discussion on this subject, Mr.
Henry made a motion which was
readily passed to the effect that
any student caught mutillatlng or
stealing various signs or posters
put up by the various fraternities,
classes and clubs would receive a
punishment of one week on bounds,
at least for the vandalism. Thei
next rule passed by the council was

|

proposed by Mr. White. This rule
reads to the effect that any fra-
ternity, class, or club, must first
receive permission from Mr. Wil-
liam Kelly, President of the Coun-
cil, to put up signs or posters. In
this way. these signs jvill be of-
ficially recognized by the Council,
which will be able to deal accord-
ingly with those students who steal
or destroy the placards.

Stolen Posters Recovered

Last week various members of

the Council visited all the rooms
in the various dormitories In order
to recover. If possible, the large

and decorative posters, which were
being used to advertise the Belle

Aire, the Senior publication. After
an extensive search, the posters in

question were found in the rooms
of various freshmen," with whom
the Council will deal accordingly.

Holding its weekly meeting In

the Vice President's office last

Thursday, the Executive Committee
for th^ formation of the Faculty

-

Parent-Student Group made public

the fact that work on the actual
lormation of the Parent Committee
had already been begun and that
the next important step would be
the establishing of contacts with
those selected for places on the
committee. Close to one hundred
names of parents are in the pos-
session of the board all of which
were submitted by the students
themselves. The very fact that
such a large number of names had
been suggested as members likely

to be interested was felt to be, In
itself a highly encouraging feature.

Discussion of the problem of
forming contacts with each of the
suggested members resulted in a
request that the students them-
selves should prepare the way. The
importance of disseminating Infor-

mation concerning the nature and
the progress of the drive was again
stressed and It Is felt that indi-

vidual activity on the part of the
students In this direction will ap-
preciably facilitate the work of the
Executive Board. The stimulation
of parent interest, it Is thought can
be achieved best through the co-
operation of the students who are
therefore asked to prepare their
parents through discussion and
drive literature before they are
actually asked to take a place on
the committee.

Courtesy to Strangers Asked
Since interest In Villanova is

reaching a peak in the surround-
ing territory courtesy to strangers
inspecting the campus and buildings
is asked of the student body. The
Committee has thrown the college
open to the Inspection of prospec-
tive benefactors many of whom have
availed themselves of the oppor-
tunity to thus judge for themselves
the advantage of the school and
the urgent need for expansion.
Although it is thought that such
an admonition is entirely unneces-
sary students are asked to exercise
courtesy to all such visitors and
to direct them to those in direct
charge of this division of the cam-
paign.
In all, reports on the progress of

the Faculty-Parents-Student phase
of the drive were felt to be highly
gratifying and the way is now open
to an uninterrupted program.

NOTICE TO THE
STUDENT BODY

Since the beginuTng of the school
year the abuse of mutilating the
posters, placards, signs and various
other cards that have been posted
for the benefit of the Student
Body has been prevalent. The
authorities along with Fraternities
and Clubs have complained of this
abuse to the extent that drastic
action will be taken if this is not
eliminated.

Let this be an appeal to your
pride and loyalty as college men.
As such please respect your own
property. All signs which are
placed there for your own conven-
ience.

Please realize this and leave the
Wisecracks off the placards.

President. Senior Class. James J.

Henry; Chairman Student Council,
William J. Kelly; President Junior
Class. William J. Bradley; Presi-
dent Sophomore Class. Harry Sing-
ley.

Speaking of animals, the other
day Father Mauch asked the class

when does a pony become a horse?
We thought that everyone knew
that, it naturally grows up when its

crib is taken away from its owner.

Affirmative

Wins Debate

On Election

Exponents of Direct Elec-

tions Win Easily Before

Civics Class

In the second of a series of de-
bates being conducted by the Beta
Gamma on the question of Presi-
dential elections, the affirmative
side successfully upheld its tenets
last Wednesday evening.

The question debated upon read,
Resolved, that the President, of
the United States shall be elected
by a direct vote of the People." The
debate was given before a class of
civics students at St. Leonard's
Academy in Philadelphia.

A.S.M.E.RUI1S

Film About
•

;
' Steel Age

Hannah Engineering Works
Give Interesting Film

To A. S. M. E.

An Interesting educational pic-
ture entitled, "This is The Age
of Riveted Steel," was shown yes-
terday afternoon at 1 o'clock In the
amphitheatre. The film was loan-
ed to the Villanova chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, by the Hannah Engine-
ering Works of Chicago.
The picture gave a clear, vivid

and dramatic presentation of the
contribution to the progress and
safety of mankind made by the
development of riveted steel. It
traced the industry back to its ori-
gin and showed the position which
the steel industry holds to<Uky.
The film combined the many

branches of the industry such as
the production of rivets, fabrica-
tion of steel bridges and buildings,
riveting of automobile frames,
manufacture of boilers and the
building of battleships, and wove
them into a picture which gripped
and held the attention of all pres-
ent.

Although the picture was shown
primarily for the A. 8. M. E. the
amphitheatre was open to all who
wished to attend.

KEEP OFF THE GRASS!
With the approach of warm wea-

ther comes an entreaty from the
office of the College Authorities,
which asks the help of the entire

The same question was debated] student body in the endeavor to
._ — ... -_- ..»-- . :n ijeep villanova's lawn beautiful.two weeks ago. the same teams

representing the same sides. The
affirmative side also won the 'first
debate. In the ballots taken up
before the debate the popular senti-
ment was overwhelmingly in favor
of the affirmative side.

Laboring against this handicap
the negative fired argument after
argument against the question but

(continued on page three)

The temptation to cut across the
grass is indeed a strong one, espec-
ially when dinner awaits in the
lunch room. Cutting across the
lawns repeatedly, forms a path
which Is practically irremoveable.
Students are urged to heed the
signs reading "Keep off the Grass."
They are also reminded to keep the
lawns free from papers and other
refuse.
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KnockingAbout
the Campus

TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1930.

Signs^-Of What? ^.

Another abuse of a campus privilege has resulted in pro-

voking the Student Council to take strict action. While ad-

mitting that the action is justified we regret that it was

necessary at all. For the fact of it's necessity is a distinct

reflection on the student body. The whole matter pertains

to signs and advertising variously posted about the college.

While the matter is seemingly of little consequence it is ex-

plained that it is not the gravity of the offences but the

spirit they mantfest that comes in for censure. A state of

affairs now obtains that is is discouraging indeed to those

who are attempting to give success through advertising and

hard work to any of the numerous campus ventures. Signs

are defaced and used mainly by impromptu ai-tists to carica-

ture anyone or anything which happens to meet their fancy.

Other pieces of advertising some of them secured through

a great deal of effort and some through the expenditure of

not a little money have met with a ruder fate and disappear-

ed shortly after their being posted.

Why such things happen is difficult to explain. Whether
they are being flilched for decorative purpose or merely to

satisfy the cravings of some kleptomaniac or some art c6l-

lector of eccentric turn is hard to say. But this much is

certain—that regardless of why they are disappearing or

why they are being so defaced, those who are responsible are

manifesting a childishness that would be pathetic if it were
not so provoking. It is surely regrettable that the dunce-

cap form of punishment should be the only one understood

by those who are alleged to be college men not only in name
but in reality.

Happiness ,/•

Across the burning sands of a desert waste stumbled a

man. His left hand grasped a blistered throat, while his

right seemed to be reaching for something. Beside him was
an oasis and, within it, a crystal pool—yet he kept on.

Suddenly he threw himself on the ground and lifted sand

to his parched mouth. An expression of bitter disappoint-

ment covered his face. He glanced upwards and a rasping

cry of terror broke the stillness—the vultures swooped down
—all was over.

There are thousands like the man in the above tale.

They strive and suffer for the mirage of happiness, wealth.

In the end they secure only disappointment and death.

It is commendable to strive for wealth. But when prin-

ciples are sacrificed and money is piled up without limit for

its own sake the wealthy man not only causes suffering to

others, but, in the end, to himself.

Life at best is short and a little thought brings the convic-

tion that the best way to spend it is in the services of others.

« * 4> * *

History In The Making

There is something in human nature that responds to

crises and that reveals the inherent loyalty that is hidden

away in the innermost reaches of the soul. To the present

Juniors and Seniors therefore college life has not been a rou-

tine procedure but a splendid adventure—a real study in

human nature. For those two classes have lived at Villa-

nova in the most eventful period of her history. They have

witnessed a spectacular and a permanent rise in her prestige

in the sport world. They have been present at contests that

were vital in their significance. They have seen disaster in

various forms descend upon the campus and watched with

bated breath the spirit that surmounted it all. And now it

is their privilege to not only be present at but to take part

in the very movement which is calculated to give Villanova

her rightful place in the world of education. In the past

four years we have had training not only in scholarship, not

only in mental and physical development but invaluable

training as well in character, in steadfastness of purpose, in

meeting and solving problems—we have had real training in

living! lutat^r.

There is an old time-honoreu
custom that excuses any praciica*

joke il it liappens to come via ine

•phone. Ana consequently ineiv

are tliose who thuiic mat Oid Aiex
iiell must nave ueen uie greatest
numurisb mak ever uaieu a uuc&
tooth, which may or may not oe
strictly true. Be that as it may, tne
phony bag ol tricks grows bulkier

uy tne hour and ii you can manage
to go outwitted over the phone
auruig the space oi one snort weeik.

you re a second Duuga Dm and a
uetter man Umu I am by ihe booK.

l^'or It has now oecume me
uounden duty ox certam wouia
ue wiseacres in tne aorms to prance
merrUy up to tne iiiue uiacK uox
ana miorm uie party on me oiner
ena ui me wue txiat tiiia is tiic

iniiaiea uas uo. ui me xjuuh-
cakea uil (JO. or sucinike. au m a
uumuruus vein, iny ueaia, ox cuuxsc.

Alia so our uumuie wouiu-ue
caiier uxuuioies an apoiogy anu
»omeixuiig uxiuiteiiigiuie aooui a
wrong uumoer ana m a moment
ox weakness acknowledges volun-
tary oaxxKruptcy anu put me pixuiic

in the ixanus ox tne receiver, xixus,

n.md readers an emoryo coxxversa-

tiou is mpped m the mtroducuon
and the speaiuug world is poorer

<jy some odd hundreds oi syuaoies,

a hello and a goodbye. But the
end i$ not yet. We are slowly

I
working up to me norriiying ue-
noument where some woe-begone
vicum nappexis to unwittingly it-

veai tiiat xxe was waiting xor a
phone message that wouid nave
cnangea nis me, ixis soctcs or nia

state 01 imnd axid tnen where are
youv For ooviously, tne message
never came and horror upon horror
xxis lile or his socks must remain
unchanged. Excuse this ilmpxd
tear I

But you can see what a clever

trick it is. I<'or it reveals intelli-

gence, does that trick. For when
you warble in a sweet lalsetto tnai
It is the U. S. Bureau of Frightiui
Statistics speakuig it shows that
you have imagination, it shows
that you know there is such a
Bureau and It most assuredly shows
that in someones youth someone
else spared something and conse-
quently spoiled someming which at

tar range might be mistaken for

one of the genus homo.
Or. Awdiense—Professional Listener

If a prize were offered for in-

cprxslstency we would pawn our
good will and fixtures to wager that
a columnist would win it hands
down, hands up, hands off or what
will you. I'or only last week we
were being querulous and despond-
ent over the wastage in the big

word and sentence trade and here
we are this week breakuig Into a
demoniacal tantrum because we
have no one to talk to. Which, no
matter how you may reckon it

is a sad state of all airs. For a
listener is, in any conversation, be

it ever so humdrum, more or less

of a "sine qua non," unless a man
chooses to taKe convention by the

horns and go off in a corner to

talk to himself, a practice which
is viewed with alarm even in bo-

hemian circles, or (to be modern)
in bohemian cubes, angles, ellipses,

or whatever it is that the geometric

artists now conceive.

And since it seems to be a crying

need in American life we can't see

why we shouldn't have our pro-

fessionals in the auditory field as

well as in any other. For we do
have our paid talkers, our paid

scentcrs and tasters even our pro-

fessional sniffers and observation-

ists so why not paid listeners? Why
not indeed? Think of the thous-

ands who are pining away for want
of new listeners. Think of all the

new entries evei-y day who have
just recuperated from an operation.

(Don't worry, we're only asking you
to think of them.) Think of the

new records that are being made
in golf with no one to tell them
to. Why the thing has possibili-

ties!

So we hold a brief for more and
better listening. Let there be no
more of this cheap "lend me your

ears" business, say we. The twen-

tieth century is business-like if

nothing else. "Rent me your ears"

will be the cry if we have our own
way. But then we never do have
our way. Why we remember one

time when—say, who started this

thing anyway?
Bedtime Fashions

Everyone who reads the papers,

goes to the movies or riffles the

pages of a magazine knows Just

what is being worn on the beaches

this winter. Or rather what isn't

being worn but that's beside the

point. What we are trying to get

at (do be patient Charlemagne) Is

this—that everyone also knows what
is being worn In the dorms these

winter nights and we propose to

tell them. Besides we are sure that

every dyed-in-the-wool (and a yard

wide, some of them) collegian will

want to be up on the niceties of

fashion so we present a few hints

on what the ready-for-bed dormi-

tory man is wearing.

The conventional pyjama suit

still occupies the limelight (unless

one lives in Austin where there

Is little light of any description let

ulone limelight.) Some of the more
oon.servatlve dressers still cling

tenaciously to nightshirts even

though the shirts refuse steadfastly

ta cling to them.
Many charming ensembles are

pofwlble however and quite In the

vogue. Wraps of all descrlptlon.s

are being worn over the pyjama
outfit including blazers, sweaters,

lumberjackets. stralghtjackets, In-

dian blankets, bathrobes, beach-
robrs and even here and there an

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 4

ijambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Han 100 P. M.

Lawrence Uiub, Academy 7.00 P. M.

Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Wednesday, March 6

LaSalle Club, Academy 12JO P. M.

H. C. H. 8. Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.

Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.

DeWitt Clinton Club, Mendell Hall 6.00 P. M.

Student CouncU Tribunal, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M
Coixnecticut Valley Club, Academy 7.00 P. M.

Thursday, March 6

Senior Class Meeting, Academy 1-00 P. M.
Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre 1.00 P. M.
Inter-irai Basketball Game, Gym 7.15 P. M.

VaxBity Bowling, Bryn Mawr 900 P. M.
Friday, March 7

Day Students Mass, College Chapel 8.00 P. M.
12.30 Club Meetmg, Monastery 12.30 P. M.

» • 4-^.'»-»r* ™
»•••••

3.30 P.

7.15 P.
Stamford Club Meeting
Inter-frat Basketball Game, Gym

Monday, March 10

v. I. C. Meeting, Academy 12.30 P.

Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy 1.00 P.

Junior Class Meeting, Academy 1-00 P.

New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P.

Jersey City Club Meeting, Academy 7.00 P.

Tuesday, March 11

Phi Kappa Pi, Mendel Hall 11.45 A.

M.
M.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

M.

A PASSING THOUGHT

It is a common practice for
the Pre-Medical Student to poke
fun at the Business Student and
vice-versa. The same may like-

wise be said of the Arts men
and the Englneei's. But leaving
all Joking aside, each walk of

life has ideals which if followed
will bring that intierent content-
ment of the soul which comes as
a reward of work well done.
They are many reasons why a

man should wish to be a physi-
cian. A boon to society, and a
benefactor-at-large, the doctor
Is none the worse situated to

help himself. Daily contact with
living examples of carelessness
and neglect, on one hand, and
the stupid defiance of natural
laws on the other, profoundly
impresses him with the truism
that inevitable retribution fol-

lows wanton abuse of the highly-
sensitized human organism. The
pallor-producing sight of crush-
ed and broken victims elicits a
sympathy for their sorrow, while

It draws a lesson of admonition
bo the observer. In capitalizing

these lessons, he is aided by a
thorough knowledge, previously

attained, and Is now prompted to

exploit it in his own regard. It

is no small incident of this pro-
fession that a member ought
always to be fit—given the full

facilities to begin with.

There is little foundation for

the common notion that, as the
physician works in an area of

sorrow and grief, at the bedside

of the sick, and in the shadow
of death, his must be a drab
and depressing existence. Phy-
sicians possess a practical sym-
pathy which displays itself, not
in tears or futile words, but in

effective assistance to the pa-
tient. To him the cry of pain
attending the lancing of a
growth or the application of an
antiseptic to an open wound,
soon becomes the exultant shout
of victory over death and mut-
ilation. Where the layman looks

for sorrow, the physician sees an
engaging problem; not sorrow,

but interesting gripping life.

The last days of the physi-

cian are spent In the company
of a sound philosophy of life and
a proper estimate of death. And
when the last breath is being
drawn he can look, clear-eyed,

towards the great throne of Our
Father, and solicit that sympa-
thy he so generously dispensed
to mankind.

Western Electric Rep.
To Interview Seniors

The Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company will be
represented at Villanova Col-
lege, March 7, by Dr. E. B. Roberts
accompanied by Mr. H. N. Lucas of
the Philadelphia office. Head-
quarters will be made In the En-
gineering school where they will

discuss with senior students not
only the question of employment,
but also that of advanced work In
the graduate field.

The Westinghouse Student Course
offers valuable training in design
engineering, application engineer-
ing, research engineering, commer-
cial engineering, service engineering
and works management. All of

these apply to both mechanical and
electrical engineering graduates.

Special executive ability may be
developed In any of these fields. The
student progressively goes through
the various departments and plants,

attends conferences and becomes
familiar with engineering methods
as emplo.ved by the company.

For those who desire to enter the
field of graduate work, the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh recognizes

work done on the student course

and offers additional study leading

toward the M. S and Ph. D. degrees.

They say that a divorce is grant-

ed every fifty- five minutes in

Chicago. Wonder why they resort

to that slow method wit hall the

machine guns that abound In the

city of bullet holes.

Boreas was defeated last week
for awhile, but it turned out to be

just another one of these long
counts.

Footwear as usual is unconven-
tional. Galoshes look exceedingly
chic with a night-shirt. Socks
after six-thirty are emphatically
"de trop" however. Of late a new
fad has manifest Itself and feet

are beginning to peep forth en-
tirely uncovered. This new fad Is

thought worthy of an ode.

Ble.sslng-s on thee, college youth.

Bare feet show the naked truth,

Stauni'h .supports of fle.sh and bone,

Beat all shoes that e'er were
known.

Still the reason's clearly shown.
No wonder that you room alone!

BRIAN BORYU

Alimmi News

John J. Burns '26 and Clete Sea-

ver '27, were recent visitors to

Villanova. John is still employed

with the PhUadelphia Board of

Education, while Clete is building

dams for the city of New York.
• * *

John McCormlck, is now with

the Peixnsylvania Railroad Co., at

Cresson, Pa.
• « •

Charles McGinley, '26, is a Struc-

tural Engineer for the united En-
gineers and Constructors engaged

the Philadelphia Improvements for

the Pennsylvania R. R.
• • *

Harry J. Burlington, Jr., '27, is

now Managing Superintendent for

the Burwak Elevator Company at

216 Fulton Street, New York City

Tuesday, Fohniflry 4, 1930

The Mosque

Set up the loom Herman while we
thump out this week's offering for

the cash customers out in the front

rows. Some one of these fine June

mornings I'm going to wake up and
discover that I won't have to hoof

out this two a day every week, and
then what will I have. "Muffin, but

shorrow, regret, remorshe." This

week, new ideas of education, I

think, will 'take the rap."
"

Everyone Is being educated. It

has come to a point now that ra-

dios are broadcasting how to speak

languages quickly and easily in

short lessons. Why be illiterate,

when you can buy a set of victrola

records, and listen to them? Then
the next time when you go out soc-

ially and they laugh at you when
you are about to say Hors D'oevres,

or faux pas, you can come back

with a snappy comeback in any of

the tongues which you have taken

under the Schlatz system of applied

languages. With this in mind we
are offering this week a set of

courses in various languages, so that

all those who have flunked their

work at college last semester, will be

all primed when they go to Europe
this summer.

French

Of course it would be a futile and
tedious routine to go through all the
rlpamarole of learning conjugations,

Irregular verbs, and all the' bore-

some detail of a college course in a
language, and It Is our intention at

this time to merely give one good
elastic phrase, so that you won't be

roped in on the Rue de Capuiennes,
next summer, to buy some tie or
gloves at about twenty times their

price. Now repeat after me enunci-
ating clearly this sentence, "Re-
garde la femme avec la Jolle vache."

There easy Isn't It- Just like hav-
ing a tooth pulled, when you get

down to business there is nothing to

it. So now when you are across,

and some smooth talkin Oaul Is

saying, Mais monsieur, cex n 'est

pas la rue a la Gare du Nord, look

him sternly in the eye, and say

Tudfiday, Fpffiiagy 4, 1930 VILLANOVAN

Harry says that all Villanova men
are welcome at any time to con-

sult Burwak's engineering service jflrmly, "Regardez la fenime avec la

Jolle vache." You'll have him there,

bacuse then he'll realize that he Is

dealing with no Illiterate foreigner,

and will rush you to the spot where

in regard to elevators.
* • •

Rocco J. Costanzo, '27, and Peter

P. Perrl. also of the 1927 class, are

now In their third year at Temple
Law School.

Edward F. Duschock, '29, is now
studying medicine at the Univer-

sity of St. Louis.
* * *

John Daly, '29, has secured a
position as private secretary to an
Important city official in Perth
Amboy, N. J.

* * *

Paul C. Cronin, '30, of CoUUigs-
wood, N. J., is a Midshipman at the

United States Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md.

* * *

Philip J. Plcario, '25, is a Junior
Engineer in the employ of the U.

S. Government. At present he is

engaged in the vicinity of Norfolk,

Va., In dredging work. He makes
his headquarters at the U. S. En-
gineers' Office, 300 Custom House,
Baltimore, Md.

* • •

Louis Pessolano, '29, was seen on
the campus one day last week
visiting old pals and talking over
old times.

* * *

Richard Daly and John Mulligan
classmates of last year at Villa-

nova are both attending Fordham
Law School.

DRIVING IT HOME
You wouldn't take your girl to

a dance on a tandem bicycle
would you? You wouldn't tuck
peg topped trousers into high
leather boots and consider your-
nattlly attired, when you are
about to attend a social function?
You wouldn't read -^st week's
newspaper to get the score of
today's base ball game? There-
fore, you wouldn't like to be
studying in a small library when
a hundred other students are
trying to get their work done at
the same time.
The library, six or seven years

ago was an ideal place for a
student to further his quest for
knowledge. But today, since
Villanova has grown at such a
phenomenal rate, it is hardly
ample to answer the needs of
all the schools. How can one
really concentrate, on '"The
Anatomy of Melancholy," when
right next to you there is being
held a spirited discussion as to
the merits of Mallory's techni-
que.

The library Is one of the
largest units in the new building
program. It is a scholars' lab-
oratory. It is the place, which
affords the student an opportun-
ity to become creative as well as
receptive. The faculty may be
regarded as the living store-
house of knowledge of the past.
We have only to regard

the libraries of the great
universities of the world to see
that they are the most out-
standing pieces of architecture
In the entire educational center.
Why? Probably because the
library is symbolic of knowledge,
the primary thing which a col-
lege has to offer.

Vlllanova's library, will arise
in time, and that time is very
close at hand. It will not be the
small place it is at the present
jay, but will rise head and
shoulders, above all, as standing
'or the standards which will not
jnly bring the college fostered by
ihe untiring efforts of the Order
at Saint Augustine, abreast of
the times, but tattie front.

you really should go. (Up to the
American Hospital where bored doc-
tors say, "Oh, well, just another case

of D. T's.")

German
This Is Indeed a most difficult

tongue to learn. One has to learn

an entirely new alphabet, and really

one has such a difficult time learn-

ing all the idioms, rules, and what-
not that conversational German is

somewhat neglected, unless taken in

a special course. This lecture will

greatly aid the pre-meds, as, it is

true that this language is vitally

necessary to all those who are going
to study abroad. Here it is, "Ich
sehe den Mann mitt den grunen
hute." Do you follow me or must I

repeat.? I hope not, because, really

a good student should grasp every-
thing the first time. There Is the
whole course in a nut shell or an
eggshell. When asked any question

in Germany whether it be for a
match or if told, Aber Sle gehen
hler, answer the above, and the
world Is yours. Take another whiff

of the pipe and be Napoleon.

Spanish
Ah the land of Mantillas, Senor-

Itas, revolutions and omelets! Love-
ly romantic Spain, with the smell-

iest streets and the worst bath-
rooms, this side of hades. However,
it Is not for romance that we are

writing but for good honest study
and improvement of the mind.
Here is the sentence, ready peopley,

"Non tenemos si libro." When these
dark mysterious mandolin players

come sneaking up to you and de-
mand In dark and awe-lnsplring
tones, que ho ra est, you can thwart
their wicked schemes, and reply in

a firm voice, "non tenemos el libro."

They will be foiled, knowing that
they have met a resourceful man
who win not be taken In by their

wicked schemes, and who came
merely to witness the bullfights, and
not buy shawls for fifty dollars

which were made in Patterson, New
Jersey, and retail in The Bronx for

$1.98. With this collitm In mind the
student Is no longer gullible. He Is

no longer deluded by the warm air

and seductive manner of the old

continent. The power of tongues is

Ip front of him. Carpe Diem!
lUlian

In order to eat Spaghetti with the
right accent and not to appear too
unbearably American in the land of

Olives, and the Faclstl, bear In mind
the following phrase, "Come si

Chiama, signor?" «hls will answer
all purposes. When anyone tries to

sell you anything, take you for a
sleighrlde or to see the colesseum,
by moonlight, when you know very
well that their Intentions are not all

for the best, say to the m"Come si

Chiama?" Immediately that emo-
tional race will suspect that you are
on to their game, which Is probably
the good hearted Intention of honest
citizens, trying to prevent your get-
ting into trouble, and which the
average tourist always takes wrong-
ly, and let you be.

COUNT DMITRI.

We noticed the other day that
Swarthmore College, which recently
ended an endowment campaign to

secure two million dollars, is now
within sight of an additional two
million.

NOTICE TO ALUMNI

Contrary to any previous no-
tice you may have received, the
next regular meeting of the
Villanova Club of New York, will

be held Monday evening March
10th, at the Knights of Colum-
bus Hotel. 8th avenue and 51st
street.

This promises to be an inter-
esting meeting, so arrange to
be present.

W. B. Sheehan.
Secretary

Somebody or other argues that
'Bacon wrote stilted prose to con-
ceal the fact that he could write
\Mxtry. And we write this column
to conceal the fact that we could
win the Pulitzer prize if they would
give It to us.

Sport Spots by Spotty

According to the advance dope floating about from the

different frat training camp headquarters the fisticuff ex-

ponents of Epsilon Phit Theta will be soi'ely pressed to keep

the diadem within their possession this Thursday night. It

is no seciet that the title holders must pull the ii^on man act

to retain the championship. Of course they have an added
incentive in already holding the crown and that reason alone

would ordinarily be sufficient to attract volunteers around

the ramparts, so to speak.

However the other factions are presenting a more solid

front this year and from the looks of things the inroads of

the dark horses might be sufficient to swing the honors to

either the Business Men or the Pre Meds. As the outlook

stands now the champs are enjoying the wise money by be-

ing installed the favorite. If you can remember it was the

Delta Pi Epsilon crew who ruled favorites in the winter book

last year, so dont be too committal.

If the E. P. T. outfit can repeat more fame to them but

they have a tremendous tough climb to do so. Besides los-

ing their best bet, Al Severance they haven't, as far as we
hav^ been able to find out, retrieved the loss by any new ma-
teiial of sufficient calibre to figure in the scoring.

Jack McGann is due to carry the brunt of the champs'
efforts in holding the honors. He will compete in both the
lightheavyweight and heavyweight classes. He looks good
enough to take one of the events but whether he can double

up or not is problematical. Should Jack have to fight four
times the last trip to the well might be too much for even
him.

But the real rub comes from another quarter. Whereas
in the competition last year the winner and runnerup were
strong in the same events, and the victor prevailed because

of marked superiority in these events, another element now
enters. The two frats conceded to be in the running are not
carrying their best bets in the same classes.

Therefore it is easy to understand that if the form runs
true the outcome will depend finally on the sl\owing of the
two less considered frats. Will their men decide the cham-
pionship? They seem to hold the balance of power and we
admit the new champs will owe their victory to the showing
made against these dar'k horses.

In making the rounds of the frats we find nothing but
confidence being radiated on the outcome. It is really too

bad in a way that we haven't more frats in the eliminations

because then the distribution of points would be spread over
a wider range and might enable those with a small enroll-

ment to figure in the championship with a lesser number of

men.

As it is however the big frats have a great advantage.
They know that the little ones most likely will not cut a wide
swath, but they also realize that they will be the ones to

determine who will occupy the throne.

Epsilon Phi Theta naturally can not see anything but a
repeat. They have drunk deep of the nectar of victory—we
hope they realize that the outcome is only decided within the
squared circle and that all this psychology stuff is largely

wasted in an atmosphere where King Bluff is constantly

holding couil.

Pi Omega Phi doesn't expect to put a full squad on the

list but will send only their ablest. They will concentrate

in a few classes. Their manager hopes for the best and
drolly hints at a suiprise. So much for them.

The Engineers are making no bones about their chances,

they dont expect to cop the laurel but will do all in their

power to nab an individual crown or two.

It is the Business Men that the competition must come
from if the championship is to change hands. The one
D. P. E. man to win a crown is not at school. Jim Langan
took the heavyweight class but his place will no doubt be
filled by Red Mai-tin. Incidentally Martin is the heaviest
man in the picture, weighing close to the 215 mark.

Delta Pi Epsilon is stronger in every department from
the middle weight class down. If Bob Yamall had remained,
the 175 pound limit would be well fortified. Blaney and
Trainer, two runnerups last year, should figure in the rat-
ings. Blaney competed as a middle weight and Trainer as
a welter. Room will have to be made for Casey, a freshman
in the Business lineup. Me may compete in the 175 pound
group. ;:.;;•.. '^

We are risking no predictions on the outcome but we
admit that it is quite likely a new champion will have arisen
over the old when the lights have been switched off in the
gym following the final bout Thursday.

The officiating may have lots to do in deciding the out-
come and we hope the backers of the venture have secured
not only men with a workihg knowledge of the game but
also men well versed in the requirements and duties of a com%
petent judge. Much depends on the selection and an un-
pleasant aftermath can easily be avoided by placing the right
men in this important berth.

And now we might with caution concede beforehand
that the spectators Thursday will be treated to a spectacle
that should quite dwarf the travesty afforded those excellent

specimens down in Florida last week, those excellent speci-

mens the counterparts of whom in another decade so delight-
ed Barnum and prompted him to deliver his memorable epi-

thet that began with : "There's one born "
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...on the track irs 5PEED/
ft.-J»*.S^s 5

• • .in a cigarette it's

A BIRD IN THE HAND is worth two in the

bush." Good taste—what smoker would trade it

away for any number of cigarette claims?

No Chesterfield smoker would. For its mild

fragrance, its deeply satisfying character— in

short, its taste—-hsis always been the one thing

smokers wanted

:

"TASTE aiove everytAin^
"

Taste

MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

© 19?9. LlOflCTT & MVBM TOIACCO Co.

Fr. Bartley

Lectures on
Memory Aids

First Handicap Track and
Field Meet for This Friday

In the Stadium

FRESHMEN HOLD MEETING

Last Tuesday at 1.15. the Fresh-
men class held their first meeting
under their newly elected officers.
The meeting was opened by Presi-
dent Francis B. Smith who intro-
duced the various officers to the
class. Approximately two hundred
men attended the meeting In Acad-
emy Hall. After the introductory
speech. Mr. Smith gave a detailed
outline as to what was to be done
for the present term. It was decid-
ed that the various committees were
to be appointed at the meeting to-
day, which Is to be held at the same
place at 1.15. All Freshmen are ur-
gently requested to attend this all-
Important meeting.

Affirmative Wins De-

bate on Election
|

(Continued from Page One)

the decision went to the affirma-

tive. The results failed to show
the closeness of the contest.

An Interesting feature of the

whole debate was the humor which

pervaded the rebuttals. The wit

which was evident throughout the

rebuttals earned many a laugh
from the audience and served to

Father Bartley, Dean of the

School of Commerce and Finance

on this campus, gave a most in-

teresting and instructive talk to the

Science men, last Friday morning.
The Dean told the men that he had
not prepared much of a speech for

them, as he did not know what to

talk about outside of the realm of

economics. But for his professions
of not having prepared a talk,

Father Bartley gave a most en-
lightening talk on the use of mem-
ory as an aid in studying. ^The common ground of ^1 the
men at college is study. Memory
is the most important part of in-
tellect, which is one of our three
main faculties, as we only know
what we remember. The advantages
of a good memory is obvious and it

is of great importance to all stu-
dents.

A few years ago memory was
stressed above all things in study,
and they even went so far as to
build systems of educations with
memory as a basis. But in the past
fifteen years memory has been
dropped as unimportant and reason
has been placed on its pedestal of
importance.
In the medical profession above

all other professions there is a need
for a quick and accurate memory.
Both the lawyer and engineer have
the time and opportunity to look
up facts and to consult previously
learned work, but the physician
does not always have this oppor-
tunity. Some of the cases that
come in for the doctor's attention
give him time to consult his books
and to build up his opinions. But
quite a few of the cases require
immediate decision, and it is de-
pendent on facts learned previous-
ly.

Memory plays a 90 per cent, part
in study. When Father Bartley
was a jroung man he paid all at-
tention to training his memory, and
in studying memory systems. He
claims that now the average stu-
dent does not know how to study.
Some people will say that the
memory systems are artificial and
therefore are not of much use to

the student

Entire Varsity and Freshman Track Squads Entered in

Opening Tests.—Veterans Hand Out Liberal Handi-

caps in Nine Event Program. Low Hur-
dles Promise Keen Competition

Gushing, eighteen feet

The handicaps for the men not
listed above will be given on the

day of the meet. The events will

begin promptly at the time desig-

nated on the Stadium track.

Frosh Bow in

Final Contest

FRANK MAHAN ON SCRATCH IN THREE EVENTS

tentlon to the need of a good mem-
ory and to show that It is the
greatest asset to study. Repititlon
plays an Important part in memory
and must be distinguished from
"rote." which is Just an endless
repititlon of sound and is not of

The first of three weekly handicap

track and field competitions among
the members of the varsity and
Freshmen cinder pathers will be

run off this Friday afternoon, start-

ing at 3:30 p. m.
Nine events are listed including

the fifty yard high hurdles, sixty

yard dash, eight-eighty yard rim,
sixty yard low hiu"dles, shot put,

two-twenty yard dash, discus throw,
high Jump and hop, step and
Jump. Every candidate is entered
and all must report to the mana-
ger before the heats start.

In the> fifty yard high hurdles
six men are entered. Frank Mahan
is on scratch; Ed Martin and
"Sky" August each have three
feet. The other handicaps range
up to ten feet. Costanzo and High-
field are the scratch men in the
sixty yard dash; "Bucky" Ham-
mond and August have a one foot
lead with Corrigan and Milne en-
Joying an additional foot.

A rather untried field is compet-
ing in the half-mile. Johnny
Whalen, diminutive Sophomore
middle distance man is conceding
handicaps up to forty yards. He
and Salerno, the latter with five

yards leeway will have to race
through some uncertain opposition
to finish in front.

J. J. Kelly and Ziegler are on
scratch heaver in the discus along
with Brandt and Casey. A rare,
battle is promised in the sixty yard
low hurdles between Captain
Mahan. J. E. Kelly and Martin.
The latter two each have a foot
over Spotty. Corrigan and Baker
seem destined to flght it out in the
high Jump for premier honors.
Corrigan is allowing up to four
inches in this event.
The two hundred and twenty

yard dash is a toss up. Donahy, big
Freshman foot ball man is on the
mark with the handicaps ranging

yard

The Dean's point is to draw at^ "^P ^ fifteen feet. A new event
to most of the men. the hop. step
and Jump has attracted quite a
field. Mahan, August and Corri-
gan are at scratch. Costanzo and
Hammond each have six Inches. In
all it is expected that about a
doeen men will try their luck. It
is Mr. Meredith's idea to try to digbreak up the monotony which other much use In a rnemorv iiviit*m Is r«^», . .

'"'^a ,«> ^7.«' a»B

nHu. «,i»i,f >,-„- ..—..1*-^ I? . . , t '"^'"O'T' system, as up some promising material for the
wise might have resulted. it is a loss of time. I Penn RelAv in thi« ev«ntPenn Relay In this event.

A general practice session will

be held this afternoon at three-

thirty. Every man must report

A partial list of the entries and
handicaps follows:

Fifty yard high hurdles; Mahn
^ scratch

Martin, three feet
August, three feet

Baker, six feet

Smith, eight feet
Clifford, ten feet

Sixty yard dash: Costanzo,
scratch
Highffeld. scratch
August, one foot
Hammond, one foot
Delaney, one foot
Corrigan, two feet
Milne, two feet

J. E. Kelly, three feet

Paranzeli, three feet

Ramsey, four feet.

O'Brien, four feet
Bain, four feet

Antonaccio, five feet.

Eight hundred and eighty
dash: Whalen, scratch
Salerno, five yards
Pisciotta, twenty yards
Smilsky, twenty yards
Coan, twenty yards
Cartenuto. forty yards

Shot put: J. J. Kelly, scratch
Ziegler, scratch
Brandt, two feet
Lubilsky. five feet

Sixty yard low hurdles: Mahan.
scratch
J. E. Kelly, one foot
Martin, one foot
Clifford, three feet
Duhamel. three feet
O'Brien, three feet
Schuyler, three feet

High Jump: Corrigan. scratch
Baker, three inches
Devaney, four inches
Mahan, four inches

Discus throw: J. J. Kelly, scratch
Brandt, scratch
Casey, scratch
Zieglar. two feet.

Smith. Ave feet
Giamboy. seven feet

Twenty-two yard dash: Donahy,
^ scratch

Moore, five feet
Harter. eight feet
Mariano, ten feet
Kredenson. twelve feet

Cartenuto, twelve feet

Temple Increases Streak

At Expense of Sever-

ance's Men

WESTON STARS
Led by the "Goldust Twins,"

Goldberg and Goldberger, the un-

defeated Temple Freshmen ran

their string to 18, by taking the

Kittens into camp In the prelimin-

ary to the Varsity game. The
final score, 38-23, belies the close-

ness of the competition throughout
the first half and in the early

stages of the second.
At the intermission, the owlets

were in the van, 15-14 and after

five minutes of play It was still

anybody's game. At this Juncture,
Goldberger went on a spree, netting
five field goals in as many min-
utes, putting the game on ice.

Metro Weston led a game but vain
attack on the Cherry and White's
net. "Westy" accoimted for 10
points, while Sandy Semon and
Danny McFadden each racked up
two twin pointers.
This was the last game for the

yearlings, making their fifth loss,

also having won the same number.
Much credit should be given Al
Severance for the way he whipped
the squad into shape. His proteges'
victories over Lehigh and Catholic
High were especially noteworthy.

Scientists

Still Lead
Frat League

The Pre-Meds continue to' lead
the Inter-Fraternity league as a
result of their 20-13 victory over
the much beaten Business aggrega-
tion. The Financiers, however dis-
played remarkable deferuiive work
in holding the Doctors to the low-
est score of the season. The win-
ners Jumped into an early lead
which they managed to hold
throughout the contest. As a re-
sult of this encoimter the Pn-
Meds can clinch the league title by
defeating the Engineers in their
coming tut
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TWO ENTRIES WHO PROMISE EXCITEMENT

LANCIANO

Lcatlier Pushers Vie

In Gym for Interfrat

Championship Laurels

CASEY

Sons of Sock W. II Wield Rights and Lefts for Dear Old
Sigma Chi.—Banner Throng Anticipated in

, .
Second Renewal of .Venture

EVERY SEAT RINGSIDE SEAT WITHIN EASY RANGE

BY SPOTTY

Epsilon Pi Theta's second Indoor
show of the newest in proboscis

decorating and orbit discoloration

and tooth extraction and some other
ands will go on dis'play this Thurs-
day night in the gym, following

evening prayers—what ....

Shell out your half buck and en-
ter the arena, the Annie Oakleys
are suffering from the ravages of a
bear market and the supply is cor-
nered. If you haven't the lire, the
sou or similar pecuniary consider-
ations the doors will be barred. If

the weather be warm it will be ten
degrees cooler inside, if cold, ten
degrees warmer, you cant eat the
press agent and the hall must be
flUed.

There are only three doors and all

will be heavily guarded, come in by
the one, deposit your four bits

and join the rabble. For the ad-
mission you may boo or bleat, stay
or go, your 4-bit contribution is

appreciated and will stay.
^

No knockouts are promised though
the barometer is lowering continu-
ally. Everybody is welcome, come
in your shirt sleeves, shaven or un-
shaven, shorn or unshorn, you will

be shorn even thogh you don't know
it. Take any seat not already taken
and if you can take that one away
from a previous taker take it.

So rally round the flag boys if

you havent got the price become one
of the boxers though we dont guar-
antee you will stick around very
long. Bring your friends, the more
the merrier and the wolf is barking
at the door. Kill the wolf, toss half
dollars to him till he strangles, he
is a big wolf and he eats them up.

Ring side seats for every one, the
fartherest seat is within easy access
of a fortnight egg, don't fire till you
see the whites of their eyes and
everything goes. Everything on the
house and the house is a large one.
Come one, come all. Satisfaction

guaranteed or your dissatisfied—we
keep the money, remember the wolf.

If you cant enjoy yourself bring a
basketball and shoot some baskets
or loosen up the old soup bone over
m the corner.

Mass Meeting For
Goodreau Huge Success

^Continued from Face One)

jected some touching sidelights on
the character of Leo. President
Bradley, of the Junior Class, ex-
plained the reason why the Junior
Class was sponsoring the movement.
As Leo was a member of the Class
of 1931, it was the privilege of his
classmates to erect a memorial to
him, but thinking that a memorial
built with funds representing a
small contribution from each man
connected with the college would be
more appropriate, a resolution was
introduced to collect funds from
the whole college. Each Junior was
assessed $1 and the remainder was
to be collected from the other class-

es.

President Kelly, of the Student
Council, delivered a speech in which
he assured the support of the stu-

dent body as a whole, and exhorted
all to contribute toward a worthy
caus^
Several other speakers having

given their speeches on the memor-
ial, a collection was taken up by the
members of the committee. As the
Villanovan went to press befmre the
results were obtained, no atfcurate

account of the funds collected could
be obtained.

The committee of Juniors to take
care of the campaign for the con-
struction of a memorial to Leo
Goodreau is composed of: President
Bradley, ex oflicla. Chairman Or-
bach, and Messers. Dineen, Carten-
uto, Gildea, O'Donnell, Nagle, Lech-
ner, Mueller, Martin, Connors and
Garrity.

Hockey Six to

Play Clubmen
Saturday

Coach Levine's ice scraping sex-
tet wUl go out after its first wm
when the strong and undefeated
Penn A. C. stickmen tangle with
them this Saturday night in the
Arena. On an earlier occasion in
a semi-olflcial clash these same two
fought an extra period 3 to 3 stale-
mate. This tie IS all that pre-
vents the clubmen from claiming a
perlect record in seven starts.

Villanova will be in far better
condition mentally this week.
Against Penn overconfidence
wrecked our chances for victory but
the P. A. C. bunch is worthy of any
steel and our boys know it. Re-
garaless of the outcome the two
Will meet in the latter part of the
month in the Auditorium in Atlan-
tic City and if they be successful on
that night will take on the famed
Crescent A. C. of New York at a
later period.

The lineup in all liklihood
should see Kennedy and O'Neil at
the wings with Delaney in the
circle, Orcutt and Brady defense
and O'Farrell in the net. No infor-
mation is forthcoming as yet to the
personnel of the city team.
Another match with the Univer-

sity may be negotiated with the
scene in the Atlantic City Auditor-
ium around the middle of the
month. Penn A. C. is scheduled for

the twenty second and the winner
to match speed and skill the follow-
ing week with the Crescent A. C.

COAL CRACKERS CLUB

FOLLOW VILLANOVA IN THE VILLANOVAN

You, of the Alumni, often wonder what is go-

ing on at the old Alma Mater. You need wonder
no longer. The Villanovan, Villanova^s only

newspaper, is always ready to supply you with the

news of all the happenings about Villanova.

The football, baseball and basketball news
which you wished for so Wng can now be your's by
filling out the subscription blank below and mail-

ing your remittance for $1.00 to

The Villanovan, Box 401, Villanova, Pa.

The meeting of the Coal Crackers

Club last evening was given over to

a discussion of a banquet to be given

by the club at the end of the pres-

ent school year. The banquet which

will be held either in Pottsville or at

the Hotel Altamont in Hazelton will

undoubtedly be a worth while af-

fair, a notable one in the history of

Villanova functions.
Among the guest speakers to be

invited are John L. Lewis, President
of the United Mine Workers of

America; James L. Brogan, who is

cashier of the First National Bank
in McAdoo; Alvin Markle, of the
Markle Trust Company, of Hazel-
ton; M. V. Coll, sports editor of the

standard Sentinal, a daily Hazel-
ton newspaper, besides several oth-
ers.

The Coal Crackers with their

Christmas dance, evoked much fav-

orable comment from residents of

the coal regions and this function
is being so planned as to beget fur-

ther comment from the folks back
home. The club is doing much to

propagate the name of Villanova

and shouldt^be given every support.

Frosh Close

Season With

.500 Average

Freshmen Courtmeii Win
Five and Lose Five

in Cage Play

The defeat the Pr^hmen basket-

ball team suffered last Tuesday
night at the hand of the Temple
Frosh, closed the season for the
green-clad yearlings, with 5 victor-

ies and 5 losses balanciag the sea-

son's slate.

Ihe flrst-year men were coached
by Al Severance wno was maKing
his debut in the tuionng wona, ana
oy Doc Jacobs, who aisu nad charge
ox the varsity courimen.
Metro Weston, ex-Hazelton High

captain, was the leader of tne

l''rosh, and he also led me squad in

scoring. Weston piayea guard in

tne early games Oi uie aeaaon, but

was shilted to forward about a

month ago.

Besides Westonj tne squad con-

tained Danny Mcrftduen, Jakey
riorne, Goldberg, omiin, Rosen,

iteitz and Semon, wno piayed regu-

.ariy throughout tut stasoii.

It will be froni inis gioup oi

seven that Doc oacoos wni secure

tne reserve' matcnai lor ms live

next fall. Seven inemoers of tnis

year's varsity.team win aiso be back
in uniform—Morgan, Uradner, Har-
kins, Egan, Czezicn, Kdwards and
1 racy—and between the two aggre-

gations, prospects are onght lor a
great Villanova year on uie court.

'Ihe record for tne yearangs lor

the entire season is as follows:

Frosh, 40; iiergy A. C. 19

Frosh, 34; H. c. H. S. 25
Lehigh Frosh 27

F. «te M. Frosh 41

Temple Frosh 36

St. Joes J-V. 32

M. and M. I. 38

nun school, 27

Ursinus Frosh 26

lemple Frosh 3«

I

Just Looking Around

Frosh,
i-'rosn,

l-rosh,

l-Yosn,

i-'rosh,

rrosn,
l-rosh,

iirosh.

41;

31;

29;

41;

33;

11;

36;

21;

Totals 317; Opponents, 309

Average 31.7; opponents, 30.9

Defeat of Tonunies Closes

Baskethall Season in

Successful Fashion

(Continued tfrom Page 1;

mingham, who wrote finis to his
collegiate career in the Temple
game when he tore a ligament in

his foot. This iiyury also kept him
out of the St. Thomas fray.

• • •

In their final appearance of the

year Doc Jacob's hirelings without

the services of Captain Birmingham
downed the St. Tommies' basket-
ball club In Scranton Friday.
To lick the Scrantonans is no

mean feat in itself and to lick this

bunch on their own floor is adding
insult to something or other. The
count favored the down under
i-ennsylvanians by being the re-
verse of the Temple score, 32 to 25.

The win adjusted the season's
record to eleven victories and six

losses, four of the defeats coming
in a row just preceding this wino-
up victory. When considering the
record of the team last season the
results of Jacob's labors are quite
satisfactory and we join in con-
gratulating him on his endeavors.

SOPH DAJNCE DRAWS
GREAT CROWD

(continued from page one)

BETA GAMMA

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

I hereby subscribe for .,.;.,....,< years

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

1 enclose

Ni

Due to the absence of President

Jo-seph Takacs because of sickness,

Vice-President Edward Hookey pre-

sided at the last meeting of the De-
bating Society held on Wednesday
afternoon in Mendel Hall.

Wheeler Jenkins,, chairman of the
dance committee, made his formal
report, which, if it was not par-

ticularly happy, was at least satis-

factory. The club deserves all praise

and commendation for the affair

that they sponsored on the 21st.

The depaters are eagerly antici-

pating the future, when they will

make their inter-collegiate debut,

for it is during this month that the
.society will take on St. Joseph's of

Philadelphia as their opponents in

debate. Following, then. In some-
what close succession, will be a ser-

icR of inter-collegiate debates with
.schools from all over the United
States. The complete schedule is

nut ypt available but will be pub-
li.shed soon.
To better prepare for these Inter-

collegiate controversial skirmishes
the members of the club have de-
cided to hold open debates each
week at the regular meetings on the

quf'stlons which they are to debate
formally at a later date with the
various colleges. The plan Is a
good one and the Villanovan hopes
that success will crown all of Beta
Gamma's efTorts.

escorts. All the ladies and the ma-
jority of the men were formally at-
tired. When the Villanovans began
to play, the dance floor presented a
colorful and pleasing sight. Dresses
of light green and deep green, red
and silver, gold and purple, flashed
here and there. The faces of the
college men were no longer clouded
with thoughts of Organic Chemistry,
Calculus, Latin—all these were for

gotten as they glided along with
their fair companions. The ladies,

for the most part, liad adopted the
long evening gown. These, although
brilliant, were still in good taste.

About ten o'clock someone dis-

covered the stairway leading to the
balcony and the news spread with
astonishing rapidity. The deep
overstuffed sofas were the first to

be filled and then came the chairs
close to the railing. Groups gather-
ed and conversed gaily. Suddenly a
man appeared on the balcony and
requested those present to leave.

It seemed hardly believeable but
one o'clock had arrived and the
dance was over.

Mr. Harold Driscoll, Chairman of

the Dance Committee, was assisted

by James Garrity, Harry Dougherty,
William Reilly, Dan Sullivan. Jos.

Gaynor, William Barnes, Martin
Gill. John Gaughn, John McDer-
mott. Nick Marianaro. Eric Storms,
John Kahle. Joseph Dletz.

COLLEGE SHOEMAKER
I iHler I'nM'iirator'H otttve

Sh<N> KepulrhiK iNrntly l>oii<*

IIAMI-NKWINf) \ SPKCIALTV
Flnit-Clii-Hs Work

PKICKH MOItKKATK

Dn Thursuay eveniag. tne ino^

ui the series of tne second annua.
Kpsiion Phi 'I'heta bouts wia uk

carried out in the gym. ine E. P.

r. committee, headed by Jack
McGann, has compieied work lor

the events, and the preliminaries t^

the championships wnicn win be

fought later in tne spnng, are ex-

pected to De hotiy contesiea.
• * •

Epsilon Phi iheta, tne spoiK>v.><o,

will probably be tne lavunies a«aiii

this year to wm ine sciiuui cimtii-

pionsnip. The Arts men raa

rougnsiiud over an their opponcnu-

last year, and naa no uuuute m
capturing tne titie.

• • •

'Ihis year, however, lind^, oeiicy<.

it or not, tne studious i^atu-^u

Kappa uelta uuncn gomg in ^u^

iisiicuiis in a uig wa>. xut: pii:-

meds. led uy Marty mackuii, yv««.

nave a last team eiitert:a, anu wii.

Me crying to win a uoAmg ciiam-

pionsnip to put asiue tne aiter-i>a>.

uasKetoaii trupny, wniun tney win

prooabiy cincn before long.

• * •

' An echo from the last football

season 1 Carl Snavely, coach of the

Buckuell Bisons, speaking at a little

party up m Annvnie, xui tne ijc~a-

non Vaiiey eleven, stated mat
£>uckneus tougnest loe in 1930 wa^

the Villanova Wnacat.
• • *

Snavely said that although

Bucknell had beaten viiianova, ana
had fallen before Fordham anu
Washington and Jefferson, none oi

the ten teams on the scheauie wa^
as hard to conquer as tne Maui
Liiners.

• • •

Bucknell Is losing a good many
men this year by graduation .from

both the line and tne oackaeid,

and Snavely said that he wasn't

going to work for victories next

lall, but rather he was going to

"build charactei;."
• • •

The Wildcat basketeers fought a

game battle against Temple at tnc

Arena, Tuesday night, Temple won,

and by doing so, evened up tne

year's athletic relations betwec*

the two schools, but the Cat wao

glorious even in defeat.
• • •

Tuesdays game was not an in-

teresting fuss to watch, mainly be-

cause of some Incapable refereeing

on the part of Mr. Giasscot, wno
seemed to have a mania for blowing

his whistle.. <
,

This is not meant to be an alibi

—Temple won, and deserved the

victory. Any team which shot anu

passed, as the Owl did in the first

naif, deserved victory. But irom

the viewpoint of the average fan,

the game was slowed up by Glass-

cott's continuous tooting.
• * •

Several decisions looked bad to

the Villanova stands during the

second half, but Temple got tough

breaks during the game, too. It

was an even break along that line.

• • •

The whole trouble was the fact

that Glasscott did not take into

account the rivalry between the

two teams, and the speed of the

game. Nobody made a false move
last Tuesday night without being

detected, and most of the time it

meant either a jump ball, or an
outside play, and the speed of the

game was noticeably slackened.
• • *

The cheering section on the

Villanova side made a little noise

between the halves, and during the
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rally engineered by Caezlch a.^u

Eagan near the end of the fracas,

it more than held its own with the

big Temple section.
* * *

Two centers from the coal regions

were responsible for the Owl vic-

tories in each game. Jack Bonner,

who Is captain-elect of the Temple
gridders, scored twenty points in

the varsity go, and at least five of

his seven two-pointers were goals

which he could not repeat on short

notice. The first score of the night,

an overhead toss by Bonner with-

out even glancing at the basket,

went In without even rippling the

cords.
* • •

In the Frosh game. It was Alex
Gudd, from Mahony City High, who
was the big gun. Gudd, who cer-

tainly was good, was the pivot man
of all Temple's play, and his height

enabled him to stick up several

goals while his midget-like op-

ponents looked oni
* • *

The first half of the Frosh game
was Interesting to watch, and It

ended 15-14 In Temple's favor, but

the second stanza found the green-

clad boys completely outclassed.
* * •

But one night does'nt mean
everything In Temple-Villanova
athletics, and there are two baseball
games booked this spring which
will determine Just who really rules

the college world around this end
of the world.

* « •

They started baseball practice up
at Yale the other day. The first

day battery men were to report,

and sixteen showed up. All were
pitchers—there wasn't a catcher in

the bunch. Something will have to

be done about that.
* • *

A California scientist announces
that he can rearrange atoms in

meals. We are favor of letting' him
do It, if he gets any fun out of it.
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Penn A. C. Puck Chasers

Eke Out Win on Arena
Rink Saturday

Clubmen Present All-Star Lineup in Dropping Felines.—

Saltonstall Big Shot in P. A. C. Attack.—Kennedy
and Faughnan Tally Villanova Goals

DEARTH OF SPARES DETRIMENTAL TO WILDCATS'

Too much Saltonstall. That ex-

plains the ice hockey defeat by the

Penn A. C. last Saturday nlRht at

the Arena The long lanky former

ilarvard hockey captain personally

scored three goals, one more than

the Villanova total. It was his

work alone that enabled the club-

men to down our skaters.

Villanova looked lots better than
in the Penn game. The passing and
general teamwork had the Penaces
pressing hard to gain the verdict

The lack of suitable spares really

caused the scales to swing away
from the Blue clad stickmen. Man-
ager Becza rotated seven men dur-

ing most of the encounter. While
one man rested the other six work-

ed.

Saltonstall provided the sensation

for the evening with his flashing

style. The tall defense man tallied

twice unassisted and once on a pass

from Buntln. Walsh, right wing,

each slapping home the puck once,

scored the other alien goal. For
Villanova Faughnan and Kennedy
were the only ones to find the net.

In the first period Walsh pushed
the clubmen In front with a side

shot on a pass from Buntln, less

than three minutes after the game
got under way. Saltonstall came
tearing down the sideboards a few
minutes later to ram home the sec-

ond count of the evening; he eluded

several would be checkers and skated
right up to the net.

Faughnan made the first Villa-

nova goal In the second period un-
assisted. It was a nice shot from
right In front of the blue line. The
last period was by far the best;

both teams were skating with reck-

less abandon although our men
were tiring fast. Saltonstall sunk
twp more flbots to i)ut the game on
loe;,-/4itfWm;' speaj^ng. The
first was an unassisted goal, the
second coming after a pass
Buntin.

Kennedy scored the final tally

of the night after skating the

(continued on pairo (our)

JUNIORS AND SENIORS

A photographer from The
Zamsky Studio will come out to

the College tomorrow. Tomorrow
will be the last chance Juniors
and Seniors will have to have
their pictures taken for the
Belle Air and Junior Courtier.

All proofs are to be returned
at that time.

New Library

Is Topic of

Com/Report

Reference and Periodical

Rooms Features of

Modern Library

READING ROOM FOR 200

Honorary

Society

Is Formed

Work on Bel

Masque Play

Progressing

Rehearsals Held Every Mon-
day and Wednesday

Evenings

CAST SHOWS TALENT

Pre-Meds Hear

Dr. M. Ersner

In Seminar

Temple U Professor Speaks

On Importance of

Medicine

Work on the Bel Masque Produc-
tion, "Richelieu" Is progressing

rapidly and the members of the

cast have been ordered to memorize
their lines, so that the finishing

touches can be made.

Rehearsals are being neld every

Monday and Wednesday evenings in

the amphitheater and the play Is

satisfactorily rounding Into form.

Professor Jonas, Director, expressed

satisfaction at the spirit and Inter-

est exhibited at the rehearsals.

Anyone absent from two rehear-
sals without sufficient reason will

be dropped from the cast. Under-
studies have been appointed for

from gach of the major characters and
this fact makes for a spirit of a
competition, which In turn makes
for success.

According to Mr. James Heron.
Business Manager, the play will be

presented to the public In the
latter part of April. The schedule
calls for the Initial showing in

West Chester. Then it will be

shown In the Seville theatre In

Bryn Mawr. Finally It will be

shown in Philadelphia and other
cities.

Professor Jonas will go to New
York some time this week. While
there he will see Walter Hampden's
production of "Richelieu" In order
to learn how this experienced show-
man presents the Middle Age
Classic.

Dr. M. S. Ersner, Professor of

Otology at the Temple University

Medical College, addressed the

Science School of Villanova last

Friday morning. Dr. Ersner is one
of the foremost mastoid specialists

in the East, and what he had to

say in his talk was most Interesting

and helpful to the embryo medical

men.

'Dr. Ersner told the men of the

regard that Temple held for the

men coming from Villanova. That
when the pre-medlcal man from
Villanova entered Temple Medical
College he usually held the lead of

the medical students. Then the

doctor went on to tell that as medi-
cine was to be the life-work of all

the students present, he would take

for his main topic a study of the

nature of the medical profession.

The history of medicine Is rich

In tradition. It Is peculiar, ethical,

beautiful, and the most unselfish of

professions. The man who makes
the medical profession must be all

on the giving end, for he gives

much more than he receives In

monetary value. Medicine makes
no distinction between peoples, it

has no enemies, take for an In-

stance the work done by the doc-
tors of the Red Cross forces during
the recent war, they tendered the
wounded of the Allies and of the
enemy as If there were no distinc-

tions.

The clergy, the lawyers and the
doctors were originally all In the
same classification, but fortunately
dropped from the guild. This In-

fluence of the clergy on medicine Is

of no small Importance. The relig-

ious atmosphere of the home car-
ries man all through his life, and
due to this the clergy are always
in attendance. The doctor is not
only present all through a man's
life but he is essential. A man
cannot be bom without a doctor
being In attendance, nor can he die

without a doctor writing out a death
certlflcate.

The doctor Is called upon for

friendship, advice, and aid. He 1b

made the model after which the
children of the home try to pattern
themselves. This thought must be
carried through the doctor's dally
life, whether he Is in attendance on
the rich or on the poor. In both
of these great classes he must al-

ways be ready to give friendly ad-
vice and suggestions as to the

(oontlnuad on p«c* tent)

N. Y. CLUB HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING

The regular March meeting of the

Villanova Club of New York was
held last evening at 8 o'clock in the
Knights of Columbus Club Hotel,

8th avenue and 51st street.

Mr. Wm. Butler, vice-president of

the Villanova Club, and Chairman
of the Housing Committee, made a
detailed report on the steps that

have been taken by the committee
for obtaining a permanent Club
House.
The attendance at the meeting

was the best of the year and a
spirited discussion enthused over

the prospects of the new home.

DramaContest
To be Held

At Bucknell

Bucknell has been chosen as the

place for the Pennsylvania Inter-

collegiate Dramatic Association

contest for this year. The contest

will be held on April 4 and 5.

More than ten of Pennsylvania's

outstanding colleges will partici-

pate.

At a meeting of the Pennsylvania
Intercollegiate Dramatic Associa-

tions executive board at Penn
State. It was decided, after Investi-

gation of the local situation, that

Bucknell met all the requirements

for the location of the contest this

year.

There is keen competition exhibit-

ed among Uie Pennsylvania colleges

to obtain the cups ofTered by the

assiciation. The list of colleges that

have already signified their desire

to enter the contest includes:

Swarthmore. Haverford. Penn State.

Franklin and Marshall. Gettysburg,

Villanova and Juniata.

The program, under the super-

vision of Bucknell's dramatic socie-

Vlllanova's need for a new library,

building was the subject ol a special

report Saturday by the 110 Phila-
delphia business men composing Vll-

lanova's Committee on Develop-
ment.

The report was made public by
W. J. McGllnn, president of the
Continental Equitable Title and
Trust Co., and chairman of the de-
velopment committee.

The business men recommend that
a new library building be construct-
ed to accommodate hundreds of stu-
dents simultaneously. They suggest
that the reading room should serve
at least two hundred youths at one
time.

Other essential features of the
proposed building, according to the
committee report, are periodical

aau reference rooms, flre-proof

stackage of 200,000 volumes, small
room for special work, and offices

for the librarian and assistants.

The present library occupies
crowded quarters In Austin Hall, a
dormitory. Because of Insufficient

space only a few can use the refer-

ence works at one time. The com-
mittee estimates that the library is

Just about one-tenth as large as it

should be for a college of 1,000 stu-
dents.

The Committee on Development
believes that the new Villanova
library should Include facilities for
the exhibition of the many priceless

volumes In the possession of the
college.

Among the rare books In the Vil-
lanova library Is a Bible printed in
the Vulgate text 10 years before
Columbus' epochal voyage of discov-
ery. It was printed In Nurnberg,
Bavaria, by Anton Koberger, one of
the famous names of the early years
bf printing. The paper shows no
signs of corroding. The surface Is

soft, white and smooth.
The oldest printed book In the

college library Is a Roman Impres-
sion of 1481. The printer Is Herolt.
The subject of the Herolt print Is a
series of expositions on Monastic
legislation according to the rule of
Saint Augustine. The writer Is Am-
brose Coriolanus or Coranus, a for-
mer Prior-General of the Augustin-
ian Friars, who died In Rome in
1485.

The Villanova library has two edi-
tions or Impressions of the famous
dictionary of vacbularlum of Am-
brose Calepinl, an Austin Friar and
lexicographer, who was born In 1435
and died In 1511. One Impression Is

the work of Paulus Manutius. a
noted scholar and printer of the
Sixteenth Century. The book was
printed In Rome, In 1570, and It

gives the vocabularlum In five lan-
guages—Latin, Greek, French, Ital-

ian and Spansh. It is a folio bound
in stamped pigskin over beech-
boards. The second book was print-
ed In Vasle In 1582. This Vocabu-
larlum was a recognized authority
for the languages of Europe In the
Sixteenth Centuries.

Seniors Only to Be
mitted to New Or-

ganization

Ad-

REWARDS ABILITY

Last week a new society was
formed on the campus. The Senior

Honorary Society, restricted to Sen-

iors alone. The main object of

this organization Is to reward the

efforts of those who have worked

for four years on various exracur-

ricular activities.

In the past, the only form of

extracurricular activity that received

much recognition was athletics.

Letters are given out each year In

the various sports to those who
have distinguished themselves. But

to the numerous workers In other

fields there has been little or no

recognition awarded. A man could

work on the debating team, the

various school periodicals, as chair-

man of committees, as a class offi-

cer and not get any more in re-

turn than the student who did not

take any Interest In any extracur-

ricular organization at all.

It Is to fill this want that the

Senior Honorary Society was form-
ed. So many points will be given

to the holders of various positions

depending upon the responsibility

attached to them. A certain number
of points are necessary for entrance
into the society. When a student

Parents and Relatives

Of Students Responding

With Great Enthusiasm

Father Burns Reports Wonderful Progress in Visits to

Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, New York, Boston, Richmond.

—Letters Sent to Parents and Relatives

MODEL LAYOUT OF NEW UNIT EXHIBITED

ATTENTION

Your attention Is called to the

fact that during the Lenten
Season an 8 o'clock Mass Is cele-

brated dally for the convenience
of both Day Students and board-
ers.

Beta Gamma
Opens Drive

For Members

Increased Membership
Needed to Carry

Debate Work

Is

on

FIRST DEBATE MAR. 19

becomes eligible for membership he
is first passed upon by the entrance
committee.

Two students are chosen from
each school to comprlve the en-
trance committee and It Is presided
over by Mr. William Qulnlan, vice

president of the Senior Class.

This Is Just another example of

the Initiative and energy of

Senior Class. During their four
years at Villanova they have been
establishing precedents right along,
which if practiced by the succeed-
ing classes, will go a long way to a
"bigger and better" Villanova. It

seems as though the material
growth of Villanova is something
of a certalnlty now, but a college Is

not Judged primarily by the num-
ber of its buildings but by the dig
nity of Its students and student
activities. A lot of "dignity" and
"background" Is Just what Villa

nova needs. The Villanovan again
congratulates the Senior Class upon
the excellent precedent they have
established.

WET WEATHER POST-
PONES TRACK MEET

Jupe Pluvls held the track men
at bay on Friday, preventing the
first of the handicap meets. Coach
Meredith has pushed the date up to

this Friday and the events will be
run off in the Stadium.

All the freshmen and varsity can-
didates will turn out In uniform
this afternoon at three o'clock on
the old field behind Mendel.

At the regular weekly meeting of

the Beta Gamma Debating Society

It was decided to open a drive to

Increase the membership of the so-

ciety. Due to the number of Inter-

collegiate debates In which the
Beta Gamma will participate In the

near future, a larger enrollment is

necessary In order that too much
work will not fall on the shoulders
of a few.

The month of March has been set

aside as the time during which the
drive will take place. It will be se-

the'^ectlve In Its nature and only those
will be accepted who show a willing-

ness to work and cooperate. .Each
applicant for admission will be voted

upon by {h.e charter members of the
society and before being admitted
the applicant must give a well

rounded talk on why he is seeking
admission to the Beta Gamma.
Then he will be obliged to pledge his

allegiance to the society and to all

of Its activities.

At the same meeting it was also

decided to drop all those members
who were absent from a certain

number of meetings. It Is Intended
to make the Beta Gamma a select

society admission into which will be

considered an honor.
The varsity debaters wUl enter

Inter- collegiate competition on
March 19, when they tackle St. Jos-
ephs' on the Jury System. St. Jos-
eph's teams are recognized as Infer-

ior to none and they certainly will

be a tough opponent for Vlllanova's
Inexperienced team.
Other debates will be held with

Muhlenberg, Lehigh and Weber Col-

lege of Ogden, Utah. A challenge
has been received from Harvard
University but action on this has
not been taken.

Wildcat Boxers Show
Form m First E. P. T.

Show of Current Year

Three Knockouts Feat^ired Matches Run Off in Gym.
Last Thursday Nighft.—Casey, Lanciano,

Agree Provide Thrills

FINALS TO BE HELD BEFORE JUNIOR WEEK

Pour hundred or so Villanova box-
ing fans made a pilgrimage to the
gym last Thursday night, as Epsilon
Phi Theta ushered in the 1930 fight

season on the campus. The 400
and the other 150 which saw the
action from the windows, were
treated to a galaxy of ten fast

bouts and also to a little rumpus
which was not on the program.
Three of the fights ended In

knockouts, while one was called a
draw, and this one started plenty
of fireworks.

It was the battle between Rudy
Zchnau, Arts, and Frankle Troppea,
Pre-Meds, both 145 pounders, which
caused an evening which was as
quiet as the proverbial mouse to

become a real noisy party.
The first round was a give-and-

take affair, and the official scorer
recorded almost air many errors as
hits. Zehnau held an edge in the
first frame, but Troppea came back
strong in the second stanza. Dur-
ing this round, the two kids stood
toe-to-toe for almost a minute and
treated the crowd to some excellent
giving and taking.
Troppea reached his peak In the

ties, win cover a period of three final frame. Right after the bell

days, featuring a banquet and a
dance. The plays will be judged bv

competent critics from the staffs of

leading Philadelphia and Hanis-
burg papers. The plays will be
produced in the auditorium of the

Lewlsburg High School.

sounded, he sent Zehnau sprawling
to the mat and in the middle of the
round repeated the stunt. Here.
however, in hia anxiety, he hit the
fallen gladiator several times as
Zehnau was trying to reach his

feet, and almmt put the A. B.

away.
Zahnau hung on for a minute,

and then ended the fight with a
volley of lefts and rights to Trop-
pea's face and stomach, and as the

bell sounded, both boys were out
on their feet. The decision could
have been given either way, as

many of the crowd thought, but
the Judges ruled it a draw.
And that is where the fun start-

ed. Troppea's chief second tried to

argue, Bucky Hammond, the

Innocent announcer, out of the de-

cision, and failing, started after

the Judges. Jack McGann, promot-
er extraordinary, stepped In and
received a swinging haymaker for

his trouble. Now that was a fool-

ish thing for the young lad, who
By the way Is not a Villanova stu-

dent, to do. It was just like smok-
ing a cigarette while sitting on a
stick of dynamite.
In an Instant the ring saw more

action than the ten fights put to-

gether provided. But it didn't last

long. Father O'Leary. Father
Fink. Father Sparrow. McGann.
Al Severance and other cool-head-

ed fans rushed the instigator of the

fracas out of the building and Into

.safety, and in a few minutes the
show went on.
According to an announcement

made by McGann later in the eve-
ning, when he apologized for the
interruption, the finals in the

(Continued on Page Three)

At the last meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the College Drive

full reports on progress made were

rendered. The reports showed that

work on the drive Is proceeding

rapidly and that all preliminaries

will be completed In a very short

time.

The nature of the work that

Father Burns, the representative of

the committee, is doing in various

cities was explained to all present.

During the past two weeks Father
uurns has visited Wilkes-Barre
btranton, New York, Boston and
Klchmond. His task consisted in

lining up the alumni and students'

parents and to explain the nature

of the drive to them. During his

visits Father Burns dehvered many
short talks and succeeded In win-
ning over many friends to Villa-

nova's cause.

Reports sent by letter and tele-

gram to the Committee by Father

'iJurns Indicate that the work has

been highly successful and that sev-

eral promising candidates for the

parent committee have been inter-

viewed. He also stated that he was
well received wherever he went and
that the spirit and Interest shown
were very eucouraging.

Letters have been mailed to the

parents and friends whose names
were turned in by the members of

the student body. Answers to these

letters are coming in every day and
indicate a willingness to work on
the part of these friends of Villa-

nova.

Yesterday the Executive Commit-
tee began actual work In the way of

forming contacts with those who
have already answered the letters.

It is expected that the Faculty-Par-

ent-Student Committee will be com-
pleted within the next few days.

Models Shown
The actual results of the cam-

paign work were brought strikingly

before the students by the model
layout of the new Colleg Building

Unit which was on display in Men-
del Hall last week. The models in

(Continued on Page Three)

FRANCIS M. CROWLEY
SELECTED AS DEAN
Mr. Francis M. Crowley, director

of the Bureau of Education of the
National Catholic Welfare Confer
ence, has recently been named as
Acting Dean of the School of Edu
cation in Saint Louis University,

Saint Louis, Mo. At present Mr.
Crowley is in New York City carry
Ing on the work of the Welfare
Conference but will begin his new
duties at St. Louis University this

September.

Science Men
Will Hold

Dance

St. Patty's Dance to Relieve

Lenten Season on

March 17th

New Material

Still Sought

By Songsters

since the last Issue of the Villa-

novan, the Villanova Glee Club has

had two more rehearsals, and a fact

to be noted Is that upwards of

thirty-five members have been pres-

ent. Certainly such a turnout is

gratifying and augurs well for the

club's future.

There is something in the meet-

ings that brings such a good-sized

group to rehearsal after rehearsal,

and that something is Interest. The
work and manner of approach can

not help but to beget interest and
enthusiasm.

"The Breeze," a Mexican song,
now engrosses the club's attention.
Originally, Fr. Saplnya, the director,

wrote only two parts for the com-
position, first and second tenor.
Now. with the club's expansion he
has added a bass accompaniment,
and deep-throated members are
having a great time growling away
In the cellar.

The club Is making great progress
and now in the time for men. who
are vocally inclined, to enter. The
carolers extend a welcoming hand.

Everybody welcome! To the
dance which we hope will be one of

the best of the year. If you, and
you, and you all come It Is sure to

be the best ever. We are speaking
of the annual St. Patrick's night
dance of the Lambda Kappa Frat-
ernity, to be presented next Monday
night, March 17, 1930, In the Green
Room of Alumni Hall on the Villa-

nova Campus.
The committee in charge of the

preparations for this annual green
affair, has been going along In

high gear. From the few hints that
have been let fall this dance will

surpass any of the other campus
functions given so far this year.

Music that will set your feet

crazy to dance, will be furnished
by those Intlmltable Villanovans,

led by Vlllanova's gift to the land
of Jazz, Jimmy Kettrlck. The
round of popular waltzes and fox
trots will make everyone present
wish that the dance could continue
on forever.

The orchestra Is to be featured
on a raised platform In the center
of the ballroom, somewhat In the
style of the Interfraternlty Dance.
The lighting and decorative effects

will be arranged as a fitting tribute

to that Saint who was thoughtful
enough to provide a holiday during
the monotonous Lenten season.
Everyone before us who has ever

written up a dance announcement
has told you that their programs
were to be an Innovation. We can't
make an Innovation In our style of
telling you all about it. but while
we repeat the same old lines we
really mean all that we say. Any
one who will receive these novelties
will have a souvenler well worth
keeping to show to the grandchil-
dren to be.

The assessment Is to be quite
reasonable for a dance of this cali-

bre. And It Is to be hoped that
not only the representative men of
the pre-med school, but every mem-
ber of the student body will support
this affair by both purchasing a
ticket and using it. Anyone desir-
ing a ticket should get in touch
with any member of the datuse
committee which is composed of the
following men: Tom Breslin. chair-
man, Randle Helmer. Henry Kor-
son. Marty Macklln. Tom McGar-
rlty. Jimmy Finn and Barnes.
E)ont forget folks that everybody

is welcome and the magic touch on
the old wallet Is only two dollars.
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Lawrence emu, Academy i.w r. ^.

The Uonoraiy Society

Undoubtedly the senior class took a step forward when

it suggested and voted for the creation of a senior honorary

society. As yet, the society is still in the process of for-

mation but reports fi-om the committee in charge have it

that plans for selecting the first members are almost com-

plete. The committee choosing the students worthy of be-

ing elected to membership are basing their selection upon

predetermined ratings. The men are judged^, not only upon

their scholastic standing but their extra-cuiricula activities

are also taken into consideration and cairy a proportionate

weight of the total percentage. Thus it is not the student

who is outstanding in one respect but the man who couples

class activity with studies and does both well that will be

deemed a worthy member. ,.'>;;. v.^^•v:

In an undertaking of this type there are those who will

consider the move but an empty gesture on the part of the

senior class. However if conducted in the proper manner

and under the proper sui-veillance an honoraiy society will

prove a benefit not only to the student body but to the col-

leges as a whole. For the student, membership will be the

gaining of a goal achieved only after conscientious study and

earnest interest in campus activity; for the college it .will

not only tend to raise the scholastic standing but will fill a

long felt need. Upon investigation we have found that from

twenty-six representative colleges and universities, twenty-

one support honorary societies. Thus if our school is not to

be lacking in an essential point such an organization is not

only expedient but necessary. ' v
;.':. •
**

Deceptive Advertising

Lying advertising has for a long time been the root of

much evil, especially in this country, flagrant misuse of

the truth in advertising literature has had its effect on the

people especially upon the younger generation. When small

children adopt smoking simply because the advertisements

that are emblazoned across the skies advocate it as a health-

ful habit the condition indeed grows serious. However to

correct this highly misleading agent the P^ederal Trade Com-
mission has stepped to the front.

The Commission has taken a step forward toward truth

in advertising. It has obtained from a prominent cigarette

manufacturer the promise to discontinue a class of mislead-

ing statements to the general effect that smoking its par-

ticular brand of cigarettes promotes health and aids women
to grow or remain slender. The ads complained of were
particularly flagrant. Testimonials given by motion picture

stars and prominent personages were published, which were
in themselves untruthful and which, in several instances, the

supposed authors saw for the first time when they were
placed before the public, despite the fact that they had al-

ready accepted large amounts for the use of their names.
According to the Trade Commission health and vitality

to men and women do not necessarily result from the smok-
ing of nationally advertised cigarettes. Irregardldss of per-

sonal opinion on the subject of cigarettes, the fact remains
that their use has grown to such an extent that nobody any
longer takes seriously the efforts to punish either the sellers

or the smokers. However the claim that smoking is an aid

to health is absurd, and in view of the fact that innumerable
lying testimonials are used to back up such claims by huge
corporations, it makes one wonder how much truth there is

in the contention that modern day business is conducted on
higher standards of honor than those of yesteryear.

*****
With the advent of spring weather, when the days grow

longer and the sun's rays grow stronger, the earth is robbed
of its winter storage of frost. During this process of change
the top soil becomes very soft and spongy, and the slightest

pressure makes an indenture in the muddy surface. Thus,
while the earth is in this condition and before it passes

through the stage of hardening, if the lawns are used as

short-cuts and pathways the imprints of the trodding feet

become pennanent additions to the surface of the grass.

Even the immediate result is bad enough but later in the
spring when the rain has done its work and the green car-

pets are parched with heat, cracked and warped by a torrid

sun, the ruts and clods of torn earth are certainly distracting

to the visiting eye.

It certainly should not be necessary to erect warning
signs of "keep off the grass" and the like, but since they
have already been placed conspicuously about the campus it

is a matter of school spirit to adhere to their request.

Just An Old Campus Cnsvom
Now that Spring training has

taken the field It's harder than ever

to tuid a guide to take one for a
walk. Uncmentally some one should
compile a Baedeker of the roads m
Montgomery County.) We'd like to

QO our own spring training but so

lar we havent found anyone who
was willing to go in lor a good game
01 tag or marmes. However every-

one else seems to be at it hammer
and tongs or yammer and tongues

nave it your own way. The Ulee

Ciub keeps rehearsing something
about the breeze as U ihe members
needed any coaching along the

lines of wind, and so, no doubt, we'll

soon have a carol about the gentle

zephyrs of spring, albeit the March
zephyrs that are now engaged in

some real honest- to-John zephing

are about as gentle as a rhino gone
uerserk. The Debating teams too,

have gone in for the spring seating

up exercises in. a big way and are

polishing up on their "resolved

tiiats" in professional style. A bran
new set of equipment includes a

box of shiny statistics ready for use

and an assortment of favorite

phrases. These "pointing-w i t h-
pride ", 'viewing-with-alarm", "de-

claring-without-fear-etc " phrases
are said to be the best on the mar-
ket and are completely equipped
with the latest enunciations and In-

flections. The football behemoths
have gone in for gymnastics and
rapid-change-artistry, the baseball

j'team too, is keeping in line and
'classes are being organized In "cap-
aising", "how-to-taite-appiause" and
the piulosophy of a pop-bottle",

the aesthetic tracK team is cavorting

in the latest thing in chorus gin
equipment and all in all the college

to a man seems to have adopted the

old saw that practice makes per-

fect. So not wanting to be left out

oi the picture entirely your earnest

scribe is getting some real healthy
exercise in the practice of economy

MInutemen of the Campus
Well who said we didn't keep up

on our current events"? Rioting ac-

companied unemployment demon-
strations all over the country last

ihursday and we promptly put on a
miniature affair in the spirit of the
occasion. And Hist! Sherlock, the

troublemaker wore a red sweater.

Gould it be possible that ? Quick
Watson, the needle!

And They Call It Progress!

"Hear the bells", sang the la-

mented albeit dypsomaniacal Foe.

"what a tale of happiness their

melody foretells". Well maybe, Ed-
gar Allan, maybe—but you nevei

had to listen to the modern mon-
strosity, an alarm clock, your ears

were never regaled with the carillon

of a dinner bell drafted to do yeo-

man service in the cause of "early

to rise" hokum, in your day the

electric bell was only a pipe dream
and all in all you could well sing

of bells with a clear conscience.

But not us. For our life has be-

come so regulated by bells, buzzers

et al that there's a ringing in our

ears and a buzzing in our belfries

and if some fiend were to ting-a-

ling in our ear at 3 a. m., we feel

sure that we would mechanically

dress, grab the books and rush off

willy-nilly to a lecture. Or mayhap
to a meeting. Or we might even
start to shadow box. Ah well, we
can always find something to be

thankful for. They might use

whistles!

• . I f •/•I'lra.^'i* •• t«* •
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7.00 P. M.

12.30 P. M.
12.3U P. M.

Coal Crackers Oiub, Mendel Hall

Wednesday, Marcb D£

LaSalle Club, Academy ...

u. C. M. S. Club. Academy ^nn p m
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall « "^ o '

xJ"
ueWitt Clinton Oluo, Mendell Hall Jz^o «'
Student CouncU Tribunal, Mendel aaii ,7?! o' ^
ConnecUcut Valley Olub, Academy 7.00 i*.

Thursday, March 13

Sehlor Class Meeting, Academy
Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre
Inter -1 rat Basketball Game, Gym
Vaivlty Bowling, Bryn Mawr ....

Friday, March 14

•••••« ^*" • ••••••••• t',« • • <

• •••• 'i f
*•',•>•••
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M.

1.00 p. M.
1,00 P. M.
7.15 P. M.
ii.OO P. M.

8.00 P. M.
M.

3,30 P. M.
. 7.15 P. M.

12.30 P. M.
,
nw«uw.j innpM

Delta Pi EpsUou, Academy I'm p* m
Junior Class Meeting, Academy

i'nn
p' m

New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy 4nn p' m'
Jersey City Club Meeting, Academy • i.w r. bo..

Tuesday, March 18

Phi Kappa Pi Meeting, Mendel Hall

Day Students Mass, CoUege Chapel ^^ ^
i:i.ao Club Meeting, Monastery *^-*" "'

Stamford Club Meeting
Inter-frat Basketball Game, Gym

Monday, March 17

V. I. C. Meeting, Academy

11.45 A. M.

Alumni News

Then There Are the Funnies

Something should be done atwut

Sunday afternoons. For unless you
are an art critic or a checker strate-

gist there's absolutely nothing you

can do on a wet Sunday afternoon

or on a dry Sunday afternoon

(they're all that) or on a cold or

warm or chilly or cloudy Sunday
afternoon—In fact we find that

there isn't even anything to say

about a Sunday afternoon which is

something of a startling expose

coming from a columnist. But at

least there are compensations. You
can sit down to enjoy your Wool-
worth meerschaum in real rest and
comfort, you can look forward to

weiners for the sumptions evening

repast, you can think of the pleas-

ure the morrow holds and sharpen
your zest for the morrows classes

and you can reflect with satisfac-

tion that you live only ten miles

from the idyllic City of Brotherly

Love. And then we won't blame

you if you take a pot shot at the

^enn Monument.
To delve, to probe—Investigate

!

To wring reluctant answers from
the clay.

To weigh, to argue—estimate

!

Earth's weightiest problems day by

day.
It's Interesting I have no doubt
To scientists who work it out.

Then let me crave, from savants

grave,

A weightier boon!
How in this state, to dissipate

A Sunday afternoon?
BRIAN BORYU.

JERSEY CLUB

The Jersey Club of Vlllanova is

fully occupied at the present time,

in completing its plans for the

Easter Dance which is to be held

In New Brunswick on Monday eve-

ning. April 21. The Main Ball-

room of the Woodrow Wilson Ho-
tel has been leased for the occasion

and according to all reports It will

be a gala affair. This dance is

run yearly by the Jersey Club and
has come to be looked upon as the

official dance of the Jersey students

of Vlllanova.
'Connie Atkinson and his music

will furnish the syncopation. At-
kinson has played at Amherst
Proms and has furnished the music
for many college dances in New
Jersey and vicinity.

The dance is to be strictly formal
and Mr. White, Chairman of the
Committee, promises that the dance

Joseph Cochran, '27, is now in his

second year of Law School at
Columbia University.

• i> '•

Frank McAneny, '27, is now con-
nected with the First National Bank
at Johnston, Pa.

• • •
William Goggin, '27, is reported to

Ise connected with the Fidelity &
Casualty Company located an Wil-
liam Street in isew itork City.

• • •
Leo F. Wooa, 'zl, is an account-
nt in the Hollywood Hills Corp., at

501-504 Magro Building, Utica, N. Y.
• • •

Hubert M. Langolals, '23, is now
working for the city ol Los Angeles,
Cal., in the Department of Water
and Power as a junior electrical en-
gineer.

• • •
Eugene A. Sxeliy, '29, is working

in the brokerage otfice of McGlinn
& Co., of 1418 Walnut street, Phila-
uelphla.

• • •
John R. Foley, '24, is an electrical

engineer for the Electric Bond J^
Share Corp. of 2 Rector street. New
A^ork City.

« • •

William T. Bride, '22, is Supervis-
ing Engineer for the Bride Grimes
Company ol Lawrence, Mass.

• * V

Peter A. Bennett, '25, is now trad-
er for the L. T. Nelson Company of
120 Broackway, New York City.

• • •

Dennis E. Burns, '23, is practicing
surgeon dentistry in l^liiladelphia.

• • •

Jose M. Canals, '23, is a civil en-
gineer in San Juan, Porto Rico.

• • •

Michael T. Carey, '25, is now pro-
fessor of law at the Univer.sity of

Pennsylvania.
• * •

WUliam B. Butler, '27, is an at-
torney-at-law with offices located at
-15 Park Place, New York City.

• • •

Gus Barron, '27. is now working &s
an accountant with Clark, Oakes,
Greenwood, of 50 inroad street. New
York City.

• • •

Thomas Cahill, '27, is now con-
nected with the National City Bank
in New York City.

• • •

Francis J. Buckley, '29, is an as-
sistant engineer lor the New York
State Highway Commission with
headquarters located at Millport,
N. Y. ..;. ,; •..:.v

Charles A. Callahan, '23, is work-
ing for the city of Boston as a civil

engineer, with oSices at 1004 City
Hall, Boston, Mass. . < .

• • •••..
Robert McKelvey, '28, is coaching

ootball and teaching accounting in
the Somervllle High School, Somer-
ville, Mass. *. •' •

Matthew Oberholtzer, '27, is busily

engaged for the General Electric

Company in Philadelphia.

Ted Slomkowsky. '28, has his own
jewelry business in Philadelphia
and latest reports have it that Ted
is doing very well.

• • •

"Burch" Byrnes, '29, is working
for a well known company of In-
surance Brokers in uermantown.

• • •

Paul Kuczo, '28. captain of the
928 football team, is giving out or-

ders of his own on the athletic field

o the athletes of Stamford High
School where he is engaged as Ath-

tic Director and Coach.

Jlmmie Burns. '28. shortstop on
the 1928 baseball team, is doing well

with the Greenwich Gas & Electric

Company in Connecticut.
• • •

Jack Sorbo. '29. is an agent for the
Petroluem Heat & Power Company
of Stamford, Connecticut.

• • •

In order to reach John Kelly. '15,

President of the Vlllanova New
York Club, and active member of
the National Catholic Welfare As-
sociation, inquire at the Hanover
Trust Co., 70 Broadway. N. Y.
Everyone knows John thereabouts.

Leslie Burns, '28, better remem-
bered as "Pug" Is earnestly engaged
as a Sophomore In the Medical
School at Yale.

• • •

William Sheehan, '22. is Secretary
of the Vlllanova Club of New York.

• • •

Hugo Olovannuccl, '29. signal call-
er for the 1928 aggregation of Wild

Driving It Home

The wnoie thhig is not done with

a few yarns oi cheesecloth and a

complicated system ol revolving

mirrors. No magician is raising

something which will disappear be-

fore your eyes. It is not something

for the kiQdies to have as a toy. It

is a lact. I am speaking of the

model ol the new quaarangie that

was on exhibit last week m tne di

rector of studies office.

If one would notice we discover

that It is not the gym or the library

that occupies the key position of

the group of buildings out rather

the new School of commerce ana

f nance. It is a thing of beauty, and

will remedy a lot oi lamts wnich

are in the present home of that

school. The present conditions are

Dest evidence of the needs m that

direction.

Business enters into every form

of activity. Even the highest of

wordly professions demand some

itnowiedge of business in order that

a man be a success. Ergo who
could ask for more than the train

ing that a good business school

could give? The present school

has accomplished a great deal, dur

mg the short space of time that it

has been in existence. What it has

accomplished with great handicaps

is suthcient proof of what it will

accomplish with all kind ol new
facilities.

This school Is growing more rap

idly with each successive year and
it embraces all forms of business.

With the new school there will be

introduced new phases of business

education which are offered in very

few schools of its type in the coun-

try.

When you are getting something
worth while you'd be willing to

accept it on a street corner. How
often have you stopped and listened

to soap box orators in rapt interest

and noted all that they have said,

and have not taken the trouble to

note where you are standing and
the discomfort which you are en-
during. In the case of the prosaic

business of figures, and the like,

there is required atmosphere es-

pecially, if it is a four years' grind.

Consequently every man should sup-
port the new School of Commerce
and Finance.

The Mosque

VILLANOVAN

A fact tnat has been called to

everyone's attention during the past

five years is the phenomenal growth
of advertising. It is almost an im-

possible thing to take a ride through

the countryside with the idea of

seeing the scenery, and really be

successful in our quest. The ver-

dure and beauty of the country is

blotted out by hideous billboards

and sign posts. This however is

only one branch of advertising, and
in fact one of the minor fields.

Every newspaper is filled with adds
of various types and kinds. Beau-
tiful girls seem to hold the lime-
light for getting a product before

the public eye. One good that can
be gained from advertising which is

not known to all is that it enables
collegiate publications to keep their

heads above water, which would
otherwise be impossible if one had
to depend entirely on student sub-
scription. It is the attempt of this

column today to give a short course
in appreciation of advertising show-
ing all types of adds, and being
novel inasmuch as no pictures will

be shown, and leaving this phase
open to the imagination of the read-
er.

» • •

"I Got That Raise Nell ! ! ! !

Yes who would have thought is six

months ago when I was nothing but
a plodding clerk on the first floor

that I would receive the boost which
received today. The boss raised

me with his toe right out the tenth
story window, when I told him that
I was taking lessons secretly from
that radio school and gave him a
few suggestions as to how to run
his business. I could tell by the
look in his eye that something was
coming and it did. Now I am out
of the rut I was in an can begin
lifp anew."

Young man are you also in a rut?
Are you wondering how to meet the
bills that arise every month? If so

opportunity now awaits you. write
today I ! Below you will find a list

of the courses. Check any and all

place in an envelope, and throw it

in the wastebasket.
Check with an X
Technical
Flag Waving X
Train Boarding

<a) Freight
(b) Passenger

Cigarette Lighting
(a) With match

(b) Without match
Nail File Cleaning
Alarm Clock Setting
Cultural
Telegraph Pole admiration
English (As she Is spoke)
Moth Ball designing
Tatting and Light Sewing
Column writing
All other which you feel like tak-
ing

Just ask, and we will get it for you
We never sleep.

New Politics

School at

Princeton

I will be one which will truly reprc-lcats. is with Whell "& Wyte, New
sent Vlllanova College. 'York City Broken.

The establisment of a school of

Public and International Affairs at

Princeton was announced by the

president of the university, John
Grler Hidden, In his address to the

National Alumni Association at

Princeton. This step marks one of

the most important and progressive

movements made in the field of

undergraduate education in the

last decade. .
-

The School, according to th6 pros-

pectus prepared by the university,

will seek to give its students a
fundamental backgroimd for a bet-

ter understanding of the new
movement in national and world
affairs. The primary purpose of

the program of the School is the

training of men who expect to enter

public life or public administration,

whether national, state or muni-
cipal, or to engage in international

business and diplomacy.

The School, which will give In-

struction to students both In un-
dergraduate and graduate years,

will have four principal features:

First, it will provide a co-ordinated
training in liberal studies in the
fields of history ,n politics, economic
and political geography, and mod-
ern languages and literature. Sec-
ond. It will add to the faculty in

these departments, visiting lecture-

ships to be filled by men of exper-
ience in world affairs who will pre-

sent to the students actual condi-
tions existing in the world today as
seen from the practical side. Third
It will arrange for exchange profes-
sorships and fellowships with for-

eign universities. Fourth, students
of the School will engage In super-
vised study In foreign countries dur-
ing their summer vacations.

At the beginning the School will

give its principal attention to the
undergraduate program In order to
develop a body of well trained un-
dergraduates, some of whom will

form a nucleus of graduate students
In the School

"If the Heavyweight Champion of
the World Punched You in the

Nose, What Would You Do?"
Would you run, or tell him that

he had the wrong party? Would
you tell him that you were only
waiting for a street car? Or would
you assert yourself like the man
your ought to be and tell him where
to go? This sometimes happens.
It is to you men of ninety-eight
pounds and under, to whom I am
talking. I want you to be a MAN I I

My course in muscle binding will

put hair on your chest and a wild
look In your eye. It'ls no foolish
set of exercises with Indian clubs,
or arm stretchers. It is just a sim-
ple panacea, which when taken in
the amounts prescribed will enable
you to lick your weight In field mice.
Below are a few testimonials from
satisfied pupils."

Ten years ago I was so weak, and
timid that I as afraid to go through
a revolving door, because I was al-
ways held with the terrors, that it

too would knock me down. Today
I am well and strong, and have gone
through some of the best revolving
doors in the world with impunity.
All due to Prof. Achilles Tendon's
marvelous discovery.

HEAMAN UNDER-WEIGHT.
• • •

More Money At Home
How ofter are you confronted with

the trouble of wanting a little extra
money? We all are, that's why I'm
in this business. With the little

machine which I will send you for
the modest sum of $1.00 you will be
able to turn your spare hoiu-s into
dollars, all in the quiet and peace
of your own home. It is light, easy
work and the hours will slip in de-
lightful fun. The whole family
will enjoy themselves. You can
turn the machine into an automo-
bile and go riding on Sundays. It

Is a battleship manufacturer. All
this talk of naval disarmament is

wrong, countries wll always need
battleships, if only to afford more
opportunity for Pathe news to get
views of their manouvers. With
this little machine you can turn out
batches of them at home and thus
get In on the ground floor. Send
name today and the sum mentioned
above.

EZRA T. TURNSTYLE.
State Insane Asylum,
Nuttsvllle,

New York.
They tell me It pays to—oh shut

up,

COUNT DMITRI.

THOUGHTS WHILE TRYING
TRYING TO STUDY

Why we flunked organic? How
It was we just made the grade in
Chem, when we thought sure we
"hit" it?—The campus Is chang-
ing every day?. . . .And more changes
coming Alumni won't know
the old place Why doesn't
Jack get married? He is the
last of the Old Guard left How
will the hop be Saturday night? . .

.

Who's Bill going to drag?
Wonder if Peg L has enUrely

Sport Spots by Spotty

In his fii-st crack in handling a varsity team at Villa-

nova, George Jacobs came through. He put a really good
outfit on the floor—one that went through a tough schedule

and gave every opponent plenty of trouble. More than that

he put basketball as an attraction back where it belonged.

Not since Mike Saxe held the reins has the Blue and
White had a quintet the equal of this season's club. It is

not generally appreciated by the student body that the 1929-

30 bunch was good. Any team that could push St. John's

and New York U. not to mention Temple deserves recogni-

tiun.
«*•<**

Had the reserve material been relatively as good as the

first five the club might have gone down in the college an-
nals as one of Viilanova's greatest. Aa it was the ofl:'ensive

clicked aiound the starting hneup and it was up to them to

go out and garner the points if victory were to be had.
i'erhaps the greatest obstacle encountered lay in the

personal foul rule. Every loss suffered by the boys might
be shoved back on this bugaboo. The club dropped six out

of seventeen contests. In the tail end of the season four
defeates in a row aragged down the average. St. John's,

ivianhMttaii, lemple and Albright slapped the Wildcats for

.slinging reverses.

Page Three

Wildcat Boxers Show
Form in First E. P. T.

Show of Current Year

(continued from page 1)

m * * * *

Let us really see how those reverses were accomplished.

Prior to the St. John fuss over in Brooklyn the lads were
sailing along fine. Lehigh and Lebanon Valley alone out of

a dozen foes were able to set down the Villanovans. The
1^'latbushers at the end of the first half against Vlllanova

were two points behind. The entire Feline faction had actu-

ally outplayed their hosts, the famed Johnnies who had
doubled the score on Columbia, the Morningside Heights ag-

gregation which was leading the Intercollegiate League.

In the second half of the encounter Tom Edwards passed

out of the picture through the application of the foul rule.

One or two others, we dont remember offhand who they were
soon after joined the tap off man, and the result was the

team fioundered about losing the lead and enabling the

homesters to squeeze through.

The night following the St. John scrap the identical

again happened. Manhattan and Vlllanova were neck to

neck at the final gong and in the overtime the Pennsylvan-

ians lost the verdict. Again Edwards and one or two of his

mates were benched by committing four fouls. Had these

men performed the entire time, it is quite likely Manhattan
would have been jolted within the regulation interval.

* * * * 4>

Temple and Vlllanova met the Monday after the Man-
hattan game and as before the fighting strength of Jacobs

club was cut down through the elimination of Edwards and
Tracy. , The Albright clash was merely another repitition

of the aforementioned. Vlllanova at one time held a twenty
four point lead, but the Myerstown lot hacked away until

they overtook us just before the whistle.

And while Albright was clipping our lead our first

stringers almost to a man were on the sidelines, out of the

game on fouls.

The Lehigh and Lebanon Valley contests also were de-

cided not because those clubs were so tough but because

Vlllanova was not able to muster full strength for the entire

game. St. Joseph's nearly took us over on that account. In

the last five minutes of that game every Vlllanova player in

the game had three personals against him and Tracy had
been put out with four.

One thing may be said in defense of the boys ; the offi-

cials as a rule were too zealous in detecting dirty work at the
cross road by the Vlllanova players. The result was that

our opponents were left on their honor as one might put it.

If the club next year is of sufficient calibre as to attract

prominence in the sport pages, this year's lesson will have
been well learned and heeded.

tournament will be run off in the
Stadium the week before Junior
Week, and the champions of the
school win be matched against an-
other college team, preferably Tem-
ple or Penn, for a benefit for the
Goodreau Memorial Fund.
The rest of the show went on as

scheduled, with the sole exception
of Larry Cicero's winning by a for-
feit, when his opponent was in-

jured.

Kid Pellicane, ?re-Med, wrote
finis to the hopes of K. O. Pistac-
chio. the entrant from the Pie
Shoppe, by a technical knockout in

the curtain-raiser. Pistacchlo
started fast, and sent his foe to the
floor With the first blow of the fight,

but Pellicane'Sv superiority was
manifested afterwards. The' fight

ended abruptly when Pistacchlo
failed to answer the bell in the
third round.
Johnny Fazzlo, .Engineer, fought

a clever battle to trim Jack Averslo,
Pre-Med. Fazzlo used a nice left

jab to advantage, and received the
nod from the Judges. The first

round was slow, the boys feeling
each other out, but the last two
periods were at a breakneck pace.
Charley Moore, Pre-Med, outboxed

Danny ZefT. Pre-Med, In an Inter-

esting battle. Zeff, handicapped
by his lack of size and reach, was are Business men;
unable to break through Moore's de- Mopre, Lanchiano,
fense, while the ultimate victor art Pre-Meds, while one, Pazzio, is

piled up points In all three of the m Engineer. Troppea and Zehnau,
Pi-e-Med and Arts, who fought the

Temple Stadium, easily beat Young
Grotto, Pre-Med. Grotto did not
get a real blow into Martin's anat-
omy at any time in the three rounds
while Martin had his man stagger-
ing at the final bell. The two tip-
ped the beams at 195 pounds.
Frank Tomasuli beat Vlto Carfag-

no. Arts, in a close battle. Tom-
asuii, a Pre Med, forced the fight-
ing and had a clever left Jab. The
fight was fought along scientific!
Imes, both boys knowing what it

was all about.
Ted Casey, 162, displayed the

hardest punch of the night when
he put out the lights for Kid
Mariano in the second round. The
fight was very fast, Casey using his
lists often on the countenance of
his opponent, and after a minute's
work m the second frame, he up-
percutted him into the laps of Red
Sullivan and Father Sparrow, in
first row of seats, and Referee Jack
nagan stopped the fight.

Artless Art "Whataman " Agree,
riusiness, outfought and outboxed
Bill Richmond in the final go of
the night. Agree, who is after Art
Shires record, and may even go
after Primo Camera, let loose a de
ceptive attack, and amused the
crowd often, in one of the most en-
joyable fights of the night.
Of the winners, five, Lubelsky.

Martin, Casey, Agree and Cicero
four, Pellicane,
and Tomasulli

Just Looking Around
|

rounds
Bus Metzger and Harold Lubelsky

mixed it up in a three-round fray
which kept the spectators on edge,
fearing that either or both of the
mammoth specimens of manhood
might fall into their laps. Metzger
started out fast, and floored Lubel-
sky early in the first round, but
the latter came back and held his
own for the rest of the round.
Lubelsky improved in the second

chapter, and had Metzger tired at
the close. Metzger was forcing the
fighting throughout. In the last

round, the action was slow, and the
Judges awarded the decision to

Lubelsky. Both boys were from
the Business School

Killer Ralph Lanclano, got
Howie Rlchman In the second
round of their fight, after Rlchman
had outpointed the Killer in the
first frame. Lanclano literally as
well as figuratively had his man
spinning in the second round, and
he was connecting each time Rich-
man .spun around. The fight was
stopped when the towel came soar-
ing In from Richman's comer. The
fight brought together two Pre-
Meds.
Red Martin, Business, who be-

gan his training way back in No-
vember, when he battled a platoon
of Philadelphia's finest at the

draw, must settle for the other place
later.

WINNERS OF
E. P. T. BOUTS

Kid Pellicane stopped K. O.
Pistacchlo In two rounds.
Johnny Fazzlo received decis-

ion over Jack Averslo.
Charley Moore outpohited

Danny Zeff.

Harold Lubelsky defeated Bus
Metzger

Killer Lanclano won from
Howie Richmond on technical
knockout in second stanza.
Dudy Zehnau fought Frankie

Troppe to a draw
Red Martin outpunched Young

Grotto
Frank Tomasuli received decis-

ion over Vlto Carfagno
Ted Casey knocked out Kid

Marinaro in second round.
Art Agree defeated BUI Rich-

mond.
Larry Cicero advanced to next

round on forfeit.

Referee—Jack Hagen
Judges -Prof. Slavin, Prof.

Dougherty, Jack McAndrews
Timekeeper—George Hanzik
Announcer—Bucky Hammond

ihe past week saw a good deal of
activity along athletic Unes on the
campus. The death-knell of mdoor
and winter sports was being sound-
ed, wniie outdoor and spruig games
were making their official bow to
V illanovans.

• • •

The Epsilon Phi Theta bouts,
wnich provided lots of excitement,
and three games in the Inter-Frai
i^eague gav« the gym a popular
naven on lour evemngs, while the
dtadlum and the old baseball field

was the scene of afternoon activity.
• • •

The first call for Freshman base-
ballers, issued by Doc Jacobs on
Wednesday afternoon, brought lorth
a hopeful response, and on Wednes-
day and Thursday afternoons tltere

were some thirty-odd yearlings tak-
ing their turn at the plate while
uoc looked on.

• • •

Ihe scouts of this column, Just
looking around a little, have report
ed that the candidates don't look
lialf bad, and that tne boys of 1!>33

navelaright chances of putting forth
as good a diamond nine as their
grlQiron eleven was.

' '• • •

Track practice started officially
last we^k, too, but the track meet
oooked for Friday was washed off
the boards, when old Jupiter Pluv-
lus unloosed some of his April
weather on the unsuspecting cinder-
pathers.

• • •

While all this was going on up on
the old field, Johnny Gillespie and
Charley McGeehan were drilling a
big squad of varsity tossers down at
Ihe Stadium. The opening of the
season is only three weeks off now,
and a green team will have to be
rounded into shape in double quick

Parents and Relatives of

Students Responding

With Great Enthusiasm

iContmuea jfTom Page 1>

Station S. O. L.

Does Some
Broadcasting

* * * V V

forgotten us? WUl the "bllndy"
be smooth for the dance? And

A program of grad- Hear about the two cars c(rilldlng
uate studies Is being developed by (and thirty Vlllanova student* being
the University and will be described i killed?
in a subsequent report '

lie n u

Ten men comprised the club after the first few games
and they succeeded in running up almost six hundred points,

the exact number being 580. Our opponents were able to

tabulate 482 markers. The highest Vlllanova score was
made against Textile in the opening game when 49 points
spun thiough the baskets. Lebanon Valley scored the most
on us. The long legged disciples of Hooks Mylin ripped the
cords for 46 counters up in Annville.

Captain Jack Birmingham although being out of the last

two games led the scoring with 136 points coming through
the medium of 56 field goals and 24 fouls. Whitey Czesick,
another Stamfordite, trailed Jack by but eleven counters.
He is credited with 48 binaries and 29 free shots. Tommy
Morgan is third with 82 points and Edwards follows him
with 78, quite a remarkable feat when considering that Tom
never hung around very long. He generally got thrown out
for fouling.

Harkins tallied an even 40 points, Egan 33 and Tracy
one less. Holland was responsible for 29; Sullivan for 16;
Gardner for 5; Force, 3, and Stock, 1.

The Composit Score sheet for the 1929-1930 Basketball
Season

:

Name of Player Fe.G.
John Birmingham, C 56
Joseph Czesick 48
Thomas Morgan 32
Thomas Edwards 30
Arthur Harkins 16
Matthew Egan 13
William Tracy H
Mark Holland 12
"Red" Sullivan 6
Cletus Gardner 1
Pete Forve 1

Stock [[[[[[

F1.G.
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i^j^^ q^i v(/in on Arei

Stronger Hold

On 1st Place

Double Win Over Arts and

Engineers .Give Scien-

tists Big Lead

GAMES HARD FOUGHT
The past week saw the Pre-Meds

take a firmer hold on their already

strong position as leaders in the

Inter-Praternlty league by winning

two games, the first from the Art's

Men and the second from the En-

gineers. The first game was the

most one sPded victory of the sea

son but the score gave no indication

of the quality of the contest. The

Arts Men having only five players

could offer nothing to hold the

fresh teams constantly sent from

the Science bench. The second

game was won only after a stiff

match in which the Medical men
barely managed to squeeze through

to tally the winning markers. The
Science team has yet to meet de-

feat in the league.

ARTS
V ^

'

Pe.G. Fl.G. Pts

Connelly
Sweeney ... 2 2

Dolan 1

Castellanl 2 2

Dwyer 3 1

Totals ,...8 5 21

, , PRE-MEDS
Pe.G. Fl.Q. Pts

Morrison ....••• ^

Zucko ..., .,..

.

5

McHugh .;.. 2

Zudoski . . ..........

.

4

Marlnara 1

Daly 1

Trapp 1

Quinlan
Calabres 1

1

3

2
1

4

1

12

3

13

6
9
2

6
2

1

2

44Totals 32

ENGINEERS
Pe.G. Fl.G. Pts

Avll 4
Houseman 2
Hickey . . .......>.... 2

Korte ............... 1

Hodlik •...

HofTman ,.....,

1

3
3
2

9Totals 10

SCIENCE
Pe.G. Pl.G. Pts

Zucko 4

McHugh 3

Marinara . .....v. ..... 3

Morrison ......,...;. 8

Zudodski 1

1

1

1

Totals 15

9

7

6

7

2
2

33

Rink on
(contlnuea from page

Arena
Saturday

I)

length of the rink to stab the disc

into the strands.

The lineup:
VUlanova Penn A. C.

OParrell .... goal .... Van Wlckle

O'Neil left defense Bolte

Orcutt . right defense . Soltonstall

Brady right wing .... Walsh
Kennedy . . left wing . . Thornton
Delaney center Buntin
Scoring

:

First Period
Walsh (Buntin) 2.54; Saltonstall

(unassisted) 8.05.

Second Period
Faughnan (unassisted) 11.30.

Third Period
Saltonstall (unassisted) .48

Saltonstall (Buntin) 2.30

Kennedy (unassisted) 4.06

Penalties, Minor—Brady, Faugh-
nan, Thornton.
Referee—Marty Cross; Penalty

Recorder, J. McDevitt.

Pre-Meds Hear Dr. M.
Ersner in Seminar

(Continued from Page One)

hygienic life of the family.

Two essential elements underly-

ing » ijre-medical education are

science and art. In the realm of

science all of the senses God gave

us must be utilized to the utmost,

and our memories must retain all

that is possible of what is now being
learned, and in days later it will

come back to us and l\^lp us
through many crises. The arts as a
rule ^e neglected in pre-medical

work. But more of the student's

own personal time should be spent

on them so as to Influence those

around us later In life.

Medicine itself is an art, and re-

search is the greatest art within

this art. The studies of all the

dread diseases of which we now
know very little are all open to re-

search. Every thing important has
not been closed to the young doc-
tor of today. There is as much
idealism In medicine today as there

ever was.

V. P. C.

A rather spirited meeting was
held last Thursday evening by the
Villanova Polish Club, at which
plans were discussed for a campus
dance.

The club in the past has several

presentations off the campus in the
cities In which a number of mem
bers reside, and these undertakings
have been substantial successes

As to their coming dance, how-
ever, nothing can be learned by
outsiders. Why, cannot be said. It

is possible that the club is contem
plating something unusual and
want it to be more or less of a sur

prise. Whatever the cause, Villa-

nova has reason to await patiently

their announcement,

f

General Study

Plan Evolved

By Noted Prof.

Prof. F. C. Touton, U. S. C.

Suggests Many Points

For Aiding Study

Prom the many conferences held

with countless students in the

Educational Research and Service

Office at the Uiuverslty ui Souineni

California during the past three

years, the conviction has grown

that the failure and interior woric

ox lower division students is ire-

quentiy due to an inadequate know-

ledge ol proper study techmques or

u> a lacK oi proper application i^

the laws of learning. 'I'nis conditiOii

was placed belore. graduate students

in educai/ion enrolled in courses i..

be'condaiy anu junior coiiege educa-
tion at the Caniornla' insutute. it

was suggestea mat they formulate
a set or .siuay guides tor such stu

dents who imd \i trouDlesom? to

concentrate or to acquire the proper
results from study, l-'rom these

suggestions as made by this group
of professors, and Mr. Prank C.

Touton, Vice-President of the Uni-
versity, a list of general study
proceduers. The list if procedure
as thus evolved is here given:

£quip Yoursell' for EffecUve Study

1. Keep pnysically lit. Decide
upon ana adhere to a pian whicn
provides lor sufficient sleep, nour-
ishing food, and outdoor exercise.

Physical fitness is basic to mentai
efficiency.

2. Plan your study room. Select

a good place to work which will

make possible a maximum oi

achievement: a desk or a table

with a straight chair, a room, quiet,

well-lighted, not too warm, and well

ventilated.

3. Budget your time. Work out
and follow a schedule well-planned
as to time, place and subject. Three
hours per week in lectures, labor-

atory, and study should be sched-
uled for each unit of credit to be
earned.

4. Utilize textbooks effectively.

Learn how to use your textbooks—

21. Recall major points. Fix Im-
portant elements; clarify thought

by reviewing the major consider-

ations involved and noting their

relative significance.

Plan tor Continuous Improvement
22. Enlarge your vocabulary.

Work constantly to acquire an in-

creased vocabulary through obser-

vation and discriminating use of the

significant words and terms of each
course. Words and meanings are

basic to thinking.

23. Increase your ability to read.

Learn the best techniques of silent

reading; work to improve in both
rate and comprehension.

24. Develop ability to select and
grasp fundamentals. Attempt to

grasp the signilicant facts and fun-
damental concepts peculiar to each
course. Learn to differentiate with
Increasing clearness between major
and minor considerations.

25. Take the scholarly attitude.

Take pride in problems correctly

solved, techniques mastered, thought
well expressed, work neatly written
and well arranged- Be dissatisfied

with work hastily or carelessly done,

oe thorough.
26. Contribute to group discus-

sion. Make a real and significant

contribution to classroom discussion

wherever an opportunity is offered,

giving due regard to the rights of

others.

27. Note your progress. Watch
for signs from month to month of

genuine improvement in. grasp of

subject matter, in rate of effective

work, and in methods employed.

28. Grasp points of view of in-

structors. Strive to grasp the
points of view of your several in-

structors and to meet fully or ex-
ceed the standards for superior

work set in your several courses.

29. Develop initiative. Be re-

sourceful; take pride in each
worthy evidence of increasingly in-

dependent successful activity on
your part as a student.

30. Prepare to assume responsi-

bility. Plant for a position in which
you will l>e entrusted with respon-
sibility—one in which leadership

and social service will be expected
of you.

31. Plan for continued growth.
Be intellectually and socially hon-
est; increasingly strive to develop
deeper and broader Interests and to

achieve higher Ideals and more
worthy goals.

times exhibited its enterprise and,^ -

aggressiveness in making dramatly ^eir topic sentences, cross referen-

•V .•

y^

CONVERSATION
.':;: versus

PROCRASTINATION

WE ONCE KNEW a College

Man who took three weeks to

write a two-page letter!

Not that he was cursed with

inflammatory rheumatism or

anything like that, no s/r. He
could do the hundred in very nearly

ten flat; and play as neat a game at

shortstop as you'd want to see.
'

But when it came to answering

letters from home, it took him a long

time to make up his mind and a longer

time to get the words on paper.

• « •

Gentlemen, we are agin this Col-

lege Man's habit of stalling on the

folks at home. They deserve more

consideration. Don't say to yourself

that you haven't the time. It only

takes a minute to get to the nearest

telephone!

TALK, don't balk. A pleas-

ant chat with the home folks

takes a lot less time than a letter.

Just for fim telephone

Home tonight.

.-• !.'

ces, tables, charts, indexes, tables of

contents and bibUographies.

5. Master library technique.

Learn efficient use of library facil-

ities: card catalogs, indexes, the
Reader's Guide, standard reference

books, encyclopedias.

6. Learn laboratory procedure.

Discover and use efficient tech-

niques for the several types of lab-

oratory and shop work pursued.

7. Master the scientific method.
State problems clearly, secure all of

the facts, arrange relevant mater-
ials, discover relationships, observe
outcomes, draw necessary and log-

ical conclusions.

8. Secure equipment. Provide
yourself with essentials for study—
a dictionary, the necessary texts,

tools and materials, and frequently

used references. Prepare for inten-

sive study forestalling interruptions

and delays due to lack of equipment.

9. Record assignments. Make a
legible record of each assignment
exactly as given by the instructor.

Seek to understand your advance
assignment in detail: the problems
involved, materials to be used, and
methods to be employed.

Use Effective Study Procedures

10. Review. Review rapidly the

outstanding points and major issues

of the previous lesson before begin-

ning advanced work.

11. Scan assignment as a whole.

Take a bird's-eye view of the entire

assignment before beginning your
detailed study^fnoting period cover-

ed, types of facts presented, proce-

dure involved, problems raised. Se-

lect the most important issues for

first attack.

12. Learning means of new
terms and concepts involved in the

materials assigned and strive to

grasp the new and different mean-
ings to be comprehended.

13. Relate assignment to course

objectives. Note the obvious rela-

tion of the content to be studied

and the techniques to be mastered
to the course objectives.

14. Concentrate. Attack your as-

signments with vigor and determin-
ation. Intense effort excludes
thoughts not pertinent to the work
at hand.

15. Visualize conditions and rela-

tionships. Through the use of a

preliminary sketch, a diagram, a

chart, an outline, a tabulation, an
expressed ratio, an equation, picture

the scene or situation described, or

the quantitative relationships in-

volved.

16. U.se thought links. Seek to

discover economical methods through

identifying given conditions and re-

lating them to required outcomes.

17. Organize and summarize. Re-
late elements; organize issues and
outcomes in temporal, special, caus-

al, or psychological sequences. Dis-

cover and make use of key words

or phrases, topic sentences, head-

ings, summaries, and diagrams
which serve to recall the organiza-

tion of the topics and the procedure

followed.

18. Check your work. See that

the results of your work meet fully

the fixed requirements. Results

should be reaso/iable, of the neces-

sary degree of accuracy, and clearly

expressed.

19. Apply facts learned. Make an
attempt to use or apply the^ newly

acquired facts and techniques in re-

lated fields. Interest is stimulated

through a growing consciousness of

the significance of facts learned.

20. Correlate daily. Relate each

day's achievement to the preceding

one. Link the new ideas presented

with the objectives set for the

course.

HARVARD, AND U. OF
PARIS OFFER COURSES

Word was received here this week

from both Harvard Universitly and

the University of Paris concerning

summer courses to be given at the

two colleges, in Paris there will be

presented a six weeks' course in Art

and its different branches. These

courses are open to callege students

who wish to become writers or ar-

chitects. Each course will Include

lectures and will be given not only

at the university but also at the

different historical places about the

city. The fee /or the course is

forty dollars, this includes exams
and diplomas. Meals may be had
In the Latin quarter for about sixty

cents a day. Board and room may
be procured for the six weeks at a

cost of one hundred dollars. More
information can be had by writing

to the University of Paris.

Harvard University is offering its

usual summer cotirses In most all of

the regular subjects with credit that

may be obtained towards any of the

degrees given in American colleges.

The charges are twenty-five dollar^

a course and roohis may be had ii^

the Freshman dorms at moderate
rates. Information will not be com-
plete until the middle of March and
win be gladly sent to students uon
application.

Westminster College, Fulton, Mis-

souri, (ACN)—This college a pioneer

in the field of international debates

\;ill have a rather quiet season Ui

that activity this year due to the

stress being laid upon the proposed

irlp to Australia In the spring of

1931. The schedule this year in-

cluded some tnirteen debates sev-

eral of which are Intersectional but

not international. This institution,

although limiting its enrollment to

mree hundred students all men,
nan been engaged in more inter-

..atlonal debates during the past

live years than any other college

in the middle west. Among these

nas been Oxford, University of

Australia, Cambridge and others.

The debaters from Westminster
have traversed the country of Eng-
ibnd in debating as well as spend-

ing some time upon the continent.

Although always supervised by two
Highly competent debate advisors it

tios always prided itself upon the

fact that debating and debaters

have been advised and not coached
'as. far as the word coached means
help in preparation to destroy the

initiative of the individual speaker.

MICHELLE

Everything for the

Garden, Farm, Lawn and

Greenhouse

Catalog Frea.

518-516 Markets
. PHILA. .

SEE
Wm. Borrelti's

Display of Style

in the

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only rumpus Reprett^ntatlve

<'Car*ful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR. PA.
Phone 2B4
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CLEANING
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HOCKEY!

VILLANOVA vs. PEISISAC

SAT., MARCH 22m/

ATLANTIC CITY VILL
Vol. 2, No. 22

"THE BELLE AIR"

WILL BE ESSENTIAL

TO YOVR LIBRARY

SVBSCRIBE NOW!

First Handicap Track
And Field Meet Held

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, MARCH 18, 1930 Price: Five Cents

Program for Fr. Bartley

Junior Week Addressees

Thursday in the Stadium Completed

Prospects for Fine Team Very Bright.—Keen Competition
in Every Event.—Pellicane and Joseph

Foxx Most Promising Freshmen

WHALEN, ZIEGLER CLIFFORD AND CORRIGAN STAR

Under the direction of Coach
Meredith the first handicap track
and field meet between Varsity and
Freshmen candidates was held last

Thursday afternoon at 3:30 P. M.
Seven events were run off Includ-

, Ing the sixty-yard dash, two-
twenty yard dash, eight-eighty yard
run, eighty yard low hurdles, high
jump, shot put and discus.

The sixty yard dash was the first

event to be run oft. The entrants
were Pellicane, Milne, Dwyer,
Hammond, Scuhler, Businklll,

O'Brien, J. E. Kelly, Duhamel,
Bain, Glldea, Wastle, Straub, Vocca,
and Ramsey. All had handicaps
with the exceptions of Milne, Ham-
mond and Pellicane. Out of this

number Milne, Pellicane, Bain
J. E. Kelly, and Oildea qualifiei

for the final. This race was a ver;

exciting one being run at a very
fast pace. J. E.-J^elly barely nosed
out Pellicane while'^Bain, Jim Milne
and Bucky Hammojwl followed
closely behind him. Tnt\ race was
clocked at 6:4; a very /last sprint
when the slow track is [taken into

consideration. The eight-eighty-
yard run was won & "Tunk"
Whalen while Joe Foxx was a close

second. The time was a? 17.

The two-twenty was liotly con-
tested from start to /nnish. Don
Gildea breasted the tape a second
before Pellicane. Gildea's handicap
of six feet was instrumental in se-
curing the victory for him.
The eighty-yard low hurdles was

won by ClifTord with a time of 10 :S.

Martin was a close second with a
time of 10:3.

The high Jump was won by Corri-
gan with a jump of 5Vi feet. As
Baker, his closest rival, could not
equaluthlS' mark, he desisted from
further - tries although he had
plenty tft«'rtsbrve'.

'

>

Art Ziegler led all entrants In
the discus and shot put. He
heaved the discus a distance of
116 feet 11 inches. Brandt was sec-
ond with a heave of 104 feet. The
shot put event was won with a
distance of 36 feet. Joe Kelly took
second place with a mark of 33:6.
At the conclusion of the meet.

THIRD QUARTER ENDS

The third quarter of the|

i

school year will end with the
3onclusion of this week's work.,'

j^uarterly examinations will prob-
ably be held at the convenience

|

of the professors during the fol-

] lowing week.

Begins on May Fifth and
Terminates on May

Tenth

Committee

BOXING INCLUDED

t. Patrick's

Feast Day
lebrated

Feast oF Patron Saint

Erin Celehrated by
All Nations

of

APOSTLE OF IRELAND

(Continued on Page Three)

New York
Alumni Well

Organized

More Than 600 Former Stu-

dents Are Active Mem-
bers of N. Y. Club

TO ENTER OWN HOME
The Villanova Club of Metropoli-

tan New York is one of the strong-

est, if not the strongest, and best

organized group of Villanova alum-
ni. Led by a body of very capable
and efficient officers they present a
unit of which any college or uni-

versity would well be proud. There
are at the present time perhaps
more than six hundred active mem-
bers with several hundred more in

the vicinity. Prom that number of

former Villanova students who are
not now active members of the New
York Club a few join at every meet-
ing, and it is almost certain that
before long the Club will embrace
the names of all the alumni dwell-
ing in the vicinity of New York
City.

The strength of the Club may well
be judged from the fact that they
are about to move into quarters of
their own in the down-town district
of the great metropolis. This will
be the first time that any group of
alumni will have had headquarters
of their own. At the present time
meetings held regularly in the
Knights of Columbus Club at Slst
and 6th avenue and It is surprising
to note the distance some members
travel to attend these regular gath-
erings. Jersey City. Brooklyn, SU-
ten Island, Long Island, Bayonne,
Passaic, Elizabeth. Paterson and
several other cities are represented
at the meetings. If for any reason
the Knights home Is not available
for meeting purposes the club car-
ries on in the Catholic Club of the
city at 59 South Central Park.

Under the leadership of Mr. John
Kelly. President; Mr. William But-
ler. Vice-President; Mr. John Du-
hamll. Treasurer, and Mr. William
Sheehan. Secretary, the club has ob-
tained many students and athletes
for Villanova, and has raised the
Blue and White banner at every
possible opportunity. Besides this
they have sponsored many success-
ful dances and acted as host in

many Catholic affairs in New York.

Yesterday we celebrated the feast
day of the Patron Saint of Ireland.
A contemporary of St. Augustine,
and a person who has done more to
lurtner the interests of "The Wear-
ing of the Green" than any two in-
dividuals in Gaelic history.

It seems that no matter what a
person's nationality is, whether his
ancestors grew up amid tne sunny
hills of Italy, the languid, temper-
ate Holy Lands, bright and lively

France ,regal England or even in
rugged Wales, he proudly helped his
Gaelic "brother under the chini'

proclaim far and wide throughdiujt
the land and to all the inhabitants
thereof that the fourth color. at.1^<
rainbow, that color which is pro-
duced by the combination of green
and blue, is still in existence. Is he
Irish? You bet he is, at least for
a day. His name might be Sandy
McAllister.Ashley Creighton, Isaac
Greenbaum, Pasquale Bartecchi,
Pierri DesMarest, David Jones, or
even Gustave Steigmeyer, but every
year on March 17, he lends a willing
hand to Patrick McCarthy or Shea-
mus O'Toole as they carry the colors
of "The Emerald Isle." Alas, we too,

must plead guilty; we, whose ances-
tors more than likely herded sheep
on the rugged hills of Wales or were
killed by the Roundheads during
ihe Cromwell-Charles II affair, were
seen yesterday sporting a very flashy
tie that had turned green with envy
(or is it jealous). Does not this only
help to bear out our contention?
And nightly may the representa-

tives of all these different nation-
alities borrow for a day an excellent

Gaelic custom and help the Irish

people to render honor to "The
Apostle of Ireland." For St. Pat-
rick was not an Irishman or of Irish

extraction. He was of Prankish
birth, and during his lifetime he
travelled more than likely through
most of the countries we have enu-
merated.
He is connected with Ireland be-

cause that land was the scene of his

greatest works of conversion. It is

even said that to further the cause
of the conversion of the Gaelic peo-

ple he was given the power to cast

all the serpents out of Ireland which
were then becoming a dangerous
pest. Be that as it may, St. Patrick
occupies a position unique among
the patron saints of the various
countries. He is known and loved

by all races and on his feast day all

races take great delight in paying
homage to his illustrious name.

Junior Week is only fourty-eight
days away. That is a very short
time considering that the Class of
'31 has been awaiting it for two and
a half years. Since last September
their committees have been working
faithfully to make it a memorable
event that will be recalled with
mucn pleasure when the present
diudents of Villanova are fat and
forty. Of the results, the one
most important to know now is that
of the Junior Week Committe. They
have arranged tfie order of the
various affairs and until a perusal
of the schedule is made it will be
impossible, for those planning to
attend all the functions, to maKe
the necessary arrangements. The
following program was adopted by
the Junior Week Committee after
much discussion:

Monday, May 5.

A. M.—Mass, Planting of the Ivy
and Class Tree, Class parade and
dag raising.

P. M.—Baseball with Lehigh, Ban-
quet.

Tuesday, May 6.

A. M.—Open.
P. M.—Baseball with Lafayette

followed by Tea Dansant.
Wednesday, May 1.

A. M.—Golf with Lafayette.
P. M.—Blue Blazer Ball.

Thursday, May 8.

A. M.—Open.
P. M.—Track Meet, Golf with

Temple, Finals of the E. P. T, Box-
ing Tournament. .

'
•'.

Friday, May 9.

A. M.—Open.
P. M.—Baseball with Catholic U,

Golf with Rutgers, Junior Prom.
Saturday, May 10.

P. M.—Baseball with Providence
College, Farewell Dance.
The Junior Week Committee con-

Dean of Business School

Reveals Sad Condition
"^ of Alumni Hall

ELOQUENT SPEAKERS
Members of the Business Men's

Executive Committee are interest
mg several wealthy persons in
Villanova as the result of definite

assignments at the meeting Wed-
nesday noon in the Manufacturers'
Club:
Interesting addressea^ere made

by W. J. McGlinn, president of the
Continental Equitable Title and
Trust Co., by Father Fink and by
P'ather Bartley.

Father Hartley made a special
plea for the business men to fur-
nish a contact with some captain
of Industry who could supply the
funds for the new Commerce and
Finance Building.

Father Fink described the faculty
efforts to do everything within their
power for the success of the cam-
paign. He mentioned the offer of

a New Yorker to secure one-fourth
of the quota set for New York, in
addition to his own gift and his
efforts to induce an intimate friend
to give one of the proposed build-
ings.

Excerpts from Father Hartley's

remarks follow:

"For the last eight years I have
been engaged in addressing gather-
ings of business men. From this

experience, you should expect that
I would be especially pro£Qicient in
speaking to you. Such a conclusion,
however, may not be true for my
work the last eight years has con-
s.sted, in lecturing to business men
to be, and not to practical business
men of your high standing. I

have been conveying to students a
knowledge of the principles, the
piactices and the problems of that
every-day business existence which
you actually think and live. In-so-
far, then, as theory and practice

New York and Philadelphia

Alumni Hold Meetings to

Further Plans of Campaign

Eighty-live Memhers Present at First Dinner-Meeting Held

at Mauuiacturer's Cluh in Pliila.—New York
Cluh Headed by John C. Kelly

1?r! BURNS DOING FINE WORK IN OTHER REGIONS

PlULAUELPllIA

Villanova'^ alumni campaign got
oh to a flying start at a dinner
meeting ot leam captains and key
worKers in the Manufacturers' Club
last Thursday evening.
Enthusiasm ran high as the

speakers expressed their confidence
mat the campaign will be a success
thus putting Villanova in the as-
cenaancy among colleges in the
East.

speakers were Mr. W. J. McOlinn,
president of the Continental Equit-
able Title and Trust Co., and a
member of the New York Stock
exchange, J. Stanley Smith, Father
Fink, Mr. Charles McGeehan, grad-
uate manager of athletics, and Mr.
Philip Hart, president of the Bryn

(Continued on Page Pour)

NUW YOKK

, ^ , ,, „ , _ differ, my present position is some
sists of Mr. Howard Garrity, Chair- ^^at unique
man, George Lianey, Ed. Hookey,
Chas. Keiffer, Jooeph Costanzo,
Afatthew DeLuca, B. shovelin.

PROF. DUNCOMBE BACK
Professor Duncombe who was

severely burned recently, resumed
his classes last Wednesday.
Mr. Duncombe, who is Professor

of Chemistry, was in the physiologi-
cal Laboratory and while heating a
solution over a water-bath, the mix-
ture exploded, burning the professor
about hands and face. So severe
and so deep was the burn on his
left hand that it was covered with
blood immediately, leading many,
who were in the laboratory at that
time, to think that his hand had
been cut.

The Villanovan sincerely regrets
to have to record this unfortunate
accident but it is glad also to see
the professor back on the job.

"Upon the completion of my stu-
dies In Washington and the presen-
tation of a 190 page thesis on the
work of the Food Administration, I
received my degree, and returned
to Villanova, there to take up my
duties as a teacher.

"A man is not very long without
a Job at Villanova. In a very short
time, I received mine. It consisted
in raising an infant in the form of
a one-year-old School of Business
Administration. The school con-
sisted of 30 embryo business execu
tives, two professors and a million
dollars worth of good will. Despite
its uncertified parentage, the new
course was the linear descendant of
the old commercial course, which
taught book-keeping and typewrit-
ing to diligent and ambitious youths.
The new course soon gained in
popularity, but not in prestige,

(continued on page four)

L. K. D. Holds

St. Patrick's

Day Dance

Alumni Hall Scene
Annual Green

Affair

of

WEATHER W^AS PERFECT

Late ChiefJustice Taft
Received Honorary
P 3 Degree at Villanova

(ionferred While President in Recognition of His Work
the Philippines. — Spoke From

Balcony on Monastery

in

Juniors to

Be Measured

For Blazers

Third

to

Year Men Urged
Get Measured
Tomorrow

Tomorrow will be the last chance
for the Juniors to get measured for

the Junior Blazers. Representatives
of Sox Miller, Inc., will be on the
campus all day and all the Juniors
are urged to get measured.
A deposit of five dollars must be
paid, this is part of the Junior as-

sessment.
During the past month agents of

Sox Miller have been on the campus
four times to take the Juniors'

measurements and they have up to

date received very little cooperation
on the part of the Juniors. The
third year men do not realize per-
haps what a great convenience it Is

for them to have all these different

days upon which they may be
measured. At any rate the turn out
was not anything like what it should
be.

(Continued on Page Three)

During the past week the nation
has mourned the loss of one of its

foremost citizens, a man who has
served his country in the offices of
both chief justice and president,
William Howard Ttaft. His death
has called to mind, besides his
achievements as first executive of
the nation and as chief Justice of
the Supreme Court, Mr. Taffs high-
ly gratifying solution of ecclisiastical

problems in the Philippine Islands,
which resulted from the Spanish-
American War. It was in recogni-
tion of this work that Mr. Taft was
a recipient of an honorary degree
from Villanova.
The war with Spain resulted, as

is known, in the ceding of the
Philippines to the United States.
Prior to the war the Augustinlans
controlled much of the religious as
well as the educational life of the
Islands; but, with* the change of
government disputes over property
rights necessarily followed, and Mr.
Taft was selected by President
Roosevelt as. a special ambassador
to the Philippines to negotiate with
the church. With his customary
frank and Jovial disposition he suc-
ceeded within a very short time in
settling the controversy to the ex-
treme satisfaction of all concerned.

While still working on this mLs-
sion, the President-to-be conferred
with His Holinesa. Pope Leo XIII at
the Vatican. Most of the partici-
pants of that conference have since
died, but there remain a few at
Rome who still remember that
pleasant honest personalty that
was Mr. Taffs. the personality that
enabled him to settle after three
months of patient negotiation one
of the most important problems
arising from the Spanish-American
War. Among those who remember

him is the present Cardinal Gas-
parri who recalls him as a most
lovable man with a superior and
lofty mind.

And there are several on Villa-
nova's campus whose memories go
back to that time when as President,
Mr. Taft received a degree from this
institution. Fond are the memories
that picture him addressing the au-
dience after the ceremony, from the
balcony on the front of the Monas-
tery. His candid good humor and
cheery words are fond recollections
Indeed.

The degree conferred upon the
President was Doctor of Jurispru-
dence, the same degree that had
been conferred some time before on
President Grover Cleveland.

r CORRECTION

What a difference Just a few
cents make and what a differ-

ence just one letter makes. Mr.
Joseph Winterer, Vice-President
of the A. S. M. E., has called
our attention to an error
that was made in the issue
of the Villanovan on Febru-
ary 25th. The success of a
.smoker that was held at that
time was due to the A. 8. M. E.

and not to the A. 8. C. E. as the
affair was under the auspices oi

the former and not the latter or-
ganization. We wish to apologize
at this time to Mr. Winterer and
his society for the error made
and likewise wish to give credit
where It is deserved and not
where it Ls undeserved on ac-
count of the mistake of one let-

Well the Irish and the LKD'S
had their day and night all rolled
into one glorious dance. That of

Lambda Kappa Delta, last Monday
evening, held in the Green Room of
Alumni Hall. And what a dance
that was. There are not enough
superlative adjectives in ' the
Thesaurus to describe the syncopa-
tion released on the ears of the
dancers by the melodious Villano-
vans led by Jimmy Kettrick.
The gymnasium of the Academy

had been transformed into a haven
of Jazz and terpischore by the dance
committee headed by Tom Breslin, a
Senior Pre-Med. There was an
arch of green and white over the
full length of the room, which gave
the effect of looking into an Irish-
man's idea of heaven. About the
walls were hung the fraternity ban-
ner and various banners of the col-
lege. The arrangements were quite
effective and no little comment was
made about them.
The programs given as favors

were also green and white with a
white pencil and green tassel at-
tached to each. The couples on the
dance floor presented a colorful ap-
pearance, many of the young ladies'
were dressed in the traditional
green, while green ties among the
informally attired men were pre-
dominant.
The entertainment of the eve-

ning was furnished by Panzer and
Mueller assisted by the orchestra.
The Villanovans were placed In
that trick position in the center of
the floor on a raised platform
where they could be seen and heard
by all present. Around the plat-
form were banked palms which
combined with the warmth of the
evening gave somewhat the impres-
sion of the tropics.

Mr. Thomas Breslin, chairman
of the dance committee was assist-
ed by Randle Heimer, Henry Kor-
son, Martin Macklhi, Thomas Mc-
Garrity, James Firm and William
Barnes. They all did their work
nobly and deserve a great deal of
credit for the success of the dance.

The Villanova Club of New York
held its regular monthly meeting
last Monday night, at which time
plans for cooperation In the Villa-

nova College Development Compaign
constituted one of the main topics

of discussion. Mr. John C- Kelly,

president of the club, conducted the

meeting, which was attended by over

fifty members. There was spirited

discussion as to plans and politics

of the Campaign, and it is hoped
that great success will be achieved
in the New York district. Reverend
John P. Burns, Ph. D., O. S. A.,

faculty representative of Villanova
in the campaign procedure, Mr. Kel-
ly, Mr. Frank A. Tlchenor, Mr.
Lynch Evers, and Mr. John Jooes.
were the principal speakers. :.,'•.

It is planned to form as soon as
possible an executive committee for

the New York district, consisting of

both alumni and non-alumni, ol

which committee Judge baboatino
will be chairman. Juoge Sabbatmo
16 Presmeiit of the National Aiumm,
and has always evidenced keen in-

terest and cooperation in all Villa-

nova affairs.

At the same meeting, further
plans were under^ken by the New
xork Club with a view toward spon-
soring the re-appointment of Colon-
el Arthur Forau as Collector ol Cus-
toms for the eventual purchase of a
permanent residence lor members,
the building to be known as the
Villanova Club of New York City,

and available for business and social

purposes as well as supplying livmg
accommodations to many alumni.

The Faculty-Parent-S t u d e n t

Committee is still In the process
of formation. During the past weeic
the priests and members of the
Faculty have met with great success
in theii' work of Increasing the
membership on this committee. The
Committee especially wishes to

thank students and parents for the
kind and cordial welcome accorded
them on every occasion.

Jury System

Subject of

First Debate

Try-Outs For
Prize Speech

Next Tuesday

Last Yearns Entrants Expect-

ed to Compete
Again

The second annual oratorical con-
test in which the winner is to be
awarded a gold medal as a prize, is

open to anyone taking Public Speak-
ing at Villanova. The speeches are
to be ten minutes in length and on
any topic that can be converted
into an oration. All applicants are
asked to submit their name and
the topic on which they will de-
liver an oration to Prof. Jonas or to
leave a notification of the same at
his office at 108 Mendel Hall before
Tuesday, March 25.

The speeches In the try-outa are
to take no more than five minutes.
These may be either part of the
oration Itself or some other com-
position chosen for the trial only.
In arranging the try-out«. Prof.
Jonas shall have all men appear In

(continued on p«f» four)

First Intercollegiate Debate
of Villanova Begins

at 8.30 P. M.

ST. JOE'S EXPERIENCED
Villanova begins its first inter-

collegiate debating season tomorrow
night when it meets St. Joseph's
College in Alumni Hall. The debate
begins promptly at 8:30 P. M.
There is no charge for admission.

The subject for debate is: "Re-
solved, that the Jury system of the
United States Shall be Abolished."
It is a question that is ever before
the public eye. Only recently the
Wickersham commission proposed
to do away with Jury trials in cer-
tain liquor cases. This proposal
was regarded by many as an assault
upon one of the historic safeguards
Ol tne people against the tyranny of
the law. Nor was the Wickersham
commission the only one to attack
the Jury system, lawyers, deans of
law school, and members of Con-
gress have accused the Jury of
mawkish sentimentality, preju-
dice and other evils that hinder the
administration of Justice.

Villanova is meeting a very dan-
gerous foe. St. Joseph's, like all

Jesuit schools, considers debating as
one of the most important extra-
curricular activities. The Vllliger
Society contains one hundred mem-
bers and has seven available teams.
The last two victories enjoyed by
the society were over Princeton and
Bucknell. In a college as small as
St. Joseph's, this gives some Indi-
cation of the enthusiasm with
which the forensic art is pursued.

The team representing Villanova
will consist of Messrs. Buckley, GUI,
and Tacaks, with Mr. Kelly as alter-
nate. Last week these men debated
the Jury question with the other
debating team of the Beta Oamma
and were defeated. Whether they
had the most difficult side of the
question or whether they were not
fully prepared does not matter.
Tomorrow night they will be fully
prepared and no matter which side
wins the audience will have had
the Jury question clarified in their
minds.

Mr. Edward M. Hookey wUl act as
chairman of the debate. At the
time this paper went to press the
names of the Judges could not be
secured but Father Pink, who Is ae-
curlng them has stated that they
will be admirably suited for the do-
dtlon.

"^
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TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1930

"BREAKING BARRIERS !"

A short time ago the world almost witnessed the im-

prisonmeiit of Commander Byrd behind the impregnable

Antarctic ice barrier. It seemed his fate was all but sealed

when suddenly out of those unknown regions was flashed

the news of his successful race to safety. He came through

without a single serious casualty to his person or property.

Many attributed this achievement to pure "chance" or

"fate," so to speak. But if you have carefully followed

his career, his success at school, his exploits as a young offi-

cer, his conquest of the Arctic and at the present time his

successful journey of nearly two years into the Antarctic

wastes, you will find, for it is readily apparent that the one

thing which accounted for his success was careful prepara-

tion. By this means, his remarkable triumph over these al-

most impenetrable lands was won before he started on his

expedition. Pre-study spelled pre-victory and ultimately

the glorious victory of "actual achievement."

This most recent historical achievement is important

not only fi:om the fact of its significant influence upon sci-

ence, but from its especial reaction upon those young men
who aspire to leadership and learning. The college man
who in a sen^e is the nearest approach to this type should

reflect for a moment upon the method of the renowned ex-

plorer. Young men, fresh from institutions of learning, are

wont to rush headlong into a project before sufficient reflec-

tion is given the matter at hand, and in due time find that

their haste, though done in good will, has brought upon
them the sufferings and mortification of defeat. The prob-

lem proved too great and too big, for the preparation was
not sufficient to accomplish the end in view. If, however,

on the other hand, the issue had been carefully analyzed

before work was begun there is little doubt but that accom-

plishment would have crowned the worker's efforts.

*. There are certain old truths which will be true as

long as this world endures, and which no amount of prog-

ress can alter. One of these truths, "careful planning al-

ways supersedes spontaneous action" is a legend that has

proven its wisdom. In the past there are those who have
cast discretion to the winds and thrust aside the outstretched

arms of adversity because they were so firmly convinced of

their own convictions that they could not and would not

listen to the voice of experience. We invariably find these

creatures to be, not men matured in worldly affairs, but

young men who have sat at the feet of some learned philoso-

pher and think they have absorbed so much knowledge that

once they enter into business they can revolutionize the en-

tire universal system. But sooner or later they find that

their impetuosity has been a burden to them rather than an
asset in the race of life. Competition is remarkably keen
in these days and life's struggle is filled with more barriers

and obstacles than ever. Defeat takes her toll from those

who run a poor race, and undoubtedly this poor showing is

made because they have not trained nor prepared for the

heat of battle.

There is but one way of judging the future and that

is by judging the past. What has been done and what has

been achieved may be accomplished again. But the great

deeds of the past have not been gained by hurried effort

but by careful and detailed planning. To analyze an un-

dertaking stimulates the energy, enterprise and intellect of

the one making the analysis, and at the same time quickens

human genius. Careful preparation is the keynote to suc-

cess and if such be the case who can better succeed than the

college man for to him has been opened miglity storehouses

of information. There is but one word of advice, "Look
before you leap."

• • * • *

At the present time students of many leading col-

leges and universities are busily engaged in constructing

orations on the Constitution. The National Oratorical Con-
test is now close at hand, and thus it is that these students

are so occupied. The contest is open to all colleges and uni-

versities in the country and a school need only apply for

admission to be counted among the contesting institutions.

But is there a Villanova student so occupied? No,
for Villanova is not entered in this contest. However, it is

never too late to start. Why not have a delegate from this

school in the contest? Why not select a man worthy of rep-

resenting Villanova and enter him with the speakers from
other schools. Besides the honor of being a contestant he
may be of inestimable value to his Alma Mater; he can
make her more prominent among the students of other in-

stitutions if he proves himself capable; he would announce
her renown to innumerable other colleges and it is more
than likely that such prestige would be of great value and
carry far.

KnockingAbout
the Campus

A Very Fishy Story
Like ham and eggs, coffee and

sinkers. Mutt and Jeff and the Dun-
can sisters, Lent and fish are
bound irrevocably together and defy
any man to put them asunder. Now
ordinarily we think well of fish. A
sleek race who mind their own
business they do get along swim-
mingly in life and give not so much
as the flap of a hnn for any land
be it wet, dry, or simply bootleg. A
live fish is indeed an eminently re

spectable citizen but a dead flsh-

ah, thereby hangs a tail! A dead
fish (for shame Alexander) is as
proud as Lucifer. He must be em-
oalmed, he must be put on the table

in disguise—he insists on being
served Incognito. Thus in occult

fashion does he keep his family
skeleton completely hidden and
never does a bone of it rattle till

you rattle it out of your gullet. So
we're asking for a show down. If

fish have to be eaten (and we sup
pose they do for who ever heard of

a fish-skin coat)? then the eaters

thereof should be given a sporting
chance. Let us, gentlemen, lay the
bones boldly on the table. Let each
and every species be given a num-
ber, say we. And then when the
number comes up we can all dash
up to the Biology Lab and get a
line on their bony system. Then
armed to thfe 'teeth with informa-
tion we can fight It out on the bread
line If it takes all mealtime. So lift

your glasses men—pardon us—lift

your paper cups men and join us in
a toast; "to the fish, the poor fish,

who, like our lavatory tenors, are
best appreciated under water,"

• • •

What's In a Name?
Well, it's come at last. We knew

It was inevitable so we tried to bear
it stoically. For a certain sage
stood right up in meeting and de-
clared that he didn't like the name
of this column. Which comes close

to giving us hysteria and the hic-
coughs. For to be utterly frank we
don't like it ourselves. True, we
might have called it the "Spinal
Column" and claimed It to be the
back-bone of the paper but after
all we're so very ; modest. So we
might as well leave the cat out of
the gunnysack and admit that the
column was christened by a printer
who promptly broke a bottle of Ink
over the prow of a llnotyiie as Is

the traditional custom of christen
ing- printers. But the full name
that he gave it was entirely too long
and Involved to appear in print so
we took the liberty of cutting it

down. All this we explained very
patiently to the man who didn't

like the name. And when we had
finished turning the other cheek
what do you think he said? He
didn't like the signature either! So
there! Then gathering up our play-
things we made faces at him and
went home.

• • •

Caught Red-Handed!
They were sitting in the Pie Shop

face to face. Presplratlon was
starting on both their foreheads,
both bodies were tense with the
strain but—they kept on slapping
Now it is a rather rare sight to come
upon two men banging away at each
others hands. So mildly curious we
asked what it was all about and
were informed that it was a sort of

game. It seems that two men of

saddlstlc temperament agree to slap
the backs of each others hands for

a given period, at the end of which
time the man whose hands are least

swollen is declared winner. Very
curious. So we don't make any at-

tempt to explain the game or It's

purpose. That Is completely beyond
us. But what we would like to say
is this—if it's going to be a game
let's make it worth while. The spec
tators ought to be considered and
hands can stand entirely too much
punishment. The thing grows mo
notonous. So why not carry the
idea a little farther? Why not bang
heads together until we see a couple
of worth while skull fractures? Or
why not jump on each others toes?

Now we don't want to be thought
sanguinary but you see how it is-

we simply must cater to our readers

tastes. And ever since an old

anonymous Roman tucked up his

toga and muttered something about
"De Gustibus etc" nobody has at

tempted to explain tastes. And as

one sword-swallower said to another
"the point is well taken" so neither

will be.

What's Your Topic?
This is the senior's hour. The

proud day when, to a request for aid

on any campus undertaking, he can
look lofty and detached and retort

"I'm working on my thesis" and the
rub Is here—that he really Is or

thinks he Is, which amounts to the

same thing even in Sanskrit. Now
a good many people have entirely

the wrong Idea about theses. They
fondly imagine that they are in-

tended for the improvement of the

individual or that they are being

done In the cause of scientific re-

search or some other equally foolish

notion. All wrong! Theses are

only part of a big game called "Me
and Mine." And since most sen-
iors have already reached the stage

where arguments over who has the

toughest beard, the worst room, or

the smallest allowance are worn out

what could be more thoughtful on
the part of the authorities than to

orovlde these life-saving devices?

So now the last few months can be

pleasurably spent in trying to decide

who really has the hardest thesis.

Thus the demon ennui has been
conquered once again. "And they

thought we couldn't fight!"

BRIAN BORYU.

DR. HICKEY RETURNS

The very Reverend Joseph A.

Hlckey. D. D., Assistant General of

the Augustinlan Order will arrive to-

day to assume active part in making
the Villanova Development Cam-
paign a success.

Dr. Hlckey is well known to for-

mer students and alumni of Villa-

nova College for his great interest

in the progress of Villanova.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Tuesday. March 18

Umbda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall ."v* ^-^

Dewltt Clinton Club, Mendel Hall ;; 7.00

Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy ....>«...*.,.,..., 7.00

Villanovan, Staff Meeting .,, '. <(•.•••.•• • • *• • "^-^^

Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall *.,........»... 700

Connecticut Valley Club, Academy 7.00

Wednesday, March 19

ijuSalle Club Meeting, Academy ,4y,.,, ,.,.,.,/, 12.30

ti. C. H. S. Club, Academy ,,..;..;...»,*.. ,.....< 12.30

Beta Oanjma Society, Mendel Hall . . .
.'

. * , . . , . .........:.• . .
4-00

UeWitt Clinton Club, Mendel Hall 600

Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall ......,,.;,:...; 7.00

Thursday, March 20

Senior Class Meeting, Academy ;i. 1.00

Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre 100

Varsity Bowling, Bryn Mawr .»,.i.;...i>i>i»*, ......»» 900

M.
M.

M.

M.

M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

Friday, March 21

^ay Students Mass, College Chapel 8.00 A. M.

tttamlord Club Meeting, Monastery 3.30 P. M.

12.M Club Meeting, Pedlgan Hall 6.00 P. M.

«.oO Club Meeting, New Dorm. ...««.^,.i.i.

.

8.30 P. M.

Saturday, March 22

Villanova vs. Penn A. C. (Ice Hockey), Atlantic City 9.00 P. M.

Monday, March 24 ^

Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy .viii.v«;f';..t.., 1-00

Junior Class Meeting, Academy .».<.«! ...>,. i.. 100

New Jersey Ciub Meeting, Academy ..,..•...'...... 7.00

V. I. C. Meeting, Mendel Hall 7.00

Jersey City Club, Academy ..........^.,»,',,i ,>•';>,•,.>»;..«»• 7.00

.y\ ,•.•'. . Tuesday, March 25

Phi Kappa PI Meeting, Mendel Hall 1145

The editor requests that notices of all meetings and campus

ities be left at the Villanovan office.

P.M .

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

A. M.

activ-

Alumni News

Atuoag eBtlmatois ioi- Phltadelptila

steel compaiues aie iieo U'Hara "2o,

wno is wltti the Kaiman Steel Com-
pany; Charles Belz '22, of the Mc-
Cimtlc Marsnall Company; ana Al

Cooy '23, who is with tne Penn Steei

tiervlce Company.
• * •

Paul Taylor '27, is working as es-

timator ana detalier for the Taylor
Davis Company, of Philadelphia.

• * *

Frank Potter '28, is serving as steel

detalier with the Concrete Steel Com-
puuy, in Philadelphia.

• • •

T. J. McCormack '20, is truss estl-

niatur lor the same company sm is

Prank Potter above.

It is with pleasure that we noted
in the February issue of the "Ameri-
cun City" an interesting and well 11-

iU;sitruted article on "Cut-out Repairs
and Resurlaclng for Philadelphia
titrtets, " by Martin J. McLaughlin '14,

who is deputy Chief of Highways for

Philadelphia.
* • *

Among the Villanova Engineering
alumni noted at the American Road
Builders' Association Convention at
Atlantic City recently were T. M.
Dalton '12, of Paoli, Pa.; E. J. Dough-
erty '12, of Baltimore, Md.; J. J.

O'Brien 13. of Wayne, Pa.; Cyril J.

Burke '13. of Detroit, Mich.; Ed. Tay-
lor '21, of Coatesville, Pa.; and J. J.

Skelly '30, of Media, Pa.
* * •

Thomas J. White '26 and Mrs.
White are now residing at 304 Hill-

side avenue in Nutley, N. J. They re-

turned recently from an extended
honeymoon in Florida and Havana.
Tom is still connected with the J.

P. White Company, Inc., of Passaic,
N. J.

* * •

James Barrett '23 is now a success-
ful Physician and Surgeon with a
large practice in Erie, Penna.

* • •

Charles Belz '22, holds the position
of Sales Manager in the firm of Mc-
Cllntoc, Marshall Company in Phila-
delphia.

* • •

Honorable Eugene Bonnlwell, Judge
of the Mumclpal Court of Philadel-
phia, received an honorable Ph. B.
degree from Villanova in 1910.

''. . .

John Bradley '29 Is at present affili-

ated with the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, of Philadel-

phia, as an accountant.

Frank Braham '20 holds the high
position of Patent Attorney In New
York City.

• * •

Charles Callahan '23 Is in the em-
ploy of the City of Boston as a
Civil Engineer of the School House
Commission.

• • •

Edward Burke '23, works as a
Chemist for the City of Philadelphia.

• • •

Wlllam Butler. Esq.. '27 Is now a
practicing lawyer with oflflces at 9-15

Park Place In New York City.

• • •

Henry Bygott. Jr., '29. holds the
position of Jumor Civil Engineer In

the Department of City Transit In

Philadelphia.
• • *

Mart Callan '28 Is a Field Engineer
In the firm of The Stone and Web-
ster Engineering Corporation, lo-

cated In Locust Summit. Penna.
• • •

Richard Campbell '29 is employed
as a Heating and Combustion Engi-
neer for the Anthracite Coal Com-
pany, of Rochester, N. Y.

• • •

Dr. Alfred Cardinal '10, is now
specializing in aliments of the foot,

In Lawrence. Mass.
• • •

Charles Dalley '27, holds the posi-

tion of Planning Engineer in the
Western Electric Company's plant at
Kearney, New Jersey.

• • •

Edward Dingier '27 Is now Super-
vlRor of Music for Public Schools In
Philadelphia and Is situated In the
Vare Junior High School.

• • •

Paul Dowd '26 Is employed as a
Junior Engineer by the Westing-
house Lamp Company, of Bloomfleld
New Jersey.

Driving It Home

"And what do you get? »

"Roast Beef. I know it!!" t

The above two lines come from!
a poem that was printed in theP

I
"Villanovan" last year, written!

, under the name of the "Jong-x

hem," but who is now Brian!
Boryu, I believe. Of course, mealsj

jhave Improved very much since
|

last year, and everyone is satis-!

fled with conditions as far as|

I food is concerned. However, with"

;

the phenomenal way that Villa-

nova has grown, the dining hall

is much too small to accommo-
jdate the student body. The
!
dining hall has been the bone of

i

contention for the past few years

I and it was a popular thing when
I
in doubt to talk about it.

The fact that the dining hall is

: inadequate is well known, to thes

[Administration and this fact!

I

will be remedied with the newf

I

building which will be construct-

!ed opposite the Library in the!

inew building unit. It will ell-j

minate those lovely trays and ai

'lot of other inconveniences,)

I which have been undergone dur-

[ing the last few years, and has|
- been designed to afford facill-!

I ties which are second t« none in|

I

any university. i

In most colleges it is the cus-!

!
tom for men to eat at their frat-

ernity houses, or at clubs, or-
'* ganized for purposes of supplying

]
the inner man. These small

j
units, are ideal because it is a
ivery easy job to work out a
' menu from week to week for a
Ismail body. But in the case of

1 feeding an entire college, when
' everyone has different tastes in

the matter of food, it is an im

I

possible task to satisfy everyone
I every day. However the new
I
dining hall will be some place

I

where one can go to admire the
I cleanliness, beauty and atmos
Iphere, even if one does not feel

I

like eating.

College is a training period in

imore ways than scholastically

j
It enables a man to overcome his

j

petty dislikes and tastes, and to

! harden himself for the blows

I
which he will no doubt receive In

j
later life. A college dining hall

'with its plain food, will go a
I great ways in curing the gour-
jmand idea and develop an ap
ipreciation for simple and whole
I some food, which will prove valu-

j
able in later years, if only for the
'digestion of the individual.

THIS AND THAT

Yesterday surely was a day to
delight the artist's eye, it was a Blue
Monday, a Green St. Patrick's Day,
and a colorful evening at the L. K.
D. Dance.

« • •

Here is some news for these men
who go out into the world from
within our sheltered walls. Instead
of there being only eight measly
worlds to eonquer there henceforth
be nine. This has been discovered
especially for the men of .'30, it will

keep them busy trying to conquer
the new ninth orb, before they have
come to the first eight.

• • •

It certainly is fuimy that there
are so few orange ties about Villa-
nova at this season of the year.

Little Elinor Smith fainted when
she got three miles up. Wonder if

one of the stars proposed to her, or
again looking from a height may
have made her dizzy.

The Glee Club fs breezing right
along, thank you.

* • •

Last week Jupe Pluvls prevented
the operation of a track meet, per-
haps there alibi this week is that
Loki mischieviously tied an anvil
to the right foot of each of the
racers.

At an Upstate College they have
penalized some co-eds for smoking,
and refused them all dates for six
months. The ladies ought to wise
up, down here in the so-called civ-
ilized land the colleges furnish
smoking rooms for them.
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The Mosque

Last week i had the occasion to

visit a friend of mine wno was Ui.

He was siatlontd at tne Bryn Mawr

hospital, so lu due keeping with tne

principles oi chttrlty. one night, an-

other man and i went to that insti-

tution for the first time. In my life.

I regretted the fact, that I was not

one or those Lotharios, who are so

ardent In making the ine ol a nurse

just a bit happier, by their evemng

visits, because i must cunless, I was

very much at a loss, as to how to get

into the place after the proper visit-

ing hours. Hospitals have always

depressed me, and I fear that when

I »m serving my internsmp (Heaven

permitting). I will live in a perpetual

state of melancholia.

We went up to the night clerk, or

whatever they call those people who
are on the desks at the entrances of

hospitals at night, and tried to sell

her the Idea, that we otight to be

admitted to see our friend. I forgot

and thought for a moment, that we'd

have to put our watches in keep, be-

cause we had no baggage, and she

feared we would Jump our bill, but

remembered that we weie In a hos-

pital. There seems to be a certain

school somewhere, that educates the

type ol clerk who tells you in over

ptollte language. Just where you can

go when you try to trespass, after

hours. They wear the same kind of

clothes, accent their words the same
way, have the same mannerisms, ami
in general seem to be cast from the

same mould, or should I say mold.

After having been told, "get out of

here you pair of th.ugs," in very

sweet and dulcet language, we nM,n-

aged to pull a few wires, and got in,

walking by the desk with a knowing
wink, and that "cat that Just ate the

canary" look.

If one Is placed in a ward It is a
sure fire thing that you are going to

meet all types. In a private room, I

Imagine that one would get the hor-

rors, but oh boy in a seml-prlvate

room that's the life. It's like sort of

a grab bag, and as a rule it turns

out lousy—to use a phrase from the

Greek. You're very liable to get

some one who has had anything from
rhenal calculus to a half nelson, and
who persists in giving you all the

details, of each and every sickness

they have ever had, beginning with
their childish attacks of colic, and
going all through the years up to

their last operation, with Illustrations

from their X-ray plates. Also there

is always a host of those "long un-
der-wear" people, who persist in

telling you how badly you are, and
how long It is going to be before you
are well.

To get back to our original theme,

however, we saw our friend, and
when we found out the meals he was
getting, the rest, and so forth, I

know, I was wondering how to con-

ttect a sUght attack of whoophig
cotigh, so that I could not be very

sick and still stay around there, catch

up on some sleep, and get some Rltz

meals. For amusement when one Is

tired of reading, one can always bawl
out the nurses and get a nice grouch
on and be as irritable as one wants
to be, with Impunity. After idly

speculating, as to how we could get

one of the bureaus in the rooms,

under our coats and taking it back
to college we bad to content ourselves

with only the (odlne, mouthwash and
the soap. It 'Wasn't a bad night
after all.

There is one thing for which yoimg
men thank heaven, and old men do
not, and that is, that they have fe-

male nurses. They were attractive

for the most part, and if you rang
your bell for at least an hour you
stood a good chance of getting some
attention, that is, if you went to the
door and shouted. Of course there

are hard and fast rules against any-
one getting familiar, with any of

these people, but if one remembers to

say, "but my dear, why should you
object to my holding your hand
when you are taking my pulse. Don't
you give me my bath?" I think the

day would be won.
Then, of course, there are the doc-

tors. They are, after all ,a vital ne-
cessity in a hospital. They are al-

ways hurrying around, and for the
life of me I don't see why. but I

guess I'll know some day. Finally,

one came in when we were there and
took his radio, and tuned in on one
fellow's chest. After much listening
In, and many ahas I fancied he must
have got Rudy Valee, and thought he
was frightfully selfish, in not letting

us all tune in on the program. How-
ever, someone must have signed off,

because he gave up. and looked
knowingly at all of us as If to say,

"we've uncovered a lot of nice new
germs, that will make the patient
sicker and sicker. Lovely H" He then
departed leaving everyone feeling

pretty sad, and I Imagine, the pa-
tient was wondering how he'd look
In black. '\ .:. ;;i.'. ;; ..''.•. './'.:

'''

We had been told about t«n times
that we couldn't stay a minute long-
er, but we didn't give anyone much
time, because we were both enter-
taining the Idea of moving In our-
selves for a quiet stay. I expected
any minute that Mr. Bryn Mawr him-
self would walk In and tell us to get
out. but he must have been busy
somewhere.

After our stay, we were about as
popular as a King Kleagle at a K. of
C. picnic, because we managed to do
pretty well by the fruit, and spearing
the last two fresh flowers, left In a
vase, we departed.
Have I ever told you about my

operation?

COUNT DMITRI.

NOTICE TO STAFF MEMBERS

All members of the "Villa-
novan" StafT, particularly those
connected with the College and
Sports Departments are urged to
attend the stafT meetings every
Tuesday night after chapel in
the "Villanovan " Office.

The Editor
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Atlantic City

Scene of Next

Hockey Battle

Game Will Be Final Tih
of Impurtant Series

With Penn A. C.

WILDCATS CONFIDENT

Page Three

Tennis Team
To Meet Navy

At Annapolis

Three Day Southern Trip
Features Netmen's

Schedule

On Saturday, the 22nd, the "Wild-
cats" ensemble of puck chasers
journey to Atlantic City to meet
the strong quintet of the Penn A. C.

This week in Atlantic City is Ice

Carnival Week and the clash be-
tween Villanova and Penn. A. C.

marks the end of what promises to

be a thrilling game and a fitting

climax for such an appropriate
week. With the score standing
with a tie and a defeat for Villa-

nova, "Eskimo" Kennedy and Acting
Captain "Jack" O'Neil are determ-
ined to make it one all and the
squad of men may be seen every
other ' day at the Arena rounding
Into shape and perfecting new plays
and methods of defense.
The "Main Liners" realize that

they must stop Captain Saltonstall

of the Penn. A. C. quintet In order
to insure themselves a victory and
the team Is Industriously applying
itself in its attempt to body check
perfectly. O'Neil and Orcutt, VIK
lanova's unbeatable defense dbm-
blnatlon, are positive they will pre-

vent a similar occurrence of Sat-
urday, March 8, and the forward
line, consisting of "Eskimo" Ken-
nedy and Brady as wings and De-
laney holding down the center posi-

tion have acquired more speed and
a bag full of new tricks with which
they expect to defeat Penn. A. C.

Admission for students at the game
will be fifty cents (50).

The line up will be as follows:

Villanova Penn. A. C.

O'Parrell goal . . . Van Wlckle
O'Neill . right defense . Saltonstall

Orcutt . . left defense Boltl

Delaney center Buntin
Brady right wing Walsh
Kennedy left wing . . Thornton

CALL FOR MANAGERS
Although the tennis schedule is

not yet complete. Manager Bill Kelly
has already arranged an attractive
roster. Kelly expects to have four-
teen matches, seven of them home
and the same number on alien
courts.

The feature trip will find the net-
men trekking South for a three day
stay, meeting the Navy at Annapo-
lis, Catholic University in Washing-
ton, and a third opponent which
has not been scheduled yet. The
big matches to be played on our
courts include. Temple, C. C. N. Y.
and Albright.
Father Mauch, coach of the net-

men, would like to see lower class-
men Interested in becoming assist-

ant-managers. Please report to his
office any afternoon.

The tentative schedule follows:
April 25, Lafayette . . . ; • Away
April 26, Temple Home
May 1, Pending : Away
May 2, Catholic U Away
May 3, Navy Away
May 8, St. Joseph Away
May 9, Ursinus Home
May 12, N. Y. U Away
May 16, C. C. N. Y Home
May 21, Albright Home
June 7, Albright Away

th...on Tne screen itsGHARM/

Club Activities
Belle Masque PlayerH

The week of April 28th has been
decided for the presentation of the

•play "Richelieu." Rehearsals will be
held in the gym - beglnmng this

week. The society has finally de-
cided to appear In Philadelphia.
Contracts for the advertising have
already been given out by the organ-
ization. All this tends to show that
the society is progressing very rap-
idly in its coming presentation.

Delta Psl Omega, the national hon-
" orary dramatic society to become a
member. Such an Invitation Is a
singular honor for the Belle Masque
Players.

* « •

WIlkeN-Barre Club
An Important meeting of this so-

ciety win be held immediately after
night prayers tonight in room 203
Mendei Hall. Discussion as to the
coming dance will be had. There is

much debate whether the coming af-
fair will be a dinner-dance Just for
members and for alumni or a public
dance. This very important question
will be jleclded. All members are
urgently requested to attend, as co-
operation of the members is needed
for the success of the affair.

* * *

Villanova Italian Club
At the regular weekly meeting of

the Villanova Italian Club, held last

night In Mendel Hall, a suggestion
was offered which called for the run-
ning of a dlruier dance to be run by
the club and to be restricted to
members of the organization. This
plan was suggested after it had been
decided that a public dance will not
be undertaken this year.

It had been the intention of the
club to run a dance In Philadelphia
but due to the great number of oth-
er collegiate activities which will
take place Immediately following the
Lenten season it was deemed wise to
drop plans for a dance of this sort.

A baseball team will be orgamzed
to play under the name of this club
and a schedule of games will be ar-
ranged within the next few days.

First Track
Meet Held

Last Thurs.
(continued from page one)

• in a

St. Patrick's Day gave a dandy ex-
cuse to some men to cut class, and
gave opportunity for any interested
to learn the crops of Irish names
that have appeared among the mod-
erns.

Coach Meredith was extremely
pleased at the showing of his ath-
letes and looks forward to a very
successful season.
The finals in every event togeth-

er with the handicaps follows:

60 Yard Dash
(Time: 6:4)

J. E. Kelly—2 ft.. First
Pellicane—Scratch, Second
Bain—3 ft.. Third
Milne—Scratch, Fourth
O'Brien—3 ft. Fifth
Gildea—3 ft-Sixth

220 Yard Run
(Time: 25:2)

Gildea—6 ft.—First
Pellicane—Scratch, Second
Vocca—10 ft.. Third
Flaherty—Scratch, Fourth
Cartenuto—12 ft.. Fifth
BusenklU—3t., Sixth
Harter—8 ft.. Seventh
Dwyer—14 ft.. Eighth
Jordan—6 ft.. Ninth

880 Yard Run
(Time: 2:17)

Whalen—Scratch, First
Foxx—Scratch, Second
Coan—20 yards. Third
Salerno—5 yards. Fourth
Kopplemann—15 yards. Fifth
Foxx, Jim—5 yards. Sixth
Artzt—5 yards. Seventh

80 Yard Low Hurdles

(Time: 10:2)

Clifford—3ft, First
Martin—Scratch, Second
O'Brien—3 ft.. Third
Busenkill—3ft., Fourth
J. E. Kelly— 1 ft.. Fifth
Straub—2 ft.. Sixth
Moessner—3 ft.. Seventh

High Jump
Corrigan—Scratch 5-5

.

Baker—3 Inches, 5-4 v ;

Quirk—6 inches, 5-3

B. Kelly—4 Inches, 5-t /i.

Devaney—4 inches 5-1

Martin—5 inches 5-0

Discuss
Zeigler—116-11 -.

.

Brandtr—104 . ; -

B. Kelly—92-8 j ;
v '

J. Kelly—88
Shot Put

Zeigler—Scratch 36-10
J. Kelly—35-6
Martin—4 '/i ft, 34-6
Brandt-2 ft, 34-6
B. Kelly—2 ft., 32-8
Lubelsky—6 ft, 31-9

cigarette it's |ASTE /
'Merit is sure to rise." Make a cigarette of

better quality, of richer aroma and finer fra-

grance— and all the world will find it out.

Witness Chesterfield's popularity, growing
every day. No flash in the pan, but enduring

popularity— earned by giving smokers the

one thing they want:

"TASTE aSove everytking'" MILD ... and yet

THEY SATISFY

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tob«ccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

(B) 1929, LiooiTT h Myths Tobacco Co.

school. Also, Duquessen University,

which is rising In athletics at about

the same speed as Villanova, Is run-

ning every year a tournament for

JUNIOR BLAZERS

Congratulations are now in order
to the new captain of Villanova 's

1931 Basketball five. At a meeting
of the letter-men last week, Tom
Morgan, varsity guard for two sea-
sons, was the unanimous choice for

the leadership of what is expected
to be one of the greatest of Blue and
White fives.

• • •

EXCHANGES
The Villanovan gratefully acl<nowl«dg«s the foUowIn •xchang**:

The Bona Venture. St. Bonaventure College, N. Y.
Tomahawk. Holy Cross College, Worcester, Mass.
Catholic Standard and Time* Philadelphia, Pa.
Bucknelllan, Buckntll College, Lewlsburg, Pa.
OettyabuiKlan, Gettysburg Colleg«, Pa.
Fog Horn, St. Ignatius ColJege. San Pranclsco, Cal.
The Iloya, Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.
The Heights, Boston College, Boston. Mass.
The Canislan, Canlslus College, Buffalo, N. Y.
Stormy Petrel, Oglethorpe University, Georgia.
The Greyhound, Loyola College, Baltimore, Mr.
The John Hopkins News Lietter, Baltimore, Md.
The Dakota Scientist. North liakota School of Science, Wahpeton,

North Carolina.
Th© Niagara Index, Niagara University, Niagara, N. Y.
Loyola University, Del Kay. Venice, California.
The Tatler, New Roohelle College. N. Y.
The Penn State Collegian, State College, Pa.
The Gleaner, Nazareth (Jollege, Rochester, N. Y.
The Pelican. St. raizabeth College. Convent, N. J.
The Notre Dame Scholastic, South Bend. Ind.
Southern California News, University South Carllfornla. California.
The Pittsburgh Catholic, Pittsburgh Pa.
St. Vincent's College Journal. St. Vincent's College, Latrobe, Pa.
The Temple University News. Temple University, Philadelphia Pa
The Crimson * Cray, St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Augustinlan. atalen Island. N. Y.
The Hobart Herald. Genevla, N. Y.
The St. Joseph'fl Prep Chronicle, Philadelphia. Pa.
The Lorla, St. Joseph's CoIIegtv, Brooklyn. N. Y.
The Tower, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
Union & Times, Buffalo. N. Y.
The I.«fayette. Lafayette College Kiiston, Pa.
The Par East, Chinese Mission Society, Nebraska.
The Falcon, Qulncy College. Quincy, 111.

Augustinlan Mirror, I'hillipplne Islands.
The Alembic. Providence College. R. \.

Th« I.rfiurel, St. Bonaventure College. Llean, N. T.
The Aquinas, St. Thomas College, Scrantoa Pa
The Bay Leaf. Marywood College. Hcrnnton, Pa.
The Torch. St. John's College, Brooklyn. N. T.
The Shield, Crusade College, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tom, who halls from Wllkes-
Barre, is a three letter man, and
has already won five varsity insig-
nia.. Football and baseball take up
the rest of Morgan's time, and as a
quarterback and a center-fielder, he
is one of the Wildcats' most prom-
inent stars.

• • •

This past season, Morgan was
third in the list of high scorers on
Jack Birmingham's five, netting a
total of 82 points. With 18 success-
ful foul tosses out of 27 trials, he led
in percentage the free throw tossers
among the regulars. Only eagle-
eyed Mickey Holland, of the reserve
material, had a better average.

« • •

Doc Jacobs, coach of the court
aggregation, expressed himself last

Thursday as being well-pleased
with the selection.

• • •

Tom's debut in the sphere of Vil-
lanova athletics a little over a year
ago reads much like an Alger story.

When the great 1928 football season
was ready to open. Coach Harry
Stuhldreher found himself fortified

with five candidates for quarter-
back. Oiovanucci, who graduated
last year. Chick Scully, Snapper
McLaughlin, Leo Goodreau and
Morgan were the signal callers from
whom a field leader was to be se-
lected.

• • •

Right before the lamentable and
fatal accident to Goodreau, Scully
also received a severe and painful
leg injury, which ended his collegi-
ate football career. Thus, when
Loyola came onto the Stadium green
in the first week of October, there
were only three quarterbacks left.

• • •

If our memory serves us rightly,
Giovanucci started that game, and
McLaughlin saw action in the sec-
ond period. Both boys handled the
team well, and the Cats piled up a
small lead. In the third period,
Oooch and Snapper each got a little

workout, and at the beginning of the
final period, Morgan went into the
fray.

• •

What Tom didn't do In that one
period wasn't worth doing. He woke
up the crowd first by a great 89
runback of a Loyola punt for his
first college touchdown, and before
the period ended he had tallied
again.

• • •

That performance won for him as
varsity place. Morgan saw action

with the first string-backfleld for
'^^ «*^*^' ^^^ '^ ^^^'"s *» ^e » ^reat

the rest of the year ,and not many success. When Villanova gets its

of the Wildcats' opponents allowed Proposed affairs in Indoor competl-

him to run back any punts. Buck- "°n as It now does In the annual

nell took a chance up at Scranton, interscholastlc Track meet every

(Continued from Pa«e One)
Every Junior wants, a blazer.

r.o*»,«n« xis^i, C3«v,«^i„ *»^^ oil ..v,,^^ I
They are a mark of distinction this

Catholic High Schools from all over I g^/^„^ ^^^^ ^^^^ . ^^ ^^^ j^g^

and as a result suffered a defeat to
the tune of 20-6, with Morgan prov-
ing the star again.

• • •

Last fall, Morgan had another
good season, and the recent basket-
ball season saw him rise to superb
honors. The game against Temple
found him pitted aginst Oble
O'Brien, sensational forward of the
Owls, and Oble got only one field

goal, while Tom dropped in several.
• • •

According to reports emanating
from Atlantic City, the hockey team
meets the Penn A. C. sextet for the
third time this year in the new con-
vention hall down In the World's
Playground. The game will be play-
ed next Saturday night, and the
winning team will come back the
following week-end to face the
Crescent A. C. of Brooklyn, in a
banner game. :.;.

•' • e •

The Evening Bulletin last week
carried a preview of Villa nova's
baseball chances for the coming
season, and predicted that Charlie
McGeehan's nineteenth year of col-
lege coaching would be memorable,
despite the loss of Johnny Hensil.
A closeup of Captain Johnny Gilles-
pie and pictures of Gazella and
Cicero, both brothers of big league
stars, were also featured .

Jack Ryan, who wrote the story,
mentioned that McGeehan was well
fortified with reserve material. Be-'
sides Gillespie, Blaney, Hammond
and Cicero are catchers, and there
are five slab artists. Hanslk, Hillen,
Kobilis. Brady and Mulvenna will

take care of the mound duties.
• • •

First base is an unknown quan-
tity yet. but Jack McAndrews, BUI
Edwards and Mike Terry are all in
the running. DeLuca, Eschman and
Altomare are second-sackers; Czes-
ich and Gazella seem to have short
and third sewed up. The two soph-
omores were largely responsible for
the phenomenal success of the
Frosh last year, and will probably
be kept Intact as the right side of
the infield.

• • •

The outfield finds Melanson, Mor-
gan, Flanagan, Holland, McDermott
and Dragone fighting it out for the
three places, with the odds on the
first trio.

• • •

The possibilities which a decent
gymna.sium at Villanova would real-
ize is manifest these days by the
number of tournaments better-
equipped colleges are sponsoring.
The University of Pennsylvania
Tournament, now an established
ctistom. Is a big means of attracting
both scholars and athletes to a

spring in the Stadium field.

D. B.

James Hartley '26, holds the posi-
tion of Assistant Sales Manager, in
the Wilson Dairy Company, of At-
lantic City, New Jersey.

* • •

William Collins '23 is the Vice-
president of the Collins Engineering
Company, of Conshohocken, Pa.

blazers are this year) they will be
the official mark of distinction and
dignity of the Senior class. They
have become a Villanova tradition.

What fun could a Junior have go-
ing to the Blue Blazer Ball—one of
the main functions of Junior week,
without a Blue Junior Blazer? The
answer Is obvious. The fact that a
very Important Junior function Is

built around them Is all the more
reason why all third year men
should be on hand tomorrow and
get measured.

Watch the announcements for the
exact spot.

Latest Campaign News!

WRITEUPS ON EVERY BRANCH

OF COLLEGE ATHLETICS!

GET A "LINE ON" THE DOINGS OF THE OLD
ALMA MATER BY SUBSCRIBING FOR VILLA-
NOVA'S STUDENT PAPER, THE VILLA-
NOVAN, $1.00 FOR REMAINDER OF THE
YEAR.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Ihereby subscribe for years

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I enclose

• 4.4 •,• e • • • • f4 1 • a.e •

Name

Street Address

City or P. 0.
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Fr. GilUs

Talks in

Cathedral

N. Y. AND PllILA-

DELPHIA ALUMNI
HOLD MEETINGS

(contlnuea fruin page 1)

Speaks in Cathedral Every

Sunday Evening Dur-

, ; . ing Lent

WELL KNOWN SPEAKER

Philadelphlans, that is, the day

students and even the Doarding stu-

dents have the opportunity to ex-

perience a rare treat every Sunday

during lent. A T-reat in the form

of a series of lectures or sermons

given every Sunday evening at eight

o'clock in the Cathedral at Eigh-

teenth and Parkway in the city.

These Sunday evening sermons are

given by Father Glllis, of New York.
Father Glllis' fame as an orator

and especially a pulpit oratot* is

known to Catholics far and near.

Day after day Philadelphias have
heard news of his addressing this

gathering or that and delivering

such an eloquent sermon, but never
before have we had the opportunity
of hearing him in person. We re-

ceived the news of his coming with
much enthusiasm and were on hand
early on the first lecture of Ifie ser-

ies. \

Although we were forty minutes
early the Jast remaining seats were
being filled as we arrived. This
was perhaps, indicative of the In-

terest taken in Father pillis' coming
and his fame as an orator. Eight
o'clock came and the expectant au-
dience stirred restlessly. Then a
figure appeared in the pulpit, and
all was silent. The figure spoke, a
quiet well-modulated voice. A few
preliminary announcements, then
the beginning. Time ceased to be
for me after that. From 8:10 until

9:15 I sat there enchanted, en-
thralled, carried away by the ex-
quisite eloquence of the sermon.
What a feeling of pride swept over
me as I realized that I was a mem-
ber of a faith that had evangelists

like Father Glllis making "straight

the way of the Lord." For over one
magic hour I sat there and thrilled

at the golden words of wisdom that
Issued forth from the lips of so

great a follower in the footsteijs of

Christ. /.. * V .: .. -
.

One after another he took the
philosophies of Nietsche, Freud,
and the modern Bertrand Russell
and tore their tents apart, ripping
off the sheeps clothing he exposed
the wolf within. Tearing aside the
concealing bark he disclosed the
rotten core that was hidden. He
He showed us how "changing styles

in morality" were affecting the
American public and with a ringing
appeal for America to awaken ho
brought the first of the lectures to

a magnificent close.

This past Sunday night due to the
enthusiastic endorsement of the
Catholic press and the added inter-

est of Philadelphlans, both Catholic
and non-Catholic. The Cathedral
was jammed a half an hour before

the time scheduled for the sermon
to begin. Luckily we arrived shortly
after seven and were able to get one
of the last remaining good seats.

His topic this past evening was one
of nation wide appeal. "Some re-

cent curious Ideas concerning mar-
riage." For the same length of time
we were carried away by the irre-

futable arguments that lay beneath
the glowing phrases and ringing
sentances that rose to the vaulted
dome and penetrated every nook
and cranny of the vast Cathedral.

George Bernard Shaw, the modem
"Voltaire, was the first victim of

Father Glllis' verbal axe, the first

specimen for his microscopic scru-

tiny. And what insidious propa-
ganda was revealed after the con-
cealing gauze was torn away.
"Where Is the enemy of Ameri-

ca?" asked Father Glllis. "Is he in

the Russian Revolutionists? Yes,

somewhat. Is he in the Chicago
gunman? Yes, somewhat. Is he in

the racketeers and bootleggers? Yes,

somewhat. But the real enemy is

not in Russia, or not in Chicago, but

In every large university where some
professor Is uslr^ his learning and
genius to fill the minds of the youth
of our country goodless immor-
ality. There is the enemy! Volla

I'enemlel"

Villanova students should by all

means take advantage of the excel-

lent opportunity offered to them and
go in every Sunday evening and
hear Father Glllis at the Cathedral.

His sermons are well worth hearing
both as to soundness of fact and
eloquence of words. Don't forget,

every Sunday evening in The Cathe-
dray. Get there 45 minutes early

for a seat.

GIVES $3,500 FOR
RESEARCH WORK

For the fourth consecutive year

the freshman class of Lehigh Uni-
versity has voluntarily rellnqul.shed

chemical laboratory refunds for use

In establishing research fellowships

In chemistry for Lehigh graduates.

A total of 212 first-year students

have agreed to donate their refunds

to fostor research. These refund.s

con.slst of a balance remaining from
deposits made at the beginning of

each semester to cover cost of ma-
terlal.H and equipment used In the

laboratory.

Individually these refunds aver-

age from $10 to IIS apiece, but col-

lectively they amount to more than
$3S00.

Fifteen hundred dollars of this

sum will be used for two chemistry
research fellowships In the class of

1930. The remainder will be put in

a sinking fund which will ultimately

be built up to $50,000. the income
from which will be used to carry on
chemistry research on a more ex-

tensive scale.

Mawr Trust Co., and long a member
ol the Villanova Board of Trustees.

F. Leo Lynch, chairman of the

Villanova Club of Philadelphia,

presided.

Mr. McGllnn was the recipient of

a "Rickety-X, McGlinn," led by

Charles Loughlin after the chair-

man of the business mens execu-

tive committee completed his re-

marks. Mr. McGimn told the alu-

mni that one of the principal ideas

brought out at the executive meet-

ings is the ease with which any

prospect may be convinced of the

wisdom of giving to Villanova after

he has visited the campus, seen the

Ideal location and inspected the

modern laboratories and classrooms.

Father Fink announced that Dr.

Griffin win return from Cuba in a

lew days and also said that Dr.

Hickey will disembark Tuesday,

Having returned from Rome to as-

sist in the campaign.

Father Fink sketched the progress

of regional organization in New
York, Wilkes-Barre, Lawrence and

other cities under Fr. Burns, He

described the enthusiastic meeting

held in New York last Monday
night, with Judge Sabbatino and

oUier New Yorkers Intenslly inter-

ested in the progress of the cam-

paign.

"About a hundred business men
of Philadelphia and vicinity are

giving their time and money to

make this campaign a success,", Fa-

ther Fink said. "They realize what

Villanova has been doing. They
realize what the priests have been

doing for the boys, and for the

Nuns.
•You men of Villanova—we need

your help. You have received your

education there. If these other

men did not attend Villanova, can

help, you, too, can render valuable

•You realize that Villanova could

not exist if the Fathers received a
calciry

"We are an institution of boys

who are working their hardest to

get an education. We are helping

the poor boy to be a better citizen,

to be a better Catholic.

"We have never asked you before

to give. Now we ask you to give

and to get others to give. We have

to have your help and we feel sure

you will give it."

J. Stanley Smith, former presi-

dent of the national alumni associa-

tion, mentioned the leading posi-

tion Villanova has filled in the

granting of honorary degrees to

distinguished men.
President Taft's visit to Villanova

to receive the honorary degree of

Doctor of Jurisprudence was de-

scribed by Mr. Smith who recalled

that the former Chief Executive

paid a very high tribute to the

Augustinians he had met In the

Philippines. Gi-over Cleveland,

Philander C. Knox, Victor Herbert,

Senator James E. O'Gorman, and
other outstanding Americans have

been gratified to receive honorary

Villanova degrees, Mr. Smith reveal-

ed.

•'There is a background for this

campaign," Mr. Smith asserted

•You can look back with pride.

VlUanova's honorary degree Is the

equal, If not above, that granted by

any other Catholic college in the

United States.

••To honor them all we should do

our best for Villanova."

Mr. Hart alluded to the "absence

of a pulsating, live alumni associa-

tion."

"I have felt the lack of an ener-

getic alumni organization," Mr.

Hart said. "Villanova has not had
the alumni support that it should

have had. Maybe that Is the fault

of the trustees.

"Villanova has come to a time

that is desperate in its history. It

Is not beyond the realm of possibil-

ity to make Villanova all that we
want it to be. There is no reason

why any man should be ashamed of

Villanova.
"To show that the trustees real-

ize that there hasn't been proper

cohesion between the graduates and
the college, there now Is before the

court a request to enlarge the board

of trustees to Include alumni.

"We would welcome suggestions

from the alumni.
"Out of this campaign, aside

from the money, there will be a

greater value In the enthusiastic

alumni organizations.

•'This campaign cannot fall. I

have heaM it said that the Augus-

tinians are not business men. If

you had been behind the scenes

with me and seen how much they

have accomplished when they had

so little to work with, you, too,

would say, 'The Priests are not busi-

ness men. They are magicians.'

"Alumni, Villanova needs you and

you need Villanova."

Professor McGeehan, who follow-

ed Mr. Hart said.

"Mr. Hart did sound a keynote.

A lack of cohesion in the alumni

has been very evident to us who
have tried to build up the alumni

body.
"Something should grow out of

this. After this present campaign
has gone over successfully organi-

zation of the alumni should pro-

ceed.
"Princeton's alumni success is

due to cla.ss organization. When a

Texas Princeton man goes to New
York to attend a Pilnceton reunion

he knows he will meet his own
classmates.

"The other night I talked to a
man at the pinnacle of the legal

profession. He Informed me that

wherever Pinceton men are they are

pulling for each other.

"Organize your class. Lafayette

knows the value of class organiza-
tion and reunions. They know It

at Lohlgh. too. It keeps them In

touch with their Alma Mater. They
have twenty-five million dollars

endowment at Princeton becau.se of

their class organization and loyalty.'

Mr. McOeehan commented

"Not only Is this campaign going
to put Villanova across, but it

sl.uaij put the aiumni across."

The Villanova Ciub of Philadel-
phia will come out in the open with
its plans iOi' a permanent cluu in a
central location as soon as the
campaign is over, Leo Lynch an-
nounced.

The chairman Introduced Fathers
OLeary, Bartley, Sparrows and
uougherty who vere guests of hon-
or.

Mr. Lynch cited Swarthmore's
successful campaign efforts as a
challenge to Villanova.

Our nrst Job is to determine what
we ourselves are going to do for ihe

college. Each oi us ought to be

auie to give two dollars a week. In
tiuee years that the pledges would
total $300. That is Just aoout the

average alumni gift In tiS college

and university campaigns.
Villanova is bound to grow. That

model is going to be Just as out of

aate in twenty years as the old

Academy building is now.
"We are going to make Villanova

the Notre Dame of the East—not
only in foot ball but educationally

and in prestige."

ine meciianics of the campaign
uiKaiiizauon were explained to the

teaui captains and memoers. They

will mane their nrst reports on their

assignments at « p. m. Thursaay in

tne ivianuiacturers' tJlub.

FATHER BARTLEY
SPEAKS AT LUNCHEON
(continued from page one)

Year after year, the enrollment in-

creased, and professors and courses

multiplied.

•Last September, we had a stu-

dent enrollment of 343, eight full-

time professors, and four part-time

professors, giving 44 courses. We
nandled 112 hours of work per week.

Of these approximately 40 hours

can be classified as cultural, while

the remaining 72 hoiurs are tech-

nical. This division between ciU-

tural and technical subjects fol-

lows the practice of the leading

"Now the time has arrived when

we must actively cultivate these

t'hiladelphians who should be true

inends of Villanova. But before we
Start this cultivation, I believe that

we should give serious thought to

uur own guts to Villanova. it Is

not necessary for me to tell you
that the best salesman is he who
nas himself made a commitment to

the cause which he is representing.

We must remember that these peo-

ple whom we are starting to cultl-

vatt are the ones from whom we
expect substantial gifts, 'and if

this campaign is to be successful,

and successful it will be if we all

do our part, we must all accept as-

signments of these prespects with a
determination that we will cultivate

them and endeavor to secure sub-
stantial gilts.

"Let us not ask for money, but
let us sell the prospect on the me-
morial Ideal. In the pamphlet,
'Names Enduring" are listed me-
morials that can be established for

sums from $1000 to $200,000.

"The prospects whom this com-
mittee will cultivate are In a posi-

tion financially to give memorials.
"This period of cultivation will

naturally take som^ time as we can
not expect a prospect to make
a large gift on a fh-st call.

"Let us commence oiu* work at
once and I believe that one of the
best things that can be done to

sell the prospect is to arrange to

take him to Villanova so that he
can see what is necessary to place
Villanova on a plane with other
colleges of like standing."

Another luncheon meeting will be
held Wednesday.

ODE TO A CORKSCREW

Hail, instrument that Bacchus took

To free hin liquid note—
Apollo's cheer won heart and ear,

But thine, the nose and throat!

And in sequestered nooks and fens.

The devotees of Pan
Gladly dispense aesthetic sense.

To charm an inner man I

Yet, Jocund One, foes here betrayed

Thy song for—'Silent' wine;

To save their pride the traitors hide

Behind a corkscrew tine.

Enforcement Dodgers tell no tales—
But thy praise oft is sung;

For memory's ties bedew the eyes

And likewise wet the tongue!

Ah yes.

VALE
'tis well that we have stilled }^y club.

"FOLLOW THRU" A
COLLEGE COMEDY

Direct from it run of more than

an entire season in Manhattan,

"Follow Thru" has come to the For-

rest Theatre, Philadelphia, for a

limited engagement. This lively

musical comedy began its engage-

ment m Philadelphia last evening

before a crowded house that seemed

to find great enjoyment In what It

saw and listened to.

"Follow Thru" deals with the

game of golf In the same dashing

manner that the earlier Schwab and

Mandel show, "Good News" present-

ed the sunny side of university life.

Its colorful scenes record the activ-

ities In and about a glorified coun-

Here, romance runs ram

Thy luscious voice. Perhaps

The faults of men are gone,

then.

-And
pant In a slender, graceful plot that

never makes the mistake of taking

itself too seriously. The Messrs.

Schwab and DeSylvia, concocters of

the, book, have fashiend what seems

a perfect libretto for this sort ofTRY OUT FOR „ ^...
C'ONTEST NEXT TUES. entertainment frolic and the play
K.Uiy ir.3i^rvc^A X

M.^ '^

ers who take part seem to be having

(Continued From Page One) ijust as royal a time as the audience.

T . .V, . M »H«« of a The "Follow Thru" music by Ray
the order of their application at a

jjenderson Is among the produc-
date to be announced soon. This

^^^^.^ greates assets. Such sang
means that In the case of two aPP"; numbers as "Button Up Your Over-
cants speaking on the same subject, ^^^j.„ ..j ^^nt^to Be Bad," "My
the first one to submit his topic, Lucky Staf" and "You Wouldn't
shall have the precedence, other

^^^j ^^ would Ya?" are all melo-
things being equal, so it is _ to the

dies that are contaglo

business schools of the country. All

the technical courses are given by

experienced laymen, with the ex-

ception of four courses in Economics
given by myself.

•Now. I consider the operation of

any college to be like the operation

^f any business. We manufacture a
number of different products, we
must sell these products and charge

a certain price for them. We are

subject to competition, and in order

to sell our product, it must be up
to standard requirements. Taking
these facts into consideration, and
noting the growth of the school. I

think we can safely draw the con-

clusion that our product compares
favorably with the best in its line.

It would be foolish, however, to at-

tempt to convince a group of prac-

tical business men that our product

compares favorably with the best In

Its line to convince. You well known
that no organization can reach

that stage In the short space of

eight years. Indeed, standards of

business education are always

changing and the school that does

not change Its courses and methods
to comply with the latest standards,

will soon lose out In the race.

"Notwithstanding the progress our

School of Commerce has made, it

has one certain defeat. That de-

feat is unfit and over-crowded

classrooms. We operate the entire

school in the oldest building on the

campus. A building with narrow
and dark corridors with make-shift
classrooms. This building contains

the gymnasium, the athletic ofiBce,

the rector's rooms, private rooms
for students, and classrooms for the

School of Business. Such a com-
bination of activities has brought
about many other problems besides

that of lack of room. Gentlemen,
this story Is running to a sad end-
ing. Indeed, I often compare my-
self to Cinderella sitting on an ash
heap, and patiently waiting for some
Prince Charming to present her

with a palace.

"There are some people who can-

not help themselves. This Is the

situation we find ourselves in at

present. We must depend upon as-

sistance of others. That men like

you should even Interest yourselves

In our needs, furnishes a living proof

that business Is not the selfish and
greedy monster that many theorists

would have us believe. May we not

rather believe that wealth and
profits are the handmaid of char-

ity, and the messengers of mercy.

Wealth employed in this Christian

way blesses, and the blessings it

brings are returned many times

over to its donors."
Father Bartley concluded by

pointing out that Villanova offers

an Ideal setting for memorials and
that construction of the new build-

ings would be a contribution toward

solving unemployment.
Highlights of Mr. McGllnn's re-

marks follows:

'Upon this Executive Committee
rests the responsibility of the major

part of the Important fund-raising

of this campaign. It Is up to us

to obtain the large gifts needed by

Villanova. Before asking any man
for a substantial gift we must make
him friendly toward Villanova and

Its task. We can do this by cultiva-

tion, by luncheons, golf, social con-

tacts and by visits to Villanova.

"If you go out to the college or

send any of your friends out ask

them to call at the Bursar's office at

the main entrance. One of the

faculty members who is on the re-

ception committee will be summon-
ed to show you about the campus

and explain the features of Inter-

ffit*

"I am glad to report to you that

the Regional organization Is being

speeded by Father Bums. Father

Burns Is devoting all of his time to

organization of the Alumni and

friends of the college outside of

Philadelphia.
"The Faculty-Students-Parents

Committee, under the chairmanship

of Father Fink, has started organ-

izing and Father Pink gives

ulty callers have received from the

parents In the campaign visits.

advantage of all contestants to sub

mlt their topics at the earliest pos-'

sible date and thereby avoid the

possibility of this occurrence.

Six or eight men are expected to

be chosen to represent the finals in^

the oratorical contest, which pro-;

mlses to be better than ever, since,

many of last year's contestants are,

expected to enter, as well as sev-

'

eral promising men who were un-

able to enter the contest last year

dies that are contaglpus.
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Veterans Rule in Stadium

Handicap Track Meet.-

Marks Promising

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1930 Price: Five Cents

Scratch Men Prevail in Most Events.—New Men Show to

Advantage.—Higlifield's 100 Great Display.

—

Meet to Be Reenacted This Weekend

MAHAN RUNS WITHIN 2-5 SECONDS OF RECORD

The second Varsity-Freshman
handicap tracic .and field meet was
run off in the Stadium, Friday. A
high wind sweeping across the

course considerably hampered the

athletes yet the marks were con-
sistently gratifying.

Varsity men, of course prevailed

among the winners. In the cen-
tury, opening event of the ten ply

program Hikey Highfleld, running
from scratch, fought his way
through a field of nine handicap
men to breast the tape in even
figures. The sluggish track held up
the burly sprinter but he caught the
field at the eighty yard mark and
finished a step ahead of Gildea. A
blanket could have been thrown
over the nine men at the finish they
were so bunched.
Third, fourth and fifth positions

were toss-ups. Flaherty was given
the nod for second place, followed

by Pellicane and Bain.

Captain Frank Mahan, in his

first workout, skipped through the
45 yard high hurdles in the re-

markable time of 6.1 seconds
Mahan clipped the tall sticks In

clock like fashion in beating Clif-

ford and Baker. The winning time
was within two fifths of a second of

the world's record for the dis-

tance. -'^ ••;,.•.•
.i

Another veteran carried off the
shot put. J. J. Kelly, big weight
man heaved the 16 pound iron ball

42 feet 8% inches, a half inch over
Al Ziegler's best throw. Casey
made good use of his handicap to

edge into third place. Both Kelly
and Ziegler were at scratch.

Johnny Whalen ploughed through
the cinders for a 4.39 mile. His
timely sprint up the homestretch
nipped Coan and Salerno, the for-

mer in turn Just nosing out the
Camden boy for runnerup. The
high Jumj) went , to Bob Corrigan
when tne'Bryn' Mawr lad slipped
over the bar at 5 feet W^a Inches.
Johnny Baker, the other scratch
man cleared 5 feet 10 Inches.

Over a half score quarter mllers
fiashed around the track over the
440 route with Bain coming from
nowhere in the pack in the last

hundred yards to gain the verdict.

The elongated Sophomore pulled a
pretty sprint in passing Pellicane
and Jim Foxx. the scratch man al-

most within reach of the string.

The time was 53.4 seconds.

Four scratch men in the 80 yard
low hurdles matched stride with
stride over the obstacles till the
final ten yards when Oildea some-
how got in front to win. Clifford.

Straub and Batterby fought it 6ut
in that order behind the leader. All

watches caught the finish in 10 sec-
onds flat. In a time trial heat and
running alone Frank Mahan nego-

( Continued on Page Four)

FR. HICKEY NOW
AT VILLANOVA

Rev. Father Hickey. O. S. A.,

returned to this country on last

Saturday. After being in Rome
since early last September Fr.

Hickey arrived in New York
about 7:30 p. m. Saturday eve-
ning aboard a steamship of the
Hamburg-American Lines. He
went immediately to Staten Is-

land and arrived at Villanova
yesterday morning.

Fr. Hickey will help carry on
the campaign work, having re-
turned to Villanova for that
purpose.

Outlook Good,
Says Chairman
Of Campaign

Forty Additional Prospects
To Be Approached By

Committee Men

$1,500 ,00 GOAL

Conj^ressman Colder
Speaks at Luncheon

Beta Gamma Work on Parent Com. Nears

Defeated on Completion-Membership to

Jury System
|

Total Sixty by Next Week

Reports From
Alumni Very

Favorable

atTeam Captains Lunch
Manufacturers Club

Every Thursday

S. A. T. C. MEN PLEDGE
Initial reports from the Phila-

delphia Alumni workers are en-
couraging, President Ed. Casey told

the team captains and workers at a
report meeting last Thursday night

in the Manufacturers' Club.

Another report meeting will be

held Thursday of this week in the

same club and there is a possibility

that an alumni dinner will be held
on April 3 to mark the completion
ot the alumni campaign.

Elmer Hertzler told about the

Villanova spirit displayed by one
youth upon whom he and a friend

called. This youth had had two
years of his engineering course
when his father died. Unable to

continue his studies he sought work
in an architect's office where he
could build upon the knowledge he
had begun to accumulate. -.• ;,: .

Although his salary as a begin-
ner is only $15 a week the youth
figured that he could give the col-

lege seven and a half cents a day.
Over the three years which the
pledges run that gift will total $75.

Matthew Lynch explained that
S. A. T. C. men (those who en
rolled in the Student Army Train
ing Corps at Villanova during the
war) may not care to contribute as
alumni but will give because they
are believers in Catholic education,
or. because as parents, they are
glad to help a cause that helps the
teaching Sisters.

It was explained that the sub
scriber may set the date when he
will make the first payment on his
pledge. Each team worker has
printed receipts to give to those
who make a down payment with
their pledge.
Persons who wish to create a me-

morial to a father, mother or some
other relative or friend may do so
by a gift of $1000 or more. A
thousand dollars is the smallest
gift which will create a memorial.
Father Burns' work in organizing

the alumni in other sections was
described to those present.
Each of the alumni team cap-

tains is giving two or three nights
a week to the work of solicitation.
Most of the alumni are working In
two-man teams.

Class of '33

Hold Large

Meeting

Committee of Eleven Men
Pickjcd For Proposed

Hop

The Freshmen held their second
official meeting In the Academy last

Tuesday afternoon at 1:15 p. m.
President Smith opened the meet-
ing with a short introductory talk

giving the reason for calling the
meeting. He then presented Mr.
William Kelly, president of the Stu-
dent Council, who asked for Fresh-
man managers for base ball and
tennis. He then explained in

length all the benefits derived from
this position.

The dance committee was then
announced by the president, as fol-

lows: Messrs. A. A. Cambere. chair-
man, Farnsworth, Donahue, Cera-
volo, Rothbert, Murphy, LeFond,
Douglass, Winterburger, Walsh and
Lenaue.
The date for the popular Fresh-

man Hop Is to be on the night of
May 23rd. Plans are being made to
hold the dance either In the Belle- Last Sunday evening In the Ca-
vue-Stratford roof-garden or the thedral. Father Gillls again Justi-
Crystal room of the Elks Hotel In fled his being called one of the
Philadelphia. It has been an- greatest pulpit orators in the coun-
nounced that Jim Kettrick and his try when he held spell-bound for

A determination that Viiranova's
campaign for $2,300,000 shall be a
success was manifest at the Busi-
ness and Professional Men's Ex-
ecutive Committee luncheon Wed-
nesday noon in the Manufacturer's
Club.

'I feel much more hopeful going
out soliciting now for Villanova,
even among my own people, than I
did four months ago when I was
seeking funds for the Federation of
Jewish Charities during the stock
craih," Congressman Benjamin
Golder told the business men.

'Business is in much better con-
dition now than it was then." the
Congressman added.
William Simpson, bu.siness mana-

ger of the Bulletin, declared that
the time is ripe for the committee
members to present VlUanova's
appeal.

"I think the whole thing is up
to this committee," Mr. Simpson
said.

"What's needed is money. It's

money, money money and the
thins to do is to get it."

W. J. McGlinnn, president of the
Continental Equitable Title and
Trust Co., and chairman of the
Business Men's Executive commit-
tee reported very good prospects of
a substantial gift from one of the
men who is being interested in
Villanova.

"In April the public appeal will
be made," Mr. McGlinn said. "The
work of this committee is to secure
large gifts totaling a million and a
half dollars before that time.
"Let us cultivate these wealthy

friends of Villanova. We must
impress .them with the fact that we
are trying' to get them to give
memorials."
The Rev. Dr. Griffin made a

stirring appeal to the executive
committee.
"Your efforts will govern the suc-

cess of this campaign." Dr. Griffin !

declared. I hope you will realize
|

our situation and that the grreat
part of the burden of this effort
rests upon you.

It's absolutely necessary for us to
cultivate the prospects before ask-
ing large gifts."

Father Griffin described in detail
the alumni work in New York. Law-
rence. Philadelphia. Scanton and
other cities and told what the
Faculty-Student-Parents committee
is accomplishing.
Following the talks the business

men accepted the assignment of 40
additional wealthy prospects whom
tney will interest in the college.

St. Joseph^s College Debaters

SucccBsfully Defend
Trial by Jury

SPLENDID TURNOUT
2 to 1 Decision

Rendered by Judges

Parents on CoramU^eto Dine at School in Near Future.-

Tour of Inspection Also Planned.—Other

Districts Report Great Progress

WORK ON MAIN LINE COMMITTEE TO BEGIN SOON

The Villanova Debaters making
their debut into the ranks of in-

tercollegiate debate last Wednesday
evening, were defeated by St. Jos-
ephs exjierienced team.
The question discussed was, re-

solved, "That the American Jury
System should be abolished." Villa-
nova upheld the Affirmative side
while St. Joseph's defended the
present system.
The debate throughout was in-

teresting, both sides offering good
arguments. The final decision
found St. Joseph the winner by a
two to one vote of the Judges. In-
cidentally it was the first time this
year that a St. Joseph team has
not been awarded an unanimous
victory over its opponents.

The winners developed three
main points in their constructive
speeches. The first speaker show-
ed that a jury is a necessity, the
second argued that there is no rea-
son for abolishing the present sys-
tem of trial by jury and the third
concluded by stating and proving
that no substitute for the present
system could ever be practicable.

Their speeches were well rounded
and showed that thorough prepara-
tion was given to the topic. The
manner of delivery was pleasing to
the audience and kept the interest
of the listeners from start to
finish.

The affirmative team showed that
the jury has outworn its usefulness
and its necessity. It no longer
serves the purpose for which it was
instituted. It was shown to be an
impediment to the just trial of law
cases. The final member of the
affirmative introduced a substitute
of three judges appointed or elected
who would render the final decision
without tlie aid of a Jury.
The negative side seemed to miss

one big point that might have been
successfully refuted. The afiOrma-
tive side stated the church support-
ed a board of judges and that the
church is infallible. From this they
argued that such being the case
the courts of justice could not err
in adopting a plan whereby a board
of three judges would make up the
jury. If the St. Joseph's team had
refuted this point on the grounds
that the church is only infallible in
faith and morals it would no doubt
have brought out an interesting
rebuttal.

The outstanding speaker of the
evening was Mr. Paul Barret of St.
Joseph's team. Speaking in first
position on the negative side he
displayed a marvelous command of
his subject and this coupled with a
voice most pleasing and a graceful

(Continued on Page Pour»

VILLANOVAN STAFF

There will be an important
meeting of the entire Villanovan
staff this evening at 7 p. m.
sharp. Every staff member i§

requested to be present as busi-
ness of the near future must be
completed.

Editor

Texas Parish

Gets Retreat

Collection

Pastor Acknowledges Re-

ceipt of $100 in Let-

ter of Thanks

Vatican City With New"-
Boundaries of Treaty^

Is Augustinian Parish

Papal Sacri.stan and Vicar-Cleneral of City Are Also
Augustinian.s.—High Distinctio^j^to Order

Are Little Known^^V-'f is .^.

99
'^Education

Theme of

Fr. Gillis' Talk

In spite of the fact that VillanoW Several priests assign by a number

Well Known Speaker Gives
Marvelous Discourse on
Modern Education

eleven Vlllanovans will supply the
music for the Hop. A vote was

over an hour an audience of nearly
three thousand as he expounded the

Uken aa to the kind of a dance the topic that is foremost in the minds
Hop was to be. It was finally de- of every live Catholic today. 'Edu-
clded that It should be a sport
dance.
Another vote was taken to decide

the class' colors. The combination
of purple and gold drew the largest
number of votes.

Work on the Hop Is going on
smoothly and by the end of this
week definite plans will have been

cation and State Absolutism.
As usual all the seats were taken

long before the time scheduled for
the sermon to begin. People were
standing everywhere, only too will-

ing to endure the discomfort of
standing to be able to hear him.
FortunatPly we arrived early and
had the good fortune to procure a

laid. From the looks of things the seat.
Frosh are trying to put over just as I The curiosity was universal as to
successful an afTalr sj the present' just how Father Olllls would handle
Sophs did last year. I (continued on page three)

College is an Augustinian Institu-
tion little is known by the students
of the historical background that
the Order possesses or of the pres-
tige that it enjoys. It is hardly
known for instance that the Vati-
can City with it's new boundaries

determined by the stipulations of

the recent Lateran Treaty is an
Augustinian parish directly under
(he jurisdiction of the Augustinian
Order. This is ladeea a high dis-

tinction and a matter of interest to

every Villanovan. The parish church
of the Vatican City is that of St.

Anne and the pastor Is an Augus-
tinian. Fr. Aguostino RuelU.

In addition to this another Au-
gustinian, Monsignor Campini en-
joys the post of Vicar-general of

the Vatican City. This Is a position

of responsibility for the Msgr. has
under his charge the care of the
Lateran Palace as well as the Papal
Palace at Castel Gandolfo. The
Villa Vaberlni also located at Castel
Gandolfo also comes under his

jurisdiction.

For centuries two Augustinians
have been in charge of the Papal
Sacristy and the present sacristan
who.se high privilege it Is to be
Confessor to the Holy Father Is

also a member of the Order. This
charge also Includes the custody of
the great and historical collection

of the priceless Papal vestments
and sacred vessels as well as the
collection of sacred relics kept at
the Vatican.

The work of the sacristy is of

I
such an extensive nature that

of lay brothers are required to

carry out the manifold duties and
these religious are also under the

authority of the Papal Sacristan.

Father Stanford* recently re-

ceived the following letter from
Rev. Joseph E. Sullivan, pastor of

the Sacred Heart Church, Rock-
ford. Texas. Father Sullivan was
the recipient of the collection

taken up among the students dur-
j tinction

ing the last College retreat.

Dear Father Stanford:

Father McGuinness of the Cath-
olic Church Extension Society, has
generously made me the beneficiary
of the contribution which he re-/
ceived from the students of Villa-
nova. I thank the boys from the
bottom of my heart. In spite of all

the recent panics and near-panics, I

can assure you that, with us, a
dollar still does a whole dollar's

worth of work. And a hundred
dollars—why, that is almost a for-
tune here! Not because Texas is ^
poor, but good Catholics are still in
the making, and the missionary
priest doesn't come in too close
contact with the dollars that are in
circulation. Perhaps it will help you
to understand if I give you an out-
line of my own particular work.
Most of the church work in this
section is no different than my own.
My parish comprises one whole

country, parts of two others and an
island in the Gulf of Mexico. If
you would look on your map, you
will find a narrow peninsula north-
east of the city of Corpus Christ!.
That is Aransas County. Rock-
port IS the county seat and the
main station of my mission. Directly
south of Aransas county—In the
Gulf—is Mustang Island. That Is
one of my missions. On the main-
land—directly north of the island-
is Aransas Pass, in San Patricio
county, another mission. My other
missions—La Mar—is so nearly
defunct that we won't bother about
it. But that will give you an idea
of the extent of a Texas parish.

The priest's work here truly fills

every hours of the day. And often
he must work far into the night.
But every hours also has its con-
solation for him. We are daily
gaining ground—and that is all that
matters.

I could not begin to tell you what
your donation will produce in sduis.
Only God knows that. But yoiJcan
see that without outside hel/ we
couldn't do anything at all. ^
May God bless you for your share

in helping me save souls here.
Yours gratefully
JOSEPH E. SULLIVAN

After extensive work during the

past few weeks the Executive Com-
mittee of the Faculty-Parent-Stu-
dent Campaign was able to an-
nounce at its weekly meeting that
the Parents Committee had been
almost entirely recruited and that
another week would see the comple-
tion of the work of interviewing
prospects. At that time the total

number of members is expected to

reach a total of sixty. Efforts will

then be directed toward the enlist-

ment of interested parents living at
a distance. These necessarily will

be reached by mall.

Other Sections Report Progress
At the same time great progress

is reported in other quarters. In
New York the Alumni are diligently

pursuing the task of creating a N.
Y. Alumni Executive Committee and
the results are already apparent
Sixty prominent New Yorkers have
already been slated for membership
and the stage is rapidly being set
for the actual soliciting of funds
which is soon to begin. Another
committee to represent the Main
Line is also being considered and is

expected to be formed within the
very near future. This committee
will number among its membership
a select group of both Catholics and
non-Catholics of wealth and dia-

Parent Committee to Dine Here
Plans to assemble the Parent

Committee at Villanova also re-
ceived assent and within ten days,
when it is expected work in this
field will be almost completed, all

parents on the committee will re-
ceive an invitation to a dinner to be
held at the school. Prominent
speakers will, at the time outline the
work to be accomplished and pre-
pare the committee for the actual
work of cultivating prospects. Fol-
lowing the dinner a tour of inspec-
tion through the college is planned.

Executive Committee Thanks
Students

After stating that a complete list
of the membership of the Parent
Committee would probably be avail-
able for publication during the next
week the Executive Committee again
went on record as extending thanks
to the students who in turn may re-
lay them to their parents. A cor-
dial reception was everywhere ac-
corded them and they feel that In
a great measure this manifest good-
will is an excellent augur for the
ultimate success of the campaign.
At the same time it was urged that
in the case of parents who live at a
distance and who for that reason
cannot be interviewed, students
should continue to give assistance
by writing. Encouragement of pa-
rents by the students themselves is
felt to be the best supplement to the
efforts of the committee.

Conn. Valley ^^

Club to Seek
New Students

Other

In

Cluhs Urged to Join
Drive to Boost
Enrollment

INTER-DORM
BASEBALL PROPOSED

Now that the balmy days of
spring are here every one is taking
an active Interest in outdoor sports.
In order to future this interest,
efforts are being made to start an
inter-dormitory baseball league.
After the long and tedious winter,
the students at Villanova are sadly
in need of exercise. If an inter-
dormltory league is begun, the oc-
cupants of the several dormitories
will obtain plenty of exercise as
every one will strive for the honor
of representing his dormitory In the
proposed league.

Attempts were made to begin
such a league last spring but, he-
cause of a lack of enthusiasm
among the students, further efforts
were discontinued. We, therefore,
appeal to the students to talk this
matter up. and if sufficient en-
thusiasm is shown, the authorities
will formally set the league in mo-
tion.

Beta Gamma
Sponsors of

Prize Contest

LA SALLE CLUB

There will be a special meeting
of the La Salle Club this after-
noon at 2 p. m. All members are
urgently requested to attend.

Preliminaries to Be Held Be-
fore Easter HoUdays.

—

Finals in May

The second annual Oratorical
Contest of Villanova College will be
conducted this year under the au-
spices of the Betta Gamma Debat-
ing Society.
This contest Ls to be divided into

two parts. The first is open to all
men in the college who are pursu-
ing a course in Public Speaking. All
who wish to enter In the contest
must turn in their names and top-
ics to Prefe.s.sor Jonas in room
No. 108 Mendel Hall.
The speeches in the preliminaries

will be given In the order In which
the contestants turned in their ap-
plications. The preliminaries must
consume no longer than 5 minutes
In their delivery. The topic spoken
on in the trials need not be the
.same as that .selected for the finals.
The speech need not be a completed
speech but may be an excerpt from
the contestant's final speech.
The preliminary orations will be

(Oontlnued on P»c« ThrM)

The Connecticut Valley Club
goes on record as establishing a
precedent for Villanova. One of the
aims of the organization, now, is to
encourage New England boys to at-
tend Villanova. It is a praise-
worthy aim.
The plan was introduced at the

meeting of last Thursday evening in
Alumni Hall. It was suggested that
the club Inaugurate a campaign to
induce students from western New
England to come to Villanova.
The suggestion was immediately

and enthusiastically adopted by the
club, and the plan will work out In
this manner. All the principal
prep and high schools In the Con-
necticut Valley will be solicited for
lists of prospective college menWhen the lists are obtained a per-
sonal letter will be sent to eachman polnUng out the advantages
that Villanova has to offer, the
splendid training that Villanova
gives, the quality of the courses of
study. Along with that will go the
offer to send any Information, In-
cluding catalogs, that the men may
desire. Such a procedure should
get results.

Moreover. In addition to the
above, the plan proposes that club
members visit personally all pros-
pects who evince Interest in Villa-
nova. The Connecticut Valley in
which the prospective secondary
schools He, consists of the states of
Vermont. Western Massachusetts
and nothem Connecticut.
The club deserves commendation

for adopting this decidedly original
plan and other clubs on the cam-
pus will perhaps follow their ex-
ample. This worthy Idea is alto-

Coontlnued on page four)
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Fr. Gillis

;; Talks ui

Cathedral

N. Y. AND PIllLA-

DtLl'lUAAl.LiMJMl
uou) MKl:Tl^<is

U'uiUinufu r.\\m\ put^e 1)

Spraks in CalhtMlnil Every

Siiii(hiy Kvfiimt; Dur-

ing Leut

Wi:i I KNOWN SI'KAkKH

Philadelplnans, that is, llu- tliiy

studt'iils and oven tlu' Doardiim «tu-

dt'iits ha VI' 111*' opijortuiiily to I'X-

pi'ncucj' a nuotrt'at every Sunday

durinn hii( A T-jrat in the fonn

ol a scries ol licluies or serinohs

given every Sunday evejiinn al eight

o'clock in lht> Catliedral at Elgh-

teentli and Pariivvay in tlie city.

Ihese Sunday evening sermons are

Riven by Fallier Gillis. of New York,
Father dillis' lame as au orator

and espeeially a pulpit orator in

known to Catholicj) tar and near.

Day atter tiay Philadelphias liave

heard lu'ws ol his addressing tliis

•gathering; or that and delivering

swell an elotiuent sermon, but never
before have we had the opi>orlunity
of hearini; hiin m person. We re-

ceived the news of his coming with
much enthusiasm and were on hand
early on the first leclijre ot the ser-

ies.

Altlioiigh we were forty minutes
early the Jast remaining seats were
beiiif" lilled as we arrived. This
was perhaps, indicative of llie in-

terest taken in Fatlier fiillis" comint;
and his fame as an orator. Eight
o'clock came and the expectant au-
dience stirred restlessly. Then a
figure appeared in the pulpit, and
all was silent. The figure spoke, a
quiet well-modulated voice. A few
preliminary announcements, tlien

the beginning. Time cea.sed to be

for me after that. From 8:10 until
!):1.") I sat there enclianted, en-
Ihralled, carried away by the ex-

quisite eloquence of the sermon.
What a feeling of pride swept over
me as I realized that I was a mem-
ber of a faith tiiat had evangelists

like Father Gillis making "straight

the way of the Lord." For over one
magic hour I .sat there and thrilled

at the golden words of wisdom that

issued forth from the lips of so

great a follower in the footsleijs of

Christ.

One after another he took the
philo.sophie.i of Nietsche. Freud,
and the modern Bertrand Russell

and lore their tents apart, ripping
off the sheejjs clothing he exjjosed

the wolf within. Tearing aside the

concealing bark he disclo.sed the

rotten core that was hidden. He
He showed us how "changing styles

in morality" were affecting the

American public and with a ringing

apix'al for America to awaken he
brought the first of the lecture.s to

a magnificent close. ; ^

-

This past Sunday night due to the
entliusiastic endor.semeiit of tlu'

Catholic press and the added inter-

est of Philadelphians. both Catholic
and non-Catholic. The Cathedral
was jammed a half an hour before

the time .scht diiK-d for the sermon
to begin Luckily we arrived .shortly

alter seven and were able to gel one
of the last remaining good seals.

His t()i)ie this past evening was one
of nation wide appeal. "Some re-

cent curious ideas concerning mar-
riage." For the same length of time
we were carried away by the irre-

futable arguments that lay beneath
the glowing phra.ses and ringing
senlances that ro.s»' to the vaulted

dome and penetrated every nook
and cranny of the vast Cathedral.

George Hernaid Shaw, the modern
Voltaire, was the hrst victim of

Father Gillis" verbal axe, the first

specimen for his microscopic .scru-

tiny. And what insidious proi)a-

uaiuia was revealed after the eon-

{calinu naii/e was lorn away.
Where is the enemy of Ameri-

ca".'' asked Father Gillis, ""Is he in

the Ru.s.'*ian Revolutionists? Yes,

.somewhat. Is he in the Chicago
Kunm.in'' Yes. .somewhat. Ls he in

ihe iiickelccis and bootleggers'? Yes.

somewhat But the real »'nemy is

not 111 HusMa, or not in Chicago, but

in every larne university where .some

profi'.s.sor i.s iisiiy; his leaniiiig and
genius to till the minds of the youth
of our country goodless immor-
al jly There is the enemy! Voila

lenemie!"

Villanova stndonts should by nil

means lake advantage of the excel-

lent opportunity ollered U) them and
go in every Sunday evening and
luar Fat ln-r" Gillis at the Cathedral.

'His sennon.s are well worth hearing
: both as to soundness of fact and
.llofjuence of words. Don't forget,

everv Sunday e\ening in The Cathe-
- dray, Get there 4,'i nunUtes J-arly

•.iwr IV «eat.

For till' fourtli ron.socutiv( vear

the freshman class of Lehigh Uni-
versity has voluntarily relin(|Uished

chemical laboratory refunds for u.se

in «'stabli.shing research fellow.ships

in (hemistry for Lehigh graduates

A total ol 212 firsl-year sliidenl,s

have agreed to donate their refunds

to lo.ster research The.se lefimds

<-on.slst of a balance remaimnn from
dc|)<>5il(.s made at the b<>Kinnua; of

earfi .semeMiT to cover cost of mn-
t«'?ials and equipment tised in flu-

laboratory

Individually thi-se refunds aver-

age Iron) $10 to SI'i apiece, but col-

lectively Ihey amount to more than
S-'f-SfK)

Fifteen hundred dollars of this

sum will be used for two chemistry
research lellow.ships in the cla.ss of

\'.m) The remainder will fx- put ni

a sinkiUK fund which will ultimately

be built up to S.W.OOO. the income
from which will be used t/» carry on
chi'mistry research on a more ex-

ti-nsive .scale.

Mawr Trust Co., and long a membei

ol the Villanova Board of Trustees.

F. Leo Lvnch. chairman of the

Villanova
" Club ol I^hiladelphia.

|)i (Sided.

Mr. McGlinn was the recipient ol

a "Rickety-X. McGlinn," led uy

Charles Loughhn afU-r the chair-

man ol the business men's execu-

live coinmittA'c completed his re-

marks. Mr. McCilinn lold the alu-

nmi that one ol the principal ideas

Oionghl out at the executivt- meet-

ings IH the ease with which any

prospect may be convinced of the

wi.sdom ol giving to Villanova alter

lu' has visited the campus, .seen tlie

Ideal location and nispected the

modern laboraU)ries and da.ssrooms.

Father Fink announced that Dr.

Grillin will return from Cuba in a

lew days and al.so said that Dr.

Hickey will disembark Tuesday,

Having returned Irom Home. ^) as-

sist in ihe campaign. .'
.

' "'. •

Father Fmk sketched'the progress

ol fegional organization in New
York. Wilkes-Barrej Lawrence and

other cities under Fr. Burns, He
described the enthusiastic meeting

held in New , York last Monday
night, with Judge Sabbatino and

other New Yorkers inteiusily inter-

esud in the progress of the cam-

paign.

"About a hundred business men
ol Plnladelphia and vicinity are

giving their time and money to

make tins campaign a success," Fa-

ther Fmk .said. "They realize wliat

Villanova has been doing. They

realize what the priests have been

doing loi tlu- boys, and for the

Nuns. '

You nu'ii of Villanova—we need

yc.ur help. You have received your

education there. If tliese other

men did not attend Villanova. can

help, you, too, can render valuable

a.ssibtance.

You realize tliat Villanova could

not exist if the Fathers received a

salary.

We are an institution of boys

wiio are working tlieir hardest to

get an education. We are helping

the poor boy to be a better citizen,

to be a betun- Catholic.

"We have never asked you before

lo give. Now we ask you to give

and to gel others to give. We have

to have your help and we feel sure

vou will give it."

J. Stanley Smith, former presi-

dent of the national alumni a.s.socia-

tion. mentioned tlie leading posi-

tion Villanova has filled in the

grant iiig of honcaary degrees to

distinguished men.
President Taft's visit to Villanova

to receive the honorary degree of

Doctor of Jurisprudence was de-

scribed by Mr. Smith who recalled

that the" former Chief Executive

paid a very high tribute to the

Augustinians he had met in the

Fliilipi)ines. Grover Cleveland,

Philander C. Knox, Victor Herbert,

Senator James E. O'Gorman, and
other outstanding Americans have

been gratified U) receive honorary

Villanova degrees, Mr. Smith reveal-

ed.

There is a background for this

campaign." Mr. Smith as.serted.

You can look back with pride.

Villanova's honorary degree is the

e(iual. if not above, that granted byj

any other Catholic college in the,

Un"ite<l States.
|

'I'o honor them all we should doj

our best for Villanova."
|

Mr. Hart alluded to the "ab.sence

of a i)ulsating. live alunuii as,socia-

tion."

I have felt the lack of an ener-

getic alumni oiganization." Mr.

Hart .said. 'Villanova has not had
the alumni sui)i)ort that it should

have had. Maybe that is the fault

of the trustees.

"Villanova has come to a time

that IS desperate in it,s history. It

is not btyond the realm of po.ssibil-

ity to make Villanova all that we
want it lo be. There is no reason

wh.\ any man should be ashamed of

Villanova.
"To show that the trustees real-

i/x' that there hasn't been proper

cohesion between the graduates and

the college, there now is before the

court a request to enlarge the board

of trustees to include alumni.

"We would welcome suggestions

from the alumni.
"Out (jf this campaign, aside

from the iiumey. there will be a

great»!r value in the enthusiastic

alumni organizations.

This campaign cannot fall. T

ha\e heard it .said that the Augus-

tinians are not business men. If

vou had been behind the scenes

with me and seen how much they

have accomplished when they had

so little to work with, you, too,

would .say. The Priests are not busi-

ness men They are magicians.

'

Aluniiii. Villanova needs you and

vou need Villanova."

Professor lyicGeehan, who follow-

ed Mr. Hart .said.

Mr. Hart did sound a keynote",

A lack of cohesion in the alumni

has been very <'vident to us who
have triefl U) build up the alumni

bofly.

"Something should grow out of

this AfUM this present campaign
has uone over successfully organi-

zatum of the alumni should pro-

cei'd

•Princet^»ns alumni success Is

due to cla.ss organization When a

'I'exas Princeton man goes t4> New
York to atl4-nd a Princeton reunion

he knows he will meet his own
cla.ssmates.

"The other night I talked to a

man at the pinnacle of the legal

proft'sslon He Informed me that

wherever Pincel^Jii men are they are

pulling for each other.

"Organize your class Lafayette-

knows the value of cla.ss organiza-
tion and reunions. They know It

at Li'hiKh. Uh) It keeps them in

(4)uch Willi their Alma Mat4'r. They
have twenty-live million dollars

endowment at Priiaeton Ix-caiise of

then class organization and loyalty."

Mr McGeehan commenti'd on
the enthusin.stir n-ception the fac-

ulty callers have received from the

parentis in the campaign visits.

"Nut only is this campaign going
to put Villanova across, but it

si.o.na put the aiumni across.
"

llie Villanova Ciub of Philadel-

phia will come out in the open with
its plans lor a permanent duo in a
central location as .soon as the
campaign is over, Leo Lynch aii-

iiounced.

llie chairman introduced Fathers
o Leary, Bartley. Sparrows and
uougherty who were guests of lion-

or.

Mr. Lynch cited Swarthmore's
suicesslul campaign ellorUs as a
challenge to Villanova.

uur Inst job is to determine what
v\e oiir.seives are going to do for ihe

loilege. Each oi us ought to be

aoie to give two dollars a week. In
tniee years that the pledges would
total $300. That is just aoout the

aveiage alumni gift in b8 college

and univeisiiy campaigns.

j
\/illanova is bound to grow. That

I
model IS going to be ju.st as out of

Iciate m twenty years as the old

Academy building is now.

We are going to make Villanova

the Notre uame pf the East—not
only in loot ball bin educationally

ami in prestige. "
'

ine mecnanics ol tno campaign
i>iba»iizauoii were explained to the

nam captains and memuers. ihey

will maKc tlieir lust reporus on meir
assignments at « p. m. Thorscmy in

me iviaiiuiacturcrs Club.

FATllEK HARTLEY ;

SPEAKS AT LLMaiEON

(continued from page one)

Vear after year, the enrollment in-

creased, and professors and courses

multiplied.

"Last September, we had a stu-

dent enrollment ot 343, eight full-

time professors, and tour part-tune

proiessors, giving 44 courses. We
Handled 112 hours of work per week.

Ol these approximately 40 hours

can be classified as cultural, while

the remaining 72 hours are tech-

nical. This division between cul-

tural and technical subjects fol-

lows the practice of the leading

business schools of the country. All

the technical courses are given by

experienced laymen, with the ex-

ception of four courses in Economics
given by myself.

"Now, I consider the operation of

any college to be like the operation

)f any business. We manufacture a
number of different products, we
must sell these products and charge

a certain price for them. We are

subject to competition, and in order

to .sell our product, it must be up
to standard requirements. Taking
these facts into consideration, and
noting the growth of the school, I

think we can safely draw the con-

clusion that our product compares
favorably with the best in its line.

It would be foolish, however, to at-

tempt to convince a group of prac-

tical business men that our product
compares favorably with the best in

its line to convince. You well known
that no organization can reach

that sUge in the .short space of

eight years. Indeed, standards of

business education are always

changing and the school that does

not Chang*' its cour.ses and methods
to comply with the latest standards,

will soon lose out in the race.

•NotwithsUinding the progress our

School of Commerce has made, it

has one certain defeat. That de-

feat is unfit and over-crowded
classrooms. We operate the entire

.school in the oldest building on the

campus. A bullduig with narrow
and dark corridors with make-shift

da.ssrooms. This building contains

the gymnasium, the athletic office,

the rector's rooms, private rooms
for students, and cla.ssrooms for the

School of Business. Such a com-
bination of activities has brought
about many other problems besides

that of lack of room. Gentlemen,
this story is running to a .sad end-
ing. Indeed, I often compare my-
.self to Cinderella sitting on an ash
heap, and patiently waiting for some
Prince Charming to present her

with a palace.

"There are some people who can-
not help them.selves. This is the

situation we find ouivselves in al

privsent. We must depend upon as-

sistance of others. That men like

you should even interest yourselves

in our needs, furnishes a living proof

that business is not the selfish and
greedy monster thai many theorists

wouki have us believe. May we not

rather believe that wealth and
profits are the handmaid of char-

ity, and the mes.sengers of mercy.

VVealth employed in this ChrLstian

way blesses, and the blessings it

brings are returned many times

over to iUs donors."
Father Bartley concluded by

pointing out that Villanova offers

an ideal .setting for memorials and
that construction of the new build-

ings would b<' a contribution toward

solving unemployment.
HiKhlights of Mr. McGUnn's re-

marks follows;

Upon this Executive Committee
rest,s the respon.sibility of the major

part of the important fund-raising

of this campaign. It is up U) us

U) obtain the large gifts needed by

Villanova. Before asking any man
for a substantial gift we must make
'.imi friendly toward Villanova and
Its task We can do this by cultiva-

tion, bv luncheons, golf, .social con-

tacts and bv vl.slts to Villanova.

If you go out to the college or

.send any of your friends out ask

them U) call at the Bur.sar's offlce at

the main entrance. One of the

faculty members who is on the re-

ception committee will be summon-
ed U> .show y(m aliout the campus
and explain the features of IuUm-

est

•I am glad to report to you that

Ihe Regional organization Is being

speeded bv Father Burns. Father

Burns Is devoting all of his time to

organization of the Alumni an(

friends of the college outside of

Philadelphia.
"The Faculty-Students-Parents

Committer, under the chairmanship

of Father Pink, has starU'd organ-

izing and Father Pink gives very

glowing reports on what this rom-

mlttrr will accompll.sh.

Thl.s gives vou an Idea of what

is going on outside of Phllarlelphla

• Now the time has arrived when

we must actively cultivate these

r^hiladelphians who should be true

inends of Vilianova. But before we
Start this cullivation, I believe Ihat

we should give .serious thuuglit to

our own guts to Villanova. It is

not neces.sary lor me to tell you
mat the best salesman is he who
nas him.sell made a coinmitnient to

the cause which he is representing.

We must remember that tliese peo-

ple whom we are starting to culti-

vatt are the ones from whom we
expect substantial gifts, and if

this campaign is to be successful,

and successlul it will be if we all

I do our part, we must all accept as-

(slgnments of these prespecls with a

determination that we will cultivate

them and endeavor to secure sub-
stantial gifts.

Let us uot ask for money, but
let us sell the prospect on the me-
morial ideal. In the pamphlet,
Names Enduring" are listed me-

morials that can be established for

sums from $1000 to $200,000.

The prospects whom this coni-

mitteir' will cultivate are in a posi-

tion flnanciiiUy to' give memorials.
This period of cultivation will

naturally take .some time as we can
not expect a prospect to make
a large gift on a first call.

Let us commence our work at
once and I believe that one of the
best things that can be done to

.sell tlie prospect is to arrange to

take him to Villanova so that he
can see what is necessary to place
Villanova on a plane with other
colleges of like standing."

Another luncheon meeting will be
held Wednesday.

OhK TO A COKKSCRFtf

lliiil, iiistrumvnl that llmvhus took

lo frvv his liquid nolv

tiiollo's clu'vr non lu-art ami ear.

Hill //line, llii' iiiisf anil ihroitll

\iitl ill si'qiusti'rvil nooks uiiil /e/i.s.

Thf (ti-voti-es of I'lin

t.liiiUy disiieiisi' dcw/ie/lc *eH.<ii'.

/(I ihiinii nil iniu-r imui!

Yfl, Jotiiiul Out', ioes here hetriiyed

Ihy soiiti for 'Silviil' lei'ne;

To sure llu-ir ttriilv tin- Iruilors hide

Hi'hiiid corksirfiv liin'.

Eniorii-niviit Uodin-rs It'll no liiles

Hill thy priiisf ofl is sunn;

Tin nnntory's lii-s bi-dvii thv eyi-s

tiul likvnisi- iii-l ihr loofinv'.

I U.E

Ah yes, 'lis uell ihiil ae hiiie slilled

Th\ luscious loiie. Verhuys

ihe Itiulls of men ore none, .ind

then.
II > I
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IHY OUT FOK
CONTEST JN EXT TIJES.

KOEEOWTIIKli" A
(:oi.le(;e comedy

(Continued Prom Piige One)

the order of their application at a

date to be announced .soon. This

meaiui that in the case' of two appli-

cants speaking on the same subject,

the first one to submit his topic,

shall have the precedence, other

things being equal, so it is to the

advantage of all contestants to .sub-

mit their topics at the earliest pos-

sible date and thereby avoid the

po.ssibility of this occurience.

Six or eight men are expecU'd to

be clio.seii to represent the finals in

the oratorical contest, which pro-

mises to be better than ever, since

many .of last year's contestants are

expected to enter, as well as sev-

eral promising men who were un-

able to enter the contest last year.

Direct from it run of more than

an entire sea.son in Manhattan,

"Follow Thru" has come lo the For-

rest Theatre, Philadelphia, for a

limiU'd engagement. This lively

musical comedy began its engage-

ment in Philadelphia last evening

before a crowded house that .seemed

to find great enjoyment in what it

saw and listened to.

"Follow Thru" deals with the

game of golf in the same dashing

manner that the earlier Schwab and

Mandel show, "Good News" present-

ed the sunny side of university life.

Its colorful scenes record the activ-

ities in and about a glorified coun-

try club. Here, romance runs ram-

pant in a slender, graceful plot that

nevei makes the mistake of taking

itself too seriously. The Messrs.

Schwab and DeSylvia. concocters of

the book, have fashiend what seems

a perfect libretto for this .sort of

entertainment frolic and the play-

ers who take part -seem to be having

just as royal a time as the audience.

The Follow Thru" music by Ray
Henderson Is among the produc-

tion's greates a.s.sets. Such sang

numbers as "Button Up Your Over-

coat.': "I Want to Be Bad," "'My

Lucky Star" and "You Wouldn't
Fool Me, Would Ya? " are all melo-

dies thai are contagious.

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicka, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.
6122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street
329 S. Broad Street

.NO HOIK ('n.\K<ii:

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

Call DOC Cardamone
On BRVN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

You can knock 'em

dead without flattening

the bank roll . . in

D\\^VRD
JL^ CLOTHES

JV//1D/; F()'t{ YOU

28.75 p;;??s 38.75
Displayed here at the

(;oli<*}i;c every Wednesday
liy LIN HILL

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

in the

Pit' Shoppe

Every Friday

/''or Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
only rmnpiis Kt'iireseiilalUe

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THK WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
IMioiie 254

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The Tollepe Tail«»r

PHLSSINC;

rLEANINCr

DYKING

"CHAPPIE

WHITE''
representing

The Bacharach

Kauffman 60.

irill display every Monday

in (he Pie Shoppe

$28.50 $38.50
IIKill (iKADi: TAII.OKINO

KOK MKN St YUl N«i MKN

BANKER'S
TRUST BLDG.

MAIN ARCADE

Juniper Ik Walnut Streets

PlIILADKLFHIA
nee lACK McOANN

raiii|(iiH Kepir-eiitativp

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMKRICAN WRITINC;
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

!
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Through the medium of this column the Editors of the

Villanovan make timely comment upon happenings which

they deem worthy of being called to the attention of the

readers and expound on ideas concerning the college. Some

are their own; others are suggested by the students. In

any event the topics must seem worthy of comment. Some

we are in sympathy with, other ideas do not strike us as

just, but all seem to have a common interest and therefore

are presented.

Veiy recently a complaint has been brought to the at-

tention of this department, a complaint that is most justi-

fied and in need of immediate attention. The following

article is written at the behest of one whose word may be

accepted as having some authority, in the hope that a de-

plorable condition will be remedied.

KnockingAbout
the Campus

***>»*

More Vandalism!

Time and again we have witnessed it; repeatedly we

have condemned it ; lately it has become more and more of-

fensive, so eventually comes the inevitable. We speak of

the disgraceful habit of making the Pie Shop a place where

one might do anything but enjoy the food. We refer for the

most part to the practice of expectorating on the floors and

side walls. If there is anything that is more disgusting and

more nauseating than to have some one emit a plug of 'to-

bacco while you are trying to enjoy a , bit—well we have

never experienced it. According to the proprietor, the chief

offenders are a certain group who make it a habit to gather

around the twice broken and twice repaired radio for their

daily "buffing session", and who contribute little to the sup-

port of the place. In arrogance they have ignored courteous

requests to refrain from such an ill-mannered practice, which

smacks largely of extremely bad breeding, and calmly pro-

ceed with their "target practice". Besides holding them-

selves up for ridicule these men have quite efficiently ruined

the efforts of the caterer to keep the shop orderly. Much

time and energy has been spent in an attempt to make the

lunch room as neat as possible but the actions of these few

have nullified such efforts, and made the Pie Shop a place to

be avoided. Such a result is serious since it affects almost

the entire student body.

It would be an extremely sorry mess to allow this con-

dition to continue any longer. Therefore, unless these stu-

dents, who seem to know little of decorum, evince some signs

of correcting their disgusting demeanor immediately the au-

thorities have promised to take drastic measures to stop this

abuse of their property. This is no idle threat on our part

but a true reflection of the feelings of those in charge.
*****

-': The Debate!

The debate of last Wednesday evening, regardless of

where the final laurel of victory rested, was something in

the way of a real accomplishment and possessed as well the

distinction of being the premier. As such it has a signifi-

cance out of all proportion to the other circumstances that

surrounded it's presentation and it is of this significance that

we wish to speak.

First of all it must be understood that victory under the

circumstances could hardly have been hoped for even by the

most sanguine. For a team, veritably in it's infancy—in

it's very first test of skill—to emerge victorious over a vet-

eran debating group would be a feat bordering on the spec-

tacular and could be effected only by the intervention of some

happy chance.

The feature worthy of comment however is this : that de-

bating has finally and definitely been added to Villanova's roll

of intercollegiate activities; that in the face of what can be

called even by way of compliment only a lukeworm encour-

agement from the student body a representative group haft

been moulded into fit debating material. In short that the

first and most diflRcult step has been taken towards the pro-,

motion of interest and rivalry in the practice of formal ar-

gumentation. It was no task of an idle afternoon but the
result of a real and tireless effort. Our hats are off!

At the same time we can not help but comment on the
showing made by St. Joe's. A smaller college it's debating
team is nothing if not formidable. Trained by experience

both in the formation and telling presentation of argument
it is surely a creditable organization. Villanova has suffici-

ent material for the formation of a team of as great strength.

Time and encouragement are the two big factors that will

provide it.

By Way of Apoloffy

In our earnest and unrelenting

search for high grade up-and-com-

ing grievances we ran head-on this

week into a veritable raft of petty

little annoyances none of which
were deserving of special notice. All

of them were of a marked mediocri-
ty and were not worthy to stand
with the really high-caste grudges
that have from week lo week filled

the column's voracious appetite. So
after turning them over with an ex-
ploratory finger and giving them an
experimental prod with the pen
point we finally decided that since

it is the bounden duty of this col-

umn to knock loudly and often we
would continue the process, leaving
the chips fall on the old block or
something to that effect. Now It

may be true and a bit of a nasty
crack to affirm, as some of our
readers nave, that a knocker can
well be defined as a piece of sound-
ing brass invariably attached to

front doors but we would like to

call their attention to the fact that
whereas a knocker is, to be sure
only a piece of brass, a booster, in

any language is a piece of rather
tough leather and is invariably at-

tached to the toe of a tmrental boot.

The simile, we hope, is clear—we
might almost say painfully obvious.

And while a good knock may get

you admittance a good boost is al-

most certain to give you an exit. So
with a ringing huzzah for more and
better knocking we pass on to the
business in hand.

Where Hearts Are Not Trump
In the first place we have a decid-

ed antipathy to a harmless little

game called "Hearts". Now to the
uninitiated the title might carry a
suggestion of romantic billing, coo-
ing, "iddle popsy-wopsying etc".

But don't go wrong. It has nothing
to do with romance unless the prac
tlce of passing the black queens
might be so construed. Why they
draw the color line we don't know
but that is neither here nor there.

The thing that can be relied on to

send us fuming from the game is

the sweet little practice of repeating
the same phrases over and over
with remarkably little change even
in inflection. Viz.—the gentleman
on your right passes you seme cards
which, later in the hand you have
the misfortune to claim as your
own, whereupon the same gentle-
man takes on the appearance of a
well - pleased gargoyle and says
gloatingly, "Tell him where you got
them". We're not sure but we think
that this remark must have origin-

ated with the first and original

heart player for it is repeated relig

iously and consistently at least

twenty odd times in the course of a
single session. We could enumerate
for pages about the "This is where
I get burnt" and "I was caging for

that one" phrases but we feel we
have given a horrible example of the
thing as it is practiced. Now go
ahead and learn the game!

Biggest and Best!
The second grudge is one of long-

standing. It has to do with the in-

discriminate use of the superlative

in any and every college activity

whether it be a game, a dance, a
debate, or what did you order? For
to Judge by the roseate reports the
school, like the ancient king, can do
no wrong. The dances are either

the "last word" in everything or the
"Most Brilliant even staged" albeit

they may consist of a pitiful hand-
ful in a sparsely decorated gym. Or
the lecturers are the "profoundest
of students" "holding the audience
enthralled with the power of their

personalities" even though the earn-
est scribe who wrote the encomium
dozed throughout the "enthralling"
delivery. Now all this is very well

provided that no one ever went to

the functions thus renowned. But
once in a while a man does go to a
dance or to a lecture and has the
temerity to judge for himself
whether or not he enjoyed it. And
if he decides that It really was punk
imagine his embarrassment when he
reads the writeup and finds that it

was a great affair after all. A thing
like that is calculated to make a
man a Jibbering inmate in the space
of two or three issues. So we hop)e

you'll be careful in the future.

What Do We Have Next?
Then too there is the question of

the five-minute intervals between
classes. After some tedious research
we have definitely found that a five

minute interval is an exceedingly
awkward period of time. Like the
short end of your room that is too

small for the bed and too long for

your desk or like a five dollar bill

that is too little for a big-timer and
too much for a small timer, a five

minute stretch is a misfit and de-
cidedly out of place in the scheme
of things. If the prof is prompt
you can't even smoke a cigarette

The Pie Shop breakfasts in all their

meagemess can not be destroyed in

five minutes and at the same time
it's entirely too long a time to sit

waiting for a class to begin. Pierce

isn't it? This business of going to

class is beginning to interfere with
our education.

Colder With Fresh N. W. Winds
And we might as well confess (It

might be our liver) while we're at

it that we are also out of patience
with the weather. Whether or not
Villanova is the windiest college in

captivity is a moot question since.

,aft€r all there are we suppose, col-

leges in Chicago. But the vista is

always beautiful from our window.
•The sun seems to be tropically

warm, the sky is cloudless and ex-
cept for the slight chill in the room
which in optimism we ascribe to the

lingering chilliness of the night it

might be a day in June. Ah. yes.

it might. So we sally forth without
the protection of even a topcoat.

And then we round the bend at the
Academy. Oh what a fall was there

my countrymen! Prom somewhere
out of the icy reaches of Greenland
the blast descends upon you. For
years we have been waiting for that
gale to abate. For years we have
come up to the Academy certain

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 25

Lambda Kappa Delta, Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.

LaSalle Club. Meeting 2.00 P. M.

Dewltt CUnton Club, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.

Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy , ;, »r.., ,5,^ 7.00 P. M.

Villanovan, Staff Meethig •.-. 7.00 P. M.

Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.

Atlantic City Club, Meeting .,:.:.>i,..\.!,,.«.i;. 7.00 P. M.

Connecticut Valley Club, Academy . . .^\;»; , ; . . ,

.

7.00 P. M.

Wednesday, March 26

R. C. H. S. Club, Academy 12.30 P. M.

Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall 4.00 P. M.

DeWitt Clhiton Club, Mendel HaU ,.,...»..,.ii*r..... .

.

600 P. M.

Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall .........Vv:......... 7.00 P. M.

Thursday. March 27

Senior Class Meeting, Academy .; . U*.tv.-;.. . .

.

1.00 P. M.

Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre .....-..'.... 1.00 P. M.

i!jpsilon Phi Theta, Meeting 2.00 P. M.

Friday, March 28

i^uy Students Mass, College Chapel 8.00 A. M.

Stamford Club Aieeting, Monastery 3.30 P. M.

12.30/Club Meeting, Fedigan Hall , , , 6.00 P. M.

8.30 Club Meeting, New Dorm .'.....,. . . » . . , 8.30 P. M.

, Monday, March 31 \
,

Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy .ivV. .%...:,V. <.'.;;;*.. .. l-OO P.M .

Junior Class Meeting, Academy Vv^^f... .

.

100 P. M.

New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy ....V. J. i..>»..".......... 7.00 P. M.

V. I. C. Meeting, Mendel Hall .i.,... v.. ;..*......... 7.00 P. M.

Jersey City Club, Academy ^y^f,:,\^'i^^ij,,,:^f.,}^i.^,' ,1^ 'P. tA.

Tuesday, April 1,

Phi Kappa PI Meeting, Mendel Hall 11.45 A. M.

The editor requests that notices of all meetings and campus activ-

ities be left at the Villanovan office.

The Mosque

Alumni News

Any Senior engineer mterested in

Aeronautics as a profession should
communicate with W. B. Sheehan,
Secretary of the New York Alumni
Club. "Peep" will place them in

touch with John Bloch, '12 who Is

connected with the American
Aeronautical Association at White-
stone, N. Y.

• • •

James L. Degnan, '19 Is practicing
law with offices In the Southlngton
Bank and Trust Company Building
at Southlngton, Conn.

• • •

William Goggln. '28 Is now In the
Insurance business with offices at
92 Liberty street, New York City.

• • *

Ernesto Bernal, '05 Is the owner
of sugar mills In Havana. Cuba.

• • •

Harry J. Slchl, '29 has become a
school teacher In Monessen, Pa.

« • •

John J. Egan, '02 is practicing
medicine at 83 William street,

Waterbury, Conn.
« « •

Robert M. Evans, '24 has been
appointed to the position of in-
structor of Romanic languages in

New York City.
• • •

Gerald A. Fagan, '24 is a physi-
cian In Charlestown, Mass.

• • •

Ignatius L. F^rry, '27 Is connected
with a wholesale furniture concern
in Philadelphia, Pa.

• • •

Francis G. Finnan, '22 Is asso-
ciated with the Scranton Life In-
surance Company of Scranton, Pa.

• • •

Arthur P. Foran, '03 now holds
the high position of Comptroller
of Customs In New York City.

• • •

Stephen A. Foran, '07 is auditor
In the Central Hanover Bank and
Trust Company at 70 Broadway,
New York City.

• • •

William J. Ford. '24 Is New York
State District Engineer with offices

located at 5 Water street in White
Plains, N. Y.

• • •

Dr. Thomas P. Pox, '24 is now on
the Dental Teaching Staff of the
University of Pennsylvania.

• • •

James P. Furlong, '29 is manager
of the John J. Furlong & Son Co.
located at 420 King street. Charles-
ton, S. C.

• • •

John J. Oallen. ^^.l is an engineer
connected with the Pennsylvania
Railroad with offices at 3202-04
Chestnut street. Philadelphia.

• • •

Robert P. Geasley, '29 is now
Publicity Director for the Temple
University.

• • •

Joseph P. Gibbons. '28 is in the
brokerage firm of Edward B. Smith
& Co. of 16 Broad street, New York
City.

• • •

Eugene P. Oilroy, '27 is now the
Librarian of St. Thomas' College
in Scranton, Pa.

• • •

Thomas P. Oilson, '15 has been
appointed Sales District Manager
of the Colgate Company in St.

Louis, Mo.
• • •

Philip H. Goeltz, '29 Is a me-
chanical engineer for the Taylor
Instrument Company of Rochester.
N. Y.

• i e

Francis J. Goodwin, '6 is a con-
tractor and builder in Landsdowne,
Pa.

• • •

Earl J. Gray, '23 has the position

of athletic director of the Central
High School, of Paterson, N. J.

• • •

John F. Groves. '27 is assistant
for the Department of City Transit
with offices located at the City Hall
Annex, Philadelphia.

DRIVING IT HOME

The engineers are a race apart

in themselves. They talk of odd
things such as, delta angle,

Young's modulus, and degree of

curvature. Their tongue Is a
jargon to the outsider. They
are a cozy crowd, staying up till

all hours of the night pouring
over large and complicated draw-
ings, and once In a while, look-

ing at a slide rule and saying
ah. They make possible, how-
ever, our large buildings and
bridges. They cause to be raised,

the symbols of civilization, by
hard work with their heads and
hands. For the accomplishment,
they need a training which is

very exacting and exhaustive.

The gentlemen who stay up till

all hours of the night with their

books, are living examples of the
fact that one comes to college to

study, and even when some so-

cial activity Is In full fire at the
gym, if it is on a week night, one
can see the owls, blissfully

figuring out their problems In

Integral calculus.

Villanova has one of the best
engineering schools in the world.
The records of Its graduates are
conclusive proof of this. One has
only to look at the accomplish-
ments of the past year, to see
what recent graduates have done.
Some have been set in the scien-
tific firmament, at an early age.
This school Is crowded In Mendel
Hall. It Is not due to the fact
that facilities are lacking, but
with the phenomenal growth of
the School of Science, the en-
gineers are being placed more
and more in contact with the fu-
ture surgeons. Now how can one
really turn out a good drawing
of a bridge when right down the
hall someone is playfully throw-
ing around a half skinned dog
or cat.

This fact Is known and oppo-
site the new library in the build-
ing unit, the new engineering
school will be built. Here, the
mathematical men will have the
seclusion which they deserve and
need, as well as ample room for
their classes and laboratories.
An engineering library, as well
as engineering labs will be there,
and there will be contained the
facilities which will run parallel
the Instruction which is now be-
ing given.
The technical school has done

its part in helping the prestige
of the college. Let everyone not
feel that it is engineering for the
engineers, but rather, let every
man in the entire college give
it its support by whole-hearted
co-operation in the drive.

THIS AISD THAT

books, papers and clothes in all di-
rections. Well it's a cold cruel

that on such a day at least the wind Iworld I

'must be calm. And then—wish! go' BRIAN BORYU.

Here we have with us again the
robin, spring flowers, baseball bats,
fishing rods, and all the other va-
rious paraphenalla inducive to
spring fever and get-out-of-this-
workiveness.

• • •

"Mr. Coolidge lists the acquisition
of California as one of the eight
important events in United States
history."

And of course Florida claims to
be the other seven.

• * *

We hope that none of our Pre-
Meds have to celebrate the passing
of an anatomy exam by nude
bathing in the Schuylkill, like that
chap at Hahnneman.

• • *

But perhaps that man studied so
long that by the time the exam
was over he needed tfie~bath.

• • *

We see that some of the Fresh-
men have organized study clubs,
but wil Ithey be steady?

• • •

They say that a man is always
more tractable and approachable
after he has had .wmething to eat.

At last we have discovered the rea-
son why they have luncheons dur-
ing a drive for money.

• • •

Prom the way our first inter-col-
leglate debate went you would think
that all the members of our team
were married men. they didn't seem
to be able to get a word in edge-
ways.

DeBUNK.

The theatre is one of the oldest

forms of amusement. It dates back

to the time of the Greeks and has

afforded a great deal of pleasure

through centuries—to everyone.

During the last twenty years, the

movies have crept into the hearts

of many and now with this hybrid

art of the talking movies with their

ability to do infinitely more than the

stage, the legitimate seems to be

threatened. Still the theatre will

always maintain some place at

least in the minds of the intelli-

genzia, and the stage door Johnnies,

but it is discovered by the average

college man that often times the

unutterable vulgarity of money
matters prevents his seeing really

decent drama.

The Idea that truth is stranger

than fiction comes into play here,

and it is Indirectly due to this old

adage that this column will be

written for this week. What's the

use of going to the theatre when
one can ride the subway! Of course

the Philadelphia subway Is a very

delightful affair. It is like a hid-

den river. Now you see it and now
you don't. When one is about all

fed up on it being an elevated rail-

road, it turns obligingly into a sub-

way, and when one is Just getting

n idea of how the worm lives, presto

it becomes an elevated railroad.

Another advantage of it Is the fact

that it is not given over to excess
speding, but rather it affords as

much if not more pleasure than a
scenic railway. One can quite
easily examine all the articles in the
shop windows that it passes, and
even find out family secrets, as it

goes on its gentle course over the
aging tracks. Then if one is bored
with the ride or feels like smoking a
cigarette, one can get out and walk
along the side and have a gasper,
and then hop on the car again. All

in all the subway is a boon to the
traveller, but not quite so good if

one is In a hurry. It should be
supported by moral uplift societies,

and people who say that America is

moving too fast, because when such
statements are made one can point
with an honest pride at that old
relic, and say, "Ah there is one
thing that will never move fast.

Here is something old and sturdy."
But it is not to extoll the facili-

ties of the P. R. T. that this column
is written but rather to show, how
one can really get all the dreams for
which one Is looking by just riding
the subway and observing the va-
rious types which are Invariably
present at all hours of the day or
night. First of all there is always
a pair of lovers up in the front of
the car. They are entwined both
mentally and physically in one an-
other, and are completely oblivious
that everyone on the car Is getting
a laugh at their expense. They
play little tricks on one another and
in general believe that they are the
only ones, who have discovered the
"sweet myrstery of life." Married
men returning from their offices look
with rather a cynical glance at the
young man, as if to say, "Oh boy
you don't know what you have
coming to you," while old maids
and bachelors peer with a bilious
eye, and an occasional sniff at them.
Anyway so much for them.

Then there Is always a large fat
woman with a lot of parcels, who
managed to walk on everyone's feet,

and drop the huge armful of pack-
ages which she is carrying at least
ten times, before she has been
moored, and who pants out her
thanks to the rather bored galahads
who help her retrive her posessions.
She then takes her tabloid and
opens it up at the* expense of put-
ting out the person's eye on one
side of her, and the nose of the
man on the other. She then, like
a vacuum cleaner absorbs all the
dirt, after first oogUng every man
on the car from eight to eighty.

No car is complete without the
lady killer. He dusts some dandruff
off his notty checked suit, and set-
ting his Truly Warner at a rakish
angle proceeds to break the heart
of every lady on the car, as he fond-
ly imagines himself doing. He al-
ways appears bored and possibly
that travelled air about him is due
to frequent crossings over to Jersey
on the ferry. Sometimes he be-
comes obnoxious, because after
looking superciliously at the lovers
in the front of the car he becomes
a little too forward, and because the
closed fist and feminine athletics
have replaced the hat pin as a
means of protection is socked in the
eye for his pains, or some devoted
swain heaves him out or puts him
in his place.

Lest we forget the schoolboys, who
have not heard of the quotation, "A
little knowledge is a dangerous
thing." and proceeds to tell the
whole world how much or how little
they know about this subject or
that, and of their latest marks. They
eagerly clutch their brief cases and
looking out of the corner of their
eye, hold forth in loud tones a
heated argument on anything from
Biology to Sanskrit. I wish a law
would be passed making them walk
to school.

Impoliteness reigns supreme on
the subway. Old ladies are tramp-
led, women with children in their
arms are knocked galley west, and
all in all it looks like fourth down
and about a half a yard to go.
Everyone rushes, tramples, kicks,
bites and fights for just one square
foot of seat which Invariably Is
taken when about a hundred are
trying to get at it. I believe if one
wants to break up a love affair or
a friendship, go for a subway ride,
bccau.se if that doesn't break it up
nothing else under the sun will.
Why doesn't everyone aslgn them-
selves to be a straphanger, then if
a seat is found, consider themselves
fortunate? After a while a certain
technique can be gained, and while
hanging on a strap one can ride,
fold a newspaper look out the win-
dow for stations and carry on a con-
versation all at the same time.
One could go on indefinitely, but

what's the use.?

"JOUNT DIMITRI
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Sport Spots by Spotty

The 1929 30 athletic shift at Villanova is waning.
With the coming of Spring the last lap is begun and already
the home stretch is beckoning and before we notice it will
be around the last curve and heading for the tape. For
many of us it will be the last tape that we are destined to
break as an undergraduate, for others it means but a short
respite till the race is begun over in the fall.

It is an annual procedure, we start out in the fall and
generally set a good fast clip for awhile and then the field

widens out but unlike a real race we all finish at the same
time. Some have an even pace the entire course, others
spurt and coast and still others never spurt and never finish.

Hope springs eternal in the athlete, no matter if

he has had a bad year the season before, couldn't seem to

click, couldn't cock them, or the legs refused to function, he
will do better with the new chance. The track men in par-
ticular are notable exponents of this hoping fever. Villa-

nova has superb grounds for the continuance of every sport
she plays. The football, baseball, and tennis clubs, all

teams that function outdoors have fine grounds. The track
team has everything needed except a good track, good jump-
ing pits, and meets.

The oval in the stadium is hardly safe for a man
with weak ankles to walk upon, and yet the track men must
run with treacherous underfooting. In some places stones

, have been dumped on the cinders, in other places sediment
has washed down and thoroughly covered the cinders.

There is no sense in beating about the bush, the
track never was in any real condition and it never will be
until it has been rebuilt. However, with a resurfacing and
rolling it might assume the appearance of a track and at

least give the fellows an even chance with their ankles.

Now for the jumping pits, they have never been
rolled since the day the first cinders were dumped along the
runways. They are ankle deep in loose gravel and clinkers.

The jumpers and vaulters the past two years have been
running down the grass, skirting the cinders and then cut-

ting in close to the takeoff to do the jumping. If a pole-

vaulter tried to run the runway carrying a pole it would be
all he could do to make headway, let alone g€t up momen-
tum for a vault.

Suppose the baseball team had to play ball on a sur-

face like the track, the damaged optics and noses would
quite soon deplete their ranks. The track team has been
considerably guffawed around here the past few years, yet
the boys have been consistently successful against all oppon-
ents the last five years. The only regular dual meet lost by
Villanova was dropped last season.

The times and distances made by our sprinters, dis-

tance men and jumpers have been the indices for criticism

among the intelligencia of our student body. Yet our op-
ponents would come up and meet us with sporting times
and marks that promised a speedy and decisive licking for
the Blue and White, and what happened? In most instan-

ces they went back thoroughly chastened and licked, licked
by marks that were ridiculous compared to their own gar
nerings elsewhere.

Give the boys a chance, if they had a good track they
would make some of the sleeping beauties hereabouts come
out of their siesta and waRe up. You don't have to take our
word for this we have the information to back up what we
have said. To give one illustration we will go back two
years to the spring of 1928.

In that year Villanova and another college hooked
up in a dual meet in the stadium. In the high hurdles a

Villanova runner had the good fortune to win, he won by
at least seven yards, which means that he was at least one
second faster in finishing than the following man who wore
the colors of the other side. The time was ludicrous, osten-
sibly. Now the following week this same club that Villa-

nova had met, and had beaten by a margin of almost forty
points, competed against another team. The engagement
was held on one of the city tracks. The hurdler who had
ran second to the Villanova hurdler won this event. He won
the event in a time that was 2 and 4-.5 seconds faster than
the winning time at Villanova, and at least an additional
second still faster than the time he himself had made in the
Villanova meet. Experts will tell you that hurdlers are the
most consistent performers in a track meet, and the example
is an adequate one to back up our claim.

The last three years Villanova has placed in the one
mile relay at the Penn Relays. To practice for this test the
baton passers gained their form on the cross country course
frequently referred to as our track. The kind of muscle de-
veloped by ploughing through those cinders are not the type
for running the 440. The football guards and tackles mi^t
benefit thereby more so than the track men.

And then why hasn't the track team more meets
By far the greatest expense is in equipping the club. For a

comparative mite more a comprehensive schedule might be
booked with the resultant publicity to the college.

The interscholastic track meet is dated for May 10th.
this year. The A. A. IT., you may be sure, will be out to

look over the site. The officials were thoroughly disgusted
with the conditions rampant last year. The track hadn't
been rolled for the meet, there was no border on the pole,

the hurdle measurements had been destroyed by the runners
clinging to th-s pole in running the curves. The competitors
complained about the pits—and there's lots more if we
wished to continue.

^W~iimcf0f spwendour
LiKe the rising sun

!

fi treasury of civenshed coae9e days.
If the preparation and effort set many precedents and have sys-

spent in achieving any goal are In

any way Indicative of the final suc-
cess of the undertaking the Belle

Aire Year Book of 1930 will be with-
|out an equal.

Since the beginning of this school

year in Septemt)er the staff has
been working tirelessly and In a
painstaking manner. In their

methods and procedure they have

temlzed much that was formerly
haphazard. This Is shown by the
innovation of having the personal
sketch of each Senior written by a
person very intimate with him.

Among the many outstanding
features of the book will be the
dividers which will be classic In

design. There will be more snap-
shots of the students than there

have been heretofore. As a result
of villanova's growing athletic de-
partment more space will t>e de-
voted to that, in addition there
are a number of other improve-
ments particularly in the under-
class sections yet to be announced.
The price of the book this year

is $7.50 and judging from the an-
nouncements made thus far con-
cerning It, the volume Is well worth

the cost. It will appear on May 1st

which is much earlier than usual.

On the whole, the book will fitting-

ly represent the class of 1930 which
has during its four years been
marked by Its progress. After the
coming graduation there will re-
main behind many precedents es-
tablished here by the present
Senior class.

Just Looking Around

The old ball diamond in back of

Mendel Is seeing plenty of action

these spring (for March 21 has come
and gone) afternoons. George Jac-
obs has put his basketball togs In

moth-balls until the end of next
fall, and Is making headway with
his work to fashion a winning
Freshman nine from twenty-five

hopeful aspirants.
• • •

Doc has the squad working out
every afternoon, and has been able

to get a line on some of the year-

lings, by means of several hotly-

contested practice affairs. The
schedule for the green-capped toss-

ers begins on April 23.

• « •

Jacobs has three catchers working
out, and has not yet reached a de-
cision as to whom the burden of

the receiving duties will fall. Lynch,
Trosky and O'Parrell are the trio

of maskmen who have been dividing

the work so far.
• • •

Lefty Shortall, who hails from
Massachusetts, is making a flne bid

for the first-base post, but Charlie
Ferko, Jersey City boy, is bound to

make things interesting. Both boys
show nice stickwork.

• • •

At second, Joe York and Tom
Tomasell are waging a pretty little

duel, and the position Is still In the
hands of the fates. Harry Gelsler,

who starred on Jacob's football team
last fall, seems to have sewed up the
short-stop role.

• • •

Metro Weston, star forward of the
yearling cage five, holds an edge
over Art Conroy, from Camden
Catholic for the hot-comer. Weston
has a nice throwing motion, and
works well with the rest of the In-

field. His stickwork Is progressing
under the tutoring of Jacobs, and he
Is also a fast man on the bases.

• • •

Keough, from Boston, and Dono-
hue, of St. John's Manllus, are lead-

ing in the race for two of the out-
field positions, while "Babe" Gusta-
ferry, the slugger of the aggregation,
seems destined for the other spot.

Gustaferry is regarded as the dark
horse of the team, as little was

known of his slugging ability. Bat-
ting from the left side of the plate,

the boy has hit all of the Frosh
twirlers, playing no favorites.

• • •

Geezer, Carson and Shultz, at the
present, make up the reserve outer-
garden material for the first-year

men.
• • •

Five men are still very much In

the fight for the billet of pitcher
John Brice, ace of Chicago school-
boy pitchers, Is leading the parade
at this writing, and he Is expected
to bear the brunt of this year's
mound work. Tall, heavy and well-
built, the boy from the Windy City
has tremendous power, marvelous
Sliced and fine control. He has
seen plenty of action on the mound,
and shows that he knows what it

is all about.
• • •

Emil Reitz, center on the basket-
ball team, Is also making an impres-
sion on Jacobs. Reitz is a product
of Calvert Hall, down in Baltimore,
the home of many major-league
stars. Reitz Is a southpaw, and his
crossfire style is very deceptive.
The Southerner Is also adept with
the stick, and may see some outfield
duty.

Hockey Team
Loses Again

To Pennacs

Clubmen Make It Two Out
of Three, Taming

Cats, 8-5

WILD THIRD PERIOD

George King, of Philadelphia, has
had plenty of sandlot experience,
and shows promise. He Is the slow-
ball artist of the group.

• • •

Charley Finley, Connecticut boy,
is another right-hander who must
be considered. His asset is a spin-
ner, and plenty of speed to make
it work.

.'• * *".
Francle Smith, of New York, Is

the only inexperienced hurler in the
crop. He is being given plenty of
work by Jacobs In the dally work-
outs, and Jacobs has said that he
win soon be a dangerous man to
face, due to his control, speed and
change of pace.

• • •

Published reports In the Philadel-
phia dailies last week said that the
University of Pennsylvania gridiron
eleven would play four games this
spring. Two are with the Wildcats,
on April 5, and April 19.

BETA GAMMA
SPONSORS CONTEST

(Continued from Pace One)

delivered before a board of Judges
in session at the college during the
week preceding the Easter Holidays.
The second part of the Oratorical

contest Is comprised in the finals.

The finals will be open to those
six men who emerge victors in
the preliminaries. The completed
orations shall take no longer than
ten minutes in their delivery.
The finals will be held In Phila-

delphia during the month of May.
The winner of the finals will merit
the gold medal given by the college
for excellence in Public Speaking.
The award will be presented on
Commencement Day.

"EDUCATION" THEME
OF FR. GILLIS' TALK

(Continued From Page One;

ORNITHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

Allow me—to present the AUK,
Whom some mpligr by calling,

'gawk';
From rigid gait they have inferred
The AUK is quite an 'aukward'

bird.

HILLEN TO COACH
AT MUHLENBURG

But folks, he Isn t n
His English gait is

When harshness too
talk,

'Ell 'call 'imw;
HAWjC.

hlfl

bloomin'

yette Wearer.

Phil Hillen, varsity guard on the

football eleven, and captain of the

ice hockey six, was named last week
as head line coach at Muhlenburg
College, in Allentown. Hillen is the
first of Stuhldreher's stalwarts to
gain a coaching position. Phil re-
ceived All-Pennsylvania honors
last fall, and honorable mention for
an All-Amerlcan post by many
Eastern sports writers.

The Carnegie Foundation was un-
able to substantiate the report that
some of the University of Okla- Comlskey: I was Just taken for
homa's polo ponies also had Jobs as President Hoover.
dray horses.

| Simpson: Huh, that's nothing. I

this question. Would he treat it

very gently and tactfiilly. or would
he come right out in the open and
expose the widespread dishonesty
(hat Is undermining the whole sys-
tem of education? We were of the
Opinion that it would be the former
method and, as It turned out later,

we were right. Father OlUls' ser-
mon of last Sunday evening was a
paragon of tactful and diplomatic
oratory. Never was so delicate
a theme handled with such skill and
grace. And yet at the same time,
he was not compromising in his
statements and he was not apolo-
gising for any attltutde taken by the
Church upon any phase of the sub-
ject.

(N. D. Scholastic)

He: "Do you believe in free
love?"

She: "Sure, but let's go to the
movies first."

(TYoulMdor).

Jr.—What's become of all those
mugs you used to see in Louie's bar-
ber shop?
Sr—Oh. most of them are shaving I her tM.

themselves now.

was Just taken for Babe Ruth.
Doran: I got you both beat. A

fellow Just walked up to me, tapped
me on the shoulder and said, "Holy
Moses! is that you?"

Mother: What's making that aw-
ful racket?

Little Boy: Grandma ain't used
to her new teeth yet, and she's
busting up all the saucers, drinking

The Wildcat ice hockey team
stopped Saltonstall last Saturday
night down in Atlantic City, but
Roger Buntin, stellar center, step-

ped in and scored three goals. Just
enough to give the Penn A. C. six

an 8-to-5 victory.

In the two previous games. It

was Saltonstall who was respon-
sible for the club team's attack, but
the Villanova defense kept the
lanky ex-Harvard captain tied up
until the last period when he
scored his lone goal.

3500 fans saw the game, which
closed the Ice Carnival Week at the
world's playground. The Penn A.
C. will meet the Crescent A: A.
there this week for the Eastern
championship.
Jimmie Walsh, Pennac wing,

started things early. Twenty-six
seconds after the melee started he
sneaked one past O'Farrell for the
first goal of the night. Buntin got
his first a while later, and after
Jackie Faughnan had tallied for the
college team, Thornton netted one
for the clubmen. The first twenty
minute session ended 3-1.

The second period saw plenty of
flne passing, but both defenses were
airtight, and the Wildcats still

trailed by two points when they
took the ice for the last period.

Saltonstall got his goal early In
this session, and Buntin added his
second two minutes later. Then
Eskimo Bill Kennedy warmed up
and in four minutes made up for
both of them. Walsh netted one,
and then O'Neil countered for
Villanova while scorers and timers,
as well as goalies wandered around
in a daze. Kennedy came back aft-
er a brief pause with goal number
3, and the count read 6-5 with 6
minutes to play. Buntin settled
things with a pretty goal after a
minute's sparring, and Just eight
seconds before the bell sounded
Walsh got his third goal of the
night, ending things with the score
8-5.

Penn A. C. Villanova
Van Wlckle — goal O'Farrell

Saltonstall . right defense . O'Neil
Bolte left defense . . Orcutt
Buntin center Delaney
Walsh — right wing Kennedy
Thornton — left wing Brady
Spares—Penn A. C: Omerly, W.

Whittlngham, Kurtz, S. Whltting-
ham, Cuthbert, Vetterlein, Philips

Mcllvaine. Villanova: Faughnan,
Welsh, Welch, Matera, Masucci,
Flanagan.
Scoring—First period: Walsh .26;

Buntin, 4.20; Faughnan, 8.49;

Thornton. 17.43. Third period:
Saltonstall. 1.32; Buntin, 3.34; Ken-
nedy. 4.11; Kennedy, 7.33; Walsh,
8.18, O'Neil, 9.20; Kennedy. 14.53;
Buntin, 15.58; Walsh, 19.52.

Referees—Buckley and Cook
Time of periods—20 minutes.
Score by periods:

Penn A. C 5—

«

Villanova 1 4—6

Frosh to Play

Nine Game
Schedule

Coach Jacobs Team to Play
Five Games on Other

Fields

According to the schedule as
announced by Manager Fitzgerald
the Freshmen nine will engage in
nine games this season. Four of
the games will be played on the
home turf while the remaining five
will be fought on foreign fields.
The opening game is slated for

AprU 23 with the Prosh entertain-
ing the Valley Forge Military Aca-
demy. On May 2nd they skip up to
Allentown to engage with Allen-
town Prep. Following this game
they take on Perkiomen and with
exactly one week's rest a battle with
the Hun School of Princeton will
take place.

The second game will be played
with Wyoming Seminary on May
16th. The following day they play
host to Urslnus Freshmen. The
next engagement Is scheduled for
Bethlehem where our ball tossers
will meet the Frosh of Lehigh. The
second game with Valley Forge will
be played on May 28th on the
grounds of that institution. The
season closes with the fhrst year
men doing battle with the Perki-
omen Prep, an old foe in all sports.
This is quite a schedule for a

Prosh outfit and Manager Jacobs
and his team have something to
look forward to In the way of some
stiff competition. All the schools
scheduled are teams of a strong
character and will certainly afford
no set up or rest over.

It will be noticed that only one
game Is scheduled for early season
the remainder of the scheduled
games falling in May..

Home
April 23—Valley Forge Military
Academy.

May 16—Wyoming Seminary.
May 17—Urslnus Frosh.
May 31—Perkiomen.

Away
May 2—Allentown Prep.
May 7—Perkiomen.
May 14—Hun School.
May 21—Lehigh Frosh.
May 28—Valley Forge Military
Academy

(Troubador).

THANKS

The Villanovan wishes to
thank Mr. Leon Costa for his ser-
vices rendered the paper in the
ahsence of Mr. Qulnn. Art Edi-
tor, who has been ill during the
past week.

Vou can knock 'cm
dead without flattening

the bank roll ... in

Fdw^vrd
jL^ clothes

,^ADE P01( TOU
28.75 p;,^?, 38.75
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ThrouKli Uit' medium of this column the Editors of the

Villanovan make timely comment upon happenings which

they deem worthy of beiny called to the attention of the

i-eaders and expound on ideas concerning the college. Some

are their own; others are suggested by the students. In

any event the topics must seem wojthy of comment. Some

we are in sympathy with, other ideas do not strike us as

just, but all seem to have a common ijiterest and therefore

are presented. - •

Very recently a complaint has been brought to the at-

tenti<m of this department, a complaint that is most Justi-

fied and in need of immediate attention. The following

article is .written at the behest of one whose word may bt

accepted as having .some authority, in the hope that a de-

plorable condition will be remedied.
.

KnockingAbout

the Campus

* * * *

«

Hy Way of Apology

In our eaiiK'st and unrolenting

.search for high grade up-and-com-

ing grj<'van(es we ran head-on this

week inlo a veritable rait of petty

little annoyances none of which
were deserving of special notice. All

of them were of a niarlied mediocri-
ty and were not 'worthy to .stand

with the really high-ca.ste grudges
that have ironi week to week filled

the eolunm's voracious apiJetite. So
after turning them over with an ex-
ploratory finger .iiid giving them an
experimental prod with the pen
point we finally decided that since

iL is the bounden duty of thus col-

umn to knock loudly aiid often we
would continue the process, leaving

the chips fall on the old block or
something to that effect. Now it

may be true and a bit of a nasty
crack to affirm, as some of our
leaders nave, that a knocker can
well be defined as a piece of sound-
ing brass Invariably attached to

front doors but we would like to

call their attention to the fact that
whereas a knocker is, to be sure

only a piece of bra.ss, a booster. In

any language is a piece of rather
tough leather and is invariably at-

tached to the toe of a parental boot.

The simile, we hope, is clear- we
might almost .say painfully obvious.

And while a good knock may get

you admittance a good boost is al-

most certajn to give you an exit. So
with a ringing huzzah for more and
better knocking we pa.ss on to the
business in hand.

Where Hearts Are Not Trump
In the first place we have a decid-

ed antipathy to a harmless little

game called "HeartH". Now to the
uninitiated the title might carry a

suggestion of romantic billing, coo-

ing, -Iddle pop.sy-wopsying etc".

But don't go wrong. It has nothing
to do with romance unless the prac-

tice of passing the black queens
might be .so construed. Why they
draw the color line we don't know
but that is neither here nor there.

The thing that can be relied on to

send us fuming from the game is

the sweet little practice of repeating

the same phra.ses over and over
with remarkably little change even
in inflection. Viz. -the gentleman
on your right pa.sses you some cards
which, later In the hand you have
the misfortune to claim as your
own. whereupon the .same gentle-

man takes on the appearance of a
well plea.sed gargoyle and says
gloatingly. "Tell him where you got

them". We're not sure but we think
that this remark must have origin-

ated with the first and original

heart player for It is repeated relig-

iously and consistently at least

twenty odd times in the course of a
single session. We could enumerate
for pages about the "This is where
I get burnt " and "I was caging for

that one" phra.ses but we feel we
have given a horrible example of the
thing as It is practiced. Now go
ahead and learn the game!

BigKCst and Best!
The .second grudgj' Is one of long-

standing. It has to do with the in-

discriminate u.se of the superlative

In any and every college activity

whether it be a game, a dance, a
debate, or what did you order? For
to judge by the ro.seate reports the

school, like the ancient king, can do
no wrong. The dances are either

the "last word in everything or the

"Most Brilliant even staged " albeit

they may consist of a pitiful hand-
ful in a .sparsely decorated gym. Or
the lecturers are the 'profoundest
of students" •holding the audience
enthralled with the power of their

personalities " even though the earn-
est scribe who wrote 'he encomium
dozed throughout the 'enthralling

"

delivery. Now all this is very well

provided that no one ever went to

the functions thus renowned. But
once In a while a man does go to a
dance or to a lecture and has the

temerity to judge for him.self

whether or not he enjoyed it. And
if he decides that it really was punk
imagine hi.s embarrassment when he
reads the writeup and finds that it

was a great alTair after all. A thing
'like that is calculated to make a

U^KEKIA CALENDAH
Tuetiday, I\Iar«-h 25

Lambda Kappa Delta. Mendel Hall •.;•».•;•.>

LaSalle Club, Meeting .'

.'. ..'...

Uewitt Clinton Club, Mendel Hall

Lawrence Club Meeting, Academy
Villanovan, Staff MeetUig ,..,,

Coal Crackers Club, Mendel Hall .... . . . .

.

'. . . . . . . . . .

.

Atlantic City Club, Meeting •

Connecticut Valley Club, Academy

Wednesday, Mureh 26

R. C. H. S. Club, Academy
Beta Gamma Society, Mendel Hall

DeWitt Clinton Club, Mendel Hall

Student Council Tribunal, Mendel Hall

Thursday, March 'i1
,

Senior Class Meeting, Academy ./

Chemistry Club, Amphitheatre

tjpsilon Phi Theta, Meeting .

Friday, March 28

ijay Students Mass, College Chapel

Stamford Club Meeting, Monastery
12.30 Club Meeting. Pedigan Hall ...,......-...,.;.>*.

8 30 Club Meeting, New Dorm. ......,,.!.. ivC; ., .;•.

Monday, March 31 ^,

Delta Pi Epsilon, Academy ......;....

Junior Cla.ss Meeting, Academy
New Jersey Club Meeting, Academy .

,

v. I. C. Meeting. Mendel Hall

Jersey City Club, Academy

1.00 P. M.

2.00 P. M.

7.00 P. M.

7.00 P. M.

7.00 P. M.

7.00 P. M.

P. M.

P. M.
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7.00

12.30
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6.00

7.00

1.00

1.00
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P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P

M.

M.
M.

M.

M.

M.

M.

8.00

3.30

M.

M.
A
P

6.00 P. M
«.30 P M

i"» »•.»?.« 4rt^,a-.« < 1.00 P.M

"''
f. '-:

1.00 P.

7.00 P.

7.00 P.

7.00 P.

M.

M.

M.

M

ITuesday, April 1,

Phi Kaplja Pi Meeting. Mendel Hall ... .............. ..11.45 A. M.

The editor requests that notices of all meetlnffs and rampus activ-

ities be left at the Villanovan oiTice.

Alumni News

More Vandalism! r
"'

Time and again we have witnessed it; repeatedly we

have condemned it; lately it has become more and more of-

fensive, so eventually comes the inevitable. We speak of

the disgraceful habit of making the Pie Shop a place where

one might do anything but enjoy the food. We refer for the

mo.st part to the practice of expectorating on the floors and

side walls. If there is anything that is more disgusting and

more nauseating than to have some one emit a plug of 'to-

bacco while you are trying to en.joy a bit—well we have

never experienced it. According to the propiietor, the chief

offenders are a certain group who make it a habit to gather

around the twice broken and twice repaii-ed i-adio for their

daily "buffing .session", and who contribute little to the sup-

poit of the place. In arrogance they have ignored courteous

re(|uests to refrain fi"om such an ill-mannered practice, which

smacks largely of extremely bad breeding, and calmly pro-

ceed with their "target practice". Besides holding them-

.selves up for ridicule these men have (piite efficiently ruined

the efforts of the caterer to keep the shop orderly. Much

time and i-nergy has been spent in an attempt to make the

lunch room as neat as jiossilile but the actions of these few

have nullified such efforts, and made the Pie Shop a place to

be avoided. Such a result is .serious since it affects almost

the entire student body.

It would be an extremely .sorry mess to allow this con-

dition to continue any longer. Therefore, unless the.se stu-

dents, who seem to know little of decorum, evince some signs

of collecting their di.sgusting demeanor immediately the au-

thorities have promised to take drastic measures to stop this

al)lise of their property. This is no idle threat on our part |man a jlbberlng inmate in the .space

but a true ii'll('cti(»n of the feelings of th(»sc in chai'ge.

« 4> * * *

The Debate:

The (It'hate of last Wednesday evening, regardless of

where the final laurel of victoiy rested, was something in

the way of a real accomplishment and po.s.se.ssed as well the

distinction of Iw'ing the piemier. As such it has a signifi-

canc<' out of all proportion to the other circumstances that

surrounded it's pre.-entation and it is of this significance that

we wish to speak.

Fir.st of all it must be understood that victory under the

circumstances could hanllv have been hoped foi even by the ^. „ „,_ . ,, . „ .. ........ The Pie Shop breakfasts in all their

mo.Ht sanguine. roi* a team, veritably in its infancy—in meagerness can not be de.stroyed in

it'.s very first test of skill—to emerge victorious over a vet-

eran debating grouji would be a feat bordering on the spec-

tacular and could be effected only by the intervention of .some

hajjpy chance.
'

The feature worthy of comment however is this: that de-

bating has finally and definitely been added to Villanova's roll

of intercollegiate activities; that in the face of what can be

called even by way of compliment only a lukeworm encour-

agement from the student liody a repi'escntative group has

bi'eii niouUh'd into lit (lel)afing material, in short thai the

first and most dilliciilt slej) has f>eeii taken towards the pro-

motion of interest and rivalry in the practice of formal ar-

gumentation. It was no lask of an Idle aftern<M)n but the

result of a real and tireless eflort. Our hats are off I

Af the same time we can not help but comment (»n the

showing mad«' by St. .Joe's. A smaller college it's debating
team is nothing if n<»t formidable. Train«'<i by experience

both in the formation and telling presentation of argument
it is surely a cieditable <»rgani/.ation. Villanova has suflici-

enf material for the formation <»f a team of as great strength.

•Time and eiicouragenunt are the two big factors that will

pi'ovide it.

of two or three i.ssues. So we hope
vouU be careful in the future.

What l)« We Have Next?
Then loo there is the question of

the live-minute Intervals between
clas.ses. After some tedious research

we have definitely found that a five

minute interval Is an exceedingly
awkward period of time. Like the

short end of your room that is too

small for the bed and too long for

your desk or like a five dollar bill

that is too little for a big-timer and
too much for a small timer, a five

minute stretch is a misfit and de-

cidedly out of place in the scheme
of things. If the prof is prompt
you can't even smoke a cigarette.

five minutes and at the same time

its entirely too long a time to .sit

waiting for a cla.ss to begin. Fierce

isn't it? This business of going to

cla.ss is beginning to interfere with
our education.

("older With Fresh N. W. Winds
And we might as well confess (It

might be our liven while we're at

it that we are al.so out of patience

with the weather. Whether or not

Villanova is the windiest college in

captivity is a moot question since,

afte-r all then- are we suppo.se, col-

leges in Chicago. But the vista is

alwa.vs beautiful from our window.
The sun seems to be tropically

warm, the .sky is cloudless and ex-

cept for the slight chill in the room
which in optimism we a.scrib<' to the

lingering chllllne.ss of the night it

might b<' a day in June. Ah. .ves.

it nught So w«' sally forth without
(he protection of even a topcoat.

And then we round the bend at th»'

Academy Oh what a fall was there

my counlrvmen! From .s<miewhere

out of the icy reaches of Greenland
the blast descends u|)on you. For

years we have been waiting for that

gale to abate For years we have
come tip to the Academy certain .

that on such a day at least the wind world I

'must b«' calm And then wLsh! go'

Any Senior engineer interested in

Aeronautics as a profession should
communicate with W. B. bneehan.
Secretary of the New York Alumni
Club. "Peep" will place them in

touch with John Bloch, '12 who is

connected with the American
Aeronautical Association at White-
stone, N. Y.

• « •

James L. Degnan, 19 is practicing
law with offices in the Soutiilngton
Bank and Trust Company Building
at Southington, Conn.

• • •

William Goggin, '28 is now in the
insurance business with offices at
92 Liberty street. New York City.

• * *

Ernesto Bernal, '05 is the owner
of sugar mills in Havana, Cuba.

• • •

Harry J. Sichi, '29 has become a
school teacher In Monessen. Pa.

• * •

John J. Egan, 02 is practicing
medicine at 83 William street.

Waterbury. Conn.
• • •

Robert M. Evans, '24 has been
appointed to the position of in-
structor of Romanic languages in

New York City.

• • •

Gerald A. Fagan, "24 is a jih.vsi-

cian In Charlestown, Ma.ss.
• • •

Ignatius L. Ferry, '27 is connected
with a wholesale furniture concern
In Philadelphia, Pa.

• • •

Francis G. Finnan, '22 is a.s.so-

ciated with the Scranton Life In-
surance Company of Scranton, Pa.

• • •

Arthur F. Poran, '03 now holds
the high position of Comptroller
of Customs in New York City.

• • •

Stephen A. Foran. 07 is auditor
in the Central Hanover Bank and
Trust Company at 70 Broadway.
New York City.

• • •

William J. Ford, '24 is New York
State District Engineer with offices
located at 5 Water street in White
Plains, N. Y.

• • • '

Dr. Thomas P. Fox, '24 is now on
the Dental Teaching Staff of the
University of Pennsylvania.

• • •

James P. Furlong, '29 is manager
of the John J. Furlong & Son Co.
located at 420 King street. Charles-
ton. S. C.

• • •

John J. Gallen, 27 is an engineer
connected with the Penn.sylvania
Railroad with offices at 3202-04
Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

• • •

Robert F. Geasley, '29 is now
Publicity Director for the Temple
University.

• • •

Jo.seph P. Gibbons, '28 is in the
brokerage firm of Edward B. Smith
<Si Co. of 15 Broad street. New York
City.

• • •

Eugene F. Gilroy, '27 Is now the
Librarian of St. Thomas' College
in Scranton. Pa.

• • •

Thomas F. GlLson. '15 has been
appointed Sales District Manager
of the Colgate Company in St.

Louis. Mo.
•
« > •

Phlllj) H. Goeltz, '29 is a me-
|

chanical engineer for the Taylor
Instruim-nt Company of Rochester.
N Y.

• • •

Francis J. Goodwin. '6 is a con-
tractor and builder in Land.sdowne.
Pa.

• • •

Earl J. Gray. '23 has the position
of athletic director of the Central
Hign Sch(K)l. of Paterson. N. J.

• • •

John F. Groves. "27 Is a.sslstant

for the Department of City Transit
with offices located at the City Hall
Annex. Philadelphia.

DRIVING IT IIOMK

The engineers are a race apart

in themselves. They talk of odd
things such as, delta angle.

Young's modulus, and degree of

curvature. Their tongue is a

jargon to the outsider. They
arc a cozy crowd, staying up till

all hours of the night pouring
over large and complicated draw-
ings, and once in a while, look-

ing at a slide rule and saying
ah. They make possible, how-
ever, our large buildings and
bridges. They cau.se to be rai.sed,

the symbols of civilization, by
hard work with their heads and
hands. For the accompli.shment,
they need a training which is

very exacting and exhaustive.
The gentlemen who stay up till

all hours of the night with their

books, are living examples of the

fact that one comes to college to

study, and even when some .so-

cial activity is in full fire at the

gym. If It is on a week night, one
can see the owls, blissfully

figuring out their problems in

integral calculus.

Villanova has one of the best

engineering .schools In the world,
'riie records of its graduates are
conclusive proof of this. One has
only to look at the accomplish-
ments of the past year, to see

what recent graduates have done.
Some have been .set in the scien-
tific firmament, at an early age.
This school is crowded in Mendel
Hall. It is not due to the fact
that facilities are lacking, but
with the phenomenal growth of

the School of Science, the en-
gineers are being placed more
and more In contAict with the fu-
ture surgeons. Now how can one
really turn out a good drawing
of a bridge when right down the
hall someone is playfully throw-
ing around a half skinned dog
or cat.

This fact is known and oppo-
site the new library in the build-
ing unit, the new engineering
school will be built. Here, the
mathematical men will have the
seclusion which they deserve and
need, as well as ample room for
their cla.s.ses and laboratories.
All engineering library, as well
as engineering labs will be there,
and there will be contained the
facilities which will run parallel
the Instruction which Is now be-
ing given.

The technical school has done
its part in helping the prestige
of the college. Let everyone not
feel that it Is engineering for the
engineers, but rather, let every
man in the entire college give
it its support by whole-hearted
co-operation in the drive.

77//S AI\n THAT
Here we have with us again the

robin, .spring flowers, ba.seball bats,
fishing rods, and all the other va-
rious paraphenalia Inducive to
.spring fever and get-out-of-thls-
workiveness.

• • •

"Mr. Coolidge li.sts the acquisition
of California as one of the eight
important events in United Stales
history."

And of cour.se Florida claims to
bo the other .seven.

« * *

We hope that none of our Pre-
Meds have to celebrate the passing
of an anatomy exam by nude
bathing In the Schuylkill, like that
chap at Hahnneman.

* * *

But perhaijs that man studied so
lojig that by the time the exam
was over he needed the bath.

We .see that some of the Fresh-
men have organized study clubs,
'but wil Itlu'y b«' steady?
I

> * •

They say that a man is always
{more tractable and approachable
latter hi- has had .something to eat.

I

At last we hav«' di.scovered the rea-
.son why they have luncheons dur-
lii'; a drive lor money.

• • •*

Prom the way our fir.st Inter-col-
leglat*' debate went you would think
that all the members of our team

books, papers and clothes in all dl- were married men. they didn't .seem
rections. Well it's a cold cruel 1 1<» be able to get a word in edge-

ways.
BRIAN BORYIJ I DeBUNK
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The Mosque

The theatre is one of the oldest

forms of amu.sement. It dates back

to the time of the Greeks and has

alforded a great deal of pleasure

through centuries—to everyone.

During the last twenty years, the

movies have crept into the hearts

of many and now with this hybrid

art of the talking movies with their

ability to do Infinitely more than the

sUige! the legitimate seems to be

threatened. Still the theatre will

always nuilnlain .some place at

lea.st in the minds of the intelli-

genzla, and the stage door Johnnies,

but it is discovered by the average

college man that often times the

unutterable vulgarity of money
matUMs prevents his .seeing really

decent drama.

The idea that truth is stranger

than fiction comes into play here,

and It is indirectly due to thus old

adage that this column will be

written for this week. What's the

use of going to the theatre when
one can ride the subway! Of course

the Philadelphia subway is a very

delightful affair. It is like a hid-

den river. Now you see It and now
.you don't. When one is about all

fed up on It being an elevated rail-

road, it turns obligingly into a sub-

way, and when one is just getting

n Idea of how the worm lives, presto

it becomes an elevated railroad.

Another advantage of It Is the fact

that It is not given over to excess
speding, but rather it affords as
much If not more pleasure than a
scenic railway. One can quite
easily examine all the articles in the
shop windows that it passes, and
even find out family secrets, as it

goes on Its gentle course over the
aging tracks. Then If one Is bored
with the ride or feels like smoking a
cigarette, one can get out and walk
ilong the side and have a gasper,
and then hop on the car again. All

in all the subway is a boon to the
traveller, but not quite .so good if

one is in a hurry. It should be
supported by moral uplift .societies,

and people who say that America is

moving too fast, because when such
statements are made one can point
with an honest pride at that old
relic, and .say, "Ah there is one
thing that will never move fast.

Here is .something old and sturdy."
But it is not to extoll the facili-

ties of the P. R. T. thai this column
Is written but rather to show, how
one can really get all the dreams for
which one Is looking by just riding
the subway and ob.serving the va-
rious types which are invariably
present at all hours of the day or
night. First of all there is always
a pair of lovers up in the front of
the car. They are entwined both
mentally and physically In one an-
other, and are completely oblivious
that everyone on the car is getting
a laugh at their expense. They
play little tricks on one another and
In general believe that they are the
only ones, who have discovered the
•sweet my:.steiy of life." Married
men returning from their offices look
with rather a cynical claiice at the
.young man, as if to say. "Oh boy
you don't know what you have
coming to ,vou," while old maids
and bachelors peer with a bilious
eye, and an occasional sniff at them.
Anyway .so much for them.

Then there is always a large fat
woman with a lot of parcels, who
managed to walk on everyone's feet,

and drop the huge armful of pack-
ages which she Is carrying at least
ten times, before she has been
moored, and who pants out her
thanks to the rather bored galahads
who help her retrive hei- po.sesslons.
She then lakes her tabloid and
opens it up at the- expense of put-
ting out the per.son's eye on one
side of her, and the no.se of the
man on the other. She then, like
a vacuum cleaner ab.sorbs all the
dirt, after first oogling every man
on the car from eight to eighty.

No car Is complete without the
lady killer. He dusts .some dandruff
off his notty checked suit, and sel-
ling his Truly Warn«'r at a rakish
angle proceeds to break the heart
of every lady on the car. as he fond-
ly Imagines him.self doing. He al-
ways appears bored and po.ssibly
that travelled air about him is due
lo frequent cro.ssings over to Jer.sey
on the ferry. Sometimes he be-
comes obnoxious, because after
looking superciliously at the lovers
111 the front of the car he becomes
a little too forward, and becau.se the
clo.sed fist and feminine athletics
have replaced the hat pin as a
means of protection is socked In the
eye for his pains, or .some devoted
swain heaves him out or puts him
in his place.

Lest we forget the schoolboys, who
have not heard of the quotation, "A
little knowledge Is a dangerous
thing," and proceeds lo UMI the
whole world how much or how little
they know about this subject or
that, and of their latest marks They
eagerly clutch tlu-ir brief ca.ses and
looking out of the corner of their
eye. hold forth in loud tones a
heaU'd argument on anything from
Biology to Sanskrit. I wl.sh a law
would be pa.s.sed making them walk
to .school.

Impoliteness reigns supreme on
the subway. Old ladies are tramp-
led, women with children in then-
arms are knocked galley west, and
all in all it looks like fourth down
and about a half a yard to go.
Everyone rushes, tramples, kicks.
blU's and fights for just one .square
foot of .seat which invariably Is
taken when about a hundred are
trying to get at it. I believe If one
wants to break up a love affair or
a frlcMidship, go for a subway ride,
because if that doesnt break it up
nothing el.se under the sun will.
Why doesn t everyone aslgn them-
selves to b<' a straphanger, then If
a .seat is found, consider them.selves
fortunate? After a while a certain
technique can be gained, and while
hanging on a strap one can ride.
fold a newspaper look out the win-
dow for stations and carry on a con-
versation all at the .same time.
One could go on indefiniU'ly. but

what's the use?
"^OUNT DIMITRI
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Sport Spots by Spotty

The \*)2*>M) alhlelic siiifl at V ilhinova ih waniiif?.

With the eoniin^ of S|iriii}j; (li«' jasi lu|» ih begun and alrea«ly

llie home slreleli i.s beckoning and before we notice il will
lie around the la^l cnr\e and lieadiii<!; fur ibe lape. For
many of iis il will be llie last tape that we are destined to

break as an undergraduate, for others il means but a siiorl

respite till llie raie is begun o\er in the fall.

Il iis an annual proeedure. we slarl out in the fail and
geiu'rall) sel a good fasl elip for awhile and then llie litdd

widens itiil bill unlike a real race we all (inisli al llie same
lime. Some lia\e an e\en paee llie eiilire eoiirse. olli(>rs

spurt and eoasi and slill others ne\er spurt and iiexer finisli.

Hope springs eleriial in the athlete, no iiialter if

lie lias bad a bad \ear llie s<*asou before, eouldu't seem to

eliek, eouldn't eoek iheni. or tiie legs refused lo fiinetioiL he
will do belter with the new elianee. The track men in par-

lieiilar uvc notable e\|>onents of this hoping fever. \ ilia-

no\a lias superb •:;roiinds for the eiMitiiiiianeeidh every sport
sih' play.s. The football, baseball, and tennis ebibs. all

teams that fiinetion oiild<M>rs have fine grounds. The lra«'k

team has everylhing needed exeept a good track, good jump-
. ing pits, and meets.

The o\al in the stadium is hardly safe f<»r a man
witii weak anklex to walk upon, and yet the Iraek men must
run with treaelieroiis iiiiderfooting. In sfime plaees stones

have been dumped on the einders. in other plaees .sedimciil

has washed down and thomiigbly eovered the cinders. -

There is no s«>iise in healing about the hush, lh«*

Iraek ne\er was in any real I'ondition an<l it never will be
iinlil il has been rebuilt. However, with a resurfacing and
rolling it might asMime the appearanee of a Iraek and at

least give the fellow .« an e\en elianee with their ankles.

INow for the jumping |»its. they have never been
ndled siiiee the dav the (irst einders were dumped along the

runways. They are ankle deep in loose gravel and clinkers.

The juni|i4'rs and vaiilters the past two years have been
running d<)wn the grass, skirting the einders and then eiit-

ling in elo>e to the takeoff to do the jumping. If a p«de-

vauller tried to run the runway carrying a p«de it would be
all he eoiild do to make headway, lei abuie gel up monien-

, turn for a vaiill.

Suppose the baseball team bad lo play ball on a sur-

face like the track, llu' damag4>d o|»lics and noses would
(piile soon deplete their ranks. The track team has been
considerably guffawed around here the past few years, yet
the boys have been consislenlly successful against all oppon-
ents the last live years. The only regular <lual nieel bisl by
V illanova was dropped last season.

The linu's and distances niad«' by our sprinlers. dis-

tance nieii and jllnl|)er^ have been the indices for criticism

among the intelligencia of our student body. Yet our op-

|»oneiils vvoiihl come up and meet us with sp<»rling times
and marks that promised a speedv and decisive licking for

the Hliie and W bile, and what liappeiied'r' In most instan-

ces they w«'nl back tlionnigbly chastened anti licked, licked

hy marks that were ridiculous compared lo their own gar-

nerifigs «dsevvliere.

(hv«' the bovs a chance, if they bad a good track they
would make ^ome «d" the sleeping beauties hereabouts come
out «d' their .sie^ta and uake up. You don't have lo lake our
word for this we hav<' the information to back up what we
have said. To give <uie illustration we will go back two
y«'ars to llu' spring of M>28.

In that year Villanova and another college lio<iked

up in a dual meet in the sta<liuni. In the high hurdles a

Villanova runner had the good fortiiiu' to win. he won by
at b'ast seven vards. uhicli means that In* was at b'ast one
.second faster in finishing than the following man who wore
the cidors of the other .sid<'. The lime was ludicrous, osten-

sibly. Now llie bdlowing vv«'ek this same club that Villa-

nova bad met. and had beaten by a margin of almost forty

points. com|M>ted against aiiotlu'r team. The engagement
was ludd on «uie of the <ity tracks. The hurdler who had
ran second to llu' \ illanova hurdler w«ui ihis event. He won
the «'venl in a time that was 2 and \-ry seconds faster than
ihe winning time al Villanova. an<l at least an ad<litional

second slill faster than the time he himself bad made in the
Villanova iihmM. Experts will tell you that hurdlers are the
most consi?.t4'nt performers in a track meet, and the example
is an adetpiate one to back up our claim.

The last three y«"ars V illanova has placed in the on«'

mile relay at the Peiiii Helays. To practice for lliis test the
baton pas>ers gained their form on the cross country course
frequently referred to as our track. The kind of muscle <le-

veloped by ploughing through iIio.m' cin<lers are nol llie type
for running the I M>. The football guards and tackles might
benent llnndiv more >o than the Irack men.

And then whv hasn't the track team more meets
Hy far llie greale>l expense is in e(|uipping the club. For a

comparative mit(> more a coinprcliensive schedule niiglil be
booked with the resultant publicity to llw college.

The inlerscliolastic track meet is dated for May KHii.

this year. The A. A. \l. you may be sure, will be out lo

look over the site. The olTicials were ihoroiighly disgusted

with the conditions rampanl last year. The lra<k liadn't

been rolled for the meet, there was no border on the pole,

the hurdle meaMiremeiils had been destroyed by the runners
clinging to th • pole in running the curves. The competitor.'

complained ImmiI the pits and there's lols more if w«

wi>|ied lo c«>nSiniie.

-,A thing Of spuendour—*— liKe the rising 3un '

A treasury of cixenshed couege days.
If the preparation and effort

spent in achieving any goal are in

any way indicative of the final suc-
cess of the undertaking the Belle

Aire Year Book of 1930 will be with-
out an equal. ..

.'.'\
•

'

Since the beginning of this school

year In September the staff has
been working tirelessly and in a

painstaking manner. In their

methods and procedure they have

set many precedents and have sys-
temized much that was formerly
haphazard. This is shown by the
innovation of having the personal
sketch of each Senior written by a
per.son very intimate with him.

have been heretofore. As a result
of VlUanova's growing athletic de-

I
parlinenl more space will be de-
voted to that, in addition there
are a number of other Improve-
ments particularly in the under-

Among the many outstanding !

cla.ss .sections yet to be announced,
features of the book will be the |

The jjiice of the book this year

dividers which will be cla.ssic in
I

is $7.,"jO and judging from the an-
design. There will be more snap-

j

nouncements made thus far con-

shots of the .students than there ' cerning il. the volume is well worth Senior class.

the cost. It will appear on May 1st

which is much earlier than usual.

On the whole, the book will fitting-

ly repre.sent the class of 1930 which

has during its four years been
marked by its progress. After the
coming graduation there will re-
main behind many precedents es-
tablished here by the present

a*,,.

Just Looking Around j

The old ball diamond in back of I known of his slugging ability. Bat-
Mendel Is seeing plenty of action ting from the left side of the plate.

these spring <for March 21 has come
and gone) afternoons. George Jac-
obs has put his basketball togs in

moth-balls until the end of next
tall, and is making headway with
his work to fashion a winning
Freshman nine from twenty-five

hopeful aspirants.
• • •

Doc has the .squad working out
every afternoon, and has been able

to get a line on some of the year-
lings, by means of several hotly-

contested practice affairs. The
schedule for the green-capped toss-

ers begins on April 23.

• • •

Jacobs has three catchers working
out, and has not yet reached a de-
cision as to whom the burden of

the receiving duties will fall. Lynch.
Trosky and O'Parreil are the trio

of maskmen who have been dividing

Ihe work so fai".

• • •

Lefty Shortall. who halls from
Massachu-setts. is making a fine bid

for the first-base post, but Charlie
Ferko, Jeivsey City boy. is bound to

make things interesting. Both boys
show nice .stickwork.

• • •

At second, Joe York and Tom
Tomasell are waging a pretty little

duel, and the position is .still in the
hands of the fates. Harry Geisler,

who starred on Jacob's football team
last fall, seems lo have sewed up the
short-.stop role.

• • •

Metro Weston, star forward of the
yearling cage five, holds an edge
over Art Conroy, from Camden
Catholic for the hot-comer. Weston
has a nice throwing motion, and
works well with the rest of the in-

field. His stickwork is progressing
under the tutoring of Jacobs, and he
is also a fast man on the bases.

• • •

Keough. from Boston, and Dono-
hue, of St. John's Manlius. are lead-

ing in the race for two of the out-
field jjosltlons. while "Babe" Gu.sta-

ferry, the slugger of the aggregation,
.seems destined for the other spot.

Gustaferry is regarded as the dark
hor.se of the team, as little was

HKTA (;AMMA
SPOINSORS CONTKST

the boy has hit all of the Frosh
twirlers, playing no favorites.

• • •

Geezer, Carson and Shultz. at the
present, make up the reserve outer-
garden material for the first-year

men.
• • •

Five men are still very much in

the fight for the billet of pitcher.
John Brice, ace of Chicago school-
boy pitchers, is leading the parade
at this writing, and he is expected
to bear the brunt of this year's
mound work. Tall, heavy and well
built, the boy from the Windy City
has tremendous power, marvelous
speed and fine control. He has
seen plenty of action on the mound,
and shows that he knows what it

is all about.
'• • •

Emil Reitz. center on the basket-
ball team, is al.so making an impres-
sion on Jacobs. Reitz is a product
of Calvert Hall, down In Baltimore,
the home of many major- league
stars. Reitz is a .southpaw, and hi.s

crossfire style Ls very deceptive.
The Southerner is al.so adept with
the stick, and may .see .some outfield

duty.

George King, of Philadelphia, has
had plenty of sandlot experience,
and shows promise. He is the slow-
ball artist of the group. .

:•;;'•;.*,

Charley Pinley. Connecticut boy,
is another right-hander who must
be considered. His a.s.set is a spin-
ner, and plenty of speed to make
it work. > -•

••• #''

Francie Smith, of New York, is

the only inexperienced hurler in the
crop. He is being given plenty of
work by Jacobs in the daily work-
outs, and Jacobs has .said that he
will .soon be a dangerous man to
face, due to his control, speed and
change of pace.

• ••'-
Published reports in the Philadel-

phia dailies last week said that the
University of Pennsylvania gridiron
eleven would play four games this
spring. Two are with the Wildcats,
on April 5, and April 19.

Hookey Team
Loses A«;aiii

To Peunacs

( :iubnien Make tt two Out
of Three, laming

Cats, 8-5

VvllJ) THIRD PERIOD

The Wildcat Ice hockey team
stopped Sallonstall last Saturday
night down in Atlantic City, but
Roger Bun tin. stellar center, step-
ped in and scored three goals, ju.st

enough to give the Penn A. C. six

an S-to-.'i victoiy.

Ill the two previous games, it

was Saltonstall who was respon-
.slble for the club team's attack, but
the Vlllaiuna defen.se kept the
lanky ex-Haivaid captain tied up.
until the last period when he
scored his lone goal.

:ir->00 funs saw the game, which
clo.sed the Ice Carnival Week at the
world's playground. The Penn A.
C. will meet the Crescent A. A.
there this week for the Eastern
championship.
Jimmie Walsh, Pennac Wing,

started Ihliigs early. Twenty-six
.seconds after the iiielec started he
sneaked one past OFarrell for the
first goal of the night. Buntin got
his first a while later, and after
Jackie Paughnan had tallied for the
college team. Thornton netted one
for the clubmen. The first twenty-
mlnutf .se.sslon ended 3-1.

The second period saw plenty of
fine passing, but both defen.ses were
airtight, and the Wildcats still

trailed by two points when they
took the ice for the last period.

Saltonstall got his goal early in
this .session, and Buntin added his
.second two miiiules later. Then
Eskimo Bill Kennedy warmed up
and in four minutes made up for
both of them. Wal.sh netted one.
and then O'Nell counU'ied for
Villanova while scorers and timers.
as well as goalies wandered around.
In a (laze. Kennedy came back aft-
er a brief pau.se with goal number
3, and the count read C^-fy with 5

Frosh to Play

Nine Game
Schedule

CoSch Jacobs Team to Play
Five Games on Other

Fields

• Continued from Pace On«)

ORNITIIOI • Kilt Al » VOLUTION

AUK.Allow me i(. prps<«H(

Whom .soiii' ins ligi

gawk .

Prom rigid .mi

• lie

b.v

Firi.LEN TO COACI?
AT MUlII.KINHlKt;

delivered before a board of judges
in session at the college during the
week preceding the Easter Holidays.
The second part of the Oratorical

contest is comprised in the finals.

The finals will be open to those
six men who emerge victors in
the preliminaries. The completed
orations .shall take no longer than
ten minutes In their delivery.
The finals will be held in Phila-

delphia during the month of May.
The winner of the finals will merit
the gold medal given by the college
for excellence in Public Speaking.
The award will be presented on
Commencement Day.

•KDUCATION" TFlKMi:
OF FR. (;ILLIS" TALK

(Continued Prom Page One)

calling.

Phil Hillen. varsity guard on the

^^ ''.^'il.'"'*"
^•*'^ '"'^*' Inferred football eleven, and captain of the

The AUK is quite an 'aukward' ,^ . , .„ ^ , .

jjj,.,,

' «»•*"» « jpp hockey .six, was named last week

,

J

as head line coach at Muhlenburg
But t( lk.> he i!»n ' calTy grvSti- College. In Allentown. Hillen is the
His KiiKiish gan is .social jMw: first of Stuhldreher'.s .stalwarts to

When h-»rshiie.s.s too Invildes his gain a coaching position. Phil re-
taik. ./* celved All-Pennsylvania honors

Ell .all uiMelf % bloomln' last fall, and honorable mention for
flAA'K /' an All-Amerlcan post by many

yijafayette Wearer. Eastern sports writers.

The Carnegie Foundation was un-
able to substantiate the report that
some of the University of Okla-
homa's ijolo ponies al.so had jobs as
dray horse.s.

<N. D. Scholastic)

this question. Would he treat it

very gently and tactfully or would
he come right out In the open and
expose the widespread dishonesty
that Is undermining the whole sy.s-

tem of education? We were of the
opinion that it would be the former
method and, as it turned out later,

we were right. Father Gillls" .ser-

mon of last Sunday evening was a
paragon of tactful and diplomatic
oratory. Never was .so delicate
a theme handled with .such skill and
grace. And yet at the same time.
he was not compromising in his
statements and he was not apolo-
gising for any attltutde taken by the
Church upon any pha.se of the sub-
ject.

He: "Do you believe in free
love?"

She: "Sure, but let's go to the
movies first."

(Troubador).

Jr.— What's become of all thase
mugs you u.sed to .see In Louie's bar-
Ix'r shop?

8r. Oh. most of them are shaving
them.selves now.

Comlskey: I was just taken for
President Hoover.
Slmp.son: Huh. that's nothing. I

was just taken for Babe Ruth.
Doran: I got you both beat. A

fellow just walked up to me, tapped
me on the shoulder and .said. ''Holy
Mo.ses! Is that you?"

Mother: What's making that aw-
ful racket?

Little Boy: Grandma ain't u.sed

to her new teeth yet. and she's
busting up all the .saucers, drinking
her tea.

(Troubador*.

minutes lo play. Buntin .settled
things with a pretty goal after a
minutes .sparring, and just eight
seconds before the bell .sounded
Walsh got his third goal of the
night, ending things with the .score

Penn A. C. Villanova

Van Wickl(< . . goal .... OFarrell
Saltonstall . right defen.se . O'Nell

Bolte . ., left defen.so . . Orcutt
Bunthi ..... center . Delaney
Walsh .... right wing ... Keiuiedy
Thornton left wing .... Brady
Spares -Penn A. C: Onierly, W.

Whlttingham, Kurtz. 8. Whitting-
ham. CuthbtTl. Vetterlein, Philips.

Mcllvaine. Villanova: Faughnan.
Wel.sh. Welch. Mat-<*ra, Masuccl.
Flanagan.
Scoring First period: Wal.sh .26;

Buntin. 4.'J0; Faughnan, 8.49;
Thornton. 17 43, riurd period:
Saltonstall. 1.32; Buntin. 3.34; Ken-
nedy, 4.11; Kennedy. 7.33; Walsh.
8.18. O'Nell. 9.20; Kennedy. 14.53;
Buntin. Ifv.'^a; Wal.sh. 19..'i2.

Referee's Buckley and Cook
Time of periods - 20 minutes.
Score by periods;

Penn A. C. ......... . i) .">—

8

Villanova l o 4 5

THANKS

Th»> Villanovan wl.shes to
thank Mr. Leon Co.st.a for his ser-
vices renden-d the paper In the
absence ol Mr. Qulnn. Art Edi-
tor, who has Iwen 111 during the
past week.

According to the schedule as
announced by Manager Fitzgerald
the Freshmen nine will engage in
nine games this season. Four of
the games will be played on the
home turf while the remaining five
will be fought on foreign fields.

The opening game is slated for
April 23 with the Prosh entertain-
ing the Valley Forge Military Aca-
demy. On May 2nd they skip up to
Allentown to engage with Allen-
town Prep. Following this game
they take on Perkiomen and with
exactly one week's rest a battle with
the Hun School of Princeton will
take place.

The .second game will be played
with Wyoming Seminary on May
16th. The following day they play
host to Ursinus Freshmen. The
next engagement is scheduled for
Bethlehem where our ball tossers
will meet the Fro.sh of Lehigh. The
.second game with Valley Forge will
be played on May 28th on the
grounds of that Institution. The
.sea.son clcses with the first year
men doing battle with the Perki-
omen Prep, an old foe in all sports.
This is quite a .schedule for a

Fro.sh outfit and Manager Jacobs
and his team have something to
look forward to in the way of some '

stiff competition. All the schools •

.scheduled are teams of a strong
.

character and will certainly afford
no .set up or rest over.

It will be noticed that only one
game is scheduled for early season
the remainder of the .scheduled
games falling in May..

Home
April 23—Valley Forge Military
Academy.

May 16- Wyoming Seminary.
May 17 Ursinus Prosh.
May 31—Perkiomen.

Away
May 2- -Allentown Prep.
May 7—Perkiomen.
May 14- -Hun School.
May 21 -Lehigh Frosh.
May 28— Valley Forge MiUtary
Academy

Vou can knock 'cm
dead without flattening

the bank roll ... in

Fdvc^vrd
JL^ CLOTHES

sMADE POT( rOU
28.75 p;,^?s 38.75

DiipUytd htr« «t tht

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL
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Diamond Squad Working
For Curtain Raiser

Coach McGeehan's Charges Practicing Daily for Opening
Contest With Catholic University.

—

Many Veterans Return

EXPECT KEEN COMPETITION FOR AU POSITIONS

For the past two weeks the dia-
mond squad has been working out
down in the Stadium under the
watchful eye of Coach McGeehan.
The schedule this season Is the
most difficult ever undertaken by a
Wildcat base ball team and Cap-
tain Johnny Gillespie and his mates
are getting in all the practice they
can before the opening fray with
Catholic University on April 2nd.

Despite the loss of Johnny Hensil,
now wearing a Giant's uniform,
there is no dearth of first rate
fllngers. George Hanzik, one of the
mainstays on the peak for the past
three years, is curving them over
with old time form. PhU HiUen,
speed ball artist, Ed. Kobills and
John Brady will probably round out
the hurling corps. Kobilis is show-
ing plenty of stuff and appears
ready to pitch a full giame. Other
mound candidates are Mulvens,
Metz and Sassman.
Of course Gillespie has the re-

ceiver's Job sewed up, but there is

keen competition for a first substi-

tute among Larry Cicer^a, George
Blaney and Bucky Hammond.

Bt^ Tommy Edwards has been
guarding the initial sack in great
style, as well as massaging the pill.

Although only a sophomore, Ed-
wards has the first base assignment
practically clinched. Matty Eagan,
another second year man is runner
up.

The remainder of the infield lines

up as follows: Joe DeLuca at the
keystone sack, Joe Szesick in short
field and George Ga2sella at the hot
corner. If their form in practice
can be taken as a criterion, these
boys will hang up a new mark for
double plays. Tony Altmore, Pete
Eschman and Dalton are the inner
cordon reserves.

The outer gardens will be pa-
trolled by Tommy Morgan, npwly-
elected basket ball captain. Red
Melanson and Jack Flanagan. This
looks like one of the best outfields
ever presented by a Wildcat team.
The boys can slam the sphere as!
well as cut down enemy swats. Bill

Terry, Mickey Holland and Jack
McDermott are the spares. If
Terry continues his heavy hitting,
he will see plenty of action as a
pinch-hitter.

Pre-MedsHave

Good Record

In League
Science Men Finish With

Four Wins to Lead
Inter-frat League

DIRECTED BY FR. KENNY

Organize

Study Clubs

Father Dougherty, Dean of the
Science School, has set in motion
another movement designed to en-
courage study and higher grades
among the men in the school. At
a meeting of the Freshmen Pre-
Meds held last week the Dean sug-
gested that the men start clubs, or
rather groups, headed by those men
who stood highest in their studies,

which would help the men who do
not receive quite as high a grade.

These groups were planned so
that the men in the different class-

es in each section would benefit by
the outside knowledge gained by the
other fellows. The men* who know
are to help the backward chaps to
understand what they are studying,
and why they are sturying that par-
ticular subject.

Vie Frosh have snapped up the
op! ' wtunlty offered them to advance
tht'inselves, and have rallied around
the more brilliant men in their
classes. In empty classrooms, in
th^ auditorium and in the Pie
Sh'.ppe are seen these beginners

thirsting for knowledge as expound-
ed by their leaders. Do not mis-
take us, these clubs are not to take

the place of the Prefessor's lectur-

ers, but thev are to clear up the

mysteries of the why and wherefore
which have not been quite under-
stood by some.
The various clubs have been

started in Physics, Biology and
Chemistry. Those men who are in
the swim realize the value of this
extra-cirrlcular work. To those who
haven't already done so, drop in on
a group and see if the knowledge
galnged will not help you. We
guarantee that once in on the Idea,
there you will stay, and we are sure
that the reports that go to your
homes after the end of the third
quarter will bear out what we say.

L.

1

3

3

Senior (after graduation): "Pro-
fessor, I am indebted to you for all

I know."
Prof, (pleasantly) : "Don't mention

such a trifle.

(Scientist).

Sophomore: You say that during
the initiation this man attacked you
with a death-dealing weapon. What
was it?

Freshman: A fly swatter.
(Obod News)

OH
sure.

.

. thafs the way they did

it in [8j... hut actyour age!

THE boys of '87 did things in a dif-

ferent way.

They took buggy rides, of a Sunday,
behind docile nags (unless the Livery
Man had a sense of humor!) ; , 4 ,

They danced the Schottische with a
slow and easy grace (unless theyhappened
to know the disgraceful two-step!) «.

Theywrote laborious letters to the folks
back home with stubborn, raspy pens
('unless they were pressed for time and
aidn't write at all!)

But listen to what the boys of *30 do!

They buzzaway over week-ends, behind
eight- in -line engines that can do eighty
without half trying;

they fume through frantic fox-trots that

would make an acrobat green with envy;

they go to telephones and, almost in a
jiffy, are talking with the Home Folks.

How Tempus does Fugit!

/P. S, This isNOTan automobileador
anadforyourfavoritedanceorchestral
Just a reminder that telephoningHome
is the modern way ofkeeping in touch.)

The Interfraternity Basket Ball

League was brought to a close last

week in the gym when the Business
Men took over the Engineers by the
close margin of four points. There
remained two games to be played
but Father Kenney has decided to

cancel them in view of the nice

weather and the fact that the win-
ning or losmg of them would make
no difference in the final standing
of the league. The league which
opened early in February under
the direction of Father Kenney
proved a success from start to

fiinish. To him goes the credit for

the orderly manner In which the
games were run off and it was due
to him that Jim Henry was secured
as referee.

The final standing of tlje clubs
was as follows:

Team W.
Pre-Meds ....;.. ^-.V, 4
Engineers 3
Arts 1

Business 1

To the members on the Science
team will be 'given ^old basketballs,
five of which will be donated by
Father Fink, the sponsor of the
League, and three by the frater-
nity. This will assure all players
receiving a prize. These will be
awarded in the near future.

The credit for placing the Pre-
Meds in ranking position goes to
Morrison and Zucko. Morrison by
his splendid work obtained a lead
in each game that opponents found
impossible to overcome, his feeding
the ball to the forwards was a per
formance unequaled by any other
player in the league. Zucko was
one of the leading scorers of all

teams and it was his timely baskets
that kept the margin on the safe
side.

On the Engineers enough praise
cannot be given to Avil who all

through the campaign proved to be
a constant threat and his baskets
often meant the difference between
winning or losing.

The Arts men had their stars in
Castellani and Sweeney. Castell-
ani was probably the hardest work
er in the league and it was his in
dividual playing that made the Arts
men a dangerous combination at
all times. He will be remembered
as the winner of the foul shooting
contest of last year. Sweeny ren-
dered him valuable aid and it was
Sweeney's passes that led to many
an extra two points.
The Business Men had the most

evenly balanced team in the league.
Lacking an outstanding star they
turned in a performance in which
each man was a cog in a perfect
working machine. The work of
Hlghfield and Crowley should not
go without mention although the
other members of the team turned
in work to equal theirs.

Congratulations are in order, due
to Father Kenney and Jim Henry
and also to the other men who as-
sisted in giving to the fraternities
another season of enjoyable basket
ball, and last but not least, con-i
gratulations to the Pre-Meds for
their splendid showing.

Veterans Rule in Stadium
Handicap Track Meet.

—

Marks Are PrumiHing

(conlluued from page one)

tiated the same distance in 9.3 sec-

onds.
Al Zlegler regained some of his

lost laurels in taking the discus
throw with a fiip of 124 feet 1 inch.

Brandt bested Bill Kelly for second.
The victor was at scratch. The two
Foxx brothers ran one, two in the
half, Joe breasting the twine ahead
of Jim. Oaughn closed rapidly in

taking third, but he had lagged be-
hind too long to finish closer to the
leaders. The former Pordham Prep
runner completed the double lap in

2 minutes and 4 seconds.

A royal battle in the broad jump
found the first two men leaping
within one half inch of each other's
marks. Pellicane, the slim New Jer-
sey youth gained the honors in

arching himself 21 feet 11 inches.
Corrigan did a half inch less and
Flaherty trailed Bob. Gildea would
have figured but for two foul leaps.

Both Pellicane and Corrigan were
at scrateh.

Coach Meredith expressed the
opinion that the team looked far in
advance of other Blue and White
track clubs at this time of the year.

It was also announced by the coach
that another handicap meet would
be held this Friday afternoon.
No mishaps marred the meet's

procedure and it is hoped the au-
thorities take some action to Im
prove the track before some of the
men become incapicated through
leg injuries. As the oval is at pres
ent it is exceedingly doubtful if any
visiting coach would allow his ath
letes to compete upon it. Certainly
the A. A. U. will probably not
sanction the holding of the Inter
scholastic Meet here this year If

conditions are not remedied short'

ly.

The events listed for Friday are
the 100, 220, 880, 2 mile, high Jump,
broad Jump, Javelin throw, 70 yard
high hurdles, 120 yard low hurdles,
discus throw and pole vault. The
track picture for tiie Belle Air, col-

lege year book, will also be taken
before the meet commences.

Summary:

Club Activities

Epailon Phi TheU
There will be a very important

meeting of the Epsilon Phi Theta
fraternity this afternoon at two
o'clock in the Amphitheatre. Plans
for the annual fraternity dance
are to be formulated and a com
mittee is to be appointed to begin
actual work for the dance
In accordance with the decision

made by the fraternities on the
campus to form an inter-fraternity
base ball league, the Epsilon Phi
Theta wishes to start practice work
as soon as possible. At this after-
noon's meeting a manager will be
appointed to represent the Arts
Fraternity in the league meetings.
Complete returns on the boxing

bouts and plans for the finals of the
tourney will be given by Jack Mc-
Gann, promoter of the bouts. Be-
sides these important questions
there are many other minor de-
tails which must be taken care of
immediately.

Tennis Courts

Will Open in

Near Future

Net Team Will Start Soon

to Prepare for Stiff

Schedule

MANAGERS WANTED
Due to the unexpected weather

prevailing the new tennis courts are

expected to be opened earlier than
was originally planned. If present

conditions continue, no doubt they
will be ready for play during the

first week in April.

Father Mauch expects to have
them covered and then rolled which
would make them ideal for playing.

Since the team is playing many of

_. , . its important matches at home,

ii?„!55^
^^" ^'^ especially urged they will have it kept in the best

condition po.ssible.
to attend.

Glee Club

The Vlllanova Glee Club wishes

Although there is a wealth of

veteran material, there will be a
call for candidates within the next

Beta Gamma Defeated

On Jury System

(continued from page one)

gesture made for a splendid ap-
pearance on the part of Mr. Barret.
Mr. Singer, third speaker for the
negative side, gave the best rebuttal
of the evening, even surpassing the
excellent speech of his teammate
made a few minutes previous. For
Vlllanova, Mr. Martin Gill gave an
excellent delivery in arguing the
present jury system be abandoned.
The rebuttals on both sides were

spirited and keenly contested and
the destructive speeches earned
great applause from the good-sized
audience.

Vlllanova was represented by
Messrs. Gill, Buckley and Takacs;
Messrs. Barrett, McDonald and
Singer comprised the St. Joseph's
team.
The Judges of the evening were

Prof. Mestres. Prof. Henry and Mr.
B .W. Jenkins.

100 yard dash: Won by Hlghfield
scrateh; Gildea, second, 1 foot;

third, Flaherty, 4 feet. Time 10
seconds.
45 yard high hurdles: Won by

Mahan, scrateh; second, Clifford,

6 feet; third, Baker, scrateh.
Time 6.1 seconds.
Shot put: Won by J. J. Kelly,

scrateh; second, Zlegler, scrateh;
Ziegler, scratch; third, Casey, 2
feet. Distance 42 feet %Y* inches.
One Mile Run: Won by Whalen;
second, Coan, 5 yards; third, Sal-
erno, scrateh. Time 4 min, 37.8

seconds.
High Jump: Won by Corrigan,

scrateh; second. Baker, scrateh;
third, Mahan, scrateh. Height
5 feet 11 y, inches.
440 yard dash: Won by Bain, 5

feet; second, Pellicane, 5 feet;
third, Jim Foxx, scrateh. Time
53.4 seconds.
80 yard low hurdles: Won by

Gildea, scrateh; second Clifford,
scrateh; third, Straub, scrateh
Time 10 seconds.
Discuss throw: Won by Zlegler,

scratch; second, Brandt, 1 foot;
third. W. Kelly, 2 feet. Distance
124 feet 1 inch.

880 yard run: Won by Joe Foxx,
scrateh; second Jim Foxx, 5 yards;
third Gaughn, 5 yards. Time 2
min. 4 seconds.
Broad Jump: Won by Pellicane,

scrateh; second Corrigan, scrateh;
third, Flaherty, 4 Inches. Dis-
tance 21 feet 11 Inches.

to report steady progress. Work on two weeks. The matches have pur-
the 'Breeze" has been regul&r and posely been scheduled late this year

director, Fr. Sapinya to allow the netmen plenty of time

CONN. VALLEY CLUB TO
SEEK NEW STUDENTS
(continued from page one)

gether in keeping with the spirit of
the drive for funds now being
launched by Vlllanova, as well as
with the spirit of development that
the college will witness in the next
two years. The plan deserves suc-
cess and the Vlllanovan sincerely
hopes that a prosperous issue be
attendant upon the club's efforts.

The committee in charge of the
campaign consists of Francis Walsh,
George Bagnall, Albert Lewis, Wil-
liam Crowley and Vincent Bagnell.
who is chairman. This committee
will meet tonight to develop further
designs for this estimable under-
taking.

the club's director, Fr.
states that with one more rehearsal
the singers will be able to render
this melody perfectly. The "Breeze"
as will be recalled, is a Mexican
song and the organization is re-
hearsing it in three parts, first
tenor, second tenor and bass.
At last Wednesday's meeting work

on a more popular composition was
begun. It was the "Soldier's'
Chorus" from Faust. Great en
thusiasm to begin expending earnest
effort on the selection was im-
mediately evident when Fr. Sap
inya introduced it. The march is

well-known and gives ample oppor-
tunity for glee club treatment. The
rythmnic beat and the spirit of the
piece captured every one of the
club's members and undoubtedly
the club will make a success of it

Membership in the Glee Club is

still open and every student is wel
come to Join. Rehearsals are held
every Monday and Wednesday aft-
ernoon at 4 p. m. in the Priests
Refectory.

Polish Club

The Polish Club of Vlllanova at
their last meeting, inaugurated
something that is, no doubt, without
a precent on the campus. All
meetings are to be held in Polish.
This is a wide departure from
customs and the Club's originality
is to be commended. This prac-
tice is well adapted to better pro-
mote the purpose for which the so-
ciety was founded; that students of
Polish extraction be given the op-
portunity to close association with
one another.

It was unanimously decided as
well at the meeting on last Wednes-
day that the organization will hold
an informal dance during May in
Camden. It has been whispered,
too, that the dance will be infor-
mal in more ways than one; and,
considering, also, that the dance is
to be held in that South Jersey vil-
lage of Camden, well—! More
definite plans have not yet been
made.

It is the object of the officers of
the club to enlist as members all
Polish day-students. The number
of Polish commuters is considerable
and their addition to the society
will be a welcome asset. At a later
date arrangements will be made for
taking in these students, but in the
meantime any Polish student de-
siring information relative to the
club is urged to see President Jos-
eph Sczceskowski who lives at Room
13 Mendel Hall.
The next meeting will be held

tomorrow evening after chapel in
the usual place.

for practice.

There are still a few vacancies
for assistant managers. Father
Mauch would like to see all candi-
dates at his office any afternoon.

:^^

Mr. Schaffer: "I call my Ac-
counting class the "Midnight Spec-
ial."

Mr. Dougherty: "I call my In-
vestment class the "Broadway Lim-
ited." It has a coal man, an ash,
two sleepers, and a diner.

MICHELIS

She: Then you really love me?
He: What do you think I was

doing—shadow boxing?

MR. J. FORTUNATO and
M. MILLER

•;: .>-iifv'.-;-.-'-^

Parklyn Clothes Shop
will he at the

PIE SHOP
THURSDAY, the 27th

with complete showing of
Spring Suitings and

Citatings
l>)irkl.vn rIothrH are not cheap.

Neither are they expeiiHive. They
are (leslgneil and ma4le to give ymi
the ntniONt In enilnrInK value at

the loweHt feiiMlhle oo»t.

Suits 24-50 to 39.50

Coats 19-95 to 29.75

RENTACAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buickt, Hups, ChryaUra, Chavt.
6122 Walnut Straat

1830 Markat Straat
329 8. Broad Straat

NO HOUR CHAROE
/Vo Deposit Required

of VUlanova Students

5I8'5I6MarKETS

. PHILA. .

Parklyn Clothg. Shop

16 No. Ninth Street

Formerly with

Blauner Clothing

*'Car«ful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY
RYN MAWR, PA.

Phona 314

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENTl

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

J

Gall "DOC** Cardsmone
On BRYN IMAWR t7B
Per Your Dnif Wants

HI DRLIVIRS

SEE
Wn. BctreHi's

Display of Style

in the

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only rampiis Representative

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

"CHAPPIE

WHTTE'V
representing

The Bacharach

Kauffman Co.

will display every Monday

in the Pie Shoppe <

$28.50 $38.50
HIOH ORADE TAILORING

FOR MEN A YOUNG MEN

BANKER'S
TRUST BLDG.

MAIN ARCADE

Juniper & Walnut Streets

PHILADELPHIA
See JACK MCOANN

Cftmpus Representative

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

idol Prices

WRITING
CO.

l2^H|^ST.

liTAin^

VILLANOVA vs. MUH-

LENBERG DEBATE IN

GYMNASIVM THURS-

DAY EVE. AT 8.30 VILL VAN
FIRST TRACK MEET—
STADIUM— SATURDAY—
FROSH, WEST CAHOLIC,

LOWER MERION
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"Drive Will be

Success'' Exec.

Com. is Told

Speaks at Luncheon Held
Manufacturers

Club
in

MANY ATTEND MEETING

Nationally Known Catholic

a) Speak at Opening Of

Public Campaign

Work Started

On Memorial
*

For Goodreau

Sculptor to Make Bronxe
Plaque in Bas Relief

in Near Future

ASSESSMENTS CALLED IN

A Catholic layman who is a na-

tional figure, will be invited to ad-

dress the opening dinner of the pub-
lic campaign for Villanova's

, , ,

$2,300,000 Program of Development, 1^" ^^ ^^^^^^ °^ » scene appropriate

it was decided Wednesday noon at ^°^ ^^^ occasion

Work on the Goodreau Memorial
has been started by the sculptor,
Mr. R. Cronbach of the Penn Aca-
demy of Fine Arts. The memorial,
representing the fruition of a mem-
orial project for the late Leo
Goodreau, who met with fatal in-

juries at our stadium during the
fall of 1928, is to be a bronze plaque

Seventy Names Appiear

On Parent Committee.-

More to be Added

Mrmher-H of Committee to Assemble at Dinner Thursday
Evening.-- Will Make Tour of Inspectitm.

—

Chuirnian to Re Elected

NEW YORK AND BOSTON ALUMNI REPORT GAIN

Within the con-

the Business and Professional Men's fines of the 30 by 36 boundaries

Executive Committee meeting in the is to be cast a replica of a back

Manufacturers Club. | charging down the field. Pre-

The name of the speaker probably liminary drawings for the Goodreau

will be announced at the meeting Memorial have been made by Mr.

next Wednesday noon, April 2. J. Garrett of Philadelphia Daily

Dr. Hickey was welcomed to the News staff.

Executive Committee meeting by W.! Student Movement
J. McGlinn, president of the Con-| The Goodreau Memorial is a
tlnental Equitable Title and Trust student project sponsored by the
Company of Philadelphia and a classmates of Leo Goodreau. Al-
member of the New York Stock
Exchange, who presided.

"It is a great pleasure to come
back from Rome and find myself

associated with so many distin-

guished gentlemen," Dr. Hickey
said.

"I have that feeling toward this

campaign which I suppose the old

crusaders felt toward their Cause.

"This Cause is more Important
than merely higher education. It

ought to be a wonderful asset to a
community to have an Institution

In Its midst training leaders who
will have principles. Catholic edu-

cation seeks to promote the moral
qualities on which all leadership Is

based. I think that Vlllanova is do-

ing its part and making a wonder-
ful contribution to the community.

"Vlllanova Is the only Catholic

school In the East offering complete

engineering training.

"It is one of the few Catholic col-

leges in the East providing business

training.
•It is doing a wonderful work in

its Science School. The School of

Arts Is adhering to the orthodox

lines, with special emphasis in tbe

fields of education.

"During the last 15 years Villa-

nova has been providing courses in

professional education to help sup

ply intelligent leadership for the

parochial schools.

"I look upon all this as a sacred

Cause. The Cause of Vllanova Is

a worthy one. The efficiency of the

courses and the opportunity which

the college offers should commend
Vlllanova to all friends of complete

higher education.
"Vlllanova Is doing its work un

selfishly and efficiently. I know,

that, with the co-operation of this

committee and the alumni, parents,

faculty and students, Vlllanova Is

going over the top In this cam
palgn."
James N. Carter, a prominent

business man, told the group that

he Is positive the campaign is going

to be a tremendous success. Mr
Carter is present regularly at the

meetings although he never before

had direct contact with or Interest

In Vlllanova.

•If Vlllanova is to do Its share for

deserving youth, mankind In general

must come to the college's support,"

Dr. GrlfiBn Informed the commit-
tee.

(continued on page four)

Thinks Anti-

Church War
Is Weakening
Declaring that the religious dis-

turbance In Russia was already
weakening. Dr. Jos. Hickey, D. D.,

Asst. General of the Augustinian
Order, who Is now In this country
in the Interest of Villanova's cam-
paign for funds, further stated to

N. C. W. C. correspondents, who in-

terviewed him upon his arrival that
"the peasants of Russia, the very
backbone of that nation are not
wholeheartedly In support of Sov-
iet practices." He predicted that
they would in time revolt against

"the wanton destruction of Church
property and Government denial of

religious services."

Dr. Hickey also stated that he
had learned from Paul Scheflfer, a
correspondent of the "Berlin Tage-
blatt" a fellow passenger on the
Hamburg who was exiled from Rus-
sia last September that the major-
ity of Russians were even then bcr
ginning to feel the drastic measures
not only those of an antl-rellgious

nature but tho.se economic as well.

These latter according to Mr. Shef-
fer are basically unsound.

Dr. Hickey's statements have been
published in several Catholic news-
papers as well as in some of the
larger dallies. Upon his arrival he the majestic

though the Junior class originated

the drive for funds, collections

were taken up in all classes total-

ling approximately to the sum re-

quired. The remainder is expected
to be made up from the proceeds of

the boxing bouts to be held by
Epsilon Phi Theta on Thursday of

Junior week, when the memorial is

to be dedicated.

The Juniors were assessed a flat

rate of $1, representing a sum well

over a third of the total required
for the construction of the plaque
In memory of Goodreau. Next a
voluntary collection was taken
among the other classes which
netted in cash and pledges about
half the sum needed to enable the

work to proceed. The other sixth

is expected to come from the re-

sults of the boxing bouts during
Junior Week.

Assessments Needed

Because of the shortness of time
before the Memorial will be cast

in bronze, at wiiich time a large

sum will have to be paid, all those

who have assessments or pledges

outstanding are asked to pay for

them as soon as possible, prefer-

ably before next week. For the
benefit of those who do not know
the students authorized to collect

(Continued on Page Four)

Replacing of

Trees Aided

By Villanova

Science School Receiving

Fifty Chestnut Trees

From Government

Again Villanova comes to the
fore. The School of Science Is co-
operating with the federal govern-
ment In planting of chestnut trees
replacing those that were killed off
£ome years back by a herbivorous
blight.

The Science School is receiving
altogether fifty trees from the Bur-
eau of Foreign Plants Introduction,
which is a sub-dlvlsion of the De-
partment of Agriculture; and will

plant them in the Immediate vicin-
ity.

Villanova and adjoining lands in
years gone by was noted in particu-
lar for their beautiful trees, espec-
ially their chestnut trees, which at-
tained great height and impressive
proportions. It is to fill the place
of these trees, at least in part, that
Villanova in conjunction with the
government is Introducing the
Chinese species of chestnut. The
Oriental trees are hardier and less

susceptable parasite attacks.

The blight which destroyed the
chestnuts in and around Villanova
was not local. It was first noticed

In Brooklyn in 1904, and ten years

after it had extended to New Hamp-
shire, as far south as Virginia, and
as far west as the Appalachians. In-

cluding most of eastern Pennsyl-
vania. The cause of the chestnut
massacre (such it could be called,

for few chestnuts were spared) is a
fungus growth known as Endothia
parasitica. This much was ascer-

tained by scientists soon after the

discovery of the blight, but no
remedy could be found. In fact,

none Ls known today. Besides, the

blight did not stop with the eastern

states: it soon gained the Appala-

chians and began its march west-

ward, until now there are few chest-

nuts standing through the whole

Middle West. The Rockies seem to

have temporarily checked its ad-

vance.
There have been, and are. thous-

ands of Americans who deplore the

chestnuts' pa.sslng. and who aro

making every effort to bring back
king of the forest.

Plans for the organization of the
Executive Committee of the Pac-
ulty-Parent-Studant Campaign are
nearing completion and close to

seventy names appear on the list

at the present time although the
committee Is still In the process of

formation. The names of those who
have offered their services are
listed in an adjoining column, and
it is expected that several more
will be recruited within the week
and added to the committee as pa-
rents living at a distance, shall have
been interviewed by that time. It

is hoped that when fully completed
the committee will be comprised of

a hundred names.

To Assemble Thursday Evening

The first step in assembling the
committee will take place on
Thursday evening when a dinner
will be held at the school. Every
member who has agreed to work on
the committee has received an in-

j

vitatlon to be present at the open-
ing dinner and It is expected that
nearly all will be present. Just
before the dinner there will be a
tour of Inspection through the vari-

ous buildings In order to give the
^

members of the committee an Idea
of what Vlllanova has and what
she needs. Immediately following

the inspection of the buildings a
chairman will be elected to head
the group of parents comprising the

,

committee.
]

Among the several speakers who
have been engaged to address the
Parent Committee appears the
Iname of Attorney Charles P. Mc-
Avoy, prominent member of the bar
in Norristown. He, along with the
other speakers of the occasion, will

map out a plan of procedure to be
adopted by the committee for the
work to be- accomplLshed and at the
same time outline the actual work
of interviewing and cultivating pros-
pects.

Co-Operation in Other Sections

Reports from other districts have
been very encouraging. Plans of
organization arc going forward
rapidly although only in the initial

stages of development. The Execu-
tive Committee of the New York
Alunnii have already organized and
making headway with the work to

be accomplished. From Boston
come reports that Father Burns has
organized a group of alumni which
is rapidly budding into a well

rounded committee to carry on the
work In Boston and vicinity. Hav-
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell and other
cities have been covered and in each
a nucleus group of active alumni
are preparing the way for the
actual solicitation of funds soon to

begin.

Executive Committee Again Extend

Thanks

The Executive Committee again
wish to thank both the students and
their parents for the cordial wel-
come that was extended them ev-
erywhere they have been during the
past few weeks. Those parents that
the committee has been unable to
reach personally have been ap-
proached by mail. The replies have
been very encouraging and such a
manifestation of co-operation cer-
tainly proves the loyalty of Villa-
nova's friends.

MEMBERS OF
PARENT COMMITTEE
Future Additions to be Made

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Daniel A. Eagan
Dr. Julius Fisher

^ Mr. Nicola Florlllo

Mr. James G. Boyle, Sr.

Mr. Mario G. Montrezza
Mr. Louis Agre
Mr. Bernard S. Brill

Mr. Alfonso Papa
Mr. John E. Kahle
Mr. G. Tumolllo
Dr. William L. Nunan, Sr.

Mr. Peter Eldenberg, Sr.

Mr. Charles Hannigan
Mr. J. C. Bussenkill
Mr. Bernard J. McLaughlin, Sr.

Mr. Earl S. Libby
Mr. Harry Relder
Mr. Joseph F. Nolan
Mr. George G. Snyder, Sr.

Mr. A. J. Clarke
Mr. James B. Smith
Mr. James F. Gallagher
Mr. Henry V. Koons
Mr. Jacob Glnsburg
Mr. Benjamin Hoffstein
Dr. Joseph F. Schlotterer

Fred S. Schulze
William J. McGarity
Louis Welsh
Abraham Wax

Mr. John F. Donnelly
Mr. George I. Lovatt
Mr. Willam A. Brady, Sr.

Mr. Matthew M. Heffernan
Mr. Isaac Oslnoff
Dr. Timothy Vacca
Mr. Joseph V. Kelley
Mr. William J. Cain
Mr. Samuel Rubin
Mr. Henry I. Fox, Sr.

Mr. Owen J. Giblin
Mr. Joseph Myers
Mr. B. J. Martin

' Dr. Matthew S. Ersner
Mr. Michael Driscoll

Dr. Louis B. Heimer
Mr. William Reinhardt
Mr. Anthony J. Sweeney
Dr. Benjamin Gordon
Mr. Leo J. Murphy
Mr. Frank DlBerardlno
Mr. James J. Brogan
Mr. James T. Sweeney
Dr. Charles Weinberg
Mr. John V. Stewart
Hon. Charles D. McAvoy
Mr. Thomas Martin
Mr. Domenlck Marrazzo
Mr. Richard McDevitt
Mr. Charles McFarland
Mr. James Crumble
Mr. Joseph M. Rosa
Mr. Gaetano Lanclano
Mr. Claude Oliver Lanclano
Mr. John Sykes, Jr.

Dr. Pasquale Assante

OWL EDITOR ELECTED

Disarmament

Debate With

Muhlenberg

Hume and Home Dehate

With Muhlenberg on
Armaments (Question

HARVARD OJN APRlt 12

The relative merits and disadvan-
tages of disarmament are sure to

be thoroughly thrashed out Thurs-
day evening when Villanova's de-
oate^'s stack up against Muhlen-
oei'gs teams, 'i'he question to be
uebated is, '•Resolved, that all arm-
aments should be abolished except-
ing those required for police duty."
A team of three will defend the

affirmative side for Villanova at
home. On the same evening an-
other team will be arguing in favor
of the negative side at Muhlenberg
College in Allentown.
Since both Colleges are prepar-

ing a team for each side of the
question, the teams should be well-
trained and most capable of match-
ing argument lor argument.
The home debate will be held in

the gymnasium and the meeting
will be called to order at eight-
thirty sharp. Villanova will be
represented by Messrs. Hookey, GUI
and Buckley.

Villanova's team at Muhlenberg
consists of Messrs. Kelly, Jenkins
and Cartenuto. Mr. Takacs, presi-

dent of the Beta Gamma Society
will accompany the team to Allen-
town.

VUlanova Vs. Harvard

A most interesting debate will be
held between Villanova and Harvard
on April 12. Harvard will defend
the aifirmative side of the question,
"Resolved, that the Harvard De-
bating Council Plan for the en-
forcement of the eighteenth am-
mendment should be adopted by the
Federal Government." Messrs. GUI,
Hookey and Takcas will uphold the
negative side of the question for
Vlllanova.
The Harvard plan as the title im-

plies was drawn up by members of

the Harvard Debating CouncU. The
Harvard Debaters firmly believe
that their plan- will furnish an ade-
quate remedy for all o* the evUs of
prohibition enforcement which exist
in the United States today. They
are using the medium of debate to

bring their plan before the public
and as a means of pointing out its

capabilities to cover all possible ob-
jections.

Growth Like

Miracle Says

Dr. Hickey

"Villauova Has Arrived"

He Tells PhUadelphia

Aiuimii Club

Peditrician

Guest of

Seminar

Jefferson Man Speaks

Subject of Birth

Control

on

Mr. John Hendricks, '32, a stu-

dent in the Electrical Engineering
Department, was elected Editor of

Owl Magazine at a meeting of the

The Science Seminar has been
honored by the return of a speaker
of last year, Doctor Norman M.
Macneill, professor of pediatrics at

staff, held yesterday at one o'clock. I
the Jefferson Medical College. Dr,

Mr Hendricks was elected by a 9! Macneill spoke to the members of

to 5 vote on the third ballot. the Seminar last year and was pre-

Messrs. Thomas Brian and Nick
Catty were the other men whose
names were submitted as candidates
for the pasltlon. The last Issue of

the Owl for the present school year
will be published under the new
staff. Mr. Hendricks has not as yet

selected his staff. Mr. Edward
Reilly is the retiring editor.

Are You a 'Wet' or a 'Dry'?

Give YourAnswer in the

Straw-Vote on Prohibition!

"Villanovan'" to Sponsor College Poll on Question During
Present Week.—Results to Be Published

in Next Issue

was greeted by a delegation from I Japanese and Chinese species seem

the Augustlniin order beaded by 'to better withstand the blight and
Fr. Farrell. {»rlor of the hou.se here

at Vlllanova. Fr. EWUgherty. head
of the Science Scb6ol, was alao a
member of the Reception Commit-
tee.

are being Imported to this country
j

In goodly numbers both by the gov-

ernment and by Individuals. They
are being planted with the hope

(Continued on Page Pour)

The right of straw-franchise goes
merrily forward in every section of
the nation and now Villanova men
will have an opportunity to enter
the field and declare themselves
either as ardent confreres of Vol-
stead or members of the opposition.
Villanova Is to have a Prohibition
poll of its own!
According to present plans the

vote will be taken directly during
the present week and every student
will be asked to vote. The poll will

be under the supervision of the
"Vlllanovan" and will be conducted
personally by members of the staff.

A tour of the classrooms during one
of the morning hours will, it Is

thought, result In the polling of the
majority of the vote. Care will be
taken to prevent any abuse by over
ardent voters who In their zeal for
or against might be tempted to re-
peat their votes. Any facetlousness
or mlsmarklng of the ballot will re-

.sult In automatically nullifying the
vote.

In sponsoring such a straw-vote
the Vlllanovan feels that, In the

general resource to Prohibition polls

all over the nation and especially in

the colleges Villanova students
should have opportunity to express
their individual preference in the

wet-or-dry tangle. Fullest coopera-
tion is requested of the student
body in order to render the poll

complete. It is hoped that full re-

turns will be available for publica-

tion in the next issue.

The method made traditional by
former votes will be employed on
the ballot. One choice is to be

voted out of three offered:—Re-
peal. Modification, Enforcement.
Any ballot bearing more than one
X will be thrown out. The "pres-

ent situation " choice, appearing on
some ballots in other polls will not

be used since It Is felt that the pres-

ent situation Is favored by no one
with the possible exception of the
bootlegger and racketeer elements.

No other questions, such as the

"Do You drink?" queries, will be

asked. It Is thought that such
questions are irrelevant to the prin-

ciple Involved.

vailed upon to return this year and
give another of his most interesting
talks. The doctor's lecture con-
cerned itself a topic that has been
as heatedly debated as has prohi-
bition. Birth control and its minor
brothers, eugenics, criminal opera-
tions and prophylaxis.
Birth control has contributed in a

large part to the destruction of two
of the greatest civUizatlons the
world has ever seen, that of Greece
and of Rome. The Pilgrims and
the Quakers were known to have
practiced birth control and as a re-

sult their strain has been almost *;

completely lost and they have lost

their hereditary control of the cities

they started, Boston and Philadel-

phia. Therefore Doctor Macneill
argued, from the nationalist view-
point birth control Is destructive

and should be abolished.

What man is competent to say
that a child shall or shall not be
born? Lincoln, Washington, St.

Aloyslus, and Beethoven would nev-
er have been contributed to the
ranks of the great if their parents
had practiced birth control, they
were all men of families numbering
over a dozen. The excuses offered
for the practice of birth control are
foolish medically and morally. They
are destructive to both physical and
spiritual standards which have been
set up by man.
Under the head of. birth control

comes the criminal Operations per-
formed by unscrupulous doctors and
mercenary quacks of the profession.
The lecturer condemns all criminal
operations by classifying all people
concerned in the operation, of being
as guilty of murder as if they had
shot down a full grown man. They
are also cowards for taking the life

of the most defenseless forms of all

living beings.
Eugenics, another form of birth

control was also condemned as u
menace. It is an attempt to Im-
prove the race, but It Is n rather
hopeless plan. Two of the most
brilliant college graduates may be
mated and their progeny turn out

(Continued on Page Four^

EJNTHUSIASM SHOWN

Members of Club
Announce Pledges

Dr. Hickey was greeted enthusi-

astically by rising tributes at the

Vlllanova Club of PhUadeiphla,
meeting last Thursday evening in

ihe Manufacturers' Club.
"VUlanova has always been for

me more than a mere name," Dr.

Hickey said after his Introduction

oy F. Leo Lynch, presiding. "VUla-

nova has been more than a group
01 buildings. It has been someth-
ing that is close to my heart, some-
thing that always has brought out
the best that is in me. NaturaUy,
when VUlanova calls I do not hesi-

tate to serve.

"It seems almost like a miracle
that VUlanova shoiUd be thinking
about expansion.
"When I recaU the little nucleus

that was at VUlanova when I was
a student I marvel at VUlanova's
development. VUlanova Is so big

today It really challenges attention.

"We become conscious of the fact
that VUlanova has arrived rather
emphatically.

"The real spirit of VUlanova has
never changed. In all the years
that have gone there has been a
spirit of Informality between fac-
ulty and students and common ap-
preciation of certain ideals.

"Now we are on the verge of

finding for that spirit a suitable

means of expression.
""We, the aliminl, are the men to

develop VUlanova and to bring
VUlanova out of the wUderness and
into the light and with the help of

God VUlanova soon wiU be in the
light.

""To me it is a glorious opportu-
nity to do so much extraordinary
good, not so much for ourselves,
but for the generations to come.
AU the prestige that comes to ViUa-
nova reacts on the alumni. We
work for the new generation that it

may have wonderful opportunities at
Villanova.

"'It Is a work which brings to us
who participate in it great blessings,
for it Is an imselflsh work."
Leo Lynch revealed to the alumni

that it was almost exclusively
through Dr. Hickey's efforts that
Villanova was able to obtain Harry
Stuhldreher as foot ball coach.
"We had gone through the sea-

son without scoring a point. Then
Dr. Hickey put us on the map ath-
letically.

""Let's carry the spirit of Villa-
nova that Fr. Hickey manifests to
all our prospects."

J. Stanley Smith, long president
of the Alumni Association, added to
the tributes to Dr. Hickey.
"The world knows Dr. Hickey as

a great man. He is an international
character. But we know him as a
companion and a friend.
"There is something great about

the Augustinian Order because
when It comes to an emergency it

always accomplishes what it desires.
Mr. Smith recalled that on Janu-

ary 10, 1912, after the fire which
destroyed St. Rita's Hall, Dr. Hick-
ey declared in an interview:

"Yes, we will have a new build-
ing to replace the one which burn-
ed, and we will have other new
buUdlngs, too.'

(Continued on Page Pour)

Tennis Courts

To be Ready
Next Week

Work on the new tennis courts on
the other side of the pike Is expect-
ed to begin the early part of the
week, and weather permitting, will
be ready for use in a few days. Re-
surfacing and steam-rolling will
make them ideal for playing condi-
tions. There are nine courts, but
Father Mauch, coach of the net
squad. Intends to reserve the first
three for the use of the team.
As in the case of other teams, the

rack wielders wUl hold dally prac-
tice se.s8ions every afternoon. This
will put them In fine fettle for their
first match with Lafayette at Easton
which does not come till the last
week of this month.
Among those who are expected to

fight It out for positions are Sol
Herman, Captain Pete Porve, BUI
Orcutt, Charley Laveson, Paul
Beaudlne, Charley Boyle, the Suarez
brothers and Jack McDermott. A
few darks horses, like Johnny D.
Sykes and Tom Doollng may crash
through and land a berth.
There Is little to choose from the

above players as regards their abil-
ity, for they are practically evenly
matched. This will find the team
well balanced, which is much better
than having one or two flashy In-
dividuals and the remaining below
par. Manager Bill Kelly has ar-
ranged a BtlfT schedule, but with
their dally practice, the boys will
more than hold their own.
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Diamond Squad Working
r';c^y^^ For Curtain Raisc3r

(ioucli M(-<f(>4'iKiir ^ <!liarp's l*ra('tiriii{i; Daily f<»r Opening
Willi (iathoiic l'niv«*rsity.

—

iManv \ ctrranh Krinrn

i:xpiu:t M:i;r\ comimitition vow aij. positions

For the past two weeks the dia-
mond squad has been working out
down in tlie Stadium under the
watcliful eye of Coacii McGeehan.
Tlie schedule tliis season is the
most difficult ever undertaken by a
Wildcat base ball U\im and Cap-
tain Johnny Gillespie and his mates
are getting in all the practice they
can befoi-e the opening fray witii

Catholic tJniversity on April 2nd.

Despite IW loss of Jolinny Hensil.
now wearing ^~.^iV»nts ^ilform.
there is no dearth of first rate
flingers. George Hanzik, one of the
mainstays on the peak for the past
three years, is curving thenj over
with old tinie form. Phil Hillen,
speed ball artist. Ed. Kobills and
John Brady wMl probably round out
the hurling corps. Kobilis is show-
ing plenty of stuff and appears
ready to pitch a full game. Other
mound candidates are Mulvens.
Metz and Sassman.
Of course GiUqspie has the re

Big Tommy Edwards has been
guarding the initial sack in great
style, as well as mas.saging the pill.

Although only a .sophomore. Ed-
wards has the first ba.se assignment
practically clinched. Matty Eagan.
another second year man is runner
up.

The remainder of the infield lines

up as follows: Joe DeLuca at the
keystone sack. Joe Szesick in short

held and George Gazella at the hot
corner. If their form in practice
can be taken as a criterion, these
boys will hang up a new mark for

double plays. Tony Altmore, Pete

Pre-MedsIIave

Goo<l Kc^cord

In League
Scirnrt' Mt-n Finish Witb

Four Wins to Lead
lutcr-frat League

DIKFCTFD BY FK. KFJNINY

The Interfraternity Basket , Ball

League was brouglit to a close last

week in the gym when the Business
Men took over the Engineers by the
tlo.se margin of four pouits. There
lemained two games to be played
biit Father Kenney has decided to

cancel them in view of the nice

weather and the fact liiat the win-
ning or losing of them would make
no difference m the final standing
of the league. The league • which
opened early in February under
the direction of Father Kenney

Veterans Hule in Stadium
llandiea|t Traek Meet.

Marks Are l»-ruuHsuif;

(iiiutiiiUi'U fruin pugc one)

Eschman and Dalton are the inner proved a success from start to

cordon reserves. I

tiinish. To him goes th« credit for
' The outer gardens will be pa- the orderly manner m which the

trolled by Tommy Morgan, newly- 'Hamesi were run off and it was due
elevted basket ball captain. Red ^ *"'» that Jim Henry was .secured

Melanson and Jack Flanagan. This as referee.

looks like one of the best outfields i The final .standing of the clubs
ever presented by a Wildcat team. [was as follows:
The boys can slam the sphere as Team
well as cut down enemy swats. Bill Pre-Meds

celver's job .sewed up, but there is j

Terry, Mickey Holland and Jack Enginefers .

,

McDermott are the spares. If | Artskeen competition for a first substl-

1

tute among Larry Cicero, George i

Blaney and Bucky Hammond. J

Organize

Study Clubs

Father Dougherty, Dean of the
Science School, has set in motion
another movement designed to en-
courage study and higher grades
among the men in the school. At
a meeting of the Freshmen Pre-
Meds held last week the Dean sug-
gested that the men start clubs, or
rather groups, headed by those men
who stood highest in their studies,

which would help the men who do
iiot receive quite as high a grade,

The.se groups were planned .so

that the men in the dilTerent classs-

es in each section would benefit by
the outside knowledge gained by the
other fellows. The meir who know
are to help the backward chaps to
understand what they are studying,

and why they are sturying that par-
ticular subject.

le Frosh have snapped up the
'., Mtunity ofTered them to advance
Vxi' (iselves, and have rallied around
Lh more brilliant men in their

clo' ies. In empty classrooms, in

ih auditorium and in the Pie
till ppe are seen these beginners

Terry continues his heavy hitting,
he will see plenty of action as a
pinch-hitter.

thirsting for knowledge as expound-
ed by their leaders. Do not mis-
take us, these clubs are not to take

the place of the Prefessor's lectur-

ers, but thev are to clear up the

mysteries of the why and wherefore
which have not been quite under-
stood by .some.

The various clubs have been
started in Physics, Biology and
Chemistry. Those men who are in
the swim realize the value of this

extra-cirricular work. To those who
haven't already done .so, drop in on
a group and see if the knowledge
gainged will not help you. We
guarantee that once in on the idea,
there you will stay, and we are sure
that the reports that go to your
homes after the end of the third
quarter will bear out what we say.

Senior (after graduation) : "Pro-
fe.s.sor, I am indebted to you for all

I know."
Prof, (plea.santly): "Don't mention

such a trifle.

(Scientist).

Sophomore: You say that during
the initiation this man attacked you
witli a death-dealing weapon. What
was it?

Freshman: A fly swatter.
(Good News)

I'

,..-. V ^'r.''
.

' '"VV-..' .;_•',

sure. . . thafs the ivay they did

it in ^Sj . . . but actyour age!

3

THE boys of '87 did things in a dif-

ferent way.

They took buggy rides, of a Sunday*
behind docile nags (unless the Livery

Man had a sense of humor!) . . .

They danced the Schottische with a
slow and easy grace (unless they happened
to know the disgraceful two-step!)

They wrote laborious letters to the folks

back home with stubborn, raspy pens
(unless they were pressed for time and
didn't write at all!)

But listen to what the boys of '30 do!

They buzz away over week-ends, behind
eight- in -line engines that can do eighty
without half trying;

they fume through frantic fox-trots that

would make an acrobat green with envy;

they go to telephones and, almost in a
jiffy, are tttlkiug with the Home Folks.

How Tempus does Fugit!

(P. S. This is NOTau automobile ttd or
an lidfor yourfavoritedunce orchestra!

Just a reminder that telephoning Home
is the modern way ofkeeping in touch.}.

* '

" .' . •
'' A n

,.....;,...;. 3 1

, .....•. .i vt •<.... 1 3
Business .i».,.i^.... ., v.... 1 3

To the members dn the Science
team will be given gold basketballs,
five of which will be donated by
Father Fink, the sponsor of the
League, and three by the frater-
nity. This will assure all players
receiving a prize. These will be
awarded in the near future.

The credit for placing the Pre-
Meds m ranking po.sition goes to
Morrison and Zucko. Morrison by
his splendid work obtained a lead
in each game that opponents found
impossible to overcome, his feeding
the ball to the forwards was a per-
formance unequaled by any other
player in the league. Zucko was
one of the leading scorers of all
teams and it was his timely baskets
that kept the margin on the safe
side.

On the Engineers enough praise
cannot be given to Avil who all

through the campaign proved to be
a constant threat and his baskets
often meant the dilference between
wiiuiing or losing.

The Alts men had their sUirs in
Castellani and Sweeney. Castell-
ani was probably tlie hardest work-
er in the league and it was his in-
dividual playing that made the Arts
men a dangerous combination at
all times. He will be remembered
as the winner of the foul shooting
contest of last year. Sweeny ren-
dered him valuable aid and it was
Sweeney's pas.ses that led to many
an extra two points.
The BusiiKVss Men had the most

evenly balanced team in the league.
Lacking an outstanding star they
turned in a performance in which
each man was a cog in a perfect
working machine. The work of
Highfleld and Crowley should not
go without mention although the
other members of the team turned
in work to equal theirs.

Congratulations are in order, due
to Father Kenney and Jim Henry
and al.so to the other men who as-
sisted in giving to the fraternities
another season of enjoyable basket
ball, and last but not least, con-i
gratulations to the Pre-Meds for
their splendid showing.

Mela (ilaninia Defeated

On Jury System

(continued from page one)

gesture made for a splendid ap-
Ijearance on the part of Mr. Barret.
Mr. Singer, third speaker for the
negative side, gave the best rebutUil
of the evening, even surpa.ssing the
excellent sjjeech of his teammate
made a few minutes previous. For
Villanova, Mr. Martin Gill gave an
excellent delivery in arguing the
present jury system be abandoned.
The rebuttals on both sides were

spirited and keenly contesU'd and
the destructive speeches earned
great applau.se from the good-sized
audience.

Villanova was represented by
Messrs. Gill, Buckley and Takacs;
Me.ssrs. Barrett, McI3onald and
Singer comprised the St. Jo.seph's
team.
'The judges of the evening were

Prof. Mestres. Prof. Henry and Mr
B W Jenkins.

liated the .same distance in 9.3 sec-

onds.
Al Ziegler regained some of his

lost laurels in taking the di.scus

throw with a Hip of 124 feet 1 inch.

Brandt bested Bill Kelly for .second.

The victor was at scratch. The two
Foxx brothers ran one, two in the
half, Joe breasting the twine ahead
of Jim. Guughn do.sed rapidly in

taking third, but he had lagged be-
hind too long to finish clo.ser to the
leaders. The former Fordham Prep
runner completed the double lap in

2 minutes and 4 .seconds,

A royal battle in the broad jump
found the first two men leaping
within one half inch of each other's
marks. Pellicane, the slim New Jer-
sey youth gained the honors In
arching hini.self 21 feet 11 inches.
Corrigan did a half inch less and
Flaherty trailed Bob. Gildea would
have figured but for two foul leaps.

Both Pellicane and Corrigan were
at scratch.

Coach Meredith expre.^scd the
opinion that the team looked far in

advance of other Blue and White
track clubs at this time of the year
It was also announced by the coach
that- another handicap meet would
be held this Friday afternoon.
No mishaps marred tlje meet's

procedure and it is hoped the au
thorities take some action to im
prove the track before some of the
men become incapicated through
leg injuries. As the oval is at pres-
ent it is exceedingly doubtful if any
visiting coach would allow his ath-
letes to compete upon it. Certainly
the A. A. U. will probably not
sanction the holding of the Inter-
.scholastic Meet here this year if

conditions are not remedied short-
ly.

The events listed for Friday are
the 100, 220. 880. 2 mile, high jump,
broad jump, javelin throw, 70 yard
high hurdles, 120 yard low hurdles,
di.scus throw and pole vault. The
track picture for the Belle Air. col-

lege year book, will also be taken
before the meet commences.

Summary:

100 .vard da.sh: Won by Highlield
.scratch; CJildea, .second, 1 loot;

third, Flaherty. 4 feet. Time 10

.seconds.

4,') yard high hurdles; Won by
Malum, .scratch; .second. ClifTord,

(I fe«'t; third. Baker, ,scratch.

Time 6.1 .seconds.

Shot put: Won by J. J. Kelly,
scratch; .second. Ziegler, scratch;
Ziegler, scratch; third, Ca.sey, 2

feet. DisUmce 42 teet 8 'i inches.
One Mile Run: Won by Wlialen;
second, Coan, h yards; third, Sal-
erno, scratch. Time 4 min, 37.8

.seconds.

High jump: Won by Corrigan,
scratch; second. Baker, .scratch;

third, Mahan, scratch. Height
5 feet 11 'i inches.

440 yard dash: Won by Bain, 'j

feet; .second, Pellicane, h feet;

third, Jim Foxx, .scratch. Time
53.4 seconds.
80 yard low hurdles: Won by

Gildea, .scratch; second Clifford,

.scratch; third, Straub. .scratch.

Time 10 seconds.
Di.scuss throw: Won by Ziegler,

.scratch; second, Brandt, 1 foot;

third, W. Kelly, 2 feet. Di.stance
124 feet 1 inch.

880 yard run: Won by Joe Foxx,
scratch; .second Jim Foxx, ,5 yards;
third Gaughn, 5 yards. Time 2
min. 4 seconds.
Broad jump: Won by Pellicane,

scratch; second Corrigan, .scratch;

third, Flaherty, 4 inches. Dis-
tance 21 feet 11 inches.

Club Activities

There
niet'tiiig

Tennis Courts

Will Op<*n in

Near Future

l\el Team Will Start Soon

li» Prepare for Stiff

Schedule

Kpsiluii IMii ThPta

will be a very Important
ot the Epsilon Phi Theta

fraternity this afternoon at two
o'clock in the Amphitheatre. Plans
for the annual fraternity dance
are to be formulated and a com-
iiiittee i.s to be appointed to begin

actual work for the dance.
In accordance with the decision

made by the fraternities on the
campus to form an inter-fr^ternity ., . ^t * / . i'i*c
base bail league, the Epsilon Phi IM/\I\ A(»l'.nS
Theta wishes to start practice work
as soon as possible. At this after- Due to the unexpected weather
noon'.s meeting a manager will be prevailing the new tennis courts are

appointed to represent the Arts, expected to be o|jened earlier than
Fraternity in the league meetings, was originally planned. If present
Complete returns on the boxing conditions continue, no doubt they

bouts and plans for the finals of the will be ready for play during the
tourney will be given by Jack Mc- first week in April.
Gaiin, promoter of the bouts. Be- Father Mauch expects to have
sides these important questions them covered and then rolled which
there are many other minor de-
tails which must be taken care of
immediately.

\i A i\ r i: F)

would make them ideal for playing.

Since the team is playing many of

its important matches at home.
The freshmen are especially urged they will have it kept in the best

to attend. condition possible.

Although there i?Glee <;iub

The Villanova Glee Clob wishes

a wealth of

veteran material, there will be a

call for candidates within the next
to report steady progress. Work on two weeks. The mgitches have pur-
the "Breeze

"
has been regulai- and poselv been scheduled late this year

the club's director, Fr. Sapinya
states that with one more rehearsal
the singers will be able to render
this melody perfectly. The "Breeze"

to allow the net men plenty of time
for practice.

There are still a few vacancies
I for assistant managers. Father

as will be recalled, is a Mexican Mauch" wou id like'to'Tce" all candi
song and the organization is re-
hearsing it in three parts, first

tenor, second tenor and bass.
At last Wednesday's meeting work

on a more popular composition was
begun. It was the "Soldier's'
Chorus" from Faust. Great en-
thusia.sm to begin expending earnest
effort on the .selection was im
mediately evident when Fr. Sap
inya introduced it. The march is

well-known and gives ample oppor-
tunity tor glee club treatment. The
rythmnic beat and the spirit of the
pii'ce captured every one of tin
dubs members and undoubtedly
the club will make a success of it

Membership in the Glee Club i."-

still open and (>vpry student is wel-
come to join. Rehearsals are held
every Monday and Wednesday aft-
ernoon at 4 p. in. ill the Priests'
Ret(>ctoiy.

Polish Club

dates at his offite any afternoon.

CONN. VAI.LKYCLUBTO
SKKK NKW STIDIIINTS

(continued from page one)

gether in keeping with the spirit 6f
the drive for funds now being
launched by Villanova, as well as
with the spirit of development that
the college will witness in the next
two years. The plan deserves suc-
cess and the Villanovan sincerely
hopes that a prosperous i.ssue be
attendant upon the club's efTorts.

The committ^-e in charge of the
campaign consists of Francis Wal.sh.
George Bagnall, Albert Lewis. Wil-
liam Crowley and Vincent Bagn(<ll,

who is chairman. This committee
will meet tonight to develop further
designs for this estimable under-
taking.

The Polish Club of Villanova at
their last meeting, inaugurated
.something that is, no doubt, without
a precent on the campus. All
nu'eting.s are to be held in Polish.
This is a wide departure from
customs and the Club's originality
is to be commended. This prac-
tice" is well adapted to better pro-
mote the purpo.se for which the so-
ciety was founded; that students of
Polish extraction be given the op-
portunity to clo.se association with
one another.

It was unanimously decided as
well at the meeting on last Wednes-
day that the organization will hold
an informal dance during May in
Camden. It has been whispered,
too, that the dance will be infor-
mal in more ways than one; and,
considering, also, that the dance is

to be held in that South Jersey vil-
lage of Camden, well—! More
definite plans have not yet been
made.

It is the object of the officers of
the club to enlist as members all
Polish day-studenUs. The number
of Polish commuter.s is considerable
and their addition to the .society
will be a welcome asset. At a later
date arrangements will be made for
taking in these students, but in the
meantime any Polish student de-
siring information relative to the
club is urged to .sec President Jos-
eph Sczceskowski who lives at Room
13 Mendel Hall.

The next meeting will be held
tomorrow evening after chapel in
the usual place.

c J

Mr. Schaffer: "I call my Ac-

1

counting cla.ss the "Midnight Sjx'c-
lal

"

Mr. Dougherty: "I call my In-
vestment cla.ss the "Broadway Lim-
ited. " It lias a coal man, an ash,
two sleepers, and a diner.

MICHELIS

She:
He:

doing-

Then you really love me?
What do you think I was
-shadow boxing?

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buickt, Hups, Chryslers, Chsvs.
5122 Walnut Strsst

1830 Market Street
329 S. Broad Street

NO IIOI'K ( II.^ROC

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

*'Caraful Handhng and Quality'

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
I'hiino 3t>4

518-516 Market St.

PHILA.

MR. J. rORTUNATOaml
: M. JVIILLKK
•-.".•-

of -•..•:^
,

I'amki.yn Clotiiis Sikh'

nill hi' at the

riK siior

TIIIKSDAY. thr 27ili

nilli ntnipli'tc shoninfi of
Si>rinn ^nitiniis and

(oalinffs
l'!irkt>ii <'lollM>s ill,, iioi «'li«'a|i.

NclHll'l- ItVV llM'> fNIMMIslve. Tln'>

arc ilrslKMtMl and iiiaili' t» gUe yon
riM- iihiiosi III tMiiliiriiii- tiilii«> ill

I lit' lOUCsl [Cilstltlt' cosl.

Suits 24-5D to 39-50

Coats 19!i5 to 29.75

PATHOmZE
HOME TALEIST!

LOUIES
FIE SIIOPPE

Everything the

College Student ISeeds

RARHER SIKM*
in the rear

EiRST (Ilass Skrvk:k

Parklyn Clothg. Shop

16 No. Niiilli Sln'«'l

I'nnnerly with

lihiuner Clothing

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 976
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVETS

SEE
Wm. Boirelli's

Display of Style

m thi

Pie Shoppc

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only ("atii|tiis Kt'pri'M-ntiitlve

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

Tlie College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

"CHAPPIE

WHITE^V
representing

The Bacharach

Kauffman Co.

will display every Monday

in the Pie Shoppe

$28.50 $38.50
IIKill (iKAIlK TAII.OKIN'ii

KOK MKN & vol N<i MKN

BANKER'S
TRUST BLDG.

MAIN AKCADE

Juniper & Walnut Street8

PHILADELPHIA
f»Po .lACK ^irCJANN

('ni|Mts K<'|Mi>vi>nlatlvr

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITINC;
H4CHINE CO.

120^^CH ST.

Locuic 1881
E8TABLItf«:0 1M0

1

4

i

i

ft

i

I

I tLL\\(n I vs. Ml II

LEMiERC DEliilEn

(,)M\ isn M Tin Rs.

DA) El E. it i\:M) VILL
EIRST TRACK MEET-
SIADUM—SATVRDAY—
EROSll. WEST CUIOIAC,

LOWER MERIOIS >

\ol. 2. ^o. 21 MLI.ANOVA. PA.. TUESDAY. APRIL I. \9M) Price : Five Cents

"I)riv( Will l>o

Success'' Exec'e

Coiiie is ToUl

Speakh at Liineheon field

ill Mauiilaelurerb

Club

MANY A ITEND MEETING

^ati oiiali> Known
lO .Sprak

(

Opening
PiiMie Campaign

itbutic

of

Work Slart(Ml So only Names Appc^ar

On x^Jeiiiorial On Parent Connnitleee--

For Goodrean

Seiilplor to Makr Uioii/e

Plaipte in Ha> K<-lit'L

in Near Euliire

ASSESSMEJ>JTS CALLED IN

Work ou tho Goodrcau Mei'iuinal

lias b*'t'u .starli'd b.v \lw .sL"iUiHur.

ivlr. R. CronbacU i)l llu' Pciiu Aca-
demy ol Fuu' Arl.s. Till' mi'inijnal.

iipri'.sciituiR Uu' Iruilion ol a mriii-

onal project ' lor > ihc laU' I.co

Goodrcaii, who iiu'l with latiil m-A Catholic la.vinuu who i.s ;ji na
lioual lifiurc, will be invited to ad

,
. _

, . ,
, .,

dre.s.^ the opening dnuu-r of the pub-
"f-^, f^

o"'' -stadiu.n dunng the

he campaign lor viUanovas!*"" '>'!«-»• '-^ I" '^^' '^ bronze phu|ue

$2,aOU.UJu Pi"ograni ol Uevelopmcnt.'"» ^'^^ '^'^^^'^ "^ ^ «cene appropriate

11 wa.s decided Wednesday noon at 1"'' l*»' occa.sion. Willuii tlie coii-

Ihe Busuie.s.s and Prolos.sional Mens l'>»"« oi the 30 by 3(i boundarios

Bixecutive Coriunitlee meeting in the •» to ^ t-asl a replica ol a bail:

Manulacturers Club. .charging down the Held. Pn;-

The name ol the .speaker probably Inniimry drawing.s lor the Goodrean

will be announced at the meeting Memorial have been made by Mi".

ne.\t Wednesday noon. April 2.

Ur. Hitkey was welcomed to tlie

Executive Committee meeting by W.
J. MrGlinn. president ol the Con-'

tinental Kqmlable I'itle and Tru.sl

Company ol Philadelphia and a

member of the New York Slock
Excfiange, who presided.

j

J. Garrett ol Philadelphia Daily

New.s .staff.

Student Alovenit'iit

The Goodreau Memorial is a

.student project .spon.sored by tiie

clas.smales of Leo Goodreau. Al-

thouuh the Junior cla.s.s originated

the drive for funds, collections

were taken up in all cla.sses lotal-"It is a great pleasure to come
back from Rome and hnd my.self jiing approximately to the sum ic-
a.ssociated with .so many distln- quned. Ihe remainder is expect<-d
guished gentlemen." Dr. Hickey

^^^ |j,. ^^y^^^^^, „p ,,.„„, ^j,,, proceeds jfHickey
said

•I liave that feeling toward this

campaign which 1 sui)pof>e the old

crusaders felt toward their Cause.

"This Cau.se is more important
than merely higher education. It

ought to be a WDiicU^rfiil asset to a
community tt) have an institution

in iUs mifist training leaders wlio

will have principles. Catholic edu-
cation seeks to promote the moral
qualities on which all leadership is

based. I think that Villanova is do-

ing Its part and making a wonder-
ful contribution- to the community.

•'Villanova is the only CathoUc
sclu,ol in the East offering complete

engineering training.

"It is one of the few Catholic col-

leges in the Kast ijroviding business

training.
it IS doing a Wonderful work in

its Science School. The School of

Arts is adlu'nng to the orthodox

lines, with special emphasis in the

lields of edui"alion.

"During the last l.") .vear.s Villa-

nova has been providing courses in

profe.s.sional education to help sup-

ply intelligent leadership for (he

parochial .schools.

"I look upon all this as a .sacred

Cau.-^e. The Cause of Vilailova is

a worthy one The cinciency of the

cour.ses and the opportunity which

the colh'ge oilers should commend
Villanova to all friends of complete

higher education.
"Villanova is doing ii« work un-

selfishly and ciricitMitly. I know,

that, with the co-operation of this

coimnittee and the alumni, parents,

faculty and students. Villanova is

going oyer the top in this cam-
paign. ''

James N. Carter, a prominent
business man. told the group that

he is positive the campaign is going

to be a tremendous success. Mr.
Carter is present regularly at the

meetings although he never before

had direct contact with or interest

in Villanova.

"If Villanova is to do its .share for

deserving .voutli. mankind in general

must come to the colleges support.

'

Dr. Grillin inlormed the commit-
•t*e;, .;,

; tcptitlnucd on page fouri

Thinks Aiili-

Clinrcli W ar

Is Weakening
Declining that the religious dis-

turbance in Ru.ssia was already
weakening. Dr. Jos. Hickey, D. D.,

A.sst. General of the Augu.stinian

Order, who Is now in this country
in the interest of Villanova's cam-
paign for funds, further stated to

N. C. W. C. correspondents, who in-

terviewed him upon his arrival that

"the pea.sants of Russia, the very
backbone of that nation are not
wholeheartedly in siipixirt of Sov-
iet practices." He predicted that
they would In time revolt against
"the wantcm destruction of Church
proiM'rty and Government denial of

religious services."

I)r Hickey also staled that he
had U'arned from Paul SehefTer. a

corresixmdent of the "Berlin Tage-
blalt a fellow |)as.senger on the

Hninhnrg who was exiled from Rus-
sia la.sl SeplemlM'r thai the major-
ity of Russians were even then be-

ginning to feel Ihe drastic measures
not only lho,s<' of an anti-rcllglous

nature but those economic as well.

These latter according to Mr. Shef-
fer are basically unsound.

Dr. HIekey's statements have been
imblished In several Catholic news-
paiK-rs as well as in some of the 'making every

larger dailies Upon his arrival he tin- majesllc

the boxing bouts to be held by

Epsilon Phi Theta on Thursday ol

Junior week, when the memorial is

to bo dedicated.
The Juniors were as.sessed a flat

rale of $1, representing a sum well

ovei a third of the total required

for the construction of the plaque
ill memory of (.ioodreau, Next a

voluntary collection was taken
among the other classes which
netted in cash and pledges about
half the sum needed to enable the

work to proceed. The other sixth

is expected to- come from the re-

sults of the boxing bouts during
Junior Week.

AssessmenlH Needed

Hecau.se of the shortness of time

before the Memorial will be cast

ill ijioii/A-. ai which time a lar;!

sum will have to be paid, all those

who have assessments or pledges

outstanding are a.sked to pay for

them as .soon as jjossible. prefer-

ably before next week. For the

t:eiu"lil of those who do not know
the students authorized to collect

I Continued on Page Pour)

Replacing of

Trees Aided

By Villanov a

i{ereiMny;Sei«'nee ^eliool

l'ift\ Clietilniil Trees

Eroui (roverunienl

Again Villanova comes to the
fore. The School of Science is co-
operating with the federal govern-
liu-ni in planting of chestnut trees
replacing tho.se that were killed olT
ome ,\ears back by a herbivorous

olight.

The Science School is receiving
altogether fifty trees from the Bur-
eau of Foreign Plants Introduction,
which is a sub-division of the I>e-

partmeiil of Agriculture; and will

plant them in the immediate vicin-
ity.

Villanova and adjoining lands in

years gone by was noted in particu-
lar for their beautiful trees, esjjec-

ially their cliestnut trees, which at-

tained great height and impressive
proportions. It is to lill the iilaci'

of these trees, at least in part, that
Villanova in conjunction with the
government is introducing the
Chinese species of chestnut. Tla-

Oriental trees are hardier and h'ss

susceptable parasite attacks.

The blight which dt'stroyed the
chestnuts in and around Villanova
was not local. It was lirst noticed

in Brooklyn in 1!>04. and ten years

after it had extended to New Hain|)-

shire, as far .south as Virginia, and
as far west as the Appahuhians. in-

cluding most of eastern Pennsyl-
vania The cnu.se of the chestnut

nia.s.sacre isuch it could be called,

for few chestnuts were spared* is a

fungus growth known as Rndotliia

parasitica. This much was ascer-

taint'd by .scientists .soon after th"

discovery of the blight, but no
remedy could l)e found In fad.

none is known totlay Besides, the

More lo lie Added

MrniJMT* ol (otnniillee lo \»enil»l«' al Dinner I linr>(la>

L\enin<r. Will Makr Tunr oi lii>prrtion.

( iliairnian to He Lleeled

\K\\ MiWW \\\) |{OS^O^ All MM KIPniM (;AI^

Plans lor the organization of the

V.xecutlvo Committee of • the F.ie-

ulty-Pareni -Student Campaign are

nearing c<jmpletioii and clo.se to

siHenty names appear on the list

at the present time although the

committee is still m the process of

formation. The names ol tho.se who
have olfcretl their services an-

listed in an adjoining column, and
It is exiii'cled that several more
will be recruited within the week
and added to the committee as pa-
rents living at a distance, .shall have
been interviewed by that time. It

iS liojH'd that when hilly completed
the committee will be comprised of

a hundred names.

To Assemble Thursday Kvening

The fast step in a.ssembling the

coimnittee will take place on
Thursday evt'ning when a dinner
will be held at the school. Every
member wfio has agreed to work on
the committee has received an in-

vitation to be present al the open-
ing tlinner and it is expected that

nearly all will be present. Just
before the dinner tllere will be a

tour of ULspection through the vari-

ous buildings in order to give the

members of the committee an idea

of what Villanova has and what
she needs. Immediately foUowin;;

the inspection of the buildings a

chairman will be elected to head
the group of parents comprising the
committee. '

Among the several speak'?rs who,
have been engaged to address the

|

Parent Committee appears the

;

!name of Attorney Charles P. Mc-

1

Avoy. prominent member of the bar!

Ill Norristowii. He, along with the i

other .speakers of the occasion, will
j

n;ai) out a plan of iJiocedure to be

adopted by the committee for the
w.:il: ti. b( •.i('C'oiiipli:.h"cl ai.d ;(l the;

.same time outline the actual work
|

of iiiterviewing and cultivating pros-

i

pects;

( (t-Operatioii in Other Sections I

Uci)orts Ironi other districts have
been very encouraging. Plans of

iirganization are going forward
lapidly although only in the initial

stages of development. The Execu-
tive Committee of the New York
Aliiiiiiil have already organi/ed and
making headway with the work to
')(> accomplished. From Boston
;• ire reports that Father Burns has
organi/ed a group .of alunnu Which
s rapidly budduig into a well

i"()undcd committee to carry on the
work in Boston and vicinity. Hav-
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell and other

eiliis have been covered and in each
a iiucleus group of active alumni
are preparing the way for the
actual .solicitation of funds soon to

begin. .. .. :
.. . ^. I

H\ecuHve f'omniHtee A^aiii Extend

Thanks

The Executive Committee again
j

wish to thank both the students and
their iKuents for the cordial wel-
come that was extended them ev-
•lywhere they have been during the
pust few weeks. Tlio.se parents that
the committee has been unable to
iracli personally have been ap-
proached by mail. The rei)lies lia\e

Ijcen very encouraging and such aj
manifestation of co-operation cer-

tainly proves the loyalty ol Villa-!
'ova's friends. '

.
I

MIMIiLHS (H

p\ln:^T coiMMii ii;e

I'Ulure Additions to be .Mudi-

Daniel A. Eagan
Julius Fi-slier

Nicola Piorillo

James G. Boyle. Sr.

Mario G. Montrezza
Louis Agre
Bernard S Brill

Alfon.so Papa
John E. Kahle
Ci. Tumolilo
William L. Nunan, Sr.

Peter Eidenberg, Sr.

Charles Hannigan
J. C. Bu.s.senkill

Bernard J. McLaughlin,
Earl S. Libby
Harry Reider
Joseph F. Nolan
George G. Snyder. Sr.

A. J. Clarke
Janu's B. Smith
James F. Gallagher
Henry V. Kooiis
Jacob Ginsburg
Benjamin Hoffstcin
Joseph F. Schlotterer
Fred S. Schulze
William J. McGarity
Louis Wel.sh
Abraham Wax
John F. Donnelly
George I. Lovatt
Wiliam A. Brady, Sr.

Matthew M. Hetfernan
Isaac Osinoff
Timothy Vacca
Josei)h V. Kclley
William J. Cain
Samuel Rubin
Henry I. Pox. Sr.

Owen J. Giblin
Joseph Myers
I' I Martin
Matthew S. Ersiler

Michael Driscoll

Louis B. Heinier
William Reinhardt
Anthony J. Sweeney
Benjamin Gordon
Leo J. Murphy
Frank DiBerardino
James J. Brogan
James T. Sweeney
Charles Weinberg
John V. Stewart

Hon. Charles D. McAvoy
Ml". Thomas Martin

Domenick Marrazzo
Richard McDevitt
Charles McFarland
James Crumble
Joseph M. Ro.sa

Gaetano Lanciano
Claude Oliver Lanciano
John Sykes. Jr.
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Dr.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Dr.
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Disannainerit

DeJiale Willi

iMulUciiberg

OWL i;i)iTOR lli;c;tI";d

liomc unii ilunie Debate

With Muiilciiberg uii

Arinamcut6 (^ucatiuu

HAKVAKU ON APKIL 12

lUe iVlalivc nier-its and di.sadvan-

lages ul di.sarmainenl are sure to

be thoroughly thraslied out Thur.s-

aa.\ evening when Villanova's de-

uaiers .stack up against Muhlcn-
oergs teams, file question lo be
ui'baled is. "Uesolvecl, that all ann-
anunts sliouki be abolished I'xcept-

nig tho.se required lor police duty.'

A teaMi of three will defend the
aHlrinative .side for Villanova at
Home. On the same evening an-
other team will be arguing in favor
ol llie negative side at Muhlenberg
College ill AUenHJWn.

Since both Colleges are prepar-
ing a team for each side of the
question, tlie teams should be woll-

iiained and most capable of match-
ing argument tor argument.
The home debate will be held iu

the gynmasium and the meeting
will be called to order at eight-
thirty .sharp. Villanova will be
represented by Messrs. Hookey, GUI
and Buckley.

Villanova's team at Muhlenberg
coiLsists of Messrs. Kelly, Jenkins
and Cartenuto. Mr. Takacs, presi-

dent of the Beta Oamina Society
w ill accompany the team to Allen-
town.

Villanova Vs. Harvard

A most interesting debate will be
held between Villanova and Harvard
on Aiiril 12. Harvard will defend
the uilirnialive side of the question,

"Itesjlved. that the Harvard De-
bating Council Plan for the en-
forcement dt the eighteenth am-
meiKlinent should be adopted by the
Federal Governinunl. " Messrs. (iill,

Hookey and Takcas will uphold the
negative side of the question for

Villanova.
The Harvard plan as the title im-

plies was drawn up by members of

the Harvard Debating Council. The
Harvard Debaters firmly believe
that their nlun will furnish an ade-
quate remedy for all of the evils of
prohibition eiilorcement which exist

in the United Stales today. They
are using the medium of debate to

bring their plan before the public
and as a means of pointing out its

capabilities to cover all po.ssible ob-
jections, ,. .

Peditfieian

Guest of

Seminar

Jelfertiun

Subj

Man Spealtti

eel of liirlli

Cuiilrul

on

Mr. John Hendricks. '32, a .stu-

dent in the Electrical Engineering
Department, was elected Editor of

Owl Magazine at a meeting of the

stair, held yesterday at one o'clock.

Mr. Hendricks was elected by a J)

to .5 vote on tho third ballot.

Messrs. Thomas Brian and Nick

Catty were the other men whose
names were submitted as candidates
for the pasition The last issue of

the Owl for the lucsent school year
will be published under the new
stair.- Mr. Hendricks has not as yet

.selected his staff. Mr. Edward
Rellly is the retiring editor.

Are You a 'Wet' or a 'Dry'?

Give Your Answer in the

Straw- Vote on Prohibition!

Ilia iioxan

l»re

lo .Spon>or

•enl W rek.

in

(:olle<:«- INil

HeMll(^ lo |{«'

INi'Xt l^sne

on

I'l

One>lion

>Mislie<l

I) iiri »'A

The Science Seminar has been
honored by the return of a speaker
of last year, Doctor Norman M.
Macneill, professor of pediatrics at

.'the Jeflerson Medical College. Dr.

!
Macneill spoke to the members of

the Seminar last year and was pre-
' vailed upon to return this year and
give another of his most interesting

talks. The doctor's lecture con-
cerned itself a topic that has been
as heatedly debated as has prohi-
bition, Birth control and its minor
brothers, eugenics, criminal opera-
tions and propnylaxls.

Birth control has contributed in a

large part to the destruction of two
of the greatest civilizations the
world has ever seen, that of Greece
anil of Rome. The Pilgrims and
the Quakers were known to have
practiced birth control and as a re-

sult their strain has been almosi
completely lost and they have lost

their hereditary control of the cities

they started. Boston and Philadel-
phia. Therelore Doctor Macneill
argued, from the nationalist view-

point birth control is destritctive

and sh.onld be abolished.

What man is competent to .say

that a child .shall or shall not be

born? Lincoln, Wa.shington,

GroHih Like

Miraele Says

Dr. Iliekey

"\ iiluuova Uart Arrived"

llu lelis Pliiladeipiiia

Aluuiiii Ciiili

LiMULSUSM SHOWM
•I

Mciuberg oi Club
iVuuuuucc Pledgeb

Dr. Hickey was greeted enthusi-

astically by rising tributes at the

Villanova Club of Philadelphia,

iiu'eimg last Thursday evening in

ilie Manulacturers' Club.

Villanova has always been for

me more than a mere name, " Dr.

Hickey said after his Introduction

uy F. Leo Lynch, presiding. "Villa-

nova has been more than a group
ol buildings. It has been someth-
ing that IS close to my heart, some-
thing that always has brought out
the uest that is in me. Naturally,

when Villanova calls I do not hesi-

uite to serve.

"It seems almost like a miracle
that Villanova should be thinking
about expansion.
"When 1 recall the little nucleus

that was at Villanova when I was
a student I marvel at Villanova's

development. Villanova is so big

today It really challenges attt^ntion.

"We become conscious ol the fact

that Villanova has arrived rather
emphatically.

"The real spirit of Villanova has
never changed, In all the years
that have gone there has been a
spirit of inlormahty between fac-

ulty and students and common ap-
preciation of certain ideals,

"Now we are on the verge of

linding for tliat spirit a suitable

means of expression.
"Wc, the alumni, are the men to

develop Villanova and to bring
Villanova out of the wilderness and
mto the light and with the help of
God Villanova soon will be iu the
light.

"To me it is a glorious opportu-
nity to do so much extraordinary
good, not so much idy ourselves}
but for the generationstv to cotmH
All the niesMge that comes t« Villa-

nova reacts on the alumni. We
work for the new generation that it

may have wonderful opportunities at
Villanova.

"It is a work which brings to us
who participate in it great blessings,
for It IS an unselfish work.

"

Leo Lynch revealed to the almnni
that it was almost exclusively
through Dr. Hickey's eflorts that
Villanova was able to obtain Harry
Sluhldreher as foot ball coach.

"We had. gone through the sea-
.son without scoring a point. Then
Dr. Hickey put us on the map ath-

[
letically.

' Let's carry the spirit of Villa-
nova that Fr. Hickey manifests to
all our pro.spects."

J. Stanley Smith, long president
of the Alumni Association, added to
the tributes to Dr. Hickey.
"The world knows Dr. Hickey as

a great man. He is an international
character. But we know him as a
companion and a friend.

"There is something great about
the Augustinian Order because
when it comes to an emergency it

always accomplishes what it desires.
Mr. Smith recalled that on Janu-

ary 10. 1912, after the fire which
destroyed St. RiUi's Hall, Dr. Hick-
ey declared in an interview:

" "Yes, we will have a new build-
ing to replace the one which burn-
ed, and we will have other new
buildings, too."

(Continued on Page Fom-)

The right of straw-franchise goes] general resource to Prohibition poU.^

ii'crrlly forward in every .section of | all over the nation and especially In

blight did not ston with Ihe easler^i'^ According

states; it .st)on gained the Appala- *vVJte w|il \X'

the nation and now Villanova men
will have an opportunity to enter
tin- Held and declare them.selves

either ns ardent confreres of Vol •

.stead or members of the opposition.
Villaimva is l») have a Prohibition

H'oll of its own'

Tennis Courts

To be Ready
Next Week

Work on the new tennis courts on
the other side of the pike is expect-
ed to begin the early part of the
wwk. ;y?d weather permitting, will
be ready for use in a few days. Re-
sunaciiig and steam-rolling will

g^" iiiake iliem Ideal for playing condl-

to present plans the
taken directly during

chlaiis and began Its march west-

ward, milil now there are few chest-

nuts standing thiough Ihe whole

Middle West The Rockies seem to

have tem|)orarlly checked Its ad-

vance.
There have been, and are. thoiis-

inids of Americans who deplore th"

chest nuts' passing, and who ar.*

effort to bring back

king of Ihe fores*

was greeted by a delegation from .Japanese and Chinese six-des .seem

tlie August Inlan order headed by to belter withstand the blight a?i(l

Pr Farrell. Prior of the hon.se hrri>,nre b^ing Imported to this counlrv

at Villanova Pr Dmigherty. head In Roodiv niimb«'rs both by the «ov-

of Ihe Science School, was also a

Ihe pre-ent week and every sttident

will be a.sked to vote. The poll will

Im' tinder the sui)ervislon of the
"Villanovan" and will b<> conducted
tu-r.sonally by members of the staff.

A tour of Ihe classrooms during one
of the morning hours will, it Ls

thought, result In tlie )M)lllng of the
majority of Uu* vote. Care will b«'

taken to prevent any abu.sr by over
ardent vot(>rs who in their zeal for

or against might Ix* tempted to re-

|Mal their voles Any facet lot isness

or mismarking of the ballot will re-

the colleges Villanova students

.should have opportunity to express]

their individual preference in thei

wet -or -dry tangle. Fullest coopera-

tion is requested of the studen*

body In order to render the poll

complete It is hoix'd that full re-

turns will b«' available for publica-

tion in the next l.sstie.

The method made traditional by!

former votes will be employed onj

the ballot. One choice is to be

voted out of three offered: Re-
[M-al. Modification. Enforcement,

Any ballot bearing more than one!

X will be thrown out Tlie "pres-

i

ent situntlon" choice, apix'arlng on|

some ballots In other ptiUs will not

Ix- ti.sed since It Is felt that the pres-

1

ent situation is favored by no one I

with the |x>ss1ble exception of the

Ixiotlegger and racketeer element-S

No other questions, such as the

Aloysitis, and Beethoven would nev-
er have been contributed to the
ranks of the great if their parents
had practiced birth control, they
Were all men of families numlierln(.'

over a dozen. The excu.ses offered
lor the praciice of birth control are
foolish medically and morally They
are destructive to both jihysical and
spiritual standards whi<"h have Ix'cn

set up by man
Utuler the head of birth control

comes Ihe criminal oiwratiojis per-
foniH'd by unscrupulous doctors and
mercenary quacks of the profession.
Tlie lecttirer condemns all criminal
oix-rations by classifying all ix'ople

concerned in the ojieration. of being
as guilty ol murder as if they had
shot down a full grown man Thev
are al.so cowards for taking tho life

of the most defon.seless forms of all

living beings.

Eiim nics. another form of birth
conltol was also condemnei! a"
riunaL'e, It is an atfempi to

lions. There are nine courts, but
' F'ather Mauch. coach of the net
squad, intends to reserve the first
thre- lor the u.se of the team.

As ill the ca.se of other teams, the
;
rack wielflers will hold dally prac-
tice sessions every afternoon. This

]will put them in tine fettle for their
first match with Lafayette at Easton

1
which docs not come till the last

j

week of this month.
' Among tho.se who are expected to
;
fight it out for positions are Sol

j

Berman, Captain Pete Porve, Bill
tOrcutt, Charley Laveson. Paul
Beaudine. Charley Boyle, the Suarez
brothers and Jack McDermott. A

' few darks hor.ses. like Johnny D.
.Sykes and Tom Dooling may cra.sh
through and land a berth.

TluM-e Is little to choose from thP
i)l)ove players as regards their abll-

Jlty. for they are practically evenly
matched This will find the team

'" II well balanred. which Is much bettor
Im- than h.iving one or two ffashv In-

memljor of the Reception
tee.

Commlt-

uli In automatically nullifying the I "Do You drink?" queries, will be

ernment an<l bv individuals Tliev vote. asked It I.s thought that .such

are being planted with the hope I In sponsoring such a straw-vote
|

quest Ions are Irrelevant to the prln-

J

(Continued on Page Pour) ithe Villanovan feels that. In theielple Involved. I

],ro\r iho lace. but it Is a r.tther
, dlvlrinals and the romalninR below

hopeless plan. Two of the most par. Manager Bill Kelly has ar-
brllllanl college grnduates may be i ranged a .stIfT .schedule, but with
mated and their progeny turn out; their dallv prncflre. the boys will

(Continued on Page Pour> I more than hold their own.
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KnockingAbout

the Campus

VILLAISOVA REMEMBERS
Willi the inception of work by the sculptor on the

memorial to Leo Goodreau, Villanova is showing her mem-
ory for one of the finest specimens of manhood ever to en-

ter her portals. Leo was a good athlete, proficient at both
Baseball and Football. A glance through the records of the

Arts course would show his high scholastic ranking in the

upper tenth of his class. His popularity could be attested

by his election to the presidency of the Arts Class of 1931

and his offices in the combined class.

Cut off from the realization of a brilliant career on
the campus by a fatal injury received during football prac-

tice, Leo Goodreau's passing brought forth many plans for a

suitable memorial to him. Among others, it was planned to

dedicate the stadium* in his honor, and then a memorial
fountain was proposed. After a while it was decided that

the memorial most appropriate under the circumstances

was a bronze plaque, simple and unassuming as was the

character of Leo.

During Junior Week, when this chrystalized symbol
of Villanova''s affectionate memory is to be unveiled at the

stadium, eternal bronze shall remind coming generations of

'one of the finest specimens of manhood ever to enter her
portals with the inscription, "LEO GOODREAU—SCHOL-
AR, ATHLETE AND GENTLEMAN."

VILLANOVAS PROHIBITION POLL
Following the precedent given by larger schools all

over the nation the Staff of the "Villanovan" has decided to

poll the sentiment of the student body on the Prohibition
question, now at a fever pitch.

In sponsoring such a vote is it not the intention of

the paper to glean any knowledge of the prevalence of

drinking or the absence of it. The traditional Catholic stand
on temperance is known to everyone. Furthermore, the

motives which dictate the vote are the individuaPs own and
have no place in such a poll. All extraneous queries are,

therefore, omitted and the vote narrows down to a mere
statement of personal conviction. It will concern itself

solely with principles. '

^^,

In order to facilitate the work, students are asked to

cooperate—to avoid levity in answering and to do their ut-

most to avoid any repitition of count. Fullest precautions

will be taken, however.

It is hoped that by this means a concrete statement
of student sentiment can be made available. As such it may
be valuable in having some small part in the settlement of

a problem that is nothing short of vital to the country's civil

peace. :,'"•• .',' '''

SUCCESS OR FAILURE!
With but two short months left before graduation

the members (»f the senior class are faced with a big prob-

lem. It is the choosing of a vocation. True, many have al-

ready made their choice, but a large proportion are still

considering two or three prospective positions but as yet

have not reached a final decision as to what branch of in-

dustry shall claim their services. No doubt this process of

elimination has been going on unsuccessfully for at least

several months. And these men are no farther advanced in

making their choice than when they first commenced re-

viewing the prospects.

Success or failure! That is what keeps staring them
in the face and the longer they dwell on the importance of

their first job the smaller, in their eyes, becomes their

chances of success. They are afraid to choose some voca-

tion and later find they have made a mistake. They are

worried for fear they shall be compelled to change positions

before fmding the field that best suits them. But surely

this problem can be overcome, and the best way of con-

quering it is to begin at the bottom. Our advice is to take

the positi(»n which appeals to them most at the present time

and if. after a fair trial, they feel as though it is not the

place for them, let them leave and seek another place de-

spite the immediate ctmsequencs. Keep changing until

they have found the branch for which they think they are

best suited.

Often it is the fear that the neighbors and friends

will think them quitters if they shift positions that makes
the proldem of choosing that first position so difficult. Well,

they are making their living, not the neighbors.

Well here it Is April Poois Day
and not tne least sign or ioolisn-

ness an day. Not the ghost ot an
empty waliet anywhere and tne

only lools errand we had all uay
was tne usual one to tne Posi Oi-
iice. The woriu is gruwnig too
serious-minded and we have a aurk
suspicion that iiKe everytning ei.se

you could easily uiame ii on iToni-
oitlon.

• • •

An editorial in one ol our ex-
cnange comments on the cynicism
01 the group ol students wno worl:

iiieir way through couege. ims
cynicism the editorial says is ttie

result ol too mucn activity and
overwork. And then the writer, wno
is either a humorist or a cynic him-
sell proceeds to give tne remedy.
I'he cure, ne says, for cynicism
caused Dy overworK is more activity

and more work. Yeah! and tlie

uest and most lasting cure lor

dyspepsia is strychnine, nothing is

nan so profound as nonsense, an
elephant never lorgets and there s

no piace like home. iSee ii you can
ligure it out. We had to quit at
curlew.

« • '• '

Thoughts Willie waiting for the
stall to assemble for the Belle
Aire picture. Wonder how it feels

to have a picture selected for dis-

play in the studio. Wonder if the
cravat is straight. Make sure any-
way. Funny how everyone imagines
that someone else's appearance is

going to ruin the artistic element.
Wonder what the elevator man
thinks of photography, if anything.
Knot feels like it's slipping again.

Well it's straight now at any rate.

Everyone looks too important to

be the editor. Wonder what wo re

waiting tor. Ah it's come at last.

iiJveryone trying to look unconcern-
ed and making a miserable job of

It. A touch ot Kleig-eyes. One
last desperate tug at the four-in-
hand. Click. Time-exposure. "Hold
It please." The photographer was
really pleading that time. Click
again. It's over. Wonder if the
tie was straight. (4$!'l«fcx?)!!! un-
printable! It wasn't!

• * *

Even if March did go out like a
•amb it can't expect to rate with
us on that account. Where there

are lambs there's bound to be lamb
stew and if it's choice between lions

and lamb-stew—well Daniel did it

and so could we.
• • •

Well, we suppose one can get usnd
to most anything but it's going to

be a long time until we can be
Dlase at one of the movie musical
comedies. Once the opening chorus
is over anything can happen and
usuajlly Jiws until even Alice in

WonderiSKa looks like a piker. We
nied ourselves off to one of those
things last week and even if we do
get over it we'll be marked for life.

For you can't help letting your
imagination run away with you. No
sooner was it started than we began
to picture tne thing in real life

and when the coffee shop heroine
began to be prodigal with the
doughnuts we couldn't help think-

ing of the Pie Shop and how nice

it would be for someone to come
carolling out with an armful of

sinkers to be chucked hither and
yon like daisies while we all played
queen of the May. Then of course
the solemn and forbidding green
lockers in the background could

suddenly burst open and out could
come the chorus. The chorus al-

ways does pop up magically where
you would least expect them. It's

come to the place wnere a chorus
can be conjured up out of a hat,

a vest pocket, the muzzle of a howi-
tzer or the briny depths of the
deep. Sailor beware!
Then too there is the habit of

suddenly breaking out into song
with or without provocation and
which always comes as a surprise

The leading man iinds him-jelf

hopelessly lost in a jungle of two
sickly bamboos and a transplanted
palm or two. On one side the

lavening lions are creeping up on
him and on the other a crowd of

blood-thirsty cannibals are serious-

ly contemplating him as a tooth-

some morsel for their already
steaming pot. What does the poor
fellow do? Any boy scout would
know enough to light a fire and do
some little astronomical trick to

send the natives away in fear and
trembling. But no—our hero knows
a trick worth two of that. He simply
turns his back in fine scorn on
the whole fu.ss and pounds out his

defiance in a terrifying baritone
Well of course "music hath charms

I

to sooth the savage beast" and sure

enough it turns out that the lions

weren't lions at all but only a crowd
of cuties in lion skins and the
natives seeing such good example
and completely mollified by this

time serenely join hands with the
metamorphosed lions, proceed to do
a ring around the rosy and every-
body appears to be having the time
of their lives. And in the middle
of it all of course out of the steam-
ing flesh pot there steps a vary

fine piece of flesh Indeed who
hapiiens to be the chief's banished
daughter who has been hiding in

the stew from the parental wrath
for the past few months but who
seems to be none the worse for her
experience and who looks like any-
thing but a piece of half-baked pot-

roast. And when her dad calls

quits, being in rare good humor
what with such fine singing ami
everything nothing will do her but

to marry our hero who has some-
how or other managed to meet her

while in the stew hlm.sclf. So the

chief gives her away very musically

and our hero claims her on A sharp
and all the cuties are overjoyed

at this happy ending that they drop
tholr lion skins and bcRln to sin^

too. And at this point the audience

DRIVING IT HOME

It is a well-known fact among
upright and fine-thinking men,
that the greatest love is that of a
mother for her son, and th«
greatest manifestation of grati-

tude is to be mindful of that
love and return it. How often

in the hustle and hurry of the
formation of our careers, do we
forget the duty which we owe,
and fall short in returning that
love which has made in man
cases "all we are and all we ever
hope to be." This thing, strange
and sad to say, is true.

Our college may be regarded
as our foster mother in many
ways than one. It takes us dur-
ing the formative period of our
life, an the impressions made on
our plastic minds by her, remain
with us throughout our entire

life. Although it may not seem
to be $o, many of the principles,

which we acquire at college, are
the standard with which we
judge in our life after we have
departed from the walls of our
Alma Mater.

Realizing that a college, es-

pecially a conservative college,

such as Villanova, can exert a
powerful influence on a boy for

his good, and khowing that a col-

lege education is not within the
reach of all, the fund which will

be collected for the drive will

contain a large sum of money,
which will be known as the Re-
volving Scholarship Fund.
One of the good things about

this fund is that the principle

will be used as well as the inter-

est. A man will need no money,
influence, or anything other

than a desire to further his edu-
cation, and by applying to the
committee in charge of this fund
will receive the money for his

education, providing his case is

a worthy one. The money will

be paid back by him after he has
been graduated and is capable of

returning it. This will tend to

strengthen the tie between the
man and his Alma Mater, be-
cause he will realize that it was
his college which enabled him to

make a better success of his life.

When a man realizes that a man
is getting somewhere as well as
paying back what has been given

to him, it will engender a love

greater than ordinary, for the
institution which gave him his

knowledge.
The Revolving Scholarship

Fund, is one of the most altruis-

tic features of the drive. It

unselfishly will afford to stu-

dents the opportunity of higher
education with only the faith In

the man's honor and character

as a guarantee.
This idea alone should receive

the whole hearted support of the

student body, if nothing else.
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Did You Ever
Know That"
We are offering herewith a few

notes on the Augustinian order,
which, though they may be termed
ancient history, are Illuminating.
We do it with the hope that they
will prove interestmg, masmuch as
the college is an Augustinian insti*
tutlon.

• t •

The first missionaries to circum-
navigate the globe were Augustin-
ians. They came originally from
Spain to preach the gospel In Mexi-
co in the year 1533, and m the year
1542 sailed from Mexico for Asia.

While in Asia they had the good
fortune to meet St. Francis Xavler,
who was then laboring there. Licav-
ing Asia they travelled to Africa,
returning to Mexico in 1549.

• • •

The first missionaries to reach the
PhllUpine Islands were Augustin-
ians. They came to the Islands in
1565 and have continued their work
there up to the present day.
The first missionaries to evan-

gelize Persia in modern times were
Augustinians. They came from
Portugal and began their work there
in 1602.

• • *

One of the ablest and most fear-

less champions of the Irish people
was the Augustinian Bishop, James
Warren Doyle (1785-1834). Next to

O'Connell, he was the most effective

worker for Irish Emancipation.
• * *

There is hardly a field of literary

and scientific endeavor In which the
Augustinians are not well repre-
sented.

• • •

John Ossinger In his work "Blbll-

oteca Augustlnla" published in 1776,

enumerates 1400 Augustinian writ-

ers. '

,

': ::.>.''

Three of the greatest poUticai
writers of the 13th century were
Augustinians: Giles of Rome, James
of viterbo, and Augustmus irium-
phus.

• • •

' Ihe Augustinian, Fray Luis de
Leon, is considered by many as the
greatest lyric poet of Spain. He is

well characterized by the lollowing:
"Although the merits of Luis de
Leon as a prose writer are of the
highest, his greatest glory is that of

a lyric poet endowed with a lofty

soul, a highly classic taste, and the
utmost smcerity. No one has, to

this day, equaled him in depth of

inspiration or in the art of express-
ing the yearnings of the soul."

His best known work is "Los Nom-
bres de Cristo."

• * *

One of the classics of the Portu-
gese language is the work, '^Trabah-
ios de Jesus ', (the Sufferings of

Christ) written by a saintly Augus-
tinian, Thomas de Jesu.

• • «

Onofrio Panvlnlo (1530-1567) one
of the founders of Christian Arche-
ology and counted among the most
learned men of his time was an Au
gustlnian. Scaliger, the great hum-
anist, called him "pater omnls his-

torlae" 1. e. the father of all history.
• • •

Ambrogio Calepino (1449-1511)

the author of the most popular dic-

tionary up to the middle of the 18th
century, was an Augustinian. Dur-
ing the 16th century there were
published at least 35 editions of his

work. Its renown is sufficiently

shown by the fact that the word,
"Calepino" was, and in some coim-
tries still is, a synonym for dictlon-

.ary.

The first religious to be appoint-
ed Professor of Theology at the
University of Louvain was Chris-
tian Wolf, an Augustinian, better

known under his Latin name, as
Lupus.

• • *

The founder of one of the great
libraries at Rome was the Augus-
tinian, Angelo Rocca. The library

Is called the "Angelica" In honor of

this great scholar. It also has the
distinction of being one of the first

public libraries.
• • •

The Augustinians are in charge
of the monastery of the Escorial in

Spain. The Escorial is not far from
Madrid and Is famed for its many
works of art.

The first Catholic newspaper In

Philadelphia, "The Catholic Herald",
was Inaugurated by two Augustin-
ians. Frs. N. O'Donnell and M. Hur-
ley. Father Hurley also has the

distinction of being the first native

priest from Philadelphia.

Alumni News

PEDITRICIAN GUEST
OF SEMINAR

(continued from page one)

to be plumbers. If we are out to

raise a rac(> of supermen mentally,
what Is to become of the common
laborer is mo.st certainly needed In

the economic scheme of life as It Is

now. I I
In speaking about "phophylaxls the

doctor said that It is much more
prevalent than the surface seems.
The disease is a hidden and de-
.structlve one. All individuals must
have their aid enlisted If modern
civilization plans to .stamp out this

most mercenary of all dangers.

KEPLANTING OF TREES
AIDED BY VILLANOVA

(continued from page one)

that in time nature will develop In

them an Immunity to the .scourge.

The old American chestnut stood
oftentimes a hundred feet high with
a trunk three and four feet in di-

ameter. The Oriental chestnut Is

smaller, though more compact and
more symmetrical.

It l.s, then, to replace the old

American species of chestnut that
VUlanova \n receiving the Chinese
saplings from the Department of

Agriculture. The work Is worthy
and the Science School Is to be com-
mended.

John J. Haley, '28 is connected
with the General Steel Castings
Corp. of Eddystone, Pa.

William H. Haley, '27 is Vice-

President of the Modern Cleaners.

Inc., of Atlantic City, N. J.

Thomas R. Hanley, '19 is an
attorney-at-law with offices located

at 3136 DuPont Building. Wilming-
ton, Dela.

Eugene J. Haug, '30 is an engin-
eer for the Missouri State Highway
Commission, located at St. Joseph,

Mo.
Edward J. Hawkes, '25 is statis-

tician for the E. R. Squibb & Sons
Co., of 80 Beekman st. New York
City.

Dr. George G. Herr, '99 is enjoy-

ing a large dental practice in

Southern Pines N. C.

Jerome P. Hurley, '26 is a com-
mercial engineer for the New Jersey

Bell Telephone Company of Tren-
ton, N. J.

Max G. Johnson. '26 is now con-

nected with the Hotel Pennsylvania
of New York CiXy .

John A. Jones, '26 is technical

assistant in the Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company.
Francis L. Jordon, '29 is athletic

director of the Great Falls. Mon-
tana High School.

Harold "Chick" Meader, '25, for-

mer varsity baseball captain is

athletic director of the Eastport,

Maine High School.

Louis "Gus" Masciadic, '26 is ath-

letic director of the Lewiston, Maine
schools.

Joseph Greeley, '25 is a director

of the Boys' Federation of America
with headquarters at 630 Graybar
Building, New York City.

Joseph "Hoot" Gibbons, '27 Is

employed by E. B. Smith & Co.,

New York bankers.
Tom Dougherty, '28 of Troy, N.

Y., is a senior at the Fordham Law
School.
Prank McCann Is employed by

Tucker, Anthony & Co., New York
brokers.

Joseph Green, '28 is reported to

be working for Wade Brothers,

Manhattan brokers.

Jay O'Donnell, '28 has gone
Publix. Jay is employed by the

Publix Theatre Construction Co.,

with offices In the Paramount
Building, New York. According to

Jay, Paramount builds some fair

buildings but none seem to have the

entertaining atmosphere of the

Bryn Mawr movie.
William Butler, '27 is an attorney

at 9 Park Place, New York. Just

now Bill's big worry is his position

of Chairman of the Housing Com-
mittee for the New York Club.

Rev. Edward McKenna has re-

cently been transferred to St.

Peter's Church in New Brunswick,
N. J.

Robert Murny, '25 of Troy, N. Y.

recently completed his law educa-
tion, and he expects to take his

bar examinations in the near fu-

ture.

Thomas H. Easley, '14 is reported

to be a construction engineer in

Pittsburg, Pa.
William H. Eckenrode, '13 is now

connected with the Penn Mutual
Life Insurance Company located at

York, Pa.
Edward Colter, '26 is associated

with Henry L. Doherty & Co. at

Hartford, Conn. Ed advised us to

watch Cities Service. We did once,

Ed!
James "Len" Hogan, former

Villanova athlete, ex-baseball play-

er for the Philly's, and one of the

few well known Villanova football

officials, was recently raised to the

high position of first lieutenant of

the Coast Artillery Corps, in charge
of the army's recruiting office in

Brooklyn, N. Y. Lieutenant Hogan
win be at the head of all recruiting

activities in Brooklyn and Long
Island. When the great war broke

out, "Len" left big league baseball

joining the 301st Engineers as a
private. He was soon promoted to

corporal and sergeant, and in six

months was commissioned as a

lieutenant of infantry and went
through the war with the dough-
boys. After the Armistice he was
transferred to the Coast Artillery,

and since then he has served in

the Hawaiian Islands.

BELLE AIR NOTICE

Mr. Hanlon, Editor of the
Belle Air Year Book, earnestly
requests tlie following men, who
have not as yet handed in their

list of activities, to do so as soon
as possible. Unless attended to,

this matter will cause delay in

the publication.

Greismer, Wm. Murphy, R.

Mannlon, DeTore, McOarrity, T.

Breslln, Francis Stevens.
The following seniors and

Juniors have not as yet returned
their proofs.

T. Dooling, L. Schrappang, J.

McMenemln, W. Kelly A.

DAmato, V. Leggie, J. Slattery,

A. Vii-gilio, C. Lorenz, J. Kelly,

Papa, B. Murphy, N. Grimaldi,

W. Straub, J. DeLuca J. T. Foley,

E. Brown. G. Pickett, W. Din-
sen, J. J. Foley, J. Tackacs.

OFElCiKKS TKAIJNIJNG

SCHOOL BEGLN BY
DEPT. OF JUSTICE

To The Editor:

It is requested that this letter be

^iven space m -your puoacation.

Plans are being maae to profes-

sionalize the Federal prisoh service

Dy emistmg high grade otncers and
oy estabhsning a system of profes-

sional training ana promation on
merit. In the belief that college-

trained men may be interested in

this type of work the leading col-

leges and universities in the country

are being circularized. Any under-

graduates or graduates who wish to

consider the possibility of entering

the service is requested to write the

Superintendent of Prisons, Depart-
ment of Justice, Washington, U. C.

Prison work has long represented

a career for college-trained men in

n-uropean countries. It calls for

intellectual and moral qualities of

a high order. It offers opportunity

for advancement to positions which
are better paid than most college

professorships. There are numer-
ous other important positions to

which a man ob ability can rise

with experience and training.

It iS tne purpose of our present

traimng program to preparfe men
lor these positions as well as for

that 01 guard. An officers' training

school has been established in New
^ork City. All men enter the ser-

vice as guards and are sent to the

school for a foiu" months' course,

nere they receive instruction in

such subjects as the mental and
physical characteristics of the

cruninal, the causes of crime, the

operation of probation and parole,

tne development of modern penol-

ogy, etc. They are also instructed

in the use of firearms, boxing and
Japanese wrestling.

The aim of the course is not only

to give officers a broad socialized

viewpoint on the theoretical aspects

01 penology but also to prepare
them for the actual problems which
they will encounter in prison work.

At the conclusion of the training

course officers are assigned to one of

the Federal penitentiaries at At-
lanta, Levenworth and McNeil Is-

land (near Tacoma, Washington),
the Industrial Reformatory at

chillicothe, Ohio, the Federal De-
tention Headquarters in New York
City, or one of several prison camps
m various parts of the country.

A man enters the Federal prison

service as a guard with a base pay
of $1620 per year and allowances
during which bring the total re-

muneration to $1860, the eqiUvalent

of a beginner's salary in the teach-
ing profession. Within the guards',

grade it is possible to rreach a
salary of $2100 a year, and salaries

in administrative positions for

which one may qualify after exper-

ience range from $2100 to $7000.

College men with specialized

training for prison work have their

place in the progressive penal pro-
gram laid down by the Attorney
General and the Superintendent of

Prisons and embodied in bills now
before Congress. An urgent appeal
is made to the under-graduates and
recent graduates of American col-

leges and universities to consider

entering the Federal prison service

at this time.
Very truly yours,

SANFORD BATES
Superintendent of Prisons

Recent

Additions

To Library

Biographies

:

Belloc—Richelieu
Repller—Pere Marquette
Jorgensen—An Autobiography,
Vol. 1 and Vol. 2.

May—Cardinal Newman
Lewis—King Spider
Education

:

Problems of Student Guidance
Sheehy
Study in American Freemasonary

—Prouss
Miscellaneous:
Harbrecht—Lay Apostolate, The
Spalding—Letters on Marriage
Foerster—Marriage and Sex

Problem
Husslein—Work, Wealth and

Wages.
Husslein—Democratic Industry
Husslein~The World Problem
Bryehl—Birth Control and Euge

nlcs.

Johnson—One Lord One Faith
Gerad—Marriage and Parent-

hood, the Catholic Ideal
GiUis—False Prophets
Wickham—Mlsbehavorlsts
Sheen—Life of All Living
Scott—Things Catholics are Ask-

ed About.
Scott—Credentials of Christianity.

Kinsman—Salve Mater
Williams—Cathollcisih ' and the

Modern Mind
Meger—Safeguards of Chastity.

Novels:
Dudley—Will Men be Like Gods?
Dudley—The Shadow on the

Earth
Dudley—The Masterful Monk
O'Donnell—The Way it was with

Them.
Ashton—Shackles of the Free
Yeo—King of Shadows

EXCHANGES
Th* Vlllanovan gratafuljy acknowlaiigcs the following axchangM:

The Buna Venture, St. Bonaventure College. N. Y.

Tomahawk, Holy Ciosa ColluKe, WorceBter, Mass.

<;alholit; StanduiU and Times Philadelphia. Pu
Buckiieillun, Bucknill College, LewlHburg, Pu.

(Jettysburglun, Gettysburg Colleg«, I'a,

Fug Horn, St. IgnatiUH College, Sun Francisco, Cal.

The iloya, Georgetown University, Wa«hlngton, D. C.

The Heights, Huston College, Boston. Mass.

The Canlsian, Canislus College, Buffalo, N. Y.

Stormy Petrel. Oglethorpe University, Georgia.

The Greyhound, Loyola College, Baltimore, Mr.

Tlie John Hopkins News 1^'tter, Baltimore, Md.

The Dakota SolentlHt Nortli lJ:ikola School of Science, Wahpeton,
North Carolina.

The Niagara Index, Niagara University, Niagara. N. Y.

Loyola University, Del Itay, Venice, (.'alifornla.

The Tatlep, New Rochelle College, N. Y.

The I'onn State Collegian, State College, Pa.
The (ileaner, Nazareth College, Ro<'hester, N. Y,

The i'tlican, St. Elizabeth College Convent, N. J.

The Notre liamo Scholastic. South Hend, Ind.

Southern California News, University South Carllfornla, California.

The Pittsburgh Catholic, Pittsburgh I'a.

St. Vincent's (;ollege Journal. St. Vincents College, Latrobe, Pa.

The Temple University New.s, Temple University. Philadelphia. Pa.

The Crimson & Cray, St. Joseph's ColleKo, l'h.lad<lphla, Pa.

The Augustihian. Staten Island N. Y.
The liobart Herald, Geiievla, N. Y.
The St. Joseph's Prep Chroniclf, Philadelphia. Pa.
The Loria, St. Joseph's College.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Tower, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.

Union A Times, Buffalo, N. Y.

The I/afayette, Lafayette College Liiston. Pa.

The Far East, Chinese Mission Society. Nebraska.
The Falcon, Quincy College, Qulncy, 111.

Augustinian Mirror, IMiilhpplno Islands.

The Alembic, Providence College, K. I.

The Laurel, St. Bonaventure College, Llean, N. Y.

The Aquinas, St. Thomas College. Scranton, Pa
The Bay Leaf, Marywood College, Scran ion, Pa.
The Torch. St. John's College, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

The Shield, Crusade College. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Northwestern Commerce, Northwestern University, Chicage.

The SignBoard, Bay Path Institute, Springfield. Mass.

The Troubador, New Jersey Law School, Newark, N. J.

The Merciad, Mercyhurst College, Erie, Pa.

Purple and Gray, St. Thomas College, St. Paul, Minnesota.

The News. University of Dayton. Dayton. Ohio.

The Ethos, Emanuel College, Boston. Mass.
The Chimes, Cathedral College, New Yoik City. N. Y.

The News. Dayton University. Dayton. Ohio.

GROWTH LIKE MIRACLE
SAYS DR. HICKEY

(continued from page one)

'Drive Will Be Success"

Exec. Committee Is Told

(continued from page 1)

Dr. Griffln told about the recog-

nition of the parochial school sys-

tem which has been built up by
Vlllanova's work for the teaching
Sisters, recounted instances in which
Catholic and West Catholic High
School students have come to the

front in competition with other

students, and asked the business

men to stress the importance of

student loan fund which Villanova
seeks.

"Each year 50 to 100 youths come
to us and ask us to take them in

although they do not have money to

pay for their education. We help
as many as we can but It is a ter-

rible thing to turn the others down.
"The Polish National Alliance and

other racial groups are financing the

education of some of the boys. The
State of Pennsylvania is helping
some crippled youths get an edu-
cation at Villanova. Practically
every large school has a student
loan fund. We, too, need one."

STANDARD 4|i|^M"
PliyNTS jne^BRrIc
BY VILLANOVA GRAD[L^NO

le ^Rt reqi

"Do you come from England?"
"Certainly not! I'm talking this

way because I cut my mouth on a
bottle."

When found robbing the cash box
In a flsh store, be nonchalant—
.nmoke a herring.

BrlicTe It Or Not
Prosh; "Hey, you noble senior!

Quick—shine these shoes!
Senior: 'Er-y-yes S-8ir—right

away I

(Good News).

In response TWt request for lyrics

recently made by the Glee Club
the "Catholic Standard and Times

"

prints a contribution from a Villa-

nova alumnus who took that means
of forwarding his offerkigf The
Lyric follows:

On, Villanova, On!
On court and over sunlit green
With gallant foes the goal between

On, Villanova, on!
Thy sons advancing swift and strong

Shall carry Victory along
As thunders cheers and echos song

On, Villanova, on!

When war's red flames upon us roll

With valiant heart and loyal soul

On, Villanova, on!
Where waves Old Glory in the lignt

Heroes, for God and Country's

right

Enrich with blood the Blue and
White

On. Villanova, on!

Dark hosts assail the Church of God
Then, in the path the martyrs trod

On, Villanova, on!

By Rita's ro.se. Augustine's power
Monica's ever pray'rful hour
America, in Faith will flower

On, Villanova, on!
J. D. C.

Not Intcrrsted

The Treasury Department is re-

ported to have received the follow-

ing letter:

"I have received your application,

but as I already belong to several

good orders I do not care to Join

your Income tax at this time."

"Less than six weeks later, on
February 15, the largest alumni
gathering in the history of Villa-

nova received the announcement of

a new building—Corr Memorial
Hall.

"When the Alumni go out, back-
ed by the spirit of Villanova, they
accomplish.
"Why did Grover Cleveland. Phil-

ander C. Knox and President Taft
travel to Villanova? Have you ever

heard' of them traveling to other
Catholic colleges? No.
"When you talk about the college

to outsiders, bring out those facts

Villanova's degrees stand at the
highest pinnacle."
In the business meeting which

followed the club decided to meet
again on Thursday evening. April

10. in the Manufacturers' Club.

J. Howard Brady. Norbert Walker.
Matthew Lynch. Elmer Hertzler and
others related their experiences in

soliciting.

Mr. Walker's announcement that
two graduates of the class of '29

each had pledged $300 and was
greeted with cheers.

He also mentioned a gift from a
former pre-medical student who
Insisted on helping the college des-
pite his own debts and Inability to

complete his work in medical col-

lege.

Matthew Lynch reported a $100
gift from a graduate who has Just
been working three weeks, follow
ing six months' unemployment. He,
too, is in debt but made his pledge
and said he would pay it in two in-

stead of three years.

Mr. Hertzler pointed out that the
former Villanovans will give if ap
proached in their own language.

RENTACAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicka, Hups, Chryslers, Chsvs.
5122 Walnut Strsst

1830 Markst Strsst
329 8. Broad Strsst

NO HOUR CHARGE
/Vo Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

'ON DISPLAY

Parklyn Clothes

At the Pie Shoppe

EVERY THURSDAY

PARKLYN
Clothes Shop
16 North 9th Street

IMIII.ADKI.PHIA

J. Forth NATO - M. Miller

KeprrNrntinK

Work Started on
Memorial for Goodreau

I Continued from Paice Ons)
funds for the Goodreau iviemorial,

the following list of Juniors is en-
closed: Business, Martin Mueller
and Costa; Arts, Cartenuto, O'-
Donnel, and Dineen; Pre Med.
Lechner. Nagle and Garrity; Engin-
eers, Gildea and Connors.

In order to avoid confusion, all

those who have pledges and asses-

ments to pay are asked to make
their remittances only to the men
mentioned above. No funds are to

be turned in to the chairman of the
committee or to any officer of the
class.

BEL-MASQUE

Rapid progress is being made by
the cast of the Belle Masque's pro-

duction, "Richelieu." Rehearsals
by the leading characters have been
held and the results were so pro
ficient that the extra characters
shall be called out some time next
week in order to round out the play

in Its final form. With the calling

out of the extras, the rehearsals are

going to be held four or five times
weekly in the future in order to in-

sure a successful presentation after

Easter.

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

in the

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only rumpus Representative

PATRONIZE
HOME TALEIST!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

Collere Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

Johnny Gillespie's

LAST CALL
FOR

CANDIDATES

Easter Clothes
Made to Measure

$29.50 - $39.50

Sliowlni! TtHla.v In Ve PIp Hhoppo

Flannery Tailoring Co.

GERMANTOWN

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975
For Your Drug Wants

HE DELIVERS

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

.::::; CLEANING
•'•-

DYEING

"CHAPPIE

WHITE"
representing

The Bacharach

Kauffman Co.

will display every Monday

in the Pie Shoppe

$28.50 $38.50
IIIOH ORADE TAILORING

FOR MEN A YOUNO MEN

BANKER'S
TRUST BLDG.

MAIN ARCADE

Juniper & Walnut Streets

PHILADELPHIA
«M .lACK MoflANN

rampiiM Rrpr<><<pntatlTe

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phune 264

VARSITY VS. FORDHAM
THVRSDAY

TEMPLE ON SATURDAY

STADIUM VILL
Vol. 2, No. 25

DEBATE!

VILLANOVA VS. WEBER

GYM—FRIDAY NIGHT

TOPIC—DISARMAMENT

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 1930 Price: Five CenU

Dry Votes Scarce As "Repeals" Pour In
Parent Com. to Devote

Efforts Toward Sum for

New Auditorium-Gymnasium
Mr. Chari»'s E. McParlaiul Chosen Head of (ioni. at First

Pari'ot Reception Hei<l at Villanova.—Hon.
(ihaK. I). MeAvoy Principal Speaker

DR: (;RIFE1N and dr. HICKEY DELIVKR ADDRESSES

Decision of Committee Entails Raising
• of $200,000.00 Sum For New (;ymna8ium

17 Seniors

Named for

Hon. Society

New Organization Rewards
Previously Unrecog-

nized Merit

The parents of Villanova students
will concentrate their efforts in the
campaign on the securing of funds
to construct the much needed gym-
nasium-auditorium, it was an-
nounced Thursday evening at the
Parents' dinner at the college.

Announcement of the decision was
made by Charles E. McParland,
chairman of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Parents' group. The Pa-
rents' Executive committee reached
its decision at a meeting prior to

the dinner.
Every parent indicated his interest

in helping to make Villanova the
college it hopes to be.

In calling the meeting to order,
following a splendid dinner at the
attractively decorated tables. Fa-
ther Sparrow pointed out that the
meeting was the first occasion in the
history of Villanova when a group
of parents has received an official I

invitation from the college to assist

the college in an important project
"In the name of the faculty I ex-

tend to you a 'Welcome Home,'

"

Father Sparrow said. "Villanova is

just an extension of your own
hearth.
"When all of the faculty gets to-

gether it usually is an important
occasion. We now have hopes built

on confidence in you, in ourselves,
and in the help we know we will get
from Almighty God."
"Of course I am at the service of

EASTER RECESS
According to an announcement

from the office of the Prefect of

Discipline the Easter vacation
will begin after the last class on
Saturday, April 12, and continue
until Monday, April 21. All

boarding students are required to

be back before 8 p. m. on Mon-
day.

Many Clubs

Plan Easter

Celebrations

.Vi|l|ino,va_ anfi , of the Augustinian
Order whenever I can be of serv-
ice," Mr. McAvoy declared.
"One of the real attributes of

men of the world is gratitude.
"I came to Villanova in 1893 and

was here until 1898. The main
building was what you call Alumni
Hall—and many a night I climbed
through its windows after midnight
when I had been out of bounds.

"It was a wonderful school. Dr.
(continued on page four)

Dates Divided Between Sat.

and Monday Nights.

—

Two in Jersey

WILKES-BARRE FORMAL

Burke Writes

College Song
For Villanova

The Wilkes-Barre Club has plan-
ned to have a private dinner dance
at the Wyoming Valley Country
Club during the Easter recess. The
dinner dance which is to be formal
is to be held on the nigiit of April
19th, the day beSorerSostor. The
affair is just for the club members
and their fair escorts. The com-
mittee in charge of the dinner
dance is as follows: Messrs. R.
O'Donnell, Chairman; W. Kilgallon,
W. Dwyer, E. McGinty, and Santas-
iero. As this popular faction of

Villanova has earned a reputation
for itself for putting over successful
affairs, as the Bucknell Dance and
their recent Christmas dance, the
coming dinner dance should in ev-
ery way be a great succesG.

Easter Monday night is the date
that has been set by the two Jersey
clubs for their respective dances.
The Jersey City Club has planned
to have its gala affair in the pala-
tial Plaza Hotel in Jersey City. The
music will be supplied by the ever
popular J. Barry McGavin. The
dance is to be semi-formal. Dancing
will be enjoyed from 9 p. m. until
2 a. m. The dance committee Is

FILLS LOJNG FELT WANT

Places Adjudged
On Percentage Basis

The list of Seniors elected to the
newly formed Senior Honorary
Society was announced recently by
the chairman of the committee on
admissions, Mr. William Quinlan,
together with the methods used in
the selection of members. The
method is as follows: 80 out of a
possible 100 points are necessary for
admission into the society. These
points may be gained by note-
worthy achievement in these dif-
ferent fields. They are: 1. Extra
curricular activities, for which a
maximum of 50 points is allowed.
2. Scholastic achievements for
which a maximum of 30 points Is

allowed. 3. Personal qualifications
for which a maximum of 20 points
is allowed.

Under extracurricular activities
athletics (max. 35 points), and
campus and class activities (max.
40 points) are considered. Also
the prospect has to be In the upper
half of his class and his class stand-
ing determines how many of the
thirty points allowed lor scholas-
tic achievements he shall receive.
With regard to personal qualifica-
tions, leadership (max. 15 points),
personality (max. lo points), and
personal appearance (max. 5
points) are considered.

The Senior Honorary Society
is a very good thing for Villanova
in-as-much as it supplies a long
felt want. Up to this time maiiy ,

(continued on page four)
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Debaters Lose

Twin Bill to

Muhlenberg

Both Sides of Disarmament
(Question Won By

Allentown Men

WEBER COLLEGE NEXT

Prohibition Debate With
Harvard U. Is Cancelled

Villanova's Debaters received a
double set-back at the hands of
Muhlenberg last Thursday evening
on the question, "Resolved, that all

armaments should be abolished ex-
cepting those required for police
protection." While Villanova's repre-
sentatives at home, defending the
affirmative side of the question,
were losing by a verdict of 2 to 1,

Muhlenberg's affirmative team won
in Allentown by the unanimous vote
of the judges.

The men who represented Villa-
nova at home were Mr. Hookey, Mr.
Buckley and Mr. Gill. They were
opposed by Messrs. Wagner, Mencke
and Hock. Mr. Nicholas Catty act-
ed in the capacity of chairman.
About two hundred and fifty stu-
dents attended the contest which
was held in the amphitheater.
In Allentown, Villanova was

represented by Mr. Kelly, Mr. Jen-
kins and Mr. Cartenuto. Muhlen-
berg's team consisted of Kenneth
Koch, Donald Hoffman and Stan-
ley V. Prlntz, with Monroe Newman
as alternate.

The debate of Muhlenberg was
noteworthy in the fact that an extra
rebuttal of two minutes was allowed
to the final speaker on each side.
This is a departure from usual de-
bate procedure but it was necessi-
tated by the asking of a question by
Mr. Prlntz, last man for Muhlen-
berg. A very small audience was in
attendance.

(continued on page four)

"Villanovan" Poll on
Prohibition Records

Overwhelming Wet Vote

Ninety-Six Percent of Voters Favor Either Modification

or Repeal of Law.—Only One Man Out of

Every Twenty-Five a Dry

EI(;nT HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHT VOTES CAST

Referendum Is First of It's Kind
Ever to Be Taken at Villanova

POLL STATISTICS

Campaign to Open
Formally on April 22,

At Bellevue Stratford

Plans for Opening Dinner Revealed at Luncheon.—Father
Mauch Stresses Need of Cultural Education

to Promote National Welfare

The results of the prohibition
poll according to total votes and
votes of schools and classes are
as follows:

Total Vote: Repeal 597; Mod-
ification 215; Enforcement 36.

According to classes:

Repeal Mod. Enf.
Seniors ... 88 37 1

Juniors 125 41 7

Sophomores 182 36 8
Freshmen . 202 101 20
According to Schools:

Repeal Mod. Lnf.
C. & F. ... 202 58 20
Arts 91 29 1

Pre-Meds 206 79 9
Engineering 98 49 6

Steward Calls

Attention to

Heavy Waste

Wastage of Food Over Period

of One Week Reaches
High Figure

SERVICE TO IMPROVE

CAMPAIGN TO TEST CATHOLIC SPIRIT IN PHILA.

Famed Composer, at Request composed of the following men:

f o to;^ • «* • George R. Blaney, chairman; W.
of Son, Writes Music

For New Song : .::.

Villanova has a new Alma Mater
song—at least, it has the music. ;

the night of April 21st. New Bruns-

Travers, J. McGann, D. Gildea, C.
Witkowski and J. Peeley.

For the first time the Jersey
Club will hold an Easter dance on

What is needed now are the words;
and, an exhortation has been is-

sued by the college authorities
asking the students to cooperate
with them in securing the lyrics.

The music has been created for

the college through the kind work
of Joseph Burke, who needs no
introduction to music lovers. He
Is an outstanding figure in the
world of musical composition. One
of his most recent works is the
music for "Hold Everything." Other
musical shows, among the many for

which he has composed, are "Gold
Diggers" and "She Couldn't Say
No." "Carolina Moon," "Sailor's

Sweetheart," "Watching My Dreams
Go By," "Just A Breath of Spring-
time," and an older one, "Oh, How
I Miss You Tonight," are a few of

his compositions.
Coming from such a celebrated

composer the new song cannot but
be a more than representative col-

lege song. Rev. Father Fink and
James Kettrick, the custodian of

all Villanovan music, have pro-
nounced it great. Not only do they
give it their entire and hearty ap-
probation but they exult In possess-
ing such a .song.

Mr. Burke has a son here at
Villanova. He is James Burke, a
Sophomore Pre-Med, and It Is

through his efforts that his father
has written the song. In so writing
this composition and In presenting
it to Villanova Mr. Burke has shown
the school a signal favor and this

paper in behalf of the student body
and in behalf of the college faculty
takes this occasion to offer him
their slncerest thanks, an Inade-
quate expression of their sentiment.
Mr. Burke, a resident of Philadel-
phia, is now in Hollywood with
Warner Brother^ working for the
talkies.

Lyrics for the compoAitlon are
now needed and every student Is

now a.skpd to give the matter
thought. Fr Pink and Jim Ketter-
ick will be glad to consult with
anyone Interested

wick will witness for the first time
a Jersey Club dance on that date.

Connie Aitkinson and his orchestra
will supply the music in the ball-

room of the Woodrow Wilson Hotel
of New ^irunswick. The dance is

to be strictly formal. Pat White
and J. Becza are in charge of the
dance committee.

NOTE OF THANKS

Professor Joseph T. Jonas, Moder-
ator of the Beta Gamma Debating
Society, and the members of the
Society wish to express their thanks
to ^he student body for the coop-
eration and interest shown by their

attendance at the two home de-
bates held to date.

The attendance on both occa-
sions was well over the two hundred
mark and this fact has been the

• <ect of favorable comment on th<

part of visiting teams.

It is hoped that the student body
will continue to support debating at

Villanova. because it is only through
cooperation on the part of the stu-

dents that debating will ever

amount to anything at Villanova.

The Beta Gamma is receiving no
support whatever from any other
source.

MENDEL HALL HAS
BEST CHAPEL RECORD

A checkup of attendance records

during the Lenten Season reveals

the fact that Mendel Hall has the
highest place. Good Counsel is a
clo.se .second, Austin and Fedigun
are almost tied for third place and
Alumni Hall is the undisputed
holder of the cellar position.

JUNIOR PROM BAND
Last minute information from

the Junior Prom Committee an-
nounces that Roger Wolfe Kahn
and his orchestra have been se-

cured to furnish music for the
Junior Prom.

Villanova's program was put up
to the Business and Professional
Men's Executive Committee as a
test of whether there is real Cath-
olic spirit in Philadelphia.
Two speakers at the meeting

last Wednesday noon in the Manu-
facturer's Club stressed this key-
note. They were Joseph P. Gaff-
ney and William Simpson.
After announcing plans for Vil-

lanova's dinner formally opening
the campaign in the Bellevue-
Stratford, the Tuesday after Eas-
ter, Tuesday, April 22, Mr. Gaffney
said,

"I think all you men realize the
importance of this dinner. It real-
ly will be the opening of this cam-
paign.

"I feel sure that the ultimate
success of this campaign is going
to depend upon this dinner. The
important duty of this Executive
Committee is to help make this
dinner a great success.
"The Catholic world is going to

watch this opening dinner. It will
put on mettle the Catholics of
Philadelphia. Here is a real oppor-
tunity to prove that there is a real
Catholic spirit in Philadelphia.

If we have a good meeting, when
we go to Catholic people at large
the meeting Is going to be a long
way toward making this campaign
a success."

Mr. Simp.son. business manager of
the Evening Bulletin, told of en-
tertaining two friends in his home
who brought up the question of the
Villanova campaign.
"My friend .said, "Mr. Simpson

related. "I don't know whether
there is Catholic spirit in Philadel-
phia. The Catholic colleges here
don't have any endowment. Yet all
the other colleges are well endowed.
That doesn't look to me like there
is any Catholic spirit here."
Mr. Simpson then urged the com-

mittee to meet the challenge and
see to It that Villanova shall have
an $800,000 endowment for the
reinforcement of the faculty.
Mr. Simpson paid a very high

tribute to the remarks made by
Father Mauch at the luncheon.

"I wish I could find the poetl
language which one would need to
exprr.ss appreciation of Father
Maurhs little speech. It's one of
the best I ever heard."
In his address. Father Mauch

analyzed Villanova's position with
regard to American high education.

"There are three facts of vital
interest in the field of liberal or
cultural education today," Father
Mauch said. " There Is the Increased
interest in the training of Indivi-
duals for leisure. There Is the

Declaring that waste in the din-
ing room at Villanova had reached
a pass where action had to be taken,
Mr. Seller, head-steward at the
college, gave out last week, a list of
statistics pertinent to the wastage
that were nothing short of sinful.

Flagrant waste of butter, bread,
paper cups, milk as well as meats
and vegetables concerning which no
check-up could be made, reached a
total In a single day that seems en-
tirely out of proportion. Fifteen
pounds of butter are often "wasted
in a single day. Paper cup wastage
mounting into the hundreds occurs
at every meal. In a single week 130
large loaves of bread have been
thrown away by careless students.

Better Service Promised
An Increase In the number and

quality of the desserts served and In
the food In general was promised by
the steward If such a condition
could be relieved. Pointing to the
fact that the funds used to purchase
the wasted food could be diverted to

Villanova is decidedly opposed to
prohibition! An avalanche of re-
peal votes marked the opening of
the "Vilanovan" poll last Wednes-
day and continued with no slack
of vigor, until, when the smoke of
action cleared away the repeal sen-
timent had decisively won the day.
597 votes were cast for repeal of the
Prohibition Amendment to 215 for
modilicatlon. A scant 36 votes de-
clared for enforcement. In all 848
votes were cast; approximately 10
per cent of the student body failing
to check a ballot. "Villanovan" stall
members by whom the poll was spon-
sored and conducted worked strenu-
ously all day Wednesday in canvas-
sing the classrooms but in spite of
a complete check-up the percentage
of non-voters could not be appreci-
ably diminished. The ratio present-
ed by the totals is felt, however, to
oe representative.

Wet Percentage Highest on Record
Surpassing percentages all over

the country, the wet vote in the
poll, if t>oth repeal and modifica-
tion are combined as expressions
oi the wet sentiment, moimted to
the overwhelming figure of 96 per
cent. On a rough average only one
man out of every 25 was a dry
voter. Approximately 70 per cent,
declared m favor of repeal alone,
leaving 26 per cent, in favor of some
moditicatlon of the present law.

Totals of CuuHies

The Senior Class established a
record when only one lone vote was
cast for enforcement. Eighty-eight
seniors are in favor of repeal, and
thirty-seven went on record as fa-
voring modification. In the Junior
ranks the ratio remained fairly con-
stant; one hundred and twenty-five
voted lor repeal, forty-one for mod-
ification, seven for enforcement.
The wet sentiment was even more
marked among the Sophomores for
while one hundred and eighty-two
second year men voted for repeal
only thirty-six favored modification
and the slim total of eight were

(ConUnued on Page four)

Interest In character training in the

f"il"'^ ,f^^^^J!"^! ^^f .**^ *"^ the proc^Tring "of" better "service" In
general, Mr. Seller believes that stu-
dents will willingly cooperate If this

there is the movement known as
'New Humanism.'

"Today crime is a matter of

Scholastics

Will Render
Sacred Music

^ > ..

.

fact is brought to their attention,
concern In our country. The Presl- At the same time he asked that a
dent has created a special com- request be made that soup bowls
mission to deal with this problem, and other empty dishes be carried
"Educators are giving much to the wash rack on the trays and

thought to the question how Indi-
viduals can be trained to spend

not left behind to needlessly ham
per the diners. Cafeteria service.

leisure time so well that they won't !^^ believes ,can be and should be a
disrespect law. If we can interest

i

'^°"^*'"^^"t *"^ pleasant mode of

our boys in good things when they serving meals and if students will

are going through school they will cooperate he will do all in his power
have laid their foundation for the ^ make it so. At the same time It

good use of their leisure time

"We have got to build man's
education on man as he is. Cath-
olic education attempts to offer
sanctions which will make man
spend his leisure time well.

"Regardless of how well men are
developed Intellectually a nation
cannot last unless moral training
is sound. Good character is recog-
nized as an essential in any com-
munity.

"The Catholic point of view
differs radically from the public
school point of view. We feel that
there must be a religious sanction
as a basis for character training.
We believe that a naturalistic sanc-
tion is not enough in the face of
temptation.
"The rise of the New Humanistic

movement in this country is a direct
reaction against the utilltarlstic

spirit which has dominated higher
education the last 25 or 50 years.
It is attempting to bring back
people to the realization of the
highest values in life.

"Catholic education Isn't exactly
cultural—It's something more, it
Isn't Just liberal education—It's

more than that It isn't New-
Humanism.
"Catholic education is the full

rounded, well developed training
of the whole individual, with due
respect to his moral, spiritual, phy-
sical and Intellectual welfare.
"As far as Villanova's cultural

(continued on page four)

must be recalled that action was
previously taken on the same man-
ner by the Student Council some
time ago and though improvement
was noticed for a time conditions
have become more provoking than
ever. The "•Villanovan" warmly
urges the student body to take cog-
nizance of this condition and to
take steps towards It's Immediate
remedy if for no other reason than
the selfish one that it will react to
their own advantage.

FR. CAFFREY TO GIVE
FINAL LENTEN SERMON
The series of Lenten sermons

which were held Tuesday evenings
since the Tuesday preceding Ash
Wednesday, will be brought to a
close tonight when Father Callrey,
O. S. A., will give the final talk.
Fr. Caffrey has taken "Persever-
ance" as an appropriate topic for
the conclusion of the series. The
priests who have delivered the
Lenten .sermons and their topics
are as follows:

Fr. Stanford. O. S. A.. "Death
and Immortality.

"

Fr. Dougherty, O. 8. A., "The
Need of Faith."

Fr. O'Leary, O. 8. A., "Harmful
Trends."

Fr. Sparrow. O. 8. A.. "From LltUe
Beginnings."

Concert of Holy Week Music
to Be Sung in Chapel

Thursday

Continuing a practice adhered to
for the past two years, the Scholas-
tic Choir will render a special pro-
gram of sacred music appropriate
to the Lenten Season, on next
Thursday evening In the chapel.
The program will begin at six-
thirty, the regular hour for evening
chapel. The music is especially im-
pressive and beautiful consisting
mainly of the polyphonic type and
is sung entirely without organ ac-
compainment.

Composer Unknown
The work of an unknown Italian

composer, the music has never been
published and can be found In use
only by Augustinian choirs. The
scores are copied entirely by hand
This fact alone gives the music the
distinction of being unusual and
adds color to the rendition. This Is
brought out In the program by re-
ferring to the "background of his-
tory and tradition " that the music
possesses and which stretches back
to the earliest days of Christianity

Rare Treat for Music Lovem
Because of the wealth of beauty

and the inner religious significance
of the liturgical music of the church
the program invariably meets witli
the enthusiastic appreciation of the
student body. The masterpieces of
the worlds greatest musicians are
treasured in its scores. Since the
proper rendition of such works re-
quire time and training the vast
majority of American parishes are
unable to bring such music to their
parishioners. Usually only music of
a comparatively "modem" nature Is
used. It is with the intention of
acquainting the students with the
beauty and devotional character of
strictly church music that the nro-
gram is given.
Some of the numbers are harmon-

ized in three parts, others are ren-
dered In plain chant, still others In
the "recitative" chant, and

Fr. Crawford, O. 8. A.. "The
Value of Faith." ^

Fr. CafTrey, O. 8. A., "Persever-I number IsTsually Vung'^'by'a "double'*^ 'quartet. Benediction wlU foUow

one

ance.'
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Did You Ever
Know That"

Alumiii News

Wf air tjlltTing hi'irwilh a lew
jiole.s uM Uit' Auyusuniau uidei,
which, ihougli llu-y may be li'nm.'U

ancu'iU liislury, uir illuiinualint;.

We ilo It Willi the hope thai Ihey
will piose mleresluiB, iiuiMiiuch as

I he tullcye i^ an August iiuau uisli-

tuliou. .
.

. ,

llie Inst missuiiiaiU'.s to tircuin-

nuvigati- the glube were Augustln-
mns. Tliey came originally lioni

apam Id preach the gosptl in Mexi
eo ill the year i'i)33, alui in the year
ir»4i; sailed lioiii Mexico lor Asia*

While in Asia they liad the good
iorluiie to iinel St. Francis Xavier,

who was tlien laboring Uu-re. Leav-
ing Asia llH'y travelled to Atnca,
reiuriling l^ Mexico in 1549.

The last missionaries to leiveh the

Phillipiiie Island.^ were Angustin-
ians. Tlie^ came to the islands in

1565 and have continued their work
there up to the present day.

The lirsl nussiunaries to evan-
gelize Persia in inoiieiMi limes were
Angustiiiiaiis Ihey came from
Portugal and be^aii their work there

111 1602. • . ,:. .

• **.
One -ol the ablest and most fear-

less champions ul the Irish people

was the Auyustiniaii Bishop, James
Warren Doyle .. 178")-1834'. Next to

OConnell, he was the most effective

worker foi- Irish Einai'icipation.
• • •

There is hardly a Held of literary

and scientilic endeavor in which the

August iiiians are not well repre-

sented.
,

'.• •'•... '•./.

John Ossinger in his work "Bibli-

oteca Augustinia' published in 1776.

enumerates 1400 Augustinian writ-

ers. ••.*•'.
ihree ol the greatest political

wnlers ol the I3lh century were
AugiisliniaiK>: Giles of Rome, James
of viteroo, and Auguslinus inum-
phus,

. t '•• .*

ihii' Augustinian, f'ray Luis de

Leon, is considered by many as the

greatest lyric poet of Spain. He is

well characterized by the loilowing:

Aithough the menis ol Luis de

Leon as a prose writer are of the

highest, his greatest giory is that of

a lyric poet endowed with a lofty

.soul, a highly classic lastc, and the

utmost sincerity. No one has, to

this day, equaled him in depth of

inspiration or in Ihv art of express-

ing the yearnings of the soul."

His best known work is 'Losj Nom-
bres de Cristo."

• » »

One of the classics of the Portu-
gese lant-uage is the work, "Trabah-
jos de Jesus', ahe tiiillcrings of

Christ I written by a saintly Augus-
,
tinian, Thomas de Jesu.

.» • •

Onofrio Panvinio(1530-1567t one
of the founders of Christian Arche-
ology and counled among the most
Icariud men of his time was an Au-
gustihian. Scaliger, the great hum-
auisi. called hiia paler omnis his-

. toriae " i. e. the father of all history.."••.•
Ambrogio Calepino il449-l.')ll)

the author of tlu inosl popular dic-

tionary up t;) the middle of the 18th

century, was an Augustinian. Dur-
ing the 16th cenlury there were
piiblishfd at least ;j.'j editions of his

work. ILs reiiown is siifFiciently

shown by the fact that the word,
•Calepino' was, and in .some coun-
tries still is. a synonym for diction-

iry.

The lirsl religious to bi- appoint-

ed Professor of Theology at the

University ol Loinain was Chris-

tian Woli. an Auuustinian, better

known under his Latin name, as

Lu))Us.

The founder ol one of the great

libraries at Home was tht,' Augus-
tiinan. AiikcIo Hocca. The library

IS ( allftl the 'Angelica " in honor of

tl;is Kicai scholar. It also has the

distiiuuon (il beiim one of Ihe lirst

John J.

with the

Cori). of

William
President

Haley. '28 is

Oeneral Steel

Eddvstone, Pa.

H Haley, '27

ol the Modern

connected
Cast inns

IS Vice-

Cleaners,

public lihrani's.

The
111 Ihe
.Spam
.Madrid

Aiiuustinians are in charge
niiiiiasleiy of the Escorial in

ihe Kseorial is not lar from

and !- lamed for its many
works ol art.

The lust C.tholic newspaper in

Philadelphia. "The (Catholic Herald",

was inaiiiiurated by two Augustin-

ians. Frs N O Doniiell and M. Hur-

ley. Father Iliiiiey also has th<-

distinclKUi ol being the lirst native

j)riest from Philadelpliia.
'

Inc., ol Atlantic City. N. J.

Thomas H. Hanley. 19 is an

atlt)rney-at-law with offices located

at ;n3l! DiiPoiU Building. Wilming-
ton, Dela.

Kugene J. Haiiu, M is an engin-

eer for the Missouri Stale Highway
Commi.s.sion. located at St. Jo.sepli,

.Mo.

Kdward J Hawkes. '25 is .stalls-

tuian for the K H Squibb .V Sons

Co.. ol HO Beekiuan si New York

City.

Dr deorge Ci Herr. '99 is enjoy-

nig a large dental practice in

Southern Pines N. C.

Jerome F Hurley, "J6 is a com-
mercial engineer for 111*' New Jersey

Bell Telephone Company ol Tren-

ton, N. J.

Max O. John.soii, "26 i.'i now con-

nected Willi the Hotel Pennsylvania

of New York City .

,J(«hn A Jones, ^tt l.s technical

a.ssistant in tlu' Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company.
Francis L. Jordoh, '29 is athletic

direeloj- of the dreat Falls, Mon-
tana High School:

Harold Chick" Meader, '25, lor-

dlier varsity ba.seball captain is

athletic director of the Eastporl,

.Maine Hinh School.

Louis Ous Masciadic, '26 is ath-

letic director of the Lewlston, Maine
.schools.

Jo.seph Greeley, '25 is a director

of the Boys' Federation of America
with head(|uarters at 630 Graybar
Building, New York City.

Jo.sei)h Hoot' Gibbons, '27 is

i'luployed by E, B. Smith & Co.,

New York bankers.

Tom Dougherty, '28 of Troy, N.

v., is a senior at the Fordham Law
School.

Frank McCann is employed by

Tucker, Anthony »V: Co , New York
orokers.

Joseph Green, '28 is rci)orled to

be working for Wade Brothers.

Manhattan brokers.

Jay O'Donnell, '28 has gone

Fublix. Jay is employed by the

Publix Theatre Construction Co.,

with offices in the Paramount
Building, New York. According to

Jay, Paramount builds some fair

buildings but none .seem to have the

entertaining atmosphere of the

Bryn Mawr movie.
William Butler, '27 is an attorney

at 9 Park Place, New York. Just

now Bill's big worry is his position

ol Chairman of the Housing Com-
mittee for the New York Club.

Hev. Edward McKenna has re-

cently been transferred to St.

Peter's Church in New Brunswick.

N. J.

Hobert Murny, '25 of Troy. N. Y.

recently completed his law educa-

tion, and he exjiects to lake his

bar examinations in Uie near fu-

ture. /• -^
'Y

'"'

Thomas H. P^asley. '14 is reported

to be a const ruction engiiit>er in

PiltsburH. Ph.

William H. Eckenrode. 13 is now
connected with the Penn Mutual
Life Insurance Crimi)anv located at

York, Pa.

Edward Colter, '26 is associated

with Henry L. Doherty tV Co. at

Hartford, Conn. Ed advi.sed us to

watch Cities Service. We did once,

Ed!
James "Len " Hof-an, former

Villanova athlete, ex-baseball play-

er lor the Philly's, and one of the

fewvvell known Villanova h)otball

otlicials. was recently raised to the

high positKJii of first lieutenant of

Ihe Coast Artillery Corps, in charge

ol the army's recruitint' olfice m
Brooklyn, N. Y. Lieutenant Hogan
will bt" at the head of all recruiting

activities in Brooklyn and Long
Island When the great war broke

out. Len' left bin league ba.seball

oinin^ the 301 si Engineers as a

private. He was .soon promoted to

lorjioral and .sergeant, and in .six

months was commissioned as a

lieutenant of infantry and went

thnjiigh the war with the dough-
boys. Alter the Armistice he was
traiislerred to the Coa.st Artillery,

and since thcMi he has served in

the Hawaiian Islands. .

KKLLE AIK NOTK i:

Mr Haiilon, Editor of the

Belle An Year Book, earnestly

lecitiests the tollowiiir, liK'ii, who
have not as yet handed in their

list of activities, to do so as .soon

as po.ssible. Unless attended to,

this matter will cau.se delay in

the publication.

Gieismer, Win. Murphy. R.

Maunion, Del'oie, McOarrity, T.

Breslin, Francis Stevens.

The following .seniors and
Juniors have not as yet returned

then piools.

T. Dooling, L. Schrappang. J.

McMeneiiun. W. Kelly A.

D'Amato, V. Leggie, J. Slattery,

A. Virgilio, C. Lorenz, J Kelly,

tapa. B. Murphy, N. Grimaldi.

W Ktraub. J. DeLuca J. T. Foley,

E. Brown, Ci. Pickett. W. Dm-
seii. .) .1 Foley. J. Tackacs.

OFMCKKS TiUllNlJNG

ijciiuuL iu:gi ^ ii\

DLPT. Ui J LSTICK

be

i»i;i)iii{M IAN <;ijt:st

OF SI Ml

^

\n

« continued from page one*

t6 be plumbers. If we are out to

rai.se a fnco of supermen mentally.

what is to become of the common
laborer is most certainly needed in

the economic scht-me of life as it i.s

now. J I
In siH-akmp about phophylaxis the

doctor said that it >s much more

prevalent Ihan the surface .seems

The disease is a hicldin and de-

strtutive one. All individuals mast

have their aid enlisted il modern
civilization plans to stamp out this

most mercenaiy of all dangers.

IM iM \MiNc Ol ii{i:i:s

\ll)ll) in \ IM.\Nn\ \

tcutitlhuea trimi .pagv oiiei

To The Editor:

It IS requeslttd that llhs letter

t;i\ en space in your puuiication.

Plans are oeing maue to proles-

sionaiize 'ilie i-ederiU prisoir service

uy eniisliiig high graue onicers and

oy estauhsning a ^sylstein of proles-

sujnai training anu promation On

merit,. In the belicl that " college-

Liained men may be inierested m
this type of work the leading col-

leges and universities in the country

are Oemg circularized. Any under-

graduates or graduates who wish to

consider the possibility of entering

the service is requestea to- write the

bupennU'iident ol Prisons, Depart-

ment of Justice, Washington, D. C.

l-rison work has long represenU'd

a career for college-trainea men in

r.uropcan countries. It calls for

niU'iiectual and moral qualities of

a nigh order. II oilers opportunity

lor advancement to positions which

are better paid than most college

prole.s.sorships. There are numer
ous other important positions to

which a man ob ability can ri.se

wiih experience and training.

iL is me purpo.se ol our present

tiaiiimg program to preparfe men
lor iiiese positions as well as for

that 01 guard. An ollicers' training

sciiooj nas been established m New
iork City. All men enter tlie ser-

vice as guards and are sent to the

school lor a four months' course,

riere they receive instruction in

sucii subjects as the mental and
physical characteristics of the

cniiiinal, the causes of crime, the

operation of probation and parole,

Liie development ol modern penol-

ogy, etc. rhey are also instructed

in the use ol lirearms, boxing and
Japanese wrestling.

The aim of the course is not only

to give ollicers a broad socialized

viewpoint on the theoretical aspects

Ol penology but also to prepare

Lheiii for the actual problems which

Ihey will encounter in prison woik.

At the conclusion of the training

cour.se otlieers are a.ssigned to one ol

the FCileral penitentiaries at At-

lanta, Levemvorth and McNeil Is-

land I near Tacoiiia, Washington*,
the Industrial Reformatory at

chillicothe, Ohio, the Federal De-
tention Headquarters in New York
c;ity, or one ol .several prison camps
m \arioiis parts of the country.

A man enters the Federal pri.son

seivici- as a guard with a base pay
ol $1620 per .vear aiul allowances

during which bring the total re-

niuneiation to $1860, the equivalent

ol a beginners .salary in the U'ach-

iiig iirole.ssioii. Within the guards',

grade it is po.ssible to rreach a

.salary of $'.ilOO a year, and .salaries

in administrative positions for

which one mav quality after exper-

ience range from $2100 to $7000.

College men with .specialized

iraininn for pri.son work have their

plaie 111 the progressive penal pro-

gram laid down by the Attorney

General and the Superintendent of

Pri.sons and embodied in bills now
before Congress. An Urgent appeal

IS made to the under-graduates and
recent graduates of American col-

leges and universities to consider

entering the Federal prison service

at this time.

Very truly yours.

SANFORD BATES
Superintendent ol Pri.sciiis

Recent

Additions

To Library

Biographies:
Belloc Richelieu

Repller -Pere Mariiuette

Jorgensen -An Autobiography.

Vol. 1 and Vol. 2.

May— Cardinal Newman
Lewis KiiiK Spider
Education:
Problems of Student Guidance—

Sheehy
Study ill American Preemiusonary
-Piou.ss

Miscellaneous:
Hurbrechl Lay Apostolate. The
S|ialdiiig Letters on Marriage
Foerster Marriage and Sex

Problem
Hu.sslein- Work, Wealth and

Waives.
11 u.sslein- Democratic Industry
Hussleln The World Problem
Bruehl -Birth Control and Euge-

nics.

Johnson —One Lord One Faith
Cleiad- Marriage and Parent-

hood, the "Catholic Ideal

Gillis—Fal.se Prophets
Wickham—Misbehavorists •

,

Sheen—Life of All Living .
•

Scoft'- -Things Catholics are Ask-

ed About.
Scott -Credentials of Christianity.

Kinsman- Salve Mater
William-s—Catholicism and the

Modern Mind
Meger Safeguards of Chastity.

Novels:
Dudley—Will Men be Like Gods?
Dudley—The Shadow on the

Earth
Dudley-The Masterful Monk
O'Donnell—The Way it was with

Them.
Ashton—Shackles of the Free
Yeo King of Shadows

kx(:han(;i:s

The Villanovan gratefully acknowledges the following exchangee:

'I'lie Bdlia \'eiiiine, St. Uoliaventure College. K., Y*

ToiiialiawK. llol> I'lo.ss ColleKu. Woreesler. MasH
• "alliolie Staiidaid anil Tiiiies I'loladelplila. i'a

laii kiielliaii. Buekii'll <"iillege. Lewlsl.uit;, I'.i

• ietlvHiiui Kiaii, G<ll.\ slang t'ollege, I'a.

I'"(.g limn. St. Ignatius 0«)|lot;c' San FriiielHeu. Cal.

The lloya. (Jeorgetowii University, Wasliliigton. 1> <'•

The lU'lKhls, KoHloM College, Boslitn AlaHS.

The CalliHiali, i':iui8iii8 t'ollet-'e, J!ulf;ilo, N. V.

Stormy I'elrel OKlelluaiio UniverHity, tJl•llJ•^;la.

The (heyhdUial, Loyola dillei^e, Ballliiniie, .Mr.

The .liihri Ili.pUhi.s News iietfei, Balthiitire, .Mil.

Till' Jlakolj Seieiilist .\iiilh li.iKola .SelimM ul'

Ntiilh <'ar<>liiiu.

The NiuKaiu Inde.s, Nia;4ara Uidv eisily, N'i.mara.

Loy<ila IJiiivei.siiy, Del Kay, N'eiiiee. (":ihlui!ila

The Tutkr, New Um helle Cullegf. N. V.

The r. nil .><t:ite ( •olloyjii n, .S|;ilo «'<i|leKe, J'.e

Thi' <ileaner, Nazareth fulleKe, Ituehesler, .N \.

The I', lieaii. St. lOlizah.lh College ('"liveiit, N. .1

'I'hc .\ulre Jt.niie Seln.l.istie, SiMilh 11. U.I., linl.
..,(,•„„.

Southern Chilton. hi .\'.ws, Unive.siiy South Cirllforni;.. <
alituniU

The I'lltsUurnh Calhohe. I'Ut.shiiruIr I'.i

SI N'ilieelll's <'ollege .lolll

Th
Th

.S'ieaei'. Wah|ietoii,

N V

•

•'I

L.itrohe, I'a.

I>hll:iil('l|>hlii

The
The
The
'i'he

The

ml. .SI. yiiieeilt.'s ColleK"

Teiniile University N.us, Temple i:ni\ersily

Crimson A- Cpi.v. St ,losepirs e'oll.t;e. I'h.l.M.H l|.hia. la,

AuKUslinian. Ktiiten inliinil N. Y.

V.
nul:;delr>hia. Pa,

r.rooUI>'n, N. V.

\V.ishin;;loir D <"

Pa.

Ilohart Herald, tienevla, \
St. .loseph'.s I "rep ("hloliiel

Loria, St. .loseph's t:olleni'.

Tiiuef, vatholie fniversil.v

Inion .*i Times. lUil'I'alo. 'N. V. ,

The L;il"avoUe. Laf;iyelt»' roileKn .f^cston, I'a.
,

The i''ar Jvist, Chinese .MlHsioii Soeiel,v, .Nebraska.

'rill' Kaleuii, guincy ('"liege, gyinev, Jll.

.\Uiilisliiiiaii .Mirror, rijiU'l'il'i'ii' Islands. .

Tlie Alendile, I'roviilinee I'olleJ^e. K. I.
'Wa* '

L:iurel. .SI. J'.iinaventaro <'ollet;e. Lh aJi, N. ¥. '

,\ipdnas, SI. Thomas Collef.;< . Ser.inton I'a

l!;i\ Leaf, .Marywood l'i)lle;^e, Ser.iliion, I'a,

Toieh, St. .lohn's CollcKe, lirooklyn. N. V.

Shiehl, I'rusade e'olleKf, Cineinnati, tjhio.

TIk'
Th(
Th.
Th-
Tlu

s

Northwestern Commerce, Northwestern University, Chicage,

The SignBoard. Bay Path Institute. Springtield. Ma.ss.

The TroubadcM-, New Jer.sey Law School. Newark. N. J.

The Merciad, Mercyhurst College. Erie, Pa.

Purple and Gray. St. Thomas college, St. Paul, Minnesotit.

The News, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.

The Ethos, Emanuel College, Boston, Mass.

The Chimes, Cathedral College. New Yo.k CMv, N. V.

The News, Dayton University, Dayton, Ohio.

(;h()\stii likkmikacle
SAYS DK. UlCKKY

I continued from page one»

>X'ork Slarled on ,:;•>•.

Meinoriul lor Coodreiiii

I

"Less than six weeks later, on

February 15, the largest alumni
gathering in the hi.story of Villa-

nova received the announcement of

a new building—Corr Memorial
Hall.

"When the Alumni go out, back-

ed by the .spirit of Villanova, they

accomplish.
• Why did Grover Cleveland, Phil-

ander C. Knox and President Tall

travel to Villanova? Have you ever

heard of them traveling to other

Catholic colleges? No.

"When you Uilk about the college

to outsiders, bring out tho.se facts.

Villanova's degrees stand at the

highest pinnacle."

In the business meeting which
followed the club decided to meet
again on Thur.sday evening, April

10. in the Manufacturers' Club.

J. Howard Brady, Norbert Walker,

Matthew Lynch, Elmer Hertzler and
others related their experiences in

.soliciting.

Mr. Walkers announcement that

two graduates of ',,he cla.ss of '29

each had pledged $300 and was
greeted with cheers.

He also mentioned a gift from a

h)rmer pre-medical student who
insisted on helping the college des-

pite his own debts and inability to

complete his work m medical col-

lege.

Matthew Lynch reported a $100

gift from a gratiuate who has just

been working three weeks, follow-

ing six months' unemploynu-nt. He,;

too, is in debt but made his pledge)

and said he would pay it in two in-

1

stead of three years. i

Mr. Hertzler jniinled out that the I

former Villanovans will give if ap
proached in their own language.

iiontinued from I'blhv *)iie)

lunds lor the Goodreau ivicmorial,

the following list of Juniors n en-

clo.sed: Business. Martin Mueller

and Costa: Arts, Cartenuto, O'-

Donnel. and Diiieen; Pre Med,
Lechner, Nagle and Garrily; Engin-
eers, Gildea and Connors.

In order to avoid confusion, all

tho.se who have jiledges and as.scs-

meiits to pay are asked to make
their remittances only to the men
mentioned ab«ne. No funds are to

be turned in to the chairman of the

committee or to any officer of the

cla.ss.

UKL-xMASi^llK

Ri^lMd progress is being made by
the\nist of the Belle Masque's pro-

ducti()1i, Richelieu." Rehearsals

by the U'ading characters have been

held and th?' results were .so pro

ficient that tne extra characters

shall be called out .some time ne.<t

week 111 order to round out the play

111 its linal lorm. With the calling

out of the extras, the rehearsals are

going to be heai lour or five times

weekly m Ihe liiture in order to in-

.sure a successful presentation alter

Ea.ster, .'•:•
.

''"".

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

m lUi

'l)ri\< Will

(

\\v SlHT«'Ss"

oiiiiiiitte<' Is Told

•STAINDAid)
.'SPMlNTi

in VI

.yiMMES'
M:wnui(;
AJNOXA (;KAI)I^VJN

In response "WFK request for lyrics

recently made by the Glee Club
the Catholic Standard and Times '

prints a contribution from a Villa-

nova alumnus who t(M)k that meaii.^

ol torwarding his olfeiwr The
Lyric loUows:

On. Villunwva, On!
On court and over sunlit green

With gallant Iocs the goal between

On, Villanova. on!

inthat in time nature will develop

them an immunity to lh»i scourge

Tin- old American chestnut st«iod

ottentinus a hundred feet high with

a trunk three and lour foet in di-

ameter The Oriental chestnut is

•mailer, though iimre compHOf aiu'

II,ore symmetrical
It is. then, to re|)lace the old

Amerirnn sp«vlrs of rhesfnul that

Villanova Is receivhm I lie Chinese

apliiiKs from the I>|)artmenl of Quick .shim

/»t;ricuIturo. The work Is wnrthv Senior

anrl the Science School Is to bp com- jaweyf

mended.

(continued from page 1>

Dr. Grillin told about the recog-

nition of the parochial .school sy.s-

tem which has been built up by

Villanova's work lor the teaching

Sisters, recounted instaiu^es in which
Catholic and West Catholic High
School students have come to the

front in competition with other

students, and a.sked the business Thy .son., advancing .swift and strong

men to stress the importance of Shall carry Victory along; :...••

student loan fund winch Villanova
| As thunders cheers and erhos soiiff

seeks On. Villanova, on!
Each year .')0 to 100 youths come

to us and ask us t.o lake them in when war's red. flames upon us roll

allhounh they do not have money to vv'itli valiant heart and loyal .s«)ul

pay for their (nltication We help qii, Villanova, on!
as many as we can but it is a tcr-j ^j,,,,.,. \va\es Old (Jlorv in the iignl
nble thiim to turn the others down.

The Polish Natuaia! Alliance and
other racial gnaips are hnancing the

education ol .some of the boys. The
State of Pennsyhania is helping
some crippled youths get an edu-
cation at Villanova. Practically

e\(rv large ,sclu)ol ha* a student
loan fund We, too, need one."

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

H*mted to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITIING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

/''or ftptails

SEE

MILT KELLEM
<Hih raiii|Mis Ucpi«'s»'ii(all\e

>

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.
5122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street

329 S. Broad Street
NO HOI II < ll.\K(iK

I\o Deposit Required

of Villtmovu Students

Do you come from England?"
Certainly not' I'm talking this

way because I ( ul mv mouth on a

bottle."

When found robbing the cash box
in a fish store, be iiotichnlnnt

Miiokr a herrlUK

Frosli

:

Belit'vt' It Or Not
'Hey, .you noble senior!

these .shoes!

Er-y-yes 8-Sir right

<Oood News).

HeriH's,

Enrich

On.

lor
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The "Why" of Villanova's Poll

The Editors of the "Villanovan" are aware that the decis-

ion to take a poll on Prohibition has evoked a volley of critic-

ism. It is argued that we could be "different" by refusing

to follow examples given by other colleges. That much is

indisputably true but is hardly that type of difference that

we strive for. In the same vein an editorial in one of the

Philadelphia dailies lately commented on the decision of an-

other college not to run a poll as "refreshing". It declared

that colleges are for "educational" and not "political" purpos-

es, that the majority of undergraduates are not of voting age,

that their opinions are "more interesting than Immediately

important" and that evidence of collegiate opinion is now

"fairly complete."

We presume to take exception to such an attitude. From
the above we might bo led to the inference that education

and politics are widely divergent fields—a notion that a

glance at the bulk of our politicians unfortunately might con-

firm. But surely such a state of affairs can not be spoken

of as praiseworthy. Too, the charge that the majority of

undergraduates are under voting age, seems feeble. It might

be remembered that on a rough average 90% of the men
now in colleges will be elegible to vote in the next presiden-

tial election—that the nation has frequently affirmed

through it's educators that it looks to the colleges for it's

future leaders in thought and in industry. If the opinions

of such a group are merely "interesting" it might be twice

as interesting to find just whose opinions are important.

As to the evidence now being fairly complete we can only

remark that such evidence, complete as it is, seems to have

had precious little effect.

In every nation, student opinion has been a prelude to

reform. It is purposeful blindness to "pooh-pooh" it, or to

dismiss it as being of no consequence. The "Villanovan"

has sponsored another college poll. It's decision to do so

may not be "refreshing" but duty is seldom so.

•••'"' • * « « V

The High School Complex

From time inimemorable it has always been the custom

whenever members of different courses get together to extol

the praises of their own school, and especially the extreme

difficulty of the course and, at the .same time, condemn all

other depailments as being "rest courses" or "fresh air

courses." The Pre Med will elaboi-ate on many long hours

spent in laboratory while members of the other three schools

are enjoying the plea.sant afternoons. The engineer will

then disclose the intricacies of his subjects and the high
Vi. i iLijij-i- .1 1 oeyonu us) wno picKea up a wot

mortality rate among the students of his course and brand firecracker term and thought

the Pre Med, Arts, and Business sch<M)ls as being nothing
compared to his department.

It seems to be the common practice of the members of

each school to exaggerate on the difficulty of their own
courses and flagrantly attack the merits of the other depart-

ments. Spirit and loyalty for your own particular course as

well as for the entire school is to be desired. Indeed it is

absolutely necessary; but the spirit of loyalty should be con-

structive and not destructive.

In Villanova, as in any other college, a course is just as

difl^cult as you make it. Then again, what do we mean by
difllcult? Long hours in the class room and laboratory and
extensive preparation, perhaps. But what do we expect to

do in college except work and study in the class room, labor-

atory and at night.

Just because the business and arts men don't spend a
great number of their afternoons in the laboratories it does
not mean that these two courses are to be branded as "fresh

air courses". We doubt if many Pre Meds or Engineers
would call Accounting of "Corp. and Fin." or Pliny or Soci-

ology "rest courses" if they took them. Indeed if the afore-

mentioned courses are to be successfully passed, just as much
time must be spent on them as on P. Chem or A. C. machine8.fe|BL'"^*'°'t^'''"y '^P''^^ ,, , .

Tu i. ui VLu ^ i? xu .1 1 , .
•'^^^nat with the Subway blasts In

The trouble with most of these everready hammersmg- - • —
ers" is that they have not yet rid themselves of their "high
school complex". As yet they have not awakened to the fact

that they are in college now and here the work is not done
'^n a 60-40 basis. The faculty doing 60% and the student
«0%». Just because a student, be he Engineer, Business, Pre
Med or Arts, finds that the course he is in requires him to
do work, the amount of which he never did before, he thinks
he is being abused and the course he is taking the hardest
on the campus.

Ouiy one man out of every twen-
ty-live in tne school was a "diy"
uiio he, prouaDly was led up on
npril tihowers.

• • •

And the next logical invention is

a goii uaii that will go Into reverse
engiish ten leet from a window.
And when the new course is ready
we Just know that plenty of the

goiters are going to give up the
aport. I here's very little fun in

smacking a golf ball unless there's

an opportunity of making a bull's

eye on a pane of glass. And it's

going to take a mighty good shot
lo oe auie to score a hit on the

window 01 a moving train.

• • •

They are putting an addition to

the Post Oflice which strikes us as

being the height of something or

other. Just when we were beginning
to get the real Jimmy Dale toucn
they have to go and change the

combinations. But then it looks as

it the Govenment has the great-
est conlidence in .Villanova's ability

to put the drive over and are doing
the little boy scout gesture by being
prepared. You never can tell. Snlart
men, these Congressmen. And then
too, they might think that we'te

putting up a branch of the I. C, S.

• • «

Get A Varsity F. S.

Now that we have a nice new
flag pole and everything we think
that someone should organize la

flag-pole-sitting team. After all, if

we are to believe what we're told

Villanova should be represented in

all national activities so why not
flag-sitting? Even though the
sport is languishing it could be dis-

interred for it's a shame to leave
such a splendid pole go to waste.
And it's the easiest thing in the
world to form a team at Villanova.
In the end it won't matter about
the calibre or the results. It will

be the "esprit de corps" that will

count—the spirit to sit on a flag
pole or die or even both for the
dear old Alma Mater. Think of the
possibilities! Think of the letters

that could be given out to the var-
sity. Think of the figure that the
captain of the flag-pole sitting

team would cut on the campus.
Think of the figure he might indent
on the campus. We are sure that
there must be some hidden talent in

the school. And think of the help
such a crowd would be in putting
up alrialsl

• • •

Devon Went Boom
After all, Villanova life is seldom

dull. Just when quarterlies are over
what could be more exciting than
a real obliging and convenient ex-
plosion.

Incidentally we succumbed to

the temptation and enlisted in the
army of curious, all of whom were
disappointed in not finding some
scattered bits of anatomy. But we
must admit that we're completely
humbled and reformed. Heretofore
we have been secretly overjoyed at
the prospect of skyrockets, heigh-
ho and boom-boom on Independ-
ence Day but if that's what fire-

works are like in private life we'll

take the stump for a safe and sane
Fourth.
What with Military cadets guard-

ing the place and all the scene
really did have an attraction. We
may be wrong of course but that
guarding did look a little foolish.

As long as a house is a real honest-
to-goodness piece of property the
Govt, doesn't seem to care a hang
whether anybody absconds with the
front porch or not. But let the
place be reduced to cinders or a
pile of kindling and what happens?
They put a guard over it. All very
well but if a man really wants
to steal a house we think he'd pick
out a whole one.
And then of course there are the

people who hang around waiting
for another corpse to be dug up.
And there was the dumb young
thing hunting souvenirs (though
why anyone should want to re-
member an explosion Is completely
beyond us) who picked up a wooden

it

would look "cute if it were lacquer-
ed." And the old gent who evi-
dently went down in a cellar to
avoid being blown up and who very
conscientiously got tanked up in-
stead and who emerged some three
hours later with a perfectly good-
looking wooden leg in one hand and
the furnace poker in the other. He
had an alcoholic idea that a
wooden leg was a musical instru-
ment, which it may be for all we
know. At any rate he strummed a
passable tune on it, which reminds
us that all the explosion needed
was a theme song. "I've got a
feelln' I'm falUn" might suffice.

But we really were struck (not
forcibly of course-we were a bit too
late for that) at how woefully little

people knew about explosion eti-

quette. Ek) you know what to do at
an explosion? Are you nervous or
excited In the presence of dynamite
or does T. N. T. cause you to lose

your head? Would you know what
to say If you found yourself enter-
ing a Pullman quite unexpectedly
via the window. If not you need
our specially edited little booklet
entitled "How I learned About Dy-
namite" by the author of the old

The Mosque

Gotham, "Dynamite" playing at the
Seville, and the fireworks In Devon
it might have been "National Ex-
plosion Week."
And what a bit of advertising if

someone had only lit a MuradI
BRIAN BORYU

HOLE IN ONE
Mr. John Byrnes. '32 has entered

the Hall of Fame a.s Villanova's
member of the "Hole-Iln-One" club.

Johnny's chance of a life time came
during a match at St. David's Golf

I suppose that the proper thing

to do this week is to carol a spring

song, and gather a few curtains and
do "an afternoon of a faun" dance
on the campus, because it looks that

the ewe lamb of spring, has de-

scended upon us. Spring is a sea-

son which brings with it varied

pleasures and sorrows. The usual

dose of sulphur and molasses for

the school boy, the fabled young
man's fancy, and the old man's loi

golf, and for the college man the
Kaster vacation. I suppose it x

were poetically inclined, and not

quite so cynical about this "pre-

cious little thing called love, ' i

could dash off a Vernal Ode and
consider the column finished for

the day. Probably because the only

things which cause my heart to

miss a beat are bills, marks ana
copy for the paper. I'll have to

content myself, to walk through the

park on moonlight nights, balefully

regarding all the trlstrams and
Iseults, Abelards and Helolses,

Paolas and Fjrancescas, and say to

myself, "nobody's fool." Satis est.

Still there are other things about
which one can write in connection
with spring, and that Is of fashion.

I do not style myself, as an arbiter

as to what the well dressed man
will wear unless watched, but the

Easter season as a rule calls for

new raiment, and of course a few
of us merely have the old one
Cleaned and buy a new tie. Still on
lurther investigation it is discovered

that there are many who are hope-
lessly ignorant, of proper raiment
and well touch a bit on that.

For a tasty ensemble on Easter
morn, I believe nothing is more
striking, than to go au naturel so

to speaK, but this has its draw-
oacks because the law has a quaint
nablt of apprehending all who are
in the habit of doing this, and the
victim finds himself gentiy but
surely placed in a charming little

oarred affair which probably isn't

the nicest place to spend the holi-

days. Still, if clothes are necessary
Items, innovations in masculine
dress are Just as necessary. A pair
of purple Knickers with yellow dots,

a irock coat, and a cap, form a
striking comoination which I be-
lieve would quite a to-do on Fifth
avenue during the Easter parade,
because of its daringness. However
if the tastes are conservative, a pair
of lungaree trousers, a pajama top,

a wing collar, are items which
would make any man's attire in-

teresting.

Speaking of fashions I am to

understand that for women the idea
of wearing pajamas has come to

stay. This point was strongly im-
pressed to me last Saturday night,
when returning from the movies, I

chanced to notice something which
startled me with a terrific Jar out
my usual plegmatic calm. Incred-
ible dlctu, four young ladies were
seen calmly walking down Lancas-
ter avenue, clad in nothing more it

seemed to me, than what was com-
monly thought to be reserve for
sleeping. Brilliant and vari-colored
pajamas were the costumes, and all

the staid citizenry of the hamlet of
Bryn Mawr, were, I believe, some
what shocked. Shades of the Lido,
but after all the town of Bryn Mawr
is not the Lido, and I expected the
local constabulary to come dashing
out with much handcuffs and flour

ishing of clubs. However they didn't,

so as a result, an idea occured for
a drastic change of fashion at Vil-
lanova. The young ladies were, I

am inclined to think, from the col-
lege or one of the schools which sur-
round the neighboring town, so
Villanova, arise and defeat these
people at their own game.

Instead of dressing to go to the
movies or a walk, sons of the Blue
and White, assert your indepen-
dence, and wear your night clothes
or underwear. Instead of aping
the effeminlte custom of pajamas,
stick to the traditions of our fore-
bears, and wear a night shirt. This
is surely a proof of masculinity and
is infinitely more comfortable. Not
only that, but the night shirt de-
mands no buttons, and this in It-

self is a boon. Nothing, I believe,

would be more intriguing, when
these young ladies from the higher
institutions of knowledge, are bask-
ing under the rays of the Seville
limelight, a stanch hundred or
more Villanova men, entered attired
neatly in good old "outing flannel"
night shirts. What could anyone
do? "You did not arrest the young
ladies in their evening dress, so why
arrest us in ours,?" could be the re-
tort to the men in blue.

Think carefully of the advantage
of lying In bed some twenty min-
utes longer mornings, when one
knows that all he has to do is arise,
spear a pair of slippers and walk
over to class, with the dignity of
a Roman in his toga.
Quite a few variations could be

worked out for various functions so
that one can wear a few variations
every now and again. For evening
wear, something in black with satin
facings, and for spoils the usual
flannels and dark coat, can be re-
placed by something in striped flan-
nel with a blue border.
For headdress the derby and the

honicberg can be replaced by the
stocking cap, and this is very con-
servative and economical, as when
after the laundry has done its usual
Job on our socks, one can always
turn them-toito suitable head attire,
so all In all I believe the idea of
wearing one's sleeping clothes for
everyday work and play is ideal,
from any angle at which one choees
to regard it.

Time to Retire,

COUNT DMITRI.
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Did You Ever
Know That"

JUST LOOKING AROUND

The writings of. the Augustinian,
Blessed Simon of Cascla, are class-

ics of the Italian language.
• • •

One of the great masters of the
Flemish School of painting is the
Augustinian Hugo van der Goeb.

• • *

The Father of the primary school
system in Germany and Austria is

the Augusinian Abbot John Fel-

biger (1725-1788). Under the pro-
tection and with the support of the
Empress Maria Teresa, he com-
pletely reorganized the schools. He
was also a pioneer in establishing

efficient Normal schools lor teach-
ers.

• • •

The first professor of Sacred
Scripture in the New World was an
Augustinian. Fra Alonso de Vera
Cduz was appointed to the Chair of

Sacred Scripture in the University
of Mexico in 1553.

The Augustinians established the
University of San Idelfoiiso at Lima,
Peru, in 1616. . , "

• • »•..
. .•.;.• -•

•,

The second Apostolic belegat'e to

the United States was an Augustin-
ian, Cardinal Sebastian Martinelli.

• • •

Among the first books to be pub-
lished in Italy were the works of

the Augustinian Schblar, Paolo Ven-
eto. ...

• • •..••.•
The Augustinians founded over

200 towns in the Philippine Islands.

Writings of the missionary Fathers
in these islands number over 300,

written not only in the various
dialects of the natives, but also in

Spanish, Chinese and Japanese.
• • *

One of the greatest pulpit orators

of the 15th century in Italy was
Fra Mariano da Genazzano, an Au-
gustinian.

• *

The Augustinian Cardinal Egidio

di Viterbo was chosen to deliver the
opening address at the Fifth Later-

an Council. His discourse ,an earn-
est plea for reform, is considered by
historians as a monument of that
period.

Debaters Lose Twin
Bill to Muhlenberg

(continued from page one)

*" Weber College Friday
On Friday evening, -the Beta

Gamma debaters will be host to two
gentlemen from Weber College of

Ogden, Utah. This two man team
has been travelling for weeks and
has debated the Disarmament ques-
tion pro and con several times.

Villanova will argue from the af-

firmative side of the question and
will be represented by Mr. Takacs
and Mr. Hookey or Mr. Gill.

The Weber College team, which
has been most successful in its de-
bates thus far, consists of Mr.
Blaine Ramslen and Grant Syphers.
Weber College is noted for its de-

bating teams and last year sent a
team to England to debate Oxford
and other English Universities.

Harvard Debate OfT
The Villanova-Harvard debate on

the Prohibition Question, which was
scheduled for Saturday evening, has
been cancelled. Among other rea-
sons given for the cancellation of

the aflair, is the fact that the Eas-
ter Holidays begin at Villanova on
the morning of April twelfth.

The question, "Resolved, that all

present enforcement of the Eigh-
teenth Amendment be repealed, and
the Harvard Plan be substituted in

its place," is a most popular one at

the present time.
Villanova was to uphold the nega-

tive side of the question and great
interest was being shown by the
entire student body and certain fac-

ulty members.
The Beta Gamma hopes some day

to be able to make up in some way
for the great inconvenience which
the cancellation of this debate must
have caused the Harvard debaters.

17 SENIORS NAMED
FOR HON. SOCIETY

(Continued from Pace On«)

students were working in various
activities for which no considera-
tion or recompense was given. Ath-
letes received their letters and a
few medals were given for some
specialized excellence but for many
forms of campus and class activities

absolutely no consideration of any
kind was given.

The formation of a senior honor-
ary society affords a means of rec-

om|)en.se as well as a stimulus for

all forms of class and extracurricu-
lar activities.

Seventeen men were recently
elected to the .society: They are:

Business Men
Julius Bezca
Thomas Doyle
Jo.sej)h Foley
James Henry
William Kelly
Edward Lovatt
Waller Quinn
Jost^ph Rinaldl
Rudolph Swigard

Arts
Jo.seph Daschbach
Frank Hanlon

EnRinrem
Jofieph Olllen

John Kelly
Joseph Simpson

Pre Meds
Ell Agrc
James Lane
William Quinlan

Vlllanova's historic flagpole is no
more! The mast that stood on the
front campus for so many years and
which witnrs.sed and took part In

the triumphlal opening of so many
Junior Weeks fell a prey last week
to the Iron Age and was nupplanted
by a Klender tapering flag pole of
moRt modem and approved variety.

Unless the diamond down in the

Stadium has become water-logged
after the "wet" flood that swamped
the campus last week, ViUanovans
will see the Wildcat nine opening
its 1930 season on Thursday against

Fordham.
• • •

Fordham opens its season today
with Princeton. Jack Coffey, who is

starting his seventh year as coach
of the team from the Bronz, is ex-

pecting another great season, al-

though his two pitching aces of last

spring, Bob Cooney and Jim Mur-
phy, have graduated and been sign-

ed by major league clubs. Murphy
went with the Yanks, and Cooney
with the Browns.
To husky right-handers, Herm

Aube and Neil Andrews, are the
candidates for the pitching jobs

this year, and reports from New
York say tiiey both have been look-

ing fine in early practice.
• • *

Both Aube and Andrews come
from Portland. Maine, and were
rivals in high school. Aube went
through three years of high school
baseball without meeting defeat,

and he showed so much stuff last

year as a freshman, that he was
kept out of football lasl fall 'to pre-

vent a possible fhjury.
• • •

After meeting the Cats, the Ford-
ham outfit will go into Philadelphia
and clash with Temple on Friday
afternoon.

• • •

Then, on Saturday, Temple will

come out here to meet a Wildcat
baseball team in the Stadium for

the first time. Temple opened its

season last Saturday against the
Penn A. C-, and has a veteran team,
only Gil Fitch, the shortstop, being
d new man. .

• • •

The record of Owl-Cat varsity

athletics stand at 1-1 now, and Sat-
urday's battle may mean much, al-

though another baseball game, a
tennis match, and a golf tourney
are on the schedule books.
The two home games this week

will give ViUanovans an opportunity
to see Red-Ed Melanson smack a
couple. Eddie had a very good
Southern trip, knocking out a trio

of circuit clouts.
• • •

Next week, on Holy Thursday,
Villanova will meet Penn on the
Franklin Field diamond. Penn, a
member of the new Intercollegiate
League, is the favorite to cop the
pennant, and a Villanova victory
would boost the Wildcat's stock con
siderably.

• • •

Penn trimmed Haverford and
Franklin and Marshall by topheavy
scores, but the McGeehanites are
determined that nothing of the kind
will take place next week.

• • *

After Easter, the Cats go down to

Annapolis to sink the Navy on the
23rd, and come back to their own
green on the 26th to meet Boston
College. Three weeks from today,
on the 29th, Duke will come to Vil-

lanova.
• * *

In the week after Easter, Pete
Forve's tennis team will get going,
too. On Friday, the 25th, the net-
men will trek to Easton to tackle
Lafayette, and on the 26th, Temple
will play the first intercollegiate

match on the courts across the pike.
• * •

The tennis team has a hard open-
ing foe, as Lafayette reports pros-
pects are bright with three veterans.
Captain Lombard, Ramsey and Ross
back for service again.

• • •

The track team will see some ac-
tion in the Penn Relays on the 25th
and 26th, too, although Coach
Meredith has not yet announced
the list of athletes who will see ser-

vice.
• • •

Duquesne University's basketball
team next season will play twenty
games, according to a recent an-
nouncement from Pittsburgh. Tom
Morgan's Villanova cage team will

be on the schedule, the report said,

although neither the date nor the
place of the game was given.

• • •

The schedule for Dick Murray's
golf team was announced last week,
and How Garrity has signed up 12

opponents already, while two more
are pending. Four of the matches
will be with club teams, while the
others booked are with college

teams.
'.

.
• • .'•

.

The home links for the golfers,

who are beginning their second sea-
son at Villanova, will be at Marble
Hall. The schedule, as it stands
now, calls for six home meets.

• • •

Next Monday, the season opens
with Swarthmore, at Rolling Green.
Then, after Easter, on Wednesday.
Ashbourne will be met at Ash-
bourne; on Saturday, Philmont will

be taken in at Philmont, and on the
following Monday, the Bala C. C.

will entertain the proteges of Father
Greenlee, at Bala.

• « •

The schedule for the balance of

the .sea.son follows:

May 1—Overbrook C. C, at Over-
brook.
May 2 -Osteopathy, at home.
May 3—University of Delaware, at

Newark, Del.

May 7—Lafayette, at home.
May 8—Temple, at home.
May 9—Rutgers, at home.
May 17—University of Delaware,

at home.
May 20 -Rutgers, at New Bruns-

wick.

May 23- Gettysburg, pending.
May 24 Franklin and Marshall,

at Lanca.ster.

May 31 -Army, at We.st Point.
Pending -Haverford. at home.

Parent Com. to Devote Ef-

forts Toward New Gym
(continued from page 1)

"Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Phon* 1S4

Hlckey and I were 'Delurey boys.'

It was through Dr. Delurey's char-
acter and determination that many
of ua amounted to anvthing."

As proof of his confidence In

Augustinian education Mr. McAvoy
mentioned that one son is enrolled
in Villanova and the other is at

Malvern.
Mr. McAvoy made a plea for a

law course at Villanova.

"I would like to see a law course
here, " Mr. McAvoy said. I know of

no greater necessity in Catholic
higher education in Eastern United
States. I would like to see a law
course here that would place the
law on the plane tliat we think it

ought to be.

"It should train men not to fear
to condemn a law that they believe

to be bad."
Mr. McAvoy closed with the as-

seition that the time has come
when those who are interested in

Villanova can help a needy proposi
i,ion most generously.

Fhilip A. Hart, member of the
Board of Trustees, declared that
great things for Villanova will be
the outgrowth of this campaign.

"To the youth leaving college
background means a great deal in

getting his first job. I would like

to help make Villanova the greatest
outstanding Catholic college of the
East. It does mean a whole lot as
to what background you can give.

"As a trustee I have known Villa-

nova's problems. I never sat on a
board of directors -that has done so
much with so little.

"Every dollar given Villanova will

be spread over Villanova better
than two dollars would serve most
institutions.

"I hope this meeting is the fore-
runner of many others, even after
the campaign is over.

"'After the new buildings are con-
structed you will be glad you had a
share in building them."

Dr. Hlckey was introduced by Fa-
ther Sparrow as the man who '"has

done as much for Villanova as any
other has been privileged to do in
the same time."

""Had I to travel around the world
fifty times I would do it fifty times
if I thought I could advance Villa-
nova," Dr. Hlckey asserted.
"With poor equipment, with crude

means, and with limited resources
Villanova has managed to turn out
worthwhile men largely because of
the sacrifice and consecration of the
faculty at Villanova.

"There is no more worthy purpose
in life than the training of char-
acter

"Villanova will always have on its

staff men who give everything they
have to the noble purpose of edu-
cation.

'"Villanova can properly make a
general claim on the public. It
performs a public service. With
the diversification of its courses
Villanova has multiplied its service
to the community but it has in-
creased its burden so that it must
have aid.

'"Villanova always has been fortu-
nate in its faculty—both in its

priests and laymen. I don't think
you can rival the loyalty of its lay
faculty.

'"A good workman profits by good
tools. For this reason I am eager
to see Villanova attain a success
which will bring equipment, en-
couragement and the material
means for doing superlatively all

the tasks committed to it.

In Introducing Dr. GrifBn, Father
Sparrow said:

"'During the last four years Villa-

nova's destiny has been guided by
one who is not afraid to dream but
who is eminently practical at the
same time."

Excerpts from Dr. Griffin's re-

marks follow:

""Although Villanova is a small
college by intention, she has a var-
iety of courses which compare fa-

vorably with the courses in the
largest institutions.

"With our increased enrollment
we have brought new burdens upon
ourself.

"We have been in fault in hiding
our g(X)d works. We have never
asked the parents for aid. We have
never asked public support.

"Therefore, we feel now that we
are entitled to lay these burdens
before the parents and the public.

We are practically a semi-public in-

stitution.

"We need a new building for the

School of Commerce. It is in a sec-

ond rate building now.
"Our library space is below the

requirements of the standardizing
agencies.

"We have no gymnasium, in a

real sense. A gymnasium is re-

quired by the state. We need a new
dining hall, a dormitory, a scholar-

ship loan fund and an endowment
fund.
Mr. McParland, vice president of

one of the largest building compan-
ies in Philadelphia, revealed the de-

cision of the parents that the gym-
nasium should be their objective.

"This will mean that we are

obliged to raise more than $200,000.

We have more than 900 students,

and more than 900 parents to assist

us. The task should be very easy.

"I assure you I will give as much
time as possible to help this cam-
paign attain success."

A tribute to Father Burns' suc-

cess in regional alumni organization

was given by the campaign director

in his exposition of the technic of

the campaign. The campaign di-

rector explained what each of the

committee is doing.
'"We hope you will cultivate the

other parents," the campaign di-

rector said. "Bring them to Villa-

nova. That is the best way I know
of interesting them in the college.

"You can give some time to this

campaign. An hour a day or an
hour an evening from each will re-

sult in real accomplLshmcnts.
Attention was called to the open-

ing dinner to be held April 22. in

the Bellevue-Stratford. to which In-

vitations have been issued. The
Villanova Bymphony orchestra will

play.

All-Opponent

Quintet is

Selected

N. Y. U. With Two Men on

P'irst Team, Leads Cori-

cen8us Opinion

After hearing many "buffing"

sessions on the relative ability of

the various basketball clubs and in-

dividuals on them, met this past

season, we decided to get first hand
information on the subject from
Coach Doc. Jacobs and members of

me team, 'lakmg their dope ano
mixing it up with our own modest
opinions, we have arrived at a con-
coction which we believe will be

satisfactory to all concerned.
Choosing an "all-squad differs

radically from that opponent" of

naming an "all-star' 'team. In the

latter, the season's work is taken
into consideration, but we are only
concerned with the individual's abil-

ity against our own team.
For forwards. Bob Many, of Le-

high, and Jack Bonner are named.
No one can reasonably question the
right of the Brown and White's

;iar forward to be included. Ii

was his 24 points chalked up against

the Wildcats that won for the
Bethlehemites. As for lanky Bon-
ner being named to the fore court,

instead of his regular position, that
of pivot, it was the concensus of

opinion that he could do just as

well up front as at center.
Then also, Leff, the slim tap-off

man for N. Y. U., cannot very well

be left out of the picture. Holding
out two centers scoreless, he man-
aged to ring up two twin-counters.
For the back court, Jerry Nemeck,

also of the Violets, and Posnack, of

St. Johns, would be our choice.

Nemeck, although a guard, did the
bulk of the scoring against Villa-

nova, while Posnack gave a great
exhibition of guarding and floor

work up in New York.
This team is unique, in that it

includes two football captains-elect,

Bonner of the Owls, and Nemeck,
star end on the Violets. In conclu-
sion, we beg to state that if anyone
does not agree with the above selec-

tions—well it's just too bad. Moral:
become a newspaper reporter.

All Opponent Selections
Many, F., Lehigh.
Bonner, F., Temple
Leff, C, N. Y. U.
Nemeck, N. Y. U.
Posnack, G., St. John's.
Alternates—Osborne, St. Joseph's,

and Shuman, N. Y. U. Forwards

—

Heller. Lebanon Valley, center;
Straub, Lehigh and Mazurski, .Man-
hattan, guards.

Local Student Chap. A. S. M.
E. Visitl New Steam

, Heating Plantt

The new steam heating plant at
the West Philadelphia yards of the
Pennsylvania Railroad was visited
last Thursday by members of the
local student chapter of the A. S.

M. E. and a tour of inspection un-
dertaken. ' Professor Moorehouse
and about twenty students made
the trip. Three hours were con-
sumed in inspecting the plant, the
group being taken through by the
chief engineer in charge. Every-
thing was explained in minute de-
tail.

The lay out of the plant embodies
the latest in equipment and design
and was constructed at the cost of
$2,000,000. The interest of the trip

was appreciably increased by the
wealth of information acquired.
Thanks are in order for the cour-
tesy and the thoroughness and
explanation.

RENTACAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buleks, Hups, Chryaiert, Chavs.
5122 Walnut Straat

1830 Market Straat
329 S. Broad Straat

NO HOUR CHARGE
No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students
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EVERY THURSDAY
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Everything the

Colleste Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
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First Class Service

Villanovan Poll on Prohibi-

tion Records Big Wet Vote

(continued from page one)

found to be for enforcement.
Freshmen tendencies were consider-

ably more conservative. Two hun-
dred and two of the yearlings sided

for repeal, one hundred and one
thought modification the only rem-
edy and twenty threw their lot in

with the Anti-Saloon League and
strict enforcement.

Totals By Schools

One Arts man has the distinction

of being different for out of the

entire A. B. Department only one
voter was found who favored en-
forcement. Ninety-one declared in

favor of repeal and twenty-nine In

favor of modification. In the
School of Science two hundred and
six medjcoes can content them-
selves with nothing short of repeal.

Seventy-nine are for modification
and nine want stringent enforce-
ment. In the Commerce and
Finance School there are two hun-
dred and two votes on record for

repeal, fifty-eight for modification
and twenty for enforcement. The
engineers, disciples of conservatism,
likewise forsook habit to boost the
wets still higher. Ninety-eight of

the Technology men want complete
repeal, forty-nine of them would
modify our present laws and only
six think that the law as it stands
should be enforced.

Ballot First of Kind Here

In conducting the first real col-

lege referendun? on a national ques-
tion ever to be taken at Villanova,

the members of the Villanovan
Staff were highly gratified with
both the student response and with
faculty cooperation in the endeavor.

It is felt that the vote will settle

for once and all the question as to

where the sentiments of the stu-

dent body in the matter lie. Many
interesting facts were discovered

during the taking of the vote. The
base ball club, twenty in number,
approached before their departure
on the initial tour of the season,

were unanimously for repeal. Many
students advocated a separate fac-

ulty poll on the question. The staff

members were swamped under a
deluge of queries on the final totals.

Precautions were taken throughout
to avoid error and repitition of the

count.

Campaign to Open
Formally on April 22

(continued from page one)

course is concerned it is the course

which would need the greatest sub-

sidation. :n order to have a well

rounded individual you must have a

gymnasium, a library, and well

balanced training.

"At present Villanova upholds the

Catholic philosophy of education,

but it is very poorly equipped to

engage in experiments such as an
hours reading course or anything

of the kind.

"What we Can hope to do is to

develop a particular type of educa-

tion that is meeting the demands
of the day.
"We really have something at

Villanova that is in keeping with

the modern trends. But if you
want to produce the highest type

of education today, you must have
outside help."

F. Leo Lynch gave the Executive

Committee a report on Alumni or-

ganization.

"We had a very interesting meet-
ing last Thursday. We read some
of the letters which had been re-

ceived. One came from a youth
who cannot find employment be-

cause of religion.

"That shows the necessity for

real Catholic leaders in business.

That sort of bigotry would not
exist if there were enough Catholic
leaders."

Mr. Lynch promised that a redl

representative gathering of alumni
would be present at the opening
dinner.

W. J. McGlinn presided.

TENNIS NOTICE
Father Mauch, coacn of the

I

tennis team, would like to have all

candidates lor the team meet at
12:45 tomorrow in the Mendel Hall
Amphitheatre. It is of the utmost
importance that the men be there.

Although Freshmen are not eligi-

ble, due to the one year rule, they
are welcome to attend the meeting.
By the time this is in print, the

tennis courts probably will be ready
for use. Daily practice will be in

order for the netmen, so as to

enable them to round into shape
'for the frist match with Lafayette
iat Easton. immediately after the
'Easter recess.
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Huge Banquet Opens Campaign
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His

"Serenaders'' to Furnish

Rhythm for Junior Prom

Many Notables New Staff is

Are Present Appointed to

Edit Weekly

"Roger's Rollickers" Enjoy Enviable Reputation as Prom
Band.—Have Played at Priitceton, Columbia, Yale

and Cornell.—Popular in New York and Paris

WORK OF PROM COMMITTEE COMPLETED

With the signing of "Roger Wolfe

Kahn and his Serenaders," The
Junior Prom Committee has com-
pleted what it fondly hopes and
has good reason to believe, will be

the most lavish and most enter-

taining program ever presented at

any Villanova function.

Having secured the most ornate

and spacious ballroom in the city,

the Penn Athletic Club, no efforts
have been spared In endeavoring to
get an orchestra of the highest
calibre, one which would add mo-
mentum to the wheel of frivolity.

We are more than happy to say this

band is just such a group of har-
mony kings as we had realized.

Led by Roger Wolfe Kahn,
probably the most versatile con-
ductor of modern dance
bands, himself a master of every
n\uslcal Instrument used today, the
members of this bunch of "tepid
tooters are all capable soloists,

and, collectively taken, form the
most persuasive purveyors of hilar-

ious harmony this "Land of Spree"
can boast.

As evidence of the unusual popu-
larity of Roger's Rollockers, may we
cite just a few of the "Hops" at
which they have successfully

played: Colgate, Columbia, Cornell.

Dartmouth, Michigan, Pennsylvan-
ia, Princeton, Virginia, Yale and so

on far into the next decade.
The orchestra has played on the

Roof of the Hotel Pennsylvania
and,in the Castillian Cafe in New

' Vork,' and at Les Ambassadeurs in

Parts.

Unique Favors
Although, conforming to prece-

dent, the committee cannot, at this

time, describe the favors to be
given, they do say that the Art Staff

of the Committee went to great
pains to discover an article which
has never before been presented at

any College Prom. Its uniqueness
will give to it an appeal to those
appreciative of the "different."

Reports from the Patronage and
Box Staff, indicate that a number
of those publically and athletically

prominent, have already been listed

amon<T the Prom's Patrons.

The committee has done Its work
and it has done it well. It is upto
every student to step in and help
make the Prom a success socially.

So, if you are desirous of a peppy
and fast moving time, don't fail to

make your arrangements now for

attendance at the prom, the "Best

Ever."

PROM LEADER

ROGER WOLFE KAHN

BUSINESS MEN HEAR
INTERESTING TALKS

Members of the Business and
Professional Men's committee heard
two inspiring talks at their meeting
in the Manufacturer's Club last

Thursday noon before they selected

names of persons from whom they
will ask gifts for Villanova.

This same group will meet Wed-
nesday in the Manufacturer's Club
to report on the prospects they have
seen and to take additional assign-

ments.

"The Philadelphia Archdiocese
has received great help in the Sis-

ter's work," the Rev. Griffin told

the group. "This has been done at

great cost to us.

"We ask you to assist us.

"Two of the chief selling points

are the need for education and the

character development performed
at Villanova."
Father Austin asserted that the

time for talking is past.

"Now we have to get down to

business," Father Austin said.

"The real work has to be done
in the next two or three weeks.

Only individual effort will get the

money now.
}

"Don't take 'NO' for an answer ,

"The law of averages is working.;

You men will call on prospects who
|

(Continued on Page Six) >

At Banquet

.'lOO Business and Profes:

sional Men Pledge Sup-

port to Campaign

PRESIDENT SPEAKS

Nearly 550 business and profes-

sional men of the Philadelphia dis-

trict showed their interest in Vil-

lanova by attending the opening
dirmer of Vlllanova's $2,300,000 cam-
paign in the Belleveu-Stratford
ballroom last Tuesday evening.
Many notable Philadelphians were

present and several distinguished
residents of other cities, who were
unable to attend, sent telegrams
expressing the hope that the cam-
paign would reach a successful con-
clusion. At the conclusion of the
dinner the guests were invited to

sign cards stating that they would
assist Villanova by solicitation.

Guests at the speakers' table

were: Dr. William A. Pearson, Hon.
Eugent V. Alessandroni, Stanley F.

Coar, Frank H. Mancill, Jerome H.
Louchheim Dr. George Johnson,
Michael J. McEnery, Rt. Rev. Mon-
slgnor John J. Bonner, William J.

McGlinn, David J. Smyth, Rt. Rev.
Bishop Gerald P. O'Hara, Hon. John
W. Kephart, Dr. James H. Griffin

Philip A. Hart, Dr. Kenneth Mathe-
son, Hon. Horace Stern, Rt. Rev.
Monsignor Hugh L. Lamb, Albert M.
Greenfield, Dr. Joseph A. Hlckey,
Hon. Joseph L. Kun, Very Rev.
Charles M. DriscoU, The Very Rev.
William T. Tallon, S. J., and The
Right Rev. Monsignor William P.

McNally.
Special distinctions represented by

the guests included two Knights of

St. Gregory, one from the Order of

Pope Pius IX, three Chamberlains
of Cape and Sword, two Chevaliers
of the Crown of Italy, one present
and former Vicar General of the
Augustinian Order, and one Com-
mander of the Order of St. Gregory
the Great.

Villanova was congratulated by
Bishop O'Hara for its desire to ex-
tend its usefulness in the field of

Catholic higher education.

The Rev. Dr. Johnson spoke of
the imperatives need for Catholic
higher institutions of learning.
"Higher education in the United

States is dritfing far away from the
old moorings," he declared, "and
sometimes we must wonder at the
future of American culture. As or-
iginally founded, the American col-

lege was a humanistic institution,

but today, with all the new, prac-
tical courses in education, some old

Ideals are being forgotten.
"The Catholic college feels that it

should not join in the modern pro-
cession. It feels that it has a duty
to former ideals, and although it

recognizes the importance of scien-
tific and practical studies, it does
not forget that they developed from
the original cultural education,

(continued on page six)

Cartehuto and Jenking

Head New Staff as

Co-Editors

to

Belle Masque Presenting

Richelieu in Bryn Mawr
And in Philadelphia

FOLEY RETIRING ED.

Bulwer's Famous Play to be Given by Membets of College's

New Dramatic Society.—Proving Very Popular

AT THE SEVILLE, AND DELANCY ST. PLAYHOUSE

This issue of the Villanovan
marks the inauguration of a new
staff and the retirement or an old
one. The men who have worked so
diligently during the past year for

the success ox this newspaper now
pass on and the Villanovan loses

much. But it is necessary, for

graduation 'and their life work calls.

The new staff is happy, however,
to take this opportunity to con-
gratulate the retiring editors. They
have done their work well, and
certainly they have raised the stan-
dard ot the paper to a plane never
before attained at Villanova. ihey
deserve an commendation and it is

with sincere regret that the Villa-

novan sees them go.

A great deal of credit for the
splendid improvement that the
paper has shown, must go to the
Lditor-in-Chief, Joseph T. Foley
With the guidance and painstaking
tutleage the paper has advanced far.

Not only has it assumed a more
definite and more dignified ap-
pearance, out the quality of the
editorials have noticeably been
bettered. Oiten the post of Editor-
in-Chief and editorial writer is

precarious, but by tempering frank-
ness, and honesty with moderation
Joe has carried his Job to an end
with a rare degree of success.

A man who deserves a great deal
of praise and commendation for his

zeal and enterprise is William J.

Murphy, more commonly called Bill.

Bill stepped into his f>osition on an
absurdly short notice and with a
minimum ot newspaper experience,
it can hardly be said, though, that
his work on the paper bore witness
to that fact. Indeed, under his
editing, news stories have so im-
proved that news stories in last

year's paper are scarcely recogfniz-

able as such. Seldom, too, have
new3 items of interest escaped his

attention and failed to appear in

the Villanovan. As is probably not
so well known, the column "Knock-
ing About the Campus" in which
some of the best writing of the
paper was contained , was written
by Bill under the pseudonym of
Brian Boryu.

Francis A. Mahan, the retiring

Sports Editor, has indeed labored
asbidously in developing his depart-
ment. He has put his all into the
work and certainly the results are

gratifying. He has widened the
narrow bounds of the sports section

until now every phase of sport, no
matter how minor,, receives its full

share of attention; not only football

and base ball but basketball, inter-

(Continued on page six)

Retiring Editor-in-Chief

JOSEPH T. FOLEY

FAREWELL!
The newly appointed Editors

of the Villanovan have very gen-
erously given me this opportun-
ity to say a final word in regards
to my retiring associates. For
this the writer is indeed grateful.

It was Just a year ago that the
staff was appointed. Conscious
of the magnitude of our task
each man'i)leag^() to ''jt)eM6i'nfl

certain duties that must be exe-
cuted with a proficiency arising
from love and sense of duty and
not for mercenary gain which
moves men to act in a stilted

manner. No doubt our efforts

were received with diverse opin-
ions but throughout the year,

despite the fact that we followed
the general tenor of other papers,
we hoped to sound a note of dis-

tinction. The members of the
staff have striven for a tonality
of quality with the accompaln-
ment of sincerity. Thus the
blending of the Idea of quality

with that of quantity has been
a concomitant of what we earn-
estly hope to be progress of the
paper. Whether we have suc-
ceeded in raising the standard o.

the publication is not for us to

say but I do affirm that my as-
sociates have been steadfast,

conscientious, loyal and deeply
(continued on page six)

Yesterday evening the Belle

Masque Players presented Bulwer's

famous play, Richelieu at the

Seville Theatre, Bryn Mawr. They

will repeat the performance this

afternoon and this evening at the

same place, and tomorrow evening

they will present the play in Phila-

delphia at the Delancey St. Play

House, 17th and DeLancey streets.

The best seats in the house will

sell for the modest price of one
dollar and fifty cents per. The
cheaper though stlii very good seats

will sell for one dollar each. The
tickets of admission may be pur-
chased from the jierson in attend-

ance at Room 108, Mendel Hall; or

they may be had at the Box oillces

ot either of the two theatres.

Richelieu is one of the most fa-

mous dramas ever written by Bui-
wer, and it is reputed to be the
most lyrical ever created by that
playrlght. World renowned fcjhatte-

spearlan actors have played the
leading part. Among the best

known ot these actors have been
the old timer Edwin Booth, who
made the part of Hamlet the most
famous Shakespearian representa-
tions on the stage; the late Robert
Mantel who trod the boards ol

many of the theatres in Philadel-
phia is another of the men who
brought audiences from their seats

by his playing of Richelieu; and
Walter Hampden, perhaps the best

known of our generation, recently
played the part of Rlchlieu as well

as those of Caponsacchi and Ham-
let just a week before Easter at the
Chestnut Street Opera House in
Philadelphia.
This drama which has been

played by some of the best known
actors of the past and present in
the theatre world, will now be given
to the theatre goers as a production
of the newly formed dramatic asso-

ciation of Villanova, The Belle

Masque Players. And the repre-
sentatives and able actors of Villa-

nova will now be given a chance to
give their interpretation of Richel-
ieu.

The theatre goers of Villanova
have not had a chance to witness
the talent of Villanova since the
last production of Father Burns'
famous play. Vision. Now they are

to be shown that during that time
of rest oiuKactors have not gone to

seed, in /act they are better and
more numerous than ever before in

our dramatic history. Professor

Jonas of our English department
has ably coached this play and with
the assistance of the members of

(continued on page six)

The New Quadrangle As It Will Look When Completed

Thin Ih a clnHr-iip pliliire of thr miitlH of Vlllanova'H nrw qiinilranKip, whirh In an Important unit In

Vlllanova'H l»ro)(ram at Orvrlopmrnt.
The ernter liiillillnK. Hhlih rarrlrs thr iinhltprtiirul motif of Inilep^ndpm-r Hall. Ik Inlrndpd tn hoiiHp the

rommrrcr and Klnuiiir S«-ho»l and thi- admliilxtratlvr offlrrs «»r thr i-ollefe. riaNHrimm upaie for a M-hool of 750

NtiidpntN In planopd. A hall MeathiK l>oo will be available for lertiirew liy Amerlra'tt prominent bUHlneHN men. and
there will be rjinferenre riNiniH and otnvtn f«»r an enlarged fucnlt.v. <"ommerie wtiidentN will re«'elve artnal traln-

InK In uirounthiK by aH^tUtlnic with the rierlral work In the e»e«'ntlve offlceN. The rout of the Commerre bnlld-

Inx In eHtlmuted at >2<K),0<»«.

The bulldlni «t the rlrht nlde of the picture H to be the new llhrarv, replaclne the preHent lnade<|iiate

quartertt In AuNtln Hall. The lurice reudlne riMim will ironimodule itw HtiidentN. Other rtHiniN will be avalliible

for perlodlralM and referen«e w«»rk. KIrepnwf Htackase for two hundred thouNand volume*) will be Nupplled.

There will be oIKi-eN for the librarian and hU aKilNtantn and <tniail ru«in.>* for special work. Coxt of the library

will be approximately 1175,000.

A4TOHN the qiiadranxle frolllthe library a building will be ron<ttroi'ted especially to houite the dining
hall. The advantaxeN of a separate bulldlnx are Important. The aroma of rooking food will not permeate claiis-
r«Nim<« and corrldorn. Nor will the noUe Incidental to neltlnK and tieurInK the tabled interfere with recitations.
The present dlnlnc hall falls short of the ntandardii which the rolleKe desires.

The new hall where students will dine will be twl-ce as specious as the present dlnlnx room. Ill)(h relllngs
will Increase the efficiency of the s|>e4ial ventilating Hynteni to be Installed. The cafeteria syHtem will be re-
tained as an economy measure.

\ smaller dining riNim will accommodate the facnitv and special cnestn.
The kitchen. InclndInK many of the feature* developed to Increase the efflclencv of modern hotel kltchenn.

will be In the rear of the dInInK hall and neml-detached.
Bins for the ntorage of food will occupy the basement.
The cost of the dinlnc hall Is estimated at 9150.0 00.
The qoadranKle model wan made by Paul Monaghan, architect.
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',•-.- -•:;-.,.-•; ':•.• Well Done! .;:;;• ^-S;^

With this issue of the paper, we, the newly appointed

editors of the Vilianovan, assume the duties so capably per-

formed by the retiring staff. However, it is not without a

deep realization of the enormity of the task confronting us,

that we begin our work. And our duties are made the hard-

er if we are to maintain the high standard attained by the

departing staff.

•' ' To those men who have made the Vilianovan a paper

truly representative, a publication favorably criticized and

highly commended during the past year, we wish to extend

our sincere congratulations. For it is indeed a firm founda-

tion they have left and one upon which we may well model

our new plans. We think it entirely mete that this measure

of appreciation be extended to those men who have given

their utmost continuously during the past year. It is not

so much what they have done intrinsically as what it signi-

fies: ability within their characters to keep driving, that

tenacious doggedness to carry on despite innumerable ob-

stacles. Mr. Foley and his staff have been directly respon-

sible for the increased size of the paper as well as the higher

tone of editorials arid news articles. It was under his

reign also that the blue ink gave way to the more conven-

tional black and the ferocious wildcat replaced by a conserva-

tive college seal. ;; • ,; -; • v
^;,

. V . , And now they have gone and well may they be content

with their efforts. It is only for us, the staff of 1930-31, to

show our appreciation for their earnest endeavor by sustain-

ing the standard of the men who have passed on.

:'.<'['
^.

The Drive

Last Tuesday evening Villanova formally opened its

drive to obtain $2,300,000, the amount required to make pos-

sible the realization of an expansion program. For the first

time since Villanova opened her doors she is making a re-

quest for funds.. An ever increasing enrollment has neces-

sitated this appeal to the people at large so that the work
of education may be carried on. The cause is a most worthy
one, one which demands the unstinted and unflagging sup-

port of every man interested in Villanova's future.

Alumni and parent committees have been formed and
are working untiringly in order that the goal may be suc-

cessfully attained. What are the students of the College

doing? Are we going to stand idly by and let others do all

of the work, the results of which will be beneficial not to

outsiders but primarily to us?

It is true that we can do nothing of ourselves to aid the

drive financially but we CAN HELP! We can advertise the

drive by talking to our friends about it as we would talk

about our athletic teams or about other college activities.

We can show them the worthiness of the cause for which
the drive i.s being launched. We can reach individuals with
whom committee members might never come in contact. We
can give the committee our support by giving them "leads"

upon which they can work. We cannot give money out of

our own pockets but we can do much to lessen the work of

those volunteers who are anxious to make Villanova's name
a glorious one. ,..•

. .

•;. '
/.-i:;. />.;.•.

u^

Let us all get interested in this drive. Let us share in

the work with a will, so that, when the goal has been reach-

ed we can feel justly proud of the fact that we have done our
share in the building of a "Bigger and Better" Villanova.

* * * * *

A Step Foi-ward "

This week the Belle Masque players of Villanova College
are presenting the play, "Richelieu" at the Seville theatre
in Bryn Mawr and at the Little theatre in Philadelphia. This
is the first dramatic endeavor at Villanova since the produc-
tion of "Vision" some years ago. It is with pleasure that
we welcome the appearance of "Richelieu" as it fills a con-
spicuous gap in the college activities. Dramatics are as
necessary to a collegiate program of activities as sports or
a school paper. Gradually Villanova is starting out in new-
fields or reopening gi-ound that has been lying fallow for
several years. It is our eamest hope that dramatics as an
art shall never be allowed to lapse again at Villanova. This
can only be assured by all the students giving it their .com-
plete cooperation and suppori. A most enjoyable evening is

in store for those who will go and see the production at the
Seville theatre or the Little theatre. The play, although an
amateur production is pre.sented with the skill and ability of
professionals and equals in excellence many of the produc-
tions given at the Philadelphia theatres. We cannot urge
you too strongly to go and see the play. A mo.st enjoyable
and informative evening is in store for you.

KnockingAbout
the Campu9

I'hen there was the case of the
Villanova freshman who wrote to a
Med School In Scotland and re-

ceived an answer on tissue paper.

Patriotic rascals, these Scotch.

And the sad pUght of the upright
senior who harangued loud anu long

about what a shame it was to spou
the spacious rolling lawns, etc., who
put a sizeable dent in his shin-bone

over one of the "Keep oil the grass

warnings." We're airaid someone
will gel hurt tripping over these

things before it's over.

The "Hard Times Dance" was
called off when it was found that

after all the backers of the thhig

nad only forgotten to send home
their laundry kits. It is reported

that the Jamtors were keenly disap-

pointed.

Now that the vacation Is over

and every exploit told and retold

with appropriate variations we find

that the great majority of the hol-

poUol packed up their flnancial

iroubles in the old carpet bag and
went home by way of the chtu-lty

that covers a multitude of miles.

That Is to say they hopped It, bum-
med It. thumbed It, or went through
the motions. Now let the fastidious

raise an arched eyebrow if they will,

we contend that to stand on the
open road and wait for destiny to

roll by in anything from a Harley-
Davidson to an Hlspana Suiza Is

something In the way of a major
adventure. That Is, usually. Un-
less nothing chooses to run. Unless
the pike begins to look like 10 p. m.
in the dorms on a springtime Sat-
urday night. Then it gets discour-
aging. £ven then, however, you can
And something to do. If you're In

a small town the local wiseacres
will always try to make your stay a
pleasant one by regaling you with
choice Insults and wisecracks.
Thinking up snappy comebacks will

give you great training for Pie Shop
popularity. Or if you happen to be
out on uie open highway you ca.

always amuse yourself by nonchal-
antly flinging shiUelahs through the
windows of cars that turned you
down. Ten to one if you succeed
in making a bull's eye on the back
window the driver will come back
and apologize for having refusea
anyone with such a good shot. If he
doesn't you can ignore him as some
dull clod who Just doesn't appreci-
ate marksmanship.

Once you are picked up, however,
there's always the vexing question
of what to talk about. We're afraid
that some of the hitch-hikers are
sadly deficient in the proper regula-
tions laid down by the hitch-hiker's
union on this matter. First you are

to ask the driver how far he Is go-
ing. If he's going only ten miles
you are at perfect liberty to look
bored and condescending. If you
talk at all confine yoiirself to polite

criticism of his car and remarks on
the weather. Show him by your
actions that the unionized hitch-
hikers are organized against ten-
mile driving. If however he plans
to take you thirty miles or so, you
are allowed to loosen up to some
degree. You are even allowed to

offer him a cigarette. Conversation
then should center about the stock
market, the latest talkie, and the
morals of the younger generation.
But if he is going all the way—Ah!
You can talk to him about anything.
You are even permitted to tell him
all about yourself and autograph
his license card. You may even al-

low him to buy your lunch. But to

get back to the original question it

always is a mystery to know Just
what the good samarltan likes to

talk about, always providing that he
will articulate at all. Now there
are some gifted people who can hop
into a strange car, take one look at
the phrenological bumps of the
driver and go off into a long tete-a-
tete on taxidermy or the private
life of the Zulus and have it go
over like my bonny went over thi

ocean. But not many. To the av-
erage man it Is a situation required
ing quite a bit of tact and shadow
boxing. After all there's no sense
in antagonizing the kind soul who,
with a magnificent gesture of gener-
osity threw away two cents worth o.

break-lining and picked you up.

Not as long as there's a chance for

him to throw away charity and pre-
maturely set you down!

The Last Long Mile

When the last line of this drops
from the linotype it will put a per-
iod to the sentence known as

•Knocking About The Campus." It

was a long sentence at hard labor
but we got a parole without even
firing the prison. But since that
parole was granted on the grounds
of good behavior it stands to reason
that we have to leave off writing
this stuff. So In me conventional
way we say our adieus, and to our
friends raise our left ear in the mys-
tic sign of the Anthropoid Fellow-
ship, asking but one last favor—the
permission to sing a theme song in

.he close-up.

The Typewriter ribbon is torn and
frayed,

Yet It's good for this one last

rh}rme.
And the column that often th*

paper delayed,
Is done—and for once—done on
time.

Time was when the ribbon was
fresh and new

And Life Just one long, lovely,

spring,
^ nd that was the time when this

Brian Boryu
Went ga-ga and started the thing

h the weeks were long and the
weeks were violent

And the critics not mild nor few,

ut the scribbling Is over, the
knocking Is silent

And—Kind Fate! so is

BRIAN BORYU.

With all the new clothes and
accessories being seen about the

campus, It looks as though the

the i!.aster Bumiy had merged with

the haoerdashers and was supply-

ing the necessary rejuvenating

glands.
• • •

We overheard a chap in the Pie

Shoppe tne other day, remark that

he was giad tne holidays were over

he was tired ol loailng. Perhaps

ne will be wishing lor another va-

cation wnen ne realizes that the

finals are but a short month away.

.

• * •

The government has taken every-

thing It can in the way oi taxes.

So now it has entered a new Held

and is taking our census.
• • •

Somewhere or other we read that

"Mr. HamUl was lor many years a

seiuor at the University ol Iowa."

So that is how these westerners

K.eep tneir student Doaies big, the

ever ready graduate.
• • «

In the spring the young man's
fancy llghtiy turns to thoughts of

love, and the old man's better, halt

goes in heavily for new clothes.
• • •

A raspberry has been named after

Senator Jones of Washington, even
that is better than if he had been

given one.
« k •

John D. Rockefeller is now dis-

pensing nlckles Instead of dimes,

ihe young man must be saving up
for his old age. '

Ohandi's men have made a lot of

salt, but are they worth it?
• • •

We would like to ask Floyd Gib-
bons if any one can buy hosiery at

a "sock exchange."
• • •

While on the ether waves we
heard an announcer state that the

Bohemian Girl was a heartless cro-

quette. Probably, very possibly in

fact, the reference was about a
cliicken.

• • •

Dr. Horace Howard Furness, Jr.,

has bequeathed his famous Shake-

spearean collection to the U. of P.

Villanova's library could stand for

a boost like that, and we are even
plebian enough to accept a scien-

tific collection if it were offered

us.
• • •

Oliver Wendell Holmes's Profes-

sor declaims that "A moments in-

sight is some times worth a life's

experience." Especially so if that

moment could be had during that

time of forgetluUness while taking

a quiz.
• • •

Villanova Is now stepping up in

the world and has a news reel of

its own. We only wish that It could

be a regular feature at our favorite

movie.
• a •

Still speaking of that news reel,

we noticed all the sets of twins

appearing at several points. We
never noticed the multiplicity of

twins about the campus before.

De Bunk

The Rev. Bernard Huss, a Catho-
lic priest at Marianhlll, Natal,

South Africa, was recently awarded
a Carnegie prize for his work in the

field of social service in Natal, It

has been learned here. The award
entitles him to make a study tour

in the United States.

OUR POSTMASTER

With the removal of our Post
master, Mr. Dougherty, Impending
for reasons which appear to be

closely connected with partisan
politics, a word in his behalf seems
appropriate, coming as it does from
those who have observed his effici-

ent handling of the malls at Villa-

nova.

Before he had taken up his duties

as postmaster In 1927, the student
body was put to considerable incon
venience in getting their mail and
packages. Complaints of inefficiency

in the handling of the mails
brought about the appointment of

the present postmaster, who has
since constantly increased the effi

clency of the Post Office despite the
lack of floor space which was a ser
ious handicap to all concerned.

Due directly to his efforts to ex-
pand the postal facilities at VUla-
nova, a new wing is being added to

the Post Office to meet the increas
ing demand for boxes. This work
shall be finished in a few weeks, but
It is rumored that he shall be re

placed by a more favored one who
is to enjoy the fruits of his labor

If the Postmaster were inefficient

in the carrying out of his duties, he
should surely be replaced, but we
who have benefitted by three years
of his efficient services in our behalf
know that this charge could not be
substantiated. Any other reason
for the removal of a man who has
a wife and four children depend-
ent upon him for food and shelter,

could be placed in the vast cate-
gory of political abuses which every
resqectablc and law-abiding com-
munity has been trying to remove
ever since the "Spoils System" was
outlawed.

We of the Vilianovan know Post-
master Dougherty to be competent
for his position and popular with
the student body who would deplore
his unjust removal from office.

Alumni News

We wish to announce that a
future football captain was born
to Mr. and Mrs. James P. Kuczo,
on April 16, 1930. Mr. Kuczo will

be remembered as the captain of

the 1928 football team.

AH Alumni are requested to read
the following' letter recently received
by the College Authorities:

To the Librarian,

VlUanova CoUege,

Villanova, Pennsylvania.

Rev. Dear Sir:

I have undertaken to assemble and
publish a cullectioii of extracta from
Che letters aud diaries oi American
students who fell in the war, having
been profoundly moved by a similar
cuilectlon made for Germany by a
ijoctor Wltkop.

Such letters and diaries of imder-
graduates and postgraduates ox all

types, drawn from every section of

our country, should furnlsn a com-
posite portrait of the intellectual
American youth of the great war.
'I'he Atlantic Monthly editors having
shown great interest in such a col-

lection encourages me to hope lor

your cooperation and support.

The principal difficulty is to get in

touch with tbe relatives aud friends
of these Doys, and for this I need a
memorandum from every University
and College of the names and ad-
dresses of all of Its men who died In

the war. Whenever possible, l want
the foUowlug:

Name In full.

Colour aud race.

Date and place of birth.

Student of (academic, BC.entlflc,

etc.)

P. a. course (chemistry, theology,

medicine, etc.)

Late and place of death—'
or where wounded and died.

Would you tnereiore also be so

kind as to put a notice in your col-

lege and alumni paper, announcing
that such a memor.ai is in the maK-
ing, aud asking relatives and irleixds

to get In toucn with me ad sooii us

possible?

I will be most grateful for any sug-
gestions you may have to otter.

Very sincerely yours,

Miss L. Erdna Regglo.
56 Pilgrim Kuad,

Boston 17, Mass.

Lester Guterl, a member of the

class of '29, is now connected with

the Western Electric Company.

Cisberto Ricciardelli, '29, is a stu-

dent at Fordham Law.

John T. Coan, a grad of past

years who has been with the Pan-
American Oil Company, was recent-

ly promoted to district manager of

New England. He has his offices at

Park Square, Boston.

Last week the Vilianovan received

a notice to the effect that Mr. John
J. McGlone, '28, is to be married to

Miss Doris Snyder. The ceremony
wUl take place at the Church of

our Mother of Consolation in

Chestnut Hill. The Vilianovan of-

fers it's congratulations to the hap-

py pair.

It Is with sadness we note the

recent death of Father T. F. Her-
lihy, O. S. A., who died April 44n
Lawrence, Mass. He entered the

novitiate here at Villanova in 1880

and later acted as professor for flf

teen years. The funeral, held from
St. Mary's church in Lawrence, was
one of the largest held in recent

years.

LAL8 TIBI, ALiMA MATEK
American Mother,
Guardian of a nation's righteous way,
Ever the inspiration of thy sons.
Who, adept alike, with pens and guns.
Serve that Native Land's star-span-

gled sway,
Villanova,
Of thee I sing my lay.

Four hundred years have passed away
Since first In this Columolan land
From Spain imperial came to stay
Thy learned Augustinlau baud.

Before the Redmen sought the West,
Hard driven by a pallid foe,

Before they saw from Ranler's crest
Their buffalo wigwams far below.

The Aztec country saw thy men,
And Mexico learned philosophy;
Thy Vera Cruz had founded then
A New World's University.

But never resting Is thy might;
Thy Spirit wears Augustine's robe,
And with thee went the Christian
Light

To circumnavigate the globe.

Across the wide Balboan Sea
And over Oriental sand
Forever onward Westerly
Into the proud Hidalgo's land.

The Mosque

About a year ago, this time, I

wrote what was thought to be my
last column, but alas, much to the

chagrin oi many, it appeared again

to bother the tired student. The
loom once more annoyed the weary

student in the dim hours many a

time hi AustUi Hall on Sunday
nights, but I can truthfully say,

that this is without doubt, tne last

column that I will write this year,

and possibly forever. It is with

mingled sadness, that I stand at

the bier of my brain child, and the

sadness is probably doubled when I

know that probably I alone mourn
its passhig. On the other hand
there are many who are very very

glad to see it go, especially the

staid citizenry of Chestnut Hill,

whom I believe came into theU:

share, when the hammer was being

tossed around. I am very sorry if

I offended them, but really they

ought to be thankful, as even

though I do say It myself I think,

that after reading this column for

a year, their hamlet is on the map.

I have taken the prlveledge in my
last columns to mention names, a
thing which I have scrupulously

avoided in all other columns, and
call me a hopeless leatherhead, and
condemn to the neathermost depths

of Hades, but never say, that there

was an open or even a veiled refer-

ence to any particular individual,

society, club or what have you?

Joe "Fascinating" Foley, will

probably be as grateful as myself

that "The Mosque" has passed away,

as no doubt it has caused him as

much trouble as myself, as that

very efficient gentleman was always

on my trail, simply hours before I

was to have the copy for him. He
was never quite sure of its con-

tent, and aiways worried me to

death. I most sincerely hope that

his inferno is spent in trailing down
elusive columnists, and telling them
to get their copy in a couple of

hours before the paper goes to press,

riowever, as far as being efficient,

thorough, and exacting, as well as

being an honest gentleman, a thing

rare among Editors In chief, the

fascinating lad has no peer.

To John Breen, who worked so

indefatiguably, and was thrown out

of more places than Carter has pills

in quest of advertising, I can but

express my thanks, as it was due
to his valiant efforts, and those of

his able assistant, Charlie Lynch
the Canton Cyclone, that this sheet

could live. I suppose they may
have qualms of conscience when
they realized that their valiant

efforts materially aided the pounding
out of this weekly drivel.

To my fellow coumnist, Brliin

Boryn, I am grateful, as there was
always one consolation in knowing
that no matter how terrible my
Column may have been it was al-

ways redeemed by the excellent and
clever thought of his. I Imagine
that he is as glad as I am to call it

quits. •'•.."'

I am also grateful to the late

lamented Ed. Burnshaw (the loom
man), who with his facile and ready
wit gave me many ideas, as well as

did Ed Hookey, and Wheeler Jen-
kins.

I am a little tired of column-
writing and am grateful to know
that what will be some newspaper's
loss will be the medical profession's

gain. It is not a k)ed of roses,

mirabile dlctu, and the idea of

getting it out every week, hung
like a sword of damocles over my
worried brow.

One thing for which I am very
sorry is that Crosby Coughlin did
not come back this year, as it was
one bright spot during the dark
days of the paper's inlancy, was to

know that I would be disturbed
from a sound sleep, by Cros telling

me to get up and write the weekly
drool.

Who will write a column next
year I do not know, but I only hope
that he will produce a much better

and more appealing one uian mu
one. Who he will be no one knows
as yet, but there will be always
someone who will step into the
breach, and those people as a rule

have the uncanny habit of doing
the thing better than the ones who
preceded them. I wish him all sorts

of luck, and hope for his success

and peace of mind. Some day in

the Valhalla where column writers

go, we'll probably meet, swap yarns,
Then from the Emerald Isle you came ^ ormie ovpf the merits of ourAnrt in fho vii-CTin u,,^r.M.. ^f i»onTi »"° argue over me merits oi ourAnd in the Virgin woods of Perm
Was born thy Vilianovan name,
Good Mother of American men.

Thy admonitions may they keep
Until they lie beneath the sod.
Let fellowmen then bless their sleep
For serving native land and God.

My Alma Mater,
Defended by thy stalwart sons.
America's bastion never falls.

When they have served with pens and
guns.

And answered all their Nation's calls,

Then may their features cast in
bronze.

Adorn thy sanctuarled halls.

GEORGE WILLIAMS.

DEBATE WORK ATTACKED

THAT MAKES IT EVEN
In the last issue of the Vilia-

novan it was noted that Mendel]
Hall had the best Chapel attendance
during Lent. We now rise to sadly
remark that Mendell Hall also had
the largest attendance on the work
progressing on the new golf course.

Amos n' Andy, who have recently
been signed up for the talkies, are
the first radio stars to step straight
Into motion picture stardom from
the microphone. Their picture Is

to be titled CHECK AND DOUBLE
CHECK.

There is an almost vicious attack

on debating, as it is now conducted,
in the March issue of the North
American Review in an article en-

titled "The Great God Gab," by P.

W. Wilson. He regrets the passing

of the orator. "Where can we find

the Demosthenes of the Twentieth
Century—the Daniel Webster—the
William Ewart Gladstone?" he asks.

In these decadent days "the whole

object of education is to substi-

tute the mentality of a group for

the respon.slble and courageous

initiative of the individual." There
Is, he says, a need of real speakers,

for. "to democracy and even to

dictatorship, the practice of persua-

sion has become an imperative ne-

cessity."

various achievements. When the
"Vilianovan" Is a daily, as some day
it will be, probably that columnist
may look back with utter disgust

at the puerile and unsophisticated
attempts of the years of 1928 to

1930, but oh well why say any more
about it.

I have not endeavored to give an
American College student's version
of "La Vie Parrisienne," nor, in
any way, shape or form have I

followed or come anywhere near the
excruciatingly funny humor of
Frank Sullivan, Robert Benchly or
Don Herold, but it was merely my
attempt to mildly satirize on con-
ditions, and not to amuse with
brilliant humor. I have tried to be
a satirist not a himiorlst, and if I

have fallen short, as no doubt I

have, well, try to remember "The
Mosque," kindly. After all as Ar-
thur "Artless " Agre, Jack McGann's
protege in the squared circle l.s

won't to say In his philosophical
way. "What do you get anyway?
Mostly disappointment." I guess
he's right.

The step sounds on the stair, a
knock at my door, a raucous and
strange voice demands the copy. It's

over. With sadness, and much re-
gret, goodbye and good luck III!

Are these tears?

Count Dmitri ne' Hugh McHugh

.H
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Junior Week
Program is

Announced

Many Varied Events t«

Be Offered Juniors

This Year

The Junior Week Program an-
nounced recently by Howard Gar-
rlty, chairman of the Junior Week
Committee, offens u wide assortment
of activities for the members of the
class of '31 during their "week."

Features to suit every taste and to

please every fancy are included in

the week's schedule and it is the
hope of those in charge that the
events will be supported by all the
Juniors.

Four baseball games are an Inno-
vation in the program this year.

In previous years two games or per-
haps three were played at home
during Junior Week, but this year
the Villanova "nine" will go into

action on four different occasions.

On Tuesday, the sixth, with Lehigh;
on Wednesday, with Lafayette; on
Friday, the ninth, with C. U., and
on Saturday, Che tenth, with Provi-
denbe. The Lafayette game, the
featured event on Wednesday, will

preceed the Tea Dansant, and a
large turnout of Juniors and their

escorts is expected.

Three golf matches, on Wednes-
day, Thursday and Friday, with
Lafayette, Temple and Rutgers re-

spectively, afford those thus inclined

an opportunity to pursue the magic
"pill" across the rolling acres of

velvety greeness of the Marble Hah
Golf Course.

Track also comes into the fore on
Thursday with the Inter-Mural
Track Meet at the stadium. At
this tournament the Inter-Frater-
nity relay race will be staged in

which the teams representing the
four campus fraternities, will race
for the cup presented each year for

this event.

On Thursday evening, the Epsllon
Phi Theta Boxing Bouts in the Gym
will occupy the attention of all

when various students will demon-
strate their fistic ability. These
bouts, which are a benefit for the
Goodreau memorial to be unveiled
that morning are expected to attract

much attention, both on the campus
and in the city.

So much for the sports. Not much
can be said about the four dances
and the banquet which is not al-

ready known. Monday evening will

find the Juniors assembled at the

Stephen Glrard Hotel for their class

banquet. Tuesday evening will be

the date for the colorful Blue Blaz-
er Ball and the following day, earli-

er in the evening, will respond to

the music eminating from the Gym
where the Tea Dansant will be in

progress. The three minor dances
will be completed on Saturday when
the Farewell dance will be staged.

Jim Kettrick and his Vibrating

Villanovans will furnish the music
for these occasions.

Of course, only mention ned be

made of the magnificent Prom to

be held on the evening of Friday
the ninth, in the Penn A. C. Roger
Wolfe Kahn and his orchestra will

supply the music.

Altogether the Junior Week this

year should be a most Interesting

one. To the sports loving, a most
complete program is offered. To the

social loving, four brilliant dances
are offered. What more could be

desired?

Prize Contest

Prelims Open
On May First

Guld Medal to Be Awarded
to Winner of

Contest

The second Oratorical Contest to

be held at Villanova College will

start with the preliminary tryout
on the afternoon of Thursday, May
1, 1930. The contest is open oni.v

to the men taking the courses in

Public Speaking.
All the names of the men wishing

to be entered in the preliminary
speeches must be handed to Pro-
fessor Jonas no later than the
morning of the day the preliminar-
ies will be held. As yet only a few
names have been handed in, but it

is hoped that this list will be aug-
mented in the next lew days and
that the -men In the Public Speak-
ing courses will rally 'round.
The speeches for the preliminary

contest are to take no longer than
three minutes. The topic of this

preliminary speech may be the same
as that chosen for the finals, but
it is not necessary as any other
topic may be chosen. The finals

will be held among six men picked
from amon;j the entrants in the
preliminary contest, and the winner
among these will t)e awarded the
gold medal for excellence in oratory.
The final speech of the six men is

to be on any topic of the indi-

viduals choice and it is not to take
over ten or twelve minutes in the
delivery.

Don't forget the LAST CALL for

entries will be on Thursday morn-
ing. May 1, 1930.

Page Three
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FKOSH LOSE IN
OPENER TO CADETS

SPORTS SCHEDULE
FOR THIS WEEK

Today—Baseball, Varsity vs Duke,
Stadium ..•'••'

Thurs.—Baseball, Varsity vs Ford-
ham, at New York
Temiis, Varsity vs George
Washington, at Washing-
ton

Friday—Baseball, Varsity vs St.

John's, at Brooklyn
Frosh vs Allentown Prep,
at Allentown
Golf, Varsity vs Osteo-
pathy, at Marble Hall.

Saturday—Baseball, Varsity vs N.
Y. U., at New York
Tennis. Varsity vs Navy,
at Annapolis.
Golf, Varsity vs U. of

Delaware, at Newark
Track, Varsity vs. West
Chester Teachers' College,

at West Chester

Doc Jacobs' Frosh nine opened its

season inauspiciously last Wednes-
day in a day better suited for foot
ball, by taking a shutout defeat
from Valley Forge Military Acad-
emy, 6-0.

The yearlings were helpless before
the offerings of Dutch Keefer, who
struck out eight of the cubs and
allowed only one hit, a single by
Gustaffery midway in the contest.

Brice and King pitched well for

the '33 nine, but sloppy infield work
in the fifth and sixth innings al-

lowed the visitors to score clusters

of three runs in each frame.
The Frosh filled the bases on

three errors in the sixth inning,

with one out, but Gelsler and
Kehoe failed to drive in any runs.

V. F. M. A 3 3 0—6
Frosh 000000 0—0
Batteries—Keefer and Murphy;

Brice, King and Lynch.

JUNIORS RECEIVE
BLAZERS AND CANES

Now the Juniors are all set for

Junior Week, for on last Wednesday
they received their blazers and
canes. Austin Hall was the scene of

the spectacle and every few minutes
modest Juniors could be seen issuing

forth, blue and white blazers on
arms, and canes In hand, some
wearing their canes quite awkward-
ly, others very self-consciously, and
still others with an air of having
done it before.

The blazers, as Is customary, are
of very dark blue material faced in

white. But the pocket marks a de-
parture. The whole word Villanova
is spelled out. and below it are the
numerals '31, all of which is woven
directly into the blue. The effect

is novel, as well as distinctive, and
goes to make up what has been
called the best looking blazer in

yeare.

Those men who have not yet ob-
tained their Junior Week paraphen-
alia may do so at Carl Wagley's
room, 333 Austin Hall. Mr. Wagley
also wishes to remind the Juniors
that their assessments are payable,
nay. they are urgently needed.

.STAFF CANDIDATES WANTED

Any man desirous of becoming
a member of the Vilianovan Staff

Is requested to attend a meeting
of the Staff to be held tomorrow
at 2 o'clock in Room No. 110

Mendel Hall. Due to the Intro-

duction of the new staff at this

time, several positions have been
left vacant and must be filled

immediately.

A FACT is more powerful than twenty texts."

Two puflfs tell more of a cigarette's taste than
any two-hour speech.

Taste must speak for itself ...and Chesterfield's

refreshing, spicy flavor, its characteristic fra-

grance, do just that.

Making Chesterfields, making them right,

making you like them, requires only this:

"TASTE ahove everything^ MILD...and yet

THEY SATISFY

hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

O 1929. Liooirr ft Myirs Tobacco Co.

B. Franklin

Fund to be

Established

Promotion of Enlightened

Relationship Between

All Religious-Aim

Villanova has announced the

establishment of the Benjamin
Franklin Fund of Villanova "for

the promotion of enulghtened rela-

tionships between all religions. In

the interest of man and for the

glory of God."

The announcement was made in

a publication, "A Modern College

Fosters Tolerance," Issued by the

Villanova Advisory Committee.

Details of the proposed Benjamin
Franklin Fund of Villanova appear
in these paragraphs

"Frank discussion of religious

misrepresentations, vocational un-
fairness and community co-opera-
tion was sponsored by the host, the

Calvert Round Table, as the
means of removing religious preju-

dices. The conferences unanimous-
ly adopted a declaration denouncing
Intolerance.

"Throughout the ages enlightened
minds have favored the substitution

of tolerance for Intolerance and I

fanaticism. The true American
patriot believes in peace between
the churches. : •.

'

"Tolerance conferences obvious
have no monoply on the fostering

of harmony between Catholics. Jews
and Protestants. Near Philadel-
phia is a college which is definitely

promoting a friendly and tolerant

spirit among Jews. Protestants and
Catholics by its liberal attitude to-

ward any qualified youth seeking an
education.

"This institution, which is teach-
ing its students that they should
identify themselves more frequently
and more intimately with their fel-

low citizens of other religions in

civic movements designed for the
general good,' is Villanova College."

"Today Villanova is embarking
upon a program of development to

give the college increased resources
in teaching power and in physical
equipment.

"Villanova took stock of itself be-
fore extending its appeal outside
the group which is primarily its

consistuency. Education of Catholic
youths was Villanova's objective
when it was founded in 1842. That
objective long since has been broad-
ened to include the education of
non-Catholic youths.
"During its fact-finding Investl-

gagtion, Villanova recalled that
several outstanding Americans upon
whom it had bestowed honorary de-
grees are not Catholics.

"It found that 10 per cent of Its

present student body is non-Cath-
olic.

A fund of $2,300,000 is being raised

to execute Villanova's Program of pRp iLfpTi^ AWARPlFn
Development. The board scope of I

^'^'^^^^^^^ AWAIiLFILLF

the program will enable the college

to render greater service to Catho-
lic and non-Catholic.

"Prominent on the program is

The Benjamin Franklin Fund of
Villanova. Its purpose, as expres-
sed by the college administration is,

" 'For the promotion of enlighten-
ed relationship between all religions,

in the interest of man, and for the
glory of God.'

"To non-Catholics of vision now
comes the opportunity to share in
the Benjamin Franklin Fund of
Villanova, to show admiration for
the tolerance which Franklin
exemplified and Villanova practices,
to effectively assist the complete
education of many youths, and to
have a part In the significant at-
tempt to remove religious preju-
dices."

Members of Villanova's Advisory
Committee are:

Melville G. Baker, Dr. Charles E.

Beury, Samuel T. Bodine, Dr. W.
W. Comfort, Agnew T. Dice, Joseph
L. Durkin, Francis P. Garvan. Albert

M. Greenfield, G. Raymond Kaiser,

Hon. John W. Kephart, Dr. Wilmer
Krusen, Hon. Joseph L. Kun, Hon.

Joseph F. Lamorelle, Hon. Harry A.

Mackey, John C. Martin, Hon. J.

Willis Martin, Dr. Josiah H. Penni-
man, Morton E. Snellenburg, Hon.
Horace Stern, Samuel M. Vauclain,
Julius S. Wewl, Frank F. Whittmaa,
and James M. Wilcox.

INTER-FRAT INSIGNIA

Seven members of tne Lamba
Kappa Delta basketball team and
Manager Anderson were awarded
gold basketballs last Friday in the
Science Seminar by Father Pink,
a.s emblems of 1930 championship
of the Inter-Fraternity Basketball
League.
The Embryo medicos jumped into

first place at the blginning of the
season, and despite a spirited on-
slaught by the Phi Kappa Pi, the
dogged L. K. D. quintet held its

lead.

Five of the basketballs were
awarded by the league, of which
Father Kenny was moderator, while
the other three were from the fra-
ternity.

The players honored were Zujko,
McHugh, Morrison, Daley, Trapp
and Zukoski. The team was coached
by Clete Gardener.
The Public Ledger, The Phila-

delphia Inquirer and the Evening
Ledger all ran editorials about
Villanova's campaign last week.

Talkies for the Deaf
The new Hollywood Theatre on

Broadway, built In strict accordance
with the new scientific standards
demanded by the talking pictures, is

unique in that it has a block of
three hundred seats which are
equipped with a new "Theatre
Phone" system by which the deaf
are enabled to hear.

Below is Shawn a Composite Photograph of Complete New Unit

VHIniiovn'N nrw hiillilhiKw will nrriipv the land brtwren tlir tiiKlhiin nnil Aiintln Hall. MotnrliiK uiit Hip
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riilladplphia Colonial.
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thp roofit nrpproof.

s

ThP tlzp and iharartpr of a ••ollpfp's ph.vslral plant InflnciKcs lis pf||i'|pnr>. I.a\ profpwtorH who iirp worth
pi/eiiXhiK n".ponil more ipilckl.v to offprN from thonp coIIpkps whhh Iiu\p adpipnilp hiHlfiiitlon and rPNparrh farlll.
Ilp«*. In mIimhp. tPt'hnoloxy and commprcp practical pxprrlpncp N PHHpntlal. if an InNlllntlon ban rimmI labora-
forlp^. Rood thops, good aiconntlnK rminiN. thp Ntndpnt will RPt worlhwhilp pdiuatlon by working with thP tblnc
Hhlrh hp In MiidOnK. ImprovpnipntN In thp quality of InHtructlon and morp pnthuMoNtlr IntrrPNt on thp port
of Ihp pnpIN arp thp frnltft of nuinrlpnt bnlldlngR.

Thp hiilldlne at thp pxtrpmp loft In thp pn^hipprlnx annpx.
ThP bnlldhiK at the rlxht In a recitation hall.

Hark of It U thp npw dormitory.
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KnockingAbout
the Campus

.,
,

'. : ,.' Well Ihmol ;;;:..,.:.•• ,.:•,•'•;'.:•:•..

« Wilh this is.siu' ol" llii' paper, we, the newly appotnteU

editors of thf X'illanovan, as.siiine the (lutK'.s so eapaljly i)ei'-

i'ojiiu'd l)y the ivtiriii},^ .stall'. However, it is not without a

(kcp reali/.atioM of the enormity of the task confronting us,

tiiat we beifin our work. And our duties are made the hard-

ei- if we are to maintain the high .standard attained by the

departing stall". ...;.•'. /v' ' i. '^ i-. '•'., :''•

To tho.se men who have made the ViUanovan a paper

truly lepre.sentative, a publication favorably criticized and

highly commended during the past year, we wish to extend

our sincere congratulations. For it is indeed a (irm founda-

tion they have lel't and one upon which we may well mijdcl

our new jjlans. We think it entirely mete that this measure
of apj)reciation be extended to those men who have given

their utmost conliiuiously dui'ing the past year. It is not

.so much what they have done intrinsically as what it signi-

fies: ability within their characters to keej) driving, that

tenacious doggedness to carry on despite innumerable ob

stack's. Mr. Foley and his stall" have been directly respon-

sible foi' the increased size of the paper as well as the higher

tone of editorials and news articles. It was under his

reign also that the blue ink gave way to the more conven-

tional black and the ferocious wildcat Jeplaced by a conserva-

tive college seal. ... ..;\ >. .. .\; .

And now they have gone and well may they i)e content

with theii- elforts. It is only for us, the stalf of IJ);50-;U. to

show our appreciation for their earnest endeavoj- by sustain-

ing the standard of the men who have pas.sed on.
'*'•'' '• *','*«*»

.-
.

''' '•'.. * sM * * *
'''

The Drive

Last Tuesday evening Villanova formally opened its

(lri\e toobtain .*}?2,."j()().()0(), the amoimt Je(|uiic(l to make pos-

sible the realization ol" an expansion program. l'"or the first

time since V'illanoVa o[)ene(l her doors she is making a re-

quest for funds. An ever increasing enrollment has neces-

sitated this appeal to the people at large .so thai Ihe woi'k

of education may be carried on. The cause is a most worthy
one. (jiu' which demands the unstinted and unllagging sup-

port of e\'ery man inteiested in \'illano\a's future.

Alumni and paivnt committees have been formed
are working untiringly in order thai Ihe goal may be
cessfully atlained. What are the students of the College
doing? Are we going to stand idly by and let others do all

of Ihe work, the results of which will be betielicial not to

outsiders but primal ily to us?

It i.s true that we can do nothing of oui'selves t(j aid the
ilrivc rmaiuially but wc CAN IIKLP! We can advertise the
drive l).\ talking to our friends about it as we would talk

eams or aliout other college activities,

the worthiness of thi' cause for which

and

suc-

athletic I

hiiw them

alioiit (lu

We can :

Ihe (iri\e I,- being launched. We ean reach indixiduals with
whom committee mendjers might never come in contact. We
can gi\(' the committee oin- support by giving them "leads"
upon uiiich ilu'y can work. We cannot gi\e money out of
our own pocket.s but we can do much to lessen the work of

tho.se volunteers who are anxious to make Villanova's name
a gloi'ious one.

. ^ -.../-..

Fet us all get interested in this drive. FV-t us .share in

the work with a will, so that, when the goal has been reach-
ed we can feel justly proud of the fact that we have done our
sharq in tlje building of a "I Jigger and IJetter" Vilhinova.

••'.•'.•':•"' •»
*-'•'' ** * *

V ,

.- •.
^.

.

•

:]•'..•* A Step Forward

This week the IJelle .Masquo playors of \'ilIanova College
are presi-riting the play, "Kichelieu" at the Seville theatre
in IJjyn .Mawr and at the Fillle theatre in I'hiladelphia. Thi-
is ihe tirst dramatic endeavfu- at X'illanova since the produc-
tion of"Vision" some years ago, It is wilh pk-asure that
we welcome the api)earance of "Richelieu" as it lills a con-
spicuous gap in the college activities. Dramatics are as
necessary to a colk'giate pn»gram of activities as sports or
a school paper, (iradually Villanova is starting out in now
liekls or reopening ground that has \)vvn lying fallow for
K'veraF year.s. It is our earnest hope that dramatics as an
ait shall Jiever be allowed to lapse again at Villanova. This
can only be a.ssured by all the students giving it their com-
plete ciKiperation and support. A most enjoyable evening is

in stole for those who will go and .see Ihe pro<lnction at the
Seville theatre or the Fittle theatie. The play, allh<»ugh an
anuiteui- production is prosentt-d with the skill and ability of
professionals and efpials in excellenc<' many of the produc-
tions given .'It the Philadelphia theatres. We cannf»t urge
you too strongly to go and .see the play. A most enjoyable
and informative evening is in .st(»re for you.

llun then' was the case ol the
VUiunovu neshiiiun who wrote to u
Mt'U tidiool in ticotlund and re-

cfivi'U an answer on tissue paper.

Patriotic ra.scals, these Scotch.

And llie sad phglit of ttie upright
.senior who harangued loud anu long

.loout what a shanie it was to spou
the spacious rolling lawns, etc.. who
|)Ut a sizeable dent in Ins shin-bone
over one ol the "Keep off the grass

warnings. We're airaid someone
wni t;t'i hurt tripping over these

things Uetore it's over.

Ihe "Hard Times Dance" was
called off when it was lound that
alter all the backers of the thing

naU only lorgotten to send home
their laundry kits. It is reported

tiuit the janitors were keenly djissap-

jjoiiited. ••
•;

Now that the vacation is over

and every exploit told and retold

with appropriate variations we And
that the great majority of the hoi-

pdlloi pa9ked up their financial

iruubles in the old carpet bag and
went home by way of the cnarity
that covers a multitude of miles,

rhat is to say they hopped it, bum-
med it, thumbed it, or went through
the motions. Now let the fastidious

raise an arched eyebrow ff they will,

we contend that to stand on the
open road and wait for destiny to

roll by in anything from a Harley-
Uavidson to an Hispana Suiza is

something in the way of a major
adventure. That is, usually. Un-
le.ss nothing chooses to run. Unless
the pike begins to look like 10 p. m.
ill the dorms on a springtime Sat-
urday night. Then it gets discour-
aging. Even then, however, you can
find something to do. If you're in

a small town the local wiseacres
will always try to make your stay a
IJleasant one by regaling you with
choice insults and wisecracks.
Fhinking up snappy comebacks will

give you great training for Pie Shop
popularity. Or if you happen to be
jui on iiie open highway you ca.

always amuse yourself by nonchal-
antly flinging shillelahb through the
windows of cars that turned you
down. Ten to one if you succeed
in making a bull's eye on the back
window the driver will come back
and apologize for having refuseo
anyone with such a good shot. If he
doe.sn't you can ignore him as some
dull clod who just doesn't appreci-
ate marksmanship.

Once you are picked up, however,
there's always the vexing question
of what to talk about. We're afraid
that some of the hitch-hikers are
sadly deficient ui the proper regula-
tions laid down by the hitch-hiker's
union on this matter. First you are
to ask the driver how far he is go-
ing. If he's going only ten miles
you are at perfect liberty to look
bored and condescending. If you
liilk at all confine yourself to polite

ciiticism of his car and remarks on
the weather. Show him by your
actioiLs that the unionized hitch-
hikers are organized against ten-
mile driving. If however he plans
U) take you thirty miles or so, you
are allowed to loosen up to some
degree. You are even allowed to

offer him a cigarette. Conversation
then should center about the stock
market, the latest talkie, and the
morals of the younger generation.
But if he is going all the way—Ah!
V'ou can talk to him about anything.
You are even permitted to tell him
all about yourself and autograph
Ills licen.se card. You may even al-

low him to buy your lunch. But to
get back to the original question it

always is a mystery to know just
what the good Samaritan likes to

talk about, always providing that he
will articulate at all. Now there
lie some gifted people who can hop
into a strange car. take one look at
the phrenological bumps of the
driver and go off into a long tete-a-
tete on taxidermy or the private
life of the Zulus and have it go
over like my bonny went over tin
ocean. But not many. To the av-
erage man it is a situation required
lug quite a bit of tact and shadow
boxing. After all there's no sense
ill antagonizing the kind soul who.
with a magnificent gesture of gener-
osity threw away two cents worth o.

break-lining and picked you up.
Not as long as there's a chance for

liiiii to throw away charity and pre-
maturely .set you down!

Ct)t6 ant) Cljat

With all the new clothes and
accessorii's being seen about ine

campus, a looks as though the

the taster Bunny had merged wuii

the haueidashers and was supply-

uig the neces.sary rejuvenaiing

glands.
• * •

We overheard a chap in the Pie

Shoppe tne other day, reumrK that

he was giad ine holidays were over

he was tired ol loaimg. Perhaps
he will be Wishing lor anotiier va-

cation wnen ne realizes that the

finals are but a short moiuii away.
• • •

Ihe govenunent has taken every-

thing It can in the way oi taxes.

So now it has entered a new Held
and is taking our census.

• • •

Somewhere or other we read that

"Mr. Hamill was lor many years a
.senior at the University Of Iowa.'

bo that is how these westerners
Keep meir siudent oouies big, me
ever ready graduate.

• • •

In the spring the young man's
fancy lightiy turns to thoughts ol

love, and the old man's "better nali

goes in heavily lor new clothe,s.
• • • .

A Vaspberry has been named after

Senator Jones of Washington, even
that is better than If he had been
given one.

• •

John D. Rockefeller is now dis-

pensing nickles instead of dimes,

ihe young man must be saving up
lor his old age.

Alumni News

We wish to announce that a

luture football captain was born

U) Mr. and Mrs. James P. Kuczo,
on April 16, 1930. Mr. Kuczo will

be remembered as the captain ol

Ihe 1928 football U>ani.

Ghandis men have made a lot of

salt, but are they worth it'/

• • •

We would like to ask Floyd Gib-
bons il any one can buy hosiery at

a "sock exchange."
• • •

While on the ether waves we
heard an announcer state that the

Bohemian Girl was a heartless cro-

quette. Probauly. very po.ssibly in

lact, the reference was about a
chicken.

• • •

Dr. Horace Howard Purness, Jr.,

has bequeathed his famous Shake-
spearean collection to the U. of P.

Villanova's library could stand for

a boost like that, and we are even
plebian enough to accept a scien-

iilic collection if it were offered

• * *

Oliver Wendell Holmes's Profes-

sor declaims that "A moments in-

sight is .some times worth a life's

experience." Especially so if that

moment could be had during that

time of lorgetfullness while taking

a quiz.
• *. •''• "

Villanova is now stepping up in

the world and has a news reel ol

its own. We only wish that it could

be a regular feature at our favorite

movie.
^•; ,• .# ;

Still .speaking of that" news reel,

we noticed all the .sets of twins

appearing at several points. We
never noticed the multiplicity ol

twins about the campus before.

Dc Bunk

All Alumni are jf(iuohU'd lo read
the lollovMiig letter recently received
by the ColUge Authorities:

To the Librarian,

VUlunova College.

v/lUunovu, Peiinsylvunia.

Kev. Dear Sir:

I have unaerliiken to usbeinble uiid

pubilbh a cullection ul extracts from
the leiter.s aiiu diarle.s oi Amencuu
students who lell in the war, having
been prolounuly moveu by a Biinlittr

ccjileciion iiiuUe lor Germany by a
uoctor Witkop.

8u<h letters and diurieu of under-
grudtiutes and postgrad nates oi all

i,ype.s, clrauii tiom every section of

our country, .should lurnlsn a com-
posite porirail of the Intellectual

Aniericun youth of the great . war.

ihe Atlantic Monlhlny odltors having
shown great Intiiest In such a col-

lection encourages lue to hope lor

your cooperation and support.

The jjnmipal cliHiciilty is to get ill

tOiich With Oie relatives anu frlefids

of these ooy.s, unU lor this I need a
memortiiidiun Ironi every University
and College of the names and aa-
dresseiji ol all of It.s men who died In

the war. Whenever possible. I want
the f(jllowlug:

Name in full.

Colour and race.

Date and place of birth.

Stiideut of (academic,
etc.

J

P. O comse (chemistry
metlicine, etc.i

Late and place of death

The Mosque

About a year ago, this time, 1

wrote what was thouglit to be my
last column, but alas, much to tlie

chagrin oi many, it appeared again

to bother the tired student. I'he

Iconi once moie annoyed tne wear.>

student in the dim liours many a

time in Austin Hall on Sunday
r.ights, but 1 can truthfully say,

that this IS without doubt, tne last

column that I will write this year,

and po.ssibly forever. It is with

mmgied .sadness, that I stand at

the bier of my brain child, and the

.sadness is probably doubled wlien 1

know that probably I alone mourn
its pa.ssui!j. On the other hand
there are many who are very very

glad to see it go. especially the

staid citizenry of Che.stnut Hill,

whom I believe came into their

share, when the hammer was being

to.s.sed around. I am very sorry if

1 offended them, but really they

ought to be thanklul, as even
though I do say it myself I tiiink,

that after reading this column for

a .year, their hamlet is on the map

I have taken the priveledge in my
last columns to mention names, a
thing which I have .scrupulously

avoided in all other columns, and
call me a hopeless leatherhead, and
condemn to the neatherinosl dejiths

oi; Hades, but never say. that there

was an open or even a veiled refer-

ence to any particular individual,

.society, club or what have yoir'?'

Joe "Faocinating" Foley, will

wj.entiac, t^'""^"'^'y ^*^ ^^ grateful as myself

ithat "The Mosque" ha.s pa.s.)ed away.
theology. 'as no doubt it has caused him as

much trouble an my.sell, as that

very efficient gentleman was always
or vvhere wounded and dleU. o^ '„,y i,.,iii_ sUnply hours before I

HeWould you tnereiore also be »- .

,
, , .

kind as to put a notice in your col- wavS lo nave tne copy loi n m.

lege and almnnl pap.r. annuumlug
|

wius never quite sure of its con-

that such a inemor.a. is in the niuK- tent, and aiways worried me to
mg, and ask.ng reiaiive.s and ineuds death. I most sincerely hope that
to get ill toucn \Mth me a^ aoyu us

j^j^ inferno is spent in trailing down
possible/ ..

,,.
;•..:. ..

Ipiyj-iyj. columiiLsts. and telling inem
I will be most grateful for any H.ig-U(, g^t their copy in a couple ol

g..stlons you may have to oiier.
1^^^^^^.^. ^^^^^.^, ^^^^, ^^j^.,. ^^,^ ^^ ^^.^^.^^

Very slncereiy yours, 'iiowevcr, as far as being efficient.

Miss L Erdna Reggio. thorough, and exacting, as well as

55 Pilgrim Uwiid, being an honest gentleman, a thin.4

Boston 17. Mu.sH. rare among Editors in chiel, the

fascinating lad has no peer.

To John Breen. who worked .so

indefatiguably. and was thrown out

of more places than Carter has pills

in quest of advertising, I can but

express my thanks, as it was due
to his valiant efforts, and those ol

his able assistant, Charlie Lynch
the Canton Cyclone, that this sheet

could live. I suppose they may

Lester GUtcrl, a number ol the

cla.ss of '29. is now connected with

the Western Electric Company.

Cisberto Ricciardelli,

dent at Fordham Law.
29, is a stu-

John T. Coiin, a grad of

years who has been with the
past

Pan-
American Oil Company, was recent-,

^^^^.^ ^^1„^^ ^j. conscience wnen
ly promoted to dist^ricl manager o

^j^^j,. ^,^j,^,^^
New England. He has his Qthces at

Park Square, Boston. ,':'•...-.
efforts materially aided the pounding
out of this wecKly drivel.

The Rev. Bernard Huss, a Catho-
lic priest at Mariaiihill, Natal,

South Africa, was recently awarded
a Carnegie prize for his work in the

field of social .service in Natal, it

has been learned here. The award
entitles him lo make a study tour

in the United States.

OUR I'OST.MASTFK

The Last Long Mile

When the last line of this drops
from the linotype it will put a per-
iod to the sentence known as
"Knocking About The Campus." It

was a long .sentence at hard labor
but we got a parole without even
firing the pri.son. But since that
parole was granted on the grounds
of good behavior it stands to rea.son

that we have to leave off writing
this stuff. So in tne conventional
way we say our adieus, and to our
friends iai.se our left ear In the mys-
tic sign of the Anthropoid Fellow-
sliij) asking but one la.st favor—the
permi.ssion to sing a theme song in

he close-up.

I'he Tyix'writer ribbon Is torn and
frayed.

Yet it's good for this one last

rhyme.
And th(> column that often tha

paper delayed.
Is done and for once- done on
time.

lime was when the ribbon was
fre.sh and new

And Life ju.st one long, lovely. I

spring,

With the removal of our Post-
master. Mr. Dougherty, impending
tor reasons which appear to be
clo.sely connected with partisan
politics, a word in his behalf seems
appropriate, coming as it does from
tho.se who have ob.s»'rved his effici-

ent handling of the malls at 'Villa-

nova.

Before he had tak<.n up his duties Lf;y'''",«P"'''/'3,7„^t»^;^^^

as postmaster in 1927, the student'
^'^^ ""'""'' Augustlniu

Last week the ViUanovan received

a notice to the effect that Mr. John
J. McGlone, "28, is to be married to

Miss Doris Snyder. The ceremony
will take place at the Church of

our Mother of Con.solation in

Chestnut Hill. The ViUanovan of-

lers it's congratulations to the hap-

py pair.

It is with .sadness we note the

recent death of Father T. F. Her-
lihy, O. S. A., who died April 4,injman>. who with his facile and ready
Lawrence, Mass. He entered the

I wit gave me many ideas, as well as

novitiate here at Villanova in 1880 did Ed Hookey, and Wheeler Jeii-

and later acted as professor for fif- kins,

teen years. The funeral, held from
St. Mary's church in Lawrence, was I am a little tired of column-

one of the largest held in recent writing and am grateful to know
years. ' that what will be some new.spaper's

llo.ss will be the medical profession's

LAI S Tllll. .\L.'\IA MATKIt igaln. It is not a bed of ro.ses.

mirabile dictu. and the

To my fellow coumnist, Brian
Boryn. I am grateful, as there was
always one consolalion in knowing
that no matter how terrible my
Column may have been it was al-

ways redeemed by the excellent and
clever thought of his. I imagine
that he is as glad as I am to call it

quits.

1 am also grateful U) the late

lamented Ed. Burnshaw i the loom

American Mother,
(luardlan of a nation's righteous way.
Kver the insj)lration of tny sons.
Who, adept alike, with pens and guns.
Serve that Native Lands star-span-

gled swiiy,
Villanova,
Of tliee 1 sing my lay.

idea ol

getting it out every week, hung
like a sword of damodes over my
worried brow.

body was \mi to considerable incon
venience in getting their mail and
packages. Complaints of inefficiency

in the handling of the mails
brought about the ajipointment of
the present postmaster, who haS|And Mexico learned philosophy,
since con.stantly increa.sed the efil-iiiiy vera cm/ had founded then
ciency of the Post Office despite the: A Nevs Worlds University.

lack of fioor sjjace which was a ser-
ious handicap to all concerned. 1^"'' "'^'"'" resting is thy might;

One thing for which 1 am very
sorry is that Crosby Cougluin did

not come back this year, as it was
Pour hundred years iiave passed away 'one bright spot during the dark
Smee nrst m this Columbian land ^ays ol the papers inlancy, was to

know that 1 would be disturbed
from a sound sleep, by Cios telling

me to slay
gustlnlaii band.

Before the Hedmen .sought the West,
Hard driven by a pallid foe.

Belore they .saw from Uanler's crest
Their buttulo wigwams fur below.

The A/tee country isaw thy men.

me to get up and write the wet'kly

drool.

Who will write a column next
year I do luH know, but 1 only hope
that he will produce a much belter

and more appealing oiu uian mi.
one. Who he will be no one knows
as yet, but there will be always

Thy spirit wears Augusiines robe. «»'»'<»" w'lo will step into the

Due directly to his efforts to ex-' And with thee went Uw Ciiristiaii breach, and those jieople as a rule

pand the postal lacilities at Villa-' ''«''' 'have the uncanny habit ol doing

nova, a new wing is being added to'
'"" ''"•eiimnavigate the globe. Jthe thing better than the ones who

the Post Office to meet the increas
ing demand for boxes. This work
.shall be fini.shed in a few weeks, but
it is rumored that he .shall be re-
placed by a more favored one who

Acioss the wide Balboaii Hcix
And ovj-r Oriental Kiiiid

Forever onward Westerly
Into the proud Hidalgo's land.

preceded tliem 1 wish liim all .sorts

of luck, and hope for his success

and |)eace of mind. Some day in

the Valhalla where column writers

go. we'll jirobably meet, swap yarns.
is to enjoy the fruiU of his labor.

Ii!:i",;.'';;;;.^{;:;.^;rwoo:.^tf ^;^\r""'>'«' -•«"^> -er'the merits of oui^

If the Postmaster were inemcient' Was born thy ViUanovan name,

in the carrying out of his duties, he'^'""*'
Mother of American men.

should surely be ''''nlaced. but we .,„y „umoiiillonK may they keep
who have bonehtted by three years until thev lie beneath the sod

, ,, , , , . , ,

of his efficient .services in our behalf i.<t fellowinen then bless their sleep"'' ""' Pi»'ri«' »'«> unsophisticated

know that this charge could not be For .serving native land and God. attempts ol the years ol 1928 to

various achievements. When the
"ViUanovan " is a daily, as .some day
it will b»'. iirobably that columnist
may look back with utter disgust

substantiated. Anv other reason

'

for the removal of a man who has f?\ '^""", ^'"'','"
. ,

.. ,..if„ ,..„! t i.ii 1. 1 I
IJeliiidetl l)v thy stalwart sons,

a wife and four children depend-; America's bastion never falls.
ent upon him for lood and shelter. When they have served with pens and
could be placed in the vast cate- guns.
gory of political abases which every ^lul answered all their Nations calls

resqectable and law-abiding com-
munity has been trying to remove
ever since the "Spoils System" was
outlawed.

1930. but oh well why .say any more
about it.

I have not endejivored to give an
American College student's version
Dl La Vie Parrisienne. " nor. in

tlieir features castThen mny
broH/.e.

Adorn thy sanctuarled halls.

OEOROE WILLIAMS.

We of the ViUanovan know Post-
master Dougherty to be compeU-nt
for his posilifin and jMipular wlthi

DKBATF WORK ATTACKIJ)

in any way. shaije or form have I

j

followed or come anywhere near the

I

excruciatingly funny humor of

I
Frank Sullivan. Robert Benchly or
Don Herold. but it was merely my
attempt to mildly .satirize on con-

There Is an almost vicious attack ;d'tio"s. and not lo amu.se with

the student b«,dy who would deplore «'» clebath,;;. as it Is now conducted. ibrnia«>t humor I have tried to b,-

his unjust removal from office "> fK' March i.ssue of the North « ''"t'rl.s not a humorist, and if I

- . Aim-ncan Review In an article en- 'i"^'' f""''" •'^•'orl- a-** «>o doubt I

TIIAT MAKES IT KVEN "tied The Great God Gab.' by P. ''»^^'- *'.«:'"• ^''V ^' remember ' The
In the last i.ssue of the Villa- W. Wil.son. He regrets the pa.ssinr "*°'''^«"^- '«^»"'.v Aft^r all as Ar-

novan it was noted that MetidelJ '>f the orator "Where can we find ^""'' "Arlles.s Agre. Jack McGaiuis
Hall had the iMvst Chapel attendance the D<-mo.sthenes of the Twentieth i>"'"Vi***'

"> '"«" sQuafrt circle Is

during Lent. We now rl.se to .sndlv Centurv the Daniel Webster the *oni lO/»«y '» his phllo.sophlcal

nd that was the time when this remark that Mendell Hal! also had William Fwart Gladstone?" he asks. way. "What do you g«'t

Brian Boryu
Went ga-ga and started the thing

h

the largest attendance on the work In these decadent days "the whole ^'ostl^ydi.sapiHiintment

progressing on the new golf course.

the weeks were Jong and the' Amos n' Andy, who have recently
weeks were violent been signed up for the talkies are

And the critics not mild nor few. the first radio stais to step .straight
lit the .srribbllng is over, the mio motion picture stardom from

knocking is silent the microphone Their picture Is
And Kind Fate! so Is

BRIAN BORYU.
to b<' titled CHECK AND DOUBLE
CHECK.

ob.jert of education Is to sub.stl-

tute the mentality of a group for

the re.s|x)nsible and courageous
Initiative ol the individual." There
is. he .says, a need of real sfieakers.

lor. "to democracy and even to

dictatorship, tlie practice of ix'rsua-

sion has become an Imperative ne-

cessity."

he's right.

anyway?
I gue.ss

The step .sounds on the stair, a
knock at my door, a raucous and
strange voice demands the copy. Its
over. With .sadness, and much re-
gret, goodbye and gotxl luck f!I!

Are these tears?
Count Dmitri ne* Hugh McHugh

•: .-
'•
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Junior Wc^ek

J^roirraiii is

Prize CoiiU\st

Prelims Open
AnnouneiMi On May FirsI

-t-rr
Pagp Tliree

\laii\ \ iirii><l

(HlVnd
lliis Yp

.liiiiiors

II r

to,(>oi<l .M«Mlal lo \\v VwanliM

lo \\ inner ol'

Coiitetjt

The Junior Week
noiHiced rccciilly by
lily, cliairiii.in ol Uu.

C'oiiiniittec. oll'er.s a
ol activllies lor I lie

Program an-
Huwaril Gar-
.Junior Week

wide as.sorlnient

imiiibers of the
cliLss of '31 during their'week."

Feutiiresfo sull every taste and to

plea.se every fancy arc included in

the week's schedule and it is the
hoi)e of tJio.se in charge that the
events will be supixirled by all tJie

Juniors.

^Four Iju.seball games arc an inno-
valloii in tlie program this year.

In pl•e\iml.^ year.s two yaiiics or per-
Jiaps three were jjlayi'il at Jiome
during Junior Wi'ek. but this year
tlie Villanova "nnu'" will ^o into"

jictioii on lour different otxasions.
On Tuesday, tlu' sixth, wilh Lehigh;
on Wednesday, with Lalayelle; on
Friday, the iiiiilli, wilh C. U.,

on ^Saturchiy, the leiilli, wilh Provi-
dence. The Lafayette game, the
halured event on Wetliu-.sciay, will

lirececd IJie Tea Dansant. and .i

large turnout 'of Juniors and their
escorts is expected.

Tliree golf malches, oh Wednes-
day, Ihur.sday and Friday, with
Lafa.velle. Tt-mple and Hutgers re-
speclively. afford llio.se thus inclined
an o|jportiiiiily to pursue the magic
"l)iH " across the i"()lling acres ol

velvety gret-ness of the Marble Hah
Golf Course.

Track also comes into tlie fore on
TJiursday wilh tlie Iiiler-Mural
Track Meet at the stadium. At
tliis touriiaiiiinl the Inter-Frater-
nity relay race will be staged in

which the teams representing the
lour campus Iralernitles, will race
for the cup presented each year for
this event.

On 'riuir;Al.i,\ I'vening, ilu; Ept^ilon

PJii Tlieia Boxing Bouts in the Gym
will occupy the attention of all

when various students will demoii-
strale their lislic ability. These
bouts, which are a beiielil for the
Goodicaii iiiciiiorial to be unveiled
thai moiiiHig are expected to aliraci,

mucJi atlciition. both on the campus
and in tlie city.

So iiuicii lor the .sports. Not much
ciiii be .'^aid about the lour dances
and the baiKiuel wliicii is not al-

ready known, Monday evening will

find the Juniors as.sembled al the
Stt'phin Guard Hotel for their class

baiKiuet. Tuesday evening will bi

the (late for the colorful Blue Bla/.-

(1 Ball .Hid the following uay. earli-

er ill the evening, will respond to

the iiui.iic eiiiiiiating from llie Gym
where the Tea Dansant will be in

progress. The tliree mhior dances
will hf completed on Saturday when
the Fariwcll dance will be staged.

Jim KeUrkk and his Vibrating
Villaiiovan,s will furnisjv llif mu.sic

lor these occasions. ' .'.-:

Of c(nirs('. only mention ried bo
made of the magnificent Prom lo

be lit'ld on I lie evening of Friday
tlie iiiiitii. Ill the Peiin A. C. Roger
Wolle Kahii and his orcJiest ra wih
.suiiply tin; uiu.sic.

Altogether Ihe Junior Week iJiis

year should Jje a most inleresling

one. To the sports loving, u most
coniplelr program is olli'red. To the
.social Icivuig, four brilliant dances
are ofiired. Wlial more could be
(lesil•ed'^ . . . ,

the court Flash/
Tlie .second Oratorical Contest to

be h(Md at Villanova College wil!

Stan with the preliniinary iryoul
on the atlernoon ol Tliur.sday. Ma.
1. 1!»U(I. The contesl is open oni.\

to the men taking the courses in
Public Speaking.

All the names of the men wishin;'
lo b»> enlert'd in the preliminary
spet'ches must be handed to Pro-
les.sor Jonas no lati'r than the
morning ol the tlay the preiiminai-
ies will be held.. As yet oiily a few
names liave been handed in. but il

is hoped that this list win be aug-
meiiU'd ill the next lew days and
that, the men i.i the Public Speak-
ing cour.ses will rally "round;.,/- ...

The speeches loV tlu' preliminary
(Oiliest are to take no longer thiui
three minutes. The t.tpic ol this

andiPrcliniiiiary siieech may be the same
\

as that clio.sen lor the finiils, but
j

H is not necessary as any other
topic may be clio.sen. The finals
will be held among six men picked
Irom anion; the entrants in the

i

preliminary contesl. and the winner
I

among these ' will be awarded tin ;

gold medal for excellence in oratory.
The final speech of the six men is

to be on any topic of the Indi-

viduals choice and it is not lo take
i

over ten or twelve minutes in the i

delivery.
|

Don't forget the LAST CALL for

entries will be on Thursday morn-
ing, May I. 1930.

ijo.sii Losi: IN

(>im;m;k to cadiits

Taste/
Doc Jacobs' FnjsJi nine opened Its

sea.son inauspiciously last Wednes-
day in a (lay belter suited tor foot

ball, by taking a shiilout defeat'
from Valley Forge Military Acad-
emy. (i-O.

Ihe yearlings were lieljiless belore
the offerings of Dutch Keefer. who
struck out eight of the cubs and
allowed only one hit. a single by
Gustafi'ery midway in Ihe contest,

j

Brice and King iiitclied well fori

the '33 nine, but sloppy nilield work
ill Ihe fifth and sixth innings al-'

lowed the visitors to .score clusters

of three runs in each frame.
The Froiih filled the ba.ses on

three errors in the sixth inning.'

will! one out. but Geisler and
K'hoe failed lo drive in anv runs,

i

V. F. M. A 3 3 0—6
Frosh ......000000 0-

O

Batteries—Keefer and Murphy;
IJrice. King and Lynch. I

A FACT is more powerful than twenty texts."

Two pufl's ttll more of a cigarette's taste thao
any two-hour speech.

Taste must speak foritself... and Chesterfield's

refreshing, spicy flavor, its characteristic fra-

grance, do just that.

Making Chesterfields, making them right,

making you like them, requires only this:

"TASTE ahove everytkiag
"

MILD... and yet

THEY SATISFY

.11 MOMS KIlCKIMv
hi.v/KKs \m)(:\m;s

Oiesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-Dl

SIM)IMSS(

l(M{

MIDI Li<:

IJIIS v^j:i:k

Varsity vs Duke

Ford-

Today— Ba.sebitll.

' : Stadmm '';f\ '• '..

Thiirs, Baseball. Varsity vs

liain. al New 'Voik

Teiiiiis. Varsity vs George
Washingicm, at Washmg-
ton A' ,• .'..

Friday Ha.seball. Varsity vs St.

John's, at Brooklyn
Fro-sii vs Alleiitown Prep.
at Allenlown
Golf. Varsity \s Osteo-
pathy, at MarbJe Hall.

Salurtlay Ba.s<>ball, Varsity vs N.
Y. U.. at New York
Tennis. Varsity vs Navy,
at Aiiiiaiiolis.

Golf, Varsity vs U, of
Delaware, at Newark
Track. Varsity vs. West
Chester 'f'eachers College.

. : at West ChesU'r

Now the Junlor.«; are all .set fori

Junior Week, for on last Wednesday
they received their bhizers and'
canes. Austin Hall was tlie scene of
the .spectacle and every few minutes'
111! (lest .Juniors could be seen issuing
loilh, blue and wJiile blazers onj
aims, x\\\(\ canes in hand. .sonitM

we-iring their canes (|iiile awkward-

1

ly. others very self-con.sciously. and
si ill otJiers wiUi r.n air of Jiaving
(Ic.ne it before.

The blazers, as is customary, are
of Very dark blue material faced in

white. But tlie p(ckel marks a de-
pailure. The whole word Villanova
IS spelled out. ami below it are the
numerals '31. all of whicli is woven
directly into tlie blue. The effect

is iioveJ, as well as distinctive, and
goes to make uj) what, has been
called the best looking blazer in

years.

TJio.se men who liave not yet ob-
tained their Junior Week iniraphen-
aJia may do so at Carl Wagley's
room. 333 Austin Hall. Mr. Wagley
al.so wishes to remind tJie Juniors
that tJieir a.ssessmeiits are payable,
nay. tliev are iirueiitlv needed.

O 1929. LiGorrT A Mybks Tobacco Co.

B. Fraiikliii

Fiiiul to he

Estahlislircl

r rninolion of

Hrliilioiixliip

All K.-l

I'liilif^l

^loiis

lrii<><l

H«'Un«M'II

irii

Villanova has announced the.

eslablislimenl of the Benjamin i

Franklin Fund of Villanova 'fori

the promotion of enuiglitened rela-|

lionsliips between all religions, in

the interest of man and for thelipou a program of development to

glory of God." I give the college increasiHi resources

The announceiiienl was made inV'" teaching power and in physical

u imblication. "A Modern College cquipiiuuit.

laiiaticisni. The true American
patriot believes in peace between
the churches.

"TolcMance conlerences obvious
have nil uionopl.\ on the fostering

<;f harnu.u.N between Gatliolics. Jews
and i^i()tt>.siants. Near Philadcl-I
phia is a college which is definitely

piomoling a friendly and toleiant
:.pirit among Jews. Protestants and
Cathoiics by its liberal attitude lo-

wani any (pialilied youth seeking an
education

"This iiistiliilion. wJiich is leach-
.hg its students that thi\V should
"Identify theni.selves more fre(iueiitly

and iiii;j"e intimately with their h'l-

low citi/eii.s of other religions in

civic inoveinents designed for the
grm^ntl good." is Villanova College."

"Today Villanova is embarking

to execute Vil;anova's Program of
Development. The board .scope of
the iJiogram will enable the college
to render greater .service to Catho-
lic and non-Catholic.

"Proiiiiiienl on the program is

The Benjamin Franklin Fund of
Villanova. Its purpo.se, as expres-
sed by tlie college administration is,

"For the promotion oi enlighten-
ed relationship between all religions,

in the interest of man, and for the
glory of God." . •,.., ..^.

I

"To non-CathoHcs of vision nowj
.omes the opportunity lo share ini

Ihe Bi'iijaiiiin Franklin Fund of'

Villanova. to show admiration for

PKK-MEDS AW AKI)i:i)

liNrEK-IKATlNSl(;iMA

Seven members of tne Lamba
Kappa Delta basl.etbali team and
Alaiiager Aiider.son were awarded
gold basketoails last Friday in the
Science Seminar by Father Fink,

ja.s emblems of 1930 championslii!)
(oi the Inter-Fraternity Basketball

j
League.

j
The Embryo medicos jumped into

! first plact' at the biginning of the

I

.season, and despite a spirited on-
islaiu'ht by the Phi Kappa Pi. the
[dogged I,. K. D. (|ulntet held its

lead.

Five
the tolerance which Franklin I

exemplified and Villanova practices.

I

to effectively assist the comi)lele!''^^''"f'^f'

education of niaiiy youths, and to

of tlie basketballs were
by the league, of which

Father Keiiliy was moderator. wliil(>

STAFF CANDIDATKS WANTEB

Any man desirous of becoming
a member oi the ViUanovan Slalf
is re(iuesled to alleiid a iiieeting

of the Staff to hv held tomorrow
at 1 o'ckjck in Room No. 110

Mendel Hall. Due to the intro-
duelion of the new staff at this

lime, .several iiositions have been
lelt vacant Jiiid musl be filled

immediately.

Fc^sters Tolerance. " i.ssued by llie

Villanova Advisory Committee.

Details of llie jiroposed Benjamin
Fianklin Fund of Villanova appear
:ii these paragraphs

"Fi-ank di.scii.ssion of religious

misrepresentations, vocational im-
fairness and community co-opera-
t'on was spoii.sored by llie host, the

Calvert Round Table, as the
means of removing religious preju-

• Villa nova took stock of itself be-

j

fore exteiuiing its appeal outside;
the group wJiicJi is ijrimarily it«,

c(-iisisluoncy- Kducalion of CatJiolic

i.\oiJtlis wa.s Villanova s objective:
'When il was founded in 1842. That
ob.jectirr long since has been broad-'
i'lied lo include the education of,

non-f'iitholic youths.
j

, During its fact-finding Investi-j
•agtioii. Villanova recalled that' ,

several oulstanding Americans upon '""'^'

wlKim it had bestowed Jmnorarv de-lMackey

have a part in tli

lein|;t to remove
dices."

Members of Villanova's Advisory
Committee are:

Melville G. Bakor. Dr. Charles

Beury. Samuel T. Bodine, Dr.

significant at-
religiouH preju-

E.

dices. The conferences unanimous
ly adopted a declaration denouncing,^-ees are not Catliolics
intolerance. .',...;.... : .;'-'

|> "it found that 10 per
•Tliroughout the ages enlighiened present .student body is

minds have favored the subslitulion Olic.

the other three were from the fra-
ternity.

The plaver-s honored were Zu.iko.
McHugh. Morrl.son. Daley. Trapp
and ZuUoski. The team was coaclied
by Clete Gardener.
The Public Ledg(>r, The Phila-

W.|(ielphia IiKiuirer and the Evening
W. Comfort. Agnew T Dice, Jos(ph|I,( dger all ran editorials abtmt
li Durkin, Francis P. Garvan, Albert! Villanova's campaign last week.
M. Greenfield. G. Ravmond Kal.ser.

" ~
Hon. John W. Kephart. Dr. Wilmer|

Talkies for the Deaf

Kiuseii. Hon. Jo.seph L. Kim Hon U
"^"'^ '"'''' »""V«uotl Theatre on

„ . I. u „ ,
I Ihoadway, Imilt 111 .strict accordance

F. Lamorelle. Hon. Harry A Uvuh the new .scientific standards
. John C. Martin. Hon. J. demanded by tlie talking liictures. is

I

Willis Martin, Dr. Josiah H. Penni- unif|Ue in that it has a block ol
cent of ILsipan. Morion F:. Snellenburg. Hon. three hundred .seats which are
non-Cath-' Horace Stern. Samuel M Vauclain. e(|in|)ped with a new "TJieatre

, . , , . .
i
Julius S. Wewl. Frank F. Whillma.1,1 Phone' .system by which the deaf

of tolerance for intolerance and: A fund of $2,300,000 is being raised land James M. Wilcox. . v I are enabled to hear.
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of ile«l::ii. Ileiiiii-e the xlniir Is i|iiarrleil liN-ally II I- iiniie eroiinnihal. reiiii»> Iviiiilii »||||«> vtlll lie ii-eil lit iiiiike

Ihe riNifH llrepriNir.

:iii<l tiisliii Hull. \|<itiirliiu mil Ihe
The eiillei;e !«. ^iirl iiiiiile Inileeil lo

III Ihe iiilleue. riir> I like
'Hie> are an uila|ill«iii ol

llif »l/e anil rliiiriii ler uf a lolleKe's |iti>sh!il |>liiii lnlliiM:i s ji- iiiii |«iir«. |,ii\ iiroreoMii- niio ire worlli
eiiKaclfii; res|Miii.( iii.in- i|iilil,l> lo olTeis iioni III iill.ue* wlili li liii\e >iile<|iiiile ln>.lrii> I Inn mill r an li f i.lll-
lleo In -I lime, lei liiiolim> iiiiil lonimerie piiii Ileal e\|ierliini. u i-m*mII:iI. |I :iii IiihIH nlliiii has ^oimI lalmra-

uooil sliiips. ^oiMl :iiioiiiitlim rooms. ||i«> siuilenl will ^el worllinliile eilniallon lit uorkinu with Ihe Ihlni:he Is sinihinu. Iminotenieiils m Ihe i|nalll> ol liisli iii Hon iimi iii„i,. «-nlhiis|iis||e liileresi he imrt
|in|ills are ilir fnills of snllleienl liiillillims.

•""^'

lories,

Willi l(

III till

Ihe hiillilliii: :il II xlrenie letl Is tin* enKliiriTlnt; aiiiiev.

The IiiiIIiIImu ill Hie rlulil l« a ri-illaHon hall.

Itai'k of II Is I III- iiiM\ iloriiillor^.
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Just Looking Around i

Villunovans will have to leave the
campus this week if they want to

see the Wildcats in action. Only
one ball game, against Duke this

p. m., is carded for home fields.
4. W *

However, this is only the calm,
which according to custom, usually
precedes the storm. Next week is

Junior Week, and then a different

tale will be unfolded. But we're

living in the present, and our ath-
letes arc visitaig this week.

Indications at this writing point

to one of the best games of the
season when the Cats attempt to

get even with Duke this afternoon
at the Stadium for the 2-1 defeat
of last spring. True, last October,
Gillespie and the rest of them start-

ed wreaking their vengeance in that
58-12 slaughter, but the real bal-

ancing of accounts must come on
the diamond. So be there early for

plenty of fireworks.
• • •

Duke is coached 'by 'Jack Coombs,
who was one of the greats in

major league ball .when Mathewsqn,
Waddell, Flank and Rander >yere

tossing them platterward. Jack
twirled for Connie Mack about
twenty years ago, and he holds the

honoij of pitching the longest base-
ball game ever played, a 26-inning
1-1 tie with Boston.

' • • *

Last year Duke jumped on George
Hanzik in the ninth inning and
scored twice, just when it seemed
the Cats would eke out a 1-0 tri-

umph. One of the stars of the last

inning rally was Werber, the North
Carolinans" shortstop, who is now
playing his last year of collegiate

ball.
• • *

Gordon Mackay, Philadelphia

sports writer, several weeks ago, de-

voted a couple paragraphs in his

column to Werber, and stated that

through the influence of Coombs,
the lad will go to the Athletics in

June. Last year Ira Thomas, head
scout for the A's, was out to see

him play and is expected to be on
hand again this afternoon.

Buie, star of Duke's backfield, and
hurler of forward passes de luxe, is

one of the visitors star hurlers, and
may get the nod from Coombs when
the umps say 'go'.

• * •

We learn from the New - York
Times of last week that Werber has
been stealing plenty of bases this

year. Last Monday, he went on a
rampage against West Virginia and
committed larceny on no less than
six hassocks. Johnny Gillespie and
the Burns Detective Agency will be
kept busy while that boy is around.
The score of the West Virginia
game, incidentally, was 22-11, with
Duke on top.

On Thursday the nine goes to

New York and will meet Pordham,
St. John's and N. Y. U. on succes-

sive afternoons. Fordliam and St.

John's both want to avenge Stadium
deleats, while N. Y. U., although
Ken Strong is no longer in its line-

up, is probably the strongest of the
three.

• • •

Last week the Violet stopped
Georgetown after the Washington
team had won ten straignt. Satur-
uay's game will be the lirst of three
Viuanova appearances in Gotnam
this year, as the tennis team and
loolbHil squad will also do battle

with the Manhattanites.

So much for baseball. There is

no truth to the report that Charlie
McGeelian is looKing lor major
league stars who can knock fly balls

over that short nght-fleid Stadium
wall.

• • *

I'he golf team has one home
match, if Marble Han can be called

a home field. On Friday, How Gar-
rity's niblick swingers swing nib-

licKs there against Osteopathy, and
on Saturaay go lo NewarK, Dela-
ware, to face ine University of Dela-
ware squad.

« B

The track team will open its dual
meet season Saturday at West Ches-
ter, when the Teachers College will

be met. Frank Mahan and his

small band of cinderpathers have
been handicapped by tne unseason-
able cold lately, but sunny skies this

week are expected to aid the team
greatly.

• * •

Then the tennis team will trek

below the Mason-Dixon line, to meet
three foes. On Thursday the rack-
et-wielders will take on George
Washington, on Friday, Catholic
University, and then on Saturday,
the Naval Academy at Annapolis.

• • •

The freshman nine will go to

Allentown on Friday to meet Allen-

town Prep in the second game of the
season. Doc Jacobs has refused to

anounce his starting pitcher.

Intermural

Events for

Junior Week
Events Open tu All

Varsity Men
But

And that should be enough for

coming athletic events. Let's look
around a little. Johnny Hensll,

erstwhile Villanova right-hander,
who received his release from the
New York Giants after he refused
to go to Bridgeport of the Eastern
League on option, is working out
with the Phillies and may sign with
Burt Shotton.

The Villanova baseball teams
played no favorites in the Army-
Navy dispute last week. The varsi-

ty dropped one to the Middies, and
the Army, represented by the uni-
formed boys from Valley Forge,
whitewashed the Frosh. Members

The open track meet to be run
on Thursday afternoon of Junior
Week is to be under the supervision

of Joseph Costanze. All men de-
sirous of entering the meet must
hand In their names together with
their distance to Mr. Joseph Cost-
anzo as soon as possible.

The events to ue run off in the
annual Junior Week Track Meet will

ue as follows:

Special events r Hundred yard dash
between captains of the various ath-
letic teams. The men eligible for
this are: Gardner, Hillen, Birming-
ham, Gillespie, I<orve and Swigard.
The second very special event will

be a challenge conuiig from Reds
Martin, Jim Milne and Clete Gard-
ner to any three fat men in the
college to a three hundred yard re-
lay lace'.

The regular track events and their
chronolgical order for the aay will

oe:

120 yard high hurdles
100 yard dash
880 yard run
220 yard dash
One mile run
120 yd. high hurdles

—

Finals
100 yd dash—Finals
440 yard run
220 yd. dash—Finals
Special invitation 100
yd. dash

Field Events
Running broad jump
Shot put
High jump
uiscus throw
Pole vault

Varsity track men are ineligible to
compete in any of the events.

Medals will be given to the first

three place winners, and a trophy
will be given to the individual high
scorer. All of the entries must be
in before the day of the Meet, as
no post-entries will be accepted.

Villanova

Feature of

News Reel

2:00 P.
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Ex-Gov. Smith

Praises Work
Of Committee

Niimcrtms Telegrams and

Notes Reeeived by Mr.

MeGlinn

WAI.KKR WIKKS WISHES

Immediately following the for-

mal opening of Villanovas expan-

sion campaign at the Bellevue

Stratford Hotel last Tuesday eve-

ning, Mr. McGlinn. chairman of

the campaign committee became
the recipient of numerous telegrams

and notes of congratulation from

all parts of the country.

The active interest which is being

manifested in the campaign by

Villanova's friends, is evidenced by

the many letters received. We are

reprinting below a few of the con-

gratulatory notes.

"The eyes of the Nation are upon
Villanova tonight. Success to you

in your icreat campaign."
Alfred E. Smith

*

I sincerely regret that I cannot

be present. I shall be interested in

learning that your campaign ^is a

great success.
William J. Donovan

'": ' •• if *

"I regret exceedingly that engage-
ments to which I had been com-
mitted prior to the receipt of your

invitation make it impossible for

me to personally attend tonight. I

desire to express, however, my
heartfelt wishes for an auspicious

inauguration and a wholly success-

ful result of your campaign for

funds for a greater Villanova. With
no endowments and little money,
but inspired by the tradition of St.

Thomas of Villanova, the great

Educator and humanitarian of the
16th Century,, The Augustinian Fa
thers in a spirit of Devotion and
self sacrifice, have developed Villa

nova from the humble beginning
in 1843 to the second largest Cath-
olic university in America. Villanova
notwithstanding great difflcuities

encountered, has accomplished
these things—A full and .compre-
hensive development of its students
—mental, moral and physical. The
great work of sending forth young
men to face the problems of life

who can truly say "I am the Master
of My Fate; 1 am the t^aptain of
my soul'" is indeed worthy of the
greatest encouragement and .sup-

port. I know that your appeal will

not go unheard and that the success
you so fully deserve will crown your
efforts."

James J. Walker
Mayor of New York

« • •

"Regret cannot attend. Illness

Best wishes."
Doctor Strumia

MANY NOTABLKS ARK
PKESEJNT AT BANQUET

(continued Irom page 11

"I pick Villanova to win her con-
test after a real fight by a comfort-
able margin. All Notre Dame ex-
pects Villanova to go over the top
and we are all pullin gfor you."

Knute Rockne
* iH *

"In view present trend toward
paganism it is more essential than
ever in our history that we have
Catholic institutions of higher
learning to combat this trend and
to safeguard our next generation of
Catholics. I can conceive of no
more satisfactory way of accomp-
lishing this than by enlarging and
endowing our outstanding Catholic
colleges and I heartily endorse this

undertaking of yours and wish you
all possible success in attaining your
marks."

Admiral Benson
* * *

"May Christian Education ad-
vance one step more through the
over subscription of your fund. This
is the earnest wish of the officials of
the National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference."

Francis M. Crowley
Directors NCWC Bureau of Edu.

* 4'. *

"Let me, at the formal opening
of your campaign, send you the
greetings and best wishes of the
University of Pennsylvania. I know
of no field of philanthropy fraught
with greater potentialities for the
future than the fields of education.!
Public gifts to colleges and univer-
sities in the past generation and
exceed those made in all the past
history of education, and in my be-
lief this century will be recorded in
history as a golden age of educa-
tion."

Josiah H. Penniman
Provost of U. of Penna.

"Educated laymen are needed in

this country to help in the spread of

religious ideals. The nation was
founded upon religion, and the

founders could not have conceived

of the country existing without it,

because they were religious minded
men. However, at this time, relig-

ion is becoming a more and more
negligible factor in American life.

Without religiouB faith, the materi-

als for the introduction of Commun-
ism are ready made and near at

hand. Hoy long will it be before ir-

religious ideas get into the class-

room?"
Monslgnor Bonner paid a tribute

to Villanova's great work for the

parochial schools .through its ser-

vice to the teaching Sisters.

W. J. McGlinn, chah-man, intro-

duced David J. Smyth, who pre-

sided.

The non-Catholic point of view on
Villanova's work was furnished by
Justice John W. Kephart of the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

Dr. Griffin made a striking ex-

position of Villanova's service to the
community and asked those present

to rally to the college's aid.

Stanley P. Coar. of Scranton,
represented the alumni.
Mancill and Michael J

made interesting talks.

The program opened
screening of "The Romance of Vil-

lanova," a moving picture given to

Villanova by the Stanley Company
of America. Before the dinner,

moving pictures were made of the

speakers 'table guests to be included

m the news reels at all Stanley-

Warner theatres in Philadelphia.
Music was furnished by the Villa

nova College Symphony Orchestra.

Frank H.
McEnery

with the

Local Papers

Comment on

Undertaking

Inquirer and Piihlie

Praise Project

Editorials

Ledger

in

Pre-MedsHear

T. U. Doctor

In Address

Koiiiaiice of Anaesthesia Is

Subject of Interesting Talk

"Cordial greetings to the
nova dinner. May its luck
good, and its purpose be splendidly
achieved."

Agnes Repplier

Doctor Hess, a member of the

Faculty of Temple University Medi-
cal School, addressed the Science
Seminar last Friday morning on
the subject of anaesthesia. Tne
doctor told the Science men that be-

fore the advent of anaesthesia and
its use, operations were a^ night^
mare. The only anaesthetics that
could he used were the strong arm
type, and the soothing voice of a
relative telling the poor victim that
the agony would be soon over. As
that type of soothing was not of

much value, medical men were al

ways looking for some way in which
to relieve some of the sufferings

boine by their patients during op-
erations, and also to lower their

mortaility rate which in major op-
erations were always high.

The ancient Greeks and Romans
knew of certain drugs which would
relieve pain, but somehow or other

they were never very successful in

their administrations. The real era

of anaesthesia dates from the dis-

covery of the nitrous ovide gases

In England, a man by the name of

Hickman, used it experimentally on
animals, but he never had a chance
to experiment with human t>eings.

In 1841. sulfuric ether was found of

value as an anaesthetic, and was
used on human beings by Long in

Kentucky. That was the first time
that an anaesthetic was recorded to

have been used in this country. But
its secret never left the state of

Kentucky, because Long was not
sure of himself.

Wells, a dentist in New England,
u.sed nitrous oxide gas as an aid in

surgical dentistry. But this venture
had a tragic close as Wells himself
was killed by an over dose while
demonstrating to a friend. In 1846,

Morton, a student at Harvard, took
ethylene and anaesthetized animals,
later he tried is successfully on him-
self. Then he convinced Dr. War-
ren, of Harvard, that it could be

used successfully while operating on
patients. Th(! distinguished Oliver

Wendell! Holmes suggested the
name anaesthesia for the new pro-
cess.

Previous to the time of Babcock
there had only been two modes of

administration, inhalation and rec-

tal injection. Babcock, in 1902,

broufjht back from Paris the splnftl

injection process, whereby all the
lower portion of the body could be
macie immune to the effects of pain,

while the upper part of the body
Villa- 1 was still conscious to paTn.
hold

The Evening Ledger editorial

follows.

Villanova College is completins
the eighty-seventh year of its exist-

ence without an endowment. It has

grown from small beginnings until

it now has a student enrollment of

nearly 1000. Within the past two

years it has rebuilt College Hall,

which was burned in 1928 with a
loss of $1,250,000, and has built two
other buildings. In order that it

may care properly for the increasing

number of students, it is seeking to

raise $2,300,000.

Of this sum, $800,000 is to be set

aside for endowment and $5OO,Q0O

as a revolving fund for the relief

of students who are unable to fi-

nance their education. This leaves

$1,000,000 for new buildings. The
college needs a library, a dormitory,

a dining, hall, a building for the

department of commerce and fi-

nance and a combined gymnasium
and auditorium. There ought to

be enough litieral-minded men and
women in this vicinity to provide

the funds needed to make over this

old and honored institution into a
new and more highly honored seat

of instruction for young men.

The writer of the Girard column
in the Philadelphia Inquirer showed
his admiration for Villanova the

second time in recent months when
he wrote the following:

When beatiful Belle-Aire, home
oi John Rudolph, was purchased in

1841 whereupon to build Villanova

College the price paid for 200 acres

Was $18,000.

You would now pay as much to

obtain one acre in that region of

great estates.

But fast as values in real estate

have grown at that spot, faster still

developed the college on happy
Belle-Aire.

Now Villanova feels the need for

an endowment—it has not a dollar

of such fund—and hopes to raise

$2,300,000.

But I learn from the learned Dr.

James H. Griffin, president of Villa-

nova, that the college has a greater

endowment than that. It consists

of men—he calls it a "living en-

dowment,' which it is.

Vows of the Augustinian fathers

prevent their accepting pay for

their work.
But there are twenty of them,

qualified by scholarship to be full

professors in college, who serve

Villanova without a cent of pay and
they Include President Griffin him-
self.

At the usual pay for full profes-

sors, that represents the income
from an endowment of $2,500,000,

which is more than the amount of

money now requested.

There are Catholic schools in the

United States 2,585,000 boys and
girls which entail an annual outlay

of $45,000,000 in addition to regular

school taxes.

Three Philadelphia Catholic col-

leges. La Salle and St. Joseph's are

without any endowment funds,

which in this age of stupendous
college gifts is quite remarkable.

Atwater Kent shows the way.
It will be surprising if other Phila-

delphia leaders in industry and fi-

nance do not follow his example.
Mr. Kent's gift of $220,000 to the

Franklin Memorial is not only big,

but it hits the true Poor Richard
mark.

FAREWELL!

(continued from page one)

devoted to a cause. Always cog-

nizant of their position they

possessed the necessary initiative

to perform other than already

assigned duties. Complete or-

ganization has made possible the

surmounting of many obstacles.

Therefore, with this my final

gesture in the service of the

Villanovan, I extend my sincer-

est "thanks to those men who
have so nobly lent their unstint-

ed ijo-operatlon. Their reward
can be measured only by an in-

tangible yardstick. And knowing
these men, I feel rich in friend-

ship.

Sincerely and gratefully,

JOSEPH T. FOLEY, '30.

New Staff Is Appointed

To Edit Weekly

(Continued from page one)

class as well as varsity, track,

tennis, hockey, golf, boxing, and the

rest. He has so developed his de-

partment, that it will be with diffi-

culty that the pace which he has
;et can be maintained. As is prob-

ably well-known, Pi-ank Mahan was
Spotty, of the column "Sport Spots

by Spotty," and many are the times

that he has regaled Villanovans

v/ith his flashes of subtle wit and
good humor.

Retiring College Editor and
Columnist: Retiring imports

Editor

Belle Masque
Players Give

Broadcast

Tuesday, April 29, 1930

MICHELL'S

Extracts From Riehetlieu

Broadcasted by Part

of Cast

FIRST OF SERIES
Last Saturday evening at 10.30, a,

part of the cast of Richelieu gavel

extracts from the play over station i

WHAT in Philadelphia. The mem-

1

bers of the cast who broadcasted
are: Mr. Edward M. Hookey, as|

Adrien de Maupret; Mr. Joseph!
Takacs, as Count de Barados; Mr.|

Hugh McHugh, as Cardinal Rlche- I

lieu; Mr. John Boyer, as Julie de:

Mortemar; Mr. Joseph Gaynor. as

Joseph.
The extracts were very well given

and we are sure that they have

'

aroused considerable interest in the

play in the city.

According to Professor Jonas, who
is coaching the play. Saturday
night's broadcast was only the be-

ginning of a series that will be
heard weekly. Every Wednesday, at

about 8.30, is the tentative date for

the future broadcasts.

WHAT, which is operated by the
Independent Broadcasting Company
broadcasts from the Public Ledger
Building in Philadelphia on a fre-

quency of 1310 kilocycles. We urge
all those Interested to "tune in" on
this station on Wednesdays in the
future and hear their classmates on
the air.

WM. MURPHY FRANK MAHAN

Then there was Hugh McHugh,
columnist sup)erb. Author of the

"Mosque," he has worked diligently

since the paper's beginning and
often his humour provoked long and
hearty laughs. Never touching the

personal vein, he satirized on all

interesting events of the campus
with the eclat of a genius. "Count
Dimitri ' is gone and in the issue

to come his column will be sadly

missed.
Other memlaer of the old staff

who deserve mention for their note-

worthy achievements in their re-

Retiring Business Manager

Belle Masque Players

Present "Richelieu'

(Continued From Page 1)

BUSINESS MEN HEAR
INTERESTINC; TALKS
(continued from page one)

Experienced

Employed: "Do you know any-
thing about operating a cold storage
plant?"

.Applicant: "I sure do. I've been
an apartment house Janitor for 12

years."

aren't ready to give. Tell them to
|

think about it. Then see some
others.

|

"The time element is important,
j

Tell them about the three-year

.

clause.
I

"Go out with the idea that you
won't be discouraged.
"To gpt out and ring door bells

and sit In offices is hard work. We
have to go out, and we have to
have more to go out. I made 15
calls yesterday and didn't .stop to
eat until 7 P. M."
W. J. McGlinn, president of the

Continental Equitable Title and
Trust Company of Philadelphia,
presided.

anyScls.sors Grinder: "Want
srl.s.<iors sharpened, lady?"

• Hou.sekeeper, no not today."
8cl.s.sors Grinder: "Well. I'll give

you a bargain. Ill sharpen a peir
for the price of one."

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

Locust 1881
ESTABLISHED ISM

"Careful Handlino and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Pljon* 114

the Belle Masque, he has made it

the most successful ever produced
by Villanova College.

By the time the VILLANOVAN
has gone to press your first chance

to see this production will have
passed, but there will be three other

performances, this afternoon and
this evening at the Seville Theatre
In Bryn Mawr, and tomorrow even-

ing at the DeLancy St. Playhouse.

Come out to see your colleagues

play Richelieu. Support the Belle

Masque, and at the same time en-

joy a well spent evening or after-

noon.

VILLANOVA NOW
SPELLED CORRECTLY

It is with pleasure that Villa-

novans greet the new signs at the

Pennsylvania Railroad Station.

This paper has long sponsored a

campaign for the spelling of the

college's name, I. e. as one word In-

stead of two.

The Philadelphia and Western
not long ago changed their signs

and now the P. R. R. as well has
compiled with Villanova's wish. We
thank the railroad and think that

the railway officials deserve our

laudation.

JOHN M. BREEN

opective positions are Bernard T.

uoian, tne Managing Editor. Joseph
P. Kellher. Circulation Manager,
and John M. Breen. Business Mana-
ger. All of these men have worked
together and exercised full coopera-
tion In au tneir endeavors. They
are worthy.

An Editor-in-Chief to succeed Mr.
Foley has not yet been appointed,
out Wneeier Jenkins has been
named College Editor and David
Cartenuto. Managing Editor. The
new Business Manager Is Charles
Lynch and the circulation Manager.
William White. The Sports Editor

is Edward Martin while Martin Or-
oach has been appointed Exchange/
Editor, and John KUcourse as

Alumni Editor. The new Art
Editor is Leon Costa. The hope oi

these men is to be able to maintain
that level of excellence which the

old stall has so industriously built

ON THE RETURN OF A BOOK

(Lent to a Friend)

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 976
For Your Drug Want*

HK DELIVIRS

I give humble and hearty thanks
for the safe return of tills t>ook.

naving endured the perils of my
friend's friends, now returns to me
ill reasonably good condition.

I give humble and hearty thanks
that my friend did not see fit to

give tills book to his Infant as a

plaything, nor use it as an ashtray
for his burning cigar, nor as a

teething ring tor his mastiff.

When I lent this book, I deemed
it as lost; I was resigned to the

bitterness of the long parting; I

never thought to look on Its pages
again.

But now that my book is come
back to me, 1 rejoice and am ex-

ceeding glad! Bring hither the

fatted morocco and let us reblnd

the volume and set It on the shelf

of honor, for this my book was lent

and Is returned again.

Presently, therefore. I may re-

turn some of the books that I my-
self have borrowed.

Did You Ever
Know That"
The first systematic treatise on

the church Is "de regimine chris-

tiano" written by the Augustinian
Blessed James of Vlterbo In 1302.

James was also Archbishop of

Naples.

The English Augustinian John
Capgrave (1394 - 14640) Is the au-
thor of the Nova Legenda Angllae"
the first comprehensive collection of
the llve-j of the English saints. The
English scholar C. Kingston enu-
merates 36 other works of this

learned Prlar.

Many people know that Vlttorlno
da Feltre was the greatest practical
teacher of the humanistic period.
Very few people probably know that
the greatest pedagogical writer of
that period was the Augustinian
Maffeo Veglo (1406 - 1458). His
main work "De educatlone llberor-

um" In six books has the distinction
of being the most christian In spirit

of all the educational treatises of
the humanists.

An outstanding navigator in an
age of great navigators was the
Augustinian Fray Andreas de
Urdaneta (1498 - 1568).

Nicholas Malloy (1750-1810) an
Augustinian Is described by con-
temporary publications as "the lead-
ing orator on the Catholic Church
In Ireland."

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

in the

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only Campus Representative

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

I

^ The
JUttenhouse

Motel

^

Special Functions
are a specialty of the Rittenhouse

Private Dining, Meeting and Bal

Rooms are available for Partie

of any size. Moderate Prices

excellent Cuisine. Write or Phon

TilTUnhou$e 3800

for further information.

12."^ and Chestnut Sts
Philadelphia,To,

Everything tor the

Garden, Farm, Lawn and

Greenhouse

Catalog Frea.

518-516 Markets
PHILA. .

Johnny Gillespie's

LAST CALL
FOR

CANDIDATES

Spring Clothes
Made to Measure

$29.50 - $39.50

Showing Today in Ye Tie Slioppr

Flannery Tailoring Co.

GERMANTOWN

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
BuicUt, Hups, Chryalert, Chevs.
B122 Walnut Strsst

1830 Markat Streat
329 8. Broad Straat

NO HOUR CHARGE
No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students
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Parklyn Clothes
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16 North 9th Street
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PATROmZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

Buy a new Tux . . •

Throw a party— «nd anjoy

both for tha prica of ona with

JL-^ CLOTHES
kMade po\ rou

28.75 Pirds 38.75
Displayad hara at tha

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL

GOODREAV MEMORIAL

UNVEILING

TOMORROW AFTER-

NOON AT STADIUM VILL VAN
ALL OUT FOR

THE BLAZER BALL

TEA DANCE AND

JUNIOR PROM
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Solemn High Mass and Class

Parade Inaugurate Week
Of Varied Junior Events

Gala Pr<>{i;rani to Be (^liiiiaxcil hy 'Best Ever' Prom on Fri-

day Evening at Penn A. C.—Roger Wolfe Kuhn
and His Serenaders to Officiate

UNVEILING OF (;OODREAU MEMORIAL TOMORROW

Once more we have come around
to the greatest of all weeks in any
college, Junior Week. Yesterday
this holiday had its solemn ^nd of-

ficial opening in the chapel; from
then on to Saturday there will be
nothing but pleasure in these parts.

Immediately after Mass yester-

day there was a general roundup of

the entire student body, led by the
Juniors who were all dressed up in
their new blazers, a parade was held
on the campus. After meandering
around awhile to the tunes of our
tuneful band, the crowd assembled
on the lawn in front of Mendel.
Here the class ofTicers helped the
National Forest Preservation Soci-
ety by planting the proverbial Ivy
and Class Tree. Then it was only
proper that our brightly painted,
new flag-p>ole should receive its bap-
tism; so, lo, and behold, there was
raised a beautiful new flag. Last
night the boys of the Class of '31

gathered round the table 'en fam-
ine' and ate a meal that was a meal.
Today, the second day of this

eventful seven, will see our baseball
minions engage the strong Lehigh
aggregation on the stadiiun dia-
mond. This evening in the gym
the Blue Blazer Ball will be staged.
This dance is always a colorful one
and the committee in charge prom-
ises a most entertaining evening.

Lafayette will be welcomed to
Villanova tomorrow by the repre-
sentatives of our golf team, who will

oppose them in the morning, and
by the ball club which will meet
them in the afternoon. In the
evening when brilliance of the sun
will be disappearing over the great
mountains in the West, the boys
will escort the "femmes" to the scene
of the Tea-Dansant in the gym
At this dance, coffee and buns will

be served, and to those desiring it,

butter also, with no extra charge.
And In this manner the third day
comes to a close.

On Thursday, in the morning, we
find our golf team meeting Temple's
representatives on the links. In the
afternoon, there will be an intra-
mural track meet in the stadium,
all who wish may enter this meet
by registering with the committee in

charge. This meet will supply some
of the 'fast- life' we hear the stu-

dents in college lead. No Junior
Week would be entirely complete
without a flght of some kind. Real-
izing this, Epsllon Phi Theta tried to

secure the services of a few Penn
students and some PhiUy cops.

They were unsuccessful in this,

however, and decided that 'home
talent' would have to do. And there
will be nothing lacking at all when
the members of that committee
complete their work. There are a
number of bouts arranged, every-
one of which gives promise of being
a corker. We are quite sure, judging
from past bouts, that much enjoy-
ment and excitement will be secured

at the stadium on Thursday night.

Friday will have for its attraction

a golf match with Rutgers, in the
morning. Catholic University's base-
ball team will meet Villanova in the

(Continued on Page Four)

db

DON'T CRASH

Owing to the worthiness of the
cause for which the boxing bouts
are being held this Thursday
evening, the committee in charge
makes an earnest appeal to the
loyalty of the student body. They
ask that every man who wishes
to witness the bouts pay this ad-
mission at the gate and not re-

sort to the mean device of "hop-
ping the fence". Any man caught
"SNEAKING" in will be publicly
exposed before the entire student
body.

PROM CHAIRMAN JUNIOR WEEK CHAIRMAN
Wildcats' Losing Streak

Reaches Six as New York
Trip Ends Disastrously

JOSEPH KELLY HOWARD GARRITY

Villanova a

Center for

Main Line

Memorial For

Goodreau to

Be Unveiled

Bronze Cast Is Built Into

Wall of Villanova

Stadium

Project Discussed at Din-

ner Held in College

Refectory

BOY WEEK AT STADIUM

Science Book
In Hands of

Publisher

Original Drawings of 1930
Science Class to Fea-

ture Issue

The second annual edition of the
Mendal Bulletin is rapidly nearing
completion under the watchful eye
of Mr. John McClaln, who Is chair-
man of the committee in charge of
Its preparation.
This year's edition will be a mark-

ed improvement over that of last

year. The issue will be featured by
scientific matter, illustrated through
the process of micro-photography
which has been entirely performed
here at Villanova. Among other in-
teresting features will be the pub-
lishing of the senior pre-med's
theses, together with biographies
and opinion of many famous men.
There will be reports on scientific

research such as has never been at-
tempted by the Villanova Science
Department previous to this year.

The book is now in the hands of
the printer. It contains two-hun-
dred pages of valuable and interest-

ing material, and will be ready for
distribution about May 20th.

The edition has been arranged by
the following competent committee:
Editor, John J. McClain; Associated
Editors, McHugh. Qulnlan, McAn-
any; Business, McManus, Carvon-
etta: Circulation, Gardner, Agre.
Lane. Sassaman; Review Features,
Nunan. McGarrity, Hertzberg, Ber-
tino; Technicians, Kuntzenbacker
and Flanagan.

Tomorrow afternoon the Junior
Class will make its final formal ges-
ture in memory of Leo Goodreau.
At two-thirty the veil will be re-
moved from a bronze plaque built
into the wall of the stadium, a cast
which portrays a grid warrior plow-
ing down the field, a pig-skin tuck-
ed under one arm, the other arm
outstretched ready to remove any
obstacle which might arise to im-
pede progress.
The ceremony will be an impres-

sive one, one which will live long in
the memory of all present. Speoohes
will be given by the coaches who
worked with Goodreau, by the pro-
fessors who taught him and by
those fellow-classmates who walked
side by side with him.
The members of the Junior class

feel that in erecting this monument
they are doing the least possible to

perpetuate the memory of one who,
in the shortest possible time, made
more friends than did any other
man on the campus. It is a fitting

tribute to one who made the su-
preme sacrifice for his alma mater.
The committee in charge of Mr.

Orbach has done its work well in

obtaining funds to make possible

the erection of the memorial and
there is no doubt but that the re-

sults will show the energy expended.

Boxing Bouts

In Stadium

This Thursday

Arts Frats to Stage Annual
Fistic Fray in Big

Style

Mc(;ann is promoter
A gala array of pugilistic ability

will be displayed this coming Thurs-

day evening when the Epsllon Phi

Theta Boxing Bouts take place at

the stadium. These fights, which

seem to be an annual activity of the

Arts Fraternity have assumed elab-

orite proportions in this, the second

year of their existence.

The feature of the evening will be

the appearance of "Midget Volgas"

the flyweight champ of the world,

who will give an exhibition bout of

several rounds with his sparring

partner.

Bucky Hammond, our own versa-

tile athlete will give a gymnastic
exhibition In company with Turner
Litchfield, famous gymnastic expert

from New England.
Nine big boxing bouts will com-

prise the major portion of the even-

ingh program. All fighters are

members of the various schools on
the campus and in most cases their

athletic prowess has preceeded

them. Vito Carfagno. "Killer" Lan-
ciano, Johnny Fazio and Joe Pelll-

cane need no introduction to the

fight fans of the college and the

other fighters are no "set ups."

To offer a bit of variety two big

wrestling bouts have been arranged

between "Whitey" Veldoradskl <fe

Tony Altonare; and "Clete" Gard-
ner and Jimmy Milne. These four

men are near or over the two hun-
dred pound mark and a pretty

hefty scrap is sure to be the out-

come.
Jack McGann. chairman of the

Fight Committee and Promoter of

the boute has done everything to

put on a lively show Thursday
evening.

Villanova College as a community
center for the Main Line was pic-

tured to a group of Main Line busi-

ness and pxofessional men at a

dinner meeting at the college Wed-
nesday evening.

"Villanova has never turned away
any organization that has applied

for the use of its grouiuls," the Rev.

Dr. James H. Griffin, O. S. A., presi-

dent, told the group.

"A few years ago we were ap-
proached by men interested in base-
ball on Saturdays and Sundays.
Last Saturday tour games were
being played at the same time on
various parts of the grounds. Bryn
Mawr, Berwyn, Wayne and other
nearby conununities are enjoying
the use of our campus.
"Last year we opened our tennis

courts to Main Line residents at a
nominal fee of five dollars for the
season. This applied toward the
cost of marking and rolling the
courts. This spring >ve are receiving
many new requests for permission
to play.

"Next fall the Lower Merion-
Radnor game will be played in the
Villanova stadium.
"The day is not far distant when

Villanova will be the center of all

physical activities between PaoU
and Overbrook. For instance, next
year Boy Week will be staged in the
stadium.
"Our fields and our facilities are

here for the advantage of the Main
Line. We are here to serve the
Main Line.

"In our program of development,
for which we are seeking $2,300,000,

there is a combined Auditorium-
Gymnasium building. When it is

constructed it will be available to

Main Line organizations. There is

not a swimming pool along the
Main Line. We are planning one.

"Villanova is at your service and
we want to do anything we can to

help you."
The Rev. Dr. Griffin's remarks

were preceded by a moving picture,
"The Romance of Villanova," show-
ing the college life in all of its

details.

Philip A. Hart, president of the
Bryn Mawr Trust Company, an-
nounced that between 70 and 80
already have signified there willing-
ness to assist by giving and by ask-
ing others to give.

"There is a great opportunity here
for a community center," Mr. Hart
asserted. "There is something here
well worth contributing to."

Team captains will be selected
for each of the Main Line com-
munities.
M. P. Burlingame of Bryn Mawr

announced that he is in thorough
sympathy with Villanova's efforts
to enlarge its service to the com-
munity.
Encouragement was given in brief

talks by Clarence E. Wilson of Bryn
Mawr and by the Rev. Thomas B.
Austin, O. S. A.

Three Points

Stressed at

Com. Meeting

Dr. Griffin Describes Cam-
paign.as Test of Cath-

olic Faith

Baseball Nine Fails to Get Pitching, Fielding and Batting

at Same Time and Succeed in Losing

Four Frays in a Week

MORGAN AND MdANDREWS PLAY BEST FOR 'CATS

ATTENDANCE LARGE

FATHER MAUCH QUOTED

In the latest issue of the
Theologisch-Praktische Quartalsch-
rift. published in Linz, Austria, the
Rev. Justus Schwelzer, O. 8. B.. In
an article on the miracles reported
to have occurred at the grave of
Father Power, in Ma'den, Mass.,
gives, in a German transalation, on
pp 271-2 the entire article on the
same subject by Father Mauch.
which appeared in a previous Issue
of the Villanovan.

One of the largest groups that
has been present at any of Villa-
nova's campaign luncheon meetings
appeared last Wednesday at the
xManuiacturers' Club to take addi-
tional names of persons to solicit

in connection with Villanova's
$2,300,000 campaign.

W. J. McGlinn presided at the
meeting which was addressed bj

the Rev. Dr. Griffin and by William
iSimpson, business manager of the
Evening Bulletin. Mr, Simpson
opoke lor only a moment, because
he is convalescing from a recent
illness. He stressed the fact that
any person who can give $1,000 as
a gut now can alford to pledge to

give $1,000 during each of the next
three years.

Dr. Griffin expressed his delight
that so many prominent men, such
as Governor Smith, Mayor Walker,
Admiral Benson, Knute Rocluie, and
William J. Donovan, had sent tele-

grams of congratulations to the
college as the campaign opened. He
expt«ssed the opinion that it is

natural that big men should be
Interested in VUianova Inasmuch as
the college always has aimed high.

Dr. Griffin reminded tne workers
that the campaign really is a test
of Catholic spirit in Philadelphia.
"Within the last few years," he

i>aid, "the University of Pennsyl-
vania, Temple, Drexel, Swarthmore,
Haverford, Bryn Mawr, Urslnus,
Muhlenberg and other Institutions
of higher learning have conducted
suceistul campaigns for funds.

"In its first public appeal since
its founding 87 years ago Villanova
should enjoy proportionate success
to that achieved on the campaigns
lor the non-Catholic and state in-
stitutions.

"Villanova is the largest^ of the
three colleges for men to serve this
Archdiocese's Catholic population of
812,550. Not only is Villanova giving
modern college training to nearly a
ihousand youths in commerce, In
science. In engineering and in the
arts, but Villanova is assisting In
the parochial school child's train-
ing by helping to educate many of
the Sisters.

"Villanova's appeal is its own
justification. Villanova seeks funds
for three purposes: To construct
building needed immediately as the
result of the fire and rapidly in-
creasing enrollment, to help de-
serving youths finance their educa-
tion, and to reinforce the college's

lay faculty by means of endowment.
"In view of the fact that the edu-
cational foundations exhibit little or
no interest In Catholic higher edu-
cation it is up to the business and
professional men associated with
Villanova to make the campaign a
success. The Augustinian Fathers
have carried the college to its

creditable position.

"This is a Catholic campaign. We
are Catholics. Villanova Is a
Catholic college. Let's show the
non-Catholics of Philadelphia that
the Catholics of Philadelphia will

work for and give to a Catholic
college.

"Your presence here today Indi-
cates your genuine interest in Villa-

nova. You can make this campaign
a success. You can perform a real

service for Catholicism. You can
help by taking the names of eight
or ten persons whom you will agree
to ask for gifts to Villanova.

"The names and addresses of
those whom you select will reach
you in the mall tomorrow morning.
Plan to .see some of them to morrow.

(Continued on Page Four)

JUNIORS

The Junior Courtier, your class

record book, is now on sale. It
contains the program of the week,
indivic^ual pictures and snap-
shots of many Juniors, interest-
ing news items and many pic-
tures of campus and Junior act-
ivities. It Is an institution of
Junior Week. Support it. Copies
may be obtained from members
of the staff who will approach
you during this week. Price 25
cents.

This Year's

Junior Book
Work of Art

Junior Courtier for 1930
Dedicated to Goodreau.

—

Jenkins Is Editor

The Jimior Courier, annual publi-
cation of the Junior Class of Villa-
nova, which made its appearance
yesterday, is now a definitely estab-
lished institution of Junior Week.
Although the size and general

plan of the book are the same as
Chose of the last two years, this
year's stafi, headed by Mr. Wheeler
Jenkins, has introduced several
novel and attractive features. The
most noteworthy of these Is the
dedication of the Courier to Leo
Goodreau, who was a member of the
Class of '31 until his untimely death
during the fall of 1923. In accord-
ance with this there apt}ears an en-
graving of the Goodreau Memorial,
which is to be unveiled on Thursday
of this week.

An interesting and informative
article devoted exclusively to the
activities of the Juniors In sports
has been compiled and written by
Mr. David J. Cartenuto. A large

number of illustrations tend to en-
hance the tone of the entire book.
Some of the campus scenes that
were used were generously lent by
the editor of the Belle Aire. Accord-
ing to Mr. Jenkins ,the success of

the Junior Courtier is due In no
small measure to the spirit of har-
mony and cooperation which has
existed between its staff and that of

(Continued on Page Pour)

Third Annual
Track Meet

At Stadium

Twenty-Five High Schools

Entered in Villa-

nova Meet

EARLY PARENT CONTRIBUTIONS

Th«» followhiK l« n llftt of thnne of the ParentB and Guardi-
ans (»f villanova SttitlrntH who hove rontrlhiitrd 9300.00 or over
to the Drive:

James ||. rriimhle $1000.00
William Relnhardt 1000.00
Or. Matthew S. Kraiier KOO.OO
James (j. Itnylr BOO.OO
Hanniel Hnhin SOO.OO
Charles K. MrParland 1500.00
Frerterlok OeOnls SOO.OO
Frank IMIterardlno 500.00
Miss Kllen Crowe 300.00
Walter J. Coleman SOO.OO
Patrick Mnrnane 800.00
Mrs. AiiKHstiiN FItSKerald 500.00

The third Annual Intet-scholas-

tic Track and Field meet, held

under the auspices of Villanova

College will take place Saturday
at the Main Line Stadium. This
meet is fast becoming a part of

Villanova's tradition and is looked

forward to with great interest by

almost every high school In the

Philadelphia district.

All winners of the first three

places will receive medals of gold,

silver and bronze and the school

which runs up the greatest number
of total points will become the re-

cipient of a silver loving cup.

A few of the high schools wlilch

have already signified their In-

tention of entering the event are
Radnor, Penn Charter, Haverford,
Germantown Academy, Valley Forge
Academy, West Catholic, Catholic
High, Lower Merlon Berwyn, Over-
brook High, St. Joseph's Prep and
Peddle Institute.

Several good times were turned
in for several of the events last

year but from a glance at the rec-

ords of the entries we can safely

say that many records are due to

fall In this year's meet.

The Villanova base ball team
losing streak reached a new heighth
last week-end when the Wildcats
met three defeats in New York, aft-

er Duke had romped away to a 14-2

win earlier in the week at' the Sta-
dium. The last six games have
seen the Blue and White con-
quered at the close, and the nine
has not won a game since the 14th
of April, when St. John's was beat-
en, 7-2 at the Stadium.
Tommy Morgan's third homer of

the year was the one bright spot of

the Stadium battle, while nice in-

field work prevailed on the first two
games of the Manhattan trip.

However, Saturday found the boys
getting a good bit of bad baseball
out of their systems, as nine errors
were committed, allowing New York
University to win easily, 15-4.

N. Y. U. 15: VUianova, 4

Ed Kobiiis started against the
Violets and deserved a better fate
than was handed to him. Nine er-
rors, seven of them In the first

three innings, irretrivably put the
game in the wrong side of the
ledger. Five of the misplays came
in the third stanza, when one earn-
ed run and five unearned runs went
ov'tr the plate.

Clyde pitched for N. Y. U. and
was touched for nine hits, but kept
them well scattered. McAndrews,
with three hits, and Morgan, with
two, led the Cats at the bat.
Gillespie and DeLuca hit triples.

Nine Villanovans were left on base.
A crowd of 2500 saw the game,

which was devoid of Interest after
the third Inning.

Villanova .... 00000020 1—4
N. Y. U 16 14 3 X—15

Kobiiis, Hanzlk and Gillespie;
Clyde and Avia, Losee.

St. John's avenged its loss of last
month, by tripping the Wildcats last
Friday,' 9-8 at Brooklyn. Despite
the fact that the home team made
eight errors the Cats could not hit
in the pinches and Neary and
Manning, who divided the mound
work for St. John's, managed to
eke out the win.
Hanzlk was driven out of the box

in the second inning, but an uphill
fight enabled Villanova to gain a
7-5 advantage in the fifth. Clusters
of one and two runs In the sixth
seventh and eighth wiped out this,

however, at the expense of Brady.
Villanova scored one in the

ninth and had the tying and win-
ning runs on the bags with one out,
but Brady and Morgan failed to
come through.
Villanova 20302000 1—

8

St. John's 32000112 x—

9

Hanzlk, Brady and ^Gillespie;
Neary, Manning and Kinsbrummer.
Johnny Comerford, star Fordham

left-hander, held the Cats to five
hits in New York Thursday and
Villanova met Its fourth straight
defeat, 4-2.

Phil Hlllen, WUdcat twlrler, only
allowed six singles, but two of them
were triples and the others were
bunched in the first, third and
fifth to bring in the quarter of

(Continued on Page Pour)

Class Banquet
Attended by
150 Juniors

"THE DIGEST POLf

The Literary Digest straw ballot

created so much enthusiasm that
the students at Pennsylvania Uni-
versity are determined to find the
student sentiment in respect to

prohibition.

The poll will not be restricted
to the 4o00 tmdergraduates of the
institution, but will take in gradu-
ate.s and faculty members. "The
Pennaylvanlan," the undergraduate
paper sponsoring this vote, states

that the potential vote would be
about 10,000.

Wm. Bradley, President of
Class, Acts as

Toastmaster

The eats were great; the music
was good; the speakers were excel-
lent; and an enjoyable time was
had by all.

Those are comments passed on
the Junior Banquet held last eve-
ning in the Stephen Oirard Hotel
on Chestnut street in Philadelphia,
the banquet opened the social
functions of Junior Week, and It
was with such a success that It
betokens well the smooth conduct
of the rest of Junior Week.
William Bradley, president of the

Junior Class, acted as toastmaster,
introducing with brief witty talks
the President, Rev, Father Grlffln,
the Vice-President, Rev. Father
Fink, and the four deans of the
Arts, the Science, the Commerce
and Finance and the Engineering
Schools, respectively Father Mauch,
Father Dougherty. Father Hartley,
and Dean Humphreys. "Their re-
marks were received with enthu-
slam and marked appreciation.
The music was rendered by a

five piece Villanova orchestra, while
Richard McDevitt entertained with
a banjo solo. The orchestra's se-
lections were also received with
much applause, popular melodies be-
ing featured.
The banquet was arranged by an

able committee under the chair-
manship of Roger OTJonnell. They
deserve all congratulation.
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Praise's Work
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(contlmu'd irom pam- ii

iNiiiiirroii* Ti'Irfnaiu? aiu

t\ol Of

iMc(fIillll
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W \l Kl K W ll{i:S W ISIIKS

tor-J)lum(Inniu'cJiatoly fullnwiiin tlu>

mill opciims; of Vilhuu)va's t'xi

.saiu cunii'iiiun at tlu' lU'llrvut"

Stralforil Hotd last Tufsciay cve-

•'KcliKatrd laymen arc iuH>drd in

(his louiitry to lu-lp m tlu- spirad ol

It Unions ideals. The nation was
iuunded upon religion, and Ihe

Itounders could not have conceived

iol the country existing without it.

becau.se they weie religious minded
men. However, at this tune, relig-

ion is becoming u more lUid nior."

neglinible factor in American lile.

Without religious laith. the maten-
ul.s for the introduction of Commun-
ism are ready made and near at

id. Hoy long will it be before ir-

ligious ideas get into the class-

room?"
Moii.signor Bonner paid u tribute

ning, Mr. McCJliiin. chairman of
| to Villaiiova's great work lor the

the campaign committee became parochial schools .through its Sfr-

the recipient of Ivumeroiis telegraniK Ivice to the teaching Sisters,

iiiul notes of congratulation from
|

w. J. McGlinn, chairman, inlro-

all |)arl\ ol the country.

The active interest which Is being

manifested m the campaign by

Villanova's friends, is evidenced by

the many letters received. We are

repiinlmg below a few of the con-

ratuhitory notes. '/ -
,

•The eyes ol the Nation ar«> upon
Villanova loniKlil. Su<('i'ss to >ou

in vour Kreat raiiipaiKU."

Alfred K. Smith
: * ^

reitret that I cannot
shall l>e interested in

your ranipaiKii is a

1 sineerelv

lie liresciil. I

learning that

great sueet'ss.

duced David J. Smyth, who pre-

.sided.

The non-Catholic point of view on

Villanova's work was furnished by

Justice John W. Kephurt of the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

Ur. Grillin made a strikhig ex-

position of Villanova's service to the

cumminuty and asked tho.se present

to rally to the college's aid.

Stilnley F. Cour. of Scranton,

represented the alumni.
Mantill and Michael J
made interesting talks.

Tile program opened

Local PapcM's

CoiiiincMit oil

UiHlerlakiiij;

lni|iiin>r iind PiiMir l.rtl*;*'!-

IVijisr l*ioj«Mi ill

I'idiliirial.s

Frank H.

McEnery

with

William .1. Donovan
i

"I regret exeeediiiKly that entjage

meats to wliieh I hail been com
mitted prior to the receipt of

invitation make it impossible lor

Die to personally attend tonight. I

desire to express. lio\v«'v«'r

heartlelt wishes lor an auspicious

in.iUKUr.itiDn and a wholh sueeess-

lul result of your campaign lor

fiiuds for a Kreater Villanova. With
no endow nients and little money,
hut inspired hv the tradition ol' St.

rhoma> <»f Villanova, the great

Kdueator and humanitarian of the

Kith Century.. The .Augustinian Fa-
thers in a spirit of Devotion and
self sarrifiic. have ileveloped Villa-

nova from the humble beuinning
in 1K4:! to the setond largest Cath-
olic university in .\nieriea. Villanova

notwithstanding great dilliculties

eniounler«'d. has aeeomplished
tliese things—.\ full and eompre-
hensiv*' di'velopment of its students I

—mental, moral and physical. The
great work of sending forth

th(!

screening of "The Uomance of Vil-

inova," a moving picture given to

Villanova by tlie Stanley Company
of America. Before the dinner,

moving picture;^ were made of tlie

.v<»u«* speakers 'table guests to be included

in the news reels at all Stanley-

Warner theatres in Philadelphia.

'">'l Music was furnislied by the Villa-

nova College SyiiipJiony Orchestra.

Pre-Meds Hear

T. U. Doctor

111 Address

KoinaiM-r

Siiljjrcl

of Aiia«*.sllios;ia Is

of liil«'resliii{f Talk

men to f.uc the pri»blems of life

who « an truly say "1 am the Master
of .'My Fate; I am the i;aptain of

my soul'" is indeed worthy ot the
greatest encouragement and sup-
port. I know that your appeal will

not Hit uiihearti and that the success
vim so fully deserve will crown your
elVorts."

.lamps J. Walker
Mayor of New York

' » •

"Itegret cannot attend. Illness.

Best wishes."
Doctor Strumia

"I pick Villanova to Avin her con-
test after a real fight by a comfort-
able mai'gin. All Notre Dame
pe<'ts Villa nov.i to go over the
and we are all pullin gfor you."

Knute Itocknr

Doctor He.ss. a member of the

young Faculty of Temple University Medi-
cal School, addressed the Science
Seminar last Friday morning on
the subject of anaeslliesia. Tne
doctor told the Science men tfiat be-

fore the advent of anaesthesia and
Its use, operations were a night-

mare. The only anaesthetics tliat

could be used were the strong arm
type, and the sooHiing voice of a

relative telling the poor victim that

the agony would be soon over. As
that type ol soothing was not of

much value, medical, men were al-

ways looking for some way in which
to relieve .some of the sufferings

borne by their patient,s during op-
t'ratioiis, and also to lower their

mortaility rate which in major op-

"In view present trend toward
paganism it is more essential than
ever in our history that we have
C'athidic institutions of higher
learning to combat this trend and
to safetiuarcl our next generation of
('atholi<-s. I can conceive of no
more satisfactorv way ol accomp-
lishing this than by enlarging and
emiouinu our outstanding Catholic
ciillei;es and I heartily endorse this
iindcit I kirn; of yours and wish you
ah p<»si!»b- success in attainin;; your
in.irks."

Admiral Benson

"Ma\ < hristian liihication ad-
\.ince one step more through the
over siilisiriptiiiii of >oiir funii. 'i'his

In (he liMiirsi wish of the olhi iais of
the \itioiial ( .itliolii Welfare Con-
liTCIlri'."

I ram
line, tins N< \\(

is M Crowle\
Bure.iu of i;du.

l.i( inc. .it the
III \iiiir I .iiii|i.iiuii.

:;ii<lilius .mil liesl

I ilixersitv ol

••I nil field ol

Mllll yic.ilci

rolurr thin t!ir (ields

I'lililii !;ills to <i(llet;e

silica in tlie just Kenci

formal opening
send you (lie

wishes of (In-

'i'nns\|\aiiia. I know
jihilanthropv fraught

*'x-{erations were always high.

*"P| Ihe ancient Greeks and Romans
[knew of certain drugs which would

I

relieve pain, but somehow or othc'

iihey were never very successful ii.

their administrations. The real era

(>1 anaesMu.sia dates from the dis-

( overy of the nitrou.s ovide ga.se..

i

In EnglaiifJ. a man by the name of

Hickman, ti.sed it experimentally on
animals but he never had a chance
to e.xijer.ment with human beings

!ln 1H41. siiUuric ether was found of

;\alue n> an anaesthetic, and was
iiised on human beings by Long in

Kentucky. That was the first time

jtliat an anaesthetic was recorded to

I

have been used in this country. But
Ills s'.'cret never left the state of

i
Ker. lucky, hecau.se Long was not

I

sure of himself.

Wells, a dentist in New Kngland.
li.'.ed nitrous oxide gas as an aid in

Miigical dentistry. liut this venture
had a tragic clo.se as Wells himself
jwas killed by an over dose while
(iriiionstrating to a friend. In 184(),

.Mnitun, a stiulcnl at Harvard, took

ill liyltnc and aiiaesthetiziti animals,
later he tried is .successfully on him-
s( 11. Then he convinced Dr. War-
itii. ol Ihirvard, that it could be
used successfully While operating on
patients The distinguished Oliver

VViiu'i'lll Hclmes suggest«»ti the

uiaestliesia for the new pro-
I)ii(entialities for (In

of eduiation.l""""
< and univ«'r- *

''-'^^

ration and. Previous to the time of
e\i led those iii.ide in .ill (be past'lhtre had only been two
history of crlii< .ition. and in my be- ladniinistration. mlialation
liil lliiv (ciitnr^ will be recorded in
liis(or\ .IS ,1 golden a^e of educa-
tion."

..losiali 11. I'erniiman
l*rovos( of I', of I'enna.

"Cordi.il greetinus to Hie \ ilia-

nova jlinner. .May its Imk hold
uood. and its purpose be splendidly
achieved,"

- .

' •

; ; Agnes lirppller

Babcock
modes of

and rec-

tal uijt'Clion. Babcock. in 1902,

broudhl back from Paris the sjiTnal

inj(H tion process, whereby all the

lower portion of the body could be

matii' immune to the «'frecls of pain.

while the ui)i)er j)art of the body
was ,>nil conscious to piuii.

ni siMss ati:n m
l\lKlU:SilN(, I \rKS

J^xprrirnccd

jcontnuutl from page ppci

Eniploycd: "Do you know any-
thing al)oiit operating a cold storage

plant?'
Ap|)licant: "I .suro do. I've been

ar apjirtment hou.sc janitor for 12

years"

aieni ready t(» rIvt. Tell them !'•

tliliik afjout if Then ..}5ce some
others. .;••,...

,

"Tile lime cleiiicnl is imivirlant
'

Tell iheni about the three-year
Muu.se. ,. ':/._ v,/ ;' ; ,,'.••

1

Oo out with fhe Idei that "you
'

" oh't Ix' discouraged.
"To »et out and riim door bells

(iiid sn in olfire.s is hard work. We
luivr to (TO out, and we have to

liave more to go out. 1 made ir>

crtllK ye.stcrdav and didnt stop to

eat until 7 P. M."
Wi J McCrlinn. president of the

Continental iMiiiilahle Title and
Irusl Coiiipaii\ ol FMiilarielphia, '

"iieMded.

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Stiulents

At Sfterifd Prices

amfhican writinc;
maciiink co.

1209 ARCH ST.

Lorii8t 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

The Fvenjng Lodger editorial

follows.

Villanova College is conii)letin •

the eighty-seventh year of its exist-

ence without an endowment. It has

grown Irom small beginnings until

It now has a student enrollment of

nearly lOhO. Within the past two

yeans it has rebuilt College Hal!,

which was burned in 1928 with a

lo.ss of $1.2,'50.()00. and has built two

other buildings. In order that it

may care properly for the increasing

numbi'r of students, it is seeking to

iai.se $2,300,000.

Of this sum. $800,t)()0 is to be set

aside for endowment and $r)00,000

as a revolving fund for the relief

of students who are unable to fi-

nance their education. This leaves

$1,000,000 for liew buildings. The
college needs a library, a dormitory,

a dining hall, a building for the

deiiartment of commerce and fi-

nance and a combined gymnasium
and auditorium. There ought to

be enough liberal-minded men and
women in this vicinity to provide

the funds needed to make over this

old and honored institution into a

new and more higtily honored .seal

(If instruction for young men.

The writer of the Clirard column
in the Philadelphia Inquirer showed

his admiration for Villanova the

.-ccond tune in recent months when
he wrote the following:

When beatilul Belle- Aire, home
of John Rudolph, was purcha.sed in

1H41 whereui)on to build Villanova

College the price ])aid for 200 acres

was $1«.000.

You would now pay as much to

obtain one acre in that region of

great estates.

But fast as values in real estate

have j^rown at that spot, faster still

developed the college on happy
Belle- Aire.

Now Villanova feels the need for

an endowment-it lias not a dollar

of such fund and hopes to rai.se

$2,300,000.

But I learn from the learned Dr.

James H. Gnlfin. president of Villa-

nova, that the college has a greater

endowment than that. It consists

of men—he calls It a "living en-

uowment.' which it is.

Vows of the Augustinian fathers

prevent their accepting pay for

their work.
But there are twenty of them,

qualified by scholarship to be full

professors In college, who serve

Villanova without a cent of pay and
they include President Griffin him-
.self.

At the usual pay for full profes-

.sors. that represents the income
from an endowment of $2,500,000,

which is more than the amount of

money now requested.

There are Catholic .schools in the

United States 2.58.'j.000 boys and
girls which entail an annual outlay

ol $4.'),000.000 in addition to regular

.school ta.xes.

Three Philadelphia Catholic col-

leges. La Salle and St. Joseph's are

without any endowment funds,

which in this age of stupendous
college gifts is quite remarkable.

Atwater Kent shows the Way.
It will be surprising if other Phila-

deliihia leaders in industry and fi-

nance do not follow his example.
Mr, Kent's gift of $'220,000 to the

F'rankun Memorial is not only big.

but it hits the true Poor Richard
mark.

!•MM \\i;i,L!

I continued fi"uni page one)

devoted to a cause. Always cog

nizant of their position they

jio.sse.ssed the nece.s.sary initiative

to perform other than already

a.ssigned duties. Complete or-

ganization has made po.ssible the

surmounting of many obstacles.

Thereloie, with tiiis my linal

gesture in the .service ol th(

Villanovan, I extend my sinccr-

est thanks to those men who
have .so nobly lent their unstint-

ed lo-operalioii. Their reward
can be measured only by an in-

tangible yardstick. And knowing
these men. I feel rich in friend-

ship.

Sineerelv ami gratefuHv.
JOSEPH T, FOLEY. "30.

N«u Slaff Is ApiHtinlrd

To i:<lil W.Mkly

I Continued from page one»

class as well as • varsity, track,

tennis, hockey, golf, boding, and the

ust. He has so developed his de-

p.iirtiiient, that It will be with diffi-

(Ulty that the jjace .which he has
let (an be maintained. As is prob-

ably wi'll-kiiown, Frank Malum was
Spotty, ol the column "Sport Spots

by Spotty."" and niany are the times

that he has regaled Villanovans

V ith his flashes of subtle ,wit and
'UMKl humor.

itetiring Collene liditor and
Columnist: Retiring Sports

i:ditor

\VM. Ml KIMIV IR.ANK MAIIAN

Then there was Hugh McHugh.
columnist superb. Author of the

Mosque." he has worked diligently

since the paper's beginning and
often his humour provoked long and
hearty laughs. Never touching the

lier.sonal vein, he satirized on all

interesting events of the campus
with the eclat of a genius, '"Count

Dimitri " is gone and in the issue

to come his cplumn will be sadl.y

mi.s.sed. *

Other member of the old staff

who deserve mention for their note-

worthy achievements in their re-

Ketiring Business Manager

(Continued From Page 1)

the Belle Masque, h«' has made it

the most successful ever produced
by Villanova College.

By the lime the VILf-ANOVAN
has gone to press your first chance
to .see this production will have
pa.s,sed. but there Will be three other

perhirmances, this afteriux)!! and
this evening at the Seville Theatre

111 Bryn Mawr, and tomorrow even-

ing at the DeLancy St. Playhouse

Come out to .see your colleagues

play Richelieu. Sui)porl the Belle

Masque, and at the .same time en-

joy a well spent evening or after-

noon. ^

Ml. I. A NONA NOW
sim:i.li:i) cohkkcti.y

It l.s jvith pleasure that Villa-

novans greet the new signs at the

Pennsylvania Railroad Station.

This paper has long .spon.sored a

campaign h)r the six-lling of the

<()!lege"s name. i. e. as one word In-

stead of two.

The Philadelphia and Western
not long ago changed their signs

and now (he P. R. R. as well has

(oinjilied with Villanova's wish. We
thank the railroad and think that

the railway officials deserve our

laudation.

Scili.sor.s OrliKler "Want
M i.s.snrs shariirned. lady?"

IfoiisekeeiMr. no not (nday."
8rl.s.sors Crinder Well, I'll

you a bargain III, shar|K'ii a
lor I fie prior of one."

any

Give

pair

"Car*ful Handling and Quality"

THK WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR. PA.
r»i(.n» 1*4

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 975

For Your Drug Wanta
HE DELIVERS

JOHN M. bri:i:n

..Ijie.iu- positions are Bernard l'.

lAj.an, ilie Managing Editor, Jo.sepn

P. Kelihtr. Circulation Manager,
and John M. Breen. Business Mana-
ger. All Ol tliese men have worki'd

LOgetlier and exerci.sed full coopera-
tion 111 an uieir endeavors. Ihey
are worthy. • • ,

;;

An r,ditor-in-Chlet to succeed Mr.
FoH'y has not yet been appointed,
out VVneeier Jenkins has been
named Coiicge Kdilor and Uavid
Cartenuto. Managing Editor. 'I'he

new Business Manager is Charles
liynch and the circulation Manager,
VMlhain White, file Sports Editor

i;^ t-.dwarci Martin wnile Martin Or-
oacli luis been appointed Exchange'
Editor, and Joliii Kilcour.se as

Alumni Kditor. The new Art
Editor IS Leon Costa. The hope ol

these men is to be abU* to maintain
that level ol excellence which the

old stall has so industriously built

up. V .•..; ."'v., :. C" : , '.-v ';•••.

ON Till: KKTUKN OF A BOOK

(Lpnt to a Friend*

I give humble and hearty thanks
lor the sale return of this book.

Having endured the perils of my
Iriend's Iriends. now returns to me
II. rea.sonably g(jod condition.

I give humble and hearty thanks
that my friend did not .see fit to

g:ve this biMik to his infant as a

|)laythmg. nor Use it as an ashtray
lor his burning cigar, nor as a
leethnip; ring lor his mastiff.

When I lent this book, I deemed
it as lost; I was resigned to the

biiteriusH ol the long ijarting; I

never ihoi:g)it to look on its pages

again.

But now that my book l.s come
back to me, I rejoice and am ex-

ceeding glad! Bring hither the

fatted morocco and let us rebind

the volume and set it on the sln'lt

ol honor, for this my book was lent

and is returned again.

Presently, tlnrelore. 1 may re-

turn some ol the books that I my-
.M'll have borrowed

Kcllc Masque

IMayd's Give

Broadcast

I'Alrarls I'Voni Kirlu'llini

nroaticasied li> I'arl

of Ca^l

I iKsr OF s r-: h i i: s

The first

the church
tiano" written
Bles.sed James of

James was also

Na|)lcs.

systematic treatise on
IS "de re;;imine chris-

by the Augustinian
Vlterbo in 1302.

Archbishop ol

The Eii'Alish Augustinian John
Cai)giave 1 1394 - 14(J40) is the au-
thor of the Nova Legenda Angliae

"

the first coin))reliensive collection of

the live; of the P',n;;lisli saint.s. The
English scholar C. Hingston enu-
merates 3(5 other works of this

learned Friar.

Many people know tliat Vittorino
da Feltre was the greatest practical
teacher of the humanistic jx^riod.

Very lew people i)robably know that
the greatest pedagogical writer of
that iieriod was the Augustinian
.Maffeo Vegio (1406 - 1458 1 His
main work "De educatione liberor-

um" in six books has the distinction
1)1 bciiit', Ihe most christian in spirit

ol all the educational treati.ses of

the humanist^s.

An outstanding navigator in an
age ol great navigators was the
Augustinian Fray Andreas de
Urdanela '1498 - 15681,

Nicholas Malloy (17.')0-1810i a;i

Augustinian is described by con-
temporary publications as "the lead-
ing orator on the Catholic Church
in Ireland."' ' L .

• <

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

in thw
''S:'<i

Pic Shoppc

Every Friday

For Details

SEF

MILT KELL£M
Only Cnnipiis Kepresenliitlve

MICHELIS

Last Saturday ev(^ning at 10.30. a,

part of the cast of Richelieu gave'

extracts from the play over station i

WHA'r in Philadelphia. The mem-i
hers of the cast who broadcasted
are: Mr. Edward M. Hookey, asj

Adrien de Maupret; Mr. Jo.sephj

Takacs. as Count de Barados; Mr.

I

Hugh McHugh. as Cardinal Riclie-
!

lieu: Mr. John Boyer, as Julie de
Mortemar; Mr, Jo.seph Cfaynor. as

Joseph.
The extracts were very well given

|

and we are sure that they have
'

arou.sed considerable interest In the

play in the city.

According to Proft».s.sor Jonas, who
fs coaching the play, Saturday
nights broadcast was only the be-

ginning of a .series that will be

heard weekly. Every Wednesday, at

about 8.30, is the tentative date for

the future broadcasts.

WHAT, which ^ operated by the
Independent Broadcasting Company
broadcasts from the Public Ledger
Building in Philadelphia on a fre-

quency of 1310 kilocycles. We urge
all tho.se interested to "tune in" on
this station on Wednesdays in the
luture and hear their cla.ssmates on
the air.

Did You Ever
Know That"

Everything tor the

Garden, Farm, Lawn and

Greenhouse

Catalog Frea.

518-516 Markets
PHILA. .

\

Johnny (riUespie\s

LAST CALL
FOR

CANDIDATES

Spring Clothes
Mtlde to Measiirr

$29.50 - $39.50

Miowliij; Itiila^ In \ e I'lc Shopjii*

Flannery Tailoring Co.

(iKKMANTOWN

.^-u,-^: : w- .'i .
"

..
'

.J .

RENT A CAR
DRIVK IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryslers, Chevs.
6122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street
329 S. Broad Street

.NO IIOl'K (.AKCK
/\'o Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

ON DISPLAY

Parklyn Clothes

if the l*ie Slioppe

L\LKY THLHSDAY

PARiCLYN
Clothes Shop
16 INorlh ')lli Slrorl

i'iiii,\i>i:i.i>iii\

.1. FoKII NATO. iVI. Mll.l.KK

.. Ki'preM'iidnK ' ^ .•". ....i,

§

^*

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIK SIIOI'PK

Ererythinfi; the

(olleee Student Needs

HAKBKK SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

PIm' (lollrfu* Tailor

PRLSSING

CLFANINO

DYFINr;

The
TUttenhouse

Jiotel

^

Special Function£
are a specialty of the Rillcnhouse

Privarc DinintT Meeting and Bal

Rooms are available for F^artie:

of any size. Moderate Prices

excellent Cuisine. "Write or Phon

HITlenhnuse iHOO

for further information.

II"** and Chestnut Sts
Philadelphia,Pa.

Buy a new Tux . . •

Throw a parly— and enjoy

both for th« prica of ona with

JL-/ CLOTHES
kMade fo'/( you

28.75 Pr'i^?s 38.75
Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL

(;OODREH MEMORIAL

iM eilim;

TOMORROW AllER-

\00\ AT ST tDIlM VILL VAN
ALL OUT FOR

THE HLA/ER HALL

TEA DANCE AND

JVNIOR PROM
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Solcinii Ili^h Muss ivnd Class

Paruih' Tiiaiij^iirate Week
Of Varied Junior Events

IMtO.M CHAIRMAN JIMOR WEEK CilAIKMAN

(fiila Projiiiim lo Rr t:iiina\(>d l»\ 'Rol L\<t* Pruin on Fri-

diiv l',\riiiiif; ill Prim v. C. • Ro«i«'r \V ollV Kaliii

and lli> SrrciKidrrs 1(» Olliciate

l'i\VFILf'\(;()FC(M)I)RF\l MLMORIAL TOMORROW

Onco more we have conic around
lo the {•rcatcst of all wct-k.s in jmy
coUcKf, Junjor W»'t'k. Yesterday
thi.s holiday had it.s soUinn and of-

ficial opening in the chapil; from
then on to Saturday there will be
"nothint', but plea.sure ni these jwrt.s.

immediately after Ma.s.s yester-

day there was a general roundup of

the entire .student body, led by the
Juniors who were all dressed up in

their new blazers, a parade was held
on the campus. After meandering
around awhile to the tunes of our
tuneful band, the crowd a.s.sembled

on the lawn in front )f Mendel,
Here the class officers helped the
National Forest Preservation Soci-

ety by planting the jjroverbial Ivj

and Class Trciv Then it was only
proper that our brightly i)ainted.

new flag-pole should receive its ba))-

tism; .so, lo. and behold, there was
rai.sed a beautiful new flag. Last
night the boys of the Cla.s.s of '31

gathered round the table en fani-
ille' and ate a moal that was a meal.
Today, the .second day of this

eventful .seven, will see our baseball
minions engage tht; strong Lehigh
aggregation on the stadium dia-
mond. This evening in the gym
the Blue Blazer Ball will be staged.
Thi.s dance is always a colorful one
and the committee in chnrirr prom-
ises a most entcrlaming e\iiUng.

Lafayette will be welcomed to

Villanova tomorrow by the repre-
sentatives of our golf team, who will

oppose them in the morning, and
by the ball club which will meet
them in the afternoon. In the
evening when brilliance of the sun
will be disappearing over the great
mountains in the We.st. the boys
will escort the "femmes" to the.sceii'j

of thi' Tea-Dansant in the gym
At this dance, colTee and buns will

be served, and to tho.se desiring it,

butler also, with no extra charge.
And in this mainiei- Ihe third day
comes to a clo.se.

On Thursday, in the morning, we
lind our golf team meeting Temple's
re|)re.senlatives on Ihe links. In the
afternoon, there will be an intra-

mural track meet in the stadium,
all who wish may enter this meet

j

by reiiistenng with the committee in
|

cliarge. This meet will supply some
of Ihe fast-life" we liear the stu-

j

denis ill college lead. No Junior I

Week would be entirely complete
without a fight of .some kind. R«'al- .

izing this. Kp.silon Phi Theta tried to
|

secure Ihe .services of a few Penn
i

students and .some Philly cops
j

They were unsuccessful in tliis,
j

however, and decided that home '

talent' would have to do. And there !

will be nothing lacking at all when
the members of that committee
compleic their work. There are a
number of bouts arranged, every-

one of which giv«'s jMomi.se of being

a corker. We are quite sure. Judging
from pa.st bouts, that much enjoy-

ment and t xcitement will be .secured

at the stadium on Thursday night.

Friday will have for its attraction

a golf match with Rutgers, in the

morning. Catholic University's ba.se-

ball team will meet Villanova in the
(Continued on Page Fuiin

DONT <'KASII

Owing to the worthiness of the
cause for which the bo.xiug- bouts
are being held tli-is Thursday
evening, the committee in charge
makes an earnest appeal to the
loyalty of the student body. They
ask that evc^ry man who wisiv's

to witness the bouts pay this ad-
mission at the gate and not re-

sort to the mean device of "hop-
l)mg the fence". Any man caught
SNKAKING' in will be publicl.v

exposed before the entire student
body.
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Reaches Six as New York
Trip Ends Disastrously
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Tomorrow afternoon the Junior
C'a.ss will make its final formal ges-
ture in memory of Leo Goodreau.
At two-thirty the veil will be re-

moved from a bronze plaque built

uito the wall of the stadium, a cast
which portrays a grid warrior plow-
ing down the field, a pig-.skin tuck-
ed under one arm, the other arm
outstretched ready to remove any
obstacle which might arise to im-
pede progress.

The ceremony will be an impres-
sive one, one which will live long in

the memoiy of rill pre.ent Speeches
will be given by the coaches who
worked with Goodreau, by the pro-
fes.sors who taught him and by
those fellow -cla.ssmates who walked
side by side with him.
The members tif the Junior cla.ss

feel that in erecting this moiuimeiU
they are doing Ihe least po.ssible to

I
rri)etuate the memory of one who,

in the .shortest po.ssible time, made
more friends than did any other
man on the campus. It is a fitting

tribute to one who made the su-
|)reme .sacrifice for his alma mater.
The committee in charge of Mr.

Orbach has done its work well in

obtaining funds to make po.ssible

the erection of the memorial and
there is no doubt but that the re-

:nits will .show the energy expended
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The second nnnunl edition of the
Menda! BulU-tin is rapidly Hearing
completion under the watchful eye
of Mr. John McClain. who is chair-
man of the committee in charge of

it.s preparation.
Thi.s years edition will be a mark-

ed improvement over that of la.st

year. Tlie issue will be featured by
.scientific matter, illustrated through
thj' proces.s of micro-photography
which has been entirely performed
here at Villanova. Among other in-

teresting features will be the pub-
li.shing of the .senior pre-med's
theses, together with biograpliies

and opinion of many famous men.
There will be rejiorts on scientific

re.search such as has never been at-

tempted by the Villanova Science
Department previous to this year.

Th(> book is now In the hands of

the printer. It contains two-him-
dred pages of valuable and interest-

ing material, and will be ready for

dislribulion about May 20th.

The edition has been arranged by
the following competent cfminiittee:

Editor. John J. McClain : A.s.soclated

Editors. McHugh, Qulnlan, McAn-
any: Business. McManus, Carvon-
etta: Circulation. Gardner. Agre.

Lane. Sa.ssaman; Review Features.

Nunan, McGarrlty. Hertzberg, Ber-

tlno; Technicians. Kuntzenbacker
and Plnnagan.

A gala array of pugilistic ability

w/l be displayed this coming Thurs-

day evening when the F.psilon Phi

Theta Bo.\ing Bouts take place at

the stadium. These fights, which

seem to be an anntial activity of the

Arts Fraternity have assumed elab-

orite proiiortions in this, the second

y:'ar of their existence.

The feature of the evening will be

the appearance of "Midget Volgas"

the llyweinht champ of the world,

who will give an exhibition bout of

.sev(>ral rounds with his sparring

partner.

Bucky Hammond, our own versa-

tile athlete will give a gymnastic
exhibition in company with Turner
LHchtield, lamous gymnastic expert

Irom New England.

Nine big boxing bouts will com-
pri.se the major i)ortlon of the even-

Ing'h program. All fighters are

members of the various schools on

the campus and in most ciuses their

athletic prowess has prececded

them. Vito Carfagno. "Killer" Lan-

ciano. Johnny Fazio and Joe PcUl-

caiie need no introduction to the

fiuhl fans of the college and the

other fighters are no "set ups."

To offer a bit of variety two big

wrest llim bouts have been arranged

b«'fween "Whltey" Veldoradskl f<:

Tonv Altonare; ''and "Clete" Gard-
ner juid Jimmy Milne. These four

menSfre near or over Ihe two hun-

dred pound mark and a pretty

hefty .scrap Is sure to be the out-

come.
Jack McGann. chairman of the

Fipht CommlH»'e and Pi'omoter of

the iMiiils has done everything to

put on a lively show Thursday
evening.

Villanova College as a community
center for tlic Main Line was pic-

lurtd to a group of Main Line busi-

nes.i and professional men at a

dinner meeting at tiic college Wed-
nesday evcn.hj;.

"Villanova hao never turned away
any organization tliat hao apphod
lor the use of its grounds, " tne Ilev,

L'Y. James H, Griffm, O. S. A., presi-

dent, told the group.

A few years ago we were ap-
proaclied by men interested in base-
ball on Saturdays and Sundays.
I..ast Saturday lour games wore
being played at the same time on
various parts of the grounds. Bryn
Mawr, Berwyn, Wayne and otiiev

nearby communities are enjoyiii:.*

the use of our campus.
"Last year we opened our tennis

courts to Main Line residents at a
nominal fee of five dollars for the
season. This applied toward the
cost of marking and rolling tliL-

lourls. Tins spring we are receivln^;

many new requests for permission
to play.

"Next fall the Lower Merion-
Hadnor game will be played in the
Villanova stadium.
"The day is not far distant when

Villanova will be the center of all

physical activities between PaoU
and Overbrook. I'^ir instance, next
.\car Boy Week will be .staged in the
stadium.
"Our fields and our facilities are

here for the advantage of the Mairi
Line. We are here to .serve the
Main Line.

"In our program of development,
lor which we are .seeking $2,300,000.

lliere is a combiiwd Auditorium-
Gymnasium building. When it is

constructed it will be available to

Main liiiie organizations. There is

not a swimming pool along tht;

Mam Line. We are planning one.
"Villunova is at your service and

we want to do anything we can to
help you."
The Rev. Dr. Griffin's remarks

were jjicceded by a moving picture,
The Romance ol Villanova, " show-
ing the college life In all of its

details.

PlHli)) A. Hart, president of the
Bryn Mawr Trust Company, an-
nounced Unit between 70 and 80
already have signified there willing-
ness to a.ssist by giving and by ask-
ing others to give.

"There is a great op|)ortunlty here

Three Points

Stressed at

Com. ]\feeting

Dr. (iriflin Descrilies Cain-

paignas Test of Calli-

<dic Faith

ATTF^DA^CE LARGE

lor a community center, " Mr
as.serted. "There is .something here
well worth contributing to."

Team captains will be .selected
for each of the Main Line com-
munities.

M. P. Burlingame of Bryn Mawr
announced that he is in thorough
.sympathy with Villanova's efforts
to enlarge its service to the com-
munity.
Encouragi mont was given In brief

talks by Clarence E. Wilson of Bryn
Mawr and by the Rev. Thomas B.
Austin. O. S. A.

One of tlie largest groups tfiat

has been present at any of Villa-
110' a'., campaign luncheon meetings
appi'ared last Wednesday at the
..lanulacturers' Club to take addi-
tional names of persons to solicit

in connection with Villanova's
5)2,300.000 campaign.

W. J. McGlinn presided at the
meeting which was addres.sed by

Ihe Rev. Dr. Grift in and by William
tiimpson, business manager of the
Evening Bulletin. Mr. Simp.son
.jpoke lor only a moment, because
lie :s convalescing from a recent
lUiuss. He stressed the fact that
any person who c:an give $1,000 as

a u,ii\. now can ailord to pledge to

,^ive $1,000 during each of the next
lliree years.

Dr. Gnlfin expressed his delight
liial so many prominent men, such
a.. Governor ttmith. Mayor Walker,
Admiral Ben.son, Knute Rockne, and
Wihiam J. Donovan, had sent tele-

grams of congratulations to the
college as the campaign opened. He
ixpie.^.Md the opinion that it is

natural that big men should be
interested in Villanova inasmuch as
the college always has aimed high.

Dr. Grillin reminded tne workers
that the campaign really is a test

of Catholic .spirit in Philadelphia.
•V/itlnn the last few years," he

..aid, "the University of Pennsyl-
vania, temple, Drexel, Swarthmore,
riaverford. Bryn Mawr, Ursinus,
Muhlenberg and other institutions
ol higher learning have conducted
slice nsiui cami)aigns for funds.

"In its first public appeal .since

its tounding «7 years ago Villanova
should enjoy proportionate success
to tliat achieved on the campaigns
lor the non-Catholic and state in-
stitutions.

"Villanova is the largest of the
three coUeges for men to serve this

Archdiocese's Catholic population ot
812.550. Not only is Villanova giving
modern college training to nearly a
uiousand youths in commerce, in
.science, in engineering and in the
arts, but Villanova is a.ssisting in
the parochial school child's train-
ing by helping to educate many ol

the Sisters.

"Villanova's appeal Is its own
justilication. Villanova .seeks funds
for three puri)o.ses: To construct
buiidmg needed immediately as the
result ol the fire and rapidly in-
crea;.ing enrollment, to help de-
.serving youths finance their educa-
Ilion. and to reinforce the college's

JUNIORS

The Junior Courtier, your class

record book, is now" On sale. It

L'ontains the program of the week,
iiUiividuJil pictures and snap-
shots of many Juniors, interest-
ing news items and many pic-

tures of campus and Junior act-
ivities. It is an institution of
Junior Week. Support it. Copies
may be obtained from members
of the stall who will approach
you during this week. Price 25
cents.

This Year's

Junior Book
Work of Art

Juiiior Courtier for 1930
Dedicated, lo Goodreau.

—

Jeukiub Is Editor

FATHER MAUCII QUOTED

In the latent Lssue of the
TheolorrLsch-Praklische Quartal.sch-
rlft. published in Linz. Austria, the
Rev. Justus Schwcizer, O. S. B.. In
an article on the miracles reported
to have occurred at the grave ot
Father Power. In Ma'den, Mass..
gives, in a German transalation, on
pp 271-2 the entire article on the
snme subject by Father Mauch,
which apiM'ared In a previous Lssue
of the Villanovan.

Hart
I

lay laculty by means of endowment.
"In view of the fact that the edu-
cational foundations exhibit little or
no interest in Catholic higher edu-
cation it is up to the business and
lirofessional men a.ssociated with
Villanova to make the campaign a
success. The Augustinian Fathers
have carried tlie college to Its

creditable position.

"This Is a Catholic campaign. We
are Catholics. Villanova is a
Catholic college. Let's show the
non-Catholics of Philadelphia that
the Catholics of Philadelphia will

work lor and give to a Catholic
college.

"Your presence here today indi-
cates your genuine interest In Villa-

nova. You can make this campaign
a success. You can perform a real

.service for Catholicism. You can
help by taking the names of eight
or ten iier.sons whom you will agree
to ask for gifts to Villanova.

"The names and addres.ses of

those whom you .select will reach
you In the mall tomorrow morning.
Plan to .see .some of them to morrow.

• Continued on Page Fouri

The Junior Courier, annual publi-
cation of the Junior Class of Villa-

nova, which made its appearance
yesterday, is now a definitely estab-
lished institution of Junior Week.
Althougii the size and general

plan of the book, are the same as
tliose of the last two years, this

year's statt, headed by Mi-. Wheeler
Jenkins, has intruuuced several
novel and attractive featui'cs. The
must noteworthy of these is the
dedication of the Courier to Leo
Goodreau, wlio was a member of the
Class of '31 until his untimely death
during the fall of 1923. In accord-
ance with this tliere appears an en-
graving of tiie Goodreau Memorial,
which is to be unveiled on Thuisday
ot this week.

An interesting and informative
article devoted exclusively to the
activities of the Juniors in sports

has been compiled and written by
Mr. David J. CarU'iiuto. A large

number of illustrations tend to en-
hance the tone of the entire book.

Some of the campus scenes that
were used were generously lent by
the editor of the Belle Aire. Accord-
ing to Mr. Jenkins ,the success of

the Junior Courtier is due in no
smaU measure to the spirit of har-
mony and cooperation which has
existed between its stall and that of

(Continued on Page Four;

Third Annual
Track Meet

At Stadium

Twenty-Five Uigh Schools

Entered in Villa-

nova Meet
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The third Annual Intef-.schblas-

tlc Track and Field meet, held

under the auspices of Villanova

College will take place Saturday
at the Main Line Stadium. This
meet is fast becoming a part of

Villanova's tradition and is looked
forward to with great interest by

almost every high school in the

Philadelphia district.

All winners of the first three

places will receive medals of gold,

silver and bronze and the school

which runs up the greatest number
of total points will become the re-

cipient of a silver loving cup.

A few of the high .schools which
have already signified their in-

tention of entering the event are

Radnor, Penn Charter, Haverford,
Germantown Academy. Valley Forge
Academy, West Catholic, Catholic
High. Lower Merlon Berwyn, Over-
brook High, St. Jo.seph's Prep and
Peddle Institute.

Several good times were turned
in for several of the events last

year but from a glance at the rec-

ords of the entries we can safely

say that many records are due to

fall In this year's meet.

'''•IE DIGEST POLI

The Literary Digest straw ballot

created .so much enthusiasm that
the students at Pennsylvania Uni-
versity are determined to find the
student sentiment In respect to

prohibition.

The |K)1I will not be restricted

to the *.iOO undergraduates of the
Institution, but will take In gradu-
ates and faculty members. "Tlio

Pprtnsylvanlan." the undergradimfe
pa|x»r spon.sorlng this vote, states

that the potential vote would l)e

about 10,000.

T.he Villanova base ball team
losiiig streak reached a new heijghth

last wei'k-end when the Wildcats
met three defeats m New York, aft-

er Duke had ropiped away to a 14-2

win earlier in the week at the Sta-
dium. The last six games have
seen the Blue and White con-
quered at the close, and the nine
has not won a game since the 14th

ol April, when St. John's was beat-
en. 7-2 at the Stadium.
Tommy Morgan's third homer of

the year was the one bright spot of

the Stadium battle, while nice in-

lield work prevailed on the first two
games of the Manhattan trip.

However, Saturday found the boys
getting a good bit of bad baseball
out of their systems, as nine errors
were committed, allowing New York
University to win easily, 15-4.

X. Y. U. 15; Villanova, 4

Ed Kobilis started against the
Violets and deserved a better fate

tlian was handed to him. Nine er-
rors, seven ot them in the first

three innings, irretrivably put the
game in the wrong side of the
ledger. Five of the misplays came
111 the third stanza, when one earn-
ed run and five unearned runs went
o.tr the plate.

Clyde pitched for N. Y. U. and
was touched for nine hits, but kept
them well scattered. McAndrews,
Willi thri'e hits, and Morgan, with
two. led the Cats at the bat.

Gillespie and DeLuca hit triples.

Nine Villanovans were left on base.
A crowd of 2500 saw the game,

which was devoid of interest after
the third inning,

Villanova ...00000020 1—4
N. Y. U 16 14 3 X—15

Kobilis, Hanzik and Gillespie;
Clyde and Avia, Losee.

St. John's avenged its loss of last

month, by tripping the Wildcats last

Friday. 9-8 at Brooklyn. Despite
the fact that the home team made
eight errors the Cats could not hit
in the pinches and Neary and
Manning, who divided the mound
work for St. John's, managed to
eke out the win.
Hanzik was driven out of the box

in the .second inning, but an uphill
light enabled Villanova to gain a
7-.T advantage in the fifth. Clusters
of one and two runs in the sixth
.seventh and eighth wiped out this,

however, at the expense of Brady.
Villanova .scored one in the

ninth and had the tying and win-
ning runs on the bags with one out,
but Brady and Morgan failed to
come through.
Villanova 20302000 1—8
St. John's ...32000112 x—

9

Hanzik, Brady and Gillespie;
Neary. Manning and Kinsbrummer.
Johnny Comerford, star Fordham

left-hander, held the Cats to five
hits in New York Thursday and
Villanova met its fourth straight
defeat. 4-2.

Phil Hilleii. Wildcat twirler, only
allowed six singles, but two of them
were triples and the others were
bimehed in the first, third and
fifth to bring in the quarter of

(Continued on Page Four)

Class Banquet
Attended by
150 Juniors

w in. Hradley, President of
Clus8, Acts as

Toastmaster

The eats were great; the music
was Rood; the speakers were excel-
lent; and an enjoyable time was
had by all.

Those are comments pa.ssed on
the Junior Banquet held last eve-
ning in the Stephen Olrard Hotel
on Chestnut street In Philadelphia,
the banquet opened the social
functioiw of Junior Week, and it

was with such a success that it
beUikens well the smooth conduct
of the rest of Junior Week.
William Bradley, president of the

Junior Class, acted as toa.stmaster.
Introducing with brief witty talks
th(> President. Rev Father GrlfBn,
the Vice-President, Rev, Father
Pink, and the four deans of the
Arts, th(> Science, the Commerce
and Finance and the Engineering
Schools, respectively Father Mauch,
Father Dougherty. Father Hartley,
and Dean Humphreys. Their re-
marks were received with onthu-
siam and marked appreciation.

Tlie music was rendered by a
five piece Villanova orchestra, while
Richard McDcvltt entertained with
a banjo solo. The orchestra's se-
lections were also received with
much applause, popular melodies be-
ing feattired.

The banquet was arranged by an
able committee under the chair-
manship of Roger ODonnell. They
deserve all congratulation.
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Today is the second day of undoubtedly the ihost unique

weeK in tne entire yeal*; Junior week. Ihe Collegiate soc-

ial ale oi every member ol the class of inirty-one lia^ lead

up lo tnis weeK; auring the next lew days they wih attam

tne pinnacle ol happiness and enjoyment, and from then un-

til tne time ol their graduation they will reach their mag-

nincent conclusion, ii^very day of this week will add its

share to tne pleasure of the Juniors. Last night with its

oanquet, lonignt with its Blue Blazer Bail, the Tea Dansant,

Boxing Bouts the from and l"'arewell Dance of the succeed-

ing days—an wih hil to overflowing the brimming cup of

happiness of the third year men. It is truly their week

—

the spotlight of attention for the next few days is turned

upon ihe members of the class of '3i who proudly wear their

blazers and canes in recognition of the high standing upon

the Ciunpus which they have attained. J unior Week is here,

all the preparations for it have been maae—all that remains

is to take part m its enjoyment. The remaining activities

of the week with one exception are open to all to take part

in ana enjoy. The members of the class of '31 wish to take

this means of inviting' the rest of the students, Seniors,

Sophomores and freshmen to take part in the various activ-

ities of the week and thereby make their own happiness

more complete. We commend tne Juniors for their whole-

hearted spirit and wish them every success and unlimited

happiness during this week and every otner week to come.
* • * « «

Dramatics—A Failure?

Four times last week the curtain was raised and lowered

on "Richelieu", the Bel Masque players' lirst production and

first bid for dramatic fame, f'our times the performance

was given before houses which were practically empty. We
can safely say that not more than fifty Villanova Students

considered it worth their while to lend their support to this,

the latest and newest of our College activities.

What is wrong? What is this lethargy which enshrouds

our student body when it comes to supporting cultural ac-

tivities? These same men will turn out by the hundreds to

witness an athletic event. They will set in a smoke-filled

Aiena to watch a prize fight or a wrestling match. They will

stand in line for hours to watch the Athletics and some other

professional ball team in action. Yet when called upon once

during the year to support a College production, in which
they should be interested, even if it is only for the fact that

the activity is a college project, they demur and offer flimsy

alibis excusing themselves from attendance.

It is a strange thing too that it is they who are most pessi-

mistic and most derisive before the play has been shown and
those who have the least intention of supporting the play,

are those who are most willing to offer mock sympathy when
they are told of the paucity of paid admissions. And it js

they who are most willing to share in the honor and glory

if the play should be a success.

The condition is a sad one indeed. Whatever the cause

the condition must be remedied unless we are willing that

Villanova be classed among the list of Athletic Colleges

where the Goddess SPORT is the only guide. In order to do
its share to avoid such a catastrophe and unbalanced state

of affaiis the Villanovan takes its stand as the staunch sup-

porter of all cultural activities and asks the aid of those too

few students who have shown an interest in work of this

kind.

Incidentally, we might add that the Bel Masque will fight

on in spite of the terrific blow dealt them by the opposition

of the student body and we have it from good authority that

next year the dramatic organization will present two pro-

ductions which, however, will not be dependent upon the

student body for its support.
• * * « «

Mother's Day

On Sunday, Ameiica will celebrate Mother's Dayr On
that day the greatest creature on earth will be held aloft to

receive the plaudits and homage of her children.

Is there any one who is more deserving of prai.se? Is

there any one who has as much claim to the love and admir-
ation of mankind? if we succeed, our mothers fairly shine
with joy. If some mishap befall us what grief can be more
penetrating than that of our mothers? If we wander from
the straight path, who is it that prays for hours innumerable
that we might be brought back to the road of righteousness?

la there any man in existence today who does not owe
hi.s all to his mother? I.et us all join in the celebration of
thi.s great day and let us make our mothers happy by send-
ing her some token of love.

Come you followers of the famous
Count Dmitri, let us take you from
the holy atmosphere of the Mosque
to one of Stygian darkness and
warmer clime. The author of the
Mosque treated transient troubles
and foibles in ihe lightest ol veins,

and amused with the witticisms and
satires ol the day. Now that the

Count has passed, not this way we
hope, Phelygas, lerryman ol the
lake, will attempt to treat of the
events of the weeks as they pass
by his lake of darkness.

In the parade of events demand-
ing passage, we noticed the first

few days of Junior Week go by, the

planting of the ivy and of the tree,

the flag raising and the banquet,
and not the least of these the

parade of the canes, where strutted

the proud men of the Junior
Class. They lightly wore their

olazers and white flannels, and
flinging all caution to the winds
they twirled these curved sticks

with engraved silver band. First

they held them up and then they
tried to do an imitation of Adolphe
Menjou and succeeded with all the
jauntiness and qui vive of a chim-
panzee doing the Cakewalk on a
cake of ice. But finally they gave
up hope, all except the optomistic
few, and carried those symbols of

their class as they did their

mother's market-basket in the days
of yore.

Now that the memorable cane
walk is over, there arises a question
in the minds of those doughty
Junior men; what to do with the

canes now that the walking days
are gone. Here is where we come
upon the scene. Many are the

Junior weeks we have' seen gone
by, and many saddened and broken
men were seen but a few weeks
later. They were so sad and so

broken because none had helped
with this most vital of all questions;

what to do with the walking stick.

To prevent the men of this year's

Junior Class from losing sleep,

missing meals, etc., we have in-

stituted an inquiry on what to do
with that walking stick. Here are

a few of the methods employed by
men of the past Junior Classes.

Our first suggestion requires a
man of big butter and egg ability,

he must be a member of the class

who has had experience in collect-

ing. Preferably an antique collec-

tor, because by the end of the week
the canes will be in ready condition
for the best antique shops. If the
man with these requisites be found,
place him at midnight, or better yet

at three P. M. when all the men in

the dorms are fast asleep, at one
end of a row of rooms occupied by
Juniors. In the first room to which
he has acquired entrance, by fair

means or foul, he must search dili-

gently for the required wooden
article, and retrieving it from some
dark corner take it to an assistant

awaiting him in the corridor. After
this process of entering and search-
ing has gone on for some time, and
the collector deems enough canes
have been sequestered for his pur-
poses, he quietly carries them to his

waiting limousine. Loading them
beside the chauffeur he mounts the
rear pedestal and orders James to

drive to the nearest seaport, which
in this instance is located some-
wheres near the Delaware River.

At one of the wharves or docks
the collector will be sure to find a
sea going vessel about to cross the

Alumni News

John F. LeUner who received his

degree with Uie class of '27 is now
a contractor in Perth Amboy.

Edwin Lagan, one of the most
popular men ol the class of 1913

1.S a successlui real estate salesman
with olUces at 1819 Broadway New
y^ork.

Prank Lombardo, ex '31, a mem-
Der ol last years Vigilance com-
miitee is now attending the school

01 Art at the iJ. ol P.

Chanes Loughlln, E. E. "23 is now
with the Bell Telephone company
and IS stationed m Pniladeiphia

where he holds a responsible posi-

tion.

aerald Lynos a member ol the
class of "22 has been very successful

in journalistic fields and is now
assistant manager of the Knicker-
bocker Press and also the Albany
Evening Times.

William Lawlor of the class ol '20

IS now a physician in Mahonoy City.

Another Villanova grad whg has
entered the field of journalism is

Joseph C. Kearney who received an
A. B. last Junfe. He is on one of

the daily sheets of Erie, Pa.

James P. Kelley of '15, the class

that gave so many men to Villa-

nova IS a lawyer in Staten ](sland

N. Y.

John F. Kennedy '27 is the junior
partner in the firm of Kennedy Oil
Heating Co. of Waverly N. Y.

An ex sports editor of the Villa-

novan is now a teacher in Crosby
High School of Waterbury Conn. He
is Alfred D. Kennedy, B. S. of the
class of '23,

Jerry Lynch '15 is an electrical

contractor in Wilmington Del.

Ray Lcpperity ex '30 is in Atlantic
City as a representative of the
National Biscuit Company.

I
€Ut)anst

I

"Freshomores" or "Sophomen",
according to the Tomahawk, are to
be found in the University of Wis-
consin when the planned Junior
College unilmg the Freshman and
Sophomore years is instituted.

Temple students may find them-
selves wandering into the movies to
attend some of their lectures when
the Temple faculty have organized
the course of film lectures they have
been considering.

We hope that Villanova does not
take up the plan that Ohio State is

using to cover cuts before and after
holidays. Unfortunate students are
assigned three hours extra work on
their theses for each cut taken.

Lucky for us we're not at Yale I

The tuition there is being raised
from $400 to $450 next fall. This
increase is supposed to cover the ex-
penses of undergraduate work.

Here's one Belter than our own
poll on prohibition as an excerpt

A*i ». * o J *v, V- «^ iu |from the Creightonian of Crelghton
Atlantic to Sweden the home of the university would show. "That the
midnight sun and buxom blondes. I Eighteenth Amendment is not meet-
If perchance there is not a shipjng with the approval of University
leaving before sundown of that day, 'men is demonstrated by the results
he can always go to Hog Island, the

^
of the prohibition Poll conducted

City Council's dream for Philadel- during the past week by the Creigh-
phia's airport, and charter a trans- Itonian."
atlantic airship. The business of

j -of the votes cast, 209 favored the
lading over, the big cane man has repeal of the Eighteenth Amend-
nothing more to do until his con- ^ent, and 35 favored modification,
signment has reached one of the Qf 244 students voting. NOT ONE
Swedish match-stick factories. Here favored the enforcement of the Pro-
he will attend to having his canes hibition measure." (We have still to
made into headless matches for, hear of the dry college.)
campus consumption in the U. S. I

The silver bands may be cut for well, well, well, are any of you
engagement and wedding rings,. fellows' lonesome? If you are. hop
which, if the man is clever, can be into the Patco Air Lines at Norris-
disposed of at one of Tiffany's town and fly over to Bethel College fnrT^ViT wp "t^a^r tn'^f" ot,\,"o^rvI
large annexs, to found on almost

|
at Newton. Kansas, where, an "ad"

^""^^ *"^ *^ ""^^^ ^° «^^ ^^^ ^''^''^

any main street in the towns of
j

in the BETHEL COLLEGIAN as-
the U. S. jsures us. all "eligible men shall be

The collector of canes may then welcomed with open arms."

set out to collect a Swedish heiress, i

and be happy ever after. In this '

^"He-Men" are in style again at
culture

manner any bright young man is
the IJniversity of Nevada according, ^"'^ ^""'"'^

sure to make a lot of money dispos-

May Day sailed by in full force

and It would seem tnat the montn
ol May had turned a Red. it

staged a demonstration an ol its

own, two thunderstorms and in

ueiween shoving the mercury up to

eighty degrees.
• * •

It would seem that it were not
sucn an auspicious beginning for

the month which is to usher in

juiuor vveeK and usher out the

graduates.
• • •

11 all the men who say they have
nothing to say when tney get up
lu make a speech, would say it anu
^et it over with, what a quiet world
mis would be.

• • •

A woman out West says that
scrubbing iioors is much better

exercise tiian dancing. Oh yeah.

Who ever heard of going out to

dance for the exercise contained
therein.

• * *

If one did go In for the exercise

he Is pretty sure not to let the girl

friend know about it. Co-eds Just

hate to blow about their gymnastics,
they keep thin by doing nothing.

• • •

Three Gubernatorial candidates
out in California are going to stump
the Sta,te in airplanes. They had
better take experienced pilots with
them or they will be making stumps
of those famous redwoods.

• • •

An authority says that a man
must spend $5,000 to $10,000 on his

sartorial elegance. It is quite O. K.
to take that advice while Dad is

footing the bills, but wait until we
all hit the cold and hard hearted
wond for a job. S' quite different

then.
• • •

And then there Is the story of the
Junior who missed the Class parade
and Flag raising so he could attend
a lecture given by a hard-nearted
professor.

• • •

We have Just discovered why
they call those men professors, they
profess to a lot of knowledge before

their classes. But in private they
decide that they are not so brilliant

alter all, especially in trying to an-
swer some embarrasing questions ol

the undergraduate.
• • •

This Is the week of weeks for the
men of the Junior Class. The
lower classmen look up with awe to

the Juniors and the Seniors look

down upon them with kindly com-
misseration of the big brother.

• • •

All Seniors get this feeling once
in a while; well the children must
play.

• • »..,.

The height of something or
other was that Junior who was so
excited over the prospect of the
Prom that he forgot all about
getting a date for it.

• • •

And then there Is the Junior who
made no less than four dates for
the same dance.

• • •

Have you heard of the member
of the third class who made a week
of dates with THE GIRL from back
home, and then forgot to go to the
station to meet her.

• « •

Bear with us a while longer, we
just heard of the sad case of the
man who would not attend any of
the festivities of the week because
of pecuniary reasons, and then
became so ill from the shock of re-
ceiving fifty smackers from a dis-
tant aunt for spending money, that
he couldn't go to them after all.

By Candle Light

Speaking of plays, which we
weren't, what did you all think of
that bangup production of the Belle
Masque Players, Richelieu?

• * •

The actors were great, but the
signs of co-operation were woefully
lacking on the audience side of the
footlights.

The general feeling seems to be;
we come to college for culture and
education, but not one whit of ef-

enjoyment from cultural extra cur-
rlcular activities.

• • •

Their motto Is a million spent
for athletics, but one penny spent

Ing of the Junior's canes.

to the California Dally Bruin
, which states, "Not since the days' Still speaking of the play, did

Or our nero of our orecedine of^o'"<'y-"i"ers in Nevada has there anyo^^^ three lilies of
or our nero of our preceding

revival of red-blooded ^^oclety from Bryn Mawr, who at-

SiTthP."; fo V?anrt ^'^hIhTm^o^^^^^
'""''^ «^°^«' applauded

S?ihT/rn?nf thfn??nH^«n;|whiskers as that to be witnessed onjthree times, and at the last per-
gan whereanyof theupandrlsngijj^g

^j^j^g ^j ^j^g students of the formance, left three lilies of the
antique manufactures will be glad

state University here. The occasion "eld stand upright in the vacant
U. accept the canes upon our heros

j^^. ^^^ hirsute display is the renew- seats.
but the

al of traditional "whiskers" dance i

verifying that they are
dismembered parts of furniture i restWaforthe "university' of" Ne^rdH";

!?JL'^^if°.'y"_''''l?^^.„.'l'f„..^^"'"^'wlth every instructor, professor and
student present and "bearded like

from the time of Anthony and
Cleopatra. This verification may
be made with all honesty if the
chap but remembers that a new
edition of Shakespeare Is printed
every day.

Some softie is sure to hang his

cane on the wall of his room. What

the pard."

John Hopkins flnds It Impossible
to revive Varsity Baseball because
there would not be enough qualified

athletes to make a good team rmd
also because baseball "requires a

nicer way would there be for him great deal of financial outlay with-

to attach the cane to the wall than
by lolly bows, such as little girls

wore In the pre-war days? Now here
is an opening for an enterprising
member of the Commerce section.

All he needs to do is to watch the
quotations from day to day, and
when .silk ribbon Is at its lowest,

buy out the market and thus raise

the prices In all the better or not
so good stores of the city. Then he
shall proceed to the campus with
his goodly collection of ribbons and
dl.stx>.se of them at plain and fancy
prices. The fancy prices of course
will be tacked on the fanciest
ribbons. In this way he will easily

dispose of his stock, due to the sad
lack of rlbbonry in the stores of

nearby cities.

Another and last suggestion on
what to do with those sticks. Saw
the cane Into many small discs,

autograph each disc and sell It for

out drawing crowds large enough to
compensate for the expense In-

volved."

the modest sum of one dollar. Any
man in his wrong senses would be
g!ad to got hold of a some day
famous man's autograph, and at
Kuch a bargain, too.

We declared that as our last

sugge.stion, but Minos just spoke up
and Insisted that his be added to
the list. The mighty lord of the
darker regions thinks that the best
way to rid oneself of the ungainly
cane is to throw It into the nearest
fire, if none be handy send It to
Hell and help to keep the home
fires burning.

If you will accept none of our
brieht ideas, do as you will until
our next cro.sslng.

PHELYGAS

Jackie Boyer made such a beau-
tiful job of the girl In the show
that he has received no less than
three proposals of marriage from
three handsome movie actors.

• • •

We had better take care of home
talent or we may still find the three
leading lights of the play, playing in

the klieg light of the Hollywood
whirl.

• * •

Not so long ago an editorial

appeared In this paper telling us
of our horrible high school complex
In thinking our own particular
school above all others on the
campus. But by some of the friend-
ly pas.sage of arms heard between
.some higher ups. we judge that
they have not progre.ssed very far
from the grammar .school complex.

• • •

Siieaklng of freudlan complexes,
what would you all think of that
chap who dreamt thfet he lived In
.some future a-^e during which he
attended a collet^e where everything
but study was banned.

• • •

We can only think of something
more terrible, and that is a college
where everything but study holds
good.

De Bunk

Greetings, Salutations and Sa-

laams.
PYom appearances It would seem

that Junior Week has become a

reality. Yesterday's array of last

years flannels aiurm the lact. Tne
planning ol the past year has borne

fruit. Friday night will witness the

harvesting of the crop. Boiled

ironts and studs are at a premium
and It Is a wise man who recognizes

his own. To those undergoing the

ordeal for the ilrst time there aie

many angles to be considered.

Economically and etlquettically

speaking a review would not be in

bad order just now.
Whom will I take? If you haven't

answered this question as yet you
are practically out of luck. For
those wno are thusly caught nap-
ping there are several solutions, any
of which are worthless. First, you
may take the roommate's sister. Why
not? No one else will. In this era
of long skirts and dim lights the

boys won't notice her and she may
be a success. The chances are

those tux- wrestlers will be too busy
keeping collars below their adams
appies to notice what flounces in on
your arm. If you are questioned
apologise and explain that you are

doing the roommate a big favor and
that you don't care anyway.
Secondly, you may take that girl

you met on the subway last week.
8he passed in that crowd, why
couldn't she do the same Friday
night. It's really not such a far

cry from the P. R. T. to the Penn
A. C. It is then time to wonder ii

she can dance. To settle that
matter ask a classmate If he knows
any girl you may drag. He'll

accuinudate oy saying "No" then
you can stag. You'd have done this

anyway.
HOW?

That Is the question—How?
There being a widespread depres-
sion throughout the country at the
present time little can be expected
irom a college man. Funds are
always of vital importance. The
campus is in a state of perpetual
depression, always has been and
always will be. It is estimated that
out of every 876 rubber bands sold

in the bookroom a sum total of

are used to enclose bankrolls. It is

another known fact that a prom
needs financial backing to crash the
society page of the Record. Con-
sider all this as logical proof that
your Jeans must hold more than
ambitions ere you can grace the
ballroom floor.

Cash Is easily obtained. The banks
are full of it. A good gun and an
jld black silk handkerchief as a
mask and your path to financial

independence lies open. Or perhaps
your friend has a few articles he
will let you have to pawn. At least

ne would have the pawn tickets as
souvenirs of your attending the
prom. As long as you enjoy yourself

ne won't mind.
A few professional Casanovas may

even borrow the necessary capital

from the young lady you are taking.
Tickets, taxi-fare and Incidentals

are small matters and Its the wo-
man who pays In the end. Eventual-
ly—why not now? If she should be
flat, I mean broke, try asking her
father. He is a congenial old soul,

unly too willing to assist. If he or
the girl can't raise the price take
what you can get and go to the
movies,

DON JUANIAN TACTICS
Upon entering the ballroom con-

sider yourself at home and act
accordingly. Take off your hat and
coat and give them to the fair

young creature who has been delud-
ed so far as to accompany you; she
will dispose of the raiment some-
how. Ihat's her job. Football men
will do well at this stage to surround
a husky chew of "Mechanic's De-
light." The next thing is to run off
and join the boys In a heated dis-

cussion of Class work which Is al-

ways a favorite topic at social
gatherings. In event of any ladies'

being within earshot, and surmising
that they are not deaf talk in a
loud voice of your Intimate friend-
ship with the orchestra leader and
how you always attend his per-
formances in New York. People
will imagine you to be a cosmopoli-
tan and a traveler.

It must be carefully noted that
the mode or method of dancing
employed at proms Is different from
other aflairs. At a prom one takes
his partner In a firm grasp and
boldly rushes onto the floor. Every
man for himself. For every couple
you smash against two points will
be allowed, if you should be for-
tunate enough to knock someone
over then ten points will be award-
ed. Score keepers are placed at
convenient Intervals about the floor
and always ready with scorecard In
hand. The man having the greatest
number of points wUl be given an
autographed photo of the president
of the Joisey Steam Roller Woiks.

It is only fair to mention here
that as articles of dress red
butterfly bows are considered
slightly passe' in the best places.
But if you wish you may pass that
up. It isn't the little things that
count.

After the dance custom demands
that a small repast be devoured.
There are a number of night clubs,
gay and glittering in the wee small
hours of the morning. The most
famous of these are "Childs " and
"Horn and Hardart. " In either of
which you may secure the loveliest
Irish stews. It may be hours before
your order arrives but then the
dawn is such a sweet romantic
hour to leave a girl on her own
brown front steps.

All told the evening will be a
succe.ss—an enjoyable success. At
least I think and hope it will be.
The orchestra will enjoy Itself and
maybe someone else. And each of
us can take back with us the gift
that will live through the years and
always seem fresh—for they can't
take our memories away. Perhaps
that counts for something.
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April hag passed and May is here. With the coming

of May the careworn Seniors start on the last lap of tlieir

college career, their hnal drive to victory is on The College

year is drawing to an end. Football, Basketball and Hock-

ey have sung their Swan song for tlie current year, and Ten-

nis, Golf, Track and Baseball are rapidly approaching the

completion of their schedule. Yes, time makes changcis and

the passing of April wrote ""Finis" to that ever popular col-

umn, ""Sport Spots by Spotty," Spotty known on the Cam-
pus as Frank Mahan, erstwhile Captain of the Track Team,

closed his career as a college journalist. Villanova, as well

as the Villanovan, will feel keenly the loss of '"Spotty," for

his reign as Sport Editor hrouglit credit of the highest de-

gree to the College and the Paper he represented. Good
luck. Spotty.

INTERMURAL SPORTS
This Thursday hnds an intermural track meet as a

feature of the annual Junior Week program. This is un-

doubtedly one of the outstanding features of the week to a

great number of the students? Why? Because it gives an

opportunity to those who never had the chance before to

try their athletic ability witliout being thrown into the glare

ot the Varsity spotlight. Why not more of these opportuni-

ties / Basketball to date has been the only sport to step

forward at Villanova and give the non-varsity man a chance,

and it would be hard to hnd a more successful season than

the intermural basketball contests enjoyed during last seas-

on. Villanova boasts of her four fraternities; surely be-

tween these they could outline and manage a schedule for

the other sports as well as basketball. Let''s hear from tlie

fraternities regarding this question.

A WORTHY CAUSE
On next Thursday evening the boxing bouts staged

by the Epsilon Phi Theta Fraternity will be held. The en-

tire proceeds of these bouts will be used to defray the ex-

penses incurted through the erection of the Leo Goodreau

Memorial. A more worthy cause would be difficult to find.

Let's all get together and co-operate with the Epsilon Phi

I'heta and put these bouts across in every sense of the word.

To do this it will be necessary to drop that Old Spanish

Custom, so well known to Villanova studenti^, namely,

""Gate Crashing." This is a lamentable habit at best, yet

it has been prevalent on the Campus during practically all

the college activities ranging from football contests to the

Junior Prom. This week we have an excellent opportunity

to amend our ways for our own self-respect coupled with a

worthy cause. Think this over.

NEW SPORTS
Villanova's athletic season for the term of 1929-30

is rapidly nearing completion. During this season two new

sports have made their appearance on the Campus—Hockey

and Golf. True, Golf received a sUght start last year, but

this year it has blossomed into a full grown activity. Each

new sport helps Villanova and helps each Villanova man.

It is a case of the "more the merrier," so why not a boxing

team? This topic has been brought up on numerous occas-

ions, yet it seems to always die. It has been pointed out

that there is a wealth of material lying dormant on the cam-

pus. Why not put it to use, our rival colleges have much to

their credit. Villanova could and would reap the benefit

thereby. Now is the time for organization for next year.

"Never put off till tomorrow that which may be done to-

day." Wise words indeed, let us heed them.

Racket Wielders Win Two
In South; Lose to Navy

George Washington Receives First Set-Back of Season.

—

Catholic U. Blanked in Snappy Session.

—

Sailors Cop Close Tilt

TODAY'S LINEUP

Probable lineups for the Le-
hlgh-Vlllanova game this after-

noon at 3:30. The fray will be
the first sporting event of Junior
Wet'k.

Lehigh
Jones, cf

Schultz, 2b
O'Leary, ss

Harris, lb

k^tiauss, p-rf
Miller, If

Bennett, 3b
Nemetz, rf

Halsted, c

Lakorka, p
Umpires—Voorshees and Dins-

more.

Villanova
Morgan, If

Flanagan rf

McAndrews, lb

Melansoii, cf

Guzella, 3b
Gillespie, c

DeLuca, 2b
Ccesick, ss

HlUen, p

Westchester

Normal Wins
Meet 62-55

Cats Victors

In Scrimmage

With U. of P.

Blue and White Advance
Ball for Average of

8 Yards Per Play

On last Saturday the Vlnanova
wiidcais' entertained the Uni-

versity ol fennsylvania looibaii

team at the stadium, and nere a

lerocious Wildcat aevpured a pros-

irate Quaker.
ine wiiucat machine lunctioned

smoothly ana powertuUy on the

uiiense as well as the deiensive wan
whicn tne (juaKer backs laued to

pierce.

lea Casey of last year's Frosh
squad and Captain Clete Gardener
snowed Driiuantly at the Dall-toting

art lor the Wildcats, wliile Irv

ooucner tore holes in the Quaker
line trom his position as tackie.

iiiaeed lor awnne it lOoked as

tnougn Boucher was playing in the

Penn backlield lor he certainly

spent a great deal of his time mere.

John atenik stood out :or Penn
maKing several nice gains for the

Quakers as well as playing a heads-

up game on the defense.

Oi course the encounter was
merely an unotlicial froilc designed

to let the rival coaches see their

macnincs in action. No actual score

of touchdowns was kept but a

glance at the yardage gained gives

a good idea ol the superiority ol

the Wildcat in the fracas.

Villanova took the ball for 250

yards in 34 attempts or an average
of slightly less than 8 yards per

play.

Penn took the ball for 125 yards

in 42 attempts for an average of

slightly less than 3 yards per play.

Last Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday the tennis team ventured in-

on Southern territory, taking on

George Washington, Catholic U.

and the Navy. The Wildcat's took

over the first two, but dropped the

decision to the Midshipmen. The
Colonials were nosed out 5-4, Catho-

lic trounced 9-0, but were turned

back by Navy, without winning a

match. Captain Pete Forve, Manuel
Suarez and Johnny Sykes, the lat-

ter a newcomer were the mainstays

In singles, while the doubles com-
binations of Sol Herman and Forve,

Suarez and Orcutt and Laveson and
Dykes proved to be exceptionally

strong.
Villanova 5; George Washington 4

In one of the tmost exciting

matches played at the historic

Columbia Country Club in Wash-
ington, the Wildcats dealt the Col-

onials their first defeat of the

current season, and their second

loss in two years. Before meeting

the Felines, the homesters had de-

feated the Army In their last

match.
At the end of the singles, the

verdict still in doubt, each having

won three. Then Captain Forve and
Herman came through to play the

best doubles they ever played to-

gether and handed the hosts their

first setback. In the second doubles

match, Orcutt and Suarez took the

first set but were set down In the

following two. This tied the count

at 4-4, with everything depending
on the third doubles.

Laveson and Sykes, playing to-

gether for the first time, didn't

seem to be able to get started and
the G. W. racketeers nabbed the

first set and held a 5-2 lead In the

second. Things looked black for

Villanova, but never giving up, the

Wildcat duo pulled a Merrlwell and
ran of five games to annex the set

at 7-6, and took six straight to

take the next at 6-0.

It was a hard-earned and well

deserved triumph for our boys, ev-

eryone doing their share to win the

match. (

Singles

Staubley »aW) defeated Herman
(V). 6-4, 6-4.

Fine Hurling

Gives Frosh

Trio of Wins

Camden Catholic, AUentown
Prep and Penn Fresh

Fall Before Hurling

HIIRLERS TWIRL WELL

Seldel (GW) defeated Laveson (V)

6-3, 6-4.

Edge (GW) defeated Orcutt, (V)

6-1. 6-1.

Suarez (V) won from Goldsmith,

(V), 4-6, 6-3, 6-1

Forve (V) beat Jaquette 6-0, 6-3.

Sykes (V) beat Gables (GW, 4-6,

6-1, 6-4.

Doubles
Berman-Forve defeated Staubley-

Seidel, 6-3, 6-4.

Edge-Goldsmith won from Orcutt-

Suarez, 4-6, 7-5, 6-2.

Laveson-Sykes beat Jaquette-

Gable 4-6, 7-5, 6-0.

Villanova 9. Catholic U.

Playing their second match in

Washington, the Felines found the

going much easier than the pre-

vious day. The Maroons offered

some stiff opposition, but the boys

copped all the matches without the

loss of a single set. Herman, Sykes

and Fcrve played particularly well

Navy 9; Villanova,

Before a large crowd at Annapolis

the Wildcats suffered their second

reverse of the season. Altthough

falling to win a match the boys in

blue had their hands full in every

match. Sol Berman played steady

tennis, but fell, 6-2, 6-4, as did

Laveson. Suarez took Lucas to

three sets before lowering his col-

ors.

In the doubles, the Midshipmen
were lucky to pull out with a clean

slate. Berman and Forve ran up a

4-1 lead on their opponents, but

dropped that set 10-8, they took the

second, however, but were downed
in the third. Orcutt-Suarez also

lost a hard three set match.

Singles

Halsted defeated Berman, 6-2, 6-4;

Johnson defeated Laveson, 6-2, 6-4;

Robrtson won from Orcutt, 6-0, 6-0;

Salisbury beat Suarez, 6-4 2-6, 10-8;

Lucas defeated Forve, 6-2, 6-3;

Holdsworth defeated Sykes 6-3. 8-2.

Doubles
Johnson-Lucas defeated Berman

Forve 10-8, 3-6, 6-2.

Robertson-Chew beat Orcutt-

Suarez 7-5, 3-6 6-4.

Halstead-Salisbury won from
Laveson-Sykes, 6-1, 6-3.

Playing great ball behind fine

pitching by Smith and Reitz, the

Frosh base ball team chalked up Its

initial victories of the season last

week, at the expense of Camden
Catholic, AUentown Prep and the

Penn Freshmen.
The yearlings took no pity after

they crossed the river Tuesday to

meet the high school team, and
with Keough and Shortall hitting

homers they swamped the New
Jersey nine, 22-1. The Kittens made
seventeen hits and Camden chipped
in with nine errors. Nine runs in

Ihe first inning settled the game
beyond a doubt. Every man in the
yearling lineup got at least one hit

Smith made his first appearance
on the mound and held the home
team to five blows.

Frosh 9 139 99 0—22
Camden 000100 0—1
Smith and Lynch; Mclntyre and

Connell.
« • •

Friday's game at AUentown was
closer and harder fought, but sev-
en runs in the first four innings
gave Emil Reitz a nice advantage
to work with. Keough and Harold
"Sammy " Geisler, each with three
hits led the Frosh sluggers, while
Reitz was scattering the Prepster's

ten. The final score was 9-6, and
the visiting team played errorless

ball. The Peanut City nine made
four misplays.
Frosh 41110100 1—9
Camden . . .0001000 x— 1

Reitz and Lynch; Swoyer and
Coleman.

* * *

In an unheralded game, that was
over before most of the students on
the campus knew It was being
played, the Uunverslty of Pennsyl-
vania Freshmen fell before the
Frosh to a harmonious tune of 10-2.

Quaker yearlings had as much suc-
cess with the pitching of King as
their Varsity backs had with the
Wildcat lad on the gridiron a few
yards southward.
The record for Doc Jacob's crew

stands at three won and one lost to

date, with Perklomen the next foe

on the schedule.

Teachers Pile Up Insur*

niountable Lead in

Sprints

MAHAN BEATS RECORD
In Its first dual meet of the sea-

son, the Villanova track team was
defeated by a strong West Chester
State Normal team, the score being
62-55.

The team from West Chester was
enabled to defeat the Villanova
cinder pathers by making clean
sweeps in the hundred yard dash
and pole vault events. In the hun-
dred yard dash, Bucky Hammond,
who was well on the way to victory,
collapsed and had to be carried off
the field, due to a sprained tendon.
Captain Frank Mahan broke the

college record in the high hurdles,
running the distance in 16:1 sec.

Summaries:
100 yard dash—Won by Sermin,

West Chester; second, Clasin, West
Chester; third. Home, West Chester.
Time: 10:3.

High hurdles—Won by Mahan,
Villanova; second, Clifford, Villa-
nova; third. Smith, West Chester.
Time: 16:1 sec.

Two Mile run—Won by Mazza,
West Chester; second, Salerno,
Villanova; third, Schopf, West
Chester. Time: 11 min. 1 sec.

Mile run—Won by Whalen, Villa-
nova; second, Mazza, West Chester;
third, Salerno, Villanova. Time: 5
mln.
220 yard low hurdles: Won by

Thomas, West Chester; second,
Mahan, Villanova; third, Glldea,
Villanova. Time 26:6.

440 yard dash—Won by Lawson,
West Chester; second Bain, Villa-
nova; third, Noe, West Chester.
Time: 52 sec.

880 yard dash—Won by Garvere,
West Chester; second. Smith, West
Catholic; third, Whalen, Villanova.
rime: 2:5.

High jump—Won by Corrlgan,
Villanova; second, tie between Noe,
West Chester and Baker, Villanova.
Height: 6 1-2 ft.

Discus—Won by Zlegler, Villa-
nova; second, George, West Chest-
er; third, Brandt, Villanova. Dis-
tance: 112 1-2 ft.

Shot Put—Won by George, West
Chester; second, Kelley, Villanova;
third, Zeigler, Villanova. Distance:
38 ft 11 1-2.

Broad Jump—Won by Martin,
West Chester; second, Bergy, West
Ches'.er; third, Laughlln, West
Chester. Height: 10 1-2 ft.

Prokop First

With 160 in

Medal Play

Freshman Noses Out Two
Varsity Men For

Second Place

By virtue of an 84 and an 86 for

his two rounds of medal play Stan
Frokop topped the field of 28 of the

School's most ardent followers of

the ancient and honorable game of

drive, approach and putt, nee; Golf.

Pushing Stan hard was Joe Hros-

toskl, a Freshman who turned In

scores of 91 and 83 for a total of 174.

Jerry Welnhart No. 2 man on the

golf team was third with a 178

closely followed by Johnny Baker
whose 179 gave him fourth place

and Charlie Meter with a 181.

The scores of the first twelve

qualifying men:
Prokop 84 86 160

Hrostoskl ........ 91 83 174

Welnhart .'..>..... 97 81 178

Baker 92 87 179

Meter 95 86 181

Garrlty 92 91 183

Byrnes 92 92 184

Martin 86 98 184

ONeil .. 99 90 189

O'Connor ...^...... 92 97 189

Dart 95 95 190

•Rothert .......... 99 91 190

•Freshmen

SPORT SCHEDULE
FOR THIS WEEK

Today—Baseball, Lehigh at home
Tomorrow—Base ball, Lafayette

vs Varsity at home
Frosh vs Perklomen, at

Pennsburg.
Track. Varsity vs Franklin

and Marshall, at Lancaster.

Golf, Varsity vs Lafayette, at

Marble Hall.

Thursday—Golf, Varsity vs

Temple, at Marble Hall.

Track, Inter-Murals, at Sta-

dium
Boxing, Inter-Prat Finals at

Stadium.

Gommy's
OF

Phila. -Princeton

ANNOUNCE THEIR SPRING SHOWING

AT VILLANOVA OF SPORT CLOTHING

WITH HABERDASHERY TO BLEND
1

Thursday, May 8th

IN

The Pie Shoppe

Golfers Defeat Haverford;
Country Clubs Victorious

Defeated by Ashbourne and Philmont Country Clubs With
Prokop Out With Injured Hand

Friday—Base ball. Varsity

Catholic U., at home
Tennis, Varsity vs St.

eph's, away.
Golf, Varsity vs Rutgers.

Marble Hall

vs

Jos-

will garters be worn fifteen years
from now? Judging by the students
of Washington and Lee University
the answer is "no." Estimates
show that only 20 per cent, of the

students there wear garters.

These statistics show that gar-
ters are rapidly becoming a thing
of the past. The garter-less fad,

started ten years ago as a mere
collegiate whim, has now grown to

become a convenience and comfort.

at

vsSaturday—Base ball. Varsity

Providence, at home
Tennis, Varsity vs Ursinus, at

home
Track, Inter-Scholastlcs,

Stadium
at

A. 8. M. E. NOTICE

A special meeting of the student

body chapter, A. 8. M. E., will be

held Monday, May 12th, In Room
102 Mendel Hall, at one p. m. All

members are urgently requested to

be present for election of offlcers

wUl be held at that time.

Whether or not It was the extrem-
ely fine treatment and warm hos-
pitality shown them or not we do
not know, but something affected

the boys with the result that the

Philmont club administered one of

the most dlsasterous defeats of the

present season to our representatives

In the realm of golf. Too much
cannot be said in praise of the very
gracious manner In which the team
was treated. Ellis Glmbel, Presl

dent of the club, made a speech of

welcome, telling of the days when
his brother caught for Villanova's

base ball club in the 90's. Before

the match an informal lunch was
served and afterward the boys were
treated to a full course chicken din

ner and refreshments. The course

was the finest the team ever played
on, which includes Merlon, Bala,

Overbrook and Wolf Hollow Coun-
try Clubs.

John "Bugger** Byrnes was the

only Villanova golfer to collect a

win. Wasserman won from Baker 3

and 2. Welnhart was beaten 5 and
4 by Stein. Stein and Wasserman
won the Best Ball match 4 and 3.

AUman and Strouse took the entire

nine points from Raso and Murray.

Strouse beating Dick 7 and 6 and
Raso dropping to Allman 5 and 4

Allman and Strouse won the Best

Ball 6 and 5. Hano won from
Matten 5 and 4 while Rosenthal de-

feated O'NeU 3 and 1. O'Nell and
Matten lost their Best Ball match
to Hano and Rosenthal 4 and 3.

Manager Garrlty dropped to Gesst-

ley 5 and 3 while Byrnes brought in

the only win by beating Slotter 3

and 2. Slotter and Gestley won the

Best Ball 3 and 2.
* • • ;

With Stan Prokop out of the line-

up due to an Infected hand which
came as the result of over-golf dur-

ing the Easter holidays and causing

"How Garrlty" to assume the role of

playing manager the golf team lost

to the team representing Ashbourne
Country Club last Thursday by a

score of 23 to 13. Baker lost to

Silversteln 3 and 2. Welnhart had
little trouble In disposing of Rog-
asner 6 and 4. Baker and Welnhart
won the best ball 1 up giving us the

lead 5 1-2 to 3 1-2. Hrostoskl lost

to Sanson 1 up, Captain Murray
was beaten by Brunswick 3 and 2.

Murray and Hrostoskl dropped the

best ball to Sanson 2 and 1. Don
Martin won from Rlrsch 2 up. Dr
Klauders defeated Metere 3 and 2

but Meter and Martin came through
on the best ball to win 1 up. Gar-
rlty and Fox dropped the entire 9

points to Walntraut and Bamsteln.
• * •

With the result of their recent

match hinging on the last best ball

match, Villanova's niblick swingers
"drove" home a win. Captain Ken
Read playing Stan Prokop, Villa-

nova's No. 1 man turned In a vic-

tory by a 4 and 3 count. Johnny
Baker who had an 85 for the after

noon, despite the high wind which
sent the scores soaring deservedly

won from Vandervoort 3 and 2

Prokop and Baker won the best

ball 3 and 2 giving us a 6 to 3 lead.

Haverford evened the count when
Hrososkl dropped a close one to

Egar 1 up. Capt. Murray put us
temporarily In the "fore" when he
"topped" Slpple 3 and 2. This
advantage was short lived as R.
Edgar and Sipple took the best
ball 1 up on the 20th hole again
.squaring matters. Our chances
looked rather bad when Don Martin
lost to G. Edgar, 3 and 1, but Jerry
Welnhart pulled a 1 up win on
Andrews and he and Martin took

the best ball 4 and 3 and giving us
15 points to Haverford's 12.

IJNTERMURAL BASEBALL
LEAGUE ORGANIZED

Sunday will mark the beginning
of the Intermural League which,
following the successful Interclass
Basketball League, should firmly
establish a liberal sports program
In which all may take part.

Fr. Kenny, O. S. A., will act as
Moderator and he has arranged a
schedule for eighteen games to be
played by the six teams, one repre-
senting each hall, that should pro-
mote a spirit of good fellowship and
friendly rivalry between the halls.

Committees have been appointed
for each hall and plans are already
under way for a keen opening game
Sunday, 10 A. M., between Austin
and Fedlgan.
We are fortunate in having two

splendid diamonds within short
distance of every hall and large

followings win undoubtedly con-
tinue their afternoon siesta watch-
ing the twilight ball games.
Coach McGeehan will pay close

attention to any player performing
creditably and—who knows, there
may be another Babe Ruth in our
midst or mist.

"In Spring, a young man's fancy
. . etc." Is the traditional stand-

point, but Pennsylvania State Col-
lege would have It otherwise. Ac-
cording to statistics compiled there
show that "contrary to the general
opinion as to the morbid efifects of

spring fever, the College student ap-
plies himself more diligently In his

work and takes a more interested

part In campus activities than in

any other period of the term."

Georgetown Is getting "air-mind-
ed". One of the students in the
School of Foreign Service who has
over 1300 hours in the ah-, is offer-

ing Instruction to any of the
Georgetown students.

"There's a parking space outside

the museum."
"Yes. it ought to be inside with

the rest of the ciuios."

Buy a new Tux • • •

Throw • p«rty— and •njoy

both for th« pric* of on* wKk

fTDW^VRD
JLy CLOTHES

xMADE P0\ YOU

28.75 P.';*^?s 38.75
[)itpl«y«d h«r« al lh«

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL
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Pope Praises

St. Augustine

On Centenary

Encyclical Recalls Praises

of Saint Spoken by

Popes

Rome, April 26—an encyclical

letter entitled 'ad Salutem Huinani
Generis," marknig the fifteenth

centenary ot tlie death of St. Au-
gustine, was puolished yesterday.

In the letter. Pope Pius XI recalls

the praises of St. Augustine spoken
by the contemporary Popes from
St. Innocent I to St. Celestine 1,

and by the pontiffs, St. Gelasius,

St. Hormisdas, John II, Leo the

Great, Gregory the Great, Adrian
I, Clement VIII, Pius VI and Leo
AUI.
The Holy Father then summai-

Izes the life of St. Augustine ab

illustratuig the designs of Divine

Providence hi his adnmable con-
version to apostolic activity and in

tne subhme doctrine of Augustine.

'Ihe encyclical then synthesizes the

AugustiiUan doctrine concerning

universal divine authority, the

supernatural end of man which
can be reached only in the Church
of Christ, divinely founded, con-
stitutea ana conserved througli the

centuries, and ihe authority of the

Koman Pontill, legitimate successor

to St. Peter. I'he encyclical con-
tinues, aescribing the doctrine of

Augustine concerning the Trinity

and the Incarnation of the Word,
recalling tne lessons taken from his

writing recently inscribed in the

liiurgy lor the Feast of Christ the

King. It recalls also the August-
inian doctrine concerning Divine
Providence principally developed in

the admirable work 'Di Civitate

Dei," from which derived the wisest

doctrine on tne relations between
the Church and State and that
special asi>i6iance whicn Chi'istians,

by their excellent conduct, bring to

the prosperity of civil society.

In this connection, the encyclical

recalls his appeal in behalf of St.

Augustine's doctrines made in the

encyclical by Pope Pius XI on
Christian Education of Youth, and
by Pope Benedict XV on Peace.

Then the encyclical summarizes
the Augustinian Doctrine on grace,

for which the Saint was. called

"Doctor oi Grace," and in which
he explained with inimitable wis-

dom tne designs of God and the

supernatural harmonies between
nature and grace. The last part of

the encyclical treats of the sanctity

of St. Augustine, exalting his per-

sonal virtues as an individual, as

an apostle, as a Bishop, as religious,

and as a monk.

Three Points Stressed

At Com. Meeting

(continued from page one)

I'll guarantee that you will get a

courteous reception. They have

been receiving pamphlets about

Villanova and know about the cam-
paign."
••mere are three things to keep

in mind."
'1. No one is on the list Inai-

cannot give something. Don't take

SO" for an answer.
"2. 'Ihe pledges are payable over

a period ol tm-t-e years. I'hcrefore,

most persons can give tiuree times

\viiui. luey ten you oecause they aie

ihiiiKing ui terms ot one year.

"3. Gilts to Viiianova are glits

to Catholic higher education, xmoi

a penny is wasted. There is no
lUgii overnead at Villanova. Every

uouar ouys a dollar's worth.

•cio let s select eight or ten naiueo

now. And let's arrange to see them
tomorrow. There is a great cause,

i^et s gel uenind it and put it over.

ixie workers will meet agaon to-

morrow JXQOU u\ tne Manufacturer s

ClUD. •

Solemn lligh Muss and
Class Parade Inaugurate

Week of Junior Events

^Continued From Page 1>

Richelieu a

Big Success

Dramatically

Not More Tlian Fifty Stu-

dents Witness Bel

Masque Play

The curtain has fallen on Villa-
nova's latest attempt dn the legiti-

mate stage. The play wnich ran
through lour excellent performances
was pronounced by all the critics as
a fine piece of work. The individu-
al men whose work made the play
a success received only praise from
all sides. It is seldom that a group
of college players present a produc
tion to equal Kichelleu. The attend
ance at the performances was below
the expected number but this was
not due to any reflection on the
merits of the cast but rather to sev-
eral errors on the business end.
At tne conclusion of the final per-

formance. Professor Jonas thanked
the cast for the whole hearted co-

operation which they rendered him
He also thanked Messrs. Kelly, Gill

and Harter, who volunteered their
service behind the scenes. Too
much can not be said about the
worK of Prof. Jonas who filled a
long felt want here at Villanova.
He made the play a success. With
practically no assistance he took a

Just Looking Around |

afternoon at the stadium. Both
these contests will be of great in-

terest to all. Now we approach the group of inexperienced students and
climax—the Junior Prom. This is'iashioned them into a well workmg
the week's biggest evpnt. Nothing 'plot,

has been overlooked in order to

make it a complete success. The
Penn A. C, which has one of Phila-
delphia's hnest ball rooms, wnl be

the scene. It is almost useless to

tell of the orchestra—you all know
that Rodger Wolfe Kahn has been
secured. Is there need to say any-
thing more? Favors of a most at-

Hugh McHugh as Richelieu ofTer-

eu what may be considered the
best performance of the evening,
ihere seemed to be no side of the
lamous character that he could not
bring out. Joe Takacs, as the vil-

lan, did the piece to perfection.

And it is fitting to remark here thai
Joe is an able hand with a sword.

tractive nature have been procured ^^^ gelle Masque Players lost two
by the committee which has spared

^^ ^j^^^ ^^g^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^he gradu-
ation of these two men. Another
truly remarkable performance was

neither money or labor in order to

make this the greatest Prom we
have ever had. !tnat given by Joe Gaynor, whose
On Saturday, the last of the acting and makeup were beyond re-

eventful seven, the stadium will|proacn and would have done credit
witness two athletic meetings. The ^q a professional. Jack Boyer and
ball team will take on the strong ''Bill Papp, as feminine imperson-
Providence troupe. On the cinder
paths will be held Villanova's Inter-

scholastic Track meet. Here repre-
sentatives of the surrounding dis-

tricts will vie for the prizes which
will be awarded.

Just as all good things must i^ch
an ultimate end so does Jilnlor

Week close. It does not die a sor-

rowful death, however. On the
other hand, it passes into the rec-

ords with a blaze of glory. The
Farewell Dance, to be held in the
gym, is a gay and beautiful aSair.

It is the last feature of an auspic-

ious week.

ators, rank with the best.

It is the hope of the student body
that the Belle Masque Players ar-
range another play next year. Un-
uer proper management it can be

assured of the whole hearted sup-
port of the student body.

Wildcats' Losing Streak

Reaches Six

(continued from page 1)

JUNIOR WEEK PROGRAM

Today
M., Baseball, Varsity vs.3.00 P

Lehigh.
9.00 P. M., Blue Blazer Ball, Alum-

ni HaU.
Wednesday

3.00 P. M., Golf, Varsity vs. Lafay-
ette.

3.00 P. M., Baseball, Varsity vs.

Lafayette
5.30 P. M., Tea Dansant, Alumni

HaU.
'

', . Thursday

3.00 P. M. Golf, Varsity vs. Tem-
ple..

3.00 P. M„ Memorial Dedication
3.00 P. M., Inter-Mural Track

Meet, Stadiiim.
8.00 P. M., Epsilon Phi Theta Box-

ing Bouts.
Friday.,,:/-:.. :„ ..

3.00 P. M. Golf, Varsity vs. Rut-
gers.

3.00 P. M. Tennis, Varsity vs. Ur-
sinus.

3.00 P. M., Baseball, Varsity vs.

CathoUc U.
9.00 P. M

A. O.

.
Junior Prom, Penn

Saturday

3.00 P. M., Baseball. Varsity vs.

Providence College.

9.00 P. M., Farewell Dance, Alum-
ni HaU.

ENGINEERING PROF.
SPEAKS TO PRE-MEDS

runs.
Johnny Gillespie had the only

extra base blow for the visitors, a
triple in the sixth with McAndrews
and Gazella on the bags, accounting
for the two Villanova tallies.

Two fast double plays by the New
Yorkers aided also in evening the
season's series at one at one-all.

Before Easter, Fordham lost in the
Stadium, 11-2.

McAndrews' error was the only
black mark against the Wildcats,
Hillen struck out four and walked
six, while Comerford did the same
to the VUlanova batters.

Loehwing, with two singles and a
sacrifice, led the Fordham batters
Morgan and Gazella each garnered
two for the Cats, while Gillespie's

triple was the fifth.

Fordham ... 20101000 x—

4

Villanova 00000200 0—1
Hillen and Gillespie; Comerford

and Rosenthal.

Continuing just where Boston
College had left off the Saturday
previou.s, Duke University's Blue
Devils got real devilish last Tuesday
afternoon and made the Wildcats
very mild as they pasted the offer-
ings of Kobilis and Brady hither
and yon nineteen times, winning
14-2.

Lefty Lee Hawkins, who trounced
the Felines last spring, 2-1, twirled
an even better game last week, and
outside of the first inning, when
Tom Morgan hit his third homer of
the .season and Jack McAndrews
scored on GazoUa's smash to center,
after the Villanova first sacker was
hit by a pitched ball, the Southern
hurler was never in danger.
Morgan got three of the five

blows the home team gathered
during the nine innings.
Duke's heavy attack was led by

Harry Kistler, who captianed the
North Carolina's foot ball team last , ^x. „ m . ^i_* ...-.„

fan K-i«tior hif o \iZ.L XL!mW of the college. His main point was

Xle^and^a h'oL'r Tvetthe'^wan: ^•r ^"•• ^"'^^?-
^ShT/^Kn^ow

and scored four runs Warren thPi*" ^^^ ^^^'"^ *"^^^ possible. Know
;rs?to?s"c'at?he;TnothYr''^^?dir^\^'fvery^^ S?ctW "tS^t SSf

oi^B-'^ ^" ^"-^- ^TerSocS^rrrsrw^^;
DuK . ..Ts 2 2 5 0-19 ]l^'^'^' ''^'^"P^.

»'«^*««" "'« *"^

Villanova 2 0-2 death or something worse. In the

BatteHes. Hawkins and Wa^en; o^Vj sVlJ^^un^s^^^ath^ero^I^S
has had many a chance to see the
effects of poor Judgement, and in

some cases utter carelessness, on the
lives and health of his parishioners.
A man. and in particular a doctor,

can never be too careful In what he
does and how he does It. When
you don't know your subject, the
edict is to admit it. A doctor has
no right to false vanity when he is

tampering with the lives of his fel-

low creatures. And there Is never
shame In admlttlnk lack of know-
ledge In a subject.

This Year's Junior Book
Is Work of Art

(Continued from Page One)

the Belle Aire.

Altogether, the Courtier is truly a
work of art of which the Juniors
may well be proud, and the VUla
novun takes this opportunity sin
cerely to congratulate the editor and
his staft.

The members of the staff are as
follows: Wheeler Jenkins, Editor;

Stanley Prokop, Business Manager;
Jean G. Gushing, Circulation Man-
ager; Richard McDevitt, Advertising
Manager; Leonard Schnappaul,
Staff Artist; Martin Orbach, Art
Manager; John Kilcourse and David
Cartenuto, Art Editors.

LETTER OF THANKS

Father O'Leary of the Engineer
ing School, missed a perfectly good
class of his own School last week to

address the Science Seminar.
Father O'Leary is a speaker of

great note both on the outside and
the inside of Villanova.and this is

the man who was called from our

own acre of diamonds by the Dean
of Science to speak to the Pre-

Meds.
The Reverend Father gave a talk

on a most Interesting subject, and
gave some sound advice that could

well be meted out to any member

Kobilis, Brady and Gillespie.

SMOKING NOT INJURIOUS

Smoking does not impair a stu-
dent's mental powers In class work
or intelligence, according to a
psychological Investigation maae
recently by a group of students at
Southwestern College. Two out of
every three men on the Southwes-
tern campus smoke, and by taking
a representative group of 100
smokeni. It was determined that the
smokern made as good grades as
those who did not smoke. Olrls
were not allowed to participate as
It was not definitely known that
any smoked.

We print below a copy of a let-

ter received by Father Stanford
thanking the student body for the
mission collection taken up on a
First Friday, a month or two ago.

The money received at this collec-

tion was sent to this needy parish
in South Dakota. It can readily be
seen that it was deeply appreciated.
It is hoped that the knowledge that
their contributions are going for a
very worthy cause might move some
students to contribute more gener-
ously to these monthly collections.

The letter is as follows:

Kadoka, S. D.
April 10th, 190.

Students of Villanova College,

Villanova, Pa.
Dear Students:
We acknowledge with thanks

the receipt, through the Catholic
Church Extension Society, of

your kind, self-sacrificing dona-
tion of one hundred dollars

(100.00) to the work of our little

prairie parish.

It is gratifying to the mission-
aries on the Catholic outposts

to know that the young men in

the more populous sections of

the country are wide awake to

the need of prayer and material
assistance from those at home
for the encouragement of the
field workers. We have every

reason to hope In the Catholic
youth of living faith who can do
wonders for the furtherance of

Christianity. A small group of

six young men were the neucle-

us of the St. Vincent de Paul
Society which has done untold
work in saving the souls and
bodies of countless poor.

May God bless your work and
its patrons.
Most gratefully yours in

Christ,
DANIEL P. DALEY,

Pastor.

The Church of Our Lady
of Victory-

So this Is Junior Week I

« • •

Some of our football greats looked

great yesterday sporting those canes
around. And some of them were
not so great.

• • •

The baseball diamond down In the
Stadium will get plenty of use, if

old Jupe Pluvius gives the men of
'31 a break, as Manager Conaboy
nas four games booked within the
next five days.

• • •

The lid wUl be pried off this aft-

ernoon when Lehigh, which twice
humbled the Cats last year, sends a
team on the field. Captained by
Mort Strauss, bespectacled pitcher
and outfielder, the Bethlehem nine
nas been going fairly well and hopes
to repeat the successes of 1929.

Allen Ware, a New Jersey lad and
only a sophomore, plays third base
and is the leading sticker on the
team.

• • •

Tomorrow, Lehigh's arch-enemies
from Easton, Lafayette will send a
Maroon clad nine on the field. The
Leopards are primed for a real Jun-
gle fight with the Wildcats and the
Juniors and the rest of us will prob-
ably see the best game of the week
tomorrow.

• • •

Lafayette is coached by Bill

Coughlin, former Detroit third base
men. CoughUn specializes in devel-

oping third-sackers and Is respon-
sible for Mike Gazella, brother of
George and former Yankee star,

Chimenti, Williver and several oth-
ers. At present he is working on
SocoUow, football half-back.

• • •

The captain of this outfit is BlU
Reaser, veteran catcher. The chap
doesn't stop at playing baseball but
does some studying, too, at odd
times.

• • •

Reaser. who is a mechanical en-
gineer, is a Phi Beta Kappa man
and wes recently named to Tau
Beta Phi, honorary engineering fra-

ternity. He is regarded as the lead

ing athlete-scholar on the up-state
campus, and has already won five

varsity letters.
• • •

The baseball team takes a day off

Thursday and dents in the Stadium
wall will probably be removed. If

the last two games down there are

any criterion, that wall will take a
bad beating in the four battles this

week.
• • •

On Friday the Gillespie-men meet
Catholic University and old scores,

resulting from that disputed forfeit

down in Washhigton, wUl be settled

for once and for all—that is, for

1930.
• * •

Saturday finds Providence College

in action and when Old Sol sets that

evening, the baseball team at least

can boast of putting in a hard week

• • •

On Thursday evening. Jack Mc-
Gann will put on the finals in the

boxing tournament and another fast

card Is expected. If Villanovans
think they haven't been getting ac-

tion at the past fights, read what
the sports editor of the Bucknellian
thinks about them. This was con-

ned from a recent issue of the

Lewlsburg weekly. Here It is:

If Bucknell fight fans relish

smashing blows and bellowing

grunts, we advise them to travel to

Villanova. It seems the Intramuralb

were going on to decide the boxing
champion in the various weight-

classes when two 145-pounders,

Frankle Troppea and Rudy Zehnau
waged such a fierce battle that the

judges decided the bout was a draw.

"Troppea's chief second, not a

Villanova student, either, thought
otherwise, so rushing out of the

corner he pulled a regular circus

stunt by swinging haymakers at all

and sundry within range.

"One blow hit Jack McGann, pro-

moter of the fights and football end
in spare moments, who immediately

took up the cause. When the fuss

was settled, something like three

black eyes and two bloody noses

were counted.
"Give us ping-pong."

• * *

That's what they think of the

Wildcats at Bucknell. It's up to

you to take your own meaning out

of it. But, methinks that last para-

graph expressively shows the real

Bucknell spirit.

The track team treks up to Lan-
caster tomorrow afternoon to take

on the strong Franklin and Mar-
shall squad. F. «fe M. won a basket-

ball game from Birmingham's five

last winter in the first athletic event

between the two schools In some
time, and Spotty Mahan and his

band are out to take matters in

their own hands to even the count.

The tennis team meets two foes,

St. Joseph's and Urslnus. The
Jesuits will be battled in Philadel-

phia, but Urslnus and the Porveltes

will play the first matches on the

I

new courts on the Pike on Saturday
afternoon.

• • •

Three golf matches, a game for

the Frosh nine at Perklomen, the
track meet Thursday and the
Scholastics on Saturday wind up
the week's program.

• • •

The best minds in the Academy
are burning the midnight oil trying

to figure out Marty Geezer's nick-

name. It seems nobody can under-
stand why the Frosh football star

is called Oom. An odd name, say
the sturdy roomers in Old Faithful,

but a solution is promised soon.
• « •

Here's what the Evening Bulletin

says about a recent college baseball

game not a milion miles from here:

A college game like Penn and
Swarthmore, staged yesterday, could
have the attendance Increased by
attaching a dinnercheck to the
twenty-five cent ticket. Even Ira

Thomas, Athletics scout, felt so

guilty about using his complimen-
tary ticket, 'that he left about the

sixth inning."
• • •

Incidentally, Thomas saw Duke
and Viiianova play last week. He
says that the Duke nine is the fast-

est college team he has even seen.

The Southerners looked just like

that Tuesday afternoon.
THIRTY-TWO.

Did You Ever
Know That"
Tne Augustinian Blessed Simon

rendered valuable though often

forgotten service to Europe and
Christianity during the 15th cen-
tury. Historians give him credit

for bringing about the famous
treaty ot Lodi in 1454 under Nich-
olas the Fifth. This treaty brought
about peace between the warring
factions of Italy and prepared the

way for an organized defense ot

Europe against the Turks, who,
after having taken Constantinople
in 1453, were preparing to overrun
and to conquer the west. Pastor,

in his history of the Popes, says,

that what great prelates and prin-
ces were unable to bring about, was
accomplished by this humble and
saintly friar.

Paul Kuczo of the class of '28

Ls holding down the post of Athletic
Coach at Stanford High, Stanford,
Conn.

NINE VILLANOVA STU-
DENTS AJIE CONFIRMED
Nine VUlanova students received

the Sacrament of Confirmation at

Saint Rita's Augustinian Church In

Philadelphia last Sunday afternoon.

Each of the confirmed has as a
sponsor another Villanova student

and Bishop Shahan. Rector

Emeritus of the Catholic University

administered the Sacrament.
Father O'Malley, O. S. A., and

Father Stanford, O. S. A., of Villa-

nova. and Father Fagan, O. 8. A

,

of Malvern Prep and Father Camp-
bell. O. 8. A., of St. Rita's Church
assisted the Bishop.

<'Car*ful Handling and Quality'

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWK, PA.

Phont 164

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR V. L C. OFFICERS

The laot meeting of the Villanova

Italian Club was taken up with the

nomination of candidates for the

organization for the next school

year. The successful candidates

will be voted on at the next meet-
ing of the society. The men se-

lected to run for office are, for

president: J. Costanzo, J. Rannaz-
zisi and F. DlBerardino; for vice-

president: S. Cucinotta, L. Parlan-
geli and Artasersi; for Secretary, M.
Valle, D. Mazzola and J. Aversa;

for treasurer, S. P. Squiteri, A. M.
Papa; For Financial secretary: P.

Venuti and J. Castellanl.

All members of the Villanova

Italian Club are earnestly requested

to be present at this week's meeting
of the club so that all may have a

share in the election of these offi-

cers.

THE PARKING PROBLEM

The parking situation at the

University of California became so

drastic that it became necessary for

the board of regents of the institu-

tion to appropriate $24,000 with
which to develop a iiermanent auto
stand on the campus. Official es-

timates indicated that over 3000

cars are parked dally by students
and instructors.

For the past several years the
board has tried to remedy the park-
ing situation by causing the passage
of a large number of special traffic

regulations. In time, however,
these interferred so much with
traffic that the thoroughfares were
almost helplessly Jammed during
the rush hours. In making the ap-
propriation for a parking stand,
board members said they were
utilizing their "last resort."

SEE
Wm. Borrelli's

Display of Style

in the

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only rampufi RepreMntatlve

One of the most famous preachers
of Germany was the Augustinian
Fr. Abraham S. Clara (D. 1709).

Blessed Alfonso de Orozco (1500-

1591) and Fray Malon (Je Chaide
(1530-159d) are rated among the
great mystic writers of Spain. Their
writings are models of pure style.

Malon de Chaide was also one of

Lhe first to employ Spanish instead
of Latin In writing on religious

themes.

Ft. Charles Stuart, an Irish Au-
ijustlnlan, organized and brought
together in 1829 the first meeting
ol the Dublin clergy in the great
struggle for emancipation. He was
also secretary of the meeting.

The Auguslnlan Fray Martlno de
Rada was sent in 1580 by the
governor of the Philippine Islands
lo China in order to arrange a
commercial treaty with that empire,
rie was also one of the first to

publish a grammar of the Chinese
language for the use of Europeans.

Before the suppression of mon-
asteries in England the Augustin-
ian Friars possessed 32 convents
there. The other branch of the
Augustlnlans, the Canons Regular,
possessed over 50.

John van der Elst, a Belgian
Augustinian. was a prominent mu-
sician of the 17th century. In 1862

he published his "Fundamenta
Muslces."

William Bonjour, a French
Augustinian, was a famous mathe-
matician and linguist (1671-1714).
He was appointed Professor of

Mathematics in China by the Em-
peror of that country.

The Portugese Augustinian, Em-
manuel ab Assumtlone, published a
Catholic catechism In the Bengalese
language in 1714. ^

The Italian Augustinian. Glullo
Accetta. a member of the Frencli
Academy of Science, was Professor
of Mathematics at the University
of Turin in the 18th century. He
published a textbook of algebra and
geometry.

"You must love your wife, as you
never let her go out of your study."

"If I did she would go Into the
kitchen and cook."
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Junior Prom Held Amid
Delightful Surroundings

At Penn A. C. Ballroom

Kahn and His Serenaders Furnish Music For Brilliant

Event While Favors Were Deemed the Best Yet

COLORFUL THRONG ATTENDS FESTIVITIES

Schedules of

Final Exams
Are Posted

Senior Exams to Start

May 20.—Commence-
ment on June 5

on

Junior week moving slowly along

towards Its zenith reached Its cli-

max last Friday with the Brilliant

Junior Prom at the Pehn A. C. All

the other events of th6 week seemed

to lead up to this grand finale of

the week, and a more fitting climax

to a perfect week of delights and
pleasures could not be imagined.

After long preparations and many
hours spent in arranging the many
details everything was complete—all

that was left was to enjoy it and
the happy couples which came
flocking to the brilliantly lighted

ballroom shortly after ten o'clock

did not need to be urged to do this.

Truly the Junior Prom was an
event that has achieved for the

class of '31 a paramount place in

the field of social activities. The
scene was too beautiful for words.

To be fully enjoyed it had to be

seen. Ihe dimly lighted ballroom,

with its columns covered with a

mystical oriental design, its stately

red draperies, its delightful garlands

of bright spring blossoms presented

a scene that was unlike that we had
ever had the pleasure to witness

l)efore.

The stage, a mass a verdant

palms and ferns, was the source

from wnich emlnated music of a
different sort than was ever before

heard at a Villanova affair. Roger
Wolfe Kahn's Seranaders needs no
introduction to the dance lovers of

Philadelphia. His name implies all

that is best in orchestral music and
last Friday night he certainly ad-

vanced his record quite a bit and
bettered his previous achievements.

With these two superlatives, the

Penn A. C. and Kahn's Seranaders

a veritable fairyland of dance was
the result, a scene of brilliant

beauty so delightful as to please

the most critical. Everything con-

nected with the dance went towards

its success. Everything pointed to

the fact that those In charge were
not inexperienced In miming af-

fairs of this size and quality.

The favors were the recipients of

much well deserved praise and ad-

miration. They struck a new note

in dance novelties. They were a
charming little perfumer which was
no larger than a lighter. With their

metal parts of shiny plate and with

their blue leather covers embossed
with a V and a '31 and a "Junior

Prom" they made a most delightful

souvenir for the fair companions of

the students. They certainly did

reflect the taste and care lavished

by the committee upon their selec-

tion.

Perhaps a word or two about
those in attendance would be In

order. Needless to say the students

and faculty members presented the

usual dignified appearance in their

sombre hued tuxes and the real

touch of color was added by the

(continued on paKO (our)

Two in Race

For Phi Kappa
Pi Presidency

T. O'Brien and C. Lane Re-

ceive Nomination to Run
For Presidency

The Phi Kappa PI Fraternity, of

the Engineering School will hold
its annual election of ofTicers for

next term, today, at 11.30 o'clock In

the Amphitheater. All members of

the fraternity are requested to be
present. It is only through the co-

operation of its members in exercis-

ing their voting power, that an ef-

ficient body of officers can be se-

lected.

The nominations for officers were
held last week and the following

men were nominated:
Presldent—C. Lane T. Brlen
Vlce-Prwldent^N. Cattle, E. Prin-

cipe.

Secretary—P. Remy. A. Brennan.
Treasurer—J. Henry. N. Cattle.

Sergeant-at-Arms—Smith D. De-
Vlttorlo.

Phi Kappa PI has completed a

very successful year under the cap-
able leadership of Its president,

Joseph Simpson. A number of af-

fairs were staged by the fraternity

and It Is gratifying to report that

on all ocoaslonB almost all at the

members of the society were In at-

tendance. The most successful

•vent of the year was the dinner

dance held at the Rlttenhouse Ho-
tel in Philadelphia, last February.

The manner In which the frater-

nity has arranged and staged Its

affairs has created a good reputa-

tion for Phi Kappa PI. Therefore,

the members should endeavor to

place In office men who will con-

tinue to keep Phi Kappa PI in its

high ranking position among the

aocleUes on the ounpus.

PRES. BRADLEY ON
JUNIOR WEEK

In a recent Interview, Junior
Class President Bradley made
the following statement:
"Taking all in all I think Jun-

ior Week was one of the best

weeks of its kind in the history

of the college. Everything seem-
ed to be run with a smoothness
which personifies only the best

managed affairs. From the Jun-
ior Parade to the Farewell

Dance, the social and sport

events' were marked with unin-

terrupted alacrity. This was due
to the splendid planning of the

committees, who did their work
faultlessly, and to the cooper-

ation of the members of the

class of '31, who stood In back of

them to the man. It has given

me the greatest pleasure to be

president of a class who have

thus far acquitted themselves

In such a noble manner."

Factory Trend

In Colleges

Hit by Dean

Rev. Eugene Mauch, O. S. A.,

Deplores Sacrifice of Qual-

ity to Quantity

VUlanova leaped into the spotlight

in the Public Ledger on Sunday,

May 4, when the Ledger published

a story under the heading, "Villa-

nova Dean Hits Colleges' Factory

Trend. Sacrifice of Quality to

Quantity Deplored by Rev. Mauch.
Urges Sharp Change to Save U. S.

Mind.' 'Man More Than Machine,

is comment Evoked by Discussion

of Philosophers."

Exerpts from the article follows:

"Radical changes In American
college and university education are

needed to end 'the chaos of the Am-
erican mind' a Villanova College

professor asserted yesterday, adding

that 'students have their heads

crammed full with a heterogeneous

mass of ill-assorted materials and
no thought is given to developing

in them a true appreciation for wis-

dom.'

"Ine professor Is the Rev. Eugene

A. Mauch, O. S. A. acting dean of

the School of Arts, Letters and
Philosophy. His conmients were

evoked by the American Philo-

sophical Society's recent educational

symposium, in which scant hope

for Immediate progress by higher

education was seen.

Hits Mechanistic Doctrine

"Father Mauch declared me-
chanistic philosophy is responsible

for the 'materialistic ideals and pur-

poses which predominate in Ameri-

can life and which have absorbed

American educational theory and
practice.'

"Father Mauch, agreeing all is

not well with American education,

but not blaming the college student,

denounced the application • of the

'factory idea' to college education.

"The very variety of the source

and of the kind of criticism which

has been expressed in recent years

clearly indicates that something is

radically wrong," the Villanova edu-

cator said. "The first fury of the

new psychology has spent the force

of its vicious attack on so-called

traditionalism and already a

healthy reaction is setting in.

Leaders of thought from every

quarter of our land have raised

their voices in protest against the

deadening materialism, the selfish

utilitarianism which threatens to

overwhelm our nation and to

destroy every vestige of real culture

in American life.

"What is the situation In the field

of higher education? Probably

more dissatisfaction has been ex-

pressed with the results of Ameri-

can higher education than any of

its other phases. The reason is

obvious. So much more is expected

of college graduates that, however,

unreasonable the demands, failure

to live up to expectations provokes

scathing criticism.

"The American aim seems to be

material success, not to deepen un-

derstanding. The American stan-

dard of quantity is adapted to edu-

cation and quality Is disdainfully

ignored.

•Is all this drastic criticism mere-

ly a vicarious substitution of abor-

tive philosophies, the expression of

an ItchinK dissatisfaction of a

group of disgruntled, disappointed

old fogeys?
"Are the charges justified by the

facts? Certainly one must be ex-

tremely biased to take the view that

the criticism is entirely unjust and
(continued on page two)

According to an announcement
made by the Prefect of Studies
the final examinations will begin
on May 20 for the students of the
senior class and on May 26 for the
rest of the College. They will con-
tinue until June 6. Commencement
will be held this year on Thursday
June 5.

The complete schedule for the
lour departments follows:

SENIOR EXAMINATIONS
Tuesday, May 20, A. M.—English;

P. M.—Law.
Wednesday, May 21, P. M.—

Ethics.

Thursday, May 22, A. M.—Relig-
ion; P. M.—Accounting, Invest-
ments.

Friday, May 23, P. M.—Income
Tax.
Monday, May 26, P. M.—Insur-

ance.
Tuesday, May 27, P. M.—Statis-

tics.

SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AND
FINANCE

Monday, May 26, P. M.: Fresh-
men—History. Sophomores—Eng-
lish, Religion. Juniors—Law III,

Religion.

Tuesday, May 22, P. M.: Fresh-
men—English, German IV, French
IV. Sophomores—Law II. Juniors
—Foreign Exchange.
Wednesday, May 28, P.M.: Fresh-

men—Economics. Sophomores—Ger-
man V. French V, Spanish V, (Fr.

Sapinya.) Juniors—Insurance II,

Accounting III.

Thursday, May 29, P. M.: Sopho-
mores—Spanish V, Insurance I,

Management. Juniors—Stocks.

Monday, June 2, P. M.: Freshmen
—Accounting, Religion. Sophomores
—Econ. Res., Spanish ILJunlors
—English III.

Tuesday, June 3, P. M.: Sopho-
mores—Money & Cre., Logic. Jim-
iors—Public Speaking.
Wednesday, June 4, P. M.: Fresh

Goodreau

Memorial

Dedicated

Bronze Tablet Erected

At Stadium Last

Wednesday

On last Wednesday the Junior

Class dedicated the Goodreau Mem-
orial at the stadium. This is the

last formal' gesture of love and de-

votion toward one of the finest men
who ever attended Villanova. Leo

Goodreau's memory will ever be a

dear one to Villanova, and the

Junior class Is to be complimented

on the fine work It has done to

lurther the remembrances.

Led by the Band and the Juniors

almost all of the student body
paraded to the stadium. Once
nere Bill Bradley, President of the

Junior Class introduced the speak-

ers. Coach Stuhldreher said that

Goodreau was one of the finest

and gamest football men it lias

ever been his privilege to coach. He
also thanked the Juniors for their

mterest and devotion to their for-

mer friend and classmate. Prof.

McGeehan also eulogized Leo—say-

ing that he was a real man and a
student. The tablet has on it "To
Leo Goodreau, scholar, athlete and
gentleman" these words are truly

typical of Leo Goodreau. Coach
Huntsinger also added a few words
to the remarks already made.
Martin Orbach, chairman of the

memorial committee, presented the
'I'ablet to Villanova. In accepting.

Father O'Leary thanked the Junior

Class and also the Lafayette Base-
ball team which was present at

the unveiling. Drawing a compari-
son he told of the deeds of Marshal
Lafayette who was also a maytyr;
then he told of the courage and
loyalty of our own Leo. When Leo
Goodreau passed away. Father O'-

Leary said, there was presented a
beautiful but sad scene. Outside
his room were his teanunates and
classmates; inside were the priests,

doctors and nurses. To the last

Leo maintained that same staunch-

men— Spanish I. Sophomores— ness of heart and mind which

Economics. Juniors—Phllasophy. niarked bim on the footbaU field. A
Thursday, June 5, P. M.: Sopho-

mores—Public Speaking. Juniors

—

Cor. Finance.
Friday, June 6, P. M.: Freshmen

—Law I. Sophomores—Accounting
II. Juniors—Economics III.

ARTS SCHOOL
Seniors

Tuesday, May 20, A. M.: Socio-
logy. P. M., Rel.

Wednesday, May 21, A. M.: Hist,

of Phil. P. M., Pub. Speak.
Thursday, May 22, P. M.: Ed.

Psych.
Fridaq, May 23, A. M.: Ethics.

P. M., Patristic Latin III.

Satmday, May 24, A. M.: Latin.

Monday, May 26, A. M.: Bus. Law.
Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Intr. to

Teach.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Eng-

lish.

Jnnlors
Saturday, May 24, A. M.: Latin.

Monday, May 26, P. M.: Cosmol-
ogy.
Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: History.

Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Eng-
lish.

Monday, June 2, A. M.: Econom-
ics,

Tuesday, June 3, A. M.: Religion.

Wednesday, June 4, A. M., Phll-
of Education. P. M., Pub. Speak.

Friday, June 5, A. M.: Phil, of
Mind.

Sophomores
Monday, May 26, P. M.: Cosmolo-

gy.
Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: History.

Wednesday, May 28, P. M.: Lang-
uage.
Monday, June 2, A. M.: English
Tuesday. June 3. A. M.: Religion.

P. M., Public Speaking.
Wednesday, June 4, A. M.: Latin.

Friday, June 6, A. M.: Chemistry.
Freshmen

Monday, May 26, A. M.: History.

Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Biology.

P. M., Language.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Logls.

Monday. June 2. P. M.: Latin.

Tuesday, Map 3, A. M.: Public
Speaking. P. M., Religion.

Friday, June 6, A. M.: English.
Languages

Tuesday, May 27, P. M.: French
IV, French I, German IV, Spanish,
IV.
Wednesday, May 28, P. M.:

French V, German, V, Spanish V.

SCIENCE SCHOOL
Seniors

Tuesday, May 20, A. M.: Sociology
Wednesday, May 21, A. M.: Psysl-

ology.

Thursday, June 22, A. M.: Ed.
Psy. P. M., Religion.

Friday, May 23. A. M.: Ethics.

Monday, May, 26. A. M.: Serology.
Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Int. to

Eng. Teaching.
Jnnlora

Monday, May 26, A. M.: Religion.

Tuesday. May 27, A. M.: English.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Em-

bryology. P. M., Languages.
Monday, June 2, A. M.: P. Chem.
Wednesday, June 4, A. M.: Gene-

tics.

Friday. June 6, P. M.: Phllos. of

Mind.
Itophomores

Monday, May 26, A. M.: English.
(Continued on Pagt TlirM)

pnest always consldMT'death but
an entrance into a better life with
God, but here even the priest who
attended Goodreau could not
suppress a few tears at the scene.

We have made our last outward
show of love for Goodreau by plac-

ing that plaque outside the stadium,
but his memory will always be dear-
est in our hearts.

Villanova Nine Celebrates

Junior Week by Winning

Four Straight Games

Wildcats Play Best Ball of Year to Come Out of Slump,

While Juniors Make Merry on Campus

MELANSON HITS THREE HOMERS; TOTAL NOW 7

AN EXPRESSION OF THANKS

On behalf of the Junior Class
I wish to thank most sincerely

the members of the Epsilon Phi
Theta Fraternity for so gener-
ously donating the entire pro-
ceeds of their Boxing Tourna-
ment to the Goodreau Memor-
ial. In doing this I express the
sentiment of the entire student
body.

WILLIAM BRADLEY
Pres. Class of '31

New Features

Mark Belle

Aire Book
Elaborate Sports Section and

Colorful Art Work in

1930 Yearbook

'CY" HANLON EDITOR

Freshman Hop
To Climax

Season

To Be Held in the Main
Ballroom of the Ben

Franklin Hotel

MANY ARE EXPECTED
The Freshman Sport Dance to be

held on the night of Friday, the
23rd is to be the last social event
of the season, thus fitly climaxing
the long list of social successes of

the present season. Due to this fact

a large number is expected to fill

the main ballroom of the Ben
Franklin Hotel in Philadelphia on
that gala night. Present indica-

tions tend to show that the affair

will be successful in every way. The
present Freshman class, which hap-
pens to be the largest ever to enter
Villanova, has shown such interest

in their forthcoming social function

that no doubt it will be the best and
largest ever held .

The ever popular Villanovans un-
der the direction of the equally

popular Jim Kettrick will be there

in full force, to be exact, eleven
pieces in number. Mr. Kettrick has
promised to have the latest popular
assortment of melodies for this

social event of the season.

As a whole, the Freshmen have
responded quite well to the call for

assessments, but there are still quite

a few who are not yet paid up.

The treasurer. Mr. Vincent Marra
requests all those to pay up as soon
as possible. The payment of the

$2.00 assessment entitles each
Freshman to ticket to the Freshman
Hop.
The committee consisting of

Messrs. Farnsworth, E)onahue, Cera-
volo. Rothert. Murphy. La Pond,
Douglas. Wimterberger. Walsh and
Lenaue under the leadership of Mr.
Ara A. Cambere have worked hard
for the success of the Sport Dance,

and they deserve the cooperation

of each and every Freshman.

NINE VICTORIES. ONE LOSS

VUlanova athletic teams cele-

brated Junior Week in regal manner
this year winning nine of the

.spwrtlng events and losing one.

Seven of them, played on home
fields, showed the Wildcats victor-

ious at the eighteenth hole or the
ninth Inning.

This year's Belle Aire promises to

be one of the most Interesting, as

well as one of the most successful,

ever Issued at VUlanova. The
editor. James M. HaiUon, has made
numerous innovations which will

mark the 1930 yearbook as an out-
standing model for years to come.
The sports section, more elaborate

than any ever attempted before,

comprises a total of seventy pages
This Increase In the amount of

space devoted to sports Is fuUy
In keeping with VUlanova's expan-
sion In the field of athletics and
provides a complete and lasting

record of our achievements In that
line during tlie last year.

Another distinctive feature Is the

use of old ivory colored paper which
furnishes a pleasing background
throughout the entire volume. Mr,
Alfred Paneplnto, of the class of '27,

and now of the Harvard School ol

Architecture, who has taken care of

aU the art work for the past four
years. Is on hand again this year
with the same grace and style that
have always characterized his ar-

tistry. A Grecian theme predonai-
nates, and the panels of the pages
are suggestive of the temples of

ancient Hellas. With a splendid
collection of campus scenes in

natural color, taken in the early faU
before the leaves began to turn,

and dividers in the contrasting
colors of gold and slate red, there
can be no doubt that the yearbook
will be a finished work of art.

The success of the 1930 BeUe Aire
will be due in great measure to the
unceasing efforts of the editor, who
has been working on it since last

June, even during vacation, and
of the business maiuiger, Frank
Hanlon, who has been striving

equally hard to insure the successful

termination of this, the last enter-
prise of the graduating class.

OLD CLOTHES TO BE
COLLECTED FOR POOR
Do you have any clothes that you

will not wear any more? If you
have, are you willing that they be
given to the Saint Vincent de Paul
Society for the reUef of the poor?
Villanova students wUl soon be
asked to help in a collection of

cast-off clothing which will be made
during the last few weeks of the
present term.

At the closing of school during
past years many articles have been
left behind by the students home-
ward bound as being of no further
use to them. Though every effort

is made to collect these old clothes

and divers other articles, attempts
so far have not been successful.

Invariably it is found that workmen
about the campus have already
gone through the rooms and ex-
tracted everything of value.

In order, then, that such left-

behlnds can be collected and for-

warded to persons who can most
profit by them, a different method
will be pursued this year. Students
will be asked to dig up what wear-
ables they will no longer use, set

them out, and when personaUy ap-
proached wUl thus have them ready.
This procedure suggested Itself to

Fr. Stanford when a student came
to him with a suit of clothes, which
he could no longer wear but wliich

was still In good condition, asking
what he could do with It. The an-
swer very readily was the St Vin-
cent de Paul Society. Remembering,
then, his experience with clothes
left in dormatorles after the stu-
dents' departure, why could not a
collection be made before their
leaving? It can and will be done.
Students will canvas the various
hall.s. the contributions gathered up.
assembled, and eventually wUl go to

help some of the poor and needy.

ViUanova's baise ball team, aided
by perfect weather, celebrated Jun-
ior Week in fine style last week by
snapping out of its losing strealc

una turning in four^ weU-earn«d
victories at the Stadiuni.

Lehigh, Lalayette, CathoUc Uni-
versity and Providence leU in the

order named .before the ferocious

attack of the WUdcats, who put
tiieir best Uelding. hardest hitting

and finest pitching into the week's

play.

Six home runs, three of them by
Meianson. featured the games,
xianzik, Mulvenna. HUlen and Kob-
uis were the huriers in the quartet

of games, and aU were on the

mound at the finish.

VUlanova 9; Providence

Satuiday's battle between the

feimes and Providence college

came to an abrupt end m tiie sev-

enth iimmg when the visitors dis-

puted a decision by Umpire Voor-
aess and left tne held. The game
was awarded to the home team by

a u-U score.

VUlanova was leading 5-1, when
the argument started. The Urst

natter m the visitor's seventh, bee-
ag, suigied sharply to left-field,

oaapinan, next man up, hit to De-
ijuca who threw to Czesick, lorcing

cjeiiig. Czesick, attempting to com-
plete a double piay, was interfered

witn by SeUig, and his tlirow was
wide, chapman reaciung first. Ue-
Luca ana Czesick protested the

interference, and Umpire-in-chief
Voorness caUed Chapman out ior

ueliig's action.

The entire Providence nine dispu-
ted the decision, and when the

umpire refused to reverse it, left the
held. It was announced after the
game that the contest between the
two teams, at Providence tomorrow
afternoon, had lieen caUed oil by

the Rhode Islanders.

Eddie Kobilis nas been pitching
masterful bail up lo the point where
the game ended. An error by De-
Luca in the fourth. foUowed by two
singles, gave the visitors their sole

tally. The WUdcat hurler had
seven strikeouts and had held the
visitors to six hits.

KobUis pitched himself out of a
nice hole In the fifth, when Sellig

tripled with one down. Chapman
hit to DeLuca, who got his man,
holding the runner on third, and
Du£fy fouled to Gillespie. In the
sixth, with the bags filled and one
out, KobUis fanned Connors and
McAndrews made a leaping catch of
Dion's liner.

Connors, pitching for Providence,
was hit hard in the second inning.
Meianson walked and Gazella sac-
rificed, and then Gillespie lifted one
over the right field wall, but be-
cause of the new ground rules, his
hit was limited to two bases. De-
to center, and then KobUis hit a
terrific blast over the Stadium, Into

(continued on page four)

Frosh Nine,

Hitting Hard,

Wins Fourth

Brice Hurls Fine Brand of

Ball as Yearling Slug-

gers Score Often

The Freshmen base ball team ran
up its fourth win in a row last
Thursday, handing a fancy 14-3
trimming to Perklomen, at Penns-
burg. Behind neat twirling by
Brice, the yearlings went after Cup-
pett, the home team pitcher, in the
second inning, and pUed up a lead
that allowed them to breeze
through to a victory.

Weston, with a double, single,
walk and sacrifice, and Keough and
Lynch, with two wallops each, led
the batters.

The lineups:

FROSH
R. H. O. A. E.

Weston, 2b ,2 2 1 3
Shortall, lb ......... 1 1 12
Geisler, ss ..... 1 1 1
Keough, If 2 2
Lynch, c 1 2 11 1 2
Carson, rf ..0 1

Gutaferry, cf 2 1

Donahue, 3b 3 1 2 3
Brice, p 2 1 1

Totals 14 10 27 B 4
PERKIOMEN

R. H. O. A. E.
Rose. 2b 1 1 2 2 1

Beech. 2b 1 1
Dracha. 3b 1 3 1 1
Fisher, lb 2 7 1 2
Rea, c 1 110 1 l
Hallman, rf

Dugan. 88 1 1 2
Subnlck, 88

Johnson, cf 2 1

Hamlsh. If .»i,.,,..

Cuppett, p ......... 00001
Bortner, If ..»>»,.;>. S 6 27 6 10

Totals 3 6 27 6 10
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Spring Fever

Now that Junior Week is over we must realize that

there are only a few more weeks of school left before the

finals. If this time passes as quickly as the ninth of April

passed, the exams will be here before we know it. This

warm May weather with its boiling hot days and sultry

nights is not, we admit, very conducive to study. Yet study

we must, and for the next few weeks we should turn a deaf

ear to the call of the movies and resist the temptation to loll

in delightful lazyness beneath some shady tree out on the

campus. A short time spent in studying every night for

several weeks will be much easier and bring better and

more lasting results than a solid night of cramming the day

before the exam is to take place. We owe it to our parents

who sent us here to pass the coming exams and we owe it to

ourselves to make a good showing. We do not want to

"preach" or become a dispenser of parental advice but we do

urge you to consider that the exams are "just around the

corner" and to act accordingly.
* * * 4> «

...;,,,,.,.; A Deplorable Condition

During the past week with its various dances on the

campus we could not help noticing a deplorable condition of

ungentlemanliness among some of the students who were
not participating in the dances. Due to the weather many
students sought the comfoit of the cool grass of the campus,
which was perfectly permissable and all right. But when
students and their feminine companions who were at the

dances walked by during the intermission or between dances,

they seemed to become not only the object of conversation

of the onlookers but also the butt of questionable jokes or

double meaning remarks besides several other unmanly ac

tions. Truly this is most uncalled for and we look in vain

for a reason for its happening. A glance at the students at-

tending the dances witnesses the fact that they are gentle-

men. But can it be that they are the only gentlemen among
the student body? We hope not because the attendance at
the dances on the campus was only a small percentage of
the student body. We fondly hope that Villanova, which is

climbing so rapidly in so many fields, is not declining social-

ly to a state where it is impossible to bring a girl on the
campus without having her insulted. If this be so, a radical

change in the state of affairs should be effected immediate-
ly. We doubt it, though, and it is up to the student body of

Villanova to prove it to their fellow students at subsequent
dances on the campus. :; . ^-i

:'':.. -'y .''':'/.:['

'

••••, '; ..•,''. <;'- '•.;.••...;:.

Spring Training

A nation wide wave of conflicting opinion upon the
advisability of spring practice of football is sweeping the
country and many controversial views have been taken by
the great fo(jtball mentors of the country.

Griffith, of Bucknell ; Yoemans, of Temple ; Overland, of
Carnegie Tech., and many others favor spring practice.

Among them is Charles McCJeehan, graduate manager of

athletics here at Villanova.

In s. recent inteiview Mr. McGeehan expressed his opin-

ion on the subject of spring practice as follows:

"I think spring piactice is a good thing, especially from
the coach's viewpoint. It enables him to learn early exactly

what material he can expect to come up from the freshmen
to the varsity and saves much time later.

It also enables the coach to teach the fundamentals of

the game thoroughly to other members of his squad as well

as to the new candidates.

From the player's point of view it is also a good thing.

Spring practice pennits the player who is not engaged in

any other sport to maintain a proper degree of high physical

condition.

I don't believe that a football player, after going through
a strenuous three months period of play, should foi-sake

training until the next season rolls around. In doing that
he goes from one extreme to the other, the latter harmful
eventually. Scrimmage is all right if light and not engaged
in too frequently."

Old Man Villanova was all smiles.

He was at campaign headquarters
in 640 Widener Building to hand
in a pledge from the prospect who
had started to sing the stock mar-
ket blues.

"I can't give at this time," the
prospect had said. "The market
nas hit me pretty hard."
Old Man Villanova met the issue

He told the prospect gbout his own
paper losses. He told him that he
had confidence that each quarter of

1930 is going to be better than the
preceding one.

"Of course the market was ofl

this week. People got nervous be-

cause the first quarter earnings
were low. Everyone knew they
would be low, but they got cold

feet when the statements were pub-
lished. Now they have come to

their senses and the stocks are re-

covering their losses."

o o o o

What's the Ri8:ht- Time?
The prospect can always give an

alibi that the time's not right for

holding a campaign.

This is his song and dance:
"You can't do much the first two

weeks in ' January, for everyone is

paying the Christmas bills. Then
from January 15 on is bad, everyone
will be in Florida. Lent spoils

money-raising the latter part of

February and March. And of course
right after Easter everybody com-
mutes to the Shore. Things are
dead from June to October on ac-
count of vacations and the hot
weather. October and November

Dr. J. Griffin

Stresses Need
For Support

In contrast to these three woU-i
endowed institution there are near-
ly a hundred non-Catholic colleges

with endowments in excess of two
million dollars each.

Catholic colleges and universities

cannot be expected to develop and
train the number of intellectual

leaders which Catholicism In Ameri-
ca needs today unless they obtain
financial support proportionate to

Catholic InKtitutions Receive tl^at given non-Catholic colleges

Le88 Than 3%
Total Gifts

of

looked over a list of great philan
thropic foundations to see which
had demonstrated genuine interest
in Catholic higher education," the

_____ article continues. "To his aston-

are bad because of confiicts with '

^^'"^"<' ^<^ found that the founda-

other campaigns. And, naturally, l^-^ons were ignoring the CathoUc

you can't get anywhere after I
colleges and universities. This seem-

Thanksgivlng as everyone Is get-jed unbelievable until he personally

ting ready for Christmas. Heck, '
Prepared an appeal to one of the

men. there ain't no good time for 'rich educational foundations. In

giving money." spite of the emergency and regard-

But it's done, even though the less o^ •'he enviable record of the in-

right time never comes. Don't let stitution the foundation refused to
'give a single penny

America's great philanthropic
foundations are ignoring Catholic
colleges and universities, the Rev.
Dr. Griffin says in an article fea-
tured this week in "America", a
Catholic review of the week.

Dr. Griffin says that Catholic col-
leges and universities received less

than three per cent, of the total
gifts and bequests to American
higher education last year, although
they serve 10 per cent of the total
collegiate enrollment of the United
States, and have a logical field of
at least fifteen per cent.

In the article, Villanova's presi-
dent asserts that if Catholics want
greater representation in the coun-
cils of state and nation, in science,
in art and in education they will

have to give their own colleges
greater support to develop leaders.
He says the support will not come
from the foundations.

President Griffin opens the article

by telling about the fire at Villanova
and the subsequent appeal to a few
friends of the college. Their re-'

sponse, though generous, was inade- in Improving its educational pro

quate. gram.
"The head of the college them A challenge confronts Catholics

An outstanding Catholic educator
has written:

"Our people are sadly in need
of leaders. They are more in-

tellectual leaders to be found
among the three million Cath-
olics in Ireland and even among
the two million CathoUcs in

England, than among the twen-
ty odd million in the United
States. We are in dire need of

scientists, artists, builders,
statesmen and scholars. Power,
influence and prestige will In-

evitably follow the higher edu-
cation of our Catholic people in

larger numbers. A larger and
more intelligent participation by
them in public life will secure
for Catholics the representation
they, deserve In the councils of

state and nation."

The endowed Catholic college and
university IS in a favorable position

to develop leaders in the same ef-

fective manner as non-Catholic en-
dowed institutions. It is the col-

lege with limited financial support
which is at a disadvantage. It is

critically hai:*licapped in obtaining

the most capable lay professors, and

By Candle Light

in America. They need greater

representation in the councils of

state and nation, in science, in art

and in education. Whether they

obtain this greater recognition de-

pends upon the support they give

their own colleges to develop lead-

ers. This support will not come
from the foundations.

anyone alibi about the time. Vil-

lanova doesn't suspend its service

to the community beqause the time
isn't right.

O o o
One of the members of the Vil-

lanova College Fund Executive
Committee has pledged $10,000 and
three others have pledged $5,000
each, it was announced at the
workers' report meeting last Wed-
nesday noon in the Manufacturers'
Club. These are just a few of the
gifts being received.
Names of the donors were not

released for publication.

The gifts were secured by Wil-
liam Simpson, business manager of

the Evening Bulletin, by Father
Vasey, of Chestnut Hill, and by
Chairman W. J. McGUnn, presi-

dent of the Continental Equitable
Title and Trust Company,

o o o o

Atlantic City Organized
"Depend on Atlantic City to do

its share," is the word which comes
from the Shore. Richard J. Mc-
Allister heads the Atlantic City
committee; Hugh P. Genoe is vice-

chairman; Joseph Foster, secretary;

the Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, vice

president of the college, is treas-

urer, and Edward J. O'Keefe is

publicity chairman.

o o o o
Movie Made at Villanova

"The Romance of Villanova," the
gift of the Stanley Company of

America, secured by Congressman
Colder, is being shown at Villanova
campaign dinners. The Stanley
Company also made a picture of

the Speakers' table at the Phila-
delphia dinner and used it in con-
nection with the news reel in vari-

ous Philadelphia theatres.

o o o o
In the Spotlight

Many newspapers throughout the
country are using pictures of Vil-

lanova's proposed quadrangle which
takes its architectural motif from
Independence Hall. Just a few of

the papers are: Syracuse, N. Y.;

Herald, Erie, Pa.; Times, Sharon,
Pa.; Herald, Long Branch, N. J.;

Record, Chester, Pa.; Times, Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Journal, Orange, N.

J.; Courier, Jamestown, N. Y.; Post,

Battle Creek, Mich.; Moon Journal,

Plattsburg, N. Y.; Republican and
Wilmington, Del. Journal. The Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Conference
News Service is furnishing many
Catholic papers with pictures of

the proposed Commerce and Fin-
ance building and new library.

o o o o
Pamphlets in the News

"Fortunately the college numbered
an infiuential banker among its

friends. He endorsed a loan suffi-

ciently large to enable the college to

rebuild.

"It has been two years since Vil-

lanova College was visited by the
disastrous fire described above. In
the meantime the college, from its

campus near Philadelphia, has been
watching the activities of the foun-
datioiis. So far it has not seen a
single foundation manifest interest
in Catholic higher education.
"To Villanova the tendency of

foundations to ignore Catholic col-

leges and universities helps to ex-
plain why it is so much more diffi-

cult for Catholic higher education to

get money than for non-Catholic in-
stitutions.

"Although complete figures for
1929 are not available it can be
stated conservatively that Catholic
colleges and universities received
less than three per cent of the total

gifts and bequests to American
higher education last year. This
three per cent makes a poor show-
ing alongside of the Catholic col-

leges record of serving ten per cent
of the total collegiate enrollment of
the United States, and having a
logical field of at least fifteen per
cent.

"Francis M. Crowley, dir6ctor of

the National Catholic Welfare con-
ference Bureau of Education, re-

ported that benefactions for all pur-
posed for all Catholic colleges and
universities in 1928 totaled $3,163,-

315, an increase of $897,715 over the
total reported for 1927.

"Take an optimistic view of the
situation. Assume that Catholic
college benefactions made another
$900,000 increase in 1929 over 1928.

If this is true. Catholic colleges and
universities were given approxim-
ately $4,250,000 last year.

"Let us look at the total gifts to

American higher education in 1929.

A survey by the John Price Jones
Corporation of New York shows that
176 schools reported gifts of eighty
million dollars. The same corpor-
ation, whose reports on philan-
thropy appear in the World Alman-
ac estimates that the total gifts and
bequests received by all American
colleges and universities last year
was $172,000,000.

What a contrast that $172,000,000

is with the 250 acres of land, a salt

marsh and eight milk cows, the first

educational endowment in America!
Still more striking. What a dis-

crepancy there is between the pos-
sible $4,250,000 given in Catholic
colleges and universities and the

€ict)dn9e

"Hobo Day" was quite a success

at the North Dakota School of

Science. The "Hoboes" prowled

through the streets of Wahpeton
receiving handouts from the towns-

people. A baseball game and a

lormal dance were held in the even-

ing. Would that the kind people of

Bryn Mawr would do as much for

usi

What a paradise it must be at

Yale, where a fellow can sit down
and do his work without being

distracted by assorted plunks, wails,

and moans! The New England
university has officially banned the

use of musical instruments in the

dormitories.' This ruling also ap-
plies to the somewhat nasal Romeo
who tries to vocalize his "blues,"

etc.

Well fellows, meet the new brain
child of a sludent at Canlslus Col-
lege. Contrary to the testimony of

ages, a brilliant Junior has attemp-
ted to upset the whole geometric
system by his "Squircle." or squared
circle. He discoveres that a square
can be a circle at the same time.

"Frosh Rules" were officially re-

moved at Hobart College last week.
Many unfortunate yearlings receiv-

ed their duckings before they had
completed a "perfect week" of

obedience to the freshman rules.

Riots are becoming the only suc-

cessful movements in collegiate

circles, it would appear from the
reports from New Haven, Cam-
bridge and Philadelphia. Now we
hear of a riot staged by the U. of

Virginia students in protest of high
prices at the local "Nicklodeon,"
v/here the studes fought a fierce

fracas with a group of policemen.
Result: several injuries on both
sides and about $500 worth of

damages.

' The week of weeks is over. All
good things sooner or later come to
an end. Now that the tumult and
the shouting has died away we may
look forward to three weeks of
peace. Peace that will be ruffled
only by the Freshman Dance, the
Pnals and Commencement. These
events being of no importance will
pass unnoticed. The Freshman
Dance will be an affair where Sen-
iors may act their natural selves
and be mistaken for Freshmen
without anyones pride, dignity or
feelings being ruptured. Maybe
there will be a few Freshmen pres-
ent but tl\ey, loyal sons, will repose
lightly in the background. The
Finals are momentuous events when
viewed before hand but when the
last has been passed and a deep
sigh drawn as in novels, the usual
remark— "Oh they weren't so
tough"—will be made. Its all a
game anyhow. Commencement Is

a big event for the Seniors, but for
the remainder of the undergrads,
it is time when you don't know how
on earth you'll ever get everything
into the trunk. It's problems like
these that we Intellectuals are
forced to face. But the problem of
problems that confronts us all is

"What shall I do for the summer?"

Labor Situation
Several years ago the upstanding

student of the classics had the
choice of swinging a pick, driving
a truck or selling groceries. Today
it is different. Immigration has
supplied the country with pick
swingers while these former wield-
ers of picks are at the helm of
trucks. The former truck drivers
are now selling sugar at a nickel a
pound. This is the natural course
of events. Evidently the field of
ambition Is extremely limited. A
few Jokes if any ca nbe had. Sug-
gestions are hardly in order as 1

can't land a job myself. However
the following positions as listed on
page seven of last week's Saturday
Evening Post may well be consid-
ered.

Job Number One
To the man who desires his revel-

ry and amusement with the rest

of the world sports there is no posi-
tion to equal that of stableman at
an amusement park. Every good
merry-go-round or carousel (as

they call them in New England)
employs a man to feed the horses.
This is a worthy job, worthy of the
culture gained in midnight bull

sessions held hereabouts. The work
starts about noon when the horses
must be carefully groomed and
watered, then placed in position.

They must be saddled, which is a
dangerous task due to splinters. The
tails must be properly adjusted to

insure correct fiuttering in the
August Breeze. Last summer the
horsemen's union disputed the de-
mands made by many merry-go-
round owners that the position of

horse feeder included also the duty
of assisting elderly stout ladies to
mount the prancing mares. An-
other case came up where the own-
er demanded that the horse feeder
also water the lions and tigers,

which is beyond reason. This job
pays well but the experience and
psychology learned while working
pays far better.

Factory Trend in

( Colleges Hit by Dean

(continued from page one)

Two New York papers, the Times, ^167,750,000 estimated to have been

and the Evening Post, recentlyj^ece i ved by the non-Catholic

carried long news articles about schools..

FROSH TO PLAY
MALVERN PREP

This Thursday the Freshmen
team will op>en its .sea.son against
Malvern Prep. In as much as this
will be the first Frosh tennis team
at Villanova, a great deal depends
upon its showing this Thursday.
As yet no team has been chosen,
competition being very keen.
A few of the most promising can-

didates are Gerry Grlffln. former
racket wlelder. at Brooklyn Prep..
Bob McCarthy, of St. Peter's Prep.,
Henry Llebemlcht. and Bill Mc-
Kenna.

D. P. E. WINS RELAY

two of Villanova's pamphlets: "For
God and Country," and "A Modern
College Fosters Tolerance."

o o o
Mr. Simpson on the Job

William Simpson, business man-
ager of the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin, has resumed campaign ac-

tivities after a rest period ordered
by his physicians.

o o o
Main Line Service

Villanova College as a community
center for the Main Line, was pic-

tured to a group of Main Line busi-

ness and professional men at a

It. is not a tribute to our Catholic
educators that Catholic colleges

and universities and the $167,750,-

000 estimated to have been received
by the non-Catholic schools.

It is not a tribute to our Catholic
educators that Catholic colleges and
universities have been able to keep
so unfavorably with the times when
their financial situation compares so
unfavorably with the non-Catholic
institution? Is this not a tribute to

the gratuitous services of the priest
teachers?

Catholics of the United States
demonstrate their faith in Catholic

The medley relay team of Delta
Pi Epsilon won the first leg on the
cup for the event at the Junior
Week meet last Thursday, after
running the mllc-and-quarter dis-
tance in the time of 5 minutes a
22 3-5 seconds.

George Bain, quarter-miler.
Frank Mahan. 220 yards. Joe Pox.
660 runner, and Johnny Whalen,
half-mller were the quartet to turn
In the win. by a margin of almost
half-a- lap over the Lamba Kappa

dinner meeting at the college re- schools and colleges by investing

cently. Villanova's athletic fields more than $45,000,000 in complete

and tennis courts already are being education each year in addition to

used by Main Liners. Philip A.'he taxes paid for public schools.

Hart announced that between 70 Although $45,000,000 is a large

and 80 Main Liners have signified su"^ 't cannot be considered burden-

thelr willingness to give and to ask some. It averages only two dollars

others to give. '^o"" each member of the church.
•The investment in higher education••••• • • • •••• must be increased if Catholic Edu-

* cation is to hold Its place In compe
This campaign Is a test of

Catholic spirit.

WE MUST SUCCEED!

Additional news of campaign
progress will appear in the next is

Delta four. Phi Kappa Pi flnLshed 1.sue" For lack of space much had to
In third place. 'be omitted from this issue.

tltlon with non-Catholic educat\cr..

A survey of the 160 collej^es and
universities established by the
church shows that only llireo )inve

endowments of more than i,«ic mil-
lion dollars. They are:
Cotlrgn Enduwnirnt

Marquette j»2.()17.')41

Crelghton 2^17,488
Catholic University 2,094,754

that too much has been expected."
Although Father Mauch believes

that higher education should be
recognized he does not anticipate
that reorganization will solve the
problem.
"We must discriminate closely

between college and university; we
must distinguish clearly the junior
college from institutions of higher
education; we must define clearly
the differences in higher technical
training, true professional training,
pre-professional training, true cul-
tural liberalizing type of higher
education." he said.

"And all this must be done with
due consideration for the particular
needs of our American democratic
society.

"Man is a creature, a being, an
entity made up of spirit and matter
of which by far the more Important
is the spirit with whose nuture and
care and development education
should find its chief concern.
"Education must conform itself

to the nature of the being to be
educated, and the only educable
being is man. The principal reason
for the failure of modern education,
as has been observed, is because of
the false phllo.sophy on which its

whole structure Is reared. Man Is

not a mere machine. Man Is not
he product of an Interminable
evolutionary process. "Man is a
creature compo.sed of body and soul.

'What then is true education? It
is the complete well-rounded, well-
balanced development of the whole
man. spiritual, intellectual, moral,
social and physical with a due sub-
ordination of parts, and a taking
Into consideration of the need man
has of a help that is above the
natural. God's grace.

LOST
Fountain pen. Return to

Rlnaldl.
J. J.

Job Number Two
The Arrow Collar People are al-

ways interested in young men of

charming manners who would care
to pose for them as adds in their

campaign to place an Arrow Collar
around the neck of every man in

America to-day. The only require-
ment is a fine face. A profile like

that of a Greek God, teeth like a
string of pearls, eyes like Joan
Crawford and hair like John Bar-
rymore. Last Wednesday several
representatives of the Arrow people
stood on the campus three hours in

search of specimens and finally

signed foiy men to work as assist-

ant clerks in the wholesale depart-
ment. This is a job that has a
bright future for the proper man.

Job Number Three
To those blessed with the gift of

gab there is no game to compare
with that of a salesman. During
the summer a house to house can-
vass is a profitable expenditure of

time. There are several sales

positions open in the Christmas
tree line. Averages show that
seven houses out of every ten use
Christmas trees. Why not be the
first on the scene with a large well-
developed Xmas tree. During the
heat of a warm day the sight of a
Xmas tree will immediately remind
a housewife of December and she
will order one because of its cool-
ing infiuence. A short snappy sales

talk and the commission is yours.
Most companies give their sales-
men various articles to be given to
prospective customers free of
charge. Christmas tree companys.
In keeping with the spirit of the
season, give a handsome Ice-skate
sharpener free. Imagine the ap-
peal of that.

Just Another
Many other positions are open.

Just get out and look around. Very
few companies ever turn down an
application from an industrious
young man. As long as you wear
garters and have that sox-appeal

-"it the advertisements tell about
It doesn't seem reasonable that you
should fall. If you are the lucky
one out of five, as the add says, you
can't go wrong. All that Is neces-
sary to land a position Is to read a
sufficient number of personal adds.
When you have finished ask Dad
to lend you the price of overalls
and then try the construction com-
panies and the railroad. You may
even go picking blue berries. Night
watchmen for ski-jumps are scarce
this time of the year. Hollywood
will always take a good actor.

It looks like a terrifically impos-
sible unprofitable summer during
which the majority of us will loaf.

That has its good points but,
strange to say. these points are
only appreciated by those who
work. Perhaps you will stay at
home and write a novel which will

be next year's best seller—perhaps.
THE MAD HATTER.

..
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Sport Slants by Red

The Villanuva track team stepped out last week for

itH initial perfurinance of the season, the meet was run off

the same as in years past, the usual numher of fans were
present, the order of events were the same as they had been
previously, yet—there was a radical change. A great event

had happened, yea ! gentle reader, it is indeed a case for Mr.
Ripley*s famous "Believe It or Not" for there right in front

of your eyes was a Villanova Track Team respectably

uniformed. The proverbial "Day of Doom" will not cause

more consternation among the eyes of the world than did

the appearance of the track team in its nice new uniforms.

Villanova's teams have always been well dressed from the

football team with its several complete and variously col-

ored uniforms to the baseball team with its high grade uni-

forms and Blue Wind Breakers. Yet the track team had
always been shunned. Why^ No one seems to know just

why but the fact remains the same. But now the track team
is on a par with any of the Wildcat teams and will un-

doubtedly be better dressed than any of its opponents this

season. There i.s ample proof that a college's best mode of

advertising is its athletic teams and they are judged both by
their dress and by their performance. The Athjetic Asso-

ciation has done their part, the track teain it well dressed.

Now it is up to the trackmen themselves to show the per-

formances and to prove to the A. A. that their faith has

not been misplaced.

CARE OF A TRACK
Several weeks ago the Athletic Association spent a

sum of money to recondition the cinder track in the stad-

ium but it is rapidly resuming its past look and feel. A
track is for trackmen only, clad in shoes made for that pur-

pose. No track in the world can be kept in condition if

men clad in football cleats and baseball spikes are permit-

ted to use it for their "laps." In some schools where Inter-

collegiate Track Championships are as common as rainy

days in Philadelphia it is considered nothing short of a sac-

rilege to trod upon the cinder track in anything but shoes

made for that purpose, but conditions are vastly different

at Villanova. Yet Villanova supporters expect the track

team to perform as well as any other. Can you imagine a

baseball team playing on a diamond that had been used for

football practiced Or a football team playing on a gridiron

that had been used for a Rodeo':' No, we'll grant that such

a thing is even beyond our imagination but still the preva-

lent opinion at Villanova seems to be that a track team can

run on anything. Why not have every man slay in his own
territory and then each will have an equal chance.

THOSE INTERMURAL SPORTS
The bouts staged at the stadium last week were ad-

judged a huge success from every angle. The support given

to these bouts certainly brought joy to tlie hearts of the pro-

moters and, judging by the applause rendered the support-

ers were highly pleased with the performance of the various

athletes. One of the oustanding points of the bouts was

the great sportsmanship displayed by all the participants.

This was especially true in one of the bouts between two

heavyweight boxers. When one of the men received a se-

vere injury to the eye, his opponent instead of trying to

attack the eye took special measure to see that he did not

damage it. This was just one of many instances where the

highest calibre of sportsmanship was displayed. Villanova

is proud of men of that type. In regards to the bouts we
might also mention that Villanova tradition ran true to

form, that is the gate crashers were with us again. Well,

the U. S. Gov't. Medical Corps wiped out the maleria germ

from the Panama canal zone during the construction of the

canal and some day Villanova may extinguish that far more

disgraceful germ of the gate crasher from the confines of

the campus. Appeal after appeal has been made for the

abolition of this practice but it seems that the guilty party's

sense of comprehension has not been developed to such an

extent that they can grasp the meaning of these polite en-

treaties and appartnetly force will have to be resorted to in

the future in order to exterminate these pests.
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...in a cigarette it's

Promises fill no sack". . . it is not words,

but taste, that makes you enjoy a cigarette.

But you're entitled to ali the fragrance and

flavor that fine tobaccos can give; don't be

content with less. You can expect better taste,

richer aroma, from Chesterfields — because in

making them, we put taste first—

"TASTE aSove everything
^

Taste/

MILD . . . dnd yet

THEY SATISFY

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH «nd DOMESTIC tobaccos^ not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

1929, LiGcmT * Mybiis Tobacco Co.

Frosh Cinder

Men Conquer

Valley Forge

Pellicane Victorious in Hun-
dred, Two-Twenty and

Broad Jumps

In their recent encounter with

the track men from Valley Forge
the Prosh decisively showed their

superiority by amassing a total of

65 to 52 for the Cadets. Pellicane

the Freshmen's outstanding dash
men had very little trouble in tak-

ing both the 100 and the 220.

Pellicane stepped the century in

10:2 with Dawes and Levan, both of

Valley Forge trailing him to the

tape. This same trio finished in like

manner in the 220

weight event winning with a heave
of 38 feet 4 Inches. Coan and Label

-

sky were second and third. Pelli-

cane leaped 20 feet 1 in. to take

the broad jump, while DeNicholan-
tonio was behind by over a foot.

Sawyer was third. Pellicane proved

to be Villanova's outstanding per-

former of the afternoon by winning

the last event as well as three others

he the bar in the high jump suc-

cessfully enough to put himself in

first place. There was a double tie

for second place between Devaney
of the Freshmen and Padolin of The
Forge, third place went to Sawyer
also of Valley Forge.

YKARLING GOLFERS
DROP TWO MATCHES

The Freshmen golf team under
the management of Howie Rich-

mond and composed of Trostoski,

Rothert, Ryan, LaFond and Murtha,

dropped their first two matches.

Hun School defeating them 4-0 and
loosing to Germantown 6-3. Tliere

"The winner's is some good material here and the

time for this event was 22:3. In the
220 low hurdles Villanova took first

and second. O'Brien leading Vaca
by • a spike. Cadet Portello placing

third. Joe Fox. by turning in the
^

time of 2:13:3 for the 880 gave the
Frosh a win In this race. Culbertson
of V. F. M. A. tagged along closely

to Joe and was in turn hard press-

ed by Coan of the Freshmen. After
placing .second in the 880. Culbert-
son did the quarter in 56.4 to win,

second place went to Flagherty. and
third to Vaca both first year men.
The mile ended in a dead heat, Pox
and Coan, '33. crossing the line to-

gether in 6:40:2. Walton of Valley
Forge was third. In the field

events the Freshmen had two men
place in each event. Casey won
the Javelin with a toss of 143 ft.

7 in. Culbertflon. of the Cadets was
second and Deonls third. John of
the Military Academy

boys should be due for a break soon

and we are hoping they get one.

AUSTIN, MENDEL TIED
FOR TOP IN LEAGUE

The Inter-Mural Baseball League
got going in full swing last week in

the ideal weather. Austin Hall by
means of a 4-3 win on Sunday tying

Mendel for the league lead. Austin

won from Good Counsel, which de-

feated Radio, while Academy fell

before Mendel. Too many Juniors

apparently, on the Fedlgan nine

cau.sed the Austin-Fedigan game to

be postponed until a later date.

The standings:
W,

Austin . . r •'« ;i'.< •.• •*'.•<••. 1

Mendel '., .,'.... 1

Good Counsel 1

outchucked \ Radio
both Casey and Deonls to win the
discus. John duplicated in the

I Academy
' Fedlgan

L. P. C.
1000
1000

.500

.000

.000

.000 J

1

1
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Wrestling and Gymnastic

Exhibition Features of

Epsilon Phi Theta Finals

Entire Proceeds Turned Over to Junior Class to Help De-

fray Expenses for Goodreau Memorial.—Frank

Floyd, Noted Referee, Officiates at Bouts

With weather condition never

more perfect the finals of the E. P.

T. bouts were held In the Stadium
Thursday nite and from Yannessa's
toe hold in the beginning to Agre's

right cross which ended the even-
ing's performance there wasn't an
idle moment for the onlookers.

When Vilanova's Joe Humphies in

the person of Bucky Hammond an-
nounced the opening wrestling bout
between Prank Yanessa formerly of

Temple, having wrestled three years

on the mat team of that school, and
Bruno Conti Sophomore Football
man, the choice seats were filling

fast and it didn't take long for the
lads with the leather lungs to get
going.

Yanessa who scaled in at 215

pounds outweighed Conti by 30
pounds but Bruno put up a good
battle until Yanessa after throwing
him with a body slam and shaking
him up pinned his shoulders to the
mat with a Half Nelson in 9 min-
utes and 45 seconds. The second
bout brought together two Western
boys who hail from the "Wide
opens" where they raise them big
and these two did nothing in the
way of falling short of the preced-
ent already set. Red Martin who
claims San Diego for his home town
had as his opponent Tom Edwards
of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Both l)oys

were about evenly matched all

around, and after seven minutes of

clever grappling the decision was
handed down as being a draw. The
next bout altho rather short-lived
was In no wise the less exciting. It

saw Jim Milne and George Arta-
serse go after each other in a way
that boded ill for someone, the
some proved te be Artaserse, Jimmy
pinning him in 3 minutes and 40
."Pconds with a body hold. Tony
Altomare and Whitey Valkeradsky
furnished each other something to

think about In the next melee.
Neither lad seemed to have the ad-
vantage and as a result a draw was
meted out to the contestants.

In the interim between the wrest-
ling and boxing bouts the versatile

Bucky Hammond gave a gymnastic
exhibition with Turner Litchfield

followed by an exhibition of muscle
control by Bucky. At times It

seemed as tho he would not be able

to get back his natural shape but
this was not remote control and so
he managed to pull thru successful-

ly.

The first of the boxing bouts

started off in whirlwind fashion
with George Hamilton and Zehneau
throwing punches at each other as

if boths boys were anxious to get

the proceddings over but they were
forced to go the route before a
decision could be rendered by

Frankie Floyd who refereed all the

bouts. The verdict went to Hamil-
ton, altho. dropi^ed twice in the
opening round, came back puching
hard enough to get the nod. The
second bout was between two clever

boxers Troppea and Mariana and
even tho they did not meet entirely

with the approval of the audience
displayed some clever foot and hand
work. At thC'^d of the regular

three rounds no 'decision could be

reached and to obtain one referee

Floyd ordered an extra roimd but
Troppea not coming up for the

added period the fight went to

Mariana.

The third encounter brought two
lightweights together, Johnnie
Fedlgan" Gaughn and Jackie

Aversa. Both boys gave and took

plenty but Gaughn gave a little

more than he took with the result

that he got the hand raising sign

in preference to Aversa. By bring-

hls left up under Zaffore's guard
repeatedly Charlie Moore gained the

decision over Zaffore in the fourth

bout. It was a swift moving affair

from start to finish neither fellow

having a big advantage at any
time. After wrsetling to a draw
with Tom Edwards, Red Martin re-

turned to the ring to represent the

heahie in the go with Dixie Shee-
han. Both men absorbed plenty of

punishment in the usual three

rounds. Martin cutting Dixie's

nose in the first, while Sheehan
closed Red's eye in the third. In the

extra time Martin cut loose with a
two handed attack on Dixie's body
which earned him the decision.

Larry Cicero fighting in place of

Carfagno knew a little too much
about the gentle art of fisticuffs for

Frankie Tomasulo and by forcing

the fight the greater part of the

time got the nod that spelled vic-

tory for him. The whole three

rounds were about the fastest

fought all evening and to gain the
verdict Larry was forced to do .some

tall stepping as Frankie expects to

make his debut in amateur circles

this summer.

Thru the efforts of Jack McGann

we were fortunate In securing Tony
Ferrente who Is just about to turn
pro as an opponent fbr Teddy
Casey. These lads gave a very in-
teresting exhibition of how it Is

done by those who are "in the
know." No decision was rendered
but it looked very much like a draw
(from where we sat).

In the main Dout of the evening
it was found that an opponent had
been found who was to meet
"Heartless Artless Arthur WOTA-
MAN" Agre. It was Ed Creger and
from the way both lads went at it

one would almost be forced to look
twice to make sure he were not
watching a championship bout. It

was Agre's forcing the fight that
gave him the decision as Creger
clung on like a leech.

Too much cannot be said in praise
of the capable manner in which the
bouts were managed by Jack Mc-
Gann (whose cigar lent the proper
managerial atmosphere to his bear-
ing). If he continues the woderful
work started here at Villanova we
feel sure it won't be long till he Is

able to emulate to perfection the
role of the late Tex. Rlckard.

Schedules of Final

Exams Are Posted

(Continued from Page One)

Saturday, May 31, A. M.: A. C.
Mach.
Monday, June 2, P. M.: Cement

and Constr.
Tuesday, June 3, A. M.: Astron-

omy, Mach Design.
Wednesday, June 4, A. M.: Ther-

modynamics, Highway Eng.
Friday, June 6, A. M.: Stru. of

Materials.

Sophomores
Monday, May 26, P. M.: Chem.,

PI. Survey.
Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Rel.

P. M., Languages.
Saturday, May 31, A. M.: Elec-

tricity.

Monday, June 2, A. M.: Integral,
Calculus.
Tuesday, June 3, P. M.: English.
Wednesday, June 4, P. M.: Phy-

sics.

Friday, June 6, A. M.: Applied
Mechanics.

Freshmen
Monday, May 26, P. M.: Lang-

uages.
Tuesday, May 27, P. M.: English.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Phy-

sics, Kinetics.
Monday, June 2, A. M.: Rel.
Tuesday, June 3, A. M.: Chem.
Wednesday, June 4, A. M., Desc.

Geom.
Friday, June 6, A. M.: Anal. Ge-

ometry. .

Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Religion.
K M., Languages.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Bac-

teriology.

Tuesday, June 3, A. M.: Organic.
Friday, June 6, A. M., Med. Juris.

Freshmen
Monday, May 26, P. M.: Lang-

uages.

Tuesday, May 27, A. M.: Biology.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M., Phy-
sics.

Monday, June 2, A. M.: Religion.
Tuesday, June 3, A. M.: English.
Friday. June 6, A. M.: Chemistry.

Languages
Tuesday, May 27: French IV,

Spanish IV, German IV, Pranch 1.

Wednesday, May 28: French V,
Spanish V, German V.

ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Seniors

Tuesday, May 20, A. M.: Elec.
Mech, Adv. Strength, Organic.
Wednesday. May 21, A. M.: Rel.
Thursday, May 22, A. M.: Mason-

ry, Elec. Rys., Heat & Vent.
Friday, May 23, A. M.: Water

Supplies, Elec. Power Plant, Steam
Turbines, Phys. «te Ind. Chem,.

Saturday, May 24, A. M.: Struc-
tures. Radio Eng., M. E. Prac.
Monday, May 26, A. M.: Steam

Eng.
Tuesday, May 27. A. M.: Pho-

tometry. Hydr. Mach.
Wednesday, May 28, A. M.: Econ-

omics.

Jnniors
Monday, May 26, A. M.: ReL
Tuesday, May 27, A. O. Theory

Structures.

Wednesday, May 28. A. M.: Econ-
omics.

A CORRECTION
It was unintentionally said in the

last issue of the Vlllanovan that the
Wildcat basketball team lost to
Franklin and Marshall last winter.
It is only fair to Doc Jacobs, coach,
and Jack Birmingham, captain, and
the rest of the squad to say that
the result was just the opposite, as
the Felines turned in a nice 29-18
win over the Lancaster five.

Buy a new Tux • .

.

Throw a party— and •njoy

both for th« price of on* wKk

JL> CLOTHES

28.75 nrd, 38.75
Ditplaytd h«r« at lh«

College every Wednesday
by UN HILL
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Villanova Nine Celebrates

Junior Week by Winning
Four Straight Games

(contlnuea from page 1)

the first row of seats In the north
stand, but was held on second. Four
runs were the result of the bar
rage.

The final Wuccaus run came in
the third, when Uazelia doubled
took third on OiUesples out, and
scored on DeLuca's single.
Providence OOUlOO —

1

Villanova 041000 x—

6

Connors and Harrlghy; Kobilib
and Gillespie.

Vuianova 18; Catholic V., 5
The third straight Junior Week

win of the Wildcats was over Cath
oiic University 18-5, at the Stadium
I'Tiday afternoon. Devin, Cardinal
hurier, who was on the mound in
the disputed forfeit down in Wash
ington, uttemptea to tame the Cats
once again, but twenty hits roiled
ou the bats of the home team,
scorhig almost lour times as many
runs as the visitors got oil Phil
HUlen.

Uilien, making his first start at
home this year, was never in trouble
as the Cats started their hitting in
tne nrst inning and scored in every
session but the eighth.

Peiher, C. U. centerfielder, was
the big gun for the visitors. He
accounted ior two of their six hits,

and scored their first rim when he
arove a home run to deep center in
the second. It was his second four
bagger of Wildcat pitching this
year.

Red Melanson hit his seventh cir-

cuit blow of the year in the second
liming, a terrific drive over the left

held lence. It was his third off C.
U. pitching. Melanson also hit a
triple in tne first inning, with two
mates aboard.
Tom Morgan came through with

his fourth homer of the year in the
fifth, while George Gazella hit one
in the sixth. Both were inside the
park and were stretched to the full

limit by fast sprinting.

Jack Flanagan, Jack McAndrews,
Joe DeLuca and Gazella all had
three safeties. The third-sacker
drove in seven runs. Phil Hillen
had two hits, one a long double, as
did Morgan and Melanson.
Five bases were swiped by Wild-

cat runners. Flanagan stole three
and Gillespie and Cicero, running
for McAndrews, got the others.
Morgan pulled off the prettiest

catch of the season in the fifth in-
ning, Just before he hit his homer,
when he robbed Blasi of a triple by
a great one-handed catch near the
foul line.

... 01002100. 1— 5
03413133 0—18
Marvcci; Hillen and

Track Teams
Defeated by

F.& M. Squads

Corrigan Stars For Varsity

Men While Pellicane

Leads Frosh

STATION

S-O-L
BROADCASTS

Last Wednesday, after a long and
tiresome tilp, the Villanova track

teams went down to defeat before

the last cinder pathers of Franklin

and Marshall College. The Varsity

lost, 80 to 46, while the Freshmen
were defeated by the score of 79

to 47.

F. and M. got away to a flashy

start when Witmer raced down the

100 yards in front of the grand
stand in 10 3-5 seconds. Fritz, an-
other F. and M. man, finished

with Highfield of Villanova traUlng

in third place.

The Freshmen were considerably

off form, failing to place in two
events, while in most of the otlier

events they secured but one place.lBucky Hammond, who kicks a foot-

Pellicane showed to good advantage ball 70 yards in his bare feet, etc..

Good evening folks, this is Sta-
tion SOL broadcasting frequently
on a wave length of 230 motor-
cycles, pardon me, I meant on a
frequency of 230 kilocycles. It is

our pleasure this evening to pre-
sent the boxing bouts direct from
the Villanova btadium under the
direction of that demon promoter.
Jack McGann.

Well, well, well, we are going to

have some rasslin' as a preliminary.

Conti Just tried a fiymg tackle on
yunessa, but it didn't work. 1 don't

understand this game. Just when
you're beginning to work on the
other guys, he ci-awls under the rope
and you have to begin all over.

Ain't there no Justice?

I forgot to tell you that the an-
nouncer in the ring is none other
than a Descendant of Pochontas,

I

Just Looking Around

c. u
villanova
Devin and

Gillespie.

Villanova 22; Lafayette 3
The Wildcats played the part of

imperfect hosts last Wednesday
when the Leopards of Lafayette
came to town, to take a 22-3 lacing
and become the second straight
victim of McGeehan's crew.
Jerry Mulvenna, southpaw, start-]

ed his first game in four years for
Villanova and turned in one of the
neatest performances of the season.
The three runs scored by Lafayette
were all unearned and the eight hits
the visitors collected were well
scattered and divided among eight
of the visiting hitsmiths.
Two bad errors in the first, one by

Gazella and the other by Czeslck.
allowed two runs by Joe DeLuca put
Custer in a position to tally on
Dimmerling's one-baser.
In the other innings, Jerry was in

great form, especially with men on.
Nine Lafayette men were left on
base.

Villanova made most of their six-

teen hits and the nine errors which
the visitors contributed to the
cause. Five big innings, in two of
which the entire team, from Morgan
to Mulvenna, batted, and in the
other three where eight batters toed
the plate, accounts for the longsided
score.

For the second time this year.
Red Melanson smacked two homers
in a single game. His first, in the
fifth Imilng, came with three on,
while his second with McAndrews
on, was his hardest hit of the year,
high over the left-center field fence.
Johnny Gillespie also hit a four-

ply swat, a drive which just missed
clearing the left-centerfield barrier
by inches. Johnny scored behind
Gazella standing up.
Tommy Morgan, with two hits,

one double, two walks, and aided
by two errors by Socolow, the vis-
itors' third-baseman, got on every
time he was at bat, and scored five
times.

Every Wildcat scored and all but
Mulvenna had a hit off a varied as-
sortment of Lafayette curvers.
Mulvenna, however, devoted all his
time to his pitching duties, and did
a nice job of them, too.

Captain Bud Reaser played best
for Lafayette. None of their eight
hits were for extra-bases. The
visitors' twlrlers had poor control,
and walked nine. Mulvenna frank-
ed two to first base.
Lafayette ... 200000100—2
Villanova ... 00053450 5—22
Murberg, Balentlne. Carney and

Reaser; Mulvenne and Gillespie.

VHlanoTa 7; Lehigh 4
Behind fine pitching by George

Hanzik, the Cats came out of their
losing streak last Tuesday and de-
feated Lehigh University 7-4. The
first sporting event of Junior Week
found the fray more one-sided than
the score indicates. Hanzik was not
In trouble after the third, while
Ayre, on the mound for the up
.staters was hit frequently.

After Lehigh had jumped Into a
two-run lead In the first Inning
when Straus tripled with two on,
the Cats came back with three tal-
lies. Another was added in the
second, and after the visitors tied
it up In the third. Villanova took
the lead, never to be tied or headed
again.
The ten Feline hits wore divided

among .six men. McAndrews. with
three and Flanagan and Czeulck
with two each, leading the parade.
Morgan. Oazella and Gillespie were
the others to enter the hit column.

taking first places in the 100 yard
dash, 220 yard dash, and broad
jump. DeNicolantonio took first

place in the high Jump while Coan
also took first place In the half

mile.

Corrigan starred for the Varsity,

tying with Baker of Villanova for

first place in the high Jump and
easily winning in the broad Jump
with a leap of 21 feet 7 1-2 inches.

The summaries:

Varsity

100 yard dash—Won by Witmer,
P. and M.; second, Fritz, F. and M.;
third, Highfield, VUlanova. Time:
10 3-5 seconds.
One mile run—Tie between Pier-

son and Yoder, F. and M.; third,

Whalen, Villanova. Time: 4:44 4-5.

Shot put—Won by Ziegler, Villa-

nova; second, Kelley, Villanova;
third, Britton, F. and M. Distance:
38 f t.,1 1-2 in.

High Jump—Tie between Corri-

gan and Baker, Villanova; third.

White, F. and M. Height: 5 ft., 7

1-2 in.

220 yard dash—Won by Witmer,
F. and M; second. Fritz, F. and M.;
third, Gildea, Villanova. Time: 22
4-5 seconds.

120 high hurdles—Won by Dick-
inson, F. and M.; second, Schutt,
F and M.; third, Mahan, Villanova.
Time: 16 3-5 seconds.
Discus—Won by Schutt, F. and

M.; second, Ziegler, Villanova;
third, Montgomery, F. and M.
Distance: 116 ft. 2 in.

440 yard dash—Won by Fritz, F.
and M.; second, Costanzo, Villa-

nova; third, Bain, Villanova. Time:
53 1-5 seconds.
Pole vault—Won by August, Villa-

nova; second, tie between Copper
and Confer, F. and M. Height: 9
ft.

Two mile run—Won by Yoder, P.

and M.; second, Salerno, VUlanova;
third, Vederosa, Villanova. Time:
10 minutes 46 seconds.
Javelin throw—Won by Horst, P.

and M.; second, Schutt, F. and M.;
third, Killian, F. and M. Distance
155 feet.

220 low hurdles—Won by Killian,
F. and M.; second, Schutt, F .and
M.; third, Mahan, Villanova. Time:
26 3-5 seconds.

880 yard run—Pierson, F. and M.;
second. Stein, F. and M.; third.

Whalen, Villanova. Time: 2 min-
utes, 5 3-5 seconds.
Broad Jump—Won by Corrigan,

Villanova; third, Redler, F. and M
Distance: 21 ft. 7 1-2 inches.

Freshmen
100 yard dash—Won by Pellicane,

Villanova; second, Martin, F. and
M.; third. Pike, F. and M. Time:
10 4-5 seconds.
One mile run—Won by Keene, P.

and M.; second, Coan, Villanova;
third. Fox, Villanova. Time 5 min-
utes 2-5 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Beckford, P.

and M.; second, Sisk, F. and M.;
third. Coan, Villanova. Distance:
37 feet.

High jump—Won by DlNlckolan-
tonio, Villanova; second, Gladfelt-
er. F. and M.; third. Devaney,
Villanova. Height: 5 feet 5 inches.

220 yard dash—Won by Pellicane.
Villanova; scond, Martin, F. and M.;
third. Pike. F. and M. Time: 23 1-5

seconds.
120 high hurdles—Won by Olad-

felter, F. and M.; second, Wlllman,
F. and M.; third, O'Brien, Villa-
nova. Time: 19 seconds.
Discus—Won by Beckford, P. and

M.; second, Fagan, F. and M
third, Fish, P. and M. Distance: 106
ft. 4 Inches.

440 yard dash—Won by Vacha,
Villanova; second. Flaherty, Villa-

nova; third. Faul, F. and M. Time
52 seconds.

Pole vault—Won by Wlllman, P.

and M.; second, Keene, P. and M.;
third. Bom, Villanova. Height: 8
1-2 feet.

Two-mile run—Tie between
Keene. Balr. and Trexler, P. and M.
Time: 14 minutes 4 3-5 seconds.

Javelin throw—Won by Beckford,
P. and M; second, Fagan. F. and
M.; third. Casey, Villanova. Dis-
tance: 152 feet.

220 low hurdles—Won by Wlll-
man. F. and M.; second. O'Brien.
Villanova; third. Gladfelter, F. and
M. Time: 27 1-5 seconds.

880 yard run—Won by Coan
Villanova; second, Oardeckl. P. and
M.; third. Fox. Villanova. Time: 2
minutes 15 4-5 seconds.
Broad Jump—Won by Pellicane

Villanova; second. Wlllman. F. and
M.; third, DlNlcolantonlo. Villa-
nova Distance: 20 ft. 1 1-2 Inches

etc. He Just told us that Jim
Milne's weight was 170 pounds. O
Yeh? What does he weigh on the
other foot? The cowboy Just put
Artiersa to the mat.

Red Martin, from Cali-for-ni-a,.

vs. Tom Edwards, pride of Oklaho-
ma. Both boys are trying hard,
but they are on their feet at the
final gong so it is a draw
It just occured to us that a wrest-

ling bout which would draw a full

house, would be one between Milne
and Clete 6ardner. We would call

that one, "Survival of the fattest."

But now for some real action
.... The first fight is between

Troppea and Marjanna The
crowd is yelling for some action.

Maybe the fighters are getting in

shape for the Prom tomorrow night
. . . . The boys are giving a great
exhibition of shadow boxing, which
reminds me of the fighter who was
so crooked that he fouled himself
while shadow boxing.

Coincident with the unveiling ol

the memorial to Leo Goodreau at

the Stadium last Wednesday, an-
other college football star met his

death on the gridiron. Leo Murphy,
University of Pittsburgh back, re-

ceived a broken neck in spring

practice, and died in a hospital In

the smoky city.

• • •

Another coincidence last week
was the fact that the Lafayette-
Vlllanova iunfest last Wednesday
afternoon came on the same day
that a Chicagoan started a suit to

nave all ball players adjudged in-

sane.
• • •

Here are some reasons he gave:
Runners are crazy to sprint at

full speed to first base, to find when
they got there they have to wait
several minutes before the next
batter advances them.

Batters are crazy to think one
pitcher can fool them. There should
be two pitchers, one right-handed
and one southpaw, and the batter
should not know which one would
pitch the ball.

Players are crazy to call a game
because of rain. A canopy, sup-
ported by balloons, should be sus-
pended over the field.

It is crazy to have an umpire
make the decisions. There should
be a judicial committee to act on
all disputes.

It's a
seems.

pretty crazy world, so it

Johnny (Fedigan) Gaughan has
Just Ucked Aversa in a fast fight.

Nice work John Our illustri-

ous announcer, the one and only
Hammond, is doing some tricks

with his muscles Someone Just

yelled, "Do the disappearing act
Bucky." Just a bunch of wise guys.

Charley Moore successfully de-
fended his title Moore is an
amateur champ in Philly You
ought to see this bout, folks, be-
tween Larry Cicero and Tomasula.
"Tommy" is trying hard, but Larry
is just a little too clever for him
and gets the decision Nice
work, boys.

Next on the program, we have
Dixie Sheehan, peerless tackle,

hooking up with our Western
friend, Red Martin Boy,
what a battle Red seems to

be shiftier, but Dixie is getting In

some solid socks. The judges dis-

agrees and we are going to have
another round Bargain day
today Red gets the verdict.

.... Louie must be bursting with
pride

"The Battle of the Ages"
Kregar vs. Artless art (Whataman)
Agree, the most bashful boy in

seven counties Here they
go. The first round is Art's, but

the second is fairly even
Here, is the third, and both boys
are slug-nutty, they can hardly

stand up. Hurray. Whataman wins.

This, ladies and gentlemen, con-

cludes our broadcast from the Vil-

lanova Stadium You will

next hear Leo Stack Kowski and
his Melodius Merrymakers from the

Roof Garden of the Villa Marie.

STATISTICS OF THE
WEEK'S BALL GAMES

The standing of the Freshmen
and Varsity nines to date are:

Frosh
Varsity I • •"• •>< • •

W.
4
7

L.

1

9

P.C.
.800

.438

Here's how the base ball team
won its four games last week. In
thirty innings at bat, the nine
knocked out fifty-two hits and
scored fifty-two times. Fourteen
doubles, a triple and six homers,
were included, for a total of eighty-

seven bases. Eleven bases were
stolen, and the team made eight

sacrifice hits.

Here are the individual figures

for games, times at bat, runs, hits

and runs batted in.

r. ab. r. h. rbi. pet

ond sacker. I>atted out three hits
and scored twice, while Strauss,
captain and leftflelder had a single
and triple and knocked In three
counters. Straass provided the
fielding gem of the game, with a
spectacular gloved hand catch of a
hard drive in the eighth Inning.
Lehigh 20200000 0—4
Villanova ....03111100 x—

7

«- , t-. w « . . I
^y* *"<> Halsted; Hanzik and

For Lehigh. Kates, substitute sec- 1 Gillespie.

Mulvenna ... 1 4 1

Flanagan 4 16 8
McAndrews 4 15 8
Gazilla 4 14 8
Gillespie 4 13 5
HUlen 1 5 1

Gillespie 4 13 5
Morgan 4 16 7
Czeslck 4 16 3
Melanson 4 17 8
DeLuca 4 15 3
Kobllls 1 3
Hanzik 1 3

8

7

6

5

2

5

6

6

0—.000

3—5001
4—.467:

9—4291
7—3851
2—.400"

7—.385

1

1—.375'

6—.3751

6 14—353
5 4—.333'

1 1—3331
0—.000,'

This bird should bring up the
Lafayette nine as evidence. He
could also call In all who saw the
22-3 game. Only a gang of lunatics

should behave as they behaved
last week. And then the Wildcats
could be examined, too. Why, in

the name of all that's reasonable,

did they go out to score five runs
in the eighth, when the game was
all sewed up, and everybody wanted
to eat.

• • •

There was one bright spot in the
Lafayette lineup, however, and that
was the stellar work of the catcher.

Captain Reaser.
• * •

The day previous. Reaser was
adjudged the ideal Lafayette man.
and his play last Wednesday when
he stayed with four faltering pitch-

ers, showed the award was well de-
served.

• • •

Reaser, alone of all the Lafayette
players, did not give up when the
Leopards were trailing by five, then
ten, and finally fifteen and almost
twenty runs, but he stuck to his

guns.
« • •

Such a fine display of real spirit

is seldom seen.
• * •

His work aroused the admiration
of every man in the press-box. most
of them hard-boiled newspapermen,
who voted him the best catcher to

appear against the Felines this year.
• * •

The tennis team will make an ef-

fort to open its home season this

week, when C. C. N. Y. comes on
Friday afternoon. Twice already,
the opening ceremonies have been
cancelled, but the Forveites hope to

get underway this week.
• * •

How Garrity. now that Junior
Week is over, will return to his golf

team, which will be out to avenge
the 9-0 defeat of ten days ago,

when the University of Delaware
comes to Marble Hall Saturday af-

ternoon.
• * •

Doc Jacobs' Frosh nine, now
Going at full speed, faces a trio of

tough foes this week. Hun school,

which will be met at Princeton,

boasts of a strong record, including

a victory over the Princeton Jay-
Vees. . ...'•>..; ;.....;.

On Friday Wyoming Seminary
will travel down from the coal

regions, and on Saturday. Ursinus
Freshmen will come over to play
ball with our yearlings.

• • •

The varsity ball-tossers spend the
week on foreign soil, playing three
games up in and around Boston.

• • •

Tomorrow's scheduled game with
Providence has been cancelled be-
cause of Saturday's forfeit.

On Thursday. Fair Harvard will

be tackled in Cambridge in the an-
nual battle. Villanova usually plays
top-notch ball with the Crimson,
last year winning a 6-5 fracas when
Pete Eschman brought his bat
around to send a ball in home-run
land.

• * •

Paddy Creedon's Boston College
boys, after treating VUlanova fans
to a nice exhibition of home-run

hitting in the Stadium, will enter-
tain the boys Saturday afternoon,
ihe last time Gillespie. Melanson
and McAndrews and some of the
rest of them went to Boston, Bee-
See pulled off a late rally to get
a well-remembered tie. Watch the
ninth inning, Saturday.

* • •

Only thirteen more days (eight
for the seniors) and the battle

starts. It will be a fight to the
finish and the decision will be an-
nounced sometime after the last

round on the sixth of June. May
the students conquer!

Did You Ever
Know That"

Junior Prom Held Amid
Delightful Surroundings

At Penn A. C. Ballroom

(Continued From Page 1)

brilliant gowns of their charming
companions. Joseph's coat of many
colors would look like a street scene
in London during a fog compared
with the colorful gowns of the
members of the fair sex. All the
colors of t^e rainbow could be found
present but white or light colors
seemed to predominate. They
were most graceful Indeed with
their long sweeping hemlines and
filmy draperies.

On through the night the happy
couples made merry while "Uhtll
harbingers of Ught proclaimed the
dance was o'er." And with the
coming of the morn the Joyful
couples made their way homeward
carrying with them imperishable
memories of an exquisite night of
dance and music—the Junior Prom.

THE TEA DANSANT
On Wednesday afternoon, after

the base ball team had given Laf-
ayette a few lessons in the fine
points of the game the Juniors and
their escorts hied themselves to the
Gym for the most unique affair ol
Junior Week, the Tea Dansant. The
Gym had achieved another Hen-
rietta Zander transformation and
was really a masterpiece of decora-
tion, the prevailing color scheme
being once more Villanovan's blue
and white.

Bill Kettrich's eight piece band
occupied the center of the floor and
the tables were arranged in booths
around the walls. The menu was
pleasantly surprising and Villa-
nova's own garcons wielded their
towels and served them off the arm
like veterans. The dancing con-
tinued during and after the tea
with the Villanovan's dispensing
their usual molten melodies and
dreamy waltzes.
The evening passed so pleasantly

that nine o'clock rolled around
much too soon and "Home Sweet
Home" was heard with as much
pleasure as would be a funeral
march. Today the Gym looks Just
as It always looked and the Tea
Dansant is only a memory, but it

has taken its place as another
flame in the blaze of glory which
is Junior Week.

A few of the last of prominent
men to whom Villanova has been
host In times past are the names of

Presidents Cleveland and Taft; of

Vice-president Marshall; of the
Apostalic Delegates, Falconlo, Mar-
tinelll, and Bonzano; of Cardinals
Gibbons and Mercier; of Crowley
and Atteroury, presidents of great
lailway systems.

The French Augustlnian D. En-
gramalle (1727-1781) Is the author
of the first treatise on the manu-
facture of mechanical musical in-
struments. The work Is entitled;

"Tonotechique." To him also Is

ascribed the invention of a con-
trivance which served the purpose
of recording musical improvislons.

Engramaile was also a natturalist.
His work entitled: "The Butterflies
of Europ " in six volumes with
drawings by Ernst (published be-
tween 1779 and 1793) forms an im-
portant and valuable contribution
to science.

One of the greatest authorities on
the Eastern Orthodox Churches was
the late Fr. Aurello Palmieri, O. S.
A. He was also an authority on the
Slavic languages and literature.

This is attested by the fact that he
was engaged by the Congressional
Library and the Harvard University
Library to catalogue the Slavic
.'iterature to their respective ar-
chives.

Among the prominent Catholic
pulpit orators of the United States
in the last century we find the
names of the Augustinlans Dr.
Moriarity and Fr. F. X. McGowan.

Until its destruction by fanatics
during the riots of 1844. the Convent
of St. Augustine In Philadelphia
had what was considered one of the
finest ecclesiastical libraries of the
country.

One of the first histories wri'^ten

of the Chinese Empire, i. e by a
European, was that of the Augus-
tlnlan Fray Gonsalez de Mendoza,
who was embassador of the Spanish*
Emperor to China In 1581. His
work was translated into Spanish.
Italian. French, and German.

The Augustnian Dr. Moriarity
founded In 1841 at St. Augustine's
Church in Philadelphia a Temper-
ance Society, the first probably oif

Its kind in the United States.
The Augustinlan College of Villa-

nova was the second Catholic
school to have an Engineering
School, in the United States and
the first in the East.

SENIOR, SOPHS. PRE MEDS

THE BLUE BLAZER BALL
On the evening of the second

night of Junior Week the gym was
the scene of the most picturesque
of the week's affairs, the Blue
Blazer Ball. As the name implies
it was at this function that the
official Junior regalia came into its

own. The dark blue blazers and
white flannels of the men made a
pleasant contrast to the brightly
colored sport costumes of their
companions, and both were fitting
outfits for the charming May evpn-
Ing.

The old gym was completely dis-
guised with Villanova banners and
with streamers and hangings of the
Alma Mater's blue and white. The
programs of blue leather with gold
embossing were an achievement in
themselves. Bill Kettrich's VlUa-
novans were the official musical
dispensers for the evening and were
in their usual excellent form.

Carried away by the melodies of
the orchestra and the complete in-
formality of the affair, most of us
found the evening all too short.
Much too soon, it seemed, the Blue i

Blazer Ball's contribution to the
brilliancy of Junior Week came to
an end, and the couples drifted
away with another pleasant memory
added to their Junior Week's store.

Subscribe for next year's Villa-
novan now. Keep posted on Vllla-
novan doings after you leave.

MICHELLS

\U

PHILA.

Two base hits—Czeslck. 3; GUles
pie. 3: Gazella. 3; Morgan 2; Flan-
agan. Hillen. Kobllls.

Three base hits—Melanson.

"Car*ful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWR, PA.
Fhon* t(4

Home runs—Melanson 3; Gilles-
pie. Morgan. Gazella.

Stolen bases—Flanagan 4; Gilles-
pie 3; Gazella, Morgan. McAndrews,
Cicero.

Sacrifice hits—Oazella. 2; Flana-
gan. Mulvenna, Morgan. DeLuca,
Czeslck, Hanzik.

Composite score by Innings:
Opponents ..41212110 1—13
VUlanova ... 69876835 x—62

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor
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Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

MILT KELLEM
Only Campus Repreaentatlva

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicka, Hups, Chryslers, Chavs.
5122 Walnut Straat

1830 Markat Street
329 S. Broad Straat

NO HOUR CHARGE
ISo Deposit Required
of Villanova Students

Call "DOC" CardamoDe
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Rented to Students
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AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.
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ARE YOU GOIJSG TO
THE FRESHMAN HOP?

FRIDAY NITE 92

BEN FRANKLIN VILL
Vol. 2, No. 29

JUNIORS!

DON'T FORGET TO

VOTE FOR YOUR
CLASS OFFICERS!

Boston College Beats

Wildcat Nine in Close

Game; Rain Stops Two

New Englund Trip Hil Hard l»y Conihiiialioii of
Elements and Batters

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1930 Price: Five Cents

MENDEL MEDAL

FROSH WIN TWO MORE BY WIDE MARGINS

Qostton College aand Jupe Pluvis
the old man Who controls the rain,

stopped villanova's winning streak
last week, as the Wildcats fell at

Boston before the Eagles, 8-7.

If you thought the 7-7 tie last fall

was something, last Saturday's fra-

cas was the final word in superla-
tives used in discussing deadlocked
games. At the end of the second
inning the score was 1-1, when
round three was over, it was 2-2.

when Villanova stop{>cd batting in

the fifth it was 4-4, and an inning
later it was 5-5. At the end of the
seventh it was all tied up at 7 all,

for the fifth and last time.

Eddie Kobilis pitched the entire
game for the Main Liners and held
the slugging New Englanders to
eight hits. However, twice Smoky
pitched the homerun ball, Paddy
Creedon hitting for the circuit early
in the game, and Captain Herman
slapped one for four bases in the
seventh, tying the score after Kobi-
lis had seemingly clinched the game
with his own wallop with Czeslck
on base, Just a few minutes earlier.

Villanova hit Dixon and O'Connor
hard, getting thirteen hits for
nlno*^een bases. Gazella hit a dou-
ble and Morgan had a triple in ad-
dition to Kobilis' four-base swat.
Morgan. Flanagan. McAndrews

and Czeslck all came through with
two safe hits for the visitors.

Czeslck dropped Colbert's fly In
the eighth Inning, allowing the run
to score which won the game.
Boston College played sloppy ball

afleld, committing seven errors,
Creedon at shortstop having three
of them. Everyone of the out-
fielders had one.
Boston 01121021 x—

8

Villanova 01111120 0—7
Kobilis and Gillespie; Dixan and

Colbert.
Twice the games with Harvard

were rained out, Friday's game be-
ing called In the second inning. The
Providence game scheduled for
Wednesday, was postponed by the
Rhode Islanders.

Frosh-Hun School—Rain
On Wednesday, Doc Jacobs took

his Freshmen nine down to Prince-
ton, but the scheduled battle with
Hun School was washed out by the
elements.

Frosh 9; Wyoming Sent. 3
The fifth straight for the Kittens

was annexed on Friday at the Sta-
dium when Wyoming Seminary
came down from Kingston, only to
fall before the offerings of Brlce
and King by a 9-3 count.
The yearlings had no trouble at

all in winning from the prep school
team and the game was sewed up
after the first few innings.

Frosh 10; Ursinus '33, 1

Continuing just where they stop-
ped Friday, the Frosh made it six

(continued on page four)

N. Y. College

Alumni Plan

Restoration

(-'ommeneenient Exercises to

Be Held in Open
Air

Freshman Sport Dance to

Be Held Friday in Main
Ballroom of B. Franklin

Jim Kellriek's Villanovans, Consisting of Eleven Pieces,

to F'lirnish Rhythm for Final Social Aeitvity

of Present College Year

Ahovf Is tlH' .Meiiilel Medul. whUli was pn'senteil this yeur to Dr. /uiini

NOVEL FAVORS PROMISED AS DANCE FEATURE

$400,000.00 D AM A G E
The alumni of St. Bonaventure's

College, which was almost totally

destroyed by fire on the afternoon
of May 5, have promptly pledged
their financial support to the re-
construction of their Alma Mater.
This action was taken at a meeting
oi the advisory board of the trus-
tess of the college four days after
the fire and was confirmed on May
13 when representatives of the
twenty-seven chapters of the St.
Bonaventure Alumni Association
met at the school.
As soon as the flames were dis-

covered the priests, students, and
lay instructors organized a fire-
fighting brigade and succeeded in
saving valuable vestments and altar
furnishings from the church. Many
priceless books and paintings, how-
ever, were in ashes long before sur-
rounding fire companies, hampered
by high winds and inadequate
water pressure, had brought the
blaze under control,
the church, seminary and mona-
stery of the Franciscan Pathers,
who conduct the college, were also
consumed in the $400,000 fire which
left only two dormitory buildings
standing. All classes for the re-
mainder of the year have been can-
celled, and the students, who num- ,

Mendel Medal
Awarded to

Dr. A. F. Zahm
Recipient Prominent Figure

in Field of Aeronauti-

cal Science

The Mendel Medal, awarded an
nually for distinguished service in

Science Book
Contains 18

Lab Theses

Soph Offices

Dominated by
Business Men

Rev. Dougherty and Dr.

Kohlmer Contribute

Articles

This year's edition of the "Mendel
Bulletin," annual publication of the

ber nearly 1.000 have all left for I ^?r"um' te*^
P''^"''" '"^^^"""e ^"

their homes.
The college authorities, in view of

the immediate and whole-hearted
co-operation of the alumni, intend

the advancement of science will be school of Science, will make its ap-
presented by Villanova College, to

Albert Francis Zahm, chief of the
Division of Aeronautics in the Libr-
ary of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Announcement of the selection of

Dr. Zahm was made by Rev. Joseph
M. Dougherty, O. S. A., dern of the
School of Science. Rev. Dr. James
H. Griffin. O. S. A., president of the
faculty of the Science School, and
the College's board of trustees com-
prised the group nominating Dr.
Zahm.

Dr. Zahm has long been a prom-
inent figure In the science of aero-
nautics. He holds degrees from
Notre Dame, Cornell and Johns
Hopkins. He has been professor of
mathematics at Notre Dame and
associate professor of mechanics at
Catholic University. In 1925 he was
awarded the Laetare Medal of
Notre Dame University for his work
in aeronoutlcs. '

Dr. Zahm made the first wind

pearance on the campus on May
20th. Mr. McClain, Editor-in-Chief,

announced today.

The manual contains one hundred
and eighty pages of reports on
scientifice research made by Villa-

nova Science students during the
past year, pictures and diagrams
appropriate to the medicinal field,

and articles by men prominent in

the world of medicine. The illus-

trations have been furnished through
the process of micro-photography
which has been performed entirely

here at Villanova College.
Eighteen theses, the work of the

members of the Senior Class, are
published in full together with com-

He also Invented the
three torque control for airplanes;
an airplane speed meter and shock

full

work
Dr. Kohlmer, famous Pathologist

and blood specialist, and Rev. Jos-
eph Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Science, have contributed

Harold Driscoll Is Winner
in Close Battle for

Presidency

(;ARRITY IS TREASURER
With a display of politics worthy

of men with more years of experi-
ence as politicians than they have
had, the Sophomores held an elec-

tion of officers for their Junior
year, last Thursday afternoon, in
the Belle Aire ofTIce. The vote was
by ballot and with upperclassmen
presiding, Harold Driscoll was
elected to the Presidency; Nicholas
Catti to the Vice-Presidency; Vin-
cent Smith called to be Secretary;
James Garrity to tbe Treasurer.
The members of the Student Coun-
cil are James Garrity, Paul Russell
and Harold Driscoll. All of the
foregoing, except Mr. Catti are
business men.
The race for the office of Presi-

dent was a bitter one between Jos-
eph Deitz, an Arts man, and Har-
old Driscoll, a business man, the
latter winning out by a margin of
six votes.

Only one engineer was present at
the nomination meeting, held two
days before the election, due to the
fact that they had to attend class.
Consequently, no engineer was
nominated for any oflflce. Thisl'^^* Freshman tickets arepiete illustrations necessary for a

uiiUersLanding of the researci|was not at all comoatlble to en
gineering ideas and so the engin

The members of the Freshman
Class will make a most auspicious

entree into the field of social acti-

vities at Villanova when they hold
their Sport Dance on Friday even-
ing.

t'receded by Jim Kettrick and his
augmented troupe of Villanovans,
a merry-making throng of joy seek-
ers will invade the main ballroom ol
the Benjamin Franklin Hotel In
Philadelphia on Friday evening to
dance away the night from nine till

two. The fact that several students
are taking final examinations on
Saturday seems in no way to have
auected the advance sale of tickets,
the main ballroom of the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel is one of the largest
in the City ol Philadelphia and can
accommodate from four to five
hundred couples with comfort.

Arrangements complete
Mr. Ara Cambere, capable chair-

man of the committee in charge,
has announced that all arrange-
ments to the most minute detail
have been completed and all is in
readiness for the enjoyment of a
night ol real entertainment.
The hall will be decorated in

purple and gold, colors ol the
Freshman class, and blue and white
the colors ol our Alma Mater, 'iiu
decoration of the stage, left in the
hands of the management, will be
up to the high standard main-
tained by the Benjamin Franklin.
The dance wUl be strictly in-

formal and as the name implies
flannels, blazers and other sporting
apparel will be in good taste.

Tickets
Tickets will be given out to Fresh-

men in the Belle Aire office tomor-
row from 12 to 1:30 and from 5
to 6:30, Thursday during the same
hoursand on Friday from 12 to 3.

to be

recorder. He Is the author of books ff!!:!?'/f"'=;'!f
°^ *"^^5^^' ^ *" ^"

Air Service

Sponsors of

Essay Contest

to begin rebuilding as soon as
possible and expect to have the
work sufficiently under way to pre-
vent any postponement of the
opening date next fall.

Commencement as Usual
Amid the historic buildings de-

stroyed by fire on May 5. the fac-
ulty of St. Monaventure's College
is busy making arrangements for
•'Commencement as usual" to be
held on Tuesday, June 10.

This will be the seventieth com-
mencement of the college and the
exercises will be held for the first
time, because of the results of the
fire, in the open air, under the
shadow of the burned buildings
but with all the customary cere-
mony of an indoor commencement.
There is every prospect that there
will be a record-breaking attendance
of alumni of the institution who will
revisit their Alma Mater in the
hour of misfortune on the day that
the class of 1930 receives its dl-
Dlomas.
While practically all the students

Private Pilot's Training of the college were sent home after

Course Offered to

Winner

A private pilot's training course,

consisting of twenty hours' dual and
solo flight instruction and leading

to Department of Commerce Private

Pilot's license Is being offered by
Ludington Philadelphia Flying Ser-
vice for the best essay on "Com-
mercial Possibilities in Aviation" by
a student at the University of

Pennsylvania. Villanova. Temple,
Drexel Institute, Haverford College

or Swarthmore College.

The competition, which Is Intend-

ed to foster interest In aviation

among the student class, opens today
and closes at midnight June 28. It

is expected that the papers submit
ted will contain many valuable
Ideas on the subject of commercial
aviation
The theme of the contest is not

that of far-fiung prophecy. It must
adhere to the present day aspect of

the Industry—its value for Instance,
as a transportation medium In the
form of a comhion carrier and for
more specialized travel, such as
business trips and emergency jour-
neys.

More especially, the Ludington
Company Is seeking suggestions for
new uses of the airplane in biisiness

and recreation. The originality of
the paper from this standpoint will

be one of the deciding factors In

choosing the winner. The company

the fire, because of the destruction
of the big dining hall and other
necessary buildings, the members
of the Senior Class remained for
final examinations. With the spirit

characteristic of the institution,
the Seniors carried on and held
their annual ball in Glean on the
evening of May 9.

The graduating class of St. Bon-
aventure's this year numbers over
one hundred, besides those who
will receive the degrees of master of
arts or science. A number of
graduates In the extension school
will be given degrees. Including
some twenty women.
Plans for the Jubilee enrollment

in celebration of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of the founding of the
college are progressing. Already a
number of the alumni have pledged
substantial sums for the rebuilding
of the structures destroyed by fire.

on aerial navigation, aerodynamics
and airplane distress analysis. He
is also the author of several hun-
dred official reports on aeronautical
tests and researches for the United
States Navy.
The Mendel Award will be pre-

sented to Dr. Zahm on the occasion
of Villanova's Commencement exer-
cises.

Abbott Gregor John Mendel, to
whom the Villanova Mendel is a
memorial, formulated his famous
principles of genetics In an August-
inian Monastery. Villanova is the
only Augustinian College in the
United States.
The Mendel Medal was designat-

ed by John Snnock, sculptor of the
Congressional medal awarded to
Thomas A. Edison. The obverse
side of the medal depicts Mendel,
clothed in the Augustinian habit,
examining intently a sweet-pea
plant. At one side appears a
microscope as it was developed in
Mendel's time. The reverse side
shows an adaptation of the college
seal encircled by a wreath of sweet
peas.

terested in science. Mr. Kuntzen
backer and Mr. Cryzlnsky labratory
assistants have also written special
feature articles for the publication.
The success of the book is due

mostly to the untiring efforts of
Rev. Dougherty who worked inces-
santly in order to insure the edition
of a work of the highest caliber and
merit.

The Mendel Bulletin staff com-
prises the following men: John J
McClain, Editor; McHugh, Quinlan,
McAneny, Associate Editors; Mc-
Manus. Carbonetta, Business Mana-
gers; Gardner, Agre, Lane, Sassa
man. Circulation Managers; Nunan
McGarrity, Hertzberg. Bertino, Re-
view Features; Kuntzenbacker and
Flanagan. Technicians.

stitdp:nts!!

II you have not yet made your
contribution to the Drive, do so
at once. Your donations can be
handed in any time at the Vice-
President's office. Let's have
100'; support!

Big City Not So Cruel
to Lonely College Girls

eers proceeded to form an alliance
with the business men. The engin-
eers would vote for Driscoll if the
financiers would vote for Mr. Catti.
And so. working in perfect concord
they succeeded in carrying the elec-
tions. The Arts and Science schools
likewise joined hands but by split-
ting their votes between Mr. Deitz
and Mr. Driscoll the election failed
of a draw.
A noteworthy phase of the elec-

tion was the withdrawing of Harry
Singley and Jack McDermott from
the race for the presidential post,
and the throwing of their influence
to Mr. Deitz. Harry Singley was
the class president for the last two
years. Jack McDermott and Joseph
Deitz are roommates, classmates
and teammates.
The defeated candidates are Mar-

tin Gill. William Reilly, Gerald En-
righ and Ralph Lanciano for Vice-
President; Harry Caulder and
Charles Moore tor Treasurer; Harry
Dougherty. William Tracy, and
Cucionato for Secretary; William
Reilly. John Gaughn, Edward Der-
by, and R, Emmi for Student Coun-
cil. They were defeated by large
najoritlea.

different from those Lssued to mem-
bers of the upper classes and to out-
siders. This has been done to
prevent Freshmen from selling
their tickets. No man will be ad-
mitted on a Freshman ticket unless
he is a member of that class.

Unique Favors
The outstanding feature of the

dance will lie in the programs
which are entirely different from
any seen at college dances hereto-
fore. Although the committee
would not reveal the exact nature
of the booklets they did assure us
that they will be of a type most
pleasing to all.

The committee in charge of the
Freshman Sport Dance consists oi
Mr. Cambere, chairman, assisted
by Messrs. Farnsworth, Donahue,
Ceravoio, LaFond, Rothert, Murphy,
Douglas, Wimlerberger, Walsh and
Lenaue.

PARTIAL LIST OF CON-
TRIBUTORS TO PAR.
ENT-STUDENT FUND

VILLANOVA DRIVE
MENTIONED IN

JEWISH WORLD
The Jewish World, which is

highly respected by Philadelphia
Jewry, ran the following article on
the day of Villanova's great dinner:
Villanova College, where many

JewLsh youths are getting a college

education, announced today that it

Is Inaugurating a program of de-
velopment to enlarge Its usefulness

feels that many of the best mTnds '" ^^^^ community,

of the industry will be recruited from ^ '""fl «' $2..'?DO,000 Is to be

the colleges In the near future and »'a^d before June to carry forward

that this is the time to bring aero- t^he program
nautics to the notice of this class

All the papers will be read by a
t>oard of competent judges, each of
whom is actively connected with
aviation. Their decision, which will

iooRtlnaad on vmt* (our)

Amontr thase holding membership
on Villanova's executive and advis-
ory committees are:
Congre.ssman Benjamin Colder,

Albert M. Oreonfiold, Hon. Joseph
(Continued on Ptfe ThrM)

We have heard and read so many
accounts of the heartlessness and
ruthless coldness of the Big City
in the past ,that we have begun to
have our doubts about the veracity
of such statements. Our doubts
were augmented and strengthened
with the receipt In the mail of the
following news item. Read it and
judge for yourself.
Realizing that at every gradu-

tlon season thousands more college
girls come to New York, the man-
agers of three apartment-hotels de-
signed expressly for women in New
York have agreed to cooperate in
helping the army of college gradu-
ates that will soon begin trooping
into the city.

These three women, Mrs. Mary
Yorke. of The Sutton Hotel; Mrs.
Lola Cranston, of The Virginia, and
Miss Clara Stone, of The Irvin,
have agreed on special rate conces-
sions for college women to New
York In June and July. They have
also agreed to make The Sutton
headquarters for a unique service:
women living or visiting in places
not quickly accessible to the busi-
ness, theatre and shopping districts
will be Invited to come to The Sut-
ton during the day for rest and re-
laxation. Attractive bedrooms with
private baths will be reserved for
them. A nominal fee will be
charged which will also include
checking service and the privilege
of having mail and messages sent
to The Sutton. It Is expected that
the -service will be particularly

so many young women commute
and find themselves free during the
hours from 5.00 to 8.00 and want a
place where they may rest and
dress but are too far from their
'iving quarters.

In a meeting the three women
agreed that the problem of the col-

lege girl to find suitable living

quarters In New York is a difficult
one. because her standards are too
high for her to be happy as sub-
sidized houses and dormitories
which are maintained for working
girls, and being still on a beginning
salary, or studying, she cannot al-
ways afford to assume the respon-
sibilities of a leased apartment.
The problem is made more difficult
by the fact that her stay in the
city is often for a short or Indefin-
ite period of time.
How accommodatin*.

In the Nefative

The customer shook his portrait
in the photographer's face. "Do I
look like this picture? The thing's
an outrage! Why. youve given me
an awful squint rfnd the look of a
pnzc-llghting bully. Now answer
me and no nosense about it! Do
you call that a good likeness?"
The photographer scanned the

print, then looked at the customer.
"The answer." he said, "la In the
negative."

Sisters of the Blessed Sacra-
ment $2000

Charles E. McParland 150D
[James Crumble lOOO
William Reinhardt lOOO
James Gallegher lOOO
George Snyder 1000
Louis Roma lOOO
Mrs. R. M. Lane loo<J

Dr. M. S. Evans 80(

James G. Boyle 500
Mrs. Augustus Fitzgerald 500
Sisters of Mercy 6OO
William B. Christy 300
Samuel Rubin 300
Frederick DeOnls 300
Miss Elee Crowe 300
Walter J. Coleman 300
Patrick Murnane 300
George O'Connor 300
John Kllcourse 300
Nicholas Cattle 300
A Winterberger 30C
Dr. W. D. Nunan 300
Bernard McLaughlin 300
George Lovatt 300
P. T. McDermott 300
Dr. Matthew S. Ersner 600
Frank DIBerardino 500
John Quirk 300
John J. Kelley 300
Joseph V. Kelley 300
Joseph Hrostbski 300
Jerome G. Stabile 300
Anthony J. Sweeney..- 300
Dennis J. Lucey 300
Marlon H. Chalkley 300

Installation

Of Officers

Being Held

Various Social Organizations
Elect Officers for

1930-31

STUDENT COUNCIL NOTICE

,
- . ,

And the customer went away with
popular during the summer when] a look of deep thought on hla face.

There will be an important meet-
ing of the Student Council tomor-
row evening at seven o'clock in
Room No. 106. All are requested to
be In attendance to vote for officers
for next year.

The Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity
of the Business School will hold a
meeting on Wednesday, May 21, at
12.30 o'clock In Alumni Hall, for the
purpose of electing officers and
admitting new members. It is
earnestly requested that all mem-
bers of the fraternity be present.
The selection of officers and the
admission of new members are the
most Important duties that rest
upon the members of any society
and It is only through the efforts
of Its members that a capable body
of officers can be elected and the
most deserving men admitted.
Delta PI Epsilon ranks high among
the societies on the campus and
the maintenance of such a high
position Is only possible through
the cooperation of its members.
Belle Masque and Betta Gamma
There will be a joint meeting of

the Belle Masque and the Betta
Gamma societies on Wednesday,
May 21, at 4.00 o'clock in Mendel
Hall. The purpose of this meeting
Is to elect officers for both clubs
for the next school year. BCembers
of both societies are requested to
be In attendance. Both societies
are of recent origin on the campus,
but In their short existence they
have accomplished marvelous work.
The Belle Masque society presented
the famous dramatic success "Rich-
elieu.' The Betta Gamma Society
engaged in a number of debates
with local colleges. The prospects
for next years are of the best, and
It is only a fitting tribute to two
outstanding collegiate activities,
that the student body lend their
support to both societies.

(oontlnusd on psgs four)
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\illaiio\a Miie Clelebratcb

Junior \\ «'t>k li) W inning

Four Straight Ganieis

(tontuvufu .'roDi paue D
the llrsl row of scats in the north
slantl, but wus held on srcouci. Four
runs wi'iv the result ot the bar-
rage.

The ilnal Wuucuis run came in
the llnru, when Uazeliu UouoleU
took Unrtl on (JiUehpies out, and
scored oji UcLucus sinjjle.

i'roviui luc UUOIOO 0—1
Vuiano\ a 04I0U0 x—

5

Connors untl Hurrighy; Kobilii
and Ciillespie.

Viituiiovu lK;.C'uthuIic U., 5
'I'lic linrd .straiyliL Juiuor Week

wui ol Llie WildcaLs was over Calh
one uiuvcrsily la-j, at the Studmni
r-nday alicrnoon. Devui, Caiduuil
nmicr, wlio was on the mound rn
me disputed lorleil down in Wash-
ington, attempteu lo tame the Cats
once agaui, out twenty liits rolled
on the bats ol Hie home uani,
scoring almost tour^ times as many
runs as the visitors got oil Phil
HiUen.
HUicn, making his lirst start at

home this year, was never m trouble
as Hie Cats sturtt'd tlieir huimg in
t»ie iir;.l luninn and scored in every
session but the eighth,

Peiiier, C. U. centorlieldcr, Wai
Ihu big gun lor the visitors, lie

aceouiueu lor two of tlicir six hits,

and .scored their lirst run wlien lie

ciiove a home run to deep, center m
the second. It was his second lour-
baggcr of Wildcat pitching tliis

year.

Ked Melanson hit his s^ventli cir-

cuit blow ot the year m the second
inning, d terrilic drive over the left

Held lence. It was his tliird off C.
U. pitclnng. Melanson also hit a
triple in ine lirst inning, with two
iiiaics aboard.
Tom Morgan came through with

his f(jurth homer of the year in the
lifth, while Cleorge Oazella hit one
111 the sixth. Both were inside the
park and were stretched to the fuU
limit by fast sprinting.

Jack Flanagan. Jack McAndrcws,
Joe UcLuca and Gazella all had
three safeties. The third-sacker
drove in seven runs. Phil Hillen
had two hits, one a long double, as
did Morgan and Melanson.
Five bases were swiped by Wild-

cat runners. Flanagan stole three
and Ollle.spie and Cicero, running
for McAndrews, got the others.
Morgan pulled oil the prettiest

caich ol the season in the fifth in-
ning, just before he hit his homer,
when he robbed Blasi of a triple by
a great one-handed catch near the
loul line.

... 01002100-1—5
... 3 4 1 3 1 3 3 0—18

Marvcci; Hillen and

Track Teams
Defcalcd by

F. & M. Squads

Currigau Stars For Var&ity

Meu Willie Pellicaiie

Leads F rush

c. u
Villanova .

Uevm and
CJiUespie.

Villuuuva 22; Lafayette 3
The Wildcats played the part of

imperfect hosts last Wednesday
when the Leopards of Lafayette
came to town, to take a 22-3 lacing
and become the second straight
victim of McGeehaii's crew.
Jerry Mulvonna, southpaw, start-

ed hi.s lirst game in lour years for
Villanova and turned in one of the
neatest performances of the season.
The three runs scored by Lafayette
were all unearned and the eight hits
the vi.sitors collected were well

scattered and divided among eight
of the visiting hitsmiths.
Two bad errors in the first, one by

Gazella uiul the other by Czesick,
allowed two runs by Joe DeLuca put
Cu.ster 111 a position to tally on
Dimnieillng's one-ba.ser.

In the other innings, Jerry was in

gnat form, especially with men on.
Nine Lafayette men were left on
base.

Villanova made most of their six-

teen hits and tlie nine errors which
the visitAirs contributed to the
caii.'je. Five big innings, in two Of
which the entire team, from Morgan
to Mulveiina, baited, and m the
other tiiree where eight batters toed
the plate, accounts for the longsided
.score.

For till' .second time this year,
Rt<l Mclan.scjii smacked two homers
111 a siii^jle game. His lirst, in the
111 til inning, came with three on,
'All lie hi.s .second with McAndrews
im, was 111. hardest hit of the yi-ar,

Itigli ('\ir the let t -center held fence.
Johiiiiv (iillespie al.so hit a four-

pl.v .swat, a (I'ue which just missed
charinn the lelt-cent< rlield barrier
by Uichc.s. Juluiny .scored behind
Cia/tll;i slaiKiuii; up.

r()iiiiii\ MurMan. with two hits,
1)111' (Iciible, two walks, and aided
b.\ tw(( cirnrs by Socolow, the vis-
itor;, tliird-ba.seman, got on every
lime he was at bat. and .scored five
tllll(\S.

I-ivery VVild(al .scored and all but
Mulventia had a hit oil a varied as-
.Sf)riment of [..alayi'tte eurvers.
Mulveniia, however. <levoted all his
time to his i)it<^hlng duties, and did
a nice job of them, too.

Captain Bud Rea.ser pla.ved be.st

for Lala.\ft.tf. None of their eifiht
hit-s were for exfra-ba.ses The
visitoj-s" twirlers had pf)or control,
and wiilki'd niin'. Mulvenna frank-
ed two 1(1 first ba.se.

Lafayette ...100000100—2
Villfuiova

. . ."j 3 4 5 ."i -22
Miirb<'iK. Ilalentlne, Carney and

Wea.ser;: Miilvenne and Oille.spip

VillHnovu 7; LehiRh 4
Heliind line pitching by flrorRe

Haii/.ik. the Cats came out of their
losing streak last Tuesday and de-
fi-ated Lehigh University 7-4. The
first .sporting event of Junior Wc'ck
ff)unri the Iray more (jiie-sided than
the .srorr' indicates. Han/.ik was not
in trouble aff/T the third, while
Avre, (m the mound for the nj)
staters was hit freriuently

After Lehigli had ,jum|)ed into a
iwo-nin lead in the lirst Inning
when Straus tripled with two on,
the Cats came back with threr- tal-
lies, Aiuither was added in the
second, and silU'V the visitors tied
It up in th«' third, Villanova took
the lead, never lo be tied or headed
again

Th«j ten Feline hit,s were divided
among six men. McAndrews. with
Ihn'e and Flanagan and C7,esick
witli two farh. letidlng the pnmde.
Morgan, fiazella and OiIle,spie wore
the others to enter the hit eolunin
For Lehigh. Kates, substitute ,ser-

Last Wednesday, after a long and
tiresome trip, the Villanova track

teams went down to defeat belore

Uie last cinder gathers of Franklin
and Marshall College. The Varsity

lost, 80 to 4t!, while the Freshmen
were defeated by the score of 7a

lo 47.

F. and M. got away to a flashy

start when Witmer raced down the

100 yards in front of the grand
stand m 10 'S-^ seconds. Fritz, an-
other F. and M. man, linisiied

with Highlield ol Villanova traihng

111 third place.

The Freshmen were considerably

otl lorm, tailing to place in two
events, while in most of the other

events they secured but one place.

K'llicane Showed to good advantage
taking hist pUit'es in Uie 100 yard
dash. Ii20 yard dasl-i, and broad'

jump. UeNiColantonio look lirst
i

place in the high jump while Coan
also took first place in the half

mile.

Corrigan starred for the Varsity,

lying with Baker of Villanova for

tirsl place in the high jump and
is.ly winning in the broad jump

with a leap of 21 feet 7 1-2 inches.

The summaries:

Varsity

100 yard dash—Won by Witmer,
F. and M.; .second. Fritz, F. and M.;
third. Highlield, Villanova. Time:
10 3-.') .seconds.

One mile run—Tie between Pler-
-soii and Yoder. F. and M.; third,

Whalen, Villanova. Tune: 4:44 4-5.

Shot put—Won by Ziegler, Villa-

nova; second, Kelley, Villanova;
third, Britton, F. and M. Distance :|

38 1 t.,1 1-2 in.
I

High jump—Tie between Corri-,

gan and Baker.
White, F. and M
1-2 in.

220 yard dash—Won by Witmer,
F. and M; second, Fritz, F. and M.;
third, Gildea, Villanova. Time: 22
4-.') .secoiids.

120 high hurdles—Won by Dick-
iii.son, P. and M.; second, Schutt,
F and M.; third, Mahan, Villanova.
Time: 16 3-5 .seconds.

Discus—Won by Schutt, P. and
M.; second, Ziegler, Villanova;
third, Montgomery, F. and M.
Distance: 116 ft. 2 in.

440 yard dash—Won by Fritz, F.

and M.; .second, Costanzo, Villa-

nova; third. Bain, Villanova. Time:
53 1-5 seconds,
Pole vault—Won by August, Villa-

nova; second, tie between Copper
and Confer, P. and M. Height: 9
ft.

Two mile run—Won by Yoder, F.

and M.: second, Salerno, Villanova;
third. Vedero.sa. Villanova. Time:
10 miiuites 46 .seconds.

Javelin throw—Won by Horst, P.

ami M ; second, Schutt, F, and M.;
third, Killian, F. and M. Distance
155 feet.

220 low hurdles—Won by Killian,

F. and M.; .second, Schutt, F .and
M.; third. Mahan, Villanova. Time:
26 3-5 seconds.

880 yard run—Pierson, P. and M
.second. Stein, F. and M.; third,

Whalen, Villanova. Time: 2 niin
ut^'s, 5 3-5 seconds.
Broad jump -Won by Corrigan,

Villanova; third, Redlcr, P. and M.
Distance: 21 ft. 7 1-2 inches.

Freshmen
100 yard dash—Won by Pellicane,

Villanova: second, Martm, P. and
M; third. Pike, F. and M. Time:
10 4-5 .seconds.

One mile run—Won by Keene, P.

and M.; second, Coan. Villanova;
third. Pox, Villanova. Time 5 min-
utes 2-5 .seconds.

Shot put—Won by Becklord, P.

and M.; .second, Sisk, P. and M.;
third, Coan. Villanova. Distance:
37 teet.

High jump—Won by DiNickolan-
toiiio. Villanova; .second, Gladfelt-
er, F. and M.; third, Devaney
Villanova. Height: 5 feet 5 inches
220 yard dash—Won by Pellicane,

Villanova: .scond. Martin, P. and M.;
third. Pike, P. and M. Time: 23 1-5

seconds.

120 high hurdles—Won by Glad-
lelter. F and M.; .second. Willman,
F. and M.; third, OBrien. Villa-
nova. Time: 10 .seconds.

Di.scu.s—Won by Beckford. P. and
M.: .second. Pagan. P. and M
third. Fish. F, and M. Distance: 106
It. 4 inches.

440 yard dash—Won by Vacha,
Villanova; second. Flaherty, Villa-

nova; third, Paul. F. and M. Time
52 .seconds.

Pole vault—Won by Willman. P
and M ; .second, Keene, P. and M.;
thiifl. Born. Villanova. Height: 8
1-2 leet.

Two-mile run—Tie between
Keene, Bair, and Trexler. P. and M
Time: 14 minut4's 4 3-5 secoJids.

Javelin throw- Won by Beckford,
P. and M; .s(>cond. Pagan, P. and
M ; third. Ca.sey, Villanova. Dis-
tance: 1.52 feet.

220 low hurdles Won by Will-
man. P. and M.; second. O'Brien,
Villanova; third. Gladfelter. P. and
M. Time: 27 1-5 .seconds.

880 yard run—Won bj- Coan,
Villanova; .second. Oardecki, P. and
M : third. Fox. Villanova. Time: 2
miiiutes 15 4-5 .seconds.

Broad Jump -Won by Pellicane.
Villiinova: .second, Willman, F. and
M ; third, DINtcolantonlo, Villa-
nova Distance: 20 ft 1 1-2 Inches.

STATION

S-O-L
KKOAIJCASTS

Good evening lolks, this is Sta-
tion SOL broadcasting freiiuently

on a wave length of 230 motor-
cycles, pardon me, 1 meant on a
irequency ol 23(J kilocycles. It is

our pleasure tliis evening to pre-
.sent the boxing bouts direct Irom
the Villanova Stadium unuer the
direction of that demon promoter,
Jack McGann.

Well, well, well, we are going to

have .some rasslin' as a preuminary.
Conti jusl tried a llymg tackle on
yaiies.sa. but it didji'l work. 1 don't

understand this gaijie. Jusl when
you're beginning lo work on the
vither gujs. he crawls under the rope

and you have to begin all over.

Ain't there no justice?

I lorgot to tell you that the an-
nouncer in the ring is none other
than a Descendant ol i^ochonias,

Bucky Hammond, who kicks a foot-

ball 70 yards in his bare feet, otc,,

etc. He just told us that Jim
Millies weight was 170 pounds. O
Yeh','' What does he weigh on the

other foot? The cowboy just put
Artiersa to the mat.

Red Martin, from Cali-for-ni-a,.

vs. Tom Edwards, pride of Oklaho-
ma. Both boys are trying hard,

but they are on their feet at the
final gong so it is a draw
It just occured to us that a wrest-

ling bout which would draw a full

house, would be one between Milne
and Clete Gardner. We would call

that one, "Survival of the fattest.

"

But

Just Looking Around
!

i

now for .some real action

. . . , . The lirst light is between
Troppea and Marianna The
crowd is yelling for some action.

Maybe the fighters are getting in

shape for the Prom tomorrow nighi
.... The boys are giving a great

exhibition of .shadow boxing, which

Villanova; third,' ''cnhnds me of the lighter who was

Height:' 5 ft., 7 ^o crooked that he fouled himself
while .shadow boxing.

Johnny (Pedigani Gaughan has
just licked Aversa in a last light.

Nice work John Our illustri-

ous announcer, the one and only
Hammond, is doing some tricks

with his muscles Someone jusl

yelled, "Do the disappearing act
Bucky. " JiLst a bunch ol wise guys.

Coincident with the unveiling ol

the meinurial lo Leo Goodreau at

the Stadium last Wednesday, an-
other college loot ball star inel his

death on the gridiron. Leo Murjjhy,
University ol Pittsburgh back, re-

ceived a broken neck in spring

Ijiactiee, and died in a ho.spital in

the smoky city.

* « •

Another coincidence last week
was the lact that the Lulayette-
Villaiiuva lunlest last Wednesday
altfnioun came on the .same day
that a ("hieagoan started a suit to
nave all ball players adjudged in-

sane.
. + •

Here are .some reasons he gave:
Huiiiurs are crazy to sprint at

full .speed lo first ba.se, to find when
Liiey got there they have to wait
several minutes before the next
oatter advances them.

Batters are crazy to think one
IJitcher can fool them. There .should

be two pitelvrs, one right-handed
and one southpaw, and the baiter
should not know whjch one would
jiitch the, ball. *

Playt is are crazy to call a game
because of rain. A canopy, suj)-

ported'by balloons, .should be sus-

pended- oVer the field.

It J^ crazy to have an umpire
make the decisions. There should
be a judicial committee lo act on
all disputes.

lilt ting in the Stadium, will enter-
l.un the boys Saturday afternoon,
the last time Gillespie, Melaii-son

and McAndrews and some of the
rest of them went to Boston, Bee-
See pulled off a late rally to get

a well-remembered tie. Watch the
ninth inning, Saturday.

• • •

Only thirteen more days Wight
for the .seniors) and the battle

starts. It will be a fight to the
finish and the decision will be an-
nounced sometime after the last

round on the sixth of June, May
the students conquer!

Did You Ever
Know That"

Junior Prom Held Aiuid

Deliglitiiil Surroundings

At Pcnii A. C. liallrouiu

Its

.seems.

a pretty crazy world, so it

Charley Moore successfully de-
fended his title Moore is an
amateur champ in Philly You
ought to see this bout, folks, be-

tween Larry Cicero and Tomasula.
•Tommy" is trying hard, but Larry
is ju.sl a little loo clever lor him
and gets the decision
work, boys. V .

This bird should bring up the

Lalayette nine as evidence. He
could al.so call in all who .saw the
22-3 game. Only a gang of lunatics

should behave as they behaved
last week. And then the Wildcats
could be examined, too. Why, in

the name of all that's rea.sonable.

did tliey go out to .score five runs
in the eighth, when the game was
all .sewed ii|). and everybody wanted
to eat.

There was one brig;ht s|)ot in the
Lafayette lineup, however, and that

was the stellar work of the catcher,

(.'aptain Keaser.

Next on the program, we have
Dixie Sheehan, peerless tackle,

hooking up with our Western
friend, Red Martin Boy,
what a battle Red .seems to

be shiftier, but Dixie is getting in

some .solid socks. The judges dis-

agrees and we are going to hav<>

another round Bargain day
today Red gets the verdict.

.... Louie must be bursting with

pride

•The Battle of the Ages"
Kiegar vs. Artless art (Whataman"
Agree, the most bashful boy in

seven counties Here they

go. The lirst round is Arts, but

the .second is fairly even
Here, is the third, and both boys

are slug-nutty, they can hardly

stand up. Hurray, Whataman wins.

This, ladies and gentlemen, con-

cludes our broadcast from the Vil-

lanova Stadium You will

next hear Leo Stack Kowski and
his Melodius Merrymakers from the

Roof Garden of the Villa Marie.

The day i.)revious, Rea.ser was
adjud{,ed the ideal Lafayette man.
and his |)lay last Wednesday when
he stayed with lour faltering pitch-

ers, showed the award was well de-
served.

• • •

Reaser. alone of all the Lalayetie
pla.vers. did not give up when the
Leoi)ards were trailing by live, then
ten. and linally lilleen and almost
twenty runs, but he stuck to his

Nice guns.

such h fine display of real spirit

is seldom .seen.

(Continued From Page 1)

brilliant gowns ol their charming
ccjinpanions, Jo.seph's coat of many
colors would look like a street scene
in London during a fog compared
with the colorful gowns of the
meinbi'rs of the fair sex. All the
colors of the rainbow could be found
present but white -or light colors

.seemed to predominate. They
were most graceful indeed with
their long sweeping hemlines and
filmy draperies.

On through the night the happy
couples made merry while "Until
I'.arbingers of light proclaimed the
dance was o'er." And with the
coming of the morn the joyful
couples made their way homeward
carrying with them imperishable
memories ol an exquisite night ol

dance and music—the Junior Prom.

SIXnsrics of the
W KFK'S HALL GAMES

The standing ol the

and Varsitv nines to dale
W.

Frosh 4 .

Varsity ....... 7

Freshmen
are

:

L.

1

9

r .
('.

800
438

Here's how the ba.se

won its four games last

thirty innings at bat,

knocked out fifty-two

scored fifty-two times
doubles, a triple

were included, for

ball team
week. In
the nine
hits and
Fourteen

and six homers,
a total of eighty-

i^even ba.ses. Eleven ba.ses were
stolen, and the team made eight

.sacrilice hits.

Here are the individual figures

tor games, times at bat. runs, hits

and runs batted In.

r. ab. r.

1 4 1

4 16 8

Mulvenna
Flanagan .

McAndrews
Gazilla . .

Gillespie . .

Hillen . . .

Gillespie . .

Morgan
C/.esick

Melanson
DeLuca . .

,

KobilLs ..;.

Hanzik

4

. 4

4
1

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

15

14

13

5

13

16

16

17

15

3

3

h.

8
7

6
5
2
.i

6
6
6
5

1

rhi.

0-
3-
4-

p<t.

.000

-500

,467

9—4291
7—385!
2—.400

1

7—385,
I--.375;

6-3751
14^-3.53

4-333'

His work arou.sed the admiration
of every man in the press-box, most
of them hard-bolted newspapermen,
who voted him the best catcher to

appear against the Felines this year.

I

The tennis team will make an ef-

fort to open its home .season this

week, when C. C. N. Y. comes on
Friday afternoon. Twice already,
the opening ceremonies have been
cancelled, but the F'orveiles hope to

get underway this week.
• ''••

How Garrity. now that Junior
Week is over, will return lo his golf

team, which will be out to avenge
the 0-0 defeat of ten days ago,

wht>n the University ol Delaware
comes lo Marble Hall Saturday al-

ternoon.
;

Doc Jaiobs" Frosh nine, now
i.oing at full speed, faces a trio ol

tou'ih foes this week. Hun .school,

which will be met at Princeton,

boasts of a strong record, including

a victory over the Princeton Jay-
Vees. ..-•'• •. .' ' . .•,'.::•' • .,'••' ''V'V

• .# . •, .

On Friday Wyoming Seminary
will travel down from the coal

regions, and on Saturday, Ursinus
Freshmen will come over to jilay

ball with our yearlings.
.•' :* •

The varsity ball-tos.sers .spend the
week on foreign soil, playing three

games up in and around Boston.

Tomorrows .scheduled game with
Providence has been cancelled be-
cause of Saturdays forfeit.

*

On Thursday. Fair Harvard will

be tackled in Cambridg»' in the an-
nual bat til'. Villanova usually plays
top-notch ball witU the Crlm.son.
last year winning a 6-5 fracas when
Pete K.schman brought his bat

around to .send a ball in home-run
land.

Paddy Creedon's Boston College
hoys, alt«"r treating Villanova fans
!o a nice exhibition of home-run

HIE TEA DANSAJNT
On Wednesday afternoon, after

tlie ba.se ball team had given Laf-
ayette a few lessons in the fine
points of the game the Juniors and
their escorts hied themselves to the
Gym lor the most unique affair ol

Junior Week, the Tea Dansanl. riie

Gym had achieved another Hen-
ru'tta Zander translormation and
was really a masterpiece of decora-
tion, the prevailing color .scheme
being once more VUlanovan's blue
and white,

.

Bill Kettrlch's eight piece band
oceuiJied the center of the floor and
the tables were arranged in booths
around the walls. The menu was
plea.santly surprising and Villa-
nova's own garcons wielded their
towels and served them off the arm
like Vi'terans. The dancing con-
tinued during and after the tea
with the Villanovan's dispensing
tlu'ir usual molten melodies and
dreamy waltzes.
The evening pa.ssed so pleasantly

that nine o'clock rolled around
much too .soon and "Home Sweet
Home " was heard with as much
jileasure as would be a funeral
march. Today the Gym looks just
as it always looked and the Tea
Dan.sant is only a memory, but it

has taken its place as another
Mame 111 the blaze of glory which
i> Junior Week.

A few of the last of prominent
men to wliom Villanova has been
host in times past are the names ot

Presidents Cleveland and Taft; ol

Vice-president Marshall; ol the
Apostalic Delegates, Palconio, Mar-
t nielli, and Bon/ano; of Cardinals
CiiblKins and Mercier; of Crowley
and Atteroury, presidents of great
laiiway .systems.

Tlie French Augustinian D. En-
gramalle (1727-1781' is the author
of the lirst treali.se on the manu-
lacture ol mechanical musical in-
Isiruments. The work is entitled:

•'Tonotechique." To him also is

a.scribed the invention of a con-
nivance which served the purpose
ol recording musical improvisions.

Lngramaile was also a natturalist.
His work entitled: "'llie Butterflies
ol Europe" in six volumes with
drawings by Ernst (published be-
fw;ecn 1779 and 1793 » forms an im-
portant and valuable contribution
to .science. ,

OiH> ol the greatest authorities on
the Eastern Orthodox Churches was
the late Fr. Aurelio Palmieri, O. 8.
A. He was also an authority on the
Slavic languages and literature.
This is attested by the fact that he
was enga;?ed by the Congressional
Llbraiy and the Harvard University
Library to catalogue the Slavic
'iterature to their respective ar-
chives.

Among the prominent Catholic
pul|)it orators of the United States
in the last century we find the
names of the August inians Dr.
Moriarity and Fr. P. X. McGowan.

Until its destruction by fanatics
during the riots of 1844, the Convent
of St. Au'vustine in Philadelphia
had what was considered one of the
finest ecclesiastical libraries of the
country. ,.,

One of the' first li.slories wri'ten
of the Chinese Empire, i, e by a
FUiropean, was that of the Augus-
tinian Fray Gonsalez de Mendoza,
who was embas.sador of the Spaijlslv
Emiieror to China in 1581. His
work was translated into Spanish,
Italian, French, and German.

The Augustnian Dr. Moriarity
lounc'ed in 1R41 at St. Augustine's
Church in Philadelphia a Temper-
ance Society, the first probably of
its kind in the United Stales.

The Augustinian College of Villa-
nova was the .second Catholic
.school to have an Engineering
School, in the United States and
the first in the East.

*«KM(m, soriis. VRV. mkd.s

llfE «IJ E HEAZER BALL
On the evening ot the .second

night of Junior Week the gym was
the .scene ot the mo.st picturesque
)f the week's affairs, the Blue
Blazer Ball. As the name implies
it was at this function that the
official Junior regalia came into its

.nvn. The dark blue blazers and
white llannels of the men made a
plea.sant contrast to the brightly
colored sport costumes of their
c('ini)aiiioiis. and both were fitting
outlits for the charming May even-
ing.

The old gym Was completely dis-
gtii.sed with Villanova banners and
wiih streamers and hangings of the
Ali.ia Mater's blue and white. The
programs of blue leather with gold
einbossini' were an achievement in
tliemselves. Bill Kettrich's Villa-
novans were the official musical
dispen.sers for the evening and were
in their usual excellent form.

Cairi«'d away by the melodies ol
the orchestra and the comi)lete in-
formality of the affair, most of us
loiind the evening all too short.
Much too .soon, it .seemed, the Blue 1

Blazer Ball's contribution to the
brilliancy of Junior Week came to
an end. and the couples drifted
away with anolher pleasant memory
added to their Junior Week's store.

Subscribe lor next year's Villa-
luivan now. Keep posted on Villa-
novan doings after you leave.

MICHELIS

518-516 Market St.

. PHILA.

JJi^

-.3331

.000!

ond .sarker. batted out three hits
and .scored twice, while Strau.ss,
(aptaiJi and leftflelder had a single
and triple and knocked in three
counters. Strau.ss provided the
neldUiR gem of the Rame. with a
spectacular gloved hand catch of a
hard drive in the eighth Inning.
Lehigh 2 02000000-4
Villaiu)va 03111100x-7
Ayre and Hnl.sted; Hanzik and

Gillespie.

Two base hit,s- Czesick,
pie. 3: Gazella, 3; Morgan
agan. Hillen, Kobilis.

3; Gilles-

; Plan-

*'Car»ful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAIIIVDRY

BRYN MAWr^ PA.
I'liiiiie tb4

SEE
Wm. Bomljl's

Display of Style

in thi

RENT A CAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1930 MODELS
Buicks, Hups, Chryalers, Chavs.
5122 Walnut Street

1830 Market Street . . i

329 S. Broad Stfeiet
NO IIOI K CIIAKdE:

I\o Deposit Required
of Villanova Students

Three base hits—Melan.son.

Home runs Melan.son 3;

pie, Morgan. Gazella.

Gi lies-

Stolen bn,ses -Flanagan 4: Oilles-

pie 3; CSazella, Morgan, McAndrews.
Cicero.

Sacrifice hits—Gazella. 2; Flana-
gan, Mulvenna, Morgan, DeLuca.
Czesick, Hanzik.

Composite .score bv inniiiRn:

Opponents .41212110 1-13
I Villanova . (5987 835 x -.52

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

Thp (!«»II«'pc Tailor

PRES.SING

rLEANING

DYEING

Pie Shoppe

Every Friday

For Details

SEE

Call "DOC" Cardamone
On BRYN MAWR 976
For Your Drug Wanta

HE DELIVERS

MILT KELLEM
Only rRnipi"* llrpre«ienlatlTe

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes

Rented to Students

At Special Prices

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH ST.

LoruBt 1881
ESTABLISHED 1880

.
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ARE YOU aOIMG TO
Tin: IRESUMW //(>/>>

FRIDAY MITE')'!

nE\ IRA\KLI\ VILL
\ ol. 2. No. 29

J I MORS!
DOVr lORi.ET TO

\OTE FOR YOIR

CLASS OFFICERS!
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Boston College Beats

Wihieat Nine in Close

Gann^; Rain Slops Two

Nrw Eii};hiiiil Trip Mil ILinl \t\ (oinltinalioii of
ElniK'iil.x ;iihI iiiinrr>

MEM)EL Mi;i)\|,

EHO.SII WIIN TWO M(H{|; in WIDE MMJGINS

Bostton College aand Jupe Pluvis
the old man who controls the rain,

f.topped Villanova's winning stn-ak
last week, as the Wildcats fell at

Boston before the Eagles, 8-7.

If you thought the 7-7 tie last fall

was .something, last Saturda.v's fra-

cas was the final word in superla-
tives used in di.'ic'ussing deadlocked
games. At the end of the second
inning the .score was 1-1, when
round three was over, it was 2-2.

when Villanova stopped batting in

the fifth it was 4-4. and an inning
later it was 5-5, At the end of the
.seventh it was all tied up at 7 all.

for the lifth and last time.

Fiddle Kobilis pitched the entire
game for the Main Liners and held
the slugging New Englanders to
eight hits. However, twice Sinok.v
pitched the hoinerun ball. Padd.v
Creedon hitting for th(> circuit early
in the game, and Captain Herman
slapped one for four ba.ses in the
seventh, tying the score after Kobi-
lis had seemingly clinched the game
with his own wallop with Czesick
on ba.se. just a few minutes earlier

Villanova hit Dixon and O'Connor
hard, getting thirteen hits for
nine'een ba.ses. Gazella hit a dou-
ble and Morgan had a triple in ad-
dit'on to Kobilis' four-ba.se swat.
Morean, Flanagan. McAndrews

1

and Czesick all came through with
two .safe hits for the visitors.

Czesick dropped Colbert's Hy in

the eighth inning, allowing the run
to .score which won the game.
Boston College played sloppy ball

afield, committing seven errors.
Creedon at .shortsioj) having three
of them. Everyone of the out-
fielders had one.
Boston 01121021 x—

8

Villanova 111112 0-7
Kobilis and Gillespie; Dixan and

Colbert.

Twice the games with Harvard
were rained out, Friday's game be-
ing called In the .second Inning. The
Providence trume .'.chediiled

Weilncsday, was jjostponed by
Rhode Islanders.

Frosh-IIun School—Rain
On Wednesday, Doc Jacobs

his Freshmen nine down to Prince-
ton, but the .scheduled battle with
Hun School was washed out by the
elements.

Frosh !); Wyomintr Sem. :•

The fifth straight for the Kittens
was annexed on Friday at the Sta-
dium when Wvomiiig Seminary
came down from Kingston, only to

fall before the oflferings of iJrice

and King by a 9-3 count.
The yearlings had no trouble at

all in winning from the prep .school

team and the game was .sewed up
after the fiist few Innings.

Frosh 10: rrslnus '?,?,, 1

Continuing just where they stop-
ped Friday, the Frosh made It six

• continued on page foun
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The alumni of St. Bonaventure's
College, which was almost totally

destroyed by fire on the afternoon
of May 5, have prom|jtly pledged
their financial support to the re-
const ruction ol their Alma Mater.
This action was taken at a meetint;
Ol the advi.sory board of the trus-
le.ss of the college tour da.ys after
the lire and was confirmed on May
13 when representatives of the
twenty-seven chapters of the St,
Bonaventure Alumni Association
met at the .school.

As .soon as the flames were dis-
covered the priests, students, and
lay instructors organized a fire-
light ing bri'-'.ade and succeeded in
.saving valuable vestments and altar
lurni.shings from the church. Many
priceless books and paintings, how-
ever, were in ashes long before sur-
njunding fire companies, hampered
by high winds and inadec)uate
water pressure, had brought the
blaze under control,
the church, ,seminary and mona-
stery of th»> Franciscan Fathers,
who conduct the college, were also
consumed in the $400,000 fire which
li'ft only two dormitory buildings
.siaiiding. All ela.s.ses tor the re-
mainder of the .vear have been can-
celled, and the students, who num-
ber nearly 1,000 have all left fori
their homes.

|

The college authorities. In view of
the immediate and whole-hearted
co-operation of the alumni, intend
to begin rebuilding as ,soon as
po.ssible and expect to have the
work suffieienlly under Way to
Vint any postiionement of
opening date next fall.

C'oinmeneement as I'sual
Amid the historic buildings

stroyed by lire on May .'>, the
ulty of St. Moiiaventun
i.. bu.sy making arrangements
Commencement as usual" to
held on Tuesday, June 10.

This will be the seventi<'lh com-
mencement of the college and the
exercises will be held lor the first

tune, becau.se of the ie.siilts of the
fire, in the oijen air, under the
-hadow of (he burned building.-
but with all the customary cere-
mony of an indoor comir.encement.
There is every prospect that there
will i)e a record-breaking attendance
of alumni of the inslitHlion who will

revisit their Alma Mater in the
hour of misfortune on the dav that

IMeiidel Medal
Awarded to

Dr.A.F.Zaliiii

li eri|»irnl Proiiiiticnl I'ljiure

ill l'i«>l<l of Aeronaiili*

ral SrijMirr

Seienee Book
Contains 18

Lai) Theses

Sopli Offiees

Dominated l)v
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be

the cla.ss of 1930 receives its di
olomas. .•

:'

While practically

Ij; of the college were
the fir«'. because of

of the big dining
nece.s.sary buildings.

A private pilot's training eour.se.

con.sisting of twenty hours' dual and
.solo flight instruction and leading

to Department of Commerce Private

Pilots license is being olfered by
Ludington Philadelphia Plying Ser-

all the students
.sent home after
the destruction
hall and other
the members

The MendfM Medal, awarded an-
nually for distinguished service in

the advancement of science will be
presented by Villanova College, to
Albert Francis Zahm. chief of the
Division of Aeronautics in the Libr-
ary of Congress, Washington, D, G.
Announcement of the selection of

Dr. k^ahm was made by Rev. Joseph
M. Uougherly. O S. A., de n of the
School ol Science. Rev. Dr. James
H. Gritfin. O. S. A., president ot the'

faculty of the Science School, and'
the College's board of trustees com-'
pr.sed the group nominating Dr.
Zahm.

Dr. Zahm has long been a prom-
in« nt ligure in the science of aero-
nautics. He holds degrees from
Notre Dame, Cornell and Johns
Hoj)kins. He has been profes.sor of
mathematics at Notre Dame and
associate professor of mechanics at
Catholic University. In 1925 he was
awarded the Laetare Medal of
Nnti-e Pp-mp TJni^crKJty fnv tii.s work
in aeitjoioutics.

Dr. Zahm made the first wind
I

tunnel with preci.se measuring in-i
[.struments. He al.so invented the
three torque control for airplanes;
an airplane speed meter and shock
lecorder He is the author of books
on aerial navigation, aerodynamics
and airplane distre.ss analysis. He
is also the author of .several hun-
dred olficial reports on aeronautical
tests and researches for the United
Stales Navy.
The Mendel Award will bo pre-

.senled to Dr. Zahm on th(> occasion
of Villanova's Commencement exer-
cises.

Abbott Grcgor John Mendel, to
whom the Villanova Mi-ndel is a
memorial, formulated his famous
principles of genetics in an August-
'iiian Monastery. Villanova is the
(.lily Augustinian College in the
United States.
The Mend(>I Medal was designat-

ed by John Snnock. .sculptor of the
Congressional medal awarded to
Thomas A. Edison. The obverse
side of the medal dejiicls Mendel,
clothed in the Augustinian habit
examining intently a sweet-pea
p'ant At one side appears a
niicroscope as it was develojx'd ini
Mendel's time. The rever.se side
shows an adaptation of the coll(>ge
seal encircled by a wreath of sweet!
peas.
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I The members of the Freshman
Cla.ss will make a most auspicious

entree into the field of social acti-

vities at Villanova when they hold
tlu'ir Sport Dance on Friday even-
ing.

^•receded by Jyn Kettrick and lus
augmenied troupe of Villanovans,
a merry-making ihrong of joy seek-
ers will invade the main balli'ooni ol
tne Benjamin Franklin Hotel in
PhiladeliJhia on Friday evening to
iiance away the night Iroiu nine till

two. Tjie lact that several students
are taking linal examinations on
Saturday .seems in no way to have
aiiected the advance .sale of tickets,
die mam ballroom of the Benjamin
franklin Hotel is one of the largest

With a display of politics worthy 'in the City ol Philadelphia and can

This year's edition of the 'Mendel

of men with more years of experi-
ence as politicians than they have
had. the Sophomores held an elec-

five

Bulletin."

School of

pearance

20111, Mr.

annual publication of Uie
.Science, will make its ap-
on the campus on May
McClain. Editor-in-Chief,

announced today.

The manual contains one htmdred
and eighty pages of reports on
scientilice research made by Villa-

nova Science students during the

pa.st year, pictures and diagrams
appropriate to the medicinal field,

and articles by men prominent in

the World of medicine. The illus-

i-rations have been furnished through
the process of micro-photography
which has been performed entirely

here at Villanova College.
Eighteen theses, the w(;rk of the

members of the Senior Cla.ss. are
published in full together with com-

j

i)iete illustrations necessary for a
I
lull uuueisLaiiuing of the reseaic-i

I

work.
I

Dr Kohlnier. famous
and biood specialist, and Rev. Jos-
ei)h Uougherly. O. S. A., dean of the
School of Science, have eoiilribuled
.special articles of interest to all in-
leresled in science. Mr. Kuntzen-
backer and Mr. Cryzinsky labralory
a.ssi.stants have al.so written special
h'ature articles for the ijublication.
The success of the book is due

iiiostl.v to the untiring efforts of
Rev. Dougherty who worked inces-
•santly in order to insure the edition
of a work of the higliesl caliber and
merit
The Mendel Bulletin staff com

prises the following men: John J.
MeClain. Editor; McHugh, Quinlan,
McAiieny, A.s.sociate Editors; Mc-
Maniis. Carbonetta. Business Mana-
gers; Gardner, Agre, Lane, Sa.s.sa-
nian. Circulation Managers; Nunan
McGarrity. Hertzberg. Bertlno, Re-
view Features: Kuntzenbacker and
Fliinagiin. Teehnieians.

tion their Junior

afternoon, in

The vote was
upperclassmen
Dri.scoU was

.SILDLMS!!

It vou have not ,vet made vour
colli libution to the Drive, do .so

at once. 'Your donations can be
handed in any lime at the Vice-
Presidents ofliee. Let'.s have
100', support!

of officers for

.vear. last Thursday
the Belle Aire office,
by ballot and with
presiding. Harold
elected to the Presidency; Nicholas
Catti to the Vice-Presidency; Vin-
cent Smith called to be Secretary:
James Garrity to tbe Treasurer.
The members of the Student Coun-
cil are James Garrity. Paul Rus.sell
and Harold Dri.scoU. All of the
foregoing, except Mr. Cattl are
bnsiness men.
The race for the office of Presi-

dent was a bitter one between Jos-
eph Deilz, an Arts man. and Har-
old Driscoll. a business man, the
latter winning out by a margin of
SIX votes.

Only one engineer was present at
the nomination meeting, held two
days before the election, due to the
fact that they had to attend cUuss.
Consequently, no engineer was
nominated for any office. This
was not at all cunipatibie to en-
gineering ideas and .so the engin-

Pathologist|eers proceeded to form an alliance
with the bu.siness men. The engin-
eers would vote for Driscoll if the
financiers would vote for Mr. Catti.
And .so. working in perfect concord
they succeeded in carrying the elec-
tions. The Arts and Science schools
likewi.se joined hands but by split-
ting their votes bi'tween Mr. Deitz
and Mr. Driscoll the election failed
of a draw.
A noteworthy phase of the elec-

tion was the withdrawing of Harry
Snigley and Jack McDermott from
the race lor the presidential po.st,

and the throwing of their influence
to Mr. Deitz. Harry Singley was
the cla.ss president for the la.st two
years. Jack McDermott and Jo.seph
Deitz are roommates. cla.s.smates
iind t<'aniinates.

The defeated candidates are Mar-
tin Gill, Willi'im Heilly. Gerald En-
ligh and Ralph Lanciano for Vice-
President; Harry Caulder and
Charles Moore tor Treasurer; Harry
Dougherty, William Tracy, and
Cucioiiato for Secretary; William
Reilly, John Gaughn. Edward Der-
by, and R. Emmi for Student Coun-
cil. Th(>y were defeated by large
iia.joritics.

[accommodate Irom four to
Hundred couples with comfort.

Arrangements complete
Air. Ara Cambere, capable chair-

man ol the committee in charge,
nas announced that all arrange-
ments to the most minute detail
nave been completed and all is in
readiness for the enjoyment of a
nigni ol real entertainment.
The hall will be decorated in

IJUrpie and gold, colors of the
Freshman cla.ss, and blue and white
ihe colors ol our Alma Mater, 'm.
decoration ol the stage, left ui the
Hands ol the management, will be
up lo ihe higli standard main-
tained oy llie Benjamin Franklin.
The dance will be strictly in-

formal and as the name implies
llannels, biazers and other sporting
apparel will be in good taste.

Tickets
Tickets will be given out to Fresh-

men ill the Belle Aire office tomor-
row from lU to 1:30 and from 5
to 6:30, Thur.sday during the same
hours and on Friday from 12 to 3.

Tile Freshman tickets are to be
jdillt It'll, iiuiii those issued to mem-
bers 01 me upper classes and to out-
siders. Tnis has been done to
prevent Freshmeli from .selling
their tickets. No man will be ad-
mitted on a Freshman ticket unless
he is a member of that Claris.

Tnique Favurs
'Ihe outstanding feature of the

dance will lie in the programs
whicli are entirely different from
any .seen at college dances hereto-
tore. Although the committee
would not reveal the exact nature
of the booklets they .did a.ssure us
that they will be of a type most
pleasing to all.

The committee in charge of the
Freshman Sport Dance consists oi
Mr. Cambere, chairman, as.sisted
by Messrs. Fanisworth, Donahue,
Ceravoio. LaFond. Rothert. Murphy.
Douglas. Wimterberger, WaLsh and
Lenaue.

of the Senior Cla.ss remained for
final examinations. With the spirit
characteristic of the institution,

the Seniors carried on and held
their annual ball in Olean on the
evening of May 9.

The giaduating cla.ss of St. Bon-
vice for the best es.say on "Com-javentine'.-> this .vear numbers over
mercial Po.ssibilities in Aviation" by,o le hundred. Ix-sides tho.se who
a student at the University of

Penn.sylvania. Villanova, Temple,
Drexei Institute, Haverford College
or Swarthmore College.

The competition, which is intend-
ed to foKti'r interest in aviation

among Ihe student class, opens today
|

in celebration

and clo.ses at midnight June 28. It,anniver.sary of

will receive the degrees of master of
arts or science. A number of
graduates in the extension .school

will be given degrees, including
some twenty women.
Plans for th(> JiibiU^e enrollment

of the seventy- fifth

the founding of the

Big City Not So Cruel
to Lonely College Girls

PVirriAI. LIST OE CON-
I ix'ihi ions lo PAR-
EiM-STlDENT EllND

Installation

Of Offieers

Beiiiff Held

of Ihe structures destroyed by Are.

\II.L\N()\ A DHINE
Ml MIONED

.lEWISII

IN
WOKEI)

is expected that the i)apers submit- ('ollege are progressing. Already a
ted will contain many valuable] number of Ihe alumni have j)ledged

ideas on the subject of commercial substantial .sums for the rebuilding
aviation.
The theme of the contest is not

that of far-flung prophecy. It must
adhere to the present day aspect of

the industry—iU? value for Instance,
as a transportation medium in the
form of a common carrier and for

more .specialized travel, .such as
business trips and emergency .jour-

neys.
More especially, the Ludington

Company is .seeking suggestions for
new u.ses of the airplane in business
and recreation. The originality of
the paper from this standiwlnt will

be one of the deciding factj)rs in
choosing the winner. The company
feels that many of the best minds
of the Industry will be recruited from
Ihe colleges in the near future and
that this Is the tim;< to bring aero-
nautics to the notice of this cla.ss.

|

All the papers will be read by a

The .Jewish World, which Is

hiJihlv r«'s|M»cted by Philadelphia
Jewry, ran the following article on
th(> day of Villanova's great dinner:
Villanova College, where many

Jewish .voiilhs are getting a college

education, announced today that It

is inaugurating a program of de-
velopment to enlarge Its u.sefulnps.1

in this eoinmunlty.
A tund (»f $2.3()0.()0n l.s to be

ral.sed Ix-fore June to carry forward
the program.
Amoii-r tho.se holding memlx'rshlp

on Villanova's executive and advls-

bonrd of competent judges, each ofjory committees are:

whom is actively connected with I
Con<4re.s.sman Benjamin Oolder,

nviation. Their decision, which wllliAllxMt M Greenfield. Hon. JoM'|)h

fcontlnucd on c>a«o four) I
(Continued on Page Thr««)

We have heard and read .so many
iiccounts of the heart lessness and
ruthless coldness of the Big City
m the past .that we have bi>gun to
have our doubts about the veracity
of such statements. Our doubts
were augmented and strengthened
with the receipt in the mail of the
following news item. Read it and
iudg«> for your.self.

Realizing that at every gradu-
tion .sea.son thousands more college
girls come to New York, the man-
agers of three apartment-hotels de-
signed expressly for women in New
York have agreed to cooperate in
helping the army of college gradu-
ates that will .soon begin trooping
into the city.

These three women, Mrs. Mary
Yorke. of The Sutton Hotel; Mrs.
Ijola Cran.ston. of The Virginia, and
Miss Clara Stone, of The Irvin,
have agrt-j'd on sjjecial rate conces-
sions for college women to New
York in June and July. They have
also agreed to make The Sutton
headquarters for a unique .service:
women living or visiting in places
not quickly accessible to the bu.si-

ness, theatre and shopping districts
will be invited to conic to The Sut-
ton during the day for rest and re-
laxation. Attractive Ix'dnHmis with
private baths will be reserved for
them. A nominal fee will l)e

charged which will also include
checking .service and the privilege
of having mall and me.s.sftKe8 sent
to The Sutton. It is exix'ctcd that
the JM-rvlce will l)e particularly
IKipiilar during the summer when

.so many young women commute
and find them.selves free during the
hours from ."i.OO to 8.00 and want a

|)lace where they may rest and
dress but are too far from lh<<ir

Ivlng v'luarlers.

In a me«-iing the three women
agreed that the pioblem of the col-

lege girl to find suitable living

(luarters in New York is a difficult
one. because her standards are too
high for her to be happy as sub-
sidized hou.ses and dormitorie;
which are maintained for working
girls, and being still on a beginning
.salary, or .studying, .she cannot al-
ways afford to a.ssume the res|)on-
sibillties of a lea.sed apartment.
The i)roblem is made more difficult
by Ihe fact that her stay
city is oft( n for a short oi-

ite period of time
How accommodatin'.

in the
Indefin-

Risters of the Ble.'^sed Sacra-
ment

Charles E. McParland
James Crumble
William Remhardt....
James Galle-'.her..

Cteorge Snyder. . .

.

1-ouis Roma
Mrs. R M. Lane. .

Dr. M. S. Evans
Janu'.s G. Boyle
Mrs. Augustus Fitzgerald.
.Sisters ot Mercy
William B Christy ,.

Samuel Rubin
Frederick DeOnis. ,.,.,.

.

Mi.ss Eiee Crov^'e. .....

Walter J. Coleman.
Patrick Murnane...
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Elett Uflicer.s

1930-31

Social ()r<;aiii/alioii8

for

George O'Connor 300

In the Negative

The customer shook his iM)rtralt
ii; Ihe photographer's face. 'Do I

look like this picture? The thing's
an outrage! Why. youve given me
an nwftil .squint imd the Uxik of a
pri/e- lighting bully,

me and no nosen.se

you call that a good
The photogra|)her

print, then looked at

Now answer
about It! Do
like'iess?"

scanned the
the customer.

•The answer." he said. "Ls In the
negative."

And the customer went away with
a l(X)k of deep thought on hl.s face.

John Kilcoiir.se.

Nicholas Cattle.
A Wniterberger.
Dr. VV. D. Nunan......
BtM-nard McLaughlin..
George Lovatt
P T. McI>ermolt
Dr. Matthew S. Ersner
Flank DiBerardino
John Quirk
John J. Kelley
Jo.seph V Kelley
Josej)h Hrosloskl
J( 1 ome G. Stabile
Anthony J. Sweeney..
DjmuiIs J. Lucey
Marion H. Chalkley...

• • •.« ^ * t <

tf;«.« • h « • • I
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300

300
30t;

30p
300
300
300
500
500
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

STIDFNT rolNCIL NOTICK

There will be an Important meet-
ng of the Student Council tomor-
row evening at seven o'clock in
Room No lOfi. All are requested to
Ix- in attendance lo vote for officers
for next year.

The Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity
ol the Business School will hold a
meelmg on Wednesday. May 21, at
12.30 o'clock in Alumni Hall, for the
liurpose of electing officers and
admitting new members. It is
earnestly requested that all mem-
bers of the fraternity be present.
I he .selection of officers and the
admission of new members are the
most important duties that rest
U))on the members of any .society
and it is only through the efforts
of its members that a capable body
of officers can be elected and the
most deserving men admitted.
Delta Pi Ei)silon ranks high among
the .societies on the campus and
the maintenance of such a high
position is only po.sslbIe through
the cooperation of Us members.
IJelle Ma.sque and Betta Ciumma
There will be a joint meeting of

the Belle Ma.sque and the Betta
Gamma .societies on Wednesday,
May 21. at 4.00 o'clock m Mendel
Hall. The purjxjse of this meetiiig
is to elect officers for both clubs
lor the next .school year. Members
of both .societies are requested to
be in attendance Both societies
are of recent origin on the campus,
but in their short existence they
have accomjjlished marvelous work.
The Belle Masque .society presented
the famous dramatic .success "Rich-
elieu." The Betta Gamma Society
engaged in a number of debates
with local colleges. The prospects
for next .vears are of the best, and
It Is only a flttlng tribute to two
outstanding collegiate activities,
that the .student body lend their
supiK)rt to both .societies.

(continued on page four)
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Atmosphere

'The ambition of Hollywood's producers to obtain the

most natural and most appropriate atmosphere and back-

ground for their pictures has driven them to their most

novel and most costly venture. Harold Lloyd's newest com-

eay "Feet First", which sroes into production this week on

board the Matson Liner "Malolo", bound for Honolulu, will

be filmed for the most part aboard the liner. On this first,

floating studio, enough lighting equipment to change night

into day on the Pacific will be carried by the Lloyd expedi-

tion to make possible scenes for the talking comedy, which

prompted the comedian to make an actual ocean jaunt and

be the first to shoot audible scenes on a steamer rather than

rely on studio results.

The Malolo dynamos will supply current for ten giant

sun arcs, twenty-five spotlights, and twenty-five side arcs.

This will furnish enough illumination for Lloyd's company

of fifty to shoot in any quarter of the boat. An entire bag-

gage car of equipment and props will be in use. This will

include a massive eight and a half ton sound wagon, which

is to be lashed on a forward deck of the Malolo with suffi-

cient cable to enable the unit to shoot at any time five hun-

dred feet away from the recording instrument.

Six cameramen will be included in the complement sail-

ing with Lloyd. There will be six men to handle the sound

equipment, and another half-dozen electricians on the lamps.

The players who will make the trip besides Lloyd will be

Barbara Kent, leading woman; Robeit McWade, veteran

stage star, playing old man Tanner, the shoe king, and Lil-

lianne Leighton, portraying Mrs. Tanner.

At first sight this action on the part of the producers

may seem to be nothing short of folly. But is it ? Is it not,

rather, the realization of a long felt necessity? Ever since

the introduction of the talking pictures, directors have been

at their wits' end, trying to invent sounds so nearly perfect

that they deceive, in many instances, even the trained ex-

pert. Movie magnates are realizing the need of giving the

public the best possible. Nothing can be better than the

real thing. Working on this principle the producers have

found it necessary to go out and get the real thing in order

to provide perfect entertainment for their audiences. This

problem of producing the proper sound effects is only one of

the many problems that have arisen with the talkies and
Hollywood feels that it has finally found the solution to at

least this phase of the problems. Whether the venture will

be a success or not remains to be discovered, but the stunt

has opened new fields for the technicians of large studios

to explore in their continuous search for means to lure pa-

trons past the box office and into the already crowded the-

ater. :'v ''
:-. v !

* * * * *
li...

A Chance For Consideration •''':':'<':

Here we are on the threshold of our examinations. In-

deed some of us—the Seniors—have already passed through

the doorway. It is not our purpose at this time to urge you

to study. If you need urging at this eleventh hour we pity

you. But taking it for granted that you have been and are

studying, we urge you to do one more thing when the time

comes to take the exams. Write plainly and coherently.

To some, perhaps, it seems ludicrous to talk about how an

exam should be written, when we are all woiried about what

should be written. But nevertheless a more opportune time

could not be picked to urge the students to be careful about

their writing during the exams. Consider how many there

are in your class and how many other classes a day the pro-

fessors have besides yours. When you stop to think that

every member of all these various classes hands in a paper

that has to be gone over carefully, read, and marked,

can get some idea of the vast amount of work that lies

ahead of our professors. Work that is made easier or more
difficult by the legibility or illegibility of your paper. Why
not give them a break? Then again we would only be bet-

tering our own interests because there is less room for error

in the reading in a well written paper. Also—by whom
would you rather have your paper corrected? by a professor

that has become disgruntled and illhumored by trying to

decipher some meaningless hieroglyphics, or one that is

peacefully, contentedly marking well written easily read

papers? Think it over.

NOTICE!

SENIORS SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR NEXT

YEAR'S VILLAJSOVAN

Somewhere In the history books
of my forgotten prep school days
there Is an account of a Oreek
philosopher who spent a lifetime

m studying a Greek article. Only
a Greek would attempt a stunt ot

that sort. But the point is, if it

took him a life time for an affair

&6 an article what can possibly be
tone in one column on the most
complex subjects, namely women.
But orders are orders and must be
vjoeyed. Some time ago there was
ait article in a leading paper con-
cerning women in the Hie of a col-

lege student. It was very good for

a kid in grammar school. Barring
advice given In all texts there is

only one sure way to avoid the in-
tluence of a woman and that is to

shoot yourself. I haven't the heart
to call them fair damsels or pretty
maidens. Rather they should be
denounced for Just what they are.

8ince time began there has been a
woman behind all the events ot

history. Anthony had his Cleo-
patra, Napoleon his Josephine, and
well may we profit by their ex-
ample.

Types
Tt^ere are three types of women;

ulondes, those who can cook and
those whom we wish could cook,
usually sweet and impressive, that
is, as long as you agree with them.
One should be careful not to take
the majority of modern blondes out
in the rain; the rain like the wash
brings out entirely too much.
Blondes when still in the cradle de-
velop the disease known as the
"Gimmies." It is called a disease
because it takes everybody's ease
but the one having it. The symp-
toms are an outstretched hand or
a lew small hints that bear fruit

one way or the other. You either
come across or find another hat
rack to hold your best fedora on a
Sunday night. There is no cure for
lais aliment. I'he more the patient
gets, the greater grows the disease.
A girl of this type likes everything
—shows, dances, feeds and all the
nice little things of life as she calls
them. For years you noiurish the
disease and then when the little

house in the suburbs has been
carefully examined and the train
schedules to Niagara Falls consulted
she calmly and sweetly, very sweetly
puts your ring in her pocketbooK
and tells you that she can not love
you as her heart belongs to Mike,
who drives the mUk truck, but.
come what may, she will always be
a sister tO- you. Your cup of sorrow
or whatever you call it may then be
considered as filled to the brim.
The proper procedure is to give
tnanks lor your deliverance. You
can hardly blame her for being un-
able to resist the brute and his
milk truck. Every dog nas his day,
you are having yours and Mike will
some day have his.

Others
There again is the perplexing

problem oi speech. Girls in this
country smxti to use the same
as the male characters but the
meaning is as different as black to
white. When some ninety-pounder
emits a hoarse little giggle and
whispers a deep "Stop" the best
thing to do is to grab a telephone
book and open at random to any
page; if the number of the page is

even she means "Stop," if the num-
ber Is odd she meaos "Go." If she
says stop and means stop you'll

soon know and even have time to
think it over while your face is cool-
ing. It is a different matter if she
says "Don't." The English transla-
tion for "Don't" is "Try it and see
what happens." "Don't" is the
yellow light of caution on the rail-

road. It is the same on the road
to the heart. It signifies that the
way is passable but unsafe. It is

an exceUent time for excellent
judgement. There are others like

expressions of speed such as "Watch
it ", "Be Careful," "Don't be Busy-
all of which have their different
meanings. Different everytime
they are used.

Obstacles

Should you oe unwise enough to
throw your hat into the ring, shake
hands with your friends—you are
doomed. There is no escape once
you are marked. When a girl takes
up the stunt she is always sure to
kill. However start off on the
right foot and make the going easy
by purchasing thirty feet of good
strong rope as used in tying bulk.
Upon your visit to meet the family
take this along disguised as a pack
of llfesavers. When you get there,
search the place carefully for kid
brothers. Lure them into the woods,
tie them with the rope, mangle the
bodies after having slit their throats
and then hang them to the tallest

oak as a warning or an example tn

others. No Judge nor Jury will con-
vict you. Return to the house and
explain that you left the kid
brothers in the movies. Tfell the
girl how nice she looks in that
dress; she knows that you are lying
but she wants to believe it so it's

easy. Never mention the looks of a
new dress as the chances are she
has worn it before and will be angry
at your failure to recognize it. Ex-
plain this by saying you'd never
know it since the gravy spot were
cleaned. Dirty gravy spots are just

too dreadful while clean ones are
nice. You, being in review before
the family, inrlll feel somewhat un-
comfortable. To give them a good
impression come at least an hour
late. Say hello to all the folks.

Sock the old timer on the back and
ask him what he thinks of the
Yank's chances this year. He may
never have heard of them and you
have one point in your favor. When
the Mrs. gets her usual questions in

tell her your father is Mayor of

the home town and your uncle run.s

the general store. A good chew of

tobacco as customary will be a
constant companion through thl.s

trying period. Ask to be shown
around the dwelling. A first class

affair will have as its primary at-

C]ect)an9e

I'olitirh ill IViiii .Stutt! are uiider-

Koiiig u xlrii'l rleaiiup period with the

1<>:U t'lciiioii riilcH. 'ihc t-huiigea in

the tuU'K provide for the pruliibilioii

uf u|l MriUcii udvortiHiiig fur cuiidi-

dui«i4 uiid uUo require ull uf the hal-

lolliiiK lo itiivf phice ill u Hiiigle day.

Am eu«-ii voter eiilerii the PoIIn, hiH

rfgixtriilion A\\\ it> performed, lhu»

preveiiliiig llie poabihility of u "litulli'd

liullot."

W ilh our own electionn coming
soon, a plun oj this kind ought to

arouse a Jevling of itridc in every stu-

dent thill no siuli system uf checking

up <»« voles IS neiessury here. U' rit-

ten udvertising o) inittvtditul cundi-

dates has never been heard of at

t illanova.

Siudeiii» of IIUUART COLLEGE
UKtteitned llieiiihelveH lo ihe uiiiuuiil •!

)>.iU.UU lor their IVJl luxen ut u briet

meeting held >u their cliupei. As the

iiOKAK'l liEKAi.D huti ii, "It ia to

ue hoped ihiil llie experiuivi'lH ou
buuiid coiiuueled by tiiu I'^ycliulogy

Uepurluieiit will provide u meuiK
whereby 80Uiid>< of luu greut intviiHily

or volume uiuy he audiitle to the ha-

muli ear.''

Maybe we're wrong, but "shelling

out" is the most disagreeable extra-

curricular activity in any college.

Caliiulic liniver8ily in about to or-

ganize a *'C" club, lo which any stu-

dent having earned a "C ' iu alhlelic8

Hi a iiieinber. i'he liuttou of member-
ship ii> to adiiiil any lueinher to any
ulhjetic coiite8t iu which C U. partici-

pateb.

The button is evidently intended

for those short-sighted gale keepers

who cannot discern a i2x3 "C".

Bill Eminitt, '3U, the HusincHs Mana-
ger of the BUCKMCiLLlAN, liud hib

ancient ''Model X" wrapped around a

telephone pole in pretzel labhiou

l)y buiiie l>eiievoleiit geulleiiian who
remunerated hiui generuubly for the

privdege.

That s a good idea. I wish some-
one would declare open season on
some of the anledeluvian chariots on
this campus—and so do the bleagured
owners.

"Thoroughly di»(gU8led with the

manner in which college life is be-

ing portrayed by the motion pictures,

btudeiitb of High Point College are

preparing to prodiu:e an all-talking

picture depicting college life as it

really is."

If hile we really appreciate the spir-

it of these students, we hope that

they do not expect to pay the costs of

produclion from the gate receipts.

We luipe at least, that the theme song
won't be, "A College For Sale,"

IMewb of alarming portent reaches
UK from Johns llopkiiin. Crubaderb
have discovered the fact that J. H.
men do not want huolleggers, speak-

easies, etc. But they are faced with a

dilemma because tliey also discover

that they want their hooze.

They also mention "gin-drinking

High School Girls," but there seems
lo be nit active movement to abolish

these. In fact we hate strong reasons

to believe that the said GDHSG are

much in demand.

.Seven Days' Wear
Pat had agreed to accompany his

wife on a shopping expedition.

"There's a good pair of boots,"

said the latter, as they stood look-

ing in the window of a boot shop.

"I'll get tho.se for little 'Arold."

Pat looked at the articles indi-

cated and a murmur of surprise

left his lips as he saw the price

and the notice, "Last Seven Days,"
displayed on a card above them.
"But surely Martha," he said,

"you don't want to buy those

things."

"Why not, Pat?" asked his wife,

wonderingly.
"Begorrah," gasped her husband,

"but you w.int them to last longer

than a wee):."

traction a parlor with only one
workable light and the labor to be

performed by that is to be of no
account. If the davenport Ls big

and comfortable put a check on it

with chalk and a mark on the wall.

If the room has a victrola and a
movable rug mark another one. If

the clock is of the variety that
strikes the hours and half-hours
like a fire-engine take off one point
and put your foot through the face

of the thing. Talking about kicking
be particular to note the style of

shoe the father wears, if it Is a
broad toe, be careful, he is a man
of firm principles and varied ex-
periences. A broad toe and more
than lour steps leading from the
front door is enough to make even
the brave tremble. No matter what
happens, be nonchalant and self

compo.sod. Of course it is not the
proper setting for dignity when, at

two in the morning he finds you
relating the beauties of travel to

his daughter in the front parlor,

but bear up and smile. When he
swings, duck and run, its the safest.

Run home and come back the next
night, he'll be glad to welcome you.
After going to her home for the
first twenty dates take her out
walking to break the monotony. Do
this for three years and you cannot
fail. And on the third anniversary
prep>are to have her tell you she
will be a sister to you as fore-men-
ttoned. After being 'cruelly jilted,

there are three things you may do.

You may commit suicide and end
it all. Perhaps this is the best
course as it saves future laundry
bills. Then again you may write

an article on the vanity and stu-
pidness of women which Liberty
will be only too pleased to publish
if it has sufficient double meanings.
However this admits not the com-
plexity of feminine nature but your
own short coming.s. Lastly you may
smile, shrug your shoulders and
start all over again to follow the
whims of a maid. With a choice
as wide n.s the.so It becomes almo.st

a plPRsure to have loved and lost.

Besides consider the experience
gained. Experience is costly, you
also learn that by experience.

THE MAD HATTEP

The next two weeks will be a sad
time for all the various and sundry
femmes. They are always pretty

good back seat drivers but how they

hate to take a back seat even for

something as important as finals.

The Turkish crown Jewels, which
are soon to be sold. Include the fa-

mous peacock throne which is stud-

ded with stones said to be worth
$13,000,000. That would Just be a
nice little nicknack for the boys to

have in Fedigan so that the eternal

day-hop visitors would have a lolling

place.

Frances Starr Wins Divorce Prom
Coffin."-Headline.
And who wouldn't be glad of such

an opportunity?

It pays to be gallant down in

Kentucky. It paid the owner of

Gallant Fox Just $50,000 besides the
extras.

An educator is worried over our
student body. He thinks the young
people should be watched over care-
fully to prevent excess study. Per-
haps It never entered his mind that
some of the yoimg people are old
enough to watch over themselves.

"Red" Caglc, of the Army has just

let it out that he married secretely

two years ago. Probably his English
Instructor never taught him the
subtle difference between the words
martial and marital.

Has anyone heard the wart song,
entitled, "I'm sure I could grow on
you."

A dentist insists on telling us that
Americans' jaws are getting weaker.
And we are sure that he Is right,

when we arrived a half hour late

for an appointment with She, her
bawling out only lasted one hour
and a quarter.

For twenty-five days they wished
for rain, and now that we have had
rain for a few days, they are wish-
ing for it to clear up again. There
no suitin' of these here Americans
nohow.

Speaking of indefinites that last
papagraph should hang up a new
non-stop record for talking about
nothing, in nothing flat.

The Atchison Globe says that
"A penitentiary is supposed to be
a place of punishment." Really the
editor of the A. G. should come East
and have his views modernized a
bit.

Speaking of modernizing things,
why can't we start a campaign to
have the Pennsy put another sta-
tion near Austin and the Library?
It would facilitate "'the return of
books within at least a month's
time.

We should also like to agitate a
reform In classroom comforts. These
spring days we think the faculty
should supply pillows and mat-
tresses to all the dry as dust lectur-
ers on their staff.

Another bright suggestion: have
a copy of each of the latest period-
icals attached to each chair for the
amusement of the bored student.

Who said history does not repeat
itself? We now have stereoscopic
moving pictures.

These steyeoscope pictures aren't
much of an improvement over those
of the last generation; they do not
offer as much excuse for a couple
sitting close together. Though we
can't Imagine a present day couple
needing any excuse to sit close to-
gether.

DeBUNK

- The Styx -

Would Save Time
Little Bobby: "Must I really wa.sh

my face, mamma?"
Mother: "Yes, you're terribly

dirty!"

Bobby: "Why can't I just put
.some flour on my face like you do?"

WHAT ARE
YOU DOING?—

Two hundred thousand dollars
is a lot of maney, but when the
members decided to raise this
sum are close to a thousand, it

can hardly be called formidable.
The new gymnasium and audi-
torium of such Importance to
VlUanova Is the real objective of
those whose Interest In Vlllanova
is so profound as those of the
parents of the students.
Only three weeks remain In

which to raise this sum, and It

behoves everyone upon whom
this task rests to bestir hlnuself.

The "Drive" is about to reach its

peak and if we are to go over
the "top" with our assignment
we must uotdo ourselves In the
devotion of time and efforts to
the work of raising our allotment.
We cannot ease toff the respon-
sibility on to the shoulders of
anyqbody else—the task belongs
to each Individual. Only
throu<Th a feeling of personal
concern and unusual effort can
we hope to achieve a worthwhile
result.

The students of Vlllanova must
realize the great share they
should take in this effort. Any
man who would sit back and fail

of interest particularly at a time
like this Is hardly possessed of a
fine sen.se of loyalty to his school
or to hlm.self. If he cannot pro-
vide financial assistance at any
rate he can Interest others who
are in a favorable position to do
so. Everyone affiliated with
Vlllanova must do something if

he is to carry out his share of

the work.
At some later date the heart

and mind of any man of Vllla-

nova would rest uneasy if he
should look back to the time of
ViUanova's opportunity and
fund that he failed his Alma
Mater, becau.se he would In real-

ity have disappointed hlm.self.

Well ladies and gentlemen of my
earthly audience, here we are back

again on the surface of the earth

and all in a lather because we Just

about got back here in time for the

great Derby, Darby or what have

you. We have seen bigger and
better races than the Derby down
here in Hell, lor instance the An-
nual Caucasian Race, the great

Mongolian Race. The prize for the

latter is that magnificent yellow

pearl that you hear about every

once in so often in the Literary

Digestion.

To come back to Churchill Downs.
Kentucky. We have with tWs race

an extra special feature which has

been included all for the original

price of your last shirt. (That

price is to keep you from leaving

the same with any and sundry
bookmakers wandering about the

track). The special attraction Is

none other than the Earl of Derby
(be sure an pronounce that Darby,

as tho there were an a, Irwin Cobb
ideals and dictates, to the con-

trary). You know this English

chap claims that one of his remote
ancestors started this idea of hav-
ing a horse around the track bur-

dened with a light eater so that

he can see where he is going. That
ancestor of his must have been a
brilliant chap, Just imagine all th^

brain work that took, getting some
people to agree to go around a cir-

cular track on the back of a speedy
liorse Just for the sake of a bit Oi

filthy lucre.

Anyhow the Earl is here, and '

is going to be given the great an
special honor of spouting a few
words into the ether via the mike
while representing the cup that goe

;

to the winner. Lord knows what
the winner will do with a cup ot

those dimensions in these so-calV
prohibition days. Graham Macna-
mee the demon radio announcer Is

sitting beside the English Lord and
tellng him one of the best Pat and
Mike stories, so that he will have
a pleasant trip home next week.

Graham is so excited about thi

Derby that he almost has one o:

the attendants get a key for Alchi-

bedes fetlock, so that the poor

horse will win the race and pull In

some jack to give baby a new pali

of shoes, or perhaps a diamond
wrist-watch.

'j

Here come the horses on parade,

and there is our old friend Earlc

Sande on Gallant Fox. He claims

that with a bit of luck he is Jusl

sure to win the race, but we wil

see. He seems to be a bit super-

stitious £is he is carrying four

horse shoes with him. The horses

are all at the barrier and Graham
Mac is now so excited that he is

telling his audience that the beau-
tiful dresses worn by the horses es-

pecially for this occasion, are all

being spoilt by the drizzling rain,

that is threatening to be an up-
pour any day now.

THEY'RE OFF! There they go,

some body or other is up in front

and several other horses seem to be

trying to overtake him—there, that

horse that thought so much of him-
self as to take second place right

at the beginning is overtaken by
another one who in turn is taken
up by another—my, my, that horse

in first place Just doesn't want to

give that place up and it was tast-

ing so good too. There they are on
the back stretch now—they are all

bunching together—no we mean
that they are all strung out—well

anyhow another horse has taken
the last place and the last one has
moved up a bit. Now that chap in

the first place has lost again and
some else has usurped the meaty
post. Here they come, the thunder-
ing herd of the South on the home-
stretch. Ah! We know that odour
would bring out old Gallant Fox,
we'll bet that he wins by a stomach.
Earle is telling him all about the

great rest that he can have, he can
even sleep until ten o'clock tomor-
row and miss church this once if

only he wins this race. Ah-ha that
did the work. Gallant Fox crossed

under the wire first, and who
should be second but the other
gallant. Gallant Knight. Of course
that is the effect of the chivalry of

the South, the Gallants are always
in the lead. Now you see little one.

If you give up your seat to the old

lady in the car, you might win the

Kentucky Derby—all right, allright

hive it your own way and pronounce
it darby—personally we never like

the English since the time of

George III.

Perhaps it pays to be superstitious
you see what four horseshoes did
for Earle Sande and the Gallant
Fox. And now he is getting a fifth

horse shoe, another good luck
token, tho' this one is floral.

Now the Earl of Derby gets a
chance to speak to the other Earle.

Well we'll be darned If he's not
giving it to the wrong guy, he's
giving the cup to some chap who
stood in the grandstand during the
whole show. Now that's not fair,

all that he did was fumhsh the
dough to buy and train the horse.
We think that all cups should be
given to the horse or to the Jockey,
though we suppKxse that the owner
has more use for the cup as he
can afford bigger and better boot-
leggers now that he has won a
Kentucky Derby.

Here we are in as much of a
lather as the Gallant Pox over the
winnlnf of this race. We will now
have to repair to Hell to cool off

and see how our private races are
coming off. That sure was a darb
of a derbv. but methlnks that In

the summertime we prefer straw
hats. Tata, toodle-oo etcetera.

PHELYOA"

LOST
A fountain pen. by Joseph RIna*
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Sport Slants by Red

College Athletes, in their Athletie ainhition, all

strive to earn the coveted varwity monogram in their chosen

sport. Kach, upon securing the letter, proudly wears it

upon his hroad chest and that letter to him is his reward.

A just reward intleed to the man who has slaved and strug-

gled lo make the grade, he it in f(»olhall, hasehall, hasket-

hall, track or some t)f the minor sports. The award of the

letter is the lumor hestowetl upon her Athletes hy practi-

cally every representative college and university in the

country. But several of our leading institutions have gone

farther in their awartls and hesides the letter lo every ath-

lete who has fulfdled the necessary ohligalion, they have

added the Life Pass. To he sure, this is not secured hy the

same qualification as the letler; it is made far harder for

the athlete lo secure. The rewar<l is made in three forlns,

gold, silver and hronze. To the athlete who secures three

varsity letters in one sport is given a hronze Pass which en-

lilies him to see his college in action in that particular sport

during the remainder of his life without the usual cash do-

nation at the gate. To the man who has secured two letters

in two different varsity teams is given the silver award,

which grants him the same privilege hut to two sports in-

stead of one, while to' the athlete who has secured either

ihree letters in two different sports or four single letters in

four different sports or any award in excess of these quali-

fications goes the GOLD LIFE PASS, which admits him

gratis to any sport in which his college may be participat-

ing. The regular letter is a great award more for the honor

it bestows upon its bearer than in any other form, while the

Pass is a reward in concrete form to the man who, accord-

ing to its requirements, must certainly have done his share

to the athletic teams of the institution he represents. This

Life Pass plan has been worked out with great success by

those colleges which have used it and it is an added boon

to the athlete at the close of his collegiate career. Villanova

should consider this plan for it is rapidly climbing the stairs

to fame in the athletic world and there is no reason why we

should not reward the athletes who have given their best

to make the ascent possible.

THE INTERMllRAL SPORTS

One chilly day last Fall the Wildcats met their arch-

enemy in a football contest on the latter's field. One of the

outstanding qualities so noticeable in the Wildcat team, and

its supporters as well, was their "fight" as used in the ath-

letic world. Pressmen wrote about it and spectators com-

mented on it all with the same query. "Where does Villa-

nova get its wonderful spirit?" If these same people could

witness the games between the various Hall teams right

here at Villanova they would no longer wonder, they would

know. Each game has been bitterly contested until it was

over. Each player, spurred on by his associates, has given

his best to win, to bring honor to his hall. Such spirit

spreads and soon dominates the entire school. Intermural

sports are the birthplace of that rapidly growing cognomen

"Wildcat Spirit." _^_

SCHEDULE FOR FINAL EXAMINATIONS

Tennis Team
[its Even

In 4 Frays
Spli

Defeat llrsinus and Saints,

But Lose to N. Y. II.

and C. C. N. Y.

TO MEET TEMPLE

Playing four matches within a

week, found the racket wlelders

successful in the first two. but

dropping the latter pair. Victories

were scored in the Ursinus and St.

Joseph's tilts, while decisions were
lost to two New York clubs, N. Y.

U. and C. C. N. Y. These brought

the season's record up to an even

500. four games having been won
and an equal number lost.

Villanova 4; Ursinus 2

The Wildcats gainec revenge ^or

a shutout handed them last year

by the CoUegevllle netmen, by

handing them a reverse in a close

and interesting exhibition. Manuel
Suarez and Captain Pete Forve

gained victories In singles, while

Laveson and Suarez took their

doubles match. In the deciding

set-to, Sol Herman and Forve came
through with a well earned triumph

over Lefevre and Rambone.
Villanova 7; St. Joseph's

The netmen treked into Philly

and played the Saints on their own
terrain as part of their Junior

Week festivities, but didn't treat

the hosts very well ,shuttlng them
out. Herman, Laveson, Suarez,

gained straight set victories, while

Bill Orcutt came through in a

three set match. The Wildcats an-

nexed the doubles without the loss

of a set, Berman-Forve, Laveson-

Sykes and Orcutt-Suarez all chalk-

ing up points.

N. Y. v., 8; VllUnova, 1

Meeting the strong N. Y. U. Club

In New York, the Wildcats could

only garner a single point. Most
of the matches were close and hard

fought, but the Violets finally won
out. Charley Leaveson and Johnny
Sykes, playing at third doubles,

played excellent tennis to gain the

only victory of the day for Vllla-

nova. The unusual strength of

N. Y. U's team can be seen from

the fact that it has only dropped

one meet this season, having de-

feated Penn, also by the score of

8 to 1.

C. C. N. Y., 6: Villanova. 1

The new courts across the road

were opened last Saturday, in an
Inauspicious manner when the Blue

and White bowed to the New York-

ers. At first singles, Berman took

the first set from Weir, but lost

the next two and the match. Lave-

son scored ViUanova's lone counter

at second when he defeated Shelley,

also in three sets. In doubles,

Forve and Berman took their op-

ponents to deuce sets, as did Or-

cutt and Suarez, but the visitors

prevailed.

This week will find the racket-

men busy, weather permitting.

Three matches are scheduled for

the home courts, Albright to be

met today; Seton Hall, on Thurs-

day, and the feature match, that

with Temple on Saturday. There

are rumors that the Owls are point-

ing for this fray, and will bring

out a large rooting contingent with

them.

VILLANOVA DRIVE
MENTIONED IN

JEWISH WORLD
(continued from page one)

.,

L. Kun, Morton E. Snellenburg,

Hon, Horace Stern and Julius S.

Weyl.

The program is broad in scope

and is Intended to aid every phase

of education at Vlllanova. It has

six major projects to supply ViUa-

nova's immediate needs.

The Program
To add to the lay faculty and to

bring the level of existing salaries

tp the average in other institutions

of similar standing, $800,000.

To provide an adequate home
for the School of Commerce and
Finance, which seems likely to have

a future enrollment equal to the

total registration in all four schools

of Villanova, $200,000.

To improve student living con-

ditions: H
A. A new dormitory to accom-

modate 135 youths. $175,000.

B. A new dining hall, $150,000.

To provide a library building

with facilities which will encourage

study and research, $175,000.

To provide a revolving scholar-

ship loan fund. $500,000.

To build and develop the physi-

cal welfare of the students the col-

elge requires an adequate gym-
nasium, which will be convertable

into an auditorium for meetings

to develop the cultural life of the

students. •'.200,000. A swimming
pool. $100,000.

The program of development was

prepared after consideration of the

recommendations made by the

Villanova committee on develop-

ment, composed of more than 100

business and professional men.

The committee on development,

under the leadership of W. J. Mc-
Ollnn. president of the Continental-

Equitable Title and Trust Cbmpany
of Philadelphia and member of the

New York Exchange, has been ana-

lyzlnz ViUanova's position and po-

tentialities the last few months.

In Its .summary of recommenda-
tions to the Rev. Dr. James H.

Griffin, O. S. A., president of Vllla-

nova. the committee said:

'Vlllanova has the men and

Tuesday, May 20.

ARTS:
Morning—Sociology.
Afternoon—Religion IV.

SCIENCE:
Mornmg—Sociology

BUSINESS:
Morning—Senior English
Afternoon—Law.

ENGVNEERING:
Morning—Kiec. Mech., Adv. Strength, Organic.

Wednesday, May 21

ARTS:
Morning—History of Philosophy.
Aiternoon—Public Speaking IV.

cjCIENCE:
Morning—Physiology.

BUSINESS:
Auernoon—Ethics.

EiNOIiNt^ERING:
Mornmg—Religion IV.

Thursday, May 22

ARTS:
Morning—Educational Psychology.
Aiternoon—Religion IV.

BUSINESS: , .

Morning-Religion IV.
Aiiernojn—Accounting, Investments.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Masonry, Elec. Rys., Heat and Ventilation.

Friday. May 23.

ARTS:
Morning—Ethics.

Aiternoon—Patristic Latin III.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Ethics.

BUSINESS:
Aiternoon—Income Tax.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Water Supplies, Elec. Power Plant, Steam Turbines,

Phys. and Ind. Chemistry. .;..•• ,.'.'.

Saturday, May 24

ARTS:
Morning—Senior Lktin, Junior Latin.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Structures, Radio Engineering, M. E. Practice.

Monday, May 26.

ARTS:
Morning—Business Law, Freshman History.

Alternoon—Cosmology

.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Serology, Religion III, Sophomore English.

Aiternoon—Freshman Languages.
BUSINESS:

Morning—Law III, Freshman History, Sophomore English.

Afternoon—Insurance, Religion II, Religion III.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Steam Eng., Religion III.

Afternoon—Chemistry, PI., Survey, Freshman Languages.
Tuesday, May 27.

ARTS:
Morning—Introduction to Teaching. Junior History, Sophomore

History, Biology.

Afternoon—Sophomore Languages, French IV, Spanish IV,

German IV, French IV.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Introduction to Teaching, Junior English, Religion II,

Biology.

Afternoon—Sophomore Languages, French IV, Spanish IV,

German IV, French IV.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Freshman English. Law II, Foreign Exchange.
Afternoon—Statistics, German IV, French IV.

ENGINEERING:
Mornmg—Photometry, Hydraulic Machinery, A. C. Theory,

Structures, Religion II.

Afternoon—Sophomore Languages, Freshman English.

Wednesday, May 28.

ARTS:
Morning—Senior English, Junior English, Logic.

Afternoon—French V, German V, Spanish V.
SCIENCE:

Morning—Senior English, Embryology, Bacteriology, Physics.

Afternoon—French V, Spanish V, German V.
BUSINESS:

Morning—Economics, Insurance II, Accounting III.

Afternoon—German V, Spanish V, French V.

ENGINEERING

:

Morning—Economics, Physics, Kinetics.

Thursday. May 29.

Morning—Spanish V, Stoclcs.

Afternoon—insurance I, Management.
Saturday, May 31.

Morning—A. C. Machinery. Electricity.

Monday, June 2.

ARTS:
Morning—Economics, Sophomore English.

Afternoon—Freshman Latin.

SCIENCE:
Morning—P. Chemistry, Religion I.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Accounting, Economic Reserve, English III.

Afternoon—Religion I, Spanish 11.

ENGINEERING

:

Morning—Integral Calculus, Religion I.

Afternoon—Cement and Construction.
Tuesday, June 3.

ARTS:
Morning—Religion III, Religion II, Public Speaking I.

Aiternoon—Public Speaking II, Religion 1.

SCIENCE:
,.

'.

Morning—Organic, Freshman English."
BUSINESS:

Morning—Money and Credit. Public Speaking III.

Afternoon—Logic

.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Astronomy, Machine Design, Chemistry.
Aicernoon—Sophomore^nglish.

Wednesday, June 4
ARTS:

Morning—Philosophy of Education, Sophomore Latin.

Afternoon—Public Speaking III.

SCIENCE:
>Iorning—GenCtTcs.

BUStNESS:
Morning—Economics II, Junior Philosophy.
Afternoon—Spanish I.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Tnermodynamlcs, Highway Engineering, Descriptive-

Geometry
Afternoon—Physics, Light.

Thursday, Jane 5.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Public Speaking II, Corporation Finance.

Friday, June 6.

ARTS:
Morning—Philosophy of Mind, Chemistry, Freshman English.

SCIENCE:
Morning—Philosophy of Mind, Medical Jurisprudence, Chemistry.

BUSINESS:
Morning—Law I, Accounting II, Economics III.

ENGINEERING:
Morning—Structiu-es of Materials, Applied Mechanics, Analytic

Geom.

its program of development. It

needs money and buildings to meet

the challenge of its opportunity.

1. Villanova, therefore, should

seek a fund of $2,300,000 to pre-

serve and enlarge its usefulness
to this populous community. Like
many other colleges, Villanova
cannot build, it cannot enlarge its

lay faculty as it should, and It has
to turn away many promising
youths who want a complete edu-
cation.

"2. The size and character of a
college's physical plant Influence

its efficiency. Lay professors who
are worth engaging respond more
quickly to offers from those col-

leges which have adequate instruc-

tion and research facilities. In
science, technology and commerce

momentum with which to advance practical experience Is essential. If

an institution has good laboratories,

good shops and good accounting

rooms, the student will get worth-

while education by working with

the thing which he Is studying; Im-
provement in the quality of the In-

struction and more enthusiastic

interest on the part of the students

are the fruits of efficient buildings.

"3. At Villanova, as at other

colleges, the time has passed when
students' fees are adequate for

financing the college. This is due
in part to the necessity of supple-

menting the staff with lay teach-

ers, the college having grown more
rapidly than its living endow-
ment' of clerical teachers has In-

crea.sed. An ample material en-

dowment would enable Vlllanova

to readjust its expenditures in ac-

cordance with the best modern
standards.

Golfers Drop
Two Win Two
For .500 Week
Temple and Osteopathy Fall.

—Delaware and Lafay-

ette Too Strong

With Baker and Weinhart scintil-

lating for ViUanova's golf team the

boys took Osteopathy over to the
score of 6-0 in their recent encount-
er at Marble Hall. J. Baker, who
had an 81 won from Tadd 3 and 2.

Weinhart shooting at 82 proved his

juperiority over Eshleman by win-
ning 6 and 5. Baker and Weinhart
won the best ball 5 and 4. J.

Hrostoski and Capt. Dick Murray
both beat their man by the scores

of 2 and 1. They also won the best

ball match 2 up from A. Hahn and
O'Reilly. The final score was Villa-

nova 6, Osteopathy 0.

The strain of playing five matches
in as many days told on the team
whe;i they met the University of

Delaware at Newark, Del. Also the
fact that but one man on the Dela-
warelan's team shot over an 80 and
.the shape that the course was in

had a great deal to do with the loss

of their match to that team. Gerry
Weinhart lost to Lewis 6 and 5.

Dick Murray was beaten by Fulling
.1 up at the 20th hole. Fulling and
Lewis won the best ball 5 and 4.

Pie won from Don Martin 6 and 5

while Crooks' 74 placed him 3 and
2 ahead of Joe Hrostoski. U. of D.
won the best ball 5 and 4. Fox lost

to Williams 7 and 6.

Although playing their best golf

of the year the boys Just couldn't
get going and as a result dropped
the match to Lafayette at Marble
Hall. Don Martin was the only
player to turn in a win, beating S
Walters 2 and 1. Joe Hrostoski lost

to J. Powers and Walters won the
best ball 1 up. Dick Murray, al

though low man with a 77 was
beaten by J. Kelly who was Lafay
ette's low man with a 74. Gerry
Weinhart was beaten by R. Rothen-
burg 5 and 4. The best ball was
won by Lafayette 4 and 3.

The golf team not being as gen
erous as some of the other teams
that played our rivals. Temple, let

the Cherry and White boys down
with but 3 point,s in their recent
"get together" at Marble Hall.
Capt. Dick Murray, starring for

us, beat Jones 4 and 3. G. Wein
hart won from J. McDermott 4 and
3. Murray and Weinhart won the
best ball 5 and 4. J. Baker lost to
W. Poole 1 up. J. Hrostoski won
from W. Connelly 5 and 4. Baker
and Hrostoski won the best ball 3
and 2. Ted Slomey, a former Villa-
nova ball player, being an out
standing performer in the pitching
box while under the Prof's able
guidance, starred for Temple In de
feating Martin 3 and 1. Howie
Garrity won from J. Wessel 7 and 6.

Clomey and Wesel won the best ball
1 up.

College Golf

Championship

Play Opens
Prokop, Present Champ, to

Face Bitter Opposition

For Title

Despite the lack of practice slnoe

Easter Sunday and with an injured
hand, Stanley Prokop, present
Villanova golf champion will at-
tempt to retain his crown today in

the first round of the second annual
College Golf Championship. The
Tournament promises to be the
most successful in recent years. The
surprising number of members who
have endeavored to qualify augurs
well for a tourney previously unsur-
passed.

The victor of the College title will

receive a trophy and the runner-up
a medal. The trophy was donated
by Sears, Roebuck and Company. It
will be on display soon.

The winner of the tourney will

undoubtedly be forced to display
clever ability with such keen com-
petition being provided by Captain
Richard Murray, Charles Meter, last
year's runner-up, John Baker, Jerry
Weinhart, Don Martin, Hugh O'Neil
and Joe Hrostoski. The men men-
tioned above are all members of the
present golf squad and are compet-
make it diflScult for any who have
ent golfers. They will no doubt
ambitions for success.

BEATEN BY SWARTHMORE

MEN OF ALL CREEDS
TO BE INTERVIEWED

"Certain non-Catholic friends
have Villanova, in connection with
its program of development, should
approach all friends of higher edu-
cation, regardless of creed.
"These friends cited John D.

Rockefeller's humanitarian Phil
anthropies, Julius Rosenwald's
generous benefactions for negro
Improvement, the late Jules Mast-
baum's liberal attitude toward the
Welfare Federation and other
charitable projects, Albert Russel
Ersklne's gifts to the University of
Notre Dame, and the disposal of
the Conrad Hubert estate to col-
leges, hospitals and children's or-
ganizations regardless of their op-
eration by Protestant, Catholic and
Jew.

"It is remembered that the dean
of one of the schools is a Protes-
tant and that its lay faculty are
other non-Catholics.
"A religious survey of its students

shows:
Catholic ..;...

Hebrew

Swinging into action on Satur-
day against the strong Swarthmore
golf team at the Rolling Green
Country Club, the Blue and White
golfers were defeated 8 to 1. The
score, however, does not indicate
the true nature of the play, as. In-
dividually, the maches were closely
contested. Captain Bob Testwulde,
the leader of the Garnet golfers,
and his boys played a splendid
brand.

Testwulde defeated John Baker,
of Villanova, but the match was
carried to the 19th hole before the
Wildcat linhaman gave up. Jerry
Weinhart lost his match 4 and 3.

Murray and O'Neill lost best ball
after 23 holes were played.
Villanova won its lone point on

Hrostowski's victory over Danen-
hauer.
The summaries:
Testwulde, Swarthmore, defeated

Weinhart, Villanova, 4 and 3.

Kirsch, Swarthmore, defeated
Baker, Villanova, 4 and 2.

Pyle, Swarthmore, defeated Mur-
ray, Villanova, 2 up.

Curtiss, Swarthmore, defeated
O'Neil, Villanova, 1 up (19) holes.

Hrostowski, Vlllanova, defeated
Danenhauer, Swarthmore, 5 and 4.

Walters, Swarthmore, defeated
Martin, Villanova, 3 and 2.

Testwulde and Kirsch, Swarth-
more, defeated Weinhart and Bak-
er, Vlllanova, 4 and 3.

Pyle and Kirsch, Swarthmore, de-
feated Murray and O'Neil, Villa-
nova, 1 up (23) holes.
Walters and Dananhauer, Swarth-

more, defeated Hrostowski and
Martin, Villanova, 1 up (21 holes).

»«a*««tff».«;»4t 844

Yearling Net

Team Defeats

Malvern Prep.

Malvern, Temple and Haver-

ford to Be Played
This Week

In the first match of the season,
the newly organized Freshman ten-
nis team took over Malvern Prep to
the tune of four to one. This Is the
first time Villanova is every repre-
sented by a Frosh net squad, and
the Yearlings performed in a very

i^j creditable manner,

Presbyterian
Methodist . .

Episcopalian
Lutheran
Greek Uniate .

.

Baptist
Congregationalist
Russian Orthodox

Totals ........................ 942
"Perhaps the two prrlnclpal rea-

sons why parents, regardless of
creed, are willing to have their
sons attend Vlllanova arer the col-

lege's through, modern training and
its insistence that every student
shall attend church regularly. Non-
Catholic students arer required to

furnish a report every three months
from the non-Catholic church of
their rattendance has been regular
every week.
"In harmony with Its position as

a public institution Villanova is

withdrawing the religious restruct-

lons which govern eligibly for Its

Board of Trustees.
"This fund will be a fitting tribute

to Franklin's wise tolerance. Writ-
ing to Ezra Stiles on March 9, 1790,

a month before his death, Franklin
said,

" 'I have ever let others enjoy
their religious sentiments without
reflecting on them for those that
appeared to me unsupportable and
even absurd. All Sects here, and
we have a great Variety, have ex-
perienced my good will in assisting
them with Subscriptions for build-
ing their new Places of Worship;
and, as I have never opposed any
of their Doctrines, I hope to go out
of the World in Peace with them all.

"It is hoped that this fund will

reach $250,000, slightly more than
ten per cent of $2,300,000 Program
of Development objective. This
amount seems fair, considering that
slightly more than ten per cent of

ViUanova's students are non-Cath-
oUc.

McAvoy, playing first, won a hard
three set match from Donahy.
Slieber, Griffin and A. Farnsworth
took the remaining singles In
straight sets. Wheelen and Mur-
ray, the Preppers doubles team,
scored the only point for Malvern
when they took over McKenna and
Horter, 6-0, 6-4.

This week the Yearlings will play
a return match with Malvern to-
morrow, then meet the Haverford
Frosh Thursday and play Temple
In a preliminary to the Varsity con-
test. The team is being coached by
Sol Berman.

Cdward white flannels

. . . $mart service and a

fast return by the bankroll.

I \, CLOTHES

28.75 p;.1?. 38.75
Displayed K«rt at th«

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL
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A.S.M.E. Hold

Election of

New Officers

Student Chapter WUl Be
Run by Brien, Businkell

and Kauffmau

YEAR IS SUCCESSFUL

The student Chapter ol the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engin-

eers held an election of ofOcers for

the coming year on the 13th. With
E. T. Slayton, this year's Chairman,
presiding, the ofBces were filled

as follows: Chairman, Thomas
Brien, '31; VIce-Chairman, C. Bus-
enkell, '32; Secretary-Treasmer,
Paul Kauffman, '32.

The organization is an active one

both socially and educationally.

During the past year many subjects

of interest to Mechanical Engineers

have been brought up at the meet-
mgs, prominent men have addressed

the group, and the members have
attended luncheons, smokers and the

like In Philadelphia and elsewhere.

"the best remembered event for

the A. S. M. E. on the campus, per-

haps, the huge smoker given by the

society for all students and pro-

fessors of the Engineering School

earlier in the year. The speakers

were ^well received, the cigars and
refreshments were excellent, and all

had an enjoyable time.

Together with Mr. Slayton, Joseph
Winterer and John Slattery are the

retiring officers of the club. They
have done their work well and are

to be congratulated. The new men,
it is hoped, will carry on quite

as effectively.

Third Degree

Given to f

K. of C. Men

Huge Communion Breakfast

Held by Norris-

town K. C.

Sixty members of the Knights of

Columbus received the third degree

in the College gymnasium on Smi-
day afternoon from 2:30 to 5:30. Of
this number sixteen are students at-

tending Villanova. The others are

members of councils from Norris-

town, Chester and West Chester.

The degree was conferred by Dis-

trict Deputy Ford, of West Chester,

and by a very capable Philadelphia
degree team. Anyone passing the
gym durlrng the hours mentioned
above might have heard heart
rendering shrieks and groans eman-
ating from its interior but no
casualties were reported and the
degree team stated that everything
ran smoothly.
The conferring of this degree was

the most successful ever staged at
the college and boosted the enroll-

ment of Villanova's council to sev-
enty-five. The ceremony was at-
tended by several district deputies
and by State Deputy. Many Past
Grand Knights of nearby councils
also witnessed the rites.

Following the exercises a dinner
was held in the Faculty dining
room, given for the visiting officers

and members of the degree team.
About fifty attended the dinner.

Communion Breakfast
The Norristown Council of the

Knights of Columbus held a Com-
munion breakfast last Sunday
morning at one of Norristown's
leading restaurants. The breakfast
was attended by Knights from Nor-
ristown's three Catholic parishes
Rev. E. Stanford, Villanova College
Chaplain delivered the address.

Did You Ever
Know That"

^MAHRIKD STUDENTS
HAISi: STANDING,"

SAYS PROFESSOR
Profe.ssor Herbert Howe of the

University of Oregon thinks every
student should be married before
coming to college.

A married campus, thinks Pro-
fes.sor Howe, would elevate aca-
demic standing and would further
things for which universities are
founded.

"If all .students were married," he
says, "they would waste less time
of evenings, and it would be for
the betterment of scholastic stand-
ings."

According to an editorial in the
Daily lUinoi-s, there is more than
a gram of truth in this statement.
The main end of a great part of
the coeds and college boys on a
bachelor campus .seems to be to go
out and "date." He who goes with-
out a date on Friday or Saturday
night is an outcast.
The editorial asked the meaning

of dating and answered it by saying
it was nothing more or less than
eventual acquisition of a life part-
ner by a proce.ss of selective trial

and errors.

The editorial concluded that since
the aim throughout college is to

land a spou.se. why not land one
before coming and thus climinaMng
the neglect of study, the expen.se,

and the hectic worry because ".some
other guy got her for tonight.''

The Riirht namtier
Mttle Alcne, four years old, over-

heard her mother tell someone on
the telephone that he had the
wrong number and could get the
right number by calling the opera-
tor again.

A little later Alene was heard
talking over her toy telephone and
.saying, "This Is the right number.
If you want the wrong number you
will have to call somebody else."

Since the great union of the Au-
gustnians in 1256, the order has

given nearly 500 bishops to the

Church.

Augustlnians played a prominent
part in the Councils of Lyons, Basle,

Constance, Florence, Trent and
Vatican.

Giles of Rome, a disciple of

Thomas Aquinas, because of the

thoroughness of his knowledge,

gained the title of "Doctor Funda-
tlssimus."

Blessed Simon of Verona was sent

to reorganize the Augustlnians in

England, Ireland and Scotland,

about the middle of the 13 th cen-

tury.

Cowper, speaking of the Augus-
tlnians of Oxford says "they became
so famous for their learning and
disputations that it was decreed by

statute that none should take their

Master's Degree until he was
thought worthy or could answer
these Augustinlan Friars." "Doing
Austins" was a common expre^ion
at Oxford and remained in use long

alter the dissolution of the mona-
steries.

The Augustlnians have had charge

of the Papal Sacristy since 1316.

When Thomas Aquinas died, on
his way to the second Council of

Lyons, Pope Gregory chose an Au-
gustinlan, Augustinus Triumphus,
to take his place.

In times past the Augustlnians
taught at all the famous Univer-
sities of Europe: Paris, Oxford.
Cambridge, Louvain, Tolouse, Sala-

manca, Coimbra, Valentia, Cologne,
Erfurt, Vienna, Padua, Rome,
Naples, etc.

The following list gives the names
of a few famous Augustlnians:
Waldeby, Worsop, Langham, Fran-
field, Glacton, Eton, Wilton, Bor-
stall, Ridewell, Flete, Wells, Eliphat,

Chefer, Capgrave.

In the life of the Augustinlan
Albert of Saxony (1390) we read
that he mad^ a pigeon of bronze
which he caused to fly in the air

by some mechanical contrivance.
This seems to be the very first time
such a contrivance is mentioned.

Two prominent music theorists of

the sixteenth century were the Au-
gustlnians, Stefano Vanneo, who in

1553 published a work entitled

"Recanteum de Musica aurea," an
Ludovico Zacconi whose worl:

Prattica d imusica" is particularly

important for the interpretation oi

the compositions of the great Pier-
iuigi dc Palestrina.

In these days of applied psychol-
ogy it will be interesting for many
to learn that nearly 150 years ago
a German Augustinlan, feossldiu

Exner, wrote a book entitled "A
jrief Instruction on the method
Catechizing according to the prin
ciples of Psychology," together with
an outline of the order of which
the teaching of religion could be
give nin Catholic schools. This
work, as far as the knowledge of

the writer goes, the first book ol

its kind in the educational field.

One of the most learned men that
Spain has ever produced is the Au-
gustinlan Fr. Enrique Florez de
Satien. He begun the monumental
work under the name of "Espana
Sagrada" and himself composed 29
ol the 52 volumes which this col-

lection comprises. After his death
it was continued by other Augus-
tlnians up to the present time.
Florez was also an authority in the
field of numismatics. Spain has
erected a public monument to this

great scholar.

There were twenty-four Augustln-
ians at the great Council of Trent.
The most prominent were Cardinal
Seripando, Legate of the Holy See
and Bishop Caspar Casal, Legate
for the King of Portugal.

The Augustlnians have been in

Peru since 1550.

Prize Essay

Contest is

Announced

Just Looking Around

Wickhani, (Jiesterlon, Cath-

olic Journalism Are
Topics

CONTEST ENDS MAY 29

The annual Prize Catholic Liter-

ature contest was announced re-

cently by the faculty. This con-

test which is held annually at this

time was discontinued last year but

we are plea-sed to announce its re-

establishment. It is open to all

students in the college. Four top-

ics are given from which the pros-

pective contestant may take his

choice. They are; Harvey Wick-
ham—Modern Though; Gilbert K.
Chestertan—Paradox ; Catholic
Journalism; Journalistic Poetry-

ihe lollowing are the rules of the

ontest:

1. tThe Judges are to be members
of the faculty.

2. The work submitted in the

contest may not be used as a ful-^

lillment of any class obligations.

3.' The work must be clearly

written or typed. On one side ot

the paper only. Not over 1000

words.

4. It should be unsigned but ac-

companied by the name of the

outhor in a sealed envelope. Both
should be hrmly affixed or enclosed

within a larger envelope.

0. All essays must be handed in

at the office of the Director ol

cituries not later than ihursday.

May 29, 1930.

A gold medal will be presented on
uiauuation Day, June 5, to tne

ctuaent submitiing the prize-win-

.iiiig theme.

AlK SERVICE SPONSORS
OF ESSAY COiNTEST

^cuiiliuueu Liuui put^c i)

B. C. BEATS WILDCATS
IN CLOSE GAME

I continued irom page li

in a row by tripping the Ursinus
Freshman team at the Stadium, in

Saturday noon, by the one-sided
count of 10 to 1. The yearlings
have lost only once this year to

Valley Forge in the opener, and
hope to make up this defeat next
Wednesday when the two teams
meet again at the Cadets' home
field.

oe final, will be amiounced July 12.

inis oace was decided upon to give

me Winner ample tune to go in tne

iwenty hours ol insiructioii oelore

me next semester ol school starts,

111 case ue or she is not graduating

mis year.

ine judges are C. Townsend Lud-
ington, president ol the company,
ucanng lus name; K. S. SaJlus, Jr.,

vice presiaent of tne same company;
vv. ijawrence baunaers, president oi

me Aero ciub oi rennsyivaiua,
woiiinsnead in. Taylor, oi tne btate

Acioiiautics (jommissiun aiiu cnair-

luan Ol the chamoer of commerce
Aviation uonmnttee, and bamuei ti.

fcckert, 01 the Regional Planning
x-eaerauon Aviation Committee
Ihe award has been approved by

the proper autnonties oi all the

bcuouis named.
ine value of the flight course is

$buo. A second award has oeen
posted—a flight to Atlantic City ana
leturn for lour persons, three to be

seiectea by the winner ol the sec-

oiio prize. A hying outfit consisting

01 suit, helmet and goggles, wui be

given to the writer oi tne third oest

paper.
ihe rules of the competition are

as follows:

1. Entrants must be students in

good standing, em-oUed in regular
courses at the Umversity of i-enn-
syivaiua, Villanova College, Tenipie,
urexel institute, Haverlord College
anu towarthmore College.

2. titudents of both sexes are eli-

gible.

a. Information on which the pa-
per is based must be obtained from
sources other than Ludmgtun
x-niiadelphla Flying Service; Central
Airport, Inc., Airport Development
anu Construction Company; n. B.
1. Corporation of America; Keliett
Aiicrait Company or any ot their
employes. The judges must not ue
approached for any information.
(Villanova students will find mater-
ial in the Library.)

4. Students having any connect-
ion with the above named lirms,
either business or personal, are not
eligible.

5. All papers submitted in the
competition will be retained by the
liUdington Company, unless postage
IS inclosed with the request to re-
turn. In case of publication of the

This is an open season for voters!

Everybody's In an election of some
kind or other, and Judging from the

weather at the end of last week, all

the tickets were wet.
• • •

But this is no school for dry
candidates. Even Glfford Pinchot
and Clarence True Wilson would
think twice before giving an arid

talk when they glimpse that 24-1

ratio.
• * •

However, the baseball team is

hoping for dry weather, at least.

No home games have been cancelled
because of rain this year, and four
more sunny afternoons will mean a
perfect season.

• • •

This afternoon McGeehan's crew
have visitors from Maryland. Mount
Saint Mary's is coming to the
Stadium to avenge a 7-2 defeat ot

some weeks ago. Phil HUlen, who
turned them back before down in

Emmitsburg, may go back to the
hill.

• • •

The visitors are a home-run
hitting crew. Their two runs
against t^e Cats were both four-
ply swats, while they lost to George-
town by the same score and also

hit for the circuit twice. The
catcher. Ryscavage, is their star,

and may test the concrete in the
Stadium wall this afternoon. .

. • « ^

Tomorrow and Thursday will find
the varsity resting, but they will be
called back to their labors again on
Friday and Saturday afternoons.

• • *

Their opponents on the fish day
will be Gettysburg, conquerors of

the Blue and White last month by
a close score.

• • •

Gettysburg has one real ball

player, at least, in their pitcher.

Lefty Hass (no relation to Mule,
of the Athletics).

» • •

Hass defeated the Cats here last

spring and won the game in

Gettysburg last month. He has
plenty of stuff and will probably
work Friday against the home boys.

• • •

While the Villanova-Gettysburg
nines are playing here, the golf

teams of the two schools will work
out at the up-state school's links.

This will be the second match ol

the week for How Garrlty's fast

stepping boys, as they meet Rutgers
in New Brunswick this afternoon.

• • *

On Saturday afternoon, the Penn
A. C. comes out to play the Wildcats
in their annual game of ball. The
Pennacs have been having fair suc-
cess in their college games this

year, tripping Temple among their

foes, and hope to add Villanova to

the list.

• • *

Next Saturday, the 31st, will find

the nine closing its home season
with the Owls of Temple coming
out here to make it two straight for

the year. However. Gillespie's boys
have something to say about that,

as the game of Holy Saturday still

is a sore spot out here.

1

Not So Very Different

"What's the difference between a
specialist and a philosopher? "

"A .specialist is one who starts out
with an lnton.se Interest In .some one
thing, and he continues to learn
more and more about le.ss and less,

until finally he knows all there Is

to know about nothing. A philoso-
pher is one who starts out with a
casual Interest in a great many
things and he continues to learn
less and le.ss about more and more,
until he finally knows nothing at
all about everything."

To Remember

Mother (to .small daughter who Is

tying a knot In the comer of her
tiny handkerchief) : "What are you
doing that for. darling?"
Daughter: "Oh, Mummle, I do

want to remember that pretty
tune!"

Speaking of Temple, the Owl
tennis team is also going to come
out here soon- -on Saturday, in

fact, along with the freshmen
racketeers.

• • •

The two squads will meet the two
Villanova aggregations on the courts
across the Pike, and much fun is

expected.
• • •

The Temple Frosh are undefeated
and intend to add the Pussies to

their list. Saturday afternoon will

tell the tales, the two of them.
• » •

The tennis team has two other
matches for the week. Albright
College comes here tomorrow after-
noon, and Seton Hall leaves Orange,
N. J., Thursday to battle Forve's
followers. •

• * *

But the big match is the Temple
fracas, and that is on Saturday.

• »

The Frosh crowd will try and get

going, playing the Haverford year-
winning papers, which is not guar- lings on Thursday as a tune-up for
anteed, the remuneration, if any,
will be turned over to the writer.

6. Manuscripts should not exceed
5000 words and should be typed,
double-spaced, on one side of white
paper. The name, school, class and
home address of the writer should
be noted at the upper, left-hand
corner of the page. The company
reserves the right to require a cer-
tificate of good standing from en-
trants if necessary.

7. AM papers should be addressed
to the Ludington Philadelphia Ply-
ing Service at 818 Atlantic Building
Philadelphia. Queries concerning
the consent, other than those seek-
ing information, should be sent to
Robert P. Hewitt, general manager
of the company, at that address.

8. The winner of the first pri25ei

shall meet with the Department of|

Commerce medical requirements for,

a student's permit to take flying in-j

structlon and written permission of|

parents or guardian must be filed,

with the appropriate school author-

1

itles. The course may be consider-

1

ed transferable only if the winner'
does not meet with these require-

j

ments and may then be disposed of.

as he or she sees flt.

PATRONIZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIES
PIE SHOPPE
Everythinf! the

Colleee Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

<'Careful Handling and Quality"

THE WILSON
LAUNDRY

BRYN MAWn. PA.'
I'hoiie 164

RENTACAR
DRIVE IT YOURSELF

1030 MODELS
Buicka, HupSt Chryatara, Chavs
5122 Walnut Straat

1SS0 Markat Straat

829 8. Broad Straat
NO HOUR CHARGE

No Deposit Required

of Villanova Students

COLODONATO
Tailor Shoppe

The College Tailor

PRESSING

CLEANING

DYEING

the Temple team Saturday,
• • *

Villanova athletic teams are

coming to the end of another year
in sports, one that has outranked
all preceding eras.

• • *-:..'

Ice hockey has been added to the

curricula, fine football and baseball

teams have been produced, basket-

ball has been placed on a .,
going

basis, and track has produced a

number of fine individual stars.
• * *

Tennis and golf, now stepping In-

to the iront of the picture, deserve

their place by the fine showing they

iiuve made to date.
• * •

Freshmen athletics, under the
supervision of Doc Jacobs, have
shown a remarkable rise, and with
the organization of this department
perfected now, things are due to

aappen in a few years.
• • «

Villanovans can have little regret

this ye^ In looking around at our
teams, in looking back at what has
gone before, or In looking ahead to

wnat will come.

INSTALLATION OF
OFFICERS BKIN(; HELD
(Continued from Paga Ona)

FEDICAN, ALUMJNI
TIE h\)}i LEADERSHIP

Fedigan
Alumni . . .;.

.

Mendel . . . >

Austin
Good Council

• •• «Lt'»rf • .

Won
.. 1

1

1

1

1

Phi Kappa Pi
Last Tuesday in the Amphithe-

atre in Mendel Hall, the Phi Kappa
Pi Fraternity elected the following
men for next term: President, T.

Brien; Vice President, N. Cattle;

Secretary, A. Brennan; Treasurer,
Bryne; Sergeant-at-Arms, Smith.
The members of the Phi Kappa Pi

demonstrated their ability to place

in office men who have the capacity
to represent a high ranking society

like Phi Kappa PI.

V. I. C.

The Villanova Italian Club on
Tuesday, May 13, elected its presi-

dent for the coming year. The so-

ciety selected James Rannazzlsi as
its leader. The selection of the
other officers has not taken place,

but it is expected that there will

be a meeting within the week for

this purpo.se. The members in se-

lecting as their president, Mr.
Rannazzlsi, placed in office a man
who is capable of performing the
duties of such a high office.

Wilkes ^rre Club
The Wilkes Barre Club at its

meeting on Tuesday, May 6, elected
to office for the next school year
the following men: President, Rog-
er O'Donnell; Vice President. Peter
Forve; Secretary, James Conahan;
Treasurer; Stanley Prokop; Ser-
geant-at-Arms, Elmer Smith. The
club Is composed of inhabitants of
Wilkes Barre and since its incep-
tion, the club has enjoyed enormous
success.

Dewitt Clinton Club

Lost

1

1

1| The Dewitt Clinton Club will
2 hold nominations for officers to-

night at 7.00 o'clock, in the Amphi-
theatre. All members are asked to
attend so that a complete list of
candidates for office can be se-
lected.

The Dewitt Clinton Club has
completed one of its most success-

it* j i « n i. t ..^ J x-,.j.. ful years. The most important
Mendel Hall got to "Good OW",gQj.j^j-'

j,^^^^ gj_ ^j ^^ the societvAndy and three runs in the third
^j^^j^ ^^^^ Annual Dance. This

inning and coupled with Sassman's;^^^^^
j^^,^ j„ ^j „

airtight pitching pulled the biggest ppKmnrv
upset of the week to defeat Austin

*'

4 to 0. Lambda Kappa Delta

A.,^„ *v,«..„i,t ^ui^ ..,„., =nn •ci„ii As a rcsult of a meeting held lastAndy thought this was still Fall Tuesday in the amphitheatre, theand he was running against Paduca.
loUowinP men weix> eleS to of-

Fraternity, the Pre Med organiza-
tion. Howard Garrity, President;

Radio ....

(Includes games played up until

last Saturday).
Balls to the left of us, balls to the

right of us—Oh Boy! We'll be
ducking them in our sleep next
week. No less than ten games re-
main to be played in seven days,

the bases loaded and no one out
when he started to pitch to the
batter, then suddenly some old
urging left over from last Fall made
him decide to change directions, so
he drilled it over to third—Balk?
Uh-huh!
Good Council plastered it on

Radio to the tune of 8 to 2. It was
rumored that one of the engineers
was lost in a lethargy in one of the
electric labs so Radio dug up the
janitor. Probably Alumni Hall's to
play the ninth position

The spirit of Radio Hall is worthy
of mention and praise. There are
scarcely enough fellows, 'way down
thar' to put a team on the field, yet
they battled Fedigan to a tie and
Alumni was lucky to win 9 to 7.

The games have all been well at-
tended and much rivalry exists
The old fight is dominant in every
team and all in all this league is
one grand success.

On Buying; Bulbs

"When the bulbs do not like the
puchaser, they can be returned af-
ter the amount that is paid will be
received back"—so says a vendor of
Dutch bulbs in his catalogue.
On the other hand, I suppose that

if the purchasers do not like the
bulbs, they can be kept where the
money which is unpaid can be sent
forward ?

How About Your College

F^xpenses for Next Year?
Wrili' IIS Iniini-illiitolv for a roocI
inoiiey-niaK.iiK proposltloii s«>IIIiik
(I) 4'iillcK*' anil fralcriill.v J«>Mi*lrv
incliiilliiK <iass rliiKH. Ci) altrsw-
tivf hlKli Kr)ifl<> liMlivliliial station-
ery |ii'lnl«-tl to ciistonicrK order. (:J)
complete lliM> of felt anil leather
litHHls. anil (I) all styles of colleKe
belts larryhiK biiekles with or
without your collefte colors. In
your letter, state whieh of the
aliove four Interests you, anil be
sure to Rive two referent-es ami
your summer address.

INDIAN sale.sa(;ency
WILMAMSHI K(i. VA.

William Byrnes, Vice President;
Dan Alampresse, Treasurer; How-
ard Richmond, Secretary .The men
elected to office in this fraternity
have all been prominent in campus
and class activities since they have
been at Villanova. Their abilities

have been proven. We look for

great things to come of the Lambda
Kappa Delta Fraternity next year
with such capable men In office.

Coal Crackers' Club
Officers for 1931 were elected at

the meeting of the Coal Crackers
Club last Thursday, when plans for

the banquet next month were an-
nounced.
John Blaney, '31, was chosen

president to succeed Edward Bunsa
while James McKelvey, '31, secre-
tary; James Whalen, '32, vice-presi-

dent, and Daniel Buckley, '32,

treas., were all reelected. Lou
Fanelli, '32, was appointed ser-

geant-at-arms.
Early next month, the organiza-

tion has made plans to hold its

first annual banquet in the coal re-

gions. The committee in charge of

the affair is made up of Mark Hol-
land, chairman; Edward Bimsa.
John Blaney, James McKelvey, and
"Red" Sullivan.

The club, under the presidency of

Eddie Bunsa, has just gone through
a very successful first year, spon-
soring a gala Christmas dance in

Hazelton last Decemlaer.

MICHELIS

SEE
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Pie Shoppe
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For Details

SEE
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TYPEWRITERS
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SENIORS!!

ATTEND YOUR LAST

CLASS FUNCTION—

THE STAG BANQUET VILL VAN
GET A COPY OF THE

MENDEL BULLETIN.

IT WILL BE OUT
ON MAY 30
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Frosh Climax Social Year

With Scintillating Sport

Dance at Ben. Franklin

*31 Men Put Li<l on Social Season in Snappy Style.—Friday

Night Augurs Well for Future '31 Evenls

VILLANOVANS DELUXE FURNISH MUSIC

Afler long and arduous prepara-

tions the Freshman Sport Dance,

perhaps Villanova's most popular

social affair, was held in the spa-

cious and elaborate main ballroom

of the Benjamin Franklin Hotel on

last Friday night. A joyful crowd

of over three hundred couples en-

Joyed this brilliant dance, a most

fitting climax of Villanova's social

season.

From the elaborately decorated

stage In the ballroom Jim Kettrlck

and his eleven Villanovans rendered

the most delightful music from nine

o'clock until two. On Friday night

the Villanovans hit their zenith as

this popular college orchestra was

at Its best.

The ballroom presented a very

colorful scene. The greater ma-
jority of students were dressed in

white flannels and dark coats

while the varied hues of their fair

and charming companions blended
remarkably well with the delightful

surroundings. The purple and gold,

the class colors, and the blue and
white of Villanova were the pre-

dominating color combinations used
for decorations. At each end of

the ballroom was hung one of the

large college banners.
The booklets used as favors were

so unique and novel that they re-

ceived from all sides much admira-
tion and praise. The covers were
of gold composition with a V and
1933 embossed upon them, and
right below that was "Freshman
Hop." All this was embossed in

purple. They were bound In

purple and gold cords. Thus, those

who were fortunate enough to at-

tend received an appropriate sou-

venir of the dellehtful time they

had at this brilliant Fieshman
social.

The dance was run In a very

efficient and smooth manner, under
the capable management of Mr.

Ara A. Cambere, chairman of the

committee In charge. Everything
was perfect. Arrangements to the

most minute detail were not left

undone, thus making the dance a

huKe success.

The members of the Freshman
Class thus made their debut into

college society in a most brilliant

and favorable manner. They have
received well-deserved compliments
from everyone, and so with the

closing of the school year the Sport

Dance goes down into history as a

preat social success for the Fresh-
men.
The committee In charge of all

arrangements consists of Mr. Cam-
here, chairman, assisted by Messrs.

Famsworth. Rothert, La Fond
Donahue, Lehnau. Murphy, Wln-
terbereer, Walsh, Ceravolp. and
Douglas. :•' ''.l, ';'• V

iJelle Masque,

Beta Gamma,
In Merger

Student Body
Pledges Fees

To Campaign

Faculty - Parent - Student

(Committee Strive

For Goal

EDITOR, BUSINESS MANA(;ER OF BELLE AIRE

GYMNASniM IS NEEDED
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- The Styx -
€%t^m%t

Greetings, my future passengei-s

of the Stygian ferryboat, for the
last time this season. The finals

have come and are partly vanquish-
ed, and again comes the sad, and
yet happy time of parting for the
summer time. Sad because we are
leaving the newly found friendships
of our brief durance within the in-

tellectual atmosphere of Villanova.

Happy because of the bright hopes
of seeing old friends and parents
once again after the durance vile

of a long year of parting. Well we
must cease our soliloquizing and get

on with our work of observation

and advising on the quickest way of
, i„„nortal fame by carrying off

arriving at our private lake of the \^„ ^^^^, /^^^^., \^^^ ^ «,„/;
nether regions.

Durmg our past few months of

servatorship, we have had the con-

An interesting excerpt from Hoya,

at Georgetown. "Such loyalty the

ireshman class of Hampden-Syd-
ney, in 1847, in order to luriner

their childish escapaaes, devised a

pian whereby the president and
prolessors for the next hundreu
years wodld be worried. A smaii

group oi men stole noiselessly to

the belfry about 11 o'clock one
evening and dislodged the historical

old bell from Its rusty hinges and
dragged it to . The last mem-
ber of that Class departed from this

earth and the secret remains un-
Kiiown."

Maybe there are some enterprising

"trosh' around here who would like

TUESDAY, MAY 27, 1930

; « TO THE CLASS OF '30

We have come to the end of another collegiate year.

In a few ^iiort days classes and examinations will he over.

College will close, and we will journey homeward. Most of

us will return in the fall, hut some of us, particularly the

Seniors will not return except as alumni. To the departing

Seniors, then, the class of '30, a word of farewell and appre-

ciation is due. Their four years at Villanova were marked
hy achievements as Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and
most of all as Seniors. Many estahlished activities on the

campus were started hy memhers of the Class of '30 at some
time during their intercollegiate years. Two memhers of

the present Senior Class (one of whom is no longer in

school) started and safely carried the Villanovan through
the stormy period of its earlier existence. Junior Week of

last year was one of the finest ever staged at Villanova. This
year's Belle Aire Ball was unrivalled in its splendor and ex-

cellence. The Senior Honorary Society and now the Stag
Banquet are more trihutes to their initiative and coopera-

tion. Villanova is and always shall he proud of you. Sen-

iors. If, out in the world, you duplicate the wonderful
showing yuu made in college, the highest pinnacles of suc-

cess will he yours. The achievements of your class will, for

years to come, he rememhered as examples of what class co-

operation will ac(*omplish. Farewell and may the choicest

of the world's gifts he yours for the asking.

; A WORD TO THE FRESHMEN
..., Last Septemher we were deluged with cries of all

sorts whose main theme seemed to he the injustice and
cruehy of Freshman initiations. From the opening day of

registration till Christmas we heard the wails and woes of

various students, all memhers of the Freshman class, who
considered themselves to he martyrs to the cause of educa-
tion. To them the initiation was an outrage and only per-

formed on them hecause they were incapahle of resisting.

The Vigilance comniiltee were treating them as children,

making them wear dinks and ties and do nonsensical things.

All this we heard through their manly sohs. Haircuts were
a harharic custom and should he aholished. When they be
came upper classmen their first move would he to do away
completely with every form of initiation.

Fortunately these opinions were not held by all the

Freshmen. The ones who were in the center of the initia

tion, the ones who wore the queerest dinks and ties, the ones
who received the haircuts as a rule smiled, shrugged their

shoulders and smiled again. They were the ones who
thought of ('<»nditions beyond the moment. Good-natured
and easy-going they realized the value of initiation. They
are the men who should form the nucleus of the next Vigi-

lance Committee. Around t|iem should he built the organ-
izati<m to meet the incoming class. The Freshman initiation

is a Villanova tradition. We want and need men with the
Villanova spirit to carry it on. It is necessary to choose men
for tlu'ir ahility; not for their political power in a class ma-
chine. Let the members of the committee be men who will

reli.sh the task. Let them be the men who went through it

last fall without appealing to the heavens for aid. This is

the class of 33*s first move as upper classmen; we hope it is

a good move.

A WORD OF FAREWELL
This is the last issue of the VILLANOVAN for this

year. When anything comes to an end it seems that "Fare-
wells'* are in order—either from those connected with that

which is en<ling to those affected by it, or vice versa. In our
case, presuming that it is the former example cites, we ex-

tend to you. "Our Public." the student body and others, our
dearest friends and severist I'ritics, sincerest expressions of
Farewell. To some of you, perhaps, no sorrow is felt upon
the termination of this year's VILLANOVAN. On the con-

trary, feelings of joy- might be experienced. If such be the
case (heaven forbiil ) we deplore the fact that our journalis-

tic efforts have caused you pain. We confess also, at this

point, that our eyes are not dimmed by tears at the publi-

cation of this, the final issue. It is with mingled joy and
sadness that we edit this number. Joy because we realize

that we have successfully completed the second year of our
existence, joy because we realize that we are now firmly es-

tablished on the campus as a weekly function. Sorrow be-

cause the end of the school year means the end of the sec-

ond year of editing the VILLANOVAN, a task in which we
are all interested. Our task, for the lime being, is finished.

It will begin again next year. Tlie spirit of "Carry On" is

in the air. The work of the old staff, recently resigned, is

over. We have been carrying on for the past four weeks.
Our work is not over, we will start again next September
and "carry on" until the new staff is appointed. To our
public, then. Farewell. To the Seniors

—
"Adieu, and good

luck.'* To the others—Au revoir."

fldences of many of our passengers
thrust upon us unwitting and im-
willing though we are. Most of

these spirits delight in telling us
just what road they took to arrive

at this most undesired of havens.
Some of them have stumbled upon
the path most unwittingly, and
others have taken the straight and
broad road, and still others have
had many detours, in reaching their

heart's desire. Some of these inad-
vertantly stumbled upon roads have
been quite odd and we think that

Stevens Tech was piagued with
the luuowing quesiioiuiaire

:

1. Are you In lavor oi anything^
2. DO you like anything?
3. Are you a Republican or a

theatre-goer V

4. Do you think?
5. What could you do with five

bucks?
6. Who are you?-
if you drank Scotch would you

make a rye lace? Do you iike

beer?
8. How many times have you

carried it home?
10. Where did you get it?

it might be worth while telling of n. what wouid you do ii you got
them here, so that some persoij'a chance to go to college alter you
might And them the harder. |got out of Stevens?
Now take for Instance, this' 12. Whom do you expect to work

strange case of Mr. I Will Warble, jaiter you get out ol college?

He was a most interesting and en-| l*. What do you expect to get

tertaining nuisance, so much so (besides abuse)?
that we finally drowned his spirit 14. How long will It be before

to relieve our ears.. I. W. Warble you get famous or iniamous?
found the road to the Styx by way
of the screen and the radio. He
started out by studying caterwaul-
ing in foreign lands, especially Italy
where he wauled under the great
Osurac, famed uproaric star of the
talkies. When I. W. W. arrived
back in the U. S., he immediately
took up a long term contract to
do his wauling over the popular
radio station Z Z Z. Whenever
any ardent radio fan tuned In on
ZZZ he could have the pain
of listening to the noises emitting
from the throat of I. W. W., and
then the ardent fan would if he
were still conscious, shut the dang-
ed—radio off, and send it back
to the factory in lieu of deferred
payment. It finally got so that
ZZZ was broadcasting exclusively to
the untapped ether waves.

When the staff of ZZZ decided
that . they could very well do with-
out the most efficient rending of

mixed (unpopular and worse) bal-
lads of the age, a hick producer of

the squakies thought that his noises
would listen good via the silver

screen. So I. W. W. bought him-
self a palatial mansion of one room
out in Hollywood, and went serious-
ly Into the vast unexplored business
of ruining the box-office customer's
ears all over the country (the cus-
tomers, not the ears). The custom-
ers stood it very well if they stayed
outside of the theatre where they
neither could see his face portrayed
on the screen or his throat pro
Jected into the auditorium. But
what the said spirit of Will Warble
really claims sent him on the broad
road to Hades, was his earthly
throat's most eloquent shrieking of
such classics at St. James Infirmary,
Have a Little Faith in Me, and try
Ing to find out Just why this mys
tery is called Love.

It seems that when I. W. W. kick
ed his earthly bucket it was
through the meditation of several
of the people to whom he had
wauled these aforementioned songs
just that once too often. So I. W.
W. wants to tell his former audi-
ences that the best way to arrive at

the much wished for Hades, is to

overindulge in the handling of these
songs. You all know juries agree
that overindulgence, especially in

these matters, is a sin never to be
forgiven, and one for which the
overindulgencer pays dearly in the
end.
So runs the story of I Will War-

ble's fortunate find of the broad
road. Some what analagous to
this last case is that of Sam Whist-
ler, no relation to the artist. A
most favored youth was Sam W.
He found and started out on the
broad road while still in High

15. What do you think of college.'

(Don't answer unless you can use
the language of a gentleman).

Hoboken, N. ., the "home brewed"
of the Stevens Eaglets, must be en-

tirely regusled with old Andy Vol-

atead.

With the circus coming to town,
students at Hobart Couege are
promised a relaxation Irom the
cares ol final exams in the antics
ol clowns and the other attractions
ol the "Dig top," according to the
Hobart Herald.

About the only clowning we will be
able to witness here is the antics of
the Rolling Eye Society during the
annual faculty-student aUuggle.

Professor Hamilton Holt of
Rollins College, proposes a new
theory of education opposed to the
lecture and recitation system now
being used. His plan consists ol
four two-hour periods daily devoted
to the study discussion and the
practical application of the prob-
lems discovered. With his system
there would be no advance prep-
aration, because "The student,
after a hard day's work should be
free to do as he pleases."

This business of going through eight
hours of class each day is not quite as
appealing as the promised relief from
advance preparation. Still the student
will he assured of at least eight hours
somnolence.

The final essence of news has
ueen lound. 'ihe Miami Dany
News carries a headline stating:
UiHL. itjijijii OF BillWU UOO.

• « •

I'he end Is here, that is the end
Ol scnooi. Now the sorrowiui senior
nas to leave the Joys of loaling
Liiruugh an education and get tiun-
seii a position where he can loai

aim ue paid tor It.

• • •

Or if he doesn't do that he might
liim nimseit loaling and not being
paid tor It.

• • «

A paragrapher observes that
Any man can live up to his ideais

il ne makes them low enougn.
Most people would have to stoop
preity low to gei anywhere near
ine ideals oi a man as cymcai as
ne would like people to think he
is.

There is a scientist who says that
the earth doesn't weight anything.
Now we suppose that the dieticians
win get In their dirty work and
make everyone go on a diet oi
carrots and spinach so that the
earth may regain its strength and
weight.

Mr. Cooper a U. S. Commissioner
of Education, claims that "colleg-
iate education is gradually shitting
irom Old World traditions to New
World traditions," which fact
might be laid to the feet of the
all-powerful collegiate god, Poot-
baU.

• • •

It Is estimated that the Senate
used 5,000,000 words in discussing
the tariff. So that is how they
kill bills in the Senate.

« • •

"The Democratic Party," observes
a critic, "is a voice crying In the
wilderness. " We had an idea that
the D. P. was quite wet enogh with-
out adding anything to its pool of
tears.

• « •

Saleswoman of tact & contact,
to call on women's cubs—selling
athletic apparatus." Ad. Phlla.
Evening Bulletin. Perhaps they
meant the Chicago Cubs.

• • •

We are pretty sure that summer
has arrived, the temperature has
been registering anywhere between
4,") and 95 degrees.

• • •

April showers bring May flowers,
but August droughts bring farmer's
growls.

• * •

There is sure to be an end to
everything, and this Is the end oi

this column, but don't look
cheerful, we will be back again with
the first issue of the Villanovan In
the fall. So be good during the
summer and whatever you do, don't
follow "Red" eagle's line of attack.

De Bunk

By Candle Uglit

With the revival of the age-old
custom of philosophical disputation
at Loyola, the Senior Class has
gone back for a moment to the
mediaeval Idea of learning. In the
discussion, alumni and undergradu-
ates unsuccesssfully attacked the
course in Ethics-general and par-
ticular, as defended by the Senior
Class.

Good for Loyola! We wish they'd
also bring us back to the ancient and
honorable P. V. (Pre Volstead) era.

MUSINGS OF A SENIOR
My degree, yes its mine. And

now its all over I suppose, I'm glad.
No more .school—been at it long
enough anyhow. Now to buckle
down and get to work. Must prove
the benefits of an education. Well,
that's all right. The trunk is packed
Those pennants can stay on tho
wall, there won't be room for them
hereafter. Those signs can stay
also. Certainly had a good time
meeting them. The old room looks
different today. Its changed. Four
years I've had it. its like an old
pal. Wonder who'll be here next
year. Gee, the windows are dirty.

School, and was sent to its termin-iGood views from those windows,
ation by some of his fellow stu- The campus always appears at it.*:

dent's at college
Sam claims that the best way to

reach Hades without any personal
effort, is as follows: Whistle, hum
and generally entertain your neigh-
bors In classes and laboratories. It

goes over big, especially when you
render the egotistic song of St.

James Infirmary, and that touch-
ing pimple ballad, I Will Grow on
You. As was mentioned before,
Sam started out on the road while
at high school and when he arrived
at college, he found that he could
branch out In bigger and better
ways. Here he could be as discord-

best in June. Oh well, might do
better to get my grip and be on my
way. Goodbye old walls, may
others be kind to you. That's the
last time I'll close the door, it

doesn't seem pleasant. The hall
seems deserted. No. Here comes
one of the boys. "Goodbye Joe
old boy, look me up when up in my
section." "Goodbye." His voice
seemed husky. It isn't every day
you meet a man like Joe. Thcsr
stairs seem long. I wish I were
going up instead of down. Nobody
around here. The campus looks
sorrowful today. It certainly ha.s

ane. strident, and tinpannlsh as seen many a class leave. I wonder
fond heart could desire. And he '^ they all feel the same as my.self.

carried the Idea unto its full ex-.T^^e last walk to the P. O. and the
tent, until one day while at his i

station. Ten minutes till train time.

Samaritan and pled piper work, two |The buildings look good from here,

of his agonized classmates came up,'' **s * grcnX life. The gym and
behind him and peacefully put himl^^^^ces they were good. The Rirls

out of his happiness. Needless to ^^ ^«*ve behind. Chapel would be

say the classmates were exonerated '

"v^"" '*'"'? »Ko ^'^^^ ''"^p on a rcR-

by a tearful Jury. Since then they "'*'" "*K*^* Why Its almost dusk

have made their mark in the world
by going on lecture tours, and hav-
ing bravery and public service med-
als awarded them.
There are many other pleasing

discoveries such as these but they
are too numerous for ua to relate in
the space allotted us. So let these
two sufTice as examples of ploneer-
InR on the road to Hell.

There are no more glad Septembors
for me. No more welcome hand.*-,

to greet me. No more friendly
slaps upon the shoulder. No more
cheery calls ringing down the corri-
dor. Old pals, all are gone. Pour
years together, but it is all differ-
ent now. Classmates no longer at
my side. No roommate as in other
Springs. Never a roommate again.

The bottom of the page has Jast, JJ^" L^*"*^ V"*'
*^**',*"**

"°^*l'"r
hove in view so we had best take f^ln-f ^f^ff'"*" 'l*?u '^Z".,**"**^I don t want to go but its dusk andour leaving with this parting re-
quest, please do not compare the

the train Is due. Ooodbve old

heat of the weather with the most |?l*f!: "il, "^f
"7-'

^'l P^'L^T^f
estimable regions of the Stygian

' ^I^I, P?:L°^"'fJ..l!!'"L.^-!?*"'L
Lakes' It is so nice and cool down fond farewell, a last farewell

youth.
to

here, don't you know. We hope
that you will be able to listen to
our monologues again In the fall with you to leave us without rancor ._
when you get back to school, and and pain In your hearts. Yours. Joe Castellanl. 109 Pedlgan, or to
to those that are leaving, we plead PHELYGAS. IBook-room.

Wallace Quinn, former man
about the campus, who received a
utgree in '27 is now engaged iu
assisting his father in Phuaueipnia.
James Callaghan of the same

class now holds down a position
with the state department in Har-
risburg and is doing an excellent
job of succeeding.

James Tralnor of '26 is In hL
native state selling bonds to the
citizens of Hartford. Conn.
To go back to the class of '20, we

note that Joseph Waugh is now In
Allentown with an electrical con-
cern. He is in the position oi
electrical engineer.
Two popular men of the class ol

'25. William Sheehan and Francis
Martin are well on the road tv,

fame. The former is with one ol
New York's largest bond houses
while the latter is one of the fore-
most educators in Hazelton, Pa.
To hark back to another mem-

ber of that same class who was an
honor student during his days upon
the campus. William Maher <j.

Atlantic City is still in the shore
town taking orders from his father,
who is a contractor.
Wall street claimed another Vil-

lanova man when W. J. Plynn, Jr..

joined the firm of DePopp>et-Dore-
mus. He was a member of the class
of '26.

To take five years off that last
class and go back to the class of '21

wc learn that Sydney Sweeney is

with a printing house in Rahway,
N. J.

A rating engineer with a New
York Construction Co. has been the
fate of John T. Connolly of the
class of '24.

Edward Cotter of Hartford,
Conn., a graduate in '26 is now in
the selling game and making a
"go" of it. -Insurance at that.
Hold everything while we wipe

» matter of twenty-two years off
the slate and mention Dr. Edward
F. McCloskey, of Chestnut Hill, who
received a sheepskin in '08.

Another Villanova man who
turned doctor eight years later is

Dr. James Pogarty of the class of
'16 and has one of the largest
practices in Overbrook.

P. McGrath. whom many stu-
dents wil remember is teachini; In

St. Mary's College, St. Mary's Ken-
tucky. Before leaving for the blue
grass country he was a member o'
the cla.sa of '28.

A classmate of McOrath's is

Maurice Blake of Upper Darby who
is with the French Steamship Line
of Philadelphia.
The Real E.state Roofing Com-

pany of Philadelphia has as a
.superintendent John A. Howe of '26

Joseph McHenry of '27 Is now an
expert engineer with the Gulf
Refining Company and from all

reports Is doing very well.

LOST

BInok note-book containing com-
plete set of Junior Arts notes, nec-
r.sssary for final exams. Return to

The Seniors are leaving. To
them we publicly offer congratula-

tions, although we privately think

condolences would be more in or-

der. Going out to fight the cruel,

cold world doesn't appeal somehow.
But a few good ' 'flights to the

stars," speeches at commencement
will take them through the first

years. Anyhow it is often remark-
ed that the first eleven years after

commencement are the toughest.

After that you can rest on your
laurels or whatever the weed of

victory Is called. But anyhow they
are going never to return to these

old halls of learning. That must
be a help to the old walls at any
rate. The upperclassmen and the

Frosh will be back next September
which doesn't appear to be a cheer-
ful outlook for the same old walls.

Between September and now, or
now and September there is a per-

iod which some misguided lunatic

has named "Vacation." The defin-

ition of the word vacation is best

given in the following words of Joe
College, promineht Freshman: "Va-
cation is twelve weeks of hard
labor." We know it not by observa-
tion but by experience. In reality

its just a time for remunerative ex-
ercises till classes are again In
keeping with the march of events.
Besides this labor the various un-
dergraduates may amuse them-
selves in different manners accord-
ing to their natural bent and class.

For their benefit and enlighten-
ment the following suggestions are
humbly put forth in hopes that
none will be followed.

Senior to Be
The coming year is your last

year, maybe. This is your last sum-
mer as a college man. Next sum-
mer you will rank with any other
laborer. Start the season by hav-
ing your picture fittingly placed In

the local daily and under it the
words. "Prominent student leaves

for Europe to study art." Then a
short description of your abilities

and fame. This serves many pur-
poses. It keeps the creditors from
the back door and the girls from
the front? You can then set about
to collect signs and whatnots to

decorate your room the coming
car. Care should be used in col-

lecting whatnots as they are liable

to spoil in bad weather or be used
as perculators by the cook. Even-
ings may be spent in drawing plans
for the much discussed Austin-Men-
del subway to assist roomers in the
former to reach meals on time.

There lieing nothing else to do. you
may go to bed or wait ten minutes
and then go to bed.

Juniors to Be
In case you can't count very well

on these hot days this will be your
second summer at home. It will be
very much like the last with a little

more rain or something. Mostly
something. An excellent program
for the summer is fishing. It re-
quires no thought, no energy, no
expounding of natural ability. It

is easier than going to the movies
and far more exclusive. It Is best
to fish in a lake or a pond where
there are no fish. You will avoid
disappointment. Your stories of
the one you almost got will sound
just as convincing. Besides you
won't have to bait the hook. In
fact you won't need bait, hook or
pole. It is the ideal outdoor course.

Sophomores to Be
This is your real big chance.

Upon going home you will lie asked
three questions by everyone you
meet. Don't be caught dumbfound-
ed. With fifteen minutes a day you
can soon learn to answer them.
The first will be: "I am, kind sir.'

Straighten up, replace your hat,
curb your blush and proceed, happy
in knowing you have enriched the
knowledge of one human being.
The second question will be as com-
plex as the first: "What are yyu
going to do all summer?" When
confronted with this amazing prob-
lem, smile a smile and in twittering
accents murmus: "Pick blue ber-
ries, my dear." What could be
more simple and at the same time
beautiful, for beauty lies in simplic-
ity. The third and last question
requires the wit of a Dr. Johnson
and the wisdom of a Solomon. It
is always asked with uplifted eye-
brows and sounds something like

this: "Aren't you glad to be back
home?" Fall into a fit and as they
are lifting you into the ambulance,
cast a fugitive glance to right and
left while bellowing your reply
which should be: "I'm as happy as
a herring. " This means nothing at
all and is a most suitable affirma-
tive that can be gathered on the
spur, of the moment.

Freshmen to Be

To you whom we have never
seen, little can be said. You know
it all now. But, there is always a
but or more things than a goat,
here's some heartfelt advice. Say
your prayers regularly, bring a
form fitting pillow that can easily
be stuffed into the trousers and
practice the vocal scale ot| the
word "Sir. " Your entire vocabu-
lary will consist of that word and
the cute negation "Yes. " Learn a
few songs to sing while twenty up-
perclassmen laugh at you and don't
bother bringing cravats (neckties)
or knickers. Kiss you family good-
bye, say farewell to your boyhood
days and thumb your way out to
the Main Line.
Wishing everyone a perfectly rot-

ten summer and a sweet Fourth of
July, I close,

Dlsgustfully yours.

THE MAD HATTER

A WORD OF APPRECIATION
The members of the Belle

Masque and the Faculty of Vil-
lanova wish to extend expres-
sions of appreciation to the staff
of station WHAT for their kind-
ness during the past months and
especially to Mr. Nassau and his
a.ssistants for their many consid-
erations.
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Sport Slants by Red

We are now saying "Adieu" to our present college

term. Soeial aclivitieK, Htudies and athletics pause for three

months uml thrn llic wheel of college life hegins to turn

again, whirlin}:; und humming as it counts the time of an-

other year. The Seniors step out into the world never again

to resume their undergraduate work at Villanova. And
like them the athletic record has heen written for the year

hy the various '"Wildcat" teams. Last fall a powerful foot-

hall aggregation upheld the "Wildcat" tradition, true they

were defeated hut ihey were hrilliant even in defeat. Next
year the foolhall learn steps into the most diversified sched-

ule a Villanova team has ever undertaken. New England,
New York, Pennsylvania and the South will all he met and
then to end up that schedule comes a game with a Pacific

(loast team. The teams from the Pacific Coast have proven
themselves to he terrors of mmlern foothall, they have hum-
hied, seemingly without effort, some of the greatest teams
to come out of the East. So, strange though it may seem
this game gives Villanciva one of the greatest opportunities

it has received for when that, game is ended and the Wild-
cat has destroyed the Cougar the name of Villanova will rise

high in the eyes of Sportdom.

Basehall has not yet completed its course. Meeting
reverses at the mi<ldle of the season did not dishearten the

charges of Prof. Mc(ieehan, they came hack more deter-

mined than ever, seeking revenge, they received it, a fight-

ing cluh they are rapidly adding to the column of games
won.

The "Wildcat" came hack hard in hasketball. They
were picked to he "just another hall cluh" hy the so-called

experts at the beginning of the season. But these experts

forgot to note an item, Villanova has added another mem-
ber to her Coaching Staff. "Doc" Jacobs has returned to

his Alma Mater. "Doc" soon showed his influence. He
brought his team from a group of playful kittens to a group

of ferocious Wildcats. For reference see New York Uni-

versity. "Doc's" influence was keenly felt as the record of

his cluh is the best Villanova has enjoyed for years and has

given the Wildcats a most extensive schedule for next seas-

on, featured by the renewed relations with Lafayette after

a lapse of several years.

Track has stepped forward again to hold its own,

now in the middle of its season, the club is stepping along

the road to success. After many yei^rs' struggle Track has

battled its way to recognition at Villanova. New uniforms

and heavier schedules bear out this statement and the cred-

it goes to Coach Meredith for his untiring work.

The general consensus of opinion is that "Wildcat"

teams are winners. True to this fact, Villanova has pro-

duced another winner. From the minor sports came that

hard-fighting tennis team. Coached by Father Mauch, 0.

S. A. they have cut a wide swath through their collegiate

circles, (ieorge Washington University, undefeated for two

years and fresh from their conquest over West Point, took

on the Wildcat, right then and there came the elimination

of their record and another scalp hung at the belt of the

Villanovans. The tennis team did not pick their opponents

playing Navy, Catholic University, New York University,

Lafayette and other leading clubs.

Golf has come to the front with remarkable strides

this year, playing a very difficult schedule didn't seem to

phase the future llagens and Jones. They were out to win

and they certainly collected their share of victories.

Hockey, the new born babe of Villanova Athletics,

turned out to he just about as vicious a club as one would

wish to see. Playing the best competition in amateur cir-

cles, the boys left a name behind them that is envied in all

circles. The game between the Wildcats and Penn A. C.

will live for many years in the minds of those fortunate

en<»ugh to have witnessed it. Coach Hunsinger promises

more of this next year.

Freshmen Athletics has shown more improvement

this year than any of the Varsity clubs with the exception

of basketball and the «'redit for the improvement goes to

the same man who brought basketball up to its present lev-

el, "Doc" Jacobs. "Doc" made a real club out of his foot-

hall material and his Freshmen baseball team is going along

at a terrific pace. Leave it to "Doc" he will get the victories

or know why. ;; .;

A successftii season to say the least but the next year

will probably bring more laurels of victory to Villanova.

With such men as Coaches McCieehan, Father Mauch, Mere-

dith, Huntsinger, Stuhldreher and Regan teaching her ath-

letes the whys an<l wherefores of the games, Villanova is

sure to prosper.

.O

in a cigarette it's

Getting down to brass tacks, a cigarette

is a smoke— made and bought for your own
enjoyment.

But between just something to smoke, and

tobacco character, richness, delicate aroma—
in short, something to taste— well, that's the

di£ference that accounts for Chesterfield's ever-

mounting popularity

—

TAS T E -above everything\^S\h above everything mj^^^^^ ^"^y^fy

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

<Jl "''^. Liocrrr & Mveu Tobacco Co.

Courtmen Add
Two Victims

To Win List

Seton Hall and Catholic

University Fall,

7-0, 7-1

SEASON IS SUCCESSFUL

Frosh Netmen

Win and Lose

I N I T I A L ATTEMPT

The Freshmen Tennis team, un-

der the guidance of Sol Herman,

broke even In two matches played

with Malvern Prep, and Temple

Frosh. Malvern was met on Wed-

nesda.v. for the second time this

season and suffered their second

set-back. The Kittens line-up of

McAvoy. Steiber, GrlfTin. McKenna

and Tomasulo, proved too strong

for our neighbors and they were

shut out, 5-0.

However on Saturday, in a pre-

liminary to the Varsity Contest,

the undefeated Temple Prosh squad

added our Yearlings to their long

string of victims. Steiber and Tom-

asulo forced their opponents to go

the limit. .w « » *»
Although this is the first attempt

at Freshmen tennis, it has proved

a huge success. With the experi-

ence of these matches under their

belts, the Frash netters may give

the Varsity some keen coii^^titlon

next Spring.

WEARING APPERELr—
ST. VINCENT DePAUL

In accordance with an announce-
ment made in the Villanovan a
short time ago. wearing apparel
(hats, coats, suits, shoes, etc.)

which is still serviceable liut for
which students have no further use
may now be given to the following
representatives:

Austin Hall,

Francis Marrazzo Room 114
John Izzo Room 114
John Reitano Room 116

Alumni Hall,

Frank Perugino Room 34

Mendel Hall,

Lawrence Oay Room 49

f^ood Counsel Hall
J. Scuderi Room 156

Pedlgan Hall,

Edmund Principe Room 218

Radio Hall,

William J. O'Brien Room 7

These articles may also be hand-
ed in direct to Father Stanford,
Room 221 Mendel Hall. All wear-
ing apparel collected in this way
will be turned over for the use of
the St. Vincent DePaul Society.

The Wildcat net team started a
new winning streak last week when
they took over both Seton Hall and
Catholic University with the loss of
only one match. Both matches
were played on the new courts and
were witnessed by a goodly num-
ber of Villanova court enthusiasts.
Villanova 7; Seton Hall 0.

On Thursday, the Blue and
White chalked up their third shut-
out of the year, whitewashing the
boys from Jersey. Sol Herman,
Charley Laveson. Bill Orcutt. Man-
uel Suarez and Captain Pete
Forve all registered singles victor-
ies, while Porve-Berman and Or-
cutt-Sykes gained the decisions in
doubles.

Villanova 7; Catholic U. 1.

Last Saturday. Catholic U.
trekked up from Washington, bent
on securing revenge for a shutout
handed them by the Wildcat net
team earlier in the season. This
was not to be. however, for the
Villanovans played excellent tennis
to turn back the invaders with the
loss of only one match.
Berman ran through Captain

Raiche, dropping only one game.
Lave.son, Suarez, Forve and Sykes
added to our score when they cap-
tured their singles in straight sets.

Glaudel. of the Maroons, playing
third won their only point when he
took over Bill Orcutt in a hard
match.
In doubles. Captain Forve and

Berman kept up their excellent
record when they disposed of
Raiche and Bradley, 6-1, 6-1. Lave-
son and Sykes also won but the
Orcutt-Suarez vs. Glaudel-Oenua
set-to, the match was halted by
rain in the third set.

Singles
Berman defeated Captain Riache.

6-1. 6-1; Laveson defeated Morris.
6-0. 6-3; Olaudel won from Orcutt,
7-5, 6-2; Saurez beat Genua. 6-4.
6-0; Captain Forve defeated Brad-
ley, 6-3; 6-1; Sykes defeater Triggs.
C-1. 6-2.

Doable*
Berman-Forve defeated Ralche-

Bradley, 6-1,6-1; Orcutt-Saurez and
Morris-Glaudel did not finish, 4-6,

6-0; Laves-Sykes beat Genua-
Trlggs. 6-1. 6-3.

There still remains two more
matches to be played, those with
Albright. One is to be played at
home some time this week, and the
other at Reading. The much
awaited Temple match was to have

taken place yesterday.
Without any doubt, this is the

best season ever enjoyed by a
Villanova tennis team. Already
.six matches have been won, and
the team is counting on the other
three for victories, which will bring
the seasons mark almost up to .750.

Father Mauch, coach of the Varsity
announced that the manager for
next year will be Roger O'Donnel,
a Junior in the Arts School. Bill

Kelly is the retiring manager.

Wildcat Nine Hitting Hard
Sets Down Gettysburg and
Penn A. C. in Week's Frays

(Continued froni Page One)

Kobills was on the mound for the
home team, and was never in trou-
ble after the second inning. Mel-
anson hit another homer to start
a big second inning rally when the
Wildcats scored four times.

Gillespie, with three hits, and
Flanagan, Melanson and Gazella
with two each, led the home bat-
ters.

Gettysburg 21010000 0—4
Villanova 04001010 x—

6

Haas and Weikert; Kobilis and
Gillespie.

Villanova. 7; Mt. St. Mary's, 1

Phil Hillen beat Mount Saint
Mary's for the second time this
season. 7-1. last Tuesday afternoon
at the Stadium. Two hits and two
walks in the eighth inning pushed
a run across for the visitors, ruin-
ing Hillen's chances for a shutout
victory.

Lanahan and Valibus. pitching
for the other side spared no better
than they had last month down in
Maryland, when the Cats walked
away to a 7-2 win. All the Wild-
cats but McAndrews shared In the
twelve Villanova hits, Flanagan
eading the pack with two singles
and a home run.
Successive wallops by Gillespie.

DeLuca.Czesick and Hillen in the
second inning gave Villanova three
runs. Hillen's hit was a terrific

clout to deep center.
The Cats got two more in the

third and one in the fourth, and
Flanagan's fourbaser in the fifth

ended the scoring.

Hillen allowed the losers nine
hits and three walks, and kept them
well scattered except in the eighth
stanza.

The game was played under
dreary skies, and did not get under
way until 4 o'clock, due to final
examinations for the seniors.
The score by innings:

Mt. St. Mary's 00000001 0—1
Villanova 0321 1000 x—

7

Lanahan, Valibus and Reilly; Hil-
len and Gillespie.

Frosh, 8; Coal Township, 5

Doc Jacobs' Frosh made it seven
In a row Saturday afternoon by
tripping Coal Township High
School. 8-5. at the Stadium under
a scorching sun.
Johnny Brlce and Noleskie hook-

ed up in a pitching duel for fourlsors.

and a half innings, but in the fifth,

the kittens fell on the high school
boy and batted in three runs to

give them a 4-1 advantage.

The coal region team, which is the
Alma Mater of Smocky Kobilis,
came back in the sixth and by
lusty squatting, took the lead by
one run after knocking Brice out of
the box. Smith replaced him.

Lynch, yearling catcher, was in-
jured in this Inning, when he was
attempting to field a bunt as Coal
township worked the squeeze play
successfully.

The Kittens came back in the
sixth and with Reltz and Smith
hitting doubles over the Stadium,
scored four times to coast through
to a triumph.
C. T. H. S 10 4 0—5
Prosh 010034 x—

«

Noleskie and Luden; Brice, Smith
and Lynch, Troskie. ,, ••,.•• •

The Prosh close their season this

week, meeting Valley Forge away
tomorrow, and Perkiomen at the

Stadium yesterday.

A.S.C.E. Holds

Election for

Coming Year

McGarrigle, Remi, Driscoll,

Scullin Take Charge
of Society

BRETH RETIRING
Last Tuesday the student chapter

of the American Society of Civil

Engineers held an election of of-
ficers for the school year 1930-31.

With Mr. S. Breth presiding the of-
fices were filled as follows: Presi-

dent, P. McGarrigle, '31; Vice Pres-
ident, P. K. Remi, '32; Secretary, W.
O. Driscoll, '32; Treasurer, P. Scul-
lin, '31.

The A. S. C. E. is the oldest Na-
tional Engineering Society in the
United S^tes. Of the ninety-six
student chapters affiliated with the
Society, Villanova ranks among the
leaders with a membership of forty-
five.

To plan the activities of the com-
ing year a committee has been ap-
pointed, whose duty it is to arrange
excursions and inspection trips.

Most of these trips, as in the past,
will be taken in and about Phila-
delphia and the vicinity.

The retiring officers are: J. Mey-
er, 8. Breth and J. P. O'Hara.
These men have worked hard for

the success of the organization and
the new officers hope to be able to

carry on as well as their predeces-

TEMPLE TO FACE
VILLANOVA WITH RE-
CORD OF 7 STRAIGHT

Temple University, with a
v/inning streak of seven straight
games, will invade the Stadium
Saturday afternoon for the first
time, attempting to repeat Its vic-
tory of last month over the Wild-
cats.

Cy Williams, veteran Owl hurler,
who beat Gettyburg last Saturday.
ic, expected to oppose Ed Kobilis,
who beat the bullets Friday, on the
mound.

The probable lineups for the last

home game are:

Temple—Leaness (c), 3b; Ram-
bone, ss; Wearshlng, rf; Godfrey,
If; Bonner, lb; Ford, 2b; McCahon,
c; Williams, p.

Villanova—Morgan, if; Flanagan,
rf; McAndrews, lb; Melanson, cf;

Gazella, 3b; Gillespie, (c), c; De-
Luca, 2b, Czeelck, ss; Kobilis, p.

COLODONATO
Extends Be.^t Wishes

to the Graduates

of 1930

» » Edward
golF suits help you

swing a mean iron.

I V CLOTHES
JMADE P0\ YOU

28.75 P.l^f. 38.75
Ditplayad k*r« at At

College every Wednesday
by LIN HILL
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Just Looking Around

Another year has rolled around
In the long nustory ot Viilanuva, u
ytar that has been panicuiariy
uniilant in the sphere ui Vihauovu
athletics.

• • •

The past eight months have seen
many new nappemngs, as well as
many oid occurences on tne camp-
us.. Tne year has witnessed a new
addition lo Wnacat spurts, in ice

noclcey, the return ol Doc Jacobs
as a coach ox his first basketball
live, the best ot recent years, und
the carrying oi ViUanuva oaimeis
to New i!.ngland and lo the coal

regions, when Eudie Meiansons
gridders piayed Bosiun College and
iiucknell.

• • •

\j«. The school year ol 1929-30 has
given senior and the rest ol us
memories that will noi soon be

torgotten.
• • •

But like all good things, it must
come to an ena. Uniy a lew more

,
athletic events i-emain on the year's

.calendar.

V'v -.?••
The Owl of Tempie, most hated

of all the birds and beasts in the

animal kingdom by the Wildcat,

comes out on Bati^rday to play the

second game ol the season against

Johnny Gillespie's nuie.
• • •

A little over five weeks ago the

two nines clashed up at the Temple
Stadium, Just a lew miles south ol

the North Pole, and the Cats never
got started. Brady and Hllden did

the Pitching, and Temple piled up
a lead in the early innings which
was insurmountable.

• * «

This week, Villanova Is out to

turn the tables. On the base ol the

records, she should, as Temple's
won-and-lost scroll is not impres-
sive. The victory over Villanova

and her win from Gettysburg last

week alone are outstanding.
• • •

The probable pitchers are un-
known. Temple has been having
mediocre success all year with her
hurling staff, and Walter Keating,
the coach of the Owl nine, is build-

ing up for next season. For Villa-

nova, Kobilis, Hanzik, Hillen and
Mulvenna are all rested up and it

is a tossup as to whom Coach Mc-
Geehan will give the nod to.

• • •

After Saturday's fracas, the boys
have two more games to win before

they quit for the summer. • Alter

some of them get diplomas here
next Thursday, they go to Easton
on Friday, and help the Lafayette
nine celebrate commencement Day,
and on Saturday, they visit Lehigh
Just as the Bethlehem school grad-
uates clash into the cold, cruel

world, where jobs seem to be

scarcer than ever.
• • •

Quite a few of the Wildcats wind
up great careers this Saturday,
when they make their last appear-
ance between home crowds. Cap-
tain Johnny Gillespie, Jack Mc-
Andrews, Ed Melanson. the feared

triumvirate of Stuhldreher's back-
field for four seasons, George
Hanzik, Joe DeLuca, Jack Flana-
gan, Mark Holland, and Larry
Cicero are a few who have made
athletic history here in the past

few seasons.
• '• •;•' ./;,

'-

Metropolitan newspapers last

week carried stories of the signing

by big league scouts ol live pia^er^

Irom the great Duke nine. Weroer,
nonpareil at short, Kistier, siuggin^

1 list- basemen. Parley, third sacKei,

and Beiue, pitcner, are lour wnoni
Villanova lans have seen in action.

Two ol the boys go to the YanKees.
• • •

Last Tuesday, when Mount Saim
Mary's played, the stands were

crowded with several portly big

league scouts. The Athletics sem
out Earl Mack, son ol the greai

Connie, and Ira Thomas to looi.

over McGarrigan, the visitor's

shortstop, whom the Yankees have

strings tied to, while there were

rei)resentatives from the Detroit

Tigers and St. Louis Browns look-

ing on. too, although they refused

to discuss whom they were watcn-

ing.

GOODREAU MEMORIAL

..*>•

A nice percentage of the college

players who saw action in the

Stadium this year may be wearing

big league uniforms in a lew years.

In addition to the Duke players and
McGarrlgt^^n, Paddy Creedan and

Colbert, Irom Boston College, Bea-

scr, of Lafayette, Straussj ol Le*

high, Aube, ol Fprdham, Gullan, of

Gettysburg, and Hass, of the same
school, along with a few ol the

home boys, perhaps, have shown
marvelous lorm.

,

• • *

The University ol Maine Alumni
Association nas granted uudy Va-

iiee a varsity "M" lor his work in

popularizing tne Maine stem
oong." ine statement was maue
mat there is a lot ol history at-

tached to tne song. Now wouidnt
It be a great thing 11 history

wouldn't repeat itself so often.
• * •

The Freshmen baseball nine, un-

der the capable coacning ol Doc
Jacobs, will Close a great year to-

morrow alternoon when Valley

Forge Acaaemy is met away irom
home. U'he uaaets beat the Kittens,

6-0, in the season's opener, but

since then Jacobs boys have been
piaying at a great pace.

Hold your faith and bear the pain—
Qiu'stioning your God is vain.

None of us has power to know

iLCnriilieh'

Who should stay and who should go.

Hold this everlnating truth :

Heav'n luis need of lovely youth.

Edgar A. Guest.

church shows that only three have
endowments of more than two mil-
lion dollars. They are:
College Students Endowment
Marquette 3,511 $2,617,241

Crelghton 1,471 2.317.488

Catholic Univ. .. 1.010 3,367,292

"In contrast to these well-endow-
ed institutions there are nearly a
hundred non-Catholic colleges with
endowments in excess ol two million
dollars each.

'Catholic colleges and universities

cannot be expected to develop and
train the number of intellectual
leaders which Catholicism in Ameri-
ca needs today unless they obtain
financial support proportionate to

that given non-Catholic colleges.

Institutions of higher education can
scarcely hope to maintain high
standards in the face of the keen
competition offered without outside
help in the nature of endowments.
"Villanova has now reached a

position of high rank among the
leading Catholic colleges, and is re-
garded by His Eminence, the Car-
dinal, as an important capstone for
the whole system of Catholic educa-
tion in the Archdiocese of Philadel-
phia, and in the country as a whole.

'To meet the increasing demands
for its services, Villanova must go
forward with k program of devel-
opment, involving buildings and en-
dowments totaling at least $2,300, •

OOO. .-..:,.

Drexel Track

Squad Takes

Meet 67-58

ilanova; third. Knight. Time, 23
1-0 seconds.
Pole vault^Won by Fisher, Drex-

el; second, Tucker, Drexel; third
August, Villanova. Height, 11 feet.

Broad Jump—Won by Martin,
Villanova; second, Costanzo, Villa-

nova; third, Sonneheim, Drexel.
Distance, 21 feet 11 Inches.

Dragons Nose Out Blue

Track and Field Men in

Dual Meet

Several of the Frosh, especially

the pitching stalf ot Reitz, King,

trice and Smith are expected to

step up to the varsity next year.

Then Weston, Shortall and a few
of the other who have been hitting

to all corners will be heard from
too, to bolster the vacancies at

first, second, center and right.
• * *

One of the big topics of conver-

sation on the campus last week was
the doubleheader series of the Ath-
letics and Yanks. While the Phila-

delphias had the fh-st laugh, the

Gothamites laughed last and longer

after Thursday's homeruns.
• • •

For awhile it seemed as though
there would be as many homers hit

in the Stadium this year in every

game as there were all last year,

but the slugging died down after

the first few games. Next year, if

the new diamond materializes, a

home run out of the lot will be a

rarity.
• * •

Some association for something
or other announced last week that

there would be a scarcity of posi-

tions for college students this sum-
mer. As though that were news!

MAHAN TAKES HURDLES

But hope for the best!

we sign off this year.

And so.

154 TO ENTER
MEDICAL SCHOOLS

(continued from page 1)

BELLE AIRE TO
APPEAR ON JUNE

Junior; Tufts Medical
Seniors, 3 Juniors;
University, 8 Seniors.
1 Sophomore ; New
verslty, 1 Senior,
Cornell University,
University of Buffalo,
Long Island Medical

College, 2

Georgetown
4 Juniors,
York Uni-
1 Junior;
2 Seniors;
2 Seniors

;

College, 3

Seniors, 8 Juniors; Vanderbilt. 1

Junior; Syracuse University, 1

Junior; Albany Medical College, 1

Junior; University of Rochester, 1

Senior; Columbia University, 1

Semor; Boston College, 1 Senior, 1

Junior; Dartmouth, 1 Senior; Yale
1 Senior; University of Michigan, 1

Senior; Detroit Medical College, 1

Senior; Crelghton University,
Omaha, 3 Seniors, 1 Junior; George
Washington University. 2 Seniors;
St. Louis Medical, 4 Seniors; Uni-
versity of Alabama. 2 Seniors; Uni-
versity of Arkansas, 1 Senior; Uni-
versity of California. 1 Junior
Total—154.

The Dental Schools and the
number of applicants are as fol-
lows:

University of Pennsylvania, 7
Sophdmores. 1 Junior; Temple Uni-
versity. 5 Sophomores, 1 Fresh-
man; University of Pittsburgh, 1

Sophomore; New York University,
1 Sophomore; Georgetown. 7
Sophomores, 2 Pre.shman; Uni-
versity of Maryland, 2 Sophomores.
1 Freshman; Harvard. 2 Sopho-
mores; Tufts, 2 Sophomorep. Total
—32.

Prom the preceding list It can
readily be .seen that the fame of
Villanova will be spread broadcast
over the land when our futun-
doctors reach their next place of
training.

This Is the largest ILst of appli-
cants that has ever been sent out
from Villanova. and the whole col-
lege Is proud of the showing that
Is being made by the Science
.school. It Is expected that at lea.st

twenty of these will be accepted.

ARTS MAN CHOSEN
FOR VALEDICTORY

(continued from page one)

sports activities have necessitated a

much more lengthy sports section

plete record of this year's sports

than in former years. The com-
plete record of this year's sports

takes in fully forty pages. This
section of the 1930 Bell Aire win
serve as a lasting record of the
Cme when Villanova was rapidly

forging ahead In athletics.

Whatever credit may reflect upon
the class of '30 for the production
of this very enviable publication

has its source in the untiring ef

forts of "Cy" Hanlon, the editor.

He has been working faithfully and
tirelessly since the end of his Jun-
ior year. Frank Hanlon, the capable I

The Villanova cinderpathers just

failed to hold Drexel Institute Sat-
urday In a dual track meet on the
latter's field and succumbed by the
close count of 67 to 59.

Weakness In the shot put, century
and half mile spelled the downfall
of the Cats. Drexel on the other
hand presented a stroiui and well-

balanced aggregation. Villanova
went into the meet with but seven-
teen men and the handful did yoe-
men work but the task of doubling
up and tripling up was too much,
the bigger Dragon squad frequent-
ly coming out in the
yards to beat out tiring Villanovans
who had competed in two and three
other events.

Captain Frank Mahan was the
only double winner for the Main
Liners. He captured both the
hurdles, negotiating the high sticks

iu 16.1 and the lows in 26.3. Clif-

ford, a team mate, tide for second

Unusual Tours

For Students

This Sununer

Travel Bureau of Church
and Drama League in

Charge

A series of unusual tours, de-
signed for students with an interest

in the dramatic arts, have been
arranged for this summer by the
Church and Drama League of

America In cooperation with out-
standing exponents of the arts in

nnal few Europe. The toiurs offer an interest-

ing combination of wide roving with
the feeling of getting somewhere,
under the leadership of some noted
personalities.

House and Lenin Theatre in Kiev.

A novel dance tour, led by Hans
Wiener, will start on May 31st and
end on August 25th. Hans Wiener
is one of the leaders of modern
dancing and is known here and
abroad both as an artist and as a

teacher. The Itinerary is being
arranged to include study of the

schools of Mary Wlgman, Palucca,

Truempy and Skoronel, Christina

Baer and Valerie Kratlna, and
Elizabeth Duncan. The Dance
Congress will be attended. Mr.
Wiener will give training in foun-
dation gymnastics on the boat and
'essons at the end of the tour to

round off the summer's teaching.'

These tours and others under the

travel bureau of the Church and
Drama League are being arranged
from the New York headquarters

at 289 Fourth avenue.

NEED FOR CATHOLIC
HIGHER EDUCATION
STRESSED BY COLLEGE

Burns Mantle, leading dramatic
i critic and author of the annual
"Best Plays" series, will lead a long

....„., ,-^ , .^ . . ^^ ^, , summer dramatic tour leaving New
with Wright of Drexel in the highs york on July 6th and returning

Among the famous
theatres which will be studied from
both sides of the footlignts are the
Everyman, Lyric, Driu-y Lane,
Boars Head and Shakespeare

and counted three more points aslggp^g^^i^gj. g^^^
runnerup in the lows.
The hurdles gave Villanova fif-

teen out of a possible eighteen
points. Joe Kelly took the Jave-
lin, Salerno the two mile run, Mar-
tin the broad Jump and Baker, the
high Jump, for the other Wildcat
first places.

The season comes to a close to-
morrow against St. Joe's in Over

Memorial in England; Odeon, Marie
Antoinette, Studio and New Pigalle
in Paris; La Scala in Milan;
Grosses Schauspielhaus, Schiher,
Staats Opera, Volkesbuhne and
Klelnes Tneatre in Berlin; Burg,

brook; the relay team is listed toir.,,_„_ irvc«r>hct»Ht od.^,,^^ ai,„
compete Friday in the a. O. H. ^^^'^"'"^^P^'^*^'' ^^'™""^' ^^
meet in a city college relay over the
one mile route.
The Summary:
High hurdles—Won by Mahan,

Villanova; second, tie between
Wright, of Drexel, and Clifford,

Villanova. Time 16 3-5 seconds.

business manager, has directed al!

his efforts to making this produc-
tion rebound to the glory of the
Mma Mater and the present Grad
iiatlng Class.

AN EXPRESSION OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the boys

and their parents for any Incon-
venience they suffered in mak-
ing good the checks lost in the
robbery. I wish also to thank
the students for their patronage
during the past year.

(Signed) "LOUIE

"

(Continued from page one^

of Studies.

Truly Mr. Murphy Ls a man of
exceptional talent and dewrve.s only
too well the high honor conferred
upon him In the Valedictory.

SENIORS!

Subscribe For

Next Year's

VILLANOVAN

NOW!

100 yard dash—Won by Knight,
Drexel; second, Sonneheim, Drexel;
third, August, Villanova. Time,
10 2-5 seconds.
Discus throwy—Won by Markle,

Drexel; second, Ziegler, Villanova;
third, Brandt, Villanova. Distance,
120 feet 6 inches.
Mile run—Won by Kramer, Drex-

el; second, Whalen, Villanova;
third, Althouse, Drexel. Time, 4

minutes. 45 2-5 seconds.
44$-yard run—Won by Josefsberg,

Drexel; second, Bain, Villanova;
third. Mackelkin, Drexel. Time, 53
1-5 seconds.
Shotput—Won by Markle, Drexel;

second. Major, Drexel; third, Zieg-
ler. Villanova. Distance, 40 feet

4 1-2 Inches.

High Jump—Tie between Martin
and Baker, of Villanova; third.

Crammer, Drexel. Height, 5 feet 9

Inches.
220-yard low hurdles—Won by

Mahan, Villanova; .second, Clifford,

Villanova; third, Schoenhut, Drexel.
Time, 27 3-5 seconds.
Half-mile run—Tie between Jose-

fsberg and Kramer, Drexel; third,

Whalen, Villanova. Time, 2 mln-
,'utes 9 3-5 seconds.

I

Two-mile run—Won by Salernn,
(Villanova; second, Richardson,
: Drexel; third, Verderost, Villanova.
I Time, 10 minutes 42 seconds.

I

Javelin throw—Won by Kelly,
Villanova; second, Markle, Drexel;

I third. Oberholtzer, Drexel. Distance,
147 feet 7 Inches.
220-yard dash—Won by Sonne-

heim, Drexel; second, Olldea, VII-

demle and Redoubtensaal der Holf-
berg in Vienna; National, Municipal,
Deutsches and Kleine Buhne in
Prague. Conferences are being ar-
ranged with Sir Barry Jackson, Max
Reinhardt, Gordon Craig, and
Jessner, the Capeks, Molnar and
many others. Impc^tant collections

of dramatic material in many of
the museums will be investigated.
Extension tours to Holland and to
Ireland will be available.

May Lamberton Becker, widely
known as lecturer on literature,

Reader's Guide Editor of the "Sat-
urday Review of Literature" book
editor of the "Scholastic" and
author of a number of books and
articles, will lead a literary and
theatre tour from July 3rd to Sep-
tember 7th. In addition to a num-
ber of the points of Interest
covered by the Burns Mantle Tour,
this trip will include such attrac-
tions as the Shaw Festival at
Malvern and a performance by the
Norwich Players.

i:a'':c Fianagan. director of the
Fxpcrlmer.tal theatre at Vassar,
former Guggenheim Fellow, and*
author of "Shifting Scenes In the
Modern Eui'opean Theatre" will

lead a Ru.sslan theatre tour from
May 3rd to June 20th or—with
European Extension—July 12th. Not
only will it give a fascinating
opportunity to View Russia, but
also to study outstanding examples
of the new drama. Included will

be: the State Academic and Ballet.

State Academic Theatre, Theatre of
Social Satire, Theatres of the
Worker's Clubs in Leningrad;
Meyerhold, Moscow Art. Proletcult.
Kamerny, Revolutionary. Children's,
and Blue Blou.se Troupes in Mos-
cow; Ukrainian National and Opera

"C«r«ful Handling and Quality"
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Greater support for Catholic col-

leges Is urged upon Catholics as the
means of obtaining greated repre-

sentation in the councils of state

and nation, in science. In art and
education in a pamphlet entitled.

"For God and Country," just issued

by Villanova.
Villanova has entered upon a pro-

Rram of development for which $2.-

300,000 is needed. An endorsement
of Villanova's appeal by His Emin-
ence, D. Cardinal Dougherty, is re-

produced in the p>amphlet.
Villanova introduces the subject

by saying that among the million

young men and women being train-

ed this year in American colleges

and universities not more than 150,-

000 are receiving formal education
emphasizing the moral and spiritual

riches of life.

"Thus, less than one In every six

students in our colleges and uni-
versities is now obtaining complete
education, both spiritual and intel-

lectual—the original conception of

American education," the pamphlet
'•.tates.

Excerpts from Villanova's plea for

Catholic higher education follow:

"Soon after the state school sys-

tem was Initiated, all religious con-
tent was eliminated from textbooks.

Training of the child mind was
Riven over to the educational sysl

tern which sedulously avoided men-
tion of God and religion.

"Todav, when the moral and spir-

itual condition of the nation Is be-
ing weighed by the President, by
editors and other students of cur-

rent affairs .educational Ideals are

being re-directed to the original

American desire for spiritual guid-
ance with secular schooling.

"Catholics can regard this trend
toward complete education with
much satisfaction. Balanced educa-
tion has never weakened in the
Catholic educational system. Cath-
olic schools this year are giving 2 -

.^85.698 boys and girls, from kinder-
garten uo through college and uni-
versity the benefit of a complete
f^ducatlon.

"Ninety thousand students, or

sixty per cent of the 150,000 who re-

ceive complete higher education, are
"•iro'led In Catholic colleges and
•nlversltles.

"Catholics of the United States
demonstrates their faith In Catho-
lic schools and colleges by Investing
more than $45,000,000 In complete
education each year, in addition to

the taxes paid for public schools.

"Although $45,000,000 Is a large
sum, it cannot be considered bur-
densome. It averages only two dol-
lars for each member of the church.
The Investment in higher elucatlon
mu.st be Increased If Catholic edu-
cation Is to hold Its place In com-
uctltlon with non-CathoUc educa-l
tion. A .surved of the 160 colleges]

and universities established by the

Did You Ever
Know That—
In an article published recently

by the French Academy of Rome it

is shown that the Augustinians
were intimate friends of the great
Italian poet. Petrarch and that
they exercised a profound influence
over him.

At the ce.cbraied Confederation
of Kllkenr.y titj41) the Irish leaders
appointed the Au^ustinian Pro-
vincial Tablot their representative
to the Court of Spain to solicit sup-
port in their desperate struggle for
independence.

One of the most picturesque
ruins in Ireland is that of the one-
time Augustinlan Convent of Adare.
The convent was lounded by John,
Earl of Klldare. In the reign of
Edward the Second (14th century).

Boccaclo. the father of Italian
prose, left his entire library to the
Augustinians of Florence and re-
quested to be buried in an Au-
gustinlan Church.

The Augustinlan Church at
Pavla. where the body of St. Au-
gustine is kept, dates back to the
8th century.

; There are at present four
branches of Augustnians: the Aus-
tin Friars, the Canons Regular, the
Discalced Augustinians and the
Augustinians of the Assumption.
Thomas A. Kempis the author ot
the celebrated "Following of
Christ" was a Canon Regular.

The French Augustinlan Charles
Moreau was a noted patrologlst.

The Italian Augustinlan Giorgi
was a learned Orientalist of the
18th century. He was one of the
first Europeans to take a special
interest in the languages and civili-

zation of Thibet.

The following list contains the
names of some of the Augustinlan
musicians of the 16th and 17th
centuries : Emmanuel Poussam,
Agostino Diruta, Carl Klug, Fran-
cisco Klug, Nicola de Verona, Mar-
tino de S. Monica, Angelo Ter-
zachini, Tiburzio Massaino.

MICHELIS
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Belle Masque to Merge

With Beta Gamma Society

To Form Literary Club

Nru ()r{!;anizali«in lo lu- Known as Villanova IJlerary Soci-

v[y. VruU'SMtr Jonas Outlines Extensive Program

lor rSew Cluh. To l»e Divided into Two Chapters

EN(,IJSH (HIDITS OFFEKEI) TO M E M H K K S

At a joint meeting ot the Bell

Musquf and Beta Oanuna, held,

iTiday afternoon in Mendel Hall,

It was aecided to loiin a uiuted]

society to be known a.^ the Villa-

nova Literary Club. Inis move

has been expected upon the cainpu..

lor some time but it was not until

Friday that Protessor Jonas began

Lhe amalgamation. I'ne new society

wul have two chapters to oe known
as the Beta Gamma cnapter and

tne Bel Masque cnapier. uue to

tne great amount ol work attacnea

to tnese societies Proiessor Jonai

has interviewed the uean of Stuu-

les to secure credit for the men tak-

ing part in the functions of tnese

organizations.
English Credits (iiven

For eacn year's work with these

societies a credit ih t^nglisn will be

given. This credit win not lake

the place of the regular credit but

will act as an additional credit. A
member serving four years will

have four credits that he could not

have otherwise had. Many stu-

aents will find this an immense

help.

bach chapter will hold a meeting

every other week. This means thai

there will * J one meeting a week

for the society. Professor Jonas

has arranged it this way in order

that the men who belong to both

societies will not find too many ot

their evenings engaged. Meetings

will be held in the evenings in or-

der that everyone may attend,

ihere will be a meeting tomorrow

night at eight o'clock in room 106.

ihis meeting will be a closed meet-

ing as business will be discussed,

lhe following week will find the

new members present. A commit-

tee led by Hugn McHugh will have

complete charge ol ceremonies.
" vj_. Broadcasting -•

I'^l*^ --" The Literary society will contin-

ue the program of broadcasting

undertaken by the Bel Masque,

t'lans for a local station were dis-

cussed but held over till a future

(Continued on Page Four)

Band Under
Leadership

Of V. Marra

Annual Day of

Retreat to be

Held Thursday

(Crowded Chapel (Conditions

INecessilate Uvision of

Student Body

A day of retreat for the entire

student body will be held in the

college chapel on Thur.sday. The

day of retreat is an annual function

at Villanova and Is intended to give

the student an opportunity to re-

lied on the task which faces him
to be held during the day.

Inspiring and educative talks will

be given at a series of conferences
lo be held during the year.

Due lo the increased enrollment
and crowded conditions in the

chapel, .separate services will be

conducted tor resident students and
non-residents. The .schedules of

exerci.ses are so arranged that they
do not conflict in any way, thus
eliminating the confusion which
has marked other similar functions.

1 he conferences will not be of too

long a duration and the students
are requested to be in the chapel
promptly, to leave their rooms as

soon as the warning bell has rung,

in order that the exercises may be
held with no unnecessary delay.

Reverend H. A. Caffrey, Master of

St. Mary's Hall, will conduct the

retreat for the resident students,

while Rev. J. O'Leary, of the Col-

lege faculty, will address the non-
residents. Cards on which is print-

ed the order of exercises will be dis-

tributed to the students so that no
excuse can be oflered for failure to

miss any of the conferences. At-
tendance cards will be distributed

to the day students as well as to

boarders.
Those students who have heard

either of the two retreat masters
mentioned above, well appreciate

their forensic abilities and all can
rest assured that the conferences
will be anything but dry.

The schedule for both residents

and non-residents follows:

Thursday, October 2, Day students
Mass, 8 o'clock.

Conference, 10.00.

Conference, 11.45

Conference, 3.00.

Confessions after last Conference.
Mass on Friday morning at 8.00.

Residents:
Mass. 7 o'clock.

Conference, 9.00

Conference. 11.00.

Conference, 3.00.

Confessions after last Conference.
Benediction at 6.30.

Mass on Friday morning at 7

o'clock.

New Director Sueieeds Jim

Kettriek Who Enters

Temple Med. School

McKEININA DRUM MAJOR

During the past week the Villa-

nova College Band has been hold-

ing daily rehearsals, rapidly round-

ing into shape for the approaching

lootball season under the competent

direction of its new leader, Vincent

Marra.

Mr. Marra, who came to us only

last year from Clearheld, Pa., was

appointed to this important posi-

tion because of this thorough knowl-

edge 01 music and band direction

attained during his twelve years of

band experience. Besides being an

excellent trumpet player, Vince is

aiso very efficient with the slide

trombone, alto, baritone and bass,

rtis musical career began in tne

^ear mio, since wnicn time he has
oeen piaymg in various orchestra^

and banos until now, in his ttopho-

uiore coiiegiate year, after a yeai

of experience both m tne Viiia-

novaiis ana the banu, he is giVen

tne position he now noids, filling

the vac ^cy leil by the graduatiOii

01 the iv^inier leader, jim ivettricK.

lhe band enrollment this year
exceeus mat oi any other year, be

ing sixty in numoer. ihis is an
excellent turn out when we con-
sider that twenty-six members oi

last year s band aid not return this

year, iiecause oi this large new
enrollment, Mr. Marra has tiad tne

aaaea tasK ol entire reorganization.

vince says tnat althougn mere
are many new piayers tnis year, the

outlook IS very promising. lhe
oand as a whoie will nave pienty oi

volume, for it is supported by a
strong ba.3S section ana an equally

well Dalanced brass section.

The band made its deout at tlie

opening of the new golf course last

inursday ,and much credit is out
lo the hard worK of Joe ivlcKenna,

who has been aruling tne uoys onij

lor a lew hours this past week.
Joe nas shown by the progress tht

boys have made, that ne is very

capable of filling Pat White's piace

as drum major.
New uniforms were given out last

week and the band is already to

look its best for the season. No
football contest can be successful

without the cheerful support of a
band. This year the band promises
to be the best ever and deserves
the congratulations of the student
body.

\ iLLAINOVAINS TO BE
ISSUED IN OFFICE

All students will receive their

eopy Ql the Villanovan In the Vil-

lanova;} Qfflce room, 222 Mendel
ilall.. typ.jiapers will be delivered to

the r(H»ro;(. as was done last year.

Upon ^ni^arance at the oftice each
studenj^vciM. receive a card entitling

him to rf^eive his copy of the pub-
lication w^kly.

It is felt that this will help to do
away with many complaints on the

part of the subscriliers that they

nave not received their issue of the

Villanovan.
The otriee will be open only on

Tuesdays and then only from 12 to

1.30. The students are asked to co-

operate in the worlc of distribution

by appearing at the office during:

lhe hours set.

EEADS ATTACK

DAY STUDENTS
Fr. otanford wishes to announce

that an ».U0 o'clock mass will be
.laid every day for the convenience
of day students. Masses are now
said oaily at 6.30, 7.00 and 8.00

J clock.

Dinner Dance
Planned by
N. Y. Grads

"BIFF" GARDNER

Fr. Griffin

Addresses

Students

Wildcat (;ridder8 to Be Exening Chapel Service

Feted on Night of

N. Y. U. Game

ASTOR ROOF SCENE

The Parking Problem
At Villanova

The parking problems at Villa-

nova has become so muddled and
mixed up that the college authori-
ties have felt called to issue an
edict to the effect that any student
caught parking his private car
within the bounds of the campus
shall be fined one dollar.

Last year the Villanovan ran an
article about the parking situation

at the University of California.

Out there where the West ends the
board of regents of the institution

appropriated $24,000 with which to

develop a permanent auto stand on
the campus. Official estimate at

this college indicated that over
3000 cars are parked daily by stu-

dents and Instructors.

Now of course Villanova's park-
ing situation cannot be compared
to that of so large a University as
that of California, we haven't even
half the number of students and
instructors who could possibly own
that number of cars. But, and
here is the rub, the few students

and instructors who are so happily
placed that they can own automo-
biles, must park their conveyances
by the P. and W. station. The P.

and W. parking space Is a snappy
walk from the college buildings,

and a seemingly unnecessary one
In view of the fact that the college

las a natural parking space at the
triangle In the rear of Mendel Hall

and if that were overflowed there
is the old foot ball field and rather
motheaten track in the rear of the

Monastery. Why could not these

spaces be used for the convenience
of the students, boarders as well as
day-hops instead of the most in-

convenient space by the side of the

P. and W. tracks.

What promises to be one of the

most interesting social functions

during the entire loot ball season
will be held after the Villanova-

New York University foot ball
game in New York. This affair is

being made possible through the
New York City Club of Villanova
College which has taken great ef-
lorts to arrange with the Astor
Hotel of New York City to make
their hotel headquarters of the
Villanova foot ball team and Its

supporters.
This elaoorate function will be a

dinner and dance given in the
Belvedere Roof Garden of the
ffotel Astor with the Villanova and
New York University foot ball
teams as the guest of honor. As
a testimonial to the team do your
part by being present. We are go-
ing to New York to give them some
dea of Villanova. They will see
this at the game but to make it

even more impressive and to let

them know that we do other things
besides playing wonderful foot ball

turn out to the dinner and dance
with a 100 per cent, showing.

If it is impossible to make the
• Continued on Page Four)

Officially Opened
Last Tuesday

WELCOMES STUDENTS
Prayer is the greatest asset we

have, " said the Rev. James H. Grif-
fin, president of the college, in an
address to the student body last
lue.iday evening.

The occasion was the opening of
evening chapel service for the new
year, and every available seat was
occupied, both freshmen and up-
perclassmen attending.

The President's concluding words
were: 'Pray, keep yotu" soul free
from mortal sin, be respectful of
Jesus in the tabernacle, and your
5 ears here at Villanova will be 8\»c-

itcsijlui." Prayei", he suiu, is invalu-
able. Jesus begs us to come to Him
and with His help all things are
possible.

In regard to assisting at mass,
Pr. Griflin told his audience to "at-
tempt as far as possible to be mind-
ful of the great sacrifice that is

going on. ' In short he urged the
men to live as true Christian gen-
tlemen, warning them that any
breaking of the rules of the college
will bring harsher and stricter reg-
ulations.

He recalled the clean-speech
campaign of last year, congratu-
lated the men on the success of it,

and exhorted them to so reverence
(Continued on Page Four)

Gardner's Smashing Attack

Paves Way to Victory ill

First Wadcat Grid Fast

,„„K»'"

''H*»ok" Mylin's Lebanon Proteges Offer Stubborn Resist-

ance to Blue and White Gridders.—Spectacular

Runts by Geisler and Higbheld Feature

Solemn Mass

Inaugurates

School Year

Sophomore Vigilance Men
In Role of Genial Hosts at
First Freshmen Assembly

The Vigilance Committee, a tra-
ditional .self -organized body of the
Sophomore class which is formed to
preserve law and order, started with
a "bang" last Tuesday night by di-
recting and instructing the poor in-
nocent Freshmen in the laws and
orders nece.ssary to become true
and gallant men of Villanova. At
.seven o'clock the Freshmen gather-
ed in front of the Academy and
from here they were marched in
snake file to the Ampltheatre,
which in most of the Freshman's
minds would be the beginning of
torture.

After all the Freshmen were seat-
ed, almost filling the Ampltheatre,
the Chairman of the Vigilance
Committee, Jack Murnane, opened
the meeting in typical court fash-
ion. The Freshmen sat back trying
to appear sedate but they were
really quivering within. A general
check was made of all the Fresh-
men present.
The first speaker to be Introduced

by the Chairman was Frank B.
Smith, President of the Sophomore
Class. The Freshmen gave him an
arising applause. Mr. Smith wel-
comed the Class of '34 to Villa-
nova In a very dignified manner.
He warned them to wear their
regs" and ofTlcially bestowed the

title of "Prosh" on them. Mr.
Smith was again given a boisterous
applause upon concluding his talk.
The meeting continued with the

hazing of a few so-called "wise-
guys" and especially one very "wise-
guy" who was ushered from the Am-
pltheatre only to be ushered In some
few minutes later to give the
•Prosh" a true picture of the fam-
ous "Varsity V Haircut" which Jack
Murnane had Just finished explain-
ing to them. It was the first hair-
cut of the year but the "Wise-
Frosh" who received It took it

calmly and admitted publicly to his
fellow class-mates that, "he guessed
he deserved It."

The next speaker to be intro-
duced by the Chairman was none
other than the famous politician
and .spokesman of the Sophomore
Class and a member of the Vigi-

lance Committee, Jim Douglas,

with a club in his hand, he started

to speak in a very low drawling

voice which gradually raised to a
pitch that would make anyone sit

up and take notice. He held the
"Frosh" .spellbound and most of
them would have liked to climb un-
der their seats as he gradually low-
ered their dignity by classing them
as so-called "big shots" in their
own minds and "the scum of the
earth, etc." He warned them that
at Villanova they would have no
mother's apron strings to toddle
along with and that he would
make men out of them or die in
the attempt. In concluding, he
said "Villanova was a place for
gentlemen and that he would make
them gentlemen that would honor
and respect all at' Villanova."
Douglas then departed hastily from
the Ampltheatre In a disgusted
manner as the "Frosh"' arose and
gave him a great ovation.

Ted Casey, football player and
member of the Vigilance Commit-
tee, was the next speaker to be in-
troduced by the Chairman. Casey
asked of the "Prosh" their whole
hearted support in backing the
football team this year by attend-
ing the games and cheering the
team on to success.

The last speaker of the meeting
was Harold "Ding" Drlscoll, Pres-
ident of the Junior Class, who wel-
comed the "Prosh"' to Villanova.
He told them to take the "Prosh"
initiations In good spirit as It has
been an old tradition of the Col-
lege and it was authorized by the
College officials. He concluded by
telling the "Prosh' to fight for

Villanova and to be proud of their

school.

The meeting was brought to a
close with three whooping cheers
for Villanova and the "Prosh" de-

parted for their respective rooms
where they could be at peace with-
out the belittling remarks and
hardshtp.s handed them by the
Vigilance Committee.

FINE LINE PLAY HELPS FELINES CONQUER

"Hook" Mylin, Lebanoi) Valley coach, brought a
band of veteran footballers down from Annville to the Sta-

dium Saturday afternoon, to throw a big surprise among the
ranks of some 6000 Villanova fans, when one of the strong-

est Blue teams of all time was held to a 19-0 score.
An enthusiastic crowd, expecting

a slaughter by the Wildcats, were
held almost spellboimd throughout
most of the first half, when the
upstate eleven gave the home team
a fight that was worthy of mid-
November opponents.

Superior strength and better sub-
stitutes Anally gave the Wildcats
an edge, and for the third stialght
season the visitors went home,
losers by nineteen points. The
score in 1928 was 19-0, while last
year's game ended 32-13.

Finer interference than has been
shown by the Wildcats in some
time was exhibited Saturday aft-
ernoon, and the play of the first

team in the third period, when
Harry Oeisler, sophomore sensa-
tion, ran wild to score two touch-
downs, presaged ill for foes. Scouts
from Temple, Gettysburg and New
Vork University viewed the game
from the scouting box In the
south stand.

Oeisler, along with Captain
Gardner and Johnny Hlghfleld
started the game, but It was not
until the second half that the trio

began its great work. It was then
that the line, warming up to Its

work, tore gaping holes in the Leb-
anon defense, and with Wltkowskl
and Sheehan starring, much of the

(continued on page 3)

Opening Date Coincides

With Feast Day of

St. Thomas

STUDENTS IMPRESSED

Villanova College formally en-

tered upon its 78th year with the

singing of a Solemn High Mass on
Monday, September 22. Rev. Ruel-

lan P. Fink, O. S. A., Vice Presi-

dent, was the celebrant, assisted by
Kev. Joseph A. Dougherty, O. S. A.,

uean ol the School of Science,

aeacon, and Rev. Kugene Mauch,
u. ». A., JDean ot the School ol

Alts, suo-deacon, and supported by

tne semuiary choir. The entire

ceremony was very impressive, ana
uiost ot the stuaents ieit wita a
aeeper reauzatiou of tne senous-
aess ol tne undertalung beiore
tnem.
At the concliislou of the Mass,

i<'atner FinK. spoKe a lew worus oi

welcome lu an ine siuaents, ootii

new and Oid, ana voiced tne regret

01 the rresident, ±iev. James A.
ormin, u. o. A., at oemg unaoxe lu

oe present. He also reininueu tne
ussemuiea stuaents that it was tne
least OI St. i.nomas, ol vuianova,
/iugustineian ^rcnoishop, educator,
anu pniiantnropist, and thereiore a
lilting aay on wnicn to renew the
activities of this scnooi wnich is

unuer nis tutelage.

ihis patron aaint of the College
was born in 14oii at i^onteiiana
^loieuo; in Spain. He was urougnt
up in tne town oi Vilianeuva, hence
tue aduition to his name "ot vuia-
nova."
At the age of 16 he entered the

(Jiuversity oi Aicala, and in the
>ear iol4 he was appointed proies-
sor Ol pnilosophy there. After
teaching lor two years he was ol-

lered a similar position at the ceie-

orated university oi tialamanca, but
ne declined and entered the Augus-
tinian order. 'Iwo years later, in
iDitt, ne was ordained priest. As a
teacner of theology he achievea
great success In'the convent school
01 Salamanca, and as a preacher he
rapidly gained a reputation lor elo-

quence, particularly in the cities ol

Valencia and Vallodolid. The em-
peror, after hearing him, appointed
mm preacher to tne court and im-
perial counsellor.

He was sought as Archbishop of

Valencia. For nine years he laoor-

ed to improve his diocese by word
and example. Six-seventh of the
episcopal revenue he gave to the
poor. His zeal and work in l>ehall

ol these unfortunates was so no-
table that Pope Paul V, who beati-

fied him, called him "Father of the
Poor " and "Model of Bishops."

bt. Thomas died in the year 1555

near his episcopal city. Histori-

ans tell us that eight thotisand
poor, to whom he had been pastor,

lather and Iriend, followed the
luneral cortege.

It Is worthy of note that St.

Thomas sent the first band of

Augustinian Missioners to Mexico
in 1533.

There is a statue of St. Thomas
in front of the Monastery at Vil-

lanova. It represents him holding
a money bag, symliollcal of his

great charity towards the poor. A
oeautiful stained glass window over
the main Altar in the Monastery
Chapel depicts him distributing

food to the penniless. Another
large stained glass window over the
organ loft in the church portrays
the canonization of Et. Thomas.
What better patron and model

could the faculty and studei^ts of
Villanova have than St. Thomas,
"Father of the Poor," "Model of
Bishops I"

I

m

Night School

Enters Upon
Thu-d Year

A'-rr.r-

Specialization Stressed by
Dean in Opening

Address

NEW COURSES GIVEN

EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY

The students of Villanova Col-
lege wish to express, through the
Villanovan, their sincere sym-
pathy with the families of the
following students who died dur-
ing the past summer:

E>aniel McNamee, "33, School
ot Arts.

Leander E. Bresciani, "33,

School of Commerce and Pln-
anoe.

With an enrollment that promises
to be the largest In the history of
the School, the Villanova Evening
School commenced Its Fall term
last night. Father BArtley, dean of
the School, addressed the students
and stressed the point that this is

the age of specialization In business
education, and those who are not
thoroughly equipped with a soimd
business will be unable to take ad-
vantage of opportunities and fight
for success. Business demands
young men and women who are well
trained in the fundamentals of
business. A knowledge of account-
ing, business law and economics are
required of all who are about to
enter the business world. Besides
these fundamentals it Is necessary
that one specialize In a particular
field of endeavor. So the Villanova
Evening School endeavors to give
Its students a soimd training In the
fundamentals of business and also
offers an opportunity for specializ-
ation In a number of business sub-
jects.

Classes in the Evening School are
held in Mendel Hall, on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
evenings of each week from 7.30 to
9.45 with fifteen minutes Inter-
mission at 8.30. Mendel Hall Is

equipped with every convenience of
modem education and offers an
environment conducive to study
and work.
The Instruction In the Evening

School is given by the members of
the Faculty of Villanova College
having charge of the same work In
the day session of the School of
Commerce and Finance. The regular
work of Instruction during the com-
ing year will be supplemented by
special lectures, from time to time,
by business men and technical ex-
perts, who are recognized as leaders
in their vocations.
The schedule for the flrat

semester is as follows:
Monday

Accounting 1 2nd Semester
Law 1 ist Semester
Economics Ist Seihester

Tnesday
Business Law — 3nd Semester
Accounting 11 tod Semester
English 1 Ist Semester
Blue Print Reading . Ist Semester

Ttaoraday
Economics 2nd Semester
Transportation
Accounting 1 — .... 1st Semester

Friday
English i8t Semester
Spanish 2nd Semester
Stock Market 1st Semester
Insurance ist Semester
Industrial Managment

1st Semester

4
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~ MONDAY, SEPTEMBER, 29, 1930'.

Tke Styx

Your Paper

With this issue the Villanovan commences the third

year of its existence as a weekly campus newspaper. By

this time we have convinced even the most sceptical that

oui- position on the campus is an assured and permanent

one. Two years ago the paper was inaugurated by a group

of students and for a time it was in a more or less experi-

mental stage. Ah more experience was acquired it gradual-

ly changed from an experiment into a regular campus func-

tion. The beginning of last year saw a "bigger and better"

Villanovan. The size and general appearance of the paper

were changed and its amateurish appearance was supplanted

by its present regular journalistic style. The policy of the

Villanovan has always been "a publication run by Villanova

students for Villanova students" and this year its policy will

not be changed. It is your paper—written for you. Make

use of it, read, it and, above all, cooperate with the stafl:

members in making it as complete and up to the minute as

possible. In this manner and in this manner only can the

paper achieve its true purpoase—to be a Villanova publication

for Villanova students.
Hf * * * *

The Coming Year

Again we are confronted with another school year. To

the PYeshman. it is the beginning of a new phase in his ex-

periences. To the Sophomore and the Jiinior it is another

step nearer graduation. To the Senior it is the final step in

his college career. But no matter what we are—Senior,

Junior, Sophomore or Freshman, we are all face to face with

a new school year and it is up to ourselves to make the best

of it. This is a time when all the members of every class

are even. All are ready to start out to reach the same ob-

jective and all have equal chances of getting there. It is

like the beginning of a race with all the contestants waiting

in line for the signal gun. There are no handicaps, all are

even; it is a question of those who keep on running and

those who drop out, those who keep on studying and those

who don't.

The beginning of the school year is, perhaps, the most

trying period of the entire term. Vacation is just behind

and a long period of study and examination looms ahead.

When we study, thoughts of cool ocean waves or crystal

mountain lakes will vie with structural formulas and irregu-

lar verbs for the uppermost place in our minds. Concentra-

tion at first will be hard and study will be difficult but as

the year progresses and we get into the swing- of things we
will find study easier and concentration more readily accom-

plished.

Then, too, the coming year means other things—new-

friends to be made, old friendships to be renewed, new fields

to be conquered, new battles to be fought, new victories to

be won. The football season is here again with its colorful

enthusiasm, its cheering crowds, its keen excitement. The
clubs and fraternities with their varied activities will be

starting up again and soon the coming year will be well un-

der way and we will settle down to another year at college.
*****

What Is the Answer?

With the opening of the new college year and the com-

ing of the new freshman class, looms the specter of the much
debated and oft di.scussed and never settled topic of fresh-

man initiation. "To haze or not to haze", that is the ques-

tion which, as is usual at this season, makes its appearance

on the campus.

It is not the policy of this publication to take its stand

definitely on either side. We wish to remain as neutral as

possible. But we feel that we can take the liberty of set-

ting down a few facts that have come to our notice concern-

ing freshman hazing. However, before going any further

we do take the stand that freshman rules and regulations

should be strictly enforced to the letter.

The era of sophomore tyranny over the green yearling is

passing. Reluctant as we may be to admit the fact publicly,

nevertheless it is true and it will not be long before hazing

will have gone the way of several other collegiate customs.

In fact, Dartmouth, Columbia, Union College, Penn and
other Universities have already put a ban on all freshman
hazing and any man caught mal-tieating a freshman is

liable to suspension and expulsion.

It was only after a hard struggle that the .sophomore
class is being allowed to hold a public initiation this year at

Villanova, after the faculty had determined to abolish- the
annual function. One of the reasons given for the proposed
discontinuation, is that the interest not only of outsiders,

but even of the students them.selvea has waned perceptibly
during the past three years.

Last year .several debates on hazing were held and the
majority of the student body seemed to favor abolition.

Previous to last year initiation was considered a standing
annual exercise and no one even thought of doing away with
it

siisjaMaMaiaMaMaMSJ&'ioiiafajajaiaiajc!,!

All Hail VlUanovans, all hail back
tu the long haul of another school
year beset with plenty of work and
loads of pleasure. Your scholars
have already made the acquaint-
ance of Phelygas, the F>erryman
of the Styx, a short one 'tis cert-
ain though it is to be hoped it was
also a happy one. But to you the
new members on the campus, you
Frosh, you do not what or why our
column is printed In this august
news carrier of the campus, and to
oe very, very frank with you neith-
er do we. We have a rather hazy
idea that at one time or other we
were pressed into service t do the
honors and to take the place of the
late lamented Mosque. Evidentally
the purpose of the Mosque was
pseudo -didactic, pseudo -scient-
ific, and caricaturic of all the latest
happenings within and about
this stately pile of buildings.
Phelygas has tried to carry on

this ambitious program from this
station on the River of the Dark,
so here goes another year.

Phelygas has heard many rumors
from his passengers that there was
to be a great influx of students
from all parts of the country to
Villanova, and on his last weekly
visit to the surface these rumors
were confirmed as being true. He
found apjjroximately twenty score
meek and mild individuals running
about the vast campus spaces
This seems to be about the usual
number of hope -to -be graduates
sent to this factory of education,
but we notice this difference, the
class of 1934 is keeping in trend
with the latest rage of the great
American people, they are going
minature. Every Frosh of this
latest inroad seems to have lost sta-
ture in comparison with precedelng
classes. To make up for this woeful
lack of stature the ever watchful
Vigilance committee has increased
the size of the glaring yellow tag
announcing to the world that large
that here comes Danny New-frosh.
The increased size of the sign-

board seems to have been the only
change In regulation rules of what
the well dressed Frosh will wear.
White socks continue to be in great
vogue among these lower class-
men, dark dinks with a cute little

white button gracing them a post-
eriori, and absolutely the latest
style for morning afternoon and
evening in the neatly turned up
trouser cuff. Coats are being worn
buttoned this fall, and the follow-
ers of Lady Nicotine, must needs
follow their fair goddess via the
route of the corncob pipe.

Ah well, mes enfants, for all our
trifekery and tomfoolery we bid you-
all a hearty welcome within our
gates. You are taking your first

steps along the great four year path
leading to graduation and honor,
we wish you luck. In the meantime
don't forget that the word of upper-
classmen is law. And when your
carrying the seeming funeral bie'r

of a trunk laden with bricks curse
not the owner, but freely give of
your services and then freely re-
ceive gifts of gratitude--on ther
night of initiation. Then think that
someday little Frosh I'll be singing
this song of classes gone before-
The day my dink was given me

I had but little care
That it but ill became me.
Or that its presence there

Should muss my hair
The night the Sophs did seize me

I did not think of ease
But did my very utmost
Their majesties to please

And shaky were my knees!
Oh all of that is history now
And I regret it not.

And yet it is a mystery how
When Frosh ask me of plan or

plot
How quickly I forgot!
Now that that disposes of the

class of '34 for a while we might
pay some attention to the rest of

our companions in durance delight-

ful. Phelygas has noted that as

usual a number of our doughtv
football men worked as icemen and
other toting Jobs, but we think the

neatest one of all that he has repor-

ted is that of the real tough hombre
who worked his way through a

stone quarry. Now that chap Just

knows how it feels to be a teacher.

It also seems that the usual num-
ber of men did their summer's
work by swinging in a hammock
and chewing chocalates. Terrible

tough life some of these Pie-

Shoppe cowboys to lead.

Before going back on duty as

ferry pilot, I think that the fact

should be mentlonea, we have
amongst us a man who has actually

scared some of the premeds into

work. This man of great deeds is

now under the rule of subjection
and threat himself, the clever chap
has entered the medical school.

Wonder how it feels to have the

tables turned, we of course do not
want to wish such an aspiring man
any bad luck but it would be nice

to have him meet up with a pro-
fessor as tough as he is himself.

Well time's up, so back to the

darkness of Stjnc.

Summer is on the wan. Remember
those nights; a flawless sky with
a million stars peeking down at you,
solt genuy numming through the
trees while tne buds gently chirped
a song that seemeu sweeter than ail
of life. Rememoer tiie first night
you held her hana aim later whisp-
ered sweet nothings into her little

piUK ear. i^un t juu leint'iiioerv wen
u you do you had better get some-
one to holu your head. If you do'nt
remember you soon will when the
boys gather around the ash tray to
£.wap yarns these chilly Fall even-
ings it will pay several stories ol

the hearts you nave broken. Noth-
ing gets aiong around here like a
good story-teller, although this
gentleman of the old art is some-
times called by such a common
man as 'Builthrower". Which is
very true .Ihis art as all art must
have rules. Draw up a trunk and
111 explam the limitations which
are not to be observed.

WHO
Anyone may step up and attempt

to heave the bull. Age is no draw-
oack although the art is perfected
as the yeais go on. l-'reshmen inay
enter any contest but can hardly
nope top place. The crop of ex-
perienced men that infests the
naunts of Vjllanova is amazing,
ijittie fellows and big fellows are
on a par in this greatest of aU in-,
aoor sports. If to-day you aren't at
ail adept at the art be not dis-
couraged for soon you wUl be in the
ranks and advancing rapidly. By
Christmas you'll be able to tell at
least one story without having
everone laugh. Of course the stand-
ards are raised every year and
things unthought of a few years
ago are commonplace to-day.'

GAINING EXPERIENCE
Just drop into a room contain-

ing a group of upperclassmen. After
a few businesslike remarks con-
cerning classes and such the bull
will be let out to the slaughter.
It happend like thls-"Now when
I was home this summer." That
starts it. No matter what the
magnitude of the story of the
glamor of glory attached to it the
teller is a rank amateur. If there
are five other men in the room
there will be five other stories each
better than the one preceding.
Whoever speaks first doesn't stand
a chance. The trick is to have two
stories. Tell one and after every-
one tells one like-it-but better-
spring your second story. You
have them then. Having put their
best in jtheir first offering nothing'

is left and you can haul in the
marbles.

I KNEW etc.

When a bold young youth (young
youtns being popular this season)
stands lorth ana says "I Knew a
^iri tnis summer who" mark him as
a nonest man who is to truthful to

exaggerate to any great extent.

Ji^ut when some fair Lochlnbar
piances toward and in a hoarse
voice chirps, "I had a girl this

summer' mark him as a builthrow-
er who has never been taught the
liner points of a grand old game.
I'he unished player never makes
a break. He starts with a modest
beginmg and not even a saint
would suspect him. He draws his

listeners with him forces them to

teel his every mood, to laugh when
ne laughs, to weep when he weeps,
iie gradually works his story to the

point where he is a hero who
rescues the girl from unspeakable
horrors and restores her safely to

iier mothers arms.

Seniors are the most proficient

artists. Would you believe it when
I teUyou of one senior who asked
seventeen girls to marry him inside

of an hour. When I left he was
relating to his audience the words
ne had whispered to the eighteenth.
I had a better story to tell but what
can a fellow do when opportunity
never knocks. To those entering the
ranks listen to a few well chosen
words. Never tell your story first. And
another advantage, as my room-
mate claims, is to always wait for

a large audience. Repeat the story
several tijnes to yourself. If you do
this convincingly enough you will

soon come to believe it yourself.
When that is accomplished you will

have reached perfection. To make
others believe you must first believe
yourself. No degree is given for

completing the course. The only re-

ward is the admiration and respect
of your listeners. Just picture your-
self for a moment in a roomful of
fellows. You are carelessly draped
about a chair telling of your over
supply of "It" that magnitized the
lOcal belles. The audience is spell-

bound with wonder. The proverbial
pin may be dropped and heard even
on the third bounce. You are the
center of attraction. On and on you
lead them till the story is finally

told. Imagine the burst of silent

applause as you resign the floor to

someone else. Isn't that tasting of
life at its fullest? Isn't that being
able to count yourself a man among
men.

THE MAD HATTER.

THE COLLEGIATE
REBELUON

The fall season this year might
easily be dubbed the era of Collegate

Rebellions. First of all our own be-

loved Freshmen threatened to go on
the warpath after the scalps of

their lordly tormentors. This out-

break died a natural death how-
ever, as soon as the leader
succumbed to the entreaties of the
Vigilantes, that he accept a varsity
"V".
But at one of our neighboring

institutions of higher learning
difficulties are not being ironed out
so easily. The first sign of trouble
appeared on the quiet horizon when
the authorities issued an edict
ordering coats to be worn in the
dining room at meal time. Mutter-
ings and rumblings were followed
by an open disregard for the order
when 100 students appeared in the
dining room minus the requisite ap-
parel. They were shown the error of
their ways by being ejected from the
refectory but continued to show
their disdain and passive subjection
by re-appearing in dinner coats,
tuxedos and other elaborate and
vari -colored Jackets.
But wait, all is not yet quiet. The

faculty not to be outdone came back
with a fresh charge. They placed
proctors in the largest men's
dormitory. The confusion and havoc
which followed are worthy of a
collegiate movie scene. If the first
order causes excitement this second
caused a riot. The weekly publication
of that institution denounced the
act in bold black type on the front
page of their paper. The battle is

still raging with the students taking
the stand that it is all "Prep"
school nonsense.

If this fad is to follow the path
of other collegiate innovations it

will not be long before college men
will be thinking of a bigger and
better rebellion for their alma
mater's glory.

Wilkes Barre

Club Admits

11 Members

Plans for Scranton Dance
in Hands of the Com-

mittee

Same Start

"Mamma," questioned five-year-
old Jennie, "am I as tall as you
are?"
"No, dear," was the reply. "Your
head comes to my waist."

"Well," continued Jennie, "I'm
Just as short as you are, anyway.

Phelygas. ' My feet are as far down as yours."

At a meeting of the Wilkes Barre
Club held last night in the amphi-
theatre, the activities of the year
commenced with the admission of

11 new members, bringing the total

membership up to 52. The new
members were Messers. Bums,
Nalevanko, Gibbons, Robeskavitch,
Carr, Corrigan, Levi, Reddington,
Ryan, Mc Draw (not John J. ) and
Snyder. President Roger O'Donnell
occupied the chair for the first

time, and opened the meeting with
his outline of the policies to be
followed through the year.

A Committee was appointed to
take care of details attendant
to the giving of their annual dance
after the Bucknell game at Scran-
ton, at the Hotel Casey. A well-
t^iown orchestra leader is being
consulted as to rates, and it is

hoped that with the novel arrange-
ments, the dance will meet with
even greater approval than the
other three have. Stanley Prokop is

the chairman of the Bucknell Dance
Committee, and is ably assisted by
L Hardy, Reedy, P. Porve, W. Dris-
coll, J. Oarrity and J. Gibbons.

During the business meeting it

was moved and duly enacted to
assess evey member one dollar
apiece, to be payable within the
next two weeks. All dues are to be
paid to the treasurer, Stanley
Prokop, either at the regular meet-
ing on Thursday night, or at his
room, 125 Fedlgan.
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Ct)t0 anD Cl)at

The "Closed for the season," sign
ha6 been removed from the boarded
entrance gates and has been re-

placed by the WELCOME mat. All

prodigals are requested to report
lor tne fatted calf in the rear of
the right wing oi Mendel Hall.

And as usual the year 193U-31 win
be the best year ever experienced
by the college at large, even includ-
ing the Frosh.

One of our exceedingly brilliant

Seniors made a visit to Halitax iiuo

past summer and declared that the
place was simply divine. Now tnai
we know that strange faci we wjh
no longer feel insulted when lo.^i

to go to Halifax.

The first f me of the season lu..

done come ^nd went—result—tiic

Annvillaihs stuck the tail oi

their greyhound 'bus between us
legs and beat It for northern climei>

licked, but we wish them better
luck for the rest of the season, now
that we are through wiin them.

Year by year our Frosh are hav-
ing more and more paraphrenaiia
doded to the weight of tneir bur-
dens. Ihis year they are getting
jiightly stoop-shouldered from nav-
.ng to drag around the yellow
joutonnieres resembling the latest

.iightmare ol a giant danlia fancier.

Next in oraer conies the story of.

the poor beknighted FYosh with in-

digestion requesting iniormatiuw
about the Belly Air.

Horace Greely would be absolute-
ly correct if he brought forth the
.'diet of "Go South louiig Man,'
jiter tne third game oi villanova s

lootball season.

1 he latest rage of America is to

go miniature, it even extends to th.-

iize ol tne brain in the modern
class college youth.

Lucifer K. Butts dove into an
.mpiy swimming pooi and came up
*Viin the idea tor his laiest inven-
cion, an eighteen hole go.f course.
A^hich can be played with par a.-»

one stroke. All of which reminds
U.S that Villanova dedicated its lat-

est he.d of honour the other day,
a nine hole golf course (not a min-
ature). It was made only nine
noles to eliminate the possibility of
their being a nlneteentn.

And then came the dawn of a
story which told of the Scotch
Frosh who painted his ankles white
in order to gyp Clete out of his
profits.

The members of the fair sex who
were present at the last game had
a most difficult time coming to a
decision as to which Freshman had
the cutest pair of legs. And the
coat linings—O, my dear, they were
simply stunning.

The imitations of Ruth St. Den-
is were simply divine, especially the
aivot kicking.

Did everyone hear of the forty

-

thousand Scotchmen at the swim-
ming exhibition, who were asked to

donate a collection for the benefit
of the performers. The total

amount collected was two dollars.

If you don't believe this one look
up last week's Evening Bulletin.

Do a Ripley lellows, we are
prophets, in the last issue of the
V^ilianovan in May we predicted
that there would oe a drought in
Hugust, and b'gosn and bigorry,
there was one.

And here is another Ripley, we
do not give out A. A. books in the
Villanovan ottice, nor B. B., C. C,
or any other aipnabetical books.

STAFF CANDI.
DATES WANTED

All in all, events prove that initiation and hazing have

lost their appeal and only one re.sult can follow—Extinction.

The Vigilance Committee •"•-.v.'-.

The Sophomores have a Vigilance committee. It seems

to be a committee that wears its hat.s at a rakish angle and
talks in teims of profit and loss. It holds important meet-

ings at which subjects of profound importance must be dis-

cussed but the Freshmen haven't as yet learned the hello

habit. This being an important step in their education we
would like to rise and suggest that the Vigilance committee
take the matter in hand. Why not substitute action for

talks to the F'reshmen. Let the fundamentals be taught as

a start. The barring of upperclassmen from last week's

first talk to the Freshmen undoubtedly achieved a great

purpose. The famed Sophomore orators turned in a .splen

did performance, but to what extent did the Freshmen prof-

it? Now is the time the Vigilance committee should be at

its best. How about a little action and le.ss talk.

There are several vacancies In all

departments of the Villanova staff.
They are open to any man. Fresh-
man or upperclassmen. who will
signify his Intention of Joining the
staff and who shows willingness
to work. All candidates are re-
quested to meet tonight at seven
o'clock in the Villanova Office,
Room No. 222 Mendel Hall.

HO-HUM!

A bright spot In a darkened day
Were Just the words I said
You smiled In your peculiar way.
And smiling turned your head.

"Idle lies" you merely said
But had you been more sage and

wise;

And watched me e're you turned
your head

You might have gue.ssed the "idol-
ize."

No Inside Interference

"I suppose you will want me to
give up my Job. Henry, when we
are married?"
"How much do you earn at it?"

"Sixty a week."
"That Isn't a Job. That's a

career. I wouldn't want to inter-
fere • with your career, girlie."

E. P. T. TO MEET
According to an announcement

made recently by the Vice Presi-
dent Edward M. Hookey, there will

be an important meeting of the
cJpsUon Pni Iheta Fraternity on
ihursday afternoon at one o'clock
in room 106. Many Important mat-
ters will be discussed in this meet-
ing and all the old members of
last year are urgently requested to
be present. The election of officers
tor the coming year will take place
and preliminary arrangements will

oe made and committees formed to
take care of the coming dance that
the society expects to hold early in
the coming season.

All Presnman Arts students are
requested to watch the Villanovan
closely for further announcements
of meetings of this organization at
which time they will be taken in
as new members.
The Epsilon Phi Theta Fratern-

ity, which Is the official organiza-
tion of the Arts school is one of
the moot Influential on the campus
and during the past few years has
spon.sored many successful enter-
prises. Their Boxing Bouts, which
take place every spring, have al-
ready become one of the College's
mast sacred traditions. It is not
officially known yet whether these
bouts will be repeated this year or
not but from all indications of the
success of the bouts of years past
there seems little doubt but what
the fights will be repeated.
Arts students are again reminded

to be at the meeting this coming
Thursday afternoon at one o'clock
in room 106.

DID YOU KNOW THAT
The Augustlnian Monastery of

Brunn Is known the world over
because the great Biologist Gregor
Mendel was a member of It. Very
few people know that the famed
composer Paul Krlskovsky was an
Augustlnian and belonged to the
same community of Brunn.
The "Following of Christ " which

next to the Holy Bible ranks as the
foremost religious book of the world,
was written by an Augustlnian
Canon Regular: Thomas a Kempls.

Lanteri, an Augustlnian, gives us
a list of 97 authors who have
written works on the History of the
Augustlnian Order.
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THE JNEW RULES

ilie cuubeubUb ul upiiiiuu amoug ioutbali experts

8eemb tu Ut that the ciiangeb made by tlie l^uotball Kules

tiUiiimiUee lur tlie comiug beasun, are, with uue exception,

llie uiubt iiitelligeut and uunstructive tliat have been promul-

guled by tbal ever-changing body.

liie lone detriment to itb work of la^. winter beeuib

to deal with the siull play, alwayb a hone oi contention.

i.abi season the eliecliveness of the shilt was limited by the

requiring oi a deunite pause hetweeu the time the shift is

made, and ttie moment when the center passes the ball.

Ihib, Ol course, killed the real purpose of the shift.

As Eddie Oooley, newspaper man and Dartmouth quarter-

back in 1924 says, "it a running hroad jumper was allowed

to run, but had to stop in his tracks before taking the jump,

there would be little value to his run. The same is true ol

the sbift."

Fracticaliy all coaches using the Notre Dame system,

where the shiit has been so essential, have complained about

the new shut rule, which demands the stop of a full second

alter the shut. Ihe elimination ol the shiit, as Coach Stuhl-

ureiier says, takes away much ol tbe glamor and color of

backueld piay and is to be regretted.

Another new rule, unimportant to the spectator but

meaning much to the player on the held, especially punters

and passes, iixes the pressure of the football itself to be be-

tween I2V2 and 16 Yz pounds.

Ihe Kules Committee did a wise thing by suggesting

that teams reirain irom wearing uniforms and helmets

which are so similar in appearance to the hall that the op-

posing players are put at a disadvantage. This old trick was

nrst used by the Carlisle Indians who had leather footballs

sewed to tneir jerseys. When their arms were folded, it

was raiglAy hard to tell who had the ball.

ihe new rule concerning lumhles on backward pass-

es is neither startling nor sensational. Last year when such

i pass went out of bounds, it was anybody s ball and would

go to the side recovering. Ihis year the ball becomes auto-

matically dead when it goes out of bounds or into the end

zone, and is given to the side whose player last touched it in

the held of play.

it can be seen, then, that outside of the shift ruling,

which may cause confusion, the other changes are few and

wise. ;....'' "'
.

'"..

WELCOME TO VILLANOVA
A new addition to Villanova's coaching staffs, who

made his appearance a few weeks ago, and has already "hus-

tled his way into the spotlight, is the new track coach,

Harry Coates. His sensational record forbodes well for his

work here, where he will fulfill a place that is important in

the athletic life of any college.

To Mr. Coates is lell the work of putting Villanova

back in the place she occupied near the top of the pack in

the track and field game. His duties will be anything but

easy, but he starts out on them with the well-wishes of the

entire student body.

Coach Coates has completed an ambitious schedule

of fall meets between inter-dorm and inter-class teams,

which will be put in effect shortly. The Villanovan wishes

him the best of success in his endeavors.

TEMPLE'S NIGHT OWLS
Night football made its Philadelphia debut last Fri-

day night, when the Owl of Temple began its nocturnal wan-

derings, which it will continue throughout the early season

games. The success of the game under lights is still to be

determined at this writing, both from the viewpoints of the

spectator and the box office. Certainly it is a Godsend to

many small college elevens who are faced with stiff oppo-

sition from larger and more important schools on Saturday

afternoons.

It was Spotty Mahan, who so brilliantly conducted

the sporting department of this paper last year, who first

proposed the night game for the Wildcats. His proposition

received considerable thought from the student body and

authorities, but with the Felines sturdy schedule for this

fall, the magnet of the arc-light game should not be needed.

IN MEM0RL4M
It is just a little more than two years ago since, on a

fall afternoon, the almost unconscious figure of Leo Good-

reau was carried off the Stadium gridiron. His body, bro-

ken perhaps in bones but undaunted in spirit, fought the

dread spector of Death for foul- days, but the struggle was

too much and against too terrific odds, and on October 2,

he died.

The story of Goodreau is fast becoming a legend in

Villanova's history. This newspaper is dedicated to his

memory, while the imposing plaque on the wall of the Sta-

dium, placed there by the Class of 1931, is an eternal monu-

ment.
If he were alive today, he would doubtless be one of

the star performers on this year's eleven, playing for the

cause he died for just a few years ago. The unfortunate ac-

cident marred a brilliant career, but may the soul of Villa-

nova's first athlete martyr rest in peace.

THIRTYTWO.

Track Team
Practices

ForN.Y.U.

Cross-Country Runners Get-

ting Into Form

During the past lew diys the

uacK team had its initial workout.

Coach Harry Coates is working his

men hard In order to get them into

shape for the cross-country meet
witn N.Y.U. on Saturday morning,

Oct. 11. This will be Villanova's first

appearance In several years with a

cross-country team. Coach Coates

IS optimistic as to the prospects of

the team, and feels confident that

Villanova will be well-represented

in the sport.

The meeting between the two

ocuoois wia taKe piace m Van Cort-

iandt Park, New York City. The
distance to oe traversed is live miles

>Vitn eiBiH men 10 run and but five

to score. As in all cross-country

runs the first man to place will re-

ceive one point, the second two
points, etc. The team with the low-

est score wins.

Several good men have ' turned

out lor the team, among them Don
Glldea, Joe OBrien, George Bain,

Joe Foxx. Bucky Hammond, and
Joe Craia.lne majority of these

men are trom last year's track team.

These men should form the nuc-

leus for a strong outfit, and with a

lew more good men added, an ex-

cellent team should result.

The Freshmen are also to have a

team, meeting the teams from
surrounding schools. To date six-

teen men have appeared for try-

outs.

"Special" to Carry
Villanova Students

to N. Y. For Game
Extraordinarily Low Rate of

$3.50 to be Charged

for Round Trip

Again Villanova Is to have its

own special chartered train pull

into the station and stop while the

entire Villanova student body and
other supporters of the football

team fill the coaches. Again there

will be the cheering and wnistllng

as this Villanova Special slowly

pulls out heading for New York
City where the football game of

football games Is to be held, the

Villanova-New York University

game at Yankee Stadium.
This Special train will leave Vil-

lanova Station (Pennsylvania Rail-

road) Saturday morning, October

11th at 9.30 a. m., arriving at Penn-
sylvania Station. New York, at 12

oclock noon. One hour will be al-

lowed for lunch. At 1 o'clock there

will be a Special Elevated Train at

the 6th avenue and 33rd street Ele-

vated Station, which will go direct-

ly to the Yankee Stadium.
The Special Train returning to

Villanova will leave Pennsylvania
Station at 1.30 a. m., Sunday morn-
ing.

The extraordinary low rate of

$3.50 a round trip will be the price

of the "Special I'raln" tickets. For
the benefit of the day students and
the alumni of Philadelphia the

train will stop at North Broad
Street Station at $3.00 a round trip.

Tickets for the "Special Train"

are on sale only at the Vice Presi-

dent's office.

Lets have 100% turn-out and
cheer our team to success.

OUR PREDICTIONS
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FOOT BALL FOOT BALL

VILLANOVA
vs.

GETTYSBURG
Saturday Afternoon 2.30 P. M.

VILLANOVA STADIUM

With the clarion call of the grid-

iron resounding again through the

autumn air, with major contests

lurking just around the corner and
with Old Man Upset always an im-

portant figure, the time Is here for

the experts to dope out the prob-

able winners of the coming week's

battles.

Since the Villanovan 's record for

1927 of 72 winners against 24 losers

is something to gaze back upon,

despite the fact that we're not an
expert, we've loaded our guns, here

goes the amunltlon and these are

next Saturday's winners.

The feature game 6n Saturday's

program Is the Notre-Dame

—

Southern Methodist battle, which
Rockne's team should win, although
not without a flght. Temple and
Georgetown play night games
f'riday, and neither will have an
easy time. Penn State may have
trouble with Lebanon Valley, but

the hard game here last Saturday
win hurt the condition of the lat-

ter team. The flrst-named team
should win.
Notre-Dame—Southern Mehto-

dist.

Penn-Swarthmore.
Pitt-West VlrKlnla.

Army-Purman.
Navy-Wllllam & Mary.
Yale-Maryland.
St. Joe's-Delaware.
Syraruse-ITobart.
Temple-St. Thomas'.
Penn State-Lebanon Valley.

Princeton -Amherst.
Rutgers- Geo. Washington.
Haverford-Susquehanna.
Holy Cross-Providence.
Lafayette-Muhlenburg.
Lehlgh-P. M. O.
N. Y. U.-W. V. Wesleyan.
Boston U.-New Hampshire.
BuckneU-Albrlght.
Camegle-Thlel.
F. & M.-CathoUc U.
Colgate-Bethany.
Columbia-Union.
Cornell-Niagara.
Dartmouth-Bates.
Forriham-BufTalo.
Oec-pptown -Loyola.
narvard -Vermont.

FOOT BALL FOOT BALL
Uc i5MSJSI5I5ISI5151i<>li

Graduated!
Voice In Hall:- TaUorl Tailorl

Response from room:- He didn't

come back this year.

Gardner's Smasliing Attack

Paves Way to Victory

^continued from page one>

6iS2 yards gahied by the Felines in

the gray, was accounted for in this

period.

The visitors scored only three

first downs, as against 16 oy Villa-

nova, but their line was as so much
sione when tne nome team got in

ocoring territory.

John H. Hemphill, Democratic
candidate for governor, thlew out

the nrst ball. Wiin him as a guest

ol honor was bedewick Kistler,

candidate for United States Sen-
ator. "TufKi" Andrewlevitch, one
ol the Wildcat's most colorful

uacks for tne past tour seasoMS,

was also an interested spectator.

Johnny Hignneld, most consis-

tent ground-gainer on either club

during the axternoon, scored the

nrst touchdown oi the year on a
sweepmg run lor 12 yards around
left end.

Pumoles and substitutions marred
the progress oi the game, an even

dozen muns being made by the

two teams, wnile Vuianova threw
more than three complete teams
.luo the game.

First Quarter
Lechthaler, L.ebanon guard, kick-

ed oft to start tne game. The boot

was very poor, Joe oietz taking it

and runnmg it bacK to the Cat's

»o yard line. Gardner made ttve

yards through center, but Qeisler

alter losmg grouna on two plays,

punted out or bounds on tne ahen
iti yard line. Reeder fumbled on
the first play, villanova taKing the

oall, but tne Wildcat bacKheld im-

mediately returned tne compliment,

uaub made d yards through the

line, and then Light went tnrough

lor a first down, in Vuianova ter-

ritory.

Gelsler Intercepts Pass

After the Villanova line had
held Light and uaub, Reeder threw

a luiig pass, wnitn Gelsler inter-

cepted and ran oack to the middle

Oi tne held. Ciete Gardner then

maoe twelve yards for Villanova's

initial nrst down. Highfleld added
4 more, and then Gardner made a

gain of 8 yards, putting the ball

on Leoanon's 23 yard line. A time

out here helped the visitors to

check this rush.

Lateral Pass Works
Just a moment later, Nye threw

a neat lateral pass to Daub, who
ran it to Villanova's 42 yard line,

where he fumbled, and Vic Della-

brlda became the man of the hour

Dy hugging it in his arms.
Highneld then gained 9 yards,

and Gardner added two more for

a ttrst down. Gelsler went through

a big hole for 12 yards, bringing

the ball to tlie visitors' 35 yard

line as the period ended, scoreless.

Second Quarter
Again the time-out helped the

Lebanon team, and Gelsler was
lorced to punt over the goal line.

After a penalty. Daub kicked to

the Cat's 42-yard line, where the

ball was grounded. Gelsler passed

to Highfield for a 14 yard gain.

Gardner was stopped, but Johnny
went through left tackle for 8

yards. Gelsler made it another

ilrst down, when he ran the ball

to the alien 20 yard marker.
On the next play, Gardner ripped

off 8 yards and then Highfleld went
around left end for the score.

Gardner place-kicked the point.

After tne next kickoff, Highfleld

got loose for runs of 20 and 15

yards and a pass from Gelsler to

Highfleld netted 9 more. Snapper
McLaughlin relieved Morgan, and
on his first play tossed a pass to

Gelsler for 28 yards and another
touchdown.
Something was radically wrong

on the try-for-polnt. After three

or four passes behind the line, the

ball was knocked down, and no
score resulted.

Shortly after, the half ended.

Third Quarter
Gardner kicked oS to Slack, who

ran it back to the 45 yard line

After the visitors could not gain,

Reeder pimted. A pass to High
field netted 18 yards, and Hike
added 9 more oS-tackle. A pen-
alty stopped the rush here, and aft-

er a punt. Slack and Light tore

through for a first down. Patrlzio

was thrown for a 5 yard loss, and a
pass from Reeder to Orslno gained
12. The line held and Morgan took
the punt near the 20 yard line.

Then the rush started—Gardner
made 4, Gelsler, 20, Gardner, 2,

Gelsler, 22, Gardner, 4, Gelsler, 14.

The monotony of the Gardner-
Geisler combination was broken
then when Gelsler took It for the
second successive time, for 12 yards
and a score. The kick went wide.

The first-string backs were taken
out then, and substitutes In both
line and backfleld finished the
game. Ted Casey made runs of

20 and 10 yards before the quarter
ended.

Fourth Quarter
Bill Reilly, with a rim of 16 yards,

and as the receiver of a pass from
Paul Beaudlne, which put the ball

inside the 10 yard line, was the
star of this quarter. The scoring

threat failed, however, when on the
fourth down, a pass was knocked
down, giving the ball to the visit-

ors. After one line play, the game
ended.
Among the new men, besides

Casey, Gelsler and Reilly, who were
impressive, were Carson, Tartar,

Hammond and Peterson in the
backfleld and Oezzer In the line.

The veterans of the line, Terry,

McGann, Boucher, Dletz, Donovan
and Bradley also looked to be In

fine shape while they were In the
game.
The lineup:

Villanova Pos. Lebanon Valley

McGann L. E Thrush
Sheehan L. T Bartlet

DletE L. O Wood
Donovan C Murphy
Kobllls .... R. G Heckthaler
Boucher R. T Kelly

Dellabrida R. E Heller

Morgan Q. B Reeder
lOeisler L. H. B Daub

Harry Coates Selected

As New Track Coach

To Replace Meredith

Former Coach o£ Famed Newark Prep and Seton Hall

Teams to Begin New System Here at Villanova

NO SCHOLARSHIP MEN ON TRACK SQUAD

Prospects in track are exceedingly

bright this year. Harry Coates, who
heretofore has coached teams at

Newark Prep, Selton Hall Prep, St.

Benedict's Prep, and Bloom-
field High, the leading athletic

schools in New Jersey, has been
signed to develop winning track

teams at Villanova. He comes here

with quite an impressive record,

having coached the teams of the

aiore-menuoned scnools to several

national championships.
At fiewark Prep especially Mr.

Coates compilied a very enviable

record. During the five years that
he coached at this school, his teams
won two national championships. In
1926 Mr. Coates will be rememoered
as the man who brought fame to

Newark frep and seton Hall. His

Newark Prep team holds the world's

record In the one mile and the two
mile relays' This team composed
of Burke, now A star at George-
town, Kerr, a leading cinder pather
at Penn, Bloor, national Indoor and
outdoor school-boy champ, Charlie

Kelly, now starring for Notre Dame,
holds the world's record in the mile
relay with a time of 3:24;3. In the

same year his team of Bloor, Kelly,

Ochetsky, and Francis Troy won
the national championship for the
mile indoor relay, l^reaklng the
world's record.

While coaching at Newark Prep,
Mr. Cotes aiso coached at Seton
iiall. Here he also turned out ster-

ling trackmen. In 1927 his boys won
the medley relay championship of

America, making a new world's
record. The following year at New-
ark tne seton Hall team won the
interscholastic team championship
of America. During the year of 1929

this remarkable team achieved
greater fame when it took the
National Schools Championship of

America, winning from some of the

Highueid R. H. B Nye
Gardner P. B Hight

ocore oy periods:

vuianova 7 12 —19

Leuanon Valley —
I'oucndowns—Highfield, Gelsler,

2. Goal after touchdown—Gard-
ner. Substitutions: Lebanon Val-
ley—Ends, Orinso, Williams; tack-
les—Kleintelter, Sprenkel, Fandrat;
guards—Morris; center—Wogan;
Dacks—Felser, Palrizio, Slack.

Villanova: ends—Terry, Connelly,
Kelly, Donohue; tackles—Edwards,
IlarK'.ns, fCeough, Lynch; guards,
Witowski, Conti, Garret, Rosen,
Stevenson; centers—Bradley, Gez-
zer; backs, McLaughlin, Hammond,
rrosky, Casey, Reilley, Carson,
I'artar, Peterson, Beaudlne.
Referee—Evans, Ursinus. Umpire

—Merritt, Yale. Linesman—Gilbert,

Williamson. Judge O'Brien, Swarth-
more.

Yardage Gained By Backs

Here is what the Wildcat backs
did against Lebanon Valley. The
agures show the number oi times
they carried the ball and the yard-
age gained:
Highfleld . ^. . V. * k . .

.

Geisler
Gardner

Reilley .....;...,

Carson
Peterson
Tarter

Saturday's Statistics

Player Villanova

First downs 16

Yards gained 362

Running plays . yds 304

Passes-comp. ...... 6
Yards gained 58
Punts 5
Avg. yardage 36
Kickoffs 4
Avg. yardage 35
Fumbles 7

Fumbles recovered 4
Penalties yds 40

TRACK NOTICE

Canoidatesi lor the Freshman
and Varsity track squads who
nave not reported yet, are asked
10 get in toucn witn Uoacn
C/oates an soon as possiole, as a
sciieuuie lor tne fan montns, be-

giniuiig wiin the cross-country

run with incw ^ork university

on Uctooer 11th .has been ar-

ranged.

oest high and prep schools In the

country.
Before Mr. Coates coached at

these scnools he instructed teams at

dt. Benedicts and Bioomfieid. His

cjt. Benedict's team won the Nat-
ional Catholic One-mUe reiay

championship lor three consecuuye
years. At Bioomfieid his boys cap-
tured the One-mile Indoor Reiay
Championship of the Umted States.

In addition he coached over one
hundred boys who won national

and international championships.
After perusing this record every-

one will imdoubtedly agree upon the
fact that he is truly a great coach
and a remarkable man. Mr. Coates
throughly agrees with the college

authorities on their new regime.
The recalling of the scholarships
which had been granted to a
majority of the track men is quite

to his liking. He believes that this

fact will Induce a greater number
of candidates to turn out for the
team, and at the same time create

a better feeling and enthusiasm
among the aspiring men During
the past year there were men who
never deserved a scholarship, and
vet when they did recline one
ran In lackadaisical fashion. Only
those who work hard this year and
show promise of ability will receive
scholarships.

I * t '• «. • • •' ••'

18

13

18

5
4
4
1

3

80

76

69

41

23

6

5

4

L. B.
3

55

yds 43
-.•., 1

12

9

32

1

20
5

3

yds. 15

BuUets Will

Show Strong

Aggregation

Eastern Pennsylvania Con-

ference Champs Are

Light and Fast

BATTLE EXPECTED

When Coach "Haps" Bream's
Gettysburg Bullets trot out on the

field to show off their wares to the

1930 edition of the Wildcats It will

be an entirely different sort of

team than that which faced us In

1928.

Two years ago when we met the

Battlefield College they had a big

and powerful eleveh but this year

It is a much lighter and therefore

a much faster one.

For the last two years Bream's
teams have had things pretty much
their own way In the Eastern
Pennsylvania conference and they
have no thought of relbiqulshlng

it this year. For that reason Sat-

urday's game promises to be. If pos-

sible, more Interesting than that of

1928 when we were pushed to eke
out a 7 to 2 win.

What Our Oppon-
ents Did Saturday
The 1930 foot ball season got un-

der way last week-end with more
close games than a^e usually found
on an opening day.

GettysDurg College, which tackles

villanova on Saturday, had plenty

of trouble to win over a gritty Jun-
jHta eleven, 20 to 0. Th-j battlefield

team, however, did not open up at

any stage of the game, and will be
no set-up for the Cats, when they
meet in tne Stadium next Saturday.
The last time the two schools met
was in 192» when the unbeaten
Blue team won by 7-2.

New York University's great Vio-
let scoring machine played in form,
and smotnered an outnt from Ho-
oart, 35 to 0. N. Y. U. scouts were
in tne Stadium here Saturdaiy, siz-

mg up the situation for Head
Coach Chick Meehau.
Boston College, scoring 54 points

to CathoUc University's 7, served
notice on all her future foes that
the Eagles will again fly high this
rail. B. C. has a veteran team, and
IS bound to make an Impression
when it appears in the Sesqui Sta-
dium for Villanova's fourth game
of the year.

Temple stole a march on the
other teams, playing a night game
Friday evening against Thiel, win-
ning by the margin of only one
touchdown, 13-6.

Bucknell wiped up the sod on
their field at Lewisburg with Gen-
eva College, winning by a count of
39-6.

Georgetown, using the Notre
Dame system for the first time,
found stubborn opposition Mt. St.

Mary's, winning by only one touch-
down. Score: Georgetown, 14; Mt.
St. Mary's, 6.

Washington State College, of the
Coast, ranked this year as one of

the strongest potentialities in the
West, defeated the College of Idaho,
47-12 In a one-sided affair, of

which details are lacking at this

writing.

The two Southern foes, Ogle-
thorpe and Duke were defeated.
Georgia gained sweet revenge for

the surprise victory which Ogle-
thorpe "pulled" last year, winning
this year by the score of 31-6.

Duke offered more resistance to

South Carolina but when the final

whistle blew, SOuth Carolina was
on the long end of a 22-0 score.

In other games, Yale, Dartmouth,
Fordham, Pitt, Lehigh, Army, Col-
umbia and others came through for

expected victories, but Penn State
had to work to beat Niagara, 21-14.

Brown also worked hard for their

7-0 victory over Rhode Island.

Drexel sprung an early season up-
set, defeating Swarthmore, 7-0,

while St. John's of Maryland were
upsetting Franklin and Marshall.
13-0. St. Thomas' of Scranton,
fought hard but were Anally de-
feated by Lafayette by the score

of 7 to 0.

Grove City, an erstwhile Villa-

nova opponent, ran up the high
score of the day, trouncing Morris
Harvey, 90-0.

In Golf
Dwight: "Papa Is playing good

golf."

Charles: "How do you know?"
Dwight: "A couple of birdies told

Found

There was a fraternity pin found
at the Vlllanova-Temple game last

year with the name O. E. Oilier. Jr.

on the back. Will this person get In
touch with Mrs. John kelly, 201
Barbadoes St.. Norrlstown, Pa. Or
will anyone who has knowledge of
the peron owning this pin vet In
touch with Mrs. Kelly.
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Many Faculty

Changes Made
For New Year

ProfebHurs W. Selvage and
DeWitt B. Cook Added

To Stall

KEV. GKELIS RETURNS
As Vilianovu enters upon a new

ytui, tt liuiiiuer 01 cnanges in ttie

Aacuit> are noted. Imporiant among
uicM! timinjes are; uae return oi
tvev. Howard A. GreUs and the
coming oi frois. Watson Selvage
aua ueWitt B. Uook to Villanova.

tft. Oreiis, who has been ill dur-
ing the past year, has now resumed
nih posiiion as I'rolessor of Latin.
rxis uuties as Dean of the Arts
sciiooi he has not yet taken up,
and in the meantime, Pr. Mauch
will continue as actmg Dean.

t-rolessor Watson sJeivage, who
comes well recommended to the
scnooi. is taking over the whole
angiish course with the Arte men.
ueWitt B. Cooke has joined the

Engineering faculty as Instructor in
Hignway tngineerin^ to take the
place OI Prol. John J. Sweeney who
IS on leave of absence for the pre-
sent collegiate year. Mr. Cooke, with
a B.S. in C.E., comes from Wash-
ington and Lee University. Mr.
Sweeney is now associated with the
Carl Camp Company, Engineers
and Contractors.
John Grezenski has also Joined

the Engineering faculty, teaching
freshman Chemistry.

In me Commerce and Finance
school Prof. Hahm has taken over
Junior and Senior English relieving
the Rev. John P, O'Brien who has
long held the post. Fr. O'Brien is

now devoting most of his efforts to
the development of an English
course for Pre-Medical upperclass-
men. This course will be coordinated
with their scientific work.-
In the Science school a new course

in Human Anatomy is also being
introduced with John J. Ford as
Professor, while Charles McClain
takes Prof. Ford's class in Embryo-
logy. Professor Ford is now attend-
ing Temple Medical School.
Hev. William Kenny is now In-

structor in Latin and Biology in the
Arts school as well as Instructor in
Botany with the Pre-Medical
department.
Senior Statistics in the Business

school is this year being taught by
Prof. Edwin Kasenback. According
to Fr. Bartley, dean of the Business
school, a complete course in Educa-
tion linked up with commercial
work will be Inagurated this term.
With this course added, the list of
majoring subjects for this school
is as nearly complete as Is possible
The Education Professor has not
yet been definitely decided upon.

FATHER GRIFFEN
ADDRESSES STUDENTS
iContmuea i-Tom Page 1>

the name of Jesus that they could
at the time of death call upon their
Saviour and His Name would be
sweet in their mouths. "Keep your
mouth clear and clean at all times,"
summarized what he had to say
about clean speech.
He called to mind also the fact

that six Villanova students have
died within the past three years
and who knows who is to be next?

Fr. GrifTln also said at the begin-
ning of his talk that due to the
economic and industrial depression
of the summer, enrollment of col-

lege men is falling off. Despite
this fact he said that Villanova
can count at least a himdred more
students than last year.

Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
ment followed Fr. Griffin's address.

Belle Masque to Merge
With Betta Gamma

(continued from page one)
meeting.

Officers will be elected at the
next meeting. The same officers

will preside over both chapters.
All Freshmen and upper classmen
are invited to join the Literary Club.
Notices will be posted on the school
boards concerning the acceptance
of members. The financial secre-
tary reported that affairs are in the
best of shape. Professor Jonas out-
lined a program that will include
two plays. One to be given about
the Christmas season and the
other later on in the year. Besides
these there will be many debates,
both here and away.

Dinner Dance Planned
By New York Grade.

(continued from page one)
dinner go to the dance which
starts at 9 o'clock to the tune of

the famous Meyer-Davis Orchestra.
The College Authorities are anx-

ious that the students support the
Villanova Club of New York City
in making this a successful affair.

SF>ecial rates will be given to stu-

dents. Tickets may be obtained
in the Vice President's Office or at

the Villanova Club of New York
with headquarters at the Hotel
Astor.

To date over 200 reservations
have been made for the dinner and
dance and as the game will be t lie

major game of the year in New
York, over 60,0(X) spectators are
expected.
This is one of the largest affairs

ever held under the name of Villa-

nova College. Oo to the game then
and attend the dinner and dance
at the Astor.

In OUier Words
Newspaoer Editor: "Your story

should be at least 2(M) words short-
er."

Writer: "Why. it was only 200
words."
Newspaper Editor: "nufi Jtut It.'

COLLEGE
Songs and Cheers

ItAIL., VIL.L1AIMUVA!
Viiianova, dear While and Blue,

With loyal hearts we sing thy
praise,

We'll all be true;
Alma Mater ,tny magic name,
spurs us on wiin a courage new,
ouidmg us in wnat eer we do,

i:.nauruig be thy fame.

Chorus
Hail, all hail to vuianova,
iiurran lor ihe Wiiiie anu'Blue,
(jneer, boys, cneer the Hag inai

prouaiy waves
Glorious in our view,

Come and join in a resounding
Hurrah! nurran! Hurrah!

We'll ail be true to Viiianova
And the oid Wnite and Blue.

Hurrah!

COMMERCE AND FINANCE BUILDING

OLD UKAY BONNE'r
ii*ut on your 01a gray Doiuiet

With your name iiibcnoeu upon it.

And we 11 tap anoiner iceg oi ucci

,

r'or were sent to college,

£tut Its not lor knuwieuge.
It s to raise hejl wane we re

—

ftaise hell wnil^ we re—
xtaise hell while were nere.

Fight for the Blue and White
By JUE LiAWl-iJiH

Jome all ye men 01 Viiianova,

We're out to win lor the Blue
and White,

We'll push across another touch-

down,
Were gonna tight with all our

might.
All ±iail, to our old Alma Mater,

I'hy sons shall e er obey tney can,

And when that wnistie blows.

Come on, boys, lets go

—

Fight! right! right!

COLLEGE DAYS
1 il sing you a song,
1 li tell you where to go,

Johns Hopkins tor your imowledge,
oornell to learn to row,
xo Harvard tor your dandy dudes,
viiianova lor your men,
10 iiryii Mawr lor your pretty girls,

r'or nard luck go to Penn.

Chorus
Hand me down my bonnet.
Hand me down my shawl
Hand me down my calico dress
10 go to the calico ball;

First she gave me honey,
ihen she gave me cake,
i'hen she gave me gmgerbread
And kicked me out the gate.

As we go marching.
And the band begins to P-L-A-Y,
i^ou can hear the people shouting,
Viilanova's out to win today I

v^illanova White, Villanova Blue!
Villanova, Villanova, we'll be true

to you;
Villanova, Villanova, you're all

right.

Hurrah for the wildcats 1 •

Dam right!

RAII! RAH! LOCGIVIOTIVE
I Very Slowly Rah-Rah-Rah-Rah

Vil-La-No-Va
Tea Team.

(Slowly; Rah-Rah-Rah-Rah
Vil-La-No-Va

Yea Team Fight.
(Little faster) Rah-Rah-Rah-Rah

Vil-La-No-Va

., .; Fight-Plght-Fight-Flght.
Fight (Drawn out)

•..••;, Team Fight (quickly).

VI-VL
Vl-'Vl-Vill

An-An-Ovva .
'• v

Villanova-Villanova
Team! Team! Team I

RAH! TEAM! RAHIv ,

V-i-1-l-a-Rah! Rah! Rah!
N-o-v-a-Rah! Rah!
Vil-La-No-Va
Rah! Team! Rahl

LONG CHEER
Villanova (drawn out)
Villanova (drawn out)
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Villanova (drawn out)
Yea Team.

Above is a plrture of the new biilldhig fur the hcliuol of Commene and Fhiaiu-e, iiuw under foiistriWtion.

Tills biilldiiii; Is the Initial unit li'i the proposed building pruKruin that will sWii Kpt under way.

WeUPlanned Golf
Course on College

Grounds Complete

34 PAR FOR LAYOUT
Appropriately enough. Just

when the King of Goll was play-

ing to a gallery of several thou-

sund only a few miles away, the

new nine-holf golf coutse on the

campus was onlcially opened last

inursday afternoon.

Rev. Daniel A. Herron, president

of the Board of Trustees, received

ine honor of driving the hrst ball

irom the tee of the first hole, and
immediately afterwards, a foiu:-

some of Jerry Weinhart, Joe
Hrostoski, Johnny Byrnes ana
Manager How Garrity of the
varsity golf squad, shot tne hrst

oiaciai round.

Father James H. Orithn made
the dedication speech, stressmg
me need of the entire student
uody to take part in some form ol

atnietics, and pointing out thai
goii gave an opportunity to ev-

erybody.
Fatner Ruellan P. Fink and

Father Henry E. Oifenlee also

spoke at the ceremonies, laying

particular emphasis on the part
tne new course would play in the
:>tudents' lives.

The 1930 edition of the Villa-

nova band made its first appear-
ance, while the black-dinked
irosh helped make things amusing.

L.ast year's golf team had a
vary ambitious schedule, one of

tne hardest in the East, meeting
and defeating some of the very

best schools in this part of the
coimtry. Next spring, with the

added impetus the new links

should give the game, golf will

likely taKe its place as one of the
leadmg sports of the school.

The coiu-se is patterned after

several in the nearby vicinity and
several holes are worthy of the
skill of experienced golfers. The
nfth hole, a dog-leg to the left,

requires a 200 yard drive over the

hlter bed, while the ninth is

cquaUy difficult.

Par for the course is 34, and for

oach hole:

Hole par—1-3; 2-3; 3-3; 4-3;

5-5; 6-3; 7-5; 8-4; 9-5.

Many New
Books Added
To Library

Latest Reference Works Of-

fer New Views on
Many Topics

OPEN FROM 9 TILL 5

Tennis Tournament to be

Held This Week

SHORT CHEER
V-Vi-Vil-La
Vil-La-No-Va

Yea Team
—Yea Team Fight!

HOLD 'EM, TEAM, HOLD 'EM
Hold 'em, Team-Hold 'em!
Hold em. Team—Hold em!
Hold'em—Hold'em—Hold'em — Hold

'em!
Fight (drawn out). Team, Fight!

SEND A COPY

OF THE

Villanovan

HOME

YOUR FOLKS WILL

APPRFCJATE IT

Simultaneous with the opening
of school, comes the announcement
from Father Mauch, coach of the
Varsity tennis team, that the sec-

ond aimual Villanova tennis tourn-
ament will be held this week. The
courts have been kept in excellent

condition all Summer by Sol Ber-
man, first singles on the Varsity,

and a record number of entries are
expected. There is no entrance fee.

Father Pink advancing money
toward the trophies.

Although Berman won the cup
last year, indications point to him
having a few hard battles on his

hands if he is to repeat. Every man
on the Varsity, which won eight

and lost but four last Spring has
returned playing much better ten-

nis. In fact the same players have
done much to spread the fame and
fear of the Wildcat on the court

from New England to Sunny Cuba.
Captain Pete Porve and Sol Ber-

man. took the Main Line doubles,

while Berman finished runnerup
in singles. Up in Wilkes Barre, his

home town, Forve won the doubles,

mixed doubles and went to the fin-

als in singles. Locally, Berman also

created stir. While not winning any
tournaments, he finished near the

top in all he entered.

Way up in Massachusetts, Bill Or-
cutt dlspliyed a brand of tennis

that showed the natives why Villa-

nov r '8 as much feared on the courtr

as on the gridiron. Down in Hav-
ana. Manuel Suarez practised with

the Cuban Oavis Cup team and
now Is unafraid of any collegiate

opponant.
The other two members of the

club, Charley Laveson and John
Sykes gave good accounts of them-
selves, the former In Philadelphia

and the latter in Atlantic City.

All In all It looks like a great

tourney this week, and still great-

er season next year.

The opening of the new school

year at Villanova was completed in

the true sense of the word yester-

day morning with the reopening
ol the Library. Situated in the
East Wing of Austin Hall the Libr-
ary has enjoyed remarkable growth
during the past few years and is

rapidly outgrowing its quarters.
Great additions were made to it

this summer when nearly five hun-
dred new volumes were placed on
the shelves. Late editions of au-
thoritive works by eminent lead-
ers in the fields of Science and Lti-
erature have l)een added during the
summer. Special attention has
oeen given to the enlargement of

the Reference Department. Many
new sources of information and
up to the minute aspects upon old
topics are contained in the numer-
ous volumes added to this depart-
ment to facilitate the students' re-
search preparatory to the writing
ol themes and research.
Those interested in speech and

debate work will be glad to know
that two excellent sets of reference
works—one on famous orations and
the other, the Debator's Handbook
series—are now contained in the
reference shelves. Many other ex-
cellent aids to the formation of
speeches, both forensic and other-
wise, are also available to the stu-
dents.

Those in the Pre-Medical School
will be glad to learn that some
new and important views upon
much discussed scientific theories
of the present day are treated up-
on most fully in late medical jour-
nals and refernce words recently
added.
The Engineering Department, too.

has not been neglected in the re-
cent acquistlons to the library.

Technical journals and bulletins

concerning every branch of en-
gineering will be found on the shel-
ves and will doubtless prove of
great aid to the engineers as sup-
lementry I'eading and research to

their class work.
Quite a few new periodicals have

been subscribed to and will prove
tc be of Invaluable aid to the stu-
dents In making their themes up to

date and comprehensive.
The library is open from nine till

five and Its facilities are available

to all students.

V. L C.

The Villanova Italian Club will

meet regularly on Monday at one
o'clock until further notice.

Registration

Sets Record

At Villanova

375 Freshmen Registered

Each year as tne trets bjing to

shed their leaves and tne iirsi

signs of autumn appear, vtaanovu
opens wide her portals, to weicomt
back her former students and aiso

her many new students some ot

which have never attenaea college

and those that have transierreo
from other schools. Its another
Digger and better year at Viiia-

nova.
The first few opening days found

the Freshmen running around with
chests expanded ana stately pos-
tures trying to act as truly College

men and no longer High School
boys. It was not long though until

they became located and were put
in their places by the traditional

Vlgiience Committee.
ihe Innocent "Frosh" were

pounced upon shortly after they
registered and were sold their

•regs" and I suppose everything
else from radiator sections to post

ottice boxes. As the upper class-

men began to arrive the Frosh
also found out that being a "Frosh"
was pretty hot especially when they
had to carry trunks from the sta-

tion to the third noor of Mendel
Hall in the hot sun.
The Preslunan registration took

place on September 17th and lotn.

I'he Freshmen ciass this year is the
biggest in the history of the insti-

tution with an enrollment of 375

students, this surpassing last years
ireshmen class by fifty-nine stu-

dents. The upper classmen regis-

tration was held on September 19th

^nd 20th.

Ihis year Villanova has more stu-

dents enrolled than ever before
With a total of 970 students in the
day schools and approximately 150

in the evening school. Within this

grand total of 1120 students there
are twenty-five states represented
and six foreign countries including
Cuba, Spain. Porto Rico, Canada,
Mexico and Newfoundland.

Strange

The professor's wile was speak-

-

Ing. "I must say, James," she
said, "that you do not look so well

dressed as you used to."

"Tiiat's strange," said the pro-
fessor thoughtfully, "for they are
the same clothes."

A Matter of Purchase

"You people in America have no
ancestors."
"Oh yes, we have," answered the
man whose daughter is engaged
to a duke; "the best that money
can buy."

Smaller One Desired

Waiter (seeing dissatisfaction on
guest's face): "Wasn't the dinner
cooked to suit you, sh:?"

Guest: "Yes, all but the bUl. Just

I

take that back and tell them to

I boll it down a UtUe."

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

e!M3/BiaiaiBISM3I3MBJSf3MBIBf3MSI3J3IBISJ3fB

F hereby siihscrihe for years

huhM-ription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I encloHe
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New Building

To be Ready

In February

Foundations Laid for Com-
merce Structure East

ifi Austin

MODERN THROUGHOUT
The Initial step in Villanova s ex-

pansion program was taken toward
the end of last August when grounJ
was broken for the new building to

house the School of Commerce and
Finance. According to the plans
which have l)een drawn up by Mr.
Paul Monaghan, the architect, it

will be able to accommodate eight

oundred and forty students, a num-
oer almost as large as the present
enrollment in the entire college.

The building, for which the foun-
dations are now being laid, will bo
owo stories in height, besides a

oasement, and will be one hundred
and sixty-six feet long and fifty

-

seven feet wide. Reinforced con-
crete and foxcroft stone will be
used throughout, and the ent^ire

structure will be fireproof, 'ihis

.nodern building will contain nine
classrooms, a statistical and ac-
counting laboratory, an auditorium
ATlth capacity of fiVe hundred, a
.-eading room, a day stydents' room,
ind offices for the Dean, Secretaijy

and Professors.

Radio Hall, traditional and ex-
clusive habitat of the Engineers, is

destined to disappear to make room
lOr the new building, unnamed as
.,et, which Is expected to be ready
.or occupancy by February. 1931.
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Crowded Conditions Require

Separate Conferences for

Day-Hops and Residents

Father O'Leary Deplores

Vain Ambitions of

Foolish Men

PLEDGE PURE SPEECH

Villanova held its first Retreat

exclusively for day students last

Thursday, October 2nd, with Rev.

J. S. O Leary O. S. A., as Retreat

Master. A one-day Retreat is given

annually at the College, but here-

tofore, while the boarders occupied

the body of the Church, the day
students have been forced to use

seats ih the sanctuary, and were not

always in a position to derive full

beneilt from the speakers words.

Under the new arrangemenes of sep-

arate exercises, however, distractions

were minimized, and the students

manifested their appreciation by
good attendance and close attention

at Mass and the three Conferences.

Father O'Leary's sermons were
eloquent and soul-stlrrlng, and
could scarcely have failed to move
even the most stolid.

In the first Conference he took as

his theme the words supposed to

have been uttered by Solomon on
his deathbed: "Vanity of vanities,

and all Is vanity, except to love God
and to serve Him alone." He then
went on to point out how men
employ themselves In the constant
but vain pursuit of that elusive will

o" the wisp, happiness. He brought
forth the argument that since we
are created by God with such a
longing for happiness, and since

furthermore, we are unable to

satisfy that longing on this earth,

God must have provided a means
of satisfying it in heaven. And only
they reach heaven wno "love God
ana serve Him alone/"^ •

For his second sermon. Father
O'Leary took the text: "Know thou
and see what an evil and a bitter

thing It Is for thee to have left

the Lord, thy God." He cited three
famous cases of the evils which
follow mortal sin and the consequent
separation from God: how Lucifer

piunged himself and his followers

into nell because of his inordinate
pride anu ambition; how Adam and
Eve disobeyed the Lord and brought
suffering upon themeslves and all

their children; how Judas, alter his

betrayal of Christ, despaired of for-

giveness and hanged himself.

At the conclusion of the second
Conierence ail the students rose
and repeated after Father O'Leary
a pledge to use clean speech and
to oe Signed to discourage profanity.
Cards to this effect were distriouted
to be signed by the students.

Beginning with the text: "He
that hldeth his sins shall not pros-
per, but he that shall confess and
forsake them shall obtain mercy"-
Father O'Leary demonstrated. In his
third discourse, the folly of letting

fear keep us from Confession. He
again mentioned Judas, who thought
his sin too great to be forgiven,
thereby committing an even greater
sin.

Judging by the Immediate and
whole-hearted response of Uie day
students, the Retreat was a com-
plete success, and we hope that the
new system Is now firmly establish-
ed.

Junior Rings

Ready to be

Displayed

Rings Will Bo Delivered

Two Weeks After

Ordered

SELECT YOURS NOW
The ring Committee for the Jun-

ior class announces that samples
are in and may l)e viewed at any
time. William Rellly and William
McCourt are the chairmen and may
be found respectively at 324 and 101

Austhi Hall.

These men are ready to take
orders for the rings and, together
with Pres. Harold Driscoll urge all

Juniors to do so at the earliest

possible moment.
The rings this year are of the

very best quality and a selection
of stones Is shown that will please
each Individual taste. The com-
mittee should be commended on
their promptness in securing the
rings, and it is to each man's ad-
vantage to place his order im-
mediately so he will be ready for

the Junior assessment that comes
later.

A deposit of $5.00 is required with
each order and the balance Is due
on the receipt of the ring. The com-
mittee is happy to announce that
the rings will be ready two weeks
after the orders are placed.

MEEHAN ON RADIO

Villanovans who want to get

some advance dope on what Chick
Meehan. N. Y. U. coach thinks of

the Wildcats, may get an earful

when the Violet tutor has his

weekly period on the air over
WCAU and WOR. at 7:30 p. m-
this evening.

Father Caffrey Gives Ex-

cellent Advice to

Boarders

UR(;ES RIGHT LIVING

The resident students were ad-

dressed by Rev. H. A. Caffrey, Mas-
ter of St. Mary's Ht^ll, on the annual
day of retreat at Villanova. His

first remarks, after welcoming the

students to the college, were direct-

ed to the freshmen whom he urged
to take their studies seriously.

Achievement, he said, is attained

only after considerable drudgery.

The sacrifice made by parents. In

order to obtain for their children

the advantages of a college educa-
tion, were mentioned as being in

themselves sufficient reason for

more than moderate exertion in

study. He spoke of spiritual ad-
vantages which Villanova offers

because of her true Catholic en-
vironment, mentioning them as ad-
vantages which would be more
fully appreciated after the student's

advent In the business world.

In the second of the three ad-
dresses which Fr. Caffrey delivered,
he made a plea for clean-speech. He
said, obscene language was another
evidence of the lax spirit existing In
the present day. After pledging the
students to observe clean-speech,
he dismissed them until 3:00 at
which time the final address was
to be given.

Quoting the words of St. Paul,
"If thou Shalt Judge now, thou
Shalt not be judfred", Fr. Caffrey
began on his final talk. He explain-
ed the value of introspection on
our future lives, stating^^that now
Is the time to begin correct living
If we do not wish the wrath of
God on judgment day. The Sacra-
ment of Penance, he told the
students, Is the greatest Sacrament
we Catholics enjoy. By means of It,

he said, we are able to rid our-
selves of the depression which sin
causes, and begin life anew. He
urged frequent attendance at the
confessional, and In closing, ad-
vised the students to avail them-
selves of the large number of con-
fessionals which would be open in
the chapel Immediately after his
address.

Special Rate

For Trip to

N.Y.U. Game

Council Rules

No Parking

On Campus

New Bulletin Boards Only
Place for Posting of

Notices, Placards, etc.

NEW OFFICERS PRESIDE

Great Interest Displayed
Throughout College

In "Special"

IS 00 EXPECTED
The enthusiasm displayed by the

student body becomes more intense
as game time draws near. Villa-
nova again will show here leader-
ship and loyalty to her football
team when a chartered train steams
out of Villanova. en route to New
York. It will be the fourth time
Villanova students have risen to
such an occasion and promises to
be not only typical but even a
pace-setter for future "specials."

Owing to the importance of the
game lietween two of the leading
colleges of the East the advance
order, Iwth for tickets and reserva-
tions on the "special" is swiftly
reaching Its height. The students
are asked to cooperate with the
vice-president's office In securing
their tickets as early as possible.

Those who make the trip by train
will be very fortunate indeed for
every convenience has been ar-
ranged by the authorities of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, even to the
minutest detail. A Sixth Avenue
Elevated train rerouted especially
for the rooters goes directly to the
Yankee Stadium without transfer.

The extraordinarily low fare of

$3.50 a round trip from Villanova
will be charged. All the friends of

the students and other supporters
of the team may secure one of these
half-rate tickets and for their con-
venience the train will .stop at the
North Philadelphia station at $3.00

a round trip.

This special train will leave Villa-

nova station on Saturday morning
at 9.30 a. m.. arriving at the Penn-
sylvania Terminal. New York, at 12

noon. One hour will be allowed
for lunch. At exactly 1 o'clock

there will be a special elevated

train -at Sixth avenue and Thirty-
third, .street L station, which will go
straight to the Yankee Stadium.
The train, returning to Villanova,

will leave the Pennsylvania Station

at Thirty-fourth street, at 1.30

a. m.. Sunday morning. This will

allow plenty of time both to see the

Big City and attend the dance on
the Astor Roof sponsored by the

New York grads.

In order to participate In these

conveniences it will be necessary to

be at the station on time. The
"Special" tickets are not good on
any other trains.

Last Monday evening at eight
o'clock the Student Council held
their first meeting of the year with
Mr. George Blaney as chairman,
Mr. Howard Garrity as vlqe-chair-

man and Mr. Edward Hookey as"

secretary. These new officers, elect-

ed last June before the closing of

school, have already taken definite

action In regard to severa,l prob-
lems which confronted them.
The first problem discussed was

that of student parking. It has be-

come very evident that the enor-
mous numfc>er of cars parked at the
rear of Mendel Hall and along the
driveways not only give the campus
a very unsightly and crowded ap-
pearance, but also are a great men-
ace to the students walking to and
from classes. Besides this danger
of pedestrian accidents there Is a
noise and confusion which Is very
disconcerting to both students and
instructors In Mendel and The
Academy. In due consideration of

these facts the Students Council lias

decided upon the following rules

which must be obeyed.
1. All automobiles belonging to day

students must be parked in the
space allotted to them.

2. No day students may park on
the driveways.

3. The day students parking space
is' the plot of ground at the
right of the tennis courts.

4. The fine for any infraction of

these rules will be one dollar.

J. All boarding students wishing to

park cars in the triangular

space at the rear of Mendel
must hand in their names and
automobile license number to a
memljer of the Student Council.

Some of ^ these members are:

George Blaney. Howard Garrity,

Edward Hookey, James Garrity,

Donald Glldea, Bernard Driscoll.

These rules are to go Into effect

'mmedlately and the Council desires

the cooperation of the student t)odv

for the benefit of all concerned.
Another topic which was brought

up was that of advertising signs

and notices which heretofore have
been Indiscriminately placed on
trees, doors, and In hallways de-

tracting from the beauty of the

campus in general. The new ruling

is that posters, notices, etc.. shall he

placed only on bulletin boards pro-

vided for that purpose in the Pie

Shoppe. at the rear of the dining

hall and in the various buildings,

r-lans are being made for the erec-

tion of new boards to accommodate
all such placards and in the future

all organizations will use these

boards for their announcements.
Any posters found elsewhere will be

confiscated and destroyed.

]\ew Literary

Club Elects

Officials

Orgatiization Adopts New
Constitution and

By-Laws

DRIVE FOR MEMBERS
The new Villanova Literary Club

held its first meeting last ' We<^nes-

day evening at eight "o'clock in

Mendel HaU. Being a business ses-

sion, this meeting was closed to the

public. Election of officers was
held and plans for the combing year

di-scussed.

Mr. Edward Hookey received a

unanimous vote for President. Mr.

Martin GUI was elected vice-presi-

dent; Andrew Kelly, recording sec-

retary; Mr. Steven Duhamll. corres-

ponding secretary; Mr. Jean G.
Cushlng, treasurer, and Mr. Basil
Shorb, sergeant-at-arms.
The work of framing a constitu-

tion and by-laws was immediately
taken up. and a form of initiation

discussed. It was decided that
meetings of the two branches of

Ihis society will be held alternate
weeks on Monday evening at eight
o'clock in Mendel Hall.

This week the society Is making
a drive for new members. A jnem-
bershlp committee has been ap-
pointed consisting of Mr. Donald
LaFond. Mr. William Papp, Mr.
Robert Rathert and Mr. Wheeler
Jenkins. Anyone Interested In join-

ing either branch of the Literary
Club should turn In his name to

one of these men before next Mon-
day.

Next Monday evening at eight
o'clock there will he a very im-
portant joint meeting at which time
new members will be given addi-
tional Information about what they
will be required to do. Although
the society will accept new mem-
bers at any time, all who wish to

receive college credit for Literary

Club work for the first semester
must join before next Monday.
The Literary Club has plarmed

an extensive program of activity in

both its branches. The debating
team will be active both here and
away, and the dramat'c society is

going to produce two plays, one
light play and one of a more dra-

matic character. The Club is hop-
ing to secure prominent men to ad-
dress meetings of the respective

chapters on subjects of interest

pertaining to dramatics and debat-

ing.

This year for the first time in the

history of the school, credit is being

given for active membership in

these two fields of dramatics and
debating. Freshmen should take

advantage of this opportunity which
is being offered them not only to

gain college credits, but to receive

actual and valuable experience in

both these lines.

Bigger and Better Cheers

Required to Help Clinch

N. Y. U. Victory This Week

Lack oi Support on Part of Upper Classmen Commented

Upon hy Several Outsiders.—Entire Student Body

Is Urged to Learn Cheers ai^d^^dllege Songs

CHEERS AND SONGS IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE

Since the beginning of the season

there has been much comment upon
the cheering, or rather the lack of

cheering at the football games. This

comment Is not entirely without
grounds l>ecause the cheering is

anything but what it should be. We
have noticed that at games so far,

out side of the Freshmen (who are

more or less compelled to cheer)

comparatively few upperclassmen
take It upon themselves to "join in".

This Is truly a deplorable condition

when the very students who should
know the cheers and the value of

cheering do not help out. Perhaps
the fact that both games have been
held on our home field has had them
to believe that the team does'nt need
our cheers. If this be so, and we
doubt it, surely last Saturday's
has convinced even the most
sceptical that even within sight of

the college Itself the team needs the
cheers and moral support of the en-
tire student body just as much as it

does any other place.

But all that is over. There will be
no more games on the campus. Our
team invades either neutral or

pnemy territory from now until the
end of the season in search of

victories. Next Saturday will be an
excellent opportunity for the
students to vindicate themselves as
to their cheering ability. A crippled
Villanova team will invade a strange
field and meet a new and powerful
foe. The odds are against us. With
Morgan and Hlghfleld out it has
been said that things look black for

the Wildcats. But are they? The
clouds are only as black as we make
them and let's make each violet

droop its head in shame next week

when we land in New York.

The school spirit of the Villa-

novans has never been questioned.

Last year four hundred made a long

treke to Boston and return, and
over seven hundred moved to Scran-

ton for a day. Lets see if we can't
beat that last figure with our turn-
out to New York. Hop aboard the
special but before you do so secure
a copy of last week's Villanovan and
learn the songs and cheers if you
don't already know them.
The members of the football

squad have assured us that the
"Wildcat" will have claws when he
picks violets but will he have vocal
chords to screech his cry of victory.

Morgan and Highfield Hurt

As Gettysburg Eleven Wins
Victory Over Wildcat Foe

Fighting Aggregation From "battlefield College Outplays

Villanova Team.—First Loss for Cats in Stadium

GROUNDED PASS OVER LINE LOSES GAME
A pack of BuUets from Gettysburg College ran

amuck last Saturday afternoon, ruining the Wildcats^ spot-

less record for 1930, crippling two of her best backs, and
gaining the first victory any alien foe has ever won on the

Stadium green, 3-0.

A beautiful, 40 yard place-kick, tliat gracefully

arched from the toe of Larry Morris over the west-end up-

rights in the second quarter, was the only score of the game.
lommy Morgan, star

Juniors Pick

9 Committees

For Big Week
Pres. Driscoll Asks For

Cooperation of Every

Junior

JOS. DEITZ ON PROM.

SMOKING PERMITTED
ON SMITH CAMPUS

Young women attending Smith
College henceforth may smoke In
campus houses during the half-
hour period Immediately following
lunch and dinner.

Olrls entertaining guests will be
permitted to smoke in a room set

aside by the head of the house out-
side of regular smoking hours. Two
of the dormitories plan attractive

imoklng rooms.

NOTICE TO SENIORS

All Seniors mast have their

assessment of five dollars payed
during the next three weeks.
See Lechner, DIneen, Blaney and
Glldea. Show your class spirit

and get your assessment In early.

In speaking of the committees

which he has recently appointed

to take charge of Junior activities

this year the President Harold
Driscoll said today: "What we
need to make this, our Junior year,

a success Is the whole-hearted and
sincere support and cooperation of

every Junior. While It Is true that
committees have been named for
Che various functions of the year,
the altalrs are in reality the worK
01 tne entire class. Each man
must feel responsible."
The committee, he said, are open

to suggestions, in fact, they solicit

them; and, any information that
any Junior may desire will be glad-
ly given him. 3'ne men on the
committee have been chosen for
the capacity for work which they
nave already shown, bilt, Mr. Dris-
coll points out, the lists are sub-
ject to change without notice. Any
committeeman who is lax in his

duty will be removed. It is like-

ly, too, the president said, that ad-
uiiions to tne men already named
will be forthcoming.
The various chairmen selected

are: Joseph Deitz, on the Junior
Prom; Nicholas Caddie, chairman
of the Junior Week Committee;
Jack McDermott, on the Farewell
dance; James Conahan, on the
Junior banquet; Oeorge Bain, chair-
man of the blazer and cane com-
mittee; William Reilly and William
McCourt on the ring committee;
John Olltinan on the Blue Blazer
ball; and Joseph Oaynor on the
Tea Dance; Martin Gill is Editor-
in-Chief of the Junior Courtier
As a climax to Junior Week, that

round of delights and pleasures,

comes the Prom, the outstanding
social event for the third year men
and for the rest of the classes as

well. On gentle waves of soft,

murmuring music, amidst delight-

ful garlands of Spring flowers, past
draperies and gowns of every hue,
the couples will weave in and out,

glide up and down, oblivious of all.

To make such a scene possible

President Driscoll has appointed the
following: Thomas Edward, Edward
Derby, William McCourt, Oeorge
Bain, Bernard Driscoll, William
Reilly, John Sykes and Harry
Dougherty, with Joseph Deitz, who
is thoroughly acquainted with this

type of work and with whom the
committee will work harmoniously,
In the capacity of chairman. The
most important items in their

schedule are the selection of a ball

room and the selection of an or-

chestra. The importance of a well

known orchestra cannot be\ over-

estimated.

Tea Dance and Blazer Ball

Two colorful events of Junior
Week are the Tea dance and the
Blue Blazer Ball. They serve to

make the week the jolly good time
that it . is, and to provide ample
opportunity for the Juniors and
their fair companions to enjoy
themselves In a more or less Infor-

mal fashion. At the first, refresh-

ments with tea are served; at the
second the Juniors don their blue
blazers and white flannels to en-
liven the scene.

For these two atTalrs a Joint

committee has been appointed.
They are: James Finn. Hugh
Spangle, John Hickey, Emanuel
Suarez, William Papp, Clement
Busenklll and Louis Dart. John
Olltinan is to lie chairman of the
Blue Blazer ball, while Joseph
Oaynor will serve as chairman of

the Tea Dance and BIaz«>r and
Cane Committee.

In charge of blazers and canes
for the class of '32 is the Ave man
committee of Louis DeRosa. Jos-
eph Haigh. James Batterbury and
Leonard Crowe with Oeorge Bain

HudLlMT-
back tor three seasons, had his left

leg broken in several places when
he was tackled by Bull Stoner, left

guard for Gettysburg, early in the
tnird period and was rushed to the
Misericordla Hospital in Phlladel-
pnxa.

Joiinny Highfield, fleet halfback.
Is suffering from an injured
shoulder, wnich at this writing,
may or may not be broken. After
an examination at the Bryn Mawr
Hospital late Saturday, Hike was
taken back to the campus, to await
development of x-ray pictures.

Morgan is definitely OMt for the
balance of the season, while High-
Held is unlikely to see any action
again this year.

Morris, of Gettysburg, who kick-
ed the winning goal, also was ln->-

Jured, and Is reported to be suffer-

ing from three broken ribs, while
Klinger, another Bullet back, re-

ceived an injury similar to High-
tteld's.

The Gettysburg eleven, prepped
particularly for this game fought
hard from beginning to end, and
cleanly outplayed the Blue and
White all through the game. Only
an error of Judgement, however,
in the last quarter, when Ham-
mond threw a pass over the goal-
line, on a first down, cost the home
team the game.
Gettysburg " made eleven first

downs, to six for Villanova, and
(Continueu on Page Four;

Mayor Walker
Will Attend

Dinner Dance

Team to Be Guests

Dinner After Game
Saturday

at

RATE FOR STUDENTS
Mayor Walker, according to a

communication from the Villanova
Club of New York, has promised to

be among the prominent personages
present at the dinner dance to be

held in New York City on October
11 following the ViUanova-N. Y. U.
game.
The enterprising New York Club,

made up entirely of Villanova gradu-
ates, has made Hotel Astor the
headquarters of all Villanovans and
their friends for that day. Already
over 250 reservations have been
made for the affair and requests
for tickets are coming In from all

parts of the East.

The dinner will follow immed-
iately after the game and is not
formal. Everyone can go to the
hotel, and sit down to a good sub-
stantial dinner, without fussing
about dress. Besides Mayor Walk-
er and a few other notables, the
foot ball squad will be the guests
of honor.
At nine p. m. the Roof Garden

of the hotel, overlooking greater
New York City will be the scene
of an enchanting dance with the
famous Meyer-Davis Orchestra
providing the music.
The Villanova Club of New York

comprises some six hundred memb-
ers and Is the most progressive and
wide-awake Villanova alumni club
in existence. The club has a build-
ing of its own for club purposes
and is known far and wide for its

many successful dances. It has
acted as hosts in Catholic affairs

on Innumerable occasions. One of
its recent successes was a supper
dance given at the Ritz Tower
Hotel last January. It was one of
the most brilliant of the New York
season. The Club's officers are:
John Kelly, president; William
Butler, vice president; John Duh-
amll. treasurer; and William Shee-
han. secretary. Those in charge of
the arrangements for the dinner
dance are: John O. Duhamll and
Cletus A. Seaver.
The special train to the game

will leave New York at 1:30 Sun-
day morning, allowing plenty of
time for attendance at the dance.
Student tickets to the affair are
$10 a couple for dance and dinner
or $6 a couple for either function.

„^ Tickets may be had at the Vice-
as chairman. It is always a diffl- President's office, room 220 Mendel

(Continued on Page Two I Hall.
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I.,€o Goodreau

It hardly seems two years ago that Villanova placed

among her immortals the name, Leo Goodreau, But two

yeais have rolled by and have made vain attempts to carry

with them into oblivion the name and memory of one we all

hold dear. Time will never erase his memory from the

minds of those who knew him. His tragic but glorious death

has engraved his name on our souls forever.

But With the passing of time those who were not in his

class ('31), those who have entered Villanova since his death

might allow his name to grow dim in their memories. This

• should not be so for no man was ever more worthy of our

prayers and recollections than Leo. To forestall this there

has been instituted on the Campus two memorials, one in

bronze erected last year at the mam entrance to the stadium,

and the other on the printed page erected every week since

his death with each appearance of the Villanovan. The in-

stitution of these memorials was not a meaningless gesture

and the messages they convey afe not empty words. They

are there for a purpose, to keep ever fresh in our minds his

courage, and ever dear in our hearts his memory.

It has been said that the memory of Goodreau will die

with the graduation of this year's class (of which he was a

member) . We doubt if that is so because by his sacrifice

he became a member of every class that ever graduated or

will graduate from Villanova. He has ceased to be an in-

dividual ; he has become a tradition and, we hope, an immor-

tal one.

It is then with this thought in mind that upon the sec-

ond anniversary of his death we rededicate the Villanovan

"to the finest man that ever entered Villanova—Leo Good-

reau—scholar—athlete—gentleman."
* * * * *

The Parking Problem

About two weeks ago the college authorities at Villa-

nova enacted a ruling whereby students owning automobiles

were forbidden to park on the campus driveways. Space

was provided not far from the main buildings where cars

could be parked at any time without any interference on tht

part of the college authorities.

Immediately a howl went up from many of the students,

to the effect that the rule was too drastic and entirely un-

necessary. So strong was the pressure, which was brought

to bear on us, that we were forced to run in one of our col-

umns last week an article urging modification. As a result

the student council met and succeeded in obtaining a re-

vision of the first ruling. V , :
;

•
:

According to the new order, resident students owning

cars will be permitted to park their cars in the triangular

space in the rear of Mendel Hall. Non-resident students

must keep their machines in the space originally provided

for them. Under no circumstance are they to park on the

college driveways or on Spring Mill road, adjoining the col-

lege grounds. ; ;

Moreover, if the resident students abuse the privilege

by parking in front of the various dormitories the original

ruling will be reenacted.

We know that even this modified order will meet with

the disapproval of some. But have these men any right to

object to such a ruling? Are they being treated as irre-

sponsibles as so many of them seem to think ? Let us see.

, , i At many of the larger Universities, cars are not allow-

ed on the campus at any time and in several cases students

are forbidden to use the main drives. Princeton University

will not allow students to park cars on the campus. Auto-

mobiles must be kept in public or private garages removed

from the college campus.

We have it from our president that Villanova is most

lenient in this respect and that the students here have less

to "kick" about than the students of most other larger in-

stitutions.

Below is a reprint found in a Philadelphia daily in which

the parking rules of Haverford College are given. Read it

through, and we think that you will be forced to admit the

leniency of the authorities at Villanova in regard to the

rather vexing and complicated problem of handling student

owned machines.
"Htrirt Ftiforrpment of thv rulm xovernInK cainpuH uutomobllPR at

lluverford CnllPK** wem promlned bv Draii II. Tatnnll Brown In a rnllertlon
ailtlrfxs laMt Kriilav mornlnx

Thp npw rulInK of thr Hoard of Manaxerx HprrlflpH that pprmUfilon In

Hfltlni; must bp npnt to thp l>pan by purpntN or KiiardlanN of student rpsldpnt
at the CoIIpkp, bpforp Ipavp may Im> kIvpu to kppp a car on thP rampuo. In
former ypars Ntudpnts wprp In rprtaln rasp** pprmlttPd to keep rani on the
tampuH at the dlnrrptlon of the i>pan. a prlvllpxc whlrh wan abuitpd.

The npw ruling, he Hhowpd. would In no way Inronvenleni-e thoxe who
had a JuHtllted need for • ear,, but would eliminate carA kept purely for

pleasure purposes.
Besides the feneral rullnx of the Board of Manaxera four additional

npeclfir regulations have been added. These are:
(I)—No student-owned cars are to he kept on the rampus overnight.
(2)—The use of the two front drives and partlriilarly rollege l4ine Is

to he avoided The bark drive Is the only one to be uxed and rars must be
parked In the space provided at the rear of Moyd Hall.

(3)—Cars must not be driven to Thursday meeting.
(4)—Tan must be driven solely by the owners.
All automobiles, Inrludlnx those used by the day students, mnnt be

registered at the Dean's office, an han been the practice heretofore."

The Styx

Last week's Issue of the Villa-
novan carried an ear announcing
to all and sundry who had eyes to
read — and would read — "SAVE
YOUR PENNIES FOR THAT TRIP
TO NEW YORK." Of course that
is very sage advice and would ap-
pear to be worthy to come from the
mouth of such a dean of philoso-
t^her as Confucius or our own Ben-
jamin Franklin, The first clause
might iBven have been copied from
a motto hung In a Scotchman's
home. Now all these aforemen-.

Jtloned people as well as the revered
ahd respected editors of the Villa-
novan, are quite free with their ad-
vice and wisdom. They at times,
such as this, throw crumbs of their
great wisdom to the hungering
populace. They like to tell us what
to do, but it must be admitted that
never on any occasion do they tell

us how to carry out their advice.

To save pennies it is presupposed
that we have the pennies to save,
and it appears that for the most
part pennies never play a very large
part in the livfes of our college stu-
dents. They usually have dollars
galjre, but paper money is so light
that it appears to pass away as if

borne on wings of an angel. And
the smaller specie is usually so
heavy that it passes right through
his fingers as though it were sand.
Of course the best idea would be

to get the officials In the big house
at Sixteenth and Spring Garden
streets in Phllly to manufacture
bigger and better pennies. Pen-
nies made from gold and about
three times the size of the present
copper ones would be acceptable,
especially if the minter would make
each of our prosp>ective travelers a
gift of a sackful of these new type
coins. If that last suggestion
didn't go over with such a big bang
you can try some of the following:

Buy yourself a pair of very dark,
black glasses, pick our your oldest

and worst looking clothes, which
shouldn't be very hard to do, then
print yourself a sign of the best
bristle-board, with modernistic let-

tering and painting. After getting
all this equipment together, hie
yourself down to one of the busiest
corners in the big town and squat.

Oh, we forgot to tell you to supply
yourself with a tincijc. That is quite

necessary, othwfwi«§mhK could the
passerby krmr tnat you required
money. AftCT yAin have sauatted at

the aioresaid' bin^ inte^ction for

abou\taifil¥e hourV-arid have col-

lected the total amount of three
buttons, two black and one white,

six lead slugs, seven or eight odds
and ends and two cents donated by
some little girl whose total fortune
was sure to have been all of three

cents, get up and doff the disguise,

everybody who ever saw you before

will have recognized you by this

time anyhow. Take in your hand
a black-jack with which you pro-
vided yourself in case of this even-
tuality, walk to the nearest speak-
easy (located in every other build-

ing on any street) , and wait for the

first Police Lieutenant, Captain
and Private, who come out arm in

arm singing Sweet Adeline. Just

as they get on the top step tap each
one not too gently on the rear ele-

vation of the cranium. When they

have obligingly dropped to the

ground remove from their pockets

all the graft money they have just

acquired by coercion from the

speakeasy proprietor. The amount
collected from these three should

be sufficient for you to enjoy your

stay In New York in at least five

night clubs, not to mention your
train fare and the hotel tariff.

If any of you men of Villanova

have not the intestinal fortitude to

go through with the procedure just

suggested you might hire a mas-
querade costume, hire yourself out

to a bunch of Race street desper-

adoes, and haunt houses for them.
The idea being that they hire you
to haunt the house so that they
can search for the treasure which
they believe is hidden there. Just

as a by-play while you are haunting
the house you might swipe and se-

crete the treasure for yourself, the

aesperadoes won't feel hurt because

they are not sure that the treasure

is hidden there anyhow, and if they
don't find treasures in the first

house tried they might even hire

you to haunt three or four more
places. In this way you can com-
bine duty with pleasure and get to

New York after all.

Here is one for a clever actor. Go
to an old and sorrowful multi-mil-

lionaire and tell him that you are

his long lost son, kidnapped and
held for ransom some twenty years

ago. Of course he will welcome you
with open arms, and will change
his will so that you shall be the sole

heir to his great fortune. In a
couple days the shock of finding his

long lost boy will kill him and then
you can make whoopee to your
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After much pursuasion on the
part of the editor I take my Under-
wood (1914) mociel in hand to dis-
pense gratis to the lovers of liter-
ature, who read this excellent sheet,
a wee bit of sane advice on the pit-
falls of the big city in which we will
frolic this coming week end. New
York, what a wealth of imagina-
tion lies within the words. The city
of forgotten men with Its streets of
sin and Illusion, with its gutters of
long forgotten hopes, and its horse
cars. Ah! there lads, your first
problem will be th^ forementioned
horse cars. Take care in crossing
the main streets, one never knows
when a dashing horse car will come
tearing around a corner and roll
over you. However this isn't the
most important issue.

The Game
The game will be played at the

Yankee stadium if it doesn't rain.
If it rains it will be played at the
Yankee Stadium. This stadium is

a sort of big place. Larger by far
than any back in good old
Sout^ CowviUe or whereever your
father ducks the installment col-
lectors. The important thing after
thumbing your way to Gotham
icla.ssical term for New York) is to
g(,'t to the stadium. See the game
aiod get out. If you are as wise as
your mother fondly hopes you are
you'll grab the next express for
Phllly. But being adventurous
youths you'll start to do the town.
The results will be the same as has
been since bustles , gave way to
dimpled knees. You and not the
town will be done. Red paint comes
high up that way so be careful what
you use to decorate the statue of
Liberty or whatever object flits

across your fancy.
Anyhow we will stretch a point

and imagine that you are able to
get there without any serious mis-
haps. Pin your money in your in-
side pocket and button your coat.
When asked to buy the Brooklyn
Bridge, refuse, but if your little

heart is set upon it I'd be the last

person in the world to dissuade you
but don't pay more than two dol-
ars and fifty cents. I never did.

When the team comes out on the
field comment in a loud voice on
how Joe or Mike or Pete looks.

This will make a hit with the tra-
ditional beautiful young ladies who
will sit behind you. Really a game
wouldn't be complete without two
girls whom you could have met but
didn't because the fellow with you
never went large with the women.
The people around will know you
are a Villanova man and familiar
with the team. Another sport along
this line is calling the plays before
they start. Everyone enjoys this

and maybe if you are in good form
a sweet little empty pop bottle will

come to rest on what you are pleas-
ed to call your head.

Pitfalls

You have been to games at other
times so why waste time on such a
subject. There are other evils

abounding. Be careful about these
city slickers. Don't stand in the
middle of the street to gaze upward
at the buildings. To do this prop-
erly proceed as follows: Walk di-

rectly to the base of the building
and shift your neck into an up-
ward position so that your eyes are
centered upon the top story. Now

place your right hand over your
eyes to shade them from the sun.
With your left hand start to count
the number of fioors. As both
hands will be busy there will be
nothing to stop forementioned city

slicker from cleaning out your
pockets That leaves you with
only the consolation that he didn't
get much as you were a student
When you feel him taking it, lower
your left arm so that the cuff of
the coat is beside your mouth, then
laugh up your sleeve quietly that
you may not offend him. That be-
ing over and safely stored away in
memory for future use turn you
thoughts to the evenings entertain-
ment. An important step must now
be observed which I ommitted
Take off your shoe in which the
money is hidden and place it (the
money) in your pocket. Keep a
weather eye out for femmes of the
better type. Upon seeing a couple
raise the distress signal, which
mean.s to say in a clear Southern
voice "Hello Babe". The fair young
thing will drop a handkerchief.
Snatch it "ere it touches the street
and hand it back with the remark
in a most polite tone "Does your
mother take in washing?" She will

ask "Why"? Then tell her you
have never seen such a dirty hnnU-
kerchief, which is probably due to

the fact that you have never travel-
led far. Now th^t Rome has been
taken in a day you are all set. The
world is yours. Don't give your
right name or don't eat in places
where they have head waiters. Both
are bad mistakes. If misfortune
should befall you and you are lured
into a place where a cup of coffee

is cheap at a half a dollar and the
price of steak looks like the Allies

debt to America, make the best oi

it. Order the best. Nothing is too
good for a couple of struggling stu-
dents. When in Bagdad do as the
Bagdadies do. It may be the
women that pays in the end and
as you are broke hurry the end.
As the desert is shoved in front Oi

you rise and say "I must telephone
my roommate about winding the
clock." This oration being com-
pleted and the second act finished
get going before the curtain comes
down. Once on the street every-
thing is hunky dory. If its a starry
night thank your lucky stars you
aren't washing dishes.

Home
Take the Tubes to Newark and

start the thumbing there. Starting
from Times Square is bad dope. I

tried it once and landed in Mon-
treal. Newark is a homely place.

The cops have the cutest overnight
cabins for guests. From there hop
to NewBrunswick and stop at the
De Luxe Diner west of the city.

Try a ham and egg sandwich. It

will carry you along for the follow-
ing twenty-four hours. Then comes
Trenton and North Philadelphia
and finally Villanova. You'll never
be so overjoyed at seeing any place
as your own campus. That's pro-
viding you do see it. Get into bed
and stay there for the next two
days. You wont need any advice
on that point. This time next
week you won't think I'm as far off

as you do now. Wait and see.

How's that Mr. Editor, think they'll

be safe in the metropolis? "No"
Neither do I.

THE MAD HATTER.

New Postal

Service For

Villanovans

Student Co-operation Urged
To Insure Better
•' Service

BOX RENT NOW DUE
Due to the efforts of Mr. Dough-

erty, our post master, our post
office has been enlarged to twice
Its former size. The number of
boxes have been tripled. Greater
space for the handling of parcels
has been provided. It is a compar-
atively easy matter to reach your box
without losing a leg. The post of-

fice is now a second class one. All

these improvements have been in-

stalled for the convenience of the
students and the post master re-

guests that the students do their
part. It will hurry matters to a
great extent if all will inform their

correspondents of their box numb-
ers. This saves the time necessary
in looking through the records to

find the proper box for each letter.

It will help if everyone pays their

box rent on time. A lot of needless
book work wli; ue saved. Loitering
in the post office hinders only your-
eslf and other students. Get in

heart's content. Be sure though, ggj g^ ^^^^^ \^ p^yg j^ the long
that the chappie is old and ready to

kick the bucket anyhow, then the

shock will have fast effect and con-

science won't hurt so much. But
don't let it be too fast, he might
not have time to change his will in

your favor, and after all your emo-
tional work that would be just too

bad.

If none of these work, you can
think of some of your own shyster

.schemes. The mental effort is not

very great, witness these sugges-

tions just come from our power
i)iant. And if all that fails, you

might even give yourself the extra-

ordinary and entirely new thrill of

going to work to earn your own
money.

Now don't come down here to us

to apply for a job, it won't do you
any good because we would only

put you to work ferrying passen-

gers across the Styx while we dl.s-

ported ourselves over the weekend
in the Yankee Stadium.

Au revolr

'PHYLEGA8.

nm.

Juniors Pick Nine Com-
mittees for Big Week

(continued from page one)

cult problem to select a blazer that
does not too closely resemble the
blazer of the preceding year.

The committee is already bending
to work, however, and the Juniors
will do well to anticipate the re-

sults of their efforts. Last year's

blazers which are a common sight

on the campus, have been called

the best looking in many years.

Attempting to improve upon it will

undoubtedly prove to be a nerve-
racking task.

Banquet Committee
The Junior banquet, which usu-

ally inaugurates the evening affairs

of Junior Week, is under the di-

rection of James Conahan, under
whom are: Thomas Dwyei;, Robert
Canigan. William Tracy and

Thomas Cullen. The affair is one
that enables all the Juniors to get

together, an opportunity not often
given them. It is an enjoyable
time, and if the committee this

year expects to do as well as the
committee of last year, they will

have to put forth their very best

efforts.

Farewell Dance Committee

The Farewell dance ends Junior
Week. It is the last official under-
taking of the Junior Class, as the
Junior Class. Though this may
seem to imply that it is a rather
glum affair the contrary is true.

It is hilariously gay and puts the

finishing touches on the week's
events. The dance will be arranged
by a committee under the capable
leadership of Jack McDermott. The
committee : Richard Morrissey,
Henry Walczak, George Crumble,
Patrick Suarez and Robert Gilcon.

Junior Courtier

The official record of the class

since it entered Villanova is found
in the "Junior Courtier" published
during Junior Week. It is an im-
portant publication and is antici-

pated by the whole school.

Its publication this year will be
directed by Martin Gill, who is

Editor-in-Chief, assisted by Thom-
as Dwyer, Daniel Buckley and Al-

bert Wagner, who are associate

editors. The financial end of the
book will be cared for by Jerry
Enright and Harry Dougherty, tlie

former, the business manager, and
the latter, assistant business man-
ager. George P. Beudine is the

circulation manager.
Last year's "Courtier" was noted

for its make-up and was called a

work of art. To do as well is a
good mark for the editors to shoot
at.

Junior Week Committee

Not least, but last, comes the

committee in general charge of the

whole week: Vincent Smith. Wil-
liam Brafly, George P. Beudine.
William White, and James Oarrity,

under Nicholas Caddie, who serves

as chairman. Their business will

be to arrange the events for the
week and to take care of the par-
ade. The planting of the ivy and
the other many details which must
necessarily be attended to.

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES DOUBLE

THE INK

College

Activities
student Council

There will be a meeting of the
Student Council this evening in
Mendel Hall, immediately after
light prayers.

V. I. C.

The Villanova Italian Club will

meet every other Tuesday at 12:45

p. m. in Room 106, Mendel Hall.
The next regular meeting will be
scheduled for Tuesday, October 14.

V. L. S.

The Villanova Literary Society
will hold a meeting of both chap-
ters next Monday evening, October
13, 1930. The time is scheduled at
8 p. m., the room is 106 in Mendel
Hall. This meeting is for the pur-
pose of receiving new members
into the Society. All applicants are
to first see Mr. Duhamil, chairman
of the initiation committee.

Day Students

All automobiles belonging to day
students must be parked in the
space allotted to them. No day
student's car will be permitted to
park on any of the college drives.

The parking place to be used is

located near the P. & W. station,

opposite the tennis courts.

Any imposition of the above rule

will result in the imposition of a
fine of one dollar levied by the
College authorities.

Sophomores
The Sophomore elections will

held today between the hours
11 a. m. and 4 p. m.

be
of

New Course

Outlined by^

Prof. Jonas

(complete Oral English

Course Offered for

First Time

The Difference

Patron: "That barber down the
street has cut his prices down to

40 cents for a haircut."

Barber (after a withering si-

lence): "Yeah? Well, a good bar-
ber cuts hair and a poor one cuts
prices."

/

COVERS ALL GRADES
{•rofessor Jonas, head of the Pub-

lic Speaking Department, has an-
nounced the publication of an out-
line covering a sixteen year pro-
gram of public speaking. It has
taken Professor Jonas several years
to finish the work and it is com-
plete in every detail. It is divided
Into three parts. The first covers
eight years and is meant for use
In the elementary schools. Profes-
sor Jonas believes the training of
the child should begin at the earli-
est moment. This division is now
in use in several grade schools. The
second division covers four years
and is intended for use in the high
schools. It is a continuation of the
first part and is in use in Trenton.
N. J.

The final division is the same as
Professor Jonas has been teaching
here at Villanova since his arrival.
It is the four year course so famil-
iar to the students. Numerous
speakers whose work has received
praise from other sources have all

been graduates of this course. Pro-
fessor Jonas, who holds the high-
est degrees in the field of oratory is

well estimed and his outline will

undoubtedly be a favorite with
teachers of oratory. It was also
announced at the same time that
the courses here would include more
requirements this year. All stu-
dents taking the courses will be
called upon to deliver several talks

to the class. Juniors will give four
orations before June. Professor
Jonas intends to make the work of
this year stand far above that of
any other.

« \

• .• »
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Gridiron Gossip

ON TO NEW YORK!

Next Saturday atternoon, with the World Series a

thing ol the past, in the shade ol the Yankee Stadium, the

tJlue ot Villanova will be merged with the Violet oi iNew

York University in as colortul a hattle as the 1930 grid seas*

on may see.

Xwo teams, representing two institutions practically

unheard ol just a short decade ago, will match two systems,

as unlike each other as day and night. Xhe two leading

young coaches ot the East, if not the entire country, Stuhi-

dreher and Meehan, will direct the play.

>Vhat a setting! 11 the United States Weather fiu^

reau smiles lavorably on the request for clear, cold weather,

more than 50,000 Gothamites should see the fray.

1 o the impartial observer, it would be hard to select

a winner, iwo great lines and two 'mystery backiields will

probably keep the guessers evenly divided.

Villanova this year boasts of two sets of forwards,

practically equal in strength, while N. Y. U. has always been
iield in high repute lor her lines, even when Lassman and
ll^trong, her greatest backs, were in all their glory.

The backhelds will be a problem. Early last week.

Chick Meehan admitted he was worried about the ^ame
and all his plans were being centered about the coming con-

test. He reiterated his determination to start his sopho-

more backlield, "the terrible infants," as they have been
called, even though older coaches would think twice before

risking everything on four untried boys.

A victory for the Wildcats, coming in New York
City as it will, is likely to mean more for Villanova than any
other single athletic feat. A defeat, on the other hand,

which is possible in any game, will only mean that the Cats

must get down to serious lootball playing for the rest of the

season, when hve more strong opponents must be played.

ARE WE DOWNHEARTED?
Last Saturday was one of the most costly days Villa-

nova athletics has ever sultered. Not only the loss of the

game to a school, believed to be more or less 'easy,' but the

injuries to lom Morgan and Johnny Highheld at hrst glance

seem to mean the beginning oi the end for Vilianova foot-

bail this year.

* Truly the loss of these splendid athletes, both stars

in other sports, and the defeat at the hands of Gettysburg

just before a game with a team that must be beaten, does

not bolster the morale of a team. ^ .. . .
-

But it gives the team, the coaches, and the student

body its real test. Against the eight teams still to be played,

Captain Gardner and Coach Stuhldreher must present a

crippled and inexperienced backfield.

It is up to the team now to fight, just as the eleven

of 1928 fought after the accident to Leo Goodreau.

It is up to the student body to stay behind the team,

to support it in the coming games, especially next Saturday,

when that support will ne most needed.

The true spirit of the Villanova student body, the

real character of tlie Blue and White team will be given an

acid test next Saturday afternoon.

PRE-GAME DOPE
ARE WE DOWNHEARTED? Maybe we should

. be, but at the present, NO

!

When the Tiger met the Wildcat at Princeton last

Tuesday afternoon, the Bengal met his match. Four times

Villanova crossed the Orange and Black line, while the Cat

defense was impregnable all through the game.

Last Saturday, Princeton met Amherst, and was ex-

pected to have plenty of trouble. Bill Roper, her coach,

hoped to win by a touchdown, as he did last year. The final

score was Princton, 28 ; Amherst, 0.

The Cats played Gettysburg, and while the Bullets,

as champions of the Eastern Pennsylvania Conference, were

expected to be no netup. nobody expected a G-burg victory.

After all, these pre-game scrimmages seem to prove

nothing at all.

HIRTY thousand

welcoming shouts as he steps to bat

. . . the idol of them all. Ball one!

Ball two! . . . and a-r-ackl he's done

it again. Popularity to be lasting must

be deserved.

FIGHT ON VILLANOVA!
WordK by HITOH MoHHOH Music by LOUIS HOfTSTEIN

Fight on Villanova, tlgtit on Blue and White
Plght, you Wildcats, score that touchdown
Brave and fearless, tear right through.

Fight on, Villanova, strive on gallantly.
Mighty sons of Alma Mater,
Fight on to Fame and Victory.

MI«<S>

^^#9^ia4^^,
Vw Quick ^^
Reference ^*

^^
on all facts concerning words, persons, places,

you are continually in need of

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon WEBSTER'SNEW INTERNATIONAL -The "Supreme Authority." Here is
a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove its

real value every dme you consult it for the
wealth of ready information that is insuntly
yours. 106,000 words and phrases with
deBnitions, etymologies, pronunciations,
and use in its 1,256 pages. 1,700 illus-

trations. Includes dictionaries of hi- ^'
ographyand geography and other ^
special features. m^
Ste U at Ynur Collrfe Bookuort or j^jBFWrite forlnfomuuioniothePub- ,l||l'

/ilh«Ti. Frt* tt>tcimen tMgtt .^11
if you name ihii paper. jS^
%. ft C. MERRIAM CO. ^^S^
Sprlntflsld. .t^

Sg0^'

One
ioulalways

stand out/
HOME RUNS are made at the

plate— not on the bench

!

Likewise what counts in a ciga-

rette is what a smoker gets from

it— not what is said about it.

Chesterfield has a policy—give

smokers what they want:

MILDNESS— th^ wholly nat-

ural mildness of tobaccos that are

without harshness or bitterness.

BETTER TASTE—such as only

a cigarette of wholesome purity

and better tobaccos can have.

MW ITTIWIIIIHW \
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Frosh Open
Season on

Oct. 17th

Coach "Doc" Jacobs Pro-

teges to Play Four
Games

Usual Soph-Frosh
Tug of War to be
HeldNextTuesday

Photographers to Record
Events for Pleasiu^e

of Movie Fans

C72.b

The Frosh football team, having
dropped out of the limelight and
forgotten since the opening game
with Lebanon Valley, again will

attract the attention of the public

when it plays its opening game on
Oct. 17, with Urslnus Frosh as its

opponent. The squad, consisting of

about thirty-five players, has been
slowly rounding Into shape under
the capable tutelage of Coach
"Doc" Jacobs. "Doc" has worked
hard with his men, and at the pre-

sent appears to have a fast and
tough aggregation of players. Al-

though the Frosh squad is not
quite as big and husky as that of

last year, it Is composed of much
faster men.
This autumn the Frosh will play

four teams-Ursinus Frosh, Malvern
Prep., Perkiomen Prep., and Wyom-
ing Seminary. Incdently the first

three games will be played at Villa-

nova while the fourth will take
place at Wilkes Barre. This is a much
smaller schedule compared to the

one of last year, and is not quite

as difficult. Bellefonte Academy and
Allentown Prep, are the two schools
that have been dropped from the

schedule. Last season the Frosh lost

but one game to Bellefonte
Academy the opening game. It went
through the rest of Its schedule like

a house afire, scoring freely against
all its opponents. This year's team
should also make a fine showing,
thereby keeping up to the Frosh
The schedule appears as follows:

Oct. 17 Urslnus Frosh at
VUlanont.
Oct 24 Malvern Prep at Villanova.
Oct. 31 Perkiomen Prep at Villanova
Nov. 22 Wyoming Seminary at
Wilkes Barre.

LOSERS WIN DUCKING

Cross-Country Team
Ready for Stiff Tussle

With N.Y.U. Runners

"That is a statue of the famous
Indian chieftain. Black Hawk."
"Hmmmm—he had a son Tommy,

dld'nt he."

The annual tug of war between

the Freshmen and Sophomores will

be held next Tuesday afternoon at

the college pond.

The teams representing the two
classes will take their stand on
either end of the rope stretched
across the water and the losers

*ill receive as their share of the
proceeds a free ducking in the
lone-too-clean liquid. The victory

will be awarded to the team win-
ning two out of three contests.

As is usual at this function, the
customary battery of photograph-
ers and news reelers will be on
.land to catch several views of the
whole proceedings.

The tresnmen are warned to

line up their prospects for team
material now and the Sophomore
class is expected to be on hand in

its entirety to cheer its representa-
aves on to victory.

The chairman of the Vigilance
Committee has also made it known
that this year an innovation will

be Introduced at Villanova in the
staging of a greased pole battle be-
tween the -first two college classes.

The event will take place on Thurs-
day, October 16. Full details, rules

and regulations will be given out
by the Vigilance Committee some
ime this week.

Candidates Timed in First Tryout Over Five Mile Course.

—

Several Promising Men Unearthed.—Team
Decidedly Inexperienced

VERDERSO LEADS PACK OVER FINISH LINE

NOTICE TO SOPHOMORES

The election of officers for the
Sophomore clam will take place
this afternoon In the appointed
place. Ballots will be accepted
from eleven to four o'clock. The
polN will positively not be open-
ed to late voters after they are
once closed. Be on time! Come
early and vote for yoar candi-
date.

For the past two weeks Coach
Coates has been rapidly rounding
his cross-country men into form,
being surprisingly successful in his
efiforts. Last Friday tryouts were
held and the remarkably fast time
of twenty-nine minutes and twen-
ty-seven seconds was turned in by
Rocco Vederoso, star distance run-
ner of the varsity. A field of about
fifteen men began their Jog over the
hilly course which encircled the en-
tire campus. The going was found
to be quite dlfBcult by all the run-
ners, and several dropped out.
Carmey Salerno was close behind
Vederoso at the finish. Coach
Coates has done wonders with
these two men, who have diligently
followed his instructions to their
own advantage. Third place was
taken by Flaherty, completing the
course seventy-yards behind the
winner with a time of twenty-nln9
minutes and forty-nine seconds.
Bill Vaca trailed closely behind
Flaherty while Joe Fox, fifty yards
in the rear, finished in fifth place.

03rlen copped the sixth position

when he Jogged alone over the
course, due to his late arrival, in

thirty minutes and ten seconds.
George Bain and Don Oildea were
seventh and eighth respectively.

Pour of the eight men to finish are

sophomores: Pox, Flaherty, Vaca
and O'Brien, liila fact signifies

good teams in the next two years.

The meeting between the Villa-

nova and N. Y. U. cross-country
teams will take place on the morn-
ing of October 11, In Van Cort-
landt Park, New York City. The
distance to be traversed is five miles

with eight men to run and but five

to score. As In all cross-country
nins the first runner to break the

tape will be credited with one
point, the second runner two points,

etc. The team with the lowest

score wins.

Coach Coates is taking with him
to New York a decidedly green and
inexperienced team. Many on the

squad have never run cross-country
before. Rocco Vederoso is the only

man on the squad who has any real

experience

XIKL1$<

live your appearance a

break...lool< over the new

Edward fabrics and styles

FDmRD
JL-/ CLOTHES

^MADE FO\ rOU

$24.75 - S28.75 - $38.75

Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday

By LIN HILL
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Coates Plans'

Intra-Mural

Track Games

Track (Juach to Spousur
Mew Kra in Cinder

Sport at College

TRACK MEET OCT. 29

With the advent of Harry Coates.
of the NewarK A. C. comes a new
era in tracK ana field lor Vniano-
va. in tne past, our lootoall, basKCt-
baxi, ana uaseoan teams nave scal-
ea tne neignts, out our tracK teams
have acnieved iittie or no promm-
ence. coacn (joates us aetermmea to
have uie Wuacat cmaer-patnersi
"in the money" irom now on. tie is

sparing no eiiorts to attain his goal
ana aneady has piamiea an exten-
sive tail traclc pragram. Without the
co-operation ol every man who
thinics he can run, would like to run
or lias aspirations for a varsity "V",
Coacn Coates can do httle. it is ab-
solutely necessary that a spirited
and lervent interest in tract be
instilled in the nearts of the "hope-
fuls. " The "I dOnt give a—
spirit will be tolerated in neither
the class games nor on the varsity
squad. Candidates and entrants
must be with the coach from the
word "go".

Tile lirait intra-mural program
open to all students will be a field
day on Wednesday, October 2»th.
ihe events are^

100 yard dash
300 yard dash
600 yard dash
1000 yard run
1 mile run
2 mile run
High Jump';..';?V/ •

Broad Jump '.'•.•.v '.;. ,. ..

Pole vault
'O'v.;

'
. •

''

Discus .,/ <';;.•
i';

,"*.;,j'

Shot-put

rT

—

^
—

~"ir~

—

[

-^

Haw Al! Our
Future Foes

Are Faring

Wanhington State Surprises

Coast By Beating

California

VILLA-NO VAN

DUKE BEATS VIRGINIA

All entrants should take advan-
tage of the time left to them be-
fore the meet and should be in
condition on the 29th. Their time
will be well spent because suitable
prizes will be awarded the first

three men in each event.

The main fall track attraction is

cross-country running. All the emb-
ryo harriers wilNse given a chance
to show their wares on November
19th, when a three mile' cross-coun-
try run will be staged. Coach Coates
is busy mapping out a course in the
vicinity of the college, ihls is an
open event and men from every
Class are urged to compete.
On a latei- date an inter-class

cross country run will be staged.
Men who will show well on Nov-
ember 19th will be the logical can-
didates tor a place on their class
teams.
Coach Coates is working diligent-

ly to have a board track construc-
ted at Villanova. The exact location
of the track has not been deter-
mined. The stadium is rather dis-
tant In the bieak January days, so
the old track behind Mendel Mali
seems destined to sport a new set

of boards this winter.

It is Harry Coates' plan to hold
inter-class and inter-hall relays oi

various distances on the board
track at stated intervals during the
fall and winter. The competition is

expected to be keen in these relays
because Coates has persuaded the
alumni to donate loving cups which
will be awarded to the hall or class
having the best team. These cups
will be competed for each year and
the same interest in various halls
which was manifested during
last year's baseball series will, no
doubt, be in evidence during the
track season.
The track situation at Villanova

must not be taken lightly by the
student body. We have one of the
best track coaches available and
it is vital that the men of Villa-

nova should get behind him. Coach
Coates is a hard and conscient-
ious worker and expects every man
under him to be the same. Mr.
Coates summed his ideas up very
tersely when he said, "Any man
who shows up well in the intra-
mural games should come out for

the varsity if he has the "guts".

If he hasn't I dont want him. I

want game men who will run their
hearts out for Villanova."

Let's give Harry Coates and his

track campaign a big hand and we
will, no doubt, finish better than
third in », race of three in this

years Meadowbrook games.

The second week of the 1930 foot-
ball season has passed and, of those
teams Villanova will meet Ogle-
thorpe and Duke are the only
teams which have been defeated.

N. Y. U., whom we meet Saturday,
ran roughshod over a shaky W. Va.
Wesleyan team, winning by a score
of 41 to 6

Temple played their second night
game, and the Night Owls again
scored a victory, this time over St.

Thomas, by the score of 28 to 2.

Duke's Blue Devils, entering the
game as the underdogs passed and
ran their way to victory over the
Upiv. of Virginia. This was the first

Duke victory over the Cavaliers since
1890. Penn plays host to Virginia
next week and the Villanovan looks
for a Penn victory.^

Bucknell scored an easy victory
over Albright by a score of 26-0. In
its two games so far Bucknell has
shown a strong scoring outfit.

Georgetown also played a night
lame and was victorous. Loyola being
the victim this time. This victory
seems to show that Georgetown is

getting accustomed to the Notre
Dame system which was installed
there this year. If this is so the
Hllltoppers should have a very
successful season.
Washington State "pulled a fast

one out of the bag", defeating
California by the score of 16-0.
Rockne said recently that there were
only three teams on the coast better
than Washington State and the
Villanovan is led to agree with him.
Lebanon Valley whom we de-

feated last Saturday met another
deleat, losing to Penn State by a
score of 27-0. Notre Dame was forced
to score 6 points in the last quarter
to nose out Southern Methodist,
20-14.

Pordham, Holy Cross, Penn, Yale
and many other favorites won.
Pordham who ran up 73 points last
Saturday defeated the U. of Buffalo
by the score of 71 to 0. It looks as if

Pordham will have another great
team. Holy Cross beat Providence
27-0, while Penn ran up 63 points
against a poor Swarthmore team.

Colgate, however, was tfte high
scorer for the day trouncing Bethany
99 to 0.

Tuesday, Oeloher 7, 1930

Morgan and Highfield Hurt
a8 (Gettysburg Eleven Wins

^cuntmued from page onej

192outgRlned the Cats In yardage,
to 179.

For the visitors, Captain Jake
McCioy, quarterback, was a bril-
liant star, while McMillan, substi-
lute back and McCarty, substitute
end, who blocked the kick which
gave the Bullets the ball deep in
wildcat territory. Just before the
three-pointer, both proved equal to
ihe occasion. The inner trio on
me line, W. Stoner, Renshaw and
aiantineiio, tore gaping hoies in
i^iie cats' defense time and again.
For Villanova, Red Bradley was

>,ne defense Star, maKlng most o*
„ne tackles, until he, too, was in-
jured in a scrimmage late in the
oame.

First Period

Red Bradley kicked off to Cap-
tain McLJioy, wno made a retm-n
01 20 yards to the visitors' 25-yara
itripe. Morris slipped around left
end lor seven yards, and then
A.nnger made three around the
right side.' Morris found a hole
db left taqkle and advanced 16
yards to the Wildcat 49 yard line.

After two futile line plays and a
grounded pass, McCloy punted to
iVicLaughlin, who brougnt it back
to the 21-yard line. Casey fumbled
Moller recovering on the 25-yard
line. Klinker with Ave yards and
Kontz with nine, accounted for a
nrst down on the 10 yard marker.
On the last down, Casey batted

down a pass, staving off the Bul-
lets' big threat. Carson kicked out
of danger.
Morris to McCloy was the story

of the next big play when the mite
quarterback raced 16 yards to again
put the visitors in scoring dis-
tance. Again, a pass was ground-
ed, and the Cats took the ball.

With Casey doing most of the
gaining, the second-stringers ad-
vanced to the 45 yard line, where
Renshaw recovered a Casey fumble
as the quarter ended without a
score.

Second Period

¥
|i •

CAN HE DO IT?

r^
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A l*ormality?

, , Several weeks ago at the conclusion of the Day of Re-
treat we were all given pledge cards which we were to vol-

untarily sign and nand in. When these cards were being-

assorted one was found that was handed in blank with these

words written on the back : "How many of these pledges are

really kept? How many are filled m as a formality?" We
do not wonder ourselves as to how many of the pledges have
been kept and how many were turned in as a mere formal-

ity. We believe that the answer to the first question is

"All" and the answer to the second "None". We were not

compelled to turn these pledge cards in and no individual

-*check-up will be made of them. In proof of this statement
we offer in another article in this issue the results of the

only check-up that will be made upon them showing the

number and percentage by classes and courses.

A pledge is a serious thing, it is a matter o:^ honor.

The students who have handed in pledge cards should re-

member, then, that the only honorable thing to do is to keep

them. We doubt if very many were handed by students

having no intention to keep them. We believe that there

are more serious minded students in the college. And while

we are proud of tliis fact we regret that there is one among
us who questions the honor of his classmates to the extent of

wondering how many pledges were really kept and how
many were filled in as a formality.
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Look Ahead
We hope that there are none on the campus who are

still gloomy about the results of last week's game in New
York. We were all blue for a while, yes, but after all it was
no easy victory for N. Y. U. In the Wildcats they found

strong opponents and they had to fight hard for every yard,

every point they made. It is no disgrace to loose to a team
such as N. Y. U We were and are proud to have played

them and should look upon it not as an utter defeat but as

a contest between two hard fighting teams from which one

emerged the victor and the other the valiant looser. It is

not shameful to loose if your opponent is a worthy one and

N. Y. U. certainly was a worthy opponent. But we 'should

not look behind at the defeats of yesterday but ahead at the

possible victories of tomorrow. : ..:•?"
Next Saturday's game, for example, with Boston Col-

lege, should prove to be a most interesting one. What Vil-

.Ji:;: lanova student is there in the three upper classes who does

not remember the last minute tie up at Boston last year?

All throughout the game there was no doubt even in the

minds of the Boston rooters that Villanova had the better

• team. Then, by a "Frank Merriwell" play the score was

evened and the 'game ended. But was it ended ? Or did

that freak play merely discontinue the game until next Sat-

urday ? We are inclined to look upon rfext Saturday's game
with Boston Cpllege as a continuation of the game begun in

Fenway Park last October and we are not alone in our views.

Let's show the Bostonians which is the better team by cheer-

ing the Wildcats on to victory next Saturday at the Munici-

pal Stadium. '•*
Some Advice

This editorial, while intended primarily for the Fresh-

men, can be read to good advantage by many of the upper-

classmen. It concerns oUr actions not only on, but off the

campus. We have noticed that many Villanova students,

when they get in Wayne and especially Bryn Mawr, seem to

forget that they are college men and revert to a second child-

hood during which they act in a most childish manner not

befitting at all to a man supposed to have reached the last

stage in the ladder of education.

When we are off the campus we must remember that we
are still Villanova students and our actions will mould pub-

lic opinion either for or against the college. Whether we are

in Bryn Mawr or any other place more than likely there will

be somebody there who knows that we come from Villanova

and that person will judge the college by the actions of the

students. The result is that the college will get a good name
or a bad name, win another booster and adherent or another

enemy solely because of our actions.

When a young man becomes old enough to go to college

there are certain duties and responsibilities that he must

necessarily talce ui>on himself, and the manner with which

he carries out these duties determines whether or not he is

worthy to be called a real college man. It is ultimately to

our own advantage that we act like gentlemen and uphold

the standard of Villanova students because it is none but

ourselves who will either be better or worse off later on

when as alumni go out to take our place in society. Then,

will we be proud or ashamed to say that we come from Villa-

nova?

Tk^ Styx
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Well here w« are back again at
dear old Villanova after that last
week-end and what a week-end. We
are afraid that If we had to go
through many more of those our
main objects for going to claases

would be ruined. The knowledge
that one does pick up In New York
oy! oy! It Is a marvelous town.

There Is one bit of most Important
knowledge that was Imparted to us In

the big town, and that was—never
use the subways If you want to get
someplace or other In a hurry. When
we landed In Gotham we very wisely
decided to take a taxi to the hotel,

that might have been wise for it

kept us from getting lost, but we
have a slight suspicion that the
hard boiled Aloyslus Cohen whose
picture and license was parked In

front of us, led us very much on a
sight seeing tour In going the ten
blocks from the station to the hos-
telry. New York Is the only town
we were ever In that you must needs
go ten blocks south, nine blocks east
and a couple -of more west. Just to

arrive at a destination ten blocks
north of' the starting line. And the
sweet music of ahe taxi-metre sound'
ed to our wallets as though It were a
stick of dynamite going off every
time another nlckle showed up on
the bUl. We really think that taxi

meters should be abolished, that
would be^ the most logical way to

work anything, but If they must have
the darn things why must they face
them' towards the poor, helpless vic-

tim hogtled in the rear seat. It

doesn't alleviate the pain Just letting

him know how much more the bill

will come to than he will be able to

pay.

Oh yes we did start out to tell you
of our experiences with the subways.
It was terrible, you can't imagine
the agonies of liunger and physical
maltreatment we underwent while
trying to get located in the under-
ground torture rooms of Gotham. It

was horrible seeing the sufferings of
the women and children, mangled
and torn in the crushes for weeks
and weeks.

We made an early start leaving our
room at five a. m. on the morning of

the game. Before we left we re-

ceived explicit and Intricate instruc-
tions from the clerk at the front
desk. He even gave us a map of the
Break 'em, Mangle "em, Teasem, un-
derground subway systems. After
saying many tearful good byes, and
having a lot of luck wished us we
made a dive into the kiosk at Times
Square. That was our first mistake,
we shoiMd never have made a dive
for the ^losk, the bottom was solid

stone and there wasn't a drop of
water at the bottom. After coming
out of the comatose condition the
dive had put us In, we -paid our
nickle to the cage man and immedi-
ately lost ourselves in the mazes of
turnstiles, steps and platforms. At
the landing of one of the flights of
stairs we found, much to our relief,

a platform with people on it and a
train Just pulling in. Ah, there Isj
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% cantleligJjt
Chiseler—one who chisels
To Chisel—to cut Into, to gouge,

^0 pare.

There you have it according to
Webster. Now try it In everyday
language which would read in a
manner like this—one who goes
everywhere on everyone else's mon-
ey, one who never has his own but
is willing to borrow yours If you
don't mind. There are many other
definitions, all of which are work-
able. This specie is native to the
hails and lawns of Villanova. In
lact its the most native thing you
have seen around the garden. It
wouldn't surprise me if the fame of
jur chlselers far outshadows the
fame of our teams. These pests are
of many varieties. Large and small,
thin and wide. They draw no lines.

If they did in all probability they
would want to borrow the ruler or
whatever It Is the engineers use for
such purposes. Lets tackle this
thing with a little system and di-
Ade them into classes. Call the
first class the cigarette chorus, the
second the clothes brigade and the
last will have to go under the title

of just plain, ordinary bunls which
is a hard aqd harsh name for one
who calls himself a gentleman. Now
that these petty parasites are listed

lets again get together and com-
mence at the start.

Grifters
Grifters, please notice, I say,

grifter and not grafter, are people
whose vocabulary is limited to the
phase "Have you a spare cigaret-
te." The answer should be a Colt
45 at two yards and the funeral the
next Tuesday. Alas the require-
ments of this modern age of civili-

zation forbid the use of natural
means and we must smile and
answer "Yes." Although it breaks
your heart, not to mention ruining
your finances, smjle and like it.

There can't be any greater tribu-
lations in life. After four years of
these people who are fiends in hum-
an dress you will be able to return
to your fireside and bitterly state

that you have tasted the dregs of
life and that all disappointments
have been yours. It is predicted
that these conditions will go on un-
til th^ country rises in arms to
crush all perservering parsimonious
persons.

The Sage of Chiselry.

Did you go to the N. Y. U. game?
So did I and I had the grandest
time you could ever imagine. I sat
in the fourteenth row and gazed
down upon the fourth where my
best suit was sitting with one of the
neatest girls you ever saw. My
suit draped about the anatomy of

a friend got all the breaks while I

played solitaire. My hat graved
the check room of the Astor Satur-
day night while I walked around
the town. No one knows where all

my neckties went that day. That's
not quite correct because the tie

cousin Susie gave me four years ago
where the first bit of real exquisite Christmas went around my neck
pain became our own. We trailed a
crowd towards the entrance to one of

the 'coaches and as we were at the
rear end of the mob, the packer
placed a couple of hands and feet in

the small of our backs, braced him-
self against the seat of a hydraulic
pusher and set the machine in mo-
tion. As soon as we were flush with
the door, It alcmped closed in back
of us, and there we were without
many broken bones and Just a few
bruises.

The train was evidently an express

to- someplace or other, because it

only stopped thrice counting the ter-

minal stop. At each stop we were
shoved out and into the car again
without any volitional assistance of

our own, and each time we got in a
little further. At the terminus we
came out Into another maze of sta-

tion, platform and people, we were
carried up the stairs with a vicious

mop of people. After disconnecting
ourselves from the rhob, we saw lunch
counters, stores and all the other ac-
coutrements of an up-to-date subway
Junction.

After a snack of lunch at the
counter we made inquiries and found
that we had arrived at the thirty-

third street exchange, heaven knows
how, even the Breakem, Manglem,
Teasem oRlclals would be at a loss to
explain our arrival there. On furth-
er inquiry of the same guard we were
told to go to the left, then to the
right, take a stairway down, pay our
forty cents and get on a train. Which
we did, but when we arrived at the
end of this particular line Instead
of finding ourselves at the Jerome
street Station, we were in that town
of bus lines, smells and no open
spaces, Jersey City. Here we made
further inquiries, received further
Information and equipped with our
map and more nickles, we were
shoved, pushed, and herded into an-
other train going in the general di-

rection of somewhere. At the end
of this serpentine journey we were
landed out on a station platform in a
western city called Harlem. What a
dark and gloomy town, but to our
tired eyes it appeared as heaven, for
there we found a guide, who for the
meagre sum of Ave buckarlnos prom-
ised to guide us to our destination.

The guide was welcomed with wide
opened arms and the flve spot ten-
dered to his wide open hand. Marvel-
ous man, this guide. He got ua into
another train and after only six or
seven changes we found ourselves
coming up from the depths of Man-
hatten rock Into the open air and
light of an elevated line in plain
view of the famed Stadle de Yankee.
Talk of pleasure, none shall ever
know our exquisite feeling of relief

and arriving at our destination In
such a short time, only eight hours
after leaving the sounds of the
starting gun behind us. And at that,

we were only missing the flrst half

of the game.
Marvelous people, these New York-

ers. They use thoee subways and
actually get to their destinations
within one day's time. But as for

ourselves, we say never again our
dear old-fashioned two man paddler
of the Styx will suffice us for many
a day.

Until the next time.

PHYLEGAB.

Of course It was at the bottom of

my trunk which saved the day for

me. The socks I wore were white

ones left over from my Preshnvan
year. All the others had a fine
time at the game. No one wore my
shoes because I have only one pair
and I sort of insisted upon wearing
them myself, although seven fel-

lows felt hurt when I refused.
Panhandlers Procession

Cigarettes and clpthes are but
small spots in a naughty world.
Allow me to, present some remark-
able examples of the fine art under
discussion. Do you know the fellow
who borrows your alarm clock so
that he may get up to study early,
but who will call you in time for
class. You lend it to him and re-

tire. The next thing you know it

Is eleven the next morning and your
friend is shaking you and saying
"It's evelen p'clock you better get
up, I just got up myself." You
smile or go primitive. It matters
little, the damage has been done.
Then there are the tennis racket
reapers. One comes into the room
and says, "Are you going to play
golf to-day,?" You try to outwit
him and say, "Yes". He comes
right back with, "Pine, can I use

your racket for tennis." See you
Qre stuck. The only way to avoid

them is to commit suicide. Then
the big razor blade men. Maybe in

some sections its a crime to buy
blades and they wouldn't for the
world be criminals. If you have a
razor they don't mind using It if It

Is a new one. When returning It

they find that you have some after

shaving lotion which they have
never tried. That's the way life

goes. And Bobby Jones who lost

his last golf ball yesterday and
could he have a couple of yours
which he will return In an hour or

so but unfortunately the greens are

sort of heavy and something hap-
pens to the balls. But by no means
are they lost, just couldn't find

them. He will bring you a couple
to-morrow. That being that he de-
parts along with the memory of his

deeds behind him. Have you an
envelope? The book room wasn't

open when I was there but I'll get

some flrst thing in the morning.
That day never dawns. And the

dictionary hound who comes In

only when you are In deep pursuit

of Mr. Webster's science. Ink Is a
small thing done In a big way here
abouts. Then the would-be Don
Juans who prance In luid In a voice

full of determination ask, "Do you
know any good phone numbers"
Maybe you do, if so you give them
to him. Once In ten tries it works
and he goes. When he returns he
tells everyone what a perfectly rot-

ten date you gave him. That puts
you in wrong with the fellows and
the next night the girl calls you up
and asks where in you get the

nerve sending such a prune down
to see her. What can a fellow do?
And P«&W books. You buy fifty

rides and use the first two while the

rest goes to the good of the cause.

Its a hopeless fight, the odds are

too great. Give up and turn Chise-

ler.

THE MAD HATTER.

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

OUAING UCTURES

CHILTON PEN
CAnniBS l>O(/0l£

THE INK

FOUR DEBATE TEAMS
TO VISIT AMERICA

Four university debating teams
will arrive in New York October 21

to undertake extensive tours ar-

ranged by the National Student
Federation of America, meeting
over 100 colleges and universities in

debate, mainly on questions of In-

ternational Interest.

The teams will come from Cam-
bridge, the National Union of Stu-
dents of England, cotrespondlng to

Scottish imlverslties, and the
the N. S. F. A. in America, the
National Union of Students of

Germany. This will mark the first

year that a debating team has been
brought to the states from a non-
English speaking country. The de-
baters will, however, use English as
their medium.
The questions for debate were

proposed by the visiting teams in

large numbers, and a committee of

coaches made a selection of four
or five questions Hpon which the
teams will be prepahed to debate.

Such questions as:. "T^hat Great
Britain should immediately grant
Dominion Status to India," and
"That the emergence of women
from the home Is a regrettable fea-

ture of modern life" will be debated
by the Cambridge team.

The German team wui discuss

such questions as: "That the Yoiuig
Plan cannot be the final settlement

of the reparations problepi," and
"That the foreign Indictment of

American culture Is Justified." The
Scottish team will meet Bates Col-

lege in a special debate over the
National Radio Broadcasting Com-
pany on the question, "That
fi-ugality Is not a virtue." Their
other questions deal with nation-
ism, democracy, and mechanical
progress. Taking a divided position

the English Universities Team will

discuss the resolution: "That this

House deplores the increase of

Socialism in the modem world."
They also will consider the trlff

problem, the machine age, and the
Federation of Europe.
The teams are scheduled to ap-

pear in various parts of the
country, Cambridge taking the
Middle West and South, the Scots
centering in the East, the German
in the North East and the Middle
West, and the English Universities
team on the Pacific Coast.
John M. McCormlck of Glasgow

University, on the Scottish teams,
has carved for himself a prominent
position in public life at the age
of 25, having organized the Scottish
Nationalists Association, which
came within 66 votes of defeating
Stanley Baldwin with its candidate.
MacCormick is known as "King
John," and is the first Nationalist
Parliamentary candidate to be
adopted in Scotland. His colleague
is from Edinburgh, where he held
many student offices, and took a
leading part in sports.

The debaters on the other teams

,have all taken leading roles In
local and national student ac-

tivities, and are regarded as power-
ful speakers and thinkers.

Lincoln Epic Being
Shown at Aldine

Accorded a premier such as
Philadelphia has never seen, D. W.
Griffith's distinguished talking

picture, "Abraham Lincoln," com-
mences its first full week at the
Aldine Theatre.
Walter Huston plays the title

role, enacting the career of the
Great Emancipator from youth in

the western wilderness to assasina-
tlon on that memorable night In

Ford's Theatre. Una Markel is

seen as Ann Rutlege, Lincoln's boy-
hood sweetheart; and Kay Ham-
mond as Mary Todd Lincoln, the
mistress of the White House. Action
and human qualities characterize
the Lincoln envisioned by Stephen
Vincent Benet, who made the

screen adaption and wrote the dia-
logue. Lincoln engages In a hand
to hand battle with the local bully
and beats him; he wears outlandish
clothes and dances terribly, but
succeeds in dancing with the belle

of the hall; he defies his entire
cabinet and sends Union troops to
the relief of Port Sumter, pre-
cipitating the Civil War; he en-
gages In amusing Jokes and stories,

and contends with a nag^ng wife,
while the fate of a nation hangs
In the balance—by these and many
other scenes of a like nature Mr.
Griffith presents a flesh and blood
Lincoln and not a remote figure on
a pedestal.

There are approximately 150
speaking parts and 75 scenes re-
quired to express this episodic re-
cital; the military scenes were
made from photographs by Brady
the famous photographer of the
Civil War; and William Cameron
designe dthe settings.

Exchanges

Owl Hop
AFTER THE

B. C. Game

SATURDAY NITE

Ben Franklin Hotel

$2.00 - Per Couple

Yale University has purchased a
large tract of land In Florida for the
purpose of breeding anthropoid
apes to further Psychological in-

vestigation.

A startled world may wake up
one fine morning to be notified

suavely, but none less firmly, that
Man did not descend from the ape,

but that 300,000,000, more years
might find him attaining Its I. Q.

Another University - this time
Loyola, at Venice, California - Is

adopting night football. Only one
game in the whole schedule l3 b*^ing

played under the conventional
beams of "Old Sol".

The situation is Iraught witli

danger. Imagine the embarrassment
of a true LoyoUm entering the
cheering section fiis .covering that
some rascally vender has sold him
Freshno colors In the darkness of
the ramp. Try and light a Chester-
field, Murad, or what have youi

The University of Michigan has
adopted the policy of making all

students carry Indentlflcation tags,

due to the fact that several out-
siders crashed classes last year, thus
securing a free education.

Would that some of these embryo
"One-Eye"s would hop an east
bound train and proxy for a few
of us benighted souls.

The University of Dayton is con-
structing two Mlnature Golf Courses
for the use of the students In re-

sponse to the storm of popularity,
"Premature Golf" (as Will Rogers
calls It) has aroused throughout the
country.

At any moment we expect to see

the University of Dayton News
blossom forth with the startling

headline. SOPHMORE SOCKS,
FRESHMAN BLOCKS. INTER-
MENT SOON."

We also found this verdant
epistle in the News "And
Mama, the boys sold me a cute
little cap. It's SD pretty - red and
blue. I wear it all the time. Yester-
day the Seniors let me decorate
their room. Was'nt It nice of them?
I hung the curtains, put their
clothes away and arranged all their
furniture. They said If I did a good
job, I could clean It In a few weeks.

"I bought a library ticket today.
It entitles mc to a seat in the
library, whereas the boys without
tickets have to st&nd. The fellow
who sold It to me said he liked my
looks and I guess that's why I got
It for $5. Was'nt that nice of him?
I want you to meet him when you
come down to see me."

"and then the fun-loving
Sam shouted hoarsly at the top of
his lungs, I'd die for dear old Buck-
ton."

Gettysburg is also in the throes
of Mlnature Golf, or as the well-
known Mr. Anon has it in the
Gettysburglan, "Hush, little ash-
heap. Don't you cry. You'll be a
Tom Thumb, By and By."

"Dr. William Beebe, famous
naturalist, has gone to Nonesuch
Island Bermuda hopes to
reach a depth of nearly 1700 feet
and discover many new kinds of
marine life."

Pul-lease! Shades of the Sun-
day Supplement! Page Mr. Ripley!

Two new seismographs are being
installed at St. Louis University to
detect distant tremors of earth-
quakes.

However in these balmy autumn
days, we promise we won't be un-
duly alarmed at the rumor of the
new earthquakes. You know these
Sophs give such charming "Pink
Teas

"
in honor of the verdant

Frosh.
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Gridiron Gossip

TOlI(;ii BIRDS THESE EAGLES

While no great weallli of tradition surrounds the

athletic reiationis of Villanovu and Boston College, when-

ever the Eagle, from the land of the Cod, where the "A" is

hroad, tries to hcrateh out the eyes <)f the Wildcat, or when-

ever the Feline wauls a nice mess oi bird-meat, a battle is

always in prtisju'cl.

'ihree years a^o, ut Boston, Paul Kuezo led a Villa-

nova eleven in a.s great an upset as the 1927 season saw,

when Bee-See fal(<'red before the rushes of Gillespie and

Melanson, anil (lie Blue and White waved on high.

The great undefeated aggregatiim of 1928 did not

have an opportunity to meet the JNew Englanders on the

gridir(»fi. bul the selu'dide makers were more considerate

last year. ^ ^
1 hat gauK', played oik>Colunibus Day befoi;e close to

40,000 wild and insane Bostonians, will live forever in the

athletic annals of both scliotds. Villanova played tlie great-

est footbal any Wildcat team ever exhibited, while the

Eagles, fighting to the end, never gave up, and just when it

seemed the goal-posts in Fenway Park were destined to

come back t4» the eanipus here, the home team tied the score.

Less than two minutes to play remained, when Bee-

See pulled the Frank Merriwell stunt. It was a glorious

finale to a ball game, although few Villanovans will admit

it to this day.

We're not sure just how the statistics concerning first

downs ran, but we think it was 17 to 4, with the Cats on the

long end. The entire first half was all Villanova, with Bos-

ton s fine line and great ends coming through every time the

ball was in scoring territory.

That is, every time but once. With the ball in mid-

field, Gillespie tossed to McGann, bringing the ball to the

Bee-See 34-yard marker. Johnny, playing the game of his

life that day, ran it ofi! tackle to the 16-yard strip on the

next play. Then Jack McAndrews went down the side of

the field, Gillespie passed to him, and the ball was over the

line. Boston was off-side, and the Cats led, 7-0.

7-0, it remained, too, until late in the game. 600

loyal Villanova students, who had made the 400-mile jaunt,

were hned up waiting for the final whistle, to "tear down
those posts."

But two substitutes, rejoicing in the names of Col-

bert and Antos, came unheralded on the scene. The ball

was on the Boston IS-yard line. Joe McKenny, mentor of

the Eagles, sent Colbert into the fray as quarter-back.
'" The sub, on the first play, took the big chance, went

back into punt formation and passed to Antos, the fastest

Eagle on the field.

4 Splendid interference, speedy legs, a touchdown.

Colbert, still cool as the proverbial cucumber, kicked the

goal. The score was tied. The game ended almost instant-

ly. .'^.;(*d
A thrilling story—tine that may be hard for the

grandchildren of Antos and Colbert to believe when they

hear it many long years hence. But, nevertheless, it was

and is stark realism to Villanova.

Villanova and Boston College meet again this Satur-

day. At this writing. Bee-See is undefeated. Yesterday's

game with Fordham may have changed that record.

Saturday night will tell the story. Antos and Col-

bert are back on the s({uad. Will they get another oppor-

tunity to play iiero' while (Mete and his men have to imi-

tate the foiled Ku<lolph Rassendale? Or will another star

shine.

THIRTY-TWO.

Violet Rays
The Villanova team found that the Violets were no bed of roses.

Kittens Play

Ursinus '34

In Opener

Ursinus Yearlings Boast Win
Over Perkiomen. —

Jacobs Confident

KITTENS READY TO GO

HhaC

The band, after getting off the special at the Pennsylvania Station In
New York, played several selections before the gate to a Princeton Special.

* * * • *

No matter what the rest of the world may think, the Princeton Tiger
respects the Wildcat. „ .

• ..•.^
.•.••«.••••,

The New York U. coaching staiT. nine strong, looked big enough to
.take on Villanova Itself.

* * • • •

What did the N. Y. U. team get in the dressing room? We never saw
football players in as great a hurry as those boys were once Meehan pulled
them out of the game.

• • * • •

An over-indulging stude tried to help win the game by lending his
assistance to the cheer-leaders. One of New York's finest tried to dissuade
him, and finally did, but they parted friends.

• • • • •

The N. Y. U. band apparently did some practicing before the game.
* • • • •

The band-members made the fall football trip up the Hudson with
the eleven, to get in condition for the strenuous season.

* • • • •

Mike Terry should be able to play left-field in the Stadium now. He
played most of the second half, standing up against the stands and punting.

* • * * •

Chick Meehan got plenty of material for his dressing-room lecture
during the last few seconds of the first half.

• • • • •

More words were probably written concerning this game by newspaper-
men, than in any game the Wildcat has ever played. The press-box, in the
mezzanine boxes above the Villanova section, was filled, to say the least.

• • • • *
»

Coach Stuhldreher spoke Thursday night about the brotherly feeling
on the Wildcat team. Chick Meehan, however, knows Just how good broth-
ers really are. Those two MacNamara boys (how in the world did two fel-
lows with as Irish a name as that ever get to N. Y. U.) and the LeMark
brothers, had plenty to say and do Saturday afternoon.

* • • • •

New York seemed to lack a scoring punch, with the Wildcats turning
them back several times under their goal-posts. When Fordham plays the
violets eleven days hence, the Rams of Major Cavanaugh are expected to
be big favorites.

• • • • •

The Fordham eleven was in the stands looking over N. Y. U. and
Oglethorpe's team was present to get a glimpse at the Wildcats. A third
quad, from Manhattan College, looked on without worrying about either
team.
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FOOTBALL
Villanova vs. Boston College
SATUKDAY AFTERNOON 2.30 P. M.

Municipal Stadium . Philadelphia
®(gppfia[j3nanaipri0fpj3ipfpipj3jgj3fiaj5jpj3f3jafpj5!i^^

Tlie Wildcat Kittens will make
their first "meow" in college foot-
ball Friday afternoon in the sta-
dium. Very little is known, as to

the strength of the Kittens in act-
ual battle, but reports from Col-
legeville show that the Ursinus
Frosh took Perkiomen Prep over
to the tune of 18-0. As Perkiomen
is on the Fi'osh schedule a win over
the Ursinus yearlings will, no doubt
raise the team's stock in the com-
ing clashes. Although this year's

Frosh are somewhat lighter than
last year's, Coach Jacobs feel that
he has the "goods'" and will de-
liver accordingly. "

Up to press time Coach ' "Doc"
Jacobs would not make known his

starting lineup. Every man on the
Freshman squad has an equal
chance, and a position on the
starting team does not necessarily

mean that the man Is "made." He
must keep on his toes every min-
ute to hold his position.

The following men have caught
the eye of "Doc" Jacobs and from
the.se he will select his starting

team:
Ends—Magee, Hayes, Hoflmeyer,

O'Brien.

Tackles—O'Donnell, Sullivan,

Brodnlcki, Lumlnello.
Guardsr—Zlzak. Relnag, Ventura,

Honiak.
Centers—Carr, Thoman.
Quarterbacks—W. Cavanaugh,

3olden, Hurlburt.
Backs—T. Cavanaugh, Turher,

Adelman, Randour, Brown, Barkus,
Marion, HefTron, Snyder.
These men played well in the

scrimmages against the Varsity and
with a year's polishing under Doc
Jacobs should be a big help to the
Wildcats in 1931.

Coach Jacobs predicted that the
loss of Charlie Cox, injured recent-

ly, would be felt more keenly as

the season goes on.

It seems to be up to the Frosh
eleven now, to try and do some-
thing that will gain some prestige,

which the men of '34 are so lacking

in now.

Seen and Heard

on the "Special"

All aboard the VILLANOVA
COLLEGE SPECIAL to. New York
City! With these words over two
hundred Jubilant students and
friends of Villanova clamored on
the "special." Everyone was in a
happy mood, eager for the first

game in the metropolis.

In a short while all were settled

tickets collected, card games begun.
Walking through the train one
could hear nothing but favorable
predictions concerning the contest
to come. Stories of wagers that
were made formed a part Qf the
conversation; many were planning
the rush on the goal posts, and the
triumphant march to follow. Ev-
erybody was looking forward to a
joyful day.

What a happy bunch they were!
There was that look of keen an-
ticipation on the countenances of

all—even the few members of the
opposite sex who were on the train

appeared pleasant and friendly.

Only Louie and Morris our two
"restauranters" seemed Just a bit

downcast. But they had to sit and
watch the Union News man sell the
wares with which they are so fam-
iliar.

Upon arrival the band favored
those in the Pennsylvania Station
with a few numbers. Then away
to eat. We next met on the "L"
platform to await the through train
to the Yankee Stadium. During
this time the boys gave a sample
of Villanova cheering to the multi-
tude and about five very nice
young ladies who took "time out"
on the company to listen, anrap-
tured.

Well, here it is one o'clock a. m.
Sunday, in the station. Our train

has Just been opened. We are all

trooping in tired out. We are also

downcast, yes, but we are proud,
too. Proud of the great battle our
team lost to a better club.

'
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Wildcats Hope
To Wipe Out

Boston Tie

B. C. Tied Score With Pass

Last Year

^
BlueandWhite

Harriers Bow
toN.Y.U.Team

When Boston College journeys to

Philadelphia this Saturday to do
battle with our Wiildcats the Eagles
will find an unusually "warm" wel-
coming awaiting them. We haven't
forgotten the 7-7 stalemate which
resulted last year and for that
reason we will be all the more
anxious to prove our true merit on
ihis meeting.
There will be one factor which

cannot be overlooked when taking
into consideration the strength of
this team and that Is the wealth
of material. In their recent en-
counter with Catholic University
they used a total of 66 men.
Coach McKenny, a former B. C.

man,, has in John McMannon, a
very able assistant, and one who
has done quite a lot in getting the
Rockne system of play introduced
at that college, being a Notre
Dame graduate. In its past games
this year Boston has presented a
big powerful, and smooth running
team, far in advance in all depart-
ments of the game.
The team is captained by Dixon

who plays left end and who is a
punter of no mean ability. Read-
ing from left to right the remainder
of the line is: Gordon, Morrelli,

Anderson, Reynolds, and Buckley.
The backfield is Colbert, Vodoklys,
Marr and Kelley.

It will be pretty tough going for
the boys meeting this team with
but a week's rest after N. Y. U.
but last year's tie stung and this

year it will be a Wildcat victory,

or else—

.

HOW TO GET THERE

Take the Phlla. and Western
R. R. to 69th street then board
the "L" there, and alight at

13th street. The No. 20 car
marked Navy Yard, on 12th
street, will then carry you di-

rect to the Stadium.

Along the Mexican border soldiers

were searching vehicles which pass-
ed close to crossings into Mexico.
One evening a car full of young
people was stopped and the usual
procedure of examining the bottom
of the car was in progress, when
one young lady asked: "What are
you looking for?"
"Arms," replied the sergeant
"Why," remarked the flapper, "it's

all legs down there"

Salerno First to Cover Five

Mile Course For
Villanova

Harry Coates' cross-country team

lost its opening meet Saturday morn-

ing, when the New York University

harriers started the day right, with a

15-40 win.

The order of finish and times were:
1—Demeler. N. Y. U 32.33

2—Cooke. N. Y. U. 32.33

3—Solomon, N. Y. U 33.09

4—Mothner, N. Y. U 38.18

5—Munroe. N. Y. U 34.35

6—Salermo, Villanova 84.39
7—Verderosa, Villanova 36.03
8—Vaca, Villanova 36.15

9—Flaherty, V 36.20

10—O'Brien, Villanova 36.39

Great Rally and Bon
Fire Inspire Men

(Continued from Page One)

Track Coach Harry Coates In a
quick, excited voice gave the stu-

dents abundant advice and ended
his talk with these plain words:
"Have the ^guts' to back your team
when they're losing."

Other speakers for the evening
included Coach Harry Stuhldreher,
Graduate Manager Charles Mc-
Geehan, Father O'Leary, Captain
"Cleet" Gardner, Assistant Coach
Bob Reegan, Doc Jacobs, Leo
Lynch, and the well-known car-
toonist, Joe Cunningham. The last

mentioned was the hit of the eve-
ning. With never a smile Joke aft-

er joke came from his lips, keeping
his audience in a constant fit of
laughter.

When the "Drinking Song" was
given and the usual words: "For
you'll never get a drink while you're
under Father Pink" were added,
Larry Costigan, that erstwhile
cheer leader, suggested a more ap-
propriate ending. It is: "If we win
or lose this game we'll drink It just

the same," which was then render-
ed with great gusto.

Why the Worm Turned

Ted was told to bring an insect
to nature study class for observa-
tion, and asked his father to take
him to the county early the next
morning to find one' Later,, at
school, he gravely reported:
"Miss Blank, Daddy had to go to

work, so I couldn't bring the insect

today'"

/^fg^ Fw Quick
J^ ' Reference
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I
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THREE SHIPS OWNED
BY U. GLIDER CLUB

With participation in two air

meets to their credit, owning three
ships valued at $1500, and having
made more than 400 safe flights

since last October 1st, In which
there were only three minor crack-
ups. the University of Wichita Glid-
er Club has realized its dream, ac-

cording to George Baughman,
president.

Starting with no material or
money, with only an elementary •

knowledge of aeronautics, a group
of engineering students on the
Wichita campus founded the Glider
Club last year. Members of the

club built two of the ships during
spare time, and after work during
the summer. The third plane was
purchased from a local concern. It

has a wing span of 55 feet and
weinghs 150 pounds, and requires a
pilot to sail it.

Air meets in which the university

Club participated were at Hoising-

ton and Blackwell, Oklahoma,
where they won a first place.

(Sunflower) Uni. of Whichita.
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How All Our
Future Foes

Are Faring

Washington Stale Upsets
Dope lor Second

Straight Win
(,

;;

Duke who last week scored a Wg
upset followed up jvith a victory
over Davidson by the score of 12-0.
Davidson held the Blue Devils for
three quarters of the game but in
the final period Duke crossed the
goal line twice. .

•' •,..

;

Getysburg who defeated us last
Saturday ran roughshod over P. M.
C. Gettysburg scored in every
period, the final score being-
Gettysburg 56. P. M. C, 0.

Muhlenburg again met defeat.
this time at the hands of Lebanon
Valley. Both teams scored two
touchdowns. However L. V. scored
the points after touchdown while
Muhlenburg was unable to do so.
^inal score, L. V.. 14; Muhlenburg,

P-
Temple came up with one of the

biggest upsets of the season when
it defeated Bucknell. It was gen-
erally thought that Charley Hinkle
would run wild over the Night
Owls. Pinal score Temple, 7, Buck-
nell, 6.

On Friday Georgetown met and
defeated the West Virginia Wes-
leyan team by a score of 67-,12.
This game prdves conclusively that
the Hill Toppers now have a strong
scoring punch. Washington State
also won by the score of 7 to 6.
This time the victim was Southern
California. Washington State
scored in the first three minutes of
play and also made the point after
touchdown. Southern California
scored in the last quarter but their
try for the extra point failed.

Oglethorpe played a night game
against Johnny Laws Manhattan-
ites. The southern team won easily
by the score of 19—0. This does
net prove anything as Manhattan
has one of the weakest teams in
the East.

Among the other colleges who
won were: Notre Dame turned back
the Navy by the score of 26-2.
Savoldi, who last week ran 96 yards
to score the winning touchdown
against Southern Methodist ran
wild again. His three touchdowns
changed the complexion of the
game from a tight game to a walk-
over.

Holy Cross won handily as did
Penn and many of the other col-
leges. Both Princeton and Yale
weice defeated.

Tuesday, October 14, 1930

How the Ball Moved

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

is picked

With Georgia's win over Yale,
and Brown's defeat of Princeton, as
well as Washington State's triumph
over Southern California the chief
upsets of a big week-end, next Sat-
urday finds practically every college
In the country getting down to seri-
ous business for the rest of the
season.

Notre Dame and Carnegie Tech
clash In a feature spot, and while the
Engineers looked Impressive last
Saturday, the Irish are favored to
come through. Pordham will attempt
to advance a step closer to the
Catholic championship by beating
Holy Cross, and should come through.

Cornell and Princeton should have
a battle royal, while the Pitt-Syra-
cuse, Penn-Wlsconsln, Yale-Brown,
W. & J.-Temple, and Army-Harvard
games all will bear watching.
Duke meets Navy with small

chance of winning, while Bucknell
and Georgetown should come
through. N. Y. U. and Columbia are
facing two hard foes, with the Violet
a favorite and the Lions an tmder-
dog.

The first named team
to Win.

Notre Daine—Carnegie
Fordham—Holy Cross
Haverford—Kenyon
Dartmouth—Columbia
Rutgers—Johns Hopkins
Yale—Brown
Pitt—Syracuse
Detroit—West Virginia
Bucknell—Stt. Thomas'
Navy—Duke
Georgetown—W. Maryland
Maryland—St. John's
Boston U.—Middlebury
Catholic U—Loyola
Penn—Wisconsin
Gettysburg—Lehikh .,

W. & J.—Temple
. .••

Harvard—Army '.':.
Colgate—Mich. Stat* *

N. Y. U.—Missouri
Ursinus—F. & M.
Muhlenberg—Dickinson
Cornel1—Princeton
Last week's record—Winners

Losers 3.

Excluding B. C—Pordham game
played yesterday.

Season's record—Winners 43;
Lasers 4.

First Quarter—Villanova won tiie

loss and Clete Gardner received
the N. Y. U. kickott, ruimlng it

back 20 yards to Villanova's 8U-

yard line. After rushing for one
nrst down, with Oeisler doing the
heavy work, Villanova was held at
the 40-yard mark and punted to

aoo MacNamara at the Violet 15-

yard line. A return punt gave the
Wildcats the ball on their 80 yard
mark.
Another kick gave the ball to

Villanova when Nemecek fumbled
and McGann recovered on N. Y.
CJ". 25 yard line. After Villanova
was smeared several times, another
exchange of punts followed, tne
Kicks coming on second and tnird
downs, with the teams feeling each
other out.

Geisler fumbled on his own 20-

yard line, and MacDonald recovered
On the second piay, LaMarK iook
the bail on a spinner and went lu

yards lor a score. Edwards blocked
the kick. N. Y. U. 6; Villanova 0.

The N. Y. U. klckoff was over
the goal line and when tne ball

was put in play, Geisler punted on
Che tnird down to midfleld. A Vio-
.et pass failed, and New YorK was
penalized fifteen yards lor push-
ing. Bob MacNamara got oh a
great punt, 66 yards to Villanova's
xour yard line. Terry kicked bdck,
MacNamara returning it to Villa-

nova's 25 yard line.

N. Y. U. lost tne ball on downs
and it was in possession of the Cats
as the period ended.

Second Quarter—Terry was
forced to kick to mid-field and a
triple pass, LaMark to Bill Mac-
Namara to Bob MacNamara was
food for a first down. Bob Mac-
Namara punted out on Villanova's
nine yard line. I'erry returned the
compliment with another kick to
the 40 yard line, and on the second
play, LaMark, without interference
for the last 30 yards ran 38 yards
for his second score. Bab Mac-
Namara kicked the extra-point. N.
Y. U. 13; Villanova 0.

Shortly after the score, Ham-
mond relieved McLaughlin, and
with only seconds to go, Trosky
went in for Bucky. Casey got loose
for 25 yards, and Trosky 's pass to

Gardner scored the touchdown as
the period ended. The kick was
mufled. N. Y. U. 13; Villanova 6.

Third Quarter—Schneider kicked
over the goal line for N. Y. U.
Villanova made a first down in

three downs, Casey carrying the
ball to the 30 yard line. Another
first down came when Casey car-

Frosh and Sophs to

Engage in Greased
Pole Climb Thurs.

Tug of War to Be Held
This Afternoon at

Pond

18;

Pledge Cards Handed
by Studentsin

• Continued from Page One)

two hundred ten returned from two
hundred sixty-three distributed.
In the entire college over eighty-

seven percent' of the cards dis-
tributed were returned. This is a
.».lgniflcant fact because it shows
that the signing of the pledge cards
was a voluntary matter left entire-
ly UP to the students, and not com-
pulsory as .some were led to believe.
For the benefit of those who are

not acquainted with the pledge
signed by nearly .seven hundred Vil-
lanova students we repeat it here:
"I pledge my.self as a firm believer
in clean .speech, promising to guard
carefully my own language, and to
do all In my power by word and ex-
ample to correct the abuse of clean
speech among Villanova students
both on and off the campus."
Signed

That worthy group of gentlemen
known on the campus as the Vigil-

ance Committee is doing all in its

power to make a most pleasant and
entertaining season for the lowly
Frosh. As a result of the Com-
mittee's untiring efforts, a novelty
feature will be introduced to the
Freshmen at Villanova this year.
The class of '34 will have the honor
and distinction, if it may be con-
sidered as such, of being the first

entrant in the greased pole contest.

This event will take place in front
of Good Counsel Hall on Thursday.
The rules, regulations, and object

of the contest will tend to make it

an interesting spectacle to witness.
A well-greased pole with a flag
flying at the top will be planted in

the soil. The members of the
Sophomore class will group about
the pole, leaving sufficient room in
the center to serve as a stage. The
Frosh, one at a time, will be chased
through the crowd into the center
area. Each Frosh will have a rope
in his hand and his object will be
to get the flag down from the pole
either by knocking the pole down
with the rope or by climbing the
pole. In order to be helpful and
Mghten his biu-den, the Sophs will

try to wrest the rope from the
Frosh. He will then be able to climb
the pole without any draw back.
While he is endeavoring to accom-
plish that worthy feat, the obliging
Sophs will sprhikle him with flour
so that the grease on his person
may be concealed and thus save
him from any undesired embarrass-
ment. When one Frosh has com-
pleted his display of skill or lack
of skill, another will be ushered in
and thus the contest will continue
until the flour barrels are emptied.
The tug-of-war will take place

today across the college pond. This
event is well-known at Villanova.
It is held merely for the purpose of
instilling the importance of cleanli-
ness into the minds of the Fresh-
men.
The chah-man of the Vigilance

committee pleads for a whole-
hearted turn-out on the part of
the Sophomore class at both of
these events and promises a very
enjoyable time to all the spectat-
ors.

ried the ball to mid-field. N. Y. U.
Held, and Villanova kicked to the
N. Y. U. 17-yard lUie.

Bod MacNamara punted his boot
being the only poor one of the day,
oeing downed on the New York 37
yara line. Casey passed to Mc-
crann lor an 8 yard gain, and then
went olf-tackle for a first down.
Casey carried the ball out on tne

23 yard line, but here N. Y. u.
neia, and VUianova lost the bail on
aowns. N. Y. U. tailed to gain,
and MacNamara kicked tne baii
on downs. N. Y. U. failed to gain
and MacNamara kicked out 01
Dounds near the Villanova 15 yard
line. Captain Nemecek was hurt,
and Villanova was penalized niteen
yards, apparently for clipping. Witn
the ball inches away from tne ime,
lerry kicked and MacNamara
i^rought it back almost 40 yards to
the SIX yard line. After Bill Mac-
Namara did not gain around left
end. Bob MacNamara took it up to
the one half yard line, and then
went over for the score. He kicked
tne goal. N. Y. U., 20; Villanova

P-

N. Y. U. again kicked to the goal
line, Casey bringing it back 30
yards. N. Y. U. took back a Terry
punt to the Villanova 40 yard line
as the period ended.
Fourth Quarter—Two first downs

put the ball in the Violet's posses-
sion on the Cat 9-yard line. Three
tries gained five yards and then
McGann broke up another triple
pass play. Terry kicked out of
danger, but anojpfter triple pass took
the ball up to the 8-yard line.

Wildcat's Line Holds Firm
A vicious tackle by Casey caused

a fumble, and Ted recovered on the
d yard stripe. Terry punted again
and a forward pass from Bob Mac-
Namara to Hugret was good for a
hrst down on the 20 yard line.

Geisier intercepted a pass and
Hammond tossed one to Geisler for
a 20 yard gain. Herman LaMark
intercepted a Villanova pass and
Geezer caught one intended for N.
V. U. consumption.
The game ended with N. Y. U.

getting a first down on the Villa-
nova 40 yard line.

STATISTICS

Superior Punting Enables

Big Violet Eleven to Tame
Wildcats Before 40,000

(continued from page one)
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TUESDAV, OCTOliEK 21, 1»30.

The Villanovan, at this time, takes the opporturtity of

extending to Rev. Wm. Kenny, a hearty word of welcome.

Father Kenny 'has been appointed to the post of Faculty ad-

visor to the Villanovan and replaces Father Mauch, whose
other duties necessitated his resignation from the staff. We
hope that Father Kenny will find pleasant associations with

this members of the staff and he dan lest assured of the

whole-hearted support of every man who is working for the

paper. We are confident that he will take a most active in-

terest in the Villanovan and that he will do his best to help

raise this publication to the high standard to which we are

continually aspiring.

At this time we also tender to Father Mauch our heart-

felt expressions of gratitude for the work that he has done

for the Villanovan. Few men, not connected with the paper,

are in a position to appreciate fully Father Mauch's services.

Three years ago when a group of enterprising students de-

cided to edit a weekly college publication it was Father

Mauch who stepped in and offered his services and who vol-

unteered to help establish the Villanovan as a college func-

tion.

Those first few weeks were trying ones, weeks when it

looked as though the paper must fail due to financial difficul-

ties. But through it all our Advisor stuck with us. He and
the members of the original staff worked hard and finally

success came. Now the Villanovan is firmly established as

an institution at Villanova.

Again, we repeat. The success that has been ours dur-

ing the past three years is due primarily to F'ather Mauch's
work. We are sorry to have him leave us, but he is leaving

to take up work of greater importance and all we can do is

to wish him every success.

IJgMSJgMglJMnMISJSISlSMglGIM&IGIB^

The Styx

Well here we are, back again,
and Just loaded down with our
cptygian traffic problems. They sure
are getting tougher and tougher
every week. Those new chaps that
are coming down here every day
are getting to be awful hellions
Why, 00 iou know what one 01
those big boulaer and blast men
Uid the other day—he actuauy
wanted an airplane to take him
across the Btyx—can you imagine
that for Impertinence. He even
Claimed that our methods ot wmns-
portation down nere were noi up-
vo-date.

"What you-all need down here.*
he declaimed, is a manager dar-
lairs. A Digger and ueiier ousinesi
corporation. A man 10 nead a
ooaird of governors."

Then barely asking our permis-
sion to go ahead, he started a new
system, and what a system. 'Saw-
ful.

Well, sir, the first thing that that
oloomin' bounder did, was to get
together a mob of big cracker ana
cookie men, we do beneve that they
were sent down at his special in-
stigation, and s^t himseU at thuBir
head. ' . *-... ; •• ••,.

-. '

% cantileliglit
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Senior Assessment

In one of the previous editions of the Villanovan we
published an announcement that all Seniors were requested

to pay as soon as possible their assessment of five dollars.

This notice was the outcome of action taken at a meeting of

the Senior class. In case there are some Seniors who were
not present at the meeting or who are not acquainted with
what went on at the meeting we take this opportunity to in-

form them that several weeks ago, at a meeting of the Sen-

ior class it was decided and moved by the class that all mem-
bers of the class of *31 were to be assessed five dollars pay-

able within the forthcoming two weeks. This assessment is

the only possible action that can be taken to dissolve the

debt outstanding against the class. We are sure that every

Senior understands this and understands that it was adopted

only after every other means of dissolving the debt was
considered and found impractical. It has been said about

the Senior class that it exhibits a decided lack of school

spirit. We doubt if it is true but if it is, we deplore it. Sure-

ly the class of '31 will prove to be as worthy Alumni of Vil-

lanova as the class of '30. The present Seniors have during

the past few years undertaken and successfully completed

some very unique and commendable projects. Projects which

place the class foremost in the ranks of Villanova support-

ers; but will they spoil this enviable record by an exhibition

of a lack of school spirit that would ruin everything? We
hope not and we also hope that as proof of our contention the

Seniors will respond to the call of their class and as soon as

possible pay their Senior Assessment.
* * • * *

Vergil, as Ben Johnson said of Shakespeare, was not of

an age, but for all time. After two thousand years his mem-
ory is fresh and his fame is growing. "Death makes no

conquest of his conqueror." His name has been on many
tongues for all this year ; but last week saw the beginning of

hundreds of celebrations of his birthday. Virgil has had his

critics ; there are those who place him below Homer, though
in ti*uth there is no fair basis of comparison between the

two ; but his devotees increase with the progress of the ages.

The Arts men of this school and others who studied Latin

in their Prep school days have had the chance to go through
his pages and commune with one of the greatest poets that

ever lived.

That epic achievement, "The Aneid," with which not

more than four others can be compared, is undoubtedly his

best known work, and the one which has the most intimate

associations with the literature of the world.

It is well that humanity should turn aside from wars
and rumors of wars to refresh itself once more with the
limpid .serenity of the vergilian spring of poetry undefield.

No doubt the "Aneid" will remain formoat the sublimest of
Vergils wofks. "Inceasu patuit dea." The mighty epoch of
the ancient divinity i.s revealed upon "the ringing plains of
windy Troy." And the Gods and heroes alike have left an
indelible impress on the human imagination.

The next thing Ih order that
Babbitian did, was to order several
luxurious, capacious, double barrel-
led, triple motored, all duralumin-
um, corrugated sides, top and tail
invehtlons of a Wright, called air-
planes. They were built to the lat-
est specifications by the best boot-
leggers. Modernistic interiors were
designed by the inmates of the Nor-
ristown Nut Factory, and they were
powered with a motor built and de-
signed by Professor Lucifer G.
Butta.

When the bill for this arrived at
the first of the month, as bills have
a habit of doing, were we sick!
But that was but a trifle to that
which the future held in store for
iis.

That Babbitt and his bunch of
Rotarlans stopped at nothing short
of parricide. Expense must have
oeen cut out of the dictionary they
were brought up on. And their
mothers must have let them teeth
on double-eagles, and fed them
cavair with a goiden spoon.

The second bill which we picked
up out of the sheaves and piles ly-
ing about us, was for the cool mil-
lion (yes, Archibald, we do have
cool millions down here, though
when we lay hands on them they
get hot and we drop them.) That
was for a fleet of buses, the sales-
man told us that they were exquis-
ite, had the most gorgeous tack-
trimmed bumpers, and were stream-
lined with lavender silk. The pan-
eis between the windows had been
done by Raphael (not rare enough),
and the motors were all of sterling
silver fox fur. But why in all Hell
must we have such luxurious travel
implements.

If we must have buses and air-
planes to make the^ old place a bit
modern, why not carry them out in
the best traditions of the House of
Satan. For instance In the planes
there could be placed a trap-door
beneath each and every seat, so
that the innocents could be dumped
at their destinations. That would
be a convenient way to get rid of
the Elks, Eagles and Red Men.
In the buses we could have auto-

matic springs which would bounce
the Stygian passenger through the
window onto the rocks below. That
would save the Devil of a cost of

passage, and a ripping time could
be had by all.

But the buses weren't the end of
this business. Those darn Rotarl-
ans had to subscribe to Bradstreets,
claiming that otherwise they would
never be able to tell whether or not
a man is crooked enough to enter
Hell. They also wanted to sub-
scribe to Sweets catalogue, but we
put our respective feet down on
that, advertisements are so mis-
leading. Besides we are quite cap-
able of using our sinews of steel

for structural purposes, and heads
can be used very nicely for building
blocks. We even have engineers
down here who went crazy taking
math course in college, they are
quite capable of building anything
we require.

When the big business men found
out our engineers they set them to

work building a bridge across the
Styx. And that bridge would just

about suit the man who lived in a

crooked house, with a crooked cat,

etc.

That last hurts our feelings a lot.

Just imagine any one building a
bridge across the famed Styx. Thai
Styx which has had so many tra-

ditions built upon it, and so many
spirits dumped into it. The last

clause was not provided by a prohi-
bition agent, we do not allow them
in, because we take no lower type
than those who steal candy from
children.

Now that the modern improve-
ments have been installed and the
fares raised, the men and manage-
ment are taking money in hand
over foot. We dont know how we
are ever to hold our heads up
again, we never charged passengers
any more than a Jit for the ride

Perhapw when we Are these boulder
and blast flends we can return to

the comfortable gondola of other
days.

We have decided that systems are

Just what we do not need, its too
warm for them down here. We
never did crave board conferences,
and luncheons at which were dis-

cussed ways and means to gyp th»*

stockholder out of his money. Be-
sides we alwajrs get indigestion and
a severe case of gout after these

luncheons, almost as bad as those of

a certain Plee Shoppe. And when
we get rid of this system none are

going to own stock In the Stygian
Perries Incorporeal, lt« going to be
a partnership between the Devil

and Phylegas. When we wish to

float a loan or water a stock, all

An army travels on its stomach.
But an army seems to have no
monopoly on the idea. We aiso

admit our insides have something
to do with maKing us the great
persons we are. L.ike the next
icuow we enjoy a biie to eat now
and then. Ihe trouble is that our
uigestive organs reluse to run on
scneduie and as a result we are
nungry at the most outlandlsn
times. When meals are dished out
upon the table we nioble a bit and
reacn for pie. But ufiien the eleven
o'clock bell ripigs there is an
enorrrious void tnat screeches lor

sen satisfaction in^ a* tone thai
Hints oi a sieepless night unless
the inner man is salistied. Being
nere wnere there is no pantry to

wnich we may reilre it is a case ol

every man lor himself.
Ghosts In The Night

Put on a coat and walk to Bryn
Mawr. Purchase a bottle oi miik,
and a loaf of bread and a Jar ol
peanut butter. Walk back and the
scene is laid. The first ot the
seven hundred ditficulties will be
getting into the building without
any ot the gang seeing you. 'inis

can't be done so defeat may as
well be accepted at the start. We
will take it tnat you meet Bill and
after the usual questions and
evasive answers have been ex-
changed he guesses your secret
and the food stuti becomes hall
his. At any rate you have «
partner in crime. Hiding the treat
under your coat Bill and you
linally make you room. G in and
close the door. Don't light the light
or Mike next door will, get wise
and be in and goodness knows
theres little enough as it is. Place
the bundles on the desk and take
off your coat. Let Bill and your-
self sit down and think it over.

Operations
The first major problem is the

bread. This being the staff of life

must be treated with due respect.
Take the paper off the loaf. The
next thing is to drop it on the
floor in the dark, llils will be
repeated many times before it is

linally consumed. Now how about
a knife. Bill thinks he has one in
nis room but a search proves use-
less. No knives so you go native
and dig up an oid razor biade.
carefully remove rust and former
whiskers beiore using, lake turns
in cutting cthe bread and it can
easily be done Inside of an hour.
It is well to bring out' some
iodine as there will be several cuts
m the process. Biood on bread as
a base, fiie tne pieces up and wrap
in tne wrapper, xom. won't use
them for some time.

Mystery 0( Life
Next in turn but not in import-

ance is the peanut butter, com-
mence this by roimdiy swearing
at the Jar and the man who in-
vented it and the man who raised
the peanuts etc. This saves oodies

of time later on. (oodled of time

jeing the expression always usei

AThen dealing with peanut butter)

Huddle system and careful analysis

'

will be required before beglning.

Bill will know of four ways hit

Aunt Fannie has of opening Jars.

You try all four and the cover is

a quarter of an inch further down.
Now wage a bitter argument on
the wlseness of lighting the lights.

Finally don't light it.. More
mysterious and will make the

food taste better. Bill strikes a
match while you read the In-

structions on the Jar. You find

three sets of directions for using
peanut butter in preserves and a
list of vitimlns contained herein.

As lor instructions the manufact-
urers figure any donkey should be
able to open it. You wedge it un-
der the knob of the door and pull,

the door knob drops to the floor.

You turn the jar upside down and
slip the edge of it under the leg

of the desk. Bill sits on the desk
and you pull on the jar. Results-
the cover drops lower on one side.

Bill gets a brilliant idea and grabs
the "jar. He starts to tap the edges
with the hair brush which is so

successful that Mike walks into the

room and in a glance takes in the
situation and proffers his assist-

ance. Your chances of failure have
increased one third. Mike takes
the jar and begins too pull at Ihc

cover. His hands being damp he
places the jar on the desk to wipe
his hands. The jar falls to the

floor despite the efforts of Bill

who leaped forward to save it. Bill

knocks the bread to the floor and
Mike steps on it while picking up
the jar which has oijened as re-

sult of the drop. You dust off the

bread with the hair brush and
apgly the peanut butter. The
sandwichs being made thoughts
must be given to the milk. Who put
the milk where? A search brings

the milk to light. Everything is in

top shape, but what can we drink
the milk in? There is the glass

with the toothbrushes in but its

dirty. Mike has two glasses in his

r(X)m so you send him after them.
He returns with the glasses and
his room mate. Still two glasses

short. You put the two glasses on
the desk and everbody drinks from
the bottle. It was inevitable in the

lirst place. Everbody sits on the

bed to eat. By doing this you get

more than your share for the

crumbs will be with you all night.

The great inner man of four men
being satisfied you all depart for

the land of never was. The re-

mainder of the night is spent
thinking of how the peanut butter

might and should have been
opened. Meantime you are having
the hic-coughs. Which all goes to

prove that everything comes with-

in a lifetime.

The Mad Hatter

FRESHMEN, PITY
THESE POOR GHILS

If the Villanova Freshman con-
siders his lot particularly nard, let

him peruse the rules and regula-
tions in lorce at tne Moravian v/Oi-

lege and iSeminary for Women at
xteihlehem, Pa.

The rules are known as the
rweive Commandments.

1. Freshmen must, on request,
run all errands for the sophomores;
must walk in the gutter when in
he presence of sophomores; must
Kneel on the floor upon encounter-
ing sophomores in school, bowing
cheir heads and repeating "Sopho-
mores supreme."

2. Freshmen must wear finger-
less gloves.

3. Preslunen must attend chapel
every morning.

4. Freshmen must at all times
be supplied with "Animal Crack-
ers

" to be proferred at the request
of Sophomores.

5. Freslomen must carry no less

than fi^ie books in a bucket.
6. Freshmen must wear short

dresses backwards; dress must
have pocket.

7. Freshmen must
brellas at all times.

8. Freshmen must wear
cotton stockings and shoes
low heels.

9. Freshmen must use no make-
up of any .sort and must use no
Jewelry.

10. Freshmen must wear bright-
colored water-wave nets tied under
the chin.

11. Freshmen must be able to
recite the Alma Mater forewards
and backwards.

12. Freshmen must wear a sign
with the inscription: "Freshman"
suspended from the neck by a green
ribbon.

l^tUanobelttes

carry urn-

white
with

Oil on the Troubled Waters
VOh. John," sobbed the young

wife. "I had baked a lovelv cake,
and I put it on the back porch for
the frosting to cool and the d-d-dog
.-i-a-ate it."

- "Well, don't crv about It, sweet-
heart," he consoled, patting the
nretty flushed cheek. "I know a
man who will give us another dog.'

home products will be given flrst

consideration .

Another thing if we had a corpor-
ation we would need vice-presidents,
and they're an awful bother.
Next week we are going to flre

this bunch of Wall Street JUMitrs
out of Hell, they aren't qult^fip to
our standards of dishonesty. In
case we can't flre them, they will be
run through our changing mills
and turned into dry-voting Sen-
ators. You know, those chaps that
drink imoorted wines at the for-
eign legations. Any other punish-
ment that would fit the crime might
suit us just as well, but we can't
think of them. We never could
think anyhow.
Hoping to see you all some dav—

PHYLEGAS

We are sorry to see the paMing
of another Villanova tradition, the
customary Fresh-Sophomore .tug-

of-war is a thing of the past. How-
ever the Frosh did give the giant

oak tree a good tnneL Maybe the
Sophs will engage the Frosh in a
like contest.

Reports from the Intramural
football league don't take up much
room, but the space is here wait-
ing to be used.

The rudiments of English must be
sadly neglected by the profs In

class because so many students

can't read the Keep Off the Grass
sings.

The Vigilance Committee better

turn in their hats, We've laughed
at them long enough. How aliont

us having a few laughs at the ex-
pense of the Freshmen.

The greased pole was stolen.

Smooth work. Congratulations to

the class of '34. Sophs, page Hawk-
shaw, you'll need him.

Our new second class post office

has achieved one and only one im-
provement—the line at the stamp
window is twice as long.

The Municipal Stadium is a nice
week end trip. Send the folks a
post card from there.

Its pretty near time for the Esld-
mos who have been sleeping with
just a sheet to Invest in a few
blankets.

Maybe somebody stole the greas-
ed pole to use the grease as hair-
dressing—maybe.

The Eagle looked good In the af-
ternoon but the Owl looked better
at night. Isn't that natural.

Time to think about getthig the
cash for Christmas presents. Lovely
thought, isn't it?

How about an intramural ininlm-
ture coif tourney. That's kind of
sweet?

This may be a year of depression
but there are more second hand
campus cars in evidence. The own-
ers should be congratulated upon
their fortitude.

About time for visions of Scran-
ton to be forming hereabouts.
Better date up a few of last year's
visions.

DO and DONT

RUN ORY
DURING UCTUR

CHILTON P
CARRIES Z>a{/i94

THE INK

C

Exchciiigfcs

The class of 1934 seems to be liic

recipient of many s(x;al honors ».i

any cross-section of Collegiana.

According to the St. Bona Venture,
the verdant yearlings were paraded
in Oican in traditional "evening
c.othes,' and "the lovelorn
maid, the doting spinster, the dig-

nifled matron, the sophisticated
High School girls (etc.)— all with-
out exception received affectionate
smacks from the innocent Ups of

the freshmen, in return lor wnich,
they received hard right swings,
driving left hooks and jabs, severe
olows from umbrellas and hard ob-
jects recently wrapped."

What is this thing ctdled love?

Dear old "LAMPY" seems to be
in a playful mood again. The
"Harvard Lampoon" which precipi-
tated the severance of athletic re-
lations with Princeton through
some injudicious comments on
•'What the well dressed Princeton-
Ian will wear," recently published a
picture of Rudy Vallee, underneath
which runs the question. "Are all

Yale men like this?"

Looks like the traditional Yale-Har-
vard game might go the way of the
Princeton-Harvard classic. It irks one
to lose consistently, n'est-ce pas?

According to an ad in the Notre
Dame Scholastic "Some fortunate
man will win a trip to Los Angeles
to see the Notre Dame-So. Cali-
fornia game " expenses paid. Added
attraction in the form of visits to
movie studios and introduction in
stars is offered.

// any RKO man made a similar of-
fer, here, it tvould be appreciated.

Strange doings are reported ram-
pant on the campus of Canislus
College at Buffalo, New York.
When one of their number was be-
ing "Taken for a ride " by perse-
cuting Sophomores, the Freshmen
formed a posse and started out to
rescue the unfortunate yearling.
Coming upon his unnumbered
hazers, they quickly turned the
tables, making the Sophs exhibit
their own eloquence to the tune of
hoots and the whack of diligently-
handled paddles. The Sophomores
are quoted as desirous of revenge.

At any moment casualties are ex-
pected, but who will get it, mutineer
or mutinee.

Students at Swarthmore, and es-
pecially the he-men are bemoaning
the necessity of wearing their coats
at meal time. Heretofore lumber
jackets and sweaters were permitted
in the dining hall.

Another quaint old custom gone to
the dogst

Speaking of quaint customs, stu-
dents of the University of Toronto,
with an overwhelming vote, sanc-
tioned the sale of beer within the
University confines. The vote Is
given as 1,365 for. and was opposed
by a meagre 52 ballots.

Prosit. "Happy Days,"
forgotten (?) phrases!

and other

Busy
An old Scottish woman, who had

never been known to say an ill

word about anything, was one day
taken to task by her husband.

"Janet," he said impatiently. "I
do bellneve he'd say a guid word for
the de'il himself."

"Ah, well." was the reply, "he
may na be sae guld as he might be.
but he's a very industrious body."

Gettysburg seems to be quite
elated over the recent Wildcat-
Bullet fracas, as an obituary in the
Gettysburgian would have it.

ITett. note, strange things happen.

Two-way Television was recently
oerfected by a noted Johns-Hopkins
graduate conductlong experiments
for the Bell laboratories. The sys-
tem consists of an arrangement
whereby each party sees and hears
the other.

Our prediction: If this invenrion
ever comesinto general ti»e dates will
drop off 90%, and nickel cigars wUl
sell for 5c.
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Gridiron Gossip I

sip

AJNOTHER TOUGH OLD BIRD
Ju8t as it meeting a i'outl>all-crazed Hock oi Mabt»a-

chusetts Eagles last Saturday wasn't enough, the Wildcats

have to meet another high-tlying bunch this coming Satur-

day.

Temple's Owls, calmly confident, will leave their

own little nest, all fitted up tor nocturnal football (but the

coldest spot in Pennsylvania, if you ask us) and will. go

down to William feiin ."s southern' extremity, to hoot at our

lavorite football club.

Ihe coming battle will be the third that has been

waged on three dilterent fields by the two foes. AND UN

iNLilHER OE IHE ElKST TWO DID IHE FAVORED
lEAM WIN.

In 1928, when Franklin Field saw the battle, ye Fe-

lines, iresh trom a greaj victory over a good Bucknell team,

were expected to wipe up staid Penn s gridiron with the

l^herry-hued eleven. But one Mr. Swede Hanson, to say

nothing of a Mr. Bo Capello, led the forces of Heinie Miller

in the greatest game played by Temple that year.

The game ended with the score exactly as it was

when play started. Temple threatened three or four times,

while Villanovd had the l)all in scoring territory only once

during the sixty minutes of play.

Last year, 25,000 Eskimos braved pneumonia oi:

worse and saw the fur and feathers fly somewhere near the

place Admiral Byrd spent last November. It was cold. No
more need be said.

This time the Owls were the great favorites. Not a

sports writer in Philly, it we except Joe Cunningham,

picked the Blue to wave in triumph.

But Temple that afternoon never got started. Han-

son was stopped dead, and Captain Wearshing broke loose

lor one long run, but a thrilling chase by Tom Edwards end-

ed in a tackle deep in V illanova territory. The Wildcat

line, playing as though inspired, held.

The last quarter started, neither eleven had tallied.

Splendid punting by Ski August and great line-plunging by

Clete Gardner finally turned the tide, and with about ten

minutes to go, Johnny Gillespie tossed a nice forward to

Jack MeGann for a sixteen yard ^ain and a touchdown.

Later, Art Harkins blocked an Owl kick behind the

goal-line, and before the boys had called ^''^uits^' for the al-

ternoon Gillep had also added his six points to the after-

noon's fun.

i^rom early indications. Temple may enter Satiur-

day's fray a slight favorite—but that shouldn't worry the

Cat.

Both Miller and Stuhldreher are well acquainted

with the style of play each other uses. Heinie saw the Cats

play on several Saturday afternoons, while Harry breathed

the night air of the lemple Stadiiun more than once this

fall.

It promises to be a great game

!

Ursinus Frosh

No Match for

Doc's Kittens

4> « * >•> *

CONDEMNED TO DIE

!

The death-knell of intercollegiate football wa.s rung

last week. Coach Bill Roper, retiring football boss at

Princeton, forsees the end of the game within the next five

years.

Speaking at a luncheon down in Princeton, Roper

was emphatic in saying that the over-emphasis given to foot-

ball in the past decade was causing the inevitable reaction,

and that soon high-powered football salesmanship would

vanish, soon crowds would stay away from the stadium in

great numbers, and that then football, as it is now, would

die peacefully.

Roper also decried, and in no less emphatic terms,

the growing popularity of night football. Taking it from

the player's viewpoint, he said that the night game necessi-

tated night practice, with heavy meals near midnight, caus-

ing poor sleep, bad physical condition, and less opportunity

for study for the hard-worked players;.
* ^-

At practically the same time, the Philadelphia news-

papers were telling of Temple's success with the nocturnal

game, which attracted close to .S0,000 more spectators to the

first three games than saw the corresponding trio in 1929.

It looks as though Temple football would not finish

in the red this fall.
•

Incidentally, Johnny (iiilespie's Catholic High team,

of Philadelphia, plays a night game with West Catholic Sat-

urday evening, after the blood of the Owl has been cleaned

from the field.
« 4r * * *

TROUBLE FOR JACOBS
The official basketball schedule (if we may be per-

mitted to leave the gridiron for a few moments) was re-

leased by Manager Jack Donovan last week, and is found

elsewhere in today's VILLANOVAN. The list of more than

a score of games is bound to give Doc Jacobs a headache or

two before the season is over.

Several new foes are on the new schedule. In fact,

only Ursinus, Saint Joseph's, Temple, New York Univer-

sity, and Saint John's seem to have a familiar sound. The
new teams, including Virginia, Duke, Brown, and the big

flock of others will give the Wildcat cagers a few month's

serious work.

The absence of Captain-elect Tommy Morgan, who
is not expected to play, is a severe blow. Coach Jacobs will

not find it easy to develop a man of Tommy's ability.

THIRTY-TWO.

FOOTBALL
Villanova vs. Temple U.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 2..30 P. M.

Municipal Stadium Philadelphia

Visitors Get Only One First

Down as Yearlings

Score Five Times

FROSH SHOW PROMISE

Ihat fickle jade, Uame Fortune,
ceriamly smiled on tne moiesKm-
ciaa sons of Villanova last Satur-
uay. ine Kittens snowed how ii

A'as done early in tne day by run-
.iing rougn-snod over tne ijrsinua

rrosn. When the smoke cleareu

Me scureooard snowed 33 for cn<^

xvittcns and a zero for the boy^
irom Coiiegeviile. The Kittens
juipiayed ursinus m every depart-
ment 01 tne game and tne resuli

.vas never in doubt. Althougn it

is rather early in the season to

iiiaKe predictions we tMuK mat a
aumoer ot the Kitteiu are destineo

tO "go ' lor the Wildcats during the
-lexi, three years.

The Kittens lost the toss and
ZizaK kicked off. After three stabs

a I the Frosh line Ursinus was
lorced to kick. The Kittens ^ilen

started a determined march down
the held which was not lialted un-
til Randau carrtea llio lii);i over
lor a touchdown, rii^ try lor ihe

'Xtra point failed.

Villanova kicked ull, and again
the Ursinus team had to itick. Aft-
' 1- Marion had cra.shta through for

a iirst down, the Kittens iuinbled

and lost the ball. Seiplc then
jaunted 20 yards which gave Ur-
iinus their sole first down. The
Kittens held and after Ursinus
xicKed, the Frosh again set sail and
jcored when Golden threw a pretty

pass to Randau over the goal line.

Jolden tailed to add the extra

point.

It looked like the same old story

as tne Kittens kicked off and Ur-
oinus punted bacK. •uoc" Jacobs
pulled a Rockne and sent his sec-

jno string oacKheld into tne tray,

orsinus took on a new lease of life

.xnd neither team could maKC any

.leadway. The whistie blew end-
ing the first half with the score

j.z-\) in favor oi tne Kittens.

Shortly after tne second halt

jpened Golden received a Ursinus
punt and made a spectacular run
ji 33 yards a la Mcijaugnlin. 'ine

-vittens tnen tooK to tne air with

I ^oiden doing the passing. The
.irst pass to Turner netted a ttrst

down and a second to McGee
wrought the ball to the 4-yard line.

w)n tne next play Marlon, who play-

ed a whale of a game, crashed
through tor the third touchdown.
Marion hit the line tor the point,

maKing the score 19-0.

Villanova kicked off and not to

be outdone the athletes from Coi-

iegeviile punted right back. Then
the Kittens with Adelman and
Marion doing the bulk of the ball

toting advanced to the 12 yard
line. On the next play Adelman
skirted the end for a touchdown
and Marion collected the seventh
point by hitting the line.

After an exchange of punts the
Kittens, not unlike Sherman ol

Old, marched to the Ursinus goal-

posts. The Frosh line did some
great worK and helped the yardage
(not garbage) collectors, Adelman
and Marion to cover the 20 little

white stripes to the Ursinus goal.

The score came when Turner made
a pretty end run from the 15 yard
iine. Adelman's kick was good, the

oall sailing over the uprights. The
teams lined up and as there was
no "57" varieties in this Jam the

Kittens kicked off and Ursinus
promptly kicked back. The game
ended as Tropp knocked down a
long pass. Final score, Kittens, 33;

Ursinus Frosh, 0.

Villanova Pos. (Jrsinus

O'Brien R. E Isett

Brodnekki R. T Henschel
Zizak R. G Dresch
Carr C BQennet
Homiak L. O Deibler

O'Donnell L. T Dickerson
McGee L. E Black
Golden Q. B Oommer
Adelman R. H. B Giaone
Randau .... L. H. B Tropp
Marion P. B Seiple

Villanova 6 6 14 7—33
Ursinus 0—0
Touchdowns—Randau 2; Adel-

man, Marion and Turner. Point
after touchdown—Marion 2; Adel-
man. First downs—Villanova 16;

Ursinus 1.

Substitutions —Villanova—Brook-
Meyer for O'Brien; Luminello for

O'Donnell; Ventura for Homiak;
rhoman for Carr; Reing for Zizak;
Sullivan for Brodnicki; Hayes for

McGee; Cavanaugh for Adelman;
Turner for Randau; Brorm for

Marion; Wolskl for Hayes; Willet

for Thoman.
Ursinus—Nickoles for Dickerson;

Bruner for Bennet; Goldberg for

Troop; WJiorton for Gommer; Cre-
var for Isett; Sommers for Dresch.

Referee —Lewis. Umpire —Glass-

You can bet yofiT

bottom dollar k

(D IMO,Lnom* Mmt TOMoeo Co.

One will always stand out!

Basket-Bail

Candidates

Practice

S-O-L
Broadcasting

Many Aspiring Men Present

at Inaugural Drill

in Gymnasium

TRACEY TAKES CHARGE
The cold days are near at hand.

..n a very short time outdoor sports

A^ill be abandoned in favor of in-

joor activities. This fact was made
all the more clearer last week when
a call was issued for basket ball

jandldates.

The candidates were sent through

a short workout last Thursday

night imder the capable direction

of Bill Tracey, who assumed the

role of coach when "Doc" Jacobs

)vas unable to be present. Bill was
t,he only varsity man present, and
it devolved upon him to take
o'harge of the men. Nevertheless,

practice ran off smoothly, every

man anxious to make a good im-
pression.

The practice merely consisted of

the fundamentals of the game,
such as dribbling up to the basket

and looping the leather, passing,

taking of long and short shots, etc.

otiii, Tracey's main aim in the
practice was to give every man an
opportunity to become accustomed
iX> the ball after such a long lay-

off.

The candidates present were
Marzullo, Reltz, LeCourt, McDer-
mott, Davey, Baisen, Wojtkum,
Zukoski, Castellani, and Tracey.
There are some men on the foot

oail squad who will be unable to

practice until the foot ball season
•s over; such men being, Czesik,

Harkins, Edwards, Smith, Rosen and
York.
Coach Jacobs should have anoth-

er successful season. He has won-
derful material to pick from and at

the same time has practically last

year's team back again. Some
coming men from the Frosh class

are Weston, Marzullo, Zukowskl
and Reltz. Marzullo and Weston,
especially should go over big this

year.

Has Everything

"Helloeverybody,"
bons says.

as Floyd Gib-

This Municipal Stadium sure

does make a fellow feel Insignifi-

cant They could nm the

Yale-Harvard and Pitt-Notre Dame
games here at the same time, with

plenty of room for a heated session

of the League of Nations in the

end zone

The boys don't seem to be a bit

discouraged after loshag the last

two, and having good men on the

sidelines Our nomination
for an All Injured Eleven would ta-

clude Morgan, Highfield, Oeisler,

Reilly, Koblis, Bradley, Boucher,

etc., etc.

Snapper Just caught a punt and
it looked like Dixon wanted to hang
him up on the goal posts

Snap, by the way, is playing the

game of his life

There goes the whistle and it's

all over
See you at the Temple game . . .

So long.

MOTHER AND HOME

Here come the B. C. boys
they sure are a husky bunch of

mother's sons They are

all bean eaters, but Captain Dixon
looks like the original Bean
Pole

Pity the poor announcer
With such tongue twisters on the

B. C. club as Romanoski, Vodo-
kolys, Boehner and Chesknulevltch

we were on edge all through the

fray lest he blow out a tonsil

"I say!" exclaimed a customer in

a druggist's shop who thought he
had been overcharged. "Have you
iny sense of honor?"
"I'm sorry," said the druggist,

from force of habit, "I have not, but
I have something Just a good!"

Our lineup looks like last year's

Frosh team . . . Casey, Peterson,

Brice, Donahue starUng the

game ....

We had a close shave in this

first period if Vodoklys
hadn't dropped that forward on the

goal line . . . well we won't

talk about it

Ted Casey is having some suc-

cess with passes to Clete, but here
goes the whistle for the half, with
the referee still ahead

Our opponents believe in doing
their fall scouting early

Al Severence, demon Publicity di-

rector. Just told us that Temple,
Duke and Bucknell have repre-

sentatives present . . .

Here they come for the final half

and let's hope it is a good one for

the WUdcats.

McLaughlhi Just tossed a pass to

Clete, and we're on their one Inch
line .... but a penalty puts us
back five Whoopee
Clete went over and kicks the
point

The way our captain is crashing
the line is nobody's business ex-
cept Temple's, Georgetown's, Buck-
nell's and Washington State's (U
we may be so bold).

In spite of inventions
The world calls great

In this age of advancement.
There's something I rate

As greater by far.

And I love to recall

That Mother and Home
Is the best of them all.

No fame and no fortune
Can ever compare

To a Mother's true heart
And the love that is there.

And of all God's gifts.

There isn't another,
So precious and wonderful.

As Home and Mother I

-anonymous-

Students Report Cruel

Treatment by Authorities

(continued from page one)

gation at the C. I. £. Congress dis-

covered that it is practically im-
possible to obtain unbiased infor-

mation concerning Balkan matters;

so that we cannot evaluate the re-

ports and appeals which come to

us from the Croat students. We are
inclined to feel that there is some
truth and much exaggeration In

the statements of both the Serbs
and the Croats."
The letter from the Croat stu-

dents is full of indictments against

the Serbian authorities, citing

many cases of suffering students
and professors at the hands of the
Serbian police upon charges of high
treason.

The claini is made that profes-
sors and 500 students of Zagreb
University are victims of the Ser-
bian proceedings. "It is a regular
cultural devastation that is going
on, deeply rooted in the idea of an
all domineering state," they write.

Following a two page desciption

of specific incidents which have
occurred this spring, in which
Croat students have been "tor-

tured," according to their declara-

tion, they write; "All this may
seem very strange indeed to a free

citizen of the U. S. A., and he will

wonder: Ts all this true? Can such
things really happen nowadays in

Europe?'
N. P. S. A.

SEND A COPY
OF THE

Villanovan
HOME

YOUR FOLKS WILL

APPRECIATE IT

®®®@®®®®®®®®

^i

%̂.
si^ For Quick

^^ Reference ^^^
on all bets concerning words, persons, pUe«s, ^^&

you are continually in need of -^ffik

WEBSTER'S \
COLLEGIATE ^

The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon WEBSTER'S
NEW International -The "Supreme Authority." Here is

a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove its

real value every time you consult it for the
wealth of ready information that is instantly

yours. 106,000 words and phrases with
definitions, etymologies, pronunciations,

and use in its 1,286 pages. 1,700 illua- j
trations. Include* dictionaries of bi- ^
ogniphyand tvegraphyandother «
special feamrae. £x
Stt It at YoMT CoHeit Dookuort or jS*

Little Breadwinner
Infant: "Baby wants a new pair

of shoes."

Mother: "Oh, baby does, does
she? Well, baby'd better come
across with some bright savings

that'll sell, or baby'll go barefoot."

Write foTlnformatitfntoihePtih-
liihfTi. Frt* specimen ltage$
If you nartu this poptr.

t. « C. MOnUAM CO.

SfflaftleM, ^^

C72.b

A>ur allowance will

tee a lot of better

days when you wear

Fdwvrd
JLJ CLOTHES

^MADE P0\ YOU

S24.75 - S28.75 - $38.75

Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday

By LIN HILL
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JustLooking
Around

As propounded in the Arte School
last week:

Marriage Is an institution
Marriage is love.

Love is blind.
Therefore Marriage is an institu-

tion lor the blind.
* * •

The students of Oettysburg Col-
lege were granted a holiday when
they defeated us. They showed
their sportsmanship when they
sent our own Tommy two large
bouquets of flowers.

* • •

Villanova authorities reciprocated
this action, presenting the injured
Bullet players with similar bou-
quets.

* • *
•

Incidentally it might be interest-
ingto know that Tommy Morgan is

not only lost to the football team
but also to the basket-ball team as
well. There is a probability that
Tommy might play baseball next
spring. ..•

i

How The Ball Moved

First Period
Villanova won the toss and elect-

ed to receive. Dixon kicked off to
Donahue who returned to the 35-
yard line. Neither team could do
any effective ground gaining and
punts were exchanged between Dix-
on and Peterson. After several ex-
changes of kicks, a pass from Antos
to Kelly fell a yard short of a first

down, but Vodoklys broke off left

tackle for a run of 45-yards, the
ionest in the game up to this point.
He was tackled by Casey on the
v'^illanova 20-yard stripe. A pass
irom Antos to Kelly put the ball on
the 5-yard line., but the pass was
declared illegal and on the next
piay Vodoklys fumbled a pass with
^oal two yards away. The ball

>vent to Villanova on the 20-yard
iine. After a short line plunge, the
>iuarter ended.
Score—Villanova, 0;' B. C, Q.

•'
• The Eagles swooped down from
Boston last Saturday, but their
talons were no match for the
ripping Wilcut claw?. .

"

,*•••.
'

;
The field of battle was strewn

with feathers, but no wildcat fur
was in evidence.

• *

The problem of how to get to
the Stadium has had a score of
solutions, but we still contend that
the route via New York is the
shortest in the long run.

• •

Clete Gardner may have sung
his swang song on Saturday. To
us it sounded more like the scream
of a hungry Wildcat.

• • *

That combination of Colbert to
Antos, a rueful memory in Villa-
nova annals, never got under way.
Clete and his cohorts saw to it that
one or the other did not remain in
the game.

• « «

Vodoklys toted the ball for a long
journey, but the pigskin evidently
had a round trip ticket.

« • •

Villanova on-lookers were treated
to a novel spectacle—three bands.
At times the whole three were
bianng away with such gusto that
spectators wondered at this latest
nuiovation of Sousa.

• • •

What the Bee See backs lacked
in skillfullness was made up by the
leader of the Eagle's band. His
artful handling of the baton held
the crowd spellbound throughout
the time he led the band about the
Stadium.

• • •

And boys! Why there were so
many swarming about the field
that one was under the impression
that all the kindergartens in Phil-
adelphia had been dismissed at the
same.

• • •

Second Period

A pas.s from Casey to Gardner
.nade a flrat down on the 32-yard
ane. Another pass with the same
jombinatio.i placed the ball at mid-
ileld. Casey ran the ball to the 14-

/ard line alter a pretty run. ViUa-
.lova could not gain through a des-
perate B. C. line. The ball was lost

jn downs. Dixon got off a sixty-
yard kick to the Villanova 5-yard
line. Gardner made first down
./hrough center, the ball being ad-
vanced 'to the 35-yard stripe. Vil-

.anova could not gain and an ex-
jhange of punts tollowed. B. C.'s

jail. Antos made twenty-eight
yards on a triple reverse carrying
.he pikskin to the Blue and White's
42-yard line. Donovan intercepted
a pass on the 23-yard line. Kelly
mtercepted a pass on VlUanova's
.-'5-yard line and carried the ball to
12-yard line. Boston lost the ball

>vhen the ball grounded " over the
goal line. Gardner made a first

down on the 35-yard stripe as the
naif ended.
Score—Villanova, 0; Boston Col-

lege, 0.

Third Period

Dixon kicked off over the goal
.ine. Ball taken in 20-yards. Gard-
ner went off tackle for a first down,
.^king the ball to the 33-yard line.

A^hen Villanova could make only
j-yards on three line playe, Peter-
son kicked to the 15-yard line

Adhere it was downed by Sheehan.
A beautiful kick! Offsides set Vil-

anova back five-yards. Villanova
^ot the five-yards when a B. C. man
Mas caught off-side. B. C. punted.
VlUanova's offense got under way at

this point A pass, McLaughlin to

Jasey, netted ten yards. Another'
pass, McLaughlin to Gamed, made
a first down on B. C.'s twelve-yard
line. Gardner sliced his way off

i-ackle for five-yards. McLaughlin
was thrown for a three-yard loss.

A pass, McLaughlin, to Gardner,

placed the ball one-foot from the
goal line. On this play Gardner
had been tackled on the five-yard
line, but struggled to the one-yard
line where he went down with the
entire B. C. team on his back. Vil-
lanova was penalized five yards for
delaying the game. Gardner got
back three of those yards on a buck
through center. Gardner crashed
through for a touchdown. There
was no stopping him this time.
Score: Villanova, 6; B.C., Gard-
ner place-kicked the extra point.
Score: Villanova, 7; B. C, 0. Bos-
ton kicked-off and when Villanova
failed to gain, Peterson oooted irom
his own 20-yard line to Boston's
35-yard line. The period ended on
this play .

Score—Villanova. 7; Bosto Col-
lege, 0.

Fourth Period

McLaughlin intercepted a Boston
pass on VlUanova's forty-yard line.

Sheehan downed Petersen's punt on
Boston's 21 -yard line. Colbert got
off a quick kick to Villanova's 35-
yard line. McLaughlin was hurt on
the play but remained in the game.
Gardner

,
fumbled on Villanova's

forty-yard line, Buckley recovering
for Boston. A pass, Colbert to Dix-
on, gaine4 15-yards on Villanova's
19-yard line. Peterson batted down
Colbert's forward. Peterson inter-
cepted a pass on Villanova's 9-yard
line. Villanova set back five-yards
for off side. Peterson got off a
high kick which was good for only
twelve yards. The ball, however,
struck Mallet and Brice recevored
for Villanova on the 17-yardi line.

Gardner made a first down on Vil-

lanova's 33-yard line as the game
ended.

Score—Villanova, 7; Boston Col-
lege, 0.

College

Activities
A. S. M. E.

The ASME will meet Thursday
morning, October 23, 1930. at 1:00
in Room 103 Mendel Hall.

Phi Kappa Pi
The Phi Kappa Pi will hold its

regular meeting on Tuesday Oct-
ober 22, 1930, at 11:40 a.m.

VUlanova Staff
There will be a very important

meeting of all the departments of
the Villanova Staff, this evening at
seven o'clock in the office, 220
Mendel. Everyone is requested to be
present. No excuses will be accepted.

R. C. H. S.

There will be a meeting of the
HCHS Club in Room F in the
Academy at the usual time today,
October 22. All members are re-
quested to be present as the election
of officers will take place.

V. L. S.
The Villanova Literary Society

will have a meeting of the Beta
Gamma Chapter in Room 106, on
Monday evening October 28, 1930,
at 8:00 p.m.

E. P. T.
The Epsilon Phi Theta will have

an important meeting today in
room 111 Mendel, at 1:30 o'clock.

Frosh Tuggers

No Match For

Brawny Sophs

First Year Men Receive

Traditional Baptism

of Muddy Water

STRAIN BREAKS ROPE

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Speaking of ferocious Wildcats!.
Charlie Witowski with that helmet
and windshield of his certainly had
those Eagles terrorized.

* • •

Bee See is now confident that
there is such a thing as a hornless
battering-ram.

• • •

After the game when all of us
were getting over our delirium of
Joy and cutting paper-dolls, we
managed to slip back to the "Villa-
novan • office and bang out the
following week, staying up to the
wee hours of Sunday morning.
(Rain or shine the paper must
come out.) So, manfully resisting
the temptations of the Owl Hop,
we returned to a very deserted col-
lege to work. (Believe it or not!)

Fighting Wildcats Led by
Clete Gardner Turn Back
Tough Boston College Foe

(continued from page one)

The coming Saturday finds sev-

eral of the season's most promising
games on tap, with the Pordham-
New York University game, the
Pitt-Notre Dame fray, and the Yale
-Army contest leading the list.

Bucknell plays Gettysburg, and
Holy Cross meets Brown and the
winners will be unknown imtil late

Saturday afternoon.
Navy, after the sudden setback

by the Duke eleven last week,
should beat Princeton, and Dart-
mouth is favored over Harvard.
Penn will have no trouble with

Lehigh, but the Lafayette-Wash-
con and Jefferson game in Atlantic
City will bear watching. Syracuse,
Columbia and Carnegie Tech all

face easy foes.

How All Our
Future Foes

Are Faring

Temple Remains Unbeaten
By Defeating

W. &J.

The annual Sophomore Fresh-
man tug-of-war is over and the
Prosh are older and wiser. They
realize, if never before, that the
second year men are both more
powerful In strength and In wis-
dom, even though they are fewer
in numbers.

Last Tuesday afternoon a large
representation of the Freshman
class met outside Mendel hall about
four thirty dressed in a very motley
array of old sweaters, trousers,

coats etc. They .were escorted to
the scene of the battle by an able
group of Vigilance men and had
all the confidence in the world that
they would upset the traditional
victory pf the Sophomore class.

While the plans were being com-
pleted for the position of the two
teams and the location of the big
rope, Mr. Murphy of the Vigilance
Committee took the Frosh for a
little jaunt around the golf course
in order to give them ample oppor-
tunity to get warmed up.

The struggle started about four
forty-three with both teams lined
up on opposite banks of that
muddy pond on the other side of

the Pennsylvania railroad tracks.

The Freshmen outnumbered the

second year men by a decided ma-

jority and It looked to the upper-

classmen who were watching the

event as if the Sophs were destined

to defeat. As the signal was given

for the start both sides lunged

backwards and fjjt^^brlef minute

or two neithCffoneiBehmed to be

gaining an/ gipund. I Tften after

that first prolongecK^ffort the

Frosh weakened and slowly lost

ground until finally one oy one

they were dragged reluctantly

through their baptism of mud and
water.
Because of some dissatisfaction

among the losers, the Sophs offered

them a second chance. Once again
both teams gave all they had to

that mighty strain, but this time it

proved too much for the rope and
both teams were thrown to the
ground rather unexpectedly. The
Freshmen should really be very
thankful that the rope did break
for they would have inevitably

taken another ducking.
The Sophomore class has shown

itself to be superior in both
strength and strategy and has once
again carried through one of Villa-

nova's traditions with success;

DAY HOl»S NOTICE

Mass is said daily, in the Chapel,
at eight o'clock, for, your convenl-
•?nce.

LOST

A first edition of Sherwood An-
derson's "Horses and Men." Re-
ward If returned to 112 Fedigan
Hall.

laiaMaMSMaMSMaMaMaMaMaMSieiMajaMs^^

Did You Ever
Know That—

It is an established fact of his-
tory that St. Augustine himself
established at least 4 religious

communities for men: one at Thag-
aste, two at Hippo, and one at
Carthage.

It is also an established fact of
history that during the persecu-
tions of the Vandals in Africa one
of the immediate disciples of Au-
gustine went to Spain with seventy
companions to establish religious
life there. The great Spanish writer
St. Ildephonsus explicitly states
that these religious were the first

to introduce monastic life into the
Iberian Peninsula.

Father Mesnage in his work "Le
Christlanisme en Afrique" states
that Augustinian Monasticism was
propagated so extensively in Africa
that there were fifty localities

where monastic centres existed,
prior to the invasion of Islam.

Close to the end of the period,

Vodoklys broke loose for a 45-yard
iUn to the Wildcat 20-yard marker.
Adhere Ted Casey brought him
Jown. A moment later, however,
..he same Vodoklys muffed a pass
jn the 1-yard line, and the Wild-
jats took the ball on downs as the
juarter ended.
A Villanova threat unloosed it-

self in the second quarter and two
passes from Casey to Gardner put
the ball on the Bee-See 14-yard
line. Boston held, and Dixon
punted out of danger.
Just before the half ended. Don-

ovan intercepted a pass on his

own 23-yard line, but Kelly did the
same lor Boston a moment later,

and ran it to the 11-yard line.

Boston lost the ball when a pass
was grounded over the goal, and
the half ended without a score.

The third period saw Villanova
march to its touchdown, with Clete
Gardner showing the same line-rip-

ping tactics he exhibited against
Temple last fall.

After the touchdown, McLaugh-
lin took a Dixon punt and return-
ed it almost 60 yards to the Boston
20-yard line, but the great oflort

was ruled out on a Villanova pen-
altji

In the last quarter Bee-See tried

numerous passes, with no material
gains. Gardner made a run of 25

yards into Boston territory before

the game ended, but fumbled when
he was tackled. Casey intercepted

a Bee-See pass, and McLaugbJin
rushed the ball for a

;ame ended.
The lineups:

The first named team is favored
to win.
Pordham-N. Y. U.
Yale-Army
Notre Dame-Pitt
Holy Cross-Brown
Gettysburg-Bucknell
Georgetown-W. Virginia.

Dartmouth-Harvard

.

Colgate-Penn State.

Navy-Princeton
Lafayette-W. &. J.

Penn-Lehigh
Muhlenberg- W. & M.
Carnegie-West Reserve
Columbia-Williams
Syracuse-St. Lawrence
Maryland-V. M. I.

Swarthmore-Johns Hopkins
Rutgers-Delaware
Ursinus-Susquehanna
Trinity -Haverford
Dickinson-Geo. Washington
Boston U. Springfield
Last week's record, winners 14;

losers 7. Season's record, winners,
58; losers 11. .. %

Remarkable Radio
Hour Is Broadcast

Every Sunday Evening

I Continued from Page One)

yard ns the

Engineers Open Season of

Social Activities as Owl
Hop is Held at B. Franklin

(continued from page one)

of

all

lant defeat in the evening
pleasure and found it. Thus,
in all, it was the most completely
enjoyable dance that we have had
the pleasure to attend for some
time. To Mr. Herman H. Winter-
er, then, the chairman of the dance
committee, as well as to his able
assistants. Mr. Leonard Schnap-
pauf, Mr. Clement Busenkell, Mr.
John Hendricks, and Mr. Rot)ert
Rothert the Vlllanovan extends in

the name of the entire student
body, the heartiest expressions of

congratulation for making the 1930
Owl Hop a most worthy successor
to all that the "Energetic Engin-
eers" have done in the past.

Villanova
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1930.

: '...J -.?. >'':';,'•;;.; A Prcblem

:
' Just a word in regard to those pre-game skirmishes

held last week, between the student bodies of Villanova and

Temple. The invasion of both student bodies into the

enemy's territory was both expected and even desired be-

cause there is nothing which makes for a real football game,

more than the exhibition cf keen rivalry and intense spirit

on the part of the student supporters.

- We can wipe out of our memories the painting of our

driveways, we can overlook the attempts to break up our

rally ; we can even forgive the painting of our stadium press

box and the abduction from our own campus of one of our

students, a Freshman at that, to be used as principal speak-

er at one of Temple's rallies. But we can neither fathom,

understand nor account for the strange action of some of

our rivals in tearing down one of the goal posts in the Villa-

nova Stadium on Lancaster Pike. What was their purpose?

What did they gain by destroying the goal post?

At first sight it appears to be a case of vandalism, pure

and simple, but.we are not certain. Can it be that presump-

tuously anticipating an Owl victory over the Wildcat, their

men desired to make sure that they would receive a piece of

the goal post by taking it ahead of time? If they were so

confident of victory why did they not wait until after the

game, instead of doing their work in the dead of night when
there were no Blue and White supporters to defend the goal ?

Can it be possible that these men feared that they would be

unable to wrest the posts from its defenders in the event of

a Temple victory?

Will someone please come to -our rescue. As we said

before, we can't understand it ? We admit it publicly—we're

stuck.
* »

Freshmen! Take Notice!

A few days ago an order was issued by Father Griflfin,

our President, to the effect that all hazing was to be discon-

tinued immediately. The Vigilance Committee was warned

that any maltreatment of Freshmen by them would bring

on punishment from the College authorities. These men
were forbidden to employ any of the means hitherto used to

enforce Freshman rules and regulations. However, the or-

der did not liberate the men of the Freshman class from

obedience to any of the rules imposed upon them at the be-

ginning of the school year.

What happened. The age old saying worked—"Give

them an inch and they'll take a mile." The Freshmen evi-

dently understood the edict as a document of emancipation

leaving them free to do just as they wished. They appeared

with colored ties; dinks were discarded; tags were torn up.

One Freshman even went so far in his new found freedom

as to calmly lean out of a second floor window in one of the

dormitories and throw a bucket of water on a SENIOR who

happened to be below him. Conditions have come to reach

such a state that the Vigilance men have appealer to our

President.
"''•

•
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After stating their case and topping it with the infor-

mation that Freshmen have refused to gather wood for a

.'bonfire before the Temple game, Feather Griffin agreed that

something must be done. He issued the following state-

ment :

^
V

"If the men of the F'reshman class insist on insubordin-

ation to the upperclassmen, if they continue to disregard the

rules and regulations as laid down by the Sophomore class,

then the members of the Vigilance Committee will be re-

endowed with the power to employ coercive means in the

enforcement of their commands."

No more need be said; the statement is self-explana-

tory. '•'•: •- •':.'

• • v * *

The Bucknell Special

A survey is now being taken aroand the college to de-

termine the number of students who desire to go to Scran-

ton on a special train. It is to be deplored that this survey

is necessary. The mere mention that a .special train to take

Villanova rooters up to Scranton for the B. C. game should

bring an enthusiastic response from the student body. But

the results of the N. Y. U. special make it necessary to de-

termine just how many students are going before any defin-

ite action can be taken. Last year, it will be remembered,

about seven hundred students went up to Scranton on the

special train and made a wondei-ful showing in Scranton by

their wonderful spirit and enthusiasm. This year we want

to duplicate if not surpass last year's achievement. It can

be done and it should be done. Bucknell, it is almost un-

necessary to mention, has a veiy powerful team. It is a

sifirnificant fact that last Saturday they defeated an up to

then undefeated Gettysburg eleven, by the decisive score of

26 to 6. It will also be remembered what happened down at

The Styx

Lowell Thomas in his daily news
tallc over the radio the ouner
evening, cracked wise and the
following: spilled over:

"There are no cars in Hell, but
there ought to be plenty oi reck-
less drivers." Now we wonder why
he picks on Just the reckless ones.
We have had miany drivers down
here, all sorts and kinds. They
range from the charioteers of Ben
Hur's day to the very modern ones
cf the golf course.

And some interesting stories they
have told to us while being
ferried across the Styx. For in-
stance here is one a3 told by a
taxi driver of the early Neolithic
age, they weren't called taxi
drivers in those days but were
termed dinosauriers, as Webster
would put it, one who drives a
dinosaur.

His story: Once upon a time
(everything happened once upon a
time, so the best story books tell

us) I had taken my best dinosaur
out of her dinonouse, polished up
her body plates and license, and
set out on my daily cruise for
passengers, rather I should say
evening cruise, for my patrons
were mostly of the night club
districts. Dinah, so I had named
my little help meet, lumbered
down the rocky way nibbling at
the treetops along the road.
We went through the south of

the town hoping to pick up some
passengers leaving the big con-
test of the season, the great pom
pom game between the Feather
Pickers and the Cat Skinners.
Going down the Via Dugup a
youth dressed in red and white
zebra-skin hailed us. We took him
and his fair partner aboard and
away to the best night club in
town, the Naniug Saxet. This Is

the place where they sire all for
one pocket book.
By way of conversation I

politely asked them how the game
had gone. "Why the Cat Skinners
lost by the narrow margin of one
point, the score stood 18 to 17 at
the end of the contest."
"Do you mean to say that the

Cat Skinners only disabled seven-
teen of the Feather Pickers crew
in one hour of play. That's terrible,
how come?"
"Well you see the wind was blow-

ing quite a dust storm over the
griddle and that blinded our men
po that they could only pick out
seventeen of the opposing players.
And then the referee was awfully
unfair whenever our side started
a little bit of individual squabbling
after a play he would blow his
whistle and rule that out. And of
course you know that a team like
ours just couldn't get along with-
out their bit of back biting and
scratching. Also they made an un-
fair extra point at the last minute
of play.

"But after the game the Feather
Pickers rooters tried to make the
score more uneven by clearing
away their own goal posts. You
see they had the idea that per-
haps some of our men would go
cut on the field and fight with
them. But of course we are too
high-hat to mingle with such
rabble. Besides we might have
gotten mussed up.

By this time we had landed up
in Nekcohohsnoc, the town famous
for its beer and froth mills. When
they slid down EHnah's tall and
looked at the meter reading the
chap turned to his femme and told
her to pay the bill, which was all

perfectly proper, but when she
told him she had forgotten to
bring her purse he was in a
terrible rage. "Just how do you
expect us to buy beer and other
dainties for me if you're going to
be minus the mazukas to pay the
bills, he said, "now you Just trot
up there and leave your address
with the driver so that he can call

and collect tomorow." And That's
how they the Neollthican college
boys treated their women. Ah,
that the old days were back again
sniff, sniff.

On the way back to town Dinah
picked out a road dotted with
pillars and "No Parking" signs.
Of course that is the most diffi-

cult way to go, because of the
parked .cars all over the street
But then we like to do things the
hard way.
As we were clipping down the

street at a lively pace dodging
pillars and cars, one of those no-
account Cambrian cops gave us a
whistle to stop. He came up be-
side us and said, "My dear, kind
sir, knowing that you are a dino-
saurier. and working hard to sup-
port several families, I will not at
this time give you a summons to
the (Kilice court. Still I feel that
it is my duty to reprimand you,
and as it is not proper and be-
fitting that such drastic measures
should be taken against you, I

shall leave you to go your way
with this request. That you shall
hereafter drive at the right side of
the road and at a speed not in
excess of that which the law
allows. Now you may drive on."
Of course after a bawling out

from a traffic officer I did as I

was ordered. And In time safely
arrived back at the dinohouse to
feed Dinah and put her to bed.

Now doesn't that just make you

% cantileligfjt
A room with a radio is the room

with a curse. If you don't believe
It ask the man who owns one. With
a radio you get a lot of things be-
side music. You receive callers at
all hours of the twenty-four. You
may get Chicago but you also get a
collection of cigarette butts on the
floor. The man with the radio is

the popular man. Everybody is his
friend. The great trouble seems to
be that there can be nothing done
about it. Of course you may al-
ways throw the radio out the win-
dow which is the course you even-
tually take. But until this conclus-
ion is reached you will wallow in
fields of despair and pull your hair
out by the roots. You won't get to
bed at night and the first thing you
know it has you so worried you lose
your appetite. After that you be-
come a sceptic and wonder if there
is any justice in the world or if the
sun ever shines. You get all ready
to jump in front of the Red Arrow
as it tears through but the great
inner man begins to function and
you begin to reason along the lines

of MacBeth. This MacBeth is some
old gent who was mixed up in some
Eort of scrap a few ye«rs back, any-
how, Mac, as his friends knew him,
figured it was better to use his
sword on his enemies than upon his

own insides. Well thats the gener-
al idea on which we are going to
work.

Reception Plus
Some dark and stormy night

when all your pals have gone to bed
arise, murder your room mate and
then start to work. The thing that
makes a radio what it Is will be
found just beneath the top. They
are the tubes. Should you be so

unfortunate as to not know what
they are turn on the power and
everything that shows a light with-

in Is a safe bet. Take out all the

tubes and grind them into Invisible

bits. In this manner no one will

see the murderous deeds you are

about to perform. Wait till all your

tormentors are at lunch the next

day and drop a few grains of glass

into their soup. It gives the soup

a Southern taste and saves them
from some day falling into the

hands of a female of the species.

The stings of death must have their

compensations at that. Maybe it

isn't tough to die so young. The
tubes having done their share the

next article in order is the wire.

You will find yards and yards of

this. Roll It up into a small ball

and place it in the pocket. Now
start another hunt. The victim is

secured by hitting over the head

with an axe. Be sure to strike with

all your strength because he may
be down but not out. Skulls are

very thick hereabouts. If in doubt

watch the midyear marks. Tie the

victims wrists to his ankles and
hook the whole load to the rear of

a fast moving truck. Another

scholar will be lost to the world.

Modus Operandi

In the first place you might have

set up a machine gun and fed the

radio to it. Those guns shoot any-

thing. A stunt often pulled is to

invite all the fellows in to listen

and then go out and cut the aerial.

Some people lock the door. Others

give the darn machine to the rag

man. A roommate is a great aid

in the operation of a radio. He
likes WJZ while you just simply

adore WLIT and as a result the de-

bate ends with you out ahead but
the Instrument is tuned in on WJZ.
Imagine the state of affairs when
the clock draws around near mid-
night and you decide that there is

no place like between the sheets
After a hard day in class and lab
and several hours' study you^v^
all in. You hop into bed and tfte

roommote spins the dials and ln>
drifts the sweet but blaring tunes
of the day as played by Pete Boo-
boo's Melodious Harmonizers in the
Harlem. Try to snooze as Sunny
Boy or Ramona is mashed out on a
sax. It can't be done by man,
woman or child or you. Another
debate and you win it. The music
goes on and you begin to realize the
true meaning to the word "Tribu-
lation."

^^-^ju Free, Gratia

Give the thing away or throw it

away. If a gift you can listen to

it any time. Be sure you give it to

your worst enemy. What could be
a sweeter reVenge? Picture your-
self in a rdom and open your ear;;

and gather a haze like this—"Hello
Pete, what's on to-night?" "Noth-
ing much (radio)—AROUND THE
CARNER AND UNDER • A TREE A
GALLANT MAJBRRRRRR P8SSS-
SS—"What's the matter with the

darn thing?" "Oh, shut up a min-
ute"—two students enter—"Hello
got a match"—"What's on to-

night?"—I'M DANCING WITH
TEARS IN MY EYES 'CAUSE THE
GIRL IN—"Ah that's old"—"Get
something else"—"Don't like it, get

out"—three more enter the room—
"What we got for English tomor-
row?"—"How should I know?"—
NEXT NUMBER ON TONIGHT'S
PROGRAM WILL BE THE LOVli
SONG FROM FROST AND IS
SUNG BY "That again?"—"Will
you shut up'

—"Where does the

static come from"—"Whose picture

is that on the wall?"—"Got a

match?"—TWO RAW BOILED
THREE MINUTE EGGS MIXED
WITH—"Get a decent station or

shut it off"—"On our set at home
we can get San Francisco"—"Go on
home and get it"—"The paper says

there is a good program on WGR.
see if you can get it?" "What a

set, why don't you junk it?"—
WHAT THE COUNTRY NEEDS IS

MORE UPRIGHT MEN LIKE OUR
CANDIDATE—"Will someone please

give me a match?"—What time is

it?"—"Funny. I didn't get a letter

to-day"—"Get the weather reports

for next Tuesday"—"Guess I'll go to

bed"—"Are you going to the dance

Saturday night?"—"Shut up you

fellows, I think I got Salt Lake

City"—"Yes, but have you got a

match?"—"Got any black shoe pol-

ish?"—CONSOLIDATED TIN 7874.

UNITED STATES RUBBER 54 Ms,

GENERAL MOTORS 98 V* BBRRR
RR GGRRRR HAS LIPS OF RED
FOR HARVARD BETTBRRRRR—
"Do you suppose there's a match
anywhere in the room?"—"No"—
"Well the radio is on the blink so I

guess I'll go to bed"—"Aw don't

go"—"I got to write a letter."—"I'm

going to bed "—"Get out you fel-

lows, its time to cease"—Oh, that's

no insult — "Goodnight"—"g o o d-

night.

That's life as it goes around here

when you are the proprietor of a
wireless affair: Moral: Don't have
<)ne.

THE MAD HATTER.

THE PEN THAT WONT.
RUN DRY

DURING UCTURfeS*

CHILTON PEN
cAm\ts oouBte

THg INK

C

wish that you-all lived back in

the Pre-Cambrian Age, when you

drank beer and women paid and

anyone would believe in evolution,

from the halrpulling style to the

wallet pullers of today. The rule of

the moderns, Ichabod is that, aS

a man earns so shall he spend all

on the woman.
If a yellow or a Green driver runs

across this story, we sincerely hope
that he does not disbelieve our re-

cord of the bawling out that the

dinosaurier received from the

Cambrian traffic cop. Because you
know, even the traffic cops have
evolved, and how!

Next week, :r you are all good
children in the meantime, uncle

will relate the story of Dinah in

the box-car, or how Buffalo Pete

swam sixty leagues under the sea

FHYLEGAS

l^tUanotrlttes
.Eh,
*

what.Some week end..

"The Street of Razz"—South
Broad after the game.

At least there'll be no painting

Jobs done before the Washington
State game.

' • • *

Dim, forgotten memories—Fresh-
man Initiation.

• • •

Social season is getting under
way—get it up and come across.

* • *

Hallowe'en—the time when people

go silly and act in a fashion usual-

ly attributed to college men.

A Well Learned Lesson

The family being away for the

afternoon, the parrot decided to

while away the hours by teasing

the dog. "sic 'em Tige," the cry

rang out. To the door sprang Tige

only to find no one there. After

the scene had been reenacted four

or five times successfully, much to

the parrot's delight, the dog dis-

covered the source of the command.
On the next attempt Tige made
for the parrot and brought it down.
A merry battle ensued from which
friend Polly finally emerged with
feathers ruffled and temper soured.

Regaining its perch the loquacious

one began to smooth its disturbed

plumage and then gave out the
statment, "The trouble with me is

that I talk too damn much."

Temple students have an idea

we Villanovans are barber-ians.

the stadium on the afternoon of the fourth of this month.

Our team is a good match for Bucknell and has just as

much chance of winning as Bucknell has. But to make this

all the more certain we should have an inspiring number of

rooters in the stands at Scranton to cheer the Wildcat on.

A more inexpensive or convenient way to go up to see the

game could not be found. AlT arrangements regarding

the time of arrival and departure will be made with the con-

venience of the students in mind. The Bucknell game will

be, as it has been in years past, one of intense excitement.
\

The Bisons and the Wildcats will be invading neutral

grounds to fight it out. Whether or not the Wildcfits has a

sufficient number of rooters on hand to cheer him on to vic-

tory depends on the students and the way they take advan-

tage of the special. How about it?

Goal posts, yard markers
policemen's hats—what price?

and

How soon the cry—On to Scan-
ton?

• • *

Where men are men—the stadium
after dark.

• • •

We may wear blue and white but
Duke will find out that we are in

no way connected with the navy.
• * •

The plot that failed—the hidden
ball.

Seven may have been a lucky
number but like a good five cent
cigar has gone forever.

• • •

A comeback—something we do
nothing else but.

• • •

Interan;iural football—where is

it?

It looked as If some of our golf-

en were playing on the front
campus but it was only the work-
ment digging a ditch.

• • •

Judging by the Freshmen's scores
in the last two g^mes we would
like to know who named them
"Kittens."

• • *

Just around the comer—Winter.
DO and DONT

31

ExcliKiuges
A cartoon was published in the

Temple University News depictinj

a very-mu>3h disheveled and bat-

tered wilacat running from the

gridiron, tail 'twist legs :.nd b min-

or solar system circulating around
a maltreated cranium, while a:i owl
rests triumphant on goal posts en-
titled Hope for Undefeated season.

At the top of this forlorn hope was
the tragic caption, "Boot Owls.
Boot!—Then Hoot".

Well after all. Temple didn't come
out so bad. Just think of the free

haircuts and paint jobs we were gen-

erous enough to give the "Midnight
Mauraders" who ventured upon our
campus. Our own "Venturesome
Vandals" didn't have such luck.

Headline on front page of Buck-
nellian, "Exuberant Freshmen Un-
der Cover of Dark 'Paint The Vil-

lage' ". It seems that a group of

yearlings painted about everything
paintable with huge '34's in glaring

colors.

Well oiu- own "Venturesome Van-
dals" weren't so backward in their

"Beat Temple's" on Cromwell Hall
(T.V.) either.

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

FREE DAY
In appreciation for the splendid

work done by the football team
and the student body in defeating

Temple last Saturday, Father
Griffin has announced that a free

day Willi be given. The holiday
will be added on to Christmas re-
cess the exact dates of which have
not as yet been made known.

The first week-end of November
finds few of the major teams play-
ing as important foes during the
past few weeks. A breathing spell

before the elevens hit the final

stretch is a part of most schedules.

In Philadelphia, three intersec-

tional games are listed. In addi-
tion to the Duke-Villanova game.
Temple plays Wake-Forest on Fri-
day night, and Penn entertains
Kansas on Saturday afternoon.
Upstate, Bucknell gets no rest

before the Villanova battle next
week, and races the Penn State
Lion in one of the day's best of-
ferings.

Georgetown faces a tough foe in
Michigan State, and will have to
show a reversal of form to win.
Gettyburg may find Ursinus a
sturdy opponent.
In New York, the Violets of N.

Y. U meet Carnegie Tech, Colum-
bia is expected to lose to Cornell,
while Fordham turns back West
Virginia.

Notre Dame plays an easier team,
with Indiana booked, but the Pitt
Nebraska and

,
lYale-Dartmouth

game should have me boys tearing
up their hats.
The first-named team is favored

to win.

Bucknell—Penn State
Carnegie-Tech.—N. Y. U.
Dartmouth—Yale
Fordham—W. Virginia
Notre Dame—Indiana
Pitt—Nebraska
Kansas—Penn
Michigan State—Georgetown
Cornell—Columbia
Colgate—Mi.ssissippi
Princeton—Chicago
LehiRh-Muhlenburg
Gettysburg—Ursinus
Harvard—Wm. & Mary
^'vracuse—Brown
Navy—W. Virginia Wesleyan
Army—North Dakota
Holy Cross—Rutgers
Lafayette—Upsala
P & M.—Geneva
Temple—Wake Forest
Swarthmore—Delaware
Maryland—Virginia
Boston U—Rhode Lsland
Catholic U—New River
John Hopkins—Haverford
Last week's record—winners,

losers. 7.

Season's record—winners.
Losers, 19.

Dee-Bee

13;

71:

Bill Roper nicks Hemphill and
Morrow to win in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, resfjectivciy—Political
note. Now the wise boys are bet-

I ting on Pinchot and Simpson.
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Gridiron Gossip
^-.1

WILDCATS, BEWARE!
Last year, a promising Duke eleven came North for

the first time in mid-October and stacked up against a fine

Navy aggregation at Annapolis. The first haH saw the

Southerners going good, but Navy's big guns went off in the

final semester, and the honor of the Service was upheld.

Navy was the winner, 45-13.

The following Saturday, running up another rail-

road bill, they played the Wildcats down here in the Stad-

ium.

Apparently, Duke left all its football either in An-

napolis or North Carolina, for with the exception of some
neat forward-passing by liuie, a great fullback, the game
was all Villanova. The Wildcats ran up their highest point

score under the Stuhldreher regime, winning, 58-12.

Now, the coach down at Duke is Jimmie DeHart.

The present season is his last there, as Wallace Wade, one

of the great coaches of the Southland, who now holds, the

feins at Alabama, has already signed up for next year.

Jimmie, when this season dawned, had two objec-

tives in mind. His eleven, made up mostly of sophomores

and juniors, just had to beat Navy and Villanova. •;
The Blue Devils, as the North Carolinans so quaintly

call them, lost their opening game, showing next to nothing,

as far as offense and defense goes. Otherwise, they played

a whale of a game.

But, next Saturday came, and so did Virginia, wait-

ing for an easy game before they came North to play Penn.

The game was easy, and Duke won, something like 32-0.

Then, just about ten days ago, the first of DeHart's

objectives were reached. Navy, hoping for a rest after bow-

ing in their usual manner to Knute Rockne's Irish from

Notre Dame, were outplayed, outgamed and outsmarted by

the Blue Devils, in an 18-0 rout.

Now, the second objective of Jimmie DeHart's swan

song at Duke is just four days away. When the Wildcats

meet the imps of North Carolina Saturday things should

happen.

Hen Bream, up at Gettysburg, saw his bullets lose a

7-2 game here in 1928. He came back this year with blood

and revenge in his eyes and all other parts of his anatomy,

and what happened is painful history.

DeHart, last year, smarted under a more painful

sting. Will he have a chance to laugh Saturday nigh^?

Yesterday was Navy Day, and how the boys down in

Durham, North Carolina, must have celebrated it.

THIRTY-TWO.

XH£ jfavorite—whose

flashing hoofs h^ve brought him

in ahead so many times! Again he

shows his mettle I Again he leads

the field.

''Just Looking Around
''

• «

And now we imagine the Owl
knows whos who.

• « * •

As the crow flies it may be only

a few miles to the Sesqui Stadium,

but it was a hardy crow that could

fly against that wind Saturday. It

was a tough day for flying. Even
the wintry Owl couldn't flap a

wing.
• * « •

Besides the wind there were

many musical notes both foul and
fair In the atmosphere.

• • * *

That safety looked as big as the

whole Lebanon Valley score.
• • * *

Now we ask you who got the

breaks in that glorious victory?
• * • *

And right now we'd like to know
If there's any truth In the rumor
that some of the fellows were cold.

• * * *

"It's only the wind," was not a
timely remark on Saturday. Old
Man Breeze played a bang-up for

both elevens, but he seemed to be

a personal friend of both Peterson
and Terry. ,;••.'. '

« • • • . ^

Judging from the number of

cops on hand standing guard over

the precious goal posts, the gang-
sters must have had a merry time
of It elsewhere.

• * • •

Hoot. Owls, hoot! The Wildcats
have enjoyed your meat.

N^^ » » • »

And liow It comes out that the
cops really wanted the goal posts

for firewood.
/ * * • •

The Victory Parade with the
broken Koal posts and the frozen
fans took on the appearance of a
wrecked ix)lar expedition.

• • * •

The safety was well named for
after two points were added every-
one felt that the game was as safe
as the Standard stock.

• • * •

The Owls are still looking for the
hidden ball.

• • • •

A Wildcat Is as ferocious as an
Owl will make him.

• • • •

The Varsity "V" of a certain
Temple cheer-leader evidently un-
derwent the attack of the barber's
shears, for a shiny bald dome was
exposed to view.

• * • •

And now it's over except for a
ticket stub and a memory. And
even though the stub is framed the
memory will outlive It.

• * • •

Heating conditions in that press
box were excellent. Brrrrrrrrr.

• • • •

Gordon Mackay, well-known
sports writer, expressed the true
sentiments of the press box inmates
when he was heard to say, "My
compliments to a stove."

• • • •

It is with a feeling of vanity that
one leaves a press box between
halves of a football game. A feel-
ln« that seems to say, "Well, after
all. it is we, the oressmen. that
either make or break these games."
Anyway, during the game, we had
the occasion to get inside dope on

how to light a clgatette, write a
story on a typwrlter, and see every
play of the game all at the same
time.

* * * *

Another thing that could be said

about that game Is that there were

more good-looking meml)ers of the

fairer sex than at any other game
this year. It is unknown whether

that was due to the Temple co-

educational system, or whether the

boys have been saving up for a long
time and selected this past Satur-
day's encounter to make whoopee
in a great big way. However, they
were there.

* * • «

A propos the battle of flying

fists and pulverized grain. Either
Darwin or Barnum was right.

* * * •

What do you think of our
modest and camera shy boys? Only
one of that belligerent group de-
cided to slide up the pole, native.

* * • *

The scarcity of our Vigilance
Committee in the "rush" can be
attributed to the fact there were
other willing, loyal, and un-heard
of Sophs who wished to get into

the movies. Our V. C.'s were more
than willing that they should.

* • * •

Belive it or not! The amicable
tete-a-tete found a place for Itself

In the rotogravure sections.
* * • •

The ragpicker extends his con-
gratulations to the victors. He
hopes ardently for many more such
battles.

* • • •

It was In the atmosphere and
quite natural that the Sophs and
Frosh should agree to disagree for
the occasion.

* * • •

The melee of ground wheat was
after all far from being a soft
battle. Ask sweet Archibald.

* • • •

True, they fought for a cause
and Archibald should deserve the
credit for his eljony-colored optic.
He fought and deservedly earned it.

* • • «

Congratulations to the Fedigan
Four—Trappe, Dolan. Ferko, Daly
—for stalking the Night Owls to
their lair.

* • • *

Praise must also be given to that
group (D'Ella, Maio, Panzone. et
al) which came running pell-mell
to the rescue of the Fedigan Four.

* • • •

Evidently Villanova barbers are
more proficient than Temple paint-
era.

* • • •

Anyone breaking in on the crowd
would have thought that the night
session of a barber's school was
being held.

« * • •

The Owls roused the Cats from
deep sleep but found them in ugly
moods.

* * • •

Miniature courses are nothing
new. We've been getting Tom
Thumb servings In the cafeteria
here for yeare.

* * •And Temple gore was spread all

around, all around.

Chesterfield Cigarettes are manufactured by

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Qne
will all

stand outI
KEEPING UP THE PACE . . .

never letting down . . . that's what

wins on the track— and in a ciga-

rette, too.

Chesterfield smokers stick to

Chesterfield, because here they

find those essentials of true smok-

ing enjoyment which never tire,

never vary:

M/LDN£5S— the wholly nat-

ural mildness oftobaccos that are

without harshness or bitterness.

BETTER TASTE—such as only

a cigarette of wholesome purity

and better tobaccos can have.

Frosh Defeat

Perkiomen in

Second Start

Brockmeyer's 85 Yard Run
on Intercepted Pass Fea-

ture of 33-0 Win

ENTIRE SQUAD IS USED

The fact that Perkiomen numb-
ered the Army Plebes among its

victims meant nothing to Doc
Jacob's Wildcat rubs who ran and
passed their way to an easy victory
over the boys from Pennstown. The
final score red 33-0 and is the sec-
ond time this u)tal has been run
up in as many games.

Captain Carr won the toss and
Weber kicked off for Perkiomen.
McGee received on his own 33 yard
line. Two stabs at the line result-
ed in a five yard loss and punted
to Clifford. Perkiomen could make
no headway although they employ-
ed a neat fake kick formation and
a deceptive lateral pass. They
kicked out of bounds on Villanova's
33 yard line. Then the Kittens set

sail with Skipper Handau doing
most of the ball toting. He advan-
ced the ball to ine 20 yard line;

Cavanaugh then took up the bur-
den and skipped around the end
for the first score of the game.
Golden booted one over the up-
rights for the extra point.

There was no more scoring in the
first period. Perkiomen made con-
tinual use of the lateral and aerial
attack but could do little against
the Freshmen. Reznichuk played
a beautiful game at fullback for the
visitors, and showed all the ear-
marks of a good triple threat man.
The second quarter opened with

the Kittens filling the ozone with
leather. After advancing to Perk-
iomen's 40 yard line the cubs were
held on downs. Turner kicked to

Clifford. A Perkioman man was
injured on the play. Upon the re-
sumption of play Perkiomen hit the
line three times to no advantage.
Resnlchuk's kick was blocked and
Carr recovered on the one yard

line. Marion crashed through for

the touchdowl*. He then took the
ball through the Ime tor the point.

Score 14 to 0.

Zlzak kicked off to Johnson. On
an exchange of punts Thompson
returned the ball to Villanova's 8

yard line. Sielski on the next play
took the ball to the two yard line

where the Kttens held for downs.

Reznichuk kicked out of danger

and the half ended soon after.

Second Half

Zizak kicked off. Perkiomen on

a series of plays advanced the ball

to the twenty yard line. Time was

called by Perkiomen. On the next

play Reznichuk hipped a pass in-

tended for one of his ends. Brock-
meyer, however, intercepted and
ran eighty-five yards for a touch-
down. Golden i ailed to make the
kick. Score 20 to 0.

Zizak kicked again. Reznichuk
liad a clear field but tripped and
fell. Villanova held and soon ob-
tained possession of the ball. Ran-
dau, Turner and Cavanaugh ad-
vanced to the 15 yard line, and in

a thrilling cut back Randau took
the ball to the one yard line where
he was forced out. Marion took
the ball over for the touchdown.
Cavanaugh missed the placement.
Score 26 to 0.

The fourth period was full of
fight. Substitutions were numer-
ous and every one of the Kittens
saw action. Perkiomerw resorted to

a futile passing game. The lateral

was used continuously but no sub-
stantial gains were made. Hurl-
burt intercepted one of the passes
and raced 55 yards for the Fresh-
men's final score. Sullivan kicked
the goal. The game ended with
the ball in Perkiomen's possession
on their own 40 yard line. Fnal
score 33 to 0.

Villanova Perkiomen
O'Brien L. E Johnson
Brodnicki L. T McGann
Zizak L. G Frey
Carr O Drayton
Homiak R. O Myers
O'Donnell R. T Oeno
McGee R. E Reed
Golden Q. B Osborn
Randau L. H. B Sudnick
Cavanaugh . . R. H. B. . . Thompson
Marion P. B Weber

First Intra Mural
Track Meet to be
Held Tomorrow

Qualifications Necessary For
Membership Seen as Re-

strictive Measure

Villanova

Perkiomen
7 7 6 13—33

0—0

The time is tomorrow at three

o'clock; the place the Stadium; the

event, a track meet for all comers.

Harry Coates and James Rannazzisi

are sponsering the event in order

to obtain material for a varsity

track squad. All runners are urged

to be present.

To make the event worthwhile

to the men, handsome prizes will

be awarded to the men who take

the first three places in each event.

These prizes which are being

donated by the Villanova Athletic

A.ssociatlon. are beautifully done in

gold, silver, and bronze and should

furnish incentive to even the most
backward. The Athletic office,

which is doing its best to further

the interest of Intra Mural track

at Villanova by donating these

prizes, .should be complimented up-

on their generous act.

So far the numl)er of entries has
by far exceeded the fondest ex-

pectations of all those In charge.

Among the more prominent en-
trants are: "Joe" Pelllcane, sprin-

ter; Beorge Bain and Carmen Car-
men Salerno, middle distance
runners; O'Brien and Gildea,
hurdlers. Several promosing har-
riers have loomed up from among
the Freshmen Entrants among
them being Henry Robertez, a
member of Newark Prep Champ-
ionship Track Squad, Warren
Brown "Dub" Donesome. Frank
Smith and a hosl or others.

Further incentive is furnished by
the fact that the winners of these
events will serve as the neuclii for

next year's Track Squad: the
varsity "V" sweaters are l)eing

given now for track and well as

any other sport All those who feel

that they are able to complete In

any of the events of this meet are
requested to turn In their names
to those in charge as soon as
possible. The rest of the student
body is requested to turn out
"en Masse."

JERSEY CITY CLUB
The Jersey City Club will hold Its

regular weekly meeting Thursday

I

evening, after chapel, in Room A
I

Academy.

COLODNNATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$24.50 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

SfSISM5JSI5ISJSISISiSMSJSISISI5lGUGUS15li9J9

yOU'LL get a kick

out of the fit of

your Edward Tuxedo

FOW?VRD
JL> CLOTHES

^^ADE FO^ rOV

S24.75 - S28.75 - S38.75

Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday
By LIN HILL
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S-O-L
Sportcasting

Howdy folks! ,

game, eh what?
Some

Here it Is Tuesday morning and
we haven't recovered yet . . . Many
more thrillers like that one and
they'll be forced to have water boys
in the stands to revive the spec-
tators.

The old saying Is "Safety First"
. Just to show Phlladel-
phlans that Vlllanova Is unique, our
boys made the Safety Last

You know they gave Tom Llpton
a cup for perseverence In trying to

beat America Will
the clas9 of Vlllanova 1950 kindly
note and take care of Temple?

Those Temple players on the bench
looked like little Red Riding Hoods

But unlike the story,

thfere was no one to save them from
being eaten by the Wildcats.

During a heated part of the fray,

the referee's hat decided to take
a few laps around the track . . . .

' We have a sneaking suspicion that
• Harry Coates, our track mentor,

.
pulled the stop watch on it.

Rumor hath it, that when
-, -Tommy Morgan heard the news, he
:! did a Jig on one foot before some

popeyed nurses ....

But after all is said and done,
we still think that the hidden ball

is a fake Read that last

line over again

Didn't this game remind you of

last year's Temple fracas?
Cold Day Winning the

'game in the last period
; A fight (under and over) the goal

posts

We are afraid that If this contest
had been played In the Owl Stad-
ium, our boys would not only have
taken the posts, but also the press
box and the locker rooms

We met one of the disillusioned

Temple men after it was all over
and he said that Temple had the
better team, Vlllanova got the
breaks, and Temple won a moral
victory We agreed with

• him, but showed him the score
board which read:

"

VILLANOVA 8 ; TEMPLE 7

''How They Did It
"

Fr. Sheedy, of Chicago,

Gives Talk

(continued from first page)

perhaps, that their heroes of the
Olympic games were given more
lasting and higher honor than our
heroes on the field of sport.

The Greeks had their fraterni-

ties, tho* they were not labeled with
Greek letters as our modern ones,

they had the same interests and
activities which were just as im-
portant as our own. Drama and
music accompanied everything the
Greek might do, the two arts were
inseperably bound together and
were Inherent in the Greeks mind.
The arts of architecture, sculpture
and painting were no less honored.
Even now in their ruins, their pub-
lic buildings and statues are the
inspiration and despair of our
modem artists.

The Greeks invented every form
of composition and in none have
they been surpassed. They had
their great artists of the epic and
lyric poems; the triad, Aeschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides of the
drama; the father of history is

Herodatus; they led in oratory; and
their men of philosophy and
science, Plato and Aristotle are still

held as highest authorities.

The Greek language provided a
host of words that have a technical
terminology in the many fields of

Interest, viz., art, science, politics

and religion. And a study of

Greek facilities the understanding
of the fundamental meanings of the
words used. This is especially so

in the medical field, where it is not
only an asset to man's profession,

but also adds as an interesting and
colorful background.
The specific object of this talk

is to point out the amazing as well

as Interesting number of words
that are used with nonchalance in

our ordinary course of conversa-
tion. If we realize the original

Interpretation of the words it

would add more depth or better

appreciation of our language. A
few of the most familiar of these
words are: alphabet—formed from
the first two letters of the Greek
alphabet, alpha and beta; biology

from bios meaning life and logos

meaning science; even the name of

our nearest big town is Greek in

origin, Philadelphia—from phllos,

love and adelphos, brother.

The cinema world in its latest

inventions resort to the Greek for

its technical terms, examples are

vitaphone, synchronize, and even
the word cinema itself comes from
the word kineo—to move.

Sophomores Win
Novel Flag Rush

(continued from first page)

First Period

Temple won the toss and elected

to receive, having the wind in its

favor. Donahue kicked off for

Vlllanova. First kick went out of

bounds, the wind taking it. He
booted the second to Hansen who
was downed on his 35-yard line.

Temple could not gain through a
strong Vlllanova line, and kicked
to our 22-yard line where the ball

went out of bounds. On the sec-

ond play Gardner iumbled, Whltt-
cock recovering for Temple. Vllla-

nova held desperately in the sha-
dow of its goal posts, and Temple
lost the ball on downs.
Gardner could not gain through

the Owl's line on two tries. Peter-

son kicked against the wind to the
Vlllanova 40-yard line. Bonner
and Kilkuskle made but one yard
through the lin^. Hansen's pass
was grounded, and the Swede
Dooted out of bounds on the Vllla-

nova 20-yard line. Circling left

end behind pretty interference,

Peterson made eleven yards for

Villanova's first down. Casey
thrown for a 5-yard loss. Gardner
iumbled again, Kilkuskle recovering

ior Temple. Ball now on 34-yard
stripe.

Vvhitttock Attempts Drop-kick
Bonner and Hansen made one-

yar^ on hidden ball plays in two
tries. Bonner went through left

guard ior a yard. Whittock, from
^illanova's 35-yard stripe, attempt-
ed a dropkick with the wind at his

back. The pigskin, however, fell

short of its mark. Vlllanova re-

ceived the ball on downs for the
scond time.

Casey hit center for three yards.

On a delayed line buck, Gardner
was stopped at toe line of scrim-
mage. Picked up three yards on an
otf-tackle play. Peterson punted,
the wind carrying the ball out on
Villanova's 44 yard line.

On two tries Whittock gained 2

yards. Bonner hurled a pass to

Whittock which netted Temple a
xirst down on Vlllanova's 26-yard
line. Bonner hit left tackle for six

yards, but was stopped without a
gain on the next play. Hansen
went through for a first down to

our 16 yard line. Went through
right guard for two more yards as
the period ended.
Score: Vlllanova 0; Temple 0.

Second Period
Bonner, evading two tacklers,.

carried the ball around left end to

Vlllanova's six inch line. On three
tries Bonner failed to carry the
call through a valiant Wildcat line.

On the fourth down Hansen found
a hole at left tackle and barely
squeezed through for the first

touchdown 'i'emple ever recorded
against Vlllanova. Bonner plunged
through right tackle for the extra
Point. Score—Vlllanova 0, Temple
7.

Vlllanova Scores
C. Bonner kicked off for Temple.

It was an onslde kick, skillfully

booted, which found lodgement in

the open arms of J. Donner. Tem-
ple's ball on Vlllanova's 49-yard
ilne. Bonner ran the pigskin out
of bounds on the first play. Whitt-
ock was thrown for a three yard
loss by Contl. Kilkuskle fumbled,
Peterson recovering on the Temple
42 yard line. This was the first

break for Vlllanova. Gardner
made his third fumble of the aft-

ernoon, but the quick-witted Snap-
per left the interference to dive on
the ball. Gardner regained five of

the lost yardage. Peterson punted
to Temple's 17-yard line, but the
play was «r^alled and Temple was
penalized re yards tor roughing the
Kicker. First down for Vlllanova
on Temple's 27 yard line. Gardner
stopped on first play. Peterson
went through left tackle for four

yards. Casey's pass to McGann
grounded. McLaughlin on a fake
double buck hurled a short pass to

Gardner who was waiting for it

with open arms, and with no Owl
player within ten yards of him.
He trotted the remaining ten yards
for Vlllanova's first score of the
game. Score—Vlllanova 6; Temple
7. Gardner's placement for the

extra point failed when his boot
sailed beneath the cross-bar.

Two of Bonner's kick-offs went
out of bounds, so the ball was given

to Vlllanova on its 40-yard stripe.

Gardner stopped at center. On a
fake reverse Casey went off tackle

for eight yards. As Gardner was
stopped again, Peterson punted out

of bounds on Temple's 20 yard line.

Reynolds two line bucks netted

Temple six yards. On the play he
fumbled, Vlllanova recovering on
the 36-yard line. On three plays

Vlllanova could not gain. On the

fourth down McLaughlin threw a
pass to Peterson which was good
for twelve yards and a first down
on Temple's 25 yard line. Peterson

was hurt but did not leave the

game.
The Wildcats gained two yards

on two bucks. On the third play

Casey's pass intended for E>onahue
was intercepted by Bonner. Rey-
nolds fell over own Interference

for a three yard loss. Bonner's
punt went out of bounds on Tem-
ple's 37 yard line. Casey attempted

a long pass to McGann but was
grounded. A short pass over the
ime was caught oy Peterson on
Temple's 27 yard inie for a first

down. A pass McLaughlin to Mc-
Gann, who made a leaping catch
after the ball, netted another first

down. It was a beautiful catch.
Pigskin now on eleven yard line.

Temple called time out. On the
tlrst play Vlllanova attempted a
pass over the line. It was, how-
ever, batted down by Reynolds.
Ball given to Temple on its 20 yard
line. Bonner went through for 12

yards as the half ended. Score

—

Vlllanova 6; Temple 7.

Third Period
Bonner klcKed on to Casey on the

JU yard line from wnence he re-

burned it to the 40 yard stripe.

Casey fumbled and recovered by J.

ijonner on the 48 yard line. Bon-
ner hit right guard for 4 yards.

Hansen added two more on a hid-
den ball play tnrougn right tackle.

Bonner added anotner yard on a
p.ay through the left side of the
ime. On the fourth down Bonner
was stopped cold. Vlllanova took
.he ball on downs.
On a spinner play, Gardner fail-

ed to gain. Gardner made his

fourth fumble of the game on the
next play, but he recovered on the
line oi scrimmage. After Clete had
plowed his way through the line

ior a substantial gain, the ball

was knocked out of his hands, be-
ing recovered by Klinger on Vllla-

nova's 33-yard line.

Temple was penalized 15 yards
for holding. Bonner gained three
yards through left guard. Hansen
was thrown by Edwards for a three
yard loss, but the play was called

back and Temple was penalized 5

yards for offside. Hansen kicked
out of bounds on Vlllanova's 34 yd.
line.

Clete again fumbled but fell on
the ball for a two yard loss. Peter-
son punted out of bounds on the
Temple 46 yard line.

After two hidden ball plays fail-

ed again for Temple, Vlllanova was
penalized. Temple now with the
oall on Vlllanova's 32-yard line.

Temple lost the ball on downs.
Vlllanova could not gain and Pet-
erson kicked to Hansen who was
downed on his own 38 yard line.

Bonner on an attempted end run
was run out of bounds. His knee
was wrenched on this play, but he
remained in the game. Hansen's
punt was blocked, but the play was
recalled and Vlllanova was penal-
ized 15 yards, giving Temple a first

down on Vlllanova's 46 yard line.

Hansen lost three yards at right
end. Bonner was stopped at cen-
ter without a gain as the period
came to a close.

Score—Vlllanova 6; Temple 7.

Fourth Period
The Swede punted out of bounds

on the Vlllanova 28 yard line. As
Vlllanova could not gain through a
strong Owl line, Peterson punted
out of bounds on Temple's 48 yard
line. When Temple found that
the Wildcat line was impregnable,
it decided to kick. Sheehan broke
through to block Hansen's kick
which was recovered by our own
Contl on Temple's 38 yard line.

Vlllanova's Final Drive
Vlllanova could gain but three

yards on three attempts. Terry
got off a beautiful punt against the
wind which was downed by Vllla-

nova men on Temple's 9-yard line.

Three bucks at the line netted the
Wildcats six yards. McLaughlin
tossed a pass to McGann which was
good for seven yards and a first

down. Ball now on Temple's 20-

y«rd line.

Gardner on a fake reverse sped
around left end for another first

down, placing the ball on the nine
yard line. McLaughlin fumbled as

he plowed his way behind big

Donovan. Recovered by Reynolds.
Hansen fumbled a pass from cen-
ter behind his own goal line. Terry
led the entire line as it pounced on
the Swede to throw him well be-

hind the goal line. Vlllanova thus
scored the safety which turned the

tide of victory in our favor. Score—
Vlllanova 8; Temple 7.

Bonner kicked off to Terry from
his 20 yard line to Vlllanova's 40-

yard line. Gardner went through
for four yards but Vlllanova was
penalized 5 yards for offside. Tar-
ter made ten yards around left end.

Casey added two more. Vlllanova
penalized 15 yards for holding.

Gardner hit the line for two yards.

Terry punted out of bounds on
Temple's 45 yard line. Kelly re-

placed Terry at this point.

Temple took to the air but could
not complete its passes. Hansen
kicked to the Vlllanova 27 yard line.

Gardner stopped at line of scrim-

mage for no gain. Carson replaced
Gardner. Casey and Tarter hit

the line for five yards. Casey
punted to Hansen who fumbled on
the Vlllanova 47 yard line where the

pigskin was picked up by Tarter
who carried to the 42 yard line.

Tarter was thrown for a three yard
loss by a frenzied Temple team.

Carson ripped the Temple line for

a yard as the game ended.
Score—Vlllanova 8; Teemple 7.

reluctantly from the prize. The
man from the South, young Mr.
Dart, also was on top several

times but of no avail. By the
time Mr. Severance called time,
the boys were all very much ex-

hausted but still in that good
humor which was outstanding
throughout the .struggle. The
Fresh put up a good fight but
the Sophs were to much opposition
for them.
The event was witnessed by a

large representation of the student
body and several of the faculty. A
representation of the Pathe
News took sound pictures during
the high spots of the fracas as
did also several Photographers
from Philadelphia papers.

PHI KAPPA PI MEETS
During the Phi Kappa Pi

meeting held In the Ampltheater
on Tuesday October 21, 1930 a
motion was presented and passed
which caused the dismissal of the
Dance Committee. After the bus-
iness meeting was closed by Thom-
as F. Prien, President, Mr. Charles
Oillen '31 gave an Interesting

Illustrated lecture on "Ruth Steam
Accumulation."

DID YOU KNOW THAT

HOLY DAY OF OBLIGATION

Next Saturday, November 1, Is

All Saints' Day and has been de-
clared a free day by school author-
ities.

It Is also a Holy Day of Obliga-
tion. Masses are at 5:30; 6:30, 7:30

and 8:30.

In the year 1623 the Auguslnlans

had 589 convents in Italy.

• • •

The Augustlnlans established a

printing press in their convent at

Strassburg as early as 1470 (only

two decades after the invention of

printing), in 1497 another was es-

tablished In their convent at Num-
berg.

• • •

The first book ever printed In

Europe containing Sanskrit texts

was entitled "Alphabetum Thibe-
tanum." Its Author was the Au-
gustlnlan Orientalist Antonio Gl-

orgl (1711-1797).

College

Activities
student Council

The Student Council will hold
its meeting tonight at seven o'clock

in Room No. 106 Mendel Hall.
A. S. M. E.

The notice of the next meeting
of -the ASME will be posted on the
Engineers Bulletin Board in Men-
del Hall on Tuesday, October 28,

1930.

Phi Kappa Pi
The weekly meeting of the Phi

Kappa Pi fraternity will take place
Tuesday at 11:40 In the usual room.

Wilkes Barre Club
The members of the Villanova-

Bucknell dance committee wUl
meet in room 125 Fedigan after
night prayers tomorrow.
Tickets for the Duke game can

be obtained in Father Kenny's of-
fice 117 Fedigan Hall at 1 o'clock
Wednesday, October 29th.

A. S. M. E.
The A. S. M. E. will hold a

meeting this coming Thursday in
room 110.

R. C H. S.

There will be a very important
meeting of the R. C. H. S. club
Wednesday in Room F. Academy
at one o'clock. All members are
urgently requested to be present.

Belle Masque
Holds First

Meeting

Dramatic Chapter Plunges
Into Work for Coming

Play Season

CANDIDATES RECEIVED
The first formal meeting of the

Belle Masque chapter of the re-
cently organized Literary Society
was held on Monday evening of
last week. Although it was the
initial meeting of the chapter as
a single unit the effects of the
merging of the debating and dra-
matic branches were clearly mani-
fested. A certain stability and
spirit were evident that only amal-
gamation could accomplish.

The drive for new members end-
ed gloriously with the total mem-
bership of the chapter now num-
bering fifty-five. This is a vast
improvement over the past year
when the number lost by gradua-
tion is considered. Twenty-five
new candidates have satisfactorily

fulfilled the entrance requirements
of the society. The character of
the selections presented at the
meeting indicate the wealth of
material that has been added to
its ranks.

After the performances of the
prospective Thespians, there was an
important business discussion re-
garding the type of plays to be
staged this year. The outlook for

the year is of the best and the
members intend to keep intact the
reputation merited by the famous
dramatic success, "Richelieu." Pro-
fessor Jonas has outlined a pro-
gram that will include two plays.

One to be given about the Christ-
mas season and the other later in
the year.

Plans are being formulated by
the chairman of the entertainment
committee, David J. Cartenuto, for

sketches of an appropriate nature
to be given at each meeting of the
chapter. A beginning was made
along this line when a comedy
sketch entitled "The Cop and the
Tramp," was presented by Messrs.

Lewis and Hahn.
Arrangements have been made

with the manager of the Seville

Theatre in Bryn Mawr, whereby
the chapter will profit on every
ticket sold for the theatre by its

members. This offer of Mr. Fried-
mann should be untillzed by the
students as an opportunity of doing
their share for the Vlllanova Liter-

ary Society. Tickets may be pro-

cured from Mr. Barter, the Busi-

ness Manager, or any of the officers

of the club. ..

Puhlication Circulation

On Increase

(continued from first page)

considered. With 75 per cent of

the class as subscribers the
Engineers seems to have the great-

est Interest in Catholic news; and
yet the Engineers, of all the class-

es would seem to have the least

time for outside reading. The Arts
men come next with about 50 per
cent of their number reading one
of the three publications. The
Science and Business schools can
toast a percentage of only twenty-
five.

It Is interesting to note, too,

that a peculiar reversal of order
has taken place in the two last

named schools. Last year the Pre
Meds bought 150 copies per week,
now they purchase 70. Last year
the Commerce men accounted for

only 45 copies, now they consume
an even hundred each week. No
obvious reason can be ascribed for
this charge.
Among the Publications them-

selves the Tablet has received a
substantial setback, while the
other two have Increased their

circulations over the last year.

The publications are distributed,

as Is known, by volunteers from
the various classes. Their
names follow: Science school, E.
Ocllus '34. W. Santanlello '34. F.
Hockett '33. J. B. Finn Jr., '32.

Carl Lechner '31; Business school
P. F. Byrnes '34. K. Sullivan '34,

W. Lennon '33. J. OUtlnan '32,

Basil Shorb '31; Engineering school
P. Astrata '34. W. Hlnes '34, E.
McBrlde "34. A. Hart '34. J. House-
man '33, E. Principe '32. R. Aid)
•31. Arte Bchool William Zell '34.

E. DEUa '33. A. Wagner '32, Roger I

Duke Eleven

Has Improved

Over 1929

Southerners Will Face Cats

Saturday With Original

Method of Play

ENDS CALL SIGNALS

On next Saturday, the Wildcats
encounter the Duke Blue Devils at

Municipal Stadium. Although at

the beginning of the season little

notice was given the Duke team it

has now come to take its place,

due to the upsets it has scored,

as one of the toughest teams theas one of the toughest teams the „
j^j^ McHenry, Secretary; and

Wildcats will meet this year Eve^,J}f»--*^„^ Sergeant at Arms,
since the season started Duke has . , .. _

been springing upset after upset.

Among their victims are the strong

Virginia and Navy teams.

Much of the cause for the little

Interest that has been shown in

the early part of the season was
the defeat handed Duke by the

strong South Carolina team. In
this game Duke showed very little

defense and seemed to lack the
final scoring punch although they
brought the bftJl into the enmy
territory more than a few times.

All the scoring was done on block-

ed punts and Intercepted pa&;ss.

On the following Saturday the

Blue Devils entered the game as

the underdogs. Since 1890 they had
never defeated the U. of Virginia

eleven. On that day every Duke
play seemed to work to perfection,

and when the final whistle blew,

Duke was leading.

Despite this victory Duke was
not given very much consideration.

It was thought that it was Just

one of those things that are bound
to happen.
On the following Saturday how-

ever, the Blue Devils came through
again. This time the victim was
Davidson. For three periods the
Blue Devils were held scoreless but

in the final period they scored two
touchdowns to make the final score

:

Duke, 12; Davidson.O.
Duke pulled one of the biggest

surprises in the East on the follow-

ing Saturday however when they
defeated a strong Navy team bj

a score of 18-0. Navy this year has
a very strong club. They lost to

Notre Dame but Saturday they de-

feated Princeton by a score of 31-0.

The Wildcats defeated Princeton

in a practice tilt. Navy defeated
Princeton, so when the Blue Devils

line up against the Wildcats there

should result a "peach" of a foot-

ball game.
Last Saturday Duke met and

defeated Wofford by a score of 14-

0.

Accorlng to advices from Dur-
ham, the passing attack, which was
extensively used last fall, has been
abandoned in favor of an original

running attack featuring the wing
backs facing each other Instead of

the line. Plenty of deception is

used and it has worked well to

date.

Most of last year's team is back,
together with a group of soph-
mores who have shown up well.

There Is no outstanding star, un-
less it is Bill Murray at half-back.
The probable starting lineup will

be Rosky and Hyatt, ends; Taylor,

Bryan, tackles; Captlan Davis,

Werner, guards; Adkins, center;

Mullen, quarter; Murray, Brewer,
halves; Ershler, full. Rosky, who
was quarterback last year, still

calls the signals this year from
his end position.

Safety in Last Period

Gives Wildcat Eleven

Win Over Temple Foe

(continued from first page)

Bert Bell's hidden ball sy.stem

failed to get going at any time. The
Wildcats gained mostly by passes,

thrown with the wind in the second
period. Temple's pass defense was.
as had been predicted, poor.

Nine Vlllanova fumWes cut down
the Cats' scoring opportunities but
none was as disastrous as Hansen's
in the last period.

Vlllanova Pes. Temple
McGann L. E Gudd
Edwards L. T Klinger
Witkowskl L. G Bannak
Bradley C Reese
Kobilis R. O McKosky
Harkins R. T Dougal
Donohue R. E J. Bonner
McLaughlin . . Q. B Whittock
Casey . . . . L. H. B Kilkuskle
Peterson — R. H. B Hansen
Gardner F. B C. Bonner
Vlllanova ; , 6 2—

8

Temple 7 —

7

Touchdowns—Hansen, Gardner
Goal after touchdown—C. Bonner.
Safety—Vlllanova.

Substitutions—Vlllanova: Contl
for Kobilis; Sheehan for Edwards:
Terry for Donohue; Tartar for
Peterson; Hlckey for Harkins;
Keough for Contl; Kelly for Terry:
Donovan for Bradley; Carson for
Gardner. Temple—Reynolds for
Hansen; Hansen for Reynolds:
Reynolds for Kilkuskle; Kemp for
Reynolds; Egner for Reese.

High School

Club Elects

Officials

Villanova-R. C. H. S. Club

Conducts Election

of Officers

Election of officers for the

current year constituted prin-

cipal business at a meeting of the

Vlllanova R.C.H.S. Club held last

Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Edward

Mueller, well known Senior and

veteran •f the "Vlllanovans", was

chosen President. Mr. Clement

Busenkell was elected Vice Pres-

ident; Mr. Prank Remy, Treasurer;

With such men as these holding

office the club is indeed assured

of success in all its undertakings.

The capability of its officers,

however. Is not the society's only

assurance of success. For the fact

that nearly thirty- five alumni of

Roman Catholic High School

attending the meeting Indicates

that a loyal memj)ershlp Is ready

to cooperate with the President

and his assistants at all times.

Few campus organizations can
boast of such splendid support, as

In most of them the problem of.

attendance is a burning question.

In a short speech Mr. Mueller

thanked ' the fellows for electing

him and ur^ed them never to lose

the "Catholic High" spirit with

which they had been imbued at

that famous institution. He polnt-

3d out the numerous social affairs

that had been so successfully con-
ducted by the club in former years,

saying that a high standard had
been set and must be not only
maintained, but even, if possible,

excelled. He asked for the con-
tinued support of every member,
promised that he himself would
do everything In his power to put
the R.C.H.S. Club over "in a big
way."
The following Tuesday (today)

was decided upon for the next
meeting, at which plans for a
dance to be held this fall be
discussed.

The Varsity "V" or How
We Earn Our Letter

(continued from first page)

MONDAY-
FRIDAY
Bernard's

Specials

IN THE

PIE SHOP

25c - 25c
Ties — Hose — Kerchief

»

station and spy the car parked in
the College parking space. Quite
bold, these intruders! Stealthily
our men approach the machine.
It is deserted. But wait! Is it?

A head is seen raising Itself inside
the car. The prey is cornered.
In spite of all their well laid

plans the visitors have slipped up
on one detail. The driver of the
car has removed the key and the
driver of the car Is the one who Is

being entertained so well In Fedi-
gan Hall. As a consequence of his
slip his comrades are robbed of a
means of escape.
Our rivals file out of the car with

heads bowed and they show no re-
sistance. But one makes a break.
He runs for the station. As luck
would have it a train is just pulling
in. He Jumps on and is soon for-
gotten.

Act III

SCENE:—Fedigan Halloa crowded
room. Students in session to decide
on Prisoners' fate.
"Shave their heads," "Dump them

into the lake," "Let's hold them un-
til Saturday," "Paddle them," "Let's
make them speak at our rally to-
morrow night." These are a few of
the suggestions offered.

The air in the room is growing
stuffy. Time Is flying. A decision
must be reached. "Let's make them
clean up the drives first, In the
meanwhile we can decide upon their
fate" suggests someone. Agreed.
The court adjourns and the multi-
tude follows the prisoners out to the

.

main drive.

Act IV.

SCENE:—The Main Drive.

Gasoline and clothes appear from
nowhere. The artists turn scrub-
bers but the results are dishearten-
ing. However faulty might have
been their plans In other respects,
they certainly obtained good paint.
The crowd presses together clam-

oring for haircuts. "Give them
their 'V's". "Let's send them back
as a warning to other plotters."
The haircut suggestion Is carried
out and soon our friends are sport,-
ing honorary letters conferred by
obliging Vlllanova Students in spite
of their protests that they were un-
deserving of such awards.-
In the meanwhile other enter-

prising students have been busy ap-
plying a paint job of many colors
on the captured car. Epitaphs are
printed on in bold letters of differ-
ent hues. Then the car is pre-
sented to its owner with compli-
ments.
Our would-be heroes enter the

car and with profuse utterlngs of
thanks (for having been allowed to
go free at all) they drive off to
their rendezvous on North Broad
Street.

fr PATROmZE
HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs
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Special to Bison Game
Will Carry Many Wildcat

Rooters to Scranton Fray

Belle Masque
Broadcasts

OverWHAT
Train Leaves From Reading Terminal Saturday Morning.

Buses to Carry Students to Station

In Philadelphia

OBTAIN TICKETS FROM VICE -PRESIDENT

Rumors to the effect that there

would be no way of getting to

the Bucknell gapie this year ex-

cept by the thumbing method

have proven false. Our Vice-

president, Rev. Father Fink,

despite the somewhat discoura-jing

outcome of the N.Y.U. Special, has

obtained a special rate of $3.75

round trip from the Reading Rail-

road. This rate entitles the student

to a seat in the regular train

leaving Reading Terminal at 7:25

Saturday morning November 8th.

and also passage on the train from
Scranton to Philadelphia which
leaves after the dance about 1:30

Sunday morning.
But there is still a possibility

that we may have our own Special

train If the required number of

reservations can be secured before

Thursday night. If the required

number can be secured. It means
that we will have the more
desirable trip since the occupants

of the train will all be Vlllanova

rooters. Therefore all students who
are going to take advantage of the

excursion rate are urged to sign up
at the Vice-president's office on or

before Thursday.
Those who went last year

certainly know the pleasure which
was derived from that trip on the

Special. Everybody had a wonder-
ful time even though we met with
defeat. On the trip back to school

everyone was as comfortably
situated as If he had been In a
sleeping car berth. These con-

veniences will be denied us if we
can not obtain the required num-
ber for a special train.

There is nothing which will

strike more awe into the enemy and
manifest our Vlllanova spirit more
strongly than to roll into Scran-
ton in a body on our own Special.

It will show the world that al-

though* '''V*"HaVe faced defeat

twice this year we still have that

fighting spirit and enthusiasm
which will forever be in evidence
wherever Vlllanova's honor is at

stake.

In order to aid those who
haven't the ready cash. Father
Fink has consented to permit
students to use their book
accounts. This should enable

many to go who might otherwise

have been left at school. There is

no reason why we cannot have
our own Special.

There will be busses on the

campus Saturday morning in

plenty of time to transport all

these going on the trip to the

Reading Terminal.
Don't forget, these tickets are

good either on the regular 7:25

Revision of

P. & W. Rates

IsAnnounced

train in the morriiftg or on our
Special If we have one. In the

event that a Special is obtainable,

notices will be posted on the

bulletin boards stating the time ol

its departure.
Football tickets must also be ob-

tained on or before next Thursday.

TURN OUT FOR THE
RALLY!

THURSDAY NIGHT
A football rally and bonfire

will be held this Thursday even-
ing, beginning at seven-thirty
in the gymnasium. The affair
is under the direct supervision
of the Student Council and Mr.
Blaney, President, expects the
entire student body to turn out
one hundred percent strong.
The importance of a successful

fally at this time need not be
explained. Saturday our team
is meeting an opponent who has
been running wild in its last
four starts. They have lost one
game this season and that was
a 7-6 loss to Temple in a night
game. Since that game they
have run roughshod over all

opposition.

The team needs our support
now as it never did before. Are
we going to fall them?
Sveral prominent speakers will

be on hand among whom are
Gordon Mackay, Joe Cunning
ham and Stoney McLlnn.

New Members
Admitted to

Beta Gamma

Rates to Villanova to be
Decreased Con-

siderably

ONE . WAY TRIP 20c

After November 16, some Vllla-
novans will pay more, some will pay
less, some others will still pay the
same rate fof the privilege of riding
between Villanova and Philadel-
phia on the P. and W.
The Philadelphia and Western

Railway has announced that it is

making a readjustment in its rates
beginning November 16. The
change, over the entire system, is

really an Increase in rates, in order
to Increase the company's revenue.
With all the changes taken into
consideration, however, the fare to
Vlllanova has been considerably de-
creased.

Those students who are accus-
tomed to take one-way trips will re-
joice In the fact that each ride will
cost them four cents less. The
present rate Is 24 cents, the new
will be 20 cents. All one-way fares
on the line, according to the new
plan, will be in multiples of five
cents, though no ride between any
two stations will cost less than ten
cents.

The former users of the ten-trip
tickets will also pay less. The ten-
trip ticket will be abolished and a
six-trip ticket Inaugurated which
will cost the rider almost two cents
less per trip. The new six-trip
ticket sells for $1.00.

A new twenty-trip ticket will re-
place the present fifty-trip ticket.

The former will sell for $2.50, the
latter sold for $4.62. This is an in-
crease of slightly over three cents
per ride.

The 46-trlp school ticket will be
maintained at the present rate of
$2.75.

Debating Society Holds
First Individual

Meeting

DEBATE NEXT MONDAY

was
last

the

The first individual meeting of

the Beta Gamma chapter of the

Villanova Literary Society

held on Monday evening of

week. This meeting marked
final opportunity for candidates to

enter Beta Oamma for some time

to come, and only those already in

the Society will receive an English

credit at the end of the year. Five

prospective members satisfactorily

fulfilled the entrance requirement
—a short argiunentatlve speech giv-
ing reasons for desiring to Join the
society—and were formally ad-
mitted.
The President, Mr. Edward

Hookey, spoke a few words of wel-
come to the new members. He
treated them to a glowing descrip-
tion of the up-hill struggle ex-
perienced last year when Beta
Gamma first entered the debating
field. He told them of the contests
built upon years of successful com-
petition and the exhibition debates
given at various institutions, not
neglecting to mention the excellent
meals enjoyed on all such occasions.
He concluded by urging the new
members to imbibe in the spirit of
Beta Gamma and to combine hard
work with cooperation in order to
insure continued success.
The first debate of the current

year, confined to members of the
club, will take place at the next
meeting, to be held on Monday
evenlnK. November 3rd. The ques-
tion selected is: "Resolved, that the
American Jury system should be
abolished." Martin Gill and Daniel
Buckley will defend the affirmative
side, and the negative will be taken
care of by Edward Hookey and
David Cartenuto. The topic Is one
of vital Interest to everyone and
should, provide an opportunity for
much lively discussion.

At the conclusion of the meeting
Professor Jonas extended an invita-

tion to all members to visit Station
WHAT. In the Public Ledger build-

ing, during the Literary Society's

broadcasts.

R« C7« H« Ha

All alumni of Catholic High are
requested to attend the meeting of

the Vlllanova R. C. H. S. Club to-

day at 12:45 P. M. In Room F.

Academy. Plans for the coming
dance will be discussed.

Much Talent Manifested by

Local Thespians in

Performance

SOLOS BY MR. EMMI

On last Wednesday evenmg,

October 29, the Belle Masque

Chapter of the Literary Society of

Vlllanova stai>ed a successful re-

turn to radio by broadcasting over

Station WHAT In Philadelphia.

For the presentation Professor

Jonas chose Scene III of Act I in

Shakespeare's Henry IV. This was
the first of a series of similar

programs to be presented each
Wednesday evening over the same
station.

The Belle Masque players

manifested a considerable amount
of talent in the sterling perform-
ance which they presented. The
parts were carefully chosen, and
each player filled his position with
the superb ability of an ex-
perienced Thespian. Stephen L.

Duhamel portrayed the role of the
King, D. Cartenuto taat of North-
umberland, Euward M. iiOos.ey

that of Worcestor, Hugh McHugh
that of Hotspur, and David J.

Cartenuto that of Blunt. Intro-
ductory remarks and the story of

the play were given by Professor
Jonas.
The Society was fortunate in

again procuring the services of Mr.
Anthony Emml, who furnished
some variety to the prDgram by
his delightful piano so!os. The
selection chosen by Mr. Emml
were "Sweet Mystery of Life" by
Victor Herbert and "Come Back
to Sorrlento" by Capua.
Arrangements are being made

between Professor Jona3 and Mr.
Joseph Nassau, manager of Station
WHAT, whereby an alteration will

be made in the present broadcasts.

In the future is is their Intention

to present complete plays Instead
of merely excerpts from these
plays. This will be accomplished
by presenting one act from the
play each night. This, they believe,

will be more interestins to the
public, as It will afford more con-
tinuity and CompletC-ness oi

thought. The classics, however, will

still he adhered to as the topics

for the broadcasts.

Preparations

Complete For

W. B. C. Dance

Hotel Casey, Scranton, to

Be Scene of Fifth

Annual Affair

Wildcats Lose Stirring

Battle to Duke Eleven

As Late Rallies Fail

BOTH TEAMS INVITED

Villanova Forward-Passing Attack Functions Near Close
of First Half When Gardner Crosses Line

For Score.—Visitors Tally Early
SMILING BILL MURRAY DOES ALL DUKE SCORING

On Saturday night aft«r the

Villanova-Buckn^ll game in the

Crystal Ballroom of the Hotel

Casey in Scranton, the fifth annual
Football Dance of the Wilkes Barre
Club will be held. Vince Marra
and his Vlllanovans will furnish the
rythym for continuous dancing
from 9 to 12.

Plans have been made to have
the entire Bucknell team and the
Villanova gridiron aggregation, to-

gether with Head Coach Harry
Stuhldreher, Assistant Coaches Ed-
ward Hunslnger and Robert
Reagan, Graduate Manager of

Athletics Charles McGeehan, as
guests of the club.

The committee has completed all

arrangements and are expecting
this year's Football Dance to be the
best ever. The Vlllanovans who
have been selected to furnish music
proved themselves to be better than
last year at the recent dance given
by the Phi Kappa pi. This year's

combination is excellent and is im-
doubedly better than those of pre-
ceding years.

The Wilkes Barre Club is not
inexperienced in holding good
dances. The dance at the Hotel
Casey last year is still fresh in the
memories of all who attended.From
past experience with this organiza-
tion we would advise all those who
are in search of a pleasant evening ' the ball they displayed a'gai'nst

With all its offense let loose in
the first liall, Jimmy ueiiart's
iJuke Blue Devils coasied tnrougn
tne last periods to a i;d-6 victory
over the Wildcats on Saturday aft-
ernoon in Philadeipnia.
A game team irom North Car-

olina, with a aouDie wing-back
xormatidn as Its Liuei asset, brought
victory to its coacn, who at the end
of the month retires fiom the foot
ball game. DeHari, whose teams
had been knocked hither and yon
the past few years, nad wanted
victories over Navy and Villanova
this year, and Saturday's score was
a sweet message for him, after the
ob-i.- Slaughter oi last October.
Smiling Billy Murray, as good a

oack as has faced the Felines this
year, was the Duke star. Scoring
ooth touchaowns, lus broken neia
running was reminiscent of a Gil-
lespie or Birmingham, as he twist-
ed his hips out of the reacn of the
\^illanova secondary defense.
With Murray in the Duke lime-

light were Brewer and Erschier,
oacks, Rosky and Hyatt, ends and
Rupp, giant center. This sextet
ran Wild during the tlrst half, al-
though the Vlllanova strategists

had out lined a good defense before
the final half started.

During the last three minutes of
the first half, and early in tne
second half, the Wildcats played

to be present at the Hotel Casey
on this coming Saturday night.

The Hotel Casey is the head-
quarters of the Vlllanova College
team while in Scranton. Tickets
for the coming dance may be had
from any member of the Wilkes
Barre Club.

Dance After

G. U. Game
At Sylvania

All Preparations Being Made
To Insure Real

Thing

ED. BROWN CHAIRMAN

Day Stndento
There will be an Important meet-

Intr of nil dav sttidents In the am-
nhltheatre on Wednesday ftomor-
row) at 12:30 P. M. Nominations
will be conducted for officers for

the new Day Hops' Club.

Not just one of the post-game
dances, but the one post-game
dance is what Coal Crakers say
about the dance that tiiey will hold
after the GeorRCtown game,
November 22.

Elaborate preparations, collegiate

decorations, novel programs, and
favors in the anthracite manner
will aid in making the Club's dance
In the main ballroom In Hotel
Sylvania In Phlladelnhla an Im-
Dortant Vlllanova function.
Dancing will begin at nine and,

to the wistful, scintillating strains
of the Vlllanovans in their

augumented form, will last until

the wee hours of the morning.
The Coal Crackers Club, com-

prised of UDstate coal heavers, was
organized only last year but has
Droved itself one of the most en-
terprising, one of the most active

In the college. On December 26
last year the club Rave Its first

dance, a hlRhlv successful one, at

Hazleton In the form of a
Christmas Hon. The forthcoming
dance Is well recommended to all

those who remember that one.
A large number of Georgetown

students are exoectcd to appear at

the function, for Georgetown num-
bers amonK Its students many
former Vlllanovans who are now
studying law and medicine there.

It is hoped that a reoresentative.
aggresation of Vlllanova students
will be on hand on the twenty-
second to make welcome their

former school mates and to show
them that Villanova still runs
dances that are not quickly for

eotten.
The Hotel Svlvania Is located on

Locust street, between Broad and
13th streets and can be readily
reached. Tickets are two dollars
per couple and mav be procured
at 213 and 308 Fedisan hall.

The committee consists of J.

Whalen, D. Bucklev. L. Finelli, J.

McKelvey. E. Tlmma. and V.
QulRlev. with Edward Brown as
chairman. John J. Blaney, Varsity
Football ManaRer. is president of
the orRanl/atlon.

Roman Index

Is Discussed

At Services

First of Weekly Talks Given

Last Tuesday by
Fr. Stanford

Boston College and Temple. With
Bucky Hammond at quarter, tiiree

passes in the waning moments of

the ttrst semester put the Duke
Dacks in a state of bewilderment,
oefore Clete Gardner took one
from the 14-yard mark to score.

His try for the extra point was
wide of the uprights, while a line

play and a pass, which Duke used
in preference to kicking, were both
ineffective.

After Donohue had kidked off

over the goal line, an exchange of
kicks resulted, ending when Geis-
icr fumbled deep in Vlllanova ter-

ritory. The Wildcats held for

CONSCIENCE A GUIDE

LOST
One gold fountain pen. with the

Initials JX3.C. on the hilt Reward
if returned to Room 53, Mendel
Hall.

"The real burden and problem
for the average individual Catholic

Is not the Index, which covers only

an infinitesimal fraction of the

world's literature, but the natural

moral law that requires us not to

read what is harmful to our own
personal faith or morals," is the

way Fr. Stanford in chapel last

Tuesday evening summed up his

answer to the question: "Is not the

Roman Index an unwarranted re-

striction on the liberty of an
educated Catholic? How am I to

know whether or not a certain

book is on the Index.

The talk was a first of a series

of talks to be given each Tuesday
evening in the College Chapel in

answer to questions on religion

submitted by students.

"Limitations on our reading are

set partly by the natural moral
law, and partly by eccleslaltlcal

legislation," said Fr. Stanford.

By the natural moral law is for-

bidden everything that under-
mines an individual's faith or

morals. This law is very flexible,

for it is governed by the conscience
of the individual.

The ecclesiastical law forbids the

reading of certain harmful books,

which after careful scrutiny and
mature deliberation by experts are
placed on the so-callled Roman
Index.

Fr. Stanford pointed out, how-
ever, that of the tens of thousands
Lit books published each year not
one hundredth of one percent are

put on the index. And those on the
index are, for the most part,

obscure tracts and treatises in

which few men are Interested. In
the year 1929 over ten thousand
books were published in the United
States and not one was put on the
Index. In all there are probably
not more than a half dozen
American books on the proscribed
list; and certainly during that time
It Is a matter of fact that much
malicious Indecent literature made
Its apperance. The task of ex-
amining all literature is humanly
impossible ,wlth the net result that
Catholics should be guided in their

reading by the dictates of their

cwn consciences and not be depen-
dent solely upon the Roman Index.

New Catholic

Books Added
To Library

Twenty Very Recent Books
Placed in Library by

Fr. Stanford

VARIETY OF TOPICS

Last week there was distributed

a Spiritual Searchlight entitled

Reading for Profit." In this letter

Father Stanford stressed the need
on the part of Catholic young men
for developing the habit of .seeking
out and reading good Catholic liter-
ature. On the back of this leaflet
there was placed a list of good
Catholic books which may be found
in the library. We will here list
some of the more recent additions
to the library.

Biography
St. Vincent DePaul,

Henri Lavendan
Cardinal Newman . . J. Lewis May
Pere Marquette . . . Agnes Repplier
Up to now Alfred E. Smith

Criticism Essays
Essays in Satire .... Ronald Knox
Caliban in Grub Street,

Ronald Knox
The Unreallsts . . Harvey Wickham

Fiction (Novels)
The Coat Without Seam,

Maurice Baring
Robert Peckham . . Maurice Baring
Black Soil Josephine Donovan
Catherine de Gardlville,

Bertha Sutton
The Flying Cromlech . . . deBalcam

Short Stories
Gloi'.cestermen, James B. Connnolly
Spangles Joseph J. Quinn

History
The Monstrous Regiment,

Christopher Hollls

DeSoto and the Conqulstadores,
T. Maynard

King Spider Lewis Wyndham
Miacellaneoos

Tramping to Lourdes, John Gibbons
Why Rome Seldon P. Delan

It Is Father Stanford's wish that
students will make use of these ex-
cellent books which have been add-
ed only this year to the library.

downs on their own 25 yard line,

and then punted out of danger.
ijate in the period with the

oail on tneir own 46 yard line,

Brewer and Murray bega nfunc-
ijiunlng, and in four piays, the'
sniiling boy had crossed the Cat
line for the first score of the game.

Vlllanova threatened once before
the period ended, but a line plunge
jii tne last down missed a ^rst
down by a narrow margin, and
iJuke took the ball on downs on
Its .lu-yard line.

A long 3*-yard pass to Hyatt
from Murray was completed for a
urst down on the Villanova 3-yard
line after the second quarter start-
ed, and Murray carried the ball

over for the second score.

With jUst a lew minutes to go,
rlamnioiid went in for ivlcLaughlln
and ttiree splendidly executed pass-
es, Hammond to Casey, Casey to
Gardner, and Hammond to Gard-
ner gave the Villanova fans some
excitement and promised a warm
second-half for the 4500 chilled
spectators.

In the second half, defensive
play on each team tightened up.
Duke never threatened, and dis-

astrous fumbles by Villanova backs
and a long 67 yard punt by Brew-
er, stopped several Feline oppor-
tunities.

Just before the game ended,
Brlce took a pass on the Duke 25
yard line for a gain of 40 yards and
a first down, but both teams were
offside and the play was called
back.

The game ended as Hammond
grounded another long pass.

The lineup:
Duke Villanova
Rosky Left End Brlce
Harton . . Left Tackle . . Sheehan
Davis . . Left Guard . . Witkowskie
Rupp Center Bradley
Taylor .. Right Guard .. Kobilis
Bryan ...Right Tackle .. Harkins
Hyatt . . . Right End . . . Donohue
Mullen . Quarterback . McLaughlin
Murray . Left Halfback . Geisler
Brewer . Right Halfback . Peterson
Ershler Fullback Gardner
Villanova 6 0—6
Duke 6 6 0—12
Touchdowns—Murray, 2; Gard-

ner. Substitutions — Villanova:
Edwards, L. T.; Donovan, Gezer, C;
Hickey, R. T.; Terry, R. E.; Ham-
mond, Q. B.; Casey, L. H. B.; Tar-
ter, R. H. B. Duke: Adkins, Ham-
rick, C; Sink, F. B. Referee

—

Wheeler, Haverford. Umpire

—

Compuzano, P. M. C. Head Lines-
man—Merritt, Yale. Field Judge

—

McOinJey, Penn. Time of quar-
ters—15 minutes.

Day Students

To Organize

^ew Society

Day Hops' Club to Hold
Nominations.—Survey

Is Unsuccessful

MUELLER MODERATOR

So Simple

She was playing her first hole on
the local miniature golf course.

After eleven un.succe.ssful putts she
dropped the little ball properly.

Straightening up and turning to

her partner she remarked, "And Is

that all Bobby Jones has to do?"

THEATRE TICKETS

Tickets are being sold for the
Seville and Wayne theatres and
may be obtained from the fol-

lowing men: (Fedigan Hall)
Cartenuto, Harter, Hookey;
(Mendel Hall) Pister; (Good
Counsel Hall) Rorke; Austin
Hall) Rother, McHugh, Duham-
mll.

At a meeting of the day students
held last Wednesday in the amphi-
theatre two hundred were present.
One of his purposes in calling the
meeting. Father Fink explained,
was to ascertain whether the num-
ber of students who desired to
make the trip to Scranton woiild.

reach the required three himdred.
He finally decided to let the
matter rest for a few days before
announcing whether or not the
sF>eclal train will be chartered.
As the initial step in reorganiz-

ing the Day Hops' Club Father
Fink appointed Edward Mueller as
Moderator until regular officers are
elected. This club was formerly a
powerful organization, boasting one
of the largest memberships of any
society on the campus, but during
the disastrous fire three years ago
the day students' room in Mendel
Hall was totally destroyed. The
club dissolved on this account and
has been inactive ever since.

The new Commerce and Finance
building, which Is expected to be
completed before next February,
will contain a recreation room and
a study hall for day students, and
under these and other incentives
the society should make rapid
headway toward reaching Its for-
mer status.

Mr. Mueller has designated to-
morrow at 12:30 P. M. as the time
for the next meeting, which will be
held in the amphitheatre; nomina-
tions for the various officers will be
conducted, and all day students are
earnestly urged to attend.

After a few snappy cheers and
the singing of the new Alma
Mater the meeting was adjourned.
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This paper is ybur paper! This has been repeated and
drummed into your ears so often that no doubt you are tired

of hearing them. But we will take the risk of displeasing

^nd boring you and again we repeat—this paper is youK

paper.

We print all the news of the campus, we sponsor needed

reforms and act as intermediary between the Student Body
and the members of the P^aculty. But to do all this it re-

quires a great amount of effort and time of the members of

the staff. Not only that we cannot carry through our pro-

jects for advancement without your co-operation.

We do not mean that the members of the various schools

on the campus should come into the office and write our

articles and news, nor do we mean that they should trot over

to the printing offices and set up our forms. But we do

mean that they should come to the Villanovan office and get

their papers. Every member of the Student Body has paid

for his subscription to the paper, everyone has received a

card which is to be presented when receiving the journal

from the men of the circulation department. Now why not

use this card?

> The cards have been printed at the expense of the Villa-

novan to ensure every member of college his receipt of the

paper. Some men have misrepresentd themselves and thus

have acquired two or more cards. It is true that some men
may have lost their cards, it is also true that some men have

been overlooked in giving out the cards. But the rest of

the men should not take advantage of this fact and secure

two or three cards for themselves. It is not fair to the rest

of the students of the College, and makes added expense in

the printing of extra issues every week.

To eliminate this malpractice in the use of the cards

each man who has lost his card will be charged twenty-five

cents for a new card. Now don't get the idea that the mem-
bers of the staff are taking advantage of the unfortunate

men who lose their cards. We are not collecting graft, we
only wish to protect ourselves from that element of the col-

lege which tries to take advantage of the new system of cir-

culation.

A Matter of Honor - •?' ^ '

Last year when we all returned to our work we had a

pleasant surpnse, the telephone company had placed public

telephones at various strategic points throughout the build-

ings on the campus. Towards the end of the year rumors
were heard to the effect that a chap could 'phone his girl in

San Diego for the nominal sum of one dime or a couple of

slugs, that is he could do it if he were dishonest and knew
the proper manipulations. Of course this saved the students

a great amount on 'phone calls. But while the telephone

company liked to save the students money, they would much
rather save it for themselves, so they placed a plea with the

school autjiorities to have a stop put to this maltreatment
of their telephones.

Pleasantly worded pleas made no effect on the students,

so coercion was tried ; it came in the form of a threat to re-

move all the phones on the campus. This appealed to the

right reason of the students, and they cooperated with the

Student Council and the telephone company to eliminate the

practice of using other than coin of the realm in the deposit

boxes. '' ":• ":'iy' >--^'-:^-
'".

The beginning of this school year brings us another set

of men. Alas and alack these are men to whom the virtue

of thrift looms larger than the virtue of honesty. The prac-

tice of using slugs, glass, and whatnots in the coin boxes

has reappeared full force in our midst.

Last month the telephone company exchanged twelve

dollars worth of 'phone calls for various pieces counterfeit-

ing money, and this only accounts for the two 'phones ad-

jacent to the Pie Shoppe! The telephone company has on
this account issued an ultimatum, either the phones go out

of the .school or the malpractice ceases immediately.

The Student Council has endeavored to intercede for the

students, but the ultimatum still stands. Therefore they
have asked everyone to use only money issued by the mint
of the U. S., in these coin boxes.

PLEASE co-operate with us so that the 'phones will re-

main in their present convenient places.
*****

Are We Gentlemen?
During the past few weeks several editorials have been

published in this paper deploring the ungentlemanliness of
the students' conduct, but .somehow or other they have gone
unheeded and the evil they pointed out is still prevalent.
This startling fact was brought to light a few days ago when
a resident of Villanova (not the college) complained to the
college authorities of the discourteous conduct of some stud-
ents in the Post Office. While we realize that to most of
the students such a word of warning is most unnecessary.

The Styx

Not so long ago we heard quite
a racket going on up above us, and
upon Investigation we found that
the members of Villanova College
had started something again. This
time It was a clean speech cam-
paign. The racket going on was
being made by some members of
the dearly beloved Student Body
who had signed the pledge cards.
They were just having a little bit
of difficulty in refraining from the
use of vulgar language, and were
venting their stored up temper en-
ergy on the furniture and other
movable objects. Kind of tough on
the furniture methlnks!

We don't remember exactly what
type of swear words the Neolithican
or the Pre-Cambrian used, but we
imagine that when the ^ir became
blue it looked somewhat like the
following: $?TMmg&f8%T8 9????.
The Grecian Aristocrat swore by
the gods on high Olympus* mill,
"By Jove I'll have your heart before
the morn." Or. "Go to Hades with
the shades/'

The Romans had too much of
luxury and did not need to swear,
but after they had captured all the

J

neighboring l|inds, they were cor-
rupted by the captives. And we
assure you that had Vergil or Hom-
er heard some of the spiffy cuss-
words brought into the Latin
tongue by foreigners, they would
have had that aft«r which they
strove—perfection.

When the Shakespearean man
did his cussing in public it was usu-
ally for the sake of euphony and
some of the following blurbs were
were brought forth: "Go to

,

thou scarlet varlet." And when
they became real passionately angry
they bid a man abide in Hell until
a far distant date.

And then we arrive at the per-
sons of the 1930 age and we blush
for shame, when a newly arrived
member crosses the Styx and is

displeased with the fare he ex-
presses himself in most vitriolic

language. While carrying so many
across the river of the dark we have
opportunity to listen to much new
phraseology, which constantly car-
ries in it the name of the new
kingdom toward which they are
headed. And to our perplexed mind
Just what is meant by this word
has risen the question . . "HELL" ?

"Hell?"

They sometimes say "it's cold as
Hell,"

Sometimes they say "It's hot as
Hell,"

When it rains hard, "It's Hell,
they cry;

It's also "Hell" when it is dry.

They "hate like Hell" to see it

snow,
It's a "Hell of a wind" if it starts

to blow,
Now, "how in Hell" can anyone

tell

"What in Hell" is meant by this

word "Hell?"

% Cantrleligbt

It seems to me that you fellows
aren't keeping faith with the
public. After making an extensive
study covering a period of two
weeks I can not find a single
collegian here abouts as portrayed
by the magazines. In all the
stories the college type was so
different from the real thing as
we see it that I thought maybe we
were behind the " times or Just
plain dumb. To say th6 least I'm
deeply grieved. College life is aw-
fully comple;c now-a-days but
probably you haven't realized the
seriousness of the situation. Do we
want to be known as a backward
college. I should say not. The
ma:;azines have the correct dope
and in the same trail we will en-
deavor to follow.

.Joe College

Heres how the whole thing
comes about. The editor of "Flam-
ing Youth" which is the country's
leading magazine for youth wants
a real honest to goodness story of

a few college men out on a tear.

In his dire need he caHs up his
best writer of novels and places
his order. The Job is finished with-
in twentyfour hours and the
magazine is saved from impending
ruin and everybody in general is

happy and riclier. The writer who
composed the masterpiece never
happened to be near a college
since the days he worked on thfe

ice truck but he has his ideas.

Then there is art lor art's sake
to be considered. No one will

bother to check up on details and
the public wants sensationalism.
They get it. It isn't the students
or their activities that are putting
the colleges on the rocks but the
the writers of college fiction.

Flaming Youth
Your second cousin Fanny who

has taken a great interest in you
since the days when you had curls

and carriages and who still writes
every week picks up a copy of a
magazine and reads something
like this - "Dawn being in the
Western sky the boys broke open
the last case of gin while the girls

danced around in unmentionables."
Two pages further she gathers a
wiff of literature that unfolds in

this manner - "Not having been to

class in three weeks and needing
a date for that night the hand-
some Senior drove his grey road-
ster to a halt before a building
which he guessed might contain
a class suited to his purposes."
Aunt Fanny being a good old
fashioned soul and not understand-
ing such things figures everything
for the worse and you are the
handsome Senior or the man who
opened the last case. It spreads
to the rest of the family and you
become the black sheep of the out-
fit. Mrs. Dunce who lives across
the way reads the same article or
any one of the thousands publish-
ed that month and she at last

learns of your real character.
From then on you are a hopeless!

outcast. Mothers tell their daugh-
ters to beware of Tommy Jones
who goes to college because he is

a man with a past and not to be
trusted. You go from bad to worse
while the town orates in the cus-
tomary "I told you so" and finally

to end your career you become
the town's leading citizen or a
millionaire.

Support The Party
In order that the public may

not be disappointed and lose faith
with the authors of college novels
it is all together fitting and
proper that we do our share. At
last weeks football game I noticed
numerous people who looked as if

they had been cheated and I drew
the conclusion that they had come
to study modern youth and not
to watch the game. And to think
that you fellows let them down
without once acting as on page
seventy two of "Flaming Youth."
Whats the matter with you? This
week after reading this let us hope
things will be different. Come in
to the stands dressed in a racoon
and a small skull cap reposing on
the backward section of your head.
In other words wear the hat any-
where on your mantle. On the coat
wear a large blue and white
button which must read "RAH
VILLANOVA". In your left hand
hold a Villanova pennant and wave
this with every step you take. On
the other arm have a girl who
hiust be as beautiful as all crea-
tion, whose face is as fair as a
rose, whose lips are like cupid's
bow, whose form Is perfection
compared to Venus, and whose
laughter is as light and bubbling
as champaigne. From your coat
pocket there must be a bottle neck
showing. Holler and shout and
stagger. Sit down or better yet
fall down but when things are a
bit settled drap a robe over the
girl friend and yourself. This robe
must be a college affair. During
the game make bets on all sides.

Yell to each of the players by
their first names and when a play
is pulled off to your satisfaction
bat the hat of the gentleman in
front of you. After the game pile

into your roadster and tear off to

a road house where an entirely
new inspection awaits you.

Your Responsibilities
As I said before you do not

realize the gravity of the situa-
tion. It is up to you to play your
part. You are the men of to-
morrow although you are the kids
of to-day. The nation depends
upon you to carry the burden of
the future better than you carry
the liquor of to-day. Wild oats
must be sown and youth must
have it's fling if the newspapers
and magazines are to prosper. The
road to ruin is a gay one via the
Sunday Suppliment. Let us all get
together and turn "Collegiate" for
the sake of the old folks, for the
benefit of posterity and the ad-
vancement of cultural literature.

The Mad Hatter

This married life "is Hell" they say,

When he comes in late "there's
Hell to pay"

"It's Hell" when the kid you have
to tote;

When he starts to yell, "It's a
Hell of a note."

"It's Hell," when the ddctor sends
his bills

For a "Hell of a lot" of trips and
pills ....

When you get this you will know
real well

Just what is meant by this word
"Hell".

"Hell, yes!" "Hell, no!" and "Oh,
Hell" too

"The Hell you don't" and the
"Hell you do".

And "What in Hell" and "The
Hell it is,"

"To Hell with yours" and "To
Hell with his."

"Now, who in Hell!" and "Oh, Hell,
where?"

And "What the Hell do you think
I care?"

But "The Hell" of it is, "It's sure
as Hell

"

We don't know "What in Hell. . .

.

is "Hell." ...

Now Hell has become so drab
and commonplace to me, I've

I've searched from top to bottom.
I've asked the various shades, the
best authorities on Hell have been
asked. The devil himself can't tell

me, and I'm sure that Phylegas
doesn't know Just what they mean
by Hell. So to alleviate my pain
and wojry we will ask the one who
uses the word the most, to tell the
Devil what he means when he says
"It's Hell".

PHYLEGAS.

How Not to Speed
Up Postal Service

What Students Should Not Do to In-
t-rease the Elllciency of Post Office

The Postmaster and staff will
greatly appreciate your efforts in
making the delivery of your mail at
the earliest possible moment and
the directions listed above only re-
tard the service, perhaps with your
help we can do better.

Exchanges
The platform proposed for THE

iiUCKw£.iiLlAN ana appearmg on
the eaitonal page consists oi the

ioiiowmg pianKs. 1. Abolition oi

cumpuibory cnapei. 2. Abolition oi

iresnman ruies. i. Estabiismaeui

oi a university press. 4. Uisiab-

iisnment oi a smoKing room lor

women, b. lujialishiiieni of a siu-

aent-tacuiiy curncuium committee.

We wish to congratulate Bucknell

on its ambitious and sweeping at-

tempt to right age-old wrongs, but we
cannot help but censure them for the

final obvious omission, viz. that of

compulsory class attendance. Hurrah
for "Modernism!"

Headline in THE TATLER, Col-

lege of New Kocheiie; Student
spiritual convention Held In Chi-

cago."

• • •

One might expect anything in dear

old "Chi", out ive're sending this one
to Ripley. Why even "Scarface" held

his in Atlantic City.
• • •

California is sponsoring an essay

contest lor High School Seniors on
the subject. "Why I want to go to

college."
• • •

This contest ought to bring out

some startling psychological data.

Freshman instructors have been wrack'

ing their brains to discover this

"poser," but up to press time, no sat-

isfactory answer was reached.
« * •

"The story of Chemistry, from
the old Alchemy to the latest

scientiflc discoveries, is full of ro-
mance, " says an article in The
Aquinas, of St. Thomas College,

Scranton, Pa.
• • •

/( may be so, but this poor Artsman
cannot detect anything amorous in
atomst or mushy in molecules.

• • «

G. K. Chesterton, noted convert
and champion of Catholicism, is to
give a lecture at Holy Cross College,
on December 10, according to the
Tomahawk.
We hope Gilbert remembers he is

addressing an American audience and
omits his seditious views on our sac-
red 18(A amendment,

.... • » »
Let us pause to admire the cool

efficiency of one of the cops, who
stood sturdy as an oak in the midst
of the riot after the game" (Ford-
ham—H. C.) "and with hands up-
raised, spoke thus, 'Now take it

easy bays, take it easy; don't lose
your heads.' While to the right of
him and to the left of him, bodies
lay in heaps and blood flowed free-
ly," says an editor in the Toma-
hawk.
This superior individual, we hazard,

must have been either an ICS gradu-
ate in "Poise and Self-Control," or the
fortunate possessor of a carton of
Murads.

If you have no box be sure and
have your mail addressed to some
box number, anyone will do.

When you get a package or laun-
dry, don't take the name off the
list, let some one else ask for it.

Be sure and put stamps
where but on upper right
corner of envelope.

any-
hand

Always form a crowd at the win-
dow to avoid confusion and to pre-
vent any residents from being wait-
ed on.

The throwing of papers and dis-
carded mail on the floor is greatly
appreciated.

"*~ '.'

The Postal Regulations prohibits
the delivering of any mail but to
addressee, still that shouldn't stop
your trying to get some friend's
mail.

If your name is listed for a pack-
age always ask for laundry.

Be sure and tell the postal clerks
that you have a package or laun-
dry when your name is not listed.

Be sure to call at General De-
livery Window as soon as each mail
comes in, don't wait until it is

sorted.

Inform your correspondents that
any number is alright for your ad-
dress.

we feel that there are some on the campus who should be

warned to be careful of their conduct. It is regretable that

college men should have to be scolded and wanied about

their actions as if they were children, but evidently this is

the only action that can be taken.

Will the students who are guilty of misconduct in the

Post Office please realize that they are directly injuring the

reputation of Villanova when their actions are such as to

bring down the censure of outsiders. In the Post Office

above all other places it is perfectly well known that we are

Villanova students and the college will be .iudged by our ac-

tions. It is not that we don't have as much right in the

Post Office as outsiders; we do, but while we are there we
should have the common decency to respect the presence of

outsiders. We believe that those who are guilty of miscon-

duct are only a few and we earnestly request them to be

earful of their actions in the future, if not for the salte of

their own reputation at least for the sake of the school.

Let's try and see if the complaint cannot be the last one and

that in the future it will be replaced by expressions of con-

gratulation. This will make friends for the school instead

of enemies.

Former Villanova
Student Receives
Carnegie Award

Edward Foy Receives Medal For
Heroic Rescue of Two Workmen

Edward Foy, formerly a student

at Villanova, who is now studying

medicine at Temple University, was
named the recipient of a rare honor
last week when he received the

Carnegie medal for bravery. The
Carnegie Hero Fund Commission at

Pittsburgh awarded Mr. Foy the
bronze medal and an accompanying
cash award for his rescue of two
workers from a gas filled governor
pit.

The rescue occurred in October,
1928, when Foy was a student at
Villanova. Two gas company work-
men became trapped in the pit on
Lancaster Pike, when a break oc-
curred while they were making re-
pairs. One of the men became un-
conscious immediately; his compan-
ion soon succumbed while trying to
rescue his fellow worker. Before
becoming unconscious, the second
man shouted for help, and Foy, who
happened to be passing at the time
rushed to the rescue.

He tied a rope about his waist
and was let down into the hole.
He succeeded in reaching the man
who succumbed first, George Hut-
ton, and immediately applied first
aid methods of resuscitation. In
the meanwhile another man tried
to bring out his companion, Wil-
liam Harmer, but he was driven
back by the fumes. Again Foy en-
tered the pit and succeeded in lo-
cating the man. However, he found
that he could not lift the uncon-
scious body. Tying the rope around
the waiste of the victim he shouted
to the others to haul away. He
then climbed out and applied first
aid to the second man.
Due to Foy's presence of mind

both men were restored to con-
sciousness and soon recovered fully
at the Bryn Mawr hospital. George
Sutton also received a medal for
his attempt to rescue his compan-
ion. Foy and Sutton are among
five Pennsylvanians awarded the
Carnegie Medals.

Notre Dame is also rude to Rudy,
as the following article from theNOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC
would have it .... "Pill the steins
to dear old Maine! To the squir-
rels, to the trees, to Rudy Vallee
and his megaphone." "Fill the
steins to Blah, Blah, Blah."
"Viva" the Victory March, Viva
Rudy! But don't forget that Maine

"In other words, the VICTORY
MARCH should not be cheapened
by allowing it to be played by every
jazz-band in the country."
once had a "Stein" song.

"Be careful. Alma Mater,
Better look out.

The NBC'll getcher.

If you don't watch out.

l^tUanobelttes
Now that the latest Fall styles

in Vigilance headgear have
made their appearance we won-
der why and also what the
Spring styles will show.

We also wonder what Is the KEY
to all the secret meetings.

The Juniors are breaking out in
all their new Jewelry. The femmes
will now have new material for
souvenir hunting.

Extra-curriculum activitiei

telephone clerk in Austin.

The winter hibernating season
is at hand, be sure your mattress
is a soft one for afternoon naps.
(Pre-meds take no notice).

P. & W. fares are on the in-
crease. Classes for efficiency in
thumb wagging are in order.

Many students ducked apples and
cops last Friday night which was
Hallowe'en.

A Campus Car may be easily bor-
rowed if the consent of the ten
owners is secured.

Strange as it seems old Jnp
Pluvious always waits for our
date nights to functio.

Wanted—the name of the campus
club that isn't planning a dance.

The Hotel Casey Is laying in
it's yearly supply of towels and
other incidentals that delight
the hearts of Villanova men.

Saturday is a bigger day in

Scranton than New Years.

The Ralesman
Peddler: "Any umbrella rings, p«n-

:il8. teapot spouts, studs, shoelaces,
onishes or needles?"
Lady: "Oo away or I'U call the po-

lice."

Peddler: "Ere you are, lady whls-
tlM sixpence each."

Soup Song—Men may come and
men may go but I go on forever.

What we really need is a fif-

teen cent bus fare to Phllly.

Scranton or Bust.

DO Sc DONT.

All ducks walk as though they
had just got out of rumble seats.
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How All Our
Future Foes

Are Faring

Cornell, Before Big Crowd,
Beats Penn State.

—

Others Win

GEORGETOWN SURPJRISE

Coach Carl Snavely led Bucknell
University to his lourth victory
over Penn State last Saturday,
when the Bisons trampled the
Lions to the tune of 19-7.

A fast running attack, featuring
Brumbaugh and Hinkle, swept
State oft its feet early, and the
game was never in doubt.
Georgetown upset Michigan

State, hitherto undefeated, on Fri-
day night, by the margin of a point
after touchdown, 14-13. The Mid-
v/esterners, coached by Jimmie
Crowley, once a member of the
Four Horseipep, had previously
beaten Colgate, but the wizardy of
a youth named i^calzl, who did all

of Georgetown's scoring, was too
much.

Oglethorpe^ undefeated since its

first game, set back Furman, 12-6,
In a thrilling game. Furman's
chief claim to fame this year is

in holding Davis-Elklns to a 7-7
tie.

Washington State advanced a
step forward for national honors
by beating Oregon State, 14-7.

Lebanon Valley, 8; Mt. St.
Mary's, 7.

Gettysburg, 0; Ursinus, 13.

N. Y. U., 20; Carnegie Tech, 6.

V Boston College, 0; Marquette, 6.

Temple, 36; Wake Forrest, 0.

Among the undefeated and im-
tied teams in the East is Fordham,
which is making a big bid for
Catholic honors. Northwestern,
and Notre Dame seem to be in the
lead in the central part of the
country.
Penn turned back Kansas, Yale

and Dartmouth played a scoreless
tie, and Princeton and Chicago,
unused to scoring touchdowns,
played four periods without doing
anything spectacular.

"How The Ball Moved"

First Period: Donahue kicked 46-yard line. A lateral pa33 galn-

Theses for Science

Students Posted by
Father Dougherty
Announcements of the various

topics assigned to the members of

the Science School for their theses
have been posted on the Science
Bulletin board In Mendel Hall.

The subjects, too numerous to

mention, cover a great variety of

topics, ranging from a discourse on
the labor situation In the United
States today, under the heading of,

"Cooperative Association In the
United States", to a paper that
should prove Interesting to those
taking medicine, "The Develop-
ment of Sanataria for the cure of

Tuberculosis." Another subject that
probably will provide a worthwhile
discussion Is, "The Drug Problem
In the United States."
On the whole the topics are of

such an engaging nature that in the
Mendel Bulletin, one or two of tlie

theses, the best In their respective
fields, will be published.
The topics of this wear resemble

those of last year In a great many
respects and It may be hoped that
the results of this year are as

favorable as those of last for

two or three papers were accorded
recognition by the National Asso-
ciation for their good work.

WILDCATS TO FACE
14 NEW COURT FOES

onites are known for the great fives

that sport its brown and white.

This club is e^ipected to offer stiff

opposition, and might or might
not be a stumbling block.

On February 2 Gettysburg will

be invaded. The famed battle of

Gettysburg will be re-enacted. Rest
assured that plenty of Bullets will

be lying around. The basket ball

five will endeavor to avenge that

foot ball defeat so well rememb-
ered here at VlUanova.
Lowell Textile and Brown U. are

the next two fives listed on the

schedule. Both are also newcomers
very little information about them
being on hand. Brown, however,

is known for Its Iron teams.

The final game of the season will

find the Wildcats clawing at the

Owl. This Is the second year in

succession that basket ball tilts

have been scheduled by both col-

leges, several years having elapsed

since the Varsity and Owls last

clashed. This renewal of basket-

ball relation has furthered our ri-

valry with the Philadelphia insti-

tution, and set a precedent for ar-

ranging more contests with Tem-
ple.

The official basket ball schedule

Is as follows:

Dec. 15—U. of V. (pending)—
away.
Dec. 17—Wake Forrest—Away.
Dec. 18—North Carolina State-

Away.
Dec. 19—Duke—Away.
Jan. 9—George Washington-

Home.
Jan. 10—Manhattan—Away.
Jan. 14

—
^Temple—Away.

Jan. 17—N. Y. U.—Away.
Jan. 20—Brooklyn K. of C—

Away.
Jan. 21—Seton Hall—Away.
Jan. 31—N. Y. A. C—Away.
Feb. 7—Wake Forrest.

Feb. 11—St. Joseph's—Home.
Feb. 13—Ursinus—Home
Feb. 17—St. John'!*—Away
Feb. 18—St. Francis—Away.
Feb. 21—Lafayette—Away.
Feb. 24—Gettysburg (pending)—

Away.
Feb. 27—Lowell Textile—Away.
Feb. 28—Brown University—Away
Mar. 4—Temple—Home.

KicKed off for Vlllanova. It was a
beautiful kick over the goal line.

ti&A ii'iven to DuKe on lis 20-yard
line. On three plays Duke laiiea

to make its required yardage and
punted on its fourth play. Ueisier

lumbled for Vlllanova and ball re-

covered by Hyatt on the Vlllanova

3U-yard line. Duke losl the ball on
downs. After several tnes at Duke
line with little gam, Peterson punt-
ad for Vlllanova to the Duke 40-

yard line. Brewer made nine yards
on two plays. Murray then punted
to the Vlllanova 20 yard line. Villa-

nova failed to gain and Peterson
Dooted to his 40-yard line.

Murray Scores for Duke
Duke, using a deceptive attack

advanced the ball to Villanova's lu-

yard line, Erschler and Murray al-

Lernating on carrying the pigskm.
On the first play from this point,

Murray broke through the left side

of his line, reversed his field and
crossed Villanova's goal line.

tJcore—^Villanova 0; Duke, 6. An
end run failed for the, extra point.

Brewer kicked off to Peterson
who was ddwned on his 30-yard
line. Vlllanova here made Its

nrst down of the game when Pet-
erson on a spinner play made 15-

yards. Gardner carried the ball

CO Duke's 40-yard line. Vlllanova
iost the ball on downs on Duke's
J6-yard line. On second play Villa-

nova was penalized 15-yards. Quar-
ter ended at this point. Score—
Vlllanova 0; Duke 6.

Second Period: Duke lost the

ball on downs when it failed to

make Its ten yards. Vlllanova

could not gain, and Terry kicked

out of bounds on Duke's 25-yard
line. Duke pulled an unexpected
Kick, the ball- sailing over Mc
i-.aughlin's head to the Vlllanova 3-

yard line. Terry punted to mld-
rield. Duke made a first down on
Villanova's 38-yard line.

Murray Scores Again
A pass, Murray to Hyatt, placed

the ball on the three-yard line. On
the second play Murray plunged
over the line for his second touch-
down of the game. A forward pass
for the extra point was knocked
down. Score—Vlllanova, 0; Duke,
12.

Brewer kicked off over the goal

line. Both teams failed to gain
and an exchange of punts followed

the ball now being on Villanova's

10-yard line.

Gardner Scores
At this point in the game Ham-

mond replaced McLaughlin, Villa-

nova's offensive getting under way.
Vlllanova took to the air and on
three successive forwards the ball

was advanced to Duke's 23-yard
line. Hammond then tossed a pass
to Gardner who scampered across

the goal line for a touchdown.
Gardner missed his placement kick

for the extra point. Score—Vllla-

nova, 6; Duke, 12.

Terry kicked off to Mason who
was downed on his own 25-yard
line. Immediately after the half

ended. Score—Vlllanova, 6; Duke,
12.

Third Period: Brewer kicked off

over the Vlllanova goal line. Ball

taken in 20-yards. Casey, Gard-
ner and McLaughlin carried the

ball in succession for a first down
on Villanova's 32-yard line. On a
fake kick Gardner went through
the line for twenty yards. A pass,

Casey to Tarter, was good for

fifteen yards to Duke's 35-yard line.

Erschler intercepted a Vlllanova
pass, but was downed on his 40-

yard line. Duke failed to gain.

Brewer's kick traveled but two
yards. A pass, Casey to Brice,

gained eleven yards. Duke was
penalized twice for five-yards,

placing the ball on its 20-yard line.

Duke made a gallant stand and
took the ball on downs. Brewer
kicked out of bounds on his own
38-yard line.

Wildcat's Attempt to Score Falls

Tarter went through the lln3^ for

5-yards. McLaughlin on a sneak
made a first down to Duke's 28-

yard line. On two plays the ball

was advanced to flie 20-yard line.

Hammond, replacing McLaughlin,
fumbled a pass from center which
was recovered by Roski. Brewer
got off an unexpected kick which
traveled to Villanova's 10-yard
line. Tarter failed to gain as the

period ended. Score—Vlllanova, 6;

Duke, 12.

Fourth Period: An exchange of

punts followed. The ball now in

Villanova's possession on Its 40-

yard line. A pass, Hammond to

ed a yard. Two forward passes
grounded. Terry kicked to Brew-
er, who was downed on his own 2-

yard line. Erschler went througn
center for six yards. Duke was
penalized for holding. Murray
circled left end for ten yards.
Brewer made a poor punt which,
however, struck a Vlllanova play-
er and was snatched by Hyatt on
Duke's 44 yard line. Duke could
no gain. Brewer punted to Villa-
nova's 33-yard liitf!.

Villanova's Final OfTensive
Tarter made six yards around

end. Gardner, furious, plunged
through the line for a first down
to Villanova's 47-yard line. Then
plungede through aiain for an-
other 40-yard gain. Erschler in-

tercepted a pass and toted it to his
44-yard stripe. Murray made ter.

yards around left end. Duke pen-
alized 15-yards for holding. Mur-
ray punted out of bounds on Villa-

nova's 42-yard stripe. A forward
pass, Hammond to Gardner,
grounded as the game ended.
Score—Vlllanova, 6; Duke, 12.

Statistics

Kickoffs, Duke 3; Vlllanova 2.

Punts, Duke 13; Vlllanova lO.

Ground gained from scrimmage,
Duke 193; Villanpva, 235. First
downs, Duke 6; Vlllanova 13; at-
tempted forward passese, Duke 4;

Vlllanova 15. Completed forwards,
Duke 2; Vlllanova 7. Ilntercepted
forwards, Duke 0; Vlllanova 2. Pen-
alties, Duke 5; Vlllanova 2. Fum-
bles, Duke 1; Vlllanova 3.

R.C.H.S. Club

Will Sponsor

Dance Soon

Adelphia Roof Will
Scene of Colorful

Event

B(

Once more we have news of a
coming evening of delightful danc-
ing with the first announcement
that the R. C. H. S. Club will hold a
football dance on the Adelphia
Roof after the Washington State
game, November 29, to be exact.
And what news this is, for who
could imagine a more beautiful
place to hold a dance than the
Adelphia Roof, a spot famous in
Philadelphai and for miles around
for its beauty and charm. Situated
high above the noise and confusion
of the city the roof garden has been
the mecca of all those who find
pleasure In dancing amid surround-
ings unequaled for their beauty.
But what Is more wonderful Is the

fact that such a small organization
as the R. C. H. S. Club has the
spirit and the Initiative to sponsor
such a monstrous undertaking.
They are certainly to be commend-
ed for their courage and the best
way we can do this Is by going.
Why not plan to top off a season of
exciting football games with the de-
lightful entertainment of a dance?
Nothing could be more perfect.

The time—after the Washington
State Game. The place—the Adel-
phia Roof. The music—the Villa-

novans. The price—two dollars.

Perhaps the reason for such a
small organization undertaking
such an affair lies in the ability

rather than the number of its

members. The list of the members
of the dance committee reveals the
fact that men very prominent on
the campus for their ability in such
affairs belong to this society. Mr.
Frank Janson Is chairman, and is

assisted by Messrs. Remy, Grezyn,
Weis, Busenkell, Wlnterberger, El-

denberg, Reilly and Shea. All >«if

these men are able workers and
guided by their chairman, Mr. Jan-
son, and the Club President, Mr.
Edward Mueller, they should ac-
complish great things.

Four Marx Bros.

Feature Attraction
at Mastbaum Now
The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and

Market streets, Philadelphia, The
Showplace of the World, are pre-
senting the Pour Marx Brothers In
person, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
In "One Night at Susie's." The
Mastbaum, noted for Its programs
of the newest and best, again has
arranged, for the week commencing
Friday, October 31, a combination
of stage and screen shows of the
greatest value. „
On the stage, there will appear

in person the Four Marx Brothers
Harpo, Groucho, Chico and Zeppo,
the master-maniacs of Broadway
and Hollywood. The picture, "One
Night at Susie's, is a weird romance
with an exciting underworld back-
ground.
Teddy Joyce, in his second week,

does even more to Justify his title
of a "dynamic personality." This
personable young man, whose
charm and talents endeared him
to his great; aodience last week,
will lead the snappy Mastbaum
Stai?e Band, and will Introduce the
large c6mpany of Broadway's fav-
orite entertainers in a sparkling
stage show.
Fabien Sbvitzky, distinguished

musician and conductor, will lead
the Mastbaum Symphony Orches-
tra In 'Orpheus in the Under
World." The Mastbaum Orchestra,
composed of 80 soloists, Is now the
finest theatrical orchestra in the
country.

America's Premier Organist, Mil-
ton Charles, will give one of his
inimitable programs, playing th
mighty silver-toned Wurlitzer, and
singing, "Go Home and Tell Your
Mother," and another of his suc-
cess.

On the screen, the Mastbaum
presents Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
"One Night at Susie's," a dramatic
story of love and sacrifice, in
which Fairbanks outdoes his great
work of "The Dawn Patrol," and
"The Way of All Men." There is
a notable supporting cast, Including
Billle Dove, Helen Ware, Tully
Marshall, and Claude Fleming.
The Marx Brothers, the world's

funniest men, will appear in a
tabloid musical show in some of
their glorious jesting. They change
their show as they go along, so that
it is never quite the same. Harpo,
silent, but whose talkative harp
makes up for it. Groucho, the talka-
tive, as full of puns and Jokes as
any college comic, Chlco, with his
riotous Italian dialect, and Beppo,
their foil, all Join the ranks of the
distinguished stage and screen stars

who have made personal appear-
ances at The Mastbaum Theatre.
They're nuttier than in "The Co-
coanuts, more cracked than in
"Animal Crackers." When The
Four Marx Brothers get together,

quips and capers fly Into a laugh
avalanche.

Over The Back Fence
Mrs. Chatterer: "Good-by.

Thank you for the Interesting

news."
Mrs. Idle-Gossip: "Be sure and

tell everyboy not to tell anybody
what I told you."

The Right Man
Marie: "Who was the chap that

won that bobby prize In the guess-

ing contest at your party ?"

Antoinette: "That fellow? Oh, he
Casey, made a first down on Duke's was the weather man."

MONDAY

^rnard's
Specials

IN THE

Pie Shop

Ties - Hose - Kerchiefs

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

With ten defeats almost balanc-
ing eleven victories, this column
went through Its worst week since

Its Inception over a year ago. Sur-
prising victories by Ursinus, Col-

umbia, Muhlenberg and New River,

as well as wrong guesses on the

Penn, N. Y. U. and Swarthmore
games, with a flock of ties put us
right up In the "expert" class.

This week the battle at Franklin
Field between Penn and Notre

Dame flndo the choice practically

unanimous. Pitt and Carnegie Tech.

meet in a good battle, and the

Fordham-Detroit. Colgate-Columbia
and N. Y. U.-Georgia frays will be

worth watching.
Cornell, Temple, Yale and Dart-

mouth face easy foes, but both

Army and Navy will have trouble

With Illinois and Ohio State.

Michigan should take Harvard, and
Princeton should beat Lehigh.

Georgetown, conquerors of Michi-

gan State, if in form should beat

Boston College.

The first named team should

win.
Notre Dame—Penn
Pitt—Carnegie Tech.

Fordham—Detroit
N. Y. U.—Georgia
Georgetown—Boston College

Colgate—Columbia
Syracuse—Penn State

Michigan—Harvard
Gettysburg—Dickinson
\rmy—Illinois

Navy—Ohio State

Cornell—Hobart
Dartmouth—Allegheny
Princeton—Lehigh
Holy Cross—New River

Ursinus—Muhlenberg
Laiayette—Rutgers
Maryland—Wash, and Lee

Swarthmore—F. and M.
Temple—Miami
Catholic U.—American
Mt. St. Mary's—Delaware
Yale—Alfred
Haverford—Hamilton
Last week's record—winners, 11;

losers, 10.

Season's record—winners. 82;

losers, 29.

COLODONATO^
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made
for You

$24.50 and up

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

E. P. T. Frat

May Sponsor

Rally-Smoker

Arts Men May Duplicate

Innovation of Two
Years Ago

The Epsilon Phi Theta, official

fraternity for the A. B. Men. got

under way for the coming year last

week when it held its first meeting

of the year. The president, Mr.

Edward M. Hookey, was In charge

and outlined the program of the

society for this season. Great

things are planned by this ener-

getic group of arts men and they

have the reputation of carrying out

any plans they make.
Several novel activities, such as a

smoker, bowling league, and also a

dance were talked of and commit-
tees appointed to make tentative

plans and preliminary arrange-

ments. The most talked of ana
perhaps the most certain is a com-
bination smoker-rally that will be

held soon before one of the coming
games. Tlie Seniors ahd Juniors

of the Epsilon Phi Theta Fratern-

ity will be remembered as consti-

tuting the old Phi Omega Phi Fra-

ternity which two years ago start-

led the campus by holding a mon-
strous sVnoker and rally in St.

Thomas of Vlllanova Hall In Rose-

mont before one of the big football

games of that season. The same
iniative and ability that made that

smoker possible Is present In even

a much larger quantity now In the

members as they are Seniors and
Juniors.

The smoker of two years ago was
the only one that was ever given

and no attempts have been made
since by any other organization to

repeat its wonderful performance
of 1928. by holding another smoker
this year. We look forward to this

event feeling confident that the

Epsilon Phi Theta will be able to

carry it through.
This fraternity, while being the

smallest in numbers on the campus,

is not by any means the smallest in

strength and influence. The Artcj

men have always been known for

their spirit and initiative and we
feel confident that this year they

will repeat the wonderful activities

that they sponsered in years past.

Proof In The Books
Customer: "Ah. Mr. Wopser. it's

the old story—the woman always

pays."
Shopkeeper: "Well, if you' 'ad a

look through my books you'd find

that some of 'em don't."

Bisons to be

Tough Enemy
For Felines^

Bucknell Eleven Defeated

Only Once in

Six Games

HAS SCORED 140 POINTS

Bucknell, wltn a 19-7 victory

over Penn State, last Saturday, and
with only one defeat to mar her

record, will meet the Cats on this

coming Saturday at Scranton. with

one of the strongest Bison lineups

ever to oppose a Vlllanova team.
Since Temple eked out a 7-6 win

in Philadelphia a few weeks ago,

the disciples of Carl Snavely have
been playing spectacular foot ball,

defeating St. Thomas', Gettysburg

and Penn State, in a row.

The Bisons will present a veter-

an lineup on Saturday, with Stone-

braker anad Tobel at ends, Trud-
nak and Marter, tackles, Mutzel

and Hoak, guards, Goodwin, cen-

ten. Fry, quarterback, Brumbaugh
and Ammerman, halfbacks and
Hinkle. fullback.

Captain Tony Slate, one of the

best interfering halfbacks in the

East, is not expected to start.

Clarke ^ Hlnkel. second leading ,

scorer in the country last year as

a sophomore, will likely be watch-

ed intently by the Felines, but

Brumbaugh who tallied twice

against Penn State, Is a dangerous

man this year, too.

The record for the Bisons to date

is:

Bucknell. 39; Geneva 6.

Bucknell. 26;. Albright. 0.

Bucknell. 6 Temple 7.

Bucknell. 14 St. Thomas' 0.

Bucknell. 26. Gettysburg, 6.

Bucknell, 19, Penen State 7.

Did Yoii

Know That-

Poor Clara
"Is Clara really unsophisticated?"
"Unsophisticated! Why, she

thought a pawn ticket admitted
one to a chess game!"

The first editor of the works of

St. Theresa was the Augustlnian
Fray Luis de Leon. He recognized

at once the extraordinary religious

and literary value of her writings.
• * * •

The great St. Dominic, founder
of the Order named after him, was
an Augustlnian Canon Regular.

* * * •

The Augustlnian Pra Glacomo
Bussolari, a renowned preacher of

the 14th century. Is known in

Italian history for his desperate

struggle against the powerful Duke
of Milan, Galeagg, in behalf of the
people of Pavia.

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

TELEPHONED
fJMotber and T>ad

a great many voices are

"GOING HOME"
tonight!

Tonight, just like every other night,
there will be a great exodus of Voices-
going from the Campus to Home!
And there will be a grand influx of ma-
ternal and paternal voices—visiting the
Campus!

It's a fair exchange, too, that brings «
grand thrill to everyone concerned.

Just give your home telephone number
to the Operator and stay on the line.

It only takes a few minutes of your time
—and costs but little.

(Charges may be reversed if you wish.)

,.' • « .

'

SENIORS!

HAVE YOU PAID

YOUR ASSESSMENT YET?

STICK WITH YOUR CLASS VILL VAN
ALLOUT FOR THE

IdUmClPAh'STADlUM

NEXT SATURDAY TO

''OUST OGLETHORPE"
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Crystal Ballroom of Hotel

Casey Scene of Brilliant

Affair Sponsored by W. B. C.

Scintiilating Suaius of ^'Vilianovans" Enliven Atmosphere

as hundreds Are Completely Overawed by

Brilliant Ballroom Spectacle

COLORFUL THRONG ATTENDS FESTIVITIES

A disappointed but jolly throng

of Vlllanova students, alumni and

friends displayed their terpslchorean

ability by dancing to the sweet

tones of the well-known Vlllanova

College Orchestra, last Saturday

night at the Hotel Casey in Scran-

ton.

The affair, by far surpassing that

of previous years, was sponsored by

the WUkes Barre Club of VUlanova.

This fifth annual Football Dance
of the Club seems to have been the

climax to our out-of-town dances,

for it was an event that has

achieved for the Club a paramovuit

place in the field of social activi-

ties.

The Crystal Ballroom, with its

stately columns covered with a
mystical oriental design, Its deli-

cate draperies, its beautiful au-
tumnal foliage, presented a scene

that was unlike that anyone had
the pleasure to witness before. The
crystalline chandeliers indeed im-
posed a brilliant effect upon the

pleasing gowns of the charming
fair-sex.

The stage tastefully done in Blue

and White was the source from
which emanated music of a differ-

ent sort than was previously heard
at a Vlllanova affair. Vince Marra
and his augmented troupe of Villa-

novans were superbly fine at this

delightful social function.

It would not be necessary to say

that the young ladies in the

mountainous districts are indeed
disarmingly prettier than those of

McClelland Barclay. Enmantllng
their graceful figures were hun-
dreds of pieces of fur apparel mak-
ing one believe the present gunning
season Is quite profitable thus far.

Nevertheless the Bison or the Wild-
cat should be proud to have its

skins grace such bea,uti£uljEpnns as
these. ^i, ^ ••-»r««wT«*#, 11 ..

,

A merry-making throng of joy-

seekers swarmed the brilliantly

lighted ballroom of the Hotel and
in vain for there they found such
enchanting, Irreslstable rythms as

are only heard from a Valee or

Osborne. On through the night the
happy couples made merry. And
with the coming of the mom the

joyful throngs departed for their

Alumni Hold

Election in

Philadelphia

Plans For Club Location

and For Dance Dis-
'.•:''''. ''':[.^''y cussed ':•''•

HENRY, '30/viCE-PRES.

The VUlanova College Club of

Philadelphia, a society composed by
VUlanova alumni, elected officers

for the year on Monday evening,
November 3. at the Hotel Adelphia.
John Gal!en, who was graduated

from VUlanova in 1927, was elected
successor to president Edward R.
Casey, who served during the past
>ear.

A prominent member of last

year's graduating cla^s, James
Henry, was elected vice-president
Mr. Henry, during his four years at

the college, was outstanding in all

the .school's activities. He was
regular varsity end on the football

team, chairman on numerous dances
and president of the Senior class.

In addition to Mr. Gallen and
Mr. Henry being named president
and vice president respectively, Nor-
bert J. Walker,, '23, was elected

treasurer; Edgar F. Conner, '30,

named secretary; while Joseph De-
luccl and Howard J. Brady are the
assistant .secretaries.

After routine business had been
discussed, the alumni turned their

attention to the discu.ssion of a
dance after the Georgetown game
and to a dificusslon of erecting a

permanent club In a central loca-

vlon.

It will be recalled that the Phila-

delphia club acts as host to the

football squad at the end of every
season. The activity -of this asso-

ciation in the recent VUlanova drive

will also be remembered. The club

formed .scores of teams which solic-

ited funds from all the residents of

Philadelphia. The value of Its help

cannot be overestimated.

bI—T
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CLIIB4—NOTICE!
All club /Jecretaries wishing

announcements of their club

meetings to appear in the "Vllla-

novan" please write name of

club, day, place and time of

meeting on a sheet of paper and
leave It at the "Villanovan"

office. Room 222 Mendel Hall

before Friday of each week.

destination carrying with them
imperishable memories of an ex-

quisite night of dance and music.

That the comhilttee did Its work
well was proven by the fact that

hundreds adjudged the affair the

best and most Interesting held in

the town for years. Mr. Prokop
and his assistants are indeed to be

congratulated not only for preserv-

ing the splendid reputation of the

Club but setting the pace for con-

ducting future "away" dances.

BELLE AIRE NOTICE

All Seniors expecting to have
their pictures In the 1931 Belle

Aire, and all Juniors expecting to

have their pictures in the 1931

Belle Aire and Junior Courtier

are requested to report to Room
125 Fedlgan Hall to arrange for

appointments. The White Studios

of New York wUl take the pic-

tures for the Belle Aire.

Your cooperation in this

matter Is absolutely necessary

as It Is desired to have aU pic-

tures taken within as short a
time as possible and thus not
delay the date of publication.

The charge of the sittings will be

two dollars ($2.00).

Fr. Griffin Issues

Result of Freshmen
Registration Query
(holastic Standing Heads List of

Reasons for Entry of

New Class

It is the desire of every College

President to know the various rea-

sons responsible lor the yearly 'rfe^-

istration of students. With this

though In mind Father Gritlin de-

cided to take a census of this year's

Freshmen crop in order to determ-

ine just what the principle motives

which make men choose VUlanova
are. Accordingly there was arrang

ed a series of questions which o-n-

brace practically every reason

which might be the guiding force

in the choice of a college.

The number of Freshmen inter-

viewed was 364 and out of a pos-

sible 382. There were 460 answer.*:

answers returned out of which

(Continued on Page Two)

R.C.H.S. Club

Secures Two
Dance Bands

Roof Garden of Adelphia

Selected as Scene of

Gala Affair

FOLLOWS FINAL GAME
When the boys from Washington

State return to the tall tree terri-

tory, they will have a tale to tell,

not only of a great Blue and White
football squad, but also of a tnUy
enjoyable night of dancing. For
the Vlllanova R. C. H. S. Club has
secured the beautiful, widely-

heralded Roof Garden of the

Hotel Adelphia as the scene of their

Autumn Frolic to be held on No-
vember 29th. / ',. •:

The final touch, however, In

making this dance an outstanding
model for years to come was added
by procuring one of Philadelphia's

finest orchestras to supplement the
Villanovans. This arrangement will

provide the added Inducement of
continuous dancing, as well as es-

tablishing a precedant, for VUla-
nova has never heretofore witnessed

a Club dance featuring two bands.
Vince Marra's Villanovans have

already displayed their sterling

worth and ability at the Owl Hop.
and need no further introduction.

The second orchestra. Tommy
Cullen's Intercolleglates, has proved
a favorite among schools and col-

leges in Philadelphia and its vi-

cinity. These melody makers fur-

nished the music at Drexel's Junior
Prom last year, and have also

played at Beaver College and
Valley Forge Military Academy, to
mention but a few of their recent
engagements.

With an efficient dance com
mittee, headed by Frank Janson, a
group of well-chosen officers, a
loyal membership of Catholic High,
their Alma Mater, success Is a safe

prediction. And if the students of
Vlllanova add their support, this

dance should prove to be the finest

affair ever conducted by any cam-
pus organization.

Upstate Club

Forego Dance
For Alumni

Allow Phila. Alumni to Use
Night for Georgetown-

Villanova Dance

BANQUET CLINCHED

Appreciating the custom of the
Philadelphia Alumni of Vlllanova to
entertain the football players of
^he college with a splendid banquet
each year, the Coal Crackers were
easily persuaded to relinquish to

the Alumni the evening of Novem-
ber 22, which had previously been
allotted for their dance. The Alum-
ni, therefore, instead , of the Coal
Cracker's Club, will be the sponsors
of the dance held on the evening of

the Georgetown—Vlllanova game.
The members of the Coal Crack-

\

er's Club readily consented to yield

their evening when they learned
that the object of the Alumni was
to raise funds to enable them to

carry out the annual football ban-
quet program, which would have
been Impossible otherwise due to the
present embarrassment of the
Alumni treasury.

The affair will be a combined
Georgetown-Vlllanova Dance. Many
of Georgetown's fans will be there

and among these It Is expected will

be a goodly number of erstwhile

Vlllanova men who are now In the
professional schools of the Capital

City University. This occasion will

afford an excellent opportunity to

renew old friendships and to learn

what has become of our school-

mates of yesteryear.

The Alumni, in appreciation of

the Coal Cracker's gracious defer-

ence to the former's needs, are glv-.

ing the members of the Club the

exclusive right to handle the sale

of the student tickets and will allow

them a commission for their efforts.

Belle Masque
To Produce

Play Soon

Dramatic Society Will Of-

fer Comedy by Prof.

Jonas

RADIO HOUR CHANGED

Fr. Dougherty

Gives Answer
To Questions

At a meeting of the Belle Masque
chapter oi the VUlanova Literary
bocieuy held on Monday of last
week the members votea {o produce
&s their first ofiering pf the current
year a comedy written by Professor
Jonas. Although the play is not
yet quite complete, Mr. Jonas an-
nounced that only the finishing
couches and a title remain to be
added.
The Literary Society's broadcast-

ing period has been advanced to
8:a0 P. M. on Wednesday, and a
change in program Is contemplated.
Mr. Jonas made known his inten-
tion to have the Society present
entire plays oi/ the air in weekly
Installments as a means of arousing
greater Interest among the Invisible

audience. Incidentally, Station
WHAT has petitioned the Federal
Radio Commission for permission
to Increase Its power and to secure
a more favorable allocation among
the local radio stations.

In order to accommodate the in^

creased membership, and to provide
a more practical setting for the
dramatic selections which form an
essential part of all their gather-
ings. It was decided that in the fu-
ture all meetings of the Belle
Masque will take place In the
amphitheatre.
The meeting concluded with a

comedy sketch entitled "The Fatal
Quest," sponsored by Mr. Carten-
uto's Entertainment Committee,
and presented by Messrs. House-
man. Duhamil, Harter, O'Rourke,
and Hahn.

Holy Sacrifice of Mass

Is Discussed at

Cha

INTERESTING TALKS ONE A TRANSLATION

Two Members
Of Faculty

Write Books

Seminary Professors Offer

Works to Public

Soon

"If the Holy Sacrifice of the Mas:^

is of infinite value, why is it that
one Mass offered for a soul In

Purgatory does not free that soul?"

and "On a recent Holy Day I came
Into church just in time for the

Consecration. A priest later told

me that I did not hear Mass. How
is this so? I thought that a person
was not late for Mass if he came in

before the Consecration," were the

questions submitted to Father
Stanford last week and answered
by Father Dougherty, dean of the

Science school, last Tuesday even-

ing.

The occasion was the second of a

series of Interesting chapel talks

given Tuesday evenings at the

usual services. It was followed by

Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
ment.

The second question, Father
Dougherty showed, confuses the

idea of lateness with the fulfillment

of the obligation of hearing Mass
as laid down by the Church. "You
are late for Mass," said the Dean,
"if you are not present when the

priest begins the prayers at the foot

of the altar." The sin In being

late on a Sunday or Itoly Day is

great or less according w the culp-

ability or carelessness Involved, as

well as how much of the Mass Is

missed.

If the person comes in after the

prayers at the foot of the altar

have been said, he is late In the

ordinary sense of the word. If on
a Sunday or Holy Day he enters

after the Offertory, when the priest

uncovers the chalice and before the

altar-boy goes for wine and water,

and he does that through fault of

his own, he has not heard Mass
and has committed sin.

Coming down to the specific case

in question the speaker made clear

that the Consecration follows the
Offertory and consequently the stu-

dent did not hear Mass on that par-
ticular Holy Day.
In answering the second question.

Father Dougherty said: "The Mass
is of infinite value but God in His
wisdom and justice places limits to

the application of that value. Its

application Is also limited by the

condition and disposition of the

soul In whase aid it is invoked."

In demonstrating what is meant
by the infinite value of the Mass,
he said: "In the Mass. Christ of-

fers Himself as a sacrifice of atone-
ment to His Heavenly Father.

Christ, as Son of God, Is infinite In

dignity, therefore His sacrifice of

atonement Is of infinite value In

sight of God. the Father." He then
drew the analogy of an Amerl«an
who, while travelling In a foreign

country, offended the ruler of that

country. The traveller's own apolo-
(continued on p«ge three)

Two books of the Augustlnian

fathers of Vlllanova have recently

gone to press and will be on sale

in the very near future.

One is "The Hogan Schism and
Trustees Troubles in Saint Mary's
Church, Philadelphia," by the Rev.
Francis E. Tourscher, O. S. A., A.
M., D. D. The other is "Saint Au-
gustine, His Philosophy," a transla-

tion of the Spanish of A. C. Vega,
O. S. A. by the Rev. J. Kavanaugh,
O. S. A., A. M., S. T. R.

Fr. Tourscher Is the college li-

brarian and both are professors In

the Seminary. Fr. Cavanaugh Is

Professor of Philosophy; the librar-

ian Is Professor of Latin.

The "Hogan Schism" gives the
facts In the history of the Schism
with their bearing upon the civil

and ecclesiastical law. A brief

biological sketch of the main char-
acters Is given; copies of letters and
official correspondence bearing on
the case; the part played by various

persons, Bishop Conwell. Bishop
Enland, Gen. Thomas Cadwalleder,

Matthew Carey, Richard W. Meade,
etc., the latter, the father of Gen-
eral Meade, the hero of Gettys-
burg, and John Leamy, whose
family later founded the Episcopal

Hospital, Philadelphia. Apart from
its ecclesiastical side the Interest

of the book centers In facts and
conditions of history and social

life in the early nineteenth cen-

tury.

FY. Kavanaugh's translation fills

a very real need. Present day in-

terest in Saint Augustine, the sym-
pathetic character of his powerful
personality and the vitalizing In-

fluence of his philosophic produc-
tion, Is a fact manifest to all who
observe, and realized by all who
think. Hence, his philosophic

principles justly claim an Inter-

pretative application to present day
problems and present day circum-

stances. All know Saint Augustine

as the author of "Confessions." but

few understand the content of that

marvelous book. At present, as In

the past, St. Augustine's works re-

ceive less attention and treatment

from Catholic writers than from
Protestants, skeptics, rationalists,

ind others alien to the faith. At
times the .saint is arbitrarily repre-

sented as the defender or originator

of theories and doctrines, which
perhaps never entered his mind.
The reception recorded this work In

the original prompted Its transla-

tion in the hope that it can prove

helpful to a truthful understanding

of the great Saint Augustine.

Both are being printed by the

Peter Reilly Company, 113 N. Thir-

teenth street, Philadelphia. Pr.

Tourscher'8 book contains 256 pages

and sells for $2.00; the translation

has 288 pages and retaUs for $2JS0.

Hinkle Leads Game Bucknell

Eleven in Uphill Fight to

TopWildcatsbyTouchdown

Star Bucknell Ftillback Ent«(r8 Game in Final Periodb

and Features Advance to Two Late

Scores.—Final Score, 20-14

CASEY AND GARDNER TALLY FOR VILLANOVA

An unstoppable second half
Bucknell attack, featuring Hinkle,
Ciark Hinkle, C. Hinkle and Brum-
oaugh, was too much for the Wild-
cats on Saturday afternoon in
cicranton, and a great tirst-half ex-
niDition went to naught as the
xhundering Herd of Bisons won,
20-14.

1 welve thousand coal region fans
with a goodly number of Bucknell
and Vlllanova partisans, saw the
greatest Wildcat-Bison game to be
piayed yet.

ine aforementioned Mr. Hinkle,
weil remembered by Cat fans for

iiis piay last season, sat on the
uencn during the tlrst half of Sat-
araays game, waiting for an in-

jured anKle to get better quicn.

o'oach Carl Snavely, of the win-
ners, however, sent the big Buck-
nell full-back into play at the be-
ginning of the nnai half, and if

iiinkles ankle was bad, then
Coacn Stuhldreher should have
sent out a quick call for bad ankles,

instead of the broken legs, dislo-

cated shoulders and what not, that
Dame Fortune has been sending
mm so otten this season.

ihe morale of the Bucknell ele-

ven, just about nil during the Ini-

uai periods, took a change for the
better with the appearance of

riinKle, and when the big boy, witn
Justin Brumbaugh for interference
and with Trudnak to open up
noies in the line, got started, the
game changed from the tirst-half

v'liianova rout to a hrst-ciass foot

call fray.
: ;, ,

1 he hrst thirty minutes of act-

ion Saturday saw the men of Gard-
ner display as fine foot ball as they
nave snown all year. After Am
merman. Bison half-back, had
raced some 70 yards for a spectacu
lar touchdown the hrst time Buck-
nell nands touched the pigskin, our
heroes jumped into action wluch
continued until the end of the
half, when the tallies read 14-to-6
m Villanova's favor.

Half Number 2 was different,

however, and Just as great as the
l-'eiines were at the begmnlng, so
good was Hinkle in the last half-
nour of play.

It was Hinkle who crashed over
the Wildcat goal line In the mid-
die of the third period, after he
had almost single-handedly brought
the ball up the held into scoring
position.

Hinkle, It was too, who did the
lion's share of the Bison's ball

carrying after the next kickoff, al-

though it was Brumbaugh who
raced off-tackle on a reverse play
for 27 yards and the winning

Day Students

To Nominate

New Officers

Club to Have Room in New
Commerce and Finance

Building

MANY NEW MEMBERS
The second meeting of the Day

Hops' Club was held last Wednes-
day in the amphitheatre at 12:30.

The purpose of this meeting was
to nominate new officers to the

club, but these nominations have
been postponed imtll today at 12:30

instead.

Shortly after the meeting was
called to order last week one of

the members asked for a postpone-

ment of nominations until some
future date. According to the laws

and traditions of the club the
president must be a senior. This
year many new members, most of

whom are freshmen, are making an
api}earance in the club, and the
majority of these men are not
acquainted with the senior mem-
bers. Consequently, a postpone-

ment was granted, so that the new
men may become acquainted with
the seniors, and In that way leam
someUiing about the men whom
they are nominating and electing.

The meeting will be field today and
all members are asked to be
present.

For some time now this organiza-

tion has failed to function due to

the lack of meeting place. Pre-
viously the E>ay Hops' Club occupied

a room in Mendel Hall, but this

was entirely destroyed by the fire

three years ago. Prom that time
on the club has been Idle, but now
a room has been promised in the
New Commerce and Finance build-

ing. With this attraction the day
students are looking forward to an
even bigger and better organisa-

tion than they had in yean gone
by.

finaltouchdown shortly after the
quarter started.

Hinkle, Brumbaugh and Trud-
nak, who played a great game at
left tackle, were the L«wlsburg
heroes for" the afternoon—although
the held generaisiilp of Fry and
the sensational run of Ammerman
played a major part in the up-
staters' triumph.
From a Vlllanova viewpoint, Ted

Casey, playing practically before
a home-town audience, co-starred
with Clete Gardner in the Feline
backlield, while Jack McOann,
Mike Terry and Charley Wltkow-
skie, as well as Tom Edwards
played hne ball on the line.

The nrst VUlanova score came
in the opening period, shortly aft-
er Bucknell tallied and was largely
bue to the fine 20-yard pass from
Casey to Gardner, who ran it more
than 30 yards to the Bison 14 yard
line. Alter Clete lost ground on a
reverse Casey added 12 more
around end, and McLaughlin made
a hrst down.

Casey slipped through right
tackle for a score, and Gardner
added the extra point, as the WUd-
cats went into the lead.

The other Vlllanova tally came
near the end of the half, when
Bucky Hammond, who had re-
placed McLaughlin, passed to
Gardner from the 22-yard line to
the 1-yard line, from which point
of vantage the Vlllanova captain
crossed the line. He added the
point with another placement kick.

Injuries followed the Cats, again,
as Ed Kobllls, veteran guard, had
to leave the game in the second
period due to the bad ankle re-
ceived in the Princeton scrimmage,
while Casey hurt his shoulder
shortly after the half ended.
The superiority of the Oats' de-

fehs^ fil theHi^^t hatt is shown by
the fact that of the 95 yards gain-
ed by Bucknell by rushing the ball
more than 70 was accoimted for by
Ammerman's long dash.
Bucknell
Stonebraker .. L. E.
ITudnak *.,(. L. T.
Mutzel . . . . L, o. .

VUlanova
. McQann
Edwards

Wltkowski
(Continued on Page R)ur)

Jury System

Debated by
Beta Ganuna

Relative Merits of Trial

Method Discussed in

Initial Debate

POPULAR QUESTION
The first debate of the year was

conducted last night as part of the
regular meeting of the Beta Gamma
chapter of the Vlllanova Literary
Society. The proposition selected
for discussion was: "Resolved, that
the American jury system should be
abolished."
Martin Gill and Daniel Buckley,

who will be remembered as partici-
pants in the memorable contest
with St. Joseph's College last year,
upheld the affirmative side of the
question, and both men showed
that they are not only first class
speakers but also experts in the
realm of logic. They built their
argument upon three main points:
first, that Inasmuch as a trained
judge Is less liable to err than
twelve untrained jurymen, the sys-
tem Is not justified; second, the
prevalence of corruption among
juries; third, the fact that the Ec-
clesiastical Councils of the Catholic
Church are comiposed of but three
highly trained judges. Then they
proposed, as a substitute, a board of
either one or three judges, well-
trained, well educated, highly cul-
tured men to replace the "anti-
quated, biased, easily swayed jury."

Their opponents, Edward Hookey
and David Cartenuto, both of whom
also took part in intercollegiate de-
bates last year, combined masterful
eloquence with good reasoning to

make this one of the most interest-

ing contests ever staged by Beta
Gamma. In defense of the nega-
tive side of the question these men
emphasized the prevalence of the

jury system In the United States,

the relative ease with which a sin-

gle judge can be bribed, and the

fact that the position of the judges

would be a political one. and con-
.soquently they wiould come under
the Influence of the "bosses."

Upon the conclusion of the debate
Professor Jonas commended the

members of both teams on their

splendid performances and express-

ed the hope that their good work

j
would be emulated by the rest of

I the Society throughout the year.
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The Styx

Are we all happy? Heigh-ho and
how!

John T. Kilcoubsb, '31

Martin A. Obbacu, '31
.

A. Wacneb, '32

SUL BuiiMANi '32
,

Joseph Houseman, '33

% cantileligt)t

Caeser and his Brutus, Charles

After the results of last weeks I
"^^ ^*'^*' ^"^ Cromwell and now we

TlEJ^DAt, NOVEiViBER 11, 1930.

Armistice Day
.^

Today nearly the entire world joins in the celebration

of the twelfth anniversary of the cessation of hostilities in

that long and bl(X)dy struggle, rightly named the "World

War." Pompous display and parades predominate; promin-

ent speakers hold their audiences spellbound with their elo-

yuent eulogies on heroes of the past ; the memorable day on

which peace was promulgated is reenacted and we are push-

ed back twelve years to live that day over again.

But what is the purpose behind all this pageantry? Mani-

festly, the people wish to take the opportunity of expressing

their joy that peace has come. But Armistice Day means
more. It means that we are tired of war with its costly

outlay of money and men and with its dreadful after con-

sequences; our heart-broken mothers are wearied of having

their sons and husbands snatched away from them to later

pour out their life's blood as if it were water. All this cele-

bration is a public petition on the part of our people to wipe
out war.

If the world's diplomats, who seem ever ready to fight,

"at the drop of the hat", would only stop to think of these

things instead of becoming grieved every time they consid-

ered their native land insulted, wars would be less numerous
and the millions of dollars, that kre being spent in fruitless

endeavors to secure world peace through disarmament, could

be used in many more practical ways with advantage to

everyone concerned, ,.'

...
_ . I., '--.^ ;.:\ .:; . '

A Dangerous Habit

Although there is no authorative information that last

week's fire in Mendel Hall was started by errfJer a cigarette

butt or by a lighted match, we have been asked to caution

the students of the college in regard to the menace of throw-

ing and dropping lighted cigarette butts about the building.

Several times we have seen the under-classmen walking

about the halls of buildings smoking cigarettes, pipes and
cigars. It is true that the halls of Mendel are fireproof, but

that fact is not an excuse for smoking within these pre-

cincts. The practice of smoking or of carrying lighted to-

bacco within the confines of the school buildings has been

outlawed by the college authorities. This prohibition, how-
ever, does not refer to smoking within the bounds of one's

own room.

This past week's fire came very near being as serious as

the great fire in the winter of 1928. The east wing of Men-
del Hall is all that remains after that great disaster had
taken place. It has been rebuilt into a dormitory, but it

still retains the features of the old College Hall. That is,

old-fashioned construction, non-fireproof floors, and ancient

wood interior. All this would make everything very easy

for a fire to burn straight through the building once any
headway had been gained. The fire in Pig Alley was fortun-

ately gotten under control so that there was no serious dam-

age consequent upon it.

In the future we will ask all the students to co-operate

with us in regard of smoking within the confines of the

college building. When smoking in the privacy of your room,

provide yourself with an ash tray and use it to snuff out

cigarette butts, do not throw them out of the windows nor

tramp them into the floors.
'

'

;

;.."..- '. ';'/ Hf m * * *

' -y- WonU You Cooperate?

Several days ago there was brought to our attention a

most di.sgusting fact. A habit that is nothing short of re-

pulsive. It is with much hesitation that we even mention

this fact because we realize that it will cause some (and

rightly so) to feel that such an unusual mes.sage is unnece.s-

sary to the Villanova student body at large. Fortunately

tho.se that are guilty of the charge are in the very small

minority and represent a more or less inconsequental ele-

ment of the student body. We are speaking of a very re-

pulsive habit .some students have of expectorating on the

floors of the older buildings.

Surely the mere bringing this fact to their attention

should be sufficient to wipe out this evil but unfortunately

we believe this it will not do. Therefore we must caution

those offenders to have some respect and consideration for

the presence of others and control their actions accordingly.

elections everyone should be. but
oi course it would not be a natural
election if someone' didn't kick
about the way it was run.

The day after election, Senator
Snifflewhiskers came down here to
file particular claims against Am-
bassador Crab. He is postitive that
his most unworthy opponent will
land in Hell in the not too far dis-
tant luture, and he wants to be
prepared to see that the punish-
ment will flt the crime.
Senator Snifflewhiskers claims

that the Ambassador's modus oper-
andi was as wet as the Red Sea at
the tlDv'^ of Moses. He accuses the
Ambassador of having foully and
basely deceived the public by brib-
ing the referee, and in this way
getting much yardage against his
opponent.

"I loved him so," snuffled Senator
Snifflewhiskers. 'Before the horrible
carnage of this last election he and
I were like two or three brothers
And now to think that it has come
to this .... this .... why it is out-
rageous, the lowdown crook. He's
a sly. slithery, slippery, double

-

bellied snake. Now whatya think
o' that."

"And another thing," continued
the Senator, "after measuring the
mileage of the ballots, they stuffed
them in cracker boxes and burned
them. Now I ask you, is that
nice?"
"Besides that, I want to know

who, what, where, when and how
those holes were sawed in the floor.
Now my dear Ambassador, you are
lost. You, who presumed to criti-
cize me without the proper back-
ground, without being able to lo-
cate me according to my species.
You, you are the one who dared to
use the superlative without the ex-
perience that I have. You are the
best worst, I've ever seen."
"Now I know who you are. You

are the lost Ambassador."
Senator Snifflewhiskers then

turned to us and asked us If we
wanted to know why the Ambassa-
dor was lost. Of course we said
no, in loud and unmistakable tones.
At our ready acceptance to hear
him speak the Senator broke down
and cried; after his recovery he
continued his tale, darn the luck.
The Ambassador is lost because

he keeps all his campaign promis-
es. Foolish man that he is. Do
you know what he promised the
dear beknighted public?
You don't! Well, well, and a

couple of more wells. I must cer-
tainly tell you all about it. The
Ambassador promised that when he
was elected to office, he would see
that all the taxes would go higher;
he would tend to the matter of
graft, the public must be satisfied
and a government most certainly
cannot be run efficiently and be
uptodatfc if its graft system Is all

out of gear.

Furthermore, the Ambassador
promised that bantam cars ano
miniature golf course should be
handy to drive the public crazy.

Seeing that everything was going
miniature, my opponent promised
that a eugenic law should be en-
acted, the law to provide that only
midgets be allowed to marry and
have more midgets. In this way we
should have a miniature popula-
tion, in miniature cities, for minia-
ture cars, miniature furniture and
miniature food. In this way, the
Ambassador figures, the stock mar-
ket will be smaller and then the
next time it crashes it won't have
so far to fall. Another thing, prices

will necessarily have to keep in

trend with the times and therefore

will go miniature.

For a miniature promise, that
was pretty long. There is one thing
though that the Ambassador wil

not permit to go miniature, and
that is a speech. For this reason
alone, the Senator claims that his

opponent should be subjected to the

direct punishment available in

Hades. That, of course, would be

a course in English as given by a
certain well-known prof. But then
that sounds too terrible to give to

even a stump speaker. An idear on
the miniature scale would be to

have Billy Sunday rant and rave

for two hours every day. Thai
would be punishment enough to flt

any crime.

If anyone in the future has any
ideas, miniature of course, manu-
factured from a miniature brain,

(most of us have 'em), for our en-
lighten ment please send them via

the post, and we will personally

see that they get dumped In a not

too miniature river nearby.

find that Villanova has It's Home-
towners. From the four corners of
the country they come. They bring
with them tales of a Utopia left
behind where only perfection Is
tolerated. Being a hometowner Is
born in the blood. Once it is set it
never departs. It is an ever present
scare. Let us call this city of
cities "Falrlawn" which isn't the
Greek for anything so take It easy
Falrlawn has a population of, let .conceive it as being

in imagi.ie, hit,' thousand or be'uor '" '

People from places smaller are so
completely out of the picture that
they are not counted. Falrlawn
has the customary churches and
buildings which may be the tallest
in the country but count for an
amount less than nothing around
this section. The city hall comes
in for it's share of fame along with
the local high school and corner
hangouts.

Small Beginnings
The Hometowner who from now

on will be known as Oscar arrives
on the campus with three Ideas
namely, to make good In a blK
way, to write to the folks and the
girl who waits by the fireside, and
to obtain a collegiate air. Inside of
a month he has but one main pur-
pose in life and that is to tell all
and sundry of his birth place He
and about four hundred others
have the same ideas. "When the
boys gather after chapel to sprinkle
a few thoughts the devil pops loose
Each Fairlawn of course is more
perfect than the one Just mention-
ed. The last mentioned takes the
honors. It's a game and all taken
in good spirit. It Is from these
groups that the great politicians of
the nation are gathered. A story
of the home town or a political
promise are the same thing. Lest
Oscar be lost in the dimness of an-
tiquity we wUl consider him as one
of many but typical of that many.

Fairlawn
The acme of perfection Is offered

as a definition of Fairlawn. Falr-
lawn is the hub of the universe and
the center of all thats holy. Oscar
starts his orations with the state-
ment that his beloved town of
birth has the best team In the
east. His pal immediately tells him
that he is the greatest conglomera-
tion of bunk ever assembled imder
one skin. The battle begins and
all that sanyone held sacred is
torn to shreds and scattered as so
much waste matter, the city hall
of Fairlawn has the oldest records
In the state. The high school has
the best buildings In ttie country
and prosperity just can't manage
to avoid Fairlawn. The sim does
not rotate around the imiverse as
many schools teach but Instead has
Fairlawn as its center of gravita-
tion. The spires of the large church
in the center of the city can be
seen for miles around and when
one reaches the boundaries of this
noble city one will find notWng I murmur 'There must be Justice."
further than complete annhllatlon. I The Mad Hatter

The leading citizens are big men
who have performed deeds worthy
to go down in history. The girls

of the town are the same as in the
front line of a Shubert or Ziegfield
show. You who seek perfection will

find it only here. Beyond there Is

nothing.
The city as it is without Its

orators is just a slight bit different.
In reality it is a town and a small
one at that. A raving lunatic In
his most lurid moments could not

a city. The
city hall looks like the rear view
of a picnic ground on a bleak
January day. The building is in
the final stages of misery. The
High School while larger than the
little red school house wouldn't do
for a dog fight even if you didn't
know the dogs. The spires that
are so loudly praised must be all of
forty feet above the street level.

Prosperity might have been present
In the days when the gold rush was
being rushed out on the Pacific
coast but sincd then the banks
don't even give blotters away on
Christmas. "The big men of the
town find theli^ greatness and
largeness in the size of belts they
wrap around their waists wniie
addressing the town meetings. You
look the girls over and then buy a
one way ticket to the next town.
The main street is the sole re-
deeming feature and as proof vou
may consider the 46000 dollars and
the Noble prize that "Babbit"
brought Sinclair Lewis for his hu-
morous portrayal of main street.
Dear old Lew had the right Idea.

Remedies
This disease which Is more

horrible than cancer seems to be
incurrable. We have hometowners
with us. The founders of old Villa-
nova had them and centuries from
now they will still be an important
part of the scholastic system. In
their own way they are harmless
out they get in everybodies way
which makes them a bother. When
you are gathered around the rad-
iator on a cold evening and are
discussing the latest play or show
does it grieve you to hear some
imbecile say "We had a better one
than that at home last year." Some
day I hope to be in a land where
there are nine million men without
a country. The man who wrote
"Home Sweet Home" must have
never left the fireside for surely he
never listened to the local boys in
action. The tjnly cure is a com-
plete lapse of memory and an
awaking to a sense of bemg an
elephant or something. But even
at that the impression may be
graven upon his soul. Maybe some-
where later on there will be a sec-
tion of the infernal regions reserved
for the type. And over the entrance
perhaps it will have the words
similar to Dante's "Hometowners
who enter here leave all hope be-
hind." Then on bended knees and
uplifted arms I'll bow my head and

THE PEN tHAT WONT
RUN OHV

DURING UECTURlES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES DOUBie
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Fr. Griffin Issues Result of

Freshmen Registration Query
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there were 239 papjrs with one rea-

son Checked ott, and the remain-
ing papers with two or more rea-

sons tabulated.

The questions with the results

beside them are as follows:

Advertising—Newspapers. 6.

Athletic standing of school, 43.

Catholic College influence, 87.

Scholastic rating of college. 126.

Influence of parents, 21.

Recommendations of Priests and
Nuns, 36.

Recommendatlon.s of present

students. 83.

Recommendations of Alum-il. 2'}.

Other rea.sons, 9.

These papers were not signed by

the students which shows that x>y^

survey was entirely impartial. It

Is very pleasing to note the larRe

number of papers returned glvlnu

the rating of the college as the

reason for matriculation. This
shows how well known Villanova Is

becoming in the scholastic fleld.

Gxcliunges
"The advantages of taking a col-

lege course at the imiverslty on
the ridge (Niagara) are really
numerous when the details are
considered. As we are bemg In-
structed how to go out mto the
world and make a decent llvmg,
we receive at the same time a very
fine lesson m how to save money
when we visit the city of honey-
mooners. It really is a Joke to
stand outside the railroad station
and witness the result of Barnum's
saying. It reminds us of cattle
being led to the slaughter, the way
some of the newliweds are fooled."

* • •

Well, now, college life must have
some diversions to break up the grind.

» » »

Headline in Johns Hopkins News-
Letter: 'STUNNING MANNIKINS
DISPLAY LATEST IN MEN'S
WEAR AT CAMPUS FASHION
kjHoW" lollowed by "t'or every
one or the manikins was the epi-
tome of American manhood . . . .

Just gone in the wrong direction."
* • •

Whoops, my deah, even the chief

of police is queahl
* * •

M. I. T. has classified the noises
of New York into eight groups,
traffic being the greatest offender,
with building operations running
a close second. Household noises
come next with their conglomera-
tion of radio, piano, victrola
sounds, and the noises of household
pets and wild parties. The rest

are classified into harbor traffic,

collections and deliveries, and mis-
cellaneous noises.

* * •

Now that the noises are duly classi-

fied, recorded, etc., the logical thing
for the good city aldermen is to abol-
ish all these sources of noise.

* * •

Here's one from Oglethorpe, as
recorded in the Stormy Petrel, "The
number of beards and moustaches
in the first stages of growth is in-
creasing with alarming rapidity on
the Oglethorpe campus. If the
ravages of this uncouth pestilence
are not checked at once, we
tremble at the hirsute conse-
quences.. Scouts from the House of
David will be redrultlng some of the
most prominent men on the
campus "

* • •

Wp wondpr why, but a recent article

in the New York Times sheds some
light on thin with the statement. "Kiss-
ing a man without a moustache is

like earing peaches without any
cream."

* • •

The Loyola Greyhound In a
survey of college cu.stoms of hazing
the class of '34. which Is larger than
iiny previous class despite the fi-

nancial depression, states that the
attitude toward these yearlings is

changing rapidly.

"At the University of West Vlr-

gmia, the student council has of-
ficially abolished hazing, and has
provided instead, for a Freshmen
Court! to work the traditions com-
mittee in enforcmg customs . . . .

Bucknell has gone still farther, and
is attacking not only hazmg, but
the freshmen traditions themselves.

"But hazing Is far from a lost
art. At Park College, 'Originality
and humiliation' are still the pur-
pose of freshmen rules. The TRO-
JAN of the University of Southern
California describes 'Some new
and particularly effective ways of
making the frosh respect their imi-
verslty, ranging freshman tree-
sitting contests to removing painted
remarks from the sidewalks with
only 'brocks and elbow grease." At
Crelghton, the Freshman wears a
green cap and a bright red bill;

at the University of Wichita, gar-
ters with socks that do not match.
The student in Holland who is a
candidate for one of the university
corps must shave his head and en-
ter his clubroom by the window.

Villanova, as we see tt, seems to be
straddling the fence. While there are
such things as "Regs" and Frosh
Rules, observance is not general ex-
cept among the more timorous year-
lings. To have and not to have at
the same time seems to be impossible
according to the principle of contra-
diction, but this time, the generously
gullible Mr. Ripley will defend us
against all comers.

HELP WANTEI)
Believe It Or Not!

Will somebody please "^atch
the predictions of a certain toot-
ball coach, from a college not so
for from here in mileage, but in
athletic relations, oh, so far; a
college that Is having a flne time
trying to win its second football
gamp of the year.
This coach, who also delves

into politics, has for several
years been a jinx to Wildcat
gridiron hopes. When he picks
VlManova to win. the other club
invariably comes out on too:
when he says the Cats will lose
then out your bottom dollar on
the old Almn Mater.
The P n coach (we don't

mean Penn) writes, you know, in
one of the Phllly evening papers,
find this Is hLs record to date.
Villanova - Lebanon V a 1 le v

RIGHT.
VlUanova-Gettysburg. Wrong
N. Y. U.-Vlllanova. RIGHT
Boston College-V 1 1 1 a n o v a.

Wronij.

T'emnle-Vlllanova Wrong.
Vlllanova-Duke Wron<<.
Vl'anova-Bucknell. Wron'».
You've got to be good to pick

four lasers In a row. like our
good friend does.
What we need is somebody to

ta'k sen.se into this certain .some-
bod", and have him pick Ogle-
thorrp Georgetown and Wa.sh-
ington State In the last three
games.

l^tUanobelttes

There will be given a reward of
eight dollars to anyone who can
find a Freshman with rolled up
cuffs.

Its easy to locate Freshmen foot-
ball players—Just watch the people
who sneali into the lines at meai
time. «

It may be the woman who pays
but it certainly doesn't appear that
way on a Sunday morning when
you haven't the price of the
"Record".

The Juniors promise us the best
Junior Week ever—where did we
hear that before.

We wonder why someone doesn t

blow out the "Candlelight."

The latest crop of editorials in
this paper seem to labor under the
illusion that there may l>e a gen-
tleman among the students. Page
the clever Mr. Burns.

Years ago we had fraternities on
the campus. Those were the happy
days.

The dirt and slander of national
politics being over how about a few
campus elections.

Have the school politicians parked
the derbies and cigars.

Thanksgiving-^he time when. Ma
sf-nds turkey and cake to the Fresh-
men and Pa sends dough to upper-
classmen for the chickens.

At the Scranton game—did you
see the shovel sisters and did you
take you pick.

Culinery suggestion number one^
how about French fried potatoes.

Also some artichokes and "patle
de fols gras." We've about as much
chance of getting one as the other.

We are much amused at some of '

the students on the campus who
try to be stuck up.

They go around with their noses
up in the air and ixisitively refuse
to even say "hello" to us.

Some day they will get their
noses up there and then won't be
able to get them down again, ,

"hien they will be stuck up.

Weil be seeing you next week
when we have more fully recovered
from our week-end in Scranton.

DO & DONT.

STUDENT BREAKS LEG
IN AUTO ACCIDENT

Last Saturday night another Vil-
lanova student was injured by an
automobile A Freshman named
Kane was hit while walking along
the road in Wayne and suffered a
broken leg. He wa.s immediately
rushed to the Bryn Mawr Hospital
where he is resting well and is Im-
proving.
This is the second automobile ac-

cident that has injuiyd Villanova
students this year. Either we are
very unlucky or very careless. We
hope it is not the latter, because
fhrrr Is no excuse for carelessness.

We can only urge the students to
exercise greater care while walking
along the highway.
What has happened to tWo of ou~

classmates should warn us only too
well that it Is not overly safe tn
walk In the mad and not day anv
'»tt<»nt.lon to th^ fmffln. Avnln wo

' . * • -.. — -.- fp Kp ^^ m^t,,^

Singer: "And for bonnle Annie
Laurie I'd lay me down and die

"

Listener (rising): "Is Miss ^urle
In the audience."
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'1 Gridiron Gossip

OGLETHORPE SATURDAY
Some more great big men from the South cume up

north next Saturday afternoon, when a good team from

Oglethorpe University matches football tricks with the

Wildcats on the cleat-scarred green of the Sesqui Stadium.

Oglethorpe, by no means a setup any year, has lost

only one game this year, tlie University of Georgia, one of

the befit teams below the Mason and Dixon line, handing it

its sole reverse in the first game of the season. Georgia,

you may recall, effectively stopped Albie Booth and the rest

of the Yale team in New Haven last month, when the Bull-

dogs lost to the Georgians for the second straight year.

Last year, Oglethorpe came up to Villanova after

having soundly laced Georgia, but, on a day much better

suited for mud-diving than gridiron exercise, lost a 17-7

duel. Two touchdown and two safeties gave the Felines

a win. Jack McAndrews and Tufki Andrewlevich were the

best swimmers seen in action on the r^iin-soaked field that

November afternoon.

This year, the game originally listed as something of

a soft spot between the Bucknell and Georgetown festivi-

ties, seems to hint of a big afternoon, footballically speak-

ing. Chick Meehan was right last week when he said Villa-

nova's schedule was one ot the toughest in the country.
« • « • «

INTRA-MURAL TRACK
Track Coach Harry Coates and Father Kenny, Mod-

erator of Intra-Mural Athletics, deserve commendation for

the excellent start they have made this year in dormitory

athletics. The track meet, conducted down in the Stadium

a fortnight ago, was one of the most interesting and hotly-

contested of its kind, ever held in the school.

The Day Hops, more athletically inclined than most

of us imagined, stole all the thunder and by a great finish,

eked out a slender four-point margin of victory over the cin-

derpathers from Fedigan Hall.

Track has just gone through a dismal period at Vil-

lanova, but it is always darkest just before dawn, they say,

and with an increase of enthusiasm in the meets to come,

Coach Coates will be able to put a gang of Wildcats on the

track next year, who will do their screaming loud and long.

The plans for intra-mural football fell through when

the students failed to respond as they were expected. How-

ever, in just a month or so, basketball will be back with us

and then more action, fine games, and real pep and enthus-

iasm is predicted. Last year, the frat teams had a splendid

year, and 1931, with all the dormitories taking a part, the

league should be more successful than ever.
»

CO-OPERATIVE CHEERING
This is being written before the game with Bucknell

at Scranton was played. No doubt, Villanovans, ever-loyal,

will stick to their team up there, win, lose, or draw, just as

they did at New York, when the cheering was better than

it has been all season.

But still, the criticism on the campus of the cheer-

leaders is too great to be disregarded. It is a fact that those

in charge of the organized cheering seem to be showing an

amazing lack of judgment all year.

The cheers are not being called at the right time.

Too often is the team on the field missing signals because of

the noise from the Villanova stands when absolute quiet

should prevail.

When the Cats have the ball and are making prog-

ress, Villanova yells and cheers are given too much and too

often, but when our opponents have us with our backs

against the goal-posts, those in charge are silent.

This does not refer to the noise from the stands.

Villanovans are noisy enough and they yell their heads off

for the team at every game. But the organized cheering,

led by the cheer-leaders^has been very poor this year.

The cheer-leaders from Temple and Boston College,

in the games at the Stadium, both used better discretion in

the calling of cheers, and they got better results by the

unity and co-ordination they displayed while leading the

yells.

This bit of advice is not meant to be personal, but

the season is not yet over ; it is not yet absolutely a success

or a failure. Three more games against worthy opponents

remain. The boys need real, honest support. Let's give it

to them, and at the right time.

,
THUITY-TWO.

IVo Cross

Country Runs
To be Held

Interscholastic Run and
Freshman Team Race

on College Course

On Friday afternoon at 3.00

o'clock the Annual Interscholastic
cross country run will be held on
the Villanova College campus
course. This year the run is ex-

pected to be closely contested as

leading high schools of the state

and vicinity have been invited and
are expected to attend. Coach
Harry Coates has full charge of the

run. He has been working dili-

gently toward its success and ad-
/ance indications point that he ha.s

not failed. The Athletic Association

has been cooperating with him In

this event.
The Villanova College trophy will

be awarded to the high school win-
ning the meet. Each high school

is entering ten men, eight of whom
may compete. The winning team is

the one scoring the least number
of points. First place to register

one point, second place two points,

and increasing as each man crosses

the line. Five men from a team
score for their school. Besides the

trophy, gold, sliver and bronze med-
als will be awarded to the boys

finishing among the first five.

Earlier In the afternoon, at 1.30,

the Villanova Freshman cross

country club will engage the St.

Benedicts Prep, team of Newark.
The run will take place en the col-

lege course. Coach Coatos has pro-

duced a fine Freshman outfit of

long distance men and as the New
Jersey team Is coming down with

a seasoned club the run will be a

close contest.

Henry Bobertz has been elected

captain of the Freshman outfit.

He comes with a flne record, having

ran on the Newark Prep, champ-
ionship half mile and two mile re-

lay team. The two mile relay team

holds the world's record. His show-

ing in the Intra Mural meet won
the position.

Coach Coates has entered as his

team besides Bobertz, Wallen. Fred.

Smith, Downey, Hurley, Leitner

Olim and Mount.

Less talk and

more taste -^

better
n

taste

One will always stand out!

(£) 1930, LicotTT A Myrks Tomcoo Co.

Kittens Play

Valley Forge

This Friday

S-O-L
Sportcasting

Rally and

Bon-Fire

Successful

inSpirit of Confidence

Team Pervades

Meeting

An unquenchable flame of opti-

mism and a spirit of confidence In

the team was evident In the thun-
derous applause with which the
exuberant students greeted each
speaker at the rally last Thursday
evening.

Vociferous cheers and resoimding
songs were a feature of the demon-
stration, under the Inspired leader-
ship of the cheer-leaders. "Hie
roaring bon-flre, whose reddish
glare later Illuminated the sur-
roundings, was a magnificent
spectacle as Jubilant figures danced
estatlcally about it^ crackling
flames, shouting and singing In en-
thusiastic abandon.
The rally was formally opened

by the chairman, George Blaney,
with a few introductory remarks.
He then presented the first speaker,
our Track Coach. Harry Coates,
who commended the team heartily
on the valiant determination they
have shown in other frays, and ex-

r'

horted his listeners to lend their

team more ardent support, and to

curb the too-prevalent tendency to

criticize.

In the next address, the Reverand

Father Dougherty declared: "There

are many things to be learned at
college besides book knowledge,
such as a sense of six)rtsmanshlp
and an ability to 'take it on the
chin.' " In closing, he urged his
hearers to cultivate that mental
attitude that is symbolized by the
namr Wil.. 'tat. '

"

Professor Charles McOeehan,
Graduate Manager of Athletics,

at the Bucknell contest at Scrantos,
urged that every student be pressnt
cheering with all his might, and
showed how important a part the
support of the rooters plays in the
winning of a game.
A great ovation greeted Mr. Gor-

don Mackay, popular Record col-
umnist, as he was introduced. De-
ploring the pessimistic attitude
many seem to take, he asked that
each student cultivate a more in-
tense spirit of loyalty. He brought
his remarks to a close with the
declaration: "The Wildcat team is

a hard-fighting one; but it needs
support that is worthy of the heri-
tage of football glory that is Villa-
nova's."

In the final address of the even-
ing. Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher
was enthusiastically cheered when,
after having expressed his confi-
dence in his men. and paid tribute
to the Bison team, he declared
himself sanguine of victory.

Third Game to Be Played

on Cadets Field

The Freshmen foot ball team

will attempt to make it three

straight this Friday, when they

play Valley Forge Military Acad-

emy. The Kittens have thus far

displayed wonderful foot ball

against Ursinus and Perkiomen,

defeating them with little trouble.

The Cadets this year are known to

have a strong eleveen and are ex-

pected to give the Frosh more op-

position than was shown in the

two former games. They have a

flne record thus tar, winning four

straight games and have not been

scored upon.

It is likely Coach Jacobs will

start the same eleven that won the

two former games. Captain Carr,

at center, and the backfleld com-
posed of Marlon, fullback; Rand-
om:, left halfback; Cavanaugh,
right halfback, and Golden, quar-

terback. O'Brien, Brodnikl, Zizak,

Homiac, O'Donnell and McOee
comprise the line. This combina-
tion have displayed a flne brand of

foot ball, and hope to keep their

record clean against the Cadets.

Klvers, Egan, Donohue and Ric-

ordan have been starring for Valley

Forge this year, and will be closely

watched by the Villanova Fresh.

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Intersectlonal battles between
strong teams and renewals of an-
cient gridiron feuds feature Satur-
day's grid schedule.

Among the chief East-West bat-

tles are St. Mary's (California) and
Fordham, and Penn State and
Iowa. In the North-South battles

Navy plays Southern Methodist.

Penn meets Georgia Tech, and
Army faces Kentucky Wesleyan.
Yale meets Princeton in what

might be called the day's banner
came between old rivals, and Pitt

and Ohio State clash In what
should be a thriller. Columbia-
Brown, Dartmouth-Cornell, SjTa-
cuse-Colgate, Bucknell-W. & J..

Harvard-Holy Cross and Oeorge-
town-N. Y. U. also bring together
ancient rivals.

The first named team is favored
to win:
Bucknell-W. A J.

N. Y. U.-Georgetown.
Temple-Lafayette.
Yale-Princeton.
Fordham '^t. Mary's.
Dartmouth-Cnrnell.
Brown-Columbia.
Harvard-Holy Cross.

lowa-Penn State.

Penn-Georgia Tech.
Pitt-Ohio State.

Navy-Southern MethodLst.

Army-Kentucky Wesleyan.
Colgate-Syracuse.
Lehlgh-Rutgers.
Urslnus-Swarthmore.
Maryland-V. P. I.

Delaware-Drexel.
Tufts-Boston U.

Haverford-C. C. N. Y.

Notre Dame-Drake.
Last week's record-winners,

losers. 6.

Season's record-winners. 99; los-

ers. 35.

And another Wildcat bit the

dust

-V-
At the end of the first half we

wouldn't have given Bucknell an
anti-Facistl's chance in Italy to

win the ball game
-V-

If Hinkle plays this way with a
bum knee, it's lucky for us that he
didn't have a broken leg

-V-
Anyway, we played before the

biggest crowd of the season, 30,000

people 10,000 inside and
20,000 outside , ... .

-V- •'•"•

This fleld may be O. K. for two
High School teams playing for last

place, but for a college game It's

a complete bust We
were afraid that one of Peterson's
punts would go over the fence and
land in the river

Trip to Game
At Scranton

Big Success

Over Five Hundred Villa-

nova Rooters Follow

Wildcats

-V-
There were no- baseball fans

present at the g&>ne
The pigskin went Into the stands
after the extra points, and nobody
tried to put it in their pocket . . . .

-V-
The sweaters that the Bucknell

band wore were tricky The
backs were ideal for a game of
tlk-tack-toe

-V-
If all the penalties In the game

were laid end to end, the referee
would still be walking

-V-
Besldes Villanova losing to Buck-

nell, November 8, will go down In
sport annals as the "Massacre at
Franklin Field."

-V-
If previous events can be taken

as Indication, our neighbor's first

and second team backflelds will be
out of Jobs ....

-V-
But as the Gauls said when

Caeser conquered them, "Wait till

next year."

After the dance all again boarded
the Special for the return trip

about 1.45 a. mi., Sunday morning.
It was a bit hard to get any sleep,

but who wanted to sleep anyway?
Everyone proclaimed It to have
been the best trip yet, as the Spec-
ial pulled into the Reading Termin-
al about six o'clock.

This is the second time the stu-

dents have shown their support to

this Scranton trip. It is hoped
that there will be another trip next
year and many more in years to

come. It was a huge success and a
good time was had by all.

DANCE WELL ATTENDED
Another Scranton trip Is over and

once again the student body of Vil-
lanova has shown its true Wildcat
loyalty by following the team one
hundred and fifty miles to the
scene of battle.

Last Saturday, noon, over five

hundred Villanovans descended
from the Blue and White Special
into the Reading station at Scran-
ton. The Special "left the Reading
Terminal In Philadelphia that
morning at 7.25. It Was an early
start but not a man was left be
hind. The four hours of travel

passed very quickly with the en
thusiastic and confident cheers of

all who were on board. The sing-

ing of school songs kept the trip

from being at all boring.

The Villanova band under the
direction of Vince Marra rendered
a selection which made the walls of

the Scranton station re-echo the
spirit which permeated the Wild-
cat followers. A parade was then
formed and Scranton was again
shown that when Villanova has an
out-of-town game, Villanova is

there to a man.
The Hotel Casey was the scene

of great activity—the Villanova

stronghold as In other years. After

the game nearly everyone on the

trip showed their support by at-

tending the Wilkes-Barre Club

dance in the Crystal Ballroom. It

was a success and everyone enjoyed

It.

Fr. Dougherty Giveg

Answers to Questions

(continued from first page)

gy, would, no doubt, carry some
weight; but the apology of some-
one high in the esteem of that ruler

would carry more; the satisfaction

of the American ambassador Would
be still weightier; and the interces-

sion of the President of the United
States would remove the offence

given.

One Mass offered up for a soul In

Purgatory is capable of completely
satisfying the debt not only for that
soul but for ever3^ soul. We have
no way of knowing, however, how
far the wisdom and Justice of God,
as well as the deserts of that soul,

will permit of the application of

this infinite merit.

In concluding, the Dean urged
the students to a more frequent at-

tendance at the Holy Sacrifice.

The Sore Point of Traffic

Plane Tunes

The old songs will soon have to be
revised and brought up to date.
For example:
"Parachuting Nellie Home."
"In the Zooming. O My Darling."
"My Bonnie Files Over the

Ocean."
"After the Fall is Over."
"On a Sky-Cycle Built for Two."
"The Side Slips O'er New York."
""Nobody Knows How High I am.

'

"Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly
Fleld?"

""Motor of Mine."
"Airily We Roll Along."

Or Harps With His Tongue
Musician: "I know a girl who

plays the piano by ear."

Non-musician: "That's nothing,
I know a man who fiddles With his

whiskers."

RENT A
NEW CAR

Drive It Yourself

No Deposit
Required

of Villanova Students

NO HOUR CHARGE
Buick Ss — Hupmobile

Chrysler — Chevrolet

Fords — 1931 Models
Sedans, Roadsters, Coupes

srZ'i Walnut Street
1830 Market Street

329 S. Broad Street

1726 N. Broad Street

^

17:

COMING TO VILLANOVA

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Haberdashers for the

CoUege Man
FREE—VILLANOVA COLLEGE RED BOOK

AND MONOGRAMED INITIALS

Showing Every Friday at

PIE SHOPPE
by RALPH KAUFMAN

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Braeburn Clothes Burd & Crofut Knapp Hats

An old lady, evidently from the

country, stood in a busy thorough-
fare, looking first at the ceaseless

stream of traflac, then at the sign

which read: "Pedestrians cross

here."

"Humph!" she was heard to mut-
ter; "'and I shouldn't blame 'em if

they were downright angry."

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

^
•<

•4

iou (eel like going places

and have money left to do

things when you buy

JL-/ CLOTHES
J^ADE P07( rOU

S24.75 - S28.75 - $38.75
Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday
By LIN HILL
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JustLooking
Around

ixie geixerai exouus to bcranton
bittneu icfeuiuny lur Uie puttt loiu
j-euxs oy loj-m anu araeuv imaer-
«iuuo fcot uiiuei way last aaiiuuay
wueu a iame group oi lOiiowerb,
iiuiniiciiini ciobe lo live nuuarea,
ACii uieu aeur alnm uiaier lor uie
cotti regionii. AiUiougn it was eaiiy
in uie uioinaig, exutemem pre-
vauea. ocores oi automobues,
ueaiiiig Vuianova suckers, nouKea
uieir way auout the campus, sm-
aents, paiUy uressea, huruea to Uie
uubses, Willie snouts ana nurry-up
^^ua prevailed.

• * * •

The cry was. "On to Scrantonl"
« • • •

As in previous years the nianage-
iiiKut oi une nouei uasey iiau uuovvn
Mie uoors wiue uj auuiit uie uuoiik
oi vuiuaova aanmeis. aiwv^ couit-
cj*y was exieiiuea to uie nuge
ciowu uiat pacjtea the loooy. iiiat
iuuoy was Viiiaiiovas nome ior tne
uay.

• _*'•;«•-
-J ;

Not only the students but'hosta
Oi aiiinjiu ana a gooaiy loilowing
luiea uie reservea vilianova secuon
at i»ruoK.'s iieia where toe uuuies.i
was stageS.

• • •

Throughout, the Vilianova band
was very much m eviaence. be-
tween the halves a musical contest,
with the Bucknell oanasters rivai-
mg our own musicians, provided a
snort let-down lor those who lound
uiruis of tne game entirely too in-
tense. Needless to say, our band
more than held its own. A big
ovaUon iollowed Marras presenta-
tion of Beta Co-ed. i-'avorable
comment on the bands appearance
and quality was heard on all sides.

• * * *

The weary musicians, on the re-
turn to the Casey, although down-
hearted smmnoned enough energy
to serenade the inliabitants of
Scranton as a finale.

• * * •

Defeat, however, failed to stem
the social ardor and the Wilices-
barre dance became a "howling
success." Evening dress was the
vogue. The hotel became a point
around wiiich Vilianova Interests
revolved. Throughout the evening
throngs filled the me&anine, the
dance floor, the lobby, the restau-
rant, and all other available space P^*'^®'* McLaughlin, was caught by

where post mortems might flourish. K**'"^^''' ^o"" '^® second Vilianova
touchdown. Gardner added the
extra point with a placement kick.

"How The Ball Moved"

First Period—Metzer kicked oti

lor Bucknell. His boot was re-
ceived by Gardner who carried it

to the Vilianova 34-yard line.

Vilianova was unable to gain and
Peterson punted into Bucknell ter-

ritory. On the ilrst play trom
scrimmage, Ammerman dashed
ilirough a wide opening in the left

side oi the Vilianova lint; into a
clear held. He scampered the re-

maining 7U yards tor a touchdown,
nis teammates giving him excellent

uiterierence. M^zza tailed to

make his dropklck lor the extra
point good.

Casey Scores
Alter the klckoil Peterson's

fumble was recovered by irudnack
on VUlanova's 321-yard line. The
Wildcat's defense proved impreg-
nable, however. Bucknell lost the
oall on downs on VUlanova's 3Q-yd.

line. Casey hurled a pretty pass

to Gardner who raced 30-yards

oelore being tackled by Brum-
oaugh on Bucknell's 13-yard ime.

Casey ^nd McLaughlin made a
iirst down on the two yard line.

Bucknell held for three downs. On
uhe fourth, however, Casey plunged
over the line ior the touchdown.
Alter Gardner's placement kick for

the extra point was good, Vilianova

grimly held its lead till the end of

uhe quarter. Score—Vilianova 7;

3ucknell 6.

Second Period—Mezza intercept-

ed Peterson's pass on Bucknell's 24

yard stripe. Bucknell was penal-

.zed 15 yards for holding. Fry
punted out of danger to Bucknell's

i4-yard mark.
Vilianova was penalized 15 yards

ior holding and Casey was thrown
ior a lU yard loss on an attempted
lorward pass. A punting duel en-

sued, neither team gaining any
edge.

Casey intercepted a pass on his

own 40 yard mark. Vilianova

launched an aerial attack which
led to its second score. A pass,

Casey to Peterson, netted 18 yards
and placed the plgsKin on Buck-
nell's 39-yard line. Two penalties,

ooth oi 5-yards were, given to

Bucknell, placing the ball on its 29-

yard mark.
Gardner Crosses Line

A pass, which traveled 20 yards,

thrown by Hammond, who had re-

At one o'clock the trek to the
Reading station began where
wearied rooters proceeded to
cJamber aboard the "Special" and
stretch out for the night.

* • • •

Aside from a display of animal
spirits natural to such a time, the
conduct of the Vilianova men was
noticeably gentlemanly. As in
other Jaunts into hostile territory,
the Vilianova student body definite-
ly proved its ability to uphold the
high standards of the college.

« • • •

One wit remarked that the train
would make better time if the en-
gineer stopped selling Wilbur Buds
and tended to business.

* • • •

In spite of the defeat the trip
stands out as being a worth while
bit of spontaneous loyalty and
school spirit, and it is hoped that
the idea of the "Special" will In
future years become an incorporate
part of Vilianova.

* • • .*^:.; \-:-

The attendance at the game was
eight thousand. If the spectators
on the coal pile were added to this
number, the attendance would be
sixteen thousand.

* * • *

The coal company hired a thous-
and men to watch that the slippery
city slickers would not get away
with the coal pile.

The half ended soon after the
score. Vilianova 14; Bucknell 6.

rhlrd Period—Fray's klckoff was
received by Gebber on his 30 yard
line. Vilianova could not gain and
Peterson punted to Hlnkle who was
downed on his own 2ii-yard line.

Hinkle Runs Wild
Bucknell displayed its powerful

olfensive ix)wer. Hinkle crashed
through VUlanova's line, for a nrst
down to his 40-yard stripe. A pass,
Hmxie to Ross, netted Bucknell an-
other hrst down to the 2ii-yard
ime. Ross tossed a hve yard pass
to Fry who raced to VUlanova's 12
yard line beieore being tacKled.

A pass, Ross to Fry, advanced
the uaU to the seven yard line,

iiinkle tossed a pass to Ammer-
man over the goal line, ine ball,

nowever, was Knocked out of nis
nands, but the oihcials ruled mter-
lerence and the ball was given to
Bucknell on the goal line. Hinkle
plunged over lor tne score on tne
arst play. Frys placement kicK
netted tne Bisons the extra point,
ricore—vuianova 14; BucKneU, 13.

ir'eterson iumoled the kickoh ana
was pniy able to carry it back to
biie lu yara ime. leri-y uooteu
irom benina his goal ime to Am-
merman wno racea to Viiianovas
ou-yara line. Lme piimges by nm-
Kie gave Bucknell a iirsi down on
the itt yard lme. Gezzer intercepi-

ea a pass irom Hinxle anu carrtea
tne oall to tne 2U-yard ime as tne
penoa endeu. bcoie—vmanova i4,

riucKneii i3.

rourtta Period—lerry panted to

iioss, wno was downeu on the
oucKiien 44-yard lme. LiUie piimges
iieitea liucKneii a nrst aown on
\^uianovas 43 yara lme. a lo ya.
penalty gave Baciuieii anoiaer nisi
aown on Viiianovas 2v yara mie.

Ammerman Scores Again
From nere Ammerman crashea

on leik tacKie, ana, eiuauig me
seconaary delense, sped over tne
«oai luie lor nis secona touciiaown
Oi tne iray. Fry aaaea tne extra
point witn a placement kick, bcore
vuianova !«; Bucxneu 2U.

xne WUdcats tougnt uack furi-

ously in an enort to score anotner
loucnaown but to no avail. Fry
siiatterea VUlanova's last cnance to

score When ne interceptea a casey
pass ana returnea the pigSKm to

VUlanova's 36 yara lme. iwo lme
bnrusis at the Vuianova line tail-

ea to gain as the game enaea.
Bcore—Vilianova 14; BucKneu 20.

Cats to Face

Second Team
From South

In a Swiss vUlage an old man,
tlie only protestant in the town,
holds services for himself every
Sunday, as the result of a century-
old agreement by which Catholics
were to use the church one Simday
and Protestants the next. All the
Protestants except the old man
have left the town. He holds the
fort.

• • • *

It was a rip snorting Bucknell
Bison and a smeai^ng tearing WUd-
cat who stirred extra excitement
under that clear Scranton sky.

• • * *

The coal pUe rooters are becom-
ing as much a tradition as the
game itself.

• • • •

Bucknell's initial offense was
nothing short of the usual spec-'
tacular accomplishment of an au-
thor's will; Ammerman, alias Dick
MerrlwelL

• • * •

That lone play bewildered most
of the Wildcat fans, but to the
great "Cat" eleven on the gridiron
it meant "Let's go" and they did.

Result—first quarter: VUlanova 7;

Bucknell, 6.
• • • •

Bucknell plus Hinkle in second
half were better than Bucknell In
the first half.

• » • •

Paper talk—Hinkle, injured star.
• • * •

The umps wUl be royally razzed
forever and anon If they persist In
using mental telepathy to convey
decisions to the sidelines.

• • • •

Etcranton can't help but recognize
a Vlllanovan Invasion—football
team, band, rooters, cheers and
.songs, Etc.

• • • •

Those peaceful Inhabitants are
wondering what would have become
of their slumbering town if the ump
had not graclou.5ly bestowed our
goal line minus a jrard to our op-
ponents.

hear. We've got a gritty team
worthy of the name it represents.

Let no one write differently.
• • « •

Resolved "Overcoats should be
made part of the college band's
uniform."

• • • *

That vagabonding fraction of our
loyal "Rah, rah boys" were of deep
concern. It is consoling to see all

back safe and questionlngly sound
ior classes.

• • • •

"How I got to Scranton and
Back" would be a topic of Interest
to those who could not make the
game because of finances.

• * • •

Slogan for this week "Oust Ogle-
thorpe."

College Heroes
Easily Extinguish
Devastating Fire

Richmond and Curcio Cover Them-
selves With Smoke, Water

..... and Glory!

Wiednesday morning last, the 5th
of November to be exact, and to be
still more exact at 9:30 in the
morning, a small fire, the source
of which, up to date, has been un-
determined, broke out in one of
the rooms on the second floor of
Mendel Hall, but due to the splen-
did headwork and quick action of
two members of our local Are bri-
gade, the blaze was quickly brought
under control, and damages of any
great extent were prevented.
Perhaps some of you are In

doubt as to how, when and where
'.his tire department was organized,
well, from what we can gather this
is the story. Harry Richmond,
one of our sterling cheer leaders,
was on his way to the Pie-Shoppe
to refresh himself after a two-hour
struggle with some Organic and on
entering the corridor that this par-
ticular room was located, beheld,
much to his amazement, a

cloud oi smoke. At hrst, we are
MM, Mr. Hicnmond beiieved some
one to be smoKing one oi liouies
cuoice cigars, but on drawing
Closer decided that the odor was
mucn too mild, so by process oi

elimination Harry came to tne con-
clusion tiiat there was a lire and
thus did our hre ngnting organiza-
tion come into existence, witn ivir.

noward Riciimond as cnarter
memoer and acting chief.

xnis sudden rise to great heights
and fame in no way deterred our
seU appointed ciilef, rushing over,

he tried tne door of the room from
whence the smoxe was coming, and
iinding it locked, he entered the
room next door and woke up Joe
Curcio, although Joe claims he
too was studying Organic. The
iire company, now two strong,

managed to obtain a key, and witn
this, gained an entrance to tne
room. I'he method of procedure
was obvious, the hre iiad a fairly

good star, and the only means of

combating it was with water. Chief
Richmond directed Captain Curcio
Joe had been appointed Captain
because he obtained the key to the
room, to get the hose and turn on
the water. Joe followed his in-

structions to a "T" and shortly aft-

erwards the hre was put out.

Our two heroes of the above af-
fair indeed deserve the greatest
praise, if it were not for the quick
thinking of our Chief and his able
assistant "Smoky" Joe Curcio un-

Stormy Petrels of Georgia
Beaten Once in Six

Games

STAR BACK WILL PLAY
Oglethorpe's Record

Oglethorpe, 6; Georgia, 31.

Oglethorpe, Itf; Mannattan, 0.

Oglethorpe, 6; Dayton, 0.

Oglethorpe, 19; Loyola, 0.

Oglethorpe, 12; Purman, 6. •^

Oglethorpe, 0; Wuienburg, 0.

Total: Oglethorpe, 62; Opponents,
37.

From the sunny state of Georgia
comes another Uock of high-flying
blras this Saturday, the Stormy
Petrels of Ogiethorps University
coming up to the Municipal Stadi-
um to match football wits with our
chastened, but still untamed Wild-
cats.

With four victories, a tie and a
deteat behind ttjem to date, the
cjoutherners kxNkst as strong a team
this year as in 192a, when Georgia,
conquerors of Yale, was defeated.
Ihis year, Georgia is the only

school to set back the Stormy Pet-
rels, and this is hardly a disgrace,
as Georgia has already beaten Yale
and New York University.
Georgia won by a 31-6 margin,

scoring all the points in the first

half. Oglethorpe came back strong
In the final semester, running up
seven first downs to one, and push-
ing over one touchdown.
Last week, Oglethorpe was tied by

Wittenburg in a scoreless battle, but
the Petrels' attack was diminished
by the absence of Dapper Meyers,
star back, who was injured in the
Furman game. Meyers, said to be
one of the best backs in the South,
and ranking close to Brewer, oi

Duke, is the keystone of the Ogle-
thorpe play.

Tanky Anderson, who does the
punting and passing, has a better

than average reputation, whUe the
line is bolstered by Dan Kenzie,
said to be a great tackie, and Curly
i-'ulton, veteran guard.

Oglethorpe scheauied only one
game at nume tnis season, meeting
rurman on the home green ana
winning, 12-6. In another trip

north, tney got their nrst taste oi

the Notre Dame system by playing
jonnny Law's Mannatian team anu
winning, 19-0.

Alter the Manhattan game, tne
Ogietnorpe team attenaeu the Vu-
lUuova-lN. Y. U. game at tne xanKee
dtaaium the next aiternoon, to get
a line on tne Wildcats possibilities.

X-Ray Slides

Illustrate

Clerl's lalk

Head of Bronchoscopic

Clinic Lectures at

Seminar

Hinkle Leads Game Bucknell

Eleven in Uphill Fight to

Top Wildcats by Toushdown

(continued from first page)

Dr. Lewis Clerf, Professor of

Bronchoscopy at the Jeiterson

Medical College, addressed the

Biological Seminar at its regular

weekly session last Thursday morn-
ing. Dr. Clerf was assistant to Or.
Chevalier Jackson when that noted
man was teaching at Jefferson. Dr.
Jackson is the inventor of the
bronchoscope, an instrument used
t-o remove foreign objects which
have been aspirated into the air

passages. This invention of the
uronclioscope has founded a new
branch of medlclnce. Bronchoscopy,
a science which has been the
means of saving many lives.

Since Dr. Jackson resigned from
the staff of the Jefferson Medical
College, Dr. Clerf has taken over
his duties and is now head of the
Clinic of Bronchoscopy.

Dr. Clerf began his lecture by
telling the men that the field of
medicine furnishes us with many
examples of the way men' have
furthered science. An instance of
this is Pasteur's epic discovery of
the bacterial function and follow-
ing close on its heels was Lister's
application of the discovery in the
form of distUiction.

Another example of man's ad-
vance ill medicine is the w'ork
which has lead to the removal of
foreign bodies which have been
either aspired or swallowed. Medi-
cines Interest in aspirated objects
has dated back as far as the Mid-
dle Ages. This is witnessed by the
legend of St. Blaise removing bones
from another's throat. There is

also the story of Pope Adrian IV,
who died following the aspiration of
a fly.

Before the invention of the Bron-
choscope the retreiving of a foreign
object from a patient's throat,
would almost Inevitably be followed
by his death. This was because the
doctor, of necessity, cut into the
neck so as to get at the air pas-
sages. Since the invention of this
instrument it is no longer necessary
to make an incision, and the object
can be removed through the mouth
and without the aid of anaesthesia.

Dr. Clerf illustrated his lecture
with fifty slides, showing X-Ray
pictures of objects lodged in the
bronchi and lungs. The foreign
particle removed from patients in

the pwist ten or flfteen years
amounts to a grand total of twen-
ty-two hundred. The collection in-
cludes such diverse objects as coins,

buttons, nails and other hardware,
jewelry, toys, jackstones, whistles.

pencil caps, dental instruments,

false teeth, bones, minerals, glass,

crayons, nuts, seeds, shells, safety

pins and straight pins.

One of the X-Ray .pictures show-

ed a case where four safety pins

had lodged in the gullet of a child.

In this cast It took three sittings

to remove them all.

Did You
Know That-

One of the greatest friends and
supporters of St. Catherine of Siena

was the English Augustinlan Wil-

liam Plete. He was also her con-

fessor from time to time.

Rysbroek, one of the greatest

ascetical writers of the late Middle
Ages was an Augustinlan Canon
Regular.

The first Catholic Church
South Carolina was built by
Augustinlan Pr. Brown.

In
the

How AU Our
Future Foes

Are Faring

Washington State Easily

Defeats the Strong

Idaho Team

N. D. SWAMPS PENJN

Georgetown played Bci.o;i Col-
lege on Saturday and emerged
with another spectacular victory.

The final score was 20-19. 'inls u
Georgetown's second successive

victory by one point, having de-
feated Mich. St. by a score of 14-

13 last week.

Oglethorpe played Wittenburg on
Saturday. Neither team was ab.e
to score although Oglethorpe on3C
advanced the ball to the one foot
line.

Washington State continued to

be unbeaten by defeating Idaho to

the tune of 33-6. The Wash. St.

victory was not a surprise but the
decisive manner in which they
scored was.

And Notre Dame easily defeated
Penn by the score of 60 to 20. Brill,

a former Penn Student ran wUd
for the Irish, scoring three touch-
downs.

Mistaken Identity

Woman (in crowded street car, to
her friend) : "I wish that good-
looking man would give me his
seat."

Five men got up and bowed gra-
ciously.

Goodwin C Donovan
Hoak R. a Kobilis
Marter R. T Hickey
i^ooei K. E 1 erry
Fry y. B McLaughlin
Brumbaugh L. H. B. . . Casey
Ammerman . . R. H. B. . . Peterson
Mezra F. B Gardner
Bucknell 6 6shrdiuuuaiuu
ViUanova 7 7 0—14
Bucknell 6 7 7—20
Touchaowns—Brumbaugh, Am-

merman and Hinkle for Bucknell;
Gardner and Casey for Vilianova.
Points after touchdown—Fry 2 for
BuckneU; Gardner, 2, for Villa-

nova. Substitutions : Vilianova

—

Keough for KobUis, Geezer for
Donovan, Hammond for McLaugh-
ihi, Donohue for Terry, Harkins
for Hickey, McLaughlin lor Ham-
mond, Geisler ior Casey, Hickey
for Harkins Casey for Geisler,
Casey for Geisler, Terry for Don-

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU
TELEPHONED
uJMother and Tiad

?

it were not for the fire you would Jne||_.i^Qgg
not have to read
there you are.

this story. So

, , , ^ ... , v-» I- .
ohue, Donohue for McGann, Ham-

ntl ?n T .IT S^ JT ^T?, "»o"d ^o'- McLaughlin, Bnce for
place in good old Mendel, and ifl^,,^, Bradley ior Geezer. Buck-

lor Brumbaugh. Seiss
for Mutzel, Slate for Ammerman,
Hinkle for Mezza. Brumbaugh for
Ross, Mutzel for Seiss, Slate for
Ammerman, Crowe for Goodwin.
Referee-^. T. Clinton, Yale. Um-

pire — C. E. Price, Swarthmore.
Head Linesman—W. L. Cornog,
Swarthmore. Field Judge— Major
B. L. Mumma, Army. Time of per-
iods—15 minutes.

Jones (buying new overcoat): "I
can't w^ear this, dear; it's three
sizes too big."

Wife: "Yes, you can! Remember,
it's got to go over the radiator of

the car in cold weather. That's
what we have to consider first."

Dear Teacher: Kindly excuse
Johnny's Illness yesterday. He fell

in the mud. By doing the same
great I you will greatly oblige his mother."

• • • •

Errors, fumbles, and blunders
make a game a trifle more exciting.

This Includes those committed by
the umps also.

• • • •

For the benefit of those who can't
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MONDAY '

Bernard's

Specials
IN THE

Pie Shop

Ties - Hose - Kerchiefs

At Their Best
"Mother, we heard a quartet in

church last night." said the littlj

boy. "Daddy liked to hear them
sing."

"Didn't you?" asked Mother curi-
ously.

"Well." explained the tot, "I like
quartets best when they're eight or
nine singers."

Teacher: "I must write your
mother a note thanking her for
this lovely apple."

Johnnie: "Would you mind
thanking her for two, Mi.ss?"

COLODONATol
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suite Made
for You

$24.50 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

a great many voices are

GOINQ HOME
tonight!

Tonight, just like every other night,

there will be a great exodus of Voices-
going from the Campus to Home!
And there will be a grand influx of ma-
ternal and paternal Toiceh—visiting the
Campus!

It's a fair exchange, too, that brings s
grand thrill to everyone concerned.

Just give your home telephone number
to the Operator and stay on the line.

It only takes a few minutes of your time
—and costs but little.

(Charges may be reversed if you wish.)

i

SLOGAN FOR

GEORGETOWN GAME
'^TOPPLE THE

HiLLTOPPERS'* VILL
LETS GET TOGETHER

AND DANCE

AT THE ELK*S CLUB

SATURDAY NIGHT
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Philadelphia Alumni Dance
To be Held Saturday Night

In Elk's Crystal Ballroom

Vilianova College and Georgetown University Orchestras to

Furnish Music.—Dancing From Nine to One.

—

Special Hotel Rates For Visitors

Debaters to

Enter Lists

In February

PROCEEDS TO PAY FOR FOOTBALL BANQUET

This Saturday. November ' 22,

vuianova and Georgetwon Unlver-

.slty meet In fierce battle. But

Saturday evening, no matter which

team wins, with all animosity for-

gotten they will again meet in the

Main Ballroom of the Elk's Club

In Philadelphia at one of the most

colorful events of the fall season.

This dance which is being spon-

sored by the Philadelphia Alumni

of Vilianova is expected to be the

largest college dance ever held

outside of the annual proms. The
committee has done all in its

power to assure the positive

success al the dance.

Due to the "extensive adver-

tising campaifjn. delegations of

alumni are expected from New
York, Scranton, Atlantic City,

Baltimore, Wilkes-Barre and num-
erous other cities. Delegates have
been cent to Ceorcctown Univer-
sity in order to arouse interest

there, and a large number of

rooters are making plans to take
advantage of this occasion.

The committee has even gone so

far as to arrange for special rates

at Elk's Hotel for rooms and meals
for all vlsilors to the game dance.
Tho.se taking advantaie of t'lc^e

rates will have full use of all the
facilities which the Hotel affords
cuch as swimmlnc pool, gynti-

naslum. etc.

Nor has the committee neglected
to make provisions for the con-
venience of all students wishing to

attend the dance. Heretofore
.^-tudents have often been isolated in

Philadelphia because of the lack of

train servloe during tl^ wee hours
of the morning. They need have
no fety; jQf this ii«Xit«ihinday morn-
ing after the dance for a special

train will be leaving 69th. street

Terminal for school at 3:30 A.M.
One of the biggest features of

this affair is the fact that music
will be furnished by two college

bands, one from each school, Mr.
Marra will lead his Villanovans,
and the Georgetonlans will

represent G.U. The melodic strains

of these two bands will keepi the
air alive with music from 9 until

1.

Remember - - - - none of the
proceeds of this dance will be
turned into the treasury of the
Philadelphia Alumni, but rather
will be spent for the annual foot-

ball banquet which is given the
team after the close of the season.
The Alumni are hoping to make
this banquet the most elaborate
ever given the team by means of

this dance. The tax is only $3.00 a

couple and it is sure to be well

worth the price.

The committee, under the

capable .supervision of Thomas
McNee '28, consist of the following

members; J. Bannon '27. J. Henry
'29, E. Connor '25, H. Brady '27 J.

Cretin '28. It is Interesting to note

that four of these men have, been

chairman of prom committees dur-
ing their college days.
The committee are desirous of

making this a regular "get to-

gether dance". Having talked it up
in all the Philadelphia high
schools, at Georgetown and among
the various Alumni societies, there
will be representatives of past,

present and future Vilianova
students besides the followers of

Georgetown. It will be an event
which will go down in history as

the greatest football dance ever
held by a Vilianova organization.

Home and Home Debate

Challenge Issued by

Muhlenberg

DEBATE IS POSTPONED

Science Men
Hear U. of P.

Professor

Dr. D. W. Wilson Explains

Biochemistry of Mus-
cle Action

CHEMIST OF NOTE

IX^m. James of

Oglethorpe U.

Squad Injured

May Lose His Sight Due
to Injury Received

• in Bus Wreck

One of our recent opponents
was seriously injured last Saturday
evening at 9:15 o'clock, when a
hugh plank which had been placed
in the street to cover a trench in

which the Water Bureau employ-
ees had been working crashed
through the floor of a bus bound
from Philadelphia to Olassboro
N.J.. on Arch street Just west of

Seventh, completely wrecking the
vehicle.

Six people were injured, and of

these a member of the squad of

Oglethorpe University, which play-
ed our team at the Munlciple
Stadium last Saturday afternoon.
The man is William James, who
was burned about the eyes by a
quantity of gasoline which caught
fire after the wreck. Physicians at

the Jefferson Hospital fear that
he may lose his sight.

According to the passesgers the
bus appeared to have sti'uck the
edge of the plank and it struck
the bottom of the gasoline tank in

the rear, carrying it through the
floor with it. The battered tank
was wedged between two of the
rear seats. A portion of the gas-
oline burned and the balance
trickled through to the street.

That the wreck might have been
wor.se was reported by the driver.
James Rafferty. He noticed two
younu men smoking In the rear of
the bus tus orlor to the crash, he
said, and ordered them to ex-
tinguish their cigarettes. Had thin
not been done, Rafferty declared,
he entire contents of the gas tank
might have exoloded and more
persons Inliu^.

Last Thursday morning, the
School Science Seminar was honor-
ed by a lecture on "The Chemical
Changes in Muscles During Exer-
cise." The distinguished chemist,
Dr. D. Wright Wilson, Professor of

Biochemistry at the Uniy^fslty of

Pennsylvania Medical School, de-
livered the lecture to the memliers
of the Seminar. Dr. Wilson is a
recipient of a Ph. D. degree from
Yale University. The professor is

widely known in the field o£ chem-
istry for his work on the Bence-
Jones substance, and acid base
metabolism.
A resume of the lecture follows:
The causes of muscle contraction

are uncertain, but the chemical
changes involved in the contraction
of muscle tissue are known and are
most important. The muscle cell

is made in general like all other
cells of the animal body, with the
one addition of extractives, which
other cells do not have.
In 1847 Liebig extracted and con-

centrated beef muscle to isolate the
most nutritious portion of the beef,
though later it was found out that
the beef extract was not the most
nutritious portion of the beef. Ex-
tractives were isolated from this
beef extract and were found' to be
Important in muscle exercise. One
of the substances extracted from
beef extract was lactic acid.
Changes of a chemical nature in

the muscles take place with light-

ening-like rapidity. Fletcher and
Hopkins were the first to work on
the chemistry of muscle, they found
that twenty milligrams of lactic

acid were present in resting muscle
and in stimulated muscle 200 milli-

grams were in evidence. If the
muscle were rested in oxygen the
lactic acid disappeared, and if the
muscle were rested in an atmo-
sphere of nitrogen the lactic acid
content was increased.
Glycogen was also found to be

a constituent of muscle, 200-600
milligrams per 100 grams of or-
dinary muscle being present. Mey-
erhof studied the lactic acid forma-
tion as muscle contract. It was
generally known that the formula
for lactic acid was somewhat simi-
lar to that of sugar and when
Meyerhof suspected this relation-
ship he also studied glycogen. In
doing so he discovered that as lac-
tic acid was formed during the
contraction of the muscle, the gly-
cogen disappeared. Later figures
showed that four-fifths of the gly-
cogen was used in the formation
of lactic acid and one-fifth was
used as energy.
Embden in 1914 found that when

lactic acid was formed inorganic
phosphate was ahso present. This
suggested the role of phosphates in
the yeast fermentation of sugar,
which is similar to the formation
of lactic acid from glycogen. Young
of England, isolated the hexose di-
phosphate and later the hexose
mono-phosphate. These substances
were later i.solated from muscle by
Embden. Thus were the inter-
mediate steps in the formation of
lactic acid found and proved. Tn
connection with this Meyerhof iso-

lated the two enzymes which were
thought to carry out the reactions.
Glycogen is the storehouse for

the energy which caused muscle
to contract. It is changed by a
series of reactions, the phosphate
needed for the reactions being fur-
nished by adenine nucleotide
pyrophosphate and phospho crea-

(continued on page two)

It was announced at a meeting
of the Beta Gamma Chapter of

the Vilianova Literary Society,

held on Monday evening of la»t

week, that Muhlenberg College

has again challenged Vilianova to

a home and home debate to take

place next February. Under this

arrangement each College will

select two teams, one to defend
the affirmative side of the
question at home and the other to

sally forth to the habitat of its

rivals and argue in favor of the
negative side. The subject for the
debate has not yet been chosen,
but three topics have been sub-
mitted to the Muhlenberg society

for approval.

Last year the Allentown In-

stitution's two teams, fortified by
long experience, were awarded
the decision in both contests, but
revenge is sweet, and Beta Gamma
is looking forward to a very
.saccharine evening next Feb-
ruary.

The debate on the American
Jury system, orginally scheduled
as part of this meeting, was post-
poned until next Monday evening
owing to the enforced absence (rf

one of the speakers. Another
debate, on the adoption of the
thirteen month calendar, will be
held on the same evening, but un-
der a different system. Each
member of the Debating Society is

to gather all the available facts
on both sides of the question, llie
teams have not vet been selected,

but will be aooointed during the
meeting, and each side will be
allowed ten minutes to divide its

arguments and prepare them In
an orderly arrangement. Professor
Jonas believes that by this novel
departure from the usual method
of conducting debates the interest
of all the members will be stim-
ulated to a. greater extent, moA
that more information on the
topic will be uncovered.
The problem of securing capable

Judges for the home debates was
discussed at length, although no
definite plan was decided upon.
Several of the members suggested
various expedients whereby men
might he persuaded to act in this

capacity, and Mr. Jonas urged
each individual to make inquiries

among his acquaintance with a
view toward forming a reserve
board of Judges.

Fr. Crawford Stormy Petrels Fall Before

Discusses

Problems

Three Questions on Topics

of Interest Answered
in Chapel

MARRIAGE DISCUSSED

Wildcats Face

Hard Foe in

Georgtown

Georgetown Sports Writer

Reviews Team For
Villanovan •

'

HAVE STRONG LINEUP

Three more questions on inter-
esting religious topics were discuss-
ed last 'luesday evening in the col-
lege chapel during the regular ses-

sion, ine questi.ons submitted this

week to our Chaplain were answer-
ed by Fr. Crawford.
The hrst question was one which

seems to t>erplex a great number
of people: "Is it wrong to receive
Hoiy Communion without previ-
ously going to Confession'/" In re-
plying to this question Fr. Craw-
ford pointed out that the condi-
tions lor a worthy reception of the
Holy Eucharist as laid down by the
Church are threelold. In the hrst
place, the recipient must be in the
state of Grace, that is, he must be
free from all stain of grievous sin.

Secondly, he must have a good in-

tention, that is, he must not be
moved by such unworthy motives
as vain glory, prestige, etc. Thirdly,
he must be fasting from midnight.
Hence, Confession is not in itself

a nece.ssai*y condition and need be
made use of only as a means of
obtaining forgiveness for grievous
Sin. Receiving Holy Communion,
as a matter of fact, will bring atiout

ior^ilvenesij of venial sins, if a per-
son is really sorry for them.

He further stated that there are
two extremes to be avoided with
regard to this question. In one
extreme the man does not feel

right unless he goes to Confession
previous to each Holy Commun-
ion, even though he goes two or
three times a week. According to

the other extreme a man goes to

Communion frequently and, with-
out grievous sins to confess, goes
to Confession only about every
three weeks. The latter extreme is

not recommended because it in-
duces Carelessness towards Con-
fession. A happy medium was sug-
gested as the rule to follow.

The second question answered
was: "One morning last week the
priest at the main altar wore white
vestaments, while a priest at a side

altar wore black ve.staments. What
.s the reason for this?" In ans
wering this question the speaker
said tliat every day in the year has
a sp>cial liturgical significance.

Each day is dedicated In some way
to 0!:r Lord, the Blessed Virgin
Mar/, or the Saints. Some of these

(Oontlnucd on Page Three)

Cats' Mud-Running Attack

As 2000 Brave Elements

Losing Streak Snapped as Wildcats Plough Way Through
Muddy Field to Two Touchdowns.—Southerners

Score Against Reserves in Last Period

TERRY GALLOPS 72 YARDS FOR TOUCHDOWN

For the second consecutive foot

ball season the Stormy Petrels of

Oglethorpe University invaded the
Wildcat's battle-scared gridiron for

anoti^er nip and tuck struggle.

From deep in the cranebrake fast-

ness of southern Oedrgla those
Stormy Petrels swooped north-
ward to avenge last year's 17-7 de-
feat, but they were doomed to be
disappointed when the mud running
Vviidcats completely outclassed
them.
The s--cond rainy day in three

years of Vilianova foot ball greet-
ed the southern visitors in their

1930 bow to Philadelphia hospital-

ity. Two thousand loyal Vilianova
rooters, dampened in body but not

D. P. E. Frat.

Elects New
Officials

Doyle Resigns From Student

Council to Accept Post

in Frat. as Pres.

K E F F E R SECRETARY

Sophs Prove

Worthy Hosts

At Iniation

By WM. H. SOISSON
Sports Editor

Georgetown HOYA

Georgetown started the 1930

season with an entirely new
system. Lou Little, last year's

coach resigned last January to

take up a position as head coach
of Columbia, and to succeed him,
Tommy Mills, of Notre Dame, was
selected. Mills was last year Head
Freshmen Football coach at Notre
Dame and one of Rockne's most
valued assistants. He was also

chief scout for the South Bend
mentor and "Rock" once said of

him, "Mills can look at a play
once and tell you everything that
each man does."

Mills is not new at the cocu;hing
game having coached Beloit and
Creighton and having produced
exceptionally strong teams at both
places. A.sslsting him he has Jack
Colrlck and Xom Murphy, ends of
last years crack Notre Dame out-
fit. Also, as line coach, he has
John "Clipper" Smith, who was
Captain of Notre Dame in 1927 and
was selected as All-American guard
that year.

As to the team itself-it has done
muchmoi'e than orginally was ex-
pected of it. Last June most of the
regulars graduated. Only one
veteran lineman was left, Captain
Bill Morris, renter. Bob Brennan,
rlTht end had played part of last
season, but had been forced to

(continued on page four)

Grotesquely Garbed Year-

lings Delight Bryn
Mawr Citizenry

350 IN CEREMONY

VILLANOVANS ON AIR

Thursday evening the Villa-
novans under the direction of Mr.
Vincent Marra will broadcast a
half hour procrram of college songs
and popular numbers of the day
over station WELK located at the
Elks Club in Philadelphia. The
broadcast will begin at 10.00 P.M.
and be concluded at 10.30. It is

being sponsored by the Vilianova
Alumni of Philadelphia.

At 7:00 P.M. last Thursday
there poured forth from the dorms
a motley array of timid looking

Frosh dressed in their appropriate
evening wear and ready for almost
anything. They gradually assem-
bled back of the dining hall where
they were given a reserved place

on a long rope by the aid of the
ever considerate Vigilance Com-
mittee, but since it was supposed
to l)e a surprise party, they were
politely asked to cover their eyes
with blindfolds.

With Big Chief Murnane lead-
ing, the party took an extended
tour of the campus during which
they encountered numerous 'low

bridges" and other bothersome
obstructions. Several Frosh at-

tempted to go tjetween a tree but
found that it was quite impossible.

The Frosh have only one com-
plaint to make - - - - they had
too much spare room between
each other.

In due course of time the gjmi-
nasium was reached - - - - the
scene of elaborate preparation on
the part of the hard working en-
tertainment committee. A circle of

reserved seats had previously been
arranged for upperclassmen and
were soon filled and standing
room only was left.

One at a time the over anxious
Frosh were lead through the for-

mal initiation into the order of

Hobble Gobble. First they were
Tiven a few warming up paddles
as appetisers, followed by a bit of

a shock to keep them from being
completely bored by the ordeal.

Each number was taken in order
to afford a check on those who
were unable to attend through
previously arranged engagements.
Rising to greater heights, they

were allowed to step upon an
elevated niatform and bow low to

the audience four times. Each
time they were rewarded by a
lusty blow placed near the lower
extremity' of the spinal column

(Co*itlnued on Page Four)

The failure of Ed Martin

and John Brady to return to

school this year necessitated the

installation of two new officers to

fill the vacancies made in the

Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity,

through their absence. Maurice
Doyle succeeded Ed Martin as
president,

, while Charks Keffer re>
placed John Brady as Secretary.
Mr. Doyle, in order to properly

serve in his new capacity as pre-
sident of the fraternity, has re-
signed his membership in the
student council. Joseph Kelley, a
man whom the students consider
possessed with all the qualities
requisite for one acting in the role
of mediator, was appointed by Mr.
Doyle as his successor.
For this year's social program,

various members of the fraternity
have suggested a dance, followed
at a later date by a banquet;
others favor a tea dance which is,

perhaps, the more popular of the
two. There is no cause for alarm,
however, in as much as there will

be plenty of time to make arrange-
ments with the comely maidens
for the occasion, since the fratern-
ity has decided to delay its pro-
gram until after the football sea-
son, the calendar of which is al-

ready overcrowded.
Through the increasing popular-

ity of the School of Commerce
and Finance, the membership of
the business fraternity is rapidly
growint. It intends, therefore, to
foster many entrants in the in-
tramural meets which will noon
play a large part in the way of
campus diversion.
The promise of Pr. Hartley to

allot a room in the new building
for the Delta Pi Epsilon is herald-
ed by its members as of signal im-
portance to the welfare of the
fraternity, as it will insure full

meetings which have heretofore
been discouraged liecause of the
lack of a suitable place to
assemble.

in spirit, were on hand to urge on
Admiral Gardner and his hardy
crew t& steer the Blue and White
craii inio pore despiie ine on-
maugnts ui the eiemenis and in-
vaoers.

aarry Robertson, the Gold and
iiiacK kuior, former assistant to
tJiiicK Meenan, brought a fa^t and
tncKy squad to teu the Wildcat's
ciaws. ine festivities opened with
ine oesi oi cordiaity ana cneers tor
uotn teams. The sKy above was
uvercasi wiin aark and tnreatenmg
ciouds, and a nasi prevailed.
Morrow, Oglethorpe center, kick-

ed on u) Stan the game. Alter
tnree plays failed to make the re-
quired yardage, Mike Terry stepped
uacK to tne 2(i-yard line to luck,
i'he pass trom center was, how-
ever, high, and, together with the
snppermess of tne mud-lathered
Dan, Terry momentarily fumbled it.

£>eemg it was now too iate to punt,
ne sKiUtuily evaded several tacklers,
and dashed around left end. The
atormy Petrels, not expecting a
run, were caugtit unawares, 'terry's

running start enabled him to pass
the nrst line of defense, and he
Slowed up a bit to allow his team-
mates to form Interference. As he
criss-crossed his way towards the
goal line outdistancing his pursu-
ers and his mates bowling over
the secondary defence, the stands
were in the greatest excitement
and turmoil.

When Terry had passed the final
chalkmark, Joy . reigned supreme
among the Vilianova rooters. To
see the longest run of the year
made by a Vlllaoova player was
indeed quite a treat.

At this point in the game the
sun, whic'.i had been Struggling its

9W iV»»\0x ,
tiie clouds, burst

forth in all Its splendor and glory,
beaming benevolently on Villa-
nova's sons.

Clete Gardner, who played one
of the greatest games of his foot
ball career, failed to make the ex-
tra point when the pigskin slipped
In the mud.
Johnny Highfield received a warm

ovation when he entered the game
in the second period. This was
Johnny's first game since the Get-
tysburg fray in which his shoulder
had been severely injured. He
showed his worth when in the
third period he crossed Oglethorpe's
goal line for the second touchdown
of the game. This time Clete
went over from scrimmage for the
extra point giving the Wildcats a
13 to load.

(Continued on Page Four)

Belle Masque
Again Heard
On the Air

Act of the Week Presenta*

tions by Belle Masque
Enjoying Big Success

MACBETH PRESENTED

St. Benedict's

Takes Cross-

countryRun
Vilianova Frosh Lose

on Muddy Course
20 to 45

On the wet and muddy two and
a half mile cross country coiuie
the St. Benedict's Prep squad
scored a decisive victory over the
Vilianova Freshmen team In the
first dual run on the course this
year. As the last man finished the
visitors were ahead 20 to 45. ESach
man on the Newark team displayed
sterling ability In nmnlng the
gruelling course.

1. Downey—vuianova
2. Sinonski—St. Benedict's
3. Taypar—St Benedict's
4. Msterson—St. Benedtcfs
5. Duehill—St. Benedict's
6. Mulflhlne—8t.Benedlct's
7. Burke—Vilianova
8. BobertB—Vilianova
9. Smith—Vilianova
10 Hurley—Vilianova
11. Olim-Vilianova
12. Leitner—Vilianova
13. Mount^VUlanova

St. Benedict's .2348 6—20
Vilianova 1 8 11 12 I3--4S | of the plaj.

Last Wednesday evening the
Belle Masque Chapter of the
Literary Society of Vilianova gave
to us over the air, its interpreta-
tion of the second act of Shake-
speare's play. Macbeth. The first
act was presented on the same
night of the previous week. As
has been stated in a former issue
of the Villanovan, there will be a
play or part of a play presented on
Wednesday of each week from
8:30 to 9:00 P. M.
The characters were enacted by:

Hugh McHugh, Macbeth; John
DePrancis, Lady Macbeth; Stephen
L. Duhamel, King Duncan; Edward
J. Hookey, Macduff; William
Rorke, Banque; Basil Shorb, BCal-
colm; Joseph Hahn, Fleance; Leon
A. Harter, Lenox; Joseph Hause-
man. Porter.
The ability exhibited by these

men was noteworthy. Each one
put forth his best effort which re-
sulted in an excellent portrayal of
the act. The quality of their voices
lended Itself to make a pleasant
reception, as every word was clear
and distinct.

Professor Jonas, who conducts
these broadcasts, opened the pre-
sentatlot. with a synopsis of the
play and a brief character sketch.
This was followed by giving the
names of those taking part In the
play and the respective character
which each was going to represent.
Mr. Anthony Emmi again assist-

ed by diversifying the program
with a piano solo, the selection
rendered being, Argonalse from
Le "CId" by Massenet. Excerpts
from Aida were used In the brei^
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It seems as though a week cannot pass durjng which

we are not called upon to expose some evil existing on the

campus. The latest complaint emanates from the Post Office

and has to do with the delivery of laundry boxes and pack-

ages.

In the future no man will be allowed to receive another's

package, laundry or mail. Many students have complained

this year about not receiving packages that have been sent

to them. Evidently a few GENTLEMEN have made "com-

mon sport" of going to the Post Office, scanning the bulletin

board, and asking for a package belonging to a FRIEND.
Needless to say the FRIEND sees nothing of the package

or of its contents which no doubt have served to whet the

appetite of some petty parasite who can neither think of

nor feel for anyone save his own selfish self.

.
, Plainly speaking, the "common sport" alluded to above

is nothing other than "Stealing" and as such is punishable

not only by the College but also, since it is a Federal offense

to tamper with the mail, by the United States Government.

In the event that any of these men are caught they will be

shown no mercy whatever by the College authorities but

they will be turned over to P^'ederal agencies. It might be

interesting to' note here that a few suspected individuals

have been ferreted out and that their actions are being care-

fully watched.

It is too bad that the majority must suffer for the of-

fenses of a few. We are practically certain that this min-

ority numbers in its folds the same individuals who almost

succeeded in having the public 'phones removed from the

campus, the same men who will not overlook a single oppor-

tunity to bring discredit to the College.

We do not want such men here and we will not rest con-

tent until, with the help of the majority, we have remedied

the evil and have rid the campus of the agents responsible

for the evil. ,. .; .:^
^'

._../,..;, ./;;..,,,,.: /'..:;':

A Childish Practice

This week the first of the group pictures for the 1931

Belle Air will be taken and it is our purpose at this time to

call to the attention of the student body a childish practice

they have been indulging in for the past several years while

these pictures are being taken.
. ;; •'.••

A schedule of the time the different organizations will

have their pictures taken will either be posted or published

in the Villanovan. All members of the various organiza-

tions are requested to consult these schedules, note what
time is scheduled for the photographing of the groups they

belong to, and appear promptly at that time at the appoint-

ed spot. It is impossible for those in charge to check up on

just who should be in every picture and who should not.

This is left entirely up to the student body and it is hoped

that this year the students will cooperate by appearing in

the' groups they are supposed to appear in and in those

groups only.

For the past few years we have noticed several students

who, when the group pictures for the Belle Air are being

taken, seem to vie with each other in appearing in as many
pictures as they can whether they are a member of that or-

ganization or not. This is nothing more than childish and

not at all befitting college students. Needless to say it

doesn't make a g(X)d appearance to outsiders when, upon

looking through the Belle Air, they find the same faces ap-

pearing in groups of students supposed to come from I^w-

rence. New York, the Coal Regions, Connecticut Valley, Phil-

adelphia, etc. Ix3ts .see if this year we can't do away with

this childish practice.
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The Styx

"When the frost is on The Punk-
In" a la Hellion.

"When the frottt is on the punkin"
(punkins being the colloquial for
the yellow decorations used at Hal-
lowe'en) and the fodder's in the
shock (fodder is an old-timer's way
oi expressing his opinion of young
soldiers, fodder for the cannon,
ihe shock comes after the cannon
bail hits the youngsters),

And you hear the kyouck and
gobble (Kyouck i^ the war-cry ox
me upper Zambesi natives, gobble
oeing un expression for the way
oiuaents eat their dinner in a caie-
lena) oi the strutlin' turkey-cock
.a lurKey-cock is now a very popu-
lar Diro and is seen in its native
iiabuai oi gravy, stutiins and set
on a large piatter at ihis time ol
jear).

And the clackin's of the ruineys,
ta guinea is an old-time Kngiisn
goiu coin, wh.ch clacks surrepti-
tiously When lound in a Scotsman's
pockei) and the ciuckin' of the
nehs \hens usually being known as
uie rocking cnair origaae of a sum-
mer notel),

And the rooster's hallyiooyer j^s

he tiptoes on the fence (a rooster
IS a species of bird used on the
farm as the substitute for an alarm-
clock )

;

O, It's then the time a feller is

a-ieehn' at his best (a feller is a
machine for felling trees, why it

should be feeling at its best we
don't profess to know).
With the risin' sun to greet him

(this must be a description of the
eariy bird, we have never had the
rising sun greet us except on pic-
ture postals) from a night of peace-
lul rest, (evidently this chap never
slept in a college dormitory),
As he leaves the house, (a house

is a small building in which people
lived ttefore the advent of Manhat-
ten and apartments), bareheaded,
(presumably a collegian) and goes
out to feed the stock (stock being
one of several pieces of paper used
to represent money paid in non-
flowing oil wells).

When the frost Is on the pump-
kin and the fodder's in the shock
(these is the same punkin, fodder
and shock mentioned in line one
of the poem).

They's something kindo' harty-
like about the atmusfere (atmos-
phere is the pressure of air at sea-
level used as a unit).

When the heat of summer's over
(summer is that part of the year
when a college man worlcs) and
the coolin' fall is here (fall follows

summer and the college man quits

work)
Of course we miss the flowers,

(flowers are those expensive things
in which florists deal, men buy,
and women receive. They fade!)

and the blossoms on the trees (trees

are the perches used when anyone
wants to enter a tree sitting con-
test).

And the mumble of the hummin'-
blrds (their wings are used as food
by the wealthy) and buzzin' of the
bees (insects that sting, in this re-
spect being like a salesman);
But the air's so appetizin' (air is

analogous to atmosphere); and the
landscape through the haze (a haze
is that in which a man walks after
he has proposed and the girl ac-
cepts him)
Of a crisp and sunny morning of

the airly autumn days (autumn is

the same as the fall in line ten, and
airly as in line thirteen)

Is a plctur" that no painter has
the colorin' to mock (a painter is

a. chap who lives a la Bohemian,
has no money or food and thinks
that pictures are cubistic horrors) .

.

When the frost is on the punkin
and the fodder's in the shock (same
as in lines one and eight, exactly
the same).

The husky, rusty russel (these
words are synonyms for noises as
made by a night club singer) of

the tossels of the com (corn is that
grain which kids like to shoot at

girls' legs),

And the raspln' of the tangled
loaves (rasping is that noise pe-
culiar to such singers as Rudy and
Willie) as golden as the morn
(golden is said to be the colour of

five dollar goldpleces, but we are

not authorities);

The stubbel in the furrles (boats

which ply the river to Camden,
stubl)el is the way a man gets on
the boat at the Camden .side of the
river) kindo' lonesome-like, but
still

A-preachin' sermuns to us (ser-

muns are the talks which are given

during church and which are never
listened to due to the comatic state

of the congregation) of the barns
they growed to fill (barns are store-

houses for trolley cars)

;

The strawstack is the medder
(strawstacks are the resting places

of hobos overnight), and the reaper
in the shed (this is not a water-
shed);
The bosses in theyr stalls below

(hosses are those antedeluvian ani

mals used mostly by wlldwest cow
boys and naked women) — the

clover overhead;
O. it setA my hart a-cllckin' like

the tickin' of a clock, (these are

presumably timepieces, but you
never go by them when calling for

a woman).
When the frost Is on the punkin

and the fodder's in the shock (yes

Ermentrude the same as previously

mentioned).
We had better spare you the

last verse, w^e Just threw the author

of this pulchritudinous article over

board as we passed the half-way
mark, the manuscript will follow If

ever we can rip it into enough
pieces so that none can repair It.

If you don't like this column this

week we would like to see you down
here. Hopin' that you recover not

too soon
PHELYOAS

It seems as if the dream of a life-

time was at last to be realized.

Having read for the past couple of

years the adventures of one Doro-
thy Dix who gives advice to the
lovelorn, I became a loyal follower

of the unfortunates whose hearts
were broken by problems that ap-
peared to be without solution. The
goal of all achievement to my mind
was a desk in a large newspaper of-

fice and on the desk a pile of let-

ters from the multitudes who had
loved and who without my a.ssis-

ance would also have lost. And I—
the sole hope of countless thousand.s
who did not know the answers to

such problems as, "Should she ask
him in", "Should she throw him
over because her motlier objected
to his habit of reposing in the gut-
ter on a Saturday night" or any
other question of worldly import-
ance. Yesterday the editor of this
sheet approached me and gave me
the following letter:

Editor of the Villanovan:

I am a Freshman in my late
likens and sluice coming tO' Vil-
lanova I Ijave had little or no
success with the fair sex. I do
not l)elieve I am one of the four
out of five, I wear Paris garters
so I do not lack sox appeal, in

a bathing suit I am not so bad
and my conduct in hallways has
always be^n of the l)est. Even
my best friend thinks I may
pass in a crowd if the lights

are out. I am a lover of pipes
and outdoor sports and can
talk on any subject, as physics
and chemistry or literature.

There must he something I lack
and as you are an editor you
should know. Tell me if its a '

system or a game? Or maylie
a gift?

Sincerely yours,

G. J. Doorslam.

Now there's a nice mess for one
man to figure out. After careful

consideration no solution seems to

offer itself. The lovesick boys about
the campus had tietter go in for

one of these things the profs call a
hobby. Try sending postcards to

your friends or guessing what we
will have for supper three weeks
from Tuesday. Then there is the

famous Sophomoric method of break-

ing down the resistance of the fair

sex, namely by writing poetry. It

appeals to girls who have never

had the finer things of life and do

not know^ they are about to get

stung again. Poetry has Its good

points but the points were used up
centuries ago. After all is said and
after all is done the primitive meth-
od alone remains, and remember it

is all in the system. System is the

thing. Get used to it and you are

on the highroad. Start at the lie-

ginning and you are off on the

right foot.

Appearance counts most, as it is

from this source that the first im-

pressions come and these impress-

ions are of the greatest importance

as in all probability there will never

be a second. The great things of

life are built from the ground up

so if you aspire to the hall of fame

or fortune buy a can of shoe polish

and shine 'em up. Get your suit

pressed and borrow a tie. Put on

your top coat and girth your loins

as in the story book and take the

train to the city. There await your

great opportunities. A pipe in the

mouth will lend the collegiate at-
mosphere and even if people do
laugh let it pass. Having taken
your place on a corner you will look
like an urbanite (City tax-payer).
Before you lies the world and be-
hind you dismal failure. Re-girth
your loins and in a nasal tone ask
the first girl who chances to pass
your way if she knows where the
zoo is. Start a conversation, take
her home and in due time marry
the girl. If you fail just write to
mo in care of this patier and the
road again will be opened to you.

To the women and young women
of the nation who would seek my
advice I have little to .say. The
secret of success is in that—you
just know she wears them—line.

If it isn't I guess its not. College
boys will easily fall victims to the
right sort of treatment. A fast and
furious line doesn't get far as they
are used to that but a large hunk
of cake smothered in cream (whip-
ped) will t)Owl over opposition. A
warm parlor has been known to

work wonders. (You fellows might
cut these suggestions out and s^nd
them to the charming young lady
who takes the crease out of your
trousers every date night). Re-
memljer the boys are first, last and
always home lovers, as long as the
home Ixdongs to someone else. Don't
constantly tell him to go home or

he will think you a moron. Don't
ask him what a moron is because
he won't know. Don't bring out
the checker board or the cards as

he isn't used to thrilling affairs.

Listen to his life history and if he
ends it by telling you that you are

the biggest thing in his life don't

get a swelled head for he means
that you are big in a stout sort of

a way. Those boys are clever in

their double meanings. Whatever
you do don't act natural. Natural-
ism is out of date. Be yourself if

you must but you'll never get far

on that alone. Bring him to meet
the folks, your father likes a good
laugh. Sisters in the family should
t>e kept out of sight except in some
instances. Small brothers are the

delight of the young woo'er (I

thought that word up myself), he
delights in seeing them perish by
slow torture. (Try saying woo'er

three times as fast as posible).

Have the clocks all wound as there

is nothing as nerve racking as hear-

ing someone upstairs winding a

clock about two in the morning.
Some fellows might think you

wanted them to go home. If he
wants you to bring a girl friend for

a boy friend of his don't do it for

your girl friend will soon know the

awful results of blind dates. When
you are tired of him just draw up
close and begin to sing. Not being

a brave man he won't last three

minutes. That will put him out of

your life forever. This isn't a safe

method as he may take an awful
revenge by singing himself. Then
what will you do?

All in all its a tough proposition

no matter how you look at it. Ad-

vice is cheap. The government is

dishing it out to the unemployed.

Get busy and acquire a few tele-

phone numbers and try out the

above. All results guaranteed. Me
and Dorothy Dix may save this

country if given enough time.

THE MAD HATTER.

IC 31

CoUegiana

Waggles— How is your rheuma-
tism?
Mike—Rheumatism is doln'

I'm the fellow that's gettin'

worst of It.

fine

the

The Barber of Johns Hopkins

We all know of the historic bar-

ber of Seville, but we have for the

first time heard of one who was
shorn of his hirsute adornment by

rank outsiders, uninitiated into the

mysteries of his ancient calling.

According to the JOHNS HOPKINS
NEWS-LETTER, a group of stu-

dents conceived the brilliant idea

of doing unto "Tony" as he did un-

to them. Now it is against all pre-

cedent lor barbers to submit with-

out a struggle to tonsorial indigni-

ties at the hands of novices, so a

combat of herculean proportions

ensued, but when the smoke of

fiery Latin invective and the omni-
present flood of lather had subsid-

ed, p)oor "Tony" was found pinion-

ed in the chair by six burly pairs

of arms, while a seventh grasped

the razor in inexperienced but will-

ing fingers, passing it none too

gently over outraged epidermis

ridged here and there with scarlet

evidences of tonsorial Inettlcicncy.

Their task completed, the stu-

dents went their several ways to

the tune of vitriolic comments by

the first barber in history to be

shorn by Johns Hopkins men.
Catholic University

Catholic University, according to

the TOWER, is instituting a com-
plete system of intramural sports,

comprising of Touchball, Cross-

country, Wrestling, Playground
Ball, Basketball, Swimming, Water
Polo, among others. The program
is to go into effect soon.

"Competitive athletics for every

student" is the aim of the Inter-

mural Department of Catholic Uni-
versity. The TOWER further

claims, that, "The competitor's

morals, courage, self-control, char-

acter and spirit of self-sacrifice and
all are abetted by his contact with
other men in the hot flare of

games."
Ohio State irnlversity

We don't know whether or not
students arc molested by Seneca at

Ohio State, but wc strongly suspect
that this particdlai student must
have heard of iilni somewhere. As
relayed by the PURPLE AND
ORAY, the theme is, "A Sopho-
more at Ohio State University
dines on a dime a day. He eats
quite heavily when he goes home
(or hi-' week-ends, but during the
school week ho sticks strictly \x\

hl8 dime-a-day policy. Last year
on the same diet, he managed to

gain twelve pounds. He spent $360
during the whole Freshman year.

Ihree dollars of this sum, he threw

away ior enlertaJiiment, mucii go-

ing lor picture hhowb, nis favorite

pasunie. Wiih a jtars experience

oehind him, he expects to exercise

much stricter economy this year."

Holy Cross College

Attempts to introduce a new
Alma Mater at Holy Cross have
caused much turmoil on the campus
at Worcester, Mass., and has di-

vided the students into two ele-

ments, the conservative upperclass-

men who prcler the "Varsity Song"
and the group composed tor tne

most part oi lower classmen wno
are partial to the new Alma Mater,
•ihe letter by Mr. Murphy, alum-
nus, represents a powerful senti-

ment on the Alma Mater that
should demand the respectful con-
sideration of all impartial men.
Ihe letter by Mr. Earle, Senior, ex-

presses sentiment with which 1

cannot agree. His characteriza-
tion of the Alma Mater as a 'Dis-

mal dirge" is one statesment from
which many of us consider it an in-

spiring song dissent.

"

Science Men Hear
U. of P. Professor

l-HE PEN THAT
y^i(

DURING tBCT"BRli

CARRIES iiat^ii
|:::>::tHfe^'lNK:,.::::::..';/:.^^x

l^tllanobelttes

The colleges are playing footba.l

games for the unemployed. Its a
wonder the Senate doesn't send us
the European question to settle.

The Freshmen had their initia-

tion with one STRIKING variation.

It looked as if oysters were
season with castor oil as gravy.

In

(continued from page one)

tine, the lactic acid is then formed
and the muscle is contracted.
During the resting period of the

muscle oxygen is used to a great
extent, and all the compounds are
re-formed for the next contrac-
tion of the muscle.
Much experimentation and In-

vestigation have been going on for
the past few years, and at present
Dr. Wilson has a corp of students
working on various phases of this
vital subject.

Did You Ever
Know That—

The vigorious paddling of the
anatomy may take some of the
lately acquired swelling out of the
head.

Bryn Mawr turned out to see the
pajama boys go through. A Vigil-
ance whose height is about five-four
at the head of them brought to
mind the old quotation, "a little

child shall lead them."

Did you notice the colors of the
pajamas. If they wear that variety
in public what can it be in private.

The Frosh ran back to ViUanova
faster than they run to meals.

A week from Thursday may be
Thanksgiving to some folks but its

just Thursday to us.

Due to the grace and majesty of
the Sophs, and Frosh hereafter
will dispense with name cards.

Then there were the two girls

trying to crash the gate who claim-
ed to have come all the way from
Oglethorpe and when asked where
it was answered "New York." Seems
everything is blamed on the big

cities these days.

There ' was no shortage of mud.
No one on the field wore their rub-
l)ers, tlie managers must have lor-
gotten them. .

•• :•.,.,

The appearance of an Oglethorpe
team means rain. Last year was
worse than this. Next year it won't
tie so iiad.

And then we saw the fair young
thing who thought the boys l>ohind

her wt-re very rude lieoause the.v

objected to her umbrella.
DO AND DON'T.

Two Bands to Play

at R. C. H. S. Dance
To Furnish Plenty of Music

Atop Adelphia Roof

Ft. Lulgi Astengo in a recent
work gives us a list of 30 Augustln-
ian musicians.

There is evidence tending to
show that Richard RoIIe of Ham-
pole, poet and my.stic was an Au-
gustinian. Richard was one of the
first to write In the English ver-
nacular.

At the time of the Reformation
the Augustlnians had 164 convents
In Germany. Fifteen religious
houses of Augustinian Nuns were
under their Jurisdiction.

Incident to the football dance to

be held a week from this coming
Saturday after the Washington
State game by the R. C. H. S. Club
at the Adelphia Roof Garden, we
note that this organization is the
first of the smaller clubs to engage
two orchestras at their dance. This
fact indeed should be noted by all

the students and the R. C. H. S.

Club should \x commended upon
Its courage and initiative in under-
taking an afTair of this kind in

such a large way.

The idea of the two orchestras at
dances is a novel one and is rapidly
gaining favor among those who
sponsor social activities. Two good
orchestras— the Villanovans and
Cullln's IntercoUegiates—will furn-
ish the music and plenty of it for
the gala affair which will write
"Finis" upon a very strenuous foot-
ball season. Don't forget the date,
-the 29th, nor the place—the Adel-
phia Roof, nor the price—two dol-
lars.

FRATERNITY BUTLERS
ORGANIZE

At the University of Georgia,
negro butlers have organized a
fraternity to be known as the
Silver Kings. RequirementA for
Initiation are: Butlershlp at a
Greek letter fraternity, wearing of
clothes acquired only from fra-
ternity men, and the attending of
every football game. (NP8A)
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Gridiron Gossip

WHEN (;rekk mkkts (;kekk
For the first time this season, tlie Wihicat ^ri»l«h'rs

meet a foe that has also been using tjio Notre Dame system,

wlieii (Georgetown University renews foothali relations with
ViUanova on Saturday afternoon at the Sesqui Sla<liuin.

1930 is the first year that llw Washington train has
iH'rn put in the hands «»f a eoaeh, dinM-l from lln' hands of

the master of them all,, Koekne. The llilltoppers are leil

this year by Tommy Mills, f<»rm<>r assistant at South Ih'iid,

and Horkne's ehief srout for several years. Mills is as-

sisted by two other luminaries from tiie Indiana .^-bool,

John (;«deri<'k, last years brilliant end, and John "(ilipjM'r"

Smith, All-Ameriean guard in 1925.

Mills, reports say, lias been using methods at George-

town for the past two months that are entirely dilferent

fnmi any used previously, while L«tu Little, former Fenn
player and now eoaeh at (^>lumbia, was behind the reins.

Little, it is said, whippe<l his teams into shape with

hard drills and serimmages, and it was said that if a man
eould stand up under his lashing training for three weeks

there was no doubt ahout his being able to stan<l up against

his opponents throughout the regfilar season.

Mills, on the other hand, has used different tacties.

He has used a geiitle hand and quiet voiee, but he has put
his candidates through their paces at a brisk emuigli clip to

bring out the best in them. •

When Mills came to (Georgetown this spring to take

charge of the team, he found that the entire first-string line

from 1929 was being graduated, from end to end. He has
this season produced two lines of almost equal value, and
has used many substitutions, an unusual departure from
the scheme of things at (Georgetown.

The only man of much experience on the line is the

captain. Bill Morris, who won a regular post at center in

the last few games.

The tiackfields that Mills iias produve<l have been
built around Johnny Scaizi, Ed Leary, J(dinny Bozek and
Ox Bordeau, all veterans.

* * « « «

POST-SEASON (GAMES
Leading sports writers of the ctnintry have begun an

agitation for post-season football games between leading

teams for mythical championships and, most of all, for

pecuniary relief for the unemployed.

On the face of it, the idea is worthy, and any money
collected for such a charitable purpose, would be money ex-

pended for a good cause. But when the proposition is be-

ing ccmsidered, other things must be reckoned with, in addi-

li<m to the primary effect.

A post-season game, involving a team that has al-

ready gone through a season of nine or ten games, seems to

be out-of-place, unless football is really being emphasized as

much as some of its critics say it is.

But, as an answer to critics of collegiate football,

who seem always t(» be harping about over-emphasis and
other similar evils, ViUanova, Penn and Temple handed
the "retort courteous" last week, with the announcement
of the charity games for the unemployed of Philadlphia, to

be played within the next few weeks.

The generosity of the University officials in giving

Franklin Field to the city ior the Temple-Carnegie game
and for the Cat-Washington State fracas, is a high spot of

the season's deeds of sportsmanship. Temple, too, in giv-

ing the proceeds of its important battle this Saturday, shows
a willingness to help the needy in tthe most opportune way.

But the officials of ViUanova, who have gone through
a dismal season, from a financial angle, in sacrificing the

game that, if any game would, be a success from a pecuniary

viewpoint, is more than laudable. The game with Washing-
ton State, from indications at the present time, will be the

most important game in the east a week from next Saturday.

The idea of playing post-season games for charity

elicited little support, however, as officials and coaches alike

realize the mental strain athletes have been undergoing for

the past three months, since fall practice began, wtuild be
harmful, if maintained until the middle of December, when
the games could be played. '

•

Football in December, too, is a risky business. The
uncertainty of the weather might easily turn a game, orig-

inally for the benefit of charity, into a cimtest that winild

cost the participating beneficiaries a tidy deficit.

The plan adopted seems the wisest possible.

©N 1 Wn LL ALWAY TAN D ©UT

^hole-hearted,

natural, nail
Equally genuine is the re-

sponse of smpkers to Chester-

field's satisfying goodness, its

wholesome smoothness.

No one ever has to "acquire

a taste for Chesterfields. You

don't have to learn to like them.

Smokers take to their pleasing

flavor instinctively • • • and

here's why:

MILDNESS — the entirely

natural mildness of tobaccos

that are without harshniess

or bitterness.

BETTER TASTE — Such as

only a cigarette of wholesome

purity and better tobaccos

can have.

W MILDER

Chesterfield Cigarettes art manufactured by

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

*****
O TEMPORA, O MORES!

B<>lieve it or not, but last Wednesday afternoon,

while strolling around our leaf-covere<l campus, we were

almost "beaned" by a baseball!

Three benighted black-dinked Frosh were going

through all the mcttions of big league stars on the Frosh

diamond, even though the month was November, and they

should have been thinking of what would happen to them

at the initiation ceremonies the next night.

However, if that's the way those boys feel about the

grand old game. Prof. McfGeehan and Doc Jacobs can afford

to <lo some rejoicing.

19:11 GRID SCHEDULE
NOT YET COMPLETED

Coach Harry Stuhldreher spiked

rumors concerning the 1931 foot-

ball schedule, when he said last

week that the complete list of

Karnes had not been drawn up
yet, but would be announced with-
in the next month.

It had been rumored among the
student body that next year's
schedule had already been com-
pleted, and that among new foes
would be Ohio State University and
Michigan State College. Both
schools are rated with the best in
the Middle West, and are both
coached by other members of that
mighty quartet of Pour Horsemen,
that Notre Dame produced In 1924.

Don Miller is backtleld coach at the

Ohio school, while Jlmmle Crowley
controls the destinies of the team
from the state that automobiles
put on the map.

CONGRATULATIONS
It Is the happy privilege of the

Villanovan in this issue to congrat-
ulate Coach Harry Stuhldreher and
his wife upon the birth of a son.

Harry. Jr., As his parents have
named him, weighing seven pounds
was born last Thnr.sday In the Qer-
mantown hospital. Philadelphia.

The couple were married In June,
1928 and re.slde In Bryn Mawr. Mrs.
Stuhldreher. before her marriage,
was Miss Mary McEnery. daughter
of M. J. McEnery, an attorney.
The proud father declaies that

Junior will be a quarterback like his
dad.

I

BETTER TASTE

— that's Why!

Father Crawford
Discusses Problems

(continued from page one)

days are of greater importance,
and no variation In the Mass being
said is allowed. On the other days
ol lesser Importance the priest is

at liberty to substitute for the
"Mass of the day" some other Mass
This Mass may be said for the
dead, in honor of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, in honor of the Sec-
red Heart of Jesus, etc. At each
of these Masses the priest would
wear a different color vestment, as
the different colors have different
liturgical slgnincances. Black is

used in Masses lor the Dead and
on Good Friday; White on feasts

of our Lord, of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and of the Saints who were
not martyrs; Oreeri on Sundays
outside of Lent and Advent; Pur-
ple In times of Penance, such as
Advent, Lent and Amber Days;
Rose on Caudete Sunday and on
Laetare Sunday; Gold may be sub-
stituted for White. Red oi- Green.

The third question submitted was:
"May a Catholic marry a non-
Uatholic before a priest and later

go through a marriage ceremony in

Protestant Church to please his
wife?" In reply to this question
Pr. Crawford said, "No, the law of
the Church explicitly provides
against this, warning the priest
against assisting at the marriage
of a couple who propose to do this.

He must refer the matter to the
bishop."

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?
The reign of Old Man Football.

1930. Is drawing to a close, and it

won't bo long before the thud of
basketball shoes and the harmony
of ice, stick and puck, will be re-
placing the barking signals in the
Rports life of the country. But the
old boy has not passed along yet,
and there are a few games of real
Importance left.

Among the moBt Interesting
Rames In the East and Middle We.st
next Saturday are the Yale-Harv-
ard. Fordham-Bucknell , Temple-
rttp battles, not to say anything
Carnegie Tech and Lehlgh-Lafay-
about the Notre Dame-Northwest-
ern fray out in Illinois.

The flrst-named team is favored

to win:
Temple-Carnegie Tech.

Notre Dame-Northwesteni.
Yale-Harvard. . .,

;
.,•.-

Fordham-Bucknell. ; '.''•. "•

Boston Coll.-Boston U...-
;

Lehigh-Lafayette. ':'::'-

Muhlenberg-Wadner. _ :
".

Dickinson-Swarthmore. . .

N. Y. U.—Rutgers.
Navy-Maryland. .". ;'• •

Delaware-Haverford. ..-:
'

Army-Ursinus.
Ho'y Cros-i-Lo>ola.

Brown-New Hampshire.
W. & J.-W. Virginia.

Last week's record—winners, 13;

losers, 7.

Eeason's record—Winners, 112;

losers, 42.

NEW COURSE AT UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The University of Southern Cali-

fornia has introduced a new course

in scenario writing under the tute-

lage of a Hollywood scenario

v/rlter. The best production will

be filmed with the assistance of

the art and speech departments
of the University. (NSPA)

Bill—Do you think cigar smoking
is hard on the eyes?

Will—Sure. I was nearly blind

before I found one worth picking

up this morning.

RENT A
NEW CAR

Drive It Yourself

No Deposit
Required

of ViUanova Students

NO HOUR CHARGE
Buick 88 — Hupmohile
Chrysler — Chevrolet

Fords — 1931 Models
Sedans, Koaclsterfl. Coupes

Hank—Say, I went up to a farm-
house the other day and asked for

some cold victuals.

Weary—Did you get any?
Hank—Yes, I got the cold shoul-

der.

M32 Walnut Street
18:i0 Market Street

a3» H. Broad Street
172fi N. Kroad Street

\

^:

Spartan
Two Trouser

Suits

Styled in the

University Manner

$30 $35 $40

'Wnrriorx For Wpar*

Mighty Moments in the Life of

Cleo Cornelias . . . Sparta '34

plackson ^ Meyer
^^-^teiO -161^ CHESTNUT STREET

See Our Showing in "Pie Shoppe" Wednesday

^ur allowance will

lee a lot of better

days when you wear

CLOTHES
kMadb po7(^ rou

1 524.75 - S28.75 - $38.75
Displayed here at the

College every Wedneaday
By LIN HUX
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Washington St. Game to be

Played at Franklin Field

For Unemployment Benefit

Temple to Donate Receipts of Carnegie Tech. Game.—Penn

Loans PVanklin Field, in City-Wide Campaign

to Alleviate Suffering Among Jobless

EMERGENCY RELIEF ^COM. TO HANDLE FUNDS

Stormy Petrels Fall Before

(with' Mud-Running Attack

As 2000 Brave Elements

(continued from page one)

The Villanova football game
with Washington State will be

played on Franklin Field on Nov-
ember 29 for the benefit of the

needy unemployed.
The guarantees for the teams

have been cut down to traveling

expenses, and the college has

agreed to give up its share of the

money so that the net proceeds of

the game may go for relief pur-
poses. Tickets for the game will

sell for $1.00 to $5.00 and it is

hoped that FranKiin Field's 70.000

seats will be filled. The Washing-
ton State game will undoubtedly
draw a great crowd by reason of

the fact that the Westerner's.

undefeated so far this Season, is

leading the Pacific Coast con-
ference. A good hundred thousand
dollars should be available to aid

the poor and needy.

Tile resolution to play a charity

game grew out of negotiations that

have been in progress for several

weeks, and which culminated in a
conference meeting of officials

from Penn. Temple, and Villanova

in Mayor Mackey's office last Fri-

day. Representing Villanova were
Charles McGeehan, graduate man-
ager, and Harry Btuhldreher, head
coach. Dr. Charles E. Beury.
president of Temple University,

Earl Yeomans, graduate manager
at Temple, Louis A. Young, head
of the football committee at Penn,
Edwin R. Cox., president of City

Council, Leonard H. Kinnard.
president of Bell Telephone, and
Mayor Mackey were the others in

attendance.

Mr. McGeehan, in the name
of Father Griffin, offered the pro-

ceeds of the Villanova-Washington

State game for charitable pur-

poses; Dr. Beury offered the

Temple-Carnegie Tech game on

November 22; while Penn agreed

to break a precedent of many
years and lend its field and field

management for the games which

had been orginally scheduled at

the Municipal Stadium and the

Temple Sf,adium respectively.

At an earlier conference the

advisability of a post season game
to aid the unemployed was dis-

cussed but rejected. The earliest

possible date for such a game
would be December 13, because of

the fact that Penn is playing on

the 6th. and it would be impossible

to secure a following on that day.

As Harry Stuhldreher said, that

date is too late in the season. It

would be too cold to watch a game
and as a result the encounter could

not hope to get a crowd.

There was also a question at

the earlier meeting as to how the

proceeds would be handled. At

the later conference a general

Emergency Relief Committee for

the Unemployed and Relief of the

Distressed was formed. It is a cit-

izen committee and will handle
and disburse all relief funds raised

by the football games, all funds
obtained through the proposed
movie benelit shows, and other

funds obtained irom any similiar

source. Horatio Gates Lloyd, ol

Drexel and Co. will head the

committee.

'^Just LookingAround ''

The Stormy Petrels swooped
northward from the deep fastness

of the Georgia canebreaks. but

proved no match for the tearing,

ripping Wildcat claws
« * * •

The stormy Petrels were but an-

other chaw for the Wildcat to

chew. Bird meat seems to be a
dainty dish for the Wildcat.

• * * *

The Southerners came north to

avenge last year's defeat, but the

Wildcats wrecked vengeance on
them for its earlier season defeats.

The birds will have to wait another

year for their chance and mebee
longer. I ^

• • • •

The warriors of the Sunny South

as heard calling signals—wun, tuh,

tree, fo, etc.
' • * * •

It was a day for the football

mudders. There was plenty of mud
and plenty to spare.
V ,';-\ ; \ . ,•'*„«;•: .;,

When a forward pass was thrown
into the air, both sides threw up
their hands and waited. The lucky

bird won it. It was anybody's ball.

• • • •

'

It was one of those days that a
heavy and beefy team prays for all

season. When one of the big hus-

kies hit a man, it looked like a
derrick would be the only thing

able to dig him out.
• * • •

The boys took their annual mud
bath with gust and satisfaction.

• * * «

Old Jupe Pluvious in the last few
minutes of play, uninvited, much
to the delight of the campus tailor,

offered assistance to the laundry

and shower baths.
• • • •

Terry, the backfield end. to date

holds the season's longest run—72
yards. f

4 • * •

Oglethorpe—no setup.
• • •

The horn-blowers were lacking-
same can be said of the Rah-Rah
sections at times.

• * •

A spectator's point of view of a

game depends upon the location of

his seat. Prom the topmost row
players look like mites, ten yards

like two inches, and spectators In

the opposite stands like micrscopic

particles.
• • • «

How many Prosh will forget

Thursday night's sensations?
• • • •

Procedure—blindfold, descending

steps, ma.ssage brush, dynamo dis-

charge, facial cosmetics, oyster

delicacy, angle plank, three health

"stralghteners." board of cross-ex-

aminers. "Atlantic" ocean, drug

counter, manipulation, ascending

steps, open air. exposed chests to

master "mystery stink-glue and
feather "applicr." hands in odorous

chemical concoction, razz and more
razz, rope, Volga boatman's song,

the lonR. long trail. Bryn Mawr.
Might as well include the showers!

Finis.
• # • •

It took spunk to go through the

iniUation without a wince, but it

took much more spunk for a Soph
who failed to go through the same
ordeal the previous year to be seen

Initiating.
• • • •

Then there was the mrlodra-
matlc—Mammy and her little 18.5

lb. sonny boy. What a scene! Al-

most climaxed the affair.
• • • •

A man Is not a "College Man"
when he is tied to mammy's apron
strings and cannot rely upon hlm-
aelf.

• • • •

Now. Prosh. you can sing "Col-

lege Days" without a feeling of In-

sufficiency when it comes to "Vil-

lanova for your men."
* • • *

After going through the experi-
ence, are you in favor of abolishing
regs?

• • • •

Slogan for this week, "Humble
the Hilltoppers!"

It began to rain again and the
spectators donned their coats and
raliicoato ^hlch they had taken otf

when the liot rays ol the sun proved
LOO warm tor then..

At this stage of Die proceedings,

maIters looked as bleak as the
skies above lor the Stormy Petrels,

with the downpour increasing but
ialltng to chill the lighting ardor of

Lhe tJoutherners oi dampen the
winning spirit ol the Wildcats.

in llie last quarter. Harry Stuhl-
dreher had his entire reserves bat-
uing against thu now fully enraged
Southerners. Unmindful of the
downpour the Sto^rmy Petrels,

starting from deep I down in then-

own territory, launched an attack
which carried the ball into Wild-
cat territory. They reeled off ttrst

down after first down till they had
advanced to the Wildcat's 5 yard
line. There the seconds grimly
held for three downs, but on the
fourth down the southern avalan-
che could not be refused. "Dixie"
Walker skii'ted his left end behind
perfect interference to tally the in-

itial and only touchdown for his

team.
The remainder, of the fray, a

matter of two minutes, was a bat-
tle of wits between the opposing
quarterbacks. The Villanova quar
terback attempted to stall for time
while the wily Walker picked the
weak points in the Wildcat defense
throui^n which his backs might go
through for the longest gams.
The end of the game—mud splat

tered creatures slowly wending
Lheir way to the showers and rain
soaked spectators hurrying home-
wards to waiting and warm sup
pers.

Villanova - Oglethorpe
Brice L. E McKlsslck
Edwards L. T Kenzie
Wltkowski . . L. Q Goldsmith
Donovan C Morrow
Kobllis R. O Patrick
Hickey R. T. ...

but they will enable others to get

their mail as soon as possible after

its delivery to the Post Office.

Soplis Prove Worthy
Hosts at Initiation

(Continued from Page One)

Villanova
Oglethorpe
Touchdowns—^Terry,

Walker. Point after

S-O-L
Sportcasting

Kain, Kain go away,
Come again when we don't play.

-V-
Judging by the weather we have

oeen having in these last two
Oglethorpe frays, we don't blame
the Petrels for thinking that
fnilly is wet.
Philly is wet

-V-
The play on whicn Mike Terry

made his score, was the most beau-
tiful fake kick we ever saw
It surprised everyone on both
teams, including Mike

-V-
Besides leading the gridders,

Gardner should be made honorary
Captain of our swimming team
(even if don't have one)
Some of the strokes he showed on
Saturday would have made Weis-
muller envious.

-v- •'• ••

Well, well, well, look who's a full-

back Our old friend Eddie
Donahue, erstwile wingmen

-V-
At the rate players are being

switched, we wouldn't be surprised
to see Fred Donovan calling signals
against Washington State.

-V-
The less said about Washington

State, the better The won
the Pacific Title on Saturday, and
so they will enter the Villanova
game with an outside chance to
win - ;-.:

-V-
After that downpour Saturday,

we wished we were the College
tailor, instead of one of the
presses

-V-
An Oglethorpe man asked us

why it was that such a small crowd
was present "Well you
see it's this way," we replied, "Vil-
lanova doesn't admit everyone to
the football games. We only send
invitations to the 400." Hope
he believed us

. . Church
Terry R. E Bryant
McLaughlin . . Q. B. . . Anderson
Casey L. H. B Sypert
Peterson — R. H. B. . . Woodward
Gardner P. B Gilliard

6 7 0—13
0—0

Highfield.

touchdown-
Gardner. Substitutions—Villanova:
Connolly, Delabrida, Harkins,
Lynch, Dietz, DeLuca, Bradley,
Gezzer, Conti, Sheehan, Rosen,
Kelly, Smith, Trosky Hammond,
Geisler, Reilly, Highfleld, Donahue,
McDermott.
Referee—C. R. Vierling, Armour

Tech. Umpire— C. E. Price.

Swarthmore. Headlinesman—Jonas
Ingram. Navy. Field Judge—L. J
Karn, Swarthmore. Time of per-

iods—15 minutes.

making them leap with Joy. In
various wavs. with some dancing,

and some crawling and some
hopping, they managed to reach
the other end of the reception

room where their thirst was
plentifully quenched by a large

dose of castor oil. Some enjoyed
this so much that they were
allowed another dose or two. In
order to insure no sickness liefore

the trip to Bryn Mawr. pills were
willinglv Kiven.

Before leaving the hall, grotesque
designs and oictures were painted
upon the faces of the Prosh as a
memento of the evening.
ReallzinK the coolness of the

evenlnK the committee in charge
covered their ioiests with a thick

coat of molasses and downy
feathers afforded them the com-
forts of a coonskln coat. Then re-

freshments were served in the
form of ovster cocktails.

DurinK the course of waiting
their turns, the Prosh were kept
in conversation and amusement by
volunteer uonerclassmen. Dancing
was found to be on'fe of the favorite

diversions of the evening, while
others amused themselves and on-
lookers by swimming, making
proposals, showine their affection

for trees in the vicinity, and
many other things too numerous
to mention.
Before leaving for Bryn Mawr

the Vigilance Committee per-
mitted each Prosh to wash his

hands in perfume water, and then
the parade was formed. It was a
gorgeous snectale of color and
costume illuminated by bright red
torches and made the more im-
pressive by inspiring songs and
cheers. Crowds lined the streets to

spur them on (usually by means
of Daddies) and the line made
Bryn Mawr in record time.
At the Brvn Mawr Trust the

Prosh were oermitted to remove
the blindfolds amid the cheers of

the spectators. Big Chief Mur-
nane opened the program by in-

forming the euests that they might
toss their taes to the winds which
suggestion was immediately follow-
ed by an inspiring shower of

those yellow cardboards. The first

entertainer and truly the best was
Bill Roth who Rave an excellent

excerot from Merchant of Venice.
Following that sones were render-
ed bv Joe Honee and Ralph Maio
and speeches given by Francis
Dart and Jack Reilly.

It was trulv the best initiation

ever and the Vieilance Committee
deserves credit for the orderly
manner in which the affair was
conducted. It was a social success.

Wildcats Face Hard
Foe in Georgetown

(continued from first page)

POST OFFICE NOTICE

Students sending their laundry
home are asked to do their mail-
ing between the hours of 9 A. M.
and 4:30 P. M. At other times the
men working in the Post Office
are occupied with sorting and dis-
patching the mail. If the students
will observe the above hours they
will not only receive better service
in the handling of their laundry

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

According to an announcement
issued last night by the college

authorities the Christmas holidays

this year will begin at noon on
Saturday December 13, 1930 and
end Sunday night January 4, 1931.

There will be no school on Mon-
day. December 8, 1930.

quit the squad because of injuries.

However, tlie backfield was ex-

perienced, one regular quarterback

and fullback, and several halfbacks

returning.
In the early part of the season

the line, under a new system,

found the going pretty tough and
could not seem to play together

consistently. It was due to this

failure to coordinate properly that

the two games were dropped to

Western Maryland and West
Virginia. In the former of these

defeate Georgetown ) outgalned

their opponents rushirig the ball,

but the Green line was Just too

good. In the latter game West
Virginia was aided to their fh-st

touchdown by an exceptionally

lucky break. Scalzl. quarterback,

saw that a pUnt was going over

the goal, so he stepped back to let

it go. However, it bounded crooked-

ly, and before he could move, it

had touched his leg and gone over.

The W. Va., captain then fell on
it for a touchdown.
In the last three games, how-

ever, the Blue and Gray line has
been working fine. The offense is

infinitely better and the defense,

while not perfect, has been much

In defeating Michigan State the

Hilltoppers rose to their greatest

heights. The Michigan team had
been undefeated previously and
had tied the University of Mich-
igan eleven.

Up in Boston ten days ago I

got the biggest thrill In the past

two years. I have seen some pretty

exciting games, but this one was
second to only one. B.C. had us

7-0 at the half and that last half

was the most exciting thing I want
to witness for some time. The G.
U. offense really clicked and the

passing attack was superb.

Now about the players-on the

line. Captain Bill Morris and Mush
Dubofsky at center and left guard
respectively have been the most
outstanding. Both are great de-

fensive men and can usually be

depended on to take out their man
when we have the ball. Hudson, a
sophomore at left end has also

been playing a great game. Charlie

Brickman. who started the season

at right guard, had his arm hurt

in the Loyola game. However, he
broke into the B. C. game.
In the backfield we have three

triple-threat men. Of these Johnny
Scalzi, quarterback (37) is

about the most outstanding. He has
made two 90 yard runs from kick-

off for touchdowns this year and
his passing has accounted for

several scores. He is also pretty

good at carrying the ball from
scrimmage, and can receive a pass

as well as the next man. His drop-
kicks have given us our victory

margin in two games. His punting
is rather good, but nothing ex-
ceptional.

Johnny Bozek. the real flash and
consistent star for the past three

years glavs left half and last week

tore off an 80 yard run from

icrlmmage for a touchdown. His

passes and kicking have been play-

ing important part in our games

this year. Also Eddie Leary can

i-un pass and kick. On account ol

an injury he has not played much

this year and so has done nothing

particularly brilliant. Their num-
bers are 3 and 11 respectively.

Bordeau (8) is a fullback who

can usually be counted on for

three to five yards. Gillis is a

flashy broken field runner (40).

Mooney (15) is a brother of last

year's captain and a fine punter

and ste^y half back. -

The line-up, will probably be:

L.E., Hudson; L.T., Katalinas; L.G.,

Dubofsky; C, Morris, (C); R.G..

Brickman or Danner; R.T.. Ander-

son; RE., Brennan; Q.B., Scalzi;

R.H.. Mooney; L.H., Maczees or

Leary; P.B., Gillis or Bordeau.

Bozek never starts a game unless

absolutely necessary.

Freshmen Win
Third Game
Easily, 32-0

Valle^ Forge Cadets

Match for Jacobs'

Fast Eleven

No

to"Say, why didn't you come
town in your automobile?"

Couldn't, my buddy woke me up
with thirst last night, and drank
all the gasoline."

Pat—Say, Mike, your father was
pretty wealthy when he died,

wasn't he?
Mike—Oh, yes.

Pat—Did he leave your mother
much?
Mike—Oh, about twice a week.
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COLADONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made
for You

$24.50 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

j

TAILOR
I

BERNARD
SHOWING

iMonday - Thursday;

Pie Shop

RANDOUR STARS AGAIN

The Villanova Prosh scored a

decisive victory over Valley Porge

Military Academy, Priday after-

noon on the latter's field. When

the whistle blew ending the game,

the score stood 32-0. lessening their

streak of 33-0 in the last two games

by one point.

Despite a wet and muddy field,

"Whitey" Randour dashed down
the field for many a spectacular

run, cutting, shifting and dodging

around, in and out of the Prep

school cadets, scoring three touch-

downs and making more yardage

than the three other backs. Coach

Jacob's efiftcient line moved on the

offensive with rapidity and force,

and unyielding to the attacks of the

while on the defensive stood firm

soldiers. It was a great exhibition

of a well established line which

fought vigorously when It had its

back to the wall.

Captain Carr as usual incited and
Inspired his men, with his usual

vigor. He was continually urging

often inspired them with fighting

them on with words of cheer and
spirit.

Tom Cavanaugh also played a

brilliant game at the right half,

making some pretty end runds.

Golden called the signals with the

perfection of a Rockne quarter-

back.

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

TELEPHONED
KjHother and "Dad

GENTS' FURNISHING FOR
VILLANOVA MEN

507, SAVING ON EVERY PURCHASE

Any Order Will Be Taken on Request

I ALWAYS SELL FOR LESS

COMING TO VILLANOVA

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Haberdashers for the

College Man
FREE—VILLANOVA COLLEGE RED BOOK

AND MONOGRAMED INITIALS

Showing Every Friday at

PIE SHOPPE
by RALPH KAUFMAN

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Rraohurn Clothex Rurd & Crofut Knapp Hats
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call them up

TONIGHT
Get to a telephone this evening,

and give your home number to the

Operator.

Stay on the line 'til you get an earful

of news from home!

Then make a telephone date with

Home for a certain evening every

week.

You'll get a thrill from hearing

Mother and Dad that is second only

to seeing them.

It's so easy to call them up

—

and
costs so little! (Charges can be re-

versed, of course.)

CRUSH
THOSE

COUGARS!

!

VILL
CRUSH
THOSE

COUGARS!

!
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Perfect Passes Humble Hoya Hilltoppers
Delightfully Different

Dance Held in Elks Club

By Philadelphia Alumni

New Note Struck in Villanova Dances as Philadelphia

Ahimni Hold Football Celebration.—^Orchestras

of Both Schools Furnish Music

OLD GRADS HOLD REUNION AT AFFAIR

striking an entirely different notei It was evenly divided as to mat-
in college dances tile Villanova club ters of dress for the male sex. Some
of Philadelpliia held their first came informal, while many, follow

dance last Saturday evening at the
Elks Club in Philadelphia. The
dance was, without a doubt, one of

the most delightful ever given by a
Villanova organization. This is due,

perhaps, to the fact that a great
part of those present were not stu-

dents now m the college but were
alumni. This only made the affair

more enjoyable because it turned
the evening into an evening of re-

union durmg which former class-

mates met each other, perhaps, for

the first time since graduation.
The greater part of the alumni

present were those who were gradu-
ated during the past few years but
several older faces were there. Off in

a corner one could hear, "Now back
in "11" as several "old Grads" got

together to talk about old times.

l-'ew, however, could resist the
tempting music rendered by the two
excellent orchestras—Vine Marra's
Villanovans and The Georgetown-
ians (Gene Riley's Music). The
night was one of continuous music
and dancing and resembled a con-
test between the two orchestras.

All evening, they took turns at

furnishing the music and it was
judged a tie by the most critical

dancers.

Seldom before was a Villanova
Dance held amid such beautiful
surroundings. The spacious ball-

room was beautifully draped with
blue ai>d gold draperies and an ex-

quisite chandelier as well «»« smaller

wall ffktnires well earned for it the
name "Crystal Ball Room." The
walls told in charming pictures the

story of Harlequin and Columbine,
those romantic patrons of love and
dancing, and the carefree laughter

of the dancers did not belie their

tale.

ing the modern trend for formality
at dances came in texedos. The
dresses of their companions were
the most colorful we have seen for

quite some time. White, so popu-
lar last season, has fallen into the
background and its place is taken
with a delightful riot of all the pas-
tel shades.

^es, all in all, it was a very love-

ly aance. We can think of nothing
that was lacking in any way to

make the evening more enjoyable,

ine dance committee deserves oui
heartiest expressions of praise for

so ably giving such an event. The
committee consists of the following:

Mr. Thomas McNee, chairman;
Messrs. J. Bannon, H. Brady, H.
Avii, C. Laughlin, C. Cretin, E.

Connery, J| Preeney, C. Day, J. Day,

J. Uara, D. McGara.

Final Rally

To be Held

Fri. Night

Student Council StresseB

Need of RaUy For
W. S. C. Game

On P'nday night, at seven-thirty,
the last raiiy oi. ine present football
season wiii De held In the college
8>nmasium. i'he rally is of great
iinpoi'iance coming as It does before
me Wildcats' most difficult game,
wasnington State College is making
tne long trip Kast with a record un-
ainircneu by defeat; the eyes of the
^poriing world will be locused on
tiiat game and the name of Vllla-

auva win \ie spread across the con

Villanava Student

Gets Appointment
Irving L. Grobman, Junior Pre-

Med, Receives Second Lieu-

tenancy In Army Med.
Reserve

IVo Subjects

Discussed by

BetaGanuna

Jury System and Thirteen

Month Calendar

Debated

Irvining L. Grobman, a prom-
inent Junior In the Villanova
School of Science, has been recent-

ly appointed as Second Lieutenant
in the Army Medical Reserve.
Mr. Grobman, a graduate harm-

icist, of the highest stahdirtg has,

come to Villanova College to pre-
pare for the medical profession.

He is an outstanding student in

his class and this recognition of

his merits by the United States
War Board has been a tribute to

himself as well as to the college.

Lieutenant Grozman has been
stationed at the thirty-first

Evacuation Hoi^ital in Philadel-

tinent. Because of the Importance
Oi ine game every friend of Villa-

nova IS anxious to see our football

team enter the game with the fight-

ing spirit of which they have so
great an abundance.

ihe amount of spirit shown on
the held next Saturday will depend
lu a large extent upon the amount
of spirit instilled Into them by the

dbtiiude ot the student body. l<'or

inls reason the student council has
decidea to hold a rally. A rally

will furnish the best possible oppor-
tunity tor the students of showing
meir own spirit and feeling oi con-
uuence in our gridders. The stu-

uent body can either make or break
me football team by the manner In

winch they respond on Friday
night.
several prominent speakers are

oeing invited to talk to the audi-
ence, including sport writers from
me Record, and other Philadelphia
papers. Gordon McKay and Joe
Cunningham have expressed their
willingness to attend the rally and
these men alone should serve as
sufficient Inducement to attendance.
After the rally a bonfire will be

held at which songs and cheers will

be given. After the bonfire will be
neld at which songs and cheeni will

be given. After the bonfire a. huge
inskK-e line will be formed for the

march to Bryn Mawr which will

mark the last formal exhibition of

pre-game loyalty for the present
season.

Marriage is

Topic of Eve.

Conference

Annulment Phase of the

Problem Furnishes

Topic

IMPORTANT NOTICE

phia. 'A

NOTICE

The new meal tickets will be
given out in the Bursar's office

Wednesday (tomorrow) upon pre-

sentation of the old stub.

PLAN BROADCASTING
That Beta Gamma will prove a

formidable foe for all future oppon-
ents was evidenced during the two
debates which were conducted as
part of a meeting of that society
last night.

The regular business of the meet-
ing was swiftly disposed of, and the
stage was set for the first contest,

a formal debate on the proposition:
"Resolved, that the American jury
system should be abolished." The
affirmative side of the question was
upheld by Daniel Buckley and Mar-
tin Gill, while Edward Hookey and
David Cartenuto defended the neg-
ative. All of these men partici-

pated in intercollegiate debates last

year, and they manifested their ex-
perience by the confident manner
in which they handled the question.

Having mustered together all the
facts, they set them forth with such

if ive Familiar

Foes to Face

'Cats in 1931
Five Dates Still Open

Blue and White Grid

Schedule

on

A partial list of next year's foot

bail schedule has been announced
by Professor McGeehan and Coach
btuhldreher, with many of this

year's rivals already on the sched-
ule. Three of the Ave games an-
nounced are to be played away
from home.
Chief among the contests to be

played on foreign territory, is the

Bostotn College game. In 1929

more than 30,00U fans watched
Villanova and B. C. in a thrilling

game. Next season a crowd of

close to 50,000 is expected. Indica

This is to tirmiy impress upon the

minds of aii students that failure

to attend classes on the Wednesday
before and the Friday foiiowing
ihanksglving will mean dismissal

from the parUcular classes which
have been missed. The "double
cut" system will not be followed.

Uue to the fact that the College
is giving such an extended vaca-
tion at Christmas time, the above
regulation will be strictly enforced,
and every student is asked to fully

cooperate with the Faculty and the
Student Council in this matter. No
exceptions to this rule will be
made. The goodwill of the student
body can be manifested by a hun-
dred per cent effort to cooperate.

E. A. Mauch, O. 8. A.

Uean of ScJuioI of Arts and
. 1 .

.'
. . .-, Philosophy

Comment is

Made on Book
Of Fr. Burns

Annulment pf marriage was the
topic of Father Stanford's talk last
Tuesday evening In the chapel.
The subject was called up in reply
to questions submitted by students
during the week.
The talk was one of a series of

talks given each Tuesday which are
growing more and more popular. Pr.
Stanford prefaced his address with
the remark that he had received
so many questions that it would be
impossible to answer all in one
evening. As a result he answered
only three of them and announced
that the rest would be held over
for subsequent weeks.
The first question was: "If a

Catholic marries a non-CathoUc
and shortly after the marriage the
non-Catholic becomes insane as
the result of an accident, can the
marriage be annulled, if it Is un-
certain whether or not the afflict-
ed one can be cured, and if after a
few years a cure is not affected?"

Pr. Stanford answered it In these
words: "In the supposition 'OnsX
the marriage mentioned was valid
from the beginning i. e. that the
marriage was contracted before a
priest with the proper dispensation
and with no diriment impedients,
the answer in both cases, no! An
annulment for the reasons stated
cannot be granted. Furthermore,
the fact that the insane person
was a non-Catholic has no bear-
ing on the question.
Another phase of annulment was

presented by the second question:
"Can one obtain an annulment
without money, and If so, how does
one go about it?" In answer, the
speaker pointed out that the
parties would have to refer Vtt
matter to their parish pastor. Tf
he thinks there exists a prudent
doubt, concerning the validity of
the marriage, he refers the case to
the court of the diocese through
the Chancellor. If this court de-
cides that the marriage was in-
valid, the "defensor vlncull" (de-
fensor of matrimonial bond) must
appeal the case to a higher court,
usually the Metropolitan court of
the province. If this court renders
the same judgement, the "defensor
vinculi" may refer it further to the
supreme court in these matters,
the Roman Rota. If the Rota
confirms the previous decrees, a
decree of nullity is granted, 1. «.

Chat the supposed matter was no
marriage at all. It is seen that
such a procedure in volves "a ques-
tion of expense which is to be
defrayed by the litigants in the
case. In cases where they are un-
able to do so, this would not inter-

fere with the administration of
justice."

For the further enlightenment of
his audience, Fr. Stanford then de-
fined the terms, annulment, di-
vorce, and separation. The first

(Continued on Page Four)

Georgetown Defeated When
Deceptive WUdcat Aerials

NetWinnersTwoTouchdowns

Villanova Aerial Attack Functions When Gardner and
Highfield Snare Passes to Cross Goal Line.—

47 Forwards Attempted by Both Teams

FIRST MEETING WITH HILLTOPPERS SINCE 1905

Professor at Yale Finds

Work of Augustinian

Valuable

Club Frolic

To Follow

Final Game

Under dark and threatening sides
the Villanova Wildcats played hosts
to a powerful Georgetown eleven at
the Municipal Stadium last Satur-
day. Two forward passes, well-
timed and skillfully caught, proved
to be the winning margin for the
Wildcats over the Hilltoppers. At
the conclusion of the fray, odds
were quoted at 13-0.

i'hose two forward passes, each
resulting in a touchdown, electrl-

tled the Blue and White rooters
and threw them into spasms of

delight and frenzied cheering, as
bile Wildcats registered their fifth

victory of the season and the sec-
ond in a row. 'ihe rooters yelled
chemselves hoarse, cheering each of

ine Wildcats, aii ai the same time,
iiats were joyously tossed Into the
air, women screamed their delight
men shouted congratulations at
each other, while the old grads did
<t two-step.

The rooters themselves realized
the importance and meaning of
the two touchdowns, for they shat-
tered the morale of the Georgetown
team, which was confidently ex-
pecting an easy victory. Villanova
entered the game as the underdog
while Georgetown, with victories

over Michigan State, Boston Col-
lege, and a theoretical win over N
Y. U., was the general favorite. But
the Wildcats, as on former occa
slons, upset the "dope," proving
that pre-game predictions are all

the "bunk."
£d Donohuc, formerly au end ,^d

now converted into a halfbaclc,

from the Hoya's 33-yard line, hurl-
ed a long zooming pass for 38-

yards which settled into the wait-
ing arms of Jack Highfleld. Im-
mediately surrounded by several
would-be tacklers, Highfleld neatly
eluded them and zig-zagged his
way to the goal line where he was
pounded on the back and congrat-
ulated by his teammates, for they
too realized the full significance of

the score.

Captain Clete Gardner, who
scintillated throughout the game,
kicked the extra point from place-
ment, giving his team a 7-0 lead as
the half ended.
In the second half, after the

Wildcats had kicked off to renew
the hostilities, "Snapper" Mc-
Laughlin came to the fore and in-

tercepted a bullet-like pass, thrown
by King, the Hoya substitute quar-
terbaclc, on the Villanova 49-yard

ime. Here McLaughlin pulled the
prize play of the game. On the
arsi play he called for a pass to
uardiier, catching the entire op-
lK>smg team asleep. A fake double
uucK looled the line and with ample
time to spare he tossed the pig-
skm to Gardner who was racing
down the neid along the east slde-
ime. J. lie ball, gracefully arching
Its way through the atmosphere,
traveled a distance of 35 yards be-
lore bemg snared by Gardner who
out-distanced the secondary de-
lense in a merry race to the goal
line. 'Ihe game was now "in the
bag. ' It did not matter whether
the try for the extra point failed.

Plenty of Passes
The air was tilled with flying

foot balls. Forty-seven times the
two teams went into when both
lines proved impregnable to re-
peated enthrusts. The Wildcats at-
tempted twenty-one aerials, of
wfuch number only five were com-
pleted, but for a gain of 149 yards.
Georgetown on the other hand

tried the aerial game twenty-six
times and completed ten for a total
gain of 141 yards.
In the last period the Mills-

coached machine launched an of-
fensive which advanced deep down
into Wildcat territory. A deceptive
aerial attack, diversified by a fast
running game, had the WUdcats
guessing for a time. But on their
4;yard line the defenders valiantly
withstood three plunges at the line.

Ou t^ie fouith down Scalzl, Hoya
quarterback, signaled for a short
pass over the goal line. The pass

(continued on page four)

Thespians to

Broadcast as

Air Theater

All Students

Asked to Aid
'31 Belle Air

Presentation of Macbeth to

Be Completed Before

Holidays

Music to Be Furnished by
Two Popular Or-

chestras

oersiiasive eloouence and ImoreK- "°"^ "°* P°*"' "* ^*^'* contest be-

SrS that onTy wi?h cSSe?- '"« an annual feature in the New

able difficulty were their fellow-

members, acting as Judges, able to

decide upon the winning team
This stirring contest was followed

by an extemporaneous debate on
the question: "Resolved, that the
thirteen month calendar be uni
versally adopted." All the members
of the Society had previously col

lected arguments on both sides of
this question, and the teams select-

ed last night were allowed only
ten minutes to divide and arrange
their points.

The purpose in holding this dis-

cussion, according to Prof. Jonas,
Moderator of the Society, was to

create a solid foundation for future
preparation should Beta Gamma
receive a challenge to a debate on
this topic. He added that there is

a possibility that Muhlenberg will

propose this question for the home
and home contest to take place next
February.
Mr. Jonas' announcement of his

intention of having Beta Gamma
broadcast a debate over Station
WHAT, some time after the Christ-
mas holidays, met with unanimous
approval, and preparations will be
tiogun as soon as the teams and the I

topic are chosen.

England metropolis

The Temple game has been ad-
vanced two weeks. The fray with

the Owls, played the fourth Sat-
urday in October this year, has
been moved to November 7th. It

will be played at Temple Stadium.

For the sixth consecutive year,

the Wildcats will play Bucknell at

Scranton. The date this year is

set for October 31st. This game
has been called the annual classic

of the coal helds and attracts a
large crowd.

Loyola, of Baltimore, will be the

first toe for the Wildcats. On
September 26th. the opener will

be played in the Stadium. Gettys-

burg will be the foe in the second
game, to be played also on the
home gridiron.

The opponents for the second
and fourth Saturdays in October
and the last three Saturdays in

November, iiave not yet been an-
nounced.
Sept. 26—Loyola at Villanova

Oct. 3—Gettysburg at Villanova

Oct 17—Boston Col. at Boston
Oct. 31—Bucknell at Scranton
Nov. 7—Temple, at Temple Sta-

'dtum

A history of early America by
Rev. John F. Bums, professor of

History at Villanova, has received

favorable comment from Leonard
Wood Laboree, assistant professor
at Yale University.

The comment is contained in the
bibliography of Prof. Laboree's

book. Royal Governors in America;
A study of the British Colonial

System before 1783. The book is

the sixth volume of the Yale His-
torical Publications and is un-
doubtedly the last word on the
Colonial system, written entirely
from original sources and showing
keen historical analysis.

Prof. Laboree's olMervation fol-
lows:" The monographs and other
works dealing with individual pro-
vinces vary greatly in quality. Be-
cause of its more general nature,
mention should first be made of
Controversies Between Royal Gov-
ernors and Their Assemblies in the
Northern American Colonies,' by
John Bums (Villanova, Pa., 1023),
which deals with the four pro-
vinces of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire. New York, and New
Jersey. Father Bums has made a
careful study of his materials and
has arrived at sound conclusions
but he has made the volume diffi-
cult to handle by his sectional and
chronological treatment."

Climaxing the 1930 football sea-

son, the Autumn Frolic of the

Villanova R. C. H. 8. Club, which

is to be held November 29th on
the renowned Roof Garden of the

Hotel Adelphia. bids fair to eclipse

all previous social functions. Under

the efficient leadership of Frank

Janson, the Dance Committee has

done everything possible to Insure

the success of the event.

The services of one of Philadel-

phia's most popular orchestras

have been enlisted to supplement
Vince Marra's Villanovans, making
continuous dancing possible. This
feature is unique in the annals of

campus dances, and will go far to-

ward making this one of the most
enjoyable affairs of the season.

A great favorite in the Quaker
City vicinity, Tommy Cullen's In-
tercolleglates have been a feature

of dances sponsored by Drexel,

Temple's School of Pharmacy,
Beaver College, U. 8. Naval Aca-
demy, and Valley Forge Military
Academy. The quality of the
Villanovans needs no introduction
to those who attended the Owl
Hop and other occasions on which
they displayed their ability. Lovers
of both music and the dance have
a great treat In store for them In

this premier social event

Students Requested to Have
Photos Taken This Week

Mendel HaUin

Work was liegun last week on the

photograph for the 1931 Belle Air.

The first of the individual pictures

were taken in the Reception room
in Mendel Hall and other sittings

will take place today and tomorrow.
We earnestly urge all Upperclass-

men. Seniors and Juniors to make
arrangements (if they have not al-

ready done so) to have their pic-

tures taken. The quality of the
book depends primarily upon the
number of pictures of students that
are in it. The book will be Judged
by the photography and outsiders

will get an impression of the col-

lege and the students by the way
in which the student body appears
in the Belle Air.

All Seniors and Juniors are re-

quested to make their appointments
to have their pictures taken within
the next two days. Appointments
can be made by seeling Stanley
Prokop, 125 Fedlgan Hall. Also all

upperclassmen Who have already
made their appointments are re-
quested to be present in the recep-
tion room at the appointed time.
The group pictures are going to

be taken within the next few days
and all students are requested to
watch the bulletin boards for the
schedules. The clubs can make a
much better showing in the Belle
Air and the members can save
themselves a lot of time and trouble
If they will be present promptly at
the appointed time. If this is done
the pictures can be taken quickly
and efBclently to the satisfaction of
all, otherwise confusion and dis-

satisfaction will result.

From the large airy offices of

the Independence Broadcasting

Co., handsomely furnished with

scrolled antiques, walnut desks and
oil paintings, emanated a superb

production of the third act of the
Shakespearean play, Macbeth, last
Wednesday evening.
The sterling performances which

the players exhibited and the
favorable comment with which
they were received proves that the
Literary Society of Villanova is ad-
vancing far In the field of dra-
matic endeavor. The high prestige
of the station WHAT is indeed
preserved and even increased by
the rapidity and power with which
everything is executed by these
players.

The management of the station
has been taken over by Malcolm
A. Atterbury, son of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad head. Mr. Nassau's
duties at WLIT necessitated his
resignation and it is with much re-
gret that the Belle Miasque parts
with him. The studios of WHAT
are now being increased and al-
located in another section of the
building.

The selective choice of what
should be sent over the ethereal
waves and the high mental appe-
tite of the audience was appeased
In every way by last week's enter-
tainment Mr. Anthony Emml
furnished some variety to the pro-
gram by the masterful rendition
of n Travatore by Verdi.
The full value of the picturesque

diction In the play and the con-
stant struggle between life and
death was portrayed most capably
by the players. The characters
were portrayed by the following:
Hugh M6Hugh, Macbeth; Lawr-
ence Defrances, Lady Macbeth,
William Rocke, Banquo; David
Cartenuto, Lenox; Joseph Hahn.
Pleance; Leon Harter, Roes; Jo-
seph Houseman. Seyton; Robert
Rothert, 1st Murderer; Charles La
Fond, 2nd Murderer; Alex. Lewis,
3rd MiuYlerer.
Arrangements are being made

at present by Mr. Atterbury and
Mr. Jones whereby the presenta-
tions in the future will be allotted
a more realistic backgroimd. They
will be broadcast as emanating
from the Belle Masque Theatre.
However for the present the two
iiemalnlng acts of Macbeth and a
two act play will be given before
the holidays.
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Editorially .the Christmas holidays

Speaking ^ • ™e cut system

When the Student Council issued its notice last weeic,

announcing the dates of the Christmas holidays, the major-

ity of the students experienced great joy and lost no time

in laying plans for a thorough enjoyment 6i that period

when classes are taboo. But, as is the case with all good

things, those receiving the privilege have an obligation to

fulfill.

The Student Council petitioned for a three week holi-

day, using as a basis for their claim the fact that many holi-

days which should have been granted during the Fall season

were not given. The petition was taken up and considered

by the authorities and the advisory board. After much
argument and discussion a favorable reply was returned to

the Council. In substance the answer read as follows:

"The students will be allowed a Christmas holiday which

shall cover a period of three weeks, beginning on Saturday,

December 13, and ending on Sunday night January 4. But

before such a holiday is granted the Student Council must
agree to do certain things. First of all they must see to it

that no one cuts classes on Friday, the day after Thanks-

giving. Secondly, they must see to it that no one leaves

for the Christmas vacation before the set time and that all

return at the appointed time."

The members of the Student Council readily agreed to

the conditions but they realized that some means of securing

the cooperation of the student body had to be employed.

After deliberation and advice from the authorities the fol-

lowing plan was accepted

:

"Anyone cutting a class or classes prior to or after the

Thanksgiving or Christmas Holidays will be dropped from
any class or classes which he may cut.'

The Student Council has made the decision as the only

means of providing a sanction for their promises. The stu-

dents now know the terms of the holidays, they are fore-

warned and they know what will follow if they break the

rules laid down. " : ,

'
f-'-'^ '. ;

Everyone has a fair chance, no one can plead ignorance

and the Student Council will stand behind its decision in the

event that anyone be foolhardy enough to break the rule.

A one hundred percent support on the part of the stu-

dent body will make it easier for the Council to secure fav-

ors in the future ; lack of support on the part of some might
not only mean the end of the Council, but it will also be a

gross injustice to the rest of the student body.

* *

A time more opportune for the discussion and explan-

. ation of the "Cut" system would be difficult to find. As
soon as the notice was postponed by the Student Council,

stating that students cutting classes prior to or following

the holidays, would be dropped from those classes, a howl
and note of rebellion were uttered by many members of the

student body. These men cannot understand how they can

be dropped from a class when they have, in some cases, as

many as six. cuts COMING to them.

The answer is that no student has any cut COMING to

him, and the explanation of the answer lies in the fact that

the true meaning of the "Cut" system is not thoroughly

understood.

The students are allowed twice the number of "Cuts"

in one semester as they have classes in one week. This

does not mean that the student can ab.sent himself from
class at will, whenever it suits his fancy to do so. He is not

allowed to cut in the sen.se that he is free to stay out of class

if he .so desires. The "Cuts" are allowed as a reserve upon
which the student can call in ca.se he is forced to remain out

of class for a good reason, such as sickness, or trouble at

home. It has been estimated that a student remaining out
of cla.ss,> twice the number of times that he has that class

in one week, can still make up the work lost and meet re-

quirements. But if he remains out for any greater length
of time, the chances of making up the work are so small that

the students must be dropped from class.

Many students figure that they can take their "Cuts"
and that if they should be forced out of class for a good
reason, they would have sufllcient cause for reinstatement.
This will not work out, because cuts are provided for just

such emergencies and if a student deliberately cuts he is as-

suming all the risk and responsibility.

This is the explanation of the "Cut" system as forward-
ed by the College authorities and it should serve to answer
any doubts as to the justice of the Holiday restrictions.

It Is really very surprising what
a little publicity will do to a per-
bon. Here I am a perfectly honest
en boatman on the River tityx and
us soon as I start to publish my
memoirs some people get the Idea
mat I am a Vivian Shirley or a
Dorothy Dix and start sending me
all sorts ot letters asking advice on
ail sorts of rediculous matters. Now
1 never claimed to answer to the
name of 'Dear Cynthia" but some-
how I cannot resist the temptation
10 answer one of these letters that
1 received the other day. Here it

is:

Dear Phelygas:
""

I am taking this liberty (or
is it the Saturday Evening
fosit) to write and ask you for
some advice about a very seri-
ous problem of mine. Last week
I met a lady on the P. & W.
i3y that I mean I really didn't
meet her—Oh, you see it was
this way:

—

»he was sitting in a seat with
her feet stuck out in the aisle

and I, looking the other way,
sort ot tripped over them and
went a'sprawlmg. Incidently I

was going intd the smoker
while the conductor took up the
tickets In the other half of the
car but that is beside the point.

Well, as I got up, I perhaps,
mumbled some old Latin phras-
es which she immediately mis-
understood and then the fire-

works began. "Well, you •'&%
$?*tt)&*!" said she in broken
Knglish, "Of all the crust. I

ain t never seen none Uke you

—

an' me a lady too. Youse is go-
ing to pay for this if it's the
last thing I never did." And
then she pointed to a package
on the floor from which was
leaking a lot of colored water
which smelt like Vitalis or some
other of those old Italian

wines, which, of course. Includes

Aqua Velva. And said to me In

the same breath, (and her best

friend wouldn't tell her), "Them
was the best two quarts of beer

outside of Conshohocken and I

was taking them to a sick
friend of mine." About three
miles further I managed to get
a few words In edgewise but all

her talking by tl)ls time had
attracted the conductor and
then and there I knew I was
sunk so I paid my fair without
any fuss. After a long struggle
I got my opportunity to ask her
where she got the beer but she
wouldn't tell me, that is, at first.

But when I offered to pay for
the two quarts she came across
with the address. Well, to make
a sad story sadder, I went to
the address the next day and
found out that they did not sell

beer. In fact the only thing
they did sell was paint remover.
Now Phelygas, did I do right by
our Nell when I spoke to the
Lady? What would you have
done under those circumstances,

if any?
(Signed)

WILLIE WEASELPACE.

^^ taxi^UXv^^
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(Answer): My good man, as for
the beer, the best you can get today
tastes like paint remover and the
best paint remover tastes likis beer.
Nowadays you can never be sure of
anyone especially a "lady". Your
experience reminds me of a time I
once had with a similar "lady". I
got on an Elevated marked "69th
St. Perries". (Yes, boys, that's
where you find them). And there
across the car sat a very attractive
girl smoking a cigar and holding a
large cage with a parrot in it on
her lap. There was an empty seat
along side of her so I sat down.
Everything was all right until the
bird became annoyed by the smoke
and began to tell me what he
thought of it in Yiddish. Well, not
knowing much Yiddish, I started
talking to the girl in my native
tongue which was and still is Zulu.
She answered me in the sign lang-
uage which I did not know but
which Isoon caught on to. (No,
no, not the girl, the language: you
must have heard this one before).
In the course of our conversation I
asked her why she could not talk
with her mouth. She answered that
she could not smoke a cigar and
talk at the same time. And be-
sides the bird remembered every-
thing she said and then told her
husband. Don't get alarmed; I
mean the parrot's husband, not the
girl's. Well, after a while, the El
got around to City Hall and I got
around to telephone numbers and
names. It seems that her name
was Flossie Campbell and her num-
ber was Baring 4200. The next
stop was 13th Street, but I didn't
Wannamaker so I rode on down to
8th Street and got Lit at Gimbel's.
She got ofl at the Reading Termin-

Thanksgiving. A million turkeys
in a million homes. Two million
mince pies flanking the turkeys.
Stories of that first Thanksgiving
three hundred years ago when the
l-ilgrims landed on the rock-bound
coast of New England. Candles lit

and placed around the room while
the open fireplace glows with cheer.
isuis roasting over the fire and
apples baked upon a stick. Thai
sell satisfied, well hUed feeling ot

contentment, ihats the glad day
out in the cruel, cold worla. To us

Its a slight bit different. Up at

seven because some lunatic insists

upon hollering up the stairs to find

out It (^car has any shaving cream.
At ten minutes after eight the grlrl

who you have said good-night to

the night beiore, on her garden gate
culls you on the phone to tell you
not to come to her house for dinner
as she had promised, because her
stcond cousin from the country
uropped in for a visit and there is

no room for you. You struggle out
01 bed to reach the dining room
two minutes after the door has l)een

Closed. You go down to the Pie

bhoppe and there you meet Pat to

whom you have owed a five for the

past three months. He demands
payment and your roll is half shot
oeiore you start. You toddle back
to the room to find your roommate
snoring. He has such an angel look
upon his face you know he is

dreaming of something to eat and
you hate to disturb him but noise is

noise. He gets up and not finding
any soap accuses you of using it

ail but It turns up from beneath
the shoe brush. Harmony is re-
stored and the two of you sit dowh
to plan the day's activities. No
matter how you look at it is is a
hopeless task. At noon you shove
oh for the dining room to grace the
festive board. That job being done
back to the room for you. You feel

like going to bed but as Thanksgiv-
ing comes only once a year in this
country you think going to bed
would be a waste of talent. The
suit with the faint memories of a
press is dug out and you wash your
lace and catch the next P &; W to

the big town. The day is really

ruined so why worry. In the El a
couple of drunks sit down beside

you and suddenly you realize that
you are homesick. Its a terrible

feeling. The girl opposite looks at

your feet and laughs. A close ex-
amination (of the foot in question)
discloses the horrible social error
of a fallen garter. There Is the
question "What to do?" Should you
take it off and adjust it or Ignore
it until you get ofl the train. Its
evidently a case for a master stroke
of philosophy. You replace your
normal face with one of stern de-
termination and decide to w'ait un-
til the car stojjs that you may dis-
embark and strangle the offending
garter. It proves to be one of the
major mistakes of your life. The
girl tells the girl next to her in
a minute it is a common knowledge
throughout the car. Your room-
mate gets wise and laughs out loud.

This attracts the attention of the
little boy, aged nine, who to date
remained peacefully gazing out of

VR

the window. He spies the fallen

garter and bursts out with a loud

"Oh, mama, look at the funny man
with the rope on his leg." Thats
the end for you. At the next stop

you rumble off and rip off the

blessed affair in which no metal

can touch you. Due time having
elapsed Pfteenth street is reached
and again you are at a loss for a
method of getting somewhere. Here
It Is Thanksgiving and alone In a

big town with not even a decent

place to eat. A tour of the Chink
joints is undergone but all are full.

iiJven the spagettl houses are loaded

with stylish stouts putting away a

feed. In disgust a lunch cart is

entered as a last resort. It proves

to be the worst of all bean wagons.

Xhe smell and sight of food turns

your stomach and you order dough-

nuts and coffee. Alas that all

should come to this. Back upon the

street with memories ringing In

your ears or wherever It Is that

memories ring of other years when
all was bright. But there is no

time to mourn. The roommate
suggests the movies. This may
make you forget the ftwful hunger

which threatens to tear you apart.

In the show you fall asleep ind In

that manner probably get the maxi-

mum enjoyment out of It. Follow-

ing this comes a couple of hot dogs

and coffee. A long Walk and the

El to West PhUly. More useless

wandering and the train back to

good old Villanova. The room laaks

good after a day spent on the

pavements of the Quaker city. Ham
and eggs at Louies and a bridge

game. About ten o'clock you are

ready for murder. It would be

justified at that.| The phone rings.

No attention Is given the matter

until the sixth ring. Then it dawns

upon your nimble brain that the

four of you are the only ones In

the building. A concentrated rush

up to the phone. Maybe It Is some-

one looking for someone else to fill

In at a party. The receiver Is

picked up and your best "Hello" is

shifted into the receiver, an ador-

able voice on the other end sends

back a soft muslc-llke "Hello".

There are visions of big doings and
good times and dances and what-

nots. Someone whispers 'Fix It up

for all of us". Thats co-operative

spirit I claim. Senses regained,

you prepare for the kill and speak

into the mouthpiece, "Is there any-

thing I may do for you?" Now its

coming, the climax to an imperfect

Thanksgiving. The voice of sweet

sixteen comes back In the question.

"Is this the maternity ward?"

With a curse you slam the receiver

through the window. Another

wrong number gone wrong. Long

sighs are In order. The bridge

game Is forgotten. Back to the

room and an hour's work for the

classes on the following day. The

ten o'clock bell rings. Its the famed

curfew tolling the knell of a part-

ing day. You think the parting

came too late. The alarm is wound
and if you are a Pre-med your
teeth are brushed. The windows
are opened and you creep silently to

rest.

THE MAD HATTER.

al, to make a Camden Perry, Well, to
make a long story boring, I called

the number the next evening and
asked for Miss Campbell and a very
stern voice at the other end of the
wire Informed me that I had the
Zoo. And that, my dear children,

is how I met your grandmother and
took up smoking a pipe. Good-
night all.

PHELYGAS.

MONICAN PUBLISHED

It was with pleasure that we
read the Autumn Issue of the
Monlcan, the publication of the
Professed In St. Mary's Hall. The
current issue, the first of Its sixth
year Is Indeed a great Improve-
ment over the previous issues.

This year It blossoms forth In all

Its journalistic glory and makes
an excellent appearance. The size

of the publication has been
changed and the general style

altered In such a way as to Im-
part to It the solomn dignity it

should have.

In this new Issue we were
especially taken with an excellent
article on "What Is an Educated
Person?" The article Is very well
done and handles the subject
with commendable completeness.
Several other interesting articles
of both general and special
Interest as well as some excellent
verse all go to make up a most
delightful Issue.
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C. H. S, Club Frolic

Vin. Marra and Cullen

AFTER LAST GAME

SATURDAY, November 29th

. . ROOF GARDEN .

.

of the

Adelphia Hotel
$2.00

l^tUanobeltttB

Figure this one out . . , . N. Y. U.

20, Vllanova 6; N. Y, U. 2, George-

town 0; Villanova 13, Georgetown
u •.«••• •

All of which goes to show that
it is easy to pick the winner of a
football game as it Is to fill the

Sesqul Stadium, . .

Ain't there no justice?

Princeton lost every game but one
and a half, and attracted more
than 50,000 against Yale We
licked Temple and B. O. and drew
a Scotch 10,000 on Saturday.

With the Hilltoppers and Wild-
cats -both using the Notre Dame
system, there were plenty of shifty

backs on the field . . . > ,

Who says athletics don't have a
good moral effect? .... Up In New
Haven. Yale had FAITH that they
would beat the Crimson, while
Harvard had a slim HOPE for

victory . . . .And then we have the
Temple-Carnegie game for

CHARITY

Famous pairs; Thanksgiving and
Turkey - - - - Villanova and in-

juries Joe Dletz and
Teddy Casey were the victims this

time ....

Suggestion to the Br3m Mawr
Hospital Open up an
annex In the end zone of Frank-
lin Field next week

Once Mike Terry whirled Scalzi
around like a discus .... If he had
let him go, they would have had
to chisel Scalzi out of the stadium
wall .

Did you notice that the sun came
out after Clete's and Hike's touch-
downs? We hope the
weather next Saturday is fair and
wanner

Connie Mack was out scouting
the famous double play combina-
tion, McLaughlin to Gardner to
Touchdown. . . .

Collccjiaiia

New Rochelle
Snobs seem to be on the wane as

far as the campus of New Rochelle
College is concerned. Pretty noses
pointed skyward are no longer con-
sidered "chic". "Hello Week" was
recently inaugurated by the Student
Coimcil In an endeavor to unite the
scattered factions on the campus
Into a friendly student body. In
the words of THE TATLER, "Hello

Week" means more than just greet-

ing those who happen to cross our
path. It means a spiritual hello, a
reaching out of minds and souls to

not only those for whom we enter-

tain a great affection, but also to

the people who have never particu-

larly attracted us before, people,

perhaps, whom we would be the

better for knowing."

Manhattan College

With talk of post-season games
lor the benefit of unemployment
funds In many colleges, Manhattan
College, according to a notice on
the first page of the Quadrangle, Is

doing her bit by soliciting contribu-
tions from the student body, "In
a time such as this when disaster

as a result of the tlnemployment
Situation is so rlt^, we should, as

college men not directly confronted
with It, realize our responsibilities

towards the less fortunate and as-

sist In so far as we are able In the

alleviation of their hardship."

St. Francis
With perplexity increasing dally

professional ranKs concerning the
reason why the average student
comes to college, a St. l-Tancis jun-
ior, through the medium of the
Loretto, explains his purpose as

follows: "I have come to college to

realize my ignoranse, to master my-
self, to get hold of sound principles

of study and living, to secure neces-
sary Information to take possession

of my Intellectual Inheritance, to

get hold of good habits anu get no
of wrong ones, to learn to know
and admire men worth know-
ing and admiring, to think nign
thoughts and see glorious visions,

to set myself standards, nob.e anu
exacting, and live up to them, t>o

that the contact I have made wltn
my parents may not be a mere
scrap of paper." Sounds good,

but—?

Temple University
According to an article In the

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY NEWS,
students from 16 foreign countries
are represented in the new enroll-

ment. The students hall from
Switzerland, Turkey, Arabia, Pales-
tine, Poland, Lithuania, France,
Germany, Canada, the Phllllplne

Islands, Porto Rico, Cuba, Panama,
Denmark, Scotland and Venezuela.

St. Vincent's
Here's an unusual bit of "DOG-

gerel" from the ST. VINCENT
COLLEGE JOURNAL: ,

"A hungry dog once wandered
Into a butcher's store

The butcher threw some sausage
to the dog upon the floor.

He said, 'Make sure you eat It*.

The dog said, *I decline.

For In that link of sausage
Is that old gal o' mine.'

"

Washing|ton State College
Sixteen yeafs of schooling with-

out a single tardy mark or absence
against his record is the claim of

a conscientious senior at Washing-
ton State College. Since he had
entered the kindergarten, he man-
aged to attend 14,550 classes with-
out missing or being late for any
one of them—or so he claims.

Colegio De San Augustin
(Hollo, p. I.)

The following excerpt is taken
from THE AUGUSTINIAN MIR-
ROR, a bilingual publication of the
Colegio de San Augustin. "The
following Is, more or less, my es-
timate of the monthly budget of a
modern student of today:
Board and lodging 25 Pesos
Laundry 20 "

Pomade and powder 20 " ':

Cigarettes 20 "

Movies ,... . . « . 20 ,
"

Linen envelopes . . 1 . . 10 "

Incidentals 10 "

Totals .'ii.i.. >.,.';.. 125 Pesos
And with this kind of expen.ses,

the end of the school year finds
him empty-headed!"

THE KNOCKER
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SAW Wn.DCATS WIN
Buck Bailey, assistant coach of

the Washington State College
eleven that plays Villanova for
charity this Saturday at Franklin
Field, scouted the Felines during
the Georgetown game last Satur-
day from the Sesqui Stadium
pressbox

The Knocker Is an attendant evil

of all society and must be accepted
with resignation as are all other
human afflictions. The Knocker Is

not hard to find, In fact we have
them right here in our own midst.
You can recognize him with little

difficulty. He walks about the
campus with chest inflated to the
bursting point and chin high in
air. greeting those who happen to

fall beneath his notice, with a su-
perior and supercilious hauteur and
open condescension.
He criticizes anything and every-

thing. Classes are dry, teachers In-
competent, the meals are not edible,
the rules are unreasonable, the
Student Council is inefficient and,
we admit it. our paper is childish
and does not have that power which
he would like it to have. Nothing
escapes his notice nor his scathing
criticism. Nothing pleases him or
his high standards.
Naturally you would expect a man

of such keen Insight and of such
ability in detecting mistakes, to be
a most capable man In any line of
endeavor he happens to pursue.
Yet. strange as it may seem, when
he is commissioned to carry out
some work, the results of his labors
are not masterpieces, as you Would
expect, but merely human and con-
sequently as full of flaws and as
open to criticism as the works of
other mortals.

Yes. the Knocker Is an evil om-
nipresent, but the world goes on in
spite of him and in the eyes of
most men he is just another hard-
ship that must be endured.
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Cougars and Wildcats to Battle for Feline Supremacy

THEIR VALEDICTORY

To every season, there must come an end, and as the

curtain falls «)n the 19!l() gridiron pageant next Saturday

afternoon, sixteen Wildcats will have played their last game
for the Blue and White.

Sixteen members of the class of '31, led by Captain

Clete Gardner and including Tommy Morgan and Tom Gar-

rett, whose season's play this year was short, make their

final bows in collegiate football, as Villanova tangles up
with Washington State at Franklin Field.

A wealth of material is contained witliin the number
of boys who play their last game this week, and even

though the season to be soon ended will not be remembered
as particularly brilliant, still they gave their all, and they

,, (des<?rve their page in the annals of Villanova athletics.

Besides Gardner and Morgan, Jimmy McLaughin
and Johnny lligliheld, along with Joe Miklasiewicz, are the

backs whose college playing days are near an end. Of these,

(iardner and Morgan both have won football letters twice

already, before this season.

Eleven linemen, including three ends, three guards,

and a trio of tackles, as well as two centers, play their last

prformance Saturday.

Jack McGann, Joe Kelly and Tom Connelly are the
wingmen. McGann and Kelly were both stars of past seas-

ons, while (Connelly, an erstwhile fullback, out with injuries

in his sophomore and junior years, went good this year as

one of Stuhldreher's reserves.

Dixie Sheehan, Irv Boucher and Art Harkins are the
three tackles to go, and their loss will not be easy to fill,

every one of them playing on the undefeated team two years

ago.

At the guard posts, Witkowskie, Charlie from Joisey,

and Matt Deluca make their last appearance while Garrett
will view festivities from the bench.

Fred Donovan and Bill Bradley, pals and rivals for

the pivot post since their first days at Villanova, are the cen-

ters who have only one more game to divide between them.

These are the men who play their last game for Villa-

nova on next Saturday afternoon. May it be a glorious fin-

ish to glorious careers.
* iK * * *

WHAT A COACH!
Step right up and meet Babe HoUingbery, coach of

the 'wonder team' from Washington State.

Babe, or Orin, as he was baptized, is the only coach

of a college team on the Pacific Coast, who never went to

college himself, and both he and W. S. C. seem to be getting

along quite well without the magic little letters that are

tacked on to college graduates.

This is his fifth year at the school up ill the North-
west. Counting the eight victories the Cougars have
amassed so far this year, his record reads as 34 wins, 7

losses and 2 ties, and needless to say, it is the best period in

W. S. C. history.

Before going to Washington. State, he had outstand-
ing success as coach of the Olympic Club eleven, which de-

feated the University of California in 1925, the first defeat

for the boys from the state of eternal sunshine in four years.

Wliile he was coach there, he also played on the
team, playing every position in the lineup (at different

times, of course), and in his spare time he coached a high
school eleven and a prep school aggregation. He took the

high school kids from 2 to 4, worked with the prep team
from 4 to 6, and then taught the Olympic (Uub how things

were done from 6 to 8. CALIFORNIA AIR MUST BE
INVIGORATING!

After his brilliant success in 1925, he was invited to

go up to Pullman, Washington, to take charge of the Coug-
ars, and only the Cougars. Their record this year shows
what he can do when he gets time!*****

AND WHAT A TEAM
After reading what's printed above, is there any

wonder then that Washington State won the Pacific Coast

title, and will play in the annual New Year's game at Pasa-

dena, while Graham McNamee raves about California air,

flowers and sunshine.

But, then, a team with players of the reputation of

Hein, Ellingsen, Schwartz and some of those other boys
from way out 'thar,' must be better than just fair, even with
any kind of a coach.

Washington State, from all the dope, is the best club
in the West, and that's saying plenty.

WHY THE SCORE WASN'T BIGGER
Washington State defeated the University of South-

ern California, 7-6, in tlie middle of October, and since

then, followers of the Trojans have been claiming that W.
S. C. got the breaks, and that their team, that promises to

give Notre Dame a fight December 6th, should have won.
Here's what the sports editor of the Spokane Chron-

icle recently said about the game:
"Considering the fact that W. S. C. was playing a

defensive game following the first few minutes, when they
scored their touchdown, I would say they were two touch-

downs better than the Trojans in any ball game.
"Bobby Morris and Tom Loutitt, officials, were

unanimous in declaring the Cougar machine was by far

the master of the two elevens.

"Playing defensive ball is different from driving to
score when you are behind. It takes a great team to score
in the first quarter and hold the fort for three quarters
against a dive that U. S. C. put on.**

»

Didja know that the theme song for the Penn foot-

ball players lately has been: "I still get a chill thinking of
Brill."

Unbeaten in

Eight Gaines

Entire Squad Used On
Several Occasions

By Coach

UNDISPUTED CHAMPS

W. S. C. Team Wonder Team From Washington State

By GEORGE T. P. BLAKKOLB
Sports Editor, EVERGREEN
Washington State College

Pullman, Wash.. Nov. 25.—A par-
ty of thirty left Pullman at nine
o'clock yesterday morning for

Philadelphia and points East, via

the Union Pacific R.R. The group
consisted of Coach Orin E. (Babe)
Holllngljerry, Athletic Director
Dr. J. Fred Bohler, Trainer Dr.
Wilbur Bohm, Senior Manager
Lawrence Wersen, and a squad
of 26 players. Buck Bailey, assist-

ant coach, is already in the East
and will join the team in Phila-
delphia.

It will be eleven days before
the traveling Cougars will again
see State College. The long trip

will be made over the Union
Pacific to Chicago, and from the
"Windv City" east the squad will

ride the Pennsylvania line.

The team will arrive in

Pocatello, Idaho, this morning at
eleven, and a workout will be held
on the field of the University of
Idaho, Southern Branch. The
Cougars will leave Pocatello this
evening at 6.50 p.m. for Chicago,
arriving there at 9 o'clock Thurs-
day morning. Another practice
cession will be held, this time on
Stagg Field.

On Saturday evening, after the
game, the boys pull stakes for

New York city, where Sunday
will be spent, with headquarters
at the Hotel Manger. At midnight
the team will leave for Washing-
ton, where Monday will be spent
in sight-seeing.
The following players will make

the trip: Hill, Maskell, Hansen,
J. Hurley, Yap, ends; Aslskog,
Edwards, V. Jackson, E. Camp, D.
Johnson, tackles; Mitchell Garrett,
G. Hurkey, Senn, Parodi, guards;
Hein, Morgan, centers; Dahlen,
Tonkin quarters; Schroeder,
Ellingsen, Jones, Lainhart, Meses,
Sander, halfbacks, and Captain
Schwartz, fullback.
Washington State College open-

en its 1930 football season against
the College of Idaho, having no
trouble in winning, 47-12, while
the entire squad was used. The
loser's two touchdowns were scored
on passes after the regulars had
gont to the showers. The team on
the field then was composed en-
tirely of Sophmores.
In the second game of the sea-

son, W.S.C. went South to Berke-
ley and gave California a sound
trouncing, 16-0. It was the first

Cougar victory over the Bears in

many years.
Southern California went up to

the northwest the following week,
only to be rudly jolted, 7-6. They
scored in the last two minutes of
play, after the home team had
pushed across a score three
minutes after the game began.
The fourth game found Gonzaga

trying to atop the winning streak,
but the first team, in the game
only for ten minutes, ran up three
touchdowns, and every man out
for football took a hand in a 24-0
win.

The University of Montana was
the next victim. On the first play
after the kickoff, Schwartz raced
22 yeards for a touchdown, and
every man in the squad again saw
duty as the Staters ran up a .1-0

score.

A badlly-off form Cougar team
was just good enough to best an
Inspired squad from Oregon State
the next week, when Edwards,
235-pound tackle, intercepted a
pass and ran 28 yards to score.
Idaho next tried to stop the

Scarlet Scourge, but the naughty
States scored soon after the open-
ing whistle, and ran up a big
score, although all the squad but
two were used. The final score was
33-7, the Idaho score coming on a
The final game in the Pacific

Coast conference saw the Univer-
sity of Washington lose, 3-0, by
virture of a field goal kicked In
the first 51 seconds of play. A
driving rain soaked the gridiron
ond bogged down the backs, pro-
hibiting other scoring.
Five victories in the Pacific

Coast Conference gave the Cougars
the title, making them the first
undisputed champions of the
Coast has had since 1925.

Will Clash With Villanova Squad on

Historic Franklin Field Gridiron

Undefeated Champions of Pacific Coast Conference to Make First Appearance in East.

—

Have Four Potential AU-American Selections.—60,000 Are Expected

WESTERNERS HAVE BEEN INVITED TO PLAY IN ROSE BOWL GAME

Miklasiewicz, the reserve Villa-
nova quarterback, ought to make a
name for himself if he gets a
chance. Preferably Smith or Jones.

—Philadelphia Inquire.

Close to 60,000 Eastern foot baU
fans will almost nil the horseshoe-
shaped stands of Franklin Field
this Saturday afternoon, when
Clete Gardner's Villanova Wildcats
close their 1930 season, opposed to
the "Wonder Team" of the Paciflc
Coast, Washington State College.
From the northwestern corner of

the nation the Cougars from W. S.
C. will come to battle the Felines
of the East, wearing the colors of
Crimson and Gray that they have
just carried triumphantly through
an undefeated season inthe Paciflce
Coast, the championship of which
thy sewed, up just ten days ago.
Conquerors of the mighty Tro-

jans of Southern California, victors
over the Bears of California, the
Beavers of Oregon State, as well
as the Huskies of Washington, the
Cougars are determined to stop the
Cats Saturday to complete their
conquest of the animal kingdom,
before going back to their own
land to prepare for the Rose Bowl
Game in Pasadena on New Years'
Day. Last week, Washington State
received an invitation to represent
the West in the annual classic. The
Eastern contender has not been
selected yet.

Have Great Coaches
Much of the credit for the suc-

cess of the W. S. C. eleven this year
has been attributed to the head
coach. Babe HoUingberry and to
Buck Bailey, his assistant, who has
charge of the line. HoUhigberry
has taken his place now with the
master-minds among the coaches
of the West, along with Howard
Jones, Pop Stanford, Nibs Price and
others.

HoUingberry, who never went to
any college and possessed but a
slight reputation as a player, came
to Pullman, where Washington
State nestles, in the fall of 1926.
Since then, his teams have lost
only seven games in nve years, and
only two since 1928. Last year,
CaUfornia and Southern California*
turned back the lads from W. S. C.

Bailey Has Strong Line
Buck Bailey, Holllngberry's as-

sistant, who has charge of the
W. S. C. line, has molded together
a fine bunch of players, excellent
on the offense and without equals
on the defense.
Five touchdowhs have been scored

against the Cougars in their first

eight games, BUT NOT ONE BY A
RUNNING ATTACK. Every score
against Washington State this year
has come by the aerial route, a
wonderful tribute to Bailey and his
line.

Washington State defensive rec
ords also show that only two touch
downs have been scored against the
regulars, the other three coming
while reserves were on the field.

The Spokane Chronicle says, "The
bouquets have been flying high,
wide and handsome down around
Pullman this year. Right here and
now we w'ant to pin the gold-tinted
shin guard on Buck Bailey, assist-
ant to Coach Babe HoUingbery.
"That Cougar line, from end to

end, is the greatest array of football
talent ever assembled in this neck
of the woods. Buck Bailey has
been putting the stuff into those
fellows and they certainly have
come through."

Hein a Great Center

The entire West is lauding the
exceptional playing of Mel Hein,
star center of the Washington
State team. This famed player
directed his team to victory in the
California and Southern California
games. He is a demon on the de-
fense, making tackle after tackle,

whereas none can be compared with
his brilliant offensive playing. He
bolsters his line-up with the power
of an iron man.
"Babe" HoUingberry, head coach

at Washington State, declares
Hein to be one of the finest natural
gridders he has ever seen, while
"Buck" Bailey, line coach, firmly as-

serts that, "If Hein had played his

football with a California school,

he w'ould have been AU-American
for three seasons and no questions

asked."
Hein is six feet two inches tall

and weighs 198 pounds. He has a
perfectly proportioned frame and is

as fast a man as can be desired for

a center position. He is said to be

able to play a full game without the
slightest sign of tiring. Hein is

All Pacific-Coast fullback and
leading scorer of the West in 1929,
Captain Elmer Schwartz, the 200-
pound fullback of the Washington
State team, this year seems even
mare certain to win new laurels.
AIl-Amerlcan consideration seems
near after the form he displayed
in defeating California and South-
ern California this year.
This powerhouse of the catapult-

ing Far West eleven has proven
himself a great asset on the of-
fensive, either carrying the ball
or leading the interference. To
him may be attributed the result
of most of the yardage gained.
However most sport writers on the
coast mahitaln that he stars more
in backing up the Cougars' line
Blocking the enemy team from
crashing through the line is his
greatest asset. Plays over the
Crimson and Gray forward wall
do not work when Captain
Schwartz Is bolstering the line.

a line-plunger before he gets start-
er, and on the next play spoil an
end run. He is fast, rangy, and ex-
ceptionally agile for a big man. He
will be a dangerous obstacle in the
Wildcat's path when Villanova
meets the Cougars Saturday.

Iron Men, Too!
Harold Ahlskog, tackle, of Wash-

ington, was nick-named "Iron
Man", and this name is given him
with just reasons. Ahlskog played
every minute of their two biggest
games this year. In which Washing-
ton State College startled the West
by defeating California and South-
ern California on successive Sat-
urdays.

Although he has worked three
successive seasons for the Cougars,
never has he been described as a
sensational player. He is just one
of those much talked about, fiery,
consistent unyielding types that all
coachs want bjut few develope. His
offensive play Is ideal, and he is a
deadly tackier.

He has never been mentioned for
any such titles as All-Amerlcan or
All-Coast tackle, yet critics who
know the inside, who recognize good
line play when they see it, rank
Ahlskog as next to the foremost,
Mel Hein, as the best man in Wash-
ington State's front rank.

The Hurley Boys
George Hurley, guard, and John

Hurley, end, brothers and team-
mates through high school in San
FrancLsco and Washington State,
are two lads who just "like " foot
ball. George is a demon on defense
while 'Long John' is one of the best
pass-receivers on the team.

Lyle Maskell, the other end. Is

light, weighing a mere 175 pounds,

plum" because of Washington's ascendency on the Pacific has been a consistenf^factor
*
hi

W. S. C. success for two years
Jack Parodi, who teams up with

George Hurley at guard, weighs ISO
pounds and this is his first year as
a regular, although he won his let-

ter In 1929.

The Four Herdimen
The "four herdsmen", that's what

they're calling the CTougar backs
since they herded into the Cougar
lair the teams of California, South-
ern California and Washington.
Led by the big captain, Elmer "The
Great" Schwartz, 300 poimds of
football talent, the Washington

The Old Sport, in his musings in the Philadelphia
Inquirer last week, writes of the coming struggle for the

unemployed and says:

One of the outstanding intersectional clashes of the
season is the approaching hattle hetween Villanova and
Washington State. The game was a good one for the Main
Line college when it was arranged, and it has become a real

one of the biggest reasons why
Washington State is crashing itsway through Its most successful
season.

235 Lbs. and Fast!
Glen Edwards, despite his weight,

235 pounds, is one of the fastest
tackles in the west. This is his sec-
ond season on Washington State
College's cannonading football team.
He holds his own with the best of
tackles in the country, and with the
super center, Mel Hehi, he ^a& an
outstanding Cougard in Washing-
ton's victorious battles this season.
In 1929, Edwards was an "on and

off" performer, showing streaks of
exceptional talent between periods
of erratic play. But this year
brings an entirely new aspect to his
playing. He has developed rapid-
ly; he has become a sensation on
the offense and an Impregnable
wall on the defense. He Is one of

State backfleld is the smoothest
combination In the Far West, so
they say.

While Schwartz is the pile-driv-

ing punch of the quartet, both
Lainhart and Ellingsen, the half-

backs, have plenty of sock to de-
liver. They are like flnely-tuned
racing machines with power and
speed combined.
The quarter-backs, Tonkin, the

regular, and Dahlen, his under-
study, ar^ fleet of foot, good dodgers
and excellent field generals.

Watch Ellingsen

Carl Ellingsen, the triple threat

man of Washington State and a
snappy fighter, runs, kicks and
passing that aided the Cougars In

abandon. It Was his extraordinary
passing and aided the Cougars in

beating California. It was his punt-
ing, which almost equalled Mc-
Namara's when N. Y. U. played

Villanova, that accounted in a large

measure for a 7 to 6 win over

Southern California. Again, in all

the games this year, his running
was something to be marveled at.

Kllingsen has never been out-

kicked or outpassed in the West.

Along with aU this, he is very good
at Interference and a wall on the

defense. Then again he has the

rare art of deception. A California

writer has .said to him, "he can do
anything with a foott>all but swal-

low it."

Power The Keynote
As can easily be seen, power is

the keynote of the Cougar line and
backfleld, and Coach HolUngberry
has molded together eleven units
into a dynamo of incomparable po-
tential force. And, if reports from
the West are only half-true, the
machine is worldng without any
squeaks or rattles.

Villanova May Upset Them
But stranger things have happen-

ed in football than would occur if

the Wildcats would rise In thelr
wrath on Saturday and dethrone
the Cougars from the high jungle

-

land position.

Harry Stuhldreher's crew have
been playing in-and-out football

all year, but if they display the
form displayed against Temple,
Boston College and Georgetown, as

well as In the first half against

Bucknell, the longawalted Eastern
victory over a Western team may
be with us.

The long trip East by the Cou-
gars, one of the longest attempted
by any college team, may or may
not prove harmful. Workouts in

Pocatello, Idaho, and in Chicago,

win keep the team in proper con-

dition, and a good night's rest in

Philadelphia before the game will

break up the monotony of evenings

on sleepers.

Game Played for Charity
The recipients of the game will

be donated to the city of Philadel-
phia for the unemployed of the
city, with the exception of $6,000,

which Washington State officials

will take liack to Pullman, for char-
ity in that city.

Father Griffln, Graduate Man-
ager McGeehan and Coach Stuhlthose rare tackles who can charge

into an opponent's backfleld to nab.dreher agreed ten days ago to give
Villanova's share of the proceeds to

the men out of work In Philadel-
phia, and when news reached the
coast. Earl V. Foster, graduate man-
ager of the champion Cougars,
duplicated their offer.

Most Important Game in East
The coming battle is, without a

doubt, the most important fray to

be staged east of Chicago on Sat-
urday. The Stanford-Dartmoun
game in California and the Army-
Notre i:>ame fracas in the Windy
City alone offer any opposition to

the teams representing two branch-
es of the Cat family.

From present indications, the
game will be broadcast by WCAU.

Coast.

"Here is a battle certain to catch the fancy of all

lovers of football, and a "gate" that the Villanova Athletic
Council could well use, but WON'T. Villanova's portion
of that goes to the relief fund.

"It is a fine thing to turn out and play an extra game
in the name of Sweet Charity. I submit, it is even finer for
an institution to sacrifice its most profitable regularly sched-
uled game that human sufTering may be alleviated."

THIRTYTWO.

GIVE A LUOK AT
WASHINGTON STATE!

iV. 8. C.
47
16

7

24
ei
14
38
3

235

Opponents
Col of Idaho 12

California

8. California 6
Gonzaga

Montana
Oregon State 7

Idaho 6

WashingtonO

81

RENT A
NEW CAR

Drive It Yourself

No Deposit
Required

of Villanova Studenia

NO HOUR CHARGE
Buick Ss — Hupmobile
Chrysler — Chevrolet

Fords — 1931 Models
Sedans, Boadsten, Coapes

B122 Walnnt Street
isao Market Stnat

ns 8. Broad StrMt
1726 N. Broad Street
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Western Team
Relies Upon
Famous '14'

Washington State Uas Used
Fourteen Men in Major

Battles

CA1*X. SCHWARTZ GOOD
"Move over, you Pour Horsemen!

Washington State's Famous Four-
teen want a Iront-row seat in Poot-
DaU Hall 01 Fame."
Sports writers on the Pacmc

Coast have called attention to the
lact that in the Oregon State bat-
tle last year, and again in the
aouthern Camornia struggle this
lail. When Washington state won
its two greatest athletic victories,
lourteen men earned the colors ol
the Cougar into battle.

Ten or the lourteen who helped
beat Washington State last year
werp back lor the game against
boutnern UalUornia and the lour
newcomers did great work against
uie irojans.
Four members ol the lourteen are

bemg mentionea as possible All-
American timber. Captain Elmer
(tne great) Schwartz, who is also
called "liutcher-boy" and "Tractor,"
and who is a 5 loot, 11 inch, 200
pound luiloack, is one ol these.
Schwartz was Ali-uoast imiback

last year, as well as bemg high in-
dividual scorer lor tne West. Ihls
year he is going even better, and
alter the Southern Calilornia game
one ol the U. S. U. backs Is report-
ed as saymg: "The W. S. C. quar-
ter would start calling signals, "9-

V«-23—oh, give It to the lullback"
and they would. It's Just like try-
ing to stop a tractor when you hit
Schwartz."
Another ol the lourteen is the

isib-pound tackle, (ilerm Kdwards,
who is expected to show Eastern
loot ball critics just how last a big
man can really be. This boy is only
a jimior, but it is his second year
on the varsity eleven.
Mel Hem, center, ol whom reams

ol pitbhcity has already been
printed in the East, is probably the
leaomg pivot-man on the Coast. He
IS rangy, aggressive and shines on
knocKuig down passes. Besides all
this, he weighs ia5 pounds.
ine other Cougar who is giving

All-Amerlcan selectors some real
worry. Is Carl "rully " Ellingsen, the
right-threat man ol the team, El-
nngsen does all the punting and
most ol the passing. Opponents
have said ol him: "He can hit a
dime with a pace, and have a nickel
to spare." He weighs a mere 177
pounds, almost a child among the
rest ol the big, tough hombres Irom
the Northwest.
Ahlskog, a tackle, Maskell, Han-

son, L. Hurley and Hill, ends, and
U. Hiu-ley and Parodi, guards, wind
up the ime ol the "Famous Pour-
teen." Porter Lainhart, halfback, a
high scorer this season and Tonkin,
155-pound quarterback, and Jones,
an mterlerer and pass-catcher,
without an equal on the team, so
reports Irom Pullman tell us, are
tne backs.
As the contest with Villanova

this week-end is an intersectlonal
contest, and as the Washington
State squad is suffering from no
injuries whatsoever, it is alltogeth
er likely that more than the "Pam
ous Fourteen" will see action.

Tuesday, November 25, 1930

E.P.T. Boxing

Bouts to be

Held Jan. 14

Training Camp to Be Es-

tablished in Gym for

Pugilists

OFFICERS ELECTED

^^Just LookingAround ''

At last we have news ol the long
awaited Epsilon Pni iheia Hoxing
Bouts. They will be held on Wed-
nesoay night, January 14. inis will

give all those participating ample
time to get in condition lor tne
rights. AS an extra help to the
contestants training quarters will

De established in tne gym by Jim
Hannazissi, promoter, where the
pugilists may go at their leisure to

get in trim lor the Iray.

This years
, bouts promise to be

the most spectacular ever held by
the Arts Fraternity. Several likely

boxers have already made known
their intentions, ol hghting and have
handed m their names to the Pro-
moter. All others who are tmnking
of hghtUig are requested to hand
in their names and then come
down to the trammg'camp In the
gym as olten as possible.

Medals will oe given out to the
Winners in ail classes and irom
what we nave neard and seen they
will be very attractive ones and
well worth rightmg for.

Don't iorget the date, all you
prospective spectators and partici-
pants—Wednesday night, January
14th.

The Epsilon Phi Beta also held
their annual election of officers last
week and reelected Mr. Edward M
Hookey as president. Mr. Joseph
Costanzo was elected treasurer, and
Mr. James Shea was elected secre
tary. Mr. D'Aiia was made Sargent
at Arms, while Mr. Dineen was ap-
pointed as representative to tne
student Council.

Villanova

To Aid the

Unemployed

Net Receipts of Washington
State Game to Go to

Charity

PENN LOANS FIELD

The leading teams In the East
have been divided into two secUona
according to mutual schedules, one
being informally designated the
New Fifteen, the other the Old
Twelve. The teams comprising the
New Fifteen are Villanova, Temple,
Fordham, Holy Cross, Oeorgetown,'
Boston College, N. Y. U., Pitts-
burgh, W. and J., Bucknell, Laf-
ayette, West Virginia, Penn State,
Carnegie Tech, and Rutgers.

-V-
The teams In the Old Twelve

group are such teams as Yale,
Harvard, Princeton, Army, Navy,
etc.

-V-
On the point basis, by which a

team gains two points through a
victory, one through a tie, and
loses one with each defeat, Pord-
ham has accumulated ten tallies
from victory over N. Y. U., Holy
Cross, West Virginia, Boston Col-
lege, and Bucknell. N. Y. U. Is
second with seven tallies, W. and
J. third with live, while VUlanova.
Pitt and Temple are tied for
fourth place with four tallies
apiece.

^
''

-ir- •.
The present standing of the

New Fifteen follows:

W. L. Pts
Fordham .............. 5 10

W. and J. «.\v;....:.v.. 8
Pitt 2
Villanova 3
Temple .• 3
Bucknell 2
Lafayette 1

Carnegie , 1

Georgetown 1
West Virginia 1

Penn State
Holy Cross
Rutgers . .

Boston College

-V-
There are only two more games

to be played in this group and
they are the W. and J.—Carnegie
game and Holy Cross—Boston Col-
lege game. If W. and J. loses
Villanova, Pitt and Temple will
join W. and J. in a tie for third
place. Villanova will therefore
have a high ranking In the East.

-V-

1

1

2
2
3
1

2
3
3
1

1

3
3

7
6
4
4
4
1

1

1

1

1

1

3
3

there appeared in the daily new-
paper articles which stated that
Loyola will be met by Villanova on
the gridiron as the opening game
in 1931. The entire schedule has
not as yet been completed but
Gettysburg. Boston College, Duke,
Temple, and Bucknell have already
been carded. This spikes the ru-
mors that have prevailed about
the campus for the past week or
so.

-V-
The western threat looming

above the distant horizon! Wash-
ington State with its Pacific Coast
Conference championship invades
Franklin Field Saturday to uphold
the tradition of the West.

-V-
I'he Cougars have been seeking

the comerence Title lor thirteen
years. i'erseverence always wins
ill the end.

>* -V-
Incidentally the Cougars have

oeen selected as the team to repre-
sent the West in the Tournament
01 Hoses on New Year's Day.
The lau- name of VUlanova has

now come to the attention of rabid
radio fans. The other night Will
Osborne and his orchestra were
heard playing our "Alma Mater"
song as a request number. And
did it malce a hit? Ask Will,

'';\- -V-
And then there Is the Belle

Masque society which broadcasts
every Wednesday evening. Marra's
VUianovans" and band have also
rendered several selections over the
etheral waves. The Qlee Club
alone remains to uphold its pres-
tige.

-V-
Another day for the football

mudders.

-V-
The Georgetown fanatic in the

Villanova stands was quite a
cocky fellow. Although plenty of
niissues were flying toward his di-
rection, he seemed to bear a
charmed life—not one coming
within a foot of him. Nevertheless
he did not seem to mind the breeze
which continually stirred about his
head, and kept cheering for the
Hilltoppers, till the end of the

Oeorgetown —
Touchdowns—Hlghheld, Gardner.

Pomt alter touchdown—Gardner
suustltutions— VUlanova: Trosky
lor Mcl^aughlin, Connolly for Brlce,

McUann for Connolly, Witkowski
tor uieiz, Bradley lor uonovan,
ueezer lor Bradley, Casey lor L>on-

onue, Hammond lor irosky, Ham-
mond lor 'li-osky, McLaughlin for

nammond, Harkms lor Hickey,
irosky for McLaughlin, Hammond
lor 'Irosky, Geisler lor Highlield,

tteaudine lor Casey, McDermott for

oardner. Oeorgetown—Danieu for

Mooney, J. Bozeck for Leary, King
lor Scalzi, Bordeau for Gillls,

Brickman for Katalinas, Tremblay
for Bnckman, Dyer lor Anderson,
vjiilis lor Bordeau, Alenty for Dan-
ieu, Scalzi for King, £. Bozeck for

J. Bozeck. omcials: Referee—J. T.
Clinton, Yale; Umpire—D. B.
Dougherty, Penn State; Headlines-
man, H. B. Springer, Penn; Field

Judge, Gillender, Penn. Time ol

periods—15 minutes.

R. P. I. Offers

Fellowships

In Sciences

Students Working for Mas-

ter's or Doctor's De-

gree Eligible

Engineering Frat.

Sees Interesting

Motion Picture

Thee net proceeds ol the Villa-
nova-Washington State foot ball

Last week, Tuesday to be exact, game though hissed and whatnot

W. S. C. Has
. Four Pairs

of Brothers

Real Brotherly Feeling Ex-
ists on Team From

the Far West

, ^ "That brotherly
game to be piayed on November 29 joke in football

S-O-L
Sportcasting

It ought to be Thanksgiving, the
quarterlies are over.

Ine Vigilance committee had
their picture taken last week. They
had plenty ol fun during the oper-
ation. It was funny in several
ways. So was the picture.

__V—
Those intending to work in the

post olUce this Christmas had bet-
ter leave Villanova, go out and get
married and become head of a Ltrpmpnf tr. tho \.ro^"„'». V,

family and be out oi work for three SfrThP .n^J«.
respective colleges

are to be contributed to the unem
ployment beneut fund. This state-
ment became Known as the result
of a conference ol officials from
the local colleges held recently in
Philadelphia, ihe men represent-
ing Villanova were Charles Mc-
Geehan, graduate manager, and
Harry Stuhldreher, head coach.
Those from Temple University
were Dr. Charles E. Beury, presi-
dent and Earl Yeomans, graduate
manager. The delegate of the
University of Pennsylvania was
Lou A. Young, head coach of the
loot ball committee. Others who
were in attendance were Mayor
Mackey, Erwin R. Cox, president of
the City Council, and Leonard H.
Kiimard, president of the Bell

Telephone Company.
Each one of the colleges seemed

to be more than eager to do its
part in relieving the situation
caused by unemployment. Mr. Mc-
Geehan, acting in the name ol Fr.
Griffln, offered the receipts of the
Villanova-Washlngton State game
on November 29 for the relief of
the unemployed; Dr. Beury offered
the proceeds of the Temple-Car-
negie Tech game on November 22
for the same purpose, while Penn,
whose schedule does not permit
them to offer any games for char-
ity, nevertheless, willingly lent
Franklin Field and the Held man

years.

—V—
The Land that God Forgot is off

our schedule. We play the last
game on Franklin Field. ^

_V—
The proceeds of the Washington

State game wUl go to the unem-
ployed no that doesn't Include you.
Our Predictions—How good are

they?
The first named team is favored

to win:
Jupiter Pluvlus—Old Man Sun-

shine.

Last week's record—Wet Days 6;
Dry Days 1.

Season's Record—Winners 21

;

Losers 2 (Over a three week per-
iod.)

—V—
The greatest question of import-

ance around the campus Just now
is "What are we going to have lor
a feed Thursday?"

for the contest

Both of these charity games are
expected to attract capacity
crowds. Tickets are selling for $1 to
$5 and it is hoped that of Frank-
lin Field's 70,000 seats none will be
vacant.

La Salle Prep
Takes Cross-

country Run

feeling Is no
at Washington

State College!"
There are two of the Hurleys,

Helns, Jacksons, and Hansens on
the Cougar squad, and all of them
are Important men.
George Hurley, 200 pound guard,

Is a regular. His brother, John, a
tall rangy man, is hx his final year
as a first string end.
At the center position is the

much talked about Mel Hein, AU-
American prospect, who is closing
his college football career this sea-
son. Then out on the end of the
line is Homer Hein, a sophomore
prospect for this position. "Rosy

'

Hein preceded his two brothers,
and during his stay at Washington
State played three years as a
regular fullback.
Sam Hansen is a senior and one

of the best ends on the Pacific
Coast. His little brother Joe is a
170 pounder, and serves as an un-
derstudy to the great Mel Hein.
This family seems to be one of ex-
ceptionally good football talent for
another brother, "Ox" Hansen, was
Washington State's former All-
Coast tackle.

Finally, the fourth set of
brothers are Virgil and Ralph
Jackson. Both are sophomores and
promise to become regular players
on the Cougar line next year. They
are substitute tackles. To go a little

farther, it is recalled that Harold
Ahlskog, regular tackle, has a
brother Ed, who formerly filled a
post on the Cougar's line.

Georgetown Defeated When
Deceptive Wildcat Aerials

Net Winners 2 Touchdowns

(continued from page one)

was completed, out the receiver,
iiozeck, was standuig outside the
end zone when the leather sped
mio his arms. A touchback was
declared and VUlanova was given
the bail on Its 2U-yard line.
ine Hlhtoppers desperately tried

to score therealter out to no avail.
I'he Wildcats wah victory in sight
fried just as hard to keep tnera
irom scoring, and successfully de-
fended theh- goal from any lurther
danger.

Terry Individual Star
Terry played a "whale" of a

game for the Cats. Repeatedly,
time after time he broke through
to toss the man with the ball for
losses, ranging from five to ten
yards. He played the best game
of his foot ball career at Villanova.
"Mose" Edwards also starred.

His downing of Terry's punt a foot
from the Georgetown goal line is

especially outstanding.
This contest marked the first

time the two teams have met since
1905 when Villanova scored a 6-0
victory.

A motion picture entitled
"Building New York's Newest Sub-
Way" was a feature of the program
given Tuesday at 11.40 A.M. at the
meeting of Phi Kappa Pi Prat, in
the Ampitheatre.
This film which was obtained

through the courtesy of E. I. du
Pont < De Nemours «& Company of
the new Eighth Avenue system in
New York City. It emphasizes the
greatest of the engineering prob-
lems - - to build this subway with-
out disturbing the life of the
metropolis - - by showing the safe-
guarding of pipes and windows;
the shoring up of buildings; and
propping of the elevated railway
structures as well as monuments
and buildings, and the planking of
streets.

Much of the tunnel work was
through rock formation and the
operations amounted to real
quarrying directly under the city
streets. Scenes showed how the
correct an careful use of explo-
sives facilitated the boring of the
right-of-way. Other pictures gave
graphic descriptions of the various
tools used in the construction;
the mammoth telephhers, steam
hoists, trucks, etc., - -all getting
special attention.
This film aroused much current

Interest as it features one of the
foremost engineering tasks in the
country, and one that is still in
the process of construction as the
system will not be completed until
1931

Twelve fellowships are offered

by Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute

to male graduates of institutions of
learning of the highest grade who
have specialized in civil, mechanic-
al, electrical, or chemical engineer-
ing, or in mathematics, physics,

chemistry or biology, and who
have shown unusual excellence in
their studies during their under
graduate courses.

A fellowship may be held only
by a student working for a
Master's or Doctor's degree in en-
gineering or science. For a Master's
degree a student must be in resi-

dence at the institute for a schol-

astic year. For a Doctor's degree,

and if not at the Institute for the
three years,^ he must be in resi^

dence at another approved insti-

tution for a year.

The income for each fellowship

is six hundred dollars ($600.00) a
year. It is paid to the student
only while he is in residence at
the Institute and only while his

work is satisfactory to the Fellow-
ship Committee. The tuition is

free.

An applicant for a fellowship
must send to the Fellowship Com-
mittee a complete record of his
work at the institution from which
he was graduated, including his
grades in the various subjects in
his undergraduate curriculum and
also his grades in any graduate
work he may have completed, and
must be recommended by the au-
thorities of the institutions in
which he has pursued his studies.

Applications should be filed on
or before March 1st of any year.
Awards will be announced on or
before March 31st. Appointments
will date from September 15th.

Further information relating to
these fellowships may be obtained
by addressing Chairman of Fellow-
ship Committee. Pittsburgh Build-
ing Renssalaer Polytechnic Insti-
tute. Troy. N. Y.

MALVERN PREP WINS—12 K .

The Stadium was the scene of
two hard-fought high school
battles over the week-end, when
Mutt Halpen's Blue-clad eleven
from Malvern Prep worked a 14-7
win from Salesianum High, from
Wilmington, Friday afternoon, and
Radnor High blocked Lower Mer-
lon High's suburban championship
hopes on Saturday before 10,000
scholastic fans, gaining a tie by a I

*'*°" ^ based upon the
12-12 count.

•""" ""

RAMBLERS ALREADY
The Vlllanovan team, the papers

say, will be a "road team" next
year. And what have they been
this year, traveling all the way to
the Municipal Stadium and back
every Saturday afternoon.

Marriage Is Topic

of Eve. Conference

(continued from page one)
"is based upon the principal that
what was presumably a marriage
is a matter of fact no marriage at
all due to some impedlent at the
time of the marriage. It is there-
fore an official declaration that no
marriage existed from the begin-
ning. A divorce is based upon the
principle that what is a valid
marriage may be broken or dis-
solved for rertain causes inaKing
the parties concerned free to con-
tract a new marriage. A separa-

principle
that the parties to a valid mar-
riage may for good reasons be
permitted to live apart, but being
still husband and wife they can-
not contract a new marriage."
The third question concerned

abstinence on Fridays, which Pr.
Stanford answered to the satifac-
tion of his audience in a few
words.

• ^ • >• • •

VUlanova
Brice L. E.
Edwards L. T.
Dietz L. O.
Donovan c.
Conti R. Q.
Hickey R. T
Terry R. e.
McLaughlin Q
Donohue L. H.
Highlield .. R. H. B.
Gardner F. B Gillis
VUlanova Q 7 6 13

B.
B.

Georgetown
. . . Hudson
. Katalinas

Danner
. . Morris
Oubofsky
Anderson
Brennan
. . Scalzi

. Leary
Mooney

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Villanova Frosh Lose
Winner's Course,

21 to 34

on

—V—
Shades of two years ago when we

had elder and other Thanksgiving
dan ties.

—V—
Better keep the turkey and serve

us the hide ol Washington State.

—V—
Eight-thlry comes twice a day

here-abouts. There's the eight-
thirty when the dining room closes

MUD TRACK SLOW
La Salle Academy, of Philadel-

phia, defeated the Villanova Frosh
cross country team on the former's
field Wednesday afternoon. When
the last runner crossed the finish
mark the score stood 21-34.
The two and a half mile course

was filled with many confusing
obstacles,

to splash

Turkey Day isn't far away, and
the foot ball season will be over
almost as soon as the doc has
cured the last stomach-ache, which
the festivities of Thursday are
bound to cause.
The first-named team is favored

to win:

November 27
Pitt-Penn State.
Gettysbyrg-P. & M.
Colgate-Brown
Oregon State-W. Virginia
Syracuse-Columbia
Delaware-P. M. C.

Duquesne-Providence
Cornell-Penn
Albrlght-Leb. Valley
Duke-W. & L.

Maryland-Johns Hopkins
November 29

Notre Dame-Army
Dartmouth-Stanford
Carnegie Tech-W. & J.

Navy-George Washington
Vanderbllt-Maryland
Holy CroBs-Boston College.

W. Maryu^nd-Muhlenberg
Detroit-Georgetown

m

m

m

BiaiiioUBiBiaiaiaisisiaiiHiGiaiaiaiaisia^^

COLADONATO!
TAILOR
SHOPPE

iu.d then laUT on come, ihe eight- Z^l ' sl^Jl"^!
""* ""'"'^

thlrt, me re., o^^he world goefby. ST.nd '^"LS^'.ijr.t^'^S

Last week's record—winners 9;

The runners' were'forced
I '?^"» * Seasons record, winners

their way over muddy i^i: losers 46.

Better not cut classes this week
or the double cuts will get you.
Two weeks from Saturday and

the old home town will be getting
a break.

ered and concrete sidewalks made
it almost impossible to use spiked
shoes.

The order of finish and point-
score was:
LaSalle 1 3 4 6 t—21
Villanova 2 6 8 9 10—34

WANTED
RALK8MAN with car. whole or

part timp for Philadelphia and
Main LInr. Phone or write

itmm MrOowan, 4504 Pine St.

AllPKhrny 37ff7.

Made
for You

$24.50 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

BERNARD
SHOWING

Monday - Tuesday

iPie Shop

GENTS' FURNISHING FOR
VILLANOVA MEN

50% SAVING ON EVERY PURCHASE
Any Order Will Be Taken on Request

I ALWAYS SELL FOR LESS

i'®@@@@@@@@@@@@@)@@)@)@@)(g)(gl(gl(gl

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
;

presents to the Students of Villanova \

\ Reversible Swede Jacket
\

FORMERLY $15.00 \

STUDENTS' SPECIAL \

:

" Cold Weather Suggestions
\

\

GLOVES - MUFFLERS — WOOL HOSE
:

COMPLETE LINE OF DRESS GOODS
Braeburn Clothes Burd & Crofiit Knapp Hals

SHOWING EVERY FRIDAY AT PIE SHOPPE
by RALPH KAUFMAN

CHEER UP!

NIISE MORE SCHOOL

DAYS TILL THE

CHRISTMAS VACATION VILL
SENIORS! SENIORS!

YOUR ASSESSMENT

IS NOW DUE. STICK

WITH YOUR CLASS

Vol. 3, No. 10 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1930 Price Ten CenU

Giant Cougar Eleven Downs ^Cats, 13—0
Wildcats Fight Gloriously

But Bow to Coast Champs
By Two-Touchdown Edge

Villanova Plays Greatest Defensive Game of Season
Stopping Washington State Advances Six

Times Near Goal Line

a in

SCHWARTZ, LAINHART SCORE FOR COUGARS

Champions of the Pacific Coast Terry R.
they are, and they outscored. out- McLaughlin
rushed and perhaps outplayed the Donohue . . L. H. B. .

Wildcats, but the Scarlet Scourge Highfleld R. H. B.
of Washington State did not out- 1 Gardner P. B. . .

.

E J. Hurley
Q. B. .... Tonkin

VILLANOVA HALTS SCHWARTZ, OF WASHINGTON STATE, ON 8-YARD LINE Ledger Photo

November Owl
Offers Topic

Of Interest

"Swan Song" of Football

Season Sung to the Stars

From the Adelphia Roof

Development and Recent Im- r. c. jj. S. Club Dance Draws Large Crowd to Unusual
provements of the Aero-

plane Discussed

PUBLICATION GOOD

Scene.—Roof resplendent With Gay Throng
as "Autumn Frolic" Is Held

"College Inn"

Produced by
Prof. Jonas

Widely Known Coach and
Playwright to Present

His Seventh Drama

.CAST IS SELECTED

VILLANOVANS AND INTERCOLLEGUTES PLAY
Evidence of the versatility of Vll-

lanova's engineers can be found in

their publication, the Owl. This
magazine proves the ability of the

"The nicest dance we have had
this season" w'as the comment of all

who attended the R. C. H. 8. Au-

ner. It was a different dance, an
unusual dance, and it seemed as If

-
.- .. . i. -r^ ,1 i 4.1. »j , 1., « * high up there with music and danc-

engineers to express, gracefully, the tumn Frolic at the Adelphia Roof
, ^ ,,„,„„„„„ „„„„ ,.„ „„..*;„„ „ *„

fruits of their thought. last Saturday night. And this, we P^K- Villanova sung its parting note,
thought.

Each month we are given an op-
portunity to read about the objects
which have been successful in at-
tracting their attention and main-
taining their interest. The Novem-

believe, is not praise enough for the
wonderful evening and those ambi-
tious students who made it possible.

This season has been one of sur-
prises, delightful surprises. In our

ber issue has an exceptionally fine four long years of attendance at

story on the development of the Villanova and consequently Villa-

aeroplane. Mr. Coleman, the writer, nova dances, we can remember no
presents the story in understand- year when such brilliant social

able language, avoiding, as much functions were given. It seems that

as possible, the use of technical each year the social activities of

terms. The advantages of the lat- the college become more enjoyable

est improvements which pertain and likewise that this year each
chiefly to safety devices, greater succeeding social function is more
power, and minimizing air resis- brilliant than the former. Each
tance are explained in detail.

An interesting comparison is

drawn between the plane at the
time of the world war, and the
plane in the present day. The rapid

progress in its development is at-

tributed to the encouragement pro-

duced by its perforance in the late

war. Authorities were convinced
that a machine which could with-
stand the ill usage accorded the
aeroplane during the war, could be
utilized with a fair degree of safety

as a mode of transportation.

In addition to the above article,

this copy contains notes of the
alumni which should prove an in-

spiration to all who aspire to obtain

a degree in engineering. Some of

the positions held by these men
speak well for the training which
is dispensed by our engineering

school.

Clete Gardner
High Scorer

For Season

Highfleld and Geisler Second and
Third High Scorers

Now that the pig skin has been

safely stored ^way until next year,

figures show that Captain "Biff"

Gardner, In a fitting climax to his

last football season at Villanova,

copped the individual scoring hon-
ors for the season. His savage

line plunges and off tackle

smashes, and the part he played

at the receiving end of the great

passing combination of McLaugh-
lin to Gardner netted him 42

points.

Next to Gardner comes Highfleld

with 18 points. Injured in the
Gettysburg contest Highfleld only
played five games, but he came
back strong, scoring in both the

Oglethorpe and Oeorgetown
tussles. No doubt he would have
greatly boosted his total If he had
not been bothered with Injuries.

Geisler, who still has two years
of varsity foot ball ahead of him,
punctured the enemy's line twice
with his hip swerving and weav-
ing style.

Credit for making the most
(continued on page two)

dance, it seems, is more colorful,

more novel, nicer in many ways
than the preceeding affair. This,

we realize, cannot go on forever and
we believe the climax was reached
last Saturday night, at the Adelphia
Roof.

Those who are acquainted with
this charming spot know just how
nice it is. Situated atop the famous
downtown hotel it is like some
mythical Garden of Roses, some
dreamland of dancing and music
that is just a little bit nearer the

stars than the cold matter-of-fact

Earth. And indeed the stars did

look just a little bit nearer as we
gazed up into the friendly sky and
saw the twinkling myriads of stars

in contrast to the myriads of man-
made lights that streatched below

us in all directions as far as the

eye could see. Far below us on
Chestnut street little pygmies hur-
ried to and fro while toy automo-
biles crawled along between can-
yons of stone and steel. We could

hardly believe that those tiny ob-

jects down there were people who
were Uke us, not because we were
up so high but because we seemed
to be in a different World, a differ-

ent existence than the one we left

earlier in the evening. The other

was cruelly cold and dismally dark.

Now we were dancing to wonderful

music amid delightful siuroundings.

The walls of the Roof Garden taste-

fully done in green and gold shone
resplendent in the gloW of the

charming lights. There were two
distinct sections to this wonderland,

one presided over by Tom Cullin

and his IntercoUegiates and the

other under the sway of the sway-

ing music of Vince Marra and the

Villanovans. We were partial, of

course, to our Alma Mater's orches-

tra but we also found It hard to re-

sist invading the territory of Tom
Cullln's IntercoUegiates when this

musical group of spell binders got

under way.
All evening long they took ttu-ns

at keeping the lively throng in con-

stant motion. Back and forth went

the crowd at first and then later

both sections were crowded with

merry throngs of dancing couples.

Many football players were there

seeking relief, and flnding It, from
a long and hard season ended that

afternoon in such a strenuous man-

its "Sw^an Song" of a very unusual

football season and proclaimed to
the skies, the stars, the world "and
all the inhabitants thereof" that al-

though slightly mutilated, the Wild-
cat was by no means vanquished
and was already sharpening his
claws for next year's season.
On and on danced the lightheart-

ed throng while time sped by on its

meritoric flight. Then with the
stroke of twelve, Uke Cinderella, we
came dow'n out of our fairyland to
brave the wintry winds of a Novem-
ber night, carrying with us, though,
imperishable memories of an ex-
quisite evening.
To the R. C. H. S. Club in general

and to Mr. Frank Janson, chairman
of the dance committee and his able
assistants in particular, we are in-

debted for a most delightful dance.
We compliment them upon their

splendid work and commend the
whole club on its spirit and initia-

tive in undertaking so large and
responsible an affair.

Survey Shows
Wide Variety

Of Beliefs

Religious Registration

veals Numerous De-
nominations

Re-

MANY NON-CATHOLICS

The annual Religious survey,
conducted by Father Stanford, la

now complete, and the results are
rather interesting. Non-OathoUc
students form approximately ten
per cent, of the entire enrollment,
with a total of one hundred and
fourteen. By far the majority of
the non-Catholics reside upon the
campus. Altogether there are
thirteen denominations represented
at Villanova, and only one student
is listed as belonging to no sect
whatsoever.
Following are the statistics

compiled by Father Stanford in hla
survey:
Roman Catholic 900
Jewish

, 85
EpiscopalIan ..,.#*» » ;.,

,'

7
Methodist 6
Presbyterian 5
Conffretratlonalist 3
First Christian Church 1
Methodist Episcopal

. 1
Russian Orthodox l
Greek Orthodox i
Lutheran i
Reformed Church ; l
Baptist I
No denomlnaticm l

The first dramatic offering of the
current year by the Belle Masque
players will be in the shape of a
comedy, "College Inn" by Professor

Jonas. The players, now experi-

enced and brilliant performers in

any phase of dramatics, have thus
elected to produce this truly humor-
ous representation of college life as
depicted by their moderator.
The production this year will un-

doubtedly be an appropriate one for
comedy in the most precious altar
in the temple Thespis. There is

more rejoicing and jubilation over
a smartly pertinent satirical skit
than over any ambitiously intend-
ed tragedy.
Inasmuch as this is the initial

play of a busy season of broadcast-
ing and producing the chapter will

not risk and slip-ups and will begin
rehearsal shortly. The perform-
ances will be on February eleventh,
twelfth and thirteenth, at St.

Thomas of Villanova. Incidently
permission has been secured to
broadcast excerpts from the play
after the holidays.

From indications even now, the
cast promises to be a stellar one.
While there is quite a little compe-
tition for the leading role, the Dra-
matic Personae, as a whole, will

undoubtedly equal if not surpass
most any college players. The abil-

ity of these Thespians was witness-
ed last season when the splendid
success Richelieu Was presented.

This will be Professor Jonas' sev-

enth production within recent years,

and it is to be hoped the student
body will show their appreciation
and support the play in every way
possible. The presentations have
been delayed until after mid-year
examinations in order to have
everything possible for a good pro-

duction.

Two W. S, C. Men
on Coach's Teain

Tom Edwards Only Wildcat Player
to Win Berth on Stnhl-

dreher's Team

The following men were selected

by Head Coach Stuhldreher as his

All-Amerlcan foot ball team of 1930:

Ldk end—Baker—N. Western
L. Tackle—Edwards—Villanova
L. Guard—Humber—Army
Center—Hein—W. State

R. Guard—Maddox—Georgia
R. Tackle—Sington—Alabama
R. E.—Epping—St. Mary's
Quarterback — Carrldeo — Notre
Dame
L. Halfback—M. Schwartz—Notre
Dame
R. Halfback—Buttles—W. Va. Wes.
Fullback—Schwartz, Wash. State

BROOKLTN-LONO ISLAND CLUB

All Upperclassmen from Brook-
13m or Long Island desirous of

Joining the Brooklyn-Long Island

Club, report Tuesday night, De-
cember 2, 1930 in room 207 Mendel
Hall, right after Chapel.

fight Villanova last Saturday after-
noon.

Playing as flne a defensive bat-
tle as any team ever put up
aj?ainst a superior foe, the men of
Clete Gardner dropped a 13-0 duel
to the Cougars from the West on
Franklin Field, but they were
more than glorious in defeat.

Six times the boys in Blue took
the ball away from the winners on
downs, and six times the ball was
within the 16-yard line. Touch-
downs in the first and last period
nrave the hard-earned victory to
'he visitors from the Northwest.

Passes Fail to Work
Putting forth the greatest pass-

ing defense seen in Philadelphia
this year, the Cougars effectively

stopped Villanova from approach-
ing anywhere near scoring terri-

tory. Not once during the entire
60 minutes of play did the Felines
have the ball on the W. S. C. side
of the field.

And passes were the only means
Villanova had of making yardage.
The great Cougar line, unscored on
this year, wavered only once in the
face of a Wildcat offense, and that
was in the third quarter, when
Gardner found a hole and gained
27- yards. On the next play.
Lainhsrt <ntfircepted a McLaughlin
pass, and the Wildcats lost possess-
ion of the ball.

For the victors, Elmer "The
Great" Schwartz, captain and full-

back, and Mel Hein, center, were
the brightest stars, although Ahls-
kog and Wallulls, tackles, also
played excellently. Tonkin and
Dahlen both directed the team with
master hands.

It is hard to pick individual stars
from the Villanova cast. There
was Mike Terry, spark of the Wild-
cat line, figuring in every other
tackle until he was taken from the
field in the last quarter, holding
more than his own with Tuffy El-
lingsen in a great punting duel,

when he had his back to the wall
most of the time.

There was Tom Edwards, who
more than outshone his illustrious

namesake, star of the visitors' line,

and who was carried from the bat-
tlefield in tho second period.
There was Dick Hickey, who had

his share with the great defenses
the Cats displayed when they were
needed.
There was Jack LfcGann, >-rho

made tackle after tackle on both
sides of the line.

There was Clete Gardner, bick
ing up the Villanovn linesmen sup-
erbly and doing his utmost tc get
the passlnj attack started.
There was Jim McLaughlin, a

midget among the giants from afar,
but a courageous tj.iarterback who
risked everything in a dramatic bat-
tle for a tie, and who failed but
only in a material way.
There was Highfield, Donohue,

Bradley, Donovan, KobiUs, Conti,
Witkowski—all vital cogs in the
machine that worked as a unit to
stop the Cougars from adding to
their total.

But the power and the size and
the strength and the ability of the
Westerners could not be denied,
and after Schwartz had tallied in

opening play, none of the 20,000 or
so charity-loving fans who saw the
most colorful game of the year in

the East, gave Villanova a chance
for victory.

But had Villanova deigned to
play it safe, and this is not a crlt-

Vlllanova
Washington S 7

. Ellingsen— Jones

. Schwartz
0—0
6—13

Touchdowns—Schwartz, Lainhart,
Point after touchdown—Maskell
( Placement ) . Substitutions—Kob-
llis for Conti, Brice for McGann, S.
Hanson for J. Hurley, Lainhart for
Jones, Hill for Maskell. Wallulls for
Edwards. Geisler for Donohue,
Geisler for Donohue, Gezer for
Davis. J. Hurley for Hanson, John-
son for Wallulls, Kelly for Terry,
Jones for Davis.

Referee—W. S. Crowell, Swarth-
more. Umpire—J. T. Clayton,
Yale. Head Linesman—^T. Thorp,
Columbia. Field Judge—D. Very,
Penn State. Time of periods 15
minutes.

New Course

In Anatomy
Is Started

Professor John Ford in

Charge.—Open to Pre-

Med Upperclassmen

FIRST OF ITS KIND
Last Saturday morning the first

lecture class was held in the new
Anatomy course that is being
started at Villanova this year.

This course, which is an Irmo-

vation in Pre Medical schools, will

cover the essentials of a course In

Human Anatomy given in Medical
Schools. It is intended to acquaint
the Pre Medical students with
what they will be confronted with
when they go on to Medical
School. It is believed by the

authorities of The Science school

that with the installation of this

course the Villanova Pre Medical
student will be better equiped to
Take a more detailed^course In
Anatomy having metered the
essentials.

The lectures are held every
Saturday morning in the Geneal
Biology Laberatory and are given
by Mr. John Ford, former pro-
fessor of Anatomy at Villanova.
Mr. Ford who has been affiliated
with Villanova for the past several
years now a student at the Tem-
ple Medical School. His enforced
departure from Villanova was
met with regret last year by the
many students to whom he had
endeared himself by his erudite
knowledge and delightful person-
ality and this year when it was
announced that he would return
as Professor of a special class In
Human Anatomy the news was
greeted with enthusiasm by the
Science upperclassmen.
The first part of the course will

comprise a course in Osteology
whicn will be followed by a study
of the nervous, venous, arterial,
and musculatory system. The
laberatory part of the course will
be started later as soon as the
necessary equipment has been in-
stalled.

To the best of our knowledge
this is the first time a complete
course in Human Anatomy with
laberatory work has ever been

Kobilis Elected
Football Captain

James Finn Named as Senior
Manager for Next Tear.

—Dart Assistant

given in any Pre Medical school
iclsm, Washington State would not > in the United States,
have scored the second touchdown.
Never kicking before the fourth
down, the Cats took brave chances,
with the pigskin always deep in

their own territory.

A fumble by Gardner, who was
injured in the third period, but
who continued to play, gave Parodi
a chance to play the hero and re-

cover for the Scarlet Scourge on
the 19-yard line, and in five plays
Lainhart was able to score.

But before and after that
touchdown, the Cat line had held,

and held well. It was a well-
fought fight and the better team
won, but a dam good team lost.

Villanova Washington 8.

McCann L. E Maskell
Edwards L. T Edwards
Witkowski .... L. O Hurley
Bradley C Hein
Conti R. O Tarodi
Hickey R. T. Ahlskog I year.

Edward "Smoky" Kobilis was al-
most unanimously chosen captain
of next year's foot ball team at a
meeting of the 1930 lettermen yes-
terday afternoon. Three men were
nominated for the position the
winner being opposed by Edwards
and Dletz. All three nominees
played regularly this year and all

were linemen.
At the same meeting Jim Finn

was appointed manager and Lou
iDart, A.ssociatc Manager for next
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The Styx
gjcj]i:jli^i;^nl''^f'Vfa!rr^"p"""""'"lptlcJjcjcficjciJ

You know it Is a iact worth re-
coraing mat every once in a
wnne we nave some oi tne most

f

uisiinguisnea men ot science,
oraiory, etc., come down here lo

^^ taxAUXi^^
Vt» M..ii HatUK

l^tllanobrlties

There being so many individuals
on and about the campus upon
whose shoulders the burden of

fiaaes to Vibit wiin us. Tney aie 1 1'^^ seems to rest as a great load

lur the most part, wanuerm^ it is only right in the scheme of

opirits departed iroin tne me Oi ' things to set aright this terrible

wrong. Perhaps you've noticed it.

Is there a fellow next to you in

Editorially

Speaking
FOOTBALL and SPIRIT

UNEMPLOYMENT

. On last Saturday afternoon Villanova closed her grid-

iron schedule with a bitterly fought battle with the Cougar
giants of Washington State. The Pacific Coast Champions
are homeward bound, still undefeated and still untied, but

their bruised and battered bodies will long continue to re-

mind them of the terrific struggle and rugged resistance

oflfered to their steam-roller tactics by the defenders of the

Blue and White. We were vanquished by a 13 to score but

our team was by no means disgraced. It was altogether

fitting that our men should close this season of long uphill

battles against great odds, with one of the fiercest exhibi-

tions of grit ever displayed on the historic gridiron of PYank-

lin Field. '
• >": "

Equally gratifying, however, was the spirit shown by

the students in the stands. They have been accused, in the

past, of lacking fight, of failing to support the team when
the team needed support, of quitting in the face of defeat.

The students of Villanova shattered these accusations and
scattered them to the winds by the remarkable backing they

gave last Saturday.
'

• >
; '.>:''\-'\r^ r:''

Practically certain that their team was doomed to de-

feat, the Blue and White supporters gave cheer after cheer

throughout the entire game, from whistle to whistle, never

tiring, never ceasing, continually calling upon their repre-

sentatives to give all that they had. Every play on the field

was reenacted in the stands, every time one of our players

was tackled a mental blow was delivered to the rooters but

they kept on urging, exhorting and cheering.

. The team refused to admit that it was licked and the

Student body just as stubbornly backed up their team. They
cLmaxed a wonderful show of loyalty by giving the biggest

cheer Ai^TER THE TEAM HAD LEFT THE FIELD, DE-
i-eated: ^:::'^-^

'^-v- '•'n;.-..;\<w^

If Villanova lacks spirit we would like to see a student

body that possesses it. v. ':'•
. •;.;.;

i,iie eariu ana going tnitner ana
jon, mostly yon. ui cuuibe must
oi the spirits tiiat we meet duWii
xiere on tne uamcs oi tne otyz,
lequlre that tney be lerrieu
<icru6s immediately, out there axe
oome tnat nave mucn leisuic
biiiie, ana many speua sowie oi
it at tne lerry iiouae witn us,
piayiag crioua^e, uacKtsauunuu,
ur just InauiKiiig in a oit oi
smau talk.

one; oi these past evenings, who
dhouid drop aiound to nave a
wit of taiK wiin Msi, but our oia
and revered irieiid, aiienociv
nuimes, and nis trusiy compaiUon,
ur. Watson. He said that lie juot
waited to come and nave a on
01 a snot to warm mm up, and a
oit of talk to go with It.

Uoimes is a most interesting
chap and as we nave never be-
lure had opportunity ot having a
long talk witn mm, we asiceu
mm to tell us a bit aoout hlm;3eit.

He agreed to tnat but lirst he
must needs have his snot.

The seriousness of the unemployment situation was
clearly shown on last Saturday when Villanova played

Washington State on Franklin Field for the benefit of the

unemployed. The game received plenty of advance publicity

through every possible medium. It was broadcast over the

air; notice of it was flashed on movie screens in the largest

of the city theatres; the sports editors of the Philadelphia

papers wrote glowing editorials exhorting the more fortun-

ate citizens to come out and help their fellow-men. What
was the result?

No more than twenty-five thousand people took sufti-

"cient interest in the worthy nature of tlie cause, to make it

their business to attend. The lack of support cannot be

blamed on the weather, because games, on days much colder,

have drawn many more than twenty-five thousand. The

reason for this lack of support can not be blamed on the

quality of the contest because the game was recognized as

the best game in the East and as one of the best in the

country. No less than seventy thousand fans will fill the

Pasadena bowl on New Year's day to see the Pacific Coast

Champs in action.

The solution of the problem is a mystery but it has

other far reaching implications. It clearly shows that the

unemployed must furnish their own answer to the problem,

their fellowmen refuse to lend assistance. Such a state of

affairs is indeed deplorable when we consider that a large

number of our citizens who have steady positions, are in a

position to help others. The present crisis seems to have

driven Charity to cover, and unnecessary Fear for one's own
safety, and Selfishness rule predominant.

.
He took his bottle from the

pocKet of his asbestos suit and
ais hypodermic syringe from its

neat morocco case. With his long,
wnite, nervous lingers ne adjustea
tne needie, approxunateiy tne size
uf a spiKe, and roued bacK his
left cuii. Then he thrust tne
uiunt point home, pressed down
the piston ais it he were Jacking
up a car, and then sunK bacK In-
to the asoestos lined rocking
chair witn a long sigh of satis-
laction.

Out of courlosity we asked film
whether he used white flash or
oiue sunoco.
Languidly raising his eyes,"It

^ wnlteiiash," he said "nmety
nine and fifty five percent pure.
Would you care to try it?"
"No Indeed" I replied, feeling

somewhat as a small school boy
reiusing to smoke a cigarette.
"But do tell me why you use it."

"My mind rebels at stagnation.
Give me some problems, give me
an absrtuse crytogram, or the
most intricate organic analysis,
and I am in my own proper
atmosphere. But I must have
some stimulant, I crave meniai
exaltation. I'hat is why I have
chosen my own particular pro-
lession, or rather created it, for 1
am the only one in the universe."

I reflected that he would be a
fine chap to have around when
one is taking an engineering
course. "The only
detective?" I asked raising my
eyebrows to heights hitherto-un-
known.

class who seems to feed up with
all the world has to offer? Do
you ever feel sorry for him?
Notice his far away look and how
cloudy the blue eyes really are.

He can't sit still and keeps gazing
from the window. The prof thinks
he is restless and in order to

occupy him gives the class in
general plenty of extra work. For
the wrongs of the one many
suffer. In case you are one of
this tribe of men who dDn't fit In

I have drawn up a set of
suggestions which if followed will

help to some small extent. All

are usable and have been demon-
strated in actual use. By applying
pleasure and look forward to it

with keen enjoyment.

Early Classes

On days when you have to go
to classes care sfiould be used in

choice of breakfast foods in order
that you may not eat anything
in class. When the bell rings be
on the spot, the sooner you arrive
the sooner you can start the fun.
Some fellows bring the daily
cross' word puzzle but this is now
considered very poor form and a
stunt worthy of high school
students. As a French prof would
cay it's Passe, which means it's

not the thing to do on Tuesday.
Some fellows bring magazines and
novels to read but the majority
of students refuse to read unless
they can have a couple of apples
to eat at the same time. The idea
is to be original, To start this
program we will begin where
things are simple. If the halls of
Villanova contained co-eds the
first stunt would be dip the pig
tails of the girl in front of you
in the ink-well, but as we lack
inkwells not to mention the
women don't attempt it. Instead
run a pin through the trousers of
the gentleman in front of you.
This will cause a little comment
and is merely a setting up or
warming up exercise as you wish
to call it. The next stunt is sort
of complicated and requires a
little head work. Catch a fly.

Even now you can see this trick

is beyond the ordinary. When
you have the fly pin him to the
desk with a pin. Pins are best for
this. If you don't have a pin
place him in a match box. Now
extract from your pocket a piece
of black thread about two inches

unoificiai
f
long. Take a piece of paper and
cut off a piece two inches square.
Prom this cut the figure of a
fat man with a large man. In

"i'he only unofficial consultinc -"lasses vith an Eastern pxpo.surp

^ti ^emonam

detective," he replied. "I am the
^ast and highest court of appeal
in detection. When Heflin, or
Pinchot, or Borah are out of there
depths and can't find any more
dirt to sling at their political
opponents, the matter is laid be-
lore me and I embalm it."

"You know" he cried as he
walked across the room, weeping
tears the size of hen's eggs, "l
have written several monographs,
all upon technical subjects. Here
for example, is one Upon the Dis-
tinction Between the Various
Powders. In it I enumerate one
thousand, seven hundred and
ninty six point five forms oi
powders, with coloured plate
Illustrating the difference in base.
It is of supreme importance as a
clue, and it it is followed up you
are always sure to get somebody
dumb enough to be accused ot
the crime. If you can say
definitely, for example that some
murder has been done by a man
whose lady friend uses Quelques
in ambiguo, it obviously gives you
the pick of a field of several
hundred men. To the traind eye
and nose there is much difference
between the powder of Hors du
Dynimate as there is between
a cannon and a derringer."
"You have an extraordinary

genius for things in minature," I
remarked.

"I appreciate their importance.
Here is my monograph upon the
smells of college life, with some
remarks upon the use of a gas
mask during lectures. Here, too,
is a curious little work upon
moustaches and other hiruste
adornment, with lithotypes of
Lithuanians and their beards-
But I weary you with my hobby."
"You sure do that," I answered

earnestly (earnest being my third
son by my twentieth wife), "but
don't let that bother you, give me
some examples of your observation
and deduction."
"Well if you insist, but try and

stop me anyhow. For example, ob-
servation shows me that you visited
a college campus last night, but de-
duction lets me know that when
there you did not study, but in-
stead accompanied a, business stu-
dent to a dance."
"Right!" said I. "Right on both

[points! But how in the name of

he name of a prominent mem
ber of the class may be written
on the image. Tie this to one end
of the string and to the other
tie the fly's leg. The next step is

simple. Release the fly. The paper
will annoy him and he will fly

till he drops. The class will .soon

see it and the prof will become
excited and order the fly caught
which is beyond the bounds of

human ability. This should last

for ten minutes and on cold

days for fifteen. Things getting

i-acK to normal state of drowsines

it is time to onen anotiier attack.

This one is to be simple at the

start. Bring several long pieces

oi chalk to class. Break them up
and start throwing tnem in the

general direction of where you
are not sitting. The first feiiow

who is hit tfu-ee times will a,iart

returning the chalk with an effort

of .several more including your-
self will be hit and tne battie is

on. When the prof is watcnin^
Is the time to gather the chalK
from the fioor and wnen hii> iieau

is in the booic tnen do yuui
throwing. It won't last long oui

will be Interesting wnile it does
iBSt.

Late Classes
Late classes which should never

have been on the scneduie at an
For this reason anything goes
whither itis above or beiow board
Start this ciass

,
by putting tacko

on all seats. When the injured
hace been treated have every one
look at the ceiling for five minut-
eses. The prof was never made
who could beat this attack. Next
whistle in a low vein as it can
not be traced. Soon you will have
live or six assistants then you can
sit< back and watch the damage.
Now i^ the time to open Up again
with a dazzling attack. Ihe old
methods dear to the heart oi

every true school lad are now
coming to the fore. Surely you
naven't forgotten the rubber
uand s and the missies of

paper. Take the rubber band
firmly in hand, insert a "U" tack
and aim for the dome of the
eiectric light. Not too much force
or it will break and then you
couldn't do it again. Let it nit
the glass with a smart smacK
and watch everyone look up and
laff. The prof will know he is up
against professionals and if he
has been in the racket long he
will call the class off immediately.
To do otherwise is disaster. Keep
up the barrage and each hit will
register in the. laughs of all the
students. At best it won't last
long. Fountain pens that shoot
the ink are a great heip in any
room. There are a thousand of
uses for chewing gum. Paper
aeroplanes are old but still good.
For the literarly inclined there is

always the possibility of forming
a petition concerning some trivial
matter and passing it around for
all to sign. A few years ago it

was common practice to write
letters in class. That was a noble
idea and went along fine until
some far sighted young scholar
began copying the letters and
the copy in the hall way where
half the school could read it. Last
and not least the pastime of the
last two thousand years. On the
field of old Greece outside the
walls of Athens where the schools
were held, in the modern class
room where Science and Art march
hand in hand we find as a last
resort the ancient custom of
peaceful sleeping. It never fails
and it erases care and worry and
the voice of a well meaning but
misguided instructor. Hoping these
remarks will make the world, our
world, a better place in which to
live.

There were 478 boxes at the
.'. O. over the holiday. Statistics

./ill show that there are 477 Fresh-
men at Villanova at the present
lime.

We wonder if the line of the
unemployed is as lonf as the
line watting for tickets to the
W. S. game last Friday?

Well I guess we had our turkey
ajit Thursday.

Did all our little double and triple

juts get out last week. Cheer up
.here's always summer schoo^ left.

No coses of students frozen to
death while on the tr.p over to
meals from Austin have been -

reported as yet.

Now that the foot ball season is

Over a fellow can get a decent sleep
jii Saturday.

There were many more ways of
iceeping war^l Saturday tfian Uy.
blankets.' •'

•
•

By the colors of the blankets <

in our stands it looked as if we
were sending Indian signals
across to the opposite stands.

It is rumored that our team re-
ceived so many invitations for Sat-
urday night that if they were
stretched over a two montn period
tney would do for haif the stus-
dent.

The fur around the charming
shoulders of many of the fair sex
at the game bore proof that the
Hunting season has been successful.

The consumption of Hot Dogs was
enormous. Memories of our first

lew games when the cry was "Have
a box of Breyefs Ice Cream."

Now that we have solved the
unemployment situation, how
about us sending a delegation to
Washington to clear up the Pro-
hibition question.

Again, now that the foot ball
season is over how about some con-
centratedjeflort on our part to
force Lome to lower the price of a
haircut to a nickle.

Now that would tie a profitable
winter if we couid turn the trick.

Don't we hear in the distance the
voice of Santa Claus calling us to
get it up, smile and like it.

DO & DON'T

terfere with their education. 1 de-
duce that while at the college you
attended a dance because that is

the thing to do with your evenings,
while at college. And then again
your breath smells spiritual, and
your shoulder is covered with
powder. Eliminate all other fac-
tors and the one that remains
must be the truth."

"In' that case it certainly is so,"

I replied. But I really can't have
you about Hell, you might make
every one miserable by letting all

the other spirits know where they
spent their lives. You know that
wouldn't do, we must have spirits
from a happy and contented Hell.
Therefore, for the sake of Hell I'm
afraid that you must be put back
on earth, where no doubt, your
talents will not be any more ap-
preciated than they are here."
And that dear kiddies is why

you have detectives, on earth.
Phylygas

State Laws
Are Topic

For Talk

JU8t Laws of the State

Are Binding in

. Conscience ; ;

CLETE GARDNER HIGH
SCORER FOR SEASON
(Continued from Page One)

spectacular touchdown belongs to
Terry, our punting end, whose
orreat work stamps him as of AU-
American calibre. Playing on a
muddy field against Oglethorpe
and seeing that he could not punt,
he started to gallop down the field

for 12 yards and the oval rested
beside the goal posts. Another
man on whom Villanova plants
plenty of faith is Casey, who play-
ing before a home crowd at Scran-
ton, thrilled the spectators with a
touchdown.

T. QA.T. Pis.

The student body of Villa

nova College wishes to take

this means of expressing its

feeling of kindest sympathy to

the family of Pedro Alcala, Jr.,

upon his death.

Mr. Alcala of Merida, Yuch-
atan, Mexico, graduated from
Malvern Preparatory School,
with high honors, in 1927. He
entered Villanova College and
took up a course of studies in

the Enginroring Department.
After completing his first year
succe.s.sfully, he returned to

his home and was appointed
manager of a brick manufact-
uring plant.

He died on November 8, 1930.
at the age of 24, as a result of
poisoning due to infection.

Gardner 6

scotch do you arrive at it. It was I nHsilr
'^ 2

a sudden impulse on my part, and
'-'*'"'""^ *

t)eing ashamed of my associates on
the trip, I have mentioned it to no
jne."

"It is simplicity itself." he re-
marked, "so absurdly simple that
an explanation is superfluous; but
I'll be big-hearted and tell you. Ob-
servation tells me that your clothes
are mussed, and that you are badly
in need of a shave. This indica-

tes recent contact with a college

business student, college students
never believe in shaving, they're

afraid that the profs might think
them sissies, so far as I know no
other type of student or man does
this kind of thing. So much for

olwervatlon. The rest is deduction."

"How then do you deduce the

dancing?"
"Why, of course I knew that you

had not gone to study, no one go<'a

Casey 1

Terry 1

Opponents 13
Safety—Villanova.l.
Field Goal—Opponents.l.

6
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Five Wins and Five Losses

Give Wildcats Even Break

In Tough 1930 Schedule

Villanova Football Eleven Finishes Season With Five Hun-

dred Per Cent. Average.—Met Some
of Best Teams in Country

VICTORIES OVER TEMPLE AND GEORGETOWN

villanova Varsity squad ended Its

1930 foot ball campaign by winning

five games and losing as many.
Chick Meehan, head coach of New
York University asserted that the

Wildcats had one of the toughest
schedules In the e^st.

Owing to many Injuries, the

Wildcats were forced to play under
handicapped conditions. It Is

widely acclalQied that Villanova

has played the finest brand of de-

fensive foot ball In the east and
this was pcoven In the game against

the Washington State Cougars Sat-

urday at J'ranklin Field when the

entire nation looked forward to the

outcome of this great battle between
East and West.

Lebanon Valley Loses

In the first game of the 1930

foot ball season Villanova defeated

a surprisingly fighting Lebanon
Valley eleven by a 19 to score.

This game showed, a remarkable
exhibition of Interference on the

part of the Wildcats. Led by Cap-
tain Gardner, the team displayed a

great brand of foot ball. Johnny
Highfield and Oelsler showed re-

markable skill, getting lose for one
long run after another. The game
although not a traditional classic

showed that Villanova had some
promising material and should make
a good showing in most of her

games. The scores came In the

second and third quarters. Gardner
place-kicked the point. After a ser-

ies of rushes, Gelsler took It across

for the second score. Geisler again

rushed it over the line for his sec-

ond successive time for the third

and last touchdown of the game.
Gettysburg Surprises

A highly reputed Gettysburg ele-

ven came to Villanova Stadium for

the second game of the season. It

proved to be a fateful day for the

Wildcats. Besides losing the game.
Tommy Morgan, "star quarterback

for three years had his left leg

broken. This Injury disabled him
to play again this year. The fleet-

footed Highfield also suffered an
Injury to his shoulder. Morris and
Kllnger of Gettysburg, were seri-

ously Injured. The only score of

the game came in the second quar-

ter when Morris sent a beautiful

40 yard place-kick over the cross-

bars. Red Bradley starred on the

defensive, making most of the

tackles. It was a hard-fought bat-

tle and proved the determination

the Bullets possessed in beating the

Wildcats by the small score of 3-0.

New York University Wins
New York University handed

Villanova Its second defeat of the

season at the Yankee Stadium, N.

Y., with a 20-6 score. The breaks

of the game and the,powerful punt-

ing of Bob McNamara, enabled the

Violets to down the crippled Wild-
cats. Vlllanova's line played a
splendid game both defensively and
offensively. The first score of the

game came in the first quarter aft-

er Geisler fumbled on his own 20

yard line. N. Y. U. recovered and
on the next play, LaMark ran 19

yards for the touchdown. Early in

the second quarter, LaMark dashed
.. 38 yards for the Violets' second

score of the game. McNamara
kicked the extra point. The Wild-

cats' lone touchdown was the re-

sult of a pass from Trosky to Gard-
ner. The last score of the game
was a center rush from the 2-yard

mark by McNamara who also kick-

ed the goal.

Boston Collegre Loses

Boston College came to Municipal

Stadium with confidence and sure

of victory, only to be turned back

In a sorrowful mood. Clete Gard-
ner's sensational rushes featured

the 7-0 victory over Bee See. The
lone score of the game came about

in the third quarter when after a

march of 50 yards Gardner went
over the line from the 3-yard mark
for a touchdown and then kicked

the extra point. A more exciting

game couldn't be asked for. From
start to finish. It was a terrific bat-

tle, with both sides threatening to

score at any time. Nevertheless

Boston was outplayed by the Wild-

cats' brilliant line and Gardner's
thundering rushes. McLaughlin
played one of his greatest games
in this fracas and Peterson punted
remarkably well.

Temple Beaten
That eventful day when Villa-

nova tore down Its own goal posts

marked the defeat of Temple U. at

Municipal Stadium. A fifty mile

gale swept over the field. The
Owls jumped Into the lead shortly

after the second period started but
only after the Wildcats line show-
ed a great goal line defense. Hav-
ing tried three successful plays,

Hansen barely carried the ball over

the line for the first score Temple
ever recorded against Villanova.

The Wildcats also scored In the
second quarter when McLaughlin
tossed a short pass to Gardner who
ran 10 yards unmolested for the
the touchdown. The try for the
extra point having failed the half

ended 7-6 In favor of Temple. The
fatal last quarter came and when
the Wildcats lost the ball on
Temple's 9-yard line Hansen drop-
ped In the back of the goal line to

kick, fumbled the pass from center
and was tackled by the entire en-
raged line of the fighting Wildcats.

A safety, two points, and when the
final whistle blew the score was
8-7.

Dnlte University Wins

Next came the conquerers of

Navy, the Duke Blue Devils, coach-
ed by Jimmy DeHart, to down the

Wildcats 12-6 In the early quarters

of the game. Late In the first per-

iod the Duke eleven began a drive

that netted them their first touch-
down, Smiling Bill Murray taking

the ball over the line. Then a long
34 yard pass from Murray to Hyatt
was completed and brought the
ball to Vlllanova's 3-yard line when
Murray i^gain carried It over for

the second score. The Wildcats'
only score came in the second per-
iod when Clete Gardner ran 14

yards. At times in this game the
Cats displayed mighty foot ball

—

football that equaled their playing
against Boston College and Temple.

Bucknell Rallies

At Bucknell, the Bisons came up
from behind to defeat the Wildcats
ih a thrilling gridiron battle, end-
ing In a 20-14 score. The first half
was all Vlllanova's. Bucknell, how-
3ver, was the first to score. Then
after a 20-yard pass from Casey to
Gardner to the Bison's 14-yard
line, Casey slipped through right
tackle for the Wildcat's first touch-
down. Towards the close of the
half another pass resulted In a
ouchdown when Bucky Hammond
completed a 22 yard pass to Gard-
ner who carried the ball to the 1-

yard line from where he rushed It

over. Blflr added both extra points
to these touchdowns. And then In
came Hlnkle, who was responsible
for his team's victory. A series of
plays brought the ball to the Wild-
cat's 1-yard line and from there
Hlnkle took It over for the score.
Finally in the last period, Ammer-
man sped 27 yards through left
tackle for his touchdown.

Oglethorpe U. Trounced
It was a rainy day and the field

was softened with mud when Ogle
thorpe came to Philadelphia In
hopes of avenging a 17-7 defeat of
the 1929 campaign. Sadly dlsap
pointed they returned to Southern
Georgia, this time with a 13-0 fig
ure glaring from the scoreboard. In
this game the longest run of the
year featured, when Terry dropped
back to punt, momentarily fumbled
the ball, eluded several tacklers and
started on his spectacular run of
72 yards for a touchdown. Johnny
Highfield appeared in this game for
the first time since his Injury in
the Battle of Gettysburg. He
crossed the line for the second
touchdown. Gardner carried the
ball over for the extra point.

Georgetown U. Upset
With the season drawing to a

close, Georgetown came along. The
Hllltoppers are coached by Tom
Mills, another Rockne product.
Georgetown had just lost by a safe-
ty to New York University and no
one thought the Wildcats stood a
chance with the boys from Wash-
ington, but the aerial attack turn-
ed the tables on all predictions,
Villanova. taking the game 13-0. A
38-yard pass from Ed Donahue to
Jack Highfield netted the Cats the
first touchdown. Gardner kicked
the extra point. Another pass from
mldfleld by McLaughlin to Gardner
gave Villanova Its second score.
McLaughlin gave a remarkable per-
formance of headwork by this sec-
ond touchdown In passing when the
Hllltoppers least expected It.

Washington State Wins
The mightiest defensive team In

the East, is the attribute given to
Villanova after the great Intersec-
tlonal game with the Washington
State Cougars. Superior weight
power and foot ball mastery battled
against a stonewall defense, that
held the fans spellbound through-
out the game. Seven times the
Wildcats were flung back within
their 10-yard mark and five times
they held firm their ground. This
defensive stand coupled with the
punting of Mike Terry enabled the
Wildcats to gain a moral victory
over the Cougars. Terry was the
glory of the defensive stand, throw-
ing many a visiting player for a loss
Every man on the Wildcats was
from the Initial minute to the final
minute of the game, fighting to!
the last ounce of their strength,
fighting back the slashing stabs
and drives of the masterful Pacific
Coast team. What a game. It
will go down in history as one of
the greatest games Villanova ever
played. Gardner playing his last
game for the Wildcats, tackled with
ferocious endurance. The two
touchdowns were scored by
Schwartz and Lalnhart. but these
men will always remamber how they
had to fight for those scores.
Thus the foot ball season of 1930

comes to an end. 16 Seniors will
play no more for their Alma Mater.
The season as a whole has been
.successful because of the Wildcats'
defensive ability. Captain Gard-
ner deserves the highest praise for
his generalship. Plucky "Snap-
per McLaughlin taking Tom Morg-
an's place as quarterback display-
ed fine leadership^ "Red" Bradley
and Fred Donovan, friendly rivals
for the center position are leaving
Villanova. These are only a few
who have fought their last battle
for Villanova. Although the team
sustained five defeats, the season
cannot be called a failure for the
victories were hard earned and the
defeats won by the opposing team
with the greatest difficulty.

Villanova
19

6
7

8

6

14

13

13

86

"•—Opponents
Lebanon Valley
Gettysburg
New York U.
Boston College
Temple
Duke University
Bucknell
Oglethorpe
Georgetown
Washington State

3

20

7
12

20

13

76

Track Awards
Presented

At RaUy

Winners of Inter - Mural
Events Given Medals

in Gymnasium

DAY STUDENTS TOP LIST

Several weeks ago the first Intra
Mural track meet was held with the
Day Students taking off the honors
of the day by a total of thirty-four

points. The Individual contestants
show^ed great enthusiasm In this
contest and as a result many nota-
ble scores were attained.
Thursday the men who placed

first, second ,and third In each
event were awarded medals accord-
ing to their respective placlngs
These medals of gold, silver and
bronze respectively were presented
to the various winners at the Wash-
ington State Rally In the gym.
The track meet this year was

heartily supported by the student
body and much Interest shown
despite the poor weather. It Is an
annual event of the fall semester
which Is held for the purpose of
giving every student the chance to
display his ability in any form of
track activity.

Assessment Drive
Begun by Seniors

The Senior Assesment of five

dollars for the year 1930-31 will

be collected this week, starting
December 1, 1930.

Carl Waglev. treasurer of the
Senior class, has announced that
when all the assessments are
collected there will be further
discussion of plans for the Belle
Aire Ball. The assessments Is to the
amount of five dollars, and every
Senior Is expected to pay up by
the end of the next week. No ex-
cuse for non-paying will be accept-
ed. If it will be more convenient
for the student, it will be possible
to have the full amount of tb"
dues to be paid charged to the
Book-room account.
The following men are collecting

In the four schools on the campus.
James Flynn and Carl Lechner for

the Pre-meds; Donald GUdea for

the Engineers; George Blaney
for the Business; and Thomas
Garret for the Arts men.

Please see one of the above men
this week and PAY UP!

Epsilon Phi

Theta Bouts

In January

Third Annual Tournament
Planned by Arts

Fraternity

All pugilists and pugilistic aspir-
ants are urged to enter the third
annual Epsilon Phi Theta boxing
tournament, to be held In Wednes-
day night, January 14th, by notify-

ing Jim Rannasizzi, chairman and
promoter, as soon as possible. This
aistinctly novel form of collegiate

entertainment, which will be the
.a^^ event of importance prior to

tue mid-year exams, characterlstlzes

.ae mgenuity and initiative of the

.iitmbers of the Arts Fraternity.
ihe first tournament, held two

^cars ago, uncovered some real fis

i.c talent among the students, anu
iiiany of the participants In thos^

jouts are expected to don the
^ioves again next January. There
is a treat In store, especially for

Lhose who have never before thrill-

ed to the smell of resin, the glare

al powerful lights, and the thud oi

a well-directed blow, for Jim Ran-
.lalsizzl promises that these fights

vvill be "the real thing," and the

success of the fraternity's former
w'nterprlses gives assurance that the

chairman's confidence Is Justified.

Satisfaction and glory will not be

the sole rewards for the winners, as

a gold medal will be given to the

best man In each weight division.

Training quarters have been es-

tablished in the gym, and all pros-

pective combatants are Invited to

begin limbering up before the

Christmas holidays.

"How The Ball Moved" Cl)ri0tma)B jBtumlier C«CC«<C^C«CC€«<

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

with only one more Saturday
left for upsets In the 1930 gridiron

calendar, for the last time this

'expert" will attempt to guess

wrong on the coming games.
Here they are, and the first-

mentioned team should win:
Notre Dame—Southern California

Colgate—N. Y. U.
Penn—Navy
Detroit—Loyola
Duke—North Carolina
Carnegie Tech.—W. & J.

Georgia—Georgia Tech.
Last week's records:

Thursday—winners, 9; losers, 2.

Saturday (x)—winners, 6; losers, 1.

Season's record:

Winners, 136; losers, 49.

x—Excluding Carnegie—^W. & J.

game. Postponed, cold weather.
Dee-Bee

Peru Ties Cadets
With all the color of an Army-

Navy battle marking the scene.
Valley Forge Military Academy
fought a scoreless tie with Perklo-
men on the Stadium gridiron Sat-
urday afternoon. The game was
scheduled as a charity benefit, but
only a few hundred Main Line
fans turned out.

Before the game and between
the halves, the Cadets drilled on
the field earlier in the season,
both schools had dropped one-sid-
ed games to Doc Jacob's Kittens.

Wash. State-Villonova Game Statistics

(Quarters) First Second Third FouKh
W. V W. V . W. V.

First downs 3 2 4 2
Lost ball on downs 1 3 1

Forward passes 3 5 6 2 3 6
Forward passes completed 10 2
Yds. gained from passes 10 11

Yards gained rushing . . 80 13 52 11 59 36
Yards lost rushing 1 3 14 10 1 9
Penalties 1 1 2 1

Yards lost, penalties 15 5 15 5
Fumbles 1 1 1

Fumbles recovered by . . 1 1 1

INDIVIDUAL RUSHING RECORDS
WASHINGTON

Name
Elllngson

Tonkin 2
Lalnhart
Schwartz
Jones .

.

Dahlen
Davis

W.
4

1

3

79

4
3

15

2

2

V.

8

1

7

6

3

15

1

1

Totals

W. V.
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Editorially -STUDENT cooperation
Speaking - golden rule W£ek

At this time we wish to make a final plea, on behalf of

the Student Council, for cooperation on the part of the stu-

dent body in the matter of leaving for and returning from
home during the Christmas holidays.

As we have pointed out before in this column, the three-

week holiday was secured only after much effort an the part

of the Student Council, and only after the Student Council

had promised to fulfill certain obligations. The most im-

portant task which the Student representatives must per-

form is that of keeping the students here until December 13,

and seeing that they return on the night of January 4.

Immediately prior to the Thanksgiving recess, a plea

similar to this was issued asking the students to cooperate.

The great majority did and returned at the appointed time,

but' there were some who have not enough respect for the

rights of others, who did not deem it necessary to obey the

general rule. These gentlemen have been dealth with by
the student council and the faculty.

The same rule which was put into effect before the

Thanksgiving holiday has been re-enacted for the coming
vacation—anytone cutting a class for the pui*pose of leaving

for home early will be dropped from that class or those

classes which he has cut. This rule is final. It was lived

up to at Thanksgiving time and it will be all the more rigid-

ly enforced at Christmas time.

Maintaining the limits of the holidays caniiot possibly

bring any hardship on anyone because we are receiving a

vacation much longer than given to the students at other

Colleges and Universities. Therefore, any attempt to pro-

long the holidays will be looked upon as an open infraction

of the rule and as such will be punished according to the

provisions of that rule.

* * *

The present week has been set aside and designated as

Golden Rule Week by the (Jolden Rule Foundation with head-

quarters in New York City. During this time the founda-

tion urges everyone to do his share toward the alleviation of

suffering by contributing according to his means. No gift

will be too small and every cent received will be used for

charity in I'orto Rico, China, India and among the poor of

our own country.

Last year several women's colleges observed Golden

Rule Sunday. The students of these institutions, of their

own volition, agreed to go without certain Sunday table lux-

uries and delicacies, partaking of a frugal meal, in order that

they might be able to give more generously to those in need.

So well was the movement received that this year a whole

week has been set aside and it is hoped that the good ex-

ample set up by the women's colleges last year will be fol-

lowed by the men in Universities, Colleges and Prep Schools.

The movement is absolutely non-Sectarian. Men of

every creed are asked to .join in the good work. A small

offering on the part of the individual will not incur any no-

ticeable hardship, the sum donated will hardly be missed

—

the piice of a movie perhaps, or the cost of a day's smokes

—

but the amount received in the aggregate will total up to a

generous sum if only every man will put his shoulder to the

wheel and do his share.

Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, president of the Golden Rule

Foundation, in speaking of the project says:

"This practice is not a test of our religion: Whether

Catholics, Protestants, or Jews, Modernists or Fundamental-

ists, we all believe in the (lolden Rule. Do we live it? Gold-

en Rule Week summons us to plain living and high thinking.

It asks us to measure ourselves by universal standards to

see how nearly we have attained to our ideals.

"This year the period has been extended from Golden

Rule Sunday to Golden Rule Week, in order to include Public

Schools as well as Sunday .schools; Jews as well as Chris-

tians; Service clubs and Business Agencies as well as Church-

es ; Theatres and the secular press as well as religious or-

ganizations."

"Money contributed during (Jolden Rule Weel< may be

designated for any organization, institution, charity or type

of work in which the donor may be especially interested.

One hundred cents of every dollar so contributed will go as

directed, none for expenses. There is little or no excuse for

not giving. The minimum gift—the difference in the cost of

a frugal Golden Rule Meal and the usual bountiful dinner

—

takes not one penny from the cash reserves of the donors."

"It is a .sea.son, when, through the world, the .strong are

asked to help the weak, the rich to share with the poor, the

employed with the unemployed and those who are prosper-

ous with those who are in adversity."

^ISISISISISI&ISISMSI51SJSJSI51SIS{SISISJ5iSI^

The Styx

Well nere is December the ninth
ana still our Christmaii shopping is
uuQone. With oniy thirteen snop-
pmg aays ill the big day, we are
lit to be tied and really the loose
ends ol shopping shouid be tied in-
stead ot being undone.
We tried to forget that there was

ever sucn a thing as Christmas, be-
cause 11 seems to have deteriorated
into an international gift day, like
those wecK-s set aside by the Bab-
bitts, called Apple WeeK and Buy
an Eiectnc SpaiiKcr Week, but oui'

international Hellions down here
insist that Christmas be remem-
uered, especially tne letter to iSama
«jiaus.

ihat reminds us—we have some
very nice letters this week, delicious,
tusty, and at a very reasonable
price, irom our little Heliidns to
uear old iSanta Glaus. Now here is

a very nice letter from Hell under
Italy, and is crisp, fresh and at the
same -time not too tough:

Hell Under Italy.

Mr, S. Glaus,
iNurth Pole,

Dear Sir: .
•

_

What the bllnkety, blank, blank,

do you mean by not getting down
nere until five a. m. last Christmas
moniing. If your old-fashioned
oosoiete and generally pimK rein-
ueer reiuse to come down here on
account of the warmth, why don't
you buy an automatic hell raiser
und then it will be more convenient
ail around. If you can't do that,
at least get yourself one of the
nioaern Dores used in drilling oil

wens out in Oklahoma; if you look
carefully it might even be possible
10 find a nice up-to-date bore in
uny oi the college clubs of America,
iney are usually found in the shape
01 hinglish and History professors.
Wen be that as it may, you prob-

ably won't take any of my sugges-
tions to heart, so let's get down to
the point. My racket this year isn't

to be used for squash or for ten-
nis either, nor it isn't a gold-digging
project. I just want a lot of things
that I probably won't get anyhow.
iNow just to get acquainted again
w^e'il start ofl with those things I

do not want.
I do not want any hot letters

from my sweetie, nor do I want a
typewriter with which to write some
to her. Ihe letters leaving this piace
are so hot anyhow that even the
censors won't read them. Several
other things for which we have no
use around here are hot mammas,
.sizzling jazz orchestras, torrid pup-
pies ana tropical parties. For ail

tnose things we are quite able to

lurnish our own heat under steam
pressiure as supplied by the Hot as
Hell Heating Corp.
But we could use several Frig-

Idaires, with special freezing umts
large enough to accommoaate aj

party or two with drinks included.

If you can't bring the North Pole

to us, bring us the magnetic pole,

it would come in handy to stand be-

fore our leading barber shop. And
last, but not least, you bring sev-

eral of those poie cats down with
you, this is one place where we
sure can use cool women.

I Now that you have read my mod-
est demands ,make it snappy and
get down here on time this year,

lo-ta and be careful that you or

the horned ponies don't get singed

too badly.

Your fervid L.

Now if everyone were as modest
and burning in their demands as

little L, wouldn't this be a nice old

Hell to come to around Christmas
time. But as luck would have it

they aren't all that way. For in-

stance, here is a note from Ameri-
can Helllonland. It reads more like

a letter from a wooden shoe person,

wouldn't you buy me this or that.

Proably due to the influence of the

country above Hell, they seem to be

all gold diggers up there.

American Hellionland.

Hello, Clausy Old Top:
Well here's my annual list stating

what the pressing wants of this in-

dividual are for this Xmas. I know.
Uhat I don't need all this Junk but

I'll be disappointed if I don't get it.

Here goes: First of all we'll start

ofT with an absectos stocking, don't

stop at one, be generous and gimme
a dozen pair, you know the kind I

mean, thase mixed with silk. While
you are working with that material,

you might also give me several

dresses, the less material used in

each dress, the more dresses I get.

Change that order for a fur coat

to an asbestos coat lined with a re-

frigerating system.

Of course, I know that you were
thinking of giving me a nice trip

to Florida during the vacation, but

just cancel that and buy me several

tickets for passage to the top of

Mt. Everest or to Little America.

If you Insist on giving me cigar-

ettes see that they are packed in

Ice so that they wont be smoked
by the time they arrive. I'd appre-

ciate having an automatic lift down
here, you know raising Hell is a
real heavy Job. Another thing I

could stand having, is a pair of gold

plated horns, these bone once get

rather tiresome and they don't

match my latest evening gowns.

That seems to be all that I can
think of just now, but you know I

want lots and lots of things, so Just

use this list as a starter .and don't

stop there.

Buy, buy,
HELLIONESS.

As for myself. I'm afraid that

papa won't have enough money to

pay for the Christmas pre.sent that

mamma and the kids were going to

give him. So I'll just take a Merry
Christmas card. I can use that, en-

larged and broadcast by television.

It sends to you our best Christmas
Greetings and wishes for a Happy'
New years from the ferryman of

the Styx,
PHELYOAS.

Christmas to the mjorlty of men
is the twenty-fifth of December
but to we who follow the trail ol

learning, Christmas is the period in

which we take a train ride and
later have a three week session in

which we get eats that are eats
Ihe beauty ot Christmas lies in the
tact that you get up in the morn-
ing to the tune ol fried eggs and
uacon instead ol the harsn clang
of bells. The wonder ot the Yule-
ude season is tne hometowners
who grab your hand and tell you
now pleased they are to see you
oack In reality they are saying to

themselves - "That brat is back,
darn it". And everyone you meet
will have the same set of questions

10 ask and they will be - "Oh, are
you back"? - "How are you' ? -

•When did you get in"? - 'How
long are you going to stay"? -

"How are you inaKing out at

school"? - 'Drop in at the house
il you have time", its. always been
this way and it always been this

way and it all ways will be. Notn-
ing can be done about, it unless

you leave home, and it is cruel, cold

winter. Wliile home there is a
routine that you should follow out.

riooner or later you will adopt it.

Kise at eleven, eat at eleven
iilteen, back to bed at twelve,

supper at six if you are up, date

at eight, back to bed at loiir. if

necessary the supper and date may
DC left out of tne scnedule. Com-
fort at all times and all costs.

Drop down to see the old gang on
the corner and give them the low
down on just what this wild

college life they read about is by
one who knows. Be sure the head
of your house isn't in tne
immediate vicinity when this re-

citation is going on. Christmas eve

should be a night of lasting along
with the day before. This will in-

sure the maximum capacity ol the

biomache for tiie holiday dinner.

'Ihis is a wise plan to follow on all

holidays. Its pretty good unless

the chicken burns or the cake tails

through. One of the most per-

plexing problems that must be

faced is the age old question -

"What shall I give"? What we
would like to answer is "Nothing".
But somehow it doesn't work. Ma
and Pa and the little products
must each in turn be gifted and
that is to say nothing of the girl-

iriend. Veriiy this is the lime
when the men with many maids
have to pay the penalty. When
considering what to give Ma make
it a box of candy, you should be
able to eat about fifty per-cent of

that. Give Pa two neckties and
borrow them that night. So far

things aren't going so very bad. If

you need a new fountain pen give

one to the kid brother and as he
lias no use for it he will give it to

you and there you are. The kid
sister is a tough one. No matter
what age these women are they
are tough to figure out. You iniglit

give her a compact and then squak
to Ma about the kid sister being
too young to use a compact and
she will take it away from her
and you can secure it by foul
means or fair and give it to one of
the girl friends. Thus killing two
fowls with one brlcK. There still

remains the girl friend. And be-

fore you start. It is not childs play
by anymeans Don't give the same
thing as last year as it might
appear that you bought them by
the dozen for distribution to the
liarem. Silk things qiay make
wonderful presents but Just think
when Mrs. Gilhooley tells Mrs.
McSteppan over the back fence
that you gave Katie Did siU
stockings for Christmas, what can
poor Mrs. McSteppan suspect but
that there is some thing between
you and Katie. It will soon travel
over the town and your reputation
will be a thing of the past along
with Pompey. Have a care my lau
have a care Then there was a
fellow I knew who gave his light

o' love a hat for the holiday. You
should have seen the hat. It look-
like something the Soviet govern-
ment couldn't even name and
thats saying plenty. He had to
find himself a new girl or han
his hat in his own parlor nights
Candy is appreciated by only a

few A girl wants something thai
will last, something that will keer
311 giving. She wants a present
ihat will remind her of you long
after you are gone. She likes ar
jrnament that may be placec'

amoilg her souvenirs when it is ok"
and battered. A baseball bat might
do but don't try it this year. Tear
yourself to pieces and grow graj
but don't worry. Christmas morn-
ing run down to the florists and
send a few pansies or daises Qr«-*a

hot house plant. It woxlMTfine
Flowers are the gifts of kings. At
least I think so. For, those whc
live in the city let it be noted that
cabbage is not a flower. That takes
care of the gift problem. There it

the greeting card case. Just take
all the old letters you have and
send cards to them all I inventec.
a much better method but it takes
a long time to work out, it is

simple (thats why I reccomend it),

Just save this years cards until
next year and then send cards tc

those people. You are bound to

break even. With a bottle of ink
eradicator you can erase the names
on the old cards and with a little

ingenuity use them again. Even if

you send the card back to the
original sender the passing of the
year will cause them to forget the
cards they sent. Another cause for
worry is the problem of having no
spending money in the pockets of
your pants. I can't settle that
problem. If I could I'd be a
millionaire instead of a struggling
Arts man trying to get along. If

there is the usual argument in
your family as to who will use the
car that night, the best is to fight
is out as has been done for the
past seven years. New Years must
be considered. No matter how
much is covered there is all ways
more. New Years is a happy day.
Or may be I should say New Year's
Eve is the happy time. If it isn't,

it is yoiur own fault. If you need
to be told how to do this, well, you
are happy enough as it is and why
make matters worse. Throw a fare-
well party. Throw anything but
have a good time. Take a few
books home and study a bit. Just
a bit. Be thankful that Christmas
comes only once a year. Many
4iappy returns of the day. .

l^tUanobeltteg
There's the oncoming succession

of events namely, the thirteenth,
the twenty-fifth, the first and the
fourth.

—O—
This business of going home

on the thirteenth may bring a
little bad luck—you may get
what you deserve for Christmas.

Maybe you'll be forced to wear the
ties you have received as presents.
Hows that for punishment.

As itiy old friend, WillieLittle,
said yesterday, "The home town
girls will get the break for the
next three weeks." I wonder?

Lets hope the good weather keeps
up. Its not very pleasant bumming
in the early hours of the morning
with the mercury out of sight.

Following that let us say a few
prayeri for plenty of snow in order
that the boys will at least have a
job as laborers shoveling snow.

Then there are the numerous
Freshmen who will lose their
baggage on the way home.

Then as Willie Little Just remark-
ed, there are the men, who, upon
their arrival at home, telephone the
newspapers to notify the public that
they are again in circulation.

Don't forget the fellow who
raught a stomach ache on the
train and didn't get rid of it

until he was on the train back.
In the meantime he lost twenty
pounds at home. Such luck is

worse than death.

Then have you heard of the fel-

low who didn't believe In Santa
Glaus. His father must have told

him thlng.s while awfully young.

That's one of the things every
man should know.

Your turn for fame will rome
on New Year's day when the
radio Is all about the game on
the roa.st. Tell 'em all the in-

side dope on the Washington
State team. Why not?

In the mid.st of revelry and pleas-

ure, harken to the black phantom
of disgrace and defeat—the mid-
years. Try that as a constant re-

minder.
Don't tell the folks you'll see

'em in June when you leave.

You may see them around the
first of February.

DO & DONT.

Lying Never Tolerated

By Church

(continued from page onej

theology is a very complete

science. It surveys impartially the

whole field or right and wrong.
While condemning wrong as evil

it does not exaggerate things

wrong beyond all proportion with
other things equally wrong. On
the other hand, some people are
fanatics on certain matters. For
example, some consider lying worse
than adultery, drunkenness or
birth control. Secondly, unfor-
tunately many Catliolics, and
sometimes otherwise excellent
Catholics, are frequently guilty of
lying in trivial matters; hence this

impression grows up. We cannot
do much to correct the first factor
in this wrong, hue we can do our
part to correct the second factor

by building up a character that
has as its cornerstone an unswerv-
ing sense of truth and honor.
A second question was also sub-

mitted, but Fr. Stanford considered
it to be a personal question—

a

matter of conscience—and hence
not suited to general discussion.

It was pointed out that questions

of this nature should be referred

to one's confessor or spiritual di-

rector. He urged that in handing
in these questions the student ad-
here to questions of general In-

terest.

In the year 1768 the French Au-
gustlnlans possessed 105 Convents
and had 1100 members.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Christmas holidays will begin
after the last class on Saturday,
December 13th. Classes will be
resumed on Monday morning,
January 5th, and all students
must report back to College.

Sunday evening, January 4th.

No student will be permitted to

cut any classes Immediately pre-

ceding or following the holidays,

and no exceptions will be made
to this rule. Any student who
takes it upon himself to be ab-
sent from classes will be dealt

with drastically. Furthermore,
students are requested not to

ask for a transfer of classes. No
professors w^lll make this allow-

ance without permi.sslon from
the Dean of the department. In
acordance with the agreement
reached with the Student Coun-
cil, we expect every student to

cooperate and to give his entire

support to the present arrange-
ments.

E. A. MAUCH. O. 8. A.

CoUccjiunu
Ohio State

In an attempt to probe the

truth the popular theory that

students learn as much out of

class as they do from the actual

lectures of their professors, two

Ohio State professors have made
an Intensive study Into the 'Bull-

sessloi)s" held on the campus
Their Hndlngs were disastrous to

the popular belief inasmuch as

they found that most of the sub-

jects discussed outside of class

were of such a nature as to con-

tribute very little to their educa-
tion. As a result of their study, it

was found that such subjects as

dates, dancing, clothes, and food

lead in the point of Interest

among both .sexes. Social problems
were discussed relatively few
times and when they were men-
tioned, they were more of a per-

sonal nature than dealing with
whole social groups.

Lehigh
At Lehigh, a "Wreck race" was

held recently in order to test the

sterling merits of their collegiate

cars A five-mile course with a
rough road, hills, and dangerous
down-grades were the features of

the race. The "Dark Horse" fini-

shed first, Covering the distance
in 11 mhiutes, 50 seconds. The
"Rolls" came In 19 seconds later

on three tires and a rim 'The
Blimp" and "Ida" also ran; the
latter having burned out her
brakes in trying to stop short at
the finish. The terms of the con-
test required each entry to be at
most of the vintage of '22, and no
preliminary—tuning-up was allow-
ed.

Notre Dame
Notre Dame, unshaken citadel

of football, makes the following
comment in THE SCHOLASTIC"
At one time. Yale. Princeton, and
Harvard were the only three
schools which olaved football.

Now they are the onlv ones who
don't."

Holy Cross
In the words of the TOMA-

HAWK, the college student of the
day is addicted to vandalism.
"College students for the most part
are addicted to vandalism. They
seem to think that the title of
'Collegian' give them the title to
destroy property without incurring
condemnation. The attitude is en-
tirely artificial, and Is apparantly
due to a lack of consideration of
the hurtful results which follow
from such actions. Few reasonable
people object to such traditions as
the tearing down of enemy goal
posts by victorious Invaders On
the other hand there is no excuse
for the ruthless destruction of
valuable property. Such 'rah-rah'
stuff should be relegated to the
'College' movie.
"A less expensive but scarcely

less objectionable fault is the care-
lessness which characterizes the
manner of a majority of college
tudents. The individual who thinks
nothing of littering the college
buildings with waste papers and
cigarette butts would be horrified
if a visitor so much as dropped
ashes on the parlor floor of his
home. Such a spirit Is far from
altruistic. Good breeding should be
as much in evidence outside the
home as in it, and the same con-
duct and good manners should be
observed within college halls as
one observes in one's own home."

Temple
"OH, FOR THE GOOD OLD

DAYS", walls the Temple News.
"Conwell Hall, and Carnell too,

once but dreams, have now come
true; and in their coming true,
have brought traffic problems
never sought Freshmen regs are
In discard; compulsory dues now
hit us hard Ain't you glad
you graduated?"

U. Of California
Girls at the University of Calif-

ornia at Los Angeles-or at least
two- thirds of the 500 Junior and
senior girls who replied to a
questlonalre-would leave school
for marriage if they found the
right man.
But there Is a catch to the

affair. The right man must have .

•

certain attributes, the girls said in i'

answering the question put by the
Bruin, student publication. The
man must:
Be a faithful lover and good

companion
Have a sense of humor and in-

telligence.

Have good personal appearance,
although this is not essential.
Make about two hundred dollars

a month.
Be twenty-five years old to the

woman's twenty-three.

BELLE AIR NOTICE

For the benefit of all those
who have, as yet, neglected to
have their sitting for the Belle
Air and Junior Courier, the fol-
lowing announcement is made.
"All Seniors and Juniors who
have failed to appear for the
Belle Air or Junior Courtier sit-
tings and expect to have their
pictures In either or both publi-
cations are requested to see
Stanley Prokop. Room 125, Fedl-
gan Hall, before December 13th,
1930.

"In order to accommodate the
remaining few who, because of
Illness or gnances. failed to have
their photos taken for the Year-
book, the Editor of the Belle
Air will have a photographer on
the campus sometime after the
Christmas holidays. It must also
be remembered that the Senior
or Junior falling to have his pic-
ture taken at this time will NOT
have his photo In either of the
publications. Plea.se take advan-
tage of this last opportunity and
In this way you will save your-
self much worry.

STANLEY PROKOP,
Editor of the Belle Air

AN EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY

The Vlllanovan. on behalf of the
student body, extends Its slncerest
.sympathies to Mr. J. Bruno. "31.

upon the death of his brother; and
to Mr. O. Dolan, '33, upon the
death of his mother.
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Gridiron Gossip

FIVE WINS, FIVE LOSES

Villaiiova'rt Wildcats hav«' jiisi gone through their

most disastrous season since the Sluhidreher regime began

here in I92.'>. Five victories out of ten games played is no

enviable rcc(>rd, but it is a l)il surprising at ibe lack of

criticism concerning it.' .
.

. Fsiially, when a learn finisbes its schedule, ahimni,

undergraduates, and everybotiy else who think they shoidd

have a 'say,' demand the reasons why the year was so bad,

why certain players are no good, why these players were

used i?o often, why a coach is kepi if he is as incompetent as

the season's record would seem to in<licale, and a thousand

other whys.

Tliat's the usual procedure. They're saying that in

Penn now, down at Princeton, out at California.

But Villanova seems to be the exception. Wildcat

fcdlowers seem to realize thai you can't have a winner every

year and that mighty few teams could carry themselves

through as stiff a .schedule as the Felines faced, as eour-

agepusly as Harry Sliihldrelier's men did.

It woiild take a «uper-team to go through that list

without a defeat. The champions of the Pacific Coast, the

surprise team of the South, and a cross-section of the best

football teams in the East—football fans and writers have

recognized that no school east of South Bend, Indiana, went

through as tough a schedule.

But the Wildcats didn't falter. Great victories over

Georgetown and Temple, fine performances against N. Y.

IJ. and Duke as well as Biivknell. and a glorious finish with

Washington State—it wasn't such a bad year after all.

And the sim is going to shine again—and it won't be

long either. In 1928, Knute Rockne's Irish of Notre Dame
lost four games—they said then the Old Master was through

—but N. D. has not been beaten since.

D<»c Jacobs had a sweet little Freshman squad out

there this fall. There were a couple lads in green uniforms

who are going to be heard from often during '31, '32, and

'33.

Those sophomore backs who helped carry the bur-

den so well this fall will be l)ack next year, and they'll be Forge MUitary Academy on a wet
"^'JJf^^'

more matnre. The line will be a veteran unit, praotieally, -^^
muo* "^e-*

^J'^^!?^^!
'

"" '"

and it has already come through an acid test.

Good times are coming! And anyhow, we had the

best team in or around Philly.

Courtmeii Get

In Shape For

Tough Season

Two Stars of Last Year's

Team Lost by (Grad-

uation

Numerals Are
Awarded to

23 Freshmen

End Successful Season With
Four Victories, No

Defeats

NEVER SCORED UPON
With a most successful season be-

hind them the Freshman Football

ceam will be awarded their numer-
als. Twenty-three players have
earned their right to tlxis coveted
award.

The Frosh season has been one ^ . . ^ , .. , ^ i.

of the best seen at Villanova hi Metro, captam of last years Frosh,

years. In four games they amass- 1 Lefty Shortall, Emil Reitz, Jack

ed 134 points to their opponents' McDermott, Frank LaCourte, Her-

nothing. In the openmg game "ty and Zokhhoski.

M()R(;AN ALSO OUT

Foot ball season over, "Doc

"

Jacobs and his basket ball prote-

tices have settled down to get in

shape for the toughest schedule

ever to bo faced by a Wildcat five.

Jac* Birmingham, who led the

•luintette through a successful sea-

son last year, is lost by graduation

as is Mickey Holland. Both were

forwards. Clete Gardner, the Biff-

er, was a reservist last season, but

now is busy coaching the Fresh-

men.
Their loss .together with the in-

capacitations of Captain Tommy
Morgan, will be severely felt, but

Coach Jacobs has high hopes of

producing another winning club.

Tommy's leg, broken in the Gettys-

Durg fray, is almost mended, but

of course cannot stand the strain

of basketball competition. For the

past two years Morgan has played

steady ball and ranks with the

best basketeers to sport the Blue

and White.
Tom Edwards, Doc Harklns and

Frank Smith are among the grld-

ders who joined the hopefuls who
have been practicing in the gym for

the past month under the watch-
ful eyes of Bill Tracy and Joe
Czesick. The above five are vet-

erans, but will have to work hard
to retain their positions. Among
the most promising candidates are

with Ursinus Frosh, they totaled 33

points. A hard running attack
paved the way to victory.

Daily practices are billed for this

week, so as to get in condition for

the opener with Montclair A. C.

l|: >|< :1< ijc >i(

Perkiomen Prep, fell to the tune this Saturday at the Jersey Club

of the same score. Against Valley '"J«"J
floor During the Christmas

Holidays, the boys will make a
Southern trip meeting Wake For-
est, North Carolina State and Duke

our broke loose in this game with ^^ consecutive evenings starting

some sensational end runs, scoring j^'th December 17

Date Set For

Upstate Club

Annual Dance

B<

Varsity "V"
Awarded to

29 Gridders

Tickets May
From Coal Cracker's

(^dub Members

Secured \
Fourteen Seniors Receive

Athletic Honor For
1930

The approaching Christmas sea-

son will usher in the annual Coal

Cracker's Club Dance, which is to

be held at the Masonic Hall in

Hazleton, Pennsylvania, on De-
cember 30th. The Dance Com-
mittee, under the able leadership
of Its chairman, Ed Brown, has
done everything possible to insure

the success of the affair. A record
attendance Is expected, not only of

Club members, but of alumni and
young people from the surrounding
coal region. Tickets, at a very
reasonable rate, may be secured
from any member of the Club, or
through the usual agents at the
upstate towns represented in the
Club.

Joey—My girj has
lips I ever saw.
Bobbie—I'll put mine

em.

the prettiest

against

NOTICE TO CLUB
PRESIDENTS

Stanley Prokop, Editor of the
Belle Air, wishes to have individ-

ual interviews with the presi-

dents of the various clubs and
fraternities on the campus. It

is the Editor's intention to se-

cure the aid of every club and
fraternity in making the Belle

Air this year the best ever. For
this reason the various presi-

dents are asked to cooperate to

their fullest extent. Stanley
Prokop may be found in Room
125, Fedlgan Hall.

B L A N E Y REWARDED
Twenty-nine foot ball letters were

awarded this season to Villanova's

1930 gridiron squad. Included in

the latest list of V-men are fourteen

seniors, six Juniors and nine sopho-
mores.
Ten of the twenty-nine were

backSi eighteen were linesmen, with
the other letter going to Manager
Johnny Blaney.
The players rewarded were: Cap-

tain Clete Gardner, Captain-elect
Eddie

,
KoblliS, Tommy Morgan,

Jimmie McLaughlin, Johnny High-
field, Joe Kel.y, Irv Boucher, Art
Harkhis, Dixie Sheehan, Jack Mc-
Gann, Tom Connelly, Red Bradley,

Fred DonoVan, Charlie Wltkowskie,
Bucky Hammond, Joe Dietz, Mike
Terry. Tom Edwards, Bruno Contl,

Albert Trosky, Ted Casey, Harry
Geisler, Ed Peterson, Ed Donohue,
Dick Hickey, Bob Rosen, Johnny
Brice, and Martin Oezzer.

AN EXPRESSION OF THANKS

NEXT YEAR S SCHEDULE

Silence still is the keynote on the 1931 schedule.

But from present in<lications, it's going to be every bit as

tough as this year's.

Loyola, Gettysburg. Duke, Boston College, Open,

Temple and Bucknell is the way it begins—and that lineup

will give anybody troidjle.

If If * * *

MR. WADE, OF DUKE

Duke will be played at Durham on the tenth of Go-

t(d)er next fall, and the Blue Devils, all fitted out in a new

stadium, will be coached by Alabama's 'head man' for the

past few years, the one and only Wallace Wade.

Wade has built up for himself quite a reputation for

a yoimg coach. lie is one gentleman who is not used to de-

feat. His Alabama teams are in the habit of winning, and

it would not surprise this writer if this year's outfit would

take over Washington Stale on New Year's Day, in Pasa-

dena.

Wade will have a nice l>iincli of veterans as a legacy

of Jimmie Dellart, when he goes to Duke next year. And
Duke, believe it or not, will be a big factor in the nation's

football before long.
;••. ***** '•
.';".•'

' ' .

''

THE ALL-OPPONENT BAND
If that All-Opponent team, which graces these pages

today, wants a good band, we give our vote to the N. Y. U.

musicians. Any objections?
,

..***** •'

v'

HAIL, BASKETBALL
Fotitball's days on the sports pages of the nation's

papers are numbered. No more will the headline writers

use ^elevens' and 'grid' and all those <»ther words, short,

sweet, and to the point, used again and again during the

pasi few monlh^. and they'll practice on 'five' and 'quintet'

and 'pucksters' an<l 'cage' and even warm up with 'nine'

and 'diamnod.'

Basketball makes its 1931 debut at Villanova this

week, when after most of us are miles away from these

halls. Doc Jacobs' courtmen will open their season against

the Montclair A. C. in the New Jersey City on Saturday

night.

Doc. a son of whom Villanova can well feel proud,

put basketball back into the middle of things here last win-

ter. He seemed due for a big year this season, until Tommy
Morgan, captain-elect and star guard for two seasons, suf-

fered his unfortunate injury early in the football season.

Jake is undaunted, however, and he has Czesick,

Edwards. Tracy and Harkins ha<'k for regular posts, and

there are several likely boys coming up from last year's

Frosh outfit.

The schedule Manager Donovan has arranged isn't

exactly a pink-lea affair, and th«^ boys ill be kept on the

jump until the beginning of March.

Here's luck, gang!

* * « * *

TOUGH ON THE TIGERS
Rumors, unconfirmed as yet, have it that loyal sons

of old Princeton are having a lot of trouble with their eyes,

after two weeks of diligent searching thnuigh thousands of

All-teams, trying to find i\ Nffssaii man honorably men
tioned.

three times.

In the last game of the season,

the Kittens travelled to Wilkes-
Barre to meet Wyoming Seminary.
The first half found the Villanova
Frosh with a lone touchdown.
Opening the last half with an
aerial attack, the score mounted, 32

On January 9, George Washing-
ton University will be encountered
in the first of the only four ganiei-

scheduled at home. The following

evening the basketeers meet Man-
hattan in the Big City.

Jack Donovan, the hard working
manager has completed the sched-

points being added to the seven ule of 21 games, which includes

scored in the early part of the ,
some of the strongest teams in the

game. The game was marked by
Randour's long runs, the fine play-

ing of Adelman, Bill Cavanaugh,
and Captain Carr. Potts' excellent

East.

COLADONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$24.50 and up

OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR

Captain "Clete " Gardner, on be-

half of the football squad, wishes

to take this opportunity to thank
Mr. Seller for the wonderful
Thanksgiving dirmer they received.

7bu feel like soing places

and have money left to do

thinss when you buy

JL-/ CLOTHES
.MADE F0\ rOU

$24.75 - $28.75 - $38.75

Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday
By LIN HILL

as all gave a good account
themselves. Some who deserve

special mention are: Captain Carr,

for his fine line play at center;

Randour, for his passing and long

runs. Golden led the team cap-

1

ably at the quarterback position.:

On the line McGee, Brodniki,

Zizak. Cox and O'Donnell helped

keep the Frosh from being scored

upon.
Those receiving numerals:
Carr, Brockmeyer, O'Brien Brod-

niki. Sullivan, Zizak, Cox, Ventiu-a,

O'Donnell, Lumeuello. Walsky Mc-
Gee, W. Cavanaugh, Golden, Hurl-

burt, Adelman. T. Cavanaugh, Ran-
dour, Brown, Marion, HefTron and
Potts.

of,@

irVNUAL

Ice Hockey Team
Looks Forward
To Good Season

Football Dinner

HONORING
Five Last Year Regulars

at Meeting
Report

With the coming of winter and
when ice covers the waters, hockey
is greatly looked forward to as a
national pastime. So Villanova
has recognized its hockey team,
with a successful season in view.

Five regulars of last year's team,
if successful In making this year's

team, will flip the puck into the
opponents' nets. They are: Wil-
liam Orcutt. captain; Art Kennedy,
J. Faughnan, J. O'Neil and Matera.
The loss of Farrell as goalie will

necessitate the looking over and
selecting from our good looking
prospects for that position. Nick-
els, Shortall. Kllcourse and Mc-
Avoy. It was announced at the
meeting last Wednesday night that
practice would start immediately
after the Christmas holidays in

order to prepare for the coming
tough schedule. Thirty-six prom-
ising candidates turned out at the
meeting.

Fifteen complete uniforms will

be given to the lucky men who
make the team. There will be two
teams and three alternates. All

turn out and cheer along out hockey
team.
To date six games have been ar-

ranged, three with the Penn A. C,
two to be played at the Arena and
one at the Atlantic City autdltor-

lum. two with the Crescent A. C
one to be played at home and one
In New York, one game with Yale
at New Haven and two games with

the Atlantic City Auditorium team
the first game to be played at At-

lantic City and the second game at

home. So far only three dates

have been set for games, but by the

end of this week all dates will be

settled and the schedule completed.

THE VARSITY
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

The ViUanova Club
OF PHILADELPHIA

Thursday, December 11,

Hotel AdelphiaSeven o 'Clock

In the 15th centurj the Au-
gustlnlan Convent of "Santo

... , , , 1 , Splrlto" In Florence, was a centre
AreidenlK may happen, and we hope the boys per- of Christian Humanism and the

Tickets »3
TICKETS ON SALE AT
VILLANOVAN OFFICE

and ROOM NO. 2.31

AUSTIN HALL
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neyere. and that lliev don't give up hefore Christmas.

THIRTY-TWO.
Augustlnlan
one of the
ment.

Fra Lulgl Marslll was
leaders of this move-
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Just Looking
Around"

The gym in old Alumni Hall has
been seeing plenty of action these
last Autumnal days. Doc Jacobs
has put his football togs in moth-
balls until the beginning of next
football season, and is making
rapid headway in his work to
fashion a winning Varsity Five
from thirteen hopeful aspirants.

• • *

Doc has had his squad working
every aiternooii. i<'rom the loolus

01 tnuigs the regular live is com-
posed oi Czescui and Uelt2, for-
wards; Edwards, center; Tracey
ana iiarkuis, guards.

« • •

fUnll Reitz. lanky lefthander,
ana a product ol Calvert Uali,
iiaiiuuore, has been waging a
pretty light with Metro Weston for
tne lorward post, left vacant by
the graauation of Jack Birming-
ham.

• • •

Weston was captain of the Frosh
cage team last wmter, and his
highscormg proclivities achieved
many a victory for the verdant
Ureeh.

• * *
" "Whitey" Czescik, who hails
from titamford, Comi., and regular
on the lU2i)-30 club» is in hifi old
tune form. .', -.:..''.

• * •'

Tom Edwards, a Tulsa boy, hard-
ened-up by intensive fooball train-
ing has warmed the cocldes of
Doc's heart as he speared passes
and looped the leather from all

angles of the court.
• • •

Art Harkins and Bill Tracey
have a firm hold on the guard
berths, and are quite reluctant to
pernut them to elude their grasp.
Art formerly performed on the
Radnor team, scintillating at the
guard post for several seasons.

• • *

A merry fight is being waged for
the second team berths, and a
rough and tumble fight it is.

• • •

Frank Smith, Sartoga Springs
lad, and Bob Rosen, former pivot
man for the St. Benedict's Gray
Bees, have been going at each
other tooth and nail for the covet-
ed center berth. It's going to take
plenty of judgement and delibera-
tion to choose between these two
men.

• * *

Another lefhander, Art Shortall,
is destined for the other forward
position, Weston laying claim to
one. Art comes from Rockland,
Mass., and is also a handy man
around the diamond.

• • •

Pete Zukowsky, by his fine show-
ing, has been cavorting around the
right guard position where he per-
formed for four years at Don Bos-
co Prep.

• '• •

Jack McDermott has been fight-
ing hard for the other guard place
and seems destined to attain his
goal. Jack played for Lincoln
High, in Jersey City, where he dis-
tinguished himself also on the
gridiron and diamond.

Cougars and Violets Grab
Majority of Positions on

All-Opponent First Team
(continued from page one)

hindered many of our opponents'

stars from breaking inot the head-
lines.

The backfleld on the first team
was easily selected, all four men
being unanimous choices. On the

line, four men received posts with-

out any battle, but opposition was
spirited for the other three posi-

tions.

N. Y. U. SUr Leads Ends
Joe Hugert, right end on New

York University's great eleven, was
given the right end Job without any
great fuss, but Lyle Maskell, of

Washington State, Just nosed out
Buckley, of Boston College for the
position on the other side of the
line.

Hugret's fine offensive and de-
fensive play for the yiolets in the
game in October was probably the
nigh point of end-play seen by
Vlilanovans all year. Paired with
another fine wigman, Nem^ek, the
Cats were powerless to do anything
around the N. Y. U. ends.

Maskell, of Washington State,

drop-kicker extaordinary, played a
fine game for the Cougars, while
he was in the game, and his side

of the line could not be pierced at
all during the game at Franklin
Field.

Frank Buckley, of Boston College,
is given one of the wing-posts on
the second team, with Jerry Nem-
ecek, N. Y. U. captain on the other
side of the line. J. Hurley, of
Washington State and Bryant, of
Oglethorpe, are given the posts on
the third team

action against Villanova this year,
round out the second team, alon«
with Corny Bonner, of Temple, who
is named at fullback.

Tonkin, Washington State quar-
ter, is a line interferer, and is
ranked Just below McCloy, on his
showing against Villanova. Mc-
Millan, scnsaiional Oettysburg
sophomore, who did some nice
broken held running over the Sta-
dium green in the second game of
the year, is placed at halfback on
the third team with Tuffy Elling-
sen, Washington State's punter and
passer. Ershler, of Duke, is full-
back of the third team.

Other good quarterbacks who
worked against Villanova this fall
mclude Scalzl, Georgetown; Mullen,
Duke; Walker, Oglethorpe; and
Dahlen, Washington State.
Halfbacks who were considered

were: Hansen, Temple; Brewer,
Duke, Vodoklyls, B. C, J. Bozek,
Georgetown, Jones and Lainhart,

An Enterprising Columnist
Gives Santa (jlaus a Break

(continued from page one)

Lebanon Valley

Fullbacks who were not out of
the running until the final selection
was made were Gillis, Georgetown
Mullen, Duke; Walker, Oglethorpe;
and Dahlen, Washington State.
Halfbacks who were considered

were: Hansen, Temple, Brewer,
Duke; Vodoklys, B. C, J. Bozak,
Georgetown, Jones and Lainhart,
Washington State, Ammerman,
Bucknell, and Daub and Light, of
Lebanon Valley.

War tax, soft seats, coffee served
between news reels.

The Bus Line - A fifteen cent
fare to town and a schedule that
runs within a half hour of the
supposed time.

The Owners of Campus Car - A
mild winter and free samples by
the manufacturers of tires.

The Folks Back Home - more
iood, more • checks, more letters
and more of everything in general,
ihe which will ue sent to us as
soon as possible.

To 'Ihe Girl We Left behind - A
broken leg that she may not run
around with the boys we left be-
nmd.
To Our Room Mates - Lots of

neck ties and shirts as presents.
Ihat is if the shirts fit us.
To the Band - Overcoats for the

instruments that they may play at
tlxe hookey games.
Louies Pie Shoppe - There are

so many gifts that it is difficult to
start anywhere, What Santa can't
leave anywhere else he may as well
drop here. Every body else does it,

why not old Santa.
To Louies Barbers - A grind-

stone or a st4rap or whatever It is

Tuesday, December 9, 1930

- AT THE -
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Washington State, Ammerman,
I one 'sharpen^"a''r^r"on.'Mayte aBucknell and Daub and Light, of special delivery sUmp should be
piit on this order.
To Everyone Else in General -

We have nothing to offer because
everything has been given. Not
even our good wishes goes with
this offer.

Now that the annual letter to
Santa Claus has been written we
can't come around and tuck you
into bed but we can lend you some
soap if you come around early
enough in the morning. When you
become domesticated, which means

ALDINE
An event of unusual significance

is the engagement of "Hell's An-
gels" at the Aldine Theatre, Phila-
delphia. This is the most outstand-
ing aviation film achievement in
the history of motion pictures, and
is the only production of such mag-
nitude as to require two legitimate
Broadway theatres for its initial
iMew York showing.

"HeU's Angels" is the graphic
glorlhcation of the late war in the
air, conceived and executed by men
who knew it from actual experience.
It was produced and directed by
Howard Hughes, at a cost of $4,

Howard Estabrook and Harry Behm.
The musical arrangement was made
by Dr. Hugo Rlesenfeld.

MASTBAUM
The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and

Market streets, Philadelphia, The
Showplace of the World, has a var-
ied and interesting bill planned for
the week commencing November
5th. "The Cat Creeps", a breathless
mystery film with Helen Twelve-
trees and Raymond Hac^cett, is

combined with "Paintin' the Town,"
a stage show chock full of good fun,
beautiful scenes and music ,and

uonnnn or,H-~.^... -. .\- '- ^^^^ stepping. Teddy Joyce directs
uuo,(HW, and required three years of

|
the show and his Mastbaum Stageconthiuous work to complete. Ac- Band, Milton Charles, presents a

Fullbacks who were not out of *i?®" ^?^ f^®
^^^' staying in bed

the running until the final select-
ion was made were Gillis, George-

Dixon, of Boston College, Rosky, ^*"'„f"l.l^\^"?®^,_9®*^^^'^*'V''^-
of Duke, McKissick, of Oglethorpe,
and C. Bonner, of Temple, also
played fine ball against the Cats
at end positions, and were seriously
considered for the posts.

Tackle Competition Close

Washington State Leads
Washington State leads in the

number of men on the three teams
having no less than ten representa-
tives. N. Y. U., with five and
Gettysburg, with four are the

Trudrak,''o7Bucknell7who^ fine '^^^f^'^
contenders. Temple. Buck-

nell, and Duke, all have three,
Boston College and Georgetown
have two each, while Oglethorpe
has one candidate selected.

Stuhldreher Picks Team
The Associated Press announced

last week the selections made by
Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher on
his All-Opponent team. It follows:
Ends: Bryant, Oglethorpe; Nam-

ecek, N. Y. U.; tackles, Concannon,
N. Y. U.; Katalinas, Georgetown;
guards, Stoner, Gettysburg; Morelli,

,„ . , . „^ ^ , ^. Boston College; center, Hein, Wash-Washington State gets the two mgton State; backs. Murray, Duke;
Hinkle, Bucknell; Schwartz, Wash-
ington State; Bonner, Temple.

line play, blocking and interferring
were responsible in a direct way for
the first and third Bison touch-
downs at Scranton, was the unani-
mous choice for the left tackle post.
Katalinas, of Georgetown, was giv-
en the right tackle Job.
Two fine tackles, big and power-

ful, Concannon, of N. Y. U., and
Kllnger. of Temple, are put on the
second team. Both the Violet and
the Owl played fine foot ball
against the Cats.

after nine Is a possibility and steak
is a reality, look over these gifts,
they may aid you in your shopping
list which may be very large
according to the niunber of
enemies you have. Post cards will
be popular this year as usual and
that is a thought worth remember-
ing. Happy New Year and all that
sort of thing of course, be careful
of the elephants and such remarks,
stay off bycyles and get back on
time. (Prefects of buildings please
note last remark).

Joe Herrity from Allentomi High
and Nick Whateum, a Lawrence,
Mass., man, are the two remaining
reserves Who have been quite con-
spicuous around the gym. They
are tx)th newcomers and are wag-
ing an uphill struggle against both
last year's men and Frosh men.

• • •

By the time we shall have re-
turned from our Christmas vaca-
tion. Doc's passers will have al-
ready engaged in four contests, all
on foreign soil.

• • •

The entire four opponents are
new additions to Villanova's sched-
ule. They will be met in the order
named—MontelaU- A. C, Wake
Forrest, North Carolina State.
Duke.

• * *

Congratulations are now in order
to the new captain of Villanova's
1931 football eleven. At a meeting
of the lettermen last week, Ed
Kobilis, sterling guard for the past
two seasons, was practically unani-
mous choice for the leadership of
what is expected to be one of the
greatest Blue and White elevens.

tackle posts on the third team.
Ahlskog and Wallulls. who was the
substitute for "Turk" Edwards, W.
S. C. All-American candidate, play-
ed good ball, and while they were
prevented from opening up big
holes for the Westerners' offense,
they were impregnable on the ed-
fense.

Edwards came to Philadelphia
with, perhaps, the greatest reputa-
tion of any tackle who played
against the Cats this year, but an
injury early in the game prevented
him from showing off to great ad-
vantage.

All players considered for the All-
Opponent team were Judged solely
by their work against Villanova.
past and future records having no
meaning whatsoever.

Stoner, Bannak Guards
Bull Stoner, most powerful of all

the Bullets of Gettysburg, and
Bannak, of Temple, were chosen
for the guard posts on the first
team, without opposition. Stoner's
work stamped him as the most ag-
gressive lineman to face the Wild-
cats in 1930, breaking up the offense
of Stuhldreher's men in more ways
than one.

On the second team, Morelli, of
Boston College, and Parodl, of
Washington State, were given first

consideration, beating out Santin-
ello. of Oettysburg, S. Hurley, of
Washington State, and Lubofsky,
of Georgetown, by the smallest of
margins.
Santlnello and G. Hurley were

put on the third team. Davis, of
Duke, captain of the Blue Devils,
also showed fine ability against the

Engineers

Attend ASME
Convention

cording to emhient writers familiar
with aerial warfare, it is the first
ana only authentic reproduction of
the exploits of both the Allied and
the German fliers duing the war.
More than 100 daring pilots, with

actual war experiences and many of
them aces, took part in the thriUing
au: battles. A flying fleet of 87 real
wartime planes, including a Ger-
man Uotha bomber and a German
diringibie, was brought together
irom ail parts of the world. '

In one scene alone 51 planes are
shown in combat simultaneously.
It cost $260,000 to put this single
scene on the screen, and military
aviation authorities declare it is the
most miraculous achievement in the
history of aeronautics and motion
pictures.

For the first time the exploits of
the now' world-famous Baron von
Richthofen's Flying Circus are ac-
curately reproduced, and for the
first time the sensational wartime
Zeppelin raid on London is realic-
ticaily depicted.
Upwards of twenty thousand per-

sons took part in the making of
"Hell's Angels," and more than
three million feet of film were ex-

tuneful offering at the organ, and
Fabien Sevitsky conducts the Mast-
baum Symphony Orchestra.

"The Cat Creeps" is a comedy
melodrama based on John Wlllard's

famous stage play, "The Cat and
the Canary." A breathless quality

ot suspense pervades the atmos-
phere of this play. On the screen
It is even more effective than it

was on the stage, where it was
recognized as one of the most
spine-tingling plays ever written.
Teddy Joyce, young and dashing

Master of Ceremonies of the Mast-
baum, presents Paintin' the Town,"
a merry tabloid revue, full of com-
edy and dancing. The featured
artists are Ralcliffe and Bob, Rice
and Werner, Boyd Senter, the w^iz-
ard who plays 33 musical instru-
ments, Karavaeff, sensational Rus-
sian dancer to modern tunes. The
Four Co-Eds, the Morosco Broth-
ers, and the Fred Evans Girls.
Paintin' the Town" is a show full

of dash and color, with a great
deal of talent and fun.

Victor Herbert's "Fortune Teller"
Overture has been selected by Fab-
ien Sevitzky, distinguished conduct-

posed by the cameras to obtain the or of the Mastbaum Symphony Or-

Wilkes Barre

Club Dance
Xmas Night

Forve Chairman of Upstate
Affair at Hotel

Sterling

Cats
Ed Hunsinger and Stuhldreher „.. , ^ .

have departed for South Bend, „ , „ . ,

i-enter

Indiana, where they are to practice L ^''^
"^^"',™''i"«

^^"^'" ^o'' ^^^

with the Notre Dame AJl-Stars r°"^"" °^ Washington State, was
for the Dec. 14 charity game with
the professional Giants in New
York. Villanova is pround that
two of her coaches have been
chosen to participate in this game
and wishes God-speed and the best
of luck.

Our Predictions-

How Good WERE They?

The 1930 foot ball season is over,
and this expert prognosticator is
glad. No more (for ten month.s, at
least) will he have to wrack his
weary brains over the possibilities
and the prcbablllties of next week's
games, and no more will he have
to explain last why he picked Po-
dunk over Squeedunk in the big
game.
By means of a gaiTi.son finish, he

completed his season with an aver-
age of .734. as compared to .750 in
1929, his flrst year in the picking
business.

The week-by-week record follows:
October 4 25
October 11 18
October 18 10
October 25 13
November 1 ii

November 8 ....';»;. 17
November 15 »,^.,.. 13
November 22 ; , 9
November 27 9
November 29 6
December 6 4

1

3

8

7
10

6

7

4
a
1

2

1930 Record 141 51
AveraRe .734
1929 Record 72 24
Average .750

put on the flrst team, without much
argument, but Morris, of George-
town, and Adklns. of Duke, had a
stiff battle for the second team
post before the Hilltopper got the
nod. Adicins was put on the third
team, with Renshaw, of Gettysburg
also being considered.

Four Strong Backs
If any coach could pick four

backs from the material that went
Into action against Villanova this
fall, he would have no easy job!
making hLs selections, but he could
rest assured he would have a great
set of ball carriers when he was
finished.

We picked on our flrst team, Joe
LaMark. N. Y. U. quarterback. Bob
Mac.amara. N. Y. U.. Clark Hin-
kle. Bucknell. and Elmer Schwartz.
Washington State. Hinkle Is mov-
ed from fullback to a half-back po-
sition.

LaMark was the best ball-carry
Ing field general to play against
Villanova this year. whUe Mac-
Namara's punting was probably the
biKgest factor in N. Y. U.'s margin
of victory. Schwartz's work ten
days ago is still vivid in our mem-
ories, while those who saw Hinkle
enliven a demoralized Bucknell
team at Scranton in the fateful
second half last month, realize that
he must be selected.
McCloy. of Oettysburg. was prob-

ably the best cafety man and punt
returner to play agaln.st the Cats
all year, and he In named at quar-
terback on the second team. Smil-
ing Billy Murray. Duke's great
halfback, and Justin Brumbaugh.u good an Interferer as went into

There remain but few weeks
until Christmas night, at which
time the Wilkes Barre Club will
give their seventh annual Christ-
mas dance. The dance wil be held
in the new Ballroom of the Hotel
Sterling in Wilkes Barre.
From all indications and from the

promises of the general chairman,
Peter Forve and his committee
composed of Roger O'Donnell,
James Gerrity, Gene Nealon, Joseph
Balon and Stanley Prokop, the
Christmas dance will equal in every
respect the standards set by the
more successful of the past Wilkes
Barre Club Christmas dances. Al-
though the ballroom requires no
decorations, banners and pennants
of fraternities and colleges will be
employed to give it a college at-
mosphere and the music will be by
a recognized orchestra. Every ef-
fort has been made to make the
dance a perfect one, in conduct,
management, interest, suspense and
character.
The minutest details have been

arranged for during the evening of
December 25. The committee re-
port that all is in readiness. The
stage is set. Everyone is Welcome!
Boys take a trip to the Coal Reg-
ions for your Christmas holidays

Villanova Delegation Pres-

ent at Meeting in

New York

INTERESTING TOURS
Last week seven Villanova En-

igineers. members of the Senior
class and one Junior, attended the
National convention of the A. S.
M. E. held at the Engineers' Club
in New York. The Villanova men
who went to the convention are
Messrs. Brien (chairman), Kauf-
man, Brennan, Schnappauf, Was-
tie. Winter and Hahn.
The convention, which lasted

five days was composed of a series
of meetings and inspection tours
of the great engineering feats in
the immediate vicinity. Each day
some expert in his line would give
a talk or read a paper about some
Important phase of engineering.
Likewise the delegates were taken
on several Interesting tours; trips
were made through the Power
Show held in the Grand Central
Palace, through the East River
Generating Station of the New
York Edison Co. One of the most
interesting and novel tours con-
sisted of an inspection of the
North German Liner Bremen.. The
Villanova delegates came back
with glowing descriptions of the
unique and almost unbelievably ef-
ficient power system of the giant
liner.

Engineering students from all
over the country were present at
the convention and manifested
great Interest in seeing and hear-
ing of the pactical applications of
the principles learned in the class-
room.

astounding realism disclosed in the
completed picture.
Aside from its imprecedented and

spectacular features in the air, the
picture is replete with romance and
drama. In it are many new faces.

chestra. composed of 80 fine music-
ians, for this week's selection.
Milton Charles, the golden-voiced

organist of the Mastbaum, has de-
cided to present a novelty this
week, in the nature of a commimity

In striving for naturalness, Mr. song, which he will lead with slides.
Hughes endeavored to get away
from standard type players as much
as possible, and to use instead new-
comers with the freshness of youth
who embodied the characters de-
sired. Miss Jean Harlow', a former
Chicago society girl, makes her in-
augural screen appearance as the
feminine lead, and Ben Lyon and
James Hall are the masculine leads.

The story and dialogue were pro-
vided by Marshall Neilan and Jos-
eph Moncure March, and the adap-
tation and continuity is the work of Julian.

"The Cat Creeps" not only pre-
sents a thrilling, terrifying story,
but also a fine romance and a re-
markable cast. The cast is one of
the finest that has ever been as-
semgled for this type of picture. It
includes, besides Miss Twelvetrees
and Raymond Hackett, Neil Ham-
ilton, Lilyan Tashman, Jean Her-
sholt, Montague Love, Lawrence
Grant. Theodore von Eltz, Blanche
Frederici and Elizabeth Patterson.
The picture was directed by Rupert

Pre-Med Frat

Membership
Now Limited

Banquet
Be

and Dance
Given This

Year

to

Heine—Von't you take me for
beeter or for worse?
Ethel—I'm sure it would be for

de better Heine. I couldn't do
worse I

BERNARD
SHOWING

Monday - Tuesday

Thursday
^-PIE^SHOP.
gent^fOrnishIng^^^^

villanova men
50% SAVING ON EVERY PURCHASE

Any Order Will Be Taken on Request

I ALWAYS SELL FOR LESS

The Lambda Kappa Delta Fra-
ternity in the past has been one of
the most powerful organizations on
the campus, represented in every
activity of the college. Last year
when the official support was with-
drawn from the society, a decided
lack of interest in the welfare of
the fraternity was shown. That
lack of Interest has extended itself
over Into this scholastic year of
1930-31. To rebuild this interest
and to construct a new and strong-
er organization has been the at-
tempt of the few interested mem-
bers led by their President Howard
Garrity.
At the last meeting of this group

it was decided that the enrollment
of the new' re-organization fratern-
ity should be limited to thirty se-
lected men. These men should be
the best offered in the pre-medical
school. To be admitted to this
select group it is necessary for a
man flrst of all to be a premedlcal
student of a high rating scholastic-
ally, and then he must be voted
upon on his social standing on the
campus and with the members of
the fraternity.

Last year there was no attempt
made to stage the annual Lambda
Kappa Delta Banquet due to the
large aggregation of non-active

j

members. This dead wood has been

thrown aside and not only the ban-
quet is to be held this year but also
the annual St. Patrick's dance of-
fered by the fraternity in the past
as an event and the last chance for
amusement during the season of
Lent.

Any Freshman who is desirous of
joining this group of pre-medical
men will have the chance to offer
his attainments at the next meeting
of the fraternity. This will be his
last and only chance during this
scholastic year.

LraRARY NOTICE

All books including those out
for thesis work must be retiun-
ed tomorrow, Wednesday, De-
cember 10.

A fine of ten cents a day will

be levied for books retained
after this date.

\ Eugene Jacobs Inc.

Wishes a MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a HAPPY NEW YEAR

to all VILLANOVANS
Dress Up for the Christmas Vacation

A COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S FURNISHINGS

SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOPPE

Wednesday
By R. KAUFMAN
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DO YOU ENJOY A

GOOD DANCE?

ATTEND THE

INTER'FRAT BALL VILL
TEMPLE - VILLANOVA

TO BATTLE

TOMORROW NIGHT

LETS GO!
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First Formal Ball of 1931

To be Held Friday Night

In Adelphia Crystal Room

Villanovans and Intercollegiateg to Furnish Rhythm for

Second Annual Inter-Fraternity Ball.—Proceeds

to Be Turned Over to Belle Air

COUNCIL, FRATERNITY HEADS ON COMMITTEE

Temple Owls
To Be Hosts

To Felines

Price Ten CenU

Cherry and White to Enter-

tain Villanova in New
Mitten Hall Gym

TEMPLE 1930 WINNER

With dancing couples gilding

gracefully to the scintillating

musio, tuJcedos and shimmering
evening gowns filling the beautiful

Crystal Ballroom' with color and
life, the Inter-Fraternity Formal
will be a most fitting opening of

the 1931 season at the Adelphia
this Friday evening.
For the benfit of the Belle Aire,

the Senior Annual, the four fra-

ternities representing the four

schools on the campus have com-
bined to sponsor this social event
which promises to be a most
brilliant success. Elaborate plans
have been made for both decora-
tion and music, and the competent
committtee in charge have over-

looked nothing to assure those at-

tending a most delightful evening.

From nine o'clock in the evening
until one the next morning the
Ballroom will be filled with the
strains of popular dance music
played by Tom Cullen's Intercol-

legiates, a well-known Philadelphia
orchestra, and our own inimitable

Villanovans under the baton of

Vince Marra.
Just think! A formal dance in

the main ballroom of the Adelphia
and the tax is only three dollars

per couple. All prominent upper-
classmen have already signified

their intentions of going and it is

the initial opportunity for members
of the class of '34 to attend the
first formal dance of the school
year.

In order to insure success a most
capable committee has been ap-
pointed with George Blaney, presi-

dent of the Student Council, as
chairman. He is assisted by
Maurice Doyle, Edward Hookey,
Howard Gar"rlty and Thomas
Brien, these men being presidents
of their respective fraternities.

Other members of the committee
are V/iJUimx . Bradlqy, Wheeler
Jenkins, Stanley Prokop, George
Connor, Donato Alamprese, Robert
Armbur^, and Donald Gildea.

Don't forget the time - - Jan-
uary 16, the place - - Hotel
Adelphia, the tax - - three dollars

a couple - - formal.

Players Open
Air Programs

For New Year

New Year Season Opened by
Belle Masque With Mer-

chant of Venice

Gala Affair

By Lawrence

Men Success

Shawsheen Village Mecca of

New Englanders at

Annual Frolic

BRILLIANT GATHERING
Old New England again resound-

ed with the merry-making of a Vil-
lanova throng at the annual frolic
of the Lawrence Club on December
29th. The eleventh yuletide affair
was held amid delightful surround-
ings in the Crystal Ballroom of
Shawsheen Village at Andover,
Mass.

In keeping with the season the
ballroom was transformed into a
setting fit for any Christmas fairy
tale, with tall evergreen trees hung
with glittering, silver Icicles and
twinkling red lights. The spark-
ling rays from the crystalline
chandeliers Imposed a demurely ro-
mantic feeling upon the entire
ihrong.

Everything in the toWn seemed in
the throes of a brilliant holiday
season with this affair serving as a
climax to the carnival revelry. The
sight that greeted one's eyes, both
inside the ballroom as the gliding
shadows of carefree dancers and
those outside, gave but a slight ink-
ling of the beauty in "picturesque
New England"
That favorite of favorites among

the easterners, Roland Russell's
Ramblers, furnished the rhythm
for the brilliant whh-1 of this un-
usual gathering. The alumni and
their fair companions were indeed
proud and naturally so at a gather-
ing so replete with gala splendor as
this. Hundreds came from out of
town to attend the yearly classic of
this section of the country.

The exodus from nearby cities

was particularly remarkable, mak-
ing the affair assume a paramount
place on the social schedule of the
New England region. Although the
curfew usually rings quite early

here everyone agreed that they had
spent a most enjoyable evening of
dance and music.

Mr. James Flynn and his assist-

ants George Bain and Mattie De-
Luca are certainly to be congratu-
lated on their ability in giving such
an event. It Is evident that the
club is doing much towards spread-
ing the name of Villanova through-
out the New England states by such
representative affairs.

RADIO HEADUNER
The controversy over the pound

of flesh was begun again last Wed-
nesday evening, January 7, when
our artists of the drama portrayed

the characters in Shakespeare's
Merchant of Venice, for the en-
tertainment of the radio public

over station WHAT.
Professor Jonas, under whose

tutelage these weekly presenta-

tions are prepared, announced and
directed the program. The play, of

which only the first act was pre-

i.ented, will be continued each
Wednesday evening until it is com-
pleted.
The quality of representation ex-

hibited by the Belle Masque play-

ers in this popular play is worthy
of commendation. By speaking in

well-modulated, expressive and
distinct tones, they succeeded in

surmounting the difficulties en-
cuuntexed in broadcasting a play,

the success of which is greatly

enhanced by the appearance of the

characters in their various

costumes. Such characters as

Shylock and Portia require skillful

actors to portray, because they are
the center of attraction and on
their proper interpretation de-
pends the success of the play. The
difficulty of enacting these roles

is greatly increased when an un-
seen audience is the critic, as the
voice alone can be reviewed.

The cast was composed of the
following men, all of whom are
members of the Belle Masque
Chapter of the Literary Society of

Villanova: William Rorke, Antonio;
Hugh McHugh, Shylock; John De-
Frances, Portia; Joseph Hahn,
Nerissa; Jean Cushing, Balthazar
and Gratiano; Edward Hookey,
Bassanio; Joseph Hauseman,
Lorenzo; Stephen Duhamel,
Salarino; Shamles La Pond, Sol-

anio.

Mr. Anthony Emmi rendered a
piano solo, choosing as the
selection "My Sunshine" by Caupa.
He also assisted by playing in the

breaks between scenes of the pro-
duction.

Tom6rrow night at 8:30, the
Wildcats and the Owls will clash
on the basketball court. Although
both teams have tasted . defeat, fur
and feathers are sure to fly. Temple
will be out to avenge its last min-
ute football loss, while our laddies
still remember the 32-25 setback
handed them last season.

In a preliminary game, the
Freshmen fives of the two institu-

tions will clash.

With the exception of Jack Bir-
mingham and Tom Morgan, Jacobs'
men will present the same lineup.

Joe Czesick, Tom Edwards, Bill

Tracy and Doc Harkins all saw
action against Temple last year.

The Cherry and White will also

present a veteran team. Jack Bon-
ner, Gil Fiteh, Obie O'Brien, Joe
Wasta and Captain Red Pearson
being among the outstanding.

Oudd, Lulejan and Reynolds com-
plete the outfit.

Besides the aforementioned
players, Emil Reitz, Metro, Weston,
Frank Smith and Jack McDermott
are sure to see action against the
Owls.
The game will take place in

Mitten Hall, at Broad and Mont-
gomery streets. A capacity crowd
of students and Philadelphia root-

ers will see the battle.

To date. Temple has won three

and lost two games. C. C. N. Y.
and Purdue, Midwest Champs,
have beaten the Owls, while Johns
Hopkins, Georgia Tech and Col-
gate, which beat Fordham Satur-
day night, have all fallen before

the Cherry and White quintet.

The probable lineup:

Villanova
Reitz or R. P. .

.

Weston
Czesick L. P. ,

Edwards C Gudd
HarkUis R .G Plteh
Tracy L. Q O'Brien

Two Answers iCourtmen Drop Two Contests

Are Given In After Successful Journey

Question Box To Snowbound Southland

Hypnotism and Mixed Mar-

riages Subjects of

Chapel Talk

FR. STANFORD SPEAKS

Temple
Reynolds

.. Wasta

Speaker For

88th Retreat

Is Selected

Jan. 21 Set

As Date For

Boxing Bouts

The Question to3(, offering

Villanova students an opportunity
to have their religious questions

answered authoritatively, was con-
tinued last Tuesday evening, when
Pr. Stanford answered two
questions that had been handed in

to him before the Christmas re-

cess.

The first, a ratlier involved

question, was. "Is it a sin for

Catholics to hypnotize? (a) If so,

why? (b) Under aU cases? (c) Ls

it a sin for Catholics to allow

themselves to be hypnotised?"
la answering it. Fr. Stanford

pointed out first the opinion of the

medical world in these words:

"Hvonotism is nervous sleep in-

duced bv external or artifical

means. Scientists are not in agree-

ment as to its causes. All admit,
however, that hypnotism is attend-

ed with many dangers - physical,

psychical, and moral. Hypnotism
was much discussed and very much
to the fore fifty or sixtv years ago.

To-day most nhysicians ana
surgeons ignore it altogether and
dismiss the claims of its first de-

fenders, as false and exaggerated."
Proceeding, hs said that the

Church has not wailed for the

verdict of science to put the faith-

ful on their guard against the

dangers of magnetism and
hypnotism, and to defend ttie

rights of human conscience; but

ever prudent, she has condemned
only abuses, leaving the way free

for scientific research.

As a concise statement of the

attitude of the Church, he quoted

a Declaration of the Holy Office,

June 2, 1840: "The use of magnet-
ism, the mere act of employing
physical means otherwise per-

missible, is not morally forbidden

provided it does not tend to an
illicit end or one which may be in

any manner evil."

(Continued on Page Four)

Jacobs^ Basketeers Lose to George Washington and Manhat*

tan College by Narrowest of Margins Over Week>
End.—Two Wins in North Carolina

DUKE AND WAKE FOREST CLAWED BY FELINES

Debate Marks
Meeting of

Beta Gamma
Is

Arts Men Get Busy As
Eve of Great Fights

Approaches

GOOD PROSPECTS

Fr. Walker, Member of Mis-

sion Band, Will Speak
at Conferences

POPULAR AS SPEAKER

The Rev. G. S. Walker, O.'s"
A., has been selected by Fr. Stan-
ford to conduct the services and
to give the conferences at the
forthcoming retreat.

The eighty-eighth annual retreat

at Villanova will open on Sunday
evening, February 1. and continue
with conferences and devotional
services until Thursday morning,
February 5. It is expected that
separate time schedules will be
made out for resident and day
students. This move was thought
necessary last year because of the
crowded conditions in chapel when
the entire student body gathered
at one time.

Fr. Walker Is a member of the

Augustlnlan Mission Band, on
which he has served for over ten
years. The Mission Band, as is

known, Is occupied solely with the
conduct of missions, retreats, and
novenas In Catholic parishes
religious centers throughout
country.

The retreat master for

year's retreat is well-known

popular speaker, whose work

been commended in all parts

and
the

this

and
has

of

the United States and in parts of

Canada. Ft. Walker was at one

time Rector of the Mission Band
and before entering upon mission-

ary work was Master of Novices

and Profes-wr of Moral Theology

at Villanova.

Once more the Epsilon Phi
Theta, the Arts Fraternity, steps

into the limelight with its famous
Boxing Bouts. This year things
look brighter than ever for those
interested in the manly art of

pugilism. Preliminary arrange-
ments have been made and the
Arts Men are getting things lined

up to stage their fistic exhibition
this year in a big way.
Jim Rannazzlsi, big time promo-

ter, already has many prospect?
lined up and recently gave us the
inside dope that many good fights

are scheduled. Believe it or not,

there are quite a few boys In the

The ^^Tablet"

Comments on

Searchlights

Their Fair and Honest

Manner Especially

Liked

REFLECT CREDIT
The "Tablet" for Saturday, Jan-

uary 10, makes an Interesting

comment on the pamphlets, "Spiri-

tual Searchlights," which are reg-

ularly distributed to the students

at Villanova. The pamphlets are

based on the annual Religious sur-

vey made at the college and in

view of the fact that last year's

survey in book form will shortly

be distributed, the following quo-
tation is doubly interesting:

"The Rev. E. A. Stanford, O. S. A.,

of Villanova College, Issues little

pamphlets regularly under the

their "dukes" and these chaps are
all anxious to have a try at those
championship cups and medals to
be presented in the spring after
the finals.

The preliminaries will be held in

the Gym on January 21. The
winners of the various class bouts
will then meet in the finals to be
held during Junior Week.
So far several veterans whose

skill and ability are not unknown
to Villanova students have signi-
fied their Intentions at taking a
whack at both their opponents and
the championship. Among these
many famous fighters are includ-
ed. F. Tropea (147), R. Lanciano
(135) better known as the "killer."

Danny Zaff (118), and Rudy
Lehnau (145) are some of the
fighters who have already taken
part in previous E. P. T. Bouts as
well as Charlie Moore (118),
Johnny Qaughn (133) and several
others.

As a special feature E. P. T. has
none other than "Battling" Ted
Casey the heavjrwelght champ of
last year. Ted who tips the beam
at no less than 160 will act in the
double capacity of promoter and
fighter His opponent or perhaps
victim has not yet been picked,
perhaps Sharkey or Godfrey.
At any rate there is going to be

some wonderful scraps waged In
the Gym on the evening of Janu-
ary 21 next and fans are comii\g
from far and wide to get in on
them. Benny Bass and Lew Mas-
sey have already signified their in-
tentions of showing up and taking
a bow. Many prominent Phllly
sports writers have also made
known their intentions of coming
and in fact three of the more fa-
mous of them will act In the ca-
pacity of Judges.

school who are very handy with headhig 'Spiritual Headlights.'

They are made up of a series of

letters, based upon a religious

survey and reflect credit upon the
students and the faculty. What we
like best about them, aside from the
healthy Catholic tone they reveal,

is the fair and honest maimer In

which they are prepared. Argu-
ments, ideas, and practices, pro and
con, are given. There Is no attempt
to hide anything. The complete
picture is presented; the good with
the bad."
Then the writer outlines the con-

tents of three of the pamplets, viz.

"Mother and Dad," "Clean
Speech," and "What Proflt-VUla-
nova," and concluding, the article

says: "This is a reassuring type of
llteratiu% and is worthy of wide-
spread circulation. The man who
comes out of college with a clean
mind and tongue, with respect for

his parents, and after growth toward
spiritual perfection has gained, or
at least kept intact, plenty.
"Herein we perceive the value of

Christian education. The pure
scholastic training is there, athletic
advantages are present, but above,
under, and through all is the stim-
ulating and effective training and
practice of religion. It Is for this
reason that the Oathollc college
today is the nation's greatest asset.

Catholics all over will be encourag-
ed to know of the good work being
carried on in oiir Catholic colleges,
especially so when they see and
read of the results of the monl
slump on many sides."

Recognition of Russia
Discussed at First

1931 Meeting

TO MEET MUHLENBERG
Beta Gamma inaugurated an ex-

tensive program of preparation for
its scheduled intercollegiate debates
when a formal discussion on the
question: 'Resolved, that the Uni
led States should recognize Soviet
Russia" was held at the Initial
meeting of the new year on Monday
evening of last week.
Messrs. Buckley, Conlan and Gill,

speaking against the measure, won
a decisive victory over their oppon-
ents, Messrs. Hookey, Cartenuto and
Houseman, who defended the af-
hrmative side. The two teams were
almost perfectly matched in ability,
out the losers were evidently labor-
ing under the handicap of public
and widespread disapproval, for
uussia, her policies, and her people
have found little favor here in
America.

Messrs. Conlan and Houseman,
speaking for the first time as mem-
bers of Beta Gamma, proved to
their fellow-members that they
possess all the qualities of good de-
baters, with an extra measure of
skillful eloquence thrown in.

The aSirmative side based Its ar-
gument chiefly upon the recognized
stability of the present Russian
government and the economic har-
vest that the United States would
reap after the establishment of

proper trade relations. The nega-
tive denied that recognition would
affect our trade witli Russia, and
emphasized the repudiation of for-

eign debts and the confiscation of

private property by that coimtry,

and also her policy of spreading in-

sidious propaganda among the na-
tions of the world for the purpose
of converting them to Communism.
A series of exhibition debates on

the same question at nearby insti-

tutions, as well as further discus-

sions within the Society, has been
planned by Prof. Ponas in order

that the teams selected to meet
Muhlenberg in the home and home
debate this month may acquire a

thorough and lasting knowledge of

the subject.

Senior Class

Assessmeiits

Uncollected

The Wildcat basket bail team
lost two games over the week-end
to George Washington University

and Manhattan College, after wln-
nuig two out of three on Its South-
em trip and dropping the season's

opener to the Montclair A. C.

The trip to North Cai'olina,

where Duke and Wake Forest was
beaten while North Carolina State
stopped the travellers took the
team into a country of snow. A
blizzard accompanied the team
south.

On December 13th, the Montolair
A. C. won a close game at Mont-
clair when the curtain was raised

on the Cats' season.

The loss of Jack Birmingham
and Tom Morgan, mainstays of last

year's squad, was hard-felt in the
hrst six games but the team seems
to be slowly rounding into shape
and the close scores of Friday's and
Saturday's games bode ill for Tem-
ple and N. Y. U. this week.

Manhattan 24; Villanova 23

One point was all that separated
the Cats from a tie as Saturday's
game in New York ended, but that
point was enough. A scrappy and
veteran Manhattan five had come
from behind to win the game after

trailing 16-10 at half time.

Metro Weston, sophomore for-

ward, was the high scorer for both
teams with four field goals, while

Art Harkins, with five tallies, was
a close second on the Villanova
team.
For the winners, Kelleger, for-

ward, and Leonard, guard, with
seven and five points respectively,

were the individual stars.

VnjLANOVA
Fe.G. FLO. Pts.

Weston, f 4 8

Czesick, f .......... 2 2

Edwards, c .*,..'..wV^ 12 4

Smitth, c ...'.......

Harkins, g 2 1 5

Tracy, g ,.,..,. 3 4

Totals 9 5 28

(Continued on page three)

Coal Region

Club Stages

SecondHop

Coal Crackers Provide Pleas-

ure for Large Crowd
at Annual Dance

BROWN CHAIRMAN

OUR SYMPATHY

The Vtllanovan extends its sln-
cerest expre.sslon of sympathy to-
wards Peter Doupherty. "33. on the
death of his father during the
Christmas recess.

Belle Air Ball Fete Hinges

On Clearance of

Class Debt

COOPERATION NEEDED

A considerable portion of the

self-levied assessment which the

members of the Senior class Ini/-

posed on themselves, to insure pay-

ment of a class debt, remains to be

collected, according to a report

Issued last week by those in charge

of collections.

The class debt was contracted

through expenses incurred during

Junior week of last year. At that

time a Itew individuals cleared the

debt by personal loans relying on
the integrity and honor of the

class members for payment.

It was with this purpose in view

that every man in the Senior Class

was assessed five dollars. The re-

tunu?, however, have been most
disheartening and more than half

the debt still remains unpaid

The removal of this financial

difficulty should be of prime im-
portance to fitenlors. not only from
the view point of honor and class

spirit, but for other rea.sons. If the

debt Is not collected there will be

no Senior Ball this year and one

of the brightest social functions of

the year and of the entire College

career, for Seniors, will have to be

foregone.

When questioned on the matter,

Mr. Bradley, president of the

Senior Class, said. "I will make
absolutely no plans for a Senior

Ball this y«ar unless the class

cooperates by helping to clear up
the financial obligatlon.<t which now
stand before them."

They began ushering in the New
Year early up in the coal regions,

for ftestivities began on Tuesday,
December 30, when the second
annual Christmas Dance of the
Coal Cracker's Club was held in
the Masonic Temple, Heizleton.

Ray Schneiders Musical Aces
furnished the music for the affair

which brought to a close a series

of dances by a number of college

clubs in the upper part of the
state.

The spacious ballroom of the
Temple In Hazleton was decorated
with the banners and colors of
Villanova, with an appropriate
background of the season's com-
bination of red and green.

More than one hundred couples
attended, and a galaxy of Villanova
athletes of the past and present,

as well as alumni from all points
from Philadelphia north made the
evening merry
Among the members of the com-

mittee who made the dance the
social and financial success it was,
were Ed Brown, chairman; Jim
McKelvey, Johnny Blaney,
president of the organization, and
Dan Buckley.

LAWRENCE ALUMNUS
JOINS BENEDICTS

William Poplaski, of the class of
'24. was married last Wednesday
morning to Miss Grace Clifford of
Chestnut Hill, Boston. Mass. The
marriage was solemitized with High
Mass at 10.30 o'clock in St. Francis
Church, Lawrence, after which the
couple left for New York City.

Mr. Poplaski, who was graduated
from Villanova with an A. B.
degree, is now owner and manager
of the Forest Lake Ice and Coal
Company in Lawrence. He was in-
terested in aumerous extra-
curricular activities at Villanova
and during his Senior year was
baseball manager
Mrs. Poplaski is a graduate of

Wellesley and is the daughter of
John J. Clifford, a prominent
lawyer in Somerville. Mass.
Upon their return from their

honeymoon the couple will reside
in Lawrence.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 1.3, 1931.

Editorially

Speaking

FREE SPEECH

A PHILANTHROPIST

., ;

On Sunday eveninj? we had the pleasure of listening in

on a sermon on "Prosperity", delivered by Father Coughlin,
pastor of the Shrine of the Little Flower, in Detroit.

In his address Father Coughlin took us back to those days
of 1919. He pointed out how the Versailles Peace Treaty
and other so-called peace pacts were in direct opposition to
the tenents of Christianity and international law; he un-
sparingly exposed dishonorable negotiations and fearlessly
proclaimed the treaties to be productive not of peace and
good will, but of hatred and a desire for revenge. He men-
tioned individuals and denounced their methods. Finally he
showed how these post-war transactions were one of the di-
rect causes of our present period of dire depression. Every-
one of the speaker's statements was based on true facts and
backed up by historical documents and data.

Consequently, we are at a loss as how to explain the re-
cent charges which stated that Father Coughlin's sei-mons,
delivered over the radio, were inflammatory and seditious.
How a man who has the interest of his country at heart and
who firmly believes in and supports the articles of the Con-
stitution of the United States to the letter, who is moved
solely by a fervent desire to help remedy the terrible condi-
tion of our economic affairs and the poverty-stricken citi-

zens of our nation, how such a man can be justly accused of
sedition and slanderous attacks on the Government, we can-
not in the least understand.

His accusers, for the most part, were individuals who,
under the guise of sham patriotism, accused him of slander,
in ANONYMOUS letters. It does not take much insight to
see that they are fearful of the exposure and consequences
which might follow. These individuals who, by their unlaw-
ful transactions and injustice toward their fellow men, have
helped to bring about the present state of affairs in-
deed have much for which to be fearful. And already they
are being punished. Instead of silencing Father Coughlin
they have called attention of the entire radio audience to the
fact that such a program is being broadcast and we can safe-
ly say that the ears of the nation were turned on this little

man of gigantic courage last Sunday evening.
Quoting from the Philadelphia Record, "The right of

free speech over the radio, a weapon of coUossal importance
in the dissemination of fact and doctrine, gets a trial"
and we might add, a most successful trial.

m * * * Hi

One of the great philanthropists of an era of notable
benefaction died last Sunday after a career in behalf of the
ill and needy. Nathan Straus, the leader of American Jew-
ry, rose from obscurity as a salesman in his father's crock-
ery business in Macy's Department Store basement to owner
of that and many other stores and to fame as a philanthrop-
ist of the most generous sort.

After acquiring a fortune Mr. Straus turned his atten-
tion to philanthropy and after much consideration reached
the conclusion that raw milk was dangerous for babies. He
thereupon set a system of pasteurization laboratories that dis-

pensed to the poor of New York, milk that had been heated
to 145 degrees Farenheit, and held at that point for thirty
minutes. Coupons entitling a family to a day's supply were
distributed in large quantities.

Besides his philanthropies in the United States, Mr.
Straus made many contributions to war devastated areas in
the Spanish-American War and in the World War. As a
Jew he was keenly interested in the Zonist movement in
Palestine and .spent approximately $250,000 to establish
health centers in Jerusalem to combat malaria and tra-
choma. He al.so establishd soup kitchens where 1700 were
fed daily, regaidless of race or creed.

Mr. Straus was a member of the valuable group of citi-

zens which was presented to America by the resolution of
1848 in Germany, and the politicarturmoils that followed.
His father came to this country when he found Germany and
her politics distasteful. Lazarus Straus was a descendent
of a family of note. His grandfather Jacob, had been a
noted Jewish scholar, who played a pait in the Jewish con-
vention, or Sanhedrin, called by Napoleon in 1806. Lazarus
mixed in German politics.

President Hoover says: "The death of Mr. Nathan
Straus removes from our national life a venerable figure
which will be sadly missed, a Jewish leader whose vision of
service tran.scended all limits of race or creed and philan-
thropist whose benefactions, especially in behalf of children,
were of permanent value."

77?^ Sfyx

Seeing as this is the nrst time
that we have had the chance to
bully-rag you-all since the holidays
we will precede to wish you a
Happy New Year. For you know
this will be a happy year despite
all that the crepe hangers, cal-
amity howlers and the rest of that
ilk have to say. Why even the
unemployed apple vendors think
that business will begin to look up,
they say since everyone has
taken to the diminutive automo-
biles they all have to look up to
the curb-stone fruiters thus giving
them a feeling of being one of the
higher-ups.

Speaking of apples, some soft-
hearted people have felt so sorry
for the unemployed apples that they
have taken them in by the peck to
give them shelter—poor tilings.
Now they know that the old adage
should Be "six apples a day will
bring the doctor right away."
Well let us get down to brass

tacks—red hot, -right off the griddle
and hell bent for the Styx. Speak-
ing of the things of which we were
.speaking reminds us that the un-
employment situation down here on
the banks of the River Styx is not
all that it should be.

The banks down here needed to
be shored, it is true, but there
wasn't any unearthy reason why
they should be shorn. These earth-
ly speculators come down here and
knock the bottom out of things and
then expect them to go up. Well
they are going to be disappointed
for all the places down here are
too heavy for such a thing. Even
if they did knock out our solid
foundations from under us they
would probably land deeper in Hell
than they are now.
A rule we have down here which

goes toward deterring their nefari-
ous operations is the one prohibit-
ing running on the banks. If we
did not have that prohibition we
would very probably have some of
the ambitious real estate sharks
trying to revive a myth of Stygian
Atlantis and then trying to sell it

(the underwater land, not the
myth) to the Chicago World Ex-
position.

We need a lot of reminders at
this time as we are still recuperat-
ing after giving the new baby, 1931,
a big, big hand. So we will use
that last reference as a reminder.
They are going to try and get
Noah's Ark for the Chicago Pair.
Chicago must be beginning to

feel her age, she is so old now that
she thinks she came from the ark.
Therefore she is looking up her ma-
ternal home so as to preserve it.

Now we can't see why, with all the
modernistic buildings going up for
the fair, the fair city's architects
can't draw' enough arcs to build
an up-to-date ark.

Just in case the archeologists on
the case cannot find the ark we, of

the city of Dis by the Styx will offer

the officials of fair Chicago a light

arc for the Chicago Fair. If any
further illumination is needed on
the subject we will offer some arc
lights to shed light on the ark.

Someday, perhaps, we, of the city

of Dis on the River Styx will hold
our own World's Fair. Some of

the world's most fair pass through
here, and all the fairness of the
world. For oixr exhibits we could

get the originals, both in people
and things. The fair would be an
archeologist's idea of heavenly bliss

even though it were held in Hell.

In the exposition we would in-

clude some of the curiosities, rar-

ities and monstrosities left in our
stocking the night before Christ-
mas. That is all the good some of

these objects will ever do this pro-
saic world. What else could one
do with lavender and purple paisley

designed ties? What would be bet-

ter befitting that lighter alarm
clock that dear old Aunt Amelia
gave to her beloved nephew? Where
else and to what better use could
we put that combination table

lighter, cigarette holder, corkscrew,
penknife, golf tee, and bantam auto
which Uncle Tobias in one of his

lighter moods left at our doorstep?
This is Just the thing, the time

and the place to hold such an ex-

position. It is smart even if we do
say so ourselves! Fellows don't lend

as your ears but instead send all

your oddities kick knacks and
otherwise useless things received

this Christmas straight to head-
quarters here on the Styx. We will

exhibit them for you and perhaps
even sell them for you (we won't

guarantee that the purchaser Isn't

doing his early Christmas shopping

for next year—who knows, you

might get them back). All the

proceeds of this gigantic Christmas
removal sale, exhibition and what-

not will go to feed the unemployed

and starving Hellions. We prom-
ise not to buy coal for them, they

are more than likely able to keep

themselves warm in their present

unemployed positions.

Tuesday, January 13, 1931

aa^ feandtelitrl^t
TK% Miia M.itK«

Coming in to-night I struck a
niatch to the candle and it burned
a.s brightly as before. However in

the dazzle (it was a high powered
candle) there appeared a great
many things. Of course I couldn't
just picture myself on my mammy's
knee nor was I a bare foot boy
back at play but in the foremen-
tioned daze I did see a few things.
There was a vision of a huge bed
with pillows so large they seemed
to cover the whole room and in the
vision I couldn't see any bells ready
to ring and nearby there was a
large table with a massive steak in
the center and on each side a huge
roast turkey. I knew that I was
oil cented then. The flame having
died down to it's usual glow I shud-
dered and set to work.

It appears as a matter of basic
tacts that the mid-years are due
any day. Think of that and then
ponder the follies of life. Those
Idle moments will Jump up and
catch you on the chin. Holy con-
niptions what a though th^t turn-
ea oui to be. That lancy world I

used in the last sentence is one I

picked from the lips of a very
cuarming if somewhat ungrammati-
cal young lady during the Christ-
mas rush. Strange how travel will

broaden one. There were other
words but I either can't spell them
or they wouldn t look good in print.

Talking of Christmas, those were
tlie good Old days. I can see them
off ni tne distance. Those morn-
aigs when there was nothing to do
but lie in bed and attempt to decide
what you wanted to eat when you
nnally did get up. Then the after-

noons with no lab or studies to in-

terfere with your thoughts. Then
supper and the nights, ah-those
nignts, I must touch a tender spot

111 many a heart, those nights, what
memories, lull moons and a starry

.sky, or the polished floor of a ball-

room where the fair ladies glided in

the arms of handsome partners, and
alter the dance who knows—?—
xeh, that's the way the story books
would have it, but who ever thinks

ol it as it really is.

Up early in the morning to bring
in tne coal or light the fire, morn-
ings with so much to do you won-
der where to begin, Christmas with
its coverings of good cheer when
you say Merry Christmas in one
Dieath and swear in the next, and
those nights, ah yes, those nights,
one after the other, all beneath the
starry slcy while you shivered and
shook till even the trees rattled and
the moon even laughed, and the
polished floor of the ball room—

a

room half the size of a class room
packed full of grinning kids think-
ing themselves drunk on two drinks,
and the air reeking but not with
perfume, and finally you wonder
just what is wrong with the scheme
ol things, fheii it becomes your
great purpose to get back where
men are whatever you want to call

them and fishcakes and beans are
the Friday night ritual.

Now that you are back it is time
to count the Christmas cards you
sent and those received and figure

the loss. When that is over sit

mumps and go to the hospital. You
can just not take them or if you
are in the habit of having radical
views you can study. Its been done
before and has worked they say.

Don't work too hard, we need men
for the Prom and such things.

Seems somehow I just can't get
the taste of the holidays out of my
mouth. You'll have to be annoyed
a while longer on the same line of
type. There was the matter of
presents. I guess I got as many
ties as any other poor sufferer.
Thank goodness there are plenty of
pre-meds around the landscape so
no one will notice when I show up
with a tie that would stop a hurri-
cane. The watch I got ran Christ-
mas day and half the next, in fact
since the baby had it things have
never gone right. That's all right
as it was a gift to the baby in the
first place. The tree in our house
was great. I put it up. From that
you may judge what was what. It

fell down twice Xmas day a!nd once
the third day, after that no one
would put it back into position. Pa
got a box of cigars. There were
fifty in the thing. He opened it

bright and early that morning and
being in a decent mood and not for-

getting his manners he offered me
one. We lit up the way ' men do
who are in complete understanding
and settled down to a bit of real

enjoyment. Shortly after father
and I went for a walk and the
house was sort of close. There are
still forty-eight cigars in the box
unless Pa had visitors.

We got a new radio from Ma, at
least we will have if Pa pays the
rest of the payments. Yes we had
plenty of domestic affairs. Never-
theless it is good to be back and
have a room mate to holler at in

the morning. He received a dozen
pair of socks for Xmas so now we
have a dozen pair of socks. They
will come in handy as the ones he
bought two months ago are begin-
ning to wear out on us. They aren't

making socks the way they used to

make them.
He came back with a fiock of new

jokes but coming from him they
weren't much good. The ones I

heard while in the old home town
were pretty good but he didn't

think so. Shows how queer some
people can be in some matters.

It's a .shame the way our large edu-
cational institutions are turning
men like him into graduates. Some-
thing should be done about it.

The fellows in the next room got

hold of a radio in some manner.
It couldn't have been a gift as no
one would be that cruel. The room-
mate and I bought an axe but

haven't had the desired opportun-
ity. We'll wait until they are asleep

and here's one opportunity that

won't knock. Someone in the hall

came back in company with a type-

writer and it must be the new kind

that only runs late at night.

The lives of such great men are

often nipped in the bud. Men of

that variety never come to any
good. One of the fellows across the

hall developed a snore. Maybe its

due to the business depression or

down and wish for the good old the unemployment situation but we

summer time.
i

will have to find a remedy for it.

Another problem or prime im- The usual ones won't work as he is

LOYOLA
(Venice, Cal.)

We have all heard of Fire, Theft,
or Life Insurance, and have been
acquainted with it in other forms,
but to date we have been in the
dark as to the new wrinkle in in-
surance introduced at Loyola—that^

of insurance on recitations. Ac-
cordmg to the LOYOLAN, "It's a
day of big business in the class-
room-business that some day in
years to come may rival that of the
football industry The student
pays his premium to the campus in-
surance company. If he is called
on in class, he receives double the
amount of his premium. It's heads
he wins or tails he wins. It he gets
called on, whether or not he fails to
answer, he makes money. If he
gets by the period without being
questioned by the professor, he's
lUcky."

COLLEGIO de SAN AUGDSTIN
aioilo, P. I.)

We have hea^-d much lately about
the overemphasis of athletics, and
of the laments of thpse who would
recall the old days of sport when
teams were coached by unpaid en-
thusiasts—but it is to be remem-
bered that all those laments issue
from colleges where coaches have
been paid in the cold cash of the
realm for at least 40 yied,rs.

Here's something from a college
in the Phillipine Islands to state
the other side of the question: "The
game here (basketball) has been
going on long with just plenty of
materials and nothing else. There
has been no one of authority to im-
plant on the minds of the players
the real meaning of their game
As a matter of fact, some of the
games here sometimes develop into
a wrestling carnival and they be-
come practically disgusting to the
eye."

—O—
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

In an excerpt from the TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY NEWS. Dr. Fiske is

quoted as saying "The earning
power of most American families is

$800 less per annum than the gov-
ernment estimates as the comfort-
able living wage. Ninety-four per-
cent of the population of the United
States, because of the present econ-
imic depression, are not affected by
the income tax ruling."

—O—
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

According to the TOMAHAWK,
"blue and white" seem to be the
favoriate colors of American col-

leges as is indicated by the fact that
forty-three colleges in the United
States have these school colors.

—O—
OGLETHORPE UNIVERSITY
"Muddy" Adams, a guard on the

football team, has been dismissed
from the university for his wine-
making activities in the university
dormitories. His pleas was that he
was a poor football player trying to
get along without being called a
professional.

portance to the scholastic mind is

that of the exams about to befall

us. If you doubt your own ability,

that's all right. Isben once wrote
"Never be so mad as to doubt
yourself" but he jumped into the

river so we mustn't take it serious

a good scout and means a lot to his

mother. In fact he is an only

child. One can't crush a mother's

hope and joy merely because he

snores.
Xmas is over and I have decided

to move to some far forgotten isle

ly. You can always go home and i
where its always July and the yule-

give up. You can develop the I
tide season isn't even a myth

Aptitude Test

For Pre Meds
Advocated

General Test for All Medical
School Applicants Advised

By Committee

Now Just before I go

I'd like to sing a ditty short.

When selling apples by the quart.

And buffeted by winds that blow.

Just think of me down here in

Hades
Taking people 'cross the Styx.

They say 'Lemme be, nix, nix!

We'd sooner sell apples to the

ladies."
PHYLEGAS.

A Corpilatlon

A Negro teamster and a small

boy were driving along, when the

driver, to while the time away,

cracked his whip at objects along

the roadside.

•Let's see you hit that leaf." said

the boy One crack sent it whirl-

ing into the air.

"Tickle the scarecrow's ear. " the

boy asked agrain. The whip snapped

accurately, without disturbing the

stufAed effigy.

"Oh." the boy said, excitedly.

"There's a hornet's nest Hit that."

"No .suh!" the Negro replied A
leaf am a leaf, and a .scarecrow's a

scarecrow, but that thing am an
awganlzashun"

We believe that the followint
letter, recently received in the Sci-
ence department offices, will be of
great interest to all Pre Medical
students, as it concerns a topic of
vital importance to them. The let-
ter is as follows:

December 29, 1930.
President, Villanova College,
Villanova, Pennsylvania.
Dear Sir:

During each of the last two years
approximately 15,000 men have ap-
plied for admission to the various
medical schools in the United States
and Canada. Of this number only
slightly more than 7,000 could be
admitted on account of lack of fa-
cilities for taking care of more. Of
the number admitted more than 20
per cent, have bzeen forced to drop
out of the medical school because
of lack of sufficient scholastic abil-
ity to master the material of the
course. Such being the case the
Association of American Medical
Colleges appointed a committee to
study this problem with a view to
finding ways and means of securing
students betted adapted to the
study of medicine and thus reduc-
ing this heavy mortality and the
tremendous waste of time and
money of those who undertake the
study of medicine without the apti-
tude necessary for the successful
pursuit of a medical course.
After two years of careful experi-

mental work, a form of Aptitude
Test has been devised, which gives

a very high degree of correlation
with the success of the students in
the medical course. The Associa-
tion of Aerlcan Medical Colleges,

at Its meeting In Denver, voted to
recommend this Aptitude Test to
Its constituent .schools as an addi-
tional criterion in the selection of
medical students; and appointed
this Committee to administer the
test. The Committee was Instruct-

ed to arrange that the tests be
given o nthe same day in all the

colleges and .schools, which have
students who are applying for ad-

mission to a medical school; and to

furnish each medical school with

the scores of its applicants, and a

distribution chart of all the appli-

cants. The Committee was in-

structed to collect a fee of one dol-

lar from each applicant to defray

the expenses of the Committee.
The Committee feels that this

work promises to be of great bene-

fit to the applicants and to the pre-

medical colleges, as well as to medi-

cal education; but its success de-

mands the whole-hearted cooper-

ation of all concerned. It may be

expected that most If not all medi-

cal schools will act in accordance

with the recommendations of the

Association, and make this test a

normal requirement for admission.

You will kindly cooperate by de-

signating someone from your staff

who will have charge of giving the

test In your school and assume the

responsibility for collecting the one

dollar feet from each applicant?

The test requires approximately two

hours and will begin at 3 o'colck on

the afternoon of February 13th.

The tests will be returned to our

Committee for scoring and tabula-

tion. I am inclosing for your con-

venience a postal card on which you

can indicate the name of the one

who will have charge of the tests in

your school, and the number of ap-

plicants who will take the test.

The attention of all applicants

.sliould be called to the fact that the

test Is now one of the normal re-

quirements for admission to a medi-

cal school, and that if they plan to

enter a medical school In 1931 they

should arrange to take the test on

the date indicated above. For ob-

vious rPHsnns the test can be given

only once a year.

Very sincerely.

TORALD SOLLMANN,
Chairman.

The student senate was forced to
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL

COLLEGE
disregard the results of the recent
Freshman Elections when 140 votes
were cast by a class numbering 103
yearlings.

—O—
NORTH DAKOTA STATE SCHOOL

OF SCIENCE
Dull Season Courses in Bricklay-

ing, Plumbing and welding are be-
ing offered at the North Dakota
State School of Science.

DUKE UNIVERSITY ,

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.

On fH'toher 1. 1931. rureriilly nr-
liMtpfl rtrot and third yenr «tii-

(IriitH Hill br admlttril. Appllcu-
tloiiH may h4> «ent at any timr and
will hr ranoldrrpd In thr order «f
riMPlpt. ralaloKiipii and appllra-
(Ion fnrnm may hp nhtalnrd from
thp I>ran.

l^tUanobrlttes
The season of Merry Cheer is

over for another year. •..'<•..;,••

Songs that drift upon the -;

midnight air as one strolls

throuKh the corridors at mid-
night—"The Girl I Left Behind
Me."

And then how about "The Food
I left Behind."

Aftermaths of the holidays

—

headaches, heartaches and mid-
years.

Looks as if those "Keep Off the
Gra.ss" signs around the campus
were placed there in a business-like
manner.

There are enough old boats
in the piirking space to muke it

look like the Saragos.sa .Sea.

There's no shortage of mud cith-
er.

The tearing up ot the road be-
tween the Chapel and St. Ritas led

many individuals to think the much
proposed Mendel-Austin subway was
in the first stages of building but
It was only a pipe Job of some sort.

The cutting down of the large
trees on thp main drive was to
afford the residents of Austin a
finer and better view of the
stars.

The Interfratornlty Ball Is a

reality. Better take the stiff shirt

down to the laundry and have the

dirt rubbed off after the strenuous
holiday sessions. Those local danc-
es have the habit of picking up all

the towns dirt. In fact there's

much of the home dirt still in cir-

culation.

Then thcr* are the flghts next

week, t^ome and brinff the

roommate along .and see how
scraps should be foufht.

Spring is Just around the corner

but you are a long way from the

corner.
DO & DONT.

•Jim calls his girl Conductor."
"Conductor?"

"Yes. She told him whej-e to get

off."

»,

f\

«%'
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Looking Back on 1930 Football

Schedule

Completed

Luyula, Baltimure, Detroit

Nevy AJditiung to

1931 Schedule

NINE GAMES LISTED

of color to a rather dltll::ult lineup.

Boston College will represent the

North; Duke University, tlie South;

1930 wab Niiieteeii Dirty to plenty of folku, aud

8uuie Villanova athletic teams are mighty glad, too, that the

old year is gone, never to come back again. But, statisti-

cally bpeaking, the year recorded more victories than de-

lealb aud that, at leaist, is something to he thankful for.

Our ot 81 contests engaged in hy Wildcat varsity

leamti, Villanova liniuhed with 42 victories, 37 defeats and
2 ties. Ihis is slightly better than the record of the year

previous.

tight sports were factors in the amabsing of these The 1931 football aggregation, led

n . •
I e • II 1 . I

•
I 'Ijy Captain Ed Kobilis, will tackle

ligures which come from innumerable sources but which ^ nine game schedule. There are

are all checked and double-checked, and are authentic. several intersectionai matches

Two sports make their appearance in this summary "'^'^^duied which add quite a bit

after having been missing from the 1929 Uneup. Cross-

country comes back after an absence of many years, al-

though only one race was engaged in, while ice hockey made
^

Georgetown, Buckneii, i emple,
'Baltmiore, Gettysburg and Loyola,

the East.

Stuhldreher's eleven will open
the season with Loyola as the first

opponent on September 2(j. As in

past years the opening game will

take place here at Villanova.

! Loyola was last met in 1929 when
;Melanson's Raiders were hard put

to score a 16-7 victory.

On October 3, Gettysburg's

IJullcas trek northward to invade

our Stadium, seeking a second con-

'iiacutlve win.

October 10 is the date selected

lor the annual tussle with tl\e

Duke Blue Devils. This year, how-
ever, the Wildcats Invade the

Southerners' territory seeking a bit

of revenge. A victory on foreign

soil is always more glorious. Wal-
lace Wade, who produced a
championship eleven at Alabama,
which defeated Washington State

College in the Tournament of

is al-

S-O-L
Sportcasting

Here we are back on the air

again, folks. Station SOL sport-
casting an interview with Clete
Gardner on his trip to the Coast
as a representative of Villanova
and the East. "Biff" was one of

the eleven selected by Andy Kerr,
coach at Colgate, while the other
eleven completing the "All-East-
ern" team was chosen by Dick
Hanley of Northwestern . . . But
here is Clete, and we are all an-
xious to hear what he has to
say

-V-
Hello everybody. I had such a

great time, that I don't know
where to. start. I guess the 'best

Frats Will

Start Cage

Game Soon

Gold Basketballs to be Pres-

ented to Winners of

League Title

IK. KENNY MODEIUTOK

whistle found the Blue and White
on the sliort end of a 29-26 score.

The hosts led 15-5 at the half, and
it was this lead that enabled them
to win, for a rally by our boys in
the tinal semester almost wiped out
the early liandicap. Joe Czesick
with Ave field goals, and Reitz
with seven counters were leaders
for the Wildcats, wliile Wilson
stood out for Montclair.

.SOUTHERN TRIP
On Tuesday, Wednesday

Thursday of the following
the team treked to North
Jina meeting Wake Forest,

Carolina State and Duke in suc-
cession. The foresters were snow-
ed under to the tune of 26-10, nev-

and
week,
Caro-
North

The annual mter-frat basketball
panics will get under way on Mon-

1 . , . ^,.

uay. reoruary 2. father Kenny is'f ^^^« ^ ^^^/l^J''^^^^ ^°''

me moderator of tne league, act-!*"« ^'^'^ * P«^^ ^" ^^« ^"^1 quar

ing 111 this capacity for

Olid consecutive year.

ter.

its initial bow to Villanovans in the past year.

. The records for the various teaiiiB in 1930 follow:

' •«•**•«' •a\y,*«1i«JI*.i,«*W«4.«

• ^ fl •* t't*« t^ •> t

Golf

Tennib
'30 Basketball ' ...1.1 ;,........ . .9

Baseball ....'..! ...;.'..».!;. .12

Football .:.;;• ...5

'31 Basketball 2

Cross Country

Ice Hockey ...„„„..:.•.. .0

Track

w.
r

L.

3

4
6

11

5

2
1

2

3

T.

1

1

TOTALS 42 37

Pet
.700

.636

.600

.542

.500

.500

.000

.000

.000

.532

Detroit U., tlie Middlewest; and place though, would be at the be-
ginning, 60 here goes

-V-
On December 16, we all met at

Chicago, and practiced at North

GOLF LEADS THE FLOCK
rrii II •. II II rir* ^UllCKC 111 nic i.uuiiia.i

Ihe noble, ancient and honorable game of golf is ^oses classic at Pasedena,

found at the head of the list, and the disciples of the links icady under contract to coach the

deserve no little credit for this feat, which was a feat, be-
Devils. The Southerners are

I going in for foot ball in a big way.

lieve it or not.
|

Play in Boston

Golf was started here in the spring of 1929, and last L,fg«'"
^«'^°" *"l *^^"*'"^

I
, ,

,- 1^ III Villanova contingent; again a
year s squad was only the second to represent the school on viiianova team win perform before

the links. Captained by Dick Murray, managed by How ^^^ culture of the North. The
.. .

I I I I n I ^^ I 1 /• I J last game with Boston College at-
oarrity and coached by rather Greenlee, tlie outnt played tracted an immense crowd of

a tough schedule of eleven hard assignments. The team 30,ooo and according to all indi-

1 J. , r ., . .. I fi 1 re. cations a far greater tluong will
was handicapped from the start by the absence of btanl^e present at the I93i contest at

Prokop, college champion, from the lineup, due to injuries. Fenway Park.

The schedule Manager Garrity arranged could not

be called easy. It included eleven college foes, and only: stadium on October 24.

three stopped the Cat golfers while Rutgers gained a 3-3

tie at Marble Hall. The three matches dropped were won
by Swarthmore, Delaware and Army.

the sec-i"^*'
^^^'^ member of the squad

saw action, but scoring honors were

... , , , ,, divided among "Doc" Harklns,
AS m me past, gold basket balls ^om Edwards and Whitey Czesick.

,wui De aonaiep to the winners. a^d„er was the only one able to
inis IS sumcieni inducement for score with any consistency for
tne players and irats alike and at wake Forest
ine same time lenos a touch of ^. .,"

,,i, xt *v, /-•

seriousness to the league. „
The meeting with North Caro-

- - . Already tne Irais nave issued
""« ^tate was not so successfiU,

western's field in about six inches 'tneir cans tor candidates and have H}^, ^^"5 ^^^,^}^^}f,}°^^^^J^'^^-
of snow. That same night, we leftjuegun practice in the gym. The fi"*^,

P**y^° .{.,_.,"„" ,_.^.
*

for San Francisco, arriving four
days later. Here we practiced at
Kezar Stadium^ the Scene of the
game, twice daily.

-V-

oiucers ol each frat are requesting l^-^./^f^ f^
the half and increas,

all with a knowledge of the sport ^^^ it in the final semester Oam-
lo appear at the practices and will |"°" *"1,^°!"J^^J^°vh rT JZ
m.,o Q fui.. f.w^..r « „ii oo.,4..i„„ them, while Moose Edwards and
give a laa lyoui to all aspking '

scintillated for Villa-
„^ „^_, , , ^ candidates, "iney have appealed, it

Aio.v-jr o»,uiw.m»i,c« iwi vi^io,

The Shrlners, who have charge ..q^ neoends uoon vou to show "°^^-mow aepenos upon you ^o snow, ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^j. ^j^.^^ ^^^
Dlav be oresent ab the P''^^^'^ ^^^ "^^^ exciting of the

games and makt ySurTresence feR. ie!;,/^t^°"«?, «Ti!i"V'?' w^lT
. tt^ t^nr., ,.,4»h ,h^ Ji,r..>t K„„i,i«„ Devils to a 14-8 lead, the Wild-

„it«v^Tv.H«hiv w^nf * cats never ceased clawing untU
always mvariably wins.

"Whitey" Ccesick's last minute

of the fray, showed us a wonderfia I y^ur loyalty to youi- frat
time, taking us sightseeing and i

making us the victims of a grand
parade. In the latter, every East-
ern player was driven through
Frisco in a Cadillac 16 with his
name on the side of the car. Some
of the boys must have been hum-
ming "O give me something to re-
member you by," but it didn't help
because the cars were left behind.

-V-
A few days before the game, we

cannot

ihese contests are becoming an-
1 goal brought victory by the nar

nual affairs, being looKed forward rowest of margins, 22-21. It was
to by all basKet bail enthusiasts, ^ great finish to a great game,
boih players of the game and fol- only four players tallied for the
lowers ol the spon. NaturaUy each jacobsmen—Czesick having seven
frat is desirous of showing its su- points, Harklns accounting for six,
periority over the other, placing Edwards 5 and Weston 4. Crosson,

moved "ouT^headquart^ra "to'^'palo
''"Perlative players on the lioor to giant center for Duke, led both

Alto, and went through our paces "P^^o^^ ^^ prestige. In the past teams with eight counters.
bitter games have resulted with|
the spectators cheering madly for

their respective frats. Neverthe-
less at the conclusion of the games

at the Stanford Stadium. "Pop'
Warner acted as an advisory coach
and gave us some invaluable in-
formation. A few of us played
some golf on the college course, i^ ^'^^ sportive spirit, so character-

and found that few Eastern private ^stic of Viiianova students, has

Baltimore U., a new addition to

I

the schedule, is carded for the

clubs could compare with it. We
had our Christmas dinner at the
home of Mr. J. D. Howell where
the Shrlners presented us with
wrist watches. Later in the week
we went to Frisco for a banquet

aemonstrated itself among con-
testants and spectators alike.

The entire schedule has not as
yet been completed, two contests

alone being arranged—Business vs

Arts; and Engineers vs Pre-Meds,
and received Shrine blankets and the first contest taking place on

riie classic of the coal regions,

Viiianova vs Buckneii, is dated for

October 31, at Scranton. The
Bisons have an edge on the Wild-

cats in the annual series. Clark

Hinkle will face the Cats for the

last time in this game.
The Temple game has been shift-

ed from the hfth to the seventh

position on the schedule. The

TEMNIS UP HIGH
Another biiby in the field of Villanova athletics fin-

ished in second place. The tennis team, which was coached
by Father Mauch and which was captained by Pete Forve, owis are played in their backyard

also engaged in eleven mytoHeH and won seven. ^"n^t" ^t^'^tT hi
Manager Kodge O'Donnell had a stiff schedule ar-

ranged, and for the lirst time intercollegiate matches were
played on the courts across the pike.

an intersectionai

encounter will be opposed at

Detroit, November 14. Detroit had
a fine team last season and will be

one of the tough spots on the

JNotable among the victories for the crew of Forve, schedule

Herman, Laveson, Orcutl, Suarez et al. were those over
(ieorge Washington at Washington and over Temple out

here. Before meeting the Wildcats the Colonials had a long

winning streak, while victories over Owl outfits were always
welcome and sweet.

JACOBS PEPS UP CAGE GAME
Doc Jacobs, who is also credited with the fine show-

ing of Freshman teams during the past twelve months, and
a veteran basketball five are responsible for the high rating

of the cage team. Last year's quintet turned in eleven vic-

tories as against six losses, but two of the games were played
in 1929 and cannot be counted in the 1930 standings.

The team, which was captained by Jack Birmingham
and managed by Joe Kelleher, lost a grueling 32-25 game to

Temple, but turned in great wins over other foes, including
Catholic U., St. Thomas', and George Washington.

Birmingham, (.Czesick, Edwards, Morgan and Tracy
made up the first team with Egan, Holland, Ilarkins and
Gardner as replacements.

FOOTBALL HAS .500 YEAR
The record of the football team is faiiiiliar to every

one who reads this column, with five victories and five de-

feats the result of a very strenuous schedule and more in-

juries tliaii any college team in the nation suffered.

Victories over Temple and Georgetown, as well as

Boston College' kept the Wildcats up high among Catholic

college elevens in the East. Notable among its preform-
ances was the valiant stand against Washington State at

Franklin Field.

Clete Gardner eaptained llie eleven, while Johnny
Blaney was inaniiger.

Another .500 learn is this year's basketball five

wiiich won uiid lost two games before tin; New Year was
ushered in.

GREAT FINISH FOR BASEBALL NINE
After a bad start, winning only three of the first

twelve games played, the baseball season coached by Char-
ley Me(ieehan for the nineteenth season finished its sched-
ule with nine wins in eleven starts to finish on the right side

of the ledger.

The two games with Temple were divided, and Bos-
ton College defeated the Cats twice, but the Felines gave a
better account of themselves in the other games.

Fordham was defeated early in the season at the
"HStaaium. v' *

.

Red Melanson, with eleven liome runs in twenty-
three games, was the leading slugger, while Ed Kobilis took
rare of most of the pitching duties, aided no little by Phil
Ilillen, George Hanzik and Jerry Mulvenna.

The team did not get started until Junior Week,
when four victories were chalked up after a losing streak
bad lasted thniugli six games.

The team was eaptained by Johnny (Jillcspie and
managed by Jack Conaboy.

The Georgetown Hilltoppers,

upset in the 1930 tussle with the

Felines, will, for the second year,

invade Philadelphia the following

Saturday.
This is a nine game sclieduie in

contrast with the ten game sched-

ule of 1930 and a much better

balanced one. N. Y. U., Washing-
ton State, Oglethorpe and Lebanon
Valley have been dropped from the

schedule, being replaced by Loyola,

Baltimore and Detroit.

The complete schedule is as fol-

lows:

Sept. 2&—Loyola at Villanova.

Oct. 3—Gettysburg at Villanova.

Oct. 10—-Duke at Durham, N. C.

Oct. 17—Boston College at Boston

Oct. 24—Baltimore U. at Villanova

Oct. 31—Buckneii at Scranton.

Nov. 7—Temple at Temple
Nov. 14—Detroit at Detroit.

Nov. 21—Georgetown at Phlla.

ALL-AMERICAN BRADLEY

our All East sweaters.
-V-

The day of the game, Satm-day
the 27th, was a beautiful one. It
was a brilliant spectacle with 65,-

,000 present. It reminded me of
j

the Municipal Stadium. It was so
different. You probably heard or
read about the game. They won
3-0.

-V-
After the fray, we stayed at Los

Angeles. A few of us took a trip
to the Southern part of California,
passing through San Diego and
meeting the "Wa wa

the afternoon of Feb. 2

The remainder of the schedule
will be announced in these columns
in the near future.

Courtmen Drop Two Con-

tests After Successful Jour-

ney to Snowbound South

(continued from first page)

, , , .Mitchell, f
girl from cieeallelo f 1

Callente" in Tia Juana. WhUe atlM:o^S-c f
'

dan uiego we visited the old Au -^^'-•'"'•-^-
-

gustlnian High School, and also
met "Red" Martin. "Red" Is
full fledged fireman now.

MANHATTAN
Fe.G. Fl.G. Pts.

1 1

f 2

(Smith, c
* Hassett, g 1

Annual Dance

Conducted by

Salem Club

New England Club Holds

Colorful Affair in

Home Town

Kelleher,

Leonard, g 1

Kearns, g . . . , 2

3

1

3

Totals :.'..•.'. 8 8 24

-V-
We were also guests of the

Shrlners to the Tournament of
Roses game at Pasadena, where
Alabama did what we tried to do George Washington 31 ; ViUanova 29
—beat Washington State. At a a great last-ditch rally failed by
banquet later we met some movie two points to take victory away
stars, Johnny Mack Brown and from George Washington Friday
Monte Blue among them. They
are great fellows. The party broke
up at Chicago, where I continued
East in the company of Tony Slano
of Fordham.

-V-
Now I guess you don't wonder

when I tell you that it was an un-
forgettable trip Ooodbye
all

-V-
Thls Is station SOL again. We

hope you enjoyed Gardner's talk

night in the gym in the opening
game at home. Coming from be-

hind with a great rush in the last

four minutes of the play, a Feline

five showed sparks of brilliancy in

cutting a ten-point lead down to

the margin of a single field goal.

Poor foul shooting cost the

home team the game, according to

the final reckoning, for while the

Colonials were converting nine

goals out of eleven tosses, the

• See You at the Temple game '^^^^^^^^ "^^'^^ °"^y ^^''^ ^""^ ""^

So long

Yes, it's true! Clete Gardner was
selected as a halfback on the Asso-

ciated Press' All-Pennsylvania

eleven, and Tom Edwards got All-

American mention on the Grant-
land Rice's mythical thirteen, but
blushing, debonair, red-headed Bill

Bradley beat them all.

For Bill was picked as an All-

American center.

Yes sir, it was this way. The
All-fad hit Rose Teplitz, of the
Philadelphia Record staff, and she
picked her own team. And the
system she used I She didn't count
points for offensive and defensive
ability; charging, blocking, inter-

fering and punting were only
words to her. So she picked her
eleven on looks.

And, of course, handsome lied,'

the sheik, was picked at center
without argument.

Sports in Tabloid

Varsity. 26;

Var.sity, 21;

Varsity, 22;

Varsity, 29;

Varsity, 23;

Results (Dec. 13^Jan. 13)

Basketball
Varsity, 2G; Montclair. 29

Wake Forest. 10
N. C. State, 32
Duke, 21.

Geo. Washington 31
Manhattan, 24
Hockey

Varsity, 6; William.sport 4

Schedule 'Jan. 13—Jan. 19
Jan. 13—Basketball

Frosh vs Temple '34, away
Varsity vs Temple, away

Hockey
Vansity vs Sun Gulls. Atlantic C.

Jan. 17—Ba.sketball
Varsity vs N. Y. U., away

ten.

Husband: "My wife explored my
pockets last night."
Friend: "What did she get?"
Husband: "Oh, what an explorer goodness, where is it? I thought

usually gets—enough material for a I had pulled and pushed everything
lecture!" in the car."

Higher Up
|

I
Weston, f

The policeman had gone through Czesick, f .

a hard day when he saw a most
: Edwards, c

erratic car driven by a woman. Harklns, g
"Hey. lady," he roared, "use your Tracy, g .

noodle, can't ye?"
She looked bewildered. "My

Only once in the game, after tlie

the first play when Weston scored,

did Villanova lead. At half-time,

the score was 15-14, and a big G.
W. rally midway through the final

session gave them a 29-19 lead with

three minutes to go. A double-

decker barrage with Czesick and
Harklns starring as well as val-

iant play by McDermott and West-
on, brought the score up to 31-27

with 35 seconds to play.

The Cats took a time out, and
acting-Captain Harklns outlined a
tapofT play which was used after

play was resumed and Harklns
scored the goal. Another time was
called, now with only 22 seconds

left, but after the tapoff, the ball

changed hands too frequently to

allow any shooting except a wild

forty-foot heave by Tom Edwards
as the game ended.

Connor, W. G. captain was the

star of the game.
VILLANOVA

Fe.G. FIG. Pts.

Old New England was treated to

a typical, Villanova social affair

during the Christmas holidays.

On Friday evening, January 2,

1931, the Villanova Club of Saletm,
Massachusetts, held its fhrst

Annual Dance in the auditorium
of the Saltonstall School in the

hometown.
A joyous throng 'filled the

auditorium, maldng the dance a
o complete success, both socially and
Z financially, and it was with deep-
, est regret that they realized that

another twelve month must elapse

before an opportunity for such an
enjoyable evening is again pre-
sented. "Music hath charms," said

the poet, and the orchestra set out
diligently to prove the statement,
with the result that the charms of

their offerings were rivalled only
by those of the "femmes." And if

you are skeptical concerning the

latter, remember that all the un-
desirables hi that city were burned
as witches some time ago. Beau-
tiful blue and white streamers
blended with the gorgeous gowns
of the fair ones to produce a
spectacle that was nothing short
of dazzling.
The affair was extensively ad-

vertised by the committee, which
more than made up in efficiency

what it lacked in numbers. The
chairman was Thomas "Count"
Lomasney, an alumnus of Villa-

nova, assisted by Fred Donovan,
Charles F. McGee, Warren J.

Hayes, and Wilfred O. Theriault.

ai5I5M5MSJSMSeSISISMSMgMgMSiSiai

McDermott, g

2
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Just Looking
Around-'

College Students
May Elnter Short

Story Contest

Here we are back to our dear old] Two Monetary Awards Announced
Alma Mater after an extensive
Christmas vacation. Such melo-
dious tunes like "SUent Night,"
Adeste Fldelis, " and "Jingle Bells"

will not be heard for another year.
• • •

A flock of exams will soon be

by Ladles Home Journal as
Prize for Winning Writers

THREE JUDGES WILL ELECT

The Ladies Home Journal is

sponsoring a Short Story Contest

upon us. Coming like an avalanche i'^ which all undergraduates in

down the mountain side and con- American Colleges and Univer-
Unuing on theur unimpeded way sities are eligible. The prizes for

leavmg failures, re-exams, and ^^^ contest amount to $1000 and
hopeless funks in their desolate ,

$500. The $1000 prize will be given

wake. ^ ^^^^ student-author who submits
• • •

I

the best short story of 5000 to 7000

Intensive and wrinkling of fore- '
*'*'<*'* *" length. The prize of $500

heads will be the program during |

*^^^ ^ presented to the author

this dreaded month. Then we wiU '

*^" firiies the best short story be-

begm a nme or ten round bout ^w^**" ^^00 and 25U0 words in

with the faculty; maybe one wUl
be suliicient. The theme song
from now on will be, "My Fate
Lies in Your Hands."

• * *

Joe Bannak, Temple guard; Jo-
seph Kelly, Boston College half-
bacK; Mike SantamellQ, Gettysburg
guard; and Cyrus Marter, Buckneil
lackie, Joined the list of captains-
elect who will lead their respective
football elevens against the "WUd-
cats' durmg the 1U31 season. Ail
will have the honor of shaking £d
KobUis' hand m one of the pre-
game ceremonies.

• • •;,. ,.''''' '

''u.

Jim Henry, versatile Wildcat end
of the 1U2U football aggregation, is

now basketball coach at LaSalle
College. He was recently also
selected as Ime coach at the same
institution when its authorities de-
cided to place its first football
team on the gridiron in 1931. Tom
Couley. captam and star end of
the national champion Notre Dame
eleven, has been appointed as co-
coach with Henry.

• * *

The old pond has been seeing
plenty of action these last few
days. The weather has been ideal
tor sicatmg and the pond itself has
been covered with a thick coating
of ice. The air down by the
tracks has been continually re-
sounding with enthusiastic shouts
and the musical ringing of steel
on ice. Skating is practically the
only Winter outdoor sport in tills

part of the country and Villanova
students have discovered it to be
a very recreative one.

« • «

The Wildcat basketeers, tackling
a difficult schedule, have been
traveling over quite a rocky road.
To date "Doc" Jacobs' proteges
have met with four losses and two
victories. Duke and Walce Forrest
have fallen by the wayside while
the Cats have succumt)ed to the
Montclair A. C, George Washing-
ton, North Carolina State, and
Manhattan.

• • •

"Doc's" great worry and task has
been to develop a man capable at
filling the forward berth left va-
cant by the graduation of Jack
Birmingham.

• • •

On Wednesday, our old foes, the
Temple Owls, will form the opposi-
tion for the Wildcats. The Owls
have been burning up the boards
of late and that combination of
Pitch to O'Brien will be a difficult
one to stop. In the preliminary
contest our Kittens open their sea-
son, having the Temple Frosh as
their first "chaw." -.. ,,

Saturday night the cagesters trek
northward to New York to engage
the Violets of N. Y. U. The New
York institution is represented with
a strong club this season. Last
year agahist N. Y, U. the Blue and
White scored a decisive victory. It
is only natural that the Violets
will endeavor to offset that defeat,
but the Wildcats on the other hand
stUl rankle with that football re-
verse administered in 1930. Any-
way, whenever a Villanova team
and a N. Y. U. team get together
a fighting game Is sure to result.

• • •

Nemecek, Violet gridder, is a per-
former on this cage five. Rooters
will remember him as the N. Y.
U. end who exhibited his wares
one sunny afternoon against the
Wildcats in the Yankee Stadium.
Incidentally he was listed at the
end position on the United Press'
All-Eastern club.

Hehile Miller, head football
coach at Temple, selected a myth-
ical All-Opponent eleven for the
benefit of the Public Ledger's read-
ers. He paid a fine tribute to two
Wildcats, Tom Edwards and Jack
McGann, honoring them with
berths on his team. Tom was
given the post at right tackle
while Jack was assigned to the
right end position.

. THIRTY-THREE

length.
All manuscripts of the short

story are due at the office of the
Ladies Home Journal on or before
February 1st. The winning story
will be published in the June issue
Ilie longer snort story manuscripts
are due on or before March 1st

According to the rules any conr
testant can enter one or more
stories in either or both of the
two divisions but each story must
be enolused in a seperate envelope.
The Ladles Home Journal also re-
serves the exclusive right to buy
at its regular rates, any story sub-
mitted whether the story wins a
prize or not. ^ ^

The winning stories will be
selected by a committee of three
judges. The judges are the editor-
in-chief of the magazine and two
well known short story writers
whose names will be announced
after the contest. All stories sub-
mitted should be typed and sliould
be addressed to the Contest Editor,
Ladies Home Journal, Independ-
ence Square, Philadelphia. Any
manuscript arriving late will not
be entered in the contest.

Villanova

Thespians to

Plav Soon

Belle Masque Players Will

Regale Town With Com-
edy "College Inn"

UNUSUAL PRODUCTION

Pre-Med Made
Head of ^ew
Laboratory

iNatlian Sussman Is Assist-

ing at the Emery Re-
search Lab.

"College Inn," Professor Jonas'
latest comedy production, will be
presented by the Belle Masque
players of Villanova on the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenUi
of next month. The spacious hall
of St. Thomas of Villanova at
Rosemont has been secured and
from indications even now a ca-
pacity crowd is expected.
The theme of the three-act pre-

sentation is taken from a former
musical comedy hit, "Marguerete,
also by Mr. Jonas. All the Joys
and happenings in college life are
depicted in this remarkable pro-
duction. An interesting and amus-
ing romance is Interwoveh with
plenty of comedy to render the
play unflagglngly entertaining as
a whole.
The players in the order of their

appearance are: Stanley Prokop,
Rayston^; Robert Rothert, Ted;
John Kelly, Bill; Robert Judson,
Charley; William Rorke, Jack
Nile; Donald LaFond, Clarence
Merrell; Joseph Halm, Marguerete
aiUmore; Lawrence DePrances,
Mrs. Olllmore; Stephen Duhamel,
Cloud; Hugh McHugh, John Brent-
worth; Edward Hookey, Sidney
Wellington; Harry Dougherty, Dick
Snap; Joseph Houseman, Mae
Bright; Alex. Lewis, Mike OT)ay;
David Cartenuto, Joe Long; Wil-
liam Papp, Ed. Fields; Bert
Schwartz, Frank Carr; Basil
Shorb, Ralph Stone; Jean Gush-
ing, Dr. Thompson; Frank Mc-
Ginley, Express man.
Rehearsals have begim and the

players are doing their utmost to
further the name of Villanova In
the dramatic world. Patrons are
being solicited at one dollar or
more for the patron list and tick-
ets are selling for seventy-five
cents. With these low rates it is
expected everyone will do their
best to support the play in every
way possible.

the Catholic faith and not to In-

terfere in the Catholic's practice

of his or her religion. It is under-

stood, too, that the Catholic party

will labor by prayer and example to

convert his or her husband or wife,

as the case may be."

In closing, Fr. Stanford
recommended that Chapter 24 of

Volumne 2 of "Religion Outlines

for Colleges " by Cooper be read.

Scientific

Movie Shown
In Seminar

Manufacture of Microscopes

Explained to Pre-

Meds

ARTS MEN ATTEND

Two Answers Are Given
in Question Box

(Continued from Page One)

For the past summer one of the
members ol the Premedical School,
Nathan Sussman, has been dlstin-
guishmg himself as a research In alllying this attitude to the
scientist at the Emery Laboratory specific question asked, he said to
of Experimental Radiology, Roent-
genology and Cancer Research of
the Hahnemann Medical College
and Hospital in Philadelphia. While
working on full time basis diu-ing
the summer of 1930 Nathan Suss-
man has investigated the action of
a newly developed dye, upon which
a report was made, April nineteenth
ol tnis year, before the Pennsyl-
vania Academy of Science, and
which appears in the "Proceedings
ot the Academy."
The dye is termed "E-47 ", and his

mvestigations have been upon the
actions of this dye upon the devel-
opment of the normal chick em-
oryo, growing plants and the crown-
gall ol the sucalyptus. He is now
making a comprehensive study of
the action of "E-47" on the devel-
opment of rat embryo, and breeding
cnaracteristics of rats treated with
tills material.

The Laboratory of Biology, of
which Nathan Sussman is the head,
IS a relatively new development ol
the Emery Laboratory. Dmung the
past lew months it has studied in
considerable detail the absorption
ox the dye "E-47" by the chick em-
Dryo, and the ultimate effect pro-
auced on the growing organism.
The results of this investigation

have proven of considerable inter-
est, and give promise of adding an-
other link to the chain of experi-
mental data benig accumulated in

the study of vital dyes and cancer.
While Mr. Sussman is working

for his Master's degree from the
School of Science, he is working at
the Laboratory on a part time basis,

though this does not limit his work
in either field.

(a) "It is in general sinful for the
lay Catholic to practice hypnotism
ill view of the dangers - physical,
psychical, and moral involved;"
(b) "It would not be wrong for
reputable physicians, for grave
reasons, provided it does not tend
to an illicit end;" (c) "It would
likewise be wrong for Catholics to
submit to hypnotism unless it be
in the case of a reputable physician
for grave reason that does not tend
to an illicit end." For further in-
formation he referred his hearers
to the article on hypnotism in the
Catholic Encyclopedia.

The second question concerned
mixed marriages and led the
speaker to give a brief resume of
the attitude of the Church on the
matter of a Catholic marrying a
non-Catholic.

He said, in part: "The general
law of the Church is opposed to
mixed marriages chiefly for: first,

the danger of loss of faith to the
Catholic party as well as to the
children to the marriage; second
because religious differences are
fertile ground for discord or in-
compatibility, as it is popularly
termed. The Church grants dis-
pensations for Just and grave
reasons under the following con-
dition: that the non-Catholic
party sign a contract to bring up
all the children to the marriage in

Last Thursday through the
courtesy of the Bausch and Lomb
Optical Co of Rochester the
Seminar of the School of Science
was treated with a very interfesting

motion picture showing how
microscopes and other similiar in-

struments are made. Starting with
the preperation of the glass and
going right up to the finished
product, each step in the manu-
facture of microscopes was ex-
plained very interestingly and
completely by this graphic picture.

In a short speech before the
showing of the picture Mr. Wexler,
a representative of Bausch and
Lomb who accompanied the
picture, explained some of the
more technical parts and gave the
students some idea of what they
were about to see. "This was" he
said "the first time that the
different colors of the spectrum
wfre ever photographed and shown
on the screen."

Our old friend the compound
microscope in general use in the
Villanova laboratories came in for

its just amount of space and wt;

saw how the various lenses are
ground, their sizes and the various
positions in which they are placed
in order to secure the proper
amount of magnification. The
colors of the spectrum were next
shown and the students were given
the rare treat of actually seeing
this unusual sight.

Other interesting parts of the
picture were the "Newton's Rings"
which denote when a lense has
been sifficiently ground and
"Prince Rupert's Drop" a remark-
able example of molecular
cohesion.

Several Arts men, hearing about
the very interesting nature of last

Thursdays Seminar were present
and were just as interested as their

scientific brothers - in - learning.

AT THE
MASTBAUM
The Mastbaum Theatre, Twenti-

eth and Market streets, Philadel-
phia, The Showplace of the World,
presents for the week commencing
Friday, January 9th, a show' filled

with mirth and humor. Wheeler
and Woolsey, the inimitable "Cuck-
oos" are back with another and
greater laugh riot, "Hook, Line
and Sinker," while on the stage
Teddy Joyce presents "Town Top-
ics", a revenue compounded of
humor and dancing. Milton Charles
will be at the console, and David
Ross will make his debut as guest
conductor of the Mastbaum Sym-
phony Orchestra.

"Hook, Line And Sinker, " Wheeler
and Woolsey's newest laugh vehicle,
has the noted comedians as proprie-
tors of a hotel, thus allowing them
full opportunity for their special
brand of nonsense They are said
to be even funnier in this than in
their noted successes "The "Cuck-
oos" and "Half Shot At Sunrise"

"Town Topics," Teddy Joyce's
presentation for this week, is a
sprightly blending of melody and
nurth The featured artists include
William and Joe Mandel, Ted Leary,
Auriole Craven, and the Gluck-
Sandor Girls. Teddy Joyce's ma/1-
cap musicians, the Mastbaum Stage
Baud, will give another of their
clever and original specialties.

Milton Charles, singing organist
at the mighty Wurlitzer, has chosen
for this week a selection entitled,

Lady, Play Your Violin."

David Ross, distinguished con-
ductor, has chosen for his first

week as guest conductor of the

Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra,
"Gems from the Operas of Olacomo
Puccini ", Including excerpts from
such noted operas as "La Tosca,"
"La Boheme." "Mme. Butterfly,"

and "The Girl of The Golden
West."
For screamingly fuimy situations.

Hook, Line and Sinker," cofeatur-

ing Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
sey, is the season's masterpiece. It

lifts these comedy kings Into a class

by themselves, specialists In comedy,
both high and low. They are sup-
ported by an unusually strong cast,

including Dorothy Lee. Jobyna
Howland, Ralf Harolde, Bill David-
son, Natalie Moorhead, George
Marion, Hugh Herbert and Stanley

Fields. The picture was directed by
Edward Cllne.

WHO SAYS HONESTY IS
A THING OF THE PAST

One Villanova student was saved

from fhiancial ruin by the honesty

of Colodonato, the tailor, and his

representative at the college.

Said student sent out a suit to

be pressed without removing a
wallet containing quite a simi of

money. .
''.

The tailors dUicbvered the wallet

when he pressed the suit, and im-
mediately sent a man to return it.

Honesty and howl says

ONE THANKFUL VILLANOVAN

Notice!,
*

The mid-year examinations will

start on Friday, January 23rd. and
end on Saturday, January 31, Fr.

Mauck announced yesterday.

Father Stanford has also made
an announcement, to the effect

that the annual retreat will open
Sunday evening, February 1, and
close Thursday morning, F>eb-

ruary 5.

Tourist (at a country hotel):

"Can I have a room with a show-
er?"

Proprietor: "Waal, I can give

you a room that leaks but I'm ding
busted if I can guarantee rain."

Eugene Jacobs Inc.

Start The Year Right!

Make a Resolution

TO WEAR

Better Clothes—

1

4
<

A COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S FURNISHINGS

SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOPPE

Wednesday
By R. KAUFMAN

*
<
•*

<
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PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
:

• in the rear

First Class Service

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • * .

TELEPHONED
fJMother and 'Dad

Williamsport

Foe Falls to

Pucksters

Yale and Crescent A.
Are Dangerous Foes

of the Future

C.

The Blue and White Ice Hocekev
aKgregatlon ushered in their .season
most au.splclously la.st Saturday
evening when they trounced the
strong Winiam.sport Amateur Club
by the tune of 8 to 4.

The upstaters who enjoy the repu-
tation of being hard to beat were
never dangerous after the gamp got
under way and the Villanova .skat-
ers literally ran rings around their
opponents.
Kennedy and Orcult turned in a

brilliant performance for the win-
ners and thrilled the small-sized
crowd with theU- skating and shots

at the net. The entire Wildcat club
exhibited remarkable team work in

passing, which was most instru-
mental in gaining the victory.

Stashaik and Murphy each tallied

twice for the losers but never really

threatened at any time.
Bob Rothert and Charlie Lynch,

with the aid of Ed Hunsinger, have
made ice-hockey a reality at Villa

nova. They have worked hard to

gather together and coach those

men who expressed a desire to play
the game. That they have succeed-
ed is evident.

In the near future, matches will

be played with Rutgers, Crescent
A. C. and Yale Junior Varsity,

among others.

He Won

A young salesman was proposing
to his best girl.

"And darlhig," he finished, "I'U

lay my whole fortune at your feet."

"But It Isn't a very big fortune,"

she reminded him.
"I know, dear," came his reply,

"but it'll look awfully big beside

your little feet"

Color Hcheme

An old colored man was burning
gra.ss when a "wise guy" stopped
and said:

"You're foolish to do that. Uncle
Eb; It will make the meadow as
black as you are."

"Don't worry 'bout dat. sah." re-

sponded Uncle Eb. "Dat grass will

grow out an' tie as green as you is."

He—I see no reason why we
shouldn't get married.
She—Mayt)e you never looked in

the mirror.

Interfraternity Ball

CRYSTAL BALLROOM

HOTEL ADELPHIA

ON

Friday Evening, January 16

9 TILL 1

MUSIC BY

Tom CuUen's Vince Marrams

INTERCOLLEGIATES

FORMAL

VILLANOVANS

$3.00

THE THRILL

lasts for daysl

Those voices from Home will ring in

your ears for days to come, and help

to brightefi up the longest lecture,

or the dullest evening.

Make a telephone date with the folks

at home, for a certain evening every

week—and bring a touch of home
to the campus.

It's easy to make the call—just give

the Operator your home telephone

number, and stay on the line.

It costs but little—and, if you like,

charges may be reversed.

•. ^

f •

''»'^

^«.

A

*.

^^'

BIG BOXING BOUTS

IN THE GYM

WED. NITE 8 P. M. VILL
BIG BOXING BOUTS

IN THE GYM

WED. NITE 8 P. M.
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Leather Pushers To Wage
Merry Battles Tomorrow

In E. P. T. Eliminations

Annual^ Ep^ilon Phi Tlieta Boxing Bouts to (iive Campus
Entertainment Before Mid-Term Exams Begin

NINE BOUTS IN RINC; SCHEDULED

Violets Top
Cat Passers

In Gotham

. The exams don't start until Fri-

day morning so the rafters and the

windows in the gym tomorrow

night will be filled again with

Villanova fight fans, which in-

cludes just about every Villanova

student.

Along about eight o'clock Time-
keeper Eddie Kobilis will ring his

bell. Announcer Bucky Hammond
will start his spiel, five or six hun-

dred Wildcats will advise him to

keep quiet and the evening will be

omciaily begun.
Epsilon Phi Theta, the fraternity

that has been for two years spon-
soring the series of eliminations
that end with the finals that will

be fought m the open-air down in

the Stadium, probably in Junior
Week, are again the promoters.
Jim Kannazzisi is the chairman of

tlie committee m charge of the
oouts.

Rannazzisi announced late last

week that the final details of the
order of bouts had been settled and
aiso reported that the advance
ticket sale was most encouraging.
Tickets for students are thirty-five

cents, and are on sale in Rooms
20/ and 221 in Pedigan Hall.

Nine three-round bouts have
been arranged, and a special at-

traction, according to Rannazzisi,

will be two wrestling exhibitions.

Wrestlers From Temple
The contestants in the wrestling

(Continued on page three)

Searchlights

Will Appear
As Booklet

Viliauova Loses to N. Y. U.

After Giving Up
Early Lead

IRACY HIGH SCORER

First

April Date

Named For
'33 Soiree

Time in Three And
a Half Years.—Almost

iOO Pages

WILL BE VALUABLE

fniS'^K*"^]
Searchlights" in bookletform, based on the Sixth RellKlous

press. The book, said to containalmost one hundred pages will Sve

manneTS'^^n ^"' ^^^^^^
m-^r K ^^ ''^^"'*« of the survey

S last veaT"' °' .''"estionnS

When "Spiritual SearchllKhts"

iished In the form of a booklet fnralmost three and a half yeaS^was last published inim Since that time the results

issued at s^^d^^nJrTals'^^rol

are^'^^Hlr.'"?o^r"^^"^
"Mother and Dad"

form was explained by Pr StenforHwhen he said that a cheJk-
"'°'^''

It
September,

recalled
Profit" and

' Ho!;!
^^^' ^ "majority of the stu

Ben Franklin Ballroom

To Be Scene of

Gala Event

ROTHERT CHAIRMAN
Here is good news from the Soph-

more Class. The representatives of

the second vear men have an-
nounced a date for the annual
Sophomore Soiree. It is April 10,

1931. Upon close scrutiny of the

calendar They will be glad to see

that this Friday eveningis the first

after the Easter holidays (which, by
the wav. will be here before we
realize it.)

No doubt evervone on the campus
remembers the wonderful time that

was had on the occasion of last

year's Sophomore Cotillion. The
committee this vear headed by Bob
Rothert has oromised even to siu*-

pass the record set last spring.

This is a high eoal after which to

aim, but we feel that the committee
is equal to the task in every respect

and we wish them every success in

their efforts.

Proof that the objective set is no
idle boast is given here: the dance
will be held in one of Philadelphia's
finest and most exclusive Ball-

rooms - - that of the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel. We cannot
adequately describe this ballroom;
suffice it to say that it is

magnificent in^ all its accoutre-
ments. The orchestra has not been
definitely settled upon, but every
possible effort is being made to

.secure one of the most noted
Colored Bands in New York City.

We can rest assured that if this

band of 12 pieces is hired the Soph
Soiree will go down in history as
having one of the hottest orchestras
on record.

The dance will begin at 9 o'clock
and continue to the wee hour of
2 AM.
These are the plans so far-you

will hear more about #thB dance
latter on Our advice is this-hold
the night of Friday, April 10 open;
get a date with the favorite femme.
Lastly, dig down and hold on to
$3.00 for the ticket.

The siz^ of the 102nd Regimental
Armory and a dashing brilliant

live-man offense of a New York
University quintet was responsible
ior the fourth straight defeat of

the Villanova basketeers, suffered
baturday night at the hands of
Lhe Violets, 39-21.

After grabbing a 6-3 advantage
in the first few mmutes, the Wild-
cats wilted when Werner, Siegel

Late Temple
Rally Beats

Cat Qiimtet

Villanova Loses Cage Fray to

Owl Five After Leading
At Half-Time

PLAY AGAIN U\ MARCH
Last Wednesday night the Owl's

hoot had a victorious note, the
wearers of Cherry and White in-
vited the Wildcats to their lair and
then made them bite the dust. All
of which is another way of say-
ing that the Villanova basketball
team was defeated, in Mitten Hall
by Temple.
The final score, 29-18 does not

tell the closeness of the struggle.

think that tJie booki; fo^.^^.-'i?
-roater service, it is m orTer thaJ

•-/S7o ,t^'-*'h"fhts" may be of/ICC to the greatest nu
mibllshlnR the results of

letto and booklet form hale bS^

to put the home team out in front.

Bill Tracy, Villanova guard, was
high scorer lor the losers, his
three held goals setting the pace.
vVerner with twelve points led the
N. Y. U. team.
Tracy and Metro Weston collid-

ed imder the basket just a few
moments befor^^ the game ended,
'.nc former being knocked out on
tiie pla^. Both liad to leave the
(^amt
The Wildcati trailed at the half,

23-15. In the final period, a long
inot by iilmil Reitz was the only
two-pointer scored by the Felines.
Last night, after this edition

went to press, Manhattan, another
Villanova opponent, and N. Y. U.
clashed in Madison Square Oar-
den, and while the records indi-
cated the Violets were not favorites
members of the Villanova cage
squad stated their teamwork and
ail around play was better, and
that they should defeat the former
outfit, which has not been beaten
yet.

Villanova N. Y. U.
Czeski forward Werner
Weston forward Siegel
Edwards center Hugret
1 racey guard Banks
Reitz guard Nemecek

Substitutions—Villanova : Herrity,
McDermott, Zuhoski, N. Y. U.: lefift

Hicks, Teich, Haggerty. Field goals
Czesick, 2; Weston, Edwards. I'racy
3; Keitz, Werner, 5; fijiegel, 4; Baake
4; Nemecek, 3; Foul goals—Weston,
Herrity, Edwards, Reitz, 2; Werner,
2; Hugret, Banks, Nemecek 3. Ref
eree—Murray.

used.

Two Sets of

Exercises at

88th Retreat

Day Students Will Have
Separate Schedule

of Services

and Nemecek dropped in field goals As in the Freshman game, Villa
nova was off to a lead at the hali,
11-8, but the Owls came back with
a rush to tally 20 more counters,
while we were held to an octette.

About 2500 people came to see the
Owls and Wildcats continue their
feud, and they were not disappoint-
ed. Although the action waned at
a few times, most of the going was
last and furious for both clubs.

Perhaps the turning point was the
removal of "Moose" Edwards via
the personal foul route towards the
end of the first half. The score
at this time was 9-4 with Villa-

nova ahead, due to the elTorts of
Metro Weston, who racked up four
neld goals. However, Reynolds
and Fitch got loose, and the Fel-
ine margin was cut down to 3

points at the halfway mark.
The second half smacked some-

what of last year's 'I'emple game.
It was then that .Jack Bonner,
burly center, ran wild with 20
points. In this game, Len Oudd
also an end on the gridiron and
pivot man on the court, managed
to elude Smith for a quartette of

field counters to bring the Owls
out of an embarrasing i)osition.

However, it was "Obie" O'Brien's
brilliant floor work that aided ma-
terially in the Wildcat's down fall.

He and Oil Fitch, scoring aces,

were pretty well bottled up, but
showed some nice floor work.

Cats Always Fighting:

v'ui Viil&tivjv'a, it oiAOUld l>v^ oulu

that they never stopped fighting

although they had tough breaks on
many shots, luul the loss of Ed-
wards early in tlie fray hurt. Wes-
ton and "Whitey" Czesick divided

the brunt of the scoring, while

Harkins and Tracey took good care

of the back court.

"Doc" Jacobs offered no alibis

Hard And Extensive Roster

Arranged For '31 Diamond
Nine By Manager Prokop

Twenty-Six Contests Already Rooked for Coming Season.-

Eight New Teams to Be Met, Including

J
Holy Cross and Georgetown

McGEEHAN TO COACH FOR TWENTIETH YEAR

learean

Play Enacted
By Thespians

Belle Masque Dramatists
Broadcast Merchant

of Venice

EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY

The student body sympathizes
with James Batterbury, '32, Arts,
on the death of his father during for the defeat but said, "Just wait

the past week. till the next time."

SPORTS IN TABLOID
RESULTS

(January 13-17)

Basketball
Frosh. 28; Temple '34. 31

Frosh, 28; Temple, 34. 31.

Varsity. 19; Temple. 28.

Varsity, 21; N. Y. U.. 39. .

Frosh, 23; Allentown Prep., 17.

Hockry
Varsity, 2; Sea Gulls, 15.

SCHEDULE
'January 20-27)

January 20—Basketball
Varsity vs. Brooklyn K. of C,

away.
January 21—Basketball

Varsity vs Seton Hall. away.

ONE CONFERENCE CUT
It has been announced definitely

by Fr. Stanford that Villanova's
eighty-eight annual retreat will
consist of two separate sets of ex-
ercises, one for non-resident stu-
dents and one for resident students.
The schedule for day students

will begin with Mass at 8:30 A. M.
Monday, February 2, and continue
with four exercises, the last con-
cluding with Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament.

The schedule for boarding stu-
dents is changed somewhat from
last year: there is one less service
and hours for services had been
shifted to facilitate the order of
the schedule and to avoid running
the services into meal times. The
last service In the mornings former-
ly began at 12 A. M., now It will
be held over until 1.30 P. M. Rosary
was formerly at 5:00 P. M., now It
will be said at 4:30. In all there
are six services daily for the board-
ers.

The retreat will close Thursday
morning, February 5. with Mass
and Communion for residents at
7:30 and for non-residents at 8:30.
Confessions will be heard mornings,
afternoons and evenings.

Directing and assisting the ser-
vices will be a group of Seniors to
be named in the near future. The
excellent precedent set by a similar
group at last year's retreat prompts
Fr. Stanford to continue the prac-
tice. 1 1\

The speaker for the retreat is
the Rev. O. S. Walker. O. S. A.,
former professor at Villanova and
now a member of the Augustinlan
Mission Band.

Colorful Inter-Frat Ball

Pries Lid Off New Year

Of Social Triumphs

Mirrored Ballroom of Adelphia Scene

Dance As All Fraternities

Combine For Frolic

of Beautiful

I' -r

VILLANOVANS AND INTERCOLLEGIATES PLAY

With a delightful air of formality

and deserving sophistication the

annual Inter-Fraternity Ball was

held last Friday evening in the

beautiful Crystal Ballroom of the

Hotel Adelphia. This dance, an im-

portant part of the college's social

calendar, had been long awaited by

many students and certainly did

fulfill their fondest hopes and ex-

pectations. It was a brilliant affair

and was far above the average
college dance in many ways. We are
sure that every one there had a

very nice time. Loud were the
praises of all as they left after an
evening spent In the delightful per-
sult of Joy and laughter.
Coming as it did, a scant we«k

before the Mid-Year Exams, the
ball afforded the students an
opportunity to make merry before

gowns of the companions of the

students appeared all the more

colorful To attempt to describe

them would tax the pen of the

most eloquent and call Into use a

host of superlatives. Brilliant reds

and mysterious blacks, gleaming

whites and numberless other colors

were all present in their dresses

and were caught by the mirrors and
reflected back and forth as the

couples tripped their fantastic ways

over the dance floor.

The music scarcely stopped all

evening. Back and forth the Villa-

novans and the Intercolleglates

sent their rhythmic messages to

the Joy and delight of all present.

An unbroken web of melodious en-
chantment spun first by one and

COMMENTS DESIRED
Last Wednesday evening the

Belle Masque Chapter of the Liter-
ary Society of Villanova broadcasted
another episode In its series of Dra-
matic presentations over stationWHAT in Philadelphia. In this
week s broadcast the Thespians pre-
sented the second act of the
Shakespearean comedy. Merchant
01 Venice. This act was a continu-
ation 01 the play, which was begun
on the previous Wednesday, and
which will be continued each Wed-
nesoay evemng until completed.
lhe characters were ably por-

trayed by: Basil Shorb. Baasanio;
Edward Hookey, Gratiano; Joseph
Hahn, Jessica; Hugh McHugh, Shy-
lock; Joseph Hauseman, Launcelot;
Alexander Lewis, Gabbe; William
Rorke, Lorenzo; David Cartenuto,
Salarino; Martin GUI, Salanlo,

Professor Jonas, through whose
tutelage these broadcasts are made
possible, directed and announced
the program. He opened the pre-
sentation with an introduction and
the name of the players in the cast.
At tilt close oX the program Jl^roies-
sor Jonas announced that any
criticisms or comments by the radio
public would be gratefully accepted.
J he players, as well as Mr. Jonas,
are desirous of knowing in just what
attitude the listeners are receiving
their broadcasts. Professor Jonas
also stated that they may send in
any requests they may have for
classical dramas, and the Belle
Masque Society would do their best
to fulfill them.

The breaks between scenes of the
play were again filled in by Mr.
Anthony Emmi and his piano solos.

He also opened and closed the pro
gram with favorable renditions from
popular compositions.

Manager Stan Prokop, of the
1931 Villanova base ball teain, an-
nounced this morning the diamond
schedule for this spring. The
schedule, as published today ex-
clusively In the VlUanovan, is the
hardest ever attempted by a Wild-
cat nine, and includes every major
base bfiij team among the colleges
of the Eas^,.

This year's team, whose captain
is Tommy Morgan, leftfielder, will
again be coached by Charley Mc-
Oeehan, who will have charge of
the outfit's destiny for the twen-
tieth consecutive season. Professor
McQeehan is the oldest college
coach in the country, in years of
service.

The 1931 season opens on April
8, the Wednesday after Easter,
when Holy Cross, Champions of
Eastern college base ball in 1929
and 1930, plays in the Stadium, and
the final games of the year will
take place on a trip throughout
the western part of the state,
Buckneil being the last foe played.

Eight New Foes
On the schedule are eight teams

which were not played in 1930, in-
cluding, besides Buckneil and
Holy Cross, Georgetown, Manhat-
tan, Lowell Textile, Princeton,
Penn State and Juniata. Twelve
opponents that were played last
season will be met again this
spring.

(Continued on page three)

Villanovans

Brave Tribe

Ofl300B.C.

Encyclopedia Traces Origin
of the Name Villanova

to Ancient Italy

Russia Topic

Of Coming
Discussion

To Meet Muhlenberg Feb. 5.

Plan Exhibition

Debates*

CHALLENGES ISSUED

getting down to work. A sort of
i then by the other caught all in its

OUR YOUNGEST STUDENT
Villanova's youngest student,

Jimmy Hartnett '27 Business Is now
district manager of Boston for
Whit^'head and Hoag, paper and
metal novelty concern. Besides an-
nouncing the birth of Jimmy, Jr.,
on December 25th. Jimmy Br.,
writes to Dean Bartley for an appli-
cation blank and reservations for
Jimmy, Jr.. a.s a Prp.shman of the
1»49 Class.

eat, drink and be merry idea
The coming exams were forgotten
during the course of the evening
or at least apparently so (although
we did hear some couples compar-
ing the relative difficulty of the ex-
ams at Villanova and Inmiaculata)
and all applied themselves quite

diligently to the very delightful
task of having a good time
The Crystal Ballroom of the

Adelphia was a most worthy place
to hold the dance With its mirror
covered walls and pillars and its

gleaming crystal chandeliers It pre-
sented a delightful picture of

kaleidoscopic design. No matter
where one looked he would see the
reflection of an endless array of
dancing couples stretching off into
oblivion. Here and there hung the
banners of the college fraternities
that were sponsoring the affair,
while a large Wildcat grinned down
upon the happy throng of his de-
votees

In the brilliant light and spark-
ling mirrors the multi-colored

invisible strands and held them all

evening Which one was the best
spell-binder? We were inclined to

favor our own musical organization
although the opinions were divided.

It was a most delightful dance.
Everything about it was handled
very well and denoted that an ex-
perienced committee was behind it.

To this committee, then, we are in-
debted for a very enjoyable even-
ing. The committee consists of a
very imposing array of prominent
Seniors with Mr George R Blaney,
chairman of the Student Council
as chairman, he was a.sslsted by Mr.
Howard Garrlty. Mr Thomas Brlen,
Mr. Maurice Doyle, and Mr. Ed-
ward M Hookey, presidents of the
four fraternities as well as Mr.
Bradley, president of the Senior
class. Mr. Stanley Prokop, Editor
In chief of the Belle Air, Mr
Wheeler Jenkln.«!. managing editor
of the Villanovan. and Mr. Joseph
Armburst, Mr George Connor, and
Mr. Donato Alampresse, outstand-
ing members of the class of "31

Beta Gamma, Villanova's Debat-
ing Society, is busily engaged in
laying the foundations for future
supremacy in the field of Intercol-
legiate debating. On Thursday ev-
ening, February 5th. they will meet
Muhlenberg College in a home and
home contest on the question, "Re-
solved, that the United States
should recoimize Soviet Russia."
Each college will select two teams,
one to remain at home and defend
the affirmative side of the question,
and the other to invade the enemy's
camp and uphold the negative.
Last year the newly organized

Debating Society engaged in a
similar contest with the Allentown
institution, and the inexperienced
Villanova men met defeat in both
encounters. Since then, however,
additions and Improvements have
been made, so that the members are

confident that success will crown
their future efforts.

Challenges have also been sent

to a number of representative

eastern universities, including
Georgetown, Lehigh, Princeton, and
others.

Meanwhile, the Society Is not Idle,

but Is preparing for a series of ex-

hibition debates, planned by Prof.

Jonas, to be given at nearby schools
and academies on the subject of

the recognition of Soviet Russia.

Considering the rapid strides that
are being taken, and the enthusiasm
that is being shown within the so-

ciety, we expect to see Beta Oanruna
recognized this year as a "contend-
er" for debating honors In the East.

The first to Instruct the Inmates
of the penal institutions of Bavaria
in reading and writing was the
Augu.stlnlan Pr. Raymond Zah-
mann.

According to the Encyclopedia
Brittanica, Villanovans is a term
chosen by archaeologists as a desig-
nation for a group of tribes living
in Italy during the Early Iron Age
of the eleventh and twelfth centur-
ies. The term was so chosen be-
cause of valuable discoveries exca-
vated from a cemetery near a vil-
lage called Villanova, near Bologna,
Italy. These discoveries brought to
light the existence of these tribes
called Villanovans, and unearthed
evidence of their civilization and
customs.
The origin of this tribe is not

definitely known, although scien-
tists agree that they can be traced
to people of central Europe living
on the middle Danube district.
They gradually worked their way
into Italy from the North, settling
partly near Bologna and partly near
Etruria farther South. According
to research, the Southern Villa-
novans were subjugated by the
Etruscans by 700 B. C., while the
Northern tribe survived as a race
until at least 500 B. C.
The Villanovans were exception-

ally noted for their skill in the use
and manufacture of metal goods.
Beautifully designed helmets,
swords, belts and urns of bronze
and copper give evidence of high
artistic skill and an extensively de-
veloped civilization. They forged
their Implements in a way entirely
different from other tribes of that
time. Only the northern style of

sWords and Baltic amber beads
found in tombs show that what
little trade they carried on was with
Northern tribes.

A distinguishing characteristic of
the Villanovans is the fact that they
buried their dead by cremating the
bodies and placing them in small
burial jars. Because all other tribes
burled their dead without burning,
a difference of religious belief and
racial origin is evident. A study of
the dress, armaments, arts, etc.,

justify this beUef.

The actual tribal lite of the Vil-

lanovans was very much the same
as that of the contemporary tribes.

The small villages were made up of
a number of rude wattle and daub
huts. Tlie clothing was made of
some thick material, probably wool,
and It was held together by a strong
bronze safety pin resembling close-

ly the modern fastener. It Is also
interesting to note that the ancient
tribe of our ancestors were of an
extremely warlike nature. This is

amply proved by the constant oc-
currence of swords, battle axes,
daggers, etc.

Upon comparison of the Villa-
novans of today with the tribes of
old, one can readily see that al-

though some of the customs have
changed, we live today In very much
the same manner as then. That
same bellicose spirit p^imeates the
student body, and UW^i same skill

and learning Is dominant.
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Editorially

Speaking

, THE MIDYEARS

POSTERSONTHEGAMPUS

The well-known Latin Phrase, "Tempus Fugit", may be
ancient, time-worn and hackneyed, but or, how clearly and
how forcefully its truth is exemplified among students all

over the country at the present time.

The first semester is at an end and the first stumbling
block of the scholastic year, the mid-year exam, is at hand,
looming before us in all of its threatening magnitude. We
say that the mid-year exam is a stumbling block, we say it

threatens to prevent our attainment of success but we are
not trying to discourage anyone.

The stumbling block is easily surmountable and the
threat of the mid-year exam can be reduced to insignificance

by the application of the proper measure?. The appropriate
measure in this instance is study and above all, study of the
right kind.

The past few months which have elapsed since the open-
ing of school have literally fiown by, the exams are upon us,

and many of us perhaps are stunned by the thought of it.

Procrastination, the world's most successful and most popu-
lar thief, has led us to put ofl" work which should have been
done, and now we are called upon to render an account of

the use that we have made of our opportunities.

Those of us who have done our work well and thorough-
ly, when it should have been done, have nothing to fear.

The examinations will be nothing more than a review, a re-

freshing of the facts absorbed during the past few months
and a starting point upon which to build up the second sem-
ester. . _

Those of us who have vvhiled away the hours do have
something to fear, but nothing to despair of. The time is

short, it is true but.greater. handicaps have been overcome
by a proper application of the means at hand—in this case

"Study"—and there is no reason why anyone should fail to

meet with success. ^
' 'V

'

Therefore, let us get busy in the short time that re-

mains, and let us all determine to hurdle the obstacle which
bars the final lap. Above all if we have been lax in the past

in the matter of study, if we have wasted our time, let us

add to our list of New Year's resolutions a firm determin-

ation to benefit by our experience of the past in order that

we may finish the year with a clean slate and a clean con-

science.
» * * *

Durinjjf the past week our attention has been called to

a practice among some of the students that is not only dis-

honest but also directly against the progress of the activ-

ities of the college. We are lefering to the removal of pos-

ters by the students from the halls and bulletin boards

where they have been placed. We regret that there should

by some among us who not only fail to take an interest in

the college's activities but also prohibit either willfully or

not, the rest of the students from taking part.

When an organization undertakes to sponsor an activity

like the Play of the Literary Society or the Boxing Bouts of

the Epsilon Phi Theta Fraternity they desire to have all the

students know that such an affair is being sponsored. Con-

sequently they go to considerable expense to have posters

printed and then j>o to considerable trouble to place them in

various conspicuous places about the college. These posters

are put there for a purpose—to advertise an activity—and

The Styx I

II was at the annual barge and
beer party that Cleopatra was giv-
ing on the occasion of her skeen-
iienth birthday, as usual the cake
had only twenty-two candles for
aecuratlon. Everyone was having a
gay old time, over to one side w^ere
a lew of the Roman Senators tick-
ling their throats with a feather so
as to make room for more shades ol
nightingale breasts. Up on the
alter deck of the barge sat Sir Wal-
ter Kuleigh and Queen Elizabeth
petting on Walter's capacious cloak.
Zanthippe was on the fore deck
scolding Socrates for having made
eyes at Cleopatra during the first

course of the banquet. At one end
of the banquet table were Carrie
Nation, Mr. Volstead, Judge Junior,
Qeorge Jean Nathan, and a few ot
the silk discussing the eternal farce
01 American-Prohibition. (Carrie
had been deprived of her hatchet
for fear that she would take um-
brage at the fact that liquors and
beer were being served.) George
Jean was holding forth

—

'Now when I was a child, " quoth
he, "saloons were the back bone of
the neighborhood socials, gossip
parties, and cafe clatches. You
went In, ordered your beer, or per-
haps a liquor of, as did some of the
strong men, a straight drink of
brandy. It was served, not on a
silver platter, but still it was served.
You drank it without fear of rigor
mortis, and either kept on gosslp-
mg with your neighbors or went
home and explained to the wife
ihat you had been out with a busi-
ness acquaintance."^

"Yes," interrupted Miss Nation,
"all you men wtent home and lied
to your wives, you spent all yom-
wages over the saloon counter, and
for it you received what—a mug of
luzzy beer! Ugh!"

"Ah, yes the men lied to their
wives in those days," continued
George Jean, "but now in America
you don't even get out of the speak-
easy doors without lying. They let

you lie home on a stretcher to your
wife."

"Prohibition is a noble experi-
ment" said Volstead, "and what
think ye of a few lives sacritlced
in the Interest of advancement and
science."

"And so is this barge party a
noble experiment," said Blackstone,
Joining the group. "It Is about as
lively as a wake for Sinclair Lewis.
But look who is coming around the
corner. Babbitt, himself."
"Did I hear you speak of the em-

inent Lewis? Well never mind, he
is speaking nothing but Swedish
ever since his prize-winning eSort.
And now he Is even more unintel-
ligible than ever."

"What quarrel have you with your
author," Inquired Macbeth, as he
arrived on the scene. At least you
are not portrayed several nights of
every week by actors who absolutely
murder the part. Now, take me for

instance, every week Lady Macbeth
ii made to ask me the question" we
fail?" as if it could be interpreted
a different way each time. While
you. Instead of going about being
made to appear as a murderer for

the sake of a crowli, are allowed to

study statistics at your ease."

"That is Just the trouble , statis-

tics, statistics,
—

"

"Did I hear you say statistician,

querier P. T. Barnum, coming up to

the group, "why they are the best

drawers the circus ever has had
since the exposure of the six headed
calf. There is one trouble with
them though, there is not one bom
every minute."
At this a ripple of amusement

went through the crowd, and they

soon took on the appearance of

rippled bond.
After the shades of the hoi polli,

of Hades, had wrapped themselves
around another round of shades of pp
bonded spirits they continued the

discussion as Xanthippe came hur-
Enlightening questions on the re-

rying up to the group. ^^^^ encyclical of Pope Plus XI
"These philosophers" she cried, j^,^ ^j^t^^^^^, Material for

^^Z^ Tv. °^*^'J^^''' ^H^'I.irrc'the weekly chapel telk last Tuesday
band with Etescartes, and Franc s gyg„,„ ^he difficulties presented
Bacon discuss ng the rea tive val-

^^j^ ^^^^ ^y the students were an-
ues of relativity. There they are ^^g^g^ j,y ^ Crawford.

'"' Because of the Importance and

^^ iim^UM^^
Thf njtd i-inkkxn

In the Spring a young man's

fancy lightly turns to thoughts of

love. Just now a young man't fancy

turns In any manner but lightly

and far from the fanciful region of

love to the cold everyday thoughts

of exams. There Is no time for

mirth and laughter in this season

of the year. Dates are few and far

'between this week and next. Any
woman who can draw one of our
sterling citizens away from the

campus this week must have "it"

In a huge degree There is no
known method of beating the ex-

ams. Many a student has the Idea

he is greater than the system but
he learns his error. Its tough
enough getting ahead by the legal

means without working over time
to step ahead by foul means. If

you are new at the game and In

need of help permit me to offer

numerous suggestions all of which
have been in use for the pasft two
thousand years. The first one In

fact was first detected, by Cicero

In the year 45 B, C. when he was
acting as teacher of English at the
local University. I guess they had
some tough eggs In those days.

There Is an old Spanish word
"cribo" when used In those ancient
days it was considered the last word
In slang and meant "one who pass-

es." Through much usage, hard
usage at that It has come down to

us in a form near it's original and
now means anyone who Is out to

get by without the necessary mid-
night oil being burnt. The oldest
form Is by merely sitting down and
having a good old fashioned look

at the paoer of the fellow next to

you I tried this once many years
ago. Strange to say it failed. There
was another young man In the
same room who had the same Idea

and we hanoened to sit down next
to each other so I took the subject

the next vear. Another method
consists In wrltlnfr out all the In-

formation on small scraps of paper
which mav be hidden In the palm
of the hand. This works unless the
prof happens to eaze out over the
sea of beaming faces before him
and a blind man could tell by the
fear on your map that you are up
to no good Another fault In this

system Is that the paper while
being held In the palm Is subject
to moisture which Is sure to gather
unless you are cool to the extreme
degree. The Ink become a blur and
when you manage a glance down to
see Just what year It was when
Ceasar or someone crossed the Alps
you find all your dates have become
a healthy blur on the face of time.
So much for that.

You are In college now and high-
er things are expected of you. Leave
the simple things to the high school
kld.s and others You must do
things with the finesse of the pro-
fessional. No slipshod jobs, no
boring hours for the profs. Give
them something to think about.
There Is one stunt I heard about
which was worked several years ago
to the best of success. The gentle-
man using It cut the knee of his

trousers and pasted niunerous slips

of paper containing all sorts of In-

formation on his knee and the

flesh In the vicinity. He then

dropped Into a seat Just In front of

the desk and went to work. Just

like a charm. Easy when you know
how. Another Idea on the same
principal Is to write on the floor

before the exam and grab that seat.

Your foot will cover most of it If

you don't write too large. If you

write too small you can't read It.

Vh-tue again Is in the mlddlepath.

The loest one ever worked Is still

In use in many of our large in-

stitutions. This, like all master

strokes of crime, requires perfect

timing and team work. Two or more
men are necessary. You go Into the

exam and when the exam sheets

are being passed out you grab two
of them and then flop down near

the window. Fold one sheet In to a
small wad and at a given time hurl

It from the window to your pal who
waits below. To date It Is very easy,

now com^s the dirty work. Glv6
him an hour to locate the correct

answers and write them into an
exam book. At another given time

place your pen on the edge of the

desk. Give It a push and as It drops

to the floor make a stab for It and
strike your nose against the desk.

Reach for a handkerchief and hold

it against the injured member.
Anything for the advancement of

Science. The prof will send you
from the room once he knows you
are hurt. Walk out and meet the

confederate. Take the exam book
with the answers and smoke a
Chesterfield. Return with the book
well hidden and there you are. You
can be original and Introduce some
of your own variations as smoking
a Camel instead of a Chesterfield
This has never been known to fail

and is recommened without
reservation. •. >. ;.-. ,

I knew of one prof who never
looked at the blackboard. The
students wrote most of the answers
on the board the day before the

quiz and he never noticed It. The
beauty of It Is that It Is difficult to

fix the blame on any one man.
E>on't attempt to steal the papers
before the exam. It's not being done
this century at all. The risk Is not
worth It. The means do not Justify

the ends or the ends do not Justify

the means. One or the other. I

knew up to a short time ago when
I tried to gather the drift of it In

class Funny how things you've
known for years will become
complicated after a prof has
hammered at them for a couple of

hours. A fellow can't be any too

sure of things now a days. However
X contributed my little bit to the
crime wave of the country. Its not
every man who can think up won-
derful ways of avoiding work. I do
not recommend studying as It Is

old fashioned but nevertheless like

a great many old fashioned things
It may be slow but in the end It

brings results But remember this

is a modern age of speed and labor
savers.

Encyclical

Is Discussed

At Services

Subject of World Wide
Importance Heard
At Weekly Talk

CRAWFORD SPEAKS

discussing my relations and I can
even get in a word edegways." the nature of the document and the

.
J^"5 ,1' ^k""/' \

^^^ ^'^ontinued
i^tg^^gt displayed about It there

•they talk about wine, «^omen and ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^
song continuously, they drink their

^^^^^^ j^^ ^^j,.^ ^ ^^^^j^ ^^
wine, they like their women-when j^^erestlng talk. The specific ques-
they aren't married to them, and

^j^nj, ^^Ich were answered, follow:
they sing incessantly of their owni^^^ ...^^^ ^^ ^^^ meaning of the
virtues. We women positively cant

^^^^d encvcllcal letter? fb) Must It
do a thing. Here last week I ^ ^j^^^^^ ^ ^^ p ^^^^^ ^^^^
wanted to go out aeroplanlng wlUi

,^ ^^^^ ^^^ jj^^ frequent are

'5" vou ^^^y Issued? (d) Must Catholics

.
,",hold the encyclical letter on mar-

riage as an Infallible pronounce-
ment?
The preparation of the encyclical

, . , ... ,. was described most vividly as being
the clothes to go alrplaning it was ^^ ^^^^^^ ^j ^ collaboration of
a man't game and it required mens ^^^^ scholars but being
clothing. When I suggested that 1 1.-worked and reworked" by the Pope
wear his, he Just looked at me and ^^j^^ jj^ ^n^, puWicaUon. The
asked If a toga were any better opportuneness of the encyclical was
than my own skirts. Arent men ^^^ ^j^own by the following: "WhUe

everyone Is agreed as to the exist

Queen Elizabeth, and
Hamlet's sweet nut. And do
think that Socky w'ould permit It

No! He absolutely put his foot

down on the Idea, and covered It

well. He said that I didn't have

not to furnish some of the students with a fresh supply of [the unreasonable creatures?"
^,^.,„..^ .„ „b.^.„ ^ ^.

!
"Speaking of the insignificant

^^^^ of error, no non-Catholic re-
creatures, where have they all

gone?" asked Cleo.

"I passed your Anthony

cardboard. This seems to be the impres.sion .some students

have because as soon as the po.sters are put up some of them
mysteriously disappear.

It can easily be seen that if this deplorable practice

keeps up the result will be: the discouragement of ex-

tra-curricular activitie.s in the college becau.se of repeated

failure through in.sufficient advertising. We hope that this

unfortunate condition never occurs and it will not if the

posters advertising the activities are left unmolested.

Aside from the fact that it might deprive the organ-

ization from several prospective supporters the practice of

taking posters is nothing less than dishonest. It is the will-

ful taking of someone else's property, in other words, steal-

ings If those students who have been guilty of this practice

have not sufficient .school spirit to leave unmolested the pos-

ters advertising the school's activities, perhaps the fact that

this practice is a dishonest one will not mean anything to

them. At any rate we hope it does and that they will kindly

refrain from taking down posters and signs in the future.

and

liglous group has been able to

suggest a remedy or make an au-
- thorltatlve statement on the

Hamlet on my way in said Ophe-
n^^^ter. The caeemess with which

lia. "they were headed in the gen- humanity has received the encyclical
eial direction of the bar-room. ghows the very favorable impression
"Now that we are alone we can

j,j^^^ ^oth the philosophical and the
discuss really ImporUnt subjects,

^j^^^j^^j gj^j^ of the letter created
IMd you see that hussy. Delilah. „ ^^e entire world. Catholic and
dressed in an evening gown of

, ^on-Catholtc."
Samson's hair? Did you ever!

| As an example of the favorable
"And did you notice that sneer „omment which the encvcllcal has

gown of fig-leaf on Eve. It Is a good gyoked. Father Crawford cited an
thing that Anthony Comstock has

left the room," said Lary Macbeth.

"It really must be a terrible hard-

ship for the poor dear, I hear that

Adam is so poor that she can only

afford to buy two dozen cases of

fig-leaves each year."

And so leaving the ladles of

Hades to their important discussions

of the pain and coverage market,

I fear that you shall be happy to

have me close.

This narrative has been recounted

by the figure and shades myself

and verllled by Babbitt.

PHYLEGAS

editorial from the Public Ledger of

Jan. 10th, 1931. which follows: "The
encyclical of Pope Plus XI Is a
powerful restatement of the Cath-
olic position. It sums up those
experiences concerning marriage
and the home that have so power-
fully influenced Western civilization

for centuries.

"It Is a stem challenge also to
many dangerous theories that have
grown up around the so-called "new
freedom" of this generation. Most
of these are Intended to undermine
and finally destroy the institution

of marriage as it now exists. In

recent years the world has heard
too much of Llndseylsm and Ber-

trand Russelllsm. It has been
urged too often to throw aside the

old conventionalism and remake the

relationships of himian society.

"The fact that western civiliza-

tion rests upon the home and its

relationships, has too often been
Ignored. The old ideals have too

often been forgotten. The encycli-

cal on marriage, the first Issued

since Pope Leo XIII dealt with the

same subject Just fifty years ago,

will profoundly affect the thinking

of millions In the Westerp World."

It was pointed out that of course

It was to be expected that the

fanatics of today who are engaged
in undermining the sacred institu-
tion of marriage would raise their
petty voices against the crushing
condemnation of their teachings as
found in the encyclical. Their an-
noyance and Impatience led them
into making many absurd and ig-

norant statements. Pr. Crawford
cited as an example the statements
of a minister wlio recently was
quoted as having approved the
marriage of his daughter under
certain provisions of so-called com-
panionate marriage. This man
stated that "I am glad that this
pronouncement Is so thoroughly
clear cut and imcompromlsing.
E^rery reader and hearer must be
either for or against It. A middle
ground is absolutely demolished by
It. This is the most Important en-
cyclical ever promulgated during
the entire history of the Papal
Succession."
Then the reverend gentleman

who had no answer for the definite

teachings of the encyclical Itself

showed both his annoyance and his

Ignorance by proceeding to t«ll what
effect this encyclical would have
on Catholics, particularly In the

United States, viz. 'It will mark
a new era In wide and deep-going

revolt acralnst ecclesiastical control.

It will bring stirringly nearer a
revolt long overdue within the

Roman Catholic Church." Such
rash statements, the speaker point-

ed out serve only to point out the

Influence and Importance of the

encyclical as well as to accentuate

the vast wave of favorable com-
ment.
In concluding Father Crawford

urged every student to carefully

read the encylcllcal In the complete

English text so as to have first

hand acquaintance with this most
Important document.

NOTICE TO STAFF

There will be a very Important
meeting of the Villanova staff to-

night in the VUlanovan office.

Kindly attend.

Collcgiana

MICHIGAN STATE
With the -Mid-year examinations

rearing their hydra-headed coun-
tenances In nightmarish dreams. It

seems appropriate to offer some
consolation to the soon-to-be-
flunked. It seems that some incon-

siderate professor had the audacity
to ask a few Michigan State fresh-

men some questions. Here are the
answers In the words of the

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS. Now
you know you can't be as dumb as

these verdant yearlings.

"A lighthouse is used for looking
out over the water for a submerged
submarine.
"Embalming Is the art of science

of preparing, tufflng and mounting
skins of animals.
"The part of the skull enclosing

the brain Is called the abdomen"
OHIO STATE

Have you ever heard of a penny
dance?, well the JOHNS HOPKINS
NEWS-LETTER tells us that. The
Sigma Delta Chl-all-press dance at

Ohio State University cost the

chapter only one cent. The Col-

umbus newspapers paid all the ex-

penses except one cent, which one
of them through an error did not

pay. A member of the chapter paid
the penny."

JOHNS HOPKINS
Do any of you know what a

Spoonerism Is? Dr. Spooner of Ox-
ford Is accredited with the follow-

ing transpositions by the Jc^ns
Hopkins News Letter:

"Kinglemen. the gent . . . Three
cheers for the Queer old dean."
(and upon the failure of the crowd
to respond he said it was a blush-
ing crow.")

"Is the dean dizzy?" He delight-

ed to "Ride on a well-boiled icicle."

Looking over the home of a
friend, he congratulated him on his

"Nosey little cook."

But his crowning glory was the
tongue-twisting. "Kinquering congs
their tatles tike."

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
The University of Chicago Is to

speed up the educational process.
Under the new plan apt students
may cover a four-year curriculum
in one year, while their less able
fellows are allowed to set their own
pace.

The institute of learning in the
future must offer something more
than standard four-year courses.
But can this syncopated education

sufflcent for graduate study, and at
the same time, can it curtail the
time now fixed for undergraduate
study, without serious con-
sequenciK?

INDIANA
In the words of the INDIANA

DAILY STUDENT, there Is no way
a smoker can beat the financial
depression without giving up the
filthy weed. "There's no use trying
to economize on tobacco during the
depression, we find. We used to
spend $1.25 per week for fags and
they handed out matches to light
them with Now we have adopted a
pipe, and we spend thirty cents per
week for tobacco and $1.50 for
matches."

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
In an attempt to cut the expenses

of the promenader, the University
of Southern California students
have made a decision to bar cor-
sages at the Junior Prom.

NEW ROCHELLE
The TATLER speaking of the

Junior Prom says, "Between dances
the girls and their escorts may re-
tire to the living room for that gay
"cliquing" and chatter which is so
big a part In the enjoyment of an
affair."

We can only surmise the mean-
ing of "cliquing." but THE TOMA-
HAWK clears the situation with Its

comment. . . . "The New Rochelle
ladles proved themselves admirable
"Cllquers". we are told"

l^tHanobelttes
starting Thursday show us the

building whose lights will all be out
at eleven.

' ;.:• #.*•.>•. '•,

Mid-years, Retreat. Lent, when
will the sun shine upon us again.

* • •

Having just completed the inter-
hall football season the inter-fra-
ternity basket-ball season will com-
mence.

* * •

No need to go off the campus to-
morrow evening for amusement.
Come to the fights and have a quiet
evening at home.

* • *

The Inter-Pratemlty ball is over.
It Is Just a memory now. For that
matter the Belle Air Is a memory
also.

* • •

Anyhow we can look forward to
the Freshman Hop. And that's
something.

* « •

The business depression seems to
have hit the campus. Several of
the last few' dances tiu-ned out to
be brilliant social successes but were
not so wonderful on the cash side.

* • •

Surely the power of dances as at-
attractions can't be on the down-
ward path? Then it must be the
lack of capital pro capita or pro
rata or something as the business
men would say.

* • •

Years ago the young lady lucky to

rate a bid to a large dance usually
had a swelled head that night.

Things have not speeded up any In

this respect as the girls now-a-days
don't have the swelled head until

the next morning.
* • •

Things on the scholastic front

are quiet. Its about time for some
great educator to step forward and
condemn the system of education
In u.se ^o-day. If not that then the
degradaUon of the modern gener-
ation.

* • •

Everything Is wrong no matter
how you look at It.

DO A DONT.

t^'
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Just Looking
Around"

An indoor track at last! A semi-
inclosed board track, running in one
direction, without turns and em-
bankments, and backed by concrete
walls at both ends has been in the
process of construction for the past
few days. Located under the north
stand of the Stadium and closed in
on three sides by the stand Itself,
it nevertheless is a suitable place
for winter practice. True, it is
open to the wintry blasts of the
north winds, but this should not at
all be a hinderance to the runners
who enjoy a spice of coldness now
and then. However, the fact re-
mains that we are finally the proud
possessors of an indoor track.

• * *

Track should and must be placed
on a higher pedestal here. We
cannot alone gain recognition
through the football team; we must
depend on other sports to bring us
before the public eye. Every sport
has its season and both basketball
and baseball come in for their full
share of glory. Track is the only
neglected sport here, and for a
sport that finds such popular favor
it must be given a higher ranking.

• * *

Down at the pond a humorous
accident occurred last week. A
bold skater glided onto the for-
bidden, thin ice, which following
the laws of nature, cracked and
crumbled. The daring one plunged
headlong into the icy depths and
with the helpful assistance of sev-
eral comrades succeeded in placing
foot once more on. "terra firma

"

He presented a ludicrous figure as
bedaubed with mud he hurriedly
wended his way up the campus

• •

Perhaps few have noticed, but at
the rear of the dining room there
are several tables set aside formembers of the basketball squad—an exclusive spot as it were Thev
are served and receive the choice
morsels, whereas we, the commonmust fight for a place on that im-'ending ime and then be dished-out

kiteh^r""
""*" ^ ^°""'' *"'""*^ *^^

• •

The hungry horde—ii.55 A Moutside the dining room.
• • •

Next week the procurator will bedesirous of raising the rates forthe users of the modem mid-night
oil during the mid-year crams

• • • •

:;. When a fell asks a prof for abreak, it should be understood be-forehand that he does not wish tobe broken. * • *

We feel flattered that we received
our school tuition bill for the next
semester before the midyears. To
think that the authorities have such
confidence in our ability.

• • •

The inter-fraternlty Ball was ahuge success. The frats are getting-
up in the world. Formerly each
separate frat held its own dance,
then last year the first Inter-frat-
emity dance was held in the gym
and now this year it was held in
the Crystal Ballroom of the Adel-
phla. Maybe next year they'll go
to New York to the roof-garden of
the Hotel Astor.

• • •

'
•' The long awaited cadavers have
arrived, and did they cause excite-
ment? Ask Prof. Ford. From every
dormitory on the campus students
came flocking to the anatomy lab
Friday night. One would think
that a dead body had never been
seen 'ere now.

• • •

With mingled feelings the stu-
dents approached the cadavers.
Some with swaggering bravado
bravely touched them and conversed
with Prof. Ford as though they
were intimately familiar with cada-
vers. Others glanced at them with
blanched features and quickly left
the room. Still others actually
yelled with fright and made a bell-
line for the exit.

• • •

One wit made the remark that
here wa.s an excellent opportunity
for anyone who desired a quiet
roommate.

THIRTY-THREE

SEA GULLS TOO
FAST FOR FELINES

After holding the Atlantic City
Sea Gulls on even terms for one
open period, the Villanova ice hockey
team's defense broke in the second
and third periods, while the Birds
scored fourteen goals to win by a
15-2 count in the Atlantic City
Auditorium last Wednesday night
before 20O0.

An injury to Artie Shortall, Villa-

nova goalie in the first period, cut
down the Wildcat's efficiency. Kll-
course guarded the net in the final

period. Shortall made 25 saves and
Kilcourse 15 while they were in the
game, while the Sea Gulls' goalie,

Taylor, made 32.

For Villanova, Paughnan and
O'Neill scored. Captain Bill Orcutt
played well on the defense.
The score:

Sea Gulls Pes. VHIanoTa
Taylor . .— goal Shortall
Boiselle . . . left defense . . . Orcutt
Gorman . right defense . Hurlburt
Munroe center O'Neill

Ewing . . left wing Kennedy
Nicholson . right wing . Paughman

Spares
Sea Gulls—Raser, Levla, Adams,

Bremner.
Villanova—Keough, Murphy, Kil-

course, Trosky, Matera.
Score by periods:

Sea Gulls 1 6" 8^15
Villanova ............. 1 1 0^ 2

SCORING
First Period

Paughman (Hurlburt), 9:13.

Munroe (unassisted), 12:29.

Second Period
Munroe (unassisted), 3:00.

Nicholson (unassisted), 4:22.

Ewing (unassisted), 4:48.

Munroe (Levla), 6:14.

O'Neill (Orcutt), 11:00.

Ewing (unassisted), 16:33.

Ewing (Munroe), 17:57.

Third Period
Gorman (Ewing), 3:00.

Ewing (unassisted), 3:00.

Munroe (unassisted), 3:39.

Levla (Raser), 3:39.

Levla (unassisted), 10:22.

Levla (unassisted), 10:22.

Raser (Munroe), 11:07.

Munroe (unassisted), 13:45.

Ewing (Levla), 18:01.

Saves
Shortall, 30; Taylor, 15.

Referee—^Walldecker, Arena, and
Heeley, Ottawa. Timer—Dougherty.
Time of periods—20 minutes.

SCHEDULE OF MID-YEAR EXAMINATIONS

Frosh Face

Hard Teams
On Court

Six Games Still To Be
Played On Remaining

Schedule

TEMPLE LAST GAME

Modemistir

My bathroom has all the colors of

the rainbow. The tub is a delicate

blrd's-egg blue. The walls are a
vivid red with quaint splashes of
orange and old gold. The floor is

a spotted and speckled affair in
.seventeen different hues. The
faucets are green and the shaving
cabinet is purple.
And it serves me right. I should

have kept my eye on Junior and
the home-painting outfit he got for

Christmas—kludge.

ybu feel lil<e going places

and have money leh to do

things when you buy

T7dvc^vrd
JL^ CLOTHED

^JMADE P07( TO I

$24.75 - S28.75 - $38.75
Displayed here at the

College every Wednesday
By LIN HILL

A hard schedule has been ar-

ranged this coming year for the
Villanova Freshman team. With
two games already played the out-
look appears bright. Against a
strong Temple Freshman team, the
Kittens lost a close decision <^'27
to 31. They were leading through
out most of the contest only to

drop their advantage in the clos-

ing minutes of play, a thrilling

rally putting the Cherry and White
quintet ahead. On January 17th,

they won their first game of the
season over the AUentown five, 23

to 17. The floorwork and passing
were much improved and the team
is gaining experience rapidly.

St. Joseph's Prep, of Philadel-
phia, will be the next opponent for

the Frosh, when they play them
away on February 11th. Two days
later Ursinus Frosh will be their

opponents in a preliminary to the
varsity game, on the Villanova
court. On February 14th, the fast

Perkiomen quintet will be played
away.

After a brief rest the Villanova
Frosh will again play away from
home. The Hun Military Acad
emy will entertain them on their

court.

St. Benedict's Prep., of Newark,
last year's champions of New Jer
sey, will be met on February 28th
on the Newark team's court.

The last game of the season will

find the Kittens trying to avenge
their first defeat against the
Temple Yearlings. This will be
played as a preliminary to the
varsity game in the Wildcat's gym.
Four more games are trying to

be arranged to round out the
schedule. This will bring the total

to eight games, with not an easy
opponent on the list. Last year's

captain of foot ball. Clete Gardner,
coaching basket ball as well as he
ready demonstrated his ability at

coaching basket ball as well as he
plays fullback.

Freshman Basketball Schedule
Feb. 11th St. Jos. Prep., Away.
Feb. 13, Ursinus Frosh, Home
Feb. 14th. Perkiomen Prep., Away
Feb. 18th, Hun School. Away
Feb. 28th. St. Benedick's, Away
March 4th. Temple Frosh, Home

A Different View Point
An eminent financial authority,

when commenting upon the eco-
nomic depression, said, "Business Is

fundamentally sound." We would
remind him that, "So is an orches-

tra concert."

Under the Auspices of the

Augustlnian Order, the Benedictine
Germlne Morln. one of the out-

standing scholars of Europe, has
just published a monumental work
on the Sermons of St. Augustine.

Of the Augustlnian nuns of the
Convent of St. Magdalen in

Hildeshelm. we read in the official

acts of Vi.sltation of the year 1450

that they all had a thorough know-
ledge of Latin!

ART8

Freshman

Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BIHINEN8:

Freshman
Sophomore

Junior
Senior
KNCUNEKRINO:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
SCIENCE:

Freshman

Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ENGINEEKINO:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

S<!1ENCE:
Freshman
Sophomol"e
Junior
Senior

.\KT8:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Bl'8INESS:

Freshman
Sophomore

Junior

Senior
ENCilNEERINU:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

Senior
SCIENCE:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

.VKTS:
Freshman

Sopliomore

Junior
Senior
BIS1NES8:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
ENGINEERING:

Freshman

Sophomore
Junior
Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior
Senior

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BC8INESS:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ENGINEERING:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BUSINESS: :

Freshman
Sophomore :'.'"

Junior
Senior
ENGINEERING:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior .;..' .,,;

Senior '

..

;

SCIENCE:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior ,. ; .

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Bl SINE8S:

Freshman
Sophomore

Junior
Senior
ENGINEERING:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

FRIDAY. JANl ARY 23, 1931

ENGINEERING:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

Morning

History — UO

Latin — 111
Psychol •— 302
Ethics — 106

English — F
Money — a

Phlios. — 103
Statistics — 104

English — 203
Calculus — 204
D. C. Mach. — 214

Physics — 216

Psychol. — 202
Ethics — 106

Afternoon

I

French IV — 202
I German IV — 106

I
Span. IV — 204
Religion — 110
Religion — 111
Sociology — 203

Span. I — Audit
1 French IV

-{ German IV
' Religion — A

I

French IV — 202
^^Span. IV — 204

1 German IV— 106
English — 216

Soclol. — 203

8ATI RDAY. JANl ARY U. 1931

Murnlng Afternoon
Descr. Oeom. — 302

Mag. Clrcts. — 214
M. E. Pract. — 314

Org. Chem. --- 316
Histology — 103

MOM>AY. JAM ARY 'M. 1931

.Morning
Latin — 110
English —111
Nat. Theol. — 312
Pub. Spkg. — 106

History — p •

English '— A

I Acountlng — 104
J For. Exchge — 103

I Education — C
Accounting — 104

Religion — 203
J Astronomy — 204
1 DllT. Equa. — 204
Hydraulics — 204

Biology — 215
Anatomy — 202
English — 214
English 206

TIKSOAY, JANl ARY 2
Morning

Logic — 110

Chemistry — 212

History — HI
Hist of Phil. — 210

Economics — P
Economics — A
Corp. Pin. — 103
Income Tax — 104

J Algebra — 202
1 Logic — 110
Phys.-Heat — 106

J Ry. Construe. — 106

i Valve Gears — 214

Botany — 204

Afternoon
Rehglon— 110
History — 111

Ed. Psych. — 106

Religion — l64

J French V
] German V

Law — 103

Religion — A

Religion — 202

Materials — 203

Med Juris — 215
Genetics — 214
Ed. Psych. — 106

1931
Afternoon

English — no
French IV — 202

I

German IV — 106
Span. IV — 204

Religion — 111

Law — A

Languages — 106
Religion — 203
Religion — 203

I French V — 202
i German V — 106
Span. V — 204
P. Chem. — 214
A. B. Rel. — 111

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY" 28. 1931

Mornlnp
Biology — 110
History of Ed. — 212
Latin — 111
Latin — 111

Law — P
Logic — A
Economics — 103

J Investments — 103
1 Edu9atlon — 104

J Chemistry — 303
"1 Biology — 110
Chem. — 204

I Stadia Surv. — 210
< Principles — 210

I
Chemistry — 304

I
Sewerage — 214

{ A. C. Mach. — 214
[Thermodynam — 214

Chemistry — 215
Quantitative — 106
Religion — 203
Immunology — 207

Till R8HAY, J.\M'ARY 29, 1931

.Afternoon
Pub. Spkg. — 110

Span. V — 103

Surveying — 106

Morning
Horace — 110
Eplstemology — 111
Phil, of Ed. — 214
English — 210

Accounting — Audit;!
Law — A
Stocks — 103
English — 104 • \

Spec. Lat. — 110

Pub. Spkg. — 111

Electricity — 203
App. Mechan. -~ 106

.., Masonry — 106

Religion — 202

Phil, of Ed. — 214
Rehglon — 207

FRIDAY. JANIZARY 30. 1931

Morning
Span. IV — P
Pub. Spkg. — 111
English — 212
Int. to Teach. — 106

Statics — 104

Religion — 202

.\fternoon
French I — 110

J
Accounting — A

"^ Education — C
English 103
Ethics — 104

Mechanisms — 302

J Structures — 202
1 A. 0. Tiieory — 310

English — 216

Span. IV
Span. II

Trigonometry 104

) Railways — 304
"1 Mech. Eng'g. — 204

French I — 110

Hlstol. Practl — 214
Int. to Teach. — 106

8ATI RDAY, J-lNl ARY 31, 1931

Morning Afternoon

jD. C. Mach. — 214.
i Dyn. of Mach. — 214

,'aja;ajajajafajaja/a;a/afajajsjajaiaiajafajsiafajajaM

BOXING BOUTS
IN THE GYM

Wednesday Night

STUDENT ADMISSION 35c

Tuesday, January 20, 1931

Temple Yearlings
Down Frosh

Art Lynch and Brockmeyer Star
For Kittens in Close Fray

Playing their first game for

Villanova, the Frosh dropped a
hard fought game to the Temple
yearlings. The Kittens were off

to a 14-9 lead in the first half, but
the Owlets outscored them 22-13

in the final semester.

Right off the bat, Gardner's men
promised to make a runaway of

the game, but the Cherry and
White stuck to their guns. In the
second half, lack of experience took
its toll, for with about six minutes
to go. Temple forged into the lead
for the first time. Prom then till

the final whistle, our boys tried

hard but made many wild heaves
and took unnecessary long shots.

As mentioned before, this was
the first game lor the Frosh, but
it marked Temple's fourth con-
secutive win. They will meet later

in the season again ,and it will

not surprise us if the Kittens grab
the decision by a comfortable
margin.
Hurley, with 13 points and

Brockmeyer with 11, topped the
scoring. For the Owlets, Schloss-
berg, Carr and Lieberger were the
leaders. McPeely, Prucho and
Hurley all played steady ball, and
give promise of rounding into a
formidable club. Clete Gardner is

to be congratulated
,
on the fine

showing cl the team.
VilUuiova
Weston forward
Czeslck forward .

Edwards center
Harkins guard
Tracey guard .

.

Substitutions, Villanova—Smith,
Reitz; Temple—Beron, Eisley. Field
goals—Weston, 4; Czesick, Reitz;
Beron, Reynolds, Eisley, 2; Gudd,
4; Fitch. 2; O'Brien, Wasta. Foul
Goals—Czesick, 2; Edwards, 2;

Smith, Harkins, Tracey; Reynolds,
2; Gudd, 2; Fitch, O'Brien.
Half score—Villanova 11, Temple

8.

Referee—Glascott. Umpire—Kelly

Temple
. . Wasta
Reynolds
. .. Gudd
.. Fitch
O'Brien

Midyear Musings
Once more, fellow students, we

call to your attention a deplorable
but inevitable fact—the Mid Years
are coming. They are coming like

that hardy tribe of Scotsman, the
Campbells, but unlike the Camp-
bells their arrival is not heralded
by the blaring of bagpipes or the
flying of flags. On the contrary
they are not heralded at all. The
only notices we have of their ar-
rival are very unromantic ones to
say nothing of undesirable. A cold
matter of fact schedule posted on
the bulletin t>oard, a worried look
on some of the more conscientious
students' faces, a grin forboding
undertone in the conversations car-
ried on in the Pie Shoppe or on the
campus, all these rather distasteful

facts are the only warning we poor
unfortunates have of a harrowing
week in store for us.

Yes, fellow students, only a scant
week away, and not even a week
for some of us. The Sophomore
Pre Meds (of which these coming
seven days will make more than one
weak) will start the ball rolling on
Saturday with a gruelling three
hour battle with Organic; then their

little private flght will become a
free-for-all, as all students join

hands in the conflict for the re-

mainder of the coming Week.
For the next fortnight (to use an

old Igloo idiom) the men of Villa-

nova will concern themselves with
the more serious things in life. Far
into the wee sma' hours of the
morning the windows of Austin and
Fedigan (to say nothing of that
alwde of the learned, Garrett Hill)

will glimmer with a ghostly radi-

ance proclaiming to the slumbering
world the presence of a striving

soul therein. Many a maiden ttiir

in the nearby territory will wait in
vain to greet her truant puppy lov-
er, and later on, over the phone,
"many a brow will pale and heart
will fail to hear the tale of cruel
peril that he has run." Many an
anxious heart will wait in vain for
the postman to bring her that prec-
ious epistle that does not arrive.

They are coming. They will be
here and then gone and some of us
will be able to say "We have met
the enemy and they are ours, one
ninety, two seventy-fives and a
couple of sixtys." As for the other
we can only say better luck next
time and remind them that special

arrangements have been made with
the Pennsylvania and the P. & W.
to run special trains to take care of
the post examination exodus.

90 Yard
Board Track

Completed

Built Under North Stand

of Stadium

The board track which has been
under construction for the past
month or so is now completed. It

is ninety yards in length and ten
feet wide, with banked turns on
either end. The track is entirely

enclosed, being built entirely under
the North Stand of the Stadium
on the Pike.

With the completion of this

much needed addition to Villa

-

nova's athletic facilities, it is ex-
pected that the affairs of indoor
track will take a turn for the bet-

ter. Coach Harry Coates is work-
ing diligently with the small squad
at his command, and hopes to do
rather well with the schedule as
arranged. It is expected that meets
in Boston, Washington and New
York, will have Villanova represen-
tation. Several of our erstwhile

gridiron stars are expected to shine
on the boards, among them High-
field, Bodine, Donahue and Dono-
van. The call for candidates will

probably be issued within the next
few days, and it is expected that
there will be a big turnout.
There are still many slackers

who have not turned in their suits

from last fall, and Jim Rannazissi
states that those who do not do so

shortly, or else report for practice,

will be charged for the cost of

their suits.

Meets have been scheduled with
the Melrose A. C. and there will

be much activity soon under the
North Stand. The indoor team has
also been entered in the Catholic

U. meets in Washington next
month.

Proof!
Mistress (in drawing-room to

friends) : "Yes, my maid can be re-

lied upon not to meddle with my
personal things

—
" (as maid enters)

—"Mary, go and fetch me the letter

from my dressing table."

Maid: "Yes, ma'am. The one
about your brother's wedding or the

one about the charity bazaar?"

DUKE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.

On October 1, 1931, carefully Be-

lected first and third year stu-
dents will be admitted. Applica-
tions may be sent at any time and
will be considered In the order of

receipt. Catalogues and applica-
tion forms may be obtained from
the Dean.

I
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COLADONATO
TAILOR
SHpPPE

Made
for You

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

Eugene Jacobs Inc.

ARE y6u taking
ADVANTAGE
OFOUR

January Sale?

A COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S FURNISHINGS

SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOPPE

Wednesday
By R. KAUFMAN

<
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At The Arena

Friday Nigrht

—Hockey— VILL VAN
At The Arena

Friday Night

—Hockey—

Vol. 3. No. 14 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1931 Price: Ten Cents

Two Knockouts Thrill Fans

As Mittmen Vie for Medals

In E. P. T. Inter-Frat Bouts

Lambda Kappa Delta Representatives Carry off Majority of

Victories in Eight Matches of First Elimina-

tion Round.—Moore, Lanchiano, ZaJS Win

WRESTLING MATCHES PROVIDE VARIETY

Booklet on
'30 Survey

Given Out

Divided Into Two Parts,

One Concerns College;

Other Student

' With close to four hundred look-

ing on, the third annual Epsilon
Phi Theta boxing tourney started

last Weanesday evening in the gym,
when the first preliminary rounds
were fought.

Two knockouts enlivened the

evening, while six other bouts went
to decisions. In addition, two
wrestling matches, featuring mat-
men from Temple University,

amused the crowd of VlUanovans
and Main Line flght fans who saw
bne action.

With all but four of the sixteen
entrants students in the School of

acience, the pre-meds garnered six

of the eight decisions, while Com-
merce and Finance, and the Engin-
eering Schools divided what was
left.

The night was remarkable for
three things—a fine defense of his
lib-pound title by Chaxley Moore,
only Lambda Kappa Delta in the
hghts, a quick knockout by Jimmie
McGovern, '34, over Battling WatJ

cun In the 160-pound class, and the
dethroning of the 142-pound cham-
pion, Johnny Gaughan, by Ralph
Killer' Lanciano, who Won the
crown by a referee's decision in the
final go of the night.

The decision was unpopular with
many of the onlookers, but Refer-
ee Frame Floyd voted for Lanciano
after Judges Caesar and Hinkson
aisagreed.
Floyd, who referred the final

bouts of the evening, after Jack
McOann had officiated during the
preliminaries, was the third man in
the ring the night Tunney defeated
Dempsey in the Sesqui Stadium in
Philadelphia, back in 1926.
The Lanciano-Gauhan setto was

the finest exhibition of boxliig abil-
ity given all night, with the judges
giving the winner a slight margin
in the first two rounds, Plthough the
former champion fought like a
whirlwind in the final two minutes.
Bending Lanciano to the floor and
having him In trouble when the
bell sounded.
Charley Moore had more than a

little trouble with Pete Diacova in
their bout. Only greater experience
and cool-headedness in the early

(Continued on Page Three)

Chester Co.

Club Plans

INew Dance

WORK WELL DONE

New Organization Has Many
Illustrious Alumni as

Members

PRE LENTEN AFFAIR

Schedule For
88th Retreat

Announced

Seiparate Services For Day
Students and

Boarders

STARTS SUNDAY EVE.

On the evening of Sunday, Feb-
ruary 1, at eight o'clock, a talk and
Benediction will formally open the
eighty-eighth annual Retreat of
Villanova College. Devotional ser-
vices and conferences will then
continue at scheduled hoiu«, under
the direction of Retreat Master,
Rev. G. S. Walker, O. S. A., until
Thursday morning, when a Mass
and Communion will bring the ex-
ercises to a 'ilose.

During Retreat, Confessions will
be heard every morning at 7:30
and 8:30, every afternoon at 2:30,
and evenings at 7:30. The Mass
on Monday will be held for the
deceased students of the College,
and particularly for those who
have died within the past three
year: Joseph DeLlberty, Leo J.
Ooodreau, Daniel McNamee. Lean-
der Bresclanl. A Mass for deceased
faculty members will be said on
Tuesday, and the following day
Mass will be celebrated In honor
of deceased alumni of the College.

The first annual Pre Lenten

Dance will be held at the New
Century Club in West Chester on

February sixth by the newly

formed Chester County Club of

Villanova. This club, started re-

cently on the campus, comprises
all the students that live in Coates-
ville, West Chester, Berwyn, Staff-
ord and Phoenixville.
The dance, will be formal, is

going to be an annual affair held
immediately before Lent by the
club. The "Purple and Gold" or-
chestra of the State Teachers Col-
lege at West Chester will play at
the dance which promises to be a
very interesting affair. Dancmg
is to be from nine till one and the
tax is three dollars.

The need of a club comprising
students from Chester County has
long been apparent and it is with
pleasure that we hall its formation.
During the many long years of

Villanova's illustrious existence nu-
merous students from Chester
County have received their college
education here and now hold
prominent positions in various
fields. Among those we may men-
tion Robert A. Anderson '98, now
professor of Mathematics at the
State Teachers' College, West
Chester; J. A. Lewis, Professor of
Chemistry at the same institution.

John Ford, Professor of Anatomy
at Villanova College; Thomas Dal-
ton, prominent contractor In Paoli,
and James Mounihan, now teach-
ing at the Kennet Square High
School.
The students who comprise the

committee for the dance on Febru-
ary sixth are: Mr. William Thomp-
son, '32, chairman, who is assisted
by Messrs. White, Ash, Kopp, and
Hurst. Mr. John Haley, '28, an al-

umnus, is also serving on the dance
committee.

Merry Battle

Waged With

Mid-Years

Semi-Annual Publicity Stunt
Being Consummated

by Students

"Spiritual Searchlights," in book-
let form, has made its appearance
and is being distributed at the
present -^ time. Every student ^ in

the religion classes will receive a
copy. As is known^ "Spiritual

Searchlights" for 1930-1931 Is a
report on the Sixth Religion Sur-
vey at the college and embodies
the results of the answers given to

the questionnaires turned in ai last

year's retreat

The compiler of the booklet,

which contains eighty-eight pages,
is Rev. E. V. Stanford. O. S. A.
The booklet is printed on good
quality white paper, easily read
type and is covered in thin board
of light ecru color.

"Spiritual Searchlights" has not)
been published in the form of a
booklet since the fall of 1927,

periodical letters based on the sur-

veys taking its place. Tliat the
survey results may be of service to
the greatest number, Fr. Stanford
decided this year to again publish
the booklet. The purpose in pub-
lishing the book the author sets

forth In a short preface: "It (Spiri-

tual Searchlights") gives to the
students an opportunity for a
practical examination of conscience.
It presents to the Religious Direc-
tor an abundance of fact material
for reflection and direction. It is

an incentive and a pronounced aid
to him in carrying on his work. All

this is antecedent to and independ-
ent of the compilation and publish-
ing of the material. Its publica-
tion we believe intensifies these
results, giving them more perma-
nent form and providing really
inspirational reading."

The body of the booklet is divid-
ed into two parts: Part One, with
the heading, "What the College
Does for the student"; Part Two,
with the heading "What the Stu-
dent Does for Himself." This divi-

sion is based on the theory that
in the first group of questions the
activity of the college is the domi-
nant note, while in the second
group the activity of the student
is the dominant note. Each ques-
tion that was on the questionnaire
is treated separately. The answers
are tabulated; the author com-
ments on the result, and then the
individual answers themselves are
given. This is the general pro-
cedure, though some sections, the
section on Commimion for example,
are treated somewhat differently.

At the beginning of Part One Fr.

Stanford has tabulated the returns
of the questionnaires. Approxi-
mately six hundred copies were

(Continued on Page Four)

Attention

Drawn to

7th Survey

Student Sentiment Wanted

on Proposed Publication

oi Prayer Book

COOPERATION ASKED
Questionnaires tor the Seventh

Rengious burvey will be distributed

ntxv, week auring retreat and It is

me earnest nope oi the rengious

autiioriiies at tne college that a
fecxxiiy number oi vnem win be niied

111 anu leturnea. as the Religious

uirecwr, it. bianlord, points out

ine siu-vey can ana aoes nolo a
utuniteiy nelpiul piace in the Oath-
Oiic college."

ihere is one question on lae sur-

vey to which the religious author-

lues wish to direct special attention.

11 asKs, UO you lavor publishing a
bmau prayer book lor Villanova

M,uueni.sy It then asks for sug-

gtaiions; and iinaiiy asks whether
01 not tne student would purchase a
copy, II such a booK were published.

ine prayer book, U it were prmt-
tu, wouia oe a strictly Villanovan
ail air, i-r. Stanford said. It wouid
De aesigned especially lor Villanova
iiiuaenib and uesides serving as an
aii-arouna prayer book for the stu-

aeni auring his llle at coiiege, it

wouia De a worthy memento and
KeepsaKe lor years after gr<iauation.

xne book wouia be smaii, so as to
ue reaauy ana easily carried, and
Dound suDstantially in leather to
witnstana years of use. On the
cover there couid, perhaps, be
stamped m gold the seal ol the col-

lege.

'ihe book, if and when published,
would contain the prayers lor Mass,
prayers belore ana alter Commun-
ion, a number of hymns and special

prayers, in addition to all the devo-
tions peculiar to Villanova. The
purpose in including the question in
the burvey is to ascertain the
amoimt of student support that
such a project would gain and
whether or not the project could be
Unanced. Practical suggestions as
to the content and make-up will be
welcomed.

Last year, out of a distribution of
?rr>roximateIy six hundred ques-
tionnaires, little better than half
were returned. Quoting from the
recently distributed letter, "The Re-
ligious Survey," Fr. Stanford had
this to say: "In respect to quality
of the returns, we can ask nothing
better. In relation to quantity, we
do believe that the percentage of
returns could be much higher with
a little more cooperation on the
part of many students who are con-
tent with the role of merely critical
onlookers."

The same pamphlet concludes
With: "We ask your cooperation in
making the religious survey this
year most successful. We hope that
the questionnaire which wlil be
handed to you during the retreat,

(Continued on Page Pour)

Cats Drop Sixth Straight

Court Contest as K. of C.

And Seton Hall Take Two

Old New York City Jinx Still Holds as Knights of Columbus

Annex an Easy Victory 31-23.—Shift in For-

wards Fails to Stop Jersey Courtmen

WESTON TALLIES MOST POINTS FOR FELINES

Brooklyn-L. I.

Club Elects

4 Olticers

The ^^Villanovan" Selects

Its Candidates for the

m% Ten'' of Radio Reklm

A Copy-Weary Editor in a Search for News Selects the Out-
standing Dance Orchestras in Collaboration With an

Advising Board of Radio Romeos From Fedigan

Easter Dance To Be Held

in St. George Hotel

April Sixth

A new organization has been
lormed on the campus. For the

iirst time in several years an un-
aergraduate club has been organ-
izea composed of students from
wew York City.

This club has adopted the official

name of Brooklyn-Long Island Club
anu has already started an lU'gent

aiiVe lor members. At a recent
meeting there wats held the election

ol omcers. Michael Flynn was
cnosen as president, Joseph Barsin
as vice-president, James McGuinn
as secretary, and Arthur Zeigler as
treasurer. Rev. Father Greenlee
was requested to become Faculty
Aavisor of the club, and he willingly

accepted the position.

Although yet only a few days in
existence the club has already plan-
ned an extensive program of activ-
ity. Elaborate preparations are un-
aer wa^ lor an Easter Dance to be
held in the Ballroom of the St.
George Hotel in Brooklyn on April
sixth. This is a most beautiful and
oesirabie place to hold a dance, and
with Mr. Arthur Wastle as chair-
man the aSair is boimd to be most
successful.

The Alumni Club of New York
has been looking forward to an or-
ganization of this kind and is anx-
iously awaiting Its debut. They
have pledged their support to the
haster dance and this promises to
make it a most delightful gather-
ing. For some time there have been
in existence Holy Cross, George-
town, and Notre Dame Metropolitan
Clubs, and it is now Villanova's
chance to show the greatest city in
the World just what a great school
can do.

The attendance at the meetings so
far has been very encouraging but
the officers have expressed a desire
for more members. There are still
many students who have not yet
joined and they are wasting a valu-
able opportunity to belong to an
organization that will undoubtedly
make a name for itself within the
next few years.

The old New York jinx, which
has handicapped Villanova basket-

oail teams m Manhattan for the

past six years, still holds good, and
the Wildcats' thhrd invasion of

Gotham during January met with
the same result as the first two.

just as Manhattan and New York
University had done earlier in the
month. Seton Hall College, of

South Orange (N. J.), and the
Columbus Council, Knights of Col-

imibus. Brooklyn, also turned in

victories over Doc Jacobs' rambling
five.

In December, on another Jaunt
to the country near Broadway, the
Montclair A. C. had beaten the
WUdcats.

The team, which has been rest-

ing since its return early Friday
morning, resumes practice this ev-
ening.

Two field goals in the last min-
ute stopped a Wildcat rally in the
closing minutes of the game in
Brooklyn last Thursday night, and
the Columbus Council of the
Knights of Columbus turned back
the Felines for their sixth succes-

sive loss, 31-27.

The Villanova quintet waged a
courageous but futUe uphill fight

throughout the last period, trailing

by only one point at one stage,

20-19. The clubbers increased
their advantage to 23-20. and with
one minute to go had a four-point
lead, 27-23. Then two field goals

wrecked the small chance Jacobs'

crew still had for victory.

A large crowd saw the battle,

with Villanova adherents making
plenty of noise in the closing min-
utes.

Whitey Czesick, with four field

goals, and Tom Edwards, with
three double-deckers, led the Cats
in scoring. Weston and Harkina
divided the other points.
For the winners, who are one of

the best K. of C. cage outfits In
the country, Androsky, Crane and
McDonald were high scorers, aU
three of them tallying six counters. •

Keating led the team with seven
points.

The squad left New York at 1

a. m. Friday morning, arriving here
(Continued on Page Three)

Dinner Dance
Starts Off

New Term

Hockey Game
Scheduled

For Arena

Last Year's Star Will Play

As Well as Frosh Foot-

ball Men

SKATING AFTER GAME

ORDER OF SERVICES

Residents
Sunday, February 1, 1931

8:00 P. M.—Talk and Benedic-
tion

Monday to Wednesday, Feb. 2-4
A. M. 7:30—Mass

9:30—Conference
1 1 :30—Conference

P. M. 1:30—Stations of Cross
• 4:30—Rosary and Litany
7:00—Conference, Bene-

diction

Thunday, Febmary 5, 1931
7:30 A. M.—Mass and Com-

munion
Non-Retidents

Monday to Wednesday, Feb. 2-4
A. M. 8:30—Mass

10 :30—Conference
12 :30—Conference

P. M. 1 :00—Stations of
2 :00—Conference

.

Thursday, February 5, 1931
8:30 A. M.—Mass and Com

munion

Cross
Bene-

outcome; DOUBTFUL hi^^'' ^'in'^'i-uriTI" som^wlS
T . ^^f«f«nt manner than before. We

With the dawn of the Mid-Year ,

fail to see just why these mythical
exams, it is usually announced in ' ^^^^^J^^ons should be restricted to

the parlance of the law fcourt that "Jf "f** °} sports, and as a result

all student are presumed to be bril- 1^.^'or ^^.^^Z.^^n^'^^%
liant until "it is proven l)eyond a candidates for the Big Ten of
reasonable doubt" that they are not. Radio dance orchestras.

Of course the burden of proof lies '

.^'^'°'"® entering upon a defense

w,m the in»tr„cu,r but .n «,ded °LS"'£ft,' llv^lS^SuS
burden of proving the proof is cor- heard everyone of the orehestois
rect lies with the student! mentioned below, several times and.
Hence everywhere throughout the ^f??*"'"*^

***** '^e are by no means
school an atmosphere of research ^S^at we^« JSiij^ffifiS'
into the lost art of studying is pre- in selecting a group of thte^Se
dominant. Volumes and volumes of as are hundreds of those iSdl^duS
books and notes are brought out who annually clutter Oie^nmnf
and even little "get-together" class- of our pi^re and maS^^^S
es are held in the students room their All-American SpSJterSnw
Everyone is at least certain of a Bert Lowen anrt hi« xan^^wL.

•moral Victory
"
but hundreds are OrchVst™ ta thJ 2naSlmo,5"SS

striving after real victory hi terms as possessing the most Se^lnfan^
of passable grades. Those that have unique signature numbers He VwS
oral exams in conjunction with the made "Bye-Bye Blues" and "You^
other exams are endeavorhig to The One I Care For" famous and
prove Hamlets order to his players he has Just Introduced another
•Speak the speech I pray you, trip- titled. "By Mv Side" whlrh
plngly on the tongue" can be car-, promises to be the equil of the

"^^»,°I'M°
'^"^ '*^^ '^

H^'
I other two. Bemle cSmilns and

While these seven days are to -TJark Eyes" are awarded secondmany the longest they ever lived, position.
"cwuu

In our opinion Ben Bemle Is the
master of personality over the

they are to others the beginning
perhaps of an extended vacation.
The task of convincing an instruc-
tor as to the result of hours of con-
centration on our books will prove
to many that there are few harder
worlds to conquer. But it is a mat-
ter of history that the largest per-
centage successfully conquer their
s(>ml-annual foe.

Weary and dimmed eyes as they
sit up till three studying with all

their might to pa.s.<; the exams suc-
ce.s.sfully.

. over
radio. The old Maestro with his
witty sayings and with his rendition
of vocal choruses In his "im-
warranted baritone" is far in front
of his nearest rival Vincent Lopez.

Oiu* next selection may seem to
be a puzder insofar as both candi-
dates are not so well-known In this
section of the country. Isham Jones
who can be heard over WLW al-
most every evening has about the
smoothest tempo In alow rjrthm

that we have heard. Red Curtis
a new-comer in the middle west
runs him a close second.
Here's an upset. Clyde McCoy,

after much discussion and heated
argument surpasses Duke Ellington,
that dusky Hanem favorite, as a
dispenser of blue rythm. If you
don't agree with us just listen to
Clyde and his weeping, throbbing
trumpet as he sobs out the "Susar
Blues."

Coon-Sanders and their Night
Hawks get our votes as the out-
standing group of red hot rythm
kings. These jazz babies possess
the rare ability of presenting very
snappy syncopation without sacri-
ficing good music. Tai Henry, a
representative of the Southland
carries off second honors without
much trouble.

There ought to be no argument
about our next choice and no de-
fensive statement Is necessary.
Spiritualistic music and Paul Tre-
malne are synonomous. And Johnny
Hamp Is no slouch either.
The "One Man Band." "Har-

monica Harry." "Mysterious Moe,"
"The Man from the South"—add
them all together and you can have
our next selection—Ted Weentt. Do
you knew of anyone who can pre-
sent novelties as effectively as Tad?
We don't. Warlng's Pennsylvanlans
remained in the running to the last
but lost out in the last ballot.

This next one provides plenty of
room for debate. It is a case of
one person's opinion against an-
other's. We name Horace Heldt
and his Callfomlans and Ted Lewis
as our entertainers, In the order
named.
We say that there Is room for

debate in our last selection and
now we say that there is absolutely

^Continued on Page Two)

Formal Affair Sponsored
By Phi Kappa Pi

For Feb. 6

O'CONNOR CHAIRMAN
Phi Kappa PI. the fraternity of

Villanova's enterprising engineers,
again strides forth into the lime-
light with the announcement of its

annual Dinner Dance (Formal) to
be held on Thiu^day evening, Feb-
ruary 5th. Well begun Is half
done, so start the new semester in
the approved fashion, whether you
are a member of the frat or a
member's guest, by arran^ng now
to attend the affair.

The dinner will be served at 7:30
P. M. In the Rose Room of the
Hotel Adelphia. The menu has
been carefully selected and, ac-
cording to the conunittee in charge,
will prove appetizing and plentiful.
Following the dinner the tables
will be removed, and festivities will
begin in earnest. The Rose Room
will be revealed in all its glory,

supplemented by banners of all the
Villanova fraternities.

Tom Cullen's IntercoUegiates.
who have co-starred with our own
VlUanovans on several recent oc-
casions, have been engaged to fur-
nish the rythm for the dancing,
which will continue imtU—well, for
quite some time.

All the members of the faculty
of the School of Engineering have
been invited as special guests of
honor.
The committee which is shoul-

dering all the responsibility of the
undertaking Is headed by Bernard
O'Connor, chairman, assisted by
Donald OUdea, Frank Remy. T. J.

Byrne, and Donald La Fond.
Remember—Thursday evening.

February Sth, 7:30 P. M.. Hotel
Adelphia, $6.00 per couple, formal—
bring your girl and your appetite.

The only home game of this sea-
son to be played by the Villanova
Hockey team will be played in the
Arena in Philadelphia on Friday
night. The game will be played
against the Penn A. C, one of the
strongest amateur teams in or
around Philadelphia. However, the
College hockey team feels tliat it

will give some stiff opposition to its

opponents, due to the fact that
there have been several revisions

of the lineup, and also the fact

that there are now three new play-
ers available.

Joe Delaney, one of last years
steller performers is coming back to

school at the midterm and will

probably be seen in action Friday
night. Two froshV football men,
'Nasty Oolden,' and Ventura, are
two very promising dark horses.

Last year the team lost to Penn
A. C. but at that time it was hand-
icapped by having a poor organiza-
tion.

Broom Ball, Too
Between the periods there is sure

to be much hiliarity, for there is to

be a Broom Ball game between the
teams of Mike Flynn and Pete
Forves. In case you don't know
what Broom Ball is, imagine
Hockey played with brooms and a
basketball 1 There are six men on a
side and the game is played much
like hockey, and this means that
there will be spills aplenty and fun
galore.

There will be free skating after
the game until midnight, so bring
your skates and your dates and for-
get the midterms for a couple of
hours at least. Tickets may be had
for all this for the small sum of
one half a buck if purchased in the
Pie Shoppe, Book Room, or Barber
Shop before six p.m. Friday. If you
don't buy your tickets at those
places, the fee will be seventy-five
cents at the Arena. The Arena, by
the way. is located on Market
Street between 45th and 46th.
Coach Hunslnger has refused to

divulge the starting lineup as there
have been several revisions, and
there will be several more practices
before the game.
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Editorially

Speaking

THE SURVEY

SENIOR MEETINC; MONDAY

On Next Sunday evening a Conference in the College

Chapel will mark the opening of the eighty-eighth annual

retreat conducted by the Augustinian Fathers for the bene-

fit of the students of Villanova College. So much has been

said in the past, so much has been written concerning the

necessity of a retreat at certain intervals during the course

of our lives, concerning the innumerable benefits to be de-

rived from a conscientious and sincere observation of the

services off"ered during a function of this nature that we feel

it unnecessary to dwell at any length on the retreat consid-

ered from a general point.

We wish here to bring to the attention of the student

body, a function which during the past few years has come

to be part and parcel of our annual retreat. We refer to

the religious survey.

While the general nature oi the survey is known to the

majority of the students, while most of us know the pui-pose

of the questionnaire which we will be asked to fill out next

week, many of us, perhaps, are dubious as to the meritorious

value of the religious survey.

Looking at the matter from an ulterior point of view,

if we fill out the questionnaire we are helping those in charge

of the retreat in their endeavor to do all in their power to

foster and further the religious welfare of the Villanova

student. Then too, the survey possesses many opportunities

for self-betterment. It att'ords a chance for sincere intro-

spection. If we answer the questions truthfully we will have

to study our past actions; if we consider the matter con-

[!: scientiously we will see just where we have failed to live up

I

to the standards required of us. We are given the oppor-

\\ tunity of looking back, as it were, on our past, to discover

\v; our short-comings; of looking forward into the future, with

.
; a firm resolution to overcome our failings and weaknesses.

Filling out the questionnaire is not a difficult task; it

will require but a few moments of each individual's time.

Yet the benefits to be derived are enormous. This fact can

be ascertained from the manner in which the letters on last

year's survey, published and distributed from time to time,

have been received, read and digested.

In the past, while the quality of the returns has been of

i:i the best, while no fault can be found with the nature of the

.answers to the various que.stions and with the nature of

questions submitted, nevertheless the quality of returns was
not all that it should have been. Evidently there have been

many who either took the matter as a joke or who did not

think the survey worthy of their consideration. Let us all

determine to remedy this unbalanced condition and let us all

do our little bit to bring the quantity of returns as near the

one hundred percent mark as we possibly can.

all let us make our returns as soon as possible after the

questionnaiies have been distributed.

Quoting the letter, issued to the students on the "RE-
LIGIOUS SURVEY":

"We ask your cooperation in making the Religious Sur-
' vey this years most successful. We hope that the ques-

. ; tionnaire which is to be handed to you during the Retreat, ; crowds ortheurTemployed who "de

will be carefully filled out and promptly returned for one or !"*"^
J'^^^ ^ "'^' *"^ P^^ ^*^

,

,

. ,

,

Is higher."
Other of the reasons

:

^^^ ^^ j ^i^ ^^ ^^^^ beginning of
1. Because even if I do not personally see the use of this weeks bull session, if you

the Survey, it is a way of cooperating with efforts being I*^°P^« would only refrain from
J- ... ,j. .Tf-ii ,

committing suicide in such large
made for my religious welfare at Villanova. numbers it would help matters a

2. Because the SURVEY has been of real sei-vice in ,

'o*^- "o^ only for me personally but
.. i • J- 1- I- «• i i tT-11 -..1 for my brother Hellions. There is
the past m coordinating religious efforts at Villanova with L great deal of difference you see.

the real needs of the students.
I

between a self made shade (pardon

„ ,, ./. T , . <. , , . .
'the alliteration) and one who

3. Because even if 1 do not feel that there is any per- -passes out" up there through no
sonal profit in filling out mv questionnaire, it is of undoubted ^*"'*' °' ^^^ °w"- "^^ ^^^^' ^^^^

u 1 J iu • .lu ! '/•^u • .. , . <.<>.r>,».r»TT . . I

of shade was doing something up
help toothers in the lorm of the printed report "SPIRITUAL

I there and is only too willing to

SEARCHLIGHTS."
j

begin down here where he left off.

A rt „ .. £ r .ll 1 , I These shades are always welcome
4. Because even if none of the reasons above appeal and are considered quite an asset

to me, I intend to hand it in anyway. I
to the infernal Government. The
former type, though,—the ones you

***** call "suicides," are an altogether
different proposition. Down here
we call them "half ways," because
that is exactly what they are. Due

departure
from the earth they usually have
left a lot of matters behind that
were not finished and as a result

they are not completely fixed in

Hades even though they are in a
Hell of a fix. As soon as they get
down here they begin wandering
around and asking all sorts of
foolish questions. "What Is the
Stoclc Marlcet doing?" Did tht
Wicl(crKham Commission make Its

report yet?, and so forth. They
cannot apply themselves to any
sort of task down here and as a
result turn nut to be a general
nuisance.

The Styx i

Hey, you Americans, give me a
break. Have pity on me, a poor
old ferryman, and stop giving me
so much business. This might
sound funny to you, to hear of
someone amid all these hard times
complaining of too much business

—

but that is a fact. I am the most
over worked creature imaginable
and especially so because you Am-
ericans sem to think it fashionable
or something to commit suicide.

After all you know, I'm only a poor
boatman Just trying to get along
with what I've got which, by the
way, isn't much. My equipment
for carrying shades of the departed
consists of an old "leahLy" rowboat
and one broken oar. At the most
I can only accommodate three pay-
ing passengers. This scheme works
out all right when business is

normal but in these times I couljd

have an ocean liner in which to
ply back and forth across the river
Styx and still not be able to ac-
commodate the crowds lined up on
the bank awaiting to be taken
across.

You'd be surprised if you saw
how popular Hell has become. Now
that it is winter up where you
earthly creatures live, and the icy
winds blow around corners chill-

ing every one to the bone, you can
hardly blame some poor, starving
half frozen unemployed creature
for taking it upon himself to come
down here where it's always nice
and warm and "there ain't no ten
commandments and a guy can
raise a thirst." Getting all the
advantages of California's best
brand of sunshine without the
disadvantage of getting sunburned
is realy something to write home
about. And that is Just what the
shades down here are doing, I
guess. I've noticed lately that on
all my return trips I carry back
several sacks of mail which for the
most consists of post cards—the
"having a wonderful time—wish
you were here" type that I under-
stand you mortals send back to
your homes and friends from At-
lantic City or Niagara Palls or
where ever you go.

You can readily imagine the re-
sults if all the shades down here
write up to their worldly friends
and relatives asking them to come
down. Well that is Just what is

happening and things are going
pretty hard for poor old Phylegas.
No matter how hard I work I
cannot seem to make a dent in the
ever increasing crowd that is

swarming all over the bank of the
Styx. Being the only boatman in
Hades and the only person official-

ly designated by his Fiendish
Majesty, Satin I, to act in that
capacity, I naturally have to work
all by myself. It is all right in
normal times, by working steadily
I can take care of all the trade
that appears but right now, well,

—a bridge across the Styx—perish
the thought— wouldn't be amiss.
I could, if I had helpers, run a
whole fleet of ferry boats on the
river and thus speed up the pro-
duction. Of course this plan, while
fundamentally being advantageous,
has several drawbacks. If I in-

structed several other hellions in
the deep and intricate profession
of a boatman they would strike

out for themselves and instead of
a monopoly I would have some
competition in the Perry Boat
Business. Also it would increase
the influx of shades into Hades
to an abnormal degree. As it is,

I understand from reports other
hellions have given me, they are
having trouble with the shades
that are all ready there. The im-
employment situation in Hades,
while not quite as cold blooded a
proposition as it is up in your
wintry world, is nevertheless an
increasing worry for our Plendish
Economists. Karl Marx, who was
recently appointed head of the
special Unemployment Investigation
Committee of Hades, is all for
establishing a socialistic govern-
ment and providing employment
for all by the creation of coopera-
tive Fuel Producing and Ash Re-

AnH jihnvp 1""°^"^^ Companies as well as co-Ana Huove operative Furnaces. This he says,

would perhaps work out better in
Hell itself, than in that Hell of a
world up there, (no hard feelings)

As it is things are becoming more
serious every day. Unemployed
may be seen on practically every
street corner selling baked apples,
while the Hades Police have their
hands full breaking up riotous

feandtelwrl^t
TK^ i^Ad MaUvK

^Collcgiana

After another scientific study of
the situation I have come to the
conclusion that this paper is great-
ly in need of a scandal sheet and
a comic section. The great papers
of the nation all have them so if

VTO are to rank with them it re-
mains only for us to be up and
doing. A Sunday picture section
might also go large but maybe that
would be starting off in too big a
manner Let us just have the comics
and scandal. Prom the circulation
viewpoint it seems that there would
be ten times the number of cus-
tomers we now have. And once the
kiddies of the country got an eye
on the comics the paper would be
an Institution on a Sunday morn-
ing. Theres allways plenty of dirt

around the campus and the wise
cracks would make Will Rogers
feel silly. No use going at this

thing without system System is the
foundation of every greqt enter-
prise.

First there is the weekly scandal
sheet to be run off the press. To
gather the material for this it 4s

only necessary to have a couple of
reporters who have nothing much
to do but spend their evenings
listening to the bull sessions that are
so plentiful about the dorms. Then
there is need of a headline writer.

Gibbons would be a success here
with the material we have to offer

Now that it is all set let us peer
at an early issue. Early issues are
necessary if you wish to have late

editions.

The picture is about to unfold.

It is Sunday morning and the scene
is the dining room. Keeping in

mind that the Villanovan is the
(?reat breakfast table paper of the
campus imasiine good old Oscar
Berime llehtly trlpoing in for his

bacon and eews and at the door he
digs for a dime and buys the latest

copv of the Villanovan He takes it

and the eggs to the table and pre-

nares for a pleasant half-hour. He
shakes some salt over the fore-

mentioned estes and props the
naper up on the su^ar Jiwer. As
he open it huore headlines jumn out

to meet him. Across the oasre is

snread the startlin*? news that the

nast life of a prominent Senior is

"iven in detail. It reads something
liVp this:

SENIOR HONOR IVTAN INVOLVED
IN HUGE LOVE SWINDLE

Jilted Waitress To Sue Roomate
For Stealing Affections

Then the dreadful details of how
this honored Senior wooed and won
the fair lady's hand only in order

that he might be fed without pay-
ing the check More details of how
the struggling waitress gave up
home and friends and position all

for the sake of this love bandit.

How he left her at the altar while

he sought another love in the form
of a seller of tickets In one of the

local moving pictures houses. Where
the rpom mate comes into the story

is left for the later editions. The
next day the Senior leaves, a ruin-

ed man and all through the power
of the press. The pen is mighter
than the sword. Another life gone
on the rocks, another soul thread-
ing the pathway that leads to the

street of forgotten men. Alas that

life should be so cruel. On episodes

as sad as these would ye build the

fame of our sheet.

Then the comic section. Here is

a grand opportunity for original

ideas. First of all we would need
no cartoonists. All needs are

several photographers. The ordinary

events on the campus are queer

enough when viewed by the normal
mind to be utterly ridiculous. Have
several views of students rushing

to class and In the same column a

couple of views' showing the

students gradually becoming angry

when the prof doesn't show up for

class. Then pictures of all the lights

going out as the eleven o'clock

bells rings This last might- be

worked in with sound effects. Then
a scene in the nie shop as the free

cigars are being passed out. The
field is unlimited, thousands of

opDortunities are offered every day.

Then we might have a household

section which would appeal to the

home loving souls. In this there

might be suggestions as to how to

hang pictures without driving nails

and hints for the mending of

broken transoms And also to re-fill

electric light bulbs after they have
blown out. Where to put trunks

might be good for a few columns.

How to keep the creases in trousers

over night is all ways useful. What
to do when the room mate snores

etc.

An automobile section showing
the newest relics that grace the

campus and the mystery of the

stolen tires that even your best

friend wont tell you about An auto

show might be sponsored every

vear by the paper and prizes erlven

for the oldest car that can still do

forty. Helpful hints to motorists it

.should be called. Mixed in this sec-

tion should be the Movie section

showing all the local shows for the

next three days and where if any-

where there are to be given free

tickets. Somehow or other when
ever there is to be somethine: given

for nothing there are a flock of

Villanova men right up In the

front. ':

No paper is complete without the

fashion section. The Individuals

who follow the Prince of Wales in

the matter of dress would find the

hottest tips straight from old

England. This Is to be arranged by

bribing the Prince's butler. Art for

the sake of art. Pictures of the

sweat shirts and hoseless knickers

that are In vogue at other colleges

will be given a prominent place.

Weekly contests for the man whose
shoes are run down at the heel to

such a degree that he Is further off

center than anyone else. Everything

to make It the paper of the people.

Thats all.

I r

Yale U. Finds

Honor System

Unsuccessful
Faculty and Student Paper

Recognize Need For

More Vigilance

Two clippings taken from recent

editions of the New York Dally

Times give us a pretty clear idea of

the success, or rather, the failure

with which the honor system of ex-

aminations, has met at Yale Uni-

versity.

The first article, dated January
22, reads as follows: Dean Clarence

W. Mendel, of the Yale academic
department, said in an article pub-

lished in the Yale Daily News that

cheating is growing In the class

room, and warned of punishment as

the undergraduates began their

semi-annual examinations.
The honor system was employed

in the academic department of Yale

College for several years, but was
repealed about a year ago.

•Tradition at Yale up to a very

recent time, has held dishonesty in

the class room and on examinations
to be inexcusable," the dean stated

m the article. "Such dishonesty is. And now we come to the final

as it has always been, intolerable to candidates. Paul Whiteman, the

any one who takes thought about It.
King of Jazz, the daddy of them

"The student body took an honest

step when they abolished the honor
system out of the regrettable recog-

nition that it was not working."

After hearing so much discussion

on the merits of the honor system

and after reading so much of what
many of our modern educators have
to say concerning the perfectabillty

of the modern student and the In-

herent sense of honesty and honor
which will come to the fore if the

student Is only given a chance to

show it, this exposition of conditions

as they really exist under circum-
stances typical of every other insti-

tution of learning, comes as a relief

and as an irrevocable answer to

those theories which may be beauti-
ful In sentiment and in theory but
impracticable and impossible in

practice.

The "Villanovan" Selects

Its Candidates for the

"Big Ten" of Radio Realm

(continued Trom first page)

no room for discussion for this
selection—Guy Lombardo, the king
of Mellow Melody. Husk O'Hare,
who recently made his debut In
the Blue Fountain Room of the
LaSalle Hotel In Chicago, is the
only other candidate who can even
come close to Guy Lombardo and
his Royal Canadians.

COLLEGIANA
Barnard College

(The TATLER of New Rochelle
College relays us this bit of neWs):
'Barnard College, New York, has
inaugurated a course of rest and
relaxation for those students who
are not physically fit to participate
in gymnasium work All talking
and reading are prohibited and the
students are encouraged to sleep
during. this period. (We wonder if

they need much encouragement.)"

Manhattan College
Published in the QUADRANGLE

was found this bit of Jasper verse:
Twixt wet and dry, we always try
Between the extremes to steer.

We were always fond of our laeer,

For we like a drop of good beer.
We're particularly partial to beer.
Porter and swipes, always give us

the gripes,
But that's never the case with

beer."
< "Hoch", "Prosit" and other for-

gotten phrases!)

St. Thomas Collej:e

iSt. Paul, Minn.)
The PURPLE AND GRAY advo-

cates an insurance policy for ath-
letes injured during games in which
they represent their Alma Mater.
To quote, "Business institutions are
required by law to insure workers
against injury or death. I feel there
should be a state law, requiring
every school to take out compensa-
tion insurance for all players except
in Intra-mural sports. In the case
that a man is injured, a certain sum
should go to him until he recovers
—no matter if he leaves school."

Temple University
With "Mid-years' " to the right of

us; and ditto to the left of us—and
in fact all around us—a Temple
psychologist in the TEMPLE NEWS
states that, "Conscientious study
throughout the term makes a more
permanent impression on the mind
than does cramming, which only
lasts for the moment." We also
glean this bit of sorrowful news
through the same medium, "Stu-
dents do not realize that examina-
tions are as hard. If not harder for
the professor because he must put
a great deal of time on devising the
questions and also on grading them.
If a student makes 100 in an exam,
the professor does not know how
much better the student could have
done, while if he makes a zero, he
does not know how much worse he
might have done." The pity of it

all!

Gettysburg Coliege
Gettysburg seems to produce a su-

perior brand of Prosh—or at least
the Gettysburg Sophomores seem to
think so. In the words of the GET-
TYSBURGIAN, "Of all the victor-
ies the lowly Freshmen have had
over the sophisticated Sophomores
this year, the most brilliant and
notable was In forensics, when the
yearling debaters scored an undis-
senting decision vote over their
opponents." (who failed to ap-
pear).

Canisius College

The CANISIAN gives us the lv.1-

lowing information about Harry
Sluhldreher's choice for his All-
Catholic college teams "Coach
Harry Stuhldreher's selections for
the ten strongest Catholic football
teams in the country give the Jesuit
colleges a decided edge. Notre
Dame, of course, heads the list, fol-
owed by Marquette, St. Mary's of
California, Fordham, Loyola of New
Orleans, Holy Cross, Detroit, Villa-
nova, Georgetown, and Boston Col-
lege."

"The faculty has but one attitude

toward cheating, an attitude shared,

we believe, by the undergraduate
t)ody. It is altogether imperative

that the growing disregard of this

traditional standard on the part of

many unthinking undergraduates
should be wiped out."

The second clipping is dated Jan-
uary 23, and has to do with a com-
ment on the dean's statements,
written editorially by the Dally
News of Yale University: Com-
menting today on the statement of
Dean Clarence W. Mendell that
cheating in Yale scholarship exam-
inations has been aggravated and
will t)e met with vigorous measures,
the Yale Daily News said editorially
that the college administration was

all, wins the distinction of being
the most versatile in his arrange-
ments. Concert, Blues, Jazz Num-
bers—they're all the same to Paul.
Arnold Johnson lands second place.
Everyone is entitled to his own

opinion and we would be most
optimistic indeed to expect to have
our choice remain unchallenged,
therefore, we open the columns of
this publication to anyone who
desires to express his views on the
group named.
We expect to receive comments

from the readers of this article and
we will be more than pleased to

reprint any communications re-

ceived.

Here's our choice and we stick

to it:

at last aware of a disgraceful con- < Signature

The meetinpr to be held by the 5?€nior cIbrs is, and should
be, of paramount importance to every member. Upon the to their rather abrupt

results of the issues to be taken up hinges the fate of both
the Belle Air and the Belle Air Ball.

The Belle Air Ball, besides being the most picturesque
and traditional event held on the campus duiing the winter
term in past years, has also .served as a means of obtaining
a sufficient cash balance to tide over the Bell Air. The lo.ss

of one, even leaving out the fact that an integrally Villa-

novan tradition has disappeared, would .seriously jeopardize
the chances of the other .... And neither could exist with-
out your support. Show your class-spirit, Seniors

!

d!tion and determined to effect a
dn-stic improvement. The News
added

:

• Cheating at Yale is so prevalent
as to dema.id instant and sweeping
mea;iures of reform. The faculty,
whether through Innocence or
through blindness, have given im-
petus to a nefarious trend by with-
holding even normal vigilance.

So don't forget this advice, you
starving Americans, if you want to
come down get someone to kill you,
don't do It yourself. You'll find
out it pays in the end. At any
rate we'll make it hot for you down
here.

Hip, hip
PHYLEGAS

Bert Lown, Bernie Cummins
Personality

Ben Bernie, Vincent Lopez
Sweet Rythm

Isham Jones, Red Curtis

Blues
Clyde McCoy, Duke Ellington

Red Hot Rythm
Coon-Sanders. Tal Henry

Spirituals

Paul Tremalne, Johnny Hamp
Novelties

Ted Weems, Warlng's
Pennsylvanlans

Entertairunent
Horace Heldt. Ted Lewis

Mellow Melodies
Guy Lombardo. Husk O'Hare

Versatility

Paul Whiteman, Arnold Johnson

I^UIanobelttes
The fights last week were re-

markable in so far as so few
students managed to crash them.
Bet tiaif the students try to crash
into heaven someday.
According to the baseball schedule

published in the last issue the team
will spend the season In travelling
around the country. We will rival
Notre Dame's football team in
miles covered.
The Sophomores are out for a

rolored band to play at their Soiree.
If they can make it as colorful as
the dance the class ran last year
as Freshmen it is a success now.
Beta Gamma is going to meet

Muhlenberg on the Russian ques-
tion. They are going far afield for
a topic. We'll attend anything but
a debate on the Prohibition ques-
tion.

We liave a board track now.
Theres no longer any excuse for
the ex-high school stars who
claimed to be so fast on the lioards
to withhold from us an exhibition
of their speed.
We read somewhere last week of

a penny dance being held at Ohio
State and it went big. There's an
opportunity for a club or frat to
start In business. We need a few
Innovations in the matter of dances
on the campus.
There should be numerous one

way tickets sold to numerous home
towns this week.
The half year being over the

laundry finds itself so far ahead
that the buttons are being counted
by the barrelful. They start all
over again this week for another
half year. It is rumored that rips
will riot be counted from now on.
Only the total number of buttons
torn off or broken will count in
scoring.

If many more of the fellows
around here insist on growing
monstoches (?) the dainty paper
Dixies now in vogne in the dining
room will have to give way to the
old fashioned mug.
As one man put it if such con-

ditions continue to grow, we won't
be able to tell this place from
Princeton.
That's not the half of it-^-we even

saw a man who tried to grow a
goatee.

That's all for this semester.
DO & DONT
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The Sports Editor Thinks

Ye Sport8 Editor started thinking last Tuesday, and
the novelty of such a rash process^ has not worn off yet, so

he's going to see whether he can keep it up for another
week. Mayhe he'll win some kind of an endurance contest.

Or, at least, his luck might turn and he might pass some
examinations.

Last week was what is known as a dull week in the
' sports world. Two basketball games, both away from home>
and the E. P. bouts—that was all. And this week is just

about as bad. The cage outfit plays on Saturday night, and
the hockey sextet makes its only Philadelphia appearance
Friday evening, but outside of that, it's just cramming and
more cramming.

Next week, Father Kenny's luter-Frat League gets

started, and while up to now, the Lambda Kappa Delts have
seemed to hold the entire stage with their preparations, the
other organizations will soon be heard from, and the excite-

ment will be tense,—as they say in the Frank Merriwell
tales.

L. K. D. AND THE FIGHTS
And while we're on the subject of Lambda Kappa

Delta, we would like to take cognizance of the protest the
doctors-to-be made concerning certain features of the bouts
last Wednesday night. It seems tlie boys are all 'het up'
because about nine of every ten fighters on the program
were labeled as L. K. D. proteges.

Now, we are led to understand, that while these lads
are all eligible to membership in that organization, only
one, Charley Moore, the scrappy little West Philadelphia
Irishman and titleholder in the 118-pound class, is a mem-
ber.

Naturally, the members of L. K. D. didn't like to
see every Tom, Dick and Harry add the letters to his name
just as though they were his for the asking (or even without
asking).

So, it seems there was only one L. K. D. entrant in
the bouts last week, and that the term 'inter-fraternity' was
very much misused.

L. K. D. BASKETBALL
It also seems that Lambda Kappa Delta, while not

particularly desirous of winning an inter-fraternity champ-
ionship in boxing when it is the only fraternity entered, is

really serious about the inter-frat basketball league, which
gets started next Monday afternoon.

You all know, (except the Freshmen, and they are
wondering this week if they ever knew anything) that L.
K. D. has been the ruling fraternity on the court here for
these, oh, so many years. And, according to those who
should know, the Lambdas again will be on top when the
present round-robin affair is completed.

At their meeting last week, Dan Alamprese was
elected manager and a coach, most likely a member of the
varsity squad, will be appointed early this week.

THAT DECISION
Let's get back to the fights for a minute.
There was as much noise after the bouts last Wed-

nesday night as there was while the fights were taking place.
And most of the din caused after ten o'clock was due to a
decision which certain folks have not taken in the spirit it

was given, which seems to be jokingly.

The battle between Johnny Gaughan and 'Killer'

Lanchiano, two boys who know what they are supposed to
do witli the pillows on their hands, was as interesting as any
on the program. Two skillful boxers, three fast rounds

—

so far so good.

But the decision was given to Lanchiano, after most
of the paying customers had thought Gaughan deserved
the nod.

Now, they are saying that that decision will kill ama-
teur boxing at Villanova. They say that after all the ob-
stacles Epsilon Phi Theta has overcome in the past three
years to put the ring game definitely on the student's sports
program (if not on the school's), that one decision will
change everything.

. . . .,

We doubt it. We think boxing fore is a little bit
too powerful to be ruined by one act, even if it were a par-
ticularly unsavory decision.

There is still life in the old game. But Junior Week
will tell the story.

Before we leave the fights, we want to straighten out
sonie of the facts of that decision. According to the slips
collected by Announcer Bucky Hammond, after the judges
disagreed, Rfeeree Frank Floyd voted for Lanciano.

George Hinkson, of the Inquirer, one of the judges,
cast his ballot for Gaughan, while Ernie Caeser, the other
official, voted for Lanciano.

DON'T GIVE UP:
It looks like a bad year for the basketball team. Two

more defeats last week, which might be traced to the near-
ness of the examinations and the mental worry of playing
away from home on the night they began, doesn't seem to
indicate a good team, but the scores tell a different story.

Very few teams have walked over Doc Jacobs' lads this

year, and Manhattan, which beat N. Y. U. and Bucknell on
successive evenings last week, was quite lucky, we are told,

to win by a 24-23 count.

Just remember the baseball team of last spring.
Charlie McGeehan's diamond workers won three of their
first twelve games and they turned right around to win nine
out of the next eleven, and finish the season with a better
than ..'500 record.

^^

It wouldn't be so easy for the basketball five to pull
a stunt like that, but we'd like to see them try.

HOCKEY
Ed Hunsinger's 1931 ice hockey team plays its third

game of the season Friday night, perhaps their only game
to be played in the Arena this year. The team has been at-

tracting large crowds in its games away from home., and
with the strain of examinations over, quite a crowd sfbould
see the Boys in Blue perform on Friday night.

Last year, two games were played with the Pc.nn A.
C. A thrilling tie was played in the Arena, while the club-
men won a match down in Atlantic City.

-*—1^

Is one of these ci^drettes

longer than the other— or

do your eyes deceive you?

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE te//s the Truth/

M I

B E

LD E R

TIER

® 1931 , Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

S-O-L
Sportcasting

Good sports-

ig some exhibitions of modinea rw, ir i *„ TU-ni !?„«„
anslaughter, better known as prize Two Knockouts IhriU Fans

As Mittmen Vie for Medals

in E. P. T. Inter-Frat Bouts

This evening, folks, we have taken

our "Mike" to the Villanova Square

Garden, where the A. E. P. are stag-

ing some exhibitions of modified

nii

eights
—V—

It looks like the boys are taking

their midyears seriously because

there are only a few hundred specta-

tors. Our Sioux friend, "Bucky"
Hammond is master of ceremonies.

Every time he gets up to say some-

thing, a "babe's" heart in the crowd
beats a little faster ......

—V—
The first cuppla bouts are nothing

to write home about Prank
iroppea and Paul Calamoso were

the winners In the next fight,

Pellicane is hitting Casterline any
time and any place — It's lucky

here aren't any vacant chairs on th*
first row, or else he might be tempt-

ed to swing one of those.

—V—
Teddy Casey's debut as manager

is very successful — His protege,

Jim McGovern, just put away Wat-
joun in the first round In the

only heavyweight bout. Young
Ihoman beat Joe DeLuca, and is

ready to fight Camera, Schmelling
or Sharkey for the title ....

—V—
Ooh, look what the cat dragged

in Temple has been good
enough to send a couple of wrest-
lers down for an exhibition, and
their suits are a K. O. ... The Owls
are getting a big hand ....

—V—
Charley Moore is still undefeated,

even though Mike Diacova tried

hard to set him back It was a
fast and furious scrap Well,
well, look who is next .

cision to Lanciano .

.

things up, the Killer

medal to Gaughn
manship, Ralph.

—V—
Now that these bouts are over, we

have some personal fights to set-

tle trying to K. O. Seneca and
get a strangle hold on history
Au Revoir don't forget the
hockey game Friday night ....

. But to even phy in one of the last bouts of the
is giving the night. Murphy was game, and he

stayed in the fight all the way, but
the little boy from N'Yawk's East
Side piled up plenty of points to
take the decision.
Prank Yanessa, now a Villanovan,

but once a wrestler on the Temple
U. Varsity Squad, threw Ben Prank
after 2 minutes and 15 seconds of
giappling in a special exhibition
match. Two other lads from Tem
pie, Ben Brown and Bill Ritou
wrestled for eight minutes, with no
decision given.

NOTICE TO SENIORS

There will be a very Important
meeting of the entire Senior Class
next Monday morning at eleven
o'clock. The Uieetliiij will La held
in the amphitheatre in Mendel HalL

(Continued from page one)

rounds, when Diacova tried to make
a sluggish match of the affair,

gave the winner his margin.
Caesar Present

Ernie Caesar, well-known Phila-

delphia pugilist, was introduced
from the ring by Announcer Bucky
Hammond (all dolled up in tux and
everything was our friend, Bucky),
and served as a Judge during the
bouts. George Hinkson, of the Phil-

adelphia Inquirer, was the other of-

ficial. Eddie Kobilis was time-
keeper.

Fh-st Fight Short

Prank Troppea made short work
of Vince Battista in the opening
three-round affair, which was stop-
ped by Referee McGann after a
little more than a minute's fighting
in the first round.
Troppea forced the going from

the start, and a Jab to the nose
started the claret flowing l)eforc

half the crowd knew the fight was
on. Battista had hit the campus
several times when McGann lifted

Troppea's right arm.
Joe Pellicane defeated Notre

Dame Pete Casterline in as exciting
a bout as the 400 saw all night. The
two lads, weighing 120 and 118

pounds respectively, stood toe-to-toe
for the entire three rounds, and
while Pellicane rightly was awarded

our old the verdict he had reason to re-

friend from "Toity-toid" street,

Danny Zaff. The kid he is fighting

looks like he has one lung, but put
in some punches that made every-
body sit up and take notice It

was another good scrap
—V—

By the way, we forgot to mention
the officials for this evening. Jack
McGann and Prank Floyd are split-

ting up the refereeing, while Hink-
son, a newspaperman, and Caesar, a
Philly fighter, are the Judges
Ed Kobilis and Dan Buckley are
checking up on the time Jim
Rannazizzi, the promoter, is strut-
ting around with a cigar in his
mouth — If Tex Rickard saw
him, he would turn over in his
grave

—V—
They are saving the best for the

last, so here comes Johnny (Pedi-
gan) Gaughn and Ralph (Killer)
Lanciano ready to throw gloves at
each other — The first round is

the Killer's by a shade, because he
is leading The second frame
hJs the crowd wild. Killer is trying
hard to land a KG punch, while
Fedigan is getting in some sweet
jabs to the body

—V—
The first two rounds are tiddly-

winks compared to this one ....

Both boys are doing everything but
kicking each other, and It seemed
to us that Johnny won Shades
of Jesse James->-they gave the de-

member Mr. Casterline the next
day.
Pete Calamuso, with all the ear-

marks of a promising battler, used
his long arms to good advantage to
hold off Lou Battista in the next
fight. Calamuso received the de-
cision which he earned by marked
superiority in footwork and punch-
mg ability.

McGovern Pulls Surprise
Jimmy McGovern, subbing for

Dick McDevitt, who withdrew. In
the next fight, went out of his cor-
ner at the first gong and put Bat-
tling Watjcun, another 160-pound
er, down for a short count. And
for the next 46 seconds Mr. Watj-
cun resembled a rubber ball.

But the lad refused to give up
and Mr. McGovern might have had
to keep on swinging all night if he
wanted to end the fight. However,
Prank Ployd saved everybody a lot
of trouble, worry, pain and anxiety,
when he stopped the setto and gave
McGovern the win on a technical
knockout.
The only heavyweight match on

the program found Young Thomas
outpointing Joe DeLoca In a three-
round fray. Thoman played a
pleasing tune on DeLoca's stomach
during the first round and slowed
his opponent up. In the final two
stanzas, he was content to waltz
around, sure of the verdict.
Danny Zaff proved much too

tricky and elusive for Charlie Mur-

THE WINNERS

outPrank Troppea knocked
Vince Battista, first round.
Joe Pellicans defeated Notre

Dame Pete.
Jim McGovern knocked out

Battling Watjcun, first round.
Young Thoman outpointed Joe

DeLoca.
Charley Moore won decision

over Pete Diacova.
Danny Zaff was too strong for

Charley Murphy.
Ralph Lanciano defeated John-

ny Gauhan.
Wrestling

Prank Yanessa threw Ben
Fran, Temple.
Ben Brown-Bill Ritou, Temple,

no decision.

Officials

Referees—McGann, Ployd.
Judges—George Hinkson, In-

quirer; Ernie Caesar, Ted Casey,

Two Swedes were walking on a
railroad track, when a train came
along behind them. One of them
was lucky enough to jump off the
track in time; the other one not be-
ing so fortunate. The survivor told
about it later:

"After I yump," he said, "I run
a leetle vay, and then I go back to
see 'bout Ole. Putty soon I come
cross an arm on the track, an' soon
I see one of Die's legs. Nex't t'ing

I see Die's head. Den I say, 'My
God, somet'ing must'a' happened to
Die!'

Customer: To what do you owe
your extraordinary success as a
house-to-house salesman?
Salesman: To the first five words

I utter when a woman opens the
door: "Miss, is your mother in?"

"You're the only girl I have ever
loved."

"That's all right dear; I don't
mind beginners."

Cats Drop Sixth Straight

Court Contest as K. of C.

and Seton Hall Take Two

(Continued from page one)

a little before 4 a. m.
every member of the
mid-term examinations
for 9 o'clock.

Practically
squad had
scheduled

The score:

Villanova
Weston .

.

Czesick .

.

Edwards .

Positions K. of C.
forward . . . Androsky
forward Garvey

, center Ryan
Harkins guard Keating
Tracy guard . . . McDonald
Substitutions—K. of C, Crane,

O'Shea. Field goals—Weston
Czesick, 4; Edwards, 3; Harkins,
Androsky, 2; Crane, 3; Garvey, 2;

Ryan, Keating, 2; McDonald, 2.

Foul goals—Weston, 3; Czesick,
Harkins, Androsky, 2; Keating, 3;

McDonald, 2. Referee—Kennedy.
Umpire—Shaw.
K of C, 31; Villanova, 23.

Seton Hall, 32; WUdcats. 21.

Continuing in their slump the
Wildcats dropped a 32 to 21 deci-
sion Wednesday to the Seton Hall
College five at Orange, N. J. The
game was marked by ragged shoot-
ing and mediocre playing.

Weston led the Blue and White
cagesters In points scored. "Doc"
Jacobs switched his forwards and
guards again, in an endeavor to

halt the team's losing streak, but
to no avail.

FRE-MED NOTICE

Lamba Kappa Delta has started

Its drive for new members from the
class of '34, and will accept about
thirty applicants from those privi-

leged to wear her pledge badges.

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CAUfiltS DOUBLE

THE INK
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Just Looking
Around"

BOOKLET OJN '30

SLKVEY GIVEN OUT

Last week there was an an-
nouncement made to the effect

that an Eastern college baseball

league would be formed this spring.

Invitations were extended to thir-

teen Eastern colleges In which
number Villanova was included.

-V-
The sponsors of this plan, Jack

Coffey, graduate manager at Ford-
ham Umversity, and Albert Nixon,

who holds the same position at N.

Y. U., have been drafting the for-

mation of the league for some
time. Some years ago they made
a similar attempt, but failed

through lack of cooperation. How-
ever, itiastern colleges are begiiming

to realize that somethmg must be

done to remedy the lack of interest

in college baseball, and have given

their whole-liearted approval of tlie

project. To date Coliey and Nixon
have received earnest cooperation,

all indicauons pointmg to the fact

that an organized league will re-

sult. . '

»* '

'

The other colleges besides Villa

-

nova which have bfe^n Invited to

Jom are Lafayette, Harvard, Ford-

ham, N. Y. U.. Rutgers, Army.
Colgate, Syracuse, Brown, Penn
State, Holy Cross, Georgetown, and
4ioston College.

-V-
For the fiist time last year an

Eastern inter-collegiate baseball

league was formed between Penn-
sylvania, Cornell, Yale, Princeton,

Columbia and Dartmouth. Interest

in baseball rose to such a fever

pitch when these colleges played

that other Eastern institutions saw
the advantages of a league and
urged Colfey to resubmit his plan.

-V-
Under Coffey's plan each team in

the league will play at least six

games with rivals in the same
league and will be ranked in the

race for a huge trophy according

to the losses and triumphs in these

games. Each college invited to

Jom yearly plays the required half-

dozen games with possible league

rivals. Thus none of these teams
will be compelled to play games not

scheduled.
-V-

The thirteen teams which have

been invited to join the new asso-

ciation are all among the strongest

nines in the East. Georgetown, N.

Y. U., Fordham, Villanova, Syra-

cuse, Holy Cross, and Boston Col-

lege have all been exceptionally

powerful for the last decade, many
of their players going to the big

leagues.
f .'-. -V-

One of the Wildcat's opponents

on the gridiron next season, De-
troit U., has an assistant coach

who was Just recently naturalized.

His name is John F. Frederich and
a former center on Notre Dame's
football team. Although in this

coimtry for eighteen years, a native

of Jugoslavia, he finally decided

that being a citizen of the U. S.

had its advantages. He was on the

Notre Dame varsity squad in '25,

'26, and '27.

-V-
The midyears may come and the

midyears may go but it always is

the fellow who gets caught that

goes with them. ,, . . ,.

.V-;
'':'

A remark must be made concern-

ing the increased attendance at

chapel these past few days. Either

the coming of the exams or Father
Stanford's threat to send home the

chapel report of each student, may
be attributed to this reason.

-V-
The call of the ice always seems

to come when we need to do the

greatest amount of studying. Ice

skating is the only outdoor sport

at this time of the year and to be

compelled to stay indoors when
reports are about that the ice is

"swell" calls to the fore all the will

power at our command. No doubt

as soon as exams are over, warm,
tepid weather will be here and
where then will be our glossy ice?

^ THIRTY-THREE

t.Coniinued from i'age One>

distributed and a little over half

were reiurned. The Semor and
rresliman classes had a better

percentage return than the other

two classes. "The explanation may
ue," as the author pomts out, "that

tne Seniors looiung to the end,

lake the survey more seriousiy,

Uns seems to be verilied in tne

complete and carelul way in which
tneir questionnaires are usually re-

turnea. As lor the Fresnmen,
cnere is no doubt that the novelty

01 the survey is a contribuuiig

cause to a better percentage oi

returns."

An introductory note to Part Two
explains tlie advantages and dis-

aavantages of the reaay laciliues

ior pracuce ol religion at tne col-

lege as a preparation of the iituaent

lor noiijiai parish life, and aemon-
6trau.'s wnat Viiianova is aouig to

unset the disadvantages.

It is interesting to note that

unaer the question, "Why did you
come to Vmanova/" 45 per cent.

01 tnose who answered the quesuon

land only 'M aid not answer;

stated tneir reaS(Ons as bemg re-

ligious itaspns. 20 per cent, listed

tne scnoiastic standing ol the col-

lege.

ihe great majority, over 66 per

cent., stated that tney had un-

proved religiously since entering

vUlanova, whiie about 23 per cent,

said that they aid not improve,

tne remamder saying that they

aad stayed aoout the same.

in answering tne quesuon, "How
01ten do you pray lor yoiu: par-

ents / ' aoout 5U per cent, said mat
tney prayed lor them every day;

diigntiy more than 3 per cent, pray

ior their parents more than once

aaily; ana, aoout tne same per-

centage said that they never pray

ior lather and mother.

Included at the end of the book-

let are reprmts of "spiritual

searchlights' in their letter form.

As a footnote to the pampmet,
ijeo Goodreau," Fr. Stauiora has

written a short accoimt of the in-

jury, tne sutiering, and the maniy
comage of a lormer member ol the

present Semor ciass who gave his

me tor Villanova.

ATTENTION DRAWN
TO 7th SURVEY

(Continued From Page One)

will be carelully tilled out ana
promptly returned lor one or otner

ji inese reasons:
1. Because even if I do not per-

sonally see the use of the Suivc^,

is is a way oi cooperating witn ei-

forts being made lor my religious

weaare at Villanova.

•z. Because the Survey has been
ol real service m the past in co-

ordinating religious efforts at Vii-

ianova with the real needs of the
aludents.

3. Because even if I do not feel

that there is any personal profit in

nuing out my questionnaire, it is of

undoubted help to others in the

rorm of the printed report Spiritual

Searchlights.
4. Because even if none of these

reasons above appeal to me, I in-

tend to hand it in anyway."
Ihe questionnaires are to be re-

turned to either the several boxes in

the vestibule of the chapel which
will be provided for the purpose, or

to the office of the Chaplain, 221

Mendel hall.

SCHEDULE OF MID-YEAR EXAMINATIONS
TUESDAY, JANUARY «7, 1981

ARTS:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior
Senior
BUSINESS:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
ENOINEERINO:

Freshman

Sophomore
Junior
Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior
Senior

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BUSINESS:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ENOINEERINO:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BUSINESS:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
ENGINEERING:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
SCIENCE:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

ARTS:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
BUSINESS:

Freshman
Sophomore

Junior
Senior
ENOINEERINO:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

Senior

SCIENCE:
Freshman
Sophomore
Jumor
Senior

ENOINEERINO:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

Morning
Logic — 1 10

Ohemlatry — 312

History — 111
HUt of Phil. — a10

Economlca — F
Economloa — A
Corp. Pin. — 108
Income Ttx — 104

J Algebra — a02
1 Logic — 110
fbya.-Heat — 108

. 1 Ey. Conatruc. — 106

i ValTe Gears — 214

Botany — a04

Afternoon
English — 110
French IV — 203

I

German IV — 106
< Span. IV — 304

ReUglon — 111

Law —- A

Languages — 106
Religion — 208
Religion — 308

I

French V — 302
l German V — 106
Span. V —304
P. Chem. — 314
A. B. Rel. — 111

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 28. 1981

Morning
Biology — 110
History ot Sd. — 313
Latin — 111
Latin — 111

Law — F
Logic — A •

Economlca >- 103
J,Inve8tment(F — 108 .

1 Education — 104 .

J Chemistry — 203
-) Biology — 110
Chem. — 304

I

Stadia Burv. — 210
< Principles — 210
I
Chemistry — 204

I Sewerage — 314
{ A. C. Ulach. — 214
iThermodynam — 214

Chemistry — 316
Qiiantltatlve — 106
Religion — 203
Immunology — 307

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 1931

Afternoon
Pub. Spkg. — 110

Span. V — 108

Surveying — 106

Morning
Horace — 110
Eplstemology — 111
Phil, of Ed. — 214
English — 210

AccoulTtlng — Audit.
Law — A
Stocks — 103
English — 104

Electricity — 208
App. Mechan. — 106
Masonry — 106

Religion — 303

Phil, of Ed. — 214
Religion — 207

FRIDAY. JANUARY 30. 1931

Spec. Lat. — 110

Pub. Spkg. — 111

Statics — 104

Religion — 303

Morning
Span. IV — P
Pub. Spkg. — 111
English — 212
Int. to Teach. — 106

J Accoimtlng — A
'\ Education — O
English 103
Ethics — 104

Mechanisms — 202

J Structures — 202
1 A. C. Theory — 210

Afternoon
French I — 110

Span. IV
Span. II

Trigonometry

AT THE
MASTBAUM
The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and

Market streets, FhUadelphla, the

Showplace of the World, has a
remarkable double bill for the week
commencing Friday, January 23rd.

The gorgeous, glamorous Greta

Oarbo will appear on the screen In

"Inspiration," said to be her finest

talking picture, while on the stage

Teddy Joyce presents "The Antique

Shop," a merry whirl of pep and
fun. Milton Charles at the organ
and David Ross conducting the

Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra

complete this great show.

The alluring Great returns to

one of her typically glamorous
roles in "Insphutlon." This will be

the fh^t time that Miss Oarbo
essays a role of this type in a
talking picture. Miss Oarbo is

said to have the finest role of her
career as the artist's model who
wants to give up everything for

one poor young man. She Is said

to have again an opportunity for

the display of the exotic fashions

which she has made famoys.

"The Antique Shop," Teddy
Joyce's new presentation, Is a
merry melange of mirth and
melody. Among those featured in

it are Sid Marlon, the On-Wah
Troupe, George Andcp and Com-
pany. Marie Duval, and Jack
Arthiur's Canadian Rockets. In
addition, of course, those musical
madcaps, the Mastbaum Stage
Band, will present one of their di-

verting specialties.

Milton Charles, golden-voiced

singer at the mighty Wurlltzer. will

present one of his specialties and

will lead the audience In singing.

David Ross, guest-conductor of

the Mastbaum Symphony Orches-

tra, has selected for this week's

overture, "Orchestral Selections of

Ballet Music."
Oreta Oarbo, in her role of the

artists model who was the toast of

all Paris, is supported by an ex-

ceedingly strong cast. Robert Mont-
gomery plays opposite Miss Oarbo,

and Lewis Stone plays an Im-

portant part. Besides these, the

cast Includes Marjorie Rambeau,
Judith Voselll, Beryl Mercer, John
MUJan, Edwin MaxweU, Oscar

Apfol, Joan Marsh, Zelda Sears,

Karen Merely, Owen Lee, Paul

McAllister, Arthur Hoyt and Rich-

ard Tucker. The picture was di-

rected by Clarence Brown, who has

directed Miss Oarbo In many of

her greatest trlumps, including

"Anna ChrisUe," and "Romance."

Did You Ever
Know That—
The confessor of St. Joan of Arc

was the Augustinian Jean Paquer-

elle.

The Chinese Augustinian Pr: Ma-
thias Chang, who died recently,

translated the rule of St. Augustine

IntQ the Chinese language for the

use of the Chinese nuns who belong

to the thirij Order of St. Augustine.

The Bohemian Augustinian Pr.

Sichrowsky at the beginning of the

18th century published in Latin an

excellent book of "Spiritual Exer-

cises" based upon the works of St.

^ _. Augu.stine ^

104

English — 215

Railways — 204
Mech. Eng'g. — 204

French I — 110

Hlstol. Practi — 214

Eugene Jacobs Inc.

ARE YOU TAKING
ADVANTAGE
OFOUR

January Sale?

A COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S FURNISHINGS

SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOPPE

Wednesday

4

By R. KAUFMAN 4

Int. to Teach. — 106

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 1931

Morninf Afternoon

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

jD. O. Mach
i Djm. of Mach

— 214— 214

The Head
Editor: "Now, I want you to put

a "head" on this story."

Reporter: "Yes, sir; then it'll

make sense."

SEVEN MORE TEAMS
TO FACE PUCKSTERS

Puny Puns
by a

Punk Punster

Howdy, folks. Colonel speakin,

capering Into your newspaper with

a mess of messy puns which wc

hope will be punny or should we

say phunny.
—V—

We see by the papers that the

Governor made an inauguration

address. I wonder if some of the
|

promises will not have to be taken

with a Plnchot salt? '

-V-
(

By the way. we're putting thi.s

column on the back page so you

boys will have a chance to get a

last laugh at something.
—V—

Nowdays it seems as though the

latest Indoor sport. Instead of bull

throwing, te Wlckershamming.
_V—

Wasn't that a dry remark?
—V—

Did you ever know that no matter

where you hit a cat it's always
"right on the puss." i

—V— I

And then there was the boy who
took up a snap course at the Hook
and Eye factory.

—V—
The editor of the Belle Air was

absent from class the other day and
we were all Prokop about it.

—V—
These cxam.s are .somewhat of a

trial. Our chances of pas-slng art-

weighed In a balance, so to .speak

I wonder if that's the trial bahmcc
the baslnesR men are worrying
about?

—V—
And as my parting shot - no

matter how much ground you cover
this week your going to retreat the
next.

RETREAT ASSISTANTS

ftesidrnt Students
Presiding Otficer; William A.

Bradley. "31 (President of the
Senior Class).

Sacristan : Roger O'Donnell.

•.n.

Organist: Joseph Haage, '32.

Ushers: Carl Lechner, '31;

Thomas Brlen, '31; Leonard,
Schnappauf, '31.

Acolytes:
SUNDAY EVENING— Benedic-

tion: C. Lechner, '31; G.
Blaney. "31; L. Schnappauf,
31.

MONDAY—Mass at 7.30. David
Cartenuto, '31.

Stations of the Cross and
Benedictions: D. Alamprese,
•31; C. Glackln, '31; N.
Schwartz. '31.

TUESDAY—Mass at 7.30: D. Al-
amprese. '31.

Stations of the Cross and
Benediction: E. Weiss, '31;

E. Hookey, '31; J. J. O'Neill,
•31.

WEDNESDAY—Mass at 7.30: N.
Schwartz, '31.

Stations of the Cross and
Benediction: C. Keffer, 'il;

J. McLaughlin, '31; A. Bren-
nan. '31.

THURSDAY—Mass at7.30:Thos-
Brlen. '31.

Non-Residrnt Students
Presiding Officer: Charles J.

Lynch, '31.

Sacristan: Roger O'Donnell, '31.

Organist: George McGrath. '33.

Ushers: Thos. Kaither, '31;

Wheeler Jenkins. '31.

Acolytes:
MONDAY- -Mass at 8.30:

nard O'Connor, '31.

Stations of the Cross
Benediction: W. Jenkins. '31;

A Kelly. '31; T. Daly, '31.

TUESDAY—Mass at 8.30: Thom-
a.s Daly, '31.

Stations of the Cross of
Benediction : J. Armbrust,
•31; H. Winterer, "31; P.
Scullln. '31.

WEDNESDAY—Mass at 8.30: H.
WlnU'rer. '31.

Stations of the Cross and
Benediction : B. O'Connor,
•31; P. Scullln. '31; A. Kelly.
•31.

THURSDAY, Ma.ss at 8.30: J.

Annbru5t "3 1.

With two games played to a 500

per cent average, the Villanova Ice
Hockey Club has still the hardest
games to play. The Yale Club is

undoubtedly the hardest game on
the schedule, having one of the
best college teams in the country.
The Sea Oiills of Atlantic City
have already proven their worth
against our pucksters In a previous
game. The New York Athletic
Club which will probably be the
last game on the schedule will be
a contest of a hard fought game.
The following are the scheduled

games:

Ber-

and

e/aMaMajBiajaMSiajifiiaiBisjaMBisisiajafa

COLADONATol
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up

OFFICIAL COLLEGE
TAILOR

* See TED CASEY"

January 30—Penn A. O. at Arena
Phlla.

anuary 31—St. John's College at

Atlantic City.

February 13—Yale at New Hav-
en. '•, •',

February 14—Orescent A. C. at

New York.

or

Sea Gulls at Atlantic City.

February 21—Rutgers at Atlantic

City.

March 7—Crescent A. C. at At-
lantic City.

March 14—Sea Gulls at Atlantic

City.

New York A. C. at New York.

TELEPHONED
K^Mother and T)ad

?

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Sexyicb

ICE HOCKEY
VILLANOVA V8.

PENN A. C.
AT THE ARENA

FRIDAY NIGHT
February 30, 8.00 P. M.

ADMISSION— 50c

FREE SKATING AFTER GAME
Only Home Game Give Your Support

TAKES SO LITTLE!

There are few things you can do that will

give the folks as much pleasure as a tele-

phone chat with you; and mighty few

that will give you such a thrill!

All it takes is a few minutes of your time;

a very small bit of effort, and a tiny share

of your pin money. (Charges can be re-

versed, for that matter.)

Go to a telephone tonight, give your

home telephone number to the Operator

— and in a jiffy you'll be home again.

Make a date to telephone home on a certain

evening every week.

</

V
\
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 193L

Editorially

Speaking

'EDUCATION IS A

DILEMMA"—?

The Styx
UMPIfgliiltiilliilliilliyflnaiiaP^IBinlWffllrllrilffil

The events of the night before

had been a trifle too much for me.

Anne de Boleyn had given the

opening banquet of the campaign

on that evenmg. Incidentally she

iiad lelt »he shade of a case of

uonaeu spirits at my place, ihav,

ittci, coupiea with tne heckling 1

iti-eiveu wnen attempting a pouticai

opeecii, nau Deen quite too mucn lor

liiy most precious nerves. Insteaa

01 going out therefore to spend the

evening, as 1 nau intended doing, l

was Planning to save It for some tU'

buic uump uay.

inis aecision made, I hied me to

ine corner magazine store and
urougnt home wiin me an armfui oi

uie so-caiied-iiterary magazmes.
iuter settling in bea I pic&ea up
tne iirst oi tne uterary mongers ana
tnaeavored to lind some of its liter-

ature as aavertlsed on the front

cover, nut tnis particular case was
related to tne puzzle tamily, lor

tney most certauuy aid keep their

secret irom the world.

nowever the first nundred pages
were niled with literature oi the

most gripping and tirey type. It

neia tne reauer in suspense until

me very last word of the allotted

aavertisement paige^ The plots are

so engrossing ana the form and
styie of the tale coiud hardly have
a lamt found in them even by the
most supercilious critic. On, then,
Drotners, until my tale ia told •••*•

ihe woras leapea at me from the
page immediately below the pictor-

ial portion, ana they quite knocked
tne oreatn from my body.
•COUUJN'T HOLD A JOB—WAS
Ml. O." THE REASON?"
Naturally my attention was ar-

rested and impounded, so to get at
tne solution of this poser I must
needs read the rest of the mystery,
following in hne prmt came:

"Dismissed again! In fact he
was as completely fired as ever a
man nad any right to be. The
jamtors secretary suspected why.
00 did the scrubwoman and the
Chief stoker of the boiler factory.
But no one wanted to tell him, no,
not one. It w^as much—too much
01 a personal matter,

ihey all thought. If only some-
one would tell you that the terrible
scourge of "B. O." keeps you from
making good.' Yet to be polite,

tney said: 'Ta-ta, it will be too
tiooa If we never see you again."
'Was *B. O.' the reason—blonde

observer"? Judge by the facts, (if

you don't wish to , write to us and
we win furnish a Jury by the first

mail). When he discovered his
lauit at last—and how to correct it—"luck" changed. Today he is a
valued street sweeper, first assistant
to the mayor's son—advancing fast
His next step will be towards th'
position which has been the hope
of his life. A street-sweeper on
Broadway, where the best blondes
oDtainabie are usually kept sealed
in peroxide. He now knows the
easy way to look at blondes.
"Even though you feel that you

couldn't be guilty of "B. O.", this is

too important a matter to take
chances with. Remember this: we
are all susceptible to blotides, even
gentlemen have been known to
prefer that rare type of homo

^^ ^an^UXv^^
Th« Ma a kiAkks*

No doubt the question which is uppermost in the minds

of many Villanova students at the present time is that which

concerns the necessity of a retreat. Why have a retreat?

Why are we called upon to perform this religious function

Which by its very nature requires a great amount of will-

power and self-sacrifice? What benefits will we derive from

making the retreat? u * 4.v, ««
Columns could be written in answer to each of these

questions but it is our purpose to point out here just one of

the innumerable benefits to be derived from attending the

various ceremonies of this annual function.

A recent article which appeared in the New York TWes

bears the caption "EDUCATORS AT ODDS ON 'STUDENT

INTERESTS' ". The article is a report on a conference held

on January 22, at Rollins College in Florida, held for the

purpose of attempting to decide how a college should proceed

to correlate its courses with "students' interests" m formu-

lating a curriculum ideal for all. The meeting was attended

by many of the outstanding figures of the American educa-

tional fieki.
^ ,j Tj

During the course of the conference, we are told, iTo-

fessor John Dewey, who is recognized as the foremost edu-

cator today, whose every dictum carries with it an influence

of national importance, endorsed a statement made by Presi-

dent Morgan, of Antioch, to the effect that "Education is a

dilemma".President Morgan also said: "If we knew what

the human race is headed for then we would know what the

object of education would be. There is no way to determine

that end." As a logical conclusion we can say that modern

education has no objective. What a momentous statement

this is' Here are men, of national reputation and impor-

tance, leaders in their field, steeped in the materialistic sea -P^en.
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^

of modern thought, confessing that the great American edu-

cational system, so highly praised and so carefully nurtured,

built up and fostered, is a failure.

These men are educating millions of human beings, yet

they know not why. By their very words they are groping

blindly in the dark, seeking something to which they might

attach their system. By their own statements the ship of

American education is floundering in a sea of materialism,

buffeted about and sent on a different course by the wind of

every passing whim, idea or fancy. In other words modern

education is being offered just because it is education. That

is the sole purpose of it all. Educate for the sake of edu-

cating.

It does not take much thought or analysis to figure out

the inevitable outcome of such a system. It does not re-

quire any amount of deep reasoning to come to the conclu-

sion that such a system, without foundation, without pur-

pose cannot last. It must weaken, and finally it must fall.

But what has all this to do with our annual retreat?

Just this. We, as Catholics, do know what the human race

is headed for. If we don't know the exact nature of our

destiny, then there is no better opportunity for finding out,

than during the retreat. The retreat offers a chance for

serious reflection on our spiritual nature and our spiritual

welfare. There should be absolutely no doubts in our minds

as to why we exist, especially when we have at our disposal

this opportunity of clearing up all of our difficulties of a re-

ligious nature.

Evidently the heralded heritage of Horace Mann is weak-

ening. It needs direction. It is up to each and every one

of us, as far as we are able to supply leaders who know

where they are going ; to supply leaders who can lead others

along a certain pre-determined path to a pre-established ob-

jective.

It is up to each and every one of us to help stem the

huge tide of materialism whose threat is every increasing;

to help point out the fact that this life is only a means to an

end, a known end, the attainment of which should be the

prime, highest and ultmate aim of true education.

Its over, all over. What? The
exams, there is nothing to worry
about until the last of May. For some
of the ex-students there is little or

nothing to worry about from now
on. Laborers swinging picks do not

have many worries. So its over no
matter how you look at it. Now let

us look over all the things that are

to come. Theres the retreat that is

coming and going this week. After

that is finished there is the new
siemester to start. No matter how
many things are finished there Is

all ways something about to start.

Life is funny that way. You get

born some how or other. Just after

you get used to the idea of being

born and living somehow theres a

woman entering into it and then

you are starting to get married.

That is the beginning of the well

known end. You are just married a

mtere fifty years or so and the un-
dertaker is lining you up for a

mortage. By that time you are

ready to die anyhow. Or then again

you are used to the idea of

supporting some little girl in a
vine-clad bungalow on the side of

some mountain paradise. That idea

is firmly entrenched and then your

mother-in-law moves in with you

and the paradise becomes a living

infereno. You take a sudden inter-

est in the cows and the bungalow

changes into a farm and you move
into the barn. Then there is

happiness for a short time. So as

soon as it ends it starts. After the

start comes the end. Following the

retreat comes Lent. Then its just

one fish after another. Or maybe if

it isn't a fish it will be a fish cake.
Sometimes it is a dish full of cakes
from the depths of the sea. It

comes to an end as all things must.
After that the dances start and it

is one roimd of dates and unbroken
dates. One epical succession of

mornings after and the usual

things. Then there is the Sophmore
affair where the newly ordained
upperclassmen appear in all their

glory and after that is Just about
squared and debts paid and injured

feelings soothed the Junior Prom
comes to the front and you start

all over ag^n. Then the Freshmen
throw their racket and you know
all about it. In the mean time the

baseball season is in full swing and
that worries you. And the finals are

on your tail and you didn't even
know it was May or June. You
finish up and go home and work
and get ready to start all over

again. The Seniors are to start all

over again in a different line that

has no end.

In event of all these affairs

coming it is best to be ready for

for them. Lay in a supply of ham
sandv^riches for Lent. Borrow a tux

CoUcgiana

longer or you may have to go to

uncle Tom's in Philly and ask him

to set you up to one. For the Fresh-

man dance borrow your best friends

best girl. For the finals, well that

is a tough situation no matter how
you look, at it. The best thing is

to take a little trip down to the

deans office and sign up fori the

same course next year. It relieves

you of all worry and responsibility

as you have signedJor It and will

have to take it there is no sense in

taking it this year. Keep the room
mate you have this year for next.

You will be or maybe married some
day and it is well to practice the

disagreeble things in Ufe before you

are too old. Change rooms next

year. The man who refuses to

change rooms only shows that he

has stopped thinking. Above all

don't worry about it. I knew a

ftellow who worried about passing

a certain exam and after he had
taken it he found out that he pass-

ed it. To-day he is in the nut-house

up in Norristown. The shock was
too much for him. It would be to

much for a great many people here.

If you must worry about the new
movies or the length of skirts or

something that really matters. Re-
member you are big men now and
and too large to worry about the

little things of life. That is one of

the first principales of life that the

big things will drag the little things

with them. All others are the busi-

ness of the little fry who are paid

to worry about those sort of things.

I let my roommate worry about our

laundry and getting up in the

morning while I took care of the

big things like meals and the

picture on the wall. We managed
with ease until we got a bowl of

goldfish and then we fought over

it. He claimed it was a little job

but I disagreed and said it was a

large one.

Have you a little housemaid in

your room, if not, we want to know

just why? The procedure is quite

simple you know a Uttie mouse is

all that Is needed. Yes sir, a wee

lil* gray beanie, witli a long grace-

ful tail a la Mickey Mouse. After

his captiu-e, with the aid of much
effort and large quantities of vile

smelling Limburger, send him to a

house maids finishing school. This

will either kill or cure, make or

break him, if he gets a diploma,

stick out your chest, and pat him
gently on the head and give him a

broom. After this all worries are

over the room will be spotless, the

bed made; and your pipe and

slippers laid out after class. This

will continue for a few days, and

then a charming Big black cat wiU

do a job of putting your domestic

for the Prom now, don't wait any 1 on the spot, leaving you In tears

Recent Books

By Catholic

Writers

selves because we soon become ac-

customed to the ever present ten-

dency to gaze upon a blonde with-

out the aid of smoked glasses. But
this can be most annoying to oth-

ers, especially if you are uninten-
tionally looking at their newly ac-

quired possession. Why risk of-

fending? (who knows?). It's so

easy to be safe. Just use these red,

green and blue tags. Haxe them at-

tached to each and every blonde of
your acquaintance, and then no em-
barassing moments need occur.

Tag them anywhere, preferably on
the knee, most of our users ftnd

this the easiest place to gaze upon,
especially while riding in a street

car. After once using our tags, you
will never use any others, we guar-
antee that.

" 'Most refreshing idea I ever
used!' say millions of delighted
users. A tag a day will widen the
range of your acquaintance among
the blondes, and will at the same
time keep other offenders from
poaching on your private preserves.
And no worries about "B. O."

Books of Four Prominent

Authors Placed in Col-

lege Library

EXCELLENT SELECTION

To start the year 1931, four very

recent books have been added to

the college library. Being all very

interesting and written by the

most prominent Catholic authors

of the day, these books should be

most heartily welcomed by the

readers of current literature.

The first of these books is, "The
Resurrection of Rome," written by

that prominent Catholic author

and lecturer, Gilbert K. Chester-

ton. By an excellent combination

of history, travel, and appreciation

of the Church, Chesterton has

achieved his purpose of conveying

his own personal views in an
original style. The book contains

some Interesting Impressions on an
Interview with the Holy Father

and with Premier Mussolini. Among
other things, new and enlightening

For; facts on the early history of Rome

who Is now an octogenarian and

residing in Switzerland, has an-

swered this challenge by reafflm-

Ing his faith in Catholicism In this

most interesting presentation. The

book virlll certahily appeal to the

many who enthusiasticaUy read the

author's other book, and also to the

general student of apologeUcs.

In the event that anyone would

desh* to obtain copies of these

books we will list the publishers:

Reserrection of Rome by Chester-

ton, Dodd, Meade & Co., Isabella:

The Last Crusader by Walsh—Mc-
Bride & Co., Why Rome by Delany

—Dial Press, and Twelve Years In

the Catholic Church by Stoddard—

p. J. Kenedy.

ENGLISH AS WRIT

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
The American college has under-

gone great changes in a com-

paratively short time. In the words
of the DAILY LORIAT. Mass
education has done much to effect

this change. College education has
become less vital, less significant.

Only in the smaller colleges is the

contact between the student and
the professor intimate enough for

the professor to have the influence

which was so important in the past.

The individual loses his identity

when placed in a university with a
student Ixxly of many thousands.

"Co-education has e^lso had its

effects. No attempt will be made to

discuss the relative merits and
demerits of the co-educational

system. There is too much room for

controversy. It is certain, however,

that since its introduction, colleges

have lost their former character-

istics. Very few radical movements
have originated in co-educational
schools. It is difticult to imagine
eds and co-eds staging demonstra-
tions of any kind. The only ex-

ception is the strike which the
students at the University of

Montana declared recently. Apd
they were striking for more time to

make dates."

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
The PURPLE AND GRAY of

St. Thomas College gives us the ten
commandments as compiled by Dr.

Edward Cornell in his advice to

Northwestern co-eds.

1. He should allow you to audit

his finances.

2. He should be healthy enough
to swim 25 yards in thirty seconds.

3. He should be willing to rear
children.

4. He should be ambitious tr.id

industrious.

5. He should be willing to make
you an equal partner.

6 He should possess tact and a
good disposition.

7. He should be mentally stable.

8. He should not be a braggart.

9. He should maintain a good
appearence.

NEW ROCHELLE
Why do men allow women to pre-

cede them into the restaurant, the
bus etc.? The New Rochelle
TATLER makes the following
illuminating comment, "The custom
of letting women precede men when
entering a room, theatre or bus is

all explained. In the Stone Age,
the man sent his wife before him
Into the cave to see if, perchance,
a wild animal were lurking about
in the shadows. Modern man seems
to have overcome his fear of shad-
ows so another might be in order.

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Law students the world over

seem a conservative lot. We are all

familiar with the antagonism dis-

played toward the fair sex trying to
crash into the "Legal racket" as
was demonstrated recently when
three Temple Portias tried to enter
a legal circle.

The Colorado students have their
own way of contending with the
feminine advance guard. Recently
they ducked a fair co-ed who had
the audacity to walk up the steps
of the Law School.

ALL OUT FOR

"College Inn';

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
FRIDAY NIGHTS

ST. THOMAS' HALL — ROSEMONT

these tags will warn all offenders. I^nd the reasons for the long exist
'The use of Tig's tags is a gen-lgnce of that city are brought out.

tie. yet thorough reminder, it re-
1 Chesterton Includes his own ex-

lleves the mind of all worries in pianation and views on democracy,
this quarter. It brings back wan, ^th a discussion of the causes of
thin and worried men to a healthy, the World War and its beneficial
happy radiant freshness. Adopt effects to some nations. This book
Tig's tags today—stops blonde ob-hg written In the true Chesterton-
serves. Ijj^j^ gj.yig and will prove of great
Now if that is not an example of interest to those who appreciate his

fine mystery, love Interest and al- phUosophical views,
trulstlc idealism, all combined Into ^^ ^^ desiring to read an au-
a short Pa«e-length novel I have

^j^Q^t^yye ^^^ interesting account
never seen one. O! Shades of

outstanding personage In
Dickens. Bacon Shakespeare Long-

j;^^ re^mmend WUllam
fellow, etc.. "U etc.. If you ony^ ^,'^ ^ -Isabella of Spain:
could have wWtten as well, envel-

Crusader." Dealing with

"^^A^^^^^S^^Tr^LT^ZHn?' SI dmmatlc life of such an extra-
and have told your story so succlnt- ".,___, ^Homnf^r an Oi]f>pn laa-
ly. Think of the money and honors, '

ordinary chwacterw gjeen tta

(never mind the honors) that could ,
bella.thte book reads like a no^^^

have been heaped upon you. Yoyx' ^l^^Llv^u^^tar k S^rJt-
could have lived as princes of the ^^^l^.^'S^^Z .^ tSlln^v
royal blood. You might Indeed have ?l."*f""l'"^ X^JJ of Xta^lnt-
been able to pay for an advertise- fit "f.t th. ^SS nlfv^ bv the
ment of your longer novels via the Ing out the V^^ .^^^J^^ ^
radio route. Fame glory and honor

^

jno«l«";«
*m.»X ,Zn STchSl

after you are dead, and money while
'

teres""f,
onh Sl^.^^S whteh

you are alive. That Is the life that;acter_of ColumbU8_ ffP^5_,^Wch

our
moderne, lives.

Now that I have had an example
of all the literature that the maga-
zine seems to afford me. I might as
well turn out the light and go to

sleep.

PHYLEOAS.

wntar o, «.v.ru»menu . ^.^'J^ ^^^ '^^Tt S
really a very scholarly but enjoy-

able book which will appeal to the

general reader and lead to a
better appreciation of present

difficulties with Spain.
One of the oustanding books by

one of the outstanding authors Is

"Twelve Years in the Catholic

Church." by John L. Stoddard. This

noted lecturer and author will be

remembered for his "Rebuilding a
Lost Faith " published just after his

conversion from agnosticism to the

Catholic Church. Now after twelve

years he has been asked by his

former comrades in agnosticism If

he has found the Catholic Church

Word Economy

Brevity is the soul of modern
Journalism A budding Journalist

was told never to use two words
where one would do. He carried out
this advice in his report of a fatal

accident in the following manner:
"John Jones struck a mateh to

.we if there was any gasoline in

his tank. There was. Age sixty-five."

(Reprinted by special permission

from The Saturday Evening Post,

copyright 1931 by the Curtis Pub-

lishing Company.)

In answer to the question, "What

Do I Expect to Get Out of This

Course?" which Is the subject of our

theme for today, the answer Is

that I expect to get a great deal out

of this course and I hope my work

will be satisfactory in it. I/eaUze

that all freshmen should take this

course, because it is very important

that all educated people should be

able to fluently write good EngUsh.

This is very important, because

when a person gets out of college

afterwards and cannot Write good

English in letters or reports, or

maybe he wante to become a writer

then people will think he has not

been properly educated. Somebody

famous has said that the mark of

being a fully educated man Is good

writing, and I certainly agree with

that. By writing a dally theme

every day I am bound to become

better and better at writing them,

because, as the old saying goes,

practice makes perfect.

It is the same way in every thing.

Look at that run Magruder made

In the last game last fall. They

had the game sewed up, as the

sports writers say. and nobody gave

us a chance to beat them, because

they had beaten everybody all fall.

Then Magruder ran seventy-two

yards for a touchdown; some people

say it was seventy-three.

The point of this is that I am not

saying Magruder isn't a great back,

because he is and the sports writers

were crazy not to put him on the

AU-Amerlcan. but the point is that

If he had not practiced all fall,

hard, he could not have made this

run. ..

That Is why I say that practice

makes perfect, and why I expect by

the time the trees are again in bloom

and the birds are caroling that T

will have become a fluent writer

because, as somebody has said,

there Is no use of having good Ideas

If you cannot express them.

That is the point about Ma-
gruder. Lots of other halfbacks

know that it is a good idea to run

seventy-flve yards for a touchdown,

but the idea Is to do It—that is, ex-

press the idea. That is what Ma-
gruder did. and that Ls what I hope

to do. I don't mean making a sev-

enty-five-yard run but writing ex-

cellent English from What I Have

JOHNS HOPKINS
Lacrosse at Johns Hopkins ac-

cording to the NEWS-LETTER
will be played in the Australian
manner. "The most important
feature in the Anzac style of play
is that the team is cut down from
eleven to eight men. The field Is

also made smaller, being only 70
yards in length .... (With this
smaller team It will become
second only in speed to Ice hockey,
a game which it resembles in many
respects."

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
The latest in amplification de-

vices have been installed in Mitten
Hall, according to the TEMPLE
NEWS. Every room is to be
equipped with a loud speaker which
can be plugged in to a central
radio, phonograph, or microphone.
The system offers immense
possibilities. ,

'

ne n»» luuiiu uic v>nMiui»; \-<»»uiv.«« v^..w..» —g—--- '

"all he anticipeted." Bir. Stoddard. | Got Out of This Course

IPtllanobrlttes

Someone asked us what we did
with our shoulder blades; and
naturally we told them we refused
to answer on the grounds that It

might incriminate us.

_V—
There is a novel contest going on

now for those who own cigarette

lighters that never miss, that Is,

not very often. The one that
lights three times without a miss,

will get a prize of one himdred
cigarette lighters a box of

beautiful, guaranteed safety
matehes.

—V—
"Never Swat a Fly." is the title

of one of the newer popnlar songs;

probably the next attempt will go
something like this, "Never Snap
Your Fingers at Wildcats, ChUd."

—V—
We think the guy that Invented

the alarm clock pulled a fast one;

what good are they, you only shut
them off and sleep through the

first class, anyway.
—V—

The gay social season is in foil

sway now; so let yonr conscience

t>e yonr guide, when liorrowing

ties, shirts, stads, and collar

buttons.
—V—

Something to look forward to

Lent and plenty of fish.

Government reports mention the

fact that there are five million men
unemployed at the present time;

how about eleven hundred out of

work here till after the retreat
—V—

If yon should see yonr roomie
running around with a frothing

mouth don't be alarmed, he pick-

ed up the Khaving cream by mk-
Uke.

DO and DONT

)

\y
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The Sports Editor Thinks

THOSE UNEMPLOYED GAMES

We take the following paragraph from Robert Reiss*

^Mostly Personar coluom in the Record.

''Had an unexpected look in North Philadel-

phia at the figures which the Mayor^s com-
mittee that promoted l^st fall's charity foot-

ball games will finally present to the Commit-
tee for Unemployment Rehef and felt sorry

for George W. Elliot and Chief Neeson and
the others who are trying to pull a present-

able sum out of that mess. Certainly it isn't

their fault. The public simply didn't go to

the games—and Washington State and Car-

negie Tech still want their full guarantees.**

After reading that, methinks the poor and needy of

Philadelphia need expect ilo bread and butter from the re-

ceipts of the proceedings of the afternoons of the 22nd and
the 29th of November.

The receipts were to go to the unemployed. Wonder
whether the jobless will have to make up the deficit.

>i> * * It «

CHARITY IN NEW YORK
While the crowds were staying close to their radios

in Philadelphia, over in New York plenty of sheckles came
in from the charity games played there. The Colgate-N. Y.

U. proceeds alone made a sizable sum, while the game be-

tween the New York Giants and the Notre Dame All-Stars

(Stuhldreher, Hunsinger, et al.) made a small fortune.

And then the Navy-Army fray drew a big crowd, as did sev-

eral games of minor importance.

And that's not all. Just three weeks ago, some
14,000 filled Madison Square Garden when New York's six

great college basketball teams played three games. The un-

emp^yed did not lose on that enterprise.

* * * * «

»»"DO IT IN PHILLY?

Could an evening like that be planned for Philadel-

phia schools, and would anybody be present with the play-

ers, the officials, the newspapermen and the Mayor? We
wonder.

Still, if it could be arranged, there would be plenty

of excitement. The three big schools of the region, Penn,
Temple and Villanova are almost evenly matched, with the

odds, if any, going to the Owls on the basis of past perform-

ances.

And then, we musn't forget St. Joe's. The Over-

brook five is not bad at all, at all, even though it lost to

Penn, 23-19.

If a suitable date could be arranged for the four

teams, there should be no trouble in filling, say Penn's
Palestra, for two good games.

But, PI 'ladelphians, seeing that New York got three

games, would
^^
robably stay home in protest. Philadel-

phians are funny that way.

We'll be surprised if we don't hear something about

that last crack. For no reason at all, most Philadelphians

seem to like the sleepy little small town a few miles to the

east.

• * « « •

THEY'RE OFF

The frats are playing basketball. The boys got go-

ing last week, and there's a big game tonight.

This year, the personal foul rule will be strictly en-

forced, and with four offences, you're out.

However, the three games last week brought out one
fact—-that with lax officiating nobody will have four fouls

called on him. Somebody blowing a whistle every minute
does not make the game a pleasing spectacle to watch, but
neither is an exhibition of modified murder wonderful to

behold.

Fouls should be called to help speed up the game.
In too many games last year, brawn had the better of the

argument with ablHty.

*****
VILLANOVA'S LOSS

Villanova lost one of her finest teachers last week,
with the transfer of Father Greenlee to a New England par-

ish. An understanding instructor, a friend to all his stu-

dents. Father Greenlee leaves also a gap in sports here that

may not be easily filled.

Father Greenlee was coach of the golf team of last

spring, the athletic organization that compiled the best rec-

ord of any Villanova team in 1930. He was probably the

one individual who did most to start golf here and to keep
it going.

Villanova's loss is Lawrence's gain.

*****
MR. FLOYD IN TROUBLE

The daily press is still ranting over the decision of

the Loughran-Gross fight when after the judges disagreed.

Referee Frank Floyd called it a draw. The next day, Mr.
Floyd found his glasses and looked over his score-card and
found he had counted wrong, so the decision was changed
to give Loughran a belated win.

They say his decision of draw in the semi-final that

same evening was not so appetizing, either. Maybe genial

Frank, who has been a favorite here for three years, is slip-

ping.

He, you know, was the third man in the ring at the
Lanchiano-Gaughan scrap here a fewjtv^eks ago, and his

vote took away from Fedigan Johnny a well-earned victory.

But Johnny, who like Loughran, used to be champ,
did not get his defeat sponged off the records. And Johnny
didn't start a riot after the decision was announced, as
Loughran is said to have done.

YE SPORTS EDITOR

Where will the two slanting

lines meet if the shorter one

is continued? Good eyes

ore needed for this one.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

T > I 1

YOUR TASTE tells the Truth!

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TAST E

1 03 1 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Three Meets

Fill Track

Team's Week
Wildcat Runners Engaged in

Meadowbrook Games in

Arena on Thursday

RUN AT BOSTON A. C.

villanova's clnderpathers have a

busy week facing them. Wildcat

runners being entered In three

meets during the next seven days.

On Thursday night, the annual

Meadowbrook games will be con-

tested at the Arena, and Coach

Harry Coates will have a full squad

entered.
According to announcements

m*ide over the past weekend, vars-

ity trackmen will be entered in six

different events, while a Freshmen
relay team will also run.

On Saturday evening, the varsity

and frosh relay teams will run In

the Boston A. A. game In Boston,

and on next Monday night, the

same two squads will meet compe-
tition in the New York A. C. games
in New York.
At Boston, the relay teams will be

stacked up against Harvard, Holy
Cross, Boston College, Dartmouth
and Northeastern in each event.

Because the 200-yard track had
not been completed here. Coach
Coates has not yet announced his

final selections for the relay team
posts. The varsity quarter will be
picked from Captain Hlghfield,

Hammond, Dietz, Fox Beaudflne,
Donahue, Flaherty and Brown.
Robertz, Duffy, Fenstermacher,
Randour, Burke and O'Brien are
still in the running for places on the
Frosh team.
The list of entrants in the Mea-

dowbrook games includes:
45-yard dash—Hlghfield, Beau-

dine, Pelllcan, Dietz, Fenstermacher,
Hurley.
45-yard hurdles—Brown, Flaherty.
1000-yard run—Duffy, Downey.
Pole vaults—Burke.
High jump—Corrigan, Delaney,

Nicholantonlo.
Frosh relay team—to be selected.

Entered in open relay.
Varsity relay team—to be selected.

Opponents, Temple, St. Joe's.

1931 Track
Schedules

Annoimced

Freshmen and Varsity Cin-

derpathers Have Many
Meets Booked

FROSH BOW TO PERKI

Inter-Frat Schedule

Tuesday, February 10, L. K. D.
vs. D. P. E.

Thursday, Febniary 12. P. K.
P. vs. D. P. E.

Tuesday. February 17, L. K. D.
vs. E. P. T.
Thursday. February 19, P. K.

P. vs. E. P. T.
Tuesday, February 24, L. K. D.

vs. D. P. E.
Thursday, February 26, E. P. T.

vs. D. P. E.

Tuesday, March 3, L. K. D. vs.
E P. T.

Thursday. March 5, P. K. P.
vs. D. P. E.

Tuesday, March 10, P. K. P.
vs. L. K. D.

All games start at 7 p. m.

Six duel meets are scheduled for

Johnny Highfleld's track team this

season, accordhig to the roster an-

nounced over the past week end.

In addition, teams will be en-

tered in the Meadowbrook games
this week, as well as in the Penn
Relays late In April.

The freshmen clnderpathers, who
win also be coached by Harry
Coates. has three meets definitely

booked, with one pending. The
annual Villanova Interscholastic
round out the year's track program.
A squad, according to Ooach

Coates, will be entered into the
mile relay event at the lyfeadow-
brook meet this Thursday evening
In the Arena, picked from eleven
aspirants. The starting team will

not be announced before the end
of the week. Temple and St. Jo
seph's are also entered in the same
event.

The outdoor season opens in
April with Franklin and Marshall

,

conquerors of the Feline sprinters
at Lancaster last year, at the
Stadium. A meet has been ar-
ranged with West Chester Tesujh-
ers' College and Catholic Univer-
sity will be met In Washington
early In May, while St. Joseph's
Drexel, and Temple will be met In
the Stadium. "

The schedules follow:

Vanity
Feb. 12—Meadowbrook games.
April 18—Franklin and Marshall,

home.
April 24-26—Penn Relays.
May 2—West Chester, away.
May 9—Catholic U., away.
May 16—St Joseph's, home.
May 20—^Drexel, home.
May 23—Temple, home.

Freslmicii

April 18—FrankUn and Marshall,
home.

April 25—Penn Relays.
May 23—Ursinus, home.
May 30—Valley Forge, home.
Pending—Hill School, Pottstown.

Intenehotastios
May 2—villanova Interaoludastica.

WE'RE READY, PENN!

the fostering of year-
round competition with natural
rivals In all sports through a
range of teams of varying abil-

ity."

(From the Penn Athletic Re-
port, as announced last week).
That's rood news for VlUaaora

and Temple. Bat does Penn In-

tend to foster year-round oompe-
tttlon with her most natoral
rivals the Owls and the Wild-
cats, In all sports? We shal] see.

Frat Basketball

Lamba Kappa Delta Quintet Tied
With Delta Fl Epsllon Five

After First We^

LEADERS TO PLAT TONIGHT

Lambda Kappa Delta. 1930
champions, and Delta PI Epsllon.

tied at the end of the first week's
play for first place In the Inter-
Fratemlty Basketball League, clash
tonight In the gym at 7 o'clock in

one of the most Important games
of the race.

Boasting a victory over Epsllon
Phi Theta, the most improved team
in the league this season, the D. P.

E. outfit faces a green L. K. D.
quintet tonight, which was strain-

ed to the utmost to eke out a 15-12

win over Phi Kappa PI In the first

game of the season.

Last Tuesday D. P. E. had no
troublewlth E. P. T.. winning 23-14

In a rough and timible game. E. P.

T. pushed P. K. P. In the cellar on
Wednesday afternoon, when the
Engineers lost their second game
of the week. 24-15.

On Thursday night. Delta Pi
Epsllon meets its second foe when
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Hockey Club

Holds Three

GamesAway
Sextet to Play in Atlantic

Lity, Mew Haven and
Manhattan

'ine coming weeK will be one of

LUe ousiesi oi mt; winter season lor

ine nocKey team oi Vilianova Col-
leite. ine bea uiuis ui Auaniic
Lilly will meet tne Wildcat puclc-

siers m ine iirst ol a series oi con-
tests tnat Includes ine Yale Jay-
vees and til. jonns College ot

iirooklyn.

ihe team will leave here Wed-
nesday aiternoon lor Atlantic Ciiy

to piay tiie ttea Gulls at me Audi-
torium there. Ihey return to the

college oil the same nignt.

I'hursday afternoon tney again

leave ine college, tnls tune lor

New Haven, to play the Yale Jun-
ior Varsity sextet at the New Hav-
en Arena Friday afternoon at 3

o clock.

Ixmnedlately after the igame, the

team will leave New Haven lor

New York, where they will battle

St. John's College of Brooklyn, N.

Y., at the New York Coliseum, Sat-

urday night.

There will q,lso be a game with

the Penn A. C, at Hershey, Pa., In

dedication of a new arena on Wed-
nesday, February 17th. On the

following Saturday, the Vilianova

six will travel to New Brimswick to

piay Rutgers University.

The men making the week-end
trip and the lineup are as follows:

Left wing—Art Kennedy
Right wing—Jackie Faughnan
Left Defense—Bill Orcutt
Right defense—Joe Delaney
Center—Jack ONeil ».:.«,*••

Goalie—Artie Shortall

Pucksters

Losers to

Penn A. C.

Tollentine

Drops Close

Game to '34

Yearlingg Have Trouble in

Winning From New
York High School

TIERNEY HIGH SCORER

Coming from behind after trail

ing for nine minutes of the first

quarter, the Frosh basket ball five

was hard-pressed to defeat St.

Nicholas of Tollentine High School,

of New York, in the gymnasium
Saturday afternoon. The final

score was 26-23.

The contest was marked by close

guarding during most of the play.

In the first half, the high school

outfit was unable to net a field goal.

Lynch, with three two-pointers,

and Brockmeyer's two double-

deckers and two foul goals set the

pace for the yearling quintet.

Bruell, center for the visitors, play-

ed a fine defensive battle, while

Tierney was high scorer for both

teams, his four long shots and a

single free toss giving him nine

tallies.

St Nicholas

. forward . . Prawley
forward . . Splelman
center Bruell

guard Tierney

. guard Dwyer
Frosh 2 9 6 9—26
St. Nicholas 2 4 6 11—23

Lobt Last Year by Same
Score, 2-1.^—Many

Spectators

On Friday, January 30, the ice

hockey club met the strong Penn
A. C. team at the Arena and was
turned back by the closest of mar-
gins, 2-1. Penn A. C. seems to be
our puck chasers' Jinx. Last sea-
son they won one fray by the same
score, and tied Another.
The play was fast and thrilled

the 1500 spectators. The majority
were Vilianova rooters, but the
Blue and Gold adherents also made
themselves heard. Although there
were no cheer leaders present, ex-
temporanlous yells more than
made up for their absence.
Most of the crowd were seating

themselves when all of the scoring
for the evening was over. Im-
mediately after the tapoff, kickoff,

or whatever they call it, Walsh
dribbled down the Ice and presto

—

they had drawn first blood. They
continued the bleeding process,
v/hen another alien grabbed the
puck, eluded Orcutt and Delaney,
and shot one over Shortall's pros-
trate form.

It was then that the Wildcats
bared their fangs and in about two
minutes "Esky" Kennedy banged
one home. The rest of the period
and all of the nex!t, the Penn A.
C. goalie was kept busy picking the
puck off various parts of his
anatomy, but the red line was not
crossed.

In the final stanza Coach Ed
Hunsinger sent in a stream of re-
placements, but they were unable
to break the ice, (no pun intend-
ed). Toward the end of the game,
Orcutt and Shortall made some
beautiful stops of seemingly certain
goals.

It was a great game, and a tough
one for the Blue and White to lose.

Captain Orcutt, Kennedy, O'Neill,
Delaney and Shortall all played
great hockey. For the clubmen,
Walsh and Shanton starred.

Engineers to

See Picture

On CaJbles

New York Firm Furnisheh
Film to Be Sliown at

l^'rat Meeting

rUDENTS INVITED
Today. Peoruary lOth, at the

weeKiy meeting oi the Pni Kappa
fi. Hie engineers wui ue treatea to
a nioUon picture t^xpiaming uie
manulacture ui cables. I'nis picture
nas been presented ay tne courtesy
ui the OKuniie uompany, ot New
YorK City. 'Ihe UKina« Company
uianutaciurers cabies and wire lope.
ine motion picture expianu; tiie

various steps m the inanuiaciure oi
c^Oies anu shows tnem in actuai
use In some oi tne larger engineer-
ing projects under way at tne pres-
ent time.

'I'he name of the production is

the "Single Riage, ' and is sure to
oe most Interesting and instructive
not only to the engineers out to the
lest of th^ common and ordinary
mortals who peopie tnis particular
college. IherelOre all thos'e, wh^^her
engineers or otherwise, who havp
the time are Invited to witness the
picture and they will find that a
period has been much better spent
than in sleep.

The engineers and their fartern-
ity, the Phi K!appa PI, have been
noted for obtaining Interesting as
well adminstructlve lectures and
film for their weekly meetings,
which Is held during the fourth
period of every Tuesday .

IVIcGeeliau Formally Accepts
Invitation to Join Eastern
Inler-Collegiate Ball League

^Cunliuued Iruin i'age One>

Try It

If a Hottentot tot taught a

Hottentot tot to talk e'er the tot

be taught to say aught, or naught,

or what ought to be taught her?

If to hoot and to toot a Hottentot

tot be taught by a Hottentot tutor,

should the tutor get hot if the

Hottentot tot hoot and toot at the
Hottentot tutor?

Retreat Master Stresses

Personal Responsibility

':m^^^ Eighty-Eighth Retreat

Frosh
McGovern
McFeely .

Prucha .

.

Hurley . .

.

Heflron

Basketeers

Meet Hawks
Tomorrow

St. Joseph's College Five Will

Give Wildcat Quintet

Plenty of Opposition

PLAY URSINIJS FRIDAY

Tomorrow night the Hawks and

the Wildcats renew their feud. Vil-

lanova's basketeers will try to win

their second In a row when they

face St. Joseph's College in Phila-

delphia in a battle that should be

the most sensational of the season.

To date, the Overbrook five has

won twelve of fifteen contests, los-

ing to Perm by only a four-point

margin. Franklin and Marshall,

another St. Joe conqueror, was de-

feated by the Jesuits last week.

Last year's battle ended with vic-

tory perching on VlUanova's ban-

ners, but police protection was
needed to get Art Harkins of! the

floor. Art was the hero of that

particular fracas.

The Freshmen teams of both in

stitutlons will start the festivities

with a preliminary battle of mote
than ordinary interest.

On Friday night, the Felines re-

turn back to their owh gym when
Ursinus College, from CoUegeville,

will be entertained. The Ursinus
outfit has been having an In-and-
out season, but Friday's battle will

be no setup for Doc Jacob's court-
men. Ursinus has been placed on
the football schedule of the Cats
for 1932, and the boys from 'over
there' are anxious to get the victory
habit early.' In 1030, the Cats won
the annual tussle, which was played
In CoIlegevMle.

The Frofth contest, that was to
have been played as a preliminary,
was moved up and wa.s played yes-

1

terday afternoon here In the gym. I

(continued from page one)
Prayer. The method is simply the
daily employment of these means.

Milk Incident
There was one very amusing

incident during the retreat and one
which brought chuckles to every
member of the audience. Fr.
Walker was speaking of honesty
in its general aspects and was tell-

ing honesty should pay an import-
ant part in every activity. It should
enter the dairy, he said, where the
cream is separated from the milk
and where water and chalk are
added. All enthusiastically agreed
with the speaker who appeared
very much surpdi^d.

Faith Grfuiti^t Asset
"The greatest thin^r that a man

possesses or can posses is faith,"
Fr. Walker said ;and, he demon-
stated the fact by showing that
every miracle that Our Lord per-
formed while on earth was based
on the faith of the person healed
or cured. "Such great faith I

have not found in Israel;" "Go,
thy faith hath made thee whole,"
are Christ's words. Everything in
this life is founded on faith on our
fellowmen; that is human faith.
How much easier is it to have
faith in God, Who can neither de-
ceive nor be deceived! In addition
the speaker showed that there is

and can be no conflict between
science and faith since God is the
author of both. Fr. Walker's most
important talk, perhaps, concerned
the danger of scandal and the in-
calculable benefits accruing to good
example. "Whether we know it or
not, whether we will it or not, each
man exercises a tremendous in-
fluence on his associates." He then
discussed problems of this nature
peculiar to college life; coming late
for Mass. use of profane languauge,
making good use of one's time,
etc.

A Trinity of Mothers
Beyond a doubt, the most touch-

ing address that for which Fr.

Walker took the words of Christ,
"Behold thy mother." While he
spoke of mother there was not a
sound, not the faintest whisper. He

had touched the men's hearts
where there is a tender spot re-
served for her who gave them
flesh of her flesh. In closing the
speaker held up to the students the
Trinity of Mothers: the Blessed
Virgin, one's earthly mother, and
Holy Mother of the Church, whom
every man should learn to love and
serve.

Questionnaires Distributed
On Monday questionnaires for

the Seventh Religious Survey were
handed out and by Wednesday a
clock posted in the rear of the
chapel showed that over 500 of
the 806 distributed had been re-
turned. This is a considerable in-
crease over last year's returns when
only a few more than 300 were
filled in. Religious articles were
placed on sale during the retreat
and many students availed them-
selves of the opportunity to pur-
chase prayer books and rosaries.
The articles were later blessed by
Fr. Walker.

Remembrance cards and Apostle-
shlp of Prayer badges were dis-

tributed during the exercises, as
were also pledge cards, which were
were also pledge cards, which when
signed placed the signer on record
as opposed to Indecent and vulgar
language and pledged him to re-
frain from Its use and to do all in
his power by word and example to
cause others to refrain from its

use.

Direction By Seniors
The services were under the di-

rection of the Seniors, with Wil-
liam A. Bradley, president of the
Senior class, serving as presiding
officer for the resident students,
and Charles J. Lynch, for the non-
residents. The sacristan was
Roger O'Donnell and the organists,

Joseph Haage and George Mc-
Grath. Ushers were Wheeler
Jenkins. Thomas Kaither, Carl
Lechner, Thomas Brien, and L.

Schnappauf. Acolytes for all the
services were also Seniors.
At the concluding exercise, Mass

on Thursday morning, Fr. Walker
imparted the Papal blessing.

baseball will be aroused again when
this league Is formed. Naturally
everyone is anxious to see his Alma
Mater in the running and will
cooperate in order to aid his team
to the top of such a league, so that
his team will be ranked as the lead-
ing one in the East.
MeGeehan is also in favor of a

college "World Series" between the
winner of this proposed league and
the winner of the Big Six. This will

be but another way to revive that
dying baseball spirit and again put
baseball at the top of college circles
where it rightfully belongs.
A serious factor that must be

taken into consideration is that
many colleges are situated in small
towns where prolessional clubs do
not perform. If the college Is repre-
sented In this league the peopie of
the town will loyally turn out to

support Its college. There being no
professional club in the town, in-
terest in baseball would therefore
be centered about the college team
An admirable example is Bethlehem
where Lehigh U. is located.
The Vilianova Graduate Manager

feels absolutely confident that such
a league cannot fail. If by any
chance Coffey's and Nixon's plan
tails through, Mr. MeGeehan will

put forth a final effort and use all

the influence in his power to start
off the. 1931 season with a fully or-
ganized Eastern College League.
The following is a letter written

by MeGeehan tiO Jack Coffey In

which he states his complete views
on the matter -

January 26, 1931
Mr. Jack Coffey,
Graduate Manager,
Fordham University,

New York City, N. Y.
Dear Jack,

I was very much pleased to re-

ceive a letter from Bill McCarthy
concerning the proposed college

baseball league. When you know
that I've been trying for years to

get some thing under way you will

realize how I feel about this matter.

At one of the meetings in New York
about a year ago I spoke to Harry
Hennage about the proposed "World
Series" and I was told that he
would do anything possible to help.

I have before me a clipping from
the New York Herald Tribune in

which they mention several teams
which will be considered. Among
these are teams whom we have
played annually for years. Fordham,
Boston, Holy Cross. N. Y. U., Penn
State, Georgetown, and Lafayette.

All these are again on our '31

schedule.

If I may be permitted a
suggestion. Jack. I should like to

leave one thought with you. Many
of the larger cities look with a left

eye on the college teams within
their limits. This is because they
have Big League teams at the same
time some of the smaller cities, like

Bethlehem, have no such teams.
Should Lehigh be in the running
for the leadership of the college

league they would turn out in good-
ly numbers to see them. I am not

suggesting to you that you select

Lehigh, merely expressing a

thought with them as an example
I shall be mighty glad to be con-

sidered and because of my desire

to save the game in colleges, will

do anything possible to help it

along.
Hoping to hear from you on this

matter. I am.
Cordially yours,

Chas. A. MoGeehan
Graduate Manager

Just Looking
Around"

Football is still taking the rap
from the daily rags and Investiga-

tion comn\ittees. The latest in this

well-known sport come from none
other than the campus periodicals.

Columbia, Penn, Cornell, and Pitt,

to mention but a lew ot the latest

and most prominent rappters, leel

that lootball Is being over-empna-
sjzed.

• • "

They all strike about the same
note as that found m the Pennsyl-
vanlan: At Penn the value of the
training house seems over-empha-
sized. We would like to see its

passmg. It would mark the end of
an athletic clique and should mark
the beginning of personal responsi-
bility lor strict training on the
part ot the player and students at
large, who would then assocu,te
with the players dally."

• • • •

And now that the exams are
over, you are likely to find yourself
bored to death. If one ol these
moments should come on when
nothing seems worth-while, try the
latest of Vilianova diversions: plan
yourself a gym. Ours has a marble
swimming pool in the basement,
quite a large pool, about the size oi
tne present gym ; there are lockers
for everyone and diving boards
and showers. On the ground floor
we have three basketoall courts;
one large one, something like the
one we saw down at Laiayette one
day, with an indoor track around
it; and two small ones where you
may practice shooting to your
heart's content. There's a second
floor, where one finds milder rec-
reation in the form of bowling,
billiards, checkers, and so on.
Build one tor yourself . . .

« • • •

Traces of fire were foimd in
Austin Hall one morning the other
week. At least there was some
sign of activity of firemen. Another
indoor sport
Come on in, the water's fine!

• • •

The Commerce and Finance
building is progressing nicely . . .

slow but sure. Rumor hath it and
perslsteth In hathlng it, that wo-
men will be admitted. We can
imagine this campus draped with
the bright hues of the fair co-eds,
and the classroom a kaleidoscope

—

that's a sesquipedalian word al-
most as long as honorlflcabllltudln-
itatibus—^a kaleidoscope, we were
saying, of all that's best in the drug
store line.

Personally, we prefer a marsh-
mallow sundae with a cherry at
the Greek's.

IM

Once In A Lifetime

The schoolteacher was talking to

a class on science.

"Now, then, Willie Smith," she
said, "name a poisonous substance "

Willie Smith, who was not gift-

ed with an over-supply of intelli-

gence, thought deeply.
"Aviation," he replied after a

while. The class tittered with
amusement, and the teacher looked
sternly at the boy.
"Explain yourself, Smith," she de-

manded.
"One drop will kill, ma'am," re-

spondv^d Willie.

210 TRAINS DAILY
between

VILLANOVA
ana

PHILADELPHIA
|69th ST.)

Hound Trip

Regular For* •••..• 40c
6-Trlp Ticket 33'/3c

20-Trip Ticket 25c

School Ticket 12c

Children's Speclol 2-Day Round Trip Ticket 15c

Ut train leaves for Philadelphia at . . 4.54 a. m.

Itt train leaves for Vilianova at . . 5.10 o. m.

Lost train leaves for Philadelphia at • . 2.14 a. m.

Last train leaves for Vilianova at . . . 2.30 a. m.

47 EKpfttet daily to Philadelphia

45 Cxpfises daily to Vilianova

PHILADELPHIA & WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

This column remembers the
time when Vilianova was the local
leader socially. Them there days
seem gone forever. Studes nowadays
think of dates in terms of the P.
and Whistle. No longer does local
talent rate a Belle Aire Ball or a
Freshman Hop. Bryn Mawr and
the environs have forgotten what
a college widow is, alas!
longer do the Wayne rocking-
chairs groan with the burden of
a Vilianova chorus, and back-chat.

* • *

And since we're on the subject,
why should we have to walk to
Garrett Hill to avoid paying double
fare into Ardmore. We like Ard-
more, and some of our most serious
work has been and is being done
in Ardmore. It is a fine place and
we like to go there, and we very
much resent paying twenty cents.

This column is not open to sug-
gestions of thumbing it.

• • *

We generally do our shopping in

Ardmore, in one of the exclusive

shops that grace its main thor-

Gugiifare, the five and dime, for

instance. Too many students it

seems to us, have not yet dis-

covered the Ardmore five and
dime. But that's beside the ques-

tion. What we mean to say is that
this matter of paying the extra fare

IS one for serious consideration and
one which the Student Council

ought to^take up with the bus com-
pany.

• * *

We happen to know ' that the

company would extend its' faje

limit to the college if it felt that
there were any likelihood of In-

creasing the number of customers.

For the past week or so, the

campus has been dotted with blue

and white sweaters. More praise

to the football members; they de-
served them.

• • •'

Here's congratulations to you all.

If they haven't thrown you out yet,

after those hair-raising exams of

the other week, in all likelihood

you still will be with us for the

coming semester. Glad to see you
sticking around.

THIRTY-THREE

AT THE
IMASTBAUM
The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and

Market sireets, Philadelphia, the

chowp.ace oi the world, presents

the second of its great series of

Birthday Month Attractions, start-

mg Friday, February 6th. The
picture will unite two of the fun-
niest c.owns of the screen, Winnie
Lightner, the lovable rowdy, and
joo E. iaiown, the Clown Prince of

Joy, m tne.r first great laugh ven-

ture together v*^ith -Sit Tight." On
the stage ieddy Joyce presents

Valentine Vanities," a gorgeous
revue, with Lita Grey Unaplin
heading a tremendous cast. Mil-

ton Charles will entertain at the
organ, and David Ross will lead thu
Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra.

"Sit Tight' io one ol the most
hilarious tarces ever produced. Win-
nie officiates as head of a fake
health institute, with Joe as her
assistant. He has taken a corres-

pondence course in wrestling, and
is inveigled into a match.

"Valentine Vanities" Teddy Joyce's
presentation for this week, is one
of the most gorgeous, breath-tak-
mgly beautiful revues ever present-
ed in Philadelphia. Lita Grey Chap-
;in, ex-wife of the famous comedian,
and a talented and charming sing-
er, heads a tremendous cast in-

cluding Jay Mills, Smith and Rog-
ers, Harry Burns and Company,
Geraldine and Joe, the Four Dic-
tators, the Mastbaum Ballet of 36,

12 male steppers, and the Mastbaum
Stage Band. More than 100 people
are on the stage in this magnifi-
cent, fast-moving revue.
David Ross has chosen an ex-

ceedingly appropriate overture for

and no ' this week, Victor Herbert's "Sweet-
hearts", played by the 80 piece
Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra.
Milton Charles will present a nov-

elty selection at the organ, and will

lead the audience in song.
Winnie Lightner and Joe E.

Brown are supported by a very
strong cast in their first laugh riot
together with "Sit Tight." Amang
them are Claudia Dell, Paul Gre-
gory, Lottie Loder, Hobart Bos-
worth, Frank Hagney. It was di-
rected by Lloyd Bacon.
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Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Presents SPOTLIGHT VALUES

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

Hand Tailored, Silk

Lined Neckwear

O'Jc — 3 for $2.50

Shorts and Pullovers

O'Jv — 3 for $1.00

Delpark Pajames
Values up to $5.00

$1.47
Men''s Fine Socks

pyc — 4 for $1.00

4
<

4

ALL SHIRTS
FORMERLY $1.95 and $2.95

Jj Oy — 3 FOR $4.00

4I.L MERCHANDISE GREATLY REDUCED

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every
Friday by R. KAUFMAN
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COLADONAToi
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

T A ILOR
"See TED CASEY"

Stanford Tailoring Co. i

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Showing Spring Clothing I

EVERY FRIDAY in

PIESHOP
CLETE GARDNER, College Representative

m

(m

• J *

• •
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Freshmen

Get the

"HELLO"
Habit VILL

Freshmen

Get the

"HELLa'
Habit
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Two Augustinian Fathers

Receive Rare S.T.D. Degrees
In Religious Ceremony

Rev. Denis J. Kavanagh and Rev. P. H. Kehoe Awarded
Sacred Theology Doctorates.—Both Educated at

Augistinian International College at Rome

YEARS OF STUDY AND TEACHING REQUIRED

The chapel of St. Mary's hall,

yesterday, at 5.30 o'clock, was the
scene of a very elaborate ceremony,
when two Augustinian priests were
awarded degrees of Doctor of Sac-
rtd Theology (S. T. D.) after many
icurs Qf study. The recipients were
Kev: D. J. Kavanagh, O. S. A., Re-
gent of Studies in the seminary, and
Rev. P. H. Kehoe, O. S. A., profes-
sor of Dogmatic Theology in St.

Augustine's College, of Washington,
D. C. The ceremonies were con-
uucted and the degrees conferred by
Ihe Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O. S.
A., former Assistant General of the
Augustinian Order.
The degree is rare and very dif-

ficult of attainment requiring many
hard, long years of study and teach-
ing. Fr. Kavanagh will be recalled
lor his translation of "St. Augus-
tine, His Philosophy" of several
months back. He is an authority on
canon law and is a former rector
of St. Rita's Hall. Fr. Kehoe. a
former master of novices here, has
been teaching in St. Augustine's Col-
lege in Washington since its found-
ing about six years ago. He is also
Sub-Prior there. Both were edu-
cated at the Augustinian Interna-
tional College at Rome.
With the student body oi the

seminary in attendance, in addi-
tion to many noted guests and the
religious faculty of the college, the
Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll performed
the ceremony which included, be

^College Inn'

Presentation

A Jtfig Success

Student Support at AH
Performances of Play

Well-Given

BENEFIT PERFORMANCE

REV. D. J. KAVANAGH

^Owl' Journal

Staff Under
New Editor

Last Wednesday evening the Belle

Masque Players made a most bril-

liant debut for the year 1931 by
successfully< presenting Professor

Jonas' comedy "College Inn/' The
premier was attended by the usual
critical and distinguished first night
audience nearly filling the auditor-

ium of St. Thomas' Hall. But even
these most critical proclaimed the
play to be humorous and enjoyable
irom start to finish.

Thursday and Friday nights drew
even larger audiences with the stu-

uents showing greater interest than
has even been witnessed before,

wearly seventy-five students from
Rosemont College attended the per-
formance Friday evening, and many
people from both Bryn Mawr and
Philadelphia composed a large ma-
jority of the audiences. The play
was an entire success both dramati-
cally and financially.

The plot of the play centers about
the hardships of an ambitious
young hotel cierk played by William

All Senior

Theses Due
May ISth

Notice of Form of Pres-

entation Issued by
Authorities

TWO COPIES REQUIRED
The attention of all candidates

for the Bachelor's Degree at the
1931 commencement is most urgent-
ly called to the following rule? and
specifications.

It is absolutely essential that all
work on these theses shall be com-
pleted before the final exams.
Every thesis In final form, must

be given, to the Dean of the De-
partment before noon on Monday
May 18,1931. No member of the
faculty will be granted authority to
extend this time limit.

Form of PresentaUon
Binder: All theses must be pre-

sented In the standard form of
binder which the College Bookroom
will carry in stock for this purpose.
Each department has its distinctive
color design.

Size and writing

Ursinus Bears Beaten by
Wildcat Five as Czesick

And Harkins Top Scorers

Villanhva Five Plays Fast Basketball to Pile Up Sixteen-
Point Advantage on CoUegeville

Team.—Play at St. John^s

VILLANOVA FORWARD TALLIES FOURTEEN

Absolutely

Last Chance
tor Pictures

Juniors and Seniors Desiring
Belle Air Space Must

Act Now

GROUP PICTURES ALSO

typewritten, "double ^paced'^-'^ipo'S cwS"o? th^ iflfrS?,'
^^^'''

ONEsideof White pape^r 8 andX" Sotnce? S!t ^SJay^l^d t^or?o";
Amateur-half by 11 inches in size

ish workmanship in the typing will
bo sufficient cause to require re

Staff Being Re-Arranged in

Preparation for Next
Issue

sides the conferring of the degrees, STRESS FUNDAMENTALS
the bestowal of a doctor's ring and

four-cornered biretta.

The history of this degree and the
accompanying ceremony is very
old, dating back to the thirteenth
century. The requirements for
eligibility are very stiff and the
tasks involved very arduous. It is

first necessary to complete the
regular roUege course and th*»n a
four-year course in Theology. Next,
the candidate must teach philoso-
phy for one year and is then eligible
to take an examination for lector-
ship, which takes in the entire field

of philosophy. If he is successful in
this test, he receives the degree
S T. L., Lector of Sacred Theology.
The candidate must then teach for
five years and after he has com-
pleted the five years is allowed to
take an oral and written examina-
tion covering everything in theolo-
gy. If it is passed successfully, he
receives the degree of S. T. R., Re-
gent of Sacred Theology, and
teachers for five more years. Then
he is eligible for the doctor's degree,
S. T. D. This degree is conferred
by the General of the Augustinian
Order or his representative.

50 Register

For Second

Term Class

School of Commerce and Fi-

nance Shows (ilreatest

Gain of Students

The office of the registrar record.s
approximately fifty new students
who will pursue courses in the
various schools on the campus this
semester. Most of these men ar?
freshmen, as only a few tranfcri
were admitted. Several other
applicants have been accepted, but
have not yet registered

The Business School, which has
inaugurated an entirely new Feb-
ruary class, receivec twenty- four
of the incoming men; it was closely
followed by the Pre-Medical School
which added twenty to its roll. The
Engineering School was increased
by four, and the Arts School by
two.

The usual semi-annual influx of
students was somewhat checked
this year, as Fr. Griffin did not
wish to incommode the present
student lx)dy which is already a
trifle hampered by the lack of
class-room accomodations. The new
Business School under construction
will, when completed, relieve the
congestion in the other 8chool.<:

which have been supplying class-
rooms for subjects in Business.
The authorities of the coIleg\^

have had to hasten their program
of development, tiecause of the
immense increase of requisitions for
entrance into the college. The
erection of the Business School,
now in progress, is a major step
toward establishing that condition
which will enable them to increase
the enrollment to the extent re-
quired in order to fulfill the de-
mands on the college.

With the next puolication of the
Owl, official journal of Vilianova
Engineers, a new personnel will be
editing this monthly magazine.
Paul Kauffmann, an extremely
capable engineer, has been selected
to act as Managing Engineer. His
ability along this line has been
witnessed by his regular con-
Uibutloiis both to the Owl and also
many other engineering journals.

The issues of this year have been
of particular interest because of the
many novel features that have been
introduced. Current news of world
wide and local importance to the
engineers is discussed in these
columns. That of local significance
is partly in the lorm of alumni
news giving an Incentive to those
who aspire to the heights attained
by their predecessors.

Instructive articles on topics with
which they are personally familiar
are frequently received from form-
er graduates of the engineering
school. So in order to keep them
likewise in touch with the doings of
the undergraduates engineers, it

has been arranged to have the Phi
Kappa Pi president, Tiiomas Brien,
send a message each month
through his own column. There
will also be editorials in addition to
this other feature.

The journal after this month will

appear regularly of the fifteenth ol
each month and any subsciipiions
from new students will be accepted
at the Owl office this week.

Because of his other duties, John
P. Hendricks, the former Managing
Engineer was forced to resign. The
new staff consists of the following:
Paul Kauffmann, Managing Ekiitor;

Joseph Haag6, Business Engineer;
Joseph Hahn. Thomas Brien, Ed-
mund Principe, Assistant Engineers.

Rorke who certainly deserves praise
,
writing. The amount of written

lor his admirable acting. Being In material will be determined by the
love, opposed by his future mother- Dean of each Department.
in-law, rivalled by a handsome NeW
iforker, and harassed by the hotel

Margin: A clear margin of 1 and
one-half Inches shall be allowed on

owner, bell boys and porters bring the left hand side of each page
the young hero all the trouble one and a clear margin of 1 inch on
couid ask for. But through the aid 'the right hand side, the top and
of a wealthy benefactor, he puts the ' the bottom.
hotel on the map and—well, you Sketches: Sketches and drawings
know the rest, everything turns out [inserted in the body of the text
line for everybody.

,

shall be carefully executed in India
Ihe garden party in the last act ink or the equivalent,

coatained a varied program featur-l Drawings: Any drawings which
ing The Villanovans playing "Di- accompany the thesis are to be
ana" m a real torrid tempo. Hugh bound with the text in the same
McHugh singing 'You're always in] color. Drawings shall be upon theMy Arms", Anthony Emmi render- "rough" side of tracing cloth, ex-
ing the beautiful solo 'Gypsy Love cept where the faculty advisor has
Song,- and William Papp singing authorized another form.
Victor Herbert's "Sweet Mystery of Bibliography: A complete list of
Life. • The bell boys presented the references consulted shall be ap-
novelty of the program by dancing pended to each thesis,
the original "Chicken Reel."

[

Order of Presentation
Joseph Iidiiii bUi passed ^il ex-i jViauerlai for the text shall be

pections by filling the difficult role
[
arranged with a view to its being

of heroine to perfection. The part bound in the following order-
of the distinguished matron Mrs.
Gilmore, was portaryed by Law-
rence DeFrances in a most refined,
cultured and dignified manner.
Donald LaFond played the part of
a blustering hotel owner with splen-

(a) One or more blank sheets.
(b) TiUe page.
(c) Index, referring to pages by

number.
(d) Historical outline, or a

statement of the objective sought In
did display of ability as an actor, the investigation.
Ihe two character sketches which' (e) General ouUlne of the de-
required negro and Irish dialect] sign or Investigation,
were most ably enacted by Stephen |

(f) Details, in logical order,

will offer absolutely the last oppor-
tunity to Juniors and Seniors to
have their pictures taken. No
Senior will be given space in the
annual unless he has his picture
taken now. The same applies to
the Juniors. It will be impossible
for any Junior to have his photo-
graph in the Junior Courtier and
Belle Air, if he does not act im-
mediately.

Each sitting is two dollars and for
the third-year men, this includes
pictures for both the Courtier and
the Senior book. The photographer
wUl be in Mendel Hall, Room 117,
each day from nine until twelve in
the morning and from one-thirty
to six in the afternoon. Coopera-
tion is necessary to make the Belle
Air a success and it is earnestly
solicited from all Juniors and
Seniors.

Group pictiu-es will also be taken
this week and the Belle Air editor
will greatly appreciate punctuality
on the pait of all sLudents. The.
schedule folldtirs: ' '

"

Tuesday, February 17
In front of Mendel Hall,
12:50—Vigilance Committee
12:55—Brooklyn-L. I. Club
1:00 Epsilon Phi Theta
1:05—Belle Masque Players
Tuesday evening, February 17

MftM Tomorrow
The regular weekly College Ma.ss

usually held on Thursday will be
heard tomorrow morning instead.
Ashes will be distributed tomorrow
evening after Chapel services.

Lambda Kappa
Delta Seeks
New Members

Pre-Medical Fraternity to Admit
Only a Limited Number

The recent issuance of application

blanks by the Lamktda Kappa Delta,

the Pre-Medical Fraternity, has
aroused much interest in one of the

most fiourishing of all campus
societies. A large response was
elicited In the membership drive,

which closed last Thursday. A lim-

ited list of the successful applicants

will be posted today on the Mendel
Hall Science bulletin. Final selec
tions have l)een made by the Board
of Admissions, which is composed of
Hugh R. Dougherty, J. B. Sofranko,
George Connor and Louis Hoffstein.
and are based entirely on the scho-
lastic qualifications, extra-curricula
activities and character of the ap-
plicants. Opportunity is still af-
forded to upper classmen of joining
the fraternity by submitting a for
mal application.

Lambda ivappa E>elta, which
meets each Thursday at one o'clock
in Room 210, boasts a competent
body of officers which includes:
Howard J. Garrity, President; How-
ard Richmond. Secretary, and Don-
ate J. Alampreses, Treasurer. Un-
der their able leadership arrange-
ments are even now being discussed
for the traditional St. Patricks

DuHamel and Alexander Lewis.
Hugh McHugh and Edward Hookey
enacted their roles in their inimit-
able suave manner. The drug sales-
man could have been filled by no
one better than Joseph Houseman.
And could one ask for a more re-
alistic interpretation of a beauty
artist than William Papp.
Belore the rising of the curtain,

between the acts and after the per-
(Continued on Page Four)

Frosh Hold
Elections

Tomorrow

(g) Complete computations, with
results summarized.

(h) Statement of conclusions
reached.

(i) Bibliography.
The Title: The thesis when pre-

sented becomes the property of
Vilianova College, and may not be
published by the candidate without
permission of the College authori-
ties.

TWO COPIES must be handed in

Student Council Memhers
To Supervise All

Proceedings

NOMINATIONS POSTED
The election of Freshman class

officers will be held Wednesday,
February 18, from 11.30 a. m. to
4 00 p. m., in front of the Dining
Hall. The Student Council will be
in charge of the balloting.

Nomination of candidates for the
various offices was held last Wed-
nesday in the Amphitheater, the
meeting having been called and
supervised by the Student Council.
Each office has one candidate from
each of the schools on the campus,
each department having held meet-
ings previously to determine their
representatives for the various of
fices. In this manner, the balloting
is amplified and each school has
its best candidates represented.
The freshmen are now being given

the privilege of becoming an organ-
ized group in campus life. It Is up
to them to show their interest in
this organization, and this can be
done by giving their full support to
the^lection. A well organized class
is a valuable asset to student Ufe, so
every man should do his bit by at-
tending the polls.

The candidates:
President—Hurley, Bus.; McBrlde

Eng.; OConnell, A. B.; Leltner'
Pre-Med.

Vice President—Scanlan, Bus • P
Riley, Eng.; C. Riley, A. B De-
Vlrgllls, Pre-Med.
Treasurer—McOraw. Bus.; Thom-

an. Eng.; Neylan. A. B.; Arnoa.
Pre-Med.

Meter Offers

New Coiiirse

In Poetics

Valuable Addition Made
to Curriculum of Arts

School

PURELY ELECTIVE

Day Dance, which has always been Secretary—McGee Bus Barrow
one of the high lights of the social

j Eng.; McGulnn, A.
'

B.; imbrlglla,'
season. I Pre-Med.

A notable addition has been made
to the faculty of the School of Arts
with the return of William J.
Meter. His new course in Poetics,
which embodies interpretation and
appreciation of poetry, provides a
fitting supplement to the English
course In Vilianova's oldest school.
Classes are being held twice a

week, on Monday and Thursday
afternoons, at 1:10 o'clock. The
fact that nearly twenty students
have already enrolled in this course,
which is purely elective, is an indi-
cation of the enthusiastic reception
accorded it.

Upperclassmen will remember Mr.
Meter as instructor in English here
in 1928-29. He has gained wide ex-
perience during the past ten years
as poet, author, and editor, and his
accomplishments in the field of
poetry alone are sufficient to stamp
him as an authority on this subject.

Mr. Meter has chosen for his
text-book the well known anthology,
Francis Turner Palgrave's "Golden
Treasury," of which it has been
said: "The book is one of the En-
glish classics: and its quality and
place are so marked and distinct
that we have come to think of it

as a contribution to English litera-
ture. Its individuality lies, however,
entirely in the Insight, the crlUcal
discernment, and the taste which it

illustrates. These are so nearly In-
fallible that the mass of other
men"8 works collected in "The
Golden Treasury,"' to which Pro-
fessor Palgrave added not a line of
his own, seems somehow to belong
to the editor."

Tuesday Evening, February 17
In Mendel haU,
7:00—Beta Gamma
7:10—Student Council
7:20—Inter-Frat Ball Comm.
7:30—Belle Air Ball Comm.
7:40—Owl Staff
7:50—Villanovans Orchestra
8:10—Villanovan Staff
8:20—Belle Air Staff

Wednesday, February 18

In front of Mendel hall,

12:50—Burr Club
12:55—A. S. M. E.

1:00—Phi Kappa Pi
1:05—Lamba Kappa Delta

Thursday, February 19

In front of Mendel hall,

12 :50—La Salle Club
12:55—Freshmen Class
1:00—Varsity, with Sweaters
1:05—Delta Pi Epsilon

Thursday Afternoon, February 19

In the gym,
2:30—Hockey Squad
2:45—Boxing Squad
A list of boxing squad members

will be posted in a day or so.

The Wildcats chalked up their
second win of the month FYlday
night in the gym before a goodly

-

sized crowd, when the Ursinus
Bears were clawed and scratched to
the score of 39-23.

Led by Joe Czesclk and Art Hark-
ins, who divided twenty-four points
among them.selves to outscore the
entire Ursinus aggregation, the
crew that Doc Jacobs coaches drop-
ped in seventeen field goals. The
close-to-a-point-a-mlnute average
of the team was the first time this
season that the inherent offensive
ability of the Felines was realized.
Three games this week, including

the traditional battle with St.
John's of Brooklyn, make up a dif-
ficult five-day period.

Take Early Lead
With Czesick running wild at the

start, the Cats started fast and
piled up a 7-0 lead in the first four
minutes. After a timeout, Ursinus
retaliated with three two-pointers,
and when Czesick converted a foul
toss. Lodge tied it up for the visit-
orrs with a pretty deuce.
Scores by Reitz, Tracy, Harkins

and Czesick then gave Vilianova a
17-10 advantage wliich was held at
half-time.

Reitz oerensive Star
Emil Reitz played center on the

offense, and his work on pivot plays
was a bright feature of the contest.
Czesick and Tracy took care of the
forward posts after the tapoff,
while Big Tom Edwards and Hark-
ins cavorted around the backcourt.

Harkins Runs Wild
Harkins was the star of the sec-

ond half Vilianova offense, which
increased the Feline lead by nine
points. In less than two minutes,
the big boy dropped In three double
peckers and shortly before the game
endeit, got another to raise his total

if^t points for the evening to an even
ten.

For the Ursinus quintet. Captain
Sterner was the most brilliant star,
five points in the second half tying
him with Claude Lodge, his run-
ning mate at forward, for high-
scoring honors. Each tallied seven
points.

Subs See Action
With the game definitely won.

Doc Jacobs sent four substitutes
into action late In the second half,
after the five starting Cats had
played thirty-eight minutes with-
out replacements. Nick LaCorte,
subbing for Czesick, dropped in a
pretty two-pointer to end the
night's scoring.

150 Pre-Meds
Take Part in

Aptitude Test

American Medical Ass'n Quizzes all

Applicants Throughout Country

The first preliminary step for

many, in their becoming medical

doctors was taken last Friday after-

noon when an aptitude test was
given preparatory to entrance to

medical college. It was given simul-

taneously In more than seven hun
dred Pre-Medical schools through
out the country.

The test was planned by the

American Medical Association and
was of a general nature, lasting

about two hours. It was designed
in order to select the more suitable

type of student, the one best fitted

for the profession.

Everyone, whether Sophomore,
Junior or Senior was eligible for

the examination. Consequently
quite a large percentage of the stu-
dents in tjljese classes took advan-
tage of the opportunity afforded
them for entrance to the profession
al school they have selected. In all,

there were approximately one hun
dred and fifty present when the
quiz was given.

This is the first time an exam-
ination of this type, covering so
vast a field of students, was ever
given. Of course, after the students'
success in this test the credits of the
men will be taken Into consider-
ation and passed upon accordingly.
Doctor Moss, secretary, of George
Washington University, will tabu-
late the results of the examination.

Engineers

Hear Talk

By Senior

First Regular Weekly Meet-
ing Held Last Night by

A. S. M. E.

With many new members in at-

tendance, Paul J. Kaufmann deliver-

ed a very interesting address to the

Vilianova Chapter of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers at

their regular weekly meeting last

evening.

Mr. Kaufmann, a prominent Sen-
ior in the Engineering school, sec-

retary and treasurer to the A. 8.

M. E., and newly appointed editor
of the "Owl", chose for his topic,
"High Steam Pressure and the In-
dustrial Plant." He described the
development of high steam pressure
and delineated its relation to the
e£Bciency of industry and its Im-
portant roles in the modern factory
system. Mr. Kaufmann has done
considerable work In this field and
his remarks were attended to with
a great deal of enthusiasm.
The society, said Thomas F.

Brien, chairman of the chapter, is

making an intensive drive for new
members. Though the turn-out
yesterday was encouraging, there
are many mechanical engineering
students who have not Joined the
society. These men are urged to
secure membership at the earliest
possible date.
Meetings are held weekly and, as

was recently decided, on Monday
evenings at 7:00 P. M.. in Room 306,
Mendel Hall, the Serrior Drafting
Room.
Clement C. Busenkell is vice-

president of the chapter, in addition
to Thomas P. Brien. chairman, and
Paul J. Kaufmann, secretary and
treasurer.

Staff Notice
All members of the Villanovan

Staff are asked to report in Room
No. lOe. Mendel, tonight at 8:06,
to havt their pictures taken for the
BeUe Air.
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Editorially

Speaking
STUDENT APPROVAL

SAY "HELLO"

'.• Again the Belle Masque Dramatic Club has blossomed

out upon the stage for public view. Their latest presenta-

tion, the first of this year, "College Inn" has received the

acclaim and popularity that is rightly its own. The play was

written by the moderator of the ViUanova Literary Society,

of which the Belle Masque is a chapter, Professor Joseph T.

Jonas. Mr. Jonas also directed the staging and production

of the show. All the characters, including the female parts

in the play, were taken by the members of the society, and

they are all men. That they have achieved success is due

in no small part to the sacrificing of the moderator's and

their time and the hard work they put into the rehearsals.

: But for all the work that the men themselves have put

into the production, they could never have attained even a

part of their success without the aid of the Student Body

of ViUanova. Their part was played when they came to

the show, but they also put forth a bit of extra effort and

brought people from outside of the college to see the dra-

matic work put forth by their lellow students.

Last year the Belle Masque produced a more serious

type of play—"Richelieu". We aamit that this is heavy

drama, but the play stood on iis own feet and had been

previously made famous by able professional actors. It is

a play for only the cultured and it was thought by the mem-

bers of the Society that the students of our college would

appreciate such a dramatic production. But it seems that

they had misjudged the I. Q. of the last year's Student Body,

and the response was ml.

This year the dramatic season was opened with a comedy

of very light vein, and the students responded in numbers

sufficient to make the project worthwhile. This, by the way,

is NOT a reflection on the I. Q. standing of this year's Stu-

dent Body. Instead, it is but an understanding of what the

students themselves wish to see in matters of Masque. The

members of the society now realize that the students are

crammed the whole year through with subjects of cultural

interest, and that this is their method of appreciating the

dramatic efforts of that society. The students can rest as-

sured that their part in the success of "College Inn" has been

felt by the men of Belle Masque and that they are whole-

heartedly thanked for the co-operation and good will they

have shown during the three nights the show was held.

Public approval is acceptable and is even hunted for, but

most of all the Belle Masque wants the stamp of approval

from its fellow students in the college.

It is appropriate at this time to say a few words to the

entire student body and especially to the new BYeshmen who

have just entered concerning a custom that is gradually fall-

ing into disuse. We are speaking of the "Hello habit."

Although it might not seem of much importance to

some, this custom of saying "Hello" to every student you

meet on the campus is one of the most important and most

fundamental of our college traditions. It constantly reminds

us of the fact that we are all fellow students and instills in

us a valuable spirit of friendship and cooperation that goes

a long way to the further advancement of the college and the

college activities.

Harmony and friendly cooperation among the individual

members are absolutely necessary if any organization is to

succeed. This feeling is sadly lacking among the students

at ViUanova and unless it is brought back immediately our

student activities will not succeed the way they should.
I,

Furthennore, this "Hello habit," if cultivated now among
the students, will in the years to come be regarded as one

of our fondest college remembrances. Time and time again

gi-aduates have come back and remarked enthusiastically

about the habit of saying "Hello" and what it means to

them. It may seem to be a little thing now but it is really

very important and more attention should be paid to it.

We would remind, therefore, all the students and especi-

aUy the new Freshman class to get into the habit of saying

"Hello" to every man on the campus whether you know him
or not.
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The Styx

Next week there will be cele-

brated the umty-umph anniversary
ot his Satanic Majesty's descent to

the throne of Hades. Emperor
Lucifer the First has well,

tyrannically and scurrlously ruled
our underworld to the detriment
and dedellctlon of his Helilonlc

subjects. So as Is a fitting tribute

to his long and deplorable reign
we, the cultured and elite of

Hellurbla, will devised and staged a
play.

Before we go too far we would
the piay Isn't worth a darn! We
think that it Is better to tell you
all this now rather than have you
come to see the play and tnen
criticize our handiwork, we will

lorestall your scurvy remarks and
use your pet adjectives before you
have had a chance at them. All

tne prltlclsms of the press wUl be
limited to the one lorclble word
ihat so many of or so-called
cultured critics delight In using - -

"rotten." That is rather expressive
and will entail to the advertise-
ments we of course will announce
that the board of censors have re-

lused to pass the action (they will

have probably been asleep during
the preshowing) and that the play
Is too despicably low and filthy to
be shown In our beautifully be-
knlghted kingdom of Hades. This
will of course attract aU the best
families, who will surreptitiously

steal out to the box office buy
tickets and then enter the theatre
lobby in disguise. Our best people,
you see, are about the same as
ihose on the surface of this orb,

they want their shows censored so
that they will think that they are
quite resque and daring in atteend-
Ing such a performance.

For such an Important event as
that of an anniversary of the
coronation, we could of course have
none other than the best play-
wright in our domains devise the
play to be given. In making this
decision there was quite a bit of
argument as to whether we should
get Bacon to write the play and
then call it Shakespeare's handi-
work, or whether It would be better
to give Shakespeare the commislon
and then to let him personally
attent to the matter of having his
friend Bacon write the production.
The latter point was decided upon
as it seems to be best to let Shakes-
peare believe that he wrote all his
plays, otherwise he harangues so
infernally long on the subject. The
staging of the production was
handed over to Florenz Zlegfield,

and what a Job he can make of it.

He picked the possessors of the
flity best pair of legs in the king-
dom for his chorus girls. They in-

cluded such famous figures as
Queen Elizabeth, Anne Bolcyn and
Marie Dressier. There are several
pairs of quite nobby legs in the
show. The costumes aren't to be
spoken of, "Nothln' much before,
an' rather less than 'arf o' that be-
Ind." In the choice of the players
for the scenes Cecil B. DeMille had
wanted to have a few angels scat-

tered here and there, you know he
has such a posslon for passionate
scenes. But this was easily over-
ruled, as the effects of the climate
are a bit too much and we wouldn't
care to be responsible for turning
little angels Into red hot mammas.
Since the play was to be Shakes-

pearean, in name at least, we se-

cured our best ham actor, little

Blllie Booth. He played Hamlet so
much during his life that it has
taken him ai Ithese years to become
a full grown ham. The leading fe-

line part was taken most ably by
Clara Bow herself. Between her
hair and her torrid acting we have
to be a bit careful that she does not
set fire to the scenery.

Taking a lead in the specialty
numbers will be Joe. E. Brown, but
don't let that deter you from at-
tending the performance. We will

take all the precautions ijossible,

even to spreading a net across the
front of the stage to prevent any
possibility of the audience being
inhaled. Fannie Brice will also be
included in these numbers, she will

sing and speak in her native Ne'-
Yaawk language. For this number
precautions will be taken that she
does not make a non-stop program.
Dear old Shakespeare has includ-

ed in the performance of this play
a stupendous, marvelous and mag-
nificent scene. It is something that
really should have been attended to
before this late date, but now we
will show Just how it should be
done in our inimitable Hadlanlc
style. It is so wonderful that I
hesitate to tell you about it, but
it will be sure to draw' the crowds.
Rudy Vallee will be seated on a
throne of quicksand and to his lips

will be tied the largest and noisiest
saxaphone available. Into this In-
strument he will be force to blow
continuously for at least one hour—
but that is not all. After the saxa-
phonic concert we will line up a
group of all the radio crooners the
world provides and led by Willie
Osborne, they will croon their
croonie songs until he promises to
quit crooning and head an anti-
croon league. I really can't think
of any better inducement to make
you all come to the performance.
Come one, come all, if you haven't

seen all the cultured people of
Hades in one group, this will be
your chance. Come to see our
show, 'Hot Hannah of Hades," it

is sure to be a Wow. We can truth-
fully say that there will be the
hottest ladies, the hottest dancing,
and the hottest of everything hot
Included in the performance. What
more fitting way could we celebrate
the umpty-umph coronation of Em-
peror Lucifer the First. It will be
hottest way at any rate, and we
advise you-all to bring your asbcsto-s
evening clothes and special asbestos
seats win provide for all comes if

they buy their tickets before the
main show begins. Come one, come
all, all of the suckers haven't been
taken in yet, help swell the crowd.
You are all invited to spend this

holiday in the hottest little town In
the earth. Hellurbla, by

PHYLEOA8.

&aiultetwrl?t
TKf M^d HaUvK

The art of letter writing in one
two or three volumes by Lord
Chesterfield was a book I read
many years ago. I think he wrote
it. It was a wonderful book and Is

still In use to-day in the family.

Ma uses it on the baby's high chair
to bring his chin up to the level

of the table. It's not every book
that It used day In and out by the
average famUy in this country. In
fact I think the only rival to this

great work is the check book which
IS In constant uejnaiid. But letter

writing certainly is a fine art. The
pen is mlghter than the sword and
a lot safer. Who lives by the sword
shall perish by the sword but the
pen doesn't take such a blood-
thirsty revenge. Letters may be
divided into tnree classes, letters

home for dough, letters to the fair

sex and letters to people to whom
you owe money. All are Important
in their place. The man who writes

a good letter can get himself into

any place but he may . have a Job
getting out.

The first letters home for dough

were written in the tiiird century,
B. C. (Lord Chesterfield, vol No. 2,

pp45-54). 'I'hese letters were written
five days after the opening of the
first college ever known to the
civilized world. The young man who
wrote the first one was a student
and he needed more cash for books
and a few extra classes he was
going to take. In that far forgotten
day when the young man received
the cash he immediately sent a
runner to the house of the young
lady to ask her for a date. He must
have been one of the great minds
of all time because his method and
words are still in popular demand
at the present time. For almost five

thousand years this sort of letter

has been written uncountable times
a day and still works. Many
logicians claim it will never be
Improved upon. Of course it

changes a slight bit from generation
to generation. The letters you write
home are the same as those used
when grandfather was a boy. They
work on father because his were a
little different. The letters your
sons write to you will differ but
little enough to take you in proper-
ly. Every September millions of
fathers say-"Young man not a cent
extra for you this year." Then a
million sons smile and say "Of
course not father" and get most of

what they write for. As It was, is

and will be.

The second class of letters goes

back even further Into the twilight
of fable (apologies to Macaulay)
and we again quote from Lord
Chesterfield In vol 4, pp 9887-8798.
when he Informs us that during the
stone age the big men around the
caves sent messages on stones that
were drawn by the beasts to the en-
trance of the cave of the beloved.
The words were crude but the
thoughts noble. Things are twLsted
around to-day and now we find
the words polished a bit. These

The Muhlenburgr
Debate Explained

According to the following extract
taken from the "Muhlenberg Week-
ly, there seems to be some difficulty

concerning the system used In the
Judgment of debates as it is em-
ployed at Vlllanova. The quotation
follows:

"The system of Judging at Villa-

nova differed greatly from that

which the Muhlenberg team was
accustomed to encounter. Here no

credit whatever was given for the

material presented, but the great

amount of credit was given for ora-

torical ability, and lesser credit for

logic, rebuttal, presentation and
stage appearance. THE MUHLh.**-
BERG TEAM HAD THE BETTER
OF THE ARGUMENT FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF MATERIAL
PRESENTED, BUT WAS BEATEN
ON THE POINT OF ORATORICAL
ABILITY."
Evidently someone has been mis-

informed and to clear up any mis-
understanding as to the system fol-

lowed we will tabulate the number
of points allotted to the various
phases of the debate proper.
Argument (material pre-
sented) ....... .....v.i 30 points

Logic 30 points
Delivery 25 points
Platform Manners 5 points
Rebuttal IQ points
A brief study of this table will

reveal the fact that material pre-
sented received the greatest num-
ber of points possible, while oratori-
cal delivery received a lesser num-
ber of points.

It might also be said here that
the decision of the Judges was
unanimous and not 2 to 1 as stated
in the Muhlenberg Weekly.

Staff Members
For Belle Air
Now Announced

Group Picture to be Taken Tonight
at 8:00 P. M.

Though the positions on the Belle
Air staff have not as yet been as-
signed to definite men, the members
who will compose the staff were
announced yesterday by the Editor-
in-Chief, Stanley A. Prokop. The
list follows and all men whose
names appear here are requested
to be present in Mendel hall at 8:00
P. M. tonight for the official Belle
Air staff picture:

D. Alamprese, J. Armbrust, O.
Blaney, D. Buckley. L. Buzald. D.
Cartenuto, O. Connor, J. Castellan!,

L. Costa, J. CuBhing, M. Doyle. H.
Garrlty, D. Gildea. T. Garrett. W.
Jenkins, A. B. Kelly. J. Kllcourse.

C. Lechner. B. O'Connor. R. O"-
Donnell. M. Orbach, M. Pearson. L.

Schnapauff, B. Shorb, N. Sussman.
C. WiUcowski, A. Wagner.

stone valentines in the sign lan-

guage showed the moon and a man
sleeping, which after an extensive

I Judge to mean - "When the old

man is sleeping meet me." I guess

they had that night the little lady

ran out and down to the brook
wnere the red, red roses bloomed
and there fell into the arms of the
handsome lover. To-day it is the
same with slight alterations. The
guy in the plot bums a nlcicie and
steps into the phone booth and
calls the number. When she picKs

up the receiver with her own lily

white hands he chants - "When
your old buck goes to the lodge
meet me at the corner drug store."

That's all there is to that. Instead
of a shady brook and roses its the
movies and a dance. All In all on
this scale these modern times have
nothing on the old times. It I

were asked which was Uie best I'd

take the shady brook any day. Dur-
ing the Middle Ages the fatners of
the world got kind" of sore and kept
there daughters locked up at nlgh,t
so the young swain had to bribe a
servant to carry a message to the
maiden which read - "At nine on
the castle wall." Then at eight-
thirty, he started to climb the wall
and up the sloes oi the fortress
until he reached the dormer win-
dow and his love. Here he vowed
to do great things to win her hand,
if he was ardent to the extreme
degree he kissed her hand and de-
scended. Jumping upon his horse
he galloped away Into the starlit
night. That's all over now. Those
castles were too hai'd to heat in
winter so people moved into small-
er houses and from these developed
the greatest of all modern im-
provements - the parlor.

The third type of letter is not
found in the annals of Chesterfield.
Creditors were not unknown but
merely unmentioned. The nobler
of men up and shoots them but the
rest who couldn't shoot were thrown
into prison. If you write to one oi
these people it is a safe sign that
you are too far away from him to
reach him otherwise than through
the mall. So It doesn't matter much.
Tell him you expect to come into
a mint of money on your twenty-
first birthday which is Just two
weeks from Wednesday. That will
give you two weeks peace. After
that just tell him to try and get it

and he will soon give up if you are
a college student.

Letters on the whole considered
from any standpoint are the aces in
the hole when times are bad. Many
a man gets a letter done in pink
each day Just as sure as the sun
rises. Many a man looks each day
for the letter done in pink and is
lucky to receive the home-town
paper. He can spend tlie time
wondering who Is out with her that
night. Then there is the famous
letter edged in black. Usually upon
opening It you find it is an add
for Cohen's furniture shop. Well
here's hoping you get a few more
this month than last.

Contest For
Editorials

Announced
World Court and Unemploy-

ment Is Topic of

Editorials

ALL ARE ELIGIBLE
Two fifty dollar prizes are being

offered: one to the student who
writes and publishes the best edi-
torial favoring the Immediate en-
trance of the United States into the
World Court according to the Root
protocol; the other to the student
who writes and publishes the best
editorial against the Immediate en-
trance of the United States into the
World Court according to the Root
proctorol. A marked copy of your
college paper containing the printed
editorial must reach the N. S. F. A.
on or before March 1. Three promi-
nent judges for the contest are
Professor Philip Jessup, Secretary
to the National World Court Com-
mittee; Mr. Frederick J. Llbby of
the National Coimcll for Preven-
tion of War; and Mr. James G. Mc-
Donald, Chairman of the Foreign
Policy Association.
The purpose of the contest is to

stimulate and to get an expression
of student opinion on both sides of
this question of international im-
portance.
Any student may comiiete by

getting an article or editorial pub-
lished in his college paper.
Material can be obtained by

applying to World Court Contest,
National Student Federation of
America, 210 Madison avenue, New
York City.

ASKS COMPULSORY CHAPEL

Dr. Reisner Deplores Silghtinr of
Religion in Protestant Colleges

(N. Y. Times, Feb. 2, 1931)
Religion gets the "tag-end" be-

hind football and week-end dances
in too many Protestant colleges of
America, according to the Rev. Dr.
Christian P. Reisner. pastor of the
Broadway Temple Methodist
Church. Broadway and 17th street.

Dr. Reisner In his sermon last eve-
ning said:

"It is sheer folly to expect stu-
dents to attend Chapel services
voluntarily. To be convinced get
a picture of Yale during compulsory
chapel days and then see the hand-
ful attending today. Roman Cath-
olic Colleges do not knuckle to the
demands of students and such insti-

tutions as Fordham seem to be
turning out worthy men. Protest-

ant colleges are too prone to be
ashamed of being called a Chris-
tian school and are trying to erase

the fact that creeds in religion are

I
worth anything though in science

'they are indisperudble."

Collcc|iaiiu

Barnard College

Colleges, it seems, must be
fittingly endowed with enough
filthy lucre to enable them to exist.

Means to raise this capital are
varied, but the Uarnard University
Bulletin suggests the following
means of attracting the attention
of the potential donors to the fair

Alma Mater. Decldely novel . . . "If

we, by bursting the bonds of con-
vention, can gain a little profitable
publicity, let us imitate the noble
example our brothers have set for
us ... Ixsi us be amazons, my
sisters. Let us riot-in the public
eye."

Manhattan College

(The following excerpts appeared
in the Quadrangle.) "Recent de-
velopements In the educational field

have shown a tendency among dis-
tinguished educators and equally
distinguished university groups to

adopt an almost complete change in

policy, ie., to return to the small
college for the pursuit of higher
education. . . . the conditions which
these eminent men are striving to

bring back to such institutions as
Yale and Harvard, are the very
same conditions which oftimes
cause acute embarrassment to some
individuals who feel inferior be-
cause they are not attending an in-
stitution with a campus the size of
a lexas cow ranch and a student
body in the thousands."

Johns Hopkins University '

Add this to your curriculum of
college rackets. .Published in the
Johns Hopkins News-Letter was
found the following article . . "Rain-
coats, keys, books, second-hand hats,
pui-ses, old gloves, and what nots
came into possession of hopeful
buyers last Tuesday as a result of
an auction held in Levering Hall.
The stentorian tones of Auctioneer
Blank filled the lobby, attracting
crowds of prospective customers
and suckers, and ere long, the lost

and found department of the Y
wa-; without its stock intrude."

Bucknell University

Bucknell is now using the com-
prehensive type of examination as
suggested by the Carnegie and
ether types of examinations. In the
words of the BUCKNELLIAN, "We
are following one of the most re-
cent trends in educational opinion,
that examinations should be tests
of the student rather than his
course, tests of what he has learn-
ed himself as well as what he has
learned In class. However the
adoption of comprehensive exam-
inations is to encourage students to
do more work, not to penalize them
if they don"t.""

It will take three years for the
entire system to be fully effective.

Catholic University

With the developments of radio
Industry and the enaction of laws
to cover the operations of this new
field of endeavor, Catholic Univer-
sity according to the TOWER Is

keeping abreast with the times by
the introduction of special coures in
Radio Law.
The course will be prefaced by a

series of free public lectures by
well-known technicians and law-
yers.

Temple University

All registration for the second
semester was made by mail, there-
by saving much time for both
students and faculty. According to
the TEMPLE NEWS, course cards
were sent out to the students about
a week before the time to register.

i^tUanobelttes
If winter comes can Spring and

the campus car be far behind?
—V—

Almost seventy-five per cent of
the students who sprint for the last
train miss it by two or tliree min-
utes.

_V^
There's a telephone cable being

laid to the Business Men's new
building, which means that the
telephone company is about to
inherit more slugs.

^

—V—
Tomorrow begins the season of

Lent; forty five days that seem
like eighty.

—V—
From latest reports all Valen-

tines are In. You can spend the
week figuring if your room mate or
the fellow across the hall sent the
comical one you received.

—V—
The last opportunity to have

pictures taken for the Belle Air is

at the present time. This will be
the last week. In other words a
great numlier of Seniors and
Juniors will wait until later and
then look surprised when they hear
about it.

—V—
The present depression Is here

to stay for a time at least This
coming semester classes will be
Just as long and sixty is still the
needed number on exams papers
while the price of pie at the Pie
Shoppe will continue at a dime, so
that's why we predict a continua-
tion of the depression.

—V—
The trunks, that you've seen

being brought to the station, were
for the students getting a one way
ticket. , 1

—V—
Just as there Is a depreauion

throughout the country on unem-
ployment there must be a depres-
sion on the rooms here. Would
that one might be solved as easily

as the other.

DO & DONT

The Alibi

"I am sorry." said the dentist,

"but you cannot have an appoint-
ment with me this afternoon. I

have 18 cavities to fill."

And he picked up his golf bag
and nvnt oui."
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The Sports Editor's Corner

Page Three

Doc Jacob'8 LaHketl>all team seems to have recovered
from the bad habit of losing games. After dropping seven
in a row during January, the quintet has won its first two
this month.

But tonight, the team makes its 'steenth trip of the
year to New York, and beating St. John's College of Brook-
lyn will be no easy task. The New Yorkers have lost only
one game this season, N. Y. L. turning them back a few
weeks ago and breaking a twenty-four game winning streak.

On Saturday night, then, Czesick, Harkins, et com-
pany will travel northward to Easton to take on Lafayette,
ihe Maroons are not having an auspicious season, and the
felines should come through.

The Lafayette gym is one of the most beautiful, as
well as most spacious, of any in the country. And its size
will be the biggest handicap the Cats will face this Saturday
evening.

V And speaking of handicaps, our Hugh Du£Ey will not
get such a large handicap next year in the Meadowbrook

, Games.

Duffy just took the lead at the start in his event last
Thursday night, and breezed through to the easiest victory
any runner had that night.

Failure to negotiate the turns properly probably cost
the ViUanova relay team its race against St. Joe's, Temple
and LaSalle. With the possible exception of Hammond,
who ran a fine quarter-mile, every other member of the
quartet seemed to lose ground on the banked turns.

Spotty Mahan, last year's Villanova track captain,
was entered in the 45-yard hurdles under the colors of the
Meadowbrook A. C. Spotty, who also used to be sports edi-
tor of this paper, was eliminated by the proverbial breath
in his heat. There were few hurdlers in this region last
Spring who could match Mahan.

* * « * «

A ST. JOE'S BREAK
Rumor had it last week that athletic relations be-

tween Villanova and St. Joseph's were at the breaking
point. The scheduled basketball game for last Wednesday
night was called off when Villanova refused to play in the
Broadway A. C. and the Hawks wouldn't think of playing
out here, where the fray was originally to be played.

As Doc Jacobs is reported as saying, the annual bas-
ketball games between the two schools are so traditional and
so spectacular that a break would be silly, foolish and stu-
pid.

Out here at Villanova they are denying everything
about a break, while llie Overbrook campus is said to be
filled with that kind of talk. Word from the athletic offic-

ials here has it that the game probably will be played after
the Temple game, about March 6, on some floor other than
those already named.

Which is the larger of these

two white squares? Don't

trust to your eyesight clone.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE te//s the Truth/

* * * * «

Well, all this talk about football over-emphasis in
the colleges, should end in about a month. The big league
ball clubs will then be going south, and the ravings of re-
formers will be shoved into little paragraphs at the bottom
of columns on the sport pages, while the typewriter-pound-
ers go into rhapsodies of delight over the hitting potentiality
of the rookie from Podunk< which we understand is a town
in Arizona. And everything will then be as it should be.

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TASTE

© 1 93 1 , LiocETT & Myess Tobacco Co.

50 Football

Candidates

Practicing

Spring Training Begins Un-
der Stadium With Tute-

lage of 3 Coaches

FUNDAMENTALS STRESS

Yale Juniors

Win Match in

Final Period

2-2 Deadlock Maintained Un-
til After First 5 Minutes

of Last Period

• • • • •

They're organizing basketball leagues now all over
this broad land of ours. College basketball, like every other
business, seems to be having a bad year, and only the high
Bchool'* that are playing in league, seem to be attracting
interest. So, the powers-that-be among the universities and
colleges are banding together to try to make things interest-
ing from several different angles.

The hew baseball league Villanova will enter this
spring, should increase interest in the game, although there
is still a bit of mystery as to how the winner will be select-
ed. Playing only six games against league opponents will
nu\ in itself prove the championship ability of any team.

4> * * « •

And they've finally announced how much the needy
of Philadelphia got from the charity football games of last
fall.

Here are the figures:

Carnegie Tech-Temple game:

Gate receipts
. « $22,677.43

Carnegie Tech guarantee $1 5,000.00
Advertising, etc. 4,447.31

TOTALS
Balance ..,..! ....;...;.

Villanova-Washington State Game:
Gate receipts $21,978.00
Washington State guarantee
Advertising, etc.,

$22,677.43 $19,447.31
3,230.12

Villanova's 1931 gridders have
been working out for the past week
under the north stand of the Sta-
dium, where the new board track is

located.

More than fifty candidates, in-
cluding almost all the Frosh squad
of last fall, are appearing daily for

workouts under Coaches Stuhldre-
her, Reagan and Hunsinger.

Until the middle of March or
early April, when the weather
should be milder, the work will be
done on the track, with setting-up
exercises and fundamentals stress-

ed.

Signal practice is held for both
backfleld and line candidates. The
linemen are also being given In-
struction in blocking, tackling and
interfering, while the backs devote
much of their time to the art of
shifting.

Duke, which entertains Villa-
nova down in North Carolina in
October, also began Its spring work
last week, under the Blue Devils'
new head coach, Wallace Wade,
producer of Alabama's wonder
team.
Contrary to the trend of opinion

In the North that spring practice is

urmecessary and should be abolish
ed. Coach Stuhldreher believes it

Is essential. The body, given this
training so early in the year, .will

be better able to withstand the hard
knocks of a strenuous season, ac-
cording to the former Notre Dame
star.

The University of Pennsylvania
has discontinued sprlngworkouts
this year, and there will be no
Penn-Vlllanova practice scraps this
spring. The two scrimmages last
April were high lights of the early
spring on th(^ campus.

PENN A. C. TONIGHT

Frat Basketball

K. D. Win Over D. P. E. Gives
Doctors Undisputed Lead In

Race—P. K. P. LoMt

DONOVAN LEADING SCORER

$17,773.23

4,204.77

TOTALS $21,978.00 $21,978.00
Receipts from concessions, programs $10,134.58.

So, the needy got $3,230.12 from the Carnegie-Tem-
ple game, not a cent from the Villanova-Washington State
battle, and $10,134.58 from the concessions, or $13,364.70
in all.

They're trying to get $2,773.23 back from Washing-
ton State to make the guarantee an even $15,000.

The newspapers said Saturday, "Temple and Villa-
niva, it is understood, each suffered a considerable loss.**

YE SPORTS EDITOR.

VILLANOVA-URSINUS
GAME BOX SCORE

VUlanova
Reitz forward . . .

,

Caesick — forward ...

Edwards center . .

.

Harkins guard
Tracey guard ...

Villanova n
Ursinus lo

Ureiniu
. . Lodge
Sterner

.. MUler
Dotterrer

Egge
22—39
1»—23

Substitutions—VlUanova^Weston.
LaCorte. Herrltty, Zuhoski. Ursinus,
Eachus. Coble, Paul, Muhn, Diehl.
Field goals—Relttz, 2; Czesick, 6;
LaCorte. Edwarcs. Harkins, 5;
Tracey; Lodge, 3; Sterner, 3; Egge,
Coble. Foul goals—Reitz. 1 out of
1; Czesick, 2 out of 4; Edwards 2
out of 4; Hark:ns, out of 2; Lodge
1 out of 4; Sterner, 1 out of 2
Miller, 1 out of 1; Botterrer, 2 out
of 2; Egge, 1 out of 1; Coble. 1 out
of \. Referee—Livingston.

The Yale Jayvees, Friday after-
noon won a hockey match from the
Villanova Varsity 6 to 2.

The Wildcats held the Elis hi
check after the first five minutes
of the final period, when with the
count 2 to 2, a Yale rally added
four goals to the home slx"s total.

Barnes and Nayes starred for
Yale, while Delaney was Villa-
nova "s oustandlng player. Kennedy
did well on the attack and Faughn-
an on the defense for Villanova.
Shortall also played a remarlcable
game at goal for the "Cats and but
for a few tricky goals, would have
held his own with the opponent"8
goalie. Faughnan broke the record
for the New Haven Arena by mak-
ing six trips to the penalty box.

The absence of 0"Nell was sorely
felt by his teammates. Judging by
Jack's past superb performances,
his presence would have made the
game more Interesting and the
score closer.

Tonight, the Villanova sextet
travels to Hershey, Pa., to face the
strong Penn A. C. team who won
from the Wildcats about two weeks
ago In a fast and exciting battle.

Wednesday night the Sea Gulls
win be played at the Atlantic City
Auditorium, due to the posttX)ne-
ment of the game that was to be
played Wednesday, February 11.

The St. John's game was also
postponed and will be held at a
future date.

Saturday, Pebniary 21, the Villa-
nova-Rutgers game will be played
at New Brunswick, weaUier per-
mitting.
The line up of Friday's game:

Yale J. V. l^UanoTS
Beard Goal Shortall
Carroll Defense Hurlburt
Barnes Defense . . . Orcutt
Leavitt Center — Delaney
Schley Wing Golden
S. Cookman . . Wing Murphy
Goals: Barnes, Cookman, Buck,

Nayes, Schley, Stone, Delaney,
Faughnan.
Spares: Yale—Clark, Buck, John-

son,, Nayes, Weigand, Stone.
Penalties: Schley, 3; Nayes, John-

son, Faughnan, 6; Hurlburt, Orcutt.

Lambda Kappa Delta took un-
disputed possession of first place
in the Inter-Fraternity Basket Ball
League last Tuesday night, by
means of a 19-17 victory over Delta
Pi Epsilon in a extra-period game.
Led by Fred Donovan, who was

high scorer for both teams, the
losers fought a hard battle to down
last year's undefeated champions.
Donovan's five field goals and one**

foul gave him eleven points.

McAteer, small forward for L.

K. D., dropped in a foul goal with
ten seconds to go In the second half
to tie the score at 17-all, and nec-
essitate an extra period.

Both teams guarded closely In
the five minutes of play, but mid-
way through the period, Alamprese
broke loose and netted the winning
goal. With less than a minute to
play, Porve, of D. P. E., was fouled
but he missed both tries and the
Financiers" last chance to tie the
score was lost.

D. P. E. 31; P. K.P. 18
Not in the least daunted by

Tuesday night"s loss, D. P. E. came
back strong on Thursday to
smother the Phi Kappa Pi outfit
under a 31-18 score. Donovan
again was the individual star, roll-

ing up fifteen points by means of
seven field goals and a foul.

The winners took a big lead at
the start, and held a 13-6 advan-
tage at the half. Avll, star for the
P. K. P. quintet;, got mto the game
in the last twenty minutes and
tallied five goals to lead his team
in scoring.

Reitz and Zuhoskl did the offl

elating, the duo being required be-

cause of the roughness and unde-
tected fouling in the earlier games.

Last week"s box scores were:

Inter-Frat Standing
(Feb. 16)

L. K. D.
D. P. E.
E. P. T.
P. K. P.

W.
. 2
. 2
. 1

.

L.

1

1

3

P.C.
1.000

.667

.500

.000

L. K. D. (19)
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Just Looking
Around-'

H^^V

Some time ago a tea daiisante
was held at one of the nearby girls

colleges. VUlanova was well repre-
sented, in fact it seemed that all

the men present were from our
Alma Mater. (Here's one college at
least where Villanova rates). The
tea was good, but the cakes and
sandwiches were better. Of coui-se,

the Villanova students came back
well supplied with souvenirs (as
they always do), one even going so
far as to purloin a deck of cards.

'V-
The 1931 symphony orchestra un-

der the direction of Vince Marra
had Its inauguration two weeks ago
There was the usual blare and dis-

cord which generally characterizes
the first get-together of any or-
chestra. However, after several
days of practice they were progress-
ing along smoothly until one day
the practices suddenly ceased. Upon
inqun-ing we learned that this was
but an initial rehearsal for the
commencemeht exercises in June. A
bit early, don't you think?

For the second time this year we
found a hall flooded with water
This time the scene of the conflict
was in Good Counsel Hall, better
known as "Frosh" Hall. Although
we found the fire hose floating
above the water, we could find no
traces of fire.

Swimming right outside your
doorl ^^

-V-
Now we know what the expres-

sion, "A tower of strength on the
defense," means. When we saw
Wake Forrest trying to hurl passes
over Tom Edwards' head, we under
stood that the expression was well
chosen. . >.

'-V-
Then there was that Muhlenberg

debate held here in the amphithea
tre. The "intellectuals" of Villa
nova were present "en masse" as
was the entire debating club of
Rosemont College, a pretty bunch
even if we do say so. Needless to
say, inspired by this group of fair
maidens, Betta Gamma's team
scored its first 1931 victory.

-V-
Down at Lafayette there are two

wrestlers on the wrestling team by
the names of Momm and Popp.
Something to remark about.

-V-
At the western end of County

Line road there is a dog cemetery.
One of the Latin professors in the
Arts course remarked so much
about it that one sunny afternoon
we decided to visit it and satisfy
our curiosity. There, much to our
surprise, we found huge tombstones
over the dogs' graves with such In-
scrptions as "Here lies Rover; may
his soul rest in peace." This wasn't
all. To our gi<3ater surprise and
disgust we saw women (yes, in the
flesh), planting flowers and weep-
ing over the graves.

-V-
Beyond Ardmore there is, on the

other hand, a Chinese cemetery. Be-
side each grave stands a solid steel
chair on which, according to super-
stition, the spirit is supposed to rest
during the night. Through each
grave a long lead pipe extends so
that If by any chance the buried
person should awake out of his deep
slumber he might be able to
breathe.

-V-
Someone said the other day,

"Next to a love for fur coats, the
college man's hobby is bridge play-
ing."

-V-
The latest in men's wear—mus-

tachios.

-v-
The population of Bryn Mawr has

increased by the addition of a few
Villanova students, now more pop-
ularly known as M. D.'s—Masters
of Dining-out.

-V-
Then there is the fellow in Men-

del Hall who was invited to three
parties Saturday night and could
not go to any because he was on
bounds.

-V-
The Belle Masque Society held

its three act comedy, "College Inn"
and we must say that it was a
"riot." One of the most successful
ventures of Prof. Jonas, both social-

ly and financially, it created a
widespread though favorable com-
ment, the impersonation of female
characters receiving the greatest
acclaim. The bellhops, unheralded
and unknown, brought down the
house in their number, "The Chick-
en Reel."

THIRTY-THREE

Frat League

Names 1931

Officials

Scliedule Adopted and Lists

of FHigible Players

Approved

FR. KENNY MODERATOR
At an organization meeting of the

Inter-Prat League last week, Dan
Alamprese was elected president,

Frank Remy was appointed vice-

president, and Dan Buckley, of the
Villanovan, was named secretary.

Father Kenny is moderator of the
league.

The league schedule, as announ-
ced in last Tuesday's Villanovan,
was approved. Each team will play
six games, and the season will end
on March 10 with a battle between
Lambda Kappa Delta and Phi
Kappa Pi.

This evening Epsilon Phi Theta
meets Lambda Kappa Delta, 1930

champions, in the gym and a vic-

tory for the E. P. T. outfit, rega:rd-

ed as this Winter's dark horse, will

put three teams in a tie for the
lead. On Thursday night E. P. T.
takes on P. K. P. in another bat-
tle. The E. P. T. team has already
chalked one win up over the En-
gineers, but the tail-enders hope to

even matters this week.
The lists of eligible players, as

submitted to and approved by the
league last week follows:

Delta PI Epsilon: Forve, High-
field. DriscoU, Donovan, Kelly, Gar-
ritty, Crowley, Conahan, Blaney,
(manager).

Lambda Kappa Delta: Timm
McAteer, Dunleavy, Morrison, Pac-
enta. Ocelus, Bilotta, Collins, Pozzi,

Alamprese (manager), Tracy, coach,
Sofranko, trainer.

Phi Kappa Pi: Houseman, Mar-
shall, Schnapauff, Avil, LaFond,
Riley, Schwartz, Sykes, Hickey,
Remy, manager, Harkins, coach.
Epsilon Phi Theta : Costanzo, Gib-

bons, Dwyer, Casey, Cartenuto,
Dineen, Dellabrida, Brice, Ranasizzi,
Castellanl manager.

Puny Puns
by a

Punk Punster

Howdy, folks. Colonel speakin,
(let Phil Cook sue me if he wants
to) hope you survived our first

mess of messy puns we thnew at

you several weeks ago. After all, you
know, it's all in pun. Sorry.

-V-
News item; "Greenfield says

P. R. T. paid him $700,000." Was
tnat fare? Or was it a lot of tokens
of their high esteem.

-V-
It has been rumored that Musollini

smiled the other day. France wants
to know if it was one of those
"disarming smiles."

-V-
All of which goes to show that no

matter how much you try you can't
&et dizzy from reading a circular
letter.

-V-
And then there was the kid who

said to his Father; "Tell me a fairy
story, daddy, but leave out all the
Grimm details."

-V-
Did you ever hear about the man

who bought his wife a hat to cover
her wit?

-V-
We see in the papers that they

are having a lot of trouble thinking
up a name for the new suspension
bridge across the Hudson from the
sites of Fort Washington and Fort
Lee. We would suggest "The Wash-
ington and Lee Swing."

-V-
And then there was the old lady

who died and left ten thousand
dollars sewed up in her bustle.

Wasn't that a lot of money to leave
behind?

_'^^-
And also the old lady that saved

five hundred dollars worth of

pennys in a vase. All of which goes
to show that "A penny saved is a
penny urned."

—V—
I guess that's about enough for

this week, folks, and as my parting
shot - as the fencer said, "You
wouldn't foil me, would you."

—V—
Isn't it appropriate that Poetics

is being taught by Professor Meter.

Gift of Golf Chibs
Cheers Departure
of Fr. Greenlee

Generous Subscription of Students
Enables Purcliase of Set

of Excellent Irons

When last week we lost by trans-
fer one of the best-loved and well
known members of the Arts School
Faculty the student body subscribed
to a gift for Father Greenlee. The
Reverend Father has been sent to
a new post to act as Assistant
Pastor of St. Mary's Church, at
Lawrence, Massachusetts.
James Oarrity and Roger O'Don-

nell led a subscription list among
the members of the student body
in an effort to raise enough of the
necessary means In order that
Father Greenlee might be presented
with a gift which would show, at
least in part, the loss and sorrow
that they feel for their good friend
and counsellor. With the co-opera-
tion of Professor C. A. Geehan of
the Engineering School, and Grad-
uate Manager of Athletics at Villa-
nova, a set of seven matched
"Grand Slam" golf clubs were se-
cured as a proper and fitting gift
to the departing faculty member.
Father Greenlee, who lis a golf

enthusiast of the first water, ex-
pressed to the committee that made
the presentation, his deep apprecia-
tion of the thoughtfullness of his

He also

Cooperation

Of Juniors

Necessary

President Driscull Urges All

Juniors to Have Pic-

tures Taken

CLASS DUES PAYABLE
Harold DriscoU, president of the

Junior Class, is especially anxious
that every third year man have his
picture in the Courtier. In an in-
terview last week he said: "This
book is an exclusively Junior enter-
prise, and the individual photo-
graphs constitute its chief feature.

It is not a meaningless gesture on
the part of the Junior Class, but
a complete and lasting record of
both the personalities and the ac-
tivities of the .Class. It is only
through one hundred per cent co-
operation between the students and
the staff that success can be as-
sured, so have your picture tal^en

at once."

It ig evident, also, that the pres-
ent attitude of the Junioi-s toward
the Courtier will indicate their

future attitude toward Junior Week
and all its activities.

former pupils He also assured j^mes Garrity, treasurer of the
them that the clubs would be
utilized in all the spare time that
he will be able to muster while
working at his new post.

Life ot Augustinian
Deaf-Mute Priest is

Told in New Book
N. C. W. News PARIS—A book

Just off the press with an Intro-
duction written by the Most Rev.
Andre du Bois de La Villerabel,
archbishop of Rouen, narrates the
extraordinary story of a deaf-mute
who became a priest—the Rev.
Jean-Marie Lafonta of the August-
inians of the Assumption.
A native of Bordeaux, Father La-

fonta was a deaf-mute from birth.

The most painstaking training
taught him to speak and to under-
stand lip-reading at the age of four
Of a keen intellect, he pursued the
classical studies until he received
his degree of Bachelor of Letters.

His fervent piety caused the
young Lafonta to enter the
Augustinians. He had the ardent
desire of becoming a priest. Only
his faith in his vocation could give

him the confidence and tenacity
necessary to surmount all the ob-
stacles seemed to bar his way, in-

cluding the prohibitious decreed by
canonical regulations. But his ten-

acity was recompensed. The pro-

hibitions were raised and Father
Lafonta had almost unhoped-for
joy of becoming a priest although
he remained a deaf-mute. He re-

mained among the unfortunate
brothers at the Institute for Deaf-
Mutes at Bordeaux, to be their

apostle and to bring them consola-

tion.

"Are you still taking that cold

bath every morning?"
"Oh, no! I stopped that because

I was always being late at the

office."

•But, my dear sir, a cold plunge

doesn't take more than a minute
or so."

"I know," came from the other,

"but I used to spend three-quarters

of an hour beforehand in bed
hesitating."

Junior Class, has announced that

in order to be able to pay the

necessary deposits fot- the Prom,
blazers and canes, etc., he will re-

quire at least a small part of the
twenty-five dollar assessment from
each Junior as soon as possible. Be-
sides taking care of the various

deposits, this "Installment plan"

will help to relieve the burden of

gathering together, and the pain of

parting with such a large sum.

"College Inn"
Presentation
A Big Success

(Continued from page one)

Berman and Suarez
Defeated in Tourney

Both of Vlllanova's entrants In

the Middle State's indoor tennis

tournament were eliminated In

early rounds last week. Although
outplayed by their opponents, Sol

Berman and Manual Suarez were
handicapped by lack of practice and
experience on the count at the Penn
A. C.

Both boys were put out in the

second round, Berman losing to Dr.

Hunlock, by the score of 6-2, 2-6,

6-3, while Suarez fell by a 6-0, 6-2

count. After losing the first set,

Berman came back to annex the

other, but Dr. Hunlock grabbed an
early lead in the deciding frame
and won out.

Suarez's match was closer than
the score indicated, almost every

game going to the deuce. His op-

ponent, Fred Roll is the holder of

many titles in and about Permsyl-

vanla. Pat Suarez was also entered,

but due to unforseen circumstances

was forced to default.

formances, the Vlllanovans offered

the latest dance hits with special

arrangements by their director Vin

cent Marra.
Last night the play was again

presented as a benefit performance

at St. Leonard's Academy, 39th and
Chestnut street, in Philadelphia, a

grammar school and high school

for girls. There It received the

same praise and acclaim with many
compliments, both for the players

and Prof. Jonas.

From Experience
Little Sister (doing school work)

:

"Is there anything harder than a

diamond?"
Big Brother: "Yes, making the

payments on it."

DUKE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N C.

On October 1, 1931, carefully

selected first and third year
students will be admitted. Appli-

cations may tie sent at any time
and will be considered in the

order of receipt. Catalogfues and
application forms may be obtain-

ed from the Dean.
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Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Presents SPOTUGHT VALUES

There was once a rather shiftless

colored man who never had a Job

He was so lazy he couldn't even

take the trouble to go to bed. One
Spring day, however, he reported to

a friend of his that he was actually

working. His friend wanted to know
at what.
"I'se a helper on a railroad section

gang."
"Tell me about It," his friend

said.

"You know the fellow who walks

along the track with a hammer and
every now and then hits the rail

and listens?"

"Yeah, I know him, awright,"

said his friend. "But whadda you

do?"
"Me?" said the shiftless one

bursting with pride "I helps him
listen."

SPORTS IN TABLOID
RESULTS

(Feb. 10-Feb. 15)

BASKETBALL
Varsity vs. Rutgers, away.

Varsity, 39; Urslnus, 23

HOCKEY
Varsity, 2; Yale J-V., 6

INTER-PRAT BASKETBALL
L. K. D., 19; D. P. E., 17

D. P. E., 31; P. K. P., 18

SCHEDULE
(Feb. 17-Feb. 23)

February 17

BASKETBALL
Varsity vs. St. John's away
L. K. D. vs. E. P. T., gym.

February 18.

BASKETBALL
Frosh vs. Hun School, away.
Varsity vs. St. Francis', away.

HOCKEY
Varsity vs. Penn A. C, Hershey

February 19.

BASKETBALL
E. P. T. vs. P. K. P., gym.

February 21.

BASKETBALL
Varsity vs. Lafayette, away.

HOCKEY

Did You Ever
Know That—
The only monk who ever received

the coveted "Golden Rose" from
the Holy See was the Augustinian
John Zacharia, professor of theo-

logy at Erfurt in the 15th century.

This honor is usually reserved to

the heads of reigning Houses.

The first scientific treaties on
the rubrics of the Church was
written by the Augustinian Fra
Giovanni Cavalieri (1690-1757.)

One of the most learned men of

the 15th century was the Augustin-
ian Fra Lippo Brandolini. He was
the preceptor of Giovanni Del
Monte who later became Pope
Julius III.

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES DOUBLE

* THE INK

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

TELEPHONED
xJViother and T>ad

Hand Tailored, Silk

Lined Neckwear
Oyc — 3 for $2.50

Shorts and Pullovers

Oyc — 3 for $1.00

Delpark Pajames

Values up to $5.00

$1.47
Men's Fine Socks

yjc — 4 for $1.00

210 TRAINS DAILY
between

VILLANOVA
am

PHILADELPHIA
(69th ST.)

ALL SHIRTS
FORMERLY $1.95 and $2.95

SI 37 ~ 3 FOR $4.00

ALL MERCHANDISE GREATLY REDUCED

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every

Friday by R. KAUFMAN
^AAAAA.

R«gulor For*

6-Trip Tlck«t

20.Trip Ticket

School Tickot

Cot> pmr
Hovnd Trip

40c
asv^c

2Sc
12c

Childron's Spoclol 2-Day Round Trip TIckot ISc

1st troin leaves for Philadelphia at • . 4.54 a. m.

1st train leaves for Villanova at . . • 5.10 a.m.
Lost train leaves for Philadelphia at • • 2.14 a. m.

Last train leaves for Villanova at . . . 2.30 a. m.

47 EKpr9t$9$ daily to Philad9lphia

45 Exprmtft daily to Viffanova

PHILADELPHIA & WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY

Stanford Clothes

Made to Your Measure

$19.75 to $36.75

4 FuU Line of SPORT CLOTHES

SEE OUR SHOEING AT THE PIE SHOP

EVERY THURSDAY

Pay Them a

VOICE VISIT

Tonight

Take a trip back home tonight No need

for railroad tickets. Just go to the near-

est telephone, give the Operator your

home telephone number—and in a very

few moments you'll be there, talking

with Mother and Dad.

It's next best to actually seeing them!

Make it a habit to call up the folks once

a week. Have a regular telephone date

with them. Fix a day and hour for your

call.

The cost is small— and the charges can

be reversed if you wish.

1

JUNIORS!

MAKE A PAYMENT

ON YOUR

I ASSESSMENT VILL
Vol. 3, No. 17

«Au^».i

{m^»o^»<:

JUNIORS!

MAKE A PAYMENT

ON YOUR

ASSESSMENT
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James O'Connell, Arts

Man, Elected President

Of the Class of 1934

Price

All Other Offices Carried off by Business Men. Scanlon,
Vice-President; McGee, Secretary, McGraw,
Treasurer.—Politics Play Important Part

MEN ELECTED TO HOLD OFFICE UNTIL MAY

Cage Team Contest is

Nears End Sponsored by
Of Season Cath. Press

s Cents

BugleCoat& Apron Co., Lo-' 'Catholic College Student
well Textile, Brown and
Temple Remaining Foes

GO TO NEW~ENGLAND

Under the supervision of the
Student Qouncll, the Freshman
class elections were held last Wed-
nesday,' February 18th.. at the
Dining-Hall entrance. The polls
were well-attended, and intense
rivalry and keen interest marked
the balloting.

:;
*

James T. O'Connell. 'prominent
,Arts man, was elected to" the
presidency by a slight majority over
his nearest competitor, Hurley, of
the Business School. The offices of
Vice-President, Treasurer, and Sec-
retary were all carried by Business
men, the closest contest being be-
tween McOraw and Thoman, of the
Engineering School, who lost by a
very narrow margin. Scanlan was a
popular candidate for the Vice-
Presidency, and McOee carried the
secretarial position neadily.

It is urgently requested that all
members of the class coop>erate to
their fullest extent with these
officers, who are already busily en-
gaged with plans for the annual
Freshman Dance, which will take
place In the spring. A one hundred
per cent attendance is urged at all
class meetings, the first of which
will be announced very shortly.
The present officers will remain

in power until the beginning of
May, at which time elections will
be held for the Sophomore year.

Politics Displayed
It Is interesting to note the im-

portant part that poliUcs played
in the outcome of the election which
finds a member of the smallest
School on the campus, filling the
coveted presidential position.
A week before the formal nomina-

tions were held the Student Council
posted a notice appointing ^he
tfme and place for these nomiiaa-
tlons. The Engineers, Pre-meds and
Arts men Imipediately called meet-
ings and hold elections air.cr.g
themselves In order that they might
offer a united front and they all
had men ready to fUl the nomina-
tions when the time came. The
business men however were caught
flat-footed and they held no meet-
ing.

When the time for nominations
approached a certain enterprising
group of business men established
their own nominees who were
nominated in the proper manner
at the appointed time. The rest
of the business school immediately
protested on the grounds that their
candidates were not the choice of
the majority. The Student Coun-
cil disallowed these claims with the
statement that the Business School
had had the same opportunity as

(continued on page four)

Baseball to

Start 1931

Season Soon

Tonight the wandering Oats
-ackle a southern foe at Baltimore,
Md. The team to form the oppo-
Jttlon Is the Bugle Coat and Apron
Co., an Industrial five, which,
though representing a laundry
company Is composed of former col-
lege stars and is rated as one of
the leading cage fives in that part
of the country.

This contest was arranged on a
minute's notice when the scheduled

and Citizenship"'

Is Topic

ALL ARE ELIGIBLE

game with Gettysburg was called

Initial Call for Candidates tol°^J°L?"'^""i"°'!."/^^"-
'^^

Cats were all primed for this fray.Be Issued by Co^ch Mc-
Geehan in Few Days

NO DEFINITE DATE
With the coming of the warm

days of spring, the call for baseball
candidates will soon be sounded
and preparations for a long and
intensive season will get under way.
According to Coach McOeehan,

no official date has been set for
the Initial practice, everything de-
pending on that mighty factor, old
man weather. Nevertheless as soon
as the present cold snap disappears,
McGeehan will announce his first
day of practice.
This season the 'Cats tackle one

of the stiffest schedules in years.
From the opening game with Holy
Cross here at Villanova till the
final tussle with Bucknell at Lewis-
burgh on May 30, McGeehan will
have his hands full.

His problem is all the more diffi-
cult when it is remembered that
eight varsity men were lost by
graduation. Thus there are five
positions to be filled by competent
men, no easy task. Still there will
be a flock of candidates to pick
from including last season's re-
serves, the Frosh squad, and others
of no mean calibre.

'Cats Lose

Two to N. Y.

Cage Fives

St. John's and St. Francis
Colleges Twice Take

Cats' Measure

LATE RALLIES FAIL

$100 Donated

ToV.L.S.by
Autliorities

Literary

By
Society Lauded
Father Fink
For Work

PRAISES MODERATOR
At an enthusiastic meeting of the

Belle Masque and Beta Gamma
chapters of the Villanova Literary
Society held last Thursday after-
noon. In the amphitheatre. Father
Fink presented the Society with a
check for one hundred dollars—

a

practical token of appreciation from
the college authorities.

In an unsolicited talk prior to the
presentation Father Fink congratu-
lated both the members of the So-
ciety and their Moderator, Professor
Joseph Jonas, on their splendid
work in the play, "College Inn,"
and in the debate with Muhlen
berg.

He said that he was highly edified
by the ability and confidence of the
debating team at Villanova, and
very much pleased with the outcome
of the debates here and at AUen-
towta.

He complimented the members
of the cast of "CoUege Inn" on their
excellent portrayals of the different
parts, and commented on the fact
that they never faltered, even in
the face of numberous distractions.
He praised Professor Jonas for

his voluntary efforts on behalf of
the school and the students, and
told him that they were deeply ap-
preciated.
In conclusion. Father Pink stress-

ed the need for such an organiza-
tion in every college, and pointed
out the ultimate beneflts of such
work upon men In all walks of life.

Professor Jonas, in accepting the
gift for the Society, expressed his
gratitude to the authorities for
their financial assistance, and as-
sured Father Fink that the present

St. John's College of Brooklyn
made it sixteen victories In seven-
teen starts when It defeated the
Wildcats last wrednesday night at

the 106th Infantry Armory, Brook-
lyn, by a 19 to 17 count.

St. John's had a rather easy
going in the first half and led by
11 to 4 when the session ended, but
in the second half the Wildcats
showed to better advantage and put
up a stronger offensive attack.
Trailing at one stage In the con-

test by 16 to 8, the Wildcats staged
a rally that brought them to with-
in one point of the Brooklyn five.
In this drive Emil Reitz account-

ed for two field goals and Joe
Czesick for two field goals and a
foul. Bill Tracy had a chance to tie
the score with a foul shot a few
minutes before the game ended, but
missed.
By virtue of Jack Gerson's field

goal, the Saints went into the head
which they held to the bitter end.
Klnsbrunner shot a foul goal to In-
crease the lead of his team to four
and as the fray neared Its close
St. John's began to freeze the ball.
Just as the final whMle sounded
Reltz scored a field goal.
Klnsbrunner with nine points led

the attack for the Saints.
VILLANOVA ST. JOHN'S
Caeslck . . forward . . Klnsbruimer
Heitz forward Posnak
Edwards center
Tracy guard .

.

Harkins guard
Substitutions—Villanova LaCorte'

St. John's—Neary. —Field goals—
Czesick 2; Reltz 3; Harkins 2;
Klnsbrunner 4; PasiuUc 1; Be-
govltch 1; Gearson 2.

Foul Goals—Czesick 1; Reltz 2;
Klnsbrunner 1; Begovltch 1;
Schuckman 1.

Referee—Davy Tobey, Eastern
Intercollegiate Association.

being anxious to avenge that foot-
ball defeat administered by the
"BuUets."

For the second time this season
southern territory will be Invaded.
Previous to this southern excursion
the Cats traveled to the sunny
south to oppose Waek Forrest,
North Carolina State and Duke,
two of which were conquered.

Incidentally, the scene of to-
nightfs engagement, Baltimore, is
the home of one of the Wildcat
regulars, EmU Reltz, better known
to campus idols as "Lefty," Un-
doubtedly this lad will perform at
his best and show to his fellow
Marylanders how basket ball is
played in Pennsylvania.

Invade North
Following the Bugle Coat and

Apron Co. set-to the Cats trek
northward to the New England
States where they will endeavor to
out-shoot, out-tap and out-Jump
the Lowell Textile and Brown Uni-
versity fives. These games will
take place on Friday and Saturday
nightts with the respective teams.
Lowell Textile has complied an

enviable record to date and is one
of the leading clubs in Mass. This
team will be hard to beat, but the
Cats, playing in better form now
than they hafe ell stSuon, itiiould
come through.

Brown U. is nearing the end of
a successful season. To date the
Rhode Island five has met and
conquered most of its northern and
eastern opponents and is confident
of taking the measure of the Villa
nova court five. Since this Is the
first time this year that the Wild-
cats will travel to the New Eng-
land States, they are determined
to take the measiu-e of both these
northern opponents and leave a
good Impression for the base ball
nine when It will travel there to
play some of the New England
colleges.

The Catholic Press Association In-
augurated last week an essay prize
contest, open to students and gradu-
ates 01 Catholic colleges for mpn
anu women residing m the United
States. The contests, which In the
first instance, are to be conducted
by the editors of the local diocesan
weeklies, for their respective dio-
ceses, are open irom February i to
March 15. Students and graduates
01 Catholic colleges in the Diocese
01 Philadelphia, who submit essays
may send tnem to the office of the
Catholic Standard and Times in
Philadelphia not later than March
15. The subject of the essay is
'The Catholic College and American
Citizenship."

From the essays submitted to the
editor of the diocesan peper, the
one adjudged best, will be forwarded
to the Literature Bureau, New York
City, who will submit the winning
essays to the board of final judges.
The Rev. WUfred Parsons, S. J.,
editor of America, is chairman of
the literature Bureau. In the final
examination the writer of the essay
adjudged best will receive a prize
of $300; the next in merit, a prize
of $200.

The essay contest Is subject to
the following rules and regulations:

1. Contestants. The contest is

Wildcats Come From Behind
In Second Half to Defeat

Lafayette Quintet, 22-19

Goals by LaCorte, Weston and Reitz in Last Five Minutes
Turn Back Home Team, Which Trailed

at End of First Period

WINNERS MAKE FOUR OF SIXTEEN FOULS

Committees

Appointed by
Pre-Med Frat

Former Members to Have
Opportunity to Rejoin
Lambda Kappa Delta

FRESHMEN WELCOMED
At an important meeting of the

Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity,
held last Thursday in Room 210,
selections were made for the Dance'
Banquet and Initiation Commit-
tees by the President. Howard J.
Oarrity. Joseph Plynn was appoint-
ed as chairman of the Dance Com-
mittee, and Joseph B. Sofranko was
chosen to act in the same capacity
?".*.'*!? Banquet Conunlttee. The
Initiation Committee, composed ofM. Rosensweig, Charles Moore,

open to any undergraduate of al?**''!^*^^ Jordan, James Piim and
Catholic coUege for men or women, I„"^ Hoffsteln, will be headed by

End With Temple
The regular schedule will come

to a 'close with the long awaited
match with Temple. In the first
meeting between these two fives
during the present campaign, the
Temple Owls emerged victorious,
but only after a hard and hectic
struggle. The Temple cagesters
have thus far gone thtrough a
most successful season, losing but
three games and these to the lead-
ing fives in the country, Purdue
C. C. N. Y., and Manhattan. Just
recently the Owls defeated Car-
negie Tech by an overwheUnlng
score, more than upsetting the
"dope." Carnegie had previously
lost to only Army and St. John's,
both by close scores.
The Cats have finally hit

stride and at the clip that
are traveling at present,
should win the remainder of
games on the schedule. If
do so, they will swell their
number of wins to nine and

and to graduates of the same, resid
ing in the United States.

2. Subject. The subject Is: "The
Catholic College and American Citi-
zenship," what the Catholic college
does to build up public spirit, so-
cial responsibility and practical pa-
triotism.

3. Special Note. In 1931 the
contest will be conducted on a dio-
cesan plan. Each diocesan news-
paper will conduct a prelimlniy
contest in its own diocese. Toe
wiuoing essay in each local news-
paper In the national contest, held
imder the direction of the Litera-
ture Bureau of the C. P. A„ which
win submit the local winning
papers to the final judges.

4. The contest opens February
1, 1931, and closes March 15, 1931.
No essay handed in to the local
manager after the latter date will
be considered.

5. Prizes. The prizes will be:
First prize, $300; second prize, $200.

Begulations
1. No paper should exceed 2,000

words in length.
2. All essays should be typewrit-

ten on one side of the paper only,

Hugh Dougherty.

*^'^J°''"*^ greeting was extended
to the successful freshmen candi-
dates for membership, and theh- ob-
ligations as fraternity memberswere explained to them'^AnToSS!
ment was made that a limited num-
^lo? i°?^^^ members who haveremained Inactive In the past scSol
year, would be readmitted totoe
organization at its^xt mStSrWhich Will take Place mU^l

.
•:•'•; • .*'!>

»(«•« I

redeem an otherwise
season.

their

they
they
the

they
total

will

unsuccessful

land must be sent folded or flat
3. Each essay should be signed

by a pen-name. Accompanying each
manuscript should be a sealed en-
velope, on the outside of which
should be written the pen-name,
and Inside which should be a sheet
of paper, containing this formula:
'The essay signed by (pen-name)
was written by (real name and ad-
dress)."

4. Unsuccessful essays will not be
returned unless accompanied by
sufficient postage.

5. The members of the C. P. A.
acquire first serial rights to publi-
cation of the winning essays.

6. No further assistance will be
furnished by the Literature Bureau.
This contest will afford men at

Villanova the opportunity to do a
bit of writing in their spare time.
A 2,000 word essay should not prove
too tedious for any one, especially
with the prize Incentive to urge
the student to greater effort The
topic is an apt one and undoubtedly
will coax many typewriters through-
out the Catholic college enrollment
into action.

Phi Kappa Pi

Initiation

Kept Secret

Engineers' Frat Reaching
Large Total in Drive
For New Members

WILL CLOSE SOON
The membership drive of phlKappa PI, the Engineer's fraternity

will come to a close within a SortWme. The drive has been going rashice the beginning of thf SSnSso it Is expected there will be aremarkably large number formaUy
introduced to the activlUes of theFrat at the annual reception ofmembers.
The acceptance of the men Intothe society will be the result of the

fulfillment of a few qualifications
necessary for entrance. The Board
Of Admissions has designated both
the scholastic ranking of the stu-
dents and also his recommendations
by a member of the Prat in good

After poor foul §hootlng had ap-
parently lost the game. Villanova
came from behind at Easton Sat-
urday night, and three Held goals
by Nick LaCorte, Metro Weston
and Reitz gave the Wildcats a
three-point victory over Lafayette.
Going into the final half with a

12 to 10 lead, the Felines failed to
convert a single free toss out of
ten chances, and with five minutes
to go trailed by a 19-16 coimt. The
trio of double-deckers then changed
the aspect of things and the final
score was 22-19, with the Leopards
on the short end.
Tom Edwards led the wiimers In

scoring with three tosses from the
field, while Art Harkhis and West-
on followed closely with five points
each. Edwards and Weston played
fine defensive battles, neither al-
lowing his man to score. Weston
played a guard position Saturday
night, subbing for Bill Tracey who
is suffering from a severe knee in-
jury received in the Urslnus
game.
Captain Gllchrest and Sullivan,

with seven points each, led both
teams In point-making.
The Cats played an exceptionally

clean game, the home team receiv-
ing only eight penalty throws.
Villanova had sixteen foul tries,
only four of which were converted
into points.

About a score of Villanova stu-
dents followed the team to Easton
and witnessed the game.

First HaU
Lafayette took the first tapoff

and Gilchrist, captain and star
guard, netted a pretty goal after
twenty seconds of play. Edwards
gained the next tap, but Lafayette
guarded closfly and the Felines lost
P^>s»e88|on of 'the leather.
After QUchrist mijtsed a foul try,

HovUns scored with a pretty shot
from the side, tying the score at
2-all, with three minutes played.
Harkins was fouled a moment

later while shooting and after
missing the first try, scored on his
second attempt to give Villanova a
short lead. Sullivan came back for
the maroon-clad home team with a
two-pointer to give Lafayette the
advantage.
After Anewalt made good on a

foul goal attempt, Joe Czescik
broke into the scoring column with
a goal that tied the score again.
Weston was fouled while shoot-

ing, and Lafayette called a time-
out. After the resumption of play,
the sophomore made good on one

(Conttnued on Page Four)

Belle Masque
Gives Scene

Of " Vision
"

In

, . Begoviu:h
Schuckman

Oerson

United States to Play
Important Role at 1932
Disarmament Conference

Foreign Policy Association of Student Federation
Believes U. S. To Be Deciding Factor At

Next International Parley

After playing such a hard and
gnreUlng game against St. John's
the 'Cats displayed a ragged and
lackadaisical brand of ball against
a mediocre St. Francis club, losing
20 to 15.

Although the 'Cats rallied strong-
ly in the closing minutes, the most
they could do was to come within
three points of the Brooklyn team.
The Franciscans got off to an

early lead through goals by Blake
and Carroll, and were leading at
the half by a 13 to S count. They

standard would be maintained and, carefully nursed this advantage
if possible, excelled in the future. I (cootlniMd on puft tluw)

The United States may be the
"deciding factor' in determining
the success or failure of the World
Disarmament Conference, which
has been called by the League of
Nations to meet in February, 1932,
according to a report published by
the Foreign Policy Association of
the National Student's Federation
today. The report, which reviews
the Draft Treaty submitted recently
by the Preparatory Disarmament
Commission, was written by W. T.
Stone. Washington Representative
of the Foreign Policy Association
Reviewing the position of the

United SUtes, Mr. Stone says:
"During the past five years the
United States has cooperated
through the Preparatory (Com-
mission, in the disarmament
work of the League. It has as-

sisted in the negotiation of a
naval agreement. If the United
States is prepared to use its

influence as the w'orld's greatest
power for the reduction of land
and air armaments, it may. In
the opinion of some ot>servers.

be the deciding factor at the
final Conference. If it takes
the position that it is not di-
rectly concerned in land arma-
ments, and can offer no pro-
posals for reduction, the con-
trolling influence may fall to
states less able to demand con-
cessions."

"This Conference." Mr. Stone
declares, "may prove to be the
most important international
gathering since the Peace Con-
ference Failure of the

(eontinuad on papa two)

reward for the possession of
these qualifications, the prospective
members will be entertained in the
true zealous spirit of our industrious
engineers. Of course the IrUtlatlon
of new members, many of whom
win be Freshmen. Is an essential
of all such ceremonies. But the
InlUation wUl be climaxed in a
most unusual manner. The new
men wUl not be sent home and
told to remember the famous epi-
sodes that were witnessed and felt
that night, but on the other hand
they will be treated in a royal
maimer. Indeed a special committee
has been appointed to see that the
caterer has an Ideal post-iniUation
menu for that evening.
In order that none of the Fresh-

men or other non-members of the
Fraternity In the Englneerlrig
school may overlook this oppor-
tunity for membership, a repre-
sentative of the society wlU go
around to the various classes and
remind the men of It during the
coming we^
Meetings are held weekly on

Monday evenings. At the last
meeting It was decided the Initia-
tion will most probably be held on
March 10th. Any Information con-
cerning membership may be ob-
tained from the following of the
membership committee: Tom
Oalther. Nick Cattle, Frank Remy.

Dramatic Society Begins
Broadcast of Noted

Passion Play

RELIGIOUS PROGRAM

LENTEN SERMONS

During the Lenten season a ser-
mon by a member of the College
Faculty will be given on every al-
ternate. Wednesday evening, at
Chapel, The Intervening Wednes-
day evenings will be teken up with
Instruction on some ceremony of the
church. Stations of the Cross will
be held every Friday evening.

Belle Masque inaugurated an en-
tirely new series of presentations
with the broadcasting of the first

scene of "Vision" on the evening of
Ash Wednesday, over Station
WHAT. According to Professor

Jonas, Moderator of the Society, a
program of religious drama will be
followed until Easter.

"Vision" is an historical mystery
play, in three acts, written in 1924,

by Rev. John P. Burns, O.S.A.. pro-
fessor of History .it Villanova. In-

asmuch as the action takes place
during the week of Christ's crucl<
flxlon. It Is usually styled a Passion
Play.

Father Burns staged "Vision" a
number of times at the Metropoli-
tan Opera House, one of the larg-
est theatres in Philadelphia, and
managed to fill it every time. Tlie
play was widely acclaimed tlirough-
out Pennsylvania and New Ebig-
land, as w^ell as in this vicinity. It
is beyond a doubt a dramatic mas-
terpiece, and its revival through the
medium of the Belle Masque broad-
casts should do much to renew In-
terest in it.

Following is a list of the mem-
bers who portrayed the various
characters last Wednesday evening:
First brigand William Rorke
Second brigand . . Alexander Lewis
Ofllcer Donald La Fond
Jechonlas Edward Hookey
Dlsmas Hugh McHugh
Esther Lawrence DeFrances
Leper Joseph Hahn
Anthony J. Emmi furnished the

musical accompainment In his own
inimitable manner by piano solos at
the beginning. Intermission and
conclusion of the broadcast
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Editorially - SENIOR THESES

MOVINGUF' DAY

We would remind the Seniors that before the eighteenth

of May they all have to submit a thesis as a partial fulfill-

ment for their degrees. Inasmuch as this is only the twen-

ty-fourth of February the eighteenth of May seems quite

far away, and consequently many Seniors would perhaps

tend to put off the writing of their theses, saying that "they

have plenty of time yet." But have they? It all depends

upon what they would call "plenty of time." We must re-

member that a thesis is not a theme and hence cannot be

written over night or in a few days. To do justice to a Sen-

ior Thesis, time must be spent upon the gathering of mater-

ial and the writing. We should take pains with it so that

we may hand in a creditable piece of work.

. A thesis means more, perhaps, than we think. Not

only must it be approved by the faculty before graduation

but even after graduation we will find that a worthy, orig-

inal thesis will help us considerably in gaming admission to

graduate schools and obtaining positions. More than one

employer, upon hiring college graduates inquires "What was

your thesis?" and many graduate school ask to see the ap-

plicant's thesis before giving the final word upon his admit-

tance.

We would advse all the Seniors to get started at once

if they are not working already. Now with the advent of

warm weather the time will pass quickly enough and if the

bulk of the work on our thesis is not already out of the way

by that time we will find ourselves rather pressed for time.

]|l He i|c III l|l

With the advent of Spring and the approach of the end

of the school term, come the various elections of class otti-

cers and club presidents for the year beginning next Sep-

.tember, 1931.- ' .
'

' ••:^ '''-''' ""'"''''''.:'
''''""':^""'^Z:

In the past it has been the usual thing to have these

functions cover the entire period of time elapsing between

the first of April and the close of school and from all indica-

tions the same procedure will be followed this year.

How much more business-like and eflScient it would be

if a definite date or dates were set in which all elections will

be held. Such a procedure would bring order into what is

at present a haphazard function. If various organizations

hold elections at their own convenience, experience proves

that the members of those organizations are likely not to

take the matter as seriously as it should be taken.

However, if the establshed date is sufliciently empha-

sized on which students can vote for all of the positions to

be filled, at the same time the interest of the individual is

more likely to be maintained and a more representative vote

will be cast.

Nominations can be held in advance and the names of

the candidates posted. Ballots can be drawn up, covering

all organizations and each student could cast all of his votes

at the sartie time and on the same ballot.

Such a procedure would make possible the founding of

what is known in other colleges and universities as "Moving

up Day", on which day the old officers formally hand over

their posts and duties to their successors.

"Movng-up Day" in many institutions is one of much
ceremony and display and is usually conducted under the for-

mal supervision of the college authorities.

We would not be so optimistic as to say that such a

procedure can be adopted at Villanova this year but we do

maintain that the establishment of an election day would

not only prove a great time-.saver but would also place better

men in responsible offices by providing a more representative

vote.

There in nothing to hinder the setting of such a date

this year and we hereby offer this suggestion for the con-

sideration of the Student Council, which organization should,

we feel, take the first step.

g[jjaMaiSMffl3/aMSMaiaisjBisisi3JSfei/aii

stuck again on tne Styx, wotta
Jiie, wotta lilel The service given
oy the P <te W? PRTV SOL? R.R.
u> turribui. In lact it seems that
we must needs coniiae our tears to

the aades Heuisn Service Conunls-
tfion. 'inac tamed Doard was
appointeu oy tne present Uovernor
fincnotsaa, wnen ne made that
lamuus ouii tnat all tne puoiic
iieavers were under nis power. Just
10 prove tins he apponited ail tne
aeads ox ine various oaos and ends
uS memueis oi me commish. Their
pruue unaer this regime is to see
tiiat the puuiic gets tne most Heiiish
oervice possioie unaer tne clrmum-
jiiances.

ine last time they were appealed
to they declared mat the Poor ana
vvooDiy, Putria Hancid 'xraveiers,

and Soit Or Lieaky naiiroad, was
pelting reaay to liquidate, so that
in the near luture tney would oe
aoie to now mOre Ireeiy. But it

appears tnat the tamed company
uad irozen assets and woiud nave
lu wait lor tlie spring thaw in order
lo liquidate.

Now here I stand and wait,

And wait some more,

For the dear old Poor and Wobbly
car,

1 hat it is never late,

is the conductors claim,

But he'll never have lame,

For I know it's a lie.

And to iftiay irom such a lie

X but tempting Fate.'

For there the car hides

While I stand in state

Waiting lor the Ides.

Now that that outburst of so-

called song is over we had better

give it a name, and what could be

more fitting than to call it "The
Day Hops Plaint."

Last wtek we had a famed Philadel-
pnian come down here for a visit,

and while ne was with us he re-

galed with many tales of horror
and woe witnessed during the great
drought of the past ten years. He
tells us that it is absolutely pitiful,

where a whole city full can be so
lull of thirst, that they would even
cross the river for a gargle of

ilsterine. The Directclr of Public
Safety likes^ to keep the city still

un Sunday, ofkt you can almost
smell it now, and if it were any
slower it would backing up. But to

get back to the subject at hand,
iho best of the stories toid by the
Pniilian, was this.

you may talk of gin and beer

Unless you're livin sale over there.

And you're sent to Camden, where
tigers roar.

But when it comeas to slaughter

Phllly's there with the water,

And they lick the bloomin' boots

of 'im that's got it,

Now in Camden's murky gloom
Where we'd like to live till doom
A-servin' of John Marleycorn
Of all them black back-doors

Ihe best I ever knew
Was the one who served it in a tin.

It was gin, gin, gin.

From newly rolled mash, it was

gin.

And when you yelled for more
It came - - after payee more
But when you drank it all, ya knew
ya had a can o' gin.

I sha'nt forgit the night

When I dropped in for a light

Seeln' double where only one

should'a been
,

.;

I was chokin' miod with thir£(t.

And the thing that I spied first

Was a good old glass of beer - - in

it went on top o' gin.

They 'eld up my ead,

And used a stomach pump of lead.

And they guv me 'arf-a-pint o'

water clean:

It was white, and it stunk,

O" chlorides and other bunk,

But what I craved then, was a glass

o' gin

'li was gin! gin! gin!

That rung thru' my 'ead, and made
it spin,

I was chawin' up my tongue,

An' in all the spiels I knew, I sung

For Gawd's sake open up that door,

and gimme a can o' gin.

At the end of this harrowing
narrative, the Philllan was called

back to the city to give an account

to the Director of where he had
spent his Sunday last. Thank good-
ness we live in Hell.

With many apologies, well meant,

and surely needed, to Mr. Kipling,

we will sign off.

Phylegas

Former Student
Injured at Fire

"Red" Martin, fonner Member of

Villanova Stoff, Seriously Hurt.

A telegram was received several

days ago by Father Stanford, re-

questing the student body of Villa-

nova to pray for the speedy recov-

ery of Edward Martin, a student at

Villanova last year. Ed, better

known as "Red" was to have been
the Sports Editor of the Vlllanovan

this year but he was unable to re-

turn to college. He took a position

in the Fire Department of San
Diego, his home town, and it was
in the performance of his studies

that he was Injured. We are sure

that the student body of the college

will ask in their prayers for the

speedy recovery of their former
friend and classmate.

"Sometimes." confided Mrs. Smith
to her intimate friend. "I think my
husband is the most patient,

gentlest, best-natured man that
ever lived, an' sometimes I think
it's Just laziness!"

^y iian^UXi^^
TK« Maa i-i Attsm

I think that I ought to tell you
about Michigan. Michigan as you
all know is a state, and also the
home of the glorious and famous
Wolverines; that is what one
generally has in mind when this

word is mentioned. Well here is a
point of information as well as a
matter of correction, its not a state

or a university, but Just a good old

fashioned game of cards. What a
game, maniacs are made by the

hour and fortunes are tossed to and
fro with little or no abandon. Dope
and drink are evils of the dim and
distant past in comparisan. Poker
and bridge past times of the ancient
Anatolians are a mere and fluffy

nothing.
This CO called method of recrea-

tion is played with several hundred
chips, a sharp razor blade, and any
number of people. The razor blade
is to slice the chips in half when
they commence to run low; of

course if you are observed doing
this, you are instantly labeled a
meanie, and you must piiy the
supreme penalty, which is severe

and drastic, oh to be sure, you must
6tand in the penalty box for at

least a half hour., The players must
be attired in becoming brown
derbies if a man and white beaded
moccasins if a lady. Most of the
participants sit about the table but
this is only a mabter of form, it

really doesnt matter where one sits

provided it is within calling distance.
And now for the game, it's really

a game. The cards are dealt, and
the bidding starts, some one says,

I bid one and another hollers I bid
ten, then all of the others ask in

unison, cross your heart and hope
to die do you truly bid ten, if the
high bidder replies why of course,
the game is over and he wins all

the chips. In most cases, however
the winner divides his gains and
the whole group eat them with salt

and butter milk, and excellent com-
bination. All are satisfied, except
the host; he provides the expensive
derbies.

Hardly a day passes but we hear
of the new and interesting outdoor
sport called watching steam shovels
operate. This is by no means an old
mode of entertainment, in fact it

has been only in the past few years
that it has come to the fore. In
fact since the unemployment
situation has become such an issue

the increase in spectators has been
ernormous. This sport may be en-
gaged in by anyone who can prove
that he can see a hundred yards or
more. Can you imagine such an en-
tertaining spectacle positively free.

Furthermore any sort of clothes
may be worn, no equipment is need-
either. Of course there are some
sissies who insist on having field

glasses, but these are few and far
between, and we can safely say that
this is one form of recreation that
befits the poor but honest college
student.

Why not try it today, We know
of one man who watched a
fitruggllng steam shovel work for

days and days yes even weeks and
weeks, but he was a flag pole sitter

across the street, and that is an-
other story. Naturally the shovel

watcher hog is quite prevalent, and
he or she may be found in the
froht line with his lunch and
mattress. These persons are in the
same catergory as the telescope

creature, and will in no way or

manner interfere with our pleasures.

Off hand we would say that the
best time to arrive on the scene is

shortly after midnight, because at

this time he crowd has dwindled
away to a mere ten or twelve thous-
and. This time Is best . . and you
are virtually assurred of a front
row stance within a week or so. but
we warn you to be careful of pick-

pockets and coeds, the first

i mentioned is not very dangerous
but woe is the one who becomes
enamoured by the latter there is no
hope, and first row standing room
is gone, that is, your place, ahd
where your eyes should be gazing,
a pair of pretty blue ones will be.

It seems strange that the man
who runs the intricate steam shovel
has to date received little or no
i^cognition for his many sterling
performances, this is sad and true,

but slowly and surely this pro-
fession is coming into its own, and
this is only right. After a man has
worked before tremendous multi-
tudes year after year he deserves
recognition, Just think of the time
and effort he has experienced to
reach the heights of his profession.
Work of this sort is a joy and a
pleasure to him. Therefore many
companies have offered large
bonuses to the hoisting engineer a
substantial prize to the one who
attracts the largest crowd, this of
course promotes professional Jeal-
ousy, but the public must be
pleased; the show must go on at
any cost.

Hans Vipleper the champion of
the Pacific coast, and Otto Snickle-
fritz. pride of the east met in a
contest to decide the United States
championship, recently and we are
glad to say that our own Otto won
by a large margin. He attributes
his success to the fact that he has
never chewed chewing gum. which
in itself is a moral lesson that
really has a morel believe it or
not.

In the course of time the steam
shovel has deF>osed the ordinary
hand method, thus leaving thous-
ands out of work, this is our own
solution of the unemployment
situation. However men with
the proper amount of ambition may
also become a full fleged memlBer
of this sprightly band of stellar

performers, and may also perform
to capacity crowds, and who knows
but what the next champion will

come from this motley crew.

U. S. to Fill Leading
Role in 1932 Dis-

arment Conference

(Continued Prom Page One)

Conference would be a major
catastrophe, the effects of which
could not be predicted."

Substantial reduction of land
armaments, and not mere limita-

tion at existing levels, is an essen-
tial condition of success, according
to the report. Germany and the
other powers which .were disarmed
under the Peace Treaties solemnly
warned the Preparatory Commission
that they could not sign any treaty
which did not provide for definite

reduction. Discussing the attitude

of Germany, the report continues:
"The Disarmament Conference is

regarded in Germany as the final

test of the sincerity of the other
powers. If substantial reduction of
armaments is not forthcoming.
Germans declare that they will be
Justified in disregarding the mili-

tary provisions of the Versailles

Treaty and increasing their arms to

the levels of their neighbors. But
Germany has also made disarma-
ment a test of the League of Na-
tions itself. Should the League fail

In this test there are some who be-
lieve that the popular contest would
be so violent that Germany would
be forced to withdraw. No one
could predict the consequences of

such a development."
Summarizing the agenda for the

Conference, the Foreign Policy As-
sociation report says:

"The Draft Treaty pro-
vides a skeleton agreement for
the limitation and reduction of
land, naval and air forces. It

does not contain the figures at
which armaments are to be lim-
ited, nor does it have the unan-
imous approval of the thirty-

two governments which were
represented on the Preparatory
Commission. Soviet Russia took
exception to the Draft Treaty
as a whole, and reserved the
right to propose its own plan
at the final Conference. Ger-
many submitted twenty objec-
tions or reservations; and more
than fifty reservations in all

were made by different coun-
tries.

One of the methods of limitation
proposed in the Draft Treaty calls

for limitation of military budgets,
both as applied to land armaments,
and as applied to total expenditures
for national defense. The United
States, the report points out. is the
only nation which "consistently
opposed any form of budgetary
limitation, whether applied separ-
ately or in combination with direct
limitation of land armaments."

"The position of the United
States on the principle of
budgetary limitation was set
forth by Mr Gibson at the
Preparatory Commission on
November 11. In this speech
Mr. Gibson advanced no addi-
tional reasons for the continued
objection of the United States,

but merely referred to the ear-
lier statements of the American
delegation in 1926. 1927 and
1929. He seemed to Ignore the
fact that since the earlier state-

ments had been made the idea
of a comparison of expenditures
in one country with those in

another had been abandoned.
The Commission, therefore, was
not given a full explanation of

why budgetary limitation was
still inacceptable to the United
States. While the American
delegation was unable to accept
budgetary limitation in any
form, it did not oppose an
agreement on the part of the
other powers. Mr. Gibson de-
clared that the United States
would be willing to apply direct
limitation for itself provided an
effective method of budgetary
limitation was applied by the
other countries.

"Unless the United States is

prepared to reconsider its posi-
tion on the question before the
final Conference, there would
apoear to be serious obstacles
to the adoption of even indirect
limitation of land material."

30,000 Volumes
Now Contained

In Library

There are approximately thirty

thousand bound volumes and five

thousand unbound pamphlets and
magazines In the college library.

It subscribes to about twenty-five
periodicals, standard publications
on the Arts, Sciences, Engineering
Business and Finance.
For the information of the new

students, and to remind the others
the 'rules of the library and regu-
lations for the use and the care of
our books, taking out and return-
ing the same, are here again
stated:

These books and periodicals are
at the disposal of students, every
day between the hours nine A. M.
and five P. M. on Saturdays from
nine to noon.
Books of general reference, as

encyclopedias, and general diction-
aries, may not be taken from the
Library. These are to be. used in

the Library Reading Room.
A double Index of Subjects and

authors makes it easy to find what
Is wanted in study, research and
reference.

The stacks are closed to the stu-
dent body. Application at the desk
will meet prompt attention.

It is necessary to charge a fine

of ten cents a day on all books,
taken out. that are kept over the
specified time (two weeks). This
serves at once as a measure of
discipline and regular habits in the
student a means to Insure the libr-

ary against loss.

The prompt return of books on
time, is a help also to maintain
order and to give all students equal
opportunity.

VILLANOVAN
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ST. BONAVENTIIRE'S
Prom St Bonaveniure we hear

that a new dining hall was ded-
icated recently in honor of Pr.
Hickey. The new structure con-
tains the most modern appoint-
ments obtainable, and accommo-
dates 900 diners. It is said to be the
best dining room in the smaller
colleges.

-O-
NOTRE DAME

The following cross - - - section
of "Collegiana-" appeared in the
NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC . . .

"Harvard's loving welcome to Rudy
Valee . . . when he appeared re-
cently in an eastern theatre, Har-
vard men in the audience bomb-
barded The Vagabond Lover' with
ripe grapefruit . . . Emory Univer-
sity men's wild drinking orgies in

the prohibition age . . . 993
bottles of Coca Cola are consumed
a day at Emory . . . University of
Missouri students pass 75 bad
checks a day . . . Brawny men at
the University of Washington Just
completed a thirty-day beard-grow-
ing contest . . . Urbana University
in Ohio with a registration of 24
students."
We hope there" is no implication?

-O-
MICHIGAN STATE

According to tne MICHIGAN
STATE NEWS two Michigan State
graduates applied for positions as
"Red Tie Inspectors." A bill tax--

ing all wearers of red neckties,

brightly colored shirts, or loud socks
was introduced into the Georgia
State legislature by an assembly-
man for the purpose of "showing
up" some of the asinine measures
proposed. We are told that the
Michigan State grads were serious
in their proposal, however.

u. s. c.
In the words of the SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA ALUMNI REVIEW
there will be no scalping in '31. "To
halt scalping of football rooter's
tickets next year, a new system of
checking the sale of every ticket
has been worked out. It will also in-
volve the use of identification card
with a photograph of the students,
so that when a student enters the
rooting section, his photograph will
prove that the ticket has not been
resold."

-O-

NEW ROCHELLE
With the Honor System under

fire in many sections of the coun-
try. New Rochelle recently tried it

in a single course in which 200
students were enrolled. The results
seemed satisfactory enough to call

for the Honor System's being
universally used at the college. As
the TATLER expresses editorially.

"The result of the recent trial of
the Honor System in the Mid Year
examination of the History of Ed-
ucation Classes has pleased the en-
tire college. Members of the faculty
and the student body have Joined
in praising both Sister. . . . and
the girls who have proven the high
standard of honor here at New
Rochelle. Even the most pessimistic

are convinced that the attempt was
entirely successful - so successful

in fact, that the classes are going

to continue work under this system

for the remainder of the year."

-O-

ST IGNATIUS COLLEGE
With Rudy Valee generally under

severe criticism for causing the un-
timely demise of many heretofore

popular college songs, THE FOG-
HORN at San Francisco seems

quite elated over the fact that Rudy
will populararize their anthem. In

the words of the FOGHORN. "Now
that Rudy is going to play our

"Fight Song" in a few weeks. It

will not be difficult to surmise what

will be the most popular college

song in 1931"

l^illanobrlttes

There aren't any stitches on
a hockey puck as in the new
baseball; but there are plenty

of stitches on the hockey player.;

-V-
Many a Senior will start the hunt

and find system on the typewriter

in a short time.
-V-

Hardly a day passes but what '

the young man's fancy turns to

thoughts of his dear old room-
mate who snores ever so loudly

these beautiful evenings.
-V-

In another month the little red

book with the telephone numbers
will be well thumbed.

-V-
Goir will soon me with us; the

open season for broken windows
beirins the same day.

-V-
Why does the average freshman

hold a pipe in his mouth as if it

were going to burn his nose.

Something lacking in the
fresh Helios.

-V-
Don't deprive yourself of sweets

during Lent because you never eat

sweets, anyway.
-V-

Believe It or not, Austin Hall

has a brand new ghost.

-V-
We hear a lot of fellows taking

anatomy are having a few sleepless

nishts; the stiffs must be good
haunters.

-V-
Don't forget to send home for

your green tie for St. Patrick's

day.
-V-

We wonder if you observed the

frightened Icwks last week at the

Belle Aire pictures.

-V-
Yes, sir. the freshmen now

have class ofHcor» and every-

thing; how about a hop In the
near fotare.

—V—
Remember, he who hesitates is

lost; but how about the poor fellow
who stutters.

—V—
Did you ever know that the theme

song of Mendel3 laws of Heredity
is "Blue Again?"

DO & DONT

,

'« ^

\

The Sports Editor *8 Corner
The Wildcats should stay out of New York!

The Manhattan jinx, which has effectively stopped
Villanova teams from winning athletic contests in the Big
City never hurt a Feline outfit as it is punishing this year's
baskethall five.

Six games the proteges of Doc Jacobs have played
in New York, and two more over in New Jersey, just across
the river. And they have lost every one of the eight.

New York University, Manhattan, St. John's, New
York A. C, St. Francis', and Brooklyn Council, Knights of
Columbus are the sextet of bona tide New York teams to
turn back Villanova by varying scores. Montclair A. C. and
Seton Hall also won games, and both teams might be classed
us metropolitan outfits.

Ihe Cats have played some splendid contests over
in New York thin year, the battles against Manhattan and
St, John's especially being epic struggles. But that fickle

jade, Dame 1« ortune and her companion. Victory, are stran-
gers to Villanova over in Gotham.

Page Three
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Which of these cigarettes

is the tallest — but maybe

you're on to this onel

THE INTER-FRAT LEAGUE
Tonight the gym will be packed to its capacity of a

hundred and fifty or so when Lambda Kappa Delto attempt
to hold its slender lead in the Inter-l^ra^ernity League
against the onslaught of Delta Pi Epsilon, holders of second
place.

And if the game of two weeks ago between these two
quintets is to be a criterion, then it will be a battle.

The L. K. D. outfit won that battle, 19-17, in a game
that required an extra period. The D. P. E. crew, with
BVed Donovan, league-leading scorer jumping center, is out
for revenge, and a win tonight is wanted badly.

Delta Pi Epsilon is probably the campus favorite to
win, the success of the Lambdas for the past oh-so-many
years sort of giving us a desire for a change. But the kids
who wear the Red and Black are going to be hard to stop.

THE NEW RULE
Last week this coliunn made a promise that we

would stay clear of football until next fall. But promises
were made to be broken, so here goes.

The Football Rules got their annual amending last

week, but this year's results are not so terrifying to behold.
No classes in rules will have to be held for struggling foot-

ballers, and those of us who were beginning last fall to un-
derstand what it was all about, can rest easy upon the good
news.

The one change, relatively unimportant, is the re-

moving of the arbitrary award of point after touchdown,
making the penalty for an offside the same as if the foul had
been committeed during any other scrimmage.

Under the new rule, if the defending team infringes
the rules it will be penalized half the distance to the goal
line and the try-for-point will be tried over.

If the attacking team is at fault, it will be penalized
the usual five yards for offside play and again try for point
from the 7-yard line.

The coaches of the country, it is said, recommended
the action.

Twice in the past two seasons, the old ruling on this

subject had vital importance in Villanova games. In 1929,
at Boston, when Boston College was offside on the Villa-

nova try for point after touchdown, the score was allowed.
Under the new ruling, in a similar case, the ball would be
placed on the one-yard line and the Cats would have to try
again.

Then last October when Temple and the Wildcats
clashed down in the Stadium, Clete (iardner converted the
point after his touchdown in the first half, but when a Villa-

nova lineman was offside, the point was ruled no good. Now,
Villanova would be penalized to the 7-yard mark and Clete
would have had an extra chance. And another attempt last

fall might have eased Villanova spirits in the closing min-
utes of that fray, before Hansen's kick was blocked behind
the goal line. A 7-7 score looks much better than a 7-6 tal-

ly, especially when you're on the short end of the latter

count. ^- '"':'.•'' :';?• ••;"r. >.;••.••.' ."*;'

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
> 1

BUT

YOUR TASTE tells theTruth!

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TASTE

©1931, LioGETT & Myers Tobacco Co

'34 Outfit

Wins Over
Devildogs

Philadelphia Marines Drop
Game to Yearlings After
Hun Gets 26-23 Win

URSINUS FROSH LOSE

* * * * •

SO LONG, "Winter
Winter must be on its last legs, for the baseballers

are getting ready. Warm weather is not just around the
corner but the proteges of Charlie McGeehan have got to

begin working soon for the stiff schedule that begins on
April 8, which is just six and a day away.

The weather-man will probably cross me up now and
there'll most likely be snow on the ground when this is

printed.
***** A

THE MILLENIUM
Anything may happen now. An A. B. was elected

president of the class of '34. Its been so long since the rep-

resentatives of art and culture have got anywhere in poli-

tics that we wouldn't be surprised now if the Senate would
agree with Hoover. ^

Another indication that things are behaving strange-

ly was the action of Temple's basketball five last week, when
it played a game AWAY FROM MITTEN HALL. Will
wonders never cease.

'Cats Lose Two to

N. Y. U. Cage Fives

(Continued Prom Page One)

through the second half until with
about ten minutes to go the 'Cats
suddenly found themselves and put
on a spurt that cut the St.
Prancls lead to 18 to 15 Mortell of
the Saints, however, came through
with a two pointer to halt the over-
whelming splurge of the invader
and practically clinch the decision
for the home team.

In the "Cats final drive Weston
Tracy, Harklns. and Czeslck rahg
up field goals, but they came too
late In the set-to and fell a bit
Bhort to overcome the lead of the

Pranciscans.

In this game Tracy wrenched his
injured knee again and was com-
pelled to leave the scene of the
hostilities. It ts expected that the
lanky guard will not see action till

the Temple game.

VILLANOVA ST. FRANCIS
Czeslck forward Blake
Reitz forward Carroll
Edwards center Fitzgerald
Tracy guard Longlev
Harklns guard Mortell

Substitutions—Weston St Fran-
cis—Kelleher.—Field goals—Czeslck
1; Tracy 1; Harklns 2; Blake 3;
Carroll 2; Fitzgerald 1; Longley 1:
Moilell 1;

Foul goals—Czeslck 1: Weston 3;

Edwards 1; Carroll 2; Mortell 2;
Referee—Bhaw,

Clete Gardner's basketeers made
it two out of three last week, when
risking court-martial and whatnot,
they stopped the Marines Friday
night in the gym to the tune of
38-32.

Ursinus Prosh had fallen earlier
in the week, while Hun School won
a 26-23 battle at Princeton on Wed-
nesday afternoon.

This week the yearlings travel to
Newark on Friday night to do battle
with St. Benedict's Prep, state
champions in New Jersey, and one
of the greatest scholastic fives in
the country. After this contest,
only two games will remain on the
'34 schedule for 1931, Perkiomen
and Temple Frosh being the duo
of opponents. Each have already
conquered the yearlings on the
court, and Lynch, Brockmeyer,
Prucha, Hurley and Company are
eager for revenge.

PROSH, 38; MARINES, 32.
A crew of devildogs, more at

home on water and in battle than
on the basketball court, gave the
Prosh a determhied batUe in the
gym on Friday night, but superior
teamplay won for the lads in
green, 38-32.

The Frosh took the lead at the
outset, and piled up a 19-16 ad-
vantage at the end of the first
twenty minutes.
The leathernecks played better

ball In the final stanza, and with
less than six minutes to go the
score was deadlocked at 30-all
Lynch came through with two
double-deckers in rapid fire succes-
sion, and the damage was staved
off.

Lynch again was high scorer, his
eight goals from the field and one
penalty toss giving him seventeen
points. Prucha, the big center from
Calvert Hall, down in Maryland, my
Maryland, followed him with twelve
counters, amassed from five two-
pointers and one foul.
Popple and Orlstem starred for

the Marines, who are stationed In
Philadelphia.
VUIanova
McFeely .... forward
Lynch forward
Prucha center
Hurley guard
Brockmeyer . . guard

Boasting of wins from the Perm
Frosh, the Navy Plebes, Wenonah
and Montclair Academy, as well as
the New York Stock Exchange five,

the Princetonians were primed to
meet Villanova's attack, but only
after a hectic second half did they
manage to get the verdict.

The home team led, 25 to 23 In
the last minute of play, and a foul

committed by a yearling player was
converted by a Him School forward
to give the home team its winning
three-point advantage.
Captain Sanford played the out-

standing game for Hun, scoring
eighteen points. Lynch, Prucha
and Hurley led the losers In point-
making with eight, seven and six

tallies respectively.

Frat Basketball
Lamba Kappa Delta Holds

After Third Week
Of League

Lead

FROSH, 46: URSINUS, 12

A gritty Ursinus Frosh five, after

staying close to the Freshmen
throughout the first half, wilted in

the final period last Monday night,

and the green-clad yearlings romp-
ed home to a 46-12 victory .

The visitors put up a great bat-
tle in the opening minutes, and it

was not until thd- last plays of the
tlrst half that Prucha and Lynch
started scoring to give the home
team a 14-9 advantage.

In the final period, Brockmeyer
began the fireworks with eight
points in three minutes, and every
man in the starting lineup took
part in the scoring until Coach
Clete Gardner ended the slaughter
by sending in a raft of substitutes.
Only one field goal and one foul
were scored by the Collegeville out-
fit in the final semester.
Lynch was high scorer for the

winners, although Prucha and
Brockmeyer also scored often.
Breisch, tall Ursinus center, who
was banished on personal foiils, led
the Bears in point-making with five

tallies.

VllUnova '34

Lynch forward
McPeely forward
Prucha center
Hurley guard
Brockmeyer . . guard . _

Villanova 14 32—46
Ursinus 9 3—12
Substitutions

: Villanova—McGov-
ern. Brown, Reddington, Bacanovic,
Fmn, Curtain, Montgomery, Hef-
fron. Ursinus—Schollenberger, Zam-
ostelne, Weisenflue, Sieple. Field
goals—Lynch. 6; Brown, McFCely,
2; Prucha, 4; Hurley, 3; Brockmey-
er, 4; Sommers. Breisch. 2; Weisen-
flue. Isett. Foul goals—Prucha, 2;
Hurley, Brockmeyer, 3; Sommers.
Breisch. Referee—Cressman. Nor-
ristown.

Epsilon Phi Thetas basket ball
team spent a very poor week in
the Inter-Fraternity League, losing
two games. In the first fray
Lambda Kappa Delta put soap and
water under E. P. T.'s sneaks to
the tune of 18-11, on Tuesday night
Timm. former Mahonoy City star

and left forward for L. K. D.,
swished the hoop for eight points,
being high scorer of the game
On Thursday night. Phi Kappa

Pi was responsible for the second
of E. P. T.'s defeats, winning by a
score of 25-15. This game ties
both these teams for third place in
the league.

Avil and Houseman led the P. K.
P. outfit in scoring, while Castell-
an! did a good job for ill-fated
Epsilon Phi Theta.

E. P. T. Loses Two Games

League Standing
W. L. P. C.

L. K. D 3 1.000
D. P. E 2 1 .687
E. P. T 1 3 JJ50
P. K. P 1 3 .260

Ursinus '34

Black
. . Sommers

. . . . Breisch
Isett

Goldberg

L. K. D.
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Just Looking
Around'^

Big doings around the campus
tomorrow night, fellows I All steps
will lead to the gym where a
charity game will take place between
Charlie Wltkowski's "Whitewashers"
and Eddie Kobllis' "Coal Miners."
7'he basketball game will be for
the benefit of all those who care
to come.

-V-
Charlie Wit has signed up some

good players (and some who aren't
so good) to perform against Eddie's
five. "Witt's Whltewashers" are
made up of Charlie "Sure-shot"
Witt (captain), Joe "Close-guard"
Kelly (2nd captain). "High-Step"
Highfleld, Porky" Slutzky, Bull
"Toreador" Dallabrlda, Fred "Sky-
scraper" Donovan, Ding "Dinky"
DriscolK and Johnny "Machine-
gun" Brlce (sergeant).

-V-
Kobills" "Coal Miners"' a^e an-

xiously awaiting the fray and
"rarin ' to go. Eddie has on his
squad such notable characters as

^ the "Terrible" Terry, "Gunboat"
• t. "Garrity, "Plash-Ute" Porve, vDyna-

! mite" Dineen, "Camera" Cullen,
"Mushy" McHugh, "Sleepy" Prokop,
and the little Nappleon himself, Ed

'.• .Kobllis. ', -A ;.,;,• '. ^,
-V-

'

The game Is scheduled to start
' off promptly at 7:30. The "scln-

t tillating strains'" will be provided
by "Barber" Marra and his "Bar-
barians" who have distinctly an-
nounced that no dancing will be
allowed after the game.

-V-
"Skyscraper" Donovan (the hu-

man giraffe) has been elected to
stand under his basket and prevent
any shots from settling through the
hoop.

-V-
All hardware and teeth must be

. . checked at the door.
-V-

":'''

Both teams are undefeated and
unscored upon—neither having
played as yet.

-V-
A championship will also be at

stake—the championship of Bryn
Mawr College.

-V-
The game will get under way

with the "Barbarians" blaring the
"Chant of the Jungle."

-V-
Everyone is welcome. Come in

your shirt sleeves, shaven or un-
shaven, shorn or imshom (you will
be shorn ven of you don't know it).
Take any seat not already taken,
and, if you can take that one away
from a previous taker, take it.

-V-
Come one, come all. We assure

you a most pleasant and entertain-
ing evening. If you cannot enjoy
yourself, grab a basketball and
mingle with the players or else
loosen up the old soup bone over
in the comer.

-V-
Undoubtedly you are tired of

reading so much about the "Witt
Whltewashers"" and the "Coal
Miners,"' so let us go off into other
fields of sport and see what's going
on.

-V-
More dissension in Penn's ranks

—

Jerry Prager, star forward on the
basketball five, has quit the team.

-V-
Here"8 a bit of news from Detroit.

Last season"s football eleven won
four games, lost three, and tied
two. It scored an aggregate of 194
points to its opponents 36. Pord-
ham, Georgetown, Iowa, Loyola,
Michigan State, and Marquette are
some of the teams that it battled.
As you know, Detroit is the last
game on the Cats' schedule.

-V-
The football sqUad Is still going

strong in its dally workouts imder
the north stand of the stadium
where the semi-indoor track is lo-
cated. That track is withstanding
plenty of wear and tear what with
the football and track candidates
prancing about. By the time that
oft mentioned gym is built, several
new sets of boards will be neces-
sary for it.

-V-
With the approach of spring

baseball is coming before the public
eye. Major league baseball players
are already treking southward. Our
own Charlie McGeehan will soon be
issuing a call for candidates and
once again the air behind the
stadiimi will resound with the crack
of bat and horsehide.

THIRTY-THREE

Wildcats Come From
isehmd to Defeat

JLatayette, 22-19

(Continued from page one)

Ed
and

of his attempts to give the Fel-
ines a lead. Sullivan again came
back with a goal and Lafayette
again led, 7-6.

VUlanova Takes Lead
Weston was again fouled while

shooting and this time made good
both his attempts to give the Cats
another lead.

Harklns followed up with another
shot for his second field goal of

the night, and after Gilchrist had
netted one of two foul tosses big

Art was relieved by Nick LaCorte.
Edwards made a long shot from

the center of the floor that whistled
through the nets to give the Villa-

nova live a four-point lead. Gil-

christ scored a two-pointer just

before the half ended witth Villa-

nova leading 12-10.

Second Half
After the intermission, Lafayette

spurted ahead and took the lead
away from the visitors. After
Thomas had missed a foul goal.

Anewalt scored a two-pointer and
GilChrlst"t third goal for the night
put the Leopards in the van, -4-12.

LaCorte missed a foul toss, and
SullWan netted a free throw,
wards missed two foul tries,

Lafayette still led, 15-12.

Edwards Breaks Ice

After eight minutes of the final

period had tticked away, Edwards
started Villanova's second-half
scoring a field goal. Czescik missed
a foul goal and Sullivan tallied

Lafayette's last two pointer for the
night. With ten minutes to play,

VUlanova trailed 17-14.

Edwards missed two foul tries

but partially ~fedeemed himself
with a field goal that cut down the
gap to one point. Reltz missed a
single free toss and Czescik cut
down from behind while shooting,
failed to convert two tries from the
fifteen-foot mark.
Anewalt was fouled while at-

tempting to score, and made good
on both his penalty tosses. Weston
dribbled down the floor and was
blocked, but failed to make good
the foul, and the home team led,

19-16 ,with five minutes to play.

LaCorte came through with a
field goal to again narrow the La-
fayette lead and the home team
called t time-out.

Weston Getts Winning Goal
On the next tapoff, Weston gave

VUlanova the lead with a goal
from within the foul line, and a

Puny Puns
by a

Punk Punster

Overlooks Bills

"I have nothing but praise for

the work of my tailor."

"So he's told me."

Howdy, folks, did you see "Col-
lege Inn?" Ed Hookey had a hard
roll in the play but he had several
of them in the dining room.

-V-
Did you notice all the knobby

knees In the play?
-V-

While we are on the subject of
food we might as well mention
that great foreign entanglement

—

a dish of spaghetti.

-V-
I might also bother you with the

story of the unemployed apple
which I put on a shelf. A few days
later when I came back it was
working.

-V-
Speaking of unemployment, we

are wondering if these unemployed
veterans are not outnumbered by
the veteran unemployed.

-V-
Did you ever stop to think that

no matter how many "chiselers"

there are among the student body
there are always some more work-
ing on the new Business School
BuUding.

-V-
Speaking of chiselers reminds us

that several students have been
branded as heels. We would re-

mind them that time is a great
healer, too.

-V-
In France we hear of a famous

medical school, the Sorbonne, which
is evidently a mecca for chiropract-
ors.

-V- ^:-

"Shakespeare," wrote a Fresh-
man in an English quizz, "was an
author who wrote tragedies, come-
dies and errors."

-V-
Well, uPUN my word; here we

are at the end of the column. I

think I will elect myself President
of the Ptms and Coffee Club.

lew split seconds later, Reltz got
his first score of the night to make
the count 22-19.

VUlanova effectively kept the
ball In midfloor during the last two
minutes of the game.
VUlanova Lafayette
Czescik forward Sullivan

Reltz forward Soles

Edwards center — OrevlUe
Harklns guard — Gilchrist

Weston guard Anewalt
VUlanova 12 10—22
Lafayette 10 9—19
Subs—VUlanova—LaCorte. La-

fayette—Thomas, Batch. Field

goals—Ccescik, Reitz, Edwards, 3;

Weston, Harklns, 2; LaCorte, Sul-

livan, 3; Gilchrist, 3; Anewalt.

Foul goals—Czescik, out of 3;

Reitz, out of 1; Edwards, out of

4; Harklns, 1 out of 2; Weston, 3

out of 5; LaCorte, out of 1; Sul-

livan, 1 out of 1; Thomas, out of

1; Gilchrist, 1 out of 3; Anewalt 3

out of 3. Referee—Crapser. Um-
pire—Wright.

College Drinking

NotYet Eliminated
3tudent Opinion Favors Modifica-

tion of ProlilbiUon Ammendment.

Editors Foi^

Sc. Bulletin

Aimounced

Mendel Bulletin Heads Are
Lechner and

Cusbing

(NSPA) Crystallizing the concen-

sus of opinion of student leaders

irom college campuses of all sec-

tions of the country, the answ'erS

to a questionnaire, presented by the

student opinion committee of the'

Sixth Annual Congress of the Na-
tional Student Federation, headed
by Lewis Powell, of Washington and
Lee University, drew national at-

tention from the press.

A summary of the poll evinced the
fact' that 57 believed that "college

drinking'" was increasing, 47 thought
that It was remaining static, 16 be-
lieved it decreasing, while no one
felt it had been eliminated. Stu-
dent reaction in the questionnaire

on prohibition was consistent with
this trend of thought, since 66 fav-
ored modification, 38 voted for re-

peal and 23 endorsed rigid enforce-
ment.
Reaction to the tariff problems

which was the topic of consider-
ation under the national and inter-

national aspect of the program was
clearly brought out in the poll.

Seventy-seven voted for moderate
protective tariff with 21 favoring
free trade and 25 remaining unde-
cided. Moreover, in answer to the
question, "Is there any fundamental
difference between the so-called
platforms of the two major political

parties?"' 71 voted no with 33 be-
lieving the affirmative. On the de-
sirability of a third party and gov-
ernment ownership of public util-

ities the vote was split.

The questionnaire further brought
out that the bulk of the student
leaders present favor United States
taking a position of world leader-
ship in the cause of disarmament,
and the adherence to the World
Court on the basis of the Root
formula. While a great number
favored United States" recognition
of Soviet Russia if a settlement of

debts could be reached by the two
governments, almost half of those
voting were undecided. Approval
of unemployment insurance and
disapproval of the "dole system'"
were brought out in the survey. R.
O T. C. on a compulsory basis was
rejected by the vote and favored
on an elective plan.

TO APPEAR m JUNE
Agam the Mendel BuUetln of the

Viiianova School of Science is to
appear in the foremost ranks of
our Aima Maters annual output of
4'erioaicals. i-ather uougherty, Dean
oi the Science School announced the
names of the Editor-in-chief and
ine Managing Editor during the
last week, iney are in the same
oraer, carl B. Lechner .and Jean
C. Gushing. The rest of the per-
sonnel 01 the staff is not to be
announced untU such a time as
the Dean and the Editors have
conferred as to whom would be the
most ably fitted for the various
positions.

The Bulletin to be issued in June
of this year wUl be dedicated to
last years Mendel Medalist, Albert
K. ;60hm, • aeronautical engineer.
Mr. Zohm wUl have an important
article Included In the BiUletln
along with, the work of the students
OI tnis coUege.
Mr. Lechner was quoted as say-

ing, "The Mendel BiUletin wiU live

up to the standards of the two pre-
vious issues. If skill and technical
knowledge will aid in making a
better finished product we are sure
that it wUl be provided by the staff

chosen from the men of the Science
School.

In previous years the Bulletin has
always been a finished product, and
has contained within its covers ab-
strcts of the best Thesis put out
by the Seniors of the Biology De-
partment. Besides these it has
contained various literary articles

pertaining to work in the field of
science, and usually a paper on an
Augustinlan who has been famous
for his work in advancing the
knowledge of the world in a scien-
tific manner.

O'Connell, Arts,

Wins Presidency of
The Class of 1934

The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and
Market streets, PhUadelphia, the

showplace of the world, will present,

for the fourth great w^eek of its

Birthday Month, a remarkable show
on stage screen. Starting Friday,

February 20th, Bebe Daniels will

apiaear with her husband, Ben Lyon,

for the first time since their mar-
riage in "My Past,"" made from the

sensational novel "Ex-Mistress"", the

autobiography so soul-revealing the

author dared not sign her name.
On the stage will be a gigantic, col-

orful, glamorous show, "Say It With
Flowers,'" featuring some of the

brightest stars of musical comedy
and vaudeville. Teddy Joyce, MU-
ton Charles and David Ross, the

,
three great permanent personalities

of the Mastbaum, will be there to

• entertain you In their own inimi-

table fashions.

•'My Past"" tells the strangely fas-

cinating story of the loves of a

famous actress. Miss Daniels plays

the part of the fascinating actress,

Doree Macy, loved by many, and
hesitant between the two men who
both wish to win her while keeping

tl^elr friendship for each other,

per past, vivid and torrid enough,
enters into the discussion between
;he two men. magnificently por-

trayed by Ben ^on and Lewis
Stone, but the final choice is made
for her by Stone, who renounces
hLs love in favor of his friend.

"Say It With Flowers" is an elab-

orate stage production, dazzling be-

yond all description. It is the last

word in singing, dancing, fun, gor-

Teous settings and costumes. The
whole lobby and stage of the Mast-
baum Theatre will be converted
into a glowing bower of luxuriant

foliage, filled with gorgeous plants,

many of them rare. A huge cast

of celebrated entertainers will revel

in these beautiful settings. Tom
Patricola. the hilarious musical
comedy favorite. Rae Samuels, fam-
ous vaudeville singer and come-
dienne. Milton Douglass and Harry
Webb, the Pearl Twins, the Mast-
baum Ballet of 36 and the Male
Steppers. Teddy Joyce and his

madcap musicians, the Mastbaum
Stage Band, will offer one of their

entertaining numbers.
David Ross will conduct the

(continued from page one)

Excellent Reason
Algernon—"Eusebla, what is it

your father sees in me to object
to?"
Eusebia—"He doesn't see any-

thing in you, Algernon; thta's why
he objects."

had the other departments and
that their faUure to hold a meeting
was their own misfortune.

Dissatisfaction grew and a coali-

tion was formed with the Arts men
by which the Arts men were
promised the support of the Busi-
ness men for the presidency pro-
vided the Business men received the
other three positions. The agree-
ment was lived up to and for the
first time in years an Arts man has
received that most desired position,

the presidency of his class.

Results:

President—James T. O'Donnell,

Arts.

Vice-President, Scanlan, Business.

Treasurer, McGraw, Business.

Secretary, McGeen, Business.

Right At Home
"Sleep well in the country?""

"First night I couldn"t sleep at

all. After that I hired a farmer boy
to sit in my auto and blow the

horn all night. Then I got along
fine."

210 TRAINS DAILY
between

VILLAHOVA
and

PHILADELPHIA
(69fh ST.)

Regular For* •

6-Trlp Tlck«t •

20-Trlp Tlck«f .

School TIckot

Aewnd Trip

40c
33Vic

2Sc
12c

Chlidron's fpoclal S-Dpy Round Trip TIckot 1 5c

Itt train laavat for Philad«lphia at • . 4.54 a. m.

1st train leav«i for Viiianova at • • 5.10 a. m.

Last train l*av«t for Philadelphia ot • • 2.14 a. m.

Latt train Uovei for Viiianova o^ . • . 2.30 a. m.

47 Expnu9$ daily to Philadmlphia

45 ExprtMci daily to VUlanova

PHILADELPHIA & WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
Presents SPOTLIGHT VALUES
Hand Tailored, Silk

Lined Neckwear
- 3 for $2.5087

Shorts and Pullovers

37« — 3 ior $1.00

Delpark Pajames
• Values up to $5.00

$1.47
Men^s Fine Socks

pyc — 4 for $1.00

ALL SHIRTS
FORMERLY $1.95 and $2.95

" $1.37-3FORH00^
ALL MERCHANDISE GREATLY REDUCED

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every

Friday by R. KAUFMAN

I Stanford Clothes I

m Made to Your Measure m

i$19.75 to $36,751

FuU Line of SPORT CLOTHES I

m

m

SEE OUR SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOP

EVERY THURSDAY

m
m
m
m
m
m

Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra In

•Hits from Sally," one of the most
tuneful of modern musical shows.
Milton Charles, singing at the

crgan, will present one of his novel-

ty solos and lead the audience In

song.

"My Past" is a daring love story

of modern life, based on the sensa-
tional novel, "Ex-Mlstress." In-
cluded in the cast besides the three
principals, Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon
and Lewis Stone, are Joan Blondell,

Natalie Moorhead, Albert Oran.
Virginia Sale and Daisy Belmore.
Roy Del Ruth directed.

Whole Ones
A little girl calling at a neigh-

bors house sat near a tray contain-
ing some orange peelings. Unable
to contain herself longer, she said,

"I smell oranges."
"Yes," returned her hostess, "It's

those peelings."

"No, ma'am," said the little girl,

solemnly, "I sn^ell whole oranges."

iC

DUKE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N C.

On October 1, 1931, carefully

selected first and third year
students wUI be admitted. Appli-
cations may be sent at any time
and will be considered in the
order of receipt. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtain-
ed from the Dean.

THe PEN THAT W6NT;
RUN DRY

DURtNG LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CAKRiES OOUeiB

THE INK

L

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

TELEPHONED
K^yiother and H^ad

„.% ^*-

•

Pay Them a

VOICE VISIT

Tonight

Take a trip back home tonight No need

for railroad tickets. Just go to the near-

est telephone, give the Operator your

home telephone number—and in a very

few moments you'll be there, talking

with Mother and Dad.

It's next best to actually seeing them I

Make it a habit to call up the folks once

a week. Have a regular telephone date

witn them. Fix a day and hour for your

call.

The cost is small—and the charges can

be reversed if you wish.

Temple

Basketball

Wednesday Night

.1

VILL
Temple

Frosh Track

Wed. Afternoon
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Pucksters Defeat Princeton

Ice Crew In Second Victory

Of Present Hockey Campaign

Lowe to Penn A. C. in Three Overtime Periods by Score of

ri-4.—Also Beaten by Swarthmore to Increase

Number of Reverses to Five

KENNEDY AND DELANEY PLAY SENSATIONALLY

The flghting Wildcats clawed
and scratched their way to victory

on the Arena ice Friday night
when they trounced the Princeton
ice hockey team by 7 goals to 2.

It was the brilliant work of Ken-
nedy who played a sensational

game at left wing that gave vic-

tory to the Blue and White sextet.

Kennedy pushed the puck down
the ice for six of the team's seven
goals.

Five times ihis sure-shot Wild-
cat weaved and dodged his way
through the entire Princeton team
to snar" goa's. Only once was he
assisted in a shot and that was in

the final period.

Krfof and Dennon tallied the
pair of Princeton's goals. The
former's rame in the second per-
iod and the latter's was a score in

the third.

Shortall played a great game at
goal, makng many a difficult stop.

The Wildcats were slow to open
up, only tallying one goal in the
first period. But the second saw
an entire change of pace and the
fighting 'Cats sent the puck

-00 crashing into the net for three
tallies.

Three more came in the final

period before the Tiger pucksters
were able to stop Villanova's
wild dash for victory.

Delaney was the other Viiianova
player to tally, rushing down
across the blue lines with amazing
speed and crashing the puck Into

the net unassisted.

VUlanova Princeton
Shortall goal Peabody
Hurlburt left Defense Margerum
Orcutt . . right defense . . Reagan
O'Neil center Fasella
Faughnan . . . right wing . . . Coan
Kennedy . . . left wing . . . Marple

Score by periods:

—

Viiianova 1 3 3—7
Pr nceton 1 1—2

Scorinrj—First period— 1, Ken-
nedy, Viiianova, unassisted, 13:27.

Second period—2, Delaney, Villa-

rova. unassisted, 1:15; 3, Kennedy,
Viiianova, unass'sted. 4:36; 4, Ken-
nedy, Viiianova, unassisted, 6:02,

5, Kefof, Princeton, unassisted, 15:

53. Third per o:l. 6, Denan, Prince-

ton, from McCarthy, 1:25; 7, Ken-
nedy, VUlanova, from Delaney, 4:

39; 8, Kennedy, Viiianova, unas-
sisted, 8:30; 9, Kennedy, Viiianova,

unassisted, 8:56. Referees—Buck-
les and Bradley.

Swarthmore
Opening a strong offense in the

last period of the first All-Colleg-

iate hockey game held at Hershey,

Pa., Swarthmore defeated Villa-

nova 6 to 2.

The Viiianova skaters started

the scoring and held the lead until

after the opening of the third per-

(continued on page four)

Ayer Exhibits

Witnessed By
Business Men

Advertising: Talk Given to Com-
merce Students on "The

Written Word"

LARGE NUMBER ATTEND

Employment
Question To
Be Debated

No-Decision Contest With
Bueknell University

March 31

C O N L E N SECRETARY

At a meeting of the Viiianova
Literary Society held on Monday
evening of last week, it was an- ing no time in making extensive

Last Wednesday afternoon at 2.00

P.M. a group of about seventy
students from the School of Com-
merce and Finance visited the Ad-
vertising Headquarters of the Phil-
adelphia branch of N. W. Ayer and
Son, Inc. The admission to this ex-
hibit was made possible through
the efforts of Professor James
Turek. instructor in Advertising,

and the majority of those present
were members of his classes.

The purpose of the visit was to

study the interesting exhibit called

"The Written Word" on display in

the Ayer Galleries. This exhibit was
designed to suggest the difference
between good writing and bad, and
more particularly the difference be-
tween good advertising writing and
bad.

A most entertaining and in-

structive lecturer, Mr. Marc Good-
rich, accompanied the group
through the series of exhibits com-
paring the masterpieces of literature

to bring out the Importance of

rythm, logic, and imagination, to

coherent human expression. The
first of these posiers displayed the
variations possible for Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address, and the evident
superiority of expression in the
original. The other displays were
of a similar nature and all strong-
ly bruughl out the luct tlial writing
is the strongest of human forces.

Mr. Goodrich himself is an ad-
vertisement writer for the Ayer
Corporation. Recently he was
awarded the Harvard Prize for his

composition of an advertisement,
a most beautifully written appeal
to mothers to purchase Steinway
Pianos for their children.

The Ayer building on Washing-
ton Square in Philadelphia repre-

sents a perfect model of modernis-
tic architecture at its finest. This
is only one of the many offices of

this international concern which
prepares the advertising for the

largest manufacturers of today.

Ball Season

Started Off

By McGeehan
' '' "'*'.'

Initial Practice For Fifteen

Candidates Held Under
Blazing Snn

ARMS LIMBERED UP

Chapel Talk

Subjects For

Lent Varied

nounced that Beta Gamma has
completed arrangements with Buck-
ne.l whereby that college will send
a two man team to Viiianova on
luesday evening, March 31st, to dis-

cuss the question of unemployment
insurance with Villanova's debating
society.

A feature of the coming contest is

thfe fact that there will be no judges
and no decision will be rendered.
Whether this will prove more de-
sirable than the former system it is

impossible to prophesy.
Princeton, Pordham and Holy

Cross have notified Beta Gamma
that full schedules, arranged prior
to last June prevent their sending
teams to Viiianova this year. All
expressed the desire, however, to
meet Beta Gamma in forensic en-
counters next year.

Joseph Conlen was unanimously
elected to the office of Correspond-
ing Secretary of the Society to take
the place of Stephen Duhamel, who
was forced by the press of other
work to resign the post.

Letters received from Joseph
Tackacs, president "emeritus" . of
Beta Gamma, and James M. Boyce,
lormerly of Viiianova, and now a
student at St. Charles Seminary,
were read during the meeting. Mr.
Tackacs complimented the debating
teams on their splendid victories
over Muhlenberg, while Mr. Boyce
congratulated the entire society on
its success in both the dramatic and
forensic fields. The Mother Super-
ior of St. Leonard's Academy, Phil-
adelphia, also wrote to Bell Masque
thanking the chapter for the bene-
fit performance of "College Inn"
staged at the Academy on February
16th.

New members will be admitted to
both chapters of the Viiianova Lit-
erary Society during the next fcv.
weeks; any student desiring to join
should immediately notify the
membership committee, consisting
of Donald LaPond, chairman, Wil-
liam Papp, Robert Rothert and
Wheeler Jenkins

Class of 1934 iBrowo Quintet Falls

Make Plans

For Year

Dance Coinqiittee Appointed
at Initial Meeting

of Freshmen

Before Avalanche of

Wildcat Field Goals

HURLEY IS CHAIRMAN
Now that the cl^ss of 1934 has

elected its officers, they are wast

Kobilis Krew
Walloped By

Witkowski

Father Oawford Institutes

New Series For
Lent

LITURGY IS EXPLAINED

Saturday marked the inaugural
of 1931 baseball practice here at

Viiianova. The day proved to be

one, ideal for baseball with the
temperature hovering about the
fifty mark and the sun shining
forth in all its gflory.

Fifteen or so candidates reported
to Coach McGeehan for the initial

work-out. Included in the number
of candidates were Brice and Pin-
ley, pitchers; Blaney, Hammond,
Lynche, and Trappe, catchers;

Gazella, Ferko, Dalton, and Geisler,

infielders; Keough. Eschmann, and
Captain Morgan, outfielders.

Practice commenced with the
general limbering-up of arms, all

being careful not to strain them.
Everything was taken slow and
easy, everyone having fear for the
old soupbones. After fifteen minutes
of these preliminaries, McGeehan
distributed the men about tl^e

diamond. These lobbed the horse-
hide about while others received in-

structions on the correct method of

batting. Bunting practice was In-

dulged in for some time, each
candidate being permitted to get

his eye on the ball. Timing was the
chief point stressed by the coach
The practice .ses.slon was brought

to a clo.se with a soccer match be-

tween two chosen teams.
Because of the failure of many

men to appear, McGeehan shorten

Last Tuesday evening, the regular

weekly chapel talk was varied

somewhat from previous talks. A
series of instructions on the Liturgy

of The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass

were instituted, to alternate bi-

weekly with the Lenten sermons
inaugurated on Ash Wednesday
evening. The purpose of the series

was explained in Father Crawford's
opening talk, viz; to stimulate in-

terest in the ceremonies of the
Mass and to explain the meanings
of the various ceremonies used in

the celebration of Mass.
Father Crawford then explained

the vestments worn by the priest

at Mass. The interest of the as-
semblage was held and centered on
his explanation, for he went
through the actions of vesting

while he explained the purpose and
meaning of each of the vestments.

Stressing particularly the historical

and symbolical meaning of the va-
rious garments, the speaker ex-
plained that the Church adheres
to vestments which. In some cases,

have lost their original use because

of their continuity with the past,

and their valuable symbolism. He
also showed how the vestments sur-

round the Mass with a beauty and
a dignity which elevate it to a
plane above that of everyday af-

fairs.

In closing. Father Crawford
pointed out that this series of talks

will attempt to give only brief,

general explanations, to stimulate

further study through the use of

pamphlets and books on the sul^^brlda
ject. The students were urged to

hand In questions on the Liturgy

of the Mass. and also to consult a
list of books and pamphlets to be
found on the Religion Bulletined the afternoon's program to two

short hours, sending his charges to Board. The series will be continued

the showers at four p.in. on the second Tuesday of March.

Scion.s of Coal Regions Lose
to Whitewashers Led

by Joisey Gangster

Never since the days of Dave
Dashaway, Prank Merriwell, and
Fred Feamot has the sport world
seen such a display of athletic
ability as it did Wednesday night
in the gym when KobUis' Koal
Krackers and Wltkowski's Whlte-
washers met in one of the goriest
of court battles. When the final
whistle (some thought it was the
police whistle) blew Witt and his
boys threw off their shoulder pads
and head gears and walked off the
floor the winners by a 21-20 score.

But the score hardly does justice
to the battle. As soon as the boys
found there was to be no ejection
for personal fouls, they proceeded to
make Jim Londos look like Rudy
Valee. "Gargoyle" Donovan of the
victors, together with Jack High-
field and Bucky Hammond, starred
a la Nat Holman. The angular
gentleman ran up points and look-
ed It after the fray was over. The
Last of the Irquols put on a pair
of Moccasins for a change and kept
them hot scoring six points for the
master Witt.

For a while It looked as If Mr.
Kobllis and his boys from the
Dusty Regions ,had the contest in
the proverbial burlap, when the
combination of Connelly and
Garrity, two imported Swedish
stars, rolled up five points apiece.
Something went all wrong, how-
ever, for the pick and shovel artists
were soon overtaken by the Calci-
mlners, making the game an unde-
cided matter until the final tweet
of Referee Gardner's yegg chaser.
The game aroused more interest

than most of the athletic activities
since the close of the football sea-
son. Here's hope that we see more
of this type.

The box score:

Witkowski Kobllis
forward .... Porve
forward Kobllis
center Terry
guard Connelly

Kelly guard Garrity
Substitutions—WItt-Slutsky, Dal-

Kobllis-Dlneen, McHugh,
Cullen, Prokop. Field goals—Ham-
mond, 2; Highfleld. Donovan, 4;
Witt, Forve. Connelly, 2; Garrity,
2; Prokop. Foul goals—Hammond.
2; Highfleld, 2; Donovan, Connelly,
Garrity, Dineen, 2. Referee, Gard-
ner. Scorer, Diets.

plans for the future. Last Friday
afternoon the. class president, Mr.
James O'Connor, presided over the
first meeting of the Freshman
Class, at which time several im-
portant matters were discussed and
a schedule for this year's activi-
ties decided upon.

By ^ote of the members It was
decided that the class assessment
for this year would be $2.50. This
assessment not only includes the
class dues but entitles one to a
ticket to the Freshman Hop.
President O'Connor has expressed
a desire that all members of the
class of '34 co-operate in this mat-
ter by paying their assessment as
soon as possible in order to facili-

tate the financing of the dance
which certainly promises to be the
best ever.

Although the date for the dance
has not yet been definitely determ-
ined. It is understood that the af-
fair will take place some time in
the month of May. This Fresh-
man class has a large enrollment,
and judging from the immediate
action the class has taken and the
evident spirit of cooperation, the
Prrjshman Hop this year will un-
doubtedly be a successful social de-
but for the class of 1934.

The committee for the dance
has been appointed with Mr. How-
ard Hurley acting as chairman.
Other members of the committee in
charge are: The Messrs. Joseph
McAvoy, John McCarthy, Leo
Reuland, Raymond Barratts, Wil-
fred Theriault, Patrick Byrnes,
Arthur Wymm, Bert Schwartz,
Charles Thoman, Joseph Mc-
Qulnn, William Rorke, Jr., William
McDonald, William Cavanaugh and
Charles Relnhart.

Mr. Hurley has stated that the
committee will make definite plans
in the near future. At that time
the definite time, place and orches-
tra for this year's Hop will be dis-
closed.

'Cats Win Two Out of Three of Week's Contests, Defeating
Bugle Coat and Apron Co. at Baltimore

and Brown U. at Providence

REITZ, CZESICK, HARKINS GO ON SCORING SPREE

U.S.C.E. Contest
Open to Senior
Civil Engineers

student Chapter of A. S. C. E. To
Enter Men in Contest

In Philadelphia

WINNER THREE TIMES

Gray Bees

Score Victory

Over Frosh

St. Benedict's Quintet Comes
From Behind to Defeat

Frosh in Thriller

Hammond
Highfleld
Donovan .

Witkowski

In one of the most thrilling

games ever witnessed in Newark
court circles, the Frosh quintet was
nosed out by the powerful St. Bene-
dict's "Gray Bees" at the Shanley

Rectangle by a 37-34 score.

Playing before a capacity crowd

amid the frenzy of general excite-

ment, the "Gray Bees" tripped the

Frosh in the last few minutes of

play. Throughout the fracas the

lead changed hands repeatedly

until a flurry of spectacular field

goals from all angles of the court by
the Gray Bee star, Hopkins, es-

tablished a slim lead which the
Frosh tried in vain to overcome.
Ben Blood opened the activities

with a fancy two-pointer. Captain
Hurley of the Frosh retaliated with
a field toss, but Blood again found
the hoop to put the Bees into the
fore again. Art Lynch, former
Gray Bee player, tallied to give the
Frosh a point advantage at the
end of the first canto.

The battle was closely waged in

the second period and the half end-
ed with the score at 11-10 in favor
of Gardner's proteges.
In the second half the melee

waxed fast and furious. Flurries of

baskets with both teams counting,
increased the score, but neither
team was able to establish a com-
manding advantage. Finally, a
spectacular Green rally, in which
Jack Finn, Lynch, and Prucha ac-
counted for moBt of the tallies,

advanced the lead to 26-20. The
Bees braced and tallied two field

goals to bring the score to 26-24 at
the end of the third period.

With the score Ued at 32 all in

the final canto, the Bees repeatedly

found the range of the basket to

count for hard-fought baskets.

Blood tossed In a free to.ss to put
his team in the lead at 33-32.

Hopkins and Stankavish tossed in

two pretty field goals to increase

the lead to 35-32. Lynch counted
for a two-pointer as the gun bark-
ed. The final score was 37-34.

The score:
Frosh St. Benedict's

Lynch forward — Blood
Finn forward — Hopkins
Prucha center . . Stankavish
Hurley gtiard

Brockjneyer . . guard

In the approaching contest be-
tween the future leaders of the
civil enginering field of the country,
it is expected there will be intense
rivalry. The opportunity for VUla-
nova Engineers to exhibit the re-
sults of, their research or their
criticism of others, research has
been afforded by the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
The Philadelphia chapter of the

society will be in charge of the
papers that will be handed in. The
applications of the Senior Civil En-
gineers, the only ones eligible, must
be submitted to the secretary of the
association in the local district be-
fore March 2, 1931. The main
offices of all the engineering clubs
of the city are located at 1317
Spruce street.

There Is a wide variety of sub-
jects from which the participants
may choose but they must be ap-
proved by the committee of the
local chapter appointed for that
purpose. The paper itself is due
April 1st, and the prizes will be
awarded about the middle of the
same month.
While Viiianova has won first

place In the contest for the past
three years, Pennsylvania took first
honors in the Mechanical division
last week. The essay in this contest
was written and read by Paul
Kaulfmann, the editor of the Owl.
Both schools will endeavor to have
representative papers as another
effort is made to dislodge the pres-
ent "titleholders" of the city.

There will be a number of prizes
offered to those contestants having
the best articles. Cash rewards and
other prizes of a practical use to
engineers will be given to the win-
ners. Samuel Breth will be re-
membered as the recipient of last
year's award. Those schools enter-
ing the contest in addition to Vii-
ianova are: Pennsylvania, Swarth-
more, Drexel and Haverford.

I

After scoring a decisive extra
I period victory over the Bugle Coat
and Apron Co., at Baltimore, the
traveling 'Cats hastened north-
ward to oppose the Brown and
Lowell Textile quintets.

In a fast and sharp-shooting
contest the 'Cats toppled the Brown
five by a score of 40 to 32. Inci-
dentally, It might be pleasing to
know that this is the highest score
yet compiled by the courtmen and
bodes ill for the Temple five to-
morrow night.

Brown has been playing In a
slump and the 'Cats, who were just
emerging from a wretched and
dismal one, quickly took advantage
of their opportunity and went on
a scoring rampage. Czescik put
his team into the van with a pretty
shot underneath the cords, after
one minute of play. This lead the
Cats held throughout the first half,
adding to it from time to time.
The Brown uve showed to best

advantage at the beginning of the
second half, but their sudden
splurge of baskets was short-lived
when the Wildcats began to ring
up baskets on their own hook.
The score at the half was 20-11

In favor of the 'Cats, the majority
of this total l)elng scored by
"Whitey" Czescik, who rang up his
four baskets all in this canto.
In the second half VUlanova's

scoring proclivities were furnished
by "Lefty" Reitz, Art Harklns and
Nick LaCorte. Reitz played for-
ward and center for the VUlanova
five and together with Czescik and
LaCorte accounted for 27 of the
Wildcats' points.

Snyder led the attack foi the
"Iron-Men" with twelve points.
Viiianova Brown
Reitz forward Walsh
Czescik — forward Caulkins
Edwards — ,.,,«Bniter Sawyer
Weston .... guard Hemelrlght
Harklns guard Schein
Substitutions—Viiianova: McDer-

mott, LaCorte. Brown — Snyder,
Harris, Skinner, Jensen and Mant-
zel.

Referee—McGuiness,

Fr. Stanford

Quoted By
"America"

Religious Survey Enlists At-

tention of Popular
Weekly Puhlication

WRITER COMMENTS

stankavish
Piechewskl

The annual religious survey of
the VUlanova College students,
conducted by Fr. Stanford, was
made the subject of an article in
the Issue for the week of February
21, of "America." This magazine
is a Catholic weekly review which
presents the Catholic point of view
on various topics of Interest.

The author of the article states

that in response to the queries
made by skeptics regarding the
veracity of the answers to the ques-
tionnaire, as to the students' re-
ligious experiences, Fr. Stanford
replies definitely, that, with negli-

gible exceptions, the boys are not
"spoofing" when giving their an
swers.

The writer, who employs as his

pen name, "The Pilgrim," makes
this Interesting observation: "The
testimonies to the good effect of

frequent Holy Communion, the Re-
treat, and other religious or Sacra-
mental influences has the usual
variety and interest. Only, what
the Pilgrim has noticed in similar

utterances from other college stu-

dents, just why it is that so seldom
these Influences, which have un-
doubtedly brought the men so
much closer to Christ, are so rarely,

if ever, testified to as Inspiring in

them the great fundamental lesson

of Jesus Christ, the practical love

of one's neighbor?"
This remark by the Pilgrim is es-

pecially apropos at this time; con-
ditions In the present day evince

a decided lack of that philanthropic
virtue, charity. How far these

Sacramental influences, of which
he .speaks, tend to mollify the lot of

the unfortunates Is a question

which does not admit of an im-
mediate answer. Certainly, not
until the materialistic nature of

the era, with its accompanying
avarlclou-sness. Is changed, can we
hope to ameliorate. In a large way,
the condition of the distressed.

Tired by their long trip, the
'Cats dropped a 20-17 decision to
the Lowell Textile quintet, at Low-
ell, Mass.

Ragged shooting marred the
play of both fives. Close guarding
on the part of the players made
the game entirely uninteresting
from a spectator's viewpoint.
The Massachusetts five took the

lead at the start of the contest and
led at the half by a 10-7 margin.
This three-point lead the Lowell
Textile team grimly held through-
out the set-to.

As in all previous games the
(Continued on Page Four)

Wildcats End
Season With
Temple Five

JPinal Game of Present Court
Campaign to Be Played

At Mitten Hall

TO BE TOUGH BATTLE
Tomorrow night the Wildcats for

the second time this season tackle
the "Owls" at the Mitten Hall gym.
In the first meeting between both

quintets the Temple five emerged
victorious, but only after a hard
fought battle. Tomorrow night's
contest has all the earmarks of a
thriller. A win for the 'Cats will
redeem an otherwise unsuccessful
season.

Thus far this season Jacobs'
proteges have scored six victories
to twelve reverses. The Temple
five on the other hand has gone
through one of the most successful
seasons in Its history, winning from
some of the leading quintets in the
East. Colgate and Carnegie Tech
are but two in Its long list of vic-
tims.

However, the other night the
"Owls" were conquered by St.

John's by a large score. The
Temple five seems to have finally
hit Its long awaited slump while on
the other hand the 'Cats have just
emerged from one of the most dis-
astrous slumps in the history of the
court game here at VUlanova.

As stated above, tomorrow night's
fracas has all the earmarks of a
real battle. Feathera and fur wUl
fly when the two teams get to-
gether, but at the conclusion of the
fray we hope the Wildcat will strut
about with a newly acquired plum-
age of feathers.

This game will wind up the pres-
ent coiirt season for the WQdcats.
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Editorially

Speaking
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Our local papers have given so much space and publicity

to the trials of individuals indicted with murder, during the

past several weeks that it is with a feeling of relief that

we read in last Sunday's Philadelphia Record, Alfred E.

Smith's views on capital punishment.

Mr. Smith says that capital punishment, if considered

from the standpoint, that it will act as a deterrent to others

who otherwise might be temptea to do murder is justifiable.

He further points out the evils of that system which makes

it possible for the Governors of our States to issue pardons

to men convicted of murder and already sentenced, and he

tells us that very few of those individuals who are sentenced

ib serve a life term ever complete the full term.

Capital punishment, according to Mr. Smith, has lost its

deterrent effect, as is shown by the enormous increase in

murders and homicides since the war. According to the

writer, "The old-time gruesome and nerve-wrecking details

of the hanging of men had a strong effect upon those who

might plan murder for profit or gain. Today the carrying

out of the punishment has become so much a matter of pris-

on detail that a large part of the effect is lost."

This fact coupled with the ability of the Governor to

pardon, and the existence of so many legal loop-holes and

technicalities through which the defendant might make his

escape have removed to a very great degree the fear of

punishment which would and should keep the number of

murders down to a minimum.

In conclusion, Mr. Smith says, "Let us then have this

in mind: First, after the prisoner has had the benefit of

every reasonable doubt, if there is no question of his guilt,

let his punishment be speedy. Second, if we contemplate

changing by statute the punishment for a capital crime, let

us first amend the Constitution so that the criminal will

know that it is useless for him to find comfort in the thought

that hope springs eternal. (Hope of a pardon). Let him

realize that upon conviction he is to be shut out from the

outside world until the hour of his death."

A! Smith is recognized by everyone as a real thinker,

possessed of keen insight and a clear understanding in all

things legal. He also has the rare ability of being able to

get at the very root and core of a problem, once he sets his

mind to the task. His words carry great weight and when
he makes a pronouncement even his most bitter opponents
give it their deepest consideration and respect. His in-

fluence is great and thinkers and law-makers throughout our

land recognize his ability. It will be interesting to note,

therefore, the effect which Smith's views on capital punish-

ment will have on our various state legislatures and law-

making bodies when they are called upon to deal with this

ever present problem.

If the puipose of capital punishment is, primarily, to
act as a deterrent, and if it has proved to be a failure, and
it has been proved so, then some action should be taken to
remedy the situation. Former Governor Smith has outlined
a program which, he thinks, will go a long way in removing
the evil. What will be done about it?

Whatever his influence may be, let us hope that it will

bring about a decrease in the number of cold-blooded killings

and a more sincere respect for the laws of our nation.

EASTER HOLroATS

The dates of the Easter Holidays
were announced yesterday by Pr.
Mauch. Prefect of Studies. Ac-
cording to the announcement the
recess will begin on Wednesday,
April 1. after the last class, and It

will terminate on Tuesday evening,

April 7, at eight o'clock. Anyone
leaving before the set time will re-
ceive triple cuts In any class that
he may cut. Anyone coming back
later than the appointed time will
be required to pay a fine of Five
Dollars Absolutely no excuses will
be accepted.

P. it W. BOOKS

The Philadelphia and Western
Railway Company has reached an
agreement with the College author-
ities whereby students and faculty
members of Villanova College can
obtain special rates on a fifty trip

Individual book of tickets good for
one year. This book sells for $6 25

at the Sixty-ninth street ticket of-
fflce and can be obtained by mem-
bers of villanova College for $4.75

at the Book Room.

Advertising schemes have taken

our tail Heiiurbia by storm. Han-
iiioai IS going to promote a great

contest wherein nis company will

Kive away S>U,(MM) disls to anyone
wno Is aole to guess the correct

number oi grains of sand in the

under crusi of the Sahara desert,

me person who guesses the next

nearest correct number wll receive

lU.uuu srauods, and the one who is

trie lurthest away from the num-
oer will get a 1»04 model Ford car.

Ill this way he is advertising his

laiest shipment of souvenirs of the

iirst crossing oi the Alps.

Dear old Cleopatra has decided

that she should atso advertise her
tamous brand of pearl wine. It is

tiuiy a delightful mixture, and most
wonderiuiiy intoxicating when tak-

en internally. She aiso has the
gratis brainstorm, for her company
ifi giving away absolutely free on
MarK With eacn and every Anthony
wnich IS bought at the factory.

Aoam, Eve and the serpent went
into a huddie and decided tiiat they
would get more money out of the
Dusiness if they went into a com
oiiie Ijecftuse oi his influence on the
apple fail rate. Sir Isaac worked
tne apples irom the tree and deliv-

ered tnem into the hands of the
serpent. Mr. Serpent in the mean-
time got ready a large organization
to take care of iselllng the apples on
the street comers lor the benefit of

the unemployed elevator men of
Hell. They also had the give away
complex, for with each apple bought
the purchaser received one nice
polishing cloth.

Eve has started a sideline, and
has gone into partnership with her
once hated rival, Lillth. They have
opened a fashion shop in the fash-
ionable shopping district west of the
suburbs of Mellurbla and Hadiania.
Here they sell fig leaves molded to
fit the hlpline. They also have the
craze, and with each sleeveless hip
gown they are going to give away
one nice reducing machine finished
in polychrome heat proof enamel.

Beside his corporation with the
rest of Eden's best shades, Adam
nas his side line, a butcher store
Where he sells nothing but short
ribs. But here we have one man
who is still sane, for he refuses to
give anything away with his mer-
chandise. He claims that when his
patrons buy a short rib they are
getting enough for their money

—

aren't they getting an extra female
with each rib, and it's their own
lauit if they roast them instead of
using them to better advantage.

Our old and venerable friend
King Tut-ankh-Amen of dear old
Luxor has been traipsing through
nis fiftieth childhood, and has gar-
nered this new idea in his trip. He
IS going to take his brand of cigar-
ettes and make them live up to the
motto made for them. They are to
be put in a tomb one mile from any
habitation, and if the people that
want to smoke them live further
from the cache than that, that will

be Just too bad for hem. The cig-

arettes are made from the finest

desert animals reared (we hope) in
the desert. Being reared in the
desert they really ought to be
sweet.

His Idea of giving away prizes,

coincides somewhat with Hannl-
ble's, but on a grander scale. The
packets in which the fags are put
out, are to be wrapped in a new
overcoat of camel's hair so that
they will not catch cold during the
rainy seasons. He thinks that this

might also be of advantage to the
smoker for the coffin nails will then
l)e kept drier than usual. The Idea
to win the prize offered is that one
must write the best ditty about the
lags telling why the new coats
should keep them warmer than
when they didn't have any.
The worst ditty sent in will re

celve one billion tencs, the next
worse will get life Imprisonment
with all the beer they want furnish
ed free while they are serving their
sentence, they also have no hope of
pardon. The gink who sends In the
best ditty Just has no hope at all.

For our most Santanlc Emperor
Lucifer the First will have him put
to the task of drinking all the wine
in the realm until the supply will
be exhausted, and let me tell you
that sure will be some time from
now.
Did you hear that Sir Walter

Raleigh had gone Into the cloak
and suit business? Before his an-
nouncement had appeared we did
not know that he was of the Sem-
etlc persuasion, but alas it seems
that he has deserted our ranks for
those of the moneymakers. It is

Inevitable that any one entering
that business should begin talking
with their hands, as Inevitable as
prohibition repeal, death and taxes.

Sir Walter claims that he will not
have to do any advertising, for the
history books have made him (he
must be either a book made man or
a book worm.). They have capit-
alized on his little prank played
with Lizzie several decades ago,
when he put a cloak over the mud
puddle for her dainty feet to tread
upon, so he'll use their work.
Among the new arrivals In the

business world is Rip Van Winkle.
He is going to work with the dwarfs
of the Catskllls and produce a big
output of bowling pins, casks and
ragged clothing. We quote him as
saying that If this business does not
succeed he Ls going to teach people
Just how they should sleep without
letting such little things as the pas-
sage of time annoy them.
Edgar Allan Poe Is going to cap-

lUlize his Oold Bug. He will cre-
ate a demand for them among the
Thousand Islands of the River Styx,
for to be a success there really must
be an Island handy. One is to be
placed with each resort owher on
the Island, he will nonchalantly
leave It lying about so that his
guest's curiosity will be aroused and
they will start the hunt for the
mysterious tree described In the
Oold Bug diagram. When the tree
Is found they will naturally start to
dig for the suppositious treasurer.
In this way the proprietor of the

By Candlelight
Due to the fact that Spring

hasn't arrived as yet the young
gentlemen around and about the
campus will do well to keep their
mind away from the gentle thoughts
of love. Of course that Is assuming
that there are a few yoimg men
around the campus. Until the
coming of Spring there are several
other ways of keeping youself inte-
rested and not contemplating
suicide. You can figure out the
amount of beans we use Friday
nights, you can guess wheri the nejft

P and W train will come or you
can while away the minutes writing
poetry. The last borders on thoughts
of Spring but Is not dangerous.
Sophomores are usually the ones
who attempt poetry. Freshmen are
afraid, Juniors to sure of themselves
and Seniors too lazy. So members of
the class of '33 take heed the others
take themselves away and don't
bother reading any more. Poetry Is

of two varltles-good and bad. It Is

either one or the other. Virtue
cannot take a middle course here
due to the fact that virtue Is an old
fashioned Idea. These moderns have
no room for It In their vocabulary.
Anyhow this poetry that we were
talking about is getting us into
deep water. To start a verse it is

not necessary to know much. In

fact you can know nothing and get
away with it.

Get hold of an Idea somewhere.
It doesn't matter where, they are
all good. If you can't think of any-
one or thing to dedicate your first

effort to, send it to yom- girl friend.
Put five words down on the paper,
one after the other. Now get a
dictionary and look up a word you
have never seen before. Put that
between the second and third word
and then put the word "Blue" at
the end of the sentence. Now repeat
the process only at the end of the
line put the word "Me". On the end
of the third line place the word
"You" and after the fourth
"Memory." Above the whole mess
place a small figure "I". Now you
have the first verse. There Is no
limit to the numbers. Shakespeare
wrote books and books so go ahead.
Up to now it has been easy, from
now on It will be still easier. Poetry
like everything else Is of no value
unless It can be put to some use.

Now to use It. Take your art in

your hand. In this position you
have material to light a fire or a
cigarette. If you really mean to use
the piece of craftsmanship, all

right. Take It out on a date and
read It to the silly, demented femme
(Latin for girl) upon whom you are
showering your affections. If she
can stand you she can stand your
poetry. We all have to suffer on
this earth. She may even flutter
her silken eyebrows and say she
just adores it. That my lad is pure

bunk. They string it to you high
wide and handsome. The woman
hasnt been born who doesn't lie

like blazes to a man. They may
be truthful and all that in some
respects but when a man enters the
case honesty goes under the ice-

box. They'll bluff and put more
shams on than Major Hoople. They
are all milk and cream, not to

mention powder, until they get you
and then it Is all off. You know
them then. However that isn't

poetry but you might get an Idea
out of it.

Poetry is a very old art. In fact

there are many old arts. In the
days of ancient Rome the old
Romeos wrote poetry in Latin. That
must have been the height of folly.

If you want to write poetry for

publication remember that the
public must and will be served. And
the thing that to-day goes like hot
cakes Is sex. Sex. Anything with
it is gobbled up by the people. So
remember that. Don't forget about
morals. Place yourself In the ishoes

of a man of the world and write a
verse to the maids of the country.
Draw a comparison between
morality and beauty. In two weeks
you win be haled as the coming
poet of America. Make a woe be-
gotten plea for the criminal who is

on the stand for murder. The
tabloids will buy It and give you
fifty cents a line. That's easy isnt
it.

Near to poetry is song. Who does

not enjoy a beautiful song early on
a summers morning. Or have you

ever listened to the tuneful strains
of the old favorite "The End of a
Perfect Day" as the melody floated
up to you over the bay of Naples.
No? Neither have I. Another good
one is "Love's Old Sweet Song."
That always goes good Just as the
hero in the last act holds the pretty
girl he has saved from certain
death and then paid the mortgage
on the house. Twilight is the best
time to sing. The singer won't
notice you walking away. Writing
songs Is an easy matter. Locate
someone who can write music.
Thats his Job. Then let him write
the words and you write the music.
If it doesn't work turn it upside
down. I don't care what you do with
it. Neither does anyone else. If

you ever do finish it hunt up a
balcony and sing under it. You will

soon reap the benefits of your
labors. Don't spread the sex too
strong Just hint around and then
some body who is somebody will

condemn it and you are a rich man.
Should these attempts fail take up
art in some other form. Every man
has his place in the scheme of
things. You have yours. Enjoy life

while you are young, when you
grow older you'll have to put the
kids through school.

CoUcgiana

Liberal Arts

Move Joined

By Villanova

Small Colleges Unite

Maintain Position

in America

to

The Liberal Arts College move-
ment was inaugurated last summer
at a conference of smaller college

presidents held In Washington. It

Is composed of all institutions

whose work Includes a four years
course in liberal arts. The primary
purpose of the movement Is to pro-
tect the smaller colleges and to

co-operate with them in securing
funds adequate to their needs. But
although the problem of the small
college of liberal arts gave first im-
petus to the movement, the ultimate

goal Is to include all colleges which
give courses preparatory to the
professions.

The Importance of the small
college of liberal arts can hardly be
overestimated, because In the final

analysis It Is upon these Institutions

that the great universities depend,

for the graduate and professional

schools of the big universities are

ma^e up for the most part of

students who have received their

preparatory education at smaller
colleges of liberal arts. Thus it can
be seen that if the smaller colleges

are hampered in their work by lack

of funds or by the growing apathy
toward the liberal arts courses, the

great burden of preparatory work
for the professions will devolve

upon the larger universities which
are already overcrowded and be-

coming by their very size too un-
wieldy to maintain high standards
of efficiency. Then too, the huge
financial endownments which are

constantly pouring Into the pro-

fessional schools of these great

universities are developing them
wholly out of proportion to their

ability to carry on such huge pro-

jects as are planned by them.
The liberal arts movement should

be of peculiar Interest to our
Catholic colleges. Our colleges have
always been equal and In a great

many cases have surpassed other

colleges In high standards of

resort will have his annual turn-

over, and if he Is far-seeing enough
he will place several trees near and
about the hotel so that several

guests can work at once on the
problem. Of course you might argue
that the guests will never return,
believing that they have been gyp-
ped. But they really haven't be-
cause they will have had the pleas-

ure of looking for something they
expected to get for nothing, and
that is AH the rage now.
Now if you don't win something

for nothing, don't blame It on me
for I have done all within my
power to help you out. See you
when you are rich.

PHYLEOA8.

scholarship, but we have always
been hampered in our work by lack
of funds. The millions which find
their way Into the coffers of other
colleges are seldom if ever deflected
to the needs of Catholic colleges and
yet no one disputes the importance
of the catholic co;:ege in the scheme
of American Education, with or
without sufficient funds our re-
sponsibility remains.

Villanova has become a member
of this progressive movement. Last
week the first bulletin of the
Liberal Arts College Movement was
distributed among the students, In

it is a comprehensive survey of the
smaller college and the case of the

the small college of liberal arts In

relation to the great heavily en-
dowed universities is clearly stated.

From this report it is apparent
that America is facing a serious

problem of education which can be
handled only by tlie smaller colleges

and then only if they are properly

endowed and financially able to

carry on the great work which is

before them In general education of

our youth and in preparation of

them for the professions.

Puny Puns
by aDV J

Punk Punster
Howdy, folks. Colonel speaking;

I sure do hope you're havlngi a fast

time during Lent.
-V-

An Impious fellow came In the

other day and asked to borrow my
tux. I told him "No, It's Lent."

-V-
And then there was the fellow

who learned how to type but
couldn't type-right.

-V-
Dld you ever know that If you

give a commuter an Inch he will

usually take a seat.

-V-
Sprlng Is here and the sap Is stir

ring In the trees. Also on the ball

diamond and golf courses.

-V-
Then there is Al Capone's theme

song: "That Old Gang of Mine."
-V-

Belleve It or not—when wifle gets

a new dress It Is usually hubby that
has the fit.

-V-
After being at Villanova for four

years I have come to the conclusion
that the college is an Institution of
loaning.

OGLETHORPE
Heated discussions, with argu-

ments flying fast and furiously are
common things at Oglethorpe.
Reason: the examination system.
Results: none as yet, reports the
STORMY PETREL. The Student
Council Is working on two plans;
one, to eliminate exams entirely, re-
placing them by comprehensive
quarterly theses, the other simply to
replace faculty proters by student
Procters and increase the number of
exemptions. While the latter plan is
not entirely new, being smaller to
the system now used, the first plan
is decidedly so and experimental.

• • •

NOTRE DAME
Intercollegiate debaters are keen-

ly watching the increase in popular-
ity being accorded the new revised
Oregon plan of debating procedure.
THE NOTRE DAME SCHOLAS-
TIC reports a successful demon-
stration of this style of debating
was given when their .team met the
Miami University's team in a semi-
private debate. The Oregon plan
provides for three speakers, the first
speaker delivering a formal argu-
mentative speech, the second cross-

,

questioning the oppositions speak-
ers, the third summarizing the de-
bate. Many prominent debaters be-
lieve that the new plan will replace
the formal speech-rebuttal system
now in use.

* • •

NEW ROCHELLE<
Although more than half the

college year has already passed by,
it is still neccessary for Freshman
to suffer lectures by their noble
overseers, the Sophomores. The
Prosh committed a grevious social
error at a recent assembly forcing
the upperclassmen to stand, re-
maining comfortably seated them-
selves. The sophomores, according
to the Tatler. have warned the
freshman that if they are to be-
some the disciplinarians for the
coming year, they must first learn,
themselves, the courtesies they will
teach next year's neophytes.

* • •

JOHNS—HOPKINS
Because a few undergraduates

signed a petition favoring abolish-
ment of football at Johns Hopkins,
the school has received a good deal
of unfair publicity, rather, notoriety.
Their NEWS—LETTER states

that one paper actually headlined
as "fact" that Johns Hopkins was
to sever all intercollegiate re-
lationships. Upbraiding the students
responsible editorially. It was shown
how such incidents weaken the
general morale and affect those
who propose to later ^ter the
school.

• • • •

CANISIUS
Long one of the dlsagreeble out-

croppings of college life, campus
politics are still disturbing the
peace of those who desire smooth
functioning of campus office. THE
CANISIAN makes use of Its ed-
itorial columns to point out that
although the political issues on Its

campus are small, they are growing
and, unless care is taken they will

overwhelm their constituents. To
point out the childishness of taking
campus politics too seriously, the
editorial goes on to say, "Children
at play Imitate warriors with wood-
en guns and sham attacks. College
men In their elections and manage-
ment of activities simulate national
politics with flamboyant fulmlna-
tlons and clever manipulations."

The Old Manac

"Where do you live? the reporter
asked the young bridal couple.
"At the Old Manse. " replied the

bride.

And as the newspaper said: "Mr.
Hardup and his bride, the former
Miss Mllllans, have returned from
their honeymoon. They will live

with the bride's father."

flat Ttres
"Cheaper Tires." are advertised.

Some of them are always going
down.

l^tllanobrltttB

The P & W. happens to have a
new book on the market. The last
edition didn't seem to please the
boys and bumming became the
mode de travel.

-V-
March came in neither like a

lamb nor a Hon bnt like a duck.
Suppose it will go out like a what?

-V-
The National Student Federation

after research work had been com- -

pleted, announced that college
drinking had not stopped. Isn't it

'

wonderful how a committee of re- ;•

searchers found that out.

-V-
AU the frats seem to be having '.'

a drive for members. According 'j

to promoters statements we will

have a campus full of frat men.
-V-

Who then wUl be left to initiate?

-V-
An editorial last week advocated

a "Moving up day" on which all

class officers turn over the Jobs to
the men for the next year.

-V-
Let them stick around till June

and well all get together and
have a "moving out day."

-V-
Another editorial advises Seniors

to finish the bulk of the work on
their thesis before the warm wea-
ther. The editor must know we are
going to have warm weather this
year.

-V-
From the looks of the Camel add

on the other page It looks aa If

some enterprising young man may
be able to knock off a lltUe of the
coin of the realm. (No, this isn't

an add for the company).

NEW YORK CITY
CLUB ELECTS

At the last regular meeting of
the Villanova Club of New York
City, one of the most active and
best known on the campus, the fol-
lowing officers were elected: presi-
dent, J. Omer Duhamel, Ist vice
president. Sylvester Sabbatlno, 2nd
vice-president. Lynch Evers, 3rd
vice-president, Cletus Beaver, trea-
surer. Joseph Gibbons, secretary, P.
Sheehan.
The new officers, all representa-

tive students, hope to carry on Uie
good work of their predecessors and
have promised to do all in their
power to bring the name of Villa-
nova even greater glory in the
metropolis.

i

•

.

'I*

• •

•'

• I*
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The Sports Editor ^s Corner
The Future of Track

"Does Villanova want track?"

That is the question I imagine Coach Harry Coatea has

been asking himself lately.

When Villanova wa.s on the decline and slipping fast in

track-and-field matters, the campus was rife with predictions

and promises of what "we'd do, if, and when, we had a

coach
!"

This year there is a coach, the depression is over, the

sun is beginning to shine again. There is a mari in charge

who knows the game, who knows athletes, who promises to

put out a real team.

This year thei;p is a schedule, comfortably filled with

dual meets to take place during the spring, as well as most

of the major indoor games this winter.

In the past few weeks, there have been Villanova en-

trants in meets in Philadelphia, Boston, New York and

Schenectady.

This year, too, there is a good board track for this

weather, and soon both the varsity and freshmen tracks will

be restored to good condition for the heavy work of the

spring. '

.

Yet the campus, and UNDERCLASSMEN in particular,

we understand, seemed unaware and uninterested in what

is going on. These men, who will benefit most from thi^ re-

incarnation of the track and field game at Villanova, are lag-

ging behind.

Managerial candidates are lax in their work, and the

runners are not putting their all into their practices.

A WORD TO THE WISE SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT.

*****
All the baseballs are being thrown around down in Flori-

da these days. Five weeks, one day before the baseball sea-

son opens.
*****

A Defense of Football

Calling a 'spade' a 'spade' and not a garden implement,

Head Football Coach Hairy Stuhldreher eloquently defended

intercollegiate football last Friday morning before several

thousands of Northeast High School students in Philadel-

phia.

"Football doesn't need reform," he said, "It's all right

as it is.

"In the recent coaches' meeting in New Yor'k there was
more talk of overemphasis. What it amounted to was that

some of the Eastern coaches were trying© put the idea of

Eastern institutions throughout the nation.

"A number of years ago the Eastern section was the

football leader and the West was envious. Now the Western

game is on a higher plane, and the East is envious.

"An athletic training becomes manifest in later life. It

helps the man keep fit throughout the business day. The
importance of keeping at it is recognized widely. That's why
organize athletic clubs in the city—as places for physical

recreation.

"Those who would reform the sport are only envious

of its popularity," continued Stuhldreher. "They talk about

limiting the salary of a coach to the size of a college presi-

dent's. I coach at a religious institution whose president is

a clergyman who receives no salary.

"Where would I get off?"

Pointing out the value of intersectional games, the for-

mer star of the Four Horsemen said, "Intersectional games
are good for the sport and for the country. They cement

the unity of the United States, helping the youth of one sec-

tion to become acquainted with the youth of other parts.

They might be compared with the Olympic Games, which

were organized thousands of years ago in the Balkan States.

There was less war among those States during the period

before those Olympic Games were discontinued than at any
time since then."

Touching on the moot and oft-discussed subject, spring

practice, he said it was a matter for the individual. "No
player is compelled to participate in spring practice. If he

desires to take part in any other sport during the spring, he

is encouraged to do so. Every student should do something

in an athletic line during the hours allowed him for recre-

ation, whether he is going to 'make' .a team or not. It is

largely for his own good. It develops him physically and
keeps out of mischief one who would be inclined to get into

it.

"Nothing is wrong with a game that can atti'act 80,000

people to a stadium."

Which is larger— the white

ball or the black? Don't

answer too quickly.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOuR TAsTE te/ls the Truth!

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TASTE

^T%^^ ;>
.''>'^^. ^ f5

© 1931, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
^0.

'^A,
/'

The success or failure of this year's basketball season

will be decided this week. A victory over the Owls tomor-

row night—and all will be forgiven.

The Cats outplayed their North Broad street rivals in

the game played in January, for a great part of the game,

but Temple's second-half spurt undid all the good work.

One thing we can't get away from is that Temple has

a good ball club this winter. On her record, she is the best

team in Pennsylvania, barring none. But records usually

mean nothing when Villanova and Temple meet.

Temple has lost four games this year, to C. C. N. Y.,

Manhattan, Purdue and St. John's. She has played all but

the first two mentioned above on her home floor.
* * * * IV

Manhattan lost its first game of the season Friday night

when the New York A. C. turned the tables. The Nyacs are

among the New York teams that have beaten the Wildcats.

26-22 was the score.
*****

Is there any state in the country that has as many good
teams as are found in New York City ? St. John's, Manhat-
tan, N. Y. U., Columbia, P^ordham and C. C. N. Y. are all

rated at the top of the Eastern rankings. And the New
York A. C. has another good 'amateur' club. Then there is

St. Francis', too, which last week gave St. Joe's from Over-
brook a fancy trimming.

*****
Do you know that not a Philadelphia five, Penn, Temple

or Villanova has won a game in New York city in TWO
years? Ain't dat sumpin?

L. K. D.
McAteer forward
Timm forward
Morrison .... center .

Collins ...... guard
Pacenta
L. K. D
D. P. E.

(•.f.» b • • •

D. P. E.

. Blaney
, . . Porve
Donovan
... KeUy

guard DriscoII

4 4 14 5—27
2 4 6 13—25

Inter-Frat

Basketball

*****
We understand there is likely to be a return battle be-

tween Kobilis' Koal Krackers and Witkowski's White Wash-
ers in the near future. Another battle like last Wednesday
night's fray, though, and Coach Stulhdreher will have no
football team next fall.

*****
The banner play of the night made most of the onlook-

ers think they were watching a football game. Mike Terry
was back punting for the K. K. K. team and Bucky Ham-
mond was playing quarterback and safety man for the

Whitewashei's. Tom Connelly, who must have been playing

end, went down fast under the punt and as soon as Bucky's
hands touched the ball, Tom made as pretty a tackle as he's

ever made on the gridiron.
*****

One thing most of us can't understand is why Dineen
and Connelly were playing with the Koal Kiackers, and what
Vic Dallabrida was doing on the same side as the tough guy
from Jersey City.

*****
Temple Day Tomorrow

Three athletic contests between Villanova and Temple
athletic teams take place tomorrow, when two basketball
games are played tomorrow night in Mitten Hall, and the
two Freshmen track teams engage in a sort of miniature
meet out here in the stadium.

LAmba Kappa Delta Five Relin-
quislied Lead to Delta Pi

Epsilon in Hectic
League Race

PLAYOFF MAY BE NECESSARY

Two Delta Pi EpsUon victories
last week knocked Lamba Kappa
Delta from the lead In the Inter-
Fraternity League race, and today,
for the first time in the history of
Villanova Inter-fratemity basket-
ball, an L. K. D. quintet rests in
second place.

Delta Pi Epsilon. beginning its

weeks play a full game behind the
former champions, tied the race up
with a 27-25 win over L. K D on
Tuesday night, and took undUputed
possession of the top rung on
^Thursday night by swamping the
Epsilon Phi Theta team. 33-17. in
an unusual game.

L. K. D. lost its first game in
several seasons on Tuesday night
in the gym. when a sensaUonal
fourth-quarter rally engineered by
Timm, high scoring forward, failed
to Ue the score by the margin of
one goal.

The Red and Black failed to
function properly In the first three
periods, and trailed. 22-12. as the
final ten minutes started. Then
Timm, who had been held scoreless
for the first three quarters, dropped
in four field goals and a foul, and
missed a heart-breaking shot that
rolled around the rim and which
would have tied the score. Just ten
seconds before the game ended. L.
K. D. beat D. P. E. earUer. 17-16

in an extra-period game.

Garrity, DriscoII and Donovan
starred for the winners, big Fred
leading the scoring on his team
with eight points. Timm and Pa-
centa played well for L. K. D.. the

latter putting up a strong battle

against Pete Porve, star forward

for the winners.

D. P. E.. 33; E. P. T., 17.

First place was the prize of vic-

tory in Thursday night's contest,

when Delta Pi Epsilon breezed

through the final period to a 33-17

victory. Led by Pete Porve. who
scored eight points, the ultimate

victors Jumped into a big lead, lead-

ing 12-0 at the end of the first ten
minutes. The entrance of Joe Ctw-
tellani Into the E. P. T. lineup

changed the complexion of the

game, however,and with the sound
of the gim at the half, the margin
of the D. P. E. lead had been cut
to one point. 12-11.

Castellan! started second half
scoring with a field goal to give E.
P. T. the lead, but Forve came back
to break the Ice again for D. P. E.
and the league-leaders took a lead
that they never relinquished.
Forve. with seven field goals and

two foul goals, led the scorers,, with
Donovan's ten points putting him
in second place. Castellani's six
tallies led the losers.

Judge—"You don't look like a
sailor. I don't believe you were
ever on a ship."
Mike—"Do you think I came from

Ireland In a hack?"

COLADONAToi
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made
for You

$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

^fc^^^^^i

E. P. T.
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Brown Five Falls

Before Avalanche
Of Wildcat Goals

(Continued Prom Page One)

Pucksters Defeat
Princeton as 2nd
Victory in Drive

(continued from page one)

Wildcats held their attack in leash
till the game was nearlng a close.

Nevertheless, the New England five

was equally determined to hold
their advantage and all efforts on
the part of the Blue and White
players proved futile.

*

The 'Cats fouled eleven times,

but Lowell Textile failed to make
all their fouls good.

Playing with the same fight that
has characterized their games all

season, the Varsity five overtook,

then took over the Bugle Pros, in

a thrilling extra period fray in

Baltimore, Tuesday. After the
regulation 40 minutes, matters were
all even, but Reitz, Czesick and
Edwards sank the goals that
brought home the bacon, for "Doc"
Jacobs men.
Trailing 16 to 12 at the inter-

mission, the Wildcats staged a
spectacular rally to go ahead at
26 to 24, but two. field goals put the
Bugles ahead, 28 to 26, and a few
minutes before the gun, Harkins
tied matters with a pretty shot.

Czesick tried a few long shots, but
was unsuccessful.
In the extra period, it was all

Villanova, scoring 8 points, while
the hosts were whitewashed. As
mentioned above. Reitz, Czesick and
Edwards scored the twin pointers,
while the latter two each added a
foul for good measure.

... "Lefty" Reitz, played the role of
"local boy makes good" to per-
fection. His 5 field goals elicited

many cheers from his Baltimore
friends. "Tom Edwards and "Doc"
Harkins together with Reitz, took
care of most of the scoring.
"Whitey" Czesick played his usually
good floor game and also edged in

6 needy counters. For the Bugles,
Allen, the lanky center, and
Sweeney a forward played best.

TEMPLE FROSH MEET
KITTENS ON TRACK

Tomorrow afternoon at three P,
M. the new board track will receive
its "baptism of fire" when the
Kitten tracksters meet the Temple
yearlings. This, the first outdoor
meet of the season, is one of the
earliest ever held at Villanova.
There will be five events which

will provide plenty of action and
will probably be run .in the follow-
ing order: 70 yard dash; 70 yd.
high hurdles; 300 yd. dash; 600 yd.

nm; and the mile run. Some of

those Coach Coates will most likely

enter are Duffy, Baker, O'Brien,
Downey, and Bobertz, most of these
having already made good show-
ings. These claws will make it

quite Interesting when the Owls
find how sharp they are.

SPORTS IN TABLOIf}
RESULTS

(Feb. 24-March 3)

BASKETBALL
Varsity, 36; Bugles, 28.

Exti a-period game
Varsity, 17; Lowell Textile, 20.

Varsity, 40; Brown, 32.

Witkowski, 21; Kobilis, 20.

Inter-Frat League
D. P. E., 27; L. K. D., 25.

D. P. E., 33; E. P. T., 17.

HOCKEY
Varsity, 7; Princeton Club, 2.

Varsity, 2; Swarthmore Club, 6.

Schedule
Tonight—Basketball, L. K. D.

vs. E. P. T., Gym.
Wednesday—Track, Prosh vs.

Temple '34, Stadium.
Basketball, Frosh vs. Temple,
Mitten Hall.

Varsity vs. Temple, away.
Hockey, Varsity vs. Sea
Gulls, Atlantic City.

Thursday—Basketball, P. K. P.

vs. D. P. E., gym.

IC

tHe PEN THAT WONT,
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRiBS DOUBl£

THE INK

31

iod when Art and Vic Schnaer,
brothers and stars of the Swarth-
more team pushed the puck into

the net for five goals.

Delaney, Villanova center, start-

ed the scoring after sixteen min-
utes of the first period with an
unassisted goal. In the lirst . two
periods of the game Swarthmore
showed a strong offense but had
difficulty in getting the puck past

Shortall, Wildcat goalie and the
defense man.
Kennedy brought the crowd of

200 fans to their feet with a sen-
sational goal from the center zone
shortly after the second period

opened.

With the Wildcat stickmen lead-

ing 2-1 at the start of the third

period the Schnaer brothers be-

gan a sensational passing attack

which gained a victory for Swarth-
more.

Villanova Swarthmore
Shortall goal McCallan
Orcutt . . right defense . . Stupha
Delaney . . . left defense . . . Walte
O'Neil center Nilon
Kennedy . . left wing . . A. Schnaer
Faughdan . . right wing . . Dupay
Spares—for Villanova—Hurlbert,

Trosky, Matera, Murphy, Golden.
For Swarthmore—Gallagher, R.
Malley, E. Malley, Young, v.
Schnaer.

Pcnn A. C
Last week the Wildcats traveled

to Hershey, Pa., to be turned back

In a thrilling overtime game by
the Penn A. C. team. At the end
of the third period the score was
tied at 3-3, necessitating two over-
time periods. Villanova scored in

the first overtime and the Penn A.

C. in the second, making another
tie 4-4. But in the last five min-
ute period the Penn boys rallied

and pushed the winning goal into
the net. Those who have witness-
ed most of the hockey games play-

ed this season by Villanova read-

ily agreed that this was the best

contest of the current campaign.

s
Phone Bryn Mawr 921

POWERS and
REYNOLDS
Modern Drug Store

DRUGS
GIFTS — SODA
WE DELIVER

837 Lancaster avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Stanford Clothes
I

Made to Your Measure

|$19.75 to $36.75

Full Line of SPORT CLOTHES

SEE OUR SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOP

EVERY THURSDAY

Tomorrow night the Villanova

Ice Hockey Club will play the last

game of the season when they will

Journey to Atlantic City to battle

the Sea Oulls at the Atlantic City

Auditorium.

PREMEDICAL FRAT
HOLDS NOMINATIONS

SYMPATHY

The Villanovan expresses its most
sincere sympathy to Paul McNeils,

'32 Science, whose mother died

during the past week.

At an important meeting of the

Lambda Kappa Delta last Thursday,

James Finn and Charles Moore

were named as candidates for the

Vice-presidency. The election for

this office will be held at this

week's meeting, at which all

fraternity members are urged to be
present. The choice of the Banquet
and Dance committees was post-

poned until a later meeting.

Eugene Jacobs Inc.
presents the newest in

Spring Clothes
Braebum University Clothes

SPRING SUITS and TOPCOATS

At $35.00
A Complete Shotving of

FOULARD NECKWEAR

At $1.00
Showing at Pie Shoppe Every

Friday by R. KAUFMAN

The CAMELS
I

are eonting.

b

Thia ia the
fMtnel package in
which a significant
change has recently been made

fREWARD
tor the best answers to question:

«

What significant change has recently been made in

the wrapping of the Camel paclcage containing 20 cigarettes and

what are its advantages to the smoicer?

Wednemday Night
Tmnc in the Camel Hoar

am N.B.C* Networh

g-.to to 10.30
8.30 to 9.30
7.30 to 8.30
6.30 to 7.30

. EaHtrrn Time

. Central Time
Mountain Time

Pacific Time

OrtT Htatiamm
WJZ. WnZA. WB7.. WHAM, KDKA. WJR,
WGAR. KYW.WLW,WRVA,W8J8,KWK,

WJAX, WFLA, WIOD, WREN.

Il.lStol2.1.?
10.15 to 11.15
9.15 to 10.15
8.ISto 9.15

EaMtern Time
Central Time

Mountain Time
. . Pacific Time

armr Stmtiomm
WHAS, WSM. WSB. WM«:. WAPI, WJDX,
WSMB. KTItM, WTMJ. KSTP. WEBC,
WKY. WRAP, KPHt:. WOAI, KOA, KSL.
KTAR.KGO.KKCA. KFSI»,KCW,KOMO.

KilV, KFAU.

First Prize, $25,000
Second Prize, $10,000 Tliird Prize, f5,O0O
For tlie five next bestanswers • $1,000 eacli

For tlie five next best ansivers • #500 eaeh
Forthe 25 next best answers • #100each

Conditions Governing Contests
1 Answers limited to 200 words.

2 Write on one side of the paper only.

3 No entries accepted that bear a postmark later
than midnight, March 4, 1931.

4 Contest open to everybody except employes and
executives of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and
their families.

5 In case of ties, the full amount of award will be
paid to each of the tying parties.

O It is not necessary to buy a package of Camel ciga-
rettes in order to compete. Any store that selU
cigarettes will permit you to examine the Camel
package containing 20 cigarettes.

itff t^mummmleaiiomm ntmrnt h« atidrfmrnftl to Tontest Editor—
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Wintton-Salem, N. C.

•fudges:

Charles Dana Gibson
Famous Itlustrator and

Publisher of '*Li/e"

•

Roy W. Howard
Chairman of the Board,

Scrippa Howard ISetvspapera

•

Ray Long
President t international
Magazine Company,

and Editor of **Cosmopolitan"

•

And Staff

Contest open only until MIDNIGHT,MARCH 4, 1931
(Winners will be announced as soon as possible after contest closes)

Basketball i _ ^^^ Vi

Frosh vs. PerkiomenI %^ II I

iWed. llthintheGymj J JiJ^JJLJh m theliym

A Deciding: Game

L. K. D. vs Ph. K. P.

Tonight in the Gym

I
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Pre-Med Frat

Annual Hop
Next Week

March 17th Date Set For

Lambda Kappa Delia's

Fifteenth Affair

TO BE HELD ON CAMPUS

On next Tuesday evening, March
seventeenth, the gymnasium will be

the col6rfUl scene of the Fifteenth

Annual Dance of Lambda Kappa
Delta fraternity. This affair has
been looked forward to for some
time, and being the first fraternity

dance of the year will undoubtedly
be well attended.

The committee in charge have
been working diligently to make
this dance the outstanding social

event of the season. The gym Is

to be decorated in an entirely new
and distinctive manner, and every

effort is being made to assure a
most enjoyable evening.

Prom nine o'clock in the evening
until midnight Vlnce Marra and
his ViUanovans will entertain with
modem melody in their own ever-

popular style. And Vlnce has
promised some novel numbers with
novel arrangements too. The tax
is only two dollars—informal.

This affair, coming as it does
on St. Patrick's night will surely

attract a large number of the sons
of Erin, and many green ties will

most probably be in evidence. The
dance comes at a most desirable

time of year, presenting an occasion
for diversion during the Lenten sea-
son.

The committee is under the most
able supervision of Chairman
James Flynn. Other members of

the committee are: Mr. Jean Gush-
ing, Mr. Paul Giavinco, Mr. Louis
Hoffenstein, Mr. Charles Moore, Mr.
Leon Harter, and Mr. Anthony
Leitner.

This dance is the first one in

several weeks and will be the last

one for several more weeks. Don't
forget—St. Patrick's night in the
gym—two dollars worth of genuine
pleasure. It promises to be worth
while, and it's informal too.

Hill School

Downs Frosh

Pottstown Runnerii Sweep
Last Two Events, Wiping

Out Kitten Lead

POTTS AND DUFFY STAR

400 Colleges

Contribute to

Prize Contest

Camel Contest Receives Over-

whelming Response

From Collegians

$25,000 FIRST AWARD
Participation in a $50,000 prize

contest with the major award in

view is the latest addition to the

list of occupations in which college

men and women are engaged in an

effort to pay for their education,

accor<ling to statistics announced

today by the contest staff of R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company at

Winston-Salem, N. C, an unusually

large percentage of answers to the

tabacco company's contest center-

ing on the new Camel package im-

provement come from the pens or

typewriters of college people the

figures show.

With thousands of letters flooding

the contest office hourly and with

additional thousands expected until

several days after the contest has

closed requiring a postmark by
midnigtit on March 4, the returns

Indicate that a small army of col-

lege students have burned the mid-
night oil in hopes of supplementing
their regular incomes with the
$25,000 first prize. The percentage
of collegiate contestants is believed

to be considerably higher than is

apparent since only those who
added their class and college to

their entries could be identified by
the examiners as college students.

At least an equal number, it is

estimated entered the contest but
were modestly silent concerning
their collegiate affiliations.

Tuition and living expenses are

the bugaboos of students for most
of the student entrants remark
that, should they win, the prize

money will be applied to tuition ex-

penses. Not one of the would-be
winners apparently would use the

award for even so educational a
luxury as a European tjrip.

Practically every college in the

country is represented in the an-
swers. More than 400 campuses
have been buzzing with the contest

for nearly every student dally news-
paper In the country announced the

competition with large space ad-
vertisements. The contest, calling

for answers to the question: "What
significant change has recently

been made In the wrapping of the
Camel package containing twenty
cigarettes and what are its advan-
tages to the smoker?" Involved the
expenditure of one million dollars

In advertising in seven days, be-
lieved to be one of the most Intens-

ive short time advertising cam-
paigns ever staged.

After maintaining a slight lead
throughout the meet last Wednes
day, with the Hill School at Potts-
town tli|e Kittens were nosed out
of a \yin, when the Hillsters took
every place in the 220 yard dash,
the final event. The score was
57-51.

In the field events Potts took all

the honors of the day when he
scored three first and one second,
for a total of 18 points. Duffy
walked off with the laurels for the
tracksters by virtue of ten points,
the result of two firsts.

In the track events Hill had the
advantage, taking most of the sec-
ond and third places and some
firsts. In the 70 yard high hurdles
the Hillsters took three places
when McWJlliams went over the
jumpers in 8.9 seconds, followed by
his teamsters. Tuwiller and Lee.
The seventy yard dash which fol-

lowed was covered in 7.7 by Abt,
who nosed out Connel, another
Pottstowncr. Turner took third
place for the visitors.

In the mile the young Wildcats
came into their own when they
copped all three places. Duffy
easily led the pack in 4.50.5; Baker
came second, followed by Downey.
In the quarter Bobertz was the
on y man to place for the Frosh,
taking first in the fast time of 52.2.

Heller came second and Worth
third for the Hillsters. Duffy
again came through in the 880
when he broke the tape in 2.05; his
teammate Baker took second and
Roberts, of Hill, was third.

Th3 last event, on which hinged
the meet, the 220, kept the specta-
tors on edge but the home team
tool: all places when Abt, Bertler
and Dunbar were the three to cross
the line. Abt was timed at 25.5.

In the field events the Kittens
held a slight lead due to Potts who
came across in all his entries. In
the discus, he made the best throw
of 115 ft. 2 in., followed by Klugh
and Smith both of Hill. Potts also

took the high jump at five feet two.
Turner, his teammate, was second
and Klugh third.

Zizak heaving the shot 42 ft. 8
in. was first in this event. Potts
came second and Tutwiller, the
only Hiller to place was third.

(Continued on Page Two)

Frosh Lose

To Temple
Yearlings

Prove No Match For More
Experienced Players

From No. Broad

Men's Shoppe
To Be Opened

By Student

Ralph Kaufmann, Pre Med,
to Open Haberdash-

ery Shop

SHOWING FRIDAYS

END WITH PERKIOMEN
Clete Gardner's proteges suc-

cumbed before a powerful and well-

drilled Temple machine in their

worst defeat of the present sea-

son by a score of 47-21.

The "Frosh" displayed their

worst form of any game yet play-

ed, failing to find themselves till

the end of the set-to. The play-

ing of the Cherry and White lit-

erally dazzled the "Green" per-

formers, Artie Lynch alone proving

to be the only thorn in the side

of the "Owl" five.

The game started off with nei-

ther team failing to score in the

first few minutes, ragged shooting

of both teams featuring. The
Temple Yearlings finally broke the

Ice and scored four baskets in

rapid succession. Though the

"Green" took time out to talk

thinis over, the scoring proclivities

of their opponents kept on. The
score stood at 8-0 before the

Prosh broke into the scoring col-

umn on a foul by Art Lynch, who
rapidly followed with a two point-

er.

Still the fine playing of the

diminutive forward failed to halt

the attack of the "Owl" five which
plied up an overwhelming lead be-

fore the half ended.

In the second half the Frosh
showed to better advantage, but
the most they could do was to hold
their more experienced opponents
on even terms. Both quintets went
on a scoring spree in this canto,

neither benefiting to any great ex-
tent.

Bad officiating on the part of the
officials who assumed a peculiar

aversion towards the Frosh for

some reason or other, aided great-

ly in disgruntling the players.

The Temple Yearling quintet in-

creased their long string nf victor-

ies to eighteen in their conquest of

Gardner's cohorts. Another inter-

est.ng fact to note is that the

Broad Streeters have not lost a
:ame in two years.

The Villanova "Felines" bring
their season to a close in a game
with the strong Perkiomen Prep-
sters, who won a decision over the

"Frosh" earlier in the season.

Czesick Will

Captain '32

Court Team

Crack Forward of Wildcat

Five Selected at Meet-

ing of Lettermen

EIGHT MEN VOTE
Joe Czescik, junior m the School

of Commerce and Finance and
star forward of Doc Jacob's basket
ball teams for the past two sea-
sons, was elected captain of the
Wildcat 1932 court squad at a
meeting of the letter-men Friday
afternoon.

Captain Tommy Morgan, captain
elect Czescik, Art Harkins, Tom
Edwards, Bill Tracey, Emil Reitz
Metro Weston and Nick LaCorte
were the players voting.

Czescik, besides being high scorer
of the basket ball outfit, was regu-
lar shortstop of last year's varsity

Dase ball team and was a substitute
end on the foot ball eleven. He
prepped for Villanova at Stamford
• Con.) High School, which also
sen(. Jack Birmingham, captain of

lasc year's team, here.

czescik was the most consistent
scorer on this year's court team,
aiihough ne \.us blanKed last

vvednesday evening in the Temple
fearne, when tor tne first time in

nis career, he failed to score from
either the field or the foul line.

Czescik was acting captain of

aus year's team in most of the
^ames played as Captain Morgan
was on the sidelines all year, suf-

lenng from tne injury to his leg

iiuskamed in tne last foot ball sea-
son.

FRESHMAN ASSESS-
MENTS NOW PAYABLE

$5,000 SCHOLARSHIP
FUND FOR COLLEGE

A bequest of $5,000 for the
founding of a free scholarship fund
was made to Villanova in the
recently probated will of Mrs.
Kathryn J. Campbell. The will

provides that the scholarship be
named for her late parents, William
and Margaret Murphy.
Mrs. Campbell died February 18

at her home, 1114 West Tioga
street, Philadelphia. The remain-
der of her $35,000 estate is left in
trust for her husband and is to

revert to their five children.

William McGraw, treasurer of the
Freshman class, said yesterday: "On
or before March 28 an assessment
of one dollar must be paid by every
member of the Freshman class. A
second payment of a dollar and a
half must be paid at a later date
which has yet to be decided upon.

ir. t'^rportK'it to >>e«^r in mind that,

tliese two payments will cover not
only the cost of the Freshmen dues
but will entitle each member satis-

fying the obligation to a ticket to
,.he freshman hop."

This step was thought to be ne-
cessary to insure a financial back-
ing for the forthcoming Freshman
dance. For the past two weeks the
class officers have been making
plans for the hop and they promise
that it will be even better than,
those in the past. The dance com-
mittee has been consulting with the
managers of several Philadelphia
hotels and are awaiting their esti-

mates for the function. The lead-
ers of prominent orchestras have
been interviewed but as yet none
has been definltly settled upon.

The men who will assist Mr. Mc-
Graw in collecting the assessment
are:

Charles McGee — 50 Alumni Hall
John Nalevenanko . 44 Alumni Hall
Bert Schwartz ... 311 Fedlgan Hall
William McDonald . 14 Mendel HaU
Mr. McGraw rooms at 115 Good

Counsel Hall.

Science Book
Work Begun

Yearly Record of Research
Work by Science Men

Well Underway

ARTICLES SOLICITED
The Mendel Bulletin, which is

published by the students of the
Science School of VUlanova College,
had its inception in 1929. The con-
tents of this Journal represent the
results, obtained through research,
of experiments on various subjects
of the medical science. Most of
the articles are the product of the
science students in the senior clasp.
This publication is dedicated to

that eminent scientist, Gregor
Mendel, whose industry in the field
of science resulted in the formula-
tion of the famous "Law of Here-
dity." which bears his name.
The edition now being composed

will be published in the latter part
of May. The senior class, which is
responsible for the publication of
the bulletin, solicits from other
classes, articles on any subject per-
taining to the study of medicine.
Dr. A. E. Zahm, the recipient of
the Mendel Medal for 1930, has
been Invited to contribute to this
Issue.

Mortal Sin

Subject For
Chapel Talk

Fr. Coan Discusses Gravity
of Sin in Second of

Lenten Series

HEARERS IMPRESSED
The second of a series of Lenten

sermons was given in the college
chapel last Tuesday evening by Rev.
Francis X. Coan, O. S. A., Pro-
fessor of Biology. The type of ad-
dresses during Lent is varied al-
ternately each week. One week the
talk is devoted to a study of the
liturgy of the Church, and the fol-
lowing week the customary sermon,
with special reference to the Holy
Season of Lent, is delivered. Fr.
Coan's was of the latter type.

Pr. Coan took for his subject,
mortal sin. After showing that
man can never fully understand
the nature of mortal sin and can
never realize the magnitude of Its

gravity In the sight of God, he
attempted to demonstrate Its

hldeousness and to give his hearers
some idea as to the seriousness of
a grave offense against the will of
God.

The staff is compostd of the fol- He quoted the Scriptures, show-
n/incr mon • /~<n>.1 r» t _—i • i j.i._ j i^_-.lowing men: Carl B. Lechner; Jean

G. Cushlng, Hugh McHugh; Donate
Alamprese; Nathan Sussman; Ber-
tram J. Martin; Howard Garrlty
Joseph B. Sofranko; John Kach-
marich; Hugh Dougherty; Martin
Guckavan; Henry Korson; August
Kunsenbacher; Mario Assante.
These men hope to turn out a

bulletin that will surpass the two
previous issues. The cooperation of
the other classes, especially the
Juniors, will greatly facilitate the
accomplishment of this aim

On Friday of this week the new
Villanova Men's Shop will be open-
ed up in Mendel Hall, adjacent to

the Barber Shop. This is the first

shop of its kind to be opened up
in the college. Previous to this

time Men's Shops In the city would
display out here but this is to be
an entirely Villanova organization.

Ralph Kaufi^man .a Pre-Medical
student, is running this new shop.

In fact he is the new shop. Dis-
plays will be held in the usual place
every Friday and a complete line

of haberdashery of the finest type
will be carried.

Mr. Ralph KaufTman, the pro-
prietor is not new to the clothing
business. For the past six years
he has been connected with sev-

eral large houses in Philadelphia
and has learned the business thor-

oughly. He is starting out oiT his

own and deserves a lot of credit

for his enterprise and iniative. We
foci confident that the students
will take advantage of the conven-
ience offered them by a haberdash-
er>' shop right on the campus and
patronize this new establishment.

SPORTS IN TABLOID
Results

BASKETBALL
Varsity. 22; Temple, 32
Frosh, 21; Temple. 47

INTER-PRAT LEAGUE
L. K. D.. 24; E. P. T., 8
D. P. E.. 23; P. K. P.,' 10.

HOCKEY
Varsity. 2; Sea Gulls, 18

TRACK
Prosh, 51; HiU School. 57

Schedule
TONIGHT

Basket ball, L. K. D.. vs P. K. P
WEDNESDAY

Frosh vs Perkiomen. gym
THURSDAY

(tentative) D. P. E. vs L. K, D.

ing the dreadful consequences of
sin, and dwelt at length on the
deluge. He jrointed out many of
the great evils of the world since
the beginning of time and likewise
pointed out their results, hurtful
in every case to the perpetrator. As
a climax to his talk, he drew a
picture of Christ being whipped
with lashes containing In them the
sins of the world, of a crown of
thorns, sins, being crushed down on
Christ's sacred head, of Christ
carrying the heavy cross of sin. of
nails, man's sins, cutting through
His sacred hands and feet. and.
finally, the picture of Christ dying
on the cross—for sins. His audience
was vastly impressed.

Next Tuesday's talk will continue
the liturgical series, when the be-
ginning of the ceremonies of the
Mass will be explained. This will
require the services of two priesti,
Fr. Stanford cald.

Belle Air

Ball Date

April 17

Affair to Be Staged

Closed Dance for

Seniors

as

COMMIITEE APPOINTED

Temple Owls Help Wildcats

Close 1931 Court Season

By Winning Final Tussle

STAFF NOTICE

There will be a very important
meetlni? o^ the college department
of the Villanovan staff Friday at 1

o'clock in Room No. 110. All

members are urgently requested to

be present as information concern

-

Irg the special dedication issue will

be given out.

The importance of this special

publication makes it very neces-
sary for every member of the college

department to be present
DAVID J. CARTENUTO

Editor in Chief

SYMPATHY

The Villanovan, on behalf of

the Faculty and Student body,
extends slncerest sympathy to

Thomas Brlen '31 upon Uie loss

of his Father.

Cherry and While Organization Jumps Into Big Lead at

Start of Night's Hostilities, Although Edwards
Closes Gap in Second Period

CZESICK AND REITZ ARE BLANKED FROM FIELD

Singing their swan song for this
season, a fighting Wildcat quintette
bowed to a superior Temple five,

last Wednesday evening, at Mitten
Ha'l before a crowd of 2.000. The
final score was 32-22. and marked
the 16th win for the Owls as
against four setbacks.

A 22-8 lead amassed at the end
of the first half proved the undo-
ing of the Blue and White, Jacobs'
men came back strong in the final
canto to outscore Temple. 14-10,
but the valiant attempt fell short.
The ten point winning margin

was wider than the play of the two
»eams showed. Had Weston and
Harkins been fortunate in only
half of the shots that refused to
drop, there is a likllhood that the
Owls' feathers would have been
plucked.

As in the first Temple-Vlllanova
set-to, Len Gudd. lanky Cherry and
White center, proved to be the
leading light for them. Hla 14
points topped both teams, but Tom
Edwards gave him a run all during
the game. Besides getting the tap
on numerous occasions, Edwards
was right behind Gudd with 12
counters.

The rest of our scoring was di-
vided between Harkins and Weston.
The latter, incidentally did a great
Job in guarding Fitch. Temple's

leading scorer. The Owls' defen
slve duo. O'Brien and Beron shut
out Reitz and Czescik. which is

perhaps the real reason for Villa-

nova's downfall.

In field goals both clubs were
fairly even. Temple getting 11 to
our 9. but they converted 10 out of
13 charity chances, while the best
our boys could do was 4 out of 9.

A feature of the game was that
only ten men were used, there be-
ing no substitutions for either club.

This was Art Harkins last fray
for Villanova. This season round-
out his third campaign as a regu-
lar guard. His aggressiveness aid-

ed the Wildcats in their victories,

and his absence will be sorely felt

next year.

Villanova Temple
Reitz forward Pitch
Czesick forward Reynolds
Edwards center Gudd
Harkins . . guard O'Brien
Weston guard Beron

Field goals—Edwards. 5; Hark-
ins. 2; Weston. 2; Gudd, 6; Rey-
nolds, 2: Fitch. Beron. O'Brien. Foul
goals—Edwards. 2; Harkins, 2;

Pitch, 4; Reynolds, 2; Oudd, 2; Ber-
on. 2.

Score at half-time. 22-8.

Referee—Livingston. Umpire-
Kelly.

A meeting will be held today to
duscuss further plans for the annual
Belle Air Ball given by the members
of the Senior Class. It was decided
recently to hold the ball on April
17th. As yet no definite plans have
been made concerning the place or
the orchestra but several of the
more spacious ballrooms of Phila-
delphia are being viewed by the
committee. Several prominent or-
chestras are also being considered
for the affair.

Before any real action can be
taken and any definite steps made
toward the affair it is necessary
to have a certain amount of pledges
from the Seniors that they will go
to the Ball. The class of thirty one
is under heavy financial obligations
incurred last year diuing Junior
Week and in order to avoid Inciu"-

ring any more obligations It will be
necessary for those in charge to be
assured that there will be sufficient

students present to assure its suc-
cess. The dance, by the way, is

going to be a closed dance, rest^ct-
ed to Seniors alone.

The members of the class of
thirty one were all assessed five

dollars to help make up the deficit

of last year. Letters were sent out
to the parents of the students re-

questing them to pay the required
amount. So far three sets of letters

have been sent out and still there
are many Seniors who have not
made any payment at all. These
students who as yet have not made
any attempt at payment are ur-
gently requested to do so at once.
Ten dollars will be required if the
student is going to the Ball. Five
dollars if he Is not going to the
Ball. Those who have already
made their pajmfient of five dollars
will only have to pay five dollars
more. All payments should be In
as soon as possible.

Redwoods of

California

Illustrated

Observation Tour by Means
of Picture Slides Is

Given in Lecture

\

SYMPATHY

The Faculty and student body
wish to extend their slncerest

expressions of sympathy to Mar-
Un Gill '32 upon the death of

his Mother.

ENGINEERS ATTEND
One of tlie most basic of all In-

dustries and a commodity in use In

practically all construction work
was explained last Wednesday
morning in the Amphitheatre. Mr.

W. R. Brewster, Expert on Utiliza-

tion of Lumber, who has Just com-
pleted a lecture tour throughout the

country, spoke to the engineers on
the various phases of the lumber
Industry.

General views of the beauty and
lasting monuments in the virgin

forests were shown in very inter-

esting pictures. The apparent

strength and durability of the luni-">

ber in its original state was point-

ed out as a proof of its usefulne&s

m the commercial market, especial

ly by engmeers. inueed none could
help but appreciate the permanency
of wood after viewing the represen
tations of so many miles of sturdy
trees.

One of the highlights of the lec-

ture was the scene presented by the
bright cinnamon-colored trunks of
the red-wood species in OalUomia.
The trees, the largest In the ^vtorld,

and growing over only a distance of
thirty miles, were shown in the
original coloring as seen in the
summer season. This particular
wood was explained as having tte
property of sprouting freely from
the stump when cut and even from
fallen timber if cut at the proper
sesison.

The uses of lumber as structural
material were then illustrated. One
striking example was that showing
its use in the construction of an
aeroplane hangar. Fourteen aero-
planes were burned In the hangar,
which was supplied with an auto-
matic srlngllng system. The wood,
chemically treated, was not burned
in any of the tests as only the
.smoke reached the roof of the han-
gar. Other slides showed that
wood can be rendered not only
not-combustible but also impervious
to moisture and in some cases to
decay.
As a sidelight of the lecture. Mr.

Brewster said that eighty-five per
cent of the homes of the country
were made of wood. The use of
this material he said was due to Its

recognized strength and perman-
ency In this type of construction.
Many charts showing Its use in
building and the kinds of Wood
used most were sJso seen at the
Ulk.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 1931,

Editorially

Speaking

SPRING AND

CULTURE and MEDICINE

" ' Again Spring is in the air, and again spring fever has

invaded the classroom to take its annual toll of cuts. Rum-

ors have been heard everywhere of robins flying north and

daffodils blooming in the sun. And with all this comes the

annual appeal—"Keep off the grass."

: V. If we were to give you the geneology of that appeal, it

could possibly be traced back to our first forefather—Adam.

He doubtless made Cain and Able stay on the trodden paths

away from the green grass. Undoubtedly also he requested

the serpent to keep off the grass when bringing his donation

of apples to Mother Eve. So you see we are asking nothing

new and original of our fellow students.

With the advent of every spring our campus becomes a

rolling vista of shining green lawns, shaded here and there

by groups of trees, and beautified in other spots by beds of

flowers. It is well Ttnown throughout this part of the coun-

try that Villanova is a beauty spot among beauty spots, and

to keep that reputation, all of us must do his portion of civic

duty.

To give us your aid on keeping Villanova's campus up to

the standard of beauty, you need only do the following

things: ;•..-;„ rs\,

. , .
; i; Don't walk on the grass!

;.
"'. Don't take short cuts to the P. 0. across

;• the rear campus!

Don't park cars so that the wheels rest on

the grass edging the drives! , . . ,. ,

Don't throw papers and other waste ma- f

terial about the grounds! '.,:;',,.:

Don't let cigarette butts, papers and other
.

;

things be thrown from your dormitory :, .

••: windows! ;•.''.':'..: ':t'-

None of us care to see our campus scenes marred by

lines of fences to protect the grounds from short cutters and

other trespassers on the beauty of the place. So please do

all that is within your power to obey the above precepts.

*****

Recently we have read and heard quite a lot concerning

the much discussed question of culture among doctors.

Though slightly out of the scope of comment of this column,

due to the large amount of discussion prevalent on the cam-

pus concerning it we feel justified in making a few com-

ments on this topic.
, . ,,.

The topic itself is an old one. Sir William Osier, a fam-

ous physician of the last century, was a great exponent of

the movement to instill culture in doctors and the controver-

sy he started has kept alive ever since.

With the long and extremely difficult course of instruc-

tion that must be gone through there is little time left for

reading or acquiring that background, or culture we speak

of. The doctors education is intensly and thoroughly scien-

tific and the doctors themselves, for the most part, are thor-

oughly scientific even to the point of being incapable of car-

rying on intelligent conversation on any topic outside of the

field of medicine. The doctors favorite means of starting a

conversation is "Now in my practice." This has lead many
to believe that doctors cannot think of anything else but

their practice.

The remedy for the situation would seem to lie in the

instruction of medical students or pre-medical students along

lines other than the scientific—to contain in their curricu-

lum courses that would tend to broaden the mind and fur-

nish that back-ground. TTiis has been attempted to some
extent in modem Pre Medical courses but the average stu-

dent of medicine is so wrapt up in his sciences that he has
little time for anything else. Some drastic steps should be
taken to remedy this deplorable situation and students are

asked to hand in ideas of their own on the subject. Further
editorials will deal further with this subject.

Again has the beauty oi peace

and serenity of our Hades Men's
Club been shattered. And as usual

ui these cases the females are re-

sponsible. And again Eve is the

chief ringleader.

It all began In this manner. Once

upon a time, surely there must have

been a time, Eve, Queen Lizzie,

Xanthippe and few others of that

select crew, were holding their

weekly cafe clatch and catty fest.

Somehow or other the talk came
around to men as It always will

where there are a group of women
present and they get tired of catty-

sizing their sisters. And during

the talk about men Xanthippe

brought up the topic of the club by

mentioning the fact that Socrates

had of late been coming home with

the union men—that is plastered.

That was quite enough to elicit

a long line of talk and lecture from

the very virile tongued Carrie Na-
tion, expressing her views on the

evils of drink and everything we
poor males do in general. And
right there is where ^\e busted into

the general melee of talk and tush-

tushing. She thought that Adaiia

was going down to that Infernal

club altogether too much, and
straight away that he came home
she was going to tell him so. Fur-
thermore, the club was too Intrigu-

ing to these men, they would and
could always go down there when
they thought they were being nag-
ged or they Just got downright tired

of looking at their beloved wives.

It was most certainly a shame that

men should have the priveleges of

the club and women had to hold
cafe clatches when they wished to

get away from their spouses.

They thereupon agree that some-
thing really should be done about
the matter. Besides, as Lizzie ex-

pressed it, they had always been
anxious to see the insldes of the
club house. She has heard that
some terrible things went on in

there. For Instance, stage smokers
where the cigarette girls went
around in short skirts and nothing
much else. An the stage shows
that went on in there were simply
unmentionable. Asked where the
news came from, she couldn't be
pinned down to anyone person, but
rumors would do for that crew of

females any day.

The next day the men had plan-
ned a trip up the Styx led by Isaac
Walton where they were to flsh for

the wUey Stygian Salt Fish. A
tough customer any day, but they
had high hopes of filling each man's
creel before the day was over. This
was the opportunity the ladles had
waited for many a day.

They stole past the dozing coin-

cierage and entered the fastnesses

of the club with many an ahh-h-h
and oh-h-h coming from their lips,

as they gazed at the luxurious
lounge and the gorgeous modernis-
tic ornamentation.

"And this is where the poor crea-
tures hide away when we have
proved too much for their poor be-
fuddled minds," quoth Lizzie the
Magnificent.

"We might as well get down to

work, and strip the rooms before
the men get back," said Eve the
terrible. "If Adam ever caught us
in here he surely would have one
nice fit."

So they set to work stripping the
room of Its beautiful ornaments,
and gathering them into a truck on
the outside of the building. After
their dastardly work of tearing
away the finery of the rooms was
completed, they hastened to replace
them with women's furniture of all

types and modes. The strictly male
bedrooms were turned into powder
rooms and boudoirs of the Louis
Quinze period. And the lounge was
turned into a lecture room with a
special platform for every woman,
so that they would all be enabled
to deliver curtain lecture whenever
the muse beguiled them.

That night when the men had
returned, laden down with the
spoils of the day, to their respective
homes, what should greet them but
an empty home, no supper and a
note telling them that they would
find the better half at the club.
They foregathered before the en-
trance to the club and when every
member of the party appeared, they
entered In a body to be greeted by
the victorious femmes.

In a voice they declared that they
craved enlightenment on the mean-
ing of this outrage. Why should
their precious homes be broken up
so that the women might gad about
and lose their hard earned money
at strip poker and penny ante va-
rieties of bridge. And why above
all, had they invaded the sanctum
sanctorum of the men of Hades.

In answer they heard that the
sanctum sanctorum was no longer
to be for men, it had been made
into a women's club where they
could discourse upon the evils of
marriage and the beauties of the
newest cinema star. They were to
be put out and in the future the
colnclerage was to permit no man to
enter the Hades Club House.

So there you are, what could they
do about it, without creating a most
unpleasant scene. They sadly re-
ceived the ultimatum and retreated
if not in haste at least a trifle hur-
riedly.

And that, my dear children is the
results of marrying women who are
liable to prove stronger than your-
self.

Moral: Stay ofl the grass-wid-
ows!

PHYLEOAS.

Our dignity has been considerably
ruffled of late by the ribald laugh-
ter which our use of certain words
seems to call forth especially among
the freshmen around the Campus.
We think it is high time that some-
thing should be done to curb the
hilarity of the freshmen and to de-
fend not only our own dignity but
also that of those ancient and time
honored words which we some times
feel called upon to use. So this

week we have decided to gird our
loins for battle and leap to the de-
fense of that grand old Anglo-Sax-
on of royal lineage the word
"Fetch".
For some malignant reason this

word is always sure to call forth at
least a profane guffaw. Yet It Is a
good word and indeed indispens-
able. Every kindergarten child
knows that Jack and Jill went up
the hill NOT to bring, tote or carry
back a pail of water but to FETCH
it and all the college men in College
Humor could not convince a kinder-
garten to the contrary. The fact

that Jack fell down and broke his
ci-own can not be laid to his "fetch-
ing" proclivities; Jack might have
broken more than his crown if he
had attempted to "bring" down a
pall of water. If you were seen at
at dance in Bryn Mawr with a girl

from Phllly the Intelligensia would
assume that you "fetched" her out
for the occasion while the rabble
would immediately spread the per-
nicious report that you brought her
out or toted her out or worse, that
she came out herself! Suppose you
were walking along Market street
and a ten ton girder fell down and
struck you on the head unless you
were a football player you would
most surely be knocked out, now we
asked you how would the doctor
get there, would he be brought there
or sent there? Absolutely not, he'd
be fetched or else he wouldn't show
up at all because the only thing you
can do with doctors Is fetch them.
Now when the doctor arrives does
he "bring" you back to conscious-
ness? How silly. Of course not, he
fetches you back; ask the pre-meds.
And then later on when the doctor
sends you an enormus bill for his
services do you bring him to court?
Well, you might, but we'd fetch him
to court.

How about the delegates to the
Peace Conference. Did they cross
to ocean to "bring Germany to
terms? Well, they might have had
that idea in mind, but by the re-

sults of the Peace Conference we're

inclined to believe that they "fetch-

ed" her to terms and pretty stiff

terms at that.

But what's the use in gohig away
to Germany to defend old "fetch";

let's get a litle closer to home. Sup-
pose you sold a Ford for ten dol-

lars could you say that it "brought"
ten dollars? You could not. It

might have "fetched" that price but
there never was a Ford made that
could "bring" any price. It looks

as though we have built up a strong
enough defense for our beloved
word "fetch", but to clinch our ar-

gument let's take a few more ex-
amples. In the good old days when
people had a lot more sense than
they have now, fond, loving mothers
Uoed to dress their hopeful young
daughters In such a pleasing man-
ner that when daughter stepped out
In her frills and flounces she was
ijure to fetch home a husband, and
so in the quaint phraseology of the
times daughter was said to be dress-
ed quite "fetching". Now In a case
like that just how could you use
the discordant word "bring". By
the way, have you river seen a girl

who was dressed quite "fetching"?
No? Well I don't suppose you ever
will now because they don't dress
that way any more. Now-a-days
when girls go out all dolled up in
their fancy rags they don't fetch
home husbands, Instead they fetch
home big animated bundles wrapped
in Coonskln. These queer bundles
are humorously called College men.
Do you remember the old time

party invitations? They always
ended up with the request to fetch
something. The last line usually
read like this: "Fetch a cake along,'

or "fetch a jug of cider," or better
still, "fetch a keg of beer." Can
you imagine what kind of parties
they would have been if you were
told to bring something. Now-a-
days when you're invited to a party
they tell you to "bring your own"
whatever that might be we do not
know but it doesn't sound very en-
couraging we assure you.

We really don't care after all who
laughs at us, nor do we cave what
words anyone else uses we rest se-

cure in our suerlor knowledge of the
English language those who laugh
we relegate to the great rabble of
the unwashed, but If the laughter
becomes too loud or to rlbale we
promise to "fetch" the offenders to
terms and it won't be in court
either.

First Class Mail
in Boxes Illegal

Warns Postmaster
First Class Mail Rates Applied to

Total Weight of
Packages

One-Piece Dwarf

The circus proprietor wanted to

engage a dwarf for the side-show,
and an agent had assured him he
could get him the very man.
"And you're sure he's a real mid-

get?" inquired the showman.
"Midget!" exclaimed the agent,

"Why, he's that short that every
time his feet hurt, he thinks he's

got tta« toothache I"

To the Editor of The Villanovan,
Villanova College,

Villanova, Pa.
Dear Sir:

It has been brought to the at-
tention of the postmaster that
parcels containing matter of the
first class is being generally en-
closed in parcels addressed to the
students of Villanova College. This
practice should be discontinued and
the postmaster requests the stu-
dents advise their correspondents of
these unlawful enclosures. The
clerks at the above office have been
collecting postage on such parcels
from the addressee and these col-
lections range from 35 cents to as
high as ten dollars. Will you please
Insert a notice in your next issue
of these facts. For yovu: informa-
tion the following extracts from the
postal laws and regulations are here

cited.
ARTICLE 101. PAGE 20. JULY 1930,

U. S. OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE.
Second. Third and Fourth class

matter must be so wrapped or enve-
loped that the contents may be ex-i
amlned easily by postal officials. When
not S3 wrapped or when bearing or
containing writing not authorized by
law the matter will be treated as of
the first class.

ARTICLE 74. PAGE 18. JULY 1930.
U. 8. OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE.
When a piece of m-xU reaches the

office of address without postage hav-
ing been fully prepaid the required
amount of postage due shall be col-
lected of the addressee on delivery.
Postmasters cannot lawfully accept
postage stamps In payment of post-
age due on mall matter. The amount
due shall Invariably be paid In cash.
When matter of the fourth class Is

foimd to contain matter subject to
the first class rate because they are
sealed against Inspection or contain
unperml-^slble written enclosures, the
deficient postage at the rate of 2c for
each ounce must be collected on such
parcels from the addressee.

SECTION 454. POSTAL LAWS AND
REGULATIONS OF 1924.

Matter of the second, third, or
fourth c:as8 containing any writing
or printing in addition to the regular
matter, other than as authorized by
law. shall not be admitted to the
malls, nor delivered, exept upon pay-
ment of th3 postage for matter of
the first class, deducting therefrom
any amount which may have been
prepaid by stamps affixed, unless by
direction of the Postmaster General
such postage shall be remitted. Who-
ever shall knowingly conceal or In-
close any matter of a higher class Is
that of a lower class, and deposit or
cause the same to be deposited for
conveyance by mall, at a less rate
than would be charged for such high-
er class matter, shall be fined not
more than one hundred dollars.

SECTION 669. POSTAL LAWS AND
REGULATIONS OF 1924.

Postal employees have the author-
ity or removing wrappers and search-
ing parcels for matter of a higher
class.

Trusting your will bring these
facts to the notice of the student
body, I am,

Respectfully yours.
JOHN F. DOUGHERTY

"Cook I don't like to mention It.

but the food dlsapp-^ars rather
quickly in the kitchen!"

"Well. mum. I admit I eats
'earty. but no one could call me
gorgeous."

Puny Puns
by a

Punk Punster

Howdy, folks. Whenever you're
down in the mouth remember
Jonah. He came out all right.

Did you hear about the fellow
that hit a home run but because
the ball rolled down the sewer it

was called a foul ball.

Burlesque shows are never seen.
They're obscene.

Some people say that the most
discussed question is the bonus.
What a POT-LIKKER.

Al Capone is behind the bars
again. He Is probably saying: I

guess Mi-am-i home will be sep-
arated for a time.

I see where they used forty
million words during the last S2S-

sion of congress. UPON my word!
Word they get 'em all?

If Ivanhoe costs five dollars a
copy, how much is Kenilworth?

And as a parting shot--Freshmen
will be permitted to buy their

clothes in the new Villanova Men's
Shop.

Collegiaiia

Hill School
Downs Frosh

(Continued from page one)

The summary:
70 yd hurdles—McWilllams, Hill,

first; Tutwilier, Hill, second; Lee.

Hill, third. Time 8.9.

70 yd. dash—Abt. Hill, first; Con-
nell. Hill, second; Turner, '34.

third, "nme 7.7.

Mile run—Duffy, '34, first; Baker.
'34, second; Downey, 34, third.

Time 4.50.5.

Discus throw—Potts. '34, first;

Xough, Hill, second; Smith. Hill,

third. Distance 115 feet. 2 Inches.

High Jump—Potts, '34. first;

Turner. '34, second; Klugh, Hill,

third. Height 5 feet, 2 inches.

Shot put—Zizak, '34, first; Potts,

'34. second; TutwiUer, Hill, third.

Distance 42 feet. 8'^ inches.

440 yard dash—Robertz. '34, first;

Heller. Hill, second; Worth. HUl,

third. Time 52.2.

Javelin throw—Connell, Hill,

first; Watling. Hill, second; Baker,
'34. third. Distance 155 ft. 3 in.

Broad Jump—Potts, '34, first;

Abt, Hill, second; Turner, '34, third.

Distance 21 ft. 10 in.

880 yd run—Duffy, '34, first;

Baker, '34, second; Roberts, Hill,

third. Time 2.05.

Pole Vault—Biddle, Rephert,
Medina. Hill, tied for first. Height
10 ft. 6 in.

220 yard dash-Abt, Hill, first;

Bertler. Hill, second; Dunbar, Hill,

third. Time 25.5.

First places—'34. 7; Hill School 5.

Point score—Hill School, 57; '34,

51.

NOTRE DAME
A college that puts up a defense

for any charges made against It,

does so only because it needs de-
fense. In the opposite manner,
THE SCHOLASTIC, answering in
general charges made against the
university, shows that it needs no
defense. Rather, The Scholastic

prefers to take the offensive. Why
not make a study of the "gossipy

finger-pointing institutions who ap-
pear to have nothing to do but
find fault with other universities?"

The results would probably be, to

say the least, highly amusing to

those accused of low "scholastic

standing" etc.

To conclude, the editorial reminds
us that "the whole story simmers
down to the old case of the Judges
being unable to Judge, either be-
cause they are predjudlced or be-
cause they are Ignorant of vital

circumstances necessary for a de-
cision."

• • •

OGLETHORPE
The examination system to be

used at Oglethorpe In the future
has finally been decided upon by
the faculty. Although the system
will not be inaugurated until next
fall, the STORMY PETREL has
secured and is publishing full de-
tails of the plans which will affect

the students so materially next
year. By the new plan, the uni-

versity will be divided into Jimlor

and senior colleges, a divii^on

whereby the more industrious stu-

dents may complete their courses

in two years. The students success

win depend entirely upon the results

of the comprehensive examination
he will take at the end of each
year. In this manner education be-

comes an individual project rather

than the standardized class-room

credit-coupon course system.
• • •

GETTYSBURG
Adopting the Oregon System of

debating procedure for the first

time, the Gettysburg debating team
contested the Cincinnati debaters

on the State Unemployment Insur-

ance question. One of the features

of the Oregon System Is the cross-

examination to which the principal

speaker is subjected. The GETTYS-
BURGIAN reports the value of the

system Is due to the worth of the

cross examinations which allow

"more liberal discussion and more
satisfactory explanations on the

part of both sides."

• • •

SAINT ELIZABETH
Whenever Student Government

elections take place on the various

campuses, the Freshmen are gen-

erally heard bewailing that, al-

though they have a vote, they do
not know who the candidates are,

what their policies advocate, or

what their campus activities have
promoted. In short, they see on the

ballot only names which generally

have no meaning to them. In an
endeavor to alleviate this difficulty,

numerous sugestions were made to

THE PELICAN, the best being

rather novel. Pictures of the candi-

dates should be posted with a list

of their college activities. By this

method the Freshmen get the cold

facts and may then vote with better

judgement and greater satisfaction.

• • •

CANISIUS
It was always the helghth of

something or the other, educational-

ly speaking, to recite "Scintillate,

scintillate, inflnitesmal planetary

orb etc." (Twinkle, twinkle. Httle

star) but according to the CANIS-
lAN, freshmen consider their edu-
cation complete when they are able,

in nocturnal speech, to elucidate

such a laborious lugubrlosity as

"Don't enumerate your proverbial

Juvenile poultry before the complete
process of incubation has been ac-
complished." Try it yourself!

'• • •

COLORADO
Shades of Leap Year. The young

ladles at the University of Colorado
are at last asserting their rights.

The Mortar Board tea dance, reports

the "Silver and Gold," will be com-
pletely under the control of the

co-eds. They will do the Inviting

of the "ellgibles," will foot all the

evening's bills, and do all the "cut-

ting in." The stag line will be

formed by the women and it will

be up to the unfortunate males to

sit on the sidelines and try to vamp
someone to dance with him. Per-
haps, in this way. the men will

learn a little of the Joys and evils

of persistent cutting.

Nothing Hot Kindness

Ladys: "Have you ever been of-

fered work?"
Tramp: "Only once, madam.

Aside from that, I've met with
nothing but kindness."

l^tUanobrlttes

Eighty-six days left until school

closes and we go home. Eighty-
seven days left until the lawn at

home needs cutting for the first

time.
-V-

Rumors have it that vending ma-
chines are to be placed in the en-
trances to the different buildings.

For the small suq^of five cents in

the slot a de-odomlng fluid will be
sprayed on the lapels of Freshmen
lovers who's girls use Paris Night
or Breath of Spring.

-V-
On the above order we might

suggest, from a business point of

view', that the price be ten cents
after midnight on Saturdays.

-V-
This week or next your good old

pal across the hall will return the
ice-skates he borrowed last Novem-
ber and borrow your baseball glove./

-V-
Lent is about half way through.

The fish haven't got us as yet. May-
be we'll live to the end.

There's a St. Pats dance coming.
The most original thing we can
think of is have someone come In

with a real honest to goodness
green tie.

-V-
Business Is bad all along the line.

Why la.st month the telephone com-
oany didn't get one slug. The fel-

lows can't even get good, workable
slugs.

DO Ac DONT8.
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The Sports Editor ^s Corner

WELL-CHOSEN
The selection of Joe Czesick, white-haired flash of

Doc Jacobs' basketball quintet, as captain of next year's

court team, deserves only commendation and praise. With
a year's experience in back of him as acting captain, Whitey
should lead a veteran team in 1932 to a high spot in college

basketball.

Six of the lettermen will be back next fall, and with
these and three more veterans of this year's outfit in the
offing, Whitey and Doc should combine their talents to do
things in '32.

We understand the prevailing doubt concerning a

new gym is the one thing holding back preparations for a
great basketball schedule next winter. If a gymnasium is

built within the next twelve months, then Villanovans can
be assured of seeing some fine games against some great

teams. However, if conditions remain the same, the team
will most likely go on the road again, and that WON'T be
so good.

A BUSY WEEK
There is still a little breath left in this year's fast-

dying basketball season, and three vastly important games
are to be played this week in the gym before the dimming
light does go out.

Tonight, the last regularly scheduled game of the

^nter-Fraternity League will be played with Lambda Kappa
Delta opposing a sturdy foe in jphi Kappa Pi.

It is no secret that when this year's schedule was
drawn up, P. K. P. and L. K. D. were listed for the last

game because it was thought to be a CERTAINTY that these

two teams would repeat their success of last winter and
again be the contending things in the race.

But, Phi Kappa Pi got off to a bad start, losing two
games in the first week. However, although never a conten-

der, the Engineers are the bad boys of the league, and they

almost upset the apple cart last Thursday night with a sur-

prising battle against Delta Pi Epsilon.

So, while the battle tonight will not bring together

the two contenders for first place, it is important inasmuch
as Lambda Kappa Delta MUST win to finish in a tie.

A victory for L. K. D. tonight will necessitate a play-

off, while a P. K. P. win (which is not iinpossible) will end
the rule of L. K. D. as league champions and give the covet-

ed award to D. P. £.

If L. K. D. does come through with a victory, the

cards will be stacked then for a playoff on Thursday night

withD. P. E.

That game should be good. The teams have met
twice already, L. K. D. winning the first contest, 17-15, in an
extra-period game, and D. P. E. turning the tables two
weeks ago, 27-25.

While we're not making any predictions, it seems to

us that on their play of the last two weeks, D. P. E. should

enter favorites to win. And it will be D. P. E. the crowd
will be watching Thursday night.

L. K. D. has a smoother-working team than D. P. E.

but the future Doctors lack color. And while the Finan-

ciers may not be there with the team-work, they do possess

that intangible asset that attracts the crowd.

Outside of those who are vitally interested in Thurs-

day night's fray, we feel safe in saying that every spectator

at the game will be either rooting FOR or AGAINST Delta

Pi Epsilon.

Fred Donovan, Joe Kelly and the rest of them are

the Babe Ruths and the Roger Hornsbys of this league.

They fight for every point, whether they be ahead or be-

hind.

The L. K. D. outfit, on the other hand, plays steady

ball, with Timm's sensational pivot shots alone attracting

undue attention.

We're waiting for Thursday night, unless Hickey

and Houseman double-cross us all tonight and win a game
for P. K. P. It would be just like them to do a thing like

that. '.•,.'•,•• '/^''^ .,:'V.--'.-^, :': "
FROSH PLAY PERKIOMEN

And tomorrow night, while the Frat teams are rest-

ing, Clete Gardner's Freshmen close their season against

Perkiomen School over on the Alumni Hall boards.

The green-clad boys looked bad last Wednesday
night up in Mitten Hall, and Clete has been driving them
hard during the past week, and they want a victory tomor-

row night.

The Perkiomen five has already chalked up one win

against the Frosh, in a game at Pennsburg late in January,

and tomorrow night's fray should be a real grudge battle.

And after those three games, all sport-loving Villa-

novans can hibernate until April 8, when the ball club

starts its season.

Which Is wider, the gate or the

opening? Maybe your eyes

fooled you that time.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE te//s the Truth!

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TASTE

© 1931, Liggett A Mvfrs Tobacco Co.

S-O-L
Sportcasting

210 TRAINS DAILY
between

VILLAMOVA
PHILADELPHIA

(69th STO
C««> pet
Ihyitd Trip

Regular Fare •••••• 4Dc

6-TripTlckat .••••• 33^c

20-Trip Tlckot 25c

School Ticket 12c

ChlMren't Special 2-Day Round Trip Ticket 1 Sc

Ut train l«av«t for Philodslphia at • • 4.54 a. m.

Itt train t«av«s for Villanova at • • 5.10 a. m.

Lost train l«av«s for Philadelphia at • • 2.14 a. m.

Last train l«av«i for Villanova at . • . 2.30 a. m.

47 Bxpm$»$ daily to Fhiladmlphia

45 Bxpf»s»» daily fo Vi/(anova

PHILADELPHIA & WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY

Here we are back on the air

again Ever since we stopped
Sportcasting some time ago, the
circulation of this paper has in-

creased alarmingly, so we decided
to put a stop to it by running this

column again

-V-
We see where there are only 15

candidates out for baseball
No doubt many other fellows would
aspire to a Varsity position, but are
either bashful or do not know the
fine points of the game
Just follow the advice given below,
and you will be sure to get a letter

It will probably be the
letter X, where your remains were
last found

-V-
If you have not played baseball

for a long time, all the better . . . .

You will have forgotten all your
mistakes, such as stealing second
with bases loaded, or taking a
short cut from first to third via the
pitcher's box

-V-
However, if you have never

played the game before, go out for
the position of pitcher
This is the easiest place on the
team All yoii have to do
is throw the ball at the man
standing in front of the catcher . . .

-V-
The first day you go down the

Stadium, tell Prof. McGeehan to
discharge Kobilis, Brice, Reltz, and
all the other pitching candidates

Inform him that you have
decided to fUl the bill ... If he tells

you to go to any other place than
the pitcher's box, don't go
Besides, it's much cooler here . . . .

-V-
If he decides to give you a try-

out, look at the ball, and tell him
you are used to playing with a
different colored one, but this one
will do This will Immediate-
ly put the coach en the defensive,
and the rest is easy

-V-
The next thing to do Is light a

Murad, and call in the outfield
They won't be of any

use, because no matter how fast
they are, they won't be able to get
the ball back from Lancaster Pike
in time

-V-
The object of the game is to pre-

vent the man with the stick from
hitting the ball The best
method of doing this is to come
close as possible to him with the
sphere .... Of course if you "ac-
cidentally" hit him and the rest of
his teammates hard enough, you
will win by forfeit, and be carried
off the field on your colleague's
shoulders That Is, If you are
not carried off on a stretcher
first

-V-
When pitching, remember never

to hit an opponent below the belt
lliat la known as a foul

ball

-V-
Before you heave the ball to the

"man with the iron mask," there
are certain rules of pitching eti-
quette which must be observed . . .

Wave the apple around your dome
three times, execute the Charleston,

St. Vitus or Flee Hop and then le^

it fly It will probably land
in a window of the Paoli Local
going by, but don't be discouraged

The experiment ftUled, but
the principle remains the same. . . .

-V-
As you can readily see, the game

is simple .... It is very easy as
you go along .... When you do not
know what to do next, ask the
opposing players, who if they are
gentlemen will tell you
However, some of them may be In
a Jocular mood, so don't take their
advice too literally

-V-
That will be all for this week,

boys and girls .... If you have any
further questions about baseball,
address them to Uncle S O L, in
care of this station, and drop them
in the waste basket

Phone Bryn Mawr 921

POWERS and
REYNOLDS
Modern Drug Store

DRUGS
GIFTS — SODA
WE DELIVER

837 Lancaster avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.

COLADONAToF
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made
for You

$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY" ^

r

WILDCAT PUCKSTERS
DROP FINAL GAME

The Villanova hockey team
closed an uneventful season last

Wednesday night, losing to the At-
lantic City Sea OuUs. one of the

best amateur clubs in the country,

by an 18-12 score in the Atlantic

City Auditorium.

It was the second time this sea-

son the Wildcat six had lost to the

seashore team.

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • • •

TELEPHONED
K^Mother and T>ad

?

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Sekticb

A Few

MOMENTS
and you^ll be there!

Go to the nearest telephone tonight,

give your home telephone number
to the Operator—and in a moment
or two you'll be hearing the latest

news from home.

It will be a thrill you'll want to re-

peat. Before you hang up make a

"date" to call them up again some
night next week.

It's so easy to make the call and costi

so little

!

(Charges can be reversed, for diac

matter.)
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Frat Basketball

Financerti and Doi-ton*-to-be May
Have to Play Extra Game on

Thursday to Break Tie

ENGINEERS SHOW FIGHT

I--

Victories for both Delta PI EpsU-
on and Lambda Kappa Delta, In

their Inter-Frat League games
last week enabled the D. P. E.

outfit to enter the last week of play

still holding a half-game lead on

the L. K. D. five.

Tonight, in the last regularly

scheduled game of the season Phi

Kappa PI which gave the league

leaders unexpected opposition in

the first half of their game last

Thursday night, meets the Lamb-
das and a victory for the Red and
Black will tie up the race and
make a playoff necessary.

While final plans will not be

made until after tonights game, it

is expected that the e?ctra and de-

ciding game will be played on
Thursday night in the gym.

L. K. D.. 24; E. P. T., 8

Winning easily, but showing a

poor attack in the second half.

Lambda Kappa Delta stayed in

the runn^g by beating Epsilon Phi

Theta Tuesday evening, 24-8.

Joe Castellani played a great

•floor game fof the losers, and
scored all their goals from the field

but poof support from his mates

made the game one-sided.

For the winners. Timm was
high scorer with nine tallies while

Collins and Morrison each racked

up six. Pacenta played a nice de-

fensive battle, but the L. K. D.

quintet will have to improve

mightily to win two battles this

week to take again the league

championship. '
. .:

L. K. D. E. P. T.

Collins forward Costanzo

Timm forward Dineen
Morrison center Gibbons
Pacenta guard . . Castellani

Dunleavy guard Dwyer
L. K. D 9 9 2 4—24
E. P. T 4 1 2 1—8
Substitutions—L. K. D.—Keane,

Alamprese, Ocelus. Field goals-
Collins, 3; Timm, 4; Morrison, 3;

Pacenta, Castellani, 3; Foul goals—
Tinrni, Dunleavy, Costanzo, Dwyer.

Referee—McDermott. Umpire—
Zuhosky. Timekeeper—Garrity.

AT THE
MA8TBAUM

D. P. E.. 23; P. K. P.. 10

Delta Pi Epsilon retained its

slim lead after Thursday night's

23-10 victory over Phi Kappa Pi.

Unexpected strength in the En-
gineer's lineup in the first half,

when they started off f^st to hold

the league leaders without a point

in the first ten minutes, and with-

out a field goal in the entire first

half, gave the big crowd a thrill.

With Hickey's two goals from the

field featuring, P. K. P. led at half

time 5-2

In the second half, aided no
little by the injection of Crowley
into the lineup, D. P. E. started off

with a bang and took the lead with
two goals by Donovan and Driscoll.

P. K. P. trailed 11-5, at the end of

the third period.

Fred Donovan's four field goals

in the last quarter put the game
on Ice. Donovan led the winners
In scoring with 13 points, while

Hickey was high man for the En-
gineers with seven. Joe Kelly's

first field goal of the season, a

great shot from the side, featured.

D. P. E. P. K. P
Forve forward Avli

Blaney forward .... Houseman
Donovan center Hickey
Kelly guard Riley

Driscoll . . guard .... Schnapauff
D. P. E 2 11 10—23
P. K. P 2 3 3 2—10

Substitutions—D. P. E., Crowley
P. K. P.—Sykes, Schwartz. Ref-
eree—Gardner.

League Standing
Team W. L. P. C.

D. P. E. ........ ... 5 1 .833

L. K. D. 4 1 .800

P. K. P 1 4 .200

E. P. T 1 5 .167

TH6 PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES Z>0£/i?i£

THE INK

The Mastbaum Theatre, 20th and

Market streets, Philadelphia, pre-

sents, starting Friday, March 6th,

for Its first program of March, the

March of Hits, a striking bill, com-

bining tremendous features on stage

and screen. "Gentleman's Fate," a

thrilling gangster story, starring

John Gilbert and Louis Wolhelm
(In his last picture), was the screen

attraction, while on ' the stage,

"Forward March" was the first of

a new series of stage attractions

even greater than those produced in

February. The Mastbaum's per-

manent personalities, Teddy Joyce,

Milton Charles and David Ross, will

continue to entertain their audien-

ces.

"Gentleman's Pate" Is a stirring

gangster story, giving John Gilbert
his first real talking opportunity at

fine dramatic acting. Louis Wolhelm.
who gives the last portrayal of his
distinguished career In this picture,

gives a sterling characterization, as

the hard-boiled gangster who hldea a
great deal of tenderness beneath a
rough exterior.
"Forward March" is the first of the

new series of stage shows, celebrating
the March of Hits. The public re-

sponse to the great shows the Mast-
baum has been producing, was so en-
thusiastic that the management has
decided to keep on producing their
own spectacular, gorgeous and high-
ly entertaining shows. Featured in

the show are the Rltz Brothers, well-
known musical comedy stars, Bemls
and Brown. Master Boden, the Tap-
ping Six, a group of amazing male
dancers, the Six Oalonos, the Mast-
baum Ballet of 36, and the Male
Steppers. Of course Teddy Joyce and
hlB musical madcaps, the Mastbaum
Stage Band, will help direct the pro-
ceedings, and furnish their quota of

entertainment.

MlUun Charles has chosen for his

solo "The River and Me."
The Mastbaum Symphony Orches-

tra, David Ross conducting, will pres-

ent Phedre,'" by Massenet, for their

Overture.

"Gentleman's Fate" has an unusu-
ally strong cast. Besides the two
stars, John Gilbert and Louis Wol-
helm, the cast includes Leila Hyams,
Anita Page, Marie Prevost, John MU-
Jan, George Cooper and Ralph Ince.
The story was written by Ursula
Parrott, author of "Strangers May
Kiss." '

Dad Gets Stuck

Hello, Johnny!" said the neigh-
bor. Can I see your father for a
little while?"

The Utile Doy thought hard for a
moment. "I'm afraid you can't,

sir." he replied. "He happens to be
wrapped up In his work at present."
"Oh, I see," replied the neighbor.

"I didn't know you father was so
studious. Tell him I'll call again
tomorrow."

"But dad's not studious," Johnny
hurriedly replied: "He's only been
papering the parlor."

Stanford Clothes
m
m
m

m

i Full Line of SPORT CLOTHES I

Made to Your Measure

$19.75 to $36.75

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

SEE OUR SHOWING AT THE PIE SHOP

EVERY THURSDAY

D(i)@(i)®(i)®®®@(©)®®®®g

Announcing!!
the formal opening of the

VJIIanova Men's Shop

A COMPLETE SHOWING OF THE NEWEST

SPRING STYLES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

wmm.mmmmmmww

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every

Friday by R. KAUFMAN

hy we spend $29000,000

to put CyAMEL cigarettes

in the new HlJMIDOR PaCK
WeE have been in the tobacco business a long

time down here at Winston-Salcni and we take

a lot of pride in the quality of the cigarettes we
make.

While we have spent a good many million

dollars advertising Camels, weVe always held

to the old fashioned idea that the thing that

really counts is what we put into our cigarette

and not what we say about it.

If we know anything about tobacco, and we
think we do. Camels contain the choicest Turk-
ish and the mellowest, ripest domestic leaves

that money can buy.

In fact we have every reason to be proud of

the quality of Camels as they come from the

factory, but the remark of an old friend of ours

from Denver some time ago emphasized a point

that has been the problem of the cigarette

industry for years.

As he inhaled the smoke from a Camel we
gave him in our offices one morning, he sighed

with very evident enjoyment and then asked
jokingly, **What is this, a special blend re-

served for Camel executives?**

**Certainly not," we told him. **Thl8 package
of Camels was bought at the corner store this

morning.**

"Well," he said, "Pve been a dyed In the wo6l

Camel smoker for a good many years, but upon
my soul I never got a cigarette as good as this in

Denver. If you would give the rest of the world

the kind of Camels you sell here in Winston-

Salem, you ought to have all the cigarette busi-

ness there is.**

HAT statement simply em-
phasized again the cigarette

industry*s most important
problem. The more we
thought about it, the surer

we were that he was dead
right, and that somehow,
•something must be done.

Denver toaan*t getting a fair

break. Neither in fact was
any other town. The only peo-
ple who really knew how good
Camels could be,were the folks
right here in Winston-Salem.

That was due to a factor no
cigarette manufacturer had
ever been able to control.

Naturally there is no differ-

ence whatever in the quality

of the tobacco In Camels, whether you buy
them in Winston-Salem, Denver or Timbuc-
too. But up to now there has been a very real

difference in the condition of the cigarettes by
the time they reached the smoker.

The flavor and mildness of fine tobacco
depend upon the retention of its natural^ not
added, moisture content which is prime at

about ten per cent.

In spite of our great pains always to make
sure Camels left the factory with just the right

amount of natural moisture, no cigarette pack-
age had ever yet been designed that could pre-

vent that precious moisture from drying out*

[here are three things about a cigarette that
can sting the tongue and unkindly burn the
throat.

. ,

(i) Ctieap tobarcom.

(2) Particles oipeppery dust left in th«
tobacco because of inefficienteieau'

. ingmethodsm

(3) A parched dry condition of the tO"
bacco due to loss ofnatural tnoisture

: by overheatiny or evaporation^

Always certain of the quality of our tobaccos

we had already made Camel a **dustless" cig-

arette by the use ofa specially designed vacuum
cleaning apparatus exclusive with our factory.

Now, ifwe could perfect a package that would
actually act as a humidor and retain the natu-
ral moisture content, then Yuma, Arizona,
could enjoy Camels as much as we do here at
Winston-Salem.

Wc knew what we wanted.
We tried many things. We
asked the Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory to help us.

Aftermany experimentsand
humidity tests covering all

methods of packing cigarettes

came the detailed report of

which this is the net:

(A) No existing cigarettepack'
agCj including those wrapped
in glaasine paper or ordinary

cef/op/ia/te.gives anything like

adequate protection against

evaporation.

(0) All cigarettes so packed
tend to dry out rapidly from
the day they arc released from
the factory.

(C) Only a waterpnwj mate'
rial with a specially devised

air'tight seal could give the desired protection.

(D) This measure, while costly, could be relied

on to keep Camels in prime condition for at
least three months in any climate.

If you have a technical bent, the graph below
made by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
will show you the exact results of their ex«

haustive study.

•jO

SO

4.0

an

^o

I.O

2S DAY THART OF CIGARETTF MOISTURF LOSS
•i Average .I O pockai/eH Y
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Frat Basketball

l-inum-tTN mid. I»i»»lors-to-lH' >la.v

lluvc Ut I'luy i:\tra tiunic on
Thursduy it> Urtak Tic

ENGINEERS SlIUW ElUllT

Vlctrtrlos for both Delta Pi Epsil-

on and I.ambdn Kappa Drlta, in

tlu'ir Iiitcr-Fiat Itanuf naiiu-s

last week enabled the U. P. E.

OUtHt to enter I lie lust week ol play

still holding a halt-name lead on

the L. K. D. hve,

Tonight, in the la.sl regularly

scheduled game ol the season Phi

Kappa Pi which gavi- the leagiU'

leaders uncxpeeted opposition in

;
the (irst hall ol iheii' name last

Thursday ninhl. meets the Lamb-
diui and a victoiy for the Kid and
Black will tie up the ract' and
make a playoff necessary.

", While final plans will not be

'•made until alter lomnhl's name, it

Is expected that the extni and de-

ciding game will be played.' on
• Thursday night in the gym.

L. K. 1). ^4; F. V. T.. 8

Winning Vasily. but showing a

poor attack m the second half.

Lambda Kappa Delta stayed in

the running by beating Epsilon Phi

Theta Tuesday evening. 24-8.

Joe Castellani, pU.ytti a great'

floor game tor, the losers. and
scored all their goals from the lield

flut poor support from His ^ mates

mad*' the game one-sided.

For the winners TLmni was

high scorer vvilh niiu' tallii's while

Collins atul Morrison each racked

up six. Pacenta i)layed a nice de-

fensive battle, but th(^ I.'. K. D.

quintet will have to improve

mightily to win two battles this

week lo take again the league

championship.
L. K. D.

Collins .... forward .

Timm forward
Morrison . center

Pacenta .... guard
Dunhavy ..... guard
L. K. D. .. . . 9

; E. P. T
Substitutions -L.

Alampre.se, Ocelus.

Collins. 3: Timm. 4

Pacenta. Castellani. 3; Foul goals

Timm. Dunlea\y. Costanzo. Dwyer
Referee McDtrmott. Umpire-
Zuhosky. Timekeeper—Garrity.

AT THE
MASTBAUM

K. I'. T.

. Costanzo
. . . Dineen
. . Gibbons
Castellani

.... Dwyer
9 2 4 - 24

12 1—0
D. Keanc.

Field goals-
Morrison. 3;

4

K

D. I*. E.. 23: P. K. P.. 1»

. Delta Pi Epsilon retained its

slim lead after Thursday night's

23-10 victory over Phi Kappa Pi.

Unexpected strength in the En-
gineers lineup in the flr.st half,

when they started otT I'jist to hold

the league leaders withoiil a point

in the lirst tt-n miiuUes. and with-

out a held goal in the entire first

half, gave the big crowd a thrill.

With Hickeys two goals from the

field featuring. P. K. P. led at half

time .5-2

In the second half, aided no

little by the injection of Crowley

into the lineup. D. P. E. started ofT

with a bang and l«H)k the lead with

two goals by Uonovaii and Driscoll.

P. K. P. trail<'d 11-.'). al Ihe end of

the third period.

Fred Donovan's four held goals

in the last quarter put the game
on ice. Donovan led th(> winners

in scoring with 13 points. while

Hickey was high man for tin F:n-

gtneers with .seven. Joe Kelly's

lirst field goal of the season, a

great shot from the side, featured.

D. P. E.

Forve .

Blaney
Donovan
K(>lly . .

.

Dri.scoU

D. P. E
P. K. P. ....

Sub.stitutions

P. K. P. Syke.s.

eree—Gardner.

Leautii* Standintj

W. I

fcjrward

forward ...

..i center
. .

.

' guard .

guard ., . . .

t)

D P

I'. K. P
, , Avli

. Hou.seman
. . Hickey

Ililey

Schiiapauif
2 11 10 23

3 3 2 10

E.. Crowley
Schwartz. Ref-

Team
D. P. E
L. K. D
P K. P
E. P. T.

5

4

1

1

P.(.
.833

.800

.200

.HJ7

IC

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES DOUBLE

THE INK

The Mastbaum Theatre. 20th and

Market streets. Philadelphia, pre-

sents, starting Friday. March ()th,

for its flr.st program of March, the

March ol Hits, a striking bill, com-

bining tremendous features on stage

and screen, 'Gentlemans Fate." a

thrilling gangster siory, .starring

John Gilbert ami Louis WoUieim

(in his last picture", was the screen

attraction, while on the .stage.

-Forward March " was the hrsl ot

a new series of stage attractions'

even greater than tho.se produced in

February. The Mastbaum's per-

manent per.sonalitle.s, Teddy Joyce.

Milton Charles and David Ro.ss. will

continue to entertain their audien-

ces. •.
: y

•OeiitlPtiiftiVS Fate" is a Htlrring

gangster story, givnig John Gilbert

his lirst leal liilkntg opporlimlty at

line draiuatio acting. Louis •Wolheiiii

who gives the last portrayal ot his

(li.stiiiguisheil career In this pliture.

Hives a sterling cliararteri/alion. as

the hard-boiled gangster who liUles a

ureal deal of tenderness beneath a

rough exterior.
•Forward March" is the first of the

new .series of stage shows, cejebrutlng

tlie March ol Hit.s. The public re-

sponse to the great sliows tlie Mast-
baum has been producing^ was so en-
thusr.isiic that' the management lias

decided to keep v>\\ prodvieing tlieir

own spectacular. gorgeoUs and hlgh-

Iv entertaining shows. , Featiirecl in

the show are the Ritz Brothers, well-

knov.ii nnisicar comedy stars, Bemls
and Brown. Master Beden. the Tap-
ping Six. a group of amazing male
dancers' Ihe Six flalonos. the Mast-
baum Ba'llet of 3(i. and the Male
Steppvrs Of cour.-e TetUiy Joyce and
his nnislcal nindcaps. the Mastbaum
Stag<' Band, will li.'lp direct the pro-
eeedmgh. and furnish their quota of

eiilertainmeiu.

Mdlnh Chalies has cho.sen loi' lns

solo • The River ami Me
The Ma.slbanin Symphony OrclicH-

tra. David Rons conducting, will pres-

ent Pheilre." by Ma-.sei ei. for their

Oxerlvne.

(.entlemaH'ii' Pnte" has an unusu-
ally strong cast. Besides liie two
stars, John Ctilbert and Louis Wol-
heiin, the cast inehdes Leila Hyams.
Anita Pag«'. Mane I'revosl. John Mil-
jan. Cieorgj- Cooper ami Ralph Ince,
The story was written by Ur.HiUa
I'arrotl. author of "Strangers M.iy
Kiss

"

Dad (lets Stuck

i;ilc). Johnny! " said the neigh-
bor Can I .see your father for a
little while?"

Hie little uoy tliougni hard for a
nioinent "rm afraid you can't,

sir. he replied 'He happens to be

wra Plied up in his work at present.

'

•Oh, I .see," rei)lied the neighbor.

"I didn't know you father was so
.studious. Tell him I'll call again
tomorrow."

I Jut dad's noi studious," Johnny
huiiiedly replied: "He's only been
papering the parlor."

ParatnountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'll Like Us

Stanford Clothes

Made to Your Measure

$19.75 to $36.75

Full Line of SPORT CLOTHES

@
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KVKKY Till KSDAY

Announcing!!
ihv fornuil o/H-niii^ of llw

Villanova Men's Shop

A coMPiKTi: sri<)\viN(; oi iiii: M:wi;sr

SI»KIN(; STYLKS KOK Till; COLLKij; MAN

Showing: at Pie Shoppe Every

Friday by R. KAUFMAN

ky we spend $2,000,000

to put fyAMEL cigarettes

in the Btew HuMIDOR Pack
w.K have horn in tlir lolmrro hiisinrss n lonp

tiiiir <io\vii li«>rr al \\ iiislon-Salnii ainl m<> lake

a lot (»r pride in llie <|iialil> oftlu' 4'i^an'lleH we
niuke.

While we have spent a pood many million

dollarN advert isinp darnels, wr'vr always In-Ul

to Ihe old fashioned idra that the lliinp that

really eonnts is what wr put into our i'ipan'lte

and not H'hut we say idmut it.

If we know anythinp about tohaeeo, and we
think we do, <'.am(>ls contain llx' choices I J'nrk-

ish and the mellowest, ripest tloiiiestic leaves

that money can huy. ^ "'.'•'" ':•';'

In fact we hav<' every reason l<» Ih- prond of

the 4|uality of (Uinuds as they come from the

factory, hnl the remark of an oKl friend of ours

from Denver some time a^o einphasi/.cd a poinl

tlijit has he(*n the problem of the cigarette

industry for >ears.

As he inhaled the smoke from a riamel we
pave him in our otiices «ine morninp, he siphed

with very evident <>njoynu-nl and then asked

Jokinply, **\\ hat is this, a special bhiid re-

serveil for (lamel executives?"

*'(!«'rtainly n<»l," we told him. "''riiis packape

of Camels was bi>upht at tlie corner store thin

morninp." ,-. ^; ;.;...; •-./.

**Well." hv said, "I've been a dyed in the wool

Camel smoker for a pood many \<>ars, but upon
m\ soul I never pot a ciparette as pood as this in

l>enver. If you would pivt- the rest of llu' world

Ihe kind of Camels you sell here in Winston-

Salem, you ouphl to have all ihe eiparelte busi-

ness th»'r«' is."

T
J.ii\'r statement simply em-
phasi/.ed apain the eiparelte

in<luslry's most imporlant
problem. Th<> more we
Ihouphi idioiit it, lh<* surer

we uerc that he was dead
riphi, and that .stunvliniv,

Homethinp must be done.

Denver tvasn'l petlinp a fair

break. IVeitber in fact wan
an> other to^%n. The only |n-o-

ple v«lio rcallv knew how pooil

< !amels could be.were ihe folks

riphi here in W iiislon-Saleiu.

That was due to a factor no
ciparclle manufacturer hud
4*ver In-cii able to control.

!Saturall\ there is no differ-

euee wliutever in ihc quulily

of ibe lfd»aeeo In Camels, whether you buy
them ill W iiist(m-Sal<*ni, Denv<>r or 'i'imbiie-

loo. Ibil up lo now there has been a very real

<lilTerciice in the roin{llum <»f th4> «'iparell<>s by

the lime they reached the snmker.

The flavor and mildness of fine lobaeeo

flcpeiid upon the retention of its natural, nnl

atltlvil. ntttisliirv voiilvnt which is prime at

about ten per cent.

In s|>il<> of our preat pains always lo make
8Ure Caiiuds l<>fl the factory with just the ripht

amoiinl of natural moisliire, no ciparel le pack-

iipe had ever yet b<'<Mi <l«>sipncd that coiibl pre-

vent that pr<-cious moisture from <lryinp out.

ilKKKare three thinps about a ciparclle that

4'an slinp the lonpiie and unkindly bum the

tliroal.

( 1 ) t'in'ap tnhamntm

(2) i'artivleM itf pvppvrff ttunt l«»tt in the
lulfaw» IrvvtiuHi* uiinvtfivivnt fl«»an~

inff metlnHlK.

(:i) .1 purvltvil tirfi vitndHiitn ut tln> #o-
irnvvw flue lit litHM ofnnturai mitiniure
Ifff avvrltvutinif »r 0'rupwraiionm

Alwavs certain of the ipiality of our loba<*<*os

we had already madi' (!ainel a "tlitstlvss'^ <'ip-

arellc by the use of a specially desipned vacuum
eleuninp apparatus «'\clusive with our factory.

INou , ifwecmibl perfect a packape that would
actually act as a lunnidor and retain the natu-
ral nioisliire content, then '^iima, .\ri/.onu,

eould «>njory Canuds us nuudi an we do here ut

W iuHtou-Sulem.

We knew what we wanted.
We tried many thinps. W «•

asked the l*illsburpli Testinp
LulMiralory to help us.

After many evpi-rimen Isand
humidily tests <ovcrinp all

m«*lliods of pa<-kiiip ciparelles

<'ume llu* dt*tailcd r(*porl of

which this is the net

:

air-tight sral eould pive the desired protection.

(/>) I'his measure, irhih' costly, could be relied

<in to k4-e|> Camels in prime condition for at

least three iiKuiths in any climate.

If you have n te<*linical bent, the pra|di below
made by the Piltsbiirpli Testinp Laboratory

will show you the exact results of their ex-

haustive study.
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Editorially

Speaking
St. Patrick

'

To-day is a day dear to the hearts of all Catholics, a day

chorishod "lovingly by all Irish Catholics; for to-day com-

memorates the death of one of the greatest saints of the

Church, the patron saint of that pretty little island made

faniouH in song and rhyme for its wide, rolling swards of fresh

MTcen turf, and for its enchanting canopy of clear blue sky,

2o unmistakably suggestive of Our Uidy's blue mantle. To-

day is St. l»atrick's day and all over the world grateful Cath-

olics do honor to his memory.

May we not, then, pause a moment and recount some uf

t he outstanding incidents in the life of this illustrious saint,

a Saint ujwn whom God lavished His gifts in such muniti-

cence*/ Most of these facts are known to most of us, but is

it not fitting to bring them again to mind and see just how

beloved of God must have been the Isle of Erin, for Him to

have sent it such a worthy leader?

St. Patrick was born, then, in Kilpatrick, Scotland in

387. He died in Saul, Ireland J^rteen hundred and thirty-

eight years ago tr>-day. Two facts aie contained in this bit

of data which are, perhaps, not commonly realized. First,

St. Patrick was not Irish by birth. He was born in Scotland

of a Roman family. Second, when he died, he had attained

the venerable age of lOG.

When the Saint was sixteen years old, he was carried otf

by Irish marauders and sold as a slave to an Irish chieftan.

vOn the sunlit hills of Ireland, which he came to love so well,

he tended sheep and mastered the soft, sweet-toned language

of the country. After six years he escaped to Britain,

thence to Gaul, where he studied at Tours, I^rins and Aux-

ere. He became the cpmpaniim of St. Germain on a mission

to Britain, and not long after, on the recommendation of the

latter, was entrusted with the conversion of the Irish race.

He and his companions landed in 433 and the stone upon

which he is said to have set foot has ever since been held in

highest veneration. Immediately he began to preach, and

on Easter Sunday he converted the biothei- and chief bard of

the chieftan king. It was on this occasion that St. Patrick

is said to haVe plucked a shamrock to explain by its triple

leaf and single stem the doctrine of the Blessed Trinity.

- From that time until his death, fifty years later he or-

ganized parishes, former dioce.ses, and instructed both chieJ-

tans and people. He consecrated, personally, no less than

350 bishops and ccmstantly, even to the very end, visited and

Watched over all the provinces he had founded.

It is often thought that his conversion of Ireland was

one peaceful series of concjuests with little or no hindrance

on the part of the inhabitants; but it is lelated that the

Saint was ca|)tujed and condemned to die no less than twelve

times. When he was not actually preaching, he spent the

time in prayer and penetential^austerities, wearing a rough

hair shirt and making a )ock his bed.

Wlien the great Saint was dying and about to rest for-

ever fntni his arduous labors, it is told that a visi(m appear-

ed to him. He .saw the whole of Ireland lit up with the

brightest rays of Divine faith. This continued for centur-

ies, and then cloud.s^ gathered around the devoted isle, and

little by little, the religious glory faded away, until in the

couisc of centuries it was only in the remotest valley that

some glimmer of its light remained. St. Patrick prayed that

the light would never be extinguished, and, as he prayed, an

angil came to him and .said, "Fear not, your apostoiate shall

never cease." Then, the glimmering light grew in bright-

ness and ceased not, until once niore all the hills and valleys

of Ireland were lit up in their pristine glory. Then, the

angel once mcjre ai)|K'a»ed an<i said, "Such shall be the abid-

ing splendor of Divine truth in Ireland."

How tiue. has this vision proved to be. St. Patrick left

his beloved hills and dales bathed in the sublime light of the

faith which he had set over the Emerald Isle. In the ninth

and tenth centuries the Danes invaded Ireland, d(!secrating

allais, killing priests and monks, annihilating the ('hristian

natives. Conditions grew wor.se and wor.se; tho.se clouds

which St. Patrick had seen were growng darker and darker,

until the time of Henry VHI and Pidward VI, Catholicity

could be found glimmering only in the remotest valleys.

Then, with ('atholic Queen Mary the faint gimmer began
(nee more \o brighten, and at the present lime the bright-

ness of its light is rapidly appioaching a zenith.

To-day the Irish Free State is peaceful and prosperrms;
its government is imbued with the spirit of the be.st ('atholic

rulers of the past ; and it conserves the moral as well as the

material welfare of the people. Still, the end has not yet
been reach«Hl and it is only a matter of a few short years,
we hop(.. that the Divine light of Faith among Irish Cath-
olics may be given the opportunity to shine foilh as brightly
and as warmingly as the sun at noonday tide.
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The Styx
Z^iW^M^ISMSSSMM^^^^^M^^^^^fi.rj

So many ])coplf during the last

nutnth huvo been consigning their
niconif Uixe.s lo Hell, that we have
bfon liU-'ially deluged. A sort of
iiKuiiu' Hood, don't you know. This
litlk' reminder behooves us to get
a move on and fill out our own
Liluni(5. The income t^x Just as
everything else down here has be-
come a hell of a nuisance.

Patrick Hein-y tells us that he
onee .said, "Uive me liberty or give
me deatli! " it seeni,s tliat he got
both. Now he claims that he would
iak(! c|eath a.s a prefcrance these
day-s, if he wore uj) there and had
a choice. It would be so much
ea.sler to die a natural death tlian

U) go crazy trying to fill out a
pre.sent day 'income tax blank.
Since Emperor Lucifer the First

levied Uie income tax, oui- friends,

t hV Fli-st and Second Charles of
England, the Thirteentn and
F\)urteentli Louis of Prance, and
the Borgia.s of Venice (.of course
you know the Borgias, they are tlie

Borgias, and Iiqw!) have done
nothing but fret and furpe. They
claim that they should l?e the ones
to do any tax levying if there Is

any such thing to be dope in
Hollurbla. Of course they are the
ones who have had the most ex-
perience in that ^inc having had an
aiJijrenticeshlp in their respective
lands for any number of years. But
on the olher hand the primary
purpose of the inhabitants of HadQs
is to drink, eat and be merry, for
they are already dead, at least from
the neck up. The Emperor claims
Ihat thLs primary' purpose would be
thwarted if any of the Hellions
would have to worry about such a
minor thing as tax levy.

And another thing. It is so much
more fun for his mercenary high-
ness to watch his victims squirm in
the toils of blanks and questions
and all tiie other paraphernalia
incident to income tax returns. The
Borfiias refuse to give up any
nirtiiuma to the Hadianlc govem-
nu'ht without a fight. So they
have retained a lawyer, Mr. Black-
stone, to light their case for them.
The grounds for the suit are that
they have personally seen to it

that many of their friends, rela-
tions, and countrymen have gone
via tlie poison route to Hell. They
claim that in all justice they shquld
receive due recognition of the iSer-

\ ice they had rendered the Emper-
or. Besides that, haven't these
.selfsame victims of the Borgia
lioRpitality. furnished more shades
to Hades and therefore more sub-
jects on wiiom the tax could be
levied.

Louis XIV wants to flfeht it out
along the same line, he says that
h(> was primarily the cause of all

tlie people sent to our satanic realm
during the French Revolution. They
may not have Ytcew .so hot up there,
but they sure do burn up down here
Adam and Eve wanted to be

exempt from the tax on accoimt
of their great antiquity, and the
fact that they hiiven't much In tlie

way of material possessions. Lucifer
over-niled tlielr objections on the
ground that they Were taxable for
their descendants. Later he ariiend-
ed this decision by taxing them
higher than anyone else, for the
fact that iney are really responsible
for all this mess.

Queen Elizabeth also wanted to
claim an exemption on the ground
that she was a poor, lone, lorn
.spini.ster. But at the crucial mo-
ment the Earl of Es.sex came Into
court with .several shades following
him in i)ioce.ssion. The shades had
physiognomies peculiarly like those
of both the Queen and Esisex .so

the case was dropped like a shot
out of Hell which it really was.
The last we heard she had Essex
and Raleigh IJk)!^ chipping hi on
lier tax bill.

Personally, being in Hades, we are
In a hell of a fix. You have of
course,, seen that ferry launch of
oiu-s. which we use to transport
the shades from one side of the
Styx to the other. Well the blighty
tiling hasn't developed adenoids or
tonsils or any such thing, but it

sure is one .source of infectious
trouble. Being .sound business men,
our company of course advertised
that the Styxie Queen (the name
of our launch) was the most
modern, up-to-date, in fact the
most .squiffy barge available for the
transport^Ulon of shades and other
liniit maU'rlal across the river. The
public naturally fell hard for it,

and as the dear public had no
otlier choice, they rode in the barge.
But when these shades had

barged in for a forry-rtde, they de-
<'i(led that they would get more Joy
out of endorshiK cigarettes and then
not smoking them. Be that as it

may. they rode In the launch and
liked it for they couldn't very well
swim the breach in the terra flrma.
Here is tlie rub, we represented our
ferry to tlK' Infernal revenue man
as being an old tub. Just about able
lo wobble from one side of the
crick to tlie other. And maybe
sometimes not able to do that. In
fact we painted the picture quite
badly, and our regular custonjers,
much lo our .sorrow, bore us' out In
these particulars.

Now it .so happens that the In-
fernal revenue man Is also the
eommi.ssioner of wharves and docks
and boats and so forth and so on.
Living around the wharves perhaps
made him jilay this ratty trick. He
l.s going to make our famous (;om-
pany buy a new ferry launch, and
woe is we This depression has
taken all our money, and not so
many shades come down here for
transportation, they must be either
getting very, very good, or very,
very bad. Besides that the old tub
is only a few centuries old, and
wliat are one or two leaks whfo
they have been put In merely to
get otjt of paying so much Income
tax
We can't see why they call It

income tax anyhow, unless for the
fact that It goes Into the privy
purse, btit It stire goes out of ours.
Well try to keep out of the kinks

To-day Is the day that the sons of
Krin ral'.y round the board to toast
the lu-alUi of the Irish ratv. To-
day Is the day the .sons of Abraham
grand and glorious day the noted
miniature shamrocks and harps to
I lie sons of Russia and PoUand and
Sweden and the other historical
sixits of the world. Tlie.se last
mentioned .soius tlu-n become Irish-
men for the day at least On this
^arnd and glorious day tlir noted
Iri.sh eyes are inclined to smile
ihv smile you sing about and the
Irish knees are likewLse inclined
to dimple in a manner wholly re-
.sefved by the Iij.sh on these March
days when the winds go out on a
I'amiMXge. There was a lime when
the day was ob.servvd only by, the
Irish but that has passed along
with several other old customs It
is a " holiday for everyone except
students'. If you doubt this count
the faces at the St Pat's
dance to-nlghl. in the gym and
count the Irish. See if t.hey, even
average lifty per-cent (if those also
pre.sent In New^VoVk they haw a
parade. In Calcutta they have a
parad<' and In fhie heart of Africa
I dare .say the followers of. the
Green get out and do tlwlr stuff.
Maybe the nati\e.s have the fever
and get into the parade.
The ice cream cpmpany puts out

various designs done In green Ice-
cream, whatever it is called. In fact
half of a frozvti harp may be green
and the other half in oraiige, which
I suppo.sed is intended to make the
other half of the native Irish feel
(iood. The man who makes the ice
cream may have a name like Gins-
berg or something. Tlie Irish
societies have banquet.s In hoteft
run by Schultes and then go to
.shows owned by Cohens. The Irish
celebrate and the rest of the world
collects. Even the bootlegger who
puts the pep and the hooks Into
the party probably Is called
Pastlello by those wiio know him
Ijest. It's a strange world.

In Ireland on this day of days
the folks get out a^id dance and
then do the rounds of all their
friends where they expect a little
uip to be .served and needless to say
they^^ aren't di-sappointed, Theii
they all go to the village where
.stories aro told and more dancing
comes into it's own. The ancient
«lorles of the face are brought
forth to be rp-ha.shed bVcr and over
in order t^^at the children may tell
the .same stories to their grand-
clvildirn. Every where you go there
•u-e green decorations in the form
of shamrocks aiui harj)s The sham-
rock Is native to Ireland. The
British made a mistake when they
took it off the flag. They had ail
idea it would promote ijeace be-
tween the North and the South.
Somehow or other it seems to me
that they made a mistake The
uromotlcn of \yoacv may go large
in some places but the Irish love a
^ood tu.s.sle too much to promote
peace. Peact> at all costs doesn't
TO far over there, in fact it doesn't
even RVt to the corner
But when the Irish move to other

countries there's .somcthiiiR that
ftets into their blood and they get
soft. They forget the old stories and
the celebration of St. Patrick's riav
turns into a feast of all saints.

Collci|i(iiiq

They wear green becau.se the rest
of the town wears It They no
longer know the meaning of it. I

suppose the majority of Ihetn think
lt.s a flag day of .some kind or that
some outfit Is having a tag day for
some worthy cause The result Is

that they buy a Shamrock and wear
It so that the street crier on the
next corner won't botlier to ask
Iheni to buy another
Ask the next son of the old .sod

that you meet the meaning of the
term "Mother Machree". If he
knows pat him on the back and ask
hlni what books he hiw< Ixnm read-
ing lately But on this day of all

days it Is hardly the proper time
to denounce the Irish. Rather it

Is the time to say a few words In

their favor It would be ea.sy, only
then this thing would read like an
editorial. "With all due respects to

the editor and his most excellent
staff of a-sslstants I would rather
have anything happen than to have
hLs cla.ssed with an editorial.

Maybe he'll write one anyhow. But
to get back to the Iri.sh what I'm
trying. to bewail l.s' the decadiince
of the people, that Is they are
decadlng. If they arent of coui-se it

is a different matter Take away all

these modern improvements of a

civilized age and country Give us
a taste of Ireland in a festive

mood, not Ireland as the fest of

the world views It. Have a big
campaign and .start the ball rolling

by having no clas.ses on this dt^V

Then have a huge banquet at noon
time, followed by another about
eight that night. In both feeds have
.several free-for-all fights that
would warm the hearts of the Irish.

What is a holiday for the.se peop'e
without a fight. The same as home
without a mother The same as n

speakeasy without pretzels if I may
be pardoned for using the two ex-
pressions. And then how about a

pood old-fashioned minstrel show
that our grandfathers u.sed to talk

about. That's about the nearest to

the real thing that \ve can have
Then pass out the Scotch, nilr,'ht a*^

well have .something foreign If

there are any men from sunnv
Italy pre.sent better break out with

a dozen bottles of wine. The
chances are that there will be a

few Germans somewhere in the

crowd so a couple of kegs of beer

win be needed Now no matter who
comes everything will be all .set.

A motion was made to celebrate

St. Pat's day several times a year
in this manner but after deep con-
sideration the Idea has been pass-

ed by as impractical because if a

celebration is to be a good one
there must be the fights as

mentioned before and tlie.se take
several weeks to mend. Couldn't
have the campus looking like the

Foreign Legion after a night In the

cafes of Mandalay. Therefore, all

advice to the contrary, there will be
inly one holiday a year ofc. this

kind St. Pat's day as it is Lsn't what
it used to be or what It should be.

It's in Lent and that brings back a

little poem my old Irish nur.se used
to tell me as I slumbered on her

knee . . . here it is.

Potatoes and Fish: an Irishman's

dish.

On St. Patrick's day In the morn-
ing.

Fr. Stanford

Gives Talk

On Liturgy

\ arioiis Pravers of Ifolv

SacTifu'e Spoken on

By Chaplain

i:\pi aiivsCerkmony

Puny Puns
by a " •

Punk Punster

The second of a series of talks on
the liturgy of the church was deliv-

ered by Fr. Stanford la.st Tuesday
evening f)n the subject of the jiray-

ers at tlie foot of the altar.

In oix'nin({ hi.s retnarks, Fr. Stan-

ford poinl«'d out that from the

moment tlie priest arrives at the

altar to the time he leaves it, every

word he utters and each gesture he
makes must be performed in ac

cordance with llie litiu-glcal require-

ments .of the Ma.ss.

Proceeding, he stre.s.sed the point

that all tho.se hearing Ma.ss are not

mere on-lookers but actual partici-

pants in the Holy Sacrifice. This
lact explains why it is that the
priest faces the same way as the
people, and also why the prayers he
says are worded in the jilural. In

answering the prayers, the server

acts as a representative of the peo-
ple.

Touching upon the solemnity of

the Mas.s. Fr. .Stanford de.scrlbed It

as the most important act of wor-
ship hi the church. The opening
prayers were characterized as a
siiirttual prepan»tion for hearing
Mass, They are an expression of

humility and unworthine.ss and a
supplication for forgiveness of .sins,

made in order that the Holy Sacri-
fice may \h- worthily celebrated.
Throughout the discourse on the

ritual attendant luxjn the saying of
the praiM'rs. the actual rites were
performed by Fr. Crawford. In
conclusion, it was pointed out that
If |M-oi)lc appreciated how intimate
a part they have in the celebration
ol Mu.ss and how nece.s.sary are the
I)rayers at the foot of the altar In

putting them in the right disposi-
tion for a.ssl.sting at the Holy Sacri-
fice, they would take more care In
attending .services punctually.

Howdy. Folks, did you even hear
about the chap who had asthrna?
You did'? Well, that's an old

wheeze. •-
;

• ':•'*

Times must be hard. The P. &
W., In a thrifty mood, banks its

turns. How interesting.
• • •

And then there was the Klepto-
maniac In the Hardware store who
tried to steel wool.

». > *

Did you ever know that Joan of
Arc wasn't made of ordinary flesh
and blood. She was Maid of Or-
leans.

And concerning tlie di.scu.s.sion

about culture and doctors, ju.st

think of all the future doctors who
have a great deal to do with culture
in the Bacteriology lab.

• • •
I hear they are calling the new

wlnd.shleld cleaners Fagan—a wiper,
you know.

• * *

Well, I guess I'd better be going,
even the trees are leaving.

ST. JOSKFII S (OLLLGE iPIilLA)
The HAWK, which was publl.shed

last year as the work of the cla.ss In
Journalism at St. Joseph's College,
has met willi such success that the
venture has been taken out of the
hands of the cla.ss and made a
college publication.

Congratulations are In Order for
the excellent news articles, but we
believe you would do better to Use
standard headlines on your first
page. We hope and trust that our
respective publications shall be
mutually of advantage to eaciv
other in the future. '

•

JOHNS IIOPKIN.S UNIVKRSITV
Filly men aii? now enrolled In the

"Old Timer's" club at Johns Hop-
kins Only seplors who have flunk-
ed cour.ses are eligible to become
members In the words of the
NEWS LETTER the purpose of the
organization Is "To study the
rea.sons that lie beneath the fail-

ure of the members In the various
cour.ses. The group ex{)e(;ts also to
sMidy conditloius ^nd methods In

"radlng and cla.ssroom procedure,
.so that It may remedy the ex-
igencies and undesirable con-
ditions whk-li are believed to exLst.

OGLFTHORPE UNIVERSITY
Evvry pei-son having a radio set

and po.sses.sed of the desire to
acquire an education will be able
to obtain a unlvcrsitv de"n'e next
fa'l. In the words of the STORMY
PETREL, "Under the Unlvei-slty of

the air plan. Oglethorpe will offer

a complete col'cge education by
'ectures over the radio, sunported
by correspondence. lecture:i and
personal examinations "

NOTRE DAME
Whl'p manv economists are pre-

scriblii'c theories of construction to

relieve unt^mtilovment. Notre Dame
acordin" to the SCHOLASTIC.
"At such a time as the present,,

tjieories are admirable and may be
,

Mideed worthwh'e, but it is more
worthy of note that Notre Dame
stenrTi^d in when they were ne(>ded

and with a minimum of administra-
tion red tane entered unon a
million dollar bulldlii'? pro-^ram
'Thou-sands of laborers will fl'^d

eni|)lovm"nt In this construction

program"

NEW ROCIIEIXE
Examinations alwavs brln<,' about

weird results, but the TATLER re-

oorts, among others, the following
yrize - Winners -

"A deacon is a mass of in-
flammable material placed In a
prominent po.sitlnn to warn jieople.

"The wife of a duke is a duchy.
"Socrates died from an overdose

of wedlock.
"In the U S..people are put to

death by elocution."
"Ijptters In sloping type are

hysterlts." •

rOLUMBIA
Of the .'S3 Columbia mentors who

took an examination, only 53 failed,

the highest average obtained being
well under CO |X'r cent. Among the
most difficult questions were the
following:

"Who were the Picolominl?
"Who was Tillman Rclmenschnel-

der?
'Translate: NesClre autem quid

nntea quani cs.se pueram?"
Many of (he faculty refu.sed to

submit themselves to the jxitentlal

dangers of this examination.
Physics, Engineering. Chemistry,
and Geology professors constituted

the main body of the refusers.

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
With the majority of the college

newspaper staffs in the undereolng
their annual changes. THE TOM-
HAWK of Holy Cross statf\s for the

benefit of the incumbent staff.
^

"The prime requisites for a good'
m'wsnaper man lire conciseness and
clarity. The facts must be told in

olain and simple languaw, Ex-
a"?gerations and rhetorical flourish-

es are .struck out of the proof

without a second thought A keen

.sense of value and an analytical

mind are conducive to the pre-

s^ntatlon of the news In the proper

nianner." ; ,•

COLLEIATE RACKETEERING

According to an Item in tln'

f»UF?PLE AND WHITE, college
students are takiiiR up racketeer-
ing In a "big way." N. Y U
vtudents were convicted of passing
bogus athletic tickets . . . Photo-
praphers. musicians, engravers, and
printers all contribute their duv
toll under "oldfa.shloned gas-pipe
methods." At Illinois one photo-
Kiapher was said to have paid
!S2()00 to campus polltlcans Posi-

tions paying $40 weekly are held
for the simple task of winding
campus clocks. ;

" ••

A MIRACLE <?» OF SPORT

Just why has Robert Edgren,
world-famous cartoonist, been call-

ing his drawings of unusual oc-

currences 'Miracles of Sixirt?"

On last Monday, March 9, he
made mention of two miracles, one
concerning an extra-robust strong
man bouncing hither and yon on
a piano, and the other dealing with
^last year's Cat-Temple football

legger be jnire and mention the game.
fact, for the government Is trying

.so that they can reward them wltii

_ ... , -_ . a drink and smell of honest-to-
and eolla these questions put most I John pre-war hkker.
people Into, and if yoo are a boot- I PHYLEOA8

He writes. "Vlllanovans were so
to [^«ke a census of all_ bootleggers

J
delighted after beating Temple they
j^^^ ^^p ^^^ ^^^1 postw on their
HOME field

"

We wonder whether he considers
beating Temple a MIRACLE?

IPtUanobrltuB
The Post Offi<e Department

srems all hot up aliout you fellows

sending first clas.s mail tn second

clash paekaRPs. Please remember
that Artl«le« 101 (page 200), 74

(page Hi) and sections 454 and
5«9 are sure to rat<>h up with you

and expose you for the thief you

are.

-V-
It snowed yesterday. Looked as

If we might have had a white St
Pat's day. We were owed one since

Christmas wasn't snow colored.

-V-
Freshmen assessments are due.

Now men of the class of '34 you
are about to taste the fimt bitter

fruits of a piith that Is to lead

you and the balance sheet a
merrv chase for four years.

-V-
With the opening of a tailor shop

on the campus we seem to have all

the requirements of a well ordered
town. That Is unless you wish to

deplore the lack of a speak-easy,

-V-
l.oule is putting out a bottle of

milk that mru.sures up to a pint.

The price is a dime. Either timen
are xettlng much better and pros-

perity Is on Its way back or may-
be it is just Louie's ronsclence
geltlng the best of him.

-V-
Easter is slowly become a reality.

How alKiut a new suit, or maybe a
new pair of shoes, or then again
a new tie. Well anyhow, how about
a big feed at least

-V-
Over 400 jolleces answered the

call for essavs on Camrl's new
parka Ke and it's wrappings. They
held a prlrr contest. May the
Knglish profs in the 400 roilei^rH

profit by their example.

•>

.

• L

**

• >•

'
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The Sports Editor ^s Corner

This (Irparlniriii dcNolcil more tliaii half a coluiuu
la.sl Tiustlay lo llir '\n*^' ^anu; 1k'Iwc«'II Lauilxia Kappa Del-

ta aiui l)«'lla l*i lipsilon lor llir liilcr-Frat League champion-
ship, aiiii llnjii I'hi Kapi»a l*i was m> ineonnideratc as to

make il iiimeeehsar>. W ell, anyhow, we still think it woultl

have he<n a good game, ami there is no tlouhl tliat the better

team rules ihi.s year as ehampious.•» >•

TilKFliNALKLCiOIlDS

Figures are not always interesting, hut there are
some inl«re.^ting statistics in the record of the 1931 Wildcat
haskethall team, |Mildishe<l for the first time today, in this

eidumiL

In the pro\eri)ial nutshell, here is the dope:
Ciaptain-eleet Joe ("zesiek was the high scorer.

An llarkin.-. oiil> >eiiior on the squad, was the only
regular to score in every game he played.

'dzesick's fourteen point** again.-<l Ursinus was the
highest indi\i<lual s<'ore to lie registered all year.

rile l«am*a.s a whole wah oiitseorfed by 25 points, hut
its opp<»iienl,<> oiil) made two more field goals.

Foul shooting yvas the weak-spot all through the
season.

.

.

Fight fouls converliMl <»ul of twelve tries was the best

mark in anv gani4>, ma<le again>t Hrown.
The. best niark from tin* free throw line by an op-

ponent was nuule by Teniph'. with ten corapletetl out of
thirteen attempts in the last game.

.lack MeDermott and Ibrrity had perfect records
from tlu' foul line. (;ze>i< k had the best record of the reg-

ulars, with 2.i coinrriid (»ut of 10 tries.

Fdwards. with 2r> free throws, led the team in foul-

scoring. Czesiek was high man with field goals, with 50
d<»uble-d«'cker.^.

Fdwards and ( ;z«>sii'k were the only players to par-
ticipate in every game.

Only thn'c differtMit Wildcats were banished from
games on pers«>nal fouU. Fdwards, Tracey and Weston. Ed-
wards was put out of four contests, Tracey from two and
Weston from one. Art llarkins reached his limit, three, on
six diffemit <iccasio«s.

<
<—

>

Which is the longer of these two

horiziontai lines? If you know the

answer—^try it on someone else.

Tl If team won .s«'\en of twenty games played.

If all this pro\<>s anything, we'll he surprised, but
hei'e are all the in(li\idual and team records:

(izesick

Harkins

Fdwards
^ eslon

Reitz

Tracey
Laflorle

McDermoll
Shorlall

Herrity

Smith
Zuho.skie

Villanova

Opp(tnenth

G.
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Just Looking
Around-^-

Hfllo t'\i'i>ijuU> !
i' f

a hhorl jM'J'UKi of Im r'

weathor aiquud tlitse purus iittS

. been gettjn« so warrfi tlmt sutBricjU

iiiciuct'incni lius Ijeen provideiji for

ihis witter to copie out yt hisculjby
liule. ,

' .\" '.' '- '
' " '

:}/'.' -: -V- :.''

We were *"e»diuB thi? PJiilly papvr
ihe otlU-r aiglU and . camv acrosii

ihls amumng aitlclv; 'The VlUa-
uova buKketbtUl icum has a cupliUn
uaint'd Ciiivscik . . ; now Uiey shoijlil

look aroiyid lor u playi-r nanu'ii

Mai de Mfr.'' V«'Ty wilty fvpn il

wo do say so. 8tiil we cnu conu>

ijuck and say'iUat."\Vh\tt*y" will b«>

hoiuiv "Mul" lo,«vj»ky. upi^iiig' jt«.iun

4nt"'xt Afatiuii."- - •
.."•'.'.

"'l'
'"•'

The)l we t-anie acrojiis the follow-

uig «M JoiiM HJx'.s 'Slranige as it

Seeniii'; ' Hgincr , 11 iiKt> I made a

kickpir 'and .•icoi-fcd a loU(;tKlowu Ui

i'lghl .seconds of tjic Villanova'Kut-
gers giifliL- 'ui i9-'3. He probably Set

Un aU lime record with this eifeht

„ .sDcoiiiti touchdown. Although "Hofiit'r

woighCd 2.30 pounds^ he could stvp

,oi|r j.ho' lOo"m IP' sfcoiids flat. . I'he

Sgame'stuited witl'i Vi.llanovT^ re-

celving; and Hazel's kickofl went far
'-. over iiie yOal line. .Hazt'l was down

undi'r tho Liail
' Hkc a strOak. A

. VlUanova pla.vin" < sad , to K'late)

made an citort to tOiich the ball to
-

' "the ground but tumbled it Hazel
UMuie a headioiif; divts • la/ided on
tht* bali. and scored a touchdown
eight seepnds' after the game had
sturted.'"-,-.;;. /; u'

,

;,,'

, Now that the basjketball season is

over, hpw about a g;ame between
Villaiiovaii and Ow^l stalls? •.

''
'.

'

-V-,- • : •.:,..

' That' W[t. St. ,Joseph .College "pos-;

''t^f in 'Ye Pie Shdppe'" is niodem-
Wtic to .vay the least. When atay of
the lelhnvn iitteinpt to road it they
go through some of the • qiieerest

IjOdlly conlorl'lons and end up Witt?

sUinding on tbeit^ heads- :

'r-.^.' :.'.' -V- ':.'.,••. /[jy
Prof. Venuto i.s lo.st to both tlue

Arts and Prp-ined students. Per-
haps this acounts for, most ,of the
glum faces around here or can it be
atiribuU'd - .16 . the ,

approaching
quarterlies?

A wre.stling' match was held down
at tlie .stadujtn la.stweeK between
Bill lacobellis and .Muscles'' Ziziac,

tiVo '^10 j)ounders, for tiljo benefit of
the ifst pi the foOtbali squad. Both
Were so miieh in each. ?)ther's way^
that neither was able to secure ft;

permanent hold. To see lho.se two
wrestle is too coniical for words>
SutTicil?ut to say, they had the on-
lookers convulsed \^it.h laughter.
The bout ended when BJll secured a
painful mouth hold On "Muscles'"
toe.

' •.
/ V •,;

•'
:• :

tmirty-three:

Yes. Spring iA here - «• a fly Was
•seen lit. tlic dujing room.

[

PATKOmZE
HOMETAmNT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

FiR.sr Class Service

Frat Basketball

FiKlitinx IMii Kuppu Five UpsftK
1.. K. I». ()ninlet. ->i7-15,

In Kiiuil (iuiiie

AVIL 3ET8 LEAGUE MAliK

Lambda Kaiipa Delta'.s hope."* of

retatnuig thf IntiT-Frat lA-agtie

crown wore shatti'red last Tues-
day evening when they niet defeat

at the hands of the EnglJieers by a
score of 25 to 15.

Previous to Tuesday evening.

Delta Pi Epsilon was ahead of L.

K. D. Ijy a half game. Had the

Science ,men won this game they
would have tied up the race. This
condition would have nece.ssitated

a play-otr betwefii D. P. E. and L.

K. I). Since Lambda Kappa IJclta

Ipsl, tlic L^'l|a Pi F.psilon Frater-

nity liolds the Inter-Frat champ-
ionship. They won Ave ganies and
lost one, their pt'rcentage being .833.

The Engineers displayed the

same liuhting spirit against. L. K.
D. lus f hey had against D. P. E*. last

Thursday, but with iimch more ef-

fect. Phi Kappa Pi ouplayed the

h. K. D. r«'preKentativeij from the

beginning to the' end. ,.

The Eng^neers took the lead

the first quarter and held
tiiroughout the game. ! The P. K
offensive ' had .little trouble

breaking through the listless Red
and Black defen.se. In turn the L.

K. D. otfeiiiie consisted mostly of

long Hhul^. few .uf Which fquad their

mark. ,•'•'. .':''';'.'.; .\ ':..:^\

The P K P. were aitjed greatly

by the .spectacular playing of Avil

who sunk seveji field goals and fout

foul .shots. By .scoring 18 points

Avil established a league record.

McAleer was high .scorer for

lAimbda Kappa Delta with five

points.

I*. K. V.

AvU
Iloiuienian

Hu-key ,_

ScluuipautT
lilley ...;.

P. K. P. .

Sub.stitutions V. K. P,

K. D.. Collins, Ocelus.

Field goals Avil. 7;

Hickey, Tinun, McAteer
leavy. Pacenta, Collins.

forward . . .

.

. . . , forward
center

, . guard .

guard
«

1.. K. D.
. . McAleer

Timm
Morrison
Dunleavy

. . Bacenta

I

6 6 7-27
1 6 4—16
; Sykes, L.

Alampre.s^?.

Housenum,
. 2; Dun-
Foul goals,

Avil. 4 oul of 7; houseman, 2 out

of 3; Hickey. 1 out of 2; Sykes, 2

out of 5; McAteer. 1 out of 3:

Tliiim. 1 out of 2; Morrison. out

of 3; Pacenta. 1 out of 2; CollinK.

out ol 2; Alampit'se. () out of 1;

Referee -MeFei'lv Umjjire -Red-
ding ton.

The fliml .staiulluu of the league Is:

\v. u. r.c.

D. P. E.

L. K. D.

P. K. p. ...........

?t
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TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1931.

Speak
iaUy Fraternities

ing Modern Freedom

Within a short time we are to get some light upon a

question that has been bothering college students and college

authorities for quite some time. An investigation has been

begun at the University of Pennsylvania to determine the

scholastic standing of the various fraternities and the fra-

ternity members. The investigation was brought about by

the belief prevalent upon the campus that non-fraternity

members had a better scholastic standing than fraternity

members. It is hoped that the investigation which is spon-

sored by the school paper will disprove this fact.

There are a great many factors that would tend to lead

public opinion along channels hostile to the fraternities.

Chief among these is the widespread publicity given to any

"prank" of fraternities or fraternity members. While it is

quite evident that some of these are, to say the least, child-

ish and not in accord with the intelligence usually credited to

college students we must remember that the only time we

hear of fraternities in the newspapers is when they have

done something wrong and have had another "run in" with

the police. The scatterbrained attitude of the students ap-

prehended and the foolishness of their actions is played up

in the newspapers and consequently the public is led to be

lieve that this is the only type of student in the fraternities.

But this is far from true. It is a conservative estimate to

say that for every "Play-boy" in a fraternity there are ten

students who are sincere in their efforts and are making

good in their studies. These students, like every one else

who does nothing wrong, do not receive any publicity. They

are, in fact, ignored by the press to such an extent that their

existence is beginning to be doubted by a pessimistic public.

No investigation is needed to bring the facts to light.

What is needed is a better proportion between the news and

the actual happenings. Let us have more news about the

fraternity man who wins a scholarship or who comes out

first in his class and less about the fraternity man who

throws a brick through somebody's window.

* ** * *

Professor Vaughn of Boston U., speaking at the "Youth

Conference" in that city, says the dependent boy, the cling-

ing girl and the submissive wife have gone. And is that a

cause of regret? Aie there any of either the older or the

younger generation who care for their return, except per-

haps some romantic persons who would believe that de-

pendence breds love?

Professor Vaughn also asserts that a young man with

a machine is frequently at his eaniing capacity at the age of

25 and has an income equal to that of his father's at 50.

"Independence of the purse-strings," he says, "has brought

freedom from apron-strings." And are any of these points

things to be regretted ? Has not a young man the right to

be independent of his parents when he is capable of keeping

himself and not being a drawback to the advancement of his

father as well as of himself.

A youth's parents naturally come first in thought and

deed, but when it comes to a start in life and a chance to

keep a level in life which is above that which his father had

at his age, it is most certain that he should be given that

chance and not be tied down by old-fashioned prejudices

against freedom for the younger generation.

The professor also declares that economic equality has

led to a comradeship and a frankness that is often quite

shocking to the older generation. Times change, but youth

only changes the customs and practices of the older gener-

ation by bringing them out in the open. We may scoff at

the chaperoned fireside of a generation ago; but we can show

that our freedom of today is an improvement over the old

thought of freedom, in that we have not dropped all disci-

pline and authority. We grive obedience to those who are

our lawful superiors when they ask from us only that which

is right and just. And we have no feeling of humiliation

when we do so. Self reliance is the basis of our new free-

dom and it is the backbone of the character building of the
youth of today.

Shakespeare was traveling about

the surface of the earth with his

friend Jonson last week. They
dined one evening at a Cafe in the

I
lower streets of Rome. The be-

haviour of two gentlemen evidently

of Italian extraction, at a nearby

table interested Jonson deeply.

But as he spoke no Italian it was
the pantomime that attracted his

attention for the most part. All of

you can well understand that. For

the Italian is not so much a
language as a calisthenic exercise.

In other Words he seemed to be re-

lated to the Semitic tribe, for if

his hands were tied and his

shoulders paralyzed, he wouldn't be

able to utter a sound.

After watching the pair for a
time Jonson spoke to his friend

Shakespeare, who knew a half a
dozen different languages, for have

not his plays been translated into

nearly all the languages available?
"You've noticed that couple at

the nearby table," said Johnson;
"probably you have overheard their
conversation, and have understood
what it is all about."
"Oh, yes," said Shakespeare. "One

of them said - - >"

"Now just hold your head,"
broke in Johnson. "I don't want
you to tell me yet. I want to see if

my deductions are correct. I have
figured out their conversation to
run as follows: One of them • - -

the one with the beard and the
educated eyebrows - - - is a college
professor. I am quite certain of
that. And he was explaining to his
companion that lately he had
witnessed a revolution in Peru. It
seems that everything was going all

right with the royalists, until the
revolutionary leader got the clever
idea into his head of dropping
bombs from a height. Teherupon
he took several airplanes and start-
ed for the royalist lines. Everything
went nicely with the first set of
bombs and the carnage in the
royalist ranks was fearful to be-
hold. But on the second attempt to
bomb them the royalists were pre-
pared with anti-aircraft guns and
began to take pot shots at them.
One of them was hit In the bomb
carriage and blew up while in the
air, where everyone could see the
bodies as they came spirallng down.
Another of the planes was hit or
else the pilot was seriously disabled
and as the plane crashed its

nccuoants were blown to bits by
the bombs in the carriage.

"The bodies were terribly

mangled. It was a horrible specta-
cle, and terrible tragedy. As the
poor man was foe to neither faction
he was filled with dismay and dis-

tress; probably his nervous system
will never be the same again. Doubt-
less he will never have anything to

do with traveling in revolutionary
centres again. He will not be able

to teach again - - - he is such a
nervous wreck. His table companion
listening to the recital, has been al-

most overcome by emotion. He, too,

is grlefsftricken. Now is not that a
true recital of their conversation?"
"Not exactly, my dear friend,"

said Shakespeare with a trifle of a
.smile on his visage. "What happen-
ed between them was this: The
tall professional looking gentleman
has been explaining to his com-
panion that for luncheon today he
had two soft-boiled eggs - - - and
one of them was bad!"
Whereupon they had to carry

Jonson back to Hades in a dead
faint.

The following incident occurred
last summer when two best teams
in Hades were playing for the
championship of Hell. And this was
to be the deciding game of the

match. Naturally rivalry ran high
and so did excitment, and a large

crowd gathered. But Sir Walter
Raleigh, the chosen umpire of the
erame had failed to put in an
appearance. So the manawrs of

the two teams conferred and tried

to choose a substotute who would be

unbiased, and that was difficult be-

cause everyone present had some
affiliation with one club or the

other But then a volunteer stepped
forward and explained that she

would take the place of the regular

umoire if all would aoree.

It was Lucrezla Borgia; the

managers a«Teed with the one
stipulation that she would not at-

tempt to arive any of the player*

some of her famous concoctions

So deliehhed was everybody that no
r>ne thoupfht to Inquire if the famec^

lady could umpire a game, or had
the knowledpre to do so. Besides

that she had squatted down behind
the catcher in the aooroved manner
and gave the slamal to start.

Almast immediately the Pllmes
the side up at bat. began to

hammer at the offering of tb«>

opposin? pitcher. Louis XIV. The
first man UD. D'arta«man. beat out

an infield hit. Porthos was uo next

and he advanced him with a neat

bunt. Emperor Maximilian, the third

nlaver was safe at first on a
fumble bv the shortsrtop.

With the bases loaded and with

Casey at the bat. Louis lost con-

trol altogether He tried to curve

them over the plate, but one after

tht» other went so wild that the

catcher could barely slap them
down.
"One ball!" sang Lucrezla.

"Two balls!"

"Three balls!"

"Four balls - - you're out!"

"What! shouted Casey. "What's
the reason I'm out?"

Mls-s Borcrla waved her arm
toward the three sacks each mark-
ed with one of the foregoinn'

batters.

"You lust naturally have to be

out." she explained. "Don't you see

I have no olace to out vou?"
Lucrezla is now restlnsr oulte

comfortablv In the Imnerla' Hos-
nltal on the outskirts of Hellurbia

And she swears that she is nevr
nouin coin" to have anythin*' to

do with the «n*and old American
game of swat the umi>tre.

PHYLEOA8

^y iLan^U\i^\/t
TK^ n^d Haitvw

Collegiana

Saying good-night should be a
science. Excepting in a very few
cases it is not an art. The business

of saying good-night has been go-

ing on long enough to warrant
someone taking enough interest to

put it on a perrect basis. Further
more we have no guarantee that it

will not go on for some time to
come. I'his modern age of jazz

seems to have done away with a lot

of things that were considered con-
ventions for centuries but it has
evidently missed up on this one.
Good-night is good-night in any
language although the French man-
aged to twist it until It became
"bon soir," outside of that little

thing little has been done about
it. 'ihis is the age of invention
and here is the opportunity for a
budding genius. I'm not lining my-
self up as one of the aforementioned
but I might pave the way for one.

All good-nights must be consid-

ered from two angles; namely, those

getting the good-night off their

chest and those upstairs who are
vainly trying to fall into blissful

slumber. Let me illustrate a typi-
cal scene in any one of our thous-
and cities, on a Satiurday night or
Wednesday night if you Insist on
dragging the scene to New England.
It is three-thirty and after the old,

old story has been told for the
miiliontn time that night, Oscar
decides he will go home. Mabel,
on the other hand, hears the clock
strike and In spite of what the
magazines say to the contrary, she
whispers, "It's pretty late Oscar,
don't you think you'd better go
home dear." Follows ten minutes
of examining clocks and wrist
watches, none of which seem to
agree. Oscar starts a long talk on
how he hates to go. That goes over
large and Mab:e sprinkles a few
tears on general principles and
Oscar's coat. J'inally Oscar gets up
followed by Mabel. She gets his
coat and places it on the piano
stool. Worlds fly by and time
ceases while the moon giggles. At
four or later Oscar takes his coat
and puts it on. Plans are made for
the next date which won't come for
at least three days or more. Call-
ing all his courage he grasps the
door-knob. He kisses her. He opens
the door. He kisses her. He closes
the door from the inside and kiss-
es her again. This is repeated every
seven minutes until fiulher notice
which comes when the clock strikes
five. Firm, unshatterable resolu-
tions are made. All must end. The
coat is buttoned. Vague promises
not to even look at another girl in
the meantime. More promises to
think of him every five minutes un-
til the next time. One last, blind-
ing kiss that carries him into ob-
livion, the red world reels a gasp;
a sigh and he is out the door. He
has gone with the dawn.
That's that from there but theres

more to that from upstairs. We'll
have you understand Pa is no man
to fool with. He is awake all the
time. At midnight he looks at the
small clock on the floor whose
alarm is set for six-thirty. He
curses. He repeats the action each
hour. He hears all that goes on
below. When Oscar starts for his
coat he takes a deep breath, the
worst is yet to come. Deep murder
ranks within his heart. He dozes
until the young man down stairs
takes the door-knob in his hand for

the flrst time. He awakes with a
start, wild visions of burglars tmtil

a sigh drifts up which he blesses

with a curse. Then the agony of

decision, to kill or Just throw him
out. More thought until finally the

reeling of the red world as men-
tioned above is followed by the

slamming of the door. Then dear

little Mabel tramps up the stairs

humming the tune "Never Swat a

Fly." She drops her dainty shoes

on the linoleum which probably

wakes the baby and mother. The
baby yells and the whole house
rises to the need. The baby con-
tinues it's yelping while Mabel
drifts into dreamland. As far as

she is concerned there is no house,

no other inmates and last, there is

no baby.

There you have. What is to be

done about it? How long must
humanity suffer? Just now it may
be all perfect with you because you
are the one who wears the shine off

the parlor davenport: but think,

someday you will be th6 old gent
upstairs in the nightgown raving

about the follies of two and twen-
ty. The field of Sciences Is very
broad, as a professor of mine is in

the habit of saying when a ques-

tion is asked which is beyond bis

knowledge. It is a tough problem
when figured along mathematical
lines. Justice must be considered
when attempting a moral situation.

Justice to the sweet, young deluded
things and justice to the father of
the family. One way would be to
chase a widow who has neither
father nor husband. Even if she
had a father she knows how to sil-

ence men.

But let us lay down the original

scene and attempt to work it out
along a reformed line. Oscar and
Mabel are in the parlor. The clock

strikes nine. Pa Is uijstairs reading,
or better yet, in the parlor talking
to you. Cough in your best man-
ner and when he looks at you,
smile. He will then go up stairs.

Then stand up and say "My coat,

Mabel please." She will say, "Why
yes Oscar, it is getting very late."

Put the coat on, shake hands and
leave. There it is, all worked out
to perfection. You've saved energy
and a good night's sleep ahead of
you. When you leave the house,
walk around under Mabels window.
She is to have a sheet rope (the
kind they use in romantic Spain,
the wrong sort or rope will spoil

everything) which she ties to the
bed or the radiator. Now here is an
important detail. She climbs down
it, you don't climb up it. When she
gets her feet on the ground lead
her around to the hammock on the
rear lawn. Everything depnds on
having a back lawn. There, be-
neath the stars, you may while
away the hours as best you see fit

until the dawn or later. Better
have a sweater or something, as it

gets cold after the curfew rings.
Faint heart never won fair lady,
due to the fact that fair ladies are
scarce. But now' with the passing
of fair ladles in favor of the paint-
ed dolls we see today even the most
timid may dare parental disfavor
by using this simple method. It
has never failed as far as I know
but I'm not awfully wise. Details
of this amazing schenfe are under-
going tests at the Bureau of Stand-
ards in Washington, when we have
official sanction nothing can keep it

from the eyes and ears of the world.

New Members
Join V. L. S.

At Meeting

Belle Masque Adds Seven
to Rolls.—Two Enter

Beta Gamma

FINAL OPPORTUNITY
At a joint meeting of the Belle

Masque and Beta Gamma chapters

held in the amphitheatre on Mon-
day evening of last week, nine new
members were admitted to the

Villanova Literary Society. Of this

number, seven joihed the Dramatic

Club and two entered the Debating
Society. This was the final oppor-

tunity for joining either chapter for

the remainder of the year.

The following Belle Masque as-

pirants, having fulfilled the initia-

tion requirement calling for a
memorized dramatic recitation, were
accepted by a vote of tJie members:

Messrs. O'Prey and McGraw—
selection from modem play, "So

this is London."

Mr. McNamara—Portia's speech

on "Mercy," from "Merchant of

Venice."

Mr. Winchell—Gobbo's soliloquy,

from "Merchant of Venice."

Mr. Geist—Marc Antony's funeral

oration, from "Julius Caesar."

Mr. Theriault and Mr. Tomaso
were also voted into the society as

supernumaries.
Mr. Miklos and Mr. Harter were

admitted to Beta Gamma after each
had given the required five minute
deliberative speech on the question
of unemployment insurance. Mem-
bers of the Debating Society fired

questions at the newcomers, but the
latter were well prepared and main-
tained their poise throughout
Announcement was made by

Prof. Jonas that Manhattan College
has challenged Beta Gamma to a
debate on the question of recogni-
tion of Soviet Russia. The debate,

if the challenge be accepted, will

take place April 23rd in New York
City, and will be broadcast aver a
New York radio station.

Just Looking
Around-'

It was St. Patrick's Day last

Tuesday and hoyit well we know it.

Some say that there are plenty of

eye-sores around PhlUy, but they
couldn't effect the eyes any worse
than some of those green ties. To
cap it all this paper had to be
printed in green ink!

• • • • '.'.'•'//• ••

Here's a good subject for the de-
bating team: Is football a test of
the skill of two teams or a contest
of wits between two coaches?

* * • • • •

We hear that the Temple football
squad is having its spring training
on the roof of a Philadelphia
skyscraper. Apropos, has Phllly
any skyscraper?

JOHNS HOPKINS
All is well at Johns Hopkins - or

at least the NEWS LETTER tells

us so . . . "Although local papers
have painted stirring pictures of
the near-riot at Hopkins, due to the
Suspension Act of the Student
Council, the campus did not appear
to be in a more disturbed condition
last Friday and Saturday, than
over any other week end." As
proof of this statement, the News
Letter goes on to .state. "The speak-
easy on Charles street, most fre-
quented by Hopkins students had a
slight increase in trade, more pint
flasks being bought than usual. The
proprietor, however, ascribed this
to the large number of dances being
given last wT?ek-end rather than to
suspension."

-O-
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
A roadhouse situated near the

university, in order to drum up
trade, and offer mirth and jollifica-

tion to Colorado bacchantes, has
arranged for students to ride free
in taxies to any of the dances given
there.

'Contrasting sharply with the
foregoing item is the announce-,
ment of the New Jersey College for
women, which stated the .suspension
of two students who were caught
in a speakeasy raid there.

-O-
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL
Freshmen at Franklin and

Marshall College at Lancaster, Pa.
will no longer have to undergo
humiliations devised by upperclass-
men, according to an edict issued by
the Student Senate at P and M last

week. Although all hazing has been
outlawed, the neophytes are to
continue to wear the traditional

freshman identifications, such as
"dinks", ties, and cards. In all other
respects, however, they are free to

come and go as they please.

-O-

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
Anent the recent C. U.—George

Washington severance of athletic

relations, THE TOWER states the

official definition of Catholic

University's stand in the matter
"We believe in intercollegiate com-
petition with teams within a
reasonable distance from WashinT-
ton, but if any of our neighbors do
not care to compete with us, it is

their privilege, with no hard feel-

ings on either side to play in their

own back yard."

-O-
NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY
Notre Dame, according to the

SCHOLASTIC is Intending to in-

stitute the most rigid requirements

if any university anent athletics.

The restrictions are as follows.

1. No freshmen, will be per-

mitted to accept any employment in

his first year, and must have the

full amount to defray the full cost

of tuition and board upon entry.

2 In his other years he will be

allowed to earn only a part of his

expenses at college. The part to be

determined by his scholastic stand-

ing, and his means.

-O-
CANISIUS COLLEGE

The CANISIAN, In a study of

Collegiana states "The Depression

has materially affected prom prices

throughout the country. The or-

dinary price of ten dollars was re-

duced to seven-fifty at a large

number of colleges and universities,

while the majority made lesser cuts

in expenses. It remained for

students at the university of S.

Dakota, however, to suggest a prom
without women, entertainment con-

sisting of several and numerous
schooners"

-O-

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
The TOMAHAWK gives us the

low down on the number theory ot

nationality "That, according to re-

ports, it takes one Englishman to

make a gentleman; two Englishmen
to make a club; three to make a
colony - One German is a philos-

opher; two make an argument;
three make a political party. - One
Frenchman is a Caseur; two are a
Liasion; three make a marriage -

One Swede is a Scandinavian; two

make a polar expedition: one

Irishman makes a police force; two
make a contracting firm; three can

raise - the roof." ./.

I^tllanobrlttes

Then there is that newly Invented
combination for the special benefit
of the Prosh athletes—baseball
practice from two to four; football
practice from four to six.

• * • • • *

"Husky" Potts is carrying his arm
in a sling. He bruised it a bit when
he savagely tackled the football
dummy during practice and then
fell asleep when he had It exposed
to the hot rays of a lamp, the result
being that he was "sun-burned."

• • • • • «

Here's something rather remark-
able which happened the other day
on the lawn behind Mendel Hall. In
one comer a few fellows were
throwing a football around, some
others were playing punchball,
while still others were Indulging In

a game of baseball, and finally an-
other was seen sauntering through
this group swinging a golf club. O
mores, O tempores!

• • • • • •

Another curious accident. Each
player of the "Vlllanovans" had to

cough-up a dollar to the school au-
thorities at the frat dance Tuesday
night for having been given the
rather doubtful distinction of play-
ing in the g3nn.

• • • « • *

Ye Gods and little fishes I Mike
Terry was seen having his supper
without his partner in arms, Ed
Kobllis. The same can also be
said of big, good-natured George
Artarerse and his "shadder" little out on the lawn and have a
Louie DeRosa. igood time.

THIRTY-THREE DO & DONT

Assessments for the Belle Air are

due. If you don't join the merry
throng now your picture will be

left out. Also your life history. Or
maybe you have figured that it is

worth plenty to have it left out.

Well, some of you can't be blamed
-V-

Year Books come in handy In

the years to come. Yon can look

at the pictures and count the
fellows that owe yoo money.

-V-
It's going to contain all the

names and the addresses. You can
send them Xmas cards with a note

reminding them of the little they
have owed you for the past ten

years.
-V-

Besides think of all the laughs
the kids will get out of them.

-V-
The P. & W. changed the last

train from two-thirty to two-forty.

Jseventy-one percent of the students
will get ten minutes less sleep on
Sundays. The other twenty-nine
percent will miss the last train by
ten minutles less than formerly.

-V-
Since the VUlanovan was print-

ed In green Ink last week all the
copies were distributed. Every
one came for one. Next week It

la to be printed In three colon
and It Is expected to distribute

three times the usual number.
-V-

Students bringing their own
lunches and eating them in the Pie
Shoppe are requested not to throw
the paper bags away on the floor.

What do you think it is. a picnic
ground? If you want to do that go

real

• •

^

>•
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The Sports Editor ^s Corner

Things could he much mure quiet on the foothall

front. Even though March is not the usual month for the

coilegeu to he breaking into the newspaper headlines with

their gridiron troubles, last week found Notre Dame, Penn
and Illinois, the latter represented by Bob Zuppke, the

sources of information, some pleasing, some displeasing to

the reformers.

True, our dope comes from the papers, but we have
no reason to believe it^s not true, so out of the goodness of

our heart, we^re passing it on.

First, we^ll look at Notre Dame. Knute Rockne, no
matter what anybody says, is still the greatest football strat-

egist living, when faced with the question of overemphasis,

startled his hearers by answering, '1 have nothing to say!^^

Were his interviewers surprised'/ You should ask
them. For 'Rock^ has not been in the habit of letting slurs

on his profession, his school and his game go by without a

retort. Of course, it all might be answered in the fact that

he has given his views on this particular poiQt so many
times that he thinks it unnecessary to reiterate them again.

Or it may not be so. Read on!

What caused most of the excitement after Rockne's
curt statement was its relation to a recent story in the New
York Sun, by Lawrence Perry, one of the country's best

football writers, which said, in part: .

**Drastic regulations concerning the terms upon
which students will be admitted to Notre Dame University

and upon which they will be permitted to remain will go
into etfect in September, it has been learned from an au-

thoritative source.

*'The regulations will mark one of the severest steps

any university has yet taken toward placing restriction upon
student athletes, although the athlete is not singled out.''

Some of the regulations are, according to Perry

:

^'Hereafter no freshmen will be admitted to Notre

Dame who has not in his possession money to defray the

full cost of tuition and board. No freshman will be per-

mitted to accept any employment whatever throughout the

entire year. He must live upon his personal means, or that

of his family, and if they are not sufficient to defray all

expenses, he must leave the institution. It is recognized

that the boy who plans to come to a university essentially

for football or other forms of competitive athletics will stay

away from Notre Dame.
^'After a student has become a sophomore, he may

accept employment that will pay only a part of his expen-

ses. The precise percentage of his expenses that he will be

allowed to earn will depend first upon his scholastic stand-

ing and then upon his means. The poor student, in both

scholarship and finances, will be out of luck.

^^Already the whip of more rigid requirements has

been felt at South Bend, as shown by the list of valuable

athletes on the ineligible list and dropped by the university.

A tendency toward home games will be increasingly empha-
sized. The longest trip in 1931 will be to New York."

Of course, we've got to take all that only for what
it's worth.

First Inter-Dorm Track

Meet Held in Stadium

Last Saturday Morning

Fedigan Hall Nosed Out by Inhabitants of Alumni Hall by

Score of 31-27 to Possess Banner for Week.—Corri-

gan Features in Broad Jump of 20 ft., 4 in.

BROWN HIGH SCORER WHILE ZIEGLER TRAILS

Prospects of Infielders

Discussed by McGeehan
In Second Interview

(Continued from Page One)

entered in the meet. Although Fedi
gan had more individual stars,

Alumni was gathering a point here
and there in each event to swell
their total to 31. The slow track

rival was Fedigan which lag* cut down all times in the ruimlng

Alumni Hall carried off the hon-
ors in the flrst of the series of five

inter-dorm track meets, which was
held Saturday morning in the

Stadium. The Academy t)oy's near

est

ged four points behind. Only
eleven of the fourteen events origin-

ally listed were run off due to the

soggy tracic.

Fenstenmacher proved the star

for Alumni. In the 70 yd. dash
against e Tast flelu he nosed out

Tommy Petinga, of Good Counsel,

to take first. With a sensational

start in the 200 yd. run he obtained
a good deal on Bobertz, Freshman
track captain, and held it to the

tape.
Ill the 440, Boberts, under AlUm-

ni's colors, started from scratch and
overcame a large handicap to beat

Smith by four yards. It was by far

the most exciting race of the morn-
ing.

But Fedigan supplied the indi-

vidual high scorer for the day.

Warren Brown, with two firsts, a
second, and a third added fourteen
points to his Hall's total. He easily

won the 120-yd. high hurdles, but
was satisfied with second in the low
hurdles when Flaherty, of the Day
Hops, proved his superior. His
other first came in the Javelin

thrown, heaving it 135 ft. to defeat
Dunleavy, Good Counsel, who reg-
istered 130 ft. He scored third
place in the shot.

In the field events Ziegler helped
Fedigan by registering two five

pointers. In heaving the 16 lb. shot
38 ft., he easily snared first place.

Turner was second, his liest mark
being 33 ft. four inches. His other
first came in the discus in which
Joe DeLoco scored second and Aus-
tin Hall's lone three points.

Corrigan turned in a nice leap of
30 ft. 4 inches in the broad Jump.
Turner and Flaherty registered sec-
ond and third, respectively. An-
other interesting event was the
half-mile. Starting from scratch,
Duffy slowly overtook H. Brown and
Leitner to break the tape in two
minutes and nine seconds.

It was Alumni's victory due to the
large number of contestants they

events, but with favorable ap-
proaching weather conditions the
times in future meets should be
considerably cut down.

The second inter-dorm track meet
will be held Saturday. Interest is

being shoWn in these meets and
fireworks are promised in the next
one. Fedigan is determined to
avenge their defeat by Alumni while
(jood Counsel and the Day Hops are
equally determined to make\ better
showing. Austin has a long way to
go to wipe out their poor record of
Saturday when they totaled but
three points.

The summary:
70 yd. dash—Fenstemacker, first;

Petinga, second; Hurley, third. Time
7.2 sec.

220 yd. dash—Fenstemacker, flrst;

Bobertz, second; Petinga, third,
lime 24.2 sec.

440 yd. run—Bobertz, flrst; Smith,
second; Dolan, third.

880 yd. run—Duffy, first; H.
Brown, second; Leitner, third. Time
ii..9.4 sec.

Low hurdles—Flaherty, first; W.
Brown, second; Burt, third. Time
12 sec.

High Hurdles—W. Brown, flrst;

Flaherty, second; Fox, third. Time
17 sec.

Running broad Jump—Corrigan,
20 ft. 4 in.; Turner, 18 ft. 4 in.;

Flaherty, 17 ft. 8 in.

Pole vault—Burt, 10 ft. 9 in.;

i'omasso, 10 ft.; Leone, 9 ft. 6 In.

Discus— Ziegler, first; DeLoca,
second; Turner, third.

16 lb. shot^Ziegler, 38 ft.; Tiurn-
er, 33 ft. 4 in.; W. Brown, 32 ft.

8 in.

Javelin—W. BroWn, 135 ft.; Dun-
levy, 130 ft.; Burt, 111 ft.

Hall Scores:
Alumni—31 points.

Fedigan—27 points.

Good Counsel—19 points.

Day Hops—19 points.

Austin—3 pointis.

Then, Zuppke, of Illinois, made a vitrolic speech

last Friday in Philadelphia in defense of the emphasis

placed on football, while Penn's new coach, Harvey Har-
man, has announced his intention of forming ^B^ and 150-

pound teams, to participate in intercollegiate competition,

aside from the varsity program.

We have a lot of things to write about today

and not much space to put them in Johnny
Gillespie baseball captain last year is south

with the Columbus Red Birds an American Associa-

tion team ..........owned by the St. Louis Cards Gillep

is playing against quite a few big league teams Now
we want to make a correction on behalf of St.

Joe's College we said a few weeks ago...... no Phila-

delphia team had won a basketball game .....::.in Manhat-

tan in two seasons.....!. we were wrong St. Joe's

turned in a victory there in 1930 we hope

they're satisfied at Overbrook anyhow Bill

White did his duty did you notice in the var-

sity 'P' awards at Penn last week that Gette the

halfback who was Lud Wray's nemesis causing

a racket last December ......... because Wray did not recom-

mend a letter for him. k.,^.;.,. got his *P' ......;,... .after

all The thing. .......... .about the new athletic system at

the IJ. of P. that undergraduates seem to appreciate

most is that five students are on the board of

control the editor>in-chief of the school paper

the presidents of the two honorary societies the pres-

idents of the two upper classes..!..;... ...it might not be so bad

if students got that much *8ay' ...........everywhere

at least it would keep the reformers quiet re-

member Paddy Creedon slugging second-baseman for

Boston College who started hitting homers over the

right-field wall at the Stadium last spring and

forgot when to quit well he's with the Boston

Red Sox now and they say he's making good

getting closer home the snow last week and the

rain didn't help Charlie McGeehan's ball club any

only fifteen days now before Holy Cross

comes Doc Jacobs hopes to get his Freshmen

started soon doings of a big nature in track

this week relay race this afternoon and anoth-

er Thursday inter-dorm meet Saturday and

another relay next Tuesdayy Coach Coatee wants to

do things let's help him have you noticed

that although the varsity baseball schedule was an-

nounced in the Villanovan way back near the end of

January ...... that not a word concerning it has been

printed in any other paper that schedule twen-

ty-six games is a humdinger and should receive

more publicity than it has been getting this

week's ^famous saying' is are you a professional

this column still retains the amateur standing

but is open for offers what am I bid

YE SPORTS EDITOR.

Villanovan

Picks All-

Frat Team

First and Second Teams Se-

lected From Ranks of

Frat League Players

TWO TAKEN FROM D.P.E.

To Delta Pi Epsilon, 1931 Inter-

Frat League champion, goes two
of the places on the first All-Frat
League team ever selected, while

the other three posts go to Epsilon

Phi Theta, Phi Kappa Pi and
Lambda Kappa Delta.

For the first time in the league's

history, L. K. D. failed to win the
championship this winter, when D.

P. E.'s mighty giants waged a
valiant uphill fight to come out
on top by the slim, margin of one
game. Phi Kappa Pi, whose victory

over L. K. D. in the last game of

the year prevented a possible play-
off between the two leaders,

finished in third place, while Epsi-

lon Phi Theta, winning only one
game, in last place.

The league this season enjoyed
a better year than it has for some
seasons, due in no small measure
to the energetic leadership of Dan
Alamprese, L. K. D., president of

the circuit. George Blaney, D. P.

E., Joe Castellanl, E. P. T., and
Frank Remy, P. K. P. were the
other managers. Father William A.
Kenny was Moderator of the or-
ganization, but after supervising the
drawing-up of the schedule, left

most of the league's activities in

the hands of the managers.
Dick AvU, Phi Kappa Pi, and

Pete Porve, Delta PI Epsilon, are
given the forward positions on the
first team, and they would team
up well together. Avll was as good
a shot as any man in the league,
holding the league's high individual
scoring mark of eighteen points. He
was practically the entire offensive
of the Engineers while he was In
the game.
Forve, also a clever shot, was as

brilliant a floor-man as any man
on any club. His main forte this
year was dribbling, although he
combined with Fred Donovan, his
team-mate, to tally most of D. P.
E.'s points.

E>onovan is the choice for center
on the first team, as he dominated
his position all year. Aided no
litUe by his six-pliis feet of height,
he got the tapoff continually, and
his reach enabled him to take the
ball off either backboard with ease.
He was a fine shot from under the
basket, teaming up with Forve to
do most of the champions' scoring.
At the guard positions are placed

Joe Castellanl, Epsilon Phi Theta
captain, and Al Pacenta, of Lambda
Kappa Delta.
Castellanl was the entire E. P. T.

team. Lacking suppcnt of a calibre
equal to his own, originally a for-
ward, he switched to a backcourt
position to help the defense. Play-
ing fine basketball there, however,
did not stop him from scoring often.
Castellanl would have been the
league's sensation on any otber

team.
Pacenta was the most brilliant

defensive player in the league, and
would have been of untold value
to his club if he had shot more
often. Keeping his man tied up
in every one of the six games he
played, in only the first did he do
any real shooting and then he was
high scorer. In the final frays, he
followed up the shots of others well

and worked perfectiy in the L. K.
D. passing game, but did too llttie

shooting on his accord. His de-
fensive ability, however, gives him
a place on the first five.

Other forwards who were not
counted out of the running early
were Jerry MacAteer and Ed Timm,
of L. K. D., and Joe Houseman, of
P. K. P. MacAteer and Tlmm are
put on the second team, MacAteer
because of his consistency and
fighting spirit, Timm for the bril-

liant shots he made in the first

four games of the campaign.

At center on the second quintet
is Johnny Hickey, of P. K. P., who
alone of any center was able to
give Donovan a semblance of a
batUe.

Second team guards are Jim
Oarrity, of D. P. E., and Riley, of
P. K. P. Dunleavy, of L. K. D.,

received consideration for this post,

too, while Schnapauff, P. K. P., was
eliminated only at the last minute.
Alamprese, L. K. D., Conahan, D.

P. E., and Crowley, D. P. E., all

showed ability while they played,
but none were considered as reg-
ulars on their own clubs and did
not take part in enough games for
recognition.

THE FRAT ALL-LEAGUE
TEAM, 1931

First Team
Porve, D. P. E.—Forward
Avil, P. K. P.—Forward
Donovan, D. P. E.—Center
Castellanl, E. P. T.—Guard
Pacenta, L. K. D.—Guard

Second Team
Timm, L. K. D.—Forward
MacAteer, L. K. D.—Forward
Hickey, P. K. P.—Center
Riley, P. K. P.—Guard
Garrity. D. P. E.—Guard

TENNIS NOTICE
All candidates for the Varsity

tennis team will meet in the
Amphitheatre today at 12:45

p. m.

Lafayette in his college days and
there made a considerable 'rep' for
himself. Having seen Mike play
ball in college circles, I feel that
George is a better ball-player than
Mike was when he played college
ball. With ordinary good-luck and
freedom from injury, George
should go a long way in base ball."

George makes his home in Oly-
phant, Pa., and prepared at Mer-
cersburg. He held down the third
base post on Chris Lolos' Frosh
team, an undefeated club, and bat-
ted third in the lineup. At pres-
ent he is a Junior and has one more
year of varsity competition.

Geisler at Short
Harry Geisler gets the call over

Bono Dalton for the short-stopping
duties, due to his heavier hitting
proclivities. Harry rates with
Coach Charlie who says of him:
"Geisler is the outstanding candi-'
date for shortstop. Although he
lacks varsity competition, being
still a sophomore, he has had an
unusual amount of experience In
baseball warfare since he has prac-
tically cut hli teeth on a base ball
glove. As soon as Harry was able
to walk he began to throw a ball
around. He was a very promising
candidate on last year's Frosh
team, coached by E>oc Jacobs, and
so far in spring practice has shown
much ability in every department
of the game. I expect a great deal
from Harry both at bat and in the
field. If he maintains his present
love for base ball and his willing-
ness to practice, before his college
days are over he should go down as
one of the best shortstops in the
history of the game at Villanova.

"In his efforts to be the best
shortstop Villanova has ever had,
Harry is confronted with a big
problem. Mike Doolan, a short-
stopper here before he rose to great
heights with the Phillies, is rated
as the supreme shortstop ever to
play major league ball. Hans
Wagner had an edge over him in
batting, but Dolan put it all over
him in defensive work. Then there
is Matty Broderick who played
here about 1900 and later was with
the Brooklyn National League Club.
Jimmy Nichols, a teammate of mine,
was rated on a par with Eddie
Collins, whose name is now im-
mortal to all base ball lovers.

Nichols and Collins were competi-
tors for the best shortstop honor in
college ranks. Sad to relate, Nich-
ols did not go into pro ball."

Harry hails from Grofton, Pa.,

and played shortstop for four years
on the Grafton High nine. With
the Frosh last season Harry also
played the mid-fleld position and
was considered good enough to be
elected captain by his teammates.
He batted somewhere about the
.350 mark.
Holding down the keystone bag

we find Whitey Czescik, last year's
varsity shortstop. Whitey is also
captain for the 1931 basket ball

team. Coach McGeehan considers
Whitey as the leading candidate for
the second base assignment. He
says of him: "Czescik gave a good
account of himself at short last

season. He is a fast man, covers
lots of ground but possesses an arm
lacking sufficient strength to play
that post correctly. Because of his
acute base ball sense and his
knowledge of the game, it is hoped
that he can develop into a very
likely second baseman. During the
spring practice his experience has
made him the outstanding candi-
date for the second base Job. At
the present time I am interested in

finding a reliable second hitter to

All in this gap and also one possess-

ing a keen knowledge of base ball

offense. I feel quite certain that
all these qualities are lying dor-
mant in Whitey and with a little

more experience at that batting
position should develop into a pow-
erful offensive player."

Czescik is prominent around
Stamford, Conn., and played the

hot corner for the Stamford High
team. He was a member of that
famous infleld combination—Gaz-
ella, Altomare, Czescik and Egan,
which brought fame to the class of
'32.

The first base position is the only

one not yet definitely settled in the
infleld. Guarding that bag we find

Ferko, Shortall and Edwards.
Prospects for each one of grabbing
that lucrative post are bright. The
last lap from now till April 8 has
begun and the one with the great-

est amount of stamina and effect-

iveness will be found picking 'em

out of the dirt in the Holy Cross
game.
McGeehan rates Shortall as a

fine prospect. He says: "First base

is still very much in doubt. To All

this post we are looking for a man I

who hits weU, fields both thrown

and batted balls in superlative
fashion, and is an excellent target
for the other infielders. Up to date
there is no man with all these
qualities. Shortall was the regular
first baseman on the Prosh team,
but he has not that Herculean
build necessary for a first baseman.
He is, however, very peppy, active,

aggressive, and has the advantage
of being left-handed. He will give
all comers a stiff battle for the po-
sition."

,

Expects Much From Ferko
"Both Edwards and Pterko are

giving him a close race for the
Job. Edwards is a big powerful fel-

low, makes a flne target for the
other infielders to fire at, but has
many defects in his hitting which
must be overcome before he will be
considered.; Ferko, another boy who
appeals to me, has much to recom-
mend him. He has the spring
practice benefits and it is hoped
that he will make a worthy candi-
date. He is tilso being groomed for
the outfield where his exceptional
stickwork might come in handy."

Steve Ferko comes from the small
town of Bayonne, situated in north-
em, >N. J. He spent his prep days
at St. Peter's Prep in Jersey City,
where he made base ball history
by hitting several home runs at
crucial moments to win many a
game that had already been lost.

Always a popular boy he is greatly
esteemed by Villanova students,
and is not only considered an ath-
lete and gentleman but a scholar
as well. Last season he was com-
pelled to drop all athletic activities

due to his hard and strenuous
schedule. This year, however, he
finds plenty of time to play ball.

Tom Edwards, better known as
"Moose" to campus admirers, comes
here from the distant petroleimi
fields of Oklahoma, but gives his
definite location as Tulsa. Tom
has made a considerable name for
himself here both as varsity foot
ball tackle and varsity basket ball

center. He was mentioned on sev-
eral All-American teams, head foot
ball coach Harry Stuhldreher think-
ing so much of his ability as to
give him a place on his All-Ameri-
can team. Tom's prep days were
spent at the Tulsa High School.

Artie "Lefty" Shortall is a Rock-
land, Mass., boy and prepped at
Wentworth where he played first

base for three years and was elect-

ed captain of the nine in his sen-
ior year. Artie played first base In

a first rate fashion for Jacob's
Frosh team last season, batting .347.

Artie also performed on the rink
this winter with the varsity puck-
sters at the goal post and many
were the brilliant saves that he
made for his team against superior
players.

Filling the role of reserve second
baseman, is the mite but versatile

Metro Weston, last season's Frosh
keystone man. Due to his speed
and ability to work pitchers for
walks he was at the leadoff posi-

tion. The best defensive man on
that club's infield and not at all

slow in his stickwork, he rated
"aces" with Doc. Metro hails from
Hazleton, Pa., and played three
seasons on the Hazleton High club.

McGeehan says of him: "Metro,
who is chasing Whitey for the cov-
eted honor of chasing balls around
second, is a very likely candidate,
but is hampered by a lack of past
experience alhough he did play
that position regularly for the
Green. He is a student of base
ball. If this boy continues to

improve at the present rate he may
render the ball team the same able

service which he gave to the bask-
et ball quintet in the recent sea-

son."

McGeehan Praises Dalton
Still in the thick of the fight

for the shortstop post is diminutive
Bono Dalton. Coach McGeehan
thinks much of Bono's hustling and

(Continued On Page Four)

This Week Only
The Actor-Managers Inc. present

RUTH
DRAPER

In Her
Original Character Sketches
Program Changed Each

Performaiice
Printed Week's Schedule Given

at Box Offlice

Evening Performances 8:S0
Matinees (Wed. A Sat.) 2:M
Evening Prices (except Saturday)

f.75 - 13.00

Saturday Evening . • ILOO - IS.00
Matinees $.75 - fSUW

Broad St. Theatre
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!
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Prospects of Infielders

Discussed by McGeehan
In Second Interview

(Continued From Pace Three)

says: "Dalon at short Is a reliable

fielder although not having played

regularly his worth cannot be

measured by feats performed in past

season games. There Is no man at

Villanova at the present time who
has rendered more service to the

ball team. Present at every prac-
tice he has worked hard without
any encouragement of that glory

that goes to a regular on the team
Men of his type are very valuable
to a club. Because of his willing-

ness to try hard at all times it is

difficult to see how Bono can be
kept out of an opportunity to ap
pear In several games this season.

Bono lives in Jersey City and
prepped at that same St. Peter's

High which gives so many of her
sons to Villanova atliletics. Bono
played on the prep squad for four

years and was always known for

his exceptional defensive work.
Bono covers ground more rapidly

than any other man in the present
infield and defensively is a better

man than Harry Gelsler. The only

thing that holds him back from a
varsity berth is his stickwork. A
more clever player and a more in-

dustrious worker cannot be found
on the squad. He is a diamond in

the rough, waiting for someone to

come along and discover his true

worth.
Still having a voice in the mat

ter for the third base assignment
is Addie Adelman. Addle comes
here from Oermantown and is a
product of Gtermantown High
where he played varsity ball for

three years, being elected captain

in his final year. With the Frosh
last season Addie was considered as

a heavy slugger and alternated

playing both in the infield and
outfield. To date he has shown a
great deal of promise and his heavy
hitting should be used at least sev-

eral times in the forthcoming cam-
paign.

Adelman Coming Youn^^ster

McOeehan says of him: "Adel-
man is coming along finely as a
substitute for Gazella at third

base. Strong, husky and fast he
can if he will make a very good ball

player. He has an exceptional

throwing arm and is a fair hitter.

With a little more experience we
feel certain that he will in time
break into the lineup. As long as

he continues to try with the earn-
estness which he has shown thus
far the coaches will feel that an
injury to Gazella will not totally

cripple the team."
This rounds out the infield can-

didates and in the next issue we
will deal exclusively with the out-

field men. Also in the next issue

the probable starting lineups of

the entire three games will be

published.

Members of

Track Team
Form Club

Coach Coates Heads Move-
ment to Aid in Develop-

ment of Sport Here

TO ELECT OFFICERS
On Monday, March 16, a new

club made its appearance on the
campus, when the track club was
formed. This Is the Idea of Coach
Harry Coates and its purpose is to
act as a reward for those who work
industriously in behalf of track at
Villanova.

At present the club is composed
of men, both freshmen and upper
classmen, who have been running
all winter down on the board track
in the stadium. In the future, ac-
cording to Coates, members of the
club will be those men who have
earned varsity letters In track or
have the possibility of it this year.

Pins In the form of a sliver track
shoe, with the letter "V" Inscribed

on them, have been selected as
emblems of the club and will be
awarded to the members in the
near future.

At the next meeting officers of

the club will be chosen as well as
the official name of the organiza-
tion. It is believed by enthusiastic
members that this club will go a
long way toward placing track on

a par with other sports at Villa-

nova.
The varsity men in the club are

as follows: J. Pox. W. Brown, C.
Salerno, V. Flaherty, A. O'Brien, J.

Dietz, B. Hammond, E. Donahue,
P. Beaudin. J. Highfleflld, D. Gildea,
J. Hahn, R. Hickey. The freshmen
include: H. Robertz, G. O'Brien, H.
DufTy, W. Potts, A. Turner, J.

Downey, G. Baker, A. Lietner, H.
Hurley, J. Fenstemacher, W. Burt,
M. Tomesso, V. Zlzak.

MARTIN RECOVERING

A recent communication from "the

mother of Edward Martin, who was
reported to be seriously ill at his

home of San Diego, as a result of an
accident, brings xzie good news that

Red has passed the crisis and is on
the road to recovery. His mother
also sends her thanks for the man-
ner in which Villanova students of-

fered their prayers for Mr. Martin's
recovery.

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

Villanova Men's Shop

suggests to

DRESS UP for EASTER
Hand Tailored and Silk Lined at

$1,00 3 FOR $2.85

and 55c 2 for $1.00

35<

Novelty Hose

— 3 FOR $1.00

Shorts and Pullovers

55c — 2 FOR $1.00

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every
Friday by R. KAUFMAN

EASTER HOLIDAYS

We reprint at this time the dates

of the Easter Holidays together with

the rules governing the recess as

stated by the college authorities.

The vacation will begin next Wed-
nesday (April 1) after the last class

in the afternoon, and will end at

eight o'clock Tuesday evening, April
7. Anyone cutting classes prior to,

the holidays will receive triple cuts.

Those returning late will be fined

five dollars.

9inoke a
Fresh Cigarette!

I

Blues—Oh! what a spell to be in:

A clouded heart that bursts
aweepln*.

Blues—your hand has gripped
Torn and clawed men.
Whipped and floored me

me,

Blues—your hand is heavy;
My heart is aching
Almost breaking.
While you're laughing, scoff-

ing.

Lashing, thrashing

—

Curse you Blues!
Is this the price
Of your device
Called love?

Bluest
AVOLO.

COLADONATOI
TAILOR
SHOPPE

Made
for You

$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

Cigarettes in prime

condition have a

moisture content

ofaboutlO^ . Itwill

be seen by the
Pittsburgh Testing

Laboratory Chart

that cigarettes in

the ordinary
wrapped package

lose more than
half of their total

moisture in thirty

days and that only

the Camel Hurni*

dor Pack delivers

cigarettes to you
in prime condition

i

Chart Showinq

Moisture Loss of Cigarettes

THIRTY DAY TEST

/fc7c/; cun'e rfproserit\ ovorac<c

of fiff

Unwrapped Package

^-. Glcssine Wrapped Pdckage

so-
Ordinary Cellophane

Wrapped Package

40 "J

20 r- /^^
Camel Humidor Pock
Moistu re-Proof Cellophane

Prepared for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

""
Certified Report No. i s o 4 7 ;i

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory

by C.^.J^A Ch,ef Chemist

30 DAYS

•'•^-c^JUirt^

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needt

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Sditicb

THE wliole country is talking about the throat-

easy mildness and the prime freshness of Camel

Ggarettes in the new Humidor Pack.

The above chart prepared by the Pittsburgh Testing

Laboratory tells you why.

Please examine it carefully. It is an unfailing guide

to cigarette selection and enjoyment*

As you can quickly see by the three upper curves on

this interesting chaH, cigarettes that lack the protec-

tion of the Humidor Pack lose their moisture rapidly

from the day they are manufactured.

And day by day as this moisture disappears, the

smoke from these cigarettes becomes hanher, hotter,

more unkind to the tmoker'a thnnU,

Not so with Camels!

The Humidor Pack is moisture proof and sealed air-

tight at every point. It protects the rich, flavorful

aroma of the choice Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

of which Camels are blended.

Mahm thmae teatm gomrmmtt

It is so easy to tell the difference between parched dry

cigarettes and fresh prime Camels that it is no wonder
everybody is reaching for a fresh cigarette today.

Your fingers identify stale, dried-out tobaccos at once.

While a Camel is flexible and pliant.

Your ears can tell the difference too. For a dust-dry

cigarette crackles under pressure.

But the real test is taste and there is simply no com-

parison between the rich mildness of a Camel and the

hot, brackish smoke from a stale, dry cigarette.

Switch to Camels just for today then leave them
tomorrow if you can.

H. J. BBYNULDS TOBACCO COMPANY* mtm»t0m..Smhm, N.

Camels
Artificial heat in hoiutit and
apartntentMBoandrimM the molj.

lure out ofcigaretteM wrapped
the oldfathioned way. It i» the

mark ofa considerate hoMteu^

by means ofthe Humidor Packi

to "Servo a fresh cigarette,"

Buy Camels by the carton^
this cigarette will remain fresh
in your home and office.

9 im, . J. RayiMMt Tabarra Cainpanr, Wiafl»a-9al*a. N. C.

• y

y
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Wife Must Have Good Moral
Character Vote Seniors in

Answer to Questionnaire

GETS EDITORSHIP

Fifty Seniors Submit Returns on ^^Qualifications for a Good
Life-Mate.''—One Third of Class Represented. —

Wealth and Looks Given Litlle Consideration

OFFICE GIRLS CLAIM "DISPOSITION" FIRST

»

»

> •

WANTED: As a wife, a girl of
good Moral Character. Those
lacking In this quality need not
apply. Looks and Wealth not
essential.

If the statements of one-third of
the total number of Seniors can be
taken as representative then the
above ad. expresses the consensus
of the opinion of the Seniors on the
qualities that they would look for
in selecting a life-mate. Out of
one hundred and fifty question
naires issued fifty were returned
and these fifty brought out some
interesting disclosures.

First of all, contrary to popular
belief, the good girl is .still in de-
man, while the "Painted Butterfly"
with her money and clothes, is out
of the race entirely. Moral Char-
acter took first place with as much
ease a^ Wealth took last. Wealth
received forty-three votes out of
fifty for tenth position. What a
contrast to the CHsinion of ninety
U. of P. Seniors who decided that
wealth is second only to Health as
their requisites for a partner.

Moral Character, Intelligence
and Health take first, second and
third places respectively by large
majorities. Domesticity, Disposition,
Similarity in tastes. Religion and
Education follow in the order
named but the voting was close, the
dfference between them sometimes
being confined to but a single bal-
lot. Looks takes ninth position with
little trouble and Wealth receives
last consideration.

Mora! Character. Indispensable
After reading the results of the

Penn questionnaire we began to
wonder what its effect would be on
our own Seniors. Apparently it was
very little because the results at-
tained here were almost the direct

(continued on page four)

Third Talk

Of Series

On Liturgy

a
Instruction" Fart of Holy
Sacrifice Spoken on by

Fr. Crawford

PRAYERS EXPLAINED
The third of a series of Liturgical

Talks on the Mass was delivered by
Fr. Crawford last Tuesday evening,
on the "instruction" part of the
Mass. Fr. Stanford and Edward
Principe went through the cere-
monies, Just as at Mass, so that
the students could readily couple
Pp. Crawford's description with the
correct part of the Mass.

Pr» Crawford pointed out how the
prayers at this stage of the Mass
differ from day to day. He clearly
showed, that they are largely scrip-
tural passages taken from both the
old and new testament, by reading
the prayers proper to the Mass for
that day, which was the feast of
St. Gabriel, the Archangel.
The "instruction" part of the

Mass begins with the Introit and
ends with the Offertory. It is called
the "instruction" part, because In

the early days of the Church, the
Catechumens were permitted to

attend the Mass until the Offertory,
in order that they might profit by
the instructions and get a better

understanding of the Scriptures.
That custom is not now in practice,

but we. still have that part of the
Mass, to prepare for the Principle
parts.

The prayers touched on, were the
Introit, the Kyrie Eleison, the
Gloria, the Collect, the Epistle, the
Gradual, the Gospel, and the Creed.
Pr. Crawford explained why the
Gloria and Credo are sometimes
omitted, and why the Tract is read
Instead of the Alleluls during Lent.

Ft. Crawford concluded, by
pointing to the simplicity and
beauty of the Prayers In the Missal
and by showing how appropriate
they were to the particular Re-
ligious event of festival com-
memorated.
Many fact« were brought up to

enlighten the students about the
Mass. This series of talks should
certainly serve to stimulate greater
interest in the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass. which is the central worship
of the Catholic Faith.

The students have been invited

to hand In questions bearing on the
ceremonies of the Holy Sacrifice of

the Mass. These will be answered
in future talks.

Belle Masque
Broadcasts

Lenten Play

"Lucius Flavins" Completes

Thespians Repertoire

of Passion Plays

SECOND ACT GIVEN
Vil]anova*s dramatists again con-

tributed a half hour's entertain-

ment to help wile away the somber
hours of a Lenten evening, when
they presented the second act of the

play "Lucius Flavius" over station

WHAT, last Wednesday evening.

"Lucius Plavis" is a drama in five

acts adopted from Fr. Spillman's
story, by Rev. P. Kaenders. Like

the previous presentation by the

Belle Masque Players of Villanova,

it is a passion play, but one of an
earlier period. "Vision", the play

which preceeded "Lucius Flavius"

was so well received by radio audi-

ence that Professor Jonas was aid

ed, by its popularity, in the selec-

tion of his next presentation, which,
because of its similarity to "Vision"

was "Lucius Flavius."

The remaining four acts of this

production will be heard on future

broadcasts over the same station,

before the close of the Lenten sea-

son. The characters were enacted
on last Wednesday evening, by the

lollowing men:
Lucius Flavius William Rorke
Rfl'one and Helenr . . Joseph Hahn
Martius, and Acte,

Francis McGlnley
Thamar, and Berneice,

Lawrence DeFrances
Eusebius Hobart Judson
Rabbi Sadoc Alexander Lewis
Benjamin Joseph Houseman
Barabbas David Cartenuto
Obed Martin L. Gill, Jr.

Sara Andrew Kelly
Murdoch Hugh McHugh
Mr. Emml assisted by supplying

several piano solos which he ren-
dered at the beginning and at the
conclusion of the broadcast.

Belle Masque
To Produce

New Comedy

Two Dances

To Enliven

Eastertide

Wilkes-Barre and Brooklyn

Long Island Clubs Spon-

sor Social Events

ALBERT C. WAGXER

New Staff to Take Over

Paper After Holidays.

Senior Staff Retires

Easter Dance
Planned

Jerseyites

^y

Arrangements Have Been
Completed by tbe Jer-

sey City Club

THIRD ANNUAL
One of the several Easter dances

that are being sponsored by campus
organizations is that of the Jersey
City Club, which will be held on
the eve of Easter in the members'
home town. The Jersey City Club
has earned an enviable reputation
at Villanova for sponsoring success-
ful functions in the past two years
and the committee this year
promises all who attend a most
delightful evening well spent.

The dance will be held at the
Jersey City Women's Club, which
is situated on Fairmount avenue,
at the Boulevard, in Jersey City.
This location is readily accessible
from all parts of the state and
very convenient for Brooklyn and
New York. There will be no New
Jersey Club dance this year and
a record crowd is expected to bo
in attendance.

Music will be furnished by Jo.

McGavin's popular orchestra, whicli
has received wide acclaim in all

parts of northern New Jersey.
Dancing will continue from nine
till one, or, as the President, Don
Gildea, says, till later, there being
no blue law to interfere.

The committee consists of George
Blaney, John Kelleher, Frank Mc-
Feeley, Frank Reilly, and Gabriel
Stabile, under the leadership of
Samuel Waldron
dollars.

BOTH ARE FORMAL
Two eagerly awaited dances dur-

ing the Easter season are the
Brooklyn-Long Island Club's formal
and the WHkes-Barre Club's fifth

annual. The former will be held
in Brooklyn, the latter in Wilkes-
Barre.

Playing for the Brooklyn-Long
Islandites in the beatiful ballroom
of the St. George hotel on April
6 will be Paul Gallagher's Band,
an orchestra very popular in this

locality. The affair is formal and
the committee promises all patrons
a scintillating round of delights
from nine till two.
Extremely attractive souvenir pro-

grams have been prepared and the
Villanova Club of New York City,
the most active alumni association,
has pledged its support. Both
facts augur well to make the New
York dance one of the most bril-

liant of the season.
The Wllkes-Barre dinner dance,

their fifth annual, will be held on
the eve of Easter in the Dresden
with Jimmy Higgins and his or-
chestra furnishing the music. This
is probably the most formal of any
affair sponsored by any campus
organization and is famed through-
out the section.

The feature of this function will

be the presentation of keys to those
Seniors who have taken an active
part in the club and in other extra-
curricular activities. These tokens
of appreciation will be awarded this
year to Roger O'Donnell, Peter
Forve, William Dwyer, Stanley Prok-
op. Mark Ryan, and Thomas Mor-
gan.
The committees in charge of the

Brooklyn-Long Island dance con-
sists of J. McAvoy, J. Barsin, M.
Flynn, J. McGuinn, and A. Ziegler,
with Arthur Wastie serving as
chairman.

Committee members for the
Wllkes-Barre affair are William
Dwyer, Peter Farley. William
Gibbons, and Stanley Prokop.

Wagner Is Editor, Buckley Sports Editor.—Arts Men Hold

Thirteen of Twenty-Eight Positions.

—

Will Be in Office Until March

WILLIAM WHITE, BUSINESS MANAGER

Beta Ganmia
To Debate

Bucknell U.

TWO PRACTICE GAMES
FOR VARSITY

Unemployment Insurance

Chosen as Subject

For Debate

NO-DECISION CONTEST

Tomorrow and Saturday the var-
sity base ball nine will play two
practice games with the Norristown
A. C. here at Villanova. Both
games will be played so that the
two teams might have some sea

The tax is three j
soning in competition before the

j formal season gets under way.

"The Haunted House" Chos-

en as Next Presentation

• -if ',. of Society

NOTICE

The second Inter-Dorm track

meet, scheduled for Saturday, was
cancelled due to Inclement weather.
The next meet will be held on April

2.

MAY 13th DATE SET

At a recent meeting of the Belle

Masque last Monday evening, plans

were discussed for the production of

another play.

In view of the splendid success of

•College Inn", the members unan-
imously decided that another com-
edy should be given. Several plays

were suggested and after a lengthy

discuss.on the Society finally decid-

ed upon "The Haunted House", a

comedy in three acts by Owen
^avia, popular playwright.

Due to the wonderful ability

manifested in "College Inn", little

or no difflculty was met with in the

jclection of the cast.

The cast as chosen comprises:
Morgan, the tramp B. Shorb
Emily, the bride W. Papp
Jack, the groom E. Hookey
Thomas, the chauffeur,

D. Cartenuto
Duncan, the author . . H. McHugh

Helen, the wife L. DeFrances
Isabel, the girl J. Hahn
Ezra, the constable A. Lewis
Ed, the milkman J. Houseman
Grogan, the detective . . L. Harter
Evans, the father D. LaPond
May 13th, 14th and 15th have

been selected as dates favorable to

all.

Mr. Panepinto, a designer from
Harvard University. Is working out

a design for pins for the society.

They promise to be good.
Rehearsals for the play will be

held immediately after the Easter
holidays. Loads of laughs are

promised.

SENIORS!

Your Senior assessment of five

dollars Is past due. Show your class

spirit and get the money In now.
All those desiring to attend the

Belle Air Ball must pay five dollars

extra. Make all payments to Carl

Wagley. class treasurer, as soon as

possible.

Series of Interviews With
McGeehan Concluded With

Review of Outfielders

Baseball Coach Tells Writer Greatest Problem Lies in De
velopnient of Outfielders Who Can Hit and Field

MORGAN, TERRY AND DRAGONE FORM NUCLEUS

Euin»R's NoTK 77r.s concludes ihe series of nrticles, resiillinfi from
intervieivs with var.sily hnse ball coach, Charlie McGeehan, with a memb-
er of the sports staff of the yUlunotan. Today Conch McGeehan discuss-
es his outfield.

When asked what were the pros-
pects for a powerful outfield to
back up his smooth working infield
combination, Coach Charlie Mc-
Geehan replied that his greatest
problem lies in developing an out-
iield of varsity caliber. Not until
he has found three men capable
of filling the garden posts to his
satisfaction will his troubles cease.
McOeehan is confronted this year

with the huge task of replacing'
Reds Melanson and Jack Flanagan,
center and right fielders, respect-
ively, of last year's nine. Then
Captain Tommy Morgan's case is

as yet unsettled, as his leg has re-
fused to come around with treat-
ment and it is doubtful if he can
play in many games.

Nevertheless, Coach McOeehan
fells confident that he can round
out before the season starts an
outfield comparable to that of any
college.

In speaki^ig about the outfield
probabilities McOeehan stated:
My biggest problem Is the develop-
ment of an outfield that will be of
varsity caliber. Up to date all can-
didates are far below the class of
outfielders usually found in colleges.
Those who have fly-chasing ability
have shown very little power at the
bat, while on the other hand, those
with hitting prowess have not come
up to par in the outer garden.
However, as the time of opening
draws near the marked improve-
ment in all the boys is encourag-
ing."

Moriran in Center
Working out In the centerfield

patch wp find versatile Tommy
Morgan, captain of the team.
Coach McOeehan says of him:
"Tommy's ;njury In foot ball has

been the most severe handicap in
the development of an outfield. In
early practices the improvement of
his leg was rapid, but after it had
advanced up to a certain point it

refused to improve any further.
With Tommy in the lineup travel
ing in his usual style there will be
few college outfielders his equal
Unless his leg responds rapidly to
treatment in the near future, it is

hard to see how Tommy will be able
to get under some of those high
flys. If he is compelled to leave
the outfield because of his leg there
will be left a huge gap which will

be mighty, hard to fill. Tommy
was an indispensable player last

year, leading the club in batting
anad always being a dependable
man in the pinches."

Tommy's leg received its injury

on October fourth, th eday of the

Gettysburg game. He had been

tackled by Bull Stoner, left guard
on the opposing eleven, and upon
examination it was found that his

left leg had been broken in two
places, including a compound frac-

ture about four Inches above the

ankle. This necessitated his re-

maining at the Miserlcordla Hos-
pital for seven weeks and also kept
him from participation in basket-

ball games wit hthe varsity of

which he was captain.

Tommy halls from Wllkes-Barre.
Pa., and prepped at the Wllkes-
Barre High School where he per-

formed on the nine for three years

as well as on the eleven and quin-
tet. With the Frosh he patrolled

the outer garden and with the var-
sity performed In this same capa-
city for two seasons.

(continued on page three)

Beta Gamma Chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society will re-

sume its debating activities this

evening in the amphitheatre. Their
opponents will be our formidable
rivals of other activities, Bucknell
University. Each team will be
composed of two men, each of whom
will give both a constructive and a
rcbuital speech.

The subject chosen for the debate
is "Resolved: That the various
states enact laws providing for un-
employment insurance. ' The Villa-

lijva team will be defending the
affirmative side of the argument.
The debate will be featured by an

innovation in the previous customs
of Beta Gamma. There will be no
official Judges to the controversy,

and no formal decision will be
rendered. It is with the hope that

this kind of debating will prove
more interesting and desirable that
the society is experimenting witli

this m.w pystem.

The speakers for the Beta Gamma
will be Edward J. Hookey and Ray-
mond J. Harter. The former Is a
seasoned debater who will cause the
visitors a great deal of worry if he
continues in his usual style. The
latter only recently Joined the so-
ciety and is desirous of making a
successful debut to his forensic ac-
tivities here.

In previous debates this year the
Beta Gamma has met and defeated
two other teams, and they are de-
sirous of making the Bucknell team
their third victim. This will be
their first debate on the subject of

unemployment, but nevertheless,

they will be prepared to meet what-
ever arguments their opponents
may offer.

With the appearance of the next
issue of the "Villanovan" after Eas-
ter, the new staff which was ap-
pointed during the early part of

this month, will take charge of the
paper. The change is made ^t this

rather early date in order that the

Senior members of the staff might
have more time to work on their

theses. The new staff will edit the
"Villanovan" for the remainder of

this year and also next year until

after the first semester will have
been completed.

The new staff which consists of

twenty-eight members at present,

is composed of eight Juniors, twelve
Sophomores and eight Freshmen,
thirteen of the number being Arts
men, eight Business and the Pre-
medical and Engineering depart-
ments have four and three members
respectively.

Albert C. Wagner, of Trenton,
N. J., has been appointed Editor-
in-Chief and he has already gath-
ered about him as assistants a
group of men who give promise of
making the "Villanovan" the best
ever during the time they shall be
in office.

The financial affairs of the paper

have been placed in the hands of

William White of Coatesville, Pa.
Bill has been on the staff for the
past three years and he is the only
man who was connected with the
"Villanovan" during the first year
of its existence. He Is fully ac-
quainted with the hardships and
the labor which his new duties en-
tail and has already begun work on
increasing the amount of advertis-
ing for the publication.
James Shea, of Philadelphia, is

(continued on page foiu:)

McGeehan
Addresses

Freshmen

Urges Freshman Class

Enroll in Knights

of Columbus

to

SEES POSSIBILITIES

At the meeting of the Freshman
class last Tuesday, Prof. McGeehan
availed himself of the opportunity
to address the Freshmen concern-
ing the Knights of Columbus. His
talk was somewhat lengthy, but was
very interesting and is food for

thought for the yearlings.

The entire essence of his talk was
an urge for the students to Join

this society. There is at present a
chapter at Villanova with approx-
imately seventy members. This
chapter was organized some years

ago through the earnest efforts of

Prof. McGeehan, and now he is de-

sirous of swelling the ranks of the

society. With a large enrollment at

Villanova, Prof. McGeehan visual-

izes great possibilities not only
morally but also socially.

In conclusion Prof. McGeehan
requested everyone to give the
Knights of Columbus some earnest
consideration. All those who are
desirous of Joining this fraternal

society are asked to see either Wil-
fred Therlault or James E>ouglas.

At the same meeting James
O'Connell, president of the Fresh-
man class, also addressed the class.

He read the report of the dance
committee and again urged the
students to pay their assessments,
since the committees cannot operate
freely without financial assurance.

^^OwF Journal

Issued Sat.

By Engineers

One of the First to Be Pub-
lished Since the Old
Staff Was Re-Arranged

NEWS OF INTEREST

SENIORS ATTENTION

The 1931 Yearbook asseswments
are now due. Please pay the same
to Howard J. Oarrlty, Room 118
Fedlgan hall.

All assessments must be paid be-
fore April IS. 1931.

Any member of the Senior class

falling to pay his assessment of

$7.50 before April 15, 1931. wUl
positively be given no space in the
1931 Belle Air

STANLEY A. PROKOP,

The Owl, official Journal of the
Villanova Engineers, was distribut-
ed to the students of the School of
Technology last Thursday. It is

one of the first to appear since the
old staff was re-arranged last

month with Paul Kauffman as
Managing Engineer.

This issue is of particular interest
in that it presents many features
which has Just been introduced.
The editorial by the managing en-
gineer is well worth reading. He
expresses many interesting facts
concerning the engineer as a
human being. By a worthy example
he explains the position that the
engineer is placed in by this de-
pression. Men have said that the
inventions of engineers have lifted
the load of centuries off the back
of the working man. Then the de-
pression came and the crime
brought home to the engineers. He
tells them to continue, and to show
the world that besides supplying
the tools, they can teach the others
how to use them.
An article on Tanks and Test

Tubes written by Edmond d'Ouvllle
was contributed to this month's
edition. He explains the use of the
large apparatus which perform the
chores in the Industries as com-
pared to the test tubes and beakers
that we meet in the Chemistry Lab.
F. J. Estrada also presented an
article of Interest to the Owl. He
stressed the fact that engineering
is not a modem profession; he dis-
cussed various proofs to show that
it has a background as ancient and
as rich as law or medicine.
The Divinity Surrounding The

Work Of The Engineer was written
by Prof. L. P. Jacks, Editor of The
Hlbbert Journal. It has a religious
article that surrounds the divinity
with the work of the engineer. He
says that it Is a divine work,
carried on In the human scale.
Carl T. E>oman, research engineer
commented on the limits of air-
cooled engines.

In the recent competition spon-
sored by the Phila. Section of the
A. 8. M. E., Mr. Kaufmann, a
Senior Mechanical Engineer, was
awarded Third Prize ex aequo with
a student of Drexel Institute.

Aside from the above articles,
various alumni notes and current
news were discussed. The Owl is

Issued monthly by the efforts of
the following students who com-
prise the staff: Paul Kaufmann,
Managing Editor; Jaseph Haage,
Bu.slne.ss Engineer; Herman Win-
terer, Distribution Engineer; Joseph
Hahn, Thomas Brlen, Edmund
Principe, Assistant Engineers.
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Speaking Fr. Sparrow

It is with a feeling of intermingled satisfaction and re-

gret that we, the Editors, see this issue of the "Villanovan"

go to press—satisfaction in the realization of the fact that

we have successfully completed a piece of work to the best

of our abilities—regret in the knowledge that with this issue

we sever our relations with the "Villanovan" and turn our

duties over to its future editors. _

When anyone devotes himself to a certain task and be-

comes associated with it for any length of time he learns to

love it after a manner and he is loathe to leave it when the

time comes to do so. No matter how arduous the work may

be, no matter how many sleepless nighi.- may have been

caused by that work, no matter how unpleasant the duties

entailed might seem to have been at times and no matter

what discouragements and disappointments and criticism

may have been heaped upon the worker at one time or an-

other, the joy and satisfaction which results from looking

back over the period of labor, brought to a successful con-

summation, wipe out all tne sorrows and leave only four

memories. This fact is all the more true when the individ-

ual has had an active part m ihe organization of his work.

Jie feels that it belongs to him and ne to it and it is with

great reluctance that he turns his work over to others.

The present Editors can look back to the time when

the weekly "Villanovan" existed only in the minds of a few

of the students; they can visualize the organization of the

first staff, the publication of the first issue, the skeptical

reaction of the student body to the initial publications, the

threatened failure which accompanied future issues, the low

ebb which almost broke the spirit of its founders, the grad-

ual building up of a firm foundation, the gaining of the con-

fidence and support of the student body and finally the ap-

pearance of the "Villanovan" as we have it today—a real

part of the college institution.

We feel that in having had a part in establishing this

publication on the campus we have helped to lay the foun-

dation for a heritage which will remain with Villanova as

long as her doors are open and this knowledge of having

contributed something to our Alma Mater's future glory

fills us with heartfelt satisfaction and amply repays us for

the time and labor we have expended.

We wish to take this opportunity of thanking the facul-

ty and students for their cooperation, financial and other-

wise, their interest and constructive criticism which have

helped to mold the form and the policy of the "V illanovan."

Our woi'k is done and we pass on with a word of fare-

well and deep appreciation to the members of the staff with

whom we have worked and who have made any success that

may have been ours a possibility. To those men who will

assume the editorial positions which we are about to vacate

we wish the best of success and continued prosperity.

* « * • •

It was with deep .sorrow that the student body learned

yesterday of the illness of Feather Sparrow and his confine-

ment to a hospital. His cheering smile and keen subtle wit

will be missed at Villanova. i^is sickness is not very serious

however and it is only a precautionary measure that confines

him to a hospital. We are told that he will be with us again

in a short time.

Father Sparrow is perhaps one of the best liked figures

on the campus and in the classroom. His humor is of a type

that is keen and subtle. One has to think carefully in

answering it. In the classroom his accurate lea.soning and
scholarly lectures have won for him the admiration and re-

spect of all students who ever took courses under him.

It will be difilicult to replace Father Sparrow and we
wish him the speediest of recoveries so that he may be back
with us again.

Here we are all set for our last

trip to the banks of the Styx in

Hadiana. The other evening after I

had unloaded my regular evening
crowd of shades on tlie opposite
side of the river, I was met by Sir
Walter Raleigh. The poor chap waa
v/eeping shades of salty tears while
playing Chopin's "Marche Punebre"
by wringing his various shmles of
handkerchiefs.

,
;. v ;.

,. ..,

When asked to explain IJVB why
and the wherefore of the weeps, he
unfolded the sad tale of one foiled

by love. After carefully folding the
tale back in ItH original creases we
discovered that the purport was as
follows. The Virgin Queen was to
seek and conquer the marriage state
and become a model (either model
T or A) wife. But the sad part of
the narrative for Walt was that
she had accepted the proposal of a
youth of the gay nineties. That
was especially tough on old Walt,
and he felt lightly aggrieved, justly
so, to my mind For had he not been
keeping company with her for the
past thirty decades or so, and after
all that time to be thrown over
thus unjustly and without Warning.

To make matters worse this youth
of the nineties with whom she was
to share a wedded bliss, was one of
the wild harum scarums of his day
It was notorious that he had gone
out to parties without a chaperone.
It was also rumored that on several
occasions he had been seen Xo come
into his home at the unheard of
hour of one o'clock, and as if that
wasn't enough to condemn any man
to eternal damnation, he used to
park his buggy by the gurgling
stream of Minnle-ha-ha-ho-ho-,
and then make love to many differ-
ent kinds of girls. After his horrible
orgies of petting were over he would
take them home to an irate father
and until the date when he landed
down here he had always been
successful in evading the shotgun
bullets.

Sir Walter was waxing quite in-
dignant over what he considered to
be the horrible example of the
younger generation of the nineties.

And to think that his Ideal, his
Queen, who had dominated his
heart for the past three hundred
years, was to marry such a wretch.
It really wouldn't have been so bad
If she had suddenly decided to
transfer her favor to that dog the
Earl of Essex, but this - - it was
utterly preposterous that with the
wild goings on of the younger
generation, she couldn't have picked
a man more settled in life.

Ah! well it wa.s too bad, but then
what had to be must be. We might
as well be resigned to our fate. It
might even have been worse, she
might have fallen for one of the
gin-drinking, jazz-mad, petting and
necking twentieth century youths.
He had heard that they were
absolutely impossible. Hadn't he
read a pamphlet the other day
condemning them all to eternal
Dunlshment for their most horrible
lives. He - - the author - - had
called them fatheads, readers of
sappy- literature, and victims of
crooked amusements.
The very thought of such a

catastrophe wafi revolting to his
aesthetic sense. Just then Johnson
and his shadow Boswell stepped
forward to our conversation.
Boswell spoke up saying: "My

dear Walter can't you remember
reading pamphlets in your day
about the horrible sins of the
modem youth who wore frills and
puffs and was an original roue"

"Er. now that you speak of it per-
haps you are right .but of course
the youth of our day was never so
want only disgracefully as the boys
of today. Besides that they had
some sense of decency."

"Just for example do you remem-
ber the day you used a mud-
Duddle as an excuse for pickincr up
the fair Elizabeth while crossinar
the street?", queried Boswell. "Here
comes our elderly friend Tut-Ankh-
Amen, let us ask him what about
the younger generation of his day
and age. Hello there Tutty old
topper, jolly nice weather we're
baving now. what."
"Really I can't discuss the

weather, it is .so infemallv warm
down here But didn't I just hear
you-all discussing the younger
veneration when I came up. I
thought so, and I want to tell you
that the younger generation was
the same in mv dav as thev are
now. Didn't I one day receive a
letter from my sister, complaining
about the wild ways of my nephew
while off on a visit to Queen of
Sheba. She claimed that it was
utterly disgraceful the way he went
about trying to make all the girls.

But then your can easily see that
they haven't changed a bit since
then."

Now after all this argumentation
it Is easily seen that these goofs
who insist on telling our modern
boys that they are all wet. In fact
they will be sure to sizzle when they
get down here That is over and
perhaps you are satisfied, and will
sing paens of joy that this will be
the last issue of the styx.

When you are ready to come
down here for a long stay, just
send us a radiogram and let us
know. Our Emperor Lucifer 1..

always welcomes college boys with
widespread arms. And now my
dear sleepy heads of the lecture
room, we bid you adieu Queen
Elizabeth. Sir Walter, Boswell.
Johnson, Adam. Eve. Xanthippe.
Socrates and all all the rest of
of our famous all stfir cast wish
vou sweet dreams and a pleasant
trip to Hadiana in the near future.
So long..

PHYLEGAS

P. 8. we forgot to tell you that
Lizzie finally decided not to marry
the handsome brute of the nineties
She was afraid that the younger
generation would get too naughty

^^ i!Lan4Uti^\i
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This is the last issue of the
Villanovan under the old regime.
Way back in '28 about two dozen
of Us gathered In an old room of
the monastery. We had little be-
sides an idea and a slight amount
of ambition. Only a few had hope
which seemed bad. The monthly
that had been published in other
years was a thing of the past. The
students had lost all interest. The
present Villanovan took it's place.

Under the guidance of Father
Mauch the new weekly took it's

place in the sun. Those first days
were hectic ones. I often wondered
how one man could stand for all

that Father Mauch had to take to

put the paper on it's feet. Sub-
scriptions to a pap)er no one had
ever seen were difficult to sell We
weathered the storm and by Christ-

mas we were slightly established

and by June we were a fixture. Of
that original staff only Cartenuto,
Jenkins, Orbach and myself are

left and now we are finished. The
rest have passed with the years.

I don't care to throw bouquets at

my friends but there are a few
things that should be said and the

editorial column will never say

them. Cartenuto or "Dave" as we
call him was there from the start

and it was only a fitting tribute to

his ability that he was promoted to

EditoT-in-chief this year. No man
deserved it more Very few of the

students will evef know the effort

he placed in his work, the long

hours at night attempting meth-
ods of saving space and money
here and there He is finished now,
but I think he would be willing to

start all over.

Jenkins was there and still is. In
his own easy going fashion he
turns out barrels of work but never

mentions the fact. Week after week
his editorials have struck home
when they were most needed. It

was Jenkins who gave out assign-

ments and saw to it that they were
handed in. For it all he received

little credit, I don't suppose he ever

will receive his just due.

The man who will live longest in

my memory is another of the old

guard, Marty Orbach. He is an old

friend of mine and I know he won't

mind when I call him "Queer". He
certainly Is. You never could tell

if the articles he turned in were

good or bad. long or short. Many
times he didn't turn in any at all

but then the next week he came
back twice as strong I hope he

gets along in life and never does

half the things he tells us about.

The rest of the staff can be ex-

tolled by the columnist next year.

"We've had our day and its over.

At times it Is rather difficult to

think that after June there will be

no more of all this. We have been

in it so long that the possibility of

any other existence seemed only a

rfemote conception. There will be no
more classes, no books, no summer
nights on the campus when voices

drifted from open windows.

September will become merely

the ninth months of many years. No

vn

longer will they start another year
for us. No more old friends to shout
cheery greetings across the campus
and discuss the events of the
coming year. No more throbbing
Saturday afternoons on the

fifty yard line with cheer lead-

ers going frantic No trips to Scran

-

ton, Boston, Washington, New York
No chapel with bowed heads and
incense. No midnight bull sessions,

few friends of the calibre we have
known here, no trunks to pack no
proms, no dances as in the past

four years. It almost makes one

feel lost to figure it all out. When
we grow into oldish men with

stomachs that have doubled original

proportions, eyes that have lost

their luster through counting their

stakes that measure their success in

life, will we look back at these

years and be able to see them as

they really were. Will we wish for

the old times when all was young

Wril we feel the same about the

place when we drive back after long

contact with the outside univerae?

I suppose things will gO on after

our departure. Someone will sit in

our seats, someone will occupy our

rooms and laughter will sound In

corridors we once knew even as it

did fifty years ago.

Classes will be the same, the

lawns won't change to any great

extent. Villanova will grow but the

spirit of her followers cannot over-

shadow that of those who are

graduating this June. Youth moves
on, there must be a place In the

scheme of things for everyone.

The Villanovan will go on, for us

It is over. Three years of labor, not

unmixed with pleasure. Three years

of pride, pride In the result of our

work, pride In the joy of creation.

Only ourselves created It, no one

can ever take that from us. The
rest may Improve, but that Is their

limit. The presses will pound out

issue after issue when we are

raising families and catchlnsr morn-
ing trains. Other editors will have

their troubles Summers and win-

ters will blend Into years ... the

campus win bloom for counties'!

Springs Into a garden of green . .

things win roll on without us, with-

out our help ... all this that

seems so Important to us . . . the

moon will still beam upon Mendel
and Fedlgan and Austin and the

rest ... It shall no longer find

us among the many who call

Villanova "Home." In writing the

last of all there seems little or

nothing that I can say to exoress

the sentiments of the retiring staff

better than the words of the old

Persian ...

"Ah, Moon of my Delight, who
know'st no wane.

The Moon of Heaven Is raising

once again:
How oft hereafter rising shall she

look-
Through this same Garden after

me In vain." -^

With best wishes to the multitudes

who follow where we have led.

THE MAD HATTER.
(John T. Kllcourse)

CoUegiana

Student Council

President Warns
About Holidays

Triple Cuts and Five Dollar Fine
To be Punishment Imposed

on Violators

PHYLEGAS
Alias J. O Gushing

In order to give every man a
fair chance and at the same time
eliminate any possibility of an alibi

on the part of any student, due to

Ignorance of the exact limits of the
Easter Holidays, Mr. Blaney, Chair-
man of the Student Council, has
asked us to announce the dates and
time limit for the third time.

The vacation will begin tomorrow
afternoon after the last class and
will close next Tuesday evening at
eight o'clock. Any violation of this
rule will be punished without ex-
ception. Triple cuts will be given
for any and every class missed prior
to the holidays. Those coming back
late will be subject to a five dollar
fine. Absolutely no excuses will be
accepted.

The Student Council has agreed
to aid the College authorities In
enforcing the above rules and any
infraction wUl be dealt with by that
body at its next meeting.

Puny Puns
by a

Punk Punster

The puns were a trifle flat the
last time because St Patrick's

Day fell on the day the paper
came out.

Due to the Wlkersham episode

we are beginning to believe that
the president is working on a com-
mission basis.

Or perhaps he is working piece

work as a result of the Naval Con-
ference.

"Love", said a student, "Is like a
seven day drunk. You come out of

It with a headache." That makes
one weak.

We might also mention that pup-
py love is said to be the beginning
of a Dog's life.

My I What a lovely column this
has turned out to be.

"I'll bet this Is the Philadelphia
Fidelity Trust Building," said I the
other day while down town. "I'll

take you up" said the elevator boy.

And as my parting .shot—Dirt wlas

I
in her ears. So was the rent.

l^iUanobelttes

I've all ways figured on seeing

television become a household af-

fair, and autos run on Water and

other far distant sclentlflk achieve-

ments, but I never thought I'd see

the paving of the road behind Men-
del and the Monastery.

-V-

The P. & W. cut thrfr trains

down to one car, then they cut

the force down to one man on
a car. Next year we will be

running the trains ourselves.

-V-

Next week the Villanovan will be

out under a new staff. One con-

solation for the readers Is the fact

that the expenses prohibit the en-

larging of the paper. . . ,•

-v- .-••.•,..,,.

The tennis courts are out for

Spring cleaning. Now for the

transformation to a smooth sur-

face of dust from a rough sea

of mud.
-V-

We are having a few holidays

this week. The light suits will come/
out of the moth balls In marfy a|

closet and the food will run low In

many Ice-boxes when the boys come
marching home.

-V-
Coming back late after this

Easter vacation seems to be a
sport fw millionaires according
to the notices on the bulletin

boards.
-V-

Landscape gardeners will start

the re-decoration of the campus and
the nearby golf course Thursday
morning. Work will continue for

three days until the sentences are

worked out.

-V-
The thumbing special will

leave Wednesday afternoon for

all points North, East, South
and West. Schedules are not
very accurate on this line.

-V-
We are pleased to announce to

the public that with the exception
of Fridays no fish will be served in

the dining room until sometime
next February.

-V-
We, like many other people,

have some queer ideas. One of
which ia that golf should be
played on the golf course and
not on the other parts of the
campus.. .Heads aren't as hard
as they used to be.

-V-

Well kind readers this Is the last

time this column will ever annoy
you. For your kind attention we
thank you and now We take our
leave hoping that the column that
takes the place of this Is eight times
more boring to read if the possibil-
ities of such will be admitted.

DO AND DONT.
j

As all good, bad, or indifferent
things must end, so must Colleglana,
which appears for the last time In
this issue. Those who thought the
column good, will regret Its passing,
as will those who have lost their
opportunity to offer further
criticisms. But the great majority
will shed no tears nor rend any
hirsute adornment In their bereave-
ment.
Before pa.sslng Into the limbo

however, permit us to offer a few
items of the news to be printed next
year.

FALL

1. Presidents, deans, etc, will
address the young hopefuls about
to become true Jarhardlans.

2. Above FroBh shall have to un-
dergo certain restrictions with
humorous complications and
punishments. Editorials will appear
for and against the hazing system.

3. Hairbreadth Harry will save
the honor of dear old Darnell with
a thrilling seventy yard dash in
the last minute to play.

4. Advance rushing will be de-
plored editorially, but done with
ever ' increasing vigor.

5. Important projectsi for the Im-
provement of the Alma Mater shall

be started in a furor of meetings
and righteous Intentions. (We
never hear of them again after
about a month. Either the Alma
Mater was fated to suffer the fatal

abuses she had withstood from in-
fancy or the correction thereof was
done as "Art for art's sake" - and
forgotten.)

6. Football will be dennunced by
learned pedagogues, but the pro-
ceeds therefrom will be readily
pocketed.

WINTER

1. Literary societies will enjoy
their heyday. The local Flask and
Gag Club will give a student-
written play.

2. Debata Gabble bests opponents
In interesting tiff over the Effects
of the Present Depression on tho
Toothpick Industrv of Armenia

3. Series of basketball writeuo in

summary of week's doings, sketchlly
done for lack of pace. Sports de-
partment placed at the disadvan-
tage of having more uninteresting
news to print than at any other
season, with all the minor activities

in full force.

4. Holiday season notices of
danc6s to be given off campus
proves a life saver to desperate
editors.

5. Last-minute notices of the
dreaded Mid-Years examinations,
with their attendant schedules are
quite the thing.

6. Changes in the educational
system as a result of aforesaid ex-
ams are propounded by reformers.
(See Pall—5)

SPRING

1. The Great Gobbo hits a home
run In the ninth Inning with three
on base, making the final score
4-3.

2. Alarming Increase of poets seen
until the middle of May.

3. Spring social season will be
the best ever had. June Week
(Junior Week, et al ) occupies the
major part of the paper.

4. Editorials deploring lack of
school-spirit appear after the deb-
acle. Extra a.ssessments are in order
to make up the deficit.

5. Thesis topics and notes shall
appear with Irresistable regularity.

6. Commencement services with a
lengthy report of the momentous
words uttered by learned and Im-
portant orators. (Seldom read.) Etc.,

etc., ad nauseam
Now that we've uttered our

proprecy of the future. It Is fitting
to review the past. Among the best
papers on our exchange list in the
past are the followmg, and for the
following reasons.
Best Interest Articles - JOHNS

HOPKINS NEWS LETTER.
Best Format - THE TATLER
Frankest - THE STORMY

PETREL
Most Informative - THE NIAGA-

ARA INDEX.
Newsiest - THE TEMPLE NEWS.
Most Original Form - THE

HAWK.
REwrt pro- TLa ne PE
Best Campus News - THE TOMA-
HAWK.
Best Sport News - THE

SCHOLASTIC.
Best Coliunns - THE TOWER.
Best Editorials - THE PURPLE

AND GRAY.
Best Bi-Llngual - THE AUGUS-

TINIAN MIRROR.
Most Versatile - THE FOGHORN.
And now for the most unbeliev-

able news of the year.
A Washington State senior has

attended 14,550 classes without a
single absence or tardy mark
against his name.
An Ohio State Freshman spent

but $360 dollars for the duration of
the collegiate year. He dined on a
dime a day.
The best interest article of the

year appeared in the NEWS
LETTER. 'We all know of the his-
toric Barber of Seville, but we have
heard of one who was shorn of his
hirsute adornment by rank out-
siders, uninitiated into the art and
mysteries of his ancient corner . . .

Now It Is against all precedent for
barbers to submit without a
struggle to tonsorlal Indignities at
the hands of mere novices, so a
coml>at of herculean proportions
ensued, but when Uie smoke of
cotnbat and fiery Latin invective
and the omnipre.sent flood of
lather had subsided, poor Tony was
found pinioned In the chaJr by six
burly pairs of arms, while a
seventh errasped the razor with In-
experienced but willing fingers,
passing it none too <rentlv over out-
raged epidermis ridged here and
there with scarlet evidence of ton-
sorlal inefficiency ..."

And so. Farewell

Stenographer—"Your little girl

wants to kiss you over the phone,"
Bu.sy Manager—"Take the mess-

age. I'll get it from you later."

•I
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The Sports Editor ^s Corner

IT WONT BE LONG NOW
Before many more weeks pass, the spring sportti

schedule will be going along on all cylinders. Next week,
the varsity baseball and tennis teams open their seasons,
and by the middle of April, golf will have joined the list.

The Penn relays will find the track squad on the cinders in
college competition, with a flock of dual meets booked in
May.

Series of Interviews With

McGeehan Concluded With

Review of Outfielders

(continued from page one)

TENNIS
In another column of today's Villanovan, you can

find the varsity tennis schedule. Ihe squad opens its seas-
on s play next l<riday over in New York with C. C. N. Y.,
and the loUowing week plays its first home game against
Georgetown.

1 he schedule of the netmen compares favorably with
that oi tlie baseball team, although we hope that as it

stands, it is not complete, ihe Southern trip is conspicu-
ous by its aJUiience, while there should be more matches
played during May.

'Ihe leature home matches, besides the Georgetown
meeting, include Temple and Bucknell, with whom a home-
and-home series is being played, and Fordham, which wih
be met during Junior Week.

ihe squad should have a good season, with the six

regulars oi last year back. Here's luck to you!

BASEBALL
Holy Cross, Boston College and Fordham on suc-

cessive aiternoons! Almost a suicidal way of opening a

season. For those three Catholic colleges comprise just

about the best Eastern schools on the diamond.
in another column, there is an interesting story from

Worcester by Daniel A. Lynch, sports editor of the Holy
Cross Tomahawk, on the Crusaders'* prospects.

Fordham, while there is no news on hand, is certain

to have another strong club. Ihe l^ordham nine this year
is coached again by white-haired Jack Coffey, who always
seems to make a hit with the stands at Villanova-Fordham
games.

Concerning Boston Collegers record, we have at

hand a letter from Thomas E. Foley, '31, sports editor of

the Boston College Heights, and we 11 pass it on to you in

a minute.

But first, do you remember last year's Villanova-B.

C. contest. What a slugfest that was. B. C. won, 17-9, we
believe, after six or seven balls had been boosted out of

the lot. The Eagles' particular slugger that afternoon was
Peddy Creedon, but he won't be with them this year. He's

up in the big leagues now, or rather near them. He's with

the Boston Red Sox.

THE LETTER FROM BOSTON
We tune in now on our friend, Mr. Foley, of Boston

College, speaking oi Bee-See's new coach: *\...Francis J.

McCrehan has been appointed to succeed Hugh Duffy as

varsity coach. Now all of Bee-See's coaches are graduates.

Dufly has gone back to his old love, scouting, and is now
at Pensacola, trying to put Boston on the big league base-

ball map. McCrehan has been coaching Frosh baseball for

five years at Bee-See. He played four years of varsity base-

ball before graduating, and was for three years the mainstay

of the pitching stail'. He beat Ownie Carroll, Holy Cross'

great star, 3-2, in a great mound duel back in 1923."

Speaking of the squad, he writes "....without exag-

gerating, prospects this year are the best ever. The veteran

outfield of Temple, Regan and Shea is intact. Third-base

is still undecided Pete Chesnulivitch, quarterback of the

pony backfield, stands a good chance of beating out Kelly

for the second-base berth. Andy Spognardi, idle last year,

will play short, while Downes, another footballer, and Mee-
han are fighting it out for first."

Getting dotty again we hope they're not kid-

ding us about tomorrow it's going to be April

the First ,..' so if anybody tells you anything

don't be too quick on acting but if those signs

about the Easter recess were April Fool jokes

this campus would be a deserted place tomorrow
night ....;..;...anyhow.. ....;. ...This is the last issue that

the present staff of the Villanovan.ij...;i;.. will put out

and speaking for the sports staff your sports editor

wants to thank Dave Wheeler
and the rest of the editorial staff ..for the cooperation

they've given him all year...... ......lots of luck in the

future, boys Ed Melanson leading home run
hitter among college batters last year with

eleven homers in twenty-three games will play

with Harrisburg in the New York-Penn League
this year Boston College's new baseball coach ..*.

is called ^Cheese' according to the papers he is

the son of a Cambridge (Mass.) Police Lieutenant

and almost went to Harvard .;;,.Vw.When 'Cheese' was in

Cambridge Latin the Lieutenant used to give him $10
every time he pitched a victory maybe that's

why he was so good he was Ownie Carroll's

great rival about seven or eight years ago Holy
Cross is coached by Jack Barry who
along with Stuffy Mclnnis .;.... .Eddie Collins and
Home-Run Baker made up Connie Mack's Million-

Dollar infield One of Holy Cross' diamond stars this

year is Phil O'Connell the Purple's big foot-

ball threat O'Connell plays second-base Here's

a tip for Epsilon Phi Theta for the next box-

ing bouts up at Harvard I beg your pardon
Hahvad the Hahvad authorities .,.:L.;.. at the

Hahvad-M. I. T. boxing match required all the spec-

tators at the ringside to wear Tuxedos
this week's famous sayings are "what train're ya'

gonna get?"' and "oh, for a good meaP"
well. dots enough

YE SPORTS EDITOR.

Dragone in Left

Patrolling the leftfleld position is

Waldo Dragone, a diminutive but

fast man. McOeehan thinks a

great deal of "Drag" saying: "Dra-

gone is the outstanding candidate

for the leftfleld post. At the pres-

ent time this boy is suffering from
his enforced Idleness of the past

year. Dragone, like Morgan, has

been held back by an Injury. Dur-
ing his Frosh year he gave promise

of developing Into a great outfield

er and a good hitter. It's going to

take mighty hard work on his part

to win back his lost laurels."

"Drag" Is an Everett, Mass., boy

and played ball for four years with

Everett High, being rated high

enough for a place on the All-NeW
England team for two successive

years. "Drag" 'was also honored
with the captaincy In his senior

year. At the beginning of the

Frosh '29 season "Drag " was found
batting fourth till his back injury

occurred which kept him out of

competition for over a year.

Terry in Right
Chasing nies in tne right garden

IS big Mike Terry, star foot ball

end. Though a bit awkward he
manages to get under the ball in

ample time and hold on to It with

ills huge liands. He has appealed

to the coach, who states: "Terry Is

a husky and powerful boy, possess-

ing the power of a Ruth at the

bat. He is at present a diamond
in the rough. No player in the

team Is wording harder than Mike,

and every day shows an improve-

ment in his work. If he will con-

tinue in his efforts and become a

student of himself, he will make all

other candidates step for a position

on the team."
Terry makes his home In the

small coal-mining town of Kiilp-

mont. Pa., and played ball with

the Mt. Carmel High nine for sev-

eral years. With the '29 Frosh he

picked daisies In the right garden

and was prominent at the bat.

Eschmann Best Hitsmith

StUl in the thick of the flght for

the right field post Is stocky Pete

Eschmann, whom McOeehan rates

as the best clouter among the out-

fielders. There Is but one fault

with Pete and that Is his throwing

are which suddenly went back on
him towards the conclusion of his

Sophomore year. McGeehan says

concerning his worth: "Pete has all

the experience necessary for a col-

lege ball player. Formerly an In-

flelder he has decided to try out for

an outfield berth, where not too

much strain would be placed on his

arm which suddenly went back on
ability necessary, but Is still valiant-

ly trying to overcome the serious

difficulty In his throwing arm.

should Pete's arm regain Its old

fiexibllity, his hitting powers wiU

make him a candidate worthy to

be considered."

Eschmann Is a Brooklyn, N. Y.,

man and played ball with the

Richmond Hill High nine, being

elected captain In his senior year.

He Is a senior, playing his last year

of ball for Villanova. An Infielder

on the Frosh team, he led that club

in batting. In the following year

with the varsity Pete played second

iase, clouting the pill at a .380 clip.

Due to his bad arm last season he

saw very little action.

McDermott Best Defensive Man
Jack McDermott still has a say

for an outfield berth, his fine de-

fensive ability making him a can-

didate to be reckoned with before

the season rolls around. McOee-
han rates lilm highly, remarking:

"Jack Is at present the best fly-

chaser on the club, but must Im-

prove offensively In order to win a

place. His progress Is now being

retarded because of a leg Injury

unfortunately received In the show-
er room by a falling bench. This

is too bad since he is prevented
from attending practice which he
needs so badly to improve his bat-

ting. I expect a great deal from
Jack this year and will undoubted-
ly use him In some games. If Mor-
gan falls to come around. Jack will

be considered for his post."

McDermott halls from Enclewood.
N. J., and Is a product of Lincoln
High School In Jersey City. There
Jack emblazoned his name as an
all-aroimd athlete, being a varsity

man In base ball, foot ball and
basket ball. Because of his excep-
tional ability, Jack was often
placed on All-Scholastic teams. His
three years of ball playing on the
Lincoln nine stood him in good
stead when he came to Villanova
and on the Frosh team enabled
him to win the centerfield berth In

which position he played every
minute of every game. This Frosh
team was coached by Chris Lolos
and went through an undefeated
season. Last year Jack saw action
In several games and gave a good
account of himself. He Is a Junior
and a member of the foot ball and
basket ball squads.

High School. On that high school
base ball nine Jimmy cavorted In
the outer garden for three seasons,
being regarded as one of the most
valuable players on the team. He
batted .404 with the Oreen last

year while holding down the left-

fleld berth.
Bill Crowley Is a coming young-

ster. Coach McGeehan 's comments
in his behalf are: "This lad, when
he was compelled to leave the Frosh
because of scholastic difficulties

lost an entire year of seasoning
which would now stand him In good
stead. From present Indications
had he remained with Doc Jacob's
Frosh he would now probably flnd

himself as regular outfielder. How-
ever, should he continue to improve
at the rate in which he has been
going no one can keep him out of
the lineup."

Bill hails frohi Springfleid, Conn.,
and prepped at St. John's where
he played ball for some time. The
fact that he could Improve his

stickwork he would stand a good
chance of copping one of those out-
field berths.

Pitchers In Outfield

Reitz and King, two pitchers

whose prospects have already been
discussed, must also be considered
for the outfield since both are

adept at the bat and In the field.

Both saw action In the field on the

FYosh nine. McGeehan says: "The
team is very fortunate in possess-

ing pitchers who hit like King and
Reltz. They will be my aces in the

hole. While there is no desire on
my part to risk a good pitching arm
In the outfleld, both boys possess

sufficient base ball sense to use

their throwing arms wisely. The
two of them do a good job In the

field as well as at the bat and have
an unusual knowledge of base ball

for Sophomores. This ability may
be used to advantage In case of

deflciency In the outfleld crop."

Holy Cross

BaU Club

Reviewed

Sports Editor of Worcester
Student Paper Gives Villa-

novan Readers the ^Dope*

HANDICAPPED BY SNOW

Plans Made
For Junior

Week Bouts

Six Championships at Stake

in Bouts Jim Ranna-

zzisi Is Arranging

FIGHTS OPEN TO ALL

Keough. Crowley Promising
Jim Keough and Bill Crowley are

still in the thick of the flght for
those coveted outfleld positions.
For some unknown reason Keough
has not come up to his standard of
last year's playing, but much>Ji#pe
is still held out for him. Coach Mc-
Oeehan saying: "Jim Keough was
the regular leftflelder on last year's
Frosh club and Is giving Dragone a
battle for the berth this year. Jim-
my's batting is good enough to
mark him as varsity caliber but
to date his fielding has been below
requirements. Since this depart-
ment is the easiest in which to
improve much hope is held out
that he will yet flnd a place for
himself on the varsity."
Jim comes from Brockton, MaM.,

and Is ft product of the Brockton

It won't l>e long now before

Junior Week will roll around again

and with It will come Its melange
of social and sports events. Prob-
ably the most Important function

in the athletic line will be the

annual E. P. T. boxing bouts.

According to promoter Jim
Rannazzlsl, the bouts this May will

be the best ever. With the material

on hand he will be able to arrange

an all star card. There are six

championships to be defended.

Among those defending their laurels

are Ted Casey, who battered his

way to victory a year ago In the

Indoor bouts and since then his title

has gone unchallenged; McGovem,
who is a protege of Casey and who
proved his worth by the easy
manner in which he disposed of

his opponent in the Indoor bouts

last January; Charley Moore, who
needs no Introduction to Villanova

fight fans, win be on hand as usual;

Little Danny Zaff will be in there

giving the Ijoys an exhibition of

the manly art of self defense; and
Fazio, the Junior welterweight
champ will defend his title, if any
one challenges It. Fazio has held
the championship for some time
because no one tries to take It away
from him. "KlUer" Lanclano wUl
also defend his crown. If he runs
up against the fighting Irishman,
Johnny Oaughan, what a battle

It will be I For the sake of those
who don't know, Lanclano won his

championship from Oaughan last

January In the indoor fights by a
disputed decision. By putthig two
and two together one can see that
this bout won't be a dancing ex-
hibition.

Promoter Rannlzzisl is anxious to

have it understood that these E. P.

T. bouts are open to all. All those

who are pugilistically inclined and
who would like to enter the bouts
should hand In their applications

to Jim Rannazzlsl at Room 207 in

Fedlgan Hall before AprU 10. The
"Tex" Rickard of Villanova would
also like to Inform all entrants
that they will be required to go
through a training period in order
that they might be in the pink
of condition for the bouts.

The bouts will be held some time
during Junior Week, the date being
as yet undecided. The bouts will

be held otM; of doors at the stadium
where a special ring and seats for

the spectators will be erected. That
versatile athlete, Bucky Hammond,
will give another "strong man" ex-
hibition as he did last year. Wrest-
ling exhibitions will be among the
features of the evening. Many
celebrities are expected to be on
hand who will be introduced to the
fans.

With the galaxy of the above
mentioned stars the promoter
promises to arrange a program
which will surpass all others in

the annals of Villanova ring history.

BY DANIEL A. LYNCH
Sports Editor

HOLY CROSS TOMAHAWK
(By Request)

The season of 1931 flnds Coach
Jack Barry trying to start another
Holy Cross ball team on its journey
toward the Intercollegiate Cliamp-
lonshlp. The goal glistens on the
distant horizon, but twenty-odd
games loom upward In its path.
Every resident of Mount St. James
is expecting to see the stiffest

struggle waged among the colleges
of the East. Nevertheless, all are
confldent that the Crusaders will be
right in the midst of the fray,
ready to beat off all comers.
Barry has found two great ob-

stacles at the outset of the race^
the weather and the fact tiiat

there remains but one real regular
from last year's club.

Like all New lingiand springs, the
weather Is too Irregular to plan
outdoor practice. The candidates
went out last Tuesday and Wed-
nesday and did some flelding and
hitting under the clearest skies
ever seen. And then, on Thursday,
every Worcesterlte arose to find
their fair city blanketed by three
Inches of snow.
Such an obstruction coming at

this time of year is enough to make
any coach thrown in the towel.
With five games less than two
weeks distant, the Idea of turning
out a finished ball club at the start
of the season Is beyond conception.
However, the shrewd judgement of
Jack Barry's can be banked upon
to pull a few games out of the fire.

One Veteran Twirler
Five twlrlers will have to make

the trip, among them will be Cap-
tain Norm Sims, Lobby Fredericks,
Bucky Mahoney and Red Baker.
The first two mentioned pitched a
few games last year, but Sims Is

the only one with any real exper-
ience. Mahoney and Baker are re-
cruits for this year's team, but a
good deal Is expected from l)oth

men. Hank Oarrlty and Jim May-
nard will wear the chest protector
for the Purple outfit In most of the
games this season.

O' Connell on Second
Frank Cammaraho, a sophomore

from New Haven, will play first

base. Phil O'Connell, of national
foot ball fame, and John Marshall,
will cover the keystone neighbor-

'

hood. These men alternated at
second last year, but this season

will find Marshall covering short. A
tough battle is going on for the 'hot

corner.' Al Neimeic and "Doc"
Corrigan, both sophs, are sticking

and fielding equally well. No one,

not even the coach, will make any
predictions.

In the outfleld, "Bucker" Farrell,

who batted .382 last year. Is back
at his old place In left fleld. Mur-
ray, Schoehrock and White are bat-
tling for the remaining two posi-
tions. All three men are doing flne

work at the bat, but little oppor-
tunity has arisen for showing how
well they can snare the high ones.
To date, the calibre of the team

cannot be determined. The men
are ai>xlously awaiting the opening
of the season to show their worth.
The preliminary work In the 'cage'

could only aid the pitchers In

warming up and the batters In
getting their eyes on the ball.

He nee, all that remains to the
Student Body is the "hope for the
best, prepare for the worst, and
take whatever comes along."

La Salle Club
Sponsors Dance

The LaSalle Club of Villanova
recently made an announcement
that on April U the club will hold
Its fourth annual dance and re-

'

union In the Alden Park Manor
Inn at Wissahlckon avenue and
School Lane, Germantown. Music
will be furnished by the Villanovans
and dancing will continue from
nine till one.
This dance Is sponsored by the

class of 1928 of LaSalle Prep which
Is noted for the delightful affairs

that It has given in the past few
years. The Alden Park Manor Inn
has a most t)eautlful ball room and
the club promises a night of merri-
ment to all those who attend.
The tax Is three dollars per

couple and the dance Is semi-
formal.

Tour clothing dollars fly

slower and go farther when

your Spring Clothes are

XTdward
JLJ CLOTHES

^MADE ro% rov

S24.75 - S28.75 - S38.75

ISN'T IT
TIME

YOU • •

TELEPHQNED
Kj\/lother and Tiad

?

SPORTS SCHEDULE
BASEBALL

Apr. S—Holy Cross, home
Apr. 9—Boston College, home
Apr. 10—Fordham. home

TENNIS
Apr. 10—C. C. N. Y., away

TRACK
Apr. 11—Inter-Dorm Meet

YOU DONT NEED

a shave—or a haircut

or a stiff-bosomed shirt!

You don't have to dress up to

pay a voice visit back home.

Just go to the nearest telephone

—give yourhome telephone num-
ber to the Operator—and ex-

change news of the campus for

news of home.

Make it a habit. Telephone home
every week. The cost is low

—

and charges can be reversed if

you wish.
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Wife Must Have Good Moral

Character Vote Seniors in

Answer to Questionnaire

(continued from page one)

opposite of those turned in at Penn
In defense of a good Moral Char-

acter as the prime requisite, some-
one wrote, "This would be the best

indication that she would live up to

her marital obligations";—again,

"With apologies to a certain movie
play—'A man may mix his drinks

but he wants his w o m e n
"Straight Another wrote that

"If the girl is high in this respect

she is almost sure to rate in most
of the others". It is Interesting to

note that in no instance did Moral
Character receive a rating lower

than fifth.

After Moral Character the Villa-

nova Senior desires an Intelligent

wife. Why? Because "The ability

to reason things out plays an im-
portant part in keeping the peace

and harmony of Married Life";

"This helps in the acquisition of

everything but looks; and even
looks may be partially attained by
its (intelligence) proper use"; "A
proper knowledge of the nature and
obligations of married life is neces-

sary." One man in a lighter vein

rated Intelligence third and then
wrote, "Try and find it." Evidently

he is hopeful in spite of skepticism.

Domesticity, the desire for home
life receives third place on the
grounds that it is absolutely essen-

tial for the carrying out of the pri-

mary purpose of marriage—the pro-
creation and education of children;

It is an outstanding requisite for

happy family and home life. One
man writes, "Who wants to live in

restaurants and hotels? I don't. I

want a home." Another tells us
that "the nation is built on the in-
dividual family and on the stability

of the family."
Disposition, Fifth

The fact that "Disposition" land-
ed only fifth place provided a mild
surprise after all the arguments
that have been advanced in favor
of it as one of the most important
requisites. "Anything but a nag"
writes one man who would have
disposition first. Another says,
"One can't very well be happy with
a nagging or quarreling wife." "The
bliss of wedded life is a woman's
disposition," "With a pleasant dis-
position many of the difficulties of
hfe can be overcome <HE,^erlooked,"
"Knowing by own shortcomings I
would endeavor to select a partner
whose disposition would complement
my own." These reason and many
others just as interesting were for-
warded in justification of this qual-
ity of "Disposition."

Similarity in tastes, interests and.
.social class comes next. Although
sixth on the list most agreed that

Ed Kobilis

Likely to

Face H. C.

I

this quality is very important. One
of the voters argued that "To be

' contented in the marriage state the

parties should be companions, and
this could not be possible if they

did not possess mutual interests."

Religion and education are

awarded seventh and eighth posi-

tions with the argument that both

of them are taken care of by Moral

Character and Intelligence.

"Looks are desirable but not es-

sential," and as a result we find it

ninth on the scale. "A fairly pre-

sentable girl is all that is neces-

sary," "Many a bright mask hides

a rather dull personality, '—these'

are some of the reasons which

helped to relegate Looks to the

second last position. One man who
considered Looks worthy of a better

fate says, "Nothing is so discon-

certing or so for digestion as to

look across the table and find a

homely individual in the seat of

your ideal." Another quoted the

oJd saying, "A thing of beauty is a

Joy forever."

Wealth Last

The question of wealth and money
apparently holds no worries for the

men of the senior class. One man
who gives Wealth 0% on the basis

of a hundred says, "Who cares? If

I can't earn enough to support a

wife I won't marry. ' Another says

A man should consider only his

own prospects." Stil another says

If the girl comes up to the other

standards that would be Inspiration

enough for any man." Again
Money usually carries with it sub-

ordination on the part of the man.
Ihe man with intelligence usually

earns his own wealth." "In no in-

stance did wealth receive a rating

higher than seventh. In most cases

it received a value of zero.

Girls Want Disposition

An interesting side light of the
questionnaire was the rating com-
piled by the girls who work in the
administration offices of the College.

These girls, who probably have op-
portunity to study and observe
members of the opposite sex to a
greater degree and more closely

than do any of the others who sub-
mitted returns, claim that Disposi-
tion comes first.

Moral character comes second
and Health, Intelligence, Religion,

Education, Domesticity, Similarity
and Wealth follow in the order
named. Apparently Looks mean
less to girls than they do to men be-
cause the choice of looks for last

place was unanimous with no dis-
senting vote being handed in.

This rating agreed with that of
the Seniors in only one respect

—

the selection of health as the third
qualification.

McGeehan May Start Reitz if

Visitors Have Many
Left-Handers

Big Schedule

Arranged by

Net Outfit

Just Looking
Around"

Duke University, continuing its
extensive football program, has
signed Freddie Sington. Ail-
American tackle at Alabama, as
Freshman line coach. Wallace
Wade, coach of the champion
Alabama eleven, has also been
signed, as hea'd strategist.

* • # '

'

The Cats meet the Blue Devils
next season In the third game of
the campaign. This contest will

take place on the Southerners home
lot in Durham. N. C, and will de-
termine who is to have the edge
In the series. Each eleven has won
one contest, the 'Cats trimming the
Dukesters to the tune of 58-12 in
in '29, while in the '30 game the
Blue Devils won out by a 12-6
count.

* • •

Duke had a Sophomore team last
year and consequently will be all

the more tougher to beat. So, re-
serve your railroad ticket and get
ready for this Invasion of the
sunny South. Apropos, they tell us
that the .southern belles are thp
cream of the country.

* * •

The ba.seball nine stands a fine
chance of winning several games in
New York when they travel there
on April 29 Recently it was learn-
ed that St. John's had barred
Posnak, first ba.seman, Begovitch.
Ditcher, and Kinsbrunner, catcher,
for having played professional ball.

This action was followed by a
similar one at N. Y. U Thus our
chances of winning one or two
games in N Y., are considerably in-
creased.

* • •

A tribute was paid to Harrv
Stuhldreher bv Anelev. Columbus
catcher. His team had nlaved the
A's in Winter Haven and after the
pame each player was recounting
his past experiences. When It came
Angley's turn he told of hte ex-
oerlence when as a guard on the
Oeoriria Tech eleven he played
asQlnst the Four Horsemen. His ex-
act words were: "Say, I took a beat-
ing that afternoon .six years atro
from which I Jiaven't recovered
yet" > •.../;..•,•/..

Now that the "coppers " are
throuch snoopinK around the
dormitories, they .should line up all

the day-hops.
* • *

Then there was the endless bread-
line outside of the dean'.s office
waiting for an Interview with the
"bulls"

* • •

Who wfts the mv.sterlous stranger
wearing a varsity sweater around
the campus?

* • •

On one of the afternoons the
"dicks" were .seen nlavlntr baseball
behind Mendel Hall If that pro-
fpsRlon is as easv as all that, we
will all take up the trade, even
though it is a lowly one.

From the latest news around,
they haven't yet found whoever or
whatever they were looking for and
of course we are glad that they
have left us and gone to their head-
quarters to "bull" away the days.

^1 • III

Alas! Villanova's "Rocky Road",
it- no more.

• • •

After seeing so many stonps
lyinp; around, someone asked if the
students had been placed on the
rock pile.

* .

We wonder if the "Landscape
Artists" are really imported.

• *

Undoubtedly those students who
missed the retreat will be compelled
to work off their eight hours by
mingling with the road diggers
during the holidays.

* * • '

;

Still, think of all the benefits
and advantages they will have when
they are here alone - - exclusive
use of the showers, the gym and
baseball diamond, not to mention
the tennis courts and golf courses,
plenty of elbow room in the mess
hall, and . . . maybe . . . better

meals
THIRTY—THREE

Italian Club

Wins From
Aquinas A. C.

Vi.«*itors Swamped by Super-

ior Passing and Fine

Floorwork

VICTORS HOLD LEAD
The Vlllanova Italian Club de-

feated the Aquinas Catholic Club
five, of Philadelphia, In the gym
last Wednesday evening by a 36-23

score. The home team owes Its

victory to the excellent and superior
team work It displayed throughout
the entire contest. Each V. I. C.
man contributed his share to the
score and successfully managed to
hold his opponent down. In the
latter half the local boys had a
difficult time holding Sweeney who
for a time ran wild and seriously

threatened to bring his team-mates
from Ijehlnd. At half time the
victors were ahead 16-11.

The score:

Aquinas V. I. C
Barberl forward . . Castellanl
Dlckerson . . forward .... Costanzo
Sweeney center . . Mazzulo
Roche guard Browzl
Medlnl guard Pozzl

Substitutions—V. I. C: Bruno.
Aquinas: Judge.

Field goal.s—Sweeney, 8; Castel-
lanl. Pozzl. 4; Browzl. Judge, Bruno,
Mazzulo. 2; Bartierl. Costanzo.
Foul Ooal.s—Dlckerson. 4; Browzl,

2; Sweeney, Costanzo, Bnuio.

BKICE, KING READY
"The batteries for today's game—

for Holy Cross, Sims pitching, Gar-
rity catching—for the home club,—
Kobilis pitching, Blaney catching.
Play Ball!"

It's only eight days now, and
Umpire Voorhees, he of the loud
voice, will be calling the strikes and
balls down at the Stadium. For on
the day after the Easter recess ends_
Holy Cross, Eastern Champions for
oh, these many years, will stack
bats and hits against Charlie Mc-
Geehan's Wildcats.
On next Thursday, Boston Col-

lege will invade the Stadium and
on Friday Fordham's Rams will

come over from New York in an
attempt to avenge last year's de-
feat.

Coach McGeehan this morning is

still undecided as to his starting
lineup, but two practice games this

week, the first against the Penn A.
C, tomorrow afternoon, will give
him a better line on his proteges In

actual competition.
According to McGeehan, Eddie

Kobilis, star hurler of last year's
nine and the only veteran mounds-
man on the squad, Is likely to start

against the Crusaders next Wed-
nesday, although If the New Eng-
landers bring down a team of left

handed batters, Emil Reitz, sopho-
more southpaw, may get the call.

Reitz is expected to work against
Boston College, with George King
assigned the task of stopping Ford-
ham. Johnny Brlce, Chicago's na-
tive son, will also see action In at
least one of the games, according
to McGeehan.
Smith and Finley, two other

sophomore pitchers, have been
slow in rounding into form, and
will not be ready for action the first

week.
Either George Blaney or Squire

Lynch will handle the catching
duties.

The probable starting lineup for

the Cats next Wednesday follows:

Dragone, If; Czescik, 2b; Morgan,
cf; Gazella, 3b; Geisler, ss; Short-
all' lb; Terry, rf; Blaney or Lynch,
c; Kobilis or Reltj, p.

New Macadam
Road May Be Fin-

ished in a Week
Highway Planned Last Year De-

layed on Account of
Commerce Building

At the present time work Is well

under way on the construction of

a new strip of macadam road which
will take the place of the former
cinder composition road extending
from in back of Mendel Hall to the
Radio building.

A large force of men have been
working on the road for several

days now, and the entire base Is

nearing completion. The road, when
completed, is to be of the very
latest design as recommended by
Specification "E" road requirement
of the Pennsylvania State Highway
Department. This consists of a six

inch base of stone, with a two
inch covering of bituminous compo-
sition.

The road is being constructed by
Harrison, Mertz & Emlen, land-
scape architects of Philadelphia, at
an estimated cost of sixty-five
hundred dollars. If work continues
as it is at present the road should
be completed within a week.
The construction of this new

highway was postponed until this
time because of the fact that the
location of the new Commerce and
Finance building was not definite-
ly determined until last fall. The
contract for the road was made at
that time, but its construction de-
ferred because of the numerous
heavy trucks and machines which
would have to pass to and from
the new business building during
its erection.

Now we will have a good highway
completely circuiting the campus
and passing by every building on
the grounds, since this road is to
extend from the Spring Mill Road
entrance In back of Mendel Hall,
the Monastery, St. Rita's Hall,
Austin and the Radio Building An-
nex, there turning In beside the
new Commerce building and coming
back to meet the Improved road In
front of Austin.

CZESICK CLEARED
OF PRO CHARGES

Joe "Whltey" Czescik, captain-
elect of the 1931 basket ball nve,
was cleared last week of profess-
ional charges, resulting from re-
ports printed In New York and
Philadelphia newspapers of ten
days ago
Czescik was reported as having

played on January 4, on a profe.ss-

ional team In Stamford, Conn., his
home town, but after "Doc" Jacobs,
varsity cage mentor, had checked
up, it was learned that the Christ-
mas recess had ended on the 4th,

and that Czescik returned to

the campus earlier with the other
members of the varsity squad.
Sixteen athletes of New York

City colleges had been barred from
future college and amateur compe-
tition by the end of last week. Aft-
er five regulars of St. John's Col-
lege quintet had been barred two
weeks, six New York University
stars Joined them In banishment
Last week three from Fordham and
two from the College of the City of

I New York were added to the list.

Six Veterans of 1930 Club

Back For Play

This Year

OPEN IN NEW YORK
The Initial meeting of the tennis

team was held last Tuesday, but
due to the courts not being in

condition yet, nothing definite was
planned. Father Mauch, coach of

the team, said that they would
probably be opened next week,
weather permitting.
With every member of last year's

team back, it looks like the racket
wlelders will surpass their great
record of 9 wins out of 13 matches,
compiled last season. Captain Pete
Forve, Sol Berman, Manuel Suarez,
Charley Laveson, Bill Orcutt and
Johnny Sykes, last year's club, re-

ported in good shape and rarin' to

go-

Although the schedule is not yet
complete, Manager Roger O'Donnell
announced 9 matches already ros-

tered with a few pending. This
schedule is, without a doubt, the
hardest ever to be undertaken by a
Wildcat net team.
The feature home matches include

Georgetown, Fordham, Bucknell,
and Temple. The Owls, no doubt,
will be seeking revenge for the 7-2

licking our boys administered them
last Spring. Although no southern
trip is scheduled, the netters invade
New York and travel up-state to

meet Juniata and Bucknell.
The schedule:

April W-Georgetown, Home
April 21—Temple, Home
April 24—Juniata, Away
April 25—Bucknell, Away
April 30—Juniata, Home
May 2—Fordham, Home
May 7—St. Joseph's, Home
May 15—Bucknell, Home
Pending—Ursinus, Away
Pending—Haverford, Away
Pending—Drexel, Away
Pending—Gettysburgh, Away

Frosh Book
Nine Gaines

On Diamond
First Came at Home With

Valley Forge Military

Academy April 15

Manager Dan Daley has booked
nine Freshmen base ball games for
the coming season, five of them at
home and four away. There are
no new clubs on the schedule, and
Wyoming Seminary is the only
team, with whom there is not a
home and home series.

Coach Jacobs has thus far been
handicapped by the weather, work-
ing only with the batteries, but
with fair weather from now on, he
hopes to be able to get in three
full weeks of practice before the
first game.
The schedule:
April 15, V. F. M. A., home
April 24—Perkiomen school, away.
April 25—Allentown Prep., away.
May 6—Ursinus Frosh, home.
May 8—V. F. M. A., away.
May 15—Allentown Prep, home.
May 16—Wyoming Sem., home.
May 19—Ursinus Frosh, away.
May 29—Perkiomen. home.

A woman arriving In this coun-
try after a short visit to the con-
tinent was asked the usual question
by the custom official at the land-
ing port: "Anything to declare,

madam?"
"No," she prelied, sweetly, "noth-

ing."

"Then, madam," said the official,

"am I to take It that the fur tail

I see hanging down under your
coat is your own?"

COLADONAToi
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22«00 and up

Penalty Set

For Evasion

Of Retreat

lioliilayb of Students

Cut Conferences

Curtailed

Who

"Weeping and gnashing of teeth

'

mildly describes the effect produced

upon the recipients of a certain

letter from the Vice President,

Father Fink, last week. A copy was
sent to each student who missed

lour or more services during the

recent Retreat, conveying the glad

tidings that for each Conference
avoided a penalty of one hour's

labor will be exacted from the of-

lender, and this labor is to be per-

tormed at the College during the

Easter holidays.

Those who fall to fulfill this obli-

gation are to consider themselves
automatically expelled, and are not

to return to school after the holi-

days.
Apprpximately fifty students are

scheduled to appear in Mendel Hall

Ihursday morning, when each in-

dividual will be assigned to his par-

ticular task of expiation.

Speciilatlon is rife as to the type
of employment in which these be-

lated vacationers will indulge. Our
golf course is a tribute to the toil

of those who evaded the Retreat
last year, and It is possible that this

year's squad will be utilized to pre-

pare the rolling turf and verdant
greens for the season to come. Or
perhaps the tennis courts will be

the scene of their endeavors. At
any rate, the general impression will

be formed that Retreat services are
compulsory.

STUHLDREHER WANTS
LIGHTWEIGHT TEAM

Here is a chance for you light-

weights who would like to play
football, but are handicapped from
going out for the Varsity because
of lack of Avoirdupois. If enough
candidates turn out next fall, Vlha-
nova will be represented by a 150
pound team.

Penn, Harvard, Yale, Navy and
N. Y. U., are playing scheduled
games with their 150 pound clubs.

Our own head coach, Harry Stuhl-
dreher, became fired with the idea
of the Wildcats putting forth a
team, after one of the Harvard
coaches told him how successfully
it worked out up in Cambridge.
Stuhldreher wants as many stu-

dents as possible to get the benefits
of football and will go more than
half-way with them. An attractive
schedule is already in the making.
Ail uniforms and equipment will be
supplied. As soon as the new build-
ing opens, with the auditorium,
Stulhdreher will call a meeting for
all those interested and elucidate on
the details.

New Staff Takes
Over Paper After

Easter Holidays

(continued from page one)

the new Managing Editor, while

George Farnsworth, a Sophomore,
will take over the duties of college

editor. He will be assisted in his

work by Frank Morgan.
The sporting news of the coming

year will be capably covered by Dan
Buckley, of Freeland, and his as-

sistant Charles Antonacclo. Due to

the failure of Ed. Martin to return

to College last September, Dan was
made Sports Editor. His great

work testify to his ability. Sol Ber-

man will continue his duties as Fea-
ture Sports Editor.

Joseph T. Houseman, Sophomore
Engineer, aLso retains his position

of circulation manager and promis-

es to install a new system whereby
all of the students will be insured

of their copies of the paper every

week. He will be assisted by Alex-

ander Lewis and Wilfred Theriault.

J. B. Halley will endeavor to con-
tinue and if possible, to better the

work of the present Columnist, The
Mad Hatter. John J. Mlcklos will

handle the exchanges.
The assistants to the college staff

at present will be Edmund D'ella,

John J. Durkln, Rinaldo Fieo, Jos-

eph Hahn, William D'Elia, Richard
Hart, Raymond Harter and Roy
Winchell. Other additions will be

made in the near future.

The sports staff has for assistants

William Thompson, Joseph Dietz,

Gerald Dolan, Edward Daly, Daniel
Jarvis, Ciiarles Reinhart and Joseph
Reinhart.
The members of the new^ staff

have demonstrated their abilities as
rising journalists during the past
year or two and the retiring Seniors
have every reason to believe that
the work of editing and publishing

the "Villanovan" will, during the
coming year, be carried out even
better than it has been in the past.

** If you are low-

down, com* on up lo Roof

Pitrr* and donee owoy the bluei

. . . If you're not . . . come ony-

woy . . . Irretlstible music by

Doc Hyder and hit Soulhernoirei.

The atmosphere is smart . . . the

supper menu include* moder-

otely priced sandwiches, salads

and grilled specialties . . .

served from 9 P.M. 'til 1 A.M.

ROOF
PIERRE

on

t St.

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

OFFICIAL COU.F.CE
TAILOR

"See TED CASEY"

r"
PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Ct.ass SfUvirE

Villanova Men's Shop

suggests to

DRESS UP for EASTER
Hand Tailored and Silk Lined at

$1.00 3 FOR $2.85

and 55c 2for$i.

Novelty Hose

35c — 3 FOR $1.00

00

Shorts and Pullovers

55c — 2 FOR $1.00

Showing at Pie Shoppe Every
Friday by R. KAUFMAN

FELLOWS!
Acquire That Collegiate Look

Wear a Coleby Suit

MADE TO MEASURE

$24.75

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY IN PIE SHOPPE

See HOWIE GARRITY, 108 Fedigan

« 1
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A DANCE
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Sophomore Cotillion Ushers
In Post-Lenten Round of

Activities at Elks Club

Wally Vernon and Hi% Entertainers to Assist in Joy-Making
Friday Night in (Crystal Room.—Dancing

From Nine Until Two

FEATURING UNIQUE FAVORPROGRAMS
The quite evident proclivities of

the Class of '33 In the direction of

dance and music will be further en-

hanced by the Sophomore Cotillion

to be held this Friday evening at

the Elks Club In Philadelphia. The
Crystal Ballroom, the newest and
one of t^e most spacious In this

vicinity has been selected as the

scene of this Interesting affair.

Loud indeed were the praises of

the throngs at the last social func-

tion of this class, but much louder

will they be after they have Imbibed

the spirit of Joy and pleasure that

win be so rampant on this occasion.

Wally Vernon, the Inimitable

Master of Ceremonies from the

I'ower Theatre, and Jim Kettnck,

that wizard of crooning and "saxo-

phonlng" will be there, not Just

as guests but each In the perform-
ance of that thing that they and
we love best. In fact Jimmle, who
win be remembered as the director

of last year's Villanovans, has con-
sented to act again in this capacity
at the Sophomore Hop.
Of course, Wally does not need an

Introduction to those who follow
his queer antics at the Tower. He
has in his repertory of tricks, hun-
dreds of the very latest in tap danc-
ing. And in singing, well, suffice

it to say, he has literally sung his

way from coast to coast in many
of the large show houses. He also

promises to have a few other enter-
tainers on hand to enliven the eve-
ning.

"The committee in charge of the
affair has promised unique favor
programs for all those in attend-
ance. Indeed, Robert Rothert, the
Chairman, has left nothing undone
to his plans for the affRir. Deco-
YWtlons, ' drfit)6rles, and exquisite

siuTOundings will all be present on
a large scale.

The Crystal Ballroom, the scene
of the Alumni affair a few months
ago, will hold several hundred
couples. In addition, the spacious
lounge, off a bit to the side is one
of the most attractive that can be
seen anywhere in Philadelphia. The
room itself with its sparkling chan-
deliers of crystal and black and
white blocked floors presents a
pretty scene when filled with the
followers of the dancing art.

The dance ushering in the Post-
Lenten round of activities will be
semi-formal. The tax is extreme-
ly low at two-fifty with dancing
from nine till two. All the students
and especially the Sophs are asked
to cooperate in making the affair
the "best ever."

JUNIORS

This is the final week In which
you will be able to procure your
blazer and cane. The two final

dates are Wednesday, April 15,

and Friday, April 17. Measure-
ments will be taken In the Am-
phitheatre in Mendel hall from
one o'clock till three o'clock.

After Friday no more fittings
will be taken and those not
measured by that time will be
unable to have a 1932 Blazer and
Cane.

GEORGE BAIN.
Committee Chairman.

Junior Class

Convoked by
Fr. Griffin

Belle Masque
Broadcasts

Thriller

Act

Banquet and Tea Dance
Taken Out of Junior

Week Program

ASSESSMENT LOWERED

Employment
ject of

Close Debate

Subj(

Beta Gamma Opens Foren-

gic Competition With
Bucknell

N DECISION GIVEN

On the eve of our Easter holidays

forensic competition was Introduced

betw^een the Beta Gamma, Villa-

nova's debating society, and the

debating society of Bucknell Unl

verslty. The debate was the second

on the Beta Gamma's somewhat
lengthy schedule for this season

and was witnessed by approximately

a hundred persons.

The subject for the debate was
"Resolved: That the various states

enact laws providing for unemploy-

ment Insurance." The Beta Gam-
ma upheld the affirmative side of

the question, while the team from
Bucknell supported the negative

side.

The speakers for the evening

were Edward J. Hookey and Ray-
mond J. Harter for Vlllanova, and
Chester Owens and Mr. Bldelspach-

er for Bucknell. Mr. Kelly, of the

Belle Masque, acted In the capacity

of chairman. All the debaters spoke

with the ease and appearance of

seasoned economists who were

well-versed on the subject. Con-
vincing arguments were presented

by both teams In support of their

contentions. And formidable re-

buttals were likewise given In re-

sponse to these arguments.

An Interesting and novel feature

of the debate was the fact that no
official Judges were present and no
formal decision was rendered on
the respective merits of the oppos-

ing teams. This was perhaps a for-

tunate provision, since the two
teams appeared to be very evenly

matched, and Judges would have
had a difficult time choosing the

superior team.

Convocation of the class of '32

was ordered for Wednesday morn-
ing, April 1. by Pr. Griffin, pres-
ident of the college. The assembly
which responded proved to be the
first real representative gathering
of the class of '32 since its en-
trance into college in 1928.

The subject of discussion, which
'asted throughout the meeting
was Junior Week Several of the
functions which have been Included
in Junior Week of previous years
are to be omitted this year In
deference to those who are finan-
cially encumbered. The elimination
of the banquet and the tea dance,
both of which featured heretofore
in the Junior Wteek festivities,

will cut the assessment from $25
to $20. Nicholas Cattle, chairman
of the Junior Week committee, is

preparing a revised program of the
activities which will be published
in the Villanovan, when completed.
Many questions were aniswered,

at the meeting, regarding the
affairs which will close the social
calendar of the Junior class. In
answer to the question as to
whether or not men of the other
classes might attend the various
activities of Junior Week, president
Drlscoll stated that, with the ex-
ception of the Juniors' farewell
dance to the seniors, the other
classes were not only welcome but
cordially invited to be present.
There are still a few men who

have not yet been measured for
their blazers Since the parade on
the campus, featuring the cane and
the blue blazer ball, is the most
colorful event in the Junior Week
celebration, this sMould be attend-
ed to immediately in order to prop-
erly participate in it.

The rapid approach of the Jun-
ior Festival, which is the week of

May 4. should be a warning to

those who have not yet paid their
class assessment to do so, if they
wish to take part In It. James Gar-
rlty, of Pedlgan Hall, Is the class

treasurer, and the one to whom
payments should be made.

Thespians Give First

of Forthcoming

Comedy

PROGRAM EXTENDED
Last Wednesday ^venlng the

Belle Masque Chapter of the

Vlllanova Literary Society broad-

cast the first act of Its forthcoming

play, "The Haunted House," over

station WHAT in Philadelphia. This

Is a three act comedy and mystery

thriller composed by Owen Davis

and will be the second produced by

the thespians this year. The di-

rection of the play is In the hands
of that capable and experienced

mentor. Professor Jonas.

The members of the cast who were
carefully chosen anu who so skill-

fully carried out their tasks are:

Emily, the bride, William Papp;
Jack, the groom. Joseph House-
mann; Thomas, the chauffeur, Dav-
id Cartenuto; Duncan, the author,

Hugh McHugh; Helen, the wife,

Joseph Hahn; Isabel, the girl, Mar-
tin Gill; Ezra, the constable, Fran-
cis McGinley; Ed, the milkman,
Martin GUI; Grogan, the detective,

Leon Harter.
The entire play takes place in the

Interior ol a summer cottage which
Is supposed to be haunted. From
the first scene to the final curtain

the experiences of the players in

this cottage are very thrilling and
entertaining. Throughout the play
the story moves rapidly and Is never
lacking In either spice or exclte-

:nent.

To add to the versatile nature of
the play the author has inserted a
romance that Is very interesting.

The hero and heroine of the play
were Just recently married, and
their problems are complex and In-
teresting.

Due to the length of the first act
the Belle Masque players were com-
pelled to ask for an extension of
their regular time schedule. This
was very graciously granted by sta-
tion WHAT, and as a result the
broadcast this week lasted for forty-
five minutes^. Instead of the regular

Three Debates

For Future

Announced

Tilt With New York U. to

Be Broadcast From
City Station

Staff Members Retire From
Paper After Years of

Commendable Work

TOPIC "SOVIET RUSSIA»»

To continue an already extensive
program of debates the Beta
Gamma chapter of the Vlllanova
Literary Society has arranged for

three tilts in the near future, one
at home and two away. The topic

for these debates concerns "Soviet
Russia," and has been discussed
both pro and con in former meet-
ings and contests of the society. It

is therefore a topic with which the
speakers are very well acquainted
and they should experience little

difficulty in presenting argiunents
on either side of the question.

The first of these contests will be
a formal debate with the Charles
Morris Price School, of Philadel-
phia. The discussion will take place
this Saturday evening, April 18, in
the college auditorium in Mendel
Hall. Although the team that will

represent the opponents is one of
somewhat larger experience possi-

bly the Betas are confident that
they can combat any arguments
that may be presented.

During the following week the
chapter will invade the city of New
York, there to bring more glory to
the name of Villanova in the foren-
sic field. It has long been the
ambition of the debaters to gain
recognition away from home, and
this year for the first time their
opportunity has arrived.

On Thursday, April 23, the team
will match its wits and logic

against that of the debating society
of Manhattan College In a formal
debate on the same topic of "Soviet
Russia." Winning the decision in
this contest will mean much to the
future of the debating chapter.
Realizing the imix)rtance of this

and the following conflict, the team
will do its utmost to win the favor
of the Judges and the audiences.

On the next evening, April 24, the
Beta Gammas will take part in one
of their most important debates ot

Cartenuto, Jenkins, Orbach and Kilcourse Leave Staff After

Being with Villanovan Since Its Foundation

Four Years Ago

MUCH PROGRESS MADE DURING LAST FOUR YEARS

EDITOR-IN-Cm£F

DAVID J. CARTENUTO

half hour. Next WWnesday even- 1 the year when they face the widely
ing the second act of the play will recognized team of New York Uni-
be broadcast at 8.30 over the same
station. On the following week the
B611e Masque will conclude the play
by presenting the third and final
act.

FUTURE VILLANOVAN BORN
A baby boy was born to Mr. and

Mrs. James Henry on Sunday after-

noon, April 12th.

"Jim" Henry, an alumnus of

Vlllanova College, was Sports Editor
of the Villanovan two years ago,
played end on the football team,
and was a regular Varsity basket-
ball player. He was also President
of last year's Senior Class. He Is

now engaged as Coach at La Salle

College, In Philadelphia.
Congratulations, Jim I

New Manager
Selected by
BetaGamma

verslty. This debate is to be broad-
cast from one of New York's larger
stations and will undoubtedly be
heard by a great number of radio
fans.

Frank Tucker

Gives Brief

PrisonTalk

Is Chief Probation Ofl&cer

of Eastern Penitentiary

of Phila. County

DISCUSSES PRISONERS

Daniel Buckley, Active De-

bater, to Fill Newly Cre-

ated Office

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society is rapid-
ly rising in Importance. At the last
meeting the organization realized
the need of a manager. Daniel S.
J. Buckley, one of the first to Join
the society and one who by virtue
of his quick thinking, syllogistic
reasoning, and headlness has shown
himself to be one of the most able
debaters of the society, was chosen
manager. Mr. Buckley will begin
immediately to arrange a schedule
of debates for the following year.
Hitherto, work of this sort was done
by the corresponding secretary. The
secretary has worked under many
difficulties In trying to obtain de-
bates for the society. In many In-
stances, debates could not be ar-
ranged because of conflicting dates.
Dates suitable to Beta Gamma were
not suitable to other colleges and
vice versa. There will be no such
difficulties encountered next year
however.
Mr. Buckley will have a large

field from which to select since he
has debated several teams and has
had the occasion to hear various
others.

From what has already been
said, we can look forward to a very
active and Interesting year next
year In debating.

AlumnusMade
President of

New College

James Lawson Conrad Made
President of Nichols

Junior College

James Lawson Conrad, an
alumnus of Vlllanova College, has
been elected president of the new
Nichols Junior College of Business

Administration and Executive

Training which will open at Dudley,

Mass., next fall.

Mr. Conrad was an all-around

athlete and an excellent scholar

while at Villanova College. He took

a very prominent part In the
collegiate activities, both in the
schoolroom and on the athletic
field.

Mr. Conrad was graduated from
the Boston University College of
Business Administration in 1925.

For the past five years, he has been
head of the Junior College of
Business Administration depart-
ment at New Hampton School for
Boys, New Hampton, N. H., and
also served in the capacity of head
of athletics at the school. He re-
signed recently in order to take
over his duties as president of the
Nichols Junior College.

The new school will occupy the
buildings and property of the form-
er Nichols Academy, founded In

Dudley, Mass, 116 years ago, but
which has been inoperative for the
past twenty years.

At the last weekly meeting of the

pre-meds in the Amphitheatre, Pr,

Dougherty was able to have Prank
Tucker, who Is Chief Probation
Officer of the Eastern Penitentiary,

deliver an Interesting lecture to the

students. Although Mr. Tucker's

talk was not concerned with medi-
cine it proved to be quite interest-

ing.

He said in part: "I would like to

give a resume of what they call the

big house in Philadelphia County or

the Eastern Penitentiary. It consists

of two institutions with a popula-

tion of 2700 prisoners. One of these

Institutions Is the new building now
under construction which will be
completely modernized. There will

be quite a difference in the size

of the cells as compared to the one
man cells in the old buUding. The
average age of the prisoners Is

about 21 years while the records of

30 or 40 years back show that the

average at that time was 46 years

old.

"There are about 1000 men imder
the age of 21, and over 500 have
not arrived at their 21st birthday.

I do not believe that there are

any more than four College men,
and about 25 High School men
serving time. Usually the education

of the average prisoner is not be-

yond the 4th grade. Education is

a great help. When the new
institution is ready, we expect to

grade the men so as to have com-
pulsory education for uneducated
prisoners, to make better men out

of the fellows .when they are dis-

charged."
He continued by explaining the

proceedure followed in obtaining
paroles. "1201 ex-convicts are out
on parole, 275 are unaccounted for,

while 80 are serving time in Jails

throughout the United States and
Canada. Not many of the fellows

make good after their discharge. A
new bill introduced and passed in

1923 offers the prisoners an oppor-
tunity to be paroled on good con-
duct, after having served only one
half his term. He is taken before

the board of trustees when applying
for a parole. Here he is asked a
various number of questions as to

his religion, education, conduct, etc.

Three months after his appearance
before the board he Is discharged.
When paroled he receives a small

(Continued on Page Four)

As th6 Villanovan goes to press

this week it is under the editorship

of the new staff. At this time there

are seven men who relinquish their

positions on the staff after being
conilected with its publication for

several years, and m some cases

since the first issue of the paper
lour years ago. 'Xhese men have all

worked diligently to help make the
Villanovan what it is today, and
they deserve much credit for the
progress made in so short a time,

in these tour years the paper has
grown irom a mere news bulletin

u) a real college paper, complete
with Its many uepartments and col-

umns.
David J. Cartenuto, the retiring

Editor-in-chiel, has been actively

associated with the Villanovan since
Its organization in his Freshman
year, no one has ever worked
narder for the success of the paper
than has "Dave". First working in
the capacity of an assistant to the
College dejpartment, he was recog-
nized tor his ability as a writer.

He was then appomted the Asso-
ciate College Editor, and at the
end of his Junior year he was
askea to assume the position of
Editor-in-chief. During the past
year he has proved himself to be a
most efficient and dependable man-
ager of the publication, and it is

with a feeling of genuine appreci-
ation that the staff bid farewell to
"Dave."
Another of those who have work-

ed faithfully with the Villanovan
since its innovation is Wheeler
Jenkins, Jr., a day student from
Philadelphia, and a very active
man about the campus. Mr. Jenk-
ins has always shown a great in-
terest in the paper and because of
this he filled the position of Man-
aging Editor most capably during
the ^ast term. He is also to be
given credit for his subtle wit so
cleverly displayed In his column of
'Puny Puns."
One of the greatest difllcultlM of

publishing a college paper arises in
the raising of the necessary funds
to finance It., Last June, Charles
Lynch waslnamed as Business
Manager ^STTnfe paper, and upon
him rested the responsibility of ob-
taining the necessary advertising,
etc. At the present time the paper
1=5 in excellent financial condition.
This is sufficient evidence that - -r.

Lynch has fulfilled his duties and
established for himself the reputa-
tion of a good business man. He

(Continued on Page Four)

Wilkes Barre

Club Holds
DinnerDance

Senior Members Receive

Gold Watch Charms
For Good Work

FIFTH ANNUAL AFFAIR

EDITORS WHO HAVE WORKED ON PAPER FOR YEARS NOW LEAVING

JEAN O. GUSHING
COLLEGE EDITOR

MARIIN A. ORBACH
EXCHANGE EDITOR

JOHN T. KILCOURSE
COLUMNIST

WHEELER JENKINS, JR.
MANAGING EDITOR

Had you been present in the
main ballroom of the Dresden on
Holy Saturday evening you would
have witnessed one of the most suc-
cessful social functions of the sea-
son, the fifth annual dinner dance
sponsored by the Wilkes Barre Club.
Everyone was in high spirits and
enjoying himself to the utmost. It

was a formal affair and also a
closed one being limited to members.
No tickets were sold for this affair,

the money needed to
,
defray ex-

penses having been drawn from the
club's treasury. The members had
been looking forward to this affair
with great expectations and Judging
from the complimentary remarks
which may still be heard about the
campus, they were not disappointed.

Attractive programs were pre-
pared by the committee. Roger
O'Donnell, the club's able president.
Was toastmaster of the evening, and
did himself no little Justice in that
capacity. Jimmy Higglns and his
merrymakers, well known synoo-
pators throughout eastern Pennsyl-
vania .furnished the music. And
can he play? Why he Just made
you feel "ararln' to go."
The feature of the function, how-

ever, was the awarding of keys to
those senior members who have
taken part In the activities of the
club and also In other extra cuni-
cular activities. The men who re-
ceived these awards were: Roger
O'Donnell, president; Peter Forve,
William Dwyer, Stanley PnAop,
Mark Ryan and Thomas Morgan.
A great deal of credit is due those

men who w^orked so diligently to
make the affair the huge success
that it was. They are: WUllam
Dwyer, chairman; Leon Harter,
Stanley Prokop, Edgar Ljmett, Dan-
iel Dailey, Thomas Carr and Mark
Ryan.
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IT IS with the greatest amount of pleasure,

and, yet with a great deal of sadness, too,

',;'. that the new members of the

FRIENDS staff take this, their first op-

OUR portunity, to congratulate

LEAVE most sincerely the retiring

chiefs of the VILLANOVAN.
With the leaving of these men, men who have

worked, and in many cases slaved for the

VILLANOVAN, and for all that they have

made the VILLANOVAN stand for, the

paper loses much. They are men of ability,

of earnestness, and of zeal. For this reason

are we sad. Losing men of such calibre

necessarily causes the paper to suffer. The

losing of such sympathetic fellow-workers,

such pals in the best sense of the word,

leaves empty the. spot that good fellowship

holds in the human heart. We regret their

loss. Always they have been kind leaders,

solicitious of every occasion for the little

trials and cares of their subordinates;

though the term, subordinates, is a term

upon which they frowned, preferring to con-

sider and to treat their assistants as associ-

ates. Though we feel deep pain at their re-

tirement, the thought, that in a short time

they will leave Villanova to enter upon their

life's work, tends to ease the grief. They
are all men of outstanding capacity and of

serious application to wor'k, and we predict

that success will come to each. We most

seriously wish them the fullest measure of

prosperity.

WHEN THE now retiring staff assumed con-

trol of the paper, soon after Easter last year,

they promised to attempt to maintain the

fitandard of the paper set up by the now re-

tiring staff members. Since that day they

have not only attempted to maintain it, they

have maintained it, and more than that, they

have raised the VILLANOVAN ideal far

above that of their predecessors. They have
improved the paper in all its aspects: qual-

ity, quantity, and display of news have all

been measurably advanced.

4t 4! 3|( Jf ^C

A GREAT PORTION of the credit to the

old staff must, undoubtedly, go to the Edit-

or-in-Chief, David J. Car-

tenuto, or as he is more fa-

Miliarly known in his wide

circle of friends, to "Dave".

With such an industrious

hand at the helm the good ship "Villanovan"

could not have possibly suffered shipwreck.

"Dave" ran the paper. He mapped out the

work to his fellow-editors and was responsi-

ble for the final publication of each issue.

Not satisfied with formulating the policies

of the paper, with writing editorials, editor-

ials which were eagerly read throughout the

school, and with solving the many vexing

problems, incident upon newspaper publish-

ing, he even turned printer on occasions, ar-

ranging the type, experimenting with novel

combinations, taking proofs, and busying
himself with many more duties of a similar

nature. The berth that he leaves vacant
will not be filled as capably.

CAPABLE,
EARNEST,
ZEALOUS.

THE Ei^FIClENT, sociable College Editor

was Jean G. Gushing. Jean performed
his tasks well, filled his office most capably,

and leaves a lofty ideal for his successor to

attain. Besides his editorial work, "Jean"
wrote the "Styx", the world-famous char-

acters of which were followed through many
an adventurous journey by Villanovan read-

ers. This is the first time, perhaps, that

Mr. Gushing stands revealed as "Phylegas"
and he deserves all the acclamation that
"Phylegas" has received. It will require a
long search to locate a man to replace him, a
longer search to find a writer who can enter-

tain his readers so interestingly, so com-
pletely.

MANY ARE th^ times, no doubt, that stu-

dents at the college have asked themselves:
who writes "By Candlelight?" That most
suave and fascmating columnist is John T.

Kilcourse. The quality of his work has earn-
ed for him, we are glad to say, a position
With an outstanding national magazine.
"Villanovelties", that short column of squibs
and wise cracks on every phase of college
life at Villanova, which has delighted hun-
dreds of our subscribers, must also be cred-
ited to him. News from other campuses
under the caption "GoUegiana" came to you
through the typewriter of Martin A. Orbach.
His flashing wit and subtle observations on
his news have always provided entertaining
reading. These men, together with Charles
Lynch, who served very capably as Business
Manager, are the men who are leaving. Ex-
cellent chaps, every last one of them. May
we once again say "Congratulations" and
"Good Luck on All Your Future Undertak-
ings."
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WITH THE inauguration of a new staff, it

is feasible and, perhaps, advisable to outline

the policy of the paper. This
policy can be stated in a few
words that parody terms
often used in connection

with American democracy.
The VILLANOVAN is a student paper: for

the students, by the students, and of the
students. This has been the ideal of the
paper since the day of its inception three
and one-half years ago, and we hope that it

will ever continue so. Last year's editors

spoke thus: the VILLANOVAN "must be-

come a group enterprise, and not the pet of
a selected circle. We invite you to contrib-
ute to its column, to criticize it, if you will,

if your criticism can improve it. Then,
and then only, can the VILLANOVAN take
the place which, in a school of Villanova's

character, it should enjoy." The staff now
retiring reiterated the same idea: "The
policy of the Villanovan has always been 'a

publication run by Villanova students for
Villanova students' and this year the policy
will not be changed. It is your paper-
written for you. Make use of it, read it,

and, above all, cooperate with the staff mem-
bers in making it as complete as possible.
In this manner and in this manner only can
the paper achieve its true purpose—to be a
Villanova publiqation for Villanova stu-
dents." •^'••'.•'' ^^^ :••'

WHIFFS M!> PUFFSBy CORNCOB

FOR, BY,
AND OF
STUDENTS

With thla issue of the Villanovan
the new stafT is maltliiff it's debut
so we of this department thinli it

would be amiss to say a word about
our column and ourselves. There is

an old sayinc: "For him who tooieth
not his own horn the same shall not
be tooted" so if you will bear with
us we will do a little tooting: on our
own account.

As the title of our column sug-
gests we intend to stagger through
the year In a series of Wiffs and
Puffs. We will not try to tell you
what to our mind constitutes a
whiff or a puff but as our readers
get to know us we think that they'll

soon be able to tell when we are
whiffing and when we are puffing.
But please don't accuse us of
whiffing when we are only puffing.

Mark Twain said somewhere that
unless one has a tape worm the
editorial "we" is superfluous. Well—
you may think what you like about
us but we are going to stick to the
"we"... For one thing it is much
safer than the naked "I". . . It gives
one a feeling of security and pro-
tection whereas the pronoun "I"
makes one feel about as comfortable
as a man whethering a blizzard in
his B. V. D.'s.

We happen to knoW the story of
how the editorial "we" came into
existence, so we'll pass the tale
along to you. It seems—all good
stories start with that—there once
was a newspaper man who was so
unassuming and modest that he
simply could not use the pronoun
I. He could neither write it nor
say it. So acute was his modesty
that it is said that when he pro-
posed marriage to his girl he said,
"Will you marry us?" On the
night that he proposed, he rigged
himself out in the snappy uniform
of a national guard regiment in
which he was an officer, and when
the girl heard the outrageous pro-
posal she became enraged. She
looked him up and down scornfully
and said, "So—I've been the regi-
mental sweetheart, eh, well I'll not
be the regimental wife."

But this is getting away from the
editorial "we". However, one day
our modest newspaper man wrote a
spicy column which u.un't please
everybody who read it. . . One crank
took the column very hard, he
though it was a personal affront
and that the only thing he could

do would be to shoot the writer of
the offensive column. So he loaded
his shot-gun and betook himself to
the newspaper office.

The first one he met as he burst
into the city room was our modest
newspaperman. "Who wrote thai
blankety blank column. "He bel-
lowed sweetly. The modest news-
paper man was dreadfully upset at
the sight of the shot-gun. "Why,
we wrote it," he managed to say.
"Well, where are the rest of you,"
roared the crank. The modest but
unhappy columnist lodked helpless-
ly around the office. "We are all

here," he said. "There's the Editor
and over there is the assistant Edi-
tor
—

" As he spoke, the crank
blazed away with his shot gun and
when the firing ceased tlie only one
lelt standing was our modest col-
umnist.

Now do you wonder why we have
a fanatical reverence for the editor
iai "we"? A fortune teUer told us
that we'd never be hanged but we
might l>e, shot, and so we are tak-
ing no chances.

This is not our flrst experience at
columning. We used to write 'Per-
sonals' in the big city newspapers
to let our girl friend know where we
were and where we'd meet her.
Sometimes our personal wails would
produce strange results. We recall
one piquant experience. We once
placed the following Personal in the
columns of the World: SADIE meet
me first bench Bryant Park Sun.
nite. HIRAM. When we reached
the park there were eight ladies
sitting on the first bench, two more
were perched on the back of the
bench and four more were sitting
on the grass around it. When we
arrived we saw the situation at
once. We tried to escape but Sadie
caught us and claimed us as her
own. A terrible battle ensued in
which we found out how a poor
bone must feel when a bunch of
dogs get scrapping over it. After
that we gave up writing personals
and got on the VILLANOVAN.

Well—we are scratching our heads
now. That's a sure sign that we
are puffed out. And stiU we have
said really nothing and we did have
so much to say! But we'll put out
the old corncob now and snoop
around to see if we can't raise a
few more puffs and maybe a whiff
or two for next week's column.

Villaletter

- THE -

CROW'S NEST
..
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Catholic University
THE TOWER of the Catholic

University of America etlitorially

'suggested" adoption of the five
day school week for its university,
in reviewing an editorial on the
same subject published in The Red
and Black, official under graduate
publication of the University of
Georgia. Psychology teaches one
that for efficient results in any
field of endeavor the correct atti-
tude must be honestly assumed.
"Classes on a Saturday 'kill' the
week-ends, the students begrudg-
ingly attend or regretfully cut the
scheduled lectures." The main
difficulty arising from the use of
this plan, however, seems to be in
the completion of the scheduled
courses, which, when carefully
studied, is the prime objective of
a college education.
Maybe there are many right here

who would enjoy the liberties of a
five day college week. A shorter
school week would, however, neces-
sitate a longer day of lectures. Out
of the frying pan into the fire.

J
Which do you choose?

THE PRESENT staff wants to make the' —

serves congratulation, for he is one
of the few whose works are read.
Though he has, at present, only 'a
reader,' that reader is significant of
success. More power to him.

ANOTHER MAN who deserves much praise

and commendation for his work is Wheeler
Jenkins, Manasring Editor. Wheeler was re-

sponsible for the make-up of the paper and
delighted his many readers with the column.
"Puny Puns by a Punk Punster", which he
admits were often "puny" and seldom
"Puny". Wheeler was another whose curi-

osity cau.Hed him to dabble in the work of
the printer, going so far as to linot3rp€ on
occa.sion. His jolly good humor and kind
friendliness rendered him beloved by all who
worked with him. He, too, will be sorely
missed.

slogan—for the students, by the students,

and of the students—more of a reality than

it has been in the past. We do not mean to

cast any reflection on the outgoing staff, for

its members reserve all commendation for

the many improvements they have made.
Still this year has been merely a step in the

long climb to something resembling perfec-

tion. The outgoing staff has played its part

and now we come forward in an attempt to

advance the paper a step farther on its way.
We want to make the paper an entirely Vil-

lanovan affair: for, by, and of the students.

"For the students", in so far as all the news
printed will be of interest and of concern to

Villanova students; "by the .students", in

so far as it is written, made up, and managed
by Villanova students ; "of the students", in

that it prints all the news of all the affairs,

interests, and undertakings of Villanova stu-

dents. F'or the accomplishment of this aim,
honest effort on the part of every student is

necessary. The staff promises that it will

do its best and hopes that the sincere coop-
eration of the student body at large will be
foithcoming. Criticize the paper—we invite
it. We mean by criticism, constructive
criticism, of course. If you would like to
see something in the paper that is not here
now, suggest it to one of the editors and it

will receive our hearty attention and consid-
eration.

THE SPEED limit for automobiles on the
campus is seven miles per hour. At least

that is what a sign says on the drive ap-
proaching Austin hall.

"WE DON'T know a millionth of one per
cent about anything," says Thomas A. Edi-
son. This s a bit exaggerated, perhaps, but
it is certainly indicative of a very definite

trend in modem scientific thought.

Temple University
In the "Ossified Ads" columns of

THE TEMPLETOWN GUYED, a
comic newspaper recently published
at Temple University, we ran across
the following: WANTED; AU-
DIENCES—select group preferred,
although we can't be particular.

Recreation Hour, class nights, club
meetings, etc. Salary paid is com-
mensurate with the difficulty of

sitting through each program.
Apply mgr. Town Hall."
A subtle but very important hint

is thrown by the above. Why must
the student always be forced to at-
tend campus activities which do not
bear directly on athletics? Answer
this yourself. If you are one of the
boys with school spirit only at ath-
letic contests.

New Rochelle
Rumor, the bane of the campus,

is taKen into task at New Rochelle
by a stirring editorial in THE
TATLER. "Facts enlarge themselves
as each Imagination works upon
them; sensations become more and
more sensational as each tongue
wags them out until finally in-
criminations are heaped upon the
unsuspecting heads of their "vic-
tims." Students are asked to be
careful m their speech, taking care
that any news they "broadcast" be
based on actual facts.

More truth than poetry. The bojrs

need not snicker or break their
arms patting themselves on the
back. They simply have another
name for it.

Holy Cross Colleg*
Success at last! The editorial

page of a college pubTication actual-
ly has been read by a student. Prom
the editor of THE TOMOHAWK of
Holy Cross College: "Something
awful has happened. We don't
know what to do about it. either.
One of our editorials was actually
read by a member of the student
bodyf Not content with reading it,

the guilty person sent us a letter
commending our views." The efdltor

then pointed out to the staff that
Its work must be sustained for it

had "achieved .something .stupend-
ous and must henceforth endeavor
to preserve its laurels

"

The edJtor of The Tomahawk dc-

John Hopkins University
Speaking before a student as-

sembly at John Hopkins University,
Arthur Garfield Hays, prominent
American criminal lawyer, stated
that "the greatest trouble with this
country is that people no longer
have the capacity of indignation."
A review of his speech in THE
JOHN HOPKINS NEWS-LETTER
cited many cases of injustices in
the courts which might not have
occurred if the public in general
had shown any Indignation at the
proceedings, which were, in the
cases, obviously imfair. Mr. Hays
further declared that: "As soon as
it is learned that a defendant is a
Communist or an atheist his con-
demnation is a foregone conclusion."
In the face of such injustice, the
American people have remained
silent. Such facts led to the con-
clusion: "Do you wonder that I say
that the people are no longer cap-
able of indignation?"

It has always been common belief
that the "hotbed of indignation and
revolution" is the college. Of late
the colleges have remained silent
on questions such as the above... It
is not however, because they do not
feel or think of the import implied,
but rather because their preparation
to face such questions later does not
allow them the time which is really
necessary to study and argue such,
cases.

Gettysburg College

The members of the fair sex in
the vicinity of Gettysburg must
now be on their guard, for, at last,
the lowly Prosh now speak to them
without fearing the punishments of
the Tribunal. After being held in
check since September, it is safe to
venture that the Freshmen will en-
deavor to make up for lost time.
The results of a poll taken by the
Student Council, as reported in
THE GETTYSBURGIAN show that
modification of customs were
strongly desired. Close survey of
the poll showed that the Freshman
vote on all questions pertaining to
customs was surprisingly similar to
the vote of the upperclassmen.
Under the new ruling, "Freshmen
are required to wear a dink; to wear
a coat or sweater, black socks, and
a black tie; and to refrain from
walking on the grass or smoking on
the campus outside of the dormitory
room."

He may now put his hands in his
pockets, speak to members of the
opposite sex, and need not remain
seated in chapel until all others
have left the building. A surprising
feature of the poll showed that only
9 out of 136 Freshmen favored
abolition of all customs, while 30 out
of 98 seniors were of the same favor

It Is cheering to note that the
quextion of hailng has been, in this
case, settled so simply. U h a ques-
tion which always taxes the powers
of collegiate authorities at the be-
ginning of each school year. Other
schools will, no doubt, follow the
example set by Gettysburg in letting
the student body as a group settle!

4-14-31.

Dear Uncle Dudley:
Here I am, back at college after

a week of grand and glorious free-

dom. The campus has certainly ob-
tained a new atmosphere, what,
with all these new Easter suits and
ties, really, Unc, you should see

them in order to appreciate what is

being worn by the well dressed col-

lege man. Even Mendel Hall has
acquired a more charming appear-
ance since a new' driveway has been
under construction, not that it was
really needed, but it certainly is a
fine improvement. To all this, add
the fragrance of spring, shake it

up, and what do you have? Smiles
and cheerfulness from everyone ex-
cept of course that day student
whose radiator cap mysteriously dis-

appeared, presumably because he
parked in the wrong place. When
will these boys learn to use the
ample spaced parking ground sup-
plied for their cars? After all it's

just across the pike and one can
certainly rest in ease much better
during classes knowing that one's
radiator cap is safe.

Speaking about classes, I guesS
you remember that talk we had
about my getting down to some real
work for the remainder of the term.
It is hard to concentrate on books
with these fresh, spring breezes
calling to youth, but, when one
realizes that only a few short weeks
of hard work now will bring easQ
and relief for the several summer
months, its not so hard to resist the
temptation of the evening air. They
say that "In the Spring a young
man's fancy turns to love," but the
oniy difference I can see between
the Winter and Spring is a change
)l location, that is, from her living
room to a friend's rumble seat,
which, of course, brings relief
to the aforesaid girl's parents. Of
course you wonder, Unc, at my
knowledge of such things but the
boys around here will talk, you
know, and one must listen although
things feminine may hold no inter-
est for him. Such things have ta
be cast aside before onslaught of
higher education. But .-jeriouoly.

Uncle, I am trying to buckle down
to some hard work and I know that
you can appreciate an earnest en-
deavor. At least you proved that
with that welcome check after the
mid-years. You see we will have
numerous expenses this term be-
cause the Spring brings on a lot of
dances, then, of course, there is the
"Junior Week" program which de-
mands extra funds for the numer-
ous affairs. You realize that a fel-
low has to have a little recreation
because you wouldn't want me to
turn out to be a "dull boy" like
"little Johnny" in the motto about
all work. A social standing is also
important even if it isn't as im-
portant as a scholastic one. So a
little extra money would come in
handy this term but I expect to
show you by my grades that these
social affairs do not interfere with
my class room work.
Well I must end this letter and I

hope that you are considering fav-
orably the Ford about which I
spoke when home.

Your loving nephew.
SATIS VERBORUM.

Presidents and secretaries of class-
es, clubs and fraternities—attention 1

Do you want to make certain that
your notices and messages reach all
of your organization's members? If
you do, leave a copy of your notice
at the VILLANOVAN office and we
will be glad to include it here in
this column. We urge you to make
as free and frequent use of this op-
portunity as it necessary.

college Stoff .'•
'

There will be a meeting of the
college staff of the VILLANOVAN
this evening immediately after
night prayers in the VILLANOVAN
office. •..

Sports Staff
Immediately after the college

staff meeting there will be a meet-
ing of the sports staff. This meet-
ing will be held at 7 o'clock All
underclassmen who are candidates
for positions must be present.

'•. Seniors
All candidates for degrees will re-

port in Room 110, Mendel Hall, to
be measured for their caps and
jowhs on Wednesday, April 15th.
between the hours of 10.00 A M
and 1.30 P. M.

Lost and Found

its hasint question.

It sometimes happens in the best
of families, and so, it happens occa-
sionally in the college that a student

{

will lose or misplace some one of
his belongings, or, which is rarer,
find an article belonging to another.
The bulletin board, at best, is a most
uncertain medium for bringing loser
and finder together. To provide a
surer means the VILLANOVAN has
instituted this column. Htre a stu-

dent may publish a notice of his loss
or find free of charge and may feel
more certain of results. All Utat is

necessary for insertion is to tcril* oul
the notice and slip it under the door
of the paper's office, 222 Meldel Hall,
We urge you to feel perfectly free in
so doing.

LOST—Set of Chemistry notes In
the Ampitheatre. Finder please
return to 115 Austin Hall.

LOST—Black leather key case con-
taining three keys. Kindly re-
turn to the Book Room.

LOST—Small brown wallet con-
taining Important registration
card and membership certificate.

Please return to 166 Good Coun-
sel HaU.

* •
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* •
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER
inter-Dorm Baseball

Here's a note we're passing on

concerning inter-dormitory baseball

this spring. The season opens with

two games next Sunday morning at

10 o'clock, when Fedigan meets

Ausin, and Good Counsel taktj on

Mendel. The balance of the sched-

ule will be announced later.

Managers of the respective ball

teams are to be appointed within

the week by the prefects of the re-

spective buildings.

Anyone on the Frosh or Varsity

squads after April 18 will be in-

eligible for inter-mural play. Any
team using an ineUgible player will

forfeit automatically all games in

which he participates.

Let's go!
* • *

,

Knute R. Rockne
'This column, like every other

sports column, whether in a colle-

giate publication or not, recognizes

in the death of Knute Rockne a

distince loss to football, to sport in

general and to his Alma Mater,

Notre Dame, in particular.

Reams of paper have been filled

with eulogies of the gridiron's great-

est -teacher, written by pens more
distinguished than this. This writer

is simply going to quote Harry
biuhldreher, who knew Rock' as in-

timately as any other man, and
then we are going to reprint the

speech he gave at the banquet of

the Philadelphia Sporting Writers

Association, eariy this year.

Coach Stuhidreher said, "Football

in particular and athletics in gen-

eral have lost one of the greatest

educators and man- builders in the

history of sport. . . He was a mas-
ter of practical psychology, a great

handler of men and one who had
a philosophy of his own The
sports world has been stuned, but

we who know him best are grief-

stricken. . .We of Notre Dame will

never forget Knute Rockne."

^. 1
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Bee-See andFordhamBow to CatNine
SPORTS SCHEDULE

Wednesday—Baseball, Varsity vs.

Gettysburg, away.
Valley Forge vs. Frosh,
home.

Thur^ay—Baseball—Varsity vs.

Mt. St. Mary's, away.
Golf—Varsity vs. Ashbourne,
away.

Friday—Baseball—Varsity vs.

Georgetown, away.
Saturday—Baseball—Varsity vs.

Quantico, away.
Tennis—Varsity vs. George-
town, home.
Track—Varsity vs. F. & M.,

home.
Sunday^Baseball, (Inter-dorm

League), Mendel vs Good
CoqnseL
Fedigan vs. nstln _

Cat Trackmen to

Open Season With
F. & M. Saturday

Coach Coates Hopeful of Winning
From Lancaster Outfit In

First Dual Meet

Holy Cross Diamond Team
Takes Measure of Kobilis

In Initial 1931 Er^y

PiU'hing of Captain Norm Sims Gives Victory to Jack

Barry's Crusaders.—King and Brice Turn
in Well-Pitched (rames .

CAPTAIN TOMMY MORGAN HITTING BALL HARD

Charlie McGeehan's diamond warriors proved them-

selves ready for their hattle for the Catholic College champ-

ionship, when Boston College and Fordham were stopped

hy topheavy scores last week in the Stadium, after Holy
Cross had won the season's opener Wednesday hy a 7-2

SPORTS RESULTS

Baseball
Villanova's diamond stars

opened the 1931 season last week
by turning in victories over
Boston College, 7-2, and Ford-
ham, 10-4, after Holy Cross had
beaten them, 7-2, in the initial

clash last Wednesday. Stellar

pitching by Brice and King fea-

tured the Wildcats' two wins.

' Tennis
Fete Forve, captaining the

tennis outfit for the second
year, took a veteran team over
to New York on Friday after-

nooiji, but lack of practice told

against them, and the College of

the City of New York duplicated

its 1930 sucess, winning six

matches to one.

FROSH MEET CANCELLED

On Saturday, April 18, the track

men of Franklin and Marshall will

journey to Villanova to compete In

a track and field meet with our
harriers. The meet Is scheduled to

be held at two-thirty P. M.
The usual list of events will be

run off. Including the 100, 220, 440,

880, one mile, broad jvunp, high

Jump, pole vault, shot put, 120 low,

220 high hurdles, and discus and
javelin throws. Coach Harry Coates
has assembled a splendid array of

athletics to represent Villanova In

all these events.

As this is the first outdoor track

meet of the spring season, Mr.
Coates Is anxious to make a fine

showing. He has been priming his

men for some weeks for this meet,

and If preparation Is to decide the

clash, his boys are sure to walk
away to an easy victory.

Due to imforeseen obstacles, the
Freshmen meet with the Lancaster

In
view of the fact that the school
Is possessed with such excellent

Yearling material this postponement
is Indeed tragic. However, Coach
Coates feels confident that his

Varsity, composed of such men as
Etonahue, Beadlne, Browne, Delaney
and Corrlgan will keep the stars of
F. and M. busy enough for one
afternoon.

VARSITY GRIDMEN
DEFEAT Old-timers

The speech he gave in Phlladel

phla recently, a copy of which we
have received from the former

managing editor of the VILLA-
NOVAN, is an expression of his

Ideals. He said In part:

"I don't want a swell-headed

player to turn out for a team of

mine. There Is no place for him
on the squad. Secondly, I try to

pick out the complalner or dlsor-

ganlzer. He must not be a part of

the team.
"Then there's the quitter who

wishes he could play and won't pay

the price of hard word.

And, too, the boy who dissipates

either emotionally or otherwise has

no place In the picture, nor has the

one with an Inferiority complex. I

look for the boy with a superiority

complex. He usually has the will

to do things.

"After a week or so I try to

locate the boys who are only giv-, ... ., j <*

ing fifteen or twenty per cent, of collegians has been called off.

the effort and sift them out. They
will never get any place. The boy

who offers alibis and the ones sorry

for themselves are no good. The
mucker who breeds unsportsman-
shlp is 'also not needed.

"In all cases, the boy who is will-

ing to sacrifice individual play for

team work is the most valuable

player. All this is brought out

when I talk to the squad on the

subject of co-operation. The boy

who is not willing to preserve can-
not hope to get far in football.

That, according to Stuhidreher,

was a typical Rockne speech. The
points Rockne brought out concern-

ing what HE wants in a player

might be taken by YOU as what
YOU should desire in yourself

Read the speech over, and think

about it!

At any rate, Rockne's work has

done good. And though Knute K.

Rockne is dead, his memory will

live as a 'Rock of Ages'.

• • •

Between Periods

Spring officially begins today

for the major league baseball sea-

sons get underway this afternoon

.... it's mighty early in the season

to be making predictions — but

if the pitching of Prof. McGeehan's
sophomores .... will continue to be

as good as it was last week — the

Cats may do things on the diamond
this spring It's too bad
that the Temple-Holy Cross game
was rained out Tuesday — that

Is It's too bad for Holy Cross

if that game had been played

Sims most likely would have
pitched it for the New Englanders

and that would have been a

good break .... for Villanova —
that lad turned in a great exhibi-

tion last Wednesday .... he Was
'Old Man Confidence' himself out

there on the mound — he was as

cool as the proverbial cucumber
and in case — you don't know
how cool that is — it's as frigid

as some of the rooms in Austin
Hall .... during the winter . .

.

Harry Geisler — who did some
pretty shortstopping last week .

as well as some timely slugging .

has caught the eye of Philadelphia

sports writers they opine the

sophomore may do big things —
In a baseball way Morgan,
Zabella and Czescik along
with Ed Kobills — are the only

players on this year's team who saw
much action last spring in the

two victories last week .... there

were six men in the lineup — five

of them sophomores .... Incident-

ally, Gazella is the only holdover

who is playing the same posi-

tion this year as last How Gar-
rity golf manager has
whispered in our ear .... that
George Dunlap. captain of the

Princeton golf team .... which the
' Wildcat mashle swingers will meet
a week from this coming Saturday

Won the annual North-South
links title last Saturday — and
that's high honor for anybody

> let alone a collegian well
' dots enough

count.
The Boston aggregation, herald-

ed as New England's strongest col-

lege nine, was helpless before the
pitching of Johnny Brice, big

sophomore right-hander, and the
Cats found their batting eyes at

the expense of Pete Herman, who
had beaten them In 1920. Four-
teen hits were clubbed oft the
pitches of the Eagle twlrler. In-

cluding a home run by Brice, as the
home team won, 7-2.

On Friday afternoon, Fordham's
outfit, coached by the veteran Jack
Coflfey and fresh from an over-

whelming 9-1 victory over Temple

the afternoon previous In its first

game of the season, was stopped
dead by George King, also hurling
his first varsity game, and the
Yorkers were beaten, 10-4.

Fordham Outclassed
A big three-run splurge In the

first inning ruined the Rams, and
while Hormidas Aube, starting var-
sity pitcher, held the Cats runless
and hltless In the next three
frames, four more tallies in the
fifth stanza settled the encounter
and the last few innings were Just
excess baggage. Jim Comerford,

(Continued on Page Four)

McGeehan in Twentieth Year

As Villanova Diamond Boss

Veteran Professor Guiding

Hand of Cat Baseball for

Score of Years

YOUR SPORTS EDITOR.

Last Saturday afternoon a group
df Villanova foot ball luminaries of
days long ago, returned to match
brahi and brawn with the present
varsity squad. Just glance at the
starting line of Old Timers and try
to Imagine how they would have
looked In action a few years ago.
Nearly every name Is famous In the
annals of Villanova grid history:
McCoy, Jacobs, John Contl, Slane,
Andrewlevich, Sky August, Pessal-
ano and Halpin.
Although Time had shortened

their breath and softened their
muscles, the Alumni still retained
the old fighting spirit and held the
varsity combination to an 18 to

score.

The four coaches were In the
lineup for the Old Timers during
the flrst quarter. Stuhidreher
played at quarterback; Reagan was
at center; Doc Jacobs and Hun-
singer took care of either end.
The varsity kicked off to the Old

Timers. The flrst few downs look-
ed rather ragged. No gains were
made, however several fumbles
were. It took the Old Orads about
three downs to get a little accus-
tomed to playing foot ball again.

On the fourth down the Old Timers
pulled a fast one when they at-

tempted a long forward pass which
was caught by Stuhidreher for a
substantial gain.

The spring practice period will

come to an end on April 18.

Few Scotchmen go to football

games because they can't ^and to

see anything go from a half to a
quarter.

Entering upon his twentieth year
as head baseball coach, Charlie
McGeehan has auspiciously started

the 1931 season by winning two out
of three contests with the leading

Catholic nines In the East. During
his score of years as head coach,

the "Prof" has amassed a fine

record and one which will go down
in Villanova history as a tribute to

a man of high Ideals. Charlie Is

dear to both students and players

and Is one of the best liked person-
ages around the campus.

Charlie came to Villanova way
back In 1904 and entered the engin-
eering school In 1908. Since that
time he has been affiliated with
Villanova athletics together with
the engineering school where he
has been teaching since his gradua
tlon In 1912.

While still a student In the col-
lege he assumed the coaching duties
In football and baseball of the prep
school which was then situated In
Alumni Hall. As a Freshman In
the college he broke Into the lineup
of the varsity nine, cavorting
around the Initial sack and In those
ilsiys was considered as a coming
youngster. At his graduation he
was tendered a major league con-
tract by the Detroit club, but his
arm suddenly went back on him
and he was compelled to retire
from active competition.

That 1908 team Is In McGeehan's
opinion one of the greatest teams
tnat ever played ball for Villanova.
Those men ate, slept, and talked
baseball. A glorious season was
brought to a close with but one
defeat to mar an otherwise perfect
record, losing the Fordham game,
the last in the season, by a 4-2
score.

Rounding out that team were
men who afterwards made a name

I for themselves in the major and

WUdcat Nine Has
Quartet of Games
Booked in South

Play ball! And the baseballers

Inausplclously opened their '30

season by dropping the opener to

the Crusaders. Odds were quoted
at 7-2.

After an extended tour In the
South (during which no games
were played), the Crusaders in-

vaded the lair of the Wildcat and
emerged with a brand new pelt.

We always said that Lynch was
wooden-headed. Now we are sure
of it
The side show of the contest was

provided by none other than the
roomates, Mike Teny and Ed Kob-
ilis We are still wondering at what
Terry was waving his bat in his

earnest endeavors to take a huge
chaw oiit of the ball

• • •

Photographers here, there, hith-
er, and yon. In fact they were
everywhere
Corpulent, one-minute-between

each-pitch Kobills did his best to

put the horsehlde over the platter.

He out-guessed but did not out-
smart the Crusade battersi.

That Holy Cross - centerflelder
supplied the fielding gem of the
afternoon when after a hard run
he nabbed the pill on his starboard
side. Applause!

When that roomaf

McGeehanites To Stack Up Against
Strong Quartet of Clubs in

Next Few Days

PLAY GETTYSBURG TOMORROW

IF you or* lew-

down, com* on up lo Roof

fiorra and done* owoy lh« blu«»

... If yeu'r* not . . . com* any-

way . . . Irroililibia muiic by

Doc Hydor and hit Sewrtwrnoirot.

Ttio otmotphoro is •mart . . . Iha

iupp«r monu inelwdai modar-

olaly prkod tondwidtM, tolodt

and grillod tpacioltia* . . .

tarvad from 9 P.M. tH I A.M.

f ROOF \
PIERRE

\69" h St./

After a successful three-game so-

journ at home, Villanova is sending

a smooth-working, confident team

to face four ranking Southern clubs.

Beginning with Gettysburg tomor-
row, Mt. St. Mary's, Georgetown
and Quantico Marines will be met
on successive days. Due to the fact

that a majority of the games down
South were rained out last week,
the exact nature of the opposition

to be met with cannot be determ-
ined, but it is expected to be rather

stiff.

The first stop-over is at Gettys-
burg. Villanova was defeated at

the hands of the Gettysburg nine
last year, by a pitcher named Haas,
who is still with them. Tommor-
row's game may offer the possibil-

ity of meeting Mr. Haas again and
of evening up old scores.

The Wildcats turned back a
strong Mt. St. Mary's team last

year. This season the Maryland-
which, incidentally, enjoys a high-
rating reputation In collegiate base-
ball. A repetition of last year's vic-

tory Is hoped for.

The encounter with Georgetown
resolves itself into a resiunption of
aflaiiations after a long estrange-
ment. Friday's game will be the
flrst baseball contest between
Georgetown and Villanova in twen-
ty-flve years. The Hilltoppers can
always be counted on to present a
snappy outflt and to date have
turned in convincing victories over
Princeton and Washington and
Lee.

Saturday the Quantico Marines,
an aggregation that is already well
into its season and which should be
in good shape, will be opposed. The
Marines have been travelling along
in some lively company and have
been showing up very well.

The prospects for a successful
trip are very promising, though
there is some difficult opposition to
be dealt with. However, if the
Wildcats play the same calibre of
ball as they did in their opening
encounters, they should have very
little trouble in making the first

lap of a very stiff schedule a glorl
ous one.

The members of the squad who
win probably make the trip include
the following: Reitz, Kobilis. Brice,
King, Shortall, Czesick, Geisler,
Gazella, Dragone, Captain Morgan,
Lynch, Terry, Hammond, Eschman,
Smith and Manager Prokop.

minor leagues. Mulgrew was the
catcher, being considered good
enough to later play with Pitts-
burgh; Pelloquin pitched and later
went to the minor leagues; the
coach himself held down the first
base duties; Murray was the key-
stone sacker and was prevented
from going to the leagues because
of a leg hijury; Nichols was at
short, later with the minor leagues;
Savage, third baseman went to the
Yanks; Moore left fielder was
signed by Washington; Daniels, the
centerflelder, became the property
of the Yanks; Sullivan, right fielder,
started pro ball but later decided
to don the professional robes; and
Joe Walsh, sub catcher, made his-
tory with the Yanks.
While yet a senior Charlie started

coaching the baseball team and In
the following autumn coached
football. He later decided to stick

to baseball, the sport that he loved

best, and has remained in that ca-

pacity to the present day.

Of all the teams that McGeehan
has coached not one has lost more
games than wins. True, he has had
some bad years, last season for ex-
ample, but it can truthfully be said
that his ball nines were never dis-
graced. Every team that he has
coached has gone Into the game
fighting, continuing to fight till

the bitter end

Concerning this year's nine Coach
McGeehan states that a better
class of college ball players could
not Ije gotten together Most of his
team Is made up of Sophomore
players and he intends to develop
them so that by the time they, be-
come seniors he may be able to

construct a dangerous and power-
ful team having them as a nucleus.

FROSH BALL CLUB
TO OPEN TOMORROW

Tomorrow the Frosh opens Its

baseball schedule with a setto
agahist Valley Forge Military
Academy at the stadium. The team
at whose hands last year's fresh-
man club siiffered Its only defeat
comes into our own backyard with
hopes of repeating. Valley Forge
Is noted for Its pitching strength,
but will find that Doc Jacobs'
strong suit lead also to the throw-
ers, with such material as Boyle,
Wlllette, McGovem and Mont-
gomery.

For All Athletic

Equipment
SEE

SOLBERMAN
REFRESEN'HNG

MITCHELL & NESS
All Goods Guaranteed

,te combination
of Kobills and Terry failed. Coach
McGeehan called upon two other
roomates for the Bee See fracas,
Johnny Brice and Squire Lynch,
the former tossing 'em up and the
latter receiving 'em. Did they
click? Score: Villanova 5; B. C. 2.

Johnny Brice was supposed to
prove himself in this game and he
did so with a bang. That homer
that he poled over the centerfield
fence alone established him,
especially with the rootrs.

Incidentally, Johnny's four-
bagger was the first one of the
current season and the first to be
hit out of the lot.

The following afternoon the
Fordham "Rams", after trouncing
Temple by a 9-1 count. Invaded
the Wildcats den, but met with
an avalanche of base hits by the
now thoroughly enraged Felines
and were turned back by a sur-
prising 10-4 score.

Lefty Reitz, the converted pitch-
er, was seen cavorting around the
right garden in plabe of Terry and
at one time had the spectators
on their feet cheering for him when
with his back to the stadium he
made the most spectacular catch
of the day.
George King lasted the entire

game though touched frequently
for bingles which he, however, kept
well scattered.

The sparkling fielding of Harry
Geisler and the heavy clubbing of
Captain Tommy Morgan In all

three conteiits deserve special
mention.
Our "Sea-cik" was still found

floundering about tai troubled
waters.
Those assistant managers were

quite in evidence and the speedy
manner In which they chased all

foul balls does credit to McGeehan.
At times one was under the Im-
pression that the balls must have
been made of some extraordinary
material.

• • a

The baseball nine did not lose Its

Initial game of the season. On the
contrary it won. During Easter
week the Norristown Professional
Club was defeated 3-1 In a practice
fray In which practically the entire
pitching staff saw action.

The assistant baseball managers
were seen one evening wending
their weary way from the diamond
to the dining room at 7 P.M. and
then found the doors locked. This
manager's life must be a tough one
when they even are obliged to go
without meals.

Saturday was another grad's day.
There where so many former greats
strolling around the campus that
we had difficulty recognizing all of
them.

There was Johnny Slane, one
time great halfback, all decked
out in his "Sundays" and saying
"hello" Just like hi the old days.
Johnny looked the same with
the exception that his waistline

had increased by several inches.

Johnny is now coaching at Lin-
coln High in Jersey City where he
has endeared himself to the entire

town. Don't be surprised If at
least one hundred of next autumn's
Freshman class comes from Jersey.

Johnny was famous for his

trick knee. At one time when
his mates had cleared the field

for him his trick knee tricked
him and he collapsed on the
green sod.

More grads! Lou Pessalano, giant
tackle and captain of the undefeat-
ed 1928 eleven, and Jack Mc-
Andrews, star halfback In '29, were
seen walking arm in arm.

The entire coaching staff per-
formed in the initial quarter on
the side of the aInmnL Doc
Jacobs, Bob Reagan, and Ed
Hnnsinger were found trading
punches in the forward wall,

while Harry Stuhidreher direct-
ed the team and found hb long
awaited chance of bawUng-ont
his assistants.

Harry certainly treated the fans
to some clever work and on several
occasions had the stands in an up-
roar. After he left the game all

enthusiasm left with him.

We again saw in action our old
friends Dixie Sheenan, Pred Don-
ovan, Reds Bradley, Tom Connelly,
and Sklppy McLaughlin, not to
mention Pessalano, Slane, OonU,
and August.

After the Tanlty had scored
its flnt touchdown, "Chtnky"
Carr was heard to lay: "These
guys ain't so tough after aXL"
Even Sky August, Tufkl Andrew-

levich, and Johnny Conti were no-
ticed pounding each other on the
back.

ARQUS
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"Why have you selecied Austin

Hall in iirelerence to other Dormi-

tories on the campus?"
GEOROK McURATH, Austin

Hall, Sophomore—'Auslln is the

only hall in which peace and quiet

reign supreme. Ihanks to our

Hector."

JOSEPH DeLOCA, Austin Hall,

Junior— bince my hrst year at Vil-

lanova I had a desire to room in

Austin. Last year, due to late reg-

istration, I was unable to obtain a

room here. This year my desire has

Deen luiniled. I prefer Austin be

cause, in my estimation, it Is the

iinest looking building on the cam-
pus. It offers its occupants pleas-

ant and quiet surroundings m
which one can study lii he is so in-

clined). Then too the iellows in

Austm are very sociable, having a

pleasant word lor everyone at all

vimea."

ROBERT RODRIGUEZ, Austin

Hall, Sophomore— "I prefer Austin

because we are treated like men
there. And, too, the Prefect in

charge is .\ust like one of us, yet he

commands that respect required of

a prelect. The fellows realize that

they are here lor a purpose and
that purpose can be easily accom-
plished in the peace and quiet of

Ausiin Hall, ihe Intimacy and
keen fellowship among the students

tnere brings aoout the proper col-

lege atmociphere What more can
une want?"

. CARLOS SMIIH, Austin Hall,

bopnomore—"Austin is the only

noiseless hall on the campus. Father

uXieary takes care of ail the noise.

ALPHONSE DELIA, Austin Hall,

Senior—"T shose Austin Hall be-

cause it is the most unassuming
building on the campus. The onl>

distraction to be found there is the

beauty of the building itself and
the surrounding grounos which al-

ways catch the eye throughout the

season." ._ >

Holy Cross Diamond
Team Takes Kobilis'

Measure in Opener

(Continued from -Page Three)

ADAM C. ZAMORSKI. Austin HaU,
Hall, Senior—"I prefer Austin Han
to other buildings on the campus
because of the peace, quietness,

comfort, and convenience tendered

to visitors. 'Vhe Reception room at

good ole' Austin is tne only one
mat really affords privacy for those Coyle. as

southpaw who beat Villanova in

New York last year, pitched the
seventh and part of the eighth
frames, giving way to Loughran
under a barrage in the Cats' last

stand at the plate.

Oeorge Oazella led the winners
in batting, his double and two sin

gles blazing the path. A double

and single by Captain Tommy
Morgan, whose injured leg has not
Impaired his batting, and the two
hits of King, one of which went
for an extra base, also aided ma-
terially in the victory.

Bart McIDonnell's three two-bag-
gers was the hitting feature for the

defeated Maroon nine.

A dazzling stop of Harry Gelsler's

smash into right in the fifth In-

ning by Jack Fisher, Pordham's
foot ball quarterback, and a catch
by Emll Reltz in center field, near
the Stadium wall in the seventh,

when Tim Coyle got a toehold on a
King pitch, helped keep the 1500

fans awake in the closing innings

of a drab game. , .

Three in First

After the Rams had been blank-

ed in the first inning, Dragone's
walk, Ozesclk's sacrifice bunt, Mor-
gan's single with which McDon-
nell unsuccessfully tried to make a
dropklck, Gazella's single, Gelsler's

out, and Reltz's single accounted
for three Villanova runs.

Single scores by Fordham in the

second and third innings put King
In a hot spot, but a big rally in the

fifth at Aube's expense, settled all

doubt as to the final victor.

Lynch Gets Hit
Lynch started the big inning with

a noisy single into right, and a
single by King, a fielder's choice, a
wild pitch, a walk, an out and an
error netted four runs before Short-

all skied to Fisher.

In the seventh, Gazella and Gels-

ler got their doubles and Coyle's

error on a bounder from Art Short-

all's path accounted for two more
runs.

The second and third of McDon-
nell's two-baggers came in the

eighth and ninth and were respon-

sible for Pordham's final runs.

BOSTON OOLLSaB
AB. R. H. O. A. S.

Spognardi, as 3 1 1 3 7
Crowley, 3b 4 1 1

Colbert, c 3 1 4
Temple, If 3

Regan, rf 4 1

Chesnulevlch, ab . . .4 8 6
Meehan, lb 4 2 10
Shea, cf 4 1 8 1 1

Herman, p 3 1 8 1

who are privileged to use it."

Staff Members v

^Retire After
Years of Work

(continued from page one)

was formerly the head of the cir-

culation department which he man-
aged with equal skill.

Jean G. Cushing, the retiring

College Editor, deserves much praise

lor his work as head of this depart-

ment. Besides devoting much time

to the preparation of college news,

Mr. cushing has been affording

much eaucaiional amusement under
the nom de plume of Phelygas. I'he

familiar column, "The Styx ', is the

ingenious creation of none other

than Jean himself. It is much to

be regretted that next year will

find "The Styx" no longer with us.

The third man who has been en-

thusiastically working to make the

Vlllanovan a better paper since its

foundation during his Freshman
year, is Martin A. Orbach. For two
year Mr. Orbach has been the Ex-
change Editor of the Vlllanovan,

and has constantly kept us in con-

tact with the publications of num-
erous other colleges. Last year the

column was headed "Exchanges ',

while this year the name w'as

changed to "Collegiana."
Probably one of the most versa-

tile writers on the staff was John
T. Kilcourse, popular columnist and
news writer. Working with the

paper since its first issue, he has
always furnished that touch of

humor so necessary to the success

of any college weekly. As "The
Mad Hatter" he has spent many
long hours composing those hum-
orous lines of "By Candlelight."

And during the past year he has
Introduced that column of witty

remarks of current Interest, "VU-
lanovelties." We have no doubt
that Mr. Kilcourse will be a widely
known humorist someday and We
wish him the success which he
surely deserves.

As Art Editor of the paper, Leon
Costa has always willingly employ
ed his talents in preparing cartoons
and drawings, and his work has al-

ways been highly commended by the
student body. Success will un-
doubtedly come to Mr. Costa if he
follows this work after his gradu-
ation.

Fisher, 2b .

Zaputas^ cf
Alvlno, rf .

,

Radlce, c .

.

FORDHAM
AB. R.
5

1

1

2

4
4
4
4

Sheerln, 3b 4
McDonnell, If 4
Maynard, lb 4
Aube. p
Comerford, p
Loughran, p
a-Tobln ....

.3

.1

.0

.1

O. A.

1

a

8

13

TOTALS 38 4 10 24 12 3

VILLANOVA
AB. R. H. O. A. K.

Dragone, If 4 2 2
Czeslck, 2b 8 3 2

Morgan, cf 4 2 2 3
Oazella, 3b 6 2 3 2 1

Oelsler. ss S 1 1 3 1

Reltz. rf 4 1 3

Shortall. lb 4 7
Lynch, c 4 1 1 8
King, p 3 2 2 8

TOTALS 31 a 7x23 17 2
VILLANOVA

AB. R. H. O. A. E.
Dragone, If 4 10
Czeslck, 2b 6 1 3 2
Morgan, cf 4 1 3 3 1

Oazella, 3b 4 2 2 2 2
Oelsler, as 4 2 2 6 7
Reltz, rf a 1 1

Shortall. lb 3 1 2 7 1 1

Lynch, c 4 1 8 1

Brlce, p 4 1 2 2

tdward Golf Suits

bring the confident air that

breeds eagles and birdies.

JL> CLOTHES

S24.75 - S28.75 - S38.75

Displayed Here at the College

every Wednesday by Lin Hill

TOTALS .....i..86 10 10 27 12 1

a—Batted for Loughran In 0th.
Fordham Oil 000 Oil— 4
Villanova 300 040 21x~10
Two-base hits—McDonnell, 3; Fish-

er, King, Oazella, Oelsler, Morgan.
Sacrifice hits—Czeslck, Radlce. Struck
out—By King, 8; Aube, 6; Comer-
ford, 3. Bases on balls—Off King,
4; Aube. 1; Comerford, 1. Hit by
pitcher—By King, 2 (Alvlno, Sheer-
ln): Comerford (Czeslck). Wild
pitch—Aube. Passed ball—Lyneh.
Hits off—Aube, 7 In 8; Comerford,
3 in 1 1-2; Loughran, in 2-3. Los-
ing pitcher—Aube. Left on bases

—

Fordham, 14; Villanova, 7. Time of
game—2.16. Umpires—Voorhees and
Dlnsmore.

Eagles Clawed Nicely
A big strapping lad from Chicago

earned a right to a regular turn on
the mound, when Johnny Brlce used
his right arm and his bat to good
advantage against Boston College
Thursday afternoon. Seven hits

were secured from smiling Johnny,
but only two runs could the boys
from the City of Beans and Cul-
ture manufacture.
Poor base-running held down the

Wildcats' run total to a meager
seven. Herman, Bee-See hurler,

was foimd for 14 safe hits, in-

cluding five doubles, a triple by
Gazella and Brice's home run. The
only four-ply swat of the week
was a Ruthlan clout over the wire

barrier in right center field.

Tommy Morgan aided his batting

average materially with three safe

swats, Including two doubles, while

Oazella, Shortall, Brlce and Oels-

ler all snared two singles.

Geisler Starred
To all intents and purposes, how-

ever, it was Harry Oelsler Day, for

the sophomore shortstop, in addi-

tion to scoring two runs after his

two two-baggers, handled twelve

chances in the field faultlessly.

Five put-outs and seven assists

were registered on the record

books and Vlllanova's two double

plays of the week, scored in this

game, were started by him after

nabbing line drives.

B^^ery member of the Wildcat
lineup got a hit, with the exception

of Walo Dragone, left fielder and
lead-off man.

Art Shortall was put out by one
of base ball's most unusual plays in

the seventh inning, when with
Reltz on second and he on first.

Lynch hit between first and sec-

ond, and the ball took a bad bounce
and hit him on the chest. Reltz

crossed the plate on the play, but
was called back as the ball became
'dead' when it touched Shortall.

Lynch was credited with a single.

Colbert, villain (from a Villa-

nova angle) of the 1929 Wlldcat-
Bee-See foot ball game, when he
snared the pass in the last minute,
scoring the Eagle touchdown and
then kicked the goal to make the

tie real, offlclal and authentic, re-

ceived his customary plaudits from
the Villanova fans, eq^ecially from
the roasting section In back of the

visitors' bench.

TOTALS 34 6 14 27 15 4
X—Shortall out, hit by batted ball.
Boston College 100 000 100—

2

Villanova 010 121 OOx—

5

Two-base hits—Spognardi, Morgan,
2; Oelsler, 2; Herman, Reltz. Three-
base hit—Oazella. Home - run,
Brlce. Sacrifice hits—Reltz, Short-
all. Stolen bases—Spognardi, Temple,
Reltz. Double plays—Spognardi,
Chesnulevlch and Meehan; Oelsler
and Czeslck; Shea, Spognardi Ches-
nulevlch and Spognardi; Oelsler and
Shortall. Struck out—^By Brlce, A;
Herman, 3. Bases on balls—Off
Brlce, 4; Herman, 2. Left on bas^

—

Villanova, 0; Boston College, 6. i^me
of game—3.05.

Holy Cross Wins
Captain Norm Sims of the Holy

Cross nine. Eastern Champions for
these oh-so-many years, pitched
the Worcester Crusaders to a bril-
liant 5-2 victory on Wednesday in
the season's opener for both teams.
Striking out twelve Villanova

batsmen, numbering a victim in all

but one irming, the H. 0. right-
hander was master of the situation
at every minute, and although the
Oats garnered nine hits, they were
unable to bunch them to any ex-
tent.

Eb Kobilis worked for the Mc-
Oeehanltes, and while the veteran
allowed only nine hits and struck
out seven, seven passes spelled his
defeat.

Sims had almost perfect control,
not issuing a single base on balls.

Lynch, Villanova catcher, at bat
with the bags occupied in the
fourth inning, took Sims' single
wild pitch plumb on the head, and
Morgan was forced home with the
first Villanova run of the year.

Kobilis' trouble began In the
second inning when Jack Barry's
proteges started bunting, and a
wild throw by the Cat twlrler him-
self, as well as a dropped ball by
Shortall, put him in a hole. Hank
Oarrity, the visitors' catcher, drove
in three runs with a double with
the bags loaded, to climax the In-
ning.

Parrell, Oarrity and Sims, Barry's
veterans from last year's great
Purple nine, led the winners in
hitting with two safe blows each
Dragone and Shortall accounted
for four of Vlllanova's nine safe
swats. Dragone had the longest
hit of the game, a three-bagger.

Cats Score in Ninth
After Art Shortall had doubled

over the Stadium wall to open the
ninth inning. Coach McOeehan
sent in three left-handed hitters in

a row, but after Pete Eschman and
Dick Keough had each taken three
strikes, Emll Reitz singled sharply
to score Shortall.

Sims' splendid pitching was the
only feature of the game, the Cats
being unable to do anything with
the Purple's captain when men
were on base. Smart fielding by
Geisler, who rang up six assists,

featured.
HOLY CROSS

AB. B. H. O.
Parrell, cf 6 2 2 2
Corrlgan, 3b 4 1 1

Cammarano, lb ....4 1 1 8
Murray, If 8 1 3
Oarrity. c 4 2 12
Marshall, ss 8 1

O'Connell, 2b 5 1

Schoenroch, rf 4 1 1

Sims, p 3 2 2

Golf Outfit

Begins Play

This Week

Matches Arranged With Lo-

cal Country Clubs as

Practice Games

PROKOP NOT TO PLAY
Vlllanova's- golf team opens its

season this week, with two practice

tilts against country club teams.
Next week, the collegiate schedule
gets underway.
On Thursday afternoon. Manager

How Oarrity, in the absence of Cap-
tain Stan Prokop, who Will make
ihe southern trip with the baseball

squad, will lead his linksmen
against the Ashbourne County Ciub
on the latter's grounds. The match
Is scheduled to get started at 2 p. m.
On Saturday, the team will play

the Philmont Country Club outfit

at Philmont, beginning at 1 p. m
The matches are annual affairs and
serve as real tests for the players
on both teams.
Twelve men will play with each

team, and although the Villanova
lineup has not been definitely an-
nounced, it will include Jerry Wein-
hart, Hugh O'Neill, John Baker and
Garrity, veterans of last year's team
which amassed the best won and
lo.st record of any Wildcat athletic
group. Others who will see action
during the week, and whose play
will determine their work later in
the season include Lou Dart, Art
Zelgler, Johnny Byrnes, Tom Dool-
ing, Bill Dlneen and John Galla-
gher.

Tucker Speaks
At Pre-Med Class
About Prisoners

(continued from page one)

A.

1

1

3

4

TOTALS .35 7 9 27 3

VILLANOVA
AB. R.

Dragone, If 4
a-Reltz 1

Czeslck. 2b 6
Morgan, cf 5 1

Oazella, 3b 4
Oelsler, ss 4
Terry, rf 4
Shortall. lb 4 1

Lynch, c 2
b-Eschman 1

Kobilis, p 8
c-McDermott
Brlce, p
d-Keough ....... ...1

O.
4

1

3

11

7

sum of money which has been
saved for him during his term."
Mr. Tucker emphasized the fact

that the prison officials are always
trying to fit the prisoners for future
positions as honest wage earners.
The Eastern Penitentiary Is

equipped with modem printing
apparatus used for state purposes.
Here the prisoners learn printing,
a trade which can be followed after
their discharge. Then there is an
economical situation whereby the
prisoners can save their small earn-
ings for the future. He gave ex-
amples of the different types of
criminals, and their mode of com-
mitting crime.
He concluded his lecture by call-

ing the attention of the students to
the long record of good discipline
at his institution. In view of the
many recent outbreaks throughout
the country, this record is par-
ticularly impressive. The good
condition of the discipline in the
Eastern Penitentiary was attributed
to the constant vigilance of Capt.
Smith, the warden, for whom the
lectiu^r had the highest of praise.

There May be, In Ume
The antics of our great states-

men in Washington are making a
lot of thoughtful citizens wonder
whether, after all, there Is anything
in evolution.

Fr. Crawford

To be Guest

OfL-K.D.

Will Discuss Origin of the

Secret Name of the

Society

MAKE BANQUET PLANS

At the meeting of L. K. D. on
Thursday afternoon at one o'clock.

Father Crawford has promised to

explain to the group the meaning
of the Greek letters symbolic of the
society. The very sound of the
name makes the promise of an In-

teresting discussion for, as with all

things that age has tested, there
exists a store of tradition that holds
a deep interest for every student.

Several yean ago Father Craw-
ford gave a similar talk to the
members of the fraternity who have
gone before and it has been said
that it was received with much
enthusiasm. Father Crawford, who
Is always willing to help his stu-
dents at any time, also has a way
of making whatever he says not
only extremely instructive but very
interesting. To hear him speak on
this subject promises to make the
meeting a great success.

President Garrity has also some
important topics for discussion in
the regular business of the meeting.
The evening of April 24 has been
suggested as the date of the annual
banquet and if satisfactory this
must be approved. Also there has
been some talk of making this year's
affair open to any students who
may wish to attend. The banquets
of the past have always proved so
entertaining and have been so high-
ly praised by the members them-
selves that there have been several
requests from non-members for
permission to attend.

There also arises a question as to
what procedure will be followed in
dealing with those who have not
yet paid up their dues. Drastic
measures have been proposed a.^d
these will be discussed.
The meeting will be held in room

No. 210, Mendel Hall, at one o'clock
on Thursday, April 16. Since there
is to be a not only interesting meet-
ing but also very important one,
Mr. Garrity looks for one hundred
per cent attendance.

ditioning them. This year it is ex-

pected that two more courts will be

available and it l3 planned that as

soon as the lowland east of the

courts can be filled In, new courts

will be leveled out. Eventually all

that area from the P. & W. station

to the gasoline station between the
trolley tracks and Lancaster pike

will be reserved for tennis enthusi-
asts.

It Is hoped that when the courts
are opened to the student l>ody that
they will avail themselves of this

opportunity for outdoor exercise and
when they do use them that they
will comply with the regulations in

order to keep the courts in as good
condition as possible.

Greenish Suits

Information that there will be a
touch of green in men's clothes
this year should bring Joy to the
heart of the man who must wear
his old suit another year or so,

especially if the old suit was black
originally.

IC

COURTS TO BE READY
FOR STUDENTS SOON

An Interview with Roger G'Don-
nel, manager of the tennis team,
revealed the fact that, due to the
recent heavy rains and the lack of
sufficient warm weather since this
rain, the tennis courts will not be
open to the student body for a
week or two.
This year will be the second sea-

son for the tennis courts. Last year ^
the college authorities expended
quite a large sum of money in con-

" •

• •

"Ah, the pause that refreshes!"
said the English professor when he
saw the comma in the freshman
theme.

TOTALS 38 2 9x27 11 2
a—Batted for I>ragone In 9th.
b—Batted for Ljrnch in 9th.
c—Ran for Kobilis, by permission.
d—Batted for Brlce in 9th.
X—Marshall out on Oarrlty's inter-

Holy Cross 140 010 001—7
Villanova 000 100 001—2
Two-base hits—Schoenroch, Oar-

rity, Kobilis, Farrell, Sims. Cammar-
ano. Shortall. Three-base hit—Dra-
gone. Sacrifice hit—Cammarano.
Stolen base—Farrell. Struck out

—

By Sims. 12; Kobilis. 7. Bases on
balls—Off Kobilis, 7. Hit by pitcher—
By Kobilis, Schoenroch; by Sims,
Lynch Hits—Off Kobilis, In 8 1-3;

Brlce, In 2-3. Losing pitcher—Ko-
bilis. Left on base—Holy Cress, 10;
Villanova. 10. Time of game—2.36.

VARSITY
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EDtfCATION
AND
PARENTS

DEAN MILTON E. LOOMIS, of New York

University, recently listed a group of ten

"don'ts" for parents of prospective college

students. In part, the Dean Says: "Dont

insist upon a college edu-

cation for your children

merely as a matter of soc-

ial prestige or as the re-

sult of social pressure.

': Don't insist upon a college education merely

because you had it. Don't insist upon a

college education merely because you did not

have it. Don't encourage (if possible, pre-

vent) a college merely to promote athletic

interests. Don't encourage college merely

as an avenue to membership in a fraternity

or sorority. Don't treat your son and

daughter as a total loss merely because they

did not go to college. Don't discourage col-

lege merely for financial reasons."

AT LEAST TWO of the Dean's suggestions

are important and most opportune. There

are at the present time entirely too many

men in colleges and universities who are not

fit to be there. And, the reasons for such

a condition in many cases are the parents.

If one's parents have had a college education,

Johnny must also go to college, regardless of

his fitness, his ability, and his temperament.

If one's parents have not had the opportun-

ity for university training, and have come

to realize their real or supposed disadvan-

tage, their son must needs go to college.

Whether Jimmy is suited for college, wheth-

er he has an aptitude for study, whether his

mental equipment is equal to the task which

his parents set for him, are not considered.

The result ? Colleges and universities in

America are cluttered up with useless bric-

a-brac, their progress is impeded, and the

educational standard is lowered.. Why this

deteiioration in educational standards is al-

lowed to persist is a difficult question to

answer. Some men, especially students,

would be inclined to set the cause down as

. a pecuniary one; but, as a matter of fact,

there are few colleges that are money-mak-

ing propositions. In the vast majority of

them it costs a great deal more to educate

the student than the student pays into the

school's treasuiy. That is beside the point,

however. The fact remains that there are

now thousands of youths in the country's

schools who are getting very little out of

their so-called education. In large measure,

parents are responsible, and, certainly, the

sooner that mothers and fathers realize that

some of their sons and daughters can make
more of a success of life without a college

education, the better it will be for the youth

of America and for the ideals of education

in our colleges and universities.

« 4> 4( >ti It 4(

THE NEW MACADAM DRIVE, now rapidly

nearing completion, comes as a most wel-

come addition to the campus, and testifies,

in eloquent manner, to the progressive at-

titude of the college adminis-

tration. At this time of the

year, Villanova's campus is

one of the most beautiful in

the state and certainly the

new drive adds measurably to its beauty.

Previously this road consisted merely of a
grave! bed, which through constant use was
usually in a rutty, and in wet weather, a

muddy condition. Now it is just as fine as the

other drives on the campus, having been laid

in three layers of gravel and two layers of

macadam. The drive runs from Fedigan hall,

past Mendel, Good Counsel, Monastery,
Alumni, St. Rita's, and Austin halls, then
swinging around the workmen's sleeping

quarters, it ends in an approach to the new
Commerce and Fianace building. It adds

A
WELCOME
ADDITION

approximately one-third to the paved drives

of the college.

THE ADMINISTRATION responsible for

this decided improvement is to be heartily

commended. It demonstrates its forward-

looking policy and their desire for an even

greater Villanova. Coming, as it does, in

this time of economic depression, the labor

necessary to lay the pavement supplies work

for several scores of men here and for many

others engaged in the preparation of the ma-

terials. For this reason, too, are the school

authoiities to be lauded.
4i 4i 4t 4i 4t 41

TODAY IS the feast of St. Anselm, "father

of scholasticism", Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and Doctor of the Church, who died

eight hundred and twenty-two years ago, in

1109. Born at Aosta, a Bur-

A GREAT gundian town on the out-

SAINTS skirts of Lombardy in 1033,

FEAST Anselm learned the first les-

sons of piety from his moth-

er, and, at a very early age he was fired with

the love of learning. He progressed rapidly

in his studies, and was beloved by all who
came in contact with him. After many dif-

ficulties, at the age of 27 he entered the

monastery of Bee, where he soon advanced

to the position of Prior, later became Abbot,

and finally, Archbishop.

HIS ACTIVE WORK as a pastor and a stal-

wart champion of the Church makes Anselm
one of the chief figures in religious history.

The influence of his spiritual teaching was
felt far and wide, and its fruits were seen

in many lands. As a writer and a thinker

he stands on the one hand with Gregory VII,

Innocent III, and Thomas Becket, and on

the other he may claim a place beside Athan-

asius, Augustine and Thomas Aquinas.

Though his works are not cast in the sys-

tematic form of the "Summa" of St. Thom-
as, they cover the whole field of Catholic

doctrine. There are few pages of our the-

ology that have not been illustrated by the

labors of Anselm. By his writings he has

guided scholastic speculations on the Trinity

and thrown a flood of light upon the theolo-

gy of the Redemption, and one of his works
anticipates much- of the later controversies

on Free Will and Predestination.

WELL HAS HE merited the eulogy of Free-

man: ".
. . It was something to be the

model of all ecclesiastical perfection; it was
something to be the creator of the theology

of Christendom ; but it was something' high-

er still to be the very embodiment of right-

eousness and mercy . ;
;"

* * * ^ 4t 4c 4<

IN KEEPING WITH THE EDITORIAL
policy of the paper as it is inaugurated this

week by the new staff, the editors thing it

worthwhile to reprint each week an editorial

from another college news-

paper. In this way students

here will be given an oppor-

tunity to leam what other

colleges are thinking while

"The Crow's Nest" furnishes the news on

what the other colleges are doing. For our

first reprint we have chosen an editorial

from the "Notre Dame Scholastic," a week-
ly published at Notre Dame University, en-

titled "Examinations." Exams are an ever

popular topic for discussion and this editor-

ial will prove, we think, interestng for sev-

eral features. .-'f^.'rr^ :, '/<>..

"THE RELENTLESS APPROACH of quar-

terly exams again starts us reflecting upon

the general undesirability of all exams and

of quarter exams in particular.
" Even the

most fervent supporters of the test cannot

claim that an exam lasting for an hour can

give anything like a reliable idea of the real

knowledge of the student, of the extent to

which he has assimilated the matter of the

course. True, they can defend themselves

against the opponents of tests by askinjf

them to devise a more effectual substitute;

for, despite its many obvious shortcomings

the examination is the best means yet de-

vised for measuring the depth of the layer

of culture supposedly laid upon the mind by

four years in college. Though we cannot as

yet dispense with examinations we could at

least cut down upon the number of them.

In the Law school exams are given every

semester, and law students seem, on the

whole, none the worse for lack of quarterly

tests. At Oxford the students take their

exams when they are prepared—or consider

themselves prepared—to receive their de-

gree, and no one has ever accused Oxford of

having a low standard of scholarship. Ox-

ford graduates, on the contrary, prove by

their unprecedented deeds and by their gen-

eral scholastic excellence the benefits of their

university training. Therefore exams are

a necessary evil, but a reduction in the num-
ber of them would probably have no evil

eflfects and possibly many beneficial ones."

Worse
ODE TO ORCiANIC CHEMISTRY

(Written at three o'clock In the
morning)

Hail to thee! Organic Chemistry

—

Queen ol" all that thou survey:

Queen, who like sweet Cleopatra
Fondled victims for a while,
Fondling, yet deceiving, bounced
them

TumbUng into the Nile.

Those who hoped to fln'Uy wed
thee,

And caress, and kiss, and hold
thee,

Witless, artless, trusting fools.

All are gone In misery.

Some had wit, aye, too much for
thee,

And remembered formulatlc
All your whims and fancy flights,
Never sane, but most erratic.

Those who swam the river Nile
(For some could swim, I know)
Betook themselves to lightened
courses

Of your diary's mystic flow:

North to Cairo, Babylon,
Some to Rome and Carthage, too.
Lolling in pipe summer courses
To unite themselves to you.

Hail to thee! Organic Chem'stry,
Queen of all that you survey;

KID-AVOLO.

THE WONDERS OF SCIENCE
Dlbothriocephlus latus
Means nothing to you, I see.

But to me it is a worm
That's found in fishes by the sea.

I know why people have red hair
Or eyes of raven hue

Or why a crayfish doesn't talk.
Or a bird can't get the flu.

I know about immunity,
I know why worms are just so

long.

You get it in biology.
And that's the reason for my

song.

WELJENIS.

WANTED:
FEWER
EXAMS

GRATITUDE
My room-mate has the best of

taste

In everything to wear;
I use most anything of his,
And he doesn't even care.

Our neck bands are the same of
size

And all his shirts are mine;
I even wear his underwear,

It's made of silk so fine.

I also wear his shoes and socks.
And all his ties or best design;

Everything my room-mate has
I know I can call mine.

Although he is my bosom friend,
He is an awful mope.

For every time I leave the room.
He ups and takes my soap.

•34.

Static
From

\S-0-L
They say the new building will

soon open Its doors.
But, it seems when we safely will

walk the floors,
That the Freshman class will be

the Sophomore,
And the Seniors, alas, will be here

no more.

V
In a certain city in Prance they

allow people to go swimming with-
out any clothes on. We ask you
is that Nice?

V
And then there is the absent

minded fellow who put his dirty
shirt in bed, and then tried to
climb in the laundry bag.

V
Our idea of the world's prize

dumbell. is the fellow who called
up the City Bridge Commis.sion to
find out how much to get for a
crand slam. . ., :

V
"

:

The folks at home wanted to
know the meaning of that 55 in
Latin. So we lit a Murad, and told
them it was the temperature of
the room

V
And in conclusion .... we've

found out to our chagrin that the
Editor of the VILLANOVAN is

one fellow who won't always take
a Joke.

Notices/
College Staff

A meeting of the college staff of
the VILLANOVAN will be held im-
mediately after Chapel in the VIL-
LANOVAN office this evening.

SporU Staff
The sports staff will meet in the

VILLANOVAN office immediately
after the college staff meeting this
evening.

Lost and Found
POUND—Fountain pen. In Mendel

Hall. Owner may have same by
applying to J. B. Halley, 13
Mendel Hall.

POUND—Pair of pigskin gloves.
Owner will please apply to Room
323 Fedlgan Hall.

LOST—Set of Chemistry notes in
the Amphitheatre. Finder please
return to 115 Austin Hall.

LOST—Black leather key case con-
taining three keys. Kindly re-
turn to the Book Room.

POUND—Black fountain pen Own-
er may have same at 301 Austin
hall.

POUND—Ba.sketball pump. The
owner Ls requested to come to
room 301 Austin hall, where he
may obtain the same.

LOST—Holmes Chemistry and
Freshman Physics books in one
of the cla.ssrooms Finder please
return to Mendel Room 6.

- THE -

CROW'S NEST
SAINT ELIZABETH

Literary notables have character-
ized the past year by their series

of selections of "What a well-read
man will have in his library." THE
PELICAN of College of Saint Eliza-

beth published recently a list of

books which would be most de-
sired if marooned on a desert isle.

Among others the list includes

"Alice in Wonderland, " Christopher
Morley's "Haunted Book Shop,"
and "The Divine Romance" by
Fulton J. Sheen, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.
In preference to the first men-

tioned mrthinks (apologies for

taking this liberty) the boys would
select "Robinson Crusoe". To be
naturally contrary they would re-

place the other two above named
with George Gis«iing's "House of

Cobwebs" and Maud Peterson's

triumph, "The Sanctuary". Com-
pare them.

-M-
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY

More laws! Collegiate boxing is

soon to be controlled by the State
Athletic Commission by means of

the power recently granted it by
the new McBride Bill Under pro-
visions of the bill, Inter-Cplleglate

boxing and wrestling will be placed

on the same plane as professional

boxing and will be controlled and
regulated in the same manner.
BUcknell University, one of the
strongholds of inter-collegiate box-
ing, feels this pressure strongly.

In a stirring editorial, THE BUC^K-
NELLIAN advocates strongly
against the use of the power grant-
ed the atletic commission.
Power to Bucknell! Of all coUege

spcrts, boxing and wrestling arc

the best managed and supervised,

that is, by their own boards of

control. Let the commissions first

study and improve that for which
they were first organized, profess-

ional athletics. With success there,

they might be able to enter coll-

egiate reforms with some favor.

-M-
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
"Hencackling, philanthropy, feats

of unbelievable physical prowess
and every canceivable form of

parlor stunt were exhibited recent-

ly by the hypnotic subjects of Pro-
fessor Roy M. Dorcus. in his class

of Abnormal Psyscology." THE
JOHNS-HOPKINS NEWS-LET-
TER then further states in detail

the actions of those who acted as

subjects; Especially interesting was
the note about one 'hypnotee' who
was convinced that he was sacred
rooster, and crowed accordingly.

. .At least, the crowing was report-

ed to have been well done. Wouldst
that the same could be said for the
baby wildcats who "yyyeeoww"
their way about our campus. Our
kittens must be congratulated, for

it is a sign of recognition, and,
thank goodness, they don't require

mesmerism to thus develop the
"Hello Habit."

-M-
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Strength and stability of a coll-

ege is often directly dependent

upon the interest and support
given by the alumni. THE SOUTH-
ERN CALIFORNIA ALUMNI RE-
VIEW, in an article by the presi-

dent of Associated Students, re-

ceives commendation for these
attentions oi the alumni. It is the
alumni who stabilize and Insure
the permanency of student govern-
ments. Througn alumni Employ-
ment Bureaus, students are aided
in securing jobs. The graduates
may always be called upon in times
of need without fear of being cold-
ly refused assistance.

The 'old timeni' are always a
standby in any field. Though we
do not actually see it, our grads
are ever watchful. You too, have
that inborn love for Alma Mater,
and even now dream of what your
work afi an alumnus will do to

make yours the best of all alma
maters. But heigh ho, let's be grads
first.

-M-
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

Esperanto, the world's standard

artificial language, is to be taught

as a regular course at the Univers-

ity of Dayton, as reported by their

NEWS. Many international cham-
l)ers of commerce, travellers agen-

cies, and even the League of

Nations have adopted this language

for convenience in their trans-

actions. It is an extremely simple

language because of the regularity

of its grammatical consructlon,

having but few rules with no ex-
ceptions to any.
At last! A modern language for

the college student. Joy .to the
young ladies at home. No longer

will a most delightful evening be
suddenly cut short with a curt,

"Honest, I must sign off as there

are six irregular verbs waiting to be
memorized, and they ARE tough."

-M-
LOYOLA OF BALTIMORE

J. C. P. hit it right. Writing in

THE GREYHOUND, he laments
the attitude of the faculty at mid-
terms. "It seems that the battle

cry of the Marne has been disclosed

to the Faculty this quarter—'They
shall not pass.' "Then he disturbs

us furUierwlth, "If spring is here,

can finals be far beyond?"
Let J. C. P. look at it this way.

All term, while the prof is raving
and ranting, he is really striving to

get a bit of his knowledge through
our thick skulls, and saying to him-
^If, "They shall learn it." But
after a term of general listlessness

he has only one way to 'get us'.

And he generally does.

-M-
Oh de mi. At Princeton, only

Seniors are allowed to spin tops,

while the joys of marble shooting
are open only to the Juniors. The
sophs probably play mumblety peg,

while the frosh, especially deep
thinkers, attempt to master the in-

tricacies of tic tac toe, and so, out
we go.

WHIFFS AND PUFFS
By CORNCOB

We have such a tough time get-

ting out this column every week
that we wonder how the Column-
ists on the big city dailies do it.

Some men are just naturally born
with a head full of nonsense and
to them columning comes quite

easy. We had one friend who used

to write a column for a literary

review. He did all his work in a

little restaurant in Greenwich Vil-

lage, but in this particular restau-

rant anything could have hap-
pened.

—O—
The place closed last summer, but

in its hey-day it was a great little

place. It was owned by an old

couple. Pa and Ma Hubert. It was

frequented by an interesting bunch

of embryo artists and writers with

the usual sprinkling of radicals,

bolsheviks and mad poets. If you

were Known you could go and order

a feast and even though you might

not have a cent In your pocket. But

then you couldn't leave the place

until some friend came in with

enough money to pay your check

and to 'bail you out," as the

transaction was called. But until

you were bailed out you had to sit

there In "hock " But unless one

was in a hurry it was no hardship

to sit a few hours waiting.
,—O—

There was always some kind of

an Interesting discussion under

way. If you knew nothing about

the subject you could sit by and
learn but If you did have anything

of Interest to contribute to the dis-

cussion you were required to do so.

Every phase of literature, art,

music and politics was thoroughly

gone over In these discussions, and
as the habitues of the place were

for the most part students and
practitioners of the arts the talks

were always intelligent and In-

structive If at times a little radical.

In the years of its existence

Hubert's has been the youthful

starting place of many who in after i

years attained high places In the

fields of art and literature. Many
pieces of literature which after-

wards "made" the best magazines
first appeared as penciled scrlb-

blings on the backs of Hubert's
menus, as the hopeful but im-
pecunious writer sat in hock wait-

ing for a friend to come in and
"bail" him out.

We remember one embryo liter-

ary man who worked himself Into

such a crealire frvcr that in an
erstacy of inspiratfon he dashed off

a sonnet on the back of a menu.
A friend bailed him oat a few min-
utes later and he left the place
absent mindedly leaving the poKIc
menu behind h)m. A few hoars
later he came hack He wa« wildly
excited over the lou of the sonnet

bu:, a thorough search around his

table failed to uncover it. . . At
length Pa Hubert piloted him back
to the kitchen, where, with the as-

sistance of the cook, the dishwasher
and the kitchen man, the poet
finally found the lost menu in a
garbage can. A few months later

the sonnei appeared In HarpCk-s.

If that poet reads this I hope he'll

subscribe to the VILLANOVAN.
If he does we'll tell him more about
the (rid hangout.

—O—
If you have a sense of humor and

can enjoy a good laugh read the
American Mercury. The best part
of the Mercury are those things
which come from the pen of Uncle
Henry Mencken himself. It Isn't

what he says that counts but the
inimitable wav in which it is said.

To read Henry at his best vou must
read his political editorials under
the caption Ex Cathedra. Henry, it

seems, doesn't like hokum or balon-
ey and if he suspects a politician of

ladling out dishes of nonsense
Henry jumps on him immediately
and exposes him. Henry's style is

cutting and bombastic. He usually

cuts down an opponent by reducing
all the latter's arguments to comi-
cal absurdities. To prove that the
average American merits the title

of Homo Boobiens (which is Men-
ckenese for sap) Henry presents
each month a choice collection of
idiotic tid-bits clipped from news-
papers from every state in the
union. He calls the collection
Americana and leaves it to the read-
er to judge the intelligence of a
people who permit such gems oi
nonsense to be printed in all seri-
ousness In the public press.
At one time every body took

Uncle Henry seriously, every body
believed that his comical indigna-
tion was genuine. For years Henry
laughed at marriage; such an In-
stitution, he said, was only for the
weak who weren't capable of man-
aging their own destiny. He railed
to scorn men of achievement who
willingly sacrificed their own indi-
viduality and placed themselves
under the dictatorship of wo.-nen.
He gathered around him a large
band of men who waved the flag of
freedom and bachelorhood and
thumped the drums of scorn, then,
when the pitch of interest and ex-
citement was reached, Henry step-
ped off at the age of fifty and
married. What can you think of a
man like that? You can't take him
seriously. He is a practical Joker,
America's bad boy. As for our-
selves, we can see the joke. All we
have to do is close our eyes and try
to imagine Henry as the romantic
lover making his proposal. He is

rotund, his haircut is reminiscent
of the old time bar-keeper, he
wears high shoes, and his clothes
are baggy. We are sure his lady
jaw the Joke too and accepted him
with a laugh.
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER
Inter-Frat Awards

In a ceremony In the dining
room at noon last Wednesday, nine
members of the Delta Pi Epsilon

basket ball team received gold
basket balls as their award for

carrying the colors of D. P. E.

through a thick pennant fight,

which ended in the middle of

March with the D. P. E. quintet

one full game ahead of the second-
placf Lambda Kappa Delta team.
The members of the champion-

ship team who re<-eived the awards
included Captain Fred Donovan,
Manager Bonno Dalton, Joe Kelly,

George Blaney, Fete Forve, Johnny
Conahan, Jim Garrity, Ding Dris-

coll and Johnny HIghfleld. The
majority of these are members of

the graduating class and next year
Delta Pi Epsilon must recruit al-

most an entire new team to carry

on the work of the 1931 aggrega-
tion.

The league this winter went
through what was probably its most
successful season, and the winning
of the championship by Fred Don-
ovan and his cohorts ended the
long court reign of Lambda Kappa
Delta about these parts.

• • * * * *

A NOTE OF APPRECIATION
The following note Is self-explan-

atory:
Sports Editor,

VILLANOVAN.
On behalf of the Delta PI Epsil-

on basket ball team, I wish to take

this opportunity to ,thank Father
Fink and Father Kenny for their

keen interest in the Inter-Frater-

nity basket ball league during the

past season, and for the presenta-

tion of gold basket balls to us as

champions for 1931.

We seniors who are leaving will

always remember the good fellow-

ship and sportsmanship that Is

exemplified In the league games,
and we only hope that the league

will continue to prosper as the

years roll by.

Fred Donovan, Captain,
Delta Pi Epsilon

• • • •

THE BASKET BALL CHANGES
The meeting early last week in

New York City of the Joint Basket

Ball Rules Committee ended with

five changes being made in the

playing code for next winter.

The most important change, in

the opinion of most coaches and
sports writers, cuts all time-out

allowances from two minutes to

one. This was done, it was said, to

do away with the criticisms that

basket ball's popularity was being

lowered because of frequent and
lengthy interruptions in play.

A second Important change makes
any free shot, which fails to touch

either ring or backboard, an out-

of-boimds ball with possession go-

ing to the opposing team on the

sidelines.

On a free throw, following tech-

nical or double fouls, players will

not be allowed to line up along the

free-shot lines but will stand aside

so as not to distract the attention

of the shooter.

The other definite change affect-

ing the college game provides that

if a free shot is discounted for any
reason, the jump will be made at

center rather than on the foul Ihie

as previously.

The fifth change is concerned

only with the high school system

of play, and limits the number of

over-time periods to a scholastic

game to three. In the event that

the score remained tied after two

extra periods, a "sudden death"

period would follow, the team first

making two points to win.

But that's enough of basket ball

for this period of the year. But we
might turn to boxing and we will!

• » * •

BOUTS ON MAY 7

Epsilon Phi Theta's annual

spring outdoor boxing tourney will

be held this year on May 7, the

Thursday of Junior week.

According: to word from the pub-

licity offices of Jim Ranazzizzi, who
is chairman of the E. P. T. com-

mittee that is directing the affair,

all entries must be in by this

Thursday, the 23rd of April. Each

entry must have a manager.

Efforts are being made to have

Young Flrpo, who was featured

with Benny Bass In two recent

Arena bouts, and Tommy Lough-

ran to appear. Several exhibitions

will be given, Including wrestling

matches.
It Is expected that Jack McGann,

school heavyweight champion since

1929. will box Tony Ferrentl. a New
York pugilist. In a special added

attraction. Ferrentl boxed Ted

Casey last spring down in the Sta-

dium, and the bout met with much
satisfaction.

In addftion to these special

events, six college champions will

have their titles at stake.
« * • • • •

BETWEEN PERIODS
How didja like the comic strip

last week ... in case you hadn't

noticed it ... it was at the foot

of the first page ... the track

team expects a busy afternoon to-

day . . Coach Harry Coates is

getting ready for the Penn Relays

this week-end . . . and at four

o'clock ... he is going to hold try-

outs for his four relay teams . . .

Villanova will have entered in the

carnival at Franklin Field . .

teams in the mile ... the half-

mile . . . the quarter-mile . . .

and the Frosh mile relays ... the

ball team is home from the South

home until tomorrow morn-

ing . . . Navy will be played In

Annapolis tomorrow afternoon . . .

last year the Wildcats lost to the

Middies by a 6-5 score ... the

Navy's six runs last spring all came

in the same inning ... to spoil

the afternoon for Eddie Kobilis

and Phil Hillen who divided the

Cats' pitching.
YE SPORTS EDITOR
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JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

Quantico Marines Lose to Cat Nine
SPORTS SCHEDULE

Today—Tennis
Varsity vs. Temple, home.

Wednesday—Baseball

—

Varsity vs. Navy, away.
Thursday—Golf-
Varsity vs. Princeton, away.

Friday—Baseball-
Varsity vs Lafayette, away
Frosh vs Perklomen Prep, away
Tennis—Varsity vs. Junata,
away.

Track—Varsity in Penn Relays
Saturday—Ekiseball

—

Varsity vs Gettysburg, home
Frosh vs AUentown Prep, away
Track—Varsity and Frosh,

I'enn Relays
Tennis—Varsity vs. Bucknell,

away.
Sunday—Baseball

—

Alumni vs. Austin; Fedlgan vs.

Good Counsel
Monday^Baseball—Alumni vs.

Austin

Wildcats Win One of Four

Contests on First Trip

Away From Home Soil

Bullets all Set

to Defeat Cats

Again Saturday
Haas Primed To Score Another

Victory to Increase Num-
ber of Wins

BAD MEDICINE FOR CATS

BY GORDON S. WHITCRAFT
Sports Editor

THE GETTYSBURGIAN

Villanova College will have its

last crack at "Lefty" Haas, Bullet

portsider, on Saturday afternoon,

when Gettysburg invades the Main
Line Stadium at Villanova.

Haas has already faced the Wild-
cat nine five times during his col-

lege career, turning in four victor-

ies and a single defeat. During
his sophomore year he pitched the

battlefield aggregation to a 4-2 and
4-3 wins, and then last year won
the first game 4-2 and lost the

second 6-4 to Eddie Kobilis.

In the opening game on the cur-

rent schedule Haas was slated to

oppose the Main Liners again and
was on edge to atone for the de-

feat sustairied at the hands of

Kobilis. When Coach McOeehan,
however, sent Reitz to the mound,
Ira Plank, bullet mentor, changed
plans, holding Haas in reserve and
starting Eddie Utz, a right-hander.

Heavy hitting by Czesclk, Mor-
gan and Gazella spelled showers

for Utz in the seventh, and for the

fifth time Haas was sent against

the WildcaCS. A four-run rally in

the eighth gave the big left-hander

a 5-4 lead and that was all he need-

ed to register his foiu-th conquest.

In his two and half innings on the

hill he fanned five.

In one respect Gettysburg's team
is far superior to last year—in its

outfield. Coach Plank has for the

last six or seven campaigns tried

to develop a fast, hard-hitting set

of fiychasers. With Morris, McMil-
lan and Stonar, halfbacks and end,

respectively, of last season's foot

ball eleven, cavorting in the outer

garden, the veteran coach believes

his hopes realized.

Henkel, who played in right most
of last season, has been switched to

second because of his potentialities

with the bat, while Anglemoyer,

former left-fielder, has been con-

verted into a first baseman, his old

position while propping in Wen-
onah Military Academy. Jack Mc-
Cloy, 1930 grid captain, who hit a

.493 clip in eighteen games last sea-

son, begins his third year as var-

sity third-sacker. Boughter, reg-

ular catcher and Enders, sophomore
shortstop, complete the team.

INTER DORM GAMES
GET UNDER WAY

The annual inter-dorm games
got under way last Sunday when
Good Counsel opposed Mendel and
Austin locked horns with Fedlgan.

Good Counsel, victors of last year's

games, fell before the slants of the

Mendel hurlers by a 9-8 count

while in a fast and well played

contest Austin was defeated in a

last inning rally by the Fedigan-

Ites.

In the Good Counsel-Mendel
fracas Lefty Berardi, hurler of the

former, held his opponents well in

hand till the eighth when he

weakened perceptibly and was
taken out. It was a close game
throughout, the Mendel nine only

winning out in the latter frames.

Both teams made plenty of errors.

Score by innings:

Mendel 01201122 0—9
Good Counsel 10 5 0—8

Batteries: Manhey, O'Neil, Ver-

byla, and Englehardt; Berardi,

Palavich and Hamilton.

The Austin nine' lost a heart-

breaker to Fedlgan. Leading
throughout the fray, the game
slipped out of its hands in the last

canto when a bit of bad pitching

at the hands of Faughnan and
several errors, proved to be the

margin between defeat and victory.

Score by innings:

Austin 020020 0—4
Fedlgan 000200 3—3

Batteries: Faughnan and Orcutt:

Snapp, Pcrko and Trapp.

Lose to Gettysburg, Mt. St. Mary's, and Georgetown, but

Conquer Quantico Marines in Final Game
- of Journey to Sunny South

MORGAN AND, CZESICK MOST POTENT AT BAT
' T

With weather conditions, never more perfect and

more impossible for one baseball club—the Villanova base-

ball nine returned home Sunday morning with but one vic-

tory and three fosses. Two reversars were by one run mar-

gins while the Hoyas of the Hilltop toppled the Wildcats

with ease in the first ball game between the colleges in

twenty-six years. Coach McGeehan's nine ended their los-

ing streak in Quantico—by downing the Marines 8 to 6.

Joseph "Whitey" Czesclk, Captain
j

sacrifice. Captain Tommy Morgan

Tommy Morgan, and "Youthful singled, driving in the first run.

Artie" Shortall shared the batting Harry Geisler, who played brilliant

SPORTS RESULTS

Wednesday—Baseball

—

Varsity, 4; Gettysburg, 5.

Frosh, 8; VaUey Forge Mili-

tary Academy, 3

Thursday—Baseball

—

Varsity, 4; Mt. St. Maiy's. 5.

Golf—Varsity 20'^; Ashbourne
33^.

Friday—Baseball-
Varsity, 3; Georgetown, 10.

Saturday^Baseball

—

Varsity, 8; Quantico Marines 6

Track—Varsity, 51; F. & M., 74

Tennis—Varsity, 4 ; Georgetown
5.

Golf—Varsity, 10^2; PhUmont
43 '/i

Sunday—Baseball

—

(Inter Dorm League)—Mendel
9; Good Counsel, 8; Fedlgan, 5;

Austin, 4.

lonors on the trip.

George King's splendid relief

hurling in the Georgetown and
Mount Saint Mary's game cannot
be overlooked in allowing his op-

ponents but two hits In seven In-

nings. Pete Eschman proved him-
self a valuable pinch hitter, batting

a thousand with two trips to the

plate.

Lose to Saints

Staging a five-run rally in the

sixth inning, the Mount Saint

Mary's base ball nine avenged its

loss of last year by tripping the

Wildcats last Thursday, 5 to 4, at

Emmittsburg, Maryland. "Machine
gun" Johnny Brice, pitched mast-
erful ball until the fatal sixth when
two walks, an error and three clean

hits brought the Maryland lads to

victory. This was the second suc-

cessivet loss the Wildcats suffered

on the trip, losing both games by a
one run margin.

Tlie Wildcats broke the ice In

the first inning when Dragone was
passed, going to second on Czescik's

ball In this game, doubled, scoring

Morgan to give Coach McGeehan's
nine a two-run lead. The Main
Liners scored again in the sixth

when Harry Geisler's single was
followed by bingles from the bats

of Brice and Shortall which net-

ted the Blue and White two more
tallies. Despite the early lead

which the Wildcats received, the

Maryland boys made their first and
last threat in the same inning and
went into the lead to keep it

throughout the fray.

To Harold Geisler, our own
shortstop, go the Blue and White
laurels for the afternoon. His first

inning double aided in scoring the

first two runs, and his single in the

sixth accounted for another run to

give the Main Liners a 4 to lead.

MOUNT ST. MARY'S
AB. R. H. O. A. E.

Dooley, If ..5 1

Lynch, 3b ;..... 3 11111
Mulhearn, of 5 1 1 2
Ryscavage. lb 4 1 1 13 2
Connell, rf 3 1 1 1

• Continued on Page Pour)

Coatess to Enter
Four Full Teams
in Famous Relays

Best Tracksters Entered in the
Various Events of Greater

Intercollegiate Meet

SCENE IS FRANKLIN FIELD

Track Team Loses to F. & M.

In Initial Meet of Season

Opponents Won Due to Fact

That They Had Better

Balanced Team

Last Saturday afternoon under
cloudless skies down from which
shone a warm spring sun, the Villa-
nova track team met defeat at the
hands of Franklin and Marshall.
Although the Wildcat runners took
seven out of a possible thirteen
first places, the failure to score in
several events was disastrous when
it came to the final count which
was 74 to 51 in favor of the Lan-
caster Roses.

Corrigan starred for Villanova.
He took the broad jump with a re-
markable leap of 22 feet 6

'/a inches
and also tied DiNick for first place
in the high jump. His nine points
made him high scorer for the Wild-
cats.

Joe Fox, former Fordham Prep
luminary, won the half mile with
ease and also placed second in the
half mile, Darlington, high scorer,
winning.

Brown, not of Harvard, but of

,
Villanova, brested the tape first in

the 220 yard high hurdles.

Scrimp Witmer, of the Mazer-
coached team, nosed out captain
Johnny Highfield In the century,
but Johnny retaliated by taking
first place in the 175 yard dash
special, Donahue taking third.

I
In the quarter mile and the 220

jlow hurdles, Villanova placed third

and second, in the persons of Beau-
dine and Donahue, respectively,

while the two mile rim was taken
in entirety by F. & M., the Wildcats
not scoring a point.

Artie Ziegler, who specializes in

field events, won the shot put with
a heave of 39 feet 2 inches, and
also placed third in the discus
throw.

Ted Casey, of foot ball fame, took
first honors in the javelin throw
with a very representative distance
of 168 feet.

As Villanova had no competitors,
the first two places in the pole

vault were conceded to F. & M.

Stuhldreher Rewards Player

GETS TROPHY

m-'f^.

BILL IACOBELLI8

Lost Wednesday Coach Harry
Stuhldreher presented to Bill
lacobellis. 214 pound Freshman
tackle, a silver trophy for being
the most improved player on the
spring practice squad.

lacoktellis joined the squad near
the end of the last foot ball season
and it was not until he came out
for spring practice that he really

showed his eagerness to learn. Aft-
er weeks of practice and under the
tutelage of the Big Three, Stuhl-
dreher, Hunslnger and Reagan, he
developed so rapidly that when the
trophy was to be awarded, "Ike"
was unanimously chosen for the
honor.
That old saying, the boy who

made good, can be applied here.

Graduating from a high school In

New York City which did not ap-
prove of such a rough sport. Bill

did not have the opportunity of

any preliminary training. In fact

the first game he ever witnessed
was the Wildcat-Lebanon Valley
contest. Bill's big asset lies in his

ability. Once he is shown a thing
he never forgets it, and it is seldom
that he ever makes a misplay.

Bill gamed his great strength

from performing that old Red
Grange stunt. Every summer Bill

totes 300-pound cakes around Har-
lem. "As a method to increase

one's chest expansion there is

nothing like it," has been Bill's oft

repeated saying.

This is the first year that awards
have been given for work done dur
ing spring practice. Due to the

Interest shown this spring Coach
Stuhldreher asserted that he will

make it a customary practice every

year.

Next Friday and Saturday Frank-
lin Field will be the scene of the

famous Penn Relays. The meet,

the greatest inter-Collegiate one of

the year, promises to have a veri-

table constellation of college stars

in the different events. The meet
was first held in 1894 and ever

since it has been the scene of new
records. The keen competition and
rivalry always assures interesting

events and sometimes new records.

In the field events a few new
records are expected, especially in

the shot put in which several col-

legiate stars are entered. For this

event Coach Coates has chosen
Edwards and Velehradsky, the

latter of which wHl also be in the
discus. Corrigan, DiNlcholantino,

and Pelicane are entered in the

high Jump, running broad, and also

in the hop skip and jump.

Four Villanova relay teams will

be entered according to an an-
nouncement made at the end of

last week. Pinal tryouts will be
held this afternoon at four o'clock

for places on the four teams.
The competitors Villanova will

have in the various events and the
positions drawn last Thursday fol-

lows:
Friday

Quarter-Mlle Belay Championship
of America (heats) Pole, Ohio State;

2, Temple; 3, Penn State; 4, Villa-

nova; 5, Princeton; 6, Georgetown;
7, N. Y. U.; 8, Yale; 9, Syracuse; 10,

Penn; 11, Coliunbla; 12, C. C. N. Y.;

13, Army; 14, Pitt; 15, Dartmouth;
16, Chicago.

Saturday
College Mile Relay (No. 1) Pole,

LaSalle; 2. Morgan; 3, Oallaudet; 4,

Lincoln; 5, St. Joseph's; 6, Villanova;

7, North Carolina A. & T.; 8, Howard.

One-Half Mile College Relay Cham-
pionship, Pole, Ohio State; 2, Syra-
cuse; 3, Dartmouth; 4, Villanova; 5,

N. Y. U.; 6. Army; 7, Yale; 8. Penn;
9, Penn State; 10, Chicago; 11, Col-
gate; 12, Georgetown; 13, Princeton;

14, Columbia.

One-Mile Freshman College Relay
Championship of America. Pole, Syr-
acuse; 2, Villanova; 3, Georgetown;
4, Penn; 5, Dartmouth; 6. Lehigh;
7, N. Y. U.; 8, Temple; 9, Manhattan;
10. Princeton; 11, Pitt; 12, CorneU;
13, Boston College.

MALVERN TO PLAY
FROSH TENNIS TEAM

We were watching the Frosh nine

go through their paces against a

young and inexperienced Valley

Forge team. A facetious fan in fhe

stands wanted to know why does

a horsehide In the baseball park.
« * * * • •

Covering first base was Tony
Prucha, from Baltimore and Calvert

jHall Prep; at second was seen the
' bald-domed Stan Wronskl, a prod-
uct of St. Rita's in tjie windy city;

at the short-stop post was Charley
'Brockmeyer, a classmate of Tony
Prucha ; and covering the hot cor-

;ner was seen Bill Stanton, hailing

. from Boston, Mass.
I

» * • • • •

I
Cavorting in the outfield were

j

Harry Hurley, coming from St. Jer-
ome High in Holyoke; Charley
Hurlburt, from Bushwlch High in
Brooklyn; and Jack Finn, former
luminary at St. Peter's Prep In
Jersey City.

« • * * • *

Tom O'Donnel, from St. John's
Prep, and Johnny Boyle, a product
uf Bayonne High, divided the hur-
ling hurdens between them, while
George Dashbach, hailing from
Pittsburgh, received their slants.

* • * * • *

Here's something we can't under-
sta,nd. Howard Finelll, placed on
several All-State teams in New
Jersey, couldn't make the grade for
the Frosh nine -.

* * • • • •

In a practice game two Prosh
hurlers struck out the first nine
men to face them. Something for
Ripley.

* * * * * •

As heard during the Good Coun-
sel-Mendel ball game: "Come on,
youse guys, talk It up; I ain't heered
nuttin' yet."

* • * • • •

In the first three ball games of
the current season. Coach McGee-
han used but three hurlers. This
sets a record at Villanova, for never
yet have three pitchers shouldered
all the pitching duties on three
successive days.

* * • • * •

McGeehan does not believe in
over-emphasis which in his opinion
is all "de bunk." Over-emphasis
began in 1923.

* * * • • •

The baseball nine, favored to win
over Gettysburg, Mt. St. Mary's and
Georgetown, and favorefl to lose to
the Quantico Marines, did just the
opposite.

* • * * • *

As stated in the Record: "The
difference between college baseball
and professional baseball is that
whenever a foul ball goes into the
stands at a college game 17 or
more candidates for manager rush
after It and RETURN THAT
BALL."

* * * * • •

It seems that the yoimg man
who returns the most balls diiring

the ball season automatically be-
comes the manager the following
year.

* * • • • •

Tomorrow the Prosh Tennis team
will .open its season when it will

meet Malvern Prep on the home
courts. An abundance of favorable

material has answered the call for

candidates, and although the men
who wUl be seen In action have not
been named as yet ,lt Is expected

that the Kitten courtiers will come
through.
The men who have shown them-

selves most promising, thus far in

practice are Liederman, Miles,

Promwing, Redington, Rorke. and
Shaw. With these as a nucleus and
others who will prove themselves in

the future, a strong aggregation,

which can satisfactorily complete
the schedule, can easily be molded.

If you ara low-

down, com* on up lo Roof

Piorr* and done* away th« bluoi

. . . If you'ro not . . . com* ony-

way . . . IrrciiitibI* muiic by

Doc Hydar and hii Southarnairai.

Tha almoipKara it-tmert . . . Iha

luppar manu Includai modar-

alaly pricad (ondwichat, lolodi

and grillad ipaciolliai . . .

larvad from 9 P. M. 'HI 1 A.M.

ROOF
PIERRE

St.

Here's some news picked up from
sportdom. Howard Eyth, sensa-
tional halfback of Carnegie Tech,
played football throughout his Soph
year with a broken shoulder, which
he kept concealed.

What has become of Joe Savoldi,

was the question asked the other
day. His rise was like a meteor
dazzling the public eye with its

brilliancy, but his fall was like the
waters of Niagara disappearing into

the open arms of the distant sea.
• * « • * •

From the last reports of a few
months ago he had entered pro
football and had later become a
wrestler. In his first match he
sent his opponent to the hospital

with a dislocated shoulder . . . his

second bout was called off because
of the small attendance.

• * * • * *

Years ago Penn State used to
be our arch rival.

• * • *•••"
Gregory Mangin, Georgetown

tennis player and ranked as Davis
Cup material, was seen tangling
rackets with Sol Berman. Judging
from the close scores of the set,

Sol should also be considered as in

line for the Davis Cup team.
• * a • * •

Our netmen tell us that the C. C.

N. Y. tennis courts were ready for

play on March 19; hence the defeat.

Our tennis team would not have
lost to the New Yorkers if the
courts had been ready sooner.

• * • • * •

It is rumored that the netmen
are to have a junior varsity. Not
a bad idea since it gives others a
chance to go up against strong op-
position, and permits them to get

some much-needed seasoning.
• • * « • *

We thought that Harry Coates,

track coach, had hocked his well-

known gray overcoat, but on closer

examination we found that it was
only the road contractor, Harry's

double.
• a • a • *

Long Jim Dixon, captain and end
of the 1930 Bee See eleven and who.
was seen in action against the Cats
la.st autumn, was six feet four in

height, and weighed 200 pounds. He
is planning a profes-sional ring

career when he graduates In June.
• • • • • •

Thirteen football players were
killed In the United States dnrlnff

the season of 1930.

. . . Didja see

the two athletic heroes of the class

of '30 hobnobbing around the
campus the past few days . . .

Red-ed Melanson . . . who hit

more home runs last spring than
any other college ball player . . .

and Johnny Gillespie, captain of
last year's nine . . . were renew-
ing old acquaintanceships . . .

they saw the last scrimmage of the
spring foot ball period last Thurs-
day afternoon down in the Stadium

ARGUS
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CAMPUS OPINiONS

"Why have you selected Fedigan
Hall in preference to other Dormi-
tories on the canipus?"

Gabriel J. Stabile, Fedigan Hall
Junior—"I prefer Fedigan Hall for
three reasons: First, because it is

situated nearest to my classrooms;
secondly, because it oflers the best
and most modern improvements on
the campus; and third, because the
courteous treatment my friends and
I receive, leaves nothing more to

be desired."

George R. Blaney, Fedigan Hall,

Senior—"Fedigan has the largest

and airiest rooms on the campus.
Most of my pals room here. And,
it is a short distance from here to

my classes and to the dining room."
Ralph Maio, Fedigan Hall, Soph-

omore—"I chose Fedigan because of

the unusually convenient distance

to the Science School and the diiv-

ing hall. The situation of the
building is also an inspiration to

the good- willed scholar and not so

much because of the quiet, for if a
student sincerely wants to study, he
is not going to let himself be dis-

: /, turbed by - the least httle noise.

Then, too, one can easily ch^se
, ''\ away tjie blues by looking out . on

, V Spring Mill road and observing

cars, passers-by and the surround-
" Ing environment. The rooms, in

, my estimation, are the best ventil-

. lated on the campus, (although
every one will say the same about

. 'his building). Take a tip. Enroll

.. for Fedigan. You can't go wrong."
John J. Dalton, Fedigan Hall,

' '', Senior—"I have roomed here since

Fedigan was built, and I can safely

say that it is the one building on
the campus which possesses soft

beds. And what's more, I can in-

dulge in sleeping until the very

last minute since my classes are

quite near."

Joseph Winterberger, Fedigan
V Hall, Sophomore—"Fedigan is the

.
',-. ideal hall of the campus, the new-

; ;
est and most modern of all dormi-

'. tories. Fedigan is secluded, yet so

: situated that it is just a convenient
[' ' distance to all our needs—P. O.,

/'main highway, dining hall and
: classrooms. Besides, Fedigan com-

prises the elite of the campus."
William DElia, Fedigan Hall,

Sophomore—"Since the first day
that 1 entered Villanova, it has
been my greatest desire to be a
resident of Fedivan Hall. It is un-
doubtedly the most convenient dor-

mitory on the campus in all re-

spects. The fellows are quite act-

ive both scholastically and socially,
' (not forgetting their athletic achie-

;.. vements). The atmosphere of the
''.' building is becoming to those rare

,. . individuals who are desirous of in-

dulging in their studies."

Cats Win One
Of Four Games

On Trip Away
(Continued from page Three)

Clianowskl, 2b
Farrell, ss . . .

.

Galeu, c
Edeleu, p
Trazey x

.311160.300200.300310.400410

.10

TOTALS 83 5
VILLANOVA

AB. B.
Drugone, If ..... ....2 1

Czeblck, 2b i..,....3
Morgan, cX ...... ^.4
Gazella, 3b ........4
Oeisler, ss 3
Reltz, rf 1

Shortall. lb 3
Lyncli, c 8
Brlce, p .>.,;.>......

3

King, p ..;.........

1

1

1

1

6 27 10 1

H. O. A. E.

3

1 12
1

1

4

1
3

3

NETMEN LOSE 5-4

TO GEORGETOWN TEAM
Led by Gregory Mangin, Davis

Cup star and sixth ranking player,

the Georgetown tennis team hand-

ed our boy's a 5-4 reverse last Sat-

urday before a large crowd. Man-
gin started the Hilltoppers off

with a 6-1, 6-4 win over Sol Her-

man. Herman tried hard, and the

match was interesting tiiroughout.

Captain Pete Forve and Johnny
Sykes won the only single matches
lor Villanova. However, in the

: doubles, the Wildcats won two out
(Of three. After Suarez and Orcutt
had been defeated by Nitchell and
Doyle, Herman and Forve won by

a 7-5, 6-1 score, which was follow-

ed by a Laveson-Sykes victory at

6-3, 6-3.

This Friday and Saturday the

team travels upstate to meet
Juniata at Huntingdon on Friday,

and Bucknell at Lewisburgh on
Saturday. The netters are holding
daily practices and hope for two
victories.

INTER-DORM SCHEDULE
April 26—Alumni vs. Austin
April 26—Fedigan vs. Good Counsel
April 27—Mendel vs. Alumni
April 28—Austin vs. Good Counsel
April 20—Fedigan vs. Mendel
April 30—Alumni vs. Good Oounsel
May 3—Aiistln vs. Mendel
May 3—Fedigan vs. Alumni
May 10—Fedigan vs. Austin
May 10—Good Counsel vs. Mendel
May 11—Alumni vs. Austin
May 12—Fedigan vs. Good Counsel
May 14—Mendel vs. Alumni
May 14—Austin vs. Good Covmsel
May 17—Fedigan vs. Mendel
May 17—Alumni vs. Good Counsel
May 18—Austin vs. Meudel
May 26—Fedigan vs. Aliunnl . ^. .

Eschmann, x 1 1

TOTALS 28 4 7 24 11 2
Two base bits—Oelsler, Connell.

Sacrlflces—Lynch, Shortall, Czeslck
(2). Stolen bases—Mt. St. Mary's
(Mulhearn, Dooley). Struck out by
Edelen— (2), by Brlce (0), King (1)
Bases on balls—Off Edelen (7); Off
Brlce (4); Off King (2). Hits off
Brlce—4 In six Innings; 2 off King In
three Innings. Left on bases—Villa-
nova (10); Mt. St. Mary's (9). Um-
pire—Ecker.

B. H. E.
Villanova 200 002 000— 4 7 2
Mt. St. Mary's .000 000 060— 6 6 1

Nosed Out by Bullets
The old base ball rivalry between

Gettysburg and Villanova cropped
up again last Wednesday when the
Bullets opened their 1931 base ball
season by defeating the Wildcats
5 to 4. Morris s single with the
oases loaded m the eighth and the
splendid relief hurling of "Lefty"
aaas aided tne Battleheld boys to
snatch victory from the hands of
the Main Liners.

The Villanova nine led the fray
4 to 1 until the disastrous eighth
inning. The Battlefield boys nip-
ped "Lefty" Reitz, one of the Wild-
cats' best moundsmen, lor nine hits.
"Poison

" Morns, who made possible
last fall's foot ball victory with his
splendid drop-kick, collected three
oi the nine nits, one of which was
timely and gave victory to the Bul-
lets. Enders, the Bullets' short-
stop and Captain Utz who started
the game in the box each had two
hits apiece.

The eighth inning was a disast-
rous and heartbreaking one for the
visitors. Reitz struck out Stoner.
Hinkle was passed; Anglemoyer was
hit by one of Reitz's curved balls
nlling the hrst and second sacks.
On tne next play Reitz erred on
McMllland's grounder and Hinkle
scored. Haas went out on a sacri-
nce. Enders, the Bullets leadoff
man, singled, filling the bases. With
two men away and two strikes on
Morris a liuky single from his bat
brought in three runs and victory
to the Battletield lads.

GETTYSBUBO
AB. B. H. O. A. E.

Enders, ss 4 1 2 2
Morris, If 6 3
Boughter, c 6 10 .

McCloy, 3b 2 1 2 2
Stoner, cf 4 1 2
Hinkle, 2b ..... 3 1 1 1
Anglemoyer, lb 3 1 8 1
McMillan, rf 4 1 3 1
Utz, p 3 a 1 2
Haas, p 1

TOTALS 34 6 27 8
VILLANOVA

AB. B. H. O. A. E.
Dragone, If 4 1 3
Czeslck, 2b 3 12 11
Morgan, cf 6 1 3 2
Gazella, 3b 4 1 1 8
Geisler, ss 8 1 1 1 2
King, rf 2 1
Shortall, lb 2 1 2 11
Lynch, c 4 I 4
Reitz, p ............4 0X110
TOTALS 31 4 1127 7 1

B. H. E.
Villanova 000 002 200— 4 11 1
Gettysburg 001 000 04x— 5

Georgetown Wins
The ancient base ball rivalry

which existed between Georgetown
and Villanova base ball nines

twenty-six years ago was resumed
again last Friday wheii the Hoyas
from the Hilltop downed the Main
Liners by the score of 10 to 3. Aft-
er our showing on the foot ball

field last fall, it was a sweet re-

venge for the Hilltoppers to trip

the Wildcats before 1500 ardent
spectators, many of whom were
Villanova enthusiasts, on the new
Capital City College's ball diamond.
The whole Georgetown team

went on a hitting spree and col-

lected ten hits, including two
homers and three doubles from the
seemingly slow ball hurling of

what was once "Smoke Ball" Kob-
ilis. Scalzi and King sent the
horsehide for four base wallops.

In the seventh inning George
King, who pitched fine relief ball

on the trip, relieved Ed Kobilis and
the Hoyas were unable to garner a
hit from his masterful delivery.

"Whitey" Czescik continued on his

batting spree, collecting a circuit

clout in the ninth inning with
Pete Eschman on the sacks. This
was Shortall's second perfect day
at the bat on the trip. He was
walked twice, hit by pitcher and
singled.

GEORGETOWN
AB. B. H. O. A. E.

Bozek. If 4 2 1 1

Morris, ss 5 2 2 6 1

Scalzi, 2b 6 11 4 1

Wholey, cf 5 1 2 4
Mooney, lb 3 116 10
King, 3b 4 1 1 1

Evers, rf > 2 1 1 1

OTtoole. c 4 0, 4
Noznesgy, p 2 1 3 2
Heeney, p 1 1

Gilgallen, rf 1

TOTALS 36 10 10 27 6
VILLANOVA

AB. R. H. O. A. E.
Dragone. If 3 3
Eschmann, x 1

Czeslck, 2b i 4 2 2 2 2
Morgan, ci 6 2
Gazella, 3b 6 113
Geisler, ss 4 4 1
Reitz, rf 3 2
Shortall, lb 1 1 8
Hammond, c 3 3
Lynch, c 1 10
Kobllsl, p 2 2
King, p 1 O

TOTALS 82 3 6 24 6 2
R T £

villanova 000 010 002—3 6 2
Georgetown ...012 014 20x—10 10

Well-Eamed Victory
After losing three successive

games on the Southern trip, Coach
McGeehan's base ball nine invaded
Virginia and snapped out of its

losmg streak, registering an 8 to 6
victory over the Quantico Marines.
The loss was the hrst the Marines
ha dreceived this season.

"Lefty" Reitz, the Wildcats left-

nanded ace, pitched throughout the
entire game—baffling the Marines
with his slow curves. Whitey Czes-
cik was the batting star of the day
garnering a homer, a triple and a

single in four times at the bat. His
hits came at opportune times dur-
ing the fray and aided McGeehan's
proteges to break their losing

streak.

L. Smith, the Marine southpaw
twirling ace, started the game and
was driven out of the box in the

first inning when Dragone was
passed—Morgan hit a terrific wal-
lop into deep left field for a homer
—which was immediately followed

by Gazella's single. Couch was
sent in to relieve the Marine left-

hander when the score stood 2 to

0.

During the last four innings
Reitz began to bear down and held

the Marines scoreless and only al-

lowing two scratch hits.

Reitz singled to open the ninth
inning and was put out at second

on Dragone's slow grounder to

Couch. Whitey Czescik continued

on his hitting spree and polled a
long triple scoring Dragone. Mor-
gan's bingle aided Villanova in

pushing over the eighth tally.

QUANTICO MARINES
AB. B. H. O. A. E.

BUIlngsly, If .......4 12 2
Tolan, ss . . ..'^.»;.. .4 10 12
Gorman, cf .;..'. ...3 2 13
Freeney, lb 3 10
Sadler, rf 3 1 1 6
Lock, 2b 2 3 2
Sullivan, 3b ...4 2
Gather, c 4 1 3 2
smith, p ....,,0
Couch, p ...i..«v«.4 12 2

TOTALS 33 6 9 27 10
VILLANOVA

AB. B. H. O. A. E.

Dragone, If 4 2 1 2
Czeslck, 2b 4 2 3 12
Morgan, cl^ 6 12 3
Gazella, 3b . . .

.' 4 0,1 1 2
Geisler, ss . ., 3 1 1 1 4
King, rf ...2 1

Shortall, lb ,. ..4 1 1 12
Lynch, c 3 1 60
Reitz, p ............ 8 1 1 4

TOTALS ^32 8 10 27 12
Two base hits—^Lock, Couch, Sad-

ler. Three base hits—Czeslck. Home
runs—Morgan, Czescik. Sacrlflces

—

Czeslck, King, Tolan. Stolen bases

—

Gorman, Couch. Struck out by Aeltz
—(3); By Couch (3). Bases on balls
—Off Oeltz (4); Off Couch (3). Hit
by Couch—(Lynch). Hits off Smith

—

3 m 1-3 Inning. Left on bases—Vil-
lanova— (5); Marines (7). Umpires

—

Purdy and "Doc" White.

B. H. E.
Villanova 200 010 212—10 8
Marines 300 120 000— 6
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COLADONATOI
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY" |
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ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

Villanova Men's Shop
Presents This Week's Specials

PURE WOOL

GOLF HOSE
AT

$1.00
FANCY AND PLAIN COLORS
IMPORTED IRISH LINEN

KNICKERS
AT

SHOWING EVERY FRIDAY at PIE SHOPPE
by RALPH KAUFMAN^^^__
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Appearance

-

Is Essentialfor Success

NOTE THE DRESS OF THE SOCIAL

LEADERS ABOUT THE CAMPUS

AND WEAR A C L E B Y.

MADE TO MEASURE

$24.75 T
Store aY 57th & Market Sts. Howie Garrity

Open till 8.45 every eve. Campus Representative

* !•

» t
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PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT1

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Seryici

•''.'
'.' •

The University of

Senior Theses
Due Before

Final Exams
(Continued From Page One)

Order of Presentation
Material for the text sJiall be

arranged with a view to its being
bound in the following order:

(a) One or more blank sheets.

(b) Title page.
(c) Index, referring to pages by

number.
(d) Historical outline, or a state-

ment of the objective sought in the
investigation.

fe) General outline of the design
or investigation.

(f) Details in logical order.

(g) Complete computations, with
results summarized.

(h) Statement of conclusions
reached.

(i) Bibliography.
The title: The theses when pre-

sented becomes the property of
Villanova College, and may not be
published by the candidate without
prrmi.ssion of the College author-
Itifli^

TWO COPIES must be handed In.

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Modern Ttppinf

When out walking one day. little

Joan, aged four, .said: "Mummy,
why do gentlemens nearly take off
their hats when they see you?"

A new dental curriculum

operating upon the quar-

ter plan which permits a

student to finish the regular

four year course in three

calendar years.

THE NEXT SESSION OPENS

JUNE 29th, 1931

For further information address

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

25 Goodrich Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Jfust try them
then leave them-

^ ^/', •.

The best way to find out just

what the new Humidor Pack

does for Camel smokers is to

switch over to this famous

brand for an entire day. After

you have tasted the Camel

blend of choicest Turkish and

mellowest Domestic tobaccos

kept in prime fresh condition,

if you can

just quit Camieis if yoii can.

Remember, it's dust-dry ciga-

rettes that have been robbed

of their natural moisture by

evaporation or scorching that

sting the tongue and burn the

throat. There are none of these

discomforts with Camels. Try

them and see for yourself.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wlnatoti'Salem, N, C,

»t 1

• •

AMELS

Factors-fresh CAMELS
•re air-tealed in the new
Sanitary Packasc which

keeps the dast and gcnns

out and iierps the flavor In.

I«1I.R j «y—Mt T»t<— C«»»—y
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DEBATE

SOVIET RUSSIA

STATION WHAT

MORROW EVEVENINGNG VILL VAN
BOXES

FOR JUNIOR PROM

NOW ON SALE

SEE JOSEPH DIETZ

Vol. 3, No. 25 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1931 Price: Ten Cents

Florida Resort Band Will

Officiate at Junior Prom
To be Held at Penn A. C.

Paul Graham's Crackers, Famous Radio Artihts, Will Fur-

nish Needed Streak of Color at End
of Junior Social Week

NOVEL FAVORS PROMISED AS DANCE FEATURE

Possessing an enviable reputation

as dispensers of an exclusive melo-

dious form of syncopa,tioh, Paul

Graham's Craclcers will be en-

throned in all their glory at the

Junior Prom to be held Friday ev-

ening, May 8th, at the Penn A. C
It will be a most fitting climax to

the brilliant whirl of activity that

will be seen during Junior Week.

Unparalleled plaudits have greet-

ed this band everywhere they have

played. In fact it seems Coral

Oables had a difficult time parting
with him in order to let him play
at the Proms of Colgate, Cornell
and Syracuse. He also was en-
gaged at the Atlantic City Audi-
torium for the past summer, and
played the entire Eastern Coast
after the close of the shore season.

At Atlantic City he achieved re-

markable success, so much so, that
he has been awarded a contract
again this year.

From all indications the Prom
will be one of the most delightful

ever held at the college. It wUl un-
doubtedly be the epitom ot the
brilliant functions that were held
this year. The committee has been
working zealously since before

Christmas and all contracts have
been closed within the past month.

Boxes at From
There will be a number of Boxes

set up around the main ball room,

at the Penn A. C. The beautiful

surroundings of this ball room in

addition to the pleasing formal air

that will be provided by the boxes

will furnish that indescribable at-

mosphere so prevalent at college

promenades. The boxes will be sold

for five dollars and patron fees will

be ten dollars. However, the pat-

ron fee will entitle the person to

a'tltrkef to both' the Prom and the

Blue Blazer Ball. Both of these

fees should be in before tomorrow
afternoon, so that the names may
be turned over to the printer.

The striking likeness of Paul
Graham to that internationally

renowned artist, Paul Whitman,
perhaps had much to do with his

recent conquest in the musical

world. He is heard four times

weekly over a Columbia network

and also has weekly engagements

In New York City. An interesting

sidelight of the popularity of Gra-
hams Crackers is found in the fact

that every time any of the memb-
ers of the band began some of

their usual "carrying-ons" every

one stopped dancing and watched

the really remarkable antics of the

band.
The chairman of the Prom com-

mittee, Joseph Dietz, expects to

have the full band there on this

occasion, so don't think of missing

it. Honestly, folks, these Graham
Crackers will be so appetizing. They
will make you wish for more and
there will always be some left, that

is, until at least two A. M. the next

morning.

Science Bulletin

Nears Completion

Worthy Contributions to

Feature Issue

The Mendel Bulletin, a science

booklet edited yearly by a senior

of the science department, is near-

ing completion. Mr. Carl B. Lech-

ner, this year's editor, promises

some interesting and educational

scientific treatises in this booklet to

be issued on the 25th of May.

The renown of the bulletin is

widespread. It is recognized and

esteemed in scientific circles, both

within and outside of the college,

as being a booklet of considerable

value. Its contributions are not

restricted to Senior science men
alone. Every year an article Is

contributed by the winner of the

previous year's Mendel medal. Dr.

Albert F. Zohm, winner of last

year's medal will contribute a

special article to the bulletin.

Mr. Daniel Grlgg. chairman of the

Bureau of Aeronautics In the

Library of Congress at Washington

discusses the aeronautic uses of

radio.

Among other subjects Is to be

found an article on Cancer, taken

from the thesis of Mr. Nathan

Sussman, a subject about which

very little is known. There will be

excerpts from other theses.

The book will be Illustrated

throughout with micro-photographs

and pictures of laboratory proceed-

ings. Mr. Kuzennbacher has lent

his assistance in taking the photo-

graphs.
Mr. Lechner. ably assisted by

Jean G. Cushing. has worked very

industriously on the Bulletin to

make it equal if not excel the

prestige of the Mendel Bulletins of

previous years. •

TWO VILLANOVA MEN
ELECTED AT TEMPLE

With pleasure do we note the
election of two former Villanova
students to the presidencies of

their respective classes at Tem-
ple Medical School.

James Kettrick, x'31, of Wilkes
Barre, was named president of
next year's Sophomore class and
A. C. Gallagher, x'30. of Free-
land, Pa., was chosen for the
presidential chair of the Medi-
cal School's Senior class.

J:m Kettrick, it will be re-
called, was the leader of the
Villanovans and director of the
College Band while at Villanova.

A:iy Gallagher was president
of the Freshman class here in
1926.

Debate Teams
Invade New
York City

toAffirmative Team Loses

Manhattan College

Friday Night

FIRST DEFEAT OF YEAR
The Beta Gamma chapter of the

Villanova Literary Society spent an
Interesting although not entirely
successful weekend In New York
City, meeting the debating teams
of the two metropolitan .schools,

Manhattan College and New York
University.

It was on Friday evening, April
24, that the Villanova debaters met
their first opponents in the audi-
torium of Manhattan College. Up-
holding the affirmative side of the
question, Resolved: That the United
States should recognize Soviet
Russia, the Beta Gammas were
defeated by a vote of two to one,
which was the decision of the three
Judges. The team from Manhattan
centered their arguments around
the fact that Russia's purpose Is

world revolution and the overthrow
of the existing social order resulting

In the ascendency of the poorer
classes. Villanova's team based
their arguments on the fact that
recognition of Russia's Soviet gov-
ernment does not mean approval of
its policies, and that this recogni-
tion would benefit us economically.
The team upholding this contention
was composed of Edward Hookey,
David Cartenuto, and Joseph
Houseman.

The members of the Society visit-

ing at Manhattan were impressed
by the hospitable reception which
was accorded them upon their ar-
rival, and also by the splendid
treatment they received throughout
their visit at the College.

On the following day, Saturday,
April 25, a debate on the same topic

was presented over the radio station
WEVD against the team from
New York University. This time
Villanova was on the negative side

of the question with the team con-
sisting of Joseph Conlan, Daniel
Buckley, and Martin Gill.

No decision has been determined
as yet, since the votes are still being
turned In to the studio, but the
general opinion Is that Villanova
presented the better arguments
having defeated the Price School
the week before on the same topic

and with the same team. Several
of the students on the campus
listened In on the debate at 2:30

on last Satlurday and spoke com-
mendably on the presentation of

the Beta Gamma chapter.
This concludes this year's debat-

ing schedule \with only one known
defeat Manhattan College.

Soviet Debate on
WHAT Tomorrow

Tomorrow evening, at 8:30, the

Beta Gamma Chapter of the Villa-

nova Literary Society will present

a debate; Resolved: That Soviet

Russia Should be Recognized by the

United States, over Station WHAT.
Edward Hookey, David Cartenuto,

and Joseph Houseman, will debate

the Affirmative side of the question,

with Joseph Conlan, Daniel Buck-
ley, and Martin Gill upholding the
negative.

This is to be the last time the
Villanova Literary Society will be
represented on the "air," and It

would be advisable for all to "listen

In" and favor with a vote, the team
which to their mind, is the more
deserving of victory.

Father Fink

To Publish

Rule Book Pre-Medicals

Handbook to Be Ready for

Free Distribution in

September

CAMPUS RULES
Rev. R. P. Fink, O. S. A., has an-

nounced the first eclltlon of the
new handbook for the use of the
college students. This Is the first

handbook In the history of Villa

nova, and will be distributed free

of charge next September.
The purpose of this book Is for

the guidance and personal use of

the students. It contains all the
rules concerning every phase of

the college students' cirrlculum. It

will reveal rules concerning
scholastic activities, such as, class

attendance, cuts, excuses from
class, requirements for admission,
failed and conditioned students,
library rules, medals and prizes, and
discipline. Rules concerning extra-
curricula activities such as athletics,

religious services, dances, clubs,

organization, hazing, etc., are to be
Included.

Special attention Is given to the
"House Rules" concerning resident
students, and rules concerning day
students such as, parking of cars
on the campus, care of the lawns,
information concerning lockers;

lounging and congregation In the
corridors and classrooms Is forbid-
den. Notices and announcements
may be placed on the bulletin

boards with permission of the
school authorities. Elmphasis is

placed on the conduct of the stu-
dents both on and off the campus.
Students are expected to show re-

spect and the greatest courtesy to

all the faculty at all times.
The school, songs and cheers

which are forgotten from year to

year will be constantly kept before
the student body by means of

these valuable handbooks. A com-
plete list of these college songs and
cheers will be found In these books.
Two of the new organizations

which will be formed next year are
the Sanctuary Society and the
Catholic Press Apostolate. The
Sanctuary dociety Will be composed
of all students who serve Mass or
help at night prayers. The Cath-
olic Press Apostolate will consist of

those students Interested in the
Catholic Press.

The handbook treats of the con-
duct of class elections and the du-
ties of class officers. Class officers

shall be elected by the student vote
and are expected to work for the
good of the class rather than for

personal gain. All students partic-
ipating in athletics, dramatics or
staff members of all college publi-
cations must have the permission
of their deans and must not be un-
der any censure.

Every campus club and organiza-
tion must have on file In the Vice-
president's office Its name and pur-
pose, names and addresses of all

officers, constitution, a roster of

all members and the name of the
intended faculty advisor. Officers

must attend all meetings.
The handbook will Indeed prove

a great help to all students In that
It will bring before them not only
the rules of the Institution but give

them such valuable Information as
the transportation rates on busses,
Pennsylvania and P. & W. rail-

roads. The book also contains a
prepared blank which Is to be used
for the students' personal class

schedule, many blank pages for

memoranda and other knowledge.

Dr. Glausser

Is Heard by

Temple Professor Discusses

Abdomen at Friday

JNiglit Lecture

INTERESTING, HELPFUL

Dr. Frank Glausser, a professor

of the Anatonly Department of

Temple University Medical College,

addressed the pre-meds at a spefclal

meeting of the Science School In

the Amphitheatre last Friday even-

ing. Dr. Glausser has made a

special study of the abdomen for a

considerable time, and what he had

to say in his talk was most inter-

esting and helpful to the prospec-

tive medical men
Dr. Glausser said in part: "As

my topic for this lecture I have

chosen the abdomen, a large sub-

ject which Is quite difficult to cover.

The abdomen varies In size and

shape. Many patients have various

shapes of the chest. The firs;

thing that a doctor looks at is che

build of the patient. A protrusion

of the abdomen is a common type.

In children there Is a disease known
as Rickets which gives rise to a

pot belly. Enlargements of the

abdomen depend upon the point

where the disease is present. An
enlargement of the upper right

portion of the abdomen Is due to

liver troubles. Then there Is an-

other due to the relation of urine

in the bladder, or the presence of

some foreign material such as gas

or fluids from the heart."

He continued to discuss the

swelling of the abdomen, and ex-

plained the means followed In de-

tecting the cause of the swelling to

iee whether It was due to gas or

water. "It Is very important to re-

member also that the swelling of

the lower portion of the abdomen
Is caused by an extended bladder.

Ihe most common case of swelling

in women is due to pregnancy. It

is not uncommon for a doctor to

mistake an extended bladder or

some other disease In women for

pregnancy."

Changes In the color of the skin

of the abdomen are due to liver

uiotuibance, detitruction of the com-
mon blie duct and many other

means. Pigmented moles are also

present on the wall of the abdomen.
Wounds inflicted by some external

means should be taken care of im-
mediately. There are certain parts

of the abdomenal wall that resem-

ble land marks such a hernia and
others caused by child birth. At

the time of birth there may be a

complete obsess of the abdomenal
wall."

Dr. Glausser mentioned the parts

of the abdomenal wall where sur-

geons usually operate. He explain-

ed the divisions of the abdomenal
wall, and located the appendix.

One of the most common condi-

tions of appendix is acute appen-
dicitis. This disease was commonly
known as a fatal Inflammation of

the bowels. The symptoms that I

generally investigate in a case of

acute appendicitis are: acute pain,

temperature, pulse, tenderness at

the location and vomiting. If any
of these show an Increase within a
specified time an operation must be
performed. In determining this

disease a doctor must distinguish
it from about 25 different diseases

to be scientifically exact."

The doctor concluded his talk by
showing a number of slides to Il-

lustrate the various facts of his
lecture. He explained each slide,

and pointed out the organs Involved
In abdomenal diseases.

Junior Week Program Offers

Wide Variety of Sports and

Socials to Class of 1932

Two Baseball Games, Three Tennis Matches, Two Golf

. Tourneys, and Interscholastic Track Meet

to Attract Sport Lovers

THREE BRILLIANT DANCES PLANNED

JUNIOR PREtsID^NT

Former Engineers ' Haunt^
Radio Buildings Gone

The Radio Building whose lofty
towers once rose proudly Into the
blue sky above and whose lights

were often seen glowing far Into
the night stands no longer. This
notorious rendezvous of many an
Engineer is gone and with It many
a happy memory of those carefree
days spent within Its walls. But
even such a familiar landmark
must give way to progress and thus
It Is that they have left nary a
stone to mark this spot.

Built seven years ago this little

structure was first used as a radio
broadcasting laboratory during the
early days of radio development.
For three years this building was
used by those Interested In the
science of wireless sound transmis-
sion, and the wires of the old radio
towers were constantly In use both
In the receiving and sending of
messages. Thus It acquired its

name. The Radio Building.
For some time after this the

building was not in use, but in the
summer of 1927 It was remodled
into a rooming hall containing
eight rooms. Therefore in the fall

of that year sixteen men, most of
whom are members of the gridiron
squad, were assigned rooms therein.
If we are to Judge by the many
tales which are still the topics of
many a midnight session, a good
time was had by all that year.
For more or less obvious reasons,

the occupants of the hall the next
year and the year after were no

longer football men but ambltlop
and Industrious students of the En-
gineering School. So it is that this

dormitory is dear to the hearts of

students still in school and also to

many of the alumni.
Although not the warmest build-

ing on the campus In the cold

months of winter, and despite the
fact that It seemed so isolated, the
fellows who lived there will testify

that It was the best place to live

at Villanova. First of all Its Isola-

tion gave it a most desirable atmo-
sphere for study and peace. Then
there were those warm summer eve-
nings when the boys used to sit out
on their front "porch" and study In

cool comfort. Probably one of Its

greatest conveniences was that It

was free from the rule of a prefect.

It was also delightfully convenient
to have a golf course Just outside

the door, but this very convenience
proved to be a dangerous menace
to the occupants on several oc-

casions when stray golf balls found
their way through the windows
whether open or closed.

Perhaps there are those who will

remember the Incident which oc-

curred two years ago. Some rather

playful gentleman removed one of

the beds in sections and pieced it

together again on top of the roof.

Then there was that favorite old

pastime of tying clothes as near the

top as one could safely climb on the

towers adjacent to the building.

HAROLD DRISCOLL

Monthly Owl
To Come Out

This Week

April Issue of Engineers

Magazine Soon to

Appear

TREATISES FEATURED
The Phi Kappa PI, the Fraternity

of the Engineering School, has the
distinction of being the only frat

on the campus publishing its own
monthly magazine, "The Owl," the
April issue Ijelng ready for dis-

tribution early this week

This Issue Is of partlfcUlar i'ritertst

as it presents many of the new
features which have just been In-

troduced The editorial page con-
tains an editorial well worth read-
ing, by the managing engineer,
concerning the "English Speaking
Engineer." He explains very clear-

ly, how the engineer sometimes
forgets himself when in conversa-
tion and uses "engineering
language" which is unintelligible

to the average man. He further
shows the importance of knowing
how to use the best English to best
advantage, which would enable the
engineer to explain his views to the
capitalist and man whom he is

trying to convince, and who would
not understand his engineering
terms.

A new field of usefulness for

Carbon-Dioxide Is explained very
interestingly, by the managing en-
gineer, Paul Kauffmann, who
shows how food can be preserved
in large quantities for an indef-

initely long period of time, through
the proper use of this gas.

In addition to the above articles,

various alumni notes are discussed.

The Owl is issued by the efforts

of the fol'owlng students who com-
prise the staff: Paul Kauffmann,
Managing Editor; Joseph Haage,
Business Engineer; Herman Win-
terer, Distribution Engineer; Jos-
eph Hahn, Thomas Brien, and Ed-
mund Principe, Assistant Engineers

Catholic U. Dean
Makes Address

On last Friday morning at 11:45

John McDlll Fox, A. B.. LL. B.,

Dean of the Law School of the

Catholic University of America, In

an address to the students of the

Arts and Buslnss Schools in the

Amphitheatre, urged those contem-
plating the study of law to consider

the advantages possessed by Cath-
olic U. In this field.

He pointed out that the legal

profession has fallen Into disrepute

In recent years due to unethical

practices carried on by unscrupulous
lawyers. And In order to remedy
this situation The Catholic Uni-
versity is striving to build up a
strong, well -trained, solidly founded
bar of Catholic men and women,
possessing high moral standards,

and capable of taking their rightful

places throughout the land as civic

leaders.

Catholic U., with its small but
selective student body, Is Ideally

located. Dean Fox demonstrated, to

accomplish Its aim. The student

there has an unsurpassed oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with

all branches of law from its passage

by the liglslature to Its Interpreta-

tion by the judiciary and its en-
forcement by the executive.

In conclusion Dean Fox stated

that the faculty Is composed not
only of professors who make the

teaching of law their chief pursuit,

but Is being constantly augmented
by eminent practitioners at the

local bar and experts from the gov-
ernmental establishments.

A wide Variety of activities is

offered to the members of the

Class of '32 In the Junior Week
Program, which was recently an-
nounced. From the Class Ptutide

on Monday, May 4th, to the Pare-
well Dance, which will be held on
May 9th in the Gymnasium, the
week promises to be brimful with
features to suit every taste.

A Solemn High Mass for the
entire student body will open the
week at nine o'clock Monday morn-
ing, when the Juniors will receive

Holy Communion in a body. An
assembly at ten o'clock in the rear

of Mendel Hall will muster the
class members, resplendent in
blazers and canes, for the Class
Parade, which will be headed by
the College Band. This will be
followed by the traditional presen-
tation of the Tree and the plant-
ing of the Class Ivy, wliich will be
celebrated with all the due pomp.
In the evening, the Epsilon Phi
Iheta Boxing Bouts, which t>egin

at eight-thirty o'clock, in the sta-

dium, will form a thrilling climax
lo tne day's events.

Sports Complete
To the sports lover, an exception-

ally complete program is offered

throughout the week. The Varsity
Baseball team will meet two op-
ponents during the week on her
nome grounds; Temple, on Wednes-
day, and Penn A. G. on Saturday,
The Varsity team is likely to find

stitt opposition on Wednesday,
when it meets Drexel, and in her
tilt three days later with BuckneU,
while the Freshman team is al-

ready training for its match with
Overbrook High School, which is

slated for Thursday. The Marble
HaU Golf Course will attract many
enthusiasts on Tuesday, when Villa-

nova meets Swarthmore, and dur-
ing the Temple match two days
later. Track also comes to the
fore on Saturday, with the annual
Inter-Scholastic Track Meet at the
stadium.
Three brilliant dances will fol-

low each other in short succession,
oegitming with the colorful Blue
Blazer Ball, which commences in

the Gymnasium at nine o'clock

Wednesday evening. Two days
later, the magnitlcant Ballroom of

the Penn A. C. will be the scene of

the Junior Promenade. Coming as
a climax to the week, a Farewell
dance will be tendered to the Class
of '32 on Saturday evening in the
gymnasium.

JUNIOR WEEK SCHEDULE
:"' Monday, May 4th

9:00 A. M. Solemn High Mass for

entire student body.

10:00 A. M. Junior Class Parade
Flag-raising
Presentation of Tree
Planting of Ivy

8:30 P. M. EpsUon Phi Theta
Boxing Bouts in gym

Tuesday, May 5th
2:00 P. M. Golf, Villanova vs

Swarthmore (Marble
HaU

(Continued on Page Four)

Pre-Med Frat
Holds Banquet

Lamda Kappa Delta Ready
For Fete

Lambda Kappa Delta, the pre-

medical fraternity, has made final

arrangements for its annual ban-

quet, an Informal stag affair.

Lambda Kappa Delta has been

noted for Its social successes In the

past few years, and especially for

its Informal dance on St. Pat-

rick's night, of this year, and if

history repeats Itself, this will be

one more of their successes.

It was deemed advisable, by the

members of the fraternity, to make
this banquet open strictly to mem-
bers of the frat. Rev. James H.

Griffin, Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, Rev.

Joseph M. Dougherty, and Rev.

John H. Crawford are invited as

guests of the Lambda Kappa Delta.
There will be a charge of two

dollars per plate, and the banquet
will start promptly at 8:00 P. M.,
Wednesday, April 29th. After con-
siderable discussion, the committee
in charge has selected the Hotel
Covington, on 37th and Chestnut
streets, where the affair is to be
held.

The committee has also been suc-
cessful In securing the services of
Lou Hoffstein as Master of Cere-
monies of the entertainment, and
he will present the many different
novelties prepared by the com-
mittee. In his own entertaining
manner. The outstanding men of
the fraternity will be awarded
prizes In token of their accomplish-
ments.
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"VVliy 1ju\( you Mk'tiL'U Fi'digun
Hull 111 prulori'Utf to otlu-r Donui-
loilfs 1)11 i\w campus?"

Gabriel J. Slabili". IVdigali Hall
Junior "I piclt-r FfUit;aii Hall lor

. lhii<o ri-asoiis: First, bi'cuusi^ it is

situutrd lu'arrst to my classrooms;
.secondly, bccausi- it olli-rs ilu- bfst
and ino.st uiodiMii iinprovt'iiu'iits on
thu riimpus; and third, Ijccauso tin-

courtt'oiKs trcatiiu'iil iiiy iruiids and
i ri'ct'iNo, lt'a\i.'j> uuth.iug inovc, to

be desired." '

George R. Ulaney, Fedigan' Hall,

Senior "Fi tiigan lias ihi* largest

and ajrii'sl rotmis on I lie campus.
Most ol iiiy pals room liere. And,
it is u short dislaiiee Irom here to

my clas.ses and to the dining room."
.Ralph Maio, Fedigan Hall, Stiph-

'jimore- 'I clui.se Fedigan becau.se ol

the umiKually convenient distance

to the Si- ie nee School and the din-
ing liall. 'IJU' , situation ol the

• building i.*^ ivlsif^ ah inspiration to

tlie good-willed scholar and not .so

much becau.se ol the cjuiM, lor it a
student sincert-ly wants to study, he
is not ^loing to* lei him.si'lt be dis-

turbed .by the least little noise.

Then, too. one _can ' easily' v'^ise

away the blues by looking out on
Spring Mill rdad and ob.ser^ing

cais, pas.sers-by and the Viurround-

ing enviioniiu'ni.. The rooms, in

my estimation, ari' t lie best ventil-

lated on the campus
every one will .say ilie

his building I. Take a
lor Fedigan. You cali't

John J. Dallon, Fedigan Hall,

Si'iiior "I luive roomed here aiiit'e

Fedigan was built, and I can salely

say that it is the one building on
the campus which po.s.se.s.s<.>s .soft

beds. And wiuu's more, I can in-

dulge in sleepuig until the very

last minuio snice my cla.s.ses are

quite neai'."'

Joseph Winterberger.

Hall. Sophomore "Fedigan
idi'al hall ol liie campus, the new-
est and most modern oi all dornn-
tories. Fedi^au is .secluded, yet .so

situated thai it is just a convenient
distance to all our needs^-P. O.,

main highway, dining hall and
classrooms, Be.suies, Fedigan com-
prises the elite ol the campus."
William D'Elia, Fedigan Hall,

Sophomore "Since the lirsi day
that 1 entered Villanova, it has
been my greatest desire lo be a
residi-nt" ol Fedivan Hall, It is un-
doubtt'dly the must coiueiiient dor-

mitory on the campus
.specls. Till' tellows are

( ats Win One
Of Four Games

On Trip Away

, (although
saiiu' aljout

tip. Enroll

go wrong."

(Continued irom page Thrw)
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WHO
WILL
MISS IT?

THE CLIMAX of the collegiate social sea-

son, the most magnificent, most impressive,

the gayest, the most enjoyable social event

of the year is—the Junior Prom. Where is

there a more satisfying, a more

pleasurable event in the whole

scholastic term? Where can

be found that joy and pure

contentment that is found always at the

Junior Prom? It is THE dance at Villa-

nova. For hours, joyous couples, with

happy heart to happy heart, with joyous

breast to joyous breast, dance their way

through fairlyland, a land unreal, a land of

rose-lipped bliss, of pale blues and pinks, on

a mystic canvas of verdant green; through

avenues of garlanded springtime flowers;

past pairs of knights and princesses bliss-

fully entwined. That is the Prom—not
blaring and tinseled, but all-embracing, all-

penetrating, in its lure to happiness and con-

tentment.

THIS YEAR the Prom should be more mag-

nificent and more of a success than it has

ever been before. Though the year has

been one of economic and financial depres-

sion, the Juniors have gone ahead and plan-

ned their dance even more elaborately than

has been done previously. By eliminating

several customary events Jfrom the Junior

Week Program, the JuniojJ feel that they

will get more enthusia,frtic support for the

Prom. With just such ideas in mind, they

have planned this year's Prom. Everything

is elaborate: the popular spacious ballroom,

the famous orchestra, the most delightful

favors—and the decorations! There hinges

a surprise—something entirely new, entirely

different, and, the committee says, sensa-

tional. There can be little doubt, we think

as to the kind of dance the Junior class is

sponsoring and there is no need to exhort

any Villanova man to attend, for it will be a

dance from which will be taken imperishible

memories. •'•;..•:-..>:,•.,:••/':••••
'
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A COAT OR A SWEATER? Collar and tie,

oi- no tie and shirt thrown open ? The rules

of the college decree, a coat, a collar, and a

tie! Some students say a sweater is all

right and a tie is not neces-

saiy! Undoubtedly, with the

innervating breezes and frag-

rances of fine Spring weather

in the air, the latter is more easy and more
compatible with the mood of Spring and

with the spell that Spring casts over all

humankind. It requires a great deal less

fuss of an afternoon to come up from the

tennis courts, the golf course ,or the base-

ball field and go directly into the dining

room, not stopping to change dress. It does

seem useless to dress merely to eat in the

cafeteria. But, is it useless ? After all, we
are in college ; we are no longer children ; we
should be gentlemen. And, a gentleman

observes certain proprieties. He takes a

conscious pride in his dress at all times. A
coat and a carefully adjusted te are requisite

for meal times.

BESIDES, college is a period of preparation

for one's future life and in that life neatness

in one's attire, even under unfavorable cir-

cumstances, is demanded. Why not, then,

make college a true preparation for life?

Here we have an opportunity to school our-

selves in a custom that will be demanded of

us later. Practice now, make neat dress a

habit, and it will be impossible to offend at

any given future date.

HEADLINES IN THE VILLANOVAN fre-

quently proclaim the fact that some prom-
inent physician has addressed the Pre-Medi-

A COAT
AND
A TIE?

can students.

MAY WE
SUGGEST?

POISE
IS

BALANCE

And these lectures by emin-

ent scientists undoubtedly

form a fitting complement to

the curriculum of the Science

School. In like manner, we
read of the Engineers convening in the am-

phitheatre to hear some distinguished 8i)ecial-

ist discuss the particular phase of the engin-

eering field of which he has made a study.

We consider it a distinct advantage for a

student to have his general fund of knowl-

edge on the subject of his vocation measur-

ably increased in this manner. These ad-

dresses seem to provide, in addition, the

variety necessary to break the monotony of

scholastic routine. The eagerness with

which they are anticipated and the enthusi-

asm with which thc^ are invariably received

forcibly demonstx-ate the fact that they

"mean something" to the students.

BUT IN THE SCHOOL IN WHICH, in our

opinion, such supplementary lectures would

prove to be of the greatest benefit, they are

wholly absent. It is the School of Arts,

which aims to impart a broad training, to

create a philosophical, classical, and cultural

background. The breadth of the field of the

Arts School is tremendous, and cannot pos-

sibly be covered in four years of ordinary

school work. Voluntary reading on the part

of the students offers only a partial solution

to this difficulty. But regular lectures by

competent authorities would, we believe,

round out the Arts course, creating in the

students a more lively interest in their work,

and enabling the School better to accomplish

its aim.

41 4t * 4> * « *

AN ATTRIBUTE which most certainly

should be acquired by everyone ever taking

a college degree is that of mental balance.

An editorial printed in "The Tatler" of the

College of New Rochelle, a

girls' school in New Roch-

elle, New York, calls atten-

tion to that fact and we are

taking the liberty of reprinting that editorial

here as our regular weekly reprint feature

:

"COLLEGE EDUCATION should do more
than to endow us with a certain fund of

knowledge which can be called upon at odd

moments to serve its turn. It should go

further and aid in the formation of those

habits and the development of those char-

acter traits which may best fit us for those

situations with which we must cope. The
total of these things if properly assimilated

can easily be summoned up in a short but

expressive word, poise. The word derives

its meaning from the idea of weights and
resulting balance, and poise truly is a bal-

ancing of all those characters wliicl) %9,%Q
make up a normal per^n yet i&fie''rfnf1^eifS»-

itely retaining individuality. It is* '^'he

counterposing of those divers qualities of

mind and soul that results in a sort of peace

that emanates from those people who have
been fortunate enough to acquire poise. And
that brings around the point that poise can
be acquired. It is not something inborn, to

be sighed after but never attained. But
like all other desirable things, it is only the

result of hard work, patience and under-
standing of the problems which confront us.

It is a trial and error process of learning how
to do the right thing at the right time. This
does not apply merely to the social amen-
ites which form such an integral part of life

but also to the more human qualities of

sympathy and understanding which may
help to smooth over more than one bad mom-
ent. However, the social contacts of life

are not to be spoken of in derogatory tones
for there is more than something material
in the gentle art of being able to put people
at ease. Poise will enable us to think clear-

ly and to stand fearlessly on our two feet
and proclaim it to the world—but tactfully

also. Poise is balance and it worth every
hour we spend acquiring it."

THIS POEM IS a bit untimely, perhaps, but
its calibre, combined with the fact that it

was written by a former staff member causes
us to give it publication.

EASTERTIDE
Repnnt Rights Reserved by the VILLANOVAN.

A forest of priests, their long vigil ceased.

Are donning their vestments of green.

In chapel-like bowers an altar of flowers

Is fashioned by fingers unseen.

The robin and thrush on treetop and bush
Are carving their chalices new
Of feathers and mould, more precious than

gold,

And studded with diamonds of dew.

Midst lofty limbed spires fleet feathery

choirs

Are singing in sweetest accord.

With silvery voice they bid us rejoice:

" 'Tis Eastertide! Praise ye the Lord!"

WELJENIS.

Worsi

And we will proceed to bury Caesar,
Not JojpraJjs^ him.^,,.^^ ?

MARK ANTONY'S ORATION
Friends, Romans, Countrymen

!

Lend me your ears

—

I will return them next Saturday.
I come

To bury Caesar—because times are
hard

And his follcs can't afford to hire
an undertaker.

The evil that men do lives after
them

—

In the form of progeny, who reap
the

Benefit of their life insurance,
80 let it be with the deceased.
Brutus hath told you Caesar was
ambitious.

What does Brutus know about it?

It is none of his funeral. Would
that it were I

Here under your leave I come to
Make a speech at Caesar's funeral.
He was my friend, faithful and Just

to me

—

He loaned me five dollars once
when I was in a pinch,

And signed my petition for a post-
office.

But Brutus says he was ambitious.
Brutus should wipe off his chin.
Caesar has brought many captives
home to Rome

Who broke rocks^ on the streetis imtil
their ransoms

Did the general coffers fill.

When that the poor hath cWed,
Caesar hath wept—

Because it didn't cost anything and
Made him solid with the masses.
Ambition should be made of sterner

stuff;

Yet Brotus says he was ambitioiis.
Brutus was a liar and I can prove

it

You all did see that on the L'upercal
I thrice presented him a kingly
crown,

Which he did thrice refuse, because
it did not fit him quite.

Was this ambition? Yet Brutus says
he was ambitious.

Brutus was not only the biggest liar
in the country,

But he is a horse thief of the deep-
est dye.

If you have any tears, prepare to
shed them now.

You all know this ulster.

I remember the first time Caesar
put it on;

It was on a summer's evening in
his tent,

With the thermometer registering
90 in the shade.

But it was an ulster to be proud
of.

And cost him seven dollars at
Marcaius Swartzmeyer's

Comer of Broad and Ferry streets,

sign of the red flag.

Look I In this place ran Cassius'
dagger through,

And when he plucked the cursed
steel away,

Mark Antony, how the blood of
Caesar followed it I

I come not friends to steal away
your hearts;

I am no thief as Brutus is.

Brutus has a monopoly on all that
business

Kind friends, sweet friends, I do not
wish to stir you up

To such a flood of mutiny.
And, as it looks like rain.

The pall bearers will please place
the coffin in the hearse,

- THE
CROWS NEST

':-»:

Notre Dame Univereity

"The rumor that Tom Yarr has
ordered a reducing belt Is all wrong

It wasn't a reducing belt; it

was a developer — And it wasn't

Tom that sent for it; It was Has-
kell (M'Padden) AskeW — And
If Askew continues to deny it, per-

haps we'll have to say next week
that it wasn't a muscle builder, it

was only a rumor .... Does that
make sense? " THE NOTRE DAME
SCHOLASTIC reports the above as

part of the campus gossip for the
week.

Maybe the quotation doesn't

make sense, but It Illustrates just

how campus gossip grows. . . Some-
body gets wind that big brother
sent an extra "flnif" for smokes, and
two hours later questions pour in

about the uncle that died and left

a fortune. Am I right or am I

wrong?
—M—

Hobart College

May 2nd will be Sub-Freshman
Day at Hobart College. In the
words of THE HOBART HERALD,
"The purpose of Sub-Freshman Day
i^ not primarily to entertain pros-
pective students, but to give them
ample opportunity to obtain help
In solving their college entrance
problems and to see Hobart in ac-
tion as nearly as possible under
normal conditions."

This is a laudable program. Many
students in colleges throughout the
country leave after short terms be-
cause of conditions of which they
were not fully aware upon en-
trance. It can be expected that an
entire college will not change its

habits for a day, as fraternities do
during pledge week, thus the prob-
able new student gets a good idea
of what he is to expect.

—M—
Johns Hopkins University

Students at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, declared liberal school, are
up in arms over the results of a
survey by the executive secretary
of their campus Y. M. C. A. in
which it is stated that they are de-
cidedly conservative. THE JOHNS
HOPKINS NEWS-LETTER, quot-
ing the survey, states "that in com-
parison with students in nine other
colleges the men at the university
'are decidedly conservative in their
views relating to religion, econom-
ics, politics, and social problems' ".

A majority of the college students
throughout the country will dis-
agree with the survey, for to them,
a college education is a general
course in liberalism. To be called
conservative and self-satisfied is to
them an insult and directly con-
trary to the code of luiowledge
which has as its war cry—"Ever
onwards". Further developments of
this survey should be closely fol-

lowed.

—M—
Catholic University

Proxy votes were eliminated from
all elective contests at The Catholic
University by a recent decree of the
Student Council, reports THE
TOWER. This was done to elhn-
inate all doubts, suspcions and hard
inate all doubts, suspicions and hard
jproxy elections.

Static
From

I
SOL il

You may lead a horse to water
But you carmot make him drink,
You can ride a Latin pony,
But you cannot make it think.

-V-
Our definition of a pedestrian

would be, a man whose son and
daughter learned how to drive the
car.

-V-
There are two reasons why we

don't like to go to the dentist. First,

he always bores us, and then he is

always getting on our nerves.

-V-

And in conclusion .... we hear
that the Seniors are having gradua-
tion easy this year. They are tak-
ing it by degrees.

Notices/
R. C. H. S.

There will be a very important
meeting of the R. C. H. S. Club to-
day at 12:45 P. M. In Room F.
Academy. Tickets for the Junior
Prom and Blue Blazer Ball will be
chanced off.

The party who took a bag and
a sweater from the locker room on
April 22 is known. Unless these
articles are returned before May 1,

the matter will be taken up with
the school authorities.

Lost and Found
FOUND—Pair of pigskin gloves.

Owner will please apply to
Room 323 Fedigan Hall.

LOST—An Accounting I book in
Academy Hall. Finder please
return it to Room 209 Fedigan
Hall.

LOST—Shaeffer fotmtaln pen.
Please return to Reuben Ches-
nlck, a senior in the School of
Finance, or turn It in at the
Book Room.

LOST—Brown and tan bathrobe in
the washroom on the first floor
in AusUn Hall. Finder kindly
return it to Room 118 Austin
HaU.

LOST-Brown fielder's baseball
glove. Finder please return to
J. P. McCuUen 112 Fedigan
Hall.

LOST—An apologetics religion
book In the pie shoppe. Finder
please return to Room 111
Fedigan Hall.

LOST—A brownish topcoat with the
label "Princeton Clothes." also
Kinetics notes (mimeographed).
Please return to bookroom or to
112 Fedigan HaU.

A reasonable decision. The num-
ber of students who cannot possibly

attend an election held on the

campus is so small as to be neglig-

ible. The others who fall to vote,

through sheer indolence, do not de-

serve to have representation in

campus politics.

—M—
Holy Cross College

Proposals to form a literary soci-

ety at Holy Cross College, were dls-

cussed In the "Watch Tower "
col-

umn of THE TOMAHAWK. The
writer Is of the opinion that for the

common good of students who are

Uterarlly inclined a society, com-
parable to the Scribblers at Notre

Dame, should be formed. Through
the assistance of fellow members'
criticisms, those who aspire to have
their articles published in the cur-

rent periodicals, would not be

doomed to receive so large a iier-

centage of rejected manuscripts as

they do at present.
Leading authors of the day say

that unless one has at least the

first hundred manuscripts rejected,

he will never succeed. It is true

that, after a few failures, those

whose hearts are really set on writ-

ing will continue and succeed, but

a literary organization of this kind
will go a long way in cutting down
the number of such beginners' fail-

ures.

—M—
Loyola Univeraity (Calif.)

College boys do not make good
sailors. THE LOYOLAN. publica-

tion of Loyola University at Los
Angeles, states that when first

mates are making up their crews,

they do not look for 'homo coUegio'.

The willing students cannot make
good seamen because they cannot
learn the work. Then, the number
of willing workers is small com-
pared to those who simply loaf all

day and let the veteran sailors do
all the work while they pursue the
objective for which they became
seamen, experience and the thrill of

visiting foreign ports.

'Tis the true collegiate spirit. Get
as much as you can with as little

work as possible. College studen.i
will have difficulty in securing Job3
aboard ship this summer. Salt
water boats have plenty of 'old

salts' eager for positions now that
the depression has convinced them
that the life of a land-lubber is no
snap. The inland lakes have had
their taste of summer sailors, for

Just last summer the Great Lakes
ship masters association passed a
resolution to hire no men who
would make an iron-tmnnd 'sign-up'

to work until the lake shipping sea-
son officially closed.

—M—
Do you know" that:
Temple University seniors will

have their credits and diplomas
withheld if yearbook assessments
are not paid in full before the dead-
line?

—M—
Hobart College has a trophy

award for the fraternity getting the
highest scholastic rating, and a
"cuspicup" for the one holding the
center position?

WHIFFS AND PUFFSBy CORNCOB

If you would be in style this sea-

son you must have your locks shorn
immediately. The fashion leaders

over in Academy Hall have decreed

shaved heads for Spring and Sum-
mer wear. Exquisite models of the
new tonsorial rage may be viewed
any sunny afternoon on the base
ball fields or special private show
ings may be arranged in the nnm
erous style rooms of the Maison
Academic. Monsieur Chink Carr,

the swank boulevardier and style

mentor, was quoted in the Police

Gazette this month as saying that
the shaved head is here to stay.

The new mode is meeting with

great approval here. Bald or rath-
er par-bald heads are springing up
like mushrooms all over the cam-
pus. They are quite cute too.
There is a smart sun-tan model,
the Riviera baldy, so called because
It will probably be the rage at the
swank beaches this summer. The
Riviera baldy may be easily ac-
quired. Just gel your dome shaved
and sit for a few hours in the sun.
in a very little while your baldy will
take on a delicate mahogany tint
rather resembling a cocoanut. Then
there is the ultra smart decoUette
model, but this cannot be acquired.
Ic requires a special type noodle to
set this one off properly, the kind
of noodle that Would Interest a
phrenologist, plenty of bumps.

To accomplish the modish baldy,
the well dressed college man's
wardrobe will include several pairs
of Corduroy pantaloons ranging in
color from the cool and very popu-
lar dead grass shade to the more
fiery and passionate molasses color.
To complete the ensemble grey,
brown or red flannel shirts may be
worn, but this is optional; in the
style parade staged recently by the
Maison Academic several models
wore no shirts at all. Foot gear, of
course, will conform to the rest of
the ensemble. Hob nailed army
shoes are preferable but rubber
boots and brogans may also be
worn.

Personally, we are all for the new
style. There is something about a
bald head which lends an indescrib-
able air of dignity to its proud
possessor. No sane man really
trusts a heavily haired individual;
he might be a nut, or Infinitely

worse, a poet. On the other hand
the bald head Inspires confidence
wherever it casts its benevolent
gleam. We never accuse a hairless

dome of harboring dark secrets or
anarchistic schemes. There never
was a bald MachlavelU. nor a hair-
leas Red, nor an ivory domed art-

ist; oh no^ these, like aU ploUcn,

bomb throwers and conspirators,

are usually well ciliated.

There are signs up all over the
Campus asking, Who killed Isa-
belle? Well, we'll bite who did kill

Isabelle? We'll bet the killer wasn't
a baldy, but if they really want to
find him they would do well to look
for a long haired gloomy individual
with a fanatical gleam in his eyes.
We happen to answer that rescrip-
tion, but we've never killed an Isa-
belle in our life. We are not a ladjr
killer. T"

The reason whv they shave the
heads of prisonere is because it is
believed—and-- rightly—that once
shorn of their locks prisoners lose
their criminal tendencies and be-
come as docile and as innocent of
criminal tendencies as the baldlest
dome that ever dazzled a chorine.

We notice that chorines never let

an ivory pate stand in the way of
happiness, because they know that
very ofter a highly polished dome
ind'cates a well feathered pocket-
book. Then too, the billiard ball
noodle gives its owner carte-blanche
where the long haired scoundrel Is
barred. The front rows of the
risque theatres, we hear are always
reserved for the ivory tops, and we
know from our own experience that
ring-side seats at smokers are never
given to any one who has more
than an arctic circle of hair around
his cranium.

Caesar distrusted lean brooding
knaves and surrounded himself
with weighty gentlemen of slower
brain but more dependable tonnage.
But we determine a man's depen-
dability not by the girth of his
waist but by the luxuriance of his
colff; measured by this infallible
index, honest men are nearly all
bald or baldescent. while sheep
otealers. wife beaters, writers and
irtists are nearly all heavily foil-
aged.

And so you can see now that the
new shaved head style is more than
a mere modish whim. It is the be-
e'nning of the new bald head era.
No more will the marble dome be
the targK for conne Jeers, laugh-
ter and rotten tomatoes. Gone Is
that ancient prejudice against hair-
less noodles! Every one knows that
sunshine mellows and heat purifies.
The baldy dome—the cream of the
crop—It's toasted. Whew—our en-
thusiasm is getUng the better of
us. and if we dont shot up well
get excited like that general who
Jumped on his honw and galloped
away In all dlrecttoiM. Toodie-oo^

;
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THE FOOTBALL AWARDS
Due to lack of space facilities it

was impossible last week to publish

the complete list of winners of

awards made on the field day con-

ducted during the last week of the

spring football practice this year.

The most Important award of the

afternoon was a trophy presented to

the most Improved player, and as

you read in last week's issue, this

went to Bill lacobellls, whose coun
tenance at that time adorned these

columns. His trophy consisteifl of a
silver football mounted on a wooden
base with the recipient's name in-

scribed on it.

In addition, fourteen medals were
awarded to members of the squad
showing special ability in their own
department. The medals were of

bronze with the figure of a football

player engraved on the face, and
the name of the recipient, with the
department in which he excelled,

ivas found on the reverse side.

Of the fourteen medals, eight

went to freshmen. Five went to

sophomores, Ted Casey winning
two, while a Junior was given the
other.

Casey's two awards were for liis

place kicking and his forward pass-

ing. Bruno Conti, the Junior, re-

ceived his as the best guard pulling

out
The other medals and those re-

ceiving t^hem were as follows:

Blocking end, Tom O'Donnell;
punt receiver, George Golden; drop
kicker, Mike Heffron; blocking end,

Tom Cavanaugh; pass defender. Bill

Cavanaugh; tackling lineman, Prank
Macek; tackling back. Whitey Ran-
dour; punter. Bill Potts. All these

are freshmen.
Sophomores rewarded were: Pass

receiver, Ed. Donahue; passing cen-
ter, Marty Gezzer; blocking line-

man. Dick Hlckey.

VILL
Football
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But all that doesn't

killed Isabelle.

tell us who

FOUR GAMES IN NEW YORK
Four baseball games on Manhat-

tan Island!
Tomorrow, chaperoned by Coach

McGeehan and Manager Prokop,
the ball club makes its annual in-

vasion of New York, determined, as
has been every other Wildcat ath-
letic team since 1927, to break the
Gotham Jinx.

Not for four years, since Johnny
Hensil beat Fordham on the dia-

mond, 8-0 in 1927, has Villanova
won an athletic contest in the city

Just across the Hudson from' Jersey
City. Baseball nines, football elev-

ens, basketball fives, tennis squads,

cross-country teams—^all have tried,

all have failed.

Weather conditions permitting,
this year's nine should do something
about that deplorable condition.

Pour good clubs are to he played,

but better teams than Fordham, St.

John's, Manhattan and New York U.
have been met already this year.

Fordham has already been beat-
en, by a topheavy score. History
has been known to repeat itself.

Manhattan and St. John's have
shown no exceptional ability yet,

outside of an abundance of the
well-known fight. New York Uni-
versity—a victory over the haughty
wearers of the Violet on Saturday
would look real nice.

How about it, prof! Let's see the
team turn in some New York City
victories.

• • « • • •

COLLEGE BOXING
We have not had an opportunity

to study the bUl in Its details, but
the recent measure enacted by the
State Legislature of Pennsylvania
concerning collegiate bouts, where-
by that sport and college wrestling

were placed under the control of

the State Athletic Commission,
seems to be drawing a storm of

honest-to-goodness criticism from
the colleges.

Under the terms of the bill, as we
understand it, the State Commis-
sion is empowered to collect a 5 per
cent tax on receipts for all student
boxing and wrestling activities in

the state, and to allow no bouts
without permits from the commis-
sion.

Only one school has expressed
any favorable comment on the plan,

and that is St. Thomas', of Scran-
ton, where a meet with C. C. N. Y.

was held a few weeks ago under
state control.

Temple, Penn, Lehigh, Washing-
ton and Jefferson. Penn State and
every other school with boxing or

wrestling teams have protested

against taking the sports away from
. the colleges, where It was enjoying

such success. Bucknell Is also ob-

jecting strenuously, as readers last

week of that haven of information,

the Crow's Nest, can testify.

Here at Villanova we can only sit

on the sidelines and root for one
side or the other. Villanova is not

represented In either boxing or

wrestling, and the matter will prob-

ably be settled long before she Is.

Isn't it too bad? A school, with

Irish predominating (more or less)

and not being able to get into, a
fight about fighting.

But there is hope. If the new
gym is built next year, then maybe
the athletic authorities might be

persuaded to finance teams In both

sports.

At any rate, the Junior Week
sports program begins next Monday
night with the annual Epsilon Phi

Theta spring outdoor bouts, and
whether the State gets 5 per cent of

our four bits, or whether it doesn't,

won't make much difference to a

couple of thousand of us. who will

see action and plenty of it.

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Today

Baseball—Austin vs Good Coun-
sel.

Wednesday
Baseball—Vars:Cy vs Fordham,
away.
Fedigan vs Mendel

Tennis—Frosh vs Penn Frosh,

away.
Golf—Varsity vs Haverford,

away.
Thursday

Baseball—Varsity vs Manhattan.
away.
Alumni vs Good Counsel.

Tennis—Varsity , vs Juniata,

home.
Golf—Varsity vs Overbrook
Country Club, away.

Friday
Baseball—Varsity vs St. John's,

away.
Satuiiday

Baseball—Varsity vs N. Y. U.

away.
Tennis—Varsity vs Fordham,
away.
Frosh vs Haverford Frosh,

away
Sunday

Baseball—Austin vs Mendel
Fedigan vs Alumni

Monday
E. P. T. Boxing Bouts at Stadium

Varsity is Again Defeated

By Gettysburg Nine For
Second Consecutive Time

1

Lefty Haas, Pitching Star of Battlefield Boys, Turns Baqk
Wildcats for Fifth Time in (^ame Played in Mud

CATS RALLY IN NINTH BUT FALL TRIFLE SHORT

After tlie Navy game, during which the Cats had
piled up a 34 lead, had been called ofT at the end of the

second inning, the baseball nine returned to home soil to

meet the invading Gettysburg Bullets. For the second con-

secutive time this season, however, in a game played

through a drizzling and uncomfortable rain, the Cats were
turned back by the Bullets by a 7-5 score.

Juniata Net Team
Blanked by Cats
on Western Trip
Scores Initial Win of Season Show-

ing Great Reversal of

Form by 7-0 Score

BUCKNELL FRAY WASHED OUT

The tennis team broke into the

blue Ink for the first time this year,

by blanking Jimiata 7 to 0. The

match was played at Huntingdon

last Friday. It was the first match

of the season for Juniata, and the

score would have been closer, no

doubt, had they had more practice

Sol Bernan, Captain Pete Forve

and Johnny Sykes won their

matches in straight sets, while

Manuel Suarez and Charley Lave-

son had hard three set matches

The former defeated Captain Un-
derkofler, 7-5, 2-6, 6-2. In the first

set Suarez was behind 1-5, but won
six straight games to annex the

In the doubles, Forve and Her-

man won an easy victory, 6-0, 6-2,

and were followed by the last Wild-

cat victory of Suarez and Sykes in

the doubles.

The following day, the team went
to Lewisburg, but to their disap-

pointment, the match was called

off on account of rain. However,

the Bisons come here May 9 for a
return match. ; :,;

This week, the netmen play two
matches. Tomorrow, they meet
Juniata in a return match at our
courts, while on Saturday, Fordham
will be played in one of the feature

matches of the season. This will

a^so be played on the home courts.

Summaries of the Juniata matcti:

Herman defeated Lanvar, 6-2, 6-2.

Suarez defeated Underkofler, 7-6.

2-6, 6-2.

Laveson defeated Imhof 6-4, 8-6,

6-2.

Forve defeated Sclimitt 6-1, 6-2.

Sykes defeated Qlbbel, 6-2, 6-4.

Forve-Herman defeated Underkof-
ler-Stewart 6-0. 6-2.

Suarez-Sykes defeated Imhof-Bur-
ket, 6-1, 6-1.

The Freshman tennis team open-
ed the season successfully by de-
feating Malvern Prep, 5-1, last

Wednesday. The yearling's playing
was rather ragged, but showed pos-
sibilities of development.
Tomorrow the Freshman will play

the undefeated Penn Fresh team at
River Field, while at the end of the
week Haverford Frosh w'Ul be play-
ed.

Lefty Haas, Gettysburg mounds-
man, brilliantly brought to a close

his collegiate career of pitching
against the Cats by chalking-up
his fifth win. His mastery over the
Blue and White batters was as
complete as in former contests, and
though touched frequently for bin-
gles throughout the fray, he had
the Cats eating out of the hollow
of his hand.

Outbat Ballets
McGeehan 's cohorts outbatted

Ira Plank's proteges by 14-8, but
lacked the final punch to drive in

the necessary runs needed to sew
up the contest. No less than ten
men were left stranded on the
bags, which, if driven in, would
have meant the margin between
defeat and victory. The batting
punch was found lacking at the
top of the lineup, where Dragone.
Czescik and Morgan often failed to
come through when a hit was
most needed. All three went hit-
less during the afternoon's fire-

works.
Gazella Hits Batthig Stride

George Oazella finally found his
batting eye and was hitting that
pill all around the lot. His fine

showing was the only bright light

In the drab afternoon performance.
He connected with Haas' slants
every time he came up to bat and
whenever he did hit the horsehide,
he smacked it hard and into dis-

tant comers of the patch. Harry
Oeisler also chimed in with a pair
of singles while Reitz and King
showed that they were not entirely
out of the running.

RaUy tai Nhith
The Cats showed to l)est advsin-

tage in the final frame when they

went on a scoring rampage and
pushed over the platter no less

than three counters. Morgan op-
ened the inning by popping up.

Oazella lined one out for a two
base iiit and was brought in by
Geisler's bingle. Reitz pounded the

apple for a three-bagger to score
Oeisler. Shortall struck out.
iiynch hit a. fluke single over the
nrst baseman's nead, but was left

stranded when King attempted to
paste one past Haas who lleided
tne bail smartly to retire the side.

Joimny Brice was found on the
mound at the Opening of hostilities,

out the slippery ball was too much
tor him, and m the nfth frame,
when the Bullets touched him for
(,nree runs, he was motioned out of
the box by head strategist, Ciiar-
iie McUeenan, zeing replaced by
George King, tiie big right-hander.
King pitched a good brand of

ball durmg his stay on the mound,
considering the bad weather con-
ditions and the muddy and slippery
status of the box. He also hit a
long double to score one of his
mates in one of the latter innings.

Haas and Gettysburg were the
rpcinient* of several good brealts

throughout the fray which did not
impair their cause by no means.
Several times rims that should
have been scored by the Cats were
given into the willing iiands of the
Bullets. Nevertheless. the base
bailers should rejoice that they
shall never again have occasion to

meet their nemesis, Lefty Haas.
Score by Innings:

B IT K
Gettysburg 100 030 210—7* 8 2
Villanova 000 010 103—« 14 2

SPORTS RESULTS
BaMbali

After the Navy game was
rained out in the second Inning,

the Cats returned home to do
batUe with the Gettysburg Bat-
lets. Once again Lefty Haas
turned back the Cats who made
a determined rally In the final

canto, bat fell a bit short of

the Anal score, 7-5. The Froah
traveled to Ferkiomen and Al-

lentown to defeat the former and
lose to the httter by 11-6 and
7-4 scores, respecUvely.

Track
In the Penn Relays the Frosh

made out better than expected
and finished in fifth place

against a large field. The var-

sity did not place in any of Its

event*.
Golf

In this sport matches were
dropped to Haverford, North
HUls C. C, and Princeton, by
5-4, 49^-5^, and 6-0 scores, re-

spectively. The Frosh lost to

HUl School by a 6-0 count

Tennis
The Frosh net club opened its

seaeson with a victory over Mal-
vern Prep by a 5-1 score. The
Varsity defeated Junhita 7-0.

Varsity Ball Team
to Invade Gotham
on Northern
Manhattan, Fordham, St. John's,

And N. Y. U. To Be Faced By
Wildcats on Successive Days

Annual Boxing Bouts to

Be Held Monday Night

Six Champions to Defend
Crowns in Junior

Week Activity

On Monday night. May 4th. the
annual outdoor bouts will be held
at the stadiimi. There will be ele-
ven fights, including two wrestling
matches. In addition Marty Col-
lins, well-known Philadelphia mid-
dleweight boxer, will meet Frank
Tarppea, of Villanova. in an ex-
tiibition bout.
The first tK>ut of the evenhig will

see Tom Merlo and George Hamil-
ton come to blows. Both weigh 150
pounds and are Pre-Meds. This
bout should start off an evening of
hilarious excitement.

In the next bout Bing Furman,
of the Engineering School will meet
Mike Tommasso of the Business

• • • •

lacrosse club arePlans for a lacrosse club are in

progress and from all appearances

will be hi active competition next

year.

But we itin don't know who killed

Isabelle.

TE SPORTS EDITOR.

Varsity Golfers Lose Three
Dame Fortune has yet to smile met Haverford last Monday after-

upon the Wildcat Linksmen. After noon with grim determhiation to
having been defeated in their first ™«_ rpv,^ ™ni ~,i„u* w w
two matches, the Varsity golfers l* ^^ **" ""^^^^ »^^« ^ee"

. there, but it didn't show the way.
The Blue and White representatives

emerged from the fray at the short
end of a 5 to 4. score.

This contest was the first played
against collegrlate opponents and
the using of several hiexperienced
men by Villanova spelled disaster
for the home club. However, the
Cats will have a chance to avenge
this defeat when they play a return
match with Haverford tomorrow at
the Merlon Country Club.
Haverford match summaries:

HAVERFORD—R. Edgar. 0; T White
1; B. Ball. 1; A. Blpple, 1; A. An-
drews, 0; J. Sordon, l; 8. Simmons,
10. Total—*.

VILLANOVA—G. Welnhart. 1; J. Bak-
er, o: H. O'Nell. 0: R. Qulnlan, 8:
J. Byrnes, 0; J. Oallagher. 0. TOtal—.
Last Wednesday afternoon Howie

Garrlty and his crew of pill swat-
ters hied themselves to North Hills
Country Club to play a few rounda
of golf with the club members hi
the form of a contest. The Club-
men proved their great superiority
over the collegians when they over-
whelmingly defeated them by a
score of 49''^ to 6Vi.

(Continued on Pace Four)

Oept. Furman tips the scales at

138 pounds and Tommasso at 140.

The third events of the evening

will see two big boys clash in an
expected slug-fest. Al Turner, of

the business men, weighing 105

pounds, will mingle with Joe De
Loca, 205 pound pre-med. Turner
will rely mostly on his speed
whereas De Loca will bank on his
weight.

An interesting tussle will be that
of Mike Diacova, 120 pounds, ver-
sus Charlie Moore, 124 pounds.
Both are enrolled in the Pre-MedL^a^ players

(Continued on Page Four) I fesslonalism.

SEEK FIRST N. Y. VICTORY

Villanova's heavy hitting athletes

will catch flies, hit balls, make er-

rors and argue with Fordham.
Mfinhattan, St. Johns and N. Y. U.,

on Wednesday, Thursday. Friday

and Saturday.

The Cats are hitting heavily to

all parts of the diamond, but they

are not running enough towards

home plate. However, they'U prob-

ably make up for this when they

hit New York. Being aWay from
home, they'll get "home sick" and
try to sneak "home" as much as

possible.

The way the games should come
out: The Wildcats should chase

Fordham (they did it before, why
not repeat?). Fordham trounced
Manhattan, and Villanova beat

Fordham. therefore Manhattan is

placed as a victory for our ball

chasers. After these two clawed
victims, St. Johns and N. Y. U.

will be prey (not easy prey) for the
half-nourished Cats.

Dragone should startle the fans

by falling into his hitting form.
"Whitey" Czecik should continue at

the same rate with Gazella and
Morgan still hitting them where
they "ain't." Geisler hits when
necessary and Shortall should boost

his average, that is. if no port-sid-

ers face him. Lynch will probably
continue being hit instead of hit
ting, which is Just as well, and the
pitchers Kobilis, Reitz, Brlce and
King ought to live up to their early
season reputations.

Of these quartet of games, the
N. Y. U. fray should prove to be
the most difficult one. N. Y. U. has
another fine nine this season and
to date has won most of Its games.
its most notable Ijeing that played
against St. John's, won by the for-
mer by a 4-1 count.

It is a well-known fact that both
St. John's and N. Y. U. were con-
siderably weakened when several

were barred for pro-

JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

In a survey of the editors of the

"New York Times" only 18% of the

people read the sport page. We

wonder how many read this sheet.
• • •

After a four-day trip in southern

climes the baseball team returned

home to tangle bats with the battle-

scared Bullets of Gettysburg. Sad

to relate, the home lads went down

to defeat by a 7-6 count for the

second reverse at the hands of boys

from just above the Mason and

Dixon line.

"Lefty" Haas continued his spell

or mastery, or whatever you wish,

over the Cats, turning in his fifth

victory against the Blue and White.

This establishes a record, for no
enemy pitcher has yet l)eaten the

Cats this number of times.
• • •

What the baseballers faUed to do
is left to the football eleven when
the Bullets again Invade our stadi-

um next fall.
• • *

The nine had the ignominy of

playing before empty stands—those

few who had braved the elements
had sought the dry shelter of the
stadium.

« • •

George King did a bit of fine re-

lief hurling, and. incidentally, is

the only hurler of the varsity crop
that has yet to taste defeat.

• • •

The Bean Ball Club has another
addition—George King was hit on
the head with a pitched balL
Lynch is now president and King
vice-president by a unanimous vote.

All objections over-ruled.
• * •

The Bullet fray certainly made a
deep cut into the batting averages.
Artie Shortall, formerly leading the
club with an average of .406, drop-
ped down to .369, and Captain
Tommy Morgan fell from an aver-
age of .406 to .361.

• * *

"Drag" Dragone has the undis-
puted claim to the cellar position
with the lowly mark of .146. Lynch
is pressing him for the honor with
a .166.

• • •

Harry Geisler, due to his nice
stick-work in this encounter, is the
leading hitsmith in the club, hav-
ing raised his average to .370. Pete
Eschmann, however, is the real
leader with his lone hit in two offi-
cial times at bat, givingr him a mark
of .500.

« • •

The Frosh ball club lost its first

game of the season at Allentown,
Saturday, against a strong Allen-
town Prep team. Perhaps the rain
had something to do with it, or
perhaps Willette's slants Were not
as puzzling as they were touted to
be.

• * •

The drizzling rain dampened the
body and spirits of the players.
Huck Finn, elongated right fielder,

lieing the tallest on the squad, Is

reported to have assimilated most
of the dow'npour.

Frosh Place Fifth m Relays

Have You Tried

Le Fren Grill

1528 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia*s Finest

LUNCHEON
DINNER

AFTER THE DANCE

or THEATRE PARTY

Anyone who went down to the
Penn Relay Carnival last Friday or
Saturday to see the representatives
of Villanova break the string in

some of the events therein came
away disappointed. On the other
hand, anyone - who Journeyed
thither with the idea in mind that
our boys would do themselves
proud, returned to the country
minus the buttons on their vests.

The Fresiunan relay team espec-
ially is to be commended on its

very fine showing. Running
against such notable opponents as
N. Y. U., Manhattan, Princeton,
Pennsylvania and Georgetown, a
fifth place looks like a fourteen
course meal for twenty-five cents.

The yearlings were in there every
second of the race pushing the
leaders to the last Inch of the mile.

Here are the names of the gallants
In the order of their appearance In

the pack: Joe Fenstemacker,
Henry Bobertz, George Baker and
Howie Duffy. The last mentioned
gentleman especially gave the fans
in the large bowl something to

stand up and wave their limbs
about when, running as anchor
man, he sprinted the entire distance
In exactly 50 seconds flat.

Of the few Varsity men entered
In the meet, Eddie £)onahue turn-
ed in the best performance, by
placing fifth in the 400 metre low
hurdle race. In view of the fact

that this was the first tioM Bd
(competed in an event of this nature.

he did himself noble. Donahue
was also one of the four who ran
in the mile relay; Paul Bcaudine,
Joe Pox and Warren Brown con-
stituted the remainder of the quar-
tet
One of the most exciting events

of the carnival was the

There was plenty of mud, and
more to spare. McGovem, after
smacking a pretty single, was stuck
in the mire at the platter and was
tossed out before he could get down
to the initial sack.

« • •

For the first time this season the
towels were conspicuous. Whenever
the balls Ijecame slightly water-
soaked, the rags had to be called
into use.

• • •

Those of you who intend to see
the University of Detroit-Villanova
fracas at Detroit next autumn, be-
ware! Co-eds there are forbidden
to converse with males at any time
on the campus.

« • *

The Penn Relays remind us that
records are to be made and not
broken.

Our Frosh track team snared fifth
place in the One-Mile Freshman
College Relay Championship of
America. Outlooks are indeed
promising for a fine track team
next year.

• • •

What we often wonder about Is

why the scrubs always beat the
varsity in practice games and still

are never considered for a post on
the regular nine.

• « *

Red-ed Melanson. the big boy of
last year's team, was seen giving
the players some pointers. Then he
went into the box to toss a feW to
his former teammates. He threw
the first ball Into the stands.

. ... ... . *?° y*"* sunny mornings is
shuttle hurdle race won by Yale in -pQui Ball!'
the record-breaking time of one

The easiest way to get the base-
ball managers out of bed these

to loudly yell

(Continued on Page Four)

If you or* low-

down, cemo on up te Roof

Korro end done* owoy Iho bluof

. . . M yow'ro not . . . com* any-

way . . . IrrosUtibU fnuiic by

Oo< Hydor and M* SowlWnairot.

Tha ofmoaphora it imort . . . Iti*

luppor monw inclvdot modor-

aMy pricod (ondwidtat, laladt

and grilUd tpacialliai . . .

MTvod IroM 9 P.M. IN I A.M.

f ROOF \

PIERRE
\o9" j^ St./

From what we hear there will be
big doings around here in athletics
in another year. On the comple-
Uon of the gym the enUre athletic
system will be revolotionteed. It
wiU be modeled on that now exist-
ing at Penn with an athletie saper-
visor et aL

• • •

One thing is at least certain, and
that Is that a Junior varsity quin-
tet will be organized. In fact sev-
eral games have already been
scheduled.

• • •

The new gym is to have air-cool-
ed, needle showers, eight basketball
courts, oh well, use your own Im-
agination.

• • •

.'ii^r..****
**"* ""* •" *>>« history

of Villanova a Frosh golf team wm
organised. It went Into eompett-
tlon In Its huuvnral match when
Hill School was played, but doe to
a lack of practice was defeated by a
6-0 score. 8tUI, a bad befinalnff
does not always foreeasi a poer
ending.

AROU8.
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CAMPUS OPIISIONS

What is your attitude on Fresh-

man initiation as it is sponsored at

Villanova?

Thomas F. Brien, Mendel Hall,

Senior
—

"I oppose Freshman Initia-

tion because it certainly does a

small amount of good and a great

amount of harm both to the Fresh-

men and the upperclassmen."
* -/ •

Edward Flster, Mendel Hall,

Freshman—"I don't approve of the

Freshman initiation because It

makes the new students seem afraid

of what is going to happen to them.

And rather than Iteep them in theii-

places through terrorizing them, I

think they should be made to feel

their inferiority in a more kindly

way. For Instance, let the use of

the dinks, socks, ties and tags be

continued. Besides this a few light

tasks should be enough to make the

Fresh realize his position in college

life.
• • •

Joseph Conlan, Mendel Hall,

Sophomore—•Personally I think

that initiation is a practice that

should be continued especially at

, Villanova. Villanova attracts stud-

ents from Prep schools; Lordiy

Seniors there think that the college

owes them a debt for their appear-

ance here. They separate them-

selves from the others.

Initiations tend to bind them to-

gether as a class and, above all.

give them a class spirit which is

sadly lacking."
lii > *

Ralph Ceravolo, Austin Hall,

Sophomore— "My opinion of Fresh-

man initiation? Well, I suppose

that, boiled down, it amounts to

what most of the "Hoi polloi" (ii

most in favor of it are considered

as such) think. It can amount
to something IF those in charge are

given free rein. That is. the High
School hero would have, at least

once in his lifetime, the winds of

tempestuous pride and snobbish-

ness "taken out of his sails."
» »

Robert Roihert, Austin Hall.

Sophomore— "To my mind the

Freshman Initiation at Villanova is

one of the biggest farces that is

held on the campus proper. Villa-

nova is one of the three existing

colleges in the United States that
continue this far-fetched, hideous
and impromptu initiation. Towards
their purpose of showing and in-

stilling the proper college spirit into
the Freshmen they fall short of

their purpose. Why they should
continue to exist is . something I.

myself and 80% of the student body
cannot understand. To do away
with Freshman Initiation at Villa-
nova would be one of the greatest
successes and most advanced steps
toward making "a bigger and better
Villanova" that has ever been un-
dertaken by the college authorities
at large." •, .:

• ' » •*

ALUMNUS RECEIVES
FELLOWSHIP

According to a recent report of
Dean Humphries of the School of
Engineering. Thomas L. McNee. a
graduate of the class of '28, recent-
ly had the honor of being awarded
a Fellowship at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Mr. McNee had a very creditable

record while at the Villanova's En-
gineering School where he received
his B. S. in Civil Engineering. Mr.
McNee now intends to seek a grad-
uate degree in Structural Engin-
eering at M. I. T. This award car-
ries with it liberal "support."
We tender Mr. McNee our heart-

iest congratulations and wish him
the greatest success in his work.

Consecration

Subject of

Chapel Talk

Fr. Crawford Interprets Cer-

emonieH Following Of-

fertory of Ma88

gUESTIOIN ANSWERED
At the regular evening conference

last Tuesday Father Crawford de-
livered an interesting sermon on the
Consecration, the second principal
part of the Mass. The instruction
covered that part of the sacrifice

of the Mass which occurs between
the Offertory and the Consecration.
Father Stanford assisted by demon-
strating the various ceremonies
which the priest performs in cele-
brating this section of the Mass.
To make the sermon more in-

teresting Father Crawford supple-
mented his talk with the excerpts
from the English Missal. After ex-
plaining the significance and func-
tion of each part of the Mass,
Father Crawford read the particular
prayer for that day from the missal.
This not only roused more interest
but also brought out more vividly

the ideas which the speaker was
endeavoring to convey to his au-
dience.

One part of the Mass upon which
Father Crawford spent considerable
time was the Elevation. At this
point he brought out the fact that
today it seems to be the custom
for people to bow their heads during
the Elevation. This is all very fine
as an act of reverence, but it de-
feats the purpose for which the
Elevation was placed in the Mass.
The original purpose of this par-
ticular ceremony was to raise the
body of Christ before the people,
so that they may see it. In bowing
their heads they are defeating this
purpose.
Just prior to the regular instruc-

tion Father Crawford answered a
question which had been turned in
to him. The question was, "Why
is the collection usually taken up
at the Offertory part of the Mass
on Sunday and holidays of obliga-
tion?" In reply to this the speaker
pointed out that the practice is a
natural offspring of the custom
which prevailed in the early days
of the Church. In those days it

was customary at the Offertory for
the people to bring offerings of
bread and wine and other objects
and place them at the altar. In
time this custom wore out, but in
its place we have the practice of
taking up the collection at that
stage of the Mass.

Boxing Bouts to

3e Held Monday
Night in Stadium

(Continued from page Three)

school.

For the second time this year,
Danny Zafl will face Eddie Mer
tha, another case of Pre-Med ver
sus Business. Zaff won the last
light but Eddie is plaiming a come
back and perhaps a different story
will be told at the end of this fight
Weights: ZafT, 110; Mertha, 116.

Another match that is not with-
out attraction i^ the scheduled tifl

between Paul Calanusa, 150 pounds,
and Vito Carfagno, I45 pounds.

Pupils versus teacher can be the
term applied to the seml-hnal bat-
tle between Ted Casey, 170 and Jim
McOoveren, 168. Casey trained Jim
for the indoor lights held last win-
ter at which Jim came through
with a 26 second knockout. Now
McOovern has developed into such
a good battler that the fight will
undoubtedly be filled with plenty of
action.

Johnny Qaughan and Ralph Lan-
ciano, both at 136 will be the prin-
cipals in the windup. Oaughn was
cnamp before the indoor bouts, and
lost by a very close decision.

A wrestling match will be put on
as a special leature in which Zizack,
190, will oppose Bruno Conti, 191.
This should attract considerable
attention as both have had exper-
ience in this field before. . :.;,,

A novel act between bouts will
be a Horse and Rider fight between
members of Austin and Fedlgan
Hall teams.

"the fighters will weigh in Friday
afternoon at the stadium at 2:30
P. M. Medals are to be awarded
to the winners of each bout. The
referee will be Frank Floyd; the
timers, Ed Kobilis and Clete Gard-
ner. In case of rain the fights will

be held on some following night as
soon as possible. A huge crowd is

expected and the general admis-
sion will be 50 cents; reserved seats
75 cents.

The cooperation of the student
txtdy is requested in regards to
'crashing'. A large cost is involved
in staging these bouts and in se-
curing necessary equipment and if

the students will show their good
will the management feels assured
of as successful an event as it has
nad in the past.

Golfers Beaten
Three Times

During Week
(Continued from page Three)

On Friday, the beaten and bat-
tereed Wildcat golf team Journeyed
up to Princeton where they received
another Jolt. The final score of 6

to is sufflcient evidence to prove
that the representatives of Old
Nassau were much better golfers

than the standard bearers of the
Blue and White. This was the
second defeat that Villanova suf-
fered at the hands of collegiate

opposition in a week.
The losing Jinx which has been

trailing the varsity golf squad has
been suspected of casting its evil

spell over the yearling team. Last
Saturday while the varsity was
busy losing to Princeton, the Frosh
traveled up to the Hill School
where they were turned back in

their initial match of the season by
a score of 6 to 0. T'he contest was
played on the Pottstown C. C.
course.

The matches scheduled for the var-
sity team this week are as followa:

Monday—Temple Dental School at
Marble Hall.

Wednesday—Haverford College at
Merlon C. C.

Thursday—Overbrook Country Club
at Overbrook.

TRACK TEAM MEETS
WEST CHESTER MAY 2

PERKIOMEN LOSES
TO FROSH WHILE

AILEISTOWN WINS

Junior Week Program Offers
Wide Variety of Sports and
Socials to Class of 1931

(continued from page one)

Wednesday, May 6th
2:30 P. M. Baseball, Temple vs.

Villanova (Villanova)
Tennis, Villanova vs
Drexel

9:00 P. M. Blue Blazer Ball, in
gym.

Thursday, May 7th

2:00 P. M. Golf. Villanova vs.

Temple ( Marble Hall)
2:30 P. M. Tennis, VlHimova

Frosh vs. Overbrook
Friday, May 8th

9:00 P. M. Junior Promenade,
Penn A. C.

Saturday, May 9th
2:30 P. M. Baseball. VUlanova vs

.•-- Penn A. C. (Villanova)
Tennis, Villanova vs
Bucknell
Interscholastlc Track
meet.

9:00 P. M. Farewell E>ance to
Class of "31 (gym)

The Prosh made two trips, Friday
and Saturday, to play base ball un-
der very unfavorable weather condi-
tions. Friday they took Perkiomen
School by a score of 11-6, and Sat-
urday Allentown reversed the pro-
cess, sending the boys home with a
defeat of 7-4.

Coach Jacobs sent O'Donnell in
to pitch against Perkiomen and
allowed but eight hits while the
Frosh collected sixteen. Dasbach,
Hurlburt, and Brockmeyer connect-
ed for a circuit clout apiece, with
Hurley and Stanton leading the
team in base hits.
The score:

R S S
Perkiomen ....013 010 010— 6 8 6
Villanova 100 1S2 011—11 16 2
Ankle-deep mud greeted the boys

at Allentown where they played
nine innings of wet baseball. Al-
though the Frosh out-hit the oppo-
sition their eight hits were bunch-
ed well enough to take the game
by a score of 7-4.

Wronski, Stanton and Brock-
meyer led the hitters, and Willette,
although under adverse conditions,
pitched first class base ball.
The score:

T> rr V
Villanova 000 102 100—4 9* 2
Allentown 200 020 12x—7 8

Frosh Quartet
Places Fifth
In Penn Relays

(Continued from page "rtiree)

Cdward
White

Trousers

hit • high note

In smartness.

rTDWVRD
JL> CLOTHES

K^4DE F0% rOU

$24.75 - S28.75 - S38.75

Displayed Here at the College

every Wednesday by Lin Hill

ALUMNUS CREDITED
WITH SETTLING STRIKE
Rev. Dr Andrew J. Plunkett. an

alumnus of Villanova. and a man
still very much interested in
happenings at Villanova, was re-
cently credited with settling a
weaver's strike Father Plunkett,
who is a pastor of St. Josephs
church in Shelton. Conneticut,
acted as mediator between a
strikers group and the Sidney
Blumenthal and Company repre-
sentatives. It was through his
efforts that the disagreement was
amicably settled. Father Plunkett
is also State Chaplain of the
Knights of Columbus.

minute, three and five-tenths sec-
onds. Ohio State, with the incom-
parible John Keller running as an-
chor man, pushed the Elis all the
way to the tape assisting in no
little way the boys from New I

Haven.
Partially due to the heavy track,

the customary enthusiasm which
the 100 yard dash is wont to pro-
voke, was lacking. The compara-
tively slow time of 10 seconds was
turned in by E. M. Lamb of Le-
high who barely had his nose out
in front of DeArmand Huston, of
Dennison and Al Kelley of George-
town.

E>ear old Pennsylvainia came into
its own through the worthy efforts

of Barney Berlinger and its mile
and four mile relayists. Berlinger
captured his third consecutive
Decathlon title while the relay
teams gained victory in each of
their respective races.

In view of the fact that this was
the first time that Villanova has
taken the idea of the Penn relays
seriously, the showing our boys
made was indeed commendable. If

all proceeds correctly, there is no
reason why our harriers will not be
battling with the best of them in

the future.

On next Saturday the Varsity
track team will travel to West
Chester where it will meet the
local team on its field in a dual
meet. The events are scheduled to
start at 2:30. The men who have
been chosen to compete, thus far
In the track events, are: Pox,
quarter mile and half mile; High-
field. 100 and 220 yard dashes, Sal-

COLADONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

erno, 2 mile and 1 mile; Beaudine,
quarter mile: Pelicane, 220 yard
and 440 yard. In the field events
are DeNick and Corrigan, broad
jump and high Jump; Pelicane,
broad jump; Derby, pole vault;
Casey, Ziegler, Kelly, Vereharadsky
and Casey javelin, discus and shot
put.

Contest Winners
To be Announced

Announcement of awards in the
Camel Cigarette $50,000 cash prize
contest will be made early in May,
officials of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company stated today.

The contest judges and their
staff, who have been carefully read-
ing the approximately 1.000,000 en-
tries, announced today that they
are rapidly nearing the completion
of their work, and that within the
next week or ten days they will be
able to definitely set the dates on
which the winners will be announ-
ced, and prizes awarded.

The judges are Roy W. Howard,
Chairman of the Board of the
Scripps-Howard league of news-
papers; Ray Long, President of the

International Magazine Company
and Editor of Cosmopolitan, and
Charles Dana Gibson, the famous
artist, who is publisher of Life

Magazine. Thirty-eight prizes will

be given for the best answers as to

how the new cellophane moisture-
proof wrappers on Camel cigarette

packages benefit smokers.
The first prize winners will re-

ceive a check for $25,000 from R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
manufacturers of Camel cigarettes.

Awards of $10,000 and $5,000 will be
given to the second and third win-
ners. The next five will receive

$1,000 each, and the balance of

$5,000 will be distributed among
thirty winners.

And then there is the Scotchman
who called up his mother at the
Poorhouse, and revensed the charges.

Speed Modern youth is ever
turning to speed as a means of ex-
pressing their life. So runs the
common belief, but lend an ear.

Co-eds at the University of Calif-

ornia are going in strongely for

turtle races Held on a one hundred
yard track, the Chelopus guttatus
require only an hour to reach the
finish.

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENTI

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Nmedt

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Snyici

rsissssf.

Made
for You

$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

gjgjSMsiSMSigi^^i^ciigiiaiDU^Eai&isisiiaisjSi i I

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Us

JUNIORS
FLANNELS plain or stripe.

For the Blue Blazer Ball

and other Junior Week af-

fairs.

MADE TO MEASURE

$8.00

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Store at 57th & Market Sts. Howie Garrity

Open till 8.45 every eve. Campus Representative

Every Package
noiv a

Humidor

Villanova Men's Shop
PRESENTS THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS FOR

JUNIOR WEEK
A COMPLETE LINE OF DRESSWARE

ARROW DRESS SHIRTS
AT

$3.00
FLANNEL PANTS

AT

$6.50
PLAIN or STRIPED

SHOWING EVERY FRIDAY at PIE SHOPPE
hy RALPH KAUFMAN

C^ARRIZOZO, N. M., now gcti

Camels in as prime condition

as Winston-Salem, the cigarette

capital of the world. Camels

that leave our factory are now

wrapped in moisture-proof, air^

tight Cellophane which acts as a

humidor and keeps the natural

moisture in.

Peppery tobacco dust and

bars! . moisture-robbed tobacco

are what sting the tongue and

the tliroat. Thanks to our

patented vacuum cleaning ap-

paratus and the new Humidor

Pack everybody, everywhere,

can enjoy the Camel blend of

fine Turkish and mellow

Domestic tobaccos in prime,

fresh condition.

Switch to Camels today

then leave them tomorrow, if

you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wintton-Salem, !>l. C.

;

•I

AMELS

Factorr-freah CAMELS
re air-iiealpd in the new
Sanilarx Package which
kerpii the HumI and grrm^
oat and keeps the flavor in.

' R. J. •tmU. T*kMw Caa^MT

A WEEK OF

PLEASANT

WEATHER
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Age-old Customs Inaugurate Junior Week
Crackers to

Perform at

Junior Prom
Dancing From Nine Until
Two o'clock at Formal at

Penn Athletic Club

NEW FAVORS OFFERED
The Junior Promenade has long

occupied a paramount place In the
field of social activities, coming on
Friday evening as a fitting finale
to the climatic round of pleasures
and activities that Junior Week
offers. This year, after lengthy
preparations, the spacious ball-
room of the Penn A C. ha J been
secured as the most fitting location
for the culminating function of the
week. The occasion is strictly

formal, and dancing will continue
from nine o'clock in the evening
of May eighth until two o'clock
the following morning.

The Prom Committee has spared
no effort or expense in endeavoring
to enlist the services of an or-
chestra of the highest calibre. As
the result, music will be furnished
by the inimitable Crackers, eleven
exponents of all that is best In or-
chestral achievement, under the
versatile baton of Paul Graham. In
securing a band of such outstand-
ing merit, the Prom Committee has
added the final touch to what it

has good reason to believe Is the
most lavish program ever provided
for any Villanova affair. AH those
in attendance will receive unique
favors, the exact nature of which
cannot, at this time, be revealed.

Invitations may still be obtained
at room 337 Austin Hall, or from
any member or the Prom Com-
mittee The subscription is seven-
fifty the couple. Arrangements for
the dance have been well planned
and executed, but it remains with
the student body to make it a
success socially both through a
large Att«r)c)ftt«ce and luii coopera-
tion with the Prom Committee.

Prom Chairman

JOSEPH r. DIETZ

Planting of Evergreen and

Raising of Banner Open
Week of Festivities

Students Attend Mass in Body and Juniors Receive Holy
Communion, Later Forming Behind Band

For Parade About Campus

BOUTS At STADIUM CLOSE EVENTFUL DAY

Appeal Made for

New Gymnasium
Commerce School To

Opened in June

He

$300,000 OBJECTIVE

All Agog Over
''Haunted House"

"Who Killed Isabel?" Heard
Everywhere

PLOT DARK SECRET

"Who Killed Isabel?" Without
a doubt, everyone on the campus Is

curious over that question, as there
is no one here who has not seen
or heard of It. However, the Belle
Masque Players have decided to
stick to their present secrecy, and
the only way to find out who really

killed Isabel, is to see "The Haunted
House.", which will be produced at

St. Thomas' Hall, Rosemont, on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
evenings, May 13th, 14th and 15th,

at 8:30 p. m.
"The Haunted House" is an

American comedy by that well-

known playwriter, Owen Davis, and
was successfully produced In many
theatres in different parts of the
country, the most successful being
at the George M. Cohan Theatre,
New York. The play is unusually
witty, with that touch of mystery
which does not fail to send shivers

up and down the spine of the entire

audience. Of course, we must ask
that none of the audience divulge

the murderer of Isabel, so that

those going the following evenings

can enjoy the mystery as a mystery.

The female characters will be

portrayed by the same three imper-
sonaters who have done so aptly in

the Belle Masque's last production,

"College Inn," and as they are now
much more experienced in this art

The male characters have been
picked for their portrayal of in-

terest in the Society and for their

ability to act.

The cast is as follows:

Morgan, the tramp — Basil Shorb
Emily, the bride .... William Papp
Jack, the groom . . Edward Hookey
Thomas, the chauffeur,

David Cartenuto

Duncan, the author, Hugh McHugh
Helen, the wife,

Lawrence DeFrances

Isabel, the girl Joseph Hahn
Ezra, the constable, Charles Goggl

Ed. the milkman, Joseph Houseman
Grogan, the detective,

William Rorke

Evans, the father ... Don LaPond
Understudies : Jack — McGraw

;

Duncan—Ray Wlnchel; Ezrn—E.
Fisher; Grogan—OPrey; Ed—

G

Dolan; Evans—E. D'Elia.

It is to be brought to the atten-

tion of the student body, that stu-

dent tickets may be procured from

any member of the Society, and

from the Book-Room and Pie

Shoppe, for fifty cents. This is a

reduction from the admission

charged to those who are not stu-

dents and who have to pay fifty

per cent more It is also called to

the students' attention, that no one

but a student of Villanova College

will be admitted on a "student

ticket

'

The college authorities have an-
nounced that they have recently
launched a campaign to raise the
sum of $300,000 for a new Gym-
nasium-Auditorium. Letters have
been sent to parents enlisting their

aid in making this drive a success,

and every attempt Is being made
to make them realize the need for

such a building. Responses so far

have been very generous, but there
are many from whom the author-
ities have not heard. This would be
a most appropriate time for all

those who have made p'edges to

forward donations to the fund.

Since all the upperclassmen and
their parents have taken such an
interest either in donating money
cr making pledges, it is only to be
expected that the Freshmen will

heartily cooperate to make their

school better by lending financial

aid at this time. Following Is a copy
of the letter sent to the parents:
Dear Friend:

During the past few weeks you
have received pamphlets pertain-
ing to the expansion program of

Villanova College. I am very gl;|id

to Inform you that the Commerce
and Finance Building is almost
completed and will be occupied
about the first of May
Our next building to be erected

is one that we feel sure is very dear
to the hearts of all parents whose
sons are attending Villanova. It

Is a new Gymnasium. This building
is absolute 'y necessary in order to

take care of the physical develop-
ment of your son.

During our recent campaign, we
called upon all the parents whose
sons were attending Villanova to

help us in making the hoped-for
Gymnasium a reality. The response
was generous, but stl'l not
sufficient to erect the kind of
Gymnasium that we desire; but, we
are going ahead with our plans and
expect to break ground before the
first of June. We are doing this on
the assumption that the parents of
the boys who have entered Villa-

nova this year will not be backward,
but will also do their part In this

undertaking.

The Parent-Committe in charge
of the Campaign for a new Cam-
paign for a new Gymnasium set

the sum of $300 and upwards as
the individual parent pledge which
is to be paid over a period of three
years. A card Is enclosed, which
you can fi'l out and return. In case
we are asking too much, you can
give any amount that you may de-
sire An outright donation at this

time would be especially helpful as
we are going to build within the
next two months.

Very sincerely yours.

(Rev.) R. P. Pink, O. S. A..

Vice-President.

With warm summer breezes and
clear blue skies prevailing, the Jun-
iors inaugurated Junior Week yes-
terday. The week's lestivities open-
ed with solemn high Mass in the
college chapel for ail the students,

With the Juniors receiving Holy
communion, rtev. Huelian P. Pink,
O. S. A., Vice-President of the col-

lege, was the celebrant with Rev.
William Kenney, O. S. A., and Rev.
Joseph Dougnerty, O. S. A., acting
as asslstantis. After breakfast the
Juniors resplendent in Blue Blazers
and ebony canes, together with the
rest of the student body, formed
ranks behina Mendel Hall, and
with the college band leading the
parade, a march was started about
ihe campus.
The hrst ceremony was the flag

raising m tront of Mendel. V.'?th

the Juniors grouped about, Nichou 3

Cattle, Chairman of Junior Week,
raised the flag skyward, after the
Junior President, Haroid Drlscoll,

had aelievered a short address and
had wciocmed all students to take
part in the activities of the week.
I'he flag was accepted on the part
of the faculty by Rev. John
O'Leary, who, in thanking the Jun-
iors, gave a most rousing talk. He
spoke of loyalty of one's country
and expressed the hope that the
hag presented by the third year
men was more than a meaningless
gesture; that it represented the
loyalty and love fostered by each
and every man for his country. All

men, he said, are more than will-

ing to go to war to defend their

country in tunes of threatened in

vasion, but what the country needs
and what Villanova attempts to in-

still in Its students is not only war-
time patriotism but love and loyal-

ty In times of peace, with each man
uoing his utmost to better the

country In which he lives. After
uproarous applause at the consum-
mation of I*r. O'Leary's speech, the

band again organized and the par-

ade once more wended its way
about the campus.

lliis time the stopping place was
the lawn in front of Austin Hall.

Here a hole had been dug, and
after an address by James Garrity,
the Treasurer of the Junior class,

an evergreen, symbolic of the love
of the Juniors for their Alma Ma-
ter,, was planted. This was ac-
cepted on the part of the school
administration by the Rev. Eugene
Mauch, O. S. A., Dean of the Arts
School.
From thence the parade moved

to Alumni Hall, where each school
represented by the Junior class pre-
sented a bit of ivy to the college.

Frosh Dance Set
For 22nd of May

The Freshman dance committee

has finally announced the results

of its negotiations concerning the

Freshman Hop. The place selected
for the dance Is the main ballroom
of the Hotel Pennsylvania, located
at 39th and Chestnut streets In
Philadelphia. The date chosen is

Friday. May 22. It is deemed that
this date Is sufficiently late to per-
mit the studeKts to become reim-
bursed after Junior Week and still

sufficiently early so as not to Inter-
fere with the forthcoming exams.

The inimitable and ever popular
Vlllanovans will again furnish the
music. It has been promised that
Jim Kettrick will be there to lead
the same orchestra that he had at
the Sophomore Cotillion. Mr. Ket-
trick has also assured the Fresh-
man that he will be well-versed on
all the modem melodies and dance
rhythms.

The committee also announced
that the floaters and tickets will be
received from the printer the early
part of this week. The tickets will

be ready for distribution to the
students some time in the near
future.

Gill and Buckley
Run for Presidency

At a special meeting held Thurs-
day night. April 30th, the Villanova
Literary Club held nominations
from the floor. Ballots were dis-
tributed to the members present
and can be obtained by the other
members at the Book Room. Ballots
must be filled in and turned in to
Prof. Jonas by twelve o'clock Thurs-
day, May 7th.

The following were nominated for
the respective offices: President,
Daniel Buckley, Martin Gill; Vice-
president, Joseph Houseman, Robert
Rothert; Corresponding Secretary,
Joseph Conlan; Recording Secre-
tary, Albert Wagner. Charles An-
tonaccio; Treasurer, Lawrence De
Frances, Joseph flahn, Leon Har-
ter; Ser. at Arms, Gerald Dolan.
Robert Geist, Alexander Lewis.

These were planted against the
time-honored walls of the building
and were accepted by the Rev.
Francis X. Coan, O. S. A., profes-
sor of Biology. Vincent Smith
made the presentation for the Com-
merce and Finance School, while
the Arts School ivy was presented
by Solomon Berman. The presen-
tations for the Science School and
the Engineering School were made
by James B. Finn and Joseph
Haage. respectively.

The atiernoon the Juniors spent
on the various sport flelds and the
evening was passed witnessing the
Boxing Bouts. The program for
the remainder of the week follows:
2:30 P. M. Golf, Villanova vs.

Swarthmore (Marble
Hall).

Wednesday, May 6th
2:30 P. M. Baseball, Temple vs.

Villanova (Villanova).
Tennis, Villanova vs.

Drexel.
9:00 P. M. Blue Blazer Ball, in gym

Thursday. May 7th
2:00 P. M. Golf. Villanova vs. Tem-

ple (Marble Hall).
2:30 P. M. Tennis, Villanova Frosh

vs. Overbrook.
Friday. May 8th

9:00 P. M. Junior Promenade, Penn
A. C.

Saturday, May 9th
2:30 p. M. Baseball, Villanova vs.

Penn A. C. (Villanova).

Tennis, Villanova vs.

Bucknell.
Interscholastlc
meet.

M. Farewell Dance

Jr. Week Chairman Jr. Courtier

Out Monday
On Campus

Photos of Junior Class and
Familiar Campus Scenes

Featured

NICHOLAS CATTIE

New CourseAdded
in Science School

Complete Physiology Course

Planned

GILL IS EDITOR

TURNBACK IN CHARGE

Track

9:30 P.

Arts Fraternity
Elects Officers

Casey,

be the
gather-

NEW YORK ALUMNI
DANCE ON FRIDAY

Word has been received from J.

Omer Duhamel, president of the
New York Chapter of the ViUanova
Alumni, that this club will again
conduct a dance on May 8th on the
Roof of The Hotel St. George In
Brooklyn. This dance will be the
fourth given by this club. From all
reports it promises to be the great-
est success yet achieved by the New
Yorkers. Music will be supplied by
the Merrill Hughes Orchestra. The
dance will be run on the supper
club plan. Professional entertain-
ment has been obtained, consisting
of singers, a dancing team of con-
siderable note and Judnick the well
known accordianist. Practically all
the tables have been taken and a
request has been made for reserva-
tions for the remaining few. A
large delegation Is expected from
the College. P. T. Vlze, Chairman,
is being assisted by a committee
composed of Cletus Beaver, Joseph
Gibbons, William Clinton, and Wil-
liam Bheehan.

Martin L. GUI, Jr., Editor of the
Junior Courtier, was elected to the
presidency of Epilson Phi Theta
for next year at a meeting of
that fraternity held last Wednes-
day morning. Jack McDermottwas
elected Vice-President; James
Shea. Secretary; Joseph Conlan,
Treasurer; and Edward
Sergeant-at-arms.
The meeting proved lo

lirst truly representative
ing of the Arts School fraternity
this year, but the enthusiasm
which marked the nominations and
elections augur well for the soc-
iety's future.

President Hookey outlined the
purpose of the fraternity in a
brief talk to the members, and
summed it up as being to "correlate
studies with extra-curricular ac-
tivities." He cited the success of
varous members of the fraternity
in the dramatic and debating
fields, on the staff of the VILLA-
NOVAN, and in the promotion of
the annual boxing bouts.
Rev. Eugene A. Mauch, Dean of

the School of Arts, brought the
meeting to a close with a short
address In which he pointed out
the fact that the trend in America
today is again toward liberal edu-
cation as the real foundation of
lifte;-and that an organizer frat-
ernity such as Epilson Phi Theta
will henceforth be as an invaluable
method of developing the assoc-
iations so necessary in acquringa
broad, liberal training. He con-
cluded by stating that next year
a weekly Seminar would be sched-
uled for all the students of the
Arts department, and that eminent
lecturers would be secured to ad-
dress the meetings.

SENIORS FIGHT FOR
VALEDICTORY HONOR
This afternoon, at 1.30 p. m., the

annual competition for the Valedic-
tory address will be held in Mendel
Hall. The several entrants from
the various schools will each be re-
quired to present a short talk of
about three minutes on any topic
which the entrant may desire to

Another noteworthy addition to
the already extensive field of
courses the Pre-Medlcal School now
offers will be made with the intro-
duction of a complete course In
Physiology. The course will be
available to the Pre-Medical stud-
ents at the beginning of next sem-
ester.

The subject matter that will be
covered has already been outlined
by the authorities of the Science
school and unlimited research will

be done along the various branches
of the subject. Professor Robert J.

Tumbach, who is at present In-
structor in Genetics, will conduct
the course of lectures.

Following the modern tendency
in scientific work, the importance
of this subject is being emphasized
more and more in medical schools.
It is evident that many of the col-
leges in the near future will de-
mand this course as a requisite for
entrance to their graduate aobooU.
Therefore it will be of advantage
that the students make use of the
facilities that will be offered to
them next year by the introduction
of the course.
A special laboratory will be In-

stalled during the coming summer,
so as to provide for tlie experiment-
al branch of Physiology. The appa-
ratus that will be used is said to
contain the most modem and re-
cently patented instruments in use
in Pre-Medlcal schools. This will

be the third addition to the science
curriculum within the year. The
subjects that have been or will be
introduced are: Immunology, Hu-
man Anatomy, Physiology (Experi-
mental).

A publication with interest cen-
tered exclusively on the mcfmbers
of the Junior Class was issued yes-
terday on the campus. This book-
let, the Junior Courtier, had its in-
ception In 1927, at VUlanova Col-
lege; this edition being the fourth
publication.

Clothed in an attractive blue
cover, the "Courtier" presents a
natty appearance which fore-
shadows the exceUent treat con-
tained within its pages. Because of
its compactness, and the thorough-
ness with which it deals with its

subject, the Junior Class, its pop-
ularity is rapidly increasing.
The official program for the Jun-

ior Week activities contained in
the "Courtier," give it an immed-
iate practical use. In addition to
the names and photographs of the
Junior Class members, there are a
number of group pictures repre-
senting the various organizations
on the campus. Several poems con-
tributed by Juniors and included in
the booklet, aid one to form a con-
ception of the environment at Villa-
nova College which inspires such
expression. Selected campus scenes
famUlar to all Villanova men,
make the "Courtier" a treasure
which wiU, in future years, afford
many pleasant hours to erstwhUe
VUlanova students who will remin-
iscently leaf it through.
The foUowing men comprised the

staff for this publication: Martin
GUI, Editor; Albert Wagner and
Thomas Dwyer, Associate Editors;
Jeremiah Enright, Business Man-
ager; Htuxy Dougherty, Assistant
Manager; Daniel Buckley, Sports
Editor; James Garrity and George
Gazella, Art Editors.

Lambda Kappa
Men Banquet

Faculty Members Guests of

Pre-Med Frat

Commencement Day
Each of the Deans have been

working on the difficult task of
choosing two capable representa-
tives from hl.> school. As a result,

Father Mauch, Dean of the Arts
department, has chosen EHtvid J.

Cartenuto and Edward Hookey to

represent their class. As entrants
from the Business School, Father
Bartley has picked William Bradley
and Lawrence Costigan. Father
Dougherty has chosen Carl Lech-
ner and Hugh Dougherty to repre-
sent the Science School. At this

writing, the entrants from the
School of Engineering have not as

yet been determined.

Dr. Hewson Heard
By Science Men

Last Wednesday evening at a
special meeting of the Science

School in the Amphitheatre, the

pre-meds were given the opportun-
ity of hearing Dr. Addinell Hed-
son present a most interesting lec-

ture.

Dr. Hewson, a very active mem-
ber of the medical world for more
than half century, is Secretary of

the Pennsylvania State Anatomical
Board, and Head of the Depart-
ment of Anatomy at Temple Dental
College.

Dr. Hewson represents the fifth

generation of a family of anatomi-
cal students, who have made many
interesting contributions to the
study of anatomy. The doctor has
been teaching anatomy for over 51
years.

He wished to present some facts
in anatomy that would aid the stu-
dents in their future studies. Dr.
Hewson began his lecture by out-
lining several facts about the head,
then about the parts of the thor-
acis and abdominal cavities. He
went on to explain the manner in

which the study of the bones of

the human body may be faciliated

from surgical medical views
In studying the bones of the

head, It is necessary to outline the
individual bones by drawings in

order to obtain a complete under-
standing. To represent the muscles
and the points of attachments,
colored illustrations are made. After
learning the various bones of the

to make a visible

NEARLY 70 ATTEND

discuss. The purpose of this com-
petition Is to determine which Sen- head It is best
ior will be chosen to give the iBnal picture of them so that they may
Valedictory or farew'ell address oh.^ identified in the human skull

Dr. Hewson continued his lecture

by showing a large number of
printed and X-Ray sUdes which
completely Illustrated every bone in

the human body. He emphasized
the fact that all the printed slides

were drawn by dental students.

One set of X-ray pictures showed
the daily progress of a woman re-

covering from an attack of bron-
chial trouble.

V. L. 8.

Obtain your ballot for the election

of officers for next year at the
book-room at once. All ballots

must be in by Thursday.

Probably one of the most unique

and enjoyable social functions of

the year was the Lambda Kappa
Delta fraternity banquet held last

Thursday evening at the Hotel

Covington in Philadelphia. With
about sixty-five members of the

Pre-medical fraternity and a few
members of the faculty in attend-

ance, this informal stag dinner

proved to be a delightful social

success due to the excellent dinner

served and the splendid variety of

entertainment.
It was at eight-thirty sharp that

those in attendance were served a
most delicious five course dinner,
the main course consisting of roast
spring chicken. After the dinner,
Howard J. Garrity, President of
the fraternity and acting toa^-
master, arose and presented a
short but entertaining intro-
ductory talk. The speakers called
upon were the honorary members
Rev. John Crawford. Rev. FYancls
Coan, and Rev. Joseph M.
Dougherty of the faculty. Each
member of the Senior class was
also called upon to say a few words.
The outstanding bit of entertain-

ment of the evening w£is furnished
by "Dave" Murphy and his Penn-
sylvania Quakers in the form of
real modern music in a smooth
rhythmetic tempo. The members of
this new orchestra are all Villanova
students and they are rapidly be-
coming very popular as evidenced
by their weekly radio broadcast
from WHAT and their performance
at many dances both in PhUadel-
phla and New York. They received
many compliments from all those
present.
At the clase of the program Mr.

Garrity Introduced the officers for
the coming year who were elected
at the weekly meeting recently.
James B. Finn Jr.. is the newly
elected President of the fraternity,
Howard J. Richmond Is Vice-presi-
dent, John Wilson is Treasurer,
and Frank Ditchey Is the Secre-
tary. These men will be formally
in.^alled into their new offices
Thursday at 12.55 Pjyi. in Mendel
Hall. At that time nine retiring
Seniors will be presented with keys
in appreciation and recognition of
their four years active service in
Lambda Kappa Delta.
The chairman in charge of the

committee who arranged the pr«>-
gram and banquet was Joseph B.
Sofranko. Mr. Sofranko was assist-
ed by Chester Pozzl, John Wilson,
Ivln Orobman, Francis Erttchey,
Edward Tlmm, WlUiam Holmes
and Edward Ocelus.
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SUNDAY IS Mother's Day—a day cherished

, and dear to each and every one of us- It is

a day when we honor in a special manner me
dearest, the best companion that man has ev-

r •''.;.'.v. er known. It is a day set aside

MOTHER for Mother—our truest and

staunchest friend. A world

Without Mother Love—what would it be

like? A world without that protecting em-

braces of Mother! Truly she is man's great-
'

est boon. She gave us form, of her own
flesh and blood, midst agony and pain; she

nurtured us as infants, gladly performing all

the menial tasks that a baby brings. And,

as we grew into little shavers, with curly

hair and chubby cheeks, which she so fondly

fondled, it was Mother who put up with all

our mischeivous p'ranks, all our heart-rend-

ing ingratitudes. When pain came, it was
Mother who sat up nights, her hand on

fevered brow, her voice in fretful ear. Then,

as we grew older, when we came to distin-

guish between good and evil, it was Mother

who grieved when we went wrong, it was
Mother who set us right and whispered en-

couragement. Then school and lessons; to

whom did we turn with bloody noses, with

vexing problems ? Always to a friend, whom
we know can never change, a friend who
always puts her boy before herself.

A DEBT, SO GREAT that it can never be

repaid, is the debt we owe Mother. On Sun-

day we will think of her and send her some
token of our love, perhaps But there is

more that we can do for Mother, more that

we should and must do, not only on May 10,

but on every day throughout the year. We
should pray for her; we should show her all

the respect and consideration that are her

due. Every day we should ask God to show-

er His choicest blessings upon her, for she

loves us as no one else can love us. Above
all, we can live good Catholic lives—nothing

will please her more.

TRADITIONAL JUNIOR WEEK is here!

Juniors attired specially for the occasion are

taking their fill of carefree enjoyment. Jun-

ior Week is in its second day and from now
until Saturday, Lordly Jun-

• JUNIOR iors will grace the campus
WEEK with their haughty, princely

IS HERE persons. And most fitting

persons. And most fittingly

pus, for at this .season all nature is decor-

ating the campus—swards of green, trees of

blossoms, shrubs of varicolored blooms- Add
to it Blue Biazers, white flannels, ebony

canes, and springtime cravats! A striking

sight. Still this is merely the outward dis-

play; this is the impression received by un-

derclassmen. To third year men Junior

Week means a great deal more It means
afternoons of sport and evenings of gayety

with the fairer sex. It is a week, packed

into which are literally scores of affairs,

planned for just one purpose—enjoyment,

solid enjoyment for one solid week. Need-

less to say, cares are forgotten and lessons

do not exi.st. Tomorrow it is tennis, base-

ball, and golf, with the informal Blue Blazer

Ball bringing the day to a glamorous clo.se.

Wednesday brings an afternoon of sports,

with one evening free, presumably, for rest,

in preparation for F'riday and the Junior

Prom. And, then, for those hardy enough
to have survived the earlier part of the

week, Saturday provides three sports events

and the F'arewell Dance.

FOR THE KEENEST enjoyment of Junior

Week, however, good weather is a prime es-

.sential. Though we can do nothing about
the weather, we want to express our sincer-

LET'S GET
lUGETHEK

».'si hope that line summer skies persist

trtiougnout the weeK. We also want to offer

the tnird year men hearty congratulations
oil ihe auspicious beginning they nave made.
vVe wish them all success and fulsome pleas-

ure.

>ti i|c t 4( * >tc «

WE ARE CONTINUALLY being reminded
that there is more to a college education

ihan mere booK learning. Every college man
Knows, or should know, that the contacts he

makes, the associations he

forms, are an integral part

of his education. < Unfor-

tunately, however, class

work and extra-curncuiar activities are al-

most entirely separate; there is scarcely any
overlapping of tne two. The reason for this

conaition is to be lound in the gulf tnat

uiviues the professor from nis students. We
feel that there should exist a more cordial

spirit of friendliness and cooperation be-

tween the members of the faculty and the

students, not so much that the former may
ine better restrain and control the latter,

out tnat tne students may be afforded a bet-

ter opportunity to benefit by the sound ad-

vice and encouragement of their experienced

teachers, rather than by the lessons of that

teacher, experience.

The
COLLEGE
GIRL

girl should be-

rnAT SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT,, how-
ever carried out, woiuld prove ultimately suc-

cessful, has been demonstrated a number of

imes The Villanova Literary Society, with
its debating and theatrical chapters, neither

of which existed three years ago, is a shining

example of what an interested faculty ad-

viser (in this case, F'rofessor Jonas), cooper-

ating with a group of students, can achieve.

Again—with the active support of Fr.

Maueh, Epsilon Phi Theta one day last

week, held one of the most sprited elections

ever seen at Villanova, and secured for next
year a weekly Seminar. Woodrow Wilson,

in his essay "The Spirit of Learning", writ-

ten twenty-two years ago, summed up the

case well when he said: "Contact, compan-
ionship, familiar intercourse is the law of

life for the mind. The comradeships of un-

dergraduates will never breed the spirit of

learning. The cii'cle must be widened. It

must include the older men, the teachers,

the men for whom life has grown more ser-

ious and to whom it has revealed more of its

meanings. So \ong as instruction and life

do not merge in our colleges, so long as what
the undergraduates do and what they are

taught occupy two separate, air-tight com-
partments in their consciousness, so long

will the college be ineffectual."

)(c # 4( it( >|(

IT WAS ONLY LAST week that we quoted

from the "Tatler" of New Rochelle for our

iregular weekly editorial reprint and here

again this week we are going to quote the

"Tatler". "What the College

Girl Should Be" we think

will prove interesting

:

"Reams have been written

on exactly what the college

The usual theme makes her

the essence of one highly praised virtue or

the quintessence of another. In short, most
of the articles point the way to the "Ideal

College Girl." They sum up neatly, con-

cisely, and rightly what the cultured world

demands of college bred women. But not

enough has been discussed as to what the

college girl should not be. In an age when
the number of doubting Thomases is in-

creasingly on the upgrade it is not surpris-

ing that when the salient defects of college

women are clearly demonstrated they will be

comprehended more easily than the idealistic

point of view. Just what then should the

college girl not be ? One of the primary and

es.sential matters is that she should not be

a snob. There are many connotations of

this term but most of them simmer down to

the tip-tilted noses. By not being a snob is

not meant in purely social activities but in

intellectual pursuits also. The college girl

should not condescend to her less learned

companions. A knowledge of your own in-

tellectual power is a good thing but like most

things when abu.sed to exaggeration it be-

comes in common parlance "too good a

thing." Thus a person with a highly devel-

oped superiority complex—or snob—is un-

bearable-

"ANOTHER TYPE FOUND on every camp-
us—a flagrant example of what the college

girl should not be is the "Poseur." Po.seurs

run true to form. They are usually the

young, bored to excruciation with learning,

society and life in general. They are highly

self advertised sophLsticates who find no
pleasure, no excitement in the joys of most
mortals. All this of course is only a po.se.

The type really believes that it is looked up
to, whereas in reality one can .scarce hold

back a pitying smile. The only thing that

can be admired is their acting. The don't is

—don't be a grind—or rather that it what
the college girl should not be. This last

"don't" doesn't .seem to strike home—as

grinds are not in the majority. Yet there

are the few who labor away prodigiously.

Tuesday, May 5, 1931

Wars, J
BALLAD OF THE GIRL

ON THE P. Si W.

I see you on the railroad train

And try with all my might and
main

To make acquaintance. Break the
lee.

In other words, to Just be nice.

O won't you let me try and see

If you will sit and talk to me?
O little girl it is a shame
That I don't even know your name.

It's true that we were'nt introduced
But (;an't you ever be induced
To let me have a chance to try

To learn if you reside nearby?
A very short but pleasant ride

We'd have while sitting side by side

little girl it is a shame
That I don't even know your name.

If you would only swoon or faint

Or drop your lipstick, rouge, or

paint,

Or even trod upon my feet,

Or could I offer you my seat?

1 see you every mom, but say,

I think of you now all the day.

O little girl it is a shame
That I don't even know your name.

L'envoi

O Princess of the railroad train

Im thinking of you just the same.

O little girl it is a shame
That I don't even know your name.

WELJENIS

HOPE FOR THE BEST

Though it's tough in this world
To be left in the cold,

Don't complain of your lot.

'Twere worse when the gates of

Hereafter unfold.

To be left in the hot.

(B. F.)

HIAWATHA GOES TO COLLEGE

A Nepic
(With apologies to Hiawatha)

Then the youthful Hiawatha
From the land of Os-ca-loo-sa

Said: "Methinks I'll go to college;

Be a lawyer, or a doctor,

Or perhaps an engineer.

(Little recked he of the dangers

Lurking in that institution.)

"Greetings!" cried a genial soph'-

more.
As our hero shyly entered
Ton the campus of his choosing,

"Welcome to dear Alma Mater—
Where the hell's your dink and tag?
Drink to all the happy hours-
Roll those cuffs up, drop that fag I

Where's your socks of white? Get
goin!

Buy yourself some emerald neck-
wear.

Ha, proud Injun, Mahn-go-taysee,
Hobble-gobble, tango, waltzee!

Woe is me," cried Hiawatha,
Goodness gracious, sakes alive!

What does all this indicate?
What's it all about, and why?
Tell me, is there balm In Ollead?"
Quoth the raven, "Nevermore."

MICHAEL.

ON HAVING A COLD
When your nose has got the snif-

fles,

And its running night and day.
You can bet your bottom dollar,

That your cold has come to stay.

f^'

- THE -

CROW'S NEST

Yes, you'll use up all your hankies
And you'll have to buy some more.
Then your eyes will start to water.
And your throat will get so sore.

Then with bitter tasting mixtures.
And with awful looking pills.

You will try to find a means of
Getting over all your ills.

When at last your cold has left you,
And once more you're feeling fine.
If you think you want another one.
I'll

give

you
mine.

WELJENIS.

lit is easy to be the best dressed
man In college. Just pick the right
room-mate.

_v— ' '-"'

A fellow put one over shlits the
other day. He sat down in the
chair and said, "I want both cut
short."

"Both what?" asked out tonsorist
Innocently.
"Both the hair and the conversa-

tion,
" retorted the wit.

—V—
If any of the pre-meds should

forget the formula for alcohol, here
it is: Conshohocken 4222.

—V—
We see where Schofleld raided a

florist shop the other day, and ar-
rested 50 plants because they were
potted.

U. Of San Francu'u

Climaxing their first eventful
year in college, the yearlings of
the University of San Francisco
are presenting their annual Fresh-
man Fandango in a most novel
manner. They have chartered a
Panama—Pacific liner, docked at a
'Frisco pier," as their ballroom. A
public address system will trans-
mit the program as, in the words
of THE FOGHORN, 'Ihe guesls
will not be confined to any par-
ticular section of the ship, out will

De allowed the use of all the public
rooms and the main decks.'

The program will follow the plan
of a world tour, ea<;h dance being
designated by the port 'visited'. A
good intermission enttrluinment
would be a couple of tars doing the
hornpipe if there are any still alive
who can really execute its intricate
steps. .

Johns Hopkins University

There is a widespread tendency
among the colleges ol the mid-west
to eliminate the independeni
schools. THE JOHNS HOPKINS
NKWS-LE'rrER recently published
in condensed form an aadress, "Thv
American College Today, deiiverca
by Dr. A. L, Lowell, President oi

harvard University, at Haverford
College's centennial ceieiwation, in
which it was shown that the hign
scholastic standards of the Ameri-
can schools can be only kept
through continuation of tne small
colleges. Dr. Lowell stated that,

due to its size, the university is

able to secure more eminent pro-
lessors and offer a better laciitiiies,

but a university training tenus to-

wards mechanism, hie goes on to

say that "On the other nana, the
independen college is better placed
for inducing a close contact be-
tween the students and the in-

structing staff."

The small college tnumps. The
targe universities are at present try-

ing to bring the student into closer

contact by means of the new hous-
ing plans now under way, a princi-

pal case being that of the Hai'Knesj
Memorial Quadrangle now under
construction at Harvard. While the
university more nearly approaches
a vocational training school, the
small college, through its personal
element, develops the true cultural

education.
—M—

Gettysburg College
Freshman customs at Gettysburg

College were recently softened to

give the yearlings more freedom,
but it seems that they will never
learn how to behave. In the "Cam-
pus Comments" column of THE
GETTYSBURGIAN we find 'The
old saying of 'give an inch and take
a mile', certainly applies to the

present Freshman class." The arti-

cle goes on to camplain of the extra
liberties now being taken by the

Freshman since their release from
the more arduous customs, even
though they now enjoy a freedom
never before accorded the class.

It is something to think about.

The new school year is rapidly

drawing upon us and the ever re-

curring problem of Freshman con-
trol accompanies it. Think about
it

College of St. Thomas
Lillian Leitzel, one of the most

famous Ol circus stars, received in
IHE PURPLii; ANu UKA^ of St.
1 nomas College, tne nrst eulogy
written in her nonor in a college
siudent publication, waming ner
the "Lily of the sawdust trail," ail
due nonor was given me courage
which characterized* her popularity.
Miss Leitzel had aiways been our

queen of the tanbark, and now I

cn.Ue myself for delivering the
euiogy she so richly deserved.

—M—
Seton Hall College

Pinal exams are repidly nearlng,
evidenced by the lact that nine out
of ten college editors are dispensing
advice to their student readers
(editors are aiways optimistic about
lae student's reading of tneir col-
umns) as to the best means of ttn-
isliiiig the scholastic race. THE
fc)i;;i'oNlAN suggests that "If we
are wise we win preserve the mld-
uie course (average study, or cram-
ming) thus conserving our strength
lor Liie swiitiy approacning June
exams, tne hnal sprmt to the tape."

Ah! Would that we couic, but
procrastination will take its toil,

ytbout this time of the year is the
lime to make the otd resolve tor
next year. "Oon't fall behind." ^i
WILL WORK. Just like any other
resolution. Right?

—M—
Saint Joseph's College

Juniors ol St. Joseph's College, in

an open letter addressed to the
!• acuity, challenged them to a
Dasebali game, alter hearing of the

prowess of several oi the latter in

Handling the horsenide. The letter,

published in THE HAWK, awaruod
the faculty ail due credit for their

ijKiil but stated the Juniors conten-

tion that talk oi the lormer's oU-

ptTiority was ' uerogatory to their

own good leputation in tnis line o*

oport ', hence the cnallenge.

ilie Jumors are in a t.ght spoi,.

Ihe Faculty will be ired if ttiey

.should chance to lose, and should

the Juniors give the game away in

an endeavor to "stand in" the profs

will give ihem as much credit for

for playing

give

ihcir studies as for the

ability. Which will it be?
—M—

Courses in "How to Become a De-
tective are now being offered at
ivorthwcotern University.

—M—
The basketball squad at West-

minster College has eight men at
least SIX feet six inches tall.

—M—
An hour of dancing every even-

ing after dinner is provided the stu-
dents of lemple University as a
!>y. 'ny- n*' bringing its large student
body into a closer tie to university
life.

—M—
Rah! Rah! Rah! It is generally

expected of college students to act
collegiate when they 'go to town',
if tne students at Cornell Unlver-
city behave 'collegiate' at the sec-
ond show on Saturday evenings.
Whoopee!

WHIFFS „4»1E PUFFSBy CORNCOB

Notices/
Lambda Kappa Delta

There will be a regular weekly
meeting of the Lambda Kappa
Delta Fraternity in Room 210 Men-
del Hall Thursday, May 7. for the
installation of officers for next
year and also for the presentation
of keys to the retiring Seniors of
the organization. All members are
urged to attend.

Villanova Literary Club
Obtain your ballots for the

election of officers for next year
at the Book Room at once. All
ballots must be in by Thursday

Lost and Found
LOST—A brown baseball glove

with initials J. P. M Please re-
turn to John P McCullen at
Room 112 Pedlgan Hall.

LOST—A Gruen wrist watch. Find-
er please return to Mike Flynn
at Room 233 F^edigan Hall

We think that true generosity

springs from a healthy motive of

selfishness. It may sound para-

doxical but never-the-less it is

true. We know that whenever we

feel inclined to be generous it is

because we take a keen delight in

being so. In fact the biggest thrill

we ever got in life was due to a
little help we were able to otTer a
poor broken down fellow.

—V—
We were stuck with a flat tire on a

blistering afternoon on one of these

hot yellow coral roads that wind
through the backlands ol r'loiida.

We made up our niind.s, however,
that we just would not ruin our
clothes and temper by f.:^jng tliav

tire; so we sat there and sizzled in

the sun. Suddenly from u bend in

the road came a ridiculous con-
traption. First appeared the sony
remnants of what once might liave

been a good mule. His ribs stuck
out so prominently that at every
breath he drew they threatened to

break through the taut hide.

He was hitched to the most
rickety and most disreputable look-

ing wagon we had ever seen. It

moved along by fits and starts and
seemed to find movement as diffi-

cult a process as the mule did, for,

at every turn of the wobbly wheels
the various parts of the wagon
emitted an agonizing chorus of

squeaks and groaiij. On the seat

sat a lean, bedraggled, shabby look-

ing couple, evidently man and wife.

The woman held a sleeping baby in

her arms. As the wagon drew
nearer we saw that the back of it

v/as filled with a bundle of torn
quilts, pots, pans and other hou.se-

hold paraphernalia.

The mule drew abreast of us and
stopped, apparently of his own ac-
cord, for the man spoke no word to

him. For a full minute the man
sat, examinging us and our car in

that ingenous, wholly unabashed
manner cliaracteristir of rustics.

Then he acknowledged our "Hello'

and ofTered to help us. We were
only to glad to have help so we let

htm go to work on the tire.

As he worked we drew from htm
a desultory conversation, a rather
common-place story not at all new
to the South. He had been a ten-
ant farmer on a larger farm in the
vicinity: things hadn't worked out
so well, his right of tenant had
expired and he had to leave. So
he Just threw all his belongings
into the wagon and drove off. No.
he had no money, nor had he anv
idea where he was going but he
"reckoned" something would turn

up along the road.
Uitleience amazed us.

His cool in-

When the tire was fixed we offer-
ed him a ten dollar note. At first

he refused to take it, observing
wiih a whimsical smile, that he
recKoned" it was too much for
nxing a tire. At length after point-
ing out to him the cruel precari-
ousness of his position he accepted
the bill. It seemed a tremendous
amount to him. He told us it

would feed "Dingy", the mule, pro-
vide food for the little family, and
even buy a dress for Lilly the wife.
.She had never owned a bought
uress, he confided, she'd always
made her own clothes and most of
"his'n".

Until this time the woman had
-sat in silence. She had scarcely
turned her head. The mule had
.ong since dropped into a profound
sleep, his head drooping almost to
his knees. But now the man walk-
ed across the road to the wagon.
Look Lilly," we heard him say as
he showed her the bill, "now you
can liave a bought dress." The
wo.nian turned her haggard face to-
ward us, she smiled wanly. It was
loo much for us so we decided to
gu. But before we left them we
wrote out our name and address on
u slip of paper and giving it to the
nian told him to let us know how
ho made out.

As we started our car the man
climbed aboard the wagon, we
heard a sickening squeak, and a
Kroan from the mule as he jerked

Ihe wagon into motion. The Inci-

dent was all but forgotten when
three weeks later we received in the
mail a .soiled envelope on whose
face was pasted a piece of paper
bearing our name and address writ-
ten In our own handwriting. Con-
siderably perplexed, we opened the
envelope and extracted an irregu-
'arly torn piece of paper on which
was scrawled in an almost Illegible

hand: "Dingey got fed an Lilly
got a bort dress, thanks."

We still tingle with the selfish
thrill that little incident gave us.

It opened up a new source of pleas-
ure to us HO that even now when
dollars are almost as scarce as
dinosauers we selfishly give away
» few now and then—dollars, of
fonrse, not dinosaurs—for the tre-
mendous kick we gei. out of it But
we think oar selfishness is excus-
able for it pleases the ones upon
whom we practice it almost as
much as it pleases ns.

.i
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER

ENOUGH OF NEW YORK
"Villanova loses three games in

New York."
That Is not news, and we refuse

to write any more about the well-

known New York Jinx. Let's be
thankful there are no more athletic

contests there this year, and let it

go at that.
* , *

Or look U it another way. They
f:ay Villanova doesn't have enough
traditions. Well, there's one for

you that has been four years in the
making, and although it's a full-

grown spcciinent now of all that's

d.stasteful to the Wildcat, still it

looks as though it will continue to
grow. And we can't do a thing
about it.

Temple Tomorrow
Temple's down at the Stadium.
Veah, the Owis, or If you think

they're so funny, the 'Howis', will be
there tomorrow afternoon, but
they're not dangerous. There's no
need for a militia to be organized.

You can, and will, go down to see

the »jame ?ind you won't be armed
w.th brick-;; and stones and sticks,

as you were last October.

The Temp'lc nine Is even worse
than the Villanova, team, from the
v.ewpolnt of Its record, although
both clubs really are promising, on
paper. , ,

Villanova should win tomoirow,
because the Cats have a much bet-

ter pitching staff, as we view it,

and because their fielding has been
better and not QUITE as erratic

as Temple's. The Felines have
been limiting their miscues to two
or three each game, although they
do try to make them at crucial

moments, but the Owls are never
satisfied unless they come c!o6e to

breaking a record. They made
seven of them in their own inimi-

table . manner last Mondiy against
Georgetown, and on Tuesday climb-
ed to still higher heights aga.nst

Navy by committing nine bobbles,

without being court-martialed by
the Annapolis authorities.

i' '!« *

We like to beat Temple, and up
at Temple they like to beat us, I

guess. But there's a fine rivalry

growing up between the two schools,

and this writer sincerel> seconds
the stand taken by Ed Eichman,,
sports editor of the Temple News,
who wrote in a letter to yours truly

last week, "May Villanova and
Temple rivalry continue on the

same sportsmanlike basis as it has,

and may both schools push upward
and upward until everyone has for

gotten there EVER was a Penn."

VILL
Football

SPO RTS
Tennis Track

VAN^ JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

i)

Baseball
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Annual Cat-Owl Classic Tomorrow
SPORTS SCHEDULE

Today—Golf
Varsity vs Swarthmore, Marble

Hall
Tomorrow—Baseball

Varsity vs Temple, home.
Frosh vs Ursinus '34, away

Golf
Varsity vs Rutgers, Marble
Hall.

,

Thursday—Golf
Varsity vs Temple, Marble HalL

Friday—Baseball
Frosh vs Valley Forge, away

'Tennis
Frosh vs Overbrook, home

Saturday—Tennis
Varsity vs Bucknell, home

Golf
Frosh vs W. Phila. H. S.

Marble Hall
Baseball

Varsity vs Penn A. C, home
Track

Varsity vs Catholic U., away
Interscholastic Meet, Stad-
ium.

Sunday—Baseball, Inter-Dorm
League

Fedigan vs Austin
Good Counsel vs Mendel

Rivals Clash at Stadium

In Feature Sports Event

On Junior Week Program

King Likely to Oppose Mel-

rose on Mound in Annu-
al Diamond Battle

PKNN A. C. SATURDAY

Nine Drops Trio of

Games in N. Y. as

Slump Continues

Hitters Fail to Hit, and Fielders

Fail to Field. But New York
Teams Still Fall to Whi

N. Y. U. GAME RAINED OUT

The tennis team Is coming up In

the money. Two victories last week
have put them on the right side of

the won-and-lost ledger, and the

veteran squad looks ready now to

go places, and do things, too.

Can History Repeat?
Just a year ago, Jharlle McGee-

han's ball club was in the doldrums,

more so than this year's team.

Everything was going wrong, the

New York trip had been a big fail-

ure. It looked like a terrible year.

Junior Week came along, with

four games booked at home. The
pitchers started pitching, the bat-

ters started hitting—they won the

four ball games, and they went on
to wind up the season with more
victories than defeats.

This year's team is in the same
position. Its record to date lists

three victories and eight defeats.

Can it get started tomorrow
against Temple? If It does, and If

the Penn A. C. falls on Saturday,

some progress should be made on
the New England trip, and—well,

there should be hope anyhow.
But if that team, and we still

can't figure WHY its losing, doesn't

soon start a victorious march, then

the 1931 season's record will be bad,

buddies, bad!
•

Rockne Stories

Knute Rockne has been dead for

four weeks, but his fame as a story-

teller Is just beginning to grow. Two
of his favorite anecdotes deal with

his own job. that of coaching foot-

ball.

Last summer, at a luncheon In

Chicago, 'Rock' was talking of the

trials, troubles and tribulations of a

gridiron coach. He wound up a

rather fine speech against oppon-

ents of the college game by telling

his audience that since the critics

wanted to end the era of the highly-

paid coach, he would agree to the

plan, and allow his teams to name
their own coach, provided the fac-

ulty would permit the graduating

class each year to name Its own
professors and Instructors.

The other tale Is being heard now
on all sides, and Is a stock feature

of athletic banquets. It was orig-

inal with Rockne, however, and ear-

ly last year he said that the next

place he coached would either be a

penitentiary, where the alumni
would not come back to pester him,

or an orphanage, where fond par-

ents would not be always Inquiring

why their Johnny and their BUI

wasn't on the first team.
• * *

The chief of our investigating

staff, Joe, has been put to work on

the campus mystery, 'Who Killed

Isabelle.' We hoped to get a report

from him in time for today's Issue,

but he seems to have got off the

track. He tells us he's been trying

to "fifger out why this gay, Tom
Edwards, is called 'Moose'."

Do you know?
puzzles.

We're not goo<f at

We've definitely cleared two sus-

pects of this Isabelle crime, though.

Sol "Racketeer' Herman didn't do

It. and Marty Orbach. whom Fedi-

gan claims is the villain of the

peace, has a good alibi. And despite

Ihe suspicion Father O'Brien tries

to put on his head, we don't think

It was the great 'Durkin' either.

• • •

Maybe Isabelle died of old age!

YE SPORTS EDITOR.

After a disastrous week-end in

New York during which the varsity

baseballers dropped three decis-

ions to Gotham nines, the Cats re-

turned home with their dynamite-

less bats. The Cats garnered but

fourteen hits off the metropolitan

hurlers in the entire there contests

Weak hitting combined with a bit

of poor pitching and fielding were
the causes of the nine's defeats.

Since 1927 the Cats have yet to

win a game of some sort In the

town across from the Jersey shore.

This jinx has lately become un-
bearable and something must soon-

er or later be done to remedy this

situation.

The nine was beaten by Ford-
ham, Manhattan, and St. Joseph's

by 4-1, 5-0, and 13-5 scores, re-

spectively. Saturday the scheduled

N. Y. U. fray was washed out In

the second Inning.

Loses to St. John's

In a game replete with baseball

hits of various sorts and dimen-
sions the nine fell before an
avalanche of St. John's wallops,

some of which traveled over the

distant fence. Johnny Brlce start-

on the mound for Coach McGee-
han. but did not last the initial

canto. Smith followed him and be-

fore the Inning was over no less

than five counteres had been push
ed across the plate by the Brook
lynltes. Smith pitched but one

and two-thirds irmlngs before he
was relieved by King, who, al-

though he had hurled two days

earlier, went the route. He was
hit frequently, but credit must be

given him, for he hurled

game with an already

arm.
No less than twenty-one hits roll-

ed off the bats of the St. John's

players to the seven smacks of the

Cats. In the first inning catcher

Lynch was marked down for three

passed balls.
R. H. E.

Villanova 100 002 Oil— 6 7 2

St. John's 522 003 lOx—13 21 2

Manhattan Wins
With Lefty Reitz on the mound

for the Cats another decision was
lost to a New York team. Reltz

lost his second game of the year

when his mates failed to click and
nld not produce any runs. He
allowed eight hits which combined
with a bit of ragged fielding netted

the winners the five markers.

The lefthander was still ailing

from a sore arm at the beginning

of the game and was in no condi-

tion to pitch.

The Cats garnered but three hits,

which came off the bludgeons of

Lynch, Gelsler and Reitz. Gels-

ler'5 hit was a two-bagger which
almost went for a home run when
It hit the top of the fence and fell

back Into the park. Incidentally,

this was the first game In which

the Cats were blanked.
R. H. E.

villanova 000 000 000— 3 3

Manhattan 021 020 OOx—6 8

(Continued on Page Pour)

Probable starting lineup:
Temple Villanova

Fitch, 2b Gzeslck, 2b
Ford, 88 T Reltz, If

Rambone. 3b Morgan, of
Whlttock. c Oazella, Sb
Clouser, rf Gelsler, ss
Kemp, of Harklns, rf

Bonner, lb Shortall, lb
McCulIlon, If Lynch, c
Melrose or Kobllls or
Dougal, p King, p
A losing streak must be broken

tomorrow afternoon down In the
Stadium, when Villanova stacks its

four-game record against Temple's
seven-game streak.

Only the traditional Owl-Wlld-
3at rivalry and the Junior Week set-

ting lends Interest to tomorrow
afternoon's fracas, when two ball

clubs, which started the season
with great potentlaltles and possi-
bilities, attempt to regain some
little amount of their lost laurels
at the expense of the other.

While neither Coaches Charlie
McGeehan nor Walter Keating have
made any announcement as to the
possible pitching nominees, the
consensus of opinion up North
Broad street way names either Bill

Melrose or Tony E>ougal as the
Owl twirler, while Eddie Kobllls or

(Continued on Page Pour)

Temple Nine Has Mediocre
Record, Says Sports Editor

of Temple Paper

JACK BONNER CAPTAIN

By ED H. EICHMANN
Sports Editor
Temple News

If you want me to tell you some-
thing about that ball club of ours,
even this old Underwood Is going
to hide its face in shame. The
record for the 'Howls' to date Is a
poor one, yeah, very poor. Here
'tis:

Temple 12; Vermont 6.

Temple 6; Penn A. C. 5.

Temple 1; Fordham 9.

Temple 3; Dickinson 7.

Temple 0; Ursinus 2.

Temple 29; Oatt-opathy 3.

Temple 8; Penn A. C. 19.

Temple 4; Quantico 7.

Temple 8; Quantico 11.

Temple 3; Quantico 7.

Temple 8; Oeorgetowu 9.
Temple 4; Navy 16.

Templf 4; Manhattan 9.

Won, 3; Lost, 10

And that is the sad tale. Just
what is wrong with the team Is a
mystery as the talented material Is

certainly there. It is true that the
great outfield of Wearshlng, Young
and Godfrey Is missing, as are
third basemen Pete Leaness and
hurler Cy Williams.

But it was thought that pitching
(Continued on Page Four)

Tracksters Win and Lose;

Frosh Runners Victors

SPORTS RESULTS
Baseball

Charlie McGeehan's traveling
baseballers lost three games last
week to Catholic College foes,
and were definitely eliminated
from consideration for the Cath-
olic school championship for
1931. Fordham, Manhattan and
St. John's all triumphed over
the Wildcats over in New York,
^nd Saturday's raiastorm wash-
ed out the fray booked with
New York University.

Tennis *
,

)uniata and Fordham were
easy pickings for the tennis
team, and both the Huntingdon
and New York outfits bowed to
Pete Forve's netmen on the
courts across the pike, by the
same score of 6-1. The win-
ning streak of the Villanova six
has now reached three in a row,
with Bucknell expected to be the
next victim on Saturday after-
noon. The Frosh lost to the
Penn Frosh, 8-1.

Golf
How Garrity's golfers beat the

Temple Dental School team
early last week, but went back
to losing ways later in the week,
as the Overbrook Country Club
team won a one-sided victory,

and Haverford College repeated
its early-season win by a close

margin.
Track

After Drexel was beaten early
in the week, West Chester
Teachers' College won in the
mud on Saturday afternoon
from Harry Coates' protegees.
The Frosh squad showed off for

the first time Saturday morning
before a Villanova audience,
and beat West Catholic High
School with ease.

Villanova Netmen
Trounce Juniata
and Fordham Foes

Drexel Squad Beaten by
Coates Varsity Outfit,

But Teachers Win

a nice
weakened

AFTER
The Junior Prom

STOP AT THE

Le Fren Grill

1528 Chestnut St

Coach Harry Coates' trackmen,
varsity and frosh. chalked up two
wins last week, but West Chester
Teachers' College spoiled their
record last Saturday afternoon,
when the future pedagogues proved
better muddrs than the Wildcats
were, and left the Villanova outfit

bogged over In West Chester, scor-
ing 79'/.! points while the wearers
of the Blue and White were getting
only 46%.

Earlier In the week, Drexel had
fallen before VlUanova's clnder-
pathers, while the Frosh defeated
West Catholic High School here
Saturday morning.

For the first time this season, the
Wildcats had to satisfy themselves
with a minority of first-places. Art
Zelgler, however, came through In
the shotput for his third successive
win, while Bob Corrlgan won the
broad jump again and Joe Fox led
the field In the mile.

The Teachers were held on even
terms by the Cats during the first

four events, but as the afternoon
wore on the home team piled up
a sufficient number of points to win
easily.

West Chester summaries:
Shot-put—first, Zelgler, Villanova;

second, Edwards, Villanova; third,
Drlebe, W. C. T. C. Distance—38 ft..

6 3-4 Inches.
100-yard dash—first. Closson, W. C.

T. C; second. Weakly, W. d T. C;
third, Hlghfleld, Villanova. Time—
10.3 seconds.

Pol.. Vault—tie for first between
Bergy, Donld and Conrad, all of W.
C. T. C. Helght^-10 feet. 6 Inches.

Mile run—first, J. Pox, Villanova;
second. Mazza, W. C. T. C; third,
Hahn. Villanova. Time 4.68.
High Jump—first, Jackson, W. C.

T. C; second. Corrlgan, Villanova;
third, tie between DeNlck, Villanova.

and Home, W. C. T. C. Height. 6
feet, 9 3-4 inches.

220-yard dash—first, Meyers, W. C.
T. C; second, Hlghfleld Villanova;
third, Weakly, W. C. T. C. Time, 23
ticconds.

Discus throw—first, Hohenshaldt,
W. C. T. C; second, Edwards, Villa-
nova; third, Donohue, Villanova.
Distance—110 feet, 4 1-2 Inches.

175-yard hurdles—first, Brown, Vil-
lanova; second, Yetter, W. C. T. C;
third, Cunningham, W. C. T. O. Time—17.7 seconds.
Two-mile run—first, Schapf, W. O.

T. C; second, Mazza, W. C. T. C;
third. Brown, W. C. T. C. Time

—

10.63.2.

440-yard rim—first, Meyers, W. C.
T. C; second, Donahue, Villanova;
third, Denlthorne, W. C. T. C. Time—55.2 seconds.
220-yard low hurdles—first, Dona-

hue, Villanova; second, Cunningham,
W. C. T. C; third, Donla, W. C. T, O.
Time—27.2 seconds.

Broad Jump—first, Corrlgan, Villa-
nova; second, Johnson, W. C. T. C;
third, Donla, W. C. T. C. Distance

—

21 feet, 10 Inches.

Javelin throw—first, Noe, W. O. T.
C; second, Dlmm, W. C. T. C; third,
Buchanan, W. C. T. C. Distance
162 feet, 4 Inches.
880-yard run—first, Penton, W. C. i

T. C; second, J. Fox, Villanova; third
Raymond, W. C. T. C. Time—2.11. '

Pinal score: W. C. T. C, 79 1-3;
Villanova, 46 1-2.

Harry Coates was rewarded with
his first track victory since coming
to Villanova, when Johnny High-
field's clnder-pathers soundly
trounced Drexel Wednesday after-
noon in the Stadium, scoring 78 '/i

(Points to the Philadelphians' 47 Ms.

The score does not show the
Wildcats' true superiority as the
home team captured eleven of four-
teen first places.

Joe P'ox and Bob Corrlgan turned
In double victories for Coates, the
former winning the half-mile and
mile runs, while the latter was top
man In both the broad and high

(Continued on Page Pour)

Western Pennsylvanians Drop Sec-
ond Decision to Wildcat Ten-

nis Team; Rams Lose

BUCKNELL HERE SATURDAY

Scholastic Meet Saturday

The fourth annual Inter-Scholas-
tlc track and field meet will be
held at the stadium this Saturday
afternoon under the auspices of the
Athletic Association. This meet is

yearly increasing by leaps and
bounds and the Interest this year
has spread even to New York, evi-
denced by the fact that several
Gotham schools have already en-
tered teams.
High and prep schools within a

radius of one hundred miles have
:;ent In applications for the sports
climax to this year's Junior week.
Last year a crowd, estimated at
three thousand, was present to wit-
ness the schoolboys In action and
from present Indications a far
larger crowd is expected.
Following the custom of preceding

vrnrs. all winners will be rewarded
with gold sliver and bronze medals,
which will also ne presented to the
winners of the relays. A sliver cup
l.s to be awarded to the school
scoring the highest number of
points In each class of evente.

Twenty-eight schools have filed

their applications with Manager
Jim Rannlzzlzzl, totaling a surpris-
ing number of 560 candidates. All
classes will be A and B,

The schools entered are: Hazle-

ton. Lower Merlon, Saleslanum,

West Chester. Phoenlxvllle. Penns
Grove, Cheltenham, West Phllly,
Ambler. Lansdowne. Glen-Nor,
Haverford. Jenklntown. Haddon
Heights. Swarthmore, Ablngton,
Simon Gratz, Lansdale, Morrlsvllle,
Roman Catholic, Northeast Cath-
olic, Valley Forge, Norrlstown,
Moorestown. Upper Darby, Media,
Most Ble.s.sed Sacrament and Holy
Spirit. The last three named are
not entered In the relays.

The events are: 100. 220. 440 and
880 yard dashes; 120 yards high
hurdles; 220 yards low hurdles;
mile; 880 yards grammar school re-
lay; 1 mile relays. Classes A and B;
high jump; broad Jump; Javelin;

shot put; pole vault, and discus
throw.

Tlie tennis team ran Its winning

streak to three straight by van-

quishing Juniata on Wednesday
and Fordham on Saturday, by the

same score, 6-1. The Juniata

victory was more or less expected,
since the Wildcats shut that team
out the week before at Huntingdon,
but the win against the Rams was
a complete upset since they put
one of the strongest teams In the
Metropolitan district.

Although the score against Ford-
ham was one-sided, almost every
match was hard fought. Sol Ber-
man started the Wildcats off to

victory by annexing the first

singles contest from Cahalan. Ber-
man steadiness on the slow court
proved to be the deciding factor.

Bill Orcutt came through with a
6-2, 6-2 win, and Laveson followed
with another easy victory. Johnny
Sykes, playing up at number two
was defeated by the narrow margin
of 9-11, 6-3, 6-2. Manuel Suarez
scored a spectacular victory over
Erhardt. He lost the first set and
trailed 2-5 in the second, but
rallied to win out 8-6 and took the
deciding one, 6-1.

In the doubles, Herman and
Orcutt won over Cahalan and
Purcell, 6-3, 6-0. The Rams took
the first three games, after which
the Pelines ran out twelve straight

games for the match. Laveson and
Suarez won the other doubles.

Roger O'Donnell, our hard work-
ing manager, took care to see that
these home matches went through
without a hitch.

HIneles
Herman defeated Cahalan, 6-3, 6-4.

DeOuerclo. Fordham, defeated Sykes,
9-11, 6-3, 6-2.

Orcutt defeated Purcewell 6-2, 6-2.

Suarcz defeated Erhardt, 4-6, 8-6, 6-1.

Lavesch defeated Scholze, 6-0, 6-3.

Doubles
Herman anc" Orcutt defeated Cahalan
and Piu-cewell, 6-3, 6-0.

Laveson and Suarez defeated Scholze
and Bolllere. 6-1. 6-2.

If you or* low-

down, com* on up to Roof

Piorr* and done* owoy lit* bluo*

... If you'ro not . . . com* any-

way . . . IrroilstlbU muiic by

Doc Hydor and hit SoullMrnokM.

Tho atmo*pk«r« i« imart ... tit*

•uppfr monu inctudoi modor-

otoly pricod landwicho*, lalodi

and grillod ipocioltioi .

MTVod from 9 P.M. 'HI I A.M.
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Someone suggested tliat the stud-
ent body ought to hire a freight
car to travel to Detroit next fall in
order to see the Deiroit-ViiUmova
game. In this way expenses would
be greaUy reduced and most every-
one would make the trip. The ar-
gument offered is: California did it

last autumn when they treked
across the continent to oppose Penn,
so why can't we.

« • •

We see by the daily rags that Jim
Henry, former Villanova athlete, re-
ceived a testamonlal in the form of
a clock for his fine work as head

I

basketball coach at La Salle College.
Incidentally, La Salle put forth Its

I first basketball team last season
' and now has signed Tom Conley,
captain of last year's undefeated

I

Notre Dame eleven, as head football

coach.
* * *

What La Salle College is doing
is In direct contradistinction to

what St. John's College has already
done. The latter has abolished
football and baseball for next year
while the former has instituted both
football and basketball as collegiate
sports.

* * • .

We were watching the cinder-
pathers In action against Drexel
last week which reminds us thai a
high-jumper goes over the bar
while in a beer joint one rests on
the bar.

* •

That two-mile run was the fea-
ture event of the afternoon. One
of Coates' newly developed proteges
nosed out by a chest a Drexel man
and last year's varsity two-miler.
Joe Hahn, of the VILLANOVAN,
was the winner.

« • «

After Drexel made a clean sweep
in the pole vault event. Coach
Coates put forth the following ad:
"Wanted: a pole-vaulter."

In the Drexel meet the varsity

snared eleven first places and seven
in the F. and M. meet of some time
ago. The Frosh on the other hand
in the first dual meet of the season
seized eleven first places as to two
for West Catholic in the tatter's

overwhelming defeat Saturday
morning. Coates seems to have
squads of "first placers.".

• • •

Potts and Baker scored 39 points
between them to almost defeat West
Catholic single-handedly.

• * «

The inter-scholastics Saturday
are attracting a great deal of Inter-

est. Twenty-eight schools with 560
entrants have signed to appear.

• * •

ViUanova hopes in time to Rival
Penn as the ranking sponsor of re-

lays.

• • •

Once again a Villanova team has
failed to win a game In New York.
After an extended stay In the
metropolis, the baseball nine was
defeated on successive afternoons by
Fordham, Manhattan, and St.

John's.

• * *

Incidentally, Villanova has not
taken home the bacon from the
Gotham city since 1927 when
Johnny Hensll hurled an 8-0 shut-
out over the Rams.

• • •

The varsity made but fourteen
hits during the three New York
games.

• • •

While the ball club was losing to
Fordham, the varsity tennis team
defeated the Ram racket-wlelders.

• « *

Varsity tennis and Frosh track
were the only sports which did not
suffer a defeat during the week's
activities.

,.•'•.:;.. •^::• . *: •v

Sbme are linder the impression
that the golf team has lost many
matches this season, but In reality

It has lost but three and won one.
Those that were dropped to country
clubs were considered as practice
matches and were not counted as
regular scheduled contests.

• « *

Stan Prokop, captain of the golf-

ers, will be seen In action for the
first time this season when he par-
ticipates In three matches this week.

• • •

These twilight inter-dorm base-
ball games seem to be a struggle
with the approaching darkness
while the Sunday games have all

the earmarks of endurance contests.
• • •

In the twilight games the team
that Is behind after the first inning
does everything in its power to pro-
long the fray whll£-the team in the
van tries to "make out"'^ soon as
possible.

**""

• • •

At one time In the fight for dark-
ness a player on the leading team
walked down to third base from the
keystone sack In the hope that he
would be tagged out, but the bait
wouldn't work.

• • •

The next time, however, the same
player stopped midway between
second and third to tie hla shoe, but
when he was again Ignored a team-
mate ran all the way from the
initial sack, passed him, and touch-
ed third base thus makingr two outs.

• • •

Oftentimes, a batter would pur-
posely bunt to the pitcher and then
walk to first, but the pitcher would
go him one better and toss the
horsehlde far over the flrst-baae-
man's head.

• • •

After an entire week's play there
was but one complete game and
that was the Fedlgan-AIumnl fray
played Sunday. In this contest
Fcrko pitched a no-hlt game for
Fedigan. but lo«t the decision be-
cause of poor support.

ARQIT8
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J
"Do you think the Juuior Courtier

receives the support ii Ueserveii; '

Fred Donovan, Austin Hall, Senior

—"The Junior Courtier certainly

deserves all the support that the
student body can give, as it gives
an entire resume oi the weeic's
happenings, and Is a representauon
ot an Inunense amount oi arduous
worit done by those studenus who
sponsor the publication of ttiis

issue." ..'.,. ,,.

Thonuw EdwardK, Austin Uail—
"The Junior Courtier is a publica-
tion worthy of all the combined
support of the student body of Vii-
lanova. In former years it has
never received its Just dues. I'm
pulling for It."

King Probable
Hurlinsr Choice

Against Temple
• Continued from Page Three)

Howard J. Garrity, Fedlgan Hall,

Senior—'The Junior Couiuer does
not receive tlie support it deserves
because it generally is not advertis-
ed properly. lus appeal in usually
limited to the Juiuor class and
offers but little mterest to the
Semors and Underclassmen."

* • • * * .*

Rocco P. Verderosa, Mendel Hall,

Junior— The greatest social uctivi-

;. ties of the year tftke place at Villa-
-. nova during Junior Week, all of

which are described in the Courtier.
When I was asked the above ques-

. Uon in the presence of lour Juniors,
•, not to my surprise, three did not
know what the Courtier was. That
should be sufficient to prove tiiat

the Junior does not receive the
support it deserves."

• • * * • •

Joseph J. Toth. Mendel UaU,
Junior—"The Courtier does not re-
ceive half the support it deserves.
There is undoubtedly much less at-
tention shown to tlie Courtier than
to any other article of Junior Week.
I m sure most of the underclassmen
know little or nothing of the nature
of the Courtier. It's up to the
Juniors to create an interest for the
•Dooldet." \;

Oeorge King should work for the
home team.
Meirose, as the story in the col-

umn adjoining this tells you, has
been settuig tne pace lor Keathigs
pitchers tlus yeai, whmmg two of
the thi-ee wms accounted for by
the Owls. Kmg iias been doing
nne worK for McGeehan, only one
defeat oeing chaiged to nun, f^ord-
ham, aided no little by Andrews
pucning, beating him on Wednes-
day last after ne had stopped the
Rams earlier in the year.

Corresponomg scores, which
mean notning, give tne Fehnes a
little advantage. Villanova has
broKen even in two games with
I'ordham, whlie lemple has lost
one to tne New YorKers. rtie Cats
have beaten the yuantico Marmes,
wno last week won every game of
a thiee-game series from the Howls,
lemple neld Ueorgetown to a 9-8
score, while Villanova lost to the
iioyas, 10-3, and each club lost to
Manhattan by live-run margins.
Villanova, however, was leadmg
Mavy When the game was called orf
account of l-ain, while lemple bpw-
ed to the Middies by a m-t rout.
May tne worst team lose!
Alter' tomorrow's epic struggle

for victory, tne Cats will rest until
Saturday, when the Peim A. C.
nine winch lias beaten and been
oeaten by leniple, will journey out
ncre to wind up the Junior Week
sports program.

Tracksters Bow
To Teacher Foes

At West Chester

(Continued from Page Three)
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GOLFERS LOSE TWO;
BEAT TEMPLE DEIST.

Villanova's goifers turned in theii-

first victory of the season last week,

beating the links representatives of

the Temple Dental School, but

Haverford College and the Over-

brook Country Club ruined the

week's record by winning matches
on Wednesday and Thursday after-

noons.

The Temple match was played

Monday afternon on the home
course at the Marble Hall Country
Club and the final score was 5-4

with the Wildcats on top.

On Wednesday afternoon the
linksmen sallied forth to meet Hav-
erford at the Merion Country Club.
Prospects of a Wildcat victory
seemed good; the Blue and White
had tasted its first victory, and it

also had a bone to pick with Haver-
ford. The Cats had met Haverford
before and had been turned back;
now was their chance for revenge.
However, the Fords emphasized
their superiority over the Villanova
golfers when they took the Wildcats
into camp for the second time by a
score of 5Vj to 3V4. Haverford won
four of the six matches and took
one of the best balls, splitting an-
other,
Haverford Summaries:
Siple, Haverford, defeated Qiilnlan,

4 and 2.
O'Nell, Villanova, defeated Andrews,

Haverford, 4 and 3.

Sardon, Haverford, defeated Byrus,
Villanova, 2 and 1.

Simons, Haverford, defeated Galla-
gher, Villanova, 5 and 4.

Welnhart. Villanova. defeated Ad-
gar, Haverford, 2 and 1.

White, Haverford, defeated Baker,
Villanova, 4 and S.

With a percentage of .500 for the
week, the team Journeyed to Over-
brook Thursday to dig divots with
the Overbrook Country Club team.
The men from Overbrook were con-
siderably more skilled in the art
and science of golfing and once
again the Wildcats came out on the
short end of a 48 to 6 score. Quin-
lan, a newcomer this past year, was
the outstanding player on the Villa-
nova team. This man has played
well in every match in which he
was entered and with a little more
experience ought to blossom forth
as a star.

This week the golfers meet three
opponents, all at Marble Hall.
Swarthmore, with two well-known
stars, Testwide and Kh-sh, in the
lineup, will be met this afternoon
and Rutgers will afford the opposi-
tion tomorrow. Temple will be
played on Thursday.
On Saturday the FYosh entertain

West Philadelphia High, and the
yearlings are confident of turning
in a victory.

Temple Sports
Writer Spills

Dope on Owls
(Continuea irom Page Three)

strength would offset any lost

punch as Dougal, Melrose and
Clouser, all of whom looked good
last year are back. In addition,

Uoo Cooper, ace of the 1929 staff,

wno was injured last spring, re-
ported again and looked to be as
good as ever; and Len Gudd and
Lefty Melchoir, newcomers, also

showed possibilities in the early
drills.

However, the team has not click

ed in any of the games and it

looks like the leanest baseball year
in a long while for Temple. The
infield has been kicking the ball all
over the lot and none of the out-
field candidates have come up to
expectations. The pitching has
been decidedly unsteady with only
Bill Melrose showing rare streaks
of form. He has won two of the
three victories. The hitting has
boon weak, also, and only Fitch,
Whittock and Clouser, a pitcher
who has been placed in the outfield,
have been doing any clubbing at

jumps.
Other Villanova victors Included

Joe Hahn, one of Coates' develop-
ments, who surprised the small
group of shivering fans by winning
the two-mile run, Pellicane, victor
in the century, Donahue, 440 win-
ner. Brown, first in the high hur-
dles, Casey, Velehradsky and Zieg-
ler, who won field events.

The summaries:
100-yard dash—Pellicane, Villa-

nova, first: second, Magargee, Drexel;
third, Hlghfleld, Villanova. Tlm»—
10 3-6 seconds.
220-yard dash—first, Sunhelm,

Drexel; second, Olldea, Villanova;
third, Pellicane, Villanova. Time

—

24 1-10 seonds.
Quarter mile—first, I}onahue, Villa-

nova; second, McKelkln, Drexel;
third. Pls^er, Drexel. Time 66.4 sec.

Half mile—first, Joe Pox, Villa-
nova; second. Beaudine, Villanova;
third, Cramer, Drexel. Time—2.108
minutes.
Mile—first, Joe Pox, Villanova; «ec-

ond, Cramer, Drexel; third. Lock-
hart, Drexel. Time S.6 4-10 minutes.
Two mile—first, Hahn, Villanova;

.second, Richardson, Drexel; third,
Salerno, Villanova. Time: 10 min.
8 4-5 seconds.

120 High Hurdles—first, Broym,
Villanova; second, 'Wright, Drcxel;
third. Brevda, E>rexel. Time 16 9-10
seconds.

175 Low Hurdles—first, Schoenhut,
Drexel; second, Donahue, Villanova;
third, Russell, Drexel. Time—19
8-10 seconds.
Broad Jump—first, Oorrlgan, Villa-

nova; Second, Pellicane, Villanova;
third, DeNlck, Villanova. Distance
22 ft., 4 inches.

Javellni—first. Casey, Villanova;
second, Hlckey, Villanova; third,
Bowers, Drexel. Distance—163 feet
5 Indies.

'

High Jump—first, Corrigan. Villa-
nova; second, Russell, Drexpl; third
tie between DeNlck. Villanova and
Brevda, Drexel. Height—S ft., 10 In
Discus-first, Velehradsky, Villa-

nova; second, Edwards, Villanova;
third. Zelgler, Villanova. Distance—
107 feet, 11 Inches.
Shot Put—first, tie between Zelg-

ler, Villanova, and Markle, Drexel;
third. Edwards, Villanova. Ettstance
38 feet, 9 inches.
Pole Vault—first, tie l>etween Bow-

ers, Plsher and Shaper, all Drexel
Height, 11 feet.

nova; second, JaokBon. West Catho<
He; third. Bacon, Weet Catholic.
Distance—20 feet, 4 inches.
Discus—Won by Potts. Villanova;

second, Burke, West Catholic; third.
Heffron, Villanova. Distance—128
feet. 8 inches.
High Jump—Won by Potts. VlUa-

nova; second. Brown. West Catholic;
third. MoDvery, West Oathollo.
H.'lght—6 feet. 2 Inches.
Javelin throw—Won by Baker. VU-

lanova; second, Biirke, West Catho-
lic; third, Potts. Villanova. Distance
—166 feet, 7 Inches.

Frosh, 70; West Catholic. 47.

Trio of Gotham
Nines Win From

Slumping Cats
(Continued from Page Threev

Souvenirs to

Be Given For
Mother's Day

Mother^s Day Cards Issued

by Father Stanford for

Use of Students

all

Whittock, Jack Bonner and
Dougal are varsity grid perform-
ers who played against Villanova
last fall, while Fitch is a star of
the court five.

'34 ISETMEN BOW
TO PENN FROSH

MALVERN GRADUATES
HOLD SPRING DANCE

The Alumni of Malvern Prepara-
tory School played host last Friday
evening at their First Annual
Sprln Formal at the Merion Tribute
House. The already beautiful edi-
fice was so tastefully decorated in
the vivid gold and deep purple sym-
bolic of Malvern that one was wont
to think that Spring herself had
chaion this spot to introduce her
fairest daughter. May.

C. Denis McAvoy, chairman of the
committee, deserves congratulations
on his .splendid work. In selecting
Kelem's-Krazy-Kats to supply that
particular brand of music for which
they are so well known, the com-
mittee executed a splendid stroke
of entertaining genius as all who
attended will avow.
Coupled with the uniquet decora-

tions and splendid music the com-
mittee arranged one of the clever-
est programs that has ever been
distributed to the followers of af-
iairs Terpsichorean in this vicinity.
The specific credit for this achieve-
ment mu.st be given to James
Sweeney who drew the design and
attended to its production.

With Bill Potts leading the scor-
ing with 24 pohits, the Prosh nab-
bed eleven of the thh-teen first
places in Saturday morning's meet
with West Catholic, and swamped
the high school runners by a 70-47
score.

Potts won four first places, while
Balfer got three. Penstermache^
won both sprints and Duffy and
W. Burke accounted for the other
Kitten victories. The two hurdle
events were won by the visitors.
The summaries:
120-yard high hiu-dles—^Won by

Welsh, West Catholic; second, Zlm-
mer, Villanova; third, McConvlUe,
West Catchollc. Time—18 seconds.

100-yard dash—Won by I^nater-
macher, Villanova; second, Jackson,
West Catholic; third McConville, West
Catholic. Time—10 1-5 seconds.

440-yard run—Won by Duffy, Villa-
nova; second, Elliot, West Catholic;
third, Bobertz, Villanova. Time 52
4-10 seconds.

Mile run—Won by Baker, Villanova;
second, Hamilton, West Catholic;
third, Sexton, West Catholic. Time—
4 minutes. 40 3-6 seconds.

160-yard low hurdles—Won by
Welsh, West Catholic; second. Potts,
Villanova; third, Zlmmer, Villanova.
Time—18 3-10 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Potts, Villanova;

second, Burke, West Catholic; third,
Zizac, Villanova. Distance, 44 feet,
10 Inches.

220-yard dash—Won by Penster-
macher, Villanova; second. Jackson,
West Catholic; third, Elliot, West
Catholic. Time—24 seconds.

Pole vault—Won by W. Burke. Vil-
lanova; second, H. Burke, West Cath-
olic; third, Tomasso, Villanova
Height—10 feet, 6 Inches.

880-yard run—Won by Baker, Vil-
lanova; second. Duffy, Villanova
third, McConville, West Catholic
Time—2 minutes. 2 2-5 seconds.
Broad Jump—Won by Potts, Villa

Beaten by Rams
In the first of the New York

games, the Cats last Wednesday
fell before the slants of NeU
Andrews, star hurler of the Ford-
ham Rams. The Rams had not
won a game since they had de-
feated Temple, the day before they
were defeated here by the curve
ball pitching of Oeorge King. King
was again on the moimd against
the Rams, but this time his slants
were solved by the Ram batters
and he was sent back with a 4-1
defeata.

King hurled good ball, allowing
only six lilts, but he was erratic at
times and once pitched eleven
straight balls. This put him into
hot water and enabled the Rams
to tally two counters In the third
inning. Andrews was in form that
afternoon and was unbeatable. He
was touched for but four blngles.
On this trip Coach McOeehan

changed his batting order entirely
in an endeavor to put some hitting
punch into it. Czescik was placed
at the top of the line-up with
Reitz, Morgan, Oazella, Oeisler,
Harkins, Shortall and Lynch fol-
lowing in turn. Harkins replaced
Dragone, who, due to a bad hitting
slump, was not taken on the trip.

R H S
Villanova 000 000 010—1 4 2
Pordham 102 010 OOx—4 6 1
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COLADONATOJ
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

PRAISED BY PASTOR
Again Mother's Day approaches.

Upperclassmen will remember the

Mother's Day cards given out last

year by Father Stanford for the
beauty of tiie thotight cannot be
imitated. It reads:

"Villanova College
Mother's Day

Dear Mother,
Just a line to let you know that

I observed Mother's Day at Villa-
nova by receiving Holy Commim-
ion for your intention.

Your son,

The design, simple, yet quite at-

tractive, was pen-sketched by Rev.

i

Mother Ignatius, S. H. O. J., of

Ros^mont College, who, it is ex-

pected, will design one this year.

So appealing were the cards, that

one came to the attention of a
pastor in Pittsburg, he wrote back

to Father Stanford:

"My Dear Father:
Ihis morning there came to me

in the enclosed envelope a beauti-
ful souvenir for Mother's Day that
you issued at Villanova. I think
the idea is splendid and we are
borrowing it from you this year.

And I write to thank you for this

additional opportunity to stimulate
interest in this celebration.

Sincerely yours,

Rev. T. F. Coakley, D. D."
Father Coakley took an almost

exact copy of the card both in de-
sign and in thought.
These cards are available at the

pamphlet rack in the Pie Shoppe.

-V-
A Freshman took sick the other

day from smoking cigars. He got
cigarlet fever.

r

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

FRESHMEN
Our Line of Wearing

Apparel For The

Sport Dance

Is Complete

And Different

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Store at 57th & Market Sts. Howie Garrity

Open till 8.45 every eve. Campus Representative

' I

•* I '

strategy
'Well, I've got on good terms

with your father at last," the
youthful suitor confided to his
affianced
"Oh, good. George! How clever

you are. How did you manage to
do it?"

"I got his bootlegger to let me
make one of his deliveries for him."

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

The Freshman net team met its

first reverse last Wednesday at
River Field, when the strong Penn
squad handed them an 8-1 reverse
Sam Miles and Biut Schwartz
playing at second doubles won the
only Kitten victory by defeating
McFarland and Lowell, 6-4. 6-6. 6-4
Those that made the trip to Phllly

were Manager Charley McAvoy,
Sam Miles, Lou Licberman, Ray
Harter, Bert Schwartz, Charley
Ooggl and Don Redlngton.
The scheduled match with the

Haverford yearlings wtts postponed
Saturday because of the rain. It
will be played later in the month

Villanova Men's Shop
PRESENTS THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

PURE SILK HAND TAILORED

NECKWEAR at

0O a little

Cheeking up
yourself

Doirr tAKE our word for it,

switch to Camels for just one

day then quit them if you can.

The moment you open the

package you'll note the differ-

ence between fresh humidor

packed Camels and dry-as-dust

cigarettes. Camels are supple

vet firm to the touch. Stale,

dried-out cigarettes crumble

and crackle when pressed. But

the real convincer is to smoke

Camels. Every puff is a sheer

delight of cool, mellow mild-

ness; the Camel blend of

choicest Turkish and mellow-

est Domestic tobaccos, kept

in prime condition by mois-

ture-proof Cellophane sealed

air-tight.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winaton-Salem, N. C,

\

Camels

ALUMNI TIES MENDEL
IN INTER-DORM RACE

$L00 3 for $2.85

MCAOITE STANniNO

Mendel i

Ahimnl 1

Pedlgan i

Austin
Good CounMl

L.

1

1

1

Pet
1.000
1.000
.500

.000
,000

PURE SILK NECKWEAR at

55c 2 for $L00

.SHOWING EVERY FRmAY at PIE SHOPPE
hy RALPH KAUFMAN

h

A

Faetory-freA CAMELS
are air-aealed in the new
Sanitary PaeiiaKe which
keep* the diut and genns
oat and keeps the flavor in.

>

'^' "'- —

DON'T FAIL

TO SEE

THE

HAUNTED HOUSE VILL VAN
ROSEMONT
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THURSDAY
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iSABELLE DEAD! WHO'S GUILTY?
Haunted House to Be Produced by
Belle Masque Players Three Days
Beginning Tomorrow, Ending Friday

Third Production of Thenpians To Be Held at St. Thomas'
Hall in Rosemont—Murderer of Isabelle Sought

Everywhere Around Campus

PLAY AWAITED WITH INTENSE INTEREST

There has been an air of mystery
lurking about the campus during
the past two weeks. The startling

news of a horrifying murder has
been reported and many explana-
tions have been offered, yet there

seems to be necessary evidence
lacking. However, there is a ray of

hope—the Belle Masque Players

have promised to reveal "Who Klll-

ea Isabelle", tomorrow night, but
under very sinister circumstances.

Those who wish to witness this

revelation must be present at the

"Haunted House."

The "Haunted House", a three

act comedy and mystery thriUer

from the pen of the American
playwright, Owen Davis, will be the

third production of the Belle

Masque Players. The play has en-
joyed considerable success through-
out various sections of the country,

but was especially well-received at

the George M. Cohan Theatre in

New York. The college production

boasts a capable cast of thespians,

and is under the experienced direc-

tion of Professor Jonas. It will

open at St. Thomas' Hall, Rose-

mont, on Wednesday evening. May
13th. at eight-thirty P. M., for a

run of three days.

The play has aroused much fav-

orable comment wherever produced
because of its rapid action and the

spicy excitement which it never

fails to communicate to the audi-

ence. The locals of the entire plot

are in a supposedly haunted summer
cottage, which is the scene of a ser-

(Continued on Page Four)

Communion Topic
Of Chapel Talk

Last Tuttc^yr ,> tv:>(fr4w**^ •^ '< <^^
regular weekly Chapel Talk, Father
Stanford O. S. A., gave a very in-

structive talk on the Mass. This

talk was a continuation of the

prfvinus -week's talk. _TllE-J"stjuc-

tion started with the Commuriion
of the Mass. t —--ij^

Father Stanford was assisted by

Father Crawford, O. S. A., who went
through all the various ceremonies

as Father Stanford explained the

importance and significance of the

various parts of the Mass. The
Communion, the third part of the

Mass, was given a great deal of

attention. At this point Father

Stanford read the English transla-

tion of the prayers said during this

period of the Mass. This certainly

helped all to get a cleal^er under-

standing of the Holy Sacrifice of

the Mass.
Then the various steps of the

Communion were dealt with, as the

breaking of the Host on the Paten,

the holding of a small piece of the

Sacred Host over the Chalice and
the dropping of a small piece of the

Host into the Chalice. The various

ceremonies were then traced
through from the Communion of

the Priest, the giving of the bless-

ing to the congregation before the

Communion to the Communion of

the congregation.

A HOLIDAY
Thursday, May 14, is Ascen-

sion Thursday, a Holy Day of

Oblig^ation. There will be no
clashes. Student Mass will be

celebrated at 7.30.

Frosh Sport

Hop at Hotel

Pennsylvania

Augmented Orchestra to Fur-

nish Rhythm for Final

Dance of College Year

DUES REQUESTED
The Class of 1934 will make its

debut into the field of social act-

ivities at Villanova with that most

popular function of the year, the

Freshman Sport Hop, which is to

be held this year on the evening of

Friday, May 22nd, in the spacious

ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania,

at 39th and Chestnut Streets.

Coming as the culminating feature

of the college year. It Is expected

that the Hop will attract a large

crowd of merrymakers on the gala

night.

One of the most pleasing features

of the occasion Is Its gay Informal-

ity; flannels, blazers, and other

sporting apparel will be very much
In evidence. With a wide assort-

ment of up-to-the-minute mel-

odies, an augumented group of

the 'Vlllanovans, led by Vlnce

Maf^rasslsted by Jimmy Kettrlck,

will furnish the music. An out-

standing feature of the Hop will

be the programs, which are ex-

tremely novel In design.

As It is now within ten days oJ

the date of the dance and many
expenses must be met before that

time, the Dance Conunlttee unites

In urging all Freshmen to meet
their class obligations at the ear-

liest possible moment. The payment
of the $2 50 assessment entitles each
member of the Class to a bid to the

Hop. It is particularly requested

that the Freshmen demonstrate
their interest in the success of

their Class Dance by fulfilling theli

obligations without delay and en-
abling the Committee to meet
certain initial expenses which have
been incurred.

Invitations may be obtained from
the Class Treasurer, Wm. Mc-
Graw, 125 Monastery Hall, or from
any member of the Dance Com-
mittee at the uniform tax of two-
fifty the couple.

.u.t. t«<y ui tiveninff

TREE PLANTING DURING JUNIOR WEEK
Srfnr In frnnt of AuNtIn hall M llamid DrlnrnU (rtRht), Junior

prrHldrnt, plantH rvpffrr^n durliiK Junior Wrfk fxerrUen. On the left

Ik the Rrv. Kiixrnp Maiirh. O. H. A., who arrrpted th« tree In the name

of the faculty. The Hmlllnx KPntleman In the Immediate backxround

in .Ttweph Rantin.

1931 Belle

Air On Way
To Printer

Theme of the Forthcoming

Annual Will Be
Spanish

CAREFULLY PLANNED
The 1931 Belle Air, a complete

history of everything that has
happened during the school year
which is rapidly drawing to a close,

went to press yesterday and will

be ready for distribution in the
very near future. This is the ninth
edition of this annual Senior Year
Book, and it is proud to claim the
distinction of being on the press
much earlier than any book issued
during the last eight years. This
leaves ample time for careful
printing and proper distribution.

The theme of this year's Belle
Air is to Spanish, with the
atmosphere created by Spanish de-
sign and drawing. One of the out-
standing features of this Issue Is

the elaborate creation of both the
Sports section and the Publications
section. Much has been done to
make both these parts of the book
unique and different from previous
years. The Campus section is an-
other noteworthy part of the book,
since It contains entirely new and
carefully photographed views of
the college buildings and grounds

The book contains of course a
page for each Senior graduating,
and due to the large number of
graduates it will necessarily be a
somewhat larger book than in for-
mer years. The cover and its de-
sign have been very carefully se-
lected and promise to add a fin-
ishing touch of beauty to the pub-
lication.

According to the Editor-in-Chief,
the photographs in this year's Belle
Air, taken by the White studios of
New York City, will far surpass
those of other years being very
clear and distinct. The Clark
Printing House of PhiladelpWa
are the publishers of the book,
with the Lotz Photo-Engraving
Company furnishing the engrav-
ings.

Stanley Prokop, the Editor-ln-
( Continued On Page Pour)

Expert Lecturea
On Finger Prints

The Senior Class In Sociology,
which Is composed of both Arts and
Pre-medical men, was addressed by
J. A. Collins, head of the Finger
Print Classification Department of
the Eastern Penitentiary, in Phila-
delphia.

After presenting a brief history
of the development of finger print-
ing as a means of apprehending
criminals, Mr. Collins explained the
four classifications under which
finger prints are placed. These are:
the primary, secondary, sub-sec-
ondary, and final; considered as a
whole, they are called a set. Six
sets are made up for distribution
among the various bureaus for the
investigation of crime.
The United States Criminal Bur-

eau, with headquarters at Leaven-
worth, Kansas, is supplied with one
set. This Bureau, Mr. Collins stat-

ed, receives about 5.000 sets per day.
Another set Is sent to the Pennsyl-
vania Classification Department at
Harrlsburg; while the Ohio State
Bureau also receives one. In case
the criminal is suspected of having
a record in Europe, one set Is sent
to Scotland Yard in England, and
further invesigation proceeds from
there; any information regarding
the criminal is wired to the United
States. The Crime Bureau of New
York receives a set, and the re-
maining set is kept on file in the
Eastern Penitentiary,
The process of obtaining finger

prints is very simple. A thin film
of ink spread on a plate of copper
or glass Is set before the criminal
who is Instructed to roll his fingers
on it and then stamp the print on
a record sheet by pressing the
stained fingers lightly on the sheet,
under their proper captions. To
secure finger prints from objects
touched by criminals, a white pow-
der is used when the object is

black, and a black powder when the
object is white. In each case the
object furnishes a back-jround for
the finger print whrse distinct
characteristics are then easily
discernible. A photop.raph is then
taken of the fin«»er prints, and the
process is completed
The apprehension cf criminals is

greatly facilitated, Mr. Collins
ocinted out. through the aid of the
:in«»er print expert, and the know-
'edge of the type of outlawry on
which previously incarcerated
cnnimals specialize. For example:
if a safe were blown open and
robbed of its contents, the detectives
would Immediately secure finger
prints at the scene of the robbery
and compare them with those in the
file containing the records of men
recently freed from prison who had
served terms for "safe cracking."
Mr. Collins pointed out further that
there has never iieen found any two
finger prints alike.

Dr. Macneil

Gives Talk

At Seminar

Sweeping Condemnation of

Modern Views on Birth

. Control Voiced

ALL SENIORS ATTEND
At the last meeting of the weekly

seminar, held under the auspices
of the Science school. Dr. N. M.
Macneil, Professor of Pediatrics at
Jelferson Medical school lectured
on the subject of birth control.

Since birth control is one of the
topics of the Senior Religion course
in "Life Problems," the Senior
members of the schools of Arts,
Commerce and Finance, and En-
gineering were present as guests.

Opening his lecture with a con-
gratulatory message to all those

present. Dr Macneil said that there

were "so many hazards with being
born now-a-days that those pres-

ent should be thankful that their

forebears had not been misled by
some propagandists advocating
birth control, otherwise they might
not have been present." Divorce,
abortion, sterilization, and the
"lethal chamber" were mentioned
as logical developments In case of

a widespread approval and practice

of birth control.

Dr. Macneil's entire lecture was
a sweeping condemnation of the
lax trends in sexual morality as
practices exceedingly harmful to

the sanctity of marriage and the
welfare of the race. The chaos and
universal evil that would arise as

a result of the destruction of the
maniage law as Interpreted by the
Church would undoubtedly in the
end cause deterioration of the
whole human race.

The modern Idea that these
practices are a service to humanity
and are just being discovered as

such was shown by Dr. Macneil as
not being modern at all, but re-

verting back for thousands of

v< ars. He urged that "the students
Should undervalue the experience
of their priest's and professors and
should remember that their Church,
which teaches postlvely definite

principles on these matters, has be-
hind It a social service of almost
2000 years. These things are really

relics of the past, condemned by
the Church and forgotten, but
put forth now as new."

Toward the close of the talk, a
plea was made for "everyone to

have personal convictions on the
subject so that they may propagate
their views and uphold the sound
moral teachings of the Church."

Rev. Joseph Dougherty, O. S. A.,

Dean of the Science school, pre-

sided at the Seminar and Intro-

duced Dr. Macneil.

Valedictory Talks
To be Held Today

The annual competition for the
valedictory address scheduled for

last Tuesday was postponed due to

the fact that Dean Humphries was
unable to make a decision in

appointing representatives from
the Engineering School. However
the men have now been selected

and the competition will take place

today at 1:30 In Mendal HalL
It is the custom for the dean of

each of the schools to appoint two
men to compete for the honor of

delivering the Valedictory or fare-

well address at the Commence-
ment Exercises. Each man in the

trials is required to give a short

speech, about three minutes on
any subject he may chose and the
man making the best delivery Is

selected.

The foliowmg men nave been
chosen. From the Arts School,

Father Mauch has sent David Car-
tenuto and Edward Hookey, while

Father Bartley has selected WUl-
l a m Bradley and Lawrence
Costigan to represent the Business
School From the School of

Science, Father Dougherty has
chosen Carl Lechner and Hug[h
Dougherty. Dean Humphries' Eh-
Uneering School is represented by
Cornelius A. Lane and John
Gaithur.

Blue Blazer Ball, Junior Prom
And Farewell Dance Proclaimed

Outstanding Successes Socially

Vince Mana's Villanovans Provide Syncopation for Two
Dances in the Gymnasium—Paul Gmham and His

Crackers Play for Prom at Penn A. C.

GYM TASTEFULLY DECORATED FOR INFORMALS

FINAL EXAMS
Final examinations for the

Senior Class Will begin on
Thursday, May 21st, Exams for

all the other classes will begin

one week later, May 28th.

Junior Prom
One of Best

All Declare

Brilliant Success Marks Cli-

max of Junior Week
Social Activities

UNIQUE FAVORS GIVEN

As a climax not only of the social

events of Junior Week but of the

entire school year, the Junior

Promenade of the Class of 1932 was
probably the most distinctive and
completely enjoyable dances any
third year class has yet presented.

No one who had the pleasure of

being present in the exquisitely

modem Main Ballroom of the beau-

tiful Penn Athletic Club last Fri-

day evening will ever forget the

time, the place, or that wonderful

orchestra.

The outstanding feature of this

successful Prom was the versatile

orchestra of Paul Graham. Living

up to their enviable reputation of

being one of the most popular or-

chcsti-as on the air, the "Crackers"

entertained with the very latest hits

played in their own delightful

rhythm. From nine o'clock until

two with only a few short minutes
of Intermission these Interpreters

of modem music translated their

own versions into music anyone
could follow.

The unique favors presented to

the ladies are especially worthy of

mention. The favor consisted of a
small blue vanity purse containing

a mirror, powder puff, and key case,

with a dainty blue handkerchief to

match. The souvenir programs were

also very clever, the covers being of

hammered bronze metal.

The Prom was attended by an al-

most unanimous representation of

the Junior class, and also by many
from the other three classes. There
were also many alumni persent both

from Philadelphia and New York.

The affair was managed in a very

efficient and orderly manner due In

large part to the chairman, Joseph

F. Dietz, who spent much time both

In planning the Prom and direct-

ing his associates. The committee
assisting Mr. Dletz consisted of the

following: Martin L. GUI, Thomas
K. Edwards, WUllam J. Reilly, John
J. Sykes, William C. DriscoU, Jo-

seph A. Barsin, Edward Derby, Wil-

liam McCourt, George Bain, Harry
Singley, Harry Dougherty, Vincent

Bagnall, William Rlchman, Francis

McDermott and James Firm.

L. K. D. Awards
Keys to Seniors

Last Thursday at a regular meet-
ing of the Lambda Kappa Delta,

keys were presented to the out-

^oinu: Senior members as tokens of

gratitude for the many years of

meritorious work that they have
performed in the fraternity.

During th" nast year there has
been a marked change in the ad-

ministration of the fraternity under
the leadership of ex-president H. J.

Garrity and the present Senior

members. The Lambda Kappa
Delta is now recognized as one of

the most active organizations on the

campus.
The men presented with the keys

are Howard J. Garrity, Donato J.

Alamprrse. James P. Flynn. Chester

Pozzl. Joseph B. Sofranko, Jean G.

Gushing: Alphonse D'Elia. George
M. Connor, and Paul Olovlnco.

Literary Society
Election Delayed

According to an announcement
issued ftom the ofice of the Dir-

ector of the Literary Society, the

election of officers for the coming
year will be postponed until every-

one holding a ballot or running

for office has paid his dues for the

past year.

The nominations were held more
than a week ago at a special meet-

ing of the entire society and bal-

lots were distributed to the mem-
bers during the past week. How-
ever, owing to the laxity of some of

the men In the financial support

which they should give to their

own society, the results of the votes

already cast will be withheld by

Prof. Jonas

The following men were nomin-
ated for the respective offices:

President, Daniel Buckley, Martin

Gill; Vice President. Joseph House-

man. Robert Rothert; Correspond-
ing Secretary. Joseph. Conlan;
Recording Secretary. Albert Wag-
ner, Charles Antonaccio; Treas-

urer, Lawrence De Prances Joseph

Hahn, Leon Harter; Sergeant at

Arms, Gerald Dolan. Robert Geist,

Alexander Lewis.

Villanova's Junior Week with its

series of social and athletic events

has once again come to a conclusion,'

and once again It has been pro-

claimed an outstanding success.

The social events commenced with

the Blue Blazer BaU in the gym-
nasium, continued with the Junior

promenade In the Penn A. C. In

Philadelphia, and concluded with

the Farewell Dance In our gym-
nasium. Each of these affairs was
a social success, and the committees
which planned them are deservmg
ot every compliment.
The Blue Blazer Ball, the Initial

dance of the week, was held Wed-
nesday evening In the gymnasium.
It was at this function that the

Juniors again donned their official

regalia. Resplendent in their blue

blazers and white flannels, which
pleasantly contrasted with the cos-

tumes of their companions, they

filled the room with a strange and
enhancing atmosphere.

The gymnasium Itself was so

completely and attractively disguis-

ed that it became almost unrecog-
nizable. Bedecked in streamers,

banners, and plants, it assumed a
new appearance that very fittingly

suited the occasion. The official

music makers for the evening were
Vlnce Marra and his entertaining

band of Villanovans, whose fine se-

lections and versatility supplement-
ed the success of the evenmg.

The paramount event of the week,

the Junior Promenade, was held

Friday evening In the ballroom of

the Penn A. C. In Philadelphia. This
function, for which all the Juniors

had been anxiously awaiting, was
strictly formal and was a bold con-
trast to the informal Blue Blazer

Ball of two nights previous. The
muslf; wa? furnished by Pa\il Gra-
haM and tAs eleven Crackers, that
Inimitable band of syncopaters from
the South.

(Continued on Page Pour)

R. C. H. S. Elects

Officers Today
The results of the election of

officers of the Roman Catholic
High School Club of Villanova will

be announced at a special meeting
to be held today at 12:45 P. M.
Ballots containing the names of all

the nominees have been distributed

to all the members to be filled in

and signed,, and will be officially

counted by Edward Mueller presi-

dent of the Club.

The men nominated are as
follows: President - Joseph Gre-
czyn, Prank Remy, Clement Busen-
kell; Vice-president - Paul Brady,
Thomas Herron, John McHenry;
Treasurer - Paul Brady, Joseph
Krol, J. Wlnterburger. Secretary -

P. Riley, J. Stell, P. Barrow, M.
Tomasso; Sergeant-at-Arms P.

Riley.

The R. C. H. S. Club has earned
for Itself an enviable position on
the campus this year. Its "Autumn
Frolic" held at the Adelphia Roof
after the Washington State game
proved to be one of the most
successful dances, socially and fin-

ancially, ever conducted by a Villa-

nova society, chiefly because of the
cooperation lent by every member
to Frank Janson, chairman of the
dance committee, and to President
Ed Mueller In addition to further-
ing its own interests, the Club has
supported the Freshman, Soph-
omore, and Junior classes, and
various other campus organizations
by patronizing their dances.

AN EXPRESSION
OF APPRECIATION

CONDOLENCES

The VILLANOVAN speaking

for the faculty and student body
wishes to express its sincere

sympathy to John Civial on the

recent death of his mother.
Mr. Civial is a member of the

Junior Arts class.

In expressing his appreciation
and KTatitude to the school for

the splendid success of Junior
Week, Harold Driscull, Junior
class president, said today:

"Junior Week was brought to
a close on Saturday, and I want
to take advantaKc of this oppor-
tunity to tender my sinrrrcMt

thanks and deep, appreciation to
everyone who afdeid in niaking
Junior Week this year the best

in the hifitory of the college. In
particular I want to thank
Father Fink, who, acting as
moderator for the week's activ-
ities, was of invaluable assist-

ance in hLs discerning counsels
and real cooperation. I want to
commend the various chairmen
and their assistants. Each man
fulflllcd his task splendidly. A
debt of in'atitudp la due, too, to
Al Severance. The Juniors of
the present year can truly say
that they have received more
publicity than any preceding
class. Above all, I most thank
the entire student body. Their
hearty cooperation In every ac-
tivity was, In the final analysis,

alone re«pon.Mble for the glorl-

oos week that passed."
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RERUM
NOVARUM

"IT IS NOT surprising that the spirit of

revolutionary change, which has long been
predominant in the world, should have pass-

ed beyond politics and made
its influence felt in the cog-

nate field of practical econ-
' ' omy. The elements of a con-

. flict are unmistakable: the growth of indus-
try, and the surprising discoveries of sci-

ence; the changed relations of masters and
workmen; the enormous fortunes of indi-

viduals and the poverty of the masses; the
increased self-reliance and the closer mutual
combination of the working population, and,
finally, a great moral deterioration. The
momentous seriousness of the present state

. of things just now fills every mind with
painful apprehension; wise men discuss it;

practical men propose schemes
; popular

meetings, legislatures, and sovereign princes,

all are occupied with it—and there is noth-
ing which has a deeped hold on public atten-
tion,"—words, which might have been writ-
ten yesterday. Yet, they were published
forty years ago, on the 15th of May, 1891,
by His Holiness, Pope Leo XIII. Forty
years, or practically half a century, is a long
period in the histoiy of nations; yet, what
Pope Leo XIII said "On the Condition of La-
bor" in 1891 is Just as true today as it was
at that time; the solutions that he offered
are just as valid, just as certain of effect, if

only they are applied.

;HE final EXAMINATIONS, like pros-
perity, are just around the corner; but they
are rounding the turn with considerably
more rapidity than the much-heralded good

times. Whether these exams
COMING serve their constituted pur-
EVENTS pose is a question which we

do not intend here to discuss.

We would, however, like to say a few words
concerning the attitude of the student to-

ward them. There are quite a few students
who hold up the passing mark as their goal.
These misguided youths defend their point
of view by asserting that there is a great
deal more to college life than mere studies,
and that ability and personality, not grades,
secure positions.

THEIK ASSERTIONS, considered in them-
selves, are very true, except for the fact that
they have omitted ambition from their quali-
fications for success. We admit, also, that
there is more to college life than "mere stud-
ies", but we insist that the latter should not
be neglected in favor of fraternal and social
obligations. If we cannot find time to con-
centrate on lessons in college, how are we
going to concentrate on the prpblems of life ?

i'he coming exams can well be compared to
one of life's battles, with the preparation,
(an advantage life does not always afford
us), the test, the suspense, the final outcome,
the exhilaration that success produces, and
the gloom with which failure enshrouds us.
The fellow who fails to hitch his wgigon to a
star never achieves real success, any more
than the one who aims at a passing mark
graduates magna cum laude. We urge
everyone, therefore, to work hard and aim
high, and to develop in College that spirit of
ambition which lies behind all the worth-
while accomplishments of the human race.

4e 4( 4c * « 4^

THE QUALIFICATIONS for class and so-
ciety officers are a most important consid-
eration in elections. In our opinion, too
much "politics", too much of personal likes
and dislikes enter into the selection of the
men who are to lead their fellow-members,
and, running across an editorial entitled
"Campus Elections" in the "Tomahawk", we
have decided to reprint it as our regular
weekly feature. The "Tomahawk" is the
weekly student organ of Holy Cross College,
Worcester, Mass.

Tuesday, May 12, 1931

Wars
IN JUNE

The month of June Is said to be
romantic,

With birds and flowers and all that
sort of thing.

But pardon me if I appear pedantic,
When praises of this month I start

to sing.

O June, ^fair month, you are the
lovely namesake

Of Juno, wife of Jove (who, too,
wed Themis)

She and Minerva lost a beauty con-
test.

When Paris gave the golden fruit
to Venus.

In June the days are long and
nights are fleeting.

Because the sun is hastened in his
fight;

And rises early In the mom In
greeting.

And lingers ere retiring for the
night.

In June, the trees, the grass, the
fields, the flowers.

Shine forth in all their brilliant
blossomed beauty.

Because the sun and soothing
springtime showers

Help dear old Mother Nature do her
duty.

Then too, in June a young man's
in a quand'ry.

And seeks the shade and gentle
moonless night.

This is because his shirts are in the
laundry

And he must shun the all revealing
light.

- THE -

CROWDS NEST
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY The chances are two to one that
Concluding a resume of an ad- I

those complaining most of this
dress delivered by Dr. A. L. Lowell, ****."°. **"* those who actually gave

In June I think of you, dear, more
than ever.

I'm searching for a cause on which
to blame it.

My search is vain. In spite of my
endeavor,

I must confess, I really can't ex-
plain iti

WELJENIS

President of Harvard University,

published in the NEWS—LETTER
of Johns Hopkins University, the
cultural development of the college
student was firmly stressed as
being one of the prime purposes of
a college education. This feature
is not, however, receiving the at-
tention it deserves for, in con-
clusion it was stated that, "the
conviction that the object of
college is cultural and deeply
serious must be infused into the
governing boards, the alumni and
the public far more than in the
past."

As has been previously stated in
the address, the small college is
the foundation of true cultural
training through the personal con-
tact between faculty and student.
Interrelationship of the student
body, difficult in the larger schools,
also contributev socially, to .de-
velopment of the social order.

-M-
HOBART COLLEGE

Diploma fees at Hobart College
today cost half again as much as
tuition at the school for an entire
quarter m 1826. THE HOBART
HERALD recently printed a typical
bill rendered the father of one of
the students of the class of 1829,
running as follows:

For College bill during the term
commencing 14 September, 1826
and ending 20 December, 1826.

To Tuition $6.67

THE ETERNAL CONFLICT
A Node

AND, due to the attention directed toward
the encyclical in recent years and the even
more serious attention directed toward it in

1930 and 1931 a celebration is being held
during this week in Rome on the fortieth
anniversary of Pope I^o's letter. The con-
dition of the laboring classes today, in thous-
ands of instances, is extremely wretched.
Many live in abject poverty ; many more are
actually starving. And the solution lies,

just as it did when Pope Leo's encyclical

went unheeded forty years ago by non-
Catholics, and (sad to relate) by Catholics
ahke, in the virtues of justice and charity.
It is only when men are actuated by these
two virtues that economic measures taken
in behalf of the needy will really become ef-

ficient and sufficient. It is to be hoped, then,
that in the crisis which the world now faces
greater attention will be paid to the words
of Pope Leo, and, certainly, every college
man should acquaint himself with the issues
and principles involved, not only in obtain-
ing and reading the encyclical, but by study-
ing it. May the celebration prove an incen-
tive !

IT MIGHT be wise to reflect for a moment
and consider what will be the wisest method
of electing the future leaders of the campus.
As to the eligibility of candidates the first

requisite is a good scholastic standing. In
view of the fact that the Oflice of the Dean
passes judgment on such a matter, nothing
need be said. There should be, however, in
the minds of the voters a consideration of
the future standing of the candidates, as re-
gards his other campus activities. He might
have a capacity load with his present schol-
astic schedule. Unfortunately, there is no
way of pre-determining the result of added
work under such circumstances. Only those
who know a man intimately may even guess
at this possibility. Nevertheless each in-
dividual member of any organization should
weigh this matter well before casting his
vote for one man, and simultaneously,
against another. Popularity is not the basis
on which a man should be elected to office.

Rather should his fitness and potential abil-

ity be expressed by the results of the final

ballots. Character, ambition and persever-
ance should take precedence over prejudice
or personal feeling. It is only by considering
such characteristics and by voting with an
unbiased opinion that the proper man can be
placed in office and secure, after his appoint-
ment, the support of his entire organiza-
tion."

i;.','- .

'""'' *******
"OTHER WORLDLINESS", of which Cath-
olics, and especially Catholic philosophers,
are frequently accused, stands much higher
in our estimation than the utter worldliness
of some of our accusers.

The day is done, and my studies
Rise up before my mind
Like a grim, sepulchral shadow.
Whose substance I cannot find.

I see the volume of Seneca
Beckon with fiendish glee,
As if to say, in its mocking way,
"You had better study me."

A History from yon dusty comer
Darts in vain a "come-hitherish"
glance,

And I haven't looked at a French
book

Since the last time I visited Prance.

Philosophy, English, etc.

Mere trifles—and what do they
matter

When me and the girl friend go
stepping

—For the former's in love with the
latter.

MICHAEL
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We know a girl who is such a
movie fan that she even has film
on her teeth.

—V—
A certain fellow' at Austin Hall

was complaining of the thieves
there. He asserted that they took
3 Y. M. C. A. towels, a Hotel Astor
bath mat and a McAlpin lamp from
his room.

—V—
They are calling a Freshman PP"'"*^ afftected.

"canoe", because he was paddledf
so much last Pall.

—V—
And in conclusion:

You can lead a horse to water,
But you cannot make him drink.
You can ride a Latin pony.
But you cannot make him think.

Room Rent
Sweeping and Bedmaking
Printing
Wood for Public Rooms .

.

Bell ringing
Ordinary Repairs
Public Damage .

Private Damage
It must have been a wild quarter,

whooping it up by painting the
town red and incurring all of four
cents damage. And as for the
charge for bell ringing, how many
of us here would pay that a week
to keep the bells from ringing.

-M-
COLLEGE OF ST THOMAS

Comprehensive exams are to be
given the seniors at the College of
St. Thomas to determine those who
may be excused from final exam-
tions. Quoting Father Cunning-
ham, C. S. C, dean of studies,
the exams are "aimed lo test not
only the student's familiarity with
subjects taught in class rooms but
to gauge his knowledge of all

known practical and artistic fields
and also his ability to think things
out."
Many students spend their time

in grinding away on works dealing
simply with their fields of con-
centration, paying no attention to
the fields of arts and letters which
do not deal directly with their
course of study. A comprehensive
exam weeds out such and definitely
improves the general standard of
Ihe graduate.

-M-
ST JOHN'S COLLEGE

Football at St. John's College is

to be discontinued after the 193 li

season according to a report of a
meeting of the board of trustees
recently published in THE TORCH,
Baseball, too, is to go the way of
football because of the difficult^ of
establishing a secure athletic
budget. Students at the school
however claim that the last word
in the matter has not yet l)een

spoken and that they will still have
a chance to do something to pre-
vent the at)olishment of the two

their teams the least support dur-
ing their respective seasons. Now,
however, they have a chance to
show their true spirt, and, perhaps,
aid in re-instating the sports.

—M—
University of Notre Dame

Reliability of quarterly exams as
a basis of grades is again attacked.
In a stirring editorial in Notre
Dame's news weekly. THE SCHOL-
ASTIC, it is pointed out that al-

though no better substitution can
be made for the quarterlies at
present, they should, at least, be
cut down in number. More c^n be
better stated in the editors own
words: '"In the law school exams
are given every semester, and law
students, seem, on the whole, none
the worse for the lack of quarterly
tests. At Oxford the students take
their exams when they are pre-
pared—or consider themselves pre-
pared—to receive their degree, and
no one has ever accused Oxford of
having a low standard of scholar-
ship. Oxford graduates, on the
contrary, prove by their unprece-
dented deeds and by their genej^al
scholastic excellence the benefits of
their university training. Therefore
exams are a necessary evil, but a
reduction in the number of them
would probably have no ill effects
and possibly many beneficial ones."
Another ever-recurring difficulty.

The values of the quarterlies are,
from the student's view, really a
personal topic. For some, it means
that cramming periods are more
frequent. For the real student, they
are a more frequent opportunities of
determining the extent of his pro-
gres.

-M-
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

Quoting the Intercollegiate Hour
column of THE TOMAHAWK:
"The latest in rackets: The favor-
ite pastime of the members of a
Iraternity at the University of
Pittsburgh, while they were
quarantined for scarlet fever, was
the phoning of co-eds The rack-
eteer in question secured a large
supply of nlckles and sold them to
his fraternity brothers, four for a
quarter."
The racketeer in question must

have been a student In the Finance
school, and was simply putting into
practice a bit of what he picked
up on the laws of supply and de-
mand.

-M-
Ifs never too old to learn. The

University of Chicago has in at-
tendance an enrolled Freshman
aged 72.

-M-
A co-ed at Colorado University,

just to be daring, defied an old 'U'
tradition and started to walk up
the steps of the law school build-
ing. Started is right t>ecause she
hardly began her escapade before
the students of the law school
seized her and deposited her in a
nearby pool.

-M-
By defeating the Juniors in a

tug of war in which the losers
were treated to an undesired cold
bath, the Freshman in the School
of Pharmacy at Temple University
have won the right to disregard all
Freshman regulations for the re-
mainder of the school year.

-M-
It pays to attend class at the

University of Maryland if enrolled
there, for students at the school
are liable to fines of three dollars
for every class they cut.

Notices/

WANTED! More Subscribers

Some three hundred students of Villanova Collegre have already subscribed for
the 19.31 Belle Air. Have YOU? In order to insure the financial success of the
publication it Is imperative that one hundred MORE
within the next two weeks.

subscriptions be obtained

YOU want an annual. YOU have driven an indication of this during the past
few weeks. But indications do not pay printing bills. Unless you subscribe now you
will find no Annuals available at the end of this month. The Editor of the Belle Air
wishes to make it known at this time that he will print only the number of books for
which subscriptions have been taken.

According to the Editor, who is now almost finished with this year's book, the
Annual will be novel in its arrangement, subject matter, art work and general
theme. If YOU have not subscribed YOU will miss all this.

Get behind the book and give YOUR Cfvoperation. Make the 1931 YEAR-BOOK a success financially. Show the slackers that despite their lack of co-oper-
ation an Annual, as fine as any in the country, can and will be published, a Yearbook
which will be a credit to Villanova. Subscribe Now.

Two more weeks—One hundred more sub.scriptions necessary!

SPECIAL LIBRARY NOTICE
All books that are charged out

for Thesis work are due today. May
12. Books that are not returned or
renewed on or before that date will
be overdue and a fine of ten cents
a day will be charged on each book.

RESERVATIONS
Reservations for rooms for

next year are to be made at
Father Fink's office on the fol-
lowing dates : Juniors— May
20th; Sophomores— May 21st;
Freshmen—May 22nd. A charge
of five dollars will be made for
each reservation.

R. C. H. S.

Announcement of the results of

election of officers will be made at
a meeUng of the R. C, H. S. Club
today at 12:45 P. M. in the
Academy.

WHIFFS Airo PUFFSBy CORNCOB

We took our girl friend to the . choosing your neighbor in the
fights Monday nite and Oh! What exams, as you would in choosing a

I

Lost and Found
LOST—A small green covered

loose-leaf note book, size 5x9.
Please return at least notes con-
tained therein to rack in dining
hall, or to room 224 Fedlgan Hall.

FOUNI>—Ba.sketball pump. Owner
may have the same If he will call
at 301 Austin Hall.

POUND—Eversharp pencil. Same
may be had upon application at
the Book Room.

LOST— A greenish coat-sweater
with gray fleece lining. Left on
baseball field Sunday morning.
Finder please return to 111 Pedl-I
gan Hall.

POUND—Black fountain pen sever-
al months ago. Will the owner
please call at 301 Austin Hall.

LOST— Schaefler PounUin Pen.
Name engraved on side-Reuben
Chesnlck. Please return to Mr
Chesnick, Senior. School of Sci-
ence.

a tough time we had. You know
she's very dumb, it seems to run in
her family. Well anyway, when the
big wrestling bout was on our dumb
dame got tremendously excited and
grabbed our arms. "Oh, look!" she
said, "they are doing the Kiss
Waltz, how perfectly thr-r-r-illing,

Oh! Comob why can't you dance
like that." So you can see what a
tough proposition we're up against
with a girl like that We took her
to a ball game one day and she
broke into tears over the pitcher,

because, she said, "Nobody likes the
poor man in the middle, they all

get up and shake a stick at him, if

I wuz him instead of trying to hit

them with a sUIy old ball I'd go
right up and box their ears."

As usual we have the Spring crop
of Poets with us this year. And we
are suffering from a bumper crop
of verse and worse, yes far worse.

We ourselves were never stricken

before with the fever of cacoethes
verslficandi—Latin Prof. Nota bene
—although we are a chronic suffer-

er from cacoethes scribendi—sneeze
that off—But this year we were ex-
posed to the disease so much that
we couldn't help contracting it. So
in the wee hours of yesterday morn-
ing the poetic muse got us by the
neck and sat us down at our type-
writer and the following little ditty

is the result of our struggle with the
Muse. The ditty is to l)e sung
jubilantly to the tune of "Oh, Du
Lieber Augustine." So come on now
fellows all together: tutti forza and
allegro con brio:

Oh Ite.

June, July, and August
October, November,
Oh don't you
Remember
The fifth of December

I Oh iti
' June, July, and Augmt

And we're happy now.
That litUe ditty goes well with

steins of beer and "flagons of nut
brown ale." to quote Chick Sale.

Well—the exams are only a
few weeks off so we feel It our duty
to dish out a little advice on how
to get through them. First you
must exercise the same care in

wife, or in buying a hat. If you
choose a neighbor as dumb as you
are. then all is lost. But if he
knows his stuff, then you're safe.
Sit as close to him as your chair.
Destiny, and your Prof, will permit;
that might not be very close but if
your eyes are at all good you'll have
no difficulty in seeing. But to avoid
eyestrain, and incidentally to avoid
getting "ketched." don't look too
long or too steadily at your neigh-
bor's paper.

Ben Turpin says he got that way
trying to crib through Kindergar-
ten. If by any chance you do get
caught be nonchalant, tell your
Prof, that you have perceived where
your neighbor has made a grievous
and unfortunate mistake on his
paper, and that you felt It your duty
to point it out to hbn.

Here's a good recipe we picked up
at a Ladies' Aid party last week.
As we are good law-abiding citizens
and have no desire to offend Dr.
Hoover and the Wickeddamn Com-
mittee by writing down prohibited
words we will leave blank spaces
for the disreputable ingredients. If
you fill In the blanks correctly
we'll guarantee you'll have a good
drink, if you guess wrong we'll give
you a military funeral. Here goes:
Dump half a—glass of good old—
into a—shaker, add half a—pony of
pure French—a spoonful of sugar,
some cracked ice and Just a dash
of—shake the mixture vigorously
while you recite "The Pace on The

—Floor," then pour into—glasses
and serve ImmeeJeUy.
One night this week at about

11:30 our door was opened and a
flashlight was thrust Into our
startled faces. At first we thought
it was Diogenes looking for an hon-
est man, so we sat up In bed and
Khonted Joyfully. "Cheerio, old
thing your search ends right here."
But, alas, instead of DIogenea It

was oar prefect Of coane we
apologized and told him we thooght
he was Diogenes. But it did no
good, we got put on bounds. 8o for
the next few days we'll be at home
to our friends and admirers at onr
Villa under ihe eaves of imr old
MendeL
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER

Guts

That inelegant word is the only
term we know that is strong enough
to be expressive of the one thing
Jack Bonner's got plenty of.

You don't find ball players like

the Temple captain everywhere. In
fact, we haven't seen any yet this

spring down at the Stadium who
did what he did last Wednesday af-
ternoon.

Picture the setting. Captain and
first-baseman of a "lousy" team,
one that had just lost seven games
in a row. Playing against his

school's most bitter rival, the col-

lege that had turned out football

teams that twice in two years had
beaten elevens on which he had
played stellar roles.

Remember, too. that last spring
he had come out here late in May.
that he had been struck out three
times by Eddie Kobilis. that he was
so disgusted that he quit at the end
of the sixth inning—walked off the
field after he had taken his three
strikes for the third time.

And don't forget, either, that he
is known on the Villanova campus,
that half of the crowd last Wednes-
day was there to do one thing, at
least—to raze Bonner.

And if you were there, you won't
have forgotten what they said to

him. what they called him. what
memories they brought up from
almost forgotten Villanova-Tfemple
tradition.

He vifi,s reminded of Swede Han-
sen's safety last fall, for which he
was not to blame. He was blamed
for every error the Owls committed,
and there were many. He was told

plenty!

But what did he do? He just

belted his old rival. Kobilis, for

three hits—a single, a double, a
triple—and he shut up all his

bleacher friends.

It was no great honor last Wed-
nesday to ring up three hits. But
it took plenty of intestinal vestiges,

if you get our meaning, to go out
and do it the way Jack Bonner did.

Incidentally, while we're on the

Interesting subject of Bonner and
Temple, not by a single act or word
did Bonner do anything last Wed-
nesday to arouse the antagonism
of the crowd. Despite all the things

that were said to him and about
him before the game started and
during the first three innings, and
despite the fact that he came back
strong with his bat, he just laughed
it all off and tried to get his team
started on the rally that was never

to start.

Although your actions on the

gridiron last fall. Jack, were those

of a chronic kicker, you showed
yourself to be a sportsman last

week.
* • * * • •

If we don't soon change the sub-

ject, we'll begin to appreciate this

guy, Bonner.

VILL
SPO RTS

VAN^ JUST
LOOKING
AROUND
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Football Tennis Track Baseball
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Nine Beats Owls; Netmen Cop Two
SPORTS SCHEDULE

Today
Tennis—Varsity vs. Temple,
home.

Baseball—Inter-Dorm, Frosh
field.

Tomorrow
Baseball—Varsity vs. Lowell

Textile, away.
Frosh vs. Penn Frosh,
Stadium.

Golf—Varsity vs. Temple, Marble
Hall.

Frosh vs. Hun School, away.
Thursday

Baseball—Varsity vs. Harvard,
away.

Golf^Varsity vs. Virginia C. C,
*way.

Friday
Baseball—Varsity vs. Holy Cross,
away.

Frosh vs. Allentown Prep,
Stadium.

Golf—Varsity vs. Virginia C. C,
away.

Saturday
Baseball—Varsity vs. Boston Col-

lege, away.
Frosh vs. Wyoming Sem.,
Stadium.

Track—Varsity vs. St John's
(Brooklyn), Stadium.

Golf—Varsity vs. University of
Virginia, away.

Sunday
Baseball—Inter-Dorm, Stadium
and Frosh field.

Monday
Baseball—Varsity vs. Temple,
away.

Inter-Dorm, Frosh field.

Blue and White Warriors

Soundly Shellack Temple
But Pennaes Humble Cats

The E. P. T. bouts were again
received with acclaim last week. The
fans seemed to be entirely satisfied
at the conclusion of the night's
fireworks. The final boot, the thrill-

er of the night, seems yet to be
unsettled, however. Perhaps we can
see both contestants once more In
competition next winter.

GiicJd, Dougal and Melchior, Trio of Temple Hurlers,

Badly Battered by Early Uprising of .

Villanova Hitters

PENN A. C. TEAM GETS TO KING EARLY IN GAME

After tepulsing ini ^a satisfactory miftiiiier Temple's

Owls last Wednesday, the varsity nine slept through a dis-

astrous first iiming.on Saturday, and the Penn Athletic Glub
scored four runs, just enough to win the game at the end of

the ninth inning, when the scorebooks read: Penn A. C., 8;

Villanova, 5.
Villanova, 15; Temple, 7

Villanova Boxing

Once more, Epsilon Phi Theta has
put on a financially successful box-

ing show. For the third successive

year, this feature of Junior Week
brought a few thousand fans to the

Stadium to see some good exhibi-

tions, and to enrich the coffers of

E. P. T. by not a few dollars.

The Gaughan-Lanciano scrap, of

course, was Just a continuation of

the epic these lads put on in the

gym last January, and It was a fit-

ting close to the night's festivities.

We would like to see a boxing

team established here next winter.

The material is on hand—practical-

ly evei-y boy in last week's toiuney

will be back next year. Calamuso,
Casey, McGovern, Zaff, Lanciano,

Gaughan, Moore—why, it would be

no trouble at all to start a team.

And while we're on that subject,

an attempt should be made to

establish a wrestling squad here.

That sport is coming along, too, and
although we have nothing yet to

show that there is much talent on
hand, the few samples we had last

week tasted fairly good.

What are the objections to start-

ing a team here in either sport? We
can see only two possibilities—first,

the expense that might be en-

countered would be too much of a

burden on an Athletic Association

that is losing money at present, and
second, there is no suitable place to

practice or hold home meets.

The expense of a boxing team, we
feel, would be easily borne by paid

admissions, if a new gym is built

within the year, as rumor says it

will. And if the gym is put up,

there is your place to practice and
hold your meets with other colleges

We don't believe any money
would be lost on boxing. The Ep-
silon Phi Theta matches have al-

ways drawn well, not only from the

student body but also from residents

of the Main Line. If a new gym is

built, and If matches are booked
with representative college teams,

we see no reason why they would
not be better attended by outsiders

than the E. P. T. bouts, which have
had no official sanction.

• • • • • *

Joe, chief of our investigating

staff, promises us he will have the
answer to the campus riddle, "Who
killed Isabelle?" before Saturday
morning. But so will we.

• • • • • •

Joe hasn't been doing much work
during the past week because he
has been practicing for the Inter-

scholastlc track and field meet Sat-
urday. Joe was going to enter him-
self in the chest-throwing contest,

but he was barred when it was dis-

covered that what he thought was
his chest, was really his stomach. If

he doesn't soon do some work, well
give his Job to Marty Orbach, whom
we hear is good at that kind of

Five Records Fall

as C U. Trackmen
Beat Cat Runners
Corrlgan fireaks Two Field Marks,
While Tom Edwards Smashes An-
other, But Cardinals Triumph

FROSH RELAY TEAM WINS

• • • • • •
If there are any other applicants

for Joe's job, will they plea.se report

to
TE SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday the cinder-pathers
dropped theh- third dual meet of

the season when they were defeat-
ed by a better balanced Catholic
U. team by a 78-48 coimt. In the
meet five records were shattered,
three by Villanova men.
Bob Corrlgan scored the greatest

number of points for the Coates'
coached outfit, breaking records in

the high jump and broad jump
Corrigan leaped 22 feet, 1-2 inches
in the broad jump to set a new
mark in the Catholic University
stadium. The former mark was
made by Vivell of Johns Hopkins
in 1928 with a leap of 21 feet, 2 in.

In the high jump Corrlgan leap-
ed 6 feet to shatter the previous
record of 5 ft. 10 in., made this sea-
son by his opponent, Vinnie
Praatz. After Corrigan had clear-
ed the bar, this same Praatz also
went over it, but as he was coming
down his elbow hit the bar, which,
though it bounced about for a
while, decided to remain where it

was. At the 6 feet, ^ inch mark
neither could go over the bar suc-
cessfully.

Tom Edwards surprised everyone
by breaking a record in the discus
throw. A mark of 120 feet, 8 in.

set by Hartzog, of Oeorge Wash-
ington, in 1929, made way for
Edwards' heave of 121 ft., 5 in.

Pressed by the competition of
Edwards and Zeigler in the shot
put, Lauer, of Catholic U., shat-
tered another mark, formerly held
by Hill, of Johns Hopkins, since
1928. Lauer's heave traveled 42 ft.,

7 in., while the 1928 heave of Hill

was put down in the books as 40
ft., 3 3-4 in.

The fifth record to fall was in

the two-mile run when Garafalo,
Catholic U., barely nosed out Sal-
erno and Hahn. The new record is

10 min. 32 sec, while the old was
10 min. 38 sec, established by
Owinn, Johns Hopkins.

With Duffy, Bobertz, Penter-
macher and Baker running in great
form, a special added attraction
which did not figure in the scoring
saw the Villanova Frosh beat the
Catholic U. yearlings in a sprint
medley relay race. The time for
the event was 3:12.4 minutes.
The summaries:

100-yard dash—^Won by Highfleld,
Villanova; second, McQulgan, Catho-
lic; third, PelUcanp, Villanova. Time—10 3-6 sec.

200-yard dash—Won by McOulgan,
Catholic; second, Highfleld, Villa-
nova; third, Oleason. Catholic. Time—33 sec.

440-yard nin—^Won by McOulgan,
Catholic; second, Hlckey, Oathollo;
third, Donahue, Villanova. Time

—

62 sec.

880-yard run—Won by Hlckey,
Catholic; second, Davis, Catholic;
third. Connor, Catholic. "Time—2:06.

(Continued on Page Pour)

Eddie Kobilis turned in his first

victory of the season against the
Cherry and White last week when, I little or no success, and when
although touched for thirteen hits 'showed no sign of being able

crossed the scoring platter no less

than five times.

Tony Dougal relieved Gudd, with
he
to

and walking four, a 14-3 lead at
the end of the third frame enabled
him to loaf through the closing

innings.

Walter Keating, Temple coach,
elected to start Len Gudd on the
mound. The big coal region lad, a
great end and a fine center, in

foot ball and basket ball respect-

ively, was imable to continue his

success against Wildcat foes, and
was driven from the hill in the
first frame, when the home team

retire anybody in the third inning.
Lefty Melchior, who once studied
in these hallowed halls, was sent
out as the next victim.

Melchoir Greeted
The Cats recognized Lefty as a

long-lost pal, and in desperation,
Keating closed his eyes, turned
around several times until he be-
came twice as dizzy as he had been,
pointed out the next man, and the
unfortunate was Bob Cooper, big

(Continued On Page Pour)

SPORTS RESULTS
Baseball

The Varsity enjoyed a field
day against Temple Wednesday,
winning, 15-7, but the Penn
A. C. game Saturday was a dif-
ferent story and the Wildcats,
starving for victory though
they are, were licked, 8-5. The
Frosh won their only Start of
the week, when the 'kaydeis'
from Valley Forge were licked
again, 9-6.

Tennis
Pete Forve and Sol Berman

led the netmen to two more vic-
tories, haverford falling, 5-4,

while Bucknell was beaten, 6-1.

Golf
Stan Prokop's golfers beat Le-

high, 6-3, but the Frosh were
surprised by West Philadelphia
High, losing 17 ^^ to 9^, Nassau
scores.

Track
. . Harry Coates' proteges bit off
more than they could chew on
Saturday, and Catholic Univer-
sity won the dual meet In Wash-
ington, 78-48.

Tennis and Golf Squads

Win Junior Week Matches

Haverford and Bucknell Net-

men Easy Prey for

Wildcat Squad

The tennis team ran its winning
streak up to five in a row last week,
by turning in victories over Haver-
ford College, 5-4, Monday afternoon,
and Bucknell University, 6-1, on
Saturday.

The Cat netmen showed remark-
able form in the Haverford match
winning four of the six singles. In
the doubles, Haverford won two
out of three, but the Fords' two
victories came after Orcutt and
Suarez had triumphed In their
match, clinching the decision for
the home team.

The feature match of the after-
noon found Captain Pete Forve
winning a hard struggle from How-
ard, of Haverford, in a two-set
match that went to fifty games.
The scores were 13-11, 14-12.

Bucknell Outclassed
A thundering herd of Bisons, six

strong, came from Lewisburg Sat-
urday afternoon, but the home
team continued its winning ways
with six victories in the seven
matches engaged in.

Johnny Sykes, Villanova, dropped
the only match the Wildcat repre-
sentatives lost. Four other single
matches were captutred by the
wearers of the Blue and White,
while both doubles encounters went
to the wlxmers.

Only two matches went to three
sets, Sykes dropping his point aft-
er a trio of sets while Suarez was
forced to the limit to win his sin-
gles match. The Wildcat victors
were Forve, Berman, Orcutt and
Laveson.

Temple will probably be played
this afternoon at the courts across
the pike.

Lehigh Beaten by Golfers in

Week's Only Match.-Trek
to Virginia Thursday

Lehigh was defeated in the only
match How Garrity's golf team
engaged in last week, rain and
postponements calling off the
other three. y.v. " ...

Jupe Pluvus stepped in last
Thursday afternoon and washed
out the scheduled match with
Temple, while the dual contests
with Rutgers and Swarthmore,
booked earlier in the week, were
postponed until later in the year.
The match with the Owls will be
played tomorrow at Marble Hall.

On Thursday, the squad will head
for the sunny south where the
Virginia Country Club will be met
in two matches. There is also a
possibility the Cats might meet the
University of Virginia linksmen on
Saturday. The match with the
Cavaliers, however, is not definite-
ly settled.

Last Monday afternoon, under,
warm skies, the team drove and
putted its way to a win over the
emulators of Bobby Jones from
Lehigh University. When the fray
was over and the score computed,
Villanova was victorious, six points
to three.

Jerry Weinhart, who seems to

have hit his stilde in the last few
matches, defeated his opponent,
two up. Bob Quinlan ran true to

form and won, 3 and 2. O'Neill and
Burns also won their matches.
Captain Stan Prokop was defeated
by Cliff Harrison, foirmer Sandy
Run junior star, 5 and 4.

On Saturday, the Frosh played
their second match of the season
against West Philadelphia High
School. The High Schoolers proved
their superiority as golfers over
the Frosh by defeating them with
a decisive score of 17 V4 to 9'/4.

New England Calls

And Cat Nine Has
Busy Week Ahead
Holy Cross and Boston College to be
Met Again This Week, With Har-
vard the Opposition Thursday

PLAY AT TEMPLE MONDAY

Haverford, St. James, Win |

VISITOR ON CAMPUS
Hughie McGeehan, former Villa-

nova football and baseball great,

was a campus visitor Satiu-day aft-
ernoon, when he brought his track
team here to the Interscholastic
Meet. McGeehan, director of
athletics now at Hazleton High
School, is a brother of Prof. Char-
lie McGeehan, and is one of the
outstanding scholastic basketball
coaches in the country, although
he never played the game while in

college.

Two meet records were broken
Saturday afternoon in the Stadium
as more than 600 athletes from
more than two score high schools
participated in the fourth annual
Villanova Interscholastics.

Muller, Haverford High, and
Trout, of Norristown High, cleared
the bar at 11 feet, 6 inches in the
pole vault to set a new Stadium
standard, while Gray, of Ambler
High School, threw the javelin 164
feet, 3 Inches for a new meet rec-
ord. Both marks were set in Class
A, made up of suburban schools.

Haverford High won the Class A
championship, nosing out its rival.

Lower Merlon High by 1 5-8 points
when the final tally was run up
after the fifteen events were run
ofT

In Class B. which Included city
schools, preparatory schools and
teams from upstate and New Jer-
;ey, St. James' School, of Brooklyn,
won the team championship, after
being given a close battle by Al-
lentown Prep all through the after-
noon.

The remarkable showings of the
high .school boys, and the large
number of entrants bode well for
the future, and Coach Harry
Coates, the gu»dlng force In this

year's meet, deserves congratula-
tions for the commendable and ef-

ficient manner the affair was con-
ducted.
Sixteen schools participated in

the scoring in Class A, while points
were divided among twenty schools
in Class B. In addition, many
schools were unable to score, al-

though full teams were entered.

Seton Hall Prep was blanked, while
Newark Prep scored only two
IKiints.

The final results were:

CLASS A
Haverford, 36 3-8; Lower Merlon,

34 3-4: Ambler. 22 7-8; Upper Darby,
18 1-2; Norristown, 17 3-8; Chelten-
ham. 14 3-8; Ablngton. 14; Phoenlx-
vllle. 9: West Chester. 8; Berwyn,
7 3-4; Lansdowne, 6; Jenklntown. 6;

Bellersvllle-Perkasle. 6; Swarthmore.
4; Media, 4; Lansdale, 3.

CLASS B
St. James, of Brooklyn. 84; Allpn-

town, 29 1-11; Southern, 10; Cen-
tral. 18 4-11; Franklin and Marshall
Academy. 17 1-2; Oeorge School. 12
2-11; Oermantown Academy, 1-2;

Overbrook, 0; Catholic. 0; Osrman-
town, 8 1-2; St. Joe's Prep, 8 1-11;

Northeast Catholic, 7; Simon Orata.
6 1-2: Prankford, 1-11: Valley Forge
Military Academy, 5 1-11: Holy Spirit,
fi: West Catholic, 2 1-11; Lancaster
Catholic. 2; Nt wark Prep, 3; Haale-
ton. 1.^

The Cats go on their third ex-

tended trip when they trek north-

ward to the New England state of

Massachusetts to tangle bats with
four college nines - Lowell Textile,

Harvard, Holy Cross, and Boston
College. While the varsity nine is

away Doc Jacob's felines play hosts

to Allentown Prep, Wyoming Sem-
inary and the Perm Frosh.
The first of the northern games

for the varsity will be against Low-
ell Textile, which incidentally is

again represented with a fine team
this season. The Cats will go into
action against this club with high
hopes of victory and with a basket-
ball setback, administered last sea-
son yet to avenge. Reltz will xm-
doubtedly be the starting hurler for
the Cats tomorrow.
Thursday, an old foe will enter-

tain our wandering McGeehanltes,
none other than Harvard. The
Crimson Is represented with a
strong nine and has won several
notable contests thus far in the
campaign. Smoky Kobilis is expect-
ed to ascend the mound in this
fray and should turn in another
fine performance, similar to that
of the Temple contest played last
week.
On Friday and Saturday the

baseballers will swing into action
against Holy Cross and Boston
College, respectively. The Crusaders
behind the exceptional hurling of
Captain Sims defeated the Cats in
an earlier season battle. Here's an
opportunity for revenge, and a vic-
tory should be in the offing, for
Jack Barry's proteges have not
been going "so hot" this year. Bee
See, since it's defeat down here
last April, has been traveling at
a fast rate and upset several out-
standing opponents. This contest
Ls expected to be the toughest
assignment for the Cats on the
trip and either George King or
Johnny Brlce will be on the hill.

Either one will also be chosen to
hurl against the Crusaders.

DEFEATS PENN
Harvard University's baseball

nine, one of the strongest college
outfits in the country, which meets
the Wildcats in Cambridge, Mass.,
on Thursday afternoon, continued
its winning ways last Saturday aft-
ernoon, by defeating the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania nine, 3-1.

Barry Wood, Harvard footbaU
captain-elect, plays shortstop on
the nine. The dope from Cam-
bridge has it that either Red Mc-
Hale, the Crimson's ace, or Ben
Ticknor, All-American center In
1929 and 1930, will toe the slab
against McGeehan's proteges this

week.
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The following sidelights on the
scraps are worthy of note: Promoter
Jim Rannizzlzzi, alias Tex Rickard,
strolling about with a foul-smelling
weed; the usual gate crashing; the
coppers in the stands instead of at
the fences; the second Humphries,
Bucky Hammond, in full dress
minus the shirt; "Little Caesar;"
the intellectual audience, including
jOur French prof; the divers names
which our announcer pronounced in
his own inimitable way; the gore,
all around, all around; the second
who was a second at every bout;
the ever utunotionless referee; and
the wrestling bouts which drew
very little attention.

• • •

This reminds us that in tennis
they have lobs and in wrestUiig they
have slobs. ; ;,

"
. ,

' ••"

•'••.-.'

Then again, in boxing: they have
palookas.

• • •

After the Temple baseball game,
a Temple rooter said we had a
"lousy" team. This writer came
back at him tartly with the sarcas-
tic remark: "Still they were good
enough to beat your Howls."

• * •

The Temple News editor calls the
Temple nine, "Keating's Kerflops."
The first three innings showed that
he was correct.

• •

As on a certain October night,
the Owls were again scalped.

• * •

Lefty Melchior was blasted from
the mound in the third Iruilng after
he had replaced Dougal as relief

hurler. If we remember correctly.
Lefty was once a student here.

• • •

What we cannot understand Is

how a ball club can put up such a
fine game as that played by the
Cats against Temple, Wednesday,
and then show such a complete re-
versal of form three days later when
the Penn A. C. Invaded the stadium.

• •

It might be interesting to know
that the Temple game showed the
following irrefutable facts: that the
Cats scored more runs than in any
other game this season; that they
made more hits than in any game
yet played; that their total number
of hits were more than those made
in three New York contests; that it

was the first time this year that a
comfortable lead was presented to
the pitcher in the first inning; that
a four game losing streak was
snapped; that everyone in the
starting lineup connected with at
least one bingle; that it was the
first time that they sent three hur-
lers to the showers; and that Kob-
ilis was credited with his first vic-
tory of the year.

• • •

The inter-scholastic meet held
last Saturday clearly showed the
need of a gym. Many of those
schoolboys didn't have any lockers
and were compelled to dress under
the most unfavorable circumstances.

Even the Penn A. C. baseball
team could not find room to dress
for the baseball game. Alumni Hall
had to open its historic doors to
the Invaders.

Before the meet Harry Coates,
track coach, gave his boys several
off-days. He had them digging,
painting, shoveling, and whatnot.
The result—Saturday's resplendent
track field.

/.-• •' *;
.

For once since we have been here
did we see that track in running
condition.

• * •

Even the football coaches lended
a helping hand. Bob Reagan was
seen laying out the white lines,

Harry Stuhldreher directed things
in his staccato voice, and Ed Hun-
singer complacently stolled about,
smoking one of his favorites and
putting his O. K. on every complet-
ed task.

• * •

We wish to congratulate Harry
Coates for the fine way in which he
handled every minute detail. Harry
was In his prime and made every-
one know that he was in charge.
"The man and the hour," Is a
phrase that well-suited him that af-
ternoon.

• • •

The meet went over in a big
financial way. This puts a sport
that is usually a losing one on a
paying basis for this year.

• • •

Buck Hammond was present in
his usual role as announcer. Al-
though the spectators seldom im-
dcrstood what he was saying, still

they looked upon him with all due
respect.

• • •

The sunny south was well-repre-
sented.

• * «

The start of the mile reminded
us of the start of a marathon.

• • •

It seemed to us that there were
more "officials" present than
schoolboys.

• • •

In track they hurdle, and in foot-
ball they huddle.

• • •

Then there was that old gent in
the stadium who was telling anyone
who cared to listen about the track
days when men were men.

• • •

The end of a perfect day—the
long line outside of the stadium
office waiting for the awards.

*

ABOUS
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CAMPVS OPimONS

"What do you think of co-eduv»-
tion at VUlanova?"

• • • « • •

Joseph Bruno, Good Counsel,
Senior—"I would not be affected if

Villanova were made a co-educa-
tional school because I have, until

this year, attended a co-ed college.

However if we had co-eds here, I

would become more conscious both
linguiiitically and sartorially. All of

us would profit by the presence of

the 'fair sex".
"

• * • * * *

Joseph Szczeehowski, Mendel Hall,

Junior—"I do not favor co-educa-
tion anywhere, leastwise here at

Villanova, because where there are
women there is usually trouble. The
students here now are quite unused
to the idea and that in itself would
prove distracting."

• * • * • •

Frank Trapp, FedlfAu Hall,

Junloiv—"Co-eds by all means. Then
watch our teams go, with a co-ed
on each bench to mspire them."

• * • * • •

Joseph Curclo, Mendel Hall,

Senior—"After attending a co-edu-
cational college for two years, I

decided to transfer to a Men's col-

lege. There is a time and place for

everything. The place for co-eds
is at a girls' school. They distract

the fellows from their studies, and
besides, co-education, would m^ke

. Haverfordians out of Villanovans,"
• • • • * •

Anthony J. Leitfter, Jr., Alumni
Hall, Freshman— "Co-education at
Villanova would bring about a much
needed reform both in the speech
and manners of quite a few fellows.

The introduction of such an idea
would at first cause much havoc
and disorder, but would gradually
quiet itself. Such an idea too,

would greatly increase Villanova's
social prestige."

• * « • • •

Henry Luce, Austin Hall, Junior

—

"I believe co-eds would help this

school a great deal. Their presence
would make the fellows take more
interest in activities and would
make them careful of their habits
and language. Besides women are
the inspirations to virtue. To have
them room on the campus, tho, is

out of the question."

Junior Festival

Proves Complete
Social Success

(Continued Prom Page One)

Saturday night the center of ac-
tivities returned to our own gym-
nasium again, where the Farewell
Dance brought a grand finale to

this series of matchless entertain-

ments. Prom nine to midnight the
couples enjoyed themselves, carried

away by the complete informality

of the affali'. The Villanovans un-
der the talented supervision of

Vince Marra. were again on hand
to render their harmonious . and
melodious syncopations.

All too soon the time allotted for

the dance came to an end, and the
couples reluctantly dispersed. An-
other Junior Week is completed, but
it has left an impression on the
memory of each Junior that will

always be a pleasant recollection in

the future.

Five Records
Broken When

Trackmen Bow
(Continued Irom Page Three)

MENDEL LEADl
DORNi
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CAMFLS OHi\iOi\S

"Wlial do .\oii tiiiiik

tiuii ut Villunuva?"
ol co-fduia-

• • • • • «

.. Joseph Hruiio, (iuud (ouiui'l.

Senior— I would not be ulh'clvii il

Villanova wiic iiiaiU- a to-eclULa-
tional .school Ijtiau.sf I havi', uiiUJ

tills year, utlriiik-U u co-cd folk't;t'.

Howi'vi'i- il Wf hud co-eds lu'ic, I

would bi'conu' more cunscioiLs both
lliH.iii.sticall.v and t.aJl<jnall.v. AU ol

u.s woulti prolil by the prehcnce ol

Uu' lair sex'.
"

,

Joseph SxczechoWNki, Mendel Hull,

Junior—"I do not lavor co-educa-
iion anywlicre, leaslwi.se here at
Villanova, beeau.se where there are
women there is usually trouble. The
students here now an- quite unu.st'd

to the idea and that in itsi'lt would
inovu dislntctiijg.

"

•

Frank Trupp. Fcdifrdn Hall,
Junior— Co-eds by all iin'ans. Then
wateli our teain.s gu. with a co-t-d

on eaeli bench to iu.spuv -them."
• -'^ * '.» ^. •.' '

Joseph Curelw, Mendel ilall.

senior— Alti'r aitendiiin u co-etiu-

cational college tor two years, 1

decided 16 iransler to a Mens col-

lege. There is a lime and place lor

everything, The place lor co-eds^

is at- a girls' ijciiool. They distraclii

tiJie fellows Irom tlK'ur .studies, and
besides, co-euueation' would hiake'

Haverlordians out ol Villaiiovans, "

'

-. • • » » •

.\ntlionv J. I.eiliier, Jr., Alumni
Hall, Freshniani— Co-educalion at

Villanova would bruig about a muth
needed relorm both in the .speech

and manners ol quite u lew leilows.

The introduction ol such an idea
would at lirst cause much havoc
and disorder, but would gracuialiy

quiet itsell. Such an idea too,

would greatly lncrea.se Villanova s

social pi-estigc."
• »,-.»• ••....

Henry I.ute, Austin Hall, Junior

—

"I believe lo-eds would help this

school a great deal. Their prc.scjice

would make the leilows liike more
interest in activities and would
make them carelul ol their habits
and language. Besides women are
the in,spirations to virtue. To have
them room on the campus, tho, is

out ol the question."

Junior Festival

I'roves Complete
Social Success

1 Continued Prom Page Onei

Satuiday night the center ol ac-
tiMlies returned to our own gym-
nasium again, where the Farewell
Dance biought a grand Imale to

this series ol matchless entertain-
ments. From nine l« midnight the
couples enjoyed them.selves, carried

away by the complea- iiilormalily

ol the allair. The Villanovans un-
der the talented su|H'ivision ol

Vince .Maria were again on hand
to lendtr their harmonious and
melodious syncopations.

All too .soon the time allotted lor

Ihe dance came to an end, and the
e()Ui)les I'l'luciantiy dispensed. An-
t)lher Jtmior Week is completed, but
it has lell an impression on tlie

mehiory ul each Juni()r that will

always be a i)U'asant recollection in

ihi luture.
.

Five Records
Hroken When
Trackmen How

I Continued Irom Ptige Three)
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"AMONG MODERN AUTHORS we have

noticed the tendency towards the frequent

insertion of l<rench Words and phrases into

their writings. This tendency seems at

present to be in the ascendant and the rea-

son of this article is to question the wiseness

of such a leaning. American hterature is

written m English and naturally, the better

the style the better the Uterary value of the

Dook. Wny then should we, the reading

public of America, be forced to stop and

stutter over some weird phrasing in a tongue

that IS toreign to us? Of what value can

the insertion of such Liiterary Stumbling

.ilfoid us. We read of course for the cul-

tural value but with the added purpose of

uetter mastering our native tongue. You

The Crow 's

Nest
Holy Cross College

Exercise of the lungs and vocal
cords of students of Holy Cross
College was recently afforded them
in the form of a songfest, an an-
nual feature of the Purple Key so-
ciety of that college. The songs
are all written by students and
each class renders a selection to
determine the best group singers.
As the entire student body support-,
ed the concert, a track rally was
held Immediately afterwards, thus
concluding a spirited evening.

To be a true college student, one

I

must be a singer, or, at least; so
the movies and our shower room

! baritones would lead us to believe.
But, to hold a group song fest on

may suy tnat rrench is the national tongue |the steps of the library is compar-
atively safe for the vocallzers, for

01 ihe mosi cultured nation in hurope ana

a Kiiowieuge of i:<rench, even though it be

small, will tend towards self-improvement,

lou mignt also add that tiie iuiowledge of

suiu r reiicn is an indiication of said cuiture.

to me contrary no, emphatically
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A MOST IMPORTANT and most note-

worthy feature of the Science course at

Villanova is the weekly Seminar; and we

wish to take this opportunity to express our

congratulations to Rev.

IT IS VERY Joseph M. Dougherty, O.

IMPORTANT S. A., the Science school

dean, on the success of the

Seminar during the past year. The number
and quality of the speakers, the manner of

conduction, and the pui*pose of the hour we
truly commend. Such expression on our

part, however, seems uncalled-for, but just

puch appreciation is the feeling of all science

men, and we think that public note should be

made of it. The Seminar hour was inaugur-

ated in the fall of 1929, when the expiring

Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity hour was
abolished. At that time Fr. Dougherty in-

stituted the regular weekly meeting, the

purpose of which is to have men noted for

their work in various scientific fields address

the entire registration of science students.

The hour was a success from the very be-

ginning. Prominent men were secured to

speak on various topics of medical interest

and were most eagerly received. During the

past year the Dean secured for his depart-

ment an extremely noteworthy group of

men, among whom numbered Dr. Lewis

Cleif, who was recently named to succeed

Dr. Chevalier Jackson, inventor of the bron-

choscope, as Professor of Bronchoscopy at

Jefferson Medical School ; Dr. D. Wright Wil-

son, Professor of Biochemistry at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania Medical School ; Dr.

Frank Glausser, Professor of Anatomy at

the Temple University Medical School ; and,

Dr. Addinell Hewson, head of the Anatomy
department at Temple University Dental

College. In addition to a score of such

medical authorities, the Dean often secured

men prominent in other fields, who would be

helpful to the prospective physician. An ex-

ample of this type of speaker is found in

Mr. Frank Tucker, Chief Probation Officer

of Eastern Penitentiary. That the lectures

of such men are beneficial cannot be gain-

said. Their importance is probably not fully

realized.

SEVERAL WEEKS age the VILLANOVAN
urged the adoption of a Seminar hour by the

Arts school, and, on the following day, at a

meeting of Epsilon Phi Theta, President Ed-
ward Hookey and Rev. Eugene A. Mauch,

O. S. A., announced that a lecture period

similar to the Science Seminar would be part

of the Arts men's schedule next year. Now
we ask, why not a Seminar in the Business

School? Lack of facilities in the School of

Commerce and Finance has, perhaps, cur-

tailed such activity in the past. Now, how-

ever, with the spacious auditorium of the

new building soon ready for use, there will

be every opportunity and every reason for

e.''-tablishing such a course of lectures. We
hope that this is one of the plans in the

mind of the Dean. The success of the Sci-

ence Seminar should be encouraging.

i» ]^ « « * * 1^

AN EXTREME VIEW of the "Literary

Stumbling" situation is offered in the follow-

ing

uut to tne conirafy no, empnaticaiiy. no,

^Sucn an exhibition in the pages of American

Mterutuie is an exnibition in the full sense

ui me word. When we pick up a book and

notice a liberal "Jfrench i'lavor" permeating

the pages—then one thought in particular

persists m our minds—literary showotf. A
most exaspei-ating sensation is that of hav-

ing one s interest draw to a climax in a chap-

ter oniy to nnd the sense of the most im-

poitant paragraph dependent on a i:*'rench

i^hrase for full meaning. It seems as thougn
some authors have the uncanny ability to

insert i:* rench in a spot where it will have the

most diabolical influence. We have no es-

pecial hatred to vent upon the 15 rench

tongue when it is used for f-'renchmen and
in i< ranee. As a language it might be the

most rhythmical in the world—we do not

contest that point at all. French for the

Jb'renchman but English for the American is

wnat we are driving at."

4( 41 « 4^ 4( 4i 4i

IN THE "Evening Bulletin" of last Saturday

we read a little article commenting on the

large number of boys earning money while

attending school. "Besides assisting family

purses," it stated, "the boys

A BAD employed learn the value of

UABIT money, a lesson that is likely

to stick to them for life. There

is also bred in them at a receptive age the

habit of work." Well, we admire a fellow

who chips in with his support, however mea-

gre, when his family needs it, especially

when it entails considerable self-sacrifice on

his part. But for the youth who occupies

his leisure time with labor either to "leara

the value of money" or to form the "habit

of work" we have nothing but sympathy,

and very little of that. He may acquire a

very clear conception of the value of money,

but only at the cost of distorting his concep-

tion of other values. And the fellow who
applies himself with diligence to his studies

needs no extra positon for him to acquire the

habit of work.

ALL WORK, and no play, makes Jack a dull

boy. Yes, a very dull and uninteresting fel-

low does our friend Jack become under such

circumstances. Leisure time was ordained in

order that the student might recreate his

body and give his mind a breathing spell. If

he does this properly he becomes a better

student and a better man. But if he suc-

cumbs to the lure of a weekly salary and

sacrifices his recreation, he is causing him-

self irreparable harm, physically and men-

tally. He neglects the needs of his body,

and narrows his possible field of mental en-

deavor. He may manage to fulfill the re-

quirements for his degree, but he neverthe-

less misses a major part of his education.

4i « 4( 4< « *

"GO FORTH and teach ye all nations." Most

literally is that command of Christ carried

out, for a recent translation of the Bible into

Mam, the primitive language of the Indians

in Guatemala, brings the number of trans-

lations up to 887. The Scriptures can now
be read in practically every known vernacu-

lar, Gaelic, Icelandic, Zulu, and even in Es-

peranto.

i|i 4i 4^ 4i 4i * 4(

A' CREED which in these days of selfishness

and personal gratification produces men of

an heroic mold of a Damien and a Brother

did not some great mind of the
past once say, "In Union there is

strength"?

—M—
> . . Bucknell University

Many are the sujierstitlons be-
lieved in by college students, re-
ports a Bucknell University grad-
uate in THE BUCKNELLIAN, list-

ing many of the various beliefs in
signs prevalent on the Bucknell
campus. To wit: "If ,one sees a
woman driving an automobile, one
shoUld pull his hair three times or
bad luck will follow." Another,
"Walking around the home plate
when at bat will bring good luck to
a base ball player."

Silly superstitions. One loses
plenty of hair worrying about the
lady driver up front, without mak-
ing the loss of hair greater by pull-
ing it out Then in the baseball
omen: A better idea for a good luck
sign is for the batter to take a
healthy cut at the pill, good for
bases, then leisurely walk around
the bases. At least. It would look
better in the box score.

—M—
Johns Hopkins University

Despite the final examinations
which are now too close to be en-
joyed, Johns Hopkins students, ac-
cording to the NEWS-LETTER, are
turning out in large numbers at
the race meetings held by the
Maryland Jockey Association. Many
theories are being advanced as re-
gards the sources of income of
the race followers in these days of
depression. The more cynical stu-
dents are bringing up the charge
that most of the spendthrifts are
campus officers who are anticipat-
ing a harvest of surplus organiza-
tion funds this June.
The boys need some relaxation.

It can't be that they are going to
the races simply because they love
horses. The heavier losers have
already learned that if that were
the case, it would be cheaper to
buy a campus hone.

—M—
Oglethorpe University

Credits, grades, ever the bane of
college officials is again brought up
for discussion in an article recently
published In the STQSMY PETREL
of Oglethorpe University. I^tarthig

with a rattier good summary'-pfifl^

grades and credits problem the
writer says: "TTie college credit
system has been a good deal like

prohibition; a nuisance which all

condemn, a few poddle over and
nobody do anything about." The
writer then proceeded to give the
usual argimients offered in defense
of the present system of grades to

most schools.

The definition was good, for the
question of grades and credits Is

one of great importance, yet re-

ceiving very little attention. The
question will never be definitely

settled since the cliques composed
of various groups if schools each
have their own ideas in the mat-
ter. Besides, Just what difference

does it make anyway? Our work
can't be lightened without affecting

the standards, and the prime pur-
pfMse of a grading system is to up-
hold, at least, a good schokviiic

standard.

.

—M-
Spring foot ball practice at Col-

lege of St. Thomas is assuming all

the features of a regular Fall sea-

son, as THE PURPLE AND GRAY
recently published a schedule of

spring games, four in number, to be
played during the month.

—M—
Students in the School of Chir-

opody of Temple University have
treated over 2500 patients during
the last school year, according to a
report in the TEMPLE UNIVER-
SITY NEWS.

Gettysburg College faculty is

considering the removal of Latin as

a required course in the curriculum
leading to the Bachelor of Arts
Degree, according to a report pub-

lished recently in the GETTYS-
BURGIAN.

WHIFFS MJ> PUFFSBy CORNCOB

Almost every story that comes
from bonnle Scotland takes a crack
at the Scots innate tbrlftiness. But
here's a tale that has nothing to do
with thrift; the story is not a Joke,

unless you choose to look at it that
way. The good people of Glasgow
saw no Joke in It, instead they got
madder than a bunch of Reds.
Well here's the yarn:

Glasgow, as you should know, is

one of the biggest ship building
towns in the world. The city strad-
dles the Clyde River some little dis-

tance in from the open sea. Now
the Clyde is a very narrow river.

In fact it Is so narrow that only
one big ship can occupy it at any
given point at a time. When ships
are t>eing towed up to Glasgow the
passengers amuse ' themselves by
pulling the leaves oiT the trees

which over-hang the decks. At the
time of this story a gigantic ship
was nearing completion in the
Glasgow shipyards.

The ship was the famous Lusi-
tania. But we'll call her Lucy for

short. Lucy was at that time the
biggest, most ambitious tub that
ever floated. It took a couple of
years to build her but at last came
the day when she was to be launch-
ed. All Glasgow was in a furore of
excitement, for it was a great day.
There was a king or two in town
for the gala occasion and a gener-
ous sprinkhng of dukes, and Ameri-
can pork-packers, the latter were
invited by the canny scots to pay
for the champagne and other
things.

Now launching a ship is nothing:

new to the natives of Glasgow but
since the men had the day off they
dressed themselves in their Sunday
kilts and Jumped right Into the
festive spirit of the occasion. At
last the big moment arrived. The
banks of the Clyde were lined with
liappy laddies and lassies. The
blacks were pulled from the ways
and down went Lucy Into the
Clyde. There was a tremendous
roar as Lucy took the water. Then
the unforseen happened. Lucy
was such a big buxom girl that she

Just filled the little river from bank
to t>ank. The suddenly displaced

water splashed and sOrged in great
waves over the Imnks of the Clyde
and into the town of Glasgow.
The laddies and lassies on the
banks were lM>wle>d over by the
water. The streets and cellars of
the bonnle town were flooded and
the kitchens were nearly washed
away. Hoot mons and scotch curses
rent the air as the good housewives
saw their homes deluged.

Everybody was excited. The lad-

dies looked ruefully at their ruined

kilts and blamed the lassies, the

lassies blamed the dlvvil. Confus-
ion rained supreme, and Its a good
thing it did because if it hadn't
rained, the unfortunate Lusitania
could never have been floated in
the muddy and near emptied Clyde.

Now in case you think that story
Is far fetched we can tell you that
there are rivers right here in the
states so narrow that fishermen on
the banks have to lift their fishing
poles up out of the water to let

I>oats go by. When the boat passes
the fisherman go right on fishing

as though nothing had happened.

Our Red comrades in Russia are
having such a grand time with
their five year plan that we've de-
cided to set up a little five year
program of our own. In the short
space of five years we expect: to

get out of the Freshman class; to

find out why we are in college; to

learn how to eat a club sandwich,
to get a date with Tilly who sells

joolry in Woolworth's; to marry an
heiress; and to sew on the button
which dropped off our coat last

Fall.

—O—
Last Chewsday we were intro-

jooced to a nice girl. She told ui
she was a little bit too heavy so
she thought it her jooty to try and
rejooce. Which reminds us of the
fellow who asked a girl for the
next dance, it was a hot night and
the girl was tired, so she refused
him saying; "I'm too danced out."

The young man was gallant but he
was slightly deef, as they say, "Oh
no," he said chivalrously, "You're
not too damn stout, you're Just

pleasingly plump."

Notices/

Jo.seph, scarcely needs defense against mod-

editorial reprinted from "The Grey- T" "^uck-rakers of conservative religion.

PARLEZ
VOUS
FRANCAIS?

hound", semi-monthly paper issued by the

students of Loyola Col-

lege, Baltimore, Md. Many
of our readers will prob-

ably disagree violently

with this editor's opinion

on the insertion of French phrases in Eng-
lish writing.M, but undoubtedly many others

have experienced a similar exasperation with

various authors on the same grounds.

*******
THE HALL BETWEEN Mona.stery and

Mendel hall is Good Counsel hall, and is

spelled Good Counsel, not Good Council ha

many Freshmen seem to think.

*******
HENRY FORD'S genius is the most brilliant

in human history," says J. F. P. Tate. Do

you believe it?

R. C. H. S.

A ticket for the Freshman dance
will be chanced off at a meeting
of the R. C. H. S. Club this after-
noon at 12:45 in Room 214. Mendel
Hall.

Reservations
Reservations for rooms for next

September will take place at
Father Pink's office in the follow-
ing order: Juniors—May 20th,
Sophomores—May 21st, Freshmen-
May 22nd. Each reservation will be
accompanied by a fee of five dol-
lars.

V. L. 8.

A Joint meeting of the Villanova
Literary Society will be held on May
25th. At that time the election re-
sults will be rendered and the new
officers will assume their duties.

Any nominee who will not have
paid his dues shall be ineligible to
receive an office, and the votes of
members who have failed to pay
dues will be discarded.

Freshmen!
All Freshmen are earnestly re-

quested to cooperate with their class
officers by paying their assessments
immediately.

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everythinf; the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

COLADONAToi
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

PI

!lG!lgJgJ

Vijlanova Men's Shop
First Season Elnding Sale

Everything to Be Sold at Cost and Below
MUST CLEAN OUT COMPLETE STOCK
Examples of the Great Sensational Values

/ 550 $1.00 SUMMER

TIES 79c 3 FOR $2:25

HAND TAILORED and SILK LINED
BROADCLOTH and WOVEN MADRAS

SHIRTS $1.00
PLAIN COLORS AND FANCY

FRIDAY, MAY 22, IS THE GREAT OPPOR-
TUNITY DAY—COME EARLY AND STOCK UP

Showing by RALPH KAVFMAN

Lost and Found
lost—Physics - Kinetics Book
Finder please return to Room 111

Monastery Hall.

LOST—Brown topcoat. Please re-

turn to Joe Kalna, 209 Austin |

HaU.

FRESHMEN
Our Line of Wearing

Apparel For The

Sport Dance

Is Complete

And Different

Coleby Tailoring' Inc.
Store at 57th & Market Sts. Howie Garrity

Open till 8.45 every eve. Campus Repreaentative
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER

OUR BEST ATHLETE
The conductor of this column was

stopped last week on the campus
(that's nothing new), and was
asked a question (that happened
before) and he couldn't answer it
(that is NEWS).
"Who is the best all-around ath-

lete In school today?" was the
puzzler that put us up the pro-
verbial tree, and which, we might
say. still has us up there.

After long and careful consider-
ation of the merits and demerits of
everybody concerned, this type-
writer-pounder just refuses to say
a thing.

However, we would like to know
what my readers (all three of
them) think about it. So we'll pass
the question alons to yon, and
maybe you'll have better luck than
I had, in trying to Agger out who
and why our best all-around star is.

• • •

If that question was asked last

year, there- would have been no
trouble in answering It. For with-
out a question. Tommy Morgan wtis

THE athlete on the campus then>
A quarterback on the gridiron, and
a good one, too, and captain-elect
of the court and diamond squads,
I'ommy ^just seemed to excel in

everything he put his hands on.

But along came Gettysburg last

October, and that ended our Tim-
my's football career. It kept him
off the basketball squad, too, and as

we Judge our questioner wanted to

know who IS the best all-around

athlete, Instead of who WAS, we
have to eliminate Morgan.

But To.nmy was right there with
the goods, for two great years, and
Villanova won't forget him or his

deeds very soon.
• * *

As we said above, we think

the question had to do with who IS
the best ah-around Villanovan,

rather than who WAS or who
WILL BE. That, of course, elimin-

ates all the frosh stars, if any.

Let's look around and see what
we have in the nne of three-sport

stars in the three upper classes.

There's only one senior we can
rememl>er, ofY hand, who has parti-

cipated in three sporis this past

year. Art Harkins is the litt.e boy

we mean, *Doc', Radnor High's

biggest gift to ihe Wildcats, having
played on the football, basaetball

and baseball teams.

Ihere are quite a few seniors

who played on two teams in their

younger days, but now age has

given way to the kids, and tne only

lad who's going to graduate soon

and who retained posts on more
than one squad was Johnny Hlgh-

liCid, track captain and football

halfback. Hike' was out of action

uunng most of the grid season, loo,

with a badly dislocated snou.der.
• • •

Going down to the Juniors, who
gradually are coming back to nor-

mal, thank you, Big Tom Edwards
leads the parade. Tom had a regu-

lar post on the football and Ikui-

keiball teams, is breaking records

throwing the discuss h.ther and

yon for Harry Coates, and he's sec-

ond string first-baseman lor Charlie

McGeehan. Whataman!
Then Joe Czescik is a three-jports

man, although he saw^ no action

with the grldders last year. Jack

McEtermott, also, has oeen wearing

the Blue and White spangles on the

football held, as well as in the cage

and on the diamond. And Bucky
Hammond runs a good quarter

when he isn't playing footoall or

baseball.

Ihe Juniors have a flock of two-

sports men, including Ed Kobllls,

Mike Terry, Joe Dletz and a few

others.
• • •

As far as the sophomores are con-

cerned, we're throwing no laurels

their way YET, but some of them

look pretty good. Emil Reitz is a

footballer, too, in addition to his

cage and diamond proclivities, to

give him the lead at present

But Ed Donahue, Dick Hlckey,

Johnny Brice, Harry Geisler, Art

Shortall and too many others to

mention here take part In two

sports.
• • •

So you see, your sports editor

can't give an answer to that riddle

right away. It isn't like writing a

column with this sort of thing.

Look we're almost hitting bottom

here. But you've got to stick

around for a few more Inches.
. • • •

We went into conference with the

Feature Sporta Editor of this paper

about the selection of Gregory

Mangin, Georgetown, on the Davis

Cup squad, and we learned then

that the appointment was made be-

muse Mangin had beat Sol Ber-

man. Cats' Number 1 man, in

straight sets In the recent Vllla-

nova-Georgetown net duel.
• • •

The chief of our Investigating

KtafT has an important announce-

ment to make (no, it's not alKMit

Isabelle's murder, he can't under-

stand that). The rest of this was

written by him.
• • •

See, patient readers, what we've

found In the Setonian, student

paper at Seton Hall College, over \x\

South Orange. New Jersey.

"Captain Singleton, of the basket-

ball team, has consented to pick an
all-opponent team. Here 'tis: (We

skip a little now, so excuse us,

please).

"Left guard—Tracey. Villanova.

"Tracey of Villanova Is the type

of player who In the language of

basketball Is known as a "dogger."

That name is used In the East to

designate a man who sticks very

close to his opponent whom he has

to guard. No man scored more

than eight points against "Dogger"

Tracey of Villanova during the past

season."
• • • • • •

Well, that's enough from him
for today, and It's enough, too. for

YE SPORTS EDITOR.
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Wildcat Track Team Beats St. John 's

SPORTS RESULTS

Old Jupiter Pluvius was boss of

most Villanova athletic activities

last week, and rain, wet fields,

and a light schedule shows only

the baseballers, the golfers and
the trackmen getting any action

against collegiate opposition.

Baseball

The New Englahd Jinx, which
some day will probably be as

famous as the notorious New
York bugaboo, may have been
the reason why the Cats dropped
two games last week, and then
again it may not. Eddie Kobllls

had nothing on the ball, it

seems, and Holy Cross had a

pleasant afternoon on Friday.

Johnny Brice was very generous

with his walks, distributing them
as Chicago gangsters supply ma-
chine gun bullets to passing

pedestrians, and Boston College

won Saturday, although the Cats

did most of the hitting.

The Frosh, Just to be different,

won, letting down a l>etter than
mediocre Wyoming Sem nine

down easy, being satisfied with

only nine runs. They allowed

the coal region prep school boys

only three hits. O'DonneU did

the pitching.

Golf

Temple was the party of the

second part in the varsity doings,

Wednesday, and the North Broad
streeters were given a lesson in

the rain, and were advised to

charge it to experience. The cost

was 7 to 2.

The varsity golfers, however,

had trouble in the Sunny South,

and dropped two matches over

the week-end to the Virginia

Country Club, one of the strong-

est organizations in the Old
Dominion state. The Clubmen
have not lost to a college oppo-

nent In six years.

The Frosh went to Princeton

and lost to Hun School, which
seems to have a habit of produc-

ing good teams that beat good

Villanova Frosh teams. Some-
thing should be done about it.

Track
The track team scored its sec-

ond victory of the season Satur-

day afternoon, when St. John's

College, of Brooklyn, was defeat-

ed at the Stadium in a dual

meet, 63-45.

Coates Proteges Defeat

Strong Brooklyn Outfit

For Season's Second Win

Wildcats Show Slronp: Superiority in Field Events and

Great Individual Work of Gresser for Visitors

Goes to Waste.—Villdnova Gets Seven Firsts
.

ZEIGLER BREAKS TWO FIELD RECORDS

Although they lost every track event, with the ex-

ception of the high and low hurdles. Coach Harry Coates'

track team scored five first places in the five field events,

tallying enough points to heat out St. John's College, of

Brooklyn, 63-45 in the Stadium, Saturday afternoon. It

was the second triumph this spring for the tracksters, Drex-

el having heen heaten earlier.

During the course of the afternon's activities, three

stadium records were broken. Art Zeigler, Fedigan Hall's

' stocky weight heaver, broke two.
He whirled the discus 123 feet, 9 63 sec.

'inches and shoved the shot Just 41

feet, 4 in«hes, to set new marks.
Bob Corrigan broke the old field

mark in the broad jump with a
leap of 22 feet, 9% inches.

J. Oresser, star sprinter of the

visitors, turned in three victories,

winning the century In the remark-
ably fast time of 10.1 seconds. He
led the field in the 220 and 440

yard dashes, also.

Warren Brown won the high
hurdles, as Is his custom, while Ed.

Donahue stepped over the low
sticks fastest, to give Villanova its

sole victories on the cinders.

In the field events, Zeigler's two
triumphs, and Corrlgan's sole vic-

tory in the Javelin gave Harry
Coates enough points to win.

The summary:
100-yard dash—Won by Oresser, St.

John's; second, McKoskl, St. John's;
third, PelUcane. Villanova. Time

—

10 1-10 sec.

220-yard dash—^Won by Oresser, St.

John's; second, Hlghfleld, Villanova;
third, Pellicane, Villanova. Time

—

23 5-10 sec.

440-yard run—^Won by Oresser, St.

John's; second Donohue, Villanova;
third, Beaudlne, Villanova. Time

—

Mile run—^Won by Rellly, St.

John's; second, Fox, Villanova; third,

Salerno, Villanova. Time—4 mln. 63
sec.

120-yard high hurdles—Won by
Brown, Villanova; second, Oreensteln,
St. John's, third, O'Brien, VUlanova.
Time—17 sec.

High jump—Corrigan and De'Nlch-
olantonlo, of VUlanova, tied for first

place; third Webster, St. John's.
Height—6 ft. 8 in.

880-yard run—Won by Crawley, St.

John's; second, Rellly, St. John's;
third, Fugazy, St. John's, "nme—2.09.

160-yard low hurdles—Won by Don-
ohue, villanova; second, Brown, Vil-
lanova; third, McKofikl, St. John's.
Time—19 1-5 sec.

Broad jump—Won by Corrigan,
Villanova; second^ Pellicane. Villa-
nova; third. Oreensteln, St. John's.
Distance—22 ft. 9 3-4 in.

Discus throw—Won by Zeigler, Vil-
lanova; second, Shepsky, St. John's;
third, Edwards, Villanova. Distance
—123 ft. 9 m.

Javelin throw—Won by Hlckey,
VUlanova; second, Donobue, Villa
nova; third, Shepsky, St. John's.
Distance 151 ft. 1 8-4 In.
Shotput—Won by Zeigler, Villa-

nova; second, Shepsky, St. John's;
third, Edwards, Villanova. Distance

—

41 ft. 4 In.

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Today

Golf—Frosh vs. North East
Catholic, home.

Tomorrow
Golf—Frosh vs. Overbrook High,
home.

Baseball—Frosh vs. Ferldomen,
home.

Thursday
Tennis—Varsity vs. Ursinus,

home.
Friday

Tennis—Frosh vs. Newark Prep,

home
Saturday

Baseball—Varsity vs. LAfayette,

av^ay.
Frosh vs. Penitentiary,

away.
Track—Frosh vs. Ursinus Frosh,
home.

JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

Temple Golfers

Bow to Cat Links-

men butFrosh Lose
Owls Get Sound Trimming From

Home Team as Rain Drowns
All But Most Sturdy on
Marble Hall Course

HUN SCHOOL PULLS SURPRISE

Freshmen Turn in

Shut-out Victory

Over Seminary
Tom O'DonneU Turns In Another

Fine Pitching Performance
For Doc Jacob's Youngsters

on Saturday

ALLOWS BUT THREE HITS

With Wronskie and Finn leading

the way at bat, Tom O'DonneU
turned in a very creditable pitching

performance on Saturday after-

noon, shutting out Wyoming Sem-
inary with three meagre hits, while

the Frosh were scoring nine nms
to win the only game played last

week.

The contest with the Penn Frosh,

booked for Wednesday, was wash-

ed out because of rain, while the

AUentown Prep game, scheduled

for Friday, was postponed until a

later date. The Preppers are the

only team yet to beat the Frosh

this year. In the past three years.

Freshmen nines have lost but two

games, the '32 team being unde-

feated, and the '33 nine losing only

its opener to Valley Forge.

Wronski, playing second, figured

in two double plays, besides getting

tliree hits. Finn also got three

blngles out of five trips to the

pentagon.

The game was one-sided

throughout, the Kittens scoring six

times In the first inning.

WYOMINO
B. H. O. A. E.

Bromskl, C 8 4

Blalek. ss 2 4 1

Lacek. 3b 1 2 2

Davis, rf

Oordon. cf 1 3

Peters. 2b 4 3

Armest. If 1 2

Oawald. lb 8 1

Lavln, p
Hudak, p 1 2 1 1

TOTALS 8 24 15 4

VILLANOVA
R. B. O. A. E.

Hurley. If 2 2
Finn, rf 1 8
Wronski, 2b 1 8 2 8

Hurlburt, cf 1 1 2
Brockmeyer, ss 1 2 2 4
Stanton, 3b 2 2 2 4

Dashbock. c 5
Prucha, lb 1 1 10
O'DonneU, p 1 4 3

TOTALS 15 27 17

VILLANOVA 600 110 lOx—
WYOMINO 000 000 000—0

E>ouble Plays: Wronski to Prucha;
Brockmeyer to Wrotukl to Prucha.
Three-Base Hits: Hurley, Stanton,
Prucha. Stolen Bases: Finn, Hurley.
Strike-outs : By O'DonneU 4; By Lat-
in 1; Hudak 1. Umpire: VorhM*.

McGeehanmen Bow Twice

To Crusaders and Eagles

Kobilig and Brice Beaten in

Only Games Played on
New England Trip

After turning in a .500 per cent
average last week, the Cats trekked
northward to Mass. to tangle bats
with four New England clubs, but
due to inclement weather two of

the scheduled contests were rained
out. McGeehan's proteges were
supposed to open up with Lowell
Textile and then to be followed by
a tussle with the Harvard Crimson,
but ole Jupe Pluvius deemed other-
wise, Holy Cross being the first of

the northern opponents. .
.:'

Lose to Bee See ='

Saturday the Cats Invaded the lot

of the Bee See Eagles, only to be
handed a decisive 6-4 reverse.
Though they outhlt them by a 11-5

count, the Cats could not succes-

sively drive in the eleven men left

stranded on the bags throughout
the fray.

Johnny Brice was on the mound
and lasted the entire nine innings.
He issued eight free tickets which
continually put him into hot water,
but the hits that the Eagles gar-
nered off his servings were few and
far between, very few coming when
they would have done the greatest
damage. The free passes, two balks,

two wild pitches, and two men hit

by his sharp breaking curves ac-
counted for the Eagle's runs scored
in the second, fifth and sixth
frames.

In the fourth inning, with the
Cats two runs behind. Lefty Reitz
clouted a home run, driving in two
mates before him. Harry Oeisler
also did a bit of heavy stickwork,
turning in three hits.

(Continued On Page Four)

ISO-Pound Team Planned

within the next two weeks
Coach Harry Stuhldreher will call

together the entire undergraduate
body to discuss plans for Junior
varsity and 150-pound football
teams next fall, it was announced
by Manager James Finn last week.

The project, which Coach Stu-
hldreher is sponsoring, is to be
placed before the Junior, sophomore
and freshman classes for their
approval, and if the students who
will return to Villanova next term
desire so, lightweight elevens will

be formed.

A game with the University of
Pennsylvania 150-pound team has
teen arranged, and Stuhldreher
is confident of hotting contests
with Navy and Harvard, as well as
several other Eastern schools which
are attempting to put the gridiron
game back in the hands of the
students.

Any student, not on the varsity.

Junior varsity and freshman squads,

will be permitted to compete, and
Stuhldreher has promised a high

standard of coaching for the team
the system to be used to be
the same as being used now by
Wildcat elevens. In every respect,

the announcement says, the
managing and coaching will be
Identical with that afforded the
varsity now. Pull equipment will be
given every player, in fact, it

will simply be another Villanova
team, taking care of students who
have not been alreculy engaged in

footbalL

Next fall, too, a Junior varsity

will be organized, and will play a
regular schedule.
Within a short time, notices will

be posted announcing the date of

the meeting and the place.

Last Wednesday the varsity again
put one in the blue ink, by sending
the Temple golfers to the showers
among showers, while at
Princeton the Frosh met an un-
derrated Prep school team in Hun
School, and came home on the
short end.

The Varsity put to rout its old
rivals from North Broad street, by
the score of 7-2. Bill Dineen lost

the only match of the afternoon
2-1, while Johnny Baker and
Johnny Byrnes ended up all square,
splitting one-half point apiece. The
match was held at the Marble Hall
Course.
At Hun School, Fitzpatrick

scintillated for the Kittens, by
shooting a sparlding 82, winning
the only match for Villanova 3-2.

Quinlan and Smith gave a good
account of themselves, and the rest

of the team made up of Joe Dait,
Art Hart and Luke Berardi played
steady, but was unable to bring
home a win.
During a pleasant trip to Rich

mond last week the golfers dropped
two decisions to a superior Virginia

Country Club team.

LAFAYETTE PLAYS
CATS SATURDAY

VILLANOVA BEATS TEMPLE
According to a flash from Temple Stadium late

yesterday afternoon, Villanova defeated Temple, 6-2. Pete

Rsohman^H homer in the fourth with two on featured.

Score by innings:

Villanova ....... 10032000 0—6 7 5

Temple 10 10 0—2 8 1

King and Lynch ; Gudd and Whittock

Bill Coughlin, former major

league ball player and World War
hero, coach of the Lafayette College

baseball team, is planning to start

Howard Davis on the moimd
against Villanova on Saturday af-

ternoon, when the Cats play their

only game of the week.

The Lafayette nine, appropriately

called the Leopards, because the

playing has been so spotty, is in

New York today, and Coughlin in-

tends to use Davis today against

New York University in order that

he might be fully rested by Satur-
day. The upstate squad goes to

West Point tomorrow to play the

Army.
Davis, ace of the Lafayette mound

staff, has been having a good sea-

son, and is regarded as one of the

leading strikeout pitchers in col-

legiate circles. His average is said

to be close to twelve victims a
game.
The game, now scheduled for

Easton, was formerly listed for the

Stadium here, but arrangements
were changed about a month ago
A contest with Princeton, at Prince-

ton, scheduled for tomorrow, was
cancelled last month, also, when the

Tigers resumed athletic relations

with Harvard, a game being booked
between the two ball teams for to-

morrow afternoon.

Coach McGeehan has made no
announcement concerning his start

ing pitcher. Only three more games
remain on the schedule after the

Lafayette battle, Juniata, Penn
State and Bucknell to be met on
the western trip next week.

P you ore low-

down, come on up to Roof

n«rre and done* awoylhe blue*

... If you're not . . . com* any-

way • . IrretlttlbU mutic by

Doc Hydor ond hi* SouthemalrM.

The otmotpber* to tmort . . . the

(uppor monu includot modor-

oHkf priced tandwkh**, salad*

and grillod ipecioltie* . t. .

•wved from 9 P. M. IM 1 AM.

ROOF
PIERRE

St.

After a great deal of questioning
as to the meaning of Uie signature,
"Argus," which Is tacked on to the
bottom of this column, this writer
has decided to satisfy his readers
on that point. To make a long
story short "Argus" la a Greek noun
meaning a "hundred eyes." This
writer does not profess to have this

number of eyes, for that would be
outside the pale of human reason,
but he does profess to have the
power of a "hundred eyes" since
that power is necessary to gather
all the information necessary to
write this column.

• • •

While we are on this subject of
columns it might not be amiss to

state here what would happen If

it should rain for one complete
I week, thus leaving no material to

fill these columns. Perhaps we would
have to organize a sewmg circle and
fill them that way.

• • •

The Tournament of Roses Com-
mittee recently awarded to Coach
Wallace Wade, formerly of Alabama
and tiiow of Duke, a gold football

in recognition df the three imde-
feated teams he led in tournament
battles. Wade will match wits

with Harry Stuhldreher when their

respective elevens go into action
against each other next autumn.

'• * •

A track man was the first one to

bring the news of the murderer of

Isabelle to the college. He ran from
the scene of the disaster to set a
record for the course.

• • •

Have you heard Charlie McGee-
han's new baseball song? Here 'tis:

'Got the Bench, Got the Park."
• • •

"The Record" last week stated

that the hundred >ard dash, one
of the events on the Inter-Schol-
astic card here, was won in six-

tenths of a second. Of course this

sets a new world record.
• • •

Incidentally, in this meet eleven
teams placed fifth in the pole vault

and the lone point was divided

among them. Thus each team re-

ceived one-eleventh of a polnL
Something for Ripley.

• • «

The one sport which seems to be
In the ascension in college circles

is lacrosse. Students are begltmlng
to prefer this sport to football, be-

cause there Is more chance of re-

ceiving a broken leg or arm. The
rougher the sport, the greater the
delight to the student.

• • •

Even Villanova Intends to put
forth a lacrosse team and plans are

under way for such a purpose. So
boys, take out your lacrosse sticks

and begin taking the kinks out of

those over-head swings.
• • •

Motor-cycling seems to be a rising

sport on the campus. Several stud-

ents have procured the two-wheeled
contraptions and have begun plans

to organize a motor-cycle club.
• • •

Swimming Is another sport which
has lately become popular aroimd
these diggings. Although there Is no
pool on the campus, it is remarkable
how many go swimming. We often

wonder with what imcanny skill

they do find swimming holes.
• * *

This VILLANOVAN remarked last

week that co-eds, sitting on the

player's benches, would inspire the

athletes to victory, and because of

this reason should be allowed to

enter VUlanova. Something should

be needed to bring about more Vil-

lanova victories and if the co-eds

can fill this role, why this writer

Is in favor of having them here.
• • •

The Kitchen Krew had a field day
one day last week. There was but

one event on the program—the mile

run. After the first two laps the

entrants weakened and had to stop.

The time, however, is still running.
• • •

The gross receipts naturally mean
much to the tennis outfit, but the

players naturally are interested in

the net results. ..,-.
• -'•••

What we would suggest to the

athletic authorities is the use of a
uniform system of varsity awards.

There are so many athletes going

around this campus wearing various

sizes and shapes of Insignia that

we sometimes believe that various

colleges are being represented.
• • •

For instance, there are tennis

letters being worn on both white

and blue sweaters which also have
two small "T's" at each side of the

letter. Then the track men have
letters similar to those of the tennis

playei-s. Why can't there be Just

major "V's" on blue sweaters?
• • •

What Villanova couldn't do If she

had a gym here! The possibilities

of such a gym are manifested these

days by the large number of tourna-
ments which better-equipped col-

leges are sponsoring. Take for ex-

ample the tournaments held by the

University of Pennsylvania which
draw both scholars and athletes to

Its school. Out in Duquense ath-

letics are rising at about the same
speed as here. Still, It has a huge
gym and sponsors tournaments
which draw athletes from all over

the state. When Villanova gets Its

proposed affairs in Indoor compe-
tition she will be able to rank with
the best. and. a.s stated In this col-

umn last week, will rival even Penn.
Rapid strides have l)ecn made in

outdoor competition, however, as
demonstrated some time ago by the
Inter-Scholastic meet.

• • •

News of Marty Brill's appoint-
ment as backfleld coach at Colum-
bia elicited no surprl.sc on the Notre
Dame Campus. The Notre Dame
Scholastic, student paper out there,

had announced, almost two w^ks
before the ofBclal proclamation
came from New York, that there

were rumors and that the nimors
were not being denied.

ARGUS
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CAMPUS OHmONS

Uo yuu Uunk aramatics will ever
be a Nuccetiii ai viuanuva?

• • • • • •
Ldward A*. Iluuki-y, t'eoisan liall,

Seiuur (.FiesiueiiL ui tne Vuiaiiova
Liileraiy boclt'iy>

—
"ifes. ine per-

siLvvuauce (luiplayed by the belie
Muaque Jfluyers even aiter ine tUs-
neai'ieiiiiig lalxiu'e o 1 19 60,
lauruughiy cunvuices me ot the
eventual success ox aiamatics.

"ihe surplus amassed during the
preyeiu yeur is indicative oi lytuie
success. iL taK.es tune to inculcate
ail appreciaiiun lur dramatics, in
live years uie Btiie Masque pre-
sentation win be estamisiiea, like

me I'roin, as an event tnat wul not
be missed."

• * « • • «

Basil Shorb, Fedigan Hall, Senior—"Uramaticii is stui ni its miancy
here, in time, it will a^isume ita

' nigli siatioii among oiner well
esiauiisiied lielus oi tne campus.
Just now it needs suppori,. I'he

Society ha^ anuauy proved that it

IS capable oi good worK. x'm sui'e

. It will ue successtul."
• • • • •

'. ,; . Chester Fuzzi, Good Counsel Hall,
'. Senior—"Ol coiii-ie -it win oe a

•f success. Jua,t now it laclui a proper
'.<

,
auditonmn and that is essential

' ior sucn a purpose. An auditorium
on tne campus would suit iiiat pur-
pose admu-abiy since it would re-
lieve tne society 01 a tremendous

.Handicap and would serve as a
mucii needed commodity ooth for

uie admuiistration and the -stud-

, .•.•••;. •••.' •..:#• .• « ;••'

Hugh McHugh, Austin HaU
,
Junior—"Sucn a tiling wni never
be a success uniess it receives the

>
.•': fiuppori, 01 tne entne stuaent body.

: 'Ihe director and the members have
... expended valuable tune, eilorts and

have even gone so lar as to bear
expeiiiied irom their own pocKets
to make Dramatics and tne Literary
fciocieiy a success out nave met witn
such a lack oi appreciation tnat
lurther success seems impossible."

• « • • * •

Joiieph B. Solranko, Austin Hall,
Senior—"from tiie looks oi things
dramatics win never oe success: ui

heiv because the students take no
active mterest in such work,. Pres-
ent indications point to a discon-
tinuation ol dramatics uniess there
IS a decided change ol attitude.

Mystery of Death
Of Isabelle Now

All Cleared up

(Continued From Page One)

Mendel Medal Goes
To Dr. Herzleld,
Frof. at Hopkins

(Continued From Page One)

An ardent Catholic, Doctor Herz-
feld has written occasionally on
reUgious subects. He is one of those
scientists who maintains that
there is no sound reason why
science should make religious belief

more difficult.

apcciai btudy—Quantum Theory
in its announcement at the time

of his appomtment to the visiting

protessorsnip a the Hopkins, that
university said; "Doctor Herzfeld
has been working in the field of
quantum theory, physical chemistry
and statistics. His most important
contributions are:
"An early theory of the Zeeman

effect, several papers on the
application of quantum statistics

to problems of chemical equilibrium,
the theory of magnetism and the
theory of dispersion, including an
attempt to interpret the pheno-
mena of anomalous dispersion from
the viewpoint of light quanta."
During his professorship at

Joluis Hopkins, Doctor Herzfeld
has also conducted many experi-
ments on the atomic theory and
has written several papers touching
on the philosophical viewpoint of
science.

Mendel Bulletin
Will be Issued
On 25th of May

(Continued Prom Page Onej

shock recorder. He is the author
of many books on aerial navigation
and has published several hundred
reports on aeronautical tests and
researches conducted for the United
States Navy.
The staff is composed of the fol-

lowing: Carl Lechner, Jean Cushing,
Nathan Sussnian, Bertram Martin,
Howard Garrity, Joseph Sofranko,
John Kachmarich, Hugh Dougher-
ty. Martin Guchavin, Henry Kor-
son, August Kunsenbacker, Mario
Assante. Mr. Lechner and his as-

sistants owe special thanks to Rev.

Joseph Dougherty, O. S. A., Dean
of the Science School and indeed to

the entire faculty of the school in

cooperating in putting out a publi-

cation of the caliber this promises
to be.

Highest Prices

PAID
For Your Used

TEXT BOOKS

College

Book Store
Broad and Montgomery

PHILADELPHIA

(Opposite Temple Vnlwtrnltj)

ISew and Used Books

of All Publishers

I'd better not tell you any more.
Some of you might possibly have
not seen this show, and if you ever
intend to see it sometime, I might
spoil it for you. Yet. the drama
WQs very exciting, and at the
middle, you couldn't tell who was
guilty, almost everyone being
accused, even the detective, and
we must laugh at Grogan's nerve
in asking all to take off their hats,

when he stlU kept his on. You
know Grogan was played by Will-
iam Rorke; and we mustn't forget

the constable, who made his own
liquor, and whose badge had been
stolen; we always thought that a
constable wasn't a constable un-
less he had a badge. But Ezra
proved that we were wrong,
through the great acting ability of

our newest actor, Charles Goggi,
who hopes to be a Sophomore next
year.

Milkman Goes Over Big
Perhaps the part most cleverly

played was that of Ed, the milk-

man, portrayed by Joseph House-

man who solved the mystery after

the supposedly murdered woman,
Isabel, walked into the room, by
bursting In, with tears in his eyes,

sobbing for his poor Nellie, the real

victim, the best cow he ever had.
Now, before we laugh that off,

we must not forget that Mr. Evans,
Emily's father, was the guilty one,

who wouldn't confess to the mur-
der until he had partaken of the
"truth" wine, which forced him to

say only the truth. Well, anyway,
we are glad that Isabel didn't die

after all. It surely would have been

a shock to the college, and then
too, she had at one time or other,
before the play came, been con-
nected up with everyone messed up
with the murder; even the de-
tective.

Everyone was pleased with the
show; its suspense, Its wit and
humor, its ghosts, and the eerie

cries an rattle of chains, when the
• lights went out. The Belle Masque
Players wish to thank those stud-
ents and "outsiders" who attended
that show, for their wholehearted
cooperation and college spirit. How-
ever, the main credit for the
success of the show rightly belongs
to Joseph T. Jonas, moderator of

the Viilanovan Literary Society,

and director of the play, who gave
so much of his time and energy to

make it a success. We must also

lemember Louis Harter, who took
care of the business management,
and who is guilty of placing those
mysterious signs all over the
campus, "Who Killed Isabel?

"

Wildcat Nine
Beaten Twice

Over Weekend
(Continued from Page Three)

Costigan Chosen
By Judges for

Valedjctoj-ian

(Continued Prom Page One)

graduates minds and they were en-
couraged to meet and solve the
problem of future religious thought
in America despite the pagan in-
difference of society.

The other speakers in the order
of the presentation of their speech-
es were: William Bradley, Cornelius
Lane, John Gaithur, Edward Hook-
ey, David Cartenuto, Lawrence Cos-
tigan, Hugh Dougherty and Catl
Lechner. The victory of Mr. Cos-
tigan over this list of competitors
marks the first time in five years

that the valedictory award has left

the Arts School.

Pete Herman was on the mound
for the Eagles and proved to be
suberb in the pinches. At the be-
ginning of the season he engaged
in a mound duel with Johnny
Brice only to be handed a 5-2 set-
back.

Incidentally, the Boston College
nine is rated as one of the strong-
est in the New England states. It
has lost but two games - the
above mentioned one and the other
to the Pordham nine. However,
both tussles were dropped at the
.start of the campaign and since
that time the team has been un-
beatable.
VILLANOVA .000 300 001—

4

BOSTON COLLEGE . .020 022 OOx—

6

Crusaders Win
Friday, after the skies had clear-

ed, the Wildcats arrayed in battle
formation and advanced upon the
stronghold of the Haly Cross Cru-
Isaders. The Cats had been defeat-
ed earlier in the season by the same
team and consequently were out for
vengeance, bilt, "however, the feline
claws and sn'arls were ineffective
against the foe. In the fourth
frame Smoky Koblis was driven
from the mound when Jack Barry's
boys pushed five runs across the
platter. At the end of the fray odds
were quoted at 10-2.

Art Mahoney proved to be the
sore spot in the Crusader's lineup.
He not only twirled a fine game,
limiting the Cats to six hits, but
also chimed in with two three-
baggers. His three-base wallop in
the fourth Inning with the bags
well populated did the greatest

damage, since it scored three men
und sent Kobilis to the showers.

HLs other triple came in the seven-

th to score Prank Garrity, the

catcher.

George King did a fine bit of

relief hurling, though touched for

three counters. Mahoney's blow

and a home run by Tony Collucci

were the only telling blows that

the Crusaders were able to garner

off his deceptive delivery.

Whitey Czescik was credited with

the fielding gem of the afternoon's

performance when he went back
of first base to get Al Nlemiec's

bid for a hit in the initial canto.
He snared the ball in his gloved
hand, and although off balance
wheeled aroui;d and made the
throw to first, just nipping the on-
coming Niemlec. It was a beautiful
play and was well applauded.
Thus, during the week-end's

battles in Mass., the Cats lengthen-
ed their losing streak to three
straight, bringing the total num-
ber of wins and losses to four and
eleven, respectively. By the win
over the Cats the Holy Cross nine
lengrthened its winning streak.^ to
six in a row. »»

CAT ISETMEN
PLAY VRSINUS

Thursday afternoon Captain Pete
Forve will lead his racket-welders

against a strong Ursinus aggrega-

tion. After a poor start at the be-

ginning of the season the netmen
have shown a complete reversal of

form and now have the scalps of

six straight opponents.

In this match with the College-

ville boys the netman are out to

keep up their unbroken string of

wins and will endeavor to make
this match their seventh straight.

The complete squad of Captain Pete

Forve, Berman, Laveson, Suarez,

Sykes, and Orcutt will all se*^

action.

King Alphonso has abdicated the

Spanish throne. There's one Bour-
bon that won't be aged in the wood.

-V-
The men in the Big Leagues are

supposed to get finished ball play-

ers. The way Earl Coombs played

in a recent Athletic series leads us

to believe that he was finished

about five years ago.

-V-
A fellow told us that the check

we gave him was no good.

.^ "What, no funds?" we asked. ^
' "No, no bank."

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

9

I : Paid to Winners of

CAMEL CONTEST J
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company takes pleasure in announcing

that the dqcisions of Judges CHARLES DANA GIBSON, ROY W. HOWARD

and Ray Long in the $50,000 Camel Prize Contest have been

reached and that prizes accordingly have been awarded as follows:

First Prize^ $25^000
JAMES THOMAS SHARKEY, 101 Train Street, Dorchester, Maas.

Second Prize, $10,000 .
I

•

MRS. WALTER SWEET, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y. i^

Third Prize^ $5^000
JUUUS M. NOLTE, Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.

S Mh^izpM of $1^000 each :

A. n. FRANKLIN, III, .';2 Kirkland St., CambHdge, Mam.
JOHN R. MrCARTIIY, 721 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

FREDERICK E. ROBINSON, Coronado Beach, Calif.

WM. A. SCHRADER, Brent Apts., New Albany, Ind.

DR D. II. SOPER, 523 E. Brown, Iowa City, Iowa.

•# Prizes of $SOO each
F. CARTWRIGIIT, TranspYn BIdg., Washington, D. Cm

EDITH COCHRANE, Glenvale Ave., Darien, Conn.
BARBARA lAWLESS, Ardiuore, Pa.

JANE PARSONS, 325 E. 79th St., New York, N. Y.

RICHARD W. VOGT, Green Bay Road, Waukegan, OL

2J Mh-izcH of $MOO caett
MARIE ALBERTS, 6252 So. Spaulding Ave., Chicago

W. B. BARKER, JR., 420 N. Spruce, Winston-Salem, N .C

EUGENE BARTON, 3625 La Luz St., EI Paso, Texas

MRS. EDW. F. DALY, 1133 Louisville St., St. Louis, Mo.

WM. G. ERBACHER, 308 N. Front St., Conway, Ark.

LEROY FAIRMAN, 69 Dartmouth St, Forest Hills, N. Y.

KATIIRYN R. FRANCIS, 448 E. 22d St., Baltimore, Md.

MRS. ALEXIS GODILLOT, 191 Waverly PI., New York

C W. GRANGE, 2316 Central St., Evanston, DL

C S. GRAYBILL, Paxtonville, Pa.

JOHN I. GRIFFIN, 1208 Jackson, Pueblo, Colorado

DAVID C HILL, Peyton and Arlington Rdfc. York, Pa.

ELIZABETH JARRARD, Porter Apts., Lansing, Mich.

J. W. KEATING, 523 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

J. H. KENNEDY, 2627 W. State Sl, MUwaukee, Wise.

JOHN KILPELAINEN, West Paris, Maine

DR. CLIFTON B. LEECH, 211 AngeU St., Providence, R.L

EDWARD MARTIN, 121 Uddell St., Buffalo, N. Y.

MRS. L. C MILLARD, 609 Stockley Gardens, Norfolk, Va.

EUGENE SARTINI, 745 Chapel St., Otuwa, HL
GREGORY LUCE STONE, 755 Texas St., MobUe, Ala.

DR. C L. THOMAS, Mount Airy, N. C
LEE R. WOMACK, 448 Tenney Ave., Amherst, Ohio

J. ARTHUR WOOD, 21 Burke St., MechanicviUe, N. Y.

EMERY HERBERT YOUNG, Painted Poat, N. Y.
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IN congratulating the winners in the

great Camel contest wc want at the same

time to tliank most cordially tlie approxi-

mately million men and women who dis-

played their friendly interest by sending

in an entry.

Wewish also to thank the millions ofsmokers

throughout the country for the appreciation

they are showing for our new Humidor Pack

as is evidenced by the notable increase in the

sale of Camel cigarettes.

By means of this dust-proof, germ-proof,

moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping the

rich aroma and full flavor of choice Turkish
and mellow Domestic tobaccos have been
air-sealed in Camels for your enjoyment.

If you have not tried Camels in the Humidor
Pack all we ask is that you switch over to this

brand for one day.

After you have learned how much milder,

how much cooler, how much more enjoy-

able it is to smoke a perfectly conditioned

fresh cigarette, go back to the harsh hotnesa

of stale cigarettes if you can.

..i»

Camels 5-^ a^"f^
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ANNUAL OUT NEXT WEEK
Junior Class

Officers
Are Ciioseii

Honors Shared Equally by

HusincHs and Vrc Mod
Nominees

DRISCOLL PRFSIDENT

Tlw recent Junior class elections

held last Friday proved to be a

victory for tlie Business and Pre-

Med nominees. The two schools

shared equally in the honors, three

cffices going to each school. The
results are as follows:

President—Harold DriscoU—Bus-
iness.

Vice President—James Finn—Pre
Med.
Treasurer—William Reilly—Pre

Med.
Secretary—Vincent Smith—Bus-

iness.

Student Council—Joseph Gaynor—
Business; Charles Moore—Pre Med.
These officers will replace the

officers of the present senior class

who so ably conducted the affairs

of the graduating clasf . They were,

as all remember so W3ll, as follows:

President, William Bradley; Vice-

President, Howard Garrity; Treas-

urer, Howard Garrity, Secretary,

Thomas Garrity; Student Council,

George Blaney; Edward Hookey;
Howard Garrity.

The victories, except in the case

of the presidency were by large

majorities. The other nominees for

the presidency were Harry Singley,

Nicholas Cattle, and James Garrity,

the first named running behind

Mr. DriscoU by a half-dozen votes.

Engineers Have
Fish Banquet

A ITui r l}^c}^i't4, .
Suc^e!5^, .By

All in Attendance

GAITHER TOASTMASTER

The annual Phi Kappa Banquet,
held on Saturday evening at the

college, has been declared a success

by all who attended despite the fact

that Long Island shad was served

when the menu called for Roast
Stuffed Long Island Duckling with

Applesauce.
The affair was well attended,

some fifty members of the fratern-

ity being present as well as a num-
ber of alumni. The witty remarks
of the toastmaster, Thomas Galther
were well received as were also the

talks of the various other men
called upon. The remarks of the

dean, Carl T. Humphreys, who was
the first speaker, took the form of

a bit of advice. The motto he gave

to those present was: Do not always

be ready "to take" but rather be

always ready "to give." There is

a great deal .nore profit In a man's
given than in a man's taking. The
Dean urged support for everything

connected with Villanova. Support
the fraternity, support the school.

Among the various alumni pres-

ent were noticed Prof. John
Sweeney, "12, Fred Young, '28, Frank
Palacio, '29, Bruce Murray, '30,

Frank Bradley, '30, George Hof-
bauer, '30, Joseph McManemin, '30,

and James J. O'Brien, '13.

The retiring • president, Thomas
O'Brien, at the close of the banquet
said a few words to his fraternity

fellows, thanking th:!m for the sup-

port they had manifested during
the past year.

The committee In charge of the

banquet consisted of Frank K.
Remy, Joseph A. Hahn, Jr.. and
John J. Micklos, under the chair-

manship of Thomas G. Byrne.

HOWARD J. GARRITY
BUSINESS MANAGER

LOUIS L. BUZAID
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

JOSEPH R. CASTELLANI
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

JOHN T. KILCOURSE
MANAGING EDITOR

Sophomores
Pick Rosen

As Leader

Shortall, Fox and Hughes
Named hy Class of '33

For Major Offices

WINS BY FOUR VOTES

Robert Rosen, of the School of

Commerce and Finance, waa chosen

president of next year's Junior class

yesterday afternoon by a slim mar-

gin of four votes. The other can-

didates elected to office are: Arthur

Shortall, vice-president; James Fox,

secretary; George Hughes, treasur-

er; Arthur Shortall, William Crow-

ley, and William McManus, Student

Council.

At a meeting of the Sophomore

Class held last Thursday for the

purpose of nominating men for the
various offices for next year the fol-

lowing men were nominated to fill

the respective positions:

President
Business Rosen, Rothert
Pre Med Galia
A. B .i.. Conlin

COACH HARRY STUHLDREHER
WRITES ROCKNE BIOGRAPHY

On August 10, Coach Harry A.
Stuhldreher will publish through
Macrea-Smith Publishing Co., a
book on the life of the late Knute
Rockne. The book will be known
as: KNUTE ROCKNEi—THE BIO-
GRAPHY OF A GREAT AMER-
ICAN. To this most fitting title

may be added: "by a great Amer-
ican." The book is the result of

the request of countless hundreds
for a fitting memorial to the great

coach who made Notre Dame.
In the book Mr. Stuhldreher out-

lines the life of the man, and in a
most interesting fashion depicts his

rise from total obscurity to a seat

of renown in the hearts of the

whole nation. But more than this

Coach Stuhldreher has given us a
glowing picture, in his own inimi-

table style, of the personality who
influenced so many toward better

things.

Through his four years at Notre
Dame Stuhldreher was one of

Rockne's favorites and had ample
time to observe the great man in

all his moods. Since that time he
has had the advice and patronage
of the great coach. Who is better

fitted to write this so important
tale?

Mr. Stuhldreher's book is a com-
plete and authentic picture of the
many sides of Knute Rockne. Here,

from the knowledge of one of the
actors, is told the story of the great
teams—their victories, their de-
feats—molded by this master
coach; here, too, the little known
private figure of Rockne is reveal-

ed. Student of men and of life,

idealist, man of action and of

thought, Knute Rockne emerges as

a thoroughly great American.

D. S. Buckley

To Get Medal
For Oratory

To Be Presented at Com-
mencement Day Exer-

cises in June

"MOTHER LOVE" TOPIC

Subscribers

To Receive

Belle Air

Spanish Theme Represents

Various Phases of

Spain's History

EDITOR REVEALS STAFF

Vice President

Freshman Class

Holds Nominations

Following arc the nominations
for office for next year's Sophomore
class

:

President—J. T. O'Connell, E. Mc-
Bride.

Vice-President — R. Baratta, T.

Scanlon, E. Pister. C. Riley.

Secretary—C. Schwartz, H. Hor-
rigan. F. Reilly, F. Ditchey.
Treasurer—R. Harter, W. Mc-

Oraw, J. McHenry, L. Reuland, J.

Mirrison, J. McEvoy, J. Halley, R.
Craig.

Student Council—H. Hurley, R.

Hart, P. Estrada. E. Timm, J. Bas-
tlan. T. Foley. W. Theriault, R.

Manhey, T. Oscelus.

<0 IMI. B. J. >7—Hi T*bMM Campmrnr. M.C

CONDOLENCES
The VILLANOVAN spcakin^

for the faculty and .student body
wishes to express its sincere

sympathy to Anthony Magolda
on the recent death of his

father.

Mr. Magoldn is a member of

the Sophomore Pre-Med class.

The VILLANOVAN in behalf

of the faculty and student body
wishes i-o cxpre.ss its sincere sym-
pathy to James Moulihan on the
recent death of. his mother.

Business
Pre Med
A. B. ...

Business . .

.

Pre Med . . <

Engineering
A. B

Secretary

Murphy
. . Shortall
. . . Hickey

Pox
Richmond

. . La Fond
O'Connor

Treasurer
Business Hughes
Pre Med Walsh
Engineering Hahn
A. B ...•..,,**..••.<•' Donahue

Student Council
Business—Abbott, McManus, Crow-

ley.

Pre Med . . . Shortall, Galia, Devlin

Engineering Duhamel
A. B Reitz, Dolan, Delaney

Frank Remy Named
P. K. P. President

The elections of officers for the

coming year was held at the last

regular meeting of the engineering

fraternity, the Phi Kappa Pi, nomi-

nations having been made the week

previous. As this was the last

meeting this year, the new officers

will assume their duties at the first

meeting of the next scholastic year.

The men nominated for: Presi-

dent—John Hickey, Lawrence Mc-
Closkey, Frank Remy, Thomas
Byrne, and Edmund Principle;

Vlce-Presldent^Don LaFond and

George McGrath; Secretary—Jo-

seph Hahn, and Edward Weiss;

Treasurer—John Micklos and Jo-

seph Houseman.

PYank Remy '32 was chosen as

next year's president, succeeding

Thomas Brien '31. The selection of

president was quite Interesting, as,

In accordance with the constitution
of the fraternity, a man can only
be elected for an office by having
a majority of the votes cast. In
the case of this office, five memliers
were nominated, causing four elec-

tions, each election dropping out
the man holding the smallest num-
ber of votes, till finally when only
two were left, one of them had to
receive a greater number of votes.

McGrath Vice-President
The office of Vice-President was

given to George McGrath '33 suc-
ceeding Nicholas Cattle '32. Joseph
Hahn '33 was elected to the office
of Secretary, which was filled dur-
ing the past year by Ambrose Bren-
nan '31. The office of treasurer was
entrusted to Joseph Houseman '33,

having formerly been filled by
Thomas Byrne. '32. Paul Brady was
imanimously elected to Sergeant-at
Arms.

Officers Elected

By Coal Crackers

Last Thursday evening after iA^ni

prayers the Coal Crackers Club
held their annual meeting for the
election of officers In Mendel Hall.

All officers were elected at that

meeting except the President. For
this office James Whalen and
James McKelvey were both nomi-
nated, but after three ballots re-

vealing a majority for neither. It

was decided to postpone the election

until tonight when a full attend-
ance of members can be expected.
For next year the Coal Crack-

er's Club have selected as their

Vice-President, Louis FenelUi as
Secretary, Frank Ditchey, and as

Treasurer the same officer as last

year, Daniel Buckley.
The retiring officers of this year

are President John Blaney, Vice
president, James Whalen, Secretary
James McKelvey, and Treasurer
Daniel Buckley.

Fr. Stanford to

Reorganize Club

/^fttii 'A iunti pexivKl of Inactivity

as an organization, the Sanctuary

Club will now formally reorganize.

Previously the club has existed as

an unorganized group without

officers. It is comprised of the

sacristan, the organist, the cus-

todians of hymn cards and those
who aid in serving Mass, and num-
bers well over fifty students. These
persons have volunteered to do
this work and have been unfailing
In their efforts.

In due recognition for this,

Father Stanford is going to call a
meeting of those men for the
•alection of officers. The club Is to

take Its place among the other or-
ganizations on the campus. It will

have regular meetings and regular
functions, and will have a place be-
side others in the year book.

Third Annual
Science Book
Out Monday

Dr. Zahm Writes Article

On Aeronautical Uses

Of Radio

CARL LFCHNER EDITOR
The third annual edition of the

Mendel Bulletin issued by the stu-
dents of the Science School was
distributed yesterday. The scienti-
fic matter contained In the Journal
Is no doubt of Interest to the world
at large since It contains many Il-

lustrations and feature articles
which required research work on
the part of the staff.

This year's edition Is undoubtedly
a marked Improvement over that of
last year. Besides having many
more articles and illustrations, the
scope of the research work has
been much more intensive and
thus affords much more useful In-
formation to the medical world.
The paramount article seems to

be on the medical treatment of
cancer discussed by Nathan Suss-
man In his post-graduate thesis.
There are also some unusually good
mlcrophotographs of the spinal
cord, which required considerable
time to record.

Dr. Zalim Contributes
Dr. Albert Zahm. the 1930 reci-

pient of the Mendel Medal, has
contributed an extremely Interest-
ing article on the aeronautical uses
of radio. Dr. Zahm will be re-
membered as the Inventor of the
three troque control for aeroplanes,
an aeronautical 8]}eedometer, and a
highly valuable shock recorder.
Also he is the author of many
books held In high esteem In aero-
nautical circles.

The staff of this year's edition
deserves high praise for their very
complete and comprehensive work.
Carl Lechner. Editor In Chief, re-
ceived more than valuable assist-
ance from his subordinates who

(Continued On Page Four)

Frosh Sport

Hop Declared

Big Success

Villanovans Reach Zenith

of Career at Informal at

Hotel Pennsylvania

LARGE ATTENDANCE

In the recent oratory contest
held In the Junior Speaking Class
of the Arts School, Daniel S. J,
Buckley was announced as the
winner of the oratory medal. This
medal is presented annually to the
student of the Junior Class who
has shown the greatest improve-
ment in oratory.

There were four students compet-
ing for the medal, each one deliv
ering an oration before the memb-
ers of the Junior Class, under the
supervision of Professor Joseph T,
Jonas. The winner was chosen by
the votes of the students which
were averaged after they had been
submitted, Mr. Buckley leading by
a majority of three votes.
The topic of Mr. Buckley's talk

was "Mother Love," an interesting
and well developed subject. Martin
Gill, another participant in the
contest, delivered a talk on "Liberty
and License." The other two stu-
dents to take part in the contest
were Albert C. Wagner who spoke
on "Christ the King," and James
Shea, who delivered the oration
"Spirit." The four students were
chosen from the members of the
Junior Class for their oratorical
abilities.

Contest Close
Prof. Jonas said that the four

students ran closely, all showing a
marked improvement. He regreted
that the contest could not be held
in public, and that the other stu-
dents were not offered the oppor-
tunity to be present.
This Is the third year that such

a medal has been awarded, Joseph
J. Foley being the first to receive

the medal, and Edward M. Hookey
the second In 1930.

After long and arduous prepara-
tions, the Class of 1934 last Friday
evening made a most auspicious
entree into the field of social ac-
tivities with one of the most suc-
cessful Sport Dances In the history
of Villanova. Upwards of two hund-
red and fifty happy couples crowd-
ed the commodious ballroom of the
Hotel Pennsylvania, filling it with
color and life. A creditable show-
ing of upiJerclassmen supplemented
the Freshmen, and a liberal sprink-
ling of outsiders attested Its draw-
ing power.

Gay Informality was the predomi-
nant note of the function, as white
flannels and dark coats were very
much in evidence, making a de-
lightful contrast with the multi-
hued gowns of the fclrer sex. An
inopportune flurry of laln did little

to dampen the exuberant spirit of

pleasure which pervaded the magni-
ficent hlgh-celllnged ballroom on
that memorable night.

Favorable comment was caus-
ed by the novelty programs, which
were exceptionally unique In design.

The covers were fashioned of green
suede tastefully embossed with gold
letters. The inner leaves of the
booklet were held in place by a
white silk cord, with a pencil to

match. They constituted a most
delightful souvenir of the enjoyable
time which was experienced by all

those who attended the brilliant

Freshman social.

Both the management of the
Hotel and the members of the
Faculty were loud In their praises
of the orderly and efficient manner
In which the dance was planned
and executed. The members of the
Dance Committee and the ClaM

(Continued On Page Four)

A. S. M. E. Chapter
Officers Elected

An announcement has been made
by EdItor-ln-Chlef Stanley Prokpp.
that the 1931 Belle Aire will be on
the campus next week.

This year's Annual represents a
splendid achievement in the publi-
cation of year books because of its

uniqueness, both of theme and ma-
terial. The staff feel that It will

be unanimously accepted by the
student body as being the most out-
standing Annual yet published at
Villanova. This Belle Aire Is the
ninth edition.

The theme of this year's Belle
Aire is entirely Spanish. The bor-
der drawings are all Spanish Ren-
nalssance detail throughout, and
the heading drawings take up vari-
ous phases of Spanish History, with
some side issues intermlned. For
instance, "The College" represents
the interior of a Spanish Roman-
esque Cathedral, "Classes" are typi-
cal warfare during Roman times.
"Activities" depicts the famous pass
of the Roncesvalles— a notable
event In the History of Spain, "Or-
ganizations" is a religious ceremony
showing a Moorish background In

the arches. The cover and frontis-

piece are representations of a Span-
ish Caravel—the ship used by
Columbus on his discovery of

America. In "Seniors" may be seen
the armor worn by Charles the
Fifth on his entrance Into Tunez.
"Juniors" represents an edifice In

the process of erection showing the
architect in charge directing oprr-

(Continued On Page Four)

Fr: Qiiwfbrd Ends
Talks on Liturgy

Final Parts of Mass Are
Explained

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

The Villanova Chapter of the

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers last Tuesday held its

election of oflQcers for the coming
year. The new officers will assume

their duties at the next regular

meeting, which will be on Wednes
day. May 27th, at one P. M., so

that they can have the advice of

the retiring group, who have so

successfully managed the affairs of

this chapter during the past year.

Clement C. Busenkell '32, was un-

animously elected Chairman, and
Joseph A. Hahn, Jr., '32, was un-

animously elected Vice-Chairman

for the coming year. The duties of

Secretary and Treasurer were en-

trusted to the hands of Alexander

H. Lewis, Jr., '33, who tied with

John McCullen in the election, the

deciding vote having been cast by

the presiding officer. Paul J. KaufT-

man. J. Stanley Morehouse, M. E.,

Professor of Mechanical Engineer-

ing at Villanova, was again elected

Honorary Chairman by an unani-

mous vote. Prof. Morehouse has

always done his share towards for-

warding the Interests of the A. 8.

M. E., encouraging members to

try out for the some of the num-
erous prizes awarded by this Nat-
ional Society to Junior Members,
for their ability along lines per-

taining to engineering.

The new officers have already

begiui work on plans for the next
year, promising to make the meet-
ing much more interesting then
they have been in the past and by
spon.soring prizes by their own
Chapter, for ability and ambition
shown by different members of this

Chapter.

In the chapel last Tuesday even-
ing. Father Crawford delivered the
concluding sermon in the series of
liturgical Instructions which had
been given for the benefit of the
students. These Instructions cover-
ed In outline from the sacrifice of
the Mass and Its various parts. The
sermon began with the prayers Im-
mediately following the Communion
and continued to the end of the
Mass. Father Stanford assisted by
demonstrating at the altar the
various ceremonies f>erformed by
the celebrant.

In connection with the Instruc-
tions two questions that has been
submitted to the Chaplain's office

were answered. The first question
was, "Why is the bell rung at the
various parts of the Mass?" In re-
ply to this Father Crawford point-
ed out that the ringing of the bell

has no particular significance. It

merely serves as a warning to the
people that an Important part of
the Mass Is about to be celebrated.
The second question answered

was, "Why Is It that when two
priests start to celebrate the sacri-

fice of the Mass at the same time,
some times one celebrant will fin-

ish before the other?" The answer
to this. Father Crawford pointed
out, lies In the fact that the two
priests may be celebrating differ-

ent Masses at the same time. Other
answers might be that one priest

reads faster than the other, or that
the priest who Is celebrating Mass
at the main altar has more space
to cover than the one who is say-
ing Mass at the side altar.

In conclusion Father Crawford
urged the students to consider these
Instructions seriously and to read.

if passible, some of the current
literature on the subject of the
Mass.

R. C. H. S. Club to

Award Gold Keys

Clement J. Busenkell, recently

elected president of the Villanova
R. C. H. S. Club announced at a
meeting of that organization held
last Tuesday that five Senior mem-
bers would be presented with gold

keys in recognition of their out-
standing loyalty and their self-

sacrificing efforts in behalf of the
Club during the past four years.

The Seniors to receive keys are
Edward Mueller, retiring president;

Frank Janson, chairman of the
successful dance committee, Thomas
Garrett, Peter Eldenburg, and Scott
Walker.
The new officers of the R. C. H.

8. Club who assumed their duties

at the meeting last week are Cle-
ment J. Bu.senkell, president;
Thoma.s Herron. vice-president;

Paul Brady, treasurer; Prank Riley,

secretary; and Prank Raab, ser-
geant-at-anns.
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planned it.

of a fortnight's

THE 1931 BELLE AIR will be on the cam-

pus this week. After many months of con-

stant work and preparation by the Editor

and the Business Manager, the college year

book is now a reality. But
not only is it a reality

—

it even surpasses the vis-

ionary dreams of those

who have so carefully

The Belle Air is not the result

preparation. It is not a

publication which is written on the spur of

the moment. But rather it is a veritable

chronological history of a collegiate year,

lacking none of the painstaking accuracy ap-

plied in the writing of the world's histories.

It requires a large staff of assistants to ob-

tain the necessary information to cover

every phase of activity during the entire

nine months of the school term. Photo-

graphs of groups, of Juniors, and of Seniors

require weeks to obtain. Progress is con-

stantly being delayed by unexpected happen-
ings, lack of cooperation of a few individuals,

and through mistakes. Advertising for the

financing of its publication must be solicited

—hours of work for someone, A campaign
for subscriptions must be attempted which
means advertising—more hours of labor.

Plans, designing, proof-reading and corres-

pondence are only a few of the endless num-
ber of things which must be done behind

the scenes in order to insure the success of

the College Annual. Few people realize the

actual proportions of the combined effort

which must be applied to produce the Belle

Air, ,

,

^

,,..;. v.. ,

AND FOR this year's Annual that same ef-

fort has been put forth, and in greater pro-

portions than ever before. Cooperation is

the word that expresses the reason for the

positive success of this year's Belle Air.

With Stanley Prokop as the Editor-in-Chief

the work has been directed most efficiently

from the beginning, allowing ample time for

every step in the book's publication. Under
the financial guidance of Howard Garrity the

Annual has no fear of suffering any loss,

since the extending of all contracts has been

considered most economically and carefully.

AS A MEMORIAL of a wonderful year at

Villanova College, the 1931 Belle Air is wor-

thy of gracing the shelves of any student's

library. It will be treasured for years for

its intimate descriptions of those activities

we and our classmates have enjoyed to-

gether. It is a volume which we will look at

many times with a smile of pleasant satis-

faction.

4t 4( « 4> 4i 1^ )(>

POLITICS! POLITICS! We are just now in

the thick of it with class and club elections.

The views of the editor of the "Notre Dame
Scholastic" are pertinent and "we reprint

them. Good, clean voting, and

WE elections free from shady prac-

A(iREE tices are es.sential in college, if

our colleges are to pi-oduce true

statesmen in every good sen.se of the word.

"AMERICA, it has been .said many times,

needs more statesmen and fewer politicians,

more actions and ideals and less cigar smoke
and cheap slogans. Campaign pledges in

our national and state elections are as lasting

as campaign buttons. New men and new
methods are needed. Where shall these

come from? If we want a peculiarly rotten

sham and grovelling sycophancy, it will come
from beer parlors and hotel rooms. If we
want statecraft based on a cultured outlook,

and statesmen who are correctly trained in

the sociologrical, economic and moral prac-

tices, they should come from the colleges

and universities. The Scholastic fears that

this need is being frustrated by the cheap

devices employed in the campus politics of

today. Such training can lead only to the

multiplication of political charlatans adroitly

performing dubious parlor-tricks with the

responsibilities entrusted to them. Campus
politics at Notre Dame are an example.

They are too much in the spirit of outside

politics. The shady practices of outside

politics are aped. As a result, low methods

and disgusting abuses prevail in the class

elections. Sly "can-I-see-ya-just-a-minnit?"

Advances by the fourteen or fifteen morons

who have been rendered ecstatic by the

promise of the dance chairmanship; scurril-

ous mimeographed letters which state this

and insmuate that; totally unnecessary bills

for blotters and match papers (which some-

one has to pay for)—that sort of politics

should have no place here. Clean, interest-

ed members of class and club will find it a
decided pleasure to strangle slowly the
throat of the first Ghibelline who begins to

whisper, "Now McSnargle is all right, BUT—
". One ardent rooters wanted a Scholas-

tic editorial charging corruption in a
certain present administration, with an ob-

viously political motive. He's getting the
editorial, but whether he'll see the point we
can't say.

NEXT SEPTEMBER there will be distribu-

ted, as was announced in the VILLANOVAN
several weeks ago, a student handbook of
rules to each member of the college. It will

codify all existing campus
STUDENTS rules and will contain oth-

CAN HELP ers newly formulated by
the college authorities.

Such a handbook is a tradition at most col-

leges and at Villanova it will fill a lonf?-felt

need. Just what the rules of the college

are, has been heretofore a rather diflficult

task to ascertain in many instances; now,
each man will be the possessor of a booklet,

easily carried on one's person, wherein such
information is readily accessible. The cus-

toms that have grown up around the various

phases of life at Villanova will be set down.
Rules concerning class attendance, such as
the "cut" system, tardiness, and excuses will

be fully explained and clearly stated. The
house rules for resident students will be

treated at great length. Rules on the time
for study, the time for recreation, on noise

and shouting in corridors, and on reporting

to the prefect on going out will all be includ-

ed. Regulations on the parking of cars and
the care of the lawns will come in for a share

of attention, as will also the library rules,

the obligations of failed and conditioned stu-

dents, and the rules for chapel attendance.

Clubs, societies, fraternities and organiza-

tions of all kinds will be duly regulated.

Special arrangements in regard to the elec-

tion of officers and the sponsoring of social

affairs will go into effect. Indeed, the re-

quired conduct of the student under all cir-

cumstances will not be left in doubt. More-
over, the handbook will contain the school

songs and the school cheers; it will tabulate

the bus and railroad fares of the vicinity.

There is a prepared blank for the student's

class schedule, besides several pages for

memoranda. In the preparation and publi-

cation of such a booklet the school author-

ities, in particular the Vice-President, Father

Fink, are to be heartily congratulated and
highly commended. The book will p)ove of

inestimable value,

HOWEVER, if we may be allowed to inter-

pose a word, we would like to suggest to the

.school authorities that they seek the aid and
cooperation of a selected group of students

in the handbook's pubhcation. The customs
which have come into being at Villanova

have, to a large extent, been the work of the

student body. In some cases—for example,

in the organization of clubs and societies

—

the students have woi'ked on their own in-

itiative. In all the rules and regulations laid

down by authoi-ity, student collaboration

and support is necessary. By reason, then,

of such activity on the part of the students

in the formation of existing regulations, we
truly think that student help can be used to

a real, measurable advantage in the forma-

tion of the forthcoming booklet. If it does

nothing else, .student collaboration will cause

the student body at large to feel that it is

taking the .same active part in the forma-

tion of regulations that it has done in the

past. The men who can render this assist-

ance can be found in the Student Council

members, or, if a smaller group would prove

more eflUcient, we would suggest that selec-

tion be made from among members of the

Council. We offer this suggestion, not in

any spirit of antagonism, nor in any fear

that the authorities are not working for the

students' best interests, but in view of the

fact that we think that the student's view-

point will prove helpful in publishing a book-

let such as is now in preparation.

THE
CROWS NEST

Homer With Three on Base Sends Cats to Twelfth Defeat

The great mass of lileraturet con-
atitulintu tnn» and tons, that daily
pour from the presses of the world,
is, to say the least, disconcerting. So,

when a group of men, such as the
Cardinal Hayes Literature Committee
represents, lists a hundred books as

worth rendinn from among the thou-
sands of books published within the

past six months, their work to clarify

the situation is certainly helpful and
most welcome. In the hope that the
recommendations will prove of use
to students here, a partial list fol-

lows. The rest of the list will follow
in the two succeeding issues of The
The committee is composed of the

Rt. Rev. Michael Lavelle, D. D., the

Rt. Rev. John P. Chidwick, D. D.,

the Rev. John J. Whynne, S. J., the

Rev. James M. Gillis, C. S. P., the

Rev. Thomas Schwertner, O. P., the

Rev. Bernard Licking, C. SS. R., the

Rev. t'idelis Reynolds, O. F. M.i and
the Rev. Arthur J. Scanlon, S. T. P.
Though the committee is made up en-

tirely of clerics, it is emphasized that

the list is not a "white list." As the

I\. C. W. C. News Service, to which
ive are indebted for the list, says, "It

does not profess to be exhaustive. It

does represent, however, more than

a hundred books which in the opin-

ion of the committee are well worth
reading and owning^

ART
The Painter's Craft, by Ralph

Cortissoz (Scribner).

•The Catholic Church and Art, by
Ralph Adams Cram (Macmil-
lan)

The Meaning of Art, by A. Philip

McMahon (Norton)

Art and Scholasticism, by Jacques
Maritain (Macmillan)

The History of American Sculp-
ture, by Lorado Taft (Macmil-
lan)

BIOGRAPHY
Wolsey, by Hilaire Belloc (Lippin-

cott

The Stricken Dear, by David Cecil

(Bobbs-Merrill)
Great American Foundresses, by

Joseph B. Code (Macmillan)
Thomas Aquinas, by M. C. D'Arcy,

(Little, Brown)
Gerard Manley Hopkins, by G. F.

Lahey (Oxford University Press)

•Cardinal Newman, by Lewis May
(Dial Press)

•DeSoto and the Conquistadores, by
Theodore Maynard (Longans)

Savonarola, by Piero Misciatelll

Appleton)
St. Augustine, by Katherlne Mul-

lally (Pustet)
Henry White: Thirty Years of

Diplomacy, by Allan Nevins
(Harper)

God's Jester (Father Pro), by Mrs.
Norman (Benzlger)

Laborers In the Vineyard, by Gio-
vanni Papinl (Longmans)

'St."- Augustine, by Giovanni Papinl
Harcourt, Brace)

Twice-born in Russia, by Natalia
Petrova (Morrow)

Letters of James Whitcomb Riley,
edited by William Lyon Phelps
(Bobbs-Merrlll)

Charlemange, First of the Mod-
erns, by Charles Edward Russell
(Houghton-Mifflin

)

Round by Repentance Tower (Car-
lyle), by S. Sagar (Burns, Gates
& Washbourne)

Undiplomatic Memories, by Wil-
liam Franklin Sands (Whittle-
sey House)

Thomas More, a Great Humanist,
by C. E. Shebbaere (Harding
& Mere)

Richard Henry Tlerney, by F. X.
Talbot (America Press)

Yesterdays of An Artist-Monk, by
Willlbrord Verkade (Kenedy)

•Isabella of Castle, the Last Cru-
sader, by William WaLsh (Mc-
brlde)

Mother Alphonsa, by James J.

Walsh (Macmillan)
Roosevelt, the Story of a Friend-

ship, by Owen Wlster (Macmil-
lan)

The books marked with an aster-
isk may be obtained at the library.
More of these titles will be obtain
able there within a week or two.

A. S. M. E.

There will be a regular meeting
of the A. S. M. E. at one o'clock
In Room 102 Mendel Hall, Wednes-
day afternoon May 27th. The new-
ly elected officers will preside.

R. C. H. S.

The final meeting of the R. C. H
S. Club will be held today at 12:45
P. M. in Room 214, Mendel Hall.

Villanovan

There will be a meeting of both
Sports and College staffs of the
Villanovan this evening after night
prayers in the VILLANOVAN of
flee.

Coal Crackers
The Coal Crackers Club will have

a meeting this evening after night
prayers for the election of Presl
dent for next year. The meeting
will be in room 103 Mendel.

150 Pound Team
There will be a meeting of the

Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
classes in the assembly hall of the
New Commerce and Finance Build-
ing at two o'clock today. Signed,
Harry Stuhldreher.

Will the person who took by mis-
take a light brown hat from Room
119 Mendel Hall, on Friday, May
22. nlea.se return It at once to the
VILLANOVAN office?

Lost and Found
LOST— Biolo^v and Chemistry Text

bonk.s left in laborntcry. Will any-
one finfllng Ihem kindly return
them to Room 135 Good Coutuel.

LOST— ^ white sIppvoIprr Kwiator
soni'-'whcrc in FediRan Hall. Fit«d-

er plrase i-elum to Room 109

Peclgan.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
Discussing a survey conducted by

the sociology department of George
Washington University, THE
LOYOLAN contributes a few new
slang expressions to the already
large list used by college students.
Those noted as being unfamiliar to

this campus are 'fried,' 'shot', or
•Joe Bender' for those who have
indulged too freely in 'mooose milk'
or 'dragon dew' or 'tiger sweat' or

what have you?

The best definition of a flapper
yet attempted was altio discovered,

I a flapper beinf^ "an immature
: callow female distinguished from
' normal women by the high coloring
about her face, .extremely .short
skirts and flapping galoshes. This
species is fast becoming extinct.

Often travel in small herds."
But they didn't mention the

'chisellers', 'yancers', or 'goom-did-
lers.' (Chronic smokers of "O .P's.")

-M-
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY

Following much discussion of
'stool pigeons' and tattle \a.\es on
the Bucknell campus, the Presi-
dents and Deans of the University,
in a letter published in THE
BUCKNELLIAN, openly deny that
they are In "the business of brib-
ing and corrupting students", and
that they have "no detectives or

stool pigeons" on the campus for

the purpose of spying on students.
Having a comparatively small

campus, news and gossip travel fast

at Bucknell. Perhaps it may have
been that those complaining most
of 'spies' and 'tattles' were those
actually guilty, and after seeing the
speed with which the stories of
their escapades travelled, thought
that someone on the know passed
the word along. Another story of
guilty concience allowing no rest

for the wicked,
-M-

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
As examinations approach crams

and, if the student is so low, crib

notes are In order. In schools where
the honor system is. in effect

neither of the above bother any-
one. A thorough discussion of the
honor system at Johns Hopkins
University was recently in order,
resulting in two articles recently
printed in THE NEWS-LETTER
clearing up any difficulties in the
interpretation of the meaning of

honor in regards to student -be
havior and conduct in class and
while taking examinations.
The one point that is always

hard to understand is that in

connection with the knowledge of

another's dishonesty. The decision

of the Honor System Committee
was that it is entirely honorable for

a student to report another whom
he knows to be cheating. More, the
committee consider it a duty to re-

port such actions, that the system
may be further advanced through
elimination of those unfit to bear
the responsibility.

-M-
COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS

Graduated athletes of St. Thomas
College are honored annually at

a Mon-grad Homecoming, the
yearly get together of those gradu-
ates who hac earned the varsity

monogram while in attendance at

the college. High lights of the pro-
gram are a varsiLy-alumni football

game and a banquet.
Such an annual gathering can

do wonders for the sports morale
of a small school. Enthusiasm
grows among the non- participants
with the result that many valuable
players may be thus uncovered.

-M-
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

The Catholic University chapter
of the national fk'eshman honor
society recently petitioned the
board of* Deans that honor men-
tions be made at times of gradua-
tion. Considering that the award-
ing of 'Cum Laude' degrees would
foster desire for better work, the
society stressed that such method
of rewarding achievement Is now In

effect at most of the larger schools
both here and abroad.

The meiie award of mention on'

the basis of cold grades does not,

however, seem conducive ta the
best interest of the students at

large. When grades are sole Judge,

the ambitious student will sacrifice

all for his 'grind,' allowing ^1
other interests to drop, in his

scramble for marks, resulting in a
rather poor balanced education.

-M-
HERE AND THERE

Louisville University's contribu-
tion to the bin: leagues, Fred
Koster, of the Phillies, won seven-
teenmajor sporls awards while at

the University. He performed in

baseball, basketball, football and
track.

-M-
Amons other things, the Univer-

sity of Michigan Gargoyle defines a
coed as a person:
Who says she is fond of paintings
when she is really fond of paint-
ing.

Who has lots of scents, looks like

she has a lot of cents, but really

has no sense.

V/ho r'aims she likes Art when she
realy loves him.

Who rushes in where angels fear
to trend.

We'll thank the Gargoyle for the
definitions. Aren't we lucky?

-M-
Princeton Alumni have selected

a committee to find if said Unlver-
.sity's scholastic standards are too
high for the mental capacity of

football players
Considering the football record

of some colleges, we wonder if the
e:ame itself is too high for the
average mental capacity of the
athletes.

-M-
One Freshman In four has a

chance to survive the trials and
tribulations of college, says the
President of Michigan State Uni-
versity.

Maybe so, but ninety five per
cent of every Freshman class bel-

lieves that they are that quarter
that will do it. Are we wrong?
Right!

WHIFFS AND PUFFSBy CORNCOB

Well—we week-ended back home
in N'York. That's one town we
love to go back to and get out of.

But now and then we like to go on
an intellectual bat. and when we do
we always make N'York the battle

ground. We don't like that word
"intellectual" because it smacks
too much of hornrimmed spectacles

and a pointy nose neither of which
we possess. But the "intellectual"

makes the bat respectable. And we
like respectable bats. Car belfry's

full of them. .••••..-

— H —
An intellectual bat in N'York

should always include a turn at

either the Civic Rep. or the Second
Avenue Playhouse. This time we
chose the latter. No matter what
bill is on at the Playhouse—and It

is usually good—it is always well

worth a quarter to go there and sit

amongst the audience. To this old

theatre comes the tired hard work-
ing Russians and Slavs who make
up a good part of N'York Ghetto.
They love to sit in the close, smelly
theatre and live over again, in the
plays of Tolstoi and Chekov, the
hard gruelling ears of oppression,

terrorand squalor which most of

them experienced In their homeland.
This theatre furnishes them with
that intellectual nourishment which
is too deep and too brutally real-

istic for our frivolous American
audiences who as yet have not

passed through the crucible of real-

ism.
— H —

The entire audience of course is

not Proletarian. The excellence of

the drama draws a good patronage

from the up-town Intelligentia. But

on warm nights while the uptown-
ers sizzle behind wilting stiff shirts,

the more natural proletariat -takes

the deep spiritual conflicts of Tol-

stoi in its shirt sleeves. Interest in

the play soon squashes any repug-

nance you may feel towards the

small of the house.
— H —

Of course the uptownera have
their playhouse too. It is up in 55th

Street. "The discriminating intellec-

toals take daring flights under the

dark shadow of the left wing, look-

ing at Soviet propaganda films. At

this house they serve tea between

the shows. Tea seems to offset the

evil effects of the Red cinema.
— H —

It is only a short walk from the

Second Avenue Playhouse to the

Labor Forum. So we lighted our

pipe and strolled along through
street* crowded with pushcarts and
humanity. When we reached the

Forum the endless debates were In

full blast We listened to one good
talk on the modern novel. Then a
tousel haired bespectacled youth
read a fiery paper on Left Wing
political philosophy, but it left us

cold. He dragged in the old and
jaded war horses: "Capitalism," the

"Proletariat" the "workers," class

consciousness." In other words the

same old stuff, nothing new,

nothing to thump the drums about.
— H —

Continuing our intellectual bat we
wandered further west into the

"Village" where a friend of ours is

writing a "Cosmic Symphony"
while he supports himself precar-

iously by painting garish futuristic

murals on night club walls. We'll

say this for him, however, he hates

futuristic art. As for his symphony
—well, he will call it Cosmic but we
think that the Cosmic Symphony
will never be written because it will

never end. And besides such music
will have to be futuristic and we
hate that.

— H —
Our bat ended with a comical ex-

perience, as such bats usually do.
While we were in town we thought
we'd call up the Girl Friend. Her
number is a Joker; it's Lookout
2-2222. After waiting outside a
'phone booth for a half hour for a
talkative woman to run out of
breath we finally got our chance.
We deposited our slug—no, we al-
ways use a nickle for the . F. and
waited. Pretty soon a sweet voice
operator pianisslmoed : "Nombah
Pleeie." Lookout 2-2222" we croon-
ed.—you'd croon loo If you knew
our girl—then we heard a click and
a gasp.

— H —
The voice of the operator crashed

into our ear, this time in a real
fortissimo: "Say Bozo," she said,
"what do you think you are a loco-
motive tooting for a crossing? "Now
listen operator," we said, "We are
calling a number and it happens
to be "Lookout Two—Two-Two-Two
Two but one or two two's either way
doesn't make any difference." Then
the operator cracked back at us: "I
admire your tooting, pal. you ought
to be in a band but it doesn't sound
kosher to me, wait I'll put the super
on."

— H —
We waited awhile. Came the voice

of the super: "What is wrong young
man?" From her voice we guessed
her to be a spindly spinster, but how
did she guess we were a young man.
Then up we piped: "There's no
cause for alarm Miss Super, we're
Just calling the girl friend and her
number Is rather nnusual bat if

you'll Just stand by well yodel it

again. Lookout—two two. two two,
two. " Maybe It did soand like.

Lookout! toot toot toot toot toot! At
any rate we heard the Super sob
"He's pifHed." l*ien we heaH a
terrible crash and ail the coins in

the box tumbled In'o the retnm slot.
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YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER
SPORTSMANSHIP

One of my readers, and I under-

stand I have a few, has been in the

habit of passing on tips to me, and
supplying me with some of the dope

you read in this column, has given

me a copy ol an interview on
sportsmanship, published In the

Evening Ledger a short while ago.
l-'ather Ihomas J. F. Ryan, presi-
dent of the Catholic Amateur Ath-
letic Union, of Philadelphia, was
the subject of the article. My in-
formant, whose modesty, I think,
^ould desire me to keep hU identity
secret, is going to graduate next
week, and I wonder what I am go-
ing to do in the future when I'm
short of ideas. And what will his
u.bs, the editor, do, when he wants
to fill that column entitled 'Worse'
on page two? JIave I said too
mvich?

» • •
,

^ut getting down to tlie subject,
here is the interview in part:

"I (Father Ryan speaking* warn
to talk about sportsmanship and
what it means to young men in-
dulging in athletiCo. No man can
give the sportsmanship he hasn't
got. No man can encourage play-
ers to cheat or be underhanded in

competition without defeating the
very purpose of athletics ....

"To smile and forget foul action
after the heat of battle is not
sportsmanship in many cases but
perhaps shame or a desire to be
knows as a sportsman. The test of
real sportsmanship is during actual
conflict, not out^.ide of it. Any man
can act like a sport when not under
stress or strain."

• * *

Here Father Ryan deciared that
the handshake ofv boxer, befort a
bout should be the symbol of true
sportsmanship, and not merely a
perfunctory act. Yet, he pointed
cut, the Arst round is barely under
way many times before a fighter

has butted his opponent or stuck
his fingers in his eyes.

• * *

"The slogan that 'Everything is

fair in war' is carried by many
business men into their outside

lives. They go to church on Sun-
day and on Monday discharge a
faithful employee with a family, or

pull a shady deal excusing them-
selves by saying inwardly, "Well,

this Is business!" Fair play should
always prevail In business as well

as in sport.
• « *

"I think the value of athletics

comes not from victories won bul
from the teaching of co-operation,

sacrifice and perseverance. . . The
athlete learn how to co-operate by
being one of a team and working
for the good of the team rather

than for his individual record

• •

"The athlete learns perseverance
because he can never become a var-
sity regular without displaying that
quality . .j^^CThe value of bodily
condltion^Ts^another thing which
the athlete learns and is something
which will serve him in good stead
throughout his life. You know it is

the Intangible element in sports
that really means the most in later

years. I have played football, bas-
ketball and the others. So have
thousands. What does it mean
later? Only the good that wes de-
rived therefrom. In 1931 it doesn't

really matter who won the big

game back in 1910 or 1915.

"But it does matter if, by playing

that game fairly and cleanly, the

men who took part in it have be-

come better citizens than they
otherwise would have become.

• « •

"When speaking of athletics wc
must no forget that great, big ele-

ment of fun. Too many athletes,

including amateurs don't get

enough fun out of sport. They
work viciously and thpir so-called

spirit of rivalry might better be

termed hatred.
• • •

"We must always bear in mind
the relative position of athletics to

ward life. Following sport is a fine

thing but It doesn't mean that every

one should immediately stop work
and go out and riin four miles daily.

I know the case of a boy who had
a weak chest and yet his father

was permitting him to play basket-

ball four nights a week and thought
it was a great thing because his .son

was becoming an athlete."

There's a lot of truth in Father
Ryan's words. Lengthy though the

interytew is and what you've Just

read Isn't all of it, your editor feels

It more or less imperative that every

one interested in sports should read

It—and take it to heart.
• • *

My good friends and assistant,

—oe, who does all my investigating,

has found a motto for this column,

which it becomes my duty to fol-

low for ever and ever. He got this

from Johnny Griffin. '32, who got

it from the Varsity News of the

University of Detroit. It's entitled

"Advice to Young Writers" and I

hope the Unotypers don't get sore.
• • •

"In promulgating your esoteric

cogitations or articulating super-

ficial sentimentalities and psycho-

logical profundities, beware of platl-

tudinons ponderosity. Let your con-

versational communications possess

clarified conciseness, compacted
comprehenslbleness, coalewent con-

sistency and concatenated cocencv.

Sednloimly avoid all polysyllable

profundity, pompous prolixity, Je-

Inne bubblement. vacillating vacu-

Itv, ventrllooulai verbosity and van-

lloquent vapidity."
• • •

I fo to my dictionary, and lenv"

you.

A BEWILDERED
SPORTS EDITOR
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JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

OWLS ON STADIUM TRACK
This is Good

FRESHMEN
Ab. R. H. O. A. E

Hurley. If ' .5 1 2 1

Finn, rf .<.6 12
Wronskl. 2b 4 1 1 2 7 1

Hurlburt. of 3
Brockmeyer, ss 4 2 6

Stanton, 3b .., 4 1

Dashbach. c ;4 9 1

PrH«ia, lb 3 15

Montgomery, p 3 4
Cavanaugh (a) ...1 1

Barkus (b) 1

TOTALS 37 4 7 27 17 2

PERKIOMEN
Ab. R. H O. A. E.

Sudnlch, BS 5 3 1 1

Mlxner, 2b 4 1 4
Johnson, lb 4 1 2 7
Semple, c 4 2 6
Hafer, If 4 1 3 8
Fisher, cf 3 1 3
Weber, 3b 4 2 4 3
Bortner. rf .^3

Levlne, p .'4 1

TOTALS 35 3 8c25 9 4
a—batted for Prucha in ninth.
b—batted for Montgomery In ninth.
c—one out when winning run was

scored.
Frosh 100 GOO 003—

4

Perklomen OOO O03 000—

3

Double plays — Brockmeyer to
Wronsk to Prucha. Two base hits—Brockmeyer, Finn, Hafer, Johnson
and Levlne. Stolen bases—Finn,
Brockmeyer, Cavanaugh. Bases on
balls—By Levlne 2; By Montgomery
1. Strlke-outs—By Levlne 2; By
Montgomery 8. Umpire—Voorhees.

Perkiomen Beaten
By Frosh Bats in

Last Frame Rally
Late Inning Rally, However, Enables

Eastern Penitentiary Nine
to Win Annual Battle

GAMES CLOSE 1931 SEASON

After defeating Perkiomen School,
4-3, at the Stadium Wednesday,
when hits by Finn and Wronskie
drove In three runs in the ninth
inning to give Jack Montgomery a
well deserved victory, the Frosh
went up to the Eastern Penitentiary
on Saturday, and behind the grim,
gray walls of the prison went down
to their second defeat of the year,
11-4.

Frosh. 4; Perki, 3
The Kittens drew first blood in

the opening inning when they
scored a run, and held the slim
lead until the seventh, when a poor
throw by Dashback allowed two
runs to score for the visitors. Perki
pushed another run across before
the inning ended to take a two-run
advantage.
The count remained the same

until the last of the ninth. Bill
Cavanaugh, pinch-hitting for
Prucha, was safe on an error, and
after Barkus had been retired, Hur-
ley got a safe bingle and Finn,
rangy right-flelder, smacked a long
drive into left, good for two bases
and enough to tie the score. Wron-
skie's hit was long enough to en-
able Huckleberry to score from
second easily.

Eastern, 11; Frosh, 4
Saturday's game was even

Stephen until the last two innings
when the home team got to John-
ny Boyle for enough runs to make
the game a rout.
Frosh 200 020 000— 4
Penitentiary 202 000 25x— 11

GOLFERS BEATEN
IIS SEASOIS FINAL

Temple Cinderpathers Come
To Stadium Tomorrow With
High Hopes of Big Victory

(Cherry and White Track Team Will Enter Tomorrow's

Meet as Proliable Favorites Over Pro-

teges of Harry Coates

WILDCATS STRONGER IN FIELD EVENTS

Temple's track team, fresh from one-sided victories

over Bucknell and West Chester Teachers' College, comes to

the Stadium tomorrow afternoon to face Villanova in what

promises to be the closest and most interesting track meet

of the season.

Of the fourteen events scheduled, the VILLANO-
VAN dopester picks five Wildcat winners, with Temple fav-

ored in four track events, with five still tossups. The home
team is especially strong in the field, and if Villanova wins

tomorrow, it will be through piling up points in the weight

and jumping events.
The Owls are slightly handicap-

ped by the absence of Peabody,
sensational colored sprinter, from
the lineup. The dusky-hued boy
sprained his side In the St. Joseph's
meet lately, and was unable to get-

'nto action last week against and Art Zelgler have both smashed
Bucknell. Coach Ogden hopes to villanova standards ah-eady this
have him In shape for tomorrow
afternoon.

Owls Favorite in Sprints

If Peabody does not see action,
Captain Johnny Hlghfleld and
Pelllcane, Villanova sprinters, will

still have their hands full, as Block
and Shenker, Temple's other dash-
men, have both been doing plenty
of scoring for the Owls all season

This is Bad
LAFAYETTE

Ab. R. H. O. A. E.

SocolQiW, c 4 1 i
O'N^ll, rf 3 10 2
Wilcox, of ., ...3 2 1 2
Thompson, 2b 3 01 3 6
Snook, 2b 4 16
Cohen, 3b 3 6 1

Custer, 88 3 1 4
Wermuth, c ,..2 2 1

Davis, p '..3 1 1 2

TOTALS .27 5 4 27 16 2

VILLANOVA
Ab. R. H. O. A. E.

Shortall, lb 4 -0
Czeslck, 2b 2
Morgan, cf 4
Oazella, 3b 4 1

Oelsler, ss 3
Reltz. If 3

Harklns, rf 4
Lynch, c 3
King, p 2
Kobllls, p 2
Brlce 1
•Blaney , .1 o

1

1

1

1

1

9
4
3
2

1

4
1

with the Irish moniker is a big fa-
vorite in the eight-lap run.

Discus Feature Event
In the discus throw, four record-

breakers are entered, Tom Edwards j

TOTALS ....i.. ,32 2 5 24 9 3
Villanova OIO 000 100—

2

Lafayette 000 140 OOx—

5

•—Ran for Harklns In seventh.
•*—Batted for Lynch In ninth.
Double play—Czeslck (unassisted).

Home Runs—Wilcox. Two-Base Hits—Oazella. Reltz. Oelsler. Sacriace
Hits—Thompson. Passed Balls

—

Wermuth 2. Bases on Balls—By
Davis 3; By King 3; By Kobllls 1.
Strlke-outs—By Davis 2; By King 2.
Umpires—McBrlde and Riish.

The golf team dropped its fourth
match of the current season Satur-
day when it traveled to Newark,
Delaware, and met defeat at the
hands of the University of Dela-
ware golfers. This match ended
the season's play and brings the
total number of wins mid losses to
three and four, respectively. Odds
were quoted at 7-2.

Last Tuesday afternoon the Prosh
golfers broke into the win column
and scored a victory over the North
East Catholic goinsts. Later in the
week they won by default over
Overbrook High.

Block will enter the hundred-yard
dash tomorrow a favorite, with
Shenker expected to win the 220-
yard feature.

Ed Donohue, for Villanova, Is

likely to give Ensler and Hartranft,

of Temple, plenty of trouble in the
quarter-mile sprint, but Goldstein
and McKay, Temple's half-milers,
should win the 880.

Joe Fox and Carmy Salerno, with

year, while Gudd and Lulejian have
been breaking and re-breaklng
Temple marks. Zelgler's marks,
however, are the best, and the big
Junior should win. Zelgler is also
the favorite In the shot put, with
t3udd again the big hope of Temple

Bob Corrlgan and DeNlck will
take the first two places in the
broad Jump, according to the dope,
but Brill and Oudd are likely to
give the two Wildcats a busy after-
noon in the high Jump.
The Javelin throw finds Hickey

and Donohue, of Villanova, pitted
against Marhefka and Soifer, and
the Villanova duo are given the
edge on past performances.

In the pole vault, neither school
boasts of much talent. Brown be-
ing favored over Boceher in the

Joe Hann figuring in the two-mile hlgh-stlcks event, with Donohue
run, may give McKay and Mona- expected to continue his winning
han. Temple's great distance run- 1 streak at Wiechec's expense in the
ner, trouble in the mile, but the lad longer run.

Stuhldreher Calls Meeting
Of Lightweight Team Today

All 2 P. M. Classes Called Off
By Father Griffin.—Big
Attendance Expected

Jim i<inn, '32, manager of foot-
ball, announced yesterday morning
that the first meeting of the un-
dergraduate student body to discuss
plans for a 150-pound football team
next fall, would be held this aft-
ernoon at 2 p. m. in the Assembly
room of the new Commerce and
Finance School.
Head Football Coach Harry

Stuhldreher, will be in charge of
the meeting, and will outline his
plans.

All 2 o'clock classes today have
been suspended, and every member
of the Junior, Sophomore and
Freshman classes is expected to be
present.

The move to inaugurate a llght-
welght team here, as well as to start

a Junior varsity eleven next fall, is

being sponsored by Coach Stuhl-
dreher and the Athletic Association,
in order that more students, and
especially those who were unable
to take part in the past, may be
able to participate in the grid game
next autumn. It is a reiteration of
the plans at the University of
Pennsylvania, Columbia, Harvard,
Notre Dame and other leading uni-
versities to put the great college
game back in the hands of the
students.

This afternoon's meeting Is call-

ed in order that Stuhldreher might
acquaint himself with the attitude

of the student body on the question.

According to preliminary an-
nouncements. If the 150-pound team
is organized, it will play a regular
schedule, will have the same
coaching facilities as the varsity
squads, and will be fully equipped.

Golf Title Play Underway

Le Fren Grill

1528 CHESTNUT ST.

THE MEETING
PLACE FOR

ALL COLLEGE
MEN

Yesterday began the annual
school golf championship when
many aspirants for the college
crown signed up with Manager
Howie Garrity. Garrity took his
men to the Marble Hall golf course
where each was given a chance to
qualify for the next round. The
rounds will continue all this week
and end next Saturday when the
nnal 36 holes will be played to de-
termine this year's champion.
The first sixteen men will qualify

for the school championship, each
being paired with one another till

the champion proves himself.
As In past years a beautiful sil-

ver statuette will be presented to
the winner. The expense of this
statuette will be paid off by the
dollar entrance fee of each entrant.

Since the tournament began two
years ago there have been two
winners. In 1929 Captain Stan
Prokop emerged the victor, but in
the following year had to relinquish
his crown to Hugh O'Neil, when an
injury kept him from the title-
play.

FROSH WIN THREE MEETS
During the week the tracksters

' came through with flying colors

when they won all of their schedul-
ed meets. Allentown Prep was de-
feated early in the week by a 66-47

count for the first defeat of this

school in four years of the sport.

Thursday. Philadelphia Normal
School invaded the stadium only
to be turned back by the over-
whelming score of 78-20. On Sat-
urday, Ursinus Frosh attempted to

turn the trick, but was vanquished
by a greater score, 98-28.

The Allentown Prep meet was the

only closely contested one of the

three, the scoring of Ijoth teams
being close until the field events in
which the '34 aggregation easily
showed its superiority, mainly
through the points of Bill Potts.

In the Philadelphia Normal meet,
Coates only used nine men to win.
Ursinus won only one first place

(Saturday.

Wilcoxy Leopard
Centeifielder, I s

Hero of 5-2 Game
George King and Eddie Kobilis

Turn in Fine Mound Perform-
ance, Giving Only Four Hits

CATS GET FIVE SAFE BLOWS

In a game played -oefore more
than five hundred jpectators last
Saturday, the Cat ball-players faU-
ed In their invasion of Easton and
were handed their twelfth reverse
of the season by the Lafayette
Leopards. At the end of the ninth
frame the scoreboard read: Villa-
nova, 2; Lafayette, 5.

Although it was an extremely
cold day, the Lafayette fans turn-
ed out en masse to see two medi-
ocre teams lock horns. In the last
appearance of a Cat team in East-
on, the Leopards were sent to the
showers in a 22-19 basketball de-
feat. Consequently, the home team
was determined to avenge that
setback and from all appearances
it seems that they were successful.

Home Run Decides Issue

The blow that did all the dam-
age was Bob Wilcox's clout over
the right-field fence at a time when
the bags were packed to their full-
est extent. The four runs which
clattered over the platter sewed up
the old ball game then and there,
and established a lead for the
Leopards which the Wildcats were
never able to overcome.

Incidentally, Wilcox's four base
swat was his first of the year, al-
though he did clout them pretty
frequently one year ago. His
Ruthian smash not only cleared
Harklns' head and the high fence,
but also went over the houses and
back yards across the street. It
was one of the longest homers
ever seen In that park.

At the opening or hostilities

George King ascended the mound
for the McOeehan clan and allow-
ed but two hits till that eventful
fifth frame. Davis, star hurler of
the Leopards, engaged in a mound
duel with King and allowed but
five hits throughout the contest.

SPORTS NOTICE
Today at one P. M., a meeting

will take place in Room 106,

Mendei Hall for the purpose of
electing a golf captahi for the
team of 1932. Ail member* of
the varsity golf aquad will take
part in the election.

If yew or* lew-

dewn, come on up to Roof

nerroend done* owoy the bluM

... If you're net . . . come any-

way . . . Irrotittible mwilc by

Doc rfyovr qim Mb 904^ffWfioifO9<

Tlie otmetpliere b imoft . . . Ilie

•upper menu Inelvidet moder.

oteiy pnceo lonowkhes. loloot

«nd grilled ipocioltiet . * .

•ecvod from 9 r• M. INI 1 AM.

ROOF
PIERRE

t St.

The Frosh track team won three

meets last week, the first sport ag-

gregation to turn the trick this year.
* • •

Allentown Prep's defeat admin-
istered by the Prosh cinder-pathers

was Its first in three seasons.
• • •

The Ursinus club came here Sat-
urday, only to be overwhelmingly
defeated. We have yet to recall
when a Ursinus team defeated a
Wildcat club.

* *

In the dual meet Saturday, Bill
Potts, Vilianova's future decathlon
hope, went over to the shot-put
comer and in his initial heave toss-
ed the weight 43 ft, 6 in. He then
quit and went over to the high
Jump to tie for first place.

* • *

He also entered the broad Jump
event to take first place. He won
an exhibition low-hurdle race and
placed In the Javelin, throw.

., , .

• • •

The Wildcats will meet Ursinus
on the gridiron in 1932.

• e •

The Frosh baseballers extended
their number of wins when they
conquered Perkiomen Prep last
Wednesday.

* * *

In this fray it took the umph-e
fully five minutes before he could
locate the plate due to the heavy
dust which had covered it.

* * *

At one time it seemed that the
game would have to be called on
account of a lost plate. This
WOULD be something for Ripley.

* • *

There was a certain Perkiomen
rooter in the stands who made
himself heard to such an extent
that the Frosh coach was on the
point of ordering him out of the
park. However, at the end of that
memorable ninth inning rally he
was nowhere to be found.

* • •

That last inning rally was one of
the most exciting happenings seen
around these parts In some time.
Huck Finn, elongated rightflelder,
was the hero of the fray, when
with two mates on board he crash-
ed a two-bagger into leftfleld. He
scored on Wronski's single a mo-
ment later.

• e e

Lafayette, conquered on the dia-
mond last year by a 22-2 score, de-
feated the Cats Saturday by a 5-2
count. Wilcox's homer, his first of
the season and probably his last,

accounted for four of the quintet of
markers.

• • •

With only three more games on
the schedule and the number of
wins and losses standing at five

and twelve, respectively, the 1931
diamond corps will go down in Vil-
ianova's l>asebail history as the
first nine to lose more games than
it won.

e • e

The Frosh baseball nine has come
to the end of its ball season. Con-
gratulations are now in order to
Captain Charley Brockmeyer, who
cooperated with coach Doc Jacobs
to bring to a close a successful sea-
son. The record is five wins and
two losses.

•;•'•.,•

The tennis outfits, both Varsity
and Frosh, have also rung down the
curtain on the current season. The
Varsity has ended with more than
a .500 average, having won five

matches and dropped but three.

The cancelled match with Ursinus
may be played, however, this week.

* • •

Captain Stan Prokop, of the golf-

ers, is another captain who has

steered a Villanova team through a
successful season. The sport, bat
in its third year, has made rapid
strides. Originally begun by Pro-
kop himself, he has fostered it to

.such an extent during his yean
here that now it ranlu on a par
with the other campus sports.

Howie Garrity must also be com-
plimented for the fine manner In

which he managed the club. Its

victory over Temple was one of its

most noteworthy achievements.
• • •

The Frosh golf team, in its first

.season bow as a campus sport,

dropped three matches due to lack

of practice and Inexperience. It

has, however, won two contests. We
expect this sport to go places

next year.
• e o

The varsity scored its second win
of the season over Temple one week
ago. Out of the five triumphs this

season for the varsity, two were

over Temple. If all the games
were played against the Cherry and
White, perhaps our team would
have gone places.

• • e

Three double plays were executed

by the Cats in this fray. Thta

numlier is probably as many as

those made in all of the oiher

games played.
* * •

Pete Eschmann hit a home run

off the servings of Gudd to win the

game for McOeehan. Peter was hi

his old-time form, for two years

ago he poled out a similar swat

against the Harvard Crimson to

break up that ball game, also.
• • •

George King is the only pitcher

on the squad to be credited with

two wins this season. The remain-

ing hurlers have each scored one

win apiece.
• • •

We saw the po«t-olllce ttafT work-

ing Indnsirioosly down at the sta-

dlam the day before the Main Line

amateur bouts. Inaugurated thh
year, the "amachoori" drew a fairly

repmentatlve crowd, and seem des-

tined to attain higher marks In the

fvtare. ABGU8.

i. J
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CAMPVS OPINIONS

"Who, in your opinion, is the most
popular Senior on the campus?

* • • • • •

George Artaserae, Monastery,
Junior—"Considering tJie question
from a sciiolastlc point of view, I

tiiinlc "Howie" Garrity is most pop-
ular. We tiear of or see him In
many fields of ttie campus life as
president of the Lambda Kappa
Delta frat, as a member of the
Student Council, Business Manager
of the Belle Aire, and as a member
of the golf team."

Joseph Barsin, Mendel Hall, Jun-
ior
—

"Bill Bradley—a student, gen-
tleman, and athlete—a man whom
you can look up to as your ideal."

« * « * « «

Jack RUey, Monastery, Freshman

—

"Tom Connelly. After graduation
we will miss his . smiling face
Tom always was a wolf with the
women, too. Poor girls!"

* • • * • •

Fred Marzullo, Fediffan Hall, Sopho-
more—"That is a very compromis-
ing question. However, I thinic

Cletus Gardner is the most popular
Senior. His football prowess, the
manner in which he coached the
Frosh basketball sqdad, and his

very high scholastic work have
earned him this popularity."

• * * *
. . * *

Rudolph De Stefano, Fedigan Hall,

Freshman—"Stan Prokop is my
choice. He is well known about the
campus as a sports' enthusiast,

tteing manager the the varsity base-
ball team, and is well distinguished
scholastically as editor of the Belie

Air book. Who doesn't know
Stan?"

• • • • • *

Charles Falla, Mendel Hall, Fresh
man—"I believe Joseph Curcio is

the most popular Senior on the
campus. He has the regard of all the
students on account of his cheery
nature, and for waking fellows for

Mass and classes. His only diffi

culty lies in trying, in his modest
manner, to convince his many
female admirers that his real name
is not Rudy Valle. Lately, he has
reduced to a mere 300 lbs. in trying

to answer the phone calls from the
Main Line debutants. In fact they
harass him so much that his many
friends have commented upon the

haunted look in his eyes.

Belle Air to be.

Out Before End
Of Present Week

(Continued From Page One)

ations. This is during the Rennais-

sance times when tiie architect had

complete charge of the construction

work. "Athletics" shows a typical

scene in a Spanish Arena.

The complete staff who are to be

complimented on the completion of

the 1931 Belle Aire are as foUws:

Editor-in-Chief, Stanley A. Prokop;

Managmg Editor, John T. Kil-

course; and Associate Editors, B.

Wheeler Jenkins, Louis L. Buzaid
and Roger J. O'Donnell, Jr. The
College Editors are Jean G. Gush-
ing, Basil Shorb, Albert C. Wagner
and Joseph Castellani. The Activ-

ities Editors are Andrew B. Kelly,

James Shea, Martin A. Orbach,
George R. Blaney and George I.

Farnsworth. The Class Editors are

David J. Cartenuto. J. W. Arm-
brust, Bernard O'Connor, Michae
J. Pearson and Carl Lechner. The
Sports Editors are Daniel Buckley,

Charles Antonaccio and Donald
Gildea. The Art Editors are Thom-
as A. Garrett, Leon Costa and
Leonard Schnappauf. The Pho-
tography Editor Is Joseph Castella-

ni The Business Manager is How-
ard J. Garrity, and he was assisted

by George Connor. The Circula-

tion Manager Is Charles Witkowskl.

The Editor. Mr. Prokop, is very

much pleased with the splendid co-

operation afforded him by the

members of the entire staff. He
especially appreciated the work
done by the Managing Editor, Mr.
Kllcourse, by the Associate Editors,

Messrs. Jenkins, Buzaid and O'Don-
nell. the Sports Editor, Mr. Buck-
ley, and also the Photography Edi-

tor, Mr. Castellani in the actual

production of the t)ook. not forget-

ting to mention the extremely valu-

able assistance of the Business de-

Mornlnx
H18INE88:

Juniors
Bophomores

Freshmen

BUSINESH:
Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen
ENUINEERINO:

Juniors

Bophomores
Freshmen
AKT8:

Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen

.SCIENCE:
Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen

BUSINE.SN:
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

ENdlNEERINO:
Juniors
Bophomores

Freshmen
ARTS:

Junior^
Sophomores ,

Freshmen . ; '

hcienOE: '•.."
1^

Juniors .;

Bophomores '

'

Freshmen

ARTS:
Freshmen

BUSINESS:

Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
ENiilNEERINQ

Juniors

Bophomores
Freshmen
ARTS:

Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
SCIENCE:

Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen

nisiNESS:
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
ENOINEERINO:

Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen
ARTS:

Juniors
Bophomores
Freshmen
SCIENCE:

Juniors
Bophomores

BUSINESS:
Juniors
Bophomores

Freshmen
ENGINEERING:

Juniors

Sophomores
Freshmen
ARTS:

Juniors
Bophomores

SCHEDULE OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS
WEDNESDAY. MAY 87

Economios
Money

Law (1st Si and Sem.)
THIRSDAY, MAY 28
MoriiliiK

Foreign Exchange
English II

Accounting I (1st &

Religion (8:30)
Business Law (10:30)
Calculus
English

Latin
History
History

Physics
FRIDAY, MAY 29
Morning

English
Accounting II
French IV
German IV

Strength
Chemistry
Surveying
Kinetics

History
Hist, of Education
Biology

English
Biology
SATURDAY, MAY 30
Morning

Logic
MONDAY. JUNE 1

Afternoon

Education
Religion II (1:18)
Education (2:46)
Religion (1st Si and Sem

Afternoon
Philosophy
Logic
and Sem.)

Public Speaking
Religion

P. Chemistry
Med. Jurisprudence

Evening
Religion
Economic Resources

Mendel Bulletin

Distributed on
Campus Monday

(Continued From Page One)

are: Jean Cushing, Nathan Suss-
man, Bertram Martin, Howard
Garrity, Joseph Bofranko, John
Kaciimarich, Hugh Dougherty,
l^dartln Guchavin, Henry Korson,
Augiist Kunsebacker, and Mario
Assante. In addition to these
men Father Dougherty and the en-
tire faculty gave willingly of their
time and many suggestions to make
the work the success tiiat it is.

Public Speaking
Religion

English

Religion

Afternoon

Morning
Stocks
Economics II
Economics I

Astronomy
Machine Design

Chemistry

Afternoon
Spanish IV
Spanish II

(Ist & and Sem.)

Ught

Psychology
English
Latin (Fr. GrelUs)

Psychology
Religion
English
TUESDAY. JUNE 2
Morning

Ind. Man. Ins.

Ind. Man. Ins. II

Spanish I (1 & a Sem.)

Cement
English
Religion

English

Religion

Evening
Spanish V
Spanish V

Applied

English
Latin
Latin (Pr. Broessler) Public Speaking

Physiology
Physiology
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 3
Morning

Corp. Finance
German V
French V
History (1st Sc and Sem.)

Highways
Thermodynamics

Quant. Chemistry

Afternoon

AN APOLOGY
I. James Garrity, wish to take

this opportunity to publicly

apologize to the Junior Engin-
eering class and to Mr. McClos-
key in particular, for my hasty

words at the recent Junior class

meeting.

Highest

PAID
For Your Used

TEXT BOOKS

College

Book Store
Broad and Montgomery

PHILADELPHIA

(Opposite Temple CnlTerslty)

New and Used Books

of All PublisherB

Freshmen
SCIENCE:

Juniors
Bophomores

Freshmen

ARTS:
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

BUHINENS:
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
ENOINEERINO:

Juniors

Sophomores
Freshmen
ARTS:
Juniors
Sophomores
SCIENCE:

Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

Descriptive

Phllos. of
French V
Spanish V
German V
Latin (Pr.

Phllos. of
French V
Spanish V
German V

Religion

Education

Kenny)

Education

French I

French I

THURSDAY, JUNE 4

Ontology
Ontology
French IV
German IV
Spanish IV

FRIDAY. JUNE ff

- Morning Afternoon

Law III

Law II
English I (1st & and Sem.)

Structures
A. C. Theory
Chemistry
Electricity
Analytics :

Religion
Chemistry

Embryology
Bacteriology
Chemistry

Dance Devotees
Proclaim Frosh
Hop Big Success

(Continued Prom Page One)

Officers deserve the greatest credit
for the overwhelming sucess of the
dance, which augujrs well for the

ATTENTION!

Undergraduates

If you are interested in a

good summer job which

will pay $25 weekly salary

and $200 scholarship to

those who qualify — see

Mr. G. McMullin, 1509

Fox Bldg., Phila., Pa.

future social activities of the Class
of 1934. The members of the Dance
Committee, who so ably assisted the
Class Officers in planning for the
dance, were: H. Hurley, Chairman;
J. Mcevoy, J. McCarthy, L. Reuland,
C. Reinhart, P. Byrnes, R. Barratta.
W. Theriault. A. Wyman, C. Tho-
man, B. Schwartz, J. McOuinn, W.
Cavanaugh. W. McDonald, and W.
Rorke.

Lives of great men
Oft remind us

We Can make our lives sublime.

Asking foolish

Questions, taking

All the recitation time.
—Northwestern Purple Parrot.

She: You acted like a fool when
you asked me to marry you.
He: I was a fool.

—Texas Longhorn.

toLADONAToi
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made
for You

'$22.00 and up
\0FFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY^

"What ts a synonym of 'woman'?
"A."
"A?"
"Yes, the indefinite article."

—M—
Manhattan College has two men

on its track squad who are entered

in eight events apiece in every dual

meet, states a note In THE
QUADRANGLE, the student publi-

cation. What a pair!

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

EverythinK the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear •

First Class Service

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

V,

Villanova Men's Shop
CONTINUES THE

Season Ending Sale

Everything to Be Sold at

Cost and Below

•* I ^

COME EARLY AND STOCK UP WITH THESE

WONDERFUL VALUES. Showing Every Friday

by RALPH KAUFMAN
ra

Feel the difference

Hear the difference

Taste the difference:

Gudd Back Again

Once again, Len Qudd, jack-of-
all-trades in Temple sports, will
oppose a Villanova team, when the
big coal cracker from Mahann
City comes out here tomorrow
with the Owl track team.

Oudd did valiant work for the
Cherry and White cagers and play-
ed a great game on the gridiron
last fall, but was charged with both
defeats when he worked on the
mound against the Cat baseball
nine.

Gudd is the only four-letter man
at Temple Just now.

Temple Must Win
Temple must win tomorrow's track

meet with the Wildcats m order to

get an even break in the season's

athletic relations. To date, results

of contests show the following

standing:

W. L. P. C.

VUlanova 4 3 .571

Temple 3 4 .429

The Wildcats have scored victor-

ies in football and golf with a
double win in baseball, while Tem-
ple's three victories came by virtue

of the two basketball decisions and
the tennis win last Monday.

In Appreciation

I want to thank the Rtudentg of Villanova College

on hehalf of the

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

for their kind patronage and ank the name 8iip«

port he given my successor.
,

Thanking you,

HOWIE GARRITY,

Student Reprenentative.

Like an oasis in the dusty desert of dried

tobacco, the new Camel Humidor Pack

brings you the delight of fine quality

cigarettes in factory-fresh, mild con-

dition.

Now, wherever you go, you can always

be sure of getting a freshy throat-easy

cigarette when you demand Camels.

It^s easy to tell the difference. Your
sense of touch detects it as you roll a

cigarette between your fingers. Dry to-

bacco is stiff and crumbly. Camels are

full bodied and pliant.
• . .,

.

Even your ear can tell the difference.

For a dried-out cigarette crackles when
you roll it.

But the real test is taste and taste is

causing a great nation-wide switch of

men and womtin alike to Camels in the

scientific new Humidor Pack. As you
draw in that fragrant, mild, cool smoke,
redolent with the joy of choicest Turk"

ish and mellow Domestic tobacco, only

then do you realize the full importance

of this new Humidor Pack.

For scorched or dried tobacco is brash

and tasteless and its smoke is unkindly

hot to the tongue and throat.

If you are already a Camel smoker
you have noticed the improvement in

this your favorite cigarette.

If you don^t smoke Camels, try them
for just one day to see how much youVe
missing. After youVe known the mild-

ness and delight of a really fresh ciga-

rette, switch back if you can.

* •

t t

i

1^

'
•

•'' -v

• fI It iha mmrk of m rontUrratm hoitmii,

hj maana of ihn Humidor Park, to
"Sorvm m frrtk elgarmllo." Buy Cmmtrlt

hj lh» rmrtom— lhl$ Hgar^llo will r«>

Mrin froMk In your komo und ofiea

Camels
^im. a. J. »»y—Ui T»fc—

»

C«fMir. H iaMM lalM^ N.C
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JUSTICE KEPHART SPEAKS THURSDAY
First Copies

Of Belle Air

Distributed

1931 Edition Surpasses All

Previous Issues of

Senior Annual

SENIORS! SUBSCRIBE
TO THE VILLANOVAN

Seniors! You are leaving Villa-

nova for good You have spent

four happy years here, and now, it

is the end. But, is it? Villanova can
follow you in your new field of en-

deavor. You can have always before

you the events that are taking

d1&C6 liGrc

The means? The VILLANOVAN.
This paper has carried and will al-

ways carry the new§ of your Alma
Mater. You will want to read about

affairs at your old college when
you are no longer here And, to

keep in touch with Villanova all

you need do is subscribe for next

year's issue.

We exhort you to do it NOW.
When you leave , you may forget

about it. or, if you remember, you

will put it off. So. again we say

subscribe NOW. The price is two

dollars. Any member of the staff

will be glad to take your sub-

scription. We promise you that you

will receive all thirty copies

promptly.

Fr. Stanford's

Assistants

Organize

NOTED JURIST SELECTED
TO DEUVER ADDRESS ^

AT COMMENCEMENT
Member of Pennsylvania Supreme Court Judiciary Will Talk

on Relation of Graduates to the Present

Economic Depression

NEW FEATURES
The first copies of a new and im-

proved Belle Air wore distributed

for the first time yesterday, and
were the subject of a great deal of

favorable comment. Its publication

is the result of long research and
arduous labor on the part of Edi-
tor-in-Chief Stanley Prokop and
the members of the Staff.

A splendid achievement, and one
which will reflect credit upon Villa-

nova, the ninth edition of the
Annual must be seen and read to

be appreciated The cover is fash-

ioned of leather, deep rich brown in

tone, and represents a Spanish car-

avel, such as that used by Colum-
bus on his voyage of discovery. The
theme of the Year Book is Span-
ish throughout. And li< furthered by
a set of several •ftneJy-executed

l-'eadint illustrations by Alfred J.

Panepinto, of Harvard, whcse work
In last year's Annual did so much
to Increase its attractiveness.

The book Is profusely illustrated

throughout with photograph:., both
of various student groups and of

exceptionally fine campus views. In

the group pictures, each face is

remarkably distinct and recog-

nizable, while the campus scenes

possess high artistic merit. In the

outstanding excellence of their

craftmanship, the White Studios,

of New York, have surpa.ssed even

their splendid work of the past.

No partiality towards any par-

ticular organization has been
shown in editing the new edition.

Each class, team, and fraternity is

well represented, and the descrip-

tive text is concise and well-writ-

ten. In addition, many other feat-

ures are included which combine
to make this one of the best and
most comprehensive Year Books
in the East. The Snapshots section

is particularly interesting, being

arranged in rotogravure style to

allow larger pictures and a more
artistic arrangement. An entirely

new feature this year is the pub-
lications section, while the ever-

popular Senior Directory will

occupy an important place.

A few words of tribute are due
the persevering efforts of Stanley

A. Prokop, in his responsible

position as Editor-in-Chief. A jour-

( Continued On Page Pour)

McKelvov Elected

By Coal Crackers

At the recent meeting of the Coal
Cracker's Club last Tuesday even-

ing in Mendel Hall, the sons of the

Anthracite regions chose as their

president for next year, a promin-
ent member of the organization.

James McKelvey. Mr McKelvey de-

feated by a small margin James J.

Whalen in a very closely contested

election. He succeeds the retiring

president, John Blaney.
There was also some discussion

In regard to a proposed dance to

be held in Pottsville during the

summer vacation The idea was
received very favorably, but as yet

nothing definite has been decided.

The Society will inaugurate the

presentation of keys to the retiring

members of the graduating class.

John McHugh and Howard Oerrlty

were appointed as a committee to

decide on the type and design of

the pin, their report to be sub-

mitted very soon

"Owl" to Appear
During Summer

Contrary to a statement appear-
ing In the VILLANOVAN of May 19.

the "Owl," the monthly publication

of the Engineering school, will be

published every month during the

summer vacation.

It Is published during this time
by Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. 8.A
in the form of "Summer Bulletins

"

The VILLANOVAN l« sorry to

have made a statement to the con-

trary.

Catholic Press Apostolate

and Sanctuary Society

to Elect Officers

MEETING TONIGHT
This evening at 6.30, a meeting

will be held in Room 214 Mendel
Hall for the purpose of formally or-

ganizing a new organization on the

campus, to be known as the San-
ctuary Society. The men who are

eligible for membership in this new
society are the sacristans, organists,

custodians, and servers. The pur-

pose of organizing such a society

is to give formal recognition to this

group, the members of which are

engaged in laudable work that de-

mands faithfulness at some per-

sonal sacrifice. This will alsv> .eu-

able this group to receive proper

recognition in the various college

publications, and will promote
greater efficiency.

The meeting is to be for the

election of officers for next year.

Lists of those eligible have been

distributed to all members by Fa-
ther Stanford, Director of Religious

Activities

Immediately after at 6.45, there

will also be a meeting in Room 214

Mendel for the formal organization

of a society to be known as the

Catholic Press Apostolate. The
meeting is likewise for the election

of a President, Vice-President, and
Secretary for the coming year. The
following men who have cooperated

In the distribution of Catholic pub-

lications during the present school

year are invited to be present to

form the nucleus of this organiza-

tion; SENIORS: J. Finn, A. Wag-
ner, E. Principe, J. Glltinan;

JUNIORS: J. Houseman, F. Hack-
ctt. E. D'elia, W. Lennon, R. Hurst;

SOPHOMORES: F. Estrada, W.
Hines, E. McBrlde. E. Ocelus, W.
Santanlello. W. Zell, P. Byrnes, J.

Rcinhardt, and H. Englehardt.

Cast-Off Clothes

Wanted! Give!

Clothes Collection to Be Made

For DePaul Society

ANYTHING WILL HELP

Do you have any clothes which

you win no longer wear? If you do,

they can be put to a useful pur-

pose. Within the week, Pr. Stanford,

through the medium of a student

organization, will make a collection

of cast-off wearing apparel and
forward it to the St. Vincent De
Paul Society, which, in turn, will

direct It to needy families.

The times are hard, and con-

ditions on many home groups

wretched. So, Fr. Stanford urges

each man to sort through his be-

longings and give whatever he

finds no longer wearable to the

poor.

Last year a simlliar collection

was made and the number of ar-

ticles obtained is quite asrtoundlng

There were 16 matched suits, 27

unmatched suits, 10 overcoats, 24

oalrs of shoes 6 pairs of rubbers,

7 sweaters, 20 shirts, 40 ties, etc.

There were seven suits of under-

wear, pajamas, belts, garters,

socks, and suspenders. It was ex-

tremely worthwhile, and, the en-

couragement of his success laiTt

year prompts him to again make
the collection.

The men authorized to collect

are: In Austin hall, Francis Mar-
azzo, John Izzo, John Reltano;

Pedlgan hall. James Lucey, Frank
Martin, Edward Mayer; in Mendel
hall, William Levis, Richard Man-
hey; In Good Counsel, John De-
Vlne, Edward Ocelus; in Alumni.

Frank Peruglno and Charles

Thoman.
Articles may also be turned In

directly to Fr. Stanford at 221 Mtn-
del hall.

John W. Kephart, LL. D., justice

of the Supreme Court of Pennsyl*

vanla, will deliver the Commence-
ment address to the Senior class at

the graduation exercises to be held

next Thursday afternoon.

Justice Kephart 's speech will be
devoted largely to the present econ-

omic depression and the relation of

the individual graduate thereto, his

opportunities and responsibilities in

view of current conditions, and his

place in the field of elective activ-

ity.

Brilliant Lecal Career
Justice Kephart was born at Wll-

niore. Pa., in 1872. He received his

education at Soldiers' School, Mc-
Alistervllle; Allegheny College,

Meadville; and Dickinson Law
School, Carlisle.

He was admitted to the bar in

1895, and then engaged in general

practice, particularly corporation
work for a number of companies In

which he was director. He was
county solicitor for Cambria county
from 1907 to 1914. He served as
State Superior Court Judge from
1914 to 1919, and for the past

twelve years has held his present

position as Justice of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania. His most
recent decision in this capacity was
concerned with the stabilization of

the Building and Loan Associations

of the Commonwealth, involving

close to two billion dollars.

Both Allegheny and Dickinson
Colleges have conferred upon Jus-

tice Kephart the degree of Doctor

SPECIAL ISSUE OF
VILLANOVAN THURSDAY

Courtesy of the Evening Bulletin.

Of Laws. He is a member of the
American, the State, and the Cam-
bria County Bar Associations. He
Is also a member of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania and of the
Loyal Legion of America. He is

president of the Dickinson Alumni
Association and associate advisor of

the Dickinson Law School.

Summer School to

Open June 29th

A few weeks following the term-

ination of the present school year,

courses In all the subjects now
nvn>inhi«« at the collctw. *"1 be ,ji-i

fcred In Summer School. The
classes will extend over a period of

six weeks, beginning June 29th and
closing August 9th.

Rev. Joseph C. Bartiey, O. S. A.,

Dean of the School of Commerce
and Finance, will also assume the
deanshlp of the Summer School, In

the absence of Rev. John Sparrow,
O S. A. Pr. Sparrow will be unable to

assume the autles which he has
held in former years as dean of the
scKool.

An entire semester's work will be
accredited to those taking advan-
tage of the summer schooling offer-

ed at Villanova. Thus those fresh-

men or other classmen who matric-
ulated at the beginning of the
second term will be afforded an op-
portunity to take courses which
they would otherwise be required to
take next year.

this will mark the fourteenth
year of the foundation of the Sum-
mer School at Villanova and a
much larger enrollment than in
previous years is expected. The
school is gaining wide prominence
in this vicinity and Is becoming a
vital part of the educational sys-
tem at the college.

Those students desiring to attend
the summer session this year must
register at the office on June 27th.
Those intending to board on the
campus must make reservations be-
fore June 15th in order that the
rooms may be arranged. In order
to conduct a class in any subject
there must be at least ten men that
are desirous of taking the subject.

Jersey City Club

Elects Officers

During the past week the mem-
bers of the Jersey City Club cast
their ballots and elected men to
officiate in the club for the forth-
coming year. The results showed
Jack McDermott '32 on the long
end of the presidential count, while
Oabrlel Stabile '32 was chosen to
fill the offices of Vice-President
and Treasurer, and FYank McFeeley
'34 that of Secretary. The elections
were closely contested, especially
the presidential race, having been
won by only a very scanty plurality.

Library Receives
Gift of Magazines

Last week the Villanova library

was presented with a number of

valuable gifts in the form of

.iiagazines, by Dr. CavaoRligh of the

University of Pennsylvania. The
• Jfts include several hundred copies

of Power Magazine, and several

volumes <^ Engineering Record.

Among the list of Power Maga-
zines there are quite a number of
bound volumes. With this donation
the -library now possesses a com-
plete collection of Power Magazines
for the use of the engineering stud-
ents. There are also included in these
gifts, several volumes of Engineer-
ing Record magazines.

This is the second donation to be
presented to the library within a
short time, the first being donated
by Dr. Frederick S. Peck.

Philip Picario

Receives Degree

At the commencement exercises
on June 4 Villanova will present
Philip J. Picario with a professional
degree of Civil Engineering. Mr.
Picario Is an alumnus of Villanova,
having been awarded his degree of
Bachelor of Science In Civil En-
gineering In 1925.

To meet the requirements neces-
sary to obtain this highly desired
degree, Mr. Picario has submitted
his thesis to Professor Humphrey,
dean of the Engineering School
here. The title of this thesis is

"Maintenance Dredging by a Sea-
going Hopper Dredge."

To qualify for his degree Mr.
Picario also submitted his exper-
ience record. The record follows:
Charge of parties on Hydrographic
surveys; office engineer on esti-

mates in connection with dredging
work and other engineering work;
computations in connection with
designs of high dams and water
power structures; resident engineer
in charge of dredging operations in

connection with river and harbor
improvements.

Since his graduation from Villa-
nova Mr. Picario has been employ-
ed In the engineering field. At
present he is associated with the
War Department of the United
States. From the time of his
graduation until December 4, 1930,

he was employed as a Junior En-
gineer. Since that time he has
been fulfilling the office of an As-
sistant E:nglneer.

SENIORS! SENIORS!

The Villanovan,
Box 1,

Villanova, Penna.

Enclosed find two dollars ($2.00> in payment for my subscription to
the VILLANOVAN for the school year 1931-1932.

It Is understood that I will receive all thirty Lvues promptly.

There will be a special supple-

ment number of the VILLANOVAN
on graduation day. It is a special

dedication Issue in honor of the

dedication of the new Commerce
and Finance building.

The number will contain photo-

graphs of the new building, photo-

graphs of the various faculty mem-
bers of. the Business sfchool, and of

ihe present administration mem-
bers, in addition lo a history of the

Schbol of Comiherce and Finance.

The Issue will be distributed to

regular subscribers free of charge

and students will receive' their

copies at the VILi;^ANOVAN office

between twelve and one. There will

also be various distributing points

aboi|,t the campus during the grad-

uation exercises. Be sure you get

yours.

Literary Men
Pick Buckley

As President

Twenty-one Members De-
clared Eligible tp Re-

ceive Keys

HOUSEMAN VICE-PRES.

Graduation

Begins With

High Mass

Father Sheedy to Deliver

Baccalaureate Sermon
in Chapel

COMMENCEMENT AT 2.30

Early Thursday morning, June 4,

the Seniors of the graduating class

of 1931 will form in procession to

march from Mendel Hall to the
college chapel for their last stud-
ent mass at Villanova. The mass
which is to be a Solemn High Mass
will begin promptly at 9.00, thus
beginning a most eventful day in
the lives of the graduates - - a day
which commemorates their com-
mencement into the outside world.

After this mass the dedication of

the new school of Commerce and
i''inance will take piace, with tlte

student body in attendance at the
ceremonies. The new building which
was started last fall, was com-
pleted a few weeks ago, and has
oeen In use since that time by the
Business School. At these cere-
monies the edifice will be formally
dedicated and given a name.
Next in the order of the day is

a luncheon which will be tendered
the members of the graduating
class In the priest's dining room at

12.00 noon. The faculty will also be
in attendance and various speakers
will be called upon to address a few
words to the men of '31.

Shortly after 2.00 P.M. the grad-
uates will meet at the chapel from
where they will march to the scene
oi the graduating exercises on the

front campus. The exercises are
scheduled to begin promptly at 2.30

P.M. The program Includes an ad-
dress by the Honorable John V. Kep-
hart, one of the Justices of the

Supreme Court of the State of

Pennsylvania, which will be follow-

ed by the presentation of the hon-
orary degree of LL. D. to both
him, and Mr. WUliam J. Mc-
Gllnn. The presentation of the

ucience medals and awards will

then take place, closing the pro-
gram with the awarding of the

diplomas to the graduates.
The Baccalaureate Sermon will

be delivered at the 9.00 Mass by the
Reverend Father Sheedy, an active

and learned Augustlnlan mission-
ary.

Freshman Class

Elects Officers

O'Connell Reelected to Pres

dency

S C A N LO N VICE-PRES.

Name

Street

City or Town

Last week the Freshman Class

convened under the supervision of

the Student Council and selected

the officers who will guide their

destinies through the Sophomore

year. The results showed that one

man from each school will be repre-

sented on the officiating staff.

When the ballots had been counted,

It was found that J. T. O'Connell

and T. Scanlon had been reelected

as President and Vice-President

respectively, F. Dltchey was chosen
as Secretary, R. Craig as Treasurer,

and H. Hurley and F. Estrada as

representatives on the Student
Council.
The Student Council is to be

especially complimented on the or-

derly and efficient manner In

which they conducted the elections.

The same difficulties that occurred

at the previous elections were ex-

pected to arise again, but due to

efficient managing everything
moved along quickly and smoothly.

The officers who so ably guided
the Freshman class through the

pfuit year and who will be super
seded by the new staff are Presl

dent J. O'Cormell. Vice-President

Scanlon. Secretary MoOee, and
Treasruer McOraw.

At the final meeting oi the

Villanova Society held on Monday
evening df last week, Daniel 8. J.

Buckley was found to have been

elected as president for next ye^.
The balloting was held during the

past few weeKs and the election
results showed that many had tak-

en advantage of the extended time

offered in casting the -ballots.

Besides Mr. Buckley's victory
which was by a large majority over
Martin Gill, Joseph Houseman
gained an interesting victory in
the fight for vice-president. The
other officers elected for next year
are: Joseph Conlan, Correspon^fing
Secretary; Albert C. Wagner, Re-
cording Secretary; Leon Harter,
Treasurer; Robert Geist, Sergeant-
at-Arms,

In addition to the election of
officers, there was also a heated
discussion in regard to the award-
ing of keys to the members of the
society. It was decided that keys,
symbolic of efforts expended,
should be distributed to the men
who represented the Society
throughout the past year.

During the past years it has been
the custom for the Society to pre-
sent similar keys gratis as a reward
to the members; however the men
who are to receive the keys this

year have decided that it will be
better for the advancement of the
work of the Society if the money
needed to purchase these tokens
remains in the treasury and the
men purchase their own keys.

The key committee composed of

Rul^rt Rutb«rt, Leuu Harter, and
tlahifel Buckley witli the advice of

Professor J. T. Jonas have posted
the names of the following men as
eligible to purchase the keys of the
Society: E. Hookey, H. McHugh, D.
Cartenuto, D. LaFond, J. House-
man, S. DuHamel, W. Papp, W.
Rorke, L. DeFrances, M. Gill, B.
Shorb, D. Buckley, J. Conlan, L.

Harter, J. Hahn, A. Lewis, A.

Kelley. J. Cushing, A. Emmi, and J.

Hendricks.

Science Men Hear
Dr. John B. Roxby

Last Tuesday, morning, the
Science School held its last weekly
seminar for this semester. Rev.
Joseph M. Dougherty concluded a
successful year by presenting Doc-
tor John B. Roxby, professor of

Anatomy at Temple Medical School,
to the pre-meds. Dr. Roxby is an
educator of long standing, and has
always shown a keen interest in

young students preparing for the
study of medicine

Dr. Roxby opened his lecture with
a short talk about his birth place,

his knowledge of Villanova College,

and the vicinity surrounding the
College, because of the fact that at

one time he lived near Villanova.

"Why Are You Here"

Dr. Roxby continued his lecture

by talking about the students
themselves. He said In part: "Why
are you here?" You are here be-
cause of your parents who have
held fast to a desire within them
that their boy should obtain a
privilege of which they themselves
have been deprived, to acquire an
education. Therefore It Is the duty
of the student to carry out this

wish.

"Your proftessors are working
hard. They are here in behalf of

those parents who have struggled

so that you may come to school. In
the name of the Science School of

Villanova give your best so that you
might profit thereby. When you go
out into the halls of professional

schools remember that you carry
the honor of representing VUlanova.
If Villanova falls It will be caused
by a part of your failures, and if

it rises to successful measures of

higher education, It will be through
you also.

"College is for a purpose, to bear,

to elbow your way about, and to be
the better participant in this world
by the virtue of your having passed
through these walls."

The Doctor concluded his lecture

by expressing his appreciation of

the wonderful work of the biological

seminar of the Science School of
Villanova.

SENIORS!

As President of the Senior
class, I wish to exhort all the
Seniors to remember our former
classmate, Leo Ooodreau, in

their prayers at Mass on Thurs-
day morning.
(Signed) WILLIAM BRADLEY

\
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CAMt*US OHiMONS
SCHLDIU: ()l< Fll\ AL K\ AMIINATIOINS

\vi:itM:si>A\. M.w i;

"Who, ill .v«tur opiiiiun, is tlii' most
popular Senior on thr cuniputi?

(acorKP Artuserne, Monastery,
Junior— CoiLsidfilnn tlu" iiiu'slioii

lioin a Mhohihtic puinl ol view, I

Hunk Howie' Uarnly is most pop-
uliir. We hear ul or st'c him ui

many lields ol the ta»ipi"> I'^f J^^*

presicteiil ol Ihc Liiinbdu Kappu
UeUa IraU as a nieniber ol Ihe
Stiuleiii Council. Business Manager
ot Hie Uelle Aire, and as a ineuiber

ol' the giili team." l.;,., .•

.

.losepli |{;ir>in, Mendel Hull, Jun-
ior— 'Bill Bradley a sludeiit, gen-
tleman, and athlete -a man whom
you ean look up UJ as your ideal"

Jaek Hlley, Monastery, Freshinun

—

"rum ConneJly. Alter graduation
we. Will luisij his sniiling face.

Tom always was a wolf witli the
women. iMO. Poor girLs!

'"

i-'red ,'\Iarzullo. i'ediKun Hull, .Sopho-

more— That IS a very cumpromis-
inu '(luestion. Ho^^ever. I tliink

Cletus tiardner is tlie most popular
Senior. His football prowess, the
manlier in which he coached Iht^

Frosli basketball squad, and his

very high scholastic work have
earn,pd hiii) this popularity."

*

Stelano, FediKun
Stan Prokop is

Hall.

my
Kudolph I)e

I'reshman

—

ciioice. He is well known about the
campus as a .sports' enthusiast,

being manager the the var.sity base-

ball team, and is well distinguished

scholastically as editor of the Belle

Air book. Who doesn't know-

Stan?"' ••.* • *

C harles Falla. Mendel Hall. Fresh-
man— I believe Ju.seph Cuicio is

the most jjopular Senior on the

campus. He has the regard of all the

students on account of his cheery
nature, and for waking fellows for

Ma.ss and cla.s.ses. His only diffi-

culty lies in trying, in his modest
manner, to convince his many
female admirers that his real name
is not Rudy 'Valle. Lately, he has
reduced to a mere 300 lbs. in trying

to answer the phone calls from the

Main Line debutants. In fact they

hara.ss him so much that his many
friends have commented ui)oii the

hauiit.i>d look in his eyes.

Belle Air to be
Out Before End
Of Tresent Week

iContinurd From Page One)

ntions, rius is during the Rennais-

sance limes when the architect had

complete charge of the construction

work. •"Athletics" shows a typical

.scene in a Spanish Arena.

The complete stall who are to be

complimented on the completion of

the 1931 Belle Air(> are as lollws:

Kditor-in-Chief, Stanley A. Prokop;

Managing Editor, John T. Kil-

course; and Associate Editors. B.

Wheeler Jenkins, Louis L. Bu/.aid

iind Roger J. O Donnell. Jr. The
College Kditors are Jean G. Gush-
ing. Basil Shorb, Albert C. Wagner
and Jo.seph Castellani. The Activ-

ities Editors are Andrew B. Kelly,

.lames Shea. Martin A. Orbach,
(teorge R. Blaney and George \

Farnswoith. The Class Editors arc

na\i(l J Carteniito, J. W. Arm-
brust. Bcrimrd O'Connor. Michae
J Pearson and Carl Lechiier. The
Sports Editors are Daniel Buckley.

Charles Antonaccio and Donald
(iiidra. Th( Art Pklitors are Tliom-
as A. Garrclt. Lt'Oii Costa and
Leonard Schnaiipauf. The Pho-
l(iui:il)liy f;(tit()r is .lose))!! Castella-

ni T'hf Busmes.s Manager is Hf)w-

,11(1 ,1 Garrity. and he was a.ssisted

by (icoige Connor. The Circula-

tion .Manager is Charles Witkowski.

The Editor. Mr. Proko)), is very

unich plrased with the splendid co-

opi ration alfdidi'd him by the

innnbtTs ot the entire stalf. He
e.sijrcialiy a|)pre(iated the work
done by the Managing Editor. Ml'.

Kileouisr. by thr As.sociate F^ditors.

.M'ssi-s .!( nkuis. Bu/aid and O'Don-
iifll. till' Spdits Editor. Mr. Buck-
1( V. and al.sd thr EMintography Edi-I

li.r. Mr Casti'ilaiii in the actual

pKKhiction ut the liook, not forget-

ting ti) mention the extremely valu-

able, assistance ot the Business de-
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Juniors
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Freshmen

Itl siM.ss:
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Sophomores
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Juniors
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Freshmen, ", •
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JuniorH
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Juniors

Sopljoinores ';,
, .

Freshmen
A UTS: X

JiuUoi's
So|)hoinore8 '•

'

-'

Freshmen ,

•''
s(ii;\ri::

Jutuors '
.-

'

SophomoreH ' '

,'

Freshmen .,•

lit .sim:ss:
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

i:\<iiM;i;Ki\(j^
Juniors .:',
SoiJhomores/';
Freshmen .'...'.

'•

AllTS: .;,:
'

):\

Juniors
Sophomore.^ ; ,

Freslimen
SCIKNCi::

Jiuiiors
Sophomores

m si\i;ss:
Juniors
Sophomores ,.'.'.,

Freshmen
i:\(iiM^:i:itiN(i:

Jiuilors

S()plu)more.s
Freshmen
aims:

Juniors
Sophomores

F^conomlcs
Money

Law (Ist & '2nd Sem.)
Till KSIIAV. MAY U'K

MondllK
Foreign Exchange
Kngllsh II

Accounting I ( liit &

Arteriioiiii

Education
Kellgloit II (1:16)
Education (2:45)
Kellglon ( iHt ^1: 2nd

.\rteriiooii

Philosophy
Logic
2nd Sem.)

Sem

Hellgloii

liusinesH
Calculus
EitgUtih

Liitin

History
History

Physics
I KlliAV,
.Morning

English
Accounting
French IV
Ciermuii IV

Stren|;th
Chemistry
Surveyinu
Kinetics

(8:30)
Law (10:30)

MAV 2!»

n

Puhlle Speaking
Kellglon

P. Chemistry
Med. Jurisprudence

KvenlnRj
Religion ,

'''
'.

Economic Resburt^s

Mendel Bulletin

Distributed on
Campus Monday

iContinui'd From Page Oium

are: Jean Gushing, Nathan Siiss-

maii. Bertram Martin, Howard
Garrity. Joseph Sofranko. John
Kachniarich. Hugh Dougherty.
Martin Guchaviii, Henry Kor.soii,

August Kunsebacker, and Mario
A.ssante. In addition to these
men Father Dougherty and the en-
tire faculty gave willingly of their

time and many suggestions to make
Ihe work the success that It Is.

Dance Devotees
Proclaim Frosh
Hop Big Success

I Continued Pronj Page One*

History
Hist, of
Biology

Edticittlon

English J"' •..••

Biology •
' . .

SAH KI».\Y. MAY
;, .MoriiiiiK

:i(l

Public Speaking
Kellglon

.English

Religion .

ArieriitMMi

Logic
MONhAY,

IllKMorn I

Ktoc'ks
Economics II

Economics I

JINK 1

Afternoon
Spanish IV
Spanish II

(I.St Hi. 2nd Sem.)

Astronomy
Machine Design

Chemistry

Psychology
English
Latin (Pr. Orellls)

Psychology
Religion
English

TI ESIIAY. .H \K 2
.MoriiliiK

Ind Man Ins.

Ind. Man. Ins. IT

Sj>anish I ( 1 <!C 2 Sem.)

Cement
Engll.sh
Religion

Engll.sh
I.atln

Latin (Pr.

Light

English

Religion

KxeiiliiK

Spanish V
S|)anlsh V

Applied

Brpcssler) Public Speaking

Physiology ,
"

'

Physli)logy /
WIJJNESIIAY. JIINK H

.Moriilii);

Corp. Finance
German V
Pieiich V
History (1st & 2nd Sem.)

Highways
Therniodynnmlc.s

Quant. Chemistry

Atternooii

Officers deserve the greatest credit
for the overwhelming suce.ss of the
dance, which augurs well for the

ATTENTION!

Undergraduates

If y<»ii iirr inh'n'sh'il in ;i

^ood siiiiniirr joli wliirli

will pay $2r) \\rrkl\ >iilnr>

and $2(M) srliolarslii|i to

lln»s«' ulio (|iialify srr

Mr. (;. McMiilliii. I.')0<>

Fox lililf;.. IMiila.. I'a.

lulure social activities of the Class
ol H»34. The lUi'inbers of the Dance
Committee, who so ably a.ssisted the
Cla.ss Ollicei-s in planning for tfie

(lance, wei'e: H. Hurley, Chairman;
J. Mcevoy. J. McCarthy, L. Reiiland,

C. Reinhart. P. Byrnes, R. Bairalta,i ,.
. ,,,, , .,...,

W. Theriault. A. Wynmii. C. Tlio-i^'""""
W'^"' " '^'""

man, B. Schwartz, J. McCJuinn, W '

Cavaiiaugh. W. McDonald, and W
Rorke.

M

•
1 •

I

Miiniiattan College has two men
on its liac-k scpiad who are entered

in eight events aiJiece in every dual

meet. states a note in THE
QUADRANGLE, the student piibli-

Lives of great men
Oft remind us

We Can make our lives sublina-

Asking foolish

Questions, taking

All the i-edtation time.
Northwestern Purple Parioi.

;She:Yoii acted llkt' a fool when
you asked me to marry you.
He: I was ii fool.

Texas Longhorn.

•

i
i ii I

I

'What is a .synonym of woman'?
••A."

, .
.

•A?" .•••.v.>;i' ...;:• .

''Y'es, 'the Ind^^flhile article."

PATRONIZE

HOMETALEIST!

LOUIE'S
iMi: sn()pri<:

Ei'oryihing the

(UtUege SlUficnt Needs

BARina? SHOP
in tlip rear

TiHST Class Sfrvice

t ,'

ParamountDitier
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

Freshmen
svn.yvv.:

Juniors
S()))homores

Freshmen

AKTJS:
.Juniors
Sopliomorcs-
Freslunen

ni SINKSS:
.Juniors
Hophomor<'s
Fre.slmien

i:N<iiM:i:ui\(j;
Juniors

Sophomores
h're.slinipu

AIMS:
Juniors
S()l)h(imores

srii:\ri;:
.JuiUors
Sojjliomores
h're.stunen

Descriptive

Phllos. of
French V
Spanl.sh V
Oernuin V
Latin (Pr.

Phllos. of
French V
tSpaniish V
(icrman V

Religion

Education

Kenny)

Education

French I

French I

Till KSIIAY,

Ontology
.

•;'

Ontology :

French IV
Oerman IV
Spanish IV

IKIIIAY,
.'Moi'iilii};

.mm; 4

'•"•:'
' . 4

.11 SK 5
Afternoon

Law III ':
Law II

English I ( iHt & 2nd Sem.)

Structures
'

-

A. C. Theory
ChenUstry
Electricity

,

AnulyticK

Religion
Clu'inistry

Embryology
Baeterlology '

'

ChemlHtrjr

AN ATOLOCiV
• I. James Garrity, wish to take

this (i|)i)ortunity to publicly

apologi/e to the Junior Fiigiii-

ceriiu; eln.ss and to Mr. McClos-
key in particular, for my hasty

words at the recent Junior clas.s

MUM'thlg.

Highest Prices

PAID
For Your Used

TEXT BOOKS

College

Book Store
itroad and Montgomery

l>HII,\nKM>IIIA

(Oppii^Ke Temple I'nlTrfflltjr)

fSvu and Used Bonks

of All Puldishorn

Gudd Hack Again

Once again, Len Gudd, jack-of-
all-trades in Temple .sports, will
oppo.s*' a Vlllanova team, when the
big coal cracker from Mahanii
City come,s but here tomorrow
with the Owl track U'am.

Gudd did valiant work for the
Cherry and White cagers and play-
ed a great game on the gridiron
last fall, but was chaiged with both
dif.ats when he worked on the
mound against the Cat baseball
nine.

Gudd is the only four-letter
at Temple just now.

Temple Must Win
Temple must win tomorrow's track

meet with the Wildcats In order to

get an even break In the sea.sons

athletic lelations.

of contests show

standing:

To date, results

the following

Villanova ,

Temple 3

^ COLADONAToi
TAILOR

j
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
' $22.00 and up

\OFFICIAL COLLEGE
TAILOR

"See TED CASEY"

Villanova Men's Shop
CONTINUES THE

Season Ending Sale

Everything to Be Sold at

Cost and Below

i

I
r?

fUeMaMaJSMcMfiMcili^IEJeUiiMi^ieJcUiiiJcJliiL

COMKIvARLV AM) STOCK ! I» W I III IIIISi;

\\()M)I:KFJ L \ AMIvS. Sliouii.f; Iv.n lri.hi>

l.vIiAIJnTKAIil MA.\

Feel ihe difference

the difference

Taste the difference!
Like an oa»i» in the (Iiinty ilc^rrt of tlricfl

tohucoo, the iifu (^.aincl lliiiiiidor Pui'k

brings you the «l(>li<;lit of fine qiialily

cigurettes in fuetory-freHii, mild con-

dition.

Now, wherever you go, you ean alwayw

be sure of getting a frvsh, thnnit-easy

cigarette when you deinand (^anieln.*

It's eaHy to tell the dilTen-nee. Your
•cnHe of toueh deteelH it aH you roll a

cigarette hetwei-n your fingern. Dry t<)-

baeeo i8 HtifT and eruinhly. (aunelH are

full bodied and pliant.

Even your ear ean tell the dilTerenee.

For a dried-out eigarett** eraeklen when
you roll it.

But tlu> real le^t in Utslv and taste is

causing a great nation-wide Hwitcli of

men and women alike to Taniels in tho

Heieiilifie new Humidor l*aek. Ah you
draw in that fragrant, mild, eotd smoke,

redolent with the joy of ehoieest Turk-

ish iuul mellow Domestie tohaeeo, only

then do you reall/.e the full iniportanco

of this new Humidor Park. ; • . s

Forse«irelied or dried loliaeeo isbrasfi.

and tasl4>less and its .smokr is nnkindly

hot to the tongue and throat.

If you are already a Tamel smoker
you have nolieed the im|>ro\cinenl in;''

this your favorite eigarelte.

If you don't smoke (lamels, try them
for just one day to see how mueli you*ro

missing. After you've known the mild-

ness and delight of a really frvsh ciga-

rette, switch back if y<)u ean. '!

• ll <• ihi- mark iif^^ontlilrratr hnnlv,
l>y mi'dfi. ll/ ihr f/iimii/or I'm k, lit

"Srrif a frr%h • <uMr«l»r." Wim f nmi/s
fcjr Ihr rnrhm— lhlf tienrrllr ulll re
main Irrth In your humr mnd ufictt

Camels
Qltll, It. J. RfyiMiM. Tnliirro CompanT, H 'n.ict ^aUia, N.C.

SENIORS! SEMORS!
|

YOl H ILL » /\7' TO

READ THE !//>/. r\(>rr\|

SHIiSCRIliE \0(r

.—•

*

.^1 '#».-»! -fwf»f< »i/»r
I VILL VAN

IS! ISEMORS! p:!SIORS

YOl ll ILL ll iW TO
j

REM) THE I II L iM)y i^

sLi{S( RiliE \or

\nl :i INo. M) \ILLAM)\ A, PA., TIKSDAY, JIM! 2. I9;n Price: Ten Centu

JUSTICE KEPHART SPEAKS THURSDAY
First Copies

Of Belle Air

Distributed

SENIORS! SVnSCRIRE
TO THE lILLiNOyAN

Seulnr.sJ You are loaviuB Villa-

nova for good You have
.
sjhmU

tour haijpy year.s here, and now. it

i,s the end. But. i.s it? Villanova can

follow you ill your new field of en-

deavdr. You can haw always before

you the cvent.s that are taking

place here.

The incaiLs? The VILLANOVAN.
This paper has carried and will al-

way.s carry the news of, your Alma
Mater. You will want to re^d about

uflaii-s at your old coHege when
you are no lon!;er here And. to

keep "in touch with Villanova all

you need do i.s .subscribe for next

..ear's i.ssuc.

We exhort you to do it NOW.
When you leave you may forget

about it. or, if you remembc-r. you

will put it off. So. again ,we say

ubscribt> NOW. The price i.s two

doUar.s. Any member of the staff

will be glad to take your sub-

.scription. We promise you that you

will receive all thirty copies

.jromptly.

V)'M Kdilioii Surpasses All

Previous Issues of

Senior Annual

N E W F K A T I^ R E S

The fir.st copies of a new and im-
proved Belle Air wjre distributed

for the first time yesterday, and
were the subject of a great deal of

favorable comment. Its publication

is the result of long research and
arduous labor on the i)art of Edi-

tor-in-Chief Stanley ProKop and
the members of the Staff, ;;

•A splendid achievement, and one
which will reflect credit upon Villa-

nova, the ninth edition of the

Annual must b<' .seen and read to

be appreciated The cover is fiush-

ioned of leather, deep rich brown in

tone, and represents a Spanish car-

avel, such a.s that u.st>d by Colum-
bus on his voyac>e of discovery. The
theme of the Year Book is Span-
ish t.hronphnut nnri is furtlvied hv
a set of sevf>ral ftne^y-exi-cuted

lM<adin", illustralioiv, by A'fred J.

Panepinto, of Harvard, whos(> work
in last yi'ar'.s Annual did sn much
to increa.se it^ attract ivene.'..s.

Tho book is jjrofusely illustrated

throughout with photoi'.raph:,. both

of various student groups and of

exceptionally fine campus views. In

the group pictures, each face is

remarkably distinct and recog-

nizable, while the canipu.s scenes

po.s.se.ss high artistic nK'rit. In the

outstanding excelienco of their

craftman.ship. the White Studios,

of New York, have surpa.s.sed even

tiieir .splendid work of the past.

No partiality towards any par-

ticular organization has been

shown in editing tiie new tnlition.

Each cla-ss. team, and fratornity is

well represented, and the descrii)-

tive text is concise and well-writ-

ten. In addition, many other feat-

ures are included which combine
to make this onv of the Ix'st and
most comprehensive Year Books
in the East, The Snapshots .section

is ijarticularly inter.'stiiig. being

arranged in rotogravure .'^tyle to

allow larger pictures and a more
artistic arrangement. An entin'ly

new feature this year is the pub-
lication.s .section, while the ever-

popular Senior Directory will

occupy an important place.

A few words of tribute are due
the iM'i-severing effort.s of Stanley

A Prokop. in his responsible

po.sition a.s Editor-in-Chief. A Jour-

I Continued On Page Poiu>

MrKolvrv Elected

Hv Coal Crackers

Fr. Stanforcrs

Assistants

Organize

Callioljr Press Apostolatft

and Sanctuary Society

to Fleet Oflfii'crs

MFITirVC; TONIOHT

At Ihe rcccn mretinp of Ihe Coal
Cracker's Club last Tuesday even-

ing in MeiKh'l Hall, the .sons of lh(

Anthracite regions chose as th<'ir

president for next year, a i)romin-

ent menilx-r of the ort',anization

James McKelvey. Mr McKelvey de-

feated bv a small margin James J.

Whalrn in a very clo.sely contested

election. He sucee<>ds the retiring

president. John Blaney.
There was also some discussion

in recard to a proposed dance to

be held in Pottsville durijig tlie

.simimer vacation Tin- idi'a was
received very favorably, but a.s yet

p.othlng definite has been decided.

The StKiety will inaugurate the

presentation of keys to the relirini',

membiTs of the grndnating chuss.

John McH\igh and Howard Garrity

were appointed as a committee to

decide on the tyix' anti design of

the pin. their report to b*- sub-

mitt<-d very .soon

«(Owl" to Appear
During Summer

Contrary to a statement apiH'ar-

Ing in the' VILLANOVAN of May 19

the "Owl." the monthly publication

of the Engineering scIkm)!. will b<'

published every monfTi' during the

f.ummer vacation.

It Is published during thi.s time

by Rev. E V. Stanford. O. 8 A
in the form of 'Summer nulletln.s

"

The VILLANOVAN Is .sorry tn

have made n stalenienl to the con-

trary.

Tills «-vening at 6.30, a meeting
will be held in Room 214 Mendel
Hall for the purpose of formally or-

ganizing a new organization on the

campus, to be known as the San-
ctuary Society. The men who are

eligible for membership in this new
.society are the sacristans. organLsts.

custodians, and servers The pur-

pose of organizing such a society

is to give formal recognition to this

group, the members of which are

vngaged in laudable work that de-

mands faithfulness at .some per-

.-lonal .sacnnce, IlUb wul al.->u on-

able this group to receive proper

lecognition in the various college

publications, and will promote
greater efficiency.

The meeting Is to be for the

*,'l(>ctlon of officers for next year.

Lists of tho.se eligible have been

distributed to all members by Fa-
ther Stanford, Dh-ector of Religious

Activities

Immediately after at 6.45, there

will also b»' a meeting In Room 214

Mendel for the formal organization

of a .society to be known as the

Catholic Press Apostolate. The
meeting is likewise for the election

of a President, Vice-President, and
Secretary for the coming year. The
following men who have cooperated

in the distribution of Catholic pub-

lications during the present school

year are invited to be present to

form the nucleus of this organiza-

tion; SENIORS: J. Finn. A. Wag-
ner, E. Principe, J. Glltinan;

JUNIORS: J. Houseman, F. Hack-
(tt. E. D'elia, W. Ixmnon. R. Hurst;

SOPHOMORES: F. E.strada. W.
Hines. E. McBride. E. Ocelus. W.
Santaniello W. Zeil, P. Byrnes. J.

Rcinhardt. and H. Englchardt.

Cast-Off Clothes

Wanted!Jaive!

("hdhis Collection to He Made

For DePaul Society

ANYTII1N(; WILL HELP

Do you have any clothes which

you will no longer wear? If you do.

thev can be jnit to a useful pur-

po.se. Within the wt-ek. Fr. Stanford,

through the medium of a student

organization, will make a collection

of cast-off wearing apparel and
forward it to the St. Vincent I*'

Paul Society, which. In turn^ will

direct it to needy families

The times are hard, and con-

ditions on many home grouiis

wivtched. So, Fr. Stanford urges

each man to sort through his be-

U)ngings and give whatever he

finds no longer wearable to the

l)oor.

Last .\Tar a .slmlliar collection

was made and tiie number of ar-

ticles obtained Is quite astounding

There were 16 matched suits. 27

unmatched suits. 10 overcoats, 24

Dairs of shoes 6 pairs of rubbers,

7 sweaU'rs, 20 shlrt.s, 40 ties, etc.

There were seven suits of under-

wear, pajamas. bi'lts. garters,

.socks, and suspenders It was ex-

tremely worthwhile, and. the en-

couragement of hLs success last

year prompts him to again make
the collection.

Th«' men authorized to collect

anv In Austin hall. FrancLs Mar-
nzzo. John Izzo. John Reltano:

Fedlgnn hall James Lucey, Prank
Martin. Edward Mayer; in Mendel
hall. William I-evis. Richard Man-
hey: in Good Counsel. John tX'-

Vliie. Edward Ocelus; In Alumni
Frank Peruglno and Charles

Thonum.
Articles may al.so be turned In

directlv to Fr, Stanford at 221 Men-
del hnll.

NOTED JURIST SELECTED
TO DELIVER ADDRESS

AT COMMENCEMENT
iviemher of Pennsylvania Supreme Court Judiciary Wiii Talk

on Relation jf (iraduaUs lo the Present

Economic I)e|)ie.><si()n

John W. Kephat-t, LL- D., justice

of the Supreme Co\in of Pennsyl'-

vania, will deliver the Commence-
mer.t address to the Senior class at

the graduation exercLses to be held

next Thursday afternoon.
'

Justice Kepharfs speech will be

devoted largely to the present econ-

omic depression and the relation of

the lndivld\ial graduate thereto, his

opportunities and responsibilities in

view of current conditions, and his

place In the field of elective activ-

ity.

Brilliant Legal Career
Justice Kephart was born at Wil-

n.ore. Pa., In 1872. He received his

education at Soldiers" School, Mc-
Allsterville; Allegheny College,

Meadville; and Dickinson Law
School. Carlisle.

He was admitted to the bar in

1895, and then engaged in general

l)ractice, particularly corporation

work for a number of companies in

which he v.as director. He was
county .solicitor for O'ambria county
from 1907 to 1914. He served as

State Superior Court judge from
1914 to 1919. and for the past

twelve years has held his present

position as justice of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania. His most
recent decision in this capacity was
concerned with the stabilization of

the Building and Loan Associations

of the Commonwealth, Involving

close to two billion dollars.

Both Allegheny and Dlckln.son

Colleges have conferred upon Jus-

tice Kephart the degree of Doctor

Ctmrtesy of the Evening Bulletin.

of Laws. He Is a member of the

American, the State, and the Cam-
bria County Bar Associations. He
is also a member of the Historical

Society of Pemv.sylvania and of the
tjoyal Legion of Anu-rica. He Is

president of the Dlckln.son Alumni
Association and associate advisor of

the Dickinson Law School.

Summer School to

Open June 29th

A few weeks following the term-

ination of the present school year.

cour.ses In all the subjects now
nj'ii1'ih1<* !,..

ft red In Summer School. The
cia.s.ses will extend over a period of

.Ix weeks, beginning June 2f>th and
closing August 9th.

Rev. Joseph C. Barta-y, O. S. A.,

Dean of the School of Conunerce
and Finance, will al.so a.s.sunie the
deanshlp of the Summer School, in

the absence of Rev. John Sparrow,
O S. A. Fr. Sparrow will be unable to

assume the outles which he has
held in former years as dean of the
;.thool.

An entire semesters work will be
accredited to those taking advan-
tage of the summer schooling offer-

ed at Villanova. Thus iho.se fresh-

men or other classmen who matric-
ulated at the beginning of the
second term will be afforded an op-
liortunity to take cour.ses which
they would otherwi.se be required to
take next year.

This will mark the fourteenth
year of the foundation of the Sum-
nuT School at Villanova and a
much larger enrollment than in
previous years is expected. Tlie
.school is gaining wide prominence
Ki this vicinity and is becoming a
vital part of the educational sys-
tem at the college.

Those students desiring to attend
the sununer session this year must
register at the olhce on June 27th.
Tho.se intending to board on the
campus must make reservations be-
fore June LSth in order that the
rooms may be arranged. In order
to conduct a cla.ss in any subject
there nuist be at least ten men that
are desirous of taking the subject.

Library Receives
Gift of Magazines

Last week the Vlllanova library

was presented with a number of

valuable gifts in the form of

. n;v'^''''ies, hy r)r Cqi.'njniioji nf f (<'•

University of Penn.sylvania. The
ilts Include .several hundred copies

of Power Magazine, and .several

\olumes of Engineering Record.

Among the ILst of Power Maaa-
;'.ines there are quite a number of
bound volumes. With this donation
the library now j)o.s.se.s.ses a com-
plete collection of Power Magazines
for the use of the engineering stud-
ents. There are also included in theso
L;ifts, .several volumes of Engineer-
ing Record magazines.

This is the second donation to be
presented to the library within a
short time, the first being donated
by Dr. Fi-ederick S. Peck.

Jersey City Club

Elects Officers

During the jiast week the mem-
Lers of the Jer.sey City Club cast
their ballots and elected men to
officiate In the club for the forth-
coming year. The iwsults .showed
Jack McDermott '32 on the long
end of the presidential count, while
Gabriel Stabile '32 was chosen to
fill the offices of Vice-President
and Treasurer, and Prank McFeeley
"34 that of Secretary. The elections
were clo.sely cont<'Sted. especially
the presidential race, having been
won by only a veiy .scanty |)lurallty

Philip Picario

Receives Degree
At the commencement exercises

on June 4 Villanova will present
Philip J. Picario with a profe.s.slonal

degree of Civil Engineering. Mr.
Picario is an alumnus of Vlllanova.
having been awarded his degree of
Hachelor of Science in Civil En-
gineering in 1925.

To meet the requirements neces-
.sary to obtain this highly desired
degree, Mr. Picario has submitted
his thesis to Professor Humphrey,
clean of the Engineering School
here. The title of this thesis is

Maintenance Dredging by a Sea-
going Hopper Dredg«'."

To qualify for his degree Mr.
Picario al.so submitted his exper-
ience record. The record follows:
('harge of parties on Hydrographic
surveys; olllce engineer on esti-

mates In connection with dredging
work and other engineering work;
computations in connection with
designs of high dams and water
power structures: resident engineer
in charge of dredging operations in

connection with river and harbor
improvements.

Since his graduation from Villa-

nova Mr. Picario has been employ-
ed In the engineering field. At
present he is a.ssociated with the
War Department of the United
States. From the time of his

r.raduation until Deeemb<'r 4. 1930.

he was employed as a Junior En-
gineer. Since that time he has
been fuiniling the olflce of an As-
sistant Engineer.

SENIOR.SI SEMOKS!

The Vlllanovan,
Box 1.

Vlllanova. Penna.

Enclo.sed find two dollars •$2.00» In payment for my suljscrlpl ion ->

the VILLANOVAN for the sdiool year 1931-1932.

It is understood that I will receive all thirty i.s.sues promptly.

Name

Street

City or Town i'.».'..

srECI iL ISSUE OF
IILLWOI i\ Till RSDiY

There will be a ' s|x>cial supple-

ment number, of the VILLANOVAN
on graduation day. It is a special

dedication issue in honor of the

dedication of the new Couimerci'

and Finance building.

The mijnber will contain plioto-

giaphs of Ihe neW building, pliot-o-

.;raph» of the.vai1oui> facplty niem-

bv>rs of the Business school, apd of

ihe present adnnuistration mem-
bers, in addition io a history of the

School of Commerce and Finauce.

The issue will be distributed to

regular sub.scribers- free of charge

and students, will receive their

copies at the VILLANOVAN office

between twelve and one. There will

al.so be various distributing points

about the campus during the grad-

uation exercises. Be suiv you get

yours.

Graduation

Begins With

High Mass

Katlier Slieeily to Deliver

narcalaiireale Sermon
in Chapel

a)MMl«:j\(:i:MKM AT2.30

Early Thursday morning. June 4,

the Senioi"s of the graduating class

ol 1931 will form m iMOc^-.ssion to

inarch from Mendel Hall to the
college chapel for their last stud-
ent mass at Villanova. The mass
which Is to be a Solemn High Mass
will begin promptly at 9.00, thus
beginning a most eventful day in

the lives of the graduates - - a day
which commemorates their com-
mencement into the outside world.
After this mass the dedication of

the new school of Commerce and
i-inance win take i).aci'. willi the
student body in attendance at the
c civmonies. The new building which
was started liust fall, Wiis com-
pleted a few weeks ago. and has
ucen in u.se since that time by the
Business School. At these cere-
monies the edifice will be formally
dedicated and given a name.
Next in the order of the day is

a luncheon which will be tendered
the members of the graduating
cla.ss in the priest s dining room at

12.00 noon. The faculty will also be
ni attendance and various .speakers

will be called upon to address a few
words to the men of '31.

Shortly after 2.00 P.M. the grad-
uates will meet at the chapel from
where they will march to the scene
oj the graduating exercises on the

front campus. The exercises are

scheduled to begin promptly at 2.30

P.M. The program includes an ad-
dress ^by the Honorable John V. Kep-
ha/lTN»iuof the Justices of the

SupremeCinnt o/ the State of

Penn.s-ylvaniar-wKich will be follow-

ed by the presentation of the hon-
orary degree of LL. D. to

him. and Mr. William J.

Glinn. The presentation of

•science medals and awards
then lake place, closing the
gram with the awarding of

diplomas to the graduates.
Tlu' Baccalaureate Sermon

ce delivered at the 9.00 Mass by the

Reverend Father Sheedy. an active

and learned Augu.stinian mission-
ary

both
Mc-
the
will

pro-
the

will

Freshman Class

Elects Officers

(VConnell Re-oU»('locl lo Pros

dency

SCANI.ON VICK-IMJES,

Last week the Freshman Class

convened under the supervision of

the Student Council and .s«'lected

the officers who will guide their

destinies through the SophouKU'*'

y«'ar. The residts showed that one

nuui Irom each .school will be repre-

.sented tin the officiating .staff.

When the ballots had been counted,

it was found that J. T OConnell

and T. Scaidon had been reelected

MS President and Vice-President

respectively. P Dltrhey was cho-sen

as Secn'tary. R. Craig lus Trejusurer.

and H Hurley and F. E.strada as

roi)res»«ntatives on the Student
Council.
The Student Council is to be

vspeclally conipllmrnted on the or-

derly and efficient manner In

which they conduct^'d the elections.

Tlir .same difficulties that occurred

at th«' previous elections were ex-

pected to arise again, but due to

efficient managing everything
moved along quickly and snuHithly

The officers who .so ably guided

the Pieshman cla.ss through the

pa.st year and who will be .siiper-

Fcded by the new staff are Presi-

dent J. O'Coimell, Vlre-Pr«>sideni

Scanlon Srcrefary MrOer. and
Tii'iusruer McOraw.

Literary Mvn
Piclv Hiicklo

As President

Twenty-one Mi'nibers De-

clart.'il Kligilile t(» Ke-

ceivei Keys

iioLSKMVN vk:e.pri:s.

At
,
the fhial meeting of tht'

Villai)o\ a Society held on Monday
evemng of last week, IJaniel S. J.

Buckley was foiuid to haye been

elected as president for next year,

riie balloting was uelil during the

past f<'w wecKs and the election
results showed tliat many had tak-

en advantage of the extended tithe

offered in casting the ballots.

Besides Mr. Buckley's victory
which was by a large majority over
Martui Gill, Joseph Housi^mau
gamed an inti-ri'sting victory in

the lighi for vice-presid'enl. The
other officers eiected for next year
aie: Jo.seph Conlan. Correspon(/ing
Secretary; AIIxti C. Wagner, Re-
cording Secretary; Leon Harter,
Treasurer; Robert Oeist, Sergeant-
at-Arms.

In addition to the election of

officers, there was aiso a heated
discussion in regard to tho award-
ing of keys to the members of the
society. It was decided that keys,
.symbolic of efforts expt-nded.
should be distributed to the men
who repie.sented the Society
Ihroughoul the past year.

During the past years It has been
the custom for the Society to pre-
.sent. similar keys gratis as a ivward
to the members; however the men
who are to ivceive the keys this

year have decided that it will be
Letter for tlie advancement of the
work of the Society if the money
needed to j)urchiuse these tokens
remains in the treasury and the
men purcha.se their own keys.

The key committee composed ol

rivy)u/i. . I rnyi-hfit. Lv^un IIciMi:!', .Old

Daniel Buckley with the advice of

Profes.sor J. T. Jonas have post<'d

the names of the following men lus

eligible to purchase the keys of the
Society: E. Hookey. H. McHugh. D.
Cartenuto, D. LaFond. J. Hou.s^'-

man. S. DuHaniel. W. Papp. W.
Rorke, L. DePrances. M. GUI. B.

Shorb, D. Buckley. J. Conlan. L.

Harter, J. Hahn, A. LewLs, A.
Kelley, J. Cushlng, A. Emnil, and J.

Hendricks.

Science Men Hear
Dr. John B. Roxhy

Last Tuesday. morning. tho
Scieno" School held Its last weekly
seminar (or this semester. Rev.
Joseph M. Dougherty concluded a
successful year by presenting Doc-
tor John B. Roxby. profes.sor of

Anatomy at Temple Medical School.
10 the pre-meds. Dr. Roxby is an
educator of long standing, and has
alway.-; shown a kivn interest in

young studeiU-s preparing for the
study of medicine

Dr. Roxby opened his lecture with
a short ta!l< about his birth place.

his knowledge of Vlllanova College,

and the vicinity surrounding the
College, becau.se of the fact that at

one time hi- lived near Villanova.

"Why .\re You Here"

Dr. Roxby continued his lecture

by talking about the students
them.selves. He said in part: •Win-
are you here? " Vou are here be-
cau.se of your parentis who have
lield fast to a desire within them
that thi'ir boy .should obtain a
luivllege of which thi-y them.selves

iiave been deprived, to acc|uire an
education. Theietore It Is the duty
of th" student to carry out this

wish.

• V'our profe.s.sors are working
hard. They an' here in behalf of

those parents wlio have strtiggled

.so that you may eom«> to .school. In
the nauic* ol the Science School of

Vlllanova give .vour best so that you
might profit then-by. When you go
out into the halls of professional

T^ehools remember that you carr.\

the honor of i>'pre.senling Villanova.

If Vlllanova fails it will be caused
by a part of your failiu'es. and if

11 ris«'s to successful nu'asuifs of

higher education, it will be through
you also,

College is for a purpose, to bear,

tc clljow vour way about, and lo be
the better participant in tins world
by the virtue of your having passed
through (he,se walls."

The Doctor concluded his lectuw
by expres.slnR his appreciation of

the wonderful work of tlu* biological

.seminar of the Science School of
Villanova.

SENIORS!

As President of the Senior
class. I wish lo exhort all the
S<'nlors to remember our fonner
classmate'. Leo Ooodreau. In

fheir prayers at Mas.s on Thurs-
<]n\- monilng.
(Signed* WILLIAM BRADLEV

L
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TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 1931.

SUMMER
VACATION

SUMMER VACATION is once again upon

us, and it is with a feeling of relief that most
of us welcome its arrival. The strain of

constant study, examinations, and activity

has made us long for a

period of carefree relax-

ation and rest. And the

urge for complete freedom
has become more pronounced since the de-

cided rise in the temperature. We feel that

we have earned a few months leisure to be

spent at our own discretion.

But should we not consider carefully in

what manner we should spend these months
of leisure? Truly enough, we do owe our-

selves a change from the usual grind of

books. But on the other hand, should we
strive to forget entirely that we are college

students? Should we indiscreetly waste

hours of time in unprofitable idleness when
we could be using them to great advantage.

It makes little difference whether we are

gentlemen of leisure or one of the fortunate-

ly employed, we still have time that hangs

heavily on our hands. It is this time that

we must watch with an eagle eye, lest it slip

by unused.

We are in college for at least four years of

education, and because we are granted a

leave from our studies for a few weeks in

the summer we should not abruptly drop our

educational progress. To many of us it

seems the logical thing to do at first, but a

little reflection will make us realize that to

put our education on the shelf is to leave it

open to the ravages of forgetfulness, and

this knowledge we have slaved months to

obtain, glows stale in a few short weeks.

And that means that our retum in the fall

will be accompanied by a feeling of vague-

ness which will require much distasteful re-

view to remove.

How much more sensible it would be to

spend even a few short minutes of our idle

time either in review or in expanding our

knowledge of our particular courses. Often

times we have slighted a particular subject

due to lack of time. Should we not then use

our extra time in completing our incomplete

fund of knowledge? Summer employment
also affords us not only opportunity to in-

crease our funds, but to practice to some ex-

tent our theoretical knowledge learned from
books and lectures. It is practice that firm-

ly fixes valuable information in our minds,

and it is therefore our duty to practice our

book leai'ning at every opportunity.

Education should not be something to be

considered as a seasonal evil or pastime for

the winter months. It is the foundation of

our future and we must not delay its con-

struction or allow what is already standing

to decay. It must be kept moving upward
even in our vacation weeks, for some day it

will come to an end, and we do not want to

be left with an incomplete or weak founda-

tion on which to build our future.

4i 4t « 4t4i « «

SELF-PRESERVATION is the fiist law of

nature, but it is not the last, for man is not

sufficient unto himself. One of man's moat
notable characteristics is the social instinct,

which plays so important

a part in his life. There
are three societies in

which each man naturally

holds a position—the family, the state, and
the Church. They are designed both to pro-

vide the individual with protection and to

supply, where possible, the individual's de-

ficiencies, for a man cannot reach the full

complement of his powers and work out his

own destiny alone and unaided. In all three

of these institutions cooperation and har-

mony are absolutely necessary for their con-
tinued existence. That "the house divided
against itself shall fall" is inevitable, has
been demonstrated too often for anyone to
doubt the wisdom of union. Divorce in the
family, civil war in the nation, and heresy in
the Church comprise three of the most de-
structive evils this world has even seen
and all are caused when the members of the
particular society lack the necessary spirit

of cooperation and fail to get in unison. In

college this same spirit is just as vitally

necessary as in any other society.

A FEW WEEKS ago there appeared in the
VILLANOVAN an editorial entitled, "Let's
Get Together," advocating a closer relation-

ship between professors and students. We
want to reiterate that plea hefe and add that
only by strengthening securely the bond of
friendship between the faculty and the stu-

dent body at Villanova can this college ac-

quire real school spirit; for in our opinion,

it is through such contact that school spirit

is engendered. With the beginning of next
year, therefore, we would like to see the in-

auguration of a system whereby each class

unity, or section, will have a faculty adviser.

We believe that under such an arrangement,
if properly carried out, the school spirit of

Villanova will grow by leaps and bounds

—

and that is just what we want.

WILL YOU DO
SOMETHING

UNITED
WE STAND

4> ^c 1^ 4t 4( * «

SENIORS! We are writing this as an ap-
peal to YOU. We want you to do some-
thing. Have we aroused your antagonism
already ? That is the usual result, when one

person attempts to tell

another what to do.

However, we are not

attempting to tell you
what to do, we are appealing to you. We
want you to subscribe to the VILLANOVAN
for next year. A man who has lived, grown,
and worked in one place for four years has
come to be a part of that place, a part of its

life. For four consecutive years the college

man lives at college. At the end of the four
years a day comes when all at once, by a
single act, he severs connections with his

school, completely, and forever. That is true

at least, in most cases. The break comes
entirely too abruptly. There should be some
means of tapering off. And, now we offer

you that means. We refer to the VILLA-
NOVAN. While at Villanova you have been
intensely interested in the school's affairs

and activities. You have the means at hand
now by which to take just as intense an in-

terest, though not so active an interest, in

the activities of your Alma Mater. You
will want to know about Villanova, you will

want to hear about your Junior and lower-

classmen friends and acquaintances. The
VILLANOVAN will carry the news.

WE URGE you to subscribe NOW. After
you leave you will forget it, or, if you re-

member, you will put it off. Subscribe now
and you will receive all thirty copies of next
year's VILLANOVAN the day after pub-
lication. The price is two dollars and any
member of the paper's staff wll be glad to

accept your subscription. For convenience,
may we list some of the staff members* room
numbers? The Editor rooms at 304 Au.s-

tin ; the Business Manager, Bill White, rooms
at 217 Austin; Joe Houseman, Circulation

Manager, at 306 Fedigan; and, George
Farnsworth, College Editor, at 109 Fedigan.

The price is small, your enjoyment great.

Will you not subscribe? > • .

411^ « 41 4i 4i 4i

WITH EXAMINATIONS at their height
here at Villanova an article on the Honor
System found in the "Johns Hopkins News-
letter" should prove highly interesting as

the VILLANOVAN'S reg-

ular weekly reprint. The
article points out the ex-

ceptional success of the
System at Johns Hopkins, a success which
can be obtained at Villanova as well, in our
opinion.

"IN 1914 the Honor Sy.stem was adopted by
Hopkins. The main justification for this in-

novation was the belief that the students
were honorable enough to make it success-

ful. This belief has been substantiated since

then. Every undergraduate was depended
upon to sign his name to only that work
which was entirely his own or else acknowl-
edged to be taken from some other source.

The Student Council was entrusted with the

maintenance of the Honor Code and invested

with the power of disposing of those stu-

dents incapable of fulfilling their trust under
this system.

AFTER A YEAR of service we are more con-

vinced than ever that this is the most suc-

cessful system possible, becau.se with fac-

ulty supervision it becomes a game. And
then again, there is a certain amount of sat-

%Otib ^00fe0

We conclude with this issue the

list of ifood books recommended by
the Cardinal Hayes Literature Com-
mittee. Though the committee is

made up entirely of clergymen, it is

emphasized that the list is not a

"white list," and does not profess to

be exhaustive.

We recommend them as books U)ell

worth reading and ouming. We sug-

gest that each man put a number of

them on his reading list for the

summer.

m*m
- THE -

CROW'S NEST

THE HONOR
SYSTEM

picnoN
Robert Peckham, by Maurice Baring

(Knopf).
The Deepening Stream, by Dorothy

Canfleld (Harcourt, Brace).

The Plying Cromlech, by Hugh Ue
Blacam (MacmlUan).

Gloucestermen, by James ConnoUy
(Appleton).

The Masterful Monk, by Ow6n Dud-
ley (Longmans).

Donjon of Demans, by Benedict Pltz-

patrick (Holt).
Frankincense, by Guy Fletcher

(Clode).
The Golden Roof, by Margaret Puller

(Morrow).
Chances, by A. Hamilton Olbbs (Lit-

tle, Brown).
The Tides of Malverm, by Francis
Grlswold (Morrow).

Shepherds In Sackcloth, by Sheila
Kaye-Bmlth (Harper).

The High Road, by Grace Keon (Ken-
edy).

Mulberry Square, by Llda Larrlmore
Macrae-Smith).

The Fortunes of Richard Mahoney, by
Henry Handel Richardson (Norton).

Caplstrano Nights, by C. F. Saunders
and St. J. O'SulUvan (McBrlde).

Spanish Lover, by Prank Spearman
(Scrlbner).

Catherine de OardevlUe, by Bertha
Radford Sutton (Macmlllan).

BSSA'Sb
The Coming Age of the Catholic
Church, by William Barry (Macmll-
lan).

Life's an Art, by Pranc-Nohaln (Holt).
Caliban In Grub Street, by Ronald
Knox (Dutton).

Essays In Satire, by Ronald Knox
(Dutton).

The Tender Realist, by L. Wardlaw
Miles (Holt).

The Opalescent Parrot, by Alfred
Noyes (Sheed and Ward).

Essays on Things, by William Lyon
Phelps (Macmlllan).

PHHiOSOKiY
Elements of Eplstemology, by Joseph

T. Barron (Macmlllan).
Philosophy and Education, by Franz

D. Hovere (Benzlger).
Introduction to Philosophy, by
Jacques Martin (Sheed Sc Ward).

Introduction to Metaphysics, by C. E.
Milter and Daniel o' Orady (Mac-
mlllan).

God and Intelligence In Modem
Philosophy, by Fulton Sheen
(Longmans).

The Philosophy of Value, by Leo
Ward (Macmlllan).

The Unreallsts, by Harvey Wlckham
(Dial Press).

The Desire of God In the Philosophy
of St. Thomas Aulnas, by James
O'Mahoney (Longmans).

HISTORY
The White Horsemen (Jesuit Mar-

tyrs), by Helena Concannon (Her-
dei-).

Since Then, by Philip Glbbs (Harper).
The Monstrous Regiment, by Chris-

topher Hollls (Mlnton, Balch).
Peter's City, by Thomas Ewlng Moore

(Macmlllan).
Spain, by Catherine Moran (Strat-

ford).
Malta of the Knights, by Elizabeth
Schermerhorn (Houghton, MlflHln).

TRAVEL
Little America, by Richard Byrd

(Putnam).
The Resurrection of Rome, by O. K.

Chesterton (Dodd, Mead).
Crossroads in Ireland, by Padrac Col-
um (Macmlllan).

Tramping to Lourdes, by John Gib-
bons (Kendy).

POETRY
Near and Far, by Edmund Blunden

(Harper).
Bridges, by Katherlne Bregy (Bozart

Press).
Christopher Columbus, by Paul Clau-

del (Yale University Press).
Collected Poems, by Robert Frost

(Holt).
Collected Poems, by Qerald Gould

(Brewer & Warren).
Poems, by Gerard Manley Hopkins

(Oxford University Press).
Sonnets, by Thomas Jones (Masher).
The Torchbearers, by Alfred Noyes

(Stokes).
Collected Poems, by Katharine Tynan

(Macmlllan).
Selected Poems, by Thomas Walsh

(Dial Press).

BELIGION
Two Essays (Christ and the Western
Mind; Love and Belief), by Karl
Adam (Macmlllan).

The Thing: Why I Am a Catholic, by
G. K. Chesterton (Dodd, Mead).

Monument to Saint Augustine, by M.
C. D'Arcy and others (Dial Press).

Religious Orders of Women In the
United States, by Elinor Tong Do-
hey (Conkey Press).

The Mystery of Faith and Human
Opinion Contrasted and Defined, by
M. De la Tallle (Longman's).

The Blessed Trinity, by Richard
Downey (Macmlllan).

The Public Life of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, by Alban Goddler (Kenedy)

The Religious Background of Ameri-
can Culture, by Thomas Ouxnlns
Hall (Little, Brown).

Selected Works of Richard RoUe. edi-
ted by G. C. Heseltlne (Longmans).

One Lord, One Faith, by Vernon
Johnson (Longmans).

Mirror of the Months, by Sbella Kaye-
Smlth (Harper).

•«*/«>

Mystics of Sienna, by Plero Mlsclatelll
(Appleton).

The Eucharlstlc Sacrifice, by B V
Miller (Macmlllan).

Upon This Rock, by F. j. MueUer
(Kenedy).

A Newman Synthesis, by Brlch Przy-
wara (Longmans).

The Puritan Mind, by Herbert Wal-
lace Schneider (Holt)

^'JJll^Vt' /^''"^ Church.' by Martin
Scott (Kenedy).

Confessions of a Pilgrim, by A Jmncis Stanton (Burns. Gates AWashbourne). »«« »
Twelve Years In the Catholic Church

Lawson Stoddard (Ken-

Northwestern University
Northwestern University's most

popular senior co-ed election must
have ended in a close tie, for the
naming of the honored senior was
withheld at senior chapel service for
fear of starting a riot. The Senior
Chairman, quated by U. P., said,

"We cannot name the most popular
senior girl; the chapel has Just
been cleaned up and we do not
want a free-for-all battle."

Will college boys never learn to
behave? Tut, Tut, me laddies, if

your candidate doesn't win the elec-

tion, at least does she get the satis-

faction of knowing her supporters
are loyal to her cause and are not
merely 'camp followers' of the chos-
en. Another reason why many boys
thank their lucky stars they don't
attend co-ed schools.

—M—
CathoUc University

A solemn military field mass,
pontificated by the Archblshoo of
Baltimore, attracted over forty
thousand members of the Roman
Catholic Church to the Catholic
University of America's stadium on
Ascension fiay. According to THE
TOWER, many of the Church's
highest dignitaries were present,
adding color and prestige to the
gigantic assemblage. A public ad-
dress system was Installed for the
occasion that sermons and music
were heard In all parts of the
stadium.

Especially enthralling must have
been the sight (the sound) of the
choir of 3,000 school children who
sang with all the joy and exuber-
ance of their early years. The
dozen bands and military units
which completed the procession
must have thrilled the most luke-
warm of the attendance. Such a
display in a religious demonstration
must be heartily commended.

—M—
North Dakota Science

Visiting high and prep schools
with the Intention of acquainting
the students with the purposes and
advantages of attending The North
Dakota State School of Science,
groups of students of the science
school. In THE DAKOTA SCIENT-
IST, report that their endeavors
were well received by prospective
collegians.

Better means of acquainting prep
students with the l)eneflts of a
school have not been found. A
group of collegians can better im-
press a prep school body with per-
sonal visits than any numl>er of
catalougues and advertising matter.
Then, let the little fellows get a
view of the 'heroes' in the flesh and
their application is practically as-
sured.

—M—
Holy Cross College

One of the best scholastic edi-
torials printed this year was that
recently published In THE TOMA-
H.iWK of Holy Cross College on
Fads In Ads'. Decrying that the
American public Is frequently led
astray in buying well-advertised

goods, the editor warns that closer
attention should be paid to the
purchase of such articles. He goes
on to say, "It Is a pity that people
can't price one millimeter below the
surface of the advertisement. If
they care to reflect on some cur-
rent advertising campaigns, they
might geit a hearty laugh, and save
themselves some money m the bar-
gain."

It can only be lamented that such
an editorial could not have been
written earlier in the year for the
express purpose of enlightening the
college student. How many of us
have already been led astray by
high pressure ads and the so-called
super salesmanship? We hesitate
to embarass. The Commerce boys
are lucky, they g^t such advice in
class.

—M—
Bucknell University

Members of Bucknell University's
band will • receive physical educa-
tion credit for their work next year.
No, not merely for the tooting of
horns or the pounding of drums,
but for the marching practice they
will perlorm In preparation for the
football seasoii. According to I'Hfc;

BUCKNELLIAN, extensive plans
are formulated to make the band
the best ever.

Three cheers for the phjrsical
education department. At last they
realize that a band member's life is

not all fun. Carrying a massive bass
horn and tooi'ng it can tire even
the toughest of hardened musi-
cians (?). The band members well
deserve this return.

—M—
Carnegie Tech produces scholars

as well as athletes. Six of its vars-
ity athletic squads have turned in
higher scholastic averages than
that of the remainder of the school.

—M—
Hooray!! Freshman at the Uni-

versity of Colorado can now wear
mustaches in peace. The Attorney
General of the fjlate has issued a
warning that anyone who forcibly
shaves the mustache of a freshman
may be prosecuted on charges of
assault and battery.

—M—
Since aoout ninety percent of all

the exchanges received contained a
arge amount of space devoted to
cave-taking until the reopening of
ochool in the fall, we think we
should fill this column, lacking In
news due to the dearth of exchange
copy, with the same adieus. Will
you accept our heartiest wishes for
an enjoyable and profitable vaca-
tion? You're welcome! May we
warn you against an overdose of
sunburn? No matter how tanned
you may be. too much exposure to
the sun will aflfect you and It Is no
pleasant sensation as you have al-
ready, to your sorrow perhaps, dis-
covered. Have a good time and in-
crease your lung and vocal powers
that next fall you will be able to
lustily cheer on our fighting Wild-
cats. So long.

WHIFFS i^NB PUFFS

by John
edy).

Lost and Found

Well boys, everything comes to an
end and here's your reward for en-

during the last six months. WhifTs

and PufTs is at the end of the rope.

It's packing season now and we feel

liKe Armour, but we are only pack-

ing clothes; Armour packs pork.

— H —
Packing Is such a strenuous job

that we have to strip right down to

cur unmentionables—which is up-

town for B. v. D.'s—to do It. Yes-

terday we thought we had finished.

The trunk was packed and three

liefty classmates stood on the lid

while we locked the confounded

thing. Then tiie bell rang for our

exams, we were In our B. V. D.'s

and there wasn't a suit of clothes

in .sight. Guess where they were?
Right ! I Down in the bottom of the

trunk!! We are finally packed
now, however. Everything Is safely

stowed away; that is, everything

but Uncle Hiram's picture. If we
can't find a suitable bar-room to

hang It In, we'll have to leave It

behind.

— H —
We are anxiously awaiting the

returns from our examinations.

For a year now we've been trying to

convince Fr. Coan that we know
Biology. But he's a tough man to

convince. Gosh !!.If he only knew
how we Jove bugs and frogs, it

would bring' tears to his eyes. We
can't even eat frog's legs because

we love the dear little frogs so much
.hat we think it cannibalistic to

eat them. If we ever have any
kids we are going to call one Bugs
and the other Rana Pipiens

—

which is Biologese for Frogs.

— H —
Anyone who loves bugs and frogs

do our loafing with a pick and
shovel on the county highway. We

past masters at the twin arts

LOST— Chemistry Book and
notes. In Dining Hall. Please re-

iafaction and pride to be derived from the!*"''" ^ *^ Moessner.

knowledge that our associates as well as POUND-Ameri^an History Book
ourselves have been credited with the fruits I

o*"^** '"^v c'aJm same "by giving
f* name in book. W. Lenon. 109 Aus-

• tin Hall. I

of our own labor.'

a.i much as wc do HAD OUGHT to

oass Biology. Even the girl friend

i.s Jealous, she says that v/e care

more for frogs and bugs than we
do for her. Now that's very silly.

The girl friend can cook but frogs

can't. Well we hope that our Bl-

o'ogy Prof, will Interpret our pas-

sionate love for bugs with a prac-

tical. pa.ssable 60.

— H —
We've worked hard all year, so

now we are going to loaf through

the sunmer. If we have lock well!

are

of picking and shovelling. We en-
tered the picking field as kids pick-
ing scraps with other kids, later on
we passed rapidly through the
stages of teeth picking, daisy pick-
ing and pocket picking: then after

a short but hectic trial at picking
bathing beauties we reached the
county highway stage. We are now
a past Grank Bohunk of the pick
wielders' fraternity.

''''"'. '' -'^
Jt
^" ••,••':., '•;

It will be a great thing to get out
there this summer with a good sub-
stantial year of Cicero and Horace
under our belt. When things get
tough and the boss gets rough, we'll

slay him with a well directed "Don't
be like Trebonlus, Oh dulclsslme
Rerum." If he survives that we'll

wither him by calling him an old
he-goat Garganlus. That will shiv-
er his timbers for him, but If It

doesn't we'll sling down our pick
and tell him to arpe Diem' or we'll

blbulus damnose— also pronounced
damn nosy. Believe us, fellows,
there's nothing like a good old
Latin hexameter In a fight. And
so on. Goot!!

— H —
Well—we have been here a year

now and we have been asked to give
an original unabridged and un-
censored list of school celebrities.

Well—here they are:

Handsomest fellow Chink Carr
Most Scholarly . . Dr. Hen Walzak
Campu.s Demon Bill Zeil

Campus Cut-up Joe Barsln
Campus Terror .... Bill McDonald
Campus Pansy Ted Casey
And since everybody loves a fat

man the title of Campus Lover goes
to the weighty and rotund Rosy
Corklll. also known as Rosy from
Chunk.

— H —
Weil, so long fellows. We hope

you've gotten as mnch kick oat of
reading this nonsense as we've ex-

perienced in writing it. And so.

with the help of lurk, and the Edi-

tor of THE VILLANOVAN, well
look forward to writing at yoa
again next year.

CORNCO&
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Nine Loses Final Two Games of Season to Upstate Foes

YOUR
EDITOR'S
CORNER

^^ 'i^

Not a Good Year
A summary of the past two sem-

esters in athletics at 'Villanova,

found In an adjoining coliunn, tells

all too vividly the sad story of a
sad year for Wildcat sport teams.
Only one team finished its season

with more victories than defeats,

while one other managed to break
even. Squads in basketball, track,

baseball, golf and hockey all closed

the year In the red.

Twenty-nine victories and fifty-

one defeats, an average of .367—in

truth, not one to boast about. Not
in many moons has Villanova had
such a disastrous season In every
sport.

Petter Times are Coming
But we can always say that It's

darkest Just before the dawn, and
happy days wlU soon be here again,

and all that sort of thing. We're
saying It now, and v/k mean It. It

would not surprise us a bit If the

depression would end before the

next twelvemonth Is history.

The Washington that will take us

from this Valley Forge—do we
know our President Hoover?—are

the Frosh, or rather, sophomores
now, I HOPE.
The men of '34 had a great foot

ball team, and Coach Stuhldreher
will need a good many of its stars

to replace the graduating seniors.

In basketball, the wearers of the

green enjoyed a good season, and
there were several lads on the

floor who will be wearing varsity

spangles next December.
..On the track, well, Coach Harry

Coates' pride and joy—the Frosh
team. Well fortified in the sprints,

the middle distances and the mile,

and with a one-man show domin-
ating the weights, Coates should
have a fine season nevt Spring,

since most of the point-winners on
this year's outfit were underclass-

men who will be back in 1932.

Doc Jacobs had a Freshman ball

club on the field that showed prom-
ise, even though It was not of the
caliber of the teams the classes of

'32 and '33 showed in their first

years. But we can think of a few
yearlings now, who should be able

to plug up some of the holes Char-
lie McOeehan tried hard to fill up
all this spring.

VILL VAN
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JUST
LOOKING
AROUND

CAT TEAMS FARE BADLY
Tennis Captain

Yezzir, we think better times are
coming.

More Records Broken
Hardly a week has passed this

spring without a Stadium track or

field record being broken. The In-

fiuence of Harry Coates has ressur-

ected the oldest game of the all on
this campus.
Naturally, since they have been

winning constantly, the Prosh have
been the magnets that have been
attracting attention during the
past few weeks. Duffy, Fensterma-
cher, Baker and Potts, what a
quartet!
..Baker ran two great races last

Wednesday in the Temple meet,
and his times—4.26 in the mile and
1.59 in the 880 compare favorably

with most collegiate marks. Duffy
has been running consistently good
quarters all season, while Fenster-
macher's mark of 9.9 seconds for

century, set in the Hibernian meet
last Saturday, was plenty good
enough to beat Majeerich, of Muh-
lenberg, who seven days previously

had shown his heels to the field in

the Middle AtlanUc States Colleg-

iates at Haverford.
* • •

Two Stadium marks fell last Wed-
nesday, In addition to those brok-
en by villanova runners, when
Monahan of Temple, won the 2-

mlle run In 10.12 and Gudd, an-
other Owl, threw the discus more
than 126 feet.

Warren Brown, who with Captain
elect Bob Corrigan, had won his

event in every meet this year, was
beaten for the first time last Wed-
nesday when he fell over the last

hurdle. Brown was in front by
about five yards when he fell over
the last hurdle. He seemed due for

an easy win, but the nasty spill

stopped him. Flaherty, his team-
mate, won the race. Corrigan won
the broad jump in every meet.

* * *

The baseball schedule this year
was complete—very much so. Every
ball club of major Importance In

the East was met, with two except
Ions—the colorful nine Jack Coombs
coaches down at Duke University, a
feature, game in 1929 and 1930, and
this Hosel University nine, that
came from Japan. Barring these,

the 1931 baseball schedule. But

—

well, there's no use talking any
more about the team's record. It's*

anoient history now.
• • •

We were asked several weeks ago
to settle a dispute concerning the
VUlanova-Fordham baseball series

of 1927. Only one game was play-

ed between the two clubs that year,

Villanova winning at New York, 8-0.

Hensll did the pitching, and that

was" the last game any Wildcat
team has won across the river.

We're almost down now to the

bottom of our last column for the

year. Speaking now as Sports Edi-

tor, I want to thank the managers
of all Villanova teams during the

past year for the cooperation they

have given me and my staff. I

particularly want to express my
gratitude to baseball manager Pro-

kop, golf manager Oarrlty and
basketball manager Griffin. I hope
my successors receive the same
support from your sncceflsors.

• * *

And while I'm thanking folks. I

want to thank Charlie and Jerry,

too. for their fine assistance during

the past year.

YE SPORTS EDITOR

Wildcat Athletic Teams
Pass Through Sad Period

In Past Two Semesters

Golf Leader

Lose Twenty More G.imes Than They Win, With Only

One Team on Right Side of Won-and-Losl Ledger

TENNIS AND FOOTBALL LEAD ALL OTHERS

PETE FORVE
Leader of tennis squad, which

finished season with six wins and
only three defeats. Forve tvas

also captain in 1930.

Fifty defeats and only thirty victories—the 1930-.31

season of Villanvoa athletics wa.s the most disastrous in

years.

Unexpected, unexplained, the Cats on the gridiron,

in the cage, on the track, on the diamond, everywhere, did

things wrong and wound up the year with a percentage of

only .367. v ..

:

But hrighter days are ahead. Stellar Freshman ma-
terial, new hlood in the varsity ranks—the year to come is

awaited with high hopes.

Gridircm Program
Extension Planned
By Stuhldreher
Football Coach Announces Deter-
mination to go Ahead With Flans

for Lightweight Teams

STUDENTS ENDORSE MOVE

Last Tuesday afternoon, more
than 100 students met In the as-
sembly hall of the new Commerce
and Finance building and heard
Head Fooball Coach Harry Stuhl-
dreher explain his plans for 150-

pound and .Junior varsity football

teams next fall.

Stuhldreher began by stating
there had been a false impression
Instilled In the minds of may of the
students—that football was a game
for an exclusive set. The coach
said this Idea was "all wrong." "The
coaches," he pointed out, "are paid
to instruct everyone In the funda-
mentals of the ganie."

In order that every student might
take part In the game, Stuhldreher
intends to put forth next fall a
team composed of men weighing 150

pounds or less, and a B, or junior
varsity eleven, for those over the
century-and-a- half mark.

Certain Restrictions
The 150-pound team Is only for

men weighing 150 pounds or less.

The men who make up the squad
will be weighed several times during
the weeks of practice and before
each game. Any man weighing
more than the specified amount will

be Ineligible to play.

The members of the lighwelght
and junior varsity squads will be
able to become members of the
varsity at any t}me, if they show
themselves ready for promotion.
Before he acted upon his plan,

Stuhldreher said, he wanted to get
the opinion of the student body.
Several competent coaches have
been obtained, and all equipment
win be supplied. The schools which
these teams will play are Penn.
Yale, Harvard, all away, and per-
haps several others.

Sacrifices Necessary
In order to win a position on

either one of these proposed teams,
a sacrifice will be necessary upon
the part of each student. When a
team representing the Blue and
White Is sent Into foreign territory.

It has to play a representative game
of football. In order to develop a
smooth-working team, practice l^

needed, and therefore candidates
(Continued on Page Pour)

However, even though they did
not win any games, those were
courageous teams that carried the
Blue and White Into battle. No
Villanova squad during the past
two semesters ever gave up trying,

no matter how seemingly unsur-
mountable were the odds stacked
up against It.

And though victory could not be
found often by the rooter In the
stands, the student body carried
away from many games memories
of heroic feats, of thrilling plays,

of brave deeds.
Sensational battles with Temple

In all sports, thrilling gridiron duels
with Gettysburg, N. Y. U., Bucknell,
Boston College and Georgetown,
climaxed with a battle to the death
against the Cougars of Washington
State—the Wildcat was beaten
often, but she was never disgraced.

She stands ready for the season to

come.

Here is the summary of what
Villanova did since last September:

Won Lost
Tennis . . . , , 5 3
Football ....,.,.,.. 5

Golf i i,]i ,•» »•«,... 3

Hockey ;•..'..' 3
Track 2
Basketball 6
Baseball ... 5
Cross-country

5
4
6
4
13

14

1

Totals 29 50

Tennis
Winning five out c'f eight matches,

for a .625 average, found the tennis
team leading all Wildcat clubs this

year. Captain Forve and his mates
were rained out of two certain vic-

tories, Bucknell and Ursinus. The
former team was trounced in the
only one played, while the latter

was very weak this season.
(Continued on Page Four)

STAN FROKOP
Captain of golf team, which en-

joyed second hest season of Spring
sport teams, and manager of base-
hall nine.

Baseball.ers End
Season With Two
Losses Upstate
Penn State and Juniata Ball Clubs

Tag on Final Two Defeats
to Wildcats

STATE HOMER BEATS KOBILIS

Wildcat Runners Star In

A. O. H. Games-Frosh Win

Duffy Wins Minnick Trophy
in Hihernian Meet.

—

Temple Beats Varsity

Last Saturday afternoon Coach
Harry Coates took his proteges into
Philadelphia to match speed, stam-
ina and strength with five hundred
other collegiate and club athletics
In the Sixty-fifth annual Irish
Games and Track Meet, held under
the auspices of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians at the Northeast
High School Field.

Duflfy Takes Minnick Trophy
The Wildcat runners were In fine

form and returned home loaded
down with watches, medals, and
the coveted Minnick trophy. The out-
standing achievement of the Blue
and White aggregation was the
winning of the "600" invltaUon for
the Thomas S. Minnick Trophy
which was taken by Duff who cov-
ered the distance In 1:14:6-10.

Penstermacher, the Freshman
Flash, sped 100 yards In 9 9-10 sec.
to defeat Majerjrelk of Muhlenberg,
Middle Atlantic States champion.
George Baker, the whirlwind mile

and half-miler of the Prosh team,
started from scratch In the 880
handicap and defeated a large field
having covered the distance in the
fine time of 1:58 1-10.

Tommy Edwards of the Varsity
squad, placed first in the shot put
event with a heave of 47 ft., 2 In.,

having had a handicap of five feet.

Corrigan, the man with springs
In his feet, took third place in the
running high jump and the run-
ning broad jump. He was, how-
ever handicapped in both events.
The 100-yard Novice scratch race

was won by Delaney with Hurley
taking third place.

Joe Fox took third place in the
One Mile Novice scratch run, and
Salerno placed fifth out of a large
field in the three mile event.

Frosh Win Two Meets
The Prosh track team continued

Its winning ways last week when It

defeated Valley Forge Military
Academy on Tuesday and the Tem-
ple Prosh on Wednesday.
The Kittens won every event In

the meet with the Owlets except
the two mile run. The outstand-
ing performer of the day was
George Baker who traversed 880
yds. In the exceptionally fast time
of 1:58, which Incidentally broke
the stadium record. Baker also took
the mile in the fast time of 4:26.
Duffy took the quarter and the

Freshman Streak, Penstermacher,
breasted the tape first In the cen-
tury and 220. First honors in the
120 yd. high-hurdles went to

(Continued on Page Four)

WE WISH TO EX-

TEND BEST WISH-

ES FOR THIS
SCHOOL YEAR—
AND FOR THE
COMING YEAR.

Track Men Receive Awards

Le Fren Grill

1528 CHESTNUT ST.

Tttp Mooting Placp. for

all College Men

Last week Coach Harry Coates
awarded varsity letters to all men
on his varsity track squad who
came through to score five points
or more during the season's dual
meets.

The high scorer of the season is

Captain -elect Bob Corrigan with
52 points, making them all in the
high and broad jumps. He was
only defeated once this season and
tied several times In the high jump.
His lone defeat came In the West
Chestef meet. However, In the
broad jump event he went through
a most successful season, never be-
ing tied or beaten. He also broke
several records—the broad jump
with a leap of 22 ft., 9 In., and the
high jump with a leap of 6 ft. In
the dual meet with Catholic Uni-
versity down at Washington he
broke the stadium record there, In
a broad jump of 22 1-2 ft., and high
jump of 6 ft.

Ed Donahue with 41 points is the
second highest in the total number
of points scored. All of his points
came In the 440 yard dash and 220
yard UJwThurdles.

ArtfZflgler has scored 33 points
in tly? di.icus, shot put and Javelin.
He Vroke two stadium records when

The Cats extended their losing
streak to four straight when they
traveled upstate to play Juniata
and Penn State, losing to Juniata
In a slam-bang aflfalr by the score
of 9-5 and being nosed out by the
Penn State base ballets by the close
srnrp of R_4 TbiiQ thp Cats
brought a dlststreous season to a
close winning five games and losing
fourteen.

Beaten by Juniata

The Juniata fray proved to be a
school-boy affair, no less than nine
errors being made by both clubs.
Johnny Brlce started the game for
McGeehan, but after the Juniata
nine got to Johnny for two rims in
the fifth, Reltz was called In from
left-field and replaced him, retir-
ing the side before any more runs
could be pushed across the platter.
However, Reltz was touched for
four runs during the remainder of
the game.

The sun continually was prevent-
ing the players from snaring fly

balls, most of Juniata's hits being
made on balls lost In the blazing
sun.

The highlight of the game was
Hummer's steal home In the
sixth Inning when Reltz took his
time winding up.
Lynch had an off day, being

charged with no less than three
errors. Most of them came at
crucial times and allowed runs to
be scored. George Blaney re-
placed him In one of the latter
cantos and turned In a very credit-
able job. ^

Artie Shortall did the heaviest
stlckwork for the Cats, and was
aided by the blows of Gazella,
Lynch and Harkins, all of which
pushed runs across the platter.

(Continued on Page Four)

According: to a recent meeting:
held by the cinder- pathers, numer-
als were awarded to the following
Frosh tracksters: Golden, Petinga,
Wallum. Hurley, Fenstermacher.
Randour. Downey, Dunleavy, Hef-
fron. Turner, Zimmer, Burt, Potts,
Marion. Zizac, Tommasso, Boberts,
Duffy and Baker.

• • •

This sets a precedent at Villanova
for awarding track numerals. Last
season the Frosh track men did not
receive numerals, and in former
years when the Frosh ruling was
not m effect major "V's" were the
reward of the Freshmen.

• • •

Those of the varsity trackmen
who scored a total of five markers
or more have been rewarded with
varsity letters. Detailed Informa-
tion will be found in another col-
umn of this paper.

« • •

George Baker, who broke two
stadium records in the Frosh-Tem-
ple Frosh .meet .last .Wednesday,
bettered the mark, which he toppled
in the half-mile, in the A. O. H.
meet Saturday. His time was 1:68.

Penstermacher came under the
wire ahead of his competitors In
the century yard run, making a
time of 9:9. The hundred yard
dash champion of the Middle At-
lantic Championships also ran, but
he could not cope with the siieed
of the Blue and White runner.

• • •

Howie Duffy came thru With fly-
ing colors In the "600" Hibernian to
grab the trophy for Harry Coates.

• • •

When the trackmen returned
from that A. O. H. meet, they were
so loaded down with Jewelry that
we thought for the moment that a
Jewelry store had been ransacked.

• « •

At the time of this writing the
point-winner has not as yet been
determined, but from all Indications
Villanova seems to have that tro-
phy also In the bag.

• • •

Contrary to all expectations the
Temple Owls invaded our stadium
to overwhelm Coates' varsity track-
sters by a large score—fifty points
or so. However, the Frosh cinder-
pathers continued in their wlmilng
ways and scored a well-earned vic-
tory over the wearers of the Cherry
and White.

« • •

The Frosh track team has not
lost a meet this season, thereby be-
ing the only sport aggregation on
the campus to go thru an unde-
feated season this year. The open-
ing meet with Hill School, which
was lost by a clnne margin, was
scheduled as a practice fracas for
both schools.

• • •

At the opening of the Temple
meet the announcer at the shot-
put event made an inexcusable
error. Intendeing to yell, "All out
for the Freshmen shot-put!" he
twisted his tongue and bawled in-
stead, "All out for the Freshman
Hop!"

• ••'.••.•;'

A small white pup paced the
milers In the Prosh-Valley Forge
meet.

« • •

This is a week of granting letters

to those who have deserved them in
the spring sports, and also is a
week of elections of various cap-
tains and managers for the cam-
paigns of next season.

• • •

Bob Corrigan was recently elected
to captain the clnder-pathers of
1932. Bob broke several records
this season in the high and broad
jump events and was defeated but
once and that was In the West
Chester meet at the beginning of
the season. The manager has not
as yet been chosen by coach Harry
Coates, but the decision will rest

between Benny Benlgno and Rudy
Valle, two juniors.

WHITE APPOINTED MANAGER

he hurled the discus a distance of
123 feet 9 inches and the shot put
41 feet, 4 in.

Joe Pox in the mile and half mlle|^ej;;ie Already"runs gave Zelgler a nip and tuck'
aireaay.

race for the third place honors,
scoring 30 counters.

One of the outstanding features
of the recent track season is that
Warren Brown won every 120 yar^
high hurdles event In every dual
meet this season with the exception
of the lone defeat he sustained In
the Temple meet last Wednesday
when he fell over a hurdle and
was put out of the race. His total
number of jwlnts scored registers
28.

In the century captain Johnny
Hlghfield scored a total of 25 mark-
ers. Tom Edwards followed him
closely with 23 pointers. Tom broke
a stadium record at Catholic U..
to.sslng the discuss 121 ft., 5 In.

Pellteane accounted for 19 points
which he made in the 100 and 220
yard dashes and the running broad
jump. Ted Casey scored 15 points
In the javelin throw.

DeNlck accounted for 11 1-3

points: HIckey 9; Hahn 7; Flaherty
7: Velharadsky 5; and Beaudine 5.

Bill White, junior In the School
of Commerce and Finance, and
business manager of the VILLA-
NOVAN, has been appointed man-
ager of the 1932 baseball team, suc-
ceeding Stan Prokop. Lou DeRosa,
a third-year student in the Science
School, will be associate manager,
the position Ben Slutsky held this

spring.

White and Coach McGeehan have
started drawing up the 1932

In golf, Johnny Baker, a steady
performer all season, and a veteran
of three years, was elected captain
of the 1932 outfit at a meeting of
the lettermen held last Tuesday.
Harry Dougherty Is to manage the
team.
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We were watching the Bryn
Mawr - Narberth baseball game
Memorial Day morning, and in
these days when King Swat holds
sway we were totally surprised to
see a no-hit, no-run game hurled
by none other than Whitey Moles-
kie, an inmate of Alumni Hall. The
score was 4-0.

This was the first no-hlt. no-run
game hurled m the Main Line
League In twenty-one years. Whitey
was an aspiring pitcher on Doc
Jacobs' Freshman nine, but for

some reason was overlooked.

Incidentally. In the above fracas
seven Villanova men performed for

the Bryn Mawr amateur club. Me-
tro Weston was the star of the
game with three hits and performed
around the hot corner. Johnny
Hlghfield played In center-fleld;

Charley Fauk performed at the
short-stop post: Mike Terry, foot-

ball end, held down the first l>ase

duties, being robbed of a homer in

the seventh inning; Jim Keough.
another football man, entered the
game as sul>stltute right-flelderr

Wronskl, second .sacker of the
Prosh, played the same pocltlon for

the Bryn Mawr boys; and no less

than garralous Bucky Hammond,
reserve varsity backstop, caught the
the slants of Whitey.

ARGUS.
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CAMPUS OPINIONS

"Whom do you consider the best
looking man on the campus?"
Paul Stanton, Mendel, Sophomore

—"In my estimation Bill Walsh is

by far the most hansome man at
Villanova, pjossessing an intrinsical-

ly dignitled bearing that matches
his stately features. Greek gods
and collar ads are often cited as
examples of masculine pulcritude,

but these become mere mockeries
when compared to the beaming and
ever-cheerful countenance that is

Bill Walsh's. Rosemont is also

willing to back him.
• * • '

Luke Berardi, Good Counsel
Freshman—"The best looking mani
Why that's a 'cinch', none othei
than Dante P. Monaco. Those
sharp, piercing black eyes, his neat
little collegiate mustache, his dom
ineering personality, coupled to

gether with his taste in dressing
makes him the answer to a maid-
en's prayer."

• • «

Joseph Dart, Fedlgan, Junior—
"The handsomest man on the cam-
pus—easy — Martin (Who Killed

Isabelle?) Orbach. A man whose
fairness is beat appreciated in the

dance halls of South Philadelphia
and for whom the phone rings

many times during the day. He is

a member in good standing of the

clique known as "Tea Dance Man-
iacs."

• « •

Gerard Griffin anad William Con-
way, Fedigan, Sophomore and
Freshman respectively—"The hand-
somest man in the campus? €le-

tus "Biflf" "Bam" Gardener, the
matinee idol of Pittsburgh. Why,
Gleet walks with the proverbial

club in his hand to chase away
hopeful damsels. His name is men-
tioned by an ever despairing Miss
who corresponds with the "Lonely
Hearts" section of our newspapers.
Gleet is leaving this year and must
enter the world. We predict a suc-

cessful career as a gigolo. It is too

bad that Gleet isn't of Latin origin

and a mandolin player. It certain-

ly would be an inspiration to watch
him woo a sweet senorita in a bal-

cony under the watchful eyes of her
duenna. Hailf Appollo! Brummell!'

• * *

William NoveUine, Mendel, Fresh-

man— 'No trouble at all! Without
a doubt it is Rudy Lehnau. His

beaming countenance is always lit

up by a pleasant smile. The long-

est time it ever took him to "make"
a young lady was fory minutes, but

that was because it was "hidden be-

hind a newspaper."
• • •

William Orr, Monastery, Fresh-
man—"Jack Riley, Boy, oh Loy,

what sex appeal this Jack has—is

by far the best looking man on the

campus."
Thomas Scanlon, Monastery,

Freshman— "Whatta heart-break-

er! Jack Riley! He is the social

lion of the campus."
• * *

Anthony DeNoia, Good Conn el

Ir 'hnon -"I've seen many a Beau
Brummel in my young life, but

never have I laid eyes upon a "bet-

ter-looker " than one so-called

Chester Pozzi. He is dark ana
handsome, with shiny black hair and
eyea that would make the fiiirest of

maidens gasp with astonishment

He is not so tall, but his other strik-

ing features still make him by far

my f^rst choice."

Howard Finelll. Gded Counsel,

Freshman- -"Jack Riley, tall, well-

built, smiling Irish eyes, wavy hair.

He has a way with the women, too

—quite a shelk/V

Cat Teams Pass Through
Sad Period During Year

(Continued Prom Page Three)

The team was composed of all

veterans, lining up as follows: Sol.

Berman, first; Manuel Suarez, sec-

ond; Charley Laveson, third; Cap-
tain Pete Porve, fourth. Bill Orcutt,

fifth and Johnny Sykes, sixth. The
doubles assignments were, Berman,
and F*orve, one; Suarez and Orcutt,

two, and Laveson and Sykes, three.

This was the same team that won
9 out of 13 In 1930. Roger O'Don-
nel was manager.

Matches were won from Ford-
ham, Bucknell, Haverford, and
Juniata, while decisions were
dropped to C. C. N. Y., George-
town and Temple. The netmen
were unforttinate in opening up
with C. C. N. Y. without any prac-
tice, and lost by a 6-1 score. Suarez
and Orcutt In doubles were the only
winners.

Golf
Three victories and four defeats

sums up the record of the golf

team, which ranked third among all

Wildcat teams during the past two
semesters.

Temple University, Temple Dental
School, and Lehlgl) were beaten by
the Gat niblick swingers, while

Princeton, Haverford and the Uni-
versity of Delaware triumphed In

their matches. Haverford scored

two victories over the Garrltymen.
The season opened with seven or

eight matches against nearby coun-
try clubs, the games serving as fine

practice for both the collegians and
the clubmen. In May the team
went down south and played a
series of matches with the Virginia

Country Club.
Members of this year's squad, be-

sides Garrity and Prokop, Included
Captain-elect Baker, Welnhart,
O'Neill, Quinlan, Byrnes, and
Gallagher. Capable substitutes were
Dlneen, Doollng, Zlegler and Smith.

Track
Coach Harry Goates' first year at

Villanova has raised the track and
field sport to a high level on the
campus. The sport, that in 1930

drew only a handful of athletes,

who failed to win a single dual
meet despite the efforts of Captain
Spotty Mahan and some of his co-

horts, Is now definitely established
again.

Basketball
Doc Jacob's basketball team, handi-
capped all year by the absence of
Captain Tom Morgan, who was
kept on the sidelines by his leg
Injury, turned In only six victories
in nineteen starts. Temple defeated
the Wildcats twice.

The cagers played most of their
games away from home, playing
close to half their scheduled con-
tests in and around the environs of
New York City. Not a single con-
test was won In Manhattan, al-
though fine teams from St. John's,
Manhattan and Seton Hall were
seriously threatened by Villanova
onslaughts. Poor officiating marred
many of the games.

Baseball

With two losses chalked-up on the
last trip away of the season. Coach
Charlie McOeehan and his base-
ballers brought to an Ignomlnous
close the most disastrous season In
the history of the spdrt at Villa-
nova. The number of wins and
losses stand five and fourteen, re-
spectively. '-

Copies of Belle

Air Distributed
Yesterday Noon

(Continued Prom Page One)

nallst of exceptional ability, Mr. Pro-

kop's appointment to the editor-

ship came as a reward of merit. As
a Sophomore, he was an Important
factor in the founding of the

Vlllanovan, acting In the combined
capacity of exchange editor,

circulation manager, and alumni
editor. In his Junior year, he dis-

tinguished him.self as the business

manager of the Courtier, the pub-
lication of his class Mr. Prokop
wishes to take this opportunity of

extending his heartiest thanks to

the Belle Air staff, to the members
of the faculty, to the entire ILst of

advertisers, and to the student

body, for their encouragement and
support in making the publication

of the 1931 edition possible.

Stuhldreher
Begins Plans
For New Teams

(Continued Prom Page Three)

for the teams mu.st expect to be

subject to discipline and practice

every day. For the benefit of those

who have lab perldds. the coach
said arrangements Would be made
with the various deans".

Will Benefit Student
Practice for the new teams will

begin P few days after the opcnlnp;

of the fall term. The coach exhort-

ed those present to spread the news
concerning the plan and to get

others acquainted. He said that

as all now would have an oppor-
tunity to play football, all should

avail themselves of It.

He stated that the student would
get much more healthful recreation

In the Stadium than in a movie
theatre or a drug store. He told

the students they should try to get

the most out of their four years In

college. "After those years there Is

nothing In store for you but a life-

time of hard work—how much nicer

it would be If you could look back
with fond memories of your college

days and the fun you had on a

Jay vec or 150-pound team."

Two meets were won this year,

and although four defeats were
charged against the Wildcat
runners, still Coach Goates views
the future with confidence due to

the fine work of the Freshman
track team during the past spring.

Drexel and St. John's of Brooklyn
were defeated, both down In the
Stadium, while Temple and Frank-
lin and Marshall scored wins over
the Cats at Villanova, and West'
Crester Teachers' College came
through with a surprise win at|

West Chester and Catholic Unl-.
verslty turned in a victory down In^

Washington.
|

The team was captained by'

Johnny Hlghfleld, star sprinter.

Most of the team was made up of

underclassmen, and most promise
was shown In the weight events, the|

broad and high Jumps, as well as!

both low anad high hurdles. Wln-i
ners of events In all these depart-
ments win be back next year.

|

Indoor track also flourished here
during the winter and teams were
entered in many of the most im-
portant meets in the East. A fast

board track was built under the
north stand of the Stadium, and
indications are that next year the
sport will become an all-year fea-
ture at Villanova.
A cross-country team, organized

last fall, engaged In only one run,
against New York University In

New York and was defeated.

Hockey

In the way of Ice hockey Villanova
was most successful not because
they won the majority of their
games, because they didn't, but be
cau.se of the opposition given to
the opposing teams. The nine op-
posing teams were rated among the
best in the East, and, though the
Wildcats could be called mere kit-

tens against these e;tperlenced

sixes, they were In there with all

the vigor and vim a\ Wildcat com-
bination should anq \ always does
display.

Six of the nine gkfnes were lost

to Yale Junior Varsity. Swarth
more, Penn A. C. rtwlce), and
Atlantic Sea Gulls (twice). These
four teams were considered the

best of the amateurs in the East
and Villanova put up a fight

against the mthat was worthy of

praise.

Three easy wins were scored
against Wllllamsport Hockey Club,
Princeton, and the Lancaster A. C.

These three clubs were well organ-
ized, but fell before the onslaught
of the fighting Cats.

The Individual scoring for the
season Is a.s follows; Kennedy (18);

CNeil (S); Orcutt (3i; Faughnan
(2); Delaney (3); Oolden (1);

Trosky (1); Hurlburt (1).

The season started off with the
brightest prospects of a most suc-
cessful year. Coach McOeehan was
confronted with a difficult task at
tho start of the season due to the
graduation of the greater number
of his 1930 regulars. He was com-
pelled to weld together a team com-
posed mostly of Sophomores, all

lacking the experience necessary for
a first rate college club.

Football

Harkenlng back to last autunui
when the cry of "Hey Frosh" rever-
ebrated across the campus, when
the leaves on the trees began to
change their color and the first chill
breezes began to sweep down from
the north, and everybody was talk-
ing about football, the Villanova'
eleven, capcained by Gletus "Biff"
orardner, won live and lost five

games out of a schedule of ten con-
tests.

Tills schedule was the hardest
ever arranged In the history of the
college. The season was opened
with a decisive win over Lebanon!
Valley by a score of 19 to 0. In this

game the team which was composed
of several sophomores, looked like

a winning aggregation. The bril-

liant broken field running of Oeis-
ler was the feature of the contest.

Ended With Cougars

The season's wlndup was played
with the Champions of the Pacific
Coast, none other than Washington
State. The scene of the fracas was
Franklin Field and the proceeds of
the game went for the aid of the
unemployed. The stubborn, mule-

1

like, courageous fight which thej
Wildcats displayed against this

championship team was remarkable.
Many times the Villanova goal was
threatened, but the western giants,

Schwartz, Edwards, Miller and Co.,

were hurled back by the fighting

Gats. However, the Cougars broke
through twice to score two touch-
downs on the Blue and White and
thus the score remained 13 to

till the final whistle blew. Several
times it looked as though the Gats
would score by a forward pass, but
even though it was close it wasn't
a cigar and Villanova, though
blanked, was by no means dis-

graced.

Nine Defeated
Twice in Games

Played Upstate

(Continued From Page Three)

The score:

VILLANOVA
Ab. R. H. O. A. E.

Shortall, lb 6 1 2 13
Czeslck. 2b 3 1 4
Morgan, cf i 6 2
Qazella, 3b 1 1 1 3
Oelaler, as 8 1 1 8
Reitz, If. p 6 1 1

Eschmann,' rf '. 8 1

Lnych, o 4 1 6 8
Brice, p 4 14 1

Harkins, If 2 10
BlHiiey, c < 1 1 2

SOL BERMAN MADE
TENNIS CAPTAIN

TOTALS 38 5 6 27 11 6
!•?

JUNIATA
Ab. R. H. O. A. E.

Steele, cf 4 2 6
Hummel. If 4 1 1

Andrews, lb 8 1 1 10
Laporte. 2b 4 118 11
Harley, 3b 4 1 1

Lucas, 4 1 1 1
Peel, rf 1 1 2
Oracey, ss 4 10 14 1

Blough, p 4 3 3 1 4

Sol Berman, Junior In the School
of Arts, Letters, and Philosophy,
was elected captain of the 1932

tennis squad at a meeting of the

lettermen last Friday afternoon.

Berman succeeds Pete Forve,

under whose leadership the net-

men .scored five victories against

j
three defeats this spring to boast

,
the best record of any Wildcat
team.

j
Berman came to Villanova from

Central High School, in Philadel-

phia, where he had been scholastic

champion. Since coming here, Sol,

who Is Feature Sports Editor of the

VILLANOVAN, has started a Fresh-
man tennis squad. He coached the

yearling netmen during the past

two seasons.

Jim Garrity has been elected

manager of the 1932 outfit, succeed-

ing Roger O'Donnell. The letter-

men this year Included Captain
Forve, Captain-elect Berman, Bill

Orcutt, Manuel Suarez, Johnny
Sykes anad Charlie Laveson. Forve
and Laveson are seniors, while the
other four are Juniors.

Through the cooperation of

Father Mauch, coach of the team,
and of Father Pink, the lettermen
will receive white blazers.

ICE HOCKEY MEN
TO RECEIVE LETTERS

According to an announcement
made by Manager Rothert, hockey
sweaters will be awarded to Orcutt,

Faughnan, Kennedy, Shortall, De-
laney, O'Neill, Matera, Golden,
Trosky and Hurlburt. They will

consist of a major "V" criss-cross-

ed by two hockey sticks.

TOTALS . .

."

84 9 9 24 10 2
Villanova 202 000 010—

6

Juniata 030 021 12x—
Three-Base Hits: Hummel, Har-

klna. Two-Base Hits: Qazella, Lynch,
Blough. Laporte. Sacrlflce Hits:
Czeslck. Stolen Bases: Hummel. Bas-
es on Balls: By Brice 2; By Reltz 4;
By Blough 6. Strlke-outs: By Brice
2; By Reltz 3; By Blough 1. Umpire—Pearson.

Nosed out by Penn State

Penn State Nittany Lions were
another stumbling block for the
Cats and In a game played last
Wednesday the Cats dropped an-
other decision for their fourteenth
reverse of the year.

Ed Kobilis hurled the entire game
for Coach McOeehan, but lack of
hitting by his mates lost the de-
cision for him. The Cats made but
one hit In the first six Innings, a
three bagger by Lefty Reitz in the
second frame.

The Nittany Lions scored first in
the secpnd Inning when the first

man up hit a single, the following
one bunted, and on his out at first

the man who he had advanced
went all the way to third, contin-
uing plateward when Shortall threw
the horsehide over Gazella's head.
In the sixth Inning Reitz started

off the inning with a screeching
triple and scored on Harkins' dou-
ble. The Cats added two more
counters in the following Inning on
Czesclk's hit and three errors, the
dropped ball by the right fielder

hit by Reltz climaxing the Inning.
A last desperate try was made by

the McGeehanites in the final

canto. Czescik hit a triple and
scored on an infield out.

Score by innings:
R H E

Villanova 000 001 201—4 6 2
Penn State 010 002 20x—5 8 4

Highest Prices

PAID
For Your Used

TEXT BOOKS

College

Book Store
Broad and Montgomery

PHILADELPHIA

(Opposite Temple University)

New and Used Books

of All Publishers

COLADONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE
Suits Made

for You
$22.00 and up
OFFICIAL COLLEGE

TAILOR
"See TED CASEY"

PATRONIZE

HOME TALENT!

LOUIE'S
PIE SHOPPE

Everything the

College Student Needs

BARBER SHOP
in the rear

First Class Service

ParamountDiner
BRYN MAWR
You'U Like Us

Smoke a Fresh
Cigarette

Cats Win at

Irish Games

—

Frosh Conquer

(Continued Prom Page Three)

Zimmer while Potts garnered sev-

eral points In the field events.

In the Valley Forge meet. Coach
Harry Goates' Kittens snared every
first place from the Cadets with
the exception of a first In the two
mile.

Thus the Prosh clnderpathers
have come to the conclusion of a
brilliant season, one of which Harry
Goates should be proud. The rec-

ord stands at six wins and no losses

I'emple Vanquishes Varsit}

Last Wednesday afternoon a
flock of Owls from Temple alight-

ed at the stadium and engaged the
Wildcats In a track meet. For
birds, the Owls are rather fair run-
ners; anyway they took the Cats
Into camp with an overwhelming
score of 87 2-3 to 37 1-3.

The first event of the day was
the shot put which was won by
Edwards with a heave of 39 ft., 10

In. Artie Zelgler placed second.

The Blue and White were out In

front with eight points to Temple's
one. In the 120 yard high
hurdles Brown of Villanova was
off to a start, but after covering
aiybut three quarters of the dis-

tance he trlped and fell. Flaherty,

a teammate, who was running sec-

ond, advanced to first place where
he finished.

tPUST as the proof of the pud-

ding is the eating, so is the proof

of a cigarette in the smoking.

And millions of men and.wom-
en are now discovering a brand
new enjoyment since Camels
adopted the new Humidor Pack.

The mildness and the flavor of

fine tobacco vanish when scorch-

ing or evaporation steals the na-

tural moisture out of a cigarette.

Now, thanks to the new Humi-
dor Pack, which keeps the dust

and germs out and keeps the

flavor in, Camels, wherever you
find them, arealwaysfactory'fresh

and in perfect mild condition.

Air-sealed in CamePs moisture-

proof Cellophane is all the good-

ness of finest Turkish and mel-

low Domestic tobacco expertly

blended.

No harsh, dried tobacco to burn
the throat. No peppery dust to

sting delicate membrane— just

the cool mild aroma of fine to-

bacco, properly conditioned.

Camel smokers have already

discovered that their favorite

cigarette is better now than ever

before.

U you havenH smoked a Camel
recently, switch over for just one
day, then quit them, if you can.

Camels
^k It i$ thm mark of a rontideratr hoBtru,
^^ by mmm of thm Humidor Pack, to

"Smrrm a freth cigaretle." Buy CametB
by th» carton— this cigarette will r«-
mnin freth In your home and officm

® 1*11. R. J. R«rMMi T*h CMBpany. WiiMlMi-^alnB, N. C.
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1500 Coming From Gettysburg Saturday
t'ralernities and Clubs on
Campus Now Reorganizing

Under Revised Regulations
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At Retreat

B.-L. I. TO HOLD DANCE AETER LAST GAME

All the fraternities, classes and
clubs throughout the campus, are
going through a period of reor-
ganization. According to the rules
and regulations as are outlined In

the new "Student's Handbook," all

organizations on the campus arc
to have on file with the Vice-
President, a statement of the pur-
poses of the organization, list of
officers and their addresses, names
of faculty advisors, and roster of

members. No organization will be
permitted to exist on the campus
unless they abide by the authoriza-
tion of the rules.

The larger the organization the
more power and influence it has,

and the greater is Its ability to

stage more successful social func-
tions^during the year. For this rea-
son, and also because It has been
deemed advisable to "do away with"
the small clubs on the campus,
which are too small to compete
with the larger organizations and
who very often go Into debt because
of dances and other social affairs,

a number of the smaller clubs have
united to form lagrer organizations
with individual chapters.

Due to certain conditions exL<?t-

ing, It has been found advisable to

disband the Vlllanova Italian Club,

and as the members are not from
a definite locality, different mem-
bers may cooperate with the larger

fraternities and clubs.

Last week a meeting was called

which Included all the members of

the different clubs formed by the
Alumni of each of the Catchollc

High Schools of Philadelphia. The
final arrangements united each of

these clubs Into one large and
powerful organization, with In-

dividual chapters repiebtntiiig each
of the Individual Catchollc High
Schools.

One of the most outstanding
mergers of two active organizations

on the campus is that of the union
of the Wllkes-Barre Club with

the Coal Crackers Club. Both clubs

have been considerably active dur-
ing the past few years, and this

contraction gives possibilities of

even more successful enterprizes.

Yet, there is one club which has
no need to reorganize with any
other club, and is strong enough to

refrain from dissolution. The
Brooklyn - Long Island Club num-
bers about thirty five members. It

was originally organized last Spring,

and ran one of the most success-

full "home-town" dances of the

year, at the St. George Hatel,

Brooklyn, during the Easter Vaca-
tion. The B. L. I. Club is one of

the first to begin with new business

for the coming year.

Due to the failure of one of the
inornber.s to reappear this year, a

new treasurer was elected, James
McGuinn receiving the honor for

the coming year.

Arrangements were made, in

accordance with the rules in the

students handbook, for a dance to

be held the evening after the
Georgetown- Vlllanova football
same The date was made at the
last meeting, and is now on file at
the Vice-President's office. Howard
Richmond was elected Chairman of
the dance committee. If History re-
peats Itself, the success of the
B. L. I. 's last dance should assure
everyone of a very enjoyable time
at this social affair.

Vice-President Celehrant at

Eormal Opening Last

Tuesday

FATHER FINK SPEAKS

REV. RUELLAN P. FINK, O. S. A.

NewHandbook
Distributed To
Student Body

Discipline, Activities and
Kegulations Clearly

Defined

RULES TO BE ENFORCED
The time has finally come when

the students of Vlllanova College
can no longer plead ignorance to
the rules, In ttie case of an offence.
A Students' Handbook has been
written and compiled by a commit-
tee on publications, headed by Rev.
Ruelian P. Fink, O. S. A
The handbook is divided Into five

principal parts: The first Includes
general information, as to the his-

tory of Vlllanova College, pointing
out Its location and natural advan-
tages, and explaining the different

transportation In the vicinity. This
section also describes the different

buildings and dormitories.
The second section gives the stu-

dent all the necessary Information
rtgarding college activity, and ex-
plains in concise terminology, the
rules that must be carried out by
the student. Under this heading
comes 'Religion", giving the relig-

ious calendar and the dally horarl-
um of religious services. There Is a
brief discussion on the Schools of

the College, and rules of discipline

tu be obeyed. Requirements for

admission, registration, expenses,
attendance, grades, credit, promo-
tion, and prizes for excellency in

uilfercnt branches are treated.

The most important section is

that on studenc activity. It ac-
quaints the student of the jurisdic-

tion of the authorities, informing
liim that no activities or organiza-
tions can be prompted on the cam-
pus without the authorization of

the Vice-President. There is a
brief discussion of the Student
Council and its purposes, the differ-

ent Fraternities, Organizations and
Publications. There Is also Included
a list of the Freshman Rules and
Regulations, originated by the Vigil-

ance Committee with the approval
of the College Authorities.

"Welcome back to Vlllanova" was
the cry heard on all sides as Under-
graduates returned for another year
of consistent plugging, but in no
place was this cry more heart-felt-
ly spoken than In the college chapel
by our own Rev. Ruelian P. Fink,
O. S. A., who formally opened the
college year by speaking to the
entire student body last Tuesday
morning.
Because of the absence of Rev.

James H. Grlflln, O. S. A., dean of
the college, who was suddenly
called away by thfe unfortunate
death of his brother, the vice-
president officiated at the services.

Incidentally, the feast day of St.

Thomas of Vlllanova, the Patron
Saint of the college, was also cele-
brated.

The services opened with a high
mass with the Rev. Ruelian P
Fink, O. S. A., as celebrant, assist-
ed by Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.,

and Rev. Joseph Dougherty, O. S.
A.

The Vice-president delivered the
address to the students and spoke
In such an interesting manner that
he held the interest of the huge
throng throughout his discourse
He gave the customary advice to
the students, especially to the new-
comers since they were as yet un-
familiar with the rules of the
college. Three sentences which
particularly drew the interest of
this writer were as follows: "You
are here for two things, spiritual
development and mental develop-
ment. If you strive for both, your
year at Vlllanova will be a success-
ful one. To do this you must first

be governed by the rules and
regulations contained In the hand-
book."
He concluded by expressing in

behalf of the president aiid all the
members of the faculty most sin-
cere wishes for a successful and
happy year.

A striking feature of this service
was that the small chapel was so
crowded that students were com-
pelled to stand outside on the steps
and pavement.

Resident and Day Students

To Attend Separate

Services

SCHEDULES PUBLISHED

Band Given New,
Sporty Uniforms

This year the college has taken
a long step towards perfecting the
appearance of Its band by
equipping all the members with
uniforms entirely different from
any previously worn at the college.
The outfits this year are expected
to make the Vlllanova band stand
out from other bands by reason of
their distinctive originality. These
outfits consist of blue and white
tams, blue blazers modeled after
the Junior blazers, and white
ducks.
Judging from early predicltions

the band Is about to enjoy one of
its most successful seasons. The
ranks of the music-makers have
swelled considerably as a result of
a large freshman representation
and now contains about seventy
members Every day during the
past week the entire group
assembled under the competent and
experienced guidance of Vlnce
Marra to practise and perfect their
songs and marches. Even Father
Fink, who has also taken a keen
personal Interest In the success of
the band this year,could be seen on
the field dally lending his assist-
ance and guidance.

TED CASEY REELING OFF TWENTY YARDS FOR CATS //V FIRST PERIOD
\

The one-day retreat held annual-
ly at the college for the benefit of
tlie students will take place on
Thursday next, the day preceding
the first Friday In October. Two
separate sets of exercises will be
given, as has been customary in

recent years, one for resident stud-
ents and one for the convenience
of day students. The services for
resident students will begin Thurs-
day with Mass at 7:00 A. M. and
close with Mass and Communion at
7:00. The day student retreat will

open with Mass at 8:00 A. M.
Thursday and close with Mass and
Communion at 8:00 on Friday.
The speaker for this year's retreat

will be Rev. John R. Brennan, O.
8. A., of Malvern Prep. Pr. Bren-
nan, in addition to being an In-
structor at the preparatory school,
is Prefect of Discipline there.
At one of the conferences pledge

cards for clean speech will be dis-
tributed to those attending, to be
returned signed. Also, two "Letters
to Vlllanova Students," known last

years as "Spiritual ' Searchlights"
will be handed out. The first will

have to do with "The Day of Re-
treat," the second with "Clean
Speech." Both have been written
by the Chaplahi, Rev. E. V. Stan-
ford, O. S. A., and are based on the
results of the Religious Survey
made in February of this year at
the annual three-day retreat.

That the day of retreat is of
measurable value, is demonstrated
by the following; an excerpt from
one of the letters, "In the 1931 Re-
ligious Survey made four months
after the day of retreat last Oc-
tober, this question was asked: 'Of
what particular benefit to you was
the Day of Retreat?' Of the 350
students who replied to the ques-
Aon, 55% considered that It had
been a benefit in one way or an-
other; about 14% of the students
said tfiat It had not been of much
benefit, while 31% said that it had
been of no benefit. A further ques-
tion asked: 'Has this benefit perse-
vered to the present?' Of those
who had received some benefit at
the time of retreat, A3% of the stu-
dents said that the benefit had
persevered to the present; 267© of
the students said that the benefit
had persevered to some extent, and
31%, felt that the benefit had not
persevered."

Fr. Stanford closes the letter

thus: "What will the Day of Re-
treat mean to you, Vlllanova stu-
dent? Will It help you set your
spiritual affair In order? Will it

provide for you the impetus for a
good spiritual start? Will It be the
means of urging you on to make
the best possible use of your oppor-
tunity to educate yourself at Villa-
nova, or will It give you Just one
more opportunity to complain and
find fault? The answer does not
depend on whether the retreat i.s

.short or long; It does not depend
on whether the speaker Is Interest-
ing or not interesting; It does not
depend on whether or not attend-
ance is prescribed or voluntary

—

but it does depend on your own
good common sense and upon your
honest desire to advance yourself
spiritually, mentally, and morally
and thus to hold firm to the Faith
which has been bestowed upon you."
The retreat schedule is as fol-

lows:

Resident Students
THURSDAY

Mass 7:00 A. M.
Conference 9 :00 A. M.
Conference 11 :00 A. M.
Conference 3:30 P. M.
Confessions 3 :30 P. M.
Benediction 6:30 P.M.

FRIDAY
Mass and Communion 7:00 A

Day Students
THURSDAY

Mass 8:00 A
Conference 10:00 A. M.
Conference 11 :45 A. M.
Conference 1 :30 P. M.
Confessions 2:00 P.M.

FRIDAY
Mass and Communion 8:00 A. M

Host of Upstate Rooters to

Invade Stadium For First

Major Clash of Season

Hen Bream, Battlefield Mentor, Planning to Use Heavy Line

With Light Pony Backfield Again This Year

STONER, SANTANELLO, MORRIS ALL BACK

Many Faculty

Changes Made
For Mew Year

Business School Introduces

New Major Course in

Merchandising

PROF. SWEENEY GONE
As usual the commencement of a

new year finds considerable change
In the college faculty. The most
drastic change has been made in

the Business School where four new
professors have been engaged. In
the other branches of the college

the changes have not been so ser-

ious.

The School of Commerce and
Finance this year boasts not only of

a beautiful and well-equipped
building but also prides Itself in

having a most efficient and capable
staff of teachers.

The course in Merchandising is

one which is being inaugurated this

year. It offers instruction In the
Principles of Marketing, Retail
Merchandising, Economics of Fash-
ion, and the Economics of Con-
sumption. For the teaching of this

course the college has obtained the
services of Karel J. Ficek, who will

also teach Insurance and Economic
Resources. Thomas Power, who was
supposed to have handled these
subjects, has gone to Columbia
University, wl ere he now xiuios the

position of Assistant Dean in the
Business School.

Among the other changes in the
Business School we find that Harold
Whiteside has taken the place of

James Dunne in the Education
courses. Mr. Dunne has applied for

the position of assistant principal

at Norwalk, Conn. Martin I. Grif-
fin will take over the tasks of James
Turek In the English branch. Mr.
Franko ,an ex-counsul of Peru, has
assumed the work of Carlos Mes-
tres.

Besides the regular class schedule
Rev. Joseph Bartley, O. S. A., Dean
of the Business School, Is also plan-
ning a series of lectures for the
forthcoming year. These lectures

will be given by prominent and
successful business men and the

subject matter of the talks will be

topics of special interest to stu-

dents of Commerce and Finance,
(continued on page four)

BELLE MASQUE IN
HISTORICAL PAGEANT

M.

M.

Last Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday evenings, the Belle-Masque
Players again scored a success as

participants In the Wayne Pageant
of Patriotism. The Players par
tlclpated In two tableaus portraying
two of the highlights In the life

of Mad Anthony Wayne.
The purpose of the Pageant was

to kindle anew the burning fires of

patriotism and thereby surmount
more quickly the throes of depres-
sion which are strangling progress.

The action of the Pageant ex-
tends from the boyhood of Anthony
Wayne to the present, and for the
most part was portrayed by silent

and spoken tableaus depleting tht

more interesting events In Anthony
Wayne's career.

The members who took part were
the following: Charles Antonacclo,
Edward D'Ella, Lawrence DeFran-
ces, Charles Ooggl, Joseph Hahn,
John McKlnley, William Zell and
Michael Tomasso.

BY GORDON D, WHITCRAFT
Sports Editor, Gettysburgian

When Hen Bream hits the trail

early Friday morning on his third
expedition Into the tiaunts of the
Wildcat, the veteran guide will be
equipped with eleven picked Bul-
lets and a store of reserve ammuni-
tion. In addition an army of
fifteen hundred followers from the
Battlefield sector will re-enforce
the lean leader at the scene of
conflict on the following afternoon.
The names of the eleven chosen

Bullets are somewhat In question,
despite the fact the entire starting
team of last year, with the excep-
tion of one man, returned to the
Bullet camp when drill convened
four weeks ago. All told, fourteen
veterans of the moleskin uniform,
a full team of seasoned substitutes,
and twenty-four sophomores, con-
stitute the roster of the Gettys-
burg company.

Captain Mike Santanello, pride of
up-town Scranton, will be the field

general for the Orange and Blue
forces, and at his old post on the
forward line. Santaniello, weigh-
ing in at 208, is in the proverbial
"pink," and should prove a real
threat at left tackle.

Stoner WUI Play

Aside the Scranton Central lad
is none other than "Bull" Stoner,
chosen on THE VILLANOVAN'S
all-opponent team last season "be-
cause he was the most aggressive
lineman to play against the Cats
all year," to put it in the original.
Stoner, former Perklomen guard,
tips the scales at 190.

Renshaw, Wenonah Military
Academy product, will again hold
down the central portion of the
Gettysburg Juggernaut, with Cowell.
Atlantic City life-guard, held In, re-
serve. The former holds the
beams at 187 while the latter
weighs 173.

"Freddy" Mergard, ineligible last
year because of scholastic difficul-
ties, will take up his work where
he left off in "29, at right guard.
Mergard, another Perklomen boy,
weighs 205, and is slated for big
doings provided he hits his old
stride.

Raber Seely, big 205 giant from
Berwick, who may be held in check
because of a recent illness. Is sure
to see action if the going gets
tough. In the event Seely Is re-
served, Rob Smith, Penn Charter
luminary, weighing an even 200,
will be In there.
As wing-man. Coach Bream will

chose between three regulars of last
year: Bates McCarty, of Perklomen;
Tillie Walker, of WUliam Penn High
Harrlsburg, and Bud Eden, Gettys-
burg Academy. Eden, who sustain-
ed a broken ankle In the Muhlen-
berg game last fall, will probably
take It easy the first few games.

(continued on page three)

MATTHEW C. GRIFFIN
BURIED ON THURSDAY
Matthew C. Griffln, brother to

Rev. James H. Griffln, President
of the college, was buried last

Thursday from St. Nicholas Tolen-
tlne's, Bronx, New York.
Mr. Griffln. a vice president of

the Fidelity and Casualty Company
of New York, who resided at 2303
University avenue, In the Bronx,
died after having undergone an
operation at the Union Hospital
He was 42 years old.

Mr. Griffln had worked with the
Fidelity and Casualty Company for

the last twenty years and was
elected vice president in May, 1926.

Besides Father Griffln, he Is sur-

vived by his mother, a daughter,
and two brothers.

REGISTRATION TOTAL
LARGEST IN HISTORY

Although the fall registration l.s

not as yet complete, the figures up
to date show that Vlllanova has
the largest number of students in

the history of the institution. Last
year 1027 registered while this year
a total of 1036 has thus far record-
ed.

The School of Commerce and Fi-
nance leads with 390 students. Of
this figure 125 are Freshmen. Next
in line come the Pre-Meds, with a
total of 310, of which 100 are Prosh.
The Engineers are third with 220,

85 being Frosh. Bringing up the
rear are the Arts men. They have
116 In their roster, 45 of these being
yearlings.

The Freshman class Is large this

year also. The count so far Is 345,

and it Is expected that the final

number of Prosh will exceed that
of last year which was 350.

Gym Delayed by
Steel Shortagre

There has been a great deal of
discussion throughout the campus
concerning a subject of great im-
portance to every student. That Is,

the why and wherefore concernlt^
the completion of our Gym. Just
what Is the trouble that Is holding
up the building or completion of
our Gym?
From a recent report of Rev.

Ruelian P. Fink, O. S. A., it has
been learned that all Is In readiness
for the continuation of the build-
ing. The cause of the delay is that
of the contractors who have been
unable to obtain the necessary dteel
to complete the structure. Due to
this the building has been held up
six weeks. The steel Is now* arriv-
ing and the building will again be
on It's way to completion.

Candidates Wanted
For Villanovan Staff

Because of the fact that a
number of former staff members
have not returned with the
opening of the school year. It

is Imperative at this time that
additions be made to the VIL-
LANOVAN staff.

To fill these positions both
Freshmen and upperclassmen
are needed. Several Important
positions are now vacant and
promotions will come rapidly.

All students who are interest-
ed and want to try for placement
are asked to attend a meeting
of the VILLANOVAN staff this
evening immediately after night
prayers in the VILLANOVAN
office, 222 Mendel hall.

Prevloiis experience is pre-
ferred but not essential.

«*•'
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THE
"HELLO"
HABIT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1931.

PROBABLY the most notable of last week's

events was the reorganization by tr. Fink

of the various campus societies—the dis-

banding of some, and the merging of others.

iM iTMir^M During the past few years

THF-RF rl;
territorial and high school

^THiTi^r'TH ^^"^' ^^^^ ^^^" springing
SlKA-IMUltl ^p ^j^^g^ magically here

at Villanova. The sole requirements seemed

to be a minimum enrollment of ten fellows

and a single common interest, however un-

important. Such a melange would very soon

have made us the laughing stock of obsei-v-

ers.

FROSH, it is one of the best things at Villa-

nova—get it ! We refer to the "hello" habit.

Whenever and wherever you meet another

student, be he a Senior, Junior, Sophomore,
or a Freshman, like your-

selves, greet him with a
cherry "hello". Sing it out.

I
His reply will be prompt and

cordial. This Villanovan custom is old, so

old that there is probably no student on the

campus who can trace it back to its origin.

It has been a part of Freshman regulations

for many long years. It is a tradition. By
all means, let us urge you to make the prac-

tice a habit, now. Make it a habit now, and
it will stay with you for all your four years

at Villanova, and even longer, giving you an
easy and affable manner in the meeting and
greeting of people when far removed from
a college campus. At Villanova, the habit

will aid you immeasurably in getting ac-

quainted and in acclimating yourselves. The
Hrst year at college, away from home. Moth-
er and Dad, is a tough one, the first few
weeks are the toughest. It is then that

homesickness gets hold of men, a time when
new men go about with a kind of empty feel-

ing inside the vest. It is nothing to be
ashamed of; upperclassmen suffer from it,

too, but not for long, friends and acquaint-^

ances help to allay the malady. So with
Freshmen. The more quickly they begin to

know their fellow-students, the more quickly

they will enter into college life, the brighter

will seem the four years before them. By
all means, Frosh, get the "hello" habit. Sing
out a greeting to each and every man on the

campus. A friendiy smile and a cheery

'hello" go a long way.
*****

The Crow's Nest

BUT NOW a reformation has taken place,

and when the debris of the former hodge-

podge has bee ncleared away there will

emerge a few solidly constructed organiza

tions that should indeed be a credit to the

institution. Besides forming a better im-

pression upon the niinds of the above men-

tioned observers, the new conditions should

help to create a more unified student body.

As in all reform measures, however, so in

this one there are imperfections. Some

groups will ride along serenely on the merits

of others, and will gain prestige for them-

selves at others' expense. But time alone

can and will adjust such difficulties. The

fact remains that the club craze has been ef-

fectively ended, and we feel justified in look-

ing forward to more enduring social achieve-

ments from Villanova's remaining organiza-

tions.
*****

WE VIEW with considerable alarm the man-

ner in which slang thrives among college

students. While we agree that such loose

English is often very expressive and effec-

tive, we are nevertheless

THE KING'S certain that over-indulg-

ENGLISH ence therein produces ef-

fects upon a person's

speech that are nothing short of disastrous.

The English language—the most powerful

means of communication on the face of the

earth—is one of the most precious of our

social inheritances. It should be one of our

most treasured possessions, and deserves to

be treated accordingly. One of the staunch-

est defenders of our mother tongue, and one

most gifted in its use—Henry Van Dyke

—

makes a very pertinent observation in his

essay, "The Fringe of Words." "Language

as an instrument of human culture and inter-

course," he states, "derives its highest value

from the power of its words to convey the

different shades and degrees of human
thought and feeling. Losing this, how shall

we replace it? Our English will be no more
the tongue that Shakespeare spake, but the

petty jargon of a jazz party, or the loud

.sounding, little meaning verbiage of a pat-

ent-medicine promoter."

WHY DO we hear our English terms bandied

about with such wanton carelessness ? Why
is there such a fine disregard for proper

form, correct usage, and the niceties of ex-

pression? And, above all, why is it that

college students are so frequently guilty of

these literary crimes? Surely there is no

good reason for such a state of affairs ; there

can be no excuse for mental slothfulness

(and that is what careless diction implies)

among those who are in pursuit of higher

education!

IT IS NOT out intention here to suggest

means of overcoming this evil. The remedy

must be left to the choice of the individual

so afflicted. But the first step toward com-

bating an enemy of any nature is to become
conscious of its pre.sence. We hope that this

editorial will make such students realize that

they are not only harming themselves, but

also dulling the fine edges of the words which
they mistreat.

IN ACCORDANCE with the policy of the

VILLANOVAN, we will again this year re-

print each week an editorial clipped from a

contemporary college publication. We hope

/^T5Q YOU ^^ *^^^ ^*^ ^^ ^^® some op-

(yji^^EE'f portunity to the students

WF DO
* ^*^^^ ^^ learn what other col-

lege men are thinking, while

our exchange column presents samples of

what other colleges are doing. Our first re-

print is from the "Setonian" published by
the students of Seton Hall College, South
Orange, N. J. It has to do with the qualities

of an educated man:

"A SHORT TIME ago Dr. Nicholas Murray

Butler, of Columbia University, gave expres-

sion to what he considers evidence of an edu-

cation. He enumerated five characteristics.

They are correctness and precision of speech,

refined and gentle manners, power and habit

of reflection, the power of growth and finally

the iJossession of efficiency or power to do.

He said further that these are but the frame-

work, the inner structure to which may be

added the individual's choice, scholarship,

literary power, mechanical skill, professional

zeal or business, social and political leader-

ship. As college men it is not amiss for us

to consider these five indications of educa-

tion. There was a time when the collegian

could be distinguished from the non-collegian

by the precision of speech of the former.

Such is not always the case today. There

are many in college slovenly and vulgar of

speech, completely forgetting that a man's

knowledge is judged by his ability to give

expression to it. It is said that from the

fulness of the heart the mouth speaketh ; the

same may be said concerning the mind. The

second characteristic, refined and gentle

manners, should not be misundei'stood to

mean feminity. Education should aid in the

cultivation of a gentleman. And a gentle-

man is far from effeminate.

IT IS quite obvious when called to our atten-

tion that the power and habit of reflection

and concentration is an indispensable requis-

jtejer the attainment of education. Educa-

tion to any degree of perfection could never

itual, mental and physical capabilities. With-

out the power and habit to reflect this evolu-

tion to any degree of perfaction could never

be possible. The final characteristic men-

tioned by Dr. Butler is the power to do, prob-

ably so placed because of its evident import-

ance. It matters not how keen the mind of

a man, how full his knowledge, how great his

talents, if there is lacking the possession of

efficiency, all else Is worthless. Not only

must man be a sort of scientist in that he

must possess systematized knowledge, but

he must also be an artist, an applier of this

knowledge. May we all profit by the enum-

erations of the noted president and exert

every effort to attain the characteristics he

describes."

U. OP SAN FRANCISCO
Frosh at the University of San

Francisco received their usual lac-
ing at the hands of the Soohs ac-
cording to the full accounts of the
brawls" as published in THE POO-
HORN. A Soph's reaction to the
Brawl was that it was simply a case
of "Brains better than Brawn", but
one of the Frosh overruled by ex-
posing the subterfuge by which his
ciass was beaten.

Ihe Frosh claimed that the green
paint with which they were covered
Hampered them more than the re-
sistance of the upper-classmen.
Cutting of the rope in the tug-of-
war by upper-ciassmen robbed the
•greenies" of their obvious victory
in that event, at least, so they
cjaim. Poor Frosh! ! ! They con
iributed to their own defeat in the
ilag rush since they furnished the
grease which proved their undoing

Looking; at the Brawl from the
Freshman's point of view would
naturally t«nd to excite sympathy
lor them, but the beat viewpoint is

lalien by "The Man In The Fog",
since his consolations should be
talien to heart by every Freshman
in the country.

He shows he is not so tofgy by
saying: "Well, it's the old sidn game,
Frosh; you couldn't have won that
Brawl with anything less than the
combined forces of Al Capone's
and "Bugs" Moran's beer runners.
The cards were staclied against
you, but next year you have the
deal."

—M—
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE

We can't get away from recording
news of Frosh doings on other cam-
pi. Maybe its due to our tender
heartedness in showing our Frosh
that their lot is not so bad after all.

ihere is a certain Idnship l)etween
the yearlings no matter what cam-
pus they "adorn" so we feel that
they w'ould be interested to know
that the Frosh at Gettysburg have
been released from two rules. THE
GETTYSBURGIAN reports that at
a recent meeting of the Student's
Council, the Frosh have been ceded
the right to smoke off campus and
will be allowed to call upon any of
the fair sex within the village lim-
its.

What could be better? For the
last couple of years many of the
present Frosh have been preparing
tor the day when they can amble
forth to capture the hearts of all

the fair maidens in the vicinity as

Campus Briefs
An upperclassmen arrived here

last week and six hours later vism

placed on bounds. This sets a new
record.

• * • • * •

Gettysburg is the only eleven that
has defeated Villanova down at the
stadium.

they heard all good coUegiates do,

only to have their hopes dashed by
a true Vigilance Committee. But
in check, for who would t-are to

then, we must hold the youngsters
see our girl friends plagued by the
swarming Amateur Adonises. Not
we, says we.

—M—
We're sorry boys. That's all there

is, there ain't no more. (Who
cheered?) Since most of our Ex-
changes start publication at the
same time we do, it's hard to get
material for the initial column. It

doesn't matter much because all

will be full of identically the same
thing. Football season opens with
good game. Frosh take punishment
and like it. Assignments Just as
tough as ever. Clubs make plans
for dances. New members added to
Faculty, etc., etc. Am I right, or
am I right?

—M—
From the FOGHORN we've

gleaned what the Frosh may talie

as a hint for Math class. "8 'The
Cal Aggie' says it doesn't mind
having a freshman define a log

«.ale as an inject for a 'o««t litter

a.i young trees, but when it comes

,o caa.n« a logar.ihm the song of

a lumberman •« w going too far.

—M—
Again quoting ihe Man In The

Pogirom THE^OOHOHN: "Twen-

ty -lour in the Junior Law Class

cast thirty-five votes the other

night (our School of Politics is

making progress) ..."
-M—

And now the poor boys at Har-

vard have to be ASKED to act like

genieimen and relraUi Irom throw-

mg cigar butts out of windows, thus

eliminating a serious tire haaiard,

-M—
As far as college enrollment is

concerned there is no depression.

A large majority of the American

Colleges report that their enrol-

ment has increased considerably,

while others were forced to check

mcreases due to lack of space and

facilities. Sounds good in a way.

This might show that many are

awakening to the fact that an edu-

cation is necessary to succeed in

these hcetic times. This is tem-

pered however, by a statement by

Princeton's Dean of Men in which

he declares that at least on-third

of the men noW in college should

not have been allowed to go beyond

high school. Maybe he's right^

Horizontal Musirigfs

DECORATE THE SHIP
Who can find a more fitting time

to discuss interior decorating than

at the l>eginning of a new school

year? The VILLANOVAN has just

received a mail order catalogue

from Whiffleschnitz & Whifflesch-

nitz, Inc., New York wholesale gro-

cers, containing some valuable

hints for the collegiate housewife.

A whole section of this charming

tome is devoted to the cause of as-

sisting college men, and others of

the great army of unemployed, fur-

nish their abodes in a real homelike

fashion. Ihe following all but too

few paragraphs contain a few sug-

gestions carefully selected by a

committee of seven composed of

members of the VILLANOVAN
stac, employees of the P. & W.,

and two Austin Hall "sweeps."

connoiseurs on ine subject indeed,

I trust, no doubt.

First of all, get out the old

scooter and push yourself down to

Woolworth's and buy a can of

outside violet—that is, of course, if

the iioorwalker is watching you.

Next borrow a paint brush from
your next door neighbor and pro-

ceed to smear the walls of your

room, using, of course, the Da Vinci

twist. That will probably be all the

iiard manual labor you will have
to do. (Except working off a dam-

"The Milling M()b"-the Fedlgan f^^ ^ ^^j ^y the prefect.)
Hall corridor last Friday when,/ ^ \.^ ^ ,x...
everyone in the school rushed to "^ regards the floor, it is thought

get their A. A. books at the same 'best to work in a little Mosaic by
thne. means of several hammers, a chisel

and a steam drill, much for the

room itself.

No college room looks complete

"What is dumber than a dumb
Freshman?" "A smart V. C. man."

* • * * * *

It is rumored that Ziegfield Is

seeking the services of a Prosh j

without at least four or five bridge

named Loughlin. The producer! lamps. Whiffleschnitz «to Whiffle-
llked the boy's fairy dance last Sat- schnitz has some very natty looking
urd&v I

^ ^ o

« , , , , • numbers in this line. The most

It was too bad that the rain pre- '
attractive of the lot was one which

vented the band from appearing at 'stood about twelve feet high with
the game. We understand that this jt^e j^ame work done in Callow
year will be a t>anner year for the „,,, . ^ . ^ ^ „ . .

mnsicai organizaUon, "^" street bronze topped off with

a shade of traffic light red. This
little trick will make intruders

proceed cautiously while in your

The owner of the "voice with a
smile" who broadcasted the plays
thru the new loud speakers was,
none other, than the well known I

sanctuary of rest. The bed will be

done in yellow liecause of the ten-

dency of this hue to provoke hap-
piness, peace and tranquility. Most
of our acquaintances are in this

frame of mind only when exercis-

ing the springs, hence the selection

of this color.

Joe Barsin.
* * • • * *

Marion's run for a touchdown was
a few yards longer than the famous
sprint made by Terry in the Ogle-
thorpe game.

• • •

Quinlan, Villanova golf champ-
ion, qualified in the Oklahoma
State Open last summer.

Those two track luminaries, , , _,

Brown and Fox, are with us again galvanized iron tub

The proposed radiator design is

rather unique. It consists of a

with sprink-

and have begun training for

coming season.
• » * *

the lere system attached. Under-
neath the tub will be placed a
dozen Bunsen burners to furnishJudging from the number of "col

lege cars" on the campus the grid t^^ ^^^at. The gas supply for these

Freshmen get into the habit of

walking around minus the hair on

certain sections of their pates.

This, of course. Is due to a pet di-

version of the Vigilance Committee.

Now, I ask you, with ink all over

my fingers, what chance has an

unsuspecting freshman against the

omninous tactics of this collection

of hussies? Answer, none. Well,

Frosh, here's the dope. Hair in-

surance. For the small sum of one

dollar the writer is willing to in-

sure you against the possible loss

of your scalp covering at the liends

of the Vigilance Committee. If the

aforementioned body is successful

in their worthy efforts, we will be

pleased to donate to you the hand-

some sum of five dollars. Mind
you, tills insurance does not cover

the loss of hair by fire, theft or the

mange. Anyone wishing to take

tdvantage of this charitable offer

will kindly drop into the VILLA-
NOVAN office some rainy Tuesday
afternoon and if the Sophs haven't

got you by the time you get here.

We will!

Have you a little Mary in your
home?

ALUMNI!

SUBSCRIBE

to the

team will have at least a few rooters
wherever it goes.

• • • • » • '
^

, .

If cigar smoking is a sign of pros-
perity, there is quite a bit of It at
Villanova despite conditions in the
outside world.

Danny Zaff is no longer the

smallest man in the school. There
are two contenders for his crown
among the Frosh.

There are now two Greelu in the
school. Not to mention the four
Cubans who "No splk Eengllsh."

• * • • • •

Tommy Morgan, last year's base-
ball captain, is now with the St.

Louis Browns. Another Villanovan
who has broken into the big time
is Bucky Hammond. The Indian
recently signed a contract with the
Mackmen.

Notices
VILLANOVAN

An important meeting of the
editorial and sport staffs will be
held this evening directly after
chapel prayers.

The Catholic Lay Apostolate will

hold a meeting to-night at 7:00
o'clock, in Mendel Hall. All mem-
bers are requested to be present.
Tomorrow night, at 7 o'clock, all

members of the Sanctuary Society
are urged to attend a meethiff Uj

Mendel Hall.

burners will be supplied by the pie

shop at a small cost. Louie plans

to set up an apparatus whereby

all the gas given off at the noon
hour gathering of Pie Shop Com-
munists will be controlled and
placed at the disposal of students

using this new type radiator.

In the line of floor covering we
have the following to suggest. For

comfort, quiet and coziness there

is nothing like a good old fashion-

ed carpet made of porcupine quills.

Not only does a rug of this sort

add to the beauty of the shop but it

will give that outdoor air so beloved

by campus rustics. Supplementing

all the above decorations will be

numerous bric-a-brac placed at ir-

regular intervals around the room.

After you have finished it will be

wise to leave the room for a few

days until the storm blows over

then return in the dead of night,

pour gasoline over the whole mass,

apply a match and let the school

collect the insurance.

AL CAPONE
Ran into Villanova's edition of

the Chicago racketeer today. He
had a red hot suggestion to make.

Will you listen? The time of the

year has returned when incoming

KEEP IN TOUCH

with your

ALMA MATER
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Cats Need
j

I

To Avenge
j 1930 Loss]

Full-Hearted Cooperation of

Entire Student Body
Is Necessary

Once again the Gettysburg Bul-
lets invade the Stadium to do bat-
tle with our fighting Wildcats, but
this time the cry will not be "Beat
Gettysburg" but "Get Gettysburg!"
Where once the sole purpose of a
Stuhldreher-coached machine was
to elce out a conservative win over
an old rival, exactly one year later
practically the same outfit will

trot out on the field with an entire-
ly different aim. This time no
conservative brand of football will

be displayed, no half-hearted at-
tempts to stop an opposing back,
no over-confidence oozing out
from the smiling countenances of
seemingly superior players, no as-
sisting a fallen opponent to his feet
with a hearty slap oh the back and
a kindly "Buck up, old man," BUT
a hard-hitting, slam-bang, furious
brand will be shown and at the end
of the fracas we expect to see
flattened Bullets strewn about that
gridiron.

The cry that will bellow forth
from the crowded stands to echo
and re-echo among the distant
hills shall be—GET GETTYS-
BURG! ! !

Reflect for a moment and call to
mind that memorable sunny Oct-
ober afternoon exactly one year
ago. Gettysburg came here with a
determined eleven and an enthu-
siastic following, too enthusiastic
to suit us. A slightly over-confl-
dent Villanova team took the fleld,

only to be outplayed and out-
fought by an eleven which critics

had till then considered but a
mediocre aggregation. The dope
was upset and a crestfallen Wild-
cat trudged off the fleld, to the
dismay of all Villanova adherents.
But this was not all! Adding

injury to insult those Bullets crip-
pled our outstanding quarterback.
Tommy Morgan, for the remainder
of the season and also our other
veteran halfback, Johnny High-
field with an injury to "Reds"
Bradley tossed in for good measure.
This ruined Harry Stuhldreher's
plans for the season and we can
rest the blame on the Gettysburg
eleven for Harry's worst season
since he came to our Alma Mater.
Bearing these facts in mind,

then, what is our only alternative
that we may seek? Revenge! re-

vnege in the grimmest meaning of

the word.
Still, the football team cannot

alone administer the triumph that
we are seeking. It needs the loyal

and enthusiastic backing of the
student body, not the backing evi-

denced last year and the year be-
fore but support such as that
shown three years ago when the
Cats went through an undefeated
campaign. Tills backing attained
its heights during a certain Davis-
Elkins game and it seemed that it

was only through the frenzied
cheering of the student body that a
battered and pummeled eleven
struggled on to victory. That's the
kind of backing we are seeking and
not the half-hearted attempts of
the past two seasons.

The newcomers to the school and
the Frosh class should get into the
spirit of the game. Much is ex-
pected from the Frosh, one-third of

the student body, and the chance
for them to outdo themselves has
now come with the invasion of

these ''Bullets." Coordinated cheer-
ing, that's the thing.

Our slogan Saturday then—GET
GETTYSBURG!

VILL
SPO RTS

FOOTBALL TENNIS BASKETBALL
SKPTKMBER 29, 1931 Page Three

Wildcats Romp to Easy Win Over Loyola
Junior Varsity and 150-lb

Teams Hold First Practices

Extensive Schedules Arranged for Both Outfits With All

Contests to Be Played on Foreign Soil

TO INAUGURATE NEW SYSTEM OF FOOTBALL

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

For the past two years, we've

been picking the winners of the

nation's big foot ball games for the

exclusive benefit of VILLANOVAN
readers, and this season will be no
exception. Listed below are most
of the leadhig games in the coim-

try. with the team favored to win
first.

Clip these paragraphs out, mark
those you think are all wet, and
then look at them agam next Sun-
day.
Notre Dme—Indiana
Temple—Albright
F. & M.—St. Joseph's
Boston College—Dayton
Georgetown—Western Maryland
Penn—Swarthmore
Brown—Rhode Island State
Cornell—Niagara
N. Y. U.—West Va. Wesleyan
Pordham—West Virginia
Columbia—Union
Manhattan—Baltimore
Yale—Maine
Hn rvard—Bates
Prlnceton—Amherst
Army—Knox
Navy—Wm. and Mary
Dartmouth—Buffalo
Lafayette—Muhlenberg
Pitt—Iowa
St. Bonaventure—Thlel
Urslnus—Haverford
Carnegie Tech—^W. & J.

Holy Cross—Providence
Penn State—^Lebanon Valley

HOW OVR FOES
ARE FARING

All of Villanova's future oppon-
ents, with the exception of Gettys-
burg and Detroit, opened their 1931

football season over the past week-
end, but to two of them Duke and
Baltimore University, the curtain-

raiser brought only defeat.

Ed Hunsinger represented Harry
Stuhldreher down at Columbia, in

South Carolina, and saw South
Carolina beat Duke's Blue Devils,

7-0. It was the first defeat in a
long while for Wallace Wade, new
Duke coach, and the first for the

Blue Devils since their opening
game in 1930.

Three touchdowns, two by for-

Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher
issued a call yesterday for cani^i-

dates for the new 150 pound and
the junior varsity teams. Plans
for these teams were made last

spring and the coach, having re-

ceived the approval of the student
body, is now putting them into

action. The main purpose of the

two new squads is to afford every
student an opportunity to engage
in athletic activity.

The 150 pound team is limited to

men weighing not more than one
hundred and fifty pounds and is

open to all students except Fresh-
men. George Gazella and "Whitey"
Czesick have been appointed to put
the lightweights through their

paces and to instruct them in the
science of foot ball.

The midget squad will open its

season October 17. Games have
been arranged with the following

teams: Germantown Boys Club,

Williamson Trade School, St. Jos-
eph's College, Penn and Yale pend-
ing.

The Junior varsity is under the
supervision of the well known
"Ding" Driscoll. There is no
weight limit to this squad and all

students except freshmen are
eligible.

The jayvees open their cam-
paign about the middle of October.
A rather formidable program has
been arranged. Among the teams
to be played are Penn, Princeton,
Beckley College, of Harrisburg,
Moravian College in Bethlehem,
Yale and Harvard (pending.)
In former years only a select few

could play football, but now every
man has an even chance. In the
event that a member of either the
lightweight or the junior varsity

team should prove himself to be an
outstanding player he will be pro-
moted to the varsity squad.

More Than Thirty

Hopefuls Compete
for Tennis Crown
Sol Berman to Defend Champion-

ship Against Host of Aspir-

ants.—Play Starts Today

BULLETS LEAD IN SERIES

Gettysburg has defeated Villa-
nova in six of nine foot ball
games played to date. The
Cats won the first game played,
12-0, back in 1900, captured a
thriller in 1921, and came out
on top in 1928.

1900—villanova, 12; Q-burg. 0.

1916—Villanova. 3; Q-burg. 27.
1919—Villanova, 0; Q-burg. 20.

1980—Villanova, 7; Q-burg^ 34.
1921—Villanova, 13; Q-burg. 10.

1922—Villanova. 7; Q-burg. 16.

1923—Villanova, 0; Q-burg. 17.

1928—Villanova, 7; Q-burg, 2.

1J30—Villanova. 0; Q-burg, 3.

Southerners Weaken After

Scoreless First Quarter

Marion in Varsity Debut Electrifies Fans by Intercepting

PasK and Racing to Touchdown

POTTS, RANDOUR, TERRY, BEAIJDINE ALSO SCORE

FOUR GAMES ON
FRESHMAN LIST

A squad of close to eighty year-
lings greeted Coach Oeorge Jacobs,
last week as he began practice

sessions for the class of 1935 grid
squad.
The season opens on October 16,

when the Ursinus Frosh, who were
smothered last fall, 32-0, by the
unbeaten, unscored-upon Freshmen,
invade the Stadium again.

This is Jacobs' third year as
Frosh football coach here. After
graduating here. Doc served as
head coach at Bethlehem Catholic
High, leaving the Steel City after

two years to return to his Alma
Mater.
From early indications last week,

Jacobs has two good ball carriers
in Linsey and Connelly, while
Niedbola. Foster, Sheehan, Blan-
cher and Berker augur a strong
line.

The complete schedule follows:
October 16—Ursinus Frosh, home.
October 23—Perklomen, home.
Nov. 11—St. Lohn's. Lawrence, away.
Nov. 21—Wyoming Seminary, away.

FRESHMEN WANTED

Any Freshmen, either with or
without previous newspaper ex-
perience, who are desirous of en-
tering the competition for posi-

tions on the sports staff of the
VILLANOVAN, are requested to

report to the sports editor this

evening at 7 p. m. at the VIL-
LANOVAN office in Mendel Hall,

or in his room, 238 Austin Hall,

any night this week.
Work on the sports staff of

the college paper is one of the
most interesting of all extra-
curricular activities, and at the
present time there are several
vacancies existing on the staff.

wards and one via a lateral pass, in

the last quarter, pulled the game
out of the fire) for Boston College.

Catholic U. lost to the Eagles, 20-7,

after leading, 7-6, with fifteen

minutes to play.

Lafayette smothered Baltimore,
51-0.

Temple and Bucknell won night
games at home on Friday, the Owls
beating Mt. St. Mary's, 33-0, and
the Bisons taking over 81. Thomas,
34-7.

Georgetown looked impressive
while defeating Lebanon Valley, the
Cats' erstwhile curtaln-ralslng

opponent, 25-0.

The Messrs. Ooetzlnger. Plotczyk,

Sverski and Jasaitls, of the Grey-
hounds, made altogether too many
tackles to suit the fancy of the tele-

graphers and the announcer in the

press box.

Stan Baumgartner, of the In-

quirer, spent most of the afternoon,

hunting through the north stand
for the girls at whom the Cats'

hitch-hiking backs were waving.

The Third Annual Villanova Col-

lege tennis tournament will open
this afternoon, when fifteen

matches get under way. Father
Mauch, coach of the tennis team,
and who made the draw, announc-
ed that a large entry list of more
than 30 contestants will do battle

for the crown.
Sol Berman, Captain of the ten-

nis team, has won the title for the

past two years, and is naturally the

favorite, but will receive stern

competition from other members of

the net squad. Manual Suarez,

second man on the team, is anxious
to take the trophy back to Cuba
with him, while Bill Orcutt, also on
the team for the past two seasons
will make a determined bid. Johnny
Sykes, pride of "the World's Play-
ground" is playing better tennis

than ever, and believes that the cup
is going for a one way trip to At-
lantic City.

Besides these seeded players,

there are other racket wielders en-
tered who may break through and
cop the championship. Sam Miles,

Ray Harter and Burt Schwartz,
members of the Freshman team last

year, are all dark horses. If wea-
ther permits, the tournament will

be concluded Sunday afternoon.
Last year there was a large crowd
watching the finals between Ber-
man and Suarez, but with interest

In tennis increasing, there should be
a record attendance Sunday.

GETTYSBURG WRITER
DISCUSSES ELEVEN
FOR VILLANOVAN

(continued from page one)

GOLFERS TO ENGAGE
IN MEDAL PLAY

Last Wednesday a meeting of the
candidates of the golf team was
held in the amphitheatre. Very
few pill-swatters answered the call,

but among those present were
Kelly, rurmer up for the Philadel-
phia Amateur Open, and another
Frosh who was champion of the
Philadelphia Public High Schools.
With the combined efforts of the
new men and last year's veterans,
especially Quinlan, Villanova
champ, and Jerry Weinhart, who
plays seventy golf, the Wildcats
ought to go places in the inter

collegiate golf world.
Howie Garrity has been appoint-

ed by Father Pink to act in the
capacity of student coach. Howie
has played on the varsity team fur

several years and should be well

prepared to take up his new duties

as mentor.
Matches for next spring are al-

ready being arranged by Manager
Harry Dougherty assisted by
Howard Richmond. The Frosh
squad will be managed by Frank
Ditchey.
According to an announcement

made by Coach Garrity, a 72 hole

Medal Tournament will be held on
Next Friday and Saturday. This
tournament is to be open to all

students.

Static From S-O-L

Apparently there were no golfers

on either team on Saturday, be-

cause no one replaced any divots.

—V—
The debonair announcer is a very

dear friend of ours so we will not
Judge him too harshly, but when
he calmly said, "Beaudine is stopped
by Trosky for a loss of three yards,"

we were a bit perturbed. Isn't it

enough for us to know that our
interference was bad, without let-

ting total strangers In on the
secret?

—V—
Well anyway, our good friend, the

announcer, should receive a month-
ly pass on the P. and W. and a
free copy of Stuhldreher's book on
Rockne for his high pressure sales

talk. After his speeches, we were
almost expecting him to say, "This
is not a phonograph record."

—V—
With Lou Tounff officiating, and

Bert Bell scouting for Temple and
Lud Wray reporting, it looked like

a University of Pennsylvania
Alumni reunion.

—V—
Villanova plays Gettysburg next

Saturday. If history repeats, the
Bryn Mawr Hospital had better

have an ambulance waiting In the
end zone.

—V—
Charley Witkowskie, Tom Connel-

ly and Tom Garrett, all members of
the 1930 ediUon of the WUdcats,
saw last Saturday's game from the
stands.

Heavy Line
The average weight of the for-

ward wall will be in the vicinity of

190 pounds, one of the heaviest
lines since the days of Johnny
Miller.

The biggest problem confronting
the Bullet coaching staff, however,
is the backs. Despite the fact five

veteran ball-toters returned. Coach
Bream has not as yet found a com-
bination to his liking. One conso-
lation is in the speed of the four
candidates, namely: McMillan, of
Lancaster; Jones, of Mt. Carmel;
and Morris and Olkewicz, both of
Phoenixville. These four men can
each knock off a hundred yards in
less than eleven seconds.
Jones, pal of Eddie Kobilis, will

undoubtedly, start at quarter, with
Ed Hardy, Long Island star, at
fullback, and McMillan as one half.

Shaller, Hazleton, has been making
a keen impression in the daily
scrimmages, and may start as the
only newcomer to break into the
veteran machine. "Dutch" Eby,
of Harrisburg; Olkewicz, who prep-
ped at Wenonah, and Larry Morris,
will be used in the utility role.

Pony Backfield
Hen Bream's policy of using a

pony backfield, behind a heavy
line proved only too effective last

season, and Gettysburg's line-up
will look in many respects the same
this year. An average of any of

the above-mentioned backs would
not exceed the 165 mark.

Before a small crowd estimated at 3000 the Wildcats
opened their 1931 season in an auspicious manner, over-
whelming an inferior Loyola of Baltimore machine hy an
unprecedented 32-0 count. In the last meeting between
both elevens in 1929 the Cats also emerged the victors but
by a closer margin, the score then being 16-7.

The inclement weather was responsible for the small
attendance present to view the hostilities while the soggy
field prevented any higher score.

The game on a whole proved to
be a drab contest, being too one-

Loyola villanova

Curtis left end Terry
Jasaitls .... left tackle .... Edwards
Morlsl left guard Carr
Plotczyk .... center Oezzer
McCorm'k . right guard Contl
Waldner . . right tackle Rosen
Dunne right end . . Delabrlda
Dellalre q. b Cavanaugh
Carlln 1. h. b Casey
Sverski r. h. b Donohue
Ooetzlnger f. b Potts

Villanova 13 13 6—32
Loyola —
Touchdowns— Ranaour. Marrlon,

Terry, Potts, Beaudine. Points after
touchdown—Randoiu* (pass from
Oolden), Marrlon (bucked center
guard ) . Substitutions—Villanova

—

Randour for Casey. Milne for Contl,
Keogh for Carr, Golden for Cava-
naugh. Price for Terry, O'Donnell for
Delabrlda, York for Donohue, Marrlon
for Potts, Theman for Oezzer, Lum-
Inello for Rosen, Brodnlckl for Ed-
wards, Casey for Randour, Price for
Terry. Marrlon for Potts, Thomas for
Carr, Tarter for York. Beaudine for
Marrlon. Trosky for Oolden. T. Cav-
anaugh for Casey, Heffron for Brice,
Lynch for Lumlnello, Hurlburt for
Trosky. Loyola—Cullln for Duime,
Egan for Sverski, Ooetzlnger for
Egan, Fox for Sverski, Azzarelle for
Morlsl.

Offlclals: Referee—R. D. Evans, Ur-
sinus. Umpire—C. J. Eckles, W. and
J. Head liucsniaii—M. J. TUonipbon,
Mount St. Mary's. Field Judge—Lou
Young, Penn.

sided and replete with many sub-
stitutions. Dominic Marion's 83-
yard run to a touchdown on an in-
tercepted pass was the one thrilling

moment of the game. Lesser
thrills were provided when Bill
Potts, Whitey Randour, Mike
Terry, and Paul Beaudine trotted
over the final chalkmark for addi-
tional counters.

Weak on Place Kicking

The Stuhldreher-coached eleven

showed itself to be strong in all

departments except in the place-
kicking field. It was evident that
Clete Gardner's educated toe was
deeply missed. However, Stuhldre-
her will undoubtedly give the back-
field men plenty of work this week
strengthening tills department. The
tries for the extra points were made
by Randour, on a pass from Golden,
and a line buck by Marion. Inci-
dentally, Marion and Randour
were the high scorers of the day
with seven markers apiece.

The statistics show that the
Wildcats easily outplayed the
Southerners and their vic-

tory. The Cats' offensive got away
to 13 first downs to their oppon-
ents' two, while the total yardage
gained from scrimmage stands at
287 yards for the Cats and 19 for

(Continued on Page Four)

KEEP CARESSABLE
WAVE FAREWELL TO L C*
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You might get by with

B. O., "Athlete's Foot", or

Ph. D., but I. C. is unfor-

givable. See EDWARD'S
Fall fashions featuring an

easier fitting, soft construc-

tion coat with wider but-

ton-spacing on the lines

of the British loimge suit.

Why not have your next

suit or topcoat custom-

tailored by EDWARD?

38^5 $28^* *24^*

* ILL-FITTING CLOTHES

You will find o wld* choic*

of b«auliful lmport«d and do-

meatic woolens. Ask to —m th«

"Sturdiweor" worsteds at $24.75

* INFERIORITY COMPLEX

Edward Clothes
EDWARD TAILORING CO.

1316 WALNUT ST., PHILA.
College Showing by LIN HILL
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CAMPUS OPIISIOISS

What is your opinion of Villanova,
after residijif liere for two weelu?

Michael Kane, Good Counsel,
Freshman: "So this Is College?
That Is what I heard a fellow
freshman say. Many of the fresh-
man have their likes and dislikes
about Villanova, but as far ajs I am
concerned It is a wonderful place.
The campus alone thrills me. I
have the most beautiful sight from
my window, and lots of times when
I am not hauling trunks and what
not for ihe upper classmen, I Just
iiit and admire the beauty of the
campus. The trees so beautifully
planted in the paths which twist
and turn through the green leaves,
make the campus of Villanova a
most picturesque spectacle."

Martin J. Nichols, Good Councel,
Freshman, "My first visit to Villa-
nova Immediately made me forget
the many other institutions of
learning. Its campus has inspired
me and its buildings have lured me
so that at the spur of the moment
I made up my mind that Villanova
would be my one and only College."

A. Cocheo, Good Counsel, Fresh-
Awn: "For the past two weeks I

have enjoyed myself immensely.
Walkihg around the campus with
the rest of the Prosh has cured me
of my loneliness. The fellows are
all very sociable and easy to get
along with. Carrying trunks and
working down at the stadium,
though not very enjoyable, has
helped me to regain some of the
strength I had lost during my
summer vacation. All in all I be-
lieve Villanova is a darn good
CoUege."

Robert DeGulda, Good Counsel,
Freshman: "Two of the happiest
weeks of my life have been spent
at Villanova. Words fail me in de-
scribing the beauty of the campus.
The cheerful way in which the
fellows greet one another with a
big "Hello!" has made me many
friends. The thrill of being called

Frosh will remain one of my deai'-

est memories."

Herman G^ Dlello, Good Counsel,
Freshman: "Having resided here at
Villanova for two weeks, I think it

Is, undoubtedly wonderful, con-
sidering every practical view point.

The fellows are fraternal, and with
their friendly hellos, help make the
burden lighter and cheerful. The
campus is a colossal as well as a
benign sight. The teaching in its

methor or system is Incomparable."

Daniel J. Smith, Good Counsel,
Freshman, "I boarded the (rain for
our fair College with the intention
firmly in mind of spending a year
at Villanova and then leave for

ever its halls and walls behind me
for other climes, ether Institutions

of that elusive object learning. But
now to my unspeakable horror I

find that the Villnnova ozone is

creeping into my bronchial tubes,

and I further find that as I walk
through its vaulted corridors, the
ghost of its charm is sneaking
upon me."

I feel it coming now, I knew that
I could not hold the fort against
them all, and breaking down my
last barrier comes Class Spirit, and
that Fraternal feeling existing

among the students on the campus."

Tuesday, September 29, 1931

FK. BECKERMANN ILL
IN ESSEN, GERMANY

Suffering from the results of a
stroke sustained while on a visit to
his family, Rev. Charles A. Becker
mann, O. 8. A., S. T. L., D. D., is

now confined to a hospital in Essen,
Germany, near Bremen.

Dr. Beckermann has been a Pro-
fessor at Villanova for eight years,
and for the last three years has
been doing extension teaching m
Philadelphia. Dr. Beckermann is

also secretary to the Provincial.

Though physicians hold hope for
his recovery, convalescence will bo
long and arduous. At the time of
his illness. Dr. Beckermann had
Just completed his final examina-
tions for a doctorate degree in
Rome, and was on a short visit

with his folks In Germany.

Library Open
With Several

Improvements

New Periodicals and Books
Added to Reading

' Material

Cats Romp to

Easy Victory

Over Loyola

(Continued From Pare Three)

MANY NEW NOVELS

Numerous Faculty
Substitutions Made
For Year 1931-1932

(continued from page one)

The Villanova Library, located
in the east wing of Austin Hall,
was opened Wednesday of last week.
Many have already availed them-
selves of its opportunities as sev-
eral new advantages are offered
the student this year.

Several additions have been made,
including 300 new books and 35
periodicals, such as "The Readers
Digest ' and "The New York Times."
A large selection of novels will

lake care of the demand for new
fiction, many of the novels being
the latest production of prominent
popular authors.
A spacious reading room Is at

the service of all who wish to con-
sult certain special reference Iwoks
which must remain in the library.
The library has at It's command

31,000 books, all of which wUl be
of great help to the students in
whatever field they are interested.
Whatever the needs are this year
the library is well fitted to take
care of theni.
All books are allowed to circulate

for two weeks, with the exception
of special reference books. These
include encyclopedias, large diction-
aries, atlases etc.

It may be well to note, that for
all books kept over the designated
time, a fine of ten cents a day will
be extacted.

FY)r the convenience of those
who are in doubt or in need of
material, whether it be for essays,
theses, orations references or late
proelaimatlons and news the hours
are: Weekdays - - 9 to 11.30 A.M.
1 to 5 P. M. Saturdays - - 9 to 12
A. M.

Shortly After They Met
He—"I am going away perhaps

for months. Do you think you
could learn to love me if I write
every day?"
She—"Perhaps, but I hate to do

it through a correspondence
course."

the Green and Gray.
Randour Starts Scoring

It was not until the second period
that the Blue and White was able
to score. Whitey Randour entered
the game at this point replacing
Ted Casey, and set the ball rolling
steadily towards the opponents'
goal line. From midfield the
Sophomore carried the pigskin to
the 26-yard line on two end runs.
Bill Potts then advanced to the
3 yard marker and would have
gone over for the score if he had
not slipped in the slimy grime. On
the next play Ed Donohue was
thrown for a 6-yard loss, but Ran-
dour immediately counted on an-
other of his brilliant end runs.
Marion scored the next touch-

down on his electrifying race down
the field behind fine interference,
skillfully eluding Dellaire, Loyola's
safety man, before he had a clear
field in front of him.

This ended the scoring for the
half, but early in the next period
Mike Terry pounced on a bad pass
from center whl<5h had rolled into
the end zone. Bill Potts entered
the scoring column a short time
later when he circled the end for
29 yards and a touchdown. The
final six-marker of the fray was
made by Paul Beaudine, reserve
fullback, on a reverse play from
Loyola's 12 yard line.

Scoreless First Quarter
In the initial canto Stuhldreher's

proteges lacked the final punch to
score a touchdown due to a bit of
nervousness and untimely penal-
tls. Ted Casey did what little

groundgalning there was and must
be credited for keeping the ball
most of the time in the Green and
Gray's territory.

At the arrival of Whitey Ran-
dour into the hostilities the entire
eleven players found their bear-
ings and began to function as a
unit. From then on till the end of
the game the Blue and White ma-
chine marched consistently down
the field for the six-pointers, al-{
though stubbornly opposed all the
way by the Baltimore collegians.

The game soon turned Into a rout
much to the discomfiture of the
faithful Loyola rooters present.

Captain on Sidelines
Smoky ' Ed Kobllls. sterling

guard and captain, did not see any
action in this game. An injury
which he suffered to his ankle last
season and which has given him
considerable trouble of late ac-
counted for his non-appearance in
the game. However, he is expected
to play against the Bullets next
Saturday.

Ihe starting lineup found but
four of last season's regulars play-
ing, Edwards, Terry, Casey and
Donahue. Oezzer, center, was the
understudy of Donovan and
Bradley; Carr at guard, is a Soph
taking the place of Charlie Wit-
kowski who graduated; Conti, the
other guard, filled the shoes of
Captain Kobllis; Rosen, tackle, re-
placed the injured Hickey; Dela-
orida, end. subbed for Jack Mc-
Gann last year; while in the back-
field both Cavanaugh and Potts
were Sophs.

The Prosh are lucky this year.
Either because of a soft hearted
Vigilance Committee, or the soft
field, they were excused from ,ini,-

tlatlon Into the Ancient and Honor-
able Order of the Hobble Gobble.

He—"every night before I go to
bed I write down by thoughts in
a little book which I have had
for over a year."
She—" You must have already a

pageful now."

JNew Rooms and
Heating in Alumni

With the completion of the
Commerce and Finance Building,
Alumm Haa is no longer called
upon for Ihe service of class rooms.

All the former class rooms have
been reconstructed into new, large
and airy rooms for the students.
New floors, large closets, fixtures
furniture, and beds have been in-
stalled. Ilie rooms are the largest
on the campus. Most of them have
a southern exposure, the remain-
ing, having a western exposure.
Uhis feature affords plenty of fresh
air and sunlight at all times. Many
of the rooms contain two single
beds besides the other necessary
furniture. TThree new rooms have
been buUt on the first floor, thir-
teen on the second and tiiree on
the third.

A new and modern heating sys-
tem has Leen installed throughout.
Together with the new heating
system, furniture, and new rooms,
the undertaking cost in the vicin-
ity of $25,000.
The building will be heated to-

gether with the rest of the buUd-
Ings on the campus. Tbe heat will

.adiation unit of the coUege, name-

ly Mendei HaU. Sometime ago it

was probably noticed that tne

campuT was excavated for piping

between Mendei HaU and Alumni.

It. was for this purpose that such

excavations were necessary.

In the near future the Academy

is to undergo a thorough renova-

tion, 'inis will neip co put ii on a

hvel with surrounding buildings.

Tne interior and exterior will oe

painted and new furniture and oeds

will be Installed.

Academy Hall has long been

with Villanova, and needless to say

it has gone through thick and thin

with its Alam Mater. Since it is not

within the means of the college to

tear down Alumni and erect a new

building on its plot a thorough re-

novation will help it greatly in its

old age.

The building is now under the

supervision of Rev. Joseph Dough-

erty, OSA Rector; Rev. Joseph Z.

Smith, OSA Prefect on second

floor; Rev. Francis W. Ludwig,

OSA Prefect on third floor.
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be transmitted from the central | read.

"

Sometimes Difficult

"Professor, it must be difficult

to mark these examination papers.''

"Especially the one you can't

Get a, Haircut
; I !•,'' '-. "'
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SLITZ
VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

Your Old Clothes . .

. Are Worth Money
We will accept your old suit or overcoat as a

FIVE DOLLAR trade-in on a new suit, topcoat or

overcoat . . . made-to-your-measure.

$23.75 $28.75 $36.75

Stanford Tailoring Co.
507 Fox Building 1612 Market Street

Tom Edwards, Bob Corrigan, Representatives

SHOWING AT PIE SHOP TODAY (TUESDAY)
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^ J other School Change

In the Engineering department

only one change has been noted,

but that change causes the engin-

eers to sufler the loss of one of

their most capable men. John J

Sweeney, Professor of Highway En-

gineering, who had been absent on

leave for the past year, has now re-

tired from teaching and will devote

his entire time to private practice.

The engineers, while they regret

very much to see him go, will still

have a capable teacher in the per-

son of D. Barker Cook. Liast year

Mr. Cook temporarily assumed the

duties of Mr. Sweeney, but this year

he will have full control of the

greater portion of the courses hith-

erto In charge of Mr. Sweeney.
In the School of Arts and Phil-

osophy a number of changes have
likewise been made. Rev. Bernard
McConviUe, O. S. A., will take over

the courses in Biology and Philoso-

phy formerly conducted by Rev.

Henry Greenlee, O. S. A., and Rev.
Francis Coan, O. S. A. Rev. John
O'Brien, O. S. A., will assume the

classes in English previously hand-
led by Watson Selvage. August
Kunzenbacher wilU take charge of

the courses in Chemistry which
were conducted by Joseph Venuto
last year. Rev. John Sparrow, O. S.

A., who was absent from duty last

year will resume his work in Logic
and Ethics.

The Arts School is also introduc-
ing this year a Seminar which will

i)e conducted every Thursday. This
Seminar is being held under the
auspices of the Arts Fraternity, and
its purpose is to arouse greater in-

terest and enthusiasm among the
student body.

In the School of Science only two
changes from last year's faculty

have Ijeen recorded. Mr. Panepln-
to will Instruct the class in Fresh-
man Chemistry which was managed!
by Joseph Venuto last year. The!
other change Is in the Sophomore

|

Quantitative Analy.sis class where
August Kunzenbascher will take

over the work of John Orenzenski.

Catty
Madge—"Jack's proposal was so

sudden it made me Jump"
Marie—"At it, of course."

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr
'Youni Like Us'

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight-- Ever Right

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

//

It could be worse, Prosh I

Out at St. Benedict's College,
(Atchison, Kansas), the sophomores
have replaced the traditional green
dink as the ofllcial Freshman
headgear with the new Empress
Eugenie hats, adorned with purple
and white plumes.
The poor dears must look stun

ning.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor since 1925

wishing the students a

Siircessful year

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up

Also Club plan,

$1.00 A WEEK

Agents, FAULK,
CASEY and GARRITY

and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top of the package. Hold down
one half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

ZIpl That's all. Unique I Wrapped
In dust-proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESH I — what could be more modem
than LUCKIES' Improved Humidor package

*so easy to open I Lmdlma^ thm LUCKY tab It

mm your fingmr nmll protmeUon,

Made of the finest tobaccos-The

Cream of many Crops -LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which Includes the use of

modern Ultra Violet Rays -the process that

expels certain blHng, harsh Irritants noturoHy

present In every tobacco leaf. These expelled

Irritants are not present In your LUCKY STRIKEI
"
Thty'ra ouf-jo fh^i can't be (n/" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.
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It's tx>asted"
Your Throat Profcfjon— ggoinit irrlfutlon — agpin>f cough

And Moi9iuf-^roof Cmiiophutf K—pM
thmt "Tom9t9d" Flavor Ever Fraah

OIM.IIm AnMrlvanTobwraCo , Mfn.

'^y ond Samrday c««.
"•"t o»«f N. B. C.
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GET READY

FOR THE

WILKES'BARRE DANCE
AFTER BUCKNELL GAME

I VILL
STAFF POSITIONS

STILL OPEN

CANDIDATES REPORT

7 P. M. — 222 MENDEL
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Newly Merged Clubs
Of Philadelphia Schools

To Hold Elections Today

Candidates Nominated at First Meeting of All Philadelphia
Catholic High School Clubs.—Rev. J.

McConville, 0. S. A., Moderator

BRILLIANT SOCIAL SUCCESSES PREDICTED
Upon the completion of the

merging of the Alumni of the Cath
olic high schools of Philadelphia
last week, the new' central organ-
ization Ijegan functioning immedi-
ately. A meeting was held in the
Amphitheatre on Thursday after-
noon and the officers who will guide
the Club for the ensuing year were
nominated. These nominees will

be voted on this afternogn.
Intense interest was displayed by

the members in the plans as unfold-
ed by Rev. Ruellen E. Pink, O. S. A.,

and Rev. J. McConville, O. S. A.,

the newly appointed moderator.
Both of these were loud in their
pralfie of the individual clubs and
said that they anticipated a bril-

liant year for the newly formed
unit.

Title Not Selected
This organization is one of the

largest of its kind on the campus.
It will contain representatives of
all the Philadelphia Catholic high
schools and will most probably be
called by the above name. How-
ever the matter of selecting a title

for the Club has been left for a
future date.

It is expected that the social

functions of the club will be the
most unique on the campus. Ex-
penses and all the other hinder-
ances to the staging of successful
affairs will be cut to a minimum in
every way with the uniting of the
Clubs.

Presents United Front
All vestiges of the former indi-

vidual school spirit so evident in
the Alumni Clubs of the smaller
schools will be merged into the one
metropolitan club. In fact, the
only evidence of the former clubs
will be in the office of Vice-Presi-
dent. Each of the five Catholic
high schools will be represented by
a Vice-President in the Club in ad-
dition to other offices for which all

are eligible.

The Nominees
The candidates nominated who

are to be voted for today are as fol

lows : President—Clement Busen
kell, Joseph Gaynor; Vice President
—La Salle—Charles Nlessen; St.

Joseph—Nicholas Catti, Joseph
Houseman; Northeast Catholic

—

Vincent Hoefling, James Cain; West
Catholic—Francis Cooney, Anthony
McShea, John Sheridan; R. C. H. .

—Francis Remy, Paul Brady; Sec-
retary—Vincent Barr. John Calla-
han. Paul BarroW. John Stell, Wil-
liam Christie; Treasurer—John Mc-
Henry, John Weber, Prank ReiUy,
Norman Stull, William Burt.

LEAVES STAFF

Two Masses
Mark Close

Of Retreat

Day Students Have Perfect

Attendance at Mass
on Friday

PROMPTNESS MARKED

JAMES M. SHEA
Who, because of the preas of

other dutiea has been forced to re-

tire from the VILLANOVAN st«ff.

His position as Managing Editor
will be filled at least temporarily by
John J. Durkln,

BusinessMen
Begin Night
SchoolWork

The annual Villanova one-day
retreat took place last Thursday.
This opening season retreat Is al-

ways held on the Thursday before
the first Friday in October.
Due to the large enrollment this

year and for the convenience of the
day students, it was necessary to

liold two separate retreats. The res-

identsi students retreat opened at

7.00 A.M. Thursday morning and
closed with Mass and Communion
at 7.00 A. M. Friday morning. The
non-residents retreat opened at

8.00 A.M. and closed at the same
hour Friday morning with Mass
and Communion.

Fr. Brennan officiates

Rev. John R. Brennan, O.S.A. of

Malvern Prep officiated at both re-

treats. Father Brennan proved to

be a very Interesting speaker, and
from the opinions on the campus
there is no doubt that the majority
of students derived no small
mount of good from his words.
In a recent interview with Rev.

E. V. Stanford, O. S. A. it was
learned that there were two out-
standing points to the retreat. The
first is the prompt and orderly
manner with which the students
conducted themselves. The day was
so fully scheduled that promptness

(Continued on Page Three)

Committees Begin
Junior Week Plans

A. S. C. E. Holds
First Meeting

Appointees Must Work
m^ether to Insure

Success

To-

HOPE FOR BIG WEEK

Although the fall term has Just

started, the Junior Week Commit-

tees are already under way.

Robert Rosen, president of the

Junior Class asks for cooperation

of all Junior committeemen not

only the cooperation with their

chairman but all the committees
pulling together and the whole
hearted support of the entire

Junior Class.

President Rosen says, "The com-
mittees were chosen as equally as
possible. I tried to put fellows

where they would give the best

results and where I thought they
were best fitted. If anyone whr
has not a place on the committee
and desires to help out in that re-

spect, please see me as soon a.*

possible, for the assistance of all Lt

necessary. I have every reason to

hope that this Junior Week will be
a great success because every social

function that has been sponsored by
the present Juniors has t>een suc-
cessful, both financially and social-

ly. Students outside of the Junior
Class are expected to give full sup-
port. This applies especially to th?
^reshman class. The amount of

the assessment has not been decided

yet, but as soon as it is, a notice

will be published to that effect. I

am sure that those who attend the

Junior Week celebrations will have
a very enjoyable time."

RInirs Ready
James McGuinn, chairman of the

Class Ring Committee says, "The
rings are practically the same as

last year, though we have a much
larger assortment. The rings cost

between fifteen and twenty dollars

and a five dollar deposit is neces-

sary when ordering the ring. Sister

rings will cost between eleven and
twenty-one dollars. The character

of the stone makes the difference

in price. The rings will take about
three weeks to arrive after they

(Continued on Page Three)

Last Friday afternoon a meeting
of The American Society of Civil

Engineers was held. William G.
Driscoll acting as chairman called

the meeting to order and begun the
necassary business of the first

meeting of the year. Nominations
and elections were held with the
following results:

President William G. Driscoll

Vice-President . . . George McGrath
Treasurer Donald LaFond
Secretary Eric Storms

Officers having been selected foi

the year, future plans were dis-

cussed. Mr. Driscoll outlined a
schedule of field trips of the east-
ern cities, which will enable the
members of the society to study
construction work In its every
phase. Mr. Driscoll also announc-
ed that a series of lantern slides

are being prepared and noted lec-
turers are being communicated with
In an effort to obtain a suitable
schedule of lectures for the society.

The A. S. C. E. Is a noted society
In the engineering world and pro-
duces quite a background for Villa-
nova student engineers. The Villa-
nova Chapter has made a big name
for itself in this society. In the
past three years Villanova Senior
Engineers have twice won the first

prize In the annual

Schedule Presents Complete
Instruction in Many

Subjects

Last Monday evening the Villa-

nova Evening School again opened
its doors and resumed classes for

the third successive year. Tlie

school was established in 1929 and
since that time has enjoyed a very

successful record. Each year the

schedule and faculty have been ex-

panded and improved upon, so that
now both these factors are very
complete and efficient.

Registration for the evening
courses was held during the week
previous to the opening of the
classes. As yet the exact figure ftor

the enrollment has not been deter-
mined, but judging from present
indications the registration appears
to be surpassing the previous rec-
ords at Villanova. Besides those
students who are also members of
the day school there is also quite
a large number of students who are
commuting from Philadelphia and
the vicinity for the cla.sses.

The school this year presents a
schedule that is very complete.
Courses are offered, in Accounting,
Spanish, English, Business Law.
Transportation, Economics and
History. Instruction is given in each
of these courses one night a week.
Classes begin at 7:40 PJ^. and ex-
tend until 9:40 P. M. The pro-
fessors who teach these subjects
and who comprise the faculty of
the evening school are the same
men who teach the corresponding
subjects in the day school.
Since the courses in the evening

school are identical with those in
the day school, college credit is

given to those students who have
the required number of high school
units. To those students who are
members of the day school the
night school offers an excellent
opportunity for working off con-
ditionals. To those young men and
women who are members of the
business world the night school
offers a great advantage since they
may combine their everyday exper-
iences with the sound knowledge of
business methods and principals
which the course imparts to them.

Wm. Bohan, L. Dart
Head '32 Year Book|

William L. Bohan, editor of the

1931 Belle Aire, has announced the

appointment of Louis Dart as busi-

ness manager, and Gerald Enright
as circulation manager. Further

appointments have not, as yet, been

made. It is understood that anyone
desiring a place on the staff may
receive consideration by making
application to the editor or busi-

ness manager.
The kind cooperation of Father

Crawford has Riade is possible to
forward the business end of the
work durmg the summer. Bids for
printing and engraving are already
under consideration, though no de-
finite action haoi been made.
Over one hundred and eighty

first year men have subscribed to
date. Those who have not yec re-
served a copy are urged to do so
immediately. Since a limited num-
ber of the books are printed it will

be difficult, in all probability, for

lowerclassmen to obtain copies af-
ter publication.

It is believed that the circulation
will be greater this year than ever.
The contents of the book will be
intinitely new and varied. Editor
Bohan promises something entirely
different in tone, make-up and
personality. 'The 1932 Belle Aire,"
he says, "will be suggestive of the
verve and vitality of modern busi-
ness."

Be It remembered howevr, that
the Villanova game Is not Gettys-
burg's 1931 schedule. Indeed there
are eight more games to be played
and Coach Bream has been de-
veloping his squad with this in

view.

NEW SECRETARY |{V. L. S. Not

To Operate

Over WHAT

MARTIN L. GILL
Elected secretary of the Villanova

Literary Society at a recent meet-
ing. At the same time, Charles P,

Goggi Was elected treasurer.

(Joggi Elected Treasurer.

—

Gill Becomes New
Secretary

SCHEDULE 2 DEBATES

1933 Ring
Committee
Appointfd

James McGuinn and Edward
Donahue Are Named

Chairmen

Science Men Enter
Medical Schools

Detroit Trip by
Freight Special

contest of the A. S. C. E.

The students here have begun
plans to run a freight special to
Detroit for the coming Detroit U.
game. This is not at all a novel
idea, for Dartmouth U. tried it sev-
eral years ago with marked success.
A committee has already been ap-
pointed to Interview the Rev. Ruel-
len P. Pink for this purpose. The
whole idea Us that many would
make this trip since it would be

competitive
|

much cheaper than it would other-
wise be if a special train Was run.

A large number of the members
of the science school have entered
Medical Schools all over, the coun-
try with the opening of the school
year this fall. Ten accredited Pro-
tessional schools hava accepted the
applications submitted by the pre-
med students of Villanova.
The various medical colleges

(chosen by the prospective phy-
sicians are as near home as three
of the medical colleges in Philadel-
phia, and as far afield as the
school of medicine at the University
of Vietma in Austria.
A liai, of the respective schools

and the accepted students follows:

Jefferson Medical College: Mario
Assante, Jean Gushing, Martin
Guckava, Alexander Kernish, Jay
Korson, Bernard Rotho, Daniel
Schatz, Nathan Sussman; Temple
University: Donato Alamprese; Ir-

vin Boucher; Louis Buzaid; Hugh
Dougherty; Joseph Sofranko; Ralph
Lanciano; Hugh McHugh; and Al-

phonse Clement. St. Louis Medical:
Louis Battistai. Michael D'Acova;
Anthony Girardo and Joseph Crafa,
Hahnemann Medical School: Al-
bert Esldn; Randle Heimer; John
Kochmarich ; Anthony C am p o ;

Martin Pisher; F^ed Homan and
Mlchaei Marrone, Boston College:

George Connor, Georgetown Uni-
versity: Joseph Kolibash, Matthias
Meehan, University of Virginia:

Hobart Judson; Wastern Reserve:
S. Laveson, and the University ot

Vienna: Anthony Reese.

Rev. Paul Taguchi
,. Visitor on Campus
Rev. Paul y. Taguechi, D. D., J.

U. D., Ph. D., a native Japanese
priest, was recently a visitor on the

campus. He gave a short address

to the Freshman engineering class.

For the last eight years, Pr.

Taguchi has been studying in Rome
and at the time of his visit to Vil-

lanova was on his first visit to this

country. He will return soon to

Tokio to teach in the Catholic
Seminary.
His address, incldently. Is 19 Sekl-

guchi - Daimachi - Koishikawa - Ku,
Tokio, Japan.

CAVANAUGH LEADING MARION AROUND GETTYSBURG END

The committee appointed by Rob-
ert Rosen, president of the Junior
Class, to select class rings has
promptly set about their duties.
Following the precedent set, several
years ago, the same model ring as
was used by the last two graduating
classes will again be adopted in an
effort to make this the standard
Villanova class emblem.

Due to the fact that Wm. C. Mar-
tin, Philadelphia JeWeler, has a
representative among the under-
graduates, it was possible for the
committee to procure their samples
and necessary information with
very little difficulty. They may be
seen and orders may be given either
to James McGuinn, 132 Good Coun-
sel hall, or to Edward Donohue, 436
Austin hall.

The rings themselves present a
most Imposing decoration. They
are made up in either "buff" or
"military" style gold of the usual
ten carat with a stone of the pur-
chaser's own selection upon the
crest. About the stone are engraved
the words, "VILLANOVA COL-
LEGE", and on the left side are the
initials designating the course pur-
sued. The right side bears the class
numerals. The background is of
finely worked palm leaves so that
the entire effect is one of soft color
bringing out the best effects of the
bold engravings.

Particular mention must be made
of the stones with which the rings
are set. The choice runs over a
large variety Including Onyx, Aqua-
marine, Tourmaline, Ruby, Blood-
stone, Garnet, Sardonyx, Alexander-
ine. Amethyst, and others each be-
ing the best obtainable in its own
group. It is obvious that the price
of the ring should greatly depend
upon the stone selected and this ac
counts for the fact that the prices
range from fifteen to twenty-five
dollars. Five dollars deposit is re-
quired with each order and deliv-
eries will be made within three
weeks of the date of order.

W-B Club Plans
Scranton Dance

On Halloween night, under the
auspices of the Wllkes-Barre Club,
the first campus social function of
the year, will be held in the Crystal
Ballroom of the Hotel Casey in
Scranton, Pa. The music will be
furnished by the Vlllanovans under
the direction of Raymond Baratta
The affair is being staged in

accordance with the time-honored
custom of the Wilkes-Barre Club,
to annually hold a dance, after
every VlUanova-Bucknell football
game played at the latter's home
field. A cordial invitation to attend
the dance has been extended to

all the coaches and members of the
varsity football team.

Extensive plans and efforts are
being seconded by Edward Palvltch,
chairman of the dance committee,
for decorating the ballroom in

true Halloween fashion. Souvenirs,
charms and favors will also be dis-

tributed.

The Vlllanovans, the college dance
orchestra, led by Raymond Baratta,
have been showing up usually well

in practice lately.

The Wllkes-Barre Club this year
is under the leadership of Presi-

dent James Garrity. To date there
are forty members enrolled in the
club. William Driscoll, Edward Pal-
vltch and Theodore Casey hold
down the positions of Vice-Presi-
dent, Secretary and Treasurer re-

spectively. The Rev. J. McConville,
O. S. A , is the faculty advisor and
moderator.

Last Monday the Villanova Liter-

ary Society held its first business

meeting of the year, with a session

of the both chapters. The Belle

Masque Players and the Beta

Gamma Debaters.

Qecause, of the failure of certain
officers to return, to Villanova this

year. It was necessary to elect new
officers to fill their positions. Mar-
tin L. Gill, '32 of the School of

Arts and Philosoirfiy, was elected
Secretary. Pilling the position va-
cated by Leon Harter, Charles L.

Goggl '34 of the School of Com-
merce and Finance, was elected

Treasurer.

Following the election of officers,

plans for the coming year were
discussed A review of last year's

activities was made, in order that
the experience of the past would
aid In the forthcoming productions,
broadcasts and debates, as, this

season will be one of exceptional
activity.

The Belle Masque Chapter did
not decide on any particular type
of dramatics, but briefly covered
all, and set aside time for definite

decisions. A number of discussions

arose regarding the radio-broad-
casting programs. Some members
disfavored broadcasting over sta-

tion WHAT as this station carries

very poorly through the 'ether,'

teing heard plainly only in limited

districts. Numerous suggestions
were made, all bearing on the se-

lection of a new station. WPI was
considered, also, WLIT. It was
finally decided that the members
who were In a position to find out
something definite from the sta-

tions themselves, regarding the
time of broadcast and which days
were ooen each week, would do so,

and at the next meeting bring
forth their ideas. Another dis-

cussion regarding broadcasting, was
the type of sketch to be given.

Numerous students were in favor of

giving more or less 'popular'

sketches, instead of the formerly
strictly classical productions. This
was also laid on the table for the
next meeting.

The Beta Gamma Deoaters are

faced with a difficult schedule,

meeting some of the best debating

teams in the East. Two debates
definitely settled upon, are those

with Muhlenburg, which will be

a home-and-home affair, and with
Swarthmore, which will be a home
debate. Judges and questions will

be announced later.

Raymond Baratta

Leads Orchestra

Predicts a Big Season For

The New Villanovans

WAS STUDIO PIANIST

Engineers To See
Ice Cream Plant

Oourt«ay Ledger

On November 18th, members of
the Phi Kappa Pi fraternity will

add to their present store of

knowledge, the ideas and principals
involved in making ice cream.
The Abbotts Ice Cream Company

Is sponsoring an inspection trip

through their plant, and will send
busses to Villanova, to convey those
members, who are so fortunate as
to be able to accompany the in-

I
spectlng groups, directly to the fac-

I

tory.

The first tryouts for the Villa-

nova Dance Orchestra held last

Wednesday night, under the able

direction of Raymond Baratta, a

sophomore Science student.

Commenting on the prospects for

the orchestra, Mr. Baratta said:

"We intend to have one of the

Inest College dance orchestras in

^>his vicinity. The Vlllanovans will

be composed of all new members,

probably with one exception. It

will be the largest orchestra to be

assembled, as far as I know, under

the name of 'The Villanovans, as I

intend to have ten or twelve pieces.

I have good talent and I see no

reason why the orchestra will not

be a success. While no definite

schedule has been arranged we
have intentions of playing at

Scranton after the Bucknell game.

We are looking forward to play, in

':hc near future ,at a dinner-dance

to be held under the auspices of

Bell Telephone Co., of Philadelphia.

After the foot ball season we most

likely will make a few trips into

New York."

All those wishing to make reser-

vations for the services of the
Villanovans are urged by Mr, Bar-
atta to do so as soon as conven-
ient as ''first come, first served."

Those wi-shing to communicate with
Mr. Baratta may do so by calling

at number ten Austin Hall.

Mr. Baratta is taking the place

vacated by Vincent C. Marra, who
last year waved the baton for the
Villanovans. Mr. Baratta led the
Symphony Orchestra of Pough-
kcepsle and broadcast many times
over the air. He has taught music
and for several years was studio
pianist at station WOKO. Besides
this, he has composed numerous
classical and popular selections. All
of his works have been arranged
for orchestration.
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THE
CROW'S NEST

prefer a beaten walk extending from the din-

1

ing room to the post office, so be it. The
only alternative left to the authorities, then, i

will be to surround the campus with a board
|

fence. A pleasant contemplation, not ? Bear <

this fact in mind and give a little cooperation I

«''coiSge^'iiJS?s\Ta?th^^^^^
in this matter. We feel sure that we will

j
the year forced, by custom, to ad-

rise in the estimation of our faculty and be
| J^-

^^"- 'JST ^^X'^tS^l
considered true gentlemen of Villanova.

* « * * *
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This paper is dedicated to one of the finest men who
ever entered Villanova', scholar, athlete, genl/eman

—

Leo Goooreau

,
' •' '

' SUBSCRIPTION—$2.00 per year

Entered as second-class matter at yUlanova Postoffice,

December 27, 1928
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EDUCATION, according to Catholic philoso

phy is, and has always been said to be, the
j^ _ ^

development of the physical, mental and jtaining normal, social relations, and raising

FR. BRENNAN, at the recent retreat,

fsounded a most important and most timely

warning when he inveighed against the ma-
terialism and the utter morallessness so

rampant in the world today.

As he pointed out, it has

become rather smart to be

irreligious. It is smart and
sophisticated to be immoral. In some in-

stances, laws have been passed, though the

prohibition law is a glaring example of the

opposite extreme, seeking to make lawful

what has been traditionally considered im-

moral. The most obvious example, perhaps,

is the law legalizing divorce. From a ma-
terial viewpoint, it is a much better proposi-

tion for a woman to have been married and
divorced, and to be receiving alimony, than
it is for here to be honestly working at the

problems of marriage, making a home, ipain-

EDUCATING
THE
WHOLE MAN

spiritual faculties of man. Education, as it

has been directed in the

public schools of our

nation, has been aimed

at the development of

^ T'A \.:-': ,[:
''' only two of man's facul-

ties, the physical and the mental ; the third,

and this the most important of the three,

has been utterly disregarded. The result?

Witness these words: "Whence came these

men who refuse to support public education ?

Where were born, reared and trained these

men and women who conceal private and

personal property from tax assessment? In

what schools were trained these citizens who

rob and cheat and murder and plunder?

These are not children of people born on

^ome desert island or imported from foreign

lands. They are the same people who a few

years ago darkened our schoolhouse doors,

filled the seats in our classrooms, listened

eagerly to our instructions in arithmetic,

geography and history, went out of our high

schools bearing a diploma and carrying our

O. K., but today are filling the prisoners'

cells and are looked upon as forgers of notes,

cheaters, swindlers and criminals. Whence

came they?

"THEY ARE our children and we allowed

them to go out without a proper understand-

ing of their relations to their fellows,

without knowing and realizing their depend-

dence upon each other. Many will reply

that these boys and girls are the product of

the environment of their homes. I repeat

—

and I repeat with emphasis—that if a boy or

girl comes to a competent, well-trained

teacher with social vision, coming but one

period in a day for a semester or a year, and

that teacher has not the understanding, the

sympathy, the force to impress upon that

boy or girl enough of the social relationship

and of moral character to save the young-

ster from disgrace, something is radically

wrong with the teacher." Words, these, of

Willis A. Sutton, retiring president of the

National Education Association. Dr. Sutton,

furthermore, closed a convention of the As-

sociation at Los Angeles recently, with this

prayer: "O Thou Great Eternal Spirit mov-

ing in the hearts of men, by whatever name
called, but always understood, may we, the

teachers of the youth of this nation, not only

realize our responsibility for the training of

its intellect but the molding of its character,

that this nation may endure throughout all

ages and that perpetual happiness and pros-

perity and peace may abound not only in our

nation but throughout all the nations of this

earth and all the earths of Thy universe.

Amen." It is significant, it it not that pub-

lic school educators are beginning to realize

their deficiency ?

A MOST distressing fact was called to our

attention one day last week when we noticed

several upperclassmen cutting across our

campus in a leisurely stroll to the post office.

Although the author-

ities have done all in

their power to prevent a

continuation of a prac-

tice which not only is

odious to those who take pride in keeping

the campus beautiful but also sets a bad ex-

ample to the newly arrived Freshman class.

Every week-end till the end of the football

season old grads and parents will be walking
about the campus. Do you care to show
them a campus full of "cutters?" Why not
help in this worthy cause and stop this prac-
tice and even rebuke your fellow classmates
when you catch them in the act. Or if you

a family.

TO respect parents; to care and provide for

one's children; to master one's lower appe-
tites; to be honest and just in one's dealings,

even if it entails renunciation and self-sacri-

fice ; to show benevolence to one's fellows in

time of distress ; to bear pain and misfortune
with fortitude—these are the foundations of

morality, and every one of them is contro-

verted by the modern spirit because basically

it has no love of ultimate and absolute hon-
esty, justice, consideration, purity, intelli-

gence, and creativeness : in a word, God. It

is up to each and every one of us then, to

help stem this vast, on-rushing, ever-increas-

ing flood of materialism and immorality. The
correction of abuse lies with us. And that
end we can accomplish by training and dis-

ciplining ourselves, now, while in college, to

be in the future the leaders in our commun-
ities both in word and example.

* * * * *

IT IS WELL, at the beginning of a school

year, to contemplate the qualities and prac-

tices that make the successful student. "The
Foghorn", a student publication at St., Igna-

tius College, of San Fran-

A GOOD Cisco, California, published

STUDENT? recently a very interesting

editorial on the problem of

student activity. We reprint the article as

our regular weekly feature.

"AT EVERY college university there are five

distinct types of students. The first type

are those who do their assigned work from
day to day in the same old routine manner.

They study diligently, too diligently for their

own good, and live under the impression that

they are doing an immense amount of think-

ing for themselves when they mastered the

daily assignments handed out to them. They
spend sunny afternoons in the library when

Class. Oenerally

all contain the same old bromides

used from year to year, and And
much dilflculty in finding anything

new or .sensational to offer the

Prosh in way of advice. The editor

of the ST. BONAVENTURE stresses

a point often overlooked even by
upperclassmen. He says, "Every

year the first few weeks of school

sees an eagerness of tspirit, an earn-

estness of desire and a willingness

that is pleasant and heart-warm-
ing. Sao to say this eagerness and
earncistness lessen in a short time,

in some cases, vanish entirely, while

the wilUngness to work and learn

gives way to desire to learn without
any willingness to work."
Sad but true. Trite maybe, but

we only call it so because we are
angry for having the truth brought
home so forcibly. It will do no
harm to the Fro«h, or to the whole
student body, for that matter, if

they take the advice to heart.
Faint heart ne'er won fair lady,
football games, or final exam^i. One
has to fight hard, fight fab- and to
the finish.

—M—
COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS
Debaters and orators at the Col-

lege of St. Thomas will have a busy
year with over thirty forensic con
tests already scheduled. A feature
of this year's debates will be the
encounter with the Oxford Univer-
sity Debate Team on the subject:
That American Civilization ie a
greater menace to the world than
that of Russia. The Oxford team
will take the afiOrmatlve. The sched-
ule also contains representation at
the national forensic championships
to be held at Tulsa, Okla.

Intercollegiate dabatera deserve a
lot of credit for their work. In
preparation for their contests their
training W as hard as that of a
football team except that they
strain their mental capacities where
the athlete exercises his physical
powers. Like a football quarter-
back directing his plays through the
weakest point of enemy defense,
the debater must work to overcome
the opponent by piercing the oppo-
sition argument at point of least
strength. Good debaters
keen games of strategy.

with interesting bits from the other

campuses.
—M-

A cry of 'lire' broke out from
the cellar of the Kap nouse at Uo-
uari i/oliege. New lire extinguish-

ent come into piay. Kubbish fire

put out. rire department sent

home. Sweet strains of violin

mtuiic heara as iiremen leave. In-

veitugaiton. KesiUt: Discovery of

Nero, a Kap pledge, trying to over-
come his boredom.
U leaned trom the

UOBAKT HERALD
The University of San Francisco's

FOUHOHN reports that their
youngest freshman, aged
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Musings

nas hign hop«*s of becoming a Latin
prof. With three yearj of straight
A

'
and one of "B" in high school,

he has a good start. But we don't
envy his future, it's too hard.

—M—
The grunt and groan boys will

soon be hard at it, aa intramural
wrestUng has been added to the
sporki roster at Hobart College.
It's great sport if you're a fairly
good contortionist.

—M—
According to THE PURPLE AND

GRAY of the College of St. Thom-
as, here's a new way to destroy
flies as effectively as FLIT (Dr.
Seuss please note) as explained by
a Tohimy Soph. "Catch one and
paint It red, white and blue, and
seeing that the files around St.

Thomas are not foreigners they
would probably cheer each other
to death."

—M—
Our varsity football men will

stack up against a regular tackle
on the U. of Detroit team named
Beer. If he had a running mate
named Wines, we're afraid we'll

start rooting for the opposition.

—M—
This is a honey. According to

the CRIMSON and WHITE of the
U. of Alabama, a student there
rated thirteen "B"s and one "P"
for a quarter's report. The ''P"
was in a couilse given by the Psy-
chology Department on "HoW to
Study." Joke over, laugh.—-M—
U. of North Carolina has adopted

a SKUNK OS team mascot. It's

really a strategy move. The mas-
cot is placed on the U's own goal
line, the men make a drive for the
other end of the field, and the op-
position offers little defense, as
they're anxious to get there them-
selves.

—M—
17 pounds of cotton, 2.2 miles of

present bandages and 54 miles of adhesive
tape were used by the U. of Call

As we lie here and gaze up at
the glowing splendor of the upper
bunk many things flit through our
fidgety crantum.
We stroll to the window and see

nothing but Idleness. The way most
fellows waste their time around
the campus is enough to make the
notorious Pagan hang his head in
shame. Boys, get busy! There's

fifteen,'women In them thar hills!

—^M— fornla football squad during the
With Exchange material still 1930 season. There'll be no de-

drifting in but slowly due to the presslon in the medical supplies
uneven opening of publication in trade this year as football is still in
the various colleges, we'll fill up the fore.

Starting J with« this edition, the

Villanovan will "run by means of

successive installments a series of

articles concerning the experience

and background of each of the new
members on the faculty of the

School of Commerce and Finance.

The first of these articles will treat

of Harold C. Whiteside, Professor of

Education, who will carry on the

work which was begun last year by

Prof. James Dunne.

Prof. Whiteside, a resident of the

city of Philadelphia, comes to Vil-

lanova with the degrees of Bachelor

of Science and Master of Arts, both

of which were received at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. The for-

mer was awarded him in 1924 and

the latter in 1926. Besides these

degrees he brings with him a record

remarkable for its conquests and

DON'T
CUT ACROSS
CAMPUS

they should be out enjoying the sunlight

They are the "bookworms." The second type ' successes. He entered Northeast

is represented by those who do as little ' "^^ School m Philadelphia about

.
-^ the year 1900 and continued his

studying as they can get away with and pursuit of a higher education by

spend all their time in extracurricula activ- >eans of interrupted stages untu
. . _, . <• , . - . 1926, when he had his Master de-
ities. They go m for dramatics, forensics,

\ gree conferred upon him.

publication and such a type almost always !

Following his graduation from
f;, ^ •

J n j_ .^ mi- ^^1 Northeast High School, Prof. White-
belongs to a social fraternity. They forget

^
side cruised the West indies aboard

that after a man leaves the university he will !
the Pennsylvania Nautical school

. , ,j -.• i_ , ; , » Ship "Saratoga". After the com-
not hold a position because he went out for pietion of this cruise and before en-

such and such while in college. They are ,

Bering college he sold insurance and
,, „ .. .. „ rnv. i.1- xi- 'also traveled for the Shredded
the activity men . Ihen there is another

| wheat Company of Niagara Palis,

type of student which is represented by the
|

New York,

men of muscle who spend morning, after- ^^ "^

noon and evening on the gridiron, the hard-

wood or the track, developing themselves

physically and neglecting themselves intel-

lectually. They forget that it takes more
than brawn to run the world. The fourth

type of student is represented by the neat

appearing sociable chap who may be found
in social circles whenever there is any social

affair taking place on the campus. This

type of student develops a technique all his

own which makes him popular with everyone

he meets. But popularity does not spell suc-

cess in this age, and consequently these soc-

ial celebrities are not appreciated outside of

their clubrooms. Now comes the question

as to which type of student will be the most
successful after he graduates. It is the fifth

and final type who will make a success in life.

The student who knows how to study but not

grind; who is a bit of an athletic but not a

virtual Hercules; who attends college func-

tions and dances but is not a gigolo; who
goes in for college activities but leaves some
positions for other aspiring candidates. In

short, it is the student who partakes of all

the sides of college life who is moat likely to

succeed.

World War, Prof.

Whiteside joined the ranks of those
loyal Americans who made the
Journey "Over There". He rose to
the office of First Lieutenant in the
Aviation section of the United
States Army. At present he is a
member of the Corporal Raymond
Thoirs Post of the American Legion.
Upon this discharge from the army
Prof. Whiteside became eidltor of
the Madison, New Jersey "Eagle", a
weekly newspaper in the New^ York
Suburban section.

In educational and teaching work.
Prof. Whiteside has established a
niost noteworthy experience. His
climb to his present status is repre-
sc*nted by a gradual advancement
which has acquainted him with
every step of the educational lad-

der. As evidence of his success and
ability he holds a Permanent
Teaching Certificate from the State
Departments of Education in both
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. He
was, first of all. a teacher in the
Philadelphia Public Schools, where
he taught all grade school sub-
jects. This was between the years
of 1921 and 1923. In 1924 he ad-
vanced to the next step on the lad-
der and became teacher of History
in West Chester, Pennsylvania Sen-
ior High School. Between 1924 and
1928 he operated in the capacity of
Social Science Prof, in the Hatch
Junior High School In Camden. New
Jersey. Prom 1927 to 1930 he acter
as Vocational Counsellor for

The immediate reaction to a
statement like this is usually no-
thing short of pandemonium, but
have a care, me lads, until Oramp
gives a few words of advice. It

will be well for the Freshman in
particular to pay strict and im-
divided attention to the following
remarks.

This, dear reader, is the method
of procedure when you are de-
sirous of feminine entertainment
for the evening. Look expectantly
through your pockets in the pres-
ence of your roommate until he
becomes aware of your activities.

Utter a groan upon finding that
your pockets contain not a measly
florin, draw your lips into a wan
smile and say, "I say, Elmer, have
you got a nlckle?" Elmer, being one
of those unfortunate friepds of
yours who is always good for a
touch, shakes his head in despair
and coughs up the needed BufTalo.
Dash to the phone and get the

blushing beauty on the wire. After
much hemiping and hawing and
discussing the possibility of rain
tomorrow slip in the burning ques-
tion as follows: "Say, Babe, watta
yeuse doln' tanite?" Ten to one the
gods of fortune will be with you
and you're all set.

From the viewpoint of experience
we've found out that a whole lot of
dolling up is superfluous. Just take
a broom and sweep off the suit a
bit, change into your other tie and
be off with ya. Shaving or even
washing your hands is out of the
question entirely. If it comes to
the worst, the kid brother will have
an extra razor around and there's
always a chance to lave a bit.

(Those setting Conshohocken as
as their destiny will have to take
the precaution of washing before
they leave unless they take par-
ticular delight in using a more po-
tent element as a cleaning agent.
Well, we have you started now,

so the next thing to discuss Is the
arrival. Don't bother knockhig or
ringing the bell—you'll seem more
like one of the family if you don't.
To those going out on blind dates
this last hint is Impressive. When
you once gain entrance to the ship
you are expected to be a little more
independent.
The chances are woof to woof-

teen that mom and the founder
are parked somewhere in the par-
lor. If this be the case nod coldly
at them, Igrnore the daughter for

In his capacity as Vocational the present, grfib the newspaper
Counsellor, Prot. Whiteside traveled °"t °^ Grandpa's hand and see

over the entire United States gath- ^°Z '?"!. ^'^ T^^ °.u^ '^I^
^*"

, * , , , ^1. ^ X. ,r I

'5'"*le indulgently at this and go on
erlng material for the Curtis Vo-Jout in the kitchen.
cational Training Plan. He studied. It is then appropos to say "H'yah
the educational systems in every to Eloise. This is the usual time

section of the country, cooperating'^*"" complications to set In. In the

with the National Educational As- ^^®"' *^^** *^® ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ * ^°^^witn tne wationai Educational As- ^^ ^^^^^^ jg ^^jy ^^^ ^j^j^^ ^ ^^^
soclation and the United States ask her If she is chilly and offer to
Commissioner of Education, then send her governor downstairs to

writing, producing and supervising ^°°^ ^^ the furnace. If she Is at

^^ , _,. , .^ ^ a" smart on the pick-up she will
the plan. This plan provides for subtly make it known to you that
the annual inspection of more than she is desirous of going out. At
ten thousand schools as part of this particular point it is well to

their regular work muster up all your available tact

_. , . . * J i * *"d start fencing. Hard luck stor-
During his career as a student at

j^g ^re now in order. Tell her that
the University of Pennsylvania your dad went broke, your mother
Prof. Whiteside found time to par- is down with pollmylitls, and the
tlcipate in extra-curricular activit- depression is on. After a few par-
ies, and his record there is one that agraphs in this vein she will be
is consistent with the record he has weeping on your manly shoulder
established outside of college. His and begging your 'umble pardon,
achievements and successes at the sah.

university marked him as a stu-; Now that such a mlsunderstand-
dent of unusual versatility and an ing has been Ironed out, you can
ability well above the average. His settle down to a pleasant evening
crowning achievement, perhaps, was at home. Of course you get just a
his attainment of the office of I little hungry after a while and in
Editor-in-Chief of the "Red and '

that case just yell out to Ma in the
Blue," the literary monthly, but this , kitchen and have her fry you up
was by no means his only note-

j

something. When you set out on
worthy achievement. He also es- a date always have in mind you'd
tabllshed his power as an eloquent like to eat. Then when the oppor-
orator by winning the Orotorical tune moment comes you won't keep
Contest for Undergraduate Schools, the good lady waiting. If what you
and as an athlete by capturing the want isn't to be found in the house-
Intercollegiate Boxing Champion- 1 hold send the old gentleman
ship. I around to the corner store. Never
With such an enviable record be-under any circumstances say that

hind him it was only Inevitable that I anything else will do—that would
Prof. Whiteside should attain still be too easy for everybody concern-
loftier laurels. Now he is with us cd. Just remember that If you
at Villanova to impart to us the [give poople an inch they want the
benefits and results of his wide ex-! whole ruler.

perience, and we wish that his ap-[ When you have had enough to
parently insatiable desire for new eat. tell Eloise to go on over and
fields to conquer will not separate! sit in another chair. Then curl
him from us for a long time to yourself up on the chaise longue
come. and have a nice snooze. This will

give the family an idea of what
you're like when you're alseep. If

you snore or talk in your sleep all

the better—that will prevent any
of the rest of the family enjoying
themselves.

We are of the opinion that about
an hour of slumber is enough un-
less the folks are a little reluctant
about going to bed. That, of
course, will necessitate a prolong-
ation. When you finally do arise
everything will be too quiet. This
will never do! Jump up with a
roar and dash a chair madly into
the piano. Eloise will scream, of
course, but but just choke her and
that will be the end of that.
When the wagon arrives Jump

right in. Don't hesitate! A mo-
ment's hesitation may cost you a
seat. Don't worry about where you
are going, the driver knows the
route quite well by now. Give the
cops plenty of guff so they'll tWnk
you're hard and maybe you'll only
get two years Instead of two
months. MThen you have made

Ballots for election of officers for your formal debut at the bar of

Notices
LOST

WALLET—belonging to R. Mohr
and containing a sum of money.
Will the finder kindly return it to
121 AusUn Hall?

A small ring containing two
diamonds and a sapphire has been
lost on or a bout the campus. A
liberal reward Is being offered for
Its return. Will the finder kindly
notify Camllo de Castro, 60 Men-
del Hall.

TRACK MEE'HNG
Harry Coates, coach of the track

squad, has called a meeting of the
Spiked Shoe Club for' this evening,
and requests all members to be
present in 103 Mendel at 7 p.mL

PHILADELPHIA CLUB
ELECTIONS TODAY

the new Philadelphia Catholic justice tell the magistrate you like
the High School Club may be procured his smile and he'll see that you

Curtis Publishing Company in Phil-
1 at the Belle Air office between 1

run for mayor at the next elect-
adelphlA. 'noon and one o'clock today. 'ion.
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Mr. HILL says:

Suits - Topcoats

O'coats

$19.75
SHOWING EVERY THURSDAY IN

YE PIE SHOPPE

TheHILLCo
1019 MARKET STREET

Campus Rep. — JOE DIETZ — 224 Austin

Two Masses Mark
Close of Annual
Retreat on Friday

(continued from page one)

FIRST SHOWING THIS WEEK

Th* most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75
ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

was an essential factor to keep

everything going smoothly. This

factor was carried out with great

care on the part of the students

and they are to be commended
upon It." said Pr. Stanford.

The second outstanding point Is

the attendance of non-resident

students on Friday morning

There was assembled at this Mass,

the largest number of day students

that Villanova has ever had the

plea&ure to welcome. It meant a

sacrifice on the Kprtof many day-

hops to be at ^leTOTege on time

for Mass and C&mtmmlon. This

sacrifice was readily made which

was proven at 8:00 o'clock Friday

morning.
Twenty-Two Priests used

The two retreats necessitated the

use of many priests. Throughout

Thursday there were twenty-two

priests kept busy. Confessions alone

were heard five times during the

day. besides two Masses, six Con-
ferences and Benediction. The
schedule of the day was well

arranged and everything took place

with DrnTTintnpsR and nrrier

The series of letters which have

been published for the past two

years and written by the Chaplain,

Rev. E. V. Stanford O. S. A. were

again distributed this year. The
first had to do with "The Day^ of

Retreat," and the second "A Pledge

worth While," concerned clean

speech. These letters were based

upon the Seventh Religious Survey

made last Peburary at the annual

three day retreat. The personal

pledge cards favoring clean speech

were given out to be signed and re-

turned. Last year It was found that

87 per cent, of the students signed

and returned these cards. Quoting

the rating of last years pledge from

Father Stanford's second letter, we
find that, "of those who did sign

it, 70 were able to say 'I keep it

faithfully'; 209 were able to say 'I

keep it in part'. 116 'I kept it for a

time'; but only 20 said 'I made no

effort to keep it."

Judging from such figures. It can

readily be seen that the pledge did

much good for the students at

large. The results of this year's

pledge are not as yet known. How-
ever, it Is generally customary for

Villanova to surpass It's previous

accomplishments.
Finn And Shea Officers

At the end of each Conference

Tlmrsday, the student body re-

mained in silence and meditation
lor a few minutes until dismissed

by their senior officer. The senior

olficer for the resident students

was James B. Finn, and for the

non-resident students James M.
Shea.

It may be mentioned, that many
members of the Sanctuary Society

lave their services for the retreat.

The ushers were: Joseph McKenna,
Piank Martin, Edward Mayer.

Charles Kunz, William O'Brien,

Edward Principe, Leo Seisler. John

Pickell, William Zeil and William

Hoyt. The organist as usual was
Joseph Haage, and the Sacristan,

George McGrath. Albert Wagner
was the server for the resident

students and Paul Brady for the

day students.

Junior Committees
Have Begun Work
On Week's Plans

(continued from page one)

have been ordered. I urge that all

Juniors purchase a ring as It Is a

pleasant remembrance of our Alma
Mater." The other member of the

committee who has aided Mr. Mc-
Gulnn is Edward Donohue.

Stephen Duhamel, chairman of

the Dad's Day committee reports,

•'We expect to make more than In

the past. In fact a great deal more.

The Idea is to get each fellow's

father down here with the boys; it

is the one day that is set aside for

them. An innovation this year is

a personal letter that will be sent

to all the Dads asking them to make
a special effort to get down and If

possible attend the banquet In the

evening." Asslstang Mr. Duhamel
are: J. T. Herrlty, Richard Calla-

han, R. T. Schuyler, James Lucy.

Albert Kenough. and John Helf-

melster.

(MIyou.

Christy Junior Week Chairman

The Junior Week committee, of

which William B. Christy is chair-

man, have a task that is felt by all

but little appreciated. Their Job is

to see that things go off smoothly,

take care of visitors and see that

everyone is comfortable and at

home. He has the assistance of

Francis Abbott, Joseph J. Conlan,

Francis McDevltt. and C. Don La
Fond.
Leading up to the outstanding

event in Junior Week Is the Blazer

Ball. According to John Vandcr-

werff. chairman of the committee,

the Ball will be held in the new
gym, with the "Vlllanovans" supply-

ing the syncopation. Tickets to the

Ball must be bought with the

tickets to the Junior Prom, as they

win not be sold separately. The

tickets will cost $2.50 and that of

the Prom. $7.50. Dancing will be

from 9 to 12. Helping Mr. Vander-

werff are V. C. Marra, Richard P;^

Schuler, W. C. McManus, Francis

E. Abbot. P. Kunz. J. McKenna and

John F. Kelleher.

Richmond Prom Chairman
For the greatest social event of

the year, the Junior Prom. Howard
Richmond has been selected chair-

man. Mr. Richmond wishes to an-

nounce, "We win have a prominent

orchestra at the dance; hi all

probability one from New York.

The Prom will be held hi the new
gymn, and I am sure the Prom will

be worthy of It. It will be the first

major celebration to be held there.

We are having a well known Ul-

terior decorator come and decorate

the gym In a very pleasing and
original fashion. We have already

received many new Ideas from out-

side companies that are working out

entirely new gift novelties. There

will be no reason for Its not being

a great success. Dancing will be

from 10 'till 2. Mr. Richmond is

receiving the loyal backing of War-
ren Brown, Cyril Dunn, Joseph Fox,

Wm. Crowley, Joseph Kalma, Jo-

seph T. Connolly, Frank Perugim,

Stephen Duhamel, Art Ryan, and

J. Douglass, who compose the rest

of the cpmmlttee.

Murtha Courtier Head
The Junior Courtier, a publica-

tion issued entirely by the Juniors,

depicting them in various stages at

VUlanova. wUl be hi a new style.

The cover of the Booklet wUl be

adorned with a picture of the new
gym. It has not been decided yet

to whom the Courtier will be dedi-

cated. The complete staff of the

Junior Courtier follows: Wm. C.

Murtha, Editor-in-chief, Ed. J.

Hannel and John O'Connor asso-

ciate editors. Ed. Heine, business

manager, and Stanley Novak assist-

ant manager.

A student In the School of Com-

merce and Finance who is Interest-

ed In statistics has discovered an

outstanding fact which should

cause quite a stir. The young man
has discovered that every year tons

of sugar are wasted in the bottoms

of tea and coffee cups.
• * • • • •

Com must be plentiful this year.
• « • » •

The jayvees and the hundred and

fifty pounders attract quite a bit

of attention from the passers-by

along the Pike.
• • * •

Many mediocre players' hopes of

getting anywhere in the tennis

tournament were shattered by meet-

ing varsity men in the first round.
• • • • • •

How do you like the color of those

two new signs on the way to the

P. and W. station?
• * • •

Junior rings are again in order.

Some of the boys are playing safe

and are buying sister rings too.

• * » • •

Gloomy Gus says that It is only

six weeks tUl the first quarterlies.
• • • • *

That "fraternal spirit" which so

many Fresh mentioned in last

fveek's "Campus Opinions" is mani-

fested in the fact that the Sophs

are now going so far as to sponsor

parties for the benefit of the mem
bers of the class of '35.

• * » • *

It might be a good idea if all the

upperclassmen would show the

Prosh some good example by sav-

ing "Hello" too.
• * • • *

After waiting an hour for a lift,

we have come to the conclusion that

the bumming busness is just as bad

as it ever was.
• * • • •

The Stuhldreher slogan seems to

be. "A football suit in every room.

'

« * * • *

Ah say, how many of you all am
goin down to see the Wil'cats square

accounts with Duke?

7^//
MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE

Sealed Tight^Ever Right

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top of the package. Hold down

one half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

ZIpl That's all.AJnIque I Wrapped

In durt- proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESH I -what could be more modem

than LUCKIES* Improved Humidor package

- so easy to openi Ladlms^thm LUCKY Ub !•-

your fingmr nmll protmctlon.

Made of the finest tobaccos—The

Cream of many Crops-LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which Includes the use of

modem Ultra Violet Rays- the process that ex-

pels certain bIHng, harsh Irritants natumlly

present In every tobacco leaf. These expelled

irritants are not present In your LUCKY STRIKE I

"
TtfY'n out -to th^i con'f b» inl" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throot.

««

Tea, Dance and Banquet In

This year the Juniors will have

two events which were left out last

year. They are the Tea, Dance and
Banquet. The Banquet will be one

of the major events of the week.

The Tea Dance committee is com-
posed of the following: John Hob-

son, chairman; Francis C. McDevit.

Joseph F. Harter, Walter M. Len-

non, Stephen Ferko, Ed. D'Elia.

Charles J. Antonaccio, Ferdinand

Marzuloo, James Keough and John
Huffmier. The Banquet committee

is composed of the following: Wil-

liam Crowley, chairman; J. P.

Schotterer, Charles Ramsey, David

Reedy, Metro Weston, J. McKenna
The Blazer and Cane committee,

headed by J. Douglas, intend to

work out a new design in the

blazer. In an probability the blazer

will be white with a blue border.

Either a "wUdcat" or some other

emblem wUl adorn the Jacket. The
designs for the canes have not been

submitted yet. Working with Mr.

Douglas are: Walter Lennon. Wil-

liam Ceravolo, Edgar Lynett, Rich-

ard Callahan, Joseph P. Harter,

David Reedy and Cyril Dunn.
Capping the social climax of Jun-

ior Week Is the Farewell Dance.

Joseph P. Fox, chairman, says. "The
Farewell Dance wUl be held in the

new gym; the "VUlanovans" will

supply the music. The Dance wUl

be held Saturday night of Junior

Week. Efforts will be made to

make the Dance the best of its

kind. A Souvenir program is now
being worked out to insure success

of the dance." The dance is held

by the Juniors for the Seniors. They
are the only ones that are allowed

to attend. The remainder of the

Farewell Dance committee are:

Walter Lennon, John Wilson. John
J. Sweeney. Wm. Ceravolo. Thomas
Slaterty. Joseph T. Herrlty and
Richard Callahan.

CAMPUS OPJNIOm

Campus Briefs

"What is your opinion of the

Junior Varsity Team considering

the object of its organiiation?"

Gerald J. Dolan, Fedigan Hail,

Junior. "The object of this team Is,

as I understand It. to afford every

student an opportunity to partici-

pate in athletic activity. It is a

well known fact that the majority

of college students do not get as

much physical exercise as they

should. Therefore considering the

Junior Varsity Team from the

viewpoint of the object of its

organization I consider it an asset

to Villanova for the benefits which

the students will derive from it,

both mentally and physically."

Stephen O. Ferko, Fedigan Hail,

Junior. "I agree to the fullest ex-

tent with the opinion which has

been expressed by Mr. Dolan. In

addition It will give to some the

opportunity to show hidden wares

which they have never before been

able to exhibit. Also it wUl give the

fellows a means of ridding them-
selves of excess weight."

John F. X. Rossi, Fedigan Hall,

Junior. "The students will be

brought closer together, and the

fires of school spirit will be re-

kindled and will burn with a more
robust and ruddier hue."

Carmine L. Pecora, Fedigan Hall,

Junior. "The birth of the Junior

Varhlty Team at VHlanova Conege
is indeed a great step toward the

athletic development of a majority

of the students who previously have
been unable to compete In the so-

called rugged game of football. The
students who have the necessary

requisites for the sport, but who
have not been able to partake In

any major sports, wni gladly wel-

come the Jay-vee team."

With the arrival of the belated

steel, the new gymnasium is rapid-

ly beginning to take form.
* • • • • *

The other day a Frosh was
threatened with a haircut by a V.

C. Man. The Freshman looked

meekly at the Sophomore and said

If he didn't like the haircut he

wouldn't pay for it.

* • • • * *

While on the subject of haircuts

and barbering in general, have you

noticed the latest additions to Slitz'

Shop. First a radio, then a canary

—what next?
* * ..;«•

:
•.•*•

These dayhopping Preshmen Iook

like so many butcher boys runnini;

around with their market baskets.
» • • • * •

The firm of Griffin, Conway and
McDonald have included hair cut

insurance for Freshmen, in their

business as was suggested by the

author of "Horizontal Musings."

Warren M. Brjwn, Fedigan Hall,

Junior. "The formation of the

Junior Varsity Team is a very good
idea. Undoubtedly it will create an
Interest in school which will make
the fellows become much more
athletically inclined than hereto-

fore. It will give them a chance
to enjoy the advantages of playing

football, and to become better ac-

quainted with the fellows. The
team will be very successful and
will fulfni the objects of Its organ-

ization."

George J. Costa, Good Counsel,

Freshman. "From the manner In

which the fellows are cooperating

I think that the Idea will be a suc-

cess. It will give the students an
opportunity to make good use of

their recreation hours Instead of

wasting them foolishly as Is very

evident here at .school. The team
will be a great help toward placing

Villanova on a high athletic stand-

ing.

^*

It*s toasted
Your Throat Protection- ojoln^f Irrlto^on- ogainit cough

And Mol9tuf'Proof C«flopfiafi« Koops

thmt "Toastod" Flavor Evr Frmnh

TUNH IN—Th* t-cky

tvery Tuetday. Thurt-

day and Saturday rve-

ming over N. B. C. ntu
MioHU.

Recommended by the English Depart-

ment of Villanova College

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

Abrldc«d Dictionary becauM it la baaed upon

WEBSTER'S New International—
"The "Supreme Authority." Here ia a

companion lor your houra oi reading and

anidy that will prove ita real value every

time you consult it. A wealth ol reedy

iniormation on worda, peraona, placea, ia

inatantly youra. 10A,000 worda and
phraaea with definitions, etymologiea,

pfonundadons, and uae in ita 1^4
pagea. 1 ,700 Uluatretioiia. Includee

dictionariee oi biography and ge-

ography and other ieeiurea.

OUCnwAi—rt—T"**—»0»-Mfrs.

Sat 11 A( YoMf Colltgt Boolutorr or Writ*

for in/brmdiion (o lh< puMiifwri. Free

iptcttittn pagtt if you nam* OUt paptr.

O. tl C. Merrlaai 0*.
•prta«neld, Mai
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StuhldreherCompilesFineRecord in 6Seasons
«.«...

•Come Out

I

For 1 50-lb,

j J-V Teatnsj

More Spirit Should be Shown
Toward Junior

Elevens

VILL

Head football coach Harry Stuhl-

dreher Is elevating football to a

higher plane here by his organiza-

tion of Junior Varsity and 150-lb

elevens modeling his plans some-
hat on those existing at Notre

Dame. Whether his experiment
succeeds remains to be seen but for

them to be successful the combined
efforts of the student body are

necessary and even vital.

Without a doubt there is plenty

of football material lying dormant
within these dormitories which if

given a chance might blossom forth

into something that would open the

eyes of Coach Harry himself. Harry
is giving the student body its

chance to show what it has in it

and now that the long awaited op-

portunity has arrived, why not

grasp it before it slips out of your

fingers. A word to the wise is suf-

ficient.

Let's all get behind these two
teams and give them the siipport

they need. Don't forget—t h e s e

teams are to travel to alien fields

and carry the standards of Villa-

nova before them Shall Villanova

be represented by mediocre outfits

or shall Villanova show to the world

that it is a tough school and one
hard to beat?

Let's go then fellows and show
our spirit. Let's give these teams
100 '/r support and show Harry that

we are behind him heart and soul.

Football is now the dominating

FOOTBALL TENNIS BASKETBALL
0(:T()BKR6, 1931

Page Four

Gettysburg Bullets Fail to Stop Wildcats
Jay-Vees Tackle Tough

Foe in La Salle College

At Stadium Saturday

VARSITY FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE

Initial Scrimmage Held by
Junior Varsity. Eleven

Last Saturday

CONLEY HEAD COACft

Next Saturday afternoon the
minions of "Ding" Driscoll and Jack
Moore, known to the outside world
as the Villanova Junior Varsity, will

open their season against La Salle
College at the stadium. The Phila-
delphlans are coached by the fa-
mous Tom Conley, formerly of
Notre Dame.
To date La Salle has played two

games and has emerged from these
frays with a .500 average. In the
opening game the Blue and Goldsport in this country and one to . . _ , , ^.^ ^ „

which much glory is attached. If
t/ounced Brooklyn City College. 26

plory is sought where can it be
easier found than in football?

0. Last Saturday, however. La
Salle took it on the chin when St.

Then there are some here who "^o^^s' of Annapolis won, 13-6.

are really remarkable players, but ij^^^.^^^'^tft which will probably

are under the impression that they ^^
*'="°"

^.^.tln L^^^ ^^^t^^
^'

came to this school to derive some\^^^9^^.^°^P°^i,f^<'^'^ Lucas,

benefit from their studies. Are four 2"f/i!:^^''':_P'''/!^,
^"'^ Bahr,

halfbacks; and Captain Lou Bur-golden years of college to be re-

1

plugging done under a shaded
lamp? No! Remember them by the
friendly mingling among your fel-

low classmen on the gridiron. Don't
hide your light under a bushel.

Come forth and show Harry that
the stuff's in you.

Our ultimate aim is a team sim-

assumed that the pivot position will
be played by Joe Parley, former
Malvern Prepster.

The Wildcat Junior team is still

to be selected. A scrimmage session
was held last Saturday morning,
but all positions are still open. An-

ilar to that which represents Notre °JJ"
scrimmage win be held to

Dame and the first step towards T^elt ^?"J:^^":. '^!?nf^**^°^l^-^
this goal is by having everyone play
football.

• • •

Here's a striking incident which
we came across the other day. Kidd
Brewer, backfleld ace from Duke,
who was instrumental in defeating:

the Cats last fall, makes the kick-
ofT with his right .foot and place-
kirks with his left. Incidentally,

his pals call him Captain Kidd.

THE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Harry Stuhldreher pulled one of

his wisest moves in his brilliant

years of coaching here when he
• was able to inveigle Baltimore
.University into playing his Felines

in a mid-season fracas. Harry's
bad season last year can be attri-

buted to the fact that he did not
have what is called in sports par-
lance a 'breather" on one of the
oughest schedules any college In
the East carried and with a crip-
pled team tossed into the bargain.
Opening the season with the

Lebanon Valley collegians from
Annville. collegians who in former
years the Cats seldom beat to be
followed with a contest with the
Gettysburg "Bullets," who have
always given Stuhlle's scions a
toueh scrap, was considered almost
suicidal by sports writers of wide
oxperience when they saw that an
mportant game with a powerful
N. Y. U. was to be played on a
succeeding Saturday. After strik-
two losses right at the head of his
.schedule Stuhlle had tough going
to come out with a .500 per cent
average at the close of his cam-
paign.

The main fault ,as stated above
with Harry's 1930 schedule, a fault
which he has been wise enough to
correct in his 1S31 lineup, was that
ho had no easy team to come be-
tween a rather toueh lot of mole-
skin elevens. It must be rememb-
ered that Villanova cannot tackle
one hard opponent after another
as Notre Dame can successfully do.
No sooner would Harry send his
boys through sixty minutes of hair-
raising foot ball than he would be
faced with an even harder assign-
ment the following week.
This season, however. Baltimore

U. fits nicely into the schedule and
come In where a season ago Duke
was played. The Blue Devils won
that set-to because they faced
eleven men who were too battle-
scared to withstand their contin-
ued assaults.

It must also be admitted that the
1931 schedule Is not as difficult as
that of '30, nor Is It as colorful
Ten fi'ames were played last year,
among which number were the n!
Y. U. Violets, the champion Wash-
ington State eleven, and the Ogle-
thorpe Stormy Petrels. It Is but a
matter of history that the Cats
dropped decisions to the two form-
er elevens and eked out a 13-6 vic-
torv over the Southerners.

Besides Baltimore U. the only
other new addition to this year's
schedule Is Detroit U. The Detroit
clven has made a rapid rise In the
foot ball world during the past few
years and today Is represented by
a powerful team. Still. It does not
measure up to the calibre oj the
champion Staters of last year nor

up best tomorrow will be started
against La Salle on Saturday.

f/Or OUR FUTURE
FOES ARE FARING

Pour of the Cats' six future
opponents remained undefeated af-
ter last week's games, but one of
them. Bucknell University, with
two of the best back in the East
Hlnkle and Priest, each scoring a
touchdown, was held at a 14-14 tie
by Geneva College, at Beaver Palls.
The Geneva eleven Is coached by
Howard Harpster, former star at
Carnegie Tech.

Detroit opened its season with an
easy victory over Western State
Teacher's College, ol Michigan.
20-0. Vj, .

Temple and Georgetown remain-
ed among the select class, the Owls
taking advantage of a weakened
Albright team in the fourth per-
iod to change a 7-6 defeat to a
19-7 victory, while Tommy Mill's
led his Hova protogees to a 25-7
win over Western Maryland's
Srldders.
Duke evened its Southern Con-

ference record by winning a 13-0
decision from Virginia Military
Institute, and Wallace Wade is

ready now for the Wildcat inva-
sion this Saturday.

Loyola, beaten 32-0 by the Cats,
won from Gallaudet. 72-0.

Philadelphians to Hold Ad-
vantage Over J-V's in

Longer Seasoning

SCRIMMAGE TOMORROW
Last Saturday morning, after a

week of Instruction In the funda-
mentals of football, the Jayvee
football squad held Its first srim-
mage session.

An Interview with Coach Driscoll
revealed the fact that the total
number of aspirants for berths on
the regular eleven numbered forty.
Among the candidates are many
likely men. However, most of the
boys have either never played foot-
ball before and those that have had
experience have no knowledge ol
the Notre Dame system. This lack
of knowledge was brought plainly
to bear during the scrimmage.
The coach continued that all the

men have spirit and are willing to
learn, and with a little more prac-
tice and Instruction a worth while
team ought to be selected.

Another scrimmage session will

be held tomorrow and those who
show promise and ability will be
started in the opening game next
Saturday when the Wildcat Juniors
will meet the warriors from La
Salle College.

The coach emphasized the fact
that all positions are as yet open
and that all upperclassmen who
have been in school for a year are
urged to try out for the team.
Jack Moore. Villanova '26. former

line coach at Swarthmore, Is assist-
ing "Ding" Driscoll in his coachmg
duties. Moore was Impressed with
the showing the boys made on Sat-
urday after such a short period of
instruction

Sept. 26—Loyola (0) at Villanova
' (32).

Oct. 3—Gettysburg (6) at ViHa-
nova (13).

Oct. 10—Villanova at Duke.
Oct. 17—Villanova at Boston
Colelge.

Oct. 24—Baltimore at Villanova.
Oct. 31—Villanova vs. Bucknell,
at Scranton.

Nov. 7—Villanova at Temple.
Nov. 14—Villanova at Detroit.
Nov. 21—Georgetown at Villa-
nova.

Potts and Randour Score
Touchdowns for Home Team

Before Crowd of 10,000

Stuhldreher Starts

Seventh Year as
'Cat Head Coach

Gettysburg Eleven Fails to Enter Villanova Territory Un-
til Late in Final Quarter When For-

ward Passes Function

TERRY, BRICE FEATURE ON DEFENSE FOR CATS

Notre Dame Star has brough far
and wide fame to Villanova by

successful seasons

HAS TOTALED 37 WINS

CANDIDATES WANTED
All Freshmen, Ccslrous of coming

out for basketball manager, are
requested to report to Manager
John Griffin in Room 106 Austin
this evening after night prayers.

Harry Stuhldreher—the Idol of

the Villanova student body. After

that brilliant victory over the Get-

tysburg Bullets last Saturday and
with a successful season now prac-

tically assured, this Is a fitting

time to let students and the entire
| as Gettysburg students, 1200 strong,

football world know what great |
implored Jdke Gracha, Bullet quar

Before the largest throng ever to see an athletic con-

test on the Villanova campus, the Wildcats clearly outplayed
Gettysburg College on Saturday afternoon, winning. 13-6.

While the thermometer was scaling the high 80a, two
sophomores, Whitey Randour and Bill Potts, helped no little

by Mike Terry and Johnny Brice, led Stuhldreher's crew to
a victory that was the sweetest kind of vengeance for the
3-0 loss suffered just a year ago on the same field.

Frequent penalties, loose handling of the ball, and an al-

most total absence of "the breaks" held down the Wildcat
score, and only in the last five monutes of the game did the
visitors get into Villanova territo'ry.

All the thrills of three hours of
drawn-out football was packed
into those last five minutes, when

honor and prestige this same dim-
inutive coach has brought to our
Alma Mater.

It Is but a matter of history that
Stuhldreher galloped to fame at

Notre Dame as a member of that
renowned quartet, the '"Pour
Horsemen," Layden, Crowley, Mlll-

terback to start something before
which the Cats' secondary defense
was helpless, worked the ball down
to the 10-yard line. :- .-;

Gracha's first thrust at the Im-
pregnable Blue line netted nothing,
and Eby and Schaller were stopped
for but a few inches gain. Then,

After

A RIOT OF COLOR

WHO IS BALTIMORE?

On Friday evening. Long Island
University defeated the University
of Baltimore. 9-7, In a game at
New York, and the following after-
noon, Manhattan College defeated
a team New York newspapers call-

ed Baltimore University, 87-0, scor-
ing fourteen touchdowns.
Now, the question Is, did the

same team play both games? No
lineup of the night game was
available at press-time, and It

seems doubtful that there are two
schools of the same name In the
same city. It seems these Baltimore
boys are certainly gluttons for
punLshment Their record to date
shows three losses, 71-0. 9-7. and
87-0. They play Loyola this Satur-
day, with the Greyhounds deter-
mined to score 100 points.

Fellows, you haven't seen any-
thing yet! Just wait until No-
vember 7, when the Wildcats and
Owls tangle for the fourth time.
For Temple has what news-

papermen have called 'striking'

uniforms. With the exception
of a T. U. on the front of the
Jersey, a number on* the back,
thin bands on the stockings and
helmets, all of which are In
white, the entire uniform, with
the exception of the shoes, Is a
vivid cherry color. The outfit,

from head to foot, weighs ten
pounds.
The Temple Stadium is cer-

tainly no place for a peace-lov-
ing bull.

er and Stuhldreher.
1924 season when all the country
was stirred by the achievements
of the "Four Horsemen," Stuhl-
dreher was tendered a contract to

come here and build up a team.
Harry saw his opportunity to

start right from the bottom and
put forth an eleven which would
draw the eyes of the football world
to it. Without a doubt he has
succeeded till now Villanova foot-

ball teams rate among the leading
Eastern clubs.

Known as "Scoreless Wonders

that on the last down, Gracha went
back, tossed another pass to Schall-
er, standing on the goal line. The
pass was almost perfect.

Not Quite Perfect

But only ALMOST. Schaller
had to step a yard from the last

chalk mark to snare it, and as it

nestled In his arms, he was tackled
by a trio of Cat linemen.

Charley Hurlburt, at quarter for

Villanova, called for a punt on the
first play, and instead of calling

back Ted Casey who had been do

Let us look back for a moment ,*"« the booting beckoned Johnny

to the seasons before Stuhlle Pflce. . the nonchalant, unconcern

came here. From the 1922 season
till that of 1924 the Villanova
football situation had Indeed sunk
to a low ebb. In those three lean

years of moleskin activity the ele-

vens eked out wins in but two
frays and were better known far

and wide as the "Scoreless Won-
ders." Even such elevens as Dick-
inson and Muhlenberg could not

I be beaten which at the present
day are too weak to be scheduled
as warming up contests.

In his first season as head foot-

ball coach, that Is. In 1926, Stuhl-
dreher brought his lx)ys through
one of the most successful seasons
jln the history of the school. The
record of six wins, one tie, and

I two losses equalled the best record
(continued on page five)

ed Chicago gentleman, back of the

line.

Johnny had been playing a sen-

sational game on the line, but a
silence fell over the south stand as

he made ready to reclve the pass
from center. The Gettysburg
rooters, chanting 'block that kick'

In unchanging rhythm, were on
their collective feet.

Brice's Kick Good
Carr's pass to Brlce was perfect,

and his kick was unsurpassable.
Standing almost ten yards behind
his goal line, the kick travelled

almost 65 yards in the aid when
Gracha took it on the fly on his

own 45 yard mark, and returned it

8 yards.

Gracha tried one line play, and
while the Villanova section was

Bullets Score, Wildcats Win, Everybody Happy!
It wasn't the

humanity.
heat, it was the

The opening game this year with
Loyola as the opponent was not as
difficult a task as it would have
been if Lebanon Valley had been
the opposition. Loyola has always
been an easy chaw for the Cats,
whereas Lebanon Valley could al-

ways be depended upon to pull the
unexpected. Georgetown tackled
the Collegians in the opener this
season and had Its hands full win-
ning out In the flnal canto.

All in all we think the 1931
schedule is an improvement over
that of 1930. being a better bal-
anced one if less colorful. Coach
Stuhldreher. together with gradu-
ate manager Prof. McOeehan must
be complimented for arranging a
schedule which appeals to the stu-
dent body and which is not too
difflcult for the Cats to make a
good showing. As we stated be-
iforr that the Baltimore game Is

even t« the stature of the N. Y. U. lust about going to "make" Stuhl-
aggregatlon.

| dreher this seascm.

2 o'clock—the pressbox only half-

I
filled, about 1500 in the stands.

Where's the crowd?
• • *

Ah, here comes Gettysburg. Hen
Bream must want the boys to get

used to the sun—the game isn't due
to start for twenty minutes.

• • •

The campus, east of the Com-
merce and Finance Building, is Just

a sea of automobiles.
• • •

Here comes the band, new uni-
forms, sweeter music and every-
thing. They play before the Get-
tysburg stands, which are filling

fafit.
• • •

Game-time, and 6,000 Inside the
Stadium, and 4,000 more outside.

• • •

It took Herby Good, of the Rec-
ord, an hour to drive from Bryn
Mawr to the Stadium gates. West-
bound trafBc on the pike is just

crawling.
• • •

Moral—use the P. A W.
• • •

Gettysburg in trouble at the start.

Exchange of kicks gains thirty

yards for Villanova.
• • •

There he goes. Bill Potts for 12

yards, carrying three tacklers. And
again, this time for a touchdown,
with nobody close.

• • •

Under the old rules, the score
would be 7-0. as the Bullets were
offside when Potts attempted his

first placement for the extra point.

Now. the offending team Is penal-
ized half the distance to the goal.

• • •

The second kick also went flooey.

Bull Stoner and Larry Morris,

heroes (or villians, if you prefer) of

last year's program, kept each other

company on the bench. Neither
saw action.

• • •

Some of the boys are getting

rough. And it's hot.

The stands are all bedecked in

white. The umpire should adjourn
this game, move it over to the dia-

mond, and announce the batteries

for a baseball game. "Kobllis for

Villanova, Hass for Gettysbiu-g."

• • *

Paul Beaudine Just woke us all

up. G-burg tried a pass in the
suicide zone, and Paul stepiied in

front of it.

• • •

And it's no use trying to stop that

boy when he starts going some-
where.

• * •

But somebody clipped somebody
else, and the play is called back.

• • •

Ken McMillan is the injured par-

ty and gets a free ride off the field

on a teammate's shoulders.
• • •

The flnt half ended a minute too

soon. Another touchdown lost.

They've kicked a goal! That's the

first this season.
* • •

Too hot for Murgard, and he
throws away his sweater.

Watch the Frosh?
* • •

Nah, too hot.

Bob Reagan is the only assistant

of Stuhldreher's .seeing the game.
Doc Jacobs Is at Boston, looking
over the Boston College-Dayton
program, while Ed Huntzinger is

down South again, at the V. M. I.-

Duke fray.
• • •

Mrssm. Randour and Potts start-

ing work early In the second half.
* • •

Randour scores, and thla Is news!

Some of the bullets like this game
a lot. They won't come out when
replacements come In.

• * «

It looks bad now for this crowd of

Geitysburgians in front of us. The
odds arc 50-1 that there will be
classes up on the Battlefield Mon-
day. After the 3-0 win last year, a
holiday was declared and everybody
whooped things up, considerably.

• * •

Oh, look at Gettysburg! Just
when we all thought the game was
over, they started throwing passes

for the first time.
• • *

You can thank the Cardinals and
Athletics for this crowd. If there

were a Worlds Series' game on Sat-
urday, the attendance would have
been cut in half. That's what hap-
pened la^t year.

• • •

Stopped you that time. Schaller,

Metro Weston's pal, takes a pass.

Is tackled on the one-yard line, and
the Cats get the ball.

• • •

Here's Johnny Brice kicking. And
what a boot! Sixty yards, as the

crow fliea (Where did we hear
that before?)

• • •

And now Gracha threw it back
as far as Brice kicked it, and Mc-
carty received It, and it's a touch-
down. Nicest play of the after-

noon.
• • •

All over now. The game's won, no
bones broken, G-bnrK iroi its tonrh-
down. is ererylMMly happy?

still in a delirium of excitement
following Brice's great feat, he ran
ran far back and threw a perfect
'spot' pass to Bates McCarty,
Gettysburg end, who caught it.

running with his back to the pass-
er towards the goal line, on the 11-
yard line. Mccarty's hands,
seemingly guided by something un-
seen, found the ball, held It, and
while every man, woman and child
In the stadium. Villanova and Get-
tysburg rooters alike, went wild,
the last line was passed.

Miss Extra Point
Gracha's try for point was miss-

ed, and the game ended In less
than a minute with no change in
the score.

Until the last five minutes, the
10,000 fans, who made up the
largest crowd to see a game in the
Stadium since it was built in 1927,
had seen nothing of the spectacu-
lar. A well-trained Cat squad had
manifestly shown its superiority
over the Gettysburg eleven, and
only penalties and fumbles robbed
the Blue squad of more than two
touchdowns.

Gezzer Injured
The game was hard-fought and

rough at times, considering the
heat and Intense rivalry. McMill-
an, Bullet halfback, was knocked
out in the second period and had
to be carried to the dressing room,
but suffered no serious injury.
Marty Gezzer, Wildcat center, in-
jured his leg, and was about the
campus yesterday on crutches. It

is not known yet whether he will
be able to play against Duke this
Saturday.
Captain Mike Santinello was the

shining star on the defense for the
Bullets, making a great majority of
the tackles, while Gracha. McMill-
an. Eby and Schaller handled the
ball nicely in the G-burg backfleld.
their lack of weight handicapping
them considerably.

Potts and Randour scored the
two Villanova touchdowns, and
with Paul Beaudine, George Mar-
ion and Teddy Casey, starred on
the offense. Mike Terry and
Brice turned in fine defensive per-

( continued on page six)

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?
Fooled you last week, didn't we?

Twenty-five shots, and we rang the

bell twenty-four times. But the

games are getting closer now, and

there's more of a difference of

opinion existing.

The Notre Dame-Northwestern
contest and the Southern Califor-

nia-Washington State game lead

the list, with the N. Y. U.-George-
town. Yale-Michigan State, and
Navy-Maryland battles promising
plenty of excitement.

Here are this week's twenty-five

predictions, with the first named
team picked to win.
Notre Dame—Northwestern
Southern Calif.—Washington State
N. y. U.—Georgetown
Lehigh—Johns Hopkins
Muhlenberg—Lebanon Valley
W. St J.—Marshall
Columbia—Wesleyan
x—Fordham—Boston College
Yale—Georgia
Pr Ineeton—Brown
Harvard—New Hampshire
Army—Michigan State
Dartmouth—Holy Cross

Maryland
Temple—Penn State
Penn—P. Si M.
UrslnuB—Dickinson
Loyola—Baltimore
Gettysburg—Mt. St. Mary's
Bucknell—Albright
Colgate—I.jifayette
Pitt—West Virginia
Georgia Tech—Carnegie Tech
Western Maryland—St. John'a
Catholic U.—Gallaudet
X—To !>e played October 12

Last week—Winners, ti: Losers, L
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Wade Unable to Find Quartet of Reliable Backs

Durham News Indicates

Duke Mentor Will Put

Veteran Team on Field

Joe Skinner, of Duke Chron-

icle. Gives Impressions

of 1931 Blue Devils

WADE HAS STRONG LINE

BY JOE SKINNER
Sports Editor

Duke Chronicle .

The 1931 Blue Devils have not

yet been able to demonstrate

whether they are going to be as

powerful as the team which repre-

sented us last year. The heaviest

eleven that Wallace Wade can put

in action will average 186 in the

line, and about 168 In the back-

field. While this seems like quite

a light team, all but one end are

experienced men and can be count-

ed on to make up for lack of beef,

with fighting spirit.

Wade's principal difficulties this

year seems to be the discovering of

a backfleld that can work together.

Individually, they are powerful

DUKE LEADER

i.

North Carolina University

Has New Stadium Seat-

ing 35,000 Persons

HAS $20,000,000 PLANT

The Wildcat football eleven, and
any Villanova students who accom-
pany the squad to Durham next

Saturday, will see on the Duke
campus one of the finest physical

plants in the country.

It includes a thoroughly modern
stadium, accomodating 35,000 per-

sons, three new practice gridirons,

a splendid gymnasium with swim-
ming pool, a new baseball field

with steel stands and a grass In-

field, a running track with 220-

yard straightaways, and a plot of

tennis courts.

Duke spent $20,000,000 getting

ready for Wallace Wade, the 'won-

der coach' of the South. The^ new
stadium and better equipment were

all supplied early in 1930, wheni

Wade signed a contract to coach

the Blue Devils, beginning In Sep-

tember, 1931, for a period of five

years.

You may have heard of Trinity

College, before 1924, and you may
not, but once the tobacco millions

got behind the school seven years

ago, everybody knew of it by its

new name, Duke Uunlverslty. Its

football schedule has risen to a

place of major importance since

then, and now, with Wade at the

coaching reigns for a five-year per-

iod, big things may happen.

Duke knew Wade to be a foxy

coach when he was signed. He Im-

pressed the North Carolinans con-

siderably in the last spring practice.

And while prospects are not very

bright for a great season this year,

Villanova, Tennessee, Kentucky,

North Carolina and Washington

and Lee are all wondering what will

happen.

CAPTAIN BREWER
Captain and fullback of the Blue

Devils, who played a sensational

game against Villanova last fall

CAT CAPTAIN

This Space Reserved For

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

Liggett &L Myers Tobacco Co.

backs but wnen they try to work

together they fail to click. Last

year In spring practice when they

were under Wade's supervision for

the first time they seemed to go

much better than they have this

fall. The probable starting lineup

against Villanova will include

Brownlee and Mason at halves,

Brewer at full and Mullen at quar-

ter. These men may yet find

themselves, but as was evidenced

by the result of the South Caro-

lina Fame they didn't have much
offensive power. They did better

against V. M. I.

Abbot, who plays second string

half, made a wonderful showing

against Carolina and he may get a

call. He Is a fast stepper. Wade
has been constantly changing his

backs, vainly trying to find an ex-

ceptional man, so this may not be

the quartet that will start. All of

them are veterans.

The line, on the other hand, has

not proved quite so bad. Hyatt, a

veteran of two seasons and Craw-

ford, the only Sophomore in the

entire first string, will hold down

the wing positions. Harton and

Bryan, each weighing over 200

pounds, will be the tackles.

Dougherty, Friedman, Means and

Stevens are all candidates for the

guard posts while Adklns will start

at center. This line is very power-

ful and it will take some hard-

driving men to puncture It or some

very fleet backs to circle the ends.

James, a second-string end and

Rosslter, a substitute halfback,

can boot the ball consistently well

over 60 yards, and If Villanova

presses Duke too hard, they will

more than likely see action.

Last year the Devils got off to a

bad start and then came through

without further harm. This year

they started off against a team In

better shape than the one they

faced In 1930, and they came

through In better shape. If this

means anything and Wade can

discover some offensive material,

Villanova had better watch out.

Wade does not expect to turn

out a wonder team this year, and

expects to take a few beatings.

EDDIE KOBILIS

Left guard, who saw first action

of year Saturday, ready for Duke

DUKE 1931 RECORD
Duke 0; South Carolina, 18.

Duke, 13: V. M. I.. 0.

Won. 1; Lost, 1

VILLANOVA—DUKE RECORDS
1929—Villanova, 68; Duke 12.

1930—Villanova. 6; Duke. 12.

Villanova, 1; Duke, 1.

Grid Coach in

Seventh Year as

Head Cat Coach

(Continued Prom Page Pour)

In the school which was compiled

In 1915 wheji such Immortals ns

Leo Lynch. All- American cent<T,

and Captain Reagan sported the

Blue and White colors. NoUble

among the victims were Army and

Pordham.
Rutgers Beaten

In this season the eleven, led by

Captain Callaghan and Broderick.

scored an Impressivj win over

Rutgers and wiped out a long-

Last year, under Jimmy Hart, the

Blue Devils won seven, lost one,

tied one, and captured the state

title. Those close to Wade say he

wants to better that mark.

In eight years at Alabama, Wade's

elevens won 61 games, lost 13, and

tied 3. They won four Dixie cham-
pionships, and won two Rose Bowl

cames, and tied another. Last fall

the greatest team Wade ever de-

veloped defeated Washington State

at Pasadena to wind up an unde-

feated season.

When Villanova pl&yed Washing-

ton State last November, Wade was

in the stands at Franklin Field,

ostensibly looking over the Cougars

from the Northwest, but keeping

a careful eye glued on the Cats'

passing formations
Wade, like Harry Stuhldreher of

Villanova, has his own ideas on

"over-emphasis." Here's what he

says, "Over-emphasis is not on

football, but on winning, and most

of the talk about over-emphasis

comes after a winning season. Foot-

ball and athletics constitute only

a part of the man-building pro-

gram, not the whole show. And
whenever you encounter friction

between two universities who are

keen rivals, the source of the

trouble can usually be laid to

'Jellybeans' who are not connected

with either school."

Wade's system is of no particular

school or style. He is a student of

the pame and as such he has se-

lected the strong points from War-

ner Rockne. Zuppke, Yost and the

other masters. With them he has

struck out on his own.

sUndlmT debt. Since that time

Rutgers has discontinued its foot-

ball relations with Villanova. Dur-

ing his six years of coaching here

Stuhldreher has been Instrumental

In causln-? other colleges to fear

booking his team after having re-

ceived a sound beating. Instances

in which this fact has been pro-

ven true occurred after Lehigh

was trounced to the tune of 54-0

in '27, Muhlenberg 54-0 in '26, St.

John's 41-7 in '26 and St. Josephb

45-0 in '26.

Enters Seventh Season

This season Stuhldreher is en-

terini? on his seventh year as head

gridiron coach here. His record

since 1925 exclusive of the two

eames won this season stands at

37 wins. 4 ties, and 12 losses, giv-

ing him the high average of .778

per Cent. Most of the losses occur-

red last year when he suffered his

worst season, the total number of

losses totaling 5.

After his Inaugural year Stuhlle

duplicated his feat the following

season compiling the same record

as In '25. In '27 he enjoyed an
even better year when his eleven

won six games and lost one. The
lone loss was dropped to Bucknell

while notable victories were scored

over Lehigh. Canlslus, B. C, and
John Carroll. This record better-

ed the others. In this year the

team was led by Paul Kuczo, one of

the best quarterbacks that ever

wore the Blue and White.
For the first time in the history

of Villanova the school was rep-

resented by an undefeated eleven

the following year. Immediately
Stuhldreher's ambition was real-

ized and all eyes of the football

world were turned upon him. A
tie with Temple was the only mar
on an otherwise perfect year. Vic-

tories were chalked up over Loy-
ola, Catholic U., Gettysburg, Leb-

anon Valley, Bucknell, Grove City,

and Davis Elklns. The stalwarts

who galloped to glory on this ele-

ven were Johnny Slane, Johnny
Olllespie, Lou Pessalano, Contl,

I'wooney, Lomasney and Jordan.
Seven victories and two losses

represents the '29 compilation to

be followed by the disastrous '30

year.

Better Than Last Year's Story

t;>««*f*«*»t'
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• The starting lineups:

VILLANOVA Positions

Brice ..,•••

Edwards ...,..'i.

Kobilis ..;V....

Gezzer ._...,,.,.•;..

Conti ...-;.";;;,...;.

Hickey

O'Donnellw. :.;;.•

Golden

Casey

Donohue right halfback

Potts fullback

Villanova ••. ....".... o

(Tcttysburg .%..... ..••»«»««-'<i<v ....i ....i. .
.
V

> ; ^ ••'.':.

l./'

• .-Mvv.^y,-, ••'* • • ,^»*»

, J, • ^ •• ^ «••••< <

;;. left end ..;,

left tackle .;

. . left guard :;,

.. center

right guard ..

right tackle ..

right end

quarterback

left halfback

» • Dance lonight from 9 'HI

1 en lh« Roof Pi«rr«...to Ih*

lilting rhythm* and marvaloui

orrangamantt of Doc Hydor and hit

Soulhornairoi . . . tho lotting it tmort

...tho tuppor monu Includot

modorototy pricod toladi, tand<

wkhot and grillod tpocioltioi and

lh« tofvica it blittfully unobtrvtivo

GETTYSBURG
.,.....,......,.:..... Buehl

;;;::;:3:I;;a~:;V.
.;.'. Smith

..;;.. ...;^.;..,.Santanello

.^;i.;;.,:,.vi:;-..'.i'ri' Renshaw

.,^:.:;.^Cr.^''J-v
Murgard

.J.,;^v^...-V^;... Tomchik

..!.:,.;..,,.:..'.;^.w. McCarty

,.;..-^W;^;.i:;::v:... Gracha

.,/;:;;;.;, Eby

..;i';;v',i;:..:.:;v McMillan

Shaller

7 0—13

6—6

Touchdowns—Potts, Randour, McCarty. Point af-

ter touchdown—Potts.

Substitutions—VillanovA: Ends, Terry, Delabrida; tack-

les, Rosen, Brodnicki; guards, Keough, Milne; center, Carr;

quarter backs, Cavanaugh, Trosky, Hurlburt; backs, Mar-

ion, Randour, York, Beaudine. Gettysburg: Ends, Raub;

tackles, Seely, Hall; guards, Azar; centers, Cowell, Bream;

quarterback, Jones; backs, Alkewicz, Hardy, Howard, Gil-

bert.

Referee—Clinton, Yale. Umpire—Campuzano, P.

M. C. Linesman—Berry, Penn. Field Judge—Armstrong,

TuftB.

^

ROOF PIERRE
69'' # St

RADIO FOR SALE
K TI'BE ALL-ELKCTBIC
rOMPI-KTE WITH TrBES
AM> l-OM> HPEAKBB

Apply Evening*

202 AUSTIN HALL

FR08H TRACKMEN!

This afternoon down at the

sUdlam CoMh Harry Coates

reqaetts all the Freshman candi-

dates for the cross-country team

to report to him promptly at 3:00

P. M.

Comelly
Takes Lead
In Tourney

College Champion Turns in

Card of 15.S For 36
Holes

FROSH DUO STRONG

Last Friday and Saturday the

first thirty six holes of the 72-hole

Medal Tourney of Villanova was

held according to schedule at the

Marble Hall Golf Club. The out-

standing playing of Bob Qulnlan,

the present title-holder, featured In

this first round together with that

of Comelly and Keating, two

Freshmen. The main purpose of

this tourney Is to find out what

golf material Is In the school so

that a nucleus for a team can be

started for the coming year.

According to an announcement

made by Howie Garrlty. the stu-

dent coach, the final thlrty-slx holes

win be played this weeknd, 18 being

run off on Friday and the final 18

on Saturday morning. The student

coach also wishes all those who
desire to compete for the medal or

to show their ability to report to

him In room 110 Fedigan Hall.

Qulnlan easily showed his

superiority In the first round when

he clicked off a 72, a score which

many professionals find difficult to

duplicate. A cool, dependable

player, Qulnlan Is a fit man to

wear the crown of champion. How-

ever, the results of the next two

rounds might tell a different tale.

Comelly's 73, Welnharfs 77, and

Keatlng's 78 were the nearest totals

to Qulnlan's low score.

The complete cards:

1st. R. 2nd. R. Tot.

Comelly .... 75 78 148

Qulnlan 72 81 153

Welnhart ... 77 x
Keating 78 X
Baker ... 83 X —Z'

Byrnes 84 X
Conway W 94 IM
X—Second round unplayed.



Stuhldreher Compiles FineRecord in 6Seasons

•Come Oiit

[
For 1 50-lb,

I JtY Teams

)i

Moil' Spiril Should be Shown

Toward Junior

:'. Elevens

VILL VAN
lU'ud liM)tball loacli Harry Stuhl-

diThrr is elevating football to a

hiKliiT i)laiio hero by his organiza-

tion ol Junior Varsity and ir>0-lb

elevens modeling his plans some-

hat on those existing at Notn-

Dame. Whether his experiment

siureetls remains to be seen but for

them to be successful the combined

efforts of the student body are

necessary and even vital.

'.Without a lioubt then' is plenty

of lootba'll material lying dormant

Within these dormitories whicli if

fiven a diantv mmjit blossom forth

Mito something tliat would open the

eyes of Coadi Harry himself. Harry

is givint; * tiie student body it;;

chance to .show what it has in it

and now that tlie long awaited op-

rortunity has, arrived, why not

(vrus)) 'it before it slips out of your

fingers. A word to the wLs^ is suf-

ficient.

Lets all get behind these two

teams and give them the support

tliey need. Don't forget these
teains are to travel to alien fields

and carry the standards of Villa-

nova before tliem Shall Villanova

be represented by mediocre outfits

or shall Villanova .show to the world

that it is a tough .scJiool and one

hard to l)eat?

. Let's go then fellows and show
nuf spirit. Lets give these teams
100'; support and show Harrv that

we are behind him heart and soul,

Football is now the dominating

..port in this country and one to

wlvich much glory is attached. Ii

,

SPORTS
FOOTBALL 1 ENNIS BASKETBALL

odonKK 6. i<>;u Page I' our

Gettysburg Bullets Fail to Stop Wildcats

Jay-Ycvs Tackle^ Tough
¥ov in La Salic* CoUc^irt*

. ; At Stadium Saturday

1

1,
<>

,

ii

liiiliiil Sr

Junior

riiiini;i^(

\

li<-L(l l>y Pliihuleliil

;^r^i^^ l']le\en

Salurdav•

; ^a^l

(:()j\ij;v ni:\i) coach

iins to Hold Ad-
Over J-\ "s in

Loiij^er Seusonin^;

\anta«2;e

glory in sought where can it be

ertsier found than in football?

Then ther»> are some here who
{in> really remarkable players, but

lire under the impression that they

came to this school to derive some
lienefit from their studies. Are four

golden years of college to be re-

m(>mi;ered only by the consistent

plugging done under a shaded
lamp? No! Remember them by the;

friendly mingling among your fel-
I

lew da.ssnien on the gridiron. Don't

hide your light under a bushel.
|

Come lorth and show Harry that i

the stuff'.s in you,
j

Our uliimate aim is a team •'''"i*
I other

ilar to that which repre.sents Notre'

Dame and tlie first step towards
thi,- goal is by having everyone play

football. •

Here's a striking; incident whici)

«e came across tlie other day. Kidd
Brewe**, Itacklield ace fntni I)ul<e,

Mho was instrinnrntal in defeating

the ( ats hist fall, makes the kick-

. olT with his right f(M>t and place-

kicks witli his left. Iiiiideiitally,

Next Saturday afternoon the

minions of "Ding" Dri.scoll and Jack
Moore, known to the outside world
as the Villanova Junior Varsity, will

open their sea.son against La Salle

College at the stadium. The Phila-
delphians are coached by the fa-

mous Tom Conley. formerly of

Notre Dame.
To date La Salle has played two

games and has emerged from these
frays with a .500 average. In the
opening game the Blue and Gold
trounced Brooklyn City College, 26-

0, Last Saturday, however, La
Salle took it on the chin when St,

Johns' of Annapolis won, 13-6.

The quartet which will probably
see action against the jayvces is

the one compo.sed of "Dodo" Lucar,.

(juarterback: Dreifert and Bahr,
halfbacks; and Captain Lou Bur-
igoyne, fullback. The forward wall
is as yet unknown: however, it is

a.ssumed that the pivot position will

I be played by Joe Farley, former
' Malvern Prepster,

I

The Wildcat Junior team is still

to be .selected. A scrimmage session
was held last Saturday morning,
but all positions are still open. An-

scrimmage will be held to-

I morrow afternoon. Those who show
up best tomorrow will be started
against La Salle on Saturday.

SCKIMMA(;r: TOMOHKOW

his pals call him Cantain Kidd.

//(>//

Four

Ol H II Tl lih:

I'OF.S ARE I tHI^JG

Tin: lOOTB.XLL SCHFDITLE
Harry Stuhldreher pulled one of

his wi.sest moves in his brilliant

yvars of coaching here when he
was able to inveigle Baltimore
IJniver.sily hito playing his Felines

in a mid-.sea.son fracas. Harry's
Ijad Sea.son last year can be attri-

I'uitd to the fact that he did not
liavi' what is called in sports par-
lance a "breather" on one of the

'(niuiiest schedules any college in

Ihr Kast carried and with a crip-

ple<l team tos.sed into the bargain.
Opening the season with tin-

I ibiiiiDU Valley collegians from
.A'Miville. collegians who in former
VI ,irs the Cats .seldom beat to be
followed with a contest with the
fl( tl\siiuig "Bullets," who have
always given Stuhlie's scions a
loii'h scrap, was considered almost
Miiculiil by sports writers of wide
rvi)eri(iHe when they saw that an
iiipnitaiit game with a powerful
N V t' was to l)e played on a

succefdinu Saturday. After slrik-

n'i> losses liuht at the lu-ad of his

•-'•lu'dulr Sluhlie had tough goine
to come out with a .500 per cent
a\iiai.'e :it the close of his cam-
pamn.

Till main fault ,as stated above
"Uh Harrys lft,'JO schedule, a fault

wliu-h he has been wi.se enough to

correct in his 1031 liiieup, was that

he had no easv t(<am to come be-

tween a rather fou«h lot of mole-
skin eleven'; It niust be rememb-
ered that Villaiiov.-i cannot tackle
one hard oiiponenf after anotln-r availaliW

a'~ Notre Dame can successfully do.

No .sooner wotild Harry .send his
bovs through sixtv minutes of hair-
raising fool l)all than he would be
liKfd with an e' f-n harder assign-
imnt tin- following week.
This .sea.son however. Baltimore

ri fits nircly into the schedule and
come in where a .s«'a.son aun Duke
was played. The Blue fievlls won
that set-to becau.se they faced
eleven nun who were loo battle-
scarerl to withstand their contin-
ued a.s.sault.«i.

Tt must also be ndnilttert that the
lf):il schedule i.v not as rlilTicull as
that of "M). iictr is it as colorful
Ten eames 'vere played last year.
MMiong which number were the N.
V V Violets, the champicm Wash-
'iK'lon Slate eleven, and the Ogle-
IhoriK- Stormv f»etn«Is It Is but a
matter of hislorv that the Cats
dropiied decisions to the two forni-
ir ilevcns and eked «iut a 13-fi vir-
'fiiv over thi' Southerners

Besides Baltimore U. the
niher new addltivn fo thi* years
-ehedule Is I)«-lrolt IJ The Detroit
< lv« n has made a rapid ri.st- in the
loot ball world durim> the pa.st few
years and todav Is represented by
II powerlnl team Still, it does not

of the Cats' six future
opponents remained undefeated af-
ter last week's games, but one of
them. Biicknell University, with
two of the best back in the East
Hmkh and Priest, each .scoring a
touchdown, was held at a 14-14 tie
l.y Geneva College, at Beaver Falls.

1 he Geneva eleven is coached by
Howard Harpster. former star at
Carnegie Tech.

Detroit opeiu'd its .sea.son with an
easy victory over Western State
Teacher's Cpllege, of Michigan,
20-0.

Temph- and GeorgeTown remain-
ed among the .select cla.s.s, the Owls
taking advanta'je of a weakened
Albright team in the fourth |X'r-

lod fo change a 7-6 defeat to a
19-7 victory, while Tommy Mill's

led his Hova protogees to a 25-7
win over Western Maryland's
iridders.

its Southern Con-
by winning a 13-0

Virginia Military
Wallace Wade is

the Wildcat inva-

Last Saturday morning, after a
week of instruction in the funda-
mentals of football, the jayvee
football squad held its first srim-
mage .session.

An interview with Coach Driscoll
revealed the fact that the total

number of aspirants for berths on
the regular eleven numbered forty.

Among the candidates are many
likely men. However, most of the
boys have either never played foot-
ball before and those that have had
experience have no knowledge ol

the Notre Dame system. This lack
of knowledge was brought plainly
to bear during the scrimmage.
The coach continued that all the

men have spirit and are willing to

learn, and with a little more prac-
tice and instruction a worth while
team ought to be selected.

Another scrimmage session will

be held tomorrow and thost> who
show promise and ability will be

started in ihe opening game next
Saturday when the Wildcat Junior.s

will meet the warriors from La
Salle College.

The coach emphasized the fact

that all positions are as yet open
and that all uppercla.ssmen who
have been in school for a year are
urged to try out for the team.
Jack Moore, Villanova '26, former

line coach at Swarthmore. is a.ssist-

ing "Ding " Dri.scoll in his coaching
duties. Moore was impressed with
the showing the boys made on Sat-
urday after such a short period of

instructinr

FOOTBALL
SCHKDIILK

'Sept. 26—Loyola (0) at Villanova
(»2).

Oct. ;{—CJettysburg (6) at Villa

nova (13).

Oct. >U—Villanova at Duke.
Oct. 17—Villanova at Bo.ston
Colelge.

Oct, 24—Baltimore at Villanova
Oct. 31—Villanova vs. Bucknoll.

at Scranton.

Nov. 7—Villanova at Temple.
Nov. 14—Villanova at Detroit.

Nov. 21—Georgetown at Villa-

nova.

Stuhldreher Starts

Seventh Year as

'Cat Head Coach

Potts and Raudour Score

Touclidowjis for Home Team
Before Crowd of 10,000

(>eIlvsiMirii l",le\en Fails (o Knier \ illano\

til Lale ill Tinal (^)narler 'W lien

ward Passes Function

a lerrilory

For- ,

IJn-

TFKHY. iJHICK FKATl HF ON DFFFNSF FOR CATS

No '.re

and
Dame Star has hrough far

wide fame to Villanova by
successful seasons

HAS TOT.'\LED 37 WINS

Harry Stuhldreher—the idol of

the Villanova student body. After

that brilliant victory over the Get-

tyslnirrr Bullets last Saturday and

with a successful season now prac-

tically as.sur'>d. this is a fitting

IJorore the iaiKt'-'^t thi'on.u ever to see an athletic con-

test on the Villanova campu.s, the Wildcats dearly outplayed

Cetty.sburjr College on Saturday afternoon, winning. 18-6.

While the thermometer wa.s scaling the high HOs, two

sophomores, Whitey Randoiir and 15111 Potts, helped no little

by Mike Terry and Johnny Price, led Stuhldieher's crew to

a victory that was the sweetest kind of vengeance for the

3-0 loss sutfered Just a year ago on the same tield.

Frequent penalties, loo.se handling oi' the ball, and an al-

most total absence of "the breaks" held down the Wildcat

.score, and only in the last live monutes of the game did the

visitors get into Villanova territory.

All the thrills of three hours of still in a delirium of excitement
drawn-out football was packed i following Bricc's great feat, he ran
into those last five minutes, when Iran far back and threw a perfect
as Gettysburg students, 1200 strong, | 'spot' pa.ss to Bates McCarty,time to let students and the entire

football world know what great [implored Jake Gracha, Bullet quar- |Getty.sburg end, who caught it,

honor and prestige this same dim- |t<'''''»c»« I" s^a>'^ .something before, running with his back to the pass-

brought to our;iniitive coach has
Alma Mater.

It is but a matter of history that

Stuhldreher galloped to fame at

Notre Dame as a member of that

renowned quartc't. the '"Four

(WNDIDATES WANTED
All Fre.shmen, i\ s.rous of coming

out for basketball manager, are
requested to report to Manager
John Griffin in Room 106 Austin
this evening after night prayers.

Honsemen," I.ayden. Crowley, Mill

er and Stuhldreher. After that on the la.st

1924 .season when all the country
j

back, tossed

was stirred by the achievements !er, standing on the goal line,

of the -Four Horsemen," Stuhl-ipa.ss was almost perfect.

which the Cats' .secondary defense er towards the goal line, on the 11-

was helpless, worked the ball down yard line. McCarty's hands,
to the 10-yard line. ^seemingly guided by .something un-

Gracha's first thrust at the im-j^f^''"' f('"»d the ball, held it. and
pregnable Blue line netted nothing, 'while ev.>ry man. woman and child

and Eby and Schaller were stopped I

>" <h'' stadium. Villanova and Get-

for but" a few inches gain. Then, '.^sburg rooters alike, went wild,

down, Gracha went i

another pa.ss to Schall-
The

Duke evened
ference record
decision from
Institute, and
ready now for

s!on tln.s Saturday.
l.oNo'a beaten 32-0

won frrm dallaudet.
bv the
72-0.

Cats,

WHO I.S BALTI.MOKE?

On Friday evening. Long Island
University defeated the Univer.sity

of Baltimore, 9-7, in a game at

New Yerk. and the following after-
noon. Manhattan College defeated
a team New York new.siiapers call-

ed Baltimore Univer.sity, 87-0, .scor-

ing fourli'en touchdowns.
Now, the qiK'stion is. did the

same team play both games? No
lineup of the night game was

at pre.s.s-time. and it

.seems doubtful that there are two
schools of the .same name in the
.same citv. It seems the.se Baltimore
boys are certainly gluttons for

punishment Tlieir record to date
.show.s three lo.sses. 71-0, 9-7. and
87-0 They play Loyola this Satur-
day, with the Gn'yhounds deter-
mined to ,score 100 points.

A KIOT OF COLOR

Fellows, you haven't .seen any-
thing yet! Just wait until No-
vember 7, when the Wildcats and
Owls tangle for the fourth time.

For Temple has what news-
papermen have called strikiiiji'

uniforms. With the exception

of a T. U. on the front of the

jersey, a number on the back,

thin bands on the stockings and
helmets, all of which are in

white, the entire uniform, with

the exception of the shoes, is a

vivid cherry color. Tlie outfit,

from head to foot, weighs ten

jjounds.

The Temple Stadium is cer-

tainly no place for a peace-lov-

ing bull.

dreher was tendered a contract to

come here and build up a team.

Harry .saw his opportunity to

start r'ght from the bottom and
put forth an eleven which would
draw the eyes of the football world

to it. Without a doubt he has
succeeded till now Villanova foot-

ball teains rate among the leading

Eastern clubs.

i

Known as "Scoreless Wonders"

;

Let us look back for a moment
to tlv seasons before Stuhlie

came here. From the 1922 .season

till that of 1924 the Villanova

football situation had indeed .sunk i Johnny had been playing a sen-

to a low ebb. In those three lean

Not Quite Perfect

But only ALMOST, Schaller

had to step a yard from the last

|chalk mark to snare it, and as it

I nestled in his arms, he was tackled

by a trio of Cat linemen.

Charley Hurlburt, at quarter for

Villanava, called for a punt on the

iflrst play, and instead of calling

I back Ted Ca.sey who had been do-

ing the booting, beckoned Johnny
Brice, the nondialant, unconcern-
led Chicago gentleman, back of the

line.

years of moleskin activity the ele-

vens eked out wins in but two
frays and were better known far

and wide as the "Scoreless Won-
ders." Even such elevens as Dick-

inson and Muhlenberg could not] their collective

be beaten which at the present

dav ar.' loo weak to be scheduled

as warming up contests.

In his first .season as head foot-

ball coach, that is, in 1925, Stuhl-

dreher brought his boys througli

one of th(> most succe.s.sful .sea.sons

in the history of the school. The
iVLcrcl of six wins, one tie, and
two los.s<'s equalled the best record

(continued on page five)

.sational game on the line, but a

silence fell over the .south stand as

he made ready to recive the pa.ss

from center. The Gettysburg

rooters, chanting 'block

in unchanging rhythm.

the la.st line was pa.s,sed.

Miss Extra Point
Gracha's try for point was mis.s-

ed, and the game ended in le.ss

than a minute with no change in

the score.

Until the last five minutes, the
10,000 fans, who made up the
largest crowd to .see a game in the
Stadium since it was built in 1927,

had .seen nothing of the spectacu-
lar. A well-trained Cat .squad had
manifestly .shown its superiority
over the Getty.sbUrg eleven, and
only penalties and fumbles robbed
the Blue .squad of more than two
touchdowns.

Gezzer Injured
The game was hard-fought and

rough at times, considering the
heat and inten.se rivalry. McMill-
an, Bullet halfback, was knocked
out in the .second period and had
to be carried to the dressing room.

that kick''l»it .suffered no serious injury.

were on I
Marty Ge/zer, Wildcat cent(>r, in-

f(.(.t. jured his leg. and was about the

Brice's Kick CHood campus yesterday on crutches. It

Carr's pass to Brice was perft'cl.lis not known yet whether he will

and his kick was unsurpa.s.sable. ix' able to play again.st Duke this

Standing almo.st ten yards behind

his goal line, the
almost 6.'> yards in

Gracha took it on
own 45 yard mark,
8 yards.

Gracha tried one line play,

while the Villanova section

kick travelled

the aid wlu'ii

the fly on his

and returned it

Saturday.
Cai)tain Mikr

shmiivi star on
M'lUets. making a

the tackles, whil(

Santinello was the
the dc<fen,se for the

great majority of

Gracha, McMill-

and
was

Bullets Score, Wildcats Win, Everybody Happy!
It wasn't

humanity.

2 o'clock -

filled, about
Where's the

the heat, it was the

the pre.ssbox only half-

1500 in the stands,

crowd ?

The opening game tliis year with
Loyola as the opponent was not as

difficult a task as it would have
been if L'-l)anon Valley had b«'en

the opposition. Loyola lias alwa.vs

been an ea.sy chaw for the Cats,

whereas Lebanon Valley could al-

ways \h' depended upon to pull the
unexpected Georgetown tackled

'lie Collegians in tlK- opener this

sea.son and had its hands full win-
ninir out in the final canto.

All 111 all we think Ihe 1931

•chedule is an improvement over
that of 1930, l)eing a better bal-

If le.ss colorful Coach
together with gradu-

ate manager Prof McOeehan must
Ije compliment^'d for arranging a
scliedule which ap(M-als to tiie stu-
dent body and which is not too
dimcult f«)r the Cats to make a

only anced oii<

•Sluhldreher.

Ah. here comes Gettysburg. Hen
Bream must want the boys to get

u.sed to the sun the game Isn't due

to start for twenty minutes.
• • • .'''•

Tlie campus, east of the Com-
merce and Finance Building, is ju.st

a .sea of automobiles.
* * •

Here comes the band, new uni-

forms, sweeter music and every-

thing. They play before the Get-

tvsburg stands, which are filling

fhia.

Game-time.
Stadium, and

and
4,000

6,000 inside the

outside.more
«

It took Herby Good, of the Rec-

ord, an hour to drive from Bryn
Mawr U) the Stadium gates. West-
bound traffic on the pike is ju.sl

crawling.

Moral—use the P. W.

inea.sure up to the calibre f)f (lie K"<'d showing As we stated b«'-

cliiimp'on Staters of last year norlf'Te thiit tlie Baltimore game i.s

even to the si4iluie «if (ho N. Y. U. Ju.sl alxiut K<'i>m to "make" Sluhl-
ttggregatlon.

i
dreher this si'SRon.

Gettysburg in trouble at the start.

F.xchaiige of kicks gains thirty

yards for Villanova.
• • •

There Im> goes. Bill Potts for 12

yards, carrying three tacklers And
aKHin. this lime for a touchdown,
with nobody clase.

• • *

Under the old rules, the score

would be 7-0, as the Bullets were

offside when Pott.s attempted hi.s

first placement for the extra |X)lnt.

Now. Ihe ofTending team is |M-iial-

i/cd half the distance to the goal.

Bull Sloner and Larry Morris,

heroes <or villians, if you prefer) of

last year's program, kept each other

company on the bench. Neither

.saw action.

Some of tlie boys are icettinfr

rough. .And it's hot.

The stands are all bedecked in

white. The umpire should adjourn

this game, move it over to the dia-

mond, and announce the batteries

for a ba,seball game. "Kobilis for

Villaoova, Huss for Gettysburg,"

Paul Beaiidine just woke us all

up. G-burg tried a pa.ss in the

suicide zone, and Paul stepped in

fjoni of it.

t *

And It's no use trying to stop that

boy wlien he starts going some-
where.

* • •

But somebcxiy clip|)ed .somebody

else, and the play is called back.

They've kicked a

first this .sea.son.

goal! .That's the

Too hot for IWurgard.

throws away his sweat<'r.

and he

Ken McMillan is the injured

ty and gets a free ride oil the

on a te unmate's shoulders.

par-
fleld

The first half ended a minute too

soon. Another touchdown hmt.

* * •

Watdi tlie Frosh? Nah. too hot.
• • *

Bob Reagan is the only assistant

of Stuhldreher's seeing the game.'

Doc Jacobs Ls at Boston, looking

ovi-r the Boston College-Dayton 1

urogram. whiU- Ed Huntzinger is,

down South again, at the V. M. I.-

Duke fray. '

• • • I

Messrs. RandouV and Potts start-

'

ing work early in the secoiid half.

The second kick also went flooey. Randour .scores, and this in newu!

Some of the bullets like this game

a lot. They won't come out when
replacementts come in.

* * *

It Iw>ks bad now for this crowd of

Ciettysburffians in front of us. The
odds are !>0-l that there will he

classes up on the Battlefield Mon-
day. After the :!-0 win last year, a

holiday was declared and everybmly

whooped things up, considerably.
* • •

Oh. look at Gettysburg! Just

when we all thought the game was
over, they started throwing pa.sses

lor the first time.
« * •

You can thank the Cardinals and
Athletics for this crowd. If there

were a Worlds Series' game on Sat-

urday, the attendance would have
been cut in half. That's what hap-
pened la*t year.

* • *

Stopped you that time. Schaller.

Metro Weston's pal. takes a pa.ss,

is tackled on the one-yard line, and
the Cats get the ball.

* • •

Here's Johnny Rriee kicking. And
what a boot I Sixty yards, as the

crow fllcH. (Where did we hear

that before?

»

* • •

And now Gracha threw it back

as far as Brice kicked it. and Mc-
Carty received it, and its a touch-

down. Nicest play of the after-

noon.
* • •

All over now. The game's won. no
bonrs broken, (i-hurg got its touch-

down. Im everybody happy?

an, Kby and Schaller handled the
ball nicely in the G-burg backlield.

their lack of weight handici'.pping
them considerably.

Potts and Randour .scoi(>d the
two Villanova touchdowns, iincl

with Paul Beaudine. George Mar-
ion and Teddy Casey, starred on
the olfen.se. Mike Terry and
Brice turned in fine defensive per-

(('(iiitiiiuecl on page six)

Ol H riilDKTl()\S^
lion (,ooi) AHK Tin.yy

Fooled you last week, didn't we?

Twenty-five shots, and we rang the

bell twenty-four times. But the

games are getting do.ser now. ind

there's more of a difference of

opinion existing.

The Notre Dame
contest and the

-Northwestern
Southern Califor-

twenty-fiv-'

first named

state

nia-Washington State game lead

the list, with the N. Y. U.-George-

town, Yale-Michigan State, and
Navy-Maryland battles promising

plenty of excitement.

Here are this week's

predictions, with the

team picked to win.

Notre Diimr Northwestern

Soiitlieni Calif Washington
N Y U. C'.enrgrtown

Lehigh Johns Hopkins
Mubleiiljcrg Lebanon Valley

W K J. Marshall
C'oluinhia Wrsleynii
X Fordliam Boston College
Yiilr Georgia
Princeton Brown
Harvard New Hnnipshire
Army Michigan State
Dattmouth Holy Cross

Mirylaiid
Temple Pcnn State
Pemi F fi M.
Urslnus Dickinson
Loyola Baltlmcjrr
Oettvsburg Mt St. Mnry'K
Hiirkiiell Albright
C'olgnto Lafayette
Pitt West Virginia
Oeorgla Tech Carneglr Tech
Western Maryland St .lohn's

CatlKillc U CJallandet

X To br plHv»^' '< Ml,' I

l.ii»t wtM'k—t%iiitirr«, .:i I <•«»(

\ i

Tiirsdiiv. OrlolMT 6. 19.^1
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Piijse Kix'

W^e Unable to Find Quartet of Reliable Backs^
I

1. 1

Durham News Indiiates

Duke Mentor Will Put

Veteran Team on Field

Jot' Skiimtr. t»f Diikt' Ciiroii-

ielt'. (TiM's Inipn'ssidnH

of VrW mil.' Devils

\u\{\\ Carolina llnivornily

lla> Nrw Slatliiim Stat-

in- :i.'».(MK) IVrsoiih

WADi: HAS SrUONC; LIINK ll \S S20.(MMU)0() IM.AM t

BY .lOK SKINNKR
Sp<irts Editor

Duke Chronicle

The 19'Jl Blue Devils have not

yet been able to denionstrate

whether they are going to be as

powerful as .the team which repre-

.sented us last year. The heaviest

I'leveii that Wallaci- Wade can |)ut

in action will aveiage 186 in the

line, and about 168 in the back-

field. While this .seems like ((uite

a liglit team, all but one end arc

experienced men and can be. count-

ed on to make up for lack of b(>ef,

with lighluig spirit.

Wade's principal difliculties this

year .seems to be the discovering of

a backfield that can work together.

Individually. Hu-y are powerful

m'Ki: LF.wiH

The Wildcat football eleven, and

anv Villanova students who accom-

ininv the squad to Durham next

Saturday, will .sec on the Duke
(iunpus one of the finest physical

plants 111 tlie country.

It includes a thoroughly modern
stadium, accomodating 35,000 per-

.sons, three new practice giadirons,

a si)lendid gymnasium with swim-

ining pool, a new basCball field

with steel stands and a grass in-

lield, a running track with 220-

yard 'straightaways, and a plot ol

tennis courts,

Duke .spent $20,000,000 getting

ready for Wallace Wade, the won-

der coach' of the South The new

.stadium and U'tter equipment were

all supplied early in 1930, when

Wade signed a contract to coach

the Blue Devils, beginning in Sep-

tember, 1931, for a period of five

You mav have heard ol ri'inity

College, before 1924, and you may
not but once the tobacco millions

t-ot behind the school seven years

ago everybody knew of it by its

new name, Duke Uuniversity. Its

football schedule has risen to a

place of major importance since

then, and now. with Wade at the

coaching reigns for a five-year per-

iod big things may happen.

Duke knew Wade to be a foxy

coach when he was signed. He im-

ire.iscd the North Carolinans con-

.sidi rablv in the last spring practice.

And while prospects are not very

bright for a great .season this year,

Villanova. Tennessee. Kentucky,

North Carolina and Wa.shington

and Lee arc all wondering what will

happen.

7;ir ciPTAis
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CAI'TAIN BREWKIl

(aplain and fullback of the Blue

Devils, wlio played a .sensational

game against Villanova last fall

backs but when they try to work
,

together they fail to click. Last

year m spring practice wlien they

were under Wade's supervision for

the 111 St time they seemed to go

much better than they have this

fall Ihe prol;able starting lineup

a-ainst Villanova will include

Brownlee and Ma.son at halves.

Brewer at full and Mullen at quar-

ter The.se men may yet find

themselves, but as was evidenced

bv the result of the South Caro-

lina fame thev didn't have much

ofTen.sive power.
,
They did better

again.st V. M. I.:' ':••

Abbot, who plays second string

half made a wonderful showing

against Carolina and he may get a

call He is a fast stepper. Wade

has 'oeeii constantly changing his

bucks vainlv trying to find an ex-

ceptional man, -so this may not be

the (luartel that will start. All of

them are veterans.

The line, on the other hand, has

not prov(>d qtiite so bad. Hyatt, a

veteran of two seasons and Craw-

ford, the only Sophomore^ in the

entire first string, will hold down

the wing positions. Hart on and

Brvan, each weighing over 200

pcAiiuis. will be the tackles^

Doughertv, Friedman, Means and

Steveiis are all candidates for the

guard posts while Adkins will start

al center. This line is very power-

ful and it will lake some hard-

driving men to puncture it or .some

very fieet backs to circle the

•lames, a .second-string

KDDIK KOBILIS

Left guard, who saw first action

of year Saturday, ready for Duke

sulistitute lialtback
Ro.ssiter, a

can boot tin

over GO yards, and

lire.sses Duke too hard, they

more than likely see action.

La.st year the Devils got oH to a

bad start and tli.Mi came through

without further harm. This year

thev started off against a team m
better shape than the one they

faced in 1930. and they came

through 111 better shape. If this

Last year, under Jimmy Hart, the

Blue I>'vils won .seven, lost one.

tied one, and captured the state

title. Those clo.se to Wade .say he

wants to better that mark.

In eight years at Alabama, Wades
eleveiLs won 61 games, lost 13, and

tied 3 Thev won four Dixie cham-

pionships, and won two Rose Bowl

eames, and tied another. Last fall

the greatest team Wade ever de-

veloped defeated Washington State

al Pasadena to wind up an unde-

It ated .seascm.

When Villanova pm.ved Wa.shing-

ton State last Novenilier. Wade was

Ml the .stands at Franklin Field,

ends ostensibly looking over the Cougars

'from the Northwest, but keeping

1 a careful eye glued on the Cats

total number of,

of

on
he
on

'""
'"i-'-viiL ovii

'

' w:;d';./r''irv su,i„d,-..h«

Willi Villanova. has his own ideas

1 •()ver-emi)hasis." Here's what
' says. "Over-eniphas's is not

i feotball. but on winnin-;. and most

lof the talk aljout over-emphasis

comes after a winning season. Poot-

ll-all and atlilt>tics constitute only

I a part of the man-building pro-

iqram. not the wlu)le .show. And

I
whenever you ««ncounter friction

means aiivthing and Wade can

disco\er some olfensive material.

Villanova liad better watch out.

Wade does not expect to turn

out a wonder team this year, and

expects to lake a few beatings.

Duke
Dukt

III Ki: l!)3l KK( <>l<l>

0: South Carolina, 1:1.

13; V. M L, 0.

Won, 1; Lost. 1

\ n.l \N"VA—l»l KK Kl.rOKi>S

lil2!» Villanova, 5H; Duke 12

11130 Vlllaiu>va, 6; Duke, 12.

Vllliinova, 1; Duke, 1,

in

in

Leo
and
Blue and
among tin

Fordham.

While
\iclln

ItulKcnt rteaten

In this .-ea.Min th<' eleven

Cantain Callaghai. a n

wored an impres.MV.

iletwec-n two universities who are

keen rivals, the .source of the

trouble can usually be laid to

Jellybeans' who are not connected

with either school."

Wades .system is of no particular

school or style. He is a .student of

the fame and as such he has se-

lected the strong points from War-

ner Rockne, Zuppke. Yost and the

other masters. With them he has

struck out on his own,
_^_

standing debt Since thai time

,Rutr''is has di.sconlinued its foot-

Iball r.lations with Villanova. Dur-

ilng ins six years of coaching here

'siuhklrh.'r has been instrumental

'in caisin; other colleges to fear

beo';lng h's team after having re-

ceived a .sound beating. Instances

in which this fact has been pro-

ven true occurred aft(>r Lehigh

was trounced to the tune of 54-0

. In 21. Muhlenberg r>4-0 in '26, St.

which wns compiled John's 41-7 in "26 and St Josephs

.such immortals is 45-0* in '26.

Fnters Seventh seasiin

This sea.son Stuhldreher is en-

teriii" on his .sev.-nth year as head

uridiron c«mch Hen His record

8'nce \n^ exclusive of the two

>rames won this sea.son ^1ands at

37 wins, 4 ties, and 12 losses ..Iv-

him the high average ol .778

Mosi of the los.ses occur-

worst season, the

!o.s.ses totaling 5.

After his inaugural year Stuhlie

duplicated his feat the following

s(>ason compiling the same record

as in '25. In '27 he enjoyed an

even better year when his eleven

won six games and lost one. The
lone less was dropped to Bucknell

I

while notabl(> victories were scored

'over Lehigh. Canisius, B. C, andj

I,John Carroll. This record better-

1

ed the others. In this year thCj

'team was led by Paul Kuczo, one of

ithe best quarterbacks that ever

wore the Blue and White.
j

For the first time in the history

of Villanova the school was rep-;

resented by an undefeated eleven

the following year. Immediately

Stuhldreher's ambition was real-

ized and all eyes of the football
j

world w(>re turned upon him. A|

tie with Templ(> was tli«> only niar^

on an olherwi.se perfect year. 'Vic-

tories were chalki-d up over Loy-

ola. Catholic U., Gellysburg, Leb-

anon Valley, Bucknell, Grove City,

and Davis Elkins. The stalwarts

who galloped to glory on this ele-

ven were Johnny Slane, Johnny
Gillespie, Lou Pes.salano, Conti.

Twooney, Loma.sney and Jordan.

Seven victories and two losses

1

represents the '29 compilation to

'be followed by the disastrous '30

year.

Better Than Last Year's Story

'\\u' slarliiig liiiciips: ' W; v". /.v';^

MLI.ANOVA l'(.»iii(.ns ' :
GITrYSlH'K(;

Itri,.,. l.-fl <-ll.l .:• ;,:. :^^^1^

Cornelly
Takes Lead
In Tourney

l'"<Ivvar(ls

Koltilis

r.oiiti

lliekt'V

(ri)onn«'ll

(foltlni

( !as«'y

jDoiioliiic

Polls

Irfl larklo

Icfl ^iiard

rcnirr

rifilil }?iiar«l

ri}ilit larklo

ri«!:lit <Mi<l

ijuarlorliark

left lialt'liack

v\^\\\ iialfiiat-k

fiilllMrk

6 7

Sinilli

Santaiirllo

Knishaw

MurjjanI

Toinrhik

McClarty

Graciia

Kby

\l«Millan

Slialirr

{) \:\

6^ 6

ColK'^r Champion turns in

Canl of l.'i.i VmvM
Holes

Qv'v} Coaib in

Seventh ^ ear as

Head Cat Coach

(Continued Prom Page Foun

the school

1915 .vhe-

Lvnh All-American center,

Cap'ain Reagan sported the

» * Dance tonight from 9 'III

1 on the Rool Pi«rr«...»o lh«

^\ lilting rhylhnij and mafv«lou»

arrong«m«nt$ of Doc Hyd«r ond liit

Souihef noirei . . 'h« »«Wina i» »mafl

...the luppef menu includei

moderotely priced «olodi, lood-

wichei ond grilled jpecioltiei ond

the tervice il bliitfully unobiruiiv*

\ illunoxa

(ifllyslmrj!;

Toiirli^l.mns PoU>. Kan^loiir. MrCarl). Point af-

Irr loiiilnlowu—Polls.

: SiihsliUilioMs \ilianoxa: Kmls. Trrry. Drial.rida; lark-

les. K.»M'n. HnMlnirki: pianl>. kroii{ili. Milno; ccnler. Carr;

qnarlrr l.ark>. Caxanaiijili. Trosky. IhirllMirl; harks. Mar-

ion. Handonr. York. Ihainlinr. (;.llyshurs: KjhIs. Hanh;

larkh-s. SiM'lv. Hall; pnanls. .Vzar; renlrrs. Cowi-lk Hnam;

qnarlrrhark. Jonrs; l.arks. .Mkrwir/. llanly. Ilowanl. Cil-

hrrl.

Rrf«Tn« Clinloii. Yah. I miMn-Canipii/ano. P.

M.C. |.inr>nian Ih-rry. Prnn. FiHcUmlp- Arinslronn.

Illfl8.

colors. Notable
were Army aiid

V

led by
Broderick. mg
win over per cent

Rutgers and

lUri !>M»' will ^»»« « I" > * * •* rm I 1. 1.

wip«'d oi.t a long- red last year when he suffered his

ROOF PIERRE
on

69'* ^ St.

HADIO FOK SAI.E
K Tl w. \i.i.-Krji<"TRir

(OMIM.KTK WITH Tl IU:»

\M» I.OI l» SI"K\KK.K

\|t|il> lAPnlns"

Jli; \l HTIN II All.

FROSH TRA( KMKN!

This afternoon down at the

Htadium Coach Harry < oatcs

rrquestH ail the Freshman ranch-

dates for the cross-country team

to report to him promptly at 3:lM)

P. M.

KHOSII IHO STRONG

Last Friday and Saturday the

first thirty six holes of the 72-hole

Medal Tourn(>v of Villanova was

held according to schedule at the

Marbl(> Hall Golf Club. The out-

standing playing of Bob Quinlan.

the present title-holder, featured .n

this first round together with that

„t Cornelly and Keating, two

Freshmen The main purpose of

this tourney is to find out what

golf material is in the school so

that a nucleus for a team can be

started for the coming year.

According to an announcement

made by Howie Garrity. the stu-

dent coach, the final thirty-six holes

will be played this weekiid. 18 being

run off <m Friday and the final 18

on Saturday morning. The student

coach al.so wishes all those who

desire to compete for the medal or

to show their ability to report to

him in room 110 Fedigaii Hall.

Quinlan easily showed his

superiority in the first round when

he clicked off a 72. a score which

many professionals find difficult to

duplicate, A cool. dependable

player Quinlan is a fit man to

wear the crown of champion. How-

ever the results of the next two

rounds might tell a dllTerent Ule

Cornelly's 73, Weinhart s 77. and

Keatings 78 wen» the nearest totals

to Quinlan's low store.

The complete cards:

l8t. R. 2nd. R Tot

7,5 73 14«

72 81 153

77 X
78 X
83 X
84 X
92 94 186

Cornelly
Quinlan
Weinhart
Keating
Baker
Byrnes
Conway
X—Second round unplayed
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VILLANOVA OhFEISSlVE AND DEFENSIVE STARS SATURDAY

Potts, Randour
Score Feline

Touchdowni^

j(Continued FYom Page Pour)

formances at the wing positions,
with Qezzer and Carr playing the
center post well.

The ball was in Gettysburg ter-
ritory all through the first half, and
In the third period, the Bullets
could never push the ball past
midfield. The passing attack, for
unknown reasons, never was at-
temptetd until near the close of
the game, although the Cat line
could not be opened at any time.

Cats Score Early

Both Villanova touchdowns came
near the opening of periods. Potts,
carrying the ball two out of every
three plays, was personally respon-
sible for the first score, when he
gained 33 yards in two plays, after
the Cats had gained the ball on
37-yard line after the second ex-
change of punts.

Villanova threatened often again
during the first half, and once
Beaudine raced 32 yards for a
touchdown, after intercepting a
pass, but McMillan had been clip-
ped from the rear on the play, and
the score was annulled.
Near the close of the half, the

Cats took the ball deep into Bullet
territory, and Randour was tackled
on the 4-yard line as the half end-
ed.

Excellent Interferrhig

The Villanova interfering and
blocking was better than usual,
while the defensive game of the
ends was remarkably brilliant.

Randour, aided by Potts to some
extent, scored the second and last
touchdown, shortly after the third
period opened. Jones punted from
his own 10-yard line and the ball
was blocked by Conti and recover-
ed on the 33-yard marker.
A 20-yard dash by Potts put the

oval in scoring position, and Ran-
dour galloped the last six yards
through tackle for the score.
Potts' placement kick was success-
ful, the first kick-for-point of the
1931 season to go through the up-
rights.

A spirited rush by Beaudine, who
carried the ball 26 yards on six
straight plays at the opening of
the last quarter, kept the crowd
on edge, but the extreme heat,
frequent time-outs, and lack of
spirit on the part of most of the
players, had the crowd seeking the
exits, when Gracha started his big
showing five minutes before Field
Judge Armstrong ended the game.
Lou Young, former Penn coach,

was there. And so was the Temple
board of strategy. Miller, Bell and
DaGrossa. Duke and Bee See had
representatives on hand, too.

Sol Berman
Cops Tliird

Net Title

Tennis Captain Sweeps to

Win Over Field of 32,

Losing Only 1 Set

S U A R E Z RUNNERUP
In the finals of the tennis tour-

nament played Sunday afternoon,
Sol Berman, captain of the Wild-
cat tennis team, defeated Manuel
Suarez by the scoi^s of 6-2, 6-2,

6-0. The match was much harder
than the scores indicate, many of

the games going to deuce.

It was a case of history repeating
itself, for Sol defeated Manuel in

the finals last year, and although
seeking revenge, Suarez had to be
content once more w'ith the runner-
up position. Although Suarez kept
banging away at the ball, it availed
him little, for Berman's steadiness,

especially his backhand, gradually
wore down his opponent, until he
ran out the last ten games in a row.

RETAINS TITLE

,y

/..

QUARTER-FINAL ROUND
Berman defeated Stleber, 6-3, 6-1;

Orcutt defeated McDermott, 6-3, 6-2;
Suarez defeated Miles, 8-6, 6-4; Sykes
defeated Tracy 6-0. 6-1.

SECOND ROUND
Berman defe;ated E. Mulhame, 6-3.

6-1; Stleber defeated Urlarte, 6-3,

6-3; McDermott defeated Schwartz
11-9. 6-3; Orcutt defeated Qrlffln,
6-2, 6-1; Suarez defeated Artz, 6-3,

6-2; Miles defeated Qulnn. 6-1, 6-2;
Tracy won from Perlmutter by de-
fault; Sykes defeated Burtz, 6-4, 6-4.

FIRST ROUND
Barman won by default from Bak-

er; E. Mulhame defeated A. Harter.
6-3, 11-9; Stleber defeated Carberry,
6-2, 6-4; Uriartl defeated Qoggl, Q-i,
6-3; Schwartz defeated Barsin. 6-4.
2-6, 6-4; McDermott defeated Mc-
Namara, 6-2, 8-6; Orlffln defeated
Stoll, 6-1, 6-2; Orcutt defeated Dolan,
6-2, 6-1; Suarez defeated O. Mulhame]
6-4. 6-2; Quinn defeated Sweeney,'
6-1. 6-3; Artzt defeated Gottlieb. 3-6,
6-2, 6-2; Miles won from Donnelly
by default; Perlmutter defeated
Heine, 6-4, 3-6, 6-2; Tracy defeated
Jones. 6-1, 6-4; Sykes defeated Nel-
son, 6-1, 6-1; Burtz defeated Dooley,
6-1, 6-4.

The rankings for 1931 are as fol-
lows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

MOORE COACHING J. V.'S

Mty eleven to represent! the school
Jack was line coarh of a ?S
more for^the^a^tTet

seaso^j:."^""

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER mid DYER
Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your
measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

Tuesday, October 6, 1931

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

• i

Sol Berman
Manuel Suarez
Bill Orcutt
John Sykes
Sam Miles
Jack McDermott
Joe Stleber
Gerry Qrlfldn
Bill Tracy

10. Bert Schwartz
11. Kermlt Artz
12. George Mulhame
13. Qulnn
14. Ralph Urlarte
15. Ed Burtz

Paramount

DINER

Bryn Mawr

You'll Like Us*'

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

[ere's a tip for Freshman! Now
you're at college, you can al-

,
ways "go home by telephone."

Regularly, or whenever you like, give Mother

and Dad a call.

Tonight, for instance, pay them a "voice visit."

Tell them how you're settling down. What a

thrill they'll have to hear your voice—and

maybe you won't enjoy it, tool

But, best of all, arrange to call home each

week. That's a joy they'll look forward to as

much as you.
H H H

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M. and take ad-
vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c)

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather than
a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone nunv
bet. If you like, the charges can be reversedl

A

No. 1

SOL BERMAN

STATIC FROM S-O-L

Villanova, 13, G-Buff, 6. Pardon
ua while we heave a algh of relief . .

—V—
Although we have confldenre in

the team, ever since the Phils licked
the Athletics, and Waynesburg
trounced Penn State, we are pre-
pared for anything

—V—
Most of the spectators were in

shirt sleeves, which made the stands
look like the World Series bleachers.

—V—
Which reminds us, the S. R. O.

sign was put out ten minutes after
the game started . . . Well, well, well
—whoda thunk it?

—V—
We thought Junior Week got otf

to an early start this year, but it

was only the band in their new
blazers.

KEEP SSABLE
This was the third consecutive

College title for Captain Sol, and
leaves a mark, which, no doubt,
will stand for same time. In fact,

during the three years, Berman
dropped only one set, that to Or-
cutt In this year's semi-finals. Both
the winner and runner-up will be
presented trophies by the college,

through the cooperation of Father
Fink and Father Mauch.
The semi-flnals showed the clos-

est brand of tennis in the whole
tournament. Berman defeated Bill
Orcutt, by a 6-4. 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 count,!
while Sykes lost to Suarez, 6-3, 6-3,'

4-6, 6-4. Both Orcutt and Sykes,
showed a big Improvement in their

j

games, which augurs well for the;
tennis team's chances next Spring.;
There were also some newcomers,

who displayed a fine brand of ten-
nis, and who will fight it out for the
other two Varsity posts. Among
them are Sam Miles, Jack McDer-
mott, Joe Stleber and Gerry Grlffln.
Bill Tracy may also come through.

FINAL KOI'NO
Berman defeated Suarez, 6-2, 6-2,

6-0.

MK.Ml-FI.NAL KOl'M)
Berman defeated Orcutt, 6-4, 6-2,

4-6. 6-4; Suarez defeated Sykes, 6-3,
6-3. 4-6. 6-4.

VILLANOVA ACCLAIMS STANFORD CLOTHES

Your Old Clothes ....
. . . . Are Worth Money
Wf will accept your oUl Hiiit or overcoat as a
FIVE DOLLAR trade-in on a new suit, topcoat or
overcoat . . . made-tu-your-meagure.

$23.75 $28.75 $36.75

Stanford Tailoring Co.
507 Fox Building 1612 Market Street

Tom Edwards, Bob Corrigan, Representatives

SHOWING AT PIE SHOP TODAy (TUESDAY)

• <

•U:,.

WITH

OLD GOLDS
Charming women are first won by

OLD GOLDS' appealing taste. But

their enthusiasm doubles when they

find that OLD GOLDS do not taint

the breath or mar the whiteness of

pearly teeth.

That's because OLD GOLD is a pure-

tobacco cigarette. Made from the

finest nature-flavored tobacco. So

good, it needs no added fiavoring.

It's "foreign flavoring/' not good

tobacco . . . that leaves unwanted

aftermaths. Play safe. Smoke pure-

tobacco O.Gs. They leave nothing

behind but pleasant recollections.

*
,

^^^clf?N K ^^

^ NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS TO TAINT THE BREATH... OR STAIN
e p. Lorillird Co., Inc.

THE TEETH

BIG RALLY

WEDNESDAY EVENING

SHOW THAT TRUE

VILLANOVA SPIRIT

1

VILL
GET ABOARD

THE BOSTON SPECIAL

A FINE TRIP

LOTS OF FUN
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Boston Spec iai to Leave Friday at 3 P.
Head Coach
Addresses
Pre-Meds

Harry Stuhldreher Speaks
at First Meeting of

Science School

SEEKS REAL SPIRIT

Harry Stuhldreher, Head Coach
of foot ball at Villanova College,

addressed the pre-meds at the Ini-

tial meeting of the Science School

held in the amphitheatre last

Thursday morning.

Rev. Joseph M. IDougherty, O. S.

A., Dean of the Science School,

before presenting Coach Stuhl-

dreher expressed the necessity of
partaking in collegiate sports and
enumerated the wonderful results
derived from the many athletic
endeavors of the students. Most
of the athletic achievements of
students have proven to be very
beneficial to them both mentally
and physically.

Coach Stuhldreher opened his
talk by complimenting Pr. Dough-
erty for his great interest In the
welfare of the students. He said
In part: "At one time it was be-
lieved that the success of the team
depended on the ability of the
coach, but this is not so. The
success of the team on any ath-
letic field depends partly on the
cooperation of the student body.
"The people on the outside do

not realize the confidence that
becomes embedded in the fellows
when they knew that they have
the co-operation of the student
body. To give an example, a few
years ago Notre Dame suffered a
defeat at the hands of a strong
West Point team in New York.
On their journey home they were
very much distressed imtil they
arrived at South Bend, Indiana.
Much to their surprise the entire
student body was waiting for
them at the station to congratu-
late them, disregarding their de-
feat. This remarkable example of
school spirit made the team very
happy, and helped to replace the
confidence of future victories
that was beginning to weaken.

Cooperation Needed
"In the face of defeat it is abso-

lutely necessary to have the inter-
est and cooperation of the stu-
dents. The team will not be vic-
torious unless these essentials are
present. I have been here at
Villanova seven years, and I real-
ize the necessity of school spirit.

"When the fellows make a bad
play do not laugh because of the
mistake. They realize the mis-
take, it was not intentional! This
Is the time when your cooperation
is required above all times. With
the interest of the fellows behind
them the team will develop into
one that we will make us very
proud to support.

"This Saturday we are going to

play Duke, and we do not know
what is going to happen. We will

do our best to win. If we happen
to lose, it will not be our fault,

our opponents will prove to have
a better team. Whether we lose

or win try to be at the station

when the team arrives home to

show the fellows that you are still

cooperating with them."

CALLS MEETING

JAMES GARRITY
President of the Student
Council, who recently called

the first of the Council meet-
ings.

Rally To Be Held
Wednesday Evening:

Next Wednesday evening at 7

o'clock the entire student body Is

requested to be present at one of

the best rallies ever to be attempt-

ed by the Student Coimcil for the

purpose of inspiring the coopera-

tion of the students. The rally

will be held in the gym and will

be followed by a huge bonfire as

has been the custom in past years.

There will be a number of

speakers present to deliver a ser-

ies of earnest talks headed by

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S^ A. The

team is to leave for Boston this

Thursday to play Boston College

on Saturday, and it is absolutely

necessary that every one be there

to demonstrate their real spirit

and to encourage the team on to

victory.

When the foot ball team leaves

for Boston it is the utmost desire

of the Student Council that the

Student Council Holds First "tire student body be present at

^,he station to give the team a col-

orful send-ofl.

In view of the fact that the

Wildcats suffered defeat last week

at the hands of a strong Duke
team every one is urged to be

present at the rally to show the

ieilows that their cooperation Is

becoming greater than it ever was.

It is the duty of the entire stu-

dent body to make this rally a

success, and the only way to show

true school spirit is by attending

ihe meeting, contributing real

noise, real spirit and true encour-

agement.

ELECTED PRESIDENT

Council Men
To Be Led
By Gatrity

Meeting of Current

Year

CLEMENT BUSENKILL
Recently elected president of

the consolidated high school

clubs of Philadelphia.

Host of Cat Rooters
Primed for Invasion

Of New England City

Special to Leave Campus for New York to Make Connection

With Boat to Providence and From There

to Take Bus to Boston

INSTIGATE SEND - OFF

The Student Council, an organ-

ization for the promotion of the

interests of the students, held its

first meeting of the year last

Tuesday afternoon with James

Garrity as president. The session

was called for the purpose of be-

ginning plans for the new year

and formally start the organiza-

tion on Its way to a bigger and

better year.

One thing that was accomplish-

ed of note at this initial meeting

was the send-off that was given

to head football coach Harry

Stuhldreher and the football squad

and also the ceremony at their

return. The members also passed

a resolution that a rally should
be held before the Boston College

game together with a huge bon-
fire.

The other officers of the Coun-
cil who were present were vice-

president Harold Driscoll and secre-

tary Arthur Shortall. Approxi-
mately fifteen members appeared
to take part in the busines4 of the
meeting. The Council itself is

composed of four seniors exclusive

of the president of the class,

three Juniors, two Sophomores,
tlie VILLANOVAN editor, and the

Belle Air editor.

Faculty Advisors

Named (or Gubs

Gain ShoAvn
In Signing

Of Pledges
Non-Residents Have Better

Average Return Than
Residents

OVER 200 EXPECTED TO MAKE EXCtJRSION

Officers of

Phila. Club
Are Elected

RETURN IS 871/2%

For the second time in four years

a Villanova special will blaze its

way northward to the staid New
England city of Boston where

Coach Harry Stuhldreher's Wildcats

will do batUe with the Boston Col-

lege Eagles, Saturday afternoon.

Already fully two hundred students

have promised to make the trip

Vice-Presidents to Be Voted ^nd a^n even greater number ^ ex-

r, o J rri* pected to purchase their ucJcets

on For Second Tune ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^j^ j^ ^^^^^

Tomorrow According to an announcement

issued from the office of the Rev.

BUSENKI LL NEW PRES. Ruellan p. Pink. O. 8. A., the

^ , . „, -.

—

Z *u «i„»^ n.f
' special wUl leave the campus ex-

On last Wednesday, the officers of *^

the newlv formed Philadelphia
actly at 3:00 P. M. Friday after-

noon. It is scheduled to arrive inThe percentage of the number 0' ^^ „ ,». i. o v. 1 r^^ u „,««» «»~«. -» — -
Personal Pledge Cards, signed anc Catholic High Schools Club were

metropolitan city at 6:00 P. M,
returned at the Retreat proves U elected for the coming year. The
be slightly above that of last year candidates were nominated at a Upon its arrival in New York, a

." *l_°P'.,^L««i?^',f^''" °; P-vlous meeung o, the club «>d '"f' ?',f''"'Z.^i'T.the students voluntarily signed anc ^„ , ..

returned the cards pledging them while at present there

Supervision of Funds

Of Duties '

One

VICE-PRESIDENT SPEAKS

Freshmen Punished
By Vigrilance Men

Last Tuesday evening the Vigil

ance Committee held a tribunal for

the purpose of punishing the mis-

behaved members of the Freshman
class. Exactly three haircuts were
handed out and approximately
thirty Frosh were subjected to lusty

paddllngs.
Chairman Florio Bracanovic

called the meeting to order In room
205 Mendel Hall with all membert
of the dreaded Vigilance Committee
present. Each Frosh was brought
in singly and judgement decreed
separately. Incidentally, the FYesh-
men were blindfolded and did not
know who their accusers were.

Meet Prof. Griffin

This week the "Villanovan" takes

great pleasure in having the op-

portunity of Introducing to you
Martin I. J. Griffin, Professor of

English in the School of Commerce
and Finance. Prof. Griffin will

conduct the English grades in all

the classes of the Business School.

This work was previously handled
by Professors Hamme and James
Turek.
While Prof. Griffin's actual experi-

ence has not been so vast, his

education has been quite extended
and very complete. He has sup-
porting him very favorable records

from four different colleges where
his field of study Included, among
other subjects. English. Psychology.

French, Philosophy. Latin, Ethics.

Physics, and Chemistry. The extent

of his education is further evidenc-

ed by a Bachelor of Arts degree^and

a Master of Arts degree whlchXhe
has already obtained and a Doctor
ot Philosophy degree which is pend-
ing.

Being a resident of Philadelphia,

Prof. Griffin quite naturally attend-

ed Catholic High School In that

city. During the four years of his

training there his main Interest

was in English work.
Upon his graduation from Cath-

olic High, Prof. Griffin decided upon
Georgetown University in Washing-
ton, D. C. as the seat of learning

from which he would gamer a more
advai.ced knowledge. For three

years he remained in the national

capltol studying and specializing in In the future.

Psychology. At the termination of

that time he transferred to Loyola

College in Baltimore. Md., where he

resumed his work. It required only

one year of studying at Loyola for

Prof. Griffin to obtain the number
of credits necessary for his Bachelor

of Arts degree. The degree was
awarded him in June, 1929.

Not content with merely a

Bachelor's degree, Prof. Griffin

that very summer commenced his

work for a Master's degree. He en-

tered the summer school at Temple
University In Philadelphia and
specialized In English. In Septem-
ber of the same year he enrolled in

the University of Pennsylvania and
majored in French. Such was his

ambition that by June, 1929, he had
completed his work and received

his Master of Arts degree.

Still not satisfied with the extent

of his achievements, Prof. Griffin

set out for even more difficult

laurels. Since 1929 he has been
directing his efforts towards a

Doctor of Philosophy award from
the University of Pennsylvania, and
at present the conferring of that

degree Is pending.
An insatiable desire for lofty

standards coupled with an ambition
and an ability that are well abovi
the average—such are the qualities

of the man who has come to con-
duct the English courses in our
Business School. His entire history

is a record of successes and victories

that we earnestly hope will continue

Last Wednesday, a meeting was

called, by Rev. Ruellan P. Pink, O.

S. A., of all the Presidents of the

various fraternities, classes and

clubs throughout the campus.

"The purpose of the meeting,"

said Fr. Fink, "was to Inform all

the Presidents of the various clubs

and fraternities, which have re-

cently undergone reorganization

under revised regulations, to fulflill

their duties as outlined In the new
'Student's Handbook.' We do not

want any dead or small clubs on

the campus which are too small to

be of any real value to its members
or to the College."

An innovation Introduced by Fi.

Fink this year Is that all organiza-

tions must have a moderator or a

faculty advisor. Nearly all of the

societies were lacking in this re-

spect with the notable exception of

the Villanova Literary Club which
Is advised by Professor Joseph T.

Jonas. The chief functions of the

moderators of the societies Is to

give advice, and to be consulted in

all matters of importance in regard

to raising and spending the funds
of the organizations. All checks
must have the signature of the

treasurer and the moderator before

the check may be valid. In this

way all matters of finance will be

double checked.
Following is a list of the organ-

izations, clubs, and fraternities with
their advisors:

Organizations
The Sanctuary Society

Rev. John Y. Vrana, O. S. A.

The Catholic Press Apostolate
Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. S. A.

Fraternities
Epsilon Phi Theta

Rev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. 8. A.
Phi Kappa PI

Rev. John S. O'Leary, O. S. A.
Lambda Kappa Delta
Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.

Delta Pi Epsilon
Rev. Joseph C. Bartley, O. 8. A.

Club*
The Villanova Literary Club

Professor J. T. Jonas
Ass. Catholic H. S. Club of
Philadelphia

Rev. B. McConvllle, O. S. A.
Wilkes-Barre Club

Rev. B. McConvllle, O. S. A
Lawrence Club

Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. S. A.

Brooklyn-Long Island Club
Rev. William A. Kenny, O. 8. A.

Classes
Senior

Rev. John Crawford, O. 8. A.
Junior

Rev. John Wilson, O. 8. A.
Sophomore

Rev. C. P. Brown, O. 8. A.
A moderator has not been ap-

pointed for the Freshman Class
because they are not organized as
yet. Their organization la placed
In the able hands of the Student
Council who will organize the
Freshmen later in the year. When
this has been accomplished a mod-
erator will be appointed.

to clean speech. This surpasses
last years 87% by a slight degree.

Every increase over previous rec-

ords, regardless of it's trivialness i^

Just anoUier unspoken expression of

Villanova's spirit.

It Is found that the non-resident
students had a better response than
that of the resident students. Out
of 543 resident students that at-

tended the Conference at which the
cards were given out, 404 returned
them. Out of 333 day-hops 303
signed and returned the cards.

Clean Speech placards were dis-

tributed to the students to sign
and hang in their rooms. This
serves as a reminder of their pledge
and Informs ail others entering the
room of the necessity of omitting
vxilgar talk.

Tills pledge, when carried out
properly acclimates the mind to the
use of good speech and is of great
value to every student. Refraining
from the use of vulgar talk in-
creases the means of proper ex-
pression with words that bear a
good meaning. Obscene talk is by
no means a sign of an educated
person, rather It tends to portray
an undeveloped mind.

In order to be faithful to this
pledge it is necessary for the stu-
dent "to do all in his power, both
by word and example to encourage
the use of clean speech." It Is the
duty of every college man to use his
native language with an accuracy as
Is becoming his education. Let the
pledge cards serve this purpose well.

Arts Men Hold
' Initial Seminar

On Thursday, the arts seminar
class was held for the first time
since the opening of school. Rev.
Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A., Dean of
the Arts School, presided.

The purpose of this class is to
enable a weekly assemblage of all

men pursuing the arts course, hi
order that they might discuss such
things as may be of mutual and
common interest. Beginning with
the next meeting interesting talks
and lectures will be given.
Father Mauch has consented to

the using of every other class of the
arts seminar as a meeting period
of the Epsilon Phi Theta. The Ep-
silon Phi Theta Is a fraternity em-
bracing all the students In the Arts
Course. Its purpose Is to further
interest in classical affairs by means
of extra-curricular activities. Mr.
Martin L. GUI Is president of the
fraternity.

is a Uttle

confusion In the Vice-President of-

fices, this matter will be straighten-

ed out at the next meeting.

Clement Busenklll, the President

of the now extinct R. C. H. S. Club

was elected President of the organ-

ization by a small majority. The

five Vice-Presidents are: Charles

Nlessen, Joseph Houseman, Nicholas

Cattle, Paul Brady and John Sheri-

dan; Secretary: Paul Barrow;

Treasurer: Frank Rellly.

Merging Approved

It is expected that the club, with

this competent list of officers se-

lected from five of the former indi-

vidual units, will be extremely suc-

cessful In Its undertakings. The

merging of the clubs seems to have

met with the approval of all con-

cerned and thus the last obstacle to

the attainment of the desired unity

has subsided.

Plans for the first social adven-

ture of the club are already being

discussed among the members,

but nothing has been said formally

by the new President. It is evident,

however, that everyone desires to

have an actual achievement of

which they would be proud to place

in the social column in the near

future.

In order to attain this goal all

admit much effort will be needed.

Each club points to its social suc-

cesses of the past season and then

with extreme confidence say all

records will be shattered when the

new organization begins function-

ing.

Announce Nov. 21
As Date For Dance

After the foot ball game between
Georgetown and Villanova on Sat-
urday, November 21, the Brooklyn-
Long Island club has announced
It will stage an Informal dance.
Handsome favors will be pre-

sented, they being of the ^ type
presented at the Brooklyn-Long
Island dance at the St. George
Hotel last Easter. They consist
of a booklet about six inches long
In the shape of a flUed-ln "V."
On the cover a blue "V" Is printed
ed portionately to fit the size of
the booklet. The fiUed-ln part Is

white, and in the center is a seal
of the college, done in blue.

As the new gym is not yet com-
pleted, the dance will be held in
Philadelphia, the ballroom to be
decided at a later date. The
new" ViUanovans, under the di-

rection of Raymond Baratta, will

furnish the music with the latest

Literary Society
j

Holds Initiations

Last Monday evenhig a Joint

meeting was held by the Villanova

Literary Society, members of both

Beta Gamma and Belle Masque
chapters attending. The purpose

of the meeting was to conduct "try-

outs" for new members. There were

ten aspirants, four for the Belle

Masque Chapter and six for the

Beta Gamma Chapter.

After a short instruction by Prof

Jonas to the old members on the

qualities to be sought for In the

new aspirants, the new members
were admitted to the meeting and

the tryouts were conducted. The
society wished to congratulate the

rising debater and those of histri-

onic ability, on the preparation and
delivery of their presentation. Each
newcomer was fully equipped to

present his case.

Before the close of the meeting

both the old and the new members
were addressed by Rev. Ruellan P.

Fink, O. S. A. Father Fink express-

ed his pleasure of addressing such

a worthy society and extended his

congratulations to the members and

Prof. Jonas for the great strides

the society has made In the past

year. Father Fink further pledged

his support and that of the faculty

to all undertakings of the society.

A donation of one hundred dollars

was then made In the name of the

faculty.

The following men are those who
were admitted to the society at the

last meeting:

Paetrus P. Banmlller, Paul V
Barrow, Jeremiah F. Daly. Martin
A. Donnelly. Lawrence P. Oold-
schmidt, Joseph W. Kehoe, Rudolph

Steam-

ship Line will embark from Pier 14

to Providence, R. I. At eight o'clock

the following morning the boat is

scheduled to dock and immediately
several buses will bear the Cat
rooters to their final destination.

Incidentally, the special en route

to New York will stop at 52nd St.

In North Philadelphia where all

out of town students, alumni, and
friends will board the line of cars.

On the retium trip everyone will

meet at Fenway Park at 8:00 P. M.
where the buses will carry all to

Providence. Simday morning, 9:00

A. M., Is the time announced at

which the retiuming steamer will

dock at a New York wharf. Mass
will be heard at St. Paul's Church
with the Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O.
S. A., as celebrant. The remainder
of the day till 7:00 P. M., when tiie

return train will leave from New
York to Villanova, will be passed
amidst the wonders of the metropo-
lis.

Identification cards and tickets

have already begun to be distribut-

ed In the vice-president's office. \\1

those who desire to make the trip

are urged to get their tickets and
identification cards as soon as
possible.

The sum total of the transporta-
tion expenses will amount to ten
dollars, a sum which Is $2.50 cheap-
er than that which was charged two
years ago. The tickets for the game
are not expected to cost more than
one dollar. A fee of $8.75 will be
charged to those who desire to

make the round trip from New
York.

Press Apostolate
Discusses Plan

modes of syncopation, and the In __ _., ^..
terpertations by Mr. Baratta him- 1 J. i>hnau. Michael 'Tomasso, Joseph
self. Straun, and William ZeU.

The Villanova Press Apostolate
called a meeting last Tuesday at
which plans for the year were dis-

cussed.

The office of this society Is to
secure and to distribute important
literature directly pertaining to
religion in the form of periodicals,

newspapers, pamphlets, clippings,

etc., also to supply the Catholic
Press with news of the Religious
activities of Villanova students.
At the last meeting It was decided

to conduct a clipping board, con-
sisting of items of catholic Interest.

These clippings will be taken from
the religious and secular press, and
will be posted weekly on the bulletin
board In Mendel hall and In the
Commerce and Finance building.
This section of the Society Is imder
John Plckell.

The pamphlet rack stationed in
the Pie Shop will be conducted
again as usual, imder Russell Hurst.
This rack consists of pamphlets di-
rectly interested in many topics
that are widely discussed, lliere
are times in the discussion of Re-
ligion that forthcoming answers re-
fuse to bear utterance. These
pamphlets rend authorized infor-
mation allowing a person to speak
freely and with meaning on any
certain subject.

The society is endeavoring to
surpass all previous records con-
cerning the distribution of Religious
periodicals. Last year there were
450 religious newspapers distributed
weekly. Subscriptions for this year's
copies are still coming In, so no
definite number can as yet be given.
These jierlodicals are: The America,
Commonweal, Standard, and Cath-
olic Press. The prices range from
$1.00 to $1.75 a year.
The Press Apostolate consists of

29 members, under the direction of
Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. 8. A. The
officers are: President, Joseph
Houseman; Vice President, James
Finn; Secretary. Frank Estrada.
The society also has a Press com-
mittee under the supervision of Al-
fred Wagner, assisted by William
ZeU.

Tj^'-'
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Potts, Randour
Score Feline

Touchdowns
•

< Continued Prom Page Pour)
g .

forniancos at tho whiK positions,'

with Gi'zzer and Carr playing the
' center post \ve4i.

The ball was in Gettysburg tcr-
ritpry all through the first half, and
in the third period, the Bullets

1

could never push the ball past!
midheld. The passing attack, for
unknown reasons, never was at-
tejnptetd until near the close of|
the game, although the Cat line
could not be opened at any time.

Cats Score Karly '•,'•••"'

:. Both Villanova touchdowns came
near the openuig of periods. Potts,
carrying the ball two out of every
three plays, was personally respon-

!

sible for the first .score, when he!
gained 33 yard.-, in two plays, after
the Cats had gained the ball on

j

37-yard line alter the second ex-'
change of punts.

Villanova threatened often again
during the first half, and once
Beaudine raced 32 yards for a
touchdown, after intercepting a
pa.ss, but McMillan had been clip-
ped from the rear on the play, and
the .score was annulled.
Near the close of the half, the

Cats took the ball deep into Bullet
territory, and Randour was tackled'
on the 4-yard luie as the half end-
"'

•^^;^;• --.. -^^
\

Evcfllent Interferrlns;

The Villanova inlt'rfering and
blocking was better than usual,
while the defensive game of the
ends was remarkably brilliant.

Randour, ajded by Potts to .some
extent, scored the .second and last

touchdown, shortly after the third
period t)pened, Jones punted from
his own 10-yard line and the ball
was blocked by Conti and recover-
ed on the 33-yard marker.
A 20-yard dash by Potts put the

oval ni scoring position, and Ran-
dour galloped the last six yards
through tackle for the score.
Potts' placement kick was success-
ful, the Ih-st kick-for-point of the
1931 seasoji to go through the up-
rights. . .';,:.; :;./. ..i,\ / ,'' ,•'.•

A spirited rush by Beaudine. who
carried the ball 26 yards on six
straight plays at the opening of
the last quarter, kept the crowd
on edge, but the extreme heat,
frequent time-outs, and lack of,

spirit on the part of most of the!
pla.vers. had the crowd .seeking the
exits, when Gracha started his big'
showing live minutes before Field
Judge Armstrong ended the game.
Lou Young, fornur Penn coach,

was there. And .so was the Temple
board of strategy. Mill«'r, Bell and
DaOrossa. Duke and Bee See had
r< i)ie.s«'ntatives on hand, too, I

Sol Berman
Cops Third
Net Title

Triiiii.>< (laptuiii SucepK to

Win (hrr Fi«M of 32,

Lo.siii^ Only 1 S«'t

hi! AKKZ R(n\Ni:BiiP

111 the finals of the tennus tour-
nament played Sunday afternoon,
Sol Berman, captain of the Wild-
cat tennis team, defeated Manuel
Suarez by the scores of 6-2, 6-2,

6-0. The match was much harder
than the scores indicate, many of

the games going to deuce.

It was a ca.se of history repeating
itself, for Sol defeated Manuel in

the finals la.st .year, and although
.seeking revenge. Suarez had to be
content once more with the runner-
up position. Although Suarez kept
banging away at the ball, it availed
him little, for Berman's steadiness,

especially his backhand, gradually
wore down his opponent, until he
ran out the last ten games in a row.

RETAim TITLE

^^^X '

"j'.'i^'

•/

%

Ql ARTKK-UN.\I. KOINII
Herman defeated Stleber, 6-3. 6-1.

Orciitt defeoted McDermott, 6-3. 6-2: !

Suarez defeated Miles, 8-C. (3-4; Sykesj
defeated Tracy 6-0. C-1

;

SKrONH ItOlMJ'
Berman defeated E, Mulliaine. 6-3.

|

6-1: S^leber defeated Uriaite. 6-3.
f

6-3: McDermott defeated Sc.hwarti'
;

U-9. 6-3: Orcxitt defeated Qrifflji,.'

6-a. 6-1; Suarez defeated Artz, 6-3
6-2; Miles defeated Qulnn. 6-1. 6-2:
Tracy won from Perlnuitter iiy . cle-

'

fault; Sykes defeated Biirtz, 6i4. 6-4
FII{.»<T ItOI .M>

Berman won by default from Bak-'
er; E. Mulhame defeated A.' Barter
6-3. 11-9; Stleber defeated Carberrv
6-2. 6-4; Urlartl defeated Ooggl. 6-1
6-3: Schwartz defeated Barsln, 6-4 :

2-6. 6-4; McDermott defeated Mc- '

Namara, 6-2. 8-6; Griffin defeated

'

Stoll. 6-1. 6-2; Orcutt defeated Dolan
6-2, 6-1; Suarez defeated O. Midhanu

.

6-4. 6-2; Qulnn defeated Sweeney
6-1. 6-3; Artzt defeated Gottlieb. 3-6,
6-2, 6-2; Miles won from Donnelly
by default; Perlnuitter defeated
Heine. 6-4, 3-6, 6-2; TTacy defeated
Jones. 6-1. 6-4; Sykes defeated Nei-
.son, 6-1, 6-1; Burtz defeated Doolev
6-1. 6-4.

The rankings for 1931 are as fol-
lows :

1. Sol Berman
2. Manuel Suarez
3. Bill Orcutt
4. John Sykes
5. Sam Miles
6. Jack McDermott
7. Joe Stleber
8. Gerry Grlflln
». BUI Tracy
10. Bert Schwartz
11. Kermlt Artz
12. George Mulhame
13. Qulnn
14. Ralph Urlarte
15. Ed Burtz

MOORt C OA(HIN(j J. V.S

.Jack Moore f<iii„.,.. , ,,1,

u.va end .sov •

"
'

'"'"^ ^
'

assisting Dins i].'J ["'"«
"^"u

"
nut the fi..! ,.7,'^^°'' '" «<>iiiiding

t k was In '•^''"^'«''»t^ tl"' .school.'

M it footle n 7""*^ "' Swarth-mou foi the pu.st ,ew .seasons

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEAyEH ami DYER
nriniirinn mu\ Alieratlons

a S|M'rialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Af^rnts, KAULK,

CASKY and (;ARRITY

TiM'sdav. Ortoher 6, 1931

Keep a Regular
TELEPllO]\e
Date with Home

Paramount

DINER

Bryn Mawr

'•>oi/7/ /./Ac (/.s"

• <

Baessler
•' '.',

Drugs
MMO Lanrasler A\rniie

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

:re's a tip for Freshman! Now
you're at college, yo.u can al-;

ways "go home by telephone/*

Regularly, or whenever you like, give Mother

and Dad a call.

Tonight, for instance, pay them a "voice visit."

Tell them how you're settling down. What a

thrill they'll have to hear your voice—and

maybe you won't enjoy it, too!

But, best of all, arrange to call home each

week. That's a joy they'll look forward to as

much as you,

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND CREATE ST EASE
Set your "d.itc" tor atnr 8.10 P. M. iuui take ad-

vantage ot tlu- low Niyiu Riitcs. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c i-all is 35c.)

By making a d.ite the folks will he at home. Thus
you can make a Station to .St.ition c.ill rnthcr than
a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num-
ber. If you like, the charges can be rcvct«sdi

No. 1

KEEP SSABLE

ST.\TI(' FKO.VI S-O-L

Villanova.
us while we

.\lthiiu(;h

ll>. (i-Uurg, ;. I'ardon
heave a siRh of relief .

—V—
we have eonfidenee in

the team, ever sinie the Phils li«ked
the .Athletics. and WaynesburK
trounced I'enn .St;ite. we are pre-
pared for anvthinK

—V—
.Most of tin* spe<lalors were in

shirt sleeve.s. uhi(h made the stands
look like the World .Series bleachers.

—V—
Which reminds us. the S. K. O.

si^n was put out ten minutes after
the came started . . . Well, well, well
—whoda thunk it?

—V—
We thought .lunior Week Rot oil

to an early start this year, hut n
was only the band in their new
blazers.

SOL UEKMAN
ThLs was the third consecutive

j

College title for Captain Sol, and
leave.s a mark, which, no doubt,

|

will stand for .same time. In fact,]

during the three .years, Berman
dropped only one .set, that to Or-j
eutt in this year's .semi- final-s. Both

|

the wnmer and runner-up will be
presented trophies by the college.

|

through the cooperation of Father
Fink and Father Mauch.
The s(-ini-linals showed the eloiS-

e.st brand of tennis in the whole
tournament. Berman defeated Bill

Oreiitt. by a 6-4. 6-2. 4-6, 6-4 count,
while Sykes lost to Suarez, 6-3, 6-3,:

4-6. 6-4. Both Orcutt and Sykes
.sh;)\\ed a bij; unprovement m their ^

nam s, which aURurs well for -the
tcnni.^ tiMin's chances next Spring.
There were also some newcomers

who displayed a line brand of ten-
nis, and who will tight it out for the
other two Varsity posts. Among
them are Sam Mile.^. Jack McDer-
mott. .I(M' StiebiT and Oerry Oriflin.
Bill Tracy may also come through. ;

>l\\l- IC<HM>
I

Bfrnian cteffHleci Simre/. «-2. 6-2.1
(1-0 I

SUMI-I IN \|. |((M M»
j

Hcniiali (leliiittd (Jrriill. (i-4. 6-2, i

4-<i <!-4; Suarez defeated .Sykes. 8-3.1
;i. 4-6. «-4

/ //./. t\(n t UCI.AIMS STAMONI) CLOTHES

Your Old Clothes . . .

. . . . Are Worth Money
WV uill iirrt'pl \oiir o!(l >uil or o\<'rrMiil ji- ii

\''\\\: |)n|.r\|{ ir.Mlc-Jii (III a im'u suit. l<»|Moia «>r

4»\rrr<ial . . . iiiadr-lif^our-iiKMMin'.

$23.75 $28.75 $36.75

Stanford Tailoring Co.
r»(l7 r«»\ HiiiMiii^ 1612 Markri SImm!

Tom Ki)V> \hi»>. \Utv. Cokkk.a.v. Htitrvsiutaiiifs

SII(>\\IN(, AT V\V. SHOP TODAY (TIESDAY)

••*

' I

WITH

OLD GOLDS
Charming women are first won by

OLD GOLDS* oppealing taste. But

their enthusiasm doubles when they

find that OLD GOLDS do not taint

the breath or mar the whiteness of

pearly teeth.

That's because OLD GOLD is a pure-

tobacco cigarette. Made from the

Pmest nature-flavored tobacco. So

good, it needs no added flavoring.

It's "foreign flavoring," not good

tobacco . . . that leaves unwanted

aftermaths. Play safe. Smoke pure-

tobacco O.Gs. They leave nothing

behind but pleasant recollections.

«

I .

I im; RALLY

n EI)!\ESDAY EVEiSlNG

SHOW THAT TRUE

I ILLANOVA SriRlT

A.,...

I VILL
f

GET ABOARD \

HE liOsrO\ SPECIAL

A EINE TRIP

LOTS OF FUN
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Bpston Special to Leave Friday at 3 P. IVI.

Head Coach
Addresses

Pre-Meds

CALLS MEETING

Harry Stiihldrolier Spoaks
at First , Merting of

Science SclioOl,

SEftKS R E A L SPIRIT

Harry Stuhldreher, Head Coach
of foot ball at Villanova College,

addre.s.sed the pre-meds at tlfp ini-

tial meeting of the Science School
held in the amphitheatre last

Thursday morninR.

Rev. Jofjeph M. Dougherty. O. S.

A.. Dean of the Science School,

before present Iiik Coach Sluhl-
di-eher expressed the necessity of
partaking in collegiate .sports and
enumerated the wonderful results
derived from the many athletic

JAMES GAHKITY
President of the Student
Council, who recently called

the first of the Council meet-
ings. ' ^

Council Men
To Be Led
By Garrity

Rally To Be Held
Wednesday Evening

Ne?t Wednesday evening at 7

o'clock the en:.ire student body is

requested to oe present at one of

the best rallies ever to be attempt-

ed by the Student Council for the

purpose of inspiring the coopera-

tion of the students. The rally

will be held in the gym and willl

be followed by a huge bonfire as

has been the custom in past years.
|

There will, be a numtier of'

/.speakers present to deliver a ser-

ies of earneiit talks headed by

Rev. Ruellan P. Fmk. O.S. A. The

team is to leave for Boston this

Thursday to play Boston College

on Saturday, and it is absolutely

necessary that every one be there

to demonstrate their real spirit

and to encourage the team on to

victory.

When the foot ball team leaves

Boston it is the utmost desire

KI.KCTKI) PHESIDKNT Host of Cat Rooters

Primed for Invasion

Of New England City

CLEMENT BrSENkiLL
Recently elected president oJ"

the consolidated high srhool

clubs of Philadelphia.

Sprrial u> Lcaxt' Campus for New York to Make Connection

WilJi Boat to ProNi«U'nce and From There

to Take Bus to Boston

0\ER 2(M) EXPECTED TO MAKE EXCURSION

ior

Gain Shown
In Sigfning

Of Pledges

Officers of

Phila. Club
Are Elected

of the Student Council that the
endeavors of the .students. Most.

, . , ......... .. . ^ . u ^ u * »
of the athletic achievements of Student Council lloids l^irst "t»re student body be present at

students have proven to be very
benelicial to them both mentally
and ph.vsically. •..'..

Coach Stuhldreher opened his
talk by complimenting Fr. Dough-
erty for his great interest in the
welfare of the students. He said
in part: "At one time it was be-
lieved that the success of the team
depended on the ability of the
coach, but this is not so. The
.success of the team on any ath-
letic field depends partly on the
cooperation of the student body.
"The people on the outside do

not reali/e the confidence

Meeting of Current

Year

INSTIGATE SEND - OFF

becomes embedded in the fellows
when they knew that they have
the co-operation of the student better year
body. To give an example, a few
years ago Notre Dame suffered a
defeat at the hands of a strong
West Point team in New York.
On their journey home they were
very much distres.sed until they
arrived at South Bend, Indiana.
Much to their surprise the entire
student body was waiting for
ti.:>m at tin; station to coiigiuLu-
latc them, disregarding their de-
feat. This remarkable example of
.school spirit made the team very
happy, and helped to replace the
confidence of future victories
that was beginning to weaken.

Cooperation Needed
"In the face of defeat it is abso-

lutely neceK.saiy to have the inter-
est and cooperation of the .stu-

dents. The team will not be vic-
torious unless the.se essentials are
present. T have been here at
Villanova seven years, and I real-
ize the necessity of .school spirit.

"When the fellows make a bad
play do not laugh because of the
mistalic. They realize the mis-
take, it was not intentional! This
is the time wlien your cooperation
is required above all times. With
the interest oi the fellows behind
them the team will develop aito
one that we will make us very
proud to sujjport.

•This batuiday we are going to

play Duke, and we do not know
what is going to happen. We will

do our best to win. If w»

The Student Council, an organ-

ization for the promotion of the

interests of the students, held its

first meeting of the year last

Tuesday afternoon with

Garrity as president, The session

was called for the purpose of be-

that '
fiiniiing plans for tlie new year

and formally start the organiza

tion on its way to a bigger and

One thing that was accomplish-

ed of note at this uiitial meeting

was the send-off that was given

to liead football coach Harry

Stuhldreher and the football squad

and also the ceremony au tlieir

return. The memlx'rs also passed

a resolution that a rally should
be held belore tlie Boston College

game togellier with a huge bon-
fire.

I

The other officers of the Coun-

I

cil who were present were vice-

president Harold Dri-scoll and secre-

tary Arthur Sliortall. Approxi-

mately fifteen members appeared
to take part in the busines.J of the

meeting. The Council itself is

coniposed of four .seniors exclusive

of the president of the class,

three Juniors, two Sophomores,
tne VILl-ANOVAN editor, and the

Belle Air editor.

tue station to give the team a col

orful send-ofl.

In view of the fact that the

Wildcats suffered defeat last week

at tlie hands of a strong Duke

team every one is urged to be

present at the rally to show the

icilows that their cooperation is

becoming greater than it ever was.

James n is the duty of the entire stu-

dent body to make this rally a

success, and the only way to show

true school spirit is by attending

the meeting. contributhig real

noise, real spirit and true encour-

agement.

N<»ii-Re.-»idents Have Belter

Average Return Than
Residents

For the second time in four years

a Villanova special will blaze its

way northward to the staid New
England city of Boston where

Coach Harry Stuhldreher's Wildcats

will do battle with the Boston Col-

lege Eagles, Saturday afternoon.

Already fully two hundred students

I

have promised to make the trip

Vi<;e.PreMdents to Be Voted and an even greater ""jj^^ is ^x-

pected to purchase their tickets

on For Second Time
Tomorrow

BISENKILL NEW PRES.

Faculty Advisors

Named for Clubs

Supervision of Funds

Ot Duties

One

VK E-PRESIDENT SPEAKS

Last Wednesday, a meeting was

called, by Rev. Ruellan P. Fink. O.

S. A., of all the Presidents of the

various fraternities, classes ana
clubs throughout the campus.

"The purpose of the meeting,"

said Fr. Fink, "was to Inform all

the Presidents of the various clubs

and fraternities, which have re-

cently undergone reorganization

under revised regulations, to fulfiill

their duties as outlined in the new
•Student's Handbook.* We do not.

Bv Vififilance Men I
want any dead or small clubs on

•^ * the campus which are too small w
be of any real value to its members

i^'reshmen Punished

Last Tuesday evening the Vigil

ance Committee held a tribunal for

the purpose of punishing the mis-

behaved members of the Freshman
class. Exactly three haircuts were

handed out and approximately
thirty Frosh were subjected to lusty

padcilings
Chairman Florio B r a c a n o v i c

happen
|
called the meeting to order in room

to lo.se. It will not be our fault. 20.5 Mendel Hall with all memberi-
our opponents will prove to have of the dreaded Vigilance CommitU'e
a better team. Whether we lo.se present. Each Fro.sh was brought
or win try to be at the station

I in singly and judgement decreed
when tlie team arri\es home to

' .separately. Incldent.ally. the Fresh-
show the fellows tliat .vou are still i nien were blindfolded and did not
cooperating with them."

i know who their accusers were.

Meet Prof. Griffin

This week the "Vlllanovan" takes

great pleasure in having the op-

portunity of introducing to you

Martin I. J. Grilhn. Piofes.sor o)

English in the School of Commerce
and Finance. Prof. Oriinn wili

conduct the English grades in all

the classes of the Business School

This work was previously handled

by Profes.sors Hamme and Janvs
Turek.
While Prof. Cfriflin's actual experi-

ence has not been so vast, his

education has been quite extended
and veiT complete. He has sup-

porting him very favorable records

from four different colleges where
his field of .study Included, among
other subjects*. English. PsycholoRV.

French. Philosophy. Latin. Ethics.

Physics, and Chemistry. The exten'

of his education Is further evidenc-

ed by a Bachelor of Arts degree and
a Master of Arts degree which he

has already obtained and a Doctor

of Philosophy degree which is pend-

ing.

Being a resident of Philadelphia.

Prof. Orlffln quite naturally attend-

P.sychology. At the termination of

that time he transferred to Loyola

College in Baltimore, Md.. where lu

resumed his work. It required only

one year of studying at Loyola for

Prof. OrlfTin to obtain the number
of credits necessary for his Bachelor

of Arts degree. The degree was
awarded him In June. 1929.

Not content with merely a

Bachelors degree. Prof. Grlflln

that very summer commenced hl.s

work for a Master's degree. He en-

tered the summer .school at Temple
University In Philadelphia and
.specialized in EnglLsh. In Septem-
ber of the .same year he enrolled m
the University of Pennsylvania and
majored in French. Such was h\>-

ambition that by June. 19'29. he had
completed his work and received

his Master of Arts degree.

Still not satisfied with the extent

of his achievements, Prof. Griflin

set out for even more difllcult

laurels. Since 1929 he has been

directing his efforts towards a

Doctor of Philosophy award from
the University of Pennsylvania, and

ed Catholic High School in that
|
at present the conferring of that

city. Dining the four years of his degree Is pending.

e I' Lorillird Co . Inc.

training there his main Interest

was In English work
Upon hl.s graduation from Cath-

olic High. Prof. Grlinn decided u|)on

Georgetown University In Wa.shlng-

to*;. D. C. as the .seat of learning'

from vhlch he would garner a more
adviii fed k»u\M<dKe. For three

An in.satiable desire for lofty

standards coupled with an ambition
and an ability that are well abov(

the average—such are the qualities

of the man who has come to con-
duct the English courses In our
Business School. His entire hist^iry

is a record of succe.s.ses and vlctorle.'^

or to the College."

An Innovation introduced by Fi.

Fink this year Is that all organiza-

tions must have a moderator or a

faculty advisor. Nearly all of the

societies were lacking In this re-

spect with the notable exception of

the Villanova Literary Club which
is advised by Professor Joseph T.

Jonas. The chief functions of thr

moderators of the .societies Is to

give advice, and to be consulted in

all matters of Importance in regard
to raising and spending the funds
of the organizations. All check.s

must have the signature of the

treasurer and the moderator before

the check may be valid. In this

way all matters of finance will be

double checked.
Following is a list of the organ-

izations, clubs, and fraternities with
their advisors:

Organizations
The Sanctuary Society

Rev. John Y. Vrana, O. S. A.

The Catholic Press Apostolate
Rev. E. V. Stanford. O. S. A.

Fraternities
Epsilon Phi Theta

Rev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.
Phi Kappa PI

Rev. John S. O'Leary, O. S. A.

Lambda Kappa Delta
Rev. Joseph M. Douglierty. O. S. A.

Delta PI Epsilon
Rev. Joseph C. Bartley, O. S. A.

Clubs
The Villanova Literary Club

Professor J. T. Jonas
Ass. Catholic H. S. Club of

Philadelphia
Rev. B. McConvllle. O. S. A.

Wllkes-Barre Club
Rev. B. McConvllle. O. S. A

Lawrence Club
Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. 8. A.

Brooklyn-Long Island Club
Rev. William A. Kenny. O. S. A.

Classes
Senior

Rev. John Crawford. O. S. A.
Junior

Rev. John Wilson, O. 8. A.
Sophomore

Rev. C. P. Brown, O. 8. A.
A moderator has not been ap-

pointed for the Freshman Class
because they are not organized as
yet. Their organization is placed

RETURN IS 87'/2%

The percentage of the number o

Personal Pledge Cards, signed am
returned at the Retreat proves t(

be slightly above that of last yeai

At the one day Retreat 87'^'; o

the students voluntarily signed aiu

returned the cards pledging tliem

to clean speech. This surpasses

last years 87 9^ by a slight degree
Every increase over previous rec-

1

ords. regardless of it's trivlalness J;
|

just another unspoken expression of

Vlllanova's spirit.

It is found that the non-resident
students had a better response than
that of the resident students. Out
of 543 resident students that at-

tended the Conference at which the
cards were given out. 404 returned
them. Out of 333 day-hops 303

signed and returned the cards.

Clean Speech placards were dis-

tributed to the students to smn
and hang in their rooms. This
serves as a reminder of their pledge
and informs all others entering the
room of the necessity of omitting
vulgar talk.

This pledge, when carried out
properly acclimates the mind to the
use of good speech and Is of great
value to every student. Refraining
from the use of vulgar talk in-

creases the means of proper ex-
pression with words that bear a
good meaning. Obscene talk is by
no means a sign of an educated
person, rather it tends to portray
an undeveloped mind.

In order to be faithful to this
pledge It is necessary for the stu-
dent "to do all in his power, both
by word and example to encourage
the use of clean speech." It Is the
duty of every college man to use his
native language with an accuracy as
Is becoming his education. Let the
pledge cards serve this purpose well.

On last Wednesday, the officers of

the newly formed Philadelphia

Catholic High Schools Club were

elected for the coming year. Tlie

candidates were nominated at a

previous meeting of the club and

while at present there is a little

confusion in the Vice-President of-

hces, this matter will be straighten-

ed out at the next meeting.

Clement BusenklU. the Presideni

of the now extinct R. C. H. S. Club

was elected President of tlie organ-

ization 'oy a small majority. The

before the week is over.

According to an announcement

Issued from the office of the Rev.

Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A., the

special win leave the campus ex-

actly at 3:00 P. M. Friday after-

noon. It Is scheduled to arrive In

the metropolitan city at 6:00 P. M.

Upon its arrival in New York, a

boat of the New England Steam-

ship Line will embark from Pier 14

to Providence. R. I. At eight o'clock

the following morning the boat is

scheduled to dock and immediately

several buses will bear the Cat
rooters to their final destination.

Incidentally, the special en route

to New York will stop at 52nd St.

in North Philadelphia where all

out of town students, alumni, and
five Vice-Presidents are: Charles friends will board the line of cars.

Arts Men Hold
Initial Seminar

On Thursday, the arts seminar
cla.ss was held for the first time
since the opening of school. Rev
Eugene A. Mauch. O. S. A., Dean of
the Arts School, presided.

The purpose of this cla.ss Is to
enable a weekly a.ssemblage of all

men pursuing the arts course. i;i

order that they might discuss such
things as may be of mutual and
common interest. Beginning with
the next meeting interesting talk-:

and lectures will be given.
Father Mauch has consented to

the using of every other class of tht

arts seminar as a meeting perlo:!

of the Epsilon Phi Theta. The Ep-
silon Phi Theta Is a fraternity em-
bracing all the students in the Arts
Course. Its purpo.se Is to further
interest in classical affairs by means
of extra-curricular activities. Mr
Martin L. Gill is president of the
fraternity.

Niessen, Joseph Hou.seman. Nicliolas

Cattle. Paul Brady and John Sheri-

dan; Secretary: Paul Barrow;

Treasurer: Frank Reilly.

Merging Approved

It is expected that the club, with

this cor.:pctent list of offlcers .se-

lected from five of the former indi-

vidual units, will be extremely suc-

cessful in its undertakings. The

merging of the clubs seems to have

met with the approval of all con-

cerned and thus the last obstacle to

the attainment of the desired unity

lias subsided. ';
.

Plans for the first .social adven-

ture of the club are already being

discussed among the members,

but nothing has been said formally

by the new President. It Is evident,

liowever, that everyone desires to

iiave an actual achievement of

which they would be proud to place

in the .social column in the near

future.

In order to attain this goal all

admit much effort will be needed.

Each club points to its social suc-

cesses of the past season and then

with extreme confidence say all

records will be shattered when the

new organization begins function-

ing. .
' V \. •..:•.'. .'•

On the return trip everyone will

meet at Fenway Park at 8:00 P. M.
where the buses will carry all to

Providence. Sunday morning, 9:00

A. M., is the time announced at

which the returning steamer will

dock at a New York wharf. Mass
will be heard at St. Paul's Church
with the Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O.
S. A., as celebrant. The remainder
of the day till 7:00 P. M., when the
return train will leave from New
York to Villanova, will be passed
amidst the wonders of the metropo-
lis.

Identification cards and tickets

have already begun to be distribut-

ed In the vice-president's office. Wl
those who desire to make the trip

are urged to get their tickets and
Identification cards as soon as
possible.

The sum total of the transporta-
tion expenses will amount to ten
dollars, a sum which Is $2.50 cheap-
er than that which was charged two
years ago. The tickets for the game
are not expected to cost more than
one dollar. A fee of $6.7.5 will be
charged to those who desire to

make the round trip from Now
York.

Press Apostolate
. , Discusses Plan

Literary Society

Holds Initiations

Announce Nov. 21
As Date For Dance

After the foot ball game between
Georgetown and Villanova on Sat-
urday. November 21. the Brooklyn-
Long Lsland club has announced
It will stage an informal dance.
Handsome favors will be pnv

scnted. they being of the type
presented at the Brooklyn-Long
Island dance at the St. George
Hotel last Easter. They consist
,of a booklet about six inches long
In the shape of a filled-in "V."
On the cover a blue "V" is printed
ed portionately to fit the size of
the booklet. The filled-in part is

white, and in the center Is a seal
of the cc!lege. done in blue.

As the new gym Is not yet eoni-
pleted, the dance will be held In
Philadelphia, the ballroom to be
decided at a later date. The
"new" Villanovan.s. under the dl-

^ NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS TO TAINT THE BREATH. ..OR STAIN THE TEETH
years le rem- k 1 in the national that we earnestly hope will continue
capttot studyuig and specializing In in the future

in the able hands of the Student
|

rectlon ol Raymond Bnratta. will

Council who will organize the, furnish the music with the latest

Freshmen later in the year. When modes of .syncopation, and the in-

thls has been accomplished a mod-jterpertations by Mr Baratta him-
erator will be appointed. self.

Last Monday evening a joint

meeting was held by the Villanova

Literary Society, members of both

Beta Gamma and Belle Masque
chapters attending. The purpose

of the meeting was to conduct "try-

outs" for new members. There were

ten a.spirants. four for the Belle

Ma.sque Chapter and six for the

Beta Gamma Chapter.

After a short instruction by Prof

Jonas to the old members on th^-

qualities to be .sought for In the

new aspirants, the new members
were admitted to the meeting and
the trjouts were conducted. The
society wished to congratulate the

rising debater and those of histri-

onic ability, on the preparation and
delivery of their presentation. Each
newcomer was fully equipped to

present his case.

Before the close of the meeting

both the old and the new members
were addres.sed by Rev. Ruellan P.

Fink. O. 8. A. Father Fink express-

ed his pleasure of addressing such

a worthy .society and extended his

congratulations to the members and
Prof. Jonas for the great strides

the .society has made In the ))a.st

year. Father Fink further pledged

his support and that of the faculty

to all undertakings of the .society

A donation of one hundred dollars

was then made In the name of the

faculty.

The following men are those who
were admitted to the society at the

last meeting:

Paetrus F. Banmlller. Paul V
Barrow. Jeremiah F. Daly, Martin
A. Donnelly, Lawrence P. Oold-
.schmldt. Joseph W Kehoe, Rudolph
J. Lehnau. Michael Tomasso. Joseph
Strauss, and William Zell.

The Villanova Pre.ss Apostolate
called a meeting last Tuesday at
which plans for the year were dis-

cussed.
The office of this society is to

secure and to distribute Important
literature directly pertaining to
religion In the form of periodicals,

new.spapcrs, pamphlets, clippings,

etc., also to supply the Catholic
Press with news of the Religious
activities of Villanova students.
At the la.st meeting It was decided

to conduct a clipping board, con-
.sisting of items of catholic Interest.

These clippings will be taken from
the religious and .secular press, and
will be posted weekly on the bulletin
board in Mendel hall and in the
Commerce and Finance building.
This section of the Society Is under
John Plckell.

The pamphlet rack stationed In

the Pie Shop will be conducted
again as usual, under Russell Hurst.
This rack consists of pamphlets di-
rectly interested In many topics

that are widely discussed. There
are times In the discussion of Re-
ligion that forthcoming answers re-
fu.se to bear utterance. These
pamphlets rend authorized Infor-
mation allowing a person to speak
freely and with meaning on any
certain subject.

The society Is endeavoring to

surpass all previous records con-
cerning the distribution of Religious
periodicals. Last year there were
4.'i0 religious newspapers distributed
weekly. Subscriptions for this year's
copies are still coming in, so no
definite number can as yet be given.
These periodicals are: The America,
Commonweal. Standard, and Cath-
olic Press. The prices range from
$1 00 to $1.7.5 a year.

The Press Apostolate consists of
29 members, under the direction of
Rev. E. V. Stanford. O 8. A. The
officers are : President, Joseph
Houseman: Vice President. James
Finn; Secretary, Frank Estrada.
The society also has a Press com-
mittee under the .supervision of Al-
fred Wagner, assisted by William
Zell.
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EDUCATION is a life-long process. So says

the "Gettysburgian", the weekly student

publication at Gettysburg

TRUE College. A trite state-

EDUCATION ment that is, perhaps;

still, it is a statement that

needs constant reiteration, and so we reprint

Ihe editorial:

When You Wanl lo Look Your Very Best . . .

REACH FOR YOUR

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1931.

NOTRE
DAME
SPIRIT?

LAST Thursday a strong Villanova team

led by an iron-willed coach entrained for

Durham, N. C. The game in

the offing was a tough one.

The team, the coach, everyone

knew it. On Saturday that

team went down to a defeat,

a crushing defeat, a defeat by three touch-

downs. On Sunday that team returned to

the college, bruised and injured. What had

been student body reaction? Was support

at an end? The facts tell the story: As

the team's car slowed into the station, a

mighty, clamorous cheer, coming from 400

throats and 400 chests, swelled to bursting,

rose to greet them. It was an acknowlelge-

n^ent of duty well done, of service well per-

formed. The team had given its all and the

students recognized the fact.

VILLANOVA has no sjiirit? Villanova has

not the pluck to stand behind a losing team?

What man will now dare to say such things ?

After the student demonstration at the rail-

road station last Sunday afternoon, the man

who so speaks is a prevaricator of the deep-

est dye, a liar of the vilest stench. Villanova

and Villanova men have spirit and it is the

kind of spirit that can stand behind a de-

feated team. When a team needs support,

and needs it badly, Villanova men are there

to give it. Sunday's performance proves it.

• « • * •

ANOTHER OF Villanova's age-old customs

seemp to be on the wane, with the lack of

interest and enthusiasm

COLLEGE demonstrated in the singing

SONGS of the school songs at the

DYING recent football games. It is

} • but to be deplored that in a

college of one thousand healthy and deep

chested men, not much more than a throaty

mumbling could be heard above the din

raised by the blaring band. Either the men

of the present day have lost their warbling

powers or else do not care to let others notice

their college spirit. Is it because a sense of

shame of the college which they attended

withholds them from shouting the fair name

of their Alma Mater across the gridiron or

is it perhaps that they are unacquainted with

the words that accompany the melody ? We
are inclined to believe the latter.

"THE freshman upon entering college makes

one of the critical decisions of his life. He

may realize this or he may not. If he has

definite aims, if he has not come simply to

please his parents or to have a good time

while he is here, he will recognize the multi-

farious fields open before him. Whatever

the course decided upon, or whatever the am-

bitions he may have, the flnst requirement is

a dedication of his life to those policies

which stand for the best ther^ is in civiliza-

tion. Any other policy means failure at the

start and bitter disappointment in the end.

What is learned in schools is not a complete

education. It is only the sharpening of the

mental and moral tools by which a finished

education is to be acquired in the great uni-

versity of real life. No education is com-

plete. Education is not an ephemeral thing,

but a life business, perhaps an eternal striv-

ing and growing and expanding of facilities.

Education as a life-long process is one of the

most inspiring conceptions of instruction

that can be held. A definition and a vision

of education as it should be was given some

time ago by Dr. John H. Finley, educator and

journalist, editor of the New York Times.

*To me', said Dr. Finley, 'the word of proph-

ecy of the highest import that these fifty

years have spoken is that education is not

for the infant, the child, or the youth alone,

but that it is a life process.' This is a fine

conception of education. It is the only

broad, normal, comprehensive visualizing of

the educational process as it should be. The

school, the college, the university, each is

excellent in its place. Each has an elemen-

tary function, as it were, to perform in the

process of education. But education itself

is acquired in daily life—in experience, in

activities, in reading, in observation, in

thought, in reaction to environment and in

all things that influence and affect character

and impulse. Education, broadly viewed,

begins with the infant and continues down

to the death bed. The one who becomes too

old to learn is too old to live."

*****

A RECENT report of the Carnegie Founda-

tion disclosed that the average college senior

recognizes only 61 out of 100 words in famil-

iar use by educated persons. A few words

that one examined student did not know
were these: "inert", "lenient", "immerse",

"culpable", "declivity", "demure", "benight-

ed", and "spurious". Flattering, isn't it?

*****

EDWARD"

Don't afflict your friends' eyes

with ordinary clothes. If the

occasion calls for faultless

appearance reach for your

Edward Suit.

Now college men enjoy cus-

*38^^ *28^* $24^*

tom-tailoring luxury without

annihilating the monthly al-

lowance. Edward custom-

tailors clothes of the finest

fabrics at prices which leave

plenty left for a drawer full

of new shirts and ties.

# Harris Tweed Sport
Suils, made lo measure, in

rich tobacco browns, heath-

er and lovatt shades, $28.75

Edward Clothes
EDWARD TAILORING CO.
1316 WALNUT ST., PHILA. CoUege Showing by LIN HILL

ONCE AGAIN WE WISH to call to your at-

tention the fact that "Villanova" is spelled

in one word and not in two separate words

as was in vogue years ago.

BUT how is this lamentable situation to be

remedied? If a concensus of the opinion of

the student body were taken, no doubt the

majority would be emphatically in favor of

continuing this custom, for what sweeter

memories can be carried through the grim

future than those which poured forth from

the chests of men letting the world know in

song what close attachment they had for

their Alma Mater. "College Days" has al-

ways been cherished by alumni and for them
to return to view our football eleven and
then be greeted at half time with but a frag-

ment of what was formerly a dear song leads

to disapproval of both the authorities and
student body. If this is true of "College
Days", what can we say of the "Alma Mat-
er" song which is even less well known.
When a group of Freshmen are ob-
liged to stand before a large assemblage for
the purpose of singing the college songs and
must needs have recourse to their handbook,
conditions have indeed come to a dire crisis.
We are calling upon the loyalty and school
spirit of the student body to make a more
presentable showing in the following grid-
iron contests and demonstrate to the alumni
that the college songs are still in existence.

An Outstanding Picture

The fate of a nation depended
upon him! Audiences thrlli to

this story of a love affair that
nearly wrecked the country.
Would Hamilton the man or
Hamilton the treasurer win the
battle? See the master dramat-
ist, George Arliss, in Warner
Brother's masterpiece "Alexander
Hamilton" with Doris Kenyon,
June CoUyer and a great cast now
current at the Stanley. Hamilton
is involved in a love scandal en-
gendered by scheming f>olitcians to
blast his life and the future of the
country. Hamilton is saved a very
embarassing situation by the
timely intervention of President
Washington who expresses his ut-
most confidence in him. While not
true to fact, it Is worth while see-
ing.

"Communism is a beautiful theory, but it

cannot work out in practice."—Fr. Mauch.
* * • * •

"There is enough good in the worst of us

and enough bad in the best of us, that it

well behooves the most of us to keep our

mouths shut about the rest of us."—Fr.

O'Brien.
*****

"Conditions are bound to take a slow turn

for the better during the coming winter."

—

Prof. Dougherty.
*****

"Every creation is a production of some-

thing from nothing."—Fr. McConville.
*****

"We have developed a false philosophy in

America—that the state comes before all

things."—Fr. Mauch.
*****

"High .sounding phrases are not a sign of

intelligence."—Fr. Grelis.
*****

"Every living thing must come from an-

other living thing."—Fr. Coan.

"Without morality you cannot have a good
nation ; without moral training, physical and
intellectual development mean nothing."—
Fr. Mauch.

Carrillo Scores
"The Homicide Squad" playing

at the Earle and starring Leo
Carillo, Mary Brian, and Noah
Berry headlines is a mediocre show.
The entire bill is what one might
expect in any movie house from
day to day. There is nothing new,
except perhapxs, a few pointers on
the intricacies of forward pass
as demonstrated by Howard Jones.
The feature depicts the familiar
gangster evading the clutches of
the police till at the end he goes
the way of all gangsters with the
police in another hero role. The
acting of Carrillo, however, is

superb and should be given due
credit.

Oene Denis in her role of the
human psychic makes a hit with
the more sentimentally inclined of
her audience. She uses good logic

and psychology which combined
with a nimble tongue, a quick
working mind, and a rather re-
markable skill in dissecting ques-
tions goes over in a big way with
the above mentioned individualA.

Interesting Drama
During the current week the

Mastbaum is presenting "The
Road to Singapore," a drama tak-
ing place In a small town in In-
dia. William Powell is very clever
in the role of the suave rougue and
feminine heartbreaker. Etorls Ken-
yon enacts the part of the much
neglected wife of a doctor, Louis
Calhem, who gives his love only
to his science. Marian Marsh is

the fascinating and sophisticated
sister of the doctor. The entire
picture is amusingly interspersed
with appealing humor. On the
whole, it affords a very pleasant
evening's entertainment.

A Good Show
The motion picture, "Devotion,"

showing at the Karlton Theatre
this week, Is a very entertaining
and amusing production. Although
the plot Is rather thin and moth-
eaten, the work of all the players
is above the average
There are very few female stars

who could play the leading lady as
well as Ann Harding does. She is

the daughter of a wealthy Lon-
doner, who falling in love With a
famous lawyer, masquerades as a
governess for his son. Her false

costume consisting of prim spec-
tacles, a perky liitle boimett and
fussy gown exuding a camphor
smexl (.so they said,) is a hilarious

creation.

Were it not for Miss Harding's
fine portrayal, Leslie Howard,
famous stage star, would ''steal" the
isnow. Mr. Howard, with his

smooth, polished actmg, and droll

numor, plays the part of the law-
yer to perlection. Robert Williams
as a painter friend also does some
excellent work.

An Historical Show
An event of imusual significance

is the engagement of "The Dreyfus
Case" at the Stanton Theatre in

Philadelphia. Unlike other histori-

cal dramas in which a sickening

and unnecessary romance Is usually

injected, detracting from the ef-

fectiveness of the story, "The Drey-
fus Case" contains Just enough of

the female element to make it in-

teresting.

Cedric Hardwicke, one of Eng-
land's greatest actors, plays the
part of Alfred Dreyfus, and Beatrix
rhomp>son that of the wife in a
cast that was personally supervised
by Captain Dreyfus now living in

retirement in Prance.
Thus every phase of the famed

trial proceedings including the legal,

and the physical and mental tor-

ture suffered on Devil's Island is in-

cluded in the production. Startling

and true, "The Dreyfus Case" is

every bit of that.

THE
CROW'S NEST

Campus Briefs

We notice that there are several

Prosh sporting varsity "V's". Great
work boys, you deserve plenty of

something and, unless we miss our
guess, the Vigilantes know how and
where to apply it.

• • •

AInmni Hall should have its name
chanfed to Alaminnm Hall In order
to be in keepini: with the color of

the dome which adorns the roof of

that Tenerable ediflee.
• • •

Somebody offered "Rags" a piece

of steak in the dining hall the
dining hall the other day, but he
refused to eat It. Draw your own
conclusions.

• • *

We know a fellow who goM down
to the post office so many times
every day that his friends have ad-
vised him to get a room down there.

• • •

The Javees played a great game
last Satuday even though they did
lose.

• • •

Smiling Joe Conolley wias the only
Vlllanovan to make a touchdown
last Saturday. Joe Is a backfleld
man on the 150 lb. team.

• • •

Too bad we lost to Duke, but
that Is the way things go.

• • •

Forrei the past boys and look
Into the fntare. Beantown next
Satnrday fellows—let's foi.

NOTRE DAME
South Bend, home town of the

Notre Dame Ramblers, will witness

the world premier of "The Spirit

of Notre Dame," a true college pic-

ture. Produced under the advisory

supervision of members of the Fac-
ulty, the picture truly exemplifies

the life and spirit found at Notre

Dame. Leads in the picture are

taken by regular actors of the pro-
ducing company, but prominent
parts are played by real honest-to-
goodness stars such as Prank Cari-
aeo, Don Miller, Elmer Layden,
Adam Walsh, and our own Harry
dtuhldreher.

Three Cheers for Universal Films.
At last we'll be able to attend a
"college picture" and not feel the
revolting disgust generally attend-
ant when college pictures are viewed
which show college and coUege ath-
letics and training as a bed of roses
for the participants and students in
general. With a team composed of

the Ramblers, most colorful play-
ers in action, the picture will prove
to be a success omy from the foot-
baU scenes. Notre Dame's honor in
securing this picture are well de-
served.

—M—
ST. BONA VENTURE

The poor Prosh at St. Bonaven-
ture are doomed to failure by the
upper class rules. They have to
spend all their time in learning the
rules (there are only 28), leaving
no time for scholastic endeavor. A
few of the rules are honeys. The
Prosh "shall not be permitted to
adorn their faces with any growth
of hair." They "must not occupy
the first ten rows in the theatres."
They cannot accept rides from any-
one until the end of the first

semester.

What with learning all the roles,
shaving, walking to and from the
campus, and spending time in the
optometrist's office after a theatre
party, the frosh need not worry
about falling into any bad habits,
arising from having too much spare
time and loafing. The Roles Com-
mittee must have had that In mind
when preparing for the "greenles."

—M—
Speaking of the size of college

pubUcatlons, the "Daily Texan", of
the University of Texas, takes the
cake. The first Issue of the pres-
ent school year contained ONLY
THIRTY-SIX PAGES.

—M—
At a recent meeting of the NA-

TIONAL CATHOLIC WELFARE
CONFERENCE, the Department of
Education reported that there are
114.000 studenU in the 167 CathoUo
Colleges In the United States.

—M—
"Art" Harklns. Villanova "ai, of

football and basketball fame. Is now
line coach at St. Bonaventure's Col-
lege.
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Cats' Foes
Fare Well
Saturday!

Temple and Detroit Still

Remain Unbeaten and
Untied

Two of the Wildcats' six future

opponents remained undefeated and

united after last Saturday's football

games, with the University of De-

troit taking a leading place among
the nation's elevens.

Playing on Friday night, Detroit

startled the Middle West with a

rousing 20-0 win over Iowa State

The pupils of Gus Dorais, former

Notre Dame star, won much as

they pleased.

Temple lacked a scoring punch

against Penn State, and the 12-0

final score Indicates little the real

difference between the two teams.

The Owls face a severe test this

coming Friday evening, when Buck-
nell, with two excellent backs,

Priest and Mimkle, is the attrac-

tion at the Temple Stadium.
After traUlng, 7-6, at the half,

Just as Temple had the week pre-

vious, the Bisons rallied In the final

periods, and defeated Albright 23-7.

The Lewisburgians record to date
is two victories and one tie.

No report of yesterday's game be-

tween the unbeaten and untied

Boston College and Fordham crews
had been received at press-time, but
Fordham was a heavy favorite yes-

terday morning.
Georgetown, scheduled to play

Villanova in the Stadium in the
final game of the season on Novem-
ber 21, held New York University
scoreless in the first period, but the
Violets asserted their superiority in

no uncertain manner and the Hill-

toppers from Washington were
handed their first defeat of the
year, 34-0.

Gettysburg, which had exerted Vil-

lanova Just a week before, defeated
Mt. St. Mary's, which seemed woe-
fully weak against Temple, only by
means of a last period touchdown,
6-3.

VILL VAN
FOOTBALL

SPO RTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Lightweight Team
Tied in Opener

Germantown Boys Club and 150-

Poonders Finish Game With
Seven Points Eaoh

Making up in grit what it lacked
in fight a scrappy Villanova 150-

pound team fought its way to a 7-7

tie with the Germantown Boys
Club at Germantown. After the
first period the Vlllanovans com-
pletely outplayed and outclassed
their opponents. However, the
breaks turned against them at the

most crucial moments to prevent
them from scoring.

"The Vlllanovans score came In

the final period when Red Dun-
leavy broke through to block
Firth's punt, Joe Connolly scoop-
ing up the ball to dash 15 yards
to a score. Dwyer plunged
through the center for* the extra
point.

A 25-yard pass, Pissler to Firth,

gave Germantown Its touchdown
in the opening canto. Smith
place kicked the point. The only
other time Germantown even
threatened to score was in the
second period when it advanced
the ball to the 2 yard line. How-
ever, a stubborn Wildcat defense
held for downs.
From this point on the play was

all Villanova's. In the third per-
iod a series of runs by Houseman,
Busenkill, and Dwyer placed the
ball on the homesters' five yard
line. At this point they held and
punted clear. Not to be daunted
the collegians began another
march far Into the enemy terri-

tory when the passing combina-
Contlnued On Page Four

FOOTBALL SCHKDULE '

Sept. 'iS—Loyola (0) at Villanova
(38'.

Oct. »—Gettysburg (6) at Villa-

nova (13).
Oct. 10—VlUanova (0) at Duke
(18).
Oct. 17—Villanova at Boston Col-
lege.

Oct. 24—Baltimore at Villanova.
Oct. 31—Bucknell vs. Villanova.
at Scranton.
Nov. 7—Villanova at Temple.
Nov. 14—Villanova at Detroit.
Nov. 21—Georgetown at Villanova.

Spiked Shoe Club
Plans for 1931

At the first meeting of the year

of the Spiked Shoe Club TracK

Coach Harry Coates appointed the

following men to hol^ oflSce: Presi-

dent, Paul Beaudine, Vice President,

Joseph Fox, and Secretary, Joseph

Dietz.

This organization sprung up last

year thru the efforts of Mr. Coates

and is a member of the National

Spiked Shoe Club. It was admitted
at a meeting held in New York
last summer.
The fact that It is the first na-

tional organization to have a chap-
ter on the campus seems to be in-

centive enough for the members to

do big things at Villanova. Plans
for a dance were discussed as well

as the possibility for holding a
minstrel show.
The membership of the club In-

cludes all those who are doing any-
thing at all for the advancement
of track at Villanova. It's roll in-

cludes all the members of last year's

varsity and Freshman teams as well

as those competing for positions

on this year's aggregation.

Varsity Eleven
Bows to Duke

CaptalnKIdd' Brewer Scores Two
Tonchdowna; Eddie Kobllls

Injured

By Rev. John Crawford, O. S. A.
Faculty Director of Athletics

Keyed to the highest pitch of

efficiency and reaching an unsur-

mountable height in every period

but the second the Blue Devils of

Duke University turned back Villa-

nova last Saturday to the tune of

18 to 0. In practically every fea-

ture of the game the Southerners

eclipsed Harry Stuhldreher's

charges.

Led by Captain "Kidd" Brew-
ster, veteran fullback and Johnny
Brownlee, former Northeast High
School fiash, the Blue Devils
scored three touchdowns. Capt.
Brewster took high honors with
twelve points to his credit while
Brownlee was credited with six.

At first glance it would seem that
the two ball carriers were the
main reason for Villanova's defeat
but such was not the case
Adkens, Duke's center, whose line

play stood head and shoulders
above all others on the field, made
possible practically every score of

the game by his marvelous block-
ing and tackling and his alertness
in pouncing on a Villanova fum-
ble in the second half. Time and
time again throughout the whole
game Adkens opened holes in the
center of the Blue and White
line, for Brewster and Brownlee.

Continued On Page Four

Boston College Eagles Ready
For Wildcat Invasion, With
Two Full Elevens on Edge

Sports Writer of *The Heights', Student Paper at New Eng-
land School, Gives Highlights of Team

McKENNY TO START HEAVY ELEVEN
BT ED HURLEY

Sports Editor, The Heights,
Boston College

The "Bee See" eleven that faces

the Villanova Wildcats on the 17th

will have Captain Joe Kelly at full,

Johnny Freitas, sophomore fiash at

quarterback, with Charlie Callery,

a senior, at right half, and Joe

Ryder, a junior, at left half. The
starting wingmen will be Big Ed
Gallagher, at right, with Lou Musco
at left. Gallagher is a senior;

Musco a Junior.

Bill Bennett, a veteran of three

years' standing, is picking them up
for land laying them down at left

tackle, and Phil Couhig, a Junior

and another veteran, is at the other

tackle. Flanking Harry Downes,
crack pivot man for the past three

seasons, is Dan Larkin, at left

guard, and Roscoe Taylor at the

other guard position. Larkin is a

Are they as good as when the

ruffles came down to the ankles?

V-JOOD? . . . You bet they are! Maybe
the girls arc even better. Anyhow, cigarettes

are a whole lot better. No doubt about that.

They used to be made by hand

—

Now it's machines i no hand but yours

ever touches them.

They used to be packed in expensive,

highfalutin' cardboard boxes

—

Now the quality is in the cigarettes.

The U. S. Revenue Tax used to be a

penny a package of twenty

—

Now it' s six cents a package eftwenty.

Tobacco used to be dried by air

—

Now Liggett isf Myers alone has thirty- .

Jive drying machines of the latest type,

with a daily capacity ofover 2, 000y 000

pounds—and overfour miles ofware^-f?'. >

houses for tobacco storage.

Better—they're miles better! Everything

used in the manufacture of Chesterfield ciga-

rettes is the best that money can buy or that

Science knows about.

Chesterfield tobaccos— both Turkish

and Domestic — are mild and ripe, the best

that money can buy. '

And THE WAY Chesterfield tobaccos are

blended and cross-blended is like making a

new and better-tasting kind of tobacco, with

greater smoothness, more mildness and a

more pleasing aroma—a fragrance and flavor

not to be found in any other cigarette.

Chesterfield gives you the benefit of all

the world knows about the production of

better cigarettes. Nobody smokes a better

cigarette than Chesterfield.

„.--"^*^

LaSalle Gridders
Take Measure of

Wildcat Jay-Vees
Tom Conley*! Sqnad Falls to Score

on Jnnlor Vanity in

First Period

Last Saturday afternoon, while
the Varsity was away In the
Southland, the Wildcat Juniors
played host to the minions of Tom
Conley from La Salle. Although
the Jayvees were defeated 20-0,
they were by no means disgraced.
Considering the fact that the
Feline squad had had but two
weeks* practice while La Salle had
already played two games, the
score wasn't as large as some

„ , , ,
might have expected,

senior; Taylor a Junior.

The second team or as we call Joe DeLuca of Villanova kicked
them up here at the Heights, the off. Borden of La Salle received

"Shock Troops" are Just as classy it and was downed on the 45 yard
an outfit as the so-called first team line. McCool and MaIo tore off

Most of the offensive power of the some large gains, but after the
Eagle varsity Is wrapped up in nervousness of the first game had
Pete Chesnulevltch, a Junior, and worn off a bit the Jayvees dls-

one of the really outstanding backs played some of the characteristic

of the East, and Johnny Dougan, a Villanova fight and grit and held
corking foot ball player and only a the onslaughts of the Blue and
sophomore. These boys are romp- Gold imder the shadow of the
Ing hither and yon with the second Wildcat goal post. La Salle was
team backfleld at the half posi- held on downs and McAteer kick-

tions, with Walter Kelly, a senior ed to the twenty-five yard line.

at quarter, and another Kelly, this Once again La Salle advenced to-
time, Ed, at fullback. ward the goal, but agahi repulsed.

Starts Heavy Line
I In the second quarter, however.

It has been Joe McKenney's pol- Bahr, of La Salle, raced twenty-
icy in the three games played to five yards off tackle for a touch-
start his heavier first varsity team, down. The point after touchdown
and when the boys have worn down was good and the half ended with
the opposition, he shoots in the sec- the score 7 to In favor of La
ond team outfit. This idea has Salle,

worked to perfection in the battles I ^ .. ^ ^ ... -
so far. A second team line with' ,^ ^^^^ second half U. SaUe

Velho. 1. e., Esmunt, 1. t.. Whalen. ^cked off to McAteer who was

1. g., Sullivan, c, Slamin, r. g., Rey- ^^^^^^ °^ ^he 30 yard line. The
noids, r. t., and KlllUea. r. e., )& ^.^^^^^^^""f

held and kicked on

Just as big and as fast a group ab
the fourth down. La Salle in turn

the first outfit
''^^ ^^^^ *"** '^^ forced to kick.

Chesnulevltch. however is the big ^J^^^ ^ *»l°«»^ed the kick and

offensive threat of the Eagles, Urn ZT^% Arteraserse recovered the

lad standmg only five feet hign J^""
O",

^^ ? .S*"^ *^^ ^^^'

and weigl^g only about IbJ) ^f^L l^f. *^°"k^V^^ "".l
'"^ ^''^

pounds, ii a chunk of dynamite ^fjf.i'"M"^"f^ °^^ ^^^
'^f**

who can pass, kick and especially, "i^L^'l ^. Salle took possession

carrv with the list of them °' *^® pigskin. Bahr. of La Salle.

DouK^ too iTonly a mite as
"^^ ^ ^°" 8"^"" ^^^^ ^^s downed

coSS'tTtiie g?iLon i^kiSr '"^"""'^If^ '"^l-
^ ^"*^^-

that one expects to find on fhe bi^ ^^rJ^t ^^^JIL *^^ ",^!^' ^l^^'
college elevens. Dougan weight J,"Vi? of v^iL^n^^T.^l^"^^ ""^^k"
only about 160 pounds,' but he

**
i. JJ^^|^

°^
k^i^"°'*'

^'°^^^^ ^
the hardest man on the squad to,*^

"^
"^'^•

brmg down and once he gets loose.
|

In the last quarter the Jayvees
he goes places. Captain Joe Kelly were well into La Salle territory
is probably the outstanding defen- and attempted to score on for-
sive back in the East tiiis season ward passes. One pass froin
and can do a nice Job of carrying Lucey to Hivlbert was completed,
when called upon. but the next pass was intercepted

Continued On Page Four by Newmann. of La SaUe, who
went up the field for 92 yards be-

DOC JACOBS' FROSH ^°'\ .*»« J'^ '"^°"«^/ ^ ^',<;^

Fir j^r y-knr.itrr.n nr» irw .J -.r Captain Burgoync. of La Salle,
PLAY OPENER FRIDAY made the last touchdown. The

game ended with the score 20-0 In

tavor of the Blue and Gold.
The Wildcat Juniors played a

great game on the defense, but
were weak on the offense. Jim
LaSalle Villanova Jayvees

Ogden left end Rodriguez
Flahery left tackle .... DeLoca
Borden .... left guard Artaserse
Purler center McAvoy
ECrygier .... right guard Coa.an
Weiss right tackle .... Mazzola
Ooldberger right end .... Brown
Oibbons . . quarterback . . Ceravoio
McCool . . left halfback . . McAteer
Malo . . right hahback . . Wotjkum
fSsiox fullDcak Mlckoseff
Referee—^Thornton, Temple. Um-

pire, Herzog, Temple. Head linea-
aian—Duncan, Penn.

Continued On Page Four

Doc Jacobs' Freshman football

team opens its season this coming
Friday afternoon, when the Ursinus
Frosh Journey from Collegeville to

the Stadium to wager gridiron
battle against the yearlings.
Last year, the representatives of

1934 won over the Ursinus first year
men by the lopsided score of 33-0.

Jacobs, whose Frosh elevens have
not lost a game since the opener
in 1929, his first year here, when
Bellefonte Academy won, 7-0, has
refused to announce his starting
lineup. A squad of 75 men began
working out three weeks ago and
are well drilled now in the funda-
mentals of the Rockne-Stuhldreher-
Jacobs system.

e 19)1. Imott * Mvns Tobacco Co.
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m
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m
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Villanova Men

Le Fren Grill

1528 CHESTNUT STREET

**The Meeting Place for All College Men**

Lunch - Dinner - Sunday

After the Theatre or Dance

Atmosphere — Refinement — Easy Prices
m
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Varsity Eleven
Bows to Duke Foe
By Eighteen Points

Continued Prom Page three

Bohan Organizing
Belle Air Staff

The Blue Devils were so super-

ior, both on the defense and the

offense that after the first few
minutes of play there was little

doubt in the minds of the seven
thousand spectators, who gather-

ed in the sunbaked stadium, as

to who would finally triumph.
Villanova's fumbling coupled

with poor passing paved the way
for the three touchdowns. In the
first period on a bad pass from
center, Oolden fumbled the ball

and Rogers, an alert wingman,
pounced on the ball on Villanova's
22 yard line. Brewster and Brown-
lee then hanmiered away inside of

tackle to put the ball on the five

yard line. Brewster again hit in-

side of tackle for the first tally of
the day. The attempted kick was
short.

Bill Potts, Villanova's star full-

back was responsible for the sec-
ond offense in thte respect

William L. Bohan has already
started work on his 1932 edition of
the Belle Air, and has begun plans
in getting together a staff that will

work together till the book is Issued
in June.
He is taking this opportunity to

announce that all those who are de-
sirous to try out for a position on
the staff see him In his room at
240 Austin Hall before the end of
the week. The pictures of the
Seniors and Juniors, the latter's also
to be used in the Junior Courtier,
win be taken with in a few weeks,
the fee being $2.00. On the 23rd of
this month the pictures of the foot-
ball players and one of the entire
squad will be snapped.

BASKETBALL NOTICE
George "Doc" Jacobs, coach

of the basket ball team, an-
nounces that there will be a
pieeting of all cage candidates
Thursday, October 15, in room
105, Mendel Hall. Practice will
start Monday, and Coach
Jacobs expects a record turn-
out to prepare for the most at-
tractive court schedule in Villa-
nova history.
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Golf Team Loses
Practice Match

Due to th* away football game
the Fall Tournament was incom-

'pleted, but it served its purpose In
uncovering a few new stars for the

when Spring season. Cornelly, Kelly, El-
he also let the ball get away from lot, and Keating all showed the
him and the alert Duke guard, polish of finished golfers. The vet-
Harton, was in like a flash and erans of last year showed up well
had the ball under him when the tn the few rounds they played
referee pryed the players loose Qulnlan being the outstanding star
from the pigskin. Again the ball with a sparkling 72. Par on the
lay on Villanova's 23 yard line Marble Hall course is 70 and this
within the shadow of the Main has been broken once.
Liners goal posts. Brewster found' "^^^ team had its first match on
litUe trouble in getting seven mdire '

Sunday being the guests of Cedar-
yards. Mason, heady quarterback brook Country Club, who emerged

Boston College
Set for Wildcat
Invasion Saturday

Continued Prom Page three

which the Maroon and Gold war-
riors won, 13 to 0.

McKenney in Charge
Coach Joe McKenney is again

chief gridiron mentor at B. C. and
is being assisted by Bill Ormsby,
end coach, former Brown star and
the man who coached the ends of
the famous Brown Iron Man team.
BUI Ohrenberger Is in charge of
the line this fall. Bill Is a B. C.
grad and this is his first season at
the Heights but he's doing a nice
job.

The game of course will be
played at Fenway Park, tke home
of the Boston Red Sox.

one who is Interested to be pres-

ent at these lectures. No card of

admission is required.

for the Southerners, shot a pass
to Brownlee, catching Potts out of
position for the second score.
Adkens secured the third by

coverting another Blue and White
fumble into Duke's ball. Pine ball
carrying put the ball within scor-
ing position and when Villanova
was penalized the ball rested three
feet from their marker and on the
next play Brewster went over for
the third tally.

Potts made up somewhat for
his fumble by his excellent kick-
ing throughout the game. It was
his educated toe that kept the
hard runnmg ball carriers of Duke
from turning the game into a
complete rout.

victorious only after a tough tussle

29 to 25. Joe Cornelly, Bill Kelly,
and Bob Quinlan featured for the
Wildcats. This is the best stand a
Villanova team has made against
any country club In the last four
years.

Next week the Blue and White
golfers meet the representatives of
the Manufacturers Country Club on
the latter's course.

OVR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

villanova Positions Duke
Brlce left end Crawford
Edwards left tackle Bryon
Kobllls left guard Barter
Carr ........ center Adltins
Contl ... . . . right guard
Hlokey
O'Donnell
Oolden .

.

Randour ,

Donohue
Potts

Villanova
Duke

right taciOe
. ngiit end . .

.

quarterback .

.

left halfback .

right haLback
. . fullback . . .

.

. . Werner
Friedman
. . Bogers

. . ilrsliler

. Bownlee
. . Mason

. . Brewer

• • • •,. t. 4 . . ,

.....••< If. . . ,. .

0—
6—18

Villanova substitutions — Ends,
Terry, Delabrlda,; tackles, Rosen,
Brodnlckl; guards, Milne, Keough;
quarterbacks, JV. Cavanaugh, trosky;
backs, Casey, York, Beaudlne.

Lightweights Tie
Germantown 7-7

Continued Prom Page three

tion of Houseman to Grimes be
gan to fimctlon. Once more the
home team held; but this time
Firth's attempt to kick free was
blocked allowing Connolly to
score.

Following the Villanova score
both teams played cautious ball
to the final whistle. The out
standing men on the Villanova
line were Harter, Connolly, Lysell
and Dunleavy. In the backfleld.
Houseman, Grimes, Sykes and
Dwyer played particularly well,
while Firth and Smith were the
Germantown stars.

Villanova 160 lb. Germantown B.C.
Scerca left end Taylor
Harter .... left tackle .... Metzler
LyseU .... left gviard Uebsch^r
Dunleavy center .... O'Donnell
Hlnes right guard Baclno
MaUce right tackle Heron
Connolly right end .... Cxirran
Bykes .... quarter back Plssler
McCllntock

. . left halfback . . Prloh
Santuccl . . right halfback , . Smith
°*yf,'"

fullback PhlUlpd
Villanova substitutions: Lally, Bus-

enklU. Tropes, Grimes, Houseman,
Perlglno, Petlnga and Clark.

La Salle Gridders
Defeat Jay-Vees

Continued From Page three

LaSalle College o 7 6 7—20
Villanova Jayvees o o
Substitutions: Centers, Kelleher-

guards, Sweeney; tackles, DeSantls
ends, Maeck. Delia. Weiss. Oce.us,
Dougherty; qiurterback, Hurlburt
halfbacks, FlnelU. Lucey, McOulnn;
fullbacks, NoveUane, RUey,

The fourth week of the 1931 inter-
collegiate football season finds an
array of important major games,
with the Temple Owl-Bucknell
Bison battle at the Temple Stadium
next Friday night interesting Villa-
nova more than the frays being
staged in other parts of the East.
The Owls are given the edge in

this year's gamfe because of their
powerful line and because of Buck-
nell's erratic playing In the Geneva
and Albright games.
Army should beat Harvard, and

Fordham should take Holy Cross In

two Important contests, while Penn
is not expecting any trouble from
Lehigh. Notre Dame has a breather
in Drake.
The first-named team is favored

to win:
Temple—Bucknell
Georgetown—Duqesene
Duke—Davidson
Seton Hall—Baltimore
Albright—P. M. C.
Army—Harvard
Brown—Tufts
Colgate—Manhattan
Cornell—Princeton
Dartmouth—Columbia
Gettysburg—Juniata
Lafayette—St. John's
LaSalle—Moravian
Muhlenberg—St. Joseph's
Navy—Delaware
N. Y. U.—Rutgers
Notre-Dame—Drake
Penn—Lehigh
Penn State—Dickinson
Pitt—Western Reserve
Syracuse—Florida
Urslnus—P. & M. -j' .!•,'

W. & J.—Western Maryland ,.'

Yale—Chicago
Fordham—Holy Cross
Last week (x)—Winners 16; LoserH,

8; Ties, 1.

Season's Record—Winners, 40; Los-
ers. 7; Ties, 1.

(X)—Exclusive of B.C.—Fordham
game (Oct. 12) and Loyola—Baltl-
Tiore gnmc.

ANCE tonight from 9 'til

Roof Pi«rr«...to the

L ^ lilting rhythmi and marvalout

orrongemcnlt of Doc Hydar and hi*

Southernoires . . . th« totting it imort

...tho supper monu includai

moderately priced taladi, sand*

wiches and grilled ipecialliet and

the service Is blisifully unobtrusive

ROOF PIERRE
en

jg" ^ St.

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75
ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.
Open tiU 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
(Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

Preltas Is another all-around
threat and does all the kicking for

the Eagles. His punts average
fully 55 yards every game. The
kid is there.

Team Inexperienced
The team on the whole, however,

is composed of inexperienced ma-
terial but since the opening clash
with Catholic University, which
we won 26 to 7, the boys have been
clicking nicely. On the eleven
which started against C. U. there
were only four real veterans ,Cap.
Kelly, Bennett, Couhig and, Downes.
Gallery and Rycjer are heavy

backs whose specialty is slicing off

the tackles, Ryder, however, Is used
almost entirely as an interfering
back. Gallery looked especially
good in the second clash of the
season with Dayton U. from Ohio,

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

Swarthmore Scene
Of Mexico Lecture

On October 15. 18, and 18 at 8:15
p. m., Dr. Eyler N. Simpson, Mex-
ican Representative of the Insti-
tute of Current Affairs, will lec-
ture on Mexico in the Friends
Meeting House at Swarthmore.
The subjects of his lectures are as
follows:

Thursday, October 15—Mexico,
the land, the people and the cul-
ture.

Friday, October 16—American-
ism crosses the Rio Grande.
Sunday, October IS—Mexico,

headed where?
Dr. Simpson is, by his training

and experience, exceptionally well
qualifled to speak on this subject.
The William J. Cooper Founda-

tion of Swarthmore College, under
whose auspices these lectures are
to be held, cordially invites any-

A VILLANOVAN editor went to

see his girl the other night and
during the course of the evening he
asked her whether he might print a
kiss upon her lips. But she said,

'•No, I don't like your type."
• • •

Gloomy Gus says that the Fresh
better say their prayers because It

won't be loner until they wlU be in-
itiated into the Ancient Order of
the Hob Goblin.

e « •

What do you think of those new

Baessier

Drugs
1040 Lancaster. Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

bullet nosed cars on the P. and W.
• * «

What we need is more Sundays
like the one a week ago. Two ac-

cidents within four hours. The ex-

citement was almost too much for

some of the fellows.

Paramount

DINER

Biyn Mawr

"You'll Like Us"

s^::

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

Recommended by the English Depart-

ment of ViUanpva College

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon-^ WEBSTER'S New International—
The "Supreme Authority." Here ia a
companion for your hours of reading and
study that will prove its real value every
time you consult it. A wealth of ready
iniormadon on words, persons, places, is

instantly yours. 106,000 words and
phraaea with definidons, etymologies,
pronundadons, and use in its 1,2S6
pages. 1,700 illustrationa. Includes
dicdonaries of biography and ge-
ography and other features.

Set Jt At Your College Bookstore or Wriu
for Information to the publishers. Free
Specimen pages if you name this paper.

O. Cr C. Merriam Co.
•priiigneld, Mass.

MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE
*••

Seal^ Tight

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

Ever Right

and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top off the package. Hold down
one half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

Zip I That's all. Unique 1 Wrapped
in dust-proof, moisture-proof/

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESH! — what could be more modern
than LUCKIES' Improved Humidor packago"-

so easy to open I JLarf/es-tfte LUCKY tab l«- yoiir

linger nail protection.

» » « i;.

Made of the finest tobaccos» Th«

Cream of many Crops - LUCKY STRIKE alono

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which includes the use off

modern Ultra Violet Rays — the process that

expels certain biting, harsh Irritants naturally

present In every tobacco leaf. These expelled

Irritants are not present In your LUCKY STRIKil

"The^rVe out — to thmy can't ba in}" No wonder
LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

•«

i

^y

'\

.^-

It's toasted"
Your Throat ProfctJon — qgaltut Irritation» againit cough

And Moluture-Proof Coffopfuino K9mp9
that "Toa9t9d" Flavor Evar Fraah

rVSB lN~The Lucky
SiriU Dance Orcktitra
•very Tu*t4Uty. Thtr*.
day and Saturday eve-

nine owr N. B.C.

ARE YOU SAVING

YOUR PENNIES?

THE SCRANTON SPKCr4L\

IS ON ITS WAY
j
VILL
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YOU'LL BE ABOARD
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Gymnasium to be Ready February First

Small Number Present
At First Rally of Year,
But Much Pep Displayed

Coaches, McGeehan, Fr. O'Leary, Fr. Fink and Kobilis

Speak While 400 Demonstrate That School

Spirit Is Not Yet Dead

Architect's Conception of New Gym

ALL MARCH TO BON-FIRE WHERE FROSH DANCE
The first rally of the year totok

place lasi Thurscruy night in the
{

Gym. Its purpose was to act as a
fcend-off for tiie team and to re-
new and invigorate spirit and
cooperation among: the students of
the college. The speakers of the
fivenln"? were Rev. John S.

O'Leary, O. S A., Mr. Edward
Hunsinger, Mr. Charles McGee-
han, Captain Edward Kobilis, Mr.
Harry A. Stuhldreher and Rev.
Ruellan P. Pink. O. S. A.

The attendance at the rally was
not all creditable to the tradi-
tional history of he college, inas-
much as there were* no more than
four hundred present. Over half
those present were Freshmen.
Where the remaining six hundred
upperclass men were and why
their backing was not available is

unknown
The rally started at seven o'clock

with songs and cheers, assisted by
Vincent Marra's band and follow-

ed by talks and morci cheering and
singing. A genuine spirit and co-
. paration was exhibited on the
part of those present helping to

make up for the neglect of those

who so graciously absented them-
telves.

James Garrity, chairman of the
Btudent Council, was master of

ceremonies for the evening. Mr.
Garrity had the pleasure to intro-

duce Rev. John S. O'Leary, O. S.

A., as the first speaker. Fr.

O'Leary opened the series of talks

in place of Fr Fink due to the
vice-president having a severe
cold.

Fr. O'Leary gave a very stirring

and effective talk In which he
brought out the fact that a very
destructive rumor was being
carried around the campus. "Be-
cause the team came home non-
victorious over Duke last Sunday,
is all the more reason why we
nhould back it up now and not
turn with critism and condemna-
tion toward it," pointed out Fr.

O'Leary. He also mentioned that

there are many causes for a team
(Continued On Page Four)

Refunds Ready
| f^

Ever since Villanova started

its fall term, there has been a
famous question on the lips of

nearly every upperclassman.
"When do we get tour refunds?"
According to a statement issued

by Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.

the refunds will be made today and
tomorrow and will be given out

in room 108 Mendal Hall. In order

to have a system and tJo avoid

unnecessary confusion, the re-

funds will be returned in alpha-

betical order. On Tuesday those

from A to N, will be given out

and on Wednesday those from O
to Z.

The refunds will be made by
check. The total sum on the

check will be comprised of, break-

age deposit, balance from the

book room and any other rebate

that is forthcoming to the stud-

ents.

The reason why the refunds

have been held up is that there

was a great deal of work to be

done getting the accounts of the

new and old students into order.

•l,he task of getting the refunds

together took a considerable length

cf time, since he accounts had to

te checked several times In order

to prevent any error.

New $300,000 Gym.
Well On Way Toward

Successful Completion

New Building Will Inchuie Gigantic Auditorium Capable

of Seating 6000 Persons and Locker Rooms
Able to Care For 800 Students

swimmim; pool still being considered

Cheers By Night

Pre-Med Students

Hear Dr. A.Brown
Has Medical Schools and

Study as Subject of Talk

imparts information

Belle Air Staff

Now Complete

Luckley, Sports Editor; Dietz,

Managing Editor

D.P.E.Men
Nominate

Officers

Five Vice-Presidents Elect-

ed at Last Meet-

ing .

TO MEET EVERY WEEK

\ •

At the last meeting of the
weekly seminar of the Science
rchool the pre-meds were given

the oportunity of hearing Dr.

Albert W. Brown deliver a short

ta'k. Dr. Brown, a graduate of

the Villanova pre-med school

and Jefferson Medical College,

is a member of the staff of the
Philadelphia General Hospital

In hLs talk Dr. Brown expressed

the fact that he Is always happy
to return to Villanova and the

wonderful surroundings that he
has always cherished so dearly

He says, "ViUanova has a high
rating in most of our prof-

fessional schools, a rating that

is far greater than you think it

to be.

"I would like to talk of the

unfortunate fellows who have the
misfortune to fail in medical
echo>ol as a warning to you pre-

med students. Why do they fail?

Medical school is not difficult

as it is believed to be by most
r.tudents. There are many reasons
for student's failures, but the
most serious one of all is his

Inability to study properly.

"If you could be told how to

0tudy instead of what to study.

Jt would be a great help to you
in the study of medicine. Many
of us may not be fitted for the
medical profession. This Is one
^f the greatest handicaps toward
becoming a success, and the
sooner you discover this the bet-

ter it will be for all concerned.

You must posess the ability to

sit down and study properly for

hours to test your intelligence.

"The proper nature of study is

very essential! Approach the

Bubject that is assigned to you,

first get a general Idea of the
entire subject, then begin to go
into detail. Take each detail and
learn all that has to be known
about It. These are Just a few
points that will prove of great

value to you."
Dr. Brt>wn concluded hLs talk

by reciting a short poem which
had given him encouragement
when he had started to under-
the duties of a medical student.

The 1932 Belle Air Staff has
been announced by William L.

Bohan, and is comprised of the fol-

lowing men;
Editor-in-Chief, William I. Bohan
Asst. Editors— Charles P. Goggi,

Raymond J. Harter, James J.

Sweeney.
Managing Editor . . Joseph F. Dietz

Sports Editor, Daniel S. J. Buckley
Art Editor James J. Garrity

Photographic Editor,

William Brady
Business Manager . . Louis M. Dart
Assistant Business Manager,

Robert S. Corrigan
Circulation Manager,

Jeremiah J. Enrlght
ClaSii Editors:

Seniors . . . Thomas A. W. Dwyer
Juniors Harold L. Effron
Sophomores Arthur V. Hart

Mr. Bohan wishes to announce a

meeting of the Belle Air staff

Wednesday, October 21st, at nine
o'clock. In room 240 Austin Hall.

He also wishes to remind the stu-

dents that the pictures will be
taken on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, October 21st, 22nd and
23rd and that the fee of $2.00 must
be paid before the pictures may be
taken. Those concerned are re-

quested please to be on time. All

not coming on time will be charged
an additional fee. The pictures will

be taken in the Reception Boom In
Mendel Hall. .

At a recent meeting* of the
Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity nom-
inations were held for the elect-

ion of officers for the year of

1931. The Rev. Ruellan P. Fink,
O. S. A., and Rev. Joseph C. Bart-
ley, O. S. A., were present at
this initial meeting of the business
men and each spoke before the
gathered assemblage.
The nominations for the office

of president were Gerald Enrlght
and George Crumble; for the
office of vice-president Harold
Dougherty and Bernard McLough-
lln; for treasurer Charles Nlessen,
John Baker, Cyril x^lunk, and
James Beaiy; for secretary Wil-
liam Christy and Joseph Herrlty;
for vice -president of the Juniors
William Crowley; for vice-presi-
dent of the Sophomores Raymond
Harter and Richard Hart; and for

vice-president of the Freshmen
Joseph Cornelly and Harold Keat-
ing.

The election of the above nom-
inees will take place at a time set

by the Student Council, the or-
ganization which will also conduct
the elections.

Fr Bartley addressed the group
promising a room In the Com-
merce and Finance building for
the use of the fraternity. He also
outlined plans for it for the com-
ing year. He told the members
present that it was the largest or-
ganization on the campus and
would be even more enlarged by
the end of the year.
F'r. Fink then spoke and apponint-
ed a committee for the purpose
3f reorganizing the society on en-
tirely different lines. The Delta
Pi Epsilon men appointed were
George Crumble, chairman, Paul
Mueller, Joseph Tasch, John Ash,
Ermine Masuccii, and Harold
Driscoll.

Phila. Club
Expecting
BusyYear

Fraternity Begins Plans

For Reorganization

at Meeting

TO ANNOUNCE DATE
What's In a name? Thus can the

attitude of the members of the
associated high school club of
Philadelphia be paraphrased. Al-
though the club Is pushing steadily

forward, nameless, it possesses all

the requlsities for the establish-
ment of a strong organization.
At a special meeting held in the

ampitheatre last Wednesday, the
nomlness for vice-president from
the five Catholic High Schools
were voted ' on. This election was
necessitated in the vice-president
offices alone. A standing vote was
taken by Pres Clement Busenkell,
resulting in the election of: Char-
les Nlessen, (La Salle); James
Cain (Northeast Catholic); Fran-
cis Cooney (West Catholic); Paul
Brady (R. C. H. S.) ; Joseph
Houseman (St. Joseph). The other
officers will retain their positions.

In order to insure an early start

and consequently extraordinary
success for the club, the plans for

its first social adventure will be
acted on at the next meeting. An
open date on the social calendar
is now being sought and it will

most probably be a climatic one
when found.

Unless something unforseen,
occurs, much should be heard from
this club in the future. As has
been stated in a former Issue of
the Villanovan, this Is one of the
largest organizations on the cam-
pus. Five alumni clubs were mer-
ged into the one organization, all

representing the Philadelphia dis-

trict.

Some of these former individual

units held their meetings weekly

and others twice a month. How-
ever, it has now been agreed that

the new club meet every Tuesday
at 12:45 P. M. in the ampitheatre.

"I'll sing you a s(fng— " and

"Fight team, fightr—" were but

some of the cries that rent the still-

ness of the night air last Wednes-

day night. Inmates of Austin Hall

were aroused from their slumber

and upon Inquiring Into all this

! disturbance brought to light the

fact that about ten Freshmen were

carousing about the campus having

a rally all of their own. The ap-

proaching Boston College game had
so enthused them, or perhaps It was
something else, that led to these
frolicsome antics.

The Vigilance Committee, that
dreaded organization which causes
the Frosh to bend low In meekness
and adoration, gave the class of '35

the honor of keeping guard over
the wood-pile throughout the night.

The previous night the wood, which
had been gathered for the B. C.
bonfire, had been set on fire by un-
known persons. Consequently, the
V. C. members did not relish an-
other day's "gathering" going up in
smoke and ordered the Frosh class
to guard it carefully or else beware
of their hair.

Fr. Fink Hints
Frosh Surprise

Quest for Initiation Informa-

tion Yields Little

''Speciar' Jottings

Loughlin Youngest
Member Of School

The fall registration of the pres-

ent semester shows that Villanova

is represented by seven Freshmen

who are only sixteen years of age.

Although there have been students

here of younger age in the past,

sixteen is considered to be a very

juvenile age for anyone while at-

tending college.

Paul Loughlin, bom June 24, 1915,

and a member of the Business

school, has the honor of being the

youcgest student here. He is a

graduate of Brooklyn Prep in New
York City and his home is situated

-n Brooklyn.

Mr. Loughlin is a player of the

Freshman football team. He was

recently presented with a "V" hair-

cut due to his violation of several

Freshmen regulations.

The next youngest is a student by

the name of Edmond C. Malhame
who prepped at La Salle in Oak
dale and calls New Rochelle his

home town. He is at present tak-

ing the Arts course.

The remaining five students are

Russell A. Flanagan, John Klckot-
ka, Miehael F. Clavln, Daniel P
McOowan, and William J. Oaugh.

Three o'clock and the old sp)ec-

•al train is pulling out bound for

New York Oh, Oh, here comes
••omebody down the path. He just

about made the last car. There are
six cars on the "Villanova College
Football Special." Well, we have
plenty of room to spread our legs.

Three fifteen, and we stop at
North Philadelphia to pick up a
few passengers. Hmm that wasn't
a bad looking girl that just got on.

About four o'clock - we are well

on the way to Gotham. Some fel-

lows are determining the speed of

the train by counting the number
of seconds which elapse between
mile posts.

It is four forty-five as we pass
thru New Brunswick, it won't be
long now.

Five o'clock as we pull into Jer-
-sey City - the first leg of journey
is completed. What Ho! a special
ferry for the wildcat rooters. They
are docking right at Pier 14 Af-
ter a little difficulty, a gangplank
Is made secure. It sounds as
though, an army of Joe E. Browns
were with us judging from the
yells the boys are emitting.

Five ten as we board the good-
shlp "PrlsclUa." We're on the way
toward Pall River now.
This river air is giving us quite

an appetite Being a "Special"
traveler we tried the "8f>ecial

dinner" for a dollar. It wasn't bad.
Eight o'clock and the band is

called together to give a concert
for their own amusement and the
passengers amazement. As all good
concerts do. they ended up with
"The Star Spangled Banner." The
rendition of the national anthem
was good considering it was play-
ed without previous practice

Nine thirty the ship's orchestra
Is playing in the dining salon.

"Women, women every where, but
not on the "Prlscllla." Three
pretty fems are all that the boat
has to offer, needless to say they
are extremely popular. Our Frosh
who does the Llndy Hop Is giving
an exhibition.

Ten thirty and the orchestra
takes a rest. Hoffstlne is filling in

with a few piano selections. The
''ang Is Joining in by stretching
their vocal chords to the tunes of
"College Days" and "Alma Mater."
Twelve o'clock - all is quiet now

and oh, how this boat Isi rocking.

Saturday ....
Seven o'clock ... we are dock-

ed at Fall River. We have been
here since five A. M. No one Is

allowed off the boat until eleven
o'clock Might as well get some-
thing to eat. A "special breakfast"
•s devoured with relish.

Eleven o'clock ... All are
aboard the special train for Bos-
ton. The boys are in a good mood.
Some one is furnishing us with a
few sax solos . . . not bad either.

Twelve thirty . . . Boston, at
last. We all pile out, attracting

not a little attention. The band is

assembling in the station. A few
tunes are played and a few yells

fliven.

One o'clock . . . On board
special buses we proceed thru
traffic chocked streets to Fenway
park. The boys are voicing their

opinions of Beantown. A. B C.
rooter just took a razzing.

One thirty . . . Fenway park.

We have to wait for tickets to the
press l)ox. Finally they arrive.

Two o'clock . . . The klckoff.

(Continued On Page Four)

"Double, double toil and trouble;

fire Ijurn and cauldron bubble."

From interviews with Fr. Fink and
the chairman of the Vigilance

Committee it seems that the Frosh

are in for a lot of "toll and trouble."

"Father, Is there going to be an
Initiation for the Frosh?" asked o

VILLANOVAN reporter one day last

week.

"Yes, and we are going to give

them a little surprise."

"What do you mean by that,

Father."

"Well, there Is going to be some-

thing entirely new this year, some-

thing that they will remember for

a while," said the vice-president.

"And just what is this 'something'

going to be?" : - .' .:•..

"Now I don't think that 1 can

tell you (Fr. Fink had a bad cold

and seemed to be reluctant to talk

about the Frosh) because I want

this new Initiation to be a complete

surprise. Don't worry. It will be

something good." So ended the

interview with the reverend vice-

president.

Going to chairman Florio Brae
anovic, the VILLANOVAN'S quest

for Information continued.
"Well, Brae, what are you and

your followers going to do to the

Frosh?"
"What are we going to do to the

Frosh? Boy, oh, boy, what we are

not going to do to them Is not worth
talking about."
"Will it be like last year's?"

"I don't know exactly, or rather,

I don't think I can tell you, because
we have something new up our
sleeves that will make the Frosh
sweat."
"And just when do you think the

inltlaUon will be held?"
"Well, I might say, and this is

confidential, that it will be held
very soon after the Georgetown
game."
And so, "Double, double toil and

trouble; fire bum and cauldron
bubble. Now the charm is firm and
good."

Out of the massive steel construc-
tion work, now being riveted to-

gether, on the far end of the cam-
pus "greater" Villanova's athletic

field house and gymnasium is

rising. This monument to athletics,

which Is expected to cost over
$300,000 upon completion, will re-
place the old gymnaslimi housed In
one of the buildings so ruthlessly
destroyed by fire In 1928.

Paul Monaghan architect for
the new school of Commerce and
Finance and for the restoration of
several other buildings on the cam-
pus, has planned the edifice. Wark
and Company, who have contri-
buted to the great reconstruction
scheme for Villanova, are' the
builders of the new project.

Ahead Of Schedule
The workmen are already ahead

of their schedule, and by February
of the coming year the completed
building is expected to be turned
over to the college as one of the
finest of Its type In the country.
The entire structure is made of
concrete and brick. It will be faced
with limestone on the outside, while
the Interior will be trimmed with
Tennesee marble.

The building, which will have all

the features of a modem athletic
club, will have an Imposing entrance
like a theater. When one passes
thru one of the four main en-
trances of the structure, the front
of which faces Lancaster pike, he
win behold a beautiful lobby. Along
this corridor will be cloak rooms,
rest rooms, and offices for the var-
ious departments which come under
athletics.

Auditorium Gigantic
The main auditorium will be able

to accommodate 6000 persons when
commencement exercises or other
large affairs are being held. There
are two permanent grandstands be-

(Continued On Page Four)

Chaplain Refutes
Prevalent Opinion

Declares That Most Engin-
eers Read Periodicals

SUBSCRIPTIONS FALLEN

No Admittance to

Games Sine A. A.'s

Rev. James H: Griffin, O. 8. A.,

president of the College has an-
nounced that in the future A. A.

books are necessary for all stud-
ents to get into the stadium for

any athletic function whatsoever.
In the past some students have
been permitted to pass through
the rates without their A. A's,

but in the future no one will be
allowed to enter without them.
This Saturday and on the Satur-

day of the Georgetown game all

students are to pass into the sta-

dium through gate No. 3.

"There is a opinion prevalent in
Villanova that the members of the
Engineering school are not interest-
ed in anything outside of their
technical studies," were the words
of Rev. V. Stanford, O. S. A., chap-
lain, in a recent interview. " I
should like to refute this state-
ment," sontinued Fr. Stanford, "be-
cause over 90 per cent of the mem-
bers of that school are readers of
some Catholic periodical. This
total is more than all of the other
schools on the campus combined."

Fr. Stanford further stated that
he had compiled a list of the num-
ber of subscrlbrs to the various
publications and that up to last
Friday there were a little over the
400 mark. This number does not
quite

'
come up to the total of last

year, but some subscriptions are
still coming in.

It is interesting to note that the
most popular among the various
Catholic periodicals is the "Amer-
ica." The other publications fol-
lowing In order according to their
appeal to the students are "Com-
monwealth." "The Tablet" and
the "Standard and Times."

Sanctuary Society
Discussing Plans

Although the Sanctuary Soc-
iety has performed some out-
sanding work, comparatively few
students On the campus are fam-
iliar with that organization
Under the guidance of the Rev.
John J. Vrana. O.S.A., Its mod-
erator, the society Is getting well
under way wlh thirty-five mem-
bers during the present semester.
The purpose of the group, which

is presided over by Joseph Haage
of the senlior class, is to promote
a greater attendance in the con-
duction of chapel services. The
organization is open to all stud-
mts who are able to serve mass
and arc in good standing in the
college

Althouiih the officers of the
organization were elected last
June, hey were never published.
Assisting Mr. Haage is John
0ykes. vice-president; George
McGrath. .serretAry: and Stephen
Duhamel, assistant sacristan. The
above group met recently to adopt
a new set of by-laws for he organ*
Izatlon.
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MOKE COME
TO SCHOOL

IN SPITE of the depression and depleted

family budgets the pursuit of higher educa-

tion seems to be growing

at a pace not much slower

than the pace set during

the high-water-mark years

of economic prosperity. Reports come from

all parts of the country indicating an ever-

increasing college and university enrollment.

Villanova reports a larger freshman class

and a larger total enrollment than ever be-

fore in the history of the institution. Har-

vard reports a freshman class of almost a

thousand members, a new all-time high. At

Notre Dame a total registration of 3,100 is

expected, though a limit of 3,000 had been

set and hundreds more were in the regis-

tration line than could be accommodated.

At the same university 450 students have

been given work as secretaries, waiters,

mailmen, watchmen, etc. New York City

announces an enrollment of over 200,000 in

its high schools this year, an increase of

some 20,000 over last year's registration.

The increases, in both colleges and high

schools are attributed to unemployment

among older boys and girls who would ordin-

arily be in or seeking jobs. Rather than at-

tempt to find work, parents are keeping their

sons and daughters in school for an extra

year or two. To quote the "Commonweal
for October 7, 1931, "Under the circum-

stances, it is to be expectted that there will

filter into the halls of learning a heightened

sense of reality."

TRUE. The result? Who knows? When
a man realizes that he is in school merely

because he cannot get a job his inclination

will be to make the most of his time and

opportunities. It will mean also that he will

be interested chiefly, perhaps exclusively, in

utilitarian studies. As for the first count, a

leavening of more serious, harder-working

students among the general student body in

our colleges and universities cannot but

prove helpful and inspiring. As for devo-

tion to utilitarian courses, trouble is be-

spoken. Of late years, most of our colleges

and universities have become Uttle more
than technical schools, preparing students

for participation in lucrative positions as en-

gineers, business men, and so on, but neglect-

ing to impart any extensive cultural and lib-

eral bockground, the essence of true educa-

tion. Within the last three or four years a

healthy reaction has set in. Educators are

attempting to bring our schools back once

more to traditional, cultural standards. The
movement is now only beginning to gather

impetus, and along comes depression and an
influx of utilitarian-minded registrants. If

economic prosperity returns within a year

or two, the movement will, no doubt, grow
on unimpeded. If, however, the depression

lasts for a longer period, educators will have
on their bands a problem not readily settled.

• • * * *

THE MOST POPULAR craze of all univer-

sity and college education today, also one

slowly creeping onto the Vil-

TO HAVE lanova campus, seems to be
AND the production of a horrible

TO HOLD greed and lust for knowledge
resulting in the creation of

the proverbial bookworm. Not that this is

wrong in itself, but combined with this is a
complete disregard for one's fellow student
and the part he plays in college education.

While it is recognized that all worth-while
education ia self-education, be it remembered
that no one would now be exhibiting the re-

sults of his study were it not for his fellow-

man. Men are and always have been inter-

dependent in their search for knowledge,
whether it be in the field of philosophy or
the natural sciences. In the average col-

lege man's quest of knowledge this mutual

AT LEAST
WORTH
TRYING

dependence is usually not recognized. He
acquires a small body of information either

from his text or the professor in charge and

then proceeds to store it away for future

use. If, on the other hand, the material

that he has assimilated were discussed with

his fellow classmate a mutual gain would be

made by this exchange of ideas. One stu-

dent would probably supply a new angle on

the subject, that was not seen before. Edu-

cation is a gem, a priceless one, but you can-

not fully enjoy the acquisition of it by your-

self. Only by association with other stu-

dents can it be appreciated. Let him gaze

at the beauty of the gem if he does not own
one, and let him partake of the lusciousness

of its charm without in any way detracting

from it. You may hold it in your hand and

exhibit it and yet you will not lose it.

# * • <p *

A COLLEGE where students do not "have"

to do anything is visioned by most of us as

.

' only an Utopia. At the

University of Chicago it is

a reality. As our regular

weekly reprint, we will al-

low "The Chronicle" of

Duke University to comment upon the ex-

periment. "Educational experiments in col-

leges and universities are in vogue as the

1931-32 sessions settle down to intensive

work for the year but an experiment

launched by the University of Chicago

seems to lead the field in its distinctiveness

and its radical innovatons. The most radical

change, in fact the one important one around

which all the others revolve, is the elimin-

ation of all compulsory work of any descrip-

tion, allowing the student to go about his

task of getting his college education accord-

ing to the dictates of his own judgment.

There is neither compulsory class work, at-

tendance, nor studies; professors meet their

regular schedules, but solely for the purpose

of allowing consultation for students when
they desire it. The best in instructors are

being supplied the pupils, as is physical

equipment in the way of textbooks, labor-

atories, and research equipment. Classes

may be attended or cut at the individual's

discretion, the reading may be done when
the student sees fit, and meetings with the

professors and instructors may come as

often or as seldom as the student desires.

As for examinations, they will be held at cer-

tain periods during the four year span; re-

ports will then be made by the professors.

The job of getting his diploma will rest en-

tirely with the individual.
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THE
CROW'S NEST

A SYSTEM of this type makes the students

at this institution responsible in full for the

type of work turned out by them. The old,

cut-and-dried methods of prescribing one's

course of study, class schedule, and method
of procedure, have been replaced with those

which will test the personal initiative and
ambition of modem youth securing his

education. Every available advantage is

being afforded, but in spite of this fact, noth-

ing is being handed out and forced upon
those who do not choose to capitalize from
their opportunities. The results which such

experiments will show depend upon whether
or not college students of today have reach-

ed the point in seriousness, ability to work,

willingness to assume the initiative, and
ambition, at which to take advantage of such
an extremely liberal pursuit of education. It

should and eventually will mean the weeding
out of all but those students who intend to

apply themselves, but should likewise bring

satisfaction to those who have desired free-

doom in class attendance, selection of courses

and in the methods of going about college

work."

The Prof Says

"The average American hasn't enough in-

telligence to entertain himself."

—Fr. Mauch.
* * « • •

"Some of you have entered college, but
college will never enter into you."—Prof.

Franco.
« * * * *

"The rational faculties of man are not the
result of a special disposition of cerebral

matter."—Fr. McConville.
*****

"Buy a United States government bond,
and you buy something that is stronger than
any nation."—Prof. Dougherty.

* • * • •

"The author who caters to the times, who
writes merely for pecuniary advantage, who
cares nothing for art, cannot be a success

permanently A great author writes

for humanity and not for a given period.

He endeavors to infuse into his work a basic

quality of truth that will retain its appeal

universally and permanently."—Fr. O'Brien.

NOTRE DAME
Editorially speaking, the "NOTRE

DAME SCHOLASTIC" feels that if

there are to be any so-called minor
athletics, those participating should
receive the same awards as those
of the major squads. It is claimed
that the members of any of the
sports teams work equally as hard
as those on any other team and
theretore should receive the same
amount of recogmtion for theii'

services.

The editor does allow that there
should be some amount of differ-
entiation between the various
branches but holds that In the
least, the monoframs should be
the same. He continues, "An insult
added to Injury is the fact that a
minor monogram does make the
owner eligible for membership in
the Monogram Club. In the flnal
analysis, we believe that the minor
athlete feels, and Justly so, that he
has been cheated and that his hard
work has meant very little."

—M—
CANISIUS COLLEGE

Lay instructors at Canisius College
will wear academic gowns while
teaching with a view of adding dig-
nity and atmosphere to the classes
in the college, according to an an-
nouncement recently published in
the CANISIAN. The introduction
of this custom will make the dress
of the lay faculty correspond close-
ly with that of the Jesuits.

The gowns will add to the aca-
demic solemnity of the college and
it is believed that "The plain ap-
pearance of the black dress, with
Its suggested connotation of sim-
plicity, grace and unhurried medi-
tation, will have a good reaction on
the student body."

—M—
ST. BONAVENTURE'S COLLEGE
Students at St. Bonaventure's

College will have to stay out later

on their permission nights or they

will be losing a special late bus

service. Prom THE ST. BONA-
VENTURE we gleam that an an-

nouncement was made by the Stu-

dent Senate ''that unless the col-

lege students show more indication

of utilizing the special late bus

which is run from Olean to St.

Bona's on Saturday and Sunday
nights, the service will be discon-
tinued."

Poor Boys !! Forced to stay out
late nights that a few of the real
night owls may benefit by the ser-
vice. A good solution would be to
select a group which would be re-
quested to stay in Olean to paint
the town red until bus time esery
evening. It may be bard to find a
group of volunteers for this duty,
but on second thought ???

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
One of the Sports Editors at

Temple reports that in a recent
football report no mention was
given the men who provided inter-
lerence for runs that went for

touchdowns. It seems that the
only players on the team who get
any of the credit for victory are
those who actually carried the ball,

while the players who make the
advances possible simply are left In

the background.
Interference is one of the hard-

est tasks to perform on the grid-
iion and it is upon the excellence
of interference that many a victory
rests. According to the TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY NEWS, interference
Is "the stuff which makes long runs
possible, but which seldom gets a
cheer from the stands." Moral:
Give the TEAM credit as a team.

—M—
THE PURPLE AND GRAY of the

College of St. Thomas reports that
an "O Sigma Pi pin, lost recency
by the wife of the dairy specialist
at their Dairy Experiment station
was found in the stomach of a cow
butchered at the station."

—M—
A new magazine appeared on the

Notre Dame campus recently, titled

"How To Watch Football"... A
mag like that, at Notre Dame, of
all the places!!!

—M—
Penn State has 79 boys in the

Freshman class this year who are
Icrmer captains of high or prep
school teams. That probably means
that the school will now^ have at
least 80 "coaches".

—M—
Students at Atenes de Manilla,

"down under" in the Phillipines,
are now in the heart of their
basketball season with early prep-
arations being made for their base-
ball season, which begins this
month. Their actual football season
comes during our Spring training
sessions.

—M—
Group singing of familiar college

songs is to become a recognized
part of the curriculum at New York
University this term. Courses will
last seven weeks each imtil all the
students become acquainted with
the music of N. Y. U., Yale, Haiv
ard and Columbia. After that it

will only be given to freshmen.
—M—

Varsity letters at George Wash-
ington University are only eight
inches high by a foot wide.

—M—
American University, placing em-

phasis on knowledge rather than
on grades, will in the future, grade
students only as passed, condition-
ed or failed.

—M—
Meat, potatoes, eggs, fruits, vege-

tables and chickens will be accept
able as tuition at Beloit University
this fall.

—M—
The Prosh Class at St. Lawrence

University numbers twelve children
oi graduates among its members

The Shows

• »

f <»n

Horizontal Musings
Constant persual of any news

paper will almost always end up in

the discovery of a section to the
deviation of names. Came upon
something spectacular the other day
in town following the name of

Orutz. Interested immediately so
we took it upon ourselves to find

out how he got that way. Have
you a similar affliction? If not,
listen away.

Long, long ago there was a
family in the north of Germany
who made it their life's business
to break out of jails. How they got
in there is another question which
we won't discuss for the time being.
Aside from about twenty aliases

such as Grutxur, Brutz, Slutz, etc.,

they are usually referred to as the
Grutters. ;..•,•,;...•-,,,- . '.••

The founder of the tribe was a
certain McPettrlch Grutzer who had
quite a reputation as a cattle

snitcher. However he snitched for
the last time one day when he
contracted a dread disease from one
of the bovines. Physicians from
all over the country were hurried
to his bedside. They claimed that
the disease was caused by the pres-
ence of the baccillus Delawarus
Countlus Exandrlfonlus. Now, any-
one with common sense could see
that that was too long a name for

a mere bacteria so the medics cut
it down to mere "Grut," in honor
of the first patient. That was when
the Grufcs's first came into promi-
nence. .

•' •

.: ..

As regards the brutz faction in
America, there is but one remaining
member. He was the gentleman
referred to in the beginning of the
discussion. He was graduated from
Villanova back in '08 and is doing
well with the D. S. C. in Philadel-
phia. Incidentally, he has a family
Immimity from the grut so there
is no danger of the propogatlon> of
the disease in America.

RIP VAN WINKLE
We wonder how many are aware

of the fact that we have a Methu-
selah in our midst? Some rainy
afternoon take a stroll down
through the lower portion of the
monastery and you will find
something that will crook up your
old optic.

Last year Eskimo Kennedy, Bill
Orcutt and a few others of the
hockey club were out on a rat
shooting expedition In the unger-
ground recesses of the campus
and nearly stumbled over him. He
is an old beraggled looking crea-
ture, unkempt and ungahily. Hair
and beard are in a luxurious
state of growth. Clothes are In
dire need of overhauling.

The boys struck up a bit of con-
versation and he disclosed many
Interesting facts. According to

last time he enjoyed the pure and
unadulterated air of our campus
was the night of the fire back in

'28. He claims that another whift

of the ozone would be his last so

he remains in his dingy lair.

How long he has been down
there he doesn't even know him-
self. He was surprised to find

how Villanova had grown and
started remembering days when
the school was mostly a wheat-

fleld. Wonder what he'd say now
with the new additions?

Orcutt and Kennedy tried to
get him to come out for the
hockey team but he refused.

PAGE THE DOGCATCHER
"Here. Rags." What a familiar

cry that is getting to be aroimd
these parts! Since the first of the
month or so one of the campus
illuminati has become associated
with a ragamuffin canine. Sort
of Mary had a little lamb stunt
which is going over like a flock of
geese.

"Rags" is indeed a very lovable
chap. He follows his master
around more than any bill collect-
or down at the service station.
Even in class the poor mut is al-

ways desirous of paying resi>ect5

to the maestro. Father O'Brien
became particularly annoyed the
other day when "Rags" took all

the paint off the door and set up
a terrible hullabuloo with his
larynx. The Reverend gentleman
ordered the proprietor out of the
room with instructions to get the
Flit. It looked like a set up Job
to the rest of us but maybe some-
body wanted five down at the
filling station.

Boys, don't be left out in the
cold get yourself a dog, cat, par-
rot or even a canary. Anything
to drown out the radios!

DONT YOU DARE!
Heard in English Class: "Father,

did Paul Bunyan write any foot
notes for "Pilgrim's Progress?"
Lot of trouble in New York con-

cerning "Moronic Whistlers." The
sports editor wants to know If

they are landscapes.
Speaking of race horses, does a

mudder eat her fodder?
News Item: "$200,000,000 heir

marries student."
Now that's enough to get 'in any

one's hair.

George Phair:
Misguided Shelley felt a thrill

When'er he heard the skylark fill

The mom with notes euphonic.
That piping strain at dawning dim
was more than food and drink to

him

—

A spiritual tonic.
report he was formerly the cellege Uncultured lad. he did not know
tailor back in tobacco chewing The warbling bird that charmed
days. When he became physically, him so
unable to work he retired Into the Was hopelessly moronic,
bosom of the monastery and has N. Y. American
remained there to this day. The' And then he took up gunning.

Character Study

Anyone desirous of seemg two
great artists in two splendid roles

should go to the Mastbaum this

week. There they will see Clive

Brook and Kay Francis in a pictur;i

called "24 Hours."

The setting of the story is a
happy medium between the under-
world and a more fashionable type.

The whole action takes place in ex-
actly twenty-four hours during
which time Clive Brook who takes

the part of an alcohol addict of the
ultra-ultra set, spends most of his

time with a night club dancer. Dur-
ing one of their rendezvous' the
the dancer is killed and Brook is

held for the murder.

Kay Francis who plays the part
of Brook's wife and who is engag-
ed in a love affair of her own, finds

too late that her husband is tlie

one and only. After engaging in a
few cleverly portrayed scenes the
two are finally united and every-
body's happy.

The plot though quite weak af-
fords these two stars the chance to

work in some very good character-
izations and they do better than
make the grade.

Hilarious Comedy
Buster Keaton, that wooden fac-

ed comedian, has again come to
Philadelphia. This time he is play-
ing in an hilarious comedy, "The
Sidewalks of New York," at the
Karlton Theatl-e. Opposite him is

Anita Page, who plays the big sis-

ter to Norman Phillips, Jr., one of
the leaders of a gang on the old
East Side. Buster Keaton is the
millionaire philanthropist, who,
with the helpful assistance of Cliff

Edwards, takes it upon himself to
reform the children of New York.
In carrying out his ambition he re-

ceives his customary amount of
knocks and tumbles, but affords a
great deal of amusement in taking
them. A street brawl, a new gym-
nasium and a comic show all prove
very interesting and help material-
ly in bringing the picture to a suc-
cessful conclusion.

A True College Picture
Dedicated to the spirit of Knute

Rockne, the "Spirit of Notre Dame"
is an exceptionally well directed
college picture which gives the
audience a clear conception of
student life and football spirit at
Notre Dame. Produced under the
advisory counsel of a member of the
Notre Dame Faculty, the cast, head-
ed by Lew Ayres and Sally Blaine
does Justice in this tribute to the
greatest of grid coaches, Knute
Rockne. Rockne appears in many
of the scenes with his pep and
advice talks with his gridmen. Notre
Dame's former football luminaries
furnish the thrills in the grid
scenes, the men being "The Pour
Horsemen," Harry Stuhldreher, El-
mer Layden, Don Miller, and Jim
Crowley. Prank Carideo, Larrj'
MuUin, John Law, Adam Walsh are
other former stars in the supporting
cast. See them!

Vivid Drama
A vivid French drama, "The

Dreyfus Case." has been retained
for its second week at the Stanton
Theatre.

A very capable cast portrays the
military scandal which shook
France and resounded throughout
the world in the nineteenth centurj'
This tragedy involves the condemn-
ing of an Innocent French artillery
officer.

The production was supervised
under the personal direction of
captain Dreyfus, now living in
France. Cedric Hardwlcke portrays
the part of Captain Dreyfus, and
Beatrix Thompson, that of the
faithful wife whose love for her
martyred husband proved to be one
of the most beautiful romances in
history.

Bill Haines A Riot
William Haines in "The New

Adventures of Wallingford," his
latest film, is now on view at the
Earle. The theme for William
Haines' latest film is furnished by
George Randolph Chester's merry
story of that mad master of high
finance, J. Rufus Wallingford. A
slick and suave salesman of
phony stock is not so welcome at
a time like this, but it is always
time for a Haines' picture, with
his breezy and impudent portray-
als of rude and ruthless young
men, and in this instance, the role
of J. Rufus calls for just that
touch tof farce which has become
permanently associated with this
actor.

Campus Briefs
There was a sophomore wise
Who picked a Prosh twice his size
The young fellow glared.
And then he got mad

—

Now you should see the soph's eyes.
• * *

A reward is being offered for the
capture of the scoundrel or group of
scoundrels who lit the "Ylotory
Fire" a few nights ahead of sched-
ule.

• • •

The Prosh have got the old fight
—undaunted by the fact that a few
days' work had gone up In smoke
before the time w'as ripe, they went
to work and built a pile of Wood
which was twice as big as the one
which had burnt.

• • •

Srnne of the boys had a taste of
army life, especially those who were
on sentry duty during the wee
small hours.

• • •

There was a noticeable lack of
upper classmen at the rally. Where

'

is the old pep and dash?
• • •

The Frosh and uppercUssmen
had a cheering duel at the station
after the rally. It- must be admit-
ted that the Yeariings sounded
pretty good.

Coach Harry Coates Inaugurates Fall Track Season
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Students!

You Have
No Spirit!

Cry Rained That Students

Have No Football

Spirit

VILL VAN
FOOTBALL

SPO RTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL

Villanova students have no foot

ball spirit! How often has this

cry been raised dulling our senses

and weighing us down so that now
we but accept it as a matter of

course? Are we to bear with such
insults any longer? No! Emphat-
ically, no!

Several days «go a foot ball rally

was held in the gym for the pur-
pose, as we hear, of showing the
foot ball players that the student
body is behind them and also for

the purpose of giving them a rous-

ing send off to a foreign gridiron

where some 10,000 spectators were
to witness what was considered the
classic of the region. The student

body was ideally represented suffi-

ciently enough in view of the bad
weather to demonstrate the feel-

ings of the students toward their

team and coaches.

The students present gave such
an enthusiastic demonstration dur-
ing the course of this rally that at

one time we thought the rafters

would be raised from the roof.

I'nose students that were there

cheered loudly and vociferously for

everything and everybody. Then
they marched beiiind a blaring

band to the bon-fire and marched
around it till they stopped from
sheer exhaustion. Finally, the

crowd of students which had grad-

ually swelled to a number approxi-

mated at 400 poured down to the

station to give the team a send-off

seldom equalled in these parts,

even though they were compelled
to stand in the discomforting wea-
ther for fully one hour and thirty

minutes. We can warrant that

after all this hullaballoo there were
quite a few sore throats around
this campus.

• • •

STUDENT COUNCIL BERATED

Still, several speakers at this

rally had the audacity to declare

that Villanova men had no spirit.

What then can be asked of any
human being? The student coun-
cil was berated and criticized for

not doing its duty. Did it not do
its best and cause a representable

body of students to be present?
What more could it do?
Then there are the 100 students

who traversed a distance of almost
450 miles to Durham, N. C, and
bear further testimony that they
were loyal to their team. Did
Duke have such a representative

body when they battled the Cats
in the two previous seasons? If it

did we did not see any such body.
Still, the 100 that could afford
such a long trip persevered and
out-cheered and out-yelled 10.000

Duke rooters. Incidentally, the
team which they had followed so
far was playing a losing game
which makes their actions all the
more heroic. And yet when this

same body of students arrived
there they were scarcely given any
recognition by that squad toward
which they had shown their loy-

alty. Nevertheless, there are some
who say that Villanova students
haven't any spirit.

WERE WE THERE?

On the return of this same team
to this campus the student body
turned out en masse to greet It

much to the discomfiture of all Its

players who had never expected
such a warm-hearted welcome.
Another incident which shows that
Villanova students have no foot
b.-ill sphit.

Then there was the spirit which
was evidenced throughout all of
last season when a Villanova team
went through one of its most dis-

astrous seasons in years. Only
two games were considered to be
home games for all the others that
were played at Municipal Stadium
were played in such an out-of-the-
way place tlrnt almost everyone
marked them as away games. Yet
the students traveled there every
Saturday and even out-represented
Temple, a college that has ten
times the student body of Villa-
nova.

* • •

Last Saturday students, 500
strong, cheered and sang in Bos
ton, 300 miles away. Another fact
showing that Villanova students
are not loyal to their team. Will
any other college the size of Villa-
nova, have a presentation as
large as this at a distance so far
away from school? We doubt it

very much.
After reading the above facts we

hope that those who have declared
that the Villanova students have
no foot ball spirit form an opposite
opinion. Keep your eyes on the
stands hereafter and see how
many students are behind the
team.
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Cavanaugh Stars as Cats Conquer
Harry Coates to Conduct

First of Autiinm Track

Meets in Stadium Today

All Students Eligible to Par-

ticipate ih Extensive

Program

TEN EVENTS ON BILL

This afternoon down at the sta-

dium the first of the fall track

meets will be held under the direc-

tion of Harry Coates. These meets

are put on only through the efforts

of Mr. Coates so the least the stud-

ents can do is to be willing to

assist in any way they can.

Not so many years ago Villanova

was up among the leaders in East-

ern track circles. However for var-

ious reasons, interest waned imtil

the advent of Harry Coates to Villa-

nova. When Harry Coates came here

he set out to bring back to its de-

served position at Villanova ,and

to place the Blue and White on a

par with the best once more.

This end can only be accomplish-

ed with the full support of the

student body. As these inter-mural

meets are staked to bring out all the

track material in the school, every-

one who finds it possible should be

entered in at peast one event this

afternoon.
In all there are ten events sched-

uled, eight on the track and two in

the field. The track events will be

as follows: 100 yard dash, 220 yard

dash, 600, and 10000 yard nms, one

and two mile nms, and both low

and high hurdles.

The two field events are

croad jump and pole vault.

The winners of each event will

receive medals.

the

CATS MAY MEET
N, Y. U. IN '32

Students to Vie
F o r Sport Story

Fobs on Thursady
Charms to be Awarded to Ath-

letes Equalling or Bettering
Marks in Five Events

Although no official word has
been received from the offices of

the Athletic Association, campus
rumor persists with the story that

Villanova and New York University

will resume football relations next
fall in New York City.

Jjast year, the protegees of Stu-
hldreher and 'Chick' Meehan
battled before a throng of more
than 40,000 in the Yankee Stadium,
with the powerful Violets beating
the Felines by a score of 20-6. In
juries had demoralized the Wildcat
forces and the large attendance for

an early October game, with N. Y.

U. so heavily favored to win in the
minds of experts, is believed to have
induced the New Yorkers to arrange
for games in 1932 and, possibly for

some years to come.
ihis year conditions at N. Y. U.

made it Impossible for both Villa-

nova and Georgetown to be in-

cluded on the schedule.
Relations between Meehan and

Stuhldreher have always been of

the friendliest and their coopera-
tion was responsible for the booking
of the 1930 game. Reports from
Manhattan indicate now that Mee-
han may not retain his coaching job

next season, as the authorities there
are considering a reduction in the
expenses incurred in athletics.

No definite announcement con-
cerning the 1932 schedule is expect-
ed before the end of the cxurent
season, but the N. Y. U. games
looms as a certainty, and Ursinus
College has already announced that
the Cat will open its season against
the Collegeville Bear.
Unverified whisperings, from vague

sources, also say that Purdue and
Washington State will be among
the Wildcat's opponents next fall,

cut most of this latter propaganda,
is considered by most of the stud-
ent body as belonging to the genus
of that meat product that is al-

ways the same no matter how thick

(or thin) it is sliced, it remains the
same.

Harry Coates, track coach, has
announced that on Thursday after-

noon of this week, for the first time
at Villanova he will conduct the

Sport Story Magazine tests, eligible

to all bonaflde students of the coll-

ege.

This new type of track meet,

which consists of five events, was
inaugurated in 1925, and at many
schools are very popular with the

student body, as well as the coaches,

who see in it a factor in bringing

out track material that otherwise

would go unnoticed and undevelop-

ed.

The events to be conducted in-

clude the 100-yard dash, the 440-

yard dash, the mile run, the shot

put and the high jump. Those who
succeed in bettering or equalling

the standards set by the sponsors in

the five events, will be rewarded

with Sport Story Magazine fobs.

The standards established by the

Magazine, in conjunction with many
of the leading track and field au
thorities In the country, are as

follows:

100-yard dash - - - 11.8 seconds.

440-yard dash - - - 65.0 seconds.

Mile run - - - 5.45 miinutes.

Shot put - - - 32 feet.

High Jiunp 4 feet, 10 inches.

The introduction of this type of

contest on the campus is another

indication of the intjerdst and spirit

Coach Coates is endeavoring to in-

still among the student body, and

in addition to a large number of

entrants, there will be a goodly

crowd of spectators on hand Thurs-

day afternoon to watch the events

One For Our Side
[

VILLANOVA
O'Connell .

.

Hlckey
Contl ......
Cari- . .

.

Keough

BOSTON COLLEGE
. re i.„,.. DeVenutl
ri .;...... Couhlg
rg Taylor
c , Downes

. ig Whalen
Edwards It Reynolds
Terry le Musco
Golden qb ........ Freltas

Donohue rhb Gallery

Randour Ihb Chesnulevlch
Potts fb J. Kelly

ViUanova .0 12 0—12
Bee See .'..•••••••'. ;^.0 6— 6

Touchdowns — Cavanaugh, Casey
and Downes.

Substitutions—^Villanova. left end,

Brlce; left tackle, Rosen; left guard.

Ventura; right guard. Zlzac; right

end, Delabrida; quarterback, Cavan-
augh Trosky; left halfback, Casey;

fullback, Beaudlne. Boston College

—

right tackle, O'Malley; right guard.

Slamln; center, Romano; left guard.

Larkin, Brennan, Connolly; left

tackle, Ezmundt; left end, Klllelea,

Meier; quarterback, W. Kelly, War-
ren; right halfback, Dougan; full-

back, E. Kelly.

JACOBS STARTS
CAGE PRACTICES

Felines' Field General

Supplies Scoring Punch
As Wildcats Win, 12-6

Young Sophomore, With Mike Terry, Paul Beaudine

and Boh Rosen' Help Cats to Second-Half

Win Over New England Foe

CASEY SCORES SECOND TOUCHDOWN ON PASS

With only two veterans of last

year's five graduated, the 1931-32

edition of Villanova basketeers be-

gan workouts last evening in the

gmy, in preparation for a stiff

schedule, which has practically been

completed by Manager John Griff-

in.

Coach Jacobs permitted the score

of candidates, who appeared at the

gym. to do light exercises only, with

a little passing to accustom their

hands once more to the feel of ,
the

ball.

At the meeting held last Thurs-

day afternoon, more than twenty

freshman and almost the same
number varsity candidates were

present. Jacobs has lost from the

1930-31 five only Captain Tommy
Morgan, who was out of action all

year with a broken leg, and Art

Harkins, burly guard. Captain-elect

Joe Czescik, Tom Edwards, Bill

Tracy, Metro Weston, Emll Reitz,

Nick LaCorte, Joe Herrity and
Pete Zukoskie, of the varsity squad

last year, are all back, along with

Lynch, Brockmeyer, McFeely, Hur-
ley, Finn and Prucha from the

Freshman outfit.

After one of the most listless first halves a Stuhldre-

her-coached team ever played, the Wildcats, with Tohy Cav-

anaugh starring hefore his New England folks, came hack

to life and two third-period touchdowns, one the result of a

sensational 53-yard jaunt through the entire Boston College

eleven, were enough to turn back the Eagles for the second

straight year, 12-6, at Fenway Park, Boston.

Seven thousand fans, a disappointingly small crowd,

which included 750 Villanova students and alumni, saw

Cavanaugh make his long run and witnessed his pass to Ted

Casey, which accounted for the second score.

The real thrill of the fray to most of the crowd, how-

ever, was an 85-yard sprint hy Bee See's center, Harry

Downes, playing against the Cats for the third time and

whose marked superiority to the midsection of the Villa-

nova line held down the Cats' offense and completely shat-

tered their defense in the opening half.
smallChinky Carr, aided in no

manner by acting Captain Dick

Hickey, Bob Rosen and Mike Terry,

however, stopped Adkihs and l^ar-

kin, who co-starred with Eagles'

center, and with Cavanaugh, Casey
aand Paul Beaudine, who turned

in another smooth performance as

relief fullback, provided the punch
that gave Villanova its win.

Both Villanova touchdowns came

midway in the third period, and

the lone tally the home team gar-

nered, came just before the game

ended, a moment after Beaudine's

15-yard run for a score was nulli-

fled by an offside penalty, and
while the Villanova band, with

half the cheering sectio^i, was pre-

paring to team down the goal posts.

On We Came, What We Saw And How We Conquered

Well, here we are in Boston, the

city of Cod and Culture, where

only the Cabots and the Lowells

are on speaking terms.

Today, however, the Chesnule-

vitches and the Tereskawiczes (par-

don us, Mike, if we have that

wrong) are very important figures

in this show.

Where's the crowd—more than

half the attendance as Acting Cap-

lain Hickey wins the toss, is the

Villanova cheering sectoi.n

If you're hearing this over the

radio, WNAC is the station.

Ihe Cats receive, and whee—

a

first down right off the bat. as we

uncultured Philadelphians would

say. ;-

Now it's Bee See's turn—one first

down, then another, but that's all.

Potts just gets

and Terry makes
tackle.

off a nice kick,

an even nicer

BALTIMORE GAME SATURDAY

As the VILLANOVAN went to

press late last night, no verification

could be had of the rumors that all

of Baltimore's future football games
had been cancelled.

m

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE

THEN

Le Fren GriU

I

1528 CHESTNUT STREET
**Th€ Meeting Place for All College Men**

m
m
m

m
m
m

A bad pass irom center, and
freltas loses 12 yards. Temple lost

a game on that play last year.

That Irishman, Chesnulevlch, is

getUng his four yards every time.

Villanova's first attempt at a pass

is grounded and the Cats lose the

ball. That's their first scoring

threat and it tallied nothing.

And now the Eagles are getting

too close for Harry Stuhldrehcr's

peace of mind.

The first quarter is history, but

the Bostonians have the wind with
them now and boy—are they deep
on our territory?

The Statue of Liberty play didn't

gain a yard. Anr Preitas misses a
first down by inches. The t)oys

take the ball.

A Cat first down, aided plenty by
a five-yard penalty.

Bee See gets a first down, but now
Kelly loses seven yards That'n

the first time the Cat line showed
anything this afternoon.

Freltas gains fifteen yards
through tackle, and it's a first

down on the Felines' 30-yard mark-
er.

This big Blue team looks bad.
—

I

Chesnulevltch makes a first down
on the 13-yard line and fumbles.

Conti is the hero of the hour.

Now Potts takes a bow with a

thrilling 12-yard dash down the

sidelines.

A bad pass from center stops the

rally more effectively than Bee See

could hope to.

And the half ends with nothing

for either eleven to show for its

work.. . . ...,.> ,^^, • :.'-,
.
.<,<..

The crowd has swelled now to

7.000, but that's only a handful
compared to the 40,000 of three

years ago.

The band is showing oflf now, and
the result of four week's practice

Is making a big impression on our

New England cousins

The impressions of the loud

speakers up here call it VillanovER.

too.

So far, this is what you'd call a
moral victory for Bee See.

The Felines are without Eddla
Kobilis today. Captain Smokey
scouted Temple and Bucknell in

the Owl's Stadium las night.

The Wildcat band has a 350-

pound bass drummer, but Boston
College went that one better, with

a three foot-ten laddie pounding
^he snare drum.

The second half opened Arlth a

25-yard return of the klckoff by
Eddie Donohue.

Boston recovers Potts' fumble on
the 39-yard stripe. Bad!

But nothing disastrous happens
and Terry boots out of bounds on
the Bee See twenty-yard mark.

There it happened. Toby Cav-
anaugh returns a punt itO-yards

In the greatest broken field dash
sine ethe days of Johnny Gillespie

and Jack McAndrews.

The extra point is missed, bat
the Cat rooters feel now their 400
mile Jount wasn't In vain.

Bee See isn't licked yet. Callery

just reeled off eleven valuable yards.

Freltas fumbles. O'Donnell gets It

on the Boston 34-yard mark.
Toby to Casey, another score.

Potts misses the point this time.

Brlce for Terry. Mike ha« play-

ed one of the best games of his

three year career this afternoon.

Rosen got Preitas receiving a

punt. Bob is also going great guns.

Bee See. acting not at all like a

team that has been scored on
twice in five minutes, makes a first

down and Bruno Conti is injured.

And now Freltas takes a page

from Cavanaugh's notebook and e-

turns Brice's punt to the ten-yard

mark.

The Cats have the wind now and
the boys are talking it up as they

prepare to make their stand on the

goal-line.

Edward stops Chesnulevlch for a

two-yard loss and Freitas is halted

by Carr on the three-yard strip.

Casey, our own Teddle, intercepts

a pass and races 43 yards to the

Eagles' 32-yard mark. But an in-

tercepted pass on last down ruins

that chance.

Bee See is throwing plenty of

passes, Donohue steps into one.

Beaudine scores, but somebody was
offside.

85 yards. It's 12-6 now.

Beaudine and Donohue take it vo

the 20-yard line but nothing hap-
pens.

That crowd wants the goal posts,

and the ref is afraid they'll take

'em before the game's over.

That's all—there ain't no more of

nothing. No more game for the

players, no more goal posts for

Consider your

^^^4 -men/

The next time you run down to

the big town for a week-end con-

sider your D. A.

Ihe new low rates at the modern

Hotel Empire are kind to your

D epressed A llowance. $2 for

one, $2.50 for two. for quality

accommodations.

Your Hote will b«

EMIL H. RKINERS
C*n*t*l Mtimtger of ih*

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

which today are occupying places

of honor in more than one dormi-

tory room, ,/;. ;•,
r-\, -i'..-; •:

Outplayed at iStart

Outplayed decisively in the first

period, the Cats showed a complete
reversal of form in the second half,

although they scored only two first

downs to five for the Eagles. The
totals on first downs for the entire

game were 10 and 6, with the

Birds apparently having a decided
advantage.

Boston's lone score came when
Downes stepped in front of a flat

pass from Cavanaugh to Casey, on
a fourth down late in the game.
With Larkin, substitute guard,
leading the way, he sprinted past
the entire Feline outfit and led his
nearest pursuer by ten yards when
the last chalk mark was passed.
The play was reminiscent of the
Colbert to Antos pass of 1929,

which also netted 85 yards, as well

as earning a 7-7 tie for the Eagles.

Rosen Aids in Score

Cavanaugh's touchdown was a
beautiful play, with the sophomore
field general of the Cats taking a
punt from the toe of Freitas exact-

ly at mldfleld, dodging one Bee See
end while the other missed a flying

tackle, and then zig-zagglng his

way to the 20-yard line where Bob
Rosen was taking out the Eagle
safety man. The last few yards
to the goal line were easy, while
the Cat rooters went wild.

A recovery of a Boston College
fumble le-ss than flve minutes later

by Tom O'Donnell paved the way
for the second score. A line play
lost a yard and then Cavanaugh let

loose with a beautiful pass to
Casey, who raced the last fifteen

yards to the scoring zone without
opposition, after taking the pass
over his own shoulder.

Weak on Passing
The Cats only completed two

passes out of six attemoted, while
the Eagles also were off in their

arelal game, only two being good
out of an even ten tried. Boston,
however, gained only two yards on
one of them, and lost three on the
other. Chesnulevltch, repeating
his stellar playing of 1930 at the
Municipal Stadium, was the only
Boston back to gain consistently,

although Captain Joe Kelly played
% great game.
To the Bee See outfit must go

*,he credit of being the toughest
*eam to lose to Vlllanca In many
years. They never stopped flght-

'ng, even in the face of the two
touchdowns scored within a few
moments of each other and there
wore tnanv In the Cats' section

who (irp'^ted the final whistle with
nothln" but joy, fearing a repeti-

tion of the rally of two years ago.

osp^^lally after the home team had
crept within a touchdown of the
Cats.

Villanova played the better

brand of foot ball in the second
half and deserved to win, but the
grit of Boston College's fighting

eleven earned for It. its touchdown.

FROSH PLAY PERKI

The Prosh eleven meets Its sec-

end foe of the season this Friday
afternoon, when Perklomen School
n^akps Its annual visit to the
Stadium. To date, the prep school
team has tieen defeated by the
Army Plebes, has played a scoreless

t(e with the Ursinus Prosh. and
won two games, beating Valley
Forge M. A. last Saturday by a 26-7
score.
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AND INOW THE FOUR HOKSI MKIN MAKK THK MOVIES

Head Coach Harry Stahldreher, alonr with Elmer Layden, Don Miller and Jim Crowley, of 1924

Notre Dame fame, and Franit Carideo, Ail-American quarterbacli last fall, are featured in the motion

picture, "The Spirit of Notre Damfe," now playing at a Philadelphia theatre.

New Gymnasium
Well On Way To
Early Completion

(Continued Prom Page One)

Ing erected and there will be a seat-

ing capacity for 2,500 students. The
auditorium Is so large that the

stage at one end of the floor will

not interfere with any contest.

Besides having unusual facilities to

take care of the lighting and am-
plification, the stage is so high that
it will be unnecessary to roll up
curtains or baclcdrops when they are
not needed. Instead they will be

hoisted to the celling, out of sight

of those in the auditorium.
Upon completion of this spacious

hall, all future social affairs of the
various classes will be held there
instead of incurring the expense of

hiring a ballroom of one of the
nearby hotels.

Organ Donated
One of the most Important fea-

tures of the new building is a pipe
organ, donated by Harry Pried, of

the Seville theatre, which is worth
approximately $25,000. The collese

authorities accepted Mr. Pried's
gift last Wednesday.
On the far side of the main floor,

students will be able to enjqy their

leisure moments in one of the three
recreation rooms. One of those
rooms will contain four or more
bowling alleys, the other several
pool tables, and the third will l>e a
lounge and reading room.
Near the athletic offices on the

main floor will be a loclcer room
which will talce care of about BUO

students.
Shower bath accommodations

are provided next to the locker
room.

Second Floor In Same Style

The second floor of the structure

has a spacious mezzanine, offices

for the coaches, and a specially con-

structed booth for the showing of

motion pictures. The corridors

along the second floor will also

be trimmed in marble, and space
will be set aside for phone booths
and other accommodations for

visitors and students.

Although at the present time
there is uncertainty as to whether
the swimming pool will be con-
structed, there is place set aside
for a 75 foot tile natatorium on the
plans. The pool of course would
be in the basement along with the
locker rooms for the home and
visiting teams, and the special

rooms set aside for the officials

presiding at the athletic contests.

Jottings On ,
-,

The "Special

(Continued Prom Pace One)

»

Not asi large a crowd as two years

ago. Must be the depression - or

something.

Three o'clock - first, half is over
and no one has scored. B. C. looks
good We'll get going in the next
half. The band is out there strut-
ing its stuff. The Eagle musical
organization didn't even get a
break. It is rather windy way up
here.

Three fifteen - The teams are
out on the field again. Man! look
at Bill Cavanaugh run that punt
back from the 53 yard line for a
touchdown. Once again the; Blue
and White scores on a pass from
Cavanaugh to Casey. Last quar-
ter - it won't be long now. The
boys are beginning to gather
around the goal posts. Look at
that! A Villanova pass is inter-
cepted by a B. C Eagle who runa
80 yds. for a touchdown.
Pour o'clock - And the game is

over." There co the goal posts.

Villanova was out to win and she
did win.
Pive thirty - Back in the station

again. The band is blaring away

and the boys are doing a snake
dance with the goal posts. "This
is Villanova" Where do they come
from? Near Philadelphia." Such
are the questions asked by the
innocent bystanders.
Six ten - All aboard for Fall

River. The ix)ys are happy and
hungry.
Eight o'clock - "Pall River

Wharf". Once again we are on the
"Priscilla." It is rather windy and
we think it is going to be rough
in open water.
Nine thirty - Our guess was

correct the old vessel is beginning
to roll. Once a^ain the band is

assembling to g^ve a concert. They
have a larger audience tonight.
Eleven o'clock - The concert is

ever. We are in the dining hall
where the ship's orchestra is play-
ing some nice dance music. There
aro more girls on board tonight
than there were last night. The
boys are breaking so we are follow-
In:; suit. Every time the ship rocks
go sliding around the dance floor.

Well, we got a few dances anyway.
Twelve thirty - We retira for the
evening with the hope of getting
some sleep. We spent last night on
the floor using a life preserver as
a pillow.

Sunday . •. . .

Seven o'clock - Brrr it sure is

cold. Here we are at New York.
We get up, dress, and head for
home to get a good meal and see
the girl friend.

Seven P. M. - As the Penn Sta-
tion. The band giVes a final shot
and we file into the special train.

Nine o'clock - Back at dear old
Villanova and so to bed.

Meet Prof. Franco

Get a Haircut

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

f'& me
Lucky Strike

Every Time

"My throat is all important to me.
No harsh irritants for yours truly.

Give me Lucky Stril<e every time.

And pat yourself on the bock
for your new Cellophane
wrapper with that tab which
makes the package so easy
to open."

Dorothy Mockalil (s the same fasci-

nating, rollicking personality in real life

as the parts she plays.Watch for Dorothy
in her next First Nofional Picture/

"Safe In Hell." There is never o dull

moment in any of First National's
pictures starring that Macltaill girl
*•'... '•'• '

r '.
'

• • « » « e

ThatLUCXYtab ! Moisture-proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Pack*
age. Zip—And it's open! See the
new notched tabon the top of the
package. Holddown one halfwith
your thumb. Tear off the othet
half. Simple. Quick. Zip I That's alL Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germ*
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
FRESH!—what could be more modem than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package—so
easy to open! Ladf'es-tfie LUCKY TAB Is
—your ffnger nail protect/on.

*UMIuMackalirf
Statsment Paid Fort

Youmayb* Int*r**t«d in

knowing that not on*

cent wot paid to Miu
Mackoill to moko Ih*

obov* itatiinient. Miu
Mackaili hot boon a
imokorofLUCXYSTRIKE
cigorotto* for 6 yoort.

Wo hopo tho publicity

horowith givon will bo ot

bonoflciol to hor and to

First Notional, hor pro-

ducon.at hor ondorw
mont of LUCKIES U
to yoH and to us.

ii

It*s toasted
Your Throot Protection-against Irritation-againstcouah

And Mo/tfure-Proof CeffopluMie K—if9
ihmt Toasfed'' Flmvot Ever Frmah

TUNE IN—Tli« Lucky Strike Dance Orchcma, ««Ty Tueaday,
Thuraday and Saturday evening over N.B.C. networks.

Ocpr.. 1911,
Th« AoarlcMi

Ok

Moda of tha finest tobaccos— the Cream of
many Crops-LUCKY STRIKI alone offers tha
fhrecrt protection of tho exduslva "TOASTINO"
Precass which includes tha usa of modern
Ultra Violet Rcnrs- tfio process that oxpab cer^

fain harsh, biting Irritants naturojl^ presont In

overy tobacco (oof.Thasa expelled Irritantsara

not presairit In your LUCKY STRIKI. ^'They're out
—sJlKey can't be in!" No ¥/6ndw LUCKIE9
are always kind to your throat

In this, the third In a series of
biographies on our new faculty
members, the VILLANOVAN Is In-
troducing Antonio Franco, professor
of Spanish. Prof. Franco Is con-
ducting all the courses In Spanish
In the School of Commerce and Fi-
nance.

Prof. Franco was borh In the
country of Peru and remained a
resident there for the greater part
of his life. He has the distinction
not only of having studied under
the educational systems of two
countries, Peru and the United
States, but also of having actually
taught in both these countries.

Being stlH a resident of Peru at
the time of the completion of his
elementary school worlc, Prof. Fran-
co entered St. Augustine's High
School In the city of Lima, the
capital of Peru, a high school under
the direction of the same order of
priests as those which we have sta-
tioned here at Villanova. The
courses of the high schools in Peru
extend over a period of five years
and cover some of the subjects of-
fered by the colleges in this country.
In 1919, one year after the termi-

nation of his high school work.
Prof. Franco left Peru and came
to the United States. At that
time the knowledge of our lang
u^ge which he had obtained in
his studies in his native country
was somewhat limited. In order to
secure a more complete understand-
ing of the language, therefore, he
enrolled for a year In Bethlehem
Prep School in Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania.

In September of 1920 Prof. Franco
entered the University of Pennsyl-
vania. His studies there were con-
cerned with medicine, but at the
end of three years he decided not
to enter the medical college. He
did, however, complete his pre-
medlcal work and now holds the
necessary credits for entrance into
medical college at any time.

Upon leaving the University of

Pennsylvania he entered the per-
sonnel of the Abbotts Ice Cream
Company of Philadelphia. In this

concern he held the office of Assist-
ant Chemist and was In control of
all laboratory work.

He brought his employment' here
to a somewhat early close, though,
when he left Philadelphia and went
to New York. Here he entered the
Pan-American Institute and took a
course in Highway Construction.
When, in 1926, he had completed
his course there, he returned to his
native country In the employ of the
Foundation Company of New York.
He remained with this American
company for a while and then
transferred his services to the Peru-
vian government where he held the
position of highway contractor.

Some time later Prof. PYanco was
appointed to a consular position. He
then returned to the United States
as Chancellor of the Peruvian Con-
sulate In the port of New Orleans.
He acted in this capacity until Au-
gust of 1930, when a revolt occurred
in Peru, and he lost his position.

When the insurrection arose
Augusto Leguia had been President
of Peru for eleven years, having
been elected for three successive
terms. He was overthrown and im-
prisoned by the insurrectionists
under the leadership of Commander
Sanchez Cerro, a former friend of
the President. Just recently another
election has been held, the results
of which have not yet been de-
termined. If the results prove
favorable to the ex-President, he
will be reinstated; otherwise the
revolutionists will still hold sway.
At the time the people rebelled,

Alberto Franco, Prof. Franco's
father, had held the office of Sena-
tor for fourteen years. He was also
a very close and very staunch friend
of President Leguia. When the re-
volt occurred, therefore, he was
compelled to leave office. His entire
property, both real estate and per-
sonal, were confiscated by the re-
volting party, and he himself was
forced to go into secret hiding for
a time.

On account of this political
prominence of his father and be-
cause of the support given by his
family to the fallen regime. Prof.
Franco was forced to terminate his
governmental position in the con-
sulate. He then left New Orleans
and came back again to Philadel-
phia, where he obtained his present
position as professor of Spanish at
Villanova.

Prof. Franco's experience in

teaching has been quite extensive,
having been begun unusually early.

While still a student at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, he tutored
his fellow-students in Spanish and
gave other private lessons. As a
result of this tutoring he has en-
joyed the privilege of coimtlng
among his students men and women
who are able to st>eak fluent Span-
ish. This Is a privilege which he
also hopes to attain with many of
his students in Villanova.

While living In Peru and at the
same time as he was employed by
the Foundation Company of New-
York. Prof. Franco was also Profes-
sor of Elementary English In the
high school grades.

In his consular position in New
Orleans he gained a great deal of

experience in foreign business. Be-
sides acting in his duties as Chan-
cellor he also served as Interpreter
and translated business and legal

documents for some of the leading
banks and also a well-known radio
company. At present he still carries
on his duties as interpreter in Phil-
adelphia.

iBefoi'e leaving the University of
Pennsylvania, Prof. Franco founded
the Spanish Club, an organization
which is still In existence. He was
the first president of that club and
during one year gave regular
monthly conferences on Spanish
and Latin-American writers and
E>oets.

Plenty of Pep
Shown at Rally

• Continued Prom Page One)

losing a game, and that never
while he has been connected with
the college has a team proved to
be yellow. Rather, every member
has given all his fight to the last.

The next s[}eaker in line was
Edward Hurlsinger, assistant
coach. Mr. Hunsinger stressed on
the E>oor attendance at the rally,

and also made it known that as
many as possibly should make the
trip to Boston at the nominal sum
of ten dollars. He also mentioned
that many who had promised to
make the trip were falling down
on their word.

Mr. Charles MoGeehan, gradu-
ate manager of athletics, next
took the floor Mr. Geehan stress-

ed on the necessity of cooperation
and backing. "We are in aJ precar-
ious position and this is one time
we need your assistance," he said.

Captain Edward Kobilis who was
injured in the Duke game and who
was unable to take part in the game
with Boston also tiad a few val-
uable words to say. Mr. Kobilis
expressed ills regret in losing the
Duke game and said that every
member of the team had promised
to give his best at Boston in at-
tonement for the recent defeat.

Head Coach Harry A. Stuhldre-
her, put emphasis on three impor-
tant factors which he considered
should hold faithfully, which were
truthfulness, loyalty and sense of

appreciation Of cooperation. Mr.
Stuhldreher told the students that
support was necessary. "Boston
College has a strong team this

year and we are going to meet
them with a good team, in perfect

condition. If we lose. Boston has
more than a good team," were his

exact words.

Fr. Fink regardless of his cold

finished the series of talks. He put
emphasis on the fact that there
were too many upperclass men
missing. He also said tiiat last

Sunday was the first time in the
history of the college that the
students showed much spirit in

sending the team off tol Duke and
receiving them again at the sta-

tion. The reception was entirely

voluntary on the part of the
students. Fr. Pink also expressed
his sincere hopes for our success

acainst Boston.

Following the speeches in the
gym, the band leading, the entire

assemblage marched down to the
location of the bonfire. Captain
Koblis set the fire off. Midst the
singing and music the Frosh
formed a circle around the fire

and performed the graceful ex-
hibition of "ring around the rosy."

FYom the fire all proceeded to

the station, once more marching
and singing to the good old Villa-

nova songs, wehere the team was
vigorously cheered on to Boston.

NEW FEATURE
p. & W. Offers Combination

Ticket For

40c
Ticket Includes Transportation on P. & W. from Villanova

to 69th St. anti return, and seat in first

halrony of TOWER THEATRK

An Evening's Pleasure For

Only 40c
Purrhase Tickets at Registrars* Office

or from trainmen on P. & W. Cars

Two shows 7.00 and 9.00 P. M. — Feature picture

goes on at 7.45 and 9.45 P. M.

See Card in Registrar's Office for Attractions

Philadelphia & Western Railway Company
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Jacobus Proteges Open Season With Impressive Win

•r

,•

150-Pounders Lose
To Trade School

Outweighed but not outplayed,
coaches Oazella's and Czesclk's
150-pound Felines went down to a
13-0 defeat last Saturday at the
hands of the Williamson Trade
School. The score by no means
justifies the lightweights who
throughout the game played heads
up football.

Long runs by players of both
clubs scintillated with Adorlan of
Trade School using the runs to
best advantage.

Dwyer at fullback was the only
consistent ground gainer for
Czescik's and Oazella's proteges
Incidentally. Grimes, star quarter-
back, was injured on the first play
of the game.
150-Lb Team o 0—0
Trade School 6 7 0-13

FROSH HARRIERS OPEN
WITH NEWARK PREP

This Saturday, the current Prosh

cross-country team swings into

action against the Newark Prep

School harriers over the campus

course. The Jersey Prepsters gen-

erally turn out one of the best

teams in the East, and the Prosh

are expecting a cloee race.

For the past few weeks. Harry

Coates' proteges have been train-

ing over the campus stretch in

preparation for this important

opening duel. They should be in

fine fettle and "rarin" to go".

With such men as Duffy and

Baker, veterans of last spring's

Fresh;nan butdoor team, Womer
and Kramer of West Catholic,

Bunz. Elliot and Hamilton to re-

ly upon, Coach Coates believes he

has the makings of a first class

combinatton.

BOB ROSEN HURT

Bob Rosen, who played a stel-

lar game at tackle at Boston on
Saturday for the Wildcats, suf-
fered two broken fingers in an
early scrimmage of the game,
and may be out of action during
the next few games on the
schedule. BllJ Potts Injured his
foot In the second half, but is

ready again for service.

^
•

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The niost popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24.^5
ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?
With the fifth game of the sea-

son only a matter of four days off

for most of the college teams in

the East, this Job of prognosticat-
ing scores gets harder and harder.
One of the most Important

games in the East is the Colgate

-

New York University battle, with
N. Y. U. given the edge from this
Qomer. Michigan State, we dxpect,
will defeat Georgetown In a battle
of Notre Dame-trained wits, while
the Irish themselves will have a
busy afternoon with Pitt.

^'i >

* t
*

I

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

'aNCE tonight from 9 'M

I on tho Roof PI«rro...te th*

lilting rhythmi and morvoloua

orrongomonlt of Doc Hydor and hb

Southornoiroi ... tho tatting i« tnMrt

...tho luppor monu Incliidot

modorololy pricod tolodi, tand*

wichof and grilUd tpoclaltioi and

tho Mfvico k blitifully unobtrvihro

^COf P/£RR£
•n

<>9^ ^ St-
I

The Army-Yale battle will
one of the most colorful of the
and the Soldiers should win. Pur-
due faces its first big test with an
erratic Carnegie Tech eleven
Penn seems headed for its first loss
at the hands of Wisconsin, al-
though the Badgers are not strong.
Gettysburg will not offer much

opposition to Bucknell, although
Wildcat scouts are hoping the Bis-
ons will be extended. Among the
more important smaller college
games, the Lafayette-W. & J. fray,
the Muhlenbeerg-Urslnus contest
and the fracas between Haverford
and Trinity are bound to be Inter-
esting.

Albright—St. Thomas'
Army—Yale
Brown—Lehigh ^
Bucknell—Oetty8bur( —r ••^^
Columbia—Williams
Dartmouth—^Lebanon Valley
Dickinson—P. M. O.
Drexol—O. O. N. Y.
Duguesne—^Western Maryland
Fordham—Drake
F. 6i M.—Swartbmore
Harvard—Texas
Haverford—Trinity
Holy Cross—Rutgers
Lafayette—W. & J.

Michigan State—Georgetown
Mt. St. Mary's—Washington
Navy—Princeton
Notre Dame—Pitt
N. Y. U.—Colgate
Purdue—Carnegie Tech
Syracuse—Penn State
Temple—Haskell Indians
Urslnus—^Muhlenberg

Last Week's Recora—(a) Winners,
16; Losers, 4; Tied, 4.

Season's Record—(x) Winners, 68;
Losers, 11; Tied, S.

(X)—Inclusive of games played Oc-
tober 12.

(a)—Seton Hall—Baltimore game
postponed.

d^jEntire Squad Enters Game
To Topple Ursinus Frosh

In Inaugural of Season

Gleason and Weisenbaugh Get Away to Long Rung Behind

Perfect Interference of Mates to Account for

Only Four Touchdowns of Game

FROSH LINE HOLDS FOR LONE FIRST DOWN

JAY-VEES AT PRINCETON

After a week of hard practice un-
der Coach "Ding" Driscoll, the
Junior varsity squad is roimding
into shape for Friday's game with
the Pronceton Jay-Vces, at Prince-
ton.

A game with the Columbia Jay-
vees on November 6 is as yet pend-
ing. If the arrangements are com-
pleted, the contest will take place
in New York.

• ¥

L

ji\

X.

^•; *.

• - Friday afternoon before a small group of spectators

estimated at 300 George "Doc" Jacobs pried off the lid of

his 1931 Frosh season with a 26-0 victory over a mediocre

Ursinus Frosh eleven. Coach Jacobs used his entire squi^d

of forty-seven players in the fray^ all performing in a satis-

factory manner. Substitution followed substitution so that

it was very seldom that the same team remained on the

field for more than three plays.

The statistics show tha^ the Frosh were by far su-

perior over their foes in all departments of the game. Jac-

obs' proteges reeled off 250 yards from scrimmage to their

opponents' 53 while the number of first downs stood at 10

to 1, the advantage resting heavily with the Frosh. The Vil-

lanova Frosh attempted five passes, completed two, one for

a touchdown, and three were grounded. The Ursinus

Frosh on the other hand tried eight, completing one and
with the others either grounded or intercepted.
Frank Gleason and Welsenbaugh

scintilled for the Green, each
crossing the final chalkmark twice.
Cook added one extra point with a
line plunge and Bleller the
with an expert left-footed
kick.

using them to good advantage. The
entire line proved to be impreg-
nable as is evidenced by the lone
first down of the Collegevllle play-

other,, ers and the 53 yards gained from
drop-

, ' *.

Whm« Turkiak tobacco grow*

Eastward ho! Four thousand miles nearer the rising

sun—let's go! To the land of mosques and minarets—

so different from our skyscrapers, stacks and steeples.

Let's see this strange, strange country. Let's see the

land where the tobacco* grows

in small leaves on slender stalks—to be tenderly

picked, leaf by leaf, hung in long fragrant strings,

shelter-dried and blanket-cured. Precious stuff!

Let's taste that delicate aromatic flavor— that

subtle difference that makes a cigarette!

Gleason Stars

Gleason provided the greatest
thrills of the game when he slipped
around end behind perfect inter-
ference by his mates for a 55 yard
nm to a touchdown. On an off-
tackle slant he picked up a mo-
mentary fumble and electrified the
stands by outdistancing an entire
Ursinus Frosh team in a 46-yard
dash. His broken field rvmning
and interference by the whole
Frosh eleven packed in more
tlirills tlian the first half did.

Welsenbaugh, former Kiski Prep
player, shared in the limelight
with Gleason in this opening set-
to of the Frosh pigskin toters.. He
had the honor of being the first of
the class of '35 to be credited with
the initial six pointers. Ttiree
minutes after the starting wtilstle
he sliced off tackle for twenty
yards and the score. His other
touchdown occurred in the third
quarter when he snared a perfectly
executed pass from Bleller, former-
ly of Everett High, on his thirty
yard line and evaded several would
be Ursinus tacklers in the remain-
ing yardage to the goal.

Line Strong
On the line Mahaffey, Lee and

Grlmberg played a sterling game,
breaking through to stop Ursinus
plays before they could fully get
under way. Burkitt, former Lin-
coln High, Jersey City, luminary,
showed to good advantage at the
center post after he had entered
the fray to replace Mahaffey.
The Freshmen played a game of

heads-up foot ball, seizing the
breaks that came theelr way and

scrimmage. However, both teams
lacked a consistent punch since

most of the fighting was centered
about midfield.

Coach Jacobs is destined for

another exceptional season here.

He is now entering upon his third

year as Frosh coach and in the

two previous seasons has dropped
but one game. The victory Satur-

day brought his string of shutout

victories to five straight.

The lineups:

FROSH URSINUS PROSH
Etten le Bchlele

Robertson It Kravltz
Blanchard Ig Parlas

Mahaffey o T. Price

Lee rg Oill

Sullivan rt Peterson
Grlmberg re Petrowski
Bleller qt Oarr
Welsenbaugh Ibb Taylor
Wetzler Ihb Taylor
Wetzler rhb Tlnney (C)

Patzsch fb Levin

Touchdowns : Welsenbaugh (3 )

;

Oleason (2). Points after touch-
down: Cook (center rtuh); Blleler,

(dropklck).

UrslniXB Frosh —
Villanova Frosh 6 8 14 0—46

Substitutions: VlUanova Prosh

—

ends: Quinn, Kelly, EUla, Lougblln,
McCaffrey. Boyle and Domanaskas;
tackles: Sweeney, Ooggln, G'Keefe,

Welsh, McPadden, O'Prey, Banmiller
and Fleming; guards: Melaney, Doug-
lass Nledblal. Blades, Vanech, Cohn,
Foster and Black; centers: Nowe, Bur-
bltt and Sheehan; quarterbacks: Love
and Fulmer; halfbacks: Gleason, Con-
ley, Walsh. Bruel, Senzl and Lafran-
chlse; fullbacks: Cook and Wlmberg.
Ursinus Frosh: end: W. Price; guard:
Knudsen; ackle: Miller.

Officials—Referee: Savin (Penn);
Baumgartner (Chicago); Cresaman ,

(Trinity).

XANTHI .

In every important tobacco-growing eet^
/^ A"W" A T T A Sl^YRN^A t«^0*«*t«rfieldhasiUowntobaccobuytrt

. . SAMSOUN . .famous tobaccos!f

4*] %

• •

4

Turkish tobacco Is to cigarettes what

seasoning is to food—the"spice," the"'sauce*'

—or what rich, sweet cream is to coffee!

You can taste the Turkish in Chesterfield

—there's enough of it, that's why. Chester-

field has not been stingy with this impor-

tant addition to good taste and aroma; four

famous kinds of Turkish leaf—Xanthi,

Cavalla, Samsoun and Smyrna—^go into

the smooth, "spicy" Chesterfield blend.

This is just one more reason for Chester-

field's better taste. Tobaccos from far and near,

the best of their several kinds—and the right

kinds. And pure, tasteless cigarette paper,

the purest made. The many requisites of a
milder, better smoke, complete!

That's why they're GOOD—they've got

to be and they art.

»•; »

S %

® 1931. Liggett & Mybu Tobacco G>.

Those

CRAWFORD
CLOTHES

ARE ON DISPLAY

EACH THURSDAY AT

MENDEL HALL

THEY'RE THE.FAMOUS 122.50 CLOTHES that

have $40 Fabrics, $40 Tailoring and $40 Style

Crawford Clothes
1225 MARKET ST. — 38 SOUTH 69th ST.

OPEN EVENINGS
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CAMPUS OPIISION

Do you believe in pep rallies?

Florio J. Bravanoviti, Fedifan hall,

sophomore, "Yes. The fight of a

football team cannot De aroused on

the very day of the game. What
they need Is not the last-minute in-

terest, but that continuous spirit

from the stucent body throughout
the entire season. One of the most
Important and most beneficial ways
of manifesting this spirit to the

team Is by having the students come
out to the pep rallies and proving
to the team that hey are con-

stantly behind them."

John J. Hughes, Fedigan hall,

Sophomore, "Yes. Pep rallies are

one of the most important means
of obtaining a spirit of brotherhood
and cooperation among the students

of any college institution. As such,

they perform a vital service to

collegiate life and are an essential

factor in student activities. Further-
more, they install into the minds of

the athletes a picture of their alma
mater, a picture that reflects the
support and good wishes of those
for whom, on the field of com-

• petition, they will strive to play
creditably." ,

.

"•'' '«''.

Fred Wallen, Austin hall Sopho-
-.more, "Yes. I believe pep rallies are
a great benefit to the student body
as a whole. They bring all the
fellows together and in that way
form a closer union bet\*een the
players and the students. If they
are taken in the proper attitude
they will go a long ways towards
creating a spirit of comradeship
among the entire student body."

John Pierce, Austin hall, Sopho-
more. "Yes I think pep rallies are
a very good thing in this school.
It gives the student body school
spirit and arouses them to have a
keen Interest in the forthcoming
game. They are also good for the
team since they show the team that
they have the support of the entire
student body behind them."

Paul Bertz, Fedigan hall, Sopho-
more. "Yes. I believe pep -rallies are
a great benefit to both the team and
the student body. They put Into the
team that confidence and fight that
Is so necessary to win their football
games. Not only are they beneficial
to the team but also to the student
body. They stir them to the proper
interest and arouse them to give the
team the proper amount of su-
pport."

Robert Rodriguez, County* Line
Road, Bryn Mawr, Junior, "Yes.
pep rallies are very good In colleges.

In the first place, the gathering of
students shows that the team has
a supporting background of the
students upon which It can rely.

Also the p>ep talks or
speeches at the rallies make the
men feel personally that the results
of the game depend upon their in-
dividual efforts. Then too, the pep
rallies will bring out the school

spirit among the students. Every
good Villanova man should attend
all the rallies in order to put pep
and enthusiasm into their team."

IN HOSPITAL

Belle Masque Gets
Note of Thanks

JOSEPH A. BARSIN

Hurt While Coming:
From Duke Game

Joseph A. Barsin, Senior Arts

student, repaired to the Miserl-

ctordia Hospital last Thursday
when it was learned from an x-

.-ay, picture that the first, second

and third bones of the lower

vertebr^ae were fractured. The
injury Which Mr. Barsin sustained

in an automobile accident has
proven to be 5,0 serious that a
cast Is necessary for his back and
It will be two weeks before he wll
be able to attend classes.

He received his Injury when
en rtoute tq Villanova from Dur-
ham, N. C. where with several
friends he had attended the
Vlllanova-Duke football game He
had left Villanova in his car, but
on his way south it broke down
and he was forced to hitch-hike
the remainder of the distance. He
arrived in time to see the game
and soon after it he was success-
ful in getting a ride in the car tof

a friend.

The accident occured at Oxford,
N. C, where incidentally Mr.
Barsin's car had broken down.
From an investigation of the
accident It has been found that
the car in which Mr. Barsin was
riding was struck by an auto-
mobile driven by a drunken
youth. At the time of the accident
Mr. Barsin was sleeping against
the door of the car and it so hap-
pened that it was the part of the
car that received the full Impact
of the collision. The drunkenly
driven car was traveling at such
a high rate of sp>edd that it caused
the other car to turn completely
ever. Mr Barsin together with a
companion, c^ohn Reilly, wafc
taken to the hospital In Oxford
where he was detained for several
hours.

JERSEY CITY CLUB

The Jersey City Club will hold a
meeting tonight in 106 Mendel Hall.
All new members and especially
Freshmen will please attend.

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

Prof. Joseph Jonas, moderator
of the Villanova Literary Society,
wishes to make public the follow-
ing letter received from the Wayne
Chamber of Commerce in recog-
nition of the work; done by the so-
ciety at the recent Pageant:

October, 2, 1931.

Mr Joseph Jonas,
Villanova Dramatic Society,
V.lanova College,
Villanova, Pa.
Dear Mr. Jonas:

I desire to express my sincere
thanks for the cooperation given

by you and your group in making by the group as well as the
the Wayne Pageant of Patriotism individuals. Personally I am sorry
a success. it Is over for everyone was most
From everyone has come the helpful and I fell that unusual

heartiest approval and highest friendships were created by
commendation for the part played Pageant. .

the

Again I thank you personally

and on behalf of the Wayne
Chamber of Commerce.

Yours very truly,

Wayne Chamber Of Cnmmeroe

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

«

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

KEEP CARESSABLE

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Paramount

DINER

Bryn Mawr

'You'll Like Vi»»

WAVE FAREWELL TO I. C.
•

You might gel by with

B. O., "Athlete's Foot", or

Ph. D., but I. C. is unfor-

givable. See EDWARD'S
Fall fashions featuring an

easier fitting, soft construc-

tion coat with wider but-

ton-spacing on the lines

of the British lounge suit.

Why not have your next

suit or topcoat custom-

tailored by EDWARD?

*3g75 *28^* *24^^
* ILL-FITTING CLOTHES

You will find a wide choice

of beauliful imported and do-

mestic woolens. Ask to see the

"Stiurdiweor" worsteds at $24.75

* INFERIORITY COMPLEX

Edward Clothes
EDWARD TAILORING CO., INC. 1316 Walnut street

16th and Market streets 5 West Chelten avenue
Represented by J. LIN HILL

I.

'Ml-

MONTH

NUCKLING DOWN tO this nCW
college year? It's the life—and
a busy one! But with all the

rush of classes and campus fun there are

Mother and Dad to remember!

Pay them a "voice visit"— once a week at

least! Have a regular Telephone Date with

home. News about the family— news about
yourself— that's a fair exchange and a lasting

pleasure shared by all concerned.

Easy? There's nothing easier 1 Cheap? Sur-

prisingly sol

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M. and take ad-

vantaKe of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call i$

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c)

By making a date the folks will be at home. 7*hu«

you can make a Station to Station call rather

than a more expensive Person to Person call.

just give the operator your home telephone num*
ber. If you like, charges can be revcrKd.

No. 2

KEE KISSABLE

'

••.
'(;

'^>!S!o^^

WITH

OLD GOLDS
The twanty cigarettes in your paclcage

of OLD OOLDS reacli you in prime con-

dition, at ffreth as twenty cherries just

piciced from the tree. The finest of

moisture-proof Celiophane wrapping in-

sures that.

But OLD GOLDS are not merely fresh/

they are refreshingly different. Blended

from pure tobacco . . . free of oily, foreign

flavorings ... old golds do not taint the

breath with lingering odors, and do not

discolor the teeth with needless stoine.

To be In good taste, os well as for their

good taste . . . smoke natural-flavored

old golds. They'll give you a finer

•moke, without any unpleasant ofter-

loths of any kind.

•
I .

•f

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH . . . NOT A COUGH
O p. Loritlird Co . Inc.

IN A CARLOAD

ARE YOU ALL SET?

EVERYBODTS GOING

SCRANTON

VIA THE ''SPECIAL** VILL VAN
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ARE YOU ALL SET?

EVERYBODTS GOING

SCRANTON

VIA THE ''SPECIAL*

Price: Ten Cents

Word HELL In College

Cheers Raises Proles

t

A "Friend af Villanova" Urges That Such Cheera Are Not
In Keeping With Catholic College Ideals

The following letter was received during the week by
the Editor of the VILLANOVAN:

October, 1931.
Dear Editor:

Being; concerned about the fair name of Villanova, I have
at last decided to bring a certain matter to your attention in

the hope that you will exert your influence to have it corrected.

At several football grames I have noticed with surprise and
not a little shame that the boys in their cheering and in their

singing use the inelegant (to say the least) word '*heH"—and,

I might add, use it with evident relish. "Fight like HELL, and
"What the HELL do we care."

Knowing some of the professional and business men. Cath-
olics and non-Catholics, who have been present on these oc-

casions, and being well aware of the high ideas they entertain

regarding Catholic College Education, 1 have almost '^shivered"

every time I realized that the cheering staff was about to parade

that word before the thousands of spectators once more.

Will you please see what you can do to have this word
changed for some other one. Just as expressive and more in

keeping with Villanova's ideals and past reputation?

Sincerely yours,

A FRIEND OF VILLANOVA.

With that sentiment we are in whole-hearted sympathy.

The word HELL should ha.ve no place in any college cheer-

ing section, and, coming from the student stands of a

Catholic college it is absolutely unpardonable, absolutely in-

tolerable.

Besides, there is no need for this kind of cheering.

Villanova has plenty of good cheers, cheers without the

word HELL, and equally expressive.

Accordingly, we put this matter squarely before the

college authorities. It is up to you to act. If the cheer

leaders were instructed not to call for these cheers and

these songs, one of them just a barroom ditty, they would

not be heard. We note that the word HELL and the

cheers embodying the word are not contained in the "Stu-

dents' Handbook" and do not have official sanction.

1000 To Board Bison Special

Beta Gamma
Has Heavier
Debate List

Swarthmore Debate Dale

Set for December 7

at Villanova

Enthusiasm High In

D. P. E. Elections

There will be close but friendly

rivalry in the Delta Pi Epsilon fra-

ternity elections which will be held

between the hours of 1:30 and 4

p. m. this afternoon In the rear of

the dining hall. The enthusiasm is

running greater than ever among
the business men who are bound to

make good the boast that the D. P.

E. organization is the strongest of

its kind on the campus.

Inasmuch as the organization

has been lying in somewhat of dor-

mant condition for the past year,

until the recent meeting in which
the business men decided to reor-

ganize, the treasury has been great-

ly diminished. Thus any one who
wishes to vote for the candidates
must pay a poll tax of twenty-five

cents. The election wlU be conduct-
ed under the supervision of the

Student Council.

Those nominated on the ticket

for election to the respective offices

Include Gerald Enrlght and George
Crumble, for president; for the of-

fice of vice president, Harold
Dougherty and Bernard McLough-
lln; for treasurer, Charles Nlessen,

John Baker, Cyril Klunk, and
James Beary; for secretary, William
Christy and Joseph Herrity.

In order to insure the proper
cooperation from the foiu* classes

the fraternity governing body wUl
have a vice-president from each
one of those classes. The nominee
representing the Jimlor class Is

William Crowley; for vice presi-

dent of the Sophomore, Raymond
Harter and Richard Hart; and for

vice-president of the Freshmen,
Joseph Cornelly and Harold Keat-
ing.

B. L. I. Dance After

Georgetown Game
The Brooklyn - Long Island club,

one of the most active organiza-

tions on the campus, will do its

share towards promoting the social

welfare of the College by having its

first dance for this season after

the Georgetown game. The Brook-

lyn - Long Island club, while one

of the youngest on the campus, con-

sists of more than thirty-five mem-
bers, and held one of the most
3uccessful dances ever given by a
Villanovan Club last Easter at the

St. George Hotel, Brooklyn.
Because the Georgetown game is

the last one this season, this will

be the last dance to be held after

a football contest. It Is to be held

in the Crystal Ballroom of the

Adelphla Hotel in Philadelphia,

and the tax Is two dollars. In ad-
dition to the ballroom, there are

three or four ante-rooms to be used
as lounge rooms.
Unique favors will be given and

dancing will be from Nine till One.
Even though this be a Saturday
evening, special arrangements have
been made and the affair Is to be
prolonged till one o'clock.

Vilianovans To Play

The music will be furnished by
the Vilianovans. The date is Sat-
urday, November 21st, and as the
new gymnasium will be completed
by February, this may be the last

college dance to be held off the
campus.
The committee, diligently working

to make this social event a head-
liner, consists of Howard J. Rich-
mond, chairman, assisted by Joseph
Hahn, William Conway, Warren
Brown, William Horrigan, Gerald
Dolan, and Walter Casper.

Meet Prof. Ficek

This week the VILLANOVAN Is

availing Itself of the opportmiity

.of introducing to you the fourth of

the recent additions to the faculty

of the Schodl of Commerce and
Finance, Karl P. Plcek. Prof. Flcek
Is conducting courses in Economics,
Merchandising, Economic Resources
and Insurance.

Prof. Ficek is a native of Czecho-
slovakia, having been bom there

when it was still under the ruling

hand of Austria. During the in-

surrection by means of which
Czecho-Slovakia attained its free-

dom In 1918, Prof. Flcek played an
interesting part though he was still

only a lad. He had the distinction

of being placed In charge of one of

the military barracks. In this ca-

pacity he served as a guard to the

viceroy of Bohemia In order to pre-

vent the lattcr's escape.

First Degree In 1921

Prof. Flcek's scholastic education

began when he was very young and
continued until Just recently. In

1921 he received his first degree

from the First Czech Real Gym-
nasium In the city of Prasrue.

capital of Cwcho-Slovakia. The
gymnasium there Is an institution

of learning corresponding to our

high school and college. The course

extends over a period of eight years

and the degree conferred at the

termination of the course is called

"Baccalaureatus." the equivalent of

our Bachelor of Arts. When Prof.

Plcek graduated from this Gym-
nasium, he had the extraordinary'
distinction of being awarded with
every honor offered by the Institu-

tion. This was the first time In

the history of Czecho-Slovakia that
anyone had achieved this honor. In
appreciation of the efforts he ex-
tended and the goal he attained,
the President of the country pre-
sented him with a gold medal.

In the fall of that same year

Prof. Flcek enrolled as a graduate
student In the Graduate School of

Commerce in Prague. In thlf

school he encountered a system
that Is remarkably different from
the systems employed in this coun-
try. Attendance at all the lectures

of the course Is purely optional

The system of cuts which we have
here Is unknown to them. It re-

quires three years to complete the
course. Examinations, however, are

held only twice during this entire

period—at the end of the first two
years and at the end of the third.

In the course of one of these
examinations Prof. Ficek passed a
test which corresponds to the test

required here for the degree of

Certified Public Accountant. At the
completion of his three years he
was awarded the degree of Com-
mercial Engineer, which somewhat
resembles the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy here, but is not quite
80 highly honored.

(Continued On Page Four)

7 NOW SCHEDULED

, The Beta Gamma Chapter of

the Villanova Literary Society will

have a heavy schedule of debate^

this year. Up ^to date there are

seven debates on the schedule out

of an expected total of between

fifteen and twenty.

Due to the amount of good mat-

erial in the society this year,

there will be keen competition on

the part of its members to show

their ability. Last year it was
necessary to confine all the de-

bating to two teams for the lack

of better talent.

The debaters have already start-

ed to prepare themselves lor their

forthcoming contests. Looking
over the schedule as It stands it

can readily be seen that such
precaution is not without reason.

Every college thus far scheduled
has produced a first class rep-
resentation in all former conflicts.

In such a case the opE>osltlon has
to be every bit first class, if not
better.

The topics for debate are as yet

undecided. It Is expected however,
that they will be announced with-
in the next two weeks. In several

cases the society has the choice

of selecting a desirable pro-
position. Others are mutually de-
cided upon.
One of the debates of the year

will be with Swarthmore College

on December 7th, at Villanova.

The season opens with Muhlenberg
College on December 3rd at
Allentown and Villanova a home
series being arranged.
The dates of the following ut?-

bates are not decided, but they
will take place after Christmas.
University of Dayton at Villanova,

Temple University both at Villa-

nova and Temple, Georgetown
Unierslty at Villanova and the
University of Florida at Villa-

nova.
The society had very favorable

season last year, losing only one
debate. This year, though the

schedule Is a heavier one the soc-

iety Is looking forward to an un-
defeated season.

Monstrous Rally In

Gym Thursday Night

The second rally of the foot-

ball season will be held in the

gym Thursday night at 7 P. M.
The Student Council working
In conjunction with the Vigil-

ance Committee plans to make
this rally bigger and better

than that held J)efore the

Boston College game.
At the B. C. rally there was

a scarcity of day-hops noticed

arid the president of the Stu-
dent Council, James Garrity, Is

personally asking all to be pres-

ent.

Several noted speakers are to

address the student gathering,

the band will be there to blare

away m its accustomed manner,
the cheer leaders will endeavor
to instill the enthusiasm of the

occasion into everyone, and the

students themselves will try

this time, and perhaps success-

fully, to raise the rafters.

The usual bon-flre will follow

the get-together.

Small Percentage
Here Non-Catholic

Ten I«i a 1 1 h s Represented

Among 1022 Registered

Students

Tickets For Special

In Great Demand As
Everybody Plans To Go

Return Trip Tickets Offered at Ridiculously Low Price of

Two Dollars.—Trip to Be Made Via P. R. R.

LEAVING COLLEGE AT 7.45 A. M. SATURDAY

W-B Dance
To Follow
Grid Game

Hotel Casey to Be Scene

of Wilkes-Barre

Club Dance

3 PROFESS NO FAITH

Science Men Hear
Misercordia Head

Dr. John C. Zazacs of Philadel-

phia was the speaker at the weekly
meeting of the pre-meds held in the

Science School seminar last Thur-
sday morning:. Dr. Zazacs Is the

chief resident physician at the

Mlsericordia hospital in Philadel-

phia, and a graduate of the pre-

med school of Villanova.

The doctor expressed the fact

that he was very glad to be able

to come back to Villanova again
after being away for so many
years. As usual most of the lec-

tures have been connected with
the field of medicine somehow
or other, so Dr. Zazacs decided to

follow the custom and selected

"First Aid" as the topic of his

talk.

His words were:
"Most people do not know the

difference between a pre-medlcal
student and a medical student To
have a knowledge of first aid is

absolutely necessary, that Is why
I decided on this subject. In most
cases where first aid Is required
many dlsasterous results can be
avoided if you are familiar with
the proper methods of treatment."

Clear Head Essential
"Hemorrhages are common cases

where first aid knowledge Is al-

ways essential. The appearance
of blood usually makes every one
excited, but this should not
happen! Always use your head
and keep calm. The first thing to

do Is to try to avoid the loss of

blood by applying pads or other
means of arresting Its flow. Then
send the patient to a hospital or

place him under the care of a
phvslclan Immediately.
The doctor continued his lecture

by expressing other cases that of-

ten occur, such as fractures of the
various bones of the body. In these
cases the only thing that one can
do is make the patient as comfort-
able as possible until medical aid
arrives.

He continued to mention many
cases such as bolls, various cuts
and the appearance of foreign
bodies. "In all cases do not become
excited and always use your head.
Do as much as possible to your
knowledge concerning the case,

and Immediately call a physician
or send the Injured person to the
nearest hospital Do not lose time
or try to care for the patient
yourself, It Is a great responsibility
and should be entrusted to med-
ical men only."

In a recent survey, the Informa

tion having been obtained through

personal Interview with each stud-

ent by the Chaplain, it has been

shown that approximately 10 per

cent of the entire student body at

Villanova is non-Catholic. Ten de-

nominations, exclusive of the Cath-
olic faith, are represented on the

campus. They include members of

the Anglican, Baptist, Epsicopalian,
Greek Orthodox, Jewish, Lutheran,
Methodist, Methodist Episcopalian,

Presbyterian and Reformed church-
es. Three students are affiliated

with no religious sect.

This survey also shows that out

of a number of 1022 students who
have registered with the chaplain
918 are Catholics. The figure shows
that 358 students Included in Its

number are day-students, 248 ot

whom are upper-classmen and 110

are Freshmen. The remainder, 560,

make up the boarding students with
360 as upper-classmen and 200 as

Freshmen.
The survey goes even further and

makes public the information that
of the 104 non-Catholic studeniii

registered 22 are boarders and 82

are day-students.

Engineering Frat
To Hold Owl Hop

According to its usual custom,
the engineering school fraternity,

the Phi Kappa Pi, will open the
social season for the year, with
the traditional Owl Hop. For the

past few years It has always been
customary for the Owl Hop to be

first local social function, and
this year is to be no exception.

The Engineers have always been
noted for their novelty In decora-
tion and lighting, and seem to be

able to produce that spirit of "A
Good Time," so characteristic of

the Engineering School
The Owl Hop will be held In the

Crystal Ballroom of the Adelphla
Hotel, in Philadelphia, on Satur-
day,, November 7th, after the

Temple Game. It begins at nine
New" Vilianovans

the music under the

_ Raymond Baratta.
The tax is two dollars.

A very novel type of favor will

be presented. The Idea was orig-

inated by John Micklos, '33, and Is

of a type of which nothing sim-
ilar has ever been presented at

any Villanova affair.

The committee assisting Clem-
ent Busenkell, chairman, consists

of Joseph Hahn, Don LaPond,
Russell Hurst, "William Conroy,
Frank Malice, Albert Wolnskl,
and Joseph Kehoe.

O'clock. The "1

wU/Mttrnlsh the

di^fiMon of R

JERSEY CITY CLUB
PLANS TURKEY DANCE

The first meeting of the Jersey

City club was held last Tuesday
evening after chapel services to

discuss plans for the coming year.

President John McDermott open-
ed the meeting and welcomed the

new members Into the club. There
was a large attendance present

despite the fact that many mem-
bers were lost by graduation last

June.
Various subjects of Importance

were discussed, Including a dis-

cussion in regard to a proposed
dance to be held In Jersey City

during the Thanksgiving holidays.

The Idea was received with en-
thusiastic comment, but as jret

nothing definite has been decided.

The students officiating In the
club for the coming year are:

president. Jack McDermott, "32;

vice-president and treasurer,
Gabriel Stabile, 32; and secretary.

Prank McFceley, "34.

INFORMAL FUNCTION

The evening following the Buck

nell game the WilkesBarre Club wUl

hold a dance in the crystal ball-

room of the Hotel Casey in Scran-

ton. Inasmuch as this dance falls

on Hallowe'en night a more glamor-

ous beauty will be lended to the

occasion. Edward Palevltch has

been appointed as chairman in

charge of all arrangements and thus

far promises a dance that will

eclipse all the others held at this

same Casey Hotel.

The dance is to be an Informal

affair and will be the first social

function held by an organization of

the college this year. Dancing will

be from the hours of eight to twelve.

Vilianovans to Play

The Vilianovans, who will furnish

the music for the occasion, have

promised several novel arrange-

ments and many delightful sur-

prises In the way of ultra-modern

syncopatkn. The ten accomplished

players who compose the orchestra

are under the leadership of Ray-

mond Barratta. This will be their

premier bow of the year before a

college gathering and consequently

hope to impress all present with

their music.

The spacious ballroom Is to be

decorated In accord with the holi-

day mood of the night, and unique

Hallowe'en favors have been se-

lected by the committee for dis-

tribution. An unusual feature of

the evening will be a balloon

novetly dance, something new In

Villanova dances.

The tax that is to be charged i"

two dollars per couple. No one will

be admitted without an escort.

The nine members of the com-
mittee are: Edward Palevltch,

chairman, David Reedy, Edward
Lynett, George Nalevanko, Francis

Berger, William McGraw, Joseph

Wende, William DrlscoU and Grant
Dunleavy.

82 Frosh Without
Catholic Training

The religious registration figures

recently made public by the chap-

lain of Villanova, show that more
than one quarter of the entering

class at this institution this year

have had no previous Catholic

school training.

According to religious registration

data received from 310 freshmen, 82

have never before attended a Cath-
olic school. On the other hand, 129

(42 per cent.) attended both par-

ochial and Catholic high schools

for full courses of eight and four

years respectively. The remaining
32 per cent declaring themselves to

have had at least some Catholic

school training.

As In the past two years it has
again been found necessary to con-

duct a catechism class In the fund-
amentals of Catholic religion. This
class numbers about thirty stud-

ents. In addition seven students

are undergoing Individual instruc-

tion in preparation for Confession
and communion, while a class of a
dozen students is being prepared for

the early reception of the Sacra-
ment of Confirmation.
In regard to pre-registration re-

ligious practices, statistics concern-
ing the Freshmen show that 59 out
of the 310 (31 per cent) are week-
ly communicants, while 42 iper cent
are listed as monthly communicants.
Twenty students admit they have
been away from the Saaraments
from one year to five and six years.

OWL PUBLICATION
APPEARS THIS WEEK
Containing between its sepia

covers the most interesting and
important of recent engineerlnar

developments, "The Owl" makes
lt.T first appearance of the school

\par this week. Besides gfaphlc
accounts of en9:lneerlng doings, it

contains many Alumni notes

which are eawrly looked for by
the widely scattered graduates of

the School of Technology.

Everything Is now in readiness

for the greatest Scranton trip

ever proposed. The special train

for Villanova rooters Is scheduled

to leave the College at 7.45 A. M.

Saturday, October 31, and leaves'

Scranton for the return trip at

130 A. M. Sunday. Stops will be

made at Fifty-second Street, and
at North Philadelphia stations

both going and returning. The
train planned Is an unusually

fast one, thus as little time as

posible will be spent in traveling.

Due to the efforts of the Rev.
Ruellan Pink the railroad Is of-

fering the return trip tickets at

the ridiculously low figure of two
($2.00) dollars. It will be remem-
bered that in the past the fare

has averaged twice this figure,

or nearly four dollars. Placing

such an opportunity within the
grasp of every Villanova man, FT.

Fink hopes for the largest crowd
that has ever made the trip.

The tickets for the special and
also for the game are for sale at

the vice-president's office. The
admission to the game, with an
A. A card. Is two dollars ($200).

These are the regular three dol-

lar, fifty-yard line tickets, the

best available.

Classic of Coal Regions
Of the game itself, little can be

said that Is not well known to

every Villanova student. The
annual Villanova-Bucknell foot-

ball struggle has come to be
known as "The Classic of the

Coal Regions." The four games
played have resulted in two wins
for each contestant, and this year
will be seen the deciding struggle

of the half-decade of football en-
mity.

In an interview with Pr. Pink he
has explained that there Is no rule

that can enforce school spirit, it

is entirely up to the men them-
selves and here Is the opportunity
for really displaying that spirit.

The cost of the trip is negligable

and the need for loyalty pressing

Fr. Pink says, "Every man of
Villanova should feel it is his duty
to be there IThe trip is for the
students and unless sufficient

numbers come, such opportunities

will not be offered In the future."

Also it has been decided that
without special permissslon no
student will pe permitted to drive

an automobile nor "hop-rides" to

Scranton to see the game. In ex-
planation of this ruling the vice-

president has said. "The danger
envolved Is too great, while here
at school the boys are under our

(Continued On Page Pour)

Irving Anthony
Heard at Seminar

Author of "Down to the Sea

in Ships"

COLLEGE MAN IS TOPIC

On Thursday, October 22nd,
the Arts seminar class had the
pleasure of listening to a talk by
Irving Anthony, author, traveller,

lecturer and one time swimming
instructor at the University of
Pennsylvania. His speech was
mainly concerned with what a
college career should mean to the
college man and what It should
accomplish for him in the
future.

Mr. Anthony said that after a
man has graduated from college

he is expected to be able to talk

in another language, to know
nature and Its wonders, to have
a knowledge of art, to have the
facility of making friends and to

be able to utilize his education

In such a way as may prove most
advantageous to him..

No Relation Exists

He also went on to say: "There is

no relation between education
and money. Oftimea It Is the man
who Is better educated that is

earning the least money. The phil-

osopy of a real education Is such
that the possessor of one, may
find solace and comfort In the
secure knowledge of Its attain-

ment."
Mr. Anthony in concluding his

talk remarked on the fact that
the four years of a college career
are usually the happiest and most
carefree days In one's life; and
that the college man should not
while away his time, but hasten to
employ It In the foundation of
such structures of knowledge as
mav be of great benefit to him
later on In life.

He Is the author of several well-
known books, namely, "Down To
The Sea In Ships" and "Stephen
Decatur."
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COLLEGE GRADUATES of today are sur-

prised at the titter of recognition that greets

., .
.^ ..them when they attempt to

A make known to the world

, ;, REVIVAL their position in life. They

frown at the response to

..their own assertion that they have become

exceptionally well versed in the arts and

sciences. But are these methods of public

salutation justifiable in the light of our own

previous conceptions of what a college pro-

duct really was? We deign to answer in the

negative. The chasm between the college

man and the non-collegian was usually

thought to be very wide, at least one that

was discernable to the average person.

Within the past decade or two, during the

"Age of Unreason", this gap has become

much smaller, diminishing proportionately

the respect for the college man.

HOWEVER at the present time this lament-

able state of affairs seems to be slowly

righting itself. A return to the so-called

ancient and unmodern ideas of our ancestors

is gradually coming about. The student who

seeks the cultural and educational is no

more termed a prude but is being recognized

by those who but yesterday grinned at the

product of the modem college. Incidental

to this revival of culture among college men

is a new appreciation of the cultural by the

world about us. Shakespeare is no longer

scrambling for recognition with ultar-mod-

ern authors but is playing before crowded

houses in all the principal cities. Since

much that is cultural is contained in these

Shakespearean dramas and also since Vil-

lanova has a literary society capable of pro-

ducing such plays themselves, it is to be

hoped that Villanova with a new and vigor-

ous appreciation of the classics may be the

leader in the return to the cultural and edu-

cational.
* * « :|l III; '

SPEAKING before the Arts seminar several

weeks ago, Professor Jonas urged his hear-

ers to join Beta Gamma, the

BETA college debating society. The
GAMMA practical results of his talk

are as yet undetermined. It

caused us, however, to wonder how many
students realize the importance, in fact the

absolute necessity, in the world today for

an ability to stand on one's own two feet and

talk. Whether we are cognizant of the fact

or not, public speaking is becoming more im-

portant each year. Business and the pro-

fessions are now organized along lines which
demand self-expression. The successful

business and professional men today are, in

most cases, not the most learned, but those

who can best express their ideas and plans.

It is the man of forceful, persuasive speak-

ing who dominates. 'The lawyer pleading

his case before the bar, the salesman putting
his product on the market, the engineer ex-

plaining his plans for new structures in

steel, the banker handling loans and opening
accounts, the business man establishing

trade relations, the doctor in his daily con-

tact with his patients, the politician prac-
ticing mob psychology, the diplomat han-
dling affairs of state, the cleric preaching
his conception of the truth," all find public

speaking a necessity, and when mastered,
an invaluable asset. Oh yes, particiption

in debating has its drawbacks. Attendance
at meetings requires time, quite a bit of it

;

and preparation of speeches requires down-
right effort and fatiguing research, quan-
tities of it. Still, is debating worth while?
Successful men know how to speak.

THE POPULAR notion of what is a "Col-

lege Man" has in late years been very much
distorted. In an ef-

THE AMERICAN fort to correct the

COLLEGE MAN opinion "The Torch"

of St. John's College

printed the following editorial which we are

offering this week as our regular weekly re-

print: "Most of the critics and character-

izers of the modern American college man
picture him as an indolent, pleasure-mad
young individual, who rides through four
merry years of football, rah-rahing, and
dashing about in pastelle colored roadsters,

and finally graduates to the proverbial posi-

tion of bond salesman. We have seen many
plays and pictures and read many stories

of supposedly typical college life, and have
always found these factors vividly depicted.

Seldom, if ever, do we find a story that in-

cludes the classroom or study hall. As far
as writers are concerned, these are merely
incidentals of college life. It is small won-
der, therefore, that a great majority of peo-
ple look upon the attendants of our colleges

as "college boys," instead of university stu-

dents. They are regarded as freaks and
often more venomously cpndemned as para-
sites living on the pocketbooks of hard
working fathers.

"PERHAl^S, this type of college man may
be the output of some of our universities

that have relegated the old system of scho-

lastic training to the past, and embraced the

more up-to-date "ologys." If we can accuse

some of our coUegre men of being parasites,

so too can we condemn some of our Ameri-

can institutions of higher learning that re-

quest only a high tuition and perhaps a

promise of an endowment in return for a

beautifully engraved sheepskin. Without

any intent of showering praise upon our

selves, and using St. John's only as an ex-

ample, we can certainly say that both our

institution and its students are exceptions

to the general condemnation of our Ameri-

can college system. Let these critics walk

through our laboratories or our library dur-

ing the late hours of any afternoon and they

will change their minds that the American

student no longer thirsts for the knowledge
of truth. And very few, if any, of our stu-

dent body can hardly be called parasites. In

fact, a great many of them are self-support-

ing. For these men, there isn't any vaca-

tion. As soon as the Spring Term is con-

cluded, they drop their books and take up

less refined labors. But the following Sep-

tember their bills are paid to the treasurer

in their own names.

The Shows

Entertaining: Melodrama

Bebe Daniels, ably supported by
Warren William, is appearing in

Balzac's "The Honor of The
Family," a smart, sophisticated

picture now showing at the Earle
Theatre. The setting of the story

is in a castle in Hungary, where
Bebe Daniels, in conjunctio.n with
her lover, Alan Mowbray, is engag-
ed in trying to force an old million-

aire whom she has captivated by
her charm, to sign a will leaving
her his estate. Warren William,
the millionaire's nephew, now en-
ters the scene and succeeds in out-
witting the clever Miss Daniels,
whose love he finally wins, and in
killing Alan Mowbray in a thrilling

duel. The picture is unusually well
acted and is worth seeing because
of its smooth, fast dialogue; the
spiciness and rapid action of the
plot and the many humorous and
satirical moments of which the
picture is replete.

Her Usual Acting

Greta Garbo undoubtedly makes
this story good by her superb acting.
In "Susan Lenox, Her Pall and

Rise," she takes the part of an
innocent farm girl who is forced to
leave home. She meets Clark
Gable and gives her love to him:
Circumstances force the girl to

leave Gable and live by her wits.

He denounces her and takes to
drink, but she follows him to South
America where he finally relents
and they are once more united.
The story Is lacking In original-

ity and only by the power of
Garbo's personality and Robert Z.
Leonard's brilliant directing does it

come up to par.
Gable does not seem to fit the

role of the idealistic lover. He is

either overpowered by Garbo's
charm or he does not like good-boy
parts.

Romantic Adventure
At the Karlton this week we may

see Douglas Fairbanks Jr., making
a most valiant effort to imitate
his illustrious father. "I Like Your
Nerve" is a light comedy of an
American youth conquering the
queen of a mythical South Amer-
ican Kingdom in it we find that
pleasant type of entertainment for
v/hich the movies are so famous
With the able and completely sat-
isfying assistance of Loretta
Young, as the queen, ycung Fair-
tanks gives quite a good account
of himself.

Harry Stuhldreher appear conspicu-
ously in several scenes. Other wel}
known gridders to appear are Prank
Carldeo, Adam Walsh, Bucky O'-
Conner, "Moon" Mullins and John
Law. The picture is a fitting tribute
to the memory of Knute Rockne.

With a Serious Note
Movie fans who like a note of

seriousness, once in awhile, and
some excellent acting in "talkie"
repetoire will find enjoyment in the
picture, "My Sin," showing this
week at the Stanton. Although the
story has its dull moments, Tallulah
Bankhead, who is most refreshing,
and Frederic March nobly carry it

through.

The story concerns two souls, a

saloon-dance -hall queen, in Pana-
ma, and Dick Grady, a lawyer,
who is seldom sober, are both dis-

illusioned with life. Grady, por-
trayed by Mr. March, becomes sober
in time successfully defends Char-
lotte, Miss Bankhead, from being
convicted for murder. Both agree
to start life anew. Charlotte be-
comes "Anne Trevor" and goes to
New York. After becoming success-
ful Dick finds that he is in love
with "Anne."
Complications arise when "Miss

Trevor" falls in love with a chap
who learns of her past. Thus in
the end there is a successful con-
clusion when "Apne" tried to live a
He, is reunited with Grady.

Horizontal

Musings

Campus Briefs

A strange thing happened the
other day, a Scotchman stopped his

car on the Pike and left his motor
running while he got out to see
whether his tire was flat or not.

* • •

The boys up at Hobart are letting

their beards grow until the grid

team wins a game. Maybe the

members of the group will be able
to get jobs as Santa Clauses during
the Christmas vacation.

* • *

Jim Crowley of the "Four Horse-
men" and at present coach of
Michigan State grid squad says that
scrimmage is the "bunk." Well,
every one is entitled to his own
opinion and we won't argue.

Still Flaying:

"The Spirit of Notre Dame, ' play-
ing at the Stanley Theatre is held
over a second week by popular de-
mand. We do not wonder that this

picture has made such a hit, for it

is a football story that is "differ-

ent," to say the least. There are no
mushy sex scenes, nor wild fratern-
ity parties, that seem to find them-
selves in so-called "college pictures."
Lew Ayres, a left halfback, who

does all the blocking, but gets little

glory, is excellent in his role. The
Pour Horsemen, Elmer Layden, Jim
Crowley, Don Miller and our own

Despite many dubious headshakes
and pessimistic remarks, the old
wrecks in the triangle made the
trips to Duke and Boston and still

have enough life in them to con-
tinue to block traffic.

* • *

For the benefit of the Frosh who
don't know how to dance and who
would like to learn, we would
heartily advise the Gigolo Ecole de
Danse at 106 Fedigan Hall.

* * *

We were talking to a Soph pre-
med the other day and we are be-
ginning to fear for the poor lad's
health; he said that Organic was
a snap.

* • «

Nearly every Villanovan has a
very pronounced finger wave and
its not in the hair either.

* • *

Two fellows who don't believe in
signs were put on bounds the other
day for cutting the campus.

If I have been informed correct-

ly, Charles Dickens was very adept

at character study and portrayal. I

personally think he missed a lot by

not having the 2:30 Sunday morn-
ing P. & W. on which to ride. There

he would have found ample ma-
terial to fill sixteen more volumes.

Just reverse the seat in the train

some Sunday morning and gaze

upon the noble physiognomies of

your fellow passengers. There be-

fore you is life at its worst, life

at its best, and life at college

wherever that comes into the pic-

ture.

In this seat on the right we have
a, few inebriates who are returning
from several nights of revelry and a
few knights of Pythias. I sometime
wonder if the company just doesn't

sneak them aboard to keep the
passengers amysed. Farther to the
rear is a quartet of Norristown, fac-
tory molls who have evidently been
in town to a parish sup[>er. A rather
youngish looking couple sits at
your left, fingers entwined while
they cast amorous glances at each
other! Just a boy and a girl, ladies

and gentlemen, confessing their

blushing love to one another just

like ma and pa did in the gay
nineties.

You can imagine the element
which constitutes the rest of the
congregation. Bill coming back
from a bridge date in South PhlUy,
Mike just made the train on the run
after a pleasant evening spent with
the radio rifle, Pasquale purring
like a cat full of fish, after indulg-
ing in an evening of Neapolitan de-
lights, etc. All have one thought in

mind - "I wonder what Mr. Seller

will have for dinner tomorrow."

The one remaining thought :-

Villanova needs more phone booths
like Yale needs more Albie Booths.
Will someone please sneak up be-
hind me with a window weight?

Edgar Allen Poe must have lived

at Villanova sometime during his

hectic career. Without such an ex-
perience how in the name of all

that is sacred to the Buddhists
could he have gotten the inspiration
for his poem "The Bells?"

The way that phone rings around
six o'clock on Saturday is enough to

make Aimee McPhearson run for
Pope at the next election.

"Hello, is this Austin Hall? It is?

Well, could you tell me who won
the game? What game! Why, the
Villanova - Boston College game,
silly. Of course they played. Say,
will please tell me who won? They
did? Oh, dear isn't that wonderful!
Well, you know that I etc, etc. Was
anyone hurt? How terrible! What
do you want to know my name for?
Why, I never experienced such im-
pertinence in all my life. You coll-

ege boys are absolutely ridiculous!"
Bang!

*****
WE WONDER whether or not the college

ofificials are cognizant of conditions as they
exist in the dining room on Thursday morn-
ings? It is exasperating, to say the least,

after standing for eight or ten minutes to

have others step into the line ahead of you.

Since many of the men at Villanova are not
gentlemen, may we not have faculty con-
trol? •:'.,:•:;.•../ •••;;:.:

The Prof Says

"A gentleman is one, who offended or not,

never gives offense.—Fr. O'Brien.
*****

"There is no concrete evidence of an evo-

lution from one species to another."

—Fr. Wilson.
*****

"Give the American people what they

want and they will pay for it."—Fr. Mauch.
*****

"The Federal Reserve did as much for

winning the World War as did any other

agency."—Prof. Dougherty.
*****

"You cannot be happy or contented unless

there is an element of self-sacrifice in your

life."—!<>. Dougherty.

*****
"The emigration of people from this coun-

try is greater than the immigration, and
will be so for several years."—Prof. Ficek.

*****
"Don't come out and inake a flat state-

ment, because you don't know everything

about anything."—Fr. O'Brien.

*****
"The only values that have come down

to u.s from ancient times are spiritual val-

ues. They are the only lasting values."

—Fr. Mauch.
* • • • *

"If there is more money in circulation by
Christmas, we will have the first sunburst
of optimism, the first loosening of the
strings."—Prof. Dougherty.

AVOID B.

Ifiswinning smile—hishand-

some face—how they thrilled

her oncel But now all she re-

membered was his inexcus-

able "B. L" (Bad Impression)

Take no chances. Careless

38^* *28^* $24^*

dothes may cost popularity

— success. Wear clothes
that are styled and tailored

individually for YOU.
Edward custom - tailored
Suits and Topcoats make
you look your very best.

# DoubU-br*aat«d alts wUl b*
foTorwl by th* b*«t-dnaMd unlTMattr
mail In th* countrr. Th«T will look b«st
Icdlorad to Your mvosur* by Edward In
n«at plain qtare. bluM and browns.

Edward Clothes
EDWARD TAILORING CO., INC. 1316 Walnut street

16ih and Market streets 5 West Chelten avenue
Represented by J. LIN HILL
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Bucknell
Review

When Villanova and Bucknell
clash this Saturday afternoon for
the eleventh time, the largest
crowd ever to see the Cat and the
Bison tangle Is expected to tax
the capacity of Brooks Field,

Scranton. Increased facilities this

year make it possible that a new
attendance record of 20.000 may
be set.

Bucknell is coached by Carl
Snavely. who has won three of
four duels of wits with Villanova's
coach, Harry Stuhldreher. In the
entire series between the two
schools, beginning back in 1900,
Bucknell has won seven, tied one
and lost two. In the modern series,

started in 1926 at Wilkes-Barre,
Villanova has tiiumphed twice,
with Bucknell winning three times.

In 1926, Bucknell was coached
by Charley Moran, and Villanova
was the winner, 7 to 3. The Cats
were also victorious in 1928,

when Ski August and Tommy
\jIorgan combined to turn in a 20-

6 victory.

Bucknell won in 1927, 28-12.

and came out In the last two
battles, 9-0 and 20-14.

OUR PREDICTIONS—
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Albright—St. Joseph's
Army—Colorado
Holy Cross—Brown
Notre Dame—Carnegie Tech
Colgate—Mississippi
Cornell—Columbia
Yale^Dartmouth
Drexel—Washington
Fordham—West Liberty
Geneva—P. & M.
Georgetown—Boston College
Urslnus—Gettysburg
Harvard—Vlnglnla
Johns Hopkins—Haverford
Penn—Lafayette
Niagara—LaSalle
Lebanon Valley—Mt. St. Mary's
Muhlenberg—Lehigh
Navy—West Virginia Wesleyan
N. Y. U.—Oregon
Pitt—Penn State
Michigan—Prmceton
Rutgers—De'aware
Syracuse—Michigan State
Temple—W. & J.

W. Maryland—Loyola
Last week's record—^Winners,

Losers, 2; Tied, 3.

Season's Record — Winners,
Losers, 13; Tied, 8.

VILL
FOOTBALL GOLF

SPORTS
TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Frosh Continue Streak

By Defeatmg Perkiomen

Prep By 19 to 7 Score

Walsh Runs Back First Kickoff For Touchdown as Year-
' lings Win Second Game of Season

WEISENBAUGH ALSO STARS FOR FRESHMEN

Led by Jim Walsh, left-hftlfback, of bucks advanced the pellet to

the Frosh continued their winning the 4-yard line from where Walsh

ways by trouncing Perkiomen Prep carried it over for his second

in their annual game by the score tpuphdown. Matt Love drop kicked

of 19-7.

TTie Kittens jumped to the fore

at the first play of the game, when

the extra point.

The Prepsters' lone tally came In

the final minutes when a series of

Walsh, taking the ball on his own I passes placed the ball on the home
13-yard line behind fine interfer- ^g^^^.g n.yard line. At this point
ence dashed ^^'•o"^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^Moscovitz passed over the goal
Prep team for a 97 yard run to a "

gpore. \^^^ t° Mezick for a score. The try

Though the Frosh outplayed the 'for the point was blocked.

Prepsters during the remainder of
|

xhe lineup:

the half they could not muster yjLL^NOVA

19;

77;

1. e
. . . 1. t. .

,;.,.. .i..^g.'.

... . . c. ..

.. r. g. ..

... r. t. .

r. e.

. . q. b. .

.

. r. h. b.
... L h.
f . b. . .

.

PERKIOMEN
Cadlodbochl

Matlock
. . . . Edwards

Loucks

Jay Vees Victors

Over Princeton

Pass From Hurlburt to Adleman
Nets Junior Varsity Six Points
And Win Over Tiger Jayvees

another touchdown. Etton
Soon after the beginning of the Robinson

.second half, Weisenbaugh, taking Blanchard

the ball on the Perkiomen 39 yard Mahaffey

line dashed 25 yards to the 14 yard g j^i^^^'

"

line. From here Bleiler tossed a orlmberg
pass to Walsh who was downed on sueler . .

.

ohe one foot line. On the next Walsh . .

.

play Bleiler carried the ball over Weisenbaugh 1. h. b.

.or the second score. Patczh

In the last period both teams Substitutions: villanova --Cook,

touchdowns. A punt Gleason, Conley. Burkltt, Goggln.
scored ^^""^""""'"°:. ^" ^.»;""" Douglas, Schaeffer, QeUlvlch, Nowe.
iowned by Nowe. Kitten center, on ^0^^^ Llndsey. Perkiomen—Wolf,
„he visitors' 14-yard line placed the predrlck, Shandow, Lowbs, Mosco
ball in scoring position. A series vltz. Groat, Laskey, Mesick.

Though outweighed, the Blue

and White Junior Varsity snatch-

ed 6-0 victory via the aerial route

from the Princeton Javees at

Princeton.

Two plays after the opening

kick-off the Villanovans taking
advantage of a Princeton fumble
began a goal-ward march. How-
ever th^ advance was halted whpn
the Tigers held for downs on their

twenty yard line.

From this point on for the re-

mainder of the half the Tigers
using power plays in order to

make the most of their weight,

out rushed the Blue and White.
Nevertheless they could not
push across a tally.

In the third period the play was
even, neither team advancing very

far into the others territory. In
the final period the Wildcats
realizing the futility of rushing
the ball took to the air.

With the ball on Princeton's 35

yard line Charley Hurlbert

dropped back and tossed a flat

]^gy pass to Addle Adelman who dash-

Kllnger ed across the last stripe for the

. . Tortla winning touchdown.
Gaumer This seemed to put new life in-

. . Blleskl to the Tigers who also unleashed
. . .

Brlllo a passing attack which carried
Whitman ^^^^^ ^^ Villanova's 10 yard line.

Here they were halted by the

fighting Wildcats.
Taking the ball at this point the

Villanovans not to be out done be-

gan a march of their own.

Wildcats Have Easy Tune

In Overwhelming Weak
Baltunore Team By 61-6

Pott^ Beaudine and Tarter Star in Backfield for Blue and

While; While Alperstein and Ryan

Play Well for Orioles

CATS SET NEW HIGH SCORING MARK
Two Track Meets

® 1931. LicoBTr & Myus Tobacco Co.

I^efs talk Straight from the Shoulder

WHAT you want in a cigarette is taste. You want

mildness . . . smoothness . . . and satisfying pleasure

free

when you smoke.

All right then . get this straight.

CHESTERFIELD pays top prices . . . yes, and a

premium for the ripest, mellowest, sweetest-

tasting leaf that grows.

The curing and conditioning is doneby special-

ists . . . men carefully trained in handling these

fine tobaccos. • • •

IN BLENDING, also, Chesterfields are different

. . . Instead of merely mixing the tobaccos

together ... we cross-blend them. It's like mak-

ing a new and better-tasting kind of tobacco.

That's how we get that Chesterfieldflavor. Milder

. . . and a more pleasing aroma.

Cigarette paper? Only the purest that's made

is good enough for Chesterfield.

PICK UP a package. Note its clean appearance

from heavy inks. It's moisture-proof, too.

And three big factories at Richmond, Durham and San

Francisco— operating under the strictest sanitary standards

—rush atieoi fresh to you.

Good . . . they've got to be good. Be-

cause they're made that way. And
most important of all . . . you can

taste this goodness in the cigarette.

You can tell it in the smoke.

Light up. Mister! Try Chesterfie'd.

Let the cigarette do its own talking.

You'll get the whole thrilling story,

in just two words . . ."They Satisfy"!

^^S^-9/llUyett^S^tc^

Last Saturday afternoon the

Varsity gridmen breezed through a

HpIH at ^taditim weak but gritty representation fromlACiuox ouow "
Ithe University of Baltimore to a

'.

i-i i„f«, 61 to 6 victory. A crowd of about
As a means of Promoting inter-

^^^ thousand was on hand to
est among the ^^t^dents a novel

^^^^^ ^he Wildcat aggregation set
track meet was held last Thursday ^^^ mark of 61
at 3 p m. at the stadium. There

^^^^ ^^^ former record was 58
were six events. 100 yard da^h 440 ^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ ^ ^^^j.

yard run. one mile run. shot put ^
(12 lb ) high jump and broad

"^""•^ j «»

jump, and each contestant had to The Blue ^and White scored two

elect four of these six events and touchdowns in the first, third and

rumil the requirements of each.

The requirements of each re-

apective event were as follows:

100 yd. dash 11-8 sec.

440 yd. run 66 aec.

1 mile run ............ 6 min. 45 sec

Broad Jump 17 feet

High Jump 4 ft. 10 m.
Shot put 30 feet

Anyone who chose four of these

foregoing six events, and success-

fully fulfilled all the requirements,

received a Short Story Magazine
medal, as described in the last

issue of the Villanovan.

All students were eligible, and at

the end of the day, the following

were medal winners: J. Fox, C. Sol-

emo, W. O'Brien, J. Mele, S. Chi-

arello, J. Joblonski. J. Whelan, C.

Hickey, H. Hurle, W. Dowling, J.

Habe, and J. Fenstemacker.

Last Tuesday, October 20, a

"field day" was held at the track.

Everybody was eligible, and a large

number of contestants, including

both Freshmen and upper classmen

showed up at the appointed time

to vie for honors. Gold, silver

and bronze medals were given to

those who finished in first, second

and third place respectively. Joe

Penstamacker and Donald Mc-
Devitt proved to be the best indi-

vidual performers of the day.

Fenstemacker won the century in

the fine time of 10.1 seconds and he

again showed his heels to the

crowd in the quarter mile which he
won rather handily, crossing the

tape in 56 seconds flat. McDevitt
won both the 70 yard high and low

hurdles with a little to spare.

The summaries:

fourth periods, accumulating 22

markers in the second quarter as a
result of three touchdowns and a
safety. The Felines battered their

way to twenty-five first downs
while the Marylanders gamed six.

Beaudine and Randour divided

individual high scormg honors for

the day both crossing the last

white line three times each, wtiile

Tarter and Potts were runners up
with two and one respectively. The
Orioles gained their lone score on
a pass from Alperstem to Ryan
who ran 52 yards for a touchdown.

Villanova received the kickoff

and after eight successive plays

pushed over the first touchdown.
Beaudine made the score on a re-

verse play through left tackle. The
Felines scored again in the first

period on a pass from Trotsky to

Tarter. The quarter ended with
the Cats in the fore 12 to 0.

Early m the second period the
Wildcats advanced to the Balti-

more two yard line, but the Oriole
forward wall stiffened consider-
ably and the Cats were held on
downs. Baltimore then took the
ball and attempted to boot out of
danger, but "Chickie" Carr broke
through the line to block the punt
and also to add two more points to

the ever mcreaslng Villanova score.

Two Mile Run—1, R.
M. Whalen. 3. C. Salerno.

Alperstein kicked out from his 20
yard line to O'Dormell, who car-
ried the ball to Baltimore's 42 yard
line. A pass and a line plunge
brought the ball to the 9 yard line

and a reverse, Cavanaugh to Ran-
dour made another touchdown.
Baltimore received the next kick-

off, but an attempted pass was in-
tercepted by Randour. After Potts
had brought the ball to the 11 yard
line, Randour again slipped
through for a score.

The final touchdown of the first

half was made by Potts who ran 38
Wolmer, 2,

Time 10.25.

100 Yard bash— 1. J. Fenstermack- yards to a tally on a fake kick play,
er, 2, N. Chlarello. 3, L. Mele. Time As the half ended the score stood
10.1.

1000 Yard Run—1, H. Duffy, 2. L
Bunz. 3, T. Hamilton. Time 2.28.

1 Mile Run—1, O. Baker. 2, J. Mc-
ConvlUe, 3, W. O'Brien. Time 4.49.

300 Yard Run—1 J. Delaney, 2, L
Bruno, 3. H. Hurley. Time 34.3.

600 Yard Run—

1

Elliot. 3, J. Fox.
70 Yard Low Hurdles—1. D. Mc-

Devitt. 2. C. Hickey, 3. J. Dowling.
Time 8.5.

70 Yard High Hurdles— 1, D. Mc-
Devitt, 2. W. Burt. Time 10.1.

Pole Vault— 1, W. Burt. 2. C. To-
masso, 3, C. Hickey. Height. 10 ft.

11 Inches.

Broad Jump—1. C. Hickey, 2, B.
Corrlgan. 3. D. DcDevltt. Distance.

20 feet 9 1-2 Inches.

YEARLING HARRIERS WIN

Villanova fresh barley missed a

perfect score as three Wildcat
yearlings tied for first place and
also set a new course record to

help defeat Newark Prep, 17-38.

in a dual cross-country meet last

Friday at Villanova.
Richard Warner, George Baker

and Ted Hamilton finished in a

dead heat tied for first place.

They were clocked in 12 minutes
35 seconds, a new record, wiping

out the old mark, of 12:38 created

last year by James Downey Duffy,

of Villanova, was fourth and Cap-
zaso. of Newark, fifth.

Summaries:

1. Womer. Villanova Presh.
2. Baker, Villanova Presh.
3. Hamilton. Villanova Fresh.
4. Duffy, Villanova Presh.
5. Capzaso, Newark Prep.
6. Reld, Newark Prep.
7. Bunz. Villanova Presh.
8. Kramer, Villanova Fresh.
9. McConnell. Villanova Presh.
10. Pallon. Newark Prep.

TEAM SCORES
Villanova Presh ... 1 2 3 .4 7—17

Newark Prep 6 6 8 9 10—38

Villanova 34; Baltimore, 0.

In the opening of the second half
Baltimore kicked off to V^lanova.
Dalabrida returned the punt to the
42 yard line. After a series of
gains the ball was brought to the 1

A. Kramer, 2, J. yard line and Beaudine crashed
through for a touchdown. The try
for the extra point was blocked.
The Wildcats' next addition to

the score was a touchdown by
Tarter who ran fifty-five yaxdsAov
a score after having intercepwd a
forward pass.

Baltimore's only touchdown came
in the third period when Ryan re-
ceived a pass from Alperstein and
ran 52 yards for a touchdown amid
the cheers of the crowd. The try
for the extra point failed.

In the final quarter Beaudine
and Randour scored one touch-
down apiece making a grand total

of 61 points for the Blue and
White.
Although the Baltimore team

was overwhelmed and outplayed
they deserve a lot of credit for the
fighting spirit they displayed des-
pite the tremendous odds with
which the squad was faced.

At the present time Villanova
has won four games and lost one.

YALE DOWNS LIGHTWTS.

Last Friday the Villanova 150 lb.

team Journeyed up to New Haven
to play the Yale lightweights. The
Bulldogs were too ferocious for the

Wildcats and sent them home
with a 19 to loss

Villanova kicked off to Yale who
pushed over a touchdown after

four plays. Villanova kicked off

again and the same process was
repeated. However, after the sec-

ond touchdown the Blue and
White held and Yale didn't score

again untU the last period.

BASKETBALL PRACTICE

Both the varsity and Freshman
basketball squads will begrin prac-
tice this week under the guidance
of Coch Doc Jacobs.

LeFren Grill

1528 CHESTNVT ST.

Reserved

the MeetingPlace

for all

College Men
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CAMPVS OPINION
Do you believe that rattle-trap

cars should be allowed on the cam
pus?
Robert G. Fanelll, Freshman,

Good Counsel: "Yes, I do. These
cars are a source of much enjoy
ment among the students and they
are far better suited for the bang-
ing around to which cars are sub-
jected than other more expensive
ones. Furthermore, most of the

students are not in a position lo

bring good cars down here from
home and I can't see why they
should be denied the pleasure that
cars afford them, simply because
their means of conveyance happens
to be a model "T" or the like. I do
not believe these cars mar the beau-
ty of the campus. On the con-
trary I think that they depict a true

picture of college life."

Joseph Neylon, Sophomore, Mon-
astery: "Absolutely not. Junk cars

are a menace to the palatial

grounds of Vilianova. The triangle

at the rear of Mendel Hall looks

like a junk yard and it is really

unfair to tlie owners of expensive
motor cars. Rattle-trap cars also

detract from the cultural atmos-
phere of Vilianova and paint the

campus with a picture that is de-
cidedly high-schooiish and foolish."

1
• Louis Abbate, Sophomore, Mon-

; astery: "I certainly do believe that

rattle trap cars should be allowed
on the campus. They give to the

campus a glamorous appearance
and colorful lustre of college life.

They help to save expenses used for

,; traveling purposes and besides off-

er many pieasant opportunities for

amusement and good tmies. Also,

if it were not for rattle-trap cars,

the football team would be lacking

many loyal rooters who follow the

; team in all away games."

Paul Loughlin, Freshman, Good
;

Counsel: "Yes. I think they should.
.. Rattle-trap cars afford a pupil both

enjoyment and transportation. Oi
course the car ought to be able to

stop with safety. The main fault
' with dilapidated cars is their

appearance. However, "all that is

.} gold does not glitter' and In my
opinion there are some model "T'

Fords that are far more endurable
and give far better service than a
gaudy looking, flashing, and higher
priced car."

Albert Cerulo, Freshman, Good
Counsel: "I think that rattle-trap
cars are all right because they con-
vey an impression of college life.

They are the means of much fun
,

too, to the stuaents, who other-
' wise would be denied the privilege

of owning a car. Some may say that
• there is a good deal of attention

attached to rattle-trap cars, but 1

.
am sure that most of the students
being college men realize this ana
keep their cars in efficient and safe
use."

Special Tickets
For Scranton Trip

In Great Demand
(Continued Prom Pa«,e One)

care and this augmenting of re-

sponsibility is too great to please

a paltry few The trip has been
planned for the grreatest good of

the greatest number and unless

every man shoulders his own bur-
den for thtrt greatest good, we
will not have a student body act-

ing as a unit but a number of

separate individuals each pleasing

himself.. We do not want this at

Vilianova."

MEET
PROF. FICEK
(Continued Prom Page One)

Dates Announced
By Villanovans

The prospects of the Villanovans
this year are indeed very bright.
In a recent interview with Mr.
Baratta, the sophomore director of
the Villanovans for the coming
year, it was learned that the
dance orchestra has several
appointments within the next few
weeks. The orchestra not only
will play for college affairs but
also for numerous outside dances
The following is a group of

dances already settled upon ;Oct.
29, the Villanovans will play at
the St. Catherine dance; on Oct.
31, they will supply the music at
the Wilkes-Barre Club dance after
the Bucknell game on Nov. 19
they will play at the Club Rel Rio.
The music at the Brooklyn-Long
Island Club dance, which will take
place after the Georgetown game,
will also be supplied by these pro-
ducers of harmony.

RIDE THE NEW
COMFORTABLE and

DEPENDABLE

GREYHOUND
BUSES

Anywhere — Anytime

For Information and

Titkets See

VINCENT H. SMITH
208 Austin Hall
campus agent

— New Reduced Rates —

Came to America In 1924

In 1924, shortly after having
obtained this degree. Prof. Flcek

decided to continue his education

in the tJnited States, where a more
advanced knowledge could be ob-

tained. Consequently,
,
upon his

arrival here, he enrolled as a grad-
uate student in the University of

Chicago and the following year as

a graduate student in the University

of Wisconsin^ In these universities

his major interest was In Eco-
nomics..

In 1926 his graduate work here
was given recognition, and he re-

ceived his Master of Arts degree
from the University of Chicago.
In the same year he was appoint-

ed a Research Fellow in Economics
at Harvard University. This honor
was conferred upon him mainly
through the status obtained by his
degree of Commercial Engineer
from Prague. The Fellowship en-
titles him to the free use of the
research laboratories of the Har-
vard Business School.
Member of Rockefeller Foundation
At this time, also, he was made

a member of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation, a very exclusive and re-
stricted organization. The Founda-
tion is an international organization
and since its introduction a number
of years ago only three hundred
members have been granted admis-
sion.

The opportunities afforded by
this Foundfitlon were both numer-
ous and beneficial to Prof. Flcek.
The organization financed a survey
which he worked in 1926 of the
business colleges and universities hi
the United States. In the course of
this survey he visited and examined
thirty-six institutions. The results
of his work have been published in
a book in Czecho-Slovakia.

He also made a similar survey of
business colleges in Czecho-Slo-
vakia, the results of which have
been published in the "Collegiate
School of Business." This work
was edited by L. C. Marshall, Pro-
fessor of Economics at the Univers-
ity of Chicago, and was published
by the University of Chicago press.

In 1927, still under the support
of the Rockefeller Foundation, he
traveled to London and became a
graduate student in the London
School of Economics and Political

Science, a subsidiary of the Uni-
versity of London.
While in London he was elected

for life a Fellow of the Royal Eco-
nomic Society in London. This
position permits him to put after
his name the initials "F. R. E. S."
and also entitles him to a free
subscription to all the literature
published by this society.

During the following year Prof.
Flcek went to Germany and there
also entered the graduate school of
the University of Frenkfurt in Main.
His education here was likewise
financed by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion.

Upon completion of a year in
Germany, Prof. Flcek returned to

** Cheerio'*

O. M. D. is this O Id M an D e-

pressiun people are talking about.

When you fellows plan a week-

end in New York you can forget

all about the old boy at the new
Hotel Empire.

his native country. Czecho-Slovakia

.

and began his actual business
career. He obtained a position as
Manager of the Engine Builders
Business Department of the
Vacuum Oil Company in Prague.
This firm Is a subsidiary corpora-
tion of the Vacuum Oil Company in

New York City.

Back to U. 8. in 1929

In the following year, 1929, he

came back to the United States and

was engaged as Manager of the

Foreign Department of the Penn-
syvlanla Exchange Bank Guaranty
Trust Company in the same city

and became Senior Clerk in charge
of Export Loans.
In September of 1930 Prof. Picek

again returned to college and be-
came a graduate student in the
Columbia University in New York.
As the result of his work done

here, he is now eligible for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy,
which he expects to receive during
the next few months.
At present, besides his affiliations

here at Vilianova, Prof. Flcek is

also engaged as one of twenty
specialists who are collaborating
with the President's Committee on
Recent Economic Changes in

studying the present economic con-
dition of the coimtry. Each of

these specialists is to write up his
discoveries, and the results are to
be submitted to President Hoover
in book form some time this winter.

Wllth the addition of such a
highly educated and experienced
professor, the faculty of the Busi-
ness School has been greatly en-

hanced, and If only a small portion
of his vast store of knowledge can
be Imparted to his classes, the stu-
dents can consider their college
education quite successful.

MISSING
WALLET containing sum of

money. Will the finder kindly re-
turn it to James Tobin at 140 Good
Counsel?

Kates are from $2 for one, $2.50

for two. Quality accommodations,

close to everything you want to

see in New York.

Your Host will be

EMII. H. REINERS
CitHtral Mauaser of Ibe

HOTEL EMPIRE
Droadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Those

CRAWFORD
CLOTHES
are on display each Thursday at

MENDEL HALL
THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES that

have $40 Fahrics, $40 Tailoring and $40 Style

Crawford Clothes
1225 MARKET ST. — 38 SOUTH 69th ST.

OPEN EVENINGS

Dance tonight from 9 'lU

I on tho Roof PI«rr«...to Iho

lilting rhythms and morvoloui

orrangamanti of Doc Hydor ond hit

Southornolrai . . . tha lattlng li imort

...tha (uppar manu includai

modarotaly pricad tolodi, *and>

wichai and grillad tpacioltia* and

tha larvica it blissfully unoblrusiva

^OOf P/£RR£
09-' j^ St.

,

Five Vilianova teams went Into
action over the week-end and four
came thru victorious.

* « •

Baltimore deserved its lone score
even though it was a lucky catcli
that they made it.

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

60c

Open 24 Hours a Day

BE ON TIME

Flemember that Saturday's
Villanova-Bucknell game in

Scranton starts at 2 p. m. and
try to be in the stands at Brooks
Field before that time. The last

two years the Vilianova stands
were slow in filling, the students
and the band both arriving late

two years ago. It is dishearten-
ing for a team to start a game
away from home without any
vocal or musical support.

So see you in Scranton Sat-
urday, BEFORE 2 P. M.

While the roof of Mendel Hall

was being repaired many of the
students learned that there are

more ways than one into the dining
hall.

* « a

Slltz now has a flower plant In

his shop. Soon he will be movbig
out the barber chairs In order to

make room for more curiosities.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr^ Pa.

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

\

\

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

I
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

' Coleby Tailoring Inc.

I Made-to-Measure Suits
I

and Topcoats $24-75
I

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF I^IE SHOPPE

!•

k

.\

I Store at

) 57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.
I

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

tive i

I f

.

//None
so good OS

LUCKIES^^

M|»
I've tried all cigarettes and there's none

so good as LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm

careful in my choice of cigarettes. I have

to be because of my throat. Put me down

as one who always reaches for a LUCKY.

It's a real delight to find a Cello-

phane wrapper that opens without

an ice pick.''

Ja«-^ 4V^JU«j^

Jean Harlow first sef the screen

ablaze in "Hell's Angels/' the

great air film, and she almost stole

the show from a fleet of fifty planes.

See her "Goldie/' a Fox film and

Columbia's "Platinum Blonde."

• * * * « e

Made of the finest tobaccos—
The Cream of many Crops— LUCKY
STRIKEaloneoffersthethroat protection

of the exclusive 'TOASTING" Process

which includesthe useofmodern Ultra

Violet Rays—the process that expels

certain harsh, biting irritants naturally

present In every tobacco leaf. These

expelled Irritants are not present in

your LUCKY STRIKE. ''
They're ouf—so fhe^

can't be inl" No wonder LUCKIES are

always kind to your throat.

•«

Irs toasted**
fewr Throiit frofctlen-o—ltMt lii lflion»—hit cough

And MolMture-Proot Ceflopfcane KmmpM
thmt '*Tom»t9d" Flavor Ever Ffh

TUNE IN—The Lticky Strilte Dame Orchestra, every Ttieaday,

Thurtday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. netuwrlu.

» r»

J.

y

ropr., itn,
Tti. Am.rletii TobMC Co.

See the new notched tab on the topof
the package. Hold do%ifn one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.
Quick. Zlpl That's all. Unique I Wrapped In dust*
proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean,protected,neat,PRESHI-whotcouldbemore
msdim than UIOCIES' hwioved Humidor package
-soeosy to openi Ladln^thm LUCKY TAB
l»~your linger nail protactlon.

OWL HOP
SATURDAY

GOOD MVSIC

BEAVTIFUL SETTING

*H-... i
VILL VAN

STATION WHAT
WEDNESDAYS 8.30 P. M.

\ BELLE MASQUE PLAYERS

IN SHORT DRAMAS

VOL. 4, NO. 6 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1931 Price: Ten Cents

Temple Ready For Its ^Greatest Rival'

G.J.Crumbie
Gets Post As
D. P. E. Head

Buses To Carry Cat
Fans To Owl Battle

Seniors Take all But One
' Oflfice in Close Com-

petition

MEETING FRIDAY
The newly organized Delta Pi

Epsilon Fraternity has announced
the results of the elections held

last Tuesday. It was arranged that

the men of the Business School

who were sufficiently interested

would cast the votes and these
men should be the members of

the new club. In calculating the
leturns it was found that seventy-
six votes had been cast and the
following men had been selected
to hold office.

George J. Crumble, energetic

and enthusiastic Senior, has been
chosen president. Upon hearing
the returns Mr. Crumble told this

reporter, "I will do everything in

my power to make this organiz-
ation the best of its kind that
Vilianova has ever seen. Also I

thank those who voted for me
in this election, and I only hope
that I may be worthj? of the tru£t

they have put in me."
The office of Senior Vice-Pres-

ident goes to Harry Dougherty.
The Treasurer's office is to be
held by John Baker, while the
Secretary is William B. Christy,

In addition to these usual pos-
itions ft has been arranged that
there shall be a representative
from each 'Class on the staff of of-

ficers, "^ese men shall be known
as the .Junior, Sophomore and
Freshma'n Vice-Presidents and the
offices go to the following: Wil-
liam Crowley, Junior; Richard
Hart, Sophomore, and Joseph
Cornely, Freshman.
Everything is now in readiness

for the club to start functioning
as an active organization and the
initial meeting is to be held Fri-

day at 11.40, In the Auditorium of

the Commerce and Finance Build-
ing. Plans for the fuLure will be
discussed at that time.

Berman, Antonaccio
Given Vacant Posts

Sol Berman and Charles J.

Antonaccio, Senior Arts student
and Junior Arts student, respect-

ively, have been selected by Will-

iam Bohan, editor-in-chief of the
Belle Air, the Senior publication,

to fill two vacant posts.

On the refusal of Daniel S. J.

Buckley to accept the sports ed-
itorship the editor of the Belle Air

tendered the position to Mr. Ber-
man who accepted as soon as he
understood the position to be

open. Mr Antonaccio was select-

ed to fill the role of Class Editor,

a position which was vacant for

some tim3. Incilentally. both of

the new additions to the Belle Air

staff are editors of the VILLA-
NOVAN, the former being Feature
Sports Editor and the latter Coll-

ege Editor.

Mr. Bohan wishes to make the

announcement that all members of

his staff will be presented with

pins next June in recognition for

their services rendered.

For the convenience of all

the students going to the
Temple game there will be

chartered buses to take them
to Temple Stadium and back
again.
Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S.

A., has taken palna to supply
quick, economical tranisporta-

tion for games away from
home. Though Temple Stadium
is but a Short distance from
here, Fr. Fink has considered
the Inconvenience of the round-
about way offered by the train.

Hence, transportation from the

college to the game and back
to the college again is offered

to every student.
The nominal sum of twenty-

five cents for a one way trip

will be charged. Anyone wish-
ing to leave the bus In Plilla-

delphia can then do so. \ It

would be worth while for everj\-

one wishing to attend the gam^
to make his desire known to\

the vice-president since only \

the necessary number of buses

will be secured.

Juniors Hope For
Big JuniorWeek
William B. Christy Asserts

Progress Being: Made

PROM FAVORS SELECTED

An Interview with William B.

Christy, chairman of the Junior

Week Committees, revealed that

some of the committees have been

active, while others have not.

Howard Richmond, chairman of

the Junior Prom Committee, reports

that, "we have already selected the

favors for the Prom and we are

working out a few minor details.

When pressed for details he re-

iterated that there "would be, as

I said, something novel and pleas-

ing."

The staff of the Junior Courtier,

headed by William Murta, are hard

at work compiling what Mr. Murta

calls "the best Courtier ever pub-

lished."

Jim Douglass, chairman of the

Blazer and Cane Committee, reports

that "the selection of the Blazer

and Cane will be made at Christmas

time." In connection with this the

Blazer Ball Committee are actively

engaged. They had no definite

report to make.
The Dad's Day Committee, ac-

cording to Stephen Duhamel, are

working out their problems in a
satisfactory fashion. The letters to

the Dads will be sent as soon as a
definite date has been decided for

Junior Week.
There had been a rumor about

the Campus that the Tea Dance
and Banquet were not going to be-

held. "The dance and banquet,"
says William B. Christy, "will be
held unless further action is taken
on the part of the class and the

arious committees."
Work on the Farewell Dance is

under way; the favors are being
discussed and reports are being
tendered by the members of the
committee which Is headed by Jo-

seph Fox.

BusinessMen
HearTalkBy
Faculty Man
Professor Whiteside Address-

es Business Men at Year's

Initial Seminar

SPEAKER IS QUALIFIED

Last Friday morning the School

of Commerce and Finance had Its

first regular Seminar meeting. The

speaker of the occasloni was Harold

C. Whiteside, professor of Educa-

tion in the business school. The

topic of Prof. Whiteside's speech

was "Vocational Guidance." The

speaker was well prepared to lec-

ture on this topic, having had

more than ten years experienced

in the field of education and vo-

cational guidance.

At the beginning of his speech

Prof Whiteside enumerated the

three different branches Into

which he classified education.

They consisted of Vocational Ed-

ucation, in which a person con-

fines himself to one particular

subject or group of subjects and

there by becomes a trained In-

dividual in a definite line; Educa-

tional Guidance, which combines

Itself for training to Vocational

Education, and Vocational Guid-

ance.

"Vocational Guidance," says

Prof. Whiteside, is too pervasive,

too Inclusive to put into a defini-

tion. There are too many people

who have different Ideas and def-

initions for the same thing. Yet,

It Is something that enters Into

our dally life and Includes every-

one rather than a certain group

of people.

He continued saying "One of our
greatest problems today Is that
people try to adapt what has been
highly successful and useful In the
past to present day conditions.

What they need, on the contrary,

is a change for present and future

needs."
In a survey which Prof. White-

side recently made of the senior

classes In the prominent business

colleges of this country, he asked
the following question:- "What
have you thought of becoming In

life?" In three out of every four

cases he found that the students
did not yet know. They had not
even thought of what they Intend-
ed to do.

"Do not permit yourself to be-
come like this," advised the speak-
er. "Do not go through the most
formulatlve years of your life

without an ambition. Form for

yourself a definite plan, a figure

of where you should fit In life."

At this stage Prof. Whiteside
ventured to give his definition of

Vocational Guidance. In his esti-

mation. It is a thing of the spirit.

He claimed that, after all, the
spiritual things of life are the
most important and the most real.

They are the things which give

you the courage to sustain and
even to attain greater achieve-
ments.

A Temple Rally?

Yes, If You Come
According to President James

Garrlty, the Student Council will

again attempt to stage a rally tills

Friday evening before the Temple

game. The turn-out at the rally

that had been planned for the

Bucknell game was so meager that

it was necessary to call the affair

off, despite the fact that speakei-s

had been procured and that the

team was In attendance.

"The whole business was dis-

graceful," In the words of Mr.

Garrlty. Never before In the long

history of Villunova was a show of

spirit so utterly lacking. "There
will be no rally, fellows," said the

Student Council head In addressing
the students who had appeared,
"But I thank you all for appearing
here tonight. I have not the cour-
age to ask the speakers to come up
here and address an empty hall.

This Idea of a rally Is not receiving

the support that it needs. Out oi

the percentage of students here I

doubt that there are more than
fifteen day students. If we do not
receive their support how can we
have a rally? The students will be

given a final chance. Next week a
Temple rally will be held in this

gym and the attendance here then
will determine the futiu-e of rallies

at Vilianova."

Chapel Talks on
Monday Nights

Semester Topic, "Church

On Question Of Present"

TO START NEW POLICY

KELLY TO ADELMAN PASS FOR 25 YARDS IN CAT-PENN J, V. GAME

In the future every Monday
evening the students will be greet-

ed by a weekly chapel talk to be
delivered by a member of the Au-
gustlnlan order. Using the words
of Rev. E.V. Stanford, O. S. A.,

r'laplaln, In reference to the se-

lection of Monday evening for

these talks: "Because of the fact

that Benediction Is held on Tues-
day evenings, the speakers In the
past have been limited to a very
short time in which to deliver

their speeches. Instead of the us-

ual Monday evening's rosary we
will substitute a talk, thus giving

the speaker sufficient time. I be-
lieve that this will be agreeable

to both students and speakers
alike."

The subject to be discussed this

semester is: "The Church's Rela-
tions to the Questions of the pres-

ent Day." Pr. Stanford believes

that such a topic will hold the In-

terest of the students and cause
them to relish attending Monday
evening services.

'*.:"_ '" • ;.*.><r .'

Finn Presides At
L. K. D. Meeting

The weekly Tuesday meeting of

the Lamda Kappa Delta was held
In 210 Mendel Hall, with James
Finn, president of the fraternity,

presiding.
Among the business discussed

were plans for the annual fraternity

dance. This affair will be held on
St. Patrick's Day, in the new gym-
nasium. It win be the first social

function to be staged there.

Also, the ruling was passed that
all upper-classmen joining the fra

ternity in February must pay a fee

of $5.00 before being accepted.

The Lamda Kappa Delta is a
fraternity composed of students
attending the pre-medlcal school. At
present there are 28 members en
rolled. About 20 candidates are
expected to apply for admission In

February.
The officers of the fraternity arc

as follows: James Finn, President;
Howard Richmond, Vice-President;
Prank Ditchey, Secretary, and John
Wilson, Treasurer.

Epsilon Phi Theta
Decides On Dues

Courtesy Record

The Arts seminar class of last

Thursday was given over as a
meeting period of the Epsilon Phi
Theta, the Arts fraternity, Martin
L. Gill, president of the fraternity,

presiding.

A brief meeting was held in

which the dues for the coming
year and also the Freshman In-
itiation fees were discussed.

A motion was made that
the dues levied be $1.00. This
motion, however, was not carried
because it was thought too high.
The next motion \n order was

that the dues be $.50 with the
Freshman initiation fee $.50 extra.
This met with approval and was
duly seconded and decided upon.
The question then arose as to

the manner in which the fees
were to be paid off. After much
discussion, the suggestion of Mr.
Gill was accepted, that a future
date be set, upon which all dues
were to be settled.

Temple Eleven Will Put
Full Man-PoweiP bn Field

Fo^FifSt Time Saturday

Frey Byrwl, of Temple University Nfews, Writes Interesting'

Resume of Owls for Villanovan

LOftNE JOHNSON BACKFIELD STAR OF TEAM

Adelphia
Scene of

OwlHop
Crystal Ballroom to Be Set-

ting for Annual Phi

Kappa Pi Dance

NIGHT OF TEMPLE GAME
Again Phi Kappa PI Inagurates

the social season at Vilianova. The

Owl Hop will be given next Sat-

urday evening, the night of the

Temple Game.

From nine till one that evening,

the Crystal Ballroom of the Adel-

phia Hotel will contain hundreds

of couples gliding about in lux-

urious settings to harmonies

supplied by the Villanovans.

Elaborate preparation's, collegiate

decorations, and the newest thing

In favors will aid in making the

Owl Hop, the annual dance of the

Engineering fraternity, an Im-

portant Vilianova function.

The Owl Hop is always looked

forward to by the entire College.

It Is the Freshman's first College

Dance, and the upperclassman's

beginning of another season of so-

cial enjoyment. In the past the

dances of the Engineers have al-

ways been enjoyable affairs, and

they always Introduce something

original for other clubs to follow.

This year they are presenting a

very unique favor-program, the

like of which has never been seen

at any Vilianova dance.

The Villanovans under the di-

rection of Ray Baratta are a new
combination capable of furnishing

the latest modes of syncopation In

a style characteristic of Ray.

Dancing will begin at nine, con-

tinuing till the hour of one.

The committee appointed by

Francis Remy, president of Phi

Kappa PI, consists of Joseph

Hahn, Don LaFond, Russell Hurst,

William Conroy, Francis Malice,

Albert Wolnski, and Joseph Kehoe,

with Clement Busenkell acting as

chairman.
The Adelphia is situated at 13th

and Chestnut Streets and Is read-

ily accessible from all parts of the

city. Tickets are $2.00 per couple

and may be obtained from mem-
bers of the fraternity.

Father Dougherty
Heard In Chapel

In the chapel last Thursday eve-

ning Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O.

S. A., delivered a sermon as the

fir^t of a series of weekly confer-

ences to be given by various mem-
bers of the Augustlnlan order dur-

ing the year. These talks will cover

a number of religious questions

which will be of great Interest and
help to every Catholic college

student.

Fr. Dougherty chose as his topic,

"Church and Science," a subject

which has been much discussed In

the religious and scientific world.

He wished to bring out an old

charge which is sometimes made
even in present day discussions that

the Catholic church stands In the

way of scientific progress.

"Certainly this charge can not Xtc

justified by the facts of history. To
illustrate this I bring to mind
names of men well known to the

oldest scientists in their various

fields who were known to be loyal

devoted Catholics, many of these

men actually being priests."

Fr. Dougherty mentioned the

different names of the many Cath-
olic scientists who became famous
in the many fields of scientific work
such as Spencer, Gregor. Johann
Mendel, an Austrian Monk, who
contributed much to scientific re-

search, Louis Pasteur the first of

the modem scientists, and Charles
Wright who became famous in

aeronautics.
These are a few of the many

examples that can be cited to show
the relations between the Catholics

and the scientific world, and he
gave a brief account of some ol

these men. In the future these

talks will be conducted every Mon-
day evening instead of the usual

night prayers.

BY FRED BYROD
Sports Editor, Temple News

Although halfway through Its

season's schedule Temple's 1931

gridiron machine Is still more or

less "on the way" In that It has

not had (up to the Washington-
Jefferson game) a fair chance to

prove Its worth.

At the beginning of the season,

Coach Heinle Miller's best power

back, Cornny Bonner, was forced

to lay off due to the death of his

mother. Then In the first major

game, against Penn State, Cap-
tain Joe Bannak and Karl Kllnger,

star linesmen, were hurt, and the

following week in practice Bonner
was disabled.

With several other players of

less worth out of action for vary-

ing periods. Temple has since the

beginning of the season been

handicapped at least twenty-five

percent.
Not An Alibi

All this Is not meant for an
alibi. Through all the misfortune.

Temple managed to preserve Its

unbeaten record, although tied by

Bucknell. What I want to bring

out is that even the coaches do

not know as yet to what heights

the Owls are capable of rising.

Barring injuries between the

time at whiclv this was written, on
the eve of the Wash-Jeff en-

counter and the coming Saturday,

the Owls will have their full man-
power available for the first time

(Continued On Page Four)

Debating Society

Chooses Topics

Home and Home Series Ar-

ranged With Muhlenburg

FIRST DEBATE ON DEC. 3

The topics for the first two de-

bates of the season have finally

been decided upon after much dis-

cussion by the Beta Gamma Chap-
ter of the Literary Society. The
topics have been chosen with the

greatest care In order that the

subjects decided upon will afford

sufficient material for an Interest-

ing debate.
The first debate of the season

will be with Muhlenberg College on
December 3rd at Allentown and
Vilianova, a home and home series

having been arranged. The subject

of debate for the Villa no va-
Muhlenberg debate wUl be, "Re-
solved that Capitalism as a System
of Economic Organization Is Un-
sound In Principle." This is a sub-

ject of keen Interest to all students

of business, and It Is hoped that

this debate will be well attended.

A debate of great Interest to all

the student body will take place on
December 7th at Vilianova between
Vilianova and Swarthmore. The
subject of this debate will be "Re-
solved that the Nations Should
Adopt a Policy of Free Trade." This
debate should prove to be one of

rare Interest.

There has been a niunber of

members of the society appointed

to prepare for these debates but

as yet the. members of the respec-

tive teams have not definitely been
chosen. Due to this the compe-
tition is still quite keen. A great

deal of talent has already been
shown and a very successful season
is expected by the society.

Christmas Dance
Planned By B.^ L. I.

Assured of the success of the
Informal dance It Is sponsoring
after the Georgetown Game, the
Brooklyn-Long Island Club Is pre-
paring to stage a gala affair in
Brooklyn during the Christmas
Holidays. It is to be similar to the
formal dance held at the St.

George Hotel during the last Eas-
ter vacation, which was the B. L.

I 's first step into Vilianova social

activity

At the last club meeting Will-
iam Conway was elected Chairman
of the Christmas Dance Com-
mittee, choosing as his assistants

Joseph Hahn. Arthur Wastle and
William Horrlgan.
Either the St. George or the

Tower's Hotel in Brooklyn will be
the place, the date will be during
the week between Christmas and
New Years Day, and the time
from nine-thirty till two. The mu-
.slc will be furnished by that same
master band of syncopation, so
widely acclaimed last Easter, un-
der the direction of "Gallager."
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WITHIN THE past week, an incident, but a

few years ago enacted on the campus of

Villanova, was reen-

HEROES .
acted on the chalk

OF THE ribbed arena of an-

COLISEUM . ^:: other college. The
^ ' heroes and princi-

pals in the two instances were somewhat

similar—two warriors clad in moleskin re-

galia who were giving their all for their

Alma Mater; two student bodies dumb-

founded by the sorrow that engulfed them.

What has brought them, what can bring

them out of this resulting reverie? The

charm that the memory of a Goodreau or

Sheridan holds will last forever. Although

it is more than three years since Leo Good-

reau was laid to rest in the little town of

Maiden, Mass., his memory is still fresh and

vigorous in the atmosphere of Villanova.

The man, his deeds"and his valor are remem-

bered as well as the day of his tragic but

glorious death. Whenever his name is men-

tioned there is a brief pause and then a

recognition of the virtues of this high-spir-

ited youth,.

MANY MAY ask, what is this magic power

that tempts the stalwart hearts of our uni-

versity and college men into the mythical

but some times real battle for life. Others

may question in quivering tones the actual

benefits and results of the gridiron sport.

But are these men not heroes, whose

strength and valor may exercise a great in-

fluence on their fellow men. Alas, we think

tney are. Men like these play football, not

with the commercial or selfish aspect in

view, but with a generosity that entails a

real sacrifice. The echo of their deeds, to-

gether with the chivalrous deeds of the men
in the ancient Coliseum, will reverbrate

throughout the ages.
I|( :|l :|1 l|c >|:

THE EXHIBITION of school spirit demon-

strated last Thursday evening was one of

the worst seen in these parts

for some time. When only

200 students out of a pos-

sible 1000 appear to take

part in a rally which had

been scheduled for an entire week with

every student cognizant of the fact that a

rally was to take place, something must be

radically wrong. Either the morale of the

students has been shattered or this idea of

the rally itself has lost favor in the eyes of

the student body. We are inclined to lean

toward the latter opinion for as evidenced by
the large attendance of the student body at

football games and their enthusiastic cheer-

ing the school morale has not yet expired.

When rallies were firat held, several years

ago, interest in them ran high and almost

every student was represented at them. It

seemed to be a novel idea and quite in ac-

cordance with the prevalent concept of col-

lege life. Since then the novelty seems to

have worn away and loyalty is the only in-

ducement that has caused the handful of

students to be present at this year's rallies.

TOWARD the end of this week a rally will

be held before the Temple football game.
Much depends on the showing of the stu-

dents on that night. Several disputed facts

will finally be settled: first, whether or not

Villanova students have school spirit (for

it seems that school spirit is an essential of

all rallies) ; second, whether or not the stu-

dents are still loyal to their team, third,

whether or not the morale of the students

is shattered; fourth, whether or not rallies

themselves still find favor in the eyes of the
students; and fifth, (and this is the most
important) whether or not Villanova will

ever again have a rally. This is all very in-

teresting and we'll all keep our eyes open

DO WE
WANT
RALLIES?

on the night of this rally, just sitting back

and watching developments.
* * * * *

SUCCESS, what is it? The "St. Bona Ven-

ture" of St. Bona Venture's College, Olean,

N. Y., attempts to answer the

LIFE question, and we allow it to

speak through our regular week-

ly reprint feature: "We who are going to

school have our different features already

outlined in our mind's eye. We have en-

tered school with a certain objective which

is the position we hope to attain and occupy

creditably in the world of the day. We put

forth our best efforts—whether they are

enoufirh or not depends on ourselves—in the

acquiring of an education, and upon gradu-

ation enter into the world to begin our long,

hard climb. Some of us attain our objec-

tives; some fall by the wayside and are

trampled by an unconcerned world; some
drop out from sheer bodily exhaustion, or,

too often, from discouragement; others

achieve mediocre success and are content.

All of us will eventually' find our end in some
one of the above ways. If we are amongst

those of the first mentioned class we shall

indeed be fortunate and may deservedly

pride ourselves in. our achievement. If we
are of the last named group we need not

condemn ourselves in what may seem to be

our failure in our chosen field, for, after all,

who can say with certainty that our individ-

ual success, our rightful place in life is not

attained in our present position—the place

we now occupy in life.

"SUCCESS IS, without a doubt, finally and

succinctly summarized in the two words

"ability" and "adaptability", or vice versa

if you prefer. Each one of us does not

possess traits and qualities which seem to

almost guarantee us success in a given field

;

som,e of us may possess a variety of qual-

ities, one of them distinctive, none of them

prominent and worth considering, while

others may not possess any preeminent abil-

ity at all. It is therefore entirely possible

that many of us have chosen, perhaps not

altogether wrongly, out path in life, and the

success we have attained in it is to the best

of our abilities and the greatest our adapt-

abilities have permitted. Everyone has his

own idea of the epitome of success and no

two of us may agree. We are all prone,

howeve'r, to look upon it as entirely material

and to disreagrd its possibility in the ab-

stract things of the world. In this we are

grossly in error for it has existence in the

abstract side of life and it is this success

—

In possessing many and true friendships; in

doing for others, wno are in need, what is

our poor best to aid them, etc.,—which

brings the greatest satisfaction to any man.

In the past two months three men who at-

tained a pre-eminent measure of success in

the world passed on to their eternal reward.

They—Lipton, Morrow, Edison—all three,

had attained the pinnacle of success in a

material way as well as in the abstract. The
former they considered inconsequential, the

latter they treasured dearly and guarded

covetously. The former they seldom, if

ever, spoke of; the latter they proudly dis-

played to the world and joyously reveled in

it. Which is the better? ;.'.••

THE
CROW'S NEST

The ProfSays

"The preservation of the present is the

most important concern of society."

—Fr. Mauch.
* * * • •

In order to build up an estate for the

future, save regularly. This is a fundamen-
tal rule."—Prof. Dougherty.

• * * • *

"Some philosophers say that for the world

to be eternal an infinite number of creatures

should exist."—Fr. McConville.
*****

" 'Music hath charms to soothe the

savage breast'. That is the reason why
brapss bands are fastened around dogs'

necks."—Fr. O'Brien.

We do not intend to make our religion

as easy as two and two; it is above our rea-

son."—Fr. Dougherty.
*****

"The Pope of Rome was recognized as

the supreme head of the Church before the

four hundreds, and not after, as so many
historians are declaring."—Fr. Bums.

BALLYHOOED BOUQUETS
Appearing recently in THE

NQIHE DAME SCHOLASTIC was
an editorial so titled, giving the
razz to holders oi concessions "who
will tell uninlormed sophomores
tiiat it IS the custom for everyone
to purchase the baliy-hooed bou-
quet." 'ihe editor lurther pointed
out that the sacritlces oicen entail-

ed do not warrant the continuance
oi "the tradition".

ihe majoruy ot coUege students
are not moneyed enougn that every
aocial custom be pracused at their
soirees. Many coueges have drop-
ped the custom o£ presenting cor-

dages because the single gUt gener-
ally presents a larger expenaiture
uian all the rest of the dance
coists. And then, haven't you heard
01* the Depression?

—M—
GOWNED STUDENT BOARD
Ihe Dormitory Student Board of

Temple Uhiversity recently voted to

wear caps ana gowns wnue admin-
istering campus justice, ihe Board
nears cases oi violations oi dormi-
tory ruies, administering bentences
varying irom one nay to xour weeics
ox campus".

The wearing of the gwwiis will

.in < sO(«n<nity to the "ccut". and
it is a solemn occasion when a
group of students are forced to

judge their tehows even in cases of

Violation ot their own ruies. May
be the solemnity occasioned by the
wearing of juoicial robes will awe
the onenaers into better behaviou
We'll see!!

—M—
BIKES—SKA'iES—CO-EDS

Bicycles and roller slcates are be-
ing loaned to the co-eds of Syra
cuse University on the libraray
p^an by the Outing Club, according
to a notice in IHE s^TRACUSli;
DAILY ORANGE. OfQcials of the
women's gymnasium are m charge,
loaning the skates and bikes in the
alternoon and checking them in
tne day lollowing.

Exercise in a pleasant manner,
that's the idea... 'ihe Idea would
go great here. We'll bet that many
OI the Commerce and Finance 'day
hops' from I-'eoigan would appre-
ciate the syiitcm. Tandems would
command tavor and let 'roomie' do
the pedalling.

—M—
ER-ER—UH-UU

Pools are formed at Northwestern
University, students guessing the
number ol times a professor uses
his pet woras or phrases. All stu-
aents proht by the pool because
they at least listen to the lecture,
ana sometimes, it's a job.
The COLUMBIA SPECTATOR

reports that a certain prof there
stuttered 267 "ers ' in a single forty
minute lecture. Better get out the
record book.

—M— :>

RAH!! SING SING!! RAH!
Football has been added to the

roster at Sing Sing. The TATLER
of the College oi New Rochelle
makes an ol)servance of a fact here-
tofore ignored, and that is that

the team will not be hampered by

eligibility rules. Won't they? Some
of the Alumni will probably kick

because they figure that after a

player has made the "All Pen" four

or five times, he should be pardon-

ed to allow the newer men a

chance.

The Tatler quotes » Ufter as suff-

gesting the slogan: "I could die

for dear old Sing Sing". That's

the true spirit. Since all games
will l>e played at home, they'll get

a good cheering section together.

—M—
The annual Freshman question-

naire submitted by The DAILY
PRINCETONIAN reveals quite a
ieW strange whims of the Frosh.
Education facilities attracted 327.

Reputation attracted 163. .

Family traditions and contacts
brought 70.

A Frosh s ideal girl should have
brains, beauty, personality, a sense

of humor, dancing ability and
money.

Absolute necessities td be found
m the ideal girl are: a dose ire-

semblance to Oreta GartK), Marlene
Dietrich, Joan Crawford and the

possession of a soft, well trained

voice.

A Phi Beta Kappa key means
more to the Frosh there than a
varsity letter.

—M—
Two serious cases of ' Athlete's

foot' were found at Temple Uni-

versity when football players re-

ported for equipment. One of the

applicants asked for a size 17 shoe

wnile the other took a 15.

—M—
At Washington and Lee Univer-

sity fox htmting is a major sport.

—M—
The football team at West Point

goes inrougn only one hour of
piactice a day.

—M—
Eddie Cantor, interviewed by a

reporter lor icih lEMPLE UNI-
Vi:,itaXlY XMiiiWS, likes college ooys
—wnen they're sober. He says
ineyre great guys, swell audience,

but wnen tney are a little bit un-
uer tne weatner tney are the near-
est thing to tne seven year's itch
tnat I know of."

—M—
In scoring a touchdown against

Union College, Hooart College
amassed' more pomts tnan they
scoiea all last season.

ine University oi South Caro-
lina has abanaoned the honor sys-
tem.

—M—
A freshman at Washington Uni-

versity recently made a rapid rise

on the campus. Three upperclass-
men roped hun up and hoisted him
to the top of the hagpole. The up-
perciassmen were suspended.
Temple University track men will

work out on the roof of Mitten Hall
where a sixteenth of a mile track
is now being constructed.

Horizontal Musings

*****
"Don't mouth your words. Always

speak clearly, pronouncing every syllable

distinctly and causing your words to flow

forth in a rythmic stream. If you follow

these simple precepts you will be aided im-

measurably in this world."—Fr. Grelis.

ROMEO AND JULIET

This is the Age of all kinds of

thought and theory. Everybody has
his own ideas on everything from
new ways of making apple jelly to

new ways of making just apple.

Of course there is always the
standard accepted fashion of doing
everything but a departure from
these well trodden paths is in or-

der every once in a while.

Now a discussion of the creation
of the world should be sincere, ser-

ious, and sober. A lot of the mod-
ern day philosophers seem to think
otherwise. The poor old world has
taken an awful beating from a
bunch of fourth and fifth rate

scientists who are nothing but com-
mon ordinary everyday charlatans.
Most of the suppositions concern-

ing the creation of this world bor-
der on the ridiculous. If people
really want to be tunny why don't

they come out of their shells and
admit it. Enough is sufficient if

not redundant and with this, our
theory, we hope to really put to

shame all the others.

We begin hoping that this busi-

ness is regarded in the light in

which it is intended.

The existence of a thing presup-
poses a creator or a formal cause.

It is our 'umble hopinion that in

the beginning there were but two
planets, one called Juppiter and
other called Venus.
Juppiter was a handsome rascal

as planets go and as regards pul-
chritude Venus was most certainly

no third row girl in a burlesque
chorus. Well, Juppiter developed a
yen for the little "lydy" and began
tossing a wicked optic in her di-
rection. But "Venie" as her in-
timates title her would hae none
0' 'in.

Poor Jupe, he certainly was in a
tough spot if anyone should jump
out of a rowboat and ask you. But
was his royal celestial highness to
be thrown for a safety by the frig-

igity of a mere piece of sky bric-a-
brac? We should shay not. What
do you think the oldoson-of-a-gun
uped and did? He got uppity and
gave her the Well-known go-bye.
Now when you start giving a

woman the passout check some-
thing is bound to happen—and
maybe you think it dlduntl Imme-
diately this beautiful wisp-Uke
femme went on parade. Flo Zeig-
fleld will never see the likes of it,

me lads. Such tricks you can't
Imagine! First she tried "The
Falling Star", then an act called
"The Comet • and finally in all her
feminine recklessness she did "the
Meteor".
Jupe kept aloof during the first

two acts but when the third came
about he was left limp. There she

was whirling thru the air draped in
a brilliant cloak which she made
with the assistance of the Milky
Way and a mail order catalogue.
After all. this Romeo was just like
make of cool indifference and gave
mak of cool indifference and gave
her a friendly smile. They were
soon absorbea in conversation and
It all ended by Jupe asking her out
lor a spot of tea.

What an appetite! In fifteen
minutes by the clock she had put
away the following: 'Ihree dozen
eara of corn, cob and all, and order
Ol steak smothered in lamb chops,
all the dishes and two legs from
the table. "Hat Tamale!" mused
Juppiter, beaming with delight,

"anyone who can eat like that must
be able to cook like nobody's con-
cern."

Yes, he finally popped the ques-
tion and she accepted. They were
married the following week and
proceeded on down the martial road
m a state of bliss.

They were blessed with many
young 'uns who were all a credit to
the happy couple. Their children,
due to some forgotten formula of
genetics, were all plenetary in na-
ture. The first certainly was a
bright spot in their hearts. This
they called the Sun. Hot stuff too,

but we won't go into that.

In due course were ijorn the other
planets—the Earth, Moon, Saturn,
etc. They all were successes ex-
cept the Earth which decided to
have children of its own and so
there came into existence such
likes as Rudy's Valet, the former
announcer for the Fortunate
Scratch Dance Orchestra and Pal
Come Home, who after all, lads are
out to make a living and to get
along in the world like you and I.

Where the two original planets
came from is another question and,
alas, a very, very nice question so
we'll just forget about it.

And there was the fellow who
bought some radio tubes from his
prefect and went back to him with
the following: "Say. Father, what
was the matter with those tubes, I

couldn't get a dam thing on the
radio at three this morning." Ho
hopes everybody has a nice time for

the next two weeks.

MARTYRDOM—
OR MAY MORNING

When Foul Fate assails your walls
Don't start shouting through the

halls

Concerning your disaster
No one cares to hear your woe
Just close your mouth and keep it

Light Entertainment
Those enjoying light entertain-

ment with an equal touch of l)oth

comedy and seriousness will find

that the film now shown at the
Stanley fills the bill.

Mary Astor, starring in ''Smart
Women", an adaption of the stage
comedy, "Nancy's Private Affairs",

nnds after a return from a Euro-
pean vacation, that her husband, to

whom she is very devoted, is in the
clutches of a blonde "gold-digger",

and soliciting her to grant him a
divorce.

At the advice of her friends to
"play-up", she causes her rival to
try to grab bachelor, thus showing
the true situation to her husband.
It all ends happily and with the
satisfaction of seeing the ''villain-

ess" thwarted.

Held Over
Owing to the instantaneous hit

it scored during its recent run,
Greta Garbo's newest picture,

"Susan Lenox, Her Pall and Rise,"
has been held over for a second
week at the Matsbaum.
Based on the novel of David

Graham Philips, it is the drama of
a simple Swedish farm girl who is

forced out into an inhospitable
world, there to eke out an exis-
tence by her wits. Under the di-
rection of Robert Z. Leonard, and
ably supported by Clark Gable,
Miss Garbo contrioutes one of the
most brilliant performances of a
notable screen career. Jean Her-
sholt, John Miljan, and Alan Hale,
are the chief supporting players.

Good, But
"My Sin" featuring Tallulah

Eankhead and Frederick March is

a good show. Its only drawback, in
our opinion, is that it is slow-
moving. The plot, while good. Is

loo thin for an hour and a half's

performance, and being thin it is

stretched out.

Either this fact or the monotony
of Miss Bankhead's acting causes
the above-mentioned slowness.
Miss Bankhead seems incapable
of expressing more than four or
five emotions. In "My Sin" she
gives studies, good studies, in
iright, dejection, despair, and ex-
hilaration, but she never does
more. And opportunity is present-
ed on all sides.

Another contributing factor to
the slowness of this talkie, per-
haps, is the extreme convention-
ality of the scenes. Excepting a
few opening scenes, the entire pic-

ture is made up of studio "shots"
and studio pictures in conventional
clothes in ordinarj^ surroundings
always more or less tiresome.
"My stn" rises above many

current pictures, however, in that
it contains a universal element -

two degenerates making good be-
cause of each other - an element
sadly lacking in much of today's
drama. It is this factor, no doubt,
that is keeping "My Sin" for its

second week at Stanley-Warner
Bros.' Stanton.

Costello in New Role

After leaving the screen for a
short time Dolores Costello returned
to the films again with an excellent

supporting cast which has neither
plot nor reason.
"Expensive Women" is the name

given this film which opened at the
Earle last week. The name seems
to denote the price that women pay
for their clothes and not their in-

accessibility.

In this picture her love quests
are supported by a quartet of well

known male actors. William War-
ren is the gentleman who finally

leads the lovely Dolores to the altar
after her other suitors have t>een

forced from the scene in one way
or other.
Anthony Bushell has the role of

the favorite suitor of Miss Costello,

but his love is frustrated by a wife
and a determined father. Joseph
Donahue is a faithful admirer, but
is murdered during the picture. .

Startling War Drama ; Vv
Presenting an all-feminine cast

which enacts the role women play-
ed in the World War, "The Mad
Parade", at the Karlton, is a very
clever production. Evelyn Brent, in
her characteristic "tough but proud
of it" attitude, is supported by
eight other female characters each
representing a different type of
women.

If needs be, use court-plaster.

Oh! you thing, you.

Campus Briefs

A sweet young thing saw a cross-
country runner the other day and
she wanted to know if he was
wearing campus ''briefs". Can you
imagine?

• • •

The "B" formation by the band,
practiced especially for the Boston
College game, was used advantage-
ously in the two following games:
Baltimore and Bncknell.

• • •

Ice hockey practice will tjegin in
a few weeks.

• * * .

Coach Jacobs his his Frosh and
Vanity basketball squads working
out several days a week. The Wild-
cats ought to go on the court this
year.

• « •

Last Saturday, Brooks' Field had
enough mud and water on it to
supply several brooks.

• • •

The Wildcat meets the Owl on
Saturday. We hope that everybody
will be there to cheer the team on;
and that all will return with fea-
thers in their hats.

• • •

In commenting upon a recent
editorial In this paper, a certain
student remarked that he agreed
with us in that the word "hell"
should not be used In Villanova's
songs and cheers. He said we er-
red, however, in taking cognizance
of an anonymous letter. Belatedly,
we have come to agree with him

• •

v\,

• •

*i

•

*i>
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'^Hamlet" Is Melodrama
Contributor Contends

Bel Geddes* Production of

Noted Tragedy Caus-

ing Furore

The Walnut Street Theatre has
been for the past two weeks the
scene of a most fascinating pro-
duction of Siiakespeare's immor-
tal "Hamlet." A Canadian actor,

Raymond Massey, gives us per-
haps not Shakespeare's Hamlet
but nevertheless a very real and
convincing Hamlet. Spealcing over
the radio one afternoon last week
Mr. Massey disclaimed all credit

for the new interpretation of the
play and acknowledged tliat this

novel method of presentation was
conceived by Norman Bel Geddes,
the same producer who two sea-
sons ago so successfully produced
Aristophanes' "Lysistrata." Mr.
Massey also stated that tilthough
the interpretation was that of Mr.
Bel Geddes yet it was so in con-
sonance with his own that he ex-
perienced no professional com-
punction in thus accepting the di-

rection of another person. The
drama, so produced, has causedi no
little stir and has been both high-
ly praised and summarily con-
aemned.
The fundamental assumption of

Mr. Bel Geddes is that "Hamlet"
is a melodrama and to avoid any
misunderstanding on tills score he
bills it as such in the program. An
anguished howl has gone up from
the ranlcs of the traditionalists

who count this assumption sacri-

lege. However there is a substan-
tiation for this Interpretation of
the play which I shall endeavor
to outline briefly.

Tradition Honored
In our usual manner of approach
to any Shakespearian drama we
have too obsequiously honored tra-
dition. It is fitting and proper that
we should lend credence to tra-
dition yet at the same time we
must first assure ourselves that
such tradition is authentic. It does
not follow that because a thing is

old it Is therefore necessarily true.
Because our honored predecessors
considered "Hamlet" to be a po-
etic tragedy does not make it so.

True, certain internal character-
istics do testify to its tragic char-
acter but yet it possesses other
features wherein is contained the
possibility of interpretation. Be-
cause "Hamlet" is one of the fin-
est dramas in the English
language one feels a oatiu'al re-
pugnance against consigning it to
the category of melodrama, which
in dignity is generally considered
to be beneath the poetic tragedy.
It is obvious that the melodrama
panders to popular taste and for

this reason especially are the tra-
ditionalists more loud in their cry
of disapproval. Yet can anyone
assert with any degree of certitude
just what Shakespeare had in
mind when he wrote this great
play?

Mostly Melodrama
One cannot deny that certain is-

olated scenes of this drama are
sheer melodrama, as for instance
the last act, if by melodrama we
understand that "species of ro-
mantic drama which depends upon

sensational incident with ex-
aggerated appeals to conventional
.sentiment." Although in thus pro-
ducing "Hamlet" Mr. Bel Geddes
has defied all tradition, yet it

must be admitted that he has
succeeded in making it excellent
melodrama. My own humble opin-
ion is that it is quite within the
range of possibility that Shakes-
peare was endeavoring to write a
genuine melodrama, since he had
to earn a living as well as the
rest of us, but that, paradoxically
enough, his great natural ability

forestalled him in the attainment
of his preordained end and that
contrary to his intention the dra-
ma rose to the dignifying place of
poetic tragedy. Perhaps the fine
cast of Shakespeare's mind
prevented him from using the in-
ferior species of the drama skill-

fully. His portraiture of fools and
rustics, in many of his plays do
not,^ quite measiure up to reality.

Ihe puzzling grave-digging fecerie

in "Hamlet" is far from convinc-
ing. Here, surely, Shakespeare does
not, give us the conventionally ill-

iterate laborer, presuming, of

course, that he desired to present
such a figure. .'i v;

Can Be Melodrama
In such a way Mr. Bel Geddes

can with sound logic defend his

production of "Hamlet" as a mel-
odrama. If we concede that It may
or may not be a melodrama we
cannot consistently condemn his

manner of presentation. There-
fore the obvious theatricalness of

the production, which we would
vociferously condemn were "Ham-
let" produced in the traditional

manner as a poetic tragedy is

quite in keeping with its presen-
tation as a melodrama. ..'-

I would be involving myself In

tlie same error of the traditional-

ists to state absolutely that "Ham-
let" is a melodrama so I'll com-
promise by saying it may be either.

At least the Bel Geddes produc-
tion has proved, as I stated at the
outset, a most fascinating experi-

ment.
CONTRIBUTOR

Looking Around
On the Special

Someone missed fifteen minutes

extra sleep. The special did not

leave the campus till 8:00 A. M.

There was no one who came
rushing down to the station to

swing aboard the last car this time.

Then there are those students

here who were so enthused over the

forthcoming trip to Scranton that

they did not sleep all night in their

desire to be oS.

Seven or eight Villanova coeds

also made the trip.

Football might be the national

game but card playing was the

national game on this trip.

We are still, looking for this town

NEW FEATURE
p. & W. Offers Combination

Ticket For

Ticket Includes Transportation on P. & W. from Villanova

to 69th St. and return, and seat in first

balcony olTOWER THEATRE

An Evening'^s Pleasure For

Only 40c
Purchase Tickets at Registrars' Office

or from trainmen on P. & W. Cars

Two shows 7.00 and 9.00 P. M.— Feature picture

goes on at 7.45 and 9.45 P. M.

See Card in Registrar*s Office for Attractions

Philadelphia & Western Railway Company

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75
ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at HOWIE GARRITY
57th A MARKET STS. Campus Representative

Open tiU 8.45 P. M. 110 Fedigan HaU

(or perhaps is it a hamlet?) known
as Manunka Chunk, our mid-way
station. All we saw was a dil-

apidated railroad station.

Big timers I Students smoking
cigars. What is this thing known
as depression?

.

Why is It that fifty or sixty

students are wearing the same type
of tie? Oh. yes, we have it. They
are band memliers.

The conductors are seen playing
cards with the tickets they had
collected.

Scranton at last! By the way we
are scrutinized by the Scranton in-

habitants strangers must be an un-
usual sight

Everyone tries to get through the

revolving door into the Casey at the

same time so that no one gets In

at all until the mob is pushed back.

The march down to the field be-

hind the band. Scranton now knows
that Villanova is in town.

Two co-eds lead the band back
after tihe game. Objets d'interesti

That officer stationed in the lobby

was the one person who earned his

salary that evening.

The "syncopated music", and
'^scintillating strains" are now
heard.

Back to the special again. Those
who arrived there first swiped all

the seats. 'Tain't fair.

They stretch out "row on row."

Instead of the familiar cry of

"lights," the cry now is "lights out."

Everyone trying to sleep and no
one successful.

The conductor is going through
the cars turning on the bulbs. Some-
one Is right behind him, however,
turning them off.

The baggage car is now convert-

ed into a sleeping car. Of all

things I

We never knew that there were
so many victims of insomnia at

Villanova.

Aha! A bulb fight.

Villanova at last. "And homeward
plod their weary way."

This week the VILLANOVAN Is

introducing to you the only new
addition to the faculty of the
School of Science. Francis W. Pane-
pinto. Prof. Panepinto is in charge
of all the classes in General Chem-
istry in both the Science School and
the Engineering School.

Prof. Panepinto first came to

Villanova in 1921 upon the com-
pletion of his preparatory education
at West Catholic High School in

Philadelphia. His matriculation
here was brought alxtut as a result
of his winning in competition a
scholarship from West Catholic to
Villanova. At present West Cath-
olic is offering a similar scholar-
ship every year to the honor man
of its graduating class.

When Prof Panepinto arrived
here, he enrolled in the department
of Chemical Engineering. He was
at that time one of a class of
twelve freshmen. By the time he
reached his Junior year, however,
the other eleven men had become
segregated from the class, and he
finished his last two years as a lone
survivor.

In 1925, when his somewhat lone-
ly four years came to a close, he
graduated and was awarded the
degree of Bachelor of Science In
Chemical Engineering.

Offered Position

Upon his graduation from the
School of Technology at VUlanova,
he was ofifered a position in he
United States Insulating Corpora-
tion in Sandwich, Massachusetts.
His office here was that of Chemical
Engineer. His efforts were centered
in the development of synthetic
resins for making Insulating l}oards
for switch-board panels and elec-
trical apparatus. He is no longer
actively employed by this firm, but
he is still being retained by them
as a consultant.

In 1926, Prof. Panepinto trans-
ferred his place of business to the
Bureau of Highways in the city of
Philadelphia. Here he was em-
ployed as Chief Chemist. His main
duties were the making of analyses
of bituminous compounds and the
control of the paving mixtures made
by the different asphalt plants In

the city. He also made analysis of
all materials bought by the city,

such as paints, coal, and fuel and
lubricating oils. Occasionally, too,

he was called upon to make an
analysis of liquor when some diffi-

culty regarding the Eighteenth

Amendment arose.

In 1930, the R. C. A. Victor Com-
pany in Camden offered him a
position, and he again changed his

employment. This time he was
placed in the research and De-
velopment Department in charge of

cellulose acetate development. While
with this concern Prof. Panepinto
performed some outstanding work
and also encountered some very
interesting exp)eriences.

Perfects Music Record
One of his most notable achieve-

ments was his perfection of a
double-faced music record that is

one-ten-thousandth of an inch in

thickness.

After having successfully perfect-
ed this remarkably thin record.
Prof. Panepinto concentrated his

efforts towards making similar rec-

ords for vitaphone purposes. He
finally completed the first record
for vitaphone from cellulose acetate.

It was used in a production called
"High Gear," which was given it.s

initial tryout in one of the leading
theatres in Newark, New Jersey.

The record was twelve inches in

diameter and played for a half an
hour.
He also did considerable work in

making cellulose acetate records for

home recording. The records pre-
viously used for this purpose con-
tained quite a large amount of

nitrate and were therefore explosive
and dangerous. The cellulose ace-
tate records, however, contained no
nitrate and are both safe and
practical.

Another Accomplishment
Another interesting achievement

of Prof. Panepinto was the record-
ing on records of an entire speech
given by Pope Pius XI. This feat

was accomplished at the time when
the Pope officially opened the
broadcasting station in the Vatican
While with this firm in Camden,

he also witnessed recordings by
many famous artists and celebrities.

Among these were Rudy Vallee,

Madame Schuman-Heink, Fritz
Kriessler, Rachmaninoff, and many
others. He also met the President
of the Radio Corporation ol

America, David Sarnoff, who was
very much interested in cellulose

acetate work.
During these years of employ-

ment, however, Prof. Panepinto did
not neglect his theoretical educa-
tion. Simultaneously with his out-
side duties, he maintained connec-

tions with Villanova, doing graduate
work here. As a result of his

efforts, in 1927 he was awarded his

Master of Science degree in Chem-
istry. Three years later, in 1930, he
was further honored by the pre-

sentation to him of his Doctor of

Philosophy degree.
Throughout the entire period

following his grduatlon from Villa-

nova to the present day, he has
been making experiments witli

mushrooms. He is worldng for the

development of a process, such that

he could obtain pure cultures In

every case. This process would
guarantee the growers of a sure

crop, tnat is, everyspawn that Is

planted would be sure to produce
mushrooms.
A few years ago Prof. Panepinto

assisted in organizing the Pan-
bacher Company, a firm in which
he now holds the office of president.

The purpose of this organization is

to carry on research and develop-

ment in the field of chemistry.
In addition to these achievments,

Prof. Panepinto has also done much
as a musician and a linguist. He
is very skillful at the piano and
the organ and in his spare time has
written a number of compositionb.

In langusiges he is able to caiTy

on fluent conversations in English,

French, Spanish and Italian.

This, then, is the story of the
man who has come to take control

of the courses in General Chemis-
try at Villanova. With his educa-
tion and experience we feel certam
that he will be able to impart some
valuable inforination to his classes

and help the s::udents in making
their chemistry a success.

NO . . . it's not a new under-

wear. It's our suggestion to take

a Hop, Skip, Jump to all the fun

that's awaiting you in dear old

New York.

The Hotel Empire, too, is just

u H. S. J. from everything ex-

citing in the big town. Rates for

quality accommodations are from

$2 for one, $2.50 for two.

Your Hoit wilj be

EMIL H. REINERS
General Manager of tb*

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

//
It's a

Truly Modern
Cigarette

*n*.I'm certainly grateful for Lucky

Strike. It's a truly modern cigarette for

it gives me modern throat protection.

And your improved Cellophane

wrapper Is wonderfully modern,
too. it opens witliout any coaxing

•-a flip of the little tab and there

are my Luckles.''

4«

A famous and beloved picture star while

still in her 'teens— blessed with breath-

taking girlish beauty—could fate have

been kinder to Loretta Young? She's

the very incarnation of young loveliness.

If you have not seen her in First

National's "RuUng Voice/' do so.

* * 4i * « 4c

ThatLUCKY tab! Moisture-Proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Paclc

age. Zip—And it's open! See the

new notched tab on the top of the

package.Holddown one halfwith

your thumb. Tear off the other

half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof,germ*
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat»

FRESH!—what could t>e more modem than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package — so

easy to open! Ladi99 - the LUCKY TAB Is

^your linger nail protection.

It's tx>asted"
Your Throat Protection—agoinsf Irritation— against cough

And MolaUif'Proof Cmllophmnm K—p9
that "Tom9fd" Flavor Evr Frath

TVNE IN~The Lucky Strike Dnnce Hour, every Tuesday, Thur$-

day and Saturday evening over N. B. C. network

i-M

Made of the finest tobaccos-the Cream of

many Crops-LUCKY STRIKI alone oilers the

throat protection of the exchisive "TOASTINO"

Process which Includes the use of modern
Ultra Violet Rays-the process that expels cer-

tain harsh, biting Irritants naturally present In

every tobacco leaf.These expelled Irritants ara

not present In your LUCKY STRIKL "They're otU

—so the2 can't be in/" No wondar LUCKIES
ara alwaya kind to your throaL



Villanova and TempleReadyfor Fourth Game Saturday

I

Temple's '

at the

Stadium

Even Though HalloweW Is

Over, Temple's Sons Must

Have Their Fun

VILL
SPORT

FOOTBALL GOLF TENNIS S BASKETBALL

Maybe tonight, maybe tomorrow
night, at least by Thursday night,

you can expect some nocturnal visit-

ors to our fair campus.

They will come stealthily, In the

dark. armed only with paint

brushes, with their minds full of

glowing phrases, such as 'Yea,

Temple'; and 'Beat Villanova'!

If history repeats Itself, and It

often does, we'll get up one of these

sunny autumn mornings and find

the walK in front of the, chapel

painted with derogatory remarks
concerning our Alma Mater, we'll

find red paint splashed over the

walls of the Stadium and we may
find the gridiron lacking a goal

post, or two.

For up at Temple they celebrate

their athletic victories early. If

goal posts must be torn down, it's

a lot safer to do it on Wednesday
night while the honest world sleeps,

instead of taking a chance and
waiting until late on Saturday aft-

ernoon.

And history may repeat itself,

and some Temple students, unwise
In the ways of Villanova, its cul-

tims and its traditions, may find

themselves the subjects of admir-
ing glances from their fellow-

classmates, as well as from any ex-

coi^vict, whom they might meet.
* • •

What does all this mean? Just
that we understand a cocky feeling

prevails up at Temple again—not
among the foot ball players, nor
among the coaches, nor among
anybody in the know, but among
our friends, the students.

They felt that way last year, and
some of them paid us a visit one
dark night. Those of them who
were fleet of foot can look back on
that evening as one of merriment
and adventure, but there pre a few
fellows who attend classes on North
Broad street, who rue the stars that
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Bisons and Cats PlayWitiioutScore
Weisenbaugh and Patsch

Score Touchdowns for
V ^ f35 Against Prepsters

Meroershurg Academy Receives First Defeat of Season at

Hands of Jacobs' Freshman Eleven

YEARLINGS MEET ST. JOHN'S AT DANVERS, NOV. 11

Led by acting Captain Barney
Lee the Prosh traveled to Mercers-
burg Academy on Saturday to annex
their third straight victory by a
score of 12 to 0. This defeat was
the first suffered by Mercersburg
this season. The game was replete

with many penalties costing the

Kittens much valuable yardage. The
Kittens jumped to the fore In the

first period when Joe Welsenbaugh,
their stellar halfback broke loose

from his own 45-yard line to elude

the whole Academy team for a
touchdown.
The second score, which was

netted in the second quarter, came
as the result of a determined march
far Into the Academy territory.

Harry Patszch finally carried the
ball over for the score.

During the second half both
teams battled on even terms,
neither being able to score. How-
ever, Mercersburg's aerial attacks

_ _ _ almost led to two scores. Brilliant

se'nt""them"west"that iii-faWd evc'^'^^f®"^ ^^ ^Ick Etten. left end, and

nlng.

They may come out here again
this week. They may just drive

around the campus In cars, scream-
ing their fool heads off, or they
may let their valor get the better

of their discretion and try to start

something. If they do, our com-
mittee of Vigilantes, some 400
strong, will probably mete out a lit-

tle Main Line justice again.

For, patient readers, the men-
tality of a good many Temple stu-

dents seems to be of the same age

as their foot ball teams—just about
seven years old.

Only children of that tender and
Innocent age would think of doing

many of the things that some of

our friends from North Broad
street do.

Isn't it about time that they

grew up—or are 'Varsity Vs' the

vogue around Mitten and Conway
Halls again.

About two weeks ago, down at

Annapolis, before the Johns Hop-
kins-St. John's game, there was
quite a little riot, and some of the

belligerents spent the night before

the fray (or the night after the

battle, If you prefer) in the town

Jail.
» •

College boys at play—that's all.

* • *

Temple's foot ball teams are

carrying the name of that Institu-

tion far and wide, and are reflect-

ing only credit on the university,

out unless some of Temple's stu-

dents soon grow up, the under-

graduate school will be forced to

live down an unenviable reputation.

OllH PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

John Cook, fullback, former La
Salle star, halted the advance. Cook

Temple Owls To
Have Full Power

For Saturday

(Continued Prom Page One)

this year, and then we can better

judfi:e whether the Cherry and
White Is just another good team
or really one of the great In the
East.

Johnson A Star
Prom the old Bay State of

Massachusetts, a section which
has also furnished several of

Harry Stuhldreher's Wildcats, has
come the most sensational mem-
ber of this year's Temple team,
Lome Johnson, 175-pound half-

back who ran 65 yards for the
Owls' lone touchdown against the
Haskell Indians.
Johnson Is less powerful than

Bonner, falls short of several

other backs defensively, and still

lacks experience as a ball-carrier.

arone°;^th"mi^enb;u7h"*w^^the but co'^id/ring it all. he's the

gem of Bert Bell s backfleld, a
offense star also,

Por the next game the Prosh will

travel up to Danvers, Mass., where
St. John's Prep will be met on
Armistice Day. St. John's annually
turn out one of the East's leading
prep school teams. The Prosh ex-
pect a hard tussle.

villanova FroNh Mercersburg: Acd.
Etten 1. e Thrush
Robertson 1. t Belery
Blanchard 1. g Brey
Mahaffey c. Cropp
Lee r. g Baer
Sullivan r, t Powers
Orimberg r. e ElUsberg
Blller q. b Owen
Welsenbaugh . . 1. h. b. . . Whlttaker
Oleason r. h. b Alkman
Platszch f . b Cosevar
Villanova 6 6 0—12
Mercersburg —
Touchdowns — Welsenbaugh, and

Patszch.
Substitutions — Villanova; Cook.

Goggin, E>ougIas, Neldbla, Nowe, Me-
laney, Kelly, Fulmer. Burkltt. O'lPrey,
Conley, Shaffer, Walsh. Mercersburg:
Stevens, Gunday, Nalrbe, Montgom-
ery, Praser, Cameron, Heath. Simons.

fast, hard-running lad who Is

always liable to shake himself
loose for one or two long runs,

usually enough for victory In an
Owl-WUdcat fray.

When Temple and Villanova

first met on the gridiron, the

Cherry and White had three great

ends in Marcus, Kramer, and
Malloy This year the Owls have
five In Gudd, Pllconis, Graham,
Solfer, and Geston. In fact, quan-
tity as well as quality Is an out-

standing characteristic of the

whole Temple squad.

TEMPLE WANTS
A PEP RALLY

Fifty-Fifty

\n.IwVN<XVA, PoHltlons
Terry 1. e
Edv ards .

Ventura ..

Carr
Milne . .

Hlckey . .

.

O'Donnell
Trosky . .

.

Casey ....

Donchue .

Potts ....

BUCKNELL
Stonebraker

. 1. t; . .%..,,, Nled
.'1."^ .,..V Hoak
c. Goowln

. . . James
Cy Martsr
. . . Endler
. . . Mezza
. . . Priest

. . . Meyers

... Hlnkle
0—0
0—0

. r. g. ..

r. t

. . . r. e.

. CK b. .

1. h. b.

. . . r. h. b. . ,

:

;. f. b
villanova
Bucknell

Substitutions: Villanova — right
guard, Contl; left tackle, Rosen; cen-
ter, Gezzer; left end, Brlce; quarter-
back, W. Cavanaugh; right halfback,
T. Cavanaugh; fullback, Beaudlne.
Bucknell—guards. Wood, Dorman and
Dempsey; end, Prey; center, Farina;
quarterback, Heydrlck; halfbacks,
Vettcr and Peters.

Officials—Kinney, Trinity, referee;
Begren. Penn State, umpire; Cornoj,
Swarthmore, head linesman; M\mna,
West Point, field judge.

Line Play of Felines

And Great Puntingf of

Bill Potts Features

Villanova and Bucknell Wage Even Battle, While Capacity

Crowd Sees Game Played for Scranton Charity

POTTS AVERAGES 46 YARDS ON 13 PUNTS

From the Temple
October 30.

News, Friday,

CAT TEMPLE i'y
RIVALRY BRIEF

Although the first VUlanova-
Temple football game was played
less than three years ago, a
natural rivalry exists between the
students of both institutions, and
no game on either team's! schedule
i.s quite so all-important.
The first battle was staged In

1928 at Franklin Field, with the
undefeated Wildcat team being
held to a scorless tie. The follow-
ing year the elevens met in Tem-
pie Stadium in near-zero weather.

More than one undefeated teaml^nd two touchdowns an extra
iwuic ii.ci.i w

I point, and a safety, all coming in
the last fifteen minutes, gave thein the East is due to fall this com

ing Saturday afternoon. Harvey

Harman's surprising Penn eleven Is

certain to lose to Notre Dame's

hustling crew, and Detroit Is rated

a slight favorite over a green Pord-

ham squad.
Princeton will probably win,

which is news, chief, no matter how
you look at It. and Pitt will Ukely

win the Smoky City title from the

Scots and Carnegie Tech.

N. Y. U., still an outstanding

team in the East. Is favored over

Greorgla. conquerors of Yale and
one of the best bets from below

the Mason-Dlxon line.

And then. too. an undefeated

team may lose at Temple Stadium
on Saturday afternoon.

The first-named Is favored to

win:
Albright—Washington
Army—Louisiana
Brown—Ohio Wesleyan
Bucknell—Georgetown
Colgate—Penn State
Columbia—Virginia
Cornell—Alfred
Davls-Elklns—fit. Thomas'
Delaware—Swarthmore
Detroit—Fordham
F. St M.—Muhlenberg
Gettysburg—Dickinson
Harvard- Dartmouth
Juniata—Susquehanna
Lafayette— Rutgers
Lebanon Valley St. Joseph's
Mt. 8t Mary's—LaSalle
N. Y. U—Georgia
Notre Dame—Penn
Ohio Bute—Navy
Pitt—<3Brnegle Tech
Princeton—Lehigh
Syracuse—Weatern Reserve
Uralnus—Drexel
W. Si J—Marquette
Western Maryland— Boston College
Yale—St. John's

l4U>t Week'M Record—Winners, 17;
Loners, 4; Tied, R.

Reason's Record—Winners, 94; Los-
ers. 17: Tied, It.

Cats a 15-0 win.
The game last year, played at

the Municipal Stadium, was the
most exciting of the series this
far, with a bad pass from center
causing Hansen to be tackled be-
hind his goal line for a Villanova
safety, just after a Wildcat fum-
bled on the 2-yard line, had rob-
bed the Felines of their second
touchdown of the afternoon The
final score was 8-7.

AND STILL NO PEP RALLY!

"Why don't we have a pep rally?"

This seems to be the most fre-

quently asked question on the cam-
pus these days and still it remains
unanswered.
Could it be that the organizations

which formerly sponsored them
have grown old and dignified? Are
they afraid no one will attend? Are
the University authorities against

them?
All these and many similar ques-

tions remain unanswered, but the

one thing definitely known Is that

the students WANT A PEP RAL-
LY.
They don't care when or where it

is to be held or who is going to

sponsor it, but they want It before

next Saturday's big game with our
greatest rival, Villanova.

We ofTer as a suggestion that It

be held during the Intermission of

the Prosh Hop next Friday night.

More students will be gathered at

this afTalr than could possibly be
together at any other time. They
will be there full of enthusiasm for

the first formal of the season.

Instead of half-hearted applause
for some of the usual dull enter-
tainment, why not turn this spirit

into a real pep rally with rousing
songs and yells.

Overconfidence
Not Expected In

Saturday's Game
Neither Temple's Owls nor

Villanova's Wildcats are likely to
lose next Saturday's game, due to
overconfidence. Word from Tem-
ple indicates that the disciples

of Heinle Miller, Bert Bell and
Ox DaGross, are eager for their
first win over a Villanova team,
while Harry Stuhldlreher realizes

that no foe on the Cat roster this

year is quite so tough as the
Night-Blrds from North Broad
street.

Saturday's game will be the
second afternoon game of the
season for the Owls, their only
previous daunt from the haunts
of noctural football being the
Penn State fray, early In October.

-

Led by Captain Joe Bannak, the
Montana cow-boy, friend of Jim
Milne, who is ably abetted by
Carl 'Hoss" Klinger, and Len
Gudd on the line, with Leon
Whlttock, hero of the late Bucknell
battle, Cornny Bonner, and the
sensational Lome Johnson In the
backfleld, the Owls are likely to

enter the game a slight favorite.

Bannak was selected lasti fall on
the VILLANOVAN'S all-opponent
team at right guard, while KUng-
cr and Bonner were placed on the
second team.

Bert Bell's hidden-ball attack,
which has worked fairly well in

the night games to date, may or
may not be used against Villa-
nova, as the Owls could do noth-
ing with this system of attack
last year.

Villanova will still have several
of her stars on the injured list,

Captain Eddie Kobllls, and Joe
York being practically certain to

be out of action.

With the Villanova line playing a brand of ball that

was reminiscent of last November's Washington State-Cat

battle, the Wildcats battled with Bucknell on even terms for

sixty minutes through rain and sun, mud and sawdust, on

Saturday afternoon on Brooks Field, Scranton.

The most consistent punting a Villanova team has

had in years, with Bill Potts, Mike Terry and Johnny Brice

all combining to average the spectacular medium of 46

yards on thirteen boots, enabled the Cats to gain a scoreless

tie.

Terry, who was acting captain of the Cat forces,

played one of the best defensive battles of his career. Tom
O'Donnell, Ted Ventura, Ted Casey and Dick Hickey all

played the entire four quarters, while Al Trosky, starting at

quarterback in place of the maimed Cavanaugh, also turned

in a neat performance.

FAVORED ELEVEN
ALWAYS BEATEN

STATIC FROM S-O-L

Teams Play Waiting and Wading Game

Mike Terry, the pride of Kulp-
mont, is acting captain today.

—V—
There seems to be an epidemic

of broken digits among the Wild-
cats. Oezzer, Rosen and Hickey
are the victims.

—V—
Ye old coal pile Is still as popular

as ever. There have been ao many
wise cracks made about It that we
Intend to say nothing.

—V—
With fumbles and penalties, there

has been enough excitement crowd-
ed in the first few minutes, to last

the rest of the game.
_V— »

Coach Stohldreher mnnt have fed
the boys a mixture of "pep," Jam-
aica GInfer and horse radlah before
the rame. They are ai ferocious oa
the animal for which they were
named.

—V—
Teddy Casey just showed the

home folks how it is done down
'our way, by carrying the oval for a

38 yard advance.
—V—

With Hlnkle and Potts punting,
that ball sure is taking a beating.

—V—
End of first quarter. Villanova's

ball on our own 20 yard line.

—V—
Here comes one unwelcome visitor

who isn't even paying to get In. His
name Is Jnpe PluTlns.

—V—
Before the rain, both teams

played a waiting game, and after

wards they played a wading game.
—V—

Even though It was pouring, the
sun came out. We mean the Scran-
ton "San," price two cenU.

—V—
End of first half, and the score

still In favor of the umpire, 0-0.

—V—
Instead of playing "College Days.

"

the band should have played

(Continued on Page Five)

Dame Fortune has never yet

failed to give all her smiles to the
underdog in the VlUanova-Temple
series.

The first game between the
Owls and the Felines, three years
ago, was played just after Villa-
nova had defeated Bucknell and
Temple had lost to SchuykiU Col-
lege. Inspired playing by Barney
Gugle, Bo Capello and Grover
Wearshlng stopped Villanova dead
that afternoon, and while the
Felines' impregnable line, with
Lomasney, Twomey, McCoy, Pess-
alono, and Donovan starring, per-
mitted no score. Tommy Morgan
could not push over a marker for

Villanova.
Two years ago, Temple was a

heavy favorite, Joe Cunningham
being the only Philadelphia news-
paperman predicting a Cat win.
Ski August and Johnny Gillespie

were In real form that afternoon,
though, and when the scoring
started In the last quarter, it

wasn't stopped until the totals
read: Villanova, 15, Temple, 0.

Last year's game again found
Temple on the long end of the
betting, but again the dope was
upset, the Cats winning, 8-7.

MILNE-BANNAK AGAIN

If Cowboy Jim Milne's bad leg
is In shape Satuday afternoon,
the allegiance of Great Falls
(Montana) may be divided again,
as Temple and Villanova clash.
Por while Jim is keeping the

Wildcats in the spotlight out 'thar'

in the West, the folks In Montana
are following closely the record
Temple is amassing, as the leader
of the Owl forces this year, Joe
Bannak. is also a Great P^lls boy.
Two years ago. when the elevens

first met in Temple Stadium.
both Bannak and Milne, who are
the closest of friends, as well as the
deadliest of rivals just now, were In
the starting lineups. Both are
guards, one placed on the left side
of the line, the other holding down
right guard, so when in action
they are stacked against each
other.

A rainstorm, that swept the grid-

Iron Intermittently after the start

of the second period, made an
aerial game impossible and ac-

counted for several fumbles, none
of which proved serious to either

team.

Clark Hlnkle, battering ram and
fullback for the Bisons, found the

sloppy underfootlng suitable to his

style of line plunging, and for the

third straight year, was the out-

standing player In a Bucknell uni-

form. He was the entire offense

for the Bisons and did yeoman
work In backing up the line.

Bucknell failed to threaten to

score In a serious way, until the

fourth quarter, when the Cats
stopped three advances In the sha-

dow of their own goal posts. After

being held for three times late in

the game, Hlnkle attempted a
placement kick, but the entire Fel-

ine line seemed to crash through
and block the kick before It had
risen three feet from the ground.

Casey Makes Gain
Villanova's best offensive threat

came early In the game when Casey
was tackled on the 8-yard line aft-

er making a gain of 38 yards around
left end. Forrest Priest, sensation-

al halfback of the Bisons, who was
helpless on the attack and who
was benched In the third and
fourth periods, made the tackle.

In the third quarter, Villanova

did all the forcing, and the Bisons
were continually In danger. Late In

in the period, Hlnkle attempted a
punt from his own 20-yard mark,
but Mike Terry refused to let him
get It off, and blocked the ball

which bounced high toward the

Bucknell goal. Terry chased it

and so did Prey, of the Bisons, and
Mike seemed to have It, when It

took a weird bounce away from him
and Frey hugged It to his bosom.
The Cats failed to threaten effect-

ively after that.

The game was the third tie this

season for the Bucknell team.
The game was sponsored, as in

past years, by the Scranton Kiwan-
Is Club, for the benefit of under-
privileged children of Lackawanna
County, and a capacity crowd saw
the battle. While the official at-

tendance figures could not be as-

captalned, Scranton riewspapermen
claimed it was the second largest

crowd to attend a foot ball game In

the city, the first Cat-Bison game
in Scranton in 1927 attracting more
than 11,000. Approximately 8500

saw Saturday's battle.

Bisons Lead In First Downs

The Cats were held in check as

far as offense goes, as they chalk-

ed up the smallest number of first

downs this season. They were
credited with three whereas the

Bisons reeled oH a total of seven.

Bucknell completed five passes and
the Cats one. Seven of the Bisons'

passes grounded to five of the Cats'.

Two of Bucknell's passes were in-

tercepted by Wildcat players while
of the latter's passes one was in-

tercepted.

Bucknell suffered six penalties
for a loss of fifty yards while the
Cats were set back seventy yards
on eight different occasions. Both
clubs were guilty of three fumbles.
Bucknell netted 100 yards on passes.
Villanova made only six on its lone
pass.

Ehie to Potts' pimting the Cats
held an advantage over the Bisons
in this department, several of his
kicks traveling sixty and seventy
yards. One Ixwt of Hinkle's. how-
ever, eluded Trosky and rolled 80
yards. The Btatlstics show that tha

Cats averaged forty-six yards on
thirteen boots and the Bisons
thirty-eight on nineteen.
Bucknell outscored Villanova in

yardage gained from scrimmage
with 133 yards to 130 for the Blue.

Potts Fumbles on First Play

Acting captain Mike Terry lost the

toss to Bucknell. Hinkle kicked to

Donahue, who was downed on his

own thirty yard line. On the ini-

tial play of the fray. Potts fum-
bled bled and Hoak recovered for

Bucknell. Bucknell could not gain
and after a fifteen yard penalty
Hlnkle kicked over the goal line.

Several exchanges of kicks netted
Villanova a decided advantage and
Casey electrified the stands with
his brilliant forty yard run to the

eight yard mark. Villanova could
not gain and after Bucknell re-

ceived the ball on a grounded pass,

the Bisons fumbled. An exchange
of kicks left the ball In the Cats'

possession at the end of the quar-
ter.

For the greater part of the sec-

ond period the fighting was waged
around midfield. Two passes

placed the ball In Villanova's terri-

tory and then Hlnkle tossed the

pass to Myers, who went for a
touchdown, but the offside penalty

called the ball back to scrimmage
again. Bucknell made another at-

tempt to score when after Hlnkle,

while punting, was roughed by
Terry, Villanova was penalized to

Its 38 yard line. The ball was ad-

vanced to the 23-yard mark on sev-

eral plays before Hlnkle was finally

stopped. The half ended with no
further spectacular playing.

First Half All Villanova

The statistics show that in the

first half the Cats gained 103 yards

to Bucknell's 79.

The third quarter opened with

the same Villanova lineup that

started the game. The Cats could

not gain and on the first play after

Potts' kick to Myers, Hlnkle made a
quick kick to Trosky. Casey made
a beautiful 27 yard run through
left tackle. There was nothing else

outstanding in this quarter with
the exception of the dogged and
evenly wagtd battle of both elevens.

Most of the fighting was centered
about midfield. with Villanova do-
ing the forcing. The quarter end-
ed with the ball in the Cats' pos-
session on their own 45-yard line.

Bucknell and Hlnkle Stopped
Hinkle made a first down soon

after the quarter opened. Carr
intercepted a pass and raced to the
Wildcats' 33-yard line, but the play
was recalled when Villanova was
offside on the play. Hinkle went
around his right end for a first

down on the Cats' 8-yard mark.

Rosen replaced Edwards and
Villanova held. Terry kicked out

of danger. A pass, Hinkle to Pry,

made forty yards to Villanova's 10-

yard mark. After the Bisons could
not gain, Hlnkle attempted a
placement which was blocked by a
Cat linesman.
Brice kicked to midfield. A pass.

Vetta to Heydler was good for 25

yards. Cavanaugh intercepted a
pass on his 18-yard line. Villa-

nova could not gain and Brice
kicked to Myers as the game ended.

If the Cats fought this hard
without a pep rally, what will they
do if they ever get one?

And the most popular boy at the
Bucknell dance in thr Hotel Jcrmyn
Saturday night was not the end
who was offside when that Hinkle-
Myers pass scored a touchdown.

..:. 1.
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Junior Varsity Decisively

Defeated by Pennsylvania

J-V by Four Touchdowns

Al Troul, Fullback of "Poss" Miller's Scrubs, Races 70
Yards for Most Spectacular Play of Game

CKRAVALO PLAYS ENTIRE GAME AT QUARTER
Last Friday afternoon the Junior

Varsii.y squad journeyed to Frank-
lin Field to lock horns with the
Penn Junior Varsity eleven. At the
conclusion of the afternoon's
playing the junior Felines emerged
on the short end of a 25-0 count.
Ihe entire team as a unit failed to
click and the heavier weight and
greater experience of their oppon-
ents proved the downfall of Drls-
coU's proteges.

Several of the Jay Vee were in-
jured in the day's battle. They
were Joseph Con^an, right guard,
who was kicked .n thfe groin twice,
once In the lirsi quarter and again
In the final live minutes of play;
Edward Kelly, right halfback, who
received an Injury to his nose in
the third quarter: and Bernard
Weiss, left end, who suffered a
broken collal* bone also In the
third quarter.

Trout's 70 yard run for a touch-
down featured for Penn, while
Adelman and Ceravolo starred for
the Wildcat scrub team.
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Dramatic Society

Begins Broadcasts

Last Wednesday evening at 8:30

o'clock the Belle Masque players ol

the Villanova Literary Society in-

augurated a series of broadcasts

over station WHAT in Philadelphia.

This series will consist of one-act

plays, one of which will be present-

ed every Wednesday evening at the

same time. The play enacted last

Wednesday was entitled, "A Night

at the Inn."

The cast consisted of five players,

all of which manifested considerable

talent and ability. In the play the

part of Tofly was portrayed by Wil-

liam J. Connolly; Bill, by Raymond
J. Harter; Albert, by Lawrence Dc-

Prances; Sniggers, by John Cam-
eron, and the Idol, by Charles P.

Goggi.

The story of the play was grue-

some and horrible. Pour sailors

had stolen a ruby eye from an Idol

in India. They carried the ruby

to England, but were followed by

three priests from the idol's temple.

. The priests overtook the sailors, but

v' were already disposed of by murder.
- Just as the four thieves were about

to celetjrate their escape, the Idol

* ,made Its appearance to reclaim its

ruby eye. The act, was carried out.

and in vengeance the idol also

claimed the lives of the four sailors.

The broadcast was Introduced and
concluded by mlslcal selections from
Mr. Anthony Emml. who has again

consented to contribute his musical

talents to the society.

Ten Students Here
From Latin-America

Havana, Cuba; Patrick and Man-
uel Suarcz, Central Nela, Calbar-

len, Cuba; John Alcover, Lares,

Porto Rico and Ralph de Urlarte

Wilkes-Barre
Dance Success

After the Wlldcat-Bucknell game
last Saturday the Wilkes-Barre

club held Its sixth annual dance in

the Crystal Ballroom of the Casey

Hotel, the headquarters of Villanova

during the Invasion of the coal

mining city of Scranton. The

affair was pronounced a success,

both socially and financially.

The dance, an informal one, waa

attended by several hundred lovers

of syncopated music, who danced

away the hours of the night till the

striking of the midnight hour. This

was the first social function spon-

sored this year by a Villanova club

and though held far from the

campus was well supported by both

students and alumni.

Villanovans Play

The Vlllanovans, ten strong and
under the leadersl^ip of Raymond
Baratta, provided the music for

the occasion. This was their in-

augural bow of the season before a

home audience. Previous to this

they had played at the St. Cath-
erine's dance in Wayne.
The Vlllanovans did their best to

please the crowd, playing fast num-
bers at times and at other Intervals

playing slow numbers. Then to

pleas^ the lovers of waltzes they

rendered several selections popular
In modern dance circles

Balloon Dance Makes Hit

The big hit of the evening, how-

ever, was a novelty balloon dance.

In the midst of a well-known fox

trot balloons which were suspended
from the celling by a net were let

loose upon the couples and all

stopped dancing to participate in

the fun of catching them.
Because it happened to be Hal-

lowe'en night the ballroom was
decorated with designs proper for

the evening. The lights were sub-

dued to an orange color while the

stage where the Vlllanovans held

forth was Interspersed with various

hues and caricatures, all of which
are a vital part of so glamorous a
night.
The mezzanine itself was as com-

fortable a one as can be found
anywhere. It was here that the

master of repartee was in his glory

and where the interesting tete-a-

tetes were held.

Everyone who attended this dance
was presented with favors which
consisted of typical Hallowe'en hats.

The committee consisted of Ed-
ward Palevitch. chairman. Edward
Lynett, David Reedy. Grant Dun-
leavy, William DrlscoU, George
Nalevanko, Francis Berger, Wil-
liam McGraw, and Joseph Wende.

Two philanthropic summer school
students at Columbia University dug
deep Into their pockets and together
gave 2 cents to the University for

the advancement of the study of

music, philosophy, history and
religion.

We have with us this year flv?

'•new members of the student body
hailing from Cuba. They are Jose

Clark Lombillo, whose home is 168

J Street, Havana, Cuba; Maximo,
and his brother. Robert, Andraca,
Calle 23 No 452 Alto Vedado,
Havana. Cuba; Enrique Ollvares

13 y Paso, Havana, Cuba; Camllo
DeCastro, 25 esq. "O" Vedado,
Havana. Cuba; and Bernado La-
Rosa, 330 Malecon, Havana, Cuba.

These five young men, who have
made Villanova their Alma Mater,
matriculated this fall knowing
very little or no English. In an In-

terview with d VILLANOVAN re-

porter they were able to speak
much better than previously, hav-
ing occasionally, to refer to a

dictionary for some of the more
difficult words. They stated that
while our language was difficult

to master, they were progressing

rapidly, due to the fact that they
were forced to listen constantly to

questions put to them In English
and had to answer them in the
same fashion. This, they claim Is

one of the easiest and quickets
methods of mastering a foreign

language.
The other Latin-Americans at

the college are Robert Rodriguez,
Calle 23 center J y K Vedado.

A THOUSAND
AND ONE . . .

%
. . . um using, inexpen-
sive evenlngN are Npent
upon the Roof, where
ane envounters music of
the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
eulslne .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them all.

Dancing 9 to 1
Concert Weekdays

50 cents
Saturdays ^t^ cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southerners

Monday Mglit—College

Mglit—Special Ticket
Including convert and
snack . 85 cents

J ROOF
I PIERRE

69tl» St.

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

"OLLEGE WORK—collegc play

—

even the best of it drags at

times. Then's when a telephone

chat with Mother and Dad counts most. What
a thrill to hear their cheery voices— a thrill

that lasts for days!

Make it a habit—telephone home each week.

Give them a budget of campus doings gather

the tidbits of family news. You'll enjoy it and
they will, too. A "voice visit" home is next

best to being there!

Expensive? Not a bit of it, and there's nothing

easier 1

•% n H

FOR THE (jOWEST COST
AND XTR E A T E ST ^A 5F~
Set your "date" for after 8:30 P.M. and take ad-

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call U
60c at night; a 50c call is 35c.)

By making a date, the folks will be at home. Thu«
you can make a Station to Station call rather than

more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num*
bet. If you like, charges can be reverted.

No. 3

Reviving Incident
Given Phila, Club

An opportunity for revivifying the

interest in the merged Catholic

High School Clubs of Philadelphia

has been afforded the president

during the past week. Recently,

due to some unknown but probably

easily conjectured reason, interest

in the club has lagged considerably.

Whether or not the former indi-

vidual clubs considered each other

as misfits is difiBcult to say.

The new plans as unfolded late-

ly will, however tend to make the

bond between the five clubs strong-

er and united efforts will be pre-

sented in all endeavors. To do this

of course the co-operation of not
only the individual members but
also the newly elected officers is

asked by Pres. Busenkell.

At the meeting today it is expect-

ed to decide on the date and type

of function that shall be the first

social adventure of the club. Also

in addition to discussing the pro-

posed title for the organization a
number of other important matters
will be taken up.

LOST
A LADY'S SMALL FINGER

RING in Pullman Car No. 251,

leaving Boston, 11:00 P. M., Sunday
evening, October 18th. Will the
finder kindly return to the office

of the Vice-President?

Columbia University is offering

courses for its alumni in an attempt
to stimulate intellectual relations

between the University and the

alumni. This is quite in line with

the trend towards adult education

which is fast disproving the theorj

that one's intellectual life must end
at graduation. The courses will be

given by promient members of the

faculty on such subjects as art,

science, and International relations.

Two hours of outside preparation

are required each week.

Where was everybody at the

rally the other night? Either we

have no spirit or else we have lots

of home work. We think the lat-

ter reason kept the fellows away.

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

60c

Open !24 Hours a Day

•« ..^

* I •

• - .

COLQDONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

>,,•'• '

Those

CRAWFORD
CLOTHES

are on display each Thursday at

Mendel Hall
THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES that

have $40 Fabrics, $40 Tailoring and $40 Style

Crawford Clothes
1225 MARKET ST. — 38 SOUTH 69th ST.

OPEN EVENINGS

• ••

W

e'd rather have a Chesterfield

and now we'll tell you why./!

«t

Three Stars of

Ziegfeld Follies of 1931"

Helen Morgan (on piano)

Ruth Etting (ar right)

and

Harry Richman

.»

• «.»

• :•

:\

\

Three mighty .

good reasons!

"MILDER"— 5woi6^ as many as you likeI

That's what every Chesterfield smoker

knows . . . and it's not hard to prove,

either. Just try this blend of milder,

riper tobaccos!

*TASTE BETTER"—;'©//'// like as many

as you smoke! That's what more smokers

are learning every day. Not over-sweet-

ened, but just sweet enough for constant

enjoyment. The mild, rich flavor of the

finest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.

"THEY SATISFY"—/» every way! The

tobacco, the paper, the package . . . every-

thing about Chesterfield is the best that

moneycan buyorthat science knows about!

I

GOOD , . . they've got to be good!

Ol9}I. LiociTT ft Myiu Tobacco Co.

GET READY FOR \

**SUN.UP"

ITS A GREAT SHOW
BY GREAT PLAYERS \

*.^K^«,

VOL. 4, NO. 7
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VILL
ARMISTICE PROGRAM

WHAT
BELLE MASQUE

8:30 WEDNESDAY

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1931 Price: Ten Cents

Dramatic Society to Produce "Sun-Up
99

Fr. Caffrey
Gives Talk
In Chapel

'The Church and Culture'

Topic of Professor

Third of Series

in

TEACHES IN SEMINARY

Old College Tailor Lives

In Monastery Basement

Joseph Williamson On Campus for Thirty-Three Years,

Unknown To Majority of Student Body

The third of a series of religious

talks was given last evening in the

Qhapel by Rev. Henry A. Caflfrey,

c. S. A. "The Church and Cul-

ture" was the topic of Fr. Cafifrey's

sermon.

A brief resume follows: By vir-

tue of her divine origin and guid-
ance, and by reason of her long ex
penence with human nature, the

unurch knows the real value of

things. The world bows to culture,

to refinement of mind, of imagin-
ation, of taste, and of manners,
ine Church, too, like her Divine
i-ounaer, values culture; but, unlike

ine wona, sne does not overestimate

lis worth in making men all that
ineir Creator intenaed them to be.

Culture Fails

History in every day experience

proves mat culture, though it may
succeed m polishing the exterior of

men and nations, very often falls to

make them morally better. Such
fault refinement was likened by
Christ to "'whiten sepulchres, beau
tilui without, but within full of

aead men's bones." Under some
severe assault from a strong temp-
tation, many of those whom the

world esteemed because they were
highly cultured in mind and taste,

have revealed themselves to be

piiiabiy vulgar, sensual, even brutal

in their selt-indulgence. And oth-

ers, who disdained to stoop so low,

have offended their creator by
showing themselves proud and ir-

religious. An example of this false

culture Is well brought out when
Fr. Caflfrey told of how "the devil

and his emissaries on earth use

culture to their, purpose. How
often a young girl has been led as-

tray by the suave, poiished manners
and speech of some so-called 'gen-

tleman'." How many youth have
begun to grow remiss In the prac-

tice of their religion and even to

assume a hypocritical air toward all

religion because of their ambition
to be like some cultured scoffer.

Mr. Caffrey was born in Law-
rence, Mass. He was educated at

Villanova from 1914 to 1920. From
1»20 to 1923 he studied theology at

the Augustinian International Col-
lege in Home, Italy. He was raised

to the dignity of priesthood there

on December 23rd, 1932. Appointed
asoistant rector of Postulants at St.

Rita's Hall, Villanova, he Is now
piofessor of English and Religion

and Master of Professed Clerics.

Joseph Williamson! To the alum-
ni, the priests in the monastery,
and to the old friends of Villanova

this brings back the memory of the

days when this college was still in

its infancy. To the student body it

is only a name, although this man
was living here long before any of

us were bom and still is living right

here on the campus.

It Is the name of the old man
now over eighty years old, who first

set foot on this campus thirty-three
years ago and has not been away
from the college since. It was away
back In 1898 that he first came here,

and since that time he has witness-

ed the growth of this Institution,

has grown old with It. has, In fact,

become a part of the college Itself.

To-day this elderly gentleman is

living in the basement of the mon-
astery, a victim of paralysis. During
the past six years this unfortunate
Illness has kept him confined to his
room. For six years he has not been
out in the open air. This accounts
for the fact that so few of the pres-
ent students even know of his ex-
istence.

To the average person this lone-
liness and confinement, would be
extremely boring and exasperating.
To Mr. Williamson, however, it pre-
sents no exceptional difficulties. His
days never become unusually tire-

some or fatiguing. The majority of

his day is spent In reading, a pas-

time from which he derives a great

deal of pleasure. Every day he gets

a supply of newspapers and reads

them from first to last page. Par-

ticularly is he interested in news
concerning politics. There is no
campaign or election that gets into

the papers about which he is not

conversant.

Novel Rally Held
Friday Afternoon

On Friday afternoon Villanova

was Introduced to a new kind of

rally. The pep-meetlng was held In

the Stadium and the enthusiasm
and spirit shown made It 6bvlous

that this is the form of rally de-

sired by the students. > '.

«
>

The meager attendance at Qie
rallies held in the gymnasium
proved to the Student Council that

something drastic must be done if

the student body is to exhibit its

feelings to the team ^ before the
games. The result was the new
out of doors rally held Friday aft-

ernoon, on the occasion of the 150

pound Vlllanova-Malvern game.
The purpose, as of ail rallies, was

Nine Characters To
Be Included in Cast

Of Mountain Play
Mountain Dialect To Be Used Throughout Necessitating

Much Practice and Talented Material

PRODUCTION SCHEDULED FOR EARLY DECEMBER

Besides his newspapers he also de-|to gather the greatest possible yell
rives some pleasure out of caring

for a few cats which live In the

basement of the monastery.

His evenings are never lacking lor

(Continued On Page Three)

D.P.E. Head Says
Support Needed
Crumbie, President, Wants

To Be Backed

Select Fr. Dundon
For Monday Talk

On Monday, November 16, Rev.
Patrick J. Dundon, O. S. A., will

deliver the usual Monday evening
chapel talk.

Fr. Dundon will speak on "Church
and Marriage." This subject should
be of prime Interest to all, as It is

much discussed to-day and of vital

Importance to every Catholic.
Fr. Dundon is a assistant Rector

of the Church of Our Mother of

Consolation at Chestnut Hill. At one
time, Fr. Dimdon was also a student
of Villanova.

BY-LAWS TO BE FORMED

Campus Pet Dies
From Auto Injury

Junior Arts Men
Vie For Medal

Junior Showing Most Im-

provement To Get Award

OFFERED FOR ORATORY

Villanova mourns the loss of
Mickey, a coal black jwlice dog, and
a treasured pet of Brother Vincent.
Recently the dog, about a year old,

ventured out to the Lancaster Pike
in front of Austin Hall, and was
struck by an on-coming car. He
died soon after. Brother Vincent
has several police dogs of whom
he thinks a great deal of and
keenly feels the loss of Mickey, his
favorite.

Addressing the first regular meet-
ing last Friday of the Delta Pi
Epsilon, fraternity, George Crumble,
newly elected president of the or-
ganization, openly declared that the
unified support of the entire
business school must be had and
that the barrier of class distinction
must be dropped for the present.
After a long discussion the mem-
bers of the Freshman class who
voted In the recent election were
permitted to remain in the group.
Inasmuch as there were man,

who did not have the opportunity
to vote in the election, Mr. Crumble
announced that the attractive mem-
bership fee at the present would
be held open for two more weeks
only, to give those desirous of be-
coming members a chance to grasp
the opportunity of joining the fra-
ternity. The Freshmen, however,
who failed to vote at the regular
time wUl not be admitted until af-
ter the mid-year examinations.
Jeremiah Enright has been ap-

pointed by Mr. Crumble as chair-
man of a committee which will form
a new set of by-laws to be present-
ed to the fraternity for adoption.
The other members of the commit-
tee will be named in the near fu-
ture.

Although the treasury of the new-
ly reorganized fraternity is emply
at the present time, it is expected
that twenty-five cents per month
from the eighty members will soon
be enough money to place the or-
ganization on its feet. The proceeds
from the poll tax will be used to
purchase membership cards.

ing power together and this par-

ticular rally judged from that

standpoint was a great success. The
new rally had the almost unani-

mous approval of the students.

In speaking of this type oi rally

James Garrity, President of the

Student Council, said, ''We feel that
we na</e found the form of pep-
meeting suitable to the greatest
numoer of students, and will con-
tinue to use this method of show-
ing our spirit. All the color and
atmosphere of the game. Is attend-
ant upon these gatherings and I

and the rest of the Coimcll feel

tnat tne team Is oest able to ap-
preciate the spirit behind them
when shown In this way.
"jsuch spirit as shown Friday Is

the kind needed at Villanova and
we will do all in our power to en-
courage it."

Eight Students
Confirmed Today

Today, for the first time In ten
years students of Villanova College
••ecelved the Sacrament of Confir-
mation In the college chapel. Thit>

seemingly strange occurrence Is ex-
plained by the tact that in past
years such Confirmation ^services as
have been held in the chapel have
been during the summer months or
at a time when it was impossible
for the students to attend, arrange-
ments for the Confirmation of stu-

dents having been made with Phila-
delphia parishes.

Ihe services were held this morn-
ing at ten o'clock with the Right
Rev. Gerald P. O'Hara, D. D., J. U.
D., Auxiliary Bishop of Philadelphia
officiating. Through the courtesy
of the Rev. John A. Whalen, O. S.

A., pastor of the St. Thomas of

Villanova parish, eight students
were confirmed this year at the
parish ceremony.
The men were prepared for thi;

reception of the Sacrament through
Individual instruction by Rev. E. V.
Stanford, O. S. A., Rev. Edward V.
May, O. S. A., Rev. C. P. Brown.
O. S. A., Rev. John J. Vrana, O. S.

A., and Rev. Joseph Smith, O. S. A.
Fellow students served as sponsors
for the men confirmed.

Third Year
Men Turn
Out Strong

Color of Blazers Furnishes

Chief Argument For
Discussion

ASSESSMENT IS TOPIC

That which is of most vital In-

terest to the Juniors at the present

time Is the long heralded Junior

Week. Showing wonderful spirit all

Juniors assembled In the amphi-
theatre last Wednesday afternoon
with the president, Robert Rosen,
presiding, to discuss several ques-
tions which have been confronting
the '33 men since classes began
last September.

Arg:ue About Blazers
Inasmuch as nearly half of the

cJasa desired white blazers and the
other half was in favor of the tra-
ditional blue ones, many and bitter
arguments waxed hot across the
floor and at the present the en-
tire class is in a dilemma as to
which to choose.

Final decision on this matter
has been deferred until the next
meeting which Is to take place
next week.
One question which was def-

initely settled, however, was that
canes would not be purchased,
this being the first deviation
from the program of last year's
Junior class and also being the
first time that a traditional cus-
tom will pass away.
Although final decisions as to

most of the problems were def-
erred to the next meeting, several
things of note were accomplished.
In the first place a motion was
made and seconded that the
treasurer be bonded so that both
the treasurer himself and the class
be fully protected.

To Revise Constitution
Secondly, the Juniors unanim-

ously agreed that the constitution
be revised since several clauses in

it did not meet with popular
approval. President Rosen ap-
pointed a committee with Wil-
liam Christy as chairman to draw
up a new constitution to be read
when the Juniors meet again.

It has definitely been decided by

Prof. Jonas and the Belle Masque
Chapter of the Villanova Literary

Society to produce a play early in

December, the exact date not as yet

being definite. The play chosen by
Prof. Jonas and the society for

presentation is entitled "Sun-Up,"
a play in three acts by Lula Voll-
mer. The scene of the play Is laid
In the mountains of Western North
Carolina, near the city of Nashville.
The story deals with the life of a

mountaineer family, a widowed
mother whose son goes away to war.
The son Is married before he goes
away and he leaves a heartbroken
wife and a sorrowful mother. A
deserter seeks refuge, In the hope
of evading the posse that Is pursu-
ing him. In the home of the widow,
who protects him from persecu-
tion. The total Ignorance of law
among the mountaineers, and the
sense of duty to one's country is

clearly shown. The son Is killed
while in the service and the desert-
er Is protected from the death he
deserves by the widow who outwits
the law. The story is a powerful
depiction of the life led by the
mountaineers, a life of drudgery and
Ignorance, a life of hardness and
the lack of the finer things in life,

a life of feuds and hatefulness. The
play In all, affords many opportuni-
ties for a fine bit of character por-
trayal, for each character Is Indi-
vidual and stands out from the otli-
ers. The play itself should prove to
be outstanding.
Rehearsals will start immediately

because of the difficulties of dialect
and the character portrayals. The
cast is giving Its full support and a
great success is expected by the en-
tire society. The play should meet
with the approval of the entire stu-
dent body as it affords a good deal
of comedy and yet has a fine dra-
matic appeal.
The cast, subject to change, is as

follows: Widow Cagle, Laurence De-
Frances; Pap Todd. Paul Barrow;
Emmy, William Zell; Bud. John
Cameron; Sheriff Weeks, Daniel
Buckley; Rufe Cagle, Charles Gog-
gi; Preacher, Robert Gelst; Strang-
er. William Connolly; Rob. Michael
Tomasso; Understudy fo Rufe, Ray-
mond Harter.
The following appointments have

been made by Prof. Jonas: Business
manager, Raymond Harter; Stage
manager, Joseph Hahn; Ass't stage
manager, Joseph Strauss; Proper-
ties, Bert Schwartz and Michael
Tomasso; Music. Anthony Emml.

X

Professor Joseph T. Jontis

announced to the Junior Arts

class In Public Speaking that the

medal for oratory would be offer-

ed again this year to the Junior
Arts man showing the most Im-
provemant In oratory.

Prof. Jonas at the penultimate
meeting of the year will pick four

Juniors who will have shown the

most Improvement during the

year. These shall, then, at the last

session of the class, deliver an
oration, the class voting to de-
terminate the victor.

Four Juniors to Try
This course in oratory consists

of delivering one oration of each
of the four types of oratory-
deliberate, religious, forsenic, and
demonstrative. One may think
that the student who has more
than average ability should hold an
advantage over the rest of the
class, but Prof Jonas' manner of

conducting the contest Insures

everyone an equal chance. If a
student has great natural ability

he would of course have to work
very hard in order to show Im-
provement.

Experience not Essential

A student who has no ability or

experience can with some con-

scientious effort show marked Im-
provement at the end of the year.

In this way both the novice and
the expert have an equal chance i

to gain the coveted medal.

Prof. Jonas declares that be-

cause of the outstanding work
accomplished by the present Jun-
iors in former years, he expects a

keen contest and that the man
who wins shall be worthy of the

reward. The medal was first of-

fered three years ago by Rev.

Howard A. Grelis. O. S. A., and
since that time the contests have
been growing keener each year.

A BEAUTIFUL BIT OF BLOCKING m Potts reels of flfteen yards for the Wildcate In the scrap with Temple Satarday. In the tNicground llirkey is talcing out two men,
to the lifht Bill CaruuMifh blocks Reese, while In the immediate forefround Cesser stops his nuuL Courtesy of Philadelphia Record.
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BLUE OR
WHITE
BLAZERS?

5LUE OR WHITE blazers, which shall it

be? This is the question which is oonfrent-

ing the Junior class this

week and one which they

shall have to decide upon in

the near future. At a recent

m,€eting of the Junior class

the body was divided upon the selection of

a blazer and bitter arguments waged back

and forth across the floor. It seems that

the main objection against choosing blue

blazers as the emblem of the class is the

fact that the band members are wearing

them as part of their uniforms. This ple-

thora of blue blazers on the campus has

embittered the '33 men and as a result many

want white blazers. The upholders of the

white say that they would be lowering them-

selves if they wore blue ones since Freshmen

and Sophomore band players sport this col-

ored blazer, two classes which have in the

past looked up to the Junior class. They

further argue that white blazers with a blue

trimming form a more presentative appear-

ance and though a bit more expensive, lend

an aurora to the person which will draw the

admiration of every onlooker-

CATHOLIC
ACTION

NOW to state the arguments of the other

faction, the upholders of the blue. The basis

of their arguments rests on the tradition

which former Junior classes have followed

in wearing blue blazers. If blue blazers are

not selected, then a reflection would fall

back on former Junior classes, since it would

be thought that their choice in the past is

unpopular with the present class. Then

again, Juniors want to wear their blazers

constantly and would not be able to do so if

they had white ones. Still another argu-

ment brought forth by this faction is that

a few members of the class have no regard

for cleanliness and would consequently go

about with dirty blazers. This would reflect

on the class. The final argument is that it

could be easily arranged with the Rev. Ruel-

lan P. Fink, 0. S. A-, vice-president, to cause

the band members to cease wearing their

blazers.
• • •

THIS WEEK, beginning November 9th and

continuing through the 15th, has been

designated as American Edu-

cation Week. Corroborating

the wor'k of the secular

schools of the nation, the

National Catholic Welfare Conference

through its Department of Education

has also arranged a program for the

Catholic schools of the nation. This pro-

gram, differing from all its predecessors is-

sued by the Conference, has as its focal point

—Catholic Action. All the exercises have

been grouped about and aimed at that one

point—Catholic Action. The program yes-

terday was devoted to "The Meaning of

Catholic Action", which meaning, according

to Pope Pius' Encyclical Letter on Catholic

Action, "is the participation and collabor-

ation of the laity in the apostolate of the

Hierarchy". Today is devoted to "Catholic

Action and School Subjects", when such

topics as "the study of religion as a prepara-

tion for Catholic Action" and "examples of

Catholic Action from history" are being

treated Tomorrow it is "Catholic Action

and Student Life", with sodalities, retreats,

press apostolates, mission crusades, etc.,

furnishing topic for discussion. Thursday is

devoted to "Catholic Action and the Home"

;

Friday to "Catholic Action and Economic
Life"; Saturday, "Catholic Action and Civic

Life"; and, Sunday, November 15, "Catholic
Action and Religious Life."

THAT the National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference should stress Catholic Action at this

time is .significant. Never before, perhaps.

country and in the world been so obvious,

and sad to say, never has Catholic Action

been so little in evidence. Never before has

the Catholic teaching as to the proper order

of human values and the names for attain-

ing those values been so utterly cast aside

in countries not professing allegiance to

Catholicism as it is today. In addition, coun-

tries, once wholly Catholic, such as France,

Italy, Spain and Mexico, are today suffering

results, and even persecutions, which menace

the further control of the moral, intellectual,

and spiritual hold of the Church on the na-

tions of the world. And, when Catholic Ac-

tion should be strongest, it is found to be

lamentably deficient. Catholic influence in

the world today is weak, very weak. In pub-

lic affairs it is well nigh negligible; in the

press and the social life of the world it is

minor to a degree that is shocking when the

numerical strength of Catholics is consider-

ed. That Catholic influeijce can and should

be greater is undeniable- This fact the Con-

ference realizes and is to be highly com-

mended on its program. The responsibility

lies with the school—grammar, high, college,

and university. It is a responsibility that

must be remembered, not for the year, but

for all time. , . ?:

WHAT part do world affairs play in the life

of the average student of our American col-

leges? There is but one

WE answer and one remedy. The

AND THE "Tomahawk" of Holy Cross

WORLD College, Worcester, Mass.,

gives them in an editorial

which we are reprinting in part as our regu-

lar weekly reprint feature: "During the last

few months the interest of the average col-

lege man in the world outside has been seri-

ously challenged. He has been pictured by

several educators as being rather apathetic

to the problems, both national and interna-

tional, which these critical times present.

Dean Wilbur Cross, writing in the Yale Re-

view, expresses his opinion that the charge,

"that young Americans are indifferent to

public issues" is not entirely true. He de-

clares that the young American is more un-

certain about the best way to show his in-

terest in questions of the day than he is in-

different to these current problems. At an

institution like Holy Cross there is no reason

for any uncertainty on the part of the stu-

dent as to the way in which he can manifest

an interest in affairs- We have three de

bating societies, and a fine and spontaneous

expression of some interest in the subjects

now engaging public attention is active

membership in one of these three societies.

THE
CROW'S NEST
We heartily welcome THE POUR-

NIER NEWS of Mount Saint Jos-

eph College and BALOO! of the
University of Baltimore to our Ex-
change. Here's to a long and last-

ing exchange of news and views
which we believe are ever welcome
on the campus.

-M-
CAMPU8 BEAUTY

''Kats and Kittens" (co-ed col-

umn) in THE CHRONICLE of Duke
University have hit the key in ana-
lyzing student reaction to campus
scenes. "We certainly have a beau-

tiful university. I'm afraid we don't

appreciate it enough sometimes. It's

that way with lots of things. We be-

come so used to them that we Just

take them for granted."

Give the campus a break! As
yoa stroll around the campus, dwell

for a minute on its possible at-

traction, an4 yon will soon find that

our own campus is worthy of praise.

Take a walk in front of Mendel Hall

some night as the moon is rising

and we'll get sentimental as you

gaze on the crosses atop the Chapel,

virtually glowing in the dusk of twi-

light.

-M-
KEYS, LOCK, STRENGTH!

Deploring the lack of spirit shown
by the Freshman class at Temple
University, and answering the chall-

enge offered by the TEMPLE UN-
IVERSITY NEWS, the Blue Key
Honor Society sponsored a pep rally

during the intermission at the

Freshman Hop last Friday night.

A football team always fights best

when it sees, by the cheers, that the

student body is fighting with them
in spirit. The Society deserves com-

mendation for their efforts in

putting the rally across. Incident-

ally, this was the first student rally

held at Temple this year.

-M-
KEYS LOCK. STRENGTH!

With a motto, "What good is a
Key without a Lock," a group of
seniors at Holy Cross College have
formed a novel society, The Purple
Lock. According to THE TOMA-
HAWK the society will endeavor to

lend strength to all activities on the
campus, and, by its motto, will

coordinate campus activities.

Such a purpose is indeed a worthy
one, and its members should receive
all possible support. To start their
activities, the society promoted a
rally to spur on the class soccer
team in the interclass league. Over
emphasis should be avoided, but in
this case, the wide distribution of
activities will aid in preventing this

difficulty.

YELLOW CAPPED FROSH
Quite a few freshmen at Duke

University are the 'proud' wearers of

brilliant yellow caps Instead of the
customary blue because of their

superiority. THE CHRONICLE re-

ports that a Frosh may secure one
by going to Duke "with the idea

that he is going to let everyone
know that he is a great man. In

order to create this impression he

must pay no attention to freshman
rules and regulations."

In order that everyone may learn

who these superfreshman are, Beta

Omega Sigma, a sophomore fra-

ternity, is distinguishing all with

the yellow caps. Results have shown
that our Vigilance committee's Var-

sity "V's" are just as effective if not

more so, in dispelling the frosh no-

tions of their superiority.

-M-
When Inclement weather threat-

ened, isome kindhearted John Hop-
kins students carried a fellow stud-

ent's Baby Austin Into Levering Hall

to protect the tiny car from the

weather. When the owner returned

another group was formed to carry

the car back to the roadway.
-M-

Surveying the collegiate field, the

United Press has made some Inter-

esting discoveries of, to say the least,

novel courses offered. Here goes:

The History and Analysis of Prohi-

bition Laws; Elementary Chinese,

Japanese and Russian languages;

Sociological-Psychological Aspects of

Motion pictures; and, a course on

How to Carve Meat at the Guest

Table. How about some courses on

How to Get Through College With
out Studying: and How to attend

Classes without being Called for Re-

citations?
-M-

Because of a little street brawl

between students of Johns Hopkins

and St. John's of Baltimore, the po

lice and firemen of Annapolis at

tempted to interfere and dispel the

'riot'. The warring students then

joined forces and together fought

the officers that they might finish

their struggle free from outside in

terference. Result: 28 John Hopkins
and 7 St. John's students were fined

$6.75 apiece for their "resistance."

-M-
The University of Rochester has

abolished ail penalties for overcut-

ting of classes. Students are expect-

ed to attend at least enough classes

to learn the subject, but if they can
learn their work autonomously and
pass the required exams, no class

attendance is required. We believe

our Saturday classes here would be

sadly neglected under such condi-

tions. Right? Right!

-M-
The Notre Dame Band paraded

through South Bend, adding music
and color to the Annual Hallowe'en
frolic held in that town's South
Side.

The Shows

THERE is no escaping the fact that in a few

years we shall be forced into actual contact

with the forces of modern life and the prob-

lems of organized society. We shall be called

upon to express an opinion on governmental

problems in the ballot box. When a college

student goes no further in showing his in-

terest in contemporaneous affairs than cas-

ually perusing the daily press, the possibility

of his being a future leader in this democ-

racy is not very promising. The college

man's interest in problems of his own time

should be much more vital. It should take

him into the forum of debate and spur him
on to the task of investigating the various

aspects of questions of the day. Wilson in

his description of the ideal college, speaks of

it as the "home of sagacious men, debaters

of the world's questions every day." And
what is more natural? For it would be ex-

pected that where the future leaders of de-

mocracy gather, there would certainly be a

substantial interest in the world's concerns

and the nation's concems.

The Prof Says:

"Some people wiggle their ears when they

get excited "—Father Mauch.
* • * • •

"You cannot argue with a person and edu-

cate him at the same time."

—Professor Schaefer.

"Once you admit an eternal destiny, you
have the strongest incentive for doing

right."—Father Mauch.
* • * * •

"One of the choice fruits of a cultivated

mind is the happiness one finds in his own
company."—Father Grelis.

« • • « *

"No one can put your hat on to suit you.

You must always give it the last touch."

—Father O'Brien
* • • • •

"The aim of everyone in life is to be
happy. Of course, there are some who try

to make life miserable, but their motive is

. that by making life miserable, they are the
has the need for Catholic Action in this ' more happy."—Father Bartley.

Thousands of letters have been
pouring in—I mean, I got a letter

last week asking me why I didn't

shut up—no, no, that was the wrong
one. This letter I have in mind was
mostly about the weather but it

contained a very pithy postscript.

Here's how it read: "P. S. How do
you think the Yale ping-pong team
will make out when it meets the
Dartmouth hockey club in a game
of basketball?"

Here's Just how I think (I did

once anyway) that the fellow who
wrote that letter had an off day and
forgot to get his brains back from
the laundry.
However, it gave me a grand idea.

You know, one of those things that

sneak up behind you and ask you
how old you are, knowing before

hand that you're positively rotten

at math. In other words, that which
the electric light bulb signifies in

the comic strips.

By translating the above postscript

into latin and then Sanscrit I found
that it meant the following: "Why
not look Into the future and see

what the world will be like, say a
century hence?" Or perhaps:

"Love's old Sweet Story." by By-
berry Bill. Here 'tis.

I'll start with the story of a little

boy, a mere stripling, ladies and
gentlemen, the patter of little feet

and all that rot.. His birth comes
first. (And this isn't what the Pull-

man Porter said either!)

His father was a man and why
not, and what a man! There was
nothing about chemistry he didn't

know or maybe he didn't know
anything about Chem, I dunno.

to hit him over the head with a

crowbar with no noticeable effects

except on the crowbar.
The gentleman went around in a

state of coma for a few days but

suddenly all became clear for a few
moments—just long enough for him
to know who he was "and why
Something hit him but he didn't

care—he kept going on and on—and
then the Armistice was proclaimed!

AH! but I am getting ahead of my
story and what a head!
When he came Into consciousness

again he was up in the good old lab

puttering around with a flock of

test tubes. He was mixing up a con-

nection of something or other and
kept repeating the word "Bios,"

"Bios" over and over. He finally be-

gan to think that he was bia.sed or

maybe I'm wrong.

Suddenly a loud explosion was
heard and everything went blank.

That Ls, all except the roof of the

Chem lab which went up. The good
old prof took an awful l>eating but
he knew that he had accomplished
something. He had created 'life."

He slowly picked himself up and
started out in search of his creation.

He finally found him over In the
Music observatory, seated at a piano,
with nobody laughlncr, playing a few
bars of the "Llebestraum." Fancy
that at the age of twenty-eight
minutes!

It might be welt at this point to

let you In on a secret—the prof's

name. He was entitled Professor

Gutzon Igloo. His ancesteni were all

eskimos except Uncle Bill who just

happened—but that is beside the
point.

His life was the same old story of
coming to America with nothing
and having that stolen from him.
Due to his superb intelligence he
finally reached academic heights by
writing a treatise on how the whip-
poorwill grew a new back full of
feathers in the amazing time of two
days—which, after all, is a feather
in anyone's cap.

Now to get back to the experiment.
He grabbed the boy by the nape ol

the neck and dragged him over to

his home. The kid having a wall of

a time all the day over. Normal ex-
istence, with the possible exception
of diet continued from then on.

Igloo Sr. had the greatest disre-

spect for all theories of modern
diatetics so he had to think up
something original. For the first two
years the boy had a strictly aqueous
diet featuring sulphuric acid and
goat's milk.

The goat's milk was to create in

the lad a desire to be a fanatic and
revolutionize the whole social sys-

tem of America, The sulphuric acid

was to prevent him from following

in the paternal footsteps. You see,

old Igoloo had a tendency to liter-

ally wallow in things alcoholic so he
decided that he would make his son

wish for something stronger and yei

less harmful. To this day "Gap"
(as he was finally called) still takes

the greatest delight in dropping up
to the chem lab for a stimulant.

This kept up for two happy years

until Prof. Igloo was confronted

with the question as to what he
would do with the lad. He had Jiot

thought of that before but that

wasn't the only thing he hadn't

thought of before. What about
putting the bum to work with a pick

and shovel, someone suggested.

Now that was a dirty dig. So
thought the professor and with good

reason. Another more conservative

friend asked him why he Just didn't

turn him over to the police and still

another knew of a nice quiet place

where the !;*.:"•.! kid could be

quietly drowned.

Igloo thought these things over

very carefully and decided that they

would not do. In the end he would

have had to pay the undertaker's

bill.

Finally he met someone
who was at odds with his point of

view or Just didn't like him per-

sonally, made him the suggesUon
that he ship the boy over to Pro-

fcs-sor Watson of Harvard. Now If

you're anyway quick on the pick-up

at all you will know that this lioded

no good for the kid.

This Watson It seems has a mania
for taking kids away from their

parents and making them into any-

thing from a genius to a plumber's

helper—which after all Is but a step

below genius. All work guranteed

and all that. Well, then It was off

to Harvard for little Oap at the age

of two and of his pxpericnces there

wp will tell In the next Installment.

For no good reason at all—
(To Be Coniinned)

Do Not Miss it!

The Five Siar Final" with Ed-
ward G. Robinson in the leading

roie headlines the bill at the Stan-
ley theatre. Robinson reaches the

height of his career in this master
production, surpassing that of

"Little Caesar."
Considered by many the best

cinema of the year this picture

brings out the best and worst in

human nature. Both sides of man
are aptly depicted and together
with the psychology involved lend a
iiuman interest to the show which
holds the audience on edge
throughout. It is a picture of

Journalism and should be seen by
everyone interested in the subject.

Unbeiivable Drama
Walter Huston, a man at the

wheel of an all powerful under-
world machine crushing, grind-
ing its way over anyone in its

path will furnish a tinglirig sen-
sation to most an^ theatre goer.

"The Ruling Voice" at the Stan-
ton is a mean beween the ordinary
gangster film and the high society

lilm portraying the rich. In fact

the two extremes are molded to-

gether so well that the racketeer-

mg angle is barely discernible in -

many instances..

The dramatic powers portrayed
by Huston and the supporting cast

are manifold. Their contribution
to this vehicle is as in few other
talkie instances, worthy of the
legitimate stage. Loretta Young,
Doris Kenyon, David Manners,
Dudley Digges, John Halliday and
Gilbert Emery all portray their

roles deftly and adroitly.

Greta Still Here

Greta Garbo's sensational hit

"Susan Lenox" has moved from the
Mastbaum and is now showing
currently at the Karlton, where
those who missed Miss Garbo's
presentation will be able to see it

if they desire to see an excellent
performance.
The novel of David Graham

Phillips, a story of a Swedish
girl's fall and rise, the part por-
trayed by Greta Garbo, is one of

considerable worth Miss Garbo is

supported by Clark Gable, who
gives a sterling performance. The
character portrayals of both these
stars is indeeed a contribution of

some merit to the careers of these
already well known stars. Miss
Garbo and Mr. Gable are sup-
ported by a most talented cast,

namely Alan Hale, Jean Hersholt
and John Miljan.

Comedy and Mystery

This week the Earle Theatre Is

featuring something novel in the
way of mystery. "The Dangerous
Affair" offers to the movie going
public a picture that will thrill

them and at the same time make
them howl with laughter.

The inimitable pair of Jack Holt
and Ralph Graves take the leading
roles in a most capable fashion.

Holt, as the hard boiled police lieu-

tenant, and Graves, as the strug-

gling young news reporter, keep the
audience well on the edges of their

seats all during the performance.
With the setting of the picture in

one of the more tranquil precincts

of a metropolis, Graves finds things
too dull to make any money so he
cooks up a little larceny of his own.
The theft takes a more serious turn
when one of U;»e larcenees is mur-
dered.
Developments follow in rapid

fashion until the audience just

doesn't know what to expect next

—

something unusual in modern cine-
matographic activities. The picture
finally ends when the murderer is

apprehended through the medium
of some Philo Vance methods ap-
plied by Mr. Holt.

The femine role though rather :

unimportant, was portrayed by the
pulchritudinous Sally Blane. Suf-
fice Is it to say that she worked up
to her standard in acting.
As an added attraction the Earle

offers that inimitable psychic Gene
Dennis, who as usual has half the ,'

audience on their feet asking ques-
tions about their future chances of
success.

Campus Briefs

We always like to begin with a
bit of humor. We like to spread
sunshine and all that sort of thing.
This week's funny story Is that
quarterly examinations or cramina-
tlons, as you will, are about due.

Von Hindenburg haircuts seem to
be the latest fad among a certain
set on the campus.

A crowd of about two hundred
braved the wintry blasts last Fri-
day to attend the "pep practice"
at the stadium.

We mast have owls as well as
Wildcats around here. The reason
for making such a statement is

vivacious youths were dimly seen
based on the fact that a group of

engaged in a game of touch tackle
in the rear of Mendel last Friday
night at about ten o'clock.

According to the "Crow's Nest"
last week, a certain professor • at

Columbia stuttered 276 "ers" in a
single forty minute period. Did you
ever try It on any of your profs,

huh?

An intcrscholMtic croM-rountry
meet was run over the campus last

Frldav. First honors went to Cen-
tral High.

••••••

The death knell has been sounded
for cars on the campus. Now the

boys will do more studying—maybe.
••••••

Quite a few old and familiar fares

were seen amund the campus last

Saturday morning pr'or to the Tem-
ple game.
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A Block of Wood 4x4x8;
What Do You Say It Is?

Loss Of Wooden Block Causes Consternation In Freshman
Class—Solution Surprising

Page Three

LOST: A block of wood 4x4xtt,

technically known as a prism, has
been mislaid, borrowed, or stolen
from the engineering drawiu«-roojn.
The possessor wiU kindly return
same unmediately.

The foregoing was about to oe
posted on the buUetin boards wneu
Its return by a pre-med, who, in tun
Ignorance, regarded it as sometnuifc
entirely dUlerent irom a Qeomeinc
figure, made the nouce unntc-
essary. It was like this, you see,
A week ago the class in iresniaan

free-hand drawmg was about to du-
gin when the moa^l oi a prism wu6
discovered to be missing. A cart-
ful examinauon of the entire room
and the professor proceeded to up-
braid the class. The final result oi
the loss was that the ciass Wu^
compelled to work out a more duii-
cult assignment.
After the class was over, tnc

freshmen discussed the matter m
their rooms and about the campuo,
apparently quite perturbed by the
entire affair. Quite accidentaUy u
Junior pre-med overheard one oi

these conversations. He immediately
became interested and inquired lui-
ther into the matter.
A short time latter the Junioi

appeared at the office of the pro-
fessor. He said that he believeo he
had the missing article, but ne
would return it to the office as soon
as possible.

The next day he returned with

the prism and his story. He con-
fessed that as he was passing
through the drawing-room he saw a
White block ol wood tnat appearea
to nave ueen consiaeraoiy oatteiea,
upon examuiing uie ouject ne uc-
cioea thai it must ue a part oi ine
x>oston C/OiieKC goai post mat, haa
oeen aiscaraed by some student. He
tooit uie prisiii intenamg to havt
It as a souvenir.

inis rescorauon has redeemed the
reputauon qi tne xresninan eu-
gineering ciass. At present tne mou-
ei IS bacK agaui saie anu sound in
tne drawmg-room, out ii now DeaiB
tne mscripuon: "aouveiur of the
aoston Game. VUianova U; liostoii

oouege b,

"

Enact Play Over
Station WHAT

Dean Is Heard
On^Moral Code'

Many Said to Believe

Changing Standard

In

The second of a series ot broad-
casts was presented at 8.30 P. M.
last Wednesday night over sta-
tion W-H-A-T in Philadelphia, by
the Belle Masque chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society.

"The Thread of Scarlet," a
short one act play, was enacted
for the enjoyment of all interested
radio listeners. The play was of a
grim mystery type, involving a
murder and the meager evidence
of a thread of scarlet. The event
occured during the night in a
lonely tavern midst a raging
storm. A group of men, intoxicated
to various degrees from incessant
drinking, sat aroimd a table dis-

cussing the affair when the un-
expected happened. It was on this

night and under such circumstan-
ces that the great murder mystery
was solved.

The cast of the presentation was
as follows: Migsworth, William
Zeil; Smith, Robert Geisi; But-
ters, Daniel Buckley; Landlord of

the Iim, William Connoley; Breen,
Joseph Hahn; and Traveler, Bert
Schwartz.
Another appropriate play will

be broadcast this Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock over the same
station. Namely. "The Boy Who
Came Home." This selection is

somewhat on the type of "Journ-
ey's End," and it is hoped that
many will take advantage of it's

offering.

Christmas Dance
Planned By L. K. D.

At the last weekly meeting of the
Lambda Kappa Delta held in Men-
del Hall many important details
were discussed concerning the
future activities of the fraternity.

The most interesting topics
brought forth were those pertain-
ing to the dance to be held dur-
ing the Christmas season, and the
annual dance held on St. Patrick's
day in March. The Idea of a
Christmas dance was received with
enthusiasm by all the members,
the details being deferred to a
future meeting.

It was also decided to conduct a
dinner and smoker at one of the
hotels in Philadelphia so that all

the members would have the op-
portunity of joining each other in
an evening's pleasure. This was
believed to be a novel idea and i^
expected to be started in the near
future.

On Monday evening, November 2,

Rev, John A, Sparrow, O, S. A.,

discussed "The Catholic Church and
its Unchanging Code of Morals,"

Fr, Sparrow pointed out that cer-
tain classes of people have a new
attitude on morals, in keeping, in
their estimation, with the progress
of the world. They try to bring
forth some new ideas concerning
this, but they are really old ideas
hiding behind a new name.
The one thing that is necessary

in order to understand moral code is

to have a good knowledge of the
background of history and of human
nature. History shows that no mat-
ter how customs and conditions
have changed fundamental human
nature remains the same. The fact

that a young baby of today must go
through the same fundamental pro-

cesses as one of old days, but with
greater teaching, does not disprove

that the fundamental process it

not the same.
Today we have the same funda-

mental needs and trals of charac-

ter as in the past. The Ten Com-
mandments are designed to protect

and safeguard these needs. The
fallacy and foolishness of state

ments made by those that assert

that a moral code is something that

changes with the times and condi-

tions is vehemently denied by the

Catholic Church,
The Catholic Church understands

human nature and is unalterably

opposed to the many deviations of

the moral code as imposed by God,
This is why she is so quick to con-

demn the modem moralists who try

to show, not by sound reason, the

strength of whatever arguments

they might advance, but would try

to do so by ridicule, Implication,

and belittling all those who would

differ with them.

Coach Heard In

Rockne Broadcast

THE DAKOTA SCIENTIST re-
cently demonstrated that a publish-
er must be good to avoid making
errors in setting up a page of type.
In the averagi page of print, the
chances for a single error are 10,00U|

to one. I

Harry A. Stuhldreher, head foot-

ball coach, was heard over the

radio last Wednesday night in a
nation-wide broadcast when Notre

Dame alumni and foot ball heroes

from all parts of the country spoke

to open a campaign for the purpose

of building a field house memorial

to Knute Rockne, who was killed

in an airplane accident last spring.

Mr, Stuhldreher spoke from the

Hotel McAlpin, in New York City,

where a banquet officially opened
the campaign. With Grantland
Rice, noted sports writer, as master

of ceremonies Mr. Stuhldreher was
given the honor of saying the first

words over the microphone. He
lauded the late Mr. Rockne, his

spirit, and his ideals and declared

that Mr, Rockne always desired

that a field house be erected for

Notre Dame students. The Villa-

nova coach concluded his three

minute speech saying "It's our turn

to call the signals again and play

the game for dear old 'Rock'."

Prominent among the speakers

of the program was Will Rogers,

that popular cinema actor and
philosopher. The remainder of the

familiar quartte of Four Horsemen
also said a few words although Don
Miller was unable to speak and
sent a telegram which sufficiently

stated his thoughts. Mayor Wal-
kere, Chick Mechan, and Fr, Walsh,
of Notre Dame, were several of the

other speakers heard.

Those

CRAWFORD
CLOTHES

are on display each Thursday at

Mendel Hall
THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES that

have $40 Fahrics, $40 Tailoring and $40 Style

Crawford Clothes
122.'; MARKET ST. — 38 SOUTH 69th ST.

OPEN EVENINGS

Joseph Williamson,
Old College Tailor,

Still Living Here
(Continued From Page One)

something to do. It is during this

time that he receives almost all his

guests. There Is always someone
who is desirous of talking over old

times with him. It Is usually one
of the working hands about tiie

campus who visits him- but fre-

quently a priest or broUier who
fcoes down to converse with him.
Though his body is somewhat dis-

abled, his mind is still as strong as
ever and his memory not at all un-
paired. His recollections of the day
when he arrived here and of the
events which have occurred smce
are still fresh in his mind, and ne
IS always willing to share these
memories with a willing listener.

The story of his experience cor-
responds almost identically to the
history of the college Itself. His
stay here has been of such a leng-
thy duration that there is scarcely
anything that has happened here
with which he is not familiar.

When he first arrived here in

1898, there were only two buildings
that are still standing today—the
Chapel and the Academy, There
were a few other buildings then,
such as bams, stables and the like,

but all these have disappeared. The
rest of the buildings which are
standing today have been erected
since his arrival.

His purpose for coming here was
to do tailoring for the priests and
students. He set up his tallorshop
in that section of the academy
where the gymnasium is now situ-

ated. While here he cared for both
the clothes of both the students and
the priests.

He remained here a number of

years, and then when the academy
was renovated and that section of it

made into a gymnasium, the tailor

moved to his present quarters in

the basement of the monastery. In
this new location he was given two
rooms, one for his tailor shop and
one for his living quarters.

About six years ago paralysis and
old age began to make it difficult

for this elderly man to move around.
Consequently, in 1925, he discontin-

ued his duties as tailor. He did not,

however, discontinue the friend-

ships which he had formed. He still

receives his former customers, only

now they come as guests and friends

and not as customers.

Members of

Beta Gamma
Hold Debate

Twelve Members Debate on
Two Separate

Questions

FIRST DEBATE ON DEC. 3

Two topics of unusual Interest

were the subject of debate last

night at the regular meeting of the

Beta Gamma Society. As is the us-

ual custom in debates between
members, no decision was given in
either case. An open discussion of
the questions followed each debate,
and much spirit was in evidence.
The first topic of the evening

was, "Resolved: that capitalism, as
a system of economic organization,
is unsound in principle," The
three members defending the
affirmative side of the question
were William Connolly, Fletcher
Clayton, and Daniel Buckley, while
the negative was upheld by Joseph
Houseman, Petrus Banmiller, and
Andrew Donnelly, Robert Gelst
presided over the meeting as
chairman.
The second subject of debate was,
"Resolved: that the nations should
adopt a policy of free trade," was
upheld by John Micklos, Raymond
Harter, and Charles Goggi, In
opposition, Martin Gill, Francis
McGinlye, and Lawrence Gold-
Schmitt composed the negative
side. Exceptional forensic ability
was displayed on both sides in
both effectiveness of argument and
excellency of delivery.

It is of interest to note that the
first topic will be the subject of
the annual debate with Muhlen-
burg on December 3rd, while four
days later, the second question
will be debated by members of
Beta Gamma and represeitatives
from Swarthmore College.

passed that the name be the

"Philadelphia-Catholic Club."

The president, Clement Busen-
kell, called the meeting to order.

The discussion In selecting a name
for the organization was not of
long duration and in less than
fifteeen minutes the name was i

decided upon. Soon after, the
meeting was adjourned
Mr. Busenkell wished to call the

attention of the day students to
he fact that the meetings have
in the past been well attended.
Meetings are held every Tuesday
afternoon and all graduates of
Philadelphia Catholic schools
should be present to take part in
the business. The club will spon-
sor a dance soon and the presdent
hqpes that plans for such a pur-
pose can be begun in the near
future.

A life saving examiners' training

course is being offered at Duke
University.

One student comprises the entire
Greek Class now remaining in the
Senior Class at Holy Cross College.

LeFren Grill

1528 CHESTNUT ST.

Reserved

the Meeting Place

for all

College Men

Philadelphia Club
Decides On Name

Last Tuesday afternoon the
members of the Philadelphia
Catholic Schools club met in the
amphytheatre in Mendel Hall to

decide upon a name for the club.

After some deliberation it was

THE SHORT LINE
'7'Vow Your Doortvay to the World**

Deluxe motor coaches making frequent daily

departures direct from 69th St. Terminal to

all points in the United States make this ser-

vice one of paramount importance and con-

venience to the men of Villanova.

FOR INFORMATION AND TICKETS SEE

J. F. HICKEY
QUANT. LAB., 411 MENDEL

Ride The Short Line
You Will Appreciate Its Superiority

//
I insist on

Lucky Strike

"There's nothing like a microphone to

show up the voice in its true colors. So

I insist on Lucky Strike—the cigarette

that I know will be kind to my throat.

And you've certainly scored

another hit with your new style

Cellophane wrapper that opens

so easily. //

$)oi|ft^Ui'AyCM^

Sally Ellers will always call this her

big year. First, she learned to fly a
plane. Then she married and found
domestic bliss. Then she made o
smashing success in 'Bad Girl. As
a reward Fox is co-starring her in

"Over the Hill."

• « * « « «

Made of the finest tobaccos *The
Cream of many Crops— LUCKY STRIKE

alone offers the throat protection of the

exclusive 'COASTING'' Process which in-

cludes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays
— the process that expels certain harsh,

biting Irritants naturally present In every
tobacco leaf. These expelled Irritants

are not present In your LUCKY STRIKE.

"They're out—so fhey can'f be in/" No wonder
LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

44

It's tx>asted
Your Throof Protection— agointf Irritation— against cough

And Molsture-Proof Ceffopfcane Keepm
ihmt "Toasfed" Flavor Evr Frmnh

TUNE lN~The Lucky Strike Dnnce Hour, every Tuetday. Thurn-
day and Saturday evening over N. B. C. network



Owls of Temple Finally Conquer Cats on Gridiron

!Cat Meat '

Tasty To
Templars

Harvey Harman Says Penn

Eleven Was Not Dis-

graced by 49-0 Defeat

Henle Miller needn't use blood-

hounds now.
Just when it seemed that some-

thing more pwwerful than Owls

were needed to stop Harry Stuhl-

drehers Wildcats, and when it was

rumored that Bert Bell was going

to get a couple ferocious hounds

for his backfleld, to chase away any

stray Cats, Temple won a game.
.>'!' • • , • •

V And Temple deserved to win. For

the first Ume in the history of the

. Villanova-Temple series, an Owl

team was on the Held with any real

. fighting spirit.

In 1929 and in 1930. Temples

eleven played 'just another foot

ball game.' Last Saturday, how-

ever, there were too many Owls In

the starting lineup, who had been

V !
, licked twice by a Blue-clad team

\/V-and who wanted revenge.

Temple fought.—kept on fighting

against a superb Cat defense. The

Owls got the breaks, but the Cats

refused to let them take advantage

. •> of them for a full three quarters.

But Temple didn't give up—and
that's why there are still sympt-

.,, , oms of delirium among students of

vV a certain Philadelphia school.

• * • •

The Felines went down fighting—

and so did the Vlllanova cheering

section. The boys who yell were

v: fighting mad when the game start-

'. ed. and although the defeat was

. accepted philosophically, they left

.

,'

'.'•the Temple Stadium Saturday aft-

' emoon sore—sore in throat and in

mind.
The big cause of the grumble was

the allocation of the student's

seats. Placed between the 15 and
30-yard lines on the boundary of

the $2.50 seat section, and In the

lower 25 rows of that undesirable

<•.
. spot, there were many students who

"; didn't see all they desired of the
':' game.

Last year, when Vlllanova was
the host, the Temple cheering sec-

tion at the Municipal Stadium was
In mldfleld. At Boston, at New
York, at Scranton, the Cat fol-

;. lowers get choice locations. At
:•. Temple—well, as one wag said,

looking at his seat number, "sec-

tion N. G.—that's right, no good!"
* * * •

And the VILLANOVAN sports

staff was sore, too, on Saturday

afternoon. After an exchange of

stories between the sports editors

of this paper and the Temple News,

which was acknowledged by this

writer, and after courteous and
friendly relations for several years

the VILLANOVAN was denied, for

unknown reasons, representation In

the Temple Stadium press box.

The stories on the Temple game,
';.' .printed in other columns of this

VILL
FOOTBALL

SPO RTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Inquirer Story Branded as False
Fourth Period Touchdow^n
Gives Owls Well-Eamed
yictbiy Over Wildcats

y/V

Jim Milne Scores for Vlllanova on Third Play of Game, Af-

ter Wildcat Right Guard Blocks Kick.—Bonner

Returns Next Kickoff 61 Yards

Squad Leaves For
Detroit Thursday

According to an announcement
made yesterday afternoon by Man-
ager Jim Plynn of the football

team, four coaches, added to the

*Red Arrow," crack Pennsylvania
Railroad express, will carry the

Wildcat squad to Detriot .ThurjB-

day night. , ,,. . ..
•

The trip will be the first a Vllla-

nova team has made into Mich-
igan, and for the first time, also,

a chapel car and a dining car,

along with two Pullmans, will be

taken over by the team.

The party of approximately
forty will leave the Vlllanova
station at 6.45 p. m Thursday
evening, and will arrive In Det-
roit at 9.a.m. Friday morning. The

JOHNNY BRICE MAKES GREAT TS-YARD BOOT

Playing superior football and deserving to win,

showing the largest crowd ever to see the Owls play some-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

thing a Temple eleven has never exhibited betore against Ueam win spend Friday night at

Villanova, 'fight,' Heinie Miller's stalwarts practically as- Webster Hall, one of central Det-

sured themselves of an undefeated season Saturday by

whipping the Wildcats, 13-7.

With the breaks going against them, the green-clad

Villanova team went down gloriously, displaying once again

a Huperb defense against everything but forward passes.

The first Temple score, early in the first period, was

the direct result of an aerial, while the winning markers,

rung up on a line buck, were made possible by the comple-

tion of a pass on the 4.yard line for a first down a moment

Jim Milne, Villanova right guard, scored the Felines'

six-pointer after blocking a punt from the toe of Len Gudd,

less than a minute after the game began. Bill Potts added

the extra point with a placement.

Temple was not long In coming

Players Who Took Part in

BucknellGame Deny Story

Told by Phila. Columnist

No Truth in Statement That Difference of Opinion Exists

Between *Two Stars of Villanova Line,' They Say

back. Comny Bonner. Owl full

back, returned the kickoff to the

Villanova 29-yard line on a mag-
nlflcant dash of 61 yards. The
Cats held, and Potts attempted to

punt, but the pass from center was

poor and the wind blew the ball

away from his foot, Kllnger, giant

Temple tackle, recovering on the

15-yard mark.
The score came on the last down

on a pass from Kilkuskle to Zah-

now.
Owls do Forctny

The Owls did the forcing through

most of the first half the Cats fail-

ing to net a first down until the

last play of the semester when
printed in other columns of this

^^^ ^^^^ y^^ds to mldfleld.
page, were written by the Feature j^^ ^^^^^.^ ^j^g ge^ond period
Sports Editor and the writer, from
seats in the student section.

* * * *

Famous sayings of famous people.

1929—Temple will win. Bill Roper
1930—Temple will win. Bill Roper
1931—Villanova will win. Bill

Roper.
• • « •

The Wildcats have still to win a
game In their emerald-green uni-

forms. The new suits were worn
down at Durham, and Stuhldreher's

men received the worst ifiefeat since

1924, 18-0. and then again Satur-

day, and that loss was felt, too.

Figures Don*t Lie

Webster Hall, one of central Det
riot's hotels.

The squad will practice at the

Detroit Stadium in the afternoon
and after the game Saturday, will

leave for Villanova on the Gotham
Limited, arriving here Sunday
afternoon.

This week's trip is the longest

ever made by a Vlllanova team,
and the four special coaches are

also an Innovation, as far as the
Wildcats are concerned. Notre
Dame's elevens always carry a
chapel car with them on their

road trips.

HARRIERS RUN NOV. 18

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

The dope went wrong six times

last week, but we hit twenty win-
ners, and only the Gettysburg
Dickinson fray ended In a tie.

Tomorrow afternoon, although a
holiday at most colleges, finds only

two games of any importance. Mt.
St. Mary's is favored over Balti-

more, while Boston College, now
playing good foot ball and fresh

from a win over Westeern Mary-
land, which we failed to predict

last week, should defeat Center
college.

Notre Dame will have an easy
time with Navy, and Penn should
win from a very poor Geeorgla
Tech eleven. Army will take Pitt,

but Carnegie Tech may offer spirit-

ed opixtsition to I'emple, although
the Owls will win, unless—Satur-
day's win may have been too much
for them, you know.
Harvard and Holy Cross play a

good game. Cornell will beat
Dartmouth, and Georgetown and
Buckneell should win after hard
games.
The first-named team should

win:
NOVRMRKR II

Boston College—Center CoUegs
Mt. St. Mary's-—Baltimore

NOVKMRKR 14
Albrlght^-St. Mary's
Army—Pitt
Bucknell—W. St J.

Colgate—Syracuse
Columbia—Brown
Cornell—Dartmouth
Delaware—P. M. C.
Drpxel—St. Joseph's
F. Si M.—Dickinson
Georgetown—W. Virginia
Gettysburg—Muhlenberg
Harvard—Holy CroM
Haverford—C. C. K. T.
Juniata—Lebanon Valley
LAfayett*—Penn State
N Y. U—Fordham
Wotre Dame—Navy
Penn—Oeorgla Tech.
Princeton Waab. 4c Lee
Rutgers- Lehigh
Temple—CurneKle Tech
Ursinua—fiwarthmors

Ijwt Week's Rerord—^Winner*, tO;
Losem, «; Tied, 1.

ieason's Record—Winner*. 114;
Losem, 23; Tied, 14.

ended. Comny Bonner was car-

ried from the field senseless, and
was still unconscious when entered

in the Temple University hospital

an hour later.

Joe Bannak, Temple captain and
towns-man of Jim Milne, was also

injured, after being in action for

only one play. Bannak did not

start and Leon Whittock was act-

ing captain for the Owls.

Tom Edwards was captain for

Villanova. and played a great

game on the defense. Milne and
Venture turned in sterling line per-

[formances. the latter playing the

complete sixty minutes for the
I second game in a row.

In the Feline backfleld, Casey
and Donohue played good ball all

afternoon, with Potts and Beau-
dine dividing the fullback duties

without a hitch.
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Initial Hop
Of Season

At Adelphia

"Villanovans" Hit of

ening As Owl Hop
Is Held

Ev

Driebe's Score
In Final Period

Wins For Owls

(Continued From P»«e Four)

A jubilant throng of merry-mak-

ers "danced in" the social season of

Villanova. last Saturday evening in

the Crystal Room at the Adelphia

Hotel. The affair, sponsored by the

Phi Kappa Pi fraternity, proved to

be one of the most brilliant social

inaugurals ever given by an organ-

ization of the college. Although

the Owl Hop has held the spotlight

for years, the function this year

seems to have greatly exceeded all

former ones.

The scene of the festivities for

the evening was one of splendor.

If it was not the artificial decor-

ations in the brilliantly lighted ball-

room that attracted the attention

then it was the pleasing pulchritude

of the fairer sex. The only evi-

dence in the Owl Hop of the de-

structive birds that had plundered

afternoon was probfibly in the

beautiful plumage which draped the

raiment of the femmes.

The chairman of the committee,

Clement Busenkell, is indeed to be

congratulated for staging such a

consultation between the officials

Tom Edwards won his point and
received the penalty. Brice punt-

ed again and Johnson fumbled the

ball, but scooped it up on his 39-

yard line near the sidelines and re-

turned it to the Wildcat 26-yard

While less than twenty thousand

fans were in the stands when play

started, some 10,000 others were

finding parking places and by the

end of the first half, almost 30,000

spectators were comfortably filling

the Stadium. It was the largest

crowd to see the Owls play in their

seven years of foot ball.

Temple Outgain^ Cats

Temple scored eight first downs
to four for Villanova, and outgain-

ed the Cats by 24 yards from scrim-

mage. Better passing and longer

returning of punts gave the Owls
their big advantage, and this aid,

along with the spirit of the Temple
linemen, was more than enough to

win.
The last play of the game was

one of the most thrilling of the

afternoon. Realizing that there,

was time for only one more play,

Charley Golden sent Randour back
in punt formation, and Whitey
tossed a pass to Paul Beaudlne,

who took it on the goal line and,

with the game ending when he was
downed, ran it single-handedly

pleasant promenade. Congratula-
1 tj^j-ough gu but two of the Owls for

tions are also due to his able as

sistants: Joseph Hahn, Russel

Hurst. William Conroy, Donald La-

Fond, Francis Malice, Albert Woln-
ski and Joseph Kehoe

Phila. Chairman Of
A. S. M. E. to Lecture

At the last regular meeting of the

Villanova Chapter of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, a
was decided that future meetingJ'

would begin at 12:55 instead of

12:45, on the second and fourth

Thursdays of each month.

November 20th at 4 p. m., a

speaker will come to Villanova and
give a talk on some engineering

topic. All engineering students will

to be welcome. The speaker will be

either Joseph M. Barnes, Chairman
of the Philadelphia section of the A.

8. M. E., or K. M. Irwirt, chairman

of the committee on Student Rela-

tions.

Cat Opponents
Lose Saturday

Villanova's final opponents of the

1931 football season were both

defeated last week, Georgetown
losing a 7-0 heart-breaker to Buck-
nell, while Detroit lost to Fordham,
39-9.

The size of the Detroit score was
surprising, as most critics had given

the edge to the Rams by only a
slight margin. Detroit led twice,

but the New Yorkers came from
behind, and then the Titans wilted

in the last quarter, and three

touchdowns turned a well played
game into a rout.

Georgetown, which will be play-

ed at the stadium on the 21st turn-

ed in one of the day's sur-

prises, and only bad breaks
lost the game to the Bisons. The
Hoyas were halted three times in

the second half within the shadow
of their goal posts.

A forward pass scored for Buck-
neU. ,

•,.•,

Other scores, Involving opponents
of Villanova this season were:
Duke, 7; Kentucky, 0.

Boston College, 19; Western Md., 13.

Gettysburg, 0; Dickinson. 0.

P. M. C 2; Baltimore, 0.

fifteen yards,

It was the second pass the Cats
completed, the other being a wild
toss just a few minutes before when
the passer was trapped far behind,

the line of scrimmage. Seldom had
a Villanova team ever looked so

weak in the air.

Brice's Great Punt
The most beautiful punt ever

seen on a Quaker City gridiron
came from the toe of Johnny Brice
midway through the third period.

With the ball on the Cat 32-yard
mark, Brice stepped back to his

own 25-yard line and put leather
against pigskin, the ball going to

the Temple goal line, where John-
son looking like a major league out-
fielder chasing a long fiy, snared it

and ran it back twenty yards be-
fore the Cat ends could reach him.

Jay-Vees Close
Season Saturday

This Saturday the first season

of Jayvee football at Villanova

will be brought to a close, when

the Germantown Boys Club en-

counters the Junior Varsity at

Germantown.

This game means a lot to the

Jayvees as a victory will give them

an even break for the season.

Consequently Coach Ding Dris-

coll Is sparing them In an attempt

to prime his charges for a victory.

To date, the Jayvees have one
victory to their credit and have
dropped two games. After losing

the first game to La Salle, they
came back to defeat a Princeton
Jayvee Team In a thrilling game.
Following this they dropped a

game to the Penn Jayvees.

All things being considered,

Coach Drlscoll must be comm-
ended for his unceasing effort to

put across Jay-vee football here
at Villanov«i. At no time during
the season has he been unable to

place the full strength of the team
up6n the field, as the squad has
been hampered a:i along the line

by Injuries. Then again, the fact

that most of the players never had
any previous college football ex-
perience must be tak,en into con-
sideration.

Little is known concerning the

strength of the Boys Club team.
However It Is not probable that the
Jayvees will encounter a great

deal of difficulty in garnering a
victory.

Mazzola, a lineman who In-

jured his leg In the Initial game
of the season will return to the
game, for the first time since his

mishap, on Saturday. However
both Kelly and Weiss, who are on
the Injured list, will be unavail-
able for action. The remainder of

the squad came through the Penn
game uninjured and are ready
to go.

Incidentally the regular Boys
Club eleven will be played, and
not the light team which met the
150-lb team a few weeks ago.

FROSH El\ ROUTE
TO LAWRENCE. MASS.

This morning at 6 15, the Prosh
football squad left from the Penn
station for Lawrence, Mass., where
St. Johns Prep will be encountered
to-morrow. This afternoon. In

true collegiate style. Doc Jacob's

proteges win stop off at Everett

for a short signal drill. To-night
the entire squad will be guests ai

a theatre party tendered to them
In Lawrence.

The game, which is to be played
In Lawrence, Is scheduled to stari

at 10.30 to-morrow morning. At
coth teams are undefeated It Is

expected that the game will be

one of the hardest fought games
of the day. The Prosh boast ol

victories over Urslnus PrOsh,
Perklomen Prep and Mercersburg
Academy. While the strong prep
outfit has subdued the Holy Cross
Prosh, Fordham Prosh and the

Boston College Prosh. They also

tied the Harvard Jay-vees. On the

face of comparative records, It

seems the Prepsters have defeated

a more formidable list ol oppo-

nents than the Prosh have, but
the Frosh who are upholding an
unbeaten record of three year's
standing are confident of return-
ing victorious.

Following the game both squads

VILLANOVA
Terry
Edwards . .

.

Ventura . .

.

Qezzer ....
Milne ..;..
Hlckey ...... r. t.

O'Donnell ...... r. e. .

.

W. Cavanaugh . . q. b.
Casey 1. h. b. ...

Donohue r. h. b. .

Potts . . t. b. ...

Temple 6
Villanova 7
Touchdowns—Milne, Zahnow, and

Drlebe. Points after touchdown

—

Potts, Johnson.
Substitutions—Villanova: left end,

Brice; left tackle, Rosen; center, Carr;
right end, Dallabrlda; quarterback,
Golden; left half, Randour; right
half, York; full, Beaudlne. Temple:
left end, Graham; left guard, Ban-
nak. Smith; right tackle, Rorapaugh;
left half, Johnson; full, Drlebe.

TEMPLE
1. e Gexton

1. t Kllnger
1. g D. Rubin
. c Reese
r. g Pulley

. C. Rubin
. . L. Gudd
. Whlttock
. Kilkuskle

. . . Zahnow
. . . Bonner

7—13
0—7

The Athletic Association of Mount
Saint Joseph College held a "De-
pression Party" last week "to bring
back memories of gay old times.'

Costumes were In order, but no
money was to be spent on them. For
us, the gay old times are so far

back In our memories that we can
recall them only with the greatest

difficulty.

150-Pounders Tie
Malvern Prep Team
(Continued From Page Five)

ing the Villanova goal, but a gall-

ant stand by the Lightweights aid-

ed by a Malvern fumble prevented
disaster.

During the fourth quarter the
ball see-sawed up and down the
field neither team getting within
scoring distance. The game ended
a scoreless tie. ; ..

.

The lineup: • '\ ••

Baessler

1040 Lancaster Avenue

Brjm Mawr, Pa.

LOST
Text, "Introductory Sociology"

by Muntsch and Spalding. Will

the finder kindly return It to 315

Austin?

A THOUSAND' '
ANDTtWE . . vi ;

. . . amuKlng, Inexpen-
sive evenings are spent
upon the Roof, where
one encounters music of

the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
cuisine .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them all.

Dancing 9 to 1
Concert Weekdays

50 cents
Saturdays 75 cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southerners

Monday Night—College
Night—Special Ticket
Including convert and
snack 85 cents

/ ROOF V

Happy Doings

in the Vf!( city

Gay dolngi io the W ell K nowo
dty . . . (New York to you).

Next time you visit this grand
old town remember the new
Hotel Empire is close to all things

you want to see and mighty soft

on the depressed bankroll.

Rates for quality accommodations

are from $2 for one, $2.50 for

two.

Youx Host will be

EMIL H. REINERS
'G«n*rtd Manager of lb*

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YOR|C CITY

win be present at a banquet given

for them by the St. John's auth-

orities. Following the banquet the

squad will leave for Providence

from where they will take the

boat to New York.

Paramount

DINER
Biyn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

60c

Open 24 Hours a Day

• i.

EVERY TUESDAY

The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75
ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

*•

//^et/ Chesterfield

rightfrom the start

J_^ abou

MALVKRN IMIKI'
Oeagan ........ I. e.

McAvoy ....... 1, t.

Zapata ........ 1. g.
Decker c. . .

,

Tucker . .

.

BerbuRse .

Hanley . .

.

Carr
Wade
McOann .

.

Mc Devltt

. . . r. g. .

.... r. t.

. . r. e. .

. q. b. .,

1. h. b. ..

r. h. b. .

f . b.
Malvern Prep
Villanova

VILLANOVA
B^rca
Malice
Tyrell

.. Dunleavy
..... Hlnze

. . . . . Harter
, . . Perlglno
, Sykes
. . Busenkell
. HoUBeinan

. . . Dwyer
|

0—0|
0—Ol

Substitutions: Malvern — Thomp-
son, Wade. Vll'anova—O'Shea, Izzo,
Beaner. LalU. A. Busenkell.
Referee—Evans, Urslnus. Umpire

—

McCarthy, Germantown. Head Lines-
man—Duncan. Penn. »

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

RIDE THE

Greyhound
— Consider the Savings—

One Round
Philadelphia to Way Trip
New York .. ..»2.«K) f.1.7.5
U'llkeH-Hurrr 4.00 B.OO
Seranton 4.00 6.00
•fc'tJon K.00 9.00
PIttNhiirKh 7.90 i4.ZH
fhlraRO ln.M 3.3..30

HaNhlnxton a.so 6..10

Atlantic city I.OO LrtO

For Information and

Tickets See

V. H. SMITH
208 AUSTIN HALL

CAMPIS AOENT

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

don't know a blessed thing

about how cigarettes are made. But,

of course, I would want the tobacco to

be PURE. And then I've heard that the

blending is very important. Td want ^Aaf

to be done just right.

"Then the paper. I don't like paper

that you can taste—or smell when it's

V. burning. I'd want that pure too.

"Another thing. I want to smoke when-

,; . ever I feel like it—without worrying about

.!; smoking too many. So I want my ciga-

y-- rettes MILD.
"But the main thing, of course, is

TASTE. I don't care for over-sweet-

ened cigarettes. I much prefer those that

are just sweet enough.

"Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every

one of these ways. That is why I'd rather

have a Chesterfield."

Smokers tire of too much sweetness

in a cigarette, and they don't like rawness.

For a steady diet, they want a cigarette

like CHESTERFIELD — a mUd and mel-

low smoke, free from any over-sweetness

or any harshness or bitterness. That's

why more and more smokers every day

are changing to CHESTERFIELD.
Good . . . they've got to be good.

1

1

ISEW YORKERS* DANCE
SATURDAY

CRYSTAL BALLROOM
ADELPHIA VILL

I HOMECOMING DAY

J

SATURDAY

I HELP MAKE ALUMNI

WELCOME
M*«H»4J^
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Saturday Homecoming Day For Alumni
Jonas Talks
On 'Speech'

To Seminar
Science Students Hear Ad-
dress on Defective Speech
by Member of Faculty

ART IS OVERLOOKED
To follow Qut the custom of the

science seminar, that of hearing

topics allied with pre-medical work,

Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.,

was able to have Professor Joseph

T. Jonas deliver an interesting lec-

ture. Prof. Jonas is a member of tlie

School of Arts and Philosophy, con-
ducting classes in Public Speaking,

and holdhig the position of moder-
ator of the Villanova Library So-

ciety.

Prof Jonas selected as his topic,

"The Field of Corrective Speech
Work," a subject with which he is

very familiar. He said in part:

"Corrective speech is included in

our learning which unfortunately, is

neglected throughout this country.

It is almost impossible for us to

realize the great value of the sub-

ject itself and the large amount of

work necessary to correct defective

speech.
Speaking Organ Overlooked

"I believe that there are over a
million cases of defective speech in

our schools, a large number arising

from natural disability. It is our be-

lief that this most important organ
is overlooked during the examina-
tion of the child at childbirth.

These defects in speech always arise

during the child's elementary school

days, and unless they are looked af-

ter then it will be a most difficult

task to make corrections in later

years.

"After so many years of school-

ing the defect becomes a part of

the nervous system, and to obtain

successful results we must make
corrections on the nervous system
first. It is a slow process and a

nerve racking bit of work, but is

well worth its efforts."

Prof. Jonas went on to mention
various cases which were cured af-

ter endless years of tedious work.

He described the numerous methods
used and the wonderful results ob-

tained during his years of correc-

tive speech work.
He concluded his lecture by asking

the pre-meds to take part in some
form of public speaking whereby
they might learn to express them-
selves in a better manner later on

in life. He expressed the fact that

many professional men become so in-

volved in their scientific work that

they disregard one of the most im-

portant subjects of their education,

public speaking.

B.-L. L To
Hold Dance
At Adelphia

Crystal Ballroom to Be Scene

of New Yorkers'

Frolic

[Student Killed

In Auto Crash

Dies of Broken Neck When Thrown
Out of Rumble Seat of Car,

Impact Sending Him Into

the Tree.—Two Other

Students in Car

RICHMOND CHAIRMAN

VERY REV. N. J. VASEY, O. S. A.

Former Vice-President of Villa-
nova College and former Provin-
cial of the Augustlnian Order, who
was buried Saturday at Villanova.

Rev. V. J. Vasey
Buried Saturday

Distinguished Cleric Dies at

Chestnut Hill After

Sudden Operation

FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT

Schedule Debate
For Nov. 23rd

Lack of Time Causes Post-

ponement of

Debate

SIX MEMBERS TO ARGUE

The debate scheduled by the

Beta Gamma Chapter of the Vil-

lanova Liteary Society for last

week, was postponed because of

lack of time until Monday, Nov-
ember 23.

The subject for debate is: Res-
olved that capitalism as a sys-

tem of economic organization is

unsound in principle.

This topic is one which at the

time is receiving world-wide dis-

cussion and supplies all the back-
ground necessary for an interesting

argument.
The chairman of the debate is

Robert Gelst. The speakers for

the affirmative side are John
Mack Ids, Joseph Houseman and
Daniel Buckley, while Martin Gill,

Joseph Conlan and Peatrus Ban-
blller comprise the negative party.

In all probability these teams
will constitute the teams which
will meet Muhlenberg College

here and in Allentown on Dec-
ember 7. ':• ,. i^.

Dr. Pritchard To
Speak Thursday

At the regular weekly meeting
of the science school Thursday
morning. Rev. Joseph M. Dougher-
ty. O.S.A. dean of the Science

School, will have Dr. William C.

Pritchard deliver an address to

the pre-meds students. Dr. Prit-

chard Is professor of histology and
embryology In the Temple Univ-
ersity Medical School. The subject

of Dr. Prltchard's address will be

"Foundations of Medicine," a
subject which should prove of the

greatest interest to the prospect-

ive doctors. The talk will be Illus-

trated.

The Very Reverend Nicholas J.

Vasey, O. S. A., former vice-presi-

dent of thp college, was buried on
Saturday morning in the cemetery
adjoining the chapel. Solemn Req
uiem Mass was sung in the Church
of Our Mother of Consolation,
Chestnut Hill, of which he had been
rector.

Father Vasey, who was fifty-six,

underwent an emergency operation
in the Chestnut Hill Hospital last

Tuesday, and failed to regain con-
sciousness. The operation was for a
stomach disorder, and until his ad-
mittance into the hospital. Father
Vasey had been in good health.
He had returned from Rome three

weeks ago, where he had served as a
delegate in the election of the gen-
eral Superior of the Augustinlan
Order.
Father Vasey was bom in Phila-

delphia and educated at Villanova.
After graduation, he served on the
faculty for sixteen years, four years of

which found him occupying the
vice-presidential chair. He was also

a trutee of the college for eight
years.

He served, also, as procurator
treasurer here for several terms, and
was honored by his fellow-priests by
twice being elected provincial of the
Augustinlan Fathers in the province
of St. Thomas, first in 1918 and
again in 1922.

Father Vasey was a leader In civic

affairs, and had many friends
among those of different faiths. His
silver anniversary was observed at
the college eight years ago, at
which time he was highly com-
mended by Cardinal Dougherty for
his work.
He was ordained in 1898 by the

late Cardinal Martinelll, and had
the honor of being the first priest

to receive Holy Orders from that
distinguished prelate.

He had been stationed at the
Chestnut Hill parish since 1926. Fa-
ther Vasey is survived by a sister.

Miss Margaret Vasey, head nurse at

St. Joseph's Hospital.

Saturday evening the Crystal Ball-

room of the Adelphia Hotel will be

the colorful scene of the Brooklyn-

Long Island Club dance. Inasmuch

as this wUl be the thhrd social func-

tion of the year and comes at a time

when the quarterly exams end, a

large and representative group ol

Villanova students is expected.

Ray Baratta and his Villaovans

will furnish the music. Mr. Barai>ta

recently played at the Owl Hop, the

annual dance of the engineers, and

if his music will be a replica ol

what was heard that night ail should

be loud in their praises of this

maestro of Jazz.

This function is to be an inform-

al affair and is expected to be the

last dance held off the campus, for

by next spring when the social sea-

son here again opens the gymna-

sium is scheduled to be completed

and all dances will be held there.

Incidentally, this dance will close

Villanova's autumn social season.

The committee has arranged sev-

eral novel attractions, supplying a

very unique favor program and nov-

elty nimibers by Mr. Baratta's mu-
sicians. It has also secured permis-

sion from Philadelphia authorities

to let the dance continue till the

hour of one A. M. The tax as an-

nounced by Howard Richmond
chairman, is set at two dollars.

The members of the Brooklyn

Long Island club who have been

chosen to complete all arrangements

for the affair are the above men-
lioned chairman, Joseph Hahn,

Gerald J. Dolan, William Conway,

William Horrigan, Warren Brown,

and Walter Casper.

Informal Meeting t9

Reiiew Friendships

OfOld Classmates

V. L. S. Accepts
Ne\v Members

Total Swelled By Addition of

14 Aspirants Since

First Meeting

MANY IN BOTH CHAPTERS

Pre-Med Aptitude
Test Date Set

Last week Rev. Joseph M.
Dougherty O. S. A. announced to
the members of the pre-med
school the date of the annual
Aptitude Test to be given at Vil-
lanova. The test Is to be conducted
on December 11th in tho amprl-
theatre under the auspice.i of the
American Medical Association.

All students who have com-
pleted the required pre-medlcal
subjects, and are desirous of mak-
ing application to medical schools
will be allowed to take part In

this aptitude test. All the
tests are to be given on the same
day in all the colleges and
schools which have students who
Intend to apply for admission to

various medical schools. These
tests are conducted only oncfe a

year.

The test is given as a means of
determining the student's ability

to retain and master certain facts.

It Includes general English, and
a knowledge of chemical, physical
and biological facts.

Fr. Dougherty makes the time
known at this early date so that
all the students will have ample
time to prepare for this examin-
ation. The test Is now one of the
normal requirements for admission
to a large number of medical
schools.

One of the most progressive or-

ganizations on the campus, the Vil-

lanova Literary Society, has shown
a marked increase in eru"ollment.

having already accepted fourteen

selected candidates into its ranks.

A rigid initiation in the form of a
tryout speech Is required of each
candidate for admission, and the
manner in which he acquits himself
is the basis upon which eligibility

is decided. Successful candidates
are elected to membership by a ma-
jority vote of the Society.
A total of eight new names has

been added to the roster of the
Belle Masque chapter of the Liter-
ary Society, these aspirants having
satisfactorily fulfilled the entrance
requirements. The list includes:
Joseph Strauss, Paul BarroW, Wil-
liam Zeil, Michael Tomasso, Wil-
liam Connolly, John Cameron, John
Grimes, and William Devanney.
Seven candidates have earned the

right to membership in the Beta
Gamma chapter. The successful as-
pirants are Paetrus Banmiller, Ru-
dolph Lehnau, Joseph Davey, Jos-
eph Kehoe, Lawtence Ooldschmidt,
Fletcher Clayton and John Camer-
on.

Student Council

Again Convenes

Thanksgiving and Christmas

Holidays Come in for

Lengthy Discussion

JAS. GARRITY PRESIDES

Arts Men To Hear
Higrh School Head

Rev. Eugene A. Mauch. O. S. A.,
dean of the Arts School, has
announced that the speaker for
the Arts Seminar Thursday morn-
ing Is John Dennis Mahoney.
head of the English department
at West Catholic High School.

Prominent Lecturer
Mr. Mahoney has distinguished

iiimself in the Philadelphia dis-
trict as a prominent lecturer,
teacher, and author. He has been
recognized as an auth(»1ty on
English and ranks on a par with
the modem English leaders in the
Ea^t.

The text of Mr. Mahoney's talk
is unknown, but it is expected
that he will talk on a subject that
will hold the Interest of the Arts
students throughout the lecture.

Last Tuesday afternoon the Stu-

dent Council, led by James Garrity,

lield an interesting meeting to dis-

cuss various important details

which have arisen since the first

meeting was conducted a few weeks
ago.
The Student Council, an orgau-

iaation representing the student

body of Villanova, attempted to set-

tle a number of difficulties brought
forth by the students, but it seems
as though their attempts have been
unsuccessful.

Boarder's Cars Topic

The most important topic to be

discussed was concerned with the

new ruling issued by the authorities

prohibiting the use of automobiles
by the students on and off the cam -

pus. Various means of altering

this new law were considered and it

was finally decided to appoint a
committee to interview Rev. James
H. Griffith, O. S. A., concerning the
disagreements voiced by the student
body.
The committee appointed by

President Garrity consists of Harold
Driscoll. James Finn, Arthur Short-
all and Gabriel Stable. When ap-
oroached by the committee Fr.

Griffin referred them to Rev. Ruel-
lan P. Fink, O. S. A., stating the
fact that all further developments
concerning the ruling depended on
Ft. Fink. Further action was held
over until other questions were set-

tled.

Holidays Also Topic
The question of a Thanksgiving

Holiday was again brought up. The
students have requested the Student
Council to obtain a four day
Thanksgiving holiday, but it seems
that the authorities have objected
to such a vacation. Fr. Oriflln was
again interview'ed and he decided to

leave the matter entirely in the
hands of the Student Council to
learn whether the students were In
favor of a long Christmas vacation
and a one day Thanksgiving holi-

day or a short Christamas and a
four day Thanksgiving holiday.
With this in mind the Student
Council decided to ask each student
separately and thereby determine
the holiday.

Be Held After Georgetown Game As Part

Qi Homeconling Program

WILL FIRST ASSEMBLE AT VILLANOVA STADIUM

kk ^n

Francis W. Cunningham, Fresh-

man Engineering student, was killed

yesterday afternoon at four o'clock
| Aliimni Invited To Attend Brooklyn-Long Island Dance To

when the car in which he was rid

ing struck 'a tree on Buck Road,

near Bryn Mawr, and sent him

headlong out of the car.

He was rushed to Bryn Mawr
Hospital where with the Rev. E. V.

Stanford, O. S. A., and Rev.

Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A., by his

side, he died without regaining con-

sciousness. The cause of his deatii

was a broken neck.

The car. a Chevrolet Roadster, was

driven by John Laux, a Villanova

student. Another Villanova student

was also in the car, named Albert

Ryan.

It is reported that the accident

happened when Mr. Cunningham
addressed the driver from the rumbie

seat in which he was riding. Mr.
Laux in turning to answer him
lost control of the car and collided

head-on with a tree. The impact
threw Mr. Cunningham out of the

rumble seat and his head hit the

tree.

The deceased student roomed in

Mendel Hall and was enrolled in

the Freshman engineering class.

Section D. His home Is located in

Portland, Maine.
Mr. Cunningham was riding alone

in the rumble seat.

Marriage
Subject For
Chapel Talk

Rev. H. A. Caffrey, 0. S. A.,

Is Heard Again in Fourth

of Chapel Series

HITS MODERN PRACTICE

Prof. Jonas Gives
Special Reading*

Members of he Belle Masque
society, were favored with a
special reading by Professor Jos-
eph T. Jonas at their regular
meeting which was held last eve-
ning at 8.30 o'clock in room 202

Mendel Hall. Over fifty members
of the organization attended.
The reading which Prof. Jonas

presented was so enthusiastically

received by the nuns who attend-
ed school at the College last sum-
mer that the Belle Masque mem-
bers requested Prof. Jonas to give

it again. He was assisted by Miss
Mary Moore. >,

Last evening the students heard

Kev. H. A. Catfrey, O. S. A., talk on

the subject of "Tne Church and

Marriage". Fr. Cattrey divided his

.sermon into three sub-headings:

1, Modern iheories; 2, Chiurch is

unchanging; 3, Her Doctrine Alone

ouiuces.

A brief synopsis of Fr. Caflreys

chapel talk follows:

Modem Theories
Many are the pernicious eiTors re-

garamg marriage rampant in the

worid today. Men of the type ol

oiiiid of Lindsey, Ellis and Husseli,

supply the tabloids with an ever-

.iicieasmg stock of startUng and
oiiginai—so they would have us

tiiuiK—ideas about marriage. Usual-

ly, however, the old pagans deserve

iiie credit for these "novel" ideas.

Church IS Unclianging
While other prefessedly Christian

bodies are surrendering, one after

the other, to these aggressive proga-
gandists of barn-yara morality, the

oamonc Church stands irntatingly

iirm. Just when the shallow-

aiiuKlng public was beginning to

accept the opinions of the innova-
cors because tneir theories had been
repeated often enough to make
mem sound true. Pope Pius XI is-

sued his now celebrated Encyclical

Letter on Christian Marriage. Its

ollecbs were immediate. Those whose
moral sense had become dimmed
and almost lost, condemned it;

chose who were still clean-minded
and desirous of the better things in

life, hailed it as the only solution

ol the marriage tangle.

Her Doctrine Alone Suffices

In her doctrine on marriage the
Church is not demanding too much
of weak human nature. She un-
derstands man's nature as no one
else does. The propagandists of the
•'new theories" on marriage give

into passion and impulse; they
cater to man's selfishness in every
possible way; they never tell him
that he must sacrifice his own pri-

vate interests at times for the sake
of a higher good. The Church holds
up a high ideal regarding marriage,
it is true; it is the ideal of Christ.
To realize it in their lives, she ex-
pects men and women to live as
Christians, not as pagans. She pre
pares them from the cradle, by her
teaching on self-denial and prayer
for help on high; and when they
receive the Sacrament of Matri-
mony, they receive grace to fulfill

the obligations of their new state.

True patriots will spread abroad, by
work and example, the Church's
teaching on marriage.

There will be a 'homecoming" of

the Alumni of Villanova College at

the Georgetown game Saturday. It

is expected that five hundred of

the Old grads will be present to

cheer their Alma Mater on to vic-

tory.

iradition has a hold on these

sons who have left the "sheltering

wails" of their Alma Mater. They
are showing their loyalty and spirit

by answering its call this Saturday.
It will be the first time in many a
day, and tor some, probably their

nrst opportunity to see their college

mates, to talk over old times and to
renew friendships, "Lest old ac-
quamlance be forgot."

ihis year, because of various con-
ditions, the grads will not have a
formal meeting. However, they will

gather in an informal manner ap-
propriate to good fellowship. Un-
doubtedly, this will facilitate mat-
ters and do away with all inconven-
iences attached to such a mode of
assemblage. David R. Farley, presi-

dent of tne Alumni Association, and
the members of the committee, hope
that such arrangements are satis-
tactory to the Alumni.
Contrary to what was expected,

there will be neither a banquet nor
a ball given by the Alumni. Never-
theless they are cordially invited by
the Brooklyn-Long Island dance
committee, which Is headed by
Howard J. Richmond, to attend
their dance which is to be held in
the Crystal Ballroom of the Hotel
Adelphia, Saturday night, following
the game.
Since it has been the custom in

the past to hold reunions for the
Alumni at different intervals during
the year, this fitting opportunity
has been taken to assemble them

(Continued On Page six)

Belle Masque
Enacts ^'Nerves

War Play Broadcast Over
WHAT on Armistice Day

Program

GOGGI IN LEADING ROLE

Rings Of Junior
Class Well-Liked

James McGulnn, chairman of the
Junior class ring committee, re-

ported that he is acquiring the
rings for the class of '33 from the
Wm. C. Martin Company of 908

Chestnut street, Philadelphia. The
class members have a choice of two
jkinds of gold which they can or-

der, either buff gold ' or- military

gold. There Is a wide variety of

stones that may be chosen; onyx,
sardonyx, bloodstone, ruby, topaz,

sapphire, amethyst, garnet, tourma-
line, aguamarine, and alexandrite.

Mr. McGulnn wishes to inform
every Junior Class man that if or-

ders are placed not later than the

Thanksgiving holiday, the rings will

be delivered before the Christmas
vacation.

There Is no difference between
last year's rings and this year'3

although the '33 class has a larger

variety of stones and a wider range
of prices. Mr. McOulnn reports thai
so far he has only received forty

five orders, but accounts this fact to

a lack of money. He expects the or-

ders to come in rapidly following the

Thanksgiving recess.

The title of the play that was
broadcast last Wednesday eve-
ning over WHAT by the Belle
Masque Players was entitled
"Nerves," a war play appropriate
for the occasion, since it was
Armistice Day. Charles Goggi took
the leading part and was ably
assisted by Daniel Buckley and
John Cameron.
The scene is laid in an air-

plane hanger in France. Here's
what this writer heard coming
over the air:

A young aviator, who has a case
of nerves, is afraid to go up into
the air with his companions on
the regular morning flight, and
induces a companion to take his
place. Some time later the avia-
tors return without the young
aviators" companion. The captain
of the flight when he learns that
the young aviator failed to join
hus companions in the fUght and
probably caused the death of one
of the flyers, rebukes him.

This rebuke so angers Uie young
aviators, he jumps into an airplane
and goes out to seek his lost
friend. While on his search he
meets an enemy plane and a com-
bat ensues. In the struggle the
enemy plane bursts into flames.
The young aviator, who thought
he had a serious case of nerves,
covered himself with glory in the
battle, but also received a serious
wound, just about making the
flight back to the base.
In the meantime the aviator

-who had been lost i-etrrmed, much
to the delight of all the flyers.

He had been forced down behind
his lines and had made his way
back as soon as he could. When
the aviator with the case of nerves
returns to hangar, he is surprised
to see his companion returned.
Amidst much sorrow the young
aviator, due to his Injury, dies in
the arms of the captain, as the
play ends.
The cast of the play is as fol-

lows: Captain Ted Hill, Charles
Goggi; Bob Thatch, Daniel Buck-
ley; Young Aviator, John Cam-
eron; Prank Smith, Raymond Har-
ter; Jack Green , Joseph Strauss;
Langsworth, William Zeil; Joe
Fairhlll, William Connolly; Rook,
Anthony Emmi; and Orderly,
Michael Tomasso.

1 1 >3I. LtOMTT * Mmi Tobacco Co.
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THE SCOURGE
OF MODERN
EDUCATION

who are

opinions

IN THE November issue of one of the lead-

V ing magazines of the country a list of fif-

. teen notes left by suicides is printed. Com-

- menting on these, the writer says they are

a good index to an understanding of human

nature and also the character of the Ameri-

can people. Now, we have another source to

•

; which we can refer in our research into

American ethics. f ;..•.:.,,. .'•;.,

• »

DESPITE THE great strides which America

is believed to have made in education, many

still question the actual

value of the modern

educational system. Are

those pedagogues in our

modern institutions,

entrusted with the molding of

in a cast of truth actually

'. doing so by their teaching and what

is more important, by their example?

Som,e are inculcating true, basic prin-

' eiples but the majority are not. A cer-

tain liberality of thought may reasonably be

: granted, but the great license these "free-

thinkers" take cannot be permitted to go un-

challenged. Since, accordng to Tacitus the

mutual interrelation of the professor and the

student is by the closest bond, the implica-

tion contained in this corollary—that one of

these corelated beings must be good in order

that the other be good also—is justified.

Quintillian on the same subject says: "No

doubt the most important point is that the

• teacher be of good moral character. In-

stances of teachers infecting their pupils

. with certain faults which cling to them even

in maturer years are all too well kown."

THE FACT seems certain that the modern

professor is faced with a dilemma. He

must either cater to the whims and fancies

of the student or suffer the so-called humili-

ation of being termed an ancient or a prude.

Most of the teachers in our non-sectarian col-

leges prefer to be "caterers" exclusively.

Any fanciful notion on any doctrine, moral

or intellectual, is permitted to be held by the

free-thinkers and their students. Conse-

quently nothing is regarded as an elemen-

tary or basic principle in life. Even exist-

ence of a moral force is questioned. Not

only are these theories promulgated by these

men but they are actually put into practice,

resulting in the production of an era of free

morals, free religious ideas, and all sorts of

free practices.
* * * * * ,

SATURDAY is homecoming day. From all

over this country alumni and friends, who
have left us, will return

to their Alma Mater to

join in the familiar get-

they are as much a part of Villanova as we

are and should be considered as we would

consider our next room neighbor. They have

gone forth in the world and most of them

have been successful, bringing further glory

and prestige to Villanova. A factoiy is

judged by the products that pass through

its doors, and a school by the human pro-

ducts it delivers to the world. If the pro-

ducts of Villanova have not in the past been

of high quality, then Villanova would not

enjoy her present reputation and growth.

Again we welpome you. our alumni; may
you find a better and more imposing Villa-

nova.
* * • * •

IS OUR modem education forming the men

and women of the nation into a group mold ?

If it is, is that condi-

INDIVIDUALISM tion one to be lauded?

The "Torch" of St.

John's College, Brooklyn, has something to

say on the matter. We reprint a recent edi-

torial as our weekly feature: "Most expon-

ents of the modem theories of education con-

demn the time-honored Scholastic system of

education as something quite out of date and

no longer able to equip the student with an

educatiori which will enable him to cope with

the peculiar problems of present-day life.

The old idea that every man is an indvidual

by himself, a distinct personality, "master

of his fate and captain of his soul," has be-

come antiquated they say. We must forget

that we are individuals and learn to fit our-

selves in with the masses. Thus we find

Dr. John Dewey, the eminent philosopher,

saying: 'In earlier days, education was the

key to individual success. There was always

a frontier to take possession of. Today there

is no longer any unbounded opportunity for

the individual. We must learn to combine,

to consolidate and to forget that we are indi-

viduals.'

IT IS extremely odd to find the teachers of

the ultra modern urging their followers to

combine with the masses rather than to in-

dividualize themselves. Not so long ago, the

champions of the New Thought besought

everyone to throw off the shackles of cus-

toms and restraining religions and be free.

Now we find them telling us that we must

act as others and thinlc as others, thereby

losing the freedom of him who is an indi-

vidual. The world's greatest figures have been

men who were trained under the old systems

of learning, who practiced and were curbed

by religion, and who were individuals above

all. We must have leaders who will stand

out above the masses and we must have in-

dividuals. And if ever the world needed

leaders to help it extricate itself from the

complexity of woes both economic and moral

under which it now labors, it is today. Presi-

dent Hoover remarked some time ago: "We
are passing from a period of individualistic

action to one of the associational activity."

And that we might add, is the reason why
our national govemment is made up of so

many commissions accomplishing little or

nothing, where a few dominant individuals

might lead our country forth from some of

its many present diflficulties."

THE
CROW'S NEST
PSYCHOLOGISTS CONVENE
Hobart College played host to the

Upper New York Psychologists, an

association of 'sike' professors and
experimenters of the colleges of up-
per New York State. The program in-

cluded reports of developments in

the field of theoretical and exper-
imental psychology.
The HOBART HERALD did not

report however the effect of the

convention on the students at Ho-
bart. Knowing that pschologists are

ever on the lookout for subjects, one
may be sure that those attending
made the most of their opportunity

to study that strange animal—the

college student, and if they did, how
did the students bear up under the

scrutiny?
-M-

ECONOMICS — DEPRESSION
Students in the Economics cour-

ses at Catholic University have
formed a new club which promises
to be one of the most exclusive cul-

tural groups on the C. U. campus.
According to THE TOWER, the

meetings of the organization will

conduct "its meetings in a manner
analogous to the old Greek syin-'

posium."
The members of the club will have

ample opportunity to study the

workings of economics as they are
organizing at a time when the econ-
omic structure of the world is

threatened with disaster. Realizing

the world's financial plight by the

daily reports of the unemployment
situation, their discussions will be

intensified, for the business cycle

forecasts that they will, as part of

the economic system, face the same
situation In about ten years.

-M-
The Senior Law Class at the Uni-

versity of Baltimore upset all dope
by electing a non-fraternity man to

the presidency of the class. Accord-
ing to BALOO, the election settled

"issues far more important than
merely the naming of the officers.''

The issues were: "That the fratern-

ity rule of class politics was unfav-
orable to the students and therefore

to be abandoned."
"That the students no longer vote

for personal friends, but elect of-

ficers solely on their merits; That
cliques and political births will nol

be tolerated for the promotion of

candidate's aspirations." All of which
constitutes good horse—sense. The
class deserves a lot of credit for its

fearless and open treatment of a

recognized campus evil.

-M-
REAL NEWS * * * REAL NEWS
From THE JOHNS HOPKINS

NEWS—LETTER:— "Dr. Leslie B.

Hohman, well-known psychiatrlfit, is

to be psychoanalyzed by the stud-

ents in the advanced composition

class, November 18. Prom answers

to the questions to be asked of him,

the class members will obtain data

for character sketches on Dr. Ro-

man.

When we first embarked on our

"Journalistic" career (?) the editor

pulled the old one that when a dog

bites a man to Just pass the item up.

but when a man bites a dog to play

play it to the limit, for that wast

news. According to that distinction,

the above is real news. After playing

"subject" for the psychology prof,

and putting up with his scrutiny ot

their actions, the students have a
chance for a come-back. More power
to them!

-M-
DEMERIT SYSTEM

The Faculty Council of Niagara
University has recently Instituted a

demerit system of enforcing dis-

cipline. A sound generalization was
made editorially in the NIAGARA
INDEX concerning the student re-

action to the policy: "Invariably, the

complaining one is a consistent vi-

olator of rules, and, to speak blunt-

ly, an undesirable student.

"On the other hand, there is the

individual who voices his approval

of the plan and substaptlates his

opinions with logic." Generally the

latter seldom suffers by demerits, be-

cause he follows the rules laid down
by those in charge. The reception

of rules on our own campus doesn't

differ in the least from the above

summary. Right? Right!!
-M-

SYNTHETIC RUBBER
Paying editorial tribute to Father

Nleuwland of the Faculty, in The
Notre Dame SCHOLASTIC, the edi-

tor points out sol)erly that the pain-
staking work in the Chemistry lal)s,

resulting in the invention of syn-
thetic rubber, will do more for the

Notre Dame of the future than the

stellar work of their football team
on the nations gridirons.

Nothing that the eight-column
headlines of the football teams
successes will be forgotten as soon as

the nation discovers a new thrill, it

is further pointed out that the in-

vention "will live long after the road
of the football crowd has been hush
ed to a whisper and the trophies of

our gridiron supremacy have tarn-

ished and stand unnoticed In the
files of the gymnasium."

-M-
With their record this season

marred only by three ties, the foot

ball team at Bucknell University Is

taking a "ride" because of those

ties. A columnist In the BUCK
NELLIAN suggests as a new football

song: "Blest be the Tie that Binds

Horizontal Musings

(In case any one was fortunate i they up and get mad.

Variety-Spice of Life

HOMECOMING
DAY

To the bon vivant and the epicure, variety

is ever the spice of life. Now, far be it

fi'om us to breathe the slightest reproach on

the delicacies created for us daily by our

renowned maitre d'hotel. We freely acclaim

him a genius in omelette and scrapple; we

will match him aganst all comers in chiclten

salad; and he is the undisputed peer of all

pancake-makers in Chiistendom. But even

the most precious gems have sometimes

theii- flaws; even the greatest minds have

some trifling defect to sadden the admirer;
together, a gathering

which they will not forget in after yeai's. p^""'\ """"* "^"""''/"/''*"^""
1"^ C~''i J.^\a

„, .
^

. ,,. .. r land to the charge of the maestro be it said
The homecoming this year is to far surpass u, ^ , , , * ^t ^ *i,^„„ „..„„«

^ ^. . , -, . ., , /^, that he lacks—we cannot, after these seven
any yet attempted. Chairman Parley, of the' , , , t. *. . \ ^^ ;«,««;«„ . ' ... , . .!, , weeks, longer deny it to ourselves—imagin-
Homecommg Committee, has notified as ^. _,. . ^ u .p *„i:*., ^u^.,^'^

ation. Theie has come to be a fatality about
many alumni as possible and has done every-

thing in his power to make this homecoming
a more pretentious one than the well-remem-

bei'ed one of last year. Since these home-
coming Villanova graduates left these hal-

lowed halls, the school has grown at an as-

tonishing rate. In fact, in the past few
yeais the motto heie has seemed to be "A
building a year". But the buildings have
not shown the only increase. The student

body has steadily grown, until now it num-
bers well over a thousand. Thus, we can
say that these homecoming gi-ads will see a
different Villanova, Saturday, than that
which they knew in past years. They will

sadly shake their heads and sigh that those
bygone days and that oft-remembered Villa-

nova will never return.

WE WISH to take this opporunity of wel-
coming these grads to Villanova. After all,

those pancakes on Monday mornings. They

are delicious. Let no blasphemer say other-

wise. We are among the sincerest admirers
\

of those pancakes, but yet, as we have said,

there is a fatality about them. We go to

bed Sunday night with the heavy conscious-

ness that we shall rise the following morn-

ing to set us down to a plate o^ pancakes.

There is the rub. If we might only lay us

down to sleep in complete and blissful ignor-

ance of what awaits us on the morrow; if

only on that morrow we might come down
agog with curiosity, a-twitter with excite-

ment, with none of the moodiness that dull

certainty implants in the soul, ah! what a

delightful adventure those pancakes would

be! And how we .should devour them, with

what zest, with what elan, with what Fal-

staffiian gusto those pancakes! IF there were

pancakes.

enough to miss last week's Install

ment of our "Serial Without a

name" we will give a brief

account of what happened).

Little Gap Igloo, bom In a test

tube for no good reason at all

is to be shipped to Prof. Watson of

Harvard upon the decision of his fa-

ther, Prof Gutzon Igloo, to make a

genius out of him. We find Gap all

packed and ready to go. Continue,

if you must, but anyone caught

pointing a blunderbuss in the direc-

tion of the author will be dealt

with accordingly or even worse. (Ed-

itor's note: The author promises to

shoot himself at the conclusion of

this installment).

Gap ran down the stairs, baggage

under his arm to bid his dear fa-

ther adieu, adlos and adenoids—of

Which he had a copious quantity.

"Well, dad," began Gap. 'How did

the A's make out today?"
"Fine," replied his parent "but 1

think the Senators will cop the

Pennant."
"1 disagree," came back the par-

ent's son, "you know confounded

well that Connie's aggregation can-

not be beaten, you old fossil."

"But listen, Insect, didn't the Sen-

ators beat them two out of three?
"

"-?*,:!'-&'!!-?!", retorted Gap
and slammed the door.

Such, dead spinsters (we know this

will be read at Rosement) was the

nature of the parting. Gap often

looked back at It in later years with

many a loving sigh and a salty t«ar.

He often wondered why he didn't

pick the Tigers that year.

By means of the trusty old thumb
the little fellow was soon surround-

ed by Harvard, ready to absorb all

the knowledge to which Watson
could expose him (Editor's note—
This Is all a lot of Hokum!)
The Prof, looked him over well and
decided to make a butcher out of

him. He claimed that people who
had the characteristic of Gap should

be butchers, not bakers or candle-

stick-makers, but butchers.

Butchers can't always tell. Bring

out the lions Mr. Belasco, and we'll

start the show.
Now to bo a butcher, a person must
have a wide experience in many
fields. The first few years were spent

in what are known as fundamentals
Such exercises as scraping your

feet along the floor to get used to

the feel of sawdust under them,
playing the piano to get used to the

art of pickinK chickens, cutting up
stiffs tip in the lab to get familiar

with the pccullarties of anatomy.
Three years of this is enough and

so is enough enough.

The next step in Gap's education

was to set him familiar with the

more technical characteristics of the
business. He spent a whole week on
the proper technique of weighing
meat^-just where to put his hand
on the scale and—and how much a
normal hand .should weigh under
standard conditions of food, mois-
ture, and temperature. You know,
people are getting smarter than
they were ten or twelve years ago,

and if you try to say your hand
weighs more than a normal amount.

Good old Prof. Watson, he cer

tainly kneV> his business, or, I should

say his butcher's business. His next
step was to take Gap into a dark
room and lock the door. He lit a

lurid lamp and turned to our hero
"Gap, he says," you're the first

person I've ever explained this to

and I want you to guard this secret

as you would your life—what little

you have of it."

I swear I will," said Gap and
started to let go a blue streak but

Professor held up his hand and
Gap being a staunch admirer of

Italy's dictator, returned the salute.

"Gap," said Watson, "I'm going to

show you the secrets of grinding

hamburger."
"Good", replied his prodigy, "I'll

have one with onion." Now that

wasn't bad at all for a Harvard man
even though he was three years old.

Watson then went on to tell how
to make hamburger. He explained

that this very palatable meat could

not be made until the back room
was nice and dirty. Then It was
swept up along with the sidewalk

and the back yard. This collection of

materials was put Into a receptacle

of some sort and carried to the

meat grinder. Next he showed Gap
the old trick of adding water to

make it weigh more, with the prop-

er technique for so doing. Then
the mixture was ground up and a

little Red paint was added to make
It look fresher.

The lecture on "Hamburger and
its Essence "being over, the Prof,

proceeded to give Gap a few more
tricks of the trade until the poor

youngster began to feel like a crim-

inal—which was just what the mas-
ter wanted—the p.sychological mom-
ent and all that. He immediately
packed him into his car and rush

ed him to the nearest meat mar
ket.

The man in charge was told that

Gap was a new apprentice and
would be able to "meat" the re

qulrements of a fullfledged knife

wlelder. The manager accepted him
and gave him an apron and put
him to work.

The Prof, told him upon leaving,

that he was to work at this store

for a few hours every day and that

he was to report up at the college

when he was off duty.

All in all there were five years

of this. At the conclusion of these

five years. Prof. Watson decided,

that it was time that Gap was up
and about on his career.

His graduation was a gorgeous

ceremony. All the butchers In Mass-
achusetts were there to do honor to

the genius. By the time of his grad-

uation his fame was widespread and
words of praise not only poured in

from all parts of Ma.ssachusctts but

from many parts of the United

States as well.

I think that we had better leave

him with his diploma until next
week and we expect to tell you
about his career out in the cold,

bold world—that is if I'm not out
there myself by then.

(To be concluded—if you'll give

me a chance.)

Needed Propganda

Do you read the tabloids and

approve of them? If you do, see

"The Five Star Final." Do you avoid

the tabloid and disapprove of it? If

you do, see "The Five Star Pinal."

And we say this, despite the fact

that the picture is propaganda, pure

and simple; despite the fact that

the picture not only condones, but

sympathizes with suicide and drunk-
enness.
"The Five Star Pinal" Is con-

tinuing at the Stanley.

The Underworld Again
James Cagney and Joan Blond-

ell star again in "Blonde Crazy,"
Warner Brothers' new picture. The
picture Is essentially one that
deals with the functions of the
underworld, showing how confi-

dence men work and the low tricks

they will resort to in order to

accomplish their ends. The plot is

an old one and has been used
many times in this type of film.

James Cagney has the role of the

fellow that is going to show the
'"big shots" how their racket is

worked, but it turns out that his .

partner, Joan Blondell shows him
the way. The picture Is cleverly

executed, amusing, entertaining,

but not very exciting or emotional.

Sins?
The feature picture this week

which is being flashed up on the sil-

vered-screen of the Boyd Theatre,
bears the title of "The Sin of Made-
Ion Claudet."
Helen Hayes plays the role of

Madelon Claudet and portrays the
part with all the skill and finesse of

an accomplished actress. Miss Hay-
es is supported by a cast of

well known players among whom
are Jean Hersholt, Lewis Stone, Nell

Hamilton, Cliff Edwards, and Marie
Prevost.

The basic theme of the picture is

mother-love. Madelon is the daugh-
ter of a farmer who falls in love

with an American artist. They live

in Paris without the protection of

the marriage bond. The American is

called home and never returns. In
the meantime, a son is bom to

Madelon. The son. though he be-
comes a famous doctor, never knows
his mother, who goes down to the
very depths of the gutter to pay for

his education. The unselfishness and
courage of a mother's love Is mark-
edly manifested in this excellent

story.

Sentimental Romance
Paul Lucas, staring in his first

picture since being elevated to the

ranks of a star, arrives in Philadel-

phia again as the hero in a picture

entitled "The Beloved Bachelor"
playing at the Karlton theatre.

Mr. Lucas plays the part of a
voung bachelor sculptor whose mar-
riage is prevented by a series of tra-

de circumstances which begin when
he makes a promise to raise a little

orphan girl, the daughter of an in-

timate friend who is accidently kill-

ed.

Leni Stengel plays the part of the

child's mother and is the cause of

Mr. Lucas's unhapplness. When the

child Is fully grown her role Is por-

raved by Miss Dorothy Jorden, who
olavs the part quite well.

The story comes to a happy con-
clusion when the other women pass-

es out of the picture and Miss Jor-

den marries her handsome guardian.

Loose Morals—Freedom
Exposing the loose morality of

the divorce center, Reno, with Its

wide open "freedom" parties, speedy
divorces, speedier marriages, and
gin parties. "The Road to Reno",
at the Earle forcefully points out
the tragedies caused by "Reno-va-
tion" of the marriage code.

Beautiful Lllyan Tashman stars

as the divorce-seeking mother and
Is supported by a strong cast which
Includes Peggy Shannon, Buddy
Rogers. William Boyd. Irving Plchel
and 'Skeets' Gallagher. The short
subjects make the performance
worth seeing.

Campus Briefs

with a night and a day shift

working on the gymnasium that
structure should be finished on
schedule.

The game of sliding salt shakers
across the smooth tops of the Pic

Shoppe tables seems to be gaining

in popularity.

Has any laody heard any wi.se

cracks about those white hats Louie

and his Merry Men are wearing?

The theme song of Fedigan Hall
seems to be "Just a Gigolo."

A crowd of about two hundred
was on hand to see the lightweight
team play the Penn 150-lb. team at

Franklin Field.

There were but two minor injuries

during the game and both victimb

were treated by a physician.

Villanova was well represented at

a certain dance held at the Manu-
facturer's Club last Friday night.

Nearly the entire group of board-
ing students was at the Pennsy sta-

tion last Thursday evening to see

tridmen off for Detroit.

Several of the football men were
offered flivvers as souvenirs of Pord-
town, but they were forced to refuse

on account of the new rule pro-
hibiting cars on the campus.

The football season comes to •
rloM Saturday. Ail that we ran do
>n to look wise and murmur "Tempus
Fuglt." (Arts men to the rescue.)

1
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150-Pounders Lose 6-0 Game to Penn Lightweights

Will TheT]
Do Things
Saturday ?

Felines Have Scored Only
Three Times in Five

Major Games

When are the Wildcats going to
open up?

After the first few games of tpe
season, when the varsity eleven
showed conclusively that It was
able to make ten yards in four
tries, as long as It was on the
wrong side of the 50-yard line, no
consistent attack has been shown
by tile team.

If you expect the Baltimore con-
test, which really was not anything
nice a contest, the eleven has puslv-
ed across only three touchdowns
since October 3, when Gettysburg
was beaten down In the Stadliun.
Only three touchdowns, only

nineteen points. And how were
they scored—one on a beautiful re-
turn of a punt by T'oby Cavanaugh.
One on a sensational catch of a

,
pass by Ted Casey, the third on a
thrilling blocked kick by Jim
MUne.
Not one the result of a drive!

• • «

The Cats looked disappointing
against Duke, but we were told
then tliat 'they'd open up against
Bee See and Temple and BuckneU
—in the important games.'

Up in Boston, the offense lacked
a spark, and at Bucknell and
Temple, there was not even the re-

semblance of an offensive. Only 97
yards were gained from scrimmage
against Detroit last Saturday, and
only three first downs were marked
up.

• * •

Of course there are alibis. At
Scranton and at Detroit the bail

was wet, "and we all know a Notre
Dame offense can't work In the
rain." But Bucknell, relying this

year on the passing of Priest and
Myers, since Hlnkle is being watch-
ed so closely by all her opponents,
looked no worse than the Felines

two weeks ago, and It's much
harder to pass In the rain, than It

is to exhibit shifty, deceptive foot

ball.

Detroit, too, using the Notre
Dame offensive offensive, outgalned
the Wildcats last week, although
the disciples of Dorals were a
badly demoralized bunch, after

the unexpected 39-9 jolt from
Fordham a week before.

• « •

We're not dissatisfied with the
team's record, but if It has not an
attack, and if it relies only on its

defense, which is and has been, all

season, brilliant, why not let us
know? Why have us believing

tlmt the team will open up for sure

this Saturday.'
• • •

If the team Is going to open up
this week. It had better do so right

after the whistle blows, because
our opponents of the week, George-
town, are going to town these

week-ends.
The Hilltoppers played a re-

nmrkable game against Bucknell,

after a disappointing showing
against Boston College, and showed
plenty last week in beating West
Virginia decisively.

Tom Mills' l)oys want vengence
for last year's 13-0 setback, and the

Wildcat eleven seems cocky enough
these days to be in a receptive

mood for that revenge.

If the Villanova morale and at-

tack are near normal, then the

season should close with a fine

victory. If the team as a whole on
Saturday still takes the game as a
breather, then our goalposts may
take a trip to Washington next

Saturday, that is. If there Is any-
body here from Georgetown to dig

them up.
• • •

How About a Grldgraph
No announcement has been made

as yet as to ViUanova's 1932 foot

ball schedule, but it is highly prob
able that the Felines may do as

much traveling next year as they

have done this season. And if they

do the students whose pocketbooks

are not filled to overabundancs
will rapidly lose Interest in the

team, and even when the team
plays at home or Philadelphia,

there may be many who will be

seeking other forms of amusement
on Saturday afternoons.

Such a thing is only natural, but

it can be avoided.
Within a few months, the new

gymnasium will be finished, and as

we understand it, it will serve as

the students' recreation haU. If

such is the case, we think it would
be advisable for the Athletic Asso-

ciation to furnish a grid-graph, an
electric 8Corelx>ard, to be operated

when the Wildcats play away from
home.
The action of the ball is traced

on the board by a miniature ball,

the details of the play coming di-

rect from the gridiron by special

telegraph wh-es.

VILL VAN
FOOTBALL

SPO RTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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M. E's Shade Civils in Classic
1 50-Pounders Lose By-

One Touchdown Margin
To Penn Lightweights

Red and Blue Eleven Pushes Across Sole Marker of Inter-

esting Contest in Second Period, "While Wild-

cats Play Good Game on Defense

FINAL GAME ON SCHEDULE FOR BOTH TEAMS

Last Friday afternoon the Wild-

cat lightweight team Journeyed

Into Franklin Field to play its

last game of the season, against

the 150-lb. team of the University

of Pennsylvania. The represent-

atives of the Red andi Blue proved

themselves to be the stronger of

the two and sent the Kittens home
on the short end of a 6-0 score.

Although outplayed by Penn,

the Blue and White aggregation

put up a good fight and prevented

the Quakers from scoring more
itian one touchdown.
Penn's score came in the second

period wnen as the result of a poor
Kick against the wind by Villa-

nova, Feun took the ball on Villa-

nova's 41 yd. line. By means of

a well executed reverse, Penn
made a first down. A long for-

ward pass brought the ball to the

6yd. hne, from where the Kittens
were penalized half way to the
goal. The ball was taken over on
the next play, but tne try for the
exra point failed.

In the opemng quarter Penn
kicked to Villanova. The ball was
carried to Vlllanova's 34 yard line.

Failing to gain thru the line

Houseman kicked to Penn's 15-

yard line. Finding the Villanova
defense air tight feun kicked to

mldfield. During this quarter the

one outstanding gain wAs made
oy Villanova when Houseman
supped thru the center of the
Penn line for a twenty yard gain.

The second half opened with
penn kicking to Vlllanova's 35 yd.

line. Penn got the ball on a fum-
ble and then lost it by another
fumble. The Kittens were held and
kicked to the Penn 41 yard line.

Penn made a first down on a rev-

erse play as the quarter ended the

Quakers went thru for another
lU yards.

In the final quarter Penn start-

ed a drive toward the Blue and
White goal in the form of a thirty

yard run which was halted by a
beautiful tackle by McClintock.
The Kittens got possession of the
ball on their own twenty yard line.

Stelbler went off tackle for 10

yards and a first down. The Kit-

tens attempted two passes, but

were incomplee. Penn got the ball

on the Villanova 41 yd. line and

Practically every college that goes

for foot ball on a large scale has
a grid-graph for its students and
alumni who cannot accompany the
team. At large schools where the

coffers of the Athletic Association

are filled, no admission is charged

—

at other schools nominal sums are

charged, in some cases to all who
come, in other cases only to alumni
and outsiders.

• • •

At any rate, if some means of in-

forming the student body of the
progress of 'their' team is developed
other than by the reading of limit-

ed accounts In the Sunday papers,

student interest will not die.

O. B.

Hockey Practice

To Begin Soon

According to Artie Shortall, cap-

tain of the Ice hockey team, prac-

tice will start In the very near fu-

ture. It has almost definitely

been arranged that the Wildcats will

play all their home games at Her-

shey, Pa. An attempt has also been

made to enter the team In an am-
atuer league in Philadelphia.

Among the veterans of last year

who will soon be chasing the puck
over the ice are Trosky, Golden,

Hurlbert, Orcutt, Delaney, and Shor-

tall. Bill Mulqueen, former star on
the Jamaica High School team. New
York City champions, is a very

promising candidate for a regular

berth.

George Hamilton is manager of the

squad and is working hard on the

arrangement of a schedule.

Play Final Game
Five seniors will make their final

appearance as members of the

Wildcat foot ball .squad this Satur-

day afternoon, when Tom Edwards,
Mike Terry, Paul Beaudlne, Bruno
Conti and Vic Dellabrida face the
Georgetown eleven.

Captain Eddie Kobilis, of the
1931 team, has already hung up his

cleats and shoulder pads,, the
broken hand he suffered in the
Duke game early in October keep-
ing him on the inactive list since

then.
This is the smallest number of

seniors on the varsity squad since

Harry Stuhldreher installed his

system here.

Edwards, Terry and ^ontl have
been stars on the Feline team since

their sophomore year, as has been
Kobilis. Dellabrida was second-
string right end last year and this

season, while Beaudlne, who saw
Uttle action in 1929 and 1930, has
been one of the sparkplugs of the
Cat attack this year, and is now
regular fullback, taking the place

of Bill Potts, Injured regular.

marched down the field in three

downs. The Quakers were within

the shadow of the Blue and White

goal post as the game ended.

Villanova Penn
Sercca 1. e Chance
Barter 1. t Wheery
Tyrell I, g Spies
Pltone c Hlckok
HlncB r, g Colton
Tropea r. t Patterson
Perrlglna r. e. Wosnltzer
Sykes q. b Baker
Hauseman 1. h. b Laverell
C. Busenkell r. h. b Wolfe
Dwyer f. b Elmore
Penn 6 0—6
Villanova —
Touchdown — Elmore. Substitu-

tions Penn: Warren Ervln. Villa-
nova: L 111 McClintock, Shortall.
Benlngo, Mahaffey Schuyler, Luce.
Stlebler. Referee—Morris, Central
Manual. Umpire—Longstreth, Haver-
ford. Head linesman — Glasscott,
Catholic U.

POSITIONS STILL OPEN
Only two of the positions open

to Freshmen on the VILLA-
NOVAN sports staff have been
filled to date.
Freshmen and upperclassmen

who are desirous of entering
competition for vacant places on
:he staff are asked to attend the
meeting at the VILLANOVAN of-
fice this evening, at 7 p. m.

Wildcats Tie
With Detroit

In'Wet'Game
Jupiter Plavius Only Winner in
Close Battle on Midwestern

Gridiron.—Brice's Punt-
ing Gains Deadlock

VILLA NOVA OUTGAINED
Celebrating 'Rockne Day' In a

driving rain that practically
emptied the stands by the end of
the game. The varsity held
Detroit University to a scorless
tie on Saturday, in one of the
afternoon's minor upsets.
Johnny Brice's stellar punting

alone kept the Wildcats, wlio were
outrushed by the Titans, 147
yards o 97, In the game.
Because of the rain and bad

condition of the ball and turf,

(Contineud on page four)

Slide Rule Boys Give
Fine Exhibition of

Gridiron Strategy

Mechanicals, Aided by Electricals, Win Frofn Rivals

by Means of Second-Half Drive For

Two Touchdowns

PASS TO O'SHEA SCORES WINNING POINT

By Jack Mlcklos

A scrappy team or Mechanical

and Electrical Engineering Juniors

plunged, pass^-d aiid ran its way
through a tough Junior Civil En-
gineering squad to win a well de-

served decision, 13-12 at the Sta-
dium last Saturday afternoon.

With practically no real practice

on either side the plays were run
through, even to the Stuhldreher
shift, with an evenness and pre-

cision that would have given any
team coach a good deal of satis-

faction at mid-season.
The score accurately gives the

balance of the teams. At half time
the C. E.'s rested on the advantage
of a 6-0 score In their favor as the
result of their steady play. After a
spirited talk by Coach Clem Bus-
enkell, during the Intermission, the by
M. E.'s came back strong with a

powerful attack to gain the lead

which was not overcome by the last

minute score of the C. E.'s.

Wlnterberger's powerful line

plunges and Mayer's skillful end
and broken field nmnlng featured
for the victors, while Houseman's
passwork and LaFond's generalship
was outstanding for the losers.

Meyor, M. E. ricrht end, was the
outstanding linesman, playing a
fine defensive game.
The game started slowly, with

many fumbles on both sides. Late
In the first quarter, Houseman
fumbled as he attempted to pass,

but recovered, skirted around right
end with excellent Interference by
LaFond and Phil O'Connor, ran
through for a touchdown.
The second quarter was marred

numerous fumbles by both
(Continued On Page six)

^^Of course
I smoke Luckies
— they're kind to my throat"

"Of course i smoke

Luckies— I thought everybody did.

They're kind to my throot— you

don't hear them in the microphone.

And that's a very neat little

handle on your now Cello-

phane wrapper/'

yi^

«•

ino Claire wasn't content with being

an acknowledged ruler of the American
stage— now she's capturing Hollywood,

tool Here she is in one of those stunning

Chanel creations she wears in Samuel
Goldwyn's production, "The Greeks
Had A Word For It," a United

'A.d Artists' picture. Don't mist that picture.

* • * « « «

Made of the finesttobaccos —The
Cream of many Crops -^ LUCKY STRIKE

clone offers the throat protection of the

oxcluslvo "TOASTING'' Processwhich In-

cludes the use ofmodem Ultra VioletRays
- the process that expels certain harsh,

biting irritants naturally present Inevery
tobacco leaf. These expelled Irritants

are not present In your LUCKY STRIKE.

"They're out—so they can't be inf"Nowonder
LUCKIES ar» always Iclnd to your throat.

It's- toasted"

ifH Miss Ciaire'e
Statsment Paid

For?
You may b« Intorattad In

knowing that not on* c«nt

was paid to Mitt Clair*

to mal(. th. obov* ttato-

m.nt. Mitt Cloiro hat boon
a tmol(er of LUCKY STRIKE
clgarottot for 5 yoort. Wo
hopo tho publicity horo-

with givon will bo at bono-
flcioi to hor and to Somuol
Goldwyn and Unltod
Artittt, hor producort,
at hor ondortomont of
LUCKIES it to youand to u*.

YourThroat Protectlon-ogolnst Irritation-oqalnstcough

And MolMtuf-Proof Cellopftene K—gm
thmt "TomBtmd" Flmvor Ever Ffh

TVKBmONWCKY STRIKEifOwunlerm mtnmes urUh ifce «tM>rld 't f$»ett done*
onhrMtas, attd Walter WincKetl, %vhote gotttp of today heettmes ihc ne%u» •*

tomoii u M).cwrryTMCMJay.ThmnSayand Saturday rvenlmgtiverN.B-C Nc««i«rfa.

MOiSTURE-PROOr
CELLOPHANE

Mealed T/gM-Ever Right

The Unique Humidor Package

Zip—And lt'9 openi

See the new notched tab on the top

ofthe package. Hold down one half

wHh your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.

Quick. ZIpl That's all. Unlquel Wrapped In dust-

proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.

Cleanrprotected,neat,PRISHl-whatcouldbemore
modem thanlUOCIIS' Improved Humidorpackage
-so easy to openi Ladles-tfie LUCKY TAB
iM^your finger nelf protectlono
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Freshman Eleven Pulls Surprise and Beats St. Jahn^s

Armistice Day Crowd
Of 8,000 Watches '35

SI Win Over Prepsters

Unbeaten and Unscored-upon Scholastic Team of New En-

gland Helpless Before Spirited Attack and Fine

Play of Kittens.—Tally Five Toutlulowns

WEISENBAUGH, COOK, AND WALSH DO SCORING

Felines Face
Georgetown U.
At Stadium

Hilltoppera With Only Three Wins
and Five DefeaUi Are Anxious

to Avenge the 1930 Defeat

With only three victories marked

up on the right side of the ledger,

against five defeats, Georgetown

University will line up against the

Wildcats in the Stadium Saturday
afternoon, determined to avenge
last year's unexjjected 13-0 setback.

Coach Tommy Mills, former as-

Jay-Vees Score

Often Against

Germantown
Adelman In Form As Boys

Unable to Stop Attack

of Junior Varsity

CInb

Harriers Win
Harry Coates' Freshman and

Varsity cross-country teams each
turned in a victory last week,
defeating pponents by the ident-
ical score, 17-38.

The varsity harriers grabbed the
first four places and a seventh
against Haverford College in a
practice run on Wednesday after-
noon. It was the only appearance
of the varsity team in competition
this fall.

The Prosh defeated Williamson
Trade School on the college course
In the same manner on Saturday
afternoon, Dick Womer running
two miles in the fast time of 12
minutes and 27 seconds.
Hamilton, Baker and Bunz.

also of 'S."). led the first William-
son runner, Schultz, across the
line.

Tomorrow afternoon, the year-
lings meet stiff oppositilon when
they run against St. Benedicts
harriers on the campus course.

1—Womer. "38

2—Hamilton, '35

3—Baker. "35

4—Bunz, 35
5—Schultz. W. T. 8.
6—Hofgren. W. T 8.
7—Elliot, '35

8—Bchlenk. W. T 8
9—«tull, W. T. 8.
10—Kramer, '35

FROSH MEET WYOMING
The highly successful Frosh

football season will be brought
to a close on Saturday when the
undefeated Kittens clash with
the powerful Wyoming Seminary
team. The game which will be the
ProBh's fifth will be played at
Kingston Pa.
The Seminary outfit holds to

its credit victories over Dickinson
Seminary. Lafayette Froah, Belle-
fonte Academy. Perklomen
and^ Key.stonr Academy.

Prep,

Combining a powerful running
attack with an offensive aerial

game, the Jayvees trounced the

Germantown Boys' Club aggrega-

tion at Germantown by the score

of 40 to Saturday. Addle Adel-

man, former Germantown High
luminary, was the individual star

of the game reeling off twenty-six

points. Novelline and Mike HefT-

ron also scored touchdowns.

The Jayvees lost no time in get-

ting started, and during the first

minute of play Ceravalo, standing

on his own 45 yard line, tossed a
15-yard pass to Adelman who dash-
ed down the sidelines for 40 yards

to a tally. Mickoseff went through
center for the extra point. On the

ensuing kick-off, Firth of German-
town fumbled on his 30 yard line,

Mickoseff recovering on the 20

yard line. Mickoseff then ad-
vanced the ball to the 5-yard line

from where Adelman sliced off

left tackle for another score. Adel-
man also drop kicke<i the extra

point.

In the secona quarter Adelman
also scored twice. One score com-
ing as the result of a 45 yard run
off tackle, the other came on a five

yard dash through left tackle after

Wojtkin had ran back a punt to

the homesters' 5-yard line.

The second half had just open-
ed when Jim Lucey broke loose

from midfield to advance the ball

to the 25 yard line. On the next
play Novelline went around end for

a touchdown.
Following this score German-

town made its only offensive stand
of the day. The home team reeled

off two first downs in succession
by virtue of forwards. Incidentally
these first downs were the only
ones garnered by Germantown in

the game.
At this point, Heffron, back in

(Continued On Page six)

season as

the Washington
proteges in the

as
Columbia

fans quite plainly last Saturday,

when West .Virginia was decisively

defeated by a 13-0 count.

Mills uses the Notre Dame sys-

tem of attack, so this week the
Stuhldrehermen will face an op-
ponent using a similar offense to

their own, for the second consecu-

tive time.
Alumni Day Game

Saturday's gairie will be the fea-

ture item on the entertainment
program of Homecoming Day for

Villanova alumni, and will also

mark the last appearance in Villa-

nova uniforms for five seniors.

Last year's game between the

Hoyas and the Wildcats, played in

Philadelphia, was a fine battle

throughout, with the passing of

Jimmy McLaughlin and the receiv-

ing of Clete Gardner giving the

home team an edge.

This year, the Cats are weak on
both offense and defense, and this

Is regarded as Georgetown's strong

- A • • r\ 1 » .TOO W-oacn lominy jviius, luiiiici no-

Having no respect for Armistice Day whatsoever,
gjgtant to the late Knute Rockne

and in utter disregard for the calm and quiet customarily and now in his second

predominant on such a day. Doc Jacbos' Frosh team, sue-

ceeding where Boston College, Fordham and Holy Cross proper physical condrtion now.
'

had failed, gave a brilliant dem,>nstration of INotre Dame
^.^^.^urnlSnTU Sat!

finesse, in overwhelming St. John's Prep, of Danvers, Mass.,

to the decisive tune of 32 to 7. It was ^he first setback for

the prep team, who up to their meeting with the Kittens,

had been undefeated, untied and unscored upon, besides

raising havoc with all the prep teams in New England,

which they had previously encountered.

The game marked the fourth victory for the Frosh

in as many starts, and was made more creditable due to the

fact that they were in strange territory, against a team of re-

puted good quality. The Frosh presented, much to the edi-

fication of the holiday crowd of 8,000 people, a synchron-

ized attack featuring Weisenbaugh, Bleiler, Cook and

Walsh. The line played exceptionally well, proving to be

impregnable on the defense, and opening up gaping holes

' on the offense.
The Cats scored first, on a spec-

tacular play, at the beginning of

the fray. Weisenbaugh received

: the ball on St. John's 49-yard line,

and with perfect interference swept

through the entire team to register

• the initial tally of the game. The

try for extra point failed.

The prepsters, undaunted how-
ever, a few months later, recovered

a Frosh fumble on the 15-yard line,

and on the ensuing play, McDer-
mott went through right tackle for

a touchdown. The try for extra

point was added by Fenlon on a

placement, making the -score 7 to 6

in favor of St. Johns. This lead

was short lived, for in the next

quarter, With the ball on St. John's

45 yard line, the Prosh scored on a
beautiful forward pass from Bleiler

to Weisenbaugh. Weisenbaugh
caught the ball on the prepsters'

30-yard marker and scampered the

remaining distance to the goal line

unmolested. Weisenbaugh failed to

place kick the extra point, making
,
the score, Frosh 12, St. Johns 7.

This was all the Frosh needed to

win, as St. John's didn't score any
more, but they made three more
villanova Frosh St. Johns
Ett n 1. e Vacc^
Robertson .... I. t McGettrick
Blanchard 1. g Connell
Mahaffey c Oauthler
Lee r. g Leucl
Sullivan r. .t Buckley
c rlmsby r. e F. McDermott
Bleiler q. b Pen'.on
Weisenbaugh . 1. h. b. . McDonough
Conley . . r. h. b. . . W. McDermott
Patzsch f . b Welch
Touchdowns mnde by: Weisen-

baugh (2), Cook (2 . Walsh, Me en-
ough. Points aftjr touchdown: Lee,
Etten* (forward pai.s), Fenlon. Sub-
stitutions: Villanova: GoggiD, Doug-
lass, Burkltt. Malaney, Prey, Pulmer
Gleason, Walsh, Cook. St. ,Johns:
Bradey, Mastroha, Casey, Cunning-
ham, Flaherty, Rhodes, Prcluoll,
Mauri, Pender. Referee—J. Mooney
(Andover), Umpire W. Crawford (Vil-
lanova), Linesman M. Devlin, Jr.,

(Holy Cress), Assistant Linemen: R.
Blanchard, D. Alllngham. D. Mamon-
ey.

point. The punting of Mike Terry
or Johnny Brice may be called on
often this week, unless the attack

is bolstered considerably.

Georgetown Record
The Hilltoppers started off the

season in fine style, and both
Lebanon Valley and Western Mary-
land were beaten decisively in the
first two games.
Then the Georgetown team tra-

velled to New York, and the Violets

of N. Y. U. sent them home badly
beaten by a 34-0 count.
Defeats by Duquesne, Michigan

State, Boston Conege, by a 20-2

count, and Bucknell, by a 7-0 score,

followed in succession, until the
losing streak was snapped
week at the expense of West
ginla.

OUR PREDICTIONS-
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

last

Vir-

WildcatsTie
With Detroit

In Wet' Game
(Continued
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Engineers

Battle In

Close Tilt

Mechanicals Get Decision

When Extra Point Is Gar-

nered on Forward Pass

(Continued from pag:e three)

teams, neither gaining an advan-

tage.

The second half started a punt-

ing duel between Mayer and

Houseman. The tide turned for

the M. E.'s late in the quarter

as Mayer and Winterberger began

their driving attack on the C. E.

goal. Winterberger made a series

of line plunges that reminded all

present of Clete Gardner. Taking

advantage of every little hole in

the line he bucked his way for

consistent gains, Mayer running

/.around end at stragetical mom-

ents, never stopping until the goal

• Was reached to tie the score 6-6.

Receiving Houseman's punt on

the 40-yard stripe after a. series

..of .ineffectual line bucks by the

C. E.'s, Mayer made a beautiful run,

weaving, hurdling and straight-

arming his way through the entire

C. E. team for a touchdown, throw-

ing a pass to O'Shea for the extra

point.

In a savage attack to tie the

score, the C. E.'s resorted to an

aerial attack which carried them
to the M. E. 22 yard line. LaFond,

back on the 30 yard line, threw a

pass a la Friedman to Houseman,

in the end zone for their score 5

. seconds ttefore the game ended. A
savage off- tackle slant for the extra

tying point failed. M. E. 13; C. E.

12.

Penalties were few, without a
single penalty for roughness. It

was just a hard-played, clean game
of the noble sport. Despite the

predictions of those who forecasted

many injuries due to lack of train-

ing, but one casualty was suffered,

a sprained wrist by P. O'Connor.
The lineup:

Civils Mechanicals
Hurst 1. e Brady
Btorms 1. t Cooney
__ _ .

J g ^^^McOrath
Nardl 0. .

Kvihn r. g. .

McKay r. t. .

O'Brien r. e
LaFond q. b.

Houseman r. h, b.
O'Connor . . I. h. b.

Koons t. b

McCullen
. Martin
Dubamel
O'Connor
. . . Meyer
.. O'Shea
... Mayer

Winterberger
Stleber

Jay-Vees Score

Often Against
Germantown

(Continued From Page Pour)

punt formation, at midfleld, dash-

ed through the left side of the line

for twenty yards. On the next

play, Mike snared a perfect 20-

yard pass from Lucey to run ten

yards for another score. Adelman

again drop-kicked the point.

Junior Varsity Germantown
Ocelus
DeLuca .

Arterserse
Kelleher
Caspar .

.

DeSantls
McOulnn
Ceravolo
Wojtkln
Adelman
MlcboseS ^
J-V 1*

Germantown
VlUanova substitutions

left end; locabellls, left
"

Curran
Herron
O'Brien

... O'Donnell
Baccxis

Weyhart
Peters

. . McLaughlin
.. Prlth
Neipola
PbUllps
e 7—40
0—0

Heffron,
[ckle. Rod

rlguez. left guard; Rellly, center; J.

McCarthy, Mazzola. right guard;

Broclimeyer, right end; Lucey, left

half; McAteer, NovelUue, right half;

KeUy, fullback.
Vlllanova scoring — Touchdowns,

Adelman. 4; JleflTron, Novehlne. Points

after touchdown—Adelman, 2; Cera-

volo, Mlchoseff.

Our Opponents
• * •,>',

'

Temple
While 5000 alumni looked on.

Temple's hopes of an undefeated

season were blown skyward Satur-

day afternoon by Carnegie Tech's

eleven, 19-13. The Owls were still

thinking of the Wildcat-meat they

had tasted a week before when the

game started, and the Scots from
Pittsburg tallied three times hi the

rtrst half.

The Owls put on a great uphill

battle in the closing thirty minutes
but still lacked a touchdown of a
tie when the final gun barked.

Bucknell

For the first time in the history

of Bucknell athletics, the Bisons

defeated Washington and Jefferson

College on Saturday afternoon,

10-6.

The game kept the Bucknell out-

fit in tlie undefeated class, al-

though Carl Snavely's team has
been tied thi«e times.

Pordham entertains the up-
staters this week-end in New York

and pre-game dope rumors a close

game.
Georgetown

Starting right at the opening

whistle, Georgetown broke its losing

streak of five games and whipped

West Virginia's crack Mountaineers

13-0, to put the Washington boys

on edge for their game with Villa-

nova this week.

Duke
Wallace Wade's Blue Devils were

rudely shocked on Saturday, when

North Carolina State upset the

applecart to the tune of 14-0.

Boston College

The Eagles from Bee See played

pn Armistice Day, and only a

blocked punt in the last period

gave them a 7-0 win over the

Praying Colonels from Center Col-

lege.
"•

Baltimore
Baltimore was another team that

fought on the 11th, and Mt. St.

Mary's prevailed, to the tune of

20-0.

Gettysburg
Muhlenberg had nothing In the

way of opposition to offer to Get-

tysburg Saturday, and the Bullets

found the mai;k In each quarter,

winning ^6-0.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Aherations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

Substitutions: M. E.—Keenan, Bug-|
nlzlat, McMulhn, Sheridan, Schrle-l
ber. C. E.—Cain, Ludwlg.

OfBclals: Umpire OazeUa; Referee,
Czesick; Head linesman, Q. Bagnall;
Timer, Vaca.
O. E 6 6—12
M. E 6 7—13

Play for Charity

Temple University's football
team, which entrained yesterday
morning for Denver where the
University of Denver is expected
to be offered as sacrifice before
the Owls this Saturday afternoon,
win not return to Philadelphia for
two weeks, as a. charity game with
the University of Missouri will be
played in Kansas City on Nov-
e.nber 28.

The game was arranged througli
tlie cooperation of oflicla;s of
'lemple and the governor of Mis-
souri and was originally booked
for Thanksgiving Day, but the
Owls decided they wanted a Lttlo
longer rest, so the fray vias, delay-
ed two days.

Missouri's record this season has
not been impressive.

Get a Haircut

by

SLITZ
VILLANOVA

BARBER SHOP

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $^^4.^5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

M«

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open tiU 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

ET THE DAY and houf and • • •

ithroughout the college year ...

'pay Mother and Dad a regular

weekly "voice visit" by telephone.

They'll be thrilled to hear the latest campus

news ... to share the fun . . . to know you're

well. It's a safe bet you'll enjoy it, too! Make

it a habit ... as much as your weekly letter!

The cost is low . . . particularly at night. Just

look at these figures! After 8.30 P. M., points

a hundred miles away can be reached for 35c

. . . nearly two hundred miles away for 60c!

And, of course (Dad will O. K. this), you can

always reverse the charge!

Now for the call • • •

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c.) Just give the oper-

ator your home telephone number. If you like,

charges can be reversed.

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus

you can make a Station to Station call rather

than the more expensive Person to Person call.

V>
•

*A

No. 5

Duke University
School of Medicine

Durham, N. C.
Appllcatloim for admission to

the first and third .vpar medhal
tiassps ontprhiK Ortober 1, 19:<2
should be sent as swin as possible,
and will be considered In the or-
der of rerelpt. The entrance qiial-
IflcAtlons arc Intelligence, charac-
ter, two years of college work and
the requirements for grade A med-
ical schools. Catalogues and ap-
plication forms may be obtained
from the Dean.

A THOUSAND
AND ONE
. . . amusing. Inexpen-
sive evenings are spent
upon the Koof, where
one encounters music of

the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
cuisine .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them all.

Dancing 9 to t

Couvcrt Weekdays
.5(1 cents

Saturdays T.'ii cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southernaires

M<mday Night—College
Night—Special Ticket
Including couvert and
snack 85 cents

(ROOF V
PIERRE I

...... ill
6<5tK St.

THE SHORT LINE
**From Your Doorway to the World**

>r \
Deluxe motor roachcR making frctjuent daily

deparlures direct from 69tli St. Terminal to

ail points in the United States make this ser-

vice one of paramount importance and con-

venience to the men of Villanova.

FOR INFORMATION AND TICKETS SEE

J. F. HICKEY
QUANT. LAB., 411 MENDEL

Ride The Short Line
You Will Appreciate Its Superiority

a
• • • and don't forget

kissable
flavorings that bum into cling-

ing, staining, and breath-taint-

ing vapors.

To prolong that honeymoon

charm, smoke pure-tobacco OLD

GOLDS. No throat rasp, no

smoker's cough can come from

their clean, sun-ripened, nature-

flavored tobaccos. And they

leave no objectionable odors

either oA your breath or cloth-

ing, or in the room.

O r. I^rillirH Co., Inc.

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH . . . N01 A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

°^>!S!p^^

WITH OLD GOLDS
The marriage ceremony doesn't

demand it. But the Newlyweds

vi^ho take OLD GOLDS as their

wedded choice in cigarettes are

showing a nice consideration

for each other.

For OLD GOLD is a pure-tobacco

' cigarette . . . 100% natural-fla-

vored. Free of those grtasy

JVISIORS! WHITE
OR HLIIE BLAZERS

MAKEUP MIISD

BEFORE ISEXr MEETING VILL
EVER LISTEN IN

ON BELLE MASQUE?

WEDNESDAYS

WHAT — EIGHT P. M.

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1931

Did you ever know that there is

a watchman at Villanova? No? Well,

there is. He is a man by the name
of Prank Drake, better known to his

friends and companions as "Mike."
Though he is very rarely seen, he is

around here for a great many years,

and there is every indication that

campus,
working hours commence shortly af-

ter sundown and do not come to

a conclusion until after dawn has
appeared. In the course of these
nocturnal wanderings he visits

every nook of the campus, always
on Uie lookout, lest something un-
toward should occur.

Whatever his actions are, however, i

they are enshrouded in the strictest

secrecy. The entire effectiveness of
his work lies in the fact that no one
ever knows where he is or when he
will make an appearance. This prob

Cunningham
Laid to Rest
OnThursday
Students Attend Solemn

Requiem Mass on
Same Day

VICTIM OF ACCIDENT
The late Francis Cunningham,

freshman engineer at Villanova

College, was buried at 10 A. M. last

Thursday morning In Portland

Maine. The President of the college,

Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.,

and three members of the Fresh-
man class attended the mass and
burial services.

On last Tuesday, the morning fol-
lowing the death of Mr. Cunning-
ham, a Requiem Mass was celebra-
ted for him. Last Thursday, Rev. E.
V. Stanford, O. S. A., Chaplain, sang
a solemn Mass of Requiem. In an-
swer to a question about attendance
Thursday morning. Father Stanford ^^^y accounts for the fact that such
stated, "If you expect the members I

* very small percentage of the

of the football squad who were con- .' students even knows that he exists,

spicuous by their absence, there was
an excellent attendance at the Mass.
A careful check-up showed that
fully fifty percent, of the varsity
football squad absent, while less
than five percent, of the rest of
the student body was absent. The
attendance at the Masses on both
Tuesday and Thursday and also the
large number who received Holy
Communion for fhelr departed fel-

low student speak eloquently for
real school spirit among the gen-
eral student body."
Mr. Cunningham, 20, died in the

Bryn Mawr Hospital at four-thirty
o'clock Monday afternoon of last

week. This was the result of an
automobile accident which took
place a half hour before. Upon arriv-

ing at the Hospital, Cunningham
was immediately placed in a re-

spirator In an effort to save his life.

It was in this mechanical lung that
he died.

Frank Cunningham was riding In

the rumble seat of a machine dri-

ven by John Laux, 19, a student of

Vlllanova. Seated beside Laux was
Albert Ryan, 19, also a student of

this colloge. Laux and Ryan were
arrested by the police, the' former
being held In $1500 bail to await the
action of the Coroner.

According to the details given the
police, Laux said Cunningham had
been attempting to gain his atten-
tion by shouting. Falling in this

Cunningham tapped Laux on ihc
shoulder. Laux turned his head
around to see what his companion
wanted and In so doing the machine
shot off the side of the road and
struck a tree. Cunningham was
hurled out of the rumble seat and
across the road landing In a crump-
led heap.
Laux ran to the youth's side and

Ryan hailed a passing motorist.

Thereupon the Injured student waib

.taken to the hospital where he died.

Have You Ever Met
This Gentleman? No?

'

it really was the night wattchman
to whom he was speaking, he was a

greatly surprised man.
Of Mr. Drake's personal life verjr-

little Is known. He was bom In Ire-

land In 1875. When he came to the

Education
Important"

Says Head

always about; In fact, he has been the United States, and while in the

United States, he served a term in

the service and ook active part In

he wiYfbe around'for' a'num'ber "of I

several batUes of the Spanish-

years to come. ' American War. During this can\-

i:- _ ^. i.i- . r i, 1- 1 palgn tie was awarded a medal with
Every night without fall he makes

J ^|rt,flcate of honorable service,
his rounds of the campus. His After leaving the navy, "Mike"

came to, Vlllanova and has remain-

ed here ever since.

Occasionally a student will en-
counter him as he Is going about
his duties. Invariably, on such occa-
sion, the student is unaware that
the man whom he has met is the
night watchman. If this Is the
case, the situation may even become
amusing. This was precisely what
happened on one occasion to a stu-
dent who has since been graduated.
This particular student was going
into the basement of St. Rita's Hall,
when he encountered "Mike" down
there. Having no knowledge whatso-
ever of any watchman at Villanova
heretofore, he naturally thought
that the man was an intruder. The
result was that each tried to. get the
other from the room. No violence
was resorted to, and in the end both
left the basement together. Later
when the student inquired further
into the matter and discovered that

Church -Home
Subject of Talk

Says Tendency Is Toward

Abolition Of Domestic

Relations

Prof. Mahoney, Englisl

Head, Heard Thursday
At Seminar

CHURCH PROTECTS HOME

Last evening the students of Vll-

lanova had the pleasure of listen-

ing to Rev. Henry A. Caffery, O. S.

A., deliver a sermon on "The
I Church and the Home". The ser-

I mon was divided into three main
' topics: Radicalism, Evolution and
I Religion.

A resume of Fr. Caflrey's discus-

sion is presented:

It can no longer be doubted that

society Is witnessing a definite

movement to abolish the home.

CULTURE IS KEYNOTE
. Last Thursday at the Arts seminar

meeting the speaker of the occasion

was professor John Dennis Ma-
honey. Head of the Department of

English at West Philadelphia High
School, and staff lecturer of the

Philadelphia Forum. His topic was,

"the Value of Academic Education

in Modern Life." His subject dealt

with the fact that there are two
aims In life: "bread and butter, and
the blue sky'

He began his talk by saying that
there are men who boast of the fact
that they have not taken a vacation
in twenty years, and that they work
harder and longer than their own
office boys. These pathetic figures
when asked whether or not they
wish to hear an opera or see a dra-
ma they reply by asking of what
practical benefit are they. This is

the type that lives only for the
accumulation of money and after
accomplishing that the only pur-
pose they have In life Is to Increase
that accumulation.
These men never see the blue sky

of heaven above them and, further-
more, If they do notice It, they have
no faculty of appreciation. Prof. Ma

VILLANOVAN Not
To Appear Tuesday

Because of the Thangsglvlng
holiday the Villanovan will not be
published next Tuesday. December
first.

The VILLANOVAN will next be
published on December 8. That
day. the feast of the Immaculate
Conception and a holy day of
obligation, having been declared a
free day by the college authorities,
papers will be distributed for the
convenience of the day students
during the noon hour on Wednes-
day, December 9. The regular dis-

tribution time on Tuesday will

hold for resident students.
The next regular meeting of the

college and sports staff of the
VILLANOVAN will be held Tues-
day evening, December 1, at sev-
en in the VILLANOVAN office,

222 Mendel hall.

Price; Ten Cents

Beta Gamma
Prepared For
Two Debates

Home and Home Affair With
Muhlenberg Dec. 3rd.

—

Swarthmore Dec. 7

CAPITALISM AND TRADE

CoUegfe Band
Still Organized

Group Will Not Be
Banded As Many

Supposed

DIS-

COMMENDED BY FR. FINK

V.L.S. Broadcasts

Scottish Drama

Time was when men were loath to

believe that such was the aim of I honey compared them to a cow who
those who were so blatantly critic

Now that football season has

come to a close the band will

cease temporarily to function act-

ively. Rehearsals are being dis-

continued for the time being, but

will be resumed again some time

in the Spring. The date for this

renewal of activity Is as yet un-
determined, but It Is expected to
be some time near Easter.

*Can^pbell of Kihimar" Sent

Over Ether By
Belle Masque

BUCKLEY IN TITLE ROLE

Xmas Dance At
Towers Hotel

Ben Beinie or Ted Black To

Be Selected For

Orchestra

DANCING TEN TO THREE

The Brooklyn-Long Island club is

planning to present a strictly for-

mal dance during the Christmas
holidays, thus furthering the Inter-

ests of Vlllanova In the social world.

Last Easter the St. George Hotel

In New York City was the scene of

the club's Introduction into the so-

cial limelight, but so many sub-
scriptions have been received that it

has been decided that a much larger

ballroom will be necessary for the

forthcoming function. After careful

inquiry and much discussion the

committee has decided to hold the

dance In the main ballroom of the
Towers Hotel Brooklyn.

The result of a process of elimina-

ting is that either Ted Black or

Ben Bernie will appear with their

orchestras. Everyone knows Ted
Black and has heard his unusual
orchestrations, while Ben Bernie
who plays with mathematical pre-

cision, Is well-known to both radio

audiences and lovers of dancing.
The date. then, is December 29;

the tax four dollars per couple; and
the time ten till three.

The committee which is working
dligently to make this affair one
that will class with the Junior Prom
and the Belle Air Ball consists of

William Conway, chairman. Joseph
Hahn. Arthur Wastle. and William
Horrlgan.

Last Wednesday evening from
eight thirty till nine, the Belle
Masque Chapter of the Vlllanova
Literary Society presented Its usual
weekly broadcast over station
WHAT.
The play selected was entitled

"Campbell of Kihlmour." a story of
the bitter rival between two Sclttlsh
Clans, the Campbells and the
Stewarts. Mrs. Stewart strived to

conceal the identity of her son Du-
gald Stewart from Campbell of Kihl-
mour. At first she is very success-
ful but suspicions arise and the po-
sition begins to look very unfavor-
able.

The climax is capped when Morag,
who loves Dugald. is tricked Into
disclosing his identity, thinking she is

protecting him. The son is then
caught and executed.

Morag was Impersonated by Will-
iam Papp. Mrs. Stewart by Lawr-
ence DeFrances, Dougald Stewart
and Captain Sandeman by Bert
Cchwartz. Campbell of Kihlmour by
Daniel S. J. Buckley, and Mac-
Kenzie by Anthony Emml.

izlng the Institution of marriage, the

family and the home. But now the
bold utterances of university pro-
fessors and public lecturers, the tone
and thinly-veiled significance of sex
novels and plays, the multiplication
of divorce mills and the establishing
of birth-control clinics—all portend
the same dire calamity, the aboli-
tion of the home is it has been
known heretofore.

Radicalism
In every movement there are

radicals, those who wish to tear
things up Irj- the roots, to get re-
sults quickly, no matter what the
cost. The radicals in this move-
ment propose openly to scrap the
traditional Idea of the Christian
home and to substitute in its place
trial marriages and even free love.

Of course, these proposals are made
in academic and high-sounding
phrases. Russia has actually "suit-
ed the action to the word" and
abolished the home as we know It.

Morality, to these people, is simply
a matter of custom; and since cus-
toms change to meet the varying
needs of races and times, It Is now
considered moral to advocate and
put Into practice these revolution-
ary Ideas on marriage and the
home. Indeed, Bertrand Russell
and others seem to be quite vexed
that the public In the United States
Is so sluggish In adopting their plan
for greater freedom in matters of
sex relationship.

Evolution
Less violently but more effectively

a far greater number are working
for the disintegration of the family
and consequently of the state.
These are the believers in theory of
evolution, evolution in practically
everything, even morals. To their
way of thinking, the obligations re-
sulting from matrimony are not the
same as they used to be a few gen-
erations ago. Times have changed,

Continued On Page Three

This announcement Is somewhat
does nothing but eat, sleep and pro- ' of a* contradiction to the rumors
" '" 'and expecatlons which seem to beduce milk
He added that the purpose of the

Arts course is to prepare men for an
appreciation of finer things In life

so that man can live as a rational
being, not as a cow. He declared
that no Arts student ever made
money as the result of his education,
but by this education received un-
told cultural benefit.

Prof. Mahoney took his daughter
as an example of one who received
an academic education and a post-
graduate course In business. She
acquired a position as secretary of
the Ethical Society, of PhUadelphla.
It was only because of her wide cul-
tural background which her Arts
course had given her that she now
holds the position that receives
thrice as much as the ordinary
stenographer and with pleasanter
working conditions.

Prof. Mahoney concluded adding
that when one of these, "bread and
butter" types ask an academic stu-
dent the practical value of his class-
ical education he retorts by asking
what Is the practical value of the
necktie he wears. Prof Mahoney
guarantees that no practical reply
will be forth coming from the ma-
terialist.

December EijBfhth

Declared Free Day
According to an official state-

ment Issued from the President's
office the Christmas holidays will

begin after the last class on Satur-
day, December 12, and end Sun-
day evening. January 3, 1932 at
eight P. M. Students cutting
classes before and afer the vaca-
tion will receive double cuts.

It has also been formally and
officially announced that Tues-
day December 8, is a free day. The
feast of the Immaculate Concep-
tion Ls celebrated on this day.

prevalent on the campus. The
general belief was that the band
would be disbanded and would not
be reorganized again until the next
football season next fall. These
rumors, however, are unfounded,
being displaced by the present an-
nouncement from the authorities.
The functions In which the band

will take place next spring have
not yet definitely been decided
upon. The authorities are working
on a schedule which will be satis-
factory to all concerned. On that
schedule, however. It Is very prob-
able that one of the activities will

be the opening of, Junior Week, a
function which the band has per-
formed regularly during recent
years.

In discussing the activities of
the band during the past season,
the authorities had nothing but
praise and commendation. They
were especially pleased by the
ambition and efforts of Vince
Marra In conducting the band
through a successful season.
"We are well pleased," they

said, "with the keen Interest which
was shown by the various members
of the band. Under the capable
leadership of Vlnce Marra the Vll-
lanova band of this year was far
superior to the bands of previous
years."

The opinion thus expressed by
the authorities is in perfect har-
mony with the consensus of
opinion of the entire student body.
Among the members of the) Fresh-
man class, who heard the Vllla-
nova band for the first time, the
impression was very favorable.
Among the upperclassmen, how-
ever, the favorable Impression wa.s

much more pronounced. The band
was compared with those of prev-
ious years and the decision Is that
the band of this year Is a decided
Improvement over any band hit-
herto organized at Vlllanova.

On December the third that is

a week from this Thursday nl^ht,

the Beta Gamma Society will en-
gage In the home and home de-
bate which has been arranged
with Muhlenberg. The affirmative

team will debate at Muhlenberg
while the negative team will de-
bate at Vlllanova. There Is no
doubt that these debates will be
well attended for the subject is of

great Interest. The subject of the
debate Is: Resolved, That Capital-
ism as a System of Economic
Organization is Unsound in Prin-
ciple. The team for the affirmative
is composed of three men, namely
Daniel S. J. Buckley, John Micklos,
and Joseph Houseman. The nega-
tive .team, composed of three men,
Ui Martin Gill, Petrus BanmlUer,
and Joseph Conlan.
Great success Is expected by all

concerned. A large attendance is

expected to attend for there is

promise of great ability and* talent

to be displayed.
On he following Monday. Dec-

ember 7. the Beta Gamma Soc-
iety win be engaged In another
argument, this time Mrtth the de-
balng team of Swarthmore. The
question of this debate Is; Re-
solved. Should the Nations of the
World Adopt a Policy of Free
Trade. The team as yet has not
been chosen. Rve members of the
society have been selected to
prepare this debate, from these a
team of three will be chosen. Keen
competition Is expected within the
society. Prof. Jonas has announced
that much talent Is to be found
In the society and a successful

season Is expected.

Pre-Meds Hear
Temple Professor

Relation of Various Courses

of Study to Anatomy
Furnishes Topic

HOLDS INTEREST OF ALL

BORDEAU, GEORGETOWN FULLBACK, STOPPED AFTER MAKING FOUR YARDS ON SATURDAY

"Psychologry" Next
Chapel Talk Topic

On Monday. November 30. the

weekly chapel talk will be delivered

by the Rev. Francis Diehl. O. S. A.

The subject of his discourse will be

"The Catholic Church and Modern
Psychology." Pr. Diehl is Professor

of Psychology and Education in the

Seminary at Villanova.

It was the privilege of the weekly
Pre-Med Seminar to listen to Dr.

William C. Pritchard, Professor of

Histology and Embryology at Tem-
ple University Medical School. As
Dr. Pritchard is not only a profes-
sor but also a practitioner. It re-

quired a great sacrifice of his time
to oblige Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty,
O. S. A.. Dean of the Science School,
in addressing the Pre-Meds, on last

Thursday morning.

Dr. Pritchard selected as his top-
ic for consideration, "Foundations
of Medicine." Those who had the
opportunity of listening to the talk
learned that the foimdatlon of
medicine Is a definite and vital fac-
tor which cannot be passed over
lightly. If a successful future is

to be hoped for.

Dr. Pritchard emphasized the Im-
portance of grasping, to the fullest
degree, every possible detail In the
Anatomy Course given here at Vll-
lanova. H went on to show the di-
rect relation that Psychology, Path-
ology. Embryology. Obstetrics. Op-
tometry and Ostology bear on An-
atomy. "If any here hope to be-
come practitioners or surgeons they
might full well take advantage of
the present opportunities offered
them." said Dr. Pritchard.
To further show the near con-

nection of these branches of sci-
ence to anatomy. Dr. Pritchard ex-
plained, with illustrations, several
examples.
An outline of all the aforemen-

tioned scientifical subjects was
given in a brief but thorough man-
ner. An example of each was given
so as to make perfectly clear the
importance of each of these branch-
es. "Regardless of what line of

I

medicine you Intend to specialize,
the doctor must always refer to his
anatomy." were the words of the
speaker.

In concluding his talk Dr. Pritch-
ard asked the students to keep this
bit of information In mind and in
so doing it will be to their own
good and future success if they will
study their subjects for all the
lood they can get out of them.

Courte.«y Liedger.

Up-Staters Sponsor
Christinas Dance

On Christmas night the annual
dance sponsored by the Wllkes-
Barre Club of Vlllanova College
will be held in the Mirror Ball-
room of the Hotel Sterling, Wllkes-
Barre. A Wilkes-Barre orchestra
win furnish the music.
James Garrity, president of the

club, has appointed the following
dance committee; William Drlscoll,
Chairman; Daniel Daley, Joseph
Balon, Pptrr Casterline. Joseph
WrndP, James O'Connell, Daniel
Rpdlngton, John OallaRher, and
Theodore Casey.
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WHEN WE consider the features or ele-

ments of character building in the Individ-

, : .
• .1' Uf-^v ' •; ual there is one import-

.. DISCIPLINE ant aspect that should

WORTH WHILE not be overlooked. That

, ._ is discipline. Although

iiie chief puipose of the college is not essen-

tially the development of character, the

Catholic college tends slightly m,ore to this

aim than the non-Catholic institution. Hence

in guiding the welfai'e and well-being of the

student, the authorities at Villanova have

seen fit to act through the use of a certain

amount of necessaiy discipline. During the

past week a restriction that is probably

needed in all colleges was enforced in respect

to the owning or keeping of automobiles by

the residents on the campus. Not that the

mere fact that the use or possession of a car

while a boarder at the college is wrong in

itself but the dine consequences of such

usage in some cases is harmful. This was
witnessed not only in the fatal accident of

a week ago but in other more or less serious

accidents in the past.

THIS METHOD of discipline may not have

met with the universal approval of all the

students but in reality it was for their own
and their parents' benefit that it was en-

forced. The vast majority of car owners

never have a mishap of any sort but as in

hundreds of other instances the failings of

a few decide the action that should be taken

in regard to the others. Any mconvenience

that will be suffered by those now left des-

titute of their former means of travel can

be well paid back by the belief that they

have probably avoided some accident that

would take place in the future to one of

their fellow students.

IT IS with considerable gratification that we
receive the news from the Vice-President

that the band will continue

THE through the college year as

COLLEGE an organized unit. Rumor
RAND had it, that after the foot-

ball season the band, the

best in the history of the college, would be

broken up. Placing confidence in that be-

lief, we were about to advocate the band's

continuance. A band has a very definite

place in college life and should have a wider

connotation than its association with varsi-

ty football. A college band is important,

we can say, in at least two aspects : first, the

furnishing of color at campus affairs; and,

second, the supplying of opportunity for

practice to musically inclined collegians. Men
who can play a musical instrument, on com-
ing to college, find their environment not at
all conducive to practice. A college band,
maintained in its full complement through-
out the college year, however, offers every
opportunity to musicians, and is an oppor-
tunty eagerly seized upon by scores. Use
for a band outside the football season is

readily found. Junior Week with a band of
fifty or sixty uniformed musicians will be a
Junior Week to be long remembered. With
the opening of the new gymnasium later in
the year, adequate facility for band concerts
will be available right here on the campus;
all of which says nothing of the opportunity
for college band renditions before and during
the halves of the basltetball games to be
staged in the new gym. Herein lies an ex-
cellent chance to stimulate interest in some
of the minor sports, we think; an interest
almost totally lacking in the past several
years.

ALONG with the announcement that the
band will continue as an organized group,
the Vice-President makes it known that he
ia planning a symphony orchestra. A sym-

phony orchestra, if and when formed, will

fill a need at Villanova. The same is ap-

plicable here as was said above in connec-

tion with the band. The orchestra will

serve as an excellent opportunity for a dis-

play of talent on the part of stringed-instru-

ment players; the gym will provide oppor-

tunity for symphony concert work, one nat-

ural result of which will be heightened musi-

cal appreciaton on the part of the entire

student body. Belle Masque, we may add,

has a very real need of a symphony orches-

tra. Its musical complement in the past has

been anything but representative and far

below the quality of the histronic are pre-

sented.
'* • • * ,*'

MAY we present this week as our regular

reprint feature "The Loyolan" of Loyola

University, Los Angeles,

THUMBS California? Its contribution

DOWN! is an editorial on the trials

of a football coach

:

"We often hear the men of various foot-

ball elevens referred to as gladiators,

that is, pei-foi-mers who venture into the
arena to demonstrate their physical prowess.

In the writer's opinion, however, the term
has been misapplied. The players are not
the gladiators ; the coaches are. Roman his-

tory tells us that the gladiators were usually

prisoners of war who were forced to enter
the arena to entertain the aristocratic audi-
ence by fighting lions or other gladiators.

If the gladiator's efforts were not appreci-
ated the audience held up their hands with
their thumbs turned downward, which was
a polite way of saying "throw him to the
lions." If his eflForts pleased the populace,
he received their cheers and applause. No
credit was given for effort. It was a case
of kill or be killed.

"OUR MODERN football coaches are in much
the same predicament. True, they do not

throw them to the lions if one effort fails,

but they wish them into oblivion if their

team has a bad season. The "they" I refer

to is the public, -descendants, perhaps, of

the blood-thirsty Romans who turned their

thumbs down these many centuries past.

When a coach is on the top of the pile, his

school wants to build statues to his honor.

Let him lose a few games and they yell for

his resignation. They make all manner of

accusations, even to the extent of defaming

his character in some cases. Of course there

are men in the coaching business who are

not and never have been successes; this

article does not deal with such individuals.

The writer has in mind the coaches of the

present era who, up until a year or two ago,

produced unbeatable teams. Through lack

of material or co-operation on the part of

their schools these men have suffered a re-

versal of luck. They have lost two, maybe

three, or even four, games and the angered

alunani of their schools have roared and

turned their thumbs downward. As in the

Roman days, former triumphs are forgotten.

The lips that once shouted the coach's name,

probably proclaimed him the greatest who

ever lived, are curled in a sneer when the

unfortunate individual's name is mention-

ed. :; .

.:•,,.-,.;,, [,-,, ...:/.:

'"NIBS Price was a miracle man at Berke-

ley when he came South in 1927 to beat an

undefeated Southern California team, 15-7.

Alumni pointed to his record with pride, pro-

claimed him one of football's greats. A year

later the same alumni turned their thumbs

down after a disastrous season which, ex-

perts said, was due to a lack of material and

not to lack of coaching ability. This year,

at the start of the season, we heard mutter-

ed protests against the regime of Pop War-
ner at Stanford. Yet in his stay at the Palo

Alto school he has been eminently success-

ful with the exception of last season. One
coach out of the vast number in the profes-

sion stood above the criticism of the mob.

That was Rockne. This genius was such

that the common fan stood in awe. He dared

not criticize lest he should be designated a
fool by so doing; but there was only one

Rockne. The others must bear the cross of

public scrutiny. They must stand for crtitic-

ism from those who are not qualified to crit-

icize. They must look at the hands of the

multitude after each performance to see

which way their public's respective thumbs
are pointed."

*****
ANOTHER of Villanova's eye-sores has

gone where all eye-sores go. With the de-

parture of the automobiles from the campus
the triangle behind Mendel Hall has been
transformed from a repulsive sight into one
of the pleasing views of the campus. Where
once was an open air garage, a junk yard, a
veritable machinist's hang-out, or what have
you, now stands a well-groomed area not at

all displeasing to the eye.

The
Crow's Nest

NO TEA DANCES
Careful study of the results of the

current depression have led the
authorities of Catholic University to

curtail social activities during the
coming year. According to a report

recently observed In THE TOWER,
there are to be no tea d%nces at the
U., all club dances are to be strict-

ly closed affairs, all class dues are
to be reduced. The Sophomore Class
and Inter-Club Dances are to be
dropped.
In the final analysis the value of

college social affairs has been sadly
overrated. Not only the faculty, but
the students as well realize that the
social functions constitute too great
a drain on the pocketbook of the
average student. Not that the stud-
ents should become recluses by any
means, but the number of functions
as well as the .expense .should be
carefully controlled.

-M-
NOISE ! ! INTERNAL—EXTERNAL
Students at TemjJle University

must bear the noise of busy Broad
Street traffic, but think it enough to

put up with, without the racket
caused by unthinking students who
pass noisly through the halls while

classes are in session. THE TEMPH?
UNIVERSITY NEWS protests edi-

torially against the thoughtlessness
of the disturbing few, asking that

some consideration be given those

anxious to get some value from the

classroom lectures.

Admitting that ability to concen-

trate is a valuable asset to one wlio

is entering a high speed and noi^y

world of affairs, the editor contin-

ues: "But, if much is to be accom-
plished in recitation hours, and if

what the student hears in the class-

room is to stick with him, attention

must be foscused on things within

the room." 'Nuf sed.

-M-
INTERNATIONAL DEBATES
Three International debates in one

week-end is the record recently

made by the Debate Team of the

College OS St. Thomase. Debating
representatives from Oxford Univer-

sity on the subject "Resolved, That
American Civilization is a Greater

Danger to the World Than That
of Russia," the St. Thomas team
lost a close audience vote 212-194.

The evening previous, the sub-

ject "Resolved, That All Nations of

the World Adopt a Policy of Free

Trade" was debated, home and
home, with teams representing tlie

University .of .Manitoba. .Negative

teams had the honors, both winning

unanimous judges' decisions.

-M-
BANG! BANG! BANG!

Telegraphic rifle matches will pre-

dominate in the University of Day-
ton's rifle schedule this year as In
the past. "In this plan," accord-
ing to the account in the DAYTON
NEWS, "the schools compethig in
shoots telegraph their scores made
on the home range, thus elimhiatlng
travelling expenses and enabling
competition to be had with a larger
number of schools."
To some, target shooting may seem

to be a "sissy" sport, but they're Just
kidding themselves. The sport de-
mands a steadier set of nerves than
almost any other Intercollegiate
sport. Final scores from an oppon-
ent reveal that nine out of the last
ten shots you have, must be bulls-
eyes to win. It doesn't take much
nerve to keep your arm and eye
steady then. No, not much. Try it.

-M-
During the years 1925 to 1930,

students at Holy Cross College have
contributed $26,923.50 to aid in the

mission crusade. This manifestation

of their faith and zeal for the miss-

ion crusade is indeed commendable.

-M-
In defeating New Prague, the Frosh

team at St. Thomas had to beat 12

men, as a report in THE PURPLE
AND GRAY reveal^ that all during
the game they had to play against
the decisions of the headlinesman
After carrying the ball to within a
few yards of the goal they were
"penalized nine successive times,

making it first down and goal to go
from the fifty yard line."

-M-
Psychologists at Johns Hopkins

University have devised an electric-

al apparatus to simplify "the work
of studying the rat's powers of dis-

crimination." And after they've
studied them, then what?

-M-
'Mike' Rellly, coach of St. Bon-

aventure, as quoted in THE ST.
BONAVENTURE, recently said. "For
all the distance that the ball is

carried it means nothing until you
read it on the scoreboard. And it's

only too true! !

-M-
The Rifle Team at Johns Hop-

kins University has thirteen sched-
uled matches with thirty teams com-
peting this year. They open the sea-

son with the N. Y .Stock Exchange
Rifle Team. We wonder whether the
bulls or the bears will be used as
targets.

-M-
Interviewing the Campus Cop, the

J. H. U. NEWSLETTER, reveals

that the ex-Army M. " prefers
though some of the stuc »nts are
handling students to sole" rs even
possesed of a bit of 'deviltry.'

-M-
During the slack winter months.

North Dakota State School of Sci-

ence offers three month courses in

more than fifteen trades and occu-
pations.

The Shows

Appeal Holds
•'The Five Star Final," depicting

the furious whirl of scandalous ma-
terial that finds its way in the

tabloids of the country, is held
over for the third week at the
Stanley. It is a picture of practi-

cally universal interest unfolding
the startling methods employed by
the unscrupulous editors of the
"yellow journals" in their endeav-
or to increase circulation.
Using either fair or foul means in

scooping sensational news stories,

Edward Robinson, enacting the
lead in the film, furnishes a clever
piece of work. Although the plot
of the picture is good, there are
too many shifts of scene to give it

the firmness and stability that is so
necessary, if It is to last.

A Popular Show
"Blond Crazy," the current at-

traction at the Stanton, has been
so well received that It has been
held over for another week. It is

a fast moving story of "rackts"
barely within the* law.

James Cagney, as an upf iand
coming gangster is, as it were, ex-
trjme'y perionable and, if the show
itself fails to please, Cagney cer-
tainly does.

Supporting him is Joan Blondell,
a vivid young lady, about whom
Cagney is "crazy." The story is

well cast and gives, if not a new
plot, a new light on the girl who
st'.cks by her man.

Horizontal Musingfs
Last week we left Gap Igloo at the

age of fifteen with a Harvard degree

in one hand, a meat cleaver in the

other, and the butcher world at his

feet.

During his last year at the Har-

vard School of Butchery, where he

was tutored by Prof. Watson, he had
received thousands of offers for con-

tract. One particularly spicy speci-

men came from Salami. Kansas. II

was proposed by a certain meat
market out there that Gap join up
with them and slice headcheese in

their window as an advertisins

stunt.

Another was from Bologna

Missouri requesting that the geniu.--.

accept a position with the Hand-
onscale Meat Co. All he had to do

was wash windows for the outfit.

Gap. however, elevated his olfac-

tory appendage at all these enticin?

offers. This sort of peeved the wield

-

ers of the knives, but, heck, the kid

could afford to be independent.

In his Valedictory on the day of

graduation the dauntless lad up and
told all the butchers just exactly

what he thought of them and a few

things that he couldn't think of as

well.

He furthermore, told them that

they could all go to that place made
frightfully uncomfortable by the

temperature. He vowed he would
expose all the tricks of the trade

and a few of his own pet ones which
mlerht be tried in the future.

Now if that isn't tipping the meat
business back on its heels I never

saw it done. Here, he had them right

in his own back yard.

He raged raved and ranted for

two complete hours. He cut them
down, trampled on them, and
ground them into the very dust of

the earth "with his penetrating sar-

casm and biting diction.

He finished and dropped in his

chair exhaused amidst a malign sll

ence. "The perfect tribute." thought

Gap. "I am the new Lincoln (body

by Kisser) sprung up^from the ashes

of the old."
]

But even Lincoln met his Booth.

Gap also met his. He was walking
slowly out of the auditorium, when
a benevolent butcher strolled up to

him. They shook hands and Gap re-

ceived the gentleman's congratula-
tions. When he had finished tho
butcher calmly produced a revolver

and shot Gap through the heart.

The result was greeted with cheers.

Gap fell and died as one Is wont
to do when shot through the heart

—

and Gap was no exception to the

rule.

The Undertakers union gave him
a grand funeral. The streets were
lined with two people who happen-
ed to be out to see what kind of a
funeral a genius received.

They burled him in the city dump.
Over his tomb was placed the fol-

lowing epitaph:
Here lies what's left of Gap Igloo
He was a man and a genius too.

At the age of fifteen

He gave vent to his spleen-
Here lies wat's left of Gap Iglo«).

And so. ladies and gentlemen,
comes to a solemn close our tale of

woe. Gap Igloo will ever remain In

our memory as the man who helped

us fill two and one half columns
for the VILLANOVAN.
Those who liked our little bit will

kindly drop us a line at the Byberry
Insane Asylum. Those who didn't
like it will just have to swallow their
disappointment because we didn't
think so much of the story ourselves
when we got the book out of the li-

brary.

CoiUn.

Last week the engineering depart-
ment of Villanova College was all in

somewhat of a furore. Did you see
any of the lads snooping around the
campus? Evidently something was
lost.

We stopped one of the boys long
enough to ask what the trouble was
he turned a tear-stained physi-
ognomy toward ours and said: "Bill

Quasi lost his pet Isosceles triangle.

He was carrying it over to class one
afternoon when all of a sudden it

disappeared. The dean excused the
whole engineering school from class

with orders to find it dead or alive.

A reward was offered to the finder.

We've been searching for twenty-
four hours going without food and
sleep, but as yet the three cornered
affair remains hidden."
By this time we were in tears our-

sleuths and joined in the search,

selves. We procured a few more
Mendel hall was swept from Pie
Shop to Lab but only a cloud of dust
greeted our efforts. Fedigan, Austin,
and Alumni followed in quick su-
ccession.

The Post Office was next, but we
found only failure. We scrutinized

every inch of ground, every blade of

grass but to no avail.

Suddenly, one of the boys stopped
short. "Wait a minute," said he, "I

have an idea. Now, such things as
these aren't met everyday in the
week, so we came to a halt.

A few whispered words and within
half an hour we were in the heart
of Philadelphia. A five minutes walk
and we came to a standstill In

front of an imposing edifice. All

eyes turned upward. Yes, to be sure,

there was our little lost child.

Across the cornice of the building

was written the letters "Y' M. C. A."

after the final "A" was a beautiful

red triangle, and a longslde it, was
our long darling. She rested there
so peacefully gazing with rapture at

the big red spcciman. We could see

this wasn't the first time we had
encountered love in its primitive

stages.

However, a reward Is a reward
and in two minutes we had the Ic-

cosceles in our pocket. It wept cop-
iously all tlie way back to school but
our hearts remained adamant. We
listened not to her pleadings.
The dean wept on our shoulders

when we presented it to him. The
reward was ours. We were given
each a brand new compact and a re-

fill of Ashes of Roses.
The triangle was sentenced to

burial alive out in front of Fedigan
Hall. Two days after the interment
a beautiful rose sprung from the soil

on the exact .spot of burial. A martyr
on the altar of love.

Say. who took that needle? I need
another shot of Cascara. I

Gridiron Thrills

Based upon, a novel by Francis
Walace, formerly an assistant to
Rockne, "Touchdown" offers
sparkling entertainment to foot-
ball fans and theatre-goers alike.

Viewing the game from the "in-
side" the screen version is notable
for its marvelous action scenes
and the tender romance . which
distinguish it. "Touchdown" is

current at the Earle Theatre this
week.
Richard Arlen, superb in tlie

role of football coach, shares
honors with winsome Peggy Shan-
non and the inimitable Jack
Oakie. Others ir» the excellent
cast include Regis Toomey and J.

Farrell MacDonald, who give fine
supporting performances.

Additional screen attractions
include: Charlie Murray and
George Sidney in "Models and
Wives," Charlie Davis and His
Gang in "The Jazz Reporters,"
Universal Newsreel; and "The
Spider and the Fly;" a sound car-
toon by Walt Disney.

Still Here
"The Sin of Madelon Claudet,"

now playing at the Boyd for the
third week, is no doubt, one of the
outstanding pictures of the year.

It is Helen Hayes' Initial screen
attempt, and the petite stage star

makes good with a bang. She
plays he part of a mother who
descends to the depths in order to

be able to pay for her boy's edu-
cation as a doctor.

Miss Hayes is capably supported
by such well known screen celeb-

rities as Jean Hersholt, Lewis
Stone, Marie Prevost and Neil

Hamilton. This is the final week
for the picture at the "Boyd." and
h will not be shown again In

Philadlphia this year.

Humorous Drama
The familiar characterization of

a wealthy youth marrying out-

side of his social class and fight-

ing against family traditions des-

pite the expected loss that will be

suffered, is now being portrayed

in the current film at the Karl-

ton. Ben Lyon in his usual reck-

less, non chalant attitude enacts

he lead hi the film as Sidney
Brock.
Even thoug the plot of the play

is slightly worn and hackneyed
some of the failings in originality

Is made up by the acting of the

players in the cast. Juliette Comp-
ton, Delmar Watson, Rose Hobart
and Claude Gilllngwater ably

assist Lyon in the picture.

Campus Briefs

Those old expressions of "how
did you go?" and "how did you
make out?" were well in order dur-

ing the past week.

Not so long ago most of the boys

were seen strolling about the cam-
pu.s smoking cigars; now they are
rolling their own cigarettes.

Some one remarked that after

spending four years here, one Is

not only well bred, or rather,

should be, but also well breaded.

We think that the Frosh will

have something to write home
about this week if the good old V.

C. decides to hold the long awaited
initiation.

Somebody must have been play-

ing with one of the main electric

switches the other night because
the lights in Fedigan, Good Coun-
sel, Monastery, and Alumni went
out for several seconds and were
flashed on, this process being re-

peated several times.

The triangle looks deserted these
days.

The playing of "Taps" for Knute
Rockne last Elaturday at the sta-
dium was very impressive.

We noticed that a new fence has
been erected on the outside of the
track to keep the spectators in the
stands where they belong.

The Hoyas got their revenge, but
they were glad when the game end-
ed.

We hope that everybody gets a
good dinner somewhere on
Thanksgiving.

^ • •
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Residents' Cars
Are Forbidden

VILLANOVAN Page Three

Lookingf Around in the Stands

rr. tmk Tells ctf Letter

Kecently Mailed To
students' Uomeft

The day was a depressing one for ' became as busy an intersection as
football. Maybe that accounts for any in Philadelphia.

An interview yesterday with the
vice-president, Rev. Rueilan f.
Fink, o. S. A., disclosed the fact
that students are not allowed to
have cars either on or off the cam-
pus. He stressed this fact ana de-
sires to bring it before every student.
In fact, he does not desire tnac
anyone should drive a car.

tiome students, however, have been
given permission to retam their
cars tul Thanksgivmg and Christ-'
mas when they are to take them
home. Nevertheless, these cars are
off the campus and cannot be aii-
ven till the above hoUdays.
The followmg is a facsmile of the

letters which tne vice-president re-
cenuy mailed to the homes of thosb
students who had cars on the cam-
pus;
Dear Sir:

I desire to notify you that a new
ruUng in relaUbn to boarders at
Villanova College having machinei.
has been promulgated by the college
authorities, namely, no boarder
whUe at Villanova will be allowed
to keep on the campus or outside
of the campus an auto destined for
his use.

We have been informed that your
son has a car at Villanova. We ask
you to cooperate with us in refer-
ence to its removal by November 17,

1931. If the ruling is not complied
with, the penalty will be expulsion.

Very truly yours,
Rev. Rueilan P. Fink, O. S. A.

Vice-President

the stillness prevalent In the stands
for the greater part of the game.

XXX
When Al Trosky, quarterback, fell

on one of the white-chalked lines,
he became a marked man.

XXX

Church and Home
Subject of Talk

Last Evening

Continued From Page One
they will tell you, and modern
mothers and fathers and children
must alter their concept of right
duty In the home. Thus, easily
sweeping aside the Fourth Com-
mandment, "Honor thy father and
thy mother", they all, children and
parents, set about readjusting
thhigs to their own Uklng. Chil-
dren are allowed to grow up with-
out prayer, without discipline, with-
out a sense of responsibility to any
higher law than that of their own
selfish likes and dislikes. At an
early age they are hustled off to
boarding school, there to learn as
best they can, lessons that ought to
be taught to them at home. With
children, or child (more often) dis-

posed of, husband and wife are free
to live their own lives or pursue
their individual careers. Separate
bank accounts, separate automo-
biles, separate recreations and priv-
ate friendships, which all too often
prove to be the wedge which opens
the way to one more divorce and
broken home.

Religion
If the situation were not so ser-

ious and dally growing more ser-
ious, society might smile Indulgent-
ly at these apparently novel modes
of self-expression. But the time for
Indulgence and good-natured toler-
ation Is past. Now or never this
pernicious attack upon marriage
and the home must be met. To de-
lay will be fatal. Believers in God

The trees outside of the stadium
had their fair representation of on-
lookers.

XXX
It was homecoming day. A car

with an Iowa license was seen on
the campus. Its driver must have
been an enthusiastic alumnus,

XXX
"We want bigger and better ac-

robats" was one criticism meted out
to the cheer leaders.

XXX
Vince Marra and his musketeers,

or, rather, we should say trumpet

-

eers, put over their little act with
a bang.

XXX
Incidentally, Vince should devel-

op a longer stride. He did not get
to his end of the field as fast as
his trumpeteers got to their end.

XXX
The cheer leaders surprised the

stands by springing two new
cheers on them. They were "Big
Vi-Vl" and "Big Wildcat Yell."

XXX
A cheer leader called for a "Yea

Gazzer" yell. The stands replied
by cheering his name with the cor-
rect pronunciation.

XXX
When the game became uninter-

esting, the spectators sat back and
moodily counted the number of cars
on that long freight train that was
passing behind the stadium.

XXX
As the Wildcats continued their

ragged ball-playing in the first
half, the familiar cry was "Bring
out the slide rule boys!"

XXX
The end stands were no sooner

filled than they were emptied. All
made a rush to climb over the
fence into the sideline stand as soon
as it was evident that no one would
molest them.

XXX
We are still wondering how some

of those women climbed over that
fence. We noticed, however, many
friendly hands.

.1
XXX

For a 1
'. hour after the game

Ithan Rc'id and Lancaster Avenue

XXX
We cannot but admire the nerve

of those two Georgetown rooters
who alone attempted to pull down
the goal posts.

XXX
Imagine their consternation and

discomfiture when they saw the Vil-

lanova students charging upon
them en masse.

XXX
There were so many students

climbing over the fence onto the
gridiron that we would suggest
gang-planks be used in the future.

XXX
In between halves some wit made

the remark that a Tombstone
should be erected In the triangle to
commemorate the departed auto-
mobiles.

XXX
We have it from an authenticated

source that the band players will
be allowed to keep their blazers.

300 Grads Here
ForHomecoming
Arrive Eai;ly; Enjoy Game;

Attend Dance; Have
Great Time

in the world. In a few short hours
they relived the pleasures and ec-
stasies which were once a reality,

but are now merely dreams and
memories.

For others, tnose who have been
gone only a short while, the home-
coming was a grand reunion of
friends, a rekindling of the friend-
ships which were formed during
their sojourn here a few years ago.
The cliques of old were once more
reorganized, and the topics of con-
versation again turned to the care-
free subjects of yore.
In the afternoon the entire body

congregated at the stadium en
masse to witness the Georgetown
game. During the entire game the
team of this year was being com-
pared with the teams of previous
years. The relative melrts of the
players of this year's team and of
the teams of the past were criti-
cally compared. Such names as
Gillespie, Melanson, Gardner, Mor-
gan—all these were mentioned fre-
quently throughout the afternoon.
In between the halves the late-

comers were welcomed Into the
crowd with more handshakhig and
clapping of backs. Everyone hi-
quired into each other's health and
business with an Interest that could
be founded only In true friendship

and concern.
After the game some of the

grads were compelled to make their
way reluctantly towards home.
Prom the hours which they had
spent here they had derived a gen-
uine and . wholehearted pleasure.
The other more Important duties
and engagements called them,
though, and they were forced to
leave.

Others, however, stayed on after
the game to prolong the period of
pleasure and enjoyment. Many of
these attended the dance given that
night by the Brooklyn-Long Island
club in the Hotel Adelphia. Here
they were given an opportunity to
compare the social activities of to-
day with those of bygone days.
This event, though, was the cli-

max of the homecoming. At the
close of the dance they had to sep-
arate and once more take them-
selves homeward. Everyone left
With the feeling of having enjoyed
himself fully; yet there was one
mutual regret—the affair had to

end too soon.

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

.

New Workers' Hop
Great Success

The statement in the last issue of

the VILLANOVAN that on "Satur-

day evening the Crystal Ballroom
of the Adelphia Hotel will be the

colorful scene of the Brooklyn-Long

Island Club dance" has been ful-

filled.

Those that attended the dance

have readily agreed that the dance

was the most successful hetd this

year, and brought to a happy cul-

mination Villanova's autumnal soc-
ial season.

Howard Richmond, chairman of

the dance committee, and his as-

sistants should be commended for

their efforts to make the dance the
success that it Was. The favor
given was in the nature of a dance

-_ -_- program, artistically designed and
and on His unchanging code of I is a novel object to retain as a
morality, the Decalogue, must rise souvenir,
in righteous Indignation and crush
this enemy, who Is already at our
very doorsteps. Only one weapon is

equal to the task, religion. Only by
living up to the Ideal of marriage
and the home as given to the world
by Christ and as preserved by His
Church, can society be saved from
the ruin with which it is threat-
ened.

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

There was an incident that forced
the dance to terminate before the
schedule time. That oft spoke of
person and general nuisance, as
far as the coMege men and women
In this section are concerned. Di-
rector of Public Safety Schofleld
appeared in the midst of the gay
assembly and\lssued an ultimatum,
"The dance must cease". Much
against his will, Mr. Richmond was
forced to announce the sad tidings.

When the announcement was heard,
he became the center of conversa-
tion with much "booing" descend-
ing upon hLs head. Very grudgingly
ly the dancers numbering over two
hundred couples left the ballroom.
From the censensus of opinion

gathered by this reporter, all ad-
mitted that the Villanovans were
at their best and much praise has
been showered upon Mr. Baratta
and his Worthy players. Among the
selections played by the Villanovans
was a syncopation of "College
Days." When his familiar strani
was heard, everyone at the dance
that knew the cords sang with
much gusto. Here and there a
group or two put their heads to-
gether and the result was near har-
mony.
Many of the grads were seen at

the dance, happy once more to be
among their old friends.

Those

CRAWFORD
CLOTHES

are on display each Thursday at

Mendel Hall
THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES that

have $40 Fabrics, $40 Tailoring and $40 Style

Crawford Clothes
122.'S MARKET ST. — 38 SOUTH 69th ST.

OPEN EVENINGS

T'he annual homecoming for the

alumni of Villanova was held last

Saturday afternoon and evening.
Approximately three hundred grad-
uates a,ssembled from all over the
east to' attend this traditional af-
fair.

Due to certain circumstances this
year, the alumni did not hold any
formal meeting. However, this did
not deter the grads from getthig
together and having a rollicking
good time in an informal manner.
Early Saturday morning the men

began to arrive at the college. For
some, this visit was the first in
many a year. To them the visit

was a means of recalling pleasant
memories, memories of the happi-
est years of their lives. The days
of their college education immedi-
ately flashed back to their minds.
They let their thoughts and imag-
inations wander back over a period
of years. Once again they were
college men wandering about the
paths of the campus without a care

isnoin
THE SHORT LINE

"From Your Doorway to the World**

A THOUSAND
AND ONE . . .

. . . amusing, Inexpen-
sive evenings are spent
upon the Roof, where
one encounters music of
the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
cul§lne .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them all.

Dancing 9 to 1
Couvert Weekdays

50 cents
Saturdays 75 cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southemaires

e

Monday Night—College
Night—Speolal Ticket
including couvert and
snack 85 cents

(K>OF V
PI£RR£ \

69tl."St. /^

^ V

Deluxe motor coaches making frequent daily

departures direct from 69th St. Terminal to

all points in the United States make this ser-

vice one of paramount importance and con-

venience to the men of Villanova.

FOR INFORMATION AND TICKETS SEE

J. F. HICKEY
QUANT. LAB., 411 MENDEL

Ride The Short Line
You Will Appreciate Its Superiority

II
I protect my voice

v/ith LUCKIES

"It's that delightful taste

after a cup of coffee that makes Luckies

a hit with me. And naturally I protect

my voice M^ith Luckies. No harsh irritants

for me ... I reach for a Lucky instead.

Congratulations on your improved
Cellophane wrapper. I can open it.

Who con forget Edmund Lowe as"Ser

geant Quirt" in "What Price Glory?
That mighty role made Eddie famous In

filmland — and he's more than held his

own in a long line of talkie triumphs. We
hope you sawhim in "The Spider/'And
be sure to see him in the Fox thriller

"The Cisco Kid."

m * * * * m

Made of the finest tobaccos*
The Cream of many Crops -LUCKY
STRIKE alone ofFers the throat pro-
tection ofthe exclusive ''TOASTING''
Process which includes the u%e of

modern Ultra Violet Rays - the
process that expels certain harsh,

biting irritants naturally present In

every tobacco leaf. These expelled
irritants are not present in your
LUCKY STRIKE. "

They're ouf-so the^

conV be m/'' No wonder LUCKIES are
always kind to your throat.

*lt's tx>asted

And Molsfure-Proof Cellophane K—pM
thmt "ToamUd" Flavor Evar Fraah

TUNEINONLUCKY STRlKE,60modrmminmu$uHthtlieu>mld'tfinemde
orvhettTOM. and Waltrr Winchell. whtue goult, of today hemmet the neum of

Utmorroui.n'eryTurmlay.ThuTtdayandSatuTdayrvmlnKmrrN.B.C.netumrkM.

Copr.. IMI.

TabMwOa.

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE

fMf«if TIght-Cvmr Right

Tho Unique Humidor Package

ZIp^And iVa opani

See the new notched tab on tho top

of the package. Hold down one half

with your thumb. Tear off tho other half. SImpla

Quick. Zip I That's ail. Unique I Wrapped In dust-

proof/ moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.

Clean,protected, neat, FRISH—%ifhatcould be more
modemthan LUCKIIS' ImprovedHumidorpackage
-so easy to open I Ladlaa^tha LUCKY TAB
la"your fingar nail protecflon.
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Need For

Gridgraph
Apparent

Georgetown and Temple Stu-

dents Hear Reports «f

Saturday's Games

Over the telegraph wires In the

pressbox, Saturday arternoon, came

an Insnlrlng message from Wash-

ington to Coach Tommy Mills, of

the Oeorigetown team. "Were get-

ting a play-by-play report down

here of the game, " It read, "and

when King scored that touchdown,

the students began tearing down

Ryan gynT,naslum.

Ml'ls was able to read that mes-

rage to his squad In the dressing

room right a«er It cpme in, be-

tween the halves, and it must have

served as an incentive to keep the

Georgetown eleven from a danger-

ous letdown after its sUperb playing

the first two periods.

That, as much as anything else,

enabled the Hoyas to keep on fight-

ing in hostile territory—in un-

seasonable November weather, when

the team was tired before the game

even started.

For Georgetown did not leave

Washington until Saturday morn-

ing, travelling the long distance by

train Just a few hours before the

««'"•' „..•:-•..,.*.

Several thousand Temple stu-

dents thronged Mitten Hall, up on

North Broad street, Saturday aft-

ernoon, too, listening to a play-by-

rav report of the Owl-Denver

contest, being played in near zero

weather In the Colorado metropolis

Telegraph wires brought direct

from the field the details of the

game, and Temple students got

first-hand information of the play

01 the first game the Owls played

away from home so far this season.

*

Last week, in this column, we

recommended that a grid-graph, or

some kind of football scoreboard, be

purchased by the Athletic Associ-

ation for the new gymnasium,

which we understand Will be the

students' recreation hall.

The occurences of the weekend,

which we have cited above, and in

which two of our closest rivals are

concerned, bears out our point, we

believe.
• • *

The students of Georgetown and

Temple did not have to wait until

Sunday morning to read of the de-

tails of the games in which they

were most interested, and then to

find that the newspapers had only

"general" stories, and nothing that

would give them an accurate idea

of what had happened, from their

way of looking at things.

We, here at Villanova, when the

team went on its four long road

trips this year, were in just that

condition, for the games at Boston.

Scranton, Durham, and Detroit

were not of sufficient interest to the

Philadelphia sporting public to

warrant the newspapers printing

complete details of the game.
That's why we're advising and

recommending the securing of a
grid-graph (or any means of keep-

ing the student body in touch with

the team while it's away from
home), especially if the Wildcats

are going to do much travelling in

the next few years.

A large percentage of the student

body went to Scranton and Boston
this year, and there were some who
trekked down to Duke. But a ma
jority of them were on the campus,
and when there is nothing on the

ranpus on a Saturday afternoon,

interest in football is Ijound to

wane.

VILL
FOOTBALL

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Varsity Loses Final to Georgetown—^ ^

-^ —:

—
:
— _

GEORGE GOLDEN INTERCEfiyl'ASS IN FIRST PERIOD

>.i

Courtesy of The Ledger.

Varsity Five

Drills Hard
For Opener

Doc Jacobs Plans To Start

Daily Scrimmages Today.

—

Tom Edwards Reports

STVHLDREHER SAYS
GRID LIFE EASY

The Announcing System
It isn't the Intention of this de-

Ijartment to try to tell anybody at

Villanova how to run the college or

its athletic policies or the dining
room or anything else. But we
think that new quarters should be
built for the announcers on the
public address system, before an-
other football season rolls around.
The installing of the system is a

sign of progress at Villanova. and
when the microphone Is working,
tho average spectator's understand-
ing of the play is bound to be im-
proved
However, with the microphone

and announcer situated In the press
box. close to the staccato noises of

typewriters and telegraph instru
ments. there is bound to be inter-

ference. The noises emanating from
the loudspeakers this season could
well be used by radio stations or
movie companies to represent ma-
chine guns in gangster pictures or
war stories.

The announcer should be in a
gla.ss soundproof booth, we think,
in touch perhaps with the press
box. If that is necessary. The an-
nouncing at the Sesqul Stadium
last year was free from the disturb-
ances that were prevalent here this
year, while the work of describing
the plays at Fenway Park, at the
Boston College game, was almost
perfect.

• • •

It might not be a bad Idea, too,
(we're in a recommending mood to-
day) if the press box were enladged
at the Stadium t)efore another sea-
son rolls around.
At the Gettysburg and George-

town games this year, and especial-
ly last Saturday, it was crowded far
past capacity, and if any games of
major importance are to be played
there next autumn, accommoda-
tions should be made to seat at
least 25 newspaper Writers and
telegraphers.

• • •

W« Give Thanks
Thursday Is Thanksgiving Day,

Although the first game will not

be played until December 11th. three

weeks hence. Coach George Jacobs

is working his Varsity basketball

candidates dally, so as to have them

in top condition for the opener with

New York A. C.

The fifteen Wildcat courtmen have

been drilling in fundamentals, but

starting today. "Doc" will hold dally

scrimmage sessions. There is an un-

usual wealth of material, this year,

there being three capable men for

every position.

Captain Joe "Whitey" Czesick

rounding out his third season on the

Varsity, and Art Lynch, who play-

ed on last year's Frosh team, are

the outstanding forward candidates.

They are being closely pressed, how-

ever, by "Lefty" Reitz. who did some

good work on the Varsity last sea-

son, and Nick LaCorte, also a letter

man.
Two big Sophomores are fighting

it out for the pivot post. They are

"Punch" Prucha, and "Huck" Finn.

But now that football season is over,

rangy Tom Edwards expects to make
up for lost time, and beat the other

two out for the position.

As defense men, Jacobs has Bill

Tracey, one of the best guards at

Villanova in the last few years.

Charley Brockmeyer and Jacko Hur-

ley of last years Yearling club, to-

gether with Metro Weston a regular

n 1930-31. and McFeely are the others

waging the battle for the "back"

positions. Joe Herrity and Nick Zu-
hoski. of last year's five, must also

be considered.

Coach Jacobs has no definite

team in mind, but will switch the

players around to find the strongest

combination. Johnny Griffin, the

hard working manager of the bas-

keteers. has arranged an attractive

schedule consisting of 20 games with

some of the hardest teams In the

East. If the new Gym is opened in

time, five of them will be played

at home.
The team will inaugurate a new

custom this season, of wearing white

uniforms with blue trimming, in-

stead of the opposite combination

as heretofore.

Speaking at the football limcheon

of the Rotary Club at the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, last Wednesday

afternoon, Head Football Coach

Harry Stuhldreher told the guests

that modem football players find

life too easy.

After drawing a comparison be-

tween the athlete of today and the

player of the days of 'guards back',

Stuhldreher said. "Even when I was

a high school player, we did not

have the soft time the men have

today. Players today don't have to

walk. They jump In an automobile,

ride to the second floor on an ele-

vator and have all sorts of conven-

.cnccs at their disposal."

Other speakers at the program

included Harvey Harman, Penn

coacn, and Dr. E. LeRoy Mercer,

director of Physical Education at

the University.

Last evening. Coach Stuhldreher
spoke to the Bethlehem Liberty Hill

School eleven, at the dinner given

the team by the Excliange Club,

in the Steel City.

150-lb Team's
Season Success

Despite Defeats

Failure of Disciples of Czes-

cik and Gazella to Win

Not Disl&rtening

Judging from the spirit mani-

fested, and the amount of en-

thusiasm aroused, the 150-pound

team, the first of its kind at Villa-

nova, may be considered to have

had a successful season.

Although they did not gain a

victory in five starts the light-

weights at times showed flashes of

form that bespoke the diligent ef-

forts of their mentors, George

Gagella and Joe Ezascik.

The main purpose of the 150

pound team was to encourage non-

partlclpants to Indulge, not to

mold a championship outfit, and if

the turnout of candidates for this

years' team Is any clterlon for the

future, another similar eleven will

be gracing the greensward next

year, fighting for the Blue and

White of Villanova.

Continued On Page Five

and President Hoover has Issued

his proclamation, so we might as

well be thankful.

—That only one Georgetown stu

dent wanted our goal posts last

week, or there would be a barren

soot on the west side of the field

this week.
—That there were only two

Katallnases in the Georgetown line-

up.

—That we lost a game once in a
while, so that we're not affected by
defeat as they are at Notre Dame.
—That We win a game every few

weeks, so that we're not affected by
victory, as they are at St Joe's.

—That our two greatest rivals,

Bucknell and Temple, have had
wonderful seasons.

—That our two greatest rivals.

Temple and Bucknell. have not had
perfect seasons.

D. B.

A Sports Editorial

Good spoilsmanship is always welcome, so today

we doff our hats to the young gridders of St. John's

Prep, up Lawrence-way , in Massachusetts.

On Armistice Day, the Freshman team of Doc

Jacobs went up there and playing ball that would be ac-

claimed if a varsity eleven were on the field, gave the

New Englanders the surprise of their life, defeating

them by the score of 32-7.

St. John's has a good team—they had beaten be-

fore the Frosh game some of the best of the college

freshman teams of New England, and some of the best

prep school teams in the East.

The Frosh beat them—physically, as well as moral-

ly. But the New England boys took their licking like

men, and letters received here last week by some of the

Freshman players exemplify the character and the

sportsmanship which makes football a great game.

We quote from several letters we saw, written by

various members of the St. John's team.

"You have a wonderful team a peach of a

bunch of fellows. They were the cleanest team we

played against this year .... They sure did tackle

hard I think that backfield will be another four

horsemen when they're seniors, if they sticTc together.

.... Your line was great."

"Villanova sure has a great team."

"The Freshmen had a sweetheart of a team, and

they certainly tackled hard, because I know it—that is

why I am up in the infirmary."

"You have a great club."

"Give by regards to your right end—tell him I'm

back in the infirmary."

That's the spirit of true sportsmanship, and that's

one of the reasons why we're glad to hear that the game
between St. John's and the Frosh is to be an annual af-

fair. May its spirit never change, no matter which

team wins.

Hilltoppers Outplay Cats
In Initial Period, Scoring

to Win
Villanova Offense Fails to Function Until Near Close of

Third Period. — Georgetown Fails to Make
. Single First Down in Second Half

RANDOUR'S DASH AROUND END SCORES

Living up to all advance rumors of its greatness,

Georgetown's line outplayed the Villanova forward wall on
Saturday afternoon at the Stadium, and the Wildcats closed

the 1931 season by bowing to the Hilltoppers from the Cap-
itol City, by a 1 .3-6 count.

Harry Stuhldreher's Felines, after being scored on
twice during the first half, retaliated in the final periods,

and a 73-yard advance at the end of the third quarter and
the beginning of the fourth, in which lateral passes played

a great part, accounted for the sole Villanova touchdown.

A crowd of close to 8,000 saw the play, and all

stayed until the end of the magnificent struggle, for the ball

was in (Georgetown territory all through the final minutes,

and a single successful pass would have meant a possible

tie score.

The game ended with the completion of a 37-yard

pass from Ted Casey to Mike Terry, to the Hoyas' 11-yard

line.
The lads of Tom Mills, who was

assistant to the late Knute Rockne,
of Notre Dame, in 1929, deserved
the victory, for their heads-up
playing in the first half was the
best seen in the last four years

on the Stadium green. Completion
of a Ijeautiful forward pass from
Vlslcovitch to King accounted for

the first touchdown, while an in-

tercepted pass indirectly was the

cause of the second score.

The Wildcats came out of the
dressing room for the second half

determined to do things, however,
and outfought the visitors in the
last thirty minutes.

Fourteen First Downs
According to the statistics, the

Felines scored fourteen first downs
to four for the winners, and in the
second half, made an even dozen,

while Georgetown failed to make
the required yardage once.

Villanova made nine first downs
in the last period.

In the second half, the Cat
passing offense functioned better

than any previous time this year,

and of twelve passes attempted,

five were completed for a gain of

105 yards. The Cats attempted ten

in the first half, and completed
three to gain 37 yards.

Georgetown did not attempt a
pass in the final half, playing

steady defensive football, not

daring to risk an air raid, and of

seven aerials tried in the opening
periods, three were completed for

a gain of 68 yards, including the

one to King for a touchdown.
Sophomore Backfield

The backfield of King. Viskovit-

ch, Stanley and Bordeau, which
functioned to perfection in the

first half for the disciples of Mills,

Ls a sophomore quartet, one that

will bear watching in the next few

years.
Despite the great work of the

backs, it was the splendid line

Georgetown possessed that turned

the tide of victory Washington-
ward in the first minutes of play.

No better ends have played

against Villanova this season than
Hudson and Carolan, and the Kat-
allnases, Eddie and Joe, two hard-

hitting tackles from Shenandoah,
up in the coal regions, were pillars

of strength on both the defense

and attack.
Dubofsky, Georgetown left guard

who was elected captain of the

Hilltoppers on Friday afternoon,

and who was one of the Hoya
heroes last year when the Felines

won in Philadelphia, played anoth-

er great game.
Georgetown's second-string full-

back. Shimmins, also played a

fine game in backing up the line.

Randour Cat Star

George 'Whitey' Randour, light-

haired flash of the Wildcat back-
field, was the Villanova star of

the afternoon. Tackled early in

the first quarter and landing hard
on his neck, the sophomore shook
the injury off, and refused to leave

the game.
His offensive work all after-

noon, both as a ball-carrier and
an Interferer, was of the highest

order.
Ted Casey, who replaced him in

the closing minutes of the game,
also turned in a creditable perfor-

mance directing the Cat aerial

game.
Al Trosky, third-string quarter-

back, was the oustanding field

general on th«< field Saturday, and
his heady playing under fire made
him a figure that must be con-
sidered, when pansl for next year's
eleven is formulated.

Johnny Brlce, who with Mike
Terry, divided the left end duties
and the punting, again used his
great right foot to advantage, get-

ting off several nice kicks, In-

cluding one long spiral that rolled

out of bounds on the Georgetown
5-yard mark.

King, the visitors' starting quar-
terback, also did some fine kicking,

and caught the Wilcat safeties off

guard on two different occasions
with quick punts from the shift.

Vic Dellaorlda, relieving Tom
O'Donnell at end, also played
great football.

Play Last Game
Tom Edwards, who was acting

captain of the Cat forces again
last Saturday, Bruno Conti, Paul
Beaudlne, Terry, and Dellabrlda,

seniors of the squad all got In act-
Ion. Captain Eddie Kobllls, -nurs-

ing his broken right hand, saw
the game from the bench.

Edwards Wins Toss
After Edwards won the toss

Donohue kicked off for Villanova
and Hudson returned the boot

Continued On Page Six

OUR PREDICTIONS—
HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Our dope slipped a cog last week

—

three cogs In fact, and Notre Dame,
Harvard and Fordham all let ua

down. Ten wins were chalked up by
the 'old maestro' of this prognolstlca-
ting game.

Because this paper will not be pub-
lished next Tuesday, we are passing

on to you now, as a special favor,

the winners of all the big games
between now and Deceml>er 5. This
does not Include most of the charity
games, as In some cases, dates have
not been definitely settled, and also

because of the round-robin oppon-
ents for the New York and New
Haven affairs not being selected yet.

Temple has a fine chance of clos-

ing its first undefeated season Sat-
urday, while Penn, after losing to

Cornell, will beat Navy.

Princeton will not be disgraced by
Yale—Navy, Lehigh, Washington
and Lee and a few other clubs have
already ruined the Tiger's reputa-
tion.

Lehigh and Penn State play ui
Philadelphia Saturday for the leath-
er umbrella, while the Notre Dame-
Army game, since the Kaydets know
the Irish can be beaten, will be one
of the best of the day.
Read them, and then be careful

hoy you bet! The first-mentioned
team should win.

Thankagiving Day
Albright—Lebanon Valley
Colgate—Brown
Cornell—Penn
P. & M.—Gettysburg
N. Y. U.—Carnegie Tech
Pitt—Nebraska
St. Joseph's—P. M. C.
St. Thomas—Canisius
Western Maryland—Muhlenberg

Satorday
Dartmouth—Stanford ^
Detroit—Georgetown
Holy Cross—Boston College
Lehigh—Penn State
Navy—Wooster
Notre Dame—Army
Temple—Missouri
West Virginia—W. & J.

Yale—Princeton
December 5

Maryland—Western Maryland
Penn—Navy
Last werk'ii Record—Winnem, 10;

Losen, .1; Tied 0. Season*! Record

—

Winner's 141; Umtn »; Tied 18.

^ •

*•

Freshmen Close Season With Win Over Wyoming Sem
Freshmen Eleven Closes

Season With 25-7 Win
Over Upstate Eleven

Doc Jacobs' YearlingB Wind Up Schedule With Five Vic-
tories.—Freshmiin Elevens Not Beaten

Since October, 1929

FULMKR PLAYS FINE GAME AT QUARTERBACK
Once again the Frosh football team
showed no respect for the dopesters,

by running roughshod over the pow-
erful Wyoming Seminary team to

the tune of 25 to 7, Saturday at
Kingston. This concluded an un-:

defeated season for the Frosh who
have hve victories to their credit

this season and fourteen consecutive
*over a period of three years.

The only game a l^eshman team
has lost since Doc Jacobs took over
the coaching reins in' 1929, was the
first game that season when Belle

-

fonte Academy won a 61ose contest.

The Kitten's first score came in
the first quarter as a result of a
sustained drive down the field. Con-
ley, left lialf, finally plunging over
for the touchdown. In the second
quarter the Frosh again pounded
their way down the field on line
plays. This time John Cook smashed
through for the six-pointer.
In the third quarter Fulmer toss-

ed a perfect 35 yard pass to Grlm-
berg, right end, who dashed over
the last line for another score. This
pass was the outstanding play of
the game.
The final marker came in the last

two minutes of play when McFad-
den, sub tackle. Intercepted a Sem-
inary pass to dash fifty yards for a
touchdown. Larue scored the home-
ster's only touchdown in the third
period.

The outstanding player of the
game was Fulmer, who playing
his first full game at quarter-back
got off some beautiful passes. Jack
Cook and Weisenbaugh were the
outstanding ball-toters. While Etten
and Grlmberg shone on the defense
breaking in time after time to smear
plays in the making.
VILLANOVA SEMINARY
Kelly L. E Sites
Robertson L. T W. Davis
Blanchard L. O Drost
Mahaffey C Murray
Lee R. G Metzger
Sullivan R. T. ..... . Beynon
Grlmberg R. E Hudock
Fulmer Q. B Malinski
Welsenbach L. H Spencer
Conley R. H Larue
Patzch, ... P. B Cumiskey
Villanova 6 6 7 6—^25

Seminary 7 0—7
Touchdowns—Conley, Cook, Mc-

Fadden, Grlml>erg, Larue. Points af-
ter touchdown—Fulmer, Hazenski.
Substitutions—Villanova: Quinn

for Kelly, Black for Lee, Goggin for
Sullivan, Walsh for Welsenbach,
Gleason for Conley, Cook for Patzch.
Seminary: Oratz for Sites, Prisbeck
for Drost, Lacek for Murray, Llpfert
for Metzger, Toluba for Beynon,

Musante for Toluba, Sobeck for

Hudock, Torrance for Sobeck, R.
Davis for Malinski, Hazinski for

Spencer, Vincent for Larue, Frey for

Cumiskey.

Referee—Shepela. Umpire—Ma-
guire. Linesman—Clifford.

ICO-Pounders'
Season Success

Without Win

INFECTED EYE

Bill 'Toby' Cavanaugh, regular

quarterback of the Stuhldreher

forces, was In action for only one
play Saturday afternoon, due to an
infected eye.

Cavanaugh relieved Paul Beau-
dine immediately after Randour
scored the Villanova touchdown,
and attempted a placement kick for

the extra point. The try failed, and
Marrlon was substituted on the
next kickofiT.

Continued From Page Four

After only two weeks of practice

which was marred toy frequent in

terruptlons, due mostly to rain, the

Felines encountered the German
town Boys Club, and at the end of

the afternoon's proceedings. Inex-

perience held them to a 7-7 tie.

Undismayed however and with
hope in their hearts the light-

weights met the Williamson Trade
School the following week. Their

hopes were not fulfilled however
and they were beaten again, this

time by the score of 13-0. The
score meant very little as the Cats
showed up much better than they
did the previous week and through-
out the game played heads-up
football.

The following Friday, the light

weights Journeyed up to Yale, in

New Haven, where ensued a battle

fc>etween Bulldog and Wildcat, with
the bulldog's ferocity proving too
great lor the Wildcats to overcome.
Yale scored twice in the first per-
iod, but after this the Cats held
and Yale didn't score again until

! the last period. The final score

! was 19-0.

The Wildcats then enjoyed a
two weeks' rest l}efore going into
action again. This time the Mal-
vern Prep team was the oppon-
ent, and although they were out-
weighed the lightweights managed
to hold the prepsters to a scoreless

tie.

The Cats closed their season by
playing the Penn 150- pound team
at Franklin Field. Despite being
outplayed, the lightweights held
the score down to 6-0, exhibiting
beautiful defense work.

Coates' Frosh
Close Season
Without Defeat

Frosh Harriers
Win Final Meet

The Freshmen Cross Country
team brought a most successful
season to a close on last Wednes-
day, when they defeated the strong
St. Benedicts team 16-39.

Led by Womer, four Frosh har-
riers scampered across the finish
line in time bettering the old rec-
ord of 12 minutes 14 seconds set
earlier this season.
Womer, in winning, made a mark

of 11 minutes 39 seconds, while
Hamilton, Baker and Duffy, tliree
other Frosh runners, were over the
line in less than 12.10.

Summary:
1. Wdmer '35

2. Hamilton '35

Baker '35

Duffy '35

McKenna, St. B.
Bunz '35

Murray, St. B.
Da More, St. B.
Elliott '35

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

ICEMEN START SOON
The first practices of the hockey

squad will be held this week, ac-
cording to an announcement made
yesterday. The squad will be un-
der the direction of Coach Ed
Hunsinger again this winter.

Harry Coates, Freslunan Cross

Country team finished its season

last week with the fine record of
three victories and no defeats. Those
stalwarts upon whose shoulders rest-
ed the burden of compiling such an
enviable record were Womer, Kram-
er, Bunz, Elliot, Hamilton, Baker
and Duffy.
The Frosh swung into action

against Newark Prep, wirming by
the score of 17-38, barely missing
a perfect score. Womer, Baker and
Hamilton finished in a dead heat
for first place, being clocked In
12.35, a new record.
The Frosh next encountered the

Williamson Trade School and de-
feated them 17-36. Womer finished
first, running the two miles In tlie

fast time of 12 minutes 27 secondh,
eight seconds under the old mark.
The yearlings closed their season

against St. Benedicts Prep, van-
quishing the Prepsters 16-39. Wom-
er, Hamilton, Dxiffy and Baker, all

finished under 12.10, creating a new
record for the third tlmfe this season.

BUCKNELL ALONE
UNBEATEN IN EAST

The Thundering Herd of Buck-
nell Bisons is the East's only un-
defeated team, among major col-
leges. _„
Although tied three times, by Vil- 1 lead next years squad

lanova, T'emple and Geneva, the
Lewisburgians' 14-13 victory over
Fordliam last week, in a game in
which the Rams were outplayed
from the beginning of the second
quarter to the final whistle, gave
Carl Snavely's pupils a right to
claim the mythical Eastern ctiam-
pionship.

Fordham had been tied twice
Drevloiisly. bv Holv Cross and New
York University, while Harvard, the
only eleven boasting a spotless

record, lost its final game to Yale,
3-0.

Just which Eastern or Southern
team will meet Southern California

in the Rose Bowl game on January
1, is a matter of conjecture, since

the large number of upsets tills

year has given no team a claim
to absolute supremacy.
Vanderbllt, Georgia and Ala-

bama, the Big Three of Southern*
elevens, have all been defeated, and
it is possible that the Trojans may
invite Tulane out to Pasadena.
Of the Eastern teams, It is very

unlikely tliat Bucknell would re-
ceive an Invftation, wWle Pitt,

which has lo6t only to Notre Dame,
in a good game, has never been sub-
cessful on the ^coast as an Eastern
representative.

ELECTION OF CAPTAIN
No announcement had been made

late yesterday afternoon by Coach
Stuhldreher, as to when the elec-
tion of the 1932 captain and mana-
cer would take place.

It is expected that some after-
noon this week, possibly today, the
lettermen will vote on the men to

Villanova

Men'sShop
PRESENTS THIS
WEEK'S SPECIALS

HAND TAILORED

SILK LINED

TIES
79c

3FORK.25
A Full Array of Colors, Fig-

ures and Stripes. These Ties

are made to sell for $2.00

and $1.50.

PURE FIBRE SILK

HOSE
35c

3 (or $1.W

All Colors and Sizes

SHOWING EVERY

MON. and WED. BY

Ralph Kaufman

ilder
because they're fresh
Camels are neverparched or toasted!

WOLKS who smoke really fresh cigarettes made
from choice sun-ripened tobaccos never have to

give a thought to their throats.

That's because such fresh cigarettes retain natural
moisture— and are gratefully smooth, cool, throat-

friendly, mild.

Camels are the fresh cigarette— everyone knows
that now—they're blended from the finest Turkish
and mild Domestic tobaccos that money and skill

can buy.

We would never dream of parching or toasting

these choice sun-ripened tobaccos— that would only

drive off or destroy the natural moisture that makes
Camels fresh in nature's own mild way.

The Camel Humidor Pack protects a fine cigarette

fresh with natural moisture — it could do little or

nothing to freshen a cigarette that is dried-out oi;

factory-stale.

If you smoke for pleasure, see for yourself whaf

freshness means in mildness and flavor— switch to

Camels for just one day—then leave them, if you can!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
WiiuUm^alem» N. C

R. J. ReynokU Tob€icco Companf* CotuUto-Coatt Rtidio Programa
CAMEL QUARTER nouR, Morton Downey, Tony
Wona, and Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques
Renard, every night except Soaday, Colombia
Broadcatling Sjrstem

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR,Alice Jo7,**0ld
Hunch,** and Prince Albert Orcheatt'a, diree*

tion Paul Van Loan, every night except Soii*

dar, N.B.C. Red Network

^^B ^^^1 See load paper for time

CyAMELS
Made FRESH — J^ep^ FRESH

^ Don*t remove the moUlure-proof wrapping from your
package ofCamelt afteryou open U, The Camel Humidor
Pack it protection againgt perfume and powder odors,
diut and germs. In offices and homes, even in the dry
atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack
delivers fresh CameU and keeps them right untU the last
one has been smoked
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CAMPUS OPINIONS

Which do you prefer: Junior Var-

sity or 150-lb teams or soccer teams?

Gerald J. Griffin, Fedifan Hall,

Sophomore: "I am In favor of soc-

cer teams In preference to Junior

Varsity and 150-lb teams. Having

played with the Crescent A. C. soc-

cer team, I realize the value of

soccer as a sport and means of rec-

reation. It develops particularly

the mind and leg muscles besides

promoting a general condition of

ruggedness. In fact, I think this

strenuous game ranks with any

sport In so far as muscle-bulldlngs

recreation and health are con-

cerned."

Edward Derby, Fedlgan Hall,

Senior: "Junior Varsity and 150-lb

teams are my choice. I think these

football teams are great institu-

tions. They give students who are

restrained either by weight or size

from playing varsity ball a chance
to participate in a game, which be-

sides offering him much recreation,

Is a means of many physical bene-

fits. Inasmuch as football Is most
popular of all Inter-collegiate

sports, I see no reason, why stu-

dents should be denied the pleas-

ure of playing It simply because of

lack Of physical qualifications."

William McDonald, Fediiran Hall,

Sophomore: "I think that both soc-

cer and Junior Varsity and 150-

lb teams are equally Indispensable

to the athletic curriculum of a col-

lege. All students cannot play foot-

ball and all cannot play soccer.

There Is a tendency for a man to

specialize In that form of athletic

activity best suited to his natural
Inclination. Therefore, I believe

that a student should have a wide
field from which to make his choice
and thus procure the maximum
amount of benefit from his athletic

endeavors."

Hoyas Outplay
Cats to Gain

13-6 Decision

Continued From Page Four

twenty yards, Georgetown kicked

back. Randour broke loose for 15

yards to midfleld, but then the Cat

attack was stopped.

Brlce punted, and on the first

down King made a quick kick, the

ball being downed on the Feline

23-yard mark, giving Georgetown

a 30-yard gain on the exchange.

After Brlce punted back, when

Vlllanova failed to gain, the Hoyas

tallied one first down and then

grounded a pass and Stanley punt-

ed out of bounds.

The first period settled Into a

punting duel, with each side being

helpless on the offense, until Brlce

punted to King, who brought the

ball back 12 yards to the Vlllanova

47-yard line. A pass, then, from

King to Carolan gained 25 yards, a

line buck added a yard, and

another aerial, to King from Vis- 1 Springer, Penn. Head Linesman

kovltch, scored the touchdown. ' Evans, Urslnus. Tlgie of perlods-

„^, , . . . , , , , Fifteen minutes.
Shlmmlns went In to diropklck,

but his attempt was wide of the

bars.

Score After Interception
Georgetown's other score came

with less than a minute to play In

the first half. Trosky returned a
punt to the Hoyas' 47-yard line,

and in an attempt to tie the score,

Casey passed, the ball being Inter-

cepted by Hudson, who returned
it to the Vlllanova 17-yard line.

Stanley made four yards through

I

play could be called, the game
' ended.
VILLANOVA . GEORGETOWN
Brlce L. E Hudson
Edwards, . . . L. T. E. . . . Katalinus

Ventura, . . IL G Dubofsky
Gezzer C McManus
Contl R. O Danner
Hickey R. T J. Katalinus

O'Donnell R. E Carolan
Golden Q. B King
Randour, ... L. H. B. ... Viskovitch

Donohue R. H. B Stanley

Beaudlne P. B Bordeau

Villanova 6—

C

Georgetown 6 7 0—13

Touchdowns — King, Shlmmlna,
Randour. Points after touchdown—
Llone. Substitutions, Villanova—:

Left end, Terry, left tackle, Rosen;

left guard, Zlzac; center, Carr; right

tackle, Brodnickl; right end, Delia

-

brlda; quarterback. Trosky; left

halfback, Casey; right halfback,

York; fullback, W. Cavanaugh, Mar-
rlon.

Georgetown—Left tackle, Ricii-

ards; center, Callahan; hight tackk'.

Anderson; quarterback, Lione, Ken-
nedy; left halb back, Donoghue,
right half back, Alenty; fullback,

Shlmmlns.

Referee—Trimble, Duquensne. Um-
pire—Cann, N. Y. U. Field Judge—

score.

Thomas Donahue, Monastery,
Freshman: ''I prefer soccer teams.
A soccer team would mean the ad-
dition of another sport to the ath-
letic teams of Villanova. Also, soc-
cer Is rapidly rising to a preemin-
ent position In the collegiate sport
world. It Is a very fast game and
interesting to watch, because there
are very few delays. It Is one of plunges, a 17-yard advance by
the most strenuous
games that exists.'

and active

Charles Riley, Austin Hall, Soph-
omore: "Junior Varsity and 150-lb

teams are what I favor.- In the
first place, I think that football Is

a far more popular sport than soc-

cer. Therefore, a chance to play It

will be highly welcomed by most
students who are not eligible for
varsity football. Also, this type of
football Is very often a means of
unearthing valuable material for
varsity purposes. In view of this,

I do think that Jay Vee and 150-lb
football teams should not be
dropped from the sports roster."

JACOBS TO COACH
YEARUISG QUINTET

For the first time, 'Doc" Jacobs
will coach tha Freshman basketball

team In addition to the Varsity.

Two years ago, when Jacobs re-

turned to Vlllanova as a coach. Al

Severance, now demon publicity di-

rector, directed the yearlings. Last

_^ season, Clete Gardner held the

leflTackler"and"Then' Shlmmlns ' r^lns, but now Jacobs will take
them over.

Fourteen Kitten hopefuls have
been working out with the Varsity,

and will afford the competition for

them In scrimmages this week.
Among the promising candidates
are Travers. Smith, Daly, and
Shevlln, all of New York City, Lar-
son, a Jersey Cityite and Barry,
who halls from St. John's Prep In

Danvers, Mass.
Twelve games have already been

arranged for the Frosh, with a pos-
sibility of two more. They open
with the Germantown Boys Club
on December 1.

Novel Calendar
Being Made Up

Football Men Preparing Gift

Calendar for

1932

STUDENTS GIVE AID

went around left end for a
Llone kicked the goal.

Second Half Villanova
The Wildcats attack Improved

in the second half, but while first

downs were being scored in all

parts of the field but the scoring
zone, not until the end of the third
period did any organized drive
begin to function.

Then with the ballon the Hoyas
27-yard mark, a first down was
scored on a penalty and two

With Christmas buti a few weeks

away the problem arises In the

minds of the students as to what

to give to relatives and friends at

home for the yearly i?lft. The sol-

ution to this problem. If not wholly,
then in part, is answered by a
group of Seniors who have com-
piled wliat has been recognized
one of the best souvenlors of

Villanova that have ever been
offered, namely, a Vlllanova cal-

endar.
Unlike the usual advertising

calendar given away by various
firms, this handsome calendar
does not have a single advertise-
ment under its leather cover.

Although it was intended only for

members of the Senior class. It has
been admired by so many lower
dassmen that Josepli Czesick,
George , Gazella, Paul Beaudlne,
Victor Dellabrida, and Bruno
Contl, who have instigated this

novel idea, have received many
subscriptions from others.

The calepdar, selling for one
dollar and a half, opens like an
ordinary note-book. It has a gen-
uine leather, pebble-grained, blue
cover with the college seal, artist-

ically designed in white, in Its

center. "Villanova" graces Its up-
per part, while at the bottom tiie,

"1932." stands forth In raised let-

York, a 25-yard sprint by Ran-
dour, a successful lateral to Beau-
dine from Randour, and three line

bucks put the ball on the 2-yard
line.

On the last down, Randour
faded back to pass, but all the
receivers were covered, so he dasli-

ed around right end to score.

Although Villanova threatened
often in the next twelve minutes,
the only real scoring attempt was
thwarted when a pass to Della-
brida grounded behind the goal
line.

Terry caught Casey's pass on the
11-yard line, in the midst of four
HiUtoppers, and before another

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

terlng.

Seven Inner pages will contain

views of the college and pictures

of several athletic teams, all done

in rotogravure style.

Such a calendar was last printed

in 1926 and the only other calendar

to be printed by Vlllanova stu-

dents was Issued, In liB23.

The publishers have announced
that this Friday will absolutely be

the final day for placing orders,

for the calendar must go to press

shortly. If the students are to have
it before the Christmas vacation

begins.

The owners and publishers are

pleased with the manner the stu-

dents have supported their pub-
lication. To guotec Mr. C(zeslck:

"Advance orders Indicate that this

calendar has met with the popular
approval of the student body. It

should create a precedence at Vll-

lanova and become one oti Its fut-

ure traditions."

All those who are desirous of

placing an order can do so by
seeing any of the publishers, or

by visiting room 332 Austin Hall.

The calendars are to be delivered

on Dec. 5.

THE DAKOTA SCIENTIST said

plenty when It chirped: "There are

no free scholarships in the school of

experience."

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suit8 made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

• >

)
r

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

, The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

ere's one fact proved beyond

a doubt! More and more tele*

phone calls from campus to

home are being made each month.

The reason's not hard to find!

Try it yourself, just once! Call up Mother and

Dad. You'll not forget the thrill of hearing

their voices . . . nor their joy in hearing from

you in person. Small wonder if you come

back for more . . . rejzularly, each week

!

"Voice visits" with home, youMl soon discover,

are next best to being there. They cost so

little and give so much. That's the reason for

their popularity.

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AN D GR EATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and talie ad-

vantaKe of the low Ni^ht Ratci. (A dollar call it

60c at niRht; a 50c call is 35c.)

By making a date, the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather

than a mure expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone nunv
ber. If you like, charges can be reversed.

Na6

t .l^ ;.' ^<•.:

THEY'RE MILDEIt It's the tobaccos! The mildest that

money can buy. Ripened and sweetened in the

sunshine . . . cured by the farmer . . . then aged

for two years in wooden hogsheads.

THEY TASTE BETTER. These tobaccos are put to-

gether right. Rich aroma of Turkish and mellow

sweetness of Domestic, blended and croa-blmded

to Chesterfield's own BETTER TASTE.

THEVRE PURE. Everything that goes into Chesterfield

is tested by expert chemists. The purest cigarette

paper made, tasteless, odorless. Sanitary manufac-

ture ... no hands touch your Chesterfields. They're

as pure as the water you drink!

THEY SATISFY. You break open a clean, tight-sealed

package. You light up a well-filled cigarette. Yes,

sir . . . you're going to like th'n cigarette! And

right there is where many a smoker changes to

Chesterfield. They SatisfyI

£) 1931. LiocsTT tc Myhs Tobacco Co.

THREE

CHRISTMAS DANCES

PLANNED

SUPPORT THEM VILL
NEW YORK
LAWRENCE

WILKESBARRE

ALL GOOD

-J
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Debate For
Third Time

In Week
Swarthmore Comes to De-

bate Beta (iamma For
First Time

FREE TRADE IS TOPIC
Villanova victorious, is the answer

to tile ques.;on about last night's
debate. It was at 8:30 that a de-
bating team of Beta Gamma met
the Swarthmore College del?ating
team for the first time.

This debate, tf\e second of the
season's debates, was held in the
Amphitheatre last night. The
propositior. agreed upon for dis-

j

cusslon was: "Resolved That the
Nations Adopt a Policy of Free
Trade."
Ihe speakers of the evening

were: Affirmative (Swarthmore)
Ihomas Satterwaite, William Kain,
and Ralph Owen. Negative (Villa-
nova) Fletcher Clayton, Charles
Goggi and Joseph Davey. Daniel
Buckley assisted as Chairman.

In endeavoring to prove that
the nations should not adopt a
policy of free trade, the negative
team emphatically stressed on the
following three points. 1-Pree
Trade is highly detrimental and
undesirable. 2-Protection is de-
sirable and should be retained. 3-
Free Trade for all the nations of
the world is uncalled for.

The affirmative issue of the de-
bate was based on the following
points: That Free Trade is prac-
ticable; That Protective Tariff is

a burden on the people; and that
Free Trade would eventually work
out to the benefit of the consu-
mer.

All the speakers presented in-
teresting and logical talks. The
envidonment of good argument and
debate prevailed throughout the
evening.
A noteworthy and vigorous aud-

ience added to the atmosphere of
the occasion which ended with
words of approval by the majority.

Seniors to Meet
Tomorrow Noon

Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.,

president of the college, has called

a meeting of the entire Senior class.

This meeting is to take place to-

morrow afternoon at one o'clock In

the amphitheatre of Mendel Hall.

This will be the Initial group

meeting of the year for the Seniors

and the officers of the class hope
to hold regular meetings In the fu-

ture.

^ At this meeting plans for the Sen-
ior Ball will be discussed and a re-

port on the progress of the Belle

No Swimming
Pool in Gym

Superintendent Sees Building

Finished by First of

February

Authorities Finally Come
To Agreement Regarding

Initiation of Freshmen

WORK DAY AND NIGHT

An interview with William C. Da-

vis, construction superintendent of

the new gym, brought to light the

fact that it had been definitely de-

cided that the long awaited swlm-
puru on ine progress oi i,ne ueiic >

, , . . . 4._.,„»^,i

Aire, the year book, wUl be given^ ^ing pool would not be constructed

due attention by all those present.
Since this meeting Is of prime

importance, all Seniors must attend.

B.-L. I. Members
Set For Dance

Secure Paul Tremaine
Play At Xmas

Function

To

'}

Vice-President, Student Council and Vigilance Committee
all Offer Different Plans.—Tomorrow

Night Set as Date

Fr. Diehl Speaks

On Psychology

Says Church Ever On Alert

For The Protection

Of Her Children

SHOWS CHARACTERISTICS

WM. CONWAY CHAIRMAN

Upstaters Hold

Dance at Home
Mirror Ballroom of Hotel

Sterling in Wilkes-Barre

To Be Scene

WM.DRISCOLL CHAIRMAN

The Mirror Ball-
room of the Hotel
Sterling in Wilkes-
Barre will be the
scene of one of the
gala affairs of the
Yuletlde season,

when the dance
sponsored by the
Wilkes-Barre Club
of Villanova Coll-

ege gets under
way on Christmas
night. There will be dancing from

9 P. M. to 1 A. M. to the scintill- , committee, William Conway;
ating strains of a prominent orches

tra of the black diamond region.

The Christmas dances of the Wil-

kes-Barre Club have always been

known as the classic functions or

The Brooklyn-Long Island club
announces that final arrangements
have been made for Its greatest
achievement in the social world, the
'B-L. I. Christmas Ball."

Organized nine months ago, the
Brooklyn-Long Island club Is pres-
enting in this Christmas affair, its

third social function. Last Easter
the St. George Hotel, Brooklyn, was
the scene of this club's introduction
into collegiate social activities and
it was an enormous success.

The B.-L. I.'s first step toward
achieving renown this year was to

elect William Conway chairman of

I the committee. Mr. Conway aided
by past experience in dances Is giv-

ing his best efforts, and says that
this affair will be one which will be
classed In the same plane of social

.standing as is the Junior Prom and
the Belle Air Ball.

It was of the utmost importance
to select a ballroom suitable for such
a gala affair. After careful Inquiry
and much discussion It was decided
that the Main Ballroom of the Tow-
ers Hotel, Brooklyn, which Is one
of the largest ballrooms In that Bor-
ough, would be the most suitable.

After the Ballroom was selected,

a suitable orchestra had to be ob-
tained. Two weeks ago It v/as de-
cided to have Ted Black appear
with his music, but after reconsid-
ering the question the committei'
decided that a more popular orches-
tra should be selected.

The committee has achieved suc-
cess by obtaining an orchestra of

nation wide prominence, Paul Tre-
maine in person, with his fifteen-

piece Orchestra, the famous band
from "Lonely Acres," which Is heard
frequently over the Columbia Broad-
casting System.
The Christmas Ball, a strictly I

formal affair, will be held on Tues-

,

day, the twenty-ninth of this month,
with dancing from ten till three.

I

As a final achievement Mr. Conway
was able to place the tax as four
dollars per couple.
The officers of the club have an-

nounced the following appointments
on committees: Chairman of general

Pub-

as had been specified in the plans

Mr. Davis stated that the plans for

the boxing and wrestling rooms have

also been dropped.

According to Mr. Davis, work was

started In erecting a swimming pool,

which was to be located on the floor

In the rear of the gym, but for un-

known reasons the superintendent

was ordered to cease all work on the

pool. However, provisions have been

made so that the pool can be built

in the future, the space now being

used as a storage room. I^f^^'^^
program and are being re

,„ , it * * < ,„ placed by newer methods.
Work upon the structure Is pro-y j «, ». ^t ^ ...

gresslng rapidly, li weather permits, ^^' »"«> Feathers Not Allowed

Tomorrow evening Is the date which has been decided upon by

the Vigilance Committee, the Student Council, and the authorities of the

college as the time at which the present freshnl^n class will receive Its

formal initiation.

The exact nature and substance of the Initiation Is being withheld

from the public mind. Those In charge of the program of afflalrs feell

that the evening as a whole will prove far more interesting and- enjoy-

able to everyone concerned If the schedule is filled with surprises rather

than anticipated events.

The initiation this year, however,
will be greatly changed from the
initiations of previous years. It'

was decided that several of the
ordeals to which the freshmen were
formerly subjected have become
time-worn and therefore objection-
able. For this and other reasons
they are being eliminated from this

llclty Manager, Joseph Hahn, with
Gerald Dolan and Warren Brown as
assistants; William McDonald is

chairman of the Patrons and Pat-
ronesses committee and Is assisted

the holiday season. This year's
, by Edwin Riley and Gerard Griffin,

dance Is expected to more than live

up to past tradition.

According to William G. Driscoil,

Chairman of the Dance Committee.
"This year's Christmas dance

pledges to be the best ever spon-

sored by the Wilkes-Barre Club and

Chairman of music, Charles Riley
with Francis Carberry and Joseph
McAvoy as assistants;Chairman ol

programs, Joseph McGuinn, being
assisted by Joseph Nealyon and John
Devine ; Reception committee
chairman, Arthur Wastle, and as-

promises to be a great social sue- sisted by James Travers and Howard
cess."

The Dance Committee assisting

Mr. Driscoil consists of James T.

O'Connell; Edward D. Casey, Daniel

J. Daley; Joseph E. Balon; Peter J.

Casterline; James L. Gallagher, and
Daniel Redington.

D. P. E. By-Laws

Richmond; Chairman of Ball-
room committee Is William Horri-
gan and is assisted by George Mul-
hame and William O'Prey.

Mr. Davis believes that the brick

work will be completed by the first

of the year. He also stated that the

roof and rough floors will be fin-

ished by that time. A large num-
ber of men are working rapidly day
and night to finish the building as
soon as possible.

Four elevators are in constant use
and before long, the edifice will take
Its true form. The Iron work was
completed Friday, sooner than was
expected.

To Be Three Story Building
The new gymnasium will consist

of three floors with the gym on the
main floor. The basement floor is

to contain a coaches room, and
lockers for the Varsity, Freshmen
and visiting teams. There will also

be an officials room located near the
laundry while a trunk storage room
is to be situated in the rear of the
building.

There Is a large lobby which will

be located at the entrance of the
maln floor. It will be richly decor-
ated and furnished for those par-
taking in the usual social ac-
tivities held at the gym. Adjacent
to the lobby will be coat rooms,
retiring rooms, end lavatories.

There will be a recreation room
located at the side of the gym
facing Ithan Avenue. This room will

be equipped with the necessary
apparatus for the recreation of

students during their free time.

On the third floor offices are m
the process of construction for the
use of the authorities. The balcon-
ies will be situated on the sides

facing the stadium and Ithan Ave-
nue. The gym itself will occupy
the entire center portion of the
building, the floor being con-
structed of wood.
Monthly photographs are being

taken by the builders, the Wark
Company of Philadelphia, and pre-
sented to the authorities to show
the progress of the building. Mr.
Davis stated that if weather per-
mits. In all probability the building
will be completed by February first.

One of these ordeals which are
being eliminated is the "tar and
feathers. • Each year the freshmen
were plentifully smeared with mol-
asses upon which was placed a huge
handful of feathers. With this
upon his body the freshman re-
sembled very much a person who
had been tarred and feathered.

Parade Squelched
Another one of the customs

which win be eliminated is the
parade into Bryn Mawr. Aiuiually
on initiation night the Vlllanova
freshmen used to hold sway on the
Lancaster Pike between Vlllanova
and Bryn Mawr. Traffic would be
held up for an hour or more at a
time, while the freshmen performed
their entertaining antics for In-
terested spectators.

Powers at Odds
In endeavoring to come to a de-

cision concerning the nature of the
iniciation the Vigilance Committee,
the Student Council, and the au-
thorities of the college encountreed
considerable difficulties. Each of
these parties had their own peculiar
uoliOiio legaiding tne atfair, their
own Ideas of wiiat customs and
ordeals should be practiced.

(Continued on page six)

To Debate Penn
Over Station WCAU

According to an announcement
made today by Daniel S. J. Buck-
ley, president of the Villanova
Literary Society, Beta Gamma
will debate the University of
Pennsylvania Friday, January 22,

over Station WCAU.
The question is "Resolved: That

the United States Should partici-

pate as an Active Member of the
League of Nations." The Villa-

nova team will uphold the affir-

mative.
The debate will go on the air at

3.30 P. M.

Driscoil Named
Relief Associate

Owen D. Young Appoints

Senior President To
Hoover's Committee

CHARITY GAME PLANNED

Orchestra To
Rehearse Soon

students Asked To Return
After Vacation With

Instruments

PLAN MUCH ACTIVITY

Sun-Up" Coming
January 13-14

V. C. Members
To Receive Pins

¥-1 11 A n. 4- A ^^ ^ recent meeting of the
I^Ormaiiy ACCepiea sophomore class, hew Wednesday,

< December 2nd, in the amphitheatre.

At the regular bi-weekly meeting several matters of Importance were

of the Delta PI Epsllon fraternity discussed.

the constitution of the organization In opening the first class meet-

was formally adopted by a repre- ing of the current year. President

sentatlve group of approximately James T. O'Connell expressed his

twenty-five members thanlis and those of his fellow-

George Crumble, president, pre- officers for the honor the class had

sided. After the adoption of the bestowed upon them In the last

constitution, the most Important elections, and pledged their most

business which was undertaken at sincere efforts in furthering the

the meeting, plans for the organ- welfare of the class.

Izlng of a basketball team were dis- Father Brown, the class mod-
cussed, erator. was next Introduced, and In

Every winter an Inter-frat basket- a few well-chosen words, pleaded
ball league Is formed and not to be for class cooperation and a genuine
outdone by the other frats on the interest in all the activities. Pol-
campus the D. P. E. frat Is be- lowing this, the treasurer. Robert
ginning: practice early. : Craig, read the financial statement.

At this meeting It was also de- which showed the remarkably
elded that two rushing seasons will

i .sound financial condition of the
in the future be had for all mem- class

The Belle Masque Society has de-
cided upon Wednesday and Thurs-
day evenings, January 13 and 14, as
the dates upon which they will pre-
sent "Sun-Up" the first of the plays
to be produced by the society dur-
ing the coming season.
These dates, it was decided, are

late enough after the holidays to
give the students sufficient respite
In which to recover from the results
of a three-week vacation, and at
the same time they are early enough
not to interfere with the prepara-
tion for the mid-year examinations.
The performances of "Sun-Up"

will be given In St. Thomas Hall, in

Rosemont. This auditorium being
situated right on the pike and only
a short distance from the college
forms the most convenient hall m
the neighboring vicinity in which
this play could be produced. At first

it was hoped that our own gymna-
sium and auditorium would be com-
pleted in time, but the delay Incur-
red In the construction during the
early part of the year has made this
impossible.

The price of admission, after len-
gthy deliberation, was set at the low
figure of thlry-flve cents. With the
play coming, as it does, shortly af-
ter the return of the students from
the Christmas holidays, this price
should not present a burden to any
student who has a desire to see the
show.

hers. Also, membership to the frat-

ernity Is to be limited to 100 busi-

ness students.

The business school men have ap-

plied to Rev. Joseph A. Hartley. O.

8. A., dean of the Business .school,

for a private room to be used solely

for the benefit of members. If per-

mission is granted, partitions will be

immediately erected in one of the

basement locker rooms.

In the open business discussion
which followed, the question of

whether or not pins should bo
awarded to the members of the
Vigilance Committee gave rise to a
lively debate. In a rising vote,
however, the motion to present
pin.s to the Committee memliers in

recogrnition of their efficient ser-

vices was pas.sed by an overwhelm-
ing majority.

Old Clothing
Asked For Needy

Once again, Pr. Stanford Is Issu-

I
Ing a call for old clothes to tlie

student body of the college.
What promises to be a particularly

hard winter Is already causing num-
bers of unemployed men to call at
the Monastery asking for clothing
Wearing apparall of any descrip-

tion and condition will be gladly re-
ceived by Fr. Stanford at his office.
221 Mendel hall. Every man is asked
to go through his wardrobe and give
what he can no longer use.

The announcement has recently
been made that the Villanova
symphony orchestra will commence
rehearsals immediately after the
Chris::mas holidays.
The orchestra will be composed

of members of the present band
who are expected to furnish the
brass music, and also those stud-
ents who are able to play string
Instruments. For this reason all
students possessing violins, cellos,
or bass violins are urged to bring
these Instruments back with them
when they return after the Chris-
mas holidays.
A schedule of entertainments is

being completed at present. It is

quite probable that among the ac-
tivities will be several broadcasts
from some station In Philadelphia.
The crowning function of thei sea-
."ion, however will undoubtedly
take place on commencement day.
With the present large supply

bf tatlent available and with an
imposing schedule to urge It on,
the orchestra Is expected to ac-
complish many achievements dur
ing its coming season.

Fr. Brown's Father
Buried Yesterday

Last Friday morning at 6 A. M.
Charles A. Brown, father of Rev.
Charles P. Brown. O. S. A., the Pre-
fect of Fedigan Hall died in Ger-
mantown Hospital after a long Ill-

ness
He was buried yesterday morn-

ing. The funeral took place at the
home of a daughter. Mrs. Charles
Ansel of 2126 Thorpes Lane, Ger-
mantown.
Solemn Requiem Mass was cele-

brated yesterday at 10 A. M. at St.

Vincent's Church, Germantown.
Ft. Brown was celebrant while
Rev. Louis Dennis, O. S. A., was
deacon. Rev. Edward Moran, O. S.

A., Master of Ceremonies.
Absolution at the grave was giv-

en by Rev. William Doyle, O. 8.

A.

Mr. Brown was seventy-four
years of age when he died and also

lived on Thorpes Lane, German-
town. He was taken to the hos-
pital soon after his wife's death
and remained there until he died.

This is the second death in the
family of Fr. Brown, his mother
having died six weeks ago. Mr.
Brown, is survived by Fr. Brown
'and two daughters.

Drlng the past week Harold Dris-

coil, president of the senior class at

Vlllanova. was appointed Associate

of the President's Committee on
the Mobilization of Relief Resour-

ces, by Owen D. Young, chairman
of the committee.
This Committee on the Mobiliza-

tion of Relief Resources Is one of
the committees which compose the
President's Organization on Unem
ployment Relief. The work of the
organization as a whole is to aid
the various communities of the
country in raising funds to cope
with the present national emergen-
cy. The purpose of this particular
committee Is to develop a nation-
wide movement to promote local

efforts to obtain funds for unem-
ployment relief.

As chairman of this committee
Mr. Young called upon the colleges

and schools of the nation and ask
ed them to take their part In this

great work. In response one hundred
and thirty colleges and scores of
schools offered their services. Villa-

nova was one of the colleges to re-

spond.
In order that the work in the

colleges might be carried out most
efficiently the committee strove to

find representatives who had both
ability and leadership. Because of

his position as president of the
senior class, therefore, Mr. Driscoil

was looked upon as the most ca-
pable man at Vlllanova for the task.

The determination of the methods
to be used by these representatives

is being left entirely to the repre
sentatlves themselves. However, the

committee did offer a few sugges-
tions that may be of some valuable
assistance to Mr. Driscoil. The
suggestion upon which Mr. Young
placed the most stress was that the

colleges hold athletic contests and
turn over the proceeds of this con-
test to committee. Many of the coll-

eges to which this suggestion was
made responded immediately, and
as a result football games were
played for charity, the proceeds
going to the relief committee.
In all probability the same thing

would have been done at Vlllanova,

but the request for assistance was
not received until after the com-
pletion of our football schedule. We
are not to sit back Idly, though,
while the other colleges do the work.

Consequently, the authorities work-
ing with Mr. Driscoil have decided

to set aside one of the basketball

games of the coming season and
donate the proceeds of this game
to the relief committee.

It has not been determined def-

initely as yet Just which game will

be set aside for this purpose, but
It will most likely be one of the

games to be played In the latter

part of February or the eaariy part

of March.

Last Monday evening, Rev. P. A.

Dlehl, O. S. A„ Professor of Psy-

chology and Education, delivered the
regular Monday evening chapel
talk. Fr. Dlehl selected lor his top-
ic "The Catholic Church and Her
Attitude Toward Modem Psycholo-
gy." The text of Pr. Dlehl's ser-

mon was "We gaze on the Inviolable

truth whence we can perfectly as
possible define, not what each man's
mind is, but what It ought to be In

the light of the eternal types." St.

Augustine—De Trln. IX, 6.

He said, In part: "Much that ha^
appeared In psychology and In al-

lied fields during the past quarter
of a century has been so colored by
the naturalism of Its authors, as to

be viewed with suspicion by Catho-
lics generally. Indeed, many have
been led to regard psychology as en-
gaged In a deep-seated plot to de-
stroy the citadels of faith and to
demolish the bulwarks of the super-
natural. Evidence of a conflict be-
tween the Church and Modem Psy-
chology Is much less In extent than
is generally supposed. The Church
has little or nothing to fear from
present-day psychology, though
some current psychologists may be
expounding doctrines In utter vari-
ance with Christian teachings.
Church Protects Her Children
"True to the divine purpose which

directs her, the Church Is ever on
the alert to protect and defend her
children against false teachings
from whatever source they come.
From the science of psychology there
have emanated, of late, many start-
ling conclusions which seem to chal-
lenge age-old principles. On closer
scrutiny, It becomes apparent that
already In the field of psychology
extremists and proponents of novel
views are discemable.
"Long before such fadlsts come

Into conflict with Christian teaching,
they are already In the throes of

conflict with their fellow scientists.

To see for example how little the
Church has to fear from such psy-
chologists as Freudianlsm and Be-
haviorism, we have but to note how
far these have wandered astray from

(Contlnuefl on page tliree)

Lawrence Club

To Hold Dance
Shawsheen Village To Be

Scene of New England
Frolic

ED. DERBY CHAIRMAN

Fr. Coan Speaks
Monday, Jan. 4

On Monday, January 4, Rev. F.

X. Coan, O. S. A., will deliver the
flrst chapel talk of the new year.

The following Monday Rev. John
Crawford. O. 8. A., will speak.

Pr. Coan Is professor of Biology
In the School of Science, while Pr.

On the night of

the twenty-eighth

of December, the

Lawrence Club of

Villanova will hold

its thirteenth an-
nual dance In the

Crystal ballroom

of Shawsheen
Village In Massa-
chusetts.

The dance promises to be one of
the outstanding social functions of

the year and the coming event is

looked forward to by the committee,
who are working diligently to make
it a dance that will long be remem-
bered by all those who attend.
The Crystal ballroom will be beau-

tifully decorated with different coll-

ege banners and colored ballons to

lend the proper atmosphere for the
occasion.

Couples beautifully attired will

dance to the variations In tempo of
the rythmic strains of Rollln Russ-
ell and his Collegiate Ramblers, Uie
meatured society dance orchestra
within the confines of the New En-
gland States.

The committee strivng for the
success of the dances is composed of
Edward A. Derby, chairman, Harold
Driscoil, John A. Griffin, James
Batterbury, and Edward Donahue.
The Lawrence Club was organized

on the campus thirteen years ago
by students who lived In the vi-
cinity of Lawrence, Massachusetts.
The dance will begin promptly at

nine o'clock and end at two A. M.
Novelty programs will be given out
as souvenirs.

Frosh Organize
Debating Team

Crawford is professor of Physics
and at the same time holds the of-lliminary contests in order

For the first time since the foun-
dation of the Beta Gamma Society
a Freshman debating team will
travel to foreign fields and carry
the standards of Villanova.
Several debates have already

been scheduled for this embryo
group. Newark Prep and the
Georgetown Frosh will make up
the opposition, although several
other clubs are expected to be
scheduled before the close of the
season.

The initial debate will Uke place
here on February 11 against the
Newark Prep team. In the mean
time the Frosh will engage In pre-

to be
flee of Moderator of Athletics. I fully prepared for the Prepsters.
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DEPRESSION. Is there any depression?

Is there, after nil. any foundation for all

.
, this talk and noise about

DANCES poverty, wage cuts, unem-

r AND ployment, and the like?

DEPRESSION For months now, news-

- papers, magazines, and

periodicals, of every hue and description,

have been concerned, and it seems, seriously

concerned, about financial and economic con-

ditions. And at this time, with winter and

Christmas approaching, the newspapers are

featuring in bold fact headlines many and

divers drives for funds to assist thfe needy.

Yet, is there any truth in all this publicity;

is there good reason behind it? is there, in

reality, a depression? We venture the

statement that there is not. All this pub-

licity is bunk, pure and simple hokum. And

the man who should deny that statement, we

would like to refer to the social activities

program at Villanova, especially to the

Christmas program, one of the dances of

which we are informed will cost as much or

more than the annual Junior Prom

!

WHILE it is true that, on the whole, college

students have not felt the keen edge of the

present economic depression, as have thous-

ands of men and women on the outside, the

grave contemporary situation must be ac-

corded more serious attention by the under-

graduate. Not only should the problem be

given consideration as an economic study,

but in a more proximate connection it should,

we think, cause the student to begin think-

ing about changing some of his personal

habits. For there is just a chance that he

will need to, when he leaves his sheltering

Alma Mater and can no longer depend on

his Dad's protecting pocketbook. Of late

a number of fraternities in some of our

larger universities have decided to abandon

their customary dances and parties, to re-

duce their number, or in some instances, to

pare down their expenditures and cost per

'feeling is also presented by the use of ex-

ternal symbols of good will and these are

essential to full happiness. This is true

whether we retrace the steps followed by

the wandering minstrels through the coun-

try side or reconstruct the fantastic dreams

of our youth.

THE ENTHUSIASTIC celebration of

Christmas has grown by leaps and bounds

in modern times. The birth of Christ is

heralded everywhere by man. Whether it

is through the bestowing of gifts on our

friends or simply by the exchange of greet-

ings, enjoyment is the keynote of the oc-

casion. A smile, a handshake, and a cheery

word are inseparably associated with the

day. And thus it is with a keen sense of

gratification that the VILLANOVAN en-

ters into this holiday spirit. We take this

opportunity to wish all of our readers the

best of hearty cheer.

TO-DAY is the feast of the Immaculate Con-

ception, a day which is celebrated and hon-

ored throughout this

THE wide world. There is

IMMACULATE nothing and no one more
• CONCEPTION dear to us than mother,

and our Mother who is

in Heaven is all the more beloved since she is

mother to everyone. This quality is no bet-

ter aptly stated than in a line of one writer,

which is: "Speak to me of Mother, the

Mother who is so dear to me." The modem
world to-day is tending toward ultra-modem-

ism. Religion is daily being sidetracTced

for customs which better appeal to human
desires. However, can we not say that in

times of need and comfort this hypocritical

world turns to the Creator and the Blessed

Virgin for protection and guidance? People

realize that they have a duty which they

must fulfill and though they keep putting it

off day by day the time finally comes when
they are faced with a crisis and immediately

call for supernatural help.

THE IMMACULATE Conception marked the

beginning of the regeneration of mankind,

the revivication of our whole existence. It

means to mankind his deliverance from the

bonds and fetters of the devil. This act of

God was to ultimately reopen heaven to man.

This feast, then, should mean more to us

than a brief moment of thought and reflec-

tion. To the people of this country, who es-

pecially pride themselves in taking the lead

in all worldly matters, the Immaculate Con-

ception should be the eternal object of de-

votion.
* « • * *

AS OUR regular weekly reprint feature, we
are printing an editorial from "The Pui-ple

and Gray", of the Col-

OPPORTUNITY
AND
DUTY

lege of St. Thomas, St.

Paul, Minn. The trou-

ble with our world,

this editor thinks, is

something deeper than the mere maladjust-

ment of economic conditions. "Our present-

day society is not in the throes of economic

depression, nor in a state of complex political

difficulties. Civilization is creaking under

the strain of the world-wide readjustment of

social conditions. The Machine Age has not

fulfilled its early promise, and there are no"

PEACE
ON
EARTH

should like to recommend to the various

class, club and fraternity presidents at Vil-

lanova. Careful planning with intelligent

leadership will result in just as successful a

dance as one for which money is spent lavish-

ly to procure elaborate favors, flowers, popu-

lar orchestras and popular settings. Such a

procedure will not only help many a hard-

pressed guardian, but it will also afford ex-

cellent training for participation in a world

that is not so congenial as the college cam-
pus.

* * <ti * 4>

CHRISTMAS, one of the most joyous of all

the festive days of the year, is fast ap-

proaching. It is beyond ques-

tion the favorite holiday of

all the American people. But
it is more than a day, it is a

season; and more than a cele-

bration, it is a prevading spirit. The spirit

of "Good will" penetrates to all comers of

the earth. The conception of the radiant

Personality inaugurating the first Christ-

mast disperses the gloom and sorrow gath-

ered throughout the year. Whether we be
king or statesman, in wealth, or in poverty,

a bounteous enjoyment may be had during
the Yule season. To be destitute of world-

ly goods is unfortunately the lot befallen to

many this year, but this is no hindrance to

celebration. Everyone can share a sens6
of ecstasy in the event and be generous in

spreading the cheer to his fellow man.
This is not necessarily furthered by the use
of flamboyant decorations and occasions of
jollification and carousal, but by the pos-

session of an Inward spirit of joy pervading

man. This attitude, especially the last, we signs of doing so. The growth of large cities

has caused problems of population and mor-
als. With expediency, instead of justice and
right as the norm, legalized murder (Birth

Control), multilation (sterilization), and
such "remedies" have been suggested and
some of them carried out in practice.

"OPTIMISM, however, colors our outlook.

The philosophy of Christianity wholly rejects

the underlying principles of the Machine
Age, maintaining that the moral and spirit-

ual good of man has precedence of his ma-
terial good. It says that man has a soul

which places him above all other beings on
earth, and that he is mad to sell that soul for

radios, faster automobiles, synthetic jewelry,

and the like. And the reason for optimism
s the fact that this Christian philosophy is

heng recognized. We college men of today
are the leaders of tomorrow. To us is pre-

sented the stern duty of using our education
for the common good, for the improvement
which has such lasting rewards. We labor
on and for the world of time, but looking
ahead to the world of eternity. God gave us
these opportunities, and He expects to reap
what He has sown."

the entire being. Then, too, a pleasurable it is deserved.

THOSE ancient trees, the guardians of the

tennis courts, have at last yielded to the

savages of disease. Familiar landmarks,

they have fallen by the wayside, and we
cannot but regret their passing.

* * • « •
WE WERE recently the recipients of con-

siderable adverse criticism, for the non-pub-

lication of which we beg the indulgence of

our contributors. All that we are in a posi-

tion to say at the moment, is that much of

The
Crow'^s Nest

The VILLANOVAN welcomes THK
LORETTO Of St. Francis College to

Its Exchange List. May this be but

the beginning of a long and pleas-

ing exchange of news and views of

campus doings.

-M-
"UNSUNG"!

Much as we dislike leaving the
field of campus comment to enter
into the editorial field, we feel that

it would be interesting to quote a

bit of an editorial recently appear-
ing in the pages of THE TOMA-
HAWK of Holy Cross College. It

serves to bring home the reaction

of a student toward his campus
publications, which generally bear
the brunt of criticism, mostly de-
structive.

''The student receives his copy
with a matter of fact air, and after

a cursory inspection, proceeds to

criticize that which does not strike

his fancy. For the most part, he
completely disregards those features

worthy of his praise and devotes his

whole attention tpthe details whicii

do not conform with his personal
standards." Are you of this type?

-M-
"RAH RAH RACKETEERING"
We borrowed the heading from

the editorial pages of THE TQRCH.
of St. John's College. The heading
cfrew our attention, and a perusal

of the article showed it to be u
dissertation on an editorial appear-
ing in the SPECTATOR of Colum-
bia University, in which intercoll-

egiate was referred to as a racket"
THE TORCH closed the case in a
very efficient manner, to wit:

"As long as football is regarded
merely as a means to put on big

shows with bands and cheers aplen-
ty that \|r:ll fill giant stadiums and
rake in huge gate receipts, why pro-
test against these things? It is

sound business sense to buy and pay
actors who can put on a good show.
That's what the public wants."

-M-
FREE SPEECH! CRITICISM!
When the Student Council of

Gettysburg College published an
announcement that anonymous pub-
lications were forbidden from ap-
pearing on the colleges bulletin

boards, an immediate objection was
raised by the anonymous publish-
ers of 'Jabberwocky," a campus
critic, who claimed that they should
have the right of free speech on
the campus, especially since then-

criticism is of a constructive nature.
"'Jabberwocky' has endeavored in

the past to criticize those things on
this campus which were considered
deserving of criticism. We l>elleve

that any campus that lacks vigorous
but well-directed criticism is a cam-
pus whose students are intellectually

stagnant." So does 'Jabberwocky' de-
fend its position in an announce-
ment recently appearing in THE
GETTYSBURGIAN.

-M-
DITKE'S NOVEL NOVEL

The literary lights of Duke Uni-
versity are planning a unique novel

as their contribution to the year's

output of literary material. Each
member of the fraternity is to write
one chapter of the novel in his par-
ticular style. The book is to be of

ninety thousand words length, wiUi
each of the fifteen men writing a
six thousand word chapter.
The resulting novel is to be ex-

pectantly awaited. The question
hanging fire is: Will the separate
styles agree or clash? As the book
is to l>e of a fictitous nature, it may
promise to be better than much of

the mass production fiction which
is now flooding the literary market.

-M-
FIELD GOALS

Quite a few of the big games of

the past football season were de-
cided by spectacular field goals m
the final minutes of play. In the
interclass tourney at Notre Dame, a
halfback, standing but five yards
from the side line, and on his
opponent's 25-yard line, booted a
clean field goal.
May sound unimportant, but it

Just shows that football is in the
blood at Notre Dame. THE SCHOL-
ASTIC reports of the interhail
games do Justice to big game write-
up. Even the lK>ys on the intermural
squads there, though they wouldn't
probably make the third or fourth
string varsity have e|iough in them
to put many a cci>liegiate team to
shanie.

' V '>
-M-

THRl^E CENT DINNER
From the TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

NEWS we glean that 120 guests ol

a professor at Oberlin University
were served a dinner which cost less

than three cents per person to pre-
pare, the meal being entirely pre-
pared from wheat. And what a
meal! By boiling and straining
wheat, seasoning with salt and
pepper, a soup was made. Two-
thirds wheat and a bit of meat made
a tasty 'meat loaf!
Whole wheat muffins and a baked
apple balanced the meal. "Coffee"
made of roasted wheat kernels, top-
ped the meal. All sounds well, but
we doubt the coffee. An imitation
of real, genuine coffee can't even be
imagined without distaste. As for
the rest of the meal, it sounds as
though it will provide a boast foi

the poor wheat farmer.

-M-
According to THE CANISIAN, of

Canislus College, a dinner was ten-
dered the football men at the end
of the season. But what a dinner!
No speeches or smokes! We can un-
derstand the former, but no smokes,
even after the season closes, un-
imaginable !

-M-
The LASALLE COLLEGIAN gives

George Artaserse of ViUanova's Jay
Vees a place on their all-star
opponent line-up, classing him as "a
rough and ready player."

Lenz and Culbertson may be draw-
ing a lot of attention with their al-
ready famous contract bridge tour-
nament, but at Gettysburg College
interest is centered on their Intcr-
frat bridge tourney. THE GETTYS-
BURGIAN recenUy published the
standings of the ten teams in the
tourney.

VILLANOVAN

The Shows
Fr Diehl Speaks

Debaters Win and Lose

PajBThrae

Horizontal Musings
Thoughts While Goughing

It's great to be home with the
folks . . . wonder what the dining
hall has in store for the boys today
. . . too bad this gobbler has only
two underpinnings . . Walter
Winchell tells of a rooster who laid

eggs . . . called him a sissy . . .

don't think I'd trade him for this

turk ... or the goose that laid the
golden egg either ... If the school
authorities could see me now, they'd

'

make me eat out, next semester . . .

pass the caviar, Oscar . . . Satur-
day A. M. . . .a bothersome tummy I

. . . the report card comes home to

boot . . . looks like a football sig-

nals . . . sour looks from parential

faces . . . go to bed without supper
. . . naxty mayn . . . Sunday nighi
. . . back at the looms . . . two
more weeks . . . and then more
gouging at the homestead.

Early the Loudspeaker
Do you want something to

scribble the pere about? Twist the
dials and get an order of the Mills

Brother's Quartet.
The roomie, usually suave and

gentle, sweeps up the floor with his

back every time they perpetrate a
number of ha-cha character. Much
banging of heads on concrete walls,

stamping of under pinnings, and
tearing of the wig.

Their bass sounds like the rumb-
lings of an incoming p)erversion of

Jupplter. Rhythm like a Jungle tom-
tom. Dlck-Dlck and Harry-Harry.
Ben Bemie imitating Bing Crosby.

Still keeps going after about ten
years before the mike. Our nomina-
tion for one of the best bands east

of Notre Dame.
Fire

Plre in the pie shop Saturday, 6.30

A. M. Authorities surprised that no
one was about. Fancy that!
Imagine what a bunch of the boys

would do down there with the assist-

ance of a smoke screen.
Those off spring of the pet yowler

down there sure are seeing plenty
of life in all its various phases.
They'd make nice mascots for some
fire department. In the blood, you
know.
Some coppers out here during the i

fire, too. Very considerate of them.
Probably to keep things as quiet as
possible so as not to disturb any of

the slumbering scholars. A very, very
unladylike hour, to be sure.

Doing The Austin
A few eons ago we had the priv-

ilege of being carried about In a

tiny new Austin Roadster. What a
thrill I

With all due apologies to my bene-
factor who takes extreme exception
to things anti-Austin. I will describe

a bit of the jaunt.

People often wonder how. in the
name of all the benevolent deities of i

Scandinavia, more than the driver!

can seat himself in one of these
rollerskates. Once an extra person

:

doc« get in he wonders where his I

feet are and after he flnd.s out. the i

existence of the motor is question-

1

able. But, really, a motor is only a
secondary consideration for a Aus-
tin.

We were skimming down Chestnut,

at a merry rate. I was getting some
manicuring done by letting my
hands hang out over the sides,

dragging them on the pavement.

The sides of the street were lined

with puerile scoffers. The age of

the audience considered in toto was
estimated to be about ten-that is,

not considering a few college boys,

which would bring the average down
a little. I rather resented the fact
that no such amusement was afford-
ed in my premature days. All we
had to laugh at was a horse and
wagon.

Aside from the fact that an Aus-
tin affords pedestrians no end of

pleasure, it also possesses more wor-
thy characteristics.

Take a ridein one some day when
your life insurance is all paid up
and glory in the facility with which
the driver can duck in. out and
around the larger vehicle. A Ford
has to be avoided but the larger

machines merely act as an over-
head bridge. How astounded that

cute truck driver looked when he
saw us emerging from underneath
his radiator cap!

Riding in one of these miniatures
is the next thing to walking. In view
of this fact, pedestrians are wont
to get pretty doggone Jealous every-
time they see one. The driver has to

be very careful. Jaywalkers are
either trying to trip up an Austin
or to hang on the rear so that a

take off is impossible.

They do however, solve the park-
ing problem. When there is only a
small space in evidence it's only a
second's work to get out of the car
and lift it into the space. If no
space is available Just pick the fool

thing up, put it in your pocket and
walk off.

Recent rei}ort has it that my
companion of that afternoon has at

last met his Waterloo. One day
down town a truck got bad and ran
over it. The big bully. No one was
hurt the poor little Austin was last

seen going down the street on a
shovel.

La Femme
Women have a lot to put up with

. . . play bridge . . . laugh at bum
Jokes . . . sprung by entertaining

men . . . what a flop some of us

are . . . but, then, most of them
are polite . . . and smart too . . .

or are they dumb . . . the cuckoo
cages are full of people who think
they know . . . they rarely kick

about their lot . but men
wouldn't either if they didn't have
to shave with a dull razor . . .

Nifty Nnmbera
"Too Late" Moonlight Rosary"

"Your'r my Everything" "Time on
my Hands."

A Soviet Sensation
'The Yellow Ticket' Is the

attraction at the Karlton Thea-
ter for the early part of this week
The cast consists of Lionel Barry-
more, Ellssa Land!, and Laurence
Oliver in the leading roles and a
well supported following.
The picture is a screen version

of Michael Morton's dramatic
stage sensation of some years ago.
The story is set in pre-Soviet
Russia and vividly describes the
trials of a young woman who is

forced to carry the yellow pass-
port of a legalized prostitute. It
is the only means available to a
Jewess who must travel.

Miss Landi takes advantage of
the opportunity to display her
acting abilities and so does
Barrymore who plays the part of
a wolf of the Russian secret pol-
ice.

Just Another Picture
The old familiar story, the gold-

digger and the sugar daddy, is

portrayed in the cinema "Girls
About Town" playing at the
Boyd theatre. It is . a theme
with which everyone is famliar
and only the humorous back-
ground and superb acting of Kay
Francis and Lllyan Tashman keep
the picture from being a total

'flop.'

Kay Francis With her sophis-
ticated air and beauty is ideally

suited for the role which she takes
while Lilyan Tashman as the well-

versed comedienne must be given
credit for the skillful manner in

which she carries out ther part.

Earle Theatre

"Secret Service," depicting the
ingenious methods employed by
Secret Service agents to gain in-

formation concerning deeply
guarded secrets is the film cur-
rent at the Earle theatre this

week.
Richard Dix, starring in this

Civil War spy story takes advan-
tage of an opportunity to show
exceptional acting ability playing

the role of a Yankee Officer.

Supporting him are Shirley

Grey and Nance O'Neil.

Radio Idol Scores
"Way Back Home," the current

attraction at the Stanton, brings to

the screen that lovable radio char-
acter, Seth Parker, and his familiar

Jonesport neighbors, in a vibrant
portrayal of the simple country life

of the Maine backwoods that has
earned the instantaneous acclaim
of the theatre-going public. As-
sisting the inimitable Seth, there is

an able supporting cast, including
Eflfle Palmer, Frank Albertson,
Bette Davis, Frankie Darro, Doro-
thy Peterson, Stanley Fields, and
Oscar Apfel.

An excellent array of additional
screen features includes: "The
Hash House Blues," a sound car-
toon; News of the Week; and a
Vltaphone featurette, ''Footlights."

Above Average
As a wierd and thrilling picture,

"Frankenstein," now playing at the
Stanley, is above the average, but
does not live up to the excessive
ballyhoo printed about it. "Dracula"
and "Phantom of the Opera" were
more horrifying, but "Frankenstein "

also has many unnerving moments.
The scene in which a patched-to-

gether body is given life during a
terrific electrical storm, the mon-
ster's size and mechanical walk, and
finally his bloodcurdling shrieks
when burnt to death, all combine to

live hair-raising moments.
liBd jouiui V sXBid sd[0H uyof aim»
Colin Clive, as the man who cre-

ated the monster, gives an excellent
presentation, as does Dwight Prye,
who plays as his father. Boris Kar-
loff, as the monster, is impressive
to say the least. His stitched hands, .

stilted walk, upturned eyes, all re-

mind one of the late Lon Chaney. .

Mae Clark is the female attraction,

Campus Briefs

It wont be long now. One. Frosh
has his clothes packed already.

,

We saw another Frosh t|i* other
day who was crying big, salty tears.

Being of a sympathetic nature, we
asked the lad what was the cause of

his profound grief. We learned that
someone told him that there was no
Santa Claus.

"Students put out Fire at Villa-

nova." Read about it in today's
VILLANOVAN.

. . The varsity Iwske.tball season
opens on Friday night in New York.

One fellow has offered five doll-

ars to anyone who will sleep in the
anatomy lab. As yet no one has ac-
cepted his offer.

"Rags," the campus pet, arousrd
a certain person's ire the other day
when that certain person went to

his room and found "Rags" sleep-

ing peacefully on his bed.

Instead of the students robbing
the Telephone Co.. the Telephone
Co., Is reversing the order. A de-
fective phone in Fedigan Hall has
snatched the nlckles and dimes of

unsuspecting students without giv-

ing anything in return. (It has been
fixed ah! the power of the press).

As one wit said "cigarette life."

Those new P. and W. cars arc
pretty snappy, don't you think?

Did yon ever know that the Pie

Shoppe had a foyer?

Well. Merry Christmas everybody.
Have a good time while you may
because you know when you return
it won't be long until the, heh, heh,
mid-years.

.

On Psychology
Says Church Ever on Alert

For the Protection of

Her Children

(Continued Prom Page One)

the normal and accepted path of de-
velopment of that science. When
Wm. Wundt, who is regarded by
many to be the father of Modern
Psychology, announced about oO
years ago that psychology has for iltt

chief concern the study of mental
processes, he established that sci-
ence upon a narrow scientific basii.
He lifted it once and for all out ol
the conflines of philosophy. He pei -

fected an empurical method that
soon amassed a vast quantity ol
material about mental states. For
him psychology became, not the sci-
ence of the soul, but the scienco
which was concerned with such ob-
servable events occurring within
each of us and is called conscious-
ness.

Wyndtian Concept Questioned
"As time went on, varieties of

opinion arose as to the validity of
the Wyndtian concept. Schools
arose which were characterized by
either a change in viewpoint as to
the subject-matter or by the adop-
tion of a specialized technique.
Among these, we come upon the
schools of Freud and of John Wat-
son.

"Freudianism arose out of the suc-
cess which attended the Viennese
physician's treatment of mental dis-

eases. His method of psychoanaly-
sis was found to have cleared up
many cases of mental sickness. At
once many zealous pupils sought to

establish upon the new technique a
complete system of psychology
Gradually, however, sanity has over-
taken many of the extremists and
the limited truth distilled from
Freudian findings is being incorpor-
ated into the treasury of true sci-

ence.

"Behaviorism, likewise, after a
nlght-mare of Inane promises and
senseless claims has, thanks to the
work of McDougall, settled down to

the position of a viewpoint'. It has
contributed something of the value
to the science of psychology by em-
phasizing the role played by neutral
mechanisms and the influence of

'conditioning' upon human learnins.

As long as there continue the vi-

tality and honesty among the lead-

ers of psychology as are manilesl
today, the children of the Churcii

have little to fear from that quar-
ter."

Outlines Three Characteristics

The speaker next outlined the

three characteristics of Modern Em-
pirical Psychology, viz: (1) Setting

up of "facts of consciousness" as tlio

subject matter. (2) Abandonment
of Metaphysics. (3) Devotion to tlie

Experimental Method.
He showed how in each of these

points the Church had nothing to

lear, but that rather she, alone with

her Scholasticism could successfully

promote an Experimental Science Oi

Mind. He next showed one equippeu
with a training in catholic teacii-

ing and Scholastic Metaphysics is

most likely to come to more certain

tlndings when pursuing empirical

psychology. He said further:

"There is no Catholic scientist

who is not free to abandon an idea

already many years old as soon as it

IS plainly contradicted by an ob-

served fact. For we too are in the

nabit oi making observations the

startmg point ol science, the source

of truth and the mistress oi Uie

learning process.

Psychology Has Two Views
"If with Aristotle and all Catho-

lic teachers, we admit that man is a

composite substance made up ol

matter and as immortal soul, that

his higher functions are really de-

pendent upon his lower functions,

that not one of his internal acts oi

inmd Is without Its physical correl-

ative, not one of his thoughts wltn-

out Its representations, not one ox

his volitions without sensible emo-
tion, then It becomes apparent that

the problem of psycnology—the

facts of the mind—has both a psy-

chological and a physiological obser-

vation. Here Is one answer to Uie

cnarge ol Incompatibility of the

Catholic religion and science whicii

shows that whatever may be the

case In regards to the sects. Catho-

licity is not In the least disturbed

by an abiding Interest or by re-

search work of the most profound
kind In this field of human study.

Rather are we admonished to be-

come acquainted with the many
valid and valuable facts which the

industry of laboratory experts has
laid bare. At the same time, we
should know how correct the age

old principles of the Church and
Scholastic Psychologists have been,

even though they lack the fullness

of light on matters biological and
physiological.

Many Benefits Derived
"To the serious student of psy-

chology there is held out many
worthwhile benefits. To him who
pursues this subject, there will m
time come a wider basis of experi-

ence, a more comprehensive knowl-

edge of facts, a more open-minded,
scientific attitude toward reality.

With the habit of reflecting upon
the meaning of life he should gam
a clearer Insight Into the motives

of human conduct, which coupled

with the spirit of Catholic truth

should make for an increase ol

charity in his dealhigs with others."

In Muhlenbergf Contest

B«'ta Gamma Negative Team Victorious at Home. While

Affirmative Team Loses in Allentown

Duke University

School of Medicine

Durham, N. C.

Apiilif-athinH for admlHslon to
the ArHt and third v«'iir medical
«la»«ti"'< rnterlnit October I. 1932
Nhouhl be sent as soon as |iosslt>le,

and will be conslilerert In the or-
der of receipt. The entrance qual-
ifications are Intelligence, charac-
ter, two veiirs of college work and
tlie rpoulrements for trade A med-
ical schmils. CataloKues and np-
pllcnllon formN mav be obtained
from the Oean.

Last Thursday evening, in Allen-

town, the Villanova affirmative

team, arguing the proposition, "Re-

solved, that Capitalism as a Form
of Economical Organization is un-

sound in Principle," lost to the

Muhlenberg negative squad, in the

college chapel.

The speakers for the winning

team were Roy Heist, Henry Rich-

ards and Captain Donald Hock.

Mr. Hock, who has appeared against

the Beta Gamma teams in each de-

bate for the past three years, was
one of the outstanding speakers of

the evening.
For Beta Gamma, Daniel Buck-

ley, John Mlcklos and Joseph

Houseman, speaking in the order

named, carried on the argument.
The ju(Jges, who voted unan-

imously for the negative team, were

Mrs. William Hudder, of Allentown;
William Reinert, City Editor of

the Allentown dall, and Dr. S. H.
Zeigler, Professor at Cedar Crest
College for Women, in Allentown.

An audience of less than thirty.

Including the members of the Cedar
Crest College debating team, who
met Muhlenberg on the same ques-
tioh las evening, heard the argu-
ments.
The Villanova team was cordially

received and treated in royal fash-

ion by all the Muhlenburg stu-

dents.

Last Thursday night at 8.15 the

Muhlenberg and Villanova debating
teams met on the platform of reas-

oning and logic for the third suc-

cessive year. The topic selected for

dinscusslon by mutual agreement
was: "Resolved, That Capitalism as

a Form of Economic Organization
is Unsound In Principle."

The order of speakers debating at

Villanova was as follows: Affirma-
tive (Muhlenberg) Donald Mancke,
Donald Hoffman, and Morton Sil-

verman. Negative tVlllanova) Mar-
tin GUI, Paetrus Bandmlller and
Joseph Conlan. Robert Gelst acted

as chairman.

According to the oflBcial verdict,

Villanova was victorious over Muh-
lenberg by the vote of 3-2.

The debate at Villanova was an
excellent example of what a good
debate should be. Stirring speakers,

valuable material, and a vigorous

drive on the part of both teams to|

prove their ^gruments and
their points.

Because of the fact that the prop-
osition debated was rather broad In

Its statement. It was atacked from
different angles by both sides, caus-
ing a strain of friction. The out-

standing arguments were based on
practice and theory. Muhlenberg
endeavoring to prove the practical

and Villanova the theoretical ends.

Since Muhlenberg was upholdln!!

the affirmative side and Villanova
the negative, it was necessary that

Villanove prove capitalism sound in
principle. This being the case, the
negative team was compelled to up-
hold an affirmative statement.

In doing so, the Villanova team
based their contention on five un-
derlying and fundamental principles
upon which capitalism Is based.
These principles are as follows: 1--

Prlvate Ownership; 2—Private Man-
agement; 3—Private Risk-Bearing;
4—Private Initiative; 5—Private
Control of Distribution.
The attendance at the debate

proved to l>e the largest showhig
ever presented at a Villanova de-
date. All enthusiastic and encour-
aging gathering made the evening's
entertainment one of the great in-
terest and enjoyment.
The Judges for the debate were

George S. Snyder, Harold Sweeney,
William Madden, Norbert Consldine
and James Lennon.

Radio Fans Hear

Diamond Playlet

Robert Geist and Laurence

DeFrances Enact Lead-

ing: Roles

CONTAINS CLEVER PLOT

i^'ootball Calendar
Makes Appearance

The Villanova football calendar
has made Its appearance, and
according to Joseph Czeslck, one
of its sponsors "Orders are far
exceeding expectations."
The calendar, the third ever tp

be attempted at the college, con-
sists of a dark blue pebble-grained

win I leather cover and six inside sheets
of parchment on which are dep-
icted various scenes alx)ut the
campus, various teams, coaches
and the like.

The publishers are SenloK foot-
ball men: George Gazella, Paul
^Beaudine, Victor Dallabrida,
Bruno Contl and Joseph Czeslck.
Calendars may be obtained at

room 332 Austin hall. Students
desiring them are requested to

purchase them immediately as a
limited number have been printed.

Last Wednesday evening the Belle

Masque players, during their regu-
lar weekly broadcast over station
WHAT produced a one act play, en-
titled "The Grand Cham's Dia-
mond," by Allan Monkhouse.

This playlet contained a very
clever plot. The action of the play
takes place In London, the scene
opening with a small family gath-
ering after supper. The mother,
father and daughter are engrossed
in a conversation concerning the
tiresome everyday life of mother
and daughter. Pa Perkins reads of
a Jewel robbery which causes a lit-

tle interest in the family circle, con-
cerning the amount of wealth the
family would possess if they coulU
get possession of the Jewel.

While this conversation Is taking
place, there is a commotion outside

'

and something Is thrown through
the window breaking one of the
panes of glass. It is soon discovered
to k>e the stolen Jewel. Immediately
Ma Perkins decides to keep It and
sell It In South America. They are
rudely Interrupted by a stranger
who forces his way Into the house
and demands the diamond. Ma
Perkins having concealed the Jewel,

refuses to do so. Suddenly a man
In black appears and demands the

Jewel, the stranger having disap-
peared. The man in black proves
to be the daughter's lovers and a

detective of Scotland Yard. Ma Per-
kins again refuses to give it up but
after much threatening Anally
throws It through the window
through which it came. With this,

the playlet comes to a dramatic
close.

The cast was as follows: Pa Per-
kins, Robert Gelst; Ma Perkins,

Laurence DeFrances; Polly Perkins,

Joseph Hahn; the Stranger, Michael
Tomasso; the Man In Black, Joseph
Strauss.
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A THOUSAND *^'
AND ONE

I

. . . amusing, inexpen-
sive evenings are ipent !

upon the Roof, where '

one encounters music of
the best .... attentive
service .... excellent j

cuisine .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them all.

Dancing 9 to 1

Couvert Weelcdaya
50 cents

Saturdays 75 cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southenudres

Monday Night—College
Night—Special Ticket
Including couvert and
snack 85 cents

(ROOF V
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RESHNESS
?that's the thing;

Camels are neverparched or toasted
LAVE you noticed the new trend in cigarettes?»

freshness is the popular thing.

That's because a fresh cigarette, as demonstrated

by Camels, is sometliing smokers have discovered as

better than anything they ever tried before.

Camels are fresh in the Camel Humidor Pack be-

cause they're made fresh to start with — blended of

choice, delicately mild, sun-ripened tobaccos in which

the natural moisture and fragrant flavors are vigi-

lantly safeguarded.

The tobaccos in Camels are never parched or toasted

— the Reynolds method of scientifically applying heat

guarantees against that.

That's why we say with so much assurance that

Camels are truly fresh. They're made fresh — not

parched or toasted^ and then they're kept fresh in

the Camel Humidor Pack.

Try Camels' freshness for a change. Switch over

for just one day, then change back — if you can.

R. J. REYNOUJS TOBACCO COMPANY, WiMton-SaUfm, N, C

Jt. J. Reynolds Tobacco Comparty's Coast-to^oast Radio Program*

PRINCK ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice Joy,

"Old Hanch^and Prince Albert Orchestra,

direction Paul Van Loan, every night ex-

cept Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Morton Downey,
Tony Wons, and Camel Orchestra, direc-

tion Jacques Renard, every night except
Sunday, Colombia Broadcasting System

See radio page of local newspaper for time

Made FRESH — Ji^ep^ FRESH
^ Don'c remove the moistttro-proof tarapping from your package of Camett

after you open it. The Camel Humidor Patk ix protection anainal per-

. fitme and powder odors, dust and germs. In offices and home», even in the

dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack delivers

fresh Camels and keepe them right until the last one has been smoked i/tyji.K. J u.,uAt,
'
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All Opponent Team Picked By Members of Grid Squad
VILLANOVAN

j
A Word
Of Thanks .

At Least]

Junior Varsity an<l 150 lb.

Teams Should Get

Some Reward .

VLL
FOOTBALL

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL

Fresh from a tour of the high-

ways and byways of the Vlllanova

campus we have come to the con-

clusion that the Junior Varsity and
150-lb football elevens should re-

ceive a bit of consideration for

their heroic actions during the re-

cent gridiron season.

From the latest reports these

elevens did not receive the least

lota of appreciation from the

powers that be. Is it not unfair to

the players on these elevens who
aft'?r faithfully, and industriously

lent themselves to embrace Mother
Ear*h dav after day should in the

' end be given no recognition?

Now, it is not the Intention

of this writer to statn what manner
of appreciation these elevens

should receive, but merely to set

forth that an injustice is bein^
done. For, far be it' for us to pro-
claim to the wide world that such
a word as 'injustice' exists. In all

the annals of Vlllanova fair-mind-
ed men and true have had the say
'uslnof the vernacular) in Vlllanova
affairs, and we can truthfully as-

sert that Vlllanova still has such
men. But. i^ all frankness, should
not the servlcees of the above
mentioned elevens be appreciated?

•I For a group of young men with-
bu*. any inducement whatever and
onlv a love of playini? football and
a bit of school spirit behind them
to appear at practices deserves
.«iome commenddation. T'hose boys
threw themselves into their work
w'th the characteristic Vlllanova
enthusiasm and persevered even
when defeat dampened their ardor.

It must be remernVr'^d that this

was the first season that two such
teams carried thp colors of Villa-

nova to alien fields, '^oufjh many
of the players on both elevens had
no*, played tthe fjame for several
years, and in some cases never
handled a pigskin, they neverthe-
less showed grit and as 'the season
progressed gradually returned to

form.

Here is one Instance which bears
forth the truth of this statement.
The Junior Varsity eleven in its

finale of the season entered the
game on even odds, but at the
conclusion of the fray showed that
it was by far the superior team,
trouncing its opponents ^ the
tune of 40-0. The team, had
Anally come into its own >j and
would have boded ill to any other
opponents.

According to the latest 'dope'
both of these elevens will be reor-
ganized next year. Does it not,
however, stand to reason that if

the efforts of this year's teams go
by unnoticed very few candidates
will turn out? It is but natural
that after a man performs a certain
labor he seeks some reward, even
hough it be a word of thanks.

Now that the grid season is over
fcr another year and the uniforms
and equipment have been returned
to the trunks for another sojourn
among the moth balls, the open
season for all this and that teams
has begun. Nearly every news-
paper, magazine and periodical
puts forth its All American, All-
State, All Eastern or Western or
whatever the case may be, teams.

In the past years the VILLA-
NOVAN has published what it

considers to be an All Opponent
team, and this year is no exception.
In another part of this paper will
bt found our selections which have
been picked by comjietent judges.
You may agree or you may dis-

agree with our chosen few, but
then every one has a right to his
own opinion. If you happen to
have a team picket out and you
think it better than ours, just send
It in for inspection and if you can
convince us, then we will gladly
set forth before the whole world
your choice.

Not so long ago there was quite
a bit of discussion in newspapers
and elsewhere concerning a certain
adjective a certain radio armounc-
er used to express the playing of a
certain quarterback on the Har-
vard team. Now another radio
speaker seems to have gotten him-
self into trouble because he re-
marked that the Boston College-
Holy Cross game was a "racket."
Arrangements for the game were
changed so that the receipts real-
ized from the game would go for
the benefit of the unemployed. For
some reason the plan didn't work
out as they expected and as a re-
sult the two colleges didn't have
much money to donate after ex-
penses were paid.
Perhaps it would save these

broadcasters much time and money
and trouble If they would thtink
twice before they say anything
which they can't prove.
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Varsity Football Season Reviewed

Since this present issue is the last
one to be printed before Christmas
the Sports Staff takes this oppor-
tunity to wish the readers of the
VILLANOVAN a very Merry Christ-
mas and best wishes for the coming
year.

And by the way. all you boys who
live in and around New York ought
to make It a point to see one of
the basketball games in which the
Wildcats will be engaged during the
holidays.

Doc Jacob's minions play in Goth-
am on December 11. 19. and In
Brooklyn at the Brooklyn K. of C
on December 23.

Varsity Has
Fair Season
On Gridirbn

Wildcats Win Four Games,
Lose Three and Tie Two in

Summing up of Season

LOSE TO TEMPLE OWLS

.leading lelt to right: O'Uonnell, mcKey, iuune, uezzer, Veniura, ^ummius, uttce. u<»c>ki>, i/avauaugn, ilonoliue, Fotta, Kandoor.

Courtmen Will

Tty to Oust

Gotham Jinx

\fanager Griffin Arranges

Attractive Schedule of

16 Gaines

3PEN IN NEW YORK

In the past three years, there

has sprung up a tradition that Vll-

lanova teams cannot win a contest

in New York. During this period,

baseball, basketball, tennis and
even the football club were all

turned back.

But "Doc" Jacobs, coach of the

Varsity basketeers, has promised to

waylay this Jinx during the coming
basketball season. And by some
law or other, he should do It, for

he leads his proteges no less than
six times to Gotham territory.

The curtain raiser for the court-
men is December Uth, when they
meet the 107th Regiment in New
York. The other Broadway treks
include games with Manhattan
New York A. C, Brooklyn K. of C,
Montclair A. C, and St. John's of
Brooklyn.

other trlf>s which manager John-
ny GrlfHn has arranged are games
in Washington with Catholic Uni-
versity and George Washington Col-
lege, Lehigh and Bethlehem, and
Rutgers at New Brunskick. Temple
will be played both in town and at
•our new gymnasium.

The first opportunity for the
students to see the Varsity five In

action win be on January 5, when
the Owls are met In Phllly, while
the first home game is with Urslnus.
This will be on February 6.

Football Men Convene
And Select Members
Of All-Opponent Team

Boston College Kates Three Men on First Team, While

Duke, Detroit and Georgetown Have Two Each

HINKLE WINS PLACE FOR THIRD TIME

Jayvees End
Season With
Good Record

Driscoll-Coached Eleven Win
Two of Four Games

On Schedule

PRINCETON DEFEATED

Following a precedent started

three years ago the VILLANOVAN
puts forth this week an all-oppon-

ent team. Since the Sports Staff

was unable to witness every contest

In which the Wildcats were en-

gaged this year, the Editor devised

the idea of asking the members of

the football squad who were the

best, in their opinion, against whom
they played during the season.

Twenty members of the football

squad were interviewed as to whom
they would chose for certain posi-

tions. Thus the team was made up
of consensus of opinion of men who
were in a position to Judge an op-
ponent's ability better than any
man In the stands.

Boston College has the largest

number of representatives on the
first team totaling three. Duke and
Detroit and Georgetown are tied

for second, rating two men each.
When asked why each man was

picked, the football men were en-
thusiastic in their praise of the op-
ponent in question.
The position of right end awarded

to Hackett, one of the Detroit
Titans. He was placed on the first

team because he was "very good
offensively, fast under punts, a good
pass receiver."

E. Katallnas, of Georgetown, who

this year. He was "rugged in de-
fense, offensively fair, but made up
for this with aggressiveness."

Right guard was awarded to

Dowses, of Boston College. Downes
is a center, but he was shifted to

guard order to give place to Adkins
of Duke for center. On account of

Downes' all around ability he could
not possibly be left ofif the first

team, according to the football men.
Adkins, of Duke, cinched the cen-

ter position. He was "all over the
field, an exceptionally good man

—

best man the Wildcats ran up
against all season.''

The only Temple man to make
the first team was Kllnger, left

tackle. His football abilities are
"good, big, agressive and gives the
man against his sixty minutes of

tough footbal."

The other Georgetown man to

rate a position goes under the name
of Dubofsky, left guard. His at-
tributes were summed up as being
of "all American calibre."

DeVenutl, left end, of Boston Col-
lege, was chosen because he was ex-
ceptionally clever on the defense

—

nothing got around him."
The quarter back position was

awarded to Parsacca, of Detroit, be-
cause of his field generalship,
which \Vas the best witnessed by

Milne and Edwards
On Miller's Team

Several days ago a few of the
metropolitan dallies put forth, for
the approval of their readers. All
Eastern teams. For the first time
in many years Vlllanova failed to
rate a representative some where
on the list. But this year a Wild-
cat name is not to be found even
among the honorable mention
group. Among those who made the
first team was the famous Hlnkle
of Bucknell who didn't get very
far when he ran up against the
Cats in Scranton not so long ago.
Although the Felines failed to

make the grade on an All Eastern
team, two members of the squad
made the All Opponent eleven
composed by Heinle Miller, coach
of the Temple Owls. The two
Vlllanovans placed on that team
are Edwards and Milne.
Coach Carl Snavely, mentor of

the Bucknell Bisons from Lewls-
burg also exhibited to all the
world his All-Opponent aggrega-
tion. On thLs team Vlllanova was
given two berths In the persons of
Tom Edwards and Ted Casey.

It will be remembered that at
Scranton Ted Casey played his
best game of the seaaoo.

was awarded a place on last yecur's the players all season also because
team, has also been picked again

|

(Continued on page five)

ALL OPPONENT FIRST TEAM
Right End Hackett Detroit

Right tackle E. Katalinas Georgetown
Right guard Downes Boston College

Center Adkins Duke
Left guard Dubofsky Georgetown
Left tackle Klinger Temple
Left end DeVenuti Boston College

Quarterback Parsaca Detroit

Left halfback Hinkle Bucknell
Right halfback . . . Chesnulovitch . Boston College

Fullback Brewer . . *>*..:. . . . Duke

SECOND TEAM
Right end Hudson Georgetown
Right tackle Metras Detroit
Right guard Horton Duke
Center Farina Bucknell
Left guard Santinello Gettysburg
Left tackle Nied Bucknell
L«ft end Gudd Temple
Quarterback Dallarie Loyola
Left half back Mezza Bucknell
Right half back Zahnow Temple
J^^^ck KeUy Boston College

The proteges of "Ding" DriscoU,

better known as the Junior Var-
sity, completed their first season at
Vlllanova with the record of two
victories and two defeats, in four
games played.

This record shows up very well,

considering the players lack of ex-
perience, the toll taken by Injuries,

and various other misfortunes,
which befell the team during the
season.

It must also be considered that
the Jayvees opponents, were of a
very high calibre, and to break
even with such a difficult schedule
Is a feat in itself.

The Junior Varsity staged its

initial fray of the season against
Tom Conley's La Salle eleven,
down at the stadium. Greater ex-
perience was shown by the La Salle
eleven, and they won by the score
of 20 to 0.

The Jayvees next encountered
the Princeton Junior Varsity, at
Princeton, and snatched a 6 to
victory, via the aerial route. A for-

ward pass from Hurlburt to Adel-
man, occurring in the last quarter,
proved to be the only winning
score of the game.
Too much "Trout" was the an-

swer for the Jayvees defeat at the
hands of the Penn Junior Varsity.

The final score was 25 to 0, with
the aforementioned player playing
a prominent part in the downfall
of Driscoll's minions.
A victory in the next game

would mean a successful season,

so, the Junior Varsity, In order to

make that realization a fact, Jour-
neyed to Oermantown and defeated
the Oermantown Boys Club, by the
score of 40 to 0. The Jayvees
looked exceptionally well In this

game, making use of a powerful
running attack, and a fine aerial

offense to account for victory.

Freshmen Play
Practice Games

The Prosh basketball teams open-
ing game scheduled for last week
with the Oermantown Boys Club
was cancelled upon the request of
the Boys Club.
As the Boys Club football team

was unsuccessful in Its games with
college football teams this season,
the management has canceled all
basket ball games with colleee
teams.
However, the Kittens are not

suffering from inaction as the
Lower Merlon quintet was met in
a practice game yesterday. On
this Thursday the Radnor High
team will be encountered In
another practice game at Lower
Merlon. Last season Lower Mer-
lon was nmner-up for the state
crown.

The game with Georgetown on
November 21 wound up the Wild-
cat grid season for 1931. Looking
back over the schedule it will be
noted that the Blue and White won
4 games, lost 3, and tied 2. This
record is somewhat better than last

year's of five wins and five defeats,

although in 1930 the program was
tougher being composed of such
teams as Washington State and N.
Y. U.
However, this year's squad was

made up of a large number of
sophomores who had yet to be in-
itiated into varsity competition. All
things considered, Vlllanova might
be said to have had a fair season;
only fair because we lost to Tem-
ple, though they were about due
after four years.
On September 26 the Wildcats

of>ened their season against the
Greyhounds of Loyola from Balti-
more. It was a dull day and the
field was muddy from recent rains.

Due to the weather the stands were
only partly filled and when the fin-

al whistle blew the score totaled 32
for Vlllanova and for Loyola.
The next Saturday dawned clear

and cool. That afternoon about
11.000 people crowded into the sta-
dium to see the Felines do battle
with the Bullets of Gettysburg. The
Wildcats had a score to settle with
the Battlefield Boys and they set-
tled it. Gettysburg played hard and
fast football, but so did Vlllanova
and when the game was over the
Bullets went home with the short
end of a 13 to 6 score.
The following week-end saw the

Wildcats in action far to the south;
in Durham, North Carolina, to be
exact. On that day the Cats suffer-
ed the first reverse of the season,
and worst. For some reason the
team did not play up to par and the
proteges of Wallace Wade came thru
with an 18-0 win. It was In this
game with Duke that Captain Ko-
bills was hurt so badly that he was
out for practically the rest of the
season.
On October 17, smarting imder

the recent humiliation received at
the hands of Duke, the Wildcats
trimmed a strong Boston College
eleven at Fenway park situated in
the "Athens of America," better
known as Boston or Beantown. Af-
ter playing a languid first half, the
Felines came back in the third per-
iod to score two touchdowns. One
of these was made by Bill Cava-
naugh who ran back a punt from
the fifty yard line to a tally. The
final score of that fray was 12 to 6
in favor of Vlllanova.
The University of Baltimore was

the next victim of the Wildcat on-
slaughts. The game was played at
the stadium and the Cats over-
whelmed the Southerners by a 61 to
6 score. The second and third team
played most of the game.
Most of Vlllanova spent Halloween

in Scranton. On that day the Blue
and White staged their annual
battle with the Bisons of Bucknell.
It was one of the best games the
Cats played all season. The contest
was played on a muddy field and
throughout the afternoon there were
Intermlttant showers, this slowed
the Wildcats up considerably. The
two teams were pretty evenly
matched, however, and the game
ended in a scoreless tie.

The second defeat of the season
was suffered on November 7. On
that afternoon 33,000 fans Jammed
the Temple Stadium to see the
battle between the traditional riv-
als. The Wildcats scored early m
the game. Later in the first quar-
ter the Owls also scored, but failed
to get the extra point. Throughout
the game the Felines managed to
hold their slim lead of one point,
but in the fhial period the red clad
Templemen pushed over the win-
ning touchdown. The final score was
13-7 in favor of the Temple Owls.
The next week the Wildcats Jour-

neyed into the mid-west to meet
the Titans of the University of De-
troit. Once again the Felines play-
ed on a muddy field. The game
ended In a scoreless tie. The one
outstanding feature of the contest
was the exceptionally good pimting
of Johnny Brloe.

The 1931 season came to a close
on November 21 when the Cats met
Georgetown at the stadium. George-
town scored two touchdowns in the
first half and maintained their lead
till the final whlsUe blew. In the
second half the WUdcats displayed
real fight and scored one touchdown,
but were unable to repeat the pro-
cess, though as the game ended
VUlanova was on Georgetown's 11

(CenittiiMd on page Of)
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Dick Hickey Chosen to Lead
Page Five

Wildcats in 1932
OUR PREDICTION- Six Grid GanicsHOW GOOD WERE THEY?

vjaiii^a

Booked For '32All the shouting is over now. and
no more will the patient readers
of the VILLANOVAN be forced to
read the predictions of this old
master of the prognosticating art,
nor to wonder why In the name of
common sense he picked the teams
he did.

After three years of selecting the ^'
victorious team five days in ad-
vance, your author is putting away
his typewriter, and if next year
there are predictions, good or bad,
in these pages, the sin cannot be
placed on his soul.

This year (and read carefully,
my admirers) we picked 153 win-
ners, 38 losers, and 17 games end-
ed in ties. The average of this de-
partment, if you figure a tie as a
less, is .736, and if you take the
figures, according to the usual
newspaper proceedure, disregarding
deadlocks, then 153 wins and 38
losses give us the average of .801.

Compliments are now in order,
and because the editor has sent
nobody around to interview us
and ask us how we did it, then
we'll explain. You see, we realiz-
ed, in our own inimitable manner,
that this was to be a season of up-
sets, so every Sunday night we
would select the teams we thought
most of the experts would not

—

and see how successful we were.
Incidentally, here is our records

since the last issue:

Thanksgiving Day—Winners, 6;
Losers, 1; tied 2.

November 28—Winners, 5; Losers,
4; Tied, 0.

December 5—Winners, 1; Losers, 1;
Tied 0.

Season's Record—Winners, 153;
Losers, 38; ties, 17.

Cats To Open Season

Fall Against

Ursinus

Next

Y. U. ON SCHEDULE

New England Tackle
Elected to Captain

Next Year's Team

Grid Attendance

Shows Decrease

THRILLS IN FOOTBALL
INCREASE DEATH RATE

Although no official announce-
ment has been made yet of the
1932 football schedule, it is under-
stood that six games have already I

been definitely booked with three
others still pending. '

The completed schedule will
probably be announced during the
Christmas holidays.

It is known that Urslnus will

be the opening foe for Dick
Rickey's eleven next fall, with
Gettysburg, Boston College Buck-
nell, New York University and
Temple also on the roster.

The game with the Bisons next
fall will be played on October 20
at either Scranton or Vlllanova',

As both teams are belived to be
adverse to returning to the Lacka-
wanna County metropolis, ahome-
and-home series may be begun
next fall.

The N.Y.U. and Bee-See games
will most likely be played in New
York and at Boston respectivey.

Captain-elect Hails From Everett, Mass., and Was Mainstay
on This Year's Team

TWENTY-FIVE MEN RECEIVE VARSITY LETTERS

Varsity Has
Fair Season

(Continued from page four)

yard line. But the Cats lost the
game 13 to 7. For the few minutes
that he was in the game, Joe York
displayed ability as a ball carrier.

"Whltey" Randour also was an out-
standing man In the Vlllanova back-
field.

The number of points rolled up by
the big White and Blue team to-

taled 131.

In recapitulation we will give the
schedule with score in brief form.

Vlllanova 32, Loyola (Baltimore)
Vlllanova 13, Gettysburg 6.

Vlllanova 0, Duke 18.

Vlllanova 12, Boston College 6.

Vlllanova 61, U. of Baltimore 6.

Vlllanova 0, Bucknell 0.

Vlllanova 7, Temple 13.

Vlllanova 0, Detroit 0.

Vlllanova 6, Georgetown 13.

All-Opponents as
Selected By Squad

(Continued from page four)

No explanation is necessary for

of his ability to run back punts,
the placing of the famous Clark
Hinkle, at left halfback.

Chesnulovitch, right halfback, of

Boston College, won a place among
the elect because he was the "hard-
est running back met all season.

He was also good on his defensive
play."

Fullback went to Capt. Brewer, of

the Duke Blue Devils. His line

plunging was out of the ordinary
and he also possessed the ability to

punt with either foot, which is quite

an accomplishment.

KICKS 2425 YDS.
Official statistics show Jack

Grossman, Rutgers foot ball star,

kicked 2,425 yards this season.
He gained 866 yards from scrim-
mage and added 415 yards on
runbacks of punts and kickoffs

for a total of 1,281 yards. His
successful passing totaled 274
yards.

He scored 12 touchdowns and
one point after touchdowti for a
scoring total of 73 points.

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

[oME FOR CHRISTMAS—what COuld

be better ! Nothing, of course,

except more of it and oftener.

Then why wait for holidays to visit Mother

and Dad ? Reach them tonight by telephone

— it's next best to seeing them.

Thousands of college men "go home" each

week by telephone. That's one date they'd

never cut! Try it yourself— you'll soon see

why. For a lasting pleasure you can't beat a

"voice visit." And if it gives you a kick, think

of the thrill it gives the home-folks 1

At a meeting of the twenty-five

football men on Monday afternoon,
Richard Hickey of the class of

1933 was elected for next season.

Hickey halls from Everett, Mass.,

and was acting captain in the
Boston College game this season.

In this game his inspired playing
had much to do with the Wildcat
victory. He has been a mainstay
of the team at tackle for the past
two seasons raising havoc in the
opponents backfield with his de-
termined fight.

Marty Gezzer, regular center,
was runner-up in the voting for

the captaincy. Although no. offi-

cial reason was given, this season's
captain, Ed KoblUs, was not
awarded a letter. Captain Kobilis
received an injury in the Duke
game which kept him out of action
for the remainder of the season.
This year only five letter men,

Including Manager Finn, will be
lost to the team by graduation.
They are Tom Edwards, Mike
Terry, Vic Deladrida. and Bruno
Conti. This leaves Coach Stuhl-
dreher a nucleus of twenty letter-

men for next season's squad.
As yet, the appointment of a

manager to succeed James Firm
has not been announced by Coach
Stuhldreher.
Those rewarded for their efforts

with letters are as follows: Man-
ager James Finn, captain-elect

Hickey; ends, John Brice, Mike
Terry, Tom O'Donnell, Vic Dela-
brida; tackles, Tom Edwards, Bob
Rosen, Charles Brodnlcki; guards,
Bruno Contl. Jim Milne, Ted Ven-
tura, Zizac; centers. Mart Gezzer,
Chlnky Carr; quarter-backs. Bill

Cavanaugh, Al Trosky, George
Golden; half backs, Ted Casey,
George Randour, Ed Donahue, Joe
York, full backs, Paul Beaudlne,
Dom Marrion, Bill Potts.

Associate Manager Louie Dart
received a minor 'V.'

Captain-elect

John W. Helsman, one of those
stalwarts who pioneered football

N. Y. U. Shows Biggest In-I*"** ^^s lived to see It flourish be-
yond his fondest hopes, has a

crease. Army on Par With
Last Year

DROP IN CUSTOMERS
College football attendance on

the basis of nation-wide reports
declined about 10 per cent for the
1931 season as compared with last
year, despite evidence of its con-
tinued great popularity.
The falling off was widespread

and accompanied
sharper decline in

ready explanation for the mount-
Inging score of serious injury and
death attached to the game.

It is. the gray-haired mentor be-
lieves, the direct result of the in-
creasing demand among the coun-
try's sport fans for fiercer action,
the generation's insatiable desire
for more and better thrills. The
coaches and the players, he told
the Associated Press today, only
are trying to supply the demand.
Coach in his more strenuous

by an even j
days at a half dozen leading uni-

gate receipts, versltles and the originator of some
where the reduction of admission of football's finest strategies, he is

was a factor, but plenty of testi- mentioned on the list as mentor tf
mony is at hand that the sporting reside as athletic director of the
public still loves a winner and will, downtown athletic club of New
pay to see one. lYork. Football, though still is

Championship teams such as uppt^rmost in his mind, he retained
Tulane and the University of Utah, a genuine love for the game,
showed substantial increases in the' "This talk about curbing football
drawing power over 1930. Tennesee because it has been marked by
reported a 20 per cent Increase In some 25 or thirty deaths this sea-
attendance. Harvard and Ohio son is foolish," he declared. "It's
State showed slight gains. just like suggesting that we Junk
The University of California, all the automobiles because they

I

definitely on the upgrade, showed have killed a lot of people. We
a considerable Increase. wouldn't do without automobiles
Southern California probably will and the colleges couldn't do without

show a substantial increase when i
football,

its long season is completed.
i "if the American people really

New York University reported are alarmed about football's death
the biggest Increase In attendance toll, they have only themselves to
of any college or university in the blame. It is their lust for hard,
country, a gain of about 72,000 dangerous action that has created
customers or 32 percent based on; the situation. They, in turn, have
figures for this year and for last been abetted by the coaches. Real-

^^Kt^' V lizing they must produce, theN Y. U.'s showing In the face coaches have learned to whip their
of disappointments on the field of players into a frenzy before the
play, testified to its unusual draw- 'game and send them into action
mg power under Chick Meehan's fired up to the limit. The success-
regime.

Jful coach nowadays must first be

CAPTAIN DICK

Football Insurance
Tried By Schools

Without Success

F. G. Menke, I. N. S. Sports Editor,
Suggests Insurance for Col-

lege Football Players

STUHLDREHER GIVES OPINION

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8JO P. M. and take ad-

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c)

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather

than a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone nun^
ber. If you like, charges can be reversed.

No. 4

The following article was written
by Arthur B. Donegan, a writer for
the International News Service. It
is concerned with the rather novel,
and yet practical idea of insurance
for the college gridiron warrior.
Widespread approval was regis-

tered today by athletic directors and
ofBclals of Pennsylvania colleges
and universities of the suggestion of
Frank O. Menke, International News
Service sports editor, to Insure col-
lege grid men against crippling in-
Jury or death on the field.

But, while looking favorably on
there would be considerable dlih-
the plan, athletic heads indicated
culty in putting it into effect. And
at least two Pennsylvania schools
disclosed that they had already at-
tempted to obtain such insurance
for their football squads.

Rates Dubious
Chief difficulty in the way of such

a safeguard, a statewide survey of
major schools in Permsylvanla indi-
cated, is getting insurance compan-
ies to write policies of the desired
type at reasonable premium rates—
and checkup of Insurance coijipanies
Indicated officials felt the same way.
The two schools revealing they

had already tried to get accident in-
surance on their grldders—Carnegie
Tech and Duquesne University—
both expressed doubt that it could
be gotten from desirable compan-
ies.

"You can't do it," was the flat
declaration of Elmer Layden, famed
Notre Dame back, member of the
"Four Horsemen," and now athletic
director at Duquesne. "Pour or five
years ago we tried to get accident
Insurance for our boys. But we
found the old line, conservative
companies had no policies covering
such situations, and we could get
protection such as we wanted only
by paying exorbiant premiums. The
idea is good, but It is very doubtful
whether it can be worked out."
Layden disclosed, however, that

Duquesne's players will be Insured
in their benefit clash with Carnegie
Tech here next Saturday. It was
one of the conditions laid down by
Duquesne officials when the game
was arranged.

Sklbos Make Attempt
Clarence Overend, graduate ath-

letic manager at Carnegie Tech, dis-
closed the Sklbo school had also at-
tempted to obtain accident insiu-
ance on football players some years
ago. And, like Duquesne, officials
found the only insurance available

had no comment on the insurance
suggestion.

Attitude of other major Pennsyl-
vania schools is siunmed up as fol-

I lows:

Snavely Says
Carl Snavely, Bucknell coach: "At

first glance, the scheme seems to
have favorable featiu^s. We have
never had a serious accident at
Bucknell."

Dr. J. H. Morgan, Dickinson: "It
Is decidedly a new idea, but I
should have to give it careful con-
sideration before commenting."

Dr. Ralph D. Hetzel, president,
Penn State: "A good thing that
logically might be carried too far."

Officials at Penn State, as as Car-
negie, indicated such action might
open up the question of insuring all

sport participants.

Stahldreher's Opinion
Harry Stuhldreher, Vlllanova

coach and also a member of the
famed "Four Horsemen," of Notre
Dame: "We haven't any serious In-

juries or fatalities at Vlllanova. In
fact, we find more students are in-

jured walking on the streets than
in playing football. Players who
really need protection are the sand-
lot players, who have only brief

practice sessions are not in proper
condition and haven't proper equip-
ment."

Declines in attendance and gate an orator, then a football stateglst.
receipts in many cases appeared

(

"Any time twenty-two perfectly
closely related to poor competitive 'conditioned, powerful athletes come
seasons, as well as to general busl- {together in a game fundamentally
ness conditions. A contrast was rough, there are bound to be in-
furnished last Saturday. Despite a |

Juries. Send those same twenty-
snowstorm, 82,000 people jammed 1

two out there in a high emotional
the Yankee Stadium in New York state, determined to tackle and
to see the Army-Notre Dame block and run with every ounce of
struggle while barely 38,000 shiver- savagery in their system and there
ed in the Yale bowl to watch old Is likely to be something worse.
Ell trounce the Princeton Tigers. When two locomotives crash at
Georgia Tech, in something of high speed, something is siure to

an off-year experienced a 40 per-
cent falling off at the gate. Illini

STATIC
from
S-O-L

indicated a 30 percent decline.
Minnesota, Michigan, and Iowa re-
ported decreases ranging from 2 to
12 percent. As a whole the big ten
fell off about 15 percent in attend-
ance.

Official figures are not yet forth-
coming from Yale, Perm and
Princeton, but all have experienced
a falling off despite nearness to
the big centers of population.
West Point's record as a draw-

ing card is aboit on a par with
last year.

Colleges which have declined to
give either their figures on attend-
ance or receipts included Columbia,
Dartmouth Georgia and Rice.

come loose."

Somebody had suggested that
the modem, open style of play
was more conducive to Injvuy than
the old mass play, with its flying

wedges and center bucks; that
there was more danger in the
smashing collisions between indi-

viduals than in the wholesale pile-

ups of another day.
"Don't let them tell you that,"

Heisman exploded. "Why, we kill-

ed them outright in the old days.

It got so bad at one time that even
the game's leaders were worried for
its future. If we still were play-
ing without forward passes and
laterals and other modem features,

the Sunday papers would carry a
casualty list a foot long."

Today it is our pleasure to intro-
duce to you Mr. George Jacobs,
erstwhile mentor of the unde-
feated Freshman football team,
and now coach of the Varsity
basketball team. He will give you
first hand information on the
prospects of the quintet for the
coming season. "Doc," like Gil
Dobie, is usually pessimistic, but
you saw what Cornell did to Penn,
so if "Doc" says we are going to
have a fair team, you can be sure
that he has a crack combination.

—V—
Prom last year's squad I have

Joe Czeslck. Bill Tracy, Metro Wes-
ton, "Lefty" Reltz, and Nick La-
Corte. Tom Edwards will join the
squad next week.

—V—
Despite the wealth of veterans,

it looks like most of the positions
will be filled by members of last

year's Freshman club. Among them
are Brockmeyer, Lynch, McFeely,
Prucha, Finn and Hurley.

—V—
'Whitey" Czeslck has been among

the high scorers for the past two
years and he should play the best
ball of his career this season. He
is a fine leader and should get
the most out of the boys.

—V—
Weston, with a year's Varsity ex-

perience, which has settled his
playing, will be a valuable man
this season. What he lacks in size,

he makees up with a fine eye for
the basket.

_V—
Bill Tracy has been coming along

fast since his sophomore 3^ear. and
should be a big asset toward
steadying the team, and thus aid-
ing the new men.

—V—
"Lefty" Reltz improved very

rapidly at the end of last season.

THE SHORT LINE
From the Campus to Your Home

Special Student Prices

Albany ..,.,

Boston ..;

New York
Lawrence
Haverhill .

.(.,,. * r ft > «>• I

$5.75

4.50

1.75

5.75

6.00

Wilkes Barre $3.75

Scranton .<,..........,..,. 3.75

Washington ;;.........;.. 3.50

Trenton ...,...,,..... .75

Brockton .:........;...,. 5.25

Buses from Campus direct to New York, Boston

; . .! : Information — Tickets "

If. d. ditchy
FEDIGAN - ROOM 313

J. F. HICKEY
QUANT. LAB. - 411 MENDEL

Ride The Short Line

would cost •um-easonable premiums"
i

-^,/ J,-^,'- ^-„*J ^J^^^Z?
are forward candidates.

and was not strictly satisfactory.
"If the Idea could be worked out."

Overend said, "we would be in favor
of It. There is a possibility, how-
ever, that insuring football men
against crlppillng and injury would
lead ultimately to necessity of in-
suring men parUcipatlng in all

sports, and to students injured In
laboratory work—and none of them
now can obtain accident or com-
pensation insurance."
In the aljsence of W. Eton HarrLson.

director of athletics at the Unlvers-

—V—
In Prucha and Finn. I have two

centers who. although Sophomores,
fill the pivot position very capably.
I believe that they will make
names for themselves before they
graduate.

—V—
Tom Edwards Is taking a rest

after the strenuous football season,

and when he reports hr will be
shifted to guard Instead of center.

Ity of Pittsburgh, Pitt authorities his former posiUon

CRACK
GOES THE PRICE OF
CRAWFORD

($22.50)

CLOTHES
NOW

Sale

Price

Limited

Time
Only

$18.75
See Them at

Mendel
HaU
Each

Thursday

THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES
WITH $40 FABRICS$40 TAILORTNG-$40 STYLE

1225 MARKET STREET
38 SOUTH 69th STREET



All Opponenl Team Picked By Members of Grid Squad

jA Word
j

j
Of Thanks

|

1: .:At Least
j

Jimior \ arsitv ami ]'>0

SoiiM' RrwJinI

II).

VILL VAN
F00TBA1.L

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL

•'.Ffi'sh Mom a tour of the higli-

. 'vays aiui bywuys of the Villaiiova

ratiiptis \v»' have coiiU' to t.l,u> con-

clusion tliat till" Junior Vansity and
150- lb football t'lpvons sfiould re-

ct'ivt' a bit of consideration for

their heroic iictions during the , rer

cfiit gridiron season.

From the latest roports these

elevens did not receive the lea.st

iota of appreciation from the

"powers that be Is it not unfair to

the playf'rs on these elevens who
aft'M- faithfully and industriously

" lent theniselve.s to embrace Mother
Far'h dav after' dav should in the

end be u^iven v.o recoMMition?

Now. it i.s not the intention

of this writer to s'ai - \\!iat inanner

of appreciation these elevens

should receive, but iiieKely to .set

forth fiiat an iniustic;* Is befn'>

done. For. far be it for us to pro-

claim to the wide world that such
a. word a.s injustice' exists. In a'l

the aniial.s of Villanova fair-mind-
ed men and true have had the say
'usin'.'. the vernacular' in Villanova

afTairs. and we can truthfully as-

sert that Villanova still has such
inen. But. '•' ;ill frankne.ss, .should

not the servieees of the above
nvntioned elevens be appreciated?

For a proup of younc men with-
ou* any inducement whatever and
o'llv a love of plavinri football and
n bit of school spirit behind them
to appear at i)racti''es deserves

•oni'' eoinmencidation. T'hose bovs
threw tliem.selves into their work
w'th the characteristic Villanova

enthusiasm and persevered even
when defeat dampened their ardor.

Tt must .
be remciVv^d that this

was the first sea.son that two such
teams carried the criors of Villa-

"ova to 'ilieii ncids. '"houTh many
of the players on both elevens had
po* played tthe 'rame for several

Vf^ars. and in some ca.ses never
handled a pigskin, they neverthe-
less .showed grit and as 'the sea.son

progressed gradually returned to

form.

Here is one in.stanceWhich bears
forth the truth of this statement.
The Junior Varsity eleven in its

finale of the season entered the
game on even odds, but at the
conclusion of the fray showed that
it was by far the superior team,
trouncing its opponents to the
tune of 40-0 The team had
finally come into its own and
v:v!d iia\i' bocU'd ill to any otUer
oppononts. ;

. >.; ••' ./•• .•';;•'

.'\c;^ord:n3; to the latest 'dope'

hoth of these elevens will be reor-

^ani/ed r.ixt yiar. Does it not.

however, stand to reason that if

the ellorts of this years teams go
by unnoticed very lew candidates
will turn out? It is but natural
that after a man pei-forms a certain
labor he seeks .somi' reward, even
hough it be a word ol thanks.

DKCIMUKH H. I<>;U Page Four

Varsity Football Season Reviewed

leading It'll to riKtii: t> uonnell, iiitKey, itiiiiit', uezxer, Ventura, ».m.»«.u.», >jt«cc u«4t.»a, v.avuiuuKii. JJuuuuue, FotUi. Uaiiuour.

Courttnen Will

Try to Oust

Gotham Jinx

Vlanauer (irillin Arranges

Allrattive Schedule of

1() (lames

)I»EN IN NEW YORK

Football Men Convene
And Select Members
Of All-Opponent Team

Jayvees End
Season With
Good Record

Ho^lon (iollcfir l{al«'s Tlirei' Mm on Kirsl I'rain. Wliile

l)iik«*. I)rln»il and (M'«»r}i«i«»\Mi na\«' Two Earh

Now that liie grid .season is over
f r anotlier year and the uniforms
a:;d etiuipii:ent have been returned
to the trunks for another sojourn
among the moth balls, the open
.'•eason for all this and that teams
has begun. Nearly every news-
paper, magazine and periodical
pu:s forth its All AnnTican. All-
State, All Eastern or Western or
whatever tlie casp may be. teams.

fn the past years the VILLA-
NOVAN has publislied wluit it

eoii.^iiii rs tt) bv an All Opponent
iiani, and this year is no exception, i

111 ahdtlier pan of this paper will
I.I Idiind our .selections which have
h.cii |)kketi by eompeteiu judges.

Vcij may agree or you may dis-
amci with our cho.sen few. but
th( 11 every one has a right to hLs
Own opinion If you happen to
have a team picket out and you
ihink It bettei than ours, just .send
It ni lor inspection and if you can
eoiiv;nee us. then wc will gladly
set forth before the whole world
your choice.

Not so long ago there was quite
a bit of di.scu.ssion in newspaiiers
and * Isewhrre concerning a certain
adjt'ctive a certain radio announc-

Tn the past three years, there

has sprung up a tradition that Vil-

lanova teams cannot win a contest

in New York Iluring this jieriod

ba.seball. liasketlwU, tennis

even, the football clUb were all|«'»' ^p«^'"

turned back. • .. '.

IIINM.i; WINS IM.XCi: I O H T II I H I) T I M E

Dri.scoll-Cojiched Eleven Win
Two of Four Games

On Schedule

PRINCETON DEFEATED

The ijroieges of "Ding" Driscoll.

b(«tter known as the Junior Var-
sity, completed their first .season atFollowiiiK a precedent .started this year He was 'rugged in de

^_ three .vears ago the VILLANOVAN
|

tense. ofTensively fair, but made up
|
viiianova' with the record of two

andil»'ts forth this week an all-oppon- for this with aggressiveness." \ietori<s and two defeats, in four

lent team. Since the Sport,s Staff; Right guard was awarded to

was unable to witness every contest Downes. of Boston College. Uownes

in which the Wildcats were en- '
is a center, but he was shifted to]

But r^oc' Jacobs, coach of the
;

gaged this year, the Editor devLsed guard order to give place to Adkins!
pj,|.|^,|^^^

Varsity IjaskeU^Ms. ha.> promised to the idea of asking the members ol of Duke for center. On account of

waylay this jinx during tlie coming
| the football .squad who were the

j

Downes' all around ability he could

ba.sketball .season. And i)v some i best, in their opinion, against whom not possibly be left off the flnst

they played during the season.
|

team, according to the fwtball men.

Twenty members of the football Adkins. of Duke, cinched the cen-

squad were interviewed as to whom ler ptxsition. He was "all over the

they would chose for certain posi- field, an exceptionally good man- -

tions. Thus the team was made up
I
best man the Wildcats ran up

of consensus of opinion of men who' against all sea.son
'

tr».vv
^^""^ '" ^ position to judge an op-

1 q^^,, („,ij. Temple man to make untial frav of the season against
:!: ponenfs ability better than any N^e first team was Klinger, left! Tom Conley's La Salle eleven,

man in the stands.
|
tackle. His football abilities are down at the stadium. Greater ex-

Baston College has the largest
; "good, big, agrcssive and gives thejperience was .sliown by tho La Salle

number of representatives on the
j

man against his sixty minutes of eleven, and they won by the score
lirst team totaling three. Duke and tough footbal." jof 20 to 0.

IDetroit and Georgetown are tied The other Georgetown man to. The Jayvee.s next encountered
rale a ijosition goes under the name 'the Princeton Junior Varsity, at

of Dubofsky. left guard. His at- Princeton, and snatched a 6 to

tributes were summed up as being! victory, via the aerial route. A for-

of "all American calibre."
j

ward pass from Hurlburt to Adel-

DoVenuti. left end, of Bo.ston Col- 1 man. occurring in the last quarter.

The position of right end awarded I lege, was chosen because he was ex- proved to be the only winning
to Hackett, one of the Detroit I ceptionally clever on the defense— [score of the game.

^j.jp j

Titans. He was placed on the first nothing got around hlni." Too much "Trouf was the an-

j,^
I team because he was "very good, The quarter back position was'swer for the Jayvees defeat at the

le.w or other, he should do it. for

he leads his i)roteges no less than
six times to Gotham territory.

Tlie curtain raiser for the court-

men is r>cember Illh, when they
meet the 107th Regiment in New
York. The other Broadway
include jianics with Manhattan
New York A C. Br(K)klyn K of C,
Montclalr A. C. and St. Johns of

Brooklyn.

Other trips which manager John-
ny Griffin has arranged are games
in Washington witli Catholic Uni-
versitv and George Washington Col-
lege. Lehigh and Bethlehem, andl "-husiastic in their praise of the op

liut-ci.s at NewBrunskick Temple ' ponent in question

will l)e played both in town and at

our- new gymna.sium.

Tlie first opportunity for

games played.

This record sh«)ws up very well,

fonsidering the players lack of ex-
the toll taken by injuries,

and various other misfortunes,

which ijefell the tram during the
.sea.son.

It must al.so be considered that
the Jayvees ojiponents. were of a
very high calibre, and to break
even with sucli a difficult .schedule

is a feat in itself.

The Junior Varsity .staged its

for second, rating two men each.

When asked why each man was
picked, the football men were en-

I.

action will be on January
the Owls are met in Phillv while

er u.sed to express the playing of a I the lir.st home game is with Ursinus
certain quarterback on the Har-
vard team. Now another radio
speaker seems to have gotten him-
self into trouble becau.se he re-
marked that th«' Boston College-
Holy Cross game svas a "racket."
Airangemeiits for the game were
changed .so that th*. receipts real-
ized from the game would go for
the beneJit of the unemployed. For
.some reason th«> plan duin't work
out as they expected and as a re-
sult liie two colleges didji't liave
much money to donate after ex-
pelj.ses were paid. <

,

•'

Pirhap.s n would save the.se
broadca.Mers much lime and money
and trouble Jf they would ihtink
twic«- before they say anything
which they can't prove.

Since this present l.ssue is the last
one to be printed before Christ m.us
the Sport.s Stafi Uikes this oppor-
lunity u> wLsh the readers of the
VILLANOVAN a very Merry Chrisl-
mas and b<'st wishes ff)r the comin
year
And by the way, all you boy« whc/

live In and around New York ough*
to make it a point u> see one of
the basketball games in which the
Wildcats will be engaged during the
holidays.
Doc Jacobs minions play m Goth-

am on December 11. 19. and Ui
Brooklyn at the BrcKiklvn K ol C
on December 23.

Tills will be on February 6.

aforementioned player playing
part in the downfall
minions.

^

opportunity .«. — ,. , ^ . ,»,, . . ..,

indents to see the Virsitv five in '**'" because he was "very good, The quarter back position
' \ J

I offensively, fast under punts, a go<Ki awarded to Par.sacca, of Detroit, be- 1
hands of the Penn Junior Varsity,

pass receiver." cau.se of his held generalship. The final score was 25 to 0. with

E. Katalinas, of Georgetown, who which was the best witnessed by the

was awarded a place on last year's the players all .season also becau.se a prominent

team, has also been picked again (rontlniHMl on page five) of Dri.scoH's

A victory in the next game
would mean a successful s<»ason.

.so. the Junior Varsity, in order to

make that realization a fact, jour-

neyed to Germantown and defeated

the Germantown Boys Club, by the

.score of 40 to 0. The Jayvees
looked exceptionally well in this

game, making u.se of a powerful
running attack, and a fine aerial

offense to account for victory.

Milnf a»id Edwards
On Miller's Te:^iP

Several days ago a few of the
metropolitan dailies put forth, for
the approval of their readers, All
EastJMii teams. For the first time
in many years Villanova failed to
rate a representative .some where
on the li.st. But this year a Wild-
cat name is not to be found even
among tlie honorable mention
group Among those who made the
first team i^iis the famous Hinkle
of Biicknell who didn't get very
far when he ran up against the
Cats in S^Tanton not .so long ago
Although the Felines failed to

make the grade on an All Eastern
team, two memlx-rs of the squad
made the All Opponent eleven
composed hV H«'inie Miller, coach
of the 'Temple Owls. The two
Villanovans placed on that team
are Edwards and Milne
Coach Carl Suavely, mentor of

the Bucknell Bl.sons from Iicwls-
burg al.sf> exhibited to all the
world his All -Opponent aggrega-
tion On this t^'am Villanova wa.s
L'lven two berths in the persons of
Tom Edwards and Ted Casey

It will be remembered tliat at
Seranton Ted Casey played his
best game of the season.

ALL Ol'POiNLNT FIHST TKAM
KiKht End Hackett

Uijfhl tackle E. Katalinas

Right guard ........ Downe.s .

('enter Adkin.s .

Left guard Dubofsky
Left tackle Klinger .

Ix'fl end DcVenuti
,

(iuaiterhack

Left halfback

Detroit

. . . Georgetown
. Boston College

Duke
. . . (Jeorgetown

. ...... Temple
. Boston College

I'ar.saca Detroit

. Hinkle Bucknell

Boston College

Duke
kight halfback . . . ("hrsmilovitch

I'ullback Brewer . .

SF,(;UM)Tlv\M
Right end Hudson (Jeorgetown

Right tackle Metras Detroit

Right guard . Horton Duke
(enter Karina Bucknell

U'ft guard .Santinelln C.ettysburg

I^'ft tackle Nied Bucknell
I'«'lt end Cudd Temple
Quarterback Dallarie Loyola
U'ft half back Mezza Bucknell
Right half back Zahnow Temple
'''"'l*>"t'k Kelly Boston College

Freshmen Play
Practice Games

Tlie Frosh basketball teams open-
ing game scheduled for la.st week
with the Germantown Boys Club
was cancelled upon the i-equest of
the Boys Club.
As the Boys Club football team

was unsuccessful in Its games with
college football teams tills s<»a.son,

the management has canceled all

basket ball games with college
teams
However, the Klttrna are not

sufTering from Inaction as the
Lower Merion quintet was met In
la practice game yesterday On
this Thursday the Radnor High
jfeam will b«' encountered in
another practice game at Lower

I

Merlon. Last season Lower Mer-
|lon was runner-up for the state
crown.

Varsity Has
Fair Season

On Gridiron

Wildcats Win Four Games.
Lo.se Three and Tie Two in

Summing up of Season

LOSK TO TP:MPLE OWLS
The game with Georgetown on

November 21 wound up the Wild-
cat grid season for 1931. Looking
back over the schedule it will be

noted that the Blue and White won
4 games, lost 3. and tied 2. This
record is somewhat better than last

year's of five wins and five defeats,

although in 1930 the program was
tougher being composed of such
teams as Washington State and N.

Y. U.
However, this year's squad was

made up of a large number of

sophomores who had yet to be in-

itiated into varsity competition. All

things considered. Villanova might
be said to have had a fair season;
only fair because we lost to Tem-
ple, though they were about due
after four years.
On September 26 the Wildcat*;

opened their season against the
CJreyhounds of Loyola from Balti-
more. It was a dull day and the
field was muddy from recent rains.

Due to the weather the stands were
only partly filled and when the fin-

al whistle blew the score totaled 32

for Villanova and for Loyola.
The next Saturday dawned clear

and cool. That afternoon about
11.000 people crowded into the sta-
dium to see the Felines do battle

with the Bullets of Gettysburg. The
Wildcats had a score to settle with
the Battlefield Boys and they set-
tled It. Gettysburg played hard and
fast football, but so did Villanova
and when the game was over the
Bullets went home with the short
end of a 13 to 6 score.

The following week-end saw tlie

Wildcats in action far to the south,
in Durham, North Carolina, to be
exact. On that day Uie Cats suffer-
ed the first reverse of the season,
and worst. For some reason the
tt^am did not play up to par and the
proteges of Wallace Wade came thru
with an 18-0 win. It was in this

game with Duke that Captain Ko-
bilis was hurt .so badly that he was
out for practically ttie rest of the
.season.

On October 17. smarting under
the recent humiliation received at
the hands of Duke, the Wildcats
trimmed a strong Boston College
eleven at Fenway park situated in
the "Athens of America," better
known as Boston or Beantown. Af-
ter playing a languid first half, the
Felines came back in the third per-
iod to .score two touchdowns. One
of the.se was made by Bill Cava-
naugh who ran back a punt from
the fifty yard line to a tally. The
final score of that fray was 12 to 6
in favor of Villanova.
The University of Baltimore was

the next victim of the Wildcat on-
slaughts. The game was played at
the stadium and the Cats over-
whelmed the Southerners by a 61 to
6 score. The second and third team
played most of the game.
Most of Villanova spent Halloween

in Seranton. On that day the Blue
and White staged their annual
battle with the Bisons of Buckneli.
It was one of the best games the
Cats played all season. The contest
was played on a muddy field and
throughout the afternoon there were
intermittant showers, this slowed
the Wildcats up considerably. The
two teams were pretty evenly
matched, however, and the game
ended in a .scoreless tie.

The second defeat of the season
was suffered on November 7. On
that afternoon 33,000 fans Jammed
the Temple Stadium to see the
battle between the traditional riv-
als. The Wildcats scored early in
the game. Later in the first quar-
ter the Owls also scored, but failed
to get the extra point. Throughout
the game the Felines managed to
hold their slim lead of one point,
but In the final period the red clad
Tcmplemen pushed over the win-
ning touchdown. The final score was
13-7 in favor of the Temple Owls.
The next week the Wildcats Jour-

neyed Into the mid-west to meet
the Titans of the University of De-
troit. Once again the Felines play-
ed on a muddy field. The game
ended In a .scoreless tie. The one
outstanding feature of the contest
was the exceptionally good punting
of Johnny Brlce.

The 1931 s(>ason came to a close
on November 21 when the Cats met
Georgetown at the stadhmi George-
town .scored two touchdowns In the
first half and maintained their lead
till the final whistle blew. In the
second half the WUdcats displayed
real fight and scored one touchdown,
but were unable to repeat the pro-
cess, though as the game ended
Villanova was on Georgetown's 11

(Conttinaed on paye five)
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Dick Hickey Chosen to Lead Wildcats in 1932
OIK i'Hh:m(:Tio\s
mm i.ooi) WERE iiiEiy

All the shouting Is over now. and
no more will the patient readers
of the VILLANOVAN be forced to
rend the p''edi(iions of this old
master oi the progno-sticatlng art,
nor to wonder why in the name of
common .sen.se he picked the teams
he did.

After three years of .selecting the
victorious team five days In ad-
vance, your author is putting away
his tyijewriter, and if next year
there are predictions, good or bad,
in these pages, the sin cannot be
plaeed on his .soul.

This year (and read carefully,
my admirers) we picked 153 win-
ners. 38 lo.sers, and -17 games end-
ed in ties. The average of this de-
j)artnient. if you figure a tie as a
lo.ss, is .7Uii. and if you take the
t:",iires, according to the usual

, newspaper proceedure. di-sregarding
deadlocks, then 153 wins and 38
lo.'^.ses I nc us the average of ,801.

/i^onipliniiiiits are now in order,
and beea<i.se the' editof has sent
nobody around to interview us
and ask us how we did it, then
we'll (Xplaiil, You see. we realiz-

ed, in our own inimitable jnanner,
that this was to be a season of up-

1

sets, s-o every Sunday night we|
would .select the teams we thought
most of the experts would not—
and see how successful we were.

Incidentally, here is our records
since the last"is.sue:

rhanl-.-sgiving Day—Winners, 6;

Losers, 1; tied 2.

November 28—Winners.
4: Tied, 0.

Decembi r 5—Winners, 1

Tied 0.

Season's Record—Winners,
Losers, 38; ties, 17.

Six Grid Games
Booked For '32

Cats To Open Sea.son Next

Fall Against

Ursinus

N. Y. L. ON SCHEDULE

Although no official announce-
iiiiiit has been made yet of the
!932 football .schedule, it is under-
stood that six games have already
been definitely booked with three
others still pending.
The completed schedule will

probably be announced during the
Christmas holidays.

It is known that Ursinus will

be the opening foe for Dick
Hickey's eleven next fall, with
Gettysburg, Boston College Buck-
nell, New York University and
lemple also on the roster.

The gaitie with the Bisons next
fall will be pfayed on October 29
ai either Seranton or Villanova,
As both teams are belived to be
adver.se to returning to the Lacka-
wanna County metropolis, a home-
and-home series may be begun
next fall,.

The N.Y.U. and Bee-See games
will most likely be played in New
York and at Baston respectlvey.

Ne^v England Tackle

Elected to Captain
Next Year's Team

Grid Attendance

Shows Decrease

THRirLS r\ FOOTBALL
IMMEASE DEATH RATE

rr«'a."«e

Caplaiii-eierl llail^ From KverelU Muss., and Was Mainstay

on Tliis Year*> Team

T^^K^TY-Fl^l: MF^ kkckinf VAHsrr^ lfttkhs

At a

5; Losers,

Losers, 1;

153;

Varsity Has
Fair Season

(Continued Jl'rom page four)

,\ard line. But the Cats lost tlie

gam(> 13 to 7. For the few minutes
that he was in the game. Joe York
displa.ved ability as a ball carrier.

•'Whitey" Randour also was an out-
standing man in the Villanova back-
field.

The number of pouits rolled up by
the big White and Blue team to-

taled 131.

In recapitulation we will give the
schedule with score in brief form.

Villanova 32. Loyola (Baltimore i

Villanova 13. Getty.sburg 6.

Villanova 0. Duke 18.

Villanova 12. Boston College 6.

Villanova 61. U. of Baltimore 6.

Villanova 0, Bucknell 0.

Villanova 7. Temple 13.

Villanova 0. Detroit 0.

Villanova 6, Georgetown 13.

All-Opponents as

Selected By Squad

(Continued from page four)

No explanation is necessary for

of his ability to run back punts,

the placing of the famous Clark
Hinkle, at left halfback.

Chesnulovitch. right halfback, of

Boston College, won a place among
the elect because he was the "hard-
est running back met all season.

He was also good on his defensive

play."

Fullback went to Capt. Brewer, of

the Duke Blue Devils. His line

plunging was out of the ordinary
and he also po.ssessed the ability to

punt with either foot, which is quite

an accomplishment.

KICKS 2425 YDS.
Official statistics show Jack

Gro.ssman. Rutgers foot ball star,

kicked 2.425 yards this .season.

He gained 866 yards from scrim-
mage and added 415 yards on
runbacks of punts and kickoffs

for a total of 1,281 yards. His

successful pa.ssing totaled 274

yards.

He scored 12 touchdowns and
one point after touchdown for a

scoring total of 73 points.

iheeting of the twenty-five

football men on Monday afternoon,

Richard Hickey of the class of

1933 was elected for next season.

Hickey hails from Everett. Mass.,

and was acting captain in the

Boston College game this season.

In this game' his inspired playing

had much to do wHh the Wildcat
victory. He has been a mainstay
of the 'team at tackle for the past
two seasons raising havoc in the
opponents backfield with his de-
termined light.

Marty Gezzer, reglilar center,

was runner-up in th»' voting for

tiie captaincy. Although no offi-

cial reason was given, this .season's

captain. Ed Kobilis. was not
awarded a letter. Captain Kobilis

received an injury in the Duke
game which kept him out of action

for the remainder of the .season.

This year only five letter men,
including Manager Finn, will be

lost to the team by graduation.
are Tom Edwards, Mike
Vic Deladrida. and Bruno
This leaves Coach Stuhl-

a nucleus of twenty letter-

tor next .season's squad,
.vet. the appointment of

Captain-elect

They
Terry.
Conti.

dreher
men
As a

Finn
Coach

efforts

Man-

manager to succeed James
has not been announced by
Stuhldreher.
Those rewarded for their

with letters are as follows:

ager James Finn, captain -elect

Hickey; ends, John Brice, Mike
Terry, lorn O'Donnell, Vic Dela-
br.da; tackles, Tom Edwards, Bob
Ro.sen. Charles Brodnicki; guards,

Bruno Conti. Jim Milne, Ted Ven-
tura, Zizac; centers. Mart Gezzer,

Chinky Carr; quarter-backs. Bill

Cavanaugh, Al Trosky, George
Golden: half backs, Ted Casey,

George Randour, Ed Donahue, Joe
York, full backs, Paul Beaudine,
Dom Marrion, Bill Potts.

A.ssociate Manager Louie Dart
received a minor 'V.'

( .\I'TAIN DICK HICKEY

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

MTnrTTr~~jb

M 1'.

>l'>IlO
'•Tl(>jl7 IBO OME FOR CHRlSTMAiS—what could

litiiMilTB^jIl be better! Nor/iinjij, of course,

except more of it and oftener.

Then why wait for holidays to visit Mother

and Dad? Reach them toni^^ht by telephone

— it's next best to seeing them.

Thousands of colleoc men "go home" each

week by telephone. That's one date they'd

never cut! Try it your.seit— ytui'll soon see

why. For a lastinu pleasure you can't beat a

"voice visit." And if it gives you a kick, think

of the thrill it gives the home-folks I

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GR EATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M. and take ad-

v-intngc of the low Night Rates. < A dollar call U
60c .It night; a SOc call is )5c. i

By makirn; a il.itc the folks will hv at home. Thus

you can make a Station ti> Station call rather

than a more expensive Per!K>n to Person call.

Just nivc the operator your home telephone nuitv

bet. If you like, charges can be tcvetsed.

Football Insurance
Tried By Schools

Without Success

F. C. Menko, I. N. S. Sports Editor,

Suggests Insurance for Col-

lege Football Players

STI^IILDREHKR GIVES OPINION

No. 4

The following article was written
by Arthur B. Doncgan. a writer for

the International New.s Service. It

is concerned with the rather novel,

and yet practical idea of insurance
for the college gridiron waiTior.
Widespread approval was regiii-

tered today by athletic directors and
officials of Pennsylvania colleges

and univeivsities of the suggestion ol

Prank G. Menke, International New:;
Service .sports editor, to insure col-

lege grid men against crippling in-

Jury or death on the field.

But, while looking favorably on
there would be considerable dilli-

the plan, athletic heads indicated
culty in putting it into cllect. Anci
at least two Pennsylvania schools
diiiclosed that they had already at-
tempted to obtain such insurance
for their football squads.

Rates Dubious
Chief difficulty in the way of tsiicli

a safeguard, a statewide survey ol

major schools in Peruisylvania indi-
cated, is getting insurance compan-
ies to write policies of the desired
type at reasonable premium rates—
and checkup of insurance coi^panics
indicated officials felt the same way.
The two schools revealing they

had already tried to get accident in-
surance on their gridders—Carnegie
Tech and Duquesnc University--
both expressed doubt that it could
be gotten from desirable compan-
ies.

•'You can't do It." was the flat

declaration of Elmer La.vden. famed
Notre Dame back, member of tht'

"Four Horsemen. " and now athletic
director at Duquesnc. Four or five
years ago we tried to get accident
insurance for our boys. But we
found the old line, conservative
companies had no policies covering
such situations, and we could get
protection such as we wanted only
by paying exorbiant premiums. The
Idea is good, but it Is very doubtful
whether it can be worked out."
Layden disclosed, however, that

Duquesne's players will be insureu
in their benefit clash with Carnegie
Tech here next Saturday. It was
one of the conditions laid down by i

Duquesnc officials when the game
was arranged. ,'.: ,.;

•

Skibos Make Attempt
Clarence Overend, graduate ath-

letic manager at Carnegie Tech. dl.s-

closed the Skibo .school had also at-
tempted to obtain accident ln.sur-
ance on football players .some years
ago. And. like Duquesne. officials;

found the only Insurance available
would cast "unrea.sonablc premiums '

and was not strictly .satisfactory.
"If the Idea could bo worked out."

Ovcn-nd .said, "we would be In favoi
of It. There Is a possibility, how-
ever, that Insuring football men
against crlpplllng and Injury would
lead ultimately to neco.sslty of In-
.surlng men participating in all

sports, and to students Injured i.i

laboratory work— and none of them
now can obtain accident or com-
pen.satlon Insurance."
In the ab.scnce of W Don Harrl.son.

director of athletics at tho Univers-
ity of Pittsburgh. Pitt authorltlcb

had no comment on the insurance
sugRcstion.

Attitude of other major Pennsyl-
vania schools is summed up as fol-

lows:

Snavely Says
Carl Snavely. Bucknell coach: "Al

first glance, the scheme .seems lo
have favorable features. We have
never had a .serious accident at
Bucknell."

Dr. J. H. Morgan. Dickinson: 'It

is decidedly a new idea, but I

should have to give it careful con-
sideration before commenting.

"

Dr. Ralph D. Hetzel, president,

Penn State: "A good thing that

logically might be carried too far."

Officials at Penn State, as as Car-
negio, indicated .such action might
open up the question of insuring all

sport participants.
Stuhldreher's Opinion <

Harry Stuhldreher. Villanova
coach and also a member of the

famed "Four Horsemen," of Notre
Dame: "We haven't any .serious in-

juries or fatalities at Villanova. In
fact, we find more students are in-

jured walking on the streets than
in playing football. Players who
really need protection are the sand-
lot players, who have only brief

practice sessions are not in proper
condition and haven't proper equip-

ment"

STATIC
fromSOL

Today it is our pleasure to intro-

duce to you Mr. George Jacobs,

crstwhih' mentor of the unde-
feated Freshman football team,
and now coach of the Varsity

basketball team; He will give you
fir.st hand information on the
prospects of the quintet for the
coming sea.son, "Doc," like Gil

lOobie, is usually pessimistic, but
you saw what Cornell did to Penn.
so if "Doc" .says we arc going to

have a fair team, you can be sure
that he has a crack combination.

—V—
Prom last year's .squad I have

Joe C/esick, Bill Tracy. Metro Wes-
ton. "Lefty" Roitz. and Nick La-
Corte. Tom Edwards will join the
sqnad next week.

_V—
Despite the wealth of veterans.

it looks like most of the positions

will be filled by members of last

year's Freshman club. Among them
are Brockmeyer. Lynch, McFeely.
Prucha, Finn and Hurley.

_.V—
'Whitey" Czesick has been among

the high .scorers for the past two
years and he should play the best

ball of his career this .sea.son. He
is a fine leader and should get

the most out of the boys.
. -V—

We.ston, with a year's Varsity ex-

perience, which has settled his

playing, will be a valuable man
this season. What he lacks in .size,

he makees up with a fine eye for

the basket

Bill Tracy has been coming along
fast since ills sophomore year, and
should be a big a,s.set toward
steadying the team, and thus aid-

ing tli(< new men.
—V—

"Lefty" Reitz improved very

rapidly at the end of la.st .sea.son.

and I look for him to have a good
year. He. like Czcsick and Weston,
arp forward candidates.

-V—
In Prucha and Finn. I have two

centers who. although Sophomores,
fill the pivot position very capably.

I believe that they will make
names for themselves before they

(jraduate.

-V—
Tom Edwards Is taking a rest

after the .strenuous football sea.son.

and when he reports he will be

shifted to miard instead of center,

his former poRitlon,

John W. Heisman. one of those
'stajwarts who pioneered football

N. Y. U. Shows J{iKKest In-i»»ci •i"-'^ ''^'"t' <" ^^^ '^ flourish be-

^
yond his fondest hopes, has a

Army tUl Par Willi ready explanation for the mount-

Last Year inglng .score of .serious injury and
deatli attached to the game.

It IS, the gray-haired mentor be-
lieves, the direct result of the In-

creasing demand among the coun-
try's spoit fans for fiercer action,

DROP IN CISTOMEKS
College football attendanc'e on

the basis of nation-wide reports the generation's In.satiable desire

declined about 10 per cent for the for more and better thrills. The
1931 sea.son as compared with last.coaciies and the players, he told

year, despite evidence of its coil- the A.s.sociated Press today, only,
tinued great popularity. 'ar(« trying to supply the demand.
The falling off was widespread! Couch in his more strenuous

and accompanied by an even days at a half dozen leading uni-
sharper decline in gate receipts, versities and the originator of some
where the reduction of admission of ((jotball's (iticst .strategies, he is

was a factor, but plenty of testl- nuntioned on the list as mentor tf

mony is at hand that the sporting reside as athletic director of the
public still loves a wiivner and will downtown athletic club of New
pay to' .see one. '

_

iYork. Footb^ill, though still is

Championship'' teams such iis uppermost in his nnnd. he retained
Tuhuic and the University of Utah i> genuine love for the game.
;hywed substantial increases in the' "'ruis talk about curbing football
drirwlM'r power over 1U30. Tennesee bec^uise it has be^n maiked by
repoited a 20 per cent increase in some 2?) or thirty deaths this sea-
attendance. Harvard and Ohio «'n is foolish." he declared. "It's

State showed slight gains.
'

just like suggesting that we- junk
The University bf California, ull tht» automobiles becau.se they

definitely on the upgrade, showed have killed a lot of people. We
a considerable increase. wouldn't do without automobiles
Southern California probably will and the colleges couldn't do without

show a substantial increase when football,

its long .sea.son is completed. - "if the American people really
New York University reported are alarmed about football's death

the biggest increa.se in attendance toll, they have only them.selves to
of any college or university in the blame. It is their lust for hard,
country, a gain of about 72.000 daimerous action that has created
'•ustomers or 32 percent ba.sed on the situation. Tliey, in turn, have
"igures for this year and for last been abetted by the coaches. Real-
yf"i^^'- izing they must produce. the
N. Y. U.s sliowing in the face coaches have learned to whip their

of disappointments on the field of piavers into a frenzy before the
play, testified to its unusual draw; game and send them Into action
ing power under Chick Meehan"s fired up to the limit. The success-
''•"B'liP- ,fiil coach nowadays must first be
Declines in attendance and gate an orator, then a football stategist,

receipts in many cases appeared' Any time twenty-two perfectly

closely related to poor competitive conditioned, powerful athletes come
sea.sons, as well as to general busl- 'together in a game fundamentally
ness conditions, A contrast was I'ough, there are bound to be in-

furni.'ihed last Saturday. Despite a I

juries. Send tho,se .same twenty-
snowstorm. 82.000 people jammed two out there in a high emotional
the Yankee Stadium in New York state, determined to tackle and
to ,sec the Army-Notre Dame ^^"^^ "'id ''"" with eveiy ounce of

struggle while barely 38,000 shiver- savagery in their system and there

ed In the Yale bowl to watch old is likely to be something worse.

Eli trounce the Pi'lnccton Tigers. When two locomotives crash at
Georgia Tech, in .something of liiRh speed, something is sure to

an off-year experienced a 40 per- come loose."

cent falling off at the gate, lUini
indicated a 30 percent decline
Minnesota. Michigan, and Iowa re-

Somebody had suggested that

the modern, open style of play

was more conducive to injury than
ported decreases ranging from 2 toitlu- old mass play, with its flying
12 percent. As a whole the big ten I wedges and center bucki>; that
fell off about 15 percent in attend- there was more danger in the
iiuce. smashing collisions between indi-
OlUcial figures are not yet forth- viduals than in the wholesale pile-

coming from Yale, Penn and ups of another day.
Princeton, but all have experienced! "Don't let them tell you that,"
a falling off despite nearness to | Heisman exploded. "Why, we klU-
the big centers of population. jed them outright in the old days.
West Point's record as a di"aw-|It got .so bad at one time that even

ing card is aboit on a par with | the game's leaders were worried for
last year. jits future. If we still were play-
Colleges which have declined to ing without forward passes and

Sive either their figures on attend
ance or receipts included Columbia,
Dartmouth Georgia and Rice.

laterals and other modern features,

the Sunday papers would can-y a
ca.sualty li.st a foot long."

THE SHORT LINE
From the Cawpus to Your Home

Special Student Prices
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CAMPUS OPINIONS

Which do you prefer, blue or

white bla«erB? What are your

reasons?

Smoke, Fire Engines,

But NaryA Student
Charles J. Antonaccio. Junior,

Fedlran Hall: "I am emphatically

in favor of blue blazers. In the

first place they lend a neat appear-

ance to a person and can be worn

about the campus without material-

ly aflectlng their cleanliness. Sec-

ondly, there are many members of

the present Junior class who do not

take much heed in the care of their

dress and would consequently go

about with dirty white blazers. Do
we want a reflection cast back upon

the class of '33 that it is a class of

irresponsible persons? The main
objection to blue blazers seems to

be that the band members are

wearing blazers of a hue similar to

that of the last Junior class. Nev-

ertheless, how many of the band
members are wearing their blazers?

Not many, if there are any. Why
1 do not especially care for a white

one is because it can seldom be

worn. Why. then, should a Junior

passess a blazer if he cannot wear

it?"

Anthony Esposlto, Junior, Fedican

Hall: "White blazers will make
this Junior class an outstanding

one. Never in the history of this

college has there been a class with

white blazers. I do not like blue

blazers because they seem to make
one look as though being in uni-

form. White blazers can be used

throughout the summer with white

flannels and they also may be used

as tennis coats. Blue blazers do not

show the dirt and spots and conse-

quently do not promote the neatness

expected of college men."

John Rossi, Junior, Fedlgran Hall:

"Blue blazers are my choice. Since

my Freshman year at Villanova I've

always desired a blue blazer and
have continually looked upon their

wearers with envy. I cannot under-

stand why our class wishes to de-
part from a custom which has been
in vogue ever since a Junior class

first began to wear blazers. At the
next meeting of the Junior class to

decide upon the choice of blazer the
upholders of the blue can expect

my vote."

James Tsucalas, Junior, Fedigan
Hall: "I prefer the white, chiefly

because there are too many Sopho-
mores wearing blue blazers which,
of course, they are entitled to do
since many of them possess band
blazers. By wearing a white blazer

I will receive the Junior distinction

which is accorded to Juniors, and
Juniors only."

Stephan Ferko, Junior, Fedigan
Hall: "White blazers. They might
get dirty, but all clothes sometime
acquire filth. I am opposed to blue
blazers because band members often
wear theirs. Thus there are many
Freshmen and Sophomores sporting
a blazer similar to those of the
present Senior class. I prefer a
white blazer with a blue border, and
if not slept in will look Just as good
as a blue coat. My main objection
against the blue is that I do not
wish to see Freshmen and Sopho-
mores wearing blazers similar to
those of our class."

Engineers See
Motion Picture

The Phi Kappa Pi fraternity
witnessed a motion picture en-
titled "Hydro-electric Power Pro-
duction in the New South" last
Tuesday, December first, in the
amphitheatre most of the Engin-
eering School students attending.
This film, which was obtained

through tthe courtesy of E. I. du
Pont de Nemours <te Company.
Inc. of Wilmington Delaware,
showed the development of a great
hydro-electric project in the heart
of the great Smokey Mountains ol
North Carolina. How the contrac-
tors were forced to blast ledges
along the sides of the mountains
for the right-of-way of a railroad
to the site of the dam; how cables
200 feet above the river were
thrown across a gorge so that men
as well as equipment could be
swung across in small cars to the ,

hitherto inaccessible landwork;
|how a flume had to be built to di- i

vert the waters of a creek from '

the tunnel could progress at the
.same tme are all depicted in the
film. Animated graphs outlined
project plans and the same type I

of illustration made clear to the
audience the correct use of explo-
sives in tunnel work.

Eearly Saturday morning, Novem-
ber 28, considerable excitement and
no little concern was caused by

clouds of smoke which were seen

streaming from under the doors and
out of windows of the pie shoppe.

The fire department was summoned
and the police department was noti-

fied, but this was hardly necessary,

for subsequent investigation proved

that there was really no csnflag-

ratlon at all. It was merely a short

circuit in two of the refrigerating

motors which was causing all the

smoke.
The smoke was first discovered

by William Seller, steward at tlie

college, at about six-thirty in the

morning. He was on his way to the

kitchen when he first smelled the

odor of smoke. He immediately be- frpshmen
gan investigating and finally traced

|

**^'^«

Cmmrli'
the source of the trouble to the pie

shoppe. Here he noticed the smoke
coming from beneath the doors, but

they were locked, and he was unable

I

to get In.

Mr. Seller Investi^tes

At the same time the priests were
complacently and unsuspectingly

eating their breakfast in their re-

fectory in the monastery. Suddenly
their meal was interrupted by U;ie

hurried entrance of Mr. Seller. He
quickly and excitedly informed them
of what he had Just discovered.

Almost instantly the priests con-

nected the report of Mr. Seller with
the great fire four years ago. In
their minds they pictured Villanova

In that predicament which will nev-
er be forgotten by those who wit-

nessed It.

They did not waste any time, how-
ever, pondering over these dreams,
but got into action immediately.
Father Wilson sprang up from nis

place at the table and hastened to

the room of Wilfred Therlault, In

Mendel Hall. Mr. Therlault Is one
of the clerks in the pie shoppe and
happened to be the only man on
the campus at the time who haa
keys to the pie shoppe. When Fa-
ther Wilson first knocked on the
door Mr. Therlault responded rather
dreamily, wondering who had the
temerity to arouse him at what ne
considered such an unearthly hour.
When he heard the cause of the dis-

turbance, however, he quickly Jump-
ed into a pair of slippers and fol-

lowed Father Wilson down to the
pie shoppe.

Fr. Fink Goes Into Action
In the meantime Fr. Fink had

telephoned to the fire and police
departments. A few minutes later
fire apparatus arrived. Luckily
though, Fr. Pink had advised the
fire department not to sound their
sirens and bells as they approached
the campus. This is the reason why
the engines came and went long
before the great majority of the
students had even the slightest
knowledge of what had happened.
By the time ttie fire department

arrived Mr. Therlault had unlocked
the door, and the cause of all tlie

smoke had been ascertained. When
the door was opened, the room was
filled with thick smoke. The first

thought of those who were coming
in was that the wooden floor or the
furniture or something in one of
the lockers had caught fire. This
supposition was soon eliminated,
however, by the total lack of any
flame In the room.

Smoke But No Fire
A quick survey of the room

showed the source of all the smoke
to be two refrigerating motors which
were stationed along the wall. As
soon as this was noticed Mr. Ther-
lault threw off the switch, thereby
disconnecting the current, and the
smoke ceased to rise from the mo-
tors.

A further examination of the two
motors established the fact that a
short circuit had occurred causing
the wires and coils to be burned m
both motors. Notification of this
damage was made to the ice cream
company which had installed the
motors,, and two new motors were
sent down to be substituted for the
damaged ones entirely at the ex-
pense of the company.
The only loss incurred by the Die

shoppe, therefore, was the iimbllity

to use their refrigerating plant for a
short while. Outside of that no loss

was sustained by either the pie

shoppe or the college.

Accord Reached
By Authorities

On Initiation

(Continued From Page One)

The Vigilance Committee advo-
cated the same practice which has
been carried out for the past sev-

eral years. They desired the same
pajama oarty and parade into Bryn
Mawr which they had when they

'eshmen.
Council has New Idea

The Student Council called a
special meeting with Rev. James H.
Qriffln, O. S. A., president of the
college, presiding, and decided upon
the system most desirable to them.
According to the program which
they proposed, Initiation would ex-
tend over a period of three days.
During this time no upperclassman
would speak to a freshman under
any circumstances. Each day

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$22.50 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

would be marked by some sort of
contest between the freshmen and
the sophomore classes. For the first

day they proposed a tug of war.
On the second day they wanted a
battle royal among the members of
the freshman class alone. Each
man would be blindfolded and giv-

en a pair of large boxing gloves

and then told to go to it. To
wind the whole thing up on the
third day there would be a flag
rush and flour fight between the
freshmen and the sophomores
again.

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A.,

the vice-president, proposed an-
other system which is also quite

different from anything we have
had heretofore. He suggested that
the freshmen be paraded aroUnd
the campus first and then led into

the gymnasium. There they would
have an hour or so of cheering and
songs and the like of that. To con-
clude it all the freshmen would be
treated to a big party with coffee,

cake and ice cream being served.

This met opposition, however, on
the grounds that such a party
could of necessity involve only the
freshmen and the Vigilance Com-
mittee. The upperclassmen would

hav:» to be excluded from the

party and would therefore get

nothing at all out of the Initiation.

Just what program they have de-

cided upon from a combination of

these three suggestions is being

held a secret. It is known, though,

that initiation will last but one day

and that that day will be Wednese-
day.

ARDMORE
T HEAT RE

MeilneHday & ThurHday, I>ec. 9-10

AUOLPliK MENJOU In

"Friends and Lovers*'

t'rlduy. Oecember II

KICAKDO COBTEZ and

MAE CLARKE In

"Reckless Living"

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY !
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I

Coieby Tailoring Inc.
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and Topcoats $24-"^
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HOWIE GARRITY
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110 Fedigan Hall
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Shop
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Ralph Kaufman
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old slogan hits

me just right

A. S. M. E. Society
Has New Members

At a recent meeting of the Villa-
nova Chapter of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, was
decided that in addition to the
Mechanical Engineering students,
the Electrical and the Chemical
students can become members of
this chapter of the Society
Another enactment passed con-

sisted in the placing of orders for
student A. 8. M. E. pins, of rolled
gold, of school colors. Members are
to place their orders for pins at
any time during the year, and are
to have the insignia placed on a
watch charm instead of on the pin,
with no additional cost.

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

. . no bamboozlin about that!''

s

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Houn a Day

URE! When a word fits, you know it!

"Satisfy" just//j CHESTERFIELD. A smoker

picks up a package, and he likes its neat appear-

ance — no heavy inks or odors from ink. That

satisfies him.

Then he examines a Chesterfield. It is well-

filled; it is neat in appearance; the paper is pure

white. And that satisfies him.

He lights up. At the very first pufF he likes

the flavor and the rich aroma. He decides that

it toites h<tkr— neither raw nor over-sweet; just

pleasing and satisfying.

Then he learns it is milder. That's another

way of saying that there is nothing irritating

about it. And again he's satisfied!

Satisfy— they've got to satisfy! The right to-

baccos, the CHESTERFIELD kind, cured and

aged, blended and cross-blended, to a taste that's

right. Everything that goes into CHESTER-
FIELD is the best that money can buy and Ithat

science knows about. CHESTERFIELDS do a

complete job of it. They Satisfy/

• 1951 , Lioorrr ft Mybu Tomcco Co.
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"Sun-Up" To Raise Curtain Tomorrow
Footballers

To Be Feted
Thursday

Students Urged to Attend
Annual Football Re-

union Banuet

TICKETS ^OW ON SALE

nie Hotel Adelphia Thursday
evening will be the scene of the
Annual Reunion and Football Ban-
quet sponsored by the Philadelphia
Club of Villanova, of which John
C. Freney is president.

Between 300 and 350 persons are
expected to be present, including a
representative number of alumni,
representatives of the National
Alumni Association, many football
coaches of national repute, news-
papermen, Villanova coaches, fac-
ulty and a scattering of Villanova
students.

Glaxy of Speakers
Charles McOeehan, graduate

manager of athletics, has been se-
lected as toastmaster by Edgar
Connery, the chairman of the din-
ner.

J. A. Coan, vice-president of the
National Alumni, will be one of
the noted speakers present. Mr.
Coan has chosen as his topic

"Villanova."

Among others who will speak

are Heinle Miller, head football

coach at Temple University; Harry
Stuhldreher, Robert Reagan, and
Edward Hunsinger, Villanova
coaches; and several members of

the faculty.

The Rev. Ruellan P. Pink, O. S.

A., has been cooperating with Mr.
Freney and Mr. Connery in mak-
ing this social function the out-
standing one of the year. Fr.

Fink is expecting a large percent-
age of the student body to be pres-
ent and has tickets at $2 for sale

in his oifice. Using his own words:
"I feel certain that the students of

Villanova will lend their support to

this affair and make it one long to

be remembered."
Raymond Baratta and his "ViUa-

novans" will furnish the music for

the function which is scheduled to

start at 7: P. M.

Fr. Coan Heard

Last Eveninjf

"The Chuich and the Mis-

sions" Topic of Address

In Chapel Series

TELLS OF HARDSHIP

Engineers Attend
A. S. M. E. Frolic

Last Wednesday evening, mem-
bers of the student branches of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, from Villanova, Drexel,

Penn, Haverford, Swarthmore, and
other chapters of the Philadelphia
branch met at the Engineers' Club
for their annual Acquaintanceship
Frolic.

Primarily, this aflair was held to

further acquaintanceship among the
Philadelphia Section Members, but
through the kindness of Joseph M.
Barnes, of the Philadelphia Elec-
tric Company, who is chairman of

this section, a special invitation was
extended to the student branches
throughout the vicinity.

Lew Dockstater and his Minstrel
Troupe aided by the Engineers' Glee
Club and Paul Blackman's Orches-
tra furnished entertainment of the
type usually given at stag parties.

The second part of the entertain-
ment program consisted of an im-
personation of Gov. Pinchoff and
his legislative committee investigat-

ing the Engineers' Trust.

After the entertainment, the
FYolic continued with the four hun-
dred persons present entering the
dining room, where refreshments
were served and an opportunity
presented for enabling the different

members to get acquainted with one
another.
Paul Kauflman, an alumnus of

Villanova and last year's secretary

of the Villanova Student Chapter of

the Society, was present to meet
the new members from Villanova.

The students present from Villa-

nova were, Clement Busenkill, '32,

chairman; Joseph Hahn, '33, vice-

chairman; Alexander Lewis, '33,

secretary; Victor Barr, '34, Robert
Reed, '34, George Bagnall, '32. Vin-
cent Bagnall, '32, Peter Gallo, '34,

John McCullen, '33, and James Mc-
Kelvey. '32.

"Go ye into the whole world and
preach the gospel to every crea-
ture," such was the text of the
sermon given by Rev. PYancis X.
Coan,0. S. A. in the chapel Mon-
day night. The text was taken from
the words of St. Mark concermng
the Church's mission on earth.
He pointed out to his hearers the

important place that mission life

has ever held in the life of the
church. Charged with the responsi-
bility of "preaching the gospel to
every creature," Holy Mother
Church sends her children, priests
and sisters, members of Religious
llgious Orders and Societies, Into
pagan lands armed oiUy with the
teachings of Christ to catechize
and convert the inhabitants thereof.
And always there is the assurance
of help from above, for Christ is

with His Church "all the days even
to the consummation of the world."
The preacher referred particularly

to the missions originated by the
various Religious Orders in pagan
countries and carried on in dire
poverty and extreme physical hard-
ship. Concerning the need of co-
operation from the layman Rr.
Coan said: "We cannot all be mis-
hioners laboring in the vineyards
of the Lord in far-off pagan lands
. . . We may be inspired by the
lofty ideals and the glorious deeds
of a thousand and one missionaries
laying down their lives and con-
consecrating anew their sause with
the shedding of their blood."

Fr. Coan brilliantly described
some of the difficulties those strug-
gling in foreign fields have to over-
come. He pointed out that very few
humans were so honored as to be
summoned by Christ to perform
these Christian duties. Continuing
in this vein the speaker said: "But
to the very few of us must come
the honor of laboring in the serv-
ice of the Lord beyond the outpost
of Christian lands. And yet - we
can take a very active and fruit-

ful course in spreading the gospel
Christ. We can aid the missionaries
by our prayers; we can storm
heaven's portals with our supplica-
tions and ask for them strength
of heart and body to carry on the
glorious work of conquering souls
for Christ. And none can measure
the value of a prayer that is of-
fered in behalf of those so near to
the heart of Christ."
In conclusion Father Coan stated:
"We can also help to lighten the
heavy physical furdens and priva-
tions so characteristic of a mis-
sioner's life. When called upon to
contribute of our means we should
respond most generously. For are
we not members of the same body?
And if we are one body in Christ,
and every one members of one an-
other in Jesus Christ our Lord.
Then our solicitude and help should
extend to every member and every
enterprise to strenghten and in
crease and glorify that body."

Engineering

School Is

Approved
Middle States and Maryland
Asso'n Places Tech School

"OU Approved List

PRINCETON DEAN HERE

Fr.AustinNamed

Retreat Master

The School of Technology of

Villanova College has been accord-
ed the approva of the Association
ot Colleges and Preparatory Schools
of the Middle States and Maryland
ihis recogmtion is highly valuable
to the college, and recent contacts
nave shown tiiat it has materially
raised the standing of ViiUanova
in the estimation of neighboring
institutions.

As yet, there is no board or com-
mission that passes upon qualifi-

cations of Engineering Schools
aione. The only available sources
Ol general official recognition are
the national professional societies

and district accrediting boards.

The district accrediting board of

the territory including Villanova
IS the Asociation of colleges and
Preparatory Schools of the Middle
iStates and Maryland. Accordingly,
the inspection of the Vilianova
Engineering School was conducted
un January 5, 1931, by the Com-
mission on Institutions of Higher
Education, a branch of the
Association.

The technical representative of

this commission was Dean Arthur
M. Greene Jr., of Princeton Umv-
crsity. On the strength of his re-
port the commission unammou&iy
recommended tavoraole actioa and
at the annual meeting of the
Association in Atlantic City on
November 21, 1931/, the Scnoul ot

lechnology of Villanova College
was added to the approved list.

llie Engineering School of Villa-

nova College otters an opportunity

of studying Chemical, Electrical

MCchamcal, or* Civil Eiigineering.
Carl T. Humphrey is the Oean.

Rector of Augustinian Mission

Band Will Give Eighty-

Ninth Annual Retreat

BEGINS FEBRUARY 4

Students' Use of

Road Dangerous

Motorist Sends Letter To
Father Fink Telling Of

Bad Conditions

WARNS STUDENT BODY

Former Prefect
Visits Friends

Last week Rev. Brenden Mc-
Connell, O. S. A., happened to

be In the neighboring vicinity and
stopped at Villanova to visit sev-

eral priests.

The students of the campus re-

member Fr. Connell as last year's

prefect in Fedigan Hall. During his

year as prefect here he formed a
friendship with every student In

Fedlgait HaU. Many of these

friendships were renewed last week.
During the summer of last year

Pr. McCkmnell was sent to Detroit,

Michigan. Here he was assigned the
duties of assistant rector in the
parish of Saint Clare Montefaloo.
At present he Is continuing in this

capacity and is proving highly
successful at it.

The practice of students walking

on Spring Mill Road to and from
the post office after dark has caus-

ed much annoyance to motorists. A
letter addressed to the Rev. Pr. R.

P. Fink, C. S. A., calls attentioni

of the college authorities on this

practice.

After an interview with Pr. Pink
on this matter he wishes to make
public the following statement:
"We desire to bring to the atten-
tion of the students the danger of

walking to and from the post of-
fice on Spring Mill Road. Unless
the practice is discontinued some
serious accident will occur. We are
placing before the student body a
letter we have received, which pre-
sents the problems of the motorists
the problems of the motorists aris-

ing from this practice. I feel cer-
tain that with this warning the
students will realize the grave
danger and will rectify this and use
the paths on the campus in going
to and from the post office."

The letter received r»v tho Vice-
president is here presented to the
student body.
Rev. Dear Father:

I wish to call to your attention
the danger your students are in-
curring in walking on Spri)ig Mill
Road after dark. I feel Kure they
do not realize the grave danger
they are undergoing when they
walk to and from the post office

on the road.
Every evening when I drive to the
(ContiiMMd On Fac« Poor)

Debate Penn Here
Thursday, Jan. 22

The ampitheatre will be the cen-

ter of much local Interest Thurs-

day, January 21, when Beta

Gamma meets representatives of

the University of Pennsylvania in

a debate. The subject chosen for

the occasion is one of outstanding

international importance. It is "Re-
soived: That the United States

should enter the League of Na-
tions." The trio of debators who
will defend the affirmative for

Villanova consists oi Martin Gill,

Joseph Conlan, and Daniel Buck-
ley. Arrangements have also been
made to broadcast the same debate
on the following afternoon at 3:30
from station WCAU.
On February twenty-fifth, Villa-

nova will meet another nearby ri-

val, when, lor the first time in the
history of the organization. Beta
Gamma will engage in a debate
with Temple University.
A selected Freshman team will

makes its formal debut into
collegiate forensic circles when it

meets Newark Prep in debate here
on February eleventh.
Approximately fifteen debates

still remain on the Beta Gamma
schedule, which will be published
in full at a later date. While noth-
ing definite could be learned on
the subject. It has been tentatively
announced that the schedule will in-
clude debates with both the fore-
most women's collegiate team and
the outstanding men's college de-
bating team of the country.

Rev. Thomas B. Austin, O. S. A.,

rector of the Augustlnlan Mission-
ary Band, has been chosen as the
retreat master who will officiate

during the coming mid-year re-
treat.

This will be the eighty-ninth
annual mid-year retreat of VUla-
nova College. It will xommence
on Sunday evening, January 31,
and will continue until Thursday
morning, February 4.

Fr. Austin has been a member of
the missionary band for more than
ten years, and in fuinillng his
duties during that time he has ac-
quired a great deal of experience
and knowledge In retreat work.

'

His visit this year will not be his I

first appearance before a student i

body of Villanova. A number of
years ago he conducted a similar
retreat here, which proved highly
successful In every respect.
The practice of last year of hav-

ing individual services for the
boarders and the day students will
be continued again this year. This
separation of the two classes of
students was made necessary last
year because the limited seating
capacity of the church could not
accomodate the large number of
students making the retreat. Fr,
Austin, however, will conduct the
services for both groups of stu-
dents.

As has been the custom In pre-
vious years, the retreat will be
opened for the Ixiarders at night
prayers on Sunday evening. The
services for the day students will

commence on the following morn-
ing. Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday will then be devoted to
conferences and meditation. On
Thursday morning the retreat will
finally be brought to a close with
the celebration of Mass and the
bestowal of the papal blessings.

Performances To Be
Held Two Evenings

In St. Thomas' Hall

L. K. D. Planning
For Lenten Dance

Comment On Play

By Feminine Lead

In a recent Interview Laurence
DePYances, who portrays the
part of Widow Cagle, the lead-
ing feminine role in "Sun-Up,"
stated that he believed "Sun-
Up" to be an outstanding dra-
matic production and one sure
of success when It is enacted
this Wednesday and Thursday
evenings.
"The play 'Sun-Up,' " he says,

"is without doubt a production
of great dramatic worth which,
with a little encouragement
from the student body, will im-
doubtedly prove a crowning suc-
cess. The play is quite difficult

from an actor's point of view
bacause of the unique character-
izations Involved, but the mem-
bers of the cast feel fully confi-

dent that they are equal to the

task."

Belle Masque Opens Season

With Production by
Lula Vollmer

Societies Pass

Upon By-Laws
Sanctuary And Press Aposto-

late Societies Have By-

Laws Printed

SET FORTH PURPOSE

The Villanova Sanctuary and
Catholic Press Apostolate Societies

have both adopted Constitutions,

and pamphlets to that effect have
b-en distributed members.
In recent meetings held by these

Tomorrow night and Thiursday

night the Belle Masque players will

present Lula VoUmer's play, "Sun-

Up." This production will be a first

release. "Sun-Up" appeared for the

first time when It was produced in

New York where it played at the

Provincetown theatre. Here it met
with great success. In fact "Sun-

Up" was one of the leading suc-

cesses In the 1923-24 season.

Charles Goggl, who portrays

the leading male role, is confident

ithat the play will meet with ap-

proval. In a recent interview, Mr.

Goggl made the following state-

ment: "To my mind, the play, "Sun-

Up, " should be a great success.

Members of the cast are working

hard to rightly Interpret this high-

ly dramatic play. The play portrays
the emotions of love, hate, sorrow
and revenge. It Is worth seeing.

Don't miss It. The cast with Prof.

Jonas, as a most able director, can-
not but help being a success."

Moantaineer Theme
In this play, the author has at-

tempted to bring to the audience a
picture of the life, led by the moun-
tain folk of North Carolina. This
life Is portrayed In all Its crudities,

the heartbreaking Ignorance of the
people being brought to the fore

and the simple customs and lack
of Joy in their lives being exempli-
fied. Yet in this background of

backwardness the love of a mother
for her son flourishes, although the
mother attempts to control this love,

over which she has no power.
The action takes place in thesocieties it was decided that a for

mal Constitution be drawn up and I mountains of North Carolina, near

Last Thursday afternoon the

Lambda Kappa Delta, pre-med
fraternity, held its first meeting of

the year with president James
Finn presiding. Various matters

were discussed pertaining to last

year's business, and the books

closed for the year of 1931.

Two men were appointed to rep-

resent the fraternity at a meeting

to be held for the selection of In-

ter-Fraternity Basketball rules,

which will be called this Wednes-

day. Basketball practice will start

as soon as a call is made for can-

didates. As has been the custom

in the past the team will consist of

fraternity members only.

Plans were discussed for the an-

nual Saint Patrick's Day dance to

be held on March 17. 1932. in the

new gymnasium. As it has been
in the past the Lambda Kappa
Delta dance is the only dance to be
conducted during the Lent season.
The authorities have sanctioned
this date In Lent inasmuch as in

the past this fraternity has been
accustomed to holding its annual
dance on St. Patrick's Day.

Ho£fstein Plays
With Rudy Vallee

During the Christmas holidays
Louis Hoffsteln, a member of the
College band and a member of the
Villanovans, played the piano with
Rudy Valee's Vagabonds on an
eight and a half day cruise to Ber-
muda.
The Vagabonds played twice daily

on the trip and enthuslam fon the
orchestra on the part of the pass-
engers ran so high that attempts
were made to have them sign a
contract whereby they would make
any National Tourist trips imder
any auspices other than Vallee's.
Mr. Hoffsteln is a senior in the

School of Science.

<(Working Man" Is

Subject of Talk

The next speaker in the series ot
chapel talks will be the Rev. John
Crawford, O. 8. A., professor of
Physics and Faculty Director of
Athletics. His topic next Monday
evening will be "The Church and
the Working man." This series of
talks will be interrupted during the
week of retreat but will resumed
several weeks later.

"College Days"
Receives Ovation

The rendition of "College Days"
at an alumni meeting of the De
Witt Clinton High School held In

New York City diulng the Christ-

mas Holidays was warmly ap-
plauded due to the efforts of a
small number of Villanova College
students, who are members of the
association.

Every year an alumni meeting is

held and all of the colleges rep-
resented at the meeting are re-

quested to sing songs and to give a
number of the college cheers, but
It seems that their fellow alumni
wished to hear one of the college

songs. The students thereby blend-
ed their harmonistic abilities to

tune of "College Days."
Immediately after they had com-

pleted their efforts a clamorous
applause arose, and they were re-

quested to sing the song over
again. This was followed by an-
other short cheer, and when all

was over the name of Villanova
College became the most outstand-
ing of all.

Incidentally, the Villanova stu-

dents were the only ones requested
to sing their Alma Mater song
more than once. These students
were former members of the De-
Wltt Clinton Club of Villanova
which recently passed out of exist-

ence due to a lack of members.
Their names—Ferdinand Marzullo,
Joseph Aimunziata, Daniel Mazz-
ola, and Joseph Fuselll.

adopted which should be held as

the fixed laws of each society.
The Constitution of the Vlllauova

Sanctuary Society is divided Into
five distinct classifications. Namely:
Purpose, Organization, Membership,
Obhgatlons of Membership, and
Meetings. Each of these divisions
are subdivided, enumerating in the
Clearest of words the exact meaning
and obligations Imbued by the
al)ove mentioned classifications.

It may be well to quote from the
Constitution the purpose and obli-

gations of this society. The purpose
is: 1 "To enlist the services of as
many students as possible in the
conducting on of ceremonies at
Chapel Services; 2-To promote
greater uniformity In the perform-
ance of the Sacred Ceremonies; 3-

To encourage a knowledge of the
symbolism and Ceremonies In the
Mass." In recounting the obliga-
tions of membership we find that
it is the duty of every member; "1-

To be an exemplary Catholic gen-
tleman in the private and public
observance of Religious Duties; 2-

To further the alms and purposes
of the Society; 3-To serve at the
Altar at the appointed time; 4-To
offer to serve Mass whenever and
wherever a priest Is observed to be
without a server; 5-To notify the
Secretary of Inability to fulfill

appointments,, or to arrange for a
qualified substitute In particular
instances; 6-To observe the regular
Communion Days of the Society as
may be determined yearly; and
7-Falthfully to attend all meetings
of the Society."
The Constitution of the Catholic

Press Apostolate is simillarly di-

vided and enumerated. The pur-
pose of that Society Is: "1-To en-
courage among Villanova students
the reading of current Catholic
newspapers and periodicals: (a) By
undertaldng the weekly distribution

of current Catholic newspapers and
periodicals; (b) By maintaining In
appr(H)rlate locaitlcms "clipping
boards" with items of Catholic in-

terest clipped from current papers;
(c) By maintaining a pamphlet
rack for the distribution to stud-
^ts of pamphlets |on< topics of

Catholic Interest. 2-To supply to
the Catholic Press news accounts
of Religious Activities. 3-To care
for the remaning of Catholic liter-

ature. 4-To sponsor an "Informa-
tion Bureau" on matters of Catholic
interest.

The membership of the Aposto-
late is limited to fifty students
whereas the membership of the
Sanctuary Society Is unlimited.

Mid-Year Exams
Week of Jan. 25

According to an announcement
made recently by Rev. Sugene A.

Mauch, O. S. A.. Dean of the Arts
School, the mid-year exaniinatlons
will begin January 25 and continue
until January 30.

The armual Villanova Retreat
will begin the following week and
continue until February 4.

the city of Nashville, about the
time the U. S. enters the war. Rufe
Cagle has been drafted by the
government. He is the son of a
widow who has an intense hatred
for all law because her husband was
killed by an officer of the law, and
she utterly disapproves of her sou
going away to fight for his coimtry.
She finally consents to her son
going when he insists he Is doing
the right thing. Emmy Todd falls

in love with Rufe. The Sheriff also

makes a bid for her hand but Emmy
chooses Rufe and they are married
before he goes off to war. Emmy
comes to live with the widow to

keep her company.
Widow Plans Revenge

Months pass and winter has set

In. In the midst of a terrific snow-
storm a stranger seeks refuge and
shelter In the cabin of the widow.
While he is present the widow and
Emmy hear of Rufe's death, who
has been killed in action. The
widow becomes so Incensed with
hatred and revenge that she plans
to protect the stranger from the
law, who proves to be a deserter of
the army, for whom the countryside
is searching. While thus absorbed
In her plan the widow learns the
Identity of the stranger. The
visitor is revealed to be the son of
the man who shot her husband. The
widow is left to reek her revenge.

Dancing A^ter Show
It Is the hope of the entire society

that this play will meet with the
approval and support of the stud-
ent body. The price of the tickets
have been placed at a most agree-
able price, a price which should be
within the reach of the entire stud-
ent body. There will be dancing
after each performance In the
school hall.

The cast of the play is as follows:
Widow Cagle .... Larry DeF^^ances
Pap Todd ...i,...i«. Paul Barrow
Emmy William Zeil
Bud John Cameron
Sheriff Weeks Daniel Buckley
Rufe . . Charles Ooggl
Preacher Robert Oiest
The Stranger .... Joseph Connelly
Bob Michael Tomasso

Weddins: Bells

Are Ringing

Old Dan Cupid and the lure of
Major league baseball handed
Football Coach Harry Stuhldreher
his first misfortunes of the 1032
season, when Chinky Carr, center
on the varsity squad this past sea-
son, announced his marriage short-
ly before Christmas and withdrew
from School, while Johnny Brlce,
end and punter extraordinary, has
left college to go South with a
major league club.

Teddy Casey, another of Stuhl-
dreher's minions, also announced
his nruu-rlage.

Eddie Cantor should supply Hoe
school with a few good halfbacks
and linemen now, for wasnt It

Mrs. Cantor's husbuid who told us
"Potatoes are cheaper, tomatoes are
cheaper."
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EXAMINATIONS and quizzes are time-

honored institutions. Their history goes

back to tilth century China

SURPRISE and even further. They have

•
.. QUIZZES fifteen thousand years of ap-

'
. . proval and, doubtless, de-

serve it. The aim and purpose of examin-

ations has been the same since the begin-

ning, and this aim and pui-pose is an end that

can be accomplished only through examin-

ations. That end is the measurement of a

student's knowledge. It is student evalu-

ation relative to excellence of performance in

a certain school subject. As a by-product,

examinations act also as incentives to study

on the part of the student. As for the sur-

prise quiz, which is merely an unannounced

examination which certain professors take

great delight in springing, what is its pur-

pose? Is it to measure knowledge? Is it

to induce application to work? Or is it, per-

haps, to determine whether or not the stu-

dent is applying himself? Some professors

use it for all three purposes. Most profes-

sors, we dare say, use it for the latter two:

as an incentive to study, and as an indicator

of application. That the surprise quiz sei-ves

purposes entirely praiseworthy is obvious.

Most of us in our ordinary school subjects

tend to drift until scheduled examination

dates, at which times we cram. The sui^prise

quiz is a gentle incentive to consistent study,

and, after all, the results attendant upon con-

sistent study are the values for which we are

paying good money. Surprise quizzes, then,

have their place. Yet, if the pui"poses of the

suiprise quiz are as we have stated them
above, how can a professor justify an unan-

nounced examintaion immediately after a pro

longed holiday or on the morning following

one of the school's most elaborate social func-

tions? On just such occasions do some pro-

fessors indulge themselves. In our opinion,

unannounced quiz at such a time is not

only unfair to the student but also a defeat-

ing of the examination's own purpose. And,

when a professor grades a quiz of that kind

and uses that mark in totalling a final grade,

we cannot quite see his logic.

4> >K 4> il< *

RESOLVED: that 1932 shall be a banner

year in all my undertakings. And thus does

practically everyone

MAKE enter a new year's

RESOLUTIONS? resolution in his diary

for the coming year.

The idea that we are going to keep our reso-

lutions is uppermost in our minds but just

how it is going to be done is usually left to

a future date. The new year is full of pos-

sibilities and it is just as likely as not that

these can be turned into accomplishments.

The one deciding factor is the determination

of the individual making the resolutions. If

disheartened or discouraged because failure

to accomplish some worthy enterprise upon
which our hearts had been set during the
past twelve months, now is not the time to

give up in despair. For it cannot be said

that because a thing has never been done,
it is therefore impossible of accomplishment.
But, if it is by earnest endeavor on our part
that something of worth is brought about,
our satisfaction is none the less great. In
our role as students, we should take special

advantage of this "season of resolutions" and
adapt our resolutions to our state in life. If

grades have been poor, it is entirely within
our power to raise them. Likewise, our
achievements in athletics and other student
activities depend absolutely upon ourselves.
Now is the time to ask: am I going to make
1932 a success or a failure? By planning
now to achieve success, we will indeed have
a very Happy New Year.

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

Bjt

JOHN J. M1CKLU»

IHE THEATRE

IGNORANCE OP THE LAW
In order that the Interfratemity

Rushing Agreement at Johns Hop-
kins University will not be misun-

derstood or misinterpreted at any
tune, the Interiraternity Board pub-

lished its rules In book form that

every student could have a copy on
his person at any time, should doubt

arise, according to a report in the

JOHNS HOPKINS NEWS-LET-
TER.

The rushing season is always a

sore spot in the sides^f those who
care to see campus life running

smoothly. The Rushing Agreement
was written and published in order

that friction could thus be elimin-

ated. It was a master of the

Board, however, to make this step

for it will be Impossible for any
violators of the rules to offer the

•'Ignorance of the Law" even as a
weak excuse.

"HUNK" ANDERSON
Titled thus, an editorial recently

appeared in the NOTRE DAME
SCHOLASTIC paying all due re-

spect to the leader of the Fighting

Irish. Because Notre Dame lost

two heart-breaking games during

the past football season after com-
piling a record that will be hard to

beat for years and years to come,
back-biters have been insinuating

that perhaps Anderson is not the

man to fill Rockne's place.

THE SCHOLASTIC was rieht,

but we chide the editor for not be-

ing vehement enough. The ma-
liciousness of veiled insinuations

against a leader who has shown
that the best was given at all times

must be stamped out. The student
body at the University feel that

Anderson did make good, for it

takes an iron nerve to follow the
nine game "Suicide Schedule" that

Notre Dame followed during tne

season. And they're right!!

NO ANNUAL!!
Because of the gap left in our

exchanges over the Christmas holi-

days, our fund of information is

not right up to the minute. How-
ever, early last month the Univer-

sity of DAYTON NEWS published

an account of the laxity of spirit

shown in the subscription drive for

tne Annual. At the time of publi-

cation it was announced that unless

better support was forthcoming all

plans for the book would be drop-

ped.

The situation is a sad one Indeed,

for an Annual is a vital factor of

college life. The student publica-

tions such as weeklies and literary

magazines serve an important func-
tion in the current history of a
school, but the annual is a lasting

contribution to the future. We
sincerely hope that the support for

the Dayton Annual is forthcoming
so that they need not discontinue

its publication.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY
Although the superb Tenth An-

niversary Number of the TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY NEWS deserves the

honor position of the Column, we
left it to the last that we could give

it more than the usual amount of

space. The Features Section was
filled to brimming with pictures

reminiscent of the last ten years of

Temple's history.

A most interesting picture was one
showing some action during the

Temple-Lebanon Valley f ootball

game of 1926. The game was played

on an open field, now the location

of Temple's massive stadium. In
the background could be seen the
few spectators who stood along the
sidelines. They were the veterans
of football fandom, for it was quite

a trip out to the field at City Line
and Vernon Road, and then stand
through two hours of play.

Since Temple University has made
its great rise in the scholastic
world during the last ten years it

was fitting for the Anniversary
Number to record a resume of the
University's phenomenal growth
during the past decade. No more
than a second rate university in the
latter part of the second decade of
the century, Temple has grown into
a metrapolitan institution which Is

well known and ranked highly
throughout the entire country.
Early in 1922, when the university,

keeping pace with its expansion
program, began to seriously develop
its program of inter-collegiate ath-
letics, it is Interesting to note that
the coeds secured the larger amount
of publicity. At that time only the
physical education department was
represented in football.

It was not untU in the fall of 1925
that a professional coach was se-
cured for the football team. Heinle
Miller. At this time a true unl-
versity team was started, being
picked from all departments of the
school. The successes enjoyed on
the gridiron since that time are
well known to all followers of the
sport.

Temple's first publication was
We cannot too highly commend

the manner in which the Temple
publication has been appearing be-
fore the public. Its news articles
are newsy, Its humorous touches
humorous, and Its sports articles

straight to the point. More power
to the TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
NEWS I II

ADAM HAD TWO SONS,
'Ihls colorful drama of the trop-

ics from the pen of the well-known

John McDermbtt, was launched for

the first time last evening under

the aegis of Alex. A. Aerons and
Vmton Freedley.

Recently of the movies and even
more recently of Tahiti and other

tropic climes, John McDermott, In

his play, has fashioned a stirring

drama. With Panama as Its setting,

ihe story Is evolved about a beau-

iifully impish creature who becomes
the love of two brothers, both
Americans. Since they are of dif-

ferent temperaments, the clash for

the possession of the girl brings a
tense struggle which makes for

superlative and even Intoxicating

drama.—At The Oarrick.

STRICTLY DISHONORABLE.
^ou may uke your Barbos, your

Deitrichs, and your Banicheads, but

wnen a young lady says, "Y'all are

a honeh ', in a manner character-

istic ol a charming Southerner, you
' forget the rest. Thus one finds

tiidney Fox who appears In Umver-
sal's version of Preston Sturges'

;stage play.

ihose who go to see the picture

in expectation of something risque

will be surprised by the delicacy of

this love story.—At the Karlton.

THE SECRET WITNESS.
,

Ii can be safely said that this

mystery production held the audi-

ence at the edge of their seats

throughout the short period it ap-
peared on the screen. Starring Una
Merkel, who, incidentally, played

her part in a manner lo delight

those present, Wm. Collier, Jr., and
Zazu Pitts this picture should meet
with the approval of all those who
snould see it.

I'he valudeville is nothing extra-

ordinary—just the same thing that

we have been accustomer to see for

the past decade or so. However,
the act by Bob Murphy is, in the

opinion 01 this writer, the best on
tne bill.—At the Earle.

DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE.
Robert Louis Stevenson's weird

story of the taiented physician who
transformed himself into a beast,

lias now been brought to the screen.

l>'rearic March presents a masterful

performance in tiie dual leading

loie, with the delicate artistry of

Miriam Hopkins and Rose Hobart
affording spienald foils for his tal-

tnted characterizations. Notable

supporting perfarmances are also

contributed by Holmes Herbert, Hal-
lowell Hobbes, Edgar Norton and
Tempe Pigott.

The surroundinc program em-
braces: "The Fox Hunt', a sound
cartoon; News of the Week; and
"Musical Justice", which features

Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut
"itankees.—At the Stanley.

MATA HARI.
A picture with Greta Garbo, sup-

ported by Ramon Novarro, Lionel

Barrymore and Lewis Stone, con-

tinues for the third week.

The background of the story is

the World War, while the plot itself

hinges about the spy service. All

the treachery, cunning, intrigue

and dishonor of this crafty side of

war is cleverly portrayed. Love,:'

too, sometimes enters the life of a
spy, with dire consequences.

Miss Garbo as "Mata Hari", again

proves herself a great actress, while

Lionel Barrymore gives a good ex-

hibition of his versatility. The per-

formances of Lewis Stone and Ra-
mon Novarro are excellent and add
to the interest of the picture.—At-
The Boyd.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Belatedly—Happy New Year,

Several improvements have been
made about the campus during the

holidays.

The Pie Shoppe takes no chances
of losing those new three passenger

seats.

A new board track has been con-
structed on the ball fleld.

A well-known ViUanovan has been
tickling the ivories on a Bermuda
ship during the vacation.

The Gotham Jinx still hovers over

the wearers of the Blue and White.

The Gigolos have renewed their

habits of frequenting the Bryn
Mawr night clubs.

Quite a bit of pruning has Iteen

done around the campus. Mayl>e it

wont be long berore they start to

worii on the inside.

Why not turn dramatic critic and
.see "Sun Up " given by the Bell

Masque at Rosemont on Wednesday
and Thursday?

The hoclipy players have been
seriously considering the use of roll-

er skates.

According to a late news flash the
Gigoto Rats defeated the Killjoy

AC. court squad 22-6 last Sunday.

What is the difference between a
Chinese and a garden hose?

Answer: One keeps the laundry,

the other kecpn the lawn wet.

HOKIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. DI£TZ

NEWS FLASHES
Villanova College:—a basketball

game between the married men and
the single men will be piayed after

the dedication of the new gym.
The former team Is besieged by
candidates while the latter is having
the aevil's own time scraping five

men together.

Austin Hall:—Several plumbers
were called to tnis dorm when a
campua prominent rid himself of
some chin adornment. Owner and
cnin are coming along fine, tJiank
yo.

Aliunni Hall:—Several Inhabitants
of the top deck of this aorm were
subject to tneir annual attack of

uropsy Just before the holidays. In
some cu;^es the attacK reacned such
proportions mat tne patients nad to

oe sent home, otners were sent to

bed witnout any supper, borne
tnougnt It was water on the brain
but apparently that aisease piagued
otner caiijpus inhabitants.

Fedigan Hall:—The Fedlgan Hall

quartet wui give a recitai Weanes-
uay evening in the amphitheatre
alter night prayers. Ihe program
will mciude ine following numoers:
"My Wild Irish Rose ", "Mother
iviucree ' and "Just a Gigolo".

A campus hecKier was recently

about to take one of his fellows for

a ride because oi a copiotis growth
oi nair on the back of his neck. A
companion stopped him, saying:

Dont say a word about it. He's
writing a sympnony." At that rate

tne reason bnubert was unable to

nnish his, was because someone
sneaked up bemna hun and capped
his wig.

And there was the dumb fresh-

man who wondered why a fellow

didn't get hurt when he cut his

Class. Ask the profs about that,

sonny.

I WONDER WHY
Everything was so quiet the first

weeK 01 scnooi after the holidays?

Can't the midyears be postponed
until after Easter?

Don't the prois like to have you
crib on an exam?
Don't more lellows think the

VILLANOVAN is a lousy "peeper"??

The editor lets me get away with
something like this?

RESOLUTIONS
Below are a lew suggestions for

New Year's resolutions. Most of

ihe ones you have already made
have probably been broken by this

time and there's nothing lll^e a new
start.

Eat more meals in the dining hall.

Don't put your feet on another
fellow's bed. Sometimes it's bad
lor the eyes.

Stop studying so hard. After all

you've passed exams before.

Go out every night. The fresh

air will do you good.

Cut au the classes you want to.

Don't get married before you
graduate.

. •LIFE'S LITTLE TRAGEDY
(A rotten play in one scene)

Scene: A nethermost portion of

the campus. .; f';.

Time: Two o'clock last winter.

Plot: Heh! Heh! Heh!
Characters: Our old friends Mike

and Pasquale who have just

returned from a pleasant

afternoon's lion hunt in the
Ubangi.

(Due to the fact that Pasquale is

left handed they enter from the
right side of the stage. Mike car-

ries a mouse under his arm while

Pasquale carried himself well.)

Mike: "OOh! Looklt the bold."

Pasquale: "That's not a bold that's

a bird!"

Mike: "Well, it looks like a bold

anyway."
(A shot rings out from the left.

It sounds like a .45 caliber rifle to

me but I will welcome any opinion.

Pasquale falls to the ground.)

Pasquale: "They got me, buddy."
Mike: "What's your name? What's
your name?"

Pasquale: "What do you want to

know for?"

Mike: "So I can tell your mother."
Pasquale: "Why, you darned fool,

she already knows my name!"
Curtain, yes, Curtain!

BROKEN HEART'S CORNER.
Dear Miss Fix:

I find myself terribly in love with
a college boy. He wants me to

marry him. That's the first time

I've ever heard of such a thing.

Will you please give me some ad-
vice?

CECELIA COOER.
Ans.

My Poor Dear Miss Cooer:

Stay away from these College

guys. There may be happiness a-
round the corner but if I were you
I'd And myself a nice big sailor.

Sympathetically,

I. FIX.
Here's a poem called "Men are
Like That", which was found at the
bottom of a stack of mall. Who
wrote it I don't know but would
like to.

"He told me it was hard to find,

A girl With my receptive mind.

But the first time that we necked

He forgot about my Intellect."

Carping Criticism

Has No Place In

A College Paper

Majority of Destructive Complaints Arise

From Small Group of Radicals

Says Editor

"THE GETTYSBURGIAN"
GETTSBURG COLLEGE
GETTSBURG, PENNA.

"An editorial is a method of expressing the

opinion of the writer," according to one of

the best authorities on newspaper construc-

tion. This definition can be criticized in

several way« ; however, the most used crtitc-

ism is that there isn't any free opinion on

college papers. To some extent this is true,

but not to the degree that most students

believe. Editorials are usually the opinion

of not only the writer, but also of the paper

and the institution back of the paper, re-

gardless of whether it is a political party, a

religious organization, or a college. The

latter is true in the case of "The Gettysbur-

gian." This is a coUegmte newspaper trying

to express not only the views of the majority

of the students, but also the traditions and

the ideals of the institution that it repre-

sens.

Uncensored opinions, in the majority of

cases, are in some manner or other con-

structive—but if they are for the good of

the institution and of the student body, why
shouldn't they be submitted to a reliable au-

thority for censorship. The majority of the

complaints that arise on this subject come
from a small group of radicals who are con-

sistently putting their own desires and ideas

above all that is known to be reasonable and

good for the thing that they should love and

respect above all other things—their college.

It is true that some things that the writers

consider important and fundamental are dis-

carded because of the impressions made on

outsiders—yet none of these opinions are

kept out of the college publications without

a good and sound reason. Criticism of a con-

structive nature is always given the utmost

consideration, but criticism of a destructive

nature is never considered above the things

"The Gettysburgian" stands for.

- A BOOK NOTE -
By Charles J. Antonaccio

CRANMER, by Hilaire Belloc.

Here's a book that should prove of interest

to all lovers of character delineations. It is

not, as many would suppose, a biography of

Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury

at the time of the Reformation in England;

it is, rather, a study of his character and

motives, with exposition of, and emphasis

upon, his literary genius and its legacy to

the Church of England.

The author, Hilaire Belloc, one of the out-

standing Catholic writers of the present day,

does not attempt to conceal his antipathy

toward King Henry VIII. He depicts him as

an unfortunate, weak, and vacillating crea-

ture who is forever hesitating, drawing back,

and temporizing, save in those moments
when he explodes under impulse and does

something violent.
;'o'>i\

•'

His hero, Cranmer, whom he calls the

"Hero of the Reformation", is a reticient

man, loathe to come forth from the shell

into which he had withdrawn after a not too

brillant college career. He is dragged along

by an irresistable tide of circumstances of

an age when men like Luther, Erasmus,

Cromwell, and Sir Thomas More came forth

with theories which brought about the final

severing from the chains of the Middle Ages.

The work is consistently interesting, how-
ever, not only to practical psychologists but

also to students of history. It has all the

sparkle of modem methods of writing and
viewpoint, and philosophically sound ideas.

His exposition of Catholic theological prin-

ciples are so intei-woven into the fabric of

the text that they do not seriously interfere

with its interesting reading.

At the time of Cranmer, when calumnies

and disingenuouanesses were common, little

virtue was to be found in England. We can-

not but sympathize, then, with Cranmer,
who, though an archbishop, was continually

forced to play with death. Consequently, on
numerous occasions he had to deceive people

to get himself out of difficult situations and
even send men and women to the pyre. How-
ever, all his efforts proved futile and at the

time when Queen Mary assumed full control

he forfeited his life and was burned at the

stake.

In addition to distinguishing himself in

the historical field as he has done in his book,

Hilaire Belloc is noted as a novelist, essayist,

and poet.

*•
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'Cat Athletic Teams Win 27 While Losing 49

The
Sports

Comer
This is the open season on college

editorial writers. After the foot-
ball coaches meet late in December
and give the gridiron game a bill

of clean health and find it at least
99 44|100 % pure, the sports writers,
in an attempt to keep the pay
checks coming In until the ball
clubs go South, put the blame for
the over-emphasis ballyhoo on the
shoulders of the collegians, whose
hasty and misguided ravings would
usually go unnoticed, even on their
own campuses, if it had not been
for the boys on the daily papers.

Bill Corum, one of New York
City's most brilliant sports writers,
said plenty to young gentlemen
from N. Y. U. the other day. Gor-
don Mackay, Stony McLinn and a
few others also through a few
brick-filled bouquets our way, but
Mr. Corum's remarks are worth re-
printing:

"Next to being a big-time flagpole
sitter, the best job a young man
with a flair for publicity can get
these days is editing a college news-
paper, the difference being that a
flagpole sitter must have a sense
of balance. The recent coonskln
editorial outbreak—the attack of
the New York University Daily
News on Chick Meehan—would
seem to a neutral observer to be a
flagrant case of biting the hand that
has fed you.

"When ChiclK came down here
from Syracuse, the football fans of
New Yotk. City thought violets were
something girls wore to the Yale
game .... A crowd of 10,000 at
any N. Y. U. game had even the
cheerleaders tongue-tied, which is

virtually the height of amazement.
"Now, It Is no business of mine

what N. Y. U. wanted Mr. Mee-
han, but apparently they wanted
a winner or they wouldn't have
bothered bringing him here. Al-
ways remember this In all the flub-
dub (such as this) which Is annual-
ly written at this time of year
about college football: If somebody
Isn't looking for a winner the old
coach is as good as a new one.
Anybody with^ a few Idle Autumn
afternoons on his hands can coach
a team that's just playing for the
fun of the thing.

"But I can't help but believe that
Mr. Meehan gave N. Y. U. what the
great majority of N. Y. Uers want-
ed—blg-tlme football and athletic
prestige If they no longer
want It, okay, but it's less than fair

and sporting to hang the blame
on Meehan

"Moreover, even a college editor-

ial writer should make aome effort

to t>e consistent. But in the editor-

ial question—"Time to Retire'

—

Meehan is crucified in one para-
graph for winning only 54% of his

games and in a succeeding one for

trying to win any at all. Now Just

what, do you suppose, did the young
man have in mind? It's so difficult

to tell from what he wrote."

And that's Mr. Corum's case. He
says plenty, but after all, the N.
Y. U. editorial writer got what he
wanted. Meehan Is now at Man-
hattan. "The Dally Prlncetonlan"

asked for Al Wittmer's head and
got it. Last year, "The Pennsyl
vanian" wanted Lud Wray's scalp

and a new deal In Red and Blue
athletics. Now the Gates plan Is

In effect.

Oh, Mr. Corum, great must be

the power of the collegiate press.

The Football Rules Committee
gets together in a month or so to

draw up the rules and regulations

for the 1932 season. Many recom-
mendations have already been
made—some basic, some radical,

some necessary, most of them well-

meant.
Grantland Rice, sports editor of

Collier's, in the current issue of the

magazine, asks for one change, and
at the same time requests com-
ment. Here's mine.
Rice cites three faults with the

game as It was played last year--

the mass-play on klckofls, the

dlflflculty of ofiBclals on deciding on
the legality of Interference with

the receiver of a forward pass, and
the need for a limitation of the

number of substitutes.

He makes no definite statements

on the first two, but he is most em-
phatic on the latter, and writes

that it "would be much more fair

to have rival squads limited to 22

men on each side. The deciding

factor of the game then would be

skill, speed, power and smartness

and not the preponderance of man-
power."
We can't see face-to-face with

Mr. Rice on that point. We know
we're not qualified to speak with

the voice of authority he possesses,

but this Is only the comment, you

requested, Mr. Rice.

As we see It, the point of the

article was that games between N.

Y. U. and Hobart, Penn and
Swarthmore, Yale and St. John's

were bound to be unfair, because

of the natural overwhelming

strength In manpower of one team.

Would a new rule change this?

Wouldn't Penn's flne-drllled eleven,

with her weeks of early fall-practice

still have the edge on Swarthmore,

If the teams were limited to 11, 22,

or fifty players.

Doesn't the blame for this condi-

tion fall on the greater universities,

who schedule these foes for a most
unsportsmanlike exhibition of so-

called sport.

Wouldn't it be better for the col-

leges to adopt an unwritten law,

to draw up shorter nrhednles, to

play only schools of equal scholastic

rating and numerical strength in

male students, and isn't it more in

the spirit of collegiate sport to give

everybody a chance, instead of

limiting a team to the bare mini-

mom.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

ICE HOCKEY GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
JANUARY 12, 1932 Pafe Three

Owls Down Felines By Eight Points
Disappointing Records
Hung Up In Seven Cat
Major Sport Activities

Tennis and Football Alone Show Marks Bettering .500

Mark.—Basketball and Baseball Heav-

iest Losers.—Golf High

TRACK RECORD IMPROVES UNDER C DATES

The year 1931 has been marked
down in history as one of the

world wide economic depression. In

the annals of the sport history

of Villanova the year 1931 has also

been recorded asi being one of de-

pression, that is as far as the num-
ber of games won during that per-

iod of time is concerned. The
aggregate percentage of all the

.james won of all sports is far be-

low the five hundred mark.
Beginning with basketball. In

1931 the varsity came fliru with
five wins and eleven losses, in-

cluding games played In 1930.

Czesick was high scorer for the
team, while the team as a whole
was outscored by 25 points, but its

opponents only made two more
field goals, foul shooting being the

weak-spot all thru the season. Mc-
Dermott and Herrlty had perfect
records from the foul line. The
team functioned very welf and lost

to several powerful squads by only
a point or two.
The Ice hockey squad won three

games and lost six. The season,
however, was rather successful con-
sidering the fact that the sport
was In Its infancy at Villanova and
the teams played were strong.
Among the opponents, were the
Penn* A. C, the Sea Gulls of At-
lantic City, Yale, Swarthmore. The
sextet gained notable victories over
Princeton, Wllliamsport, and Lan-
caster A. C. The most outstanding
player on the '31 squad was "Es-
kimo," Kennedy.

With spring came the familiar

sound of the crack of ashen wood
against the horsehide cover of a
baseball. The 1931 schedule arrang-

ed by Manager Prokop was about
the most formidable ever faced by

a Wildcat nine. For some reason
the team didn't click and at the

end of the season the number of

losses greatly outnumbered the

amount of wins.

The track team, for the first tUne

under the guidance of Coach Harry

Coates, had a fair season all things

considered. The most notable

achievement of the trackmen was
the defeat of the powerful St. Johns

cinderpath representation. Drexel,

Westchester State Teachers, Cath-
olic U., and Temple were also met
on the track and fleld.

I

Tennis Best

I
Tennis was smiled upon by Dame

' Fortune and turned in the best rec-

ord of all sports. Among the rack-
eteers who held the prestige of

theh- Alma Mater on the court
were captain-elect Sol Berman,
Pete Porve, Bill Orcutt, Suerez, and
Johnny Sykes.
In a recent football campaign

the Blue and White fah*ed fahrly

well turning in four wins, three
losses and two ties. Defeats were
suffered at tti^e hands of Duke,
Temple, and Georgetown. Scoreless
ties were played with Bucknell and
Detroit, while wins ^ere scored over
Loyola, Gettysburg, Boston College,

and University of Baltimore.

FRAT CAGE MEETING

The presidents of Epsllon Phi
Theta, Lambda Kappa Delta, Phi
Kappa PI and Delta PI Epsllon
are asked to appoint two repre-
sentatives > to attend the meeting
of the Inter-Praternlty League
Basketball committee tomorrow
afternoon, at 1.1&, p. m.. In Pr.
Kenny's office, 117 Fedlgan Hall.

Board Track

Season Nears

Openingf Gun
Harry Coates' Protoges En-

gage In First Meet On
Jan. 22, at Newark.

Second Half Rally Fails

. To Bring Victory After
Owl's Big First Half

The record of Villanova athletic teams for 1931 follows:

W. L. T.

Tennis ..,.,... :1. .;...,.....,..... ,,.,.. 5 3

Football :;:!•;. •i,.:-.. 4 3 2

Golf .,^\hh::.:.. 3 4
Hockey ;.;,..:;;.:::'ii:-.;- :. 3 6
Track ....::.':.... .:..,..:,:. .2 4
Basketball (31) ..;.::.. 5 11

Baseball ;;.:;:^..::,.;^.;;r..w.i.. 5 14

Basketball (32) .;..;.;:.:;.;...:-.... 4

Totals 27

AVERAGE .351

49

Roving Through College Sports

Southern California Isn't kicking

about over-emphasis this year . . .

The gate for 11 games was $1,262,-

000 as compared with $1,190,000

for 1930 Talk about your

depression On the other

side of the picture is the University

of Nevada Bernard Hartung,

graduate manager, announces a

financial loss of $14.52 for the sea-

son What, only $14, does
somebody say The Tulane-
Souithern Cal battle drew 80,000

the biggest crowd to see a
Rose Bowl game who paid
$300,000 of which $85,000 went to

the Southerners .... not bad for

one afternoon's work Clark
Hinkle had a very enjoyable rainy
afternoon on January 1 If

that lad had been with a college

team of greater repute
St. Joseph's, traditional rival of

Villanova in basketball, thinks

highly of Its victory over Penn . . .

the Hawks would like to resume
relations with the Cats this year
. . . . and as always it would be a
worthwhile game The games
got a little too rough for the public

welfare a few years ago St.

Thomas' of Scranton, another old

Ice hockey Is a rough game, but
we seldom read of fatal or serious

injuries. Sul>sltutlons are made
frequently in this fastest of all

games, entire new lines are replaced
as a unit, and the game Is not
slowed up.

If football coaches would make
more substitutions, of having three
or more elevens of equal ability

ready to take each other's place

after a series of hard plays, fatal

injuries might be lessened consider-

ably. It must be remembered that,

as In any other sphere of activity,

renlntanre ia lowered when one Is

fatigued, and a fresh lineman is

better able to stand a hard knock
than a boy who has been playing

his head off 45 or more minntes.

Villanova cage foe, defeated St.

Joe's, 31-18, Friday night .... The
Tommies were until last year the

last opponent on the Felines'

schedule
Villanova was the only team to

play Temple so far this season
which had been beaten before the
Owls met them Tom Shrlver
of the Record paid the boys a
compliment when he wrote that
the Owls. If anything, played better
Saturday than against C. C. N. Y.

St. John's has another fine cage
aggregation Buck Freeman,
the Brooklynltes' coach, is regarded
as the miracle man of basketball

His entire team was 'booted'
last year on professionalism, so he
started off with a new crowd this
year and seems to be making
good In a big way for the folks In
the burg across the East River. . . .

College hockey Is stepping up a
peg Yale, having conquered
all there Is to conquer In collegiate
circles, plays the New Haven
Eagles, of the Canadian-American
League, Wednesday Pray
for Ice here, folks, and maybe the
Blue and White sextet may be able
to get a chance for practice
One of the best Ice-hockey teams
on the coast Is St. Mary's
Southern Cal also has a fine team

Where do they get the Ice
In that end of sunny California . . .

Leo Rollins, a member of the
scrub team at the U. of Detroit.
won a unique honor Members
of the varsity squad voted him the
most valuable member of the team

for his merits as an In-
spiration to the eleven He
Is a senior and never played In a
varsity game
Although the next Temple bas-

ketball game Is scheduled for Villa-
nova, the Temple News claims, by
means of Its college calendar, that
the battle will be In Mitten Hall . . .

The new gym should be ready before
March even for a game as
hot as the Temple '35-Vlllanova '35

contest will be

The Wildcat track team will

swing Into action on Saturday
night. On this date, the medley
relay team is entered in the Jeffer-

sonian meet. Coach Harry Coates

has stated that the team v^l be

chosen from the following members
of the squad, Baker, Dufify, Womer,
Robertz, Delaney and Fauss. The
medley relay In which they are en-
tered Is a two mile race, one man
running 220, the next 440, the next
a half mile and the anchor man
running a mile. *

Board Track Useful
Now, that Villanova has a board

track equal to any in the country,
it should be able to take a large
step forward In Its efforts to es-

tablish itself among the track teams
in the East.
According to Harry Coates, who

has been observing the board tracks
at other colleges, the stadliun board
track Is one of the fastest In the
East. The track which Incidental-

ly was built by members of the
squad is ten laps to the mile. Coach
Coates should be congratulated for

his success in his efforts to give

Villanova a suitable board track.

Ten Meets at Track
About ten meets are expected to

be held at the track during the
winter, including student meets,
Interscholastlc meets and possibly

a practice meet with our Main
Line neighbors, Haverford.
Including the Jeffersonlan meet

the team is entered in twelve of the
leading meets in Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia. There is also a
dual meet pending with Bowdoin
College of Bnmswick, Maine.
To date the Frosh have three

dual meets scheduled with leading
Eastern Prep schools. The meets
are with St. Benedicts of Newark,
Hill at Pottstown and Lawrencevllle
at Lawrenceville.
JJan. 22—Newark A. 0.
Jan. 30—Brooklyn K. 0.
Feb. 6—Mlllrose A. A.
Feb. 8—Newark W. O. ' ' '

Feb. 13—Boston A. A.
Feb. 17—New York A. C.

at Madison 8q. Garden
Feb. 18—Seton Hall College Meet

at Newark
Feb. 20—Meadowbrook A. C.
Feb. 22—National A. A. U. Cham-

pionships
Feb. 27—Catholic U. Meet
Mar. 5—West Virginia Indoor Meet
Pending Bowdown College at Maine

Wildcats Hold Temple Five to Even Battle in Goals Scored

From Field.—Foul Tallies Give

Winners 33-25 Edge

BROCKMEYER AND WESTON HIGH CAT SCORERS
first half, running up a 17-8 lead.

However, the Engineers made a

strong comeback, tlelng the score

In the last minute and winning out

In the extra period. Czesick,

Prucha, Lynch and Brockmeyer
took care of all the Villanova

scoring.

Although Manhattan won by a
substantial margin, the going was
very hard most of the time. The
half ended a tlO-6, but they staged

a rally in the second half which
was the deciding factor. Charley

Brockmeyer did a great Job In

guarding McCormick, Manhat-
tan's ace, and also scored 7 points.

The game with New York A. C.

was a heartbreaker. Rated as one
of the strongest teams in the

Metropolitan district, they were
outplayed all during the game by
the fighting VUlanovans. With 30

seconds left to go, and In the rear

by one coimter, Strickland let the

ball fly from the center of the

floor and caged the winning point.

The Brooklyn K. of C. tilt pro-

ved to be a high scoring affair. Al-

though the 'Cats ran up 39 points

the Caseys displayed a snjooth

attack wlilch accounted for 39

counters. There were quite a
number of loyal students who came
out to root for our boys and they

made themselves heard.

In all the games Captain Czesick

bore the brunt of the attack, aided

to a great extent by Brockmeyer
and Prucha. Bill Tracy, Metro
Weston, Art Lynch and Lefty

Reltz also played well. Jocko
Hurley's close guarding Is also
worthy of mention.

Individual Scoring
The Individual scoring In the five

games played by the Varsity finds
Captain "Whltey" Czesick leading
with a total of 32 points, consisting
of 12 field goals and 8 charity
throws.
Charley Brockmeyer, aggressive

guard is runner-up with 27 count-
ers, while "Punch" Prucha lanky
center comes next with 22 tallies.

The scores of the other members
of the team follow:

P. a. P. Tot.
Czesick > . ry 12 8 32
Brockmeyer 11 6 37

A twelve point advantage at half

time enabled a smooth working

Temple five to emerge victorious

I

over a green but fighting Villanova

quintet, by a 33-25 score. The game
was played last Satyrday night in

Mitten Hall before a crowd of 1000.

After running up an 18-6 ad-
vantage at the Intermission, the
Owls were outscored 19-15 In the

final semester and were almost
overtaken by "Doc" Jacobs' scrappy
Wildcats. "Obie" O'Brien, stellar

Temple guard was high scorer on
both teams with 12 points while

Metro Weston and Charley Brock-
meyer each racked up 6 counters
for us.

"Punch" Prucha, sophomore
center, who Is Improving steadily

under Jacobs' watchful eye, played
a whale of a game. Gil Fitch, high
scoring Owl, was blanked from the
field by Lee Stock, a newcomer, and
Metro Weston. Tom Edwards, con-
verted to forward also played a
nice floor game.
In scoring from the field, honors

were even, each team counting
eleven times, but the margin of

victory was in the free throws
where Temple scored 11 out of 20,

while Villanova could only make
3 out of 8 tries. Art Lynch, who
entered the game late in the second
half, scored two field goals In quick
succession and it looked like any-
body's game, but the Cherry and
White held on to Its lead.

In the preliminary to the Varsity
game, the Owl Frosh won their 45th
straight game at the expense of the
Villanova Fresh by the score of
25-20. Although outscoring the
Owlets 8 to 5 from the field, the
Kittens could only make 4 fouls,

while the homesters tallied 15

charity throws.
The score at halftime was dead-

locked at 14 points. Daley, Travers
and Barry lead Villanova's scoring,

the former with 7 points and the
other two having four apiece.
Villanova Temple
Czesick ..... ... F. Pitch
Tracey P Goldberger
Prucha C Leibensperger
Stock O O'Brien
Brockmeyer O Heron
Villanova 6 19—25
Temple 18 15—33

Substitutions—Villanova : forwards
Reitz, Edwards; guards, Weston,
Lynch. Temple: forward, Reynolds;
center, Oudd; guards. Oottfleld, Eis-
ley. Field goals—Czesick, Edwards,
Prucha, Brockmeyer 3; Weston 3;

Lynch 2; Reynolds, Goldberger 2;

Gudd 2; O'Brien 5; Beron. Foul
goals—^Prucha 2; Stock. Pitch 6;

Goldberger 2; O'Brien 2; Beron. Ref-
eree—Reagan. Umpire—Emery. Time
of halves—Twenty minutes.

ISO ICE — ISO HOCKEY
When asked for news concern-

ing the hockey team. Manager
Oeorge Hamilton stated that on
account of the unseasonably mild
weather the team has been unable
to practice. However, several of

the boys are keeping In shape by
frequenting the Arena and are
Umbering up In a general way.

Varsity Five
Goes to Capitol

This week-end the Varsity Bas-
ketball team will Journey to Wash-
ington D. C, where It will play
two games. On Friday night the
Wildcats win clash with thei Card-
inals of Catholic University. The
following evening they will encoun-
ter the George Washington Uni-
versity outfit.

Though they have not broken In-
to the victory column as yet. Doc
Jacob's crew are confident they are
due and should come through with
a pair of victories.

Eleven men Including Manager
Griffin will make the trip.

New York Jinx
Still Working

While we were home for the

holidays, the basketball team was

vainly trying to overcome the

famous New York Jinx. Four
times did Captain "Whltey"
Czesick lead his men In attempts
to storm the Gotham citadel, and
four times were they discomfited.

With any kind of breaks, the
Wildcats would have won two of

the battles, losing to 107th Regi-
ment Armory, 27-25 In an extra
period, and dropping a one point
decision to New York A. C, 26-25.

In the other frays, Manhattan
won, 28-12, while Brooklyn K. of

C. was victorious by a 49-37 count.

In the season's opener with 107th
Regiment Armory, "Doc" s Jacob'
proteges played whirlwind ball the

"SOLUTIONS''
TO ALL TEXTS IN

Mathematics
Every Problem Solved

Every Step Shown

DIAGRAMS

DEMAN PUB. CO.
4001 Walnut St.. PHILA., PA.

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

Prucha 6
Lynch 7
Weston 6
Tracy 1
Finn 1
Edwards 1
Stock

LO
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Hears Prof.

In Address

At Close, Dean Suggests An-

cient Jewish Custom of

"Jubilee Year"

One of the most interesting dis-

courses heard this semester was de-

livered in the business School sem-

inar hour on Friday morning by

Professor Patrick J. Dougherty of

that school on the subject, "Banli

Statement* and their Analysis."

Prof. Dougherty held the attention

of the large audience by distribut

wiped off thus enabling everyone

to start anew.
"I am sure that those people didn't

experience depression," said Fr.

Bartley," and l wonder if the re-

pudiation of national debts down to

our own personal debts would be

some way of ridding the world of

depression so that every one would
have a chance to start over."

Gym Scheduled

For Convention

Student's Use of

Road Dangerous

(Continued From Page One)

train I am actually frightened for

them. It is almost impossible to see

them if another car is approaching,

or if my own eyes are dazzled by

the lights of other cars. Thei boy's

dark clothing makes it still harder

to distinguish them. The road ijs so

Catholic Hospital Associatitm

To Meet In New Gym
In June

narrow that I have no opportunity

Tng"statements of a Federal Reserve
| to give them plenty of room. This

City Bank and thus the students
[
dJificulty is increased when they

were able to follow the discussion | walK in groups. Sometimes, whenwere able

with a great deal more interest.

"The reason why many people do

not understand bank statements is

because they do not know enough

about them, and are not hiterested

In learning their value, he said.

"All the items that a. bank must

Include in its statements for the

bank examiners are not printed In

the newspapers, but are so con-

densed that often ^any of the de-

positors are unable to interpret

them."

. After various points in the state-

ment were explained, the students

were told how to read a bank
statement and note if the bank was
In a sound condition. "It used to be

that the capital structure of a

bank was all right if the deposits

were twelve to fifteen times the cap-

ital and surplus, but now in these

times, if it is more than five or six

the bank is skating on thin ice,"

stated Prof. Dougherty.

The students were told that fifty

per cent of the banking resources

of the United States are in one per

cent of the banks of the country.

In ending his discourse Prof.

Dougherty pointed out that many
banks had brought about the pres-

ent financial crisis by theh: will-

ingness to loan money to various

real estate developments. Realtors

and those speculating in the stock

market the corporations not hav-
ing to borrow money because of the
profits derived from the sale of

their products. He further stated the
plan of Owen D. Young which is to

make more stringent Federal Re-
serve laws and to require every
bank, except Savings banks and
trust companies, to join the Federal
Reserve system.

. Following Prof. Dougherty's dis-

cussion, the Rev. Joseph C. Bart-
ley, O. S. A., Dean of the School of
Commerce and Finance, offered a
theory which he thought might end
the present period of depression. Fr.
Bartley spoke of an ancient Hebrew
custom, known as the Jubilee Year,
which was revived every fifty years
and at which time all debt were

another car approaching makes it

difficult for me to see clearly, 1

have to stop completely, which is

not very safe if there is a car be-

hind me.
Please forgive these numerous

details, but Iwondered whether the

boys could possibly realize the
,

drivers' problems and their ovm

:

rides. I hope that they will make
a practice of using the paths on the
campus instead of the road after

dark.
Respectfully yours

Chai;lotte Cushman Emerson
(Mrs. Summer B. Emerson)

Frat Quintets
Planning For

League Play

Lambda Kappa Delta, dethroned

last season from its customary

perch at the head of the Inter-

FYaternity Basketball League, in-

tends to make a determined bid

for championship laurels this

season, and even beiore the begin-

ning of the holiday period, the

red and black clad pre medicals

were preparing for the league play

which is to begin shortly.

. . Epilson Phi Thets also made an
early start, with President Martin

Gill appointing Jack McDennltt,

former basketball star, and Steive

Ferko to look after the E.P.T. in-

terests at the meeting of the

League in Fedigan Hall tomorrow
afternoon, when the 1932 schedule

will be drawn up and approved.
Little information has emerged

from the recesses of the inner
circles of Delta Pi Epsilon, last

year's champions, and of Phi Kap-
pa Pi, but radical changes are ex-
pected to take place on the line-

ups of each team, as graduation
has taken from them many of

their stars.

Villanova's magnificent new
gymnasium, which is being rapidly

completed at the far end of the
campus, is already gaining nat-
ional prominence. During the
third week in June of this year
the ' National Catholic Hospital
Asociation will hold a convention
in the edifice, according to a
statement issued today by Rev.
James H. Griffin, O. 8. A., presl-

ident of the College.

According to Fr. Griffin, this

is the first time in many years
that the Asociation has held a
convention in the East. The dis-

plays for the exhibit will be ac-
comodated on the twelve thousan
square feet of floor space and the
meetings of the organization will

be held in the new Commerce and
Finance building a short distance
away from the gymnasium.
Jn selecting the Villanova Col-

lege gymnasium the officials of
the Hospital Association rejected
the new five million dollar con-
vention hall of the City of Phila-
delphia as a possible site for their
convention. The last meeting of

the Catholic Hospital Associt^tion

held in the Eastern section of the

country was at the Catholic Univ-
ersity, Washington, D C, several
years ago.

Arrangements to bring the con-
vention to Villanova were made
by Ft. Griffin with the Rev. Al-
phonse M. Schwartalla, S. J., of
St. Louis University.

DINER
Biyn Mawr

/TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours • Day

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Paramount I

^^^^^ Tailoring inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24>7^5

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

I

\

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GABRITY

A THOUSAND
AND ONE .....
. . . amusing. Inexpen-
sive eveMngs are spent
upon the Boof. where
one encounters music of
the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
cuisine .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them alL

Dancing 9 to 1
Convert Weekdays

SO cents
Saturdays 75 cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southemairea

Monday Night—College
Night—Special Ticket
Including convert and
snack 85 cents

/ ROOF Vm-C^-

^ 69th St.
>*'^'^^**«*-

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at HOWIE GARRITY
57th & MARKET STS. Campus Representative
Open tiU 8.45 P. M. 110 Fedigan Hall

J

CRACK
GOES THE PRICE OF
CRAWFORD

($22.50)

CLOTHES
NOW

$18.75
See Them at

Mendel
HaU
Each

Thursday

THEY'RE THE FAMOUS $22.50 CLOTHES
WITH $40 FABRICS-$40 TAILORING.$40 STYLE

1225 MARKET STREET
38 SOUTH 69th STREET

hat's the use of making a team

—winninji the election—passing

a test— if Mother and Dad don't

hear of it? Half the fun of college success is

sharing it with home.

Here's where the telephone plays its part link-

ing campus and home together!

Make it a habit to call up home each week.

Mother and Dad will be thrilled to hear your

voice— to share your news— to know all's

well! Each week they'll be waiting with family

news, cheery greetings, sound advice.

They're a lasting pleasure— these Telephone
Dates with Home— inexpensive and easy to

make.
H <% H

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-
vantage of the low Night Rate*. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c.)

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather
than the more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num-
ber. If you like, charges can be reversed.

No. 7

Ji

There are
no better cigarettes'

**I have always used LUCKIES^as far as Iam concerned

there are no better cigarettes^congratulations also on
your improved Cellophane wrapper with that little tab

that opens your package so easily."

"It's toasted
YourThroat ProfctJon—qgalnst IrritoHon—agoinsf cough

Aitd mdtlyrm-Pnof Cllophanm K—^ Vmt "TMttotf'' Flavor tvmr Pr—k

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minMte* with the uwrld'a finest dance orch€ttra$ and Walter Winchell, vAwe gimip
of today become* the newt of tomorrow, c««ery Tuesday, Thurtday and Saturday evening over N. B, C. netuwrks.

PENIS DEBATE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

THURSDAY EVENING

AMPHITHEATRE VILL
VOL. 4, NO. 12

Debatefis

List Heavy
Schedule

JUNIOR MEETING

TOMORROW 1 P. M.

AMPHITHEATRE

MATTERS IMPORTANT

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1932

Seventeen Encounters Make
Up Tentative Beta

Gama List

THREE IN FEBRUARY
Five debates away from home,

6ne radio debate, and twelv^ at

Villanova make up the tentative

debate schedule, as announced
last evening by Manager Daniel
Bucldey, at a meeting of the Villa-

nova Literary Society.

Three of the forensic engage
ments have been held already, two
are scheduled for this week, three
are booked for February, and the
remainder will be held during
March and April, when debating
activities reach their peak.

Several new opponents are on
this year's schedule, most notable
among them being the University
of Pennsylvania, Temple Univer-
sity, CoUege of New RocheUe, and
Harvard University.

This is only the third season the
Beta Gamma debaters have en-
tered intercollegiate competition,
four debates being held the first

year, i929, and six opponents being
met last winter.

The schedule, as announced last

evening, is incomplete, as several

of the visiting teams have been
imable to notify Beta Oamma offi-

cials of the exact date of their

coming here, as they have ar-
ranged lengthy trips and their
itineraries have not been definitely

decided upon.
Dec. 3—Muhlenberg at Allentown.
Dec. 3—Muhlenberg at Villanova.
Dec. 7—Swarthmore at Villanova.
Jan. 21—Pennsylvania at Villanova.
Jan. 22—Pennsylvania over WCAU.
Feb. 26—^Temple at Villanova.
Feb. 25—Temple at Philadelphia.
Mar. 3—Urslnua at CoUegevllle.
Mar. 3—Urslnua at Villanova.
Mar. 6—Florida at Villanova.
Mar. 10—Rutgers at New BrunjwiPk.
Mar. 14—Phllomathean Society

at Villanova.
Mar. 21—Westminster at Villanova.

Dates Pending
Feb.—West Virginia at Villanova.
Mar.—New RocheUe at New RocheUe.
April—Harvard at Villanova.
April—Manhattan at VlUanova.

Ground Broken
For Natatorium

Ground was broken yesterday
and work is now well under Way,
toward the completion of the
new pool, which the college
authoritives have only r|oently
approved. The batter boards
are up and the men ar6''wc(rk-
Ing rapidly to add a new con-
struction to the gym.

The natatorium will be prac-
tically a building in itself since
it will be 102 feet in length, 56
feet in width and a full story in

height. It will vijoin the new
gym structure at the northeast
corner facing the stadium.

The building wiU haVe large
airy windows on aU sides re-
sembling those on the top floor

of the gym. This structure will

add 6d more feet to the present
building.

The pool will have a length
of 75 feet and a width of 30 ft.

It will be of a standard depth.
The diving board will be on the
south end of the tank.

Discusses

The Church
And Labor

Price: Ten Cents

Beta Gamma Meets
Penn on Thursday

In Formal Debate

Talk Emphasizes Necessity

of Man's Endeavors

On Earth

Business Prof

Seminar Speaker
Discloses Reason For Busi-

ness Conditions Ex-
isting^ Today

MEMBERS OF FACULTY

Monican" Not
To Be Printed

Reason Is That Its Funds
Were More Needed

By Charity

PUBLISHED FOR 5 YEARS

Due to financial conditions the
quarterly publication of the students
of the Augustinian Study House,
"The Monican," will not be pub-
lished. This was made known by
Francis P. Penton, O. S. A.,

Mr. Penton was to be the Editor-
in-Chief of this publication and in
a statement for the VILLANOVAN
he said that the reason for dis-

continuing it was a financial one.
"The money we were to use for

this publication has been turned
over to charitable enterprises. We
think that in this manner we can
help more people directly than if

we published The Monican, he
said.

"Th€ Monican," has been pub-
lished by the Augustinian students
for the past five years. In its first

issues all the work was done by the
students. Including the printing.

They had a small printing press

Installed in Corr Hall. The first is-

sues were in mimiograph forms.
Later the publication was put
into book form and the printing

done in Philadelphia. During the

first three years it appeared month-
ly, and after that it appeared
quarterly The faculty advisor for

the students la the Rev. Fr. Henry
A. Caffrey, O. 8. A.
However, it is the intention of the

students to publish "The Monican"
as soon as the present conditions

better themselves.

At the regular weekly pre-med
seminar held last Thursday morn-
ing the science students were given
the opportunity of hearing an In-
teresting and unusual talk by
Professor Patrick Dougherty, a
member of the Villanova faculty.
Prof. Dougherty conducts classes in
the School of Commerce and
Finance, teaching Corporation
Finance, Foreign Exchange, and
Money and Banking.

The primary purpose of the talk
was to acquaint the students with
the intricacies of the renowned
Wall St. of New York, and to fa-
miliarize them with the conditions
existing in this country today which
are so widely discussed by every
one.

Prof. Dougherty opened his talk
by explaining the very important
part played by the New York Stock
exchange in present day politics,

and the enormous powers which
the exchange has over the dictators
in the various parties. Those who
were able to be present learned a
number of the many terms used by
the brokers and stock holders while
conducting the day's business In
Wall St.

The necessity of careful invest-
ments in the purchasing of stocks
and bonds was emphasized to the
utmost by Prof. Dougherty as h^
explained the reasons which
brought about this depression. The
eager desire of the American
people to increase their savings
through the easiest means greatly
influenced the public to make care-
less investments.
They did not realize that the

money value had been continually
decreasing since 1925. and foolishly
plunged their life savings into the
stock market, some ignorant of the
value of the stocks they were buy-
ing, others acquiring stock on
margin. When the greatest stock
crash ever to be remembered oc-
curred in 1929, the greatest losers
were those people who bought on
margin.
Prof. Dougherty expressed the

fact that the value of stocks today
is far below their original value
which existed before the Wall St.
crash of a few years past. He
stated that In order for this depres-
sion to pass over, the value of
stocks must exceed sixty percent,
which is the normal value existing
during stable times. When this

(Continued On Page Four)

LAST IN SEMESTER

Last evening Rev. John Craw^
ford's sermon was "In the sweat
of thy face shall thou eat bread."-—

Qenisis III, XIX.
He pointed out that man was

condemned by Almighty God to a
life of labor as a punishment for

his sin of disobedience. The earth
rtefused to yield fruit except as a
result of the toll of man. The es-

sential needs of humanity, food,

clothing and shelter, were obtain-
ed only through labor.

As the development of the hu-
man race progressed, and man be-
gan to amass wealth, we find that
the poor are forced to labor for
the benefit of the rich. Thus we
see that the condition of the labor-
ing man seems to be an inverse
ratio to the culture and civiliza-

tion of the human race. This Is

seen most strikingly in the case of
Greece and Rome where all man-
ual labor was performed by slaves
who were considered to have no
rights and belonged to their own-
ers in the same manner as earth.

With the dawn of Christianity
the condition of labor began to
improve. TTie example of Christ
who spent the largest part of His
life as a laborer in Nazareth soon
gave to the world a new Idea of
labor and toil. But the spread of
Christianity through the mission-
ary efforts of the apostles and
their successors was a gradual
process and when Constantine de-
clared Christianity to be the relig-
ion of the Roman Empire, slavery
was stiU evident.
The writings of Sts. Ambrose,

Augustine, Basil, Chufsastom, and
Jerome, reveal the condition of
their times. We find them writing
against the rich and proving them-
selves true friends of the down-
trodden and the poor.
The foundation of monasteries

and convents gave to the world
the lesson of the dignity and ne-
cessity of labor.
The invasion of the barbarians

again reduced the condition of the
workers to slavery, which contin-
ued throughout Europe until the
time of Charlemagne. By the year
1200 practically all slavery had
been abolished and serfdom had
taken its place.
About this time there began the

formation groups of merchants
and craftsmen under the name of
guilds. These were religious or-
ganizations founded for the spirit-
ual and material benefit of their
members.
During the existence of the

guilds the condition of labor was
better than it is now. These
guilds were overthrown at the time
of the Reformation, so-called
Soon after, there followed the

Industrial Revolution which cau-
sed the reorganization of the en-

(Continued On Page Four)

The first formal debate of the
current year will be held in the am-
phitheatre on Thursday, January
21, when Beta Gamma will pit its

forensic ability against that of a
selected tno of formidable debaters
from the University of Pennsyl-
vania. The subject chosen for the

debate, "Resolved: That the United

States should enter the Leiague of

Nations," is one of particular con-
temporary interest.

' .Especial care has t>een exercised

in the selection of the team that is

to represent Villanova. In defence
of the affirmative side of the
question, Martin Gill and Daniel
Buckley will each be heard in for-

mal twelve-minute arguments, while
the rebuttal, which will last ten
minutes, has been placed in the ca-

pable hands of Joseph Conlan."

It is interesting to note that Mr.
Buckley is the president of the so-

ciety, and that Mr. Conlan, in his

position of corresponding secretary,

was instrumental in arranging for
the deoate. 'I'hrough the courtesy
oi Station WCAU, an abbreviated
version oi the same debate will be
oroadcast at 3:3U on tne following
afternoon.

Juiiiof Class President

Interviewed On Issue

Of Blazer Dispute

Declares That Juniors Will Be Allowed to Wear Only White
Blazere and Will Try to Keep Juniors

From Wearing Blue

IN MVOR OF DISPENSING WITH BANQUET

Schedule
Of Retreat

Since there has been a great d^al
of dlssention In the Junior class be-

cause of the white blazers and since
the final i^ue is still in doubts
even though at a recent meeting
final decision was passed on the
blazers, the VILLANOVAN decided
to interview the president of the
class, Robert Rosen, and get him
to express his personal views on

'
Th?iouoWing is a series of ques- ' Begins Sunday Evening, Jan-

tions and answers between the uary 31 • and Closes
Mr.

Mendel Bulletin

In Preparation

Dean Promises Science Man-
ual of Unusual

Interest

SINGLBY IS EDITOR

'Sun-Up' Drama
Well Attended

Work of Cast Described

, As Worthy By
Andience

TWO FEMININE ROLES

Dance Planned
By Albany Club

Harter Named
V. L. S. Secretary

LASt evening, at the Joint meet-
ing of the Villanova Literary So-
ciety, Mr. Raymond J. Harter,

sophomore business man, was im-
anlmously elected Recording Elec-

retary for the Society.

Previous to this meeting Mr.
Harter was acting secretary fol-

lowing the resignation of Martin
OUl.
When Mr. Harter was in the

capacity of acting secretary, he
showed his abiUty to fulfill this

position with credit to himself and
the society. He further showed his

capability by proving a very In-

dustrious business manager for

the first dramatic production of

the year "Sun-up" and In his
vivid porlrial of the character of
"The Stranger" in this play.

Last Tuesday evening the Al-
bany Club held its regular meet-
ing. It was decided at this meet-
ing that the initial social function
of this club would take place dur-
ing the Easter holidays Easter
Monday was selected as the date
for the affair, that is, March 28.
Leonard Crowe was appointed
Chairman of the dance, who with
an able committee is preparing to
stage the affair at the Dewitt
Clinton Hotel.
The President. Joseph Bastian,

has stated that he has already so-
licited the aid of the Alumni of
that district and is quite assured
of their support. It is hoped that
every student of this section will
support the dance in every manner
possible. There is no doubt that this
function will do Justice not only to
the club but also to Villanova.
The Albany Club is the most re-

cent club to appear on the campus.
It first appeared in late November.
The ofHcers of the club are as fol-
lows: President. Joseph Bastian;
Vice President. Bradford Schuyler;
Secretary. John Scuderl; Corres-
ponding Secretary, Joseph Hoenlg;
Treasurer. Oene Hartnett. The
Rev, John Wilson. O. 8. A..

moderator of the club.
is

T,3® ®®"^ Masque Chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society usher-
ed in the current dramatic sea-
son with the producion of "Sun-Up"
by Lula Vollmer at Rosemont Hall
last Wednesday and Thursday
nights. The plot attempts to de-
pict life at its worst as it is found
among the crude people of moun-
tahious North Carolina, and the at-

i?/*^*"
^""^KCdy and knowledge

which was brought to them by the
horrors of the World War,
Considering the depth and sub-

tlety of the plot, a very creditable
piece of actlngr was produced. Most
of the credit for the fine work
must be given to Prof. Jonas, the

"l*^?*"*.*?*"'
^^° 8*ve unstintingly

of his Ume. ability, and experience
in order that the production might
be received favorably. The students
who took part are to be commend-
ed for their sincere efforts arl
the fine results. Every member of
the cast performed creditably but
the work of both William Zeil.
who took the part of Emmy, and
of Lawrence DePrances. who play-
ed the part of the Widow Cagle,
must be singled out as above the
average in abUlty. They gave their
lines in a smooth, natural man-
ner which left little to be desired
Both performances were well at-

tended, and the appreciation and
applause were at times manifested
in a vigorous manner. The usual
percentage of morons was present
with its guffaws and crude at-
tempts at humor. The members of
the society who worked behind the
scenes must be commended be-
cause without their efforts the pro-
duction could not have been the

I success that it was.

The senior Science men are al-
ready preparing and collecting ma-
terial for their annual publication,
the Mendel Bulletin.
Rev. Joseph Dougherty, O. S. A.,

states that this issue will contain
medical and scientific papers well
worth reading. Unusual topics will
be chosen and will imdoubtedly
contam rare important experi-
ments which will be Illustrated with
pictures of actual experimentation
m our own laboratories. On the
whole everything that a science
student should know will be pub-
lished and fully explained in this
publication.

Harry Singley Editor
Harry Singley has been appointed

Editor-in-chief and concerning the
publication of the Bulletin he says:
"This Mendel Bulletin will be long
remembered for the various sub-
jects with which it is t» deal. Cer-
tainly no student should miss read-
ing it and he should derive from
its perusal both recreational and
educational benefit."
The staff of this 1932 issue will

be made up of Harry Singley, Ed-
itor-in-chief; James Finn, Manag-
ing Editor; Francis Trapp and
Samuel Fleming, Technicians;
James Burke, Louis DeRosa, Louis
Hoffstein, Irving Grobman, Harold
Libby, John Paladine, Salvatore
Meshon and Charles Moore, Asso-
ciate Editors; WilUam Reilly and
Louis FanelU, Circulation Editors.

Established Five Years ago
For those who are newcomers to

this college it would not be amiss
to state something about this an-
nual publication. Five years ago it
first saw the light of day through
the efforts of several industrious
pre-medical students, aided to a
large degree by Fr. Dougherty.

Dedicated To Gregor Mendel
Wishing to create not only a use-

ful magazine but also Villanova's
lasting tribute to the founder of
the science of heredity. Rev. Gregor
Mendel, O. S. A., it was imanimous- I

ly dedicated to him and named the I

"Mendel Bulletin." Incidentally, it

will be remembered that it was Fr.
Mendel whose findings in the field
of science brought world-wide re-
nown to the Augustinian order.
Accordingly, a medal has been
made commemorating the outstand-
ing events in his career.
Each year the man receiving the

Mendel Medal contributes an ar-
ticle to this publication. Dr. Karl I.

Hemfeld of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity was awarded the medal last
year and his article will be seen
in this forthcoming edition.
The Mendel Bulletin wUl be pub-

lished early in May.

ViLLAMOVAN reporter and
Rosen:
"What is your opinion of the

white blazers? Its advantages or
aisaavantages?"

The advantages are that they
are neater in appearance, tliey add
U) ttie dignity oi the ciass, and are
iess common about the campus."
"Do you thmk the members of

the class will as a body purchase
white Diazers,"

"The class should, although the
closeness of the recent vote makes
the issue doubtful."

Fr. Fink says that for eight
dollars it is unpossible to buy a
white blazer good enough for a
Junior to wear. In your opinion is

it worth spending this sum of
money for something that can be
worn only once or twice?"

"I can't contradict Fr. Fink, but
a worthwhile blazer can be pur-
chased for eight dpllars."

"Is it true that the concern that
made last year's refused to sub-
mit a bid because they
would not assume the responsibility
or guarantee the material at such
a price?"

"No, It is not true," I

"Will those dissatisfied Jimiors
be allowed to purchase blue blazers
for their own personal use?"
"Not if it can possibly be pre-

vented."

"Do you think that the class
should dispense with the banquet
and use tne extra dollar to pur-
chase a blazer?

"Yes."
Mr. Rosen announces that a

meeting of the Junior class will be
held tomorrow afternoon at one
o'clock in the amphitheatre.

Thursday Morning

The schedule of services for the

eighty-ninth annual retreat has

been completed by Rev. Edward

V. Stanford, O. S. A. In accord-

ance with the precedent estab-

lished last year, the retreat will

consist of two distinct sets of ser-

vices, one for the boarders and one
for the day students.

The schedule for the retreat is

practically the same as that of

last year. The only changes upon
it are the dates and the name of

the retreating master.
For the boarding students the

retreat will commence at night
prayers on Simday evening, Janu-
ary 31. On Monday, Tuesdiay and
Wednesday the schedule provides
for attendance at Mass at 7:30 a.

m. This will be followed by a
I conference at 9:30 and another at
' 11:30. After this second confer-
ence there is a recess for dinner

I

until 1 :30 when the stations of the
'Cross will be said. At 4:30 there
will be a Rosary and Litany. The
final service of the day will be at
7:30 at which time a conference
and Benediction are scheduled. At
10 p. m. all boarders are expected
to have their lights out.
The services for the day stu-

dents will begin with Mass at 8:30
a. m. on Monday morning, Febru-
ary 1. Their Mass will be follow-
ed by conferences at 10:30 and
again at 12:30. At 1 o'clock there
will be Stations of the Cross, and
at 2 o'clock they will conclude
their services for the day with a
conference and benediction.
On Thursday morning the re-

treat win be brought to a formal
closing with the celebration ofRev. H. A. Gre lis

¥11 4. K/r* * J* Mass, after which the papal bless
ill at MlSeriCOrdia

i
ings wUl be bestowed upon the

A recurrence of the former stom-
ach ailment of Rev. Howard Grelis,
O. S. A., prefect of Studies, has con-
fined him to the Misercordia Hos-
pital in Philadelphia over the
weekend. His condition, however,
causes no alarm and whether he
will assume his work at the college
before the mid-year exams is en-
tirely up to the doctors attending
him.

Fr. Grelis is also a professor of
Latin and Religon in the arts
school, teaching the Senior, Junior,
and Sophomore students.

students. The Mass for the board-
ers will begin at 7:30, and for the
day students at 8:30.
Every student is expected to re-

ceive Holy Communion at the Mass
on Thursday morning. For this
reason Confessions will be held
every morning at 7:30 and 8:30,
every afternoon at 2:30, and every
evening at 7:30.

The speaker for the retreat will
be Rev. Thomas B. Austin, O. s.
A., rector of the Augustinian Mis-
sionary Band. Fr. Austin will con-
duct the services for both the
boarders and the day students.

Belle Air Ball Scheduled
ForNew Gym After Lent

Seniors Attempt to Stage Comeback After Two Year's
Lapse.—Orchestra, Favors, etc. Still

to Be Decided Upon

The date. members of the Ball Committee

JJg^^^J^^^°J
this year wish to make this affair

Ball has been * triumphant come-back. Looking

decided ten- ahead everything seems to offer

tatlvely. bright prospects. The new Oym In
During a Itself Is a noteworthy attraction,

meeting held Every appointment necessary to
last week by make a dance a success will be
the Belle Air contained therein, needless to men-
Senior Ball tion there will be more than am-
Com m 1 1 1 e e I pie space for dancing,
the following

f

Belle Air StaflF

Though the orchestra has not
James B. Finn four decisions as yet been decided upon, the

were agreed upon and passed: That chairman assured this reporter
the Senior Ball wUl be held soon that it would be one of the best

-- .. _, , ,
after Easter; that the new Oym is Besides attractive favors, other In-

Meetinfif Today r° ^ **« P^®; *^*^ "*« Oy™ win cldentals wm also be added to= -^ • be completed In every detail at that make the affair one worthy of re-
in an interview with William I

**'"®' *"^ ^^^^ ^*"*^® ^^^" ^^^^ no flection.

Bohan, Editor-in-Chief of the Belle ®^"1*"' ,?*" '*!.*'. ^^^^ ^^^ °"® ***^^ ^t ^ hoped and expected that
Air, the following announcement '''^*' all preceding ones. the student body of the CoUege
was made. 'I desire that all theL/" a recent interview. James B. will support and back this event,
members of the BeUe Air staff be Z,?' ,A f

"*'""*" °' *"« Senior Everyone will be sure to have more
present in my room in Austin Hall
Tuesday between the hours of 12 A.
M. and 1, P. M. I have important
matters to discuss and assignments
to make. If there are some who
cannot be present, and have good
reason to be absent, they*must see
me at the first possible opportuni-
ty"
When asked how the work on

the Belle Air has been progressing
he stated that all the previous as-
signments had been turned in and
that It was for this reason that
a special meeting of the staff liad
been called.

Ball, said in answer to a question
concerning the event, "I promise a
very good time to all, with a good
orchestra, favors, etc. It will be as
good a social success as last year's
Junior Prom.
•'Work has begun In securing an

orchestra suitable for the occasion.
It will be the flrst big dance in the
Gym; support of all classes is de-
sired and expected. The subscrip-
tion for the dance will be well
within the means of all, making it

easy for all to attend."
Although there has been no Sen-

ior Ball for the past two years, the

than a good time and moreover
everyone may go. The fee for the
Ball will be set at a moderate
rate, within the reach of all the
students.

More details regarding the final
arrangements of the dance will be
revealed at a later date.
The members of the committee

are James B. Finn. Jr., Chairman*
William Reilly. Harry Singley, Jos^
eph Dletz, Edward Derby, Harry
Dougherty, William Papp, Joseph
Barsin. James Burke. John Mc-
Dermott, John Sykes and Jerry
Enrlght.
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THE Student Council?

at Villanova? Ah yes!

A Student Council

We believe we do

recall something about a

•'•STUDENT body of that kind. It is

... COUNCIL lying around somewhere, we
::• suppose, but whether dead,

dying, or just dormant, it would be hard to

say. Abrief statement of the aims and

purposes of a Student Council would run

something like this: "To organize and to

foster the interest of the undergraduates in

all matters pertinent to the college and to

the life therein; to provide and supervise

expression for such interest; to promote co-

operation between the faculty and the stu-

dent body and amongst the classes; to per-

fect a union that shall work for an ever

greater institution." Those are the ideals

of a Student Council. Those are the pur-

poses for which a body of that kind is in-

stituted. And those are the purposes which

the Student Council at Villanova has failed,

and is failing, to fulfill. Complaints are con-

tinually coming to the VILLANOVAN,
criticism is constantly being levelled at the

VILLANOVAN, for not championing the

cause of the students as against the college

authorities. Abuses do exist about the

campus, abuses of extremely serious import

in many instances, and the editors of this

paper make absolutely no attempt to pass

them by. Very often, we feel quite vehem-

ently on many points, and very often, we
should like to give such abuses wide and

scathing publicity. Such a course of pro-

cedure, however, is impossible. The VIL-
LANOVAN is constrained by the college

faculty as well as by newspaper policy. Just

because this is so, however, is no good reason

why abuses should be allowed to continue

undiminished. The primary function of the

Student Council is to represent the students

before the college authorities. Just now the

Villanova Student Council lies doi-mant,

seemingly quite oblivious to student needs.

You, the students, have grievances; the

Student Council's principal duty is to make
known those grievances to the authorities

and demand rectification. Why not, then, a

concerted campus-wide drive on the Student

Council demanding that it snap out of its

lethargy and represent the students in their

legitimate claims? If you have complaints

about the dining hall, about conditions in the

dormitories, cany them to the Student Coun-

cil and force action. It ia your court of law,

instituted for you, to secure full justice.

. ••• « m-*-

WHY NOT get the greatest possible benefit

out of your college course? Do not misun-

derstand us. We do not in-

FULL tend this editorial as a sermon

VALUE but rather as a morsel of ad-

vice. Recently a professor at

Villanova made the statement that not more
than four or five students in each course of-

fered by Villanova are deriving a just benefit

from the courses. We, who are in constant

touch with the student body, can appreciate

the truth of that statement. The trend

today is not toward an educative life but to-

ward one of amusement, the theory being
"Eat, drink and be meri-y, for tomorrow yon

die." And for this a great deal of blame

may be laid on the college student, who, as

long as he receives his coveted sheepskin

after four years of loafing, is satisfied, and
faces the world with a grin which, however,
does not remain on his countenance for a

veiy great length of time. The student
should realize that the old dame opportunity
is knocking at hid door pleading for en-
trance. Here is the chance that comes to

only a few. The wise man will make uso
of it.

VILLANOVAN Tueaday, January 19, 1932

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By

JOHN J. MICKLOS

JAZZ BAND—SYMPHONY
Contrary to procedure usual in

collegiate circles, where the Jazz

band and dance orchestra Is an out-

growth of the college symphony
orchestra. Loyola of Baltimore is

starting out with a dance orchestra

with the idea of later building up

to symphonic size. For the present,

the band will provide musical en-

tertainment at the college basket-

ball games.

It is a sound procedure because

there will be no wasteful expendi-

tures of time in the selection of the

symphonic group. With a small

band to start with it will be easier

to note the respective merits of the

players and thus the success of a

forthcoming classical organization

cannot be denied.

NEW SPORTS BIJILDING
' The College of New Rochelle last'

week opened its new Sports Build-

ing for the use of the students al-
' though the oflBclal opening ajid

dedication exercises will take place

sometime in the spring. The build-

ing is artistically decorated
throughout, its c6lor motif being

the Blue and White of New Roch-
elle.

And will the girls have it easy?

Just read these excrepts from TH£
fATLER:
Another Innovation is the acqui-

sition of beach chairs which will be

placed at the end of the solarium.

J he roof where rest classes will be

conducted will also be supplied with

deck chairs. In case of bad wea-
ther, these classes will be held on

the second floor in the reception

room."

One of the duties of the building

supervisor "will be to serve bouillon

and hot drinks to those who are

enrolled in the rest classes. Abso-

lute silence will be demanded of

the one hundrd and eighty-six stu-

dents who will take advantage of

the rest cure."

The rest cure would be perfectly

O. K. by us if we could be sure that

when we were resting our physical

beings, our mental beings could be

induced to rest also. It would be

no fun whatsoever to recline in a

comfortable deck chair only to be

continually thoughtful of the hours

to be later spent grinding out the

assignments due.

LYNCHERS
A recent lecturer at Johns Hop-

kins University was surprised to

find, through conversation with the

students after his lecture, that

numbers of them were by no means

opposed to lynching. The lecturer,

a lawyer, regarded this as a serious

defect in the university if it has

failed to inculcate into its students

a thorough respect for law and or-

der, even if the law seems at times

to be slow and overly lenient.

It is indeed a serious judgment

to pass on a university. If pro-

found respect for law and order is

not taught to its students, the

leaders of tomorrow, the university

must fail. The attitude noticed by

the speaker is, we feel, not in the

least representative of the student

body and therefore an unsound base

lor criticism of the school.

SCHOOL SPIRIT AT DEBATES
Support by students for the Man-

hattan College Debating Team was

asked in an editorial in THE
QUADRANGLE. Although in its

second season after a long abandon-
ment, the team has competed suc-

cessfully, its list of victims number-
ing, among others, the Edmund
burite Debating Society of Ford-
ham Law School, until then unde-
feated for a period of four straight

years.

The editor was right in classing

the poor attendance to a lack of

real "school spirit" for the debating

is as representative of the school

on foreign campus as any of the

athletic teams. To the true student

a battle of minds Is as interesting

on the platform as a battle of mind
and body, generally mostly body, on
the athletic field. Let's hope his

editorial brings speedy results.

According to THE TATLER, a
novel debate will be staged by the

debating teams of New Rochelle

and Manhattan CoUges next month.
Two New Cochelle girls and one
Manhattan man will defend one
side, while two Manhattan men and
one New Rochelle girl will uphold
the other. In this manner it is be-

lieved that more effort wUl be ex-
pended In the debate for the sake
of debate alone, without contest

merely for the sake of winning.

And from the JOHNS HOPKINS
NEWS-LETTER we chlsled a squib

that "because the chairs in the

library at Bryn Mawr as so uncom-
fortable the students take pillows

with them when they go there to

study.

If the girls at Barnard College

desire the signs placed about the

campus for decoration of their

own rooms, they are directed not to

.steal them but to apply at the of-

fice where they can be purchased
at a reasonable price.

THE THEATRE
WILD WAVES.—Worthington Min-
er who recently staged "Five Star

Pinal' and 'Reunion in Vienna"
with much distinction last night

directed this play, a new and
amusing comedy. Written by one
of the most prolific authors of radio

sketches in the country, the play is

based on the mad antics which take

place in broadcasting studios every
day in the week.

The cast portraying tt is headed by
Osgood Perkins, who will be remem-
bered from "Front Page", "Spread
Eagle " and "Loose Ankles". Betty
Starbuck and Edith Van Oleve also

have prominent positions in the
cast.—At the Garrick.

LADIES OF THE BIG HOUSE.—
Sylvia Sydney's work in this picture
stamps her as one of the foremost
actresses on the screen today. The
sincerity of her acting, combined
with her expressive features, es-
pecially her glowing dark eyes, hold
.the audience spellbound at times.

The cold, grey walls of a prison
Is the background of the picture
and the effect Is sinister. A portion
of the deathhouse Is also shown,
and a flash showing a man being
led to execution Is very effective.

Thl3 show should prove to be
among the outstanding ones of the
year.—At the Boyd.

THE SPECKLED BAND— Another
of A. Conan Doyle's famous Sher-
lock Holmes Stories. The afternoon
of the audience is held by the clev-
erness of the detective and the un-
cannlness of the criminal, who In
order to gain the riches, left his
two step-daughters by the will of
his wife, murders one to prevent her
marrying, and when the same cir-

cumstances arises with the other
step-daughter he attempts a second
murder, but Is thwarted and killed

by his own diabolical undectable
method. The story is well acted,

and the scenes successfully myster-
ious, which add to the tenseness of

the new critical moments.—^At the
Stanton.

DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE.—
Ihis talking picture version of Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson's uncanny story

has proved to be quite a sensation
to the American theatergoers.

Miriam Hopkins has the role of

a pretty concert hall girl whose
beauty brings ruin to Mr. Hyde and
death to herself. Rose Hobart as-

sumes the role of Dr. Jekyll's fian-

cee.—At the Stanley.

UNDER 18—This picture features

Marian Marsh, Anita Page, Warren
William and Regis Toomey. The
plot Is just the same old story ol a
gin living on the East Side who is

in love with a delivery man, and'

who wants to get hold of some
money in a hurry. She goes in for

Park Avenue society, but as usual

comes back again to the former
sweetheart. The plot does offer good
possibilities for a fine show, but
unhappily they are lost by the

somewhat disappointing perform-
ances of the beautiful, young Mar-
Ian Marsh. The picture Is saved
from failure, however, by the en-

tertaining comedy of the minor
characters.—At the Karlton.

THREE WISE GIRLS—They were

very wise little girls trying to get

ahead In the big show. Our blonde

scorcher, the great Harlow, does

well until, poor girl, her one and

only one turns out to be a very

much married man whose wife just

doesn't understand and refuses to

give him a divorce. Our heart-

broken heroine returns to Chllll-

cotte to resume Jerking sodas at

fifteen per, but handsome, wealthy

Walter Byron does get the much-
sought-for divorce and, as you
know. Jean Harlow receives good

support from Bryan, beautiful Mae
Clarke, and vivacious Marie Pre-

vost—At the Earle.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Contrary to the general rule we

wont say a word about the rapidly

approaching mid-year examinations.

Friday night was a big night for

the Gigolos.

Johnny Gillespie was around for a

visit the other day.

The Ume to kick about a football

schedule is after the games are

played and not before.

We hope that the boys will

breathe easier now that a swim-
ming pool is assured for the new
gym.

The following is for the benefit of

the ntudents i. commerce and fin-

ance. It Is good example of how
not to write a letter of application.

"Sir:..! am Wong. I can drive a
typewriter with great noise and my
English Is great. My last Job has

l«-ft itwir from me for the good
rt-anon that the Urge man has dead.

If I can be of big use to yon, I will

arrive on some Aite that you should

guess."

Governor Roosevelt of New York
passed by Fedigan Hall the other

day. Saturday, to be exact, but he
was in too much of a hurry to say

"Hello" to the inhabitants of afore-

mentioned building.

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

NEWS FLASHES
Austin Hall:—A move is on hand

to remove all the chairs from ttiis

dormitory In view of the fact that
the fellows never use them.

Mendel Hall:—Announcement was
made of a novel contest which will

be held Thursday in all the rooms
overlooking the entrance of the
dining hall. The object of the
game will be to see how many fel -

lows can be kept from entering the

refectory by dropping bags of water
on their heads. The most success-

ful contestant will be presented with
the Old Oaken Bucket.

PedlganHall:—One of the second
floor lads swallowed a frog at one
of the drinl^ng spigots. Probably
the founts are dispensing frog beer

—one drink, two hops and then you
eroak. •';..,•.?•:.''•.'

Good Counsel Hall:—A big mouse
hunt will take place next Friday.
I he first prize, consisting of two
free passes to "Trader Horn", will

be given to the first fellow to catch
over fifty rodents.

Pie Shop:—Bull sessions ceased
Saturday for a few moments when
a lady visitor tried to give the pro-
prietor a mud bath with a lemon
meringue pie. Louie and Slitz, a
couple of former night club boun-
cers, ejected her in short order, but
not before she had luiocked a couple

of the boys cold with a barrage of

Pie Shop bims.

Then there Is the story of Jack
M., a former Inmate of this insti-

tution, who went to some sort of

a tea party garbed in his varsity

sweater. A gentleman from West
Point was also present done up in

all the glowing splendor of a new
unliorm. He approached Jack and
oemanaeU: "Pardon me, but does

that V stand for Vassar?" "Say",

sneered the other, "What the Hell

have you got on, a boy scout's uni-

form? "

LIFE IS TRAGIC
Scene:—The duck pond on the

other side of the Pike.

Time:—BuUofa Watch.
Plot:—Who killed Cock Robin?
Characters:—Mike and Pasquale.

(The two lads are sitting by the

edge of the pond talking rapidly.

Mike wears a worried look while

Pasquale wears shoes.)

Mike: My dear Pasquale, how
Cometh it that the water of yon
mirrored pool is so near the edge?

Pasquale: I feareth, beloved

friend, that no fish stir these sil-

very depths. Pray, tell, why dost

thou take to fishing, being as t'is

the midst of the frosty winter?

Mike: T'is the foulest of lies!

Man has long labored to solve the

riddles of our puzzling universe but

in vain. Bolts and shackles!

Wouldst thou, man, tribe with the

customed order of things?

Pasquale: A truly silly answer.

I tell thee that fish rile not the floor

of this mountain pool!

Mike: Why dost thou, friend,

bring up such Idle matters as love

making when the Dweller of yon

high fleecy clouds hath endowed us

with a sufficiency of mind to con-

quer most profound mysteries?

Pasquale: Aw, nertz! Let's go

down to Bryn Mawr!
Mike: Naw, I gotta go down to

Bryn Mawr.
(Well, can you Imagine that! We

forgot to mention that the lads are

both deaf. But. then, you're crazy

if you read it anyway.)

BROKEN HEARTS CORNER
Dear Miss Fix:—

I am terribly In love with a man
who gives me nothing but abuse.

I've tried to forget him but it's no

use. I must have him. What shall

I do?
I. L. PASSIONATA.

Ans.

My Poor Dear Miss Passlonata:

That must bq the guy that I saw
throwing lighted fire crackers Into

a baby carriage. You can have him
for all I care. I refuse to arguo

the point. He probably eats crack-

ers in bed anyway.
Sympathetically,

I MINNA FIX (Myself)

News Item:—"Society woman do-

nates stockings to Poor." I'd say

that's a case of Charity covering a

multitude of shins, or Was that

doctor right?

HALL OF FAME
Johnny Burns and Dell Ritchie,

two Mt. St. Mary boys who arc

making good in the dining hall.

Get out your varsity sweaters,

boys, and come on down to the

Oasis.

THE INQUIRING REPORTER
Todays questioning: "What is

your opinion of women?"
Jack McDermott, pride and Joy of

the Postal Service: "New York U.

by three touchdowns."

Ding Driscoll. Austin Hall Mata-
dor: 'Am I blushing?"

Tom Edwards, Oklahoma rousta-

bout: "Go down to the Oasis and
draw your conclusions."

Sol Berman, Pun Editor of the

Vtllanovan: "I never play to the

gallery, so I don't know anything

about the skirts."

Concern Expressed

For Things Classic

In Communication

Student Writes Kditur Decrying Decline of

Latin in lligli Scliuoi Curricula

"THE HEIGHTS"
BOSTON COLLEGE
BOSTON, MASS.

The trend of the day in the educational

world is undoubtedly away from thingrs

classical. Modern methods, with their "isms"

and complexes, are supplanting Homer and

Vergilt" Long since has Greek ceased to be

an entrance requirement for most colleges

of liberal arts, and Latin is fast going the

same way. We adherents to classicism be-

come increasingly select, especially on this

side of the Atlantic. .

We have no doubt that there will come a

time, the decline of classicism having made
itself felt in cultured circles, when the trend

in education will go into a complete reverse

and there will be a popular return to the

curriculum which has been followed by the

foremost institutions of learning through

many centuries of civilization. We are not

worrying about colleges and universities.

But we do feel concern for the high school

children who may, if the cuiTent tendency

prevails be deprived of all that is beautiful

in the way of learning, and be given an ex-

clusively utilitarian and materialistic educa-

tion, with not even the opportunity to de-

velop an appreciation o fthe finer things of

life.

In general, we can expect little from pam-

pered school children, and we wholeheartedly

condemn the argument of those who would

abolish the classics because children do not

enjoy them. Though such an argument in

patently fallacious, it is becoming ever more

popular ; in fact, not long ago, a Boston news-

paper advocated editorially the dropping of

Shakespeare from the high school, since it is

difficult reading for young people and is soon

forgotten. It is fortunate that persons with

such principles of education have not gained

control over our school system.

A BOOK NOTE
By JOSKI'H F. UIETZ

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Gilbert K.

Chesterton.

If we were strolling through the woods to-

day and met with a dark, middle-aged indi-

vidual, eyes burning restlessly, and clothed

only in a hair shirt, we would know that he

was Francis of Assisi, a man who sought

only food and an open ear into which to pour

the Message of Truth. This is the Francis

that Chesterton saw walking through the

pages of histoi-y. He gently picked him up

and fondly examined him and this study

gave us Chesterton's Francis in book form.

In many biographies of the present day

truth is sacrificed for interest, but here we

have facts and their significance making in-

terest. To obtain a maximum of interest,,

however, the leaders should have a modicum

of knowledge concerning the life of Francis.

To this knowledge Chesterton's work will be

an invaluable supplement. It disregards

chronology to some extent by beginning at

a point in his life where Francis is first

awakened from the lethargy of youthful

prodigality and becomes aware of his divine

vocation. Here we have a graphic descrip-

tion of a youth who stole his father's goods

to rebuild a tumble-down chapel. That act

was the turning point in his life. After-

wards followed emotions that vai-ied from

the nadir of dejection to the loftiest pin-

nacles of joy. A truly tender being was

Francis with love for God, man, and nature

alone filling the bleeding recesses of his

heart.

It is on such a topic as this that Chester-

ton's style reaches sublime heights, although

it would seem to most of us to be better

adapted to controversy. As a vehicle for

character study it becomes superb, enabling

the author to read the simplicity of the mind

of St. Francis with exceptional facility.

Every point of the humble Francis' life is

admirably portrayed—not in a dull descrip-

tive fashion but in one that is eruditely phy-

schological. The ability to ramble and i*e-

tum to the point, one of Chesterton's finest

characteristics, in no little way helps him

add lucidity to his work.

The author, Gilbert K. Chestei-ton, is one

of the better known English converts to the

Catholic Chuich. Since his conversion, he

has written many books in defense of his

new Faith. Besides being an author of note,

Mr. Chesterton is also a lecturer of renown.
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Cagers Lose Two In Capital; Meet Ursinus Tonight

The
Sports

Comer
Quite a stir was created on the

campus last week by the announce-
ment of the 1932 football schedule.
No college happening in the last]
year excited so much comment as
did the list of nine games which
Dick Hickey's gridders will play
next fall.

It is always wise to look before
you leap, to make sure of your
ground before you criticize. And
Its an ill wind that blows nobody
any good, if you get our meaning.
There has been much dissatisfac-

tion expressed by members of the
student body. The dissatisfacUon
does not come from the mouths of
chronic kickers—for the most part
it can be traced to upperclassmen
who have followed Villanova 's grid-
iron fortunes closely for the last]
eight years, and who see only re-

1

trogresslon in next year's schedule.

To all appearances, It is a step
backward. But, as you may have
read above, breezes often blow more
than dust in your eyes.

The 1932 roster of games reads
like a depression schedule. Two
comparatively short trips, to Boston
and Scranton, are all the travelling
the squad will do—in quite a con-
trast to the season Just past, with
Its Detroit and Durham Journeys.
Three new foes are on the

schedule: South Carolina replacing
Duke, Ursinus taking Georgetown's
place, and Seton Hall being met
instead of Baltimore.

South Carolina has been defeat-
ing Duke of late, but the Blue
Devils have the reputation, the
color and coach, and we don't think
it would be a bad guess to say the
Gamecocks' guarantee is consider-
ably less than Wallace Wade would
have demanded.
Ursinus has been having scrappy

teams, but will not be of the same
calibre in Septemijer as George-
town was last November. The Col-
legevlUe eleven should draw a nice
crowd to the Stadium, however, for

an opening game.
Seton Hall is of considerably high-

er calibre than Baltimore, but still is

rather weak for a mid-October foe,

especially with Loyola following on
the next Saturday.
Reviewing the changes, then, the

1932 schedule may be a shade
tougher than the 1931 list, and the
six home games are a definite im
provement over the past three sea
sons.

The cost of next season's football,

then, we imagine, will be less than
the past few years. Fewer trips,

lower guarantees, and a possibility

of greater revenue from home
games should account for this.

How about the cost in prestige?

Will an undefeated season, say, aid
Villanova, when it has been gained
at the expense of gome of the teams
on the new schedule? Will it not
be somewhat like 1928, when the
undefeated eleven of that year, a
real team, was liandicapped in na-
tional circles by the fact that Grove
City, Catholic U. and Loyola, as
well as Lebanon Valley, made up
half the schedule.

If the new schedule was neces-
sary—if financial conditions made
it imperative that a retrogression

take place—then there should have
been an explanation.

If the new schedule was drawn
up, on the other hand, in order to

make the year's play easier, or if

it was done because it was impos-
sible to book stronger and better-

known schools, the students whose
activity fees support the team,
should have an opportunity of

knowing.
The ray of sunshine in the cloudy

aiTair, however, falls on minor
sports, and a new angle to the

schedule for this fall. Is football

being de-emphasized, and will

minor sports, as junior varsity and
lightweight football, and winter

sports, as wrestling, boxing, hockey
and swimming, benefit.

There would be no argument on
the campus against the schedule if

it was learned that plans were
underfoot to reorganize the Jay-

Vee eleven and 150-pounders next

fall, and to put them into even

faster competition than during the

past season.
There would have been no dis-

cussion if plans were announced
concerning wrestling and boxing

teams for next winter, and if

schedules of meets for swimming
and gymnastic teams were to be

put before the student body.

If Intermural and interfraternity

sports are to benefit from the de-

emphaslzed football schedule, then

the backward step is a worthy
move, and one that will meet with

hearty endorsement on the campus.
However, as a means of attract-

ing national attention and as the

only autumn sport put before the

student body, the 1932 football

schedule falls short.

VILL
ICE HOCKEY

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Status of E. P. T. Bouts in Doubt
Basketball Team Loses

Twice In Washingfton,
As Losing Streak Grows

(ieorge Washington and Catholic University Fives Gain

Decisions in Capitol

On Saturday night the Wildcats

were taken into camp by the pass-

ers of George Washington Universi-

ty, 36 to 26, this being the fifth

consecutive win for the Presidents,

and Villanova's seventh straight loss.

The game was a see-saw affair

until the last six minutes of play

when the supremacy of the Colon-

ials was assured by thj heavy scor-

ing of Hertzler, G. W. center.

Previously both teams were fight-

ing madly for the lead. Starting

off with an extremely fast pace the

score was deadlocked 18 all at the

end of the first half The second

half was a repltion of the previous

one until the last few minutes when
the Presidents were ahead by one

point and then came a deluge of

tallies, two field goals and a foul

shot. The Colonials maintained this

ten point lead until the end of the

game.
Lynch was high scorer for the

Wildcats having gathered a total of

thirteen points.

GEO. WASHINGTON
G. F. P.

Burgess, f 3 3 9

Mulvey, f 1 2

Parrack, t 3 2 8
Hertzler, c 4 1 9
Fenlon, g
Zfthn, g.. 2 4
Chambers, g 4 4

A Real BatUe

What a real battle would be

in store for basketball fans this

season if Villanova and St. Jo-

seph's, traditional rivals, were to

meet In the cage.

In direct comparison last

week, both teams lost two games
in Washington to the same
teams, St. Joe's losing to C. U.,

38-32, while the Cats fell, 31-25,

while George Washington was
victorious against Villanova, 36-

26, and against St. Joe's, by an
eight-point margin.
Tomorrow night the Hawks

play Temple.

SPORT FOR
SPORT'S SAKE

Never can critics of over-
emphasis of athletic victories

point to Villanova as an ex-
ample. Prom the doings of the
past three months, the Wildcats
seem ready for a place with
Lehigh, Penn State and Hobart,
where victories are real cause
for rejoicing.

Not since Saturday, October
24, when the University of Bal-
timore was defeated by the Fel-
ine eleven at the Stadium, has
a Villanova varsity team won a
contest. Pour times since then
the football team went to the
mat and came away without
the bacon, and seven times
have the basketeers of Doc
Jacobs tried, and failed.

Sports for sport's sake, indeed.

Epsilon Phi Theta Bouts
May Be Hit By Rulings

Of New McBride Law
Fourth Series of Bouts Sponsored hy Arts Fraternity

May Be Curtailed

Six Home Games
On Grid Schedule

TOTALS . 13 10 36

VILLANOVA

Lynch, f . .

,

Brockmeyer,
Czeslck, f .

.

Reltz. f

Prucha, c .

.

TOTALS
Referees-

P.
13

5

2
4

26
-C. Mitchell and Caruso.

G.
.6
.0
.2

.0

.1

Tracy, g 2
Hurley, g

P.
3

1

.11

The Wildcats cage team length-
ened their losing streak to seven
over the week-end.
On Friday the basketeers journ-

eyed down to the Nation's Capitol
and that evening met the represen-
tatives of Catholic Univernlty. The
Cats fought valiantly, but the spec-
tacular shooting of the Cardinal for-

wards, Sheary and White, was too
much for the Felines. The score
at the end of the gamei was 31 to

25 in favor of the home team.
High scoring honors for the Cats

were divided between Weston and
Prucha who totaled six points each,
while Captain Czesclk was re-
sponsible for five counters.

CATHOLIC U.
a.

Sheary, f . . . ..,,',.... ivV. •*
McVean, t ............. .1
Cannlzzaro, f

Calllher, c 3
White, g S
Spinelli, g
Jankowskl. g

TOTALS .12

Stony McGUnn, of the Evening

Ledger, paid a tribute to Father

James H. Griffin, in his daily col-

umn on Saturday evening:
" Tis Indeed a pleasure to listen

to a college president who talks

about athletics as did the Rev.

Father J J. Griflln at the Villanova

Club dinner. He scoffs at over-

emphasis and the other ills one

frequently hears discussed by men
Interested in intercollegiate football.

"While I do not write shorthand

and as a consequence will not at-

tempt to quote Father Orlffln ver-

batim, the gist of his remarks on

the subject was that at his college

out on the Main Line—
"Football had not been given to

the faculty: neither had It been

given to the student body; nor had

it been given to the alumni.

"He Insisted that football and
athletics generally belonged to

Villanova, as always had been the

VILLANOVA
G.

Czeslck, f 2
McPeely, f

Lynch, f 1

Reltz. f

Brockmeyer, t 1
Prucha, c 2
Edwards, g 1
Tracy, g
Hurley, g
Weston, g 2

TOTALS 9 7 25
Peferee—Simpson (approved board)

Umolre — O. Mitchell (Approved
Board).

P.
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Big Attendance
At Grid Dinner

Football Banquet Sponsored

By Philadelphia Club

Of Villanova

MANY COACHES TALK

An Interesting and enjoyable ev-

ening was passed last Thursday

night at the Adelphia Hotel where

the Aiuiual Reunion and Football

Banquet was held. The banquet

was sponsored by the PhUadelphia

Club of Villanova and the large

number that was present clearly

shows the growing propularity and

prestige of this organization.

Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher

was the oustanding speaker of the

evening. He explained to the

Alumni that he is earnestly build-

ing his team for the 1932 season,

and is eagerly looking forward to

his eighth year as head coach of

football at Villanova. "Do not

think that we are looking back as

some people believe, for what has

happened in the past season is for-

gotten, and we are certain that

there will be quite a change for

the good during the next season.

"The game with Temple Univer-

sity climaxes the season. This

means that the Temple game

should be a climax for which each

eleven should strive. I believe that

Temple had one of the best teams

in the East, and they deserve aU

the credidt due them." Coach
Stuhldreher ended his talk by pre-

senting gold footballs to each

member of the Varsity team. Ed-

ward Kobolls, the retiring captain,

and Richard Hickey, captain-

elect, led the procession to the

speakers' table, where the rewards

were distributed.

Rev. James H. Qrifan, O. 8. A.,

delivered a short talk in which he
outlined the athletic policy that is

being followed at Villanova. He
concluded his talk by paying tri-

bute to Coach Stuhldreher and his

line assistant, Edward Hunsinger,
who has also been connected with
the coaching squad of Villanova
for the last seven years.

Those present had the opportun-
ity of listening to a talk by J.

Stanley Smith, '96, who at one
time managed the Villanova ath-
letic activities. Other members of

the Alumni who spoke at the re-
union were John Coan, vice-presi-

dent of the national alumni, David
Parley, president of the general
alumni, Leo Lynch, Henle Miller,

Head Coach of football at Temple,
Joseph Cunningham, John Mc-
Qeehan, graduate manager of ath-
letics, and John A. Freney, presi-
dent of the Villanova Club of
Philadelphia. Mr. McGeehan as-
sumed the role of toastmaster at
the banquet.

1932 Football Schedule

Raises Much Comment
VILLANOVAN Attempts to Give Cross-Section of Opinion

by Means of Interview

Discusses Church
' And Labor Issues

(Continued From Page One)

ex-
the
the
the
the

tire social and economic structure
of society.

The efTorts of the Church in be-
half of the workingman find
pression in recent times in
Condition of Labor." Here
sovereign PontlfT points out
necessity of returning to
Christian principles of justice and
charity.

When we compare the condition
of the working classes in the mod-
ern times with those of the best
days of pagen Greece and Rome
we cannot doubt that the improve-
ment is due to the influence of
Christianity and that continued
progress will be in proportion to
the effect of Christian principles
and ideals in the social order.

Business Prof
Seminar Speaker

(Continued Prom Page One)

James Garrity, President, Student

Council; 'PersouaUy speaking, I

consider the 1932 football schedule

one of interest, and also the result

of a great deal of fore-thought on

the part ol the coaches and the

Board of Athletics. Some of the

early scheduled opponents cannot

be taken too lightiy, for an 'under-

dog' team is dangerous no matter

what tne opposition may be. With
stubborn opposition at Uie begin-

ning of the schedule, our players

will get into proper physical con-

diuon as well as a proper frame of

mind for the major opponents on
the schedule."

Raymond Baratta, Director, "Vill-

anovans": "In my opinion the 1932

lootbali schedule is somewliat easier

than the schedules of the past three

years. Althought we are playing

some of the best teams in the Kast,

It seems inevitable that a few of the

college teams we are playing wi^
mar our prestige. Next year's team
should be one of the few undefeated
teams in the East."

George McGrath, President, Sanc^
tuary Society: "To my mind the

recent announcement of next year's

football schedule should do much
toward the advancement of athle-

tics here at Villanova. With the

1932 schedule the team should be
aoie to regain some of tiie ground
it has lost in the last few years,

and it should also send the team
off on that winning streak every-
one has been so anxiously awaiting."

Clement BusenKCll, President,

Philadelphia Club: "What do 1

tliink of the schedule? Well, when
someone asks me a question like

that the first thing tlxat comes to

my mind is - not much. Villanpva
has been trying to build up a foot-

ball prestige and in my estimation
I think she has succeeded. To be
sure it cannot be compared, to the
reputation (if you can call it timt)
of some of the foren^t univer-
sities in the country, or even ap-
proach them, but the results have
been far from unfavorable. We
have at least a football hold and
why lose it. Nevertheless, with a
schedule like this we will Dose it.

If we must lose ball games, why
not lose to some great team in the
country instead of to an unknown
opponent. We will at least get pub-
licity."

WilUam S White, BasebaU Man-
ager: "I think that the football

schedule for next year is as good as
that of any other college it has
played in the last years or will play
next year. As I see it we will play
seven hard games, namely - Ur-
sinus. South Carolina State, Gettys-
burg, Boston College, Bucknell,
Detroit, and Temple with two so-
called let-up games in between.
It is an advantage for the team to

have a schedule that will always
keep it in shape so that it will be
able at all times to give its best.

In conclusion, as far as football is

concerned, a better schedule could
not be desired, but I do tliink that
it lacks color."

George V. Artaserse, Junior Var-
sity Guard: "I sincerely believe

that the football schedule for the
forthcoming season is one that is

justifiable to Villanova's football
ablUty. I think that Football at Vill-

anova is on a decline and by play-
ing a schedule such as the one ar-
ranged for the 1932 season they will

attain greater heights in the foot-
ball world in a few years to come."
John J. Micklos, Editor-in-chief,

"Owi"; "Tlie 1932 football schedule
is an in.sult to Villanova To accept
such a schedule is to admit "we
can't take it." If we lost followers .

because of defeat, we'll never gain
|

any by victories over recognizedly
weak teams. With the present
schedule even an undefeated sea-
son will mean but little. We've
nothing to gain and everything to
lose."

Martin GUI, President, Epsilon
Phi Theta: "Our football schedule
for next year is of the type that
will once more command the head-

lines for Villanova teams. In addi-

tion the student body will have a

much better opportuniy to see all

the games - a feature that was
miserably lacking last fall. Student
interest must be fostered."

Boxing Bouts May
Be Hit by Rulinsr

OfMcBrideLaw

I'll wager a hat she wasn't 14.

That's beside the point. The Mc-
Bride law was violated last night at

least three times. And yet!

One of the Commiasionera
was quoted yesterday as saying

that an Investigation of one of

the high school wrestling or

boxing bouts disclosed the ring

mat to measure only one inch

in thickness. I wonder if he
knows' that the McBride law
permits boxing or wrestling

mats to be one inch thick?

The Sports Corner

(continued from page three)

Crumbie Calls Off
Weekly Meeting:

George Crumbie, president of the

Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity, an-

nounced, on Friday, that there

would be no meeting of the Busin-

ess School organization. This was
because many classes had been dis-

missed, and consequently there
would not be a sufficient number
present to hold a regular meeting.
Due to the fact that there are
many items of Importance which
must be ai5cu&sea, it is expected
that Mr. Crumbie will call a regular
meeting tomorrow.

(Continued From Page Three)

rings. College wrestlers are not
allowed to wrestle six nights

out of seven. Boxers are never
permitted to box two ten-round
bouts within four days of each
other.

One-Inch Mats
All things being equal, it seems

to me the colleges have exercised

much more diligent control over

their boxing and wrestlhig tiian lias

the commission over the profession-

al brand of ear busting and mat
goaning.
The commission deserves com-

mendation for its courageous
efforts to enforce tlie law it is

pledged to enforce. Obviously there

is something wrong with the law.

And that's not unusual, because
there are other laws whose work-
ings are entirely out of order.

However, the commission could

well expend its zeal toward the
more Important portions of its

office.

The rule about 16-year-old spec-

tators applies to professional bouts

as well as amateur. At the wrestling

bouts last Friday, a 10-year-old

kid sat directly in front of one of

the Commissioners and that gentle-

man made no effort to enforce the

law with the zeal recently displayed.

At Convention Hall last night in

the first row of the north section,

ringside, sat a yoimgster. who was
no more than 6 years old. Imme-
diately next to hhn was another
who hasn't seen ten summers. Next
to him was a girl. Now, its hard
to tell the age of the fair sex, but

"The handsome gymnasium for

the boxers, wrestlers and partici-

pants in other games soon will be

finished. And the VUlanova presi-

dent said that to golf, tennis and
games now in the athletic program
at his college others would be add-
ed from time to time.

"Yes, it is worth while to listen

to a college president who wants
to see football and all other games
grow and prosper—an outspoken
man who thinks football is pretty

much all right and should be let

alone."

ENTER NEWARK- MEET

This Friday night a picked team
of track hopefuls will compete in

the annual Newark A. C. track

meet. Harry Coates, varsity mentor,
has not committed himself as to

whom he will dnter.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

FRESHMAN DEBATE

February 11—Newark Prepara-
tory School at Villanova.

In addition to these intercol-

legiate meetings, the regular bi-

monthly debates conducted by
members of the Beta Oanmia
chapter of the Villanova Literary
Society, will be resumed at tiie

next meeting, Febniary 8.

LOST—A gray Waterman's foun-
tain pen. Return to Henry Kow-
alzyk, 4 Mendel. Reward.

A THOUSAND *^
AND ONE
. . . amusing. Inexpen-
sive evenings are spent
upon the Boof, where
one encounters mosle of
the best .... attenttve
service .... excellent

cuisine .... oompsnlon-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of tbem alL

Dancing 9 to 1
Convert Weekdajs

50 cents
Saturdays 75 cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southemaires

Monday Night—College

Night—Special Ticket
including couvert and
snaok 88 cents

(ROOF V
PIERRE

J
,

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24.^5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

n

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open tiU 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

value has been attained and ex-
ceeded the depression will have
passed and prosperity will be In
evidence again. He believes that
this year Is the crisis of the de-
pression, and if it does not pass
over now our country will remain
In the same condition that it is in
now for a long time to come.
The talk proved to be very in-

teresting to the pre-meds who have
been accustomed to hearing lectures
connected with the field of medicine
during the past meetings.

"SOLUTIONS'
TO ALL TEXTS IN

Mathematics
Every Problem Solved

Every Step Shown

DUGRAMS
DEMAN PUB. CO.

4001 Walnut St., PHJLA., PA.

Need a Haircut?
•:.:•/.. Try ,,..;

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

%.:

iV.

g^$^

Baessler

Drugs
1040 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. Bl

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

Copr. . ItSl. Tb*
Amtrlcto Tobacco Co.

//
I play safe by

sticking to LUCKIES
OH, WHAT A GAL IS AAARVI

Sh«'> on* of tho genuine booutlM

that even ttw conwra cannot ftottar.

Sorrowand profMsionol bod luck

followod hor for yoore. Now tho'a

abrido...ttw*tudioa clamorfor hor

...ttw public lovM h«r...and Hi*

Hollywood iwn It ihining. Hornow
RADIO PICTURE ii "MEN OP
CHANCE"... Here's to you, Mary
Aitorl We'ro glad you tmoko
lUCKIES ond we'ro grateful for

that (totement you gave ui wltft-

out a cent of payment.

"I can't afford to take chances udth my voice. So I play

safe by sticking to LUCKIES—they're always kind to my
throat. And I'm doubly grateful for your improved Cello-

phane wrapper which opens so easily with that clever

Btde tab." ^WaGi*^

"It's tx)asted"
YourThroatProfctlcn— ogalntt Irrifotlon— agaJnitcough
Aad moltHuf-Proti CtUophmmm K—p9 that "Toaafd- Flmvoe Kvr Fr—h

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minuui with ch« world'* finett dance orcheMtrag andWalter WincheU, whote gossip

of today becomes the newt of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networhi.

THE VILLANOVAN

WILL NOT BE

PUBLISHED
I

DURING RETREAT * VILL
VOL. 4, NO. 13

YOUR COOPERATION

ON THE RELIGIOUS

SURVEY

IS ASKED AND NEEDED

VILLANOVA, PA., TIJKSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1932 Price: Ten Cents

Junior Prom Date Set For
May 6; Rosen Announces

Junior Week Functions

Week t<t Open With Annual Bouts on May 2, Continuing
With Banquet, Blazer Ball, Junior Prom

• and Farewell Dance

ALL DANCKS ARE SCHEDULED FOR NEW GYTM

Juniors Still At
Odds As Blazer
Vote Ends In Tie

Debaters

Lose Tiff

To Pent!
Beta Gamma Loses on

'"League of Nations" in

Close Encounter

BROADCAST NEXT DAY
The varsity debating team of the

Beta Gamma Society met its first
defeat of the year when a slightly
superior Pennsylvania University
team eked out a 2-1 decision last
Thursday evening in the amphi-
theatre. Although the second team
had dropped a decision earlier in
the season, this was the initial! de-
feat to be suffered by the varsity
men. A non-decision radio debate
was also held between both teams
the following afternoon over sta-
tion WCAU in Philadelphia.

Robert Rosen, president of the
Junior class, has officially announc-
ed that Junior Week is to begin
on May 2 and close on May 7. He
also announced the days on which
the various Junior functions are
to b6 held.

On the first day of this Junior
Week, Monday, the annual boxing
bouts, sponsored by the Epsilon
Phi Theta fraternity, will take
place. The site selected is the new
gym. This day is to be also known
as Dads' day. Stephen Duhamel,
chairman of the bouts, is to have
full control of affairs during the
day.

Tuesday evening the annual
banquet, under the chairmanship
of William Crowley, will be the
next social function in store for
the Juniors The place of the ban-
quet has not yet been selected.
The Blazer Ball, with Joseph Pox

as chairman, will take the spotlight
the following evening.
The Junior Prom, the leading

social event of the week, .'s

scheduled to take place on the
Friday evening of this week. How-
ard Richmond is the chairman and
he is still working hard to sign a

A 40-40 tie was the result of the

blazer balloting held last Thursday
afternoon in the Belle Air office.

This leaves the Junior blazer still

to be decided, but it is hoped to be

settled after the retreat when the

Student Council will enter all

Junior classrooms and distribute

ballots to the Juniors. The con-
ditions of the ballot wW be ex-

plained and those in agreement
with them will be allowed to vote

The decision of this vote is to be

final. • ^
"

The votlhg last Thursday was
under the sujjervlslon of the Stud-
ent Council and the moderator of

the Junior class. Rev. John Wilson,
O S. A The voting was done by a
personally signed ballot and only
hose desiring to order a blazer

were allowed to vote, since each
vote was an order for a blazer.

The votes were counted by Pr.

Wilson and James Garrity. presi-

dent of the Student Council. It

seemed that with the blue blazers

in the lead by five votes and only
five more votes left tobe counted
that the blue would win. but the

lasu five happened to be white
votes.

Questionaire
To Be Given
To Students

TO GIVE RETREAT
J

Purpose Is to Show Students'

Attitude on Religious

Questions

ALL ASKED TO ANSWER

Admission Board
ChosenbyL.K.D.

Is Given Complete Control

Of All Freshman
Applications

popular orchestra for the affair

_. ^, J ,. , ^ I
The orchestra will probably be

,^5.2"!l"°A,?f.^^^i_.*!?^l_^:'Plcked from the following: Guy
Lombardo. Cab Calloway, Duke
Ellington. Paul Tremaine, Teddy
Black and Will Osborne.
The final dance of the week is

the Farewell Dance on Saturday
night. John VanderwufT is the
chairman.

Incidentally, all the affairs, with
the exception of the banquet, which
is to take place in some hotel, are
scheduled for the new gym. For
the Junior Prom the gym will be
decorated by a specially hired pro-
fessional Interior decorator.

solved that the United States should
enter the League of Nations. The
Villanova team debated the affir-

mative and the Pennsylvania team
the negative. The Judges w^re two
professors from the University ot

Temple and the principal of North-
east High Sclvool in Camden.
The speakers for Villanova were

Martin Gill. Daniel Buckley, and
Joseph Conlan. The speakers for

Pennsylvania were J. Buckford and
R. Birdsall. Ihe first two speak-
ers for Villanova gave ten minutes
constructive speeches while the
last speaker, Joseph Conllan, gave
a ten minute rebuttal speech.
The Penn team had but twt)

speakers present and consequently
tne debate had to take place ac-
cording to a time limit, 'ihe Penn
debaters were given twenty min-
utes of constructive and ten
minutes for rebuttai speeches.
The debate over the radio went

on the air at 3:30 P. M. andi last-

ed till 4.00 P. M Each speech was
considerably condensed, due to the
limiied time at the disi^jsal of

the speakers.

ADMISSION RESTRICTED

Orchestra Plans

Not Abandoned
Fi. Fink Denies That

Has Given Up Idea

of Symphony

He

ACTION AFTER MIDYEARS

When questioned about the Vil

lanova Symphony Orchestra, which

he had proposed to reorganize after

: the Christmas vacation, the Rev.

Ruellan P. Pink. O. S. A., vice-

president of the College, em-

phatically denied that he had

abandoned the idea. In discussing

.: the subject during a brief interview

with a VILLANOVAN reporter. Fr.

Fink said. "This is a poor time to

reorganize the orchestra because of

the midyear examinations and the

annual retreat

"

However, he promised some

action immediately after the sec-

ond semester began and assured

the VILLANOVAN that this years

orchestra will be the finest that

the school has ever produced. He
further stated that It was his In-

tention to Invite the students to

join the organization before the

Christmas vacation period so that

those interested could bring back
their Instruments to the College

after the holidays.

The Villanova Symphony Or-

chestra has been prominently

Identified with the school's activi-

ties for a number of years. The
membership this year is expected

to include over thirty-five compe-
tent musicians. Under the leader-

ship of Raymond Baratta and with

a strong nucleus of experienced

musicians, the orchestra Is expected

to have a highly successful season.

The schedule of entertainments

and events In which the symphony
orchestra will participate has not

officially been announced as yet.

It will probably lend Its assistance

to making Junior Week a success

and will also play an Important

part In the entertainment at the
Commencement Day exercises.

In parting. Fr. Flnk advised that

those Interested should keep on the

watch for notices which will an-
nounce the place, time and date of

the flrst meeting for the orchestra.

K. of C. Council
To Reorgranize

The Knights of Columbus, Villa-
nova Council, are a'^aln to becom«i
active after a period of inertness,

by calling a meeting in the near
futr.re. Due to the depression and
lack of many new memberships the
K of C. had had difficulty in

lettin" started.

At tho next meeting the election
cf new officers will be held, and
plans will be discussed for the com-
ing semester. The Villanova Coun-
cil was to obtain a Council Room
on the campus, and the aim to ma-
terialize such a procedure will

promote more action by the mem-
bars. Most of the faculty belong
''0 the K. of C, and the present
members expect that the coopera-
tion and influence of this branch
"f the membership will have Its

^Tect in the future.

The present officers are: Arthur
Wastie, Grand Knight; James
Douglas. Deputy Grand Knight,
and William McCourt. treasurer.
Fr. Crawford is the Chaplain.

The questionaire for the eighth
annual Religious Survey of Villa-
nova College will be distributed
among the students some time
during the coming retreat.
This annual Religious Survey Is

a custom which was Inaugurated
during the retreat in February of
1925. Its principal purpose Is to
give the authorities some means of
ascertaining the attitude of the
student body on certain questions
of religious Importance. In this
way they are able to plan an effi-

cient religious program and carry
it out to the best advantage.
Sometimes the students are

somewhat reluctant to fill out and
hand in the questionaires for fear
that their identity wUl be deter-
mined, and their standing affected.
While it is true no names are asked
to be signed, some students seem
to think that they will be traced
through their course and class.
Their suspicious attitude, however,
has proved to be unfounded and Isl

rapidly disappearing.
In respect to the "quality" of the]

returns from these sim^eys, the
authorities are very well satisfled
They believe that practically all
the students handing In question-
aires fill them out with scrupulous
attention to truthfulness and
honesty. Very few are found to be
trifling or manifestly insincere.
In relation to the "quantity" of

the returns In the past, authorities
believe that the percentage of re-
turns could be much higher with
a little more cooperation on the
part of many students who are
content with the role of merely
critical onlookers. Proportionately,
the seniors hand In the highest
percentage of returns, and the
freshmen usually follow a close
second.
The work required of the student

Retreat to

Open Term
On Sunday

Eighty-ninth Annual Retreat

To Be Given hy Mis-

sionary Head

TWO SETS OF SERVICES

REV. T. B. AUSTIN, O. S. A.
Rector of the Augtistinlan Mis-
sion Band, who will give the
conferences at Villanova's 89th
annual retreat which begins
Sunday evening.

Reading During
Retreat Urged

Fr. Stanford Publishes List

Of Suitable

Books

during the retreat than selection
In carrying out his part of the sur- a serious book for thoughtful read

At the last meeting of the Lamba
Kappa Delta, pre-med fraternity, a
board of admissions was appointed
by the president, James Finn, which
is to have complete control of the
applications submitted by the nu-
merous pre-med Freshmen who are
desirous of joining the fraternity.

At the flrst seminar of the science
men after the mid-year exams, a
member of the fraternity is to ad-
dress the Freshmen, making
known that admission is open to
those who wish to apply. The
regular application blanks will be
distributed in the near future.

The acceptance of those students
^f^'e ha'sTeenT^lvio^lv Vre^^'ci

*"^"

applying will depend ou the Judg- J^d nrinfPd anH 7, nfiLw^?^
ment of the admissions committee. 5^° .fm^ of thP rlt-if An'^.^'^
which will consider the applicant's ^lenT has to dJ i^ flii X h^
scholastic record. his character. Sank sn«PP. «nH fh^« iL^u S
and the recommendation of one of ^^ "^ nSJf' pri^n „ 1«i?h^

^'^^
the fraternity members. The num- fn ^^n^J!", ^^"vl ?. nf f

^"^ 1"^^^??"
ber of applicants to be accepted ^ear of ?he Chaoel

'

e'd'nSmiS"''
'° '^' "'"'^ "'''''' The'amhomr'ask for the co-

The board of admissions consists thl'^jSf^ioJ^f
1'^"^""^ *" !"*^^"8

of the followine- Charles Moorp
Religious Survey of this year

nam D-Elia, William Mlntford, ffoUr™? al'U? tJl^rSl
following reasons: Because even if

they do not personally see the use
of the Survey, it is a way of co-
operating with efforts being made
for the religious welfare at Villa-
nova; because the Survey has been
of real service in the past in co-
ordinating religious efforts at Villa-
nova with the real needs of the

(Continued on )?age Pour)

TREAT IN REUGION

"The spirit of serious reflection,"
said Rev. E. V. Stanford. O. S. A.,
chaplain of the college, in a recent
interview, "which Is needed to
make a profltable retreat, Is not
something to be limited to confer-
ences, devotions, or prayer, but it

must pervade the whole time of
retreat. There is no better way to
Insure better use of leisure time

Joseph Morrison. Jerry McAteer,
Dominlck Marion. Edward Ocelus,
and Edward Tlmm.

Senior Assistants
At Retreat Named

Gymnasium Rapidly
Nearing Completion

In an amazingly short time, the
new gymnasium appears nearly
complete. The Imposing grandeur
of its outward appearance already
deems it a most worthy addition

the campus.
At flrst glance the exactness of

its details becomes immediately
apparent. It is extremely well-
proportioned and the construction
•-f the four main entrances is par-
ticularly Impressive.
A plaque with the seal of the

college adorns the front of the
building at its top. The plans for
the construction of a natatorium
are already merging into shape and
this addition will be only one of
the many features of this mam-
moth fleld house.
Though the present condition of

the building does not permit access
to Its Interior It will contain, when
flnlshed. a gigantic auditorium
with a seating capacity of 6.000;

several pool tables; bowling alleys;

a specially constructed booth for
the showing of motion pictures;
and a lounging and reading room.
There will also be many .showers
and lockers capable of taking care
of 800 students.
The entire structure Is made of

red brick and comprises two stories

In height It Is estimated to cost
In the neighborhood of $350,000.

STUDENT RECEIVES
WEST POINT BERTH

George J. Monks, of the class of
1935, last week was the recipient
of an appointment to the West
Point Military Academy. He will

begin his term there next Septem-
ber.

Mr Monks is a member of the
Englnporlng School. Freshman,
Class A He resides at 5500 Master
Street, Philadelphia.

It is the custom every year to
select assistants to attend at the
.-ctreat services. These assistants
are always limited to seniors. This
limitation is rightly Justified since
the seniors, as seniors, are entitled
to more privileges than the lower
classmen. College days are drawing
to an end for these coming gradu-
ates, and with this In mind, who
would appreciate more, and take
the most advantage of this privelege
than they?
Since there are two distinct Re-

treats, one for the boarders and one
for the day students, there will be
a separata group of assistants to
.ake care of each set of services.

The assistants are as follows:

Resident Students
Presiding officer; James B. Finn

Sacristans; George McGrath, Stev-
en Duhamel.
Organist; Joseph Haage.
Ushers; J. McKelvey. J. Dletz, D.

Buckley
Acolytes

Sunday evening. Benediction: J.
Sykes, J. Hickey. E. Principe
Monday: Mass at 7:30, Al Wag-
Stations of the Cross and Bene-

d.ctlon - Wm. Driscoll. G. Bagnall.
G Pickett.

Tuesday: Mass at 7.30 - Wm.
White.
Stations of the Cross and Bene-

diction - C. Klunk. Wm. White, L.
Dart.
Wednesday: Mass at 7,30 - G.

Pickett.

Stations of the Cross and Bene-
diction - Wm. Driscoll. Al Wagner,
J. Hendricks.
Thursday: Mass at 7 30 - John

Sykes.

Non-Resident Students
Presiding officer: James M. Shea.
Sacristans: G McGrath, Steven

Duhamel.
Organist: Joseph RaafB.
Ushers: J. Greczyn, E D. Ouville,

T. G. Byrne
Monday: Mass at 8.30 - John

Malley.
Stations of the Cross and Bene-

diction - N. Cattle, P. Remy. C.
Busenkell.
Tuesday: Mass at 8.30 - N. Cattle.
Stations of the Cross and Bene-

diction - Same as Monday.
Wednesday: Mass at 8.30 - R.

Weiss
Stations of the Cross and Bene-

diction - Same as Monday.
Thursday: Mass at 8.30 - Prank

Remy.
|

Student "Letters"
Widely Read

The "Letters to VUlanova Stud-
ents," distributed at intervals to
the student body of the College
are a result of the Survey of last
year's Retreat. These letters are in-
tended to reach all students in the
hope that their brief and direct
message will merit a wider reading
and a better hearing.
The last three letters recently

distributed, "A Matter for Frequent
Reflection," "A Pearl of Great
'Price." and "The Only Policy." will
be followed with letter eight based
on the Seventh Religious Survey.
"More Essential Than Learning."
This letter will be distributed dur-
ing the Retreat.
Letter five. "A Matter for Pre-

queat Reflection." contains sta-
tistics and remarks In answer to
the questions, "Do you ever think
of the obligation wnich you have
to your parents in making the
most of your time at college?" and
"What effect has this thought upon

He then suggested a partial

list of suitable books that may be

obtained at the library. The list

follows:
Life of Christ
The Four Oospels as found In the
New Testament (A very handy
edition may be foimd in the book
room at very reasonable coat.)

Fouard—The Christ the Son of Oodl
DeOrandmalaon—Jesus Christ
Goodler—Public Life of Our Lord
Faplnl—Life of Christ
Tlssot—Life of Christ

Biography
Lavedon—Life of St. Vincent de
Paul

Code—Great American Foundresses
Repplier—Mere Marie of the UrsiU-

ines
May—Cardinal Newman
Chesterton—St. Francis of Asslsl
Hollls—St. Ignatius
Gheon—The Secret of the Cure
D'Ars

Repplier—Pere Marquette
also various lives of St. Augustine,

St. Thomas of Villanova, St. Rita
of Cascla. and St. Nicholas of
Tolentlne.

The Mass
Dunney—The Mass
Fortescue—The Mass, a Study of

the Roman Liturgy
Hedley—The Holy Eucharist
HuBsIein—The Mass and the Apos-

tles

O'Brien—History and Ceremonies
of the Mass

Miscellaneous Essays
Maturln—Self Knowledge and Dls
clpUne
(Continued on Page Pour)

The eighty-ninth annual retreat

with the Rev. Thomas B. Austin,

O. S. A., as master will begin

Sunday night at eight o'clock In

the college chapel. The retreat Is

to extend over a four day period

and will officially end on Thurs-
day morhlng after both boarders

and day students have heard Mass
and received Holy Communion In a
body.
Eighty-nine years ago, Villanova

had its first Retreat for the stud-
ents. At that time the Retreats
were held during the first three
days of Holy Week, closing with
Holy Communion on Holy Thurs-
day morning. After the Retreat the
students were at liberty to go home.
This practice did not work out so
well because the students' minds
were filled with other things be-
side the Retreat. Nearly all were
of the mind that this time was in-
opportune for a Retreat - - - but
lu was an old tradition.
Like many other things, this tra-

dition was broken in 1^25. In that
year it was decided to hold the re-
treat Immediately after the mid-
year examinations. This arrange-
ment proved to be the better one
for It gave the students a longer
recess at Easter, and the retreat
Itself was more successful than In
the past. There was nothing to dis-
tract the students, such as Ideas of
vacation, but it offered a pleasant
opportunity to converse with God,
to be with Him for this short per-
iod of the entire year. It also af-
forded professors a chance to cor-
rect examinations and to prepare
new schedules for the coming sem-
ester.

Incidentally, the retreat master
of 1925, Rev. Thomas B. Austin,
O. S. A., win again conduct the re-
treat this year. It was through his
suggestion that a retreat be held at
the beginning of the scholastic
year. His suggestion was followed,
and It has been the practice In the
past to hold a one-day retreat in
the fall on the Thursday before
the first Friday of October. Ac-
cordingly, Villanova has two re-
treats - - a day of retreat in Oc-

I tober and a three-day retreat in
February.
With the steadily Increasing en-

rollment of both resident and non-
resident students, the chapel be-
came overcrowded, caused confusion
entering and leaving the chapel and
was not conducive to reverence In
It.

In the fall of 1930 the author-
ities decided uiwn a new arrange-
ment. This called for the separa-
tion of the resident and non-resi-
dent students. The conferences and
exercises were held on the same
days but at different hours. This
new practice has been followed
ever since and has proved very
successful.

"Owl" to Appear
During the Week

The February Issue of the en-

gineers' monthly puDllcatlon, "The
Owl," will appear this week.

John Micklos, the editor. Is in-

troducing In this Issue a new fea-
ture, "Aviation." which will be
continued every month. "Aviation"
which Is edited by Joseph Hahn,
'33. begins this month with an
article on "Water Recovery for

To Form Holy
Name Society

Chaplain To Institute Chap-

ter of National Society

Durin^r Retreat

LIMITED TO RESIDENTS

of the ship is kept constant in
flight, counterbalancing the weight
which is lost by the consumption

you?" Out of 497 contributors to ^"il!P®''Li^°^-".?-Jl°''-^®-^f**^*
the survey only 13 answered the
first question negatively and ten
failed to give any answer. To the , . , „ »v-j» x^
second question, only ten students '°' '"^'- °°"^^ method of constant

weight control is essential for a
flight of any duration.

Also included in this issue Is a
very Interesting article on the
manufacture of pins, a process not
much thought of but one which the
average man cannot explain
The usual Alumni News, puzzles,

and other smaller articles of Inter-
est comprise the remainder oi this
Issue which Mr. Micklos says Is

one of the best he has yet edited.

said that It had no effect on them
and only 42 left the answer blank.

Letter six, "A Pearl of Great
Price," has to do with the Will.
This letter contains much valuable
and advantageous advice for every
student It brings out that every-
one has the personal privelege to
Inforce his will. The information
contained within this article shows
how this will should and may be
used In the proper way.
The seventh letter taken from

this same survey, "The Only Pol-
Icy," deals with one of the Card-
inal virtues - - Honesty. This letter

also contains remarks and a word
to the wise, for the aid of the stud-
ents It might be interesting to
know that as a result of the ques-
tions regarding honesty, that the
Engineering School was the high-
est with 90 per cent. The Science
followed with 88 per cent, the Bus-
iness with 84 per cent, and the
Arts with 83 per cent These figures
are taken from this letter.

(Continued on Page Pour)

NO ISSUE OF PAPER
DURING RETREAT WEEK
Because of the mid-year exam-

inations the VILLANOVAN will not
be printed next week, the week of
retreat
The paper will next be published

February 9. The next meeting of
the college and sports staffs will

convene Tuesday evening, Febru-
ary 2. The meeting will be held In
the VILLANOVAN office at the
usual time.

During the retreat, which will

take place next week. Rev. Edward
V. Stanford. O. S. A., Spiritual
Director of the college, Is planning
on organizing a Holy Name Society
from among the students here.
Membership In this society is to

be open to resident students only,
since It Is expected that the day
students are all active members of
societies In their own parishes.
Membership among the resident
students, however, will be purely
voluntary and optional. No stud-
ent Is to feel obligated to Join be-
cause of any motives other than
his own personal feelings and in-
tentions.

Though the Holy Name Society
here will not function socially, as
similar societies frequently do in
parish churches, it will neverthe-
less perform a very worUiy func-
tion. It will be a campaign for
clean and decent speech, a very
plausible enterprise, especially
among college students where the
Inclination to err in such matters
is sometimes quite strong. It will

also take the place of the clean
speech pledge cards which were
signed by many of the students at
the beginning of the year.
Some time during the retreat

Pr. Stanford will distribute among
the students small pamphlets on
the Holy Name Society. On the
last page of this pamphlet Is an
application blank for membership
In the Society. The students are
asked to consider this matter seri-
ously twice before discarding the
Idea entirely.

The primary and principal object
of the Holy Name Society is to

(Continued on Page Pour)
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IF YOU will bear with us for just a few

moments, we should like to discuss two

modern business practices.

BUSINESS The first is that of bal-

PRACTICES ancing books; the second

that of taking vacations.

In the modern business world the value of

the balance sheet is well appreciated ; its use,

universal. Every major business undertak-

ing, checks its accounts at least monthly, and

at the end of each year calls its auditors to

balance its accounts. Economic law de-

mands that business men have knowledge of

their standing at periodic intervals. Again,

under the stress and strain of the daily rou-

tine of business, man wears down, his mind

becomes befuddled, his thinking \e/f often

is narrow-tracked. To escape this monotony,

to refresh himself, and to clear his vision

man has amplified God's plan of resting on

the seventh day and sets aside each year a

short period to get away from it all, to

pause, and to start over. Every man looks

forward to his vacation. He values it; he
demands and expects is. Next week is Re-

treat Week, an excellent opportunity for

taking a spiritual vacation and for balancing

books.

'm'm '4 *

With pleasure do we greet the action

taken by the Student Council. We should

like to mention here, too, that everything

said in our editorial last week was pertinent

to the Council and had no further connota-

tion. •• .;. V ••.- /•.:/^ ..7.';: ••;,• vV.; ..

\: « • * « • ': '••.
.••.-V

'.':.^z

MEN with education look for personality

above anything else in the choosing of a life

mate. This it seems is

PERSONALITY the conclusion that may
PLUS be drawn from the sur-

veys conducted recently

in the various colleges on "The Qualifications

Necessary for a Good Wife." F'or the num-
ber of votes received by each qualification on
the list which listed ten, 'personality' re-

ceived the greatest vote in almost every in-

stance. Whether or not the results of these
queytionaires actually prove anything is dif-

ficult to say, because not more than one-third
to one-half of those asked for opinions re-

turned their answers. We are inclined to
believe that those who remained silent, did
so not because they were not interested, but
because they realize that there are no defin-

ite individual qualifications for a good life

mate. The "good wife" would be one who
satisfied, not one who would necessarily
measure up to a fixed list of requirements.

In the survey above mentioned, a few seniors

digressed a bit from the 'personality' idea.

They decided that wealth is second only to

health, and that good looks were of little

importance. To us, it seems almost unbe-

lievable that men who spend a fortune go-

ing to college to obtain an advanced knowl-
edge of the Arts and Sciences require noth-
ing more than these qualifications of their

future mates. Opinion, more representative

of college men, we think, was that obtained
from a survey conducted by the VILLA-
NOVAN almost a year ago. With approx-
imately one-third of the senior class return-
ing the answers, moral character, intelli-

gence, and health were given first, second
and third places, respectively, by large ma-
jorities. Domesticity, personality and simi-
larity in tastes followed in the order men-
tioned. The rating of personality, fifth, and
moral character, first, is an interesting di-

gression from other surveys and speaks elo-

quently, we think, for the value of a Cath-
olic education.

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By

RICHABD H. HART

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
From a recent Carnegie report

we learn that freshmen at Johns

Hopkins University know more

than the lordly seniors. It must

have come somewhat in the nature

of a shock to the fourth-year men,

wh^n, at the conclusion of a series

of tests in which 1,700 students par-

ticipated, the NEWS-LETTER Was

able to announce that more than

thirty per cent, of the freshmen

rated higher than the seniors.

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
An entirely new system of cuts

has been inaugurated by the de-

partment of English at Buckneil

university. Under the new ruling,

adopted recently by the professors

in that subject, the personal

achievements of the student are the

otmin upon which his allowance of

cuui IS decided. The following ex-

cerpt is from the BU0KNEIJLIAJ4:
•ihis poucy is decidedly hberal

and is based upon the scholastic

achievement of the student. It is

hoped by members of department

that students will work to achieve

this scholastic freedom, since prac-

tically unlimited cuts are allowed

to students whose previous average

in English has been 'A', provided

they do not neglect their work, and
a proportionately liberal allotment

IS made to those students whose
previous average In English has

ueen "B' ".

Students with averages below the

above specified grades are allowed

proportionately fewer cuts. Such a
:>liding scale should serve as a con-

stant inspiration to each man to

better his schlostic standing in or-

der to earn for himself a more
liberal allotment of cuts.

BROWN UNIVERSITY
A collegiate 'Who's Who" is now

otlered at BROWN UNIVERSITY
to guide the student in selecting the

course and the professors he plans

to include in his program. In addi-

tion to tne usual description of the

scope of the courses, the pamphlet
departs from the sterotyped form
When it includes a brief account of

the professional experience, a no-
tation of the degrees, and the prin-

cipal avocations, of each member of

the faculty. The new volume should

prove invaluable to the student by
giving him a preconception of the

temperament of his prospective in-

structors, which was heretofore im-
possible.

SMITH COLLEGE
SMITH COLLEGE offers invalu-

able advice to its freshmen in the

college "bible", which is issued to

first-year students. Several excep-

tionally pertinent hints are incor-

porated in the volume:

"Uommunism has never been suc-

cessfully worked out. Wear your

own clothes and let others wear
theirs."

"Bridge is a thief of time."

"Remember you came to Smith,

not Amherst."
"Don't consider it necessary to

diet before your first vacation.

Your family will be Just as glad to

see you if you look familiar."

"Answer your parents' inquiries

about life at Smith. The President

hasn't time to fill out ^uesUpo-
aires." ",' i.'..

' ^.^•'•".'
' .• ' y/'"'

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
A permanent club room and

recreation hall was recently provid-

ed at the University of Dayton for

the use of day students. Such a
convenience should prove of great

service, especially when the weather
is inclement. The club room was
secured and will be furnished

through the efforts of the Students
Activities Committee. The assign-

ment of a similar recreation room
for Villanova day students would
fill a long-felt want, a suitable place

in which to enjoy recreation during
unoccupied periods and the noon
hour.

UNIVERSITY OP SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

A recent newspaper article brings

us the surprising news that a course

in fishing has recently been insti-

tuted at the University of Califor-

nia. Ardent devotees of Izaak Wal-
ton are seen in the act of practicing

the art of casting and trolling In
the University pool. Upon the com-
pletion of our new pool we feel cer-

tain that a similar course at VU-
lanova would find an enthusiastic

group of supporters. Another course
which would undoubtedly prove
overwhelmingly popular here is that
of "appreciation of rare wines and
other liquors" which Is now being
offered at the University of Paris.

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
Prom Lewisburg, we learn that

the physical education department
is devoting lt« attention to the cor-

rection of certain defects in the
pedal extremities of the Seminary
co-eds. Pollowlng is an account
from the BUCKNELLIAN: "Cor-
rective classes for co-«ds with de-
fective feet and posture are In full

swing at the Seminary and will

continue next semester. There are
about eight or nine members in the
classes now and all next semester's
newest fallen arches are expected
to Join."

THE THEATRE
WILD WAVES.—The new comedy
of William Manley is contintiing its

engagement for the second week
before opening in New York. The
play, depicting the mad antics that

take place in radio broadcasting

studios, is directed by Worthington
Miner, who recently staged the

"Five Star Final", and "Reunion In

Vienna ". the latter for the Thea-
tre Guild.

Its cast is headed by Osgood Per-

kins who played in "Front Page",

"Uncle Vanya", "Spread Eagle",

and "Loose Angles", Betty Starbuck,

who is playing her first dramatic
role after appearances in "Chee-
Chee',' Peggy Ann" and the "Gar-
rick Gaieties", and Edith Van
Cleve, who played in "June Moon,"
—At The Garrisk.

FORBIDDEN. — Another ordinary

moaern melodrama with Barbara
Stanwyck, Adolph Manjou and
Ralph Bellamy. Miss Stanwyck is

cast in the role of an ex-smail

town librarian. The story travels

from a newspaper office to the

scene of a political campaign for

its locale.—At The Boyd.

THE WOMAN PROM MONTE
CARLO.—Despite the fact that this

picture has the time-worn plot of

the eternal triangle, its own re-

deaming feature is the very excep-

tional acting on the part of the

cast. Lil Dagover, noted European
star, presents a convincmg picture

of the woman with a past trying to

live it down. Walter Huston, who
played opposite her, has a rather

weak, small part. As the lover,

Warren Williams is not so daslilng.

Best scene—The navai battle.—At
ihe Stanton.

THIS RECKLESS AGE.—An ab-

sorbing, realistic tale of the young-
er generation, "Tliis Reckless Age"
features an exceptionally brilliau

cast, headed by Buddy Rogers. He
IS ably supported by such favorites

as cnarUe Ruggles, Peggy Shan-
non, Frances Dee, Richard Bennet
and Frances Starr.

A well-balanced stage show of

eight acts of vaudeville makes the

current bill one of the outstanding

amusement values in town. Lew
Pollack, popular song writer, stars

on the stage bill, with a fast-mov-
ing revue.—At The Earle.

UNION DEPOT.—This week Doug-

las Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan Blond-

ell are being presented in the lead-

ing roles of this interesting film,

'ihe entire picture is centered in

and around the Union Station in

Chicago, and all the action takes

place within a few hoiurs. Fair-

banks portrays the part of a hobo,

who suddenly receives a large

amount of counterfeit money quite

by accident. Joan Blondell is a

stranded showgirl who needs train

fare to rejoin her show. Fairbanks

endeavors to k)ecome a gentleman

with his newly acquired money and

in that capacity meets Miss Blond-

ell, who inunediately falls in love

with him. Later Miss Blondell

finds out her Santa Claus is only a

nobo alter all, but it ends very well

with the showgirl returning to her

show and the hobo continuing his

Ufe of track walking.—At The
Stan.ley.

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80

MINUTES:—In our humble opinion

the picture was given the wrong

name. It should have been titled,

••Golfing Through The Orient With

Doug. Fairbanks." One goes into

the theatre with the anticipation

of seeing the romantic Fairbanks of

the "Three Musketeers", and finds

himself confronted with a travel

picture demonstrating Doug's ability

with the mashie.

After seeing high-type travel pic-

tures produced by our own E. M.
Newman, Pahrbanks just doesn't fit

in the role of a guide through the

Orient in "Around the World in 80

Minutes."—At The Karlton.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
A Benlor Buslnew student has

worked out a plan which he claims

will be a boon to wage earners. Ac-

cording to the eminent gentleman

he has a new system of fire insur-

ance, the insuruice being against

being fired by the boss.

Once again the contending parties

in the Junior Class battled to a
stalemate over the color of blazers

desired.

They ought to get blue and white

striped coats, then maybe everyone

would be satisfied.

Signs of spring—some boys were

tossing a ball around in the rear

of Mendel the other day.

A would-be friend of some boys

In Austin Hall was sentenced to a

term of 6 to 10 years in the state

prison for passing rubber checks.

Now we are waiting for a snappy
comeback.

A sweet, young thing asked an
Arts student If he would show her
some of his drawings.

Frosh: "How was the anatomy
exam?"
..Soph: Pre-Med. "The caU."

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

NEWS FLASHES
Mendel Hall:—The Lambda Kappa
Delta Fraternity wishes to announce
that all the pre-meds who receive

a mark of 98, or over, In organic

chemistry will be tendered a testi-

monial dinner next Saturday in the

Carpenter shop in the basement of

The Monastery. The cost of the

banquet will be defrayed by fining

each student of the pre-med school

caught shining his shoes on the

rear of his trouser leg, the sum of

ten cents.

Fedigan Hall:—The Fedigan Hail

Society of Amalgamated Gigolos

wui give their annual picnic on the

P. & W. tracks next Tuesday after-

noon. Tom Cullen, one of the

society's dming hall stars, will fur-

nish the company with food, while

the entertainment end of the affair

wm be taken care of by a bulky

bald, babbit irom Jersey City whose

aim m me is to manage the new
arena in that town. Free tickets

for tne affau- will be raffled off in

tne dinmg hall by Head Gigolo

Ritchie. Anyone who does away
with three bowls of soup in five

minutes will be presented with a

chance. Ihe society wishes to state

tnat tne followmg men will be in-

eligible: John Biurns, Tom Edwards
and Brother Paul.

Alumni Hall:—Sportsmen of this

aormitory have inaugurated a new
campus pasttime called "Rip out the

Phone". What's the matter boys,

are those bad Bryn Mawr girls

bothering you, huh?

Austin Hall:—Students living in

this dorm were shocked to hear

tnat on last Saturday night a fellow

rooming on the first fioor went out

on a date. It was a formal affair

at a certain college up the line,

i'was considered the first time that

the gentleman gave the girls a

chance at hun and he apparently

went over like the proverbial fiock

of geese, for, on the following even-

ing, he received his premier phone
can. Just another feilow who won't

stay in listening to the radio any-
more. Don't worry, Joe, I won't tell

tnem who you are.

And from ' way off in Tahiti we
have the following fashion report:

"Due to the lack of rainfall last

summer, skirts will be shorter than
usual this season.

You Profs must be tired of cor-

recting exam papers in the same
old fashion. We suggest that a re-

vision in the working system be

made to assist you in your struggle.

Here's a new method which we de-

sire to take effect immediately:

1. If the student's name is spell-

ed correctly he gets ten points—if

he spells his neighbor's name right

he rates twenty.

2. If he writes on one side of the

paper, credit him with ten points;

both sides, five, and if he doesn't

write on either, you ought to get

fired.

3. If he cribs, give him thirty

points and if he doesn't—well, what
do YOU think?

4. If he fails to show up for an
exam, laugh it off and say that

you were going to give him an ex-

emption anyway. ••

5. If he writes legibly, tell him
you like his handwriting. Everyone
likes to be complimented. If you
can't understand his writing, at

least give him credit for writing in

English.

Simile:—As out of place as "My
Wild Irish Rose" in Fedigan HaU.

BROKEN HEARTS CORNER
Dear Miss Fix:

I was walking by the Reading
Terminal the other day and a sailor

came up to me and asked me if I

didn't want to go out and see the

town with him. I never saw him
before in my life, so I refused.

Should I have accepted?

Sincerely,

MERRINE BAYCE.

My Dear Miss Bayce:
•3???!!! you, you keep out of my

territory or I'll send a couple of

the boys from the Saratoga after

you.

Threateningly,

I MINNA FIX.

Dame Rumor hath It that all the

college light weights deserted the

"Oasis" in favor of the Mt. St.

Joe's dance the other night. And
the same thing happened the night

Immaculata ran theirs. Tuxedoes
and periwigs were, as usual, at a
premium.

Somebody stole a paid of trousers

on Joe Conlon the other night while

he was upholding the honor of his

Alma Mater in debate. Stealing the

decision Is one thing, but stealing

trousers is something new In foren-

sic endeavor.

And over in Austin one customer

complains that somebody stole his

coat hangers.

"Mother. I've come home to die,"

Quoth the college boy at her

feet.

Quoth the mother: "My son you
lie,

You bum, you came home to

eat!"

Thanks. N. Y. C. Ill try to use it

In the near future.

Full Honor System

In Examinations

At Johns-Hopkins

Honor System as Employed at University

Explained by Editor

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE. MD.

"THE NEWS-LETTER"

Exams are fast approaching and it neces-

sarily follows that the freshman class will

be initiated into our system of exam-taking.

We feel that a work of jacking up, will be

beneficial to all the undergraduates, as well

as the frosh.

In our system, we do not have anyone who

acts as a monitor or policeman. A system

like that is good for a primary or high

school, but when a man enters a University

he should have enough years on his shoul-

ders to be able to discriminate between what

is right and what is wrong. The University

runs under this assumption and all the stu-

dents are treated as gentlemen and not

children, whose every move must be watched

with an eagle eye. The John Hopkins "Hon-

or System" allows the students an unlimited

amount of freedom. "Every man is put on

his honor to do his own work." If a student

is clever enough to copy something off an-

oiher man's paper without his actions being

detected, he will feei very probably that he

has put one over on the professor and the

university. But, if the truth be known, the

only one injured has been the student who
did the copying. To be sure, he may feel

that he gained a better mark by copying and

thus that he has gained. However, if he

would go further, he would clearly see that

he was forming a habit that would some day

get him into a peck of trouble—namely tak-

ing the work of others and turning it in as

his own. The more important thing is where

such a practice and mental attitude will lead

one in future years.

We would like to make a few suggestions

pertaining to the exams which might prove

Helpful to someone: Read all the questions

over before starting to write; Answer first

the questions you know best and leave the

ones you do not know so well until last;

Write legibly and in as good English as you

can command; Make an attempt to answer

all the questions. Write what you know about

every question, even though it may be only

a line or two; If you have answered all the

questions you know, and there still remain

some that you can't write on, get up and

take a walk and get some fresh air—this

action oftentimes will clear up your head and

aid you in thinking more clearly.

A Book Note
By HOL BEKMAN

SHADOWS ON THE ROCK, by Willa Gather

In this day of slovenly writing, it is com-

forting to read a book like this, where great

care is shown for the precise word and lofty

idea. Had almost any other modern author

written this book, it would have been hailed

as a complete triumph in itself, but for Miss

Gather, it is merely a continuation of the

pace she has set for herself in "Death Gomes
for the Archbishop", "The Professor's

House" and others.

The background of the story is laid in old

Quebec, and deals with the beginning of the

Catholic Church there. Although religious

figures predominate, there is a strong un-

dercurrent of romantic love throughout. The
events, themselves, are not related, but

rather the shadows of them.

The characters, especially those of the ven-

erable Bishop, Cecile Auclair, and her father,

the apothecary, are beautifully presented.

Perhaps they were intended to be set forth

ethearally, but one can not help but wishing

that Miss Gather made them a little more
vigorous or vital.

The descriptions are made in simple lang-

uage and are ti*ue word pictures. Here is an

example of the description of a Canadian

autumn ; the wan, sickly gold of the willows

;

ing in the soft, hyacinth-coloured haze of

autumn wan, sickly gold of the willows:

bright gold of the birches, copper gold of

the beeches. Most beautiful of all was the

tarnished gold of the elms, with a little

brown in it, a little bronze, a little blue, even

—which made them melt into the azure haze

with a kind of happiness, a harmony of mood
that filled the air with content. The spirit

of peace, that acceptance of fate had

come abroad to dwell in the orchards and

gardens, in the little stony streets where the

leaves blew about."

Miss Gather's talents are not limited to

novels, she has also written fine, short

stories and poemB.
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Sports

Comer

campus

1932 Football Schedule Is

Worthy of Villanova's

Grid Team

The policy that the sports staff
of the VILLANOVAN has adopted
toward the 1932 football schedule,
as expressed last Tuesday in The
Sports Corner, seems to have been
quite ambiguous, judging from
questions raised on the
during the past few days.

"What," We have been asked, "Is

>our opinion of the schedule?"
We thought that last week's pii-

per had answered that. After re-
reading our column (which is an
unusual thing for any writer to do)
Wd admit that, after we had cited
the pros and the cons of the argru-
ment, our conclusion, while implied,
had not been as definite as might
have been desired.
So here goes for a re-reading of

last week's column, my readers, at
your request, and we hope that

" everything we think of the schedule
will be clarified this week, and that
football, occupying a place on the

, 1 sports pftges two months after she
Is supposed to have retired to the
proverbial mothballs, may enjoy her
repose.

We said last week, that the new-
ly-announced schedule bore all the
earmarks of the depression. We
have iound out since then, from
sources that were not available lie-

fore last Tuesday, that this was
not exactly the true condition of
circumstances.
The VILLANOVAN received its

first news of the football schedule
from the Philadelphia newspaper,
contrary to the custom usually pre-
vailing In college journalism, where
the student publication is usually
privileged to announce all college
news first, whenever possible. Noth-
ing could be learned from author-
itative sources concerning the
why* and the 'how' of the new list

of foes.

Since then, however, from sources
not connected with the Athletic
Association, certain facts have been
announced: Duke and Georgetown
two 1931 foes absent from next
year's schedule, refused t-o continue
their series with the Wildcats on
a home-and-tiome basis, and asked
guarantees for games at Villanova,
that the sum total of aU student
activities fees would barely cover;
Ursinus. one of the best teams in
these parts, will be a fixture on the
schedule in the future; relations
have been begun to continue games
with South Carolina on a l^ome-
and-home basis.

But, the fact tliat these facts
could not be obtained from inter-
views with individuals high in Ath-
letic Association circles, we im-
plied, and we thought the Implica-
tions were clear enough, that the
changes in the schedule, Ursinus
for Georgetown, South Carolina for
Duke, Seton Hall for Baltimore,
indicated that next year's list ot
foes would be tougher than the
1931 roster," all being stronger
teams than those they replaced.
And we said, "the six home games
are a definite Improvement," over
the few played here in the last two
years.

So, then, may we consider the
matter closed, with our statement,
in behalf of the sports staff, in
black and white, that when every-
thing is considered - - - the num-
ber of home games, the changes
in the schedule, Villanova's place
in collegiate sports, that of a com-
parative stranger - - - the 1932
football roster is worthy of the
school and of the team.
We mentioned last week, also,

that If expenses were lower this fall

and revenues higher, the "ray of
sunshine" in what appeared to be
a "cloudy affair" at first glance to
some students, would be the poss-
ible benefits accruing to minor and
Interhall sports - - - soccer, foot-
ball of various types, swimming,
gymnastics, wrestling and lx>xlng.

VILL
ICE HOCKEY

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Varsity Cagers Win 2 During Week
Montclair A. C. and
Ursinus Bears Lose to

Rejuvenated Quintet

Streak of Seven Losses in Row Ended at Collegeville.

—

Club Team Outclassed on Saturday Night

ARTIE LYNCH HIGH SCORER IN BOTH GAMES

E. P. T. BOUTS
STILL UNCERTAIN

After losing seven games straight

the Wildcat quintet finally broke
Into the v/innlng column last Tues-
day evening when it defeated the
Ursinus Bears at Collegeville, 29 to

21.

Following up their victory over
Ursinus earlier in the week the
the Wildcat passers journeyed up
to Montclair, N. J., Saturday night
and took the Montclair A. C. into

camp by a score of 29 to 20. The
Starting off with a whirlwind clubmen have a strong team, but

pace the Cats rolled up 11 points
n a short time. Later the Bears
started to give the Felines some
competition, but despite this rally

the home team couldn't bridge the
gap In the score. The first half
ended with. ViUanovf^ in the fore

20 to 10. ..,,•; , :

.

In the second half the Bears
strlved, but all their efforts went
for naught. Artie Lynch was high
scorer for the Blue and White, be-
ing responsible for nine points.

URSINUS
- Fe.O. Fl.O. Pts.

Diehl, f

Sommers, f

Black, f 1

Goldberg, f 1

Miller, c .............. 2
Brelsch, c .... ...

Lodge, g 1

Paul, g
Eachus, g

1

1

1

7

1

the rejuvenated Cat team was a
little too much for them.

The Felines started off with
their usual fast pace and by the
end of the first half the score was
16 to 6 In favor of the visitors. The
lead was held until the final

whistle blew. Artie Lynch, the
Blonde Adonis, again captured
high scoring honors having sunk
six field goals and two foul shots
for a total of 14 points.

VILLANOVA
Fe.O. Fl.O. Pts

No reply has been received
yet from lx)xing officials con-
nected with the State Athletic
Commission relative to the
status of the Epsllon Phi Theta
tournament Gabriel Stabile,
chairman of the E. P. T. com-
mittee announced yesterday.
The new state law, which has

gone into effect 4n Pennsylvania
this year, places numerous re-
strictions on intercollegiate and
interfratemlty bouts, and most
of the schools in the state who
have been represented In boxing
and wrestling have been forced
to cancel most of the meets for
this season.
The E. P. T. bouts have been

held regularly, twice annually,
in the last three years—a big
midwinter carnival taking place
In the gymnasium in Alumni
Hall, and the championship
finals being conducted in the
Stadium during Junior Week.

Czeslck, f ...,,»»s,;.. 1

Lynch, f ;.:..... 6

1 Finn, c 2

2 ! Edwards, g
3_Tracey, g 1

Hurley, g Q
Weston, g 1

4

1

9
01

1

2

2

1

1

1

4
14

5

3

3

Hockey Team in

First Workout
On Arena Ice

29

Totals 11 21

VILLANOVA
Fe.O. Fl.O. Pts.

Czeslck, f 2 1 5
Lynch, f ,.*... 3 3 9
Brockmeyer, f ...... 1 1

Finn, c 3 6
Edwards, c 1 2
Weston, g 2 4
Tracey, g 1 2
Hurley, g

Totals 12 5 29
Referee—Ben Emery.

Kitten Five
Eats Cub-Meat

Totals 11

MONTCLAIR A. C.
Pe.G. Fl.G. Pts.

W. Carey, f

P. Carey, f

Hess, f ...

Sinn, c .

Denett, g
Crawford, g 2
Cooke, g

> •>• • ^'•9 4 • •

Totals 8
Referee—Myers, Eastern

1

1

1

1

4

Ass'n

3

9

3
5

20

The Frosh basketball squad took
a ride over to Collegeville too, last

Tuesday night and played a pre-
liminary game with the Ursinus
Frosh. The Kittens were too good
for the Cubs and when the game
was over the score totaled 33 points
for the Felines and 21 for the home
team.

Slevin was high scorer for the
Wildcat yearlings having 14 points
to his credit.

URSINUS -'

Fe.G. Fl.G. Pts.

Inter-Frat Season
Starts Next Week

Father Carney Named Moder-

ator of Ice Club; Gillespie

May Coach

12 GAMES SCHEDULED

.Basltetball supremacy among Phil-
adelphia colleges was unanimously
awarded, by Philly sports writers,

to Jimmy UsUton's Temple Owls
last week, after St. Joseph's quin-
tet, victors over Penn, fell liefore

the wearers of the Cherry and
White, 45-28.

Now, E>oc Jacobs is planning to

shoot the works on March 5, when
the Cats get another bid at stop-
ping the warriors of Oble O'Brien
O'Brien, incidentally, has taken

over high scoring honors this year
from the other co-captain of the

Owls, Gil Pitch, who Is now on the
bench from an injured ankle.

The first home game of the sea-
son Saturday night will find the
Cats out to avenge 1931 defeat at

the hands of St. Francis' College,

and the Blue and White will be
favored to win their third in a row.

American University, mystery
oppcnent of Villanova In a home
."amp next month, will be no easy
foe, as the lads from the school

with the patriotic name beat Navy
en Saturday night
Here Is the upset of them all

Saturday's Manhattan -St. John's

game trailing, 18-4 at half-

time the Jaspers went out

and won the old ^/all game
which must have been surprising

to tht Brooklyn team of Coach
Freeman who were re-

garded as the last word in New
York basketball this season ....
Camden Catholic High School has

dropijed football until the
National Rules Committee makes
the game safer "It's news
to me" said Pop Warner

when he was told that he
would tran.sfpr his coaching duties

ta Princeton this fall A
swimmer with a wooden leg

Fisher, f .

Weand, f .

Frlel, f ...

Covert, f .

Johnson, c
Taylor, c .

Glbbel, g .

Sheely, g .

3

........

1

t .«. t «, l* • • V

!•• '.••*> U

Taggert, g
Heck, g
Price, g
Carr, g

1

1

2

1

1

3

2

Totals 5 11 21

FROSH

Larson, f .

Griell, f ..

Travers, f

Krayas, f

Daley, f .

.

Smith, c .

.

Mahaffel, c
Slevin, g .

Andrus, g
Skaff, g ..

Fe.G. Fl.G. Pts.

1

3
1

2

5

2

1

1

1

4

4

7

2

5

1

14

The Inter-Prat League will get

under way on February 1 at 2:15

when the Epsllon Phi Beta aggre
gation will start the championship
cycle against the Delta Pi Epsllon

men who captured first honors in

the league last year.

The first three games will be

played in the afternoon while those

games remaining will be played at

7 p. m. All the contests ^111 be

staged in the gymnasium.
T'he E. P. T. five has had several

pr^tice sessions, but as yet the
team has not been picked. Among
those most likely to constitute the
first string are Jerry Griflftn, Jim
Griflan, Johnny Grimes, Carlsbad,
Antonaccio, Gllligan and Vince
O'Connor. Concerning the pro-
gress of the other three teams
nothing definite can be stated.
The complete schedule of games Is

as follows:
Feb. 1, Arts-BuBlness at 2.15.
Feb. 2, PreMed-Englneers at 2.15.
Feb. 3, PreMed-Business at 2.15.
Feb. 8, Arts-Engineers at 7.

Feb. 10, Business-Engineers at 7.
Feb. 11, Arts-PreMed at 7.

Feb. 15, Arts-Business at 7.

Feb. 16. PreMed-Englneers at 7.

Feb. 18, PreMed-BuBlness at 7.
Feb. 22, Arts-Engineers at 7.
Feb. 23. Business-Engineers at 7.

Feb. 25. Arts-PreMed at 7.

Feb. 29, Business-Arts at 7.

March 1, PreMed-Englneers at 7.
March 3, PreMed-Business at 7.
March 7. Arts-Engineers at 7.
March 8, Business-Engineers at
March 9, Arts-PreMed at 7.

After patiently waiting three

weeks for Ice, the hockey team
finally obtained Its Initial organ-
ized practice Sunday morning in

the Philadelphia Arena.

As a result of this practice it

seems as if the starting team will

shape up as follows: left wing,

Mulqueen; center. Trosky; right

wing, Casey; left whig, Orcutt;

right defense, Blanchard; goal,

Shortall. The other candidates

who performed well and who will
see action during the season are
Finnelli, Ventura, Crowley, Clark
and Laffel.

It was announced during the
week that Rev. Edward J. Carney
has been appointed Faculty Advi-
sor of the team. Though it Is not
certain as yet. In all probability
Jolmny Gillespie, former varsity
football star, will succeed Ed
Hunslnger as coach. Hunsinger,
who coached the team last season
has relinquished the position this
year because of lack of time.

T'o date it is known that the
team will engage in about twelve
games, with more contests pend-
ing. Six games will be played in
Hershey, at various times during
February and March.
The outstanding trip of the sea-

son will be a four day New Eng-
land jaunt, on which four games
will be played. These games will
be with the Yale Junior Varsity,

.

Providence College, Holy Cross I

and Saint John's College of
Brooklyn. Negotiations are also
being carried on with Princeton
for a game this season.
The Intended opening game

scheduled for last Wednesday to
be played against the Atlantic
City Sea Gulls was postponed. The
game will very likely be played
later in the season.

TRACKMEN RUN
IN BROOKLYN

Totals 12 9 32

DITCHEY TO
MANAGE L K. D.

Frank Ditchey was appointed
manager of the Lamba Kappa Del-
ta basketball team by James Finn,

Varsity Plays
Twice in Gym

On account of the mid-year ex-
aminations the Varsity quintet will
not be seen in action this week.
However, on Saturday night the
Wildcats will again take up their
campaign and play their first home
game of the season. St. Francispresident of the organization. The 6olTeKe from Bmok vn w,ii \rfyZ

?PI^L" °/."l^°yl"t i».^.b««l-t.S Of the^e'i^^nln'g"' Se Vm!ed some time before the first game
is played.

L. K D. finished In second place
In the Inter-Prat race last year.

ished a close third Tne
University of Wisconsin has now
asked for a reform in intercollegiate
athletics a faculty com-
mittee wants among other
things that coaches be
placed on the same basis as fac-
ulty members Temple has
not lost a basketball game on its

home floor this 3rear and
the Frosh winning streak of our
'hated rivals' is now 47 no
more no less .... but
wait until March 5 . . . . Huck
Finn and Bill Tracey pl»y-

was ' Ing regular varsity positions €!i the
entered in the Penn-Lafayette dual five now have done their
meet last Saturday .... the peg share In starting the team winning
leg was shaped to a point noM^ let's see them keep
and the owner was entered in the it up . . . . in the next fifteen
backstroke where he fin- days

evening. The Wild
cats have played the Franciscans
for the past several years up in the
Big City, but have failed to gain a
decision. However, after getting
away to a bad start the Blue and
White squad seems to be hitting
its stride having defeated Ursinus
and the strong Montclair A. C. in
succession and are planning to
keep on the winning side.
On February 6 the Cats will

play the part of host and will en-
gage the representatives of Ursinus
in a return engagement.
Bears took It on the chin last
week up at Collegeville and if the
saying that history repeats Itself
Is true, the Bears will return to
their dens black and blue both
mentally and physically.
The Frosh have two games on

their schedule withhi the next
fortnight. One of them being
with the Pierce School and the
other with Allentown Prep.

On Saturday evening, the var-
sity track team will engage in an-
other meet on the boards indoors,
when Harry Coates will lead a
squad to Brooklyn to engage in the
college relay events at the Knights
of Columbus games.
On the first trip to the big city

this winter, the squad finished a
good fourth in the Newark A. O-
games on the evening of January
16.

Static

From

S-O-L

Xt looks like the confidence we
had in the basketball team was not
misplaced.

' —V—
By winning over Montclair A. C.

the New Yoric Jinx was partially

broken.
—V—

Art Lynch, sophomore forward,
The'h^ been coming through In great

style lately. Keep it up, Art.

—V—
paptain Shortall and his Icemen

e}q>ect to break Into action, short-
ly. Manager Charley Hurlbert has
arranged an attractive roster.

—V—
They say that a popslcle is a

frozen sucker. Well we saw quite
a few popsicles at football games
last faU.

New Board Track Sees
First MeetAs Frosh

Defeat Newark Prep

Proteges of Harry Coates Ring Up Five First Places in Six

.Events.—Newark Boy Winner in Quarter-Mile

TIMES SLOWED DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER

On Saturday afternoon in the
first, meet to he staged on the ne^
stadium board track, Harry Coates'
crack Frosh squad defeated the
Newark Prep team by the one-
sided score of 42 1^ to 9%.
The Frosh took five first places

in the six-event meet. The firsts

were taken by Gleason in the 7d-
yard dash, Womer in the 880,
Duffy In the mile and Mullaney In
the shot-put; the one mile relay
was taken by the F^sh team com-
posed of Kramer, Hamilton, La
Franchise and EHiffy nmning in
order named. In the relay Kramer
gave the Kittens the substantial
lead on the first leg, enabling his
teammates to coast along to an
easy victory.

The only Prepster to capture a
first place was Patterson who took
the honors in the 440, La Fran-
chise finishing second.

The times were slowed down by
the inclemency of the weather, a
slight rain persisting throughout
the entire program. Despite the
poor weather a relatively large
crowd of student followers were on
hand to cheer the Kittens onward.
The results:
The results:
70 yd. dash—Plrat, Gleason, V.;

second, Penaten, v.; third (tie) Hlck-
ey, V and Dortmund, N.

440 yd. dash—First, Patterson, N.;
|

second. La Franchise, V; third. El-

1

Hot. V.
880 yd. dash—First, Womer, V.;

second. Baker, V.; third (tie* DUlon,

N.; and Batt, N.
Mile nm—First, Duffy, V.; second,

Hamilton. V.; third, Bunz, V.
Mile Relay—First, Villanova; sec-

ond, Newark.
Shot-put—First, Mullvaney, V., 44

ft. 11 1-a in.; second, Blanchard, V.

Baseball Schedule
Almost Completed

William 8. White, varsity
ball manager, has announced that
the 1932 schedule is virtually com-
pleted.

A final agreement on one game
is still pending, and it Is possible
that negotiations on this date wUl
be completed during the next week
and that the schedule may be an-
nounced in the February 9th issue
of the VILLANOVAN.
The nine this spring is captained

by George Gazella, former varsity
halfback and coach of the 150-
pound eleven during the past sea-
sons of 1930 and 1931.

GAME CANCELLED

Upon the request of the author-
ities of Perkiomen school the game
scheduled between the Perki bas-
ketball team and the Frosh, for
Saturday night at Pennsburg was
cancelled.
Doc Jacob's crew will swing back

into action this week however,
meeting the Allentown Prep quin-
tet and the Pierce School.

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

upposE you "dropped in" on

Mother and Dad tonight . . .

just walked right in with a

hearty "Hello, folks!" Wouldn't they be sur*

prised and thrilled? Wouldn't it be fun?

Then get to a telephone this evening and give

your home number to the Operator. (It will

be "Hello, folks," in a few seconds.) Tell them

the latest campus news . . . find out what the

family is doing. Next to being there in person,

a "voice visit" with home is best.

Try it once ... if you've never tried it before.

You'll soon have the habit of calling home
each week for a regular Telephone Date.

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M.. and take ad*

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call ia

60c at night; a SOc call ia 35c.)

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather than

a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num'
bcr. If you like, chatges can be reversed.

No. 8
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MedicalTalk

Delivered by
Temple Prof

Speaks on Renal Stones and

Shows How Medicine

Deals With Them

EVERYONE INTERESTED

Again it was the honor of the

pre-medical students to hear a

most Interesting and instructive

lecture by a member of the Temple

Medical School, Dr. Alfred A. Ferry,

who is an instructor in Genito-

urinary diseases. Dr. Perry is a

former Villanovan. having pursued

his pre-medical studies here as a

member of the class of 1910.

As the topic of his talk Dr.

Ferry discussed the study of the

so-called Renal stones, and after

enumerating the various kinds of

neuralgic diseases, he fully defined

the meaning of the stones and

their charicterizations.' His lecture

follows in part : "Renal stones are

really foreign bodies usually com-

posed of mineral salts fouod in the

urine. The cause of the formation

of renal stones has been established

as some disturbance between the

1 colloids and the ciystalloids of the

urine. The first infection, which

has lately been described, lies in

the retention of this urine by the

stones.

•'The age of the individual usual-

ly affected is between thirty and

forty years but it is not rare in

children who are also predisposed

to the disease. In most cases the

stones are found on the right side

in the right kidney, and can at

times be mistaken for appendicitis

or any other disease which may
occur on the right side, the symp-
toms being almost identical in a
number of cases."

He continued by describing thp.

symptoms: "The first symptom of

stones is a pain in the region of

the kidney, which varies, and in

some cases there being no pain at

all. A typical sign is renal cholic—

a sudden, sharp, severe pain which
occurs near the kidney, which
usually lasts for a few minutes and
at times for a few days. Other
symptoms such as severe vomiting,

the passing of very little urine, and
the passing of no urine at all are

sure signs of stones."

An outline of the diagnosis and
the treatment of the disease was
thoroughly explained, and the in-

struments used in diagnosing the
case were clearly described. He
said that X-rays are taken and that
at times the results are confused
with other similar infections. To
ascertain the nature of the trouble
an instrument known as the Cysto-
scope is used to examine the
bladder. By this means the doctor
is able to learn what the infection
really is. Dr. Ferry gave a brief

history of the Cystcoscope and
described the manner in which it

is used.

I'he Doctor concluded his lecture
by explaining the numerous types
and colors of the stones, their con-
sistency and their various locations.)

Reading: During:
Retreat Urgred

(Continued From Page One)

Jarret^The Space of Life Between
Delaney—Why Rome
Schmidt—The Catholic American
Mac ailUway—The Way of Life

Lugan—Social Principles of the

Oospel
Belloc—Essays of a Catholic

Ryan—Questions of the Day
Stoddard—Rebuilding a Lost Faith

Hudson—Abbe Pierre

Heredla—True Spiritualism

Scott—Ood and Uyself

Scott—Clirlst or Chaos
Scott—Religion and Common Sense
Walsh—A Catholic Looks at Life

HuBsleln—The Catholic's Work In

the World
Power—Plain Reasons for Being a

Catholic
Sheen—Life of All Living
MacDonnell—The Thinking Man
amis—Ten Commandments
Phillips—After Fifty Years
aeddes-Thurston—Catholic Church
and Confession

Pope—Catholic Church and Bible
Klnuman—Salve Mater

Doctrine
Martlndale—Man and His Destiny
Ooodier—Jesus Christ, Model of
Mankind

Phillips -Mary, Mother of Ood
Mahoney—sm and Repentance
Harrington—The Sacrament of Pen-

ance
Cronln—The Christian Priesthood
Vorler—Death and Judgment
McLaughlin — Purgatory or the
Church Suffering

Arendzen—Eternal Punishment
McCann—The Resurrection of the
Body

Arendzen—The Church Triumphant
"This is, only a partial list," said

Pr. Stanford, "of the books to be
found in the library. There are in

addition many excellent books for

spiritual reading, many excellent

sermon volumes, books by Newman,
Faber, Hedley, and other spiritual

writers. Of course there is the
classic, 'Following of Christ" by
Thomas a'Kempis, as well as other
standard works."

Holy Name Society

To Be Organized

(Continued From Page One)

honor the names of God and of

Jesus Christ by the example of a

sensible religious life. Among the

other endeavors of the society the

most important are to spread and
increase love for the sacred name
of Jesus Christ; to surpress blas-
phemy, profane and indecent lang-
uage; to prevent false oaths in and
out of our courts; and to impart
to Christian men courage in the
profession of their faith.

The duties of the members are
simple and few and can be easily

carried out by any student with
good intentions. They are: To ab-
stain from every form of profane
and unbecoming speech; to safe-
guard the proper observance of

Sundays and Holydays of obliga-

tion; to receive Holy Communion
with the members of the society

regularly every month or as often
as the Spiritual Director of their

church determines; to cooperate
generously under thte direction of

the Spiritual Director in every
movement for the good of the re-

ligion in the community, where the
society is established.

Student ^'Letters"

V > Widely Read
(Continued From Page One)

Letter eight, which is to be
distributed during the Retreat,
"More Essential Than Learning,"
enumerates figures and remarks on
the following question, "What
religious activity of tthe College has
been of most help to you?" The an-
swers to this question were wlde-
spread,thou(7h most of them were
classified under the following six
headings: "Evening Chapel - 123.
Retreats - 96, Religion Classes - 64,
Opportunities for Frequent Con-
fession and Communion - 37, Daily
Mass - 35, and Thursday Mass - 20 "

The final paragraph of this letter is

well worth quoting. "What religious
activity of the college will be of most
help to you? You alone can deter-
mine the answer. The opportunities
for spiritual help are available if

you will but make uso of them "

It Is desired that these letters
reach every student. If it is the
case that any students have failed
to receive their copy of these let-
ters they may obtain past issues
at the Chaplain's office.

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

Baessler

Drugs
1040 LANCAHTRR AVE.

BRYN MAWR

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M

55c

Open 24 Hourt a Day

ARDMORE THEATRE
WEEK OF FEBRUARY Ist

-1

MONDAY and TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 1-2

MARILYN MILLER in

"HER MAJESTY LOVP'
Wednestluy-Thnrsiiay Friday—Feb. 3-4-5

CHARLES FAKHKLL and JANET GAYNOR in

''DELICIOUS''
SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 6th

ZANE GREY'S
i iRAINBOW TRAIL''

Sage Interviewed On Examinations Student's Father
Died Last Sunday

The exams are here! By the

end of the week they will be gone,

by the end of another week other

things will be gone.

After consulting the Oracle at
Mont Sapiens, the following Is what
that well known sage had to say
on the matter:
•Is this the Oracle?"
"Yes. my cub, what can I do for

you?"
"Well, Mr. Oracle, my editor sent
me out to unearth something about
the exams that are going on at
Villanova."
"A difficult task 'tis true, but wait
until I get the unearthing records
out and we will see what can be
done. I have traveled much in the
realms of gold, but never have I

seen such examinations."
"Are they really very bad, Mr.
Oracle?"
"My boy, they could be worse. My
unearthing book registers many ifs

and buts and much midnight elec-

tricity. For some it will avail, but
for others, there are breakers
ahead. It is so written in dust."

"Ory, can't you give me some
Rood news, something cheerful?"
"Oh, yes, you are under the im-
pression th^t you will flunk
your exams, am I right?"
"Yes,, but how did you . . .

."

"I know because I'm the Ory."
"Then 111 flunk them all?"
"Brace up my lad . . . wait,
vision is clearing, no, no, not all,

you will pass one exam."
"But Ory ..."'.
"Don't be so familiar."
"Excuse me, Mr. Oracle, but what
about the other students?"
"We shall investigate their case.

The business men will have a de-
pression, the premeds will have
cuts, the engineers short cuts, and
the arts men will sacrifice art for
art's sake."
"But what would Washington say?"
"He would say I never told a lie,

and he is right."

"And Lincoln would say . .
."

"Pour score."

"Why four score?"
"Well there are four schools in the
college and that will give you four
scores, will it not? Now if there
is anything else on your mind say
it, because I have to answer some-
one else tonight, too."

"I'll answer him for you, I'll beat,
. . . er, what I meant to say is

where can I get a copy of the
exams?"

all

my

"You can get them "

At this point the Oracle disap-

peared, doubtlessly the result of

some diabolical machination, but

this reporter thinks that he said

they could be secured after the

exams are over.

Students to Get
Questionaire

(Continued Prom Page One)

William A. Durkln, father of John
Durkin, a Junior in the Arts school,

died last Sunday afternoon in the
Gfrmantown Hospital Funeral ser-
vices will be held tomorrow morn-
ing from his home at 4840 Oerman-
town Ave., Philadelphia. Requiem
Mass will be said at St. Frances of

Assisi Church, Greene and Logan
streets.

In addition to his son, Mr. Dur-
kin is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anna M. Durkln.

students; because even if they do
not feel that there is any personal
profit in filling out the question-
aire, it is of undoubted help to

others in the form of the printed
report "Spiritual Searchlights;"
because even if none of the rea-
sons above appeal to them they
should hand it in anyway.
Among some of the tangible re-

sults which may be claimed for the
Survey are the following: The
stimulating of Catholic reading,
both of periodicals and books, a
better arrangement and conduct of

Chapel services, the centering of
attention on the Religious Program,
and the building up of a better
morale favoring clean speech.

,

In addition there are many in-

tangible results that can be under-
stood in part only by reading
through a copy of the published
results in "Spiritual Headlights."

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

"SOLUTIONS"
TO ALL TEXTS IN

Mathematics
Every Problem Solved

Every Step Shown

DIAGRAMS

DOMAN PUB. CO.
4001 Walnut St., PHOiA., PA.

A THOUSAND
AND ONE . . .

U.1

. . . amuBlng, Inexpen-
sive evenings are ipent
upon the Roof, where
one encounter! musle of
the best .... attentive
service .... excellent
cuisine .... companion-
able atmosphere
and most complete en-
joyment of them aU.

Dancing 9 to 1
Couvert Weekdays

50 cents
Saturdays 7n cents

DOC HYDER and
His Southemaires

Monday Night—College
Night—Special Ticket
Including couvert and
snack 85 cents

69.1. St. A-
'*••'''"•*•

'(P

»

i

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24.2^5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

Copr.. 1032. Th*

//
I know my LUCKIES //

lOVER'S LANE

Atl4 Lola wot pounding Ih* ivories

In on loway chin-ema house.Then

come the "breoks"—and her

weekly Good Newt jumped from

$45 to $450. OuchI She's a roc-

quetaer . . . formerly women's

tennischompeen of ihm Southwest.

Her lost picture, "EX-BAD BOY,"
was Univnally acclaimed. Lola

Lane hot smoked LUCKIES for two
years . . . Her signed stotemeni hot

no purse-stringsattached to it.And
to we have good reason to soy*

"Much obliged, Lola."

"I know my LUCKIES—my throat told me the first time

I smoked one how kind they are. And it's beenLUCKIES
ever since. LUCKIES are the only cigarettes I can smoke
before singing that do not give me a sore throat. Your
improved Cellophane wrapper is greats too. That easy

opening tab is a stroke of genius." ^^ ^ ^

It*s toasted
YourThroofProfctlon— against irrifotlon— againstcough

And Mofstor»^roo# C^llophmif NMps ihmt **Tom9imd** Flavor tvmr Fr—h

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minutes with the world'm finest dance orcheitnu and Walter WInchell, «vHoM fOMi^

of today becomes the news of tomorrow, e<«r> Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

JUISIORS — SENIORS

LAST OPPORTUNITY \

BELLE AIR PICTURES \

WEDNESDAYTHURSDAY VILL
FRESHMAN DEBATE

THURSDAY EVENING

AMPHITHEATRE

NEWARK PREP
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Physiology
Science Men
MajorNow

Professor Tnrnbach Declares

Course Great Success Af-

ter a Year's Trial

Beta Gamma Wins in

Radio Debate With Penn

LAB NOW COMPLETE
In an Interview yesterday, Rob-

ert J. Tumbach, professor of

Physiology, declared himself Well

pleased with the manner in which

the science students interested

themselves in the Physiology course

during he first semester of its ex-

istence in the curriculum of the

Science School. This subject, how-
ever, was offered to pre-medical
students last February, but did hot

' enter into the full curriculm imtil

last September. When the course
was first introduced laboratory in-

struction was lacking, but professor
Tumbach has been able to acquire
a fully equipped laboratory to sup-
plement the lecture course.

Due to its success Physiology will

become one of the major courses of-

fered in the Science School. The
periods are arranged so as to allow '•

a small number of students to each
class and laboratory section, there-
by giving the students as much in-
dividual instruction as possible.

The fuiidamental reason for
teaching Physiology to the Science
men is to acquaint the students
with the important relation that it

has with everyday affairs.

Physiology is correlated with the
study of Biology, but it diffeirs in

the respect that Biology is the study
of living things while Physiology Is

chiefly concerned with the func-
tions of life.

Professor Turnbach believes that
it is necessary to coordinate all the
other scientific studies of previous
years to successfully obtain a sound
foundation while studying Phys-
iology. The study of this interest-
ing subject Is indlspensible to med-
ical men, and is of the utmost in-
terest to Individuals of all walks of
life.

In the laboratory most of the work
is concentrated on the study of

Frogs, Cats and Human Bodies.
Different specimens are used for
the various branches of study such
as the frog for nerves and mus-
cle work, and the human body
for respiration and blood. The lab-
oratory consists of a niunber of sets

of new apparatus.

The Beta Gamma chapter of
the Villanova Literary Society
added another forensic victory
to its record last week when it

defeated the University of Penn-
sylvania debating team In a de-
bate which was broadcast over
station WCAU in Philadelphia.
The topic for this debate was

"Resolved: That the United
States should become an active
participant in the league of
nations." The Beta Gamma
team defended the negative side
of the proposition.
The speakers representing the

University of Pennsylvania in
the debate were Herman Buck-
ford and John Griffiths. The
debaters from Villanova were
Martin GUI, Daniel Buckley, and
Joseph Conlan. Both Pennsyl-
vania men gave a five minute
constructive speeches and then
divided ten minutes of rebuttal
speech between them. On the
Villanova team Mr. Gill and Mr.
Buckley each delivered five min-
utes constructive arguments,
and then Mr. Conlan gave a ten
minute rebuttal speech.

Orchestra to

Play in Gym
On April 1

Special Interpretations

. ing Arranged for

Musicians

Be

RAY BARATTA LEADER

Many Join

Holy Name
At Retreat

Expected to Become One
of Strongest Campus

Organizations

ALMOST 3 ENROLL

Father Stanford

Thanks Aides

•Retreat Is Tribute To Stu-

dents Cooperation/*

Says Chaplain

28 PRIESTS ASSIST
In a recent Interview with Rev.

E. V. Stanford, O. S. A., concern-
ing the retreat, he said, "To me the
retreat stands out as a tribute to
efficient co-operation on the part
of the priests and students.
Throughout the retreat it was nec-
essary to make 191 calls on the co-
operation of clerical members of

the faculty. Thus 60 priests were
needed for confessions; seven for

Benediction; six for the Stations
of the Cross; sixteen for the bless-

ing of throats; eight for Masses;
and ten for helping in the distri-

bution of Holy Communion. There
were twenty exercises for the
boarders in care of sixty priests

and sixteen exercises for the day
students in care of twenty-four
priests. That there never was any
lack of sufficient priests for any
of the services speaks eloquently

for the splendid cooperation of the
order. In all, twenty-eight priests

were called upon to assist the Re-
treat Master.
"I would also like to say a word

for the cooperation given by the
students, liiiey conducted them-
selves in a very praiseworthy man-
ner by being on time for all ex-
ercises. This contributed in great
measure to the smooth functioning
of the services. Special mention
should be made of George McGrath
and Stephen Diihamel who very
faithfully and efficiently fulfilled

their work as sacristans, and also

to Joseph Haage who played the or-

gan at all services. To the presid-

ing officers, servers, and ushers
who were always in place without
fall, to the students who distribu-

ted the hymn cards and those who
distributed the questionalres. let-

ters and pamphlets recognition Is

also due for faithful service."

Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. S. A., an-

nounces that the organization of

the Holy Name Society, begun dur-

ing the recent retreat, is progres-

sing rapidly and in a short time

Is expected to be one of the strong-

est organizations on the campus.
This Society is nation-wide and is

the greatest of the Catholic or-

ganizations for men, abounding in

spiritual advantage and blessings.

There are two things necessary

in order that the validity of mem-
bership be insured. In the first

place the Chapter must be canon-

ically established. Secondly, it is

absolutely essential that the name
of the applicant be inscribed In
the official register kept at the col-

lege. Failure to carry out the lat-

ter regulation would necessarily
result in the deprivation of all

blessings and indulgences obtain-
able through the Society.

The objects of the Holy Name
Society are as follows: (1) To hon-
or the Name of God and of Jesus
Christ by the example of a sensible
religious life. (2) To spread and
Increase love for the sacred name
of Jesus Christ. (3) To suppress
blasphemy, profane and Indecent
language. (4) To prevent false
oaths In and out of our courts. (5)

To Impart to Christian men cour-
age in the profession of their faith.
Those regularly wearing the Holy

Name button on the lapel of their
coat may gain an indulgence of 300
days by the daily recitation of,

"Blessed be the Name of the Lord."

For the past week the symphony

orchestra has' been strenuously re-

iiearsing in preparation for the

lormal opening of tiie new gym-

nasium. The orchestra will offldaJ-

ly b3gin its season on this occasion,

and according to Rev. Ruellan P.

Fink, O. S. A., it Will see more ac-

tion this year than in the past few

years.

Special symphonic interpretations

have been arranged for the selec-

tions. Raymond Baratta, whose

success in the past has warranted
his apointment as "Maestro" of the

Villanovans, will also direct the

symphony orchestra.
Mr. Baratta, a sophomore Scl-

cnc3 student, led the Symphony
Orchestra of Poughkeepsle and
broadcasted many times over the

air. He has taught music and was
studio pianist at station WOKO
for several years. Besides this he
has composed numerous classical

and popular selections all of which
have been arranged for orchestra-
tion.

I Joseph Mele, Vincent Indlndoli,

J

Joseph Hoenlg, Joseph Aloanese.
Francis Hackett, Joseph Kaina,
Vincent DeCiceo, John DeGlna, Al-
fred Sorkin and Dotuild j^ombino
play the Violin; Adrian Chlsholm,
Thomas Darmody, Cyril Klunk
and Daniel Shieve - Clarinet;
Thomas Gambesio - flute; Vincent
Marra, George Gartland, and John
Wilson - Trumpet; George Essayan
Drums; Howard Shephard - trom-
bone; G3orge Papp - Bass (string);

and Peter Albanese and Joseph
Hahn at the piano completes the
Use of participants in Villanova's

latest symphony orchestra. How-
ever, more of the day-students are
expected to turn-out for the next
rehearsal which is scheduled for

Thursday afternoon, at three-
thirty.

Fr. Fink requests that all it.osc

students capable of playing ViOllns

cr other musical instruments ap-
pear at the rehearsal.

Freshman Debating
Team Opens Season
Thursday Evening!

On Thursday evening, the Viyfi-
nova freshman debating team will

enter into its initial forensic en-
gagement of the season when it

encounters the debating team of
Newark Prep.
The proposition upon which the

two teams will present their re-
spective arguments is: "Resolved:
ihat the nations of the world
adopt a policy of free trade." The
fresiiman team will defend the af-
lirmative side of the controversy
while the visiting team supports
the opposite contention.

I'he speakers for the yearlings
will be Paetrus Banmlller, Lawr-
ence Goldschmidt, and Martin
Donn8lly. Of these speakers Mr.
Banmiller is the only one who has
nad any active experience in inter-

collegiate debating. However, both
Mr. Goldschmidt and Mr. Don-

j

nelly have manifested considerable

I ability in presentation and logical

reasoning and are expected to give

very noteworthy accounts of them-
selves on Thursday evening.

Varsity Debated Same QuesUon
On December 7 the varsity de-

bating team argued this same
question against Swarthmore Coll-

ege and emerged from the contest
with a favorable decision. In that

debate, however, the varsity sup-
ported the negative side of the
question. Against Newark Prep the

freshman will argue in favor of

the affirmative side, but are ex-

pected to prove as successful in

iheir contention as the varsity was
in theirs.

The remainder of the freshman
schedule is still somewhat indefin-

ite. The debate with Georgetown
University freshmen, which the so-

ciety had been endeavoring to

place upon its schedule, has been
definitely called off because of the

lack of a mutually agreeable date
and topic.

Logical Topic Treatment
Marks Talks of Fr. Austin
At Eighty-Ninth Retreat

Discusses Fully, at Seperate Conferences, Salvation, Sin,

Death, Confession, State of Life, Education, Holy Name
Society and Prayer.—Retreat Closed With Holy Hour

SEPARATE EXERCISES NECESSARY FOR DAY HOPS

FEBRUARY 22 HOLIDAY
Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.,

president of the college, in an
interview today stated that

Washington's birthday, February

22, would be a free day.

Last Chance
For Pictures

This Week
Individual Belle Air Photos

to Be Taken Wednesday
and Thursday

Ross Sentenced
To Long Term

Convicted of Passing Bad

Checks To Large Number
of Students

TAKES PLAYERSTO GAME

Basketball Game In

New Gym March 5

T'hose who have noticed will

agree that the Gym is progressing
in a very agreeable fashion.
The Gym will be put into use by

the basket ball team Immediately
upon completion. On March 5

Villanova will play Temple Uni-
versity in her newly acquired
arena. However, many will be the
uses of this new building and many
are eagerly looking forward to its

termination.
This week the first layer of floor

work will be started. By February
15, all the plaster work will be
completed, and by March 5 all the
laborers must take up their tools
and proceed to their next destina-
tion. On this date the Gym will
be fully completed with the single

Holy Name buttons are obtainable : exception of the swimming pool
at the book room.

| The pool will be finished at a later
Aj the present writing about ^60

|
date due to its tardy beginning.

1 _i J.. .-._-j x^- . - opening will takestudents have already Joined the
Society, while additional pledge
cards are constantly being turned
in. In view of the multitude of
spiritual benefits derived from
membership in the Society, it is ex

The formal
place on April 1. On this occasion
there will be a grand celebration
Including a dance and other ap-
propriate events. Definite and
more information concerning the

pected and hoped that all students
: grand opening v/i!l \y> revealed at a

will enroll as members.
' later date in the VILLANOVAN.

Student Body Warned
Against Number Racket

Two alleged operators of a "num-
ber racket," recently apprehended
by Radnor Township police, were
last week sentenced to imprison-
ment for from one to three years.

One of the men convicted is said

to have admitted selling the 'num-
bers" to students of the college.

Police from the township empha-
size the fact that this transgression

Is a state offtence. and desire to

warn all students against both
buying and selling "numbers."

Students Frolic as Fire Envelopes
Green Gables Estate in Flames

Edward Ross, known to Aiany
Villanova students, was recently

sentenced to the State Penitentiary

for a period of six to ten years. He
was accused and convicted of pass
ing bad checks among the student

body.

Although not a student here, he
had been rooming on the campus
for several months, being intimately
acquainted with many students.

Due to his bad checks many stud-
ents have lost large siuns of money,
several even losing as much as $150.

It Is understood that even Harry
Stuhldreher, head football coach,
and Louie, of the Pie Shc^pe, had
given him money on his checks.

When he first came here he in-

troduced himself to most of the
football players as the friend of
some well-known home town ac-
quaintances. He became popular
In a short time and everyone con-
sidered him • to be honest. He
even went so far as to treat several
football players to the Penn-Navy
game last fall, although the money
that he used on this occasion was
their own.
The students began to get sus-

picious when a prominent New
York bank sent down word that it

did not have anyone by the name
of Ross as a depositor. The enraged
students cornered Mr. Ross and
turned him over to the police.

The Seniors and Juniors will be

given a final opportimlty to have
theh: individual photos taken for

the Belle Air aimual when repre-

sentatives of Arthur's Studios come
here tomorrow and Thursday. Ac-
cording to Rev. John Crawford, O.

8. A., the moderator, this will be

absolutely the last chance to be
offered the upper-classmen.

Today the proofs are to be re-

turned and orders are to be placed
with the photography editor of the
Belle Air, and any student who
wishes to have some pictures made
for his own use can place his

orders with him at this time. The
Seniors and Juniors who have not
as yet received their proofs will be
given them when they call at the
reception room in Mendel Hall. The
present charge for all pictures is

$2 00.

The number of subscriptions this

year do not reach the high number
set in past years. However, Pr.

Crawford is urging the students to

subscribe since the success of the
book depends on their subscriptions.

Orders can be placed tomorrow and
Thursday in the Mendel Hall re-

ception room or by seeing any
member of the stafT.

Work on this yearly is rapidly
progressing and according to its

editor, William Bohan, the Belle
Air when completed will compare
fa/orably with all past Issues. Its

general outline is to be consider-
ably changed and will only slightly

resemble the recent Belle Airs.

To Ballot A^ain
On Junior Blazers

Dr. Beckermann To
Return This Week

"Students file out, march to

icene of fire and aid firemen."
Thus does a Philadelphia news-
laper describe the actions of the
students at the fire which occurred
*ast Saturday night at the Green
lables estate situated at the west-
?m end of the campus.
The stampede with which the

amazed and delighted students
-greeted the cry of "Pire" does not
in the least indicate any ''filing

out." In fact it was a thundering
horde that whooped and raced to

the scene of the fire, all being on
the alert to rescue some fair dam-
sel. Their hurry was so great
that they didn't trouble themselves
to Jump over the hedges which on
the following morning presented a
woeful spectacle.

Examination week had Just come
to a close and in this, fire the stu-

dents saw an ideal opportunity to

i^ive vent to their pent-up emo-
tions. At first they aided the fire-

men, but when the latter contin-
ually rejected all offers of assist-

ance they decided to go on a spree
and did so in royal fashion. Wise-
cracks passed between them and
the firemen, and before the night
was over It had developed into a
battle of wits.

To the white-coated chief one
bold student ventured the remark:
"Take of! your ermine wrap, mister,
and get to work." Other Rtud'>nt8

advised the firemen: "The fire is

where the light is in the window,"
and "Her room is on the other side
of the house."

The firemen became so fiustered
that they turned on the hose when
It was not connected. However,
when they did connect It In their
exasperation they sprayed the wa-
ter on the students who scattered
hither and yon.

On the arrival of each fire com-
pany the students would rush to
the fence and welcome the new-
comers with vociferous yells, occa-
sionally splitting the air with

The fire was extinguished at
midnight but slightly after two the
next morning the fire broke out
again and the students stampeded
to fire number two.
Due to the cold the students

built private bonfires and contin-
ued their bantering ways while the
firemen rushed from one side of
the building to the other as the
flames alternately Increased in
vigor in each quarter.

When the last ember had yield-
ed to the continued flow of water
the students decided that they had
had enough excitement for one
night. However, all unanimously
agreed that this was a better bon-
fire than they had had at any of
the rallies.

Very Rev. Charles A. Beckermann,
O. S. A., S. T. L., D D. who has
been ill in Germany for the past
six months, Is expected to return
to Villanova next week.
Dr. Beckermann, a professor at

the college for eight years, has
be:n suffering from the results of
a stroke sustained during the sum-
mer while in Germany. Though he
has not fully recovered, physicians
are allowing him to come to this
country.
He will be accompanied by the

This week the Student Council
together with Robert Rosen, Presi-
dent of the Junior Class, will make
the rounds of all the Junior classes
in order that a final vote can be
taken on the color of the blazers.

Th^ balloting will be explained to
all the Juniors and each is to vote
accordingly.

If the voting again happens to
be close the Juniors will be allowed
to get either white or blue blazers.

However, if there is a majority for
one color that color blazer will be
the only one that Juniors will be
permitted to wear.
At the first class meeting of the

year, a marked difference of opin-
ion was evidenced in the heated
discussion between the various
members of the class. From the
very outset the class was appar-
ently evenly divided and the mat-
ter of choosing between blue and
white as the color for this year's
blazer became the subject of much
discussion. Following this. two
separate ballotings were held and
in each case the white was victor-

ious by the scant margin of two
votes.

A split in the class seemed In

evitable and in order to avoid any
trouble and discontent which might
arise from this dissension. Rev.
Reullan P. Pink, O. S. A., vice-

Last Thursday, Feb. 4, Villanova's

8&th annual retreat came to a close

with the celebration of Mass, the

receiving of Holy Communion and
the Papal Blessing to all the stud-

ents.

The sermons delivered by Rev.
Thomas B. Austin, O. S. A., during
the retreat may be briefiy summar-
ized by the following paragraph:

The reason why the Retreat is

made is to help us save our soul.

The primary object, therefore, is

salvation. Salvation is absolutely
necessary, for the soul must go
back to God or it Is a failure. The
next point taken was the obstacle

to salvation. Sin and sin alone Is

the only obstacle. Sin is removed
by confession and sorrow for sin.

Everyone should always have the
idea of death before them and the
necessity of keeping the soul pure.
This may be done by using the
means of grace, by finding their
place in life, and carrying on to

the very end.

Fr. Austin delivered the same
sermons, with one exception, to the
boarders and the day students.
His introductory talk was devoted

to the consideration of what is a
retreat, how and why to make it.

The retreat was defined as a retire-

ment from the ordinary things of
life that they might come closer to
God. It must have two parts: Uiey
must look at the past; they must
look to the future. They must make
the retreat a time of rest, of
thought, of prayer. Rest from work
and worry; by thought they are to
work the spiritual rehabilitation of
their lives.

In the second conference the
students had for their consideration
the great fact of their salvation.
When they looked to the great
Enigma of life, 1. e., what are they,
where did they come from, whither
are they going, they found that
they owe their origin to Ood, crea-
tures that they are, with body and
soul made to God's image and like-
ness. Their great concern in life

is to go back to Him. Nothing, not
even money, pleasure, or honor,
can take the place of the happiness
which comes from the service of
God.
Monday night they looked at

death. All must die. When, no
man knows; where, no man may
say. People know something of the
manner of their death because, "as
a man lives so shall he die." The
only gurantee of a good death is
a good life.

Tuesday, sin in particular, was
discussed and it was found that
impurity was the great stumbling
block to salvation. The historic
viewpoint shows that this sin had
far reaching and dangerous effects
on the physical, mental, and spiri-
tual life of man. Much emphasis
was laid on the means to overcome

(continued on page four)

Religious Survey-

Well Supported
Figures Which Are Not Com-

plete Show Return of Al-

most Five Hundred

BUSINESS MEN LEAD

Very Rev. Engelbert Eberhardt, O. .^ . , ... „
S. A.. Ph. D., provincial of the Au- President of the college, suggested

giistinian Order in Germany, who
will be remembered by a number
of the seniors as professor of Latin
here.

At the time of his illness. Dr.
Btckermann had Just completed
his final examinations for a doc-
torate degree in Rome and was on
a short visit with his family In
Essen. Germany.

Scarlet Fever Patient

Returns From Hospital

Edward E. Neary Is returning
from the Municipal Hospital to-
day. Mr. Neary, a freshman Busi-
ness student, has been ill with
Scarlet Fever for the past month.
Fortunately the sickness was
checked before it reached a critical

stage.

Eklward Neary lives on Rldgefield
averkue, Bridgeport, Conn. He Is

that the Student Council handle
the matter. After a conference
with Robert Rosen, president of
the Junior class, this course of

action was decided upon. An elect-

ion under the supervision of the
Council was held on January 23

back in the dining hall, resulting

In a 40-40 deadlock.
Tills next vote will mark the

fourth ballot which has been held
and the Junior clsiss is anxiously
awaiting the result since Junior
Week is drawing close and the
blazers are necessary In most of
its functions.

Weekly Mass Wednesday
Instead Of Thursday

Due to the fact that this Wed-
nesday Is Ash Wednesday and the
first day of Lent, the regular week-
ly Mass will be held Wednesday

expected to return to his home for. Instead of Thursday. In the eve-
a few days to recuperate before nlng the blessed ashes will be dis-
continuing classes. Itrlbuted to the students.

The initial information concern-
ing the Religious Survey conduc-
ted in conjunction with the atmual
retreat which came to a close last
Ihursday was announced Friday
by the Rev. E. V. Stanford, O.S-A.
Chaplain of the College. Although
the tabulations thus far indicate
that about the same number of
questionnaires as last year were
answered conscientiously, Fr. Stan-
ford Is of the opinion that the
answers are of good quality and ttiat
the students were sincere In their
answers.

It is interesting to note that up
lo last Friday, 143 members of the
Business School led the College in
returning the survey questions
answered, while the students In the
Engineering school followed them
a close second with a tabulation of
137. Pre-Medlcal, Arts, and un-
classified students returned 120^7,
and 20, respectively.

"Although the results were not
as good as we hoped for," said
Fr. Stanford, "there is a possibility
that more will come in. I have not
had enough time to go over the
answers thoroughly, but those
that I have seem to be of a good
quality."

FT. Stanford will publish the
results In his series ot written lec-
tures known as "Letters to Villa-
nova students." and which have
won great favor among the stud-
ents. It is expected, however, that
the results will not be announced
for some time. In order that those
who have not as yet turned in their
answers may have the chance to do
so before the final returns are tab-
ulated and road.
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WHAT Is ViUanova doing to encourage

scholarship? While the College has always

commended scholastic

;
. vo ENCOURAGING excellence, it has done

'

,.< SCHOLARSHIP little to provide con-

crete incentives to

study. Examinations, exemptions from ex-

aminations, and the offering of prizes are the

methods now employed to encourage academ-

ic endeavor. But examinations, while they

set up standards of achievement and study,

require in the last analysis only a minimum

of achievement and study. Exemptions from

examinations are not uniform, neither

among the schools, nor among the profes-

sors, nor even as to the grades demanded.

Prizes are few and not commonly known to

the student body. Two years ago an attempt

was made to organize a senior honoraiy so-

; ciety for the scholastically proficient. This

attempt, if our memory serves us correctly,

had faculty approval but not faculty backing.

IT i. ; It flourished for several months and died

with the new scholastic year. In view of

these facts and in view of our belief that a

college should provide definite incentives to

high academic standing (a belief which we
feel to be incontestable), we should like to

suggest the following methods for encourag-

ing scholarship: (1) The "maxima cum
laude", to degrees conferred by the College

;

(2) a more inclusive offering of prizes for

general and particular academic records,

prizes which would be awarded at commence-
: ment after being objects of endeavor

:
throughout the year; (3) the organization of

honor societies, with high scholastic and
personal qualifications for membership,
among the class, or better perhaps, among
the schools; and (4) the petitioning of chap-

ters of national honor societies by the vari-

ous departments, particularly the Engineer-
ing and Science schools whose standing fully

warrants such recognition. We realize that
the inauguration of any or all of these pro-
posals will involve a great deal of time, quan-
tities of constructive endeavor, and much
serious discrimination on the part of the
faculty. Yet we feel that that effort will be
quite worthwhile. It will encourage schol-
arship, tend to produce a better student, and
in the end richly enhance the name of Villa-

nova. «
DID THE eighty-ninth annual retreat

achieve its purpose? Did the students de-

. - rive any benefits from the
THE retreat? These are but a
RETREAT few of the many questions

that can be asked concerning
the retreat which came to a close last Thurs-

day morning. If the retreat made the stu-

dents seriously reflect on their spiritual

nature and spiritual welfare, it succeeded.

We think it did. The students as a whole

are agreed that this retreat caused them to

seriously ponder their religious problems and
to give some thought to their religious life.

From their own experience, during the hours
of retreat, the students evidence a greater

amount of interest than in the retreats of

the past few years. Rev. Thomas B. Austin,

0. S. A., retreat master, a man of dynamic
personality, by means of his anecdotes and
inconsequential bits of humor succeeded in
keeping alive in all his conferences that
strain of human interest upon which the
entire success of the retreat depended. In
our occasional ramblings we noticed a con-
spicuous lack of card games and a surprising
decrease of the "bull" sessions. Most stu-
dents remained in their rooms either reading
or discussing a religious matter.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An answer to the question of

collegiate depression has recently

been found at Boston University In

the form of a thousand dollar

emergency student loan fund, which

was recently Inaugurated there.

This sum Is being raised by popular

ten cent subscription, and Is avaU-

able to students in good standing in

the form of short time loans, at ex-

ceedingly attractive Interest rates.

Such a fund here would prove

tremendously beneficial. Judging

from the avowed financial condition

of the majority of our students.

BUCKNELL UNIVEKSITY
Found: a substitute for the bull-

session. Hypnotism, the latest In

collegiate indoor sport, is rapidly

supplanting the time-honored "hen-

party" among the coed contingent

at Bucknell. The following descrip-

tion of a typical seance is from the

"Bucknellian":

"It IS truly a process of mentaL
telepathy. Ihe victim Is blindfolded,

taicen out of the room and ihe other

members then decide upon what
she is to do. The blindfolded per-

son is then brought back into the

room and everyone sits in a circle

holding hands, 'ihe Ughts are ex-«

tinguisnea; not a sound, is made.
i!iVeryone is concentraung on wnai
ine girl Is to do, whiie she herself

gets her mind in a pertecily bianK

Slate, ready to receive any message
wnich may be transmitted to her."

We are reminded of a sumiar, but
milder, outbreak ot this torm ox

mysticism which mvaued our own
wails last year.

UNIVERSITY OFi-EMxMSYLVANIA
Indoor sports are aiso Dooming at

the University of Pennsylvania,
where we learn that more than
fifty freshmen have annoimced
their candidacy for the chess team,
that most virile of sports. Ol' Man
Depression Is said to be largely re-

sponsible for the revival of that
manly art. Checkl
Speaking of the University of

Pennsylvania, we are remindedof the
following rather quaint excerpt

from a recent issue of the "Lafay-
ette". The University of Pennsylvan-
ia has the honor and distinction of

havmg had the first class to attend
m jail. Way back In the middle of

the nineteenth century one of their

professors was lodged in the bastlle

on a tecnnical charge. Bemg moved
by either a feeling of loyalty or

curiosity the unoergrads proceeded
to his ceU and paid stuct attention

to nis lecture."

GETTYSBURG COLLEGE
Those of us who yearn for the

good old days of blood-and-thunder
initiation and heavy-handed justice

will cheer the prompt manner in

which the student Tribunal at Get-
tysburg recently suppressed a fresh-

man revolt against their prescribed

garb. The following account, from
the ' Gettysburgian ', describes how
swiit justice was meter out to the

insurgents:

"The trousers were rolled knee
high, they held matches io they
walked along. Soon one come along
without a dink and soon another
was found to be wearing colored

socks. Another was without a black
tie. All these men were shoved
aside to await their fate much as
convicted men await punishment
before a warden. This was inspec-
tion day in Gettysburg and the
Tribunal had at last come to life

just in time to answer the defiance

of the cocky Freshmen. It did so
as a group of barbers bent upon
snitching locks of hair from evil

doers of Gettysburg campus. Before
fifteen minutes had elapsed four

plebes had their hair cast to the
cooi early morning winds.

YALE UNIVERSITY
A prominent Yale professor re-

cently achieved instant popularity

in college circles when he appeal od

before a Senate committee holding

hearings on the much-discussed

lour per cent, beer bill proposed by

Senator Bingham of ConnecUcui.

Protessor Yandell Henderson's views

on the question of beer drinking are

cenain to be well received by as

many students here:

"Student beer drinking is harm-

less physically and advantageous

socially. One would have to drink

two or three quarts of beer to get

the equivalent of three cockstails.

. . To my way of thinking, a man
needs a cup of coffee in the morn-
ing to wake him up and when he
has finished his day's Work, a pint

of beer to quiet him down."
In a later hearing. Dr. Charles

Norrls, at present medical examiner
of New York City, supported Pro-
fessor Henderson's position. He
said:

"When I was a student at Yale
in 1888, there was no hard liquor

and I never carried a flask. Now,
once a year I go to Yale Bowl and
one has to step high over the bot-
tles, and one sees not only boys, but
nice-looking girls intoxicated. . .

If good beer was available we should
undoubtedly return gradually to the
simpler and easier social relaxation.*;

that were associated with college
life In the jMat."

WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS.—
A new play by Jerome Sackheim
was offered Immediately prior to

its premiere on Broadway, with
Pauline Frederick, of the stage and
screen, in the starring role last

evening. Miss Frederick, formerly

one of the leading actresses in the
American Theatre, deserted the
speaking stage to star in the talking

pictures, but again she returns to

the legitimate stage In one of her
Characteristic leads.

In addition to Miss Frederick, the
cast includes Louis Jean Heydt, who
played in the original company of

"Strictly Dishonorable", Malcolm
Duncan and Dorothy Llbarle.—At
the Garrlck.

THE SOCIAL REGISTER.—Star-
ring in the latest and most success-

ful of the plays by John Elmerson
and Anita L(Oos, the glamorous
Lenore Ulrlc began what promises
to be a splendid engagement diu'lng

its two weeks' run in Philadelphia.

Sidney Blackmer, Miss Ulric's hus-
band, alsQ stars In a cast that num-
bers over thirty-five persons.—At
the Broad.

, NICE WOMEN.—Starring PVances
Dee and Sydney Fox this picture Is

not worth seeing. The plot is the
old story of the girl whose parents

wish her to marry a rich man al-

though she is in love with ^ a work-
ing boy. The acting is passable in

.spots but as a whole very declase.

Ihe supporting bUl is far below the

par usually found in motion pic-

ture theatres and casts a bad re-

fiection on the feature which gives

one the impression that it is worse
than it really Is.—At the Kaxlton.

TAXI.—James Cagney and Loretta

Voung rise to greater heights in

this picture and put on a perform-
ance which has the audience in

convulsions through its greater part.

As the typical "tough guy" Cagney
displays a bit of acting which would
be very difficult to be duplicated.

However, the plot fails several times,

the wit' of Cagney alone permitting

the picture to continue. Still, the

picture is entertaining and having
this requisite would not fall to

please any who cares to see It.—At
the Stanley.

LOVERS COURAGEOUS.— Robert
Montgomery has once more staked

a successful return to Philadelphia.

In this picture he proves both in-

ttresting and entertaining in the

role of the poor, yoimg Englishman.

He is employed as a low salaried

asSiStant tobacconist who harbors

the secret ambition of some day
producmg a successful play. He
marries the beautiful daughter of a
wealthy British admiral. She gives

up everything for his sake, but Is

later forced to return to her fath-

er's home because of her husband's

financial embarrassment. In the

end, however, the striving young
piaywnght attains his ambition and
stages a highly successful produc-

tion.—At the Earle.

SAFE IN HELL.—In this picture

we find Dorothy Mackail giving a

clever characterization but we find

little more. The plot is poor and
over used, the cast is well selected,

the story is rather trite and at

times lags to the point of boredom.

In all, we have a very poor play

rescued from complete failure by

the good acting and character por-

trayal of Dorothy Mackail.—At the

Stanton.

EMM A.—Marie Dressier 's latest

starring vehicle gives every indica-

tion of topping any of her previous

hims in popularity. From the pen

of Frances Marion, who gave us that

smash-hit "The Champ", the pro-

duction possesses a happy combin-
ation of humor and pathos that

should find an instant response in

the hearts of young and old alike.

—At the Boyd.

CAMUPS BRIEFS
We're glad to see that you are

still around—for another semester

at least.

We know a fellow who is com-
puting how much sleep was lost and
electricity was bomed daring the
examinations and how the two bal-

anced themselves during retreat.

(We mean retiring at 10 p. m. lest

someone misinterprets us.)

The hme applied to the lawns
about the campus makes it look like

winter anyway.

At the time this was written the
Engineers were leading the Inter-

Frat League. The qoestion Is "How
Long Will It Last?"

The floor of the old gym Is still

Intact after the Irish Dance.

One of the carpenters seems to

be kept quite busy putting new
pieces of glass in the dining hall

doors.

A Dayhop's girl was driving his

car one day and she complained
because she couldn't see herself In

the little mirror just above the
windshield.

After a brief Intermption, the
Gigolos will soon continne their
social actiritlcm.

Many a fellow's week-end plans
were spoiled by a malady known as
"Re-examlnatlon Blues."

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

NEWS PLASHES
Austin Hall:—Customers in this

hall are at a loss to explain the
presence of a dead rabbit which was
found at the foot of the side stair-

way. Perhaps the hunting dogs
which have been hanging around
the place the last few days are a
solution.

Fedigan Hall:—The Gigolo Soci-

ety of Fedigan Hall, in view of the

success of their late Picnic, are

planning a new type of entertain-

ment in the form of a track meet.

Here 'tis: A running race will be

held next Thursday morning after

the weekly mass from the steps of

tile Chapel to the steps of the din-
ing hall. Hurdles and various other

track paraphanelia will be used as

obstacles for the competitors. The
first arrival at the refectory will be

allowed to eat as tar away from
Gigolo Joyce as he likes.

Mendel Hall:— At ten o'clock last

Friday night, there was heard a
noise which re;gembled that which
Ringling Bros, would make moving
a flock of elephants up to the an-
atomy Lab. Investigation revealed
that it was only Squire Lynch walk-
ing upstairs to the telephone booth.
He may not have the largest feet
on the campus, we are told, but he
does wear the biggest shoes. The
last time he bought a pair of sales-
man wanted to sell him the box
they came In.

Alumni Hall:—The boys over here
are getting pretty good phone ser-
vice now. All their calls have been
coming in over in Austin. We like

ail our lady friends, boys.

Notice has been sent out that all

those missing classes to enlist in
the war will receive double cuts.
That's what I call Japardizlng
rights.

Tom Edwards wants to know
what Emily Post has to say about
crashing the line over in the dining
hall. Squire Lynch and T. O'Don-
nell have already written her. If

these and some of the other big "V"
men could crash a football line like

they do that one I wonder what the
score would be.

A FLORIST TALKS TO HIMSELF
I aster if she Wanted to go on an

Nasturtium but she said she already
had Phlox of invitations. Says I,

"You Lilac the Devil" and Rose to

leave. But, Porget-Me-Not," she
cooed,

I next visited Violet, "What does
my Lily boyums wantum?" she be-
gins. "I Camomile to see you, Vio-
let," says I, "It's about a Nasturtl-

Uin. Will you go with me. Bella-

donna?"
"I'd love to but If the head Pansy

finds out he will Crocus."

"That old Bloodroot, I'll Colum-
bine the phone."
"Narcissus something like it, Bud.

I know Darnell he'll say no. Sprig
it on him anyhow."

I picked up the phone. "Hello,

Daflodil. Say, can I take your wife

oa a Nasturtium?"
"Umph ! ! Your ideas are Hyacinth

the Snow-on-the-Mountain. No!!"
I turned to Violet, shook my head

and started to Leave, Stemming
back my teams. "Walt a minute,"
says she, "Elecampane hue".

(Ed. Note: Friends of the author,

if he has any, will be able to see

him at the booby hatch in Norris-

town, second floor, third straight-

jacket to the left. I'll finish the

columbine self.)

Jack Mlcklos tells us that the col-

lege lightweights took up picket

duty down In Bryn Mawr, Saturday
night, due to the newly inflicted

cover charge at the Oasis.

BROKEN HEART'S CORNER
My Dear Miss Fix:

Is there any harm in kissing a

boy?

Sincerely,

ALYKE KNEKKERS.
My Poor Dear Miss Knekkerz:
Well-heh, heh, well, no-and yes.

No, if he's nice, and yes, if he rooms
in Fedigan Hall.

0. K. KNEKKERZ.
1. MINNA FIX.

The class flower of the gradu-

ating class of the high school at

home Is the Pansy! It's up to some
wise-guy to say that I got out of

there too soon.

Harry Coates tells a good one

about a professional track star who
operated In England. He was so

good that he couldn't make any
money so he decided to take up
promoting. He heard of this lad

who could do wonders in the htin-

dred so he went to have a look. He
told the runner that he vt^ould time

him In the hundred and see what
he could do. They both went up to

the starting line where the pro gave

the fellow his mark. He fired the

gun and the runner was ofT. The
pro flew after him. passed him and
clocked him In at nine-four. Quick,

Krelsler, that flddlel

Who was the Don Juan from
Fedigan Hall, seen on Montgomery
Pike In the company of four little

girls on roller skates? Or should I

keep my Trappe shut?

Professors Tender
Banquets to Classes

At Jesuit College

Editor Calls Mingling of Faculty With Stu-

dents Truly Characteristic

of Haly Cross

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
WORCESTER, MASS.
THE TOMAHAWK

With the Banquet to the senior class this

evening begins the first of the annual ban-

quets tendered to each class by the faculty.

Each class, beginning with the highest and

continuing down to the freshman in turn,

has a night set aside in which its members

are feted by those who teach them. This

intermingling of students and faculty is

truly characteristic of Holy Cross, whose

democratic tendencies are quite well known.

It is a custom, in this generation, among

our fellow American colleges to draw an

acute distinction between those teaching and

those taught. Not only is the faculty di-

vorced from the student body when classes

are over, but the bond between the teacher

and the pupil even during class hours is very

weak, if it exists at all. The advantages of

thi.s mode of proceedure, as claimed by its

supporters, is that it stimulates individual

effort and teaches the student to rely upon

himself. This is true, perhaps, if the stu-

dent knows where to start, but in this age,

when the student entering college is com-
paratively young, how many of them know
their own minds, and if they do, how many
of them know how to proceed so that they
may develop their minds in the best way
possible? We do not detract in the least

from our associates in the field of higher
education, but we do say that advice and
guidance from those who are our seniors in
age, experience, and knowledge, is the great-
est help in developing ourselves in the best
possible manner, according to our talents.

Editor's Note: Contributions to this department
are solicited from the general student body. The
books reviewed must be contained in the College
Library and must have been published recently,
that is, during 1930 and 1931. The best of those
received will be printed in this column under the
writer's name.

SOME CATHOLIC NOVELISTS by Patrick
Braybrooke.

"Some Catholic Novelists" by Patrick
Biaybrooke is a compilation of seven essays
on .seven outstanding English Catholic writ-

ers who devote at least part of their time to

fiction. The writers considered are: G. K.
Che.sterton, Hilaire Belloc, John Ascough,
Robert Hugh Benson, Sir Philip Gibbs,

Sheila Kaye-Smith and Katherine Tynan.

In his introduction Mr. Braybrooke de-

clares that his volume aims as being chiefly

a body of literary criticism and appreci-
ation. A secondary note, that which gives
the volume its name, is a mention of the
Catholic message which each of these writers
has for his readers. ,:'

That Mr. Braybrooke has "thoroughly es-

tablished himself as a reliable analyst and
guide" can hardly be doubted. Yet, to me,
Mr. Braybrooke's observations and critic-

isms seem to be a trifle superficial and but
little thought out. He is a critic, too, who
has nothing but praise for any given author.
I can recall no instance in the book where
he points out a defect or a weakness in an
author's work. He is one of those "pleasant
people who are determined to find something
to praise in any successful writer." In
writing, however, on the Catholicism evi-
denced in the work of the writers under dis-
cussion, Mr. Braybrooke has made a very
definite contribution to literature. It is an
aspect seldom, and never thoroughly, an-

•

alyzed.

As for his style, it does not appeal to me.
It is slow. It seems to be particularly awk-
ward in adverbial and adjectival phrases.
It makes use of the same word too often in
consecutive sentences and even in the same
sentence. Much of his writing, on the other
hand, is good, and many of his figures point-
ed. Witness: "It is using a repeating re-
volver to kill a repeating decimal." Also,
"It has often been said that Catholics, no
matter what they happen to be writing,
bring in (a more favorite phrase is 'drag in')

Catholicism. Fortunately this funny little

querulous attact hits the right nail a tiny
bump on the head."

t The
Sports

Comer
i

The sovereign state of North
Carolina has taken the lead again,
for the second year In a row, by Its

colleges starting spring football

practice in the month of January.
Reports from the Turpentine Belt

indicate that more than a hundred
aspiring and perspiring gridiron

hopefuls are passing, punting,

blocking, and most likely, reducing,

at North Carolina University, where
the preparations for the big games
next November started on January
25th.

Wallace Wade, who led the flock

last winter, started his work on his
1932 Duke Blue Devils last Monday,
while 75 candidates are drilling at
North Carolina State. A score of
footballers are working off excess
poundage and learning the funda-
mentals at Davidson.
They used to say on the campus,

that when Jake met Jake, a dam
good basketball game would be the
result.

The Jakes were, of course. Jake
Cann, of N. Y. U., and Doc, from
Norristown. The former has been
basketball coach at the New York
school since 1923, while Jacobs took
over the reins here Just two seasons
ago.
The violets had been a rival of

the wildcats each year until this
season - - - and the two games
played between the two Institutions
since the Jakes were bosses were as
hotly-contested battles: as one
could desire.

We'll not forget, for a few years,
the one we saw in February, 1930
- - - down at the Palais Royal, on
South Broad street, in Philadelphia

It was the first time Jacobs had
directed a team against a quintet
coached by Cann, and his boys
were in fine form for the game. It
was played on the Friday evening
preceding the last game between
battalion of cops to get Art Hark-
Ins, scrappy ViUanova guard, away
from the scene of battle and away
from the Hawk supporters.
But to get back to our game -

the N. Y. U. team was good, and
was in the midst of a nice winning
streak. The night before, George-
town had been soundly trounced
down in Washington.
And as the game in Philly start-

ed, it looked as though ViUanova
was in for a trouncing, too. After
six minutes of play, the Violets led,

14 to 3. Then Jack Birmingham,
captain of the Cats that year and
a townsman of George Czescik, pre-
sent captain, called a timeout. The
Cat defense, when play was re-
sumed, Improved considerably, and
Mattie Egan, who teamed up with
the captain at forward, aided him
in scoring eleven points, to make
the count, 18-14, at halftime.
The second half was a ball game

In itself. Both coaches, were up and
down, back and forth from the
scorer's table, all during the most
hectic twenty minutes of college
basketball we've ever witnessed.

First Doc would come up and ask
Joe Kelliher, who was manager of
the Wildcat five that year, what the
score was, how many minutes to go,

and what the count in personal
fouls was on each man. Then Cann
would make his pilgrimage to the
desk, with the same routine of
question.

Doc would make a replacement,
with a certain plan of attack or
defense in mind, and Cann would
make one at the same time, to make
that officials' table a miniature
Babel.

After both teams had shot In hard
luck throughout most of the half,

with five minutes to go. Art Hark-
ins whipped one through the cords
to give ViUanova the lead for the
first time, 27 to 26. But. Just like

this - - - pfft N. Y. U. scored
three points, and the laddies of
Jacobs were trailing.

< With fifty seconds to go. Jack
Birmingham gave the two Jakes
heart failure by missing one under
the basket, and then tapping the
rebound in, to tie the score. And
'Stamford Jack' sent everybody
from ViUanova home happy less

than thirty seconds later with an-
other two-pointer, and the first

ViUanova victory over a New York
five since 1927.

Birmingham, one of ViUanova's
greatest basketball players, scored

seventeen points that night. Other
starring members of I3oc Jacob's

ensemble that evening included

Egan, Harkins, Tom Edwards, BiU
Tracey and Whltey Czescik.

VILL
ICE HOCKEY

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Varsity Five Wins Two at Home
Jacob's Men
Run Streak

Up to Four
St. Fraiicrg' College and Uf-

sinus Bears Lose in

Home Tilts

Tasty Bear Meat
VHiLANOVA

'HUCK" FINN STARS
Led by lanky 'Huck" Finn, "Doc

"

Jacobs' rejuvenated quintet ran

their string ot consecutive victor-

ies up to four, by taking the Ur-

slnus "Bears" in to camp, last Sat-

urday at our Gym.
Although the final figures read,

32-23, the CoUegevUle lads were

very much in the running all

through the fray. At half time, the
Blue and White were ahead, 15-7,

but a determined assault with Cap-
tain "Clunker" Lodge playing a

prominent part, brought the count

jp to 20-16.

"Huck" Finn, elongated center,

who is coming along in great style

under Coach Jacobs' tutelage,

again led the Cat's offensive, tal-

lying nine points. Including a quar-

tet of twin-pointers and one foul.

His work in the pivot play was
pretty to watch.
Captain "Whltey" Czeslck and

Art Lynch taUied half a dozen
points a piece, while Metro Weston
and Lefty Reitz each accounted for

l-hree. Bill Tracy and Tom Ed-
wards, the other ViUanova guards
played good defensive games.
Captain "Clunker" Lodge, leader

of "Horse" Chase's club played a
tang-up game scoring six points.

Eachus, a forward and Briesh the
center accounted for four each.

The Wildcats season's log now
reads won four, lost seven, but the

way the boys are going now, it

won't be long before they will be
above the .500 mark. They have
their eye on the return Temple
game, and we have the audacity
the say that ViUanova has more
than an even chance to taste Owl
meat.
VUlanova, 40; St. Francis, 16.

In their first appearance at home
this season, "Whitey" Czesick's

aasketeers literally wiped up the

floor of the old gymnasium on
January 30, with St. Francis' Col-
lege of Brooklyn, the New York
aggregation losing by a score of

40-16, for the Wildcats' third win
in a row.
BUI Tracy and Metro Weston

lave a fine exhibition of defensive

play, the latter's opponent tallying

only one field goal, while Tracey's

forward found the hoop only
twice. Each VUlanova guard scored

five points.

The half-time score was 17-8.

Ffat Basketball

Phi Kappa Pi Holds Lead

After First Week of

League Play ;^ v v

Although he travelled 10.000 miles

with the Washington State College

eleven this past season, and played
nine teams, Glenn Edwards, AU-
Amerlcan tackle In 1930, did not

find it a hardship as far as weight
was concerned.
He started the season at 237

pounds, and after being hammered
and pounded on the line throughout
the campaign (for Edwards was
regarded as the man in the Coug-
ars' line to 'get') the Turk stepped

on the scales after it was all over,

and the beam shot up to 252.
• • • * *

Things that might be important,

but aren't - - - - -

—Ed Nled, whom WUdcat players

put on their All-Opponent team for

the VILLANOVAN several weeks
ago, will captain the Bisons this

fall.

—Temple U. has not elected its

grid leader yet.

—The proposed tour of the Uni-
ted States by the St. Paul's Miss-

ionary College baseball team, from
Japan, has been postponed, be-

cause of the trouble they say Is

brewing out there.

—That Horizontal Musing's on
the opposite page, which spoUs a
good makeup In the editorial sec-

tion, could not be written If Ben
Bemle and Walter Wlnchell went
off the air, and If Diets' fan mall
would cease.

The Inter-Fraternity Basketball
League got under way last week
and, after three days of playing,

the Phi Kappa Pi Frat took the
lead. The first game was played
between the EpsUon Phi Theta
and the Delta Phi Epsllon, the
latter emerging victorious.

On Tuesday the representatives

of the Lambda Kappa Delta and
the P. K. P. men met, and the En-
gineers gained the victory. On
Wednesday Dame Fortune smiled
on the L. K. D. men and they took
the D. P. E. squad into camp in

an extra period fray.

Last night the Arts men met the
Engineers, but the results arrived
after this publication went to press.

Tomorrow night D. P. E. will meet
the P. K. P. team; on Thursday
night the Arts and Science men
will tangle, and on next Monday
the E. P. T. wUl engage the D. P. E.

D. P. E., 19; E. P. T., 17

Last Monday afternoon the D. P.

E. and the E. P. T. fraternltes
started the race for the inter-frat-
ernlty basketball championship.
The game started off at a rather
fast pace and the scoring was about
even until about the middle of the
first half when the superiority of
the Business men began to be
manifested. The score at half time
was 15-6 In favor of the D. P. E.,

fraternity.

In the second half the Arts men,
led by the Inspired playing of
Charlie Antonacclo, rallied, but
when the final whistle blew, the E.
P. T., fraternity was on the short
end of the score, 17 to 19.

Antonacclo was high scorer for
the E. P. T. team and Riley was
high scorer for the Business men.

B. P. T.
a. F. P.

Antonacclo a 1 5
Shorten a 4
OUUgan 1 1 8
Orlmes 1 a
Herman 1 1 8
Dolan
Orlffln

TOTALS 7 8
(Continued on Page Four)

17
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P. K. P. Takes Lead
In Fraternity League

(continued from page three)

The league standing exclualve
last night's games la aa follows:

D. P. B.
O.

Crowley 1

Beddlngton
Uerrtty 1

Qulnn 1

Riley a
Schwartz

F.
8

a
a
a

.•»:'•« it • i • • aft

P.
6

4
4
6

19

W. L.
ENGINEERS 1

BUSINESS 1 1

PRE-MXD 1 1

ARTS 1

Pc.
1.000
.600

.600

.000

. OTALS
L. K. D., li; P. K. P., 13

On Tuesday afternoon the Lambda
Kappa Delta five met defeat at

the hands of a plucky and hard-
fighting P. K. P. team. The game
was fast and rough and the score

was in doubt until the final whistle

blew. In the first half the score see-

sawed back and forth. The second
period was a repetition of the first.

The score was tied at the last min-
utes of play when Joe Houseman
snatched the ball, and dribblea

Fr. Austin
Develops
Topics Well
Speaks on Salvation, Death,

Sin, Confession, Prayer

and Holy Name Society

(Continued From Page One)

this sin.

Confessions were next considered

down the court for a basket Just as as the practical means
the whistle blew,

score was 13 to 11.

li. K. D.

The final

McAteer
Tlmma a
Sirica
Cook 1
Duuleavy a
Ocelus
Morrison .0''

TOTALS 8

P. K. P.

a.
Sykes 3
Houseman a
O'Connor
Mlcklos
Levlch
Maslck 1

P.

1

P.

1

TOTALS .6

P.

4

3
4

11

P.

6
6

a

13

L. K. D., 18; D. P. E., 12
On Wednesday afternoon the

thriller of the week was played be-
tween the L. K. D. and D. P. E.

frats when the Pre-Meds came thru
in an extra period fray to defeat
the Business men, 18 to 12.

Both the first and second halves
were nip and tuck battles with
plenty of fouls and spirited fight-
ing. When the second half ended
the score was 12 all. A five minute
extra period was played and the
L. K. D. men sunk three baskets I

in quick succession, thus putting!
the game on ice. McAleer led the
L. K. D. scoring with 6 points, while I

Bill Crowley led the D. P. E. witli)
5 markers.

L. K. D.
O. P.

, Dunleavy i i
Tlmma o 2
Cook 1 1
McAteer 2 2
Ocelus a

at man's

disposal to overcome the past and
make his life right in the sight of

God. Bad confessions were given

consideration and new light was
thrown on why and how to go to
confession. Confession, instead of
being feared and avoided, should
be a source of great consolation
and con;fort.

The state of life was considered
in the evening. AH walks of life

are summed up under four head-
ings^the priesthood, religious
state, single state and the married
state. Each man is called into the
world to take his proper place in
life and his great concern is to find
his work and then do it even
though it may cost life itself.

The last day of the retreat the
conferences were given over to the
consideration of education. Cath-
olic education demand and gives
religion a very important place in
life. The education of man is
nothing more than the proper de-
velopment of the spiritual, mental
and physical life of the individual.
No education which omits any one

of
I

of these phases is complete.

I

The Holy Name Society wai>
established at the College during
the retreat. A talk on the meaning
of the Holy Name, reasons why
students should Join it, and some
sins against the Holy Name were
considered. The students were urged
to become members and cards were
distributed with the request that
they be signed and handed in.

At the last talk of the day the
students listened to the ways and
means of perseverence. Prayer,
confession, and the Holy Eucharist
were held out as the great helps to
salvation.

In the evening the Holy Hour
was had for the boarders. The same
idea of carrying out the good
resolutions of the retreat were
brought out during tlie devotional
talk on the Eucharist.

After the retreat which ended
Thursday morning the students
went back to their classes resolved
to lead a better life. The few days
had been well spent and they
found themselves facing the second
half with more strength to go on
to the end.

This week Pr. Austin is giving
a retreat at the St. Veronica
church, Philadelphia, where he is
scheduled to remain there for two
weeks. Then he is to go to St.
Athanasius' Church where he will
also remain for two weeks. As soon
as his work is done there he
travels to Brookline, Mass., to the
church of St. Mary of the Assump-
tion. His next retreat will then
be given in New York City at St.
Gregorys the Great.
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FreHhman Accomplishes
Rare Feat In Examination

The realization of every student's

desire came to John M. Strong,

freshman engineering student,

when in the recent mid-year ex-

aminations he handed in a perfect
paper on Descriptive Geometry.
This feat is seldom done in this
subject and is an accomplishment
which many engineering students
have been trying to attain since
their enrollment in the Engineer-
ing school.

His instructor. Rev. E. V. Stan

J

ford. O. S. A., declared that Mr.
Strong had not inserted one un-
necessary line in answering the
examination.

SOPHS MEET TOMORROW

P.
3
2
3
6
4

TOTALS 6 6 18

D. P. E.

G. P. P.
Herrity l o 2
Reddlngton ..... i q 2
Rosen 1 2
Blley 1 1
Crowley 2 1 6
Heffernon

TOTALS 2 12

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr
TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

Open 24 Hours a Day

COLODONATO

his work is right
'The Best Obtainable)

his prices right
(The Same as Elsewhere)

his spirit right
(SiipportH Every Student

Publication)

why not 100%

patronage?

ARDMORE
Thea t re
MONDAY and TUESDAY

February 8-8
A 1932 Comedy of Errors

"STEPPING
SISTERS"

HIth LOUISE DRESSER

D. P. E.

Members of the Delta Pi Epsilon
fraternity, who are Interested In

basket ball, are requested to meet
"Jake" Crowley in the gymnasium
of Alumni Hall, today, at one
o'clock. Prom the candidates as-
sembled at that time a regular
qumtet will be picked to represent
the Business School Fraternity in
the Inter-Pratemlty Basketball
League.

The Sophomores will hold a class

meeting tomorrow afternoon at one
o'clock in the amphitheatre. All

Sophomores are requested to be
present since important matters
are to be discussed.

WED., TIIURS. and FRIDAY
February 10-11-12

Iteware the -Hand of the Monster!

'Trankenstein^'
SATURDAY

February 13th
.lACKIE COOPER and
ROBERT COOOAN In

< <SOOKY"

Baessler
Drugs

1040 LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER
Repairing and Allerationt

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The mo8t popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24-75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.
Open tiU 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall

Keep a Regular
TELEPHOJVE
Date with Home

OLLEGE WORK—College play

—

even the best of it drags at

times. Then's when a telephone
chat with Mother and Dad counts most. What
a thrill to hear their cheery voices—a thrill

that lasts for days!

Make it a habit—telephone home each week.
Give them a budget ofcampus doings—gather
the tidbits of family news. You'll enjoy it and
they will, too. A "voice visit" home is next
best to being there

!

Expensive? Not a bit of it, and there's nothing
easier 1

FOR THE LOWEST COST
ANp GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8:30 P. M. and take ad-
vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call U
60c at night; a 50c call is 35c.)

By making a date, the folks will be at home. Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather than
a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num-
ber. If you like, charge* can be reverted.

LUCKIES are my standby

No. 3

CHIP OfF THE OLD BLOCK
Cosh in on Poppa's famous nomsf
Not Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. I For
months ho labored as a fiv»-
dollarm-day "oxtra." Then he
crashed into a part like o bricll

through a ploto-gjass window.
Doug boxes like a pro, and we
don't mean a palooko ... ho
has muKles like a wrestler. When
undressing, he hangs his clothes
on the chandelier. The box office*

like his latest FIRST NATIONAl
PICTURE, "UNION DEPOT. "Doug
has stuck to LUCKIES U>vr years,
but didn't stick the makers of
LUCKIES anything for hit kind
words. "You're a brick, Doug."

"LUCKIES are my standby. I buy them exclusively. IVe
tried practically all brands but LUCKY STRIKES are
kind to my throat. And that new improved Cellophane
wrapper thatopens with a flip ofthe finger is a ten strike.

•4

It's toasted*'
YourThroqf Profctlon- agolnsf irrltoHon» qgoinifcough
Afld M0lgtert».PrM# CWfopfcaiM Keeps ftoC TMsfMT Flavor ffv«r frth

^^^^
'!!/?^ ^Y^*^^

STRIKE-60 modrm minute, u-iil. the uwU'i finett dance orchestra* and Walter Wjnchell, whote gouipofioauy i,ecotn« the news of tomorrow,, etwy Tueuiay. Thursday and Suturluy et>ening o«;tr N. B. C. networks.

:

THE BELLE AIR

DESERVES

YOUR SUPPORT

SUBSCRIBE NOW VILL VAN
I THE BELLE AIR

I

DESERVES

I YOUR SUPPORT

SUBSCRIBE NOWSUBt
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Frosh Take
Debate From
NewarkPrep
Score Initial Win of Season

by Close Two to

One Vote

HARTER PRESIDES
The freshman debating team of

the Vlllanova Literary Society
scored a victory in its initial en-
gagement of the season last Thurs-
day evening when it defeated the
team from Newark Preparatory
School in the amphitheatre here by
a vote of two to one.

The subject of the controversy
was: "Resolved: That the nations
of the' world adopt a policy of free

trade." The freshman debaters
supported the affirmative side of

the question, while the visitors

argued in defense of the negative
contention.
The speakers for the yearlings

were Martin Donnelly, Laurence
Goldschmidt, and Paetrus Ban-
miller in the order named. The
debaters who spoke for Newark
Prep were Joseph Ippolito, Curtis
Remler, and Jack Weil, respective-

ly. Raymond J. Harter presided as
chairman.
In the constructive speeches the

first two men from each team were
allowed ten minutes. The third

speaker was granted twelve min-
utes time in which to present his

arguments. In the rebuttal only
one man spoke for each team
These debaters were each allowed
seven minutes in which to break
down whatever arguments of their

opponents that they could. These
rebuttal speeches were given by Mr.
Banmiller and Mr. WeU of the Vll-

lanova freshmen and Newark Prep
teams respectively.

The decision in the debate was
rendered by three expert and ex-
perienced Judges, one of whom,
Mr. Bahr of the Rutgers University
Debating Society, gave a construc-
tive criticim of the debaters and
their speeches after the debate was
over.

During the course of the debate
all three Judges were kept carefully

segregated to prevent any exchange
of opinion;^ among them. As soon
lis the formal debate was over, the
Judges were asked to cast their

votes, and their ballots were laid

face down upon the table. Then
the three Judges went into a brief

conference and prepared the criti-

cism which was delivered by Mr.
Bahr. After the criticism was
completed the ballots were counted
by the chairman, and the decision
was announced.
The only blemish upon the suc-

cess of the evening was the slight

disappointment experienced by the
audience. It had been nunored
about the campus from a reliable

source that there would be two
girls on the Newark Prep team.
Naturally, therefore, when they ar-
rived, and it was discovered that
no girls were among them, all

anticipations of a hotly contested
inter-sexual combat were destroyed.
Upon being questioned as to the

reason for this sudden change, the
coach of the Newark Prep team
said that for this particular debate
he had deemed it more advisable
to leave the girls at home and bring
an all male team.

1931 Belle Airs
To Be Sold At
Reduced Prices

Approximately one hundred of

the 1031 Belle Air annuals are
being offered for sale by Rev.
John Crawford, O. S. A. They can
be purchased in the bookroom at

$3 each. This is a reduction of

$4 50 since they were selling last

June for $7.50.

A large number of subscriptions
last year were paid for and con-
sequently many of the Belle Airs

that had been ordered are left over.

Pr. Crawford wishes to sell them
at this reduced price in order to

realize some of last year's deficits.

However, Fr. Crawford is guard-
ing against a recurrence of an
over-production of this year's Belle

Airs and only a limited supply will

be ordered.
The Belle Air which is now on

sale was edited by Stanley Prokop
and was one of the best annuals to

be produced In the ten years that
Belle Airs have made their appear-
ance on the campus.

Fr. Oaffrey
Speaks On
Seminary

Initiation

March 7th

In V.L.S.

Requirements For Admission

Said to Be More Strin-

gent Than Usual

SPEECHES DEMANDED

Stricter Rule

:
For Engineers

Only One Repetition To Be
Allowed For Prescribed

Course

ONE RE-EXAMINATION

Year by Year the Engineering

school is becoming increasingly

difficult for each FYeshman class.

The Faculty of the Engineering

School has set forth a new set of

rules which have caused all

engineering students to return to

their books with determined air

of grimness. These rules will un-

doubtedly raise the standard of

the school and force all undesir-

ables to discontinue the course

The most important rule is, "A
student, hereafter, will be allowed

only one repetition of any pres-

cribed course. Failure to attain a

grade of 60 per cent on the first

repetition or failure to pass the

re-examination. If conditioned in

the repeated course, will dis-

qualify the student for a degree."

This ruling is not retro-active

and does not affect students now
making up courses.

In regards to Incompletes the

dean of te Engineering School

says, "A considerable number of

students still have ratings of in-

complete" in the practical work
of the past and preceding sem-
esters. The latest date for the re-

ceipt of Finally Corrected draw-
ings, shop projects, or reports has

been set as the day of resumption

of regular classes following the

coming Easter. A student who has

not by that date presented

Acceptable work will be rated as

failing the course and must i«peat

It entirely
"

On March 7, the semi-annual in-

itiations of the Vlllanova Literary

Society will be held in the Mendel
Hall Auditorium at 8:30. Because of

the success attained by both Chap-
ters of the Society, the require-

ments for admission will be made
more stringent than usual.

For admittance to the Beta Gam-
ma Chapter, the candidates will be
required to prepare both the affir-

mative and negative sides of the
proposition: Resolved: "That the

United States should recognize
Soviet Russia." When the candid-

ates are presented to the organiza-
tion, Joseph T. Jonas, Moderator of

the Society, will choose two teams
and stage an informal debate, the
contestants giving three minute ad-
dresses. The rebuttal will be taken
by the entire Society.

For admittance to the Belle

Masque Chapter, those desiring ad-
mission will be required to present
for the approval of the organization
a demonstration of their ability

which will be comprised of a reci-

tation depicting at least two char-
acters. The recitation must be
chosen from a dramatic work of

note.

The presentations of candidates
for both Chapters must be com-
mitted to memory, otherwise the
candidate will be given no consider-
ation whatever.
Charles Goggl, treasurer, requests

that the members of the Literary
Society pay their dues for the sec-
ond semester as soon as possible.

Belle Masque May Present

"Sun-Up" For Wayne Needy

Representatives of Belle Masque
conferred last evening at Wayne
with the members of the Board
of Directors of the Radnor Town-
ship Chamber of Commerce rela-
tive to a possible presentation of
"Sun-Up'' next month by the
Vlllanova group under the aus-
pices of the Main Line organlza-
ilon. for the benefit of the Wayne
needy.
Action on the proposals, the na-

ture of which could ngt be learned
before publication time, will be
taken within the week by the two
organizations.

Describes the Vows and

Routine Followed

by Seminarians

SEMINARY DIRECTOR
The pre-med stude.nts were given

the opportunity of hearing an in-

teresting lecture by Rev. Henry A.

Caffrey, O. S. A , director of the

Augustinian Seminary at Vlllanova,

through the efforts of Rev. Joseph

M. Dougherty. O. S. A., Dean of

the Science School.

Pr. Caffrey selected an outstand-

ing topic for his talk, that of "The

Science of the Saints, " a particular

science that stands out above all

other sciences. In opening his lec-

ture the speaker was very specific

in explaining the fact that the pur-

pose of his talk was not to give the

impression that he wanteed mem-
bers for the Seminary, or to preach

to the students.

"In the United States there are

120,000 people devoting the energies

of their lives to attain perfection

and to serve one purpose, that of

serving God. In the attainment of

one's perfection man has to bring

his will Into harmony with the will

of his Creator, the God who made
him. By keeping God's command-
ments, avoiding mortal sin and al-

ways living In a state of grace, man
will acquire the first grade of per-

lectlon.

"There are eighty-two young men
at Vlllanova studying for the priest-

hood. The seminarians before en-
tering Vlllanova undergo a num-
ber of years of preparatory work at

an Augustinian Preparatory school

located on Statan Island, and one
year at New Hampburg on the

Hudson as a Novitiate. During this

time they are obliged to take tem-
porary vows, and upon entering
Vlllanova take the solemn vows of

poverty, chastity, and obedience,

which they must hold until death."
Fr. Caffrey continued to explain

these vows and their significance:

"In taking these vows the seminar-
ians give up all pleasures in order
to avoid distraction in keeping
their will turned toward God. They
give up something they don't abso-
lutely need, and use things with
permission only. They give up their

will, take orders and do their duties

to strengthen theii- vow of obedi-
ence."
The director concluded his lec-

ture by explaining the dally routine
of the seminarians, and was pleased
to say that they lead a happy life

even though they give up all world-
ly pleasures to serve God, and to
acquire the Science of the Saints.

Gill to Succeed Bohan As

Editor of Belle Air Book
Entire Staff Rejuvenated As Fr. Crawford Deposes Bohan
Because of Little Work Accomplished.—Many New Men

Placed On Staff While Few Retain Positions

William Bohan, Editor-in-chief of the Belle Air annual, was
ousted last Thursday from his position by the Rev. John Crawford, O. S.

A., the moderator of the book. Work on the book had not progressed as
rapidly as Fr. Crawford wished, in fact he found that very little had
been accompllshe,d when he asked Mr. Bohan for a report. The deposed
editor is also understood not to have cooperated with the other members
of the staff. Fr. Crawford has appointed Martin L. Gill, Senior Arts
student, to succeed Mr. Bohan.

The" success or failure of the Belle Air now rests with the newly
appointed editor and his rejuvenated staff. At this time of the year
most of the work on the book should have been completed and for the
new staff to publish the annual on time requires a great deal of co-
operation and conscientious work.

Librarian

Hits Story
InMonthly

Fr. Toiirscher Asks Verifica-

tion of Statement Made in

"Reader's Digest'*

EDITORS ARE EVASIVE

Francis Brecker
Buried Yesterday

Francis J. Brecker, a third-year

medical student at Temple Univers-

ity, and a former student at Villa-

nova, was buried yesterday from
his home, 2425 N. 52nd street,

Philadelphia. Solemn Mass of Re-
quiem was said at St. Matthias'

Church; Interment was at the Lady
of Mt. Carmel Cemetery, Doyles-
town. Pa.
Mr. Brecker, who was 22 years

of age is survived by his father, Dr.
N. Francis Brecker.
Students of the college were

asked to pray for him during the
recent retreat, and Mr. Brecker
was very much heartened by their
efforts. The throat condition be-
gan to clear up, but a stomach dis-
order in his weakened condition
followed and caused his death.
Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. S. A.,

chaplain of the college, was with
him at the time of his death.

However, Fr. Crawford believes

that this year's Belle Air will be a
success. He states that if the nec-
essary cooperation is given to Mr.
Gill the book cannot fail. Further-
more, he points out that this an-
nual possesses several distinct im-
provements over the 1931 Belle Air

It is to be modernistic throughout,
the cover of the book is to be of

better quality and consequently
more expensive, the dividers are to

be printed in three colors by an
entirely new process which is known
as the photoscopric process, and
the plates are to be made out of

rubber instead of metal, necessi-

tating an increased expense.

When Mr. Gill was appointed
editor an entire new staff went into

office with him, although several

of the former editors were permit-
ted to retain their positions. Inci-

dentally, these final appointments,
for the first time this year, com-
plete the staff. With the staff

fully organized Mr. Gill believes

that he can now begin where Mr.
Bohan left off.

Pr. Crawford in completing the
staff has endeavored to select stu-

dents from each of the schools on
the campus. He has also appointed
those students whom he considered
most capable to handle their re-

spective positions, thus eliminating
all possible non-workers.

The complete staff is as follows:

Martin Gill, Editor-in-Chief; Al-

bert Wagner and Joseph Conlan,
Assistant Editors; Sol Berman,
Sports Editor; Charles Antonac-
cio, Associate Sports Editor;
Oerald Dolan, Assistant Sports Edi-
tor; Robert Smith, Activities Edi-
tor; Charles Goggl and Raymond
Harter, Assistant Activities Editor;

Thomas Dwyer, Senior Class Edl-
Class Editor; William Zeal, Sopho-
tor; Joseph Houseman, Jimior
more Class Editor; Samuel Flem-
ing, Photography Editor; Joseph
Dietz, Managing Editor; Louis

Dart, Business Manager; Gerald
Enright, Circulation Manager, and
Louis Hoffstein, Jack McDermott
Eind Anthony Remy, Assistant Cir-

culation Managers.

Blue Blazers

To Be Worn
By Juniors

Final Balloting Shows Jun-

iors in Favor of Blue
Blazers

COUNCIL TAKES VOTE

Chinese Laundryman
Says China Sure To Win

Jew Lee, the proprietor of the
Chinese laundry in Bryn Mawr, In

a recent interview made known his

personal opinions as to the out-
come of the present struggle which
Is being waged between Japan and
China.

Mr. Lee believes that the Chin-
ese are perfectly Justified in their

attitude towards the situation. The
invasion of Uie Japanese upon
China was a s:rious infringement
upon the rights of the latter, and
t is not only a Just duty but also

a natural obligation for the Chin-
ese to defend the land of their

forefathers.

When asked what he thougl>t the
outcome of the situation would be,

Mr. Lee stated that it was his firm

belief that China would be entirely

successful in staving off this un-
just invasion of the Japanese.

Peace Not In Sight

In his estimation there was no
indication of any Immediate cessa-

tion of activities between tthe two
contending nations, but when the
smoke of battle finally did clear

away, China would be on the vic-

torious side.

The outstanding reason for this

attitude, Mr. Lee asserts, is the fact

By RAYMOND J. HARTER
that China has a potential man
power reserve of over five hundred
million. This amount is far su-
perior to any force which the
Japanese could possibly gather to-
gether. This large aggregation to
rely upon the Chinese will ultimate-
ly wear down and overcome the
power of the invaders.

Family Near Canton
At present the family and rela-

tives of Mr Lee are situated in the
vicinity of Canton in China. As
yet they have not been drawn into
the conflict, but there is always the
ever-present possibility that they
will be drawn into the war by a
shift in the scene of the battle or
by a direct call from the govern-
ment.
Mr. Lee hlm.self was bom In the

neighborhood of Canton. He lived
there for most of his life, but a
number of years ago he came to
the United States. At present he
has the patriotic longing within
him to return to his native country
and lend them his assistance, but
circumstances prevent his doing so.

He has to be content, therefore, to
remain widely separated from the
land and people he loves and fol-
low the struggle through the news-
papers and conversations.

Continue Series

Of Broadcasts

The Junior Blazer question Is

settled! The Junior class will wear
blue blazers! Such is the result of

a vote taken yesterday by the Stu-
dent Council. The actual number
of votes cast could not be obtained
by this newspaper. Council officials

contenting themselves with saying
that a sufficient majority was ob-
tained to warrant blue blazers.

Since the establishment of the
Blazer as a tradition of the Junior
class, this is the first time that
such a course of action was nec-
essary. However, the opinion of

the entire class was so evenly di-

vided that it was the only solution

to the problem. A precedent has
been set and it is quite likely that

the near future will see the same
difficulty arise again.

The distribution of ballots was
begun on Friday and at the close

of that day's voting, the Blue led

with one pre-med section to still be
heard from. James Garrity, chair-

man of the Student Council, con-
tinued the balloting on Monday
and the results listed above was at-

tained.

Belle Masque Again Goes On
Air With "Three Rogues

and a Rascal"

GEIST IS ANNOUNCER

Last Wednesday evening the Belle

Masque Players presented another
one-act play in their series of radio

broadcasts over station WHAT in

Philadelphia. The play which was
enacted is entitled "Three Rogues
and a Rascal" and was written by
Wilna Wigginton.
The cast in this one-act produc-

tion consisted of Charles P. Goggi,

who portrayed the role of Mr
HoUinsworth, a successful lawyer;

Daniel S. J. Buckley, who enacted
the part of the Judge; Raymond J.

Harter, who acted in the capacity

of Mr. Simms, a prosperous manu-
facturer; and William Zeil, who
characterized the part of Ezra, an
old negro.

All the action in the play centers

about a police night court. Ezra,

the old negro, is charged with hav-
ing stolen a little pig from the
yards of Mr. Simms. The majority
of the dialogue consists in the ac-

cusations of Simms and the argu-
ments of HoUinsworth in defense
of the negro. FYequent farcical re-

marks and statements are furnish-

ed by old Ezra.

Because of a severe cold. Profes-
sor Joseph T. Jonas, director and
announcer for these broadcasts, was
not able to give his usual introduc-
tory and concluding remarks. On
account of this incapacity, Robert
A. Geist filled the vacancy and gave
the necessary announcements.

Diversification to the program
was offered in the form of musical
interludes rendered by Anthony
Emml.

Phi Kappa Pi Plans For

Annual Frat Initiations

The Phi Kappa Pi engineering
fraternity has begun arrangements
for the initiation of new members
which is to take place on March
10. Due to the engineers' know-
ledge of electric and psychic prin-

ciples their initiations are more
strenuous and exciting than those
held by the other organizations on
the campus.

L. K. D. Commttee
Presents Report

At the weekly meeting of the

Lambda Kappa Delta, pre-med fra-

ternity, conducted last week the

admissions committee submitted
their regular report on the work
that they have completed to date.

They announced that application

blanks were distributed to a num-
ber of freshmen last week at the

science seminar after a member of

the committee had given a short

talk concerning the requirements
At this meeting the members dis-

cussed the requirements which are

necessary to permit an applicant

to be accepted, and decided that

admittance would be judged on the

merits of their applications, and
the manner in which they are an-
swered.

A general discussion arose about
the future members of the fratern-

ity and the requirements necessary
for upper-classmen to be admitted.

President James Finn announced
that application blanks may be

obtaineed from any member of the

committee, and are to be distribut

ed during the week.

A statement, in the . January
issue of "The Readers Digest," to

the effect that a famous Catholic

oouncU once went on record in a
solemn conclave declaring that

AToman did not possess a soul has
called forth a sharp challenge'
.rom Rev. Francis K. Tourscher,
O. S. A., Librarian of the college.

On page 102 of "Tne Reader's
Digest" for January, the following
quotation was made from W.
ricran Wolfe's book, "How To Be
xiappy Though Human": "A fam-
ous catholic Council once went on
record in solemn conclave that
woman did not possess a soul.

vVomen who Inadvertently rose
above the universal slavery of
oieir sex, were immediately brand-
ed as witches and persecuted as If

they were possessed by devils."
tr. Tourscher, a scholar noted for
ills historical research, took excep-
tion to the statement and wrote
to the editors of "The Reader's
Digest" asking for verification of
the quotation. The librarian said
xn part: "In Justice to the Cath-
olic readers of your periodical and
out of regard for historic truth, a
knowledge of facts and their
meaning, I will ask - 1) 'ihat you
print In your "Reader's Digest"
some explanation of this insuit to
catholic intelligence. 2) That you
print the words of this "famous
council," and what the words
mean in plain English, and tell

where they can be found. Some of
your readers may, after all, want
guidance."
To this the editors replied that

they found themselves in an an-
omalous position, being unable to
repress a writer's statement even
though it be erroneous. Hardly
satisfied, Fr. Tourscher dispatch-
ed the following letter, to which
there has been as yet no reply:
"I have a letter from you dated

January 22, 1932, directed to me,
but addressed to no one in par-
ticular. Perhaps this letter is

meant to be a reply to my note to
you under date of January 13.

"Your letter, however, makes no
reference to a request which I
made that you print in the Read-
er's Digest the place and the date
of a 'Famous Catholic Council,'
which is quoted in your issue of
January, 1932, as going 'on rec-
ord in solemn conclave that
woman did not possess a soul:' I
requested also that the words of
this 'Famous Council' be printed,
and the meaning of the words giv-
en in English.
"Reference is made in your let-

ter to a 'number of keenly critical

and circumstantial letters attack-
ing Dr. Wolfe's article.' My letter

to you was an 'ATTACK' upon
no one. It is a request. The same
request will stand until we get an

(continued on page four)

Small Midyear

Class Enrolled

Arts, Science and Engineering

Schools Discontinue Feb-

ruary Classes

Wilkes-Barre Club
Will Hold Dance

Last Thursday evening a meeting
of the Wilkes-Barre Club was called

by President James Garrity in the

amphitheatre.
The purpose of the meeting was

to commence arrangements for a
dinner-dance to be given by the

club during the Easter vacation.

At this meeting It was decided
that the Main Ballroom of the
Hotel Redington will be the scene
of the activities, with a local or-

chestra, as yet not decided upon,
furnishing the music. Admission
to this affair will be restricted te

club members exclusively. Also,

there will be no subscription fee or

any other kindred expenses levied

upon those attending the dance.
All debts will be paid out of the

proceeds remaining from the last

two successful dances given by the

Club.
At the night of the dance keys

will be awarded to Senior Club
members. The keys are of a very
attractive design, being comprised
of a scroll with the seal of Vllla-

nova inscribed upon It, and having
a shovel protruding from beneath
it.

The Dance Committee is as fol-

lows: Daniel Daly, chairman; Fran-
cis Redington. William McGraw.
Joseph Kalna, James O'Connell
and Francis Kelly.
Other business taken up by the

club was the presentation of a
valuable wedding gift to Ted Casey,
a former club member who has
hearkened to the call of matrimony.

TOTAL THIRTY-FIVE
Interviews with the deans of

the respective schools on the
campus have revealed the fact that
the School of Commerce and Fin-
ance alone accepted a Freshman
class at mid-year. The total reg-
istration of the new students
amounts to thirty-five, making
this the smallest mid-term class
yet to be enrolled at Vlllanova.
The policy eetablished several

years ago of accepting a new
class at mid-year is being dis-
continued for the first time by
the deans of the Arts, Engineer-
ing, and Pre-Medical schools.
Their reasons given are that too
many conflicts occur and that in
general mid-term class causes
more confusion than originally ex-
pected.

Special arrangements have bjeen
made for registering the students
who enter the Business School at
this time of the year, and In
order that these students might
keep up with the present Fresh-
man class it is necessary that
they arrange for Summer school
courses. Because of the heavy
roster carried by the Pre-Medlcal,
Engineering. Arts students, no one
Is accepted unless he Is transferr-
ing from another college.

In the Business School only
twelve new students entered that
school compared to the twenty-
five of last year; nine were trans-
ferred while fourteen was the
number for the mid-term in 1931;
thirteen .students, the same num-
ber as last year, will repeat the
course. Thus, the total for regis-

tration at mid-term for the School
of Commerce and Finance for
1932 Is thirty-four compared with
fifty-two in 1931.
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BECAUSE of an appoihtment that turned

out to be rather a soriy one, a new editor

was named last week for the

THE Belle Air. This man, in whom
BELLE we have a great deal of faith,

AIR is confronted with an almost

'.
. •'./impossible task. He has been

asked to tuni out in three months a work

requiring under more favorable conditions,

eight to ten months. His is a position such

as, perhaps, no other Belle Air editor has

ever found himself. He faces a monumental

task. And he does not ask for sympathy.

What he asks for, and what we think he de-

serves to get, and in full measure, is coop-

eration. Now, cooperation is a term that is

much overworked. It is a word that we
hesitate to use and do not like to foist upon

a long-suffering student body. But the

present instance is one in which we feel our

use of that term is justified. What the

newly-appointed editor needs is cooperation,

your help. The staff, now in process of or-

ganization ,has many vacant posts, positions

which can be filled by seniors, juniors, sopho-

mores, and even freshmen. Now, it is quite

impossible for one man or even a group of

men to know who of the men on the campus

is capable of filling these positions. If, then,

you feel that you can be of assistance in the

publication of the annual, you are urged to

see the editor at your earliest opportunity.

In a very short time, no doubt, a schedule

for club and organization photos will be pub-

lished. You can help, first, by making your

appearance in each of the groups of which
you are a member in order to make them
representative groups, and, second, by being

there on time. This last item will dispel

many a mental hazard for the editor and
save substantial sums of money. And, then,

if you have not subscribed to the Belle Air,

we enjoin you to do so at once. The Belle

Air cannot be published on wind, even
though it may have been attempted. Hard
cash is needed and some of it must come
from you. All this sounds very much, we
fear, like a sermon. We do not intend it as

such. It is a plea for cooperation where it

is deserved and where your help can be of

measurable aid.•,
THE new mid-tenn class has recently made
its appearance on the campus, and we here

wish to state that we are in

full accord with the new
policy which the authorities

have belatedly begun in re-

spect to this class. It is to

restrict the mid-term class to the School of
Commerce and Finance only. This class is

the smallest that Villanova has yet seen.

The reasons for this are many. The general
confusion and discord which yearly arises in

the schedules and classes of many students

can be attributed to this class. This has

been especially evidenced in the pre-medical

school where so many conflicts in schedules

occur that although every effort is made to

fit in subjects, failure has usually been the

result. We can point out instances where
there are Sophomores and Juniors in the

school who do not have more than thirteen

hours a week on their schedules and this is

inclusive of laboratory hours. This is a
lamentable condition which, however, is dis-

appearing with the elimination of this mid-
term class. Thus, each class can follow a
certain schedule and the spirit of greater
satisfaction will prevail. Conflicts which
might arise will occur with transfer student.-*

only. This new policy has of course its ad-
vantages and disadvantages, but we feel con-
fident that the former by far outweigh the
latter.

THE
MID-TERM
CLASS

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By
BY RUDOLPH J. LEIINAU

THE JHEATRE

LINE BUCKERS NON-PAREIL
The old proverb runs, "All things

come to him who waits," and we
have always been sorely puzzled at

ihe cultured conduct of some of our

best known Varsity Gigolos during

meal hours in the college dining

hall. Iheir usual custom is to wait

until a sufficiently large audience

has collected; at the proper mom-
ent they dash upon the scene, and
with their customary eclat (HoUy-
woodion for "ITch") push into the

front of the line and with fatuous

grins turn and listen avidly for

murmurs of admiration.

But we'll keep our dear public

(both of them) in suspense no long-

er. The last issue of the Scholastic

of Notre Dame reveals all.

"Odious to most students are the

line crashers in the cafeteria, who
each tiunaay morning slip beneath

the rail or dart in ahead of friends,

and retard the progress of individu-

als who have been waiting their

turn.

"This practice which has become
so common that those clustered at

the tail of the line often spend five

minutes without moving, has grown
to be a campus nuisance. Disciplin-

ary measures should not be neces-

sary. Common decency should dic-

tate the etiquette on such oc-

casions."

Eureka! Our home-grown croy if

"Varsity Irresistibles" (What! Hav-
en't you been to the Oasis?) have
decided to emulate Notre Dame In

every way.

SECRET SOCIETIES
Perhaps the Villanova Student

Council will take a hint from a re-

cent article in the "Temple Univer-
sity News", concerning the publica-

lion of its activities.

"The decision of the rejection or

ratification which will be made by
ihe Student Council on the proposed
moral code at its meeting tomorrow'
night, will appear in Wednesday's
issue of the News, together with
the roll call vote of each of the
eighteen members of the Council."

And we'll bet a hat that this is

the first time that a good many
students ever heard" of a Student
Council at Villanova.

ORIGINALITY
One of the most original ideas

that it has ever been our good
fortune to meet we found in the last

issue of the "Bucknellian". When
the Dramatic society, formally

known as the Cap and Dagger, de-
cided that "The Trial of Mary Du-
gan", by Bayard Veiller, was to be
ineir next thespian offering they
lett no stone unturned in order to

insure the success of their efforts.

Union County Courthouse was hired

lor the scene of their production,

the evenings of February 24 and 25.

This is certainly giving a dramatic
.ouch to dramatics.

MAYBE THEY ARE RIGHT!
Since coming to Villanova it has

been our pleasure to meet many
misogonists, and most of them have
been afflicted with a desire to in-

crease their own ranks. These stu-

dents have always been regarded
by the other blase sophisticates as

being iniiuman, cynical, narrow
minded and lots of other things.

But if we take the results of an
investigation by Dr. C. J. Connolly,
ol Catholic University, what we
think is cynicism is really an indi-

cation of knowledge and disgust.

To quote:

"Dr. C. J. Connolly, anthropolo-
gist at Catholic University after

measurements of 120 white, negro
and Malay brains arrived at the

conclusion that the brain of a
woman is different from that of a
man. The distinction may be per-

ceived, however, only under precise

measurements.
"It is the opinion of Dr. Connolly

that the differences are sufiBciently

distinct to enable a trained anthro-
pologist to determine sex in a ma-
jority of cases.

"The female brain, he says, is

simpler; its convolutions are more
regular. He also described it as
more conservative, with fewer sec-

ondary convolutions. It more close-

ly proximates the brain appearance
of young persons. In size the brain
of a woman is smaller than a man's
but this is held to be in conformity
with the size of her body."
Of course, the Oafs of the Oasis

will pay no attention to this.

SHADES OP FRANKENSTEIN
The Senior Class of Notre Dame

University has offered a prize of
twenty-flve dollars to the ugliest

man on the campus. As yet we
haven't had any reports on the win-
ner. But In order not to be out-
done, we hereby offer to manage
Joe Delaney gratis.

A RAY OF HOPE
Prom a recent article in the

sports column of the Saint Bona-
Venture it seems that at least one
of our alumni has made good in

this cold, depressed world. Read
and realize:

"Art Harkin's Frosh team is

swinging along with a good season.
The green cappers have a pair of

strong qulnetes that are making
themselves felt In all competition."

Prom the look of things a pigskin

is as good as a sheepskin.

THE MOON IN THE YELLOW
RIVER.—A Theatre Guild Produc-
tion of the pen of Denis Johnston,
produced last season by the Abbey
Theater in Dublin, having in its

cast Claude Rains, William Har-
rigan, Henry Hull, Alma Kruger,
Gertrude Flynn, had lt£ American
premiere last nigh^ at the Garrick
Theatre.

THE SOCIAL REGISTER.—A play
by Anita Loos and John Emerson
that deals with the career of a
chorus girl. The star of the pro-
duction is Lenore Ulrlc who is well

supported by a large cast among
whom are Sidney Blackmer, famous
stage and screen actor, Teresa Max-
well-Conover, Betty Garde, Hans
Hansen, Cesar Romero and a host
of others. The play is an adaption
of Miss Loos' novel, "But Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes". It continues
this week at the Broad Street Thea-
ter.

ARROWSMITH.—Once again the
cinema world brings us a picture

that will be long remembered, "Ax-:

lowsmith", taken from Sinclair

Lewis' novel, stars Ronald Coleman
and the beautiful Helen Hayes. It

is a picture which no one should
fail to see. The story concerns a
young man who gives his whole life

to the service of mankind. Ron-
ald Coleman is characterized as a
great research scientist who leaves

his profession to marry a nurse.

He later returns to his work and
loses the one he loves at the price

of fame and glory.—At the Karlton.

SAFE IN HELL.—Dorothy Mackail
takes all the glory in this picture.

She plays the part of a girl of ill-

repute who is forced to leave this

country and live on an Island in

the Caribbean Sea. Her only asso-

ciates are a group of thieves and
murderers who are also seeking
refuge there. The plot is simple
and at times uninteresting by Doro-
thy Mackail saves the picture by
her brilliant characterizations of a
woman who is trying to be good in

face of almost insurmountable odds.

—At the Stanton.

MEN OF CHANCE.—For those who
have sporting blood this picture

should not fail to arouse interest.

The plot runs along somewhat well-

worn channels, but the Interest is

kept vibrant by several stirring

horseracing scenes. Ricardo Cortez
plays the part of the unerring
gambler who is tricked into mar-
riage with the charming Mary
Astor, who in turn had been rescued
from the talons of the law by a
vengeance-seeking bookmaker and
given the fictitious title of countess.
The bookie uses her as a p>awn to
break the gambler, but she unex-
pectedly falls in love with Cortez
and turns the tables on the books.

—At the Earle.

EMMA.—Inasmuch as the various

and many movie reviewers have

been high in their praise for Marie

Dressler's latest starring vehicle,

"Emma" the VILLANOVAN is not

to be outdone. Not because it is

the thing to do, but without doubt

Miss Dressier has done the finest

acting in this story of any picture

or actress we have seen this year.

If Marie Dressier continues to act

in productions as fine as "Emma"
throughout 1932 we hereby nomin-
ate her to again win the award of

The National Academy of Motion
F.cture Arts and Sciences for this

year. —At the Boyd.

HELL DIVERS.—Co-starring In one
of the best releases of the current
year, Ciark Gable and Wallace
Berry furnish myriads of thrills in

their new romance of aviation. The
picture combines airplane maneu-
vers by the navy with a dramatic
plot, filmed during the actual man-
euvers of ships and planes at Pan-
ama.—At the Stanley.

CAMUPS BRIEFS
Joe Houseman of the Engineers

leads the Inter Prat League in In-

dividual scoring.

\ cement worker down at the new
frym says that he likes college boys
in the abstract, but not in the con-
crete.

The "Varsity Gigolos" take a
little riding In "Collegiate Nosings"
this week, therefore we won't say
anything about their crude habits
of crashing the dining hall lines.

An Engineer met a girl the other
day and she wanted to know where
hir> locomotive

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

We know a fellow who Intends to
post weather conditions for bum-
ming. The commencement of this

valuable service will be announced
a little later.

A key wUI oe gtven to the stn-
dent who is present, when the din-
ing hall doors are opened, the great-
est number of times dnring the
year.

Pish Is brain food. That ought to
be some consolation.

If anybody else got a hundred In
one of their recent examinations,
let us known about it because we
like to be fair to all.

Famous la.««t words,
wise guy."

•Dont be a

NEWS FLASHES:
Fedigan Hall:—By the looks of

the situation over here the Chair-
man of the boxing bouts should
have no difficulty in arranging a
few good matches for the coming
tiffs. Some of the boys USED to

have the Idea that they could take
it, but apparently ruggedness is at
a nadir.

Ausin Hall:—Athletic directors of
this dorm are arranging a very
tasty schedule for the coming
spring season. Louie "Body Slam"
Dart, who claims the distinction of
having seen Jim Londos wrestle,
states that he will take on all com-
ers In a catch-as-catch-can match.
Mr. Dart in a recent interview had
these words for the press: "My
recent decisive victories over Whirl-
>vlnd White and Joe 'Dumpem' De-
laney earn me the right to claim
the title of Austin Hall Champ. I

can lick anyone in the dorm t^nd

those thinking contrary will have to

suffer the consequences." Dart
trains every evening after chapel in

the space around the phone on the

second floor of Austin.

Good Counsel:—During the Len-
ten Season inhabitants of the top

door of this building will post in

their windows the menu for every

meal over in the dining hall. These
gentlemen of altruistic tendencies

claim that there is no use in fellows

walking all the way over from
Alumni or Austin to find out
what the chef has on tap. All

they have to do Is to peep out of

their windows and If they don't

like what's In the larder they can
head for Bryn Mawr Immediately.

Good Counsel statlsicans believe

that this will amount to a yearly

saving of three hundred flfty-six

dollars and thirty-eight cents in

shoe leather, one thousand dollars

in disappointment and further the
cause of Inter-dorm amity—a pro-
gram recently Instituted by Fedigan
Hall.

Mendel Hall:—The Belle Air pho-
tographer had a few remarks to

make relative to the pictures he
took last week. "The greatest dif-

ficulty I had in taking the pic-

tures ", says he, "was to rid some
of the boys of that honeymoon look

they had in their eyes. This was
overcome for the most part by tak-
ing nothing but profiles. Some
cases were so pronounced that I

had to put blinders on the patients."

When asked how he thought the
photos would turn out he said, "I

don't know for sure but in some
cases like that guy Buckley, I'm
afraid I'll have to substitute a
campus scene."

A lad had a date with a girl who
claims she was In the Vassar Daisy
Chain last year. He swore up and
down she must have been the miss-
ing link.

I'm afraid I shall have to ignore

that little piece of dlatrll)e which
emanated from the pen of Buckley
the Buffon last week. It's a pub-
licity stunt—he's just trying to get

someone to read his stuff! His pon
is about as mighty as a swordflsh.

Will somebody get down low enough
to whisper In his ear and ask him
why he comes down to my ship the

night before the paper comes out?

Even the lawns have gone English

this week. At least they're getting

pretty limey. Or maybe It's those

guys from up Boston way again.

LONELY HEARTS CORNER
Dear Miss Fix:— •.•.•••' ^

,.

I find myself terribly In love with

the Sports Editor of your paper.

His profile gets me and he says the

cutest things. He tells me he In-

tends to make a living writing, but

I'm afraid we'll both starve. What
shall I do?

Patlngly,

BRASIL KNERTZ.

My Poor Dear Miss Knertz: —
There isn't much you can do xm-

less you're looking for a halo. But
here's an Idea. He's as jealous as

the very Imp when It comes to

writing, so I would suggest that you
fall in love with the guy who writes

his wisecracks for him.

Saplently,

I. MINNA FIX.

All the Arthur Murrays look for-

ward to the opening of the gym.
The Fedigan Hall section of this

organization has reserved the din-

ing hall on Tuesday nights to prac-

tice a few novelty steps. Some of

the new maneuvers which prranlse

to gain public favor are entitled:

"The Immaculata Sprawl", "The
Rosemont Rumble", "The Bryn
Mawr Blush", "The Oasis Oscula-
tion" and "The Fedigan Flying

Mare".

Football Developed

At Expense of Lesser

Sports At Bucknell

Sports Other Than Fojtball Said To Be
Encouraged Only By

Student Demand

"THE BUCKNi5LLIAN"
BUCKNELL INIVEKSITY
LEWI8BURO. PENNA.

From the few statements, and the more

numerous acts of the Athletic Council, it

would seem that it is of the opinion that

the best way to advertise Bucknell is to build,

a first-class football team. All efforts incline

this way, and scholarships are offered as in-

ducements for the best "material". Other

sports are encouraged as necessity and stu-

dent opinion demand. There can be no doubt

that this plan, if we may call it that, has

done more than anything els^ to spread the

name of Bucknell. If the thousands of news-

paper clippings received by the publicity

office show anything, it is that football has

made a great number of persons conscious

that there is a college named Bucknell.

For the lesser sports, we hold, there is no
scheme or plan of development. They grow
through pressure principally at the instiga-

tion of the director of physical education and
this staflF. Soccer and boxing, for example,
are "recent" sports at Bucknell, springing up
as the demand grew. The equipment for the
various sports is an outward sign of this un-
controlled development; witness, the excel-

lent stadium, then the poor gymnasium and
few tennis courts.

This state of affairs is blamed on the

present financial set-up by those who hold

the brief for football. They point out, cor-

rectly, that the minor sports show huge
deficits. So, it might be added, has football

for the last two years, but why should any
college sport be self-supporting? Only a
few activities pay for themselves; none are

required to, because Bucknell is not run for

financial profit. It is too much to suppose
that the brains and ingenuity which built

the stadium and engineered the expensive
football policy cannot evolve a policy that
will spread more widely the obvious advan-
tages of physical training? Or has Bucknell
spent all its energy in building up a super-
football machine.

A Boole Note
by RINALDO FIEO

Joe Gaynor tells me that Squire
Lynch hasn't the biggest pups on
the campus. He Is ready to match
Jim Callahan's against all comers.
The lanky lad's shoe laces are so
big he has them accordian pleated.

THINGS WE JUST TOLERATE
The room-mate
Classes

Dust in the P. O. box
The Sports Column
Battersbury's topcoat.

BLACK SOIL by Joseph:ne Donovan.
"Black Soil" "is that type of story which

we might term historical and novel. It gives
a most vivid picture of the lives of the early
midwest settlers. They were a sturdy lot

compo.sed in the main of Germans (they
were pleased to call themselves high or low
Germans, whichever it happened to be)
Dutch, Austrians and Irish.

The story is built around the Connor fam-
ily, one of the first Irish families to settle in

Northwestern Iowa. A better woman than
Nell Connor I would not care to look for: a

staunch worker, a devoted mother, a God-
feaiing Catholic, she was the very soul of

Catholicity. Although Tim Connor was not
faultless he was the type of man of whose
company you would never tire. He was
always welcome wherever he went, notwith-
standing the fact that he was considered an
impractical Irishman by the other settlers

in the community. The children were of the
type one would expect a woman like Nell
Connor to have. Although mischievous at
times, as is only natural with normal chil-

dren, they were at all times obedient and
dutiful.

In due time other settlers arrive and with

the Connors became the pioneers of the

West. They tame the prairie and make it

habitable for posterity, in so doing, how-
ever, their patience and powers of endurance
are taxed to the limit. The severe winters

and the grasshopper plague prove to be the
most severe tests of their courage, fortitude,

and above all, of their faith in God. Final-

ly, the railroad comes thiough and with it

the little prosperous town of Casvales.

Theie is much to be gained from "Block

Soil", if one is willing to expend a bit of ef-

fort in reading it. As regards style it is

clear but not ponderous. Miss Donovan uses

language that is simple in character and cap-

able of being understood by everyone. The
action proceeds at a certain uniform rate.

There is a conspicuous absence of wild In-

dian raids and blood-curdling yells which fill

the pages of the works of Cooper and others.

/
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The
Sports

Comer
i

with no fanfare of advance
publicity. Harry Coates took his
track team to Newark last Monday
night and aided no little by his
Freshman pacers, he brought them
back here last Tuesday with the
Initial first-prize honors a Villa-
nova team has gained In a major
track test In some time.
Running In the New Jersey Chap-

ter, Knights of Columbus games,
the Wildcats scored 22 points, while
New York University, with 19
tallies, finished second, against a
large Held of college foes. Including,
among those locally known, a full

team from Temple
* • • *

In the Court of Appeals, the
highest Judicial tribunal in New
York State, the Amateur Athletic
Union won a signal victory last
week over the State Athletic Com-
mission, when a unanimous decision
was handed down that the State
Board has no Jurisdiction over
strictly amateur boxing and wrest-

,.ling shows, even when an admis-
sion fee Is charged.
However, hi Pennsylvania, the

power of the State Athletic Com-
mission seems to Incre&se daily,
and no relief is seen ip sight to
aid the cause of collegiate boxing
and wrestling.

Wholesale concelUng of entire
schedules is being done by many
schools, the only matches and meets
remaining being those scheduled to
be held in other states.
Very few schools, Pennsylvania

being the only instance In this sec-
tion, have sufficient funds to enable
them to carry on in the ring and
mat sports, under the new rulings
made effective by the McBrlde Law

* • • *

Gabriel Stabile, chairman of the
Epsllon Phi Theta boxing commit
tee, which has come to no decision
yet as to the holding of this year's
Interfratemlty boxing and wrestling
tourney, received copies last week
of the rules and regulations now in
force in Pennsylvania.
According to the rules, the State

Athletic Commission shall have the
"sole direction, management, con-
trol and Jurisdiction of all boxing
exhibitions." The Commission also
receives 5 per cent of all gate
receipts.

The price of tickets for the bouts
must also be submitted to the
Ccmmlsslon for its approval, and
only licensed referees and Judges,
appointed and selected by the State
Board, may serve.

Concerning the tickets. Rule 24
says: "Licensed clubs may use only
tickets obtained from a printer
authorized by the Commission.
Such tickets shall be of stub type
with the purchase price printed
thereon, and bearing the date oi
the exhibition, printed and made
In such form as the Commission
may direct.

Because, in previous years, the
E. P. T. organization sponsored the
tourney for the sport because of its

traaitional place In the Junior
Week activities, with little or no
proiit resuitmg ,the extra expense
involved tins year and the a per
cent lax to be collected by the
btate, may necessitate a postpone-
ment.

HOKIZOiNTAL ABU81NGS
The truth hurts, doesn't it, Joe?

Last week we spHled the news that
UWVf. was doing most of his horizon-
tal musings while listening to Win-
chell and Ueriile, and now war has
been (leciared. V\eil, squarehead. If

you v>uni u UKht, you'll get one.
iiowever, yuu must remember, we're

11 columnist of three year's standing,
and you've Just won yimr spurs dur-
InK the last month So. Herr Josepf,
this 'diatriltn' is all In the size of
type von deserve, and It's every bit
as black as your eoNHip (the news of
last week on the radio.)

VILL VAN
ICE HOCKEY

S P O R T^S
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Frat Teams in Third Week of Play
P.K.P. Holds
League Lead

Lambda Kappa Delta Goes

Into Second Place Af-

ter Three Games

LEADERS PLAY TONIGHT

Finn— I see your roommate down in
the library often, i^uite a bookworm.
Isn't he?

KM roll—No, Just an ordinary worm!

NEWS FLASH
(Musings a la Horizontal)

The New Gym—lincoiillrnied rumor
has It that a tin-foil plated placque
Hill he placed In the gym to help ease

the sulteriiiKs of 'them than can give

It, but can't take it'. The squint-eyed
keyhole peeker from Pewklpsy, Joe
hieiz, and the Edltor-ln-Urler of the
Youi, .Wick MIckloH, will have places

of honor at the unveiling.

Speaking of dining-room friends,

iileiz, to whom was the name 'gouger'

tirst applied And writing of "wear-
ers of the V" who wears what across

his chest every afternoon walking
down the pike with whom?

.\nd Joe, we understand you've

been losing the rest of your hair try-

ing in Ht Nome nf those wisecracks

Will Rogers made hist week. Into your
column. C'nme down to the old den
tonight, pal, and we'll help you out

—again.

The Phi Kappa Pi Fraternity re-

tained Its lead m the champion-
ship race this week by defeating

the Epsllon Phi Theta aggregation

last Monday night and by down-
ing the Delta Phi Epsllon team
Wednesday night. The Arts team
took another beating Thursday ev-

ening when they met defeat at the

hands of a smooth-working
Lambda Kappa Delta squad.

P. K. P., 9; E. P. T., 7

The Engineers defeated the Arts-

men last Monday night by a one-

basket margin, 9 to 7. The game
was hard fought and the outcome
was In doubt until the final whistle

blew. Excellent guarding by both
teams prevented excessive scoring.

Joe Housman was high scorer for

the Engineers with six points and
Charlie Antonaccio, star forward of

the Arts team, was high scorer for

the E. P. T. with four points.

P. K. P.

Sykes
Kousman 2
Hlckey
Levis
Maeek 1

HIGH SCORERS

The five high scorers in the

Inter-Prat League to date are:

19

16

,.;.. 15

..... 14

..... 14

Houseman, P. K. P.

Dunleavy, L. K. D. .

.

Cook, L K. D
Bill Crowley, D. P. E.

Tlmms, L. K. D

Frosh Quintet
Meet Hun School

TOTALS
E. P. T.

.8

oniiean
Polan 1

Antonaccio 3
Orlmen
Shortall
Berman

F.
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Librarian

Hits Story

In Monthly
Fr. TourBcher Asks Verifica-

tion oi btatemeut Made
in "Reader's Digest"

(Continued From Page One)

B. P. T.
O.

Antonaodo
Shortall 3
Dolau 1

Orltnes 1

OllUgan 1

P.

1

1

• answer. ;:..;i '.'.•:'. • ,...

'Again your tetter says: 'We

Question wnetlier we siiouid sup-

press a wntrs statement, cogent

U) tiie poait ne is maicmg, aiiy

more than a newspaper reporter

snouid aiter an mterview in wxucn

tne speaJter's views are reported."

••I tiave not askea you to sup-

press' anytning, or to 'alter' any
man's statement.

-A newspaper reporter, however,

since you have chosen the parallel,

usually will be credited wioi hav-
ing sense enough to disunguish

ueiween facts and fiction, in

things he reports, and tne story

mat goes to ine compositor's desK.

"I repeat my request of Jan. la.

I ask m fairness to CathoUcs and
to all reaaers the Readers Digesi

is reporting fiction of facts in tne

words quoted from Wolic's book.

"If the record' of the 'CaUioiic

Council' is a fact, i want to know
where that "record' is. It is of suf-

ficient note to be verified. If it is

fiction, then an honest and honor-
able periodical ought to nave the

courage to say that it is ficUon,

not simply a fanciiul story, but a
uangerous and a disnonorable lie."

(Signed)

, Francis E. Tourscher, O. S. A.

TOTALS

P.

4
s
a

a

la

The league standing exclusive of

last night's game is as follows:

Team W. L. P. C.

P. K. P 3

L. K. D 2 1

D. P. E 1 2

E. P. T 3

1.000

.666

.333

.000

Servers Discuss

Proper Customs
Sanctuary Society Aims) at

Uniformity In Mahn^
Of ServinsT

HEAR FATHER VRANA

Phi Kappa Pi Plans
For Frat Initiations

P. K. P. Retains
League Lead

(continued from page three)

P. K. P.. 17; D. P. E., 15

On Wednesday evening the En-
gineers lengthened their winning
streak to three in a row when they
downed the Businessmen by a mar-
gin of one basket, 17 to 15.

The game was undecided until

the last minute, the score being tied

most of the time. The Engmeers
would sink a shot and then the
Businessmen would retaliate in
short order.

Peehery, diminutive forward of
the D. P. E., was high scorer for
his club with eight points to his
credit.

P. K. P.
a. P. P.

Macek 1 2
Wollnski
Landau
Levis 1 a
Mlcklos
Housman ....3 a 8
Kerns
Sykes 1 1 8
Hlckey l 2
Bagnall

TOTAIiS 7
;.'

.
; •

•. D. P. E.

O.
Feehery 4
B. Crowley l
Turrel
Riley
J Crowley .0
McFadden l

3 17

P.

2

1

P.
8
4

1

a

TOTALS ............. .8 8 16

L. K. D., 26; E. P. T., 12
The Pre Meds defeated the Arts-

men last Thursday night by a
rather large score, in the roughest
game played this year. Many fouls
were committed by the members of
both teams.
The battle was close in the first

half in which the Pre Meds led at
half time by only two points, 10 to
8. In the second half, however, the
L. K. D. team forged ahead and
when the final whistle blew were
well In the fore.

Artie Shortall led the Arts scor-
ing four points, while Cook and
Dunlevy were high scorers for the
Pre Meds with nine points each.

Last night the Arts played the
Businessmen, but the results came
too late for publication. Tonight
the L. K. D. plays the present
league leaders, P. K. P., and on
Thursday night the Pre Meds meet
the D. P. E. team.

L. K. D. '

O. P. P.
Tlmms 3 2 8
Dunlevy 4 1 9
Cook 3 3 9
Ocelus
Morrison

TOTALS ,10 6 26

Baessler
'Drugs

1040 LANCA8TEB AVE.

BRYN MAWR

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

The Sophomore Class met last

Wednesday at 1 P. M. in the am-
phitheatre, it was presided over by

James O'Connell, President of the

class.

The meeting was called in order

that a date be set for the holding

of the annual Sophomore Cotillion.

The original idea of the Soph-
omores had been to nave the af-

fair on the 15th of April. However,
this date was called off due to the

opening of the new gyninasium
and tlie Inter-Fraternity Ball

which are to take place on that

day. Also, due to the numerous
dances sponsored by the Senior

and Junior Classes, the School
Authorities and the Student Coun-
cil . will not allow a dance to be

held either during April or the

first two weeks in May.
Rev. Ruellan,P. Pink, O. S. A.,

who was present made the sugges-

tion that the Sophomore and
Froshman classes unite and hold a
joint dance on May 20. This met
with the unanimous approval of

the Sophomores. The Freshman
Class however, is not yet organ-
ized. With their advent the above as

mentioned idea wiU most likeQy

be effected.

The dance will be held in the
new gymnasium with the probable
added attraction of the appear-
ance of two orchestras.

Father Fink also expressed his

wish that the Sophomore Class
donate a sum of money necessary
for the purchase of a plaque in-

scribed with the school seal and
to be placed above the stage in

the auditorium of the new gym-
nasium. This was not
decided upon.

At the regular monthly meeting

of the Sanctuary Society Rev. John
Vrana. O. S. A., its Spiritual Di-

rector and Faculty Advisor, de-

livered a short talk to the members.

He spoke on the correct manner
of serving Benediction. He wished

to impress on the members the

necessity of a uniform method of

assisting at this service, stating

that many of the members served

differently in their parish church-

es at home and hence uniformity

was lacking. Therefore, he point-

ed out, the various common mis-

takes are made, and showed the

members the correct procedure to

be used when serving at this re-

ligious exercise

This society first appeared in

the late part of last year becom-

ing well established in a very
short period of existence. The so-

ciety has been growing and now
has a membership of sixty. The
meetings are conducted in a man-
ner which allows only topics to be
discussed that are in harmony
with the purposes of the society.

Social activities are outside the
purpose or scope of the society.

The purpose of the society is

threefold, namely. (lU To enlist

the services of as many students
possible in the conducting of

the ceremonies at Chapei Services;

(2) To promote greater uniformity
in the performance of the Sacred
Ceremonies; and (3) to encourage
a knowledge of the symbolism and
ceremonies in the Mass.

A. S. C. E. Hears
Talk By Professor

Last Wednesday at one o'clock,

the A. S. C. E. listened to a talk

on the History of the Earth, by

E)eWitt B. Cook, professor of

Highway Engineering.

The talk treated on the six

geological eras of the earth's de-

velopment. He said in part, "The
Archeozoic and Proterozoic eras

pertain to the earliest develop-

ment of the earth, Just aft«r its

creation, and knowledge of this

age is derived from Information
gathered from fossils, tree ferns,

etc. The Paleozoic is the division

of geological history between the
Archaean or Proterozoic from the
Mesozoic period, and treats of the
earliest development of man. Me-
sozlDlc is the stone age, and is

marked by the spread of reptiles.

The Cenozoic era which is some-
times called the age of Mammals,
is the age before the present or
Psycheozoic era."

The six topics were first out-
lined, and then Prof. Cook elabor-
ated on and explained them.
The A. S. C. E. at its business

meeting decided to have a speak-
er every two weeks on Wednes-
days at one o'clock.

liusiness School Counters

With Perfect Exam Paper

SENIOR CLASS NOTICE

There will be a short meeting of

the Senior class In the Amphi-
theatre on Thursday afternoon at

12:45. It is urgent that every
definitely I senior be present, as important

I business will be transacted.

Micklos Receives
. Post At Meeting

At a r. cent meeting of the Vill-

anova Chapter of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
John Mlcklos was appointed 11-

trarian of the recently organized
Clipping Library. Clippings, pamp-
hlets, and booklets pertaining to

Mechanical Engineering work are
to be submitted by all members
who happen to get them from en-
gineering conventions, power
shows, etc. These data will be of

invaluable assistance to seniors

during thesis work. Problems often
arise which cannot conveniently be
solved from textbooks, and it is in

these cases where this material
will be of most aid.

Joseph Hahn was appointed to

revise and reconstruct the by-laws
and constitution of this Chapter of
the A. S. M. E., since neither have
bean in a perfect form and num-
erous fallacies have precipitated
endless discussion.

When the VILLANOVAN last

week published an item that a stud-

ent of the Engineering school was
credited with a 100 per cent paper

in Descriptive Geometry, the Bus-

iness school proudly came out

with the news that it, also, had
the honor of having a student re-

ceive a 100 per cent grade in an

examination.

The mark was made in the

Economic Resources egcam and

the student was Mirco ijacchia, a
Sophomore and an inmate of Fed-
igan Hall. When being credited

with this mark Mr. Lacchia not
only surprised himself but also

his professor and the dean of the
Business school.

for the same.

"We hereby give warning that no

mercy will be shown to the offend-

ers, if caught, either by the College

authorities or the police depart-

ment.
"Students seeing anyone acUng

suspiciously about the automobiles
parKed in the proper places are
asked to report immediately to the
Vice-President's office.

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A.

Attention Called To
Stealing Of Car Parts

The Vice-President calls atten-
tion to the following notice: "It has
been brought to our attention that
there are individuals either in the
College or outside the College who
are taking pafts from automobiles
parked by students behind the P &
W station. We have notified the po-
lice department that any man de-
tected destroying or defacing an-
other's machine will be prosecuted

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

ARDMORE
Theatre
MONDAY and TUESDAY

Bert Wheeler & Robert Woolsey In

"Peach of Reno"
H'EI>NK8I)AY and THURSDAY

UKETA MARBO in

"Mati Hari"
FRIDAY

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. Jr. In

'^Around the

World in 80 Min/^
SATURDAY

MARIAN MAR8H In

"Under 18"

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINTfER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

6i

was atraijGran

wouId be v^hockei^
-"^^5

HE'S rather a bossy old darling,

and I didn't know how he'd

like the idea of my smoking.

**The first time I lit a Chesterfield

in front of him, he sniffed like an

old war-horse . . .and I braced myself

for trouble. But all he said was,

'That's good tobacco. Chickabiddy.'

**You know Grandfather raised

tobacco in his younger days, so he

knows what's what. I don't, ofcourse

—but I do know that Chesterfields

are milder. It's wonderful to be

able to smoke whenever you want,

with no fear you'll smoke tuo many.

**And it doesn't take a tobacco

expert to prove that Chesterfield

tobaccos are better. They ta&te bet-

ter... that's proof enough. Never

too sweet. No matter when I smoke

them ... or how many I smoke

they always taste exactly righL

'They must be absolutely pure.i

even to the paper which doesn't

taste at aU. In fact... as the ads

say...'They Satisfy!'"

• Wrappsd In Du Pent Number 300 Meltture-preef

Cellophane ... the best and meat exp«n«hr* mcMlel

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTER • • TTiey J^u^ry

TEMHLK DEBATE

THURSDAY

EVENING

AMPHITHEATRE VILL VAN
FROSH NOMINATIONS ^

THIS WEEK
TURN OVT

FRESHMEN
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Debaters To
Play Hosts

To Temple
Beta Gamma Men Also to

Invade Lair of

Opponents

WEST VIRGINIA HERE
The Beta Gamma Debaters will

swing into action this week, en-

gaging in no less than three major

debates. This is but the beginning

of a strenuous spring schedule

which the organization has arrang-

ed.

On Thursday evening there will!

be a home-and-home debate with

Temple University. This is the

first time that the Philadelphia

institution has been met in forensic

discussion, although they are not

strangers In the other fields of col-

legiate activity. The topic to be

debated is: "Resolved: that Capital-

ism as a system of economic or-

ganization, is unsound in principle."

Villanova will uphold the affirma-

tive, being represented by John
Micklos, Daniel Buckley, and Jo-

seph Houseman, while Martin Gill,

Paetrus Banmiller, and Joseph
Conlan, in defense of the negative,

will invade the haunts of the "Owl."

The constructive speeches and re-

buttals will be three in number and
ten and five minutes in length,

respectively. Victory in both in-

stances will be awarded through
the medium of an audience de-

cision.

On the Monday following this

dual debate, the Literary Society

win be hosts to the Council of De-
bate from the University of West
Virginia. The question of Capital-

ism will again be the topic of dis-

cussion with Villanova in the af-

firmative contingent as enumerated
above. The arrangements, which
are to be used to govern the

Temple debate, will also be In order

during this engagement, except

that the West Virginia contest will

be a no-decision affair.

There is no doubt that the spirit

and fire that is characteristic of

all relations between Temple and
Villanova v.'ill be present in this

coming forensic struggle and from
the reports that have been brought
to the Society regarding West Vir-

ginia, that, too, promises to be a

hotly contested debate.

In meeting Temple, Villanova is

entering upon a new field of en-
deavor with her traditional rival,

while in engaging the Southerners,
new affiliations are being made. As
a consequence the student body is

asked to cooperate in every way
possible with the Literary Society

in its attempt to make these affairs

the successes that they deserve to

be.

Finally Reach Accord on

April 15 as Ball Date

The senior class announces
April 15 as the date on which
the Belle Air Ball will be held.
Ihe Belle Air Ball and the

Junior Prom have always been
looked forward to by the whole
student body as the most im-
portant and most enjoyable af-
fairs of the year. Last year's
Senior class did not favor the
student body with such an af-
fair, and rumors were current
that one of Villanova's customs
was going to be dropped until

the class of "32 came out with
an announcement that it would
hold the traditional dance.

In accordance with the rules
of the college, the Senior Ball
will be held in the new gymnas-
ium, which will be decorated in

a manner worthy of such an
afTair.

The \:6nimittee consists of

James B. Finn, chairman; Jos-
eph P. Dietz, Jack J. McDer-
mott, William P. Reilly, John J.

Sykes, Harry F. Singly, James
G. Burke and Edward X. Derby.

Many Gain
Places On
Honor Roll

New System Started by Dean
in Order to Urge Students

to Greater Study

HARTER LEADS SCHOOL

Rofke Cast

In Chestnut
Production

Pool Described

By President

students To Be Charged For

Use of Poo! To Defray

Expenses

PURIFICATION OF BEST

Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.,

dean has revealed many new de-
tails regarding the structure and
operation of the new swimming
pool, heretofore, unknown to the
student body.

It has been learned that the
pool itself will consist of one solid

cast of cement. The entire tank
will be laid in one continuous
pouring, taking exactly twenty-
four hours to complete the filling

of this cast. Many are the reasons
and advantages for insisting that

this immense container be in one
piece instead of sections, out-

standing of which is the preven-
tion of leakage.

The purification system used will

be of the very best, involving the
passage of the water through a
chlorine preparation. The water
will be In continual circulation.

During the day the water will be

changed one and a half times and
during the night the same process

will take place resultylng In three

complete changes in twenty-four
hours. Besides this means of pur-
ification, there will be constructed

in the pool a drain gutter which
will take place every fifteen min-
utes demanding clear and pure
water at all times.

The pool will be open to the

students through-out the year and
during the winter months the wa-
ter will be kept at a temperature
of seventy degrees. It ml^ht be
mentioned here that it will cost

four thousand dollars a year to

heat the Gym and the pool. An
expense of thirty-nine thousand
dollars is being incurred to erect

th« swimming pool.

Due to the extra expense imbued
In the maintenance of the pool

four or five dollars a year for Its

use. The exact amount of the fee

has not as yet been d elded upon.

However, it has been found nec-

essary to make this charge due to

the rxtra and constant help re-

quired to keep U in condition.

Every student Intending to use

the pool will have to submit to a
physical examination.

According to the honor role which

Rev. Joseph Bartley, O. S. A., dean

of the Business school, has comp-

iled for the first time this year,

Raymond J. Harter, sophomore, has

attained the highest honors in the

school of Commerce and Finance.

He is closely followed by Paul Bertz

and Charles P. Goggl, also sopho-

mores.

The honor roll Is divided into

two parts. The first comprised of

those students who have an aver-

age of 70 per cent of their marks
In "A" group and must have no
conditions, reexams. or failures.

The second group Is made up of

those students who have 70 per

cent of their marks In the "B"
^roup and have no conditions, re-

exams, or failures. The former Is

known as the "excellent" students

and the latter as the "honorable

mention" group.
The following is a complete list

of the students who are on the

honor roll: Excellance In studies -

Senior class: Jerry Enrlght, James
Sheridan, and Thomas Dwyer;
Junior class: Patrick Novak, Rob-
ert Rosen, and Edward Hannell;

Sophomore class: Raymond Harter,

Paul Bertz, and Charles Goggl;

Freshman class: Prank Willis, Wal-
ter Alessandronl and Arnold
Gottlieb. Honorable mention
Seniors: John Baker, John GUt-
nan, Joseph Tauch, Patrick Car-
bone, John Whalen, Joseph Czescik,

Cyril Klunk and Edward Palevlch;

Juniors: Joseph Harter, Joseph Fox,

Hames Fox, Jerome Pogach; Ed-
ward Agine, Joseph Callis, James
Keough, and William Christy;

Sophomores: Richard Hart, Ste-

phen Bennett, Ralph De Urlarte,

Anthony Cardone, Frederick Raab,
Robert Feehery, Joseph Hoenlng,
Leo Cordials, Emmett Prior, Will-

iam OTrey, Emmanual Seltzer and
Henry Bobertz; Freshmen: William
Slaughter, LuLs Bunz, Nicholas
Caruso, Joseph Mclntyre, Meyer
Cohn, Charles Burgiss, Anthony
Zlmkus, Peter Acque, Charles
Menapaci, and James Fleming.

Freshman Here Last Year

Makes (xood in New
York Big Time

LEADING ACTOR HERE

Another of Villanova's sons to

make good is William Rorke, a

I^reshman last year in the Arts

School. Mr. Rorke is taking a

major speaking part in a recent

Broadway success, "If Booth Had
Missed." This play opened last

night at the Chestnut Theatre.

While here Mr. Rorke was deep-

ly Interested In drama -ic work and

was an active memoer of the Villa-

nova Literary Society. Though a

Freshman his ability was recogniz-

ed in a short time and he was giv-

en the leading role in the most
popularly received of the Belle

Masque's plays, "College inn." Also,

ne was given a major role In the

second production of the society

last year, "The Haunted House."
Aided By Prof. Jonas

He had always declared that he
would take to the stage for his

life's work. In this desire he was
greatly aided by Professor Jonas,

the Moderator of tne Villanova

Literary Society, who spent much
of his time with him giving ad-
vice and smoothing his defects.

In "If Booth Had Missed" Mr.
Rorke takes the role of Major
Rathbone and appears several

times on the stage to give len-

gthy discourses. There are sixty

actors taking part In the play of

which only twenty-nine are cast.

Play On Broadway
The play Is a drama of the re-

construction period and Is pro-

duced by Walter Hartwig at Max-
Ine Elliot's Th.atre on Broadway,
New York. The author of the play

is Arthur Goodman and the prin-

cipal actor is Daniel Poole, who
portrays the imagined life of

Abraham Lincoln after his assass-

ination.

The author, Arthur Goodman,
has chtocn an extraordinary diffi-

cult subject In this play. If Booth
had missed when he f.red at the
Civil War President In Ford's the-

atre on that fatal night, Lincoln

would have had to lace the po-

litical capacity of the reconstruc-

tion period. Mixing history with
speculation. Ma Goodman has
tried to imagine what might have
happened. The play Is simple and
direct in Its narrative. "If Booth
Had Missed" won the long-play

tournament last season and is now
offered as a professional perform-
ance, being one of the best ventur-

es of the Broadway season.
After leaving Villanova Mr. Rorke
jntered a dramatic school in New
York City and remained there till

he received his role in the above
play. He has also been given his

oqulty papers and is now recogniz-

ed as a full-fledged New York
actor.

Rev, F. McShane to Celebrate

Sixtieth Year in Priesthood

F<)rmer Villanova President

Is Oldest Alumnus
on Campus

Rev. Francis J. McShane, O. S.

A., who, at the advanced age of

eighty-six years, holds the distinc-

tion of being the oldest alumnus
of Villanova living on the campus,
will celebrate with solemn high
Mass and Thanksgiving on Febru-
ary 29 the completion of his six-

tieth year as a priest in the Order
of St. Augustine.

Though little known by the

students upon the campus, Father
McShane does have a record at

Villanova resplendent with suc-

cesses and wonderful achievements.
Since his ordination he has held

at different times the offices of

professor, vice-president, and pres-

ident at Villanova College.

Not only did he build up a name
for himself here, but he also

achieved no little renown in other

fields. His greatest achievement
off the campus was the establish-

ment in 1918 of the Augustlnian
College in Washington, D. C, for

the education of students of the
Augustlnian Order.

When Interviewed recently. Fa-
ther McShane proved to ba in ex-

cellent physical condition and a
very willing conversationalist.

Upon reminiscing into his past

life, he stated that the number of

students at Villanova in his days
was comparatively small, varying
between one hundred and three

hundred. All thesei students,

though, were eager and willing to

study and advance themselves. The
physical comforts, however, were
not very great, except that they
always served a good table as

compared with those served by
other colleges and institutions of

that time.

Thel physical condition of the
buildings likewise was correspond-
ingly small. The only building used

by the college itself was Alumni
Hall which, is still standing. Be-
sides this, however, there were also

a number of other smaller build-

ings which were used for various

•;ther purposes.

(continued on page four)

Gymnasium
Opens With
New Sho\v

Symphcmy Orchestra and

^'Villanovans" to Fur-

nish Music

DANCE AFTER SHOW

N.Y.Exchange is

Topic forLecture

Former Yale Professor and

Author Talks At Business

Seminar

Rev. Francis J. McShane, O. S. A.

Former Villanova president and
founder of Augustinian Semin-
ary at Washington, D. C, who
celebrates his sixteenth anni-
versary next Monday.

New Courses
For ScienceMen

Chemical Corelation and Food

Analysis Added to

Pre-Med Roster

FOODSTUFFS ANALYZED

its

and

EXPLAINS SYSTEM

Hears Own Composition

In Initial Broadcast

A song, composed by Edmund
Reily, Freshman Business student,
and by Vahle Laise, a Freshman at
Harvard University, was broadcast
over the radio for the first time
last Thursday evening. The name
of it is "On the Road to Love." It

was a featured song on the pro-
gram of Lew Conrad and his Musk-
eteers who were playing from the
Hotel Statler, Boston, over a 52

station hook-up of the N. B. C.

network. Mr. Reiley wrote the
lyric to the song.

Changes in Rooms Shows Alumni
Hall to be Most Popular Dorm

Alumni Hall is the most popular
dorm on the campus! This In-

teresting fact Is revealed In the
new student list compiled by the
Rev. Ruelland P. Pink. O. S. A. It

shows that in the recent changes
made In rooms the majority of

those students who sought new
quarters preferred Alumni Hall to

the other dorms. The numb-
er of students wrio entered It total

seven.

Fedlgan Hall, however, is a close

second with a total of six new In-

mates. Monastery is in third place
with Austin holding grimly on to

fourth, the figures being five and
two. respectively. The Mendel and
Good Counsel dorms are firmly

entrenched In a tie for last place.

The Alumni Hall dorm might be
the oldest building on the campus,
but nevertheless, the facts show it

^o be the most popular. It was
recently renovated within and has
the advantage of being located in

the center of the campus. These
two reasons might explain the
edge it holds over the other dorms.
Perhaps the fact that the Rev. Jos-
eph Dougherty. O. 8. A., its rector,

and the Rev. Joseph Smith. O. 8.

A., its prefect, two of the best-

liked members of the Augustinian
Iprder on the campus, are in full

control there can be given as an
explanation.

Nevertheless It should be natural
for either Fedlgan or Austin to

hold the supremacy since the form-
er Is the newest dorm and the lat-

ter the most outstanding.
Good Counsel Hall and Mendel

Hall seem to be the most impopu-
lar halls for of the number of stu-
dents who departed for other
dorms most of them came from
both of these buildings. Alumni
and Monastery kept a firm grip on
its Inmates, not one leaving Its

walls. Prom Fedlgan three stu-
dents changed to another dorm
while from Austin there were four.
The students who left Fedlgan

Hall were William DElia." Frank
Dltchey and James McKelvey.
Those from Austin were Edmund
D'Elia, Mirco Lacchia, Anthony
Luccl and Eric Storms.

Although there were only twenty-
^hree chingfg Irom one dorm i(

another, students have shown a
preference to remain where they
originally took up their abode.
However, further changes totaling
to sixty-three occurred within all

the dorms.
Further information gleaned

from this student list is that seven
students were given permission to
room off the campus while three
students originally rooming out
were compelled to return to camp-
us quarters.

Roy B. Westerfleld. Ph. D., former
Professor of Political Economy at

Yale University and now a member
of the New York Stock Exchange,
was the featured speaker at the

Seminar hour for the students in

the School of Commerce and Fin-

ance last Friday morning. Mr
Westerfleld's topic, "The Stock Ex-
change Prom Within," was made
more enjoyable to the large as-

semblage of students by the many
amusing anecdotes which he used

during his discourse.

The Rev. Joseph C. Bartley who
in the course of his talk said, "At

the present time the world is com-
ing to make the Stock Exchange
the scapegoat for all the economic
Ills we are suffering. Thus our

minds work as In the days of old,

when they burned witches, laying

the blame for our misfortunes at

another's feet."

Mr. Westerfield explained the

basic principles of the Exchange
which he declared to be twofold.

They are firstly, to furnish the

facilities for the convenient tran-

saction of business by its members,
and secondly, to maintain the high
standards of commercial honor and
Integrity among its members, pro-

moting just and equitable principles

of trade.

The astounding figures on the

number of transactions which take
place in a single day on the ex-
change were set forth by Mr.
Westerfield. He then asked the
students to put themselves in the
place of the Board of Governors
of the Stock Exchange and told

them the four supreme obligations

of that board: To preserve the
freedom and Integrity of the mar-
ket; the exclusion of dishonest men
from membership; the exclusion of

dishonest securities from the trad-
ing floor; and to see that the public

has access to the financial affairs

of every security trading on the
floor.

The ethics of the Exchange on
receiving bids was cited and ex-
amples of how the Stock Exchange
was criticized throughout the

nation on the action they had
taken, In the case of a certain se-

curity, to protect the people.

"Trusteeship is the greatest

promise for economic salvation,"

said Mr. Westerfield." and the lead-

ers of finance and industry should
regard themselves as the impartial

centers of that great triangle, the
public, the stockholder, and the
employee.
After his lecture, Mr. Westerfield,

who is also the author of "Banking
Principles and Practice." a text-

book used in the Business School,

answered questions which were
asked by the audience.

With the opening of the new
semester the Science School has

added two new courses to

roster. Chemical Corelation

Food Chemistry.

In a recent Interview with Rev.

Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A., the

purpose of the Chemical Corela-

tion course was found to be as fol-

lows: "Chemical Corelation Is a

course desirable for those students

who find difficulty with chemistry.

The course Itself treats with those

principals of general chemistry
which must be learned by any stu-

dent who Intends to pursue the

medical profession. Experience

has shown that many students de-

siring to take up medical work are

woefully unprepared to take up the

course of Qualltlve and Quantita-
tive Analysis, Inorganic and Or-
ganic Chemistry."

It can be readily understood
that the students will gain a dis-

Preparatlons are under way for

a gala event to be held here on

Friday evening, April 1, at 8 p m.

On that date the forn^il dedication

and opening exercises of Villanova's

magnificent new $350,000 gym-
nasium and field house will take

place.

It was announced to the VILLA-
NOVAN yesterday by the Rev.

Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A., vice

president of the College, that the

celebration will take place In the

form of a musical revue and an

Inter-fratemlty and. Inter-club ball.

Prominent members of the clergy

and State are to be tendered invi-

tations to the afTair.

Beside the celebrities who are
expected to attend this most color-

ful of the functions ever to be held
by a college in this section, Fr.

Fink expects a large turn out from
the members of the alumni and the
parents of the students. The sub-
scription to the afTair will be three
dollars a couple, a fee which will

be used to help pay for the furnish-
ing of the interior of the structure.

The Belle Masque Chapter of the
Literary Society, the Villanova
Symphony orchestra with its thirty-
five players, and the "Villanovans,"
an eleven piece dance orchestra,
which Is as popular on the outside
as it Is on the campus, are but a
few of the organizations which are
endeavoring to make the evening
a grand success.

"The musical revue, to be given
by the Belle Masque players, will

commence at eight o'clock and last

till ten p. m. This will be followed
by dancing till one a. m.," said Fr.
Pink.
The Belle Masque Chapter is at

present busily engaged in assem-
bling the script and music, which
will be used In the first Spring
production of the organization. Jo-
seph T. Jonas, Moderator of the
Society, will stage the revue, and
he Intends to have It of such a
nature that every member of the
group will be included in the cast.

The presentation will be an in-
tegral part of the program to
formally open the new structure,
and will be given in conjunction
with the Symphony orchestra. It

is the intention of the moderator
to assemble a series of sketches,
and weave Into them a theme of a
variety of chorus work. The
sketches will vary in the nature of
the theme they present, some being
light comedy, some tragedy, while
others will portray melodrama.

of

tinct advantage from this course

when they gain admittance to i interspersed between the acts
medical school. Since the work Is In the show, there will be selections
the chemical line of medicine, by the Symphony orchestra.

Committees from the various fra-
ternities and clubs on the campus

there is no doubt that the students

should receive it with much en-
'.huslasm. However, this is just

another example of how the dean
and professors of the Pre-Med
School are endeavoring to further

their students In a practical and
technical way, so that the students

may have a firm foundation in

chemistry before entering medical

school.

Albany Club Dance
Set For March 28

The initial dance of the newly
organized Albany Club will take

place on the evening of March 28 In

the Crystal Ball Room of the De
Witt Clinton Hotel in Albany.
The music will be furnished by

Jack Miles and his orchestra. Mr
Miles and his band have lately been
a guest orchestra on one of the

nation-wide Lucky Strike Programs
and have been enthusiastically ac-

claimed by the radio audience.

A large number of Villanova

alumni residing In Albany are ex-

pected to be present at the dance.

Joseph Bastlan. President of the

Club, says: "The dance is expected

to be a financial as well as a social

success. I am sure that an enjoy-

able time Is In store for those who
attend."
Leonard Crowe is Chairman of

the Dance Committee and is aided

by Joseph Peters, Howard Ogle,

Philip Algozzlne, John Dougherty
and John Heist.

L. K. D. Applicants
Queried By Board

The committee on admissions of

the Lambda Kappa Delta last week
interviewed the first group of ap-
plicants who were seeking admit-
tance into the fraternity, at a
special meeting of the board. Each
student was personally interviewed

and his application carefully con-
sidered as a means toward his ac-
ceptance.
Because of the large number of

students seeking admittance It is

necessary to hold another meeting
during the week at which time the

remaining applicants, whose names
were not taken up, will be offer-

ed another opportunity to be In-

terviewed.

will be appointed by Fr. Fink some-
time this week. Their Work in sell-

ing tickets and taking charge of the
afTair, since other angles are In-
volve4. when a celebration of this
type is staged, is vitally necessary.

Pins Ready For
D.P.E. Members
Frat Men To Be Allowed To

Purchase Either of

Two Sizes

OBTAIN MEETING ROOM

George Crumble, President of
the business men's fraternity, has
stated that the frat pins can be
obtained from him for either four-
teen or nine dollars, according to
the size desired.

The pin proper is shaped like

an equilaterlal triangle, being all

lold with the exception of a rec-
tangular shaped black stone In
the center. On this stone the In-
itials of the frat are Inscribed In
Greek, around It are a number of
small pjearls. pn the fourteen dollar
size the pearls are raised from
the surface of the pin and held In

place by three little prongs of
gold.

In the nine dollar size, however,
the pearls are set deeply Into
the face of the pin so that only
the top Is visible. Each of the
pirus have a little gold chain con-
necting the pin to a small "V".
Both the pins are of the same size,

the only difference being in the
way the pearls are set.

With this announcement he also
wishes to say that by Tuesday or
Wednesday he expects to have the
room in the btusement of the
Commerce and Finance building
turned over to the frat for the
purpose of converting It Into a
club room.
At the next meeting of the frat

he will give out keys for the doors
•o members only upon payment of
fifty cents With this money and
that obtained from other .soiu'ces.

he hopes to be able to furnish the
room In an attractive and busin-
esslike manner.
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Hits Story

; In Monthly
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TOTALS
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1

p'Servers Discuss
Oi

31 Proper Customs
,« Santluaiv Society Aims at
12

I TlK' loaiiUo staiuliriR exclusive of

,
[last niiihfs kuiih- is us follows:

It. lourscber Asks Verilica- Team u. L. P.t'.

p. K. P 3 I.OOO

"...v.... 2 1 .G6t)liuu ul Mutcuieul Mude
ill "Keatler b Uigest"

(CouUimi'd From Page One)

answer.; ,•-•

•Asam youi- Ifttor
,
says: 'We

ijursiion wju'ihi'r we shouid sup-

press a wrKrs sluiouuni, cogciil

10 the pojiu JK" Ks muKing. any

tiwrv tlmn a newspaper reponer
Miouid alior an iniviview in wiucn

tne speuKers vkws are reported.'

•1 luive not uskea >ou Iv sup-

press, anytnme. i^i" l" •ulter'.ttuy

mans biuiemeni. . 1

•A newspaper reporter, however,

since you nave chosen the paradei,

usually will be credited wan hav-

ing sense enough lo diMinguusn

ueiweii'n facts ana liciion, m
things he reports, and i"*^' story

ihuD goes to me compositors deSK.

1 repeal my request of Jan. I'd.

I ask Ul lairne.ss to catholics and

L. K. U.

D. P. E.

E. P. T.

I nit'orniity In Manner
Of Serving

HKAR FATHER VRANA
1 .333

.000

Phi Kapiia Pi Plans
For Frat Initiations

I'lic Sophomore Class met last

Wednesday at 1 P. M. in the am-

phitheatre, It was presided over by

James OConiiell, President of tiie

class.

The meeiinu was called in order

that If date U' set for the holding

of the annual Sophomore Cotillion.

The original idea of the Soph-
omore.s Jiad been to nave the af-

lair on the Ifith of April. Howi'ver.

thi!> dati! WHS culled ofl due to. trhe

o|)eniiiK of the new gymnasium
and Uie InU'r-Frateriiity Ball

which are. to lake place on that

to all readers the Readers Digest day. Also, due to the numerous
is reporting nclion ol tacts in tne daiices sponsored by the, Senior
woixL-i quoied trom Woiic s book

If the recoid' of tne, 'Catnouc

Council' us a lacH, 1 want to know
where tliat record' is. ft is of sui-

licient note to be verified. If it is

fiction, then an hoijestanxi honor-
aDle ijeriooicai Ougnt lo nave tne

courage 1.0 say that. 11 is liction,

not simply a tanciiul story, but a
dangerous and a disnonoruole fie,"

^Signed!

Piancis E. Toursclaer, O. S. A.

P. K. P. Retains
League Lead

I continued from page three)

P. K. I'.. 17; D. P. E.. 15

On Wednesday evening the En-
gineers lengthened tlieir winning
streak to three in a row when they
downed the Businessmen by a mar-
gin of one basket, 17 to 15.

Tlie game was imdecided luitil

the last minute, the score being tied

most of the time. The Engmeers
would sink a shot and tlien tlie

Businessmen would retaliate

short order.

Feehery, diminutive forward
tlie D. P. E., was higli scorer
his club with eight points to

credit.

, P. K. P.

m

of

for

his
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DR. CHARLES A. BEURY, President of

Temple University, made the following state-

ment recently: "Educa-

WHAT IS tion is what remains

EDUCATION? after you have forgotten

all that you have learned.

That sounds like a paradox, but it's true.

Little of the data, the facts, the contents of

your lectures, will abide, but if you have

learned to think, to see clearly, to make
right judgments, to be able to separate the

true from the false, to know how to judge

men and things ; if you have gained courage

and poise, if you have ideals and can follow

them, if you are not measuring success in

money or position; if you have equipped

yourself so that you will be useful and

serviceable to your fellowmen and the na-

tion—then you surely have acquired a true

education." Dr. Beury defines education, it

would seem, in terms of usefulness to the

nation and to one's fellowman. We wonder
if the President of Temple University is not,

perhaps, overlooking a major element in

education? We would rather incline our-

selves to Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler's def-

inition: "Education is a gradual adjustment
to the spiritual possessions of the race, with
a view to realize one's own potentialities and
to assist in carrying forward that complex
of ideas, acts and institutions that we call

civilization. The child is entitled to his
scientific, literary, aesthetic and religious in-

heritance. Without them all he cannot be-
come a truly educated and a truly cultivated
man. With him, rehgion is an integral part
of education."

« * * * «

: THIS week the Frpshmen will nominate
y class officers. 4 word of advice, if we may
r venture it, mi^ht he helpful. In choosing

your leaders, Frosh, remember that the moat
popular men, and the men most able on the
athletic field, do not always make the beat

^ officers. Also, politics do not put the
\ most capable men in office. ;'•.

'•..**** :•;/ • '.. . . ;/

THE usual aftermath of the mid-term ex-
aminations has been veiy clearly felt on

the campus during the
past few weeks. Every
school and practically

every class contributed its

toll to those who were un-
fit to continue their courses at the college.
Some of the students left of their own ac-
cord due to the depression and consequent
scarcity of finances but in many instances
the law of the survival of the fittest was fur-
ther exemplified by their demise. The men
saw that it was impossible to continue their
college career laboring under certain schol-
astic deficiencies and naturally gave way to
others more capable. They recognized that
they had to measure up to certain require-
ments in college just as in the outside world.
Although the requirements in any college
are of the strictest type, the requirements in

business and industry for which college is

ultimately training its students are also of a
higher caliber. Hence sooner or later we
must measure up to a certain standard or
fall with those termed unfit. The profes-

sions are overcrowded and will accept only

those who are capable and of those having
the capabilities many do not survive. So
while we are pursuing our courses at Villa-

nova it is well to keep in mind the fact that
there actually is a survival of the fittest in

many phases of life. We can profit by the
example set by those who were the victim.'

of the elimination processes in the various

SURVIVAL
OF THE
FITTEST

ENGINEERS NEEDED!
With the huge mounds of snow

about the campus gradually disap-

pearing under a premature spring

heat, visions of coming spring de-
lights are assuming reality. An
article in the University of Dayton
News is a harbinger of cheer to our
golfers.

"With the golf season nearing,

Manager Vin Kirk has announced
that he has negotiated with all the

leading colleges in the state, In

order to make a suitable schedule
for the Flyer Golf Team."
Now all you devotees of the An-

cient and Honorable Game, get your
engineering friends to work, pre-

paring charts and lending compass-
es in order that you may explore

Ihe Wilderness, familiarly known
as the goif course, without become
ing junior Rip Van Winkles.

MEDLEVAL MEMORIES
Reminiscent of our fistic feud^ of

former years is the coming battle

between Bernard HeitJs and John
Perone, the contestants in the fea-
ture bout of the Notre Dame Box-
ing Tournament.
"The. two fighters nearly came to

blows yesterday in the gymnasiimi
boxing room, when a chance re-
mark infuriated Heitz to the boiling
point.

•You'll pay for that In the ring,"

he shouted, while four boxers held
him away from Perone, who was
trying to break away from the
grip of Billy Magarrall."
"Says you, ' sneered Corby's fistic

candidate, "I'll fight with my fists."

Well here's an idea for the chron-
ic feudists, Bill Crowley (The Mel-
ancholy Dane) and Jean Collins
(Our Sleeping Beauty), why not
a duel at dawn, with applesauce, at
a hundred paces.

GIGOLOS: ATTENTION
Here is something of Interest to

our well known social lions (barking
lessons every Friday night) of
I-edigan Hall, that we found in the
Temple University News.

•'The dormitories will have open
house tonight between 8 and 11
o'clock. AH dormitory girls may
invite one friend, either male or fe-
ma.e. There will be dancing from
8 p. m. to 11 p. m. The houses in
which the social will be held are
those situated on N. Park Avenue.

'

Now, fellows, enjoy yourselves (if
you're invited) but remember Brick
Miller has a very jealous temper.

NOW CLASSIFY YOURSELVES
We have often heard students

orating about what they thought
of the different members of the
faculty. Dr. Christopher Roberts,

of Duke University, gives his opin-

ions of college students. He de-
clares that there are several types of

students who enter American col-

leges every fall. Among them are

ihe Young Herculean type, the

Grind, and the BrUliant type. The
Young Herculean possesses strong

shoulders, but after coming to col-

lege he soon becomes subject to

rheumatism. The Grind type seeks

scho.arship through much labor,

opposed to the Brilliant type, who is

openly praised and secretly despised
by his professors.

Just look yourselves over, fellows,
and pick your type. Here is our
choice:

Young Hercules ...v Bill Zeil
The Grind Dick Hlckey
Most Brilliant—Award to an
alumnus Chinkey Can-

THE MOON IN THE YELLOW
RIVER.— Denis J ohnston's much
discussed drama entered its second
and final week in Philadelphia last

evening. The play depicting the
life and customs of the Irish has
been acclaimed one of the out-
standing hits of the current season.

In its production the Theatre
Guild has assembled a splendid cast

of well-known players which in-

cludes Claude Rains, William Har-
rington, Henry Hull, Egon Brecher,
Alma Kruger, John Daly Murphy
and Joseph Williams.
'Ihe play has been staged under

the expert supervision of Philip
Moeller, who has been responsible
lor many Guild productions and the
settings have been designed by
Cleon Throckmorton.—At the Gar-
rick.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD.
—Continuing the remarkable suc-
cess 01 his screen career the veteran
English actor, George Arliss, won-
derfully displays his abilities in his
latest sensational hit. Mr. Arliss
assumes the role of an eccentric
and tempermental musician, who
becomes stone deaf at the height of
his career. He immediately loses
interest in all his work,^and rebells
in his faith toward God. He later
takes the role of God and acts «£ a
pnimntnropisc. !'''

; ..

Vioiet Heming and Bette Davis
p.ay ine parts of the two women In
this musician's hfe. The picture as
a whole is very interesting and has
attached to it a moral obugation to
the supreme being.—At the Boyd.

MEN IN HER LIFE.-A film play
based on Warner Fabian's novel
of the same title featuring Lois
Moran, an American traveling in
i-rance, has three lovers, a nefar-
ious count, a millianaire's son and a
retired bootlegger. Mr. Bickford
kills the count and narrowly es-
capes conviction in an effort to
conceal Miss Moran's betrayer. If
It were not for Miss Moran's ability
as an actress there would be no
color to the picture.—At the Stan-
ton.

HELL DIVERS.—Featuring Wal-
lace Beery and Clark Gable is well
worth seeing. The best part of the
picture is taken up with views of
the maneuvers of the Navy's fight-
ing planes.

Wallace Beery gives an excellent
exhibition of his great acting abil-

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. OIETZ

NEWS FLASHES
Austin Hall:—Jim Batterbury, a

resident of this structure, has an-
nounced that he is starting a new
cmb on the campus. It will be
called "The Groundhog's Club" and
will have as one of its by-laws this
regulation: Upon arising in the
morning look around the room and
II you see your shadow, make haste
to Jump back in bed. After the
society is in good functioning order
Jim will apply for membership in
the "National Anti-Vertical Colle-
giate Association."

Loss of Femininity

Described by Editor

Of Rochelle Tatler

Competing With Men, Women Today Should
Not Expect Time-Honored

Courtesy and Chivalry

"THE TATLER"
COLLEGE OF NEW ROCHELLE

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Oasis:—This night club was un-
able to close the other night until

manager had phoned Tomthe

Despite the fact that the woman of toda.v

cherishes her freedom and ability to play

the part of a man in her country's govern-
ment, she no longer receives, nor can she ex-

pect to demand, the time-honored courtesy
or chivalry that the gentlemen of the old

school conferred on the weaker sex. Is it

becsmse man shuns the idea of protecting
and treating with care that supposed fragile-

ness that may in reality be a lion? Does he
resent a woman candidate for his office

shouting to the world how much better she
can do this job; and does he make her sex
pay for stepping over the fence by swing-
ing on a subway strap while he sits calmly
below her reading his paper without so much
as moving his feet to give her room ? "Reap
what you sow" is not too trite to shout at
her as she wrinkles up her nose at his com-
placent countenance. But his defiant look

him to the Belle Air Bail may do so tells her that we won't move; she, herself,
11 she commumcates with him at u- iu -j

"ciacn,

once. Joe says that everything will
^^^^ "'"^ *"^ *"^^ ^® ^^^y- ^he may have

be on the "up and up" and on the ^^^ J^^' ^^ why can't he have hers'.
'""^'^^®- Women have encouraged this lack of re-

if rumor be true, another mem- spect through their own exacting ambitions
ber of the business school went out —they alone can bring it back. It is up toand lassoed himself a squaw after .^u n u i-ij.ii ,,
the retreat. There are so dS5g ^^^ ''""^^^ ^""^ ^"^ «'''^ ^^ ^oday to demand

courtesy by giving it, to banish the harsh
frankness that is supposed to characterize
youth and freedom—that rash boldness and
disrespect for man, law, and church. Man
was endowed with natural gifts of strength
and power,—women, with beauty, and de-
pendence on that power. The harshness

O'Donnell to find out if he were
coming down or not. The manager
Wishes us to state that those fel-
lows reserving regular pews at this

establishment will have to pay their

semi-annual dues on or before
March 1st or have their names re-
moved from the list of members.
Will somebody lend Marty Gezzer a
couple of bucks?

Merion, Pa.:—One of the sprltely
wisps of feminiruty in this district
reports that she intends to trade in
a Villanova senior for a 1934 model.

C. & F. Building:—Mr. Joseph
Giblin wishes me to announce that
any young lady wishing to take

many funny things I could say-

o7;„?h'if.,rt"
^"PP*','^** ^y ^ ^^^ o"t that it's not rye at all but hyof such well known players as Con- tirat^n rto«f»i »* ,_ „— w"'

COMING EVENTS
Up at Hobart College (they won

a football game last fall) the stu-
dent body is in a frenzy of enthu-
siasm, because tryouts for the Ho-
bart Little Theatre are being staged
next Friday night. The successful
participants will compose the cast
of Anatole France's delicious com-
edy of the sixteenth century, "The
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife".
With all the necessary material
close at hand, here is an opportun-
ity for a budding genius to write a
morbid tragedy on, "The Men Who
Are Going to Marry Dumb Wives".

THE GREEKS HAD A WORD
FOR IT!

From a recent article in The Tat-
ler, New Rochelle College for
Women, it seems to us that the stu-
dents have taken seriously that old
Greek truism. "Know Thyself."

"What beautiful grown tiles you
have in your bathroom."
"Yes, they are nice. My wife

made them.""; .

"Your wife made them?"
"Yes, she makes fudge, you

know, and sometimes it gets too
hard to eat."

We think this U something for
future Benedicts to chew over.

NO COMMENT NECESSARY
From the M. I. T. Voodoo comes

another proof that evolution isnt
so evolving.

"Dr. Walter Janes, geologist, says
that women of today are no dtfTer-
ent than they were lO.CXK) years ago.
Of six hundred skeletons recently

players as Con
rad Nagle, John Miijonn, Marjorie
Rambeau, Cliff Edwards and Marie
Prevost.

This picture continues for its sec-
ond week—at the Stanley.

THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER.—
A comedy with Buster Keaton,
Jimmy Durante and Polly Moran.
The plot of the picture is not very

deep, but the comedy is of the type

usually found with Buster Keaton.
Jimmy Durante, while not the star-

ring actor of the production, de-
serves a great deal of the credit.

His wise-cracks surpassed those he
put across in "The Adventures of
Get-Rich-Qulck WalUngford", and
his role is somewhat longer. Bus-
ter Keaton still holds the audience
with his success. A very interesting
and entertaining vaudeville supple-
mented by comedy and news flashes
completed the program.—At the
Earle.

THE AGE FOR LOVE.—Another
Howard Hughes Production bring
Billie Dove to the screen. The
story is that of a woman who sacri-
fices her domestic life in order to
follow a career. Charles Starrett is

leading man for . Billie Dove.—At
the Karlton.

I
CAMUPS BRIEFS I

S'funny, every time Ipana she say:
"That's mean. Pep—sodent do it

anymore.
" But I never Listerinc

on that kind of radio. Some call
it madness, I guess, but I Kolynos.
This gal, everytime I see her she
wants a drink and says :"Colgate-
wood 1754" but I can't cause lodent with which she goes about making thatguy three bucks already. Finally .tiength her own reveals her unfitness in

trying to compete with men in men's world.
Can she expect more than to be treated on
a level with those with whom she chooses
to contend? The loss of femininity decries

quite disgusted I go over to the soft the abrupt cessation of the age-old courtesy
and Caulk off before I commit characteristic of the past century. It is up

to the woman of today—and to her alone

—

whether she become a page in the kingdom
of men, or a Queen in a realm of her own.

ane brings out a bottle of her own
and says: "Here, pal, Phillip some
glasses and we'll have a SqiUpp."
I work like I had Forhans and find

drated Dental Magnesia, Feeling

Mer-der. And that, my son, v.as
what sent the Doctor West.

Will some good hearted soul
please give Sadie Who-ever-she-is
a piece of pie or whatever she
wants in the dining hall before she
cmbarasses somebody? Louie will
pay five Silver Nips to the guy who
can keep her out of the Pie Shop.

And to Burton (Bucky) Hammond
wno joined the As yesterday, we
wish the best of luck. He is a
great guy and deserves a break.

MERE MARIE OF THE URSULINES by
Agnes Repplier.

graduate and undeiyraduate achool, of the
'"5 ILlr m^'CVoTo"

counti-y and we should act accordinglv ^^1 ""^^ **'"*' *'^"*

"

* •'^* Nufl Bed.

Over the week-end the campus
looked like Edinburgh on tag day.

Sun-up
" must have effected Dan

Euckley, judging from the feud he
has been carrying on with the Hori-
zontal Muser.

Pete Nitanny says that it is prep
school stuff. We agree.

The Wildcat baseball team opens
its season against Penn.

The E. P. T. team is still in the
cellar of the Inter-Frat league, but
you know some of the best staff
comes from the cellar.

A sweet young thing said that it

was impossible to freeze a ball in a
basketball game because the gym-
nasium was too warm.

According to "Hank" Garrity. the
1932 edition of the golf team wlU be
rght up there next spring.

The theme song for some of
these Pre-Med schedules is 'Time
On My Hands".

A student in the BiuineM school
has been conxidering the idea of
Inaugurating a bni line between
Fedlgan Hall and the Commerce
and Finance Balldlng.

Mickey Lacchla: "Why does a
chicken cross the street?"
Kalna

: "Because I'm on the other
side."

Certain fellowi in Fedlgan Hall
have been advised to instaH private
phones in thHr rooms.

This comparatively recent work of Agnes
ReppKer is one which is primarily a biogra-

I am in love with a man who is P^y but, like most literature of this sort,
ow.y drinking himself to death, it is closely interwoven with historical data.

It makes use of the life of Mere Marie de
L'Incarnation as a background for a review
of the struggles of the early French Colon-
ists in Canada.

Mere Marie, born of middle-class par-
ents in Tours, France, is brought up in

true contemporary fashion—well educated
and finally well wedded. Her husband dies
afler a short period of marital bliss and
Marie is left with a son to support. She
manages to do this by taking care of the
household of a near relative until her off-

spring reaches an age when he can care for
himself. It is at this point that Marie real-
izes a lifelong ambition and enters an Ursu-
line Convent in Tours.

Soon after she takes her vows the Jesuits
of New France proclaim the need of Nuns
to teach and care for the converts to the
Faith in Quebec and Mere Marie with several

>our turn
.

Tomorrow night, other Ursulines are sent thither to accomDapper Daniel is to debate down in „,. ^ t-u 4. .

mn-nei to accom-

Rosemont. Nobody is expected to P'|^" *"^t purpose. According to Miss Rep-
turn out—they all claim they've had plier a better choice could not be made in
enough laughs this season. In spite view of the Nun's experience and innatP

capabihties.

It is at this point that the author takes
up the story in earnest. She describes the
life in the colony of New France with amaz-
ing facility. We can only marvel at the part

tramp, if I had been doing this for that these good Sisters played in France's

BROKEN HEARTS CORNER
My Dear Miss Fix:—

He says he loves me but try as he
may he cannot give up the liquor.
What am I to do?

Pathetically,

UNO MEAL.

My Poor Dear Miss Meal:—
We all have our peculiarities and

that just seems to be his. You
should thank your stars you didn't

pick out a guy like Buckley—ridicu-
lous as it may seem. Stick to your
pal and marry him Just so long as
he doesn't start writing something
like the Sports Corner.

Sapiently,

I. MINNA FIX.

Each afternoon, bout half-past

three

A little boy from Tennessee,
Finds his way to the Oasis
And sits for hours with a Harcum

miss.

J. P. C.

And now, Buckley, my boy, it's

of all his forensic endeavor, Prof
Jonas is making him write a thesis

before he will give him a passing
grade in Public Speaking.
Do you really have the nerve to

bring the matter of chronological

experience into our dispute? You

three years and couldn't make out
any better at it than you do, I'd

find myself a nice bottle of choloro-
form and offer my incapable car-
cass to the gods.

And as far as peeping into key-
holes Is concerned, Heheheh! You
were going to try it once but you
couldn't find a ladder long enough ening elements overhead we wonder that
to enable you to get a good look, woman was ever bom who could withstand

these onslaughts.

colonization efforts. To say that the suc-
cess of the movement was due to their in-
dustiy would not be an error of overestim-
ation. One does not realize the discomforts
of such a task nor indeed, the dangers. With
howling savages on all sides and the threat-

You couldn't spy on any one in a
dog coop.

I'm sorry, Dan, I made a few
mistakes in your column this week.
Lillian Dlx should be DOROTHY
Dlx and Maharajah should be
spelled that way. And don't for-
get to mention next week that Ben

Gathering her material from Mere Marie's
letters to her .son and from the Jesuit "Re-
lations", Miss Repplier does an excellent job
of assembling it. Her singular yet simple

Bernie ia back on thc'air"^ You ^^y^^ *"^ ^^** admirable equanimity in writ-
thing, you! ing are outstanding qualities of the book.
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Tennis Schedule ofFifteen MatchesAnnounced

In an adjoining column is pub-
lished for the first time, the 1932

Villanova tennis schedule. Fifteen

ipatches are listed in that exten-

sive roster, as comprehensive a

lineup as any team could wish - -

or fear.

Chief in interect to the stud-

ent body are the matches with the

University of Pennsylvania squad,

Temple, Richmond and the tliree

Junior Week engagements.

Penn this season expects to have

the best collegiate team on the

NetmenOpenSeasonWith
Drexel Team on Courts
At Home; Penn Booked

Tennis, which led all Villanova

sports in 1931, faces a tough assign-

msnt if it is to continue to set the

AtlanUc seaboard, and the test the I

^*'"® P^^^ ^^^^ season. Ihe net-

Father Mauch, Coach of Team, With F6ur Members of 1931

Ready for Service, Is Optimistic.—Make
Two Week-End Trips Away

FOUR NEW OPPONENTS FEATURE STIFF ROSTER

Red and Blue will give the Wild-

cat players in the early April en-

counter seems almost insurmount-

able at the present time. But Penn
may be surprised on April 20th,

as Sol Berman's crew has a rep-

men encounter a stiff fifteen game
schedule, which includes matches
with some of the leading Eastern

teams.

The highlights of the roster are

matches with Penn, University of

utation to watch, too, if it is to ,

^^'^•^'"O"'^' ^t. Johns and Man
reoeat its success of lajst war thnt '

l^a^tan, all new opponents for the
repeal its success 01 last year, that gj^g ^^^^ White -«>''>'«* «rioiHoro

of amassing the highest percent-
age of any varsity squad.
Last year's team ran roughshod

through most of its opponents, but
one defeat that witnesses agreed
Chould have been a victory, still

rankles. On a May afternoon up in
the shadows of the Temple Sta-
dium, Pete Porve's sextet were giv-
en a surprised and unexpected de-
feat by the Owl netters. This year
the teams meet on the courts

racket wielders.
Such "natural" Wildcat rivals as
Temple, Bucknell and Albright will

also be encountered.
^

Six of the games will be played
on the courts across the pike. They
are the meets with Temple, Buck-
nell, Albright, Susquehanna, Rich-
mond and Drexel.
The netmen make two week-end

trips, meeting St. John's and Man-
hattan in New York and Juniata,
Susquehanna and Bucknell in their

across the Pike, and a different trek up-state. In the other match
result is expected

. es, Penn will be played in Phila-
The match with the Umversity delphia, State Teacher's College in

of Richmond team brings to theUyest Chester and Albright in
home courts one of the best teams

| Reading
in the South, while the three Jun- < Last season, the team's log re-
ior Week conteste, with AJbright, corded five wins as against three
Susquehanna and Buckr^ll indl-

| gg^.^acks. Dceisions were gained
from Fordham, Bucknell, Haver-
ford and twice from Juniata

Georgetown, led by Gregory Man-
gin, the Davis Cup star, eked out
a 6-4 decision, while Temple also

won a victory by the same margin.
C. C. N. Y. was the only other team
to top the Wildcats.

cate that the class of '33 can ex
pect some action across the nets
during their big six days.

* * • • •

And, it wouldn't be right to men-
tion the tennis schedule without
passing on the lowdown concern-
ing the lad who is responsible for
it. Not content with being college
champion and captain of this

spring's team, Sol Berman took
care at making up the schedule
and is personally responsible for
the booking of every contest.

The schedule is a tribute to his

endeavor. *****
And, while speaking of tennis.

Pete Porve, captain of last year's

pQuad and one of the stars of the
champion Delta Pi Epsilon five

which won the Inter-Frat League
championship, is playing plenty of

basketball these days, holding
down a regular forward position

on the Wilkes-Barre Y. M. C. A.
team, one of the strongest 'Y'

outfits in Northeastern Pennsyl-
vania. *****
With the best wishes of all Vill-

anova accompanyinf? him to the
sunny climes of Florida, Bucky
Hammond left Philadelphia late

Saturdav night with an advance
contingent of battery candidates
of te Philadelphia Athletics.

We often read of 'taciturn In-
dians' but Bucky was one boy with
Indian blood in his veins who was
no blushlnet violet. And it wouldn't
be any surprise at all to see Ham-
mond Rrabbing the spotlight down
at Port Myers.
Once James Isaminp,er, Bill

Dooly. John Nolan and the other
Philadelphia baseba'l writers «ret

to know Buck, we'll be readinsr

plpn^y about him. For Buck has
color, persona'ity ard makes eood
copy - - - he's the kind of fellow

cono'ii-nin^ whom you can ripht

a column after talking to him for

five minutes. I

• * * •,"'•", •

There is absolutely no truth In

the report that this fuss Joe DiPtz

has been tryine; to drasr me into,

is a fixed affair, and that this de-

partment writes both columns
Nothing could be more unfair to

me.
However, there is reason to be-

lieve that the rumor concerning
Dietz writing his autobiography is

well founded. It's to be one of

those success stories and Joe is

expected to come clean and admi*^

that he owes it all to the 'little

roomate* and Winchell and Bemle
and Mclntyre and Baer and Lillian

Dlx. to say nothing of Berman and
Dolan and Buckley.

* * • * »

The circulation s^aff reports a

47.39 per cent increase in circu-

lation, since ws put the high

marajah of the editorial page in

his place, and we have b:en prom-
ised a bonus if we can make
Dietz resign. But we're too soft-

hearted to do that, and anyhow,
there's too much unemployment as

it is. *****
And. Joe - - - we' mean Oswald

- - - who wrote the book review

for you this week. Who'll say?

C. C. N. Y. is not scheduled this

year, but the netmen intend to get

sweet revenge when they encounter

the Owls on our courts in May.
On the other hand, they must be

wary, lest Bucknell. Juniata and
albright turn the tables and walk
away wnh the decisions. Word
comes from the up.-staters that

they have promising material and
intend to go in for tennis in a big

way this sprine
Father Mauch, coach of the

courtmen, is optimistic regarding
the prospects for the team. As a
nucleus, he has Captain Sol Ber-
man, Manuel Suarez, Bill Orcutt
and Johnny Sykes, all mainstays
for the past three seasons.
The rest of the team will, most

likely be chosen from Sam Miles,
Jack McDermott, Joe Stieber, Bert
Schwartz and Bill Tracy. If cle-

ment weather prevails, the courts
will be opened during the early
part of April.

The complete schedule follows:
April 16—Drexel at Villanova.
April 20.—Penn at Philadelphia.
April 26—State Teacher's at West

Chester.
April 29—St. John's at New York.
April 30—Manhattan at New York.
May 3—Albright at Villanova.
May 5—Susquehanna at Villanova

Pending.
May 7—Bucknell at Villanova.
May 12—Juniata at Huntingdon.
May 13—Susquehanna at Sellngs-

grove.
May 14—Bucknell at Lewlsburg.
May 16—Richmond at Villanova.

Pending.
May 18—^Temple at Villanova.
May 28—Albright at Readlnar.

Relay Teams
Come Through

Wildcat Teams Take a First

and Second at Meadow-
brook Games

KREMER WINS '600'

Harry Coates' trackmen Invaded
the Meadowbrook games last Sat-
urday night and returned home
with several very good looking
medals. The Wildcats took first

place in the Inter Club relay. The
team was composed of Kremer,
La Franchise. Wormer and Duffy.
The time was 3:35 3.5.

A Blue and White relay team
composed of Brown, Bobertz, Fens-
tennacher and Donohue took sec-

ond place in the City College Mile
Relay, w^ich was won, incidentally,

by Temple.

"Plash Pensternmache'r and
"Lightning" Qleason placed in sev-
eral of the short dash heats, but
finished out of the money in the
ilnals.

Seton Hall Games
Last Thursday the Blue and

White track squad was entered in

the Seton Hall Games which were
held at Newark. Gleason was sec-

ond in the sixty-yard dash while
the only winner of tlie evening was
Kremer who took first place in the
"600" with ease.

Varsity Five
Loses And
Wins One

Courtmen Defeated By St.

Johns, Turn Tables On
American U.

FINN HIGH SCORER

Hun School Bows
To Frosh Five

The Freshman cagers journeyed
to Princeton last Wednesday to de-
feat Hun School in an overtime
fray, by a 24-22 count. It was the
closest decision of the year for the
Frosh, who have been defeated only
by the Temple yearlings.

The score at halftime was Hun, 7;

Villanova 5.

In the four minutes of overtime,
the Frosh scored eight times to six

for Hun.
Wright was high scorer, with 9

points. Shevlin's three field goals
and one foul goal led the Frosh ]

attack.

For the fifth time this season
the Varsity dropped a decision in

New York, when they lost to the
strong St. John's team by the score
of 27-18. The Wildcats held the
hosts scoreless for fifteen minutes,
but Buck Freeman's charges could
not be denied. Captain Joe Czes-
ick topped the Villanova scorers.

Doc Jacobs' proteges took the
court representatives of America
U. from Washington D. C. into
camp last Saturday night in the
old gym by a 25 to 19 score.

The first half was rather sluggish
and at the end of the period the
visitors were in the lead by one
point, 10 to 11., ,

In the second half the varsity
came to life. A good foul shot by
Captain C^slck tied the score and
a field goal by Lynch put the Fel-
ines m the lead which they grad-
ually increased until the game
ended.
Huck Finn was high scorer for

the Cats.

On Wednesday "Doc" Jacobs and
his proteges hop up to Bethlehem
where they encounter Lehigh, an
ancient court rival. The Brown and
White, like the Wildcats, have been
having mediocre success in their
season thus far

Saturday will find the Blue and
White courtmen out in the wilds
"Jolsey" where they encounter a
powerful Rutgers quintet. Fordham,
conquerer of Temple, is one of the
victims of the Scarlet attack. Art
Lynch, sophomore forward, will be
performing before home-town folks,

and will be out to show the natives
how baskets are made down our
way.

P. K. P. Still

Leads League

Engineers Retain Slim Lead

In Inter Frat

League

D. P. E. AND L. K. D. TIED

Though Phi Kappa Pi dropped

its only game played during the

week it retained its lead in the In-

ter-Frat league. The Pre-Meds
hopes of annexing the lead were

shattered when they were defeated

by the Businessmen. Besides sink-

ing the L. K. D. the Businessmen

also handed the Arts team a de-

feat last Monday night. By virtue of

its victory over the Pre-Meds the

D. P. E. team went ihto a tie for

second place.

L. K. D. 25; P. K. P. 8
The league leadi?ig Engineers met

their first defeat with a bang on
Tuesday night, when they succumb-
ed to the Pre-Meds, by the over-
whelming score of 25 to 8.

The scoring was led by Ed Timm,
L. K. D., with nine points to his
credit. Runner-up position was di-

vided between Jerry McAlteer and
John Cook, both of whom tallied

seven points. Once again Joe
Houseman led the Engineers with
seven points.

L. K, D.
G.

MeAteer 3
Tlmm 4
Cook 3
Dunleavy 1

Ocelus w.

Morrison
Marrlon i

Leone ....,..,.,

TOTALS i;:!.;!;. .....11
p. K. P.

O.
iouseman ,'*«••. 2
iVolakl i...:ii
ilckey
Mlcklos
Brady
Vacca 1

TOTALS 3 a
(Continued On Page Four)
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Labor" Is

Discussed

At Chapel

Fr Crawford Delivers First

Talk of New Se-

master

(Continaed From Page One)

some of his earnings for future |>^v FT Hfn^hntiA In
i

contingencies, to provide education *»'*'• * • i'll^OliailC 111

for hiji children, to allow him some
form of recreation when he has

' time to rest from his tasks.

"Every one of us should try to

realize the position that laiaor holds
In society, and to endeavor to pro-
mote those conditions that will Im-
prove the status of this very neces-

sary branch of society. If man were
paid a living wage in all branches

In 1894, Father McShanc was

I

appointed here to Villaiwva as

Order Sixty Years p''^^'*^"'' °' ^^^ couege. He was
iiere a little less than a year, how-

UPHOLDS MAN'S RIGHTS

In the chapel talk last week, de-

livered by the Rev. John Crawford.

O. S. A., "Labor and its relation to

the Church" was the topic from
which the talk was developed. I

Quoting Fr. Crawford: "Let us I

look at the Catholic doctrines in

relation to labor and the principles

of philosophy which the church

lay^ down as guiding principles. "

"Perhaps the first observation Is

that man comes from the hand of

God; made of body and soul, and
given an intrinsic dignity above
animal creation. God has given man
an external destiny, and has crea-

ted him for happiness. Man has
been made master of creation, all

of industry, the depression would
soon come to an end, and we would
turn that comer around which
Prosperity is said to be hiding."

P. K. P. Holds On
To League Lead

(Continued From Page Three)

I D. P. E. 22; E. P. T. 16

On last Monday night the Arts-

men dropped their fourth straight

game, losing to the Business men
by a 22 to 16 score. For the greater
part, the game was closely con-
tested, however, led by McFadden
the D. P. E. closed with a strong
rally to capture the contest by a
six point margin.
High scoring honors were carried

off by McFadden, the giant D. P. E.

center with twelve markers to his
credit. Sol Berman was high scor-

the goods of this wcJrld are placed jer for the Arts team, sinking two
at his disposal. 'double-deckers and two fouls for

"The earth with its treasures of

gold and silver and precious stones

is man's. Fields and forests are his

so that he can obtain food and
shelter, while, the animals too are

given to feed and clothe man. Cer-
tainly the earth and the fruit that
it yields are meant for man

double-deckers and two fouls for
a total of six points.

D. P. E.
''/:'' a.

Antonacclo l

Orlmes ; 1

Dolan 1

Qilllgan ,.0
O'Connor

TOTALS >t«*ai**»*<

P. T.

"But God has said: "In the 'Berman 2

sweat of thy face shalt thou eat
bread till thou return to the earth
out of which thou wast taken."
"Man must labor in order to live,' o.
for the earth will give forth its Crowley ......»,; i

treasurers and its fruits only after
man has toiled and labored.

"Evidently, then, man has the
duty of toiling in order that he
may live, and. since labor is nec-
essary for life, it follows that man
has the right to work. In times

Peehery 2
McFadden 6
Kernan c
Blley

TOTALS 9

P.
1

1

1

1

2

P.

1

3

P.
3
3
3

1

6
_

I

16,

P.
2
5
12
3

22

In the times while he was teach-
ing and acting in authoritative ca-
pacities here, there were at least
twenty young men who attained
secular priesthood by working in
the summer. Some of these men
even worked in the coal mines in
order that they might pay for
their education.
Father McShane also personal-

ly brought into the Augus^inlan
Order at least a' dozen young men
while he was here.

After his ordination on Febru-
ary 29, 1872, Father McShane
taught at the college here for a
few years. In 1876, howevtf. he
was appointed in charge of a par-
ish In Schaghticoke in the dio-
cese of Albany. N. Y., where he
remained approxlmato.y one and
a half years.

In September of 1877 he return-
ed to VUlanova in the office of
vlce-presidjent. His hialth soon
failed him. though, and he was
sent south to Texas for the win-
ter.

Later he was appointed as pas-
tor of a church in Carthage, N.

»

Y., In the Ogdensburg diocese. He i

remained here for about five years,
and then, in 1882. was transferred
to Our Mother of Consolation
Church in Chtetnut Hill, Philadel-
phia, where he remained for
twelve years.

ever, when his health again failed
him, and he was sent to a hospital
in Norfolk, Va., to racuperate.
After having spent three more

years in Carthage, N. Y., again.
Father McShane was appointed in
June. 1898. in charge of St. Nich-
olas' parish in Atlantic City, N.
J. He remained with this r^^rish
for twenty years. While he was
here he erected the present parish
buildings, which were consecrated
by Archbishop Bonzano, the Apos-
tolic Delegate, in the summer oi
1914.

In 1918, Father McShane was
sent to Washington, D. C, where
he established the Augnstir/jin
College for students of the Augus-
tinlan Order.
In the summer of 1928 he re-

turned here to VUlanova without
any office. At that time he re-

tired ,but since then has always
been very glad to offer his help
in outside parishes although with-
out any direct responsibility.
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proper financial and advertising
support, the Chapter agreed to so-
licit the aid of the Wayne Cham-
ber of Commerce. This was done
and the proposal was heartily re-
ceived by the Main Line organiza-
tion.

In response to a request, Daniel
Buckley, president of the Society,

and Joseph Conlan, corresponding
secretary, attended the Board of
Directors meeting on Monday ev-
» mng, February 15. It was found,
however, that the American Legion
had Just staged a show and that
another production was billed for
the 22 of this month.

Daly Named Treasurer of W-B
Club To Succeed Ted Casey

At a recent meeting of the Wilkes-
Barre Club, Daniel Daly was elec-
ted Treasurer to succeed Ted Casey.
Mr. Daly is also Chairman of the
Easter DanC3 Committee.

To Give Benefit
Play At Wayne

The Belle Ma^ue Chapter of the
Literary Society, following the ex-
ample of practically all the drama-
tic organizations in the country,
decided to produce this year's show,
"Sun-up, for the benefit of sonie
charitable organization. Desiring

Baessler
Drugs

1040 LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEAJSER and DYER
Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

The Pre-Meds' march toward
such as the present when we are Arst place was halted on Thursday
suffering the effects of the de- night when they dropped a return
pression and there are more than I

(fame to the Business Frat by the
eight million men who are unem-| "arrow margin of four points. This
ployed it devolves upon society, up- same served as a revenge for the
on the municipal state, and the(D. P. E. men who had suffered a
federal governments to providejset back in their set-to.

work for the unemployed.
"Not only has every man a right ^" ^ °

to labor but he has also the right to
receive compensation in the form
of wages. The church points out
that every working man is entitled
to receive a living wage, one which
will enable him to maintain him-
self and his family in what Pope
Leo XIII called. Reasonable and
frugal comfort.'
"In keeping with the inherent

dignity of man, the living wage of
which we speak should be suf-
ficient, not only to provide food,
and clothing and shelter, but it

should enable a mar to lay away

.9

G.
McAteer 3
Tlmm . .. ........ 4
Cook . .

.

".

Ocelus 1
Morrlsoa

,^. .; .^i-. . , <.,, . , .

i

TOTALS .

D. P. B.
•: O.

Herrlty . iW^-i ..,.•. ... .3
Kernan ...... ; o
Rosen ..... . . ........ 2
RUey . . '2

Peehery 1
Crowley , . .,*... , , , . . ; .

.'

. 3

Paramount

DINER
Bryn Mawr

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

Need a Haircut?
Try

SLITZ
and

Get the Best

VILLANOVA
BARBER SHOP

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24* 2"5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.
Open tUl 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY j

Campus Representative i

110 Fedigan Hall
j

TOTALS .11 24

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

MONTH

1(1 ET THE DAY and houF and . .

.

throuj^hout the college year . .*.

pay Mother and Dad a regular

weekly "voice visit" by telephone.

They'll be thrilled to hear the latest campus
news ... to share the fun ... to know you're

well. It's a safe bet you'll enjoy it, too! Make
it a habit ... as much as your weekly letter!

The cost is low . . . particularly at night. Just

look at these figures! After 8.30 P. M., points

a hundred miles away can be reached for 35c

. . . nearly two hundred miles away for 60c!

And, of course (Dad will O.K. this),, you can
always reverse the charge!

Now for the call . .

.

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
S«t your "date" for after 8.30 P. M.. and take ad-
vantage of the low Niuht Rate*. (A dollar call is

60c at niuht; a 50c call is 35c.) Juit jjivc the oper-
ator your home telephone number. If you like,

charges can be reversed.

By makinK a date the folks will be at home. Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather
than the more expensive Person to Person calL

,.*

i

BD'

_^ Copr., 1*31.
Tb* Aatrltto Tobscco Co.

//Now I use LUCKIES only
i4

No. 5

POOR LiniE RICH GIRL

Sua Carol's wMiilh was a hin-

dranc* rather than o halp. Holly-

wood thought the was ritzy, but

Sua soon provad sh* was a "rogu*

lar guy" . . . sh« mod* 14 picturas

har vary first yoor . . . h«r lofast

is UNIVERSAIS "GRAFT." Sh«

hos raachod for a LUCKY for two

yoors. Not a farthing was paid

for thos* kind words. That'*

whit* of yov. Sua Carol.

"1 have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pic-
tures, but it was not until I smoked LUCKIES that I dis-
covered the onlycigarettes that did not irritate my throat.
Now I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily

It's toasted"
YourThrootProfctJon»agolnft irrifotion»ogainitcough
And moMnrm^'root Cmllophmnm K»mp» that "Toastad" Flavor Kvmr Fr—h

^^^^ '^ 9^ LUCKY STRIKE-60 modem minutes u,ith the worW* finest dance orchestroM and Waltrr Winchell, who$e go$sip"f^y b^omes the net*;, of tomorrou; every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

DEBATE! DEBATE!

URSIISIJS COLLEGE

THIRSDAY

EVENING VILL VAN
VROSH! FROSH!

NOMINATIONS

TODAY 12:45

AMPHITHEATRE

n
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Junior Class

Publication

Under Way
Junior Courtier to Have

More Lively Theme
and New Cover

REVISION IN STAFF
This spring will mark the publi-

cation of the fifth edition of the

Junior Courtier. Each year since it's

foundation this popular magazine

has been edited by the Junior class

and has proven to be one of the

most interesting of campus publica-

tions. Judging from the amount of

work that has been done and the

progress that has been made, this

year's Courtier bids fair to rank

with any of it's predecessors .

A revision in the original staff

was made a few months ago and

since that time the newly chosen

staff has been busily engaged in

assembling and arranging the ma-
terial for publication. The staff

is composed of William C. Murtha,

Editor-in-Chief; Edward Hannel

and Joseph J. Conlan, Associate Ed-

itors, Edward Heinle and Stanley

Novak, Business Manager; George

Bagnall and J. Fletcher Clayton,

Art Editors; and John O'Connor.

Sports Editor.

The keynote, which has domin-

ated the efforts of these men, has

been a novelty of presentation. The

usual, staid atmosphere ot rigid

conventionality, which seems to

have been one of the integral char-

acteristics of previous Courtiers,

has been discarded and in it's place

has been substituted a more lively

theme, depicting the college as it

has been known to the Junior class.

The Courtier will consist of six-

ty or seventy pa^es and although

bound in the usual manner, will

contain many innovations. The two
main features of the new Courtier

will be the cover and the Sports

Dept. The latter is in the capable

hands of John O'Connor and he
promises that his dept. will "create

a sensation". The campus "cut,"

which has graced the other cover of

the "Courtier" for many a year, has
been dispensed with and the Art

Editors have planned a novel fea-

ture of design and art but the ex-

act details of this novelty is still

unknown.
All in all the Courtier will be a

well-balanced, representative Junior

publication. There is but one draw-
back and that is the slowness with

which the Juniors are having their

photographs taken. Martin Gill, Ed-
itor-in-Chief of the Belle Air, has
announced that March 2-3-4 will

be the last days for pictures and all

Seniors and Juniors, who have as

yet neglected this matter, are ask-

ed to lend their support, and by
having their pictures taken on one
of the above dates, they will assist

both the Belle Air and Junior
Courtier staffs to an untold degree.

Frosh Hold Nominations

For Class Officers Today

The Frosh class will hold Its

first meeting today in the am-
phitheatre, Mendel Hall, at
12:45. The purpose of the meet-
ing is to nominate class officers,

the elections to take place later

in the week.
This meeting is being called by

the Student Council. It will

supervise the nominations as
well as the voting when it occurs
this week.
In order that this meeting be

as short as possible, James Gar-
rity. President of the Student
Council, desires all the Fresh-
men to arrive early and that all

attend so that a representative

portion of the class will have a
voice In the nominations.
The next meeting of the class

with the newly installed officers

will take place next week at
which time It is expected that
the date of the Frosh Hop will

be decided.

Modernism
Discussed

AtChapel
Fr. Burns Says World

Still Turning to

Strange Gods

Is

CONTINUES TALK SERIES

Fr. Fink Warns

;
: Petty Thieves

Pr. Fink Determined

Protect Day Stu-

dents' Cars

To

At the weekly chapel talk last

night the Rev. John Burns, O. S.

A., had for his topic "The De-

thronement of God and Modern

Civilization." A summary of the

talk follows:

One of the greatest dangers that

beset so-called thinking people of

today is their forgetfulness of the

obvious. And of "obvious" things

in life, none is more so than th3

individual's relationship to his

Maker. God took the trouble to

impress on mankind in so many
words in many places this relation-

ship.

One of these is expressed in the
familiar words, "I am the Lord thy
God, thou Shalt not have strange

gods before oie."

Judas loves money for his god,

instead of Jesus, the Son of the true

God. The two cities of Sodon and
Gomorrha worshipped the god of

illegitimate sex pleasure. The people

of France stripped their altars of

their Eucharistic God learning one
phase of the French Revolution

and placed there instead an ima^e

of the wanton, dissolute women for

their deity.

And in this day and age, of pre-

sumed enlightenment, progress and
culture the world is still turning to

strange gods Many may question

this statement. They may admit
that we have atheism, which denies

the existence of God; and agnosti-

cism, which professes no opinion

concerning God. But they do not
object to being called pagans, or

polytheists or idolaters. And yet

we are all pagans, we are all poly-

theists. We are all idolaters. For
we all have our private sanctuary
where we enshrine our own strange

god.

Capitalism

Argued By
Debaters

POLICE ARE NOTIFIED

The stealing of automobile parts

from the day-students' cars has
compelled the Rev. Ruellan P. Pink,

O, S. A,, vice-president, to resort

to drastic measures in order to stop

further thievery. Several more
robberies have been committed dur-
ing the past week and Fr. Fink is

determined that such a practice

shall come to an abrupt termina-
tion.

"It Is the obligation of every day
student who drives a car to school

to personally police the parking
lot," said Fr. Fink. "I am willing to

lend all the assistance possible in

bringing about the arrest of these

culprits, but cooperation from ev-

eryone of the students is necessary

if we are to put a stop to the op-
erations of the criminal parties,"

he continued.
Pr. Pink further said that he had

given authority to the police to

question all suspicious characters

who are found tampering with the

machines, but If this Is unsuccessful

It will be necessary to employ the

service of a watchman throughout
the school year. The burden of pay-
ing his salary would fall on the

shoulders of thase who bring motor
vehicles to school.

It is the opinion of Fr. Fink that

such a step will not be necessary If

all those who are using the parking
space, provided for them by the

college free of charge, will report

the name of any person or persons

who are seen trespassing on the lot

This course of action taken by the

vice-president came about as the

result of the larceny of headlight''

from a new automobile, and the

stealing of tires and parts from
other cars during the past few
weeks.

Aged Priest Says

Mass Of Thanks
Rev. Francis J. McShane
Gives Thanks on Sixtieth

Anniversary of Ordination

Discuss Question 3 Times

During Week With W. Vir-

ginia and Temple U.

WIN AT VILLANOVA

During the past week the Beta

Gantuna debatmg team engaged In

three forensic encounters, a hotne-

and-home debate with Temple

University last Thursday evening

and a no-decision debate with

West Virginia University last

-light.

The subject for all three of these

debates was: "Resolved: That cap-

italism as a system of economic
organization is unsound in prin-

ciple." In the debates with Tem-
ple University the Beta Gamma
team defended the affirmative side

of the question at home and the

negative contention at Temple. In

the West Virginia debate the Villa-

nova team presented the affirma-

tive arguments on the question.

The Beta Gamma emerged trom
these contests with another victory

and an additional defeat to its

lecord. On Thursday night the af-

firmative team speaking at home
quite easily manifested its super-

iority over the visitors from Tem-
ple, obtaining a decision of sixty-

three for VUlanova, six for Tem-
ple, and one a draw.
On the same evening at Temple

University Beta Gamma's negative

team met stiffer opposition and
dropped the decision to the affirm-

ative team of Temple by the close

margin of tweity-one. to seven-
teen.

The engafesment with West Vir-

ginia University last night, being

a no-decision deba.e, no offical

comparison of the respective mer-
its of the opposing teams was
made.
The affirmative team which

confronted Temp.e in the am-
phitheatre here consisted of Dan-
iel J. Buckley, John Micklos, and
Joseph Houseman.
They opposed Mr. Palmer, Mr,

Morrow, and Mr. Rofman of the

Temple debating tsam. Charles P.

Gc^ presicfed as chairman.
The negative team which travel-

ed into Philadelphia on the same
evening was comprised of Martin
Gill, Paetrus Banm.llcr, and Jos-

•.ph Conlan.

Much Interest Shown In Senior Book
As New Staff Makes Rapid Progress

Circulation Men
Open Drive For

400 Yearbooks

Enrifi^ht Has , Novel Ideas

As Large Staff

Begins Work

Gerald Enright, C 1 r'c ul a 1 1 o n

Manager of the Belle-Air, has

selected a staff of thirty -five as-

sistants, to assist in Increasing the

circulation of the Senior yearbook,

Louis Hoffstein, Prank Remy and

Jack McDermott will be his Senior

assistants. Four Juniors; four

Sophomores, one from each school;

twenty-four Freshmen, six from

each school; and three day students

and three boarders will be appoint-

ed as class circulation managers by

Mr, Enright, In this manner each

class will have its representative for

the Belle Air whose duties it will be

to obtain subscriptions. A worthy

prize will be given to the Freshman
who succeeds in getting the most
.subscriptions in proportion to the

number in his school or class.

Mr. Enright will start his strenu-

ous campaign immediately and is

to last the entire month of March.
He wishes the student body to lend

their support by subscribing for the

Belle Air the first week.
It is Mr, Enright's wish to have

a large subscription not because of

any personal glory attached to it

but in order that the students may
receive this attractive book at a

reasonable price. In the past the

price of the year book has been
(continued on page four)

Debate Ursinus

Thursday Night

I
Argue "Capitalism" in Home

and Home Ar-

rangement

Editor Comments On
Work Of New Staff

In a recent interview, Mr.
Martin GUI, Editor of the Belle

Air, made known a few of his

sentiments concerning the work
on the Year Book. Mr. GUI
stated that he and the staff

have staled the book anew.
They have not started where Mr.
Bohan left off. The work of

Mr, Bohan wUl be disregarded
and the new staff ts working at

top speed in order that the book
may go to press on the schedule
time, namely on March 15

It has been learned from Mr,
Gill that the book wiU be en-
tirely distinctive of the class of
'32, The cover, which is to be
an exceedingly beautiful one,
will be used exclusively by this

class. Many new features wlU
be found in the text and the
photography which have not
been present in previous annuals.
The theme will be purely mod-
ernistic throughout, entaUing
many fanciful drawings and
artistic works,

Mr, Gill wishes to urge the
entire student body and es-
pecially the Senior Class to give
their wholehearted support to
the J ear book.

Seniors May
Now Possess

Autos Here

All Photography

ToBeCompleted
ByEndOfWeek
Group and Individual Pictures

To Be Taken Wednesday

and Thursday

Juniors Will Be Allowed
Use of Cars During

Junior Week

USE TO BE REGULATED

Chapel Pictures

Aid Meditation

Views Thrown Upon Apse

To Aid Students In

Meditation

INSTALLED BY CHAPLAIN

FELICITATED BY POPE

On the sixtieth anniversary of

his ordination to the priesthood,

Rev, Francis J, McShane, O. S. A.,

a former president of the college,

yesterday morning celebrated a
Solemn High Mass of Thanksgiv-
ing in the college chapel.

Fr. McShane, who is eighty-six
years of age, is receiving messages
of congratulation and felicitation

in the form of telegrams and
letters, from all parts of the east

He was the recipient yesterday of

a cablegram of congratulation from
the Holy Father, Pope Pius XI, and
another from the General of the
Augustinlan Order, the Very Rev.
Clement Puhl, O. S, A.

He was assisted at the Mass by
».he Rev. Joseph Dougherty, O. S.

A , E>ean of the School of Science,

and by the Rev, Eugene A. Mauch.
O. 8. A., Dean of the School of
Arts and Philosophy, He was con-
gratulated in a .short address by the
Rev. John A. Sparrow. O. S. A., of
the college faculty.

In addition to having been
president, vice-president, and pro-
fessor at VUlanova. Pr, McShane
held pastorages in many Augustin-
lan parishes. He was pastor at

Schaghticoke, N, Y, for a year and
a half, at Carthage, N, Y for five

years, at Chestnut Hill, Philadel-

phia, for twelve years, and at At-
lantic City, N. J., for twenty years

In 1918. Fr. Shane established tho

Augustinlan College for .students in

the Augustinlan Order at Washing-
ton, D. C. Since 1928 he has been
residing at VUlanova,

At Chapel service last Thursday
evening the recital of the Rosary
was accompanied by visual illustra-

tions of each episode of the five

sorrowful mysteries,
"The foremost purpose of this

event," quoting Rev, E, V, Stanford,
O, S, A,, was, "To empha,size the
fact that the Rosary is a form of
prayer embodying both vocal and
mental prayers." These Ulustratlons
were developed and exhibited for
the benefit of the student body in
order to bring out the fact that the
mystery or episode should be pic-
tured in the person's mind while
saying the Rosary, WhUe the well
known prayers, which date back to
the time of Christ are being vocal-
ized, the mind should be meditating
on the real action of the mystery
in order to realize the full benefits
of the Rosary.
To aid the students In pursuing

this fulfillment of the Rosary, visual
images were presented to emphasize
the fact, representing the five sor-
rowful mysteries.
These pictures were taken from

a German prayer book. They are
photogravures of paintings by:
Corrado—The Agony in the Gar-
den; Rembrandt—The Scourging at
the Pillar; Dietrich—The Crowning
With Thorns; Plombo—The Carry-
ing of the Cross; and Burkmair—
The Cruclflction, The scenes had
to be photographed, developed and
made Into slides. They were fo-
cused on the roof of the apse by
means of a projector placed on the
rear altar. This action required
much work and experimenting be-
fore it could be put into use.
The technical part of this suc-

cessful experiment is due to the
efforts of Professor August Kunzen-
bacher.

NEGATIVE AT VILLANOVA

Ball Committee Incomplete
In Issue Of Last Week

Through a deed of ommlslon the
Belle Air Ball Committee, as pre-
sented In last week's VILLANOVAN,
was not complete.
The full committee, under the

chairmanship of James B. Finn, is

as follows: William K. ReiUy, Harry
Slngley, Joseph F. Dletz. Joseph A
Barsin, Jack J. McDermott. Edward
X. Derby. John Sykes. Harry A.
Dougherty, Jermlah J. Enright,
William A. Papp, James F. Burke,
and Thomas Edwards.

On this coming Thursday even-
ing the VUlanova debating team
will engage in a home-and-home
debate with Ursinus College in

which the two colleges wUl have
representative team both here and
at CoUegeville, the home of Ur-
sinus.

The subject matter will be the
same question on capitalism which
has previously been debated by
the Beta Gamma teams against
Muhlenburg, Temple, and West
Virginia, The proposition is word-
ed. "Resolved: That capitalism as

a system of economic organization
is unsound in prmciple," VUla-
nova wiU support the negative side

of the argiunent at home and will

send the affirmative team to the

home grounds of Ursinus,
The speakers who will confront

each other in the amphitheatre
here are Floyd Heller, James
Palm, and Dwight Gregory, who
will advance the affirmative ar-

guments for Ursinus; and Martin
Gill, Paetrus BanmUler, and Jos-

eph Conlan. who will support the
negative contention for Villanova,

On the same evening up at

CoUegeville, Daniel Buckley, John
Mlcklos, and Joseph Houseman will

deliver speeches in favor of the af-

firmative side for Villanova, while

Benjamin Sciurica. Irvin Sutln,

and Ober Hess wUl argue from the

negative side of controversy for

Ursinus,
This debate will mark the imtial

encounter of these two colleges

upon the forensic platform. Be-
cause of the comparative proxi-

mity of the two institutions, it is

expected that a friendly rivalry

will be estabUshed along this Une
which will bring these respective

debating teams together in many
similar contests in the future.

As has been the custom in pre-

vious debates, the sp?akers will be

allowed ten minutes each in which
to present their constructive ar-

guments. These speeches wiU be

followed by a seven minute rebut-

tal speech by each man of the re-

spective teams. The decisions will

be rendered by competent and ex-
p>erlenoed Judges.

After being refused the use of

cars since last autumn the seniors

today were given permission to

again have cars This announce

ment was made by James Garrlty,

President of the Student CouncU.

He has further announced that the

Juniors win be allowed to have cars

during Junior Week.

Mr. Garrlty says that he gives

warning to the seniors that no

Juggling of transfer licenses will be

tolerated. That is. no underclass-

men may transfer the license of

his car to a senior in order that
he might have the use of his car.

If this practice Is discovered all

prlvUeges of having and using cars

at Villanova will be immediately
revoked, "It's up to the seniors

themselves," he said, "to see that
nothing of this sort goes on. In
ether words, the attitude that the
seniors take in this regard will

largely determine whether or not
they may continue to have cars
here,"
Another point he wishes to make

clear Is that all the seniors having
cars at the college will be com-
pelled to have them registered here
in the very near future A regular
registration form will appear in a
later issue of the VILLAOVAN,
stating when, how, in what man-
ner, and with whom the cars are
to be registered. Anyone failing to

register his car within the time
appointed will lose the privilege of

having the car at the college.

During this week on Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, March 2. 3

and 4, both individual and group

pictures for the Belle Air will be

taken, Friday will positively be>

the last chance for individual pic-

tures. The students are asked to

kindly co-operate with the photo-

grapher by being on time. Pictures

wiU be taken according to the fol-

lowing schedule:
Wednesday. March 2

In front of Mendel Hall
12.30 P, M.—Junior Courtier Staff
12,45 P, M,—Phlla. Catholic Olub
1.00 P. M.—Lambda Kappa Delta
1.15 P, M—Delta Pi EpsUon
130 P. M.—EpsUon Phi Theta
1,46 P, M—Phi Kappa PI
2,00 P, M—A. 8, M. E,

2,15 P, M.—Belle Masque
2,30 P, M.—Literary Society
2,45 P. M.—ViUanovan Staff
3.00 P, M,— Belle Air Staff
3.10 P. M.—Brooklyn-Long Island

Club,
3.20 P. M.—Vigilance Committee
3,30 P. M,—Wllkes-Barre Club
3.45 P, M.—^Lawrence Club
4.00 P. M—Jersey City Club
4.15 P, M,—Albany Club
4,30 P, M,—Spike Shoe Club
4.46 P. M.—Sanctuary Society
5.00 P. M.—Catholic Press Apoa-

tolate
5.15 P, M,—Varsity Club (In

sweaters)
Wednesday Evening

In the Reception Room
of Mendel Hall

7.30 P, M—Belle Air Ball Comm.
7.45 P. M,—Junior Prom Comm.
8,00 P, M.—Inter Prat. Ball
8.15 P. M.—Beta Gamma
8.30 P. M.—Symphony Orchestra
8.46 P. M.—Vlllanovans

Thursday. March Snl
In front of Mendel

diu-ing the second period
(Classes are excused for this

period for pictures to be taken)
10.00 A. M.—^Freshman
10.10 A. M,—Sophomores
10.20 A, M.—Juniors
10.30 A. M,—Seniors
Individual pictures will be taken

from 11,00 A. M. until 1,30 P. M.
on Thursday and from 9,00 A. M,
until 9,00 P. M, Friday, This wUl
positively be the last chance for
pictures to be taken.

Individual pictures will be taken

from 11 A. M. until 1:30 P. M. on
Thursday and from 9 A, M, until 9

P. M, Friday. This will positively

be the last chance for pictures to

be taken.

Garrity to Head

GymCommittees

Preparations Begun For For-

mal Opening On
April 1

NEED AID OF PARENTS

Play Broadcast
By Belle Masque

Wednesday evening at the usual
hour the Belle Masque players pre-
sented their weekly feature over
station WHAT, Their latest pre-
sentation was entitled "The Boy
Who Came Home," which treated
of the petty abuses of a tyrannical
uncle toward his nephew.

Life is made unbearable for the
younger man and he has about
made up his mind that he better

seek other climes, when a disturb-

ing dream, in which the nephew
plays the leading role, and plays it

well, causes the uncle to abandon
his usual routine of abuse and
tirade and treat his relative as If

he were a human being,

A remarkable contrast is afforded
by the old man's behavior before

and after the disturbing influence

of the dream. This idea is the
entire theme of the story and is a
most difficult one to portray to an
unseen audience, but by dint of

hard work and talent it was well
Jersey City Club

Dance March 26i^rTrayed
The cast which presented this

one-act sketch was composed of

Charles Ooggi, Frank McNamara,
The members of the Jersey Club

are planning a novel affair which
is to take place during the coming
Easter vacation. They have already
decided on the date, March 28. at

which time they will hold a small

dance and supper in the vicinity of

Jersey City or Newark. Those who
are at present connected with the
organization and many of the alum-
ni members are expected to attend
According to John McDermott.

president of the club and chairman
of the dance, approximately thirty

couples wUl Join in the get-togeth-

er. It wUI be a closed function to

members and their friends.

Raymond Harter, Joseph Hahn and
Joseph Conlan,

Bishop Hafey To Speak

In Chapel March 15

On March 15th. the speaker in

the present series of chapel talks

will be Bishop WUliam Hafey, N, C.
who will at that time be traveling

In this vicinity.

He will speak on Tuesday even-
ing. There will be no address on
Monday evening.

With the formal opening of the

gymnasium drawing near several

committees have been appointed

which already are making exten-

sive preparations for the musical

show and Inter-fratemity and club

ball to take place on the opening

day, April 1, '
'

•;

The Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S.

A., vice-president, who is in charge
of the affair, has announced that
James Garrlty, president of the

Student CouncU, was elected gen-
eral chairman for the event. Assist-

ing Mr, Garrity will be twenty-five

students who wUl serve on various

subcommittees.
Those who comprise the main

committee are the presidents of

each class and fraternities. Beside

the presidents of the respective

classes and fraternities two ad-
ditional student members are to

serve on this committee. This group
of specially picked students are ex-

pected to do a great deal In as-

suring the success of this formal
opening of the gym.
Last week letters were sent to

the parents of all the students ask-

ing them to make this affair not
only a grand financial success, but

a great social event as well through
the purchase of tickets and by their

presence In the gymnasium on
April 1, The tickets, which Include

admission to the musical revue and
the ball which follows, are being
sold at one dollar and fifty cents

per person, or three doUars a
couple.

Fr, Pink further stated that as

many of those who would wish to

become patrons and patronesses

would greatly aid in the ifumishlng
of the massive structure. He said,

"When the parents realize what a
great benefit this gymnasium and
swimming pool Is going to be to the
students at VUlanova I am sure that
they will give every possible en-
couragement in aiding us." The
minimum fee for patrons and pat-
ronesses win be five dollars.
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THE ADVANTAGES of small homogeneous

classes and the disadvantages of large het-

erogeneous classes are really

SMALL obvious considerations. Small

CLASSES classes tend to promote a

strong feeling of intimacy be-

tween professor and student, a strong sense

of cooperation between the teacher and the

taught. With small classes, the professor is

given the opportunity to correct the deficien-

cies and the false notions which he may per-

cieve in his students ; with small classes the

student feels free to question the professor

regarding his personal difficulties. Close and

frequent contact tends to promote a spirit

of cooperation highly conducive of results

that harmonize with the real aims of educa-

tion. The conditions attendant upon large

classes, on the other hand, are diametrically

opposed to these advantages. A student in

. a class of seventy-five or a hundred men, oc-

cupying the same room, at the same time,

and under the same professor, is at a dis-

tinct disadvantage. He is called on but in-

frequently for recitation. He feels hesitant

to ask about a particular point on which he

is not clear. Should professor and student

chance to meet outside the class, the pi'ofes-

sor gives the student a "Hello" in an uncer-

tain tone of voice, as though attempting to

recall when and where he saw that face on

a previous occasion. Our point is this: Vil-

lanova is a small college, and the small col-

lege is the college that can profit most by

small classes. At Villanova, classes are,

comparatively speaking, small. The Arts

and Engineering schools present an almost

ideal situation, the former through small

enrollment and the latter through systematic

planning and management. For the most

part other classes are likewise small; there

are, however, several instances of large, un-

worldly groups. This is a condition of which

we believe the administration is aware, and

in which, we feel we can believe, a change

will be made as soon as circumstances per-

mit.
<t< « * 41 *

POLITICS and politicians have an extremely

sinister in this country today. The mere
mention of these words imme-

CAMPUS diately conveys a picture of

POLITICS graft, dishonesty, mud-slinging

and all sorts of underhand
tactics. But politics in college has or at

least should have a vastly different conno-

tation. It should connote something upright

and honest implying a spirit of fair competi-
tion and friendly rivalry. This spirit of fair

play has existed in most of the elections of
recent years on the campus because the zeal-

ousness to win votes has not reached the
stage of bribeiT and other election evils.

Elections seem, however, to be just a matter
for the few, and the feverish competition
evident at other election centers is almost
entirely absent. This is proven by the fact

that in the Freshman class for the past
three years, exclusive of this year, practic-

ally the same men were returned to office

in the Sophomore year as in the Freshman
year. The same presidents were re-elected

in all three instances. Of course we know
the capabilities of the men were taken into

consideration in each election but we do
think it strange that the fruits of election

should go to these men twice in succession

for three years. Many of these results seem
to be due to the lack of strong competition

exemplified in what is derisivly called "poli-

tics". As said above we do not advocate
dishonest practices as.sociated with "Poli-

^tics", but we think there should be the
rivalry and competition that is so much a

'part of every political institution.

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By
RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

PARADISE
From Notre Dame comes an

ariicle describing a speech by Rev.

Francis Wenninger, who spoke con-

cerning General Count Dejeau of

Napoleon's army, who had a mania

for collecting bugs. He explained

the interests of such enthusiasts or

bug hunters.

Now, we know why Richmond has

beet) wearing such a haggard ex-

pression on his face. But ne'er

fear Howie, you're safe General

Dejeau died long ago.

TRA LA LA
Up at Temple the beautiful co-eds

are all excited over the approaching

elections for the position of Queen

of the May. The contest is based

on popularity, scholarship and
beauty. We doubt if they will be

able to find anyone with all those

qaaiihcations but will somebody tell

them of our, old Paul McDonald,

(.me iJostOH Tomboy)?

, MOANIN" WOE
In the latest issue of the Hoya,

Georgetown Uhiversity, a coluxnnlst

(pitiable case) wants to know who
has the best voice at Roeemont?

In, Short All, we can say is, co
ask the hockey team.

EVERYBODY WELCOME
In the Niagara University Index,

a whole colmun is devoted to an
account of the Annual Handshak-
ers' Banquet. At Niagara this af-

fair has been going on so long that
it has become a tradition. We are
at a loss to explain the lack of or-
ganized activity among our owh
more ardent handshakers. Come
on fellows whose going to be chair-
man?

ALAS, FALSTAFP
The Rev. Fulton Sheen, in a

statement in the Catholic Univer-

sity "Tower", says that the modern
world is rapidly losing its sense of

humor. Not so long ago laughter

was as free as the air, the natural

product of human fellowship. Now
it is put on a commercial basis, and
the busmess of making people

laugh has become one of the serious

enterprises of our country, so ser-

ious that we are now obliged to pay
two dollars for an evening at the

theatre.

And now they even have a couvert
charge at the Oasis.

A LA DIDACTIC
Here is something from the St.

Bona Vonture of N. Y. that is of

interest to those among us who
seem to be bitten by the hookworm,

and which cannot but conduce to a

robust and happy life.

"Never lie in bed after working

in the morning, (See Freud),
"Never retire until there Is nothing
else to do. (See all you can),

"Never sleep facing the east, (If

you do you will surely be ashamed
when you open your eyes in the

morning, to discover Sol with part
of his day's work already done, (or

have you no conscience?) "Never
sleep in bed. (people die in ted).

Now will somebody show this to

Oonlan?

' "' STRONG BACKS?
We almost fell off our high chair

and lost our teething ring when we
read the following statement about
the St. John's mittmen:

"St. John's boxing team has been
forbidden to play ping pong because
of the injuries the game caused one
ol the ringmen. Vernon Novicki,
mere 160 pounder, missed a serve
and "ponged" a wall, injuring his
head."

We think It's a fake. Who ever
heard of pnzelighters having weak
heads.

ODDS AND ENDS
Loyola, Baltimore: This college

has a student by the name of
"Chief Bender, who is an all

around athlete and excels at base-
ball.

Duquesne: The strange state of
affairs on the Duquesne basketball
team. The coach is a sophomore
His brother, as well as a number of
ciher second year men, form the
nucleus of the squad. The coach's
brother is a married man with a
;.amlly.

Dayton: The annual play is be-
ing produced by a student named
^'rankenstein,

N, Y. U.: The sophomores held a
dance at which the charge was de-
termined by the size of the girl's
waist, a penny being charged for
each inch of circumference.

Butler. There is an annual sub-
scription dance at which each girl
lE weighed in at the door, and her
escort pays so much per pound.

From the Boston College Heights:
Theodore Dreiser: "Its a darn

good thing people grow old and
die."

H. L. Mencken: "The average
normal American Is bound to re-
main a Jackass, for such is the wUl
•>f God "

Al Capone: "All I like is Shakes-
peare. Shaw, and Coward."
Smedly Butler: "I know when

to keep my mouth shut."

IJIl: THEATRE
BROKEN LULLABY—This screen

proaucuon ol Rostand's "The
ivtan 1 Kuied" was admirably per-

formed by Ernst Lubltsch, more
than assisted by such stellar

heaaaners as Lionel Barrymore,

iNaacy Carroll and Phillips Holmes.

ihe story is played against a
bacKgrouna of a small town in Oer-
many directly after the world war
and is Inuneaiately concerned with
post war animosity between the

uermans and the French. The
meine is beautltui and the acting
is supero ana tnis happy condition
muKes lor one ot tne best films of

liie year,—At the Stanley.

M.VRDhtia IS THE RUE
MORGUE.—uoctor Mirakle, a fan-

atic, tries to accanipiish an experi-

ment involving uie injection of the

uiood 01 a living ape mto a perfect

specimen ot womanhood, Hi& ob-

ject and theory was to convert the

woman into an ape. After several

unsuccesslul attempts due to bad
Oiood and resuiiinti ui the death of

sevei;ai women, ne Hods his perlect
bpecimen.

:\- X'f.'- --'j^lr '"•::'''":>

llie picture has its high points of

excitement and action which are al-

leviated at intervals with scenes of

a lighter strain, ine excellent por-

trayal of Doctor Mifakle by Bela
Lugosi demands a vivid interest In

the performance. The fine work of

Sidney Fox and Leon Faycliff are

also an added attraction to the pic-

ture. It is worthwhile seeing,—^At

the Stanton.

X MARKS THE SPOT,—This
production by Tiflany starring Lew
Cody and Sally Blane with Wallace
Ford and Mary Nolan proves to be
very entertaining and interesting.

Ihe story is woven about a news-
paper columnist who delved a little

too deeply into the affairs of a cer-

tain chorus girl, and when she was
later murdered, he was accused of
the deed. The manner In which he
acquits himself of his guilt provides
several stirring and thrilling scenes,
ihe entire film is plentifully sup-
plied with entertaining remarks on
the part ol Lew Cody, city editor
of the newspaper, and Wallace
l^'ord, the enterprising columnist.

—

At the Earle.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD—
George Arliss continues his pre-

vious film successes by a fine per-

formance in this picture. The

story would be better adapted to a

stage show and sc at times it is

slow moving and ponderous, but

Mr, Arliss steers it to a bettei than

average rating,

Mr, Arliss plays the part of a

famous musician who rebels against

God when he becomes stone deaf.

However, he becomes reconciled to

his fate and at the finish everybody

is happy.—At the Boyd.

TOMORROW AND TOMORROW,
—From the standpoint of acting,

Miss Chatterton is still a twinkling

luminary in her respective field,

but we frankly wonder how the

picture itself got past the sharp

shears and the ever watchful eyes

of the censors. In this story Paul

Lukas gives a splendid portrayal of

a professor whose indiscreet rela-

tions with Miss Chatterton, a child-

less mother, lead to complications

which cause many heart-throbs.

Generally speaking, it is good enter-

tainment and Chatterton fans will

not be disappointed in "Tomorrow
and Tomorrow".—At the Karlton,

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

CAMUPS BRIEFS
According to a bulletin recently

displayed in Fedigan Hall, Warren
Brown has been unanimously elect-

ed president of the Oasis Club,

Harry Coates was seen the other

day watching the boys making their

daily dash for the dining hall at

noontime. He must be looking for

some more material.

It has been said that an inter-

scholastic indoor track meet will be

held at the new gym some time in

March.

To date we have not heard of any

cameras being broken in the recep-

wion room.

To give you an idea how Villa-

nova has grown in recent years. In

1921 there were but twelve gradu-

ates. In 1931 there were one hun-
dred and fifty or more.

We saw a lot of dirt flying about
the campus the other day. We
thought a new pipe line was being

laid, but upon closer observation we
discovered that it was only Ed Con-
way and Frank Carberry hitting a
golf ball around.

We heard a good story the other
day. A Scotchman had received an
invitation to a dinner at the bot-
tom of which Invitation was writ-
ten "gratis". Not knowing the
meaning of the word he became
afraid and didn't attend. The next
morning the man was found dead
t>eside a Webster's dictionary.

"Fluffy" Stanton says that he
can't sec the point in the above
humorous story,

Joe Conlan Is the only man on
the debating team who receives fan
mail. Buckley might, but if he
does, he keeps it a secret.

NEWS PLASHES
Fedigan Hall:-Due to the amount

of publicity accorded that worthy

society, "The Giogolos", a bimch of

the left-overs decided to organize

a new fraternity which will be

known as "The High Heelers ", Any
fellow wishing to join this associa-

tion can do so by buying a pair of

shoes with those Splc heels, get a

season pass to the Oasis and re-

serve a room for next year in Fedi-

gan Hall,

Austin Hall:—George Gazella.well

known pencil and brush man, is re-

ported to have associated himself

with a new profession. He is now
cutting his roommate's hair.

Alumni Hall:—A new game called

"Hit the Squirrel" has been insti-

tuted by the occupants of this

dorm. By the looks of the grass

hereabouts the boys have been

throwing everything but the A. A,

typewriter at the poor quadrupeds.

Oasis:—The manager of this call-

it-what-you-may, possessed himself

of the brilliant idea of rtuining a

bus up here every night to trans-

port all the campus lightweights to

Bryn Mawr, He has already ob-

tained Bruno Contl as driver. As

a salary, Bruno will have the privi-

lege of immunity from the Saturday

night cover charge and in addition

will be allowed to use the bus on

his frequent visits to Radnor High
School.

I don't know whom I have to

thank for the tip that the baseball

season will be called off liecause the

A. A, refuses to buy chewing to-

bacco for the batsters,

Jim Garrlty: "If the college tail-

or had a truck would you Colodon-

ato?"

And then there is the story of

the fellow who cut class last week
to sell ties in the foyer of the pie

shop. One of his pals had the In-

descretion to give the prof the news
in the way ol an excuse. The lat-

ter remarked that the gentleman
was evidently putting business be-

fore pleasure.

Just so this colyum will be read

in foreign countries, we might men-

tion the fact that Bob Rodriguez,

last years' telephone champion of

Austin Hall, intends to open up a

bureau for the forlorn ""down in de

p^ shoppe". And if you run out of

VILLANOVANS this week, Robert,

just drop around and I will donate

my quota.

Without any reflections being cast

upon my claim to manliness, I can

say that I have a weakness for the

way Vic Dallabrida combs his

hair. And a Bill Bohan has the

cutest walk, but I'm confoimded if

I can find a thing I like about Che

isports editor of this rag.

And just to make life a little

Harter for Goggi, who was it that

made out his own list of intelligent

students last week?
Headline: "Micklos receives Post

at Meeting," Must have been one
of the Saturday Evening variety.

Jack, is it true that they wanted you
to edit the Monlcan this year?

People Who Get Their Money's
Worth: '

':

Del Ritchie, when he goes into a
restaurant bragging about the sixty

cent limit, •.•.:•

Jim Finn, when he buys a hat.

Bruno Contl, when he gets a
haircut.

The VILLANOVAN, when it buys
a new typewriter ribbon.

From one of the N. Y. Papers:
TOO BUSY TO LIVE

(For Persons Afflicted With
Hurryitis)

He hadn't time to greet the day.
He hadn't time to laugh or play;
He hadn't time to wait a while,
he hadn't time to give a smile,

He hadn't time to glean the news,
He hadn't time to dream or muse;
He hadn't time to train his mind.
He hadn't time to be Just kind;
He hadn't time to see a joke.

He hadn't time to write his folk;

He hadn't time to eat a meal,
He hadn't time to deeply feel;

He hadn't time to take a rest,

He hadn't time to act his best;

He hadn't time to help a cause,

He hadn't time to make a pause;
He hadn't time to pen a note.

He hadn't time to cast a vote;

He hadn't time to sing a song.

He hadn't time to right a wl-ong;

he hadn't time to send a gift.

He hadn't time to practice thrift,

He hadn't time to exercise.

He hadn't time to scan the skies;

He hadn't time to heed a cry,

He hadn't time to say good-bye;
He hadn't thne to study poise,

Ke hadn't time to repress noise;

He hadn't time to go abroad.
He hadn't time to serve his God;
He hadn't time to lend or give.

He hadn't time to really live;

He hadn't time to read this verse,

He hadn't time—he's in a hearse.

TEMPLE'S DOWN AT THE STA-
DIUM BUT IT WILL COST YOU
A HALF BUCK TO SEE THEM!

Many Students Should.

Not Come to College

Says Co-Ed Editorial

America's Dictum, "No Job Without

Degree", Plays Havoc With
True Standards

"THE CHRONICLE"
DUKE UNIVERSITY

DURHAM, N. C.

We hear a lot these days about the bless-

ings of the higher education, and the won-

derful advantages and opportunities now

open to every young person with ambition

enough to work for them. It used to be that

a college diploma was a rare object to be

greatly treasured when finally acquired, and

possibly hung on the parlor wall to be ad-

mired by all one's friends. Now they are so

common that it is almost impossible to get a

job without one. On the fact of it that

seems to be a very admirable situation ; it is

a situation that we have worked hard to

attain in this country and of which we are

Very proud. Consequently it is hard for us

to admit that there can be anything wrong

with our system of education, and yet

whether we want to or not we must admit

that there are decided disadvantages to be

faced.

The dean of men at Princeton declared

recently in an address that one-third of the

undergraduates in American colleges and
universities have no business going beyond
high school. That statement coming from a

man prominent in educational circles prob-

ably surprised a number of people and pro-

voked a good deal of thought. One has only

to look around our own college community
to see any number of students who justify

this statement. It doesn't necessarily mean
that one-third of the present college students

haven't sense enough to attend college.

There are many who are patiently discon-

tented and who show their discontent by
lack of interest in their work, and by what
is sometimes worse, deliberate insubordin-

ation to the rules that govern the student

body. This discontent is sometimes occas-

ioned by the fact that the student has been

forced to come to a school for which he has

no liking, whereas if he had been allowed to

go to a school of his own choice he would in

all probability have been entirely content.

But more often the student who causes the

college authorities to shake their heads and

ponder on tRe problems of college adminis-

tration is one who shouldn't be in college at

all. He is misfit, peihaps because he is in

college majoring in English or history when

by rights he should be working in a garage

at home. If allowed to go to the garage on

graduating from high school, at the end of

four years he is a good mechanic, and well

on the way to being a success in life, and

most important of all he is happy. On the

other hand if the next four years are spent

in college there will probably be only a

mediocre teacher to show for it.

UP TO NOW—by Alfred E. Smith.

If this book were published as a novel and

given a title like "Up fiom the City Streets"

or "Local Boy Makes Good", it would be

condemned by many as being far fetched and

untrue to life. Fate, however, is no coward
and so in this volume we follow the career

of a man, born of an average American fam-
ily—had to work while most boys his age
were at school—yet missed being our presi-

dent by a narrow majority.

Mr. Smith's autobiography not only tells

of his personal life, but also oflFers a fine

picture of life in old New York. Of course

politics plays an important pait in his career,

but Mr. Smith treats it in such an interest-

ing manner that the book can very well be

used as a text for civics or politics. It gives

the inside story of law making and law en-

forcing in this country. Seemingly intricate

and puzzling problems of government are ex-

plained by the author in a simple and lucid

manner.

Mr. Smith has a knack of writing that

professional journalists may well envy. Al-

though writing of his own life, he does not

force himself on the attention of the reader,

and at no time is he pedantic or bombastic.

Yet, all through the book, one cannot help

but realize the tremendous personality of

the man—his honesty and initiative.

No charge of "ghost writing" could be
brought against these memoirs. Anyone
who has li.Htened to "Al" Smith over the
"radio" will ridicule any such suspicions.

The book is written the same way the aver-
age man knows the author to be—frank,
simple'and unaffected.

^ *
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The
Sports

Comer

Temple Owls Help Cats Tg Open_Gymnasium

Newark Quintet

Conquers Frosh

Second Defeat

Only tlUrty-two (count them)
days remain until George Gazella

leads his baseball nine on Frank-
lin Field to meet the University of

Pennsylvania squad In the season's

opener, on April 2.

Prof. McGeehan has issued a call

for all battery candidates and the

pitchers and catchers begin formal

practice this afternoon In the old

gym.
Manager Bill White has an-

nounced that he expects to re-

lease the full schedule during the

next week.
The Wildcat outfit this year will

have one of its toughest opponents

to meet In the curtain-raiser,

Penn possessing a veteran aggrega-
tion that won the t'a;ici.''. n Inur-
coUeglate Baseball League title

last sprlnK.
• « • • *

It is Inter sting to note, as base-

ball prepares Lo take Hs place in

the sports s^ptlight. that the

Bow To St. Benedict's

Second Lohs of

Season

For

WINNERS SINK FOULS

VILLANOVA '35

a.

Daley, f ^
Barry, t ^
Travers, f •

Smith, t *

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.9

'..a

Torpey, o.

Shevlln, g.

Druel, g. .

Krasa. g.

Larsen, g.

F
3

1

1

1

P.
9

3
3
2
6

6

In one of the most bitterly

fought games seen In Newark this

season the Freshman quintet was

forced to bow to the St. Benedict

Prep team, leading contenders for

the Jersey Prep School crown, by a

40-28 score.

The Frosh took the lead In the

beginning of the game, but the

Gray Bees soon swung into the

scoring with the result that the

play during the first half was

about on a par. The half ended

with the Kittens trailing by a mar-

gin of two points the tally standing

19-17.

In the third period the Prepsters

ran wild through the Frosh de-

,fense markhig up thirteen points

Eastern Intercollegiate League.
^^ ^j^g meanwhile limiting the Blue

mentioned above, has voted to re- ^^^ white to three,
turn paid coaches to the bench

TOTALS JJ-,^
ST. BENEDICrr'S

o.

Geraghty, t J
Kernan, f °

J. Lape, X »

Lape, c 3

RelUey, g
J

Orslni, g *

Koechllne. g
Mcaonlgle. g ...0

6 28

F
6

1
6

1

1
6

P.
10

7
12
2
3
1

&

Close Decisions Mark
Two Feline Victories

On Opponent's Courts

Leiiigli Quintet DeiValed in Hectic Extra-Period Battle,

With Score Tied Ten Times.—Rutgers

Beaten hy Ft)ur Points

LATEST WINNINC; STREAK THREE IN A ROW

Wildcats Meet

Natural Rival

Villanova Anxious to Avenge

Early Season Defeat

At Mitten Hall

FRESHMAN TEAMS PLAY

Victories over Lehigh and Rut-

gers last week, running the Wild-

cat record up to seven victories In

the last eight starts, marked last

week's varsity basketball play and

put the quintet In proper fettle for

the Temple game this coming Sat-

urday evening.

Villanova, 30; Rutgers, 28

tt, « tnst and furious fray, the On Saturday Doc Jacobs' court
In a fast ana lurious. iia.y.

-„,,„j loumeved up to New Bruns-
Penn A. C. hockey club nosed out ^fand Tngaged tke representa-

a fighting Wildcat team in an ex

Icemen Lose Hard
Tilt To Penn A. C.

this year.

At the instigation of Princeton,

the coaches were seated In the

stands at all league games last

year, and the teams were dlrectea

by the cap»aii or .. t;LOup of play-

ers. However, the Iniio atlon met
with little success and all six

members of the leag'ie were unan-
imous in revoking the ruUng In-st

month.
When the ruling first was put

Into operation, there were both •*

vociferous protests and ringing

praise, llie players and captains

were very much in favor of retain-

ing the coach.

During the last period the Frosh

lost three of their regulai-s via the

personal route, Larsen, Smith and

Torpey bebig banished. Lape and

Orslni of St. Benedict's were also

banished from the contest.

The scorhig In the final period

was even, both teams running up

eights points. Ben Geraghty, the

leading scorer In the state, was

held well in check by the Kitten

defense until near the close of the

Professor R. W. Kepsey, of Hav-

erford College, has a scheme for

putting intercollegia'.e football on

a handicap basis and points out

that the handicap system s used

to balance the competition in

other sports, such as track, golf,

polo, billiards and so on.

That's true, but the objection

most athletic directors seem to

find with his scheme Is that all

football contests an be considered

as being of championship com-

petition, and in championship In

any sport Professor Kelsey men-

tions, there are no handicaps and

players or teams start from

scratch.
In his handicap system. Professor

Kelsey suggests the following foot-

ball rule:

"Whenever one team shall at-

tain a lead of twelve points or

more in a game. Its required yard-

age for a first down shall be In-

creased from ten to fifteen yards.

It shall also be allowed only one

attempt at forward passing for

each first down. If the losing team

shall at any time score sufficient

points to reduce the discrepancy

between the scores to less than

twelve points, the regular rules of

the game shall again come Into

force." '
:. .

What do you '-hlnk of that?

Such a rule would have given

Southern California a helping

hand against Notre Dame and

Dartmouth a boost in its battle

with Yale. But Dartmouth tied

Yale writhout the aid of a handi-

cap and Southern California over-

hauled and defeated Notre Dame.
* * • *

Temple staged Its first boxing

meet at home last week, defeating

New York University. It was the

first Ume In s3ven ve^s of Inter-

collegiate audience that the Owls

had ever shown to a North Broad

Street audience, but rnore import-

ant. It was the first boxing meet,

Jmong colleges, to be staged In the

Quaker City under the auspices of

The State Athletic Commission,

whose pow3r, as suppLed by the

S^tly-lnvoked McBrlde Act,

Sms to have put tHe ^kibosh, on

the annual Epsllon Phi Theta

tourney here at VUlanova.

It Is unfortunate that now, with

adequate facilities o". the campus

for boxing and wrestling that our

Ige may be forced to remain out

of the intercollegiate field.

• • *

About two weeks ago. they stag-

ed an informal wrestling show at

Collegevllle. the grapplers of Hav-

crford and Urslhus meeUng.

Here's the story, as published in

the Philly papers.

•^'rslnurdefeated Haverford, 30-

18 as Collegevllle gPt Its first

IZte of mttrcollerlate grappling

since tlie Inception of the S.ate

Mhletlc Commission rule over

V? rah ftffa rs The contests were

Staged under the AtlUetlc

CommiSn's supervision. Since

the meet was not s aged as a reg-

u^lr the local school authorities

(lid net get a charter.

**Cheerio"

O. M. D. i* this O Id M an e-

pKuion people are talking about.

When you fellows plan a week-

end in New "S'ork >«>u can forget

all about the old b<iy at the new

Hotel Empire.

Rates ate fmm $2 for «»ne, $2.^0

for two. Quality accomm«)dau»)n»,

close to everything y»)u want to

tee in New York.

Your Him will be

EMIL H. REINERS
Gtntrsl Mtitrngtr "I '*

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

The play was rough throughout,

with twenty-six points scored from

the foul line. The prep team took

remarkable advantage of their free

throws, sinking no less than 20.

The Frosh converted six.

Lape, the Gray Bee center car-

ried ofif high scoring honors with

three field goals and six fouls to

his credit, for a twelve point total.

Daley lead the Frosh scoring

with nine points, he was followed

by Shevlln with six and Larsen

(continued on page four)

tra period, 2-1. With but four min-

utes to play, the Blue and White

held a 1-0 edge, but the Pennacs

sneaked the puck past Shortall, for

the tying point.

In the extra session. Villanova

could not hold their opponents and

they scored the winning goal. Bill

Mulqueen scored Vlllanovas only

goal.

STUHLDREHER TALKS

Head Football Coach Harry
Stuhldreher will speak before the

annual convention of the North-

eastern District of the Pennsyl-

vania State Educational Associa-

tion on Friday at Hazleton.

Mr Stuhldrehers address, to be

delivered before the Department of

Physical and Health Education

and Athletics, will deal with "What

the College Expects From the High

School Coach."

Two For Us

wick and --„ „ , .

lives of Rutgers University. Led

by Huck Finn and Clipper Lynch,

who was playing in his home town,

the Wildcats defeated the home
team in their new gymnasium, 30

to 26.

In the ftrst half the Felines got

away to a good start, having ad-

Justed themselves to the range of

the baskets very easily. The Black

and Red team scored most of its

points on foul shots which were

plentiful In that period. By half

Mme the Cats were well In the lead,

20 to 10.

As the second half opened Rut-

gers started a determined drive

and slowly but steadily overcame

the Wildcat lead to take a one

point lead late In the period.

At this stage of the game the

Cats awoke and a basket by Finn

and one by Edwards, a foul shot

and another field goal put the

pame on Ice for the Blue and

White.
"Huck" Finn, elongated Wildcat

center was high scorer with nine

points. Close on his heels was

(continued on page four)

RUTQERS
o.

Chllson, f

Davey. t

Demarest. c 1

Heenan. gT'T."

O'Connell, g 1

Smith .,
2

TOTALS 8
VILLANOVA

O.
Czealck, f 3

Lynch, f 3
Finn, c ^

8

Tracey, g. -.
..'

Weston, g -O
Hurley, g. ............0

Edwards, g. .
. , • • .^: • •

'
^

TOTALS ..........10

LEHIOH
G-

Bomhoflf, f

Bray, f 3

Chambers, t 4

Riley, g \
Strausberg, g 2

Ware, c

Ruth, g -0

TOTALS 10
VILLANOVA

O.
Czeslck, t 3
Lynch, t

Finn, c 6
Tracy, g *
Weston, g 1

Edwards, c 2

Hurley, t

P

6
1

3

1

10

P
1

2
8
3

1

P.

5
3

11
a
6

26

P.
7
8

3

8

10 30

P
2
2
1

1
1

2

P.
2
6
9
3
5
2

Father John H. Crawford,

Faculty Director of Athletics,

announced last week that stud-

ents' tickets for the Temple-

Vlllanova basketball game at the

new gytn Saturday evening

would be available at the book-

room all week. The general ad-

mission for the game will be one

dollar, while those with A. A.

books may secure them for fifty

cents.
Special arrangements have

been made with the P. and W.,

he said, whereby combination

tickets which will Include ad-

mission to the game and trans-

portation may be obtained for

one dollar. These tickets may
be secured at the 69th Street

Station or from conductors on

the cars, and are good betwpen

any stations on the road.

29

TOTALS
Referee—

gan.

P.
7

10
6
4
4

30
Brody. Umpire—Plana,

P
1

1
a

.13

Doc Jacobs and his men get an-

other crack at the fast-moving

Temple quintet this Saturday eve-

ning, when the new gym will be

unofficially opened. When the two

teams met last, early in January,

the Wildcats were in the throes of

a losing streak that extended to

seven games, and were beaten hi

Mitten Hall by a 33-25 score.

Now the Villanova record is seven

victories and eight defeats, and a

double victory In the gym over

Temple and Bucknell will allow the

cagers to finish over the 500 mark
for the first time in years.

The Wildcat five is all het up

about the game and the way Jake

has his boys practicing, we will be

more surprised to see a Temple

victory on Saturday that the gym
being bapUzed with a VUlanova

(continued on page four)

CC

rd hate to be called an Outdoor Girl!"

THAT usually means a girl's a total loss

in a tete-a-tete . . . and takes up

'nature' as a last resort! But I must con-

fess a liking for hills and forest trees . .

.

and all genuine natural things.

"I like the simple sincerity of Chester-

field's advertising. Have you noticed it?

There's no extravagance in the claims. Just

everyday facts about the fine tobaccos they

select and the painstaking way they develop

the flavor and aroma.

I've never smoked a milder cigarette I

And I never tire of the flavor ... a fine

natural tobacco taste. They burn evenly,

too. Either they're rolled more carefully...

or the paper's better. I feel the greatest con-

fidence in Chesterfields. They satisfy me!"

•Listen in...HearCherterfield'8Radio Program.

Nat Shilkret and hia brilliant orchestra. Every

night, except Sunday . . . Columbia Broadcasliug

SyBtem . • . 10:30 E. S. T. Music that satisfieal

.TH.Y T*,T. ..TT.... 7^ Sati^pf

* •

•
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THE BELLE AIR
THERMOMETER

Miibst'rtpdoiiN ITitT

GOAL

100—

350-^

300—

250—1

—$6.00

—$6.50

—$7.00

—$7.50

L
Are You nolnx to Help Ral^e

the Temperature?

Open Drive

For Circulation

£oi::ight Has Novel Ideas

As Large Staff

; ^ » Begins Work

Three Teams Tied For
Lead In Frat Leagfue

K. P., L. K. D. and D. P.

E. Fives Deadlocked in

Pennant Race

(continued from page one)

placed at $7.50. This x^ar it will

be attempted to sell the book at $6.

However, this will be possible only

If there are four hundred subscrip-

tions made.

Each week a chart will be made
which will show the number of

subscriptions to date, hence the

price to be paid will be shown. The
prices will be $7.50 per copy for 250

copies, $7 per copy for 300 copies,

$6.60 per copy for 350 copies, and
$6 per copy for 400 copies. 400,

therefore, is the goal .If the student

body fails to lend its support a

price above $6 will have to be

charged.
Mr. Enright has arranged four

ways to pay for the book, namely:
first, cash when subscription is

taken; second, the $6 may be

charged to the bookroom account;
third, a bill may be sent home; and
fourth, the bill may be paid on the
installment plan, one dollar down
and one dollar each week. A repre-
sentative will be in the Pie Shoppe
every Tuesday from 11:30 A. M
until 2 P. M. for collections.

At the end of the fourth week of

play, in the Inter-Praternlty Bask-

etball League, a triple tie existed

between the Phi Kappa Pi, Lambda

Kappa Delta and Delta PI Epsllon

Fraternities.

The Engineers played two games

during the course of the week. On
Monday night they defeated the

Arts team, and on Tuesday they
succumbed to the Business Men.
The last defeat which was incur-

red at the hands of the D. P. E

,

cost the P. K. P. the lead and re-

sulted in a two-fold tie between
the P. K. P. and the D. P. E.

The Pre Meds defeated the Arts
aggregation on Thursday night
and this victory resulted in a three
cornered tie between the Engineers,
Pre-Meds and the Business Men.

P. K. P., 10; E. P. T., 6

On last Monday night the P. K.
P. vanquished the E. P. T. after a
hard battle, by the close margin of

two baskets, 10-6.

Joe Houseman, the star of the
Engineer quintet was held scoreless

for the first time since the start of
the tourney.
The game marked the entrance

of Jim Batterbury, as starting for-
ward for the Arts team. He was
held scoreless.

Bagnall and Hickey each garner-
ed four points to lead the Engineer
scoring. Ball, like Batterbury. also
playing his first game for the E. P.
T., topped the Arts scoring, an-
nexing four points.

It is rumored that the E. P. T.
will protest the game.

P. K. P.

Pe.G. Fl.G. Pts.
Bagnall, f 2
Hackey, f 1 2
Macek, c i o
Houseman, g
Anon., g

E. P. T.
Fe.O. Fl.G.

L. K. D., 35; E. P. T., 15
In a game replete with thrills

and penalties, the Pre-Meds de-
feated the Arts five by the rather
lopsided score of 35-15.

The Pre-Meds pulled a 'Rockne,'

I

Harriers Fourth

I

At Washington
I The Wildcat track representa-
tives traveled to Washington Sat-
urday night where they took fourth
place in the Catholic University
meet, which was captured by the
Navy.
George Baker whs the only Villa-

novan to place in two events, run-
ning the field into the ground to
take the mile event. He then cameJ. .

"
.

\''.'
I
len^-c i/xic lime cvciib. nc i,nen came

using two teams a new team start-
J later to place third in the two mile.ng the second half. event. In the mile event he brokeTlmm, league leading high scorer

topped the Pre-Meds scoring, tally-

ing 10 points.

Charlie Antonaccio, stellar for-
ward of the Arts team, with two
baskets and six foul tosses was
high scorer for the E. P. T.

E. P. T.

Fe.G Fl.G. Pts.
Antonaccio,
Grimes, f .

GUligan. f

Dolan, c .

.

Barsln, g ,

D'Elia, g ..

• •'••i •»

L. K. D.

2
1

1

6

1

10

2

2
1

McAteer,
Tlmm, f

Cook, f .

Dunleavy,
Morrison,
Leone, g

Fe.G. Fl.G. Pts.

4

4

2
1

1

3

2

1

2

8
10

5
4
2

6

Yearlings Defeated by St.

.
. Benedicts for Second Loss

(continued from page three)

with five.

This game marked the second
defeat the Kittens have suffered
this season, the other coming at
the hands of the Temple Yearlings.
On next Saturday night in the

new gym, as a preliminary to the
Varsity cage battle, with Temple
the Wildcat Frosh will tangle once
again with the Temple Frosh. To
date the record of the Owl Year-
lings stands at fifty-three consecu-
tive wins. The meeting of the
two teams on Saturday night will
be the second this season and the
Kittens will be determined to
avenge the defeat which they suf-
fered at the hands of the Temple
Frosh several months ago up at
Mitten Hall.
Despite the impressive record

which the Owl team has made, it

is generally conceded about the
rampus that the minions of Doc
Jacobs hiave a good chance of
breaking the prolonged winning
streak, which began in February,
1929.

In the January game, the ulti-
mate victors were outscored in the
field, but made good on their nu-
merous charity chances. This
time Charley Smith, Daly, Larsen,
Shevlin et al are out to clip the
little Owls' wings decisively, and
here's hoping they start the ball
rolling in the right direction.

4

4

2

.

Pts.
Antonaccio, f 1 o 2
Ball, f 2 4
Dolan, c

Batterbury. g O o
Bornian, g o

b. P. E., 16: P. K. P., 13
On Tuesday night, the Engineers

experienced their second defeat of
the tourney. They were handed a
setback by the fighting Business
Business Men.
The game was very close

throughout and very much In doubt
until the last whistle had blown.
Close guarding by both teams

featured the contest.

Wildcats To Meet
Traditional Foes

(continued from page three)

And you can quote us on

College Chapter A. S. M. E.

Attends Engineers' Dinner

Last Tuesday evening the Am-
erican Society of Mechanical En-
gineers held a dinner in the Engin-
eer's Club in Philadelphia. The
Villanova Chapter was well repre-
sented, fourteen members attending
the dinner. After the dinner the
gathering was addressed by General
Reese, Vice-President of the A. T.
and T. on "The College Student In
Industry."
The colleges represented were

Pennsylvania, Swarthmore, Drexel,
and Delaware. Villanova was con-
gratulated because of its large
attendance.

Rutgers, Lehigh
Lose To Quintet

(Continued From Page Three)

Lynch with eight markers, while
Captain Czesick was runner-up
with seven tallies.

The guarding of Tracy and West-
on featured, neither of Ru'^-ers'
forwards being able to score from
the floor.

Villanova, 30; Lehigh, 29
Last Wednesday the Varsity

basketball team took a trek to the
north to play the Lehigh caerers.
In an overtime thriller the Wild-
cats came through and brought
home the bacon by the margin of
one point, 30 to 29.

The game was a nip and tuck
battle throughout. The score was
tied ten times and neither team
led by much more than two points
at any time during the game.
Tracy drew first blood with a field
TOal. Close defensive work bv both
teams was an outstanding feature
and most of the field goals were
scored on long distance shots. At
half time the Felines were in the
fore 14 to 11.

In the second half Lehigh forged
ahead and took the lead, until the
Cats quickly tied the game with a
field goal by Edwards and a foul
shot by Captain Czesick. As the
game ended the score was tied at
26 all. In the extra period the
Cats scored the necessary points to
win the game. Tracy's free toss
scoring the decisive counter.
"Huck" Finn held the high scor-

ing honors with ten points and he
was followed up by Captain Cze-
sick with seven.

win.

that.

However, the Owls lost to Ford-
ham, which was beaten by Rutgers
and Rutgers lost to Villanova last

week, so comparative scores mean
nothing, especially in a Cat-Owl
scrap, when the past records mean
as little as the chances of borrow-
ing money from a Scotchman.
The Owls' record lists fourteen

conquests and six defeats, ten of
the wins being scored at home,
where the Cherry and White was
regarded as unbeatable, until Car-
negie won a close game last week
Captain Whitey Czescik and Bill

Tracy, Villanova mainstays, and
Co-captains Gil Fitch and Obie
O'Brien of Temple,
against each other
times, with

the record for the Catholic U.
track.

In the fifty yard invitation event
Penstermacher came through to
place third. This gave the Wild-
cats a total point score of seven
points for the meet.

At New York in the K. of C.
games one first place and one sec-
ond was the lot of the five Villa-
nova runners who were entered.
By finishing second in the sixty-

yard handicap race, which drew
eighty sprinters to the post, Frank
Gleason, Frosh luminary once
again proved his worth. Gleason
won easy victories in his heat and
the semi-finals, being clocked at 6;
5.10 both times.

A poor start in the final left'
Gleason in the lurch for the first
thirty yards. However, he came
through to pass all the field but
Don Johnson of Princeton to se-
cure second place. Johnson, with
a tlxree foot handicap covered the
distance in 6: 5.10.

Because of the fact that he ram
off with the sixty-yard race in
the Newark A. C. meet, held a
month ago, Gleason was only al-
loted a foot handicap.

The other four Villanova en-
trants, the crack Frosh relay quar-
tet, stepped away from the field to
win the one mile Freshman relay.
The Frosh team composed of Kre-
mer, La Franchise, Womer and
Elliot covered the distance m 3:32
4-5 to defeat the Manlmttan Year-
lings who took second place. Third
place went to the Columbia Frosh.

D. P. E. Frat Opens
Room To Members

George Crumble, president of the
Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity, which
has its headquarters in the Com-
merce and Finance building, an-
nounced yesterday that his organ-
ization has great plans for the fu-
ture. With the approval of the Rev.
Joseph C. Bartley, Dean of the Bus-
iness School, they have taken over a
large room in the basement of that
building for the exclusive use of
members.

Baessler
Drugs

1040 LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWB

ARDMORE
Thea t re

TODAY
JanicH Dunn—Sally Kllers
(Stars of "Bad Qlrl") in

"DANCE TEAlVr*
with MIna Oombcll—Nora Lane
WEDNKSDAV and THIJK8DAY

"Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
with Kredrrlr March

Miriam Hopkins—Ko8e Hobart

FRIDAY
LIL DAOOVER kg

"THE WOMAN FROM
MONTE CARLO"
with Walter Huston

SATURDAY
"Charlie Chan's Chance"

with Warner Oland

Florida Debate Cancelled

The debate which was previous-
ly scheduled with the Univers-
ity of Florida for Sunday, March
6, has

the winning team

been cancelled,
will be playing lis a law in Florida wlilch
for the last iiibits the state university

the Owl pair always on ! participating in this form
contest on Sunday.

There
pro-
from
of a

Paramount

Diner

Bryn Mawr
TRY OUR DINNER

4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

Need a Haircut?

Try

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

Villanova

Barber Shop

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER
Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CASEY and GARRITY

t:-=r

• <<

Baseball Notice
All pitchers and catchers will

report at three o'clock this af-
ternoon in the old gym

BILL WHITE, Manager

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The moat popular clothea on llie cunpiu uUored by

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24«Z'5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

:^mi^mZ

rpo'

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.
Open tai 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Represenutive
no Fedigan Hall

Copr. , 1932, The Aintrlcu Tobtcco Co.

Give me Lucky Strike
every time

THEY'RE DOTTY ABOUT DOTTY

Dorothy MockoiH't graoi-graat

tomething-or-oth«r wot Bobby
Burnt, the famouiScolch poat.and
that ai popular in Hollywood
oi golf— 'noth«r Scotch Import.
H«r fovorlt* p«t ii a Brazilian

monkey. Yov (•• the monk in th«
new FIRST NATIONAL POURE,
"SAFE IN HELL" Dorothy hot
smoked LUCKIES for lix year*,
ond not a cant wo* paid for h«r
ttatement, so wa're making a
sweeping bow and saying,
"Thanks, Dorothy A^kaill."

*'My throat is all important to me. No harsh irritants for
yours truly.GivemeLUCKYSTRIKE every time.And pat
yourself on the back for your new Cellophane wrapper
with that tab ivhich makes the package so easy to open."

"It's toasted"
YourThroatProfctlon-ogoinit IrrifotJon«ogalntt cough
And Mefceur*.Proof C«ffopftjifi« K—p% ihtd "Toastorf" Ftewr gyr Fr—h

[^.

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE- 60 modem minutes udth the world'$ finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
"I to<toy becomes the new of tomorrow, every Tueaday, Thurmloy and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

THE BELLE AIR

BAROMETER

IS MOVING SLOWLY
SUBSCRIBE NOW VILL VAN

I VILLANOVAN STAFF

CANDIDATES

J

REPORT TONIGHT

AND TOMORROW
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Junior Prom
Committee
Progressing

Selection of Orchestra Nar-

rowed to Four Well-

known Bands

FAVORS ARE CHOSEN

Immediately after the Junior

class meeting last Wednesday, there

•was a meeting of the Prom Com-
mittee and much data was ob-

tained from Howard Richmond,
chairman, for publication.

The decorating of the gymnasium
is to be placed in the hands of a

professional Interior decorator and
the committee Is at present con-

sidering several estimates entered

by the foremost firms In Philadel-

phia. The price of admission has

not as yet been decided upon and
the decision will not be forthcoming
until a more definite Idea of the

expenses and the payment of class

assessments can be obtained.

The favors for the dance have
been chosen. They are novel in

nature and unique In design. A
definite statement as to what they

are could not be had, but the com-
mittee was unanimous In the

opinion that they would create a
sensation. The dancing Is to con-

tinue from ten to three, If certain

arrangements now being attempted
are successful; If these details do
not materialize, then the permis-

sion of the authorities will be

sought to extend the Prom from
eleven to four.

The most important phase of the

aflfair has been well taken care of,

although no selection has as yet

been made. The list of orchestras

available for that night has been

cut to foiu- and the choice of any
one of them will Insure this year's

Junior class of the best orchestra

ever to play at a VUlanova Prom.
The four now under consideration

are Guy Lombardo, Jack Denny,
Bert Lown, and Wayne King. The
hiring of one of these orchestras

Is certain and hence the success of

the affair from the musical side is

already assured.

Mr. Richmond has been ably

assisted in his efforts by the fol-

lowing committee: Cyril Dunn,
Warren Brown. Joseph Hahn,
James Douglas, James McGulnn,
William Crowley. Stephen Duha-
mel. Joseph Pox, Joseph Kalna,
Donald LaPond. James McDevltt,

Prank Perlgulno, Bruno Wotjkun,
John Grimes and John Bomsteln.

To Speak Here

BISHOP WILLIAM HAFEY
Well-known lecturer, of Raleigh.

N. C, who will ajddress the

student body at chapel ser-

vices next Tuesday
evening

Ursinus Defeated

In Debate Here

have patronized It with much in

terest and endeavor.

The purpose of this course as

Debate at Collegeville Can-

celled Because of Illness of

Ursinus Debater

CONSIDERATION ASKED

Last Thursday evening the Beta

Gamma debating team added an-

other victory to its record for the

year when It encountered and de-

feated the debaters from Ursinus

College.
This debate was originally intend-

ed to be a home-and-home affair,

but at almost the last minute that

part of the schedule engagement

which was to take place In College-

ville had to be temporarily postpon-

ed because of the sudden illness of

one of the members of the Ursinus

team. The return engagement. It Is

hoped, win take place In the course

of the next few days.

The subject matter of the con-

troversy was the proposition: "Re-

solved: That capitalism as a system

of economic organization Is unsound
In principle." This question Is

one which has been adopted by the

great majority of collegiate de-

bating teams this year and has

been debated several times from
both viewpoints by the Villanova

debaters.

In this forensic contest which was
held in the amphitheatre the Beta
Gamma debaters upheld the nega-

tive side of the question.

The members of the Ursinus team
who traveled here to speak in the

debate were James Palm, Dwlght
Gregory, and Bernard Zamosteln.

The debaters from Villanova who
opposed them were Martin GUI
Paetrus Banmiller, and Joseph

Conlan.
The attendance at the debate was

the smallest of the year, only

slightly more than sixty people hav-

ing been there. This was the first

time this year that there was an
audience of less than a hundred at

the debates held here at Villa-

nova.
After the debate had started,

students who came in late, shuffled

down the aisle, and noisily took

their places were an almost con-

stant source of disturbance to both

the speakers and the audience.

Professor Joseph T. Jonas, Mod-
erator for the society, has remarked

that if hereafter those who come in

aft«r the debate is in progress

would proceed to their places quiet

ly and with as little disturbance as

possible, it would give the debaters

a better opportunity for presenting

their arguments. This little cour-

tesy would be greatly appreciated by

alL

completed one course in Quantlta

tlve Analysis an opportunity to

analyze foods."

It can be readily understood that

the students will gain a distinct

advantage from this course when
they further pursue their calling in

medical school. Since the work en-

tailed by this subject Is directly

related to Important and necessary

branches In the chemical line of

medicine, there Is no doubt why
the students have received It with

much enthusiasm. This Is one more
exemplification of how the Science

School is endeavoring to further

Its scholars In a pi-actlcal and
technical way, that they might be
assured of success against future

obstacles.

Juniors Hold
Meeting On
Assessments

New Course
Approvedby
Science Prof

Announces That Course In-

stalled by Him Is Being

Well Received

COURSE ANALYZES FOOD

Ell Duncombe. professor of

Quantitative Analysis and Physio-

logical Chemistry, has announced

that he is much pleased with the

manner in which his students are

receiving the new Food Analysis

course. This course was originated

by Prof. Duncombe and first Intro-

duced Into the curriculum of the

Pre-Med school last month. Since

It has met with success It will

probably remain as a minor course

for the Pre-Med students.

This subject was presented to the

students with the aspect and in-

tention of furthering their know-

ledge in the medical sciences. The

manner In which this subject would

be received by the students at the

time of its presentation was a

matter of "tempus narrablt." How-

ever, time has told Its story and --• rr- z—-,' ....- ,

.
'

, . „ i„ „ „„rr, vealed the financial condition of
the course is progressing in a com-

^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ j^^^,. ^^^^ ^^^^

mendable fashion. Many students majority expected

Chairmen of Various Com-

mittees Give Reports at

4th Class Meeting

ORDER BLAZERS SOON

On last Wednesday afternoon

the Junior class held Its fourth

meeting of the year In the Mendel

Hall auditorium at 1 P- M. The

purpose of this meeting was to

discuss the two Important Interests

of the class of '33, the class assess-

ments and the functions of Junlw
Week
In order that the class as a whole

could more clearly understand the

progress that has t»een made In the

arrangement of these festivities,

Robert Rosen, president of the

class, called for reports from the

various chairmen and these were

handed to him before the meeting

was called to order. They were

then presented to the class for

approval by Mr. Rosen.
Satisfactory arrangements have

been made with the college author-

ities and the use of the new gym-
nasium has been obtained for all

functions, except the class banquet.

This affair is, according to William
Crowley, chairman, to be held in

one of PhUadelphia's leading hotels

and the contract Is about signed,

sealed and ready for delivery. Mr.
Crowley asks that all Juniors in-

tending to attend this banquet,

notify either himself or one of the

committee, so that he can complete
all arrangements.
The services of the "Vlllanovans"

has been acquired and under the

leadership of Ray Barratta, will

furnish the latest dance tunes

for the Blue Blazer Ball and the

Farewell Dance. Joseph Fox and
George Vanderwerflf, chairmen of

the respective committees, turned
in favorable reports and expecta-
tions for the success of these two
affairs are running high.

George Hughes, treasurer of the
class, entered a complaint against
the slowness with which the Juniors
are paying their assessments. He
pointed out that the entire pro-
gram of Junior Week ,1s liable to

suffer If these assessments are not
met. Mr. Hughes' statements re-

Staff Candidates
For Villanovan
Asked To Report

Competitive try-outs for staff

ixisltions on the VILLANOVAN
are announc:d. Placements will be
made on the basis of ability dis-

played dxirinc: a four week prob-
ation period which begins this week.
Th?re are many staff positions

open at the present time, and there
will be many more In a few weeks
when Senior members of the staff

retire.

All candidates are asked to re-

port to the VILLANOVAf* office

between 6.00 o'clock and 7.30 to-

night. F\>r convenience candidates
will be Interviewed tomorrow eve-
ning, Wednesday, at the same
place and at tlie sam? time.

No previous newspaper experience
is required, through previous writ-

ing experience of some description

is preferred.

John T. Brown Elected •

Freshman President On
Ballot of 85 Nominees

The official announcement from
the class authorities that the color
of this year's blazer would be blue
was presented and all the Juniorswas picaciiiicu aiiu au iiiu

Stated by Prof. Duncombe Is, "To ^gre asked to watch the bulletin

give selected students who have board for notices anent the date

New Men
Initiated
Into V. L. S.

Sixteen Candidates Appear

Before Members of V. L.

S. for Approbation

TO POST ACCEPTED MEN

for measurements and orders.
Before concluding the meeting

Mr. Rosen asked the Junior class

to lend Its whole-hearted support
to the Junior Coiu-tler and he add-
ed that he was certain that this
year's publication would rank with
the best ever released.

This meeting will probably be the
last before the arrival of Jimlor
Week and nence the entire class is

exhorted to put their shoulders to

the wheel and lend all the assist-

ance iwsslble to the various chair-

men and their committees, thus

insuring the fact that Junior Week
will be not only a week of pleasant

memories, but also a week of un-

paralleled success as well

Lambda Kappa Delta Planning

For Dance On St. Patrick's Day

Sixteenth Annual Dance to

Re Given In Gym With

Villanovans

Dance assessments for Lambda
Kappa Delta must be paid not

later than March 15.

The Lambda Kappa Delta,

Science School fraternity, will run
its sixteenth annual St. Patrick's

Day dance, March 17, in the old

gymnasium. St. Patrick's feast day
has for sixteen consecutive years

been reserved by this fraternity

as the date on which to give its

annual dance. In that time this

organization has built up an envi-

able reputation for the quality of

its affairs and a great many men
on the campus are looking forward
with a great deal of eager anticipa-

tion for March 17, 1932.

The old gym will, as Is usual, be
tastefully decorated with streamers

and backgrounds of green and
orange Music for the occasion will

be supplied by the "Villanovans,"

who, Mr. Baratta says, are ready

to give an evening's entertainment
to be long remembered In the an-
nals of Villanova.

This dance will be the first of

the spring season, and coming as
It does In the middle' of Lent, will

afford an excellent opportunity to

lovers of the light, fantastic art.

Tickets for the affair are selling

at two dollars and may be obtained
from any member of the committee,
and in the Pie Shoppe. The com-
mittee, under the direction of Max
Rosenzwelg. Is composed of Wilfred
Therlault, Howard Richmond. John
Wilson. Peter Leone. Grant Dun-
leavy, Prank Dltchey. William
Mountford, and William Holmes.

Fraternity InitiaUons Will

Be Held in Gym Friday

Evening

The armual Initiations Into
Lamba Kappa Delta fraternity are
to be held Friday at 7.30 P. M. in
the gym. Approximately twenty-
two succsssful applicants will be
initiated at this time.
According to James B. Finn, Jr.,

president of the fraternity, "The
initiation is going to bigger and
better than ever." Some pleasant
surprises will greet the applicants,
he says.

The initiation will be closed to
students except those who are
members of the fraternity. Initia-
tion fees must be paid March 11

at the regular meeting of the
organization.
The committee In charge of the

affair consists of William Richman.
Salvatore Meshon, co-chairman.
Edward Tlmm. Edward Colosi, Ger-
ald McAteer. Dominic Marrion,
Joseph Bilotta, and James Amao.

Two More Rehearsals For
Orchestra Before Opening

"Only two more rehearsals will
be held by the Symphony orchestra
before the musical revue in the
gymnasium on April 1." said the
Rev. Rullean P. Pink, O. 8. A, vice
president, yesterday. He further
stated that a one hundred per-
cent attendance is desired. The
meeting of the members of the
orchestra will be held in the priest's
dining room, on next Thursday, and
the same day of the following week,
at 3.30 p.m. The orchestra is under
the direction of Rajmiond Baratta.

Last night the semi-annual Ini-

tiation of candidates Into both the

Belle Masque and Beta Gamma
chapters of the Villanova Literary

Society was held during the regular

meeting of the society In Mendel

Hall.

The names of sixteen students

were entered for trials to mem-
bership. Of these sixteen nine ap-

plied for membership into the Belle

Masque chapter, five tried out for

the Beta Gamma chapter, while

two strove for entrance Into both

chapters. All the candidates mani-

fested sufficient talent and effort

in their presentations.

For entrance Into the Belle

Masque chapter the applicants were

required to present for the approval

of the organization a satisfactory

demonstration of their dramatic

ability. This demonstration was

comprised of a recitation depleting

at least two characters, and the
recitation had to oe chosen from
some noteworthy dramatic work.
For admittance Into the Beta

Gamma chapter the candidates
were required to prepare the argu-
ments In defense of both the afflm-

atlve and the negative contentions
of the proposition: "Resolved: That
the United States should recognize
Soviet Russia." After the candi
dates were presented, Professor
Joseph T. Jonas, Moderator of the
society, selected two teams from
among them, and these two teams
then presented an informal debate.

Those students who submitted
their names for initiation were
Frank Connell, Tom Scanlon. Wil-
liam Murtha. William Dowling,
Edward KUbane, John Durkln,
Vincent O'Connor, Francis Bigley,

John Haiss, John Sherry. Thomas
Darmody, John Lyons. Daniel
Smith, William Doyle, John Butler,

and Charles McGough.
The Initiation Committee, which

Is a standard committee In the
society, consists of Joseph House-
man, chairman, Raymond Harter,
Joseph Conlan, and Laurence De-
Frances.
Some time In the course of the

next few days Professor Jonas will

post a list of those candidates who
have successfully passed the initia-

tion, and they will then be duly
enrolled into the society.

William Crimberg Named Vite-President ; William Alless-

androni. Secretary; Josepb Weisenbaugh, Treasurer;

and Jeremiah Daly, Student Council Member

Charity And
Life Feature

Chapel Talk
' "

' ——"

—

Fr. Mauch Says Great Prob-

lem Is to Determine

Meaning of Life

TREATS SOCLAL ACTION

ELECTION PROTESTED
BY VARIOUS GROUPS

Car Rules For
Seniors Issued

Vice-President to Strictly En-

force Regulations for

Senior Car Owners

SPECIAL REGISTRATION

The Senior boarding students are
being pennitted to keep their cars

on the campus for an Indefinite

period of time providing they ad-
here strictly to the rules issued by
the Rev. Ruellan P. Pink, O. S. A

.

vice president. Fr. Fink stated that
the rules will be strictly enforced.

"Senior boarding students who
have been granted exemption from
the ruling in relation to the keep-
ing of machines on the campus,
must keep their cars in the triangle

behind Mendel HaU," he said. "As
soon as a Senior brings his car to

school It will be necessary for him
to notify the vice-president as to

the make and license number of
the vehicle. A committee of seniors

will be appointed by the President
'>f the Student Council to enforce

this law pertaining to machines of

the rest of the student body."

The rule which forbids the keep-
ing of motor vehicles on the cam-
pus by those who are not members
of the Senior class will be enforced.

"The great problem for each in-

dividual is to determine the mean-
mg of life, particularly Insofar as

that meaning affects the Individual

as a memotr of a social group." In

inis maner did the Rev. liugene A.

Mauch, O. S. A., begin his chapel
talk last evening. The topic of his

cliscours.j was "The Mystery ol

ule and the Law of Charity.

"

A short summary of Fr. Mauch's
sermon follows: Man is primarily

a social animal and his great

concern is to determine how to

get along with others. The ques-

tion at issue is whether social act-

ion shall be determined by the so-

called law of nature of modem
science, which finds its highest

expression in modern phiianthrophy
and altruism, or whether this social

action shall be determined by a rule

of living based on a religious

concept which nas lor Its central

dogma belief In a personal Provid-

ent God. We maintain tnat scien-

iitic phllantrophy and altruism can
never give us a solution to the

problem. No matter how benignly
.nttrpreted tnis iheory has lor its

Lasis the law of nature which is

ruthless, advocating the principle

of the survival of tne fittest and
tne philosophy of the super-man.
It despises human weakness
and necesarily sponsors the prin-

ciple that might is right.

Contrasted to this we offer the

teaching of Christ which is em-
oodied in one word, "Charity." The
most significant effect of the

transformation brought about by
th2 Master's doctrine was the idea

of Charity. Christian charity im-
plies, firsc of all, the love of God
above all things and then the love

of neighbor for the love of God.
A cure for our existing economic
and social ills is possible only

through the return to the prin-

ciples of Christ, by Charity be-

coming the motivating principles of

all man's actions.

Committee For

GymAnnounced
Fr. Fink Announces Entire

Committee Under Leader-

ship of James Garrity

EQUAL REPRESENTATION

With the magnificent new gym-
nasium rapidly nearlng completion

the enthusiasm over the fastly ap-

proaching inter-fratemlty and in-

ler-cluD call is rapidly rising. Al-

ready committees are beginning to

function for the event which will

take place in the new $350,000 struc-

ture on Friday evening, April 1.

The Rev. Ruellan P. PlnK O. S. A.

vice-president of the college, has

announced the names of those who
will serve on the committee under
the leadership of James Garrity,

president of the Student Council. In

order to give all the classes, schools

and clubs on the campus equal rep-

resentation, Fr. Pink has chosen
sixteen members of each one of

those groups to form the committee
for this social event.

Those who were named to posts

on the committee Include the fol-

lowing : class presidents—Harold
Driscoll, Senior; Robert Rosen,

Junior; James O'Cormell, Sopho-
more. Fraternity presidents—George
Crumble, Delta Pi Epsllon; Mar-
tin Gill, Epsllon Phi Theta; James
Finn, Lambda Kappa Delta; and
Prank Remy.Phi Kappa Pi. Stud-

ents. John McDermott, Senior Arts;

William Driscoll. Senior Engineer-

ing; John Wilson, Junior Pre-Med;
William Crowley. Junior Business;

Wilfred Therlault. Sophomore Pre-

Med.; Charies McGough, Sopho-
more Engineering; E. Rellly. Fresh-

man Arts; and Walter Allessan-

droni. Freshman Business. Sol Ber-

man. Senior Arts student, will act

as publicity man for the affair.

EASTER HOLIDAYS

According to ofOcial notice the

Easter holidays will begin after

the last class on Wednesday,
March 23. and will end the fol-

lowing Tuesday. March 29.

Classes will be resumed on Wed-
nesday morning. March 30.

Elected on a ballot containing

eighty-five names, John Thomas
Brown of Brooklyn, N. Y , Is presi-

dent of the Freshman Class. His

nearest competitor was Paetnis

Banmiller. Mr. Brown is a grad-

uate of Richmond HUl High School,

and Is a member of the Business

School.
William Grlmberg, of Kingsley

High School, was elected to the

office of vice-president; Walter
Alessandronl, of Overbrook High
School, was elected Secretary; Jo-

seph Weisenbaugh, of Kiski Pre-
paratory School, was elected Trea-
surer and Jeremiah Daly, of Bishop
Loughlln Memorial High School,

was elected to the Student Coun-
! cil. All of these students are at-

tending the Business School.

The significance of the above
elections Is that for the first time
in the history of the college five

'men from the same school have
been elected to the office. This of

course necessarily implies efficient

political organization. The latter

I

condition was brought about by a
meeting of all Business students on
Thursday morning in the amphi-
theatre. This meeting was unoffi-

cially presided over by several
members of the Student Council
which was supervising the elections.

At this meeting candidates were to

be voted to run for the five offices

with the agreement that the win-
ners would be supported entirely
and solidly by the whole Freshman
Business School.
A number of students, chiefly

Engineers, have lodged a formal
protest with the Vice-President.
Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A., not
against the legality of organization
which they think Is absolutely in
conformity with political science,
but against the Interference of
members of the Student Council,
without whose aid they think the
Business School Freshmen could
not have been organized. As proof
of this they point to preceding
years which show the Business
School to have been divided into
various parties and factions.
Whether or not this protest will
be considered remains to be seen.
The nominations themselves were

farclal In character. Nominations
were kept open until election time.
This resulted in the nominancy of
18 men for president; 15 men for
vice-president; 20 men for Trea-
surer; 21 men for Secretary; and
a paltry 11 for Student Council.
Thus 85 students were running for
office creating a new record in the
annals of Villanova.
Admiring room-mates nominated

one another and the slightest ac-
quaintanceship resulted in mutual
nominancy for office and thus the
garland passed lightly from brow
to brow until those who were not
listed among the nominees simply
were not "au courant."
The VILLANOVAN regrets that

it cannot furnish its readers with
the statistics concerning the num-
ber of votes cast and the amount
garnered by winners and runner-
ups, respectively, but the Student
Council refuses to give any Infor-
mation pertaining to the election
except that which was publicly
posted on the bulletin boards,
which made known only the names
of the five men elected to office.

The nominees follow:
President: Walter Alessandronl,

John Rltehie, Paetrus Banmiller,
William Mulqueen, Edwin Riley,
Joseph Jones. George Malhame,
John Brown, Paul Loughlin, Frank
Willis. Frank McShane, Hubert
Gallagher, James Walsh, Jeremiah
Daley, Francis McDevltt, Harry
Patsch. Frank Monaghan, and Ar-
thur McGlnnis.
Vice-President: John Smith, Wil-

liam Grlmberg. Ralph Caprio, John
Haiss. Laurence Goldschmidt, Titus
Ranelri, Stephen Shlzkowskl, Frank
Carberry. Thomas Darmody, Frank
Stlckney, Charles Burgess, Michael
Murphy, Thomas Hughes, Michael
Clavin. and Michael LaVeglia.
Student Council: Vincent Cava-

naugh. Robert White, Frank
Wetzler, Edmond Plszcek, Stephen
Chlarello, George Monks, Constan-
tlne Roscovics, Richard Roach,
John Martin, Earl Larsen, and Neu-
mann Stoll.

Treasurer: Thomas Malcolm,
Michael Kane, Meyer Solomon,
Harry Schaefer, Anthony Radzi-
wanoskl, Francis Bigley, Peter
Acque. John Strong. Anthony Car-
done. John Hammond, Frank Glea-
son, John Cook, John Shevlin. Aldo
Belllno. Martin Nicholas. Joseph
Weisenbaugh, William Slaughter.
Walter Coyle. Joseph Dunigan. and
John Klekotka.

Secretary; Dominic Dominankas.
Joseph MedofT. George Oartland,
Michael Vemiero. John Barry,
Victor Padula, Robert Panelll. How-
ard Ogle. Edgar Cottrell. Bernard
Quinn. George Fox. James Nugent,
Charles Smith. John Sherry. Wil-
liam Dwyer. Stephen Kramer John
Black. William Dowling. Thomas
TooUn, Jean Sharkey, and JohT
GlUln.
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AuuT C. Wacnul, '32 •

John J. liuaiuN, '33

Danuu. b. J. BuciUKY. *32

Chamlss J. Antonacuo, '33

WitUAM S. White, '32 •

JOSU'U T. UOUSBMAN, '33

KLii>uu>ii J. Leunac, '33

JOSSftl F. DiKTZ,

Sol. Buman. '32
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COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By

RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

THE THEATRE

Auittantt to College Staff

William O'Elia. '33 Robut A. Gust. '34

JosKfH A. Uahn, Ji, '33
,

Chailcs P. Gocci. *34

Edmono p. Ruliy, '35 Gioics C. Malhami, *35

LAWBiu«ae DsFKANCEs, '33 Raymond J- Uabtu. "34

•.\..
' ' ioSKI"!! J. CONLAN, '33

Aiiislant* to SporU Suiff

Gmald J. DoLAN. '33 Jamks £. Nucint. '35

Edmono C. Malhami, '35

Auistants to Business Staff

Thomas J. Donahue, '35 Wilfiid A. Theiuult, *34

Assistants to Circulation Staff

John A. Dicknnaeo, '33 Frank L. Galiulo, '33

Joseph U. Cobnely, '35 Uarold J. Keating, '35

WiLUAM J. Gouch, '35 James W. Tobin, '35

Richabo G. Zubiell, *35

Faculty Aovisob—Rev. William A. Kenny, 0. S. A.
This paper is dedicated to one of the finest men who
ever entered Villanova; scholar, athlete, gentleman—
!

. ^, .. ..Lbo Goopbeau ^.,. .•.•.;;
J,

•:;.*:
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GOLDILOCKS
An original excuse for leaving;

scliool was heard by the Registrar
of Alabama when a student said he
couldn't find a barber who could cut
his hair correctly. Emll (call me
handsome; Reltz who has decided
to become a gigolo now has the
same complaint.

AN UNETHICAL
STUDENT
COUNCIL

WHY is the Student Council given control

of class elections? One of the advantages

of such a procedure,

we believe, is the elim-

ination of all possible

impartiality and fav-

:l : -V, r • \v oritism. Theoretical-

ly, the men governing the elections are an
impartial group, disinterested in results. It

is a group that metes out justice to all with-

out discrimination. It is the arbiter of fair

play. In view of these considerations, we
wonder how certain members of the Student
Council can justify their actions in last

week's Freshman class election. Altogether,

there were some eighty-two nominees for the
live class offices of president, vice-president,

secretary, treasurer and Council member, an
unprecendented situation. Manifestly, the

vote of any one school was to be very much
split. And so, certain Seniors in the school

of Commerce and Finance took it upon them-
selves to organize the Freshman business
men. A meeting was called, the Frosh at-

tended. They were told that with the pres-

ent split ticket they could entertain but little

hope of placement in the class offices. Ac-
cordingly, a business men's ticket was de-
cided upon and the group felt themselves
makers of a gentleman's agreement to vote
the straight ticket. An excellent political

move, we admit, so good that every office was
secured by a member of the School of Com-
merce and Finance! With that procedure we
have no quarrel, but—the men who organ-
ized the group and who presided at the meet-
ing were members of the Student Council,
one of them, the President of the Council!
The very same men who had been given con-
trol of the election! To us, it seems that

there might be something unethical in their

actions. Several more moves of the same
character and the Student Council will rich-

ly enhance the already envious position that

it occupies in the opinion of the student

body.
*****

THE GIFT of talkativeness is the lot of the
majority of college men in this country.

In fact, more than being mere-
ly fated to "talk" for a better

part of their college career,

they impart the charm to

others until the whole nation
seems to be a veritable "nation of cacklers".
Men in business, in governmental offices

spout forth thousands of unnecessary words
daily in a mechanical manner. Answers to
the questioning of professors are emitted as
if from an automaton. Orthodox modern-
ists, however, eulogize this trend as an im-
portant step in the development of true
democracy. Others, however, repeat with ex-
pressions of similar disgust Hamlet's bitter
discovery of the emptiness of speech. Still

others suggest, it is not less talk we want but
more and better talk. By this suggestion all

listless or incompetent discussion would be
eliminated. This latter course it seems is

the one that should be adopted by men of
culture and education. The years we are in
college are too short to spend in idle conver-
sation and so-called "buffing sessions". We
are in reality paying good money to partake
of the few morsels of these sessions and the
result of what we do absorb is of no particu-
lar calorific value. Supei-fluous discussion
and grandiloquent speeches lead in the end
to a false evaluation of things and to an
emptiness of speech that can not be reme-
died. The old-fashioned alage, that when
we have nothing to say, keep quiet and when
we stop thinking, stop writing, is after all
the best policy.

. COLLEGEJ HUMOR
A chapter of Rho Dammit Rho

has been started at Catholic Univer-
sity. According to the chapter
ihe society was • loundered" in 1827

and the membersnip cards bear the

signature of the Grand Haenuglob-
in, Mr. Serg Suitshme, and the

urand Whoozis, Mr. Homer Bdu.
l\aembersiiip is amited to gentlemen.

GRIMES FAIRY TALES
Perhaps it will be of interest to

ail lo know that a student receives

credit lor "butt sessions" at Wis-
consm. Regarding' this phase of

college life, Dr. Gienn S. Prank,
presiaent of the university, has this

to say: "We have felt that the con-
versation of college students in

social rooms when the day Is over
'IS as much an index of the effec-

tiveness of the college as the talk
of students in the classrooms."

We guess that future B. A.'s will

btand lor Butt Artists.

SAYS YOU I

Students at Niagara are running
a bridge tournament to determine
Lhe best team in the school. We
will wager our season's pass to the
Oasis to anyone who can defeat
Ui Donohue and Prank McShane.

BEHIND THE MASK.-Another
mystery thriller featuring Jack
Holt and Boris Karlofl. with Con-
stance Commings playing the lead-
ing feminine role. The story treats
of a group of narcotic smugglers,
wno, leo by a mysterious Mr. X,
are being trailed by secret service
men of the United States narcotic
squad. Ihe trials and dangers by
which the secret service men are
beset furnishes the material for the
tale. The picture proves Interestinn
for a lover of mystery plots m spite
of the fact that the story itself is

rather time worn. The acting of
me itaaing characters, although not
txcepiionaily good, should rate
above the ordinary.—At the Stan-
ton.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD.
—The popularity of this film has
caused it to run at the Karlton,

•wnen its two weeks at the Boyd
were completed. George Arllss.
playing the part of the shrewd,'
oeep man, characteristic of his
impersonations, surpassed his prev-
ious work, as far as acting is con-
cerned.

The slow action of the production
would warrant its success in a stage
penornittuce, out Ariiss spienaiu
atung aoiiity ho.us me attention oi
me auuience to a Keen pitch.
A musician, stricken aeal, at the

height Of nis cai-eer, is tne roie this
lamous actor assumes, tie rebels
against uoo, and ioses all interest
in everything, inciuaing his work.—
Ao tne r^ariton.

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By
JOSEPH F. DIETZ

NEWS PLASHES
Pedigan Hall:— The imminent

question in this haven of hoofers
Is: "Who stole Mme. Cullen's Scotch
terrier?" Somebody said Jerry
Dolan was washing his windows
with it.

Austin Ha;i:— The quartet of
Hickey, Donahue, Delaney and Dal-
labrida perpetrated a broadcast for
the first tune la«t week. Starting
with their identifying theme song
01 • LAkes of KUlarney". they next
rendered such numbers as "Auf
Weidershein", "Och du Liber Au-
guistine", and a few tricks from
Wagner. Their program was spon-
sored by Glovers Mange Medicine
Inc. Said a prominent critic; "The
timbre of the melodies was visiated
by a pronounced lisp which marred
me virtuosity of the tenor voice."

He said it was a . voice anyway,
i^onohue.

,

'
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Utter Foolishness Of
Many Co-Ed Courses

Attacked By Editor

Graceful Handling of Cigarettes and Care-
ful Balancing of CocktailH

Taught at Purdue.

"THE NIAUARA INDEX"
MAUAKA UNIVEKNITY. N. Y.

CALL BILL THOMPSON
John Hopkins of Baltimore has

lecentiy installed the Oxford sys-
tem of education in its Liberal Arts
bcnooi. A student alter completing
nis hrst two years, must pick one
oi a group oi aiiied courses, namely
tsociai bcience. Natural Sciences
and Literature. At the end of his
senior year a student will take a
comprenensive examination cover-
ing the two years' work in order to
ootain his degree. An industrious
student may take the exam at the
eiid of nis junior year and graduate
ill three years.

ALL WET
A student of John Hopkins who

is taking a special course in Europe
and sends back his impressions to
the paper wrote the 1oliowing for
his last article, "Rain and Beer".
uut why travel to Europe.

WAYWARD.—Once more we have
the eternal triangie. Wnue this
theme has been used time and
again, the plciure appeals more to
me theatre-goers' sense of dra-
matics and plot sense. Richard
Arien marries Nancy Carroll who
IS a cnorus girl, much against his
mothers', Pauiine Fedenck, wishes
as sne had higher ideas for her
son. As a resiUt, tne scheming
mother tries to separate the two.
Without the shadow of a doubt,

Pauune l-ederick takes the honors
for the best interpretation and por-
trayal of her part. Nancy Carroll
toucnes your neart strings as the
misunaerstood wife, the only weak
linK in the chain, is the part played
by Richara Arlen. It is rather
weak, but he carries it off quite
well considering that he Is not of

the emotional type. Those inter-

ested in dramatics will enjoy this

Picture.—At the Earle.

WORDS,
WORDS,
WORDS

ARS GRATIA ARTIS
An aiumni note in the "Toma-

hawk,
" of Holy Cross College, says,

mat the Rev. Patrick S. J. has com-
plied tne nrst Visayan Grammar
ever to oe written.

Now will some widely traveled in-
mate of Pedigan tell us who, wnai,
and where is a Visayan. Or does
ivlickios know?

WfiAT PRICE GLORY?
In the "Duke Chronicle" is pub-

lished an article by Dr. E. E. Free,

of New York University, who, in

.speaking on the researcn work now
oemg done in American colleges,

says. Each year when I read the

list of subjects of graduate theses

on which Doctors' and Masters' de-

grees presumably hav^ been granted

Dy reputable universities, I am
aghast at the hopelessness and utter

futility ol most of the subjects."

And did Dr. Pree ever think how
the men felt who had to write those

i-heses?

THE NEIGHS LOSE
Recently they abolished a tempor-

ary course in Vetennarianism at

Baylor University and created a
new chair of Philosophy.
We think this is a sort of putting

Descartes before the horse.

DID YOU EVER KNOW THAT—
Marquette University students

who live in fraternity houses have
their names, characteristics, and
peculiarities listed with the police.

Notre Dame has a vigilance
Committee which throws all stu-
dents into the lake who do not turn
out for "pep" meetings.

Because of a recent incident when
the playing of "Minnie The Mooch-
cr", horrified the chaperones at
Barnard College, f'lture dance or-
chestras will be limited to string
ensembles.

The students of the University of
Detroit are not permitted to smoke
on the campus.

The official campus of Temple
University is the Great Court of
Mitten Hall.

The editor-in-chief and most of
the staff of the University of Day-
ton paper are freshmen.

By a recent revision of the rules
covering the Syracuse year book,
the editors are to be guaranteed a
minimum salary for this year's
work.

BROKEN LULLABY—The cinema
inttrpretation of Rosand's "The
Mail I Killed", is Indeed a fiicture
of startling revelation of the re-
actions of a man who has killed a
man in the World War. The tor-
ments of conscience which stagger
him are excellently portrayed. Phil-
lip Holmes, a suberb rising star,
portrays the man returning from
war. Nancy Carroll portrays the
imancee of the dead man, a new
role for Nancy. Lionel Ba'rrymore
clinches the excellence of the pic-
ture by his vivid portrayal of the
father of the dead boy. The pic-
ture is indeed a tribute to Earnest
Lubitsch it's producer.—At the
Stanley.

ARSENE LUPIN.—Weaving an
element of trickery and a bit of
romance and detective work into a
well cast plot, the two Barrymores
give a masterful portrayal of the
two chief characters in the famous
I-'rench robbery case. Unlike other
brother acts" which usually strive
toward the same end, Lionel and
John Barrymore are cast in two en-
tirely different roles. One is a
suave, polished robber of the famil-
iar society type and the other is a
famous detective baffled at every
turn because of the machinations
of his brother. Excepting a few
risque spots in the flim it would be
one of the best films of the current
year.—At the Boyd.

Recently the Exchange department of
The Jndex carried an item anent a Charm
School at the University of Purdue where
co-eds are said to learn important things as
how to hold a cigarette gracefully and how
to avoid spilling cocktails on their best party
gowns. Tieating on the item the Exchange
Editor said that this was a good idea as most
women look about as much at home in the
aforementioneci positions as the proverbial
cow in the china shop.

One look at the above and it looks as ,

though that age old aphorism, "knowledge
makes a bloody entrance", is becoming more
and more passe. A few years hence and
the coming generation contemplating ma-
triculation in one of our colleges will scan
the pages of various catalogues and decide
upon the college which will enable them to
master the difficulties connected with such
important things as stated above.

No, decidedly no, the agreeable nature
ol the exchange official cannot be compli-
mented and commented upon in a positive
degree. His stand is not laudatory. No
matter how gracefully she holds her cigar-
ette, if there is such a thing as gracefulness
in this case, she does not look at home as
the saying goes. Neither does she look at
home tilting cocktails, and in most cases she
isn't home but in some roadhouse or night-
club. After all it would be a waste of time
in expending time in acquiring poise so-
called in such a position because invariably
she lapses into such a state of inebriation
that gracefulness is a lost virtue. Of course
all our college girls are not included in the
category to which we refer because, thank

Mr. Kuzenzacktr will be after him heavens, there are still some left who cling-
to make a speecn while he js show- to the idea that education should bring out

what is best in them, and it is a blessing to
say that they have some conception of what
the abstraction best connotes. Rather is

reference made to those pseudo-sophisticated
individuals who, having mastered the im-
portant things of holding a cigarette grace-
fully and not spilling cocktails, will even-
tually leave college, maybe maiiy, maybe
bear children, and if they do, learn the knack
of carrying baby in one arm and holding a
cigarette or toting a cocktail in the other.

,
Mendel Hall:—It was authorita-

tively announced last week that
anyone playing their radio after
three a. m. would have it confiscated
and they themselves would be con-
fined in the anatomy lab for three
hours. ,

Those incurable Prom Trotters:
Rosen, McGee and Barsin caused
quite a stir the other night when
they appeared at the Temple Game
attired in formal dress. That blush
OI McGee s attracted so much at-

tention mat one ol the lads wanted
to Know Whether or not it was his
TUX.

Did any of you gentlemen know
that an eminent figure on our cam-

pus has made his debut in the

movies? Our Mole Englehardt, a

bUOhcrioer to the business course,

tiad the pleasure of explaining to

the cinema world just what it was
all about at a hre up in Rutgers

some time in the past. It seems

that Moie was watching a newsreel

photographer taking a few scenes,

wnen he was asked by said photo-

gi aphtr to explain to the world how
uiis hre was going to affect Rut-
gers. He did d now I suppose

^..B some slides up in lab.

And we wonder what the deuce
happened to that mutt with whom
Johnny Gaughan used to play
Mary had a Little Lamb?"

Everybody seemed to enjoy the
dancing after the Temple game
Saturday night—down at the Oasis!

It is rumored that Warren Brown
has been getting more phone calls

than Co. Lindbergh, lately. One
laay called up and wanted to know
ir that "grand Warren Brown" was
there.

And don't you think that one
member of Mr. Seller's staff in the
dining' hall looks like Mahatma
Gandhi? At a recent interview he
said that he was an East Indian by
batli but moved north to find out
if the rumor was true that there

were fellows at Villanova who ate

three times between twelve and one
o Clock every day. Upon arrival he
was shown such EplciU'eans as
Cullen, Joyce and Edwards in action

and now, he says, he's ready to die

with a happy heart. '• '"..:•••'

A Book Note
By C-HAKLES J. ANTONACCIO

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Students of Juniata College found
•sleeping In the library are given a
sleeping ticket. Three slips deprive
a student of his sleeping quarters.

According to a notice written in

blood and published in Pedigan
Hall, the baby will be found hidden
in Lairy DeFrances' closet.

When the boys dragged the base-
ball uniforms out of the moth balls
they made the startling discovery
that the suits had shrank.

It is said that the movie mag-
nates out in Hollywood have offered
Moe Englehardt a contract for the
talkies. Moe made his debut some
time ago In Pathe Sound News.
When the Rutgers gym burned
down Moe happened to be there
and the cameraman asked him to
tell the folks all about It.

BiU Dolan says that he sees quite
a few of the boys going around
smokinRT quarter rlgars. Yes, all

that remains of them is a quarter.

The triangle is beginning to look
like the good old days with the re-
turn of the campus cars.

The debating team took a trip
over to RoMmont the other day to
give the fair lassies a leuon in the
Art of forensir rncountcr. They
say that someone asked Buckley If

h« was sunburned.

We undcrsUnd that In a few days
a new crop of "Vs" will be walking
about the campus In the persons of
the Jayvess and 150 pounders.

There was a fellow by the name
of Ralph Villanova in the gradu-
ating class at Pordham back in
1927.

And you might drop over to

Alumni Hall and ask Charlie Brod-
nicki why he is going to get a "f"

In advertising this semester.

BROKEN HEARTS CORNER
My Dear Miss Pox:

Will you please tell me where I

can And the Lindbergh Baby?
Sincerely,

LULU LOOT.

My Poor Dear Miss Loot:

Was that the baby who had Jack
Micklos up the tree over In Rose-
mont the other afternoon? If It

is, I claim half the ransom.

Emphatically,

I. MINNA FIX.

PHONE SYMPHONY
Every time the telephones ring.

Prom seven until one,

A woman sweet is sure to sing

For Hurlburt. Hughes, and Dunn.

The story is, we need a booth,

But t'would be sap, you see,

For who could then know how un-
couth

A college boy could be?

We do not mean this trio gay
Is In this category.

It's really not for us to say
Just how they tell their story.

It would be nice, we must allow'

In way of change of spice,

To hear again the good old names
Of Casey. Carr and Brlce.

All these rhymes would be for
naught.

Without a word thats ray
About that lad whose always

sought
Sir "Billle" Cavanaugh.

RUDOLPH AND AMINA, by Chmtophei
Morley. -.:/'< '.-J'v-y

Supposing you were living in the days
of the feudal system and you were searching
for something apparently difficult to find
when an ironic voice cast the sarcastic re-
mark, "Aw, why don't you look in the Brook-
lyn Directory", what would be your reaction.
This is but one of the many anachronisms,
the superfluity of which dominate this fairy
story written by the initimable and popular
Christopher Morley.

It is a refreshing tale well-suited for
recreative reading. It transports the mind
to medieval realms which are portrayed in
such a ludicrous manner that it oftentimes
becomes difficult for us to believe the testi-
mony of our historic facts.

As all fairy tales, it has its hero
Rudolph

, its heroine, Amina, and its villian,
the Count. The latter, a saturnine individu-
al, is the impending force in the book, con-
stantly having the reader in "delirium tre-
mens" that he will ultimately dissolve the
love interest. He is an experienced casuist,
quick to convert optatives to imperatives.
He delights in charades and parties.

Amina, a lass innocent in beauty, is

genuinely naive and with her feminine sapi-
ence makes a favorable impression on the
reader. Apropos, her constant and blind
faith in her lover, Rudolph, brings to us with
full realization how the women of those days
kept their troth in comparison with the
fickleness evidenced by today's fair sex.

The author's use of paradoxes and ana-
chronisms does not at all copiously interfere
with the smoothness of the plot. Rather,
they give it a humorous touch which lend.s
a human interest to the story. In his two
references to Bryn Mawr College, that place
at which Villanova youths are so popular, he
shows a distinct antipathy towards it, berat-
ing the school in both instances.

His similes are fresh. One does not
meel them in everyday literature. They
possess an originality all their own.

The
Sports

Comer
The Notre Dame Scholastic raises

an interesting question on the in-
terpretation of one of the new
football rules. "How," it is asked.
"will a placement kick, either for a
field goal or for an extra point, be
attempted?" The new ruling states
that as soon as any part of a play-
er's body touches the ground, the
ball is dead. "How, " the Scholastic
wants to know, can a placement
kick be attempted without at least
the knee of the man holding the
oval be touching the ground?"

» » »

2200 fains practically filled to ca-
pacity the new gymnasium on Sat-
urday evening and saw two well-
played basketball games that went
far to make the unofficial opening
an auspicious occasion.

The Villanova Freshmen team,
which displayed some of the best
basketball of the season during the
second half of the battle with the
Temple Owlets, received one of the
most spontaneous and enthusiastic
ovations ever accorded a Villanova
athletic squad, as it lined up on the
north end of the building for a
group picture, after the 53-game
winning streak of the Cherry and
White yearlings had been broken.
The varsity basketeers found the

gointj much rougher and lost to the
Owl five by a margin of four
points.

Both winning teams deserved
their victories, and the only sour
note in the entire evening's enter-
tainment was the incapable and
rank officiating of the referees and
umpires in both games.
The Messrs. Wilson, Hanley,

Glascott and Livingstone seemed
more at a loss on the big floor than
the majority of the players. The
former two, who worked in the
Freshman game, allowed the bat-
tle to get beyond them on several

occasions, while Olascott was the
villain of the second act, from the
viewpoint of the stands.

The most frequently raised

objection of the work of the offi-

cials was not partiality, but rather
lack of judgement. Plenty of fouls

were committed in both games, but
the most flagrant offenses seemed
to have been overlooked, while the
referee In the varsity game, par-
ticularly, seemed to pay more at-

tention to footwork than to any
other feature.

It was Gordon Mackay who
wrote recently thac he was fed up

on college basketball, and would be

until some referee swallowed his

whistle while blowing it. The var-

sity game last Saturday night

would still have been won by

Temple with more pfflcicnt officiat-

ing, we believe, but the game would

have been more enjoyable from the

spectators' viewpoint.
* • •

VILL VAN
BASEBALL

S PORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Frosh Win^ Varsity Lose in Gym Openers
53-Game Win Streak

Of Owlets Shattered

Harry and Daley Star as Kit-

tens Run Roughshod
in Second Half

BROWN TEMPLE STAR

Preliminary to the Varsity fracas
Doc Jacobs' Wildoat yearling aggre-
'ptlon soundly trounced Harry Llt-

vack's undefeated Temple Prosh
•rew ^!y a 35 to 23 score thus mak-
ng the long string of victories

vhich was begun way back in 1929

^ut a memory. Barry, former St.

Tohn's Prep, Danvers. Mass.. cap-
ain. and Jerry Daley, former
uminary at Loughlin High School
n Brooklyn, were leaders In the
'.mashing Kitten victory.

At cne beginning of the game the
lutcome for the Kittens looked
•ather dubious. Eight minutes of

he first half had elapsed before

he young Wildcats erased the zero

Frosh Runners To
Meet Hill School

With the Indoor season rapidly

approaching its climax, the next
few weeks will find Harry Coates*

trackmen busily engaged in putting

the finishing touches to an extra-

ordinary successful season.

The Prosh fliers will encounter
Hill School on the up-stater's track
in Pottstown. March 12. This Is

the first opport,nnity that Kramer,
Wormer, Elliot, La Franchise et al

will have to show their stuff In a
dual meet, and Coates believes his

proteges will come out on top.

On March 16 and 17. Harry is

hopeful of sending a mile relay

team to comijete in Ontario and
Hamilton. Canada. If his plans
materialize, and the team does go
up, they should do much to spread
the fame of the Wildcat "way up

:rom the scpre board. Shevlin thar."

Saturday night gave most Villa-

novans their first opportunity of

.seeing the best basketball plaver In

these parts do his stuff. Charlie

O'Brien, co-captain of the Temple
quintet, playing for the eighth time
against Whitey Czeslck. pave as

beautiful an exhibition of floor-

work and shooting from the center

of the floor as could be desired.

Looking down on the floor from

the stands, it seems impossible to

.score from the center circle of the

85-foot floor. And it seemed im-

probable that anybody would try

scoring from that distance.

O'Brien got three of his four two-

pointers by flipping them from

midfloor. In the accurate style of

.^hooting that any coach will go

v/lld over.
• • *

Obie O'Brien was not the only

star on the floor on Saturday night

though. Huzzas and banzais and

all kinds of laurel wreaths must be

extended to "Huck" Finn, high

scorer of the Felines, who netted

nine points himself while not per-

mitting either big Leipsenberger or

Lenn Gudd to score

Both Lelpv and Gudd towered

over the Villanova center, both

that didn't bother our Huck. He
got the tap a fair portion of the

time, and scored on two pivot

plays when he had to leap high

over the .six-feet five inch Leipsen-

berger to get even the opportunity

of shooting.

Gudd gave Finn more of a bat-

tle, but also fouled Jacobs prom-
ising sophomore consistently, and
Finn netted five additional points

from the fifteen-foot marker.
• • *

This week, on Thursday night,

Bucknells rampaging herd of Bis-

ons visits the gymnasium and the

odds should favor the Czesickmen's
breaking into the win column In

the new building.
• * •

Harry Coates' Freshman track-

sters will engage Hill School in a

dual meet on Saturday afternoon.

The Hill boys arc coached by the

veteran Mike Sweeney, who had
charge of the training of Gene
Venzke, record-breaking miler.

On the 19th, Coates will also

sponsor the first annual Villanova

Indoor Interscholastics, and a large

number of entrants from local high
.schools Is promised.

•unk a foul and. with the ice being

>roken Barry and Daley whipped
he sphere through the cords in

•apid succession, cutting the Owl-
Hs' lead to but one point. A tech-

ilcal foul was made good by Shev-
In and a two pointer by Daley
Tiade the count 9 to 8. A field

Toal by Barry put the Kittens into

he fore. Larson crashed the scor-

ng column with a goal from the
^oor. Then the Owls grabbed the

ball, but after several attempts
"ailed to score. Barry gained pos-

-.-'ssion of the ball and gave the

'ans a thrill with a sensational

overhand shot which was true to

'ts mark and the Kittens' tally was
advanced two points. As the half

?nded Barry made another phe-
nomlal shot, making the score 16

to 9 in favor of Doc Jacobs' prote-

ges.

The Owlets were the first to

score In the second half. Daley
then penetrated the Temple de-

fense and added two points to the

Kittens' score. An excellent exhi-

bition of posswork was manifested

"n the person of Dalev and Barry

Dalev dribbled down the length of

*he floor, passed to Barry who sent

the ball through the basket. Temp'e
then retaliated with a field goal.

To avenge this, Barry and Daley

made field goals and then Daley
repeated making the score 27 to 16

In favor of the Felines.

At this point the Owlet.*- started

a rally and brought the count up
to 27 to 23. The Cherry and White

march was Tialted by Daley who
snatched the ball and sent It

through the basket. Larson fol-

lowed suit and sunk a field goal. As

the game ended Torpey added two

points to the Kittens' total.

VILLANOVA FRESH

Daley f. .........<..... .6

Barry, f 7
Smith, e 1

ShevUn, g
Larson, g 2
Torpey, c 1

Continuing his policy of foster-

ing schoolboy track competition In

this vicinity, Coates will hold the
First Annual Villanova Indoor In-
terscholastic Relay Carnival at the
new gym, Saturday, March 19th.

There will be many feature races as
Lower Merlon and Radnor, Chelt-

enham and Ablngton. Nornstown
and Upper Darby and Central High
and Northeast. It will be rememb-
ered that for the past two years,

Villanova has conducted outdoor

scholastic relays, which are now on
a par with many much longer

established.

i

Four Points
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Score of Candidates In

Daily Practice Sessions

I
Schedule Lists Seveu Games

To Be Played on
Home Grounds

Are You Helping to Raise
the Temperature?

Tomorrow Final

Day For Photos

individual As WeU As Foot-

ball, Basketball and Track

Pictures to Be Taken

of

his

Tomorrow the photographer
'

.1 the Belle Air will m0,ke

final appearance on the cam-

pus fbr the puiTX)se of taking pic-

tures, both group and individual.

Last week it was impossible to take

several of the group pictures, as-
j ju„ior"week.

for instance, the football and base-

ball squads. Tomorrow the Arthur

Studio representative will be on

the campus for that purpose. As
a special privilege, those individ-
uals, who have not had their pic-
tures taken as yet, will be given
this last opportunity to do so. This
day will positively be the last day
the photographer will be foimd on
the campus.
Individual photographs can be

taken from 10:00 A M. until 1.30

P. M. Group pictures will be taken
in the afternoon. The following
schedue will be followed as far as
possible. All groups are asked to be
on time for the pictures so that
the schedule may be followed at the
time designated. The group pic-

tures to be taken are:
1.30 P. M.—160 Poimd Team.
2.00 P. M.—^Junior Varsity Football

Squad.
2.30 P. M.—Football Teams, Fresh-

man and Varsity. .

3.30 P. M.—^Track Teams, Freshman
and Varsity.

4.00 P. M.—Baseball Teams, Fresh-
man and Varsity.
These group pictures will all take

place at the Stadium. The photo-
grapher will then return to the
reception room of Mendel Hall to
take the remainder of the indiv-
idual photographs, the time being
from 5:00 P. M. until 9:00 P. M.
In this manner the photography
work will be completed and ready
for the press.

The staff wishes to thank the
student body for the support it

gave to the photographer. Con-
cerning the individual pictures the
Senior Class responded to the re-
uest made last week with a rep-
resentation of about 97 per cent,
while the Junior Class fell a good
deal below this point. It is hoped
that the remaining students will
see fit to respond this week.

I

OPEN WITH PENN J\1NE

With moi-e than a score of can-
didates working out daily in the
stadium, Chai'lie McGeehan's
twenty-first Vilianova baseball
team is preparnig for a schedule
of twenty games, announced this

morning by Manager Bill White.
The Blue and White diamond

performers engage in seven con-
tests on the Stadium green, while
thirteen frays will be contested on
foreign swards.
The season will open, as was

announced several weeks ago, on
Saturday afternoon, April 2, when
the Wildcats engage Ine University
of Pemisylvania at' Franklin Field.

The first home game will be tlie

sixth contest on the list and will

have Urslnus as the opposing nine,
on Tuesday, April 19.

The other six home games will

be with Gettysburg, Perm Athletic
Club, Lehigh, Temple, Manhattan
and Seton Hall. The games with
the Owls and with Bethlehem

D. P. E. Leading
In Final Week
(continued from page three)

B-L. I. Runs Dance
On Easter Monday

JERRY DOSCHER
FROM SOUTHERN—:

HO COUNTRY

Club WUl Play at Towers
Hotel in Brooklyn

P. K. P.

G.
Hickey o
Houseman 2
Levis ...*.,. 1
Landau l
Wolnskl .....1
nines ^ , i . . .0

P.

1

1

1

f:

"8

3
3

2

Hart Speaks At
Business Seminar
Aged Banker Says Recovery

of Economic System
Due Soon

TOTALS

Leone . .

.

MacAteer
Tlmm .

.

Morrison
Dunleavy

L. K. D.
3 13

O.
.2• • '•.

t, • f

*• •••••• 1

4
1

>. •»• • • •'It

P.

1

3
1

P.
4
2

6
3

(collegians will be played during

The curtain will be rung down
on the season on Saturday, May
28, when the cohorts of Captain
George Gazella go to the Temple
Stadium for a return game with the
lemple nine.

A w-ek after the opening game
with Penn is played, the team will
^0 to Bethlehem to meet Lehigh, and
the following Tuesday evening will
leave on its first extended trip,
meeting Gettysburg and Mt. St.
Mary's on successive afternoons.
After returning from this south-
ern jaunt, the nine goes to New
York to play N. Y. U. on the fol-
lowing Saturday.
Ursinus and Gettysburg are met

at the Stadium during the next
week. On AprU 28 and 29, the team
makes another hop to New York,
playing Manhattan and Saton Hall, „
the latter contest being booked for'c(^,c
South Orange. On the next after-
noon, the Penn A
Stadium field.

Lehigh and Temple are the home
attractions during Junior Week,
with the team making a jump to
Princeton on May fourth.
The last road trip of the year

will be the annual New England
,

„• ^- ^
journey, with Springfield. Lowell ^ k' d

Totals '.........9 5 23
D. P.E., 23; L. K. D., 19

In probably what was the best
and most exciting game played hi
the tourney, the D. P. E. defeated
the L. K. D. by the close score of
23-19. As a resUft. the D. P. E.
once more ascended to first place,
which they now tenant undisputed.

Herrity was high scorer for the
D. P. E. with nine points. John
Cook led the Pre-Med scoring with
seven markers.
Last evening the P. K. P. and the

E. P. T. met, wliile tonight th» En-
gineers go into action against the
league-leading L. K. D. quintet. A
doublev ictory for the slide-rule
manipulators and a win by L. K. D.
over the luckless Arts courtmen,
will mean that the race will end In
a three-cornered tie.

D, P. E.
..«. .'P.

Crowley ... ....;..;;.;.. ;J
Belly ..i^i.v.. ;........ ...3
Rosen ./;....... j 2
Herrity ....... 3 3
Kernan ..........;..... .0 Q

Easter Monday, March 28, the
activities of ine Brooklyn-Long
Island Club hi the social world will
again begin when Jerry Doscher
appears in person with his famous
oand from Southward-Ho Country
Club at the main bialloom of the
lowers Hotel, Brooklyn, furnishing
music and entertainment at this
B. L. I. 's annual Easter Dance.
The ballroom selected is the

^ame used for the Cliristmas Dance,
where Paul Tremaine and his band
from 'Lonely Acres' so successfully
completed tne program in the larg-
est social function ever attempted
oy any one club at Vilianova.
Darjclng will be from nine till

two, with a probabiUty of a con-
tinuance till three depending on
the financial success that evening.
The affair will as usual be formal,
the tax being four dollars.
This Easter marks the complet-

ion of the B. L. I. Club's first year
of its existence ,its first social I

function being a formal dance at the
St. George Hotel, Brooklyn, last
Easter.
The committee consists of ' Wil-

iam J. Horrigan. chairman, assist-
ed by Joseph Hahn, publicity man-
ager; Wilham J. Conway, Ball-
room; William O'Prey, Orchestra;
Joseph McGuinn. Programs; and
Frank Carberry and Edward Riley
Keception Committee.

TOTALS ;.^;i^. .10
L. K. D.

G.
Tlmm ...8
Dunleavy .........^.,......1
MacAteer 1

...............2
i
Morrison

C. will grace the Ocelus

TOTALS 7

P.
4
6
4
9

3 23

P.

1
1

3

P.
6
3
3
7

19

Varsity Quintet
Loses To Owls

(continued from page three)

First Half
Goldberger was the first to loop

in a basket giving the Owls a two-
point advantage. Huck Finn start-
ed the Wildcat scoring by sinking a
foul shot. Finn then made a field
poal and the Cats took the lead by
one point. Temple tied up the
score with a free shot by Goldber-
ger. The Owls recaptured the lead
by a foul shot by Beron. This
was followed up by a field goal by
Beron. In quick succession Tom
Edwards flipped the ball through
the cords. The tempo of the game
which had quickened considerably
was again retarded by several fouls.
Goldberger made go^d on" a'Tr^;- l^rn l^^ZJ^r^^t.-^Mlry^s^ TZ?^s^

Textile, Boston Umv^rslty and e P t
Boston College being played.

The games at home with Seton
Hall and Manhattan, and the con-
test at Temple, conclude the sched-
ule, which while one of the short-
est in Vilianova history is as even-
ly balanced as could be desired.

Game Thursday
The first practice of the year was

played last Thursday with twenty
players taking part. On Friday
afternoon the team was hicreased
in number by the addition of Joe
Czesick and Jocko Hurley, basket-
ball players, who took brief work-
outs. After the Bucknell game this
week Huck Finn, Metro Western
and Emil Reitz wiu also join the
team.
Cz»sick was regular second-cack-

er last season while Reitz saw duty
as a rightfielder and a pitcher.
Other regulars include Captain Gaz-
ella, third base, Art Shortall, first
base, Squire Lynch, catcher, and
Eddie Kobilis. George King, pitch-
ers.

Other candidates for the team,
substitutes last sason or members
of Doc Jacobs' great Fneshman
nine, are Ferko, Trosky. Daschbach,
Ventura, O'Donnell, Willette,
Montgomei-y. Cavanaugh, Wronski,
Crowley, Hurlburt, Keough, Terrw,
Adelmaa, and Neylon.
Th^ complete schedule, as releas-

ed by Manager White txiday. fol-
Jows:
April 2—Penn, at Franklin Field.
April 9—Lehigh, at Bethlehem.
April 13—Gettysburg, at Gettysburg.

The standing of the teams before
last night's game was:

I
•' • « 4 • •' • • « f • . o
\ • . • » f . • • • . . .4
• «•• ••..5

Two Debates Oft
Beta Gamma Roster
The heavy schedule to be faced

by the representatives of Beta
Gamma has been somewhat lessen-
ed due to the cancellation of two
debates. The Council of Debate of
Syracuse University, scheduled to
encounter Vilianova on March 9
over station WHAT, has cancelled
the debate because of conflicting
dates. Westminster College, be-

'

caused of the cancellation of an
entire schedule, has presented I

apologies and called off its engage- I

ment with VUlanova dated for
March 21.

Last Friday morning the students
of the Commerce and Finance
School listened to a discussion
given by Philip Hart. President of
the Bryn Mawr Trust Company,
and a member of the board of
Trustees of Vilianova. He spoke on
various phases of the banking bus-
ness.

Before Mr. Hart delivered his
speech he gave a brief summary
of the history of Vilianova. Being
a native of Bryn Mawr. he tow
Vilianova grow up and he grew
with it. That is why," he said, "I
am so much interested hi Vilianova
RecaUhig the days of '91 and '92

he said that at that time there
were only about seventy-five stud-
ents here. Behig rather handy as
a "baseballer" he often played that
game with the students here. After
citing the growth of Vilianova, re-
ferring to the school of Commerce
and Finance he said, "It is the
cream of the crop."
"However." he continued, "the

experiences of the last two years
have convinced me that I knew
little about the intricacies of the
banking business. The sudden shift-
ing of the market and the failure
of many bankers, has been a sign
that the people do not know the
purpose of the banks."
At this point he stressed the evils

of hoarding and needless runs on
the banks. The loss of confidence of
the people was one of the greatest
factors in the rallure of the banks.
He wantrd to know what was the

D. P. E.
L.
2
3
3
7

Pc.
.760
.571

.625

.000

Initiations Of Phi
Kappa Pi Thursday

shot. Then Tom Edwards made a
field goal. O'Brien scored on a foul
which was followed up by a field
goal by Captain Czesick making the
score 10 to 9 in favor of the Cherry
and White. A beautiful shot by
Metro Weston put the Felines once
again in the fore. Goldberger tied
u pthe count with a foul shot The

burg
April 16—N. Y. U., at New York.
April 19—Urslnus at Vilianova.
April 23—Gettysburg, at VUlanova.
April 28—Manhattan, at Kew York
April 29—Seton Hall, at So. Orange
April 30—Penn A. C, at VUlanova.
May 3- Lehigh at Vilianova.
May 4— Princeton, at Princeton
May 7—Temple at Vilianovau pine couni wiin a toui .shot The » - — icmpie at vuianova.

deadlock was broken by a foul shot JJrv l9^^L'",?"^''*;.f*
Sprlngneld

by Czesick and the lead was in- — ^ ?^-i°*^" Textile, at Lowell,

creased one pohit by a free shot
by Finn. O'Brien tied the score
again with a two-pohiter. As the
half ended Fitch sunk two fouls
which putt he Owls again in the
lead 15 to 13.

Second Half
As the second period began the

Owls started off with a rush.
O'Brien made a field goal. Beron
made good a free shot and then
O'Brien sent another spinning
through the basket. After this the
Templemen continued their scoring
spree with one of O'Brien's long
shots and a field goal by Beron
Finn was again given a free shot
for the basket which he made good.
Pitch then got a chance to throw
the ball from the foul line which
he did successfully. Once again
Finn sunk a free toss. At this
point with about eight minutes to
play the Wildcats began a rally
Lynch started the ball rolling with
a field goal which made the count
26 to 18 Finn followed Lynch's
lead with a field goal. Captain
Czesick tossed one up which found
t« way through the basket. As
time •

at

May 13—Boston U.. at Boston
May 14—Boston College, at Boston
May 21— (pending) Manhattan
VUlanova.

May 24—Seton Hall at Vilianova
May 28—Temple nt Temple Stadium.

JOHN BAKER TO
LEAD UNKSMEIS

With the approach of spring the
Wildcat llnksmen are beginning to
get into shape for the tough sched-
ule which Manager Howie Rich-
mond has arranged for them
Coach Garrity called a meeting

of the lettermen last Thursday aft-
ernoon, the purpose of which meet-
ing was the election of a capUtn
for the coming season.
Johnny Baker, a mainstay of last

year's squad was chosen to lead
the Blue and White for the ap-
proaching campaign.

The annual Phi Kappa Pi frat-
ernity initiations will take place 1

Thursday night. These initiaUons
have been looked forward to by the

I

Freshman enineeering students for
some time as well as by the mem- 1

bers of the fraternity. An exciting
night is in store for both factions.

Deep secrecy shrouds the plans of
the committee in order to give the'
newcomers a thrill. Nevertheless'
current rumors inform the expect-'
ant that an engineering type of
initiation in vogue for prospective
engineers, and also warn them to

prepare for electrecution. ducking
in water tanks, paddling, branding
and many other tormentors created
by the brain of engineers who had
to "go through it" themselves
However all is being done in «
recy.

After a gruelling and an inspiring
torture program, refreshments wlU
be served to allay as much as pos
sible some of the terrific mental
pain endured by the Inltiatants.
The various committees are:
Initiating Committee : Joseph

Hague, G. Stanley. J. Boyle. John
Hickey. Stanley Hasset, William
Levis. Francis Klekotka. Charles
Charles Smith, Francis McGinley,
John Roitano, Edmund Principe.
John Lyons. Daniel Brandt, Rud-
olph Lopez and Clement Busenkell.
Membership Committee: Law-

rence McClosky. Charles DonLa-
Pond, William Hines, John Klekota.
Charles McGough, J. Smith, Rus-
.sell Hurst and Wilham Burt.
Refreshment Committee: Thomas

Byrne. J. Callaghan, William Con-
roy and Joseph Kehoe.

Freshmen Are Admitted
To Press Apostolate

Last Wednesday evening tlie
regular monthly meeting of the
Catholic Press Apostolate took
place. At this meeting several new
Freshmen were admitted to the
Society, and a report on the re-
maining activities of the society
was made by Walter Lennon. who
has charge of this phase of the
work for the society.

Need a Haircut?

Try

SLITZ
•nd

GET THE BEST

Vilianova

Barber Shop

Paramount

Diner

Bryn Mawr
TRY OUR DINNER

4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Houri a Day

sense of taking runds out of a
bank and putting them in a safe
deposit box hi the same bank and
leaving it there. It is obvious that
this idle capital is doing more harm
than good, and delaying the return
of prosperity.

He spoke next of "frozen assets."
These assets, he explained, are
various investments and holdings
of the bank which are tied up and
cannot be sold except at a great
loss. He said that it was commonly
thought that before the crash
the secondary reserves of
the banks could be sold at a little
loss. This proved to be erroneous.
When it became necessary to sell
some of the secondary reserves and
to maintain the banks in a liquid
state, the losses proved to be dis-
asterous.

Quoting Mr. Hall, "I am glad to

say that the market has changed.
Eank credit is exanding, helped by
psychological factors and Govern-
ment legislature. The only trouble
with the latter Is that it should
have been done sooner. It will
lake a little while for us to re-
cover, but we vfill, in the near
future."

Mr. Hall next explained how the ,
credit situation and the banking
situation was helped by the Fin-
ance Corporation and the National
Reconstruction Corporation.
Through the Glass-Staegal Bill, it

removes many of the limitations
placed on the banks by the Federal
Reserve Act. and places in the
hands of the bankers, funds that
would be more or less dormant.
After his discussion he answered

questions put to him by members
of the Business School pertinant
to his topjc, adding at the conclus-
ion,"Now I will have to ask and
answer questions when I get back
to my office."

Mr. Hall was educated at Lower
Merlon High School and at the
Pierce Commercial College.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER
Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CONWAY and GARRITY

NO . . . It's not a new under-

wear. It's our suggestion to take

a Hop, Skip, Jump to all the fun
that's awaiting you in dear old
New York.

The Hotel Empire; totJ, is just

a H. S. J. from everything ex-

citing in the big town. Rates for

quality accommodations are from
$2 for one, $2.50 for two.

Your Hojt will be

liMIL H. REINERS
General Manager of ibe

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

7 819 101
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Debatinjf Team Travels
To Rutgers On Thursday

r.i^^ ^.^ Gamma debating team
time was pas.sing rapldlT" Lvn^ ^h.i .

^\"*"ova Literary Society
sunk another basket widliforrJSp'w" .n"''^' ^ ^""^ Brunswick where
gun wa« nred ^r..^^L^l^:^ ^?, U will meet the Rutgers team this

Thursday evening at eight-thirty
The topic agreed upon for discuss-
ion is -Resolved: That Capitalism
as a System of Economic Organiza-
tion is Unsound hi Principle"

gun wa« nred ending the game Bill
Tracey sunk a foul which made
the final count 29 to 25 in favor of
the visitors from North Broad
street.

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular cloihei on the campu* uilored by

Coleby Tailoring inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th ft MARKET STS.
Open tai 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Repretentative

110 Fedigan Hall

JIere's one fact proved beyond
[lSl| a doubt! More and more tele-

phone calls from campus to

home are being made each month.

TTie reason's not hard to find!

Try it yourself, just once! Call up Mother and

Dad. You'll not forget the thrill of hearing

their voices . . , nor their joy in hearing from

you in person. Small wonder if you come
back for more . . . regularly, each week

!

"Voice visits" with home, you'll soon discover,

are next best to being there. They cost so

little and give so much. That's the reason for

their popularity.

•^ '*' ''*

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-
vantage of the low Nit-ht Rates. (A dollar call ia

60c at night; a 50c call is JSc.)

By making a date, the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather
than a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the operator your home telephone num»
ber. If you like, charges can be rcvened.

Now 6

GALA DANCE

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

ALVMNl HALL
ST. PATTY'S NITE VILL

SPECIAL ISSUE

OF VILLANOVAN

NEXT WEEK
GET YOURS!
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Campus ClubsPresentRoundOfEasterDances
TauKappaAlphaChapterSoughtHere
National Frat
Petitionedby
Beta Gamma
Will Be First National Hon-

orary Fraternity Estab*

lished at Vilianova

PROF. JONAS MAKES BID

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the

Vilianova Literary Society has

petitioned the Tau Kappa Alpha

National Debate and Oratorical

Fraternity for admission. The ap-

plication was graciously received

and at the present time the Chap-

ter is awaiting the arrival of the

necessary information for the com-
pletion of the details.

The Tau Kappa Alpha is the out-

standing fraternity of its kind in

the country. It is composed of

seventy-one chapters, located in the

leading colleges and universities

throughout the collegiate world. It

has been foremost in its efforts in

the fostering and encouraging of

debate work in the institutions of

higher education and lists among its

individual members leaders in all

branches of human endeavor.
In order to establish a chapter of

this organization at Vilianova, a
nucleus of six debaters qualified to

meet the demands of the frat-

ernity is required. Through the ef-

forts of Joseph J. Jonas, Moderator
of the Society, Beta Gamma is in a
position to more than meet the
stipulated requirements of Tau
Kappa Alpha, having at the present
eight members worthy of recogni-
tion. The names of these men are
being withheld imtil such time as
the chapter will be definitely es-
tablished.
This will mark the establishment

of the first national fraternity at
Vilianova and it will also place
Beta Gamma in a position to better
cope with the other colleges of the
country in obtaining due recogni-
tion and praise in the field of de-
bating and oratory. It is the prev-
alent opinion about the campus
that the advent of this particular
organization is but the beginning
of a new movement at Vilianova,
that has as its ultimate aim the
recognition of academic attain-
ments.

DANCE CHAIRMAN

MAX ROSENZWEIG
Who has completed all arrange-
ments for the St. Patrick's Dance
to be given Thursday evening in

Alumni Hall by Lambda Kappa Delta.

Courtier Set To
Appear April 27

Publication of Junior Class

Book Delayed By
Junior Pictures

Gym Dance
Patron List

GrowingFast

List of More Than Fifty

Names Far Exceeds

Expectations

ALL COOPERATING

L. K. D. Frat

Ready With
LentenDance

WORK P R O G R E S SIN G

"The 1932 edition of the Junior

Courtier will make its appearance
on the campus on the 27th of

April." Such was the statement of

the editor when questioned as to

the time of publication.

Under the direction of William C.

Murtha, editor-in-chief, the entire

staff has been working at top speed
and the progress made has been al-

most satisfactory. At the present

time, the book is almost completely
compiled. The main obstacle in the

way of terminating the work, is the
Junior photographs. This feature,

the dread of all previous editors,

has held up the publication of the
Courtier.
The price of the Courtier this

year will be the same as in the years

gone by, namely, twenty-five cents

per copy. This nominal charge in no
way represents the value of the

publication and is low enough to be

met by everyone. Hence the support
of all is being asked by the editor,

and the Juniors in particular are

being exhorted to assist the staff in

its production.
litie business managers of the

magazine are contemplating a cam-
paign of advance subscriptions and
in all probability will have a
scheme to submit in the near fu-

ture. This course of action has nev-
er been tried by the managers of

the Courtier and its continuance
will depend upon its reception by
the student body.

Yesterday the Rev. Ruellan P.

Pink, O. S. A., vice-president, an-
nounced that the early returns from
patrons and patronesses for the in-

ter-fraternity ball on AprU 1 had
far exceeded his expectations and
that he was sure that many more
would come into his office before

the gala affair takes place.

Quoting Pr Pink, "We have re-

ceived during the past week over
fifty replies from parents and
G^uardians who have designated
themselves willing to become pa-
trons and patronesses for the ball.

With this great progress being
made, along with the work being
carried on by the committee for the
affair, we can almost feel assured
that the evening will be a tremend-
ous success. I am certain that the
entire student body and the parents
will cooperate with us to the fullest

extent."

The committee for the grand op-
ening of the gymnasium, composed
of representatives of all the fratem-

1

ities, clubs, and classes on the cam-| ~
pus, met last Tuesday to discuss ^ Business Manager Thanks
plans for the affair and they will j^^^ ^^ ^^^^

Old Gym to Be Scene of Six-

teenth Annual Dance on

St. Patrick's Day

FINN PREDICTS SUCCESS

Thursday, St. Patrick's Day, the

annual Lambda Kappa Delta frat-

ernity dance will be held in the old

gym. This dance has always been
held on St. Patricks Day and It

has come to be a tradition for this

iraternity to hold its dance on this

day. Incidentally, tius will be the

first dance to be held during the
current semester. James B. Finn,
president of the fraternity, has de-

clared that all arrangements have
been completed. He further says

that he ex[>ects it to be
both a social and financial success.

If St. Patrick should appear
ailound the comer on his feast

night he would be overwhelmed to
note the gay colors, entrancing
chords and light hearts of those
who are making the best of the oc-

cassion he has offered. It might be
well to mention that all those who
are in any way Interested In a fipen-

uine evening's entertainment can
little afford to miss this opportun-
ity.

This is the sixteenth annual dance
to be given by the Science School
fraternitj^. Hence this Is an atialr

that many look forward to with
eagerness since tradition and ex-
perience have always proven it an
assured success. Also it is the first

dance this spring and wul offer an
excellent opportunity for those who
have been restraining tnemselves
during Lent.
The "ViUanovans," under the

leadership of Ray Barrata, guaran-
tee an evenings' entertainment that
will rival any in the past. Accord-
ing to Mr. Barrata the entertain-
ment will be of such a nature that
it will be long remembered in the
annals of VUlanova.
Max Rosenzwelg, chairman of

the dance, has put forth every ef-

fort to make things "click". He is

being assisted by Wilfred Theriault,
Howard Richmond, John Wilson,
Peter Leone, Grant Dunleavy,
Prank Dltchey, William Mountford
and William Holmes.
Tickets for this affair are being

sold in the Pie Shoppe and by all

the members of the committee. The
price is two dollars.

Frosh And Sophs
Join For Annual
Dance On May 20

Due to the late completion of the
new gymnasium, the Freshman Hop
and Sophomore Cotillion will be
merged this year into a consolidat-
ed dance to be staged jointly by
both classes on a basis of a 50 per
cent representation.
The dance will be held on May

20 in the new gymnasium with the
"ViUanovans" and another orches-
tra, as yet not decided upon, fur-
nishing the music.
This is the first and in all prob-

ability the last time that such an
arrangement will be effected, it

being a necessary adjustment made
compulsory by the prolonged finish-

ing of the gym and the numerous
other dances and affairs subse-
quent upon its completion.
Joseph McGuinn is Chairman of

the Sophomore Committee and is

assisted by Joseph Neylon, John
Finn, William Hennessey, William
McCarthy, William Hughes, Thomas
O'Donnell, Peter Leone, Grant
Dunleavy, Wilfred Theriault, Ed-
ward Ocelus, Alfred Gagliardl, Al-
fred Wolnski, and William Conroy.
The Freshman Committee is

composed of George Malhame,
Chairman, Edwin Riley, James
Nugent, William Mulqueen, Prank
Willis, John Stell, George Costa,
James Shea, William Slaughter,
Jeremiah Daly, Paetrus Banmiller,
Walter Coyle and Michael Verniero.

Clubs Secure Prominent
Orchestras For Dances In

Metropolitan Districts
\~.i'

Brooklyn-Long Island, Jersey City Club, Wilkes-Barre Club
and Albany Club Anticipate High ' Success^

lid Functions at Eastertide '.-'•'".

Debaters
Victorious
At Rutgers

DOSCHER WILL PLAY
AT NE^ YORK AFFAIR

Beta Gamma Wins
Overwhelming Audi-

ence Approval

by

P,K.P. Initiates

Eighteen Men
Dean Humphries Addresses

Fraternity At Ckise of

Ceremonies

Yearbook Proofs

Returned Today

REFRESHMENTS GIVEN

For Cooperation
meet again today, at 12:45 p. m.j
At that time many Important dis-j

cussions will be held in order to;

make certain the success of the NEED MORE SUBSCRIBERS
Pr. Pink stated that tickets for

the function are on sale now in his

Changes Made In Chapel

Services of Holy Week

Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. 8. A.,

Chaplain, announces several chang-
es in the chapel services for next

week. On Monday evening the

usual talk will be supplanted by
rhoir singing after which there will

be Benediction. On Tuesday. Bis-

hop William Hafey, of Raleigh, N.

C. is scheduled to deliver a talk,

at the conchif<lon of which confess-

ions will be huerd. The wefkly Mass
win take place Wednesday morning
at the usual time.

office at the price of one dollar and
fifty cents per person. The dance
will, of course, be formal. Several
thousand chairs were purchased
during the past week, according to
the State requirements, and will be
placed on the main floor of the
gymnasium. Thus all are assured of
ample seating accomodations to wit-
ness the musical revue which will
precede the dance.
The VUlanova Symphony orches-

tra, which will take a great part
in the affair, will have its final
meeting before the ball in the
priests' dining room at 3:30 p. m.
Thursday afternoon Pr. Pink an-
nounced that everyone must be
present, with no exceptions, in or-
der that matters irrelevant to the
practice can be cleared up.
The list which follows includes

the names of all patrons and pat-
ronesses whose names were received
by the vice-president up to yester-
day. An augumented list will appear
in the next issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN : Joseph J. Bastian Jr., John
Brown, Max Cobert. S. Conlan,
James O. Conway, Jeremiah Daly.
John J. Devk. George J. Pox, Fran-
cis Geist, O. B. Giltman, Joseph A.
Hahn, Jacob Heine, Harold H. Hart,
John J. Hoey, James P. Hughes, W.
F. Dehrfeld, P. J. Lucey, Dr. J. F.
Lynett, Dr. Mllo P. McDonald, Dr.
Joseph Mehan, Vlto Merlo, Morris
Presser, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Quindlan, Rev. Constantine Ro-
scovics, M. J. Scanlin, John J. Sill.

Joseph Strauss, James J. Travers,
Dr. E. F. Wehner, P. E. Womer,
L. C. Vda de Andraca, Mrs. Joseph
P.Clavin, Frank Di Bemadino. Jos-
eph A. Klein. Emil Lacchia. Will-
iam La Rosa. R. H. McGrath, D.T.
McKelvey, Mrs B. McMullln, WUl-
1am O'Brien. John Paradowski, Al-
bert E. Reith, Frank Runey, K. O.
Schappert, Dr. Joseph F. Schlot-
terer, J H. Schrelber, F. W. Sulli-
van. Mrs. Mary Tyrell, Joseph Vlt-
alliane, J. M. Weiss and A. M.
Wilson.

Louis Dart, Business Manager of

the Belle Air, has recaived notice

from the Arthur Studios of New
York that all proofs of pictures

taken up to date will be returned

today. All are asked to call for

same in reception room of A. ndel

Hall. On Thursday, March 17, a

representative of the Arthur Stu-

dios will be in the reception room
for the purpose of receivi.ig proois.

Thursday will be the deadline for

the return of these proofs. All con-

cerned are requested to have proois

in on time because of tho enormous

amount of work to be done.

At this time it will be possible

to order photographs for the per-
sonal use of the students. Orders
may be placed with tne represent-
ative of the studio. Prices of photo-
graphs range from eight dollars a
doron and up, according to the size

and type of photograph desired.
Mr. Dart wishes to thank the

student body for their support in
the photographic work during the
past weeks. However, Jeremiah En-
rlght, circulation manager, wishes
to urge the student body to act im-
mediately concerning subscriptions
to the Belle Air. Subscriptions may
be made to any member of the
staff.

Freshmen to Leave Office

Of Student Council Vacant

At a meeting in the amphi-
theatre last Monday the Freshman
class unanimously agreed to leave
the ofBce of Freshman representa-
tive to the Student Council vacant.
This vacancy caused by the Ineli-
gibility of Jeremiah Daly, who was
elected contrary to the school reg-
ulation that all class officers have
no failures or conditions, will not
be nUed until the Sophomore elect-
Ions this spring.

Last Thursday the annual initia-

tion of aspirants to membership in
the Phi Kappa PI fraternity en-
rolled eighteen new members. Don-
ald Street, John Klekotka. Melvln
Gordesky, Charles Thiede, Russel
Flanagan, Fred Meehan, Dan Mc-
Gowan, Joseph Mlhalcik, Blezi
Tofani, Edward Wehner, George
Odewait, Joseph Maier, Francis
McNamara, Joseph Carney, Paetrus
BatunlUer, Donald Shrive, Ed
Schneider, and Jpmes Gallo are the
latest addition to the rolls of the
Engineering so:iool fraternity.

The Intlatlon surpassed those of
previous years by Its many addi-
tions In the way of Ideas to give a
more severe test of ability to the
initiants.

Similar to the other annual intia-

tions of the frat, the procedure con-
sisted mostly of the use of electrical
apparatus and material which could
only be profitably used by engineer-
ing students.

At the close of the Initiation
lunch and refreshments, prepared
by Mr. Seller, were served to both
the old and new members of the
fraternity, as well as to the faculty
and alumni in the college dining
hall. President Prank Remy acted
as toastmaster. All declared the
refreshments to be the best ever.

Dean Humphries gave a very in-
teresting talk on the advantages of
the fraternity, as well as good
sound advice to the frat as a
whole. His welcome in the name
of the fraternity to all the new-
comers stirred up in each member
a resolve for the betterment of the
fraternity. Rev. Ruellan Fink, O.
S. A., then entered the dining hall,

(Continued On Page Four)

CAPITALISM QUESTION

On Thursday evening the rep-
resentatives of Beta Gamma
journeyed to New Brunswick and
there encountered the Council of
Debate ol Rutgers University.
Vilianova emerged vlctorlus, an
audience decision of 11-4 being
rendered in favor of Beta Gamma.
The question discussed

Was: Resolved:— that Capitalism
as a system of economic organiza-
tion, is unsound in principle.
Rutgers, upholding the afxlrmaUve
side, based their arguments on
grim and pitiable poverty, which
they classed as the direct result
of Capitalism, xlius, they con-
cluded, that any system, producing
such effects must De unsound in

principle. Vilianova, defending the
negative persuasion, championed
the cause of Capitausm and point-
ed out that results were not the
proper crlterlons t>y which to Judge
the Inherent soundness of a prin-
ciple, since the question of proper
and improper applications entered
Into the discussion. 'x'Derefore, the
negative argued tnat despite un-
favorable results, tne soundness of

capitalistic theories depended upon
a suDjectlve essence and along
these lines conducted their case.

The representatives of Rutgers
were Can Weiss, William Judge,
and Oliver Seldman; uie Vilianova
debaters were Martin Oill, Paetrus
Banmiller, and Joseph Conlan.
Daniel Buckley, President of the

Vilianova Liteary aociety, wishes
CO acknowledge the debt of grat-
itude which the bountiful hospital-
ity of Rutgers placed upon the
organization. Arrangements will

soon be started and next year
VUlanova and Rutgers will once
more tangle in forensic encounter,
but this time the Betta Gamma
Chapter of the Literary Society will

play the host.

Affairs at Wilkes-Barre and
Jersey City Are Din-

ner Dances

i'racy Heads New
Connecticut Club

Students from Connecticut met
last Tuesday for the punx)se of

forming a club. The students re

sponsible for calling this Initial

meeting were James Tyrrel and
John Hughes. A roll call was taken

and it was found that twenty-three

students would comprise the entire

enrollment of the club.

Before the close of the meeting

officers were elected, the results

being: President, William Tracy;
Vice-President, James Tyrrel; Sec-
retary, Richard Hart; and Treas-
urer, John Hughes.

Science Student Performs

Unusual Heart Experiment

Last week, students in the School
of Science were permitted to ob-
serve a unique experiment.

Realizing the importance of heart
valve action and realizing that very
few people, even medical men, are
afforded the opportunity to see the
movements of hearts valves. Max
Powell, a Senior in the Pre-Medlcal
School, under the direction of Rob-
ert Turbach, Professor of Physi-
ology, prepared a large beef heart
designed to illustrate the move-
ments of these valves.

Preparations, known as Gad's
heart preparations, have frequent-
ly been made to show the action of
the tricuspid as seen from the
auricular side, and the action of
the semilunar as seen from the
arterial side. In Mr. Powell's pre-
paration, not only was this clearly

shown but, what is more important
the tricuspid with the chordae
tendlnae from the ventricular side,

and the semilunar from the ventri-
cular side, were plainly visible.

When the set-up that diflered so
radically from common practice
was announced, more than a hun-
dred upperclassmen expressed the
desire to see the heart in operation.
Having witnessed the demonstrm-

tlon, they were extremely enthus-
iastic in their praise of Mr. Pow-
ell's work, for the important rela-

tionships in valve action must al-

ways remain vague to those who
have not had the opportunity of

viewing such a cletu* and simple
presentation.

An instructor from one of the
Philadelphia medical schools, upon
viewing the experiment, stated Uiat
he had never thought it possible to

give such a perfect demonstration
of heart valve action.

Besides illustrating the normal
action, it is possible also to demon-
strate certain pathological heart
conditions, such as leaking valves,

with the apparatus.

In the construction of the app-
aratus it was necessary to over-
come many difficulties. The work
has been in progresB since Nov-
ember, during which time a number
of methods were attempted and
abandoned in favor of the im-
provements made in the present
arrangement.

During the course of the six day
Easter vacation, VUlanova wUl be
lepresented socially in functions to

De held in almost every metropoli-
tan district in this section of the
luast.

Four of the clubs on the campus
- - - namely, the Brooklyn-Long
island ciub, the Jei^sey City club,
tne Wilkes-Barre club and, the Al-
bany ciub, are making arrange-
ments tor affairs In the form of
uances and supper dances in their
lespeotlve distncts at various dates
auring Easter week.

Doscher At New York
The students in and around the

metropolitan district of New York
wlU be given an opportunity to
patronize a VUlanova allalr by at-
tending the formal danoe of the
lirookiyn-Long Island club, which
will be held in the ballroom of the
Hotel Leverich-Towers in Brooklyn
on Easter Monday, March 28.

For the occasion the committee
nas ootamed the services of Jerry
Doscher and his Southward-Ho
country Club orchestra The or-
chestra, which has established
qmte a reputation for Itself in af-
lalrs of this sort in and around
New York, wiU furnish music irom
nine till two, with a possibility of

continuing untU three if the re-
ceipts at Che door are sufficient
to warrant such an action on the
part of the club.
This dance will be the first an-

uivc^rsary of the pertlcipatlon of
this club in active representative
social functions. The Easter dance
of last year which was held in the
St. George Hotel In Brooklyn was
considered a great success, but ac-
cording to the committee It wUl be
lar surpassed by the dance on this
coming Easter Monday.
The committee for the dance con-

sists of WlUiam J. Horrlgna, chair-
man; Joseph Hahn, publicity man-
ager; WlUlam J. Conway, ballroom;
WilUam O'Prey, orchestra; Joseph
McGuinn, programs; and Frank
Carberry and Edward Riley, recep-
tion committee.

Jack Miles At Albany

On the same evening the Albany
Club expects to draw a represent-

ative attendance at their Easter

dance from the students and alum-

ni of the upper New York State

regions. The dance wiU be held In

the Crystal Ball Roc»n of the De
Witt CUnton Hotel in Albany.

This is to oe the first social func-

tion to be given under the auspices
of this newly-formed organization.
For the occasion they have secured
Jack MUes and his orchestra of
nation-wide radio fame.
The committee which Is expend-

ing Its energy In making a prece-
dent of this Initial dance comprises
Leonard Crowe, chairman; John
Heist, Joseph Peters, Howard Ogle,
Philip Algozzlne, and John Dough-
erty.

Will Kearney At Wilkes-Barre
On Saturday evening, March 26,

the Wilkes-Barre Club Is holding
its third annual Easter dinner-
dance, The affair wiU be held in
the Redlngton Hotel in Wilkes-
Barre. An appetizing menu and
first-class entertainment is prom-
ised to all the members who attend.
Will Kearney and his Society Or-

chestra has been selected to supply
the musical numbers. Dancing will

commence at eight-thirty and con-
tinue for a number oif hours. The
exact time for closing has not as
yet been determined.
The affair as usual wUl be open

to members only. At the dance the
senior members of the club wlU be
presented with kejrs of an attrac-
tive and fanciful design. The other
members attending the dance will

be given novel favors.

The committee for the dance Is

composed of Daniel Daly, chair-
man; Francis Redlngton, William
McGraw, Joseph Kalna, n-ancls
Kelly, and James O'Conmell. «

Jersey City At CoytesTOle
On Easter Saturday, March 26,

the Jersey City Club wUl give a
dinner dance In the New Venice
Restaurant, CotyesvUle, N. J. The
function is to be a small Informal
affair where approximately fifty

couples of members and their
friends are expected to attend. The
scene of the dance, which la under
the direcUon of Gabriel Stabile, is

located about one-half mUe from
the approach to the new George
Washington Bridge.
The committee. In addition to Mr.

of Francis Mc-
A detaUed description of this

novel method of approach will be Stabile, consists
made in an article to be published I Feely, John Kelleher, Francis Riley,
ROnn in ttw MAndj*! RilllAMn I onH r!H*r1*a AntAna<w>1nsoon in the Mendel Bulletin. and Charles Antonaccio.

'
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By

RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

AuiUanU to College Staff

WuxuM D'£lia, '33 Robut A. Gust, '34

JoswH A. Uahn, Jr., '33 CuAmLES P. Gocci, '34

Edmono p. Reiliy, '35 Gioicc C. Malhami, '35

Lawuncb Drtbancks, '33 Raymond J- Uaitu, '34

Joseph J. Conlan, '33

A$*iatantt to Sports St^tff

GSIALD J. DOLAN, '33 jAMBi E. NuCENT, '35

Edmond C. Maluamb, '35

A$$i*tants to Butinett Staff

Thomas J. Donahue, '35 Wutebb A. Theeiault. "34

AutMtantt to Circulation Staff

John A. Dicennaeo. '33 I-kank L. Galiulo, '33

Joseph H. Coenely, '35 Habold J. Keating, '35

WiLUAM J. Gouch, '35 James W. Tobin, '35

.

' RiCHAED G. Zubbell. '35

Faculty Aovisek—Rev. William A. Kenny, O, S. A.
Thi$ paper i$ dedicated to one of the finest men who
ever entered yUlanova; scholar, athlete, gentleman—

Leo Goodbeau *
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DESERVING
OF HEARTY
COMMENDATION

. TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1932.

AT LAST, Villanova has taken its first step

in the recognition of scholastic attainment.

It is a step that we
hope is a precursor to

a long series of moves
that have for their

end the recognition of

attainment and the encouraging of scholar-

ship. In petitioning a chapter of Tau Kappa

Alpha, a national honorary fraternity, the

Beta Gamma chapter of the Villanova Liter-

ary Society is doing much more than just

orgamzing a national fraternity chapter at

Villanova. In setting up Tau Kappa Alpha

on the campus it is establishing a note-

worthy precedent; it is setting an example

well worth emulation by other campus

groups and by the various department heads.

Villanova needs to encourage scholarship.

Professor Jonas has shown one way of doing

it. Other means we have suggested before.

"(1) the addition of the distinctions, 'cum

laude', 'magna cum laude', and 'maxima cum
laude' to degrees conferred by the college;

(2) a more inclusive offering of prizes for

general and particular academic records,

prizes which are to be awarded at com-

mencement after having been objects of en-

deavor through the year; (3) the organiza-

tion of honorary societies with high scholas-

tic tuiu peiauuai tiuauncttnona lor memoei-

bn.p, axiiuiix lue ciaoaea, or uener pernaps,

among txie scuuois; ^4) tne petxtionmg of

nanontti nuuoraiy societies oy tne various

deportments, particularly the Ji^ngmeermg

^oigma Ai or ineta lauj ana cscience scnools

wnose stanumg luily warrants such recogni-

tion." In navmg produced more than repre-

sentative debating teams and in now taking

imtial action towai-d encouraging scholar-

ship, the school owes Professor Jonas a sin-

cere debt of gratitude. He is deserving of

all commendation. We give it heartily.

TEMPLE BLUES
In the last number of the

"Temple News" we read a morbid
article, describing the basketball

game that took place in our new
gym. To quote:

"But don't draw the conclusion

that you missed a set of basketball

games that were worth paying a
fabulous price to see. Except for a
few short minutes in each fray,

thrills Were few and far between.
In fact, the play as a whole was
dull and uninteresting.

"The 2400 fans and the players

had been worked up to the proper
pitch for a typical Temple-Villanova
clash, but the huge playing floor

just ruined everything. The wide
expanse of territory made Judging
of distance very bad and numerous
shots failed to even hit the back-
board, and a lot of valuable time
was lost in Just bringing the ball

up into the scoring area."

Well, now it is certainly too bad
thai we did not ask Temple's advice
on how to build our gym. But any-
way the next time we will furnish
them with free crying towels.

HERPICIDE
." Down at Catholic University of
America a group of students have
banded themselves together for self-

protection and have formed a
Balded Headed Society.

We hear that Billiard Ball Orcutt
is seriously thinking of changing
his Alma Mater.

SISSY STUFF
We learn that Harvard students

are showing their patriotism by re-
fusing to use Yale locks.

We suppose that it will only be a
matter of time until the Vassar
student body prohibits the use of
Smith cough drops, and Yale takes
drastic action against the Harvard
classics.

Tweet, Tweet
In answ^er to Mr. Arthur Bris-

bane's, "Boys in college are like
birds in a nest, freed from the
necessity of thinking," the "Colum-
bia Spectator

" fired the following
saivo in reply: "To Mr. Brisbane
we say that college students may
not hnd it necessary to think, but
at least they are sensible enough to
realize that Mr. Brisbane writes
tripe of the simplest sort."

I
THE THEATRE

A LADY WITH A PAST:—This
delightful romantic comedy stars
Constance Bennett, Ben Lyon and
David Manners. Miss Bennett takes
the part of a very rich debutante,
but, for some reason, can't go over
with the beau. As a result she is

a wall flower until she takes a trip

to Paris and meets Ben Lyon whom
she engages as a gigolo and Press
agent. She gets more notoriety
than she expected, but it suits her
purpose, as she has to impress the
boy friend at home, uavid Manners.
When she returns home she ftnds
that all the men are chasing her.
David hnally secures her after a
verbal barrage between the two.—
At the Karlton.

ARSENE LUPIN.-For the first
time in their screen careers the two
giited Barrymores, John and Lionel
pi*ty together in the same produc-
iion. ihe story deais with a lamous
i*'rench robbery case. One of the
brothers is tne cnminai. possessing
all the attribute necessary lor sucn
a being, while the other brother is
the sleutl\,

The novelty of the plot, combined
with the fine character portrayals,
makes this picture one wnich is

worth whue seemg. It is conimuing
fpr its second week.—At the Boyd.

BEAST OF THE CITY.—W. R.
Burnett, the author of "little
Caesar", has written a story, "Beast
of the City." which is now showing
at the Stanton, but his pen fell far
from the mark of success in this
production. The tale deals with a
gangster czar who has corrupted
the police department of a large
city, and his crimes go unpunished
till a new crusading cnief of poUce
decides to let the police department
shoot it out. Jean Harlow, Wallace
Ford and Jean Hersholt are disap-
pointing in this drama. If you like
stories of the underworld this show
may please your taste.

ine only reaeeming feature ox
the bill is a Bing Urosoy short
wnich is very enjoyable. It is a
comedy, but good, ciean humor pre-
vails throughout the SKit, and Cros-
by sings a couple ox songs m his
inimitable style.—At the aianton.

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSEPH F. DIETZ

NEWS FLASHES
Austin Hall:—Trouble is brewing

In this dorm. It all started when
one of the fellows claimed that the
basement was worthy of the title of
Floor". But he met with opposi-
tion and when the argument Was
Anally ended it was concluded that
the second flpor was Just one flight

above the first floor and it is only
eight days before Easter Vacation.

College Editor Should
Have Freedom In
Editorial Ambitions

"Value of His Work and Reception Accorded
It Are Sufficient Limitation/'

Says Editor

"Tl|e QUAURANOLE"
MANHATTAN COLLEGE
NEW YORK CITY

Frequently during the course of the col-
leare year, the editors of The Harvard Crim-
son, The Yale Daily News, The Columbia
Spectator and other leading college publica-
tions will burst into print and incidentally,
the front page of the nation's newspapers,
by writing editorials of a radical nature!

whispering during study houra These editorials, although for the most oart
Which in case yoif don't know, are limited to sifve criticism of some college

activities or officials, sometime enter the
fields of politics, economics, philosophy,
et cetra. This invariably raises the question
of the limits or the provision that should
exist or does exist with respect to the editor-
ial ambitions of the college editor.

We believe that no limit should be placed
upon the initiative of the college editor.

Alumni Hall:—Bill Orcutt is get-
ting bald.

Good Counsel Hall:— And the
breezes have brought to our ears
tales of four lads who spend the
best part of every evening on their

knees paying homage to the Al-
mighty. Evidently they were caught

from seven-thirty until ten; recre
ation from ten till ten-thirty; Ughta,
out at eleven; radios off at two.

Fedigan Hall:—At a tea given on
last Thursday night Mme. Garrity,
the guy who put the foyer in the
pie shop, gave a splendid Uttle
oration. Said he: "My outnt is

showing some ultra modem lines In
their spring outfits. We've stopped
using the 'Swank, Swagger and e^,,^^„ « y^ ^ ^. ... ~ "•

Nonchalance' numbers but in place ^^^^V "eld Of human activity should be op6n
of them we are putting on sale such ^o bis editorial ruminations. We base this

Delight.'

"

TAKE YOUR PICK
Accoraing to a recent article in

the Johns Hopkins "NEIWS LET-
TER

, Zlegfeld Follies beauties do
not beiieve m any of the modern
theories such as companionate mar-
riage and others that the Co-eds
get so excited about. All they want,
that is the Beauties, is real old-
fashioned love and marriage.

FIVE HUNDRED MENACES
Of the 500 Co-eds at the Univer-

sity ol California who answered in
questionnaires, more than two-
thirds confessed that, "They would
be delighted to leave college if the
right one should appear."

Yes, they would be delighted, but
suppose the "right one" is too
Wise.

* * * * *

Did you ever realize, that it costs you approximate-
ly fifty cents for each class you attend'/' It does.

Hardly cause for rejoicing when a prof cuts.

• * • • •

THE boarding students will be given an op-
portunity to acquire a bit of cultural learn-

ing in the musical field

AN Monday evening at the
EXCELLENT chapel when the Corr
OPPORTUNITY Hall Choir renders a

special program of sac-

red church music. In the past students have
looked forward to this annual choir singing,
for not only does it elevate their souls to God
for the moment but also causes a pleasant
tingle to course up and down their spinal
cord. This music is especially impressive
and beautiful consisting mainly of the poly-
phonic type. There is no music that can in-

spire us to the heights that this solemn and
sacred music can, and leads us to ponder
over that confusing question, "How big is

man?" Apropos, we should all be present in
a body at chapel for this singing, if not for
the purpose of listening to music then for
the consideration we owe to this choir which
has assiduously practiced for this event. To
master church music is no easy task and the
choir is to be commended for its efforts. By
being present 100 7r strong we would not
only show our cultural appreciation for clas-
sical music but also plea.se the Rev. E. V.
Stanford, O. S. A., Chaplain, who has our
welfare at heart and is continually endeav-
oring to better our religious stiituB.

THERE AND OTHER PLACES
At Gettysburg College the first

morning class stsu-ts at 7.45 A. M.
The class of '32 at Boston College

will be the first one to receive the
new book form of diploma. It will

measure 8 by 6 inches made of

parchment, enclosed in scarlet

leather lined with white silk and
"Boston College" stamped in gold
across the front.

All freshmen at the University of

Maryland are required to work on
the school paper one day a week.

Paul Whiteman refused to play

the Puree College song, on the

grounds that he did not make a

practice of playing high school

songs.

The punishment for being caught
drunk at the University of Colorado
is attendance at Sunday School for

one year.

The Temple University Student
Council has just been abolished.

The authorities of Harvard Medi-
cal School are indignant over the
report that 50 students are ill as a
result of bad food served in the
dormitory. Murder will out.

At John Carroll University, con-
ditioned re-exams will no longer be
given to students who fail the reg-
ular exam.
The staff of the Hunter College

"Bully" resigned in a body when the
President of the Institution, James
M. Kieran refused to allow a to-

bacco company to advertise in the
paper. Smoking is prohibited in
Hunter College.

A "Plunk Dammit Flunk" Club
has been organized at the Univer-
sity of Alabama.
Pox hunUng at Washington and

Lee Is a major sport.

University of Minnesota students
beat an Indian war drum during
games when they are behind.
Holy Cross College is now among

the Hat of colleges that have organ-
ized aviation clubs.

The "Mariana ". official organ of
Ihe Western N. Y. Student Sodality
Conference, has for Its slogan," THE
SMALLEST NEWSPAPER ON
EARTH. FOR THE GREATEST
CAUSE IN HEAVEN."

CARNIVAL BOAT. — Bill Boyd
stars hi this rough and tough pic-
ture in which most of the action
takes place in a lumber camp. He
is capably supported by Hobart
Bosworth, while Rogers supplies the
leminine touch.

Six entertaining vaudeville acts
are presented on the stage, featur-
ing Jay Mills, popular master of
ceremonies, and Florence Robinson,
formerly with George White's Scan-
dals.—At the Earle.

THE LOST SQUADRON.—For all

lovers of action pictures this cinema
is well-worth seeing. In the hour
and a half that it appears on the

screen more thrills are packed into

it than is usually seen in the regu-

lar rim of motion pictures. Richard
Dlx takes the leading role and is

supported by a brilliant cast which
includes Mary Astor, Eric von Stro-

heim, Robert Armstrong, Joel Mc-
Crea and Dorothy Jordan. The
plot concerns a group of war aces

alter the World War. On returning

to this country they find employ-

ment as stunt aces in Hollywood.
Ihe acting of Richard Dix and
Knc von btrohelm Is above the or-
dinary and the support that is given
them by the remainder of the cast
can well be approved.—At the Stan-
ley.

And the St. Patrick's dance is

Thursday nite over in the old Gym.
Max Aloysius Roeenzweig is chair-
man.

We were walking back from our

evening repast in the dining hall.

He was down in the dumps. In an
effort to cheer him up I started

to point out the glories of our en-
vironment. "Here", said I, "You
have everything in the realm of

beauty. Look, the setting sun is

sinking behind the western maze
casting ambre shadows on the tall

steeples of the chapel. Stone hewn
edifices rising stolid in the twilight

glow, chalice-like tulips lining our
very path, golden crosses radiant
with the last efforts of the solar

planet, tall evergreens pointing their

swaying tops to their Creator, roll-

ing hills on all sides hemming in

the campus—all these are yours to

look at and rejoice."

"Yeh". he retorts, "How about
those tiny cups dancing In the wind
outside of Good Counsel Hall?"

as
merely a thought provoking medium, and
not as some have come to view it as some-
thing akin to an oracle. Practical journal-
ists have derided these admittedly radical
college editorials and have cited them as
valid reasons for a literal "chaining" of the
college editor. We, in turn, could easily find
in the history of American journalism many
examples of prejudiced, radical editors and
editorials. Would that justify our conse-
quent demand for a curtailment of the liber-
ty of the press with regard to editorials ?

The liberty of the press is an American
ideal and an American institution which
should and will always extend to the college
editor. The value of his work and the re-
ception accorded it is a sufficient limitation.

A Book Note
B.V THK EDITOR

CAMfU^ BRl£fS

As one wit said, a bird in the
hand is worth two from the gallery.

Clark Hinkle got plenty from the
gallery the other night.

Basketball is said to be related to
football. BuckneU makes that rela-

Uonship more pronounced by using
the huddle system before every tap-
off.

Skaters were seen on and in the
college pond during the past week
for the first time this year.

Here is one for Ripley. The au-
dience who listened to the debate
between Rntgen and Villanova at
Rutgers the other night gave the
decision to Villanova.

Arrangements are being made for
the holding of a contest for the
title of "The Blng Crosby of Fedi-
gan Hall."

The Gigolos and "les maltres de
la danse" will be able to aimt their
tuff on the home floor Thnnday
night.

This may be old. but Sol Berman
Is responsible for it. He says that
his car is a runabout. It runs about
a block and stops.

The minute that Menu a year

—

walUng for the dining hall to open.

Well, one thing that Lent brought
with it was dessert every night.

Soph: "Do you like Poaghkeep-
sle?-

Vnth: "The town la alright, but
the people who come from th<

Bill Tracy, the newest addition to

the list of aviators on the campus,
looked as though he were getting

some practice during the Temple
Game. He made a beautiful three

point landing in the second half.

And he was telling me before the

Bucknell game how he was going to

"wrinkle Hinkle "—and he did.

And Marty Gill, who is what they
call Editor of the Belle Air, made a
vicious remark at a recent meeting
of the staff. He said that the

reason the book is going to be bigger

than last year is because one senior

has an oversized cruller. Martin!

Re-exams' rule: Five minutes to

flunk an arts man, ten minutes for

a Pre-med, and keep out the en-
gineers.

Cellar, cheese, mouse, feed

—

Eyes, two, catr—speed!

BROKEN HEARTS CORNER
Dear Miss Fix:

I am a blushing maiden of thirty.

Are there any fellows at Villanova

whom I could go for?

Just So
U. TRAMP.

Dear Miss Tramp:
Yes. Would you like something

in the line of a Gigolo or would you
rather have a nice big scoundrel

like Buckley?

Accommodatingly,

I. MINNA FIX,

Last Monday one of our profs

came into class all decked out like

three orders of Lord helps us. He
informed the class that he was go-

ing to New YcH-k and one of the

illuminati told him with a quaking
voice to please bring back the Llnd-
bergs Baby. There's a good rumor
for somebody.

Last week this colyum looked as

though It were proof-read by my
pal. Dolan. He must have used the

Braille system.

WITH APOLOGIES TO T. A. DALY
There's a lotta

People who t'lnka

Dey gotta

Carlotta

Who's gotta

You know whatta
She's pretty hotta
Too.

But they no gotta

Carlotta

These fellows, Pesclotta

Cucinatta, Baratta, Bilotta

Maybe Coladonata
Or even McDermotta
But they no gotta

Carlotta

Who's Gotta?
You bat a my life—
Tracy.

OUR CHANGING THEATRE, by R. Dana
Skinner.

This volume is a distinct contribution to
the study and understanding of the modern
theatre. Mr. Skinner is dramatic editor of
"The Commonweal" and enjoys a background
of nearly thirty years of theatre-going. He
is one of the lamentably few critics whose
thinking has its roots in sound philosophy
verities.

"Our Changing Theatre" is much more
than a mere discussion of the plays, play-
wrights, and actors of the last few years.
It is a book that goes far beyond the walls
of the theatre to discuss many of the tumul-
tuous changes that have taken place and
that are taking place in the inner life of
America and the American people. Within
the next forty or fifty years Mr. Skinner
looks for a great burst of creative effort in
American arts and lettea-s. He looks for'
America's "thirteenth century." "The whole
history of western civilization," he says, "has
been the flow westward of eastern inspir-
ation, absorbed and transformed in the
course of its slow movement until it has be-
come something freshly beautiful on its own
right. First Athens, then Rome from Ath-
ens, then France again rooting its new life

in the Orient." He likens the period through
which America is now passing to the era in
France immediately following the Crusades.
It is a period of unrest, a period of transi-
tion. Just prior to the thirteenth century
France was a country of mixed bloods, of
rough and brewing energy, not unlike the
America of 1915. The Crusades took thou-
sands of the best manhood of France and
threw them together suddenly in a much
older civilization to the East. There was no
immediate cultural revolution in France

; yet,
"within forty years, there arose from the
flat plains and river basin of Paris the
heaven-searching towers of Notre Dame."
The World War did the same thing for the
seething melting-pot that was America. It

threw a million or more Americans into
simultaneous contact with an older and more
profound civilization. From that day Ameri-
ca ceased to be a nation of immigrants. In
fifty years we shall have our own gothic age
and shall erect our own Notre Dame.

Indications of this coming rebirth of cul-

ture in America are to be found in the plays
of the last few years. A discussion of these
indications is the purpose of "Our Changing
Theatre." It is a purpose accomplished in

a spare, yet rounded style, replete with an-
alogies and references that reveal a rich

cultural background.

The
Sports

Comer
The weather, which has done

more than its share during the
past few years to make Villanova
baseball seasons unfortunate, seems
to be up to Its old tricks again this
year.

Just when It appeared that the
flowers of spring were around the
comer and when the final details
of the baseball schedule were com
pleted. Old Man Winter took over
the stage for an encore that no
body wanted to hear and sent all

the athletes to their rooms and
their radiators.

The snow, ice and mud of tlie

Stadium last week prevented every-
body but the footballers and the
track team from engaging In work-
outs, and was a severe blow to the
nine, which must open its season
in eighteen days' time, against a
vei7 strong University of Pennsyl-
vania team.
Penn, you know, has been the

winner of the Eastern Intercolleg-
iate Baseball League title for the
past few years, and has a veteran
lineup, which lias been practicing
in the Palestra since February 1,

ready for action. The opening
game of the season on April 2 will

be no pink tea affair for Charlie
McGeehan's boys.

Just what kind of a lineup Mc-
Geehan will use this season Is

problematical as yet. There Is a
good Freshman team coming up
from last spring, and the nucleus

of last year's varsity outfit is back
again, and from this combination

must be designed the team that

will tackle the schedule of twenty

games that Manager White has ar-

ranged, and which was announced
last week in the VILLANOVAN.
Behind the bat, McGeehan can

call on Squire Lynch, who divided

the caichmg duties last spring with

Oeortje Blan^y, and to aid the New
iiaigianaer, iiosKy, i>a8cat>acn, the

latter regular backstop for the Kit-

tens last year, and Ventura, are In

readiness.

Artie Shortall, regular flrst-sack-

er on the 1931 nine, is also back,

and Steve Ferko, a substitute last

year, is his main rival. Prucha,
who covered the initial bag for the
yearlings last year, has left school.
George Gazella, captain of the

team and a regular for two seasons
will play third base, with Addle
Adelman his most serious competi-
tor at this writing.

Joe Czesclk, regular shortstop in
1930 and a second baseman last
year, may see action at either post,

as Harold Geisler, who covered
short last season, also left school,
and Stan Wronskl, one of Jacobs'
Frosh last year. Is a likely looking
second sacker.

Metro Weston and Toby Cavan
.augh are also competitors for In
field positions who are figured in
the consideration for regular
berths.

T'ommy Morgan, captain last sea-
son and center-flelder, will not be
back, and offensive power is one of
the biggest holes that must be fill-

ed. Emll Reitz, who did a lot of
fielding in right, is back, while
"Huck" Finn, Frosh slugger last

year, must also be counted In the
running.
Charlie Hurlburt, Jocko Hurley,

Bill Crowley and Mike Terry are
some of the other outfield candi-
dates, from whom the final trio

must be selected.

The Wildcats seem amply pre-
pared in the line of pitchers—Eddie
Kobllls, George King and Reitz be-
ing veterans, while O'Donnell,
Montgomery and Willette bore the
brunt of the Frosh mound work.
The loss of big Johnny Brice,

who did not return from his native
Chicago after the Christmas recess,

was a big blow to McGeehan's out
look.

• • • :.;•'
,

,•'• •.•.

The schedule which was asi

nounced last Tuesday morning is

not as elaborate as some that have
been played the past few years,

but it is one that will give the
Wildcats a real struggle before the
28th of May, when Temple will be
met in the final contest.

Some of the Cats' greatest rivals

among Catholic schools, notably
Fordham and Holy Cross, as well

as Georgetown, will not be played,

while Boston College will not make
its annual pilgrimage to Villanova,

but home-and-home series have
been arranged with Lehigh, Gettys-
burg, Manhattan, Seton Hall and
Temple.
Other games will be played with

Urslnus and the Penn A. C.

The first annual Villanova In-

door Interscholastics will take

place this Saturday, and indica-

tions promise that this meet will

attain in a relatively short time

much of the glamor of the outdoor

races, held each May.
* • *

Delta Pi Epsilon's hardy basket-

eers won their second straight

Inter-Fraternity League cage
championship last Tuesday evening,

when the last mathematical chance
of either Phi Kappa Pi or Lambda
Kappa Delta went glimmering with

the D. P. E. victory over the En-
gineers.

Last year. D. P. E. ended the

long rule of L. K. D. as king of

fraternity basketball on the camp-
us, and this year gave notice that

they Intend to start a d3ma8ty of

their own—in fact, that they have
started one.

However, the Delta might be

wise if they watched out for Epsil-

on Phi Theta, which was develop-

ing unheard-of strength by the end
of the year and which promises to

turn in a victory next season, or in

1934, at the latest.

VILL VAN
BASEBALL

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Delta Pi Epsilon Wins
Second Inter-Frat Flagf

Business Men Clinch Pen-

nant With Victory Over
Phi Kappa Pi

K. P. T. BEATEN AGAIN

D. P. E. Wins

At the end' of the .sixth and last

week of the Inter-Fralerhlty Bask-

etball League, the Delta PI Epsil-

on Fraternity was
,

proclaimed

champions.

This mai'ks the second consecu-
ive year that the business men
have won the championship.
By dint of hard and conscient-

'ous effort, improving steadily In

each game, the D. P .E. clinched
the championship last Tuesday ev-
ening, when after a rather incon-
spicuous start, they overwhelmed
a plucky P. K. P. outfit with a bar-
rage of baskets raining in from all

sides.

P. K. P.

a. p. P.

Sykes 2 *

Houseman 4 8

Hlclcey 1 % 3

Levis , 1 a

Suarez i .... 1 2

TOTALS 9 1 1»

D. P. E.

O. P. P
Herrlty 8 2 18

Reddlngton 1 2

Kernan 1 1 3
Rosen 1 2

Relly * 1 2
Crowley

TOTALS ..-;.'.. 12 8 26

Dorm Relay Race
Saturday Night

In conjunction with the Inter-

The other game contested during I scholastic meet in the new gym-
the week was between the P. K. P. nasium on Saturday, Harry Coates
and E. P. T. fraternities, which was is gblng to conduct a series of inter-
won by P. K. P. dormatory'relBy^Hi^^s. The races

D. P. E., 25; P. K. P., 19 will be over the BOOd. route, each
Tuesday night, the Business Men man to run 200 yards. The rivalry

defeated the Engineers in a game between the different dormitories
which decided the championship, i is keen and some close races are
Had the P. K. P. won a possibility expected. Mr. Coates has offered
of a triple tie loomed on the hori-

1 handsome medals as prizes for this

SPORTS STAFF

A meeting of the sports staff
of the VILLANOVAN will be
held this evening immediately
after chapel services.

Tomorrow, at 12:45, another
meeting will be held, at which
time all candidates who have
signified their Intention of com-
peting for positions on the staff
are required to report.

BuckneU Bisons Defeat
Felines In Final Game

Frosh Runners

Win Over Hill

One Hig Point
VILLANOVA

zon, but the alert D. P. E. floor

men took the heed that no such
occurrence would take place.

The Engineers got away to an
(Continued On Pai^e Four)

event. The board track under the
north stand of the stadium Is at

the disposal of the "dormltles" who
Intend to "limber up" for the event

(Continued On Page Four)

Last Saturday afternoon Coach
Harry Coates took his Freshman
track squad up to Hill School

where the Frosh soundly trounced

the home team by a score of 81 to

36.

Out of six running events the
Kittens took first place in five,

while out of seven possible firsts In

the field events, the Frosh took
four.

The outstanding achievement of
the afternoon was Oleason's win-
ning of the 70 yard dash In close
to record time. Oleason also broke
the tape In the 220 streaking the
distance In 23.4 seconds.
The star performer In the field

events was George Huber. This
young Wildcat captured first place
In the hammer throw when he
hurled It through space for the re-
markable distance of 180 feet.

Huber also took first honors In the
Hscus throw with a distance of 110
feet.

(Continued On Page Four)

Lynch, f. .

Czeslck, t.'

Finn. 0. . .

.

Edwards, c.

Tracey, g. .

Weston, g.

Hurley, g. .

TOTALS

> • w f %•••-•••

I • • 4 « S'k • <' • *

I • • •/\.« ^ t • X •

O.
.4
.3

.2

.0

.1

.0

.0

...... i.....J.O
BUCKNELL

.,.... O-
Hinkle, t. ,,,,',, \,'^tj,^t,',,X

Eastburn. t. .........;.. .0
Plsher, f ...I
Will's, f

Chen'h. t j .0
Mack'e, f

Pry, c 7
Tep'r, g .0
Vaughan. g
Logan, g. •••«•««, •-• • • 1 .

1

F.
2
2
1

2

P.

1

3

8

1

P.
10
8
6

4

Chenoweth and Fry Star as

Wildcat Five Loses by
Sole Point

LYNCH HIGH SCORER
In a fadeout of the basketball

season, Villanova lost its second

game in the new gym by the nar-

rowest of margins to Bucknell, 28-

27. The game was played last

.Thursday and the thousand spect-
ators were treated to a hard, rough

3 brand of ball throughout the entire

^ forty minutes.
qI The Bisons trailed

If end of a 21-14 count at the half,

but gradually drew up on even

27

p.

at the short

TOTALS .10

1

2

28

Yearlings Continue
Winning Streak

terms mainly through the efforts

of none other than Harry Fry,
husky center who also cavorted
against the Wildcats as an end on
the grid team.
Although Fry had tallied 15

points, "Doc" Jacobs' boys led 27-

26 with about two minutes to go.

However, this irrepressable lad bat-

The Freshmen dribblers contin- ^^'l
"?« ^a" *" o" ^^^ backboard

...,., w J 1 and the game was over as far as
ued their winning ways by admhi-

^^e Wildcats were concerned.
Isterlng a 58-21 drubbins to the' During the first half, the Blue
Haverford Aces in the preliminary I and White played bang-up ball,

to the Varsity fray. At half time heading at one stage by 11-3. The
the green clad passers were ahead by visitors fought hard but Jacobs'

the lopsided score of 34-3, and men kept a seven point advantage
continued the rout in the second at the half through Captain
canto. Czesick's and Lynch's fine playing.

(Continued On Page Four) (Continued On Page Four)

"Gh
»

oosey like

e way
rrS just what you'd expect. People

who enjoy the good things of life...

are constantly looking for something

better to eat and drink . . . and smoke.

In cigarettes this better taste can come
only from finer ingredients. Chester-

fields are more satisfying to the culti-

vated palate. For one thing, there's

never any attempt to skimp on Turk-

ish leaf.

These richly flavored Turkish tobac-

cos are added with a generous hand.

.'••<

','"'•
'

'
,*''

Taste..
In fact Chesterfield's new way of

mingling tobacco flavors and aromas in

really the equivalent of an entirely new
kind of tobacco . . . one that combines

the best qualities of Turkish and fine

Domestic leaf.

Perhaps you've noticed too, that the

paper in Chesterfields is whiter. . .purer.

It burns without taste or odor.

Smoke Chesterfields whenever you

like...They're mild and pure. They'll

never tire you as an over-sweetened

cigarette might easily do. Light up and

see for yourself. They satisfy!

•Listen in...Hear the Chesterfield Radio Program.

Nat Shilkret*8 brilliant orchestra and Alrx Cray,

popular baritone. Every night, except Sunday . . .

Columbia Broadcasting System .... 10:30 E. S. T.

THIY'RI MILDIR
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THE BELLE AIR
THERMOMETER

Subitcriptloni

GOAL
Prtoe

400—

350—

300—

250—

—$6.00

—16.50

--I7.00

M
—17.50

Are You Helping to RaUe
the Tempersturer

Corr Hall Choir Singfs At
ServicesMonday Night

Cage Captain

Books Donated

To Science Men
Deal With Relation

Chemistry To

Medicine

of

Six Selections of Unknown
Composer to Be Ren-

dered for Students

Next Monday evening at the reg-

ular chapel time Scholastic Choir
Irom Corr Hail will continue a
practice »)egun four years ago,

rendering a special program ol

sacred music appropriate to the

Lenten Season. I'he chbir will be

under the directiun ot Joseph I.

Boyle, O. S. A,

Six compositions will be olleied

by the choir. They are 'Chrlstus

factus Est," an aiuipnon narmon-
ized in three parts, "ihe Four-
teentli Psalm Ot i^av^d, ' sung m
plain chant wlilch is Uu: manner In

wmch the Office ot tne Church Is

solemnly carried out ui the usual

choir singing; '"ine ijamentauon
of Jeremias," a douDie quartet; "In
Monte Ollveti," the response Delng
Harmonised in three parts; "Je&um
•iradidit," the response atso

Science Men
Hear Lecture

On Vitamins

Noted Philadelphia Physician

Speaks to Pre-Med Stu-

dents at Seminar

DR. H. PERLMAJN HEARD

DEDICATED TO CHILDREN

Through the courtesy of Francis

P. Garvan, president of the Chem-

ical Foundation, Inc., of New York,

the Rev. RueUan P. Fink, O. S. A.,

has received, gratis, seventy-five

copies of a book, "Chemistry In

Medicine," to be used In collabora-

tion with the course given by him

in organic chemistry. Pr. Fink dis-

tributed the books among the

students of the class free of charge.

Mr. Garvan, who contributed one

million dollars towards the found-

ing of the Foundation, caused this

book to be written because of the

loss of his daughter, whose life

could have been saved, had the at

tending doctors been

harmonized in three paris; and
Psalm 50, the Miserere," only

elected verses beln^ sung and har-
monized in three parts.

These compositions are the work
of an unknown Italian composer.
The music has never oeen publish-

ed and can be found in use omiy
in Augustinian choirs. The scores

are copied entirely by hand, this

lact aione gives the music the dis-

unctlon of being unusual ana adds
color to the rendition.

The Liturgical music of the
Church has a wealth ot beauty and
religious meaning wrucn profane
music cannot rival. It treasures the
masterpieces of mosi of tne world's
great musicians, and nas a back-
ground of history and tradition

that stretches back to the earliest

days of Christianity.
Because of its beauty and re-

ligious meaning the program In-
variably meets with the entnusias-
Uc appreciation of the student body,
bince the proper rendition of these
compositions require time and
tralmng, the vast majority of the
American parishes are unable to

acquainted
I

bring such music to their parish-

.itv. *!,-. ,„i„fi^« ryf ohoniicf™ t-^!ioners. Usually only music of a
with the relation of chemistry to

^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^
medicine. ! used.
The purpose of the foundation is BeUeving that many Villanova

to further the knowledge of chem-^g^udents are not famuiar wiUi the
istry. as applied to medicine, among uturgical music of the Church, this
physicians. One method to gain this program is being presented tnrough
end is by the distribution of these 11,^, mndness of the Augustinian
books dealing with, chemistry to professed. In order that tne stud-
schools and colleges which are

training men for the medical pro-

fession.

The text of the book deals with
all phases of chemistry as related

to the human body and its environ-
ment, and consequently should
prove a great asset to the pre-med-
ical students.
The book is dedicated to the

chlldi*en of futuie generations.

Debaters Meet
U. of P. Society

Villanova Represented By
Harter, Goggi and Lehnau

At St. Leonard's

NO-DECISION ARGUMENT

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society last
night engaged in a no-decislon de-
bate in St. Leonard's Hall in Phil-
adelphia against the Philomathean
Society of the University of Penn-
sylvania.

The topic of the debate was the
same question on capitalism on
which the Beta Gamma has debat-
ed several times previously. It is

worded, "Resolved: That capitalism
as a system of economic organiza-
tion Is unsound in principle."
In the controversy, the Villanova

team defended the affirmative con-
tention. The speakers on the team
were Raymond J. Harter, Charles
P. Ooggl, and Rudolph Lehnau in
the order named.
The team from the University of

Pennsylvania advanced the negative
arguments. The speakers who
represented the university were
Jack Edgerton, Arnold Winokur,
and Joseph Bell.

Andrew B. Kelly, an alumnus of
Villanova In the class of '31 and
former recording secretary of the
Villanova Literary Society, acted
in the capacity of chairman. Mr.
Kelly at present Is a member of
the faculty of St. Leonard's
Academy In Philadelphia.
A novel feature of the debate was

the open forum which was held
Immediately following the terminti-
tlon of the rebuttal speeches. At
this point the speakers asked each
other questions on the debate which
were answered by the debater who
had originally presented the ques-
tionable matter in his previous
speeches
The Philomathean Society, which

participated in this debate, is an
honorary debating society In the
University of Pennsylvania. It Is

composed of both students and
alumni, but Is not officially among
the societies of the university.

IISTER-DORM RELAY
ON SATURDAY NIGHT

(ConUnaed From Page Three)

Application for positions on the.se
teams may be made by seeing the
following men in their respective
dormatorles: Joseph Fox, PVdlgan
Hall; James Downey. Monastery;
Henry Bobertz. Good Counsel; Paul
Beaudlne, Austin Hall; Ekl. Cottrell.
Alumni Hall; Carl Hlckey. Mendel
Han.
The Interacholastic Meet Is the

first of^the VUlanova Annual In-
door Relay Carnivals. The fastest
IntcrscholasUc teams of Pennsyl-
vania, New Jemey, and New York
will batUe for honors.

ents may have an insight into the
beauty and devotional character of

the strictly Church music.

Alleged Car Thief
Arrested By Police

It is believed that police have
finally checked the depredations
and thefts of parts of day students'

cars, which are parked on the school
parking lot opposite the cohege.
with the arrest of a man at Lancas-
ter. The alleged thief had in his

possession the car of Nunzlata Di
Vitis, a student at Villanova. The
car had been taken from the park-
ing space.

Police have linked the man with
the robberies of automobile parts
on the lot. The authorities have
taken the proper steps which re-

Dr. Henry H. Perlman, of Phil-

adelphia, addressed the Pre-Meds

last week at their regular weekly

Seminar. Dr. Perlman, a member
of the staff at the Jeiterson Med-
ical Hospital and demonstrator of

being child diseases at Jell:^i-soii Medical
CoUeg«;, chose "Viuumns ' as nis
topic.

He said "Vitamhis, first of all,

are very important ana tm»agn we
may not know it, ever presenu We
eat them, sleep with chem and
smoke them, ihe importance lies

in the proper proportion ot tne nec-
(Bssary vitamins in the body. A dis-
ease such as scui-vy, wmcn neitner
medicine nor surgery can relieve,

rests entirely upon tne administra-
tion of the proper vitamin, such as
green vegetables and Iruit juices
Ior its cure.

"We find that vitamins are di-
vided into five distinct classes:
A-antlxerophthamlic; B-antineuri-
tic; C-antiscorbutic; D-antiraciutic,
and E-reproductice. Vitamin A is

probably the most important ot
the five. Its purpose is to mamt^n
a normal state of epitiieiia through-
out the body. A lack of uiis vitamin
leads to Infections, etc. Sucu sub-
stances as milk, egg yolk, cod liver

pu, cheese and sweet potatoes arc
rich with this vitamin. Mr. Shibita,

a Japenese investigator, showed the
importance of vitamins concerning
the teeth.

"The second, or vitamin B, is

used extensively in doing away with
beriberi a disease which brings
about a lack of muscular co-ordin-
ation with gastrointestinal disor-
ders and skin eruptions. It is used
to prevent nervous diseases and
also to stimulate growth, both in
htight and weight by aiding the
metabolic process of the body.
Yeast, asparagus and other cream-
ed vegetables are rich in this VI-

I tamin.

"The purpose of vitamin C is to
protect the endoplthelium of cap-
illaries. This vitamin shows re-

markable results when administered
to overcome scurvy. It takes six

months for this disease to develop
in a baby. At the end of this time
the slightest touch will result in
severe pain. Hence, it is with much
difficulty that an individual can go
near a person afflicted with this

sickness. It is due to a lack of vi-

tamin C in the baby's diet. In such
a case pineapple, orapy)e Juices,

etc., are rendered.
"The sunshine vitamin, or vitamin
D, is used for the most pcut in
overcoming rickets. This disease Is

a disorder of nutrition brought
about by a lack of vitamin D. It

can be prevented and cured by the
proper diet in this vitamin.
"There is very little known about

vitamin E. It Is, however, resistant
iand not easily destroyed. Author

Changes to Be Made in

March Issue of '*Owl"

John Mlcklos, editor of the

"Owl", announced yesterday

that the March issue of the

Engineering School would have
several noticeable changes in

style. This issue is to be dis-

tributed Monday.
In the jiast the engineering

school's magazine consisted

mainly of outside news and en-

gineering developments, both of

which have little reference to

news about the campus.

'The Owl Prowls' and 'Organ-

izations' are but two of the

titles to campus news, concur-

ring the Engineering school. A
very Interesting article on the

new gymnasium, avoiding the

heavy, dry technical subjects

and treating them in a lighter

vein appears as an informative

and complete resume of this

new building.

Some short technical articles,

puzzles ahd "Alumni Notes",

complete this Interesting issue

of the "Owl".

Thirty Grads In

Coaching Posts

VILLANOVAN Presents Ust
of Grads Coaching at

Various High Schools

GARDNER IN CAUFORNIA

JOE CZESICK
Retiring Captain of Villanova Five,

Which Ended Season Against
Bucknell

P. K. P. Initiates

Eighteen Men
Dean Humphries Addresses

Fraternity at Close of

Ceremonies

(continued from page one)

and gave a short address to the
alumni present, telling them about
the Alimnnl Association which Is __ ^^
being reorganized at VUlanova Col-jschooir <Jonshohoclien'l»a^ FYank
lege, and that a large room would

I Jordan, Great Falls High School
be set aside for their convenience Grat Pans, Montana; Henry

In order to dispell doubts as to

what some of the grads i^re doing
the VILLANOVAN presents a list

of those men that now hold teach-

ing and coaching positions at dif-

ferent high schools in various

parts of the country.

The group is wail distriouted, ex-
t-nding irom New ^ork to Cali-

fornia. Cietus Garaner, last year's

football captain, is coaching at St.

Augustine's School for Boys in San
Diego, Calif., and Arthur Harkins
ia at St. Bonaventure's in New
ifork.

Listed below are the names of
those who are now connected with
high school coaching:
Lawrence Cicero, Villanova Prep

School, OJai, Calif; Cletus Gardner,
St. Augustine's school for Boys, San
Diego, Caiif; James Henry, La
SaUe College, Phila; James Mc-
Laughlin, La Salle CoUege, Phila.
Kenny Brooks, Lawrence High
School, Lawrence, Mass; Paul
Kuczo, Stamford High School^
Stamford, Conn; Prank McCoy,
St. Jerome's High School, Tamaqua,
Pa; John Slana, Lincoln High
School, Jersey City, N. J.; Edward
Melanson, Everett High School,
Everett. Mass; John Gillespie,
Roman Catholic High School,
Phila; William Bradley, Roman
catholic High School, Phila;
WUllam Ford. St. Matthew's High

Bisons Take Cats
FinalCourtGame
Chenoweth and Fry Star as

Wildcat Five Loses By
Sole Point

(Continued From Page Three)

suited in the man being imprison-
ed for a long term. Members of theiities have a^ed that it plays an
highway patrol are still keeping a In^portant part in reproduction."

watch on the lot in event that there' ^" ^°^^ i^,
**^ ^'- Perhnan

ma.v hf^ nth^^ thi^, ^^ V, tv. 1
spoke about Villanova and com-may be other thieves whom the po-

| pumented the Pre-Med course on
lice have not dealt with, what it offers to students.

Delta Pi Epilson Wins
Second Inter-Frat Flag

(Contlnned From Page Three)

early lead, but this advantage was
short lived. A procession of D. P.
E. scoring soon followed, which
gave them a comfortable lead at
half time, and which they then
proceeded to hold for the remaind-
er of the game.
Joe Herrity with 18 points top-

ped the D. P. E. cavorters, while
Houseman with eight tallies led
the P. K. P. scoring.

B. P. T.
a.

OTlmes
Antonaccio 1
Dolan 5
Herman
Barsln
Shortall

TOTALS 8
P. K. P.

O.
Houseman .......... .a
Levis . . . ..."... »...;, .0
Hlclcey 3
Sykes 1
Landau

P.
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THE SCHOOL and the Augustinian com-

munity, students, faculty and friends owe a

sincere debt of grati-

ADMIRABLE
ACHIEVEMENT

tude to the present

adnunistration. And
the completion of that

. •; ;, :., new, modern struc-

ture at the far end of the campus serves as

an admirable opportunity to call that debt

to mind. The past half decade has been a

period of noteworthy achievement. It has

seen buildmgs go up, it has seen buildings

come down, and each change has meant a

greater Viilanova. And for this growth,

tnis progress, this expansion, a large meas-

ure ot our laudation must go to the admin-

istration that now -holds office, the adminis-

tration under whose guidance and through

whose vision a great gymnasium raises its

wans toaay on a Deautiiul campus. Yet, the

gymnasium is but the culmina^tion of a long

series of noteworthy projects undertaken by

dint of real labor and sincere effort during

the years of the present administration's

incumbency. In January, 1928, College hall,

which housed practically all the depart-

ments of the school as well as the adminis-

trative offices, burned to the ground. In the

spring of 1929, there arose in its place a new
Mendel hall, a hall with double the capacity

of the old and with laboratories and equip-

ment rivaling that of any college in the East.

Not long after, a dormitory named in honor

of Fr. Fedigan, opened its doors to Villa-

nova students. Viilanova was growing.

Then in the fall of 1930, ground was broken

for another building, and the spring of last

year found a modern School of Commerce
and Finance gracing the campus. And now,

the gym, the best and most complete within

a radius of many miles. It is a story of

honest effort and real work. Several years

ago and many of Villanova's roads were mud
and holes; several years ago and there were

two tennis courts. Today—but that is to

name only a few of many improvements for

which the present administration is respon-

sible. The men now at the helm of the good

ship, "Viilanova", have raised the college

from an institution of mediocre facilities to

an establishment of superlative equipment.

We take great pleasure in offering our heart-

iest congratulations.

* * * * *

A
WELCOME
UNIT

WITH THE dedication of the new Gymnasi-
um next week, a new era in athletics will

be inaugurated at Viilanova.

A palace of sport of unusual

architectural beauty and ex-

treme modernity in athletic

facilities will be dedicated,

not only for the few select athletes at the

college but for the entire student body. No
more will the students look with envious

glances at the privileged men on the various

school teams or point with jealous fingers to

the athletic facilities of other colleges. The
days when athletics were a matter for the

few have passed with the erection of this

beautiful edifice of sport. It is obviously a

great stride toward the stimulating of inter-

est in all forms of athletic endeavor. Eager
competition and keen intramural contests

can be expected in the near future as a re-

sult of this salutary improvement. Within
its massive walls, a form of sport to suit

everyone will ultimately be housed. Swim-
ming, bowling, billiards, tennis, and basket-

ball will be but a few of the sports that will

be offered. It will be a big factor in develop-

ing a high undergraduate morale on the cam-
pus.

COLLEGIATE
NOSINGS

By

RUDOLPH J. LEUNAU

XHIS, as you have already
^ noticed, Is the Dedication Issue

of the VILLANOVAN, but besides

hailing with a shout of Joy the

latest milestone in our Alma Mater's

march of progress, we also bid

farewell, with deep regret, the re-

tiring members of the staff. It was
a pleasure to work with you and it

is with a sense of loss that we wish

you success and bid you farewell.

EUREKARINO
And now, since we are an ex-

change column, we are going to

travel back along Time's deeply

rutted road, and view with curious

wonder the first gymnasia of his-

tory. After an arduous trip, we
reach Athens, the dwelling place of

the Classical Greeks, and altho'

there may be gymnasia beyond this,

the trail becomes dusty and dim,
and we have to stop sometime.

Back in those laurel-strewn days
a gymnasium was a public place or

building where the Greek youths
exercised themselves, fitted up with
running and wrestling grounds,

baths and rooms or halls for con-

versation and discussions. These
were the favorite resorts of youth
and for this reason were frequented

by teachers, especially philosophers.

The three great gymnasia of an-
cient Athens were the Academy,
where Plato taught; the Lyceum,
where Aristotle labored, and the
Cynosarges. In this connection it

is easy to understand the transfer-

ence of the name to educational in-

stitutions. The German gymnasium
is an upper school where instruction

is carried on largely by means of

the classical tongues, preparing its

pupils for the university, and cor-

responding roughly to the gramniar
and public schools of England and
the grammar and high schools of

Scotland.

IN THE DAYS OP YORE
Sports and games of ever so

many and diverse kinds at no time
were unknown to students at Vii-

lanova—the old time manor. Belle

Air, of John Rudolph.
On free days, all Tliursdays, with

now and then a holiday given by
some visiting notability, sports of

some kind or other filled the inter-

val between breakfast and supper.

Let us now turn to the games
that were plityed at Viilanova in

the fifties. The outdoor sports were
many; among them were walking,

hun'Jng, swimming, and skating.

After breakfast, three crowds were
chosen, not a lad was excused, no
matter what his plea, save sickness

or lameness.

The long distance walkers usually

petitioned their leader, one of the

Fathers, for a good, long tramp. A
ten mile tramp was nothing out of

the way—to King of Prussia, or

Valley Forge, and once to Paoli.

The second crowd was the hunt-
ers, who with dogs as ken for

sport, as their masters sallied forth

from the peaceful domain of the

Christian Minerva to carry war to

the various denizens of field and
forest, such as rabbits and squirrels,

which were good to eat.

The third band was made up of

juniors, little lads, and such as did

not care for the strenuous exercise

of long distance walking or the dis-

comforts of the chase under the

care of a Father, who was often

their teacher, they were led to a

small shop about a mile away,

where they were able to refresh

themselves with cakes, candies, Ice

cream and oysters, after which all

would wend their way more or less

joyfully homeward.

The fourth group were the skat-

ers. Daily in pleasant weather

after four o'clock class, anyone who
chase hurried to the ooUege pond
in the south woods on the other

side of Lancaster Avenue, where

the collegians of 1850 had dug out

a very convenient swimming pool

about six feet deep, that in winter

time served also for skating. The
college also used this pond as a

means of keeping the refrigerator .

supplied with Ice.

THE PAGES OP HISTORY
Viilanova alway.s had baseball and

football teams since the inception

of those games, but it was not until

1921 that Viilanova opened its first

basketball season by defeating

Catholic University by the close

score of 43-40. The first coach of

the basketball squad was Mike
Saxe, a Penn luminary of the prev-

ious year.

WAY BACK IN
1905—Viilanova defeated Penn in

baseball in a tight game, 3-2;

1907—Yale, with the famous Ted
Coy playing fullback, defeated Vii-

lanova, 45-0.

1908—Viilanova was defeated by
the Carlisle Indians by the low
score of 10-0. with the great Jim
Thorpe playing left half-back.

1913 — Viilanova beat Pordham.
43-0, and lOBt to the Army 55-0.

1921—Viilanova In Its first year
of basketball beat Temple twice by
the scores of 31-28, and 36-24.

1922- Viilanova In Its second year
again trimmed Temple by the lop-

sided score of 40-21. and lost to
Penn 27-23.

'TO VILLANOVA'
(Ode Written in 1892 for Golden
Jubilee of VllUnova College)

I

Oh, blest be the day, when the

sun's golden ray

First shone on these shades, Villa-

nova revealing!

Like the sunrise that shone on King
Memnon's famed stone.

Awakening a strain full of fervor

and feeling I

Grave doctor and sage

In that long-vanished age.

Their record inscribed on our his-

tory's page.

While the sons of St. Austin, with

tears and with toil,

Their altars uprear'd on this prayer

hallow'd soil!

II

Their altars, their school, when the

Monk's kindly rule

With Virtue and Wisdom formed
loyal alliance

—

Guiding youths (Now grown gray,

or at rest 'neath the clay)

To tl\e fountains of Faith, and the

well-springs of Science!

Ah, should we not claim

For its guardians, the fame.

That linger'd. of yore, 'round

each love -lighted name;
The perfume of sages and saints

passed away.

Still hovers around Alma Mater
to-day!

in
with Imnfjortal renown, 'tis St.

Thomas we crown.

When we chant, with delight, Vil-

lanova's glad praises;

For Augustine's great son for his

brethren hath won
A glory, that earth and its minions

amazes!

Not the glory of Time,
(A mere vapor sublime!)

But the glory that lives when
Time's death-knell shall

chime!

The halo, all fadeless, that Faith

loves to paint

'Round the altar that shrines Villa-

nova's dear Saint!

IV
Fifty years have gone by, since we

throned him on high.

As patron and guide of a past gen-

eration:

And the rapture, today, of our

Jubilee gay.

Proclaims him our patron and guide

to salvation!

While his sons have increas'd

And while prelate and priest

Assemble to honor and brighten

our feast.

Let us toast with a tear, the blest

shades we revere.

Our founders and friends—the de-

parted and dear!

V
All .homage be paid to the illustri-

ous dead!

May their mantles descend on our

guardians and masters!

And success to the Boys full of

knowledge and noise.

Who have passed from these halls

to Life's dreams and disas-

ters!

Time, trembling and old.

Like a hermit hath told

On his glittering chaplet, five dec-

ades of gold

—

Viilanova still lives!—Like the stars

of the morn.

May she live, may she shine, thro'

the ages unborn!

ELEANOR C. DONNELLY.

GYMCRACKS
No one will be permitted to go

below the basement without special

consent of the undertaker.

We think that some kind of ath-

leUc statuary ousht to he placed in

the lobby of the new gym. Fer-

Itaps a statue of a bull thrower

posed by Dolan or a statue of Apol-

lo posed by Ferko.

Some absentminded fellow came
into the gym and forgot which door

he came through. After going from

exit to exit he finally got out the

same way he came in.

It has l>ecome a great honor to be

allowed to be on the sidelines when
a game i» being played.

We are still wondering where

those Keystone cops came from.

Judging from an occurance which

took place at the Bucknell game, it

is more prudent not to come ac-

companied by a member of the more
or less fairer sex.

We suppose all the One-eyed

Conollys know all the secret pas-

sages by this time.

A man was seen at the Inter-

scholasUc Meet at the new gym the

other night wearing green on his

coat. . . Some one asked him If it was
for the past St. Patrick's day...The
answer was that it was a piece of

poison ivy for Mother's-In-law day.

Sca-slckness pwwders should be

furnished for those seated In the

upper regions of the balcony.

Perhaps the best gym crack we
rould offer would be a boxing boat

in the new gym.

Now that Dletz and Berman are

leaving us. this column will have to

go back to the old reliable Joke

book for inspiration.

HORIZONTAL
MUSINGS

By

JOSKPH F. DIETZ

UEREIN are a few remarks
* ^relative to the new Gymna-

sium. In the first place a few quo-
tations from those who have inti-

mate relations with the structure,
would seem to be most important.
Here are some: Jim (The Great)
McKelvey, Stadium Manager; "No
one win be able to crash the gate
with me at the door. I intend to
have meself one grand time at the
Belle Air Ball, Junior Prom and the
Soph-Frosh Hop, Last night I was
down at the Oasis where I closely

observed the exits and I came away
with some very novel ideas." War-
ren Brown . says they're the first

he's had since matriculation.

Oscar McStephatchet O'Hollihan,

newly installed Janitor: "I ain't

gotma let nobody in de gym between

de hours of one A. M. and ten A. M.
And what's more, de foist guy what
gives me chin is gonna be trun out
on his listener. And if dis guy
McKelvey tries to stick his horn in

dis here bulldin' I'm gonna grab de
nearest brick and massage his
cruller wld it." Who's chairman of
the Boxing bouts?

Below is an itemized account of

all the happenings, rumors, etc.,

which concern the new gym:

We hear that it will be called

"Dolan Hall" because the walls are
so thick. Or maybe it's because It

never says anything worth while.

Louie will serve Coca Colas at
the Horizantal bars.

Those birds in the grey uniforms
are members of Mr. Pinkerton's
vice squad. One of them hasn't
seen his feet in ten years.

Keep off the steel birders, you're

not supposed to believe in Evolu-
tion.

The boaid track has been placed

so as to assist the Prom Trotters

get in shape for the spring skips.

Donahue is so enthusiastic about it

that he Is helping with the con-
struction.

And what a peach of a place the

front of the building is to watch
the summer parade of llmousined

frails. The seats will be numbered.
Dolan will have a morris chair out

on the gutter to keep any of the

babes from stopping.

Joseph Bastian III, has entered
one of the horses at the opening of

Havre de Grace. Red Wallen up.

The prime purpose of the gym,
remember, is to hold dances, so

when you birds are playing basket-

ball or otherwise cutting capers

there Is one thing to be kept in

mind concerning the floor
—"Save

the surface and you save all."

Don't wash your mug in the

drinking fountains. Use the fire

hose.

Someone suggested running regu-

lar Saturday night dances in the

gym, but the manager of the Oasis

voted against it. The Fedigan Fid-

dlers stood in back of him to a
man.

The stage is so big that they are

going to have a system of red and
green lights Installed after the

manner of the Grand Central Ter-

minal, to direct the actors (and

Actresses) to the scenes.

No "Sems" will be allowed at the

Belle Air Ball.

RETROSPECTION
In view of the fact that this is

the last time I peddle my fish for

the VILLANOVAN, I think a few

words of farewell are in order.

In the first place I think it is my
duty to make a few apologies to

those whose feelings I know I must
have hurt. Let me say that every-

thing which was ever typed for this

colyum was primarily and solely

meant for humorous purposes. In

no one Instance have I consciously

tried to bring down the eternal

vengeance of anyone on my head.

The few bad friends I have made
through my work on the VILLA-
NOVAN are hereby requested to

consider the foregoing remarks as

explanatory of my seemingly ques-

tionable remarks.

And to those fellows who have

been subject to the cheerio in this

colyum and have laughed it off with

the rest, I hereby doff my hat.

Their value to any school or busi-

ness is Inestimable. They have

proven that they can scoff at com-
ment and still keep a steady cran-

ium and here's giving them a great

big hand.

Now a word of thanks for those

altruistic lads who have done any-

thing at all to help make this a

better piece of work either in the

way of criticism or suggestion.

They were working against consid-

erable odds and I want to hereby

render to them my heartiest ex-

pressions of appreciation and grati-

tude.

And finally I wish to extend my
sincere good wishes and felicitations

to Joe Conlon, who will fill this

space henceforth. In such capable

hands it cannot be otherwise but a
tremendous success. May your read-

ers have a much more enjojrable

time of It thnn mine did!

JOSEPH P. DIETZ.

Opening of New Gym
Recalls 1931 Depiction

Of Commerce Edifice

Building Marked Stage iu Onward March
In Education of American Youth

"THE VILLANOVAN"
DEDICATION ISSUE, JUNE 4. 1931

AMONG the many roofs of Viilanova

another will take its place tonight.

Tile old and the new, the new and trie old.

The building housing the School of Com-
merce and Finance will occupy its allotted

space amongst the others that have stood

for generations.

Each building has been a monument to

progress, a step forward in the construction

of Viilanova. t rom the single structure that

comprised old Belle Air to this most modern
work of stone, each has been the maiking

of another stage in the onward march.

The Commerce and Fiiiance building is

the last word^in classroom efficiency. ' The
exterior of the structure harmonizes with

tne other buildings on the campus. Perhaps

its stones are a slight bit too light but that

is due only to its lack of exposure, After

months it will blend with the others.

This building will not long be the "New
Building". Others are destined to take its

title in the near future. But today it is the

center of attraction and we must bow to it.

Students are occupying it and will continue

to do so. American manhood is in the mak-
ing and it is from institutions such as these

that we must look for the men that are to

guide the destinies of to-morrow. Summers
and winters will come and go, class after

class will sit beneath those walls and later

leave, generations will pass but still Villa-

nova will carry on. On to the goal of edu-

cating American youth. And when we who
are here to-day, so proud in our youth and
achievement, have passed away these build-

ings will still be carrying on. Their's is the

service that never ceases. May the sun and

the snows and the rains treat this building

in the gentlest of manners, and may those

who come after us carry on with the same
spirit that has built this present building.

A Book Note
By CHARLES J. ANTONACCIO

STADIUM by Francis Wallace

This book, the novel upon which the

Paramount picture "Touchdown" was
based, should not be read if cultural leading

is desired, but its continuous and sparkling

action will change anyone's ennui into diver-

tissment. It is ideal for the modern college

football enthusiast. One of its outstanding

features is the exposure of commericialized

and overemphasized college football.

Mr. Wallace, is exposing the system, says

;

"Football, as a business, is a racket. It's

run on racketeering principles ; its ethics are

those of gangland and the coaches and play-

ers are just the gangsters. Who gets The
big dough? The colleges. In every racket

there are respectable higher-ups."

He points out that the colleges consider

commercialism and overemphasis of football

justified by the worthy distribution of re-

ceipts, and the colleges. Keepers of Ideals,

in choosing this ostrich method of handling

the problem of making money from an am-
ateur sport, does not wish to admit to the

world what the world has long since known
and cares nothing about. "' •

Yet the book shows that football is not

merely a business. There is too much hu-

manity concerned with the game and human-
ity is not a trading commodity ; emotion can-

not be bought and sold ruthlessly.

Apropos, this novel is the story of a large

university which pays for its massive stadi-

um by using modern methods and a modem
coach. It might be an exposure of the foot-

ball racket, but it is a good story as well,

with thrilling football scenes, a romance, and
that swift pace which characterizes all of

Mr. Wallace's writings.

The main struggle in the book is between

Jerome Gehring, a banker, and Doctor Baker,

President of the University, for the control

of athletic affairs. The students, the coach-

es, the professors, and the teams become
pawns in their hands as the ideals of the

academic world give way before the methods
of the football racketeers. But it is the

story of young people as well, of Gehring's

son and daughter, and of Dan Curtis, who
finds that there are other things in the world

besides making himself into the most suc-

cessful and highly regarded football coach

in the country, and that sometimes it pays

to lose.

Mr. Wallace is an authority on football,

studying the fundamentals under the tute-

lage of the late Knute Rockne.

Gymnasium Writes New
Chapter To Past Ninety
Years Of College History

In a GI<>ri(Hi8 Struggle With Fire an<l Finances, Viilanova

Has Oven'ome All Obslaeles iiml lian Risen Frum Three

Frame Structures to Twelve Modern Buildings

nami:d kditor

ALUMNI HALL WAS FIRST OF PRESENT BUH.DTNGS

(continued from page one)

A lono: contemplated college

building was begun on April 1, 1873.

This structure, now Alumni Hall,

was completed on February 3, 1874

At the same time a new post-offlce

was opened, the nearest one here-

tofore having been at Haverford.
Chapel Beautifles Campus

During the succeeding years not

particularly eventful, the Pres-

ident's chair was occupied in turn

by Fathers Middleton, Fedi?an and
Coleman. The thoughts of the

Fathers wer6 now centered upon. the

erection of a^ new and fitting chapel.

College in 1847

The present chapel of St. Thomas
of Viilanova was dedicated oi Jul:

3, 1887, after four years were spent
In its construction. Its architec-

tural beauty is undeniable. Fr
Coleman was in turn succeeded by
Fr. Sheeran and in turn by Fr.

McEvoy.
Present Monastery Rises

With the dawn of the twentieth
century came Villanova's greatest

advancement. In 1901 was com-
pleted the largest construction pro-
gram ever undertaken by the col-

lege, when the twin buildings. Col-
lege Hall and Monastery, were
dedicated. This step placed Villa-

nova among the leading Catholic
Colleges and permitted the estab-

lishment in 1905 of the engineering
school.

Si Rita's and Corr Halls Rise
From 1905 onward the college

grew steadily, both in numbers and
reputation. No event of note hap-
pened till 1912. This was a mem-
orable year for St. Rita's Hall, the
original monastery, was consumed
by fire. The authorities courageous-
ly set out to rebuild and the present
CA.. Rita's Hall is the result of their

efforts. At the same time was in-

augurated the school of science

Austin Hall New Unit

With the coming of the World
War, the placid existence of the

college was disturbed by an influx

of Ithaki-clad student-soldiers. But
with the end of the war tranquillity

returned. In 1920 Alumni Hall,

then Tolentine Academy, was reno-

vated and rechrlstened. In 1921 "O'laays

saw the need of another dormitory
and the newest and most modem
dormitory on the campus resulted.

Fedigan Hall.

In 1930 a gigantic building pro-

gram was launched This program
was to call for a triangular erection

of buildings, consisting of an ad-
ministration building, gymnasium,
library, dining hall, and two dormi-
tories. However, the support that

was hoped for was found lacking

ard this cherished plan had to

make way for a more practical one.]

Thus on the site where the triangle'

was to exist only the Commerce
and Finance Building was erected,

the historic radio building being

torn down to make way for It.

Finally the gymnasium has now-

been conlpleted—the crowning
achievement of the Augustinian
Fathers.

-IStaff Member Describes

Gymnasium As President

Points Outs Its Features

SludentH to Be (nven Use of 800 Lockers, Two Bowling Al-

leys, Four Billiard Tables and Smoking; Room.—Pro-

jection and Six (^oachs' Rooms Located on Balcony

BALCONY AND MAIN FLOOR WILL SEAT 6,000

Gym Has Novel

Wiring System

Amplification, Sound Pictures,

Heat, Ventilation and Clocits

Electrically Controlled

MIKES TO BE INSTALLED

(continued from page one)

By Charles J. Antonaccio
j
lights rule supreme in the ceiling

!
while the large floor space holds its

'The new $350,000 gymnasium is
i own on the ground level.

ex-A well-corstructed balcony

tends from o le end of the building

capacity in the gym 6,600, since the

CHARLES J. ANTOrJACCiO

Senior Bail Signs

PopularBand

New Viilanovan

Staff Appointed

Antonaccio Selected to Suc-

ceed Wagner as Editor-

in-Chief

a structure that we may well be

proud of and it is my hope that

with the interior fully complete we

can have an opening on April 1

which will be long remembered in . . -.
, ^ ^„

the annals of Viilanova." Thus 'floor of the gym will seat 4.000.

spcke the president of the college.

Rev. James H. Griffin, O, S. A., as

he led several visitors through the

maEsive building pointing out and
explaining each detail of the in-; and will have lockers for approxi

terlor. Several interesting facts mately 800 students The lockers

were gleaned in this Journey which are twelve inches ' wide and - 18

will be here set forth. inches in length for the use of

The beautiful lobby with its which the students will be charged

The other clock has a twenty-

minute dial and registers the time

left to play in a twenty-minute

period. The clock is controlled by

n pendant momentary contact

switch, which in turn may be con-

trolled from any of three locations.

One such control point is located

in front of the operator's Ijooth.
to the other and has a capacity of „ , ..

2,600. This makes the total seating another is on the east wall of the

first floor, and the third is in the

center front of the east balcony.

Lockers for 800 Students ,„^
Ventilation' Automatic

_

On the right side of the gymj When installing .^^e ven Ulation

proper a large and well-appointed and^heat systems throughout- ^the

locker room has been constructed l^u Iding, the builders made pro-

visions so that the control of these

two important factors would be

both eflBcient and easy.

ar-
two
coat

HARTER COLLEGE ED.

Belle Air Ball Will Be First

Class Function in New
Gymnasium

DECORATIONS UNIQUE
The Belle Air Ball, the first class

dance to be held in the new gym,

will present on the evening of

April 15, the Weede-Meyer Orches-

tra, it was announced last week by

James B. Finn, Jr., chairman of

the ball committee.

This band is reputed to be one
of the south's finest. It has lately

concluded a contract at the Walton
Roof In Philadelphia where it en-
joyed great popularity with the
terpsichorean devotees of the
Quaker city. It has also featured
at proms at the University of

Georgia, Georgia Tech, Sewanee,
Tennessee, and the Universities of

North and South Carolina.

In the north this orchestra has
played at such Institutions as Cor-
nell and Princeton where it was
received with hearty acclaim.

Chairman Finn also announced
that a considerable amoimt of

money was being spent for the
decoration of the gym. The size of

the gym necessitates this expendi-
ture and that It will be well spent
may be realized from the fact that
one of the best Interior decorators
in Philadelphia has been retained
to do the work. ; / :;

Mr. Finn stated that as yet the
contract for the favors has not been
awarded but that definite action
would be taken before the Easter

the school of business administra-
tion was added to the roster. Austin
Hall, with its east wing containing

the college library with fifty thous-

and voliimes, was erected in 1925.

Several years later a modem
structure rose where once a moss
covered building had towered. This

edifice was christened Mendel Hall

ard contains our present class-

rooms and up to date lal)oratorles.

While Mendel Hail was in the

process of construction the Fathers

The subscription for the Ball will

be Five Dollars and according to

Mr Finn will be worth twice as
much. Dancing will be from
until two.

In the yearly appointments of

the VILLANOVAN staff last Thurs-

day It was made public that the

successor of Albert C Wagner as

EdItor-ln-Chief is to be Charles J.

Antonaccio of Jersey City, N. J. Mr.

Antonaccio has been a member of

the VILLANOVAN staff since h s

Freshman year, serving on the

Sports staff for his first two years

and acting this year In the capacity

of College Editor. He has proven

to be a consistently brilliant writer,

and is at present a Junior in the

School of Arts, Philosophy, and
Letters.

John J. Durkin, of Philadelphia,

a member of the staff since his

Freshman year, will continue to fill

the position of Managln Editor,

which he temporarily filled earlier

in the year.

Daniel Buckley Is succeeded as

Sports Editor by Gerald J. Dolan
of Richmond Hill, L. I. Mr. Dolan
has been a member of the staff

since his Sophomore year.

Joseph T. Houseman, of Philadel-

phia, succeeds William White as
Business Manager. Mr. Houseman
has previously filled the position of

Circulation Manager for the past

two years, being a memljer of the
staff since his first year.

Ra:,mond J. Harter, of Irvlngton,

N. J., is College Editor sunceedlnc
Cnarles Antonaccio Mr. Harter
has the distinction of being the

only Sophomore Editor on the staff.

The remainder of the staff is

composed of Joseph A. Hahn, Jr.

fitid Lawrence Defrances, Associate

Editors; Frank L. Galiulo and John
A. Digennaro, Circulation Mana-
"crs; William D'Elia; Rudolph J.

Lehnau continuing af, Lxchan!,e
Editor, and Joseph J. Conlan suc-
ceeding Joseph Dletz as Columnist.
The new staff will commence its

duties with the first issue of the

ten! VILLANOVAN after the Easter
I holidays.

apjjurtenarces symmetrically
ranged. Two ticket booths,

large trophy cases, and two
rooms, one for the men and
other for the women, are system-
atically placed in this lobby, show-
ing that careful thought was given

In Its planning. Opposite the right

and left exits to the lobby are rest

rooms, one for the men and the

other for the women.
The gym proper presents an im-

posing and majestic spectacle to the
eye. It towers to a height of 85

one dollar. Connected to this lock-

er room are the towel arid

shower roorjis. A novel construction

the of a metal-lined chute will take

care of all soiled towels and other

laundry. This chute leads to the

ti.sement where a laundry room,

especially equipped, will be used for

laundering purposes.

On the extreme right on the main
floor of the gymnasiiun Is a private

room containing showers and lock-

ers to be used only by members of

the faculty.

On the left side of the gym the

room and
room will

ft., 11 Inches and Its natural lUimi

ination from the celling and three ' bowling alleys, billiard

sides gives one the impression that lounging and smoking

there are no walls to the building, undoubtedly hold the interest and

Huge girders and Innumerable arc (continued on page seven)

Paramount

Diner

Bryn Mawr
TRY OUR DINNER

4.30 to 8.30 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Houn a Day

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24.^5

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

A

HAYDEN HARDWARE
836-838 Lancaster avenue BRYJN MAWR

SPORTING GOODS
COMPLETE GYMNASIUM EQUIPMENT

BASKETBALL and BASEBALL (;O0DS

In order tliat th^ building may
be properly ventilated, as well as

Illuminated, the ceiling of the gym
Is lined with four sets of skylights

or transoms, two sets being located

on each side. The control for

these skylights Is In a set of

switches located behind the switch-

board on the stage. There Is a
separate set of switches for each
set of windows. In order to open
the windows all one has to do is

press the necessary button. When
one desires to close them again, he
simply presses another button, and
"he windows close.

Thermostatic Heat

The heat in the building Is reg-

ulated by a number of thermostats
which are located on the wall at

various places throughout the in-

terior of the structure. At each of

these thermostats there Is a three-

way switch by means of which the

temperature of the building may
be adjusted to whatever degree is

desired.

When in ARDMORE Dine or Lunch at

The Square Club Restaurant

66 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
SERVING THE CHOICEST FOODS

THE MARKET AFFORDS

Cliij Breakfast — Business Men's Lunch |

7 A. M. toll P.M.
j

Consider your

The next time you run down to

the big town for a week-end con-

sider your D. A.

The new low rates at the modern

Hotel Empire are kind to your

D epressed A llowance. $2 for

one, $2.50 for two, for quality

accommodations.

Your Host will be

EMIL H. REINERS
GtHtral Manager of ibt

HOTEL EMPIRE
Droadway at 63rd St.

Nl'W YORK CITY

Store at

57th & MARKET STS.

Open tiU 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus Representative

110 Fedigan Hall
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Congratulations To VILLANOVA

on Completion of the New

AUDITORIUM and GYMNASIUM

WOOD-STRETCH & CO.
PAINTING and DECORATING

(Painting Contractors on New Gymnasiutn)

1922-24 Sansom St. PHILADELPHIA

(m

m

m
MEES' BAKERY

HIGHEST QUALITY

BREAD and ROLLS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ij
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Metro Weston To Captain Gym V First Basketball Five

The
Sports

Comer
And a little fellow shall lead

them. Diminutive and aggressive

Metro Weston, regular on the

basketball team for the past two

seasons, was unanimously chosen

last week by the lettermen of this

year's squad to captain the first

cage team that will play an entire

season on the new court.

Weston, a Junior in the School of

Commerce and Finance, played

foi'ward last season, but was moved

back-court to a guard position this

year, back to the spot which he

played when he starred on two

Pennsylvania State Scholastic
championship quintets.

In 1928 and in 1929. the new
Wildcat leader played under a for-

mer Vlllanova star, Hughie McGee-

han, brolh<eT of the prof, at llazle-

ton Hijfh, when that school won the

state title. Weston was captain of

the outfit in the latter year.

Advance dope on next year's

schedule would indicate that quite

a few games would be played in the

new gymnasium, which should

mean that Doc Jacobs' team should

amass a better record than thase of

the past few years, when close to

70 per cent of the games were play-

ed away from home.
Captain Joe Ciescik, Bill Tracey

and Tom Edwards are the only

seniors whom Jacobs will lose in

June, and with six lettermen, Wes-
ton, Emil Reitz, Art Lynch, lluck

Finn, Jwko Hurley and Tom Mc-
Feely, coming: back, and a strong

Freshman team to supply the rein-

forcements, prospects are rather

brig:ht for a grood year in the cage

in 1933.
* * *

You may remember—we had al-

most forgotten—that back in De-
cember we mentioned the fact that

the allocation of Vlllanova seats at

the last Villanova-Temple game at

the Owls' Stadium did not please

the majority of students out here.

The consensus of opinion seemed
to be that since football was sup-

posed to be a collegiate sport, the

students should get the choice

seats, if any.

Last week, J. C. L., author of one
of the best sports -columns in any
college publication. At Random in

Sportdom, in the Temple University

News, seemed to have come to a
belated agreement with us.

However, in his column, which, in

addition to that item, contained a

confession of facts concerning this

sports editing business (which real-

ly should not be published for all

the world to know. Mr. Lucke) he
wrote of the misfortunes Temple
students have to suffer every week
when they freeze at some of those

night football games. Indeed, their

plight was worse than that of Vll-

lanova students at the Owl-Cat
game (most of us had seats near
the twenty-yard line) for even the

sports staff of the News had to see

the game from six and a half yards
(count them) behind the goal posts

Why not try to remedy conditions

before next season starts, Mr.
Lucke, and then you won't have to

sit on Liel»ensperger's lap and may-
be we'll feel that we're in the
Stadium.

• • •

Although the full extent of the
program of activities in the new
gymnasium next year has not been
determined yet, it is safe to say
that inter-mural sports will defi-

nitely gain in popularity on the
campus.

In addition to the inter-fratern-
ity basketball league, it is hoped
that there will be an inter-dorm
league, too, and if an inter-club
circuit, composed of the regional
groups, could be organized, a real

battle royal could be staged at this

time each year to determine the
campus champions.

With eligibility rules being strict-

ly regarded, it would be possible for

close to 300 students to engage in

inter-mural ba.sketball—and in ad-
dition, boxing, wrestling and swim-
ming teams could be organized
along the same plan.
Wonderful possibilities are latent

In the new building, and H is not
at all impossible that every board-
ing student on the campus will be
able to engage in some form of
athletic activity within a year or

'

two.
• « •

And now it's time to sing the swan
song. A few more inches and we'll

reach the bottom of the column,
and with that, the end of the ten-
ure of office of the present sports
stafT.

This writer wants to express his
gratitude and appreciation to every
member of his staff for their co-
operation during the past eighteen
months, and he especially wants to
thank the Feature Sports Editor for
taking charge of things in such a
capable manner every Monday af-
ternoon down at Conshohocken. To
the editorial staff, and especially
the Editor-in-Chief, goes his thanks
for aiding this department In every
possible manner, and also, for al-
lowing it to run itself without any
sort of dictatorial control.

He hopes that his successor will

be able to rejuvenate this page and
make it one of the best In inter-
collegiate Journalistic circles.

He even feels kindly to Joe Dietz,
for whom he's been an inspiration
every time the mind of the Hori-
zontal Muser went blank (you
notice how often that has been
lately) as well as to all those who
have said nice things about the
sports page. To those students who
have criticized his policy—well, it

shows that you've been reading the

VLL VAN
BASEBALL

SPO
GOLF

RTS
TENNIS BASKETBALL
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Boxing Bouts in Gym on Dad's Day
NewGymOffers

Opportunities

For Athletics

INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BASKETBALL FLOOR IN NEW GYM

Field House Aids Facilities

for Physical Development

and Athletic Activities

AIDS FRAT LEAGUES

A greater opportunity to develop

themselves from a purely physical

point of view is offered Villauova

students, with the official opening
of the n.w gyinna^slum. and field

house. .•".,•.•,'

It was learned last week by a
lepresentative of the VILLANO-
VaN sports staff that if the pro-

i:osed cours.s in physical education

are not ready to be offered next
September, tney will be inaugura-
ted during the early part of 1933,

and all freshmen and sophomores
will be made take part.

In addition to the physical edu-
cation courses, extra-curricular

athletic activity will definitely in-

crease, with the enlarged facilities

opened to all students. In addition

to the inter-fratemlty basketball

league, inter-frat leagues will likely

ue organized in voliey bail, swim-
ming and bowling, and more num-
erous tournaments will be canduc-
led in boxmg and wrestling.

Inter-dorm and inter-club

leagues will probably be formed in
basketball, as the size of the play-

ing floor will enable courts to be
marked off in several different ways
with the uaskets attached to tlie

i aiiings of the baicony where prov-
fcioiis nave b-^en made. Several
(,ames will\ be able to be played at
inesame time under these con-
ditions.

V/heth^r or not Vlllanova will be
iL'piesented m inter-coilegiate act-

ivity next winter in wrestling, box-
uig or swimimng has not been dec-
..ded upon deiirutely by the Atfiietic

Association, but the two established
winter sports, basKetoail and track
will both be materially enclianced,

as prospects are bound to be much
brighter with better training meth-
ods within the reach of coaches
and players.

Man is said not to be educated
until he is developed physically as
well as morally and mentauy. The
new gymnasium goes a long way in
increasing the educational power
^f Viilanoya.

'^'^M',.^
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John B. Kelly
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* Free Transportation to Main Line

Golf Course, located just 1000 feet from

Philadelphia & Western's

St. Davids Station

Buy Green Fee Ticket I

at 69th Street or Norristown Ticket (Mice

f '-

Philadelphia & Western

Railway Company
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A Tribute of Congratulation to

VlLl AJS OV A COLLEGE

from the

Union Paving Coiiiparty

Philadelphia

BUILDERS OF ROADS and HIGHWAYS
Large and Small

PLANTS AT

Philadelphia, Pa.

Norristown, Pa. — Bridgeport, Pa.

Trenton, N. J. — Atlantic City, N. J. — Newark, N. J.

Washington, D. C. — Baton Rouge, La.

r

Congratulations to V1LLAJSOVA

on the Dedication

of the I\ew

GYMNASIUM and AUDITORIUM

LOOK
FOR
ME
ON

EVERY
BOTTLt

\

Tht 'Kkk" Within

tht Law
f'rom Your Dtakr—or From Vt

ESSIJNCER'S. In&, Phita, Pa.
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StageHungWith
Costly Curtains

Cydorama, Asbestos ^ and
Velour Curtains' Cost

Set At $5,000

Dramauc Director Makes Ig, ^^ . MembcfPlans For Use of S'agel^

MRS. COAN SKETCHES

The stage of the new gymnasium-
auditorium will tx: equipped with

an outside asbestos curtain, an
inner curtain of velour, and a cy-

clorama.

The outer curtain of asbestos will

be 44 feet wide and 24 feet high.

On this curtain will be painted a

plaque representing Saint Augus-

tine, the founder of the Augustin

Ian Order, teaching a lesson to the

youths of Milan. This is an origin-

al painting taken from the histor-

ical facts which surround the life

of Saint Augustine while in Milan.
The artists are Mr. and Mrs. Au-
gustine Coan of New York City.

The sketch' will be reproduced on
the curtain by the Twin Gity Scenic
Co. On the bottom of this pamt^
ing is the inscription, "Otium Sins
Litteris ors Est." This curtain will

be on pulleys which will enable it

to be raised perfectly flat, that is.

\i will not be rolled.

Behind this outer asbestos cur
tain will be found the velour drop,
which will be carried on tracks
enabling it to be pulled back on
both sides. Over this will hang a
valence, upon which will be em-
broidered the seal of the college.

The color will be a neutral shade
of brown which will blend well

with the buff walls.

As this velour curtain is drawn
back the cyclorama will come Into

view. The cyclorama will be com-
posed of one drop in the back and
one on each side. It will supply
six entrances making it most ad-
vantageous for productions. This
also blends into the color scheme,
being also a shade of brown. Thib
will be made of repp. The entire

cost of this equipment is estimated
at $5,000.

Professor Joseph T. Jones, Direc-
tor of Dramatics, when asked to

say something about the new gym.
Slated:

"I think It is luinillng a long-

felt need on the campus and
will give an opportunity for the

talent of Belle Masque to dis-

play their histrionic ability.

"The stage will be equipped

according to the latest stage

regulations. We trust that these

added facilities will bring forth

many elaborate productions."

When asked of the coming
traction which will celebrate

the formal opening of the bym
Prof. Jonas promised a play of

interest, "Shakespeare Goes
Modern -In Five Scenes." He
said: ' I promise many interest-

ing, amusing and noved adap-

tions of Shakespeare as I feel'

the youth of today would have

them played. Together, with

these I hope to combine several

chorus and dance numbers."

Descill/Cs Gym
Seating Capacity of Balcony

And Main Floor Set

At 6,600

NOMINAL FEES CHARGED

Fr. Griffin Declares
New Gym Greatest

Boon To Villanova

Great Evening
Anticipated On

First Of April

(continued from page one)

han, 'Vito Merlo, Morris Presser,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quindlan,
Rev. Constantine Roscovics, M. J.

Scanlln, John J. Sill, Joseph
Strauss, James J. Travers, Dr. E. F.
Wehner, P. E. Womer, L. C. Vda de
Andraca, Mrs. Joseph P. Clavin,

Frank Di Bernadino, Joseph A
Klein, Emil Lacchia, William La.s

Rosa, R. H. McGrath, D. T. McVel-
vey, Mrs. B. McMullin, William
O'Brien, John Paradowski, Albert
E. Reith. Frank Runey, K. G.
Schappert, r. Joseph F. Schlotterer,

J. H. Schreiber, F. W. Sullivan, Mrs.
Mary Tyrell, Joseph Vitalliane, J.

M. Weiss, A. M. Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Winterberger, Francis A.

Weinhart, F. Imbriglia, James B.

Finn, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. John Riley,

John F. Kelleher, E. F. Rlvinus,

Valentine Tomasso, Mrs. George P.

Foley, John Pierce, Mr. and Mrs.
M. W. Shyne, James J. Fox, J. J.

Ogle, Michael La Veglia, Mrs.
Katherine A. Craig, S. W. Cook,
John J. Mulqueen, Mr. Richard W.
Faulk, Mrs. A. G. McFadden, Mrs.
C. E. Douglas, Lawrence DeFrancis,
Vincent Cocheo, C. A. Ramsey, Mrs.

H. Estrada, A. Artaserse, Alonzo
Nardl, Mrs. A. Caulfleld, John A.

Steets. Mrs. E. C. Lyons, Mrs. E.

Van Horn, James Gugino, Mr. and
Mrs. Fergus C. O'Connor, Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel B. Miles, Dr. L. N.

Goldschmidt, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mahaffey, Mrs. A. E. Shortall, John
Hickey, Mrs. K. Burkitt, Walter
Coleman, Mrs. James Pancheri, Mr.

and Mrs. J. Allessandroni, Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Masucci, Daniel A.

Dolan, Herman York, William Mc-
Carthy, John Barrow, Mrs. C. E.

Hickey, Mrs. M. J. Fitzhenery, Mrs.

Ida K. Banmiller, John Hartnett.

Dr. and Mrs. Walter A. Foley,

Senior Class, Junior Class, Sopho-
more Class, Freshman Class, Delta

Pi Epsilon, Epsilon Phi Theta,

Lamda Kappa Delta, Phi Kappa
Pi. Wllkes-Barre Club, Brooklyn-

Long Island Club, Lawrence Club.

Albany Club, and Jersey City Club.

(continued from page one)

hours per week. It shall also be

a demand of this newly-established
course that every student learn to

swim and tests of varying lengths

will be given to ascertain this fact.

"Our auditorium will be at the

disposal of the students for all

functions and charitable organiza-

tions and societies of noteworthy
character will find us only too will-

ing to permit them to make use of

our spacious hall.

"The question that has been con-

stantly brought to my atten-

tion since ground was broken for

the new gymnasium is. What do you
intend to do with the old gym'/

Frankly, I am unable to give a
definite answer to that query. How-
ever, whatever is done with the old

structure will only be tentative,

since the time Is not far off when
Alumni Hall will be removed from
the campus. At the present time
architects are at work and are try-

ing to determine some useful pur-
pose for the old gym for the time
being. The layout of the building
makes it impossible to convert that
space into rooms and such a pro-
ceedure would be foolhardy in view
of the fact that the entire building
will soon be torn down. The In-

stallation of squash, handball or
tennis courts seems to be the only
logical solution. However, if any
of the students have any sugges-
tions which appeal to them and
which they think will be for the
pleasure and betterment of the
entire school, they will find me a
willing listener.

"At last Villanova has a gym-
nasium which she can compare
with any In the country and favor-
ably so. It is my earnest hope that
the students will utilize the various
facilities for recreation which will

be put at their disposal In the near
future."

(continued from page three)

attention of the majority of the

students. The bowling alleys, there

belUo two, have bern constructed

at an additional charge of $2000

The students are to be charged i

nominal sum for their use.

In the pool room four full-si;:e

and expensive tables, costing $400

apiece, compose the main articles

of furniture. A fee of forty cents

per hour Is the sum that is to be

charged for the use of these tables.

The lounging and smoking room

I

is to be well furnished, the full ap-

I

pointments being made when a

sufficient sum is realized from the

receipts of the social functions this

semester
Going up to the balcony by the

main staircase on the - right of the

lobbv there are found six large

offices and a projection room. The
offices are for the use of the coaches

and other official^ and will be fully

equipped In the near future. The
projection room will be used for

motion pictures and spot lights.

At the immediate exits of the

balconies ' concessions have been
built and will be used by Louie s Pie

Shoppe on" all noteworthy occasions.

Practice Boxing on Stage

In addition to dramatic purposes

the stage is to be used for several

other functions, the most important
of which is the practice of boxing.

In this manner the main floor will

always be kept clear. It was origin-

ally Intended to construct an auxil-

iary gym behind the stage but when
the natatorium was in the process

of construction these plans had to

be discarded. The auxiliary gym
was to contain boxing rooms, wrest-
ling rooms, and two squash courts.

On either side of the stage there

are two large dressing rooms and
near the center of the stage floor

two trap doors take an Important
and prominent place. Incidentally,

all the doors about the stage are

metal clad, as they are throughout
the gym.

Many Rooms In Basement

The basement of the gym has
many rooms, the chief of which is

the boiler room. Here the heating
plant is situated, a vital necessity
in heating the large structure. In
this boiler room there are several

j
&*i?antic furnaces and water tanks,

I

a coal storage bin and two generat-
or plattorms.

Ihe main basement rooms, how-
ever, are located on that side facing
the stadium. Taking the rooms in

order there are the laundry, trunk
storage, coaches', home teams',
shower, visiting teams', shower, and
officials' rooms.

Qn the north side of the base
ment there are storage bat'ry and
transformer rooms. Ber xth the
stage a large storage • tq;-^ k
situated This loom is k dp used
for the storage of chi.r. and bas-
ketball backboart. ci. In it there is

also the main switchboard and the
relay board.

irr

I Keep that Home of

In Good Repair ... Modernize
By doing needed repairing now, you can add two

dollars cash value to your home for every dollar

you invest.
CHECK THIS LIST!

See If Your Home Needs Any of these Repairs or Improvements:

Garage E>oors

Repair Porch
Porch Enclosure
Wallboards

Repair Outside Wood Steps

New Tile for Kitchen or

Bathroom
Insulate Your Attic

New Sash or Doors
Stairwork
Moldings
Kitchen Cabinets
Cedar Closet Lining
Shelving
Porch Posts or Bases
Screens or Screen Doors
Storm SaJsh—Storm Doors

HardwoQd and Parquetry Floors

New Floors Laid. Scraped and Finished
Renovate Your Old Floors

By makbif any needed repairs or changes In your home today
yoq can add cash value at the lowest cost in yean . . . and help

end unemployment. Give your neighliorhood oarpeliter a Job.

No order too small—Deliveries anywhere.

IRIS TEA ROOM
4041 WALNUT STREET

Parking Space

^ Dinner 60, 75c, $1.00

Lnnoheoii 40o

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CONWAY and GARRITY

I

I

! The LUMBER & MILLWORK CO.
I

I

i

3812 Old York Boad
OF PHILADELPHIA

TeL Rad. 4050

ill lilliiiilll II i ll I I I I iilil ill l il III llllllllilll

Jacoby& Son Co.
INTERIOR MARBLE

50th and Wynnefield Avenue

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Phone Keystone Phone

TRINITY 8244 WEST 2923 1

i i iii I II 1 1

1
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A Greeting to VILLANOVA from

BENDER & OFF
.'., ••v opticians

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

1827 Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.

hat's THE USE of making a team

—winning the election—passing

a test— if Mother and Dad don't

hear of it? Half the fun of college success is

sharing it with home.

Here's where the telephone plays its part link-

ing campus and home together!

Make it a habit to call up home each week.

Mother and Dad will be thrilled to hear your

voice— to share your news— to know all's

well! Each week they'll be waiting with family

news, cheery greetings, sound advice.

They're a lasting pleasure—these Telephone

Dates with Home—inexpensive and easy to

make.
H H H

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call is

60c at night; a 50c call is 35c.)

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thus
you can make a Station to Station call rather

than the more expensive Person to Person call.

just give the operator your home telephone num-
\,,. ber. If you like, charges can be reversed.

No. 7

Electrical Installation hy

ELECTRO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Broad Street Station Building

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STAGE BOARD AND .SWITCHBOARDS

COIL AND TIMING DEVICE

STORAGE LIGHTING EQIIIPMI-TNT

FIRE ALARM .SYSTEM

BY

BY

BY

BY

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

ELECTRIC TIME CORPORATION

ERIKSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

IIOLTZERCOLAT ELECTRIC CC
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THE WAYNE TITLE & TRUST COMPANY
WAYNE, DELAWARE COUNTY, PENNA.

Efficient Service to the Public

Since Its Organization in 1890

CHECKING ACCOUNTS SAVINGS FUND
CHRISTMAS CLUB SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

:-re--^-.r--im^--.'y
'

^

TITLE and TRUST DEPARTMENTS
,1 , . .

" > • « T^ ^. 5',.
''..•.'.••.
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Compliments

NORTHEASTERN LUMBER CO.

DISTINCTIVE

CABINET and MILL WORK

Yards & MUIs

N. 11th St. & City Line READING, PENNA.
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§ Congratulations to Villanova

on the dedication of its new

GYMNASIUM and AUDITORIUM
.*' •''.

. .
'

BUILDERS
PHILA

For Which We Were Honored

With the Construction Contract

Harvard Debate Tonight

In Auditorium

Of C and F Building

Let's All Be There VILL VAN
Harvard Debate Tonight

In Auditorium

Of C and F Building

Let's All Be There

Vol. 4, No. 21 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, APRIL 5, 1932
Price: Ten CenU

Prom Committee Secures

Popular "^Ozzie"" Nelson
To Furnish Dance Music

After Considerable Difficulty Chairman of Junior Prom
Signs WelLKnuwn Radio and Glen Island Casino

Orchestra to Play at May Function

EXPECT TO RIVAL PROM
"Ozzle Nelson" are the words

;<',," constantly passing from the Ups of
"

Juniors and even many outsiders

since he is about to appear in per-

son with his twelve-piece band to

furnish music and entertainment
for the Junior Promenade of the

class of 1933.

With his famous orchestra from
the Glen Island Casino In New
York, Ozzle Neison, heard fre-

quently over the N. B. C. network,

is returning to the North after a
contract In Florida during the re-

cent winter months.

Much work was accomplished by

the entertainment committee un-
der considerable difficulty in ob-

taining an orchestra of such high

calibre and recognition. Howard
Richmond, chairman of the Prom
Committee, wishes to call to the

attention of the Juniors and others

that it was no easy task to ob-

tain a band worthy of an affair of

this kind, and that Steve Duhamel
and his committee should be con-

gratulated for their success.

Novel personal favors will be

presented to the ladles and will

compete with any favor ever pre-

sented at any of the other Proms.

The VILLANOVAN is not permitted

to publish a description, and, es-

pecially because of its novelty and
usefulness, the committee on Fav-

ors deemed it more appropriate to

favor the promenaders witn a little

surpise next month.

Charles LaFond, chairman of the

committee on decorations, is now
in touch with several interior dec-

orators in Philadelphia and is

working diligently to make his

share a successful contribution to

the Prom. He promises rich decora-

tions of a kind that will lend a

regal atmosphere to convert a gym
Jnto a magnificent ballroom.

Mr. Richmond says, "The co-

operation of every Junior Is need-

ed in order to make this affair

the greatest success any ViUanova

social function ever sustained in

the social world. Every one can feel

assured of a good time, and out-

siders an atmosphere which will

immediately transform them Into

Colleglates for the evening. With

dancing from ten till three, an eve-

ning of wonderful entertainment

with a famous novelty band is an

obvious conclusion."

Aged Priest

Mourned At
Burial Rites

Solemn Obsequies Held,
Many Secular and Regu-

lar Clergy Attending

Meet Harvard Tonight In IVIajor Debate of Yeai All Details Complete As
Radio Favorites Sign To
Aftf><»ar At Belle Air Bal

Signing of Weede-Meyer Orchestra for First Senior Ball

in Two Years Completes Arrangements Which

Include Pleasing Decorative Effects in Gym

ASK FOR COOPERATION

Left to rlfht, Mfttod: Joseph Oonlan and Daniel S. J. BacUey;

taniUiiff, Joseph T. Houseman and Martin L. Gill

Business Building To Be
Scene Of Havard Debate

REV, F. J. McSHANE, O. S. A.

S

Beta Gamma To
EngageTwo Foes

Debaters To Meet Manhattan

In Phila. and Drexel

Over Station WCAU

TOPICS TO BE DIFFERENT

On next Friday, April 8. the Beta

Gamma debaters will engage in

two forensic encounters, a radio

debate with the team from Drexel

College In the afternoon and a

formal debate with the debaters

from Manhattan College in the

evening.

The question to be argued in the

afternoon Is. "Resolved: That the

advances In the mechanics and the

sciences have not contributed to

the progress of civilization."

The Beta Gamma team will up-

hold the negative side of the ques-

tion and win be represented by

John Micklos and J. Fletcher Clay-

ton. Both these men are Juniors

and have had previous experience

in Intercollegiate debating.

The affirmative team represent-

ing Drexel will be composed of

WUliam P. Hastings and Samuel

T. Wool.
_, ^

The debate will be broadcast over

station WCAU In PhUadelphla at

3 30 P M. Due to the fact that the

speakers are allowed only a half

hour for their program, the
speeches and arguments will have

to be limited to only the most

essential details.

In the evening another group of

debaters will go to St. Barnada's

hall In Philadelphia to meet there

the dcbaUng team of Manhattan

College. The topic for this debate

will be "Resolved: That the nations

of the world adopt a policy of free

trade." _^ _ _,
Villanova will support the allir-

matlve contenUons In this debate

and win have as her representa-

tives Raymond J. Harter. Paetrus

Banmlller and Joseph Houseman

John Micklos will officiate In the

position of chairman.

Micklos Chosen To Replace

Retiring Managing Editor

John J. Micklos. a Junior engin-

eering student, has been appointed

to replace John R. J. Durkln as

Managing Editor of the VILLA-

NOVAN. Mr. Durkln was com-

pelled to resign from his pasltlon

because of more important obliga-

tions which bind him at home.

The Rev. Francis J. McShane, O.

^. A., founder of the Augustlnlan

College in Washington, D. C, and a

former president of ViUanova Coll-

ege, was burled last Thursday

morning In the cemetery on the

campus.

His death which overtook him In

Mlsericordia Hospital on March 28

at 9 p. m., occurred almost im-

mediately after the completion of

his eighty-sixth year and exactly

one month after the celebration of

his sixtieth year In the Augustlnlan

Order, which event had been cele-

brated with a solemn high mass

and thanksgiving in the chapel.

The ceremony was marked with

all the splendor and pompousness

that should be accorded a man with

such a brilllan record. Sixty years

a priest, sixty years performing his

duties for God going about Incon-

splciously. yet leaving in his wake

monuments that wUl stand as shin-

ing examples of duty, charity, and

reverence.

The last rites were held in the

chapel, which was filled to capacity.

The ceremony was attended by var-

ious religious people, more than two

hundred priests and nuns being

among those present.

The celebrant was the Reverend

John T. Sheehan. O. S. A., rector

of St. liawrence's Church, Lawr-

ence, Mass. The deacon was the

Reverend John Farrell, O. S. A.,

Superior at Villanova, and the sub-

deacon, Reverend Walter Rafter, O.

S. A., who Is in charge of the

Augustlnlan House at Washington

D. C.

During the Offertory of the mass

the Ave Maria was rendered and
following this the Benedlctus.

Directly after the mass an eulogy

was delivered by the Reverend Mc-
Erlaln, O. S. A., of Atlantic City,

who reviewed the splendent record

of the deceased and his love for

God.
Due to the Inclement weather

the services usually held at the

place of Interment, were held at

the chapel immediately after his

the body was borne to Its final rest-

ing place in the small cemetery In

front of St. Rita's Hall.

The Villanova Scholastic Choir

assisted at the singing and the

seminarians served as ushers.

Since his retirement In 1928, Fa-

ther McShane had been living at

Villanova and was the oldest alum-
nus resident on the campus. He was
taken to the hospital March 28, af-

ter being suddenly stricken 111 with

(continued on page four)

Encounter Features Novel

Arrangement of

Speakers

Tonight the Harvard University

debating team, which has Journeyed

all the way from Cambridge, Mass.,

to Villanova, will be the opponents

of the Beta Gamma debaters in a

formal debate, which Is to be held

In the auditorium of the Commerce
and Finance building at eight-

thirty o'clock.

The question to be debated. "Re-

solved: That the United States

should build up Its navy to treaty

strength." Is one which Is con-

stantly becoming more and more
important and popular before the

public eye. The people are interest-

ed in this topic especially at pres-

ent when two of the most powerful

nations In the world are engaged
In a deadly struggle which may at

any time entangle the other nations

of the universe within its grasp.

Although the Harvard team has
argued this question several times
previous. It will be the first time

that the Beta Gamma team has
entered Into discussion on that

particular matter. However, the

debaters have done considerable

research work in preparing their

speeches and feel fully competent
of meeting the arguments of their

experienced opponents.

The form and arrangement for

the presentation of arguments In

the debate is a novel one upon the

campus here at Villanova. There
will be two Villanova debaters and
one Harvard man upholding the

afBrmatlve side of the question,

while two Harvard speakers and
one Villanova man support the
contentions of the negative side.

The reason for conducting the

debate In this particular manner
Is to eliminate as much as possible

Villanovan
Staff Loses

Five Seniors

Wagner, Buckley, Berman
Dietz and White Com-

plete Terms

any feelings of school rivalry. The
members of the team will deliver

their, speeches with a view more
towards establishing the soundness
of their arguments than the ob-

taining of personal glory for them-
selves or their colleges.

This type of debate, although it

has never been tried at ViUanova,
has been experimented with at va-

rious other colleges and has proved

very successful from every view-

point.

The speakers who will advance
the affirmative arguments on the

question are Daniel Buckley (Vil-

lanova), S. J. Warner (Harvard),

and Joseph Conlan (ViUanova).

The negative team wUl comprise

M. G. Hoffman (Harvard), Martin
Gill (VUlanova), and S. M. Peyser

(Harvard). Joseph Houseman of

Beta Gamma has been chosen to

act in the capacity of chairman for

the evening.

ALBERT C. WAGNER

TauKappaAlpha
Petitions Made

Debating Team Has Petitions

Printed in Booklet Form
for Submission

CHAPTERS TO BE JUDGES

Fr. Fink Pleased
With Gym Opening

With nothing but warm words of

praise for the splendid cooperation
shown by everyone who took part

in making the formal dedication of

the new gymnasium a success from
every angle, the Rev. Ruellan P.

Pink, O. S. A., vice president of

the College, asked the VILLA-
NOVAN, yesterday, to express his

thanks It is the opinion of Fr.

Fink that never has there been a
function on the campus that has
been conducted so successfully.

Quoting Fr. Fink, "Please express

my heartiest thanks to aU those

who cooperated in making this

affair one which will always be

remembered. We owe a special

debt of gratitude to our kind
patrons and patronesses, our ad-
vertisers in the program, and last,

but not least, those students who
gave their assistance In the form
of ticket selling and participation

In the revue or the musical organ-
izations. It far exceeded my ex-
pectations."

Fr. Pink spoke these words on
behalf of all the College authorities

and declared that the revenue tak-
en wUl be used exclusively to fur-

nish and equip the new edifice.

During the course of the next

few days the Beta Gamma debat-

ing team wUl draw up a formal

petition which wiU be submitted

to the National CouncU of the Tau

Kappa Alpha fraternity for ad-

mission into that organization.

According to the requirements for

entrance, the society seeking rec-

ognition must have one hundred

copies of the petition drawn up.

A copy is then sent to each of the

various chapters throughout the

country, and these chapters give

the matter their consideration and
then vote for either acceptance or

rejection. If ten or more votes are

cast for the rejection of the can-

didate society. It wlU not be ad-

mitted to the fraternity.

Although there is no specified

form In which these petitions are

to be drawn up, it is customary to

print them In a booklet form. This

booklet should contain a letter of

petition signed by the candidates,

a brief history of the college, a

short history of debating in that

CoUege, a record of the previous

debates in which the team entered,

an outUne of the extra-curricular

activities of the applicants, a let-

ter of recommendation from the

president of the coUege, and an-

other letter of recommendation
from a person outside of the coU-

ege.

As soon as the petitions have

been submitted, the chapters have

reached a decision upon them, the

Beta Gamma wlU be notified. Af-

ter that, If the decision is favor-

able It wUl be a matter of only

a very short while before the Beta

Gamma debating team Is officially

enrolled as a member of the Tau
Kappa Alpha fraternity.

With the last Issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN five members of the staff-

Albert C. Wagner, Daniel S. J.

Buckley, WUllam S. White. Joseph

F. Deltz and Sol Berman—com-
pleted their terms of office on the

paper.

In appreciation for the excellent

work done on the VILLANOVAN.
the graduating members of the

staff who held editorial positions

will be given a g(rfd key for their

services. It Is hoped that this

little token wlU show to some ex-

tent that the work done for the

VILLANOVAN has not been for

nought.

Albert C. Wagner, the ex-Edltor-

In-Chlef, worked his way up from
the ranks of a reporter to that of

the Editor. Mr. Wagner first

started with the VILLANOVAN In

his Freshman year. To be the

Editor-in-Chief was his constant

ambition, so at the close of his

Junior year, after dUlgent work, he

was elevated to that position.

No longer wUl that inimitable,

Daniel 8. J. Buckley be a member
of the staff. Besides being Sports

Editor, he was also perpetrator of

the Sports Comer, which undoubt-

edly has been a source of amuse-
ment and knowledge for his many
readers. He has always had his

shoulder to the wheel, even when
he first started with the VILLA-
NOVAN three years ago.

Business Manager WUllam S.

White has more than ably taken

the place relinquished last year by

Charles Lynch. Generally, the fin-

ancial end of the paper Is always a

source of worry, but being a busi-

ness student and endowed with the

natural gift of wisdom and fore-

sight, he carried off his duties in a

fine fashion and had little use for

worry.

"Horizontal Musings" was the

product of Joseph F. Dletzs agUe

and fertile brain. With his clever

humor and vitriolic exchanges with

Mr. Buckley, he caused no end of

fun for the constant readers of his

column. Mr. Dletz has been with

the VILLANOVAN for two years

and has always given his best.

The last of the quintet leaving

the staff is Sol Berman. who has

all the qualities which go to make
a successful sports writer. There

Is no doubt but that he knew
where, when, and how to glean

news from reluctant Information

givers. If he chooses to foUow the

calling of the press, It is the VIL-
LANOVAN's hope of some day see-

ing him the Feature Sports writer

of a large dally newspaper.

Final arrangements for the BeUe

Air Ball to be held In the new gym
on the night of April 15th have

been completed, according to a^
announcement made last night by

chairman James B. Finn.

The dance wUl feature the

Weede-Meyer Orchestra of Hunt-
ington. West Virginia which has

Just completed a long engagement
at the roof of the Hotel Walton In

Philadelphia. During Its stay at

the Walton It made nightly broad-

casts over station WCAU. Its pro-

tracted run In PhUadelphla Is Indi-

cative of the manner in which the

band was received by the music

lovers of the Quaker City.

The Sontli's Finest

The Weede-Meyer Orchestra was
also engaged to broadcast over sta-

tions WLW and KDKA while it was
appearing as a headline attraction

in Cincinnati and Pittsburgh re-

spectively. In these cities it was
also received with the customary
approbation.

The work of this band at various

collegiate ftmctions Is also a note-

worthy phase of Its long reign of

popularity. Being a Southern or-

chestra, most of its work was per-

formed in that section of the coun-
try. It was featiu-ed, at the leading
dances of the University of Georgia.
Georgia Tech, Sewanee, Teimessee
and the University of North and
South Carolina. Chairman Finn
has received reports from aU of

these places, and the enthusiasm
of these letters encouraged him to

sign up the band for the coming
Ball.

In the north this orchestra has
played at such institutions as
Princeton and ComeU and again
was received with hearty acclaim.

Rollicking Entertainers
This aggregation of Southern

makers of music is noted for its

versatiUty. Not only does it perpe-
trate the sweetest of music, but It

also features entertainment of the
most novel sort. The orchestra is

made up of some of the best com-
edians ever to appear in a dance
hall. During the summer, when it

is featured at Virginia Beach, it

draws dance lovers from mUes
around who are fascinated and

(continued on page four)

New Honor List

For Businessmen

Students Will Be Graded

According to Their

"Honor Points"

*A" EQUALS 3 POINTS

DEI'ARTIISG EDITORS WHO HAVE FAITHFULLY SERVED ON STAFF FOR MANY YEARS

Hereafter, the Honor List, which
was adopted in the School of Com-
merce and Finance at the begin-

ning of this semester, wiU be com-
piled according to the "Honor
Points" which the various students
earn.
Under the new system, "A" in

any course wiU be equal to 3 Hon-
or Points; "B" virlU be equal to 2

Honor Points. Each student with
honor rating wiU be ranked among
the honor students of his own class

according to the number of Honor
Points he has earned.
This experiment for the purpose

of raising the standard of scholar-

ship was begun during the past

term. In line with the trend of

grading in most institutions in

Pennsylvania, student grades were
reported In letters: "A" represent-

ing work from 90 to 100; "B" from
80 to 90; "C " from 70 to 80; *'D"

from 60 to 70; "F" recording a
failure.

In addition to this change in

the grading system, an Honor List

was published. AU students with-

out failures, whose records showed
70 per cent or more of their cour-

ses in the "A" or "B" grades, were
eligible for the Honor List, and
their names were recorded ac-

cording to relative standing.

"This experiment seems to have
stimulated study." says the Dean,
"and leads to the hope that In the
future we shall be able to record

far better ratings for most stud-

ents than we have in the past Ex-
cellence WiU receive due xeoogni-

tlon."

Wedding Bells Ring For

Student and Alumnus

SOL HERMAN
Feature Sports Editor

DANIEL 8. J. BUCKLEY
Sporto Editor

JOSEPH F. DIETZ
Colamnlst

WILLIAM 8. WHTTB

During the past few weeks
wedding bells rang out for an
alumnus of the Engineering school

here and also for a member of

the School of Science.

Thomas V. HaUoran, a member of

the class of '26 In the Engineering
School here, was married on BCon-
day. March 28, to Isabel Harring-
ton at Ronceverto. West Virginia.

David Brill, a senior day student
In the School of Science, was also

married, the bride being the
daughter of the editor of a prom-
inent Jewish neyrvptitter.
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Congratulations to Villanova
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Harvard Debate Tonight
|

In Auditorium
|

Of C and F Building
|

Let's All Be There
{
VILL VAN

Harvard Debate Tonight

In Auditorium

Of C and F Building

Let's All Be There

\ol. 1, N(». 21 \II.LAN()\A. PA.. TI'I:M)AY. APUIi. .», WVl Price: Ten Cents

Prom Committee Secures

Popular ''Ozzie'^ Nelson
To Furnish Dance Music

Meet Harvard Tonight In Major Debate of Year

After (ioii«>i(i<M-alil<> DinNiilly (iiiainiuiii of Junior Prom
Si{;iis W rll-Kiiowii Radio and (^Irii island (iasino

Ortlu'stra lo Pla> at Mu\ Eun«-lioii

EXPIICT TO RIVAL PROM
"Ozzic Nelson" are th<' words

constantly passing from the lips of

Juniors and even many outsiders

since he i^ about to appear in per-

son with his twelve-piec<* band to

furnish music and entertainment
for the Junior Promenade of the

class of 1933.

With his famous orchestra, from
the Glen Island, Casino in New
York, Ozzie Ne^sou, heard fre-

quently over the N. B. C. network,

iii returning lo the North after a
contract in Florida durnig the re-

cent winter months.

Much work was accomplished by
the entertainment committee un-

der considerable difficulty in ob-

taining an orchestra of such high

calibre and recognition. Howard
Richmond, chairman of the Prom
Committee, wishes to call to the

attention of the Juniors and others

that it was no easy task to ob-

tain a band worthy of an affair of

this kind, and that Steve Duhamel
and his committee should be con-

gratulated for their success,

Novel personal favors will be

presented to the ladies and will

compete with any favor ever pre-

sented at any of the other Proms.

The VILLANOVAN is not iwrmitted

to publish a description, and. es-

pecially because of its novelty and
usefulness, the committee on Fav-

ors deemed it moiv appropriate to

favor the promenadirs witn a little

.surpise next month.

Charles LaPond, chairman of the

committee on decorations, is now
in touch with several interior dec-

orators in Philadelphia and is

working diligently to make his

share a successful contribution to

the Prom. He promises rich decora-

tions of a kind that will lend a

regal atmo.sphere to convert a gym

into a magnificent ballroom.

Mr. Richmond says, "The co-

operation of every Junior is need-

ed in order lo make thus affair

the greatest success any Villanova

social function ever sustained in

the social world. Every one can feel

a.ssurod of a good lime, and out-

siders an atmosphere which will

immediatelv transform them into

Collegiates for the evening. With

dancing from ten till three, an eve-

ning of wonderful entertainment

with a famous novelty band is an

obvious conclusion."

Aged Priest

Mourned At
Burial Rites

Solrnnr ()i>h«M|iii«'s H r 1 d

Many S<'« ular and Rrjjju-

lar (ilrrfiy AlliMidint:;

All Details Complete As
Radio Favorites Sign To
Appear At Belle Air Ball

Sijiiiin}: of \y r.MJr-Mry.M Onii.slra for First Senior Bali

in Iwo \iAT> (:oni|»l«'lrs Arraiij^oimnls Wliirli

liiciudr Plra>iii^ l)«M<»rali\r Mfferls in Gym

rr^TT" "ask lOR COOPKRATION

Villanovan
Stsiff Loses

Five Seniors

Left to right, seated: Joseph 0«nlan and Daniel S. J. Buckley:

standing, Joseph T. Houseman and Martin L. Gill

>\ afiurr.

Business Building To Be

Scene Of Havard Debate

i'jirouiilrr Fralures Novel

Arrauf^oiiienl of

Speaker.s

any feelings of school rivalry. The
members of the team will deliver

their, speeches with a view more
towards establishing the soundne.ss

of their arguments than the ob-

taining of personal glory for them-
selves or their colleges.

This type of debate, although it

has never been tried at Villanova

Tonight the Harvard University

debating team, which has journeyed

all the way from Cambridge, Mass.,

to Villanova, will be "«! «PP?"f"^^
1 has been experimented with at va-

of the Beta Gamma debaters in a'
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

formal debate, which is t^o be held
successful from every view-

in the auditorium of the Commerce •

and Finance building at eight- 1
1^"'"'-

Riirkley. Herman
Dielz ami >M)ile (loin-

plete Terms

Beta Gamma To
EngageTwo Foes

DebJilers To Meet Manhattan

In PhUa. and Drexel

Over Station WCAU

TOPICS ToTiE^DIFFERENT

On next Friday. April 8, the Beta

Gamma debaters will engage in

two forensic encounters, a radio

debate with the team from Drexel

College in the afUMnoon and a ^

formal debate with the debaters the Ave Maria

REV. F. J. IVIcSHANE, O. S. A.

The Rev. Francis J. McShane, O.

S. A., founder of the Augustinian

College in Washington, D. C, and a

former president of Villanova Coll-

ege, was buried last Thursday

morning in the cemetery on the

campus. '"',.

His death which overtook him in

Mi.sericordia Hospital on March 28

at 9 p. m-. occurred almost im-

mediately after the completion of

his eighty-sixth year and exactly

one month after the celebration of

his sixtieth year in the Augustinian

Order, which event had b;en cele-

brated with a solemn high ma.ss

and thanksgiving in the chapel.

The ceremony was marked with

all the splendor and pompousness

that should be accorded a man with

such a brillian record. Sixty years

a i)ricsl. sixty years performing his

duties for God going about incon-

.spiciously, yet leaving in his wake

monuments that will stand as shin-

ing examples of duty, charity, and

reverence.

The la.st rites were held in the

chapel, which was filled to capacity.

The ceremony was attended by var-

ious religious people, more than two

hundred priests and nuns being

among those present.

The celebrant was the Reverend

John T. Sheehan, O. S. A., rector

of St. Lawrence's Church, Lawr-

ence. Mass. The deacon was the

Reverend John Farrell, O. S. A.,

Superior at Villanova, and the sub-

deacon, Reverend Walter Rafter, O.

S. A., who is in charge of the

Augustinian House ut Washington
D. c. f; .„./:,

'

During the Offertory of the mass
was rendered and

thirty o'clock.

The question to be debated, "Re-
.solved: That the United States

.hould build up its navy to treaty

.strength," is one which is con-

.stantly becoming more and more
important and popular before the

public eye. The people are interest-

ed in this topic especially at pres-

ent when two of the most powerful

nations in the world are engaged
in a deadly struggle which may at

any time entangle the other nations]

of the universe within its grasp.

Although the Harvard team has
argued this question several times

previous, it will be the first timei

that the Beta Gamma team has
^^

entered into discus.sion j:; thaii
'

i»„«Si ;.»„...

particular matter. However, the | Debating leant Has I etltions

debaters have done considerable

research work in preparing their

The speakers who will advance
the affirmative arguments on the

question are Daniel Buckley (Vil-

lanova), S. J. Warner (Harvardt,

and Joseph Conlan (Villanova).

The negative team will comprise

M. G. Hoffman (Harvardi, Martin
Gill I Villanova I, and S. M. Peyser

(Harvard). Joseph Houseman of

Beta Gamma has been cho.scn to

act in the capacity of chairman for

the evening.

ALBERT C. WAGNER

TauKappaAlpha
Petitions Made

from Manhattan College in the

evening.

The question to be argued in the

afternoon is. "Resolved; That the

advances in the mechanics and the

sciences have not contribiited to

the progress of civilization."

The Beta Gamma team will up-

hold the negative side of the ques-

tion and will be represented by

John Micklos and J. Fletcher Clay-

ton Both the.se men are juniors

and have had previous experience

In intercollegiate debating.

The affirmative team represent-

ing Drexel will be compo.sed of

William P. Hastings and Samuel

T. Wool.
The debate will be broadcast over

station WCAU in Philadelphia at

3:30 P. M. Due to the fact that the

speakers are allowed only a half

hour for their program, the

.speeches and arguments will have

to be limited to only the most

e.s.sential detail.s.

In the evening another group ol

debaters will go to St. Barnada's

hall in Philadelphia to meet there

the debating team of ManhatUn
College The topic for this debate

will be 'Resolved: That the nations

of the world adopt a policy of fret

trade." _ _
Villanova will support the affir-

mative contentions in this debate

and will have as her representa-

tives Ravmond J. Harter, Paetrus

Banmiller and Joseph Hou.seman

John Micklas will officiate in the

position of chairman.

Micklos Chosen To Replace

Keliiinu ManaginR Editor

John J. Micklos. a Junior engin-

eering student, has been appointed

to replace John R J Durkln as

Managing Editor of the VILLA-

NOVAN. Mr. Durkin was com-

Ijelled to resign from his position

becimse of more important obliga-

tions which bind him at home.

following this the Benedictus.

Directly after the nia.ss an eulogy

was delivered by the Reverend Mc-
Erlain, O. S. A., of Atlantic City,

who reviewed the .splendent record

of the decea.scd and his love for

God.
Due to the inclement weather

the services usually

place of interment,

ihf chapel immediately after his

the body was borne to its final rest-

ing place in the .small cemetery in

front of St. Rita's Hall.

.speeches and feel fully compeU-nt
of meeting the arguments of their

experienced opponents.

The form and arrangement for

the presentation of arguments in

the debate Ls a novel one upon the

campus here at Villanova. There
will be two Villanova debaters and
one Harvard man upholding the

affirmative side of the question,

while two Harvard speakers and
one Villanova man support the
contentions of the negative side.

The reason for conducting the

debate in this particular manner
is to eliminate as much as possible

Fr. Fink Pleased
With Gym Opening

Printed in Itooklet Form
for Submission

CHAI»TERS TO HE Jl DGES

With nothing but warm words of

praise for the splendid cooperation
shown by everyone who took part

in making the formal dedication of

the new gymnasium a success from
every angle, the Rev. Ruellan P.

Fink, O. S. A., vice president of

the College, asked the VILLA-
NOVAN, yesterday, to express his

thanks It is the opinion of Fr.

Fink that never has there been a
function on the campus that has
been conducted .so successfully.

Quoting Fr. Fink, "Please express

my heartiest thanks to all those

. who cooperated in making this

held at the
j

affair one which will always be
were held at; i-eniembered. We owe a special

debt of gratitude to our kind
patrons and patronesses, our ad-
verti.sers in the program, and last,

but not least, those students who

During the cour.se of the next

few days the Beta Gamma debat-

ing team will draw up a formal

petition which will be submitu^d

to the National Council of the Tau

Kappa Alpha fraternity for ad-

mission into that organization.

According to the requirements for

entrance, the society seeking rec-

ognition must have one hundred

copies of the petition drawn up.

A copy is tnen .sent to each of the

various chapters thioughout the

country, and these ciiapters give

the matter their consideration and

then vote for either acceptance or

rejection. If ten or more votes are

cast for the rejection of the can-

didate society, it will not be ad-

mitted to the fraternity.

Although there is no specified

form in which these ijetitions are

to be drawn up, it is customary to

print them in a booklet form. This

booklet should contain a letter ol

petition .signed by the candidates,

a brief hi.stoi-y of the college, a

short history of debating in that

college, a record of the previous

debates in which the team cnU'red.

an outline of the extra-curricular

activities of the applicants, a let-

ter of reconunendation from the

president of the college, and an-

other letter of reconunendation

from a jwrson outside of the coll-

ege.

As soon as the petitions have

been submitted, the chapters have
The Villanova Scholastic Choir

|

gave their a.ssi.stance in the form

a.s.si.sted at the singing and the
|

of ticket selling and participation
, „t.en .suonutiA-u. l..^, ^..^k -•-

seminarians served as ushers. in the revue or the musical organ-
j
reached a decision upon them, the

Since hLs retirement in 19'28. Fa- •''•ations. It far exceeded my ox- Beta Gamma will be notified. Af-

ther McShane had been living at hx'ctations." Iter that, if the decision ts/avor-

Villanova and was the oldest alum- Fr. Fmk spoke these words on
:
able, it will be a matter oi ^ y

nus resident on the campus. He was behalf of all the College authorities a very short while before the Beta

taken to the hospital March 28, af- and declared that the revenue tak-i Gamma debating team is ofliciaiiv

ter being suddenlv stricken ill with en will be used exclusively to fur- enrolled as a member of the Tau

icontinupd on page foun nish and equip the new edifice. 'Kappa Alpha fraternity.

With the last is-sue of the VILLA-
NOVAN five members of the sUitT—

Albert C. Wagner, Daniel S. J.

Buckley, William S. White, Jo.seph

F. Deitz and Sol Berman—com-
pleted their terms of office on the

paper.

In appreciation for the excellent

work done on the VILLANOVAN.
the graduating members of the

staff who held editorial position

will be given a gold key for their

.services. It is hoped that this

little token will .show to some ex-

tent that the work done for the

VILLANOVAN has not been for

nought.

Albert C. Wagner, the ex-Editor-

in-Chief, worked his way up from
the ranks of a reporter to that of

the Editor. Mr. Wagner first

started with the VILLANOVAN in

hLs Freshman year. To be the

Editor-in-Chief was his coastant

ambition, .so at the clo.se of his

Junior year, after diligent work, he

was elevated to that position.

No longer will that inimitable,

Daniel S. J. Buckley be a member
of the staff. Besides being SporUs

Editor, he was also perpetrator of

the Sports Corner, which undoubt-

edly has been a source of amuse-
ment and knowledge for his many
readers. He has always had his

shoulder to the wheel, even when
he rust started with ' the VILLA-
NOVAN three years ago.

Business Manager William S.

White has more than ably taken

the place relinquished last year by

Charles Lynch. Generally, the fin-

ancial end of the paper is always a

source of worry, but being a busi-

ness student and endowed with the

natural gift of wisdom and lore-

sight, he carried off his duties in a

fine fashion and had little use for

worry.

•Horizontal Musings" was the

product of Joseph F. Dietz's agile

and fertile brain. With his clever

humor and vitriolic exchanges with

Mr. Buckley, he cau.sed no end ol

fun for the constant readers of his

column. Mr. Dietz has been with

the VILLANOVAN for two years

and has always given his best.

The last of the quintet leaving

the staff is Sol Berman. who has

all the qualities which go to maki-

a successful sports writer. Thero

is no doubt but that he knew
where, when, and how to glean

news from reluctant information
' givers. If he chooses to follow the

,
calling of the press, it is the VIL-

i LANOVAN's hope of some day see-

ing him the Featint- Sports writer

of a large daily newspaper.

final arl-angements for the Belle

Air Ball to be held in th<\ n<'W gym
on the night of April l.'Jth have

been completed, according to, an
announcement made last night by

chaiVman Jame^ B. JPinn.

The dance will feature the

Weede-M(^yer Orchestra of Hunt-
ington. West Virginia which has

jyst completed a long engagement

at the roof of "the Hotel Walton in

Philadelphia. During its stay at

the Walton ifc made nightly broad-

casts over station WCAU. Its pro-^

tracted run in Philadelphia is indi-

cative of the manner in which the

band was received by the music

lovers of the Quaker City.

The South's Finest

The Weedc-Meyer Orchestra was
also engaged to broadcast over sta-

tions WLW and KDKA while it was
appearing as a headline attraction

in Cincinnati and Pittsburgh re-

spectively. In these cities it was
aKso received with the customary
approbation.

The work of this band at vanous
collegiate functions is also a note-

worthy pha.se of its long reign of

popularity. Being a Southern or-

chestra, most of its work was per-

foi-med in that section of the coun-
try. It was featured at the leading

dances of the University of Georgia.
Georgia Tech, Sewanee, Tennessee
and the University of North and
South Carolina. ChaU-man Finn
has received reports from all of

these places, and the enthusia.sm
of these letters encouraged him to

sign up the band for the coming
Ball.

In the north this orchestra has
played at such Institutions as
Princeton and Cornell and again
was received with hearty acclaim.

Rollicking Entertainers
This aggregation of Southern

makers of music Is noted for its

versatility. Not only does it perpe-
trate the sweetest of music. Ijut it

al.so features entertainment of the
most novel .sort. The orchestra is

made up of .some of the best com-
edians ever to appear in a dance
hall. During the summer, when it

Ls featured at Virginia Beach, It

draws dance lovers from miles

around who are fa,scinated and
I continued on page four)

New Honor List

For Businessmen

students Will Ik' (iraded

According t<» Their

"Honor Points"

\)b:v\ hwm; ediiohs r//o have faitufi ua sehi kdo^ stai i roH m j^y ykaks

"A" EQUALS a POINTS

Hereafti-r, the Honor List, which
was adopU'd in the School of Com-
merce and Finance at the begin-

ning of this semesUM-, will be com-
piled according to the "Honor
PoinUs" which the various .students

earn.
Under the new system. '"A ' in

any course will b<' equal to 3 Hon-
or Points; • B " will be equal to 2

Honor Points. Each student with
honor rating will be ranked among
the honor .students of hLs own class

according to the number of Honor
PoinLs he has earned.
This exiienment for the purpo.se

of raising the .standard of .scholar-

ship was begun during the past

term. In line with the trend of

grading in m<xst institutions in

Penn.sylvania, student grades were
rejjorted in letters: "A" represent-

ing work from 90 to 100; 'B' from
80 to 90; "C" from 70 to 80; "D"
from 60 to 70; "F" recording a
failure.

In addition to this change in

the grading sy.stcm, an Honor List

was i)ublLshed. All students with-

out failures, whose records showed
70 per cent or more of their cour-

ses in the "A" or "B " grades, were
eligible for the Honor List, and
their names were recorded ac-

cording to i-elative standing.

"This experiment seems to have
stimulated study," says the Dean,
"and leads to the hope that in the

future we shall be able to record

far better ratings for mast stud-

ents than we have in the past. Ex-
cellence will receive due recogni-

tion."

Wedding Hells Ring For

Student and Alumnus

SOL HERMAN
Fcaturr Sports Editor

i).%NIEL S. J. BUCKLEY
Sports Editor

JOSEPH F. DIETZ
Columnist

WILLIAM S. WHITE
Business Manarcr

During the past few weeks
wedding bells rang out for an
alumniLs of the Engineering school

heri> and ul.so for a member of

the School of Science.

Thomas V Halloran. a meml>er of

the class of 26 in the Engineering
8ch(K)l here, was married on Mon-
day, March 28, to I.sabel Harring-
ton at Ronceverto. West Virginia.

David Brill, a senior day .student

in the School of Science, was al«o

married, the bride being the

daughter of the editor of a prom-
inent Jewi-sh newspaper.
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NEVER before in the history of the VILLA-

NOVAN has an incoming staff suffered as

depressing a feel-

THEY WERE ing of inferiority

GOOD MEN as does the present

group. Although

as usual its hopes run high, the loss of the

departing staff is keenly felt, for in that

editorial board there was to be found one of

the finest literary groups this, or any other

college's publication, could ever hope for. In

Al Wagner we found not only a man who

could organize a group into the highly effi-

cient staff, but also a man who could organ-

ize campus thought and feeling by the well-

oirectea editorials which so consistently

gained their intended objectives. Though

honest and fearless, his courtesy commanded
tne respect even of those individuals or

groups that were .editorially attacked when
believed to act in such manner as to impede

tne progress of the school. Similarly, Dan
Buckley, as Sports Editor, worked consci-

entiously to bring about advances and im-

provements in the Sports department. It

can be said that never did he make a state-

ment which had not just cause for its utter-

ance. If he praised, the results and the

means by which they were secured were
praiseworthy. If he condemned, it was only

after a most careful consideration of all fac-

tors involved. Without, however, secure

financial backing could the paper have pros-

pered no matter how lofty its editorial ideals

and works. To Bill White the present staff

doffs its hat for the secure foundation he

built which allowed much for the expansion

in size and makeup of the paper during the

past year. In times like these the task was
Herculean but the results have shown that

he was more than equal to the task. For
the benefit of those unable to attend the
many athletic contests, Sol Herman, as Fea-
ture Sports Editor, wrote stories of the
games which always appeased the sports-

hungry minds of those who were unable to

attend the games in person. His pleasing
style more than often offset the displeasures
involved when students did not find the op-
portunity of getting to games. \V V

.;.

* • •

.

"THE VILLANOVAN is a studertt paper:
^

for the students, by the students, and of the

students." In this man-
A STAUNCH ner did the departing
POLICY editor-in-chief outline

his editorial policy
one year ago today. Did he follow this

staunch and democratic policy? We, the
new staff, who have labored side by side

with him, gone through ordeals together,
and withstood the withering onslaughts of
criticism can well say that he did. "For the
students", in that all questions of serious
import to the student body were judiciously
considered and where often the Student
Council failed the VILLANOVAN editors
succeeded. Under the supervision of the
energetic Al Wagner this publication se-
cured, to mention but a few of the many
benefits, a variety of meals for the students,
sweaters jfor the Junior Varsity and 150-lb
football elevens, a more active Student Coun-
cil, and one gymnasium improved. "By the
students", in that the VILLANOVAN was
published by the students alone. The de-
parting editor-in-chief is to be commended
on the fine staff that he molded and the
100';;> improvement in the make-up. And
thirdly, "of the students", in that all campu.s
news of interest to the students was printed.
Again, do we congratulate the editors who
are leaving us on the attainment of their
goal and may their futures be as successful
as those of the recent year.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

By

RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

Now that Spring has begun to

gambol over the shimmering land-

scape, we read In the Loyola Uni-

versity that several new stars for

Hollywood are beginning to twinkle

on the collegiate Armament.

JUST BEING,,HELPPyL
According to Dr. Wayland P.

Vaughn, ol C. L. A., beautiful

woman in a Just world should be

stupid, but experiment compels us

to admit that beauty and brains

tend to go together. "Qeautlful

but dumb" Is Just another misnomer

of the modern generation.

Well, we are not going to commit

ourselves until the learned Dr.

Vaughn tells us what he used for

samples and his criterion of Judg-

ment. .,
' '

NEW INNOVATIONS
The Board of Trustees of St.

Ffancis College, Loretto, Pa., is go-

ing to Und out if athletics are es-

sential to a collegiate education.

i>eginning with the college year

iys^-iy'63 next September, ail inter-

collegiate athletics will be suspend-

ta at at. i^ancis.

ihe athletic staff members have
been nocitled chat their services will

not be required for one year. This

years baseball schedule will be

played as usual but the 1932 foot-

ball schedule has been cancelled.

SERVICE

We read in the Hobart Herald
that another student publication is

in trouble, this time with the au-
thorities. 'Ihe publication in ques-

tion printed an advertisement for

a New York speakeasy. The speak-
easy had on tne reverse side of its

menu the time-table for the trains

running from the college town to

the big city.

THE WEAKER SEX
A professor at the University of

California who made statements
concerning the men students' hab-
its of wearing dirty- corduroy pants
to class as being "filthy" and "germ
carriers met some opposition irom
ine opposite sex.

ihey saia that they liked cordu-
roy pants and were especially fond
01 those that had pictures on them.
Now, we know why Houseman is

so partial to those beautlul pmkish
cordiu-oys. He has that moonish,
baa baa look.

KID MORPHEUS WINS
Up at the University of Rochester

the laculty decided that it was bet-
ter lor students to sleep in their
own beds rather than the class

ix)om and therefore abolished the
eight o'clock class.

THE HONORABLE MR. WONG.—
Once again the talents of Edward
G. Robinson flash across the silver

screen of make-believe in a thrill-

ing presentation of character por-
trayal. Adopting the garb of an
oriental, Mr. Robinson depicts for

the public the "Hatchet Man" in the
Honorable Mr. Wong ". The vivid-

ness of his character acting is al-

most unbelievable in it's reality.

At the Stanley.

IMPATIENT MAIDEN.—This film
is based on Donald Henderson
Clarke's novel "The Impatient Vir-
gin" and tells the story of an im-
petuous and daring young girl and
ner anairs. Lew Ayres does his
best, but the weakness of the plot
seems to lend insincerity to his
acting.—At the Earle.

AUAS THE DOCTOR.—With Rich-
Hiu i>ai tneimess and Marian Marsh
la the leading roles, this picture
gives a nne portrayal of a surgeon's
lae. 1 he mite actor, as a doctor
uhaer an. assumed name, displays a
line bit of acting that lends to the
picture all the glamor of a surgeon's
work.

As the disgraced medical studeht
h^ returns to carry on his dead
brother's wor^t and becoines the
foremost surgeon in the country.
In the end, however, he gives up all

for the love of farm life and the
girl back home.—At the Karlton,

ONE HOUR WITH YOU.—This is

a rather amusing photoplay the plot
oi Which hinges about an aflair be-
tween a husoand and his wife's
best friend. Several difficult situ-
ations arise, the solutions of which
are asKed of the audience. This is
a novelty in itself.

Maurice Chevalier is the star of
the production. He is well support-
ed by beautiful Jeannette MacDon-
aid, seauctlve Genevieve Tobin,
and comical Charles Ruggles. This
picture continues for another week.
—At the Boyd.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By
JOSEPH J. CONLAN

Before embark-
ing upon the
hectic and storm-
tossed career of

a columnist. I

would like to

pause for a
moment and pay
due tribute to

my passing pre-

decessor. With
scintillating wit

and pleasant pen
he entertained his readers and as
the tenure of the previous staff

drew near the end of It's reign,

even his arch-rival Dan Buckley
had to admit that "Horizontal Mus-
ings

" was a worth-while section of
the VILLANOVAN.
And so the writer finds himself

in the unenvied position of replac-
ing a famous .character. To fill the
shoes of the boy from "Pokey" is

by no means an easy task, since his
pedal extremities are spondaic in
their make-up and had lost all

sense of delicacy years ago.
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Editor Borates Lack
Of "School Spirit^^

In Modern Colleges

Fostering of Keen Interest Development
In College Activities Is Aim

Golfers Start Season With Win Over Boston College

"THE PRESTONIAN"
GOOD COUNSEL COLLEGE
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

The Beta Gamma debaters are
goinp to engage Harvard's cohorts
in mortal conflict this evening and
in order to insure the equal dis-
tribution of over-ripe fruit, the
powers that be decided to divide
the teams and have one Villanovan
and two Jawns forensicate with or
against (as you prefer) two Felines
and one Cambridgian. The moot
question which then arose was the
choice of the forunate or unfortun-
ate (as you prefer) individual who
would become an fidherent of Dr.
Elliot for the evening. Martin L.
Gill, Jr., was chosen beause he
spoke with a Broad Street inter-
pretation of the Harvard version of
an Oxford accent.

Take your bow, Mr. Dill—er, we
mean GilL

DANCERS IN THE DARK.—The
principal actors in this cinema are
Jack Oakie, Miriam Hopkins, Eu-
gene Pallette and William Collier,

Jr. Jack Oakie's acting is superb
and his whimsical humor together
with the loveliness and cultured
acting of Miriam Hopkins make the
picture another first run feature.

Eugene PaUette's ability as a come-
dian is well shown and it is often
that he causes laughs in the audi-
once.—At the Stanton.

SOME MORE DEPRESSION
In last week's issue of The Fog-

horn, omcial publication of the
University of San Francisco, we
tound some news that might be of
interest, especially to Juniors. They
are holding their Junior Prom on
April 16, and the price of the bid
is $3.00, which also includes a spec-
ial midnight supper. Also, to fur-
ther reduce the cost for the night
"no corsages " will be the order. To
emphasize this, it has been printed
on every bid.

TOURING AND DETOURING
Marquette University has a Cen-

tral Bureau of Information and
Statistics which can answer almost
any conceivable question.

French and German students at
Harvard have special dining tables
at which no English may be spoken.
The menus are in either French or
German and the waitresses speak
only those languages.

A course In baseball for Women
is taught at Columbia University.

Students at Case Tech, who steal
electric light bulbs, break windows,
and otherwise behave in a anti-
social manner will be turned over
to a psycho-analyst for examina-
tion.

Brigham Young University has
opened all of its classes to the un-
employed free of charge. However,
no credit will be given toward a de-
gree.

The topic of a debate between the
Universities of Oregon and Oregon
State is to be: 'What's wrong with
the faculty"?

Members of the Junior class at
Texas Christian University have
taken up selling apples on the cam-
pus in order to partially make up
for the deficit in the Junior class
budget.

As collateral for tuition a student
at Milwaukee State Teachers' Col-
lege traded his saxophone to the
loan bureau there. Among other
things In the loan department there
are: wrist watches, diamond rings
a fur neckpiece, a guitar and a
violin.

In a survey recently taken at the
University of Paris, it was revealed
that 90% of the student body does
not believe in God.

'r HIS column, known as 'The
* Stoolpidgeon ", is hereby dedicat-
ed to those who supply it with inter-
esting sidelights on their private
lives. The Stoolplgeon hereby gives
warning that no one will be spared
in his daring expose of notorious
characters on the campus. Beware!
Ihe Stoolpidgeon is In on every
•bull" session; he knows ha, ha, ha.

The reason why Al Wagner rode
the Student Council so much is that
they wouldn't make him president.

It is rumored that Dan Buckley
has reserved sleeping quarters with
one of the day-hops in New Roch-
elle College. Pleasant dreams, Dan.

Somebody hit Joe "Weaselberry"
Dicta with a cue in the pool room
last week. He made apologies say-

that he thought "Weaselberry" was
the eight ball. "Weasel " isn't the
eight ball—that has a white spot

on it.

Billle White says that he is going
to make a lot of money on the
baseball team. Into whose pocket
is it going, Bill?

Sol, Herman is starting a new
racket for chJflellnc the boys. It is

known as the gut business.

Frank McNally was seen in a
very dignified, spreadeagle poise, on
the floor of the Hotel Towers dm-
ing the B-L-I brawl. What kind
was it Mac?

The photography industry, too,
had a boom Friday night. For every
order of pictures that Joe Barsin
got, he would get a date with Pearl,
the young lady who was soliciting
orders. Tongh luck. Joe. she's using
yon as a stepping stone.

Thoman is a punk engineer. He
placed the amplification apparatus
on a ',^-inch pipe that broke, en-
dangering the lives of the Thespians
Friday night.

Does Francis Dart know about
the broken window in Room 209 in
the and F building?

Gigolos Joe and Ray Harter and
Charlie Goggi found the going
lough and had to resort to blind
dates. Huh. did they get stung!

"Vulture" Qttlnn. We often won.
dered how he got that name. He
eats more than any man on the
campus, including Mil McGraw.

Woe to yr who langh, for your
turn may come next!

TWO IMMORTALS IN DISGUISE
Wuckie— "You know, Woe, after

years and years of deep and pro-

found thought and reflection, I

have finally classified man into
various categories."

Wiets— "Oh me, oh my, oh moth-
er. It's loose again."

Wucklie— "I thought that would
make you lay aside that scandalous
•Jove-Ann Villa' and at least look
awake."

Wiets^'I do not choose to get a
hair-cut."

Wucklie— 'Yes, my man, there are
men who expect women to call them
up, men who shiver with fear that
women will call them up, and men
who get sore if women call them
up."

Wiets— "Have you deliberately
and with malice aforethought omit-
ted Warren of the Fedigan
Browns?"
Wucklie— "No, no, and nay.

Mother Nature did that some dec-
ades ago."

OVERHEARD IN CHAPEL DUR-
ING THE CHOIR RECITAL
Donahue— "That boy singing third

base is one sweet harmonizer."
Mrs. Hickeys Pride and Joy—

'Well, de kid chasin' 'em in center-
field ain't no dusty either."

THIS question of spirit—party, public, or

national, is figuring very prominently in

many of our discussions of late. There is

one type of spirit, however, that is more
pertinent to us because of our position as
college students—-School spirit". That is a
term with which a few of us are not well
acquainted. It is certain that each and every
one of us uses the term frequently enough,
but, honestly speaking, how many of us ap-
ply It practically? Not many—in fact the
majority of college students today are wont
to matriculate for their whole four years'
course perfectly indifferent to such a thing
as "school spirit." Perhaps the blame may
be laid at the doorstep of ignorance as to its
meaning.

Just what do we mean by "school spirit?"
It should mean a heart-felt inteiest in our
school, and a desire to help in all that per-
tains to its better development; it should
entail a closed welding of student with stu-
dent, and students with faculty. But it does
not. It has degenerated from the great
motivating force of the schools of the past
to but a mere semblance of its former power.
Today, all that "school spirit" conjures up in
the mind is a football stadium filled with a
group of students dressed in turtle-neck
sweaters and performing their task of cheer-
ing to a strangulation pitch with remarkable
success, together with a crowd of thousands
frantically waving emblazoned school ban-
ners at every new move of the game in
progress. Our common sense tells us there
must be something more than this to school
spirit to have had it survive for so long a
time. And there is. There is a certain sat-
isfaction of achievement to be gained in an
intellectual accomphshment

; a right sense of
pride in the result of work well done. Be-
sides this, there is the development of social
and moral ideals to be considered. But of
course, those results are only to be gained
upon the fulfillment of one condition—that
we enter into the true meaning of "school
spirit."

The best way to do this is to join societies
and clubs. Enthusiastically support class
and school projects. Develop your talents,
in general, do everything possible to further
the cause of your college. Here is your op-
portunity girls, to face facts truthfully. Let
us not be indifferent any longer to that great
clarion call our college is sounding for
"school spirit." -.••..

FOND FAREWELLS
SOL HERMAN

OF

ALiteraryReview
ny JOHN R. J. DURKIN

"To Albert Wagner: Youse was
a great guy, Al. I'm going to miss
you. It breaks my heart to think
that now I'll have to pay to go to

a show.

"To Joseph Dietz; Thank good-
ness that all things have to end.
Our association was mutually re-

pugnant. What a great day it will

be when you pack your roommates
things in your bag and go back to
that place where they make cough
drops and New Year's day comes
along about the middle of January.
"To Daniel Buckley: Ah, dear

Daniel, this is a sad day. Yea ver-
ily, to think of severing our rela-
tions brings water to my nose. But
what do you say to starting a news-
paper in some out-of-the-way place
like Poughkeepsle? I know some
bloke there who could do a great
job keeping our place clean. In his
last year at colHtch, he got dirt out
of the most surprising places.

"To the New Staff: Gee, fellas, I

know that you are starting under
an awful handicap, but after all

Antonaccio and "Shake Me" Dolan
mean well, so let them have their
own way for a while. But as soon
as they start raving about putting
a comic section In the paper and
writing about the abuses around
here, you'll know they have gone
daffy. Just have them shot so
long,

"Your Peeture Tlme-KlUer,
SOL BEERMAN "

TWISTED TYPINGS
Baby Born to Doctor James Mc-

Donald.

Child arrives while wife is In
Florida.

FOR SALE: Cows—finely bred—
Holstein or Guernsey—will supply
hay for the winter.

COLD CURE: Insert a few drops
of Menthol into the nose and
then rub on chest.

T "K "City of the Dead Living" is the
1 caption by which some label our modern
cities so weighted with poverty and indi-

'•

gence. But Gilbert K. Chesterton in his
'

"Resurrection of Rome", places Rome in the ^
category of a "City of the Living Dead." He
points out that even in this supposedly an-
cient city the marble masks of the statues
are so real that they seem to speak, and the
dead are so alive that they seem to walk.

In his creative reproduction of what he
saw in his sojourn in Rome, Chesterton
seems to reach the fruition of his genius
Master of paradox that he always is he at-
tains new heights as an imaginative artist.
He reconstructs the Rome of the Pagan
Iconoclasts, the Rome of the Caesars and
paints in living water colors the much alive
Rome of the Pontiffs.

On a background of bloody red persecu-
tions and shattered fragments of heresies
he pamts an institution nineteen hundred
years old and centers his brush on a "sturdy
figure in a cape, with a square face and
spectacles having a Divine mission-the
Supreme Pontiff, Pius XI." The present Popeand his predecessors are described as being
not merely residents of the Vatican in the
present Vatican City but as being the very-sence of Rome and the entire Christiaj;

hJr^ T""!^.
essentially evolves itself into a

brilliant defense of the Catholic Church and

lsti„.T7 '^"T''''
'^^ "^^*"« «^ «" inter,

esttog tale on travel. The thing that the
ordinary American tourist would see merely
as inanimate medieval objects that had been

fn . f"tunes are resurrected and in-
stilled with new life as a result of Chester-
ton 8 genius and artistry. His creative curi-
osity has the savor of both poet and essay-

IV

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
.By JERRY DOLAN:

The publica-

tion of this issue

marlcs the begin-

ning of a new
era in the his-

tory of the VIL-
LANOVAN. The
old staff, which
has done such
good work in the

past has depart-

ed. They have,

as it were,
thrown the torch

to us and it is our duty to hold it

high and to try our best to give you
a bigger and better paper.

My predecessor, Dan jouckley, 1 as
held th^ reins of the sports depart-
ment for the past two years, within
which time he naS learneu many
valuable lessons from the best

teacher of them all, experience. He
ha,s set a precedent which we, the

present sports staff, will try to

maintain.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Varsity Nine
Opens With
Penn Today

Game, Carded for Saturday,

to Be Played
' Today

The Wildcat baseball nine should
have gone into action for the first

time last Saturday afternoon
against the University of Pennsyl-
vaiiia at Franklin Field, but the
v.eainerman decided otherwise. If

the iray had taken place it is rather

iiaid to say just how the Felines

v\0Uia have tared. Due to the in-

ciement weather which has been our
lot for the past few weeks, practice

periods for the squad have been
rather spasmodic and the boys
really haven't had a chance to

round up into shape.

On the other hand the Penn team
has been practicing indoors since

the first of February which is quite

a decided advantage. The Quakers
also had a practice game with their

"Yannigans" the other day in

which the Varsity came through
with a shut out victory. However,
it is more or less futile for us to

theorize since most things which
work out on paper fail to do so in

practice.

A game is scheduled for next Sat-

urday with Lehigh which is to be

played on Lehigh's field. We are

hoping that by that time Lady

Spring shall have gotten some of

that which rightfully belongs to her

and that with her blue skies and

warm beams of golden sunlight she

will drive the North Wind back to

his caves so that spring sports can

get under way.

Somebody asked us a question the

other day, which we couldn't

answer—and it wasn't in class

either. The person wanted to know

what the Walte Hoyt diet was. It

seems that our star Wildcat

moundsman, Ed Kobilis,. has been

keeping said diet with very satis

factory results. It is said that

"Smoky" has reduced his bulk from

220 pounds or there abouts to ap-

proximately 198 pounds. Whatever

the rules of the diet are they must

be pretty good.

!' li

Some of you remember Johnny

Gillespie, who was a star football

and baseball player here a few

years ago. Johnny at the present

time, holds the position of football

coach at the Catholic High School

In Philadelphia. However, football

coaching does not take up all of

his time and it was reported the

other day that he had signed up

with the Bridgeport baseball team

in the Eastern League. He left the

other day for Winston-Salem, N. C,

where the team holds its spring

practice sessions.

Gillespie was first string catcher,

and a good one too, when he played

with the Blue and White. Unless

we miss our guess l^e will make good

his opportunity to play in the

leagues.

Since baseball has been our one

topic of discussion thus far it

would not be amiss for us to say

a few words or make a few remarks

concerning the new inter-fraternity

baseball league. In former years

there has always been an inter-

dorm league, but this year that

league has been discontinued. Due

to the lack of interest manifested

in the inter hall league, it has been

decided to arrange ball games be-

tween the various fraternities

among whom competition Is very

keen. Judging from the spirit and

enthusiasm which was exhibited In

the mter-frat basketball games, the

baseball games should brhig about

the same reaction. Several of the

frats have scores to settle with each

other as a result of the basketball

league and now they will have an

opportunity to settle them—*11 of

which should go to make the games

enjoyable and Interesting to both

those engaged in playing the game

and to those in the role of specta-

tors. In another part of this paper

you will find the annuoncement of

the first games; when and where

they are to be played.

The Wildcat varsity baseball nine
will open its season this afternoon
against the University of Penn-
sylvania at PranKlln Field. The
game was scheduled to be played
lasl Saturday but it was postponed
due to wet grounds.
No definite announcement has

be:n made as to what the battery
for the Blue and White will be. The
other positions will probably be
held down the following men.
"Lefty" Reitz will most likely be
at first bas3; Joe Ceszlck at sec-
ond; Bill Cavanaugh at short; and
Captain Gazella at the hot corner.
The outer garden will most likely

be patroled by Shortall at right,

Hurlburt at center, and "Huck"
Finn left field.

A practice game was play-d last

Sunday afternoon with the Nor-
ristown Pros. The varsity appeared
to be in pretty fair shape consider-
ing the minimum amount of prac-
tice which they have had on ac-
count of w;ather conditions.
On Saturday the Felines will meet
the University of Lehigh nine
which, incidentally started its sea-
son with a defeat by Vermont, on
L' high's field.

Track Team
Practices

For Relays

Runners Desert Boards for

Cinderpaths Once

More

Football Squad
Will Exhibit

New Rules

i Officials Will Witness Exhi-

bition of New Foot-

baU Rules

Gezzer Heads Varsity Club

A meeting was held last Friday
afternoon of all the varsity letter-

men. The purpose of this convoca-
tion was to organize a varsity club.

The first step toward this organ-
ization was made by the election of
officers. Marty Gszzer was elec-

ted president of the club and
"Whlty" Ceszlck was chosen as vice
president.

With the arrival of the warm
weather Harry Coates' track men
have desertsa the Tward track and
ar? now accustoming themselves to

the cinder parth In preparation for

thfe coming meets.
The Varsity squad has been tak-

ing things at a slow pace as their

first outdoor appearanc3 in the
Penn Relays is a month away. In
the Red and Blue carnival the

Varsity is entered in the College
Relay event and in the Medley
Sprint Championsliip. With such
capable fliers as Duffy, Baker and
Pcnstermacher to rely upon Coach
Coates has every reason to exp>ect

th? current Blue and White array
to make the best showing of any
Wildcat team of recent years.

Having concluded their indoor
season w.th a smashing victory

ov:r the Hill school squad, the
Freshman team is set and ready
for their opening outdoor contest
wi'.h West Catholic High. Following
this event the Kittens will also

turn their activities toward the
Penn Relays. Th3 college Fresh-
men relay championship event is

the only one in which the Prosh
will participate. If the PYosh team
of Womer, Kramer, La Franchise
and Eliot display tha speed that
carried them to numerous indoor
victories it is certain that they
will oome through in fine style.

Following the Penn Relays the
relay teams will be broken up, as
all attention then be centered upon
the dual meets. As yet the Var-
sity and Fresh Dual schedules have
not been given out, though their
release is expected soon.

Boston College Bows To
Cats In Opening Match

At Marble Hall Club

TO CONFER IN GYM
Within the next three weeks,

Villanova will be in the spotlight of
the entire country by aiding ma-
terially in interpreting the new
football rules.

Harry Stuhldreher, grid mentor,
has divided up the 65 football

candidates into four teams. These
elevens will play each other in

elimination contests, during the
next two weeks.
On Saturday, April 23rd, the

winner and the weakest club will

combine to meet a combination of
the other two, in a regulation game
to be played at 2:30. Four officials

from Philadelphia will handle the
fray, while leading Eastern coaches
and officials look on to see how the
new rules work out.

Immediately following the con-
test, they will gather in the new
Gym to discuss points which came
up in the game, and will endeavor
to standardize their interpretation.
In this way, the officials and play-
ers will familiarize themselves with
the changes, so that there will be
a minimum of difficulty and dis-

putes next fall.

Inter-Frat Baseball

According to an announce-
ment by Father Kenny there

will be organized this year a

new Inter-frat baseball league.

The first games will be played

Sunday morning at 10 a. m.
The Arts will play the Busi-
nessmen at the Stadium and
the PreMeds and Engineers
will tangle on the Freshman
Field behind Mendel.

Linksmen Show Good Form
In InitialCootest

of Season

SWARTHMORE NEXT

Recreation Rooms Now Open

The bowling alleys and billiard
tables in the new gym were open-
ed to the students last Saturday
morning. Henceforth the recreation
rooms will be open on weekdays
from 2 p. m. until 11 p. m. and on
Sunday from 1 p. m. until 11 p. m.
High scorers on the alleys over

the weekend were Jack Kelleher
with a score of 203 and Jerry Mc-
Ateer with 189 points.

Tennismen Prepare
For Coming Season

If Jupe Pluvius decides to take
a vacation, the tennis courts
should be in shape for the net
team to be out practicing the latter

part of this week. However, until

our courts are opened, Captain Sol
Berman and his mates will be
keeping in shape by playing on a
cement court in town.

The initial match will be play-
ed on April 16, a week from Sat-
urday with Drexel on our grounds,
and since the lads from in town
usually put out a erood club, the
Wildcat netmen intend to be fully

prepared.

Following the Drexel meet, Penn
will be encountered the following
Wednesday at River Field. On pa-
per, the Red and Blue are slated
to have the strongest sextette in

the East, but the Blue and White
racket wielders ars anxious to get

a crack at them.

Within two weeks, the Freshman
and Junior Varsity clubs will start

formal practice so as to be in shape
for their large schedule. Both
teams are coached by Berman.

The golf team took the lid off

the 1932 campaign last Friday by
chalking up an impressive win over
the Bee See linksmen by the
score of 4 to 2. The match was
played at the Marble Hall course.
Despite the fact that the team

had only engaged in a few prac-
tice drills prior to the match with
the Eagles, they appeared to be

very formidable and presented
quite an imposing and well-bal-
anced squad.
In the first match, Kelly of

Villanova, defeated Moore of B. C.

3 and 1. Kelly received marvelous
distance on his iron shots and ap-
peared to be in great form.
Cornelly nosed out Scully, 2 and 1.

His match was very close, and fur-
nished many thrills for the spec-
tators.

, ,

Capt. Baker lost to Nugent, 2 and
1, in a match greatly similar to

the preceding one, between Corn-
elly and Scully.

In the other matches. Bums lost

to Barry, by 1 up, O'Ntelll of VUla-
nova beat Troy, 4 and 3, and Quin-
lan defeated Bartram 4 and 2.

Considering the fact that the
Marble Hall links will not open for
the 1932 season until April 1, and the
general conditions unaer which
the match was played, the scoring
was first class, and the high hopes
of the team appear to me more
than justified that they will make
a good showing in the other con-
tests that remain to be played on
their schedule.

Chesterfield Radio Program
MON S THUR. TUES. & FRI. WED & SAT

BOSWEII AlEX RUTH
SiSTEus Gray ETTING

lO^aOp.m.E.ST 10i30p.m.E ST. lOp.m.EST.

SHIlKRErS OKCHESTRA vvary night but Sunday

NOIMAN BROKENSHIRE. Announcer

COLUMBIA NETWORK

Ine^^iimni

® 1932. LicGSTT & Myers Tobacco Co.
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Introducing

VILLAIf OYAN Paie Four

Harold DriscoU

Senior CUum President

Today we have the pleasure of

dlficusslrig the life of a student

with whom every one Is quite

familiar. He is Harold Drlscoll, a

Commerce and Finance student

and better known about these parts

as "Ding."

Mr. Drlscoll halls

from Lawrence,
Mass., and was a
May Day present to

his parents In the

year of 1908. He
clalihs Lawrence as
the site of his birth

and takes great
pleasure In boasting

of its 100,000 popula-

tion. At the age of

live he entered
the public schools, and try as he

may "Ding" can't remember doing

anything of Importance until he

graduated from grammar school.

At one time Harry was counselor

at a boys' camp in the White
Mountains, striving to manage a

group of youngsters. While there,

because of his ability to shout, he

was called "dingaling" which in due
time changed to 'Ding," bnd ever

since then he has forgotten his

first name.
He entered St. James High school

at Haverhill, Mass., and here first

;
achieved fame as an athlete. "Ding"

• played end j^nd during the baseball

season made a good target for

pitchers. After a short time he Joined

, the Lawrence Boys' club basket

ball team and in no time became
one of the outstanding athletes ol

the Boys' club. His career in sports
" varied and he participated in foot-

ball, baseball, basketball, track and
hockey.

Drlscoll first took part in ath-
letics in 1920 when he played with
various amateur teams of Lawr-
ence. He played football with the

Waverleys of North Andover, the
Bufialoes and the Shamrocks of

Lawrence. "Ding" once captained
the Lawrence Y. M. C. A. basket
ball, track team and the Sham-
rock baseball nine. He has a large

collection of every article written
about himself during his career al-

though he never saved one.
Way back in 1928 Harold proudly

strode up the picturesque paths of

Villanova, dragging two heavy grips

to the school of his future alma
mater. Here he received a boister-

ous welcome by the vigilance com-
mittee, and soon became familiar
with his new surroimdlngs. When
deciding to attend college "Ding"
turned down a large number of
offers, 22 to be exact, and due to
his close friendship with head
coach Harry Stuhldreher selected
Villanova.

Harry never manicures his nails,

he claims he never has time and
is glad to say that he doesn't bite
them or chew on grass when
getting excited. He is a good loser
and can take defeat as well as any
man even though he is a college
student. "Ding" doesn't care about
his dress any more, usually wears
a dark suit, but he still manages
to keep has hair well parted.
Drlscoll Joined the Frosh football

team, but due to an unfortunate
accident on the field, only played in
two games. On Oct. 23, 1928, "Ding

"

had his leg broken In three places,
thereby ending his football career.
He walked on crutches until the
earlier part of May when he was
able to do without them. This in-
Jury brought a climax to all of
"Ding's" activities for the year, and
he devoted all of his time to his
studies.

In his Sophomore year he went

out for football again, but his in

jury prevented him from playing
Somehow or other he managed to

make the Bee See trip and then
retired from football. "Ding" as-

sumed the responsibilities of chair-

man of the vigilance committee,

and what a chair-

man he made, 5 feet

11, big, sturdy and

solid as a bull from

head to toe (ask any
of the present Jun-
iors). He was unani-
mously elected to

serve on the student

council, and appoint-

ed chairman of the

Sophomore Cotillion.

Harold has one weakness, he

can't resist debutantes. He has

made the acquaintance of a large

number of debs, and at one time

was offered a room at Mt. St. Joe's,

but his accomplice, that ever popu-

lar lover and Don Juan, Joe Barsin,

prevented him from accepting.

Ding" and Joe attained quite a

reputation at Rosemont attending

almost all the social affairs around

these parts.

During DriscoU's junior year he

was again elected to the student

council and president of his class

He was appomted trainer down at

the stadium and had charge of the

lootball, baseball and track teams.

He learned the art of scouting and
became 6ne of Harry's chief scouts.

He almost made the stadium his

home, but found it much more
comfortable in his room.

In 1930 "Ding " was elected to the

presidency of the senior class, and
10 serve on the student council. He
again assumed his duties as trainer,

but dropped this job when Harry
appointed him head coach of the

first Junior Varsity team ever to

be instituted in Villanova. "Ding"
went at his work with heart and
soul and the results of his endless
efiorts were seen in the wonderim
achievements of the U.':am, Al-
though starting with a handicap
he developed a squad capable of

beating any team in its class.

"Ding" wishes to take this oppor-
tunity to congratulate the men on
the wonderful work they did dur-
ing the season, they are deserving
of all the credit due them.

A short time ago Drlscoll suc-
ceeded Jim Garrity as president of

the student council. He served on
the Inter-frat ball committee and
devoted much of his time to its

success.

"Ding" doesn't frequent the
Oasis, but most any time you can
find him resting comfortably in the
Ardmore theatre. He is a lover of
fine arts. Don't be surprised if

you should ever find him in the
local museums. He prefers a single
room, and thinks Austin Hall is the
best hall on the campus. He is a
sound sleeper and can always be
seen up bright and early ready for
class. "Ding" is a good speaker and
never finds it necessary to hold his
hands in his pockets to keep calm
when talking. He can prepare a
good talk and usually does when
necessary.

Harry has not decided on his
future as yet, although he has re-
ceived offers to coach, but is re-
ferring them to the future. He is

even contemplating the study of
law. Well, "Ding," beUeve it or
not the fellows think that you are
a great guy, and whatever field you
may choose, remember that you
have the good and well wishes of
your fellow school mates.

ParodiesAnd
Dance Open
Gymnasium

HahnemannProf
Delivers Lecture

Viilanovaiis" and Symphony
Orchestra Furnish Mus-

ic for Evening

FKAWK REMY CHAIRMAN
Last Friday evening one of the

greatest events In the history of

Villanova College took place. The
long awaited and needed Gym-
nasium and Auditorium was com-
pleted in every detail and was
lormally opened in a gala enter-

lainment and dance. The affair

was deemed an excellent social

success and supplied a most enjoy-

able evening for all concerned.
The program started at 8:15 P.

M. by a rendition of the "Evening
Star by the Villanova Symphony
Orchestra under the direction ot

Raymond barratta. The orchestra
continued to play throughout the
evening during the intermissions
between the playlets, given by the
Belle Masque Players.
The Thespians offered a produc-

tion, imder the direction of Prof.
Joseph T. Jonas, wjiich was quite
new and novel on the campus, this

being the first time that anything
of this type had ever been attempt-
ed. The production was entitled,

"Shakespeare Goes Modem." It

was composed of five sketches,
namely. Skylark or the Merchant
of Ven-is-it, Hamlet, Romeo and
Juliet, Othello, and Julius Caesar.
These were filled with good, clean
humor, were well portrayed by all

the participants, and met with
great approval from those witness-
ing them. They seemed to fit in
with the general spirit of jolliflca-

tion and enjoyment which prevailed
throughout the evening. The So-
ciety IS to be congratulated for its

clever and entertaining work.
The production was followed by

a most colorful dance, which was
a perfect ending for such a brilliant
affair. The music was supplied by
the Villanovans, who without doubt,
surpassed any of their former
achievements. The dance was an
Inter-Fraternity affair, the Com-
mittee being headed by Frank
Hemy, who was assisted by the
presidents of all the Fraternities,
the Class Presidents and a repre-
sentative from each class.

The Dance ended bringing to a
close an affair that will long be
remembered in the annals of Vll-
lanova's Memories.

Says Love and BiiHiness Es-

sential for Success of

All Physicians

WARNS JOY SEEKERS

are arutng. xne uniy "i^n
jfiLucly niedlclneM8.„JLlMiB»- v5h'o

partlcuIariy~ffttSfir for that

injured Students
Return to College

Cler^ Mourn
Priest's Death

Former Villanova Preisident

Celebrated Sixtieth An-
niversary Feb. 29

(continued from page one)

pneumonia.
Father McShane's long career in-

cluded the founding of a college,
the building of a church, school and
rectory, and service as rector in four
parishes.

He was bom In Tyrone, Ireland. In
1845. and was inducted into the
Order of St. Augustine January 8,

1869. He was then sent to this coun-
try to study at Villanova, and was
ordained into the priesthood Febru-
ary 2 1872.

After teaching at Villanova for
four years, he was appointed rector
In charge of a parish at Schaghti-
coke, N. Y.. and later in Carthage.
N. Y. In the Interval between the
two rectorships he was vice presi-
dent at Villanova for several years.
His next appointment was to Our

Mother of Consolation Church,
Chestnut Hill, where he served
twelve years. The presidency of
Villanova came next, but because of
poor health he was forced to re-
linquish the position after Ie.ss than
a year.

After another period at the Car-
thage parish, Father McShane was
appointed to St. Nicholas parish,
Atlantic City, where he remained
twenty years, erecting the present
church, school and rectory there.

In 1918 he was called on to found
the Augustinian College for stud-
ents of the order at Washington,
where he remained for ten years,
until his retirement.

Present In the sanctuary were
forty priests and eighty scholastics
from the Augiistlnlan Monastery of
St Thomas of Villanova and St
Mary's Hall, comprising the entire
AMUanova community, and In addi-
tion to these thei-e were also present
the Right Rev. Monsignors Fenton
J. Pltapatrlck. Joseph A. Mc-
Cullough. H. T. Drumgoole, D. D.,
Bernard A. McKenna, 8. T. D.. of
Washington, D. C. and Peter J.
Petri, of Atlantic City, N. J.; the
Very Revs Daniel A. Herron. O. 8.
A., Francis E. Tourscher, O. 8. A.,
Engelbert Eberhard, O. 8. A.. Pro-
vincial of the German Province, and
W. D. Noon, O. P.; the following
visiting Augustlnians: PhUlp L.

Colgan, W. H. Cotter, of Lawrence,
Mass.; Michael Sullivan, of Me-
chanlcvllle, N. Y.; George F.
Loomis, of Staten Island; Philip
Holland and Blaise Zeiser, of the
Bronx; William Donovan, of Lawr-
ence, Mass.; John P. Whalen, Leo J.
Reichart. Frederick Ryan, Charles
F. Hart, Walter F. Gough, Thom-
as J. Blessington, James J. Hasson,
James McDonald, of Lyons, Mass;
Emlle H. Mission, of Hoosick, N. Y.;
Joseph Heney, E. J. Murtaugh, w'.
J. Deacy, C. J. Baker, Francis P.
Quinn, of Greenwich, N. Y.; John
A. Whelan, Thomas Roland, Will-
iam Egan, of Lansingburg, N. Y.; P.
J. Dundon, J. R. Brennan, John J.
Regnery, W. F. Sheedy, Charles
Branton. of Andover. Mass., and
Alfred H. Valiquette, of Carthage,
N. Y., and the Revs. Joseph A
Dougherty, William A. Wachter,
John J. McMenamin, PYancls P.
Regnery, James J. Graham, Eugene
A Kelly. Charles B. McGlnley.
William L. Hayward, William A
ODonnell, John P. Graham, Ed-
ward M. Graham, James A. Boland
Gregory Moran, of Atlantic City, N
J.; Thomas W. McGuire. John H
Healy. Edward F. O'Malley, John
A McGlnnis. Thomas Anderson, S
M.. of Washington; Edward Sell-
man, C. M., P. J. McAllister, C. S
Sp., John P. Downing, C. M., James
A. Graham, D. D., James A.
Hughes, John J. Caffrey and Bert-
rand Johannsen, O. P
A number of Sisters of St. Joseph,

Slst«rs, Servants of the Immaculate
Heart of Mary, Sisters of Mercy.
Sisters of Charity and Sisters of
the Blessed Sacrament also attend-
ed the Mass.

Ardmore
Theatre
WEBK or APRIL 4th ~~

TODAY
JOE E. BROWN In

*Tireman, Save My Child"

WED. and THITM.. Aprtl 6th * 7th
"MEIV IN HER LIFE"

With L018 MORAN
and CHARLES BICKFORD

Robert Rosen, junior business
student, and John A. Coleman,
senior engineering student, who
were injured in an automobile ac-
cident which cost the lives of Jos-
eph Schneider and Morris Shapiro
»ast Wednesday morning, returned
to the college last Sunday.
Both students had been home

since the accident recuperating'
from their injuries. Coleman still

wearing bandages, out his
condition is improving rapidly.
The four youths in the accident

were on their way here, Rosen and
Coleman intending to resume class-
es in the morning. They had left
Jersey City shortly after midnight
and at about 1:30 Wednesday
morning they crashed into a truck
loaded with chickens on the Lin-
coln Highway near MorrlsvlUe, Pa.
The car overturned several times
before coming to a stop 25 feet off
the road and 200 feet from the
scene of the accident.

Passing autoists picked up the
victims. Schneider had been kill-
ed instantly and Shapiro, owner
and driver of the car, died fifteen
minutes after being admitted into
St. Francis' Hospital in TrentorL
Rosen and Coleman, suffering

from lacerations, slMx;k, and bruises
were taken to the Mercer Hospital
in Trenton for treatment, but were
discharged after medical aid had
Deen rendered. They suffered most-
ly from cuts by the flying glass
from the shattered windshield of
the truck.

Ervin Franklin, of SelbyviUe, Del.,
driver of the truck tol- the police
that he saw the car coming and
i-urned to avoid crashing into it,

but was unable to prevent the ac-
cident.

"Love and happiness In a man's
profession are essential to the suc-
cess of a physician," so stated Dr.
Joseph V. P. Clay, Executive Sec-
retary of the Hahnemann Medical
School and professor of Otology,
when he delivered an interesting

lecture at the weekly pre-med sem-
inar meeting held last Thursday.
Dr. Clay was accompanied by the
Dean of the Hahnemann Medical
School, who also addressed the ga-
thering.

"Many men In deciding on a car-
eer are unable to make up their
minds, a career being at times the
result of environment. When a
man's desire to make a success of
his business or profession is pure-
ly material, he Is confronted with
many diflBculties." Thus the Doctor
continued to explain the medical
profession as a work of love by
comparing it to an old abbey stand-
ing high above the sea at Mount
Saint Michael. He described its

wonderful structure and its mag«-
nificence, all of which implied a
work of love.

"It is a grave error to carry on
work which does not have attrac-
tions," he said. "The priests here
are making a sacrifice for your suc-
cess, they are preparing you for
higher education. It is your duty to
acquire knowledge, not just to pass
examinations, to develop concentra-
tion, an essential to concentration
is seculsion.

"To the young men who are pur-
suing medicine It Is absolutely nec-
essary to possess good health, and
to enjoy good health for day and
night duties. You must have a bal-
anced mind, and your morals must
be of the highest."

He described the advantages and
disadvantages of a medical career.
He discussed the doctor as a re-
search worker and a family phy-
sician, and explained his duties, in-
cluding his financial returns. One
of the most outstanding advantages
of a medical career is the fact that
you have something whlct cannot
be taken away.

Careful consideration should be
given In the choice of a medical
college. If a student Intends to
teach or engage In research work
after he has completed his medical
studies, he must seek a school
which prepares men for those
duties. The choice of a local
school Is always the proper move
to make. When entering medical
school. It is best to arrange your
financial matters before, so that
you will not have to worry about
it during the scholastic year.
The doctor concluded his lecture

with a discussion on the heart and
marriage, and avlsed the students
to forget their pleasures until their
studies were completed.
Dean Discusses Study of Medicine
ThQ Dean of the Hahnemann

Medical School selected as the
topic of his talk the study of medi-
cine and explained a number of
Interesting points which are of the
greatest benefit to the prospective
physician.

"I think that It is vital to think
of the disadvantages of studying
medicine when one considers pur-
suing such a career. No one can
make a success of medicine unless
he dedicates his life to that par-
ticular field. It Is necessary to
devote at least twenty years of
study to achieve success, a fact
which has been proven many years.
It has been learned that the life

of a physician consists of 19.2

years of practice and 20 years of
study."
The dean spoke of the future of

the medical profession, and dis-

cussed the many difficulties which
are arising. "The Orily "tngn to

*"
are
one

thing. Unless you are perfectly
willing to lead such a life, It is

best to stay out of the medical pro-
fession, there being so many other
fields to follow."

The doctor concluded his lecture
by paying a compliment to Rev
Ruellan P. Fink, O. 8. A., for the
wonderful manner In which he
conducts the course in organic
chemistry.

Radio Favorites
Sign to Appear
At Belle Air Ball

(continued from page one)

DEBATE CAPTAIN CHOSEN

At a recent meeting of the Beta
Gamma debating team Josei>h J.

Conlan, a junior in the School of
Ait« and Philosophy, was unan-
imously elected captain of debate
for the season of 1933.

Paramount

Diner I
Bryn Mawr
TRY OUR DINNER,

4.S0 to 8.a0 p. M.

55c

Open 24 Hovn a Day

FRIDAY. APRIL 19th
THOMAS MEIOHAN and

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD in

"CHEATERS AT PLAY"
RATirRDAY. APRIL IMh
"NICE WOMEN"
with SIDNEY rOX

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The moat popular clothes on the campus Uilored bj

Coleby Tailoring Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits

and Topcoats $24*75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF PIE SHOPPE

Store at

57th A MARKET STS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY
Campus RepresentatiTe

110 Fedigan Hall

thrilled by Its accomplishments.
Mr. Finn and the rest of the

Belle Air Ball Committee feel that
they are Indeed most fortunate to
be able to sign such an inspired
group of musicians to play for the
first senior ball to be held In two
years. It will be noted also that
this Is the first of the class of
social functions to be h61d In the
new gymnasium.

Elaborate Decorations

The problem of decorations for

the dance has been cleverly solved

by the committee. Chairman Finn
went over the entire gymnasium
Sunday afternoon with one of the
best interior decorators In Phila-
delphia and is Indeed delighted
with the plans, fhe Important
matter of acoustics was also settled
during the tour. Mr. Finn wishes
that the final plans for the decora
tions be kept secret until the night
of the dance when he promises thai
"every eye present will be opened to
one of the most splendid and soul-
satisfying scenes ever to be wit-
nessed at a Villanova dance," to
use the Chairman's own words.
The contracts for the favor-pro-

grams and invitations have been

awarded to a reputable Philadel-
phia concern. It would be bad
policy to make known J)is^..what
these Items are to consist of, but
everyone "In the know" vows that
not a soul at the dance will be
disappointed in any of them.
The bids for the Belle Air Ball

will be on sale within the next few
days. They are In the process of
being engraved at the present mo-
ment and are expected to be ready
for distribution by the end of the
present week.
"The Belle Air Ball," says the

chairman, "will be one that will

long be remembered In the amials
of the college. Any one who can
afford It should not miss this op-
portunity of participating in one ol
the greatest social functions ever to
be held at Villanova."

Large Group Out
For Frosh Golf

A meeting of all Frosh golf can-
didates was held last Saturday and
10 men men turned out. More will

be learned about these players af-

ter they have engaged in a few
practice rounds.

Manager Ritchie has games pend-'

Ing with the following teams: Hun
Sciiool, Germantown H. S., Over-

Lrook H. S., F and M Academy,
Georgetown Prep, C. U. Frosh.

if--

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

Suits made to your

measure

$20.00 and up
Agents, FAULK,

CONWAY and GARRITY

NOTICE

AH Crew Members, Supervis-
ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
ships, made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publisher's again this year,
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully— (Adv.).

Need a Haircut?

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

Villanova

Barber Shop

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

upposE you "dropped In** on
Mother and Dad tonight . . •

just walked right in with a

hearty "Hello, folks!" Wouldn't they be sur-

prised and thrilled? Wouldn't it be fun?

Then get to a telephone this evening and give

your home number to the Operator. (It will

be "Hello, folks," in a few seconds.) Tell them

the latest campus news . . . (ind out what the

family is doing. Next to being there in person,

with home is best.a "voice visit"

Try it once ... if you've never tried it before.

You'll soon have the habit of calling home
each week for a regular Telephone Date.

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M.. and take ad>

vantaKc of the low Ni^Ht Rnres. (A dollar call it

60c at nitfht; a 50c call is )5c.l

By miikiMK a date the folks will be at home.Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather than

a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give the openitor your home telephone num-
ber. If you like, charges can be reversed.

No. 8

Students! Support Needed

Get Your Bids Now (

For The Belle Air Ball j

Friday Night

1

VILL VAN
[students! You Want Phones?

{

Absc lately Last Chance

If Misuse Of Phones

Does Not Stop Soon
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Campus Awaits Senior Ball Friday Night
Beta Gamma
Team Meets
Three Foes

Harvard, Manhattan and
New Rochelle Encoun-

tered During Week

MANHATTAN DEFEATED
Durtng the past week the Beta

Gamma debaters engag-d in en-

counters with Harvard University,

Manhattan College, and New Ro-
chelle College, and em:;rged w^th

fitlll another victory to their credit

The debate with Harvard, which
was held last Tuesday evening in
the auditorium of the Ccmmsrce
and Finance Building upon the
question, "Resolved: That Congress
build up our Navy to treaty
strength," was by far the most inter-
esting debate of the season.
Those who constituted the af-

firmative and winning team were
Daniel S. J. Buckley (Villanova),
Seymour Weiner (Harvard), and
Joseph J. Conlan (Villanova). The
negative team was composed of
Malcolm Hoffman (Harvard), Mar-
tin L. Gill Jr., (Villanova), and
Seymour M. Peyser (Harvard).
Joseph Houseman of the Beta
Gamma presided as chairman.
The decision was rendered by the

audience after the arguments of
the debaters had been presented.
The count was 56 votes for the af-
firmative, 27 for the negative, and
6 for a tie;

The debate with Manhattan Col-
lege was held last Friday evening
in the auditorium of St. Barbara's
School at 54th and Lebanon Streets
in Philadelphia. The subject for

this controversy was the proposi-
tion, "Resolved: That the nations
of the world adopt a policy of free

trade."
The Villanova team, which de-

fended the affirmative side of the
question, was composed of Ray-
mond J. Harter, Paetrus Banmiller,
and Joseph Houseman. Tne Man-
hattan team consisted of James B.
Stavracos. John J. Sheehan, and
Ambrose P. O'Nell. John J. Mlcklos
was chairman for the evening.
The result of the debate showed

a victory for the Beta Gamma team
by the score of 2 to 1. The Judges,
who by the way encountered no
little difficulty in attaining this

decision, were Rev. L. N. Wolfe,
Vincent P. McDsvltt, and Joseph
V. Somers. Father Wolfe is pastor

of St. Barbara's Church, and Mr.
McDevltt and Mr. Somers are both
attorneys at law.

Last night Joseph Conlan, Daniel
Buckley, and Martin Gill exchang-
ed verbal barrages with the girls

from New Rochelle College. Due to

the fact that the debate was held
after the VILLANOVAN had gone to

press It was impossible to make
public the decision of the judges.

The question for the debate was
a much mooted one. It was, "Re-
solved: That the United States
maintain her present policy
towards Soviet Russia." The Villa-

nova team upheld the affirmative

side of the proposition.

rilli SOUTHS FIISESr WHICH will. AITh:AR AT BELLE AIR BALL FirstFormalSenior Ball

In Two Years Requires

Students' Full Support
Artistically Decorated Gymnasium to Form Brilliant Setting

for the Year's First Class Function Featuring the Ever

Popular Prom Artists, the Weede-Meyer Orchestra

BIDS ON SALE TO ALL BY COMMITTEEMEN

" ' I i"i"

JuniorMedal
For Oratory
To Be Given
Contest to Decide Winner

Will Be Held During
Junior Week

CONTESTANTS CHOSEN

B.L.I. Club Set

On June Dance

Ballroom of Granada Hotel In

Brooklyn To Be Scene

Of Function

CHAIRMEN ARE CHOSEN

Again the Brooklyn-Long Island

Club steps out before the foot-

lights of the Collegiate social

world, and presents its annual spring

sport dance on June 10th in

Brooklyn. Though less than a year

old, the B. L. I. Club will have ad-
ded to Its list of achelvements for

the past year more social functions

than any other organization on
the campus.
The St. George Hotel was the

scene of the club's first formal

dances folowlng in the main ball-

room of the Towers Hotel, and now,

as another achievement, the Gran-
ada Hotel in Brooklyn will be the

setting for the latest affair to be

held by this club.

The B. Li I. Club will continue Its

tradition and present another nov-
el type of favor at the dance.

The chairmen of the various

committees will be the officers of

the B. L. I. Club, viz., President

Joseph A. Barsin. Vice-president

Stephen L. Duhamel, Secretary

Frank X. McDermott, Treasurer.

James J. McOulnn.
Mr. Barsin says, "An affair of

this kind Is boimd to go over big.

We have had such wonderful sup-

port In all our other affairs that

we have no doubt In our minds as

to the success of this affair. After

school closes the boys would app-
reciate a chance to get together

again before entering their summer
occupations, and our aim In this

dance is chiefly to give everyone a
"good time."

On Thursday night of Junior

Week, the contest to determine the

winner of the Gold Medal for

Oratory, will be held. This year's

contest will be held In the audit-

orium of the Commerce ana Fin-

ance Building, with six contestants

participating.

Only Junior students in the
School of Arts and Philosophy are
eligible lor this medal, which will

b3 given this year for the fourth
time. The participants must have
an average of 90 per cent or over,

for the four orations made by all

men in the Arts Department dur-
ing their Junior year. So far, five

ol the men for this year have al-

ready been picked, and the sixth

will be chosen within the next
we:k.
Tiie first medal was given lour

years ago by Father Grelis, Prof-
essor of Latin In the Arts school.

The first contest was held in With-
erspoon Hall, In Philadelphia, and
was opn to all public speaking
classes. The medal at this time was
won by a Junior, and ever since

has been limited to third year
men taking oratory.

The second medal was awarded
to the junior showing the greatest
Improvement during the year. Last
year the award was gwen to the
man selected as the best speaker
by the class.

This year at the formal contest
to b:> held during Junior Week the
winner will be picked by three im-
i;artial judges. It is hoped that the
student body will take a keen in-
Lerest in the contest, which prom-
ises to be the finest yet held.

Garrity Reinstated hy
Board of Discipline

James Garrity, who was recent-

ly temporarily suspended from all

of his activities at the college for

reasons which were not disclosed,

has been reinstated as the result

of a petition which was sent to

the board of directors by a number
of students from the School of

Commerce and Finance.
It was announced by the Board

that Mr. Garrity had been fully

reinstated and all penalties Im-
posed upon him were withdrawn
because of his outstanding work
for the past three and one half
years at Villanova. This an-
nouncement will, no doubt, be of

great interest to those organiza-
tions which keenly felt the loss

of his leadership during the few
weeks when he was absent. His
main position was that of chair-
man of the Student Council.

Rule Violators
Given Warning

Taking Shoii Cuts and Ball

Playing on Campus
Forbidden

Two important announcements
were made yesterday by the Rev.
Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A., vice-
president of Villanova, which di-

rectly are of prime important to

all students. They concern the
abuse of privileges.

Quoting Fr. Fink, "We wish to
warn the students that unless they
stop using the lawns for short cuts
to a particular destination and
for the playing of golf, baseball,
and other sports, they will be
severely punished. We have am-
ple accommodations for all of these
activities, and there Is no reason
why the students should continue to
disfigure the beautiful appearance
of the campus. Anyone who has real
pride in the appearance of his Al-
ma Mater would not do these
things. The students are especially
ruining the grass in the direction
of the post office. This must and
will be stopped."

Stealing Of Phone Causes
Ultimatum To Be Issued

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S A,
vice-president, and the officials of
the Bell Telephone Co. have issued
an ultimatum to the students of
Villanova. The misuse of the tele-

phones in all the dormitories has
so exasperated the authorities and
the telephone company that both
are willing to remove all telephones.
The students are being warned and
if this abuse does not stop soon all

phone service will be discontinued.
In Austin Hall, especially, was

the most flitgrant a'jusc committed
There, after the Installation of a
new booth, the coin box was stolen
and since then no trace of it could
be found. It is most probable that
this dormitory will not have a tele-

phone In the future, for the tele-

phone comtmny ha^ issued an Ulti-

matum to Its Inmates which Is

worded as follows: "If the stolen
coin box is not returned by Wed-
nesday, April 13, the presen„ booth
will be removed " The comptany is

determined and has promlsea to
carry out its threat.

In regard to this abuse Pr. Pink
said: "I am right behind the tele-
phone company In its ultimatum
and if the culprits are apprehended
I will punish them by expulsion.
Matters in regard to the telephones
have come to a head and this il-

legal practice must stop. If the
students desire telephones. It Is up
to them to use the phones In the
right manner. Anyone who would
place slugs and pennies in the coin
box is indeed contemptible and I
will spare no mercy in my punish-
ment."
Fedigan Hall is another dormi-

tory which has been given a warn-
ing. Every week innumerable pen-
nies and slugs are found in its
coin boxes so that the phone of-
ficials will be compelled to remove
the phone booths from its halls.
They have stated that the companv
is losing money there and it would
be more to their benefit if the
booths su^ taken away.
The rector of Austin Hajl, Rev. John

8. OXeary, Q. s A. last Wednes-
day evening at 7:45 called a mass
meeting of all those rooming In

this dormitory. The meeting was
held In the auditorium of the Com-
merce and Finance Building. In
his address Pr. O'Leary appealed to
them that, as men who had been
under his Jurisdiction for years, they
should return the stolen coin box
Immediately. He told them how
Necessary a phone was and how ev-
eryone would be to a dLsUnct dis-
advantage If It was removed.

Junior Class
Disagrees On
Blue Blazers

Further Dissension Arises as

Farewell Dance Is Made
Open Affair

CLASS UNITY DESIRED

Heated arguments and general

dio&ieiistlon marxed the meeting of

the Junior Class last Wednesday.
Robert Rosen, class president,

made it known that the combina-
tion price of the Prom and Blue
Blazer Ball would be $10.00 and at-
tendance automatically makes each
Junior a patron. General admission
iickets will be sold for $7.50.

Howard Richmond, chairman of

the dance, explained the many dif-

ficulties overcome by the committee
in their endeavor to Insure the suc-
cess of the Prom. Obtaining "Ozzle"
Nelson, with a ten man orchestra
was in itself a considerable task
entailing much worry. The favors
are promised to lie not only unique
but attractive and useful. Decora-
tions for the Gym are now being
considered and although expensive
the expenditure will assure not only
a beautiful ballroom but also a hall
well designed acousticaJly.
Class Blazers followed in the dis-

cussion as Mr. Rosen exhibited a
sample design of the pwcket in-
signia. Pointing out the fact that
at an earlier meeting: It was decided
to have the school seal on the
pocket, many objected to the use of

the design offered. A heated, gen-
eral uproar arose with the result

that it was finally settled, seem-
ingly, to have the seal as an In-

signia at an added cost of ninety
cents. Fresh difficulties arose as
many claimed that those who had
already contracted for the Blazer
at $8.00 could not be forced to pay
the additional sum. Peace was fin-

ally restored when the matter was
placed In the hands of the proper
committee.

Announcement was made of the
plans for the Farewell Dance which
Immediately resulted In the flaring

up of more friction. Many of the
Juniors felt that at least one dance
during Junior Week should be
closed to Juniors and Seniors alone.

These students protested the hold-
ing of the Farewell Dance as an
open affair as was suggested with
a view toward the improvement of

the Junior Class Treasury. An op-
en dance was finally settled upon.

Finn Makes Statement in

Regard to Support and

Cooperation Desired

James B.

Finn, Chair-
man of the
Belle Air
Ball Com-
mittee, Is

quoted In the
f ollowln g
Stat e m e n t

:

"Due to the
prevalence of

opinion that
the Belle Air

James B. Finn, Jr. Ball is open
only to Seniors I wish to emphatic-
ally state that every student in the
college is cordially Invited to at-
tend.

"At this time I also desire to ask,

in behalf of the committee, for the
whole hearted cooperation of the
Senior Class.

"At a Senior class meeting two
months ago the members of the
class expressed their desire for a
Senior Ball, and pledged, to a man,
their full support.
The members of the committee

and myself have been working
against great odds in the produc-
tion of this dance. The fact that
there has not been a Senior Prom
in two years is an example of one
of our handicaps.
"We have endeavored, and suc-

ceeded, i 1 keeping the expenses of

this function at a minimum level,

and if the support of the entire

class is given, every item will be
efficiently accounted for by the
financial revenue secured."

Orchestra Has Novel Ar-

rangement of Villanova's

College Songs

Debaters Ready
For Two Rivals

Playlet Broadcast
By Belle Masque

Last Wednesday evening the
Belle Masque Players presented
"The Letters," a one-act playlet ar-
ranged for broadcasting by Prof.

Joseph T. Jonas, over station
WHAT in Philadelphia.
The sketch is plentifully supplied

with ludicrous and farcical amuse-
ment. The lot is woven principally

around a series of letters which
were written by an authoress to
men other than her husband.
As the plot continues, some

woman plans to publish these let-

ters, but discovers that almost ev-
eryone she knows already has a
set of them. A scandal seems In-

evitable, but the husband appears
on the scene, h^ara about his wife's

sad misfortune, and succeeds In ob-
taining pKxsnesston of all the let-

ters.

The cast consisted of Donald
LaPond, William Zell, Lawrence
DeFrances, and Frank McNamara,

Betta Gamma to Meet

C. C. Y. N. and Ursinus

Toniht and Thursday

BOTH AWAY FROM HOME

During the current week the Beta

Gamma has on schedule two de-

bates, one of which will be held

against the City College of New
York in New York and the other

with Ursinus College at Oollege-

vUle,

The team which met New Ro-

chelle last night will proceed to

New York by tonight when they

will exchange arguments with C.
C. N. Y. upon the question, "Re-
solved: That the United States

adopt a plan for centralized con-
trol of industry." The Beta Gamma
men will advance the negative
opinions.
The encounter is to be in inform-

al dress and will be held In the
Y. M. H. A. headquarters at 92nd
street and Lexington avenue, New
York City.

The second debate will be held
on Thursday evening, April 14, on
which night Raymond J. Harter,

Charles P. Goggl, and Rudolph L.

Lehnau will travel to CoUegevlUe to

meet the Ursinus debaters.

The subject for deliberation will

be the proposition, "Resolved: That
capitalism as a system of economic
organization is unsound in prin-

ciple." This time the Beta Gamma
speakers will support the affirma-

tive contention.

A large attendance Is expected
due to the fact that a few weeeks
ago Ursinus was defeated here on
the same question, and a feeling of

intense rivalry has arisen since

then. At that time, Ursinus upheld
the affirmative while VUlanova de-
fended the negative. ''. •

$50,000 Pool To
Be Ready Soon

According to a report sent to the

College by the foreman In charge of

the construction of the new swim-
ming pool, that additional unit to

the new gymnasium will be com-
pleted in a month's time. It is es-

timated that this wing, which was
added to the rear of the new edifice,

will cost in the neighborhood of

$50,000.

Work Is progressing rapidly and
the Rev. Ruellan P. Fink. O. 8. A.,

vice president declared that as soon
as the tank Is completed it will be
available for the use of all the
student*

If the advance sale of bids Is to

be taken as an indication of the
success of the Belle Air Ball, which
is scheduled to be held in the gym-
nasium next Friday night, it should
be one of the most impressive class
functions ever to be held at Villa-
nova. All arrangements have been
completed and Chairman James B.
Finn is in a state of high expect-
ancy concerning the results of the
dance.
The Belle Air Ball will be the

first class function to be held in
the new structure on Lancaster
Pike. The senior class, sponsors of
the dance, deem it their duty and
privilege to make it one which will
last in the memories of the under-
graduates.
This year's senior class in pre-

senting this affair is taking up a
social thread which was dropped
two years ago because of the finan-
cial condition of the graduating
class of that year. The class of '32

considers It a privilege and an
honor to once again present to the
campus this function which was
always one of joy and satisfaction.
The committee in charge has

been working diligently for the
past few months and the success
of their efforts Is imminent. A
careful review of the things that
they have accomplished will bring
to light an array of entertainment
placed in a setting of brilliance and
an environment of pleasant con-
ditions. ;•

Orchestra Enthusiastic

The Weede-Meyer orchestra,

whose many successes were out-
lined In last week's VILLANOVAN,
is working up a keen edge for the
affair. Although they are anything
but novices as regards college

proms, they appear exceptionally

anxious to make a most satisfactory

impression this Friday night. Ac-
cording to the last report from the
band, Mr. Finn states that they are
making a novel arrangement of
those numbers which have been
college favorites for the past de-
cade. He stated that the band will
not only be the outstanding hit of
the evening but It will fit into
harmony with the tone of the whole
affair.

Work on the decorations has al-
ready swung Into action. The
committee In its endeavor to do
everything in an elaborate fashion,
has engaged one of the best interior
decorators in this vicinity to do the
work. The ideas and plans are
elaborate. Below are a few of the
choice features of the decorations.

Tall trees of an expensive type
will grace the sides of the stage,
being appropriately supplemented
by magnificent floral displays. This
display of trees will also appear on
the balconies and in the back por-
tions of the gym. These, according
to the plans now on hand, will
make an appropriate frame for the
entire building.

The color scheme will be Villa-
nova's blue and white. Drapes of
this hue will be hung from the
balconies and walls and will be
supplemented by pendants of the
same color which will hang grace-
fully from the thirty overhead
lights.

These lights, however, will not
be in use due to their extreme bril-
liance. The well modulated illum-
ination will be solely furnished by
the master spot light which will
be concentrated on the floral deco-
rations In the comers of the floor.

The orchestra will be bathed In
blue light from the overhead effects
of pendants on the front of the
stage.
Bids for the Belle Air Ball have

been on sale all week and the com-
mittee Is flattered with the success
they have already attained. This
week a flnal drive will be made to
solicit patronage from those who
have not as yet subscribed to the
affair. The expenses of the Ball
necessitate whole hearted coopera-
tion from the student body in order
that the proper time and money be
expended for the few minor details
which are needed to place it In a
category all by itself.

The committee is as follows:
James B. Finn, Chairman, Joseph
A. Barsin, James F. Burke, Joseph
F. Dletz, Edward Derby. Harry A.
Dougherty, Thomas K. Edwards.
Jeremiah Enrlght. John J. McDer-
mott. William A. Papp. William J.
Reilly. Harry P. Stngley, and J<An
J. Sykes.
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WITH the last issue of the VILLANOVAN

the new staff assumed its duties, but for

lack of editorial space oui

OUR statement of policy for the en-

POLICY suing year could not be pub-
'

lished. Today, however, we

make that statement. This statement of

policy, while varying very little in general

content and structure from those of our pre-

decessors, is nevertheless, both practical and

necessary, for it is, in short, the rudder

which is to guide the ship of editorial policy.

Since it is impossible to adhere strictly to a

self-imposed code of rules in regard to an

editor's-in-chief position, it is far better to

. generalize slightly, at the sacrifice of an ele-

ment of individuality, than to attempt to

formulate and express idealistic rules which

would probably appear foolish in the light of

later developments. In any event, this posi-

tion demands the submergence of individual

personality as regards the actual make-up

and publication, but not of individual thought

as expressed in this editorial column. Per-

sonality should bow to customs that became

traditions decades ago ; but thought should be

expressed editorially with the greatest pos-

sible amount of force, vigor, and individual-

ity. Thus, we will not promise any startling

innovations or upheavals of policy in our

principal aims and ideals ; but now, entrust-

ed with this position of journalistic leader-

ship, we expect to measure up to, and per-

haps even to surpass, the standard of growth

and development set by our predecessors.

Our policy, then, will be, first, the establish-

ment of a more intimately personal relation-

ship with the student body, by a revision in

the style of articles and by the creation of a

column devoted to personal campus news

items; secondly, precise and more pointed

editorials tending toward direct presentation

rather than flowery embellishment of the

topic at hand ; thirdly, an increase in circula-

tion and a better method of distribution;

and, fourthly, with the beginning of the

school term next September an enlargement

of the VILLANOVAN to six pages weekly.

*****
PUBLIC utilities were founded with a two-

fold purpose in view: service and profit.

Failure to achieve either

ARE YOU of these ends necessi-

PLAYING FAIR? tates their withdrawal

from activity. Tele-

phones were installed on our campus with

the idea of selling their service. Admittedly

a convenience, to many a necessity, we are

faced with the probability of losing this ser-

vice. The use of slugs instead of coins by
an unprincipled few has been the cause of

many complaints, but it is doubted that this

practice is the result of financial troubles.

Villanova men have always been honored for

their uprightness and it seems tragic that

the entire student body must be discredited

because of a small group of petty thieves

who evade the payment of a recognizedly

fail' charge for a valuable service. At times
this refusal of payment may, perhaps, be
excused, but there is absolutely no reason
for the destruction of the means of service

which inconveniences others. The vandalism
exhibited recently in the removal of one of

campus phones is inexcusable. The children,

they cannot be called men, responsible may
still consider their act humorous, but that
selfsame act laid an accusation at the feet of

every student on the campus. It now lies

with the students themselves to decide whe-
ther or not the phones still existent remain
on the campus. The privilege of retaining
this service rests with the students.

COLLEGIATE
NEV/SREEL

By

RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

At The Shows

The dean of Lehigh University

recently told the faculty and

students of Brown University

that, "College spirit and loyalty is

pure and unadulterated hokum"
He attacked the theory that extra-

curricular activities are more im-

portant for the training of char-

acter than studies, and athletes

are more loyal to their col-

leges than scholars. "Athletes," he

said, "go out for teams primarily

because of the desire for publicity

and personal ambition."

The learned dean might be right

at his college -*>ut how about tho

thousands of other higher institu-

tions of learning in this land which

refute his statement.

FOR THE SENIORS
"College students might as weL

be given hot dogs as diplomas

when they graduate, for at least

they could eat the hot dogs, but

they can do nothing with the

diplomas." This statement was
delivered to the senior class at De-

troit college by the instructor in

psychology. He also deplored the

present system of required credits

and derided the idea of mathe-
matics and the classics as ideal

subjects for improving the mind.

But Dan (Bashful) Buckley de-

rided the derlder. He said, "I don't

need hot dogs. I'm going to live

on love."

AND HE LIT A MURAD
An enterprising junior at Detroit

University found himself on the

receiving end of a rather dubious

honor last week. While a depres-

sion ball was being held he dropped
in just in time to be awarded the

prize for wearing the worst looking

clothes at the dance. The surpris-

ed junior calmly replied that he
was not entered in the contest and
that he had dropped in on his way
to the Junior Prom to see what
was going on.

Now, we hope that does not
happen to Bob (Leaping Lena)
Lehrfeld.

CAN'T TAKE IT
A University of Oklahoma co-ed

attended a class recently on a
stretcher. The 'reason for the
strange conveyance was that she
was suffering from a fractured

neck. But when she got there

imagine her embarassment to find

that the class had been called off

because the prof was sick with a
headache.
Boy, oh boy, can us students take

it?

OH RICHMOND, LISTEN TO THIS
Temple University students and

their fair guests raised quite a
furor the other night at the Junior
Prom because there weren't enough
favors to go around. The chair-

man had quite a time explaining

because they were all paid guests
and as such demanded what they
had paid for.

THAT'S THE SPIRIT
Way down in Union College the

freshmen aren't so meek. Maybe
that's the fault of the Vigilance

Committee, but, anyway, their

recent threats of a rebellion brought
down the tax of their annual dance
from one dollar to seventy-five

cents. -...
f- :

AND THEN WHAT WILL THEY DO
The co-eds of the University of

Utah are conducting a beauty con-
test for men the object of which
is to find the five most distinctive

types of masculine charm. The
boys have to watch their step be-

cause they are under constant ob-
servation as photographs are not
to be considered. The actual living

(or sleeping) college man is to be
judged.

• SO THEY SAY
The Notre Dame Scholastic re-

ports that human being are used as
blood hounds in Abyssinia.

According to the records of the
Boston Police Department, co-eds
at Boston University cause twice as
much trouble as the men students.

The University of California's

band was the first collegiate or-

ganization to appear with lighted

instruments at night.

The only Catholic college for

negro students, exclusively, in the
United States is Xavler University
in New Orleans, Louisiana.

At the University of Omaha the
registrar's office ran out of failure
notice forms during the mid
semester.

The Aquinas of St. Thomas con-
tains the following story: "A mind
reader appeared on an entertain-
ment program at Sing Sing Prison.
He a.sked the audience to think of
a number The doctor says
ho will recover."

We found a class that has never
recorded a single cut for any stud-
ent who signed for the course. The
course at the University of Paris in

In the appreciation of rare wines
and liquors.

The baseball team of Loyola
University of Lob Angeles Just
finished Its season. It had a rec-
ord of twelve wins, six losses and
a tie.

THE GOOD FAIRY.—The fore-

most of America's younger com-
ediennes, Helen Hayes, is given the

major role in this Molnar comedy.
One of the rarest and most gifted

actresses of the day, she has at her

command in this play a gamut of

emotion ranging through the most
delicate fantasy, poignant tragedy

and the gayest comedy. "The Good
Fairy" provides Miss Hayes with a
role rich in merriment and satire,

which she plays as brilliantly as

the mischievous Molnar has written

it.—At the Garrick.

THE WIVES OF HENRY VIII.—
Beginning Mor\day night this show
comes for the first time to Phila-
delphia and stars Cornelia Otis
Skinne-. SMe will precede this

closely knit dramatic sequence with
a group of character sketches from
her own pen with which she made
ner reputation on the stages across
America as veil as over the radio
and on both sides of the Atlantic.
—At the Broad.

TARZAN THE APE MAN.—Metro-
Goldwyfi-Mayer are to be con-
gratulated upon the manner in
which they have produced this

extraordinary film. This vivid por-
trayal of the adventures of Edgar
Rice Burrough's strange man of
the jungles constitutes one of the
most unusual pictures of recent
years. It Is the perfectly moulded
combination of marvelously trained
animals, clever photography, first

class acrobatics, and finished, dra-
matic acting. Johnny Weismuller,
making his first appearance upon
the screen, fits perfectly into the
role of Tarzan.—At the Stanley.

ARE YOU LISTENING.—This is a
mighty story of the microphone
and the press. William Haines, as
the leading character, is supported
by a superb cast with Madge Evans,
Anita Page, Neil Hamilton and
other favorites. Dealing with
drama, romance and tragedy the
story delves into the less familiar
aspects of the broadcasting racket.
In conjunction with this sceen pic-
ture, there is an excellent bill of
vaudeville this week.—At the Earle.

BEAUTY AND THE BOSS—The
acting displayed in this cinema
producting is very interesting. The
leading stars, Marian Marsh and
Warren William, combined with the
acting of Charles Butterworth and
David Manners, make possible the
production of this very amusing
film. Taken from the stage play
called "The Church Mouse" the
screen version is a radiant romance,
spicy and snappy with gay comedy.
—At the Karlton

DANCERS IN THE DARK.—This
is a rather entertaining photoplay
which deals with the trials and
triumphs of a taxi dancer. The or-
chestra leader, who plays the big
brother to the saxophone player
and who falls in love with the
dancer, is played by Jack Oakle.
Because he thinks the girl is im-
worthy, he almost succeeds in ruin-
ing the lives of the girl and the
musician. Mr. Oakie is supported
by MiriamHoE^ins, William Col-
lier, Jr., ana'Eugene Pallette. This
picture continues for another week.
—At the Stanton.

ONE HOUR WITH YOU.—Maurice
Chevalier, the irrepressable French-
man, and lovely Jeanette McDonald
join together to make this an ex-
ceptionally amusing and entertain-
ing picture. The plot is typically
Chevalier like, with Genevieve Tobin
being the "woman in the case."

"One Hour With You" and "What
Would You Do. Mister? " are two
of the catchy tunes which have
proven to be popular. While some-
what less Inebriated than usual,
Charlie Ruggles provides some
excellent comedy.—At the Boyd.

THE

Stool-Pigeon

TERRY McAteer doesn't always
^ leave his tray on the table after
eating; he usually misses breakfast.

Jerry Bocco is Mendel's leading
candidat« for high scorer in the
unofficial inter-dorm bread-swiping
contest. There's no need of hiding
the bread under your coat, Jerry.

Silk, lace-trimmed underwear
may be an unusual gift from a girl

friend, but Steve Ferko looks so

cute In pink "undies". And maybe
he'd loan them to our "Rudy
Valee".

Tom Edwards appeared in the
d ning hall last Tuesday without a
tie. They're selling them in the
Pie Shoppe, Moose, but yon might
borrow one at the Oasis.

James Tsucalas, alias "Chuck,
the Greek ", gave his Junior ring to

his girl friend but when threatened
by the Stool-Pigeon he made haste
to get it bock.

Certain athletes were seen smok-
ing.. If th'« practice Is not dis-

continued their names will be pub-
lUhed.

Why Was Billy Zell purchasing
silk stockings Jn Woolworth's Five
and Ten?

THE STOOL-PIGEON.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By

JOSEPH J. CONLAN

THE Cantoristlc philosophy which
has been sweeping the country

for the past months seems to have
captivated the flighty fancies of

ihe students of Villanova. Depres-

sion seems to be only an Incentive

and It is with pardonable pride

that this Institution can point to

this year's bumper crops of bride-

grooms. No less than six have de-

cided that two can live as cheaply
as one and that it was practical to

assume the dignified air of a mar-
ried man.

And that Is not all; there are

two more supporters of the Blue

and White who are expected to

desert the ranks of the "Bachelor

Lodge" any week-end. Prom the

distant haunts of Somerville comes
the whispered secret that "Brick"

Miller, erstwhile Lounging Lothario

of Fedlgan, has asked the fatal

question and has been accepted.

Or, we wonder, did Helen propose?
Still more startling, however, Is

that the Melrose Morpheus, Joe
Deuaney, is plaiming on buying a
hope chest. (Bill to be submitted
to a certain young individual in
Mass.) This bit of news was a dis-

tinct surprise as we were always of
the opinion the "Pranky" was a
sensible creatjure, but, alas and
alack, he has gone the way of all

flesh. In an exclusive Interview
the groom-to-be Issued the follow^
ing statement for publication:

"I still believe that there are
lots of faithful sweethearts, de-
voted wives and decent worth-while
women in the world today in spite

of the Jazz age and so-called

"new morality". Yes, even In spite

of the anti-marriage crusade and
flapper cult. And In spite of my
own eyes."

\Vell, We v.'amed you, Joie.

SHADES OP COURTESY.
Villanova's three ring circus was

presented last Wednesday and in

our humble opinion, a few' peanuts

would have supplied the one lack-

ing feature. There was an abun-
dance of hyenas, a few lions and
any number of strange creatiu-es

that emitted, loud buzzing noises.

The "bull" received a severe toss-

mg, especially from the managers
of this miniature Bamimi show,
and in the end gave up the ghost.
Did anyone attend the Junior

class meeting?

The advent of the "Stool-Pigeon"
as a campus personality has created
quite a furor and in the excitement,
the haggard look In a certain
party's eyes has been overlooked.

He's worried about an A. B. (not his
degree) that he met in New York
last year at Station W. E. V. D.
bhe's a soprano and Dan Buckley
win supply the details.

We dislike to disagree with the
Pigeon

' but we are willing to back
Joe DeLoca or Tom Edwards
against "Vulture" Quimi at any
meal.

By the way, the new Physical
Education course would do well to

establish it's muscle building class

in the Refectory during steak din-
ners. The continued carving of
those dainty morsels would develop
an arm that would make Strong-
fort shiver with fear.

AND IN OUR MIDST.
The Manhattan debate served not

only as a forensic engagement for
Beta Gamma, but also as a chris-
tening for one of the distinguished
members of this well-known organ-
ization. One of the New Yorkers
aptly named Joe Houseman. "Greta
Garba".

We wonder what the film star
would say, if she realised that In

the secluded hills of Pennsylvania
there Is, blushing and unseen, a
fitting and worthy competitor for
her laurels as the siren of the
screen.

THERE ARE REASONS AND
REASONS.

Almost every printed publication
in the country contains as a steady
feature some article, which be-
moans the fact that the college

youth of to-day is a mentally im-
steady individual and they attribute

this fact to the gin, proms and
various other commonly-accepted
necessities of collegiate life. The
graduates, they say. come forth and
are ill-equipped to face the life

that Is ahead of them. However,
have you ever stopped for a mom-
ent and considered the students'

side of this oft-discussed question?

Some of the exaggerated stories

that are continually flowing from
the professorial chairs are sufficient

to unbalance the sanest creature

that ever trod upon the earth. They
are tales that have as their rivals

only the Arabian Nights or some of

Grimm's far-famed mental halluci-

nations. These atrocities are forth,

coming day after day/* week after

week and then the^wwld throw's up
its hands in hoirfOT at the distorted

imaginations of the college youth
of to-day. This particular fact Is

not true of one or two institutions,

but it is a nation-wide plague.

Jack-ln-the Beanstalk Is a reality

compared to a great nrnny of these

stories.

Editorial Writer Says

Unconfirmed Rumors
Supplant Real Truth

Action Of Intellectual Persons In Believing

Such Conjectures Considered Strange

NEW ROCHELLE COLLEGE
"THE TATLtR"

NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y.

THE time has come when one can almost

truthfully refer to Rumor as being more
potent than fact, so great is its hold upon,

and its attraction for the majority of people.

A pause to consider, a mere "Is it true?"

—

such acts take up too much time, or perhaps

might spoil the little illusions we like to

have, and hence we accept, too often, some
weirdly extravagant tale, and turn to our

neighbor to impart it yet again in all seri-

ousness. " ,

'
V , ' ',

, When Latin poets could know and person-

ify the wretched havoc of such a veritable

demon, surely w,e of the present day can

.scarcely hope to be entirely free of its pain-

ful effects. But with intelligence we should

be able to denounce it, cast off some of its

bonds, and seek out truth. Why let it spread

so dangerously like a vast smoke slowly de-

stroying unaware objects, perhaps to burst

into flame, certainly to leave misery and hurt

in its wake of ashes?

It may be that because the ordinary asso-

ciations of life are too calm, too uneventful,

people so avidly seize upon uncertified report

to enhance a few innocent facts with the

lurid qualities of amazing tales; it may be

for this reason that people are carried along

on the wave of rumor, or more exactly, carry

the wave of rumor along. Certain it is, how-
ever, that Truth has its own vital charms, its

own sincere steadfastness, its own eterial

attributes which no one can gainsay.

Particularly in an institution such as ours

there are temptations to add just a little

more stoiy, to liven it up just a little more

impressively. Let us stop a moment to real-

ize how strange it is that people with an

average, if not super-amount of intelligence,

living in an atmosphere of mental prompt-

ness and advantage, should stoop toward un-

folding accounts of impossible conjecture and
unbelievable assumption; and realizing this,

let us restrain a bit our active and somewhat
youthful imaginations to remain within the
spacious bounds of truth.

ALiteraryReview
ny .lONKPII F. DIKTZ

This work, which is the first part of a

ti'ilogy by this popular authoress, is a typical

example of her ability to portray the customs
and environment of her native Norway. It

should be of invaluable interest to those who
are at least mildly attracted to this section

uf northern Europe.

It is the rather slow moving tale of Kris-

tin Lavransdatter from the time of her birth

to the occasion of her marriage to a man
whom her father disapproves. The mar-
riage is brought about only through the

force of circumstances which are cleverly

gathered all during the book and brought to

the fore with a facility which emphasizes
the writer's capability for organization.

The tone of the book is one which carries

the weight of pessimism, which, although it

is ncjt the most sombre type, is nevertheless

one which bears down somewhat on the read-

er. At times it raises the reader to a sub-

lime sense of beauty and dignity and then
again makes one feel the depressive qualities

of life as experienced by these folk who
dwell in an environment of ice and snow.
The shoit summeis are replete with an in-

dustrious eflfort to obtain a livelihood. This
effort results in a frame of mind which is

animately sensitive to the forebodings of a
strife with winter and yet it also contains a
note of gratitude for the blessings of a
steady crop. These various attitudes are
adroitly brouglit out in this work by the
authoress, who being as.sociated with these
peoples from birth, understands and loves

•hem.

The story is told in a style which ccjitains

all the essential elements of beauty and dis-

crimination. The power of de.scription so
long an outstanding characteristic of female
writers is eminent in this book. Sigrid Und-
set's sense of detail is pi-operly proportioned
to the speed of the narrative. It is com-
paratively lengthy but is blessed with a
graceful organization which keeps the reader
ever in touch with all the characters and at
no time will he find himself stranded on an
isolated chapter or even an irrelevant para-
graph. Everything in the book fits together
ingeniously and makes for a creation of def-

inite beauty.

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
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"Introducing
99

Clement C. Busenkell1
The only student to survive a

large class of Mechanical Engineers

who started the course four years

m ago. This Is the outstand-

JL- Ing characteristic of the

M^^ second interesting per-

Wg sonality to grace thisW column—Clement C. Bus-
^V enkell. He is an excell-

ent student, an athlete, and an in-

teresting figure in all activities, and

the proud possessor of an enviable

uiStinction.

He matriculated at

Catholic High School
In Philadelphia
where he had al-

ready established a
superlative record as

a student, a record

which he has dili-

gently strived to up-
,1

bold at Villanova. i

In addition to his

scholastic standing <

at Catholic High J

School he also earn-
|

ed a reputation for t

himself in the realm of sports, tak-

ing part in football, track and other

• sports all of which enabled him to

earn a number of rewards. His en-

gineering studies required all his

time and he was compelled to dis-

continue, his athletic activities.

Soon after his arrival at college

his predominant characteristics

were immediately recognized by his

fellow classmates. He was appoint-

ed a member of the Phi Kappa Pi

dance committee and was reap-

pointed on this committee the fol-

lowing year. Because of a lack of

time he was unable to partake in

extra-curriculum activities, and the

first two years of his college life

were devoted to hours of industrious

study.
During his freshman year Mr.

Busenkell occupied a room in the

old Radio building which was re-

moved from the campus a short
time ago. However, because of

pressing duties at home which ne-
cessitated his presence, he Joined
the ranks of the day students and
continued his studies at home.
The college student's greatest

year, the Junior year, found Mr.
Busenkell buried in a sea of tri-

angles and engines striving to suc-

ceed where his classmates had
failed. The Owl Hop and the Tea
dance of the Junior Week activi-

ties were two of the many commit-
tees on which he was represented.

These and his other recognitions

proved that his ability to secure
results were becoming evident.

Upon the commencement of his

senior year Mr. Busenkell was re-

warded for his endless labors by
being elected to the chairmanship
of the Villanova chapter of the Am-

erican Society of

Mechanical Engin-
eers, a responsibility

which he has cap-
ably assumed. The
Philadelphia Cath-
olic Club was organ-
ized and at the elec-

tion of ofldcers he
was chosen to lead
the newly formed
club. He was also

appointed to head

^ the committee of the
"•" Owl Hop conducted

HELPIISG THE WILDCATS DEFEAT PENN IN OPEISIISG GAME OF SEASON |IBall Team Opens

ast year.

When George Gazzela sent out a
call for students to play on the, 150-
Ib. team he was one of the first to
answer and his ability as an ath-
lete was Immediately noted. He
was given a position in the back-
fiald and ably held his post
throughout the year. He partici-
pated in the inter-frat track meets
and the open dormitory meets,
coming out first several times.
Mr. Busenkell is very much In

terested in air craft designing. For
his thesis he is working on a design
for a Diesel engine and is devoting
most of his time to this enterprise.
After his graduation from Villanova
he expects to turn his interests to
the air corps.

In whatever field Mr. Busenkell
may decide to enter there is no
doubt but that he will be im-
mediately accepted. This year
Villanova will lose another faithful
son, but her loss will be a gain to
the world. To such a student a
certain distinction should be given.
His striking personality and his
captivating character have made
him a familiar figure about the
campus.

Season With 4-3

Win Over Penn
(Continued From Page Three)

Captain Gazella opening the fourth inning with a smashing two base hit which sent the Wildcats on
the road to victory. Two runs were scored before the last man was retired.

Editors Send
Senior Book
To Printers

Host of Added Improvements
Featured in 1932

Edition

150 HAVE SUBSCRIBED

Gridmen Train For Fray;

Golfers Drill For Garnet

Stuhldreher Prepares Men
For Football Contest to

Be Held April 23

For the remaining days of spring

football practice Coach Harry

Stuhldreher has his squad of men,

consisting primarily of four teams,

undergoing an elimination tourna-

ment. The purpose of this, is to

determine the two strongest teams

of the squad. These two elevens

will play against each other on

Saturday, April 23rd, at the Villa-

nova Stadium, in a game demon-
strating the correct and incorrect
manner of handling themselves in

scrimmage in accord with the new
rules as devised during the winter.
There will also be a meeting of the
two elevens composed of members
of the stronger and weaker teams.
They will perform in like msm-
ner as the previous teams.
In regards to the elimination

contests, Stuhldreher has mixed up
the players so as the strength of
each team will be evenly distribut-
ed. The veteran men are combined
with the players of last year's
squad, and those students who re-
ported for spring training. In this
manner the competition will be
keen, more spirit of play will be
manifested in the determination of
the stronger team. The strongest
team will be determined by its

strength and power of attack In
scrimmage.
As a result of the mention of this

experimental game in leading
sporting pages throughout the East,
many comments and responses have
have been elicited. Many of our
leading officials of football, sports
writers and coaches will be in ap-
pearance. There is no doubt that
each individual man has his own
viewpoint on the new rules. This
game will help clarify the new rules

Garrity Puts Men Through
Paces For Swarthmore

Match Next Week

Taking advantage of the clear
weather during the past week,
Howie Garrity, the genial coach of
the varsity golf team, put his men
through practice drills at the Mar-
ble Hall golf course for the coming
match with Swarthmore College.
This match will be played on Tues-
day, April 19, at the Rolling Green
Country Club. The proximity of the
respective colleges tends to give
this contest a great deal of rivalry
and much interest will be manifest-
ed as to the outcome.

Coach Garrity intends placing a
six-man team on the links for this
match and is confident that they
will come through with a victory.
He feels that the practice sessions
have helped iron out the few rough
edges the boys acquired during
their winter lay-off.

The varsity team has already
tucked a match under their belt
with a decided win over Boston
College, and they bid fair to start
a streak of victories after such an
auspicious beginning.

as to their correct Interpretation.

The officials may be said to be un-
dergoing a spring training for
proper officiating. The sport
writers will be in a better position
to give to their public the proper
enllghtment as to the conditions in
which football will be played next
fall.

After the game, these men will

meet in an open forum in the gym.
They will give their individual
viewpoints as to the new rules.
Their views will be discussed thor-
oughly, and a standardization of
the gridiron rules will be forth-
coming.

Through the untiring efforts of
Editor-in-Chief Martin L. Gill and
his diligent staff, the 1932 edition
of the Belle Air has been sent to

press and is expected back not later

than May 15.

The new Belle Air will supersede
its predecessors in every way poss-
ible. It will be the first Belle Air
to have a copyrighted cover. A new
process will render the Campus
Scenes more beautiful than before.
Modernistic Art work will l>e fea-
tured. Also, the new year book will

measure 9x12 as compared with the
7x10 measurements of last year's
Belle Air.

However, besides the aforemen-
tioned improvements which are
merely mechanical, it will be the
interior of the book that will make
it such a necessary possession of
each student and that will en
hance its value with the increasing
years until the preciousness of its

cherished memories will loom as
the only link and reminder of the
infinitely joyous years of college.
Hence, there will be complete and
interesting records of Classes, Ac-
tivities, Athletics, Fraternities and
Organizations.
The price of the Belle Air is

hoped to be $6.00. At present, ap
proximately 150 copies have been
sold. The goal for copies sold is 400.
Mr. Gill says, "The new Belle Air

will most assuredly surpass all pre-
ceding year books and will be a
book worthy of Villanova in every
respect.

Three Games Booked for

Jayvee and 150 lb. Teams

The Athletic Association has
made the announcement that
several definite games have al-
ready been scheduled for the
Junior Varsity and the 150-
pound football teams for the
1932 season.

The Junior Varsity will play
Williamson School, University ol
Pennsylvania, and Lafayette.

The 150-pound teams are
scheduled with Yale, University
01 Pennsylvania and Laiayette.

Lar^e Group
Reports For
Frosh Nine

R
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the Detroit News of Detroit
University we found the fol-

lowing articie, submitted by an
aluninus, from the huine town news-
paper:

"An OlUahoma editor, just about

to go to press, "pied" a couple of

articles, one concerning an auction

sale and the otner a write-up of a
weuoiiig. He asKed the onice devil

to get the two articles together and
this was the result:

WUnam bmitn and Miss Lucy
Anaehson were disposed oi at pub-
lic auction at my barn one mile
east of a beautilul ciuster of roses,

and two White caives before a

background of tarm implements too

numerous to mention in the pres-

ence of about seventy guests, in-

cluding two milk cows, SIX muies
and a bob sled. Rev. Jackson tied

ine nupuai Knot wiin two nunared
leet ox nay rope ana tne brioai

coupie leit on one jonn Deer gang
piow lor an extenaed trip witn
terms to siut puicxiasers. *'iney will

be at home to tneu: irienus witn
one good wneeibarrow ana a few
kiich^i utensiis aiter ten monuis
from aate oi sale to responsible par-
Ues diia nity chickens.

WE
SUGGEST

VILLANOVA'S rapid progrress in the past

few years is deserving of commendation,

but yet, in all her progress,

she hag forgotten one notice-

able item, which, moreover, is

of importance if she is desirous of continuing

in her rise to scholastic heights. To state

it simply, we are proposing a study room in

Mendel Hall for the day students with a

supervisor in charge to preserve order and

quiet. Our plan is this—to set aside one of

the classrooms in this building between the

hours of 10:45 and 12:30 five days each

week in order to give the day students a

place and opporutnity to study. A super-

visor is, of course, vitally necessary, for

therwise the room would be used for other

urposes than thosQ intended. Inasmuch as

liis will be a novel experiment, it is our fur-

iner suggestion that it be immediately put

into practice so that if successful it may be

.tn added improvement to the college cur-

riculum next semester. As conditions now
exist the day students in Mendel Hall can
practically be called outcasts, striving in free

periods to study amidst the smoke and buz-
zing of the Pie Shoppe. They feel that Vil-

lanova is the home only of boarders and that,

for them, it is merely a place of daily ex-
cursions to lectures. It is not uncommon
1 or them to ask the use of the laboratories

as places of study, which requests are often
refused, or, to see them forced from room
' room. The day students in the Commerce
nd Finance Building, however, have a study
oom, and we cannot see why conditions in

lendel Hall cannot be improved. If Villa-

uova wishes to continue her commendable
vork and if she is to attain the top rung
of the scholastic ladder, this matter, insig-

nificant though it may be, should be given
immediate consideration.

• •

RECKLESSLY pursuing their varied er-

rands, many students have been noticed

DO WE flagrantly violating re-

NEED FENCES? ^"^''^^^ ^® refrain from
short-cutting across the

lawns. Veritable paths Jiave been trod in
the tui-f from the Dining Hall to the P. C,
from the north door of Fedigan to the Gate-
way, and from the Commerce and Finance
Building to the .marking lot. This practice
cannot be allowed to continue if the beauty of
our campus, as framed in the luxuriousness
of our lawns is to be preserved. The caretak-
ers have labored energetically for the past
few weeks preparing the turf that full ad-
vantage may be taken of the favorable
weather. Careful spreading of seed, gentle
rains and glowing sun mean but little unless
the grass is given a fair chance to send its
blades heavenward without the distressing
pressure of a human foot trampling it to
earth. Are our lawns, ever a feature of

SAIL* IHE SPIDER TO THE PLY
It seems that the depression has

finally reached the land of sun-

shme and cotton. Catholic Uni-

versity held its Jimior prom last

Friday evemng with Unaries Bou-
langer's irouoadours weaving a
dreamy net of meiody about the
hanasome men of '33 and the
beautiiui beaes wno accompanied
them, iiut tne uiiercstuiB pan, ui tUt;

story IS tnai tne coiuiUittee in
cnarge cut tne price oi tne bias
Horn tne usuai ^» to ^o in an enort
to araw as lurge a crowu as pos-
sible.

Ihe committee had also adver-
tised that they would suppiy all
bashfiU stuaents with dates. "Lux-
urious bionaes and entrancing bru-
nettesr—any type you desire," is the
way the advertisement read.

Well, even thougn personally we
selaom become invuous we do luow
that the iaoerty ueii isn t tne only
one tnat's cracked.

/•;."• '^ MAYBE
At Boston Umversity the profes-

sor 01 psychology will not permit
nis stuaents to take notes in ciass.
He says. 'Note taking substitutes
the hand for ttie bram, and In the
end oners a very poor and Incom-
plete reproduction of the lecture."
Which IS all very well, but sup-

pose you have no brains and a
bad memory?

WHO SAID, "POOR PROSH?"
It seems that the freshmen are

LOO fast for the upperclassmen at
Wellesley College, way up in Mas-
sachusetts. The first year co-eds
have gahied the right to smoke In
the living rooms of then* dormi-
tories after meals, a privilege which
the upper-class students have not
acquired. The student council is
looking into the matter.
Now we do hope, before it's too

late, that somebody warns those
"frosh" that we refuse to neck any-
body with nicothie-stained fingers.

THE WIVES OP HENRY VUI.—

A

new and remarkable idea in the-
atrical entertainment Is being re-
vealed to Philadelphia playgoers in
this solo-drama featuring Cornelia
Ottis Skinner, it is an extraordi-
nary performance In monologue
which has been acclaimed all over
this continent and In London. Pre-
senting the six wives of the famous
Tudor monarch In climatic succes-
sion, Miss Skinner, with the aid of
costumes and her own art of voice
and gesture, is said to embody in
the play a vivid drama of the court
and the time of uxurlous King Hal.
—At the Broad.

TARZAN THE APE MAN.—Agahi
a film comes to Philadelphia which
has a longer run than usual hi the

larger theatres. Edgar Rice Bur-
rough's strange man of the African
Jungle Is vividly portrayed by
Johnny Welsmulier in his first

screen role in one of the most un-
usual pictures to be seen on the
screen. The plot though shnple is

very interesthig, and marvelous
feats of photography together with
well-trained animals and excellent
acrobatics combine harmoniously
with well-dhrected acting to produce
one of the feature films of the year.
Maiu-een 'O'Sullivan features in the
only feminine role.—At the Stanley.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By

JOSEPH J. CONLAN

D EPORE beginning the weekly
'-' debauch, we would like to

take a few moments to acknowledge
the splendid hospitality of New
Rochelle College. The Beta Gamma
contingent was fortunate enough to
obtain a debate with the fair lassies
from upper New York and the
writer takes it upon hhnself to say
that they were treated with more
than kind hearted generosity. And
so we wish to publicly acknowl-
edge the debt of gratitude now hi-
cumbent upon the Literary Society.
However, everythhig must have at

least one disagreeable aspect and
in this case it is the fault of that
far-famed silver tongued orator,
Daniel S. J. Buckley. Anent his
forenslcating ability we have noth-
ing detrhnental to remark and in
all truth it may be added that on
the occasion which pitted him

Firing Of Imagination

By Instructors Vital
To Student Interest

Southern College Editor Foresees Elimination
Of Teachers Who Merely Enforce Discipline

"THE CHRONICLE"
DUKE UNIVERSltY
DURHAM, N. C.

I

THE BROKEN WING.—The story
of this picture is woven around the
romance of a naviator and a girl, the
flashing-eyed Lupe Valez. Melvyn
Douglas is the flier who appears on
the scene just as Leo Carrillo is

attempting to win Lupe Velez's love.
Both the stars become suitors for
the hand of the heroine and after
encounting many difflculties Mr.
Douglas finally wins the privilege
to love Miss Velez.

The picture is adapted from a
stage play of the same name. The
cast is supported by George Bar-
bier, WUlard Robertson. Clair Dodd,
and Arthur Stone.—At the Karlton.

ITS TOUGH TO BE FAMOUS.-
An original and satirical theme
serves to make this an amusing
pictiu-e. It is a merry travesty on
the late of people suddenly tnrusi
m the glare of the public eye, and
the subsequent aavertising hoaxes,
diplomatic shams and various otner
•'celebrity rackets." Dougias Pair-
banks, Jr., aaequately fills the role
of Scotty, the nauonal hero, and
he is ably supported by Mary Brian.
There are aiso six sparkling vaude-
ville acts, headed by Norman
Thomas and his quintette.—At the
li.arle.

MAN WANTED.—This is a picture
centered around the editor's office
of a high class magazine and boasts
of using such stars as Kay Prancis,
David Manners and Prancis
Thompson. It is a story of a wom-
an editor who is married to a mil-
lionaire and who falls in love with
her male secretary. The character-
izations are splendid but the plot
is slow moving and in certain re-
spects weak.—At the Boyd.

N the field of teaching there is a method
for every teacher. Some professors

go about their tasks in a perfunctory man-
ner, meet their classes from day to day,

make their next day's assignment much like

the merchant who deals his wares across the
counter, have their usual number of quizzes,

make a final summary of grades and their
against the RocheUian Daughters of Work is done to perfection, so thev thinkDemosthenes, he acquitted himself rn, u, ,

"

creditably. But once the chairman's "^^ resemble a methodical piece of machin-
ery that goes about its work in an imperson-
al fashion without the semblance of any
higher purpose or volitioiu

There are those men who also meet their
classes from day to day, but there is more
than regularity in the performance of their
task. To these refreshing characters each
meeting is a pleasant adventure into an un-
chartered realm. This hour, apart from
other hours, is an experiment with young
men and is a hour not to be endured but in
which to live. For him is the singular in-
spiration of seeking out hidden talent and

ga*ei brought the discussion to a
Close, trouble started. It is our
humble opmion that several of the
reverend Ursuiines are gray and
Worn as a resuit of Darnel's stay.
Pood, lood and still more food was
His constant and ever-echoing cry;
and when the victuals hove into
signt Buckley disappeared—behind
a mound of eatables. How one man
could eat so much in such a short
time is beyond the most fertile of
imaginations.

Dan's one defense was that he
has been eating away from home.

Before deserting the wilds of
Philadelphia for the civilized sector the enterprise of opening up new avenuf^r'f^fcaned wew York, Martm L. Gill, " -

avenues ot

Jr., ran hither and yon throughout
the institution, questiomng every-
one he met as to whether or not
they had any acquaintances at New
Rochelie. He bought hunself a little
red book and in the course of the
week previous to the expedition he
filled it to capacity. Prom the
moment of his auspicious arrival
until the histant of his much-re-
gretted departure, he was the bane
and scomge of the entire College
and its relatives. Every damsel that
he observed to be alone and unpro-
tected, he unmeaiateiy swept aown
upon her luce a vmture upon car-
rion and irom that moment on the
uruortunates existence became an
Haaes of searclung lor uiiKnown
individuals. "Do you know anyone
oy the name of— ' was Mr. uuis
lavorite conversation*! opemng and oedaffotra negative repiy netted no gam for

*"="**»"»

thought in growing minds. There remains
for the professor to fire the imagination and
renew the will and at the same time initiate
his strange subject into the social phases of
life without necessarily destroying his sweep
of horizon.

Between such a teacher and student there
springs up a warm, personal bond of ac-
quaintance that will never be forgotten. On
the one hand there is the adventure of lead-
ing and on the other the disciplineship of
following in safe paths. He warms to the
personality of the leader as the plant warms
to the sun, and he lifts up his head in ex-
pectancy of new things. Under these bene-
ficient influences he warms and develops into
a capable being. The personality of such a
pedagogue is woven deep into the fabric of

the home team because the return ^'^^ product. The former type must finally
was always, "Perhaps you know-" disappear because of their very inertia whilPMay we venture the ophiion that the latter shall prevail bv rPAQnr, J ^u •

aue to Mr. Gill's debut at New humanneaq
^ ° °^ ^^^'^

nochelie there has been sown the
"""'"""^SS.

seed of several buddhig friendships.

Since the establishment of foren-
sic relationships with New Kocnehe,

ALiteraryReview^
By EUGENE W. COLLINSthere has been a decided increase in

tne popularity of the aeoating so-
ciety and the coming year is ex-
pected to bring an unprecedented

which has for its setthig the part
'''^^'^ ^t candidates. It has even new light upon the Italian Jew Rpniamin

that aviation played in the Great ^^"^ ^^^ ^^at the society is using Disraeli, who was rearpH
benjamin

as a form of subsidizintr the _l , . _ .

redrea

SK\ DEVILS—Is another story
wITH his publication of "Disraeli", a

rich biography, Andre Maurois casts

DAWNING
Our friends up at Temple, the

Templayers, are producing
'

Lula
Vollmer's "Sun-up" which our own
Belle Masque players staged earlier
In the season.

Well, we hope everybody has a
good time, and we wish success to
iho Templayers.

PUTTING AND SITTING
According to the custom estab-

lished last sprhig. all track officials
at Allegheny College wear tuxedos
when officiating.

Duke University's Medical School
will celebrate its first graduation
this June with a class of eighteen.

Janitors at Emory University
have gone crazy from association.
They have Just recently formed a
iraternlty called, "I gotta Mop."

Students at the University of
West Virginia are subject to fines
of from twenty to one hundred dol-
lars if and when caught smokina
in the halls.

War. The picture is replete with
thrills and is very Interesting, tho
the background is rather shop-
worn.

The leading roles in this produc-
tion are played by Spencer Tracey,
William Boyd, and Ann Dvorak.—
At the Stanton.

this as

THE

Stool-Pigfeon

campus, to

WeU, the profs out at Stanford
aren't so dumb. A freshman re-
cently submitted ten pages of
Elinor Glyn for his term paper

beauty and admiration on our
be despoiled by a thoughtless few who B„f th« ,

—'" •

though seemingly active, are onlyZnX of^?laTonTu^^l^rV pi^save themselves a few additional paces''
""^ * <*"" '"ark

^**''

There is no man on the campus who can
truthfully say that his time is so valuable
that it is necessary to cut across the lawns
that he may more efliciently fulfill his du-
ties. More, there are but few, if indeed any,
duties which could not wait the few addi-
tional seconds required by use of the walks.
There need be no reason for administrative
action if the least bit of respect is paid
nature for the beautiful setting she has pro-
vided for our buildings. Must this respect
be formed only by the construction of bar-
riers and fences at important points? Let's
hope not!!

The professor of psychology at
Kansas state University advises
everybody who cannot afford a
vacation to fast for five or she days
and the result will be the same
Okay, but we'll give up the va-

cation.

Several night studente at Carne-
gie Tech travel between 50 and 90
miles each night in order to acquhi!
an education.

The students of Columbia Unlver-
sity are attempting to force the
faculty to use correct English. They
have written letters to Uie student
dally demanding its supjyjjt m
their campaign.

Q IGOIiO" Guigno, the pride of^ Good Counsel, who has re-
cently turned pro, has been sadly
missed by the Oasis promenades.
It is our guess that he ran out of
rings; ask a certain party, she would
know. It is a gix)d thing that you
have a sense of humor. Tony.

M.rco Lacchia ii> still trying f<j

get his frat pin from a "danseuae".
We are at a loss in two respects,
however; we would like to know
what frat the boy from Union City
had the nerve to petition and who
the young lady I3 that accepted his
pin.

The silent lovers' lanes of Med-
ford will be in for a quiet season
this year and it is all the fault of
a certain Ellen—or at least Bill
Novelltne says so. However, we do
not believe him.

Bob Rosen and Tom O'Donnell
are hereby nominated for the pnci-
dency of the "Une-CnMhen Clab
of Villanova." We doubt if there
will be any serioos competition.

The Stool-Pigeon issues his first
warning. If Howard Joseph Rich-
men, of Baystde, Long Island, does
not cease in his attempts to guess
who the Pigeon is, we will publish
to his disgrace and embarrassment
certain facts anent Mt. St. Joe's.

We always wondered why George
Hardy never signed hla middle
name to a document. The i«a«m
came to light the other day. It la
WICKERSHAM. And George is ik»C

» PROHIBITIONIST. Or majbe It
In hsIMosia

THF STOOL-PIGEON

. ,
.

as an Englishman,
shaped by English thought, surrounded by
English friends, and who was passionately
attached to English ideals.

This well ordered volume, replete with
interesting historical data, gives us an in-
herently romantic and picturesque concep-
tion of the Victorian Age. Although this
brochure oflfers no new material of conse-
quence concerning Dizzy (a friendly epithet),
It rather performs a very useful service for •

the student in his character and mental de-
velopment. a service, indeed, of such im-
poitance that no one who would gain a true
msight into influences and processes thatmade Disraeli the success he was, can afford
to neglect it.

This romantic figure, long since interred.
IS replaced by Maurois with a living pulsing
being, a man whose actions we can under-

went to the Nashviiiian's head and stand and whose potential valup tn Pno-ia^^
he cancelled hi., a.t. f^. th. «... vvas immeasurable.

England

Disraeli was, perhaps, the most superficial
figure m history, with his theatrical man-
ners and his oiled ringlets. He maintained
this pose to his death-bed. Always a mask
to external society, he would cautiously re-move that veil to those in whom he had con-

?^T^- ^« P'^^^d all his faith in women,
of the people of these United for he was seldom trustful of men Hi^ «fStates, several eminent authors tainment to "the top of the greasy pole""

the Premiership, was abetted in no littlemanner by his female admirers.
Th,s erudite mid-Victorian was reared on

Voltairean philosophy, m his political nov-
eis he. playing the part of the hero, foresawnot a few of his written premoniiionsT
come in time realities. Disraeli could notconceive life without gloiy and considered

a\\rt7err^^^"^"^^^"^"^^^^
Disraeli steps from these

legendary figure, not
but as a

struggling debaters.

Ana tne answer that has been
heard is "WeU, it seems to be the
lashion."

liiE COMEBACK OP ORCUTT
McKelvey— "Tne new Ardmore

bowimg aueys are looking for a
model lor a perfect oowiing ball.
DO you think you could stretch
that billiard ball expressloa a bit
BiU?" [./.:,, •;;•;. 'S '

,

Orcutt—"Sure, and say Mac, in
case you overlooked it, they are
also willmg to pay for a model of
a bowling pin with a red nose on
it. Why not apply?"

Johnny Grimes, the Desdemona
of a few weeks ago, has. since the
presentation of his vivid interpre-
tation of Shakespeare's favorite, re-
ceived five hivitations to the Junior
Prom. But alas and alack, this
sudden and unexpected popularity

head and
he cancelled his date, for the Sen-
ior Ball, fully expectant that one of
the Seniors would be overwhelmed
to escort the fair Desdy.
Did anyone notice that Jolinny

was present as a "moose?"

There has been for the past few
years much discussion rife regard-
ing the philosophy or lack of phil-
osophy that is signified by the spirit

and practically every teacher from
grade school to miiversity has at-
tempted to explain this phenomenon
and with one or two exceptions
have made a miserable Job of the
explanation. Verbosity has been
the cloak behind which they have
attempted to hide theh- lack of
definite knowledge and the minds of
the readers and listeners have been
befuddled, confused and fatigued by
the wearing manner of their pre-
sentation. It has been our fortune
to hear what we consider to be the
best statement anent this modem
materialism and what not. It came
from the lips of a Pordham student
and this Is what he said, "The phil-
oBophy of to-day is. first get on,
then get (H)onor and get (H)one8t.
At least that is clear.

pages not as a
as a cold bronze statue.

warm-hearted (though outwardly

tlino^r' A
'?'''*'^' ^^"'•^fi^eous man. bat-thng to guide his country and

through stormy years of stress

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
=by Jerry Dolan:

Prom the ap-
pearance of

things it seems
as though Villa-

nova should be

represented by a
rather well
trahied basket
ball qiOntet next
year. Coach
Jacobs, accord-
ing to an an-
nouncement

made last week, has taken time by
the forelock and has inaugurated
spring training for his basketeers.

This seems to be a rather novel idea

and we venture to say that very

few other institutions have even
given the proposition any thought.
The spring practice should prove

very valuable to the team as a
whole. In the first place the men
will become accustomed to playing

on the new floor which is very
large and thus will have a distinct

advantage over their opponents. In
the second place the squad will also

be able to ac<|ttaint themselves with
the new rules which were recently

adopted by the National Basketball

Rules Committee.

The main purpose of these new
rules is to speed up the game and
to prevent the practice of "freezing

the ball. This practice has been
the cause of the loss of many a
basketball game. A team with a
few points advantage could throw
the ball around among themselves
near their end of the court and
thus delay the game for many min-
utes at a time. This, however, shaU
be done away with. The new reg-

ulations state that the offensive

team must advance the ball past

the center of the court within 10

,

seconds after obtaining possession

of the ball.

The committee also adopted a
rule providing that a player stand-
ing in the foul lane or free throw
circle with his back to the basket,

must pass the ball within three

seconds. This was aimed at the

elimination of the so-called block-

ing pivot.

No changes were made in the

rules governing the shooting of

fouls because It was considered that

the other new rules would speed the

game up sufficiently and that the

time called for free throws would
not be noticed. ..';

As the majority of the basketball

games will be played at the new
gym next year we can look forward

to many fast, furious, and exciting

basketball contests.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Boxing Tourney
To Be Held In

Gymnasium
College to Sponsor A. A. U.

Bouts on April

28 and 30

STUDENTS MAY ENTER

f^r the first thne since its in?
c ption. four years ago, the Epllson
Phi Theta will not hold their box-
ng bouts this year. Gabriel Stabile
and Sol Berman, of the Arts' Box-
ng Committee gave as their

\easons, the dearth of entrantj? and
the proximity of the Villanova
Amateur Bouts, sponsored by the
coUege.
The preliminaries of the fights

will be held Thursday and Priday
evenings at the new Gym, in all

the eight classes. On Thursday,
April 28tth, the semi-finals and
finals of the first four classes will
be run off. while on Saturday, the
3th, the winners of the big fellows
wUl be decided.
The winners in the respective

classes will receive bautlful wrist
watches, while the runner-up will
be the recipient of an attractive
pen and pencU set. Entries from
leading amateiu- clubs In this vic-
inity are pouring in daily and a
largen umber of bouts will op>en
the flstcuff activities tonight.
Prom the students' angle, the

trophy awarded to the Hall scoring
the most number of points, is the
feature. Plve points is credited the
wlrmer of a class, three to the
runner-up and one each to the
seml-flnallstB. Besides the six dor-
matorles, the day hops who have
flgrured prominently in the E.P.T.
bouts heretofore, will be entered
as a team.

Those students who Intend to up-
hold the honor of their Hall In the
ring should hand their names and
weights to Stabile or Bsrman as
soon as possible.

The ring has been finished for a
few weeks and will be Installed im-
mediately after the Belle Air Ball
on Priday. It is 18 feet sqare, and
after examination by experts, has
been pronounced one of the finest
rings in this part of the country I

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Baseball

April 19—Ursinus a,tJ Stadium.
April 23—G ettysburg at

Stadium.
AprU 24 L. K. D. vs D. P. E.,

at Prosh Field.

AprU 24 E. P. T. vs P. K. P., at
Stadium.

(Prat Games In A. M.)

Golf
April 19 Swarthmore, Away.

Tennis
April 20, Penn, Away.

FootbaU
AprU 23, Elimination contest,

at Stadium.

Drexel Bows To
Cat Tennismen
In First Match

W. And M. Linksmen
Win Over Varsity

1 '
"

Playing its second home match
of the season at the Marble Hall
links the varsity golf team was
forced to bow to William and Mary
College 3 1-2 to 2 1-2. The South-
erners, who have been enjoying a
successful northern invasion to

date, started off In fine style when
Jaffee routed Weinhart of Villa-

nova in the opening contest 8 and
6.

In the next twosome Kelly put

Villanova In the running with a
victory over Burke, winning 3 and
2. The next two frays were close-

ly contested both going to the
eighttenth hole before the win-
ner was decided. VUlanova cap-
turing one and W. and M. the
other. Ihe Villanova victory was
turned In by captain Baker, who
vanquished Lebow. Wliile Waters of

the visitors came home leading
Quinlan

The Virginians forged ahead to
obtain their margin of victory when
Jaffee and Burke combined to de-
feat Weinhart and Kelly in the
first foursome 3 and 2.

The second foursome ended all

even Waters and Debow coming
from behind to knot matters with
Quinlan and Baker, on the final

hole.

Netmen Open Season With
Shut Out Win Over

Dragons

HANDICAPPED BY WIND

SETS BOWLING RECORD

Bill "Count" Conway set a new
bowling record down at the gym
Thursday afternoon when he rolled
up a score which totaled 23^ points.

The tennis team opened Its

campaign auspiciously last Satur-
day when they took the Drexel
netmen into camp by a 7-0 count.
Although both teams were handi-
capped by lack of practice and
were bothered by a high wind
sweeping across the courts, the
Blue and White racket wielders
displayed very fine, form.
The WUdcats, led by Captain Sol

Berman, swept through all the
matches without the loss of a set.

Berman trounced Captain Tuffts of
the visitors, 6-1, 6-1, while Manuel
Suarez and Bill Orcutt also played
good tennis to smother their rivals.

Sam Miles and Joe Stieber broke
into the Varsity lineup for the first

time and won their matches handi-
ly. In the doubles, the Dragons
were also on the short end. Ber-
man teamed up with Bert Schwartz,
another newcomer, while Suarez
and Orcutt took care of the other
c ombination.
Tomorrow afternoon, the Wild-

cats play one of the feature
matches of the year wnen they
encounter Penn at Philadelphia.
Ihe Red and Blue have trouuced
Haverford 9-0, and Swarthmore 8-1,

and no doubt intend to do the
same to Villanova.

Captain Berman and his mates
are not offering any predictions as
to the outcome, but have been en-
gaged In dally practice sessions, and
it looks like they will give the
Quakers a tough tussle.

The results of the matches follow:
Singles

Berman defeated Tuffts, 6-1, 6-1.

Suarez defeated Bashore, 6-0, 6-3.

Orcutt defeated Shaffer, 6-1, 6-1.

Miles won from Klein, 6-3, 7-6.

Stieber beat Hawkes, 6-0, 6-3.

Doubles
Berman and Schwartz defeated

Wells and Neely. 6-2. 6-3.

Suarez and Orcutt beat Aiiza and
Klein, 6-0. 6-1.

Jinx Broken As Wildcats
Do-wn Mt. St. Mary's and
N.Y.U.; Streak Lengthens

Feline Nine Continues Winning Streak Breaking Gotham
Jinx by Defeating JN. Y. U.—Mt. St. Mary's Bows After

lltli Inning Hitfest, Kobilie Credited With Win

McJNAMARA LOSES FIRST COLLEGIATE GAME

The jinx that hovered over Villa-
nova's athletic teams in their at-
tempts to come through with a vic-

tory in the Metropolitan district of
New York for the past few years,

was finally put to rout, Saturday,
when the Wildcat nine defeated
New York University, 6-3, in their
own backyard at University
Heights. The powerful Villanova
team easily defeated the Violet
crew for their third consecutive
victory of the seascm.

Starring for Villanova were:
Captain "Doach" Gazella with his
timely hitting, and Whitey Czesick,
who, playing before a crowd of
hometown admirers, hit and fielded
brilliantly.

Coach CharUe McGeehan's lads
broke into the scoring column in
the fourth, eighth and ninth in-
nings, while N. Y. U. scored in the
.ifth and sixth.

Both teams went scoreless until

he fourth inning when the Wild-
cat sluggers went on a hitting

spree. Gazella led off with a sharp
single, and Reitz followed with a
line drive through first and second
oringing Gazella to third, who
scored a moment later on a mis-
play. Lefty Shortall, who was
ooking them over with an eagle
eye all day, drew a walk. Wronskl
filed out. Firm came across with a
hard smash bringing in Reltz and
Shortall. Lynch came through
with a single and Finn scored.

King, who was pitching a wonder-
ful game, was thrown out at first

by the shortstop. Tobey Cavan-
augh drove a hard liner to deep
center which was labeled for a few
bases, but the outfielder made a

circus catch of it to retire the side.

The Violets scored their first run
in the fifth inning and tied the
score in the sixth. With two men
out and men on second and third
base Friedman singled to left scor-
ing the men on base.
Neither team scored in the sev-

enth, but the Wildcats pushed over
the deciding run in the eighth and
then put the game on ice with two
more runs in the ninth. N. Y. U.
was retired in one, two, three order
in the last of the ninth and the
Villanova team left the diamond
victorious for the first time in the
last few years of metropolitan
competition.

Villanova's baseball nine chalked
up Its second triumph In a row last

Thursday at the expense of Mount
St. Mary in a hectic, run-scoring,
eleven liming battle at Emmlts-
burg, Md. Reitz scored the winning
run from third when Wronskl's
bunt safely squeezed him home.
The former had singled to open the
inning and advanced to third when
tirst baseman Delaney erred on
Shortall's roller.

Coach McGeehan was forced to
employ three twirlers against the
slugging Mounts. O'Donnell, his
first choice, lasted for three bat-
ters. The first two walked and the
third Mulhearn, walloped one of his
tosses for a homer. Montgomery
lelieved him and lasted until the
seventh inning, when he retired
in favor of Kobilis, who was credi-
ted with his first win of the sea-
son.

The Mounts scored five runs in
the first frame before Montgomery

(continued on page four)

his queen

An announcement was made last

week, too, concerning the Junior

Varsity and 150 lb. teams. At the

end of the football season last fall

It was rumored about the campus
that the new teams which had Just

been established would not be or-

ganized again next year. But the

publication last week of a partial

schedule for each team, which has

been arranged by the Athletic As-

sociation, is sufficient evidence to

prove those rumors false.

It is our opinion that ihe -organ-

ization of a junior varsity and a

lightweight team was an excellent

Idea and we are glad that these
|

teams will be continued In the I

future. Through these teams every

man who has an Inclination toward

football is able to show his worth.

Few men have a chance to make

the varsity for one reason or an-

other. However, they can try either

for the junior varsity or, if they are

lacking in avoirdupois, they can

join the recruits for the 150 pound

team. These teams offer an op-

portunity for active participation

In athletics to a large number of

students and it is also compatible

with the ancient as well as modern

principle of education which has

for its aim a sound body as well as

a sound mind.

For the first time In four years

the Arts fraternity, Epsilon Phi

Theta, will not hold their boxing

show during Junior Week. Instead

the fraternity will join forces with

the A. A. and help to make a suc-

cess of the proposed A. A. U. box-

ing tourney which is to be held the

latter part of this month. More

specific details concerning these

bouts will be found in another part

of this paper.

It Is understood that amateurs

from the City of Brotherly Love

will journey out to the new gym

and initiate the new boxing ring.

The gym has excellent facilities for

this type of an affah-; with a very

good ring and a powerful lighting

system the place wUl be able to be

transformed Into a veritable Madi-

son Square.

Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher

has charge of the tournament in

the capacity of chairman. All

those who think they are adept In

the manly art of self defense should

make known their desire for en-

trance Into the bouts to Berman or

Stabile—for they are open to all. 1932, Lioorrr li Myus Tobacco Co

esterfield
7he^ £l^/y...All YOU COULD ASK FOR
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OI\ TOP ~ WHERE THE CATS SHOVLD BE

^.

As the next presentation to VU-
lanova's Hall of Fame it was found
decidedly appropriate to select

m Howard J. Garrity, a

^^^ student possessing a ster-

M^^ ling character and a
^m capacity for hard work.

"Howie." with suflflcient

(Jl initiative to immediately
establish himself as an outstanding
member of his freshman class, came
to Villanova from the ranks of the

West Philadelphia High School
alumni.

His beaming smile
and friendly manner
soon won many
friends for him and
it wasn't long before
his numerous capa-
bilities asserted
tlienuielves among
his duties. During
his high school days
he rose to the
heights of golf
champ and as soon
as the warm weather
approached he ap-
plied his efforts to-
ward the organiza-
tion of a golf team
at Villanova. He
started with the first

Prosh golf team to
' y "HowU

' elected to serve on the Student
Council. When the time arrived
for the appointment of Junior Week
Committeemen, Pris. William A.

Bradley selected "Howie" to guide
the class through a successful week
of entertainment by placing the
chairmanship in his hands. He
was elected vice-president of the
Lambda Kappa Delta, and again
to manage the golf team through
its second year.

In his Senior year he received the
greatest numbi^r of awards for his

many achievements
when he was elected
to the vice-presi-
dency of the Senior
class and the vice-
presidency of the
Student Council. Be

Cavanaugh, w.
Czeslck, 2b. .

.

Oazella, 3b. ...

Reltz. lb
Shortall, of. .

Wronskl, rf. .

Hurlburt, rf. .

Finn. If

Lynch, c
King, p
O'Donnell, p. .
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Cavanaugh, as 6
Czeslck, 2b 6
Oazella, 3b 6
Reltz, lb 6
Shortall, cf 6

VILLANOVA
AB. R. H. O. A. E.

TOTALS 36 6

NEW YORK U.
AB. R,

8 37 10

'represent the college and took part
in a number of contests which
helped' to establish golf as a major
sport here.

However, his activities, extending
beyond the field of golf, he was
chosen to serve on the Freshman
dance committee, and took an
active part in the Lambda Kappa
Delta fraternity, playing on its

basket ball team during the Inter-
frat tournament.
At the commencement of his

Sophomore year he was made a
member of the VigUance Commit-
tee, and on the death of Leo Good-
reau, m appreciation of "Howie's"
numerous labors, his classmates
elected him Secretary of the class.
Following in order, "Howie" was
made an officer of the Pre-Med
fraternity and a member of the
Sophomore Soiree committee. To
further establish his reputation for
doing big things he centered his
interests on the development of the
first varsity golf team which, inci-

,

dentally, proved to be very success-
ful. In recognition of his capa-
bilities he won the position of
manager of the golf team.
Entering his Junior year, "Howie"

was supported by a record which
was making him the idol of every
student. He achieved quite an
honor when he was chosen co-vice-
president of the Junior class, and

cause of his qualitie."

as a leader he was
given the responsi-
bilities of undertak-
ing the duties of
Business Manager of
the 1931 Belle Ah-e
Also, he was a mem-
ber of the Inter-fra-
ternity ball commit-
tee. Again appointed
manager of the var-
sity golf team he
was confronted with
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x—Batted for Lysohlr In fifth.

XX—Batted for Friedman in eighth.
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New York U.

many difficulties because of a lack
of sufficient varsity players, but,

nevertheless, his team had a fair

year.

As president of the Lamba Kappa
Delta he found before him the task
of reorganizing the fraternity whicii
had become dormant in the past
year. With the aid of a number ol

other seniors he started to work to-
ward the establishment of the fra-
ternity and after encounting many
difficulties made the Pre-Med fra-
ternity one of the recognized or-
ganizations on the campus.
After four years of diligent and

industrious endeavors "Howie" was
graduated from the School of
Science with the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Biology. However,
his graduation did not put an end
to his schooling for at the start of
the school year last September he
was back once again to pursue ad-j
vanced studies. He is at present
instructor in the Physics laboratory,
and student coach of the varsity
golf team, supervising the advance-
ment of one of the many enter-
prises which he so ably developed.
In June "Howie" expects to re-

ceive his Master of Arts degree, an
accomplishment which will climax
his college days. His modest and
retiring nature, coupled with his
Jovial personality, has won for him
a most admirable reputation.

Errors: Cavanaugh. Legrande, 3;

capek, 2; Losee. Two-base hits: Oa-
zella, McNamara, Bonelll. Stolen bas-
es: Lynch Czeslck, Shortall, McDon-
ald. Left on bases: Villanova, 11; N
V. u.: 11. First base on errors: Vil-
lanova, 3; N. Y. U.: 1. Double plays:
Czeslck to Cavanaugh to Reltz. Struck
out: By King, 4; O'Donnell. 1; McNa-
mara, 8. Hit by pltchel ball: by King,
Smelstor. Bases on balls: by King, 6;
McNamara, 7. Time of game: 2.33'
Umpires: Fltzlmmons and Irving. At-
tendance, 2000.

O. A. E.
Farrell, ss. .....,..,1 a. 1 2 1 8
J. Lynch, 3b. .......8 1 8 3
Mulhearn, cf 8 3 1 3
Rudglnskl, c *m 3
Stuka, c 8 1 3 4
Chanowskl, ab 6 1 1 4 8
Morris, If. 8 1 1 1
Sharpe, U l 1
Lucheh, rf. . . , . , a
Tosslc, rf
Corbett, rf 1 1
Bommer, lb 3 8 1
i^elaney, lb a 3 1 4 1
Edelen, p 1 1
Erwln, p a 3
xEckenrode 1
xxOass 1

TOTAI^ 37 10 8 33 8 5
Villanova 061010 110 1—11
Mt. St. Mary's 60000213 00 0—10
Double Plays: Oazella, Cresick to

Reltz; Chanowskl to Bommer. Home
Runs: Mulhearn, Delaney, Oazella.
Three-Base Hits: Wronskl. Two-
Base Hits: Cavanaugh. Sacrifice Hits:
J. Lynch, Plhn, Wronskl. Stolen
Bases: Oazella, Wronskl, Stuka. Bases
on Balls: By Edelen, 3; Erwln, M;
O'Donnell, 2; Montgomery, 6; Kobtl-
Is, 3. Strlke-outs: By Edelen, 1; Er-
wln, 1; Montgomery, 1; Kobllls, 4.
Umpire—Ecker.
X—Batted for Morris In second.
XX—Batted for Sharpe in ninth.

Two Villanovan
Editors Attend

I. N. A. Banquet
(Continued Prom Page One)

Arts And Pre-Meds
Win In League

The inter-fratemltv baseball

kague got away to a belated start

.ast Sunday morning when the

Pre Meds met and defeated the
Engineers on the Freshman Field
by a lop-sided score of 14 to 4. The
winning battery was composed of
Berardi and Trappe. The losers
used several pitchers among whom
were Bagnall. Mil'er, Keeean and
^iLSirada. _.,.•

Tne E. P. l'. team waa airact'to
play, but their scheduled op-

dining rooni last week. The Rev
Ruellan P. Pink, O. 8. A, vice pres-
ident of the College, miade the
awards as George Crumble, presi-
dent of the fraternity, read out
liie names.

Pr. Fink lauded the players and
declared himself greatly in favor of
the intra-mural sport* program
being: conducted on the campus
Each member of the team re-
ceived a solid gold basketball with
his initials and the Greek letters
of the fraternity engraved on it.

N. Y.U.AndMtSt.
Mary's Fall Before
Feline Onslaughts

(Continued From Page Three)

could get the side out. Villanova
retaliated with six runs in the
third. Five sound hits bounced off
the Wildcats' bats in this inning. In
the fourth and sixth they bolstered
their lead by aiding single coun-
i.ers.

Mount St. Mary's scored two in
the sixth, on a walk and a homer
by Delaney. tied the count in the
seventh, and forged ahead 10-9 in
the eighth scoring two after Vill-
nova had pushed one more across
on Gazella's lusty ch-cuit clout In
the ninth canto Wronski stopped
one of Erwln's fast ones with his
shoulder, stole second and scored
knotUng the count, on Finn's
single. And then in the eleventh
the sta«e was set for Wronski to
score Reitz with the deciding run
Between themselves Gazella and

^itz got half of the Wildcats'
twelve hits, collecting thre-^ apiece
Farrell was walked live times and
singled iry his only other trip to

the plate to enjoy a perfect day at
bat. Captain GazeUa handled 10
chances at third without a misplay
to turn in the best fielding per-
formance of the day.

NOTICE
All Crew Members. Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
shipst made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan.
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.— (Adv.)

BKYIV MAWR . ^

TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. ML

55c
Open 24 Hours a Day

Frosh Track Team Scores
Mve Win Over V. F.

tlons and their guests that news-
paper work was proving more im-
portant every day in solving the
world's problems.

Lehigh University's Brown and
White took first place in both of
the competitions, which were
judged by Dr. George W. Douglas;
Morris Lee, of the Philadelphia

|

pone'nts, D. P. E. failed to appear
Evening Bulletin: and Herman Col
lins, of the Philadelphia Inquirer.
In the competition for the cup

award for news and makeup excel-
lence, Lehigh ranked first, followed
by the Swarthmore Phoenix and the
Dickinsonian, Dickinson College.
Lehigh's editorial entitled "Blaz-

ers—a racket" earned first place in
the competition for editorial excel-
lence. The Dickinsonian was sec-
ond and the Haverford News third.

Th-o Stadium Records Go as

Kittens Down Valley
Forge by Large Score

The Freshman track men scored
their first victory of the outdoor
season and their third of the year
by downing Valley Forge Military
Academy Saturday afternoon In,

the stadium by the score of 79 1-2'

to 26 1-2. l-he Frosh's two pre-
vious wins were registered over
Newark Prep and HiU School dur-
ing the winter months on the board
track.

Hampered by a strong west wind
the Frosh were not able to put
forth their best effort. Despite this
they lowered two of the stadium
records. Gleason took a tenth of
a second away from the 100-yard
mark by breaking the tape in 10
seconds flat. The old record was
jointly held by Fenstermacher of
Villanova and Block of Temple.
The other record to go was in the
discus when George Huber, giant
Freshman weightman, fiung it 128
feet 5 inches to surpass by almost
two feet the old record of 126 feet
7 inches set by Gudd of Temple
last year. Huber was also high
scorer of the meet with two firsts
and a tie for third giving him 10
1-2 points to beat out Gleason with
10 points.

Due to the fact that no hurdle
races were scheduled for the meet
Harry Coates staged a race between
the Freshmen and Varsity men
Warren Brown, Varsity hurdler last
year, won from Jelovich and La
Pond by three yards. The Ume
for the 70 yards was 9:2.5 seconds
Summary :

—

100 yd. dash won by Gleason, Villa-
nova; 2nd Jackson. Villanova; 3rd
Miele, Villanova. Time 10 seconds
(new stadium record).
220 yd. dash won by Gleason, Vil-

lanova; 2nd Kramer, Villanova; 3rd
Haltum. V. P. M. A. Time 24 seconds.

440 yd. dash won by Womer, Villa-
nova; 2nd EUlot, Villanova: 3rd Cos-
tello. V. F. M. A. Time 52 4-5 seconds

880 yd. run dead heat between Bunz
and LaPranchlse, Villanova 3rd

Mile Run won by Hamilton, Villa-
nova; 2nd Bunz, Villanova; 3rd Hal-
tum. V. P. M. A. Time 4 minutes,
68 seconds.
Shot Put won by Huber, Villanova;

2nd Blanchard. Villanova; 3rd Morris
V. P. M. A. Distance 49 feet 9 1-2 in!
Discus Throw won by Huber, Villa-

nova; 2nd Morris. V. P. M. A.; 3rd,
BJrkett, Villanova. Distance 128 feet

,5 inches. (New stadium record).
I Javelin won by Cox, Villanova; 2nd
Spencer, V. P. M. A.; tl« for third be-
tween Huber, Villanova and Mills V.
P. M. A. Distance 161 feet 6 Inches
High Jump won by McCrae, V P

M. A.; 2nd, Hlckey, Villanova; 3rd tie
between Baer and Agnew of V. P. M
A. Height 5 feet 2 Inches.

Pole Vault won by Baer, V. P. M.
A.; 2nd Hlckey, Villanova. No third
Height 11 feet.

Bro|:l Jump won by Plszzeck, Vil-
lanova; 2nd Hlckey, Villanova; 3rd 1

Spencer, V. P. M. A. Distance 21 feet I

6 Inches.
Mile relay won by Villanova (Krem-

er, LaPranchlse, Elliot. Womer); 2nd I

V. P. M. A. Time 3 minutes 86 5-10
seconds.

NINE PLAYS AT HOME
Fi-esh from three major victor- i

es won on foreign soil the Wild-
cat baseball team will swing into
action for the first time on home
.soil when they encounter the Ur-
sinus Bears this afternoon on the
Varsity field.

Blankard. V. P. M. A
utes 19 9-10 secondB.

Time 2 mln-

Need a Haircut?.' Try :

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

VQIanova

Barber Shop

Your vacation dollar

goes further in

EUROPE
AMAZING u it may seem, you

k can actually save money this year
by going to Europe. Living costs
abroad are almost incredibly low—^40
to ^50 a month will put you up, with
food and lodging, at a snug little inn
or a delightful pension.

And what a grand opportunity to

polish up on your "modern languages"

—your European history—and have a

grand time as well.

Only 3 cents a mile to Europe on our
luxurious liners. For around JJaoo you
can make the round trip in Tourist Class

on such famous liners as Majestic,

world's largest ship; the beautiful, new
motor vessels, (Seorgic and BriMnnic; the

great Belgenland and Lapland, and the

two Touri.sts liners de luxe, Pennland
and IVfstemland, on which Tourist is

the highest class carried. _•_<

Awards Presented
To D. P. E. Quintet

Eight members of Delta Pi
Epsilon's winning basketball squad
who copped the campus' inter-frat-
crnity basketball crown were re-
warded for victory in the College

A r dm o r e
Theatre

WANTED
A STUDENT CRUISE

DIRECTOR
WE want one student in this uni-
versity to organize air-tour
groups. Oenerous financial re-
turn to the man who qualifies.
Also opportunity for Interesting
travel.

Cruises are made In giant Pan
American multi-motored alr-Un-
ers. Cool, luxurious travel in the
upper air at 117 miles an hour.
The West Indies, Central America,
South America out of the to\ir-
1st season. In all their native
charm. Night life in gay Cuba.
The drums of magic Haiti, throb-
bing in the distant hills. Pana-
ma, crossroads of the world The
ancient Mayan ruins at Ohlchen
Itza In Yucatan. Mxlco City,
that mlle-hlgh metropolis where
bullflehts still flourish. Or Rio
de Janeiro sparkllns; Buenos
Aires and Montevideo, Peru, Chile.
To these exotic places and a hun-
dred others In the 30 countries of
Latin America covered by Pan
American largest air transport
systeni In the world, on 20,000
miles of a*rways.
This year these student group

tours win be offered at 40% re-
duction from standard passenger
rates between June I and Sep-
tember 1. Por example: this dls-
coimt brings air trips from Mi-
ami to Havana down to $16.80.
Prom our Texas terminal to Mex-
ico City, $36.60. Prom Miami to
Panama, with overnight stop at
Jamaica, luncheon stops In Cuba
and Colombia only $108. Same
student reductions to any point
on our lines.

If you feel that you have the
personality, the social position
and collegiate standing to qual fy
as representative of our company
on the campus, write immediate-
ly. Please give full particulars as
to your personal qualifications
and responsibility. Address Mr.
V. E. Chenea. General Trafllc
Manager, Pan American Airways
System 122 East 42d Street, New
York, N. Y.
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The most popular clothes on
the campus tailored by

VLailoting Co.

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats
$24.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET STS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan Hall
MJJJJi I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I 11

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

For Uiut trip to the

EUCHAKISTIC CONGRESS
DUBLIN, June 1932

Weekly •ailinK* of the White
Sur IJnr's "Big Four" direct to
(^bh. Very moderate rale*.

WHITE STAR LIINE
RED STAR LINE

International Marcantila Marina Company
1620 Walnut St., Philadelphia, or
any authorized steamship agent.

I

WEEK OF APRIL 18th~

Mon. Tom. a Wed. April 18-19-20
GEORGE ARIJSS In

*THE MAN WHO
PLAYED GOD"

Thiirs. A FrI., April 21 and 22
CONSTANCE BENNETT In

LADY WITH A PAST**

Saturday, AprU 23

Sally ril«ni and Sp4>nrer

"Disorderly Condi

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations
a Specialty

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

Aitentn—Fuulk. Conway A Garriiy

Bond Clothes are the world's
largest makers of two-pants suits

Individually tailored for you. Dis-

tinctive styles for the man who

cares to dress well.

$20.00 - $25.00

$30.00 - $35.00

For our custom built two-pants

suits, topcoats and tuxedos

SHOWING EVERY THURSDAY

iBonli ClotJ)e0

ET THE DAY and houf and . .

.

jthroushout the college year . . .

pay Mother and Dad a regular

weekly "voice visit" by telephone.

They'll be thrilled to hear the latest campus
news ... to share the fun ... to know you're
well. It's a safe bet you'll enjoy it, too! Make
it a habit ... as much as your weekly letter!

The cost is low . . . particularly at night. Just
look at these figures! After 8.30 P. M., points
a hundred miles away can be reached for 35c
. . . nearly two hundred miles away for 60c!
And, of course (Dad will O. K. this), you can
always reverse the charge!

Now for the call . .

.

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M.. and take ad-
vantage of the low Nicht Rates. (A Jollat call is

60c at nijiht; a 50c call is 35c.) Just give the oper-
ator your home telephone number. If you like,
charges can be reversed.

By making a date the folks will be at home. Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather
than the more expensive Person to Person call

I No. 5

Junior Courtier Out

Next Thursday

Don't Fall To Get

Your Copy! VILL VAN
Vol. 4, No. 24 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1932

Movie And Lecture

On Mass In

Amphitheatre Tomorrow

Be There. It's Novel!

Prioe: Ten CenU

Forbidden to Students
T^f\ni'rkf' TTollro ^^f'tivities During Chapel

To Students

On Matter
Atomic Theory of Constitu-

tion of Matter Explained
By Dr. Herzfeld

LARGE GROUP PRESENT!

To really study matter one
should not Immeaiately consider
the minute basic unit, the atom
but should with comparitively
large imltes such as the molecule
which though divisible forms a
basis for recogn'zed study of the
structure of matter This was the
theme of the lecture delivered last

Friday evening by Dr. Karl P.
Herzfeld, Professor of Physics at
the Johns Hopkins University to a
large (gathering in the Mendel Hall
Amphitheatre.

Briefly tracing the history of the
study on matter Dr. Herzfeld
pointed out the difficulties en-
countered by scholars in their at-
tempts to define the three states
of matter, namely the solid, liquid

and gaseous states. The discussion
was centered on that state of mat-
ter which he believed would prove
to be of most general interest and
most readily understood by those
present, namely the solid state.

In accordance with his theme
the lecturer began his discussion
of the constitution of solids by re-
vealing the means which sclentiflc

research employed in its first ef-

forts to learn the composition of
solid matter. Early discoveries re-

vealed that microscopically all solid

matter was fundamentally con-
structed of masses of crystals

which later investigation showed
probability of further division. The
scholars In the field of pure math-
ematics brought out hypotheses of

a molecular structure millions of

times smaller than the microscop-
ically visible crystal.

fiilze of Molecule Minute

Due to the infinitesimal size of

the molecule the scientists were
handicapped in their studies, since

they had no possible means of

visibly noticing the characteristics

of their structure. Dr. Herzfeld
pointedly demonstrated the mln-

An official notice has been
Issued by the Rev. Ruellan P.
Fink, O. S. A , vice-president,
of the various athletic facilities

on the campus between the
hours of 6 P. M. and 7 P. M.
on evenings when there axe
chapel services.

This action was made neces-
sary by the fact that too many
students have been playing
tennis or baseball or have
been using the gymnasium in-
stead of attending chapel.

Failure to observe this ruling
will make the offenders subject
to disciplinary action and, if

necessary, more stringent regu-
lation.

Program For
Junior Week
Has Changes

and Boxing Bouts

Eliminated

SUPPORT IS

Beta Gamma Debaters

End Successful Season

Have Record of Seven Wins

and Five Defeats in

Sixteen Debates

Now that the Beta Gamma deba-

ters have completed .heir schedule,

they glance back over their 11a:

of debates and find that the sea-

son has been quite a successful one.

Prom a schedule Including sixteen

varsity debates, the local debaters

have emerged with a record of

aeven
,
victories and five defeats,

the remaining four contests being

no-declslon affairs.

The seven victories of the season

were registered against aluhl-

berg, Swarthmore, P nnsyivanla

Temple, Urslnus, Rutgers, and
Manhattan. The defeates were suf-

'ftered at Jie hands of Muhlenberg,
Pennsylvania. Temple, New Roch-
elle, and Urslnus. The debates

which were r:-corded as no-declslon

contests were with West Virginia

Philomathran SocleLy of Penn,
I Harvard, and City College of New

Junior Banquet, Tea Dance,
; ^^'J^ .^^edub this year wa^ the

most complete and most difficult

that the society has yet carried. It

was composed of some of the fore-

most debating teams In this sec-

LACKING tlon of the country. Some of the

most notable were the teams from
Several alterations have been

|
Harvard University, the University

made in the Junior Week program j

of Pennsylvania, and New Rochelle

of event*. The Junior Banquet ha* ^°^q^^^y^,„ ^^^^ demanded
been eliminated together with the

, the most interest throughout the
Tea Dance. There will be no Boxing

j
season was the one on capitalism,

bouts on Monday and Tuesday "Resolved: That capitalism as a

nights, May second and third. Ar-

rangements for a professional dec-

orator to elaborate ihe Gym for the
Junior Prom have been dropped.

sysjem of economic organization Is

unsound In principle." This prop-
osition constituted the subject

matter for nine of the sixteen de-

bates Among the other ;oplcs dls-

cf nations, Increase of naval
trength, recognition of Soviet Rus-

sia, and government control of In-

dustries.

The season was formally opened
wj.h a home-and-home debate
with Muhlenberg on December 3,

the Beta Gamma receiving a victory

and a defeat to its record. The vie

tory was scored at home.while the

loss was sustained at Allenx>wn.
The most Interesting and per-

haps most unusual debate of the
season was the encounter with
Harvard in the auditorium of ihe

Commerce and Finance building.

This affair was what is known as

a "mixed debater" Two Villanova
speakers and one Harvard man
comprised the affirmative, and two
Harvard debaters and one Villa-

nova man made up the negative
team. The d cislon was granted to

the affirmative^ team *

The season was brought to a
somewhat Inauspicious close on
April 13 with a loss to the debating
team of Urslnus at Collegevllle.

The Beta Gamma was supporting
the affirmative side of the capltllsm

question.
Debates with the University of

Florida, Syracuse University, West-
minister College, Fordham Univer-
sity, and Drexel Institute, which
were also listed upon the sched-
ule, had to be canceled because of

various difficulties.

Price Of Senior

Book Set At $7

uetness of the molecule by showing i cents on the blazers and omit the

In order to hold the banquet, cussed were free trade, the league
It would have been necessary for j

—
at least one-hundred of the Jun-
ior Class members to attend. The
evenly was to be held at the Hotel
St. James In Philadelphia, and the
price was fixed at two-dollars per
plate.

Due to the lack of payment on
the Junior assessment, it has been
found impossible to hold the Jun-
ior Banqueit. Not only has payment
on the assessment been dragging,
but .the price of the blazers has
been raised ninety cents. It has
been learned that the concensus
of opinion is to pay the ninety

that the size of a molecule was
thousands of times smaller than
the wave length of light, hence in-

visible to the human eye, no mat-
ter how powerful be the magni-
fying medium.

The speaker stated that with the

discovery of the X-Ray definite

progress was made in this study as

the X-Ray has a radiation of a
wave length many times smaller

than that of ordinary light. This
study was further developed

through the use of defractlon

gratings which made it possible to

more accurately estimate the size

of the molecule.

Briefly touching the constitution

of the liquid state of matter Dr.

Herzfeld showed the practical im-
portance of research in this par-

ticular field, since the entrance of

liquids into the industrial world

has proved its value notably In the

flotation processes of ore separa-

tion.

Atomic models and illustrating

slides were used to demonstrate
particular points of the lecture.

The slides were X-Ray photos

taken of Oxal crystals and when
studied appeared to consist of a
number of dots. The positions of

these various dots were measured to

calculate the size of the crystals

and thereby obtain an understand-

able view of the structure of crys-

tals which constitute matter.

The discussion was concluded with

a brief but thorough explanation

of the Kinetic Theory of gases ac-

companied by interesting details of

methods followed at the present

time in the study of the atomic

structure of gaseous matter.

banquet.
The Tea Dance has bsen elimin-

ated from this year's rostrum of

Junior week activities, as was sim-
ilarly done last year. A vote was
taken by the class In reference to
this dance, and, as a result, it

seems that tho Juniors have mu-
tually agreed to do away with Jie
occasion.

In accordance with the new reg-
ulations of the Amateur /ichletlc

Union the boxing bouts will not
be held during Junior Week. The
boujts will take place the preceding
week and will be strictly limited

to boxing. LiBst year boxing and
wrestling were Intermingled on
the same ticket, whereas this year
the new ruling forbids a repetlfclon

cf that program.

The Junior Prom Committee had
arranged to have a professional
decorator adorn the Gym for that
affair. No doubt such a procedure
would warrant much attraction and
display. However, the price re-

quired for such an undertaking is

quite beyond dhe means of the
Junior Treasury. It has been de-
cided, therefore, to have the com-
mittee Itself furnish and decorate
the structure In as admirable a
way as is possible.

This Is the flrsr^ time that com-
bination tickets of a nature, such
as follows, have Deen offered dur-
ing Junior Week. A seven dollar

and fifty cent combination ticket
win entitle the owner to admit-
tance to Uie Junior Prom and the
Blue Blazer or Farewell Dances.
Hence the holder of a combmatlon
ticket has the choice of either of

these two dances. A single It4cket

to the Junior Prom is priced at six

dollars all except Juniors.

Judges At Odds
On Debate Issue

students and Faculty Give

Different Decisions On
Prohibiti(m DiscussitMi

SIX REBATE QUESTION

OWL Loses Sponsorship Of
Engineering Fraternity

At a recent meeting of Phi Kappa
PI. the Engineering fraternity, it

was decided, by a close vote, to

drop Its sponsorship of the OWL.
It was claimed that, in view of the

lack of general student interest. It

was not to the fraternity's credit

to continue the publication under

their supervision.

No action has yet been taken by

the staff of the OWL on this turn

of events, but it Is definitely under-

stood that the OWL. as an Alumni

source of news, shall not be dis-

continued. John Mlcklos. Manag-
ing Editor of the Journal, stated

that the action of the fraternity

will not eliminate the publication,

but Is materially affectln? its

proffress for the present. No
changes will be made, however,

until the end of the present schol-

astic year.

SufTerlng from the lack of stud-

ent support, the OWL was forced,

at the beginning of the vear. to nar-

row its scope and institute radical

smaller than In the past, financial
difficulties have not impaired the
high standard of workmanship in

the writing and presentation of the
technical subjects
Appearing on the campus at the

end of this week, the OWL will

again furnish bits of interesting

news of the doings in the engineer-
ing and scientific world. Looked
forward to by many who seek con-
cise and clear engineering side-

lights, the distribution of the en-
gineers' Journal provides the con-
tact with the practising world
which is so vital to the broadening
of student tralnlnrr.

The Aj}ril issue, which is to make
its api^arance soon, is character-
ized by a variety of subjects, not-
able among these being a well con-
structed story of the building and
housing of the gigantic Navy dirig-

ibles. The history of the Pullman
Car provides interesting and in-

structive reading In view of the
little that is known generally of

There probably never will be a
decision handed down in the famous
"case" of Faculty vs. Student Body,
which arose when the members of

the respective bodies voted on the

winners of the debate which took
Dlace in the School of Commerce
and Finance auditorium last Friday
morning. The topic, "Resolved:
that the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment would promote the
f conomlc prosperity of the United
States," was the cause of ths divi-

ded opinion.

While the members of the faculty

voted unanimously in favor of the
negative side, they found little

sympathy for the cause among their

proteges, who gave an overwhelm-
ing vote in favor of the affirmative
group. Thus, the debate, which arose
from a discussion in one of the
Sophomore Economics classes of the
Rev. Joseph C. Bartley. O. S. A.,

dean of the school, to a heated ar-
gument, before the entire school, re-
mains unsettled.

Carl Kelly. William O'Prey, and
Charles Magee presented the argu-
m nts In defense of the question
while Harry Leiberman, Leo Cor-
dlale, and Charles Goggi were not
ut done in the forensic art with

their excellent defense of the nega-
tive side of the argument.
Mr. Goggi presented the rebut-

tal for the negative side while Mr.
Kelly defended the affirmative
contention.
On the whole, the entire debate

was both interesting and instruc-
tive. Although the majority of the
speakers were somewhat hamdl-
capped by a lack of forensic ex-
perience, they did, nevertheless,

present their arguments in forceful
and logical manner.
Raymond J. Harter, who war

chairman of the committee appoint-
ed by Pr. Bartley to arrange the
debate, presided during the contro-
versy.

At the close of the discussion
7Y. Bartley expressed his apprecia-
lon to the speakers for the pre-
.entations they had offered. He
was favorably impressed by the ex-
hibition and is contemplating mak-
ng debates a regular feature of the
business seminar program.

Lack of Subscriptions Causes

Failure of $6

Goal

300 COPIES ORDERED

In a recent discussion, composed
of Rev. John Crawford, O. S. A.,

and the Belle Air staff, a final

decision on the price of the year
book was deit^mined. ^

Pr. Crawford believed it advis-
able to set the price at $7.00 per
copy in order to insure the fin-

ancial success of the book. Three
hundred cooies have been oidered
so that it has been possible to i^et

;he price at this figure.

It had been hoped that the sub-
scriptions would number In the
neighborhood of four hundred cop-
ies, so that the price could be re-

duced, to $6 00 per copy, but because
of the insufficient number of sub-
scriptions the former price will be

charged. However, if at the time of

disposal a greater demand Ls made
and the four hundred mark is

reached, a refund of one dollar will

be made.
A number of students have re-

quested that a bin be sent home for

the amount of ijcie book. These
will be sent out this week. Later. If

these are paid and the goal is

reached, the students are to be
assured of tlie dollar refund. The
book will b^ received from the
printers and will be distributed

about the 15th of May at the

Marin Gill, EdItor-ln-Chlef of

the book, extends his thanks at

this time to the members of the
.3taff who have worked so con-
tinuously through the pas)^ months.
He has stated that their work Is

low well completed, and they will

.see the accomplishment of their

labor.

Dr. Ryan Talks
To Science Men

Speaker is Prominent Sur-

geon and Former Student

of Villanova

MEDICAL STUDY TOPIC

changes in makeup to Insure a con- this vital part of our transporting

tlnulty of publication. Although I system. ^

Sketch Broadcast
By Belle Masque

Last Wednesday night, the Belle
Masque players presented "The
Under Dog" as thfir regulf r week-
ly broadcast.
"The Under Dog" is a story of

a man who, as an ex-oonvict, at-
tempts to change his mode of liv-

ing and lead an honest, respectable
life, but is deterred from this by
his old cronies and pcUs cf former
life. He finally refuses io do a Job
with his former fellow crooks and
is threatened with his life If le
refuses, but this does no', phase
him. and he Is shot down, meeting
the d^ath so common to crooks.
The members of the Belle Mas-

que who ibook part in this presen-
tation were Fletcher C'ayton, Pa"-
trus Banmlller, John Cameron.
Daniel Smith, and Joseph Hahn.

Por the weekly seminar of the

pre-meds conducted last Thursday
Rev. JoEeph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.,

was able to have the presence of

Dr. John Ryan, a former student
of Villanova and a prominent sur-

geon In Philadelphia. Dr. Ryan at-

tended the Villanova pre-medlcal
school twenty years ago and is a
graduate of the University of Penn-
sylvania Medical School.

The manner in which a modem
doctor is equipped as to his train-
'ng was one point of import-
ance which he empliaslzed. "A doc-
tor must undergo a rigid course of

study," he said, "followed by a
number of years of Intemeshlp
which he serves in a hospital. Be-
fore being allowed to practice, he
has to pass an examination con-
ducted by the medical board, which
determines his ability to practice

medicine.
"The most Important factor for

the practice of medicine is the
brain. A clear thinking mind is

the fundamental basis for success-

ful study of medicine, and without
this ability a student is lost.

"An accurate, ready use of the

English language and a reading

knowledge of a foreign language are

also essential qualifications of the

successful physician. Finally, moral
standards must be of the highest

calibre \x7ure a student is fully

qualified to practice medicine suc-

cessfully."

Lawrence Club Officers

Elected for Coming Year

At a recent meeting of the
Lawrence Club, officers for the
coming year were elected by the

members of the society. Since
only seniL*i-s are eligible to hold
office in this organization, the
new men are all members of I

the senior class of 1933.

Edward Derby, the retiring
|

president, is being succeeded by
Edward Donahue; John Griffin
will be replaced by John J.

O'Connor as vlcepresldent;
Raymond O'Nell will become
treasurer In place of James
Batterbury; and Bruno Wojtkim
win succeed Harold Drlscoll as
secretary. All the new officers

were elected unanimously.

Courtier Set

To Appeal*
OnThursday
Will Have Complete Pro-

gram of All Junior

Week Activities

Mass To Be
ExplainedBy
Motion Film

"The Sacrifice of the Mass"
Will Accompany Talks

in Amphitheatre

SERIES OF SEVEN TALKS
A series of seven lectures explain-
ing the ceremonies and meanings of
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is

to l)e offered to the student body
on various dates throughout the re-
mainder of the year. These lectures
will be illusiirated by motion pic-

tures which have been especiaJly
prepared for this purpose.
In order that equal opportunity

may be given to resident and non-
resident students, the lectures will

be held In the amphliiheatre, Men-
del Hall, at l:p. mt. on the dates
given below. Each lecture will be
approximately a half hour in dura-
tion.

These lectures are being offered
in response to numerous requests
from the students for instruction
on the liturgy of the Mass. It is

hoped that a large number of the
students will avail themselves of
this opportunity. On the opening
day students will be expected to

sign up for the full course of seven
lectures. These lectures are being
oflered entirely free of charge.

Last yeax a program somewhat
similar to this was given during
the regular chapel services by the
Rev. E. V. Stanford, O. S. A., and
Rev. John Crawford, O. S. A. These
i.wo priests gave a series of talks
during which either Pr. Stanford
>.r Pr. Crawford would demonstrate
on the altar that {>art of the Mass
which was being explained.
The film to be used is entitled,

"The Sacrifice of the Mass," and Is

In two reels. It was prepared by
the Eastman Teaching Films, Inc.,

of Rochester, N. Y. It was made
under the direction of Rev. W. T.
Craugh, Ph. D., Professor of Phil-
osophy at St. Bernard's Seminary,
Rochester, N. \. The celebrant who
appears In the film is Rev. W. J.

Brien, M, A., of Aquinas Institute.

Rochester. All the scenes depleting
the Sacrifice of the Mass were
photographed in St. Patrick's Cath-
edral.

The film Is of so-called "safety"
type, that can be stopped at any
point to permit explanations.
A special showing of this film will

be given on Monday evening, after
Chapel, to the Sanctuary Society.

All members are urged to attend.
Pr. Stanford, who has encounter-

ed no little difficulty and trouble
In procuring this instructive film

for ths students, now urges theirs

/to lend their whole-hearted co-
operation to the success of the lec-

tures by 100 per cent attendance.

The dates on which the lectures

are to b3 given are: Wednesday,
April 27; Thursday, April 28; Tues-
aay, May 3; Tuesday, M^y 10;

Wednesday. May 11', Thursday,
May 12; Tuesday. May 17.

MANY OTHER FEATURES

According to William C. Murtha,

Editor-lit-chief, the Junior
Courtier will be placed on sale

Thursday noon at twenty-five

I

cenitp a copy. ',..•;,.'.'.' ','•'

The Courtier will contain a com-

plete program of all activities dur-

ing Junior Week, with pictures of

various chairmen In cluu^e 6f

activities and an exhaustive treat-

m nij of the events. There will be

short articles given of these topics

Dy Robert Rosen. WiUiam Christie,

and Mr. Murtha.
Mr. Murtha said that the Jun-

iors should subscribe for a copy, as

the Cour,iier will serve two pur-
poses; First, as a lasting and fit-

ting memory of their best week in

college; and secondly, as a complete
and picturlzed directory of the

entire Junior Class. Por ittw first

time in the history of the Cour-
tier, a group picture of the Junior

class is being featured.

The cover of the Courtier prom-
ises to be a novel one. comprising,,

a comprehensive drawing of tiie

spirit of Junior Week. Matthew
Matlack. of the Philadelphia
Weeks Engraving Company, was
loud in his praise of the detail and
exactness of the artist, George
Bagnall.

When queried on the new depart-

ures of the Courtier, Mr. Murttia
stated that the staff has tried to

get away from lUie cut and dried

programs of the previous issues of

the booklet and have made this

Courtier a lively and interesting

copy. Of the many distinctive fea-

tures, one of the omtetanding is a
poetical description of "Prom
Night" by J. Fletcher Clayton,

which is expected to arouse much
favorable tommenij. Mr. Clayton
has endeavored to bring the very

spirifc of the Prom from the gym to

the printed sheets.

In addition to the class poem one
of the outstanding articles will be

"Jimlors on Parade," which will

describe the various functions of

Junior Week, as the Prom, Cane
Parade, .and Oratorical Contest.

The staff is confident that the

write-ups this year will be far

superior to those of other years.

The Sports section is in the ca-
pable hands of John O'Connor,
who promises something of a novel,

type.
This year the Junior Courtier

will be dedicated to Rev. John F.

Wilson. O. S. A., moderator of the
Junior Class.

Primaries Draw
Student Voters

Last week John Griffin, basketball
manager, visited the rooms of the
students on the campus obtaining
names of those eligible tp vote.

The object of the polling of

names was to assure a proper rep-
resentation to vote for the spnn'jf

primaries. The men selected, as a
result of this election, will serve as
delega;ties to choose the Democratic
nominee at the national Democratic
Convention to be held at Chicago.
The falling place for this dis-

trict Is located at laques Store, on
:ihe Spring Mill Road at Ithan
Avenue.
The polls will be open from 8 A.

M. to 8 P. M. Daylight Saving
Time. It Is understood that auto-
mobiles for both Republican and
Democratic voters will be avail-

able during these hours at the
Monastery doors to convey voters
to and from the polls.

Villanova Banner Missing!

Who Are The Culprits?

The Villanova baiinej- has been
stolen! The authorities of the

college are on a ^111 hunt, en-

deavoring to apprehend the per-

petrators of this evil deed.

The banner, which occupied a

prominent place among the decora-

tions for the Belle Air Ball, was
discovered to be missing when an
inventory of the materials u^sed

for the decorations was taken. The
value of the banner was placed at

approximately forty dollars.

Rev. Ruellan P. Pink. O. S. A,

vice-president of the college, has

in mind a number of person, who
are suspected as being connected

with the theft. Unless the banner

is reit.urned voluntarily by the stud-

ents. Fr. Pink will take steps to

confirm his suspicions. In the con-

tingency, however, that the banner
is not retum-^d, and Pr. Pink, Is

ndv able to apprehend the guilty

person, the senior class will be

held responsible for the full value

of th? stolen article.

The theft of this banner came
as a climax to a series of petty

thieveries which have been taking

place for som« time now ujjon the

campus and in the dormitories.

This light-fingered tendency

commenced a while ago when day
students, who were parking their
cars on the other side of the pikes,

b^gan missing tools and p>arts from
•liehr automobiles. The authorities
H^Wever. took ietiofi immediately,
and thefts in the parking space
were stopped.
No sooner were they stopped In

this field, though, when the board-
ers began missing various articles
from tJae dormitories. A tuxedo,
several watches, and quite a few
dollars in cash were taken. The
culprits even went so far as to re-
move the cash box from the tele-
phone in Austin HalL
Now, as a climax to these biurgla-

rles, the college banner, which was
made primarily for ohe students,
and which has been used by them
on numerous occasions. Is missing.
In order to determine the Iden-

Ity of these unprincipled characters,
the authorities are petitioning the
coopcra ion of the entire student
body. If everybody will work to-
gether and report any informa-
tion whatsoever to the vice-presi-
dent's office as soon as it Is dls-
coverd, the authorities feel certain
irhe culi>ritR will be apprehended,
and the thefts put to an end.
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EDITORIALS in college publications are but

a useless waste of valuable space for it

seems that no one

WHY NOT reads them, or, to

CORRECT ABUSES? give ourselves the

V : benefit of the

doubt, those reading them pay but little at-

tention to what is written. There should be

no need for an endless series of editorials on

campus abuses but the open violation of

campus rules, both written and those in the

code of gentlemanly behavior, lead us to

""again call attention t6 conditions existmg on

our campus. Trees are now in full bud, giving

a cheery estimate of the beauty which is to

prevail on the campus during these last few

weeks of school. But no mercy is being

shown the lawns despite the importance of

their appearing in harmony with the trees.

Attention must also here be called to

the abuses now widely noted at the tennis

courts. A lack of respect is being exhibited

by many who care not for the condition of

the courts for those following them and thus

play while wearing hard, cutting, leather-

soled shoes. Playing while thus shod the

clay is cut and marked seriously enough to

prevent satisfactory play. Tennis has al-

ways been classed as a gentleman's game but

the way many of our "men" have been se-

curing courts ahead of those who have wait-

ed their turn patiently is leading us to re-

consider the classification of the sport. We
feel that passing mention of these abuses

will suffice as a means of securing their elim-

ination. Outsiders have been noticed using

the courts without consideration for the

students. Turning them away gruffly is not

the order of conduct if no students are wait-

ing to use the courts, but it is up to every

student to see that strangers are not playing

while wearing ordinary street shoes. Such
a practice cannot be countenanced if the

courts are expected to be kept in good play-

ing condition. We feel that since this is our
school it is up to us to correct any and all

practices which will prove detrimental to

our convenience. It is up to every man to

see that he plays his part.

been found at Indiana State Teach-
ers College. Here Ls his description

of a new element that he claims

to have discovered:

"Occurrence: found wherever
man exists. Seldom in free state;

with few exceptions the combined
state is preferred.

"Physical properties: All colors

and sizes. Usually in distinguished

condition. Face covered with film

of composite material. Balks at

nothing and may freeze at a mo-
ment's notice. However, melts
when properly treated. Very bitter

if not well used.

Chemical properties: Very active.

Possesses great affinity for gold,

silver, platinum, and precious

stones. Violent reaction when left

alone. Able to absorb expensive

food at any time. Sometimes
yields to pressure. 7'urns green

' when placed beside a better looking

specimen. Ages, very rapidly. Fresh
variety has gres^t magnetic attrac-

tion."

And if any of you fellows find a
specimen that Is dlflferent bring it

up to the lab and well all hold
hands and $lng, "I love a parade."

THE SLAi)GTER op THE INNO-
CENTS

A writer in the Boston Heights
of Boston College recently wrote a
heartrending article on the terrible

fact that the American College is

disappearing from the scene. We
are rich in everything but culture.
We are turning out "Bachelors of
Arts" after four years of "Higher
education" who have never attend-
ed college in the true meaning of
the word.

But we sink back with a sigh of
relief and sneer at such absurd
statements when we think that as
long as we have such conscientious
scholars as Joe (Blinky) Barsln
culture will be preserved.

(Collection will be taken up
immediately).

WHAT'S YOUR EXPERIENCE?
There was a nice long story in

this week's Gettysburgian of
Gettysburg College with beautiful
headlines, 'n everything about the
initiation of new members into the
Blue Crocodile Society.

Well, now there's progress for you.
According to the best stories that
we have heard from star members
of the True Story Circle there were
accounts of pink elephants and
purple striped snakes. But as for
Blue Crocodiles? ....
My. my where do you fellows put

your poison?

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER.—
Unusual interest has been aroused
in the appearance in Philadelphia
this week of Vivienne Segal and
Charles Purcell In their revival of

the ever-popular Straus operetta,

"The Chocolate Soldier." Meeting
with astonishing success in New
York earlier in the season, the

two young stars financed the pro-
duction for a tour that has been
greeted everywhere with flattering

success. The songs that it contains
are "My Hero," "The Tale of a
Goat," "Palling in Love," "Our
Heroes Come," "Never Was There
Such a Lover," and "The Letter
Song. "—At the Garrick.

THE CROWD ROARS.—Risking
life and limb to satisfy the speed
and blood lust of the crowd, James
Cagney races through this picture
with the same fiery dash that has
so marked his popularity with the
movie fans. Clever dialogue adds
to the production which is replete
with race thrills and spills. Co-
starring with James Cagney, Joan
Blondell provides the feminine
interest as one of the driver's
'"widows" who so anxiously await
the outcome of every race. Excel-
lent camera work resulted in the
filming of many of the blood-ting-
ling moments so characteristic of
auto racing.—At the Stanley.

CONHENS AND THE KELLEYS
IN HOLLYWOOD.—That famous
pair. George Sidney and Charlie
Murray, are again portrayed in
their familiar roles as the Cohens
and the Kelleys, this time making
their appearances as vacationists
among movie celebrities in Holly-
wood. In this firm these two com-
edians exceed all their past achieve-
ments by presenting a more com-
ical picture which is overflowing
with entertainment. The others in
the cast are June Clyde, Normand
Poster, Dorothy Christy, Emma
Dunn and Esther Howard. A large
bill of vaudeville acts are included
on the program.—At the Earle.

HELL HOUSE—In this interesting
film Pat O'Brien and Junior Dur-
kin take the leading roles. The plot
centers around the latter who in
his love for Mr. O'Brien enters a
reformatory of ill repute. Its evils

and despicable system are depicted
all too vividly. It is a film that
will hold the viewer's attention and
cause not a few tears.—At the Stan-
ton.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By

JOSEPH J. CONLAN

XHE primeval lust for battle, that
* age-old call to physical struggle,

has been aroused at VUlanova.
The announcement of the annual
spring bouts uncovered a wealth of

ambitious leather-pushers, eager to
try their skill.

Some of the bouts have aroused
a great deal of interest and specu-
lation. According to the latest re-
ports, "Battling" Zeil is a 67-8 fav-
orite to take the butter-weight title

from "Bearcat" Corkhill. Marty
Cain, the Bustem Kid, issued the
following statement for publication:
"I am right in the pink and expect
to come in about 55 pounds under-
weight. I'll spUl this guy Bill

Hughes in about three cantos. I

could do it in the first bout but I

likes to see the crowd get its mon-
ey's wortih"

However, the most closely watched
fight of the night will be the heavy-
weight bout. At least all advance
reports tend in that direction. The
bout will probably be a decisive vic-
tory for McPadden but from the
feeling that is prevalent at the
present time the sympathy of the
audience and their cheers will be
for his opponent, whoever he might
be.

April Fool Editorial

Defines Attitude Of
Student Publication

Proposes Program of Activities in opposition
To Customary Newspaper Policy

Varsity Nine Lengthens Win Streak To Five Straight

"TIIK Pl'KPI.E AND <JRAY"
COI.LI-:(iK OF ST. THOMAS

ST. PAUL, MINN.

The varsity ball team seems to

be going places this year. The boys

are packing a punch and the pitch-
ers are doing a good Job of their
hurling tasks.

Some of this success is due to the
fact that ""Lefty" Reitz, the Balti-
more Bawler, has adopted a brand
new batting style. It is quite dif-
ferent from the one that we were
accustomed to see him display. Oh,
yes, he even hits the ball now and
then; mostly then.

The Radio public of this great
country of ours and especially those
residing in the vicinity of the city
of Brotherly Love have a huge treat
in store for them in the near fu-
ture. Station WHAT has been
granted a new power and as soon
as this goes into effect, WHAT will
be one of Phllly's outstanding sta-
tions. The most important feature
of it all is the fact that the Belle
Masque broadcasts can now be lis-

tened to.

DeFrances will now be heard over
the well known ether; the moro
ether the better.

TARZAN THE APE MAN—In spite
of the fact that this picture has al-
ready enjoyed three successful
weeks in Philadelphia, It is still

drawing large audiences. Johnny
Welsmuller, in his first appearance

The Junior Coiulier is due to
make its appeaance in a few days.
Prom the advance dope this latest
edition of the Juniors is a three
ring circus, a rodeo and an unex-
pected quiz all rolled up into one.

THE PURPLE AND GRAY stands for the
principle of recording no student news,

for the definition of culture, for the im-
provement of gentlemen's wardrobes, for
orange ties on March 17th, for the under-
mining of faculty and school reputation, and
for a good five-cent cigar.

As an es-steamed contemporary of ours
would remark, "Illumined by an indefatig-
able incandescence of spirit, urged onward
by an intellectual taste and aesthetic desire
—take oflf you^- hat." This paper takes a
deliberate stand against "evenings of exotic
gaiety," whether or not the setting is "pure-

'

ly creative." It favors the abolishment of
all cjasses and the moist plank in the Reti*o-
gressive platform. Tuition should be raised
to at least $1500 a year to assure the col-
lege.s against overciowding. A course in
crooning should be included in each year of
the curriculum, supplemented by oral hy-
giene exercises on the athletic field every
morning at 6:15 and every evening except
Sundays and holidays at 9:30.

This paper stands for definite planks (see
below) both positive and negative like amoe-
boid reactions. One of our most prominent
planks is that civilization must return to
nature. As a positive suggestion and a
mortar (some say concrete) step forward
we are, by sclicitation and by preserving tin-
foil, going to provide each student in oui-
college with a rhizopoda. Convocations will
be held each week on dinosaur construction,
to impress the student with the intricate
complexities of nature.

To advance the practicality of the new
building we intend to install roulette wheels
in every room on the second and third floors,
similar to the one now in operation in the
office of the PURPLE AND GRAY. Also,
we are going' to head the drive for an elec-
tric chair to complete the inquisitional

WHAT is the

of the press"

?

THE OLD ORDER
CHANGETH ..."

* « * * *

meaning of, "The freedom

This has, to us, always been

a question with
which we have

struggled and one

which we have had

difficulty in solving. Here at Villanova and

at all other colleges in the country the cry

of editors is for freedom of the press. We
admit that college publications are allowed

freedom to a certain extent but in this ever

changing collegiate world with its radical

and socialistic ideals, college editors demand
freedom to express the liberal views of the

campus. A college newspaper is not a news-

paper unless the opinions of the students are

given free reign. The expulsion of Reed

NICE PLACE FOR CATS
For two long years loyal students

have labored diligently to remove
the letter "Y" from a frieze of Bar-
nard College. This unholy letter
was painted in such a way as to
change the name to "Barnyard." At
present there is a movement afoot
to discontinue the scrubbing and
place a new stone in the frieze.

Well, these hens are an excitable
species. .. . .v ^

AND THEY WILL TAKE EVERY-
THING

What are members of the present
college generation looking for in
future mates. Do men desire phy-
sical beauty? Does the co-ed want
wealth and social position?
Results of a questionaire sub-

mitted to 550 students of the
Arizona State Teachers College
show none of these are important.
The common virtues of health

and characteristics led the list.

Men considered health most im-
portant in the future wife and
demanded character second, while
women wanted character first and
health second. Both groups placed
intelligence third.

Men rated personal appearance
sixth and women placed it ninth.
Both men and women put religion
and desire for children at the bot-
tom of the list.

And these are the men and wom-
en that the State of Arizona deems
fit to teach young Americans. Well,
we must have humor.

WHILE PICKING BUTTERCUPS
Gettysburg College was founded

exactly one hundred years ago.

The second largest electro-mag-
net in the world has been Installed
at the University of Leyden at Am-
sCerdam, Holland.

equipment of the college board of discipline.
Although secondary to other planks of ours,

on the screen renders a very fine Our breaths have been held so long we none the less urgently and sincerplv aHportrayal of the character of Edgar that we are forgetting how to res- „^« i.

ux^ciiLiy ana smcereiy ad-

Rice Burrough's Tarzan. Maureen Pirate.
\ocate a new editor, associate editor, sport

O'Sulllvan, who has the leading "Sport" O'Connor has lost 4 and editor, exchange editor, copy editor, at least
feminine part, fits very well into the 3-4 pounds and all of two hours three new special writeis including an edi-

torial writer, and three or four reporters.
We neglect mention of the supervisor as he
does nothing anyway, but we do think he is
entitled to a pension along with the other
members of the staff whose retirement we
suggest.

Yours for bigger and better movie ads.

role of the young girl who leads the
life of Eve in the paradise of the
Jungles.—At the Karlton.

BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK—Rob-
ert Montgomery, who is idolized by
the women and admired by the
men, gives another stellar perform-
ance in this film, his latest starring
production. This story, based on
Ivor Nevello's successful stage com-
edy. Introduces a lovely Viennese
actress, Nora Gregor, who plays the
feminine lead with all her Old
World charm. Outstanding in
this tale of sophisticated Mayfair
are Heather Thatcher, a British
star, Edward Everett Horton and
Nils Asther, who makes his "talkie
debut" in this particular production.
—At the Boyd.:-", •,;••:•. /•;•.;'.:

sleep (notice how haggard John has
been lately) trying to think of a
title for the athletic department.
Why not seek the advice of the edi-
tor, John; he's a smart fellow and
we have definite information that
he is one of your bosom compan-
ions.

The well-known Sports Editor of
this paper wishes to state that he
has just received the papers of
Copyright from Washington and
from this day forth, anyone using
the phrase "Watch that stuff" will
be drawn, quartered and then sub-
mitted to the punishments of a
CAMPUS-CUTTER.

ALiteraryReview
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

;R0M the sub-title of "The Silhouette of

Three University of Pittsburgh
dentists last week experimented
successfully in pulling a patient's
tooth with the aid of no anesthetic

Harris, Editor of the Columbia "Spectator", except that the patient was hpno-
confirms only too well how the present day "^^^ "^^ patient felt no pain.

college editors are held under the leash of

college faculties. It is, in a nutshell, a con-

tinual controversy between editors and fac-

ulties, the one daring to the proximate lim-

its and the other with repeated warnings
and threats of expulsion restraining the

former from the final step—the printing of

the glaring truth of the evils in the college

system. If the newspapers and authorities

cannot agree in the day by day strife to hold

the upper hand, why should the newspapers
be called student publications? Why not
name them the "College Circulars"?

Mr. George E^tman, millionaire
kodak manufacturer, left the bulk
of his 20.000.000 dollar estate to
Rochester University.

Co-eds at the University of 1111-

nois are being taught to sprawl
gracefully and harmlessly by the
physical education department. Too
many of them fell the wrong way
in an Indoor ice skating rink.

Students at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity are required to show their
A. A. cards in order to use the
tennis courts. There is also a long
list of rules regulating the dress to
be wwn.

irvID you ever know that there is a
*^ lot of publicity crazed baboons
about tlie college who send in stor-
ies about themselves to the pigeon,
hoping that they will be published
and thereby gain temporary noto-
riety? But we will continue to sift

the false from the genuine, except,
perhaps, that we will publish the
names of these inflated egos.

Al "FISH" Wagner certainly must
Iov« the brain food they serve in

the dining hail. We see him goug-
ing himself in the dining hali every
Friday noon.

Gerry McAteer is continually ask-
ing the Editor to put his picture in
the paper. We will publish his
picture, some of these days, under
the caption: WHAT IS IT.

The Bayonne Hash (in the I»an^
John Digennaro, has made himself
too prominent in the vicinity of
Beaver College. He is hereby warned
that he is poaching on the Pigeon's
private preserves. Beware — you
flea.

Joe Conlan lives In Manhattan
but he spends all of his spare time
in Long Island. As the French de-
tective said: "Cherchez la femme."

"DODO" ThPriault, the school
politician. U trying to begoile him-
celf Into public ofTlce.

The Long Island Troubador, Joe
Hahn. is going to be examined by
prominent alienists. He hasn't had
a date for two weeks, 16 days to be
exactl

1 Mary Ann", by J. E. Buckrose, we learn
that this book is a life story of George Eliot,

but upon reading it, it appears not so much

*ier\r.;,e''Lld'",' S'cX?' " bj»8rraphy a, a psychological .study. It

revealed the fact that, walking
^^ ^^^" ^"^ author s life only in her more
mature years. The book covers the span of
Mary Ann's life from her last years at Griff
House to her death in 1880.

The fits of melancholy, to which the novel-
ist was subject during her whole life, are
vividly described, but oddly enough they
leave the reader apathetic. The fears which
Miss Evans experienced, in view of the fact
that her novels might not be enthusiastically
received, seem incompatible with a woman,
described by the author as clever and clear-
thinking. In attempting to justify her illicit

union with Lewes by too-frequently refer-
ing tj her qualms put (Jeoige Eliot in the
unpleasant light ol being a woman doing the
obviously wrong thing, knowingly and will-
ingly. Constant and minute descriptions of
hei" headache.^ take up space that should
have been used in explaining her attitude
toward Christianity and Atheism. The book,
however, has many fine passages. The early
scenes at Griff House are particularly well
done. The description of the country wed-
ding is a thing of beauty, and makes up for
the more unhappy portions of the volume.
That Mr. Buckrose is acquainted with,

and a student of George Eliot's works is
evidenced by his style. It is strikingly
Eliot-like (to coin a word). The book is

it will cost everybody Including his ' ^ "^^ stilted and studied Perhaps this is
friends 12.60. The members of the caused by the slow-moving plot. Like EliotVILLANOVAN staff promise to he is exceedingly verbose and erudite all ofgive him a thousand dollars if only ^u,„i, ^„. , fu i • . V""'*'*^'

" 01

•t try to make any of
'^"**^" '"^'''^'^ ^^^ ^^^cler wish Mr. Buckrose

While we are speaking of this
fair campus of ours, we would like
to say that we became cognizant of
the fad
science in the field of agriculture

the fact that
across lawns and playing golf there-
on did more harm to the grass
than a game of baseball, even if

the players were equipped with
spiked shoes.

Here is something that almost
went unsaid. The Juniors will have
a novel feature with which to open
their week of festivities. A dispute
arose in the Pie Shop the other
evening anent the respective merits
of two of the boys scheduled to
knock each others blocks off on the
28th of this month. Hotter and hot-
ter waxed this discussion and at
length it assumed the serious pro-
portions of a good old fashioned
brawl. Words led to dirty cracks
and it finally climaxed In a chal-
lence to meet upon the field ol
honor. (It could not be located.)
And so on the morning of May

2nd at the cold gray hour of dawn.
Lou DeRosa and George Artaserss
will face each other with the intent
to kill. Sponges, wet sponges at 400
paces are the weapons that have
been chosen. Tickets free.

Sol Herman would like to know
who has the contract to sell the
Penn team their racquqets. Any-
one possessing such information
will kindly report to Mr. Herman
immediately.

And by the way. 8ol., the Penn
men were using only one racquet.

he doesn'l

them read it had been more laconic, and to the point.

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

Position is said

to be everything

In life. He ..ever,

in this case we
will substitute

the word '"posi-

tion" for the

word '"place." In
the past after-

noons anybody
could watch the

football athletes

go tb- theij
paces without having to contribute

anything for the exhibition. But
when the performance is moved
down the road several hundred
yaros a '"tntling" sum is required

of those who wish to be amc.ig
tnose present. Bven those who had
no desire to witness the contest and
were but passersby, Werp ordered to"

"move on" and were threatened

with expulsion from school or a
term in Jafl if the command v«a8i,

not instantaneously ooeyed, so well

was the ' place guaraed against

crashers. It was considered at one
time that the students paid a large

enough fee at the beginning of the

year to cover all utnietic expenses,

out apparently there must be a
tallacy in that consideration some-
where.

Cioacli McGeehan received a let-

ter the other day from an old

friend of his. 'ine gentleman la-

mented the fact that the good old

Irish names aie siowiy but surely

becoming each year more obscure

in the uneups of various athletic

contests. Back in the days when
these men, whose hair has now
turned to silver by the ruthless and
relentless march of time, it seemed
that a large numt>er of ""Macs" and
"Mies" and "Os" in the lineups!

was to be expected.

But those days are evidently

gone forever. Ihe Irish are pass-

ing and various other nationalities

are coming up to fill their places.

In order to back up his statement

concerning the Sons of Erin, the

lamentor sent along with his letter

a copy of the lineup of the recent

Villanova-Penn baseball game. Vil-

lanova boasted of about four Irish

surnames while Penn had three.

How many ""Micks" could be found

in the lineups twenty years ago is

hard for us to say because that was

before our time; all we can do is

to take the old timers' words for

it.

Saturday, the baseball team won
its fifth straight game at the ex-

pense of Gettysburg. This year's

team is the best one that Villanova

has seen in several years. Last

year the boys didn't seem to be able

to get their eyes on the ball, but

'

they are making up for that defect i

at the present time with vengeance.
|

Saturday, the old horsehide was

swatted all over the lot. King and

Gazella connected for circuit clouts!

while Squire Lynch surprised the

crowd when he hit a thrse bagger

with the bases full. "Whitey" Cze-

sick and Captain Gazella also got

three base hits.

King was on the mound for the

Wildcats and went the full route.

He is a smooth working pitcher,

uses his head and has a nice deliv-

ery. King has developed quite a

bit since he first came to Villa-

nova and he still has one more year

of baseball. Besides his pitching

ability he also can do his share

when it comes to batting. Thi-s

was made plainly evident when he

sent one sailing over the left field

fence.

Friday and Saturday are the days

scheduled for the holding of the

University of Pennsylvania's fam-

ous relay carnival at FrankUn

Field. It is estimated that 3000

athletes, representing approximate-

ly five hundred schools, will com-

pete in this annual sporting event.

This year's carnival will be signifi-

cant because it will mark the be-

ginning of a long march for places

on the American Olympic team.

Only a very few are chosen for

this honor, but "hope springs eter-

nal in the heart of man." For this

very fact there will be many very

keenly contested races which

should delight those who take an

interest in this type of sport.

Among those collegiate luminaries

who will take part in the various

events are Jack Keller, of Ohio

State; McClusky of Fordham;

Nordell. of N. Y.

Manhattan; Lee,

Coan. of Penn.

Villanova has a good chance of

coming thru with high honors In

the Freshman Relay Championship

of America. Our Prosh have made

brilliant performances on the in-

door tracks during the winter and

should have a good chance of

bringing the laurels home to the

Wildcat's lair.

Coach -Coates has been putUng

his men thru hard drills daily in

order that they will be In the pink

of condition when the test comes.

The varsity team should also give

a good account of Itself since It

Will be composed of seasoned run-

ners.

VILL VAN
S P O R T^ S

TRACK GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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KittenNineBo^vs
j

To Allentown

;

Jacobs* Nine Opens Season

JiOsing Slugfest,

16-15

PITCHING STAFF WEAK

FRAT LEAGUE STANDING
W. L.

L. K. D. 2

Kdt Mr, £• liftai. «|f«,•••.•»> J' X/' ,X

p. K. P . .'f •
»

'• (I • • 4 • • • • • ft - •-' ^

D. p. E. .... . .. 2

Tennis Squad Loses
One And Wins One

A scrappy baseball team from
Allentown Prep came to the Villa-

nova stadium Friday afternoon and
ruined the opening day festivities

for the Prosh, winning 16 to 15.

The game was one of those hectic

slugfests, a total of 30 solid hits

being amassed by the two teams.

Of these thirty blows the Cats

grabbed 17 while the Preppers had
to be content with 13.

A woeful lack of pitching mater-
ial was evidenced during the fray.

Sylvester started on the mound for

the Frosh, but was sent to the

showers in the fourth inning when
Allentown rallied to tally three

runs.

The Cats went into the ninth

with a two run advantage. The
preppers, in their half of the ninth,
however, scored four runs off Lippe,
who succeeded Sylvester, which
practically clinched the game.

"Red" Lenzi and "Bucky" Ellis

led the Frosh attack, each snaring
three hits. Ellis connected for a
pair of two-baggers, one of which
was a clean blow over the stadium
wall. The other men who batted
well for the yearlings were Murphy,
Skaflf, McShane and Larsen.

Defensively, in addition to his

batting, Jim Murphy, flashy Frosh
gardener, turned in a beautiful

game. He made some rather diflH-

cult catches, and also quite a few
pretty heaves, which kept the

preppers glued to the sacks at all

times.

Frank ShafT and Joe Fulmer hit

circuit clouts for the Frosh.

The tennis team split even in

its endeavors last week when it

dropped an 8-1 decisioh to a

strong Perm team at Philadelphia,

but came back .o annex a 5-2 ver-

dict over the College of Osteopathy

on our courts Saturday.
The Oaiieoptktliy match was hard

and close all the way. Captain Ber-
man started the Wildcats off with
a splendid 6-4, 7-5 victory over
Christensen, leader of the visitors.

However Suarez dropped a hard
three sqi match to Stdeiker, to ev-

en the count. Orcutt and Miles won
their matches and then the Cats
swept thru f.he doubles without a
'loss.

Within the next five days, the
tennis team will meet four of the

leading schools in the East. This
afternoon the racket wielders go

to West Chester to engage the
State Teacher's College, while to-

morrow they trek up to Bethlehem
for a ma:ch with Lehigh.
On Friday and Saturday, Father

Mauch's proteges make their an-
nual New York trip, meeting St<

John's and Manhattan.

The scores of the Osteopathy
match follow:

Captain Berman defeated Cap-,
tain Christensen, 6-4, 7-5; Streiker,

Osteopathy won from Suarez, 4-6,

6-4, 7-5; Orcutt, Villanova beat
Kingsem. 6-4, 6-4; Nikola, Osteo-
pathy defeated Sykes, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3;

Miles, Villanova beat Ramsey, 6-2,

6-2.

Doubles—Suarez and Orcutt, Vil-

lanova, defeated Christensen and
Streiker, 7-5, 6-3; Berman and
Miles won from Kingsem and Ni-
kola, 7-5, 6-4.

Runners Entered
In Penn Relays
Coach Coates Has Six Teams

Eentered In Relay

Events

Wildcat Ball Team Topples

Ursinus And Gettysburg

FROSH FAVORED TO WIN

The thirty-eighth Annual Relay
carnival to be held at Franklin
Field this Friday and Saturday
will s:e six Villanova relay teams
and nine individual envies in ac-
tion. Friday the 440-yard sprint
relay team of Fenstermacher, Ran-
dour, Hurley, and Delaney will face
.such teams as Ohio State, last
year's winner, Penn, N. Y. U.,
Army, Chicago and Yale. Duffy,
Delaney, Fenstermacher. and Bak-
-er will run in the sprint medley
relay against ihe same teams men-
tioned above. Ohio Stjite also won
this race last year. Duffy will run
the 440, Delaney and Fenstermach-
er he 220 and Baker the 880. Brown
and Captain Corrigan will also
compete on Friday. Brown will run
in the 120-yd high hurdles while
Corrigan is entered in tiie hop,
step and jump.
On Saturday Donahue, laPond,

Burt and Brown, will run in the
shuttle hurdle relay against Ohio
State Yale, N. Y. U. and Penn
It will be remembered that Ij;, was
in this race last year Keller, of
Ohio State ran a sensational an-
chor leg to make up eleven yards
on Devoe of Yale, but lost out
by inches at the jape. The varsity
mile relay team of Fenstermacher,
Hurley, Delaney, and Duffy will

run in the same class as last year
while the 880-yd sprint team will

m et the same teams as in the 440-
yd aeam.
The Freshman mile relay team

after a successful indoor season is

ranked as a iieavy favorite with
Harvard, Manhattan, and Syracuse.
The team will run the same as they
have all year with Kremer, lead-
off man, and LaFranchise, Elliot
and Womer following in that or-
der. >.

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Baseball

April 28—Manhattan, away
April 29—Seton Hall, away.
Aprii 30—Pehn A. C, away. '

' " FROSH '.•

April 29—Valley Forge M. A.,
away.

April 30—Perklomen, home
(a. m.)

April 26—D. P. E. vs P. K. P.,

Stadium (7 p. m.)
April 26—E. P. T. vs. L. K. D.,
Frosh Field (at 7).

April 28—E. P. T. vs D. P. E.,

Frosh Field (at 7).

April 28—L. K. D. vs P. K. P.,

Stadium (at 7).

May 1—L. K. D. vs D. P. E.,

Stadium (a. m.)
May 1—E. P. T. vs P. K. P.,

Frosh Field (a. m.)

Tennis
April 26 —State Teachers,

away.
April 27—Lehigh, away.
April 29—St. John's, away.
April 30—Manhattan, away."^

Golf
April 28—Cedarbrook C. C,

away.
April 29—Manhattan, away.
April 30—Fordham. away.

Track
April 29-30 — Penn Relays.

Boxing
April 28-30—Amateur Tourna-

ment, gym.

Kt)bili8 and King Credited

With Two Victories -C

, of Week i

Inter Frat Rules
According to an announcement

made by Father Kenny inter-frat
league games will be counted as
such even though only two or three
Innings are able to be played. Any
team which fails to appear at the
appointed time forfeits the game.

Winners of the league will be
present :d with gold filled base
balls by Father Fink.

Vlllanova's tossers proved them-
selves to be quite unmannerly in
their debut as hosts last Tuesday
for they defeated Ursinus College,
their guests from CollegevilJe. by
a score of 7 to 6 thereby stretching
their winning streak to ^ four
straight.

By stiuelchlng an eighth Inning
rally after Ursinus came within
one run of tying the score.
"Smoky" Ed Kobills was able to
annex his second victory of the
season. In this canto the Bears'
bats blasted three solid singles off
the castings of Kobills and aided
by two outfield errors were en-
abled to push across three tallies

to bring the score to its final stage.
The twirling of "Smoky" was

unique in some respects for al-

though he was touched for twelve
safeties he fanned fourteen enemy
batsmen and handed out but four
walks. His control was excellent
but he encountered considerable
diflQculty In trying to get the old
apple by the slugging Bears. Lodge,
their centerfielder. lambasted his
ofiTerings for two singles, a double
and a triple in five trips to the
plate.

Excepting ''Whitey" Czesick. ev-
ery Wildcat hit safely at least
once. They amassed a total of

thirteen safeties.

Ursinus scored one in the first on
a walk, a single and a cleverly

delayed double steal. Villanova
came back with three in the sec-
ond. Wronski strolled. Firm was
safe on Lodge's error. Lsoich was
safe when the Bears could get no
one out on his roller. Wronski
scored as Kobills was erased. Weis
to Eachus. Cavanaugh singled.

(Continued On Page Four)
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There Is no one on the campus
who has leas need of an introduc-

m tlon than Bruno Contl. a

^^^ student who has dls-

M^^ tinguished himself on the

Hf gridiron to such an ex-W tent as to win the admlr-

ll^ atlon of the entire stud-

ent body.
"Bruno" hails from Derry, Pa.,

and Is a product of whom the town

days of hLs college gridiron career.
"Bruno" suffered his most serious
injury in college football competi-
tion during the Temple game in

1931, sustaining a fractured shoul-
der. However, later that season he
saw action again replacing the In-

jured "Smokey" Kobilis.

At the close of the' football sea-
son that year "Bruno" turned his

attention to the track team. He
is proud." He Is a graduate of the also served on the Blue Blazer Ball

Derry Township High School, and
|
committee.

It was at that in-

stitution that he
first embarked on a
gridiron career
which has brought
him untold recog-

nition at ViUanova
At high school he
plaiyed football for

four years holding
down the post at

fullback, and in

many a dlfUcul^

game victory was
made possible by
his ability to think
fast and act on the
spur of the mo-
ment. Incidentally,

he was the high
scorer on the telam

in his senior year.

In his P r o s h
year here "Bruno
was selected as a
tackle b/ Fresh- '>^*ii{v

man Coach Chris ^^mt^ -
^ *

Lolos on t h e "'•'*'*^
•'^

starting team. <

Under the guiding
hand of his coaches and with

Bruno'

In his present
senior year he hns
seen action as var-
sity guard and he
also captained the
Wildcats when they
met Gettysburg. He
suffered a knee In-

Jury during the
past season, but
this did net prevent
him from bringing

to a climax a car-
eer which can be
adjudged an out-
standing success.

By his colorful
playing he was al-

ways a conspicu-
ous player on the
'rldiron.

"Bruno" is with-
out a doubt one of

the best players to

ion Vill a n o V a ' s

moleskins. He is an
exceptional student
in the Senior class

and is well liked

by his many ad-
After his graduation heJiaiiu ui Ills cuttuiies aim Wll/II a

|
mlrerS. mi/Ci iiu> Hiauuauv/ii itc

sound foundation in experience, he intends to return to his home and
developed at a rapid rate. . obtain a position as instructor and
As a Sophomore football player] coach of the high school,

he was one of Coach Stuhldrehers
' He believes that football at Villa-

outstanding shock troopers. He be-, nova is on the Incline to such an
came_ understudy to Art Harkins extent that in the near future it
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Courtesy of the Phlla. Ledger

Cat Golfers Win Over
Swarthmore Linksmen

Overbrook Country Club
Al8o Falls Before

Cat Attack

and Irvln Boucher at the tackle
posts.

After the completion of his sec-
ond year he was made varsity
guard when a Junior and ably held
this position through the remaining

will be one of the leaders In the
East. He does not hesitate in stat-

ing that head football coach Harry
Stuhldreher is one of the finest

men and best coaches he has ever
met.

Bears And Bullets
Defeated As Cats

Continue Streak

Continued From Page Three

and he was shelled off the mound,
to be replaced by Cowel. This was
enough to break the hopes of the
Gettysburg nine which had come
to the Stadium with the intentions,**" T" "if ,? ^^.^^^\ **^P of their

of caeine the WUdcats.
'matches. Kelly No. 1 man playing

Led by the inspired playing of
Bob Kelly and Jod Comely Villa-
nova scored a d-cesive win over the
owarthmore Golf jcam, winning by
the score of 5 1-2 to 1-2. Incident-
ly, this is Villanova's second win
in three states, iney won from
Boston College in their first match
and lost .heir second to the strong
William and Mary College team.
The four-man team of VUlanova

composed of Bob Kelly. Joe Com-
ply, Jerry Weinhardt, and Bob
Quinlan made a clear sweep of their

driving in Finn and Lynch.
Czesick then hit into a double
play, Scholl to O'Donnell to
Eachus.

In the fifth the Bears added an-
other on a walk and Lodge's dou-
ble. The Wildcats maintained
their lead counting one on a walk,
successive infield outs and Wron-
ski's single.

Eachus' single after Lodge had
tripled brought the count to 4 to 3
for VUlanova In the seventh. Al-
though the Wildcats hammered
out three doubles and two singles
and were handed two walks in
their half of the frame they scored
but three runs, Czesick being un-
able to come through with a hit
with the bags loaded. Then
Ursinus' eighth Inning rally fell

short by one run of tying the
count. In the ninth the Wildcats
were credited with three singles
but no runs.

of caging the Wildcats.
George King continued his fine

work on the mound to win his
third consecutive victory of the
season. He contributed the high-
light of the game when he selected
one of Cowell's offerings and drove
it over the left field fence in a
manner that was reminiscent of
Red Melanson two years ago.

L. K. D. Takes Lead

against Levis of Swarthmore had
an easy time, wirmlng 5-4.

Joe Conely, No. 2 man, proved to
be the star of the day. He won his
match wiih ease, 6-5.

Weinhardt had a difficult time
la the first 9 hoies oi his match,
but in the final 9 holee Jerry,
oy some fine playing, managed to
gain a two-hole lead, which he re-
tained until the end.
Bob Quinlan met '^rouble when

w ,,, . ^
I

he played Tannehawer of Swarth-
In rrat LjeagUe more. Both played great golf, and

at the end of the first 18 holes
tne score was tied necessatatlng

The heavy batting artUlery of
the Wildcat nine was too much for
the Bullets of Gettysburg, who
were swamped under a barrage of
hits to give VUlanova a 20 to 6
victory at the VUlanova Stadium.
Saturday. The game marked the
fifth consecutive victory for Char-
lie McGeehan' lads, with no mark
as yet chalked up against them in
the loss column. The VUlanova
nine hit the apple to all comers of
the orchard, and a total of twenty-
one safe hits were recorded for
them, with eleven of them going
for extra bases.

The VUlanova sluggers started
early In the game to punch out
their hits with telling effect. In
the second inning the WUdcats
started their batting rampage,
pushing nine runs across the plat-
ter. Before the frame was com-
pleted, the entire team had faced
Howard, the Gettysburg twirler,

In a closely contested game the
L. K. D. frat defeated the D. P. E.
frat, 10 to 7. This was the second
win in a row for the Pre-Meds.
Luke BL'i-ardi was the starting

pitcher for the Pre-Meds. but was
replaced early in the game by Bill
TTacy. Frank Trapp, catching for
the L. K. D. team was the star of
the game. He drove in four runs
and also excelled behind the bat.
Howard Plnelli and Jack Kelle-

her were the battery for the Busi-
nessmen. Poor support was in a
large measure responsible for the
loss of the game.
The Pre-Meds led in the number

of hits, getting fourteen hits to
their opponents' nine.

the playing of an additional hole:
The score at the end of the 19th
was still tie. Playing the 20th hole
Tannehawer faltered, enabUng
Quinlan to win his match 1 up.
In the first of the two best ball

matches. Kelly and Comley had
an easy time, disposing of rthelr

opponents 7-6.

In the second best ball match,
Weinhardt and Quinlan were tied
with Swarthmore at the 20th hole.
This tie gave Swarthmore 1-2 poin!:.

the only score they made for the
day.

VUlanovi^ Beats Overbrook Ci. C.

VUlanova scored Its third tri-

umph, upsetting th^ strong Over-
brook Golf Club in a surprise vlc-
wry, 28 to 26. VUlanova also took
first honors In the low scoring,
the best round being made by Bob
Quinlan In his match against Ben
Deacon. Quinlan won 6-4.

Murray of Overbrook defeated
BUI Kelly, runner-up for the city
championship last year in another
upser. for the day.

Joe Cornely of VUlanova, a mem-
ber of the first foursome, won from
Larry Semans, enabling VUlanova
to win honors In the first match.
The best ball went to John Baker

and Hugh McNeUl. They scored a
67, playing against Gilbert Malloy
and Jack Craig.

Varsity Exhibits
New Grid Rules
Football Men Demonstrate

New Rules Before

Large Crowd

MANY COACHES ATTEND

Playing before a notable gather-
ing of coaches and officials down at
the stadium. Saturday afternoon,
the Varsity Blue team battled the
Varsity Green team to a scoreless
tie.

The game which had as its pri-
mary purpose the exhibition of the
new rules was as closely and bitter-
ly fought as any Inter-coUeglate
contest. A few minutes after the
kick-off, which Incidentally was a
punt, the Blue team, captained by
Dick Hlckey, found Itself deep in
Its opponents territory. The Green
squad led by Marty Geezer dug In
however, and warded off the ad-
vance taking the ball.
Prom this point on for the re-

mainder of the contest the teams
battled on even terms, evidencing
the precision with which CoMh
Stulhdreher displayed In selecting

\
the men. Both squads relied on
the passing game whenever a long
scoring chance presented Itself, but
ithe aerial defense proved its worth
In all cases.

Probably the outstanding new
rule as far as the spectators are
concerned is the rule which de-
clares the ball dead when any part
of the player's body, excepting his
feet or hands, touch the ground.
This rule was exhibited quite clear-
ly as the officials had occasion to
enforce it several times. It was es-
pecially noticeable when "Whltey"
Randour broke loose for a long
run, being knocked off his balance
by the last man. Though he had
plenty of time to get up and re-
sume his course, the baU was de-
clared dead the moment his body
touched the ground, play being
halted immediately.

Piling on was also prohibited,
thus speeding up the game. The
many substitutions served as an
opportunity to show how a player
leaving the game In one quarter Is
eligible to return In the fcdlowing
period.

An Interpretation of the new
rules as they were enforced during
the game was given to the audience
over the amplyfylng system by
Walter Okeson, Commissioner of
Eastern Officials.

During the half time. Okeson and
Coach Stuldreher combined to di-
rect the player through plays show-
Ing the new rules, demonstrating
first the wrong method then the
correct manner of executing the
new rules.

Among the coaches present Were,

w ^ H^KKins. Penn State; Jack
McEvoy. Ursinus; Emll Thomas St
Josephs; Austin Tate. Lehigh; bus
Shorts and Jack Harding. St.
Thomas; Heinle Miller, Jack Da
Grossa and Bert Bell, Temple

NOTICE
AH Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
ships, made possible through the
courtesy of tl e Leading Maga-
zne Publishers again this year
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.— (Adv.)

Ar dmor e
Theatre
WEEK OF APRH. 25th

Rules Enacted Concerning

Use Of Tennis Couits

Many Fighters

Enter Tourney
Hundred Philly Clubs Place

Entries in Tourna-

ment

McFADDEN TO FIGHT

The attention of student tennis
enthusiasts is called to the fact
that courts one and two are for
the exclusive use of the varsity
tennis squad. Court number three
should also be conceded to memb-
ers of the faculty In the event any
of them wish to use the court.

Also, when the coiu-ts have been
freshly marked and the nets are
down previous to a match students
are not to set up the nets and play
on any of the hrst four courts.
These rules and regulations have

been issued through the medium of
the Student CouncU.

REITZ STRETCHING FOR A HIGH ONE
«'

'i^' .js

Villanova's Ama.-eur Boxing Tour-
nament wlU take place on Thursday
and Friday evenings of this week.
Entries have been coming in rather
steadily during the past few days
and from all appearances the af-
fair should be a hugh success. Al-
most one hundred Philadelphia
clubs have made entries in the
various classea.

The ba:tles of special interest
to the students will be those be-
tween Corn:e McPadden, Middle
Atlantic Heavyweight champ, and
Albert Gagllardo, the man who
stopped Turner in las^ year's E. P.
T. bouts. These two will fight it

ut for the heavyweight title.

In the l'(0 pound class Bill Grim-
Lerg and Joe Delan:y will cash;
Mauschbacher and Burket. will
'itrive for the 160 lb. honors and
entered hi the 147 lb. division are
Mike Tomasso. who wUl be pltt d
against T. A. Lanzan, former P
M. C. flash. Our own fighting Irish-
man, Johnny Gaughan will com-
bat Ted HamUton and Louis Llp-
shltz for the 135 lb. championship.

All entries wlU close Thursday
morning. Admission to the bouts
win be 25 cents for students. Tick-
ets are now available at the Book-
-oom.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Monday & Tuesday, April 25 & 26
niARLEN FARRELL in

"AFTER TOMORROW^^
Wed. & ThiifN., April 27 & 28

HEART OF NEW YORK
with OKOR(iB .SIDNEY

Friday AprlTYgth

"CARNIVAL BOAT"
with Bill Boyd & (ihiKer Rogers

Saturday, April 30th
JACK IIOI.T In

"BEHIND THE MASK »9

Need a Haircut?

Try

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

ViUanova

Barber Shop

LOST:—A pair of glasses In the
I

day-hops wash room In Mendel
Hall last Friday. Will the finder
kindly return same to Joe Wln-
terberger In Room 302 Austin
Hall or t/> t.h« bnokmnm?

BRYN MAWR
TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. Bl.

55c
Open 24 Hours a Day

« «

msmmmM^^^mmM^^

[ I ll rTTiTn ^^^^,^„_„

I

SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on

the campus tailored by

£olrtip

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats
524.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET STS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan Hall

J ' LLiU I 'JLLi ' I «

MANDEU'

vvuikcAjr «yt uut rnua. Inquirer Ij

The Sportstvear Outfitter

WILL BE THERE WITH GOOD VALUES

FRIDAY APRIL, 29
White Flannels........$4.50
English Slacks ....... 3.95

Flannel Sport Coats .... 8.50

Corduroy Novelty Coats 5.00

Sununer Corduroys .... 2.95

White Linen Suits 7.50

Tailored Neckwear 3 for $1.25
A lAnv of Standard Brand Hose h at Your Disposal

1009-1011 Filbert Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1
1 .
m rrr-r^

^ MTTiTITriTi TiT

Bond Clothes are the world's
largest makers of two-pants suits

Individually tailored for you. Dis-

tinctive styles for the man who

cares to dress well.

i

t
t

^

$20.00 - $25.00

$30.00 - $35.00

For our custom built two-pants

suits, topcoats and tuxedos

SHOWING EVERY THURSDAY

J6onti Clotl)e0
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Gill To Give
Senior Class
Valedictory

Arts Student Given Prefer-

ence Over Eight Other

(Contestants

GAYNOR RATED SECOND

On Friday evening at 8:30 P. M.
nine chosen seniors n>et and vl,ed

for the coveted honor of valedictor-

ian. The contest was staged under

the supervision of Professor Joseph

T. Jonas In Room 203 Mendel Hall.

The decision of the judges Awarded
the palm of victory, to Martin L.

Gill, Jr., of the Arts School.

Speaking upon the symptoms of

moral destruction that are evident

in this country, Mr. Gill gave vent

to all the eloquence he possessed

and held the limited audience in

the hollow of his hand throughout
the entire discourse. He drew an
apt analogy between ancient Rome
and the present day America and
showed the relative similarities of

the conditions in those two coun-
tries. His speech was concluded
with an illustration of the place the

Catholic college graduate is expect-

ed and should take upon his en-

trance into the world of business

and life. This new honor finished

a fitting climax to Mr. Gill's four

years of public speaking activity at

VUlanova.
Joseph P. Gaynor of the School

of Commerce and Finance finished

second, while James B. Finn, Jr.,

of the School of Science was chosen
for third place. These two men are

to be commended upon their

splendid work, having as their

topics Civic Duty and Knowledge,
respectively.

The other contestants were Ber-

nard J. McLaughlin, Business; Ed-
mund Principe, Engineering; Nich-
olas J. Cattle, Engineering; Daniel

S. J. .Buckley, Arts; Albert Wagner,
Arts; and Harold Singley, Pre-Med.
The Judges of this year's Val-

edictory were placed under strict

and binding rules of judging which
made it utterly impossible for any
partiality to be shown. As each
man took the platform, a number
was called and the judges merely
used that number as the identifica-

tion mark of that particular speak-

er. None of the men judging knew
any of the speakers' names until

after the decision had been reached.

Prof. Jonas is to be complimented
for the eflftcient way in which he
handled this contest.

The judges were from Valley

Forge Military Academy, Gerard
College and Urviversity of Pennsyl-
vania. Their names have been
withheld by request.

WEEK'S CHAIRMAN AND classpresidenjI
I

Junior Week Program Formally

Opens With Solemn High Mass

And Other Traditional Rituals

PROM CHAIRMAN

WILLIAM B. CHRISTY ROBERT ROSEN

Moderator And Junior Class

Officials Make Statements

Juniors Vie For
Medal Thursday

Six Junior Arts Men Ready

For Oratorical Contest

In C. & F. Auditorium

HARDY TO BE CHAIRMAN

The Junior Oratorical Contest
for the Rev H. A. Grelis medal
will be held in the Commerce and
Finance auditorium this Thursday
evening at eight-fifteen.

Six men of the Junior Arts Class

under tiie supervision of Professor

J. T. Jonas, have been chosen for

the competition of this m"dal. The
subjects for the contest are of a

varied nature. The speakers and
subjects are as follows: Jos ph J

Conlan, Faith In Democracy; John
J. O'Connor, Ireland, "A History of

Supresslon"; Romeo H Caveliere.

CuLure in American Life Life;

Vincent J. O'Connor, Christian

Charity: John J. Durkin, Ameri-

can OpportuniUes; J. Fletcher

Clayton, Mother.
The (M-attons will be limited to

ten minu:es and a group of Judges

will decide the winner of this much
Bought for prize. George W;. Hardy
will preside as chairman.
This is the fourth annual con-

test for this medal The first year,

the conteai was held in Philadel-

phia where it was open to the pub-

lic. At that time the entire school

was eligible for entrance in the

compei:ition However, since this

first contest was won by a Junior

Artsman, the contest was from

then on restricted to the Junior

ArUs Class. The following two con-

tests were held at VUlanova and

virere closed to the Junior Arts

class for both attendance and

competition.
The conf:c8t is open to the en-

tire student body of the College

for attendance on this Thursday

evening.

Dates For Examinations

And Commencement Decided

To dispell current rumors about

the College as to the dates of the

examinations and the Commence-

ment exercises. Rev. Eugene A.

Mauch. O. 8. A., issued the follow-

ing statement: "Examinations for

the seniors will start Monday, May

23. and will continue for the entire

wtoek. commencement exercises

will be held Tuesday, June 7."

Cooperation of Entire Class

Asked by Rev. John
Wilson, O. S. A.

Now that Jun
ior Week is ofiOci

ally and formal-
ly in progress,

the class o£Qcers

and chairmen
feel confident
that they can be
assured of the
best of success.

Regarding t^is
matter, they have

FR. WILSON issued the follow-

ing statements:
Rev. John E. Wilson, O. S. A.,

moderator of the Junior Class,

wishes to make public this state-

ment concerning Junior Week. He
said, "We hope for the cooperation
of all the other classes in attending
the various fimctions of Junior
Week. As the class moderator, I

know that the Juniors have spent
a great deal of time and energy to
make this, their best week in col-
lege, a very happy one.
"One of the great factors to our

advantage is the new gymnasiimi.
It enables all the functions to be
held on the campus and thus make
the college and the Juniors the
cynosure of all eyes."

Robert Rosen, President of the

Junior Class, says. "I know that

the Junior class is supporting us

in great style. From present indi-

cations we have all the necessary

requirements to make this Junior
Week the most outstanding one in

the history of the College.

"I wish to avail myself of this

opportunity to extend a cordial

invitation, in the name of the Class
of '33, to all the other classes and
their guests, to attend our festiv-

ities."

"The entire Jimlor Class", re-
marked William B. Christy, chair-

man of the Junior Week Commit-
tees, "has cooperated in an effort

to make this the most successful
Junior Week ever held. With this

view in mind the committees have
faithfully performed this work and
have done their best to ofifer you
a memorable program. Now that
Junior Week has been formally
onened, we feel confident that the
coming events will prove as suc-
cessful as the first one. We hope
that all will be pleased and have
the good time we prepared for
you."

The following statement was is-

sued by Howard Richmond, chair-
man of the Junior Prom, for pub-
lication:

"The Junior Class is doing very
well in giving us their supf>ort and

I trust we will have one-hundred
percent, attendance from the entire

class.

"I would like the support of the

other classes and would like to im-
press upon the students that it

would be appreciated if they would
buy tickets before the Prom, thus
relieving conjestion at the door and
inconvenience to the attending
parties.

"I would also like to add that
arrangements have been made to

keep the Le Fren Grill open so that
hose desiring to dine or partake of

light refreshments after the Prom,
may do so. On this occasion the
Grill will be reserved exclusively for

those couples leaving the Prom
who wish to have a tete-a-tete."

The Le Fren Grill is located on
Chestnut Street between Four-
teenth and Fifteenth streets.

Dean Comments
On Essay Award
Says Purpose of Contest Is

To Stimulate Interest In

Catholic Authors

LIST OF TOPICS GIVEN

Regarding the Gold Medal for

which the students of Jhe various
school are competing, R2v. Eugene
A. Mauch, O. S. A, Deaii of the
School of Arts and Philosophy,
stated: "The award thajj Is given
for the essay on Catholic Literature
is primarily intended to scimulata
interest in Catholic authors In
accordance with the tradivlons of
our students, contributions that
have been made to the world's
literature inheritance by Catholic
writers."

There is a choice of five topics,

all selected to assure the con est-

ants of a wide scope In the field of

Catholic Llijerature They are:
Francis Thompson; Character of

Medem Catholic Literature; In-
fluence of the Catholic Novel on
the Home; Outstanding Catholic
Writers of English Lei.ters; Why
are Catholic Contributions to En-
glish Neglected.
The rules governing the contest

are: the Faculty shall be the
judges; ttjhe essays submitted shall
not, be usod f(jr fulfilling class ob-
ligations; manuscripts are not to
exceed one thousand words, one
side of the paper being used; th.

manuscript proper is t» be unsign-
led and must be accompanied by
an envelope containing 'Jie au-
thor's name and the manuscript
must be in the office of the Dean
of Studies by Wednesday, the
twenty-fifih of May

Blue Blazer Ball And Farewell
Dance Complete Social Program

Besides the Junior Prom, which
is to be held on Friday night. Jun-
ior Week Includes upon its program
two other social functions, the Blue
Blazer Ball on Wednesday and the
Farewell Dance on Saturday. Both
of these affairs are to be held in

the new gymnasium.
The Blue Blazer Ball, which Is

the initial dance of the week, will

be the first ofllcial occasion for the
Juniors to don their new class re-
galia. The combination of dark
blue blazers and bright, white
flannels will afford a most colorful

scene for this picturesque bccaslon.
The musical refrains for the eve-

ning will be very adequately sup-
plied by Ray Baratta and his "Vil-

lanovans." Mr. Baratta is assuring
all those who Intend to be present
that his syncopations for the eve-
ning are certain to be of the first

order. His repertoire will contain
all the latest rythms, together with
a fanciful array of clever adapta-
tions and arrangements.
The orchestra will commence Ui-

.suing forth its strains of harmony
at nine o'clock and will continue to

do so until one in the morning. The
price of a single bid to the affair
has been placed at the low tax of
two dollars.

The concluding event of the week
will take place on Saturday night
when the Informal Farewell Dance
is given. All the decorations which
are to be used at the Prom will be
retained for this final affair, so that
from a decorative viewpoint this
function will be on an even par
with the Prom Itself.

From nine to midnight the
couples will be permitted to enjoy
themselves to their fullest extent,
while enticing and joyful strains
emanate from the instrtunents of
Ray Baratta's "Villanovans." The
orchestra will retain the choicest
numbers from the Blue Blazer Ball,
and to these they will add a variety
of new and intriguing ones.
The bids to this function are on

.sale at the price of two dollars per.
In view of the fact that this dance
is to be the grand finale to the
whole week, the committee fteels

that this price is an unusually rea-
Isonable one.

HOWARD J. RICHMOND

All Details
CompleteFor
Junior Pfotn
False Ceiling and Orchestra

Shell Headline List

of Features

NKLSON WILL PLAY

The Junior Prom, a dance which

Juniors have been eagerly awaiting

all year, will take place this Fri-

day night in the new $350,000

gym. Every effort has been put

forth in organizing this major
affair in the nope that the present

Junior class will leave a mark to be

remembered on the era of ViUa-
nova.
The Prom Committee under the

supervision of Howard J. Richmond
feels that it has done well in ob-
taining "Ozzie Nelson" with his

ten syncopators. Mr. Nelson's orch-
estra is a headllner when speaking
of dance and prom musical enter-

tainment. Judging from his radio

performances and numerous pub-
lic appearances, the entire assem-
blage should be enveloped with a
spirit of enthusiasm and delight.

The music will start at ten P. M.
and will draw the gala event to a
close at three A. M.
The Interior of the Gym is to be

decorated in an entirely new fash-
ion. First of all, a false ceiling will

be suspended from the steel girders

in order to break the height of the
building, thus adding to the friend-

ly atmosphere of the evening. On
each side of the dance floor will be
arranged booths where the respect-
ive parties may gather between the
dances. Palms and floral displays
will be situated about the orchestra,

and booths, and in other approp-
riate locations. Pendants and drapes
will adorn the balconies.

A feature worthy of recognition
Is the new shell constructed for the
orchestra. The shell will surround
the orchestra with the purpose of

throwing the music off the stage
on to the dance floor Insuring an
even and unechoed melody.
The lighting effect will be entire-

ly novel. There will be an arrange-
ment of Chinese lanterns and dim
colored lights suspended from the
false ceiling. Also, two colored
spotlights will be used for spot-
light dances. These lights will rove
about the floor in an unrythmetlc-
al fashion.
The committee is composed of

the following Juniors; Chairman
Howard Richmond; Assistants Jose-
ph Hahn, John Grimes, Stephen
Duhamel, Robert Rosen, Frank Per-
ugino,, C. Don La Fond, Joseph
Fox, William Crowley, Joseph Kal-
r>A, Warren Brown, and Bruno Waj-
<.kln.

Graduation Theses
Due In Two Weeks

Rev. Eugene A Mauch. O.
S. A,, Prefect of Studies, wishes to

call to the attention of Uie sen-
iors the fact that all theses for

the Bachelor's Degree a<ti the 1932
commencement must be presented
in their final form to the deans of

the respective departments no la-

ter 'than noon on Monday, May
16th. No member of the faculty will

be granted authority to extend the
tlm" llmL beyond this date
The above date was chosen as

the dead line for the presentation
of the theses since it is absolutely

essential -that all work be in the
hands of the authorities before the
beginning of the Senior final ex-

aminations.

ORCHESTRA LEADER

"OZZIE" NELSON

Presentation of Flag and Planting of Class Tree and Ivy

Among Opening Ceremonies.—Remainder of Pro-

gram Includes Social and Athletic Events

ENTERTAIJNMENT PROVIDED FOR EACH DAY
-^,—

>
•

YESTERDAY morning, with the celebration of solemn high

Mass in the chapel by the Rev. Ruellan P^ Fink, O. 8. A.,

and the ceremonies of presenting and raising the flag and planting

the class tree and ivy, the class of 1933 formally opened what they ex-

pect will be one of the most successful Junior Week in the history of the

college. The program for these seven days of merriment provides for a
most appealing round of athletic and social activities which includes be-

sides a string of sport games, the Blue Blazer Ball on Wednesday, the

Junior Oratorical Contest on Thursday, the Junior Promenade on Fri-

day, and the Farewell Dance on Saturday.

The opening day exercises, which commenced yesterday with the

Mass and Holy Communion at 9 A. M., were run off according to a pre-

determined schedule. After the breakfast which followed the Mass, all

the Juniors, together with a large presentation from the other classes,

assembled in the rear of Mendel Hall. From this point, the group pro-

ceeded to the front of Mendel In a parade which was comprised of the

Juniors resplendent in their new blazers, various members of the faculty,

and the rest of the student body.
The first ceremony of the day

was the raising of the flag. With
the entire assemblage gathered
about the flag-pole, Robert Rosen,
president of the Junior class, de-
livered a short address as the flag

was raised to the top of the mast.
The flag was accepted in behalf of

the college by the Rev. Eugene A.
Mauch, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Arts and Philosophy and
also dean of Studies. In accepting
the gift, Fr. Mauch also uttered a
few words of appreciation and en-
couragement to the members of the
class.

Following the flag raising, the
parade proceeded to the front of
the Commerce and Finance Build-
ing, where a hole had already been
dug In preparation for the planting
of the class tree. The presenta-
tion address was given by Arthur
Shortall, vice-president of the class.

The speech of acceptance on the
part of the college was delivered
by the Rev. John O'Leary, O. S. A.,

a member of the faculty, who de-
livered another one of his brief but
rousing and forceful speeches. The
tree, which was planted. Is Intended
as a symbol of the love which the
members of the Junior class cheiish
for their Alma Mater.
The concluding ritual of the

morning was the planting of the
class Ivy against the walls of
Fedigan Hall. In this Instance, the
student address was Issued by C.
Don LaFond, a member of the Jun-
ior Week Committee. The ivy was
accepted by the Rev. Joseph M.
Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Science.
Today, the athletic activities wUl

step to the fore, while the social
functions go into a temporary lapse.
The program provides for three
athletic contests at home this af-
ternoon. They are a baseball game
with Lehigh at the stadium, a golf
match with Ursinus at Marble Hall,
and a termls match with Albright
on the home courts.
Tomorrow afternoon the sports

will continue to remain in the lime-
light while the varsity tennismen
encounter the representatives from
Temple In another match here.
Wednesday night, however, the

social asjject of the program will
assert Its rights when the Blue
Blazer Ball gets Into swing. This
affair will bring out the Juniors in
full force resplendent in their attire
of new blazers and white flannels.
The music for the evening will be
supplied by Ray Baratta and his
Villanovans between the hours of
nine and one.
On Thursday afternoon the links-

men move into action In a contest
with Haverford. The two teams will
meet upon the course of the Merlon
Country Club.
On that same night the Junior

proteges of Demosthenes will as-
semble in the auditorium of the
Commerce and Finance Building to
vie for the Rev. Howard A. Orelis
Medal for oratory. This medal is

awarded each year to the Junior
who manifests the greatest ability
in public speaking. The contest,
which will begin at 8:15 P. M., Is

open to anyone who wishes to at-
tend.

The paramount event of the week
and the most anxiously awaited
social function of the entire season
will take place on Friday evening.
The annual Junior Promenade will
be held in the new gymnaslimi, the
first time since the Institution of
this function that it has been held
upon the campus. The music for
this stellar occasion will be fiutilsh-
ed by "Ozzie" Nelson and his un-
approachable band of melodious
rhythm makers.
Saturday afternoon we find two

more athletic engagements listed

upon the schedule. Down at the
stadium the baseball team will en-
counter the nine from Temple Uni-
versity, while on the other side of

the pike the tennis team will take
on the team from Bucknell College.

The grand finale to this un-
paralleled round of social and ath-
letic activities will take place on
Saturday night when the Juniors
present their informal Fuvwell
Dance. This, like the other dances,
will be held in the new gymnasium.
The music will be furnished by Ray

Courtier Makes
1932Appearance
jumor Class Publication Is-

sued On Campus JUast

Saturday

HAS NOVEL FEATURES

Appearing on the eve of Junior

WeeK to proclaim the arrival of

mu aueady much heralded cele-

uration of the beniors-to-be, the
Junior Courtier made its bow to

the stuaent body Saturday.
rubiisned under the direction of

Wiiuam C. Murtha. the Courtier

WlU serve as a general souvenir
program and schedule of activities

lui- jumor Week,

Attractive and fitting in design,

mu cover sketched by George J.

oagnaii tops the journal which
coniains a lew views of the many
Deautilul spots on the campus.
A class history, as usual, intro-

duces the class to the student body,

lurther introduction being afforded

oy the comparatively few individu-

al pictures of members of the class,

ihat they might not lose some of

their glory during this week of

celebration, the class athletic her-

oes and those who have secured

recognition In the campus circle of

sport are more Intimately Intro-

auced by John J. O'Connor's article

about "Helen's Athletic Heart,"

Spirit is instiUed by the usual

run of articles describing in ad-
vance reports the Joys to be foimd
in the many varied activities of

the week, llie many dances which
will feature the schedule have been
pre-lived by the writers that the

readers will not T)e astounded by
the beauty and charm which will

abound the night of each dance.

The Junior Courtier announces
the opening of a week of activity,

appearing as the fifth annual her-

ald to serve that purpose. Without
sincere cooperation of all the stu-

dents, especially members of the
Junior Class, the herald may as
well sound Its trumpet In the mid-
dle of a barren desert. Whether
or not the Courtier has served its

able purpose depends on the results

of the week.

Five Students Confirmed

At St. RiU's Church

Sunday afternoon, at four o'clock,

five students of ViUanova received

the Holy Sacrament of Conflrma
tlon in St. Rita's Church in Phila
delphla
His Most Reverend Excellency

Bishop O'Hara performed the act.

with Rev. William J. McCormlck,
O. S. A., and Rev. William P. Baratta and his orchestra and will

Oough, O. 8. A., as assistants. ' last from nine to twelve.
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By

EUO0U>H J. LEHNAU

Tuesday, May 3, 1932

At The Shows

"lATell, for the benefit of those
' '' loyal souls who read nothing

but this column, this is the week
when the Juniors are the kings of

the campus. And from the outlook

it seems like we shall have a lot

of henpecked kings, that is, if the

advance guard of queem that we
have seen with the naked eye live

up to expectations.

TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1932.

;

AT LAST, Junior Week is here! With the

opening day activities yesterday this long-

heralded week for which the

JUNIOR third year men have waited

WEEK almost three years has made

its appearance, much to their

delight and contentment. The climax of the

school year is at hand! No less than three

dances, the Blue Blazer Ball, Junior Prom,

and P'arewell Dance, together with numer-

ous other activities are being offered to both

Juniors and students of Villanova. This is

a week when studies are forgotten and the

college youth seeks the social work to com-

plete his college education. It is a week

which will always remain dear in the cher-

ished memories of graduates. The happi-

ness of the Juniors knows no bounds during

these eventful days and they will drink to

overflowing the cup of joy, freedom and

good fellowship. Where once a large, demor-

alized group of Freshmen herded together

to seek protection from the proddings of

Sophomores, a smaller but more compact

group is the apogee of those days long ago.

To see the Juniors now complacently stroll-

ing around this campus with their new blue

and white blazers is indeed a wonderful

sight, causing not a little envy not only

among the underclassmen but also among
the Seniors, many of whom are reliving their

Junior Week of one year ago. The com-
mittees of the respective functions are see-

ing the fruition of their labors and we,

speaking for this publication and the entire

student body, are tendei'ing them our sin-

cere congratulations. We hereby wish to

commend, also, the Junior Class for its

whole-hearted cooperation and spirit and

wish its members unlimited joy and hap-

piness throughout the week.

• * * « *

HONESTY, some say, is the best policy.

Others claim that the golden rule in this day
LET US and age is "to do others

COOPERATE before they do you." It

seems that there are a few men (?) on our

campus at present who are endeavoring to

follow the latter unprincipled rule. To in-

sure student harmony these few must be
ferreted out and dismissed. The epidemic

of petty thefts which has spread over the

campus must be stamped out, the sooner the

better for the school in genera] and all the
students in particular. The loss of the ban-
ner which graced the south wall of the gym-
nasium during the opening will prove the
undoing of one of the groups, and, it is fer-

vently hoped, it will prove to be the only
group. Seven hundred men annually make
this campus their home for a school year.
Harmony and fraternalism cannot exist un-
less there be a bond of trust between each
and every man. This bond has slowly weak-
ened during the past few months as the
reports of petty thefts seeped out from the
unfortunate victims. These reports were
slow in appearance because they were the
cause of general ill feeling. The victims
hesitated in making known their losses for
they feared that those whom they trusted
implicitly fell under the shadow of doubt and
distrust. There is no question of honor
involved in making known one's suspicions.
AH are living here under an implied code of
general honesty. Any suspected of violation
of this code should be reported, .so that those
who suffer as a result of suspicion may se-
cure the trust they deserve. Should you
unhappily discover the sneak thief at his
nefarious labors, there should be no hesita-
tion in reporting his activities.

CATHOLIC ACTION
In this week's issue of the Pelican

of the College of St. Elizabeth, we
came across a very fine article on
• Catholic Action."

The writer calls attention to the

lact that "Catholic Action" has
sometimes sounded like a vague

term. That it has almost seemed
to sigmfy something outside the

reach of students. At the Students
Spiritual Leadership Convention
next June, Catholici Action for

students will be clearly defined.

Once a student realizes what Cath-
olic Action means his participation

will be inevitable.

From what we- have observed,

some of the students don't seem to

realize what any kind of "Action"
means, not alone Catholic.

HOW ABOUT SOME TELEPHONE
NUMBERS

In the last issue of the Notre
Dame Scholastic we read a very
interesting review of the "Girls' "

number of the "Juggler." The
Juggler is the monthly humor
magazine of Notre Dame. As an
added bit of interest the editors
(just a couple of gigolos) get stud-
ents of the various girls colleges,

and have them edit one issue. Prom
what we could glean from the
article the girls' issue is the best.

Now, we suggested to the Editor
that we try the same idea but ev-
eryone on the staflf was either mis-
ogonist or ugly, except Dolan; and
he's cosy. "Watch that stuff."

BUT WHAT'S $2,000,000

Because New Jersey has no
state university, other than Rut-
gers, which is a private institution

with state aid, more than $2,000,000
in bequests and contributions in-
tended for a state university have
been lost, according to Albert J.

Dear, Jr., president of the league
for a free state university.

"That amount," he said, "has
been given to a state institution
only to find that Rutgens is a
private institution."

FREEDOM
If students in the United States

thinlc they are the victims of pa-

ternalism on the part of their col-

lege administrators, they have only

to look to Peru to see how much
freedom they actually have.

The Peruvian government recent-

ly passed rules regulating the

private lives of students in colleges

throughout the country as to per-

sonal cleanliness, and punctuality

in attendance and attention to
their studies.

Smoking is forbidden on the
campus, and gambling, politics, re-
ligious and political demonstrations,
and improper stories and insolence

to teachers are outlawed. Penalties
for violations of the rules range
from suspension for short periods
to expulsion for good.

Although we are not saying any
of the rules are not for the good
of all, yet that well worn axiom
seems to run through our mind,
that, "Just because a thing is done
is not proof thdt it is right."

NOTRE DAME KICKS OFF
The depression seems to have

reached the home of football, ac-
cording to a recent open letter in

the Scholastic, although it seems
tha^ there are several students
there who realize the fact.

The whole argument centers
around the fact that the Senior
Ball Is $12.50, and $5.00 of that
amojunt Is being used for favors
while only $4.00 Is being set aside
for hiring orchestras for both the
Ball and Tea Dance. To quote,
"Why should the Ball be a fail-

ure? Because you have prepared a
budget with a 1929 atmosphere and
ask the class to pay for Its tickets
with 1932 dollars; because you have
allowed the budget figures of past
dances to precedence over your
common sense, and you are depend-
ing for financial support on pledges
of sand." .

v , r

The letter Is said to be the opin-
ion of the majority of the class.

WHILE JUNIOR WEEKING
The famous Hobo college at Chi-

cago was excited last week when it

received as one of its students its
first co-ed. She was a buxom
blonde from Nebraska.

Twice In one week Will Rogers,
Jr., son of the humorist and a
freshman at Stanford University,
was arrested on traffic charges. He
didn't have any wisecracks ready
for the police.

THE WET PARADE—With Lewis
Stone, Walter Huston, Jimmy
"Schnozzle" Durant, Neil Hamil-
ton, and Dorothy Jordon perform-
ing at their best in their portrayal
of the characters of Upton Sin-
clair's novel. Two hours of enjoy-
ment are assured to aU who see
this show. The film vividly depicts

the history of Prohibition from 1914

to the present day. The struggles

of two families, one of. the North
and the other of the South, against
the curse of intemperance proves
to be very exciting.—At the Stan-
ton.

THE MOUTHPIECE—Depicting the
life of a famous New York lawyer,
this film, served as an excellent
opportunity to display exceptiohal
acting ability, and Warren Williams
a former star takes advantage of
this opportunity. The petit and
dulcet Sidney Pox, displaying her
sweet southern accent, adds Just
the right atmosphere to the film
taking away any dryness which
jnight have resulted in the busi-
ness-like charactel- of the plot.

Very clever a.nd spectacular situa-
tions arise in which the New York
lawyer successfully han<iles, and
the amusing situations just seem to
balance the atmosphere of excite-
ment and dramatic acting. The
story is also quite true and is the
kind of a picture everyone enjoys.

—

At the Stanley.

THE WISER SEX—The plot of the
tlmewom gangster picture attains
a new development In this cinema
when Miss Claiidette Colbert comes
to the aid of her criminal sweet-
heart after he is accused of homi-
cide as the result of a frameup
perpetrated by William Boyd, and
his moll, Lillian Tashman. Jealousy
develops between Miss Colbert and
Miss Tashman and the resultant
effect is the accumulation of evi-
dence which places the guilt upon
William Boyd and frees the hero
from the grip of the law.—At the
Karlton.

THE FAMOUS FERGUSON CASE
—The story of this film is built
around the functions and tacts of
prominent New York newspapers.
The picture reveals how, when news-
papers are short of news, something
must be done to create or manufac-
ture front-page headlines and stories.
This procedure In many cases
naturally lead* to dire conse-
quences. The picture opens almost
immediately with the murder of
Mr. Ferguson, a wealthy New York
banker. Due to inveigling circum-
stances the plot thickens and takes
up an interesting trend.—At the
Earle.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

JOSBPH ». CONLAN

por the next few centuries Villa

-

*• nova should be a peaceful place
in which to reside. All the vicious
and pugnacious instincts of every-
one should, according to all normal
standards, be appeased after the
display of fisticuffs that was stag-
ed in the gym during the boxing
bouts. Blood and more blood was
spilled and as for knockouts, why
they were common Incidents, some
of them drawing not even a cheer.
Cornle McPadden, the heavy-

weight pride of Villanova and Rose-
mont, uncovered some wares that
were unsuspected, one of them
bfelng his vicious attitude in the
ring. The tall boy from Philadel-
phia had Chaney stopped fifty ways
when it came to scaring his oppon-
ent. The contortions which he
would force his physiognomy to go
through were something to behold
and to beware, although the Bill-
ken, who was Mac's enemy in the
last bout, did not seem the least
bit worried. Perhaps that was be-
cause he made some pretty good
faces himself, or maybe he could
hit.

All in all, however, McPadden
was a surprise, displaying more
talent than most people suspected
he possessed.

We are going to advise the Stool-
Pigeon. If he would find out who
posted those blue painted card-
board signs, announcing the boxing
bouts, he would discover a worthy
assistant. Some interesting infor-
mation was contained on those ad-
vertisements.

The progress of modern times is

being aided by a student of Villa-

nova. To LaPranchlse, Harry
Coates' freshman pride and Joy,
goes the tissue paper suspenders for
having discovered a new usage for
a rope. At Penn the other after-
noon, he demonstrated how a quar-
ter-miler might use a manilla rope
to halt his forward progress in a
most eflScient fashion. Lafly, while
doing a fast 440, was caught be-
tween the eyes with the above
mentioned obstruction and as a re-
sult did not appear in the''Pfrnn
relays.

Perhaps he's nearsighted.

A pawn shop ticket has been
found In the Pie Shop. A Waltham
wrist watch bearing an athletic in-
scription on the back was the
article pawned, and a freshman's
name graces the ticket. He can
have the ticket by applying to the
owner of the Shoppe.

''Prejudice The Badge
Of Uneducated Men''

Is Editorial Theme
students Who Find Nothing Outstanding

Abaut Rivals Called Blind.

"THE TOMAHAWK"
HOLY CKOS8 COLLKOE
WORCESTER. MASS.

THE MIRACLE MAN—This inter-

esting picture is one of the few
popular silent films that have been
transposed into talkie form and
"have still retained all their effec-

tiveness and entertaining ability.

The story brings together a collec-

tion of criminals, swindlers, and
thieves, but handles them all in a
very unique and amusing manner
The cast is headed by Sylvia Syd-
ney, who portrays the part filled

by Betty Compson in the silent
version. She is assisted by Chester
Morris, John Wray, Hobart Bos-
warth, and a galaxy of others.—At
the Boyd.

T AST June, Newton D. Baker described
i-ian educated man a.s one "who has ac-
quired the capacity to hold his judgment in
suspense until he knows the facts." To
withhold judgment seems one of the easiest
processes imaginable. But as Mr. Baker
wisely said, "It is acutely and tremendously
difficult to hold one's judgment in regard to
any subject concerning which we have a
prejudice." The Eradication of prejudice
then in the eyes of the former Secretary of
War becomes one of the major tasks of
education.

Prejudice is the badge of the uneducated
man, We associate religious prejudices,
racial prejudices, sectional prejudices, with
these areas of our country which are illum-
ined by the sunlight of education. Yet how
often is the educated person, the college
graduate, prejudiced! The supposedly cul-
tivated visitor to Ireland who came home to
describe Ireland as a beautiful country much
"too nice for the Irish" was the victim of
one of the crudest forms of prejudice and
probably ignorant of it. The college under-
graduate who cannot find anything outstand-
ing in a lival institution is another victim
of what the logic books call "mental astig-
matism/.: ^These, then, are the more subtle
forms of prejudice.s which make us over-
value the sphere of activity in which we are
skillful and cause us to under-estimate those
fields of endeavor in which we must yield to
others. The excellent English student
apt to express his disdain of the
The capable student of the
may be found scoffing at poetry,
lete may scoff at the bookworm, and the
bookwoi-m now and then pretends to look
down upon athletics. The sad feature of it
is that these prejudices tickle human vanity.
We hke to feel that our aptitudes and abil-
ities are the most desirable and the most
praiseworthy, feeling so, we blind ourselves

The opinion that is being spread *® **^® interests and achievements of others,
about the campus is that Gerry we lose sympathy with the aspirations of

our fellows, we depart from life having ap-
preciated but a slim thread in its compli-
cated texture.

IS

sciences.

sciences often

The ath-

McAteer is the Stool-Pigeon's bos-
om companion and Is forcing all

the publicity that he can from that
unfortunate Individual under the
threat of exposure.

Be brave, Stooly old boy; there
are brighter days ahead.

Once again the fair name of
James McKelvey is to grace this

column and when such an incident

takes place it is indeed an occasion.

Mr. McKelvey, we are glad to have
you with us. But we hear that you
are guilty of misrepresentation dur-
ing the recent primaries. Having
voted a democratic ticket, you
turned about and obtained employ-
ment from the Republican party.

Now, we ask you, is that fair?

ALiteraryReview
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

D

p rom what we have seen and
heard, Joe Delaney and Joe York

are the two most popular fellows in

the school.

Speaking of gigolos, who is the
dark-haired "Beauty" taking our
friend from Cuba, Mr. Rodriguez to

the Philadelphia matinees? Ask
the senor who is paying for the
tickets.

> .: '
.

' .

We hear that Pletcher Clayton's
pedes are becoming an impediment
to him socially. And listen fellows,

that isn't dirt on his upper lip. It's

a mashed luiat.

John Durkin, the Germantown
Menace. Is looking for a date for the
Junior prom.

Comny MacFadden and Warren
Brown have developed a new hobby.
They are making a collection of
millinery specimens. They started
the collection some time ago at the
Greek's in Bryn Mawr.

Don "Sklppy" LaFond, Is getting
a medal from the Engineers for In-
venting a sinkable lifeboat or
something.

Joe "whatawoman" Barsin is

getting a new tuxedo bathing suit
made to order, according to latest
reports, for the formal opening of
the Pool.

A group of Amherst college stud-
ents has asked the board of trustees
to appoint Alfred E. Steams, head-
master of Phillips Andover Acad-
emy, as the new president of Am-
herst.

A. B. U. prof carries a bag of
bananas with him wherever he goes.

John "Desdemona" Grimes Is re-
fusing all bids to the Junior Prom.
He says that all the fellows In the
Junior class are too rough and on-
couth.

Gene "Caruso" Collins went to
the Ursinus Prom last Friday night
He promised to be back early Sat-
urday morning. At a late hour
Sunday night he hadn't made an
appearance. "Love, you funny
thing."

Every day It becomes more and
more evident that Villanova is the
breeding place of genius. Each
day's dawn flndji- upon this campus
one or more budding intellectuals,

who see all, know all, and tell ev-
eryone about it. The latest addition
to the ranks of these embryo Ein-
stelns and Greenliergs. Is that well-
known engineer, John Micklos.

There was a lecture delivered last

week on the Atomic Theory of the
Constitution of Matter and while
the audience obtained the general
trend of the talk, no one stated
that they had the points at their

fingertips. All but Johnny. He
blushingly admits having taken
complete notes on all but one or
two minor points.

There are two great favors he

has to be thankful for; one being

his brain, and the other his room
mate. Joe Hahn.

"Advertising affects a populace
according to the degree of it's

stupidity." Such a statement can
be found in one of the works of a
well-known author and has been
quoted by some of the professors

in their classes. The point that
has come in for much discussion
is "Does the word 'stupidity' refer

to the advertising or to the people?"
From the Pie Shoppe Bulletin

board, we are inclined to believe

the advertising is meant.

Very often in the course of our
weekly column, we found it neces-
sary to use Marty Gill's name In

connection with some supposedly
facetious remark which was con-
cerned with his doings. But today
we would like to congratulate Marty
upon attaining the sought after

honor of Valedictorian. We know
that he worked hard and gave his

all of which proved to be more than
sufBcient and so may we extend our
hearty felicitations, Martin old boy;
we can think of no one more de-
serving or capable.

URING the last few years biography
'has become the most popular fonjbvQf

non-fiction writing. But the author of the
modern biography has assumed a new role;
from a tireless and unceasing panegyrist, he
has become a critical and meiciless charac-
ter analyst. He is neither in sympathy
with, nor antagonistic to his subject, but
tends to write with an impassive viewpoint.
Success, however, does not always crown
his efforts, as impassiveness in writing a
biography is practically impossible. ..^ v

One of the more recent biographies writ-
ten m this manner is, "The Thundering Ab-
bot", by Henri Bremond, and translated by
F. J. Shields. It is the life of Armand de
Ranse, reformer of the Trappist Order.
Ranee, a priest, who.se whole life was given
to shooting off literary and oratorical fire-
works (by which he was frequently burned),
provides excellent mateiial for the modern
biographer. After a somewhat dissolute
but brilliant youth, he was converted and
retired to LaTrappe where he became abbot.
Finding the order relaxed he revived the
rule as practiced by St. Bernard amid much
opposition. He achieved success, neverthe-
less, and then turned his attention to the
reformation of the other religious orders.
For thirty years he waged war against the
Cistercians, Jesuits, Benedictines, Carthus-
lans and Jansenist.s. Men came to tremble
at his name and his bombastic writings more
than justify his nickname of "L'Abbe Tem-
pete". He pos.sessed a strange character of
strength and weakness, or haste and inde-
cision. His many enemies ranged from Pope
and King to neighboring abbesses.

The book is written in typical French
style. The sentences, though short and
staccato to our English ears, are delightfully
worded. M. Bremond has the happy knack
of stumming up situations with concise and
often amusing epigrams. The attitude he
has assumed toward Ranee, however, ap-
pears scarcely just. He writes, laughling,
as it were, at the monk's most sincere con-
victims, which are reflected in his book.

Cats Claw Victories From Both Seton HallAndPennA. C.

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

V i 1 1 a n o V a ' s

Amateur Boxing
Tournament is

now a matter of

history, but it has
established a pre

cedent which will

not be easy to

follow. For those

who enjoy exhi-

bitions of the

manly art of self

"defense the bouts

were a veritable paradise. There
were numerous fights and victories

via the kayo route were plentiful.

Coach Harry Stuhldreher and
Paul Beaudine and all those other

persons who helped to promote the

tourney deserve a great deal of

commendation for their good work.

KITTENS TRIUMPH
Coming events are said to cast

their shadows before them. We
wonder whether the winning of the

American Freshman College One
mile Relay championship by Harry
Coates' yearling squad is the be-

ginning of Villanova 's rise in the

track realm.

The quartet composed of Kremer,
Gleanson, Elliot and Womer sped

over the required distance in 3

minutes and 26 seconds, thus bring-

ing to the Wildcat lair an American
Track Championship which, as far

as we know, Villanova has never

held before.

With the large amount of ma-
terial which Coach Coates now has

at his disposal he should be able

to develop a strong track team and
thus follow up the bid made by the

Prosh for fame on the cinderpaths.

WILDCAT FIGHT
Villanova has always been noted

for the fight and determination

to win which is displayed by her
athletic teams. Last Saturday, the

Felines ran true to form. Up until

the eighth inning in the ball game
against Penn A. C. it seemed as if

the Cats were about to lose their

second game of the year. But a
ball game is never over until the

final out is made and in the last

half of the eighth frame the Blue

and White players put across a hay-

maker and scored eight runs, thus

sewing up a game which, from all

appearances they were about to

lose.

The hero of the day for the Wild-
cats was Charley Hurlburt, whose
two base clout with the bases load-

ed aided very materially to the

winning of the game. Charlie also

played the same role on Friday

against Seton Hall when his ninth

inning single drove in the run
which decided the game in favor of

the Cats.

The varsity record now stands at

seven wins and one loss, the Goth-
am jinx again having haunted the

Felines when they lost out in the

ninth inning to Manhattan in the

first defeat of the season.

VILLi@OVAN
SPORTS

TRACK GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Many Kayoes Feature First

Amateur Boxing Tourney

Sponsors A.A. Bouts

Ffat Baseball

The heavy hitting Arts fraternity

nine at the present writing is out

In front in the Inter-fraternity

base ball league.

During the past week the E. P. T.

team defeated Lambda Kappa

Delta by a 7 to 3 count in a four-

inning game. Joe Delaney was on

the mound for the Artsmen while

the Pre-Med twirling was divided

between Berardi and Tracey.

The L. K. D. team got three hits

while the E. P. T. aggregation

banged out eight. Delaney and
York petting three base hits.

E. P. T., 9; D. P. E. 4,

The second victim of the Arts'

onslaughts was the Business frater-

nity which was defeated by a 9 to

4 count in a five inning game last

Thursday evening.

Steve Ferko pitched for the E. P.

T. team and allowed but one hit.

The Artsmen gathered a total of

eight hits which included two home
runs by Ed Donohue.

L. K. D., 18: P. K. P., 2

Last Friday evening the Science

fraternity ran rough shod over a

weak Engineers' team and took

them into camp by a 10 to 2 score.

126 pounds. Pinal—Charles Moore.

Pre-Med. stopped Abe Yip, Pre-Med.

third round.
138 pounds—Louis Llpshutz. we-

Med. won over John Gaughan. Art*,

third round. Default.

Pinal—Ted Hamilton. Pre-Mea,

earned the decision over Louis Llp-

shutz. 3 rounds.
147 pounds Pinal—Ambrose Lan-

gan Pre-Med. stopped Michael To-

masso. Engineer, third round.

160 pounds—Joe York, Alximnl.

kayoed Joe Mauchbacher. Alumni,

third round. ^ .

James Burkett. Alumni, stopped

Dan McPadden. Austin, second round.

Pinal — Jim Burkltt, Alumni,

knocked out Joe York. Alumni, sec-

ond round. ^^ .

175 pounds. Pinal—Bill Orlmberg

Ahimnl. kayoed Joe Delaney. Austin,

first round. «.j^
Heavyweight — Corny McPadden.

Alumni, won on a technical knockout

from Alf Oagllardi. Pre-Med. seoond

round. ^
The offlclalB at the bouts were—

Referees; Al Lescel and J. Monica.

Judges—Bin Wynn and Prank Perd-

val. Timekeeper—Jack Johnson.

New College Fistic Champ-
ions Decided by

Elimination

BURKITT BEATS YORK
VUlanova's first Annual Boxing

Tournament, conducted by the

Athletic Associa|;4on and sponsored

by Coach Harry A Stuhldreher. is

over for another year. VUlanova's

new gymnasium resounded with
the thuds and smacks of leather as
local and college amateurs swapped
punches on Thursday and Saturday
nights for the Harry Siuhidreher
Watches, emblemic of the champ-
ionships of the various divisions.

The bouts came to a fitting and
happy ending when Corny McPad-
den of Alumni Hall, last year's
Middle Atlantic A. A. U. champion,
was awarded -the decision over
Tommy Roberts of the Hayward
Club giving him his second title of

the tournament. In this fight Cor-
ny fought as a member of the
Arena A. C., as his second champ-
ionship was won in an open event.
Previously, he had annexed he
College Heavyweight crown by
scoring a technichal K O. over Alf
Gagliardi, the defending champion.
Gagliardi, hopelessy at a disad-
vantage in reach, and weight,
fought as gamely as he dould, but
was unable to withstand the
mauling of his rangy adversary.
The fighi was stopped in the mid-
dle of the second round when
Gagliardi, still on his feet, was im-
able to continue However, in the
oth3r bout Roberts matched blow
for blow with McFadden but lack-
ed :he latter's boxing skill. How-
ever, there were many in the al-

most capacity crowd who thought
that Rot)erts was the victor.

Bill Grimberg scored a sensa-
tional one round knockoui!) over

Continued On Page Four

NetmenLoseOne
And Win Three

Lehigh and Manhattan De-

feated While St/John's

Wins, 5-4

FIRST NEW YORK WINS

Continuing their fast pace, the

tennis team added West Chester,

Lehigh and Manhattan to their

fast growing list of victims, but

dropped a one-point decision to St.

John's. The Teachers' College was

whitewashed, 7-0, Lehigh and

Manhattan were trounced by 7-2

scores. The Brooklynites eked out

a 5-4 win over the Wildcats.

All the matches were played

away from home, and incidentally

the triumph over the Jaspers was

the first victory ever recorded by a

Villanova tennis team in New York.

The West Chesterites offered'

some strong competition, but the

Blue and White turned them back

without the loss of a match. Trek-

ing to Bethlehem the next day, as

underdogs, the Wildcats completely

upset the dope when they ran

through five singles and two dou-

bles victories for the necessary

points.

Last Friday, in Brooklyn, a

strong Saint John's sextette took
the measure of the visitors In four

out of six singles. However, the
Wildcats came back to take two of

the three doubles, but when Suarez
and Orcutt lost in two stirring sets,

the hosts won.

Cats Down Peniiacs And
Hall; Jaspers Win

••*—i"*"«^

GolfTeamWins
Three In Row

HARRV A. STUHLDREHER

l^rosh Nine Loses
And Wins In Week

After out-hitting a snappy Perk-
iomen team 12 hits to 8, the Prosh
nine lost out in the final decision
6 to 5. Due to cold weather and
snow flurries, both teams were pre-
vented from showing their real
abilities.

Up to fifth inning, the Frosh team
managed to keep in the lead, then
Perklomen showed what almost
turned into a rally, but the fine
pitching of Sylvester soon checked
them, but not until they had
.scored a run. Ellis poled a "Babe
Ruthian" wallop in the seventh
and evened matters. The Perklo-
men score in the eighth frame de-
cided the nip and tuck affair.

McShane and Larsen of the Kit-
tens were credited with two tilts

apiece. Ellis was the slugger of
the day with three hits, one of
which was a homer.
Last Friday afternoon the Frosh

rine won their first game of the
.seasoi when they overwhelmed the
representatives of Valley Forge M.
A. by an 18 to 3 score.

Sylvester was on the mound for

the Kittens and had little trouble
in winning the game.

Temple, Manhattan and F'oixl-

ham Fall Ikfore Feline

Attack

UNDISTURHED HY JINX

During the past week the VtUa-
nova golf team scored thrw de-

cisive victories in collegiate compn-
tltion, defeating TtMnplo at Mnrblr
Hall 9-0. Then, travollng to Now
York the linksmen defonU'd Man-
hattan and Fordham both by tho
scores of 8 to 1. Those vlotorloa
were the third, fourth and fifth for
the season. The golfern scored pre-
vious wins over Boston CoIIobp and
Swarthmore, and lost a cIom» con-
test to William and Mary.
The Temple match wan played on

the Wildcat's homo courno. Marble
Hall. The Pellne golforn rail

rough shod over the Owl plnyom.
clinching every contest without al-
lowing their opponents to score a
single point.

Bob Qulnlan and Jerry Wnlnhart
were the luminaries of the con-
test. Qulnlan defeated Miller of
Temple. 4-2. Paired with Wt'ln-
hart he won the best ball inateh.
3-2. O'Nell and Baker ovoroiuni'

the team of Culllnn and nruyhlll,
4-8,

Subdue Manhattan
Playing on the Winged Foot O.

C. course the Catu scored their sec-

ond win for the week, defentlnu
Manhattan College. The Blue and
White won eight of the matohes
played.

Kelly continued to play Mnna-
tional golf having an easy time dis-

continued On Page Four

Mtuihattiin llaiidi) Wildcntt

Initial DrfcMt of Seas-

on by 5<>4 Score

miUJUlRT SAVKS DAY
Tlio fainouH New York Jinx which

has hNUuUHt the Wildcat toama
for seveitU ytnu'N and which wan
.HUo«'<»««rully pvadtHl i>nc*» thtii wa-
m\\ (HUno iMu^k \\\ t\\\\ ^>rot« laat

Thursdiiy tuut laughed rrtendishly
whon the Fellnen wwr nciaed out
In Uio ninth Inntntt by Manhattan
by a A t4) 4 »ie<>re

Hlunu by \iw\Y fU'at defeat of the
.^eiuion tJte Oata downed a anappy
ton on Hall nli\e by ft 5 to 4 citunt,

Frtdtty. thu'lburt'ii alngle \\\ the laat

rrni))o mM\t Uu* winning run owr
for the I'VUnen,

Oi\ Hittuitluy the Ulue ai\d White
(<atn*> frtHu brlilnrt In an elghUi In-

niutf rnlly to iiend the Peim A, O,
losNiTN to a Vi to 10 defeat,

To OhMiile Hurlburt \n given the
honor or wlnnlnv the Pennao game
for Vlllnnova with hlR two well plac-
o(t \\\\» In Uie hectic eighth inning.
(IrlvliiK aeitiMN the neoeiwary nmi to

win the ball game. ThlH wa« iX\p

mn-oiid time In two oonRCoutlva
ttitVN that Ohiirlle pulled the Frank
Mi<n'lwt<ll Met, having driven acroM
the winning I'un In the ninth In-
ning to defeat Heton Hall, Friday.

Lofty Hhot'lull Htarted the ball

foiling In the eighth with a double
to rluht imd (iharlle drove him In

with a single, From then on hll«

tang otT the Wtldcat'H bata and
Noblttt. the Penn A, O. mounds-
man, was forced to give way to
lloyiioUlH, The new pitcher wan
in u |)n<inirlous tXMltlon with the
liasos loaded and Hurlburt up at
the platter After looking over the
first one. Hurlburt drove the next
pll('ho<l hnll over the left fielder'!

hi'tut, scoring tite winning run and
(/'onllnutd On Y%g« Pour

.yt^'^

.'/yi»

:JS>K.,;

li;'*-!-*,,.

f-f"

eyre comi

more and more, to the

all-round goodness

of Chesterfield !

v<i

^yi
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AT LAST, Junior Week is here! With the

opening day activities yesterday this long-

heralded week for which the

JUNIOR third year men have waited

WEEK almost three years has made

its appearance, much to their

delight and contentment. The climax of the

school year is at hand! No less than three

dances, the Blue Blazer Ball, Junior Prom,

and Farewell Dance, together with numer-

ous other activities are being offered to both

Juniors and students of Villanova. This is

a week when studies are forgotten and the

college youth seeks the social work to com-

plete his college education. It is a week

which will always remain dear in the cher-

ished memories of graduates. The happi-

ness of the Juniors knows no bounds during

these eventful days and they will drink to

overflowing the cup of joy, freedom and

good fellowship. Where once a large, demor-

alized group of Freshmen herded together

to seek protection from the proddings of

Sophomores, a smaller but more compact

group is the apogee of those days long ago.

To see the Juniors now complacently stroll-

ing around this campus with their new blue

and white blazers is indeed a wonderful

sight, causing not a little envy not only

among the underclassmen but also among
the Seniors, many of whom are reliving their

Junior Week of one year ago. The com-

mittees of the respective functions are see-

ing the fruition of their labors and we,

speaking for this publication and the entire

student body, are tendering them our sin-

cere congratulations. We hereby wish to

commend, also, the Junior Class for its

whole-hearted cooperation and spirit and

wish its members unlimited joy and hap-

piness throughout the week.

*****
HONESTY, some say, is the best policy.

Others claim that the golden rule in this day

LET US and age is "to do others

COOPERATE before they do you." It

seems that there are a few men (?) on our

campus at present who are endeavoring to

follow the latter unprincipled rule. To in-

sure student harmony these few must be

ferreted out and dismissed. The epidemic

of petty thefts which has spread over the

campus must be stamped out, the sooner the

better for the school in general and all the

students in particular. The loss of the ban-

ner which graced the south wall of the gym-
nasium during the opening will prove the

undoing of one of the groups, and, it is fer-

vently hoped, it will prove to be the only

group. Seven hundred men annually make
this campus their home for a school year.

Harmony and fraternallsmtiannot') exist un-

less there be a bond of trust between each

and every man. This bond has slowly weak-
ened during the past few months as the

reports of petty thefts seeped out from the

unfortunate victims. These reports were
slow in appearance because they were the
cause of general ill feeling. The victims

hesitated in making known their losses for

they feared that those whom they trusted

implicitly fell under the shadow of doubt and
distrust. There is no question of honor
involved in making known one's suspicions.

All are living here under an implied code of
general honesty. Any suspected of violation

of this code should be reported, so that those
who suffer as a result of suspicion may se-

cure the trust they deserve. Should you
unhappily discover the sneak thief at his
nefarious labors, there should be no hesita-
tion in reporting his activities.

XAfell. for the benrflt of those
''' loyal souls who read nothing

but this column. UiIa it, tiie week
when the Juniors an> Uie kings of

U)e campus. And from tlu> outlook

it seems like we shall have a lot

of henpecked kings, that Is, If the

advance guard of queeiui that we
have seen with the naked eye live

up to expectations.

CATHOLIC ACTION
In this week's issue of the Pelican

of the College of St. Elizabeth, we
came across a very fine article on
Catholic Action.

"

I'he writer calls attention to the

lact that "Catholic Action" has
sometunes sounded like a vague
term. That It has almost seemed
to signify something outside the i

reach of students. At the Students
Spiritual Leadership Convention
next June, Catholic Action for

students wiil be clearly defined.

Once a student realizes what Cath-
olic Action means his participation

will be inevitable.

Prom what we have observed,

some of the students don't seem to

realize what any kind of "Action

"

'means, not alone Qathollc.
'

HOW ABOU*r SOME TELEPHONE
NUMBERS

In the last Issue of the Notre
Dame Scholastic we read a very
interesting review of the "Girls'

"

number of the "Juggler." The
Juggler is the monthly humor
magazine of Notre Dame. As an
added bit of Interest the editors
(just a couple of gigolos) get stud-
ents of the various girls colleges,

and have them edit one issue. Prom
what we could glean from the
article the girls' issue is the best.

Now, we suggested to the Editor
that we try the same idea but ev-
eryone on the staff was either mis-
ogonlst or ugly, except Dolan; and
he's cosy. "Watch that stuflf."

BUT WHAT'S $2,000,000

Because New Jersey has no
state university, other than Rut-
gers, which is a private institution

with state aid, more than $2,000,000

in bequests and contributions in-
tended lor a state university have
been lost, according to Albert J.

Dear, Jr., president of the league
for a free state university,

"That amount," he said, "has
been given to a state institution
only to And that Rutgers Is a
private institution."

FREEDOM
If students in the United States

think they are the victims of pa-

ternalism on the part of their col-

lege administrators, they have only

to look to Peru to see how much
freedom they actually have.

The Peruvian government recent-

ly passed rules regulating the

private lives of students in colleges

throughout the country as to per-

sonal cleanliness, and punctuality

in attendance and attention to
their studies.

Smoking is forbidden on the
campus, and gambling, politics, re-
ligious and political demonstrations,
and improper stories and insolence

to teachers are outlawed. Penalties

for violations of the rules range
from suspension for short periods

to expulsion for good.

Although we are not saying any
of the rules are not for the good
of all, yet that well worn axiom
seems to run through our mind,
that, "Just because a thing Is done
is not proof that it is right."

NOTRE DAME KICKS OFF
The depression seems to have

reached the home of football, ac-

cording to a recent open letter in

the Scholastic, although it seems
that there are several students
there who realize the fact.

The whole argument centers

around the fact that the Senior
Ball is $12.50, and $5.00 of that
amount Is being used for favors

while only $4.00 is being set aside

for hiring orchestras for both the

Ball and Tea Dance. To quote,

"Why should the Ball be a fail-

ure? Because you have prepared a
budget with a 1929 atmosphere and
ask the class to pay for its tickets

with 1932 dollars; because you have
allowed the budget figures of past
dances to precedence over your
common sense, and you are depend-
ing for financial support on pledges
of sand."

The letter Is said to be the opin-
ion of the majority of the class.

THE WET PARADE- With Lewis
Stone. Walter Huston, Jimmy
Schnozzle" Durant. NeU Hamil-
ton . and Dorothy Jordon perfonn-
liig at their best in their portrayal
of the characters of Upton Sin-
clair s novel. Two hours of enjoy-
ment are assured to all who see

this show. The film vividly depicts
the history of Prcrtiibltion from 1914

to the present day. The struggles

of two families, one of the North
and the other of the South, agaln&t
the curse of intemperance proves
to be very exciting,—At the Stan-
ton. ••..:.:••>.>;,./:

THE MOUTHPIECE—Depicting the
life of a famous New York lawyer,
this film, served as an excellent
opportunity to display exceptional
acting ability, and Warren Williams
a former star takes advantage of
this opportunity. The petit and
dulcet Sidney Pox, displaying her
sweet southern accent, adds Just
the right atmosphere to the film
taking away any dryness which
might have resulted in the busi-
ness-like character of the plot.

Very clever and spectacular situa-
tions arise in which the New York
lawyer successfully handles, and
the amusing situations just seem to

balance the atmosphere of excite-

ment and dramatic acting. The
story Is also quite true and is the
kind of a picture everyone enjoys.—
At the Stanley. , .

'

THE WISER SEX—The plot of the
timeworn gangster picture attains
a new development in this cinema
when Miss Claudette Colbert comes
to the aid of her crimlhal sweet-
heart after he Is accused of homi-
cide as the result of a frameup
perpetrated by William Boyd, and
his moll, Lillian Tashman. Jealousy

'

develops between Miss Colbert and
Miss Tashman and the resultant
effect is the accumulation of evi-
dence which places the guilt upon
William Boyd and frees the hero
from the grip of the law.—At the
Karlton.

THE FAMOUS FERGUSON CASE
—The story of this film is built
around the functions and tacts of
prominent New York newspapers.
The picture reveals how. when news-
papers are short of news, something
must be done to create or manufac-
ture front-page headlines and stories.

This procedure in many cases
naturally leada to dire conse-
quences. The picture opens almost
Immediately with the murder of
Mr. Ferguson, a wealthy New York
banker. Due to Inveigling circum-
stances the plot thickens and takes
up an interesting trend.—At the
Earle. , .,,;

; ,. _
, •

' •
. .

,'••'..> '-'t .''.'' ,

THE MIRACLE MAN—This inter-

esting picture is one of the few
popular silent films that have been
transposed into talkie form and
have stm retained all their effec-

tiveness and entertaining ability.

The story brings together a collec-

tion of criminals, swindlers, and
thieves, but handles them all In a
very unique and amusing manner
The cast Is headed by Sylvia Syd-
ney, who portrays the part filled

by Betty Compson in the silent
version. She Is assisted by Chester
Morris, John Wray, Hobart Bos-
warth, and a galaxy of others.—At
the Boyd.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

JOSEPH J. CONLAN

por the next few centuries Vllla-
* nova should be a peaceful place
in which to reside. All the vicious
and pugnacious Instincts of every-
one should, according to all normal
standards, be appeased after the
display of fisticuffs that was stag-
ed In the gym during the boxing
bouts. Blood and more blood was
spilled and as for knockouts, why
th9y were common Incidents, some
of them drawing not even a cheer.
Comle McPadden, the heavy-

weight pride of Villanova and Roee-
mont, uncovered some wares that
were unsuspected, one of them
b6lng his vicious attitude In the
ring. The tall boy from Philadel-
phia had Chaney stopped fifty ways
when It came to scaring his oppon-
ent. The contortions which he
would force his physiognomy to go
through were something to behold
and to beware, although the Bill-

ken, who was Mac's enemy in the
last bout, did not seem the least
bit worried. Perhaps that was be-
cause he made some pretty good
faces himself, or maybe he could
hit.

All In all, however, McPadden
was a surprise, displaying more
talent than most people suspected
he possessed.

We are going to advise the Stool-
• Pigeon. If he would find out who
posted those blue painted card-
board signs, announcing the boxing
bouts, he would discover a worthy
assistant. Some Interesting Infor-
mation was contained on those ad-
vertisements.

The progress of modern times Is

being aided by a student of Villa-

nova. To LaFranchlse, Harry
Coates' freshman pride and joy.

goes the tissue paper suspenders for
having discovered a new usage for
a rope. At Penn the other after-
noon, he demonstrated how a quar-
ter-mller might use a manilla rope
to halt his forward progress In a
most efficient fashion. Laffy, while
doing a fast 440, was caught be-
tween the eyes with the above
mentioned obstruction and as a re-

sult did not appear in the Penn
relays.

Perhaps he's nearsighted.

A pawn shop ticket has been
found In the Pie Shop. A Waltham
wrist watch bearing an athletic In-

scription on the back was the
article pawned, and a freshman's
name graces the ticket. He can
have the ticket by applying to the
owner of the Shoppe.

"Prejudice The Badge
Of Uneducated Men''

Is Editorial Theme
students Who Find Nothing: Outstanding

Abaut Rivals (ailed Blind.

"THE TOM.^IIAWK"
IIOLV CROSS COLLKGE
WORCKNTKR, MASS.

k

LAST June, Newton D.

i

Baker described
an educated man a.s one "who has ac-

quired the capacity to hold his judgment in

suspense until he knows the facts." To
withhold judgment seems one of the easiest
processes imaginable. But as Mr. Baker
wisely said, "It is acutely and tremendously
difficult to hold one's judgment in regard to
any subject concerning which we have a
prejudice." The eradication of prejudice
then in the eyes, of the former Secretary of
War becomes one of the major tasks of

education.

Prejudice is the badge of the uneducated
man. We associate religious prejudices,

racial prejudices, sectional prejudices, with
these areas of our country which are illum-
ined by the sunlight of education. Yet how
often is the educated person, the college
graduate, prejudiced! The supposedly cul-

tivated visitor to Ireland who came home to
describe Ireland as a beautiful country much
"too nice for the Irish" was the victim of
one of the crudest forms of prejudice and
probably ignorant of it. The college under-
graduate who cannot find anything outstand-
ing in a rival institution is another victim
of what the logic books call "mental astig-
matism." These, then, are the more subtle
forms of prejudices which make us over-
value the sphere of activity in which we are
skillful and cause us to under-estimate those
fields of endeavor in which we must yield to
others. The excellent English student is
apt to express his disdain of the sciences.
The capable student of the sciences often
may be found scoffing at poetry. The ath-
lete may scoflf at the bookworm, and the
bookworm now and then pretends to look
down upon athletics. The sad feature of it
is that these prejudices tickle human vanity.
We like to feel that our aptitudes and abil-
ities are the most desirable and the most
praiseworthy, feeling so, we blind ourselves

The opinion that Is being spread *° ^^^ interests and achievements of others,
the campus Is that Gerry we lose sympathy with the aspirations of

our fellows, we depart from life having ap-
preciated but a slim thread in its compli-
cated texture.

about

McAteer Is the Stool-Pigeon's bos-
om companion and Is forcing all

the publicity that he can from that
unfortunate Individual under the
threat of exposure.

Be brave, Stooly old boy; there
are brighter days ahead.

Once again the fair name of

James McKelvey Is to grace this

column and when such an Incident

takes place it Is Indeed an occasion.

Mr. McKelvey, we are glad to have
you with us. But we hear that you
are guilty of misrepresentation dur-
ing the recent primaries. Having
voted a democratic ticket, you
turned about and obtained employ-
ment from the Republican party.

Now, we ask you, Is that fair?

ALiteraryReview
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

p rom what we have seen and
heard, Joe Delaney and Joe York

are the two most popular fellows In
the school.

Speaking of gigolos, who is the
dark-haired "Beauty" taking our
friend from Cuba, Mr. Rodriguez to

the Philadelphia matinees? Ask
the senor who is paying for the
tickets.

WHILE JUNIOR WEEKINQ
The famous Hobo college at Chi-

cago was excited last week when it

received as one of Its students Its

first co-ed. She was a buxom
blonde from Nebraska.

Twice In one week Will Rogers,
Jr., son of the himiorlst and a
fre.shman at Stanford University,
wa.s arrested on traffic charges. He
didn't have any wisecracks ready
for the police.

A group of Amherst college stud-
ents has asked the board of trustees

to appoint Alfred E. Steams, head-
master of Phillips Andover Acad-
emy, as the new president of Am-
herst

A. B. U. prof carries a bag of

bananas with him wherever he goes.

We hear that Fletcher Clayton's
pedes are becoming an Impediment
to him socially. And listen fellows,

that isn't dirt on his upper lip. It's

a mashed knat.

John Durkin, the Germantown
Menace, is looking for a date for the
Junior prom.

Cornny MacPadden and Warren
Brown have developed a new hobby.
They are making a collection of
millinery specimens. They started
the collection some time ago at the
Greek's In Bryn Mawr.

Don "Skippy" LaFond, is getting

a medal from the Engineers for in-

venting a sinkable lifeboat or
something.

Joe 'whatawoman" Barsin Is

getting a new tuxedo bathing suit

made to order, according to latest

reports, for the formal opening of

the Pool.

John "Desdemona" Grimes is re-

fusing all bids to the Junior Prom.
He says that all the fellows In the
Junior class are too rough and nn-
roath.

Oene "Caruso" Collins went to

the Ursinus Prom last Friday night
He promised to be back early Sat-
urday morning. At a late hour
Sunday night he hadn't made an
appearance. "Love, you funny
thing."

Every day it becomes more and
more evident that Villanova Is the
breeding place of genius. Each
day's dawn finds upon this campus
one or more budding Intellectuals,

who see all, know all, and tell ev-
eryone about It. The latest addition

to the ranks of these embryo Eln-
stelns and Greenbergs. is that well-

known engineer, John Mlcklos.

There was a lecture .delivered last

week on the Atomic Theory of the
Constitution of Matter and while
the audience obtained the general
trend of the talk, no one stated
that they had the points at their

fingertips. All but Johnny. He
blushlngly admits having taken
complete notes on all but one or

two minor points.

There are two great favors he

has to be thankful for; one being

his brain, and the other his room
mate, Joe Hahn.

"Advertising affects a populace
according to the degree of It's

stupidity." Such a statement can
be found in one of the works of a
well-known author and has been
quoted by some of the professors

In their classes. The point that
has come in for much discussion

is "Does the word 'stupidity' refer

to the advertising or to the people?

"

From the Pie Shoppe Bulletin

board, we are inclined to believe

the advertising is meant.

Very often In the course of our
weekly column, we found it neces-
sary to use Marty GlU's name in

cormectlon with some supposedly
facetious remark which was con-
cerned with his doings. But today
we would like to congratulate Marty
upon attaining the sought after

honor of Valedictorian. We know
that he worked hard and gave his

all of which proved to be more than
sufHclent and so may we extend our
hearty felicitations. Martin old boy,

we can think of no one more de-
serving or capable.

DURING the last few years biography
has become the most popular form of

non-fiction writing. But the author of the
modern biography has assumed a new role;
from a tireless and unceasing panegyrist, he
has become a critical and merciless charac-
ter analyst. He is neither in sympathy
with, nor antagonistic to his subject, but
tends to write with an impassive viewpoint.
Success, however, does not always crown
his efforts, as impassiveness in writing a
biography is practically impossible.

One of the more recent biographies writ-
ten m this manner is, "The Thundering Ab-
bot", by Henri Bremond, and translated by
F. J. Shields. It is the life of Armand de
Ranse, reformer of the Trappist Order.
Ranee, a priest, whose whole life was given
to shooting oflr literaiy and oratorical fire-
works (by which he was frequently burned),
provides excellent material for the modern
biographer. After a somewhat dissolute
but brilliant youth, he was converted and
retired to LaTrappe where he became abbot.
Finding the order relaxed he revived the
rule as practiced by St. Bernard amid much
opposition. He achieved success, neverthe-
less, and then tunied his attention to the
reformation of the other religious orders.
For thirty years he waged war against the
Cistercians, Jesuits, Benedictines, Carthus-
ians and Jansenists. Men came to tremble
at his name and his bombastic writings more
than justify his nickname of "L'Abbe Tem-
pete". He possessed a strange character of
strength and weakne.ss, or haste and inde-
cision. His many enemies ranged from Pope
and King to neighboring abbesses.

The book is written in typical French
style. The sentences, though short and
staccato to our English ears, are delightfully
worded. M. Bremond has the happy knack
of stumming up situations with concise and
often amusing epigrams. The attitude he
has assumed toward Ranee, however, ap-
peal's scarcely juat. He writes, laugrhling,

as it were, at the monk's most sincere con-
victims, which are reflected in his book.

>

Cats Claw Victories From Both Seton HallAndPennA. C.

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

V 1 1 1 a n o V a ' s

Amateur Boxing
Tournament is

now a matter of

history, but it has
established a pre-

cedent which will

not be easy to

follow. For those

who enjoy exhi-

bitions of the

manly art of self

'defense the bouts

were a veritable paradise. There
were numerous fights and victories

vlft the kayo route were plentiful.

Coach Harry Stuhldreher and
Paul Beaudine and all those other

persons who helped to promote th(\

tourney deserve a great ,deal of

commendation for their good work.

KITTENS TRIUMPH
Coming events are said to cast

their shadows before them. We
wonder whether the wihning of the

American Freshman College One
mile Relay championship by Harr>'

Coates' yearling squad is the be-

ginning of Villanova's rise in the

track realm.

The quartet composed of Kremer,
Gleanson, Elliot and Womer sped
over the required distance in 3

minutes and 26 seconds, thus bring-

ing to the Wildcat lair an American
Track Championship which, as far

as we know, Villanova has never

held before.

With the large amount of ma-
terial which Coach Coates now has
at his disposal he should be able

to develop a strong track team and
thus follow up the bid made by the

Prosh for fame on the clnderpaths.

WILDCAT FIGHT
Villanova has always been noted

for the fight and determination

to win which Is displayed by her
athletic teams. Last Saturday, the

Felines ran true to form. Up until

the eighth Inning in the ball game
against Penn A. C. it seemed as if

the Cats were about to lose their

second game of the year. But a

ball game is never over until the

final out i^ made and in the last

half of the eighth frame the Blue
and White players put across a hay-
maker and scored eight runs, thus

sewing up a game which, from all

appearances they were about to

lose.

The hero of the day for the Wild-
cats was Charley Hurlburt, whose
two base clout with the bases load-

ed aided very materially to the

winning of the game. Charlie also

played the same role on Friday

against Seton Hall when his ninth

inning single drove In the run
which decided the game in favor of

the Cats.

The varsity record now stands at

seven wins and one loss, the Goth-
am Jinx again having haunted the

Felines when they lost out in the

ninth inning to Manhattan in the

first defeat of the season.

Frat Baseball

The heavy hitting Arts fraternity

nine at the present writing is out

in front In the Inter-fraternity

base ball league.

During the past week the E. P. T.

team defeated Lambda Kappa

Delta by a 7 to 3 count in a four-

inning game. Joe Delaney was on

the mound for the Artsmen while

the Pre-Med twirling was divided

between Berardi and Tracey.

The L. K. D. team got three hits

while the E. P. T. aggregation

banged out eight, Delaney and
York petting three base hits.

E. P. T., 9; D. P. E. 4,

T'he second victim of the Arts'

onslaughts was the Business frater.-

nity which was defeated by a 9 to

4 count in a five Inning game last

Thursday evening.

Steve Ferko pitched for the E. P.

T. team and allowed but one hit.

The Artsmen gathered a total of

eight hits which included two home
runs by Ed Donohue.

L. K. D.. 18; P. K. P.. 2

Last Friday evening the Science

fraternity ran rough shod over a

weak Engineers' team and took

them into camp by a 10 to 2 score.

126 pounds. Pinal—Charles Moore,

Pre-Med. stopped Abe Yip, Pre-Med.

third round. ^^
135 pounds—Louis LIpshutz. Pre-

Med. won over John Gaughan. Arts,

third round. Default. ^ ., ^
Final—Ted Hamilton. Pre-Med,

earned the decision over Louis LIp-

shutz. 3 rounds.
147 pounds. Final—Ambrose Lan-

gan Pre-Med. stopped Michael To-

masao. Engineer, third round.

180 pounda—Joe York, Alumni,

kayoed Joe Mauchbacher, Alumni,

third round.
James Biirkett. Alumni, stopped

Dan McFadden, Austin, second round.

Final — Jim Burkltt. Alumni,

knocked out Joe York. Alumni, aec-

ond round.
176 pounds. Final—Bill Orlmoerg

Alumni, kayoed Joe Delaney. AuaUn.

nrst round.
Heavyweight — Corny McFadden.

Alumni, won on a technical knockont

from Alf Oagllardl. Pre-Med. seoond

round.
The officials at the bouts were

—

Referees: Al Lescel and J. Monica.

Judges^-BIll Wynn and Frank Percl-

val. Timekeeper—Jack Johnaon.

VILLj®OVAN
SPORTS

TRACK GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Many Kayoes Feature First

Amateur Boxing Tourney

Sponsors A.A. Bouts

New College Fistic Champ'
ions Decided by

, Elimination

BURKITT BEATS YORK
Vtllanova's first Annual Boxing

Tournament, conducted by the

Athletic Association and sponsored

by Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher. is

.yver for another year. Villanova's

r.ew gymnasium resounded with
the thuds and smacks of leather as
local and college amateurs swapped
punches on Thursday and Saturday
nights for the Harry Sjuhldreher
Watches, emblemic of the champ-
ionships of the various divisions.

The bouts came to a fitting and
happy ending when Corny McFad-
den of Alumni Hall, last year's

Middle Atlantic A A. U. champion,
was awarded the decision over
Tommy Roberts of thie Hayward
Club giving him his second title of

the tournament. In this fight Cor-
ny fought as a member of the

Arena A. C, as his second champ-
ionship was won In an open event.

Previously, he had aruvex^d .he

College Heavyweight crown by
scoring a technlchal K O. over Alf

Gagliardi, the defendirig champion.
Gagliardi, hopelessy at a disad-
vantage in reach, and weight,

fought as gamely as he dould, but
was unable to withstand the

mauling of his rangy adversary.
The flghi was stopped In the mid-
dle of the second round when
Gagliardi. still on his feet, was un-
able to continue However, In the
oth3r bout Roberts matched blow
for blow with McFadden but lack-

ed iie latter's boxing skill. How-
ever, there were many In the al-

most capacity crowd who thought
that Roberts was the victor.

BUI Grlmberg scored a sensa-
tional one round knockouij over

Continued On Page Four

NetmenLoseOne
And Win Three

Lehigh and Manhattan De-

feated While St. John's

Wins, 5-4

FIRST NEW YORK WINS

Continuing their fast pace, the

tennis team added West Chester,

Lehigh and Manhattan to their

fast growing list of victims, but

dropped a one-point decision to St.

John's. The Teachers' College was

whitewashed, 7-0. Lehigh and

Manhattan were trounced by 7-2

scores. The Brooklynltes eked out

a 5-4 win over the Wildcats.

All the matches were played

away from home, and Incidentally

the triumph over the Jaspers was

the first victory ever recorded by a

Villanova tennis team In New York.

The West Chesterltes offered

some strong competition, but the

Blue and White turned them back

without the loss of a match. Trek-

ing to Bethlehem the next day, as

underdogs, the Wildcats completely

upset the dope when they ran

through five singles and two dou-

bles victories for the necessary

points.

Last Friday, In Brooklyn, a

strong Saint John's sextette took

the measure of the visitors In four

out of six singles. However, the
Wildcats came back to take two of

the three doubles, but when Suarez
and Orcutt lost In two stirring sets,

the hosts won.

Cats Down Pennacs And
Seton Hall; Jaspers Win

GolfTeamWins
Three In Row

HARRY A. STUHLDREHER

Temple, Manhattan and Ford-

ham Fall Before Feline

Attack

UNDISTURBED BY JINX

Prosh Nine Loses
And Wins In Week

After out-hlttlng a snappy Perk-
iomen team 12 hits to 8. the Frosh
nine lost out in the final decision
6 to 5. Due to cold weather and
snow flurries, both teams were pre-
vented from showing their real
abilities.

Up to fifth Inning, the Prosh team
managed to keep In the lead, then
Perklomen showed what almost
turned Into a rally, but the fine

pitching of Sylvester soon checked
them, but not until they had
.scored a run. Ellis poled a "Babe
Ruthian" wallop In the seventh
and evened matters. The Perklo-
men score in the eighth frame de-
cided the nip and tuck affair
McShane and Larsen of the Kit-

tens 'vere credited with two hits

apiece. Ellis was the slugger of

the day with three hits, one of
which was a homer.
Last Friday afternoon the Frosh

rine won their first game of the
seasoi when they overwhelmed the
representatives of Valley Forge M.
A. by an 18 to 3 score.

Sylvester was on the mound for

the Kittens and had little trouble
in winning the game.

During the past week the Villa-

nova golf team scored three de-

cisive victories In collegiate compe-
tition, defeating Temple at Marble
liall 9-0. Then, traveling to New
York the linksmen defeated Man-
hattan and Fordham both by the
scores of 8 to 1. These victories
were the third, fourth and fifth for
the season. The golfers scored pre-
vious wins over Boston College and
Swarthmore, and lost a close con-
test to William and Mary.
The Temple match was played on

the Wildcat's home course. Marble
Hall. The Feline golfers ran
rough shod over the Owl players,
clinching every contest without al-

lowing their opponents to score a
single point.

Bob Quinlan and Jerry Welnhart
were the luminaries of the con-
test. Quinlan defeated Miller of

Temple, 4-2. Paired with Weln-
hart he won the best ball match,
3-2. O'Neil and Baker overcame
the team of Collins and Grayblll,
4-3.

Subdue Manhattan
Playing on the Winged Foot C.

C. course the Cats scored their sec-

ond win for the week, defeating
Manhattan College. The Blue and
White won eight of the matches
played.
Kelly continued to play sensa-

tional golf having an easy time dis-

continued On Page Four

Manhattan Hands Wildcats

Initial Defeat of Seas-

on by, 5-4 Score

HURLBURT SAVES DAY*
The famous New York jinx which

has haunted the Wildcat teams
for several years and Which was
successfully evaded once this sea-
son came back In full force last
Thursday and laughed frlendlshly
when the Felines were nosed out
in the ninth Inning by Manhattan
by a 5 to 4 score.

Stung by their first defeat of the
season the Cats downed a snappy
So'on Hall nine by a 5 to 4 cbunt.
Friday, Hurlburt's single In the last
frame sent the winrdng run over
for the Felines.

On Saturday the Blue and White
came from behind in an eighth In-
ning rally to send the Perm A. O.
(ossers to a 12 to 10 defeat.

To Charlie Hurlburt Is given the
honor of winning the Pennac game
for Villanova with his two well plac-
ed hits In the hectic eighth inning,
driving across the necessary runs to
win the ball game. This was the
second time In two consecutive
days that Charlie pulled the Frank
Merrlwell act. having driven across
the winning nm in the ninth in-
ning to defeat Seton Hall, Friday.

Lefty Shortall started the ball
rolling: in the eighth with a double
to right and Charlie drove him In
with a single. From then on hits
rang off the Wildcat's bats and
Noblitt, the Penn A. O. mounds-
man, was forced to give way to
Reynolds. The new pitcher was
in a precarious position with the
bases loaded and Hurlburt up at
the platter. After looking over the
first one, Hurlburt drove the next
pitched ball over the left fielder's

head, scoring the winning run and
Continued On Page Fonr
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As the next character of interest

to grace this column the VILLA-
NOVAN has selected Martin L.

Oill, Jr., a student In the school of

Art£ and Phlloso('hy, who has at-
tained a reputation as one of the

most prominent and ac-
tive members of the class

of 1932. He matriculated
at the West Philadelphia
High School where his
ability as a leader and a

worlcer first came to light.

In his Freshman year, at high
school "Marty" took an active part
in the swihimlng activities of his
school and was a member of the
team. Because of his abilities as
a performer in aquatic activities he
was appointed coach of the varsity
team. He viras also elected to the
presidency of the school tribunal.
In the fall of 1928

"Marty" entered the
hallowed hails of

Villanova where he
was destined to gain
further honors for

himself and his
Alma Mater. Be-
cause of the lack pf
Freshman activities

he was unable to

show his inherent
abilities except on
the Freshman Hop
Committee when he
served as chairman of one of the
season's most popular affairs. In
his Sophomore year his qualities

as a leader and a worker were first

recognized when he was appointed
a member of the Vigilance and
Sophomore Cotillion committees.

At the time when Villanova be-

gan her drive to appropriate a sum
of money for the erection of a
number of buildings, a committee
was appointed from a list of promi-
nent students and "Marty's" name
was one of those selected to par-
take in so important a task. A
debating team was Inaugurated
that year and at the first call

"Marty" was one of the first to

answer. His endeavors as a debater
were soon realized and he took part
in the first Intercollegiate debate
of the newly formed Beta Oamma
debating team. Villanova conduct-
ed an oratorical contest in Phila-
delphia and "Marty" won third
place, the first two honors being
awarded to two members of the
senior class.

At the commencement of his

"Marty" was chosen as a member
of the Junior Prom committee and
appointed Editor-in-Chief of the
Juniors' annual publication, "The
Junior Courtier," which duties he
fulfilled with a characteristic con-
scientiousness. His forensic abilities

steadily rose and he was fast be-
coming an outstanding figure at

every contest of the Beta Gamma
team. His knowledge of the French
language won a position for him as

Instructor of French in one of the
freshman classes.

The last year of his career as a
college student saw "Marty" being
awarded a distinction far superior

to any of his previous years. He
was appointed to undertake the

responsibilities of the Editor-in-
Chief of the Belle Air. the official

publication of the Senior class. His
ingenuity and end-
less efforts and
energy have con-
tributed much to

achieve the success

,
which ,-is due this

great <v o r k . The
manner and effi-

ciency with which
he has supervised
the production of

such a difficult task

has brought to light

another character-
istic quality.

"Marty's" activities in the Arts
fraternity have not been in vain.

His fellow classmates elected him
president last year in recognition
for his numerous labors and
achievements. He served on the
inter-fraternity ball committee and
at the present has brought to a
climatic close his debating years
and his duties as Instructor in

French.
As a fitting climax to his college

career "Marty" is going to deliver
the valedictory address at the com-
mencement exercises this June.
This honor was coveted by nine
Seniors at the trials held last Fri-
day evening, but "Marty's" clear
and concise voice together with an
apt manner of presentation caused
him to be selected by the Judges.
During his entire college career

"Marty" has contributed his time
and services gratuitously to his
class and various clubs. Possess

Frosh Win Mile Relay Chanipionship
Frosh Trackmen Take First

Place In Mile Relay Race
For National Championship

Varsity Team Places Third

in Mile College

Relay

CORRKJAN TAKES THIRD

^
COACH OF CHAMPS

Marty"

With Jim Elliott running a splen-

did third leg to bring the Freshman
team from third to first place and
Dick Womer adding five yards to

the lead, the Villanova Freshman
Relay team took first honors In the

One Mile Freshman Relay race at

the Penn Relays last Saturday
afternoon. This is the first major
triumph that Villanova has scored

in track and too much er^dit can-
not be given to the four men on
the team and to Harry Coates who
brought the team along )i% ..such

fine shajje. '-
.

'•

Frank Gleason, who took La-
Franchise's place on the team
when the latter wag injured during
a practice session at Franklin Field

last week, was leadoff man for the
team and ran his quarter In 53

s(^conds flat to give the baton to.

Kremer in third position. Kremer,
although boxed in, held tills plac9
all the way round and finished in
52 1-5 seconds. ElUott, taking the
baton in third place, forged to the
front going down the backstretch
and finished with a two yard ar-
vantage over the Manhattan man.
Womer, adding more to the lead,

won easily by eight yards.
Elliot ran his leg in 51 seconds

flat while Womer turned in the
time of 49 4-5 seconds for the

HARRY COATES

ing, as he does, inherent qualities
of leadership, a magnetic personal-
ity, and an endless desire to per-
form his duties diligently, we pre-
dict that "Marty" will be outstand-

Junior year, the most important I ing in whatever field he enters af-
year in every college student's life, { ter his graduation from Villanova.

Prospects Seem Bright For
Successful Track Season

Harry Coates Has Makings f^'^^
^"'^ although as not yet up

•' ^ to last year's standard will no
of a Winning Track

Team

The Perm Relays now being a
thing of the past and the Wildcats

and their Kittens having brought

home an extra large slice of bacon,

they will, from now on, concentrate

their energies to the winning of

dual meets.

Meets for the Varsity have been

arranged with West Chester State

Teachers, Catholic U., Urslnus and
Temple. The following is a discus-
sion of the records of some of the
varsity men who should scintillate

for the Blue and White on the
cinderpatiis tiiis month.

In the sprints there are Fenster-
macher and Duffy who are coming
along in great shape. Fenster-
macher has already broken the old
stadium records in the 100 and the
220, doing the former in 9.9 and
the latter in 22.1, and from all in-

dications he will better his time
considerably before the season is

over. Duffy is also sprinting along
in fine form. He lias equaled his

record for the 440 which he set

last year, and also holds the school
record for the indoor mile doing it

in the fast time of 4 min. 25 sec.

Baker holds the school record in

the 880 and the outdoor mUe. He
can be depended upon to make a
good showing in either of these
events and should prove to be a
real threat.

doubt in the near future prove to
be a big factor.

In the hammer throw Coach
Coates will have Huber and Potts,
two strong men who are having
great success, also in throwing the
weight. They will cooperate with
Tom Edwards in the discus tlirow.
Edwards also consistently tosses
the shot around the 41 foot mark.
Captain Corrigan will compete in

the high jump and the broad Jump
and if it can be Judged from his
past performances there is no
doubt that he will be one of the
mainstays of the Varsity.

Another great prospect in the
high jump is Hickey, a member of
the Freshman team. Hickey is also
a star in the pole vault and is fa-
vored to break the existing stadium
record. After gaining experience
on the Freshman team this year
he will, In the opinion of Mr.
Coates, prove to be a real star by
the time he reaches his Sophomore
year.

100-yard dash, and Keller the 120-

yard High Hurdles. The tie came
in the Pole Vault when Wonsos-
witz, of Ohio State, and Beecher,
of Indiana, tied at the height of
13 feet and 9 inches. N. Y. U. took
three titles by taking the distance
Medley on Friday and the Four
Mile Relay on Saturday. In these
two events, N. Y. U. took the title

away from Penn. Penn finishing

best time on the team. Neverthe- ^second in both of these events was
able to take only one race. That
was in the One Mile Relay when
Steel, Edwards, Healey and Oarr
raced N. Y. U. and Colgate into
the ground in the fast time of 3
minutes 15 and 4-10 seconds, crack-
ing a 17-year-old record for the
Carnival and ruiming the fastest
mile relay ever run in the East.
It was in this race alone, however,
that Penn found solace for in all

the other events they were out-
classed.

This Saturday afternoon the
Freshmen will try to take their
fourth meet of the year when they
meet Penn Frosh at Franklin Field.
This meet will be run after the
Penn-Yale meet. The first meet
will start at two o'clock and the
Frosh meet at three-thirty. In the
Freshman race on last Saturday,
the Penn Frosh finished seventh.

Prizes To Be Given To
High Scoring: Bowlers

According to a recent announce-
ment from the gymnasium the
bowler with the highest three con-
secutive games each week will be
presented with two passes good at
either the Wayne or Seville Thea-
tres.

This new policy will begin today
and the prizes will be rewarded on

i

Mondays. According to the rules
all scores must be verified by the
floomian.

1 TWO MORE ADDED TO WIN COLUMN
VILLANOVA

B. H. E.

Cavanaugb, ss

CzeslcJc. 2b 1

Oazella. 3b 1

[leltz. lb 1 1

BhortaU. of 1 1

Wronskl. rf 1 1 1

Hurlburt, rt 1

Finn. U a 8

Trosky, c 1 2
O'Donnell, p ••.*•:... .0

TOTALS 6 11 a

SVrON BALL
R. H. E.

Esl&r, cf 1

RelBB. BS .1 a 1

Kearney, 3b 2
Madlrgan. 3b 1

Keller. If

Joyce, rf 1 3
Singleton, ab 2
Tyne. lb 1 1

Oaaparlni, c
Crown, p
Boyle
Zdanewics ..•*., «.-...>

PEMN A. C.
AB. R. H. O. A.

French, rf e 2 3 1
Sullivan, rf e 2 1 1

McGlll. cf 1 2
Wlilte. 2b 5 2 1 2 4
Umbach, If 6 i 2 2 2
Cullaghan. lb 6 1 13 i

Walker, ss 5 2 1 3 3
Yeabsley, c 4 1 2 1
Noblltt. p 8 1 1 4
Reynoldfl. p i o 1

TOTALS 41 10 13 26 16
VILLANOVA

AB. R. H. O. A.
Cavanaugh, ss S 2 2 2
Czeslck. 2b S
Oazella, 3b. .4
Reltz. lb. 6

TOTAI5 4 8 3

Hurlburt batted for Wronskl in 9th
Boyle batted for Crown In 9th.
Zdanewlcs ran for Boyle in 0th.

Villanova ........02000100 2—

«

Seton Hall 00010300 —

4

Stolen bases* Enlar 2. Kearney.
Finn. Trosky Sacrifice hits- -Reins.

Tyne, Czetlck Two-base hits—Plnn
Cceslek. Three-base hita — Joyc*
Troaky. Struck out—By OTtonnell
7. Crown 4 Baaes on ball* -Off
OT>onnen 4 Crown 1. Wild pitch -

O'Donnell Hit by pitrhed ball -By
OTJonnell (Ealar); Crown r Wronskl)
Left on bases Vlllanovs 10. Seton
Hall 8 TTmplre- Oaffey Time of
gam*—1 hour 67 mlnutM.

Shortall. cf.

Wronskl. rf.

Finn. If. ...
Trosky, c. .

.

Kobtlls. p. .

Hurlburt, rf.

•Weston . .

.

Montgomery.

TOTAI,S .

..S
,3
..4
..3

.3
..2'

.1

.0

3
1

1

2

1

1

1

8

2
1

a

2
1

less, it was Elliot's fine race that
put Villanova in the lead. Lehigh
was showing the way until Elliot
assumed the lead and Womer pro-
tected it. The time of 3 minutes
and 26 seconds, although faster
fthan the time last year when N. Y,
U. won, was slower than the record
set by Penn Freshman team in the
1930 Relays. In all probability the
Freshmen would have run faster if

they could have gotten out in the
lead at the start of the race, as
Gleason and Kremer were unable
to fun their best due to the crowd-
ing.

The varsity mile relay took tliird

place behind Lincoln and Morgan
when Byrd , of Lincoln, ran a sen-
sational quarter to come from fifth
place to wiii out in the last ten
yards over Duffy and the anchor of
Morgan. Lincoln's time for the
race was 3 minutes 26 6-10 seconds
while the varsity finishing third
was timed in 3 minutes and 27
seconds fiat showing how close the
finish was. Fenstemacher, start-
ing for the varsity, ran 52 and 4-5
seconds despite the fact that he
had been sick all week. Delaney
taking the stick in second place,
took the lead on the btick stretch,
but tired coming down the home
stretch and handed the baton to
Baker in third position. Baker held
this place until the home stretch
when he forged in to second place.
Duffy held second until Byrd, of
Lincoln, running a splendid race
nosed to the front in the final ten
yards. Delaney ran his leg of the
relay in 53 seconds fiat while Baker
did 51 fiat and Duffy was clocked
in 50 and 1-5 seconds. FYom the
times made by the two teams Sat-
urday the outlook for next year is
indeed a pleasant one.
Capt. Corrigan, with a Jump of

22 feet 7 inches placed third in the
broad Jump behind Pulmer, of
Duke, and Bowman, of Louisiana
State. The winning jump by Ful-
mer was 23 feet 5 Inches. Bow-
man, who placed second, won the
hop step and Jump on Friday with
a leap of 47 feet and 5 and 3-4
inches. Bowman was a member of
the 1928 Olympic team in the role
of hop step and Jumper while he
was attending Baton Rouge (La.)
high school.

The half-mile Sprint team, of
Hurley, Fenstemacher, Duffy and
Delaney finished third in their
heat behind N. Y. U. and George-
town. In the final of this race
Ohio State was the winner with
N. Y. U. in second place. Penn was
third and Georgetown was fourth.

Ohio State carried off the Lions
share of titles in the, relays, taking
three relay races, two Individual
titles and a tie in another. They
took the Quarter Mile Sprint, the
Half Mile Sprint, and the Shuttle
Hurdle race while Bennett won the

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Baseball

May 3—Lehigh, at stadium.
May 4—Princeton, away.
May 7—Temple, at Stadium.

Frat
May 3—E. P. T. vs. P. K. P., at

Frosh Field (at 7).

May 5—L. R. D. vs. E. P. T., at
at Stadium (10 a. m.)

May 5—D. P. E. vs. P. K. P.,

Frosh Field (10 a. m.)
May 8—E. P. T. vs. D. P. E., at

stadium (at 10 a. m.)
May 8—L. K. D. vs. P. K. P., at

Frosh Field (at 10 a. m.)
May 9—P. K. P. vs. D. P. E., at

Fro3h Field (at 7).

Golf
May 3—Ursinus at Marble Hall
May 5—Haverfprd at Merlon

0.0.
Tennis

May 3—Albright, at home.
May 4—Temple, at home.
May 7—Bucknell, at home.

Track
May 7—Frosh vs. Penn, away.'

Twenty Bouts Won
Alons: Knockout
Route In Tourney

Continued From Page Three

Golf Team Wins
Three Matches

In Succession

Continued From Page Tliree

posing of his dppwnent. He won
his match, 7-6, and had the best
round for the day, scoring a 74.

Cornelly won his match 6-5 and
scored the second best round, a 75.

Fordham a Victim
The pill swatters scored their

third victory of the week against
the Fordham Rams on the Salis-

bury Golf Course at Mineola, Long
Island. Cornelly was the only
loser, being defeated two down
with the exception of this defeat
the. Wildcats made a clean sweep
of the meet.

Changes In Chapel Services

Announced By Fr. Stanford

Pennacs And Seton
Hall Bow to Cats
While Jaspers Win
Continued From Page Three

Rev. E. V. Stanford. O. S. A.,

chaplain, has armounced several
changes in the regular schedule of
evening services, which will pre-
vail during this week.

Regular evenirxg prayers will be
held on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings only Confessions, for

those who wish to attend, will be
heard on Wednesday and Thursday
*venings at 6:30. .,.,...

Thursday will be Ascension Day
and a holiday of obligation. The
College Mass will be oelebrajjed at
7:30.

Friday being the first Friday of
the month will be the general
communion Day for the entire
.student body and will also be
Communion Day for tlie members
of the Holy Name Soceity.

A r d m o r e
Theatre
WEEK OF MAY SECOND

TIJKSDAY, MAY 3

"The Lost Squadron"
With RICHARD DIX

WKD. & TIIIIKH., MAY 4-S

ELI8SA LANDI in

"The Devil's Lottery"

FKIOAY MAY 6th

"Explorers of the World'

THATI)KI>AY. MAY 7th

BEN LYON in

"The Bi|5 Timer"

making himself the hero of the day.

The Manhattan game, which was
the first contest which George King
lost this season, was decided in the

ninth inning, when the Green
pushed over two markers. The
inning began with Tremarg receiv-

ing a pass, O'Neil advanced him to

second on a sacrifice, MoCormick
the next batter, was also passed.

At tills point Hasset sent a slow

roller to Czesick, who in his haste
fumbled, the ball going into right
field while Tremark crossed the
plate with the tieing run. Mai
Thomas then drove a long drive to
the fence, Art Shortall spearing
the pill with a deft one-hand
catch; but it was wasted effort as
McCormick crossed the plate with
the winning run before the throw
reached home.
Undaunted by this setback at the

hands of the Jaspers, the Cats
came to their own again on Friday
pounding Bud Crown, Seton Hall
twirler, for eleven hits and five
runs to gain their sixth victory 5-4.
Playing before a crowd of 1500,

the Cats jumped into the lead in
the second frame, putting over two
runs on three hits. Wronskl and
Finn scoring. The Pirates scored
one in the foiuIJi, on a base on
balls to Kearney and a triple by
Nippy Joyce,

Joe Delaney in the final bout of
the 175 pound clajss. In the mid-
dle of the round Grimberg caught
Delaney squarely on the chin with
a nghi. cross Uiat was well load-
ed wiijh sleeping potion. E>elaney
struck his ^lead on the canvas as
he went down and for a time it

was feared that he was seriously
injured. He was removed from the
boxing circle in a horizcmtal posi-
tion but afl«r several minutes he
was as good as ever
Jim Burkitt surprised the boxing

enthusiasts by kuocKing out Joe
York in the second round of their
bout in the 160 pound class. The
first blow of the scrap proved to
be the tell-tale one. That wallop,
a terrific right, sent York oo the
canvas for a short count and he
never could sliake off its effects.
York kis^ the resin three times
in the tnijal round. Early in the
second, Burkitt sent him down for
the county
In the welterweight division Am-

brose Lahgan put out Michael
Tomasso in the hird round. T^
Hamilton proved to be too good
for Louis Lipshutz, the conqueror of
Jolinny Gaughan, last year's cixamp
in the 135 pound division. Hamilton
had an aovantage in both height
and reach and wisely u-ilized them
against his opponent He had an
cas:e in the fighting all the way.
Lipshutz fought doggedly but to
no avail. Charles Moore easily de-
feated Abraham Yip for the crown
in the 126 pound weigiv.i They
were the only ones entered in that
division.

Clubs Well Represented
By no means was all the good

fighting confined to the College
events Thir,(y-two scrappy young-
sters from the local clubs competed
in the various divisions and some
mighty popular champs were ac-
claimed when the leather pushinst
was all over. While the Villanovans
for the niost part confined the
pugilistic e ideavors to trying to
knock each other's heads off, many
of the amateurs evidenced a good
knowledge of the manly, art of
self-defense and displayed some
clever boxing.

Fourteen wri.'Jt watches were
gi^en by Coach Stuhldreher to the
winners of the championships. The
ame number of pencil sets were
given to the runners-up. In the
Inter-Hall competition Alumni Hall
emerged victorious and was award-
ed a silver loving-cup to signify its

superiority among the campus
dorms. The Cardinal A. C. amassed
a total of fourteen points to edge
out the Belmar C. C. for the ama-
teur team trophy. The Cardinals
also received a loving-cup.

BRYN MAWR
TRY OUB DINNER
4.30 to 8.80 P. M.

55c
Open 24 Hours a Day

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
ships, made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year,
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.— (Adv.)

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

•... a Specialty

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

Anenti Faulk, Conmiy & Garrity

40 12 13 37 11
*Battrd for KoblUi In 8th.

Penn A. C. . .« . . .0 1 3 1 8 0—10
Villanova . . A . . 10300008 x—12
Errors—White, Umbach. Walkrr 4.

Cnvnnaugh. CKenlck. R«ltz. Shortall.
Wronskl, Trmiky. T^vo-bftup hit*
Pronch. Umbach, Shortall, Hurlburt.
TTirre-bane hlt« — French, Czeslck
Struck out—By Kobllls 4: Montgom-
ery 3; Noblltt 2. Bases on balls—Off
Kobllls 8: Noblltt 1. Stolen bases—
Siilllvan. McOin. Umbach. Sacrince
hits- -Yeabsley. Double play—Cal-
laghan. White to Callaghan. Win-
ning picther—Kobllls. ixMing pitch-
er Noblltt TTmplres Voorhem and
Dlnamore, Time—2:27.
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The moHt popular clothes on
the campus tailored by

Colebp
Catlortng Co.

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and $21.75

JIM DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
* ^» PIE SHOPPE

Store at !>8th & MARKET STS. -

Open till 8.45 P. M.

: k HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan Hall Z

nnn iiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiim im ii n i n i
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II 1 1 1 III f ill I r iTirnTiT»
Bond Clothes are the world's

:

largest makers of two-pants suits
|

Indivifhially tailored for you. Dis-

tinetive styles for the man who

rares to dress well.

$20.00 - $25.00

$30.00 - $35.00

For our (>U8tom built two-pants

suits, topcoats and tuxedos

SHOWING EVERY THURSDAY

MARKET STREET NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
OPPOniTR CITY HALL raiLADEI.nnA. FA.
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Cooperation Asked

By Louie

In Stopping

Pie Shoppe Abuses VILL VAN
Lecturer To Talk

In Amphitheatre

Thursday Night

All Invited

Vol. 4, No. 26 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, MAY 10, 1932
Price: Ten Cento

Lecturer To
Deliver Talk
To Students

1 1 ^

* •

Discourse to Be Based on "A
Hidden Phase of Amer-

ica's History"

TO LAUD IRISH NATION

Dinner Chairman

Through the efforts of Professor

Joseph T. Jonas and thfe Literary

Society the student body will have
an opportunity to be present at

what promises to be a very inter-

esting lecture Jhursday evening at

8:30 P. M., in the Mendel Hall au-

ditorium. Owen Hunt, of Phila-

delphia, will deliver a talk on "A
Hidden Phase of America's His-

tory."

Mr. Hunt is manager of the Phil-

adelphia branch of the Continental
Causalty Company and has as his

particular hobby the study of Irish

History and Literature. Years of

Intensive pursuit have made him
an authority of note in his chosen
pastime and have brought him into

contact with sources and individu-

als that cannot be approached by
the average man or woman.

The "Hidden Phase of America's

History" consists of Ireland's con-

tribution to American independence
and American life of the Revolu-

tionary days. A boolc bearing that

title made its appearance a few
years ago but since that time has
gone out of press. Its author, Dr.

S. O'Brien, made a close study of

that particular phase of America's

history and collected some interest-

ing data in his book. Mr. Hunt,
who was fortunate enough to lay

his hands on a copy of this now
valuable volume, will base the sub-

stance of his discourse on the find-

ings of Dr. O'Brien.

This will mark Mr. Hunt's second
appearance at Villanova since he
was present as a guest the evening
Mr. Joseph Sexton delivered a sim-

ilar talk in the amphitheatre.

L.K.D.Dmner
To Be Given
At Elks Club

Biazer Ball
AndFarewell
Dance Held
Ray Baratta's "Villanovans

Furnish Music at

Both Functions

LARGE NUMBER ATTEND

The Blue Blazer Ball and the

Farewell Dance, the two mi^^or

social functions conducted by uie

class of -33 during its Junior Week,

have both been - proclaimed out-

standing social successes froni both

the social and the financial ^ana-

Doint *

On Wednesday night the doors

of the new gymnasium Were throjjn|

open for the ^irst dance of the!

week, the Blue Blazer Ball. T^ne.

orchestra players commenced har-

monizing at nine in the ^evening

and did not pack away their in-
|

struments again untU one in the

morning.
For this occasion the gym was

decorated in very good taste. An
ingenious idea was conceived. This

consisted in the construction of a

false ceiling in the gym. Prom one

Blakslee's International Orchestra

Wally Blakslee Will Furnish

Music At Soph'Frosh Dance

P.K.P. To Elect

Officers Today
Micklos, Hahn and McGiath

Running for Presidency

Position

LARGE NOMINEE LIST

.

The Phi Kappa Pi fraternity is

now faced with the difficult task

of selecting suitable officers for

the coming year, students of ca-

pablll(.y and posessors of a sense of

duty and responsibility. Nomina-

tions were made last week and to-

day the elections will take place,

The Phi Kappa Pi attrib

utes some of its success to the fac.

that no member is kept away from

meetings because of class sessions,

as the dean of the Engineering

BChool always sets aside a certain

hour each week on which meetings

are held and in which no class

sessions are held.

Today, with the installation of

new officers. President Frank Remy
will bring to a close a very suc-

cessful year as leading officer, with

a record, showing ability to control

meetings and to keep order,

George McGrath leaves the of-

ficer's list from the position of vice

president Joseph Hahn has com-

pleted a year of handling the cor-

respandance and minutes of the

frail but is a candidate for the

same office for the coming year.

Joseph Houseman has very ca-

pably acted as treasurer and is de-

serving of a great deal of credit for

CO energetically carrying out the

difficult task of collecting dues

and other moneys coming Into the

wxjleity,
. J i_

Paul Brady will be succeeded by

a new Sergeant-at-arms, and even

though the diplomacy of the pres-

ident did not warrant any physical

action in keeping order, Mr. Brady

was always at his post prepared to

Keep order at any cost.

The societuy has had a week to

think about its new officers and

the following men are candidates

lor the various offices: President:

Joaeph Hahn. John Micklos, and

George McGrath; Vice-President:

Edward McBride, WUliam Hines,

William Conroy, and Joseph Call-

aghan; Secretary: Joseph Hahn,

Frank Malice. Paul Barrow, Paul

Brady, and Edward McBrlde;

Treasurer: Eric Storms, John Ly-

ons, Prank McNamara, and Albert

Woinsky; Sergeatn-at-arms: Will-

lam Levis, Frank Boyle, John Bur!^,

and Gerald O'Connor

Formal Dinner Dance Takes

Place of Traditional

Annual Banquet

SENIORS TO GET KEYS

The Lambda Kappa Delta, pre-

medlcal fraternity, has completed

arrangements for its annual af-

lair which is to be held in Phila-

delphia on Monday evening May
16th, In the Green room of the

Elks hotel at Broad and Wdod
street^ Max S. Powell is chalrnmn.

The affair will be in the form of

a formal Dinner Dance, an In-

novation taking the place of the

annual banquet which has been a

tradlUon of the fraternity every

since its organizaion. It is the first

affair of its kind to be attempted

by a fraternity at Villanova, and
there is no doubt that \ji success

will be the greatest ever witnessed

at Villanova The location was

chosen by the committee afi:er

much deliberation and is believed

to be one of the most beautiful and

most outstanding in the city The.

music and entiertainment is to be

furnished by the hotel orchestra.

It was decided to make the din-

ner dance a closed affair for the

members of the fraternity and

honorary members only. A list of

the honorary members was drawn

up and it consists of the following

Orchestra Has Recently Re-

turned From Successful

European Tour

Amid the glamorous setting of a

'rconr't^^the other'stret^hed thls|gaily decorated gymnasium the

Vfio iiiVn^ ponaistina of long Sopnomone-Freshman sprmg dance,
false ce*""8:'

^f.'i'^^S The cSf which promises to be the greatest

"•^^^^i Sht^Tnd BOW ^ blue; social luncUon of the year, will
ors were blue ^nd gj^ ^he blue

^^ pnday eveiUng.
predominating
the center of the Blue were a num-
ber of huge "Vs" of gold color.

The lighting effect was very sub-

dued and soft, four delicately

shaded bulbs in a type of Chinese

lantern being the only source of

direct light upon the floor.

Another very good idea was the

novel way in which the orchestra

was placed. A rectangular shell,

open in the front only, was placed

on the stage and the curtains

drawn flush against the shell. This

arrangement, together with the

false ceiling, helped materially with

the acoustics of the gym. In the

shell, Ray Baratta and his new
"Villanovans" emitted their scintil-

lating tunes. Mr. Baratta and his

orchestra rendered very good in-

terpretations of the musical num
bers. The scores were arranged by

Mr. Baratta himself and he is to

be complimented on the worthy
manner of the presentation

May 20, .o the accompaniment of

two orchestras, namely, the "Villa-

novans" and Waliy Blakslee's Dic-

tators. The dance is to be a sport

affaii- with a tax amounting to

dance It Is absolutely essential that

all Freshmen and Sophomores pay

iheir assessments promptly. This is

necessary in order to estanlish die

liiuuiclai basis needed in prepara-

tion lor the affair. They are urged

to cooperate and pay same as soon

as possible.

Joseph McGuiim, Chairman of

the bophomore Committee, says,

•We are ellecting many improve-

ments and added attractions such

as obtauung Lwo ,
orchestras and

ouiimng a sheU for acoustical pur-

poses Tills is being\done with an

exprwss view ol adding to the en-

joyment and good tlftte of the ev-

ening! 1 feel sure that all who at-

Belle Air To
Be PlacedOn
Sale Monday
Editor Gill Announces Many

New Features as Annu-

al Goes to Press

MODERNISTIC IN DESIGN

The Juniors, proudly displaying 1^^^^^. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ \mv^ in
their new blazers, not to mention

j reports of his music Mr.
their fair friends, cut a picturesque ^j^ksi^ liimself, is a saxophone
and Kaleidoscopic scene.

On Saturday night, the week of

revelry and enjoyment was brought,

to a close when the informal Fare-

well Dance was held in the new
gymnasium.
The musical melodies were again

supplied by Ray Baratta and the
"Villanovans". The orchestra, anx-
ious to assist the Juniors in making

$'<J50 per couple. The novel ar

rangement of having two bands wi"
'tend will enjoy themselves im

permit of contlnous dance music ^^^y inasmuch as it wUl ,be the
from 9 will 1 wiUi half hour or-

menseiy uu»iuuw ,

chestral alternations.

Wally Blakslee and his Dictators

have just returned from a very

succe&ilul European tour during

which they played at several well

known pans caies and also in

numerous resorts Uiroughout the

greater par^ of Spam. Previous to

this they had been piaylng on the

trans-Atlantic boats of the fam-
ous Hamburg Line.

Although a newcomer In Phil-

adelphia Mr. Blakslee has met with

immediate approval and already

nas appeared at several college

fratemt.y dances. Members of the

Dance Comjnittee v/ho have re-

.aa; dance before the summer va-

cation."
The Sophomore Committee con-

sists of Joseph McGuinn, Chair-

man, Joseph Neylon, John Plnn,

William Hennessey,. William Mc-
carty, William Hughes, Thomas
O'Donnell, Peter Leone, Grant
Uunieavy, WUfred Therlault, Ed-

wara Ocelus, Alfred Gagliardi, Al-

ired Wolnski and William Conroy.

George Malhame is Chairman of

the Presliman CommiUee and is

assisted by James Nugent, Will-

iam Mulqueen, Frank Willis,

Bernard Lee, George Costa, James
fiShea, William Slaughier, Jere-

mlan Daly, PaeUos BanmlUer,

Walter Coyle, Michael Vemlero,

Edwin Riley and Neuman Stoll.

Rev James H. Grlfflln. O. S. A.,|the closing function a memorable

Rev Ruellan P. Pink, O. S. A., Rev. one, surpassed in quality even the

M Dougherty, O. S. A., stellar performance which they hadJoseph
Rev. John H. Crawford, O. S. A.,

Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. 8. A.,

Professor Eli Duncombe and How-
ard Garrity, former president of the

fraternity.

The committee in charge has

worked diligently to make this af-

fair a success and present indica-

tions tend to show that their la-

bors have noij been in vain. The
committee also decided to make the

annual presentation of the fratern-

ity keys to the graduating members
a feature of liie evening's arrang-

ement. The seniors eligible for

kyes are: Pres. James Mnn, Char-

:es Moore, Irving Grobman. Will-

iam Rlchman, Louis Hoffsteln,

Sa'.vador Meshon, Max Rosenwelg.

Samuel Fleming and Max S. Powel.

rendered on Wednesday evening.

The decorations for the Farewell
Dance were practically the same
as those used at the Blue Blazer

Ball with the exception of private

booths, which were an added at-

traction, on both sides of the floor.

These t)ooths, separated from each
other by means of streamers sus-

pended from the baloncies. provid-

ed secluded nooks wherein the
various parties could meet between
dances and during the intermis-
sions.

Because of the blue law regula-

tions, the dance was brought to a
close at midnight, and the couples
s'owly strayed from the floor, out-
wardly happy, yet inwardly regret

ting that it all ended so soon.

player of note at one time having

oeen associated with Tommy True-

sdale and Hal Kemp.
The "Villanovans" under the

guidance of Ray Baratta have

oeen practicing dally and judg-

ing by ijieir recent performances

ard certain to furnish excellent

dance tunes.

The new gym will be adorned in

a most artistic manner. Also, a

shell for the orchestra has been

constructed \jo render the acoustics

more perfect. This is a decided im-
provement and is a guarantee that

ihe music will be distinctly heard

irom all parts of the dance floor.

This Is the first time in the his-

tory of the school that a dance is

oeing held jointly by the Sopho-

more and Freshman classes and the

Dance Committees of each class are

working and cooperating diligent-

ly in order to insure uhe favorable

^utoome of the affair.

However, for the success of the

ColonelTalksTo
Frosh Engineers

Consideiration of Civil Re-

sponsibilities Is Topic

of Talk

URGES ACTIVE POLITICS

Louie Makes Complaints

On Pie Shoppe Abuses

Former Student Joins

Ranks of Married Men
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*It\tro(lucing^^ >»artjn \.. (Jill, Jr.

As Llii- lu'xt churac'tiT ol iiilfivst Martv

o
l*'.'

to Kiaci' this colunui the VILLA-
NOVAN hius M'lt'('tc(J Martin L.
Oill. Jr., u sUuifiK 111 till' school of
ArUs and Philt).si)j)li\ . vflio luis .tl-

tuilH'ii a ii'piuation lus oiic ol tlu'

most prominent and ac-
tive iiu'inbfr.s ol the cUls.'-

ol 19312. He inalriciiluU-d
ul the West Pluladt'lpnia
Hiuh Srl)ool \v1ut4' hi;s

ability. a.s a li'iidiT ;iiid a
fltaunch woiki'j- rirst tanu* to lij;ht

In his FiTKhiduu your .at hi^-h
.sch(x»l "Marty took an uclivo pan
in the .swimming activities ol liis

school and was u ineiiibtr ol the
team. Beciiiise of his abilities as
a perfoiiuiT m aiiuatic activities lie

was apjjoinled coach i>r tlu' varsity
vtt'Uin. He was also fleeted to the
presidency of the scIkkiI iribunn'

was chosen as a iiieiiibei

In the fall bf.lOL'ji

"MHrty" enU'ied |he
• hallowed halls gf
Villanova where hi«

was destined to uaiii

further ' honors lui

h i m se 1 f a n d h i s

Alma
,
Mater. Be-

cause of ihe lacK ol

Pi-eshihan ai'livities

,
4u' w'as'- unable "U),

show, his inherent
abilitius except .,oa

the
.
freshman Hop

Cominittee when lie . ,

'

served as cluiirman ofone ol

sciison's ipoM popular allairs

of Ihe .Junior Prom (oimiiittee aiKl
appointed Kdilor-in-C'hiel of the
Juniors' annual publication, "The
Junior Courtier," which duties he
luUilled with a chaiacleristic con-
scientiousness. His forensic abilities
steadily rose and he was fast be-
eoiiiiim an outslandini- llMure at
every contest of the Beta (Jaiiiiiia

teiuii His knowledge of the French
laimuane won a position Jor him as
In..truclor ol French ift one ol the
freshnian clash's. „ V

The last year of his career as a
college student saw "Marty" bein«
awarded a distinction far superit;r
to any ol his previous years. He
was ai)polnled lo uiidermke llji'

.re.Hl)oiusibilities of the EditorTin-
Chief of the Belle Ai^ tlie olliciai

;';' ralu)n of the Senior class. His
ingenuity and end-

•1 ess e 1 f o r I s a,n <i

enertiy h a v t,' c o n -

tributed much to

achieve the success
which Ls^ due (Ins.

meat wo'rk Th«'
111 j( n nej^ ;fnd .elH-

cii;ncy with which
he has supervised
tfie pHKhiction of
such a clilllcult task
luiM brought lo linht
another ' c|iaracter-
islic (piainy.

the
r •-Muriyv activities- in , the Arts

III
i Iraterijily have not been in vam.

Page Four

Frosh Win Mile Relay Championship
Fiosli Tiiukiiieii Take First

l*lace 111 Mile Relay Kaee
For l^ali<>llal Cliaiiiploui»hip

\ ar>il\ 'IVaiii I'liinvs I'hinl

ill Vlile (^ollfj^r

Kelay

<;(iuki(;antaKi;s rmui)

COACH OF CHAMPS

s Sophomore yi-ar ,his qualities Hi.s fellow cla.s,smates elected liun
as a leader and a worker were' Ifrst presideni last vear in recognition
recognized when he was ajjpointed for his numerous labors and
a member vl the Vigilance and

| achievements. He i^vr\v(\ on the
Sophomore Cotillion committees.

j inti'r-fralernity ball committee and
At the time when Villanova be- ;

at the i)r»',seiit has brought to a
gall her drive to aiipiopriaie a sum j

cl'iuatic close liLs debating years
of money lor the erection of a ' and his dutie.sa«> Instructor in
number of buildnigs. a committee ' French.
was apj)ointed from a list of promt- ) As a lilting climax to his college
neiit stiMents and "Marty's" name { career Marly' is going to deliver
Wius one of thasi- selected to par- "K- \aleiiictory address at the coin-
take in ,so important a task. a ! '"encniient exercf.ses tULs JiTiTe.
debating team was inaugurated T'''''^ honor was coveted by nine
that year and at tiu' lirst call I

Seniors at the trials held last Fn-
"Marty" was one of the lirst to h'"-^'

•'^''"'"K. but "Martys" dear

answer. His endeavoni as a debater ' i;";' ™'^: ]TL''''''}^:''
^'^'^ "'!

were .soon realized and he took par. l '
i'

"',"., '"hv
,,''''"'' /'""*"''

in the first inhTcollegiate debate ! '" " '

'f i^i'' ,,^?
'' ','

•""'"''•"^

iJUiiiig Ills entire college eai'cerof the newly loiined Beta CJamma
debating team. Villanova conduct-
ed an oratorical contest In Phila-
delphia and "Marty" won third
place, the lirst two honors being
awarded to two members of tlie
senior class.

At tht

Junior year,

'Marty" has contributed his turn
and .services gratuitously to his
cla.ss and various clubs. Po.sse.ss-
ing. as he

Willi Jim Elliott running a splen-
did third leg t.o bring llu' Freshman
leafn Irom third to first jjlace and
pick Womer adding live yards to
the lead, the Villanova Freshman
Hcia.v team t(Hik rust honors in the
Oiu- Mile Freshman lielay race at
I lie Penn Helays last Saturday
alteinoon. This is the first nuijor
liiumpli that Villanova has .scored

I

ill track ^and too much credit can-
nol be giVen to the four men on'
ll]e team and to Harry Coiltcs who
brought llie leum aloiifj in such!
true .<ha.oe. _ ,

Frank (iletison. 'w]io' took .Ln-
Kranchlses place • oil the team
when .the latt^T w^s Injured during
a Diaclice session at Franklin Field
hi..t week, was l»*.ui!)n man for the
l< aiii and ran his quarter iii Wi
..tcoiuls Hal lo giv(> tlu' baton to
Kremer in thud position. Kreniet,
allhougli Ixixeii In. held tlus place
all the way round and lini.shed in
1)2 1-5 .seconds. Elliott, taking the
baton m third nlace. forged to the
liont going down the backstretch
and linished with a two yard OJ--
wuitagt over the Manhattan man.
Womer. adding moie to the lead.
won ea.sily by eight yard.^.

Elliot rail his leg in 51 seconds
flat while Womer turned in the
time of 49 4-5 .seconds for the
bist lime on the team. Neverthe- second m both of these ev<'nts"was
le.ss, it, was Elliots line race that able to lake only one race. That
put Villanova in the lead. Lehigh was in Ihe One Mile Relay when
was showing the way until Elliot SU^^. Edwards, Healey and Carr
.issumed the lead and Womer pro- laced N. Y. U. and Colgate into

SPORT.S S( IIKDI LF
Baseball

May :i l^'high. at stadium.
May 4 Princeton, away.
May 7 Temple, at Stadium.

Frat
May 3 E. P. T. vs. P. K. P.. at

Fro.sh Field (at 7).
May 5 L. K. 13. vs. E. P. T.. at

at Stadium ( 10 a. m.»
May 5 D. P. E. vs. P. K. P..

Pi(xsh Field ilO a. m.)
May 8— E. P T. vs. D. P. E., at

stadium tat 10 a. m •

May 8 1.. K. D. vs. P. K. P.. at
Krosh Field (at 10 a. in.t

May 9 P. K. P. v.s, D. P. E.. at
Froih Field" (at 7>.

Ciolf > .1

May :f Uisinus at Maible Hall
May 5 Haverf()rd at Merlon

, C. C.

TemUs
May 3 Albright, at hojue.
May 4 Temple, at home.
May 7 Bucknell. at h(mie.

Tra4-k
May 7--Fiosh vs. Penn.'away.

J£/\KKV COATES '

100-yard dash, and Keller the 120-
.\ard High. Hurdl(\s, The tie came
in the Pole Vault when Wonsos-
wit/, of Ohio Stat<'. and Beecher.
iH Indiana, lied at the height of

GolfTcam Wins
:Tliree'MHtches

In Succession

CcnfiHued Fnim I^^J{l•' Three

po.sing of hi.s tip|)onent. He : Won
his match. 7-<J. and had the ix'.st

round for (he day, .scoring a 74

Twenty Bouts Won
Aloni^r Knockout
Route In Tourney

( (Mitinuecl From I'age Three

Joe Delaney In Uie final bout of
the 175 pound cla.ss In the nud-
dle of tl|e round Grlmberg caught
Delaney squarely on the chin with
a ngh. crtxss that was wvll load-
. d wi Ji sle«'ping |x)tlon. Uelaney
struck his head on the canviis as
lie w<'nt down and for a time it
was feared that he was seriously
injuri d. He was removed from the
boxing circle in a horl/ontal posi-
tion but al.er .several iiunutes he
wiLs as good as ev^r
Jim Burkltt surprised the boxing

inlhiisiiust.s uy Kiioc.ang out Jo«'
York in the .secvind amuuI of their
bout in the KiO pound class. Tlie
Inst blow of ;he .scrap proved to
be the tell-tale one. lluit Wallop
a terrllic right, sent York .o Uie
.aiiyas for a-' short oount and he
ne\er could shake off lUs effecUs.
Yoi'K kLs.s<'d the rCsm three times
111 the mi lal round. Early In the
second, Burkltt .sent him down for ^

Ihe couyt^
In the welterweight dULsion Am-

bro.sc Lancan put out Michael
1'oma.s.so in the h^d round Ted'
Hamilt^m pr()'.((i ;,p be txx) gotnl
lor .Loiiis Li)).shulz, the conqueror of
Jr)niiny (laiiglia.i. a.st .vear's champ
in the y^[^ nound division. Hamilton
Had an a .vantage in both height

I hr.-e titles by taking the distance Island. Cornellv was the onlyMedley on Friday and the Pour lo.ser. being d.-feafd two dowm
two e\cnts, N. Y. U. took the title ihe Wildcats made a clean ,swe.'paway Irom Penn. Penn linl.shing of tjie meet.

an,s%M.p

Conielly won his match 6-5 andj n m ch a u?:.,v\, ufi^'^:?^

roruiiama \i(Um |,a,e m tiie fighting all the way
Lipshutz lought doggedly but to
no a\a:l. c:haiies M(H)re ejusily d '-

lealed Abraham Yiji for the crown

The pill swatters scori'd their
third victory of tlie week against
Ihe Fordham Rams on the Sails

\i:::\^ '''"^..^S^-."^ b;;;y'a:;u'c;;„;r"u m„;;;;.,.i^:;;;; ;;:

lecled it. The llnie of 3 minutes
:uid l!(j seconds, although faster

ol lead(-rship, a magnetic personal
ity. and an endless desire to per-
form hLs duties dillgentlv, we ore-

commencement of Ills, did that "Martv will be" outstand-
the mast important uig iii<whalever Held he enters al

does, inherent (lualilie.s '"'an the tune hust year when N. Y.
i« ., .1,........^; . ri tl-.kii If... .1......... .1 .1. .«

. -
---•— •••r> •• "iKin HI in 111 lie fiiiei.S ai-year m (?\;ery ctrllege stud(;nts hfe, ter his graduation from Villanova

Prospects Seem Brtglii For
Successful Track Season

U won. was slower than the record
set by Feini Freshman team In the
1930 Relays. In all probability the

111'' ground in the fiust time of 3
uiiiiutes 15 and 4-10 .seconds, crack-
ing a 17-year-()ld record tor tlie
Carnival and running the fastest
mile relay ever run in the East
Ii was in this race alone, however.

llie 1L'() iKiund weighj_ ihey

Fieshmen would have run la.ster if ["'at Penn found .solace l()r Tnali
ihey could have gottt'ii out in thel""' other events they were out
lean at the start ol the race, as
("leason and Kremer were unable
lo run their best Uue to Uie crowd-
uig.

ciii.s.sed

llus Saturday afternoon the
Freshmen will try lo take their
loiirth meet of the .year when they

FVnnacs And Seton
Mall How to ( ats
While Jaspers Win
Continued From I'ajte I'liree

llarrv (,'oal<'> Il;i> Makiii«s ^"''^' "'"• alilujugh as not .vet up'
l<* laf^l .year's standard will noof II \\ iiiiiiii<: Trark

, : ieam •;;.,•,

The Penn Relays now~l4)eing a
thing of the pa.st and the Wildcats
ahd their Kittens having brought

|

vvidit. They will cooperate with
home an extra large slice ol bacon,! Tom Edwards m the dl.scus throw.

iioubt 111 the near futiue prove to
b«' a big factor.
In iht hammer throw Coach

Coules will have Ruber and Foils,
I wo strong men who are having
great succe.ss. al.so in throwing the

they will, from how on. concentrat(

• their energies to the Winning of

dual meets.

Meets for the Varsity have been
arranged with West Chester Slate
Teachers. Catholic IJ., Ursinus and

:
Temple. Thi' lollowing Is a dlM'Us-
.sioii of the records of some (jf the
varsity men who .should .scintillate

for the Blue and Whili' on the
cindeipaths this month.

In the .sprints there are I-enster-
iiiacher and Uulfy who are coming
along in great sliape Fenster-
iiiacher has alnady broken the old
stadium records in the 100 and the
2LMI, doing the toriner in !i ;» and
i1h> latter in I'.X. and liuiu all iii-

(iieaiioiis he will belter his time
con.suli ndily l)i Ion the .sea.son is
over l;iill\ 1.- iti.so .s|jiiiiting along
"I Hue Inim He has ((lualed his
reeonl I(i| the 440 which he .sel

last \eai. and al.s<j hoKl.s llie .school
lecord lor the indoor mile doing il

111 the last timi- ol 4 nun. 2.) .sec

B.lker hi/lii.- the seJUMii lercjid m
Ihe HHO and Ihe outdoor mile. He
can lie de|)en(|t(l u|X)ii io make ii

giXMl showillg in eltlur ol tlie.si

.e\enis ami should pio'.e to be a
leal lineal.

The In Id e\eiil.s. u.Ml.illv Villa-

Kdwai'fis also consistently tt)s.ses

the shot around the 41 foot mark.
Captain Corrigan will compeie in

Ihe high .lump and the broad Jump
and U It can be judged from his
past perlorinances there is no
doubt that he will be one of the
niainslays ol the Viu-sily.

Another great jirospect in the
iugh jump is llickey, a member of
the Freshman team, Hickey is also
a star m the pole vault and is la-

1 he varsity mile relay took ihirdi"'"'''! P«'iin Frosh at Franklin Field
place Uhind Lincoln and Morgan Hiis meet will be run afu-r thewhen Byrd

. of Lmcohi, ran a .sen- |
''' iin- Yale meet. The hrst meet

.sational (piaiU r to come Irom lifth|W''l -^'art at two ocl(K-k and tie
jiiace to wn, out m the last ten '•'"'^li meet at three-thirty In th"
.\ards over DuUy and the anchor of M"'>^luiian race on last Saturday
Morgan. Lincoln's tune for the "'e Penn Fro.sh lini.shed seventh

"

'

luce was 3 minut<'s 'M (i-lO .seconds'

ui'>!''H."^
""'!'•'' '""•'''>'"« third ;(han«i'.s In ("haiu'l StTviceswas timed ni 3 iinnutes and 1»7 v

'^^-'^'iiJ^

.stconds Hat showing how chxsc the'
•*""<»» llct'Cl \i\ !«>. Staiilord

liiiish was. Fenstemacher. start- —
uig lor the varsity, ran 52 and 4-5, Key. K. V. Stanford. O S
.seconds despite the fact that h( |(luipf.-nn, has annouiKvd .several

making him.self the hem ol the liay.

The Manhattan game, which was
Ihe lirst contest which Ci(^orge King
lost Ihi.s .sea.son. was decided in Ihe
ninth Inning, when Ihe Ciieen
jiiished over two markers. The
inning began with Tremarg receiv-

ing a pa.ss. ONeil advanced him to

.second on a sacriliee. McCormick
Ihe next batter, was al.so pa.ssed.

At this iKHiit Ha.s,set sent a slow
roller to Czesick. who in his haste
fumbled, the ball gtmig into right
held while Tremark cros.sed the
plate With tilt

were the only ones entered in that
v!ivision.

Clubs Well Itepresented
B.. no means was all the good

lighting confined to the Colleg(>
vent;, Thu ,y-two .scrappy young-
st(>rs from the Unal clubs competed
ill the various divisions and .some
m-tilil popular chaiii))s weiv ac-
elaimed when the leather pusliiii"
was all over While the Villan.ivan.s
lor the nicst part conliiu'd the
pugilistic e :deavors to Irving lo
knock each other's heads off, many
"1 the amateurs evidenced a good
knowledge of the manly art of
sell-defen.se and displayed .some
clever boxing.

F(;urteen wrist watches were
given by Coach Sluhldreher to the
winners of the <haiiipionshlps. The
anie number of pencil .sets were
given to the riinners-up. In the
IiUer-Hall comix'iliion Alumni Hall
emerged victorious and was award-
ed a silver loving-cup to signify its

superiority among the campus
Conns. The Cardinal A. C. amas.sed
11 total of fourteen points to edge

had ijeen sick all week- rw'i-inoi- 1 i

•••'••.i

.ak.iig the stuk ,n second X ''"''" '" '''" "'»^^'1«'- sc-hcdule ol

look the lead on the back stretch,
but tired eonniig down the home

llenig ruh. Mai ^,..,..., ^„Ihomas tlu'ii drove a long drive to <>ut the B..|mar C C for the amahe lOliel' Art Mlw.i-i..M ;....! ^' '"' '''" ama
The Cardinals

also received a loving-cui).

Ih( fence. Art
A.,|"i'' i>ill with

catch; but 'It was wiusted effort as

Shortall .spearlngl,,,,,, „.„„
a delt one-hand ' •

evening .services, which will pre-r
vail during this week.

— ^, ICegular < vening prayers will b«'Baker m third ptxsilion. Baker held held on Tiiesd.v ..,„t -e.
"'is place until the home strel<h

i >" sd.i.\ and Ihursday
when he forged m to .second i)lace

^^'''""^^•'' ^•"^V 0(:'iile.s.sion.s. lor

stretch and handed the baton to

nmiy held .second until Byrd ol
I.mcoln. running a .splendid iVe
no.sed to the tiont in the final U'n|»v. nings at 30
.vards Delaney ran his leg of the

| Thursday will h.relay in ;.3 .si'conds fiat while Baker'
'""'•^''*> ^^'" '^'

lud 51 fiat and Duffy wius clocked,
Ul ;)0 and 1-5 .seconds From tlu' I

^-""''>^'
vored to break the existing stadium inia-s made by the two u-anis Sat-

no^a,^ weakness, are improving I iloonnan

record Alter gaining experienct
on the Freshman team Ihis year
lie will, in the opinion of Mr
Coales. prove to Ije a real star by
the lime he reaches his Sophomore
year.

I'li/.t'.s To Ik- (iivon To
Hi«h Scoring |{ouIi>i-m

.•\i((ii(i;im to a recent aniumilce-
""'" "'<"" "le g.Mnnasium the
buwler Aiih the highest three coii-
eiiitne games each week will Iji

pie.senied with two pa.s.ses good al
• illier the Wa\ne or Seville 'f'hea-
lle.v

iliLs lit w policy will b<gin lo<la\
^'11(1 thi; pnze.s will be rewarded ..n
.Mniida.xs According to the rules
111 scores mu.st be verified bv the

in i) MoKi: iinHi) lit n i\ coii i/\
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lu'day the outhnik lor next, year Ls
indeed a pli'iusant one.

('aj>t. Corrigan. with a jump of
I'U le< t 7 inches placed third In the
broad jump behind Fulmer, of
Duke, and Bowman, of Loui.siana
.'•'late Th,. winning jumj) by Ful-!
mer wa.s 23 feet 5 niches. " Bow-
man, who (ilaced .second, won the'
li"P stej) and juilii) on Friday with
a leap ol 47 feet and 5 and 3-4
inches. Bowman was a membi'r of
the 1!>L'K Olympic team in the role
ol hop slej) ;ii,d jum|)er while he
v.as attending Baton Rouge iLa>
Iugh ,s(h(M)l.

The half-mll<' Sprint team, of
HiirNy. Fensiemacher. Duffy and
Delaney lini.shed third in their
i"'al behind N Y. U. and George-
town. In the final of this rac
OhKt stale was the winner with
N. Y U. in .second place, penn wa.-
lliird and (ieoigetown was fourth

Ohi(. Stiite carried ofi the Licuis
-liare (,f titles in the Velavs. taking
I line relay races, two individual
""•> and a tie in another. They
''«>k Ihe Quarter Mile S|)rlnl the
H.ili Mile Sprint, and the sinilil.
Hunile race while Benneti won the

ihose WHO wish to attend, will be
heard on Wednesday and Thursday

A.scension Day
and a holiday of obligation. The

MiLss will b«' (H'lebrm'd at

Friday being the lirst P'riday ot
"!<• month will hi' (he general
comniiinu.n Day tor tlu- entire
student b(Kiy and will aLso be
Communion Day for the members
ol the H(,l\ Name ScK'eitv.

McCormick cro.s.sed the jilate with
Ihe winning run before the throw
readied homo.
Undaunted by this .setback at tlie

hands of (he Jiusjiers, (he Cats'
came to their own again on F^rltlay

|pounding Bud Crown, Seton Hail'
t wirier, for eleven hil.s and llvej
runs to gain their sixth victory 5-4,!
Playhig before a crowd of 1.500.1

llie Cats jumiK'd into the lead in
the .second frame, jiutting over two'
runs on three hits. Wronski and
F'liin .scoring, llie pirat.\s .scored
one 111 ih(> fourth, on a base on,
balls to Kearney,and » triple bv'Nippy Joyce. . . •*; "'

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
sub.senption .salespeople who
wiMi to avail them.selves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
sliips. made po.s.slble through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
z ne Publishers again this year,
are i-eciuested to apply to the
national organizer, m' Anthony
>;ieele. Jr.. Box 244. San Juan.
Pori(» Hico. stating qualifications
iuiiy. I Adv.)

A r d m o r e
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY]

TOTALS 40 12 13 27 11
1 .. >« t I

roTAUS
Ihirlhiirt hriii.d u.r Wronski In Otii | 'Batted r.>r Kol)dls in Hth
Uovic hnfnd for cr.iwii In !M.h il'eim A f U i n ' o O R 10
/fliiTifwu/ run ff>r novir to »fh Villimova .. lOaonooBx i»

VlllRnovfi 02000 10 02 b Hrror.s White, llml.i.ri, Wdkrr 4
.Solon MftlK . 000 103000 4 r..vanaiipb Cz.slck. Ilrltz. fihorfrd)

atoll ti baxps Fsilnr 2 " * - . . _ .
•"i

Finn Tr-isky Hnorlflrr hitn KoIm,
Tyiip f'/^sick Tw»)-hiiw hlt.s Pinn.
f'/rslck Thrff-bnsff hits .loyre.

' rro«ky .Sfriifk out- Bv ODoniieil
7 rrr>wn 4 UfMif* on hnlH Off
O'lVinnrll 4 frowii l Wild pi'.h
ODonncil Mit bv .plfrind h.dl By
<>'I>>njn'll 'F^Ifirrfrown iWroi.nicli
I «ff Oh Iiii-CR Vlllnnnvn 10 Rrton
Mill r> T'niplrf Onffry Tlmo of
game -i hour 67 minutes

Koiirney Wfm.skl Tnwky Tv.f.-bn-«> hits
Fri'orh. (rinharh Khorfidl. Hiirlhnrt .

Tlirep-base hits Frenrh rz.sick <

Rfriirk out Bv K'.l.iii.s 4 MonfKorn- '

iry :\ Noblltt 2 na.s*", on bnlls oil '
'

Kobllm .'i Noblltt 1 Htolfii bavM
Hiilliviin .Mrfdll I'Md)nfh .Snrrlfnv ! !

blt> y«nbKlpy iJoubli- pli,v Vn\ '• •

liit'liaii White ti. ridlHi'liioi Win '
nirir plrfbrr KobllK l/isinr pitch- '

'

rr Noblltt t'mplreR VMorliM»« and I'

'

Lilnnmore Tlmo—2:27

on

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lit

I Ik* ino^i |M»|Milar riotlics

ili«' raiii|>ii^ tailored l)\

ditloriugCo.

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats
S24.75 and S21.75

HN hISIM \V l\ lOVIIl Oh
I'll: sikmmm;

Storr at .'.Htli i\ M MtMTSTS.
<>pin till «.!.-> P. M.

How II (;\nKITV. Ciuiipim
Krpn>riiiati\r. 110 F.dipan FTall

* II lilt

Bond Clothes are the world's *
largest makers of two-pants suits :

'"'li^idiialK lailorrd fur >oii. I)i„

• iiirliw^iJrs for tlirnian who

rarr* lu dn's^ \\,\\

i

t*

$20.00 - S25.00

S30.00 - S35.00

Tor our rii>luin |»iiili tuu-pan|v

Mills. topruat> and tii\«Mlo>

SIIOII l\(; II hin nil HSIHY
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Cooperation Asked
By Louie

In Stopping

Pie Slioppe Abuses VILL
•?

Lecturer To Talk

In Amphitheatre

Thursday Night

All Invited

\ ol. 1. INo. 26

Lecturer To
Deliver Talk
To Students

\ ILL \^()\ A. PA.. TI LSDAV. .MAY 10. m2 Price: Ten Cents

Dinner Chairman

Di.sroiu'^r to Hr Havi'd on "A
lliddni IMiaM> of Aiiirr-

i«a".H History"

U) LAI I) IRISH ^ATI(>^

TlirmiRh [he eflorts of ProlesKor
Joseph T. Jona.s. and the LitVi-arj

Socit't.v the student binly will h'\v«'

UP., opportunity to bo prt'.sent al

what pioniiscs to bf, a yeiy inter-
( .stjViii Ifcturc Thliisday evening at
8:ao P. M.;in the Mendel Hall au-
diloiluni. 'Owen Hunt, of Phila-
dtlphia, will deliver a talk on "A
Hidden PhU.se of Aineiicas His-
tory." .,;•.:. -

Mr. Hunt is managpr of the Phil-
adelphia branch of the Continental
Causally Company and has as his
particular hobby the study of Irish
History and Literature. Years of
intensiye pursuit, haye made him
an authority of note in his chosen
pastime and haye brought him into
conUict with sources and individil-
als that cannot be approached by
the average man or woman.
The "Hidden Pha.se of America's

History ' consists of Ireland'.s con-
tribution to American independence
and American life of the Revolu-
tionary days. A book bearing that
title made its appearance a few
years ago but since that time has
gone out of press. Its author. Dr.
S. O'Brien, made a close study of

that particular pha.se of America's
history and collected .some interest-

ing data in his book. Mr. Hunt,
who was fortunate enough to lay

his hands on a copy of this now
valuable volume, will base the .sub-

stance of his discour.se on the find-
ings of Dr. O'Brien.
This will mark Mr. Hunt's second

appearance at Villanova since he
was present as a guest the evening
Mr. Joseph Sexton deliyercd a sim-
ilar talk in the amphitheatre.

P.K.P. To Elect

Officers Today
MickuKN, iiahn and Mc(iiath

KunninK f«r Presidency

Pixsitiun

LAIUiK NOMINKK LIST

The Phi Kappa Pi fraternity is

now faced with the difficult ta.sk

of si'lecting suitable officers for

the coming year, student.s of ea-

pabilL V and pose.s.sors of a .sen.se of

C.uiy and resi)onsibility. Noiiuiui-

tions wfie made la.st week and to-

day the elections will take place.

The Phi Kappa Pi attrib-

utes .some of ius succe.ss to the fiu'

tliat no mcmlXM- i.s kept away from

meetings becau.sn' of class .se.s«u)ns,

a.s the dean of the Engine«rinn
nchool always .sets luside a certain

hour each week on which nic<'ting.>^

are held and in which no cla.ss

».e.s.sions are held.

Today, with the iiustallation ol

new officers. President Frank Remy
will bring to a dixst- a wry .suc-

ce.s.sliil year lus leading officer, with

a rt>cord showing ability to control

nuK'tings and to keep order„

. CH'orge McGrath leaves the ot-
'

f cer's li.st Irom the po.sition of vice

|;rc.sideiit Jo.s«'ph Hahn hius com-
pleted a year of handling tlu' cor-

respandaiuv and minutes of the

frax but is a candidate for the

.sanu' office for the coming year.

Joseoh Hou.s<'man hius very ca-

pably acti'd as tivasurer and is de-

.serving of a gn-at deal of credit for

y.u energetically carrying out the

(iifficult task of collecting dues

and otlu-r moneys coming into the

i,ccief'.,y.

Pauf Brady will be succeech'd by

a new Sergeant;-at-arms, and even

though the diplomacy of the pres-

ident did not warrant any phy.sical

action 111 keeping order, Mr. Brady
was always at his post prepan'd to

seep order at any cost.

The socii-Hiy has had a week to

think about its new officers and
the following men are candidates

U.v the various offices: President:

Joseph Hahn. John Micklo.s. and
Cieorge McGrath; Vice-President:

p:dward McBrlde, William Hines,

William Conroy, and Joseph Cal!-

aghan; Secretary: Joseph Hahn.
Flank Mailer. Paul Barrow'. Paul

Biady. and Fldward McBride;
'Irea.siirer: Kric Storms, John Ly-

<-ns. Frank McNamara, and Albert

Woln.sky; S«'rgeatn-al-arm.s: Will-

iam l.<'vis. Flank B«)yle. John Bur
,

and Oerald O'Connor

Pormer Student .loins

• Itink.s of Married Men

MAX S. POWELL

L.K.D.Dinner
To Be Given
At Elks Club

Bazer Ball
AndFarewell
Dance Held

Blakslee's International Orchestra

Ra> HaraHa*s "\illano>an>'

Liiriii>li Music al

liolli KuiKtionH

ii.

I'<»rinal Djiiikt Dance Takes

Place of Tradilioiial

.Aiiiiiial Hanquct

sLMi )i{s TO (;kt ki:ys

Stiident.s wore agreeably sur-

prised irc<'ntly to h<'ar of the mar-
riage on Thur.sday, May ."jth, ol

I.OUIS Jongbloet and Margaret Nea-
lon Mr JonRbh)ef attended Villii-

iioya uu il February, and w ill re •

relv*' his degree of Bachelor "I

ArtK in June The bride, until re-

cently, attended Ml St Joseph's

College at Chi'stnut Hill; her honu'

Is In Wjuihlngton. P C. The coup-

le an- re.sldlng al present in Phil-

adelphiOL

The Lambda Kappa Delta, pre-

iiiedical fraternity, has completA^d

arrangemenUs for its annual af-

lair which is lo be held in Phila-

delphia on Monday evening May
lOlli, in the Clreen room of the

Elks hotel at Broad and Wotod
street. Max S. Powell is chairman.
The affair will be in the form of

a formal Dinner Dance, an in-

novation taking the place of the

annual banquet which has been a

iraditioii of the fraternity every

.^ince its organiza.ion. It is the first

affair of its kind to be attempted
by a fraternity at Villanova, and
there is no doubt that i.s succe.ss

will be the greatest ever witnessed
ai Villanova. The location was
clKxsen by ihv cominittee af.er

nuK'h deliberation and is believed

to be one of the mo.st beautiful and
most outstanding in ihe city The.
music and eiv. ertainment is to be
funiislK'd by the hoU'l orchestra.

It was decided to make the din-
ner dance a clased affair for the
members of the fraternity and
honorary mcinlxirs only. A lust of

the honorary members wius drawn
up and it consi.ss of the following:

Rev. James H. Grlfflin, O. S. A.,

Rev Ruellan P. Fink, O. S. A.. Rev.

Joseph M. Dougherty. O. S. A.,

Rev. John H. Crawford. O. S. A.,

Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. 8. A.,

Professor Eli Duncombe and How-
ard Garnty, former president of the
fraternity.

The coniiiiittee in charge has
worked diligently to make this af-

fa.r a succe.ss and present indica-

tions tend to show that their la-

bors have luV been in vain. Tlie
cominilKi' al.so decided to make the
aiiiuud presentation of the fratern-

ity keys to the graduating memlx'rs
a feature of he evening's arraiig-

;nicnt. The seniors eligible for

kyes are: Pre.s. James Pinn, Char-
.es M(K)ie, Irving Grobman, Will-

iam Richman, Louis HoflsKMn,
Sa.vador Meshon, Max Rasenweig,
Samuel Fleming and Max S. Powel

LAI{(;KM MHLK ATTKNl)

The Blue Blazer Ball and the

Farewell Dance, t»ie two minor

social functions conducted by < the

cla.ss of '33 during its Junior Wvek.

have both been proclaimed out-

standing social «ucce.s.s«,'s from both

the social and the ttnanclal stand-

point.

On Wednesday night the door.s

ol the new gymnasium were thrown

open for the first dance of the

week, the Blue Blazer Ball. The
orchestra players commenced har

nionizing al nine in the evening

and did not pack away then- in-

struments again until one m the

morning.
For this occasion the gym was

decorated in very good taste. An
Ingenious idea was conceived. This

consisted In tlie construction of a

false ceiling in the gym. Prom one
. aicony to tlie other stretched this

false ceiling, consisting of long

strips of gassamer cloth. The col-

ors were blue and gold, the blue

predominating. Extending down
the center of the Blue were a num-
ber of huge "V's " of gold color.

The lighting effect was very sub-

dued and soft, four delicately

shaded bulbs in a type of Chinesi

lantern being the only .source oi

direct light upon the floor.
^

Another very good idea was the,

novel way in which the orchestra

was placed. A rectangular shell,

open in the front only, was placed

on the stage and the curtain.s

drawn flush against the .shell. This;

arrangement, together with the'

fal.se ceiling, helped materially with
|

the acoustics of the gym. In the

shell, Ray Baratta and his new
"Vlllanovans" emitted their scintil-

lating tunes. Mr. Baratta and hi:-

orchestra rendered very good in-

terpretations of the musical num-
bers. The scores were arranged by
Mr. Baratta himself and he is to

be complimented on the worthy
manner of the presentation.
The Juniois, proualy displaying

their new blazers, not to mention
their fair friends, cut a picturesque
and Kaleidoscopic scene.
On Saturday night, the week of

revelry and enjoyment was brough.,
to a close when the informal Fare-
well Dance was held in the new
gymniusiuni.

The musical melodies were again
supplied by Ray Baratta and the
Vlllanovans ". The orchestra, anx-

ious to assist the Juniors In making
the closing function a memorable
one, surpa.s.sed in quality even the
stellar performance which they had
rendered on Wednesday evening.
The decorations for the Farewell

Dance were practically the same
as those used at the Blue Blazer
Ball with the exception of private
booths, which were an added at-
li action, on both sides of the lloor.

The.se booths, .separated from each
other by meaii.s of streamers sus-
pended from the baloncies, provid-
ed secluded nooks wherein the
various parties could meet between
dances and during the Intermis-
sions.

Because of the blue law regula-
tions, the dance was brought to a
close at midnight, and the couples
sowly strayed from the floor, out-
wardly happy, yet inwardly regret-
ilng that it all ended .so soon.

Belle Air To
Be PlacedOn
bale Monday
Lditor (fill Aniioiiiiccb Many

iNi'u I'catiircci an Aunu*^
a I (Hics lo Pret>8

Wa//y Blakslee Will Furnish

Music At Soph-Frosh Dance

Orcliotra lla> Kcccntly Ke-

liiriH'd Prom Succe^^llll

Kuropcan Tour

Lbuic Makes Complaints

On Pie Shoppe Abuses

Amid the glamorous setting of a
(..ally decorated gymnasium the

Sopiiomoiv-Frt .simian spruig dance,
which promises to tie the greatt'sl

:-.(Jcial 1 unction of the year, will

i^et under way on Friday evening.
May 20, o the accompaiiinient ol

I

two orchestras, namely, the "VUla-
• iiovans" and Waliy Blakslee's Dic-
' rators. The dance is lo be a sport

affair wiih a lax amounting to

i;l'.50 |X'r couple. The iiowl ar-

rangement ot Having two bands will

' pernut of conlinoius dance music
I irom 9 a\^ 1 Willi half hoiu" or-

( hestral alternations.

Wally Blakslee and his Dictators
'have jusi ivtumed Irom a very
.succe.s.lul European tour during

' which tlu y piayeu at several well
' known pans caies and also In

luumerous resorls Jiroughout the
I greater par. oi Spam Previous lo

1
this they had been piaying on the

I Irans-Allanlic boats ot the fam-
jous Hamburg Line.

j
Allhougli a newcomer in Pliil-

i adelpnia Mr_ BiaKSiee has met with
iir.mcdiate approval and already
lias appi'ared al .several college

jlralerniy dances.
L,anct Co;i:ir.itt'ce

cenlly heard him
glowing rei>orts of

jtJliikSiCe. him.self,

player ol iiot<' al
txen ius.social<'d with Tommy
.sdale and Hal Kemp.
The Vlllanovans' under the

guidance of Ray BaralUi have
oeen practicing daily and judg-
ing by <heu- recent performances
ai'v' certain to furnisli excellent

dance tuiies.

The new gym will be adorned in

a most artustic manner. Also, a
.shell lor the orchestra ha.s btM'ii

construct4>d /o ivnder the acoustics

more iM'riect This Ls a decided im-
pi ov< iiitnt and is a guai'aiiUM' that
the music will be distinctly heard
iroiii all parts of the dance floor.

This is the first linn! in Jie lus-

lory of the school that a dance is

oeing held jointly by the Sopho-
moiv and Freshman cla.s.ses lUid the

Dance Committees of each cla.s.s are

working and cooperating diligent-

ly in Older to insure Jie favorable
..ulcome of the aifaii".

However, for the success of the

Conlan Wins In

Oratory Contest

"Faith In Democracy" Topic

Cause of Victory lor

Arts Student

Constant abuse of the facilities

placed at the convenience of the
students In the Pie Shoppe has led

I/oule. (he proprietor, to voice his

di.s.satisfactlon.

In a recent interview with Louie,

it was made known that the con-
duct ol the .students frequenting
the Pie Slioppe is far from courte-
ous and gentlemanly. To IhLs cla.ss

of students who lack, or who do
not display any traces of good
breeding, were Louie's remarks di-

rected.

These individuals have made
conditions in the Pie Shoppe un-
.sallsfactory for the rest of the stu-

dent b'ldy. Complaints have been
put to Louie that there is no
mustard, .salt or pepper. In .short,

any of the nece.s.sary articles that
should be on a table when a per-
.son expects to eat here are lacking.

The rea.son why U)uie removed
these articles from the tables Is

that .'ome of the students have a

.strange sense of humor. It con-
sl.sts of putting salt in the sugar,

cigai"«'lte ashes in the mu.stard and
cigarette butts in the ketchup.

Also. Ihis .same group has the

habit of takiiiK .silverware, dishes

and the like from Ihe Pie Shoppe.

Since Christmas IxHiie bought
three gross ctf tea.spoons, dozens of

extra plates, and other acces.sorles.

No sooner wen* Ihey in place than
they disiippeatvd. Louie rt'marked
thai he would not mind the .stu-

dents' ii.se of the plat^'.s, cups, etc.,

the
the
the
the

If Ihey would only bring back the
articles they take.
Other complaints have to do"^'fth

dirty chairs and tables. Ixiule
went to .some length In explaining
that the chairs and tables are
washed and cleaned .several times a
day. The reason that they are not
the way they should be is that
students sit on the backs of
chairs and place their feet on
.seats and then .scribble all over
tables with pencil and oen.

There are a number of day-hops
who eat their own lunch In the
Pie Shoppe. Realizing that they
have no other place to go to eat.
Louie does not mind their presence,
but he wishes that they would not
throw banana skins and other
refu.se of their lunch about the
place.

Louie wl.shps to .say. "All T want
Is a little cooperation from the
fellows who come down here to eat
and exchange a few words. I am
not saying this to be a grouch or
to be unrea.sonable. but for I heir
own benefit. Tlie Pie Shopix- is

not the place to throw things
around and rai.se the dickens, but
rather a place where a fellow can
come lo rat In peace and gel good
.service. As .soon as the fellows
n'allze this I am sure they will s««e

it will be to their advantage to
act like gentlemen. As soon as I

siH» that the fellow.s do realize II. I

will do all thai I can to make this
place much belter than it is a I the
present time."

Members of the
".vhc have re-

have turned in

his niu.sic Mr.
us a saxophone
one tune having

Ti-ue-

THKKE PRIESTS JUIMiES

Before a small gathering ol

about fifty iieople, Jo.seph J. Con-

lan carried oil declamation hon-

ors In the annual contest for the

Gold Medal for Ora:or>' held la.st

Thur.sday evening in the amphi-

theatre The subject of Mr Con-

lan's discour.se kas •Pallh in De-

mocracy."

J. Fletcher Clayton opened the

program consustlng of six six'akers

with a talk on 'Mother" He was
lollowed by John J. Durkm and
John J. O'Connor speaking on
"American Opi)orlunily " and ' Ire-

and." res|X'c».ively A .short inter-

ini.sslon ensued during which a

mu.sical .s«'leptioi» bv Anthony Em-
mi and two V(K'al offerings by

Daniel Smith were rendeivd.

Tli«" toiirth speaker of the even-

ing v^ius Vincent J. O'Connor who.se

topic was •Christian Virtue" Ro-
meo Cavaliere dl.scoursing on "Cul-

ture In American Life" and Jos-

eph Conlan on "Faith In I^'inoc-

racy" completed ;Jie program
The gold medal wius donated by

Rev. H. A. Grells, O. 8 A., and it

^vill lie pre.sentrd to Jasi^ph Con-
lan on Commencement Day.

The oratorical contest Ls an an-

nual affair oiM-n only to Junior

students of tin- Arts School whos*-

an'ia'-*' for he year in Public

Speaking is !>0 |X'r wnli or more
George Hardy presid«'d as chair-

man Hie judges were Rrv DiMiLs

J KavanaiiRh, O S. A ,
Rev Fran-

cis A Diehl. O 8 A . and Rev.

Henry C. CalTrey. O. 8 A.

I

dance it is ab.solulely e.sseiilial that

all Freslimen aiui Sophomores pay

[
ilieir asse.ssmenUs promptly. This is

necessary in order to eslublLsli Jie

linanciai basis iiwded ui pn-para-
iion lor the allair. They lU'e urged
to cooiM'rale and pay .same as soon
iLs ix>ssible.

Joseph McGiunn, Chairman 'of
the bophomore Commiltec, .says,

We are ellecling many improve-
meiits and added aiiractions .such

as ooiaming ;wo orchestras aui^

ounaing a shell lor acoustical pui-

Ijoses This Ls being done wiUi an
express view ol addiAg to the en-
joyment and good time of Ihe ev-

ening; 1 feel sure that all who at-

tend Will enjoy Uieniselves im-
mensely liiasmucli as iL wUl ix; Uie

.aa^ dance U'lore the suiiuuw va-

v,aiion.

"

ilie Sophomore Comnuitee cou-
.sisls of Joseph McGuimi, Chaii'-

man, Joseph Neylon, John Puin,
William Hennessey, William Mc-
carty, William Hughes, Thonias
ODonneU, Peter Leone, Clranl
uuiiieavy, Wulied I'heriaull, Ed-
wara Ocelus, Alfred GagUardi, Al-

ired Woiiuski and WiUiam Conroy.
George MaUiame Ls Chairman of

the Freshman Conuiiitlet' and is

assisted by James Nugent, Will-

iam Mulqueen, Pi-aiik WUlis,
Bernard Lee, Georgt; Cosla, Jaiiius

rfhea, William Slaughtfr, Jere-
mian Uaiy, Paeiias BaiuiuLier,

Walter Coyle, Michael Venuero,
Edwin Riley and Neuman StoU.

en-
tile

Uie
be

Colonel TalksTo
Frosh Engineers

Consideration of Civil Re-

sponsibilities Is Topic

of Talk

I R(iES ACTIVE POLITICS

llie freshman engineers Uust

Saturday morning wvre favored
with a very interesting talk by
Colonel Robert L. Montgomery,
prominent banker and proprietor

of Ardrossaii Farms, upon the nec-
essity of con.sidering .s«'riously

their civic resix)n.sibilities in iiiese

trying day.s.

Col Montgomery traced bri(^lly

the liistt)i'y and tat<' of .some ol

'the early republics, notably Athens
and Rome, after which he proceed-
i d to speak of the ri.se of our own
. I public and the princiijles on which
u, was tounued.
The colonel next traced briefly

the ruse ol the party sy.sleni, to-

gether with some ol it*; dusadvan-
lag\?s. He further enumerated .som<'

of tlie eviLs of the day in ik)1Lics,

outstanding among which are

'bcxss rule," the rusing cost of

Kovernment with coiusctnieiit high
tax rales. prohibUioii and the

general apathy ol a large \h'y-

centage of Jie int4>lligeiil voters ot

the counli-y.

In conclu.sion Col. Montgomery
appealed to the engineers to re-

.solvi' to take an u'-tiye part In the

politics of their own community,
for only luis would real improve-
ments in conditions bv effected.

He warned them against the abiuse

of the principle of party regu-

larity" and urged them lo do their

own llunking in ix)litical affairs

and to yoe for whosoever would
.serve the best int.ersUs of the com-
munity, the Slate, or the country
as a whole.

The. colonel has b»'en a life long

resident of Radnor towiusiiip and Ls

now veiT active in Jk' civic af-

fairs of thLs oonununity.

OIHcers Of .Mumni To

Hold Meeting; In Gym

David Farley. presid<'nt of the

Villanova Alumni Sm-iety, ha.s call-

ed a me«'ting ol th«' a.s.s«KMa lion's

Board of Governors, which us u,

take place at the Alumni Head-
quarters in he new gymna.sium
Sunday afternwHi at 2:.'<ft The
pur|)oso of calling this meeting Ls

to make arrangement.s for the

annual reunion to b«' held In the

Fall, so thai a mon* pntentious re-

union hall any of the piust can Im?

held.

Tlie alumni an- striving toward
that goal of giving Villanova the

best organized alumni in America
and this meeting Is but one of the

first moves being made toward il.s

atrulnmrnt.

MoDLKM.STK; LMiLSK.iN

The ijew." 1932' Bellf All'." ediUfd
.)y Mju-.iii Gill, will be On the'

cainpius boih lor dusuibution and
hale on May. .sixllcenlh. ' ;• i

'llie' lxH*k will Ix; ehtiiery mod-
i'riiU5_lic m di'sign. An iti'iu of In-
ti'ie.sl Is the lacl . ihal \iie iJook

will be lai'ger ui dimeiusioiX' than
any other previoius Lssufa It will an-
j.wer to tho flgiuvs lune by twelve
111 contrast uo last yeiu"'s seven aiid

a half by nine and a liall. ,

The book will contain lliree hun-
ciied pages ot combined pictiut's,

wriU'ups, phoiograplus and campus
scenes. The .seniors' si'oUon in the
ironi will be slightly diffeivnt in-
sofar as Uiere will be two seniors
o a page However, Uie photo-
graplis will be lai'ger tlian iii Uie
past. Ihe Juniors' .section wil

contain individual jjiclures of all

the Juniors and Uie wnte-ups
Uiroughoul the section will be
irely different from thoso of

Junior Courtier.
Another object of note is

cover A copyrighted cowr, lo

lused exclusively by lliis college.

will adorn the front. It will dis-

play three colors, green, black and
silver. From the hearsay of those
who have iieen Uie copy, the cov-
or Ls the most allracuve ever yet
produced by a Belle Au" editor.

Campius scenes in the front of

the book will be given a full page,
rile scenes wiU be atUaclively col-

ored by a new process specifically

desigiud for such pmposes Book
dividers .sk^-piu'aLlng Uie sections will

oe doiH- in llu'ce lone water colors.

The .sport .section will be the
largest ever compiled Ui a Belle
Air. It will contiuii more uidividual
and action pictiues Uian last year.
Ihe expeiuses for 'Jus addition will

al.so greatly exceed those of Uie
previoius year. Vai'ious campus
snaixshoUi will be located through-
out the book.

p;ach book will cost seven dollar.s_

Tw^o-hundn.-d and fifty liave been
(;rdered as the initial order. It is

ixpeced Uial another order of

iifty books will be necessary to

compel^' Willi demands once the
book us on sale.

The purix>.se in havuig the book
lini.shed and on .sale al an early
dale is becauise the editor feeb. Uiat
It will sell itself through its com-
omed beauties, appearance and su;-

tiial value.

The eiilue book lias been proof

-

lead and a copy has been sub-
milled. The order Ls now under the
prtK-ess of printing.

rile printing and art work is

being doing by Read Taylor of
Baltimore Ailliur Studios ol New
York have uken care of all the
photograiihy. AH Uie engraving will

be fiirni.shfd by Lotz Co., of Pmla-
delphia.

V.L.S. To Test
New Candidates

Requirements for Entrance

into lioth Chapters

.\re rrosciibed

iMEMORY WORK NEEDED

The nnal initiations for this year

of the Villanova Literary Society

will be held on Monday evening,

May 16. in Room 204. Mendel Hall.

at eight -lliirty. .v .
.

•

The names of the candidates for

the society will be proposed a week
in advance of the initiations. This

is a regular procedure which the

Society has found favorable to

caiT>" out before all initiations.

For admittance to the Beta
Gamma Chapter, the candidates
will be re{|uired to prepare both
the allirniative and negative sides

of a given proposition. "When the
candidates are presented to the
oigaiii/atlon, Jo.seph T. Jonas,
Mod<ralor of the Society, will

clioo,se two teams and stage an In-

formal debate, the contestants giv-
ing threjvnilnute addre.ssrs. The
entire Society will take the rebut-
tal.

For admittance to the Belle
Mas(nie Chapter, tho,se desiring ac-
ceptance will be required lo pre.s<'nl

for the approval of the organiza-
tion a demonstration of their abil-

ity which will be compris«'d of a
recital depicting at lea.si two char-
.icters. The recital mu.st be chosen
from a dramatic work of note.
The pn'.sentatlons of candidates

for both Chapters niu-st be com-
mitted to memory, otherwise the
candidates will be given no consid-
eration whatever.
The S<K?lety desires that it lie

made known that starting next fall

requirements for admission and ac-
ceptance will be made considerably
more .stringent than they have
lx>oii in the past. Due to a sched-
ule of IncreawHl activities for tho
«omlng year, only the best of tal-
ent will be admitted.
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Auiatantt to Circulation Staff

Joseph H. Cobnbly, '35
.

Haiold J. Keating, *35

WiLUAM J. GoucH. '35 James W. Tobin, '35

•>-V-^V
RlCHAlO G. ZUDBBLL, '35

Faculty AonsoB—Rev. William A. Kenny, O. S. A.

This papar ia dedicated to one of the fineit men u^o
evor entered Vilianova; acholar, athlete, gentleman—

Leo Goodbkau
SUBSCRIPTION—$2.00 per year

Entered aa aecond-claaa matter at Vilianova Poatoffice,

Docember 27. 192»
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In Kansas,
which Incldent-

ly Is the dryest

part of the
country, the di-

vorce rate among
college graduates
Is one to every

hundred m a r -

rlages. For non-
collegians, it is

one to five,
proving once

again that after college, you can

stand anything. •;•;:•••. .;.

Well, it seems to us that after a

certain number of blind dates, the

nervous system gets so well In-

sulated that even a four alarm Are

just seems to be a good plac& to

light a cigarette.

,
WISE GUYS

At a certain college in the mid-
west, there is a rule that permits

a cltlss to dismiss itself should the

professor fail to appear within ten

minutes of the beginning of the

period. A math class took this rule

to heart and was severely repri-

manded the next day. "You could

see I was here," said the aggrieved

prof. "My hat on the -^eisk."

The next day when the professor

entered, not a student was in the

room—on each deisk, there was a

LEST there be any misunderstanding as to* ^eii worn chapeau.

why there is not a story in this issue on the

Junior Prom, we wish to state

JUNIOR here that this publication for

PROM? the first time since its founda-

tion was refused representa-

tion at this function. This editorial is not

intended as a malicious aftermath, but is

simply and concisely stating this paper's

stand on what it considers a hereditary

right. Thus, criticisms which would ordin-

arily be launched at us by the students of

this college and the members of the Junior

class in particular will be answered. It is

obvious that if a stoiy in this issue was de-

sired, representation -would have been given,

but since it was not we have no other altern-

ative. How could this dance be covered by

one of our staff reporters if he was practical-

ly forbidden entering the doors of the gym
on the night of May 6th ? This paper, with

the majority of its editors Juniors, is almost

strictly a Junior publication and no one can

say that whenever the Junior class needed

publicity it was not freely given. When we
were approached last week as to Junior

Week publicity, we answered that this paper

was at the service of the Junior class and

that all the publicity that was desired would

be given willingly. What was the result?

The entire front page was, to use the ver-

nacular, smeared with the Junior class and

its functions. Looking over our files no

Junior Week has had as much publicity as

this year's. . To be truthful only a small

corner was devoted to Junior Week in all of

them. It should have been an act of cour-

tesy, if nothing else, to give this paper an

acknowledgement of its cooperation. If in-

dividuals of lesser note were allowed repre-

sentation, we cannot understand why this

paper was refused. After all, it is a small

matter, but it is the little things that count.

SMART POLITICIAN
A good number of students up at

Yale can leave their Alma Mater
with the thought that at least Yale
has shown them something that
few have seen.

For the first time in the history

of Yale, which was founded 231

years ago, a governor gave a class

lecture when Governor Gross lec-

tured on literature last week. Gov-
ernor Gross is a professor of

English.

THE GREAT EXPOSE
Cribbing in English classes in

colleges and universities throughout
the country is about to become a
rkcket if activities revealed by the
Princeton Alumni Weekly are
actual.

According to the Weekly, an or-
ganization has been formed whose
purpose it is to supply college un-
dergraduates with four year sets
of essays for $100 cash.

"A representative of the group,"
says the Weekly, "has visited the
Princeton campus as well as those
of Yale and Harvard in an effort

to obtain perjured testimonials for
the service, to be used in drumming
up business in midwestern and far
western colleges."

Well, now we wonder if Princeton
and Harvard will get all excited
again and sever all cribbing rela-
tions.

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
—Where "Strange Interlude" was

set down as a single play in nine

acts, this show has three single

plays totaling fourteen acts. The
first play is called "Homecoming,"

the second "The Hunted" and the

third "The Haunted." The same

cast of characters goes through the

three plays. The story is that of the

old Greek legends of Electra, Cly-

Leinnestra and Crestes, applied to

modem characters and set in New
England at the close of the Civil

War.—At the Garrick.

THE WET PARADE—Although
this highly interesting and enjoy-
able cinema attraction is now play-
uig in its second week in town, it

is still drawing capacity audiences
to each performance. The adapta-
tion of Upton Sinclair's successful

novel IS excellent. The vivid his-

tory of the problem of wine, whis-
key, and beer from the beginning
of the World War to the present
day portrays the struggle of a
northern and a southern family
against drinking. The cast is one
of the best in "recent productions.
It brings together such stars as
Jimmy 'Schnozzle '""Durante, Doro-
thy Jordan, Walter Huston, Lewis
Stone, Neil Hamilton, and manj'
others.—At the Stanton.

THE MOUTHPIECE—Warren WU-
liams and Sydney Fox make this

an extremely interesting film which
though it has its sad moments is

enlivened by the tricky methods
the hero uses in winning his law
cases. The plot is woven around
the two above mentioned stars. Mr.
Williams, as a young lawyer, causes
an Innocent man to be sent to the
electric chair and because of this

becomes a criminal lawyer. Soon,
however, through the aid of Miss
Fox he sees that his choice was
unwise. His clients, the criminal
classes, turn on him, riddling his
defenseless body with bullets. This
sad ending causes the audience to

sympathize with him, making the
picture a success.—At the Stanley.

THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH
US—Ruth Chatterton and Evelyn
Brent depict the extravaganza of
the rich in this film. Miss Chatter-
ton has the part of the richest
woman in the world and Miss Brent
the other woman in the case. The
theme throughout is a farce of
present day conditions in society
and the easy matter of getting a
divorce if one has money.—At the
Karlton.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By
JOSEPH i. CONLAN

The relentless

hand of 'Time has
swept into obliv-

ion the long-
awaited and
she rt-staylng
Junior Week. The
daily routine of

classes is going
to seem a deaden-
ing Injustice after
the hectic days of

excitement that have passed. But
such is life and we are forced to
meet it whether we like to or not.
Perhaps, on the other hand, it is

just as well, because it is our
humble opinion that another few
days and a great many of the class
of "33 would have succumbed to the
need of sleep and rest^to say noth-
ing of the toll that would be
wrought by the overabundance of
refreshments.

There is, however, one fly In the
ointment and that Is the evident
discontent that is prevalent about
the campus, a discontent that
centers all its spleen on the 1932
model Junior Blazer. The consen-
sus of opinion seem to be that the
newly arrived Jackets are not worth
the shekels that were paid for them
and that idea is so deeply rooted
that it wUl take a long while to
eradicate It from the minds of
those who claim in no uncertain

Human Interest In

College Curriculm
Stressed By Editor

Asserts That Egotism Should Give Way to

Non-Utilitaristic Principles

"THK (il.KANKK"
NAZKKKTH COLLEGE
K(H'IIKNTEK. N. Y.

<4pOR the love of God, let us for once in

X this administration be American-mind-
ed and look after Americans. You have
legislated in behalf of banks and railroads,

now some of us demand that you legislate

in behalf of babies and unprotected women,
too." Those are the words which Senator
Hiram Johnson spoke not only to the mem-
bers of the Senate, but to all the human
beings of our country. And we say human
beings with a definite purpose. We would
go a step farther and cry that it is more
than a matter of legislation ; it is a question
of humanity, a question of human interests,

one for another; it is a question of human
hearts that are guided by the thoughts of

Christian souls.

And it is these last words, Christian souls,

that many men seem to have blotted out
from the pages of their personal book of
life. Among the Rules of the Benedictines

tones that they believe they have We find this: "First relieve the needy,

nthpr
^^^ ^^'^""^ of something or then question them if you must." They did

not discriminate between Jew and Gentile,

but gave to each equally according to his

necessity. To-day, what does it matter
whether a man be Republican, Democrat or
even Socialist? Do not the children of one
feel the same pangs of hunger, shiver from
the same cold, walk barefoot upon the same
ground, as those of the other? We must
for the moment forget individuals and per-
sonal striving and learn to speak in terms of
you instead of me, for within the hearts of
many there is slowly growing a cancerous
growth which cannot help but perpetuate
Itself.

other,

We are not In a position to de-
fend or oppose these men who are
shouting this fact from the house-
tops; all we can say is that this
year is the flrst that such a feel-
ing has been so prevalent and has
extended until it embrace.s almost
all of those who purchased Blazers.

Since the night of the Blue Blaz-
er Ball there has been In the minds
of many an unanswered question
and the writer has heard this
question asked no less than fifteen
times in the past six days.

Bill Orcutt, who was your
"Shadow" at Wednesday nights
brawl?

* *

APPROACHING the close of the school year

campus organizations are selecting officers

and directors for the new school

CLEAN year. This does not imply, how-

POLITICS ever, that low forms of political

propaganda must be resorted to

in the selection of fraternity and class offi-

cers. If incapable and morale destroying

cliques are to be eliminated from the various

student organizations the coming elections

will afford ample opportunity for this vital

action. Although concerted action is de-

sired on the part of all the students this

must be done in the interests of the class or

club as a whole and not in favor of any par-

ticular school or clique. The narrower pro-

vincialism exhibited by those who advocate

election of the candidates on basis of home
town associations and school affiliations is

deplorable. General campus haimony and
inter-school co-operation would be secured

through even balance of offices and along

this line it would seem no more than fair to

ask the faculty to refrain from expressing

their views as to the suitableness of certain

candidates with the idea of establishing all

officers from the students of their particular

schools. College students are, as a rule,

careful in their balloting, but the weight of

faculty propaganda has its damaging ef-

ects. If the faculty feels that the students
are not capable of selecting their own offi-

cers, why, then, allow them to think that
they do? I^t the students run their own
elections. In the long run the students will

benefit, for it is at college where embryonic
politicians sow their seeds.

THE DOCTOR IS ALWAYS
RIGHT

Dr. Livingston Parrand. president
of Cornell university, doesn't believe
in Prohibition according to a recent
outburst of his. To quote,
"In my opinion there has been

no social experiment in our later
American history which has proven
so disastrous a failure as has the
Eighteenth Amendment. I am not
discussing misguided Judgment,
often sincere, which led to its

adoption. The fact remains that it

has done more to debauch the
public conscience than any other
factor we can point to, and is

responsible In high degree for the
widespread disregard for law and
order, which constitutes today the
chief menace in our American life.

"

Well, we were always taught to
obey the doctor.

BUT WHERE WAS ULYSSES
It seems that the boys up at New

Haven take their classic studies to
heart. What two Yale students
started as a college prank last week
ended up with the wrecking of
three automobiles and the placing
of civil cases and theft charges
against the humorists. •

The two, Charles Karte, a sopho-
more, and Allan Ferguson, a junior,
took a larged wooden horse from
an antique shop, dragged it along
the highway near Mllford and
cau.sed the wrecking of three auto-
mobiles which couldn't pass the
heavy traffic when they saw the
horse loom up before them.

Ulysses in his plans didn't have
to figure out the vagaries of gas
buggies, nor this dime a pint stuff.

WE ALWAYS KNEW IT
Someone out at Marquette Uni-

versity *wlth a fiendish streak in
him tried to stick his philosophy
professor with this syllogism:
"Some blonds have brains. This

girl is some blond; therefore this
girl has brains."

Of course anyone knows that this
is all wrong because the word
"Blond

" is originally derived from
a Latin word. "Blankus," which
means Just the opposite of brains.

WHILE STUMBLING THE WILD
FANTASTIC:

The college of New Rochelle is

to be congratulated on the dedica-
tion of its new sport building. It's
Just too beautiful for words.

The museum of Pennsylvania
University has a backgammon
board dating back to 3000 B. C. The
board was found at Ur In Chaldea.

THE WORLD AND THE FLESH-
Depicting a land of revolting flesh
and blood, this film brings to you
Russia in the state of tyranny. The
leading characters in the screen
version are George Bancroft and
the beautiful Miriam Hopkins, a
pair whose talents cannot be
equaled.

In addition to this extraordinary
dramatic cinema there is also an
attractive vaudeville bill.—At the
Earle.

For a long while the Oasis has
been left out of these pages but it

has been reported that on last
Saturday evening James Griffin of
Chicago was seen In front of the
above mentioned rendezvous at 9:30
P. M. and was still there an hour
and a half later.

Jimmy claims he was waiting for
a trolley car; Is that a nice thing
to call a young lady?

Next time a boxing tournament
Is held. It is our suggestion that the
feature match bring together the
respective Baseball coaches of Vil-
ianova and Temple. That would
add a little school rivalry to the
affair and It would also be a gory
battle, if the antics of Saturday's
game can be used as a criterion.

We must not have chaos and revolt, for
to every man comes his due reward. Per-
haps the voice of a fearful conscience is

whispering aloud as a warning to mankind.
It was St. Augustine who so clearly defined
it when he said, "How secret art thou who
dwellest in the highest heavens in silence,
O Thou only great (Jod, sprinkling with an
unwearied providence certain penal blind-
nesses upon such as have unbridled desires !"

ALiteraryReview
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

E

THE

Stool-Pigeon

nrhe prize laugh of the century is

*on none other than James "Door-
man" McKelvey, our old friend.

James, you do go through the
queerest antics but why you should
run around at the dead of night,
waving a searchlight and howling,
•Help, McNally, Help," is beyond
us. We know the story, bue we're
sure you won't mind telling It to
the boys. Anyone desiring this
choice morsel need but to approach
McKelvey and say, "Help, McNally,
Help," and they will receive the
surprise of their lives.

Jack Montgomery is putting; a
petition to Fr. Hartley to install

cuspidors In the rooms of the C &
F Building. It's mighty inconven-
ient, to say nothing of the embar-
rassment, when one is called upon
and has iio place to deposit the wad
of tobacco.

The pride of the Wildcats, Rich-
ard Hickey. has a weakness for
Maltese cats—at least "Can-I Drive-
In-Traffic" Dragone claims to have
seen him in Ardmore with one. Or
perhaps Waldo had one "Coke" too
many.

Bob Dunn has tried hard to get
his red corduroys in this column.
Now that he has succeeded four
VILLANOVANS will go to Tucka-
hoe.

De Santls was seen flirting with
Fizzle Liz, the campus widow. A
word to the wise is sufficient.

If anyone should want to know
how the winter was down in Flor-
ida, ask Bill D'Ella, he knows.

Ed DElia keeps the shades of his
windows up while retiring. No
doubt he wishes to impress passers-
by with his physique.

James Nugent rnuhed the gate
Saturday night and Joined the
Moose line.

Cyril Klunk the once confirmed
bachelor, now modly professes his

love for a fair damsel from York

THE 8TOOL-PIOE0N

Johnny Cameron, the Juliet of
other days, has been noticed wear-
ing a haggard look these past few
days and the reason just came to
light. The Belle Masque Intends to
stage a series of short sketches and
John has Ijeen chosen to portray
Lady Godiva.
He's thinking about the horse.

Oh, yes.

Joseph "We aselberry" DIetz
wishes to report that his great
American novel is progressing
rapidly and will be completed in

the near future. We have his sol-

emn word that we have never read
anything like it and probably never
will. There is but one thing delay-
ing him and that is he is having
some difficulty portraying his char-
acter "Mumblypeg," who in the
story runs a combination fish and
hardware store.

"Weasy" would appreciate it im-
mensely If his erstwhile collegue
would submit to closer scrutiny and
observation. Do you know his
room number, Buckley?

Edward Augustine Derby and
John Augustine Griffln, both of

Lawrence, wish to openly challenge

any two bridge players in the school

or out of the school. They will

play anyone anytime, and for any
stakes that may be desired.

On top of this startling state-

ment comes another of a similar

nature. "Elmer" Joyce, one time

Gigolo, and his brother "Elmer"

Joyce, one time Gigolo, are willing

to meet anyone anytime, and for

any stakes In a gigoloing contest.

The Sports Editor has been ap-
pointed promoter of the.se two
teams any challenges which may
be forthcoming are to be ad-
dressed to him.
That bridge team may be beaten

but Joyce's team, never.

Let us pause here for a moment
any pay a fleeting gesture of respect
and homage to the Mothers of the
world. Sunday was the one day in

the year set aside for her honor
but that day should be but a criter-

ion by which to guide the others.
Let us always remember her and
always carry within our hearts the
words. 'God bless you and keep
you, Mother Machree."

VER since Wilkie Collins introduced the
modern detective novel to the public

with such intriguing stories as "The Woman
in White", and "The Moonstone", it has been
growing in popularity. Today, everyone
reads this type of fiction, from the President
to the cook. But unlike the classic gems of
Collins most present day detective novels
are thin in plot and poor in literary merit.
The heroes are stuped, the detectives more
so, and the villains, super-human individuals
that they are, are caught by the most obvi-
ous traps imaginable. P. G. Wodehouse has
expressed the character of these latter gen-
tlemen very well when he said: "The aver-
age villain's natural impulse, if called upon
to kill a fiy, would be to saw away the sup-
ports of the floor, tie a string across the
doorway, and then send an anonymous let-

ter to the fly, urging it to come at once to
hear of something to its advantage." One
thing, however, can be said for most of the
modeiTi mystery stories that cannot be said
of the average novel ; they are usually quite
harmless.

A newly-published detective novel that
should delight even the most knowing read-
er is, "Uughing Death", by Walter C.
Brown. The plot concerns a series of mur-
ders, the victims of which are found with
faces contorted by laughter. The book has
all the accessories that go to make up a
gripping story, as opium, peacock feathers,
poisons and a Chinatown locale. If you want
a hair-raising story that holds your sus-
pense until the last page, then don't miss it.

"The Double Solution" is another tale of
horror that has made its appearance on the
market recently. Its author, Cecil F. Gregg,
should turn his talents to other fields of fic-

tion than that of mystery, as he fails mi.s-

erably in this book. Reading it is a waste
of time and one might almost venture to say
that printing it was a waste of paper. It

deals with the Westmore case, of which In-
spector Higgins has charge. He is a simple
individual with the brain of a moron. His
assistants equal him in intelligence; they are
always too late to get their man, constantly
being tricked and continually going off on
wrong clues.

PASSING
IN

REVEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

V

Dame Fortune
seems at last to

have cast her be-

nign smile upon
Wildcat spring
sports. During the

past few years,

with the excep-
tion of tennis
which turned in

the largest
amount of wins

•last year. Feline
baseball, golf, and track teams
haven't had a great amount of suc-
cess. However, the tide seems to

have turned now and the Blue and
White athletes are turning in one
win after another.

The ten»4s team under the
leadership of Sol Berman has lost

but two matches; one to Penn and
one to St. John's of Brooklyn by
the close score of 5-4.

A'slgniflcant fact rtlatlve
\fi the

Racquet Wlelders' trip "to the Big
City was the breaking again of the

now infamous Gotham jinx which
has so long harassed the athletic

representatives of Vlilanpva. Tliis

bugaboo was chased away when
the netmen defeated the Manhattan
tennis team, more or less avenging

the Ijss which the baseball team
suffered at the hands of the Jas-

pers a few weeks before.

Perhaps the outstanding accom-
plishment of the Racqueteers to

date is the defeat of a strong Le-

high aggregation. The Mules were

reputed to have a very strong team,

but the wearers of the Brown and
White were trounced by a 7 to 2

score.

The tennismen are alxtut half

;

way through their rigorous schedule

and from all indications it seems
that they will turn In an impressive

record.
|

PORE

Another spring sport combination

which deserves attention Is the golf

squad, which is under the guidance

of Howie Garrlty. To date the

llnksmen have lost but one match

and that loss was administered by

the golfers of William and Mary

College. At that the score was very

close, the Wildcats losing out on

the eighteenth hole. Among those

who have fallen before the Wildcat

attack are Swarthmore, Haverford,

Temple. Manhattan, Fordham and

Ursinus. The llnksmen will take a

trip to the west this week and if

they come through as they should

the Blue and White will have

something to be proud of.

It was mentioned rather casual-

ly last week that when the Cats

played Manhattan on the Winged

Foot Country Club course at Mam-
aronack, Kelly turned In the best

score of the day with a 74. To the

average golfer that would be a good !

score, but the fact becomes more

significant when you tell him that

only five members of the club whose

membership totals two hundred or

more can make a round with a

score as low as the one turned in

by Kelly. The fact must be also

taken Into consideration that Villa-

nova had never played on the

course before. That this feat

wasn't merely luck or chance was

proved the other day when Kelly

turned in a par score on the Merlon

C. C. course when the varsity met

and defeated Haverford.

Kelly is apparently a natural

golfer and he should go far, in

days to come. In the golfing king-

dom. •':'-."'•.•;••,

CATS AND CARDINALS

Tomorrow we will be able to

witncrs, for the first time thLs

year. Coach Harry Coates' 193'2

edition varsity track squad. The

Feline clnderpathers will open then-

season against the representatives

of Catholic University. C. U. gen-

erally puts out a good track team

And last year the Cardinals took

the Wildcats' measure by>a 78 to

48 count. Last year Catholic U.

took first place in the "220." the

"440 " the half mile, the mile, and

the two mile. However, this year

the Felines have had their forces

strengthened considerably by the

men from last year's Frosh squad. If

C. U. can enter a man In the "220"

who can out-sprlnt Fenstermacher

and a man who can beat out Duffy

In the "440" and a man who can

out-run Baker In the mile and the

half mile, well, we'll have to admit

that they are pretty good. But we

are from Missouri and must be

shown. Concerning the two mile

run we can make no statement and

therefpre we will be frank and

admit it.

Concerning the field events we

will also be silent except that we

will expect Captain Corrlgan to

perform as usual and take first

place In the running broad Jump

and the high jump.

FRAT BASEBALL

Due to lack of space it will be

possible only to mention the re-

sults of last week's games. The

Artsmen defeated the Engineers 9

to and were defeated by the Pre-

Meds on Thursday morning 16 to

6. Also on Thursday morning tlie

P. K. P. team surprised themselves

and downed the Business fraternity

e to4.

VILLi®OVAN
SPORTS

TRACK GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Freshman Cinderpathers

Trounce Penn Yearlings

Kittens Also Beat Phila.

Normal School by

Large Score

CONTINUE WIN STREAK
The Freshman track team gained

honors by emerging victorious over

*he Penn Frosh at Franklin Field

by the score of 85 1-2 to 49 1-2.

This is their sixth victory for the

season and the second that they

have won during the past week.
Undefeated In cross-country by
virtue of five victories and unde-
feated In the winter relays, win-
ning three meets, the team topped
a splendid record by winning the
national championship at the
Penn Relays. The victory over
Penn brings their total to 15 wins
without a defeat.

In most of the races Saturday
the Frosh won easily, taking most
of the races by wide margins. In
three events they made a clean
sweep of all places. In the 440,

Elliot and LaPranchlse finished in

that order m the fast time of 50
and 8-10 seconds. Womer, after
winning the mile, came back to

take the half mile in two minutes
leading his teammates Hamilton
and LaPranchlse across the line.

The third clean sweep was made
In the broad jump when Hickey,
Piszzeck and Jackson placed In the
order named. Condlt starred for

Penn, taking both of the hurdle
races although Jelovlch pressed the
former Mercersburg star closely.

Huber was high scorer for the
meet by scoring three first places

to register fifteen points for the
Freshmen. He won first in the
discus, javelin and hammer throws.
In the discuss throw he set a new
school record by tlirowlng It 139

feet, 4 1-2 inches, breaking his

own mark of 128 feet 5 Inches
made against Valley Forge Military
Academy. Another school record
fell In the two mile event as Ham-
ilton finished In 10 minutes and 17

seconds to take 8 seconds off the

mark set by Womer In the Pall

Handicap Meet. Other double win-

ners were Gleason In the dashes

and Hickey in the high and broad

jumps. I

On last Monday afternoon the

Frosh trackmen met and defeated

Philadelphia Normal School by the

Fcore of 61 to 9. The Normal
School team was completely out-

clasised in every event, taking only,

one second place, that by McNally
In tho high jump, and six third

places. In three events they were
shut out, the Frosh taking all tliree

places.

Four of the Frosh scored double
wins, Jelovlch taking both hurdles,

Kremer taking the 100 and 220,

LaFranchise winning the 440 and
half mile, and Hickey placing flrst

In the high jump and broad jump.
The times for the most part were
slow but this was due to the fact

that the Frosh won as they
pleased. The best time during the
afternoon was made by Kremer In

the 100 yard dash when he won by
two yards In 10 and 1-5 seconds.

Piszzeck, a teammate, was second.

INTER-FRAT BASEBALL
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''Introducing ' ' ^^^^^^ S. J. Buckley

Daniel 8. J. Buckley, former
SporUi Editor of the VILLANOVAN.
has achieved sufficient success to
be acclaimed an outstanding mem-
ber of the present senior class.
Coming Into our midst In 1928 from
the Mining and Mechanical Insti-
tute of Preeland, Pa.. "Dan" Im-
mediately established himself as an
m ambitious student of his

^h^ Prosh class. During his

^^^ prep school career he
Hr took an interesting part
^^V In the numerous actlvl-

llH ties, the most Important
ol which was the supervising of the
publicity work of the above institu-
tion.

When the Beta Gamma
chapter of the Villanova
Literary Society was firet

organized "Dan" willingly
pflered his aid and became
IV charter member of one of
the most successful en-
deavors ever attempted at
Villanova. "Dan" also joined
the Wilkes Barre club as
another step toward his
progress here.
At the commencement of

his sophomore year, the
VILLANOVAN issued a call

for stall writers. "Dan,"
possessing a desue for news-
paper work was appointed an as-
sistant on the sports siatl. Uit>

activities in the Beta Qanuna were
beguinlng to win recogmtion and
when the first inter-collegiate de-
bate was conducted he was one of
tlie few students to take part on
this conmiemoratlve occasion. At
the close of his sophomore year
when new officei's were appointed
to edit the VILLANOVAN, his
ability as a sports writer was easily
recognized and he was chosen to
undertake the responsibilities of
associate sports editor to Edward
Martin, sports editor then. He also
assumed the duties of treasurer of
the Coal Crackers Club, now dis-
solved.

Going into his Junior year,
"Dan's" abilities were recognized by
his fellow students, and he had
acquired a reputation as an Indus-
trious worker about the campus.
When it was decided to merge the

Villanova Literary Society, a com-
mittee was appointed to draw up a
constitution for this newly formed
society and "Dan" was chosen to
the chairmanship of this important
undertaking. The sports edition of
the Junior Courtier was capably
edited by him. He was also made
sports editor to succeed Edward
Martin who had not returned to
school that year.
The editorial staff of the 1931

Belle Air also bore "Dan's" name
as the sports editor of the senior
book. He received the hondr as
being I the only Junior on the
editorial staff of this noteworthy
publication. He achieved the high-

est honor bestowed upon
[him in the Junior year when
[he was awarded the Junior
Oratorical medal for excel

-

llency in oratory. The pin
[committee of the V. L. S.
also bore his name that
[year.

For his Senior year he
[received the rarest of all

honors. He Was elected
president of the Villanova
Literary Society and man-
lager of the Beta Gartima
debating team. In his duties

^_j „ as manager he drew up the
*^"" schedule for the debating

team of the past season, a schedule
which proved to be the most ex-
tensive ever witnessed at Villanova
College. It included eighteen inter-
collegiate debates, one with the
champion team ol Harvard and the
women's team ol New Rochelle.
"Dan" took part in both these de-
bates. He was reappointed sports
editor of the VILLANOVAN, and
he held this position until the new
staff was recently appointed. He
was also an active member of the
Belle Masque dramatic society, tak-
ing part in the production of Sun-
Up last year and the Shakespearian
play produced at the formal open-
ing of the new gymnasium.
At the conclusion of his college

career "Dan" expects to pursue the
study of law. There is no doubt
that he will achieve as much suc-
cess in the future as he has ex-
perienced at VUlanova, for he is

gifted with that ability to success

Net Squad Adds
Three Victories

Pact Four

Swarthmore, Albright

Bucknell Bow to

TenniH Men

and

TOTAL EIGHT WINS

fully complete whatever undertak-
ing he may decide to follow.

Continuing at top form, the

tennis team swept aside three for-

mldible teams this past week to

Increase the number of wins for

the season to eight. Swarthmore,
Albright and Bucknell were the

clubs to fall before the Wildcat

onslaught.

Villanova 8, Swarthmore 1

Last Monday, the Blue and White
racketeers went over to the Little

Quakers' courts and administered

a trouncing, dropping only one

match out of nine. Captain Sol

Berman. Manuel Suarez, Bill Or-
cutt, Johnny Sykes and Sam Miles
captured their singles, and
swept through the doubles.
Edwards showed up well

doubles.
The Wildcats took their third

successive win by trimming the
visiting Albright netmen, although
every match was hard fought.
Suarez wa^ the only one to drop a
match losing only after three tough
sets.

VUlanova 5, Bucknell 1

Before a large crowd, Pr. Mauch's
boys overcame the Bisons in an
exciting match last Saturday. Sol
Berman and Sam Miles started the
Wildcats Qff with victories, but
BucHriell tied the count when
Suafez and Orcutt lost. The lat-
ter's match was a heartbreaker to
lose. However, when Sykes. and
the doubles came through, the final
reckoning stood at 5-2.

then
Tom

in the

Varsity Nine Bows
Twice In Week As

Lehigh Is Beaten

Contlnoed From Pafe Three

the left field fence and the only
home run of the contest. Follow-
ing this Burk, Graham and Ware
also scored.

However the Cats showed their
determination not to lose by com-
ing back in their half of the inning
with four markers to knot the
count at six all. From this point
on Montgomery, the winning pitch-
er kept the Lehigh hits well scat-
tered, white-washing them for the
remainder ol the fray. -——___
The claws of uie i-rmceton ugei

proved oo much for the Wildcat
last Wednesday at Princeton, and
the Villanova Wildcat nine succum-
::ed to defeat. 6-5,

The game was in doubt until the
last innings, each team during the
course of the game taking the lead
In ^nceton's half of the ninth,
the first man walked and then
sto'e second to put Princeton in a
pasl ion to score_ Goodpasture who
followed, c^me across with a
single to bring in the winning run.

In a one-sided game down at the
Stadium., Saturday afternoon the
Wildcats bowed for the second
time during the week, succumbing
this time to Temple, 6-1. "This
gamci which marked George King's
second defeat of the season, was
quite an lipset as the supposedly
weak Owl team was In the throes
of a three game losing streak.
Evidently the Owls forgot they

were supposed to be weaklings and
pounced upon King in the first

canto for four hits and four runs.
This seemed to take the Cats by
surprise and they never threatened
Temple's lead at any time.
Gavazzl after beating out an in-

field hit was advanced on Pitch's
sacrifice. Clouser then singled,
scoring Gavazzl. After Johnson
had walked Graham filled the bases
with another single. Another single
by Whlttock sent Clouser and
Johnson dashing home. Graham
then scored from third as Cavan-
augh tossed out Dezube at first.

Temple did not score again until
the seventh, when Red Whlttock
crossed the plate. This run spelled
the end for King, Coach McOeehan
sending in Tom O'Donnell to re-
Tleve-hinj^or the first time this
season. ^~^'^--^_^

In the eighth the Cherry and
White got to O'Donnell for another
run, Whlttock doubling to score
Gavazzl.
The lone Blue and White score

was gained in the sixth, on suc-
cessive singles by Reltz and Short-
all being followed by a double to

left by Hurlburt, which sent Reltz
home. Shortall was tossed out

however, as he endeavored to make
third on the play, thus the hicl-

plent rally was cut short.

BOX SCORE
TEMPLE

R. H. O. A. E,
Qavazzi. rf a i i o
Pitch. 2b 4 3 1
Clouser. If , i a 4
Johnson, lb l l 8
Graham, of l i a o
Whlttock, c 1 8 1 1
Uezube, 3b 3 1 1

Slbson. 88 6 1
Dougal. p 3

TOTALS 6 11 27 1

VILLANOVA
R. H. O. A. E.

Cavanaugh, as
Cifieslck, 2b. ..^..,sV...O
Oazella. 3b. ....»,'<• • .

Reltz. lb. .,.••,.,..,. 1

Shortall. cf. o
Hurlburt. If o
Finn, rf ,.0
Lynch, c o
King, p
O'Donnell, p o

3 2
3 3
1 1

9 1

2

2
a

1

a
1

Students Nominated
1^ or A. S. M. E. Posts

The Villanova Student Chapter
of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers is faced with
cne difficult task of selecting suit-
able officers for the coming year.
President Clement Busenkeil has
very successfully fulfilled his duties
as chairman for the past year, and
tomorrow will resign his post to the
incoming chairman.
John J. Micklos, Francis J. Coon-

ey and Charles A. Myers are candi-
dates for the chairmanship.
The responsibilities of vice-

chairman 01 this chapter were cap-
ably carried out by Joseph Hahn,
who is again a candidate for the
same office. Other nominations for
vice-chairman are Victor Barr and
Robert Ried.

Alexander Lewis so well carried
out his duties as secretary during
the past year, that he was unani-
mously elected to this same office
for the coming year, since he 'is
the only candidate.

day afternoon, however, his condi
tion had not improved, so he was
taken to the hospital, where the
nature of his illness was appre-
hended and the necessary operation
performed.

*Ozzie" Nelson Supplies

Rythms At Junior Prom

Beta Gamma Meets
Drexel Over Radio

Last Satmday afternoon at 3 30
over station WCAU uhe BetaGamma debaUng team engaged in
forensic encounter with tne de-
baters from Drexel Institute in
Pluladelphia.
The proposition was: "Resolved

That Mechanical and Sclentilic
progiess does not necessarily pro-
mote the advancement of civiliza-
tion." The Beta Gamma repre-
penatives, who upheld the nega-
tive side of tlae question, were J
Fletcher Clayton and John Micklos!

Student Operated Upon
For Acute Appendicitis

Edward Fister. a sophomore stu-
dent m the Engineering SchoolWho was operated upon last Satm--'
day evening in the Misericordia
Hospital, in Philadelphia, for acute
appendicitis, is reported as making
steady progress towards recovery
from the operation.
Mr. Fister first felt the symptons

of Illness last Friday afternoon and
consulted a physician. By Satur

According to a report approx-
imately 275 couples attended the
Junior Prom held last PYiday ev-

fening in the new auditorium-
gymnasium, "Ozzie" Nelson and
his serenaders supplied the rythms
for Jie dance and it is said that
ais music was enjoyed to the full-
est extent by the attending; coup-
ies.

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
shlpsi made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year,
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.—(Adv.)

BRYN MAWR
TBY OUB DINNER
4.30 to 8.S0 P. M.

55c
Open 24 Hours a Day

TOTALS 1 8x25 10 4
Temple 4O00O01 1 0—6
VUlanova 00000 100 —

1

Two-base hits—Johnson. Hurlburt.
Whlttock. Stolen bases — Clouser,
Dezube 2; Sibson. Left on bases

—

Temple 8; VUlanova 6. Sacrifice hits—Fitch 2. Double play — Reitst to
Cavanaugh. Hits—Off King 8 In 6 1-3
Innings; oft O'Donnell. 3 in 2 2-3 In-
nings. Base on balls—Off King 4;
O'Donnell 2. Struck out—By King 3;
Dougal 1; O'Donnell 3. Hl£ by pitch-
er—Cavazzl (King). Umpires—Voor-
hees and Dlnsmore.
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The riiost popular clothes 6n
the campus tailored by

CatloringCo*

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN 1 OYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET SIS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan Hall

LLllUiJJUiiJJJJJJJ i LJJ 1 1 1 1 1

1

Do You Inhale?

STUDENTS—desiring to enter
sales field during summer
months. Men selected receive
special training and guaranteed
contract paying $18.00 per week
for eleven weeks with opportun-
ity for extra earnings. Trans-
portation paid to men choosing
to travel. Also opening for ex-
perienced salesmen desiring ad-
vancement as team captain Ap-
ply 1600 Walnut street. Room
1106, 3:30 to 5:30 P. M., Friday,
Saturday and Monday.—Adv.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alteradons
a Specialtj

.

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

AgeHtih—Faulk, Conway & Garrity

— .........•iiiii
Bond Clothes are the world's t

:
largest makers of two-pants suits

'' Individually tailored for you. Dis-

tinctive styles for the man who

cares to dress well.

$20.00 - $25.00

$30.00 - $35.00

For our cii8tom built two-pants

8iiits, topcoats and tuxedos

SUOWIJSG EVERY THURSDAY

* MARKET STREET NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
I OPPO.SITE CITY HAIX nnLADBLTBIA, TA.

ii ii iiim iiiiiiiii n iiim inm iim innum ii

Why are

other cigarettes

silent on this

vital question?

XXO you inhale? Seven out of ten

I

people know they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Every
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he orshe draws out ofa cigarette.

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question . . .

^cause certain impurities concealed in

even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous puri-
fying process. Luckies created that
process. Only Luckies have it!

Do you inhale? Remember— more
than 20,000physicians,afterLuckies had
been furnished them for tests, hasing
theiropinions on theirsmoking experience,

stated that Luckies are less irritating

to the throat than other cigarettes.

Do you inhale? Ofcourseyou do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate
membranes!

Irs toasted"
«,...- .:. ^- * AMERICA

f

The Belle Airs Are Here |

Are You Going
|

To Get Your Copy?
Only A Limited Number

Vol. 4, No. 27
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t—"^
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The Soph-Frosh Dance

Friday Night

In Gymnasium

The Social Season's Climax

Price: Ten Cents

Belle Air Book Appears On Campus Today
social Season To Close Friday Night Senior Annual Staff

Against Odds Edits

»k In Record Time
Wally BlaksleeTo Furnish
MusicAtSoph-FroshFrolic
In Season's Climatic Close

"Villanovans" to Assist International Orchestra in Supply-
ing Rhythms for Dance.—Sophomores and

Freshmen Unite For I'irst Time ; V

Board Holds
MeetingIn
Gymnasium
Make Final Arrangements

For Autumn Reunion
of Alumni

EXPECT HUGE THRONG

MEET AGAIN ON JUNE 7

Last Sunday a meeting of the

Board of Governors of the Villa-,

nova Alumni Association was held

in the new gymnasium with the

purpose of making arrangements
for a fall reunion of the Alumni. ,

It Was agreed at this meeting that

a further meeting of the Board of

Governors would be held on Com-
mencement Day, at which time its

body would be augmented by repre-

sentatives ol alumni organizations

throughout the country. Due to

unforeseen circumstances arising,

the grand reunion meeting of the

Alumni will be held in the Pall in-

stead of on Commencement Day as

iiad been originally planned.

On Reunion Day the committee

has planned the running of the

largest meeting they ever had. The
program will probably consist of

the attendance at a football game
of Villanova with some other col-,

lege team, dinner in the new audi-,

torlum, vaudeville entertainment In

the evening and various athletic

contests among the members. The
committee on the various modes of

entertainment will be appointed

at the meeting of the Board of

Governors on Commencement Day.

No suitable plan has been agreed

upon to organize the Alumni, but

will probably consist of a blending

of two ideas proposed by Rev. Jos-

eph C. Bartley, O. S. A., and Mat-
thew Lynch, consisting, respectively

of organizing the Alumni accord-

ing to the various schools of

the college and according to the

different classes.

At the meeting of the Board of

• Governors, Sunday, these were

present: David Parley, president of

the Alumni; John Coan. vice-presi-

dent; John V. Doughton, secretary;

J. Stanley Smith. Elmer Hertzler,

James O'Brien, Matthew Lynch,

Carl T. Humphrey, Rev. Ruellan P.

Pink, O. S. A, John Breen and

John J. Preeney.

All preparations have been com-
pleted towards making the Sopho-
more-Preshman Spring Dance,
which is to be held this Friday, a
gala event in the social history of
the new gymnasium. Two orches-
tras furnishing continuous dance
music and novel souvenir programs
of the latest style parchment and
modernistic design are but some of
the assurances of a most enjoyable
evening.
The gym will be decorated with]

a false ceiling. This wlU be em-
bellished by many feons and lamps
which are to be artistically ar-

ranged into what as a whole will

blend into a harmonious scene of
refined grandeur.
A vast improvement will be

noticed in the play of the Villa-

novans. Ray Baratta has been
working on some new arrangements
and the orchestra has been practic-
uig faithfully. If the excellent

rhythm supplied by the Villanovans
during Junior Week may be taken
as a criterion, then with the subse-
quent interval of added practice,

Ray Baratta and his boys may be
counted upon to surpass all previ-

Sophomore And Freshmari Dance Chairmen I

JOSEPH A. McGUINN GEORGE C. MALHAME

Nominations of Officers

Held by Literary Society

Joseph Conlan and Raymond Barter Unanimously Chosen

by Society to Hold Offices of President and

Recording Secretary, Respectively

At a meeting of the Villanova Literary Society, which w'as held last

week, there were held the nominations of new officers to take the place

of the present staff, whose term of office is now expiring.
'

Of the six offices available, two were filled unanimously. These two

: are the offices of president and recording secretary, and they were filled

bv Joseph Conlan and Raymond Harter, respectively

I "Mr Conlan a Junior in the Arts
^

Si candidates who wish to enter

Rfhool who '

will replace Daniel the society were proposed. The
cuunwju upon i« surpass an previ- |" Buckley in the presidency, has following is the list: Thomas
ous performances. All this coupled

^^^ an active members of the so- \
Scanlon, Thomas McDonnell, Ad-

ciety for three years. His principal rian Chisholm, Walter Coyle, Jos-

endeavors, however, were confined eph Harter, Robert Bouson, Daniel

argely to the Beta Gamma chap-

Played Produced

By Seminarians

"Kidnapped," a Play With

Music, Is Staged in

St. Mary's Hall

WRITTEN BY SOPHOMORE

with the smooth, enchanting dance
tunes of Wally Blakslee and his

Dictators in their attempt to add
American laurels to their Euroi)ean
fame will result In a Utopia of the
social world—continuous and de-
i.ghtful music, a smartly decorated
dance floor, and of course, la

femme.

It will be the last dance before
the summer vacation and with all

the glamour and appeal of a color-
ful sport affair will serve as a fit-

ting nightcap to Villanova's social

season.

All Sophomores and PYeshmen,
who have not already done so, are

requested please to pay their as-

sessments as soon as possible. The
members of the Dance Committees
would like to emphasize the im-
portance of the above mentioned
fact as being utterly indispensable
for the financial outcome of the
affair. Also, a gracious invitation

to attend the dance is extended to

all other students and their friends

in the justly confident anticipation
of an evening that will be reminis-
cent of joyful memories for many
da>:; thereafter.

Tlic SophomDrcs and F.eshmcn
may pay their assessments to their
r. spective ireasui crs.

The Sophomore Committee con

1

ter,''in which he attained a very

fine record and no little fame. He
was recently chosen as the captain

ol the debating team f^r the com-

ing season.

For the office of recording secre-

tary, Mr. Harter, a sophomore in

the Business School, was the only

nominee. Mr. Harter, who has

been coimected with both chapters

of the society for the past two

years held this same office during

the season now drawing to a close.

For the office of vice-president,

there have been two candidates

nominated. They are Robert Geist

and William Zeil. This position

was held during the past year by

Joseph Houseman, but, because of

a Clause in the Constitution which
says that only Juniors may hold

inis office, Mr. Houseman was in-

eligible for re-election. Mr. Geist

is at present a sophomore in the

Science School, and Mr. Zeil is a
sophomore in the Arts School.

Charles Goggi and Paetrus Ban-
miller are the two nominees set up
ior the office of treasurer. This
position was held last year

uy Mr. Goggi, a sophomore in the

Mr. Banmiller is

the Engineering

Smith, Edgar Cottrell

Pauciella.

and Peter

Elections Held
By L.K.D. Frat

Richmond Elected President

and Ditchey Chosen As
Vice-President

VOTING IS VERY CLOSE

jists of Joseph McGuinn, chair- Business School
man, Joseph Neylon, John Finn, a Freshman in

William Hennessey, William Mc- School.
Carty, William Hughes, Thomas For the position of corresponding
O'Donnell, Peter Leobe, Grant Dun-

^

secretary, three men were proposed.

Recently the Seminarians pro-

duced "Kidnapped", a play with

music, in St. Mary's Hall.

The play was written by Ralph

J Handran, O. S. A., a Sophomore

in the Seminary. It consisted of

three acts with singing distributed

throughout. Mr. Mandran also led

the orchestra and arranged for or-

chestration various numbers of his

own composition which were used

In the play. AH the scenario was

constructed by the students as well

R.S all the various lighting effects.

The play was directed by Rev. H. A.

Caffrey. O. 8. A.
, , ,

The scene was laid In Spain, July

1 1931. The story was centered

about the ruthless murder of a

priest by the Republic's police and

the vengeance sworn by the brother

of the priest. The play keeps mov-

ing at a sharp pace and never lags.

The action was highly dramatic

In part* and very capably handled

bv A. A. Nines, who played the part

of the brother of the prieirt, and

P N. McGulre who represented

Oanzalos, President of the Repulj^-

llc and arch-vllllan, by whose or-

ders the priest was killed.

It would be impossible to describe,

with Justice to the Seminarians,

how the action unfolded Itself. Suf-

fice It to say that In view of the

handicaps under which they were

working, they turned out a marvel-

ous piece of work and deserve much
commendation. The acting was
spontaneous and genuine, and very

capably handled by the entire cast

leavy, Wilfred Theriault, Edward
Ocelus. Alfred Gagliardi, Alfred
Wolnski and William Conroy.
The Freshman Committee is

comfxxsed of George Malhame,
jha.rman. James Nugent, William
Mulqueen, Frank Willis, Bernard
Lee, George Costa, James Shea,

Ihey are John Micklos, Robert
Geist and Dudolph Lehnau. This
cfflce was vacated through the

election of Mr. Conlan to the presi-

dency.
The sixth and final office, that of

sergeant-at-arms, has three nom-
inees. William Zeil, William Dowl-

William Slaughter, Jeremiah Daly,iiig and Rudolph Lehnau. This

The Lambda Kappa Delta, the

iraternity of the Science School,

conducted its election of officers for

the coming year at a special meet-
ing held last Thursday in the am-
phitheatre. The new officers will

assume their duties at the next
regular meeting, which is to be
held next Thursday at the usual

»TIIf

.'.',

Belle Air Book Has Many Improvements Over Recent Jldi-

tions Chief of Which Arc Large, Copyrighted Cover,

Modernislic Design and Reduction in Price ^;

IDITORS DECLARE THEMSELVES WELL PLEASED

Crawford and Editors

State Opinions on

1932 Edition

Rev. John Crawford, O. S. A.,

moderator of this year's senior an

nual. yesterday, issued the follow-

ing statement for publication: "Vil

lanova's finest Belle Air is making

an early appearance this year be-

cause of the untiring efforts of

editor Martin Gill and his assist-

ants. We are confident that the
students of Villanova will be proud
to possess a copy of this fine book."
Martin L. Gill, Editor-in-Chief,

says: "I am extremely pleased that
we are able to offer the 1932 Belle
Air to the student body as such an
early date as this. To those re-

sponsible for this occasion, the
staff, I offer my sincere apprecia-
tion for the aid they have tendered
in producing wha: we regard as the
finest of all Belle Airs."

Joseph A. Dietz, Managing Editor,

says: "The 1932 Belle Air will be a
volume fit for any bookshelf. By
dint of the outstanding innovaions
and the literary caliber of this

year's annual will take its place
in the library of eminent publica-
tions. I

"There Is not a section in uhe
book which is not the result of vi-

talic efforts and industrious solici-

tude for the entire student book.
The 1932 Belle Air should have no
defficulty Ip selling itself."

Sol Berman, Sports Editor, says:
"The Sports Section of the 1932
Belle Air easily surpasses that of

any previous year. It contains ac-
tion pictures of individuals and
teams of every sport, something no
other book has. These, together
with complete and accurate ac-
counts of the sports, combine to

make it one of the outstanding
features."

Robert E. Smith, Activities Ediior,
says: "Tho activities department of

the 1932 Belle Air is one that is at
once individual and striking. le fea-

f:ures many innovations which make
lor a charming and delightful sense
of rhythm and proportion. All pic-

tures are done in a unique fashion
and promise to lend no little glam-
cr to this soction of the publication
which is so often drab."
Jeremiah Enright, the circula

time, thereby affording them an

successfully managed the affairs of
sued the following statement for

fv.«. f,.ot«.,.«4f« ^,„.i«n- fv,« r>oo+ „^«^ publication: "The circulation de-
the fraternity during the past year.. ^.^ ^^ ^ B^U^ ^^ ^^
Howard Richmond was elected

1;^^^^, ^^^^^ ^^,-^ ^^^ splendid re-
president by a very close marghi n^^^f the student body to the
to succeed James Finn Mr. Rich-

j,|;^scrtption drive for the year

^'^^'*.v?^^.!\^'*
'^?^.° ^^^""^ who' book However, we wish to impress

held the duties of treasurer for the
tj,e students the fact that

past year. However Mr Wilson ^nly a limited supply of books is
was elected to represent the fra- being ordered, and anyone who has
tern ty in the Student Council and not yet placed his order should do
William J. DElia to serve as Ser-

; so immediately "

geant-at-arms during the ensuing
year.

Prank Ditchey, former Secretary,
was chosen to fill the office of Vice-
president now occupied by Presi-
dent-elect Richmond. The duties
of Treasurer and Secretary were

Louis Dart, the business manager
of the annual, also spoke favorably
of its progress. He said, "The bus-
iness end of ijie Belle Air is more
than taking care of itself. The re-

sponse thus far has been very fine,

and, if our goal of three hundred
copies Is reached, there is no reasonPaetrus Banmiller. Walter Coyle, position was maintained during the entrusted to the hands of Joseph

Michael Verniero, Edwin Riley and closing season by Mr. Geist.. 'Morrison and Joseph Mclntyre, re- 1 why we should not have a very fav
Neuman Stoll. At the same meeting the names ' srectiv^ly. '

' crable financial result."

JOSEPH F. DIETZ, Manavinf Editor MARTIN L. OILL^ Bditor-ln-ChM LOUIS M. DART, BnslneM Manager

Seniors' Section Has Two
Large Pictures of Sen-

iors on Each Page

The 1932 Belle Air appears on
the campus today.

By long distance telephone
communication with the Read
Taylor Company of Baltimore, the
printers, Martin L. Gill Jr., editor

of this year's annual, became
cognizany of this fact last FWday
afternoon.

The appearance of the book on
the campus at such an early date
marks another feat of efficiency
for the editorial staff. It Is the
first time in a number of years
hat the Belle Air has been pro-
duced before June 1.

The present staff did not begin
functioning until the late date of
March 1, and since that time has
succeeded in publishing what had
formerly taken all year.

But, apparenitly, the rapidity with
which the work was carried on Is

not indicative of the quality of
the book. In order to make up for
lost time the staff foimd it nec-
essary to labor for niglYts in a row
often for the period of weeks, In
order that the handicaps confront-
ing them could be overcome. Today
will see the final results of their
efforts and the editor feels con-
fident, that the Belle Air will do
justice to oiu* institution.

This year the annual will con-
tain many innovations and Im-
provements over previous lasues.

In the first place, this Is the first

; ime that our year book will have
a copyrighted cover. It tjrplfles the
individuality carried out thriough
the whole volume. In the next
place, and by no means less Im-
portant, the size of the Belle Air
has been enlarged by two inches
over the editions of the previous
years. Its size is nine by by twelve
wlilch frees the book from that
bulky appearance so noticeable in
foregoing publications. It also af-

fords the editors more chance to

give every phase of aalivity Its

Just due In written material.
A modernistic trend is featured

in the art work. This is done In a
conservative manner to lend an
appearance of dignity and avoid
that gaudiness of;,en concomitant
with this particular type of art.

Even the photography has been
done as far as possible in this same
marmer. Peculiar perspectives and
singular slants have for the most
pan:, made this possible. All other
phases of the artistic creations are
definitely in harmony with the
general scheme.
The campus scenes which appear

in the front of the book are en-
tirely new in this type of photo-
graphy. They will each occupy an
pn:-ire page from corner to corner
and will be done in the Patented
Angelo Photoscopic Process which
is a new method devised by the
printers themselves for the repro-
duction of photographs. The pro-
cess gives a comparatively rough
finish to the pio-ure but this coar-
seness is made to look beautiful by
a glossy tint given to the scene.

This touch or color, In turn, makes
for a finished product which stikes

the eyes with a warm but em-
phatic glow and is productive of a

sense of beauty.
There will be eight of such scenes

which were taken so as to portray
best the beauties of our cam-
pus to the dissee ing lay peruser.

These alone are monuments to the
discriminating and healthy taste

of those in charge of the book
In the section of the book de-

voited to the presentation of the
administrative board of the college
another outstending Innovation has
been made. The pla ures therein
are cut to shape and set In plain
sheets of paper. Unlike those of
previous years which were oval
and a trifle irregular in outline,

they now stand out with the im-
portance befitting their positions
as replicas of those men who guide
our destinies here at Villanova.
The size of the senior section has

been cut down In order to better
balance the book. Two seniors' pic-
tures will grace each page and
alongside of these pictures will be
a list of activities Indulged In by
that individual and the customary
words of valedictory Another reti-

jaon for the decrease In the size of
jthe senior section Is that -tlv num-
'ber of students In this year's grad-
luatlng class Is so large that It was
I not deemed feasible to give a full

'page to every senior. The Individual
,plcC-ures. are however, larger than

I

usual and this compensates for

' (oonUnued on page three)
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Daniel S. J. lUuklcy

Daniel 8. J. Hiukli'.v, loniu'i'

Bpiirivs Kilitor ol tlu' VILLANOVAN,
hius acliicvril Millicii'iU Niutt'ss to

be at'duiiiu'tl an outslaiKlnin iiu'iu-

^biT of Ihc pivsi-nl sfiiiol- chus.s.

Ckiiiihh iiilti Dur iiiiiLsl in 1928 lion\
Uu' Mmiun and Mfchaniial Iiusti-

liilf ol Frt'cland. Pa., •'Dan" jm-
incdiatily tvsiublusjud luniM-ll us un

ambilious .studi'nt ol hiH
Frosli claxs.. During his
pivp

.
.si.li(H>l oart'i-r lie

lo(»k mj inti're.siiui-i pari
in the nuintri)u.s aclivi-
lie.s, Ui»' mo.st unpoi'taul
\vas> the. supeniMliy »»1 Uu-
work ol the above institu-

ol which
pul)licii.v

Uon.
WJien

c-liaplei

Lit era ly

ornaiii/i'ti

olleri'd Ul

the I)(>ta Uunuira
ill the Villaiu)\a
Sofiely was lirM

lian' wilhngiy
aid juui beiani''

."U, charter ineiuby)-: Ol oije ol
"' UlU mp«C iilKTeNsml t'ilr
' Ut'avovb' v\t'i alliiupieci' at
Villanova. "Ditn" alMi jtnueU
Hie V\llt;eh Barre eUib a.s

another .stejj. toward' hi.^

pro^-ress liel-o,
'

'

,

At.ilio viiinveneenienfoi
hus, Miphaiiuire year, iht

VILLANOVAN i,s.sue(V a ti)«l

lor , slall wnier.H. . •Dan,
pos.'jt'SMntii'i ikt^ire .tor news^
jjapiir ..iVM.i.k. wa.s ;ippjnnlfil 'a\i a-s-

sisuitii un" liu ^iiurl.v .siall. Hi.s

aeuvjiu-.s m the iJeta i^laiunui were
Uegiiuwig 10 wih revofinition and
when the lirst Inler-coilegiaXe. de-
bate was- (•oiuhicleU lie was, ime ol

tile lew .student* • to. lake pilrt oJi

UiLs eomnu'inorailve oeta.sion. At
the elo.se- 01 his ^o))lionlure year
when new olUecis were appouited
to edil the VILLANOVAN, hiii

ability aa a sporUs writer was cu-sily

reeoiiiiizrd and he wius C'ho.svii to
undertake the respon.sibihlies ol
a.vsi;eiaie Sjxirt.s editor to hiilwaru
Martin, .'^poii.s ediior then. He ai.so

a.s.suined the diilie.s oi ireaMirer ol
ihe Coal Ciaeker.s Club, now dis-
solved.

CJoiiig into his Junior year,
• Dan's' abilitie:? were reeoyiu/ed b\-

his teliow .studem.s. and he liail

aiquired a lepuLalion as anindiis-
Iriou.s workir about the eainpii.s.

When 11 was decided to nierne the
Beta Oaiuina aiul the Uelle Ma.sqiie
•socieiu^ into one orguai/alioii, Uie

Villanova Literary Soeiety, u coiii-

iiiittee was appointed to draw up a
eon.stilution lor this newly loniied
.soeiety and •Dan" was ehusen 'o

the chairmanship of thus unj)ortaiit
undertakmn. The sports edition of
the Junior Courtier was capably
edit^'d by hiin. He was also made
.sporUs ediior to succeed Edward
Martin who had not reiurned to
^cllool that year.

The editorial staff of th« 1931
Belle Air al.so bore "Dair.s" name
as tlie tiporUs editor of the .senior
book. Ho received the honor as
being Ihe only Junior on the
editorial stair of this noteworthy
publication. He achieved the high-

est honor be.stoweil upon
liini in the Junu)r year when
he wius awarded the Junior
()raU)rical medal for excel-
lency in oratory. ' The pm
conimittte of .the V. L. S.

al.st) byre, iua- luiinc that
\ear. •.';' '

-.v
'

Vw his Seiilor year h('

Mi'eived the rarest of all

lionoivs. He was e'iecU'O

president ol the Villanova
Literary SiH'iety and man-
ager of the Beta Gaiiima
clJbating team/lM'his duties
as manager he drew up ihe
.s(,hedule lor the iiebating

team of the pji.st .sea.son, a .schedule
which proved to be the .most cx-
teiusive eVer witnesacd at Villanova
College. Jt included (;ighU'en inU'r-
collegialL' debates, one with tlie

champion team ol Hhrvard and the
\\omen:i team ol New , Rot-helle.
Dan"' took part in both the.se de-

bater. He wa.^ reappointed .sporty
editor ol the VILLANOVAN, and
he held thus position until the new
stall was recently aijpoinled. He
was al.so an actne member of the
Belle Ma.scnie dramatic .society, tak-
ing jjart in the jjrodiiction oi Sun-
Up la.st year and the Shakespearian
pla.\ produced at the formal open-
ing ol the new gymnasium.
At the conclusion of Im college

career "Dan expects to pursue the
study of law. There is no doubt
that he will achieve as much .suc-
cess m the future a.s he has ex-
IH'rienced at Villanova, lor he is

gifted with that ability to .succes.s-
lully complete whatever underlak-
uiB he may decide to loUow.

Net Squad Adds Varsity Nine Bows

Three Victories '^'^l'\\'^,''^^ ^^ [^
1

Lehigh Is Beaten sur

Pag« Fonr

Swarlhmort', A I blight

Itui'kndl H<»\v to

Tennis iVlcn

'Drtff"

TOTAL EIGHT WINS
Continuing at top form, the

tennis team swept a.slde three for-

mulible toam.s tliLs past week to

increase the number of wins for

the sea.son to eight, Swarthmor(?.

Albright and Bucknell were the

clubs to fall before the Wildcat

onslaught.

Villa ihtvu K, Suarthmore I

Last Monday, the Ulue and While

raeki'teers went over to the Little

Quakers' court.s, aiu| administ.ered

a trouncing, droi)piiig only o\w.

match out of nine. Captain Sol

Bemian, Manuel Suare/, liill Or-
cutt. Johnny Sykes and Sam Mile.s

captured their singles, and thou
swept through the doubles. Totn
Kdwards slunved ui) well jn ,tht>

doubles.
, , ,

'
,

•

The Wildcats, took their' third
successive win by t(riinming the
<isttnig Albright netanen, although
every match was hard" fought.
Suarez wa.s the only one to drop u
match losing, only after three tough
.sets.

Villanova 5. Bi|<-knell 1

Befori' a large, crowd. Pi-. Mauch's
boys pyercame the Bi.son.s in an
exciting match last Saturday. Soi
Berman and Sam Miles .starti'd the
Wildcats off with victories, but
Bucknell tied the count when I

Suarez and Orcutt lost. The lat-
ler's match was a heartbreaker to

'

lo.se. However, when Sykes, and I

Ihe doubles came through, the final
:

reckoning stood at .5-2

were .<?upposed to be weaklings and
pounced upon King in the first

ito for four hits and four runs.
This .seemed to take the Cats by
surpruse and they never threatened

I

Temple'.s lead at any time.

I

OavazzI after beating out an in-
I
field hit was advanced on Fitch's

the left field fence and the only I
sacrifice. Clouser then singled,

home run of the contest. Follow- 1
scoring Gavazzi. After John.son

ing this Burk, Graham and Ware had walked Graham filled the ba.ses
also .scored. I with another single. Another single

by Whiltock .sent Clou.ser and

l»nd ' Continued From Page Thn*e

liO\ S(OKU
TKMFI-E

However the Cats showed their
determination not to lose by com-
ing back in their half of the inning
with four markers to knot the
count at .six all. Prom this point
on McJiitgomery. the winihng pitdi-
er kept the Lehigh hits well .scat-
tered, white-washing them for the
remainder of the fray.

The claws ol uie riimvion Ugei
jjroved r)o nuuh for the Wildcat"
last Wednesday at Princeton, and
the Villanova Wildcat nine succum-
bed to defeat. 6-5.

The game wa.s in doubt until the
las! innings, each team during the
course o,f the game taking Uie k'ad
In Princeton's halt of the iniith.
the first man walked and then
stoe .second to put Prhiceton in a
posi lon to .scoiv Goodpiusture who
feJlowed, came . acro.ss with a
.single to bring in the winning run

In a om'-sided game down at tlie
Siiidiinn Saturday a^fternoon th(>
Wildcat.>i ,bowed for th«' .st-cond
lnn»' during the 4veek, .succumbing
thus lime to Temple, 6-1. This
l;amt^ which marked George King's
.second defeat of the season, was
tliiiu"-' an up^et as the supjjo.sedly
weak Owl team was in tin.' throes
of a three game losing streak.
Evidently the Owls forgot they

Jolin.son da.shing home. Graham
then .scored from third as Cavan-
augh to.s.sed out Dezube at first.

Temple did not .score again until
the seventh, when Red Whit lock
cro.ssed the plate. This run spelled
the end for Khig, Coach McGeehan
s<'nding in Tom o:DonneII to re-
lieve him, for the first time this
.st'uson

.

In the eighth the Cherry and
White, got to O'Donnell for another
run, Whiltock doubling to score
Gavazzi.
The lone Blue and White .score

was gained in Ihe sixth, on suc-

cessive singles by Reitz and Short

-

all bi'ing followed by a double to

left by Huiiburt. which .sent Reilz
home. Shortall was to.ssed out

however, as he endeavored to make
third on the play, Uius .the, inci-

pient rally was cut sl\Qrt. ,
• .• .

•

CillVrt!

Fitch. 2b. . .{

Clou.ser, If.

Jolnison. lb.
tirahiim, cf, ,

Whiltock. c.

IJezube, 3b.
HlbHOIl, 88. . .

Dougal. p. . .

.0

,.v.. .1

;.. ..,. . 1

.....0

R. H.
1

•2

1

1

3
3

E. V.

1

A '•#..•' »

TOTALS 6 11 27
VILLANOVA

R. H

9 1

C'liviiimugli, jMi.'

C/.esick, 2b . ,

Oa/ellu. :ib. . .

Keltz. lb
Shortall. cf . . ,

,

Hurlbiirt. ir. ..

Finn, rf

Lynch, V
King, p
O'Donnell, )) .

.0

.0

.0

.1

..0
.0

. .0

.0

A.
2
A
1

1

2
1

E.
I

2

1

(I

TOTALS
Temple . . .

,

Villanova ..

Two -base
Whiltock

.'
'•*

...»,.;1 Bx25 10 4

4 110 B

p O 1 I

hits .ToliiiNon, Ilurlburt.
Stolen ba.ses • Clouser.

De/iibf 2: Hibsori Left on ba.ses
Temph'.H. Villanova «5, Sarrince hits

Fitch 2 Doubt' play Rett/, to
Cavanaugh. Hits Off King 8 In 6 1-3
iMinngs: (iff O'Donnell. 3, In 2 2-3 In-
nings Base on balls Off King 4:
O'Donnell. 2. Struck oul By King 3:
Dougal X. d'Donnell ,3. Hit bj pltch-
ei- Cavazzi (King). Uniplcps—Voor-;
ht'es and Dlitsmorc. ," ',

' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M l I I I »-Vfri g »-
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

students dominated day afternoon, however, his condi-
Hon had not improved, .so he was

rOr A. b. M. L. 1 OStS ''''^''" ^^ H^^' liospital. wlu-re Ihe
_ , I

nature of hi.s illiie.s.s was appre-
hended and the iieci'.s.sary operation
performed. .. ..

• Tfie ViManova Student Chapter
of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers i^ laced witli
ilie uilhcull task of .selt'clmg suit-
able olUcers lor tlu- coming year.,
Presideir. Canieni Busenkeil has
very suece.s.sfuii.\ lullilled his duUcii

'

as chairman lor the past year, andj
tomorrow will resign nw ]x>st to the)
uiconiing chuii'man.

|

JoJm J. Micklos, FrancLs J, Coon-
ey and Charle.s a. M.veii, are candi-
dates lor ilie {hairmanship.
The r«'.sp«)nsibilities of vice-

chairman of im.s chapter were cap-
ably carrieci out ijy Joseph Mahu,
who Ls again a candidate for Uielji-g
same office. Other nominations for
vice-diuiniian are Victor Barf and
Robert Ricd.

Ale.vander Lewis so wiHl carried
out his duties as .secielary durhlg
ihepu.si year, ihat he was unani-
mously

. iecied U> this .same office
lor the coming year, since he 'in
Ihe only canUidatfc.

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
sub.scription .salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opporlmhly for free .scholar-
ships, made pos.sible Ihiough the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers agaui this year,
are it>quesled lo apply to the
nalional organizer, M. Antlumy
Steele. Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, staling qualifications
fully.- (Adv,)

HRYN MAWK
TKV OIIR DINNER
4.3(» to 8.30 P. M.

55c
()|Mn 21 llour.^ a Day

, V 4

•'()//it*" Nt'l.son Supplies

llylhm.s At Junior Prom

According to a rejxjrt api>ro.\-

imaiely 21b couples alU-nded the
Junior Prom held last Friday ev-

ening in the new audiUirium-
byinnasiuiu. "Ozzie" Nelson and
his .serenaders supiilieU Uie rythms
lor Jie diuice and it ls .said thai
U1.S music WiLs enjoyed to the luil-

exient by the atU-'ndmg coup-

Tluvmosi popular rliotbes' on
the rainpiis lailortMi l>v

CdiloringCo.

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and S21.75

()^ DISri.AY IN ! OYi;i{ Ol
1»IK SNOIM'i:

Store ai .IHtli X IVlMikKTSTS.
Oprn till 8.15 P. M. '

•

HOWIi: (;\HKnY. Campus
il{«'pn'sriilali\«'. no F«Mli{;aii Hall

A^ 11 ' JUi ' 1 UJ

1

' '.ULLL» 1 1 1

1

1 1

1

1 1

1

1 1M \-i'

T

Do YbU INHALE
esi

Heta (iamnia Meets
J>re\el Over Radio

La.sl SaHU(i;.\ ull.i ii.j,,u .il, iiao'
•AM- .^Ii,u„n VVCAir ,iH- ii,>ta,
t.aniiiui (irijiitnig i. ain engaged nit
lorcn.Mc eiRoiini, r with tne de-
hi.i.r.s in.ni unxn In.sliuue „,
Plijlad(l]j|ii;i

TIk piup.i.Mii,,n uas: -Resolved-

I

Ili:<i AlrduiMKal and Sc-irntilK-
''""-"- ""•' 11"! ui-er.s.sai-ilv jtro-
'""" "" :i'l\:ui(.-in,-ia ()1 eiviUza-
'"" "" 1^' la (ianima i-eprc-
t'-iiaiu, ,, uhc. iipli.id Ih.' lu'ga-

'

"^' •'•''
'

' '""• MUe.slKiii, Wen- .J

'" '' '" ' ' i.i>t<'ii and Joiin Micki..,-

>hi«l.n( ()|ui;i(nl I pon
I «n Aruif .\pjHii,li«i(i.s

'•'l\\..i(l fi.lri. a ;^)jjholnoi-e .stu-
"''•' '" -I" l".''r.ij..,|-n)g School.
'^"" ^^•' "l"i.'ii.i up,,,, la.M Satur-
'';'' '•"""- i" Mir Mi.s.'i-ic.jrdia
f'o|jii„! i,, PInl.ul. U.jua. lor acute
•'"I"""""'' •• I'P'Mi.-.i as making
•'^''aii.v i);u-r,.-;, i.nvaid.s recovery
liotii ,1m ojin-alioji

Ml- l-r.irr hrsi icK the .sympton.v
ol iiiM.s.-i ia.^l J'Yiday afternoon and I

couMilird a phy.sa uin H\ Satur-

,
STUDEN rs desiring to enU-r

.sales Held duruig summer
months. Men selected receive
special training and guaranU^ed
contract paying $18 00 |x'r week
lor eleven weeks with ojjportun-
il,\ for ('xtra earnings. TraiLS-
poiiation paul to men choosing
lo travel. Al.so opening for ex-
|j«'rienced .salesmen desiring ud-
vancement jus lA'am captain Ap-
ply KiOO Walnut street, Room
not), :j :jo to .^aO p. M., Friday.
Saturday and Monday. Adv.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

W liilf Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

jvvnts Fiutlk, V.ommy A Garrity

[
' <

Bond Clothes are the world's
largest makers of two-pants suits

i

,

IndiMdualK niilored for you. Dis-

: ;
.

liin live hlyleh for tlir man who
'" '': eareg to dnsH well.

S20.00 - S25.00

S30.00 - S35.00

I or our rii>ioin lniill twu-panlh

-llil^. loproal'' and tu\edo8

>//(>« 7 vr; lyHHY mrRsniY

6oiit) Clothes
MMfM I ^IKM I NA'H(>N\L BAJVK RLOf;.

.iiri.sMi rii\ ii\ii, Pttn.Avr.i.rniA. PA.

n i 1

1

1 1

1

1 1 1m i 1 1

1
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Why are

other cigarettes

silent on
vital question?

DO you inhale? Seven out of ten

people ^twn' they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Eiery
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he or she draws out ofa cigarette.

Do you inhale.' Lucky Strike has
durei/to raise this vital cjuestion . . .

hecause certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous puri-
fying process. Luckies created that
process. Only Luckies have it!

Do you inhale.' Remember— more
than 2(),()()0physicians, after Luckies had
been furnished them for tests, h</s/f/(r

i/ji/rop/t//o»s Of/ tin irsmoking exlnr/ence,

stated that Luckies are less irritating

to the rhroat than other cigarettes.

Do you inhale? Ofcourse yoit do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate*
membranes!

It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection- against irritation- agamttcough^——^

—

y

i ^
I

The Belle Ajrs Are Here j

•^'

I
" Are You Going |

I
To Get Your Copy? I

j
Or>ly A Limited Number Left ^

%

-/•>

VILL
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The Soph-Frosh Dance

Friday Night

In Gymnasium

The Social Season's Climax

Price: Ten Cents

Belle Air Book Appears On Campus Today
Social Season To Close Frirfaj TVig"/!/ Senior Annual Staff

Against Odds EditsWally BlaksleeTo Furnish
MusicAtSoph-FroshFrolic
In SeaMn's Climatic Close

Sophomore And Freshman Dance Chairmen

"N iilanoxans" to A^sj.hI Inlrrnalional Orrlirsira in Si

iiifi l{ll^lhnl^ for Danre. Soplionu»n> and
'IMM>

Fr«'>i iMM-n I uiir |<'or Fir.^l 1'itne

Board Holds
Meetin^In

tnnasium

i:\p|';<;t un.iryi

Make rinal Ai'ran^<'in<*iit>

For AuUnnn Houiiion

of Alumni

MKKT A(;A1N on .11 NK 7

All pi'opai'ntion.s havt' boon coni-

pk'tt'd towards making the Sopho-

moie-Pivshniaii Spring Dance,
-^ ^ which is to be held this Friday, a

f ^'\T-fY\ "t^ O 61 11 tX^ '^'''"^ I'vcnt in tlic s(K';a: history ol

VJ V XXXXld'd 1. LilXl the new gymnasium. Two orches-
tras liunisliing eontiniious dance
niu.sic and novel souvenir programs
ol the latest style parchment and
in(Klernisti(' design are but some of

the a.ssurances ol a must enjoyable
evenini,'.

Ihe gyin will be decorated with
a false ceiling. This will be em-
bellished by many Icons and lamps

— which are to be artLstically ar-
Last Sunday a meeting of the ranged into what as a whole will

Board of Governors of the Villa- b;encl into a harmonious scene of

nova Alumni Association was held refined giandeur.

in the new gymnasium with the '^ ^•••^i miiMovement will be

purpo.se of making arrangements noticed in the play of the Villa-

lor a fall reunion of the Alumni. ,

»«>vans. Ray Baratta ha.s been

It was agreed at this meeting that worKing on .some new arrangements

a further meeting of the Board of '"»' 'h«' oreliestra has been practic-

Governors would be held on Com- ">^
.

^'Hhluiiy. If the excellent

mencement Dav. at which time its ili.vlhm supolied by the ViUanovans

body would be "augmented by repre- "i«''"« Ji"'">'' Week may be taken

.en.atives ol alumni organizations •'•'^ " nifrmn then with the subse-

throughout the country. Due to fli"'"^, interval of added practice,

ui.fore.s'en circumstances arising, '<'» Uaratia and his boys may be

the grand reunion meeting of the t'.miK'd upon to surpa.s.s all preyi-

Alunmi will be held in the Fall in- ous perfonuances. Al this coupled

stead of on Commencement Day as v.ith the .smooth enchanting dance

..ad been originally planned. "'»''^, •>' Wa y Blakslee and his

On Reunion Dav the committee ^ictalors m their attempt to add

has planned the 'running of the ^"'''nnin laurels to their European

largest meeting they ever had. The I"'"'' «"1 y<;«»lt '» » Utopia of the

program will probably con.si.st of «W"' \\'"''1'» '-""""""i'^ ""d d^-

the attendance at a f(K)lbali (-amf

oi Villanova with some other

Nominations of Officers

Held by Literary Society

.|o>«'pli (Ionian and Kaymond Harlrr InaiiinnMisly (iliosrn

|»y jSoririN lo Ihdd Ollicrn of ^n'^id«>nl and
' ' ' Hrrordin}:: Srrritary. H«>>|MMli\rlN

fame will result m
.social world ecmlinuous
l.j^lillul music, a smartly decorated

coi- •'anec iloor. and ol course, la

lege team,' dinner in the new audi-

torium, vaudeville entertainment in

the evening and various athletic

contests among the members. The
committee on the various modes of

entertainment will be appointed

at the meeting of the Board of

GovenK>r.s on Commencement Day.

No suitable plan has been agreed

upon to organize the Alumni, but

will probably consist of a blending

of two ideas propo.sed by Rev. Jos-

eph C. Hartley. O. S. A., and Mat-
thew Lynch. consistiiiL-. respectivei\

of organizing the Alumni accord-

ing to the various scIkkiIs of

the college and according lo the

dillerent da.sses.

Al the meeting of the Board of

Governors Sunday, these were

present: David Farley, president of

the Alumni; John Coan. vice-presi-

dent: John V. Doughton. secretary;

J. Stanley Smith, Elmer Hertzler.

James d'Brien. Matthew Lynch.

Carl T. Humphrey, Rev. Ruellan P.

Pink. O. S. A , John Breen and

John J. Freeiicy. .

; ; ;

Played Produced

By Seminarians

"KidnapiMMl."

Mu>ir. U
Si. IVlar>

IM;a\

Sla}i«il

Willi

in

Hall

femme.

It will Ix- the last dance before
the summer vacation and with all

the glamour and appeal of a color-
liil .sj)(>rt affair will .serve as a fit-

ting nightcap to Villanova's .social

s( asoii.

All Soi)homores and Freshmen,
who have not already doiu- so, are
requested please lo pay their as-

•st.ssments as soon as po.s.sible. The
members of the Dance Committees
would like to emphasize the im-
portance of the above mentioned
liict as being utterly indi.spen.sable

for the financial outcome of the
affair. ALso. a gracious invitation

lo attend thi> dance is extended to

all other students and their friends

in the justly conlident anticipation
of an evening Ihat will be reminis-
cent of .joyful memories for many
da.\;. thereafter.

Til. S()ph(;m i\'s and F.e.shmrn miller

.nay pay ineir a.s.se.ssments to their
r s|K'ctive ireasiui rs.

Tlu- Sophomore Committee con-
a.'-ls ol Jo.^eph McGuinn, chair-

At a meeting of the Villanova Literary Society, which was lield last

week, there were held the nominations of new otFicers to lake the place

of the present slafT. whose term of ollice is now expiring.

Of thcvsix offices available, two were filled unanimously.

are the offices of president and recording .secretary, and they

b^' Jo.seph Conlan and Havniond Harier. respectivelv

Mr Conlan a Junior in the Arts , candiciUes who

School, who '

will replace Daniel tl.e .society were

S. J. Buckley in the presidency, has [(iUowing is the

been an active members of the so- Scanlon. Thomu.s

ciety for three years. His principal

endeavors, however, were confined

aigely to the Beta Gamma chap-

ter, in which he attained a very

line record and no little fame. He
was recently chosen as the caiitain

of Ihe debating team t-r the cotn

ing season.
|

For the office of recording .secre-

lary. Mr. Harter, a sophomore in

the Business School, was the only

nominee. Mr. Harter, who has

oeen connected with both ch-pi^rs

of the .society for the past two
years held this same office during

ihe season now drawing to a ( Uxse.

For the office of vice-president,

there have been two candidates

nominated. They are Robert Geisl

and William Zeil. This position

was held during ihe past year by

Jo.seph Hou.seman. but, because of

.1 ciaii.se in the Constitution which
says that only Juniors may hold

mis Ollice, Mr. Houseman was in-

eligible for re-election. Mr. Geisl

IS at present a sophomore in the

Science School, and Mr. Zeil is a

sophomore in the Arts School.

Charles Ooggi and Paetrus Ban-
are the two nominees set up

ior tlie office of treasurer,

position was held la.st

oy Mr. Goggi, a .sophomore
Business School. Mr

These two
were filled

wish to enter
proposed. The
list : Tliomas

McDonnoU. Ad-
rian Chisholm. Walter Coyle, Jos-

eph Harter. Robert Bou.son. Daniel
Smith. Edgar Cotlrell and Peter

Pa uc lei la

Elections Held
By L.K.D. Frat

RichiTinnd Elected President

and Dilchey Chosen As
Vice-President

»TIIfik In Record Time
\\A\v \ir lioniv l|a- Man) liujirovrnnnl^ 0\«'r Kcrcnl FilV'

lion« ( !lii<f of Wl.iirli Arr l.ar-rr. < :o|»\ri;:iil«'d < loM^r.

Mod<'rni>lir, l)r>r<£n iMi<l Hnlucirioi in Prir«>

IDIIOKS DICI.MU

I r

rniMsiii vi:s wi;lL plkaski)

(!ra\\f<»rd and Kditor>^

Slat*' ( opinions «m
'

W.Vl Kdilion

Rev. John Crawford. O. S. A.,

moderator of this year's senior an-

luia!. yesterda.v? i.ssiipd the follow-

ing sl,atemont for publication: "Vil-,

Uinova's linesl Belle Air Ls making

an early appearance this year be-

cau.se of the untiring efforts of

editor Martin Gill and his a.ssist-

ants. We are conlident that the

students of Villanova will b<' proud
to p().s.se.ss a copy of this fine book."

Aiartin L. Gill. Eduur-in-Chief,
.sa.vs: T am extremely i)Ieiused that

we are able to offer Ihe 1932 Belle

Air o the stud<'iU body as such an
< arly dat;- as IhLs. To those re-

.Srniors

Larp"

iors

Srrlion

Pirlii rr

on Macli—4-
Tlie 1932 Belle Air

tlie campus today. '

By loiij^ distance
( omimmrciation with
Taylor Company
|)nnters, Martin

lla.H Two
(f Sen-

I'apr

apix*ars on

telephone
the Reaci

of Baltimore, the
L. Giir Jr., editor

VOTINC; IS VERY (T.OSE

W KITTEN HY S()I»H()M<)KE

pro-

wit li

Recently the Seminarians

duced "Kidnapped ". a play

music, in St. Marys Hall.

'Hie play was written by Ralph

J Handrail. O. S. A , a Sophomore

in the Seminary. It consisted ot

three acts with singing distributed

liiroughout Mr. naiidran al.so led

the orchestra and arranged for or-

thestralion various numbers of his

own composition which were used

in tlie plav. AH the .scenarl(> was

constructed by the students as well

as all Ihe various lighting eflect,s.

The nlay was directed by Rev. H. A.

Caflrey.' O. S. A.

Th«' .scene was laid in Si>ain. July

1 1931. The story was centered

about Ihe ruthless murder of a

priest by the Renublics pollcj- and

the vengeance sworn by the brother

of th<' priest. Tlie play keeps mov-

ing at a sharp pace and never lags

'Hie action was highly dramatic

in parts and very capably handled

bv A A. Nilles. who played the pari

of the brother of the priest, and

F N McGulre who reiiresenle*'

flanzalos, Pn'sident of the Re|)ub-

llc and arch-villian, by whose or-

ders tlie priest was killed.

It would b«> imjMJSslbU' to describe,

with Justice to the S«'mlnarians.

how the action unfolded. itself. Sul-

llce II to say that In view of the

handicaps under which they wen*

working. Ihey turned out a marvel-

ous piece of work and deserve much
rommendalion The acting w».s

s|)ontaneous and gi-nulne. and very

caiNibty handled by the entire cast.

man. Joseph Nivlon, John Finn,
VVilliaiu Hi'imessey. William Mc-
Carly. William Hughes, Thomas
O'Donnell, Peter Leobe, Grant Dun-
leavy. Wilfred Theriault. Edward
Ocelus, Alfred Gagliardi. Alfred
V.'olnski and William Conroy.

The Freshman Committee is

((mposed of George Malhame,
ha.riiian. James Nugent. William

Mu!ciueen. Frank Willis, Bernard
Lee. George Cost a, James Shea,
William Slaughter, Jeremiah Daly.

Paelrus Banmiller, Waller Coyle,

Michai'l Vernii'ro, Edwin Riley
Ncuman Htoll

a I-reshman in the
Schfxil.

For the ijasltion of corresponding
secretary, three men were proposed.
Ihey are John Micklos. Robert
(jei:il and Dudolph Lehnau. This
office was vacated through the
ii'lection of Mr. Conlan to the presi-

I

c'a ncy.

The sixth and final office, that of

I

sergeant -at-arms, has three nom-
iiiee,s, William Zeil. William Dowi-

I

I

ife and Rudolph Lehnau. This

Ihe Lambda Kappa Delta, the

.:ateinily of the Science School,

conducted its election of officers for

Iho coning year at a special meet-
ing held last Thursday in the am-
.-liitheatre. The new officers will

a!;r>ume their duties at the next
regular meeting, which is to be
held next Thursday at the usual
time, thereby atTordlng them an
:)pportunity to .secure the advice of
the retiring group, which has so
.iUccessfuUy managed the affairs of

This the fraternity during the past year,

year' Howard Richmond was elect<;d

in the oresideni by a very clo.se margin
Banmiller is to succeed James F'lnn. Mr. Rich-
Engineering inond defeated John Wil.son who

!ield the duties of treasurer for the
oast .v»'ar. However Mr. WiLson
was elected lo represent the fra-
ternity in the Student Council and
William J. D'Elia to .serve as Ser-
",eant-at-arms during the ensuing
year.

rra!ik Ditehey. former Secretary,
was cho.sen t« fill the office of Vice-
president now occupied by Presi-
dent-elect Richmond. The duties
of Treasurer and Secretarv were

|)osilion was maintained during the entrusted to Ihe hands of Joseph
and closing .season by Mr. Geisl.. Morri.son and Jo.seph Mclntvre. re-

At Ihe same meeting the names s>M'etiv»'ly.

.sponsible for this occiusion. the
staff, I offer my sincere apprecia-
tion for the aid they have tendered
in j>rodiicing wha we regard as the

finest of all Belle Airs."

Joseph A. Dietz Managing Editor,

sa.vs: -Tlu' 1932 Belle Air will be a
volume fit for any bookshelf. By
'v'lnl of the outsamding innova ions
and thr- Uterary caliber of this

veai's annual will take its place
in Ihe library of eminent i)ublica-

tions.
I

•'Ihere is not a .section in .he
book which is not the i-esult of vi-

talic efforts and indu.strious .solici-

tude for the entire .student book.
Th;> 1932 Belle Air should have no
r)ett!e"'t'' i'^ se"'"'*"; i^ge^T."

Sol Berman, Sports Editor, .says:

•The Sports Section Of the 1932
Belle Air ciusily surpa.s.ses that ol

any previous year. It contains ac-
tion pictures ot individuals and
teams of every sport, .soinetlnng no
Ciller book has. The.se, togf'ther

with compiete and accura.e ac-
counts of the sports, combine to

n.ake it one pf the outsiiindiim
features." -' ''

.^

'

.,

•

Robert E! Smith, Activities Edi or,

sa.vs: "Th" activities departinent of

thi- 19:}2 Bi'Ue Air is one that Ls at

once individual and striking. le fea-
' ure.s many innovations which make
lor a charming and delightful .sen.se

ol rhythm and proportion. All pic-

tur s are done in a unuiiU' liushion

and promuse W> lend no little glam-
. r to this .Sv^clion of the publication
Uviiich is .so often drab."

Jeremiah Enright, the circula-

t.on manager of the Belle Air, is-

sued the following statement for

publication: "The eireiilalion de-
lar.nient of the Belle Air is very

much pleased wi Ji the splendid re-

, spon.se of the .student body to the

i sub.scription drive for the year
Look. However, we wish to impress

upon the students the fact Iha:
< nly a limited supply of books is

bi'ing ordered, and anyone who has
not yet placed his ord; r should do

, .so immediately."
Louis Dart, the business manager

of the annual, al.so s|x)ke favorabh
of its progress. He .said, "rhi' bus-

iness end of iie Belle Air is more
than taking care of itself. The re-

spon.se thus far has lj<'en v(My fine.

and. if our goal of three hundred
copi". s is reached, Ihere is in) rea.son

why we should not have a very fav-
( rable tinaneia! re.sult.

'

i.iioi /* Ol iniroiis n no ii he coorhji iii:i) lo imoin (.e w oi isi \\ni\o heli.i: tin

.IOSKI>ll V. I>II:T/„ .MunaKiriK Editor MAKTIN L. (iILL, Kdilor-in-Chier

*l .

LOl'IS >1. U.\KT, UusinrtiM Munagrr

ol this .vears annual, became
cognizan, of this fact lust Priday
afternoon. . .j, ••'•

The appearance of the book on
the campus at such an early date
marks another feat of efficiency
lor the editorial staff. It is the
first time in a number of years
hat the Belle Air hius been pro-

duc<'d before June 1.

The present staff did not begin
functioning until the late date of

March 1, and since that time has
.succeeded in publishing what had
lornierly taken all year.

But, apparently, the rapidity with
which the work was carried on is

not Indicative of the quality of
the book. In order to make up for

lost time tlie staff found It nec-
..ssary to labor for nigli.s in a row
'..ft*'n for the [K'riod of weeks, in
order that the handicaps coivlront-

.ng them could be overcome. Today
will see the final results of their
efforts and the editor feels con-
lideu that the Belle Air will do
.justice to our institution.

This year the annual will con-
tain many innovations and im-
ijroveinents over previous issues.

In the fir.st place, this is the first

: ime that our .year book will have
a copyrighted cover. It typifies the
individuality carried out thnough
the whole volume, In the next
I'lace, and by no means less im-
1 ortanl. the size of the Belle Air
has been enlarged by two Inches
:)\cr the editions of the previous
.\ears, Its size is nine by by twelve
which frees the book from that
bulky appearance .so noticeable in

loregoing publication.s. Ii also af-
fords the editors more chance to

give every phase of ac ivity its

just due in written material.
A modernistic trend is featured

111 the art work. Thus is done In a
conservative manner to lend an
ajipearance of dignity and avoid
that gaudmess of, en concomitant
with tliLs particular tyiie of art.

Even the photography has been
done as far as ix).ssible in IhLs .same
manner. Peculiar |)ers|x»ctives and
singular slants hav«' for the most
pap . made this po.sslble. All otlier

I)hases of the iutistic creations are
definitely in harmony with the
qeiieral scheme.
The campus .sc«'nes which appear

in the front of the b(M)k are en-
tirely new in this typ«' of photo-
graphy They will each occupy an
I n ire page from corner to corner
and will be done in the Patented
Angelo Photoseoijic Process which
i.s a new method devused by the
l)rinters lhem.s<'lves for the repro-
duction of photograplis. The pro-
cess gives a comparatively lough
finish to the pio tire but this coar-
seness is made to look beautiful by
a gliKs.sy tint giv«'n t.o the .sc«'ne

This touch or color, in turn, makes
tor a fini.shed product which .stikes

the eyes with a warm biu em-
l)lialic glow and is prtHluctive of «

.sen.se of bj-auty.

There will be eight of .such .scenes

which were tak«'n .so as to portrav
best the beauties of our cam-
pus lo the di.s.sec ing lay peruser
'nie.s«> alone are monuments to the
duseriminating and healthy tiuste

of those in charge of Ihe book
In the .section of the lxH)k de-

vo'ed to the presentation of the
adminLstrative board of the colleBC
another outstanding innovation has
been made. The pio ures therein
are cut to shaiK- and .s<'t in plain
.sheet.s of paper Unlike thos«> ol

previous years which were oval
and a trifle irregular in outline,
they now stand out with the Im-
portantr befittitv^ thi'ir iK>sltions

!us replicas of hose men vviio g:\ild"

our desi lines here at Villanova.
The size of the .senior wction has

iK-en cut down in order to IxHter
balance the book, IVo s<'niors' pic-
tures will grace each paqe and
alongside of these pictures will be
a list of acttvl les indulged in bv
that individual and the customary
words of valedict-f)rv Another rea-
.son for Ihe decrea.M' In lh«' size of
the senior wction Ls that Iv num-
ber of students In this year's i^rad-
,untlnK class Ls .so large thai it was
I not (hfined feiuslble to give n full

page to every .senior Tlie individual
plcures, are however. larger than
ii5ual and thLs com|M>n.sates for

(continued on page three)
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EVER ready to take the stand against that

which is considered incompatible to student

harmony, the VILLANO-

WHERE VAN wishes to state that

WE STAND it does not wish to infringe

upon the rights of any of the

various student administrative and govern-

ing bodies. With this view in mind it is the

puipovse of this editorial to call the students'

attention to our position. It is our sincere

wish to editorially attempt to correct any

abuses of privileges that arise within our

vision if it appears evident that the concert-

ed action of the entire student body is re-

quired for this purpose. We do, however,

wish to correct the few misguided students

who believe that £heir paper serves only as

a "scandal sheet", its sole purpose being the

uncovering of all that is not considered, by

them, quite the proper campus behavior.

Our task is to publish the campus news-

paper. We have not the slightest intention

of conducting a court of campus justice.

The administrative authorities will be found

to be most sympathetic and willing to aid

those who feel that in any way injustices

have been committed. Class and fraternity

management is efficiently supervised
through the commendable efforts of the

moderators. Matters not under their juris-

diction are efficiently handled by the student

governing body, working in conjunction with

the administration. There are but few mat-

ters arising during the school year that in-

volve mass action on the part of all the

student body, most of these being the ex-

penditure of a bit of energy in self-enforce-

ment of regulations. With this view in

mind we ask all students to refer any mat-

ters that do not in any way affect the major-

ity of the student body at large to the proper

authorities.

"**'«•«
,

;

READERS of this paper have taken such

an animated interest in our literary reviews

that the editors of this

AN publication have made ar-

INCENTIVE rangements with a well-

known and popular pub-

lishing company to furnish our literary

writers with the latest and most suitable

books for review. As soon as these books

are reviewed they will be placed in the

library so that all students who are im-

pressed with the review may be able to read

them. Wev-regret that we were unable to

make this arrangement sooner, but within

the next few weeks and in the succeeding

year we will supply sufficient literary works

in both the fictional and biographical field to

satisfy even the most rabid of readers. We
feel that this practice will not only cause

an added interest in the literary reviews but

at the same time raise the standard of this

paper as an up-to-date publication. In the

past we have been given suggestions as to

the manner and modes of improving these

reviews, but we have found that this plan

is the most expedient and the most likeable

to secure the results for which we are striv-

ing. The literary review's main purpose is

to lend an educational and cultural aspect

to a newspaper and in our findings of the

past year most of the student body, much
to our suiprise and pleasure, has been per-

using them, making comments and offering

criticisms, most of them, thankfully, con-

structive. With the latest books reviewed

a great deal more interest will be centered

around this comer of the paper and also

cause an urge among the students for in-

creased reading.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

By

RUDOIJPH J. LEHNAU

At The Shows

It
may interest next year's seniors

that down at Catholic University

a certain professor has been sug-

gesting that each senior before

graduating pass an oral examina-

tion. Of course it does seem silly

to give an extra exam to a man
who has already passed his formal

quizzes and only awaits his degree.

We have found out, however,

through experience that of all

exams an oral one is the most

thorough.

FALSE HEADLINES
This week's "Bucknellian" car-

ried two column headlines to the

effect that "college students con-

sider religion essential for Ijfe but

are not deeply affected by it."

When one wades through the

rather confusing statements found
in the article one finds that "col-

lege students" means only 67% of

the student body of Bucknell col-

lege, and of thes6 a majority did

not answer all the questions.

But when the students were ques-

tioned privately it was found that

"religion was a vital factor In their

lives" and that the university

"should be responsible for the de-

veloprtient of a better religious life."

The interviews also showed that

"compulsory chapel and community
church are the least satisfactory."

LIME JUICE
Margaret Skemp, former Oxford

student and now a member of the

student body at Stanford, has some

interesting comparisons to make
with her fatherland. For instance,

she says, "In English universities

going to the city to dance is un-
neard of. Students are allowed to

attend four dances a year and
these are all sponsored and strictly

chaperoned by school authorities.

They last from 8 until 11:30 o'clock

and the men and women go sep-

arately. 'Ihe women sit in a row
waiting to be asked to dance while

the men pace past them. Miss
Skemp said Stanford and Oxford
were completely different and she

was amazed at the "huge prepon-
derance of men." . Another thing

that startled her was the way in

which at the end of a lecture a bell

rings, everyone slams his books.

Jumps to his feet and rushes out,

leaving the prof ilat. In England
no one cares whether an individual

goes to lectures. There is only one
examination at the end of the third

year in college. The English con-

sider San Francisco the most beau-

tiful city in the world.

Her, Heh, that's why they're

English.

RUGGED INDIVIDUALISM
The "Dartmouth Daily" suggests

that the old covered bridge over the

Connecticut River be called the

Hoover Bridge because it is dry

above, wet below and faces both

sides.

And it looks like he might be

walked over at the next election.

FOR THE LIFE OF A PRESIDENT
The president of Ontario Agri-

cuitui-al College has taken drastic

steps in flghtmg the depression.

In order to keep the men from
spending money on dates, he locks

tne girls in their dormitory.

Now we wonder if those fellows

have a rule that forbids them from
dating no one except co-eds.

. ; At the same time the men stud-

ents out at Wisconsin went on
strike when the president charged
that the co-eds were just so many
petters. The statement was finally

retracted.

Besides, what does the president

know about it anyway.

SMALL TIME POLITICIANS
Students at Washington and Lee

University, meeting in a mock pol-

itical convention, have nominated
Harry Flood Byrd as the probable

choice of the Democratic party for

its presidential candidate. This
convention is a popular affair

among the students and in five

previous meetings in other years

they have been right in their se-

lection four times. The conventions

were started in 1908 and were held
in 1912, 1916, 1924 and 1928. Only
once, in 1912, was the selection of

the students wrong when they

nominated Judson Harmon and the

real convention nominated Wood-
row Wilson.

DID YOU KNOW THAT
That a co-ed at Purdue wanted

to know if an electric chair could

be called period furniture because

it ends a sentence. .

There are 1673 living alumni of

Hobart College.

Radio City in New York Is being

built on land leased from Columbia.

The Chinese and Japanese stud-
ents at the university of Hawaii
held a joint banquet declaring that

they saw no reason why they should
not be friendly with each other as
with any other racial group. It Is

stated that they take little interest

in the present "Shanghai Incident."

A young lady, a graduate student
at New York University, recently

locked herself in a room with 160

mice for a period of four days to

find out If the exercise would build

up resistance against pneumonia.

GIRL CRAZY—Wheeler and Wool-
sey fans find new Joys In the antics

of their favorite comedy team
heading a cast consisting of Doro-
thy Lee, Arllne Judge, Eddie Quill

-

an and little Mltzl Green.
Eddie Qulllan is a 'girl crazy'

young man who Is sent to an iso-

lated ranch In the far west in an
attempt to cure him of his 'illness.'

He turns the place into a dude
ranch to which Wheeler and Wool-
sey eventually find their way, the

railch presenting a new setting for

some of their funniest comedy
|8ituatlons.

Belle Bennett, famous screen star,

is featured on the stage. The
other acts of the vaudeville bill are

of flrst class and present a fine

entertainment.—^At the Earle.

THE MOUTHPIECE—Translated
into English, "Mouthpiece," a term,

means a lawyer. Warren William
portrays the part of a shady crim-

inal attorney and plays his part

rather well. He sees the error Of

his ways with the aid of his stenog-

rapher, Sidney Fox, with whom he
falls In love. Although he loves

her, her love belongs to someone
else.—At the Karlton.

SCANDAL FOR SALE—Tills pic-

ture, featuring Charles Bickford

and Rose Hobart, is another story

of the newspaper business, which
seems to prove that Hollywood is

the victim of a vicious cycle.

It is a melodramatic story of an
ethicless editor, who, In his mad
desire for sensational news to build

up the circulation, sacrifices the

lives of both his young son and of

his best friend to the moloch of

'yellow Journalism."

By his ruthless methods he gains

a great many enemies and the es-

trangement of his family. He fin-

ally causes his star reporter and
best friend to go on a trans-atlantic

flight as a passenger. The plane

goes down in mid ocean but the

story gives the editor his goal of a
lulllion circulation.

The loss of his pal and the es-

trangement of his family finally

brings him to his senses, and he
resigns and goes back to the old

home town with his reconciled wife.

—At the Stanton.

SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION—
Fannie Hurst's novel has been

vividly portrayed by Warner Bros,

and is one of the outstanding pic-

tures of the month. The plot de-

pends more upon emotional acting

than upon activity of excitement.

The story concerns Itself with the

hopes and dreams of the variagated

populace that makes up tl)e great

metropolis of New York. Ricardo
Cortez and Irene Dunne are the

principals but are forced to share

the honors with Anne Appel and
Gregory RatofI who come close to

stealing the picture from the lead-

ing characters. The slowness of the

plot that occasionally becomes evi-

dent is well covered by the emo-
tional, content of the story. Warner
Bros, should thank Fannie Hurst
for supplying them with an excel-

lent vehicle of expression for Mr.
Cortez and Miss Dunne.—At the

Stanley.

THE

Stool-Pigeon

The campus has been humming
for the past few days with various

and tall tales regarding the Loth-

arian accomplishments of "Red"

Derby. We would like to ascertain

whether or not they are true.

In addition. Red, how do you like

the walls of the Pennsy railroad at

Radnor?

After betting all of two bucks on
all of a couple of horses, "Parlay"

Griffin and "Bet-a-Milllon" Batter-

bury are now ready to take the

stableboy's Job at any race track, or

at least they think so... Horse

-

feathers!

"Barber Pltzhenry, the great Un-
loved, has been seen recently in the

company of several ravishing

blondes. They had several boy-

friends, though, and much to our

disappointment we learned that

•'Pitz" was only the chauffeur.

A broken window has appeared

in Fedigan and the entire building

has been grievously pained, but

Johnny Rossi most of all. He's

moving to Austin before the storm

breaks.

A publication of evolutionistic

poems will soon be forthcoming

from the hands of "Genius " Wein-

berg.

Weinberg and Dletz, our budding

authors.

Reports have It that our playboy.

"Mickey" Lacchia, has be«n flnding

short cats down bumpy hillsides

and in other people's cars. With a
femlnine's car and borrowed gas.

Mickey can go anyplace, even to

Conshohocken.

The ranks of the college gigolos

has been Increased by one of the

campus personalities. He Is none

other than Charlie Antonacclo and
he was seen at the Beaver dance

on Saturday night. How the mighty

have fallen I

THE STOOL-PIGEON.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By
JOSEPH i. CONLAN

Tp he champion Is the one who Is

^ continually thinking." That
adage is old as sport itself and is

one that has proven Its trueness

time and time again. It is brains

that usually distinguishes the ordi-

nary workhorses from those who
wear the purple. The late Knute
Rockne was a firm believer in the

above axiom and our own Harry
Stuhldreher can testify to Mr.
Rockne's ability to outthink anyone.
When Harry was the bane of all

football teams from coast to coast,

he was noted as one of the leading

forward passers that ever wrapped
his fingers around a pigskin and It

was this ability of Harry's to propel

the ball through the air that mark-
ed N. D.'s superiority over many a
good team. One afternoon the good
right arm of Mr. Stuhldreher suf-

fered a torn ligament and Harry
couldn t even comb his hair without
howling hi pain, and the Army
game was but a few days off. Tim6
did no good and the day the team
left South Bend, Harry resigned

hunself to his fate and pictured a
dull afternoon on the bench sur-

rounded by subs and blankets.

"Don't worry," said Knute, "I am
a personal iriend of a famous'
trainer in New York and he has
some linament that will cure that

arm in no time." While the team
was dressing, the N. D. trainer ai>-

peared with a fancy bottle and in-

formed our harry that it contained
the far famed fluid that wouid da
anything from oiling joints to re-

covering lost pocket-books. They
masisaged the mighty right of the

quarterback and sent him forth lo

do battle and he did. He passed

the Army team off their feet ana
won the ball game. Upon return-

ing to South Bend the arm was as

bad as ever and it was then he
learned that the iluid which hau
been used was the same as the

team had been using all year.

Since then, Harry has been look-

ing for the bottle.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN
ENGINEER AND AN A. B.

John Pickel, the lengthy engin-

eer, has developed what he terms

"the most fascinating hobby." iiiv-

ery night before retiring, he looks

under the bed and if he finds no

one there, he eats in the dining hall

the next morning.
Ray O'Neil does the same thing

with the exception that when there

is no one to be found reclining

under his bed, he decides to sleep

and not go to breakfast the next

morning.

As the day of graduation ap-

proaches, one is able to distinguish

the class of '32 from the remamder
of the college. They ai*e either

slinking around like condemned
men or else they are struttmg like

Gerry Welnhart.
Exams hold no dread for tlie

demon of the Mashie. Or perhaps,

it's his golf score.

Last Saturday "Ding" Driscoil

took a severe riding while attending

one of the season's outstandmg
social functions. Some of the at-

tendants have been questioning us

as to the cause of this because to

ail appearances "Ding" seems to be

a nice boy.

Maybe thats the reason, but we
think it is because of "Ding's' New
iijigiand accent—at least that is

what he calls it. '''
The Collegiate World is expecting

a slump in the attendance lor the

coming year and well they might
with degrees selling lor as cheap am

liVe ana ten doiiars apiece. How-
ever, to ward oti this tnreateneu

disaster. It has oeen decided to do

more advertising and as a result,

crooning' Lian Smith, the college

baritone, will be the featiu^ singer

on a program to be broadcast every

Friday night at 9:00 P. M. The
proceeds tnat answer the tirst eve-

ning s plea will be given to the fund

lor unemployed college president.^.

ihe second nights gate will oe

used to take the program oil the

air.

In case there is any wonder as

to why this issue is six pages, let

It be known that there was a lot

of extra paper left over from the

year's suppiy and this is the easiest

way to get rid of It.

It Is the opinion of several

campus luminaries that this msti-

tution should be the proud posses-

sor of a glee club and as a resuil

there is a deflnite movement afoot

to establish one.

We would like to extend our sin-

cere and heartfelt sympathy to the

couple in Hopewell whose contribu-

tions to American life seem to have

been Ignored and passed by, giving

as their reward nothing but grief

and heartaches. It is our hope

that In this case Justice will tri-

umph.

There have been several requests

sent In to the effect that the name
of the perfume that Prank Mc-
Shane uses be released. We are

sorry that we are not In a position

to do so but we can cite a par-

ticular Individual In the vicinity of

Mellrose who can. Her name starts

with a T.

Tueajay, May 17, 1932

Notre Dame Editorial

Approves Nomination

Of Secret Candidate

Tuesday, May 17, 1932

Mysterious Nominee for Senior Class Fails

to Secure Recognition

"NOTRK DAMK SrHOI,.\STlC'
I«fOTKF/ DAME UNIVERSITY

SOUTH UENU, IND.

ONE of the truly unique pTSns in local

political history was attended this

week when placards and letters announced

to the Junior class the candidacy of a Mys-

tery Man for Senior president.

It seems that this year's Junior class is

attempting to do something about the usual

sad state of class elections. The path they

chose to gain their ends is both novel and

ingenious^ < ,

Not the least surprising of the entire

revolutionary affairs wete the campaign

promises which graced the platform by

which the Mysteiy Man expected to be elect-

ed.' r

Letters on unusual blue stationery inform-

ed the class that should the Mystery Man be

chosen the Ball profits would be given to

Bengal. Furthermore, they stipulated that

there would be no Ball chairman, but ad-

vanced the more original idea of a commit-

tee of three, chosen from the defeated can-

didates, who would handle all dance details.

It is not the purpose of THE SCHOLAS-
TIC to criticize S. A. C. men for not allow-

ing the candidacy to be announced from the

gym floor as "The Mystery Man." Chair-

man John Kramer, in refusing to recognize

such a nomination, was quite sincere, al-

though parliament \vy procedure does not

specifiol'y deny such a method.

Yet the sincerity of the men behind tho

Mystery Man cannot be doubted. THE
SCHOLASTIC, calloused to the customary
cut-throat under-graduate political cam-
paigns, would have liked to see this new,
novel method put into effect. It would have
done no harm to try it, and THE SCHOLAS-
TIC believes that a majority of the juniors

would have backed the candidates.

But the chance is gone. As Peter Jensen,

THE SCHOLASTIC'S mysterious political

analyst, declares the Mystery Man will go
back to his nest, his identity never to be
known but to a small group of friends.

ALiteraryReview^
By WnjLIAM F. ZEIL

IN literature cats have always held a

favored place; Lewis Carroll has given

us some delightful letters about them. Pope

wrote a poem about his feline companion, to

say nothing of the old nursery rhyme con-

cerning the unfortunate cat that fell into the

well. The latest appearance of the feline in

literature is in a clever book of essays by
Hilaire Belloc called "A Conversation with

a Cat."

Cats are not all that Mr. Belloc talks

about, however, he discusses the making of

omelettes, the art of boring people, old pal-

aces, and a host of other things that are

most interesting and amusing. In the hum-
orous vein, the one in praise of ignorance is

particularly well done. The more serious

ones are perhaps the better written, the

character study of Charles Brandon, Duke
of Sufl^olk, being good example.

As a whole the volume will please even the

most discriminating essay enthusiast. There
are several places that one wishes Belloc

had written at greater length, and there are

a few that would have been better left in

the ink-pot. The author's humor is of a

type that is rather rare in these days. It is

gentle but continuous, and has the flavor of

Dickins in it. His considerable historical

knowledge is reflected in his essays on such
characters as Laud, Henry V. and Bucking-

ham.

If you have hitherto found Mr. Belloc

rather stilted and torpid in his more ponder-

ous works, read this book as a refreshing

contrast; if you have read nothing of this

author, then get it as a first book. Regard-
less of his defects, Hilaire Belloc has a most
versatile genius, one, if not enduring, at

least powerful in its own day.

The book will prove especially entertain-

ing an interesting to those who are able

to spare only comparatively short intervals

of their time for such diversion. If the

reader happens to be in the mood for only a
few minutes of light, humorous reading,

there are selections in the volume which
should satisfy him in the full. If, on the
other hand, he desires to spend a more
lengthy period of time in the perusal of

heavier and more serious literature, he mere-
ly has to turn the pages to the selection he
desires.
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Owen Hunt
GivesTalk
To Students

VILLANOVAN PaCBlliree

THREE BELLE AIR EDITORS WHO HAVE ABLY ASSISTED l!\ PRODUCTION AFTER A LATE START

"Hidden Phase in American
History" Forms Topic of

Interesting Lecture

SMALL CROWD ATTENDS
On Thursday evening In the

Mendel Hall Auditorium Owen
Hunt, of Philadelphia, delivered a
most interesting lecture to the

members of the Literary Society on
"The Hidden Phase of Amerlca'3

History." This was Mr. Hunt's

second appearance at ViUanova.

"History Is the high court of

humanity where truth must be

heard and Justice must be pro-

nounced, ' was his theme during
the talk. This standard seems to

be adopted by all except in refer-
ence to the true history of the Am-
erican Revolution. In this case
prejudice and bigotry enter into the
discussion and leave the reader

. with an entirely wrong impression.
One of the phases that seems to be
glossed over is Ireland's contribu-
ilon to American Independence. In
his lecture Mr. Hunt quoteQ at
length the various unbiased histor-
ians aiiU the ancient muster rolls

yl the oontmental Army to prove
that Ireland as a nation aided this

country in her fight for independ-
ence.
Strange to say, the majority of

the people here today are sutfering
under a delusion as to when the
Irish first appeared in America. It

is the consensus of opinion that
they did not begin to arrive here
111 larne groups until approximately
fifty or sixty years ago. Mr. Hunt,
however, produced material to

prove that there was a large repre-
sentation of Ireland on these shores
as far back as the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.

With the aid of statistics and the
various primary sources that have
fallen into his possession, the
speaker pointed out that almost
lifty percent of the active army of

Washington were Irishmen and the
sons of Irishmen. A perusal of the

|

lists of the ranking oificers of that
great body of men showed that
a goodly number of the leaders

of the army were from the Em-
erald Isle. In conclusion he
quoted from the writings of George
Washington Parke Custis, grandson
of Martha Washington, who wrote,

"May Justice and truth guide tlie

pen of history and inscribe upon
the tablets of America's remem-
brance the loyal and staunch sup-
port to America that was Ireland's

contribution to American freedom."
The gathering was dismissed with

a few words of thanks and appre-
ciation from Professor Joseph T.
Jonas through whose efforts the
services of Mr. Hunt were obtained.

JEREMIAH J. ENRIOHT
Circulation Manager '.

ROBEitT E. SMITH
' AcUvities Editor

SOL HERMAN
Sports Editor

(larrity Asks Students To '

Prepare For Elections Thespians Broadcdst Ov^r
Station ^s Increased PowerWilli Most of the PraLeini.y and

ciuo eleci.ons weii under way,
James J. Garrity, President of

,

the Student Council, announces 1 .

S^te hVd^'m^hnmmeSate fi! 'Belle Masque Artists WilU'''^'^ ^^'^"'^^^^''y <^^^°^ voice

ture. ReaUzing me importance of ivi„... o_ i?__:i-. u j land tone modulations.Now Be Easily Heard
Over Ether

the class eleci,-ons in student life,

i>lr. Garrity has asked all stud-
e::ts to caietuiiy consider the
potentlallies of men whom they AIR THEATRE FORMED
itei are prospec.ive candidates,
then the nominations and the
suosfiquent elections will result in

the selection of responsible par-
l-s.

Elections of officers for the in-

coming Senior Class will be held
In the immediate future. Much
discussion and a wide interest Is

b-ing shown in this election, not
oniy by the members of the pres-

ent Junior Class but Jie rest of

the student body as well.

Summer School

Opens June 27

Over Fifty Courses Are Of-

fered Giving College Credit

Toward Degree

ESTABLISHED IN 1918

Alumnus To
Hold Silver

Beginning this week radio station

WHAT, over which the Belle Mas-
que thesplans broadcast, will oper-

ate with increased power, broad-

casting Its ever entertaining pro-

grams with new equipment ot ihe

latest type and finest design.

Previously, the station, located on
the fifth floor of the Public Ledger
Building in Phiiadeipma, had ex-
perienced diflicmty in ciear jrans-
mlsslon due to a disturbing hum
and electrical interferencj caused
by the power generator used for
Its broadcasts. Vvan tne new equip-
ment, all program disturuing ita-
tures have been eiimina.ea, en-
abling the station to efficiently
transmit the high standard pro-

With the added facilities of the

vtation, an extensive program is

ce.nj; developed. An outstanding
program, and one in which Mr.
Att-roury nas shown much in.^r-
est, is the proposed radio stock
company similar to the Theatre of
the Air. This program will prove
..t much interest to Villanovans
a.3 the Beile Masque chapter of the
Villanov'a Literary Society will play
a major part in the production of
the plays 'uhat will be broadcast.

It will not, however, prove to be
a new experience for the local
thesplans for during the past two
years Belle Masque members have
rather regulany been heard in
short plays and skits. With the
organl:2ation of the new stock
company it is expected that many
Villlanova students will participate
in l':s activities as well as the pro-
grams produced entirely by mem-
bers of Belle Masque.
The increased power and im-

Rev. Blasius Zeiser, 0. S. A.,

Ordained Here Twenty-

Five Years Ago

FR. HICKEY TO SPEAK

I'ho Villanova Summer School
wlJl open the 27th of June and
contlnu;; until the 9th of Augrust.

Rev. John A. Sparrow, O. S. ^A, is

the dean.

Villanova has been conducting its

Summer School since the summer
of 1918 in order to furnish an op-
portunity for Sisiers, who teach
in Phiiade.phia and suburban high
and grammar schools, to meet the
jjtat 's demand for teaching re-

qu.rements. The Sta; e requires a

Normal School certificate, which
may be had after the applicant has
cpent three years in pursuit of

courses 1 ading to a col.ege degree.

It seems certain tha. the State
.':ha!l raise its standard to an A B.
degree in the near future. Ths Vil-

a o',a Summer School is prepared
to meet this demand for its stud-
ents, for a tho present time it

Ifers ov3r fifty courses Giving col-

lege credit towards a degree.

In Juno of 1931, Villanova ex-
ranclcd its activitirs, offering a
lomplete four year course with an
ultimate B. S. degree in Education.

1 1 addition to he summer schooi

sees ion, Villanova has given ex-

tension school courses on Satur-

day mornings at the Catholic Girls

High School in Philadelphia.

It is a fact liitle known to Vill-

anova students liat Villanova Col-

lege has an enrollment of over 1800

(Students, with its schools, Exten-
sion, Normal and College.

Thru the existence of the Sum-
mer School and the Extension
School It is expec ed that about 35

persons shall be graduated this

coming Jime.

Diocesan College To
Have More Branches

The Diocesan Teachers' College,
df which villanova College is the
parent house, will establish addi-
tional branches this summer in
Philadelphia, Reading, Harrisburg,
Lancaster and perhaps Altoona.

PV)r the past five years, the Dio-
cesan Teachers' College had
branches in Philadelphia, Tamaqua
and Shamokin.
The purpose of establishing these

extra branches is to olTer better
facilities for the preparation of
nuns to teach In parochial and
Catholic High Schools. The branch-
es and the conveniences they ofler
Will be open to every order of Sta-i
ters, to enable them to carry on
ihe important work of giving a
Catholic education to the younger
generation.

Next Wednesday morning. May
25, the Rev. Biasius J. Zeiser, O. S.

A., will celebrate the twenty-fifth

anniversary oi iiiij ordination to the

holy priesthood witn the ottering of

Solemn Hign Mass of Tnanksgiv-

mg In the Cnuica of Saint Nichol-

as of Tolentinc, at roronam Koad
and University Avenue, New York
City.

Pr. Zeiser, who Is now the pastor

of Saint Nicholas' parish, received

almost his entire education here at

Villanova. He attenaea the prep

school, college anu seminary here,

being ordained to the priesthood at

Villanova in 1907.

The sermon at the celebration

will be delivered by tne Very Rev.

Joseph A. Hickey, u. D., O. 8. A.

Pr. Hickey, who Is at present the

Assistant General of the Augustin-
lan Order, was president of Villa-

noval College during the year of

1925.

The sacrifice of the Mass will be
followed by a dinner, wnich will

commence at 1 o'clock.

Upon his ordhiation, Pr. Zeiser

was appointed to do parish work.

He was sent to the parish of Saint
Nicholas in Atlantic City, where he
acquainted himself with the vari-

ous tasks of an assistant.

After spending some time in At-
lantic City, Fr. Zeiser was trans-
ferred to the parish of bamt Nich-
olas of Tolentlne in the Bronx In
New York City, Here he was ap-
pointed to the office of pastor.
During the years in which he has

been in Gotham, Pr. Zeiser has won
for himself a warm spot in the
hearts of those with whom he came
in contact. His many achievements
stand as evidence of his ambition
and ability to receive cooperation.
In the course of his stay he has
constructed at Saint Nicholas' the
present chiu-ch, school and con-
vent buildings.

He also takes a very active part
in encouraging the athletic develop-
ment of the children there. His
efforts were rewarded a short time
ago when the boys there won the
Catholic Schoolboy Basketball
Championship of New York City.

grams which originate hi its stud- proved broadcasting conditions are
ios. The staUon will continue op- ' being noted with interest by the
eration on a wave length ot 228 9 .

""^"t^ents who have thoroughly en-
meters and frequency of 1310 kll-| Joyed the fine programs broadcast
^cycles,

According to Mr. J. Attcrbiury,
owner and manger of the station,
the transmission Improvements are
supplemented wiiih tne latest of
studio equipment. iNotaole among
these is the adoption df the Dyna-
mic Microphone, a sup-r sensitive
"mike" that is responsive to the

j

mlnuteso of souna vanations.
I

WHAT is the first station in this
country to use this m.crophone for
commercial purpose, employing
in conjunction with it an apparatus

oy the stations through reception
was not of the best. Tests con-
ducted by radio engineers have re-
ported that exceptional recept-
ion has been made on the coast.

Ultimatum Declared
To D. P. E. Members
An ultimatiun, delivered In no

uncertain terms, was issued to the
members of the Busin-ss School,
fraternity, the Delta Pi Epsilon by
George Crumble, its preslden: when
only a very small rv.presentation
appeared at the scheduled meeting
last Friday morning in the auditor-
ium of the school for the purfXJse of
electing officers for the coming
year.

Quoting Mr. Crumble, "Due to
the lack of cooperation shown by
memliers of the Delta Pi Epsilon
fraternity, another and final at-
tempt will be made to hold a meet-
ing for the eleoion of officers of
this fraternity. The meeting is

scheduled for tomorrow at 12:20 p.
m. in the auditorium of the School
of Commerce and Finance."

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alterations

a Specialty

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

Agents- Faulk, Conumy A Garrity

NOTICE " '

All Crew Members, Supervis-
ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-

shlpsi made possible through the

courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year,

are requested to apply to the

national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications

fully.— (Adv.)

Need a Haircut?

Try

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

Villanova

Barber Shop

Mi'Grath Chosen to Succeed
Romy as P. K. P. President

The result of a recent ^election

of ihe Phi Kappa Pi fratenUty

reveal that George McGrath suc-
ceeds Prank Remy and will take
over the duties and responsibill
ties of President of the frat for
the next scholastic year. Mr.
Remy was one of <ihe most ener-
getic presidents of the frat, and
never missed a single meeting.
Mr. McGrath, who as former
vice-president, will find it quite
a task to take over his new du-
ties in as successful manner as
his predecessor bu;. his experience
will aid him a great deal.

Joseph Hahn is succeeded by
Paul Barrow as Secretary. Mr.
Hahn has very carefully perform-
ed his duties, and never missed a
reading of the minutes. The new
treasurer succeeding Joseph
Houseman, Is Edward McBride.
In the past, Mr. Houseman has
very ably carried oui:; the Im-
portant duties of this office and
now It is up to Mr. McBrlde to
continue In as worthy a manner.
As Sergeant at-arms Paul Brady's
former post is now held by Will-
liam Lavls. Due to the ability of
Mr. Remy to hold order at the
meeting Mr. Brady never had
occasion to show his physical
strength, but at all meetings he
was at his post awaiting any dis-
turbance.
If the meetings are conducted as
usual, there will loe no need of
violent ejections on the part of
the new Sergeant-ait-arms.

Belle Air Book Makes
First Appearance To
Student Body Today

(continued from page one)

the apparent lessening of space.
The Junior section is not the

same as was in the Junior Cour-
tier, entirely new write-ups being
made for the Belle Air. The photo-
graphs of the Juniors are the same
as they were in the Junior pub-
lication.

The other classes have been giv-
en the customary number of pages
which averages about five to each
group. At the end of each of these
class groups is a full page of snap-
shots divulging the various forms
of interesting activity indulged in
by the students, of Villanova. They
should appeal to the human side
of all readers.
In that section of the Belle Air

devoted to fraternities, clubs, and
various othter phases df extracur-
ricular activity there are group
pictures of the particular organ-
ization and unique write-ups. Tills
section is larger than usual due to
the number of new clubs which
have sprung up during the pas,
year. These newcomers have been
handled with a concern equal to
that given the older organizations.
The book contains the history of
every organization from the time of
its incepiUon to the present date.

It is in the sports section of the
Belle Air that we find, the out-
standing innovation of the book, lit

Is infused with a briskness that
gives a feeling of action so essen-
tial to such a division of a college
year book. There is action in every
pictiu-e and a stimulating swift-
ness in the written material. At the
beginning of every phase of sport
there is an individual cut to shape
action picture of the captain of
that sport. This occupies an entire
page opposite the first page of the
section. In every page of the di-
vision there are six individual cut
to shape pioiures of those partici-
pating in the sport. This scheme
Is carried out all through the en-
tire major sport section.
The dividers separating the dif-

ferent sections of the book will be
done in three colors and produced
by a new process discovered by the
printer. They will, of course, rep-
resent in modernistic style the es-
sence of the divisions of the vol-
ume which follow.

As stated before, the printing is

being taken care of by the Read-
Taylor Co , of Baltimore, while the
Lotz Co., of Philadelphia, was re-
sponsible for the engraving. Photo-
graphy was done by Arthur Studios
of New York.
A limited nimiber of Belle Airs

werC ordered due to the expense
which has been Incurred by its

production. It is the desire of the
circulation manager, Jeremiah En-
right, that everyone wishing to
secure a copy of the Belle Air
should see him or a member of
his staff Immediately so as to be
cer Ain of getting one.

Crawford's
Feature a vast array of

FOUR PIECE

Golf Suite . $18.75

WHITE, OREV or STRIPE

Flannel Pants $4

LINEN KNICKERS $4 50

or LONG LINENS

— 2 8TORE8

1225 Market St.

38 SO. 69th STREET

Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

iiiiii i ii n il III I II im II 1 1 1m il II iiiiiiiiiiii

: SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY
The most popular clothes on

the campus tailored by

Colebp
Catlorfng Co*

Made-topMeasure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET STS.

Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan HaU

iii n iiiiii in iiiiiiiiii n iiiii i ii n iiiiiiiii

OW MORE THAN EVER . . . wlth

the college year ending . . .

Mother and Dad are eager to

hear from you. What of your exams . . . when
do they start? There are countless details

they're anxious to know.

Busy? Of course you are. There's little time

tor letter-writing! Then reach them by tele-

phone . . . pay them a "voice visit." It's the

quickest way home with the satisfaction of a

tace-to-tace chat.

And here's a tip . . . file it tor ready refer-

ence. There's nothing to equal a regular Tele-

phone Date with Home each week. Start the

habit this evening! The thrill will last all weekl

H- H

•««

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-

vantage of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call It

60c at night; a 50c call if 35c)

By making a date, the folks will be at home. Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather

than a more expensive Person to Person calL

Just give the operator your home telephone nuiO'

bcr. If you like, charges can be reversed.
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Trackmen Open Season With Win Over Catholic University

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

Last
cold

Wednesday afternoon under
gray skies which Intermit-

tantly sent earthward showers of

cool rain, the Wildcat track team
opened its season with a win over
a well balanced Catholic University
aggregation. Jocko Hurley and
Howie Duffy were the star perform-
ers of the day for the Blue and
White.
Hurley stepped away from the

pack to win the century beating
Penstermacher, and then he re-

peated the process in the 220.

Duffy and Baker had a good time
running around the track in the

half mile and in the mile, both of

them finishing together In both
events. When it came time to run
the two mile, Duffy decided that

he needed a little more practiee,' so,

acting upon his decision, he came
through and added five more points

to the total Feline score.

Last Saturday afternoon Villa-

nova held its fifth a,jmual inter-

scholastic track meet. From one
thirty till after six there was con-
tinuous action of some kind. Some
seventy high, prep, and parochial

schools were entered in the meet
and they came from near and far.

It was quite the best inter-schol-

astic meet ever to be staged at the

stadium. There were many thrills

and excitement for those who take

an interest in the most ancient of

sports.

About eight hundred schoolboy

athletes were entered and it had
the appearance of a miniature Penn
Relay Carnival, so well was the

running of the events arranged.
The outstanding performers of

the day were Sullivan from St.

Johns High in Brooklyn, who
added another championship to his
list when he threw the 12 lb shot
put fifty-three feet some inches. He
also took second place in the dis-

cuss throw, thus scoring nine points

himself which was much more than
some teams could amass.
Another outstanding feat of the

day was performed -by King of

Franklin and Marshall Academy,
when he threw the javelin 194 feet,

4% inches. Quite a throw indeed,

and it established a new eastern
record.

Each year Villanova's Interschol-

astics become better and if they
continue to prosper in the future
as they have in the past it wont
be long before they will be one of

the outstanding spring sporting

events in this section of the coun-
try.

Coach Harry Coates had a lot to

do with the success of this past
meet and he deserves much com-
mendation.

VILL
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL

MAY 17, 1<«2 fage Kuitr

Varsity Nine Wins Two On Trip
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Catholic tJ.

Defeated By
Cat Runrieris

Experiencing Success

Felines Trouiiee Cardinal

(jnderpa^lhers by 81 Y^
to 44^/4 Score -

DUFFY S(:intillatb:s

FIELD AFAR
The varsity baseball nine made

a tour of New England the latter

part of last week and out from the

afar and distant northland came
reports of the valiant deeds of the

wearers of the Blue and White.
The first foe that the WUdcats

met on foreign soil was Springfield.

Something happened to Smolcey
Koblis' twirling in the latter part
of the game and the Felines were
sent to their fourth defeat of the
season. But the next day who
should be picked to pitch against

Lowell Textile? None other than
Lefty Reitz, erstwhile baseman.
Eniil did a good job and allowed
the hosts but four hits, the Cats
wiiming the game, 7 to 2.

On Saturday Whitey Czescik was
the hero of the day when the

Felines met and defeated the rep-

resentatives of Boston College at
University Heights b: a 4 to 2

score. Whitey's circuit clout with
two men on base decided the game
in favor of the Blue and White.

INTEREST
Inter-Dorm baseball was discon-

tinued because of the lack of in-

terest shown by the student body.

Inter-fratemlty baseball was then
inaugurated this year with the

hope that more enthusiasm would
be exhibited, but this plan, ap-
parently, has also failed. Every
week a schedule of games appears
in the VILLANOVAN. A game was
scheduled last Monday night and
no one put in an appearance. The
other nights' games were scheduled,

but the playing of them was
hindered due to the wet weather.

Thl« is granted, but on Sunday
morning two more games were
scheduled to be played. The sky
was clear, the sun shone warm and
bright and the ground was dry, but
there were no games played.

This paper devotes some valuable

time and space to the arrangement
and publication of frat games and
would like to see a little response

and cooperation on the part of the

fraternities. If the fraternities do
not care to participate in such a
league lot them Just make the

matter known and thus save aome
time and trouble.

With Howie Duffy, George Baker
and Howie Hurley setting the pace
the Varsity track squad easily

downed Catholic University at the
stadium last Wednesday afternoon
by the score of 81 1-2 to 44 1-2 thus
attoning for the defeat which the
varsity suffered at the hands of
the Washington outfit last year.

Duffy, Baker and Hurley ac-
counted for six of the eight places
that Villanova took. Duffy tied

with Baker for first in the half
mile and mile and he also won the
two mile. Baker, besides tying
with Duffy in the aforementioned
events won the Javelin while Hur-
ley took both sprints.

In the half mile and mile Duffy
and Baker were easily the best in

the race. They were content to

swing along and take the race as

they pleased. In both Duffy set

the pace Baker pulling pulling up
when they entered the home
stretch. The times for the races
were good, as they were not in any
way pressed. The mile time was 4
minutes and 36 seconds while the

half was done in 2 minutes and
3.25 seconds. In the two miles
Duffy was content to allow the

others to set the pace until the
beginning of the second mile when
he assumed the lead and steadily

pulled away from the rest of the
field to win in the fair time of 10

minutes and 24 seconds. He with-
stood the final sprint of Carafola
of the visitors to take the race by
some thirty yards.

Baker after his two races took the

Javelin event with a throw of 160

feet 9 inches. This enabled him
to tie with Duffy for high point

score on the Villanova team with
13 tallies each.

Hurley, in winning his two events
tied the stadium record in the 100

and set a new record for the 160

yard dash. In both events Penste-
macher was second by a foot, press-

ing Hurley the entire distance but
being unable to make up the gap
that Hurley opened up by his fast

start.

Runners To
Meet State
Track Team

Loolcing Ttiem Over

Varsity Men Will Faco West
Chester State at Stad-

ium Tomorrow

HOWIE GARRITY
Who, as coach, has developed

one of the most successful golf

teams which the Blue and
White has ever seen. /

HAVE STRONG SQUAD
The Varsity track team will meet

their second opponent of the sea-
son tomorrow afternoon at the sta-
d'um when the undefeated West-
chester Normal School invades the
lair of the Wildcat. So far this
year the Teachers have defeated
Delaware, Drexel and Ursinus;
they also won the State Teachers
Meet at West Chester last Saturday
scoring 48 3-7 points while Ship-
pensburg took second with 23 2-7
points and East Stroudsburg, third
with 18 points.

1/
For the past two years Villanova

has come out on the short end of
the score but since the Cats are
in a revengeful mood this year the
odds are on the Varsity to break
the spell that the future teachers
have held over them. In 1930 West
Chester won the meet staged here
by the score of 62 to 55 while last
year in the meet held at West
Chester, Villanova was defeated by
the score of 79 ¥2 to 46 V2.

This year the Teachers have
about the same team as last season.
Prom last year's team they will

have Joe in the Javelin. He has
won this event against Villanova
for the past two years and last
Saturday in the State Meet he won
with a throw of 166 feet 1 inch. An-
other man Is Weakely who placed
second in the 100 last year and who

last Tuesday, the Freshman won the 220 title at West Chester

team succumbed once again this 1

Saturday in the fast time of 22 1-10

time by a 13-10 score. This game

Perkiomen Prep
Beats Freshmen
Frosh Nine Closes Season

With I^oss to Upstate

School

FROSH PITCHERS WEAK
In the second game of their home

and home series with Perkiomen

Prep played down at the Stadium

GEORGE J. JACOBS
Who at the present time is

holding the position of umpire
In a mid-western baseball
league.

Cat Linksmen
Win Four More

Tossers Win
Tivo While
Losinif One
Wildcats Lose to Springfield

But Retaliate Beating

Lowel and B. C.

CZESICK HITS HARD

Lehigh Upsets Feline Golfers

Winning by 7 to 2

Score

KELLY'S FIRST DEFEAT

on

a

which gave the Kittens a season

record of two wins against three

defeats marked the close of the

Prosh season.

The high scoring honors for the
day, however, went to Vinnie
Fratz, of Catholic U., who scored 16

points with three firsts and one
third. He was first in both of the

hurdle events and in the high jump
also taking a third in the broad
Jump. In each of the events that

he was victorious he defeated the

man who had defeated him in

Washington last year. In the high
hurdles Fraatz, by virtue of a fast

start, was able to lead Brown to

the finish. On the first hurdle

was unable to make up the dis-

tance and lost out by a foot.

In the low hurdles Fraatz took

(continued on page five)

NetmenToMeet
OwlsTomorroAV
Tennis Team Defeats

ata by 3-0

Score

.luni-

OTHERS WASHED OUT

DOWN THE ALLEY
On rainy days, much like the

ones which we have experienced

during the past week or we should
say nights, a good place to get some
exercise and fun is at the bowling
alleys In the new gymnasium. We
said nights because the alleys are

open nights from seven till eleven.

The tennis team ran into the

weather Jinx for the first time thi.s

season, and two probable victories

were called off. The match with
Juniata, the first of three schduled
on the trip up-state, was the only
one started, and that resulted in a
3-0 win for the Wildcats.
Captain Sol Berman, Johnny

Sykes and Sam Miles won their

matches, and Manuel Suarcz and
Tom Edwards were leading their

opponents when Jupe Pluvlus
spoiled the festivities. The Sus-
quehanna courts were damp the
following day, while a downpour of

rain broke up the fray with the
Bucknell Bisons at LewLsburg.
The netmen have won their last

five contests, and the season's rec-

ord now reads, nine' and two. The
big match of the season, that with
Temple, is on the slate for tomor-
row afternoon, at our courts. The
Owls have also a formidible record,

but Father Mauch's lads are out to
ikvenge the 5-4 setback handed
them by the Cherry and White last

season.
The Wildcats may be handi-

capped if Bill Orcutfs Infected foot
does not come around Into shape,
but there is a strong possibility of
him playing. A return match with

The game which ^fts a see-saw

affair all the way through was
started off when Perkiomen jumped
to a two run lead In the first and
added another in the second. How-
ever, the Prosh came back in their

half of the second to score two runs
also, when McShane's double was
followed by Skafl's triple, Skaff

scoring on an error by Wagner.
The Frosh took the lead in the

third when four hits, two-bases-on
balls and an error, gave them six

runs. Three hits were slamn^ed out

by Murphy, Skafif, Sylvester and
Lenzi.
The lead was short lived as the

prepsters came through in the fifth

to pound Sylvester for seven more
runs, and then again In the seventh
and Eighth they added two and one
respectively.

In the sixth the Frosh also

scored, McShane obtaining his base

on error, Skaff driving him home
with a double, his third hit of the

day. In the eighth Red Lenzi
scored the final tally after gaining
his base on an error by Groot.
Batting honors for the day went

to Skaff as he garnered three of

the Frosh's seven hits, most of the

scoring being a result of Perkio-
men 's many errors, while the Frtjsh

also booted away several runs by
loose fielding.

Berry and Levine divided the

hurling assignment for the up-stat-

ers while Sylvester and Murphy
were on the mound for the Frosh.

seconds. <Iohnson, who won the
high Jimip against Capt. Corrigan
last year, will be seen in action
again this year; he also won this
event Saturday tieing for first with
Thompson of Clarion at 5 feet 7 V2

inches. Myers, winner of the 440
and Fenton, winner of the half
mile, are both back this year al-
though neither placed in the meet
on Saturday. Of the newcomers
on the Normal School team perhaps
McLaughlin and Knabb are the
best. McLaughlin took the 220 low
hurdles Saturday in the good time
of 25 7-10 seconds, he also placed
in the dash taking third in the 100.

He has been a consistent point
scorer in the dashes and hurdles in
all the dual meets this year. Knabb,
a former Olney High School star,
has been going well in the mile and
two mile events. On Saturday he
won the two mile race, setting a
new meet record. He finished the
distance 10 minutes 32 4-10 seconds.
He also placed second in the mile
event following Smith of Clarion
who also set a new meet record in
this event. The new record was 4
minutes 39 6-10 seconds.
Other men on the team are

Brown, who placed in the two miles
against Villanova last year, Drieber
second in the shot put, Conrad in
the pole vault,

There is no doubt that the West
Chester team will be a formidable
opponent for the Cats, but after

their easy victory over Catholic
University last week it can easily

be seen the kind of a team that
Harry Coates has developed ai
Villanova this year. So it can be
said with hardly any reservation
that the Varsity will come through
with their second win of the year. I tion.

After previous wins earlier in

the week over Delaware and Osteo-

pathy, the golf team met its second
reverse of the season when Lehigh
performed theh unexpected by
beating Villanova 7 to 2. Quinlan
and Weinhart were the only win-
ners, coming through on the 22nd
hole in both matches. The match
was played in a continual down-
pour. Thus, coupled with the long
journey and deceptiveness of the
course, aided Lehigh considerably.
Bill Kelly, No. 1 man lost his first

intercollegiate match after ten
straight wins.
Bucknell offered little opposition

at Lewisburgh, everyone winning
his match. Kelly featured with
the best round of the day a 76.

C o r n e 1 1 y, Quinlan, Weinhart,
O'Neill and Captain Baker found
things easy.

Traveling on Friday night, the
team was greatly aided by Louis
Dart offering the use of his ear-
so that the team could compete
against Duquesne in Pittsburgh.
This resulted in another victory.
Kelly again featured with another
76 and all other matches were
closely contested. Cornelly win-
ning out after 19 holes and Cap-
tain Baker by 1 up. John Byrnes
lost 1 up. Final score resulted in
5-1.

The Wildcat linksmen turned in
the remarkable record of winning
four out of five matches during the
past week. This is remarkable due
to the strain placed upon the boys
in their long travelling to play the
opposition.
On Monday afternoon Howie

Garrity and his pill swat ers met
che representatives of Temple on
uhe C-darbroo C. C. course. Re-
,ults arrived too lale for publica-

Two victories and one defeat was
the rsult of the annual invasion
of the Villanova baseballers Into
the region of New England.
Springfield Colleges welcomed Coach
McQeehan and his charges into
the Bay State last Wednesday by
administering to them the worst
defeat they sustained so far this
season. The Wildcats' 16 to S
beating was their third consecu-
tive loss. v;..

.
, •. •;

Credit for smashing the team's
losing streak is due mainly to Emll
Reitz, for it was he who pitched
his mates to a 7 to 2 triumph over
the tossers from Lowell Textile.
It was Lefty's first attempt at
mound work this year. With the
team back in its stride again the
Felines were in no Jolly mood when
inclement weather forced a can-
cellation of the game sclieduled
with Boston U. for Friday.

In the last game of their in-
vasion the Wildcats met and con-
quered the" representatives of
Boston College by a score of 4 to 2.

With this triumph the Villanova
tossers were able to count ten wins
as against 4 losses in the games
played thus far. Just two more
games remain on their schedule,
Seton Hall will be our guests at the
stadium on May 24th and the sea-
son will close with the Wildcats
meeting Temple on the latters
home diamond four days latter.

The main reason why Springfield
was able to hand our tossers such
a severe trouncing was because
they found the twirling of Kobilis
and Montgomery especially to their
liking. They pounded out a total
of 18 hits and for good measure
were granted 6 walks. The Felines
were also guilty of six errors.
Previous meeting the Wildcats
Springfield had lost three straight
games and the Villanovans were
unable to cope with the power of
their pent-up strength and ability
to wield a potent flail.

"Smoky" Kobilis lasted until the
seventh inning when he was forced
to retire in favor of Jack Mont-
gomery. Eddie was unable to get
a man out in that frame. In the
six innings he pitched he allowed
nine hits and four walks. Mont-
gomery fared no better for he was
touched for nine bingles in the re-
maining innings. Springfield scored
a total of 14 tallies in the seventh
and eighth frames, seven in each.
The only real redeeming feature of
the contest as far as Villanova :'

rooters are concerned was the
.

.

slugging of Captain Oeorge Gaz-
el'a. He led the Wildcats at the ..

plate, pounding out two doubles :;;,

and two singles for a perfect day ;.

at bat. Hurlburt banged out two ;.

Kinrrles for the runner-up position
in the hitting department. Don
Purrington slapped out a mighty
home run besides two singles to

(continued on pa3e sx)

THO VICTORIES AND ONE DEFEAT IS RESVLT OF ISEW ENGLAND TRIP

Proctor, Cf.

Y'ngton. rf.

P'ngton, c.

Meyers, 3b.
Brown, lb.
O'sell, 2b.
Bearse, If.

Plumb. 88.

B'ardus, p.

SPRINOFIKLD
. .^.' , AB. B. H. O. A.

•..,.',..... .6 2 13
2 10 2
6 a 3 4 1

.<... 6 3 3 4

.. ., 6 1 3 13
6 3 3 3 B

4 3 3 10
4 13 1

3 3 3

•.• *;'• « i * ; ^ *

TOTALS ......40 16 18 37 14

VILLANOVA
AB

Cavanaiigh, a

Czeslck, 2b. .

Oazella, 3b.
Reitz. lb. ...

Shortftll. cf.

Hurlburt. If.

Finn, rf
Lynch, c. . .

.

KoblllB. p. .

.

Montgomery,

..4
,.S
..4
.4
.6
.4
.4
.2
.3
.1

R.
1

1

3

1

H.
1

1

4

3

1

O.
3

9
2
3
1

6
O

TOTALS 36 5 9 34 10
Villanova 00010180 — S
Springfield 10001077 x— 16

ErrorB Bearne. Cavanaugh 3. Oa-
zella, Reitz Hurlburt. Koblllfl.
Rtms batted In—Hurlburt 3, Plumb

2. CzcHlck. Giusella 3. Drlacoll 3.

Bognrdus 3. Proctor 2 Ptirrlngton 3.

Meyprs 2. Brown. Two-base hit*

—

Oazella 2. Three bane hit — Meyer*
Home run- Purrington. Stolen baiieH
-Proctor, PurrlitRton. Plumb 2. Bo-
rardus Cavanaiigh. Ceeslck. Sacrl-
nceit—Yerrlngton. Brown Plumb. Bo

VILLANOVA
AB.

Cavanaugh, as 6
Czeslck, ab 6
Oazella, ab 4
Reitz, p 5
Shortall, lb «
Hurlburt, If 5
Finn, rf 6
Trosky, c 3
Wronskl, cf S

H.
2
4
1

1

a
3
1

1

1

o.
2
3

1

11
a
3
6

TOTALS ...;;^....42
TEXTILE

AB.
.......*..

a

....^.....4
3
8
3

••••••••••3

2
3
1

Jarey i

Plllglan 1

7 16 37 13

T'cotte, 2b.
J'wlcz, If. .

Kakoska. c.

Bavard. cf.

Farland. rf.

O'man, 3b. .

Shapiro, lb.
Pfiremba. sa.

Oamer. p. .

Bukla, p. .

.

H.
1

1

1

1

O.
3
1

12
a
a

3
3

1

VILLANOVA
AB. R. H. O. A.

Cavanaugh. ss 4 1 1 3 3
Czeslck, 2b 4 1 1 1 6
Oazella, 3b 4 1 3
Reitz. lb 4 1 12 1

Trosky. c 3 8
Shortall, cf 4 1 1

Hurlburt, If 4 1 1

Finn, rf
. 2

•Wronskl ............. .2 1100
King. p. ...J,:..(..•.,...

a

10 4

Pool Contest To
Be Held In Gym
Contest To Be Held to Select

College Pool

Champion

PLAN FOR FUTURE

TOTALS 33 4 6 27 17
BOSTON COLLEGE

AB. R. H
Lane. cf. , . . .^ 3
Crowley, 3b 3
Spog'dl. ss. .

Klfge. lb. .

anl'her, p. .

Harton, If.

Rlccl. rf. .

.

CheB'h. 2b.
Mclntyre, c.

Roy. p
••Downs . .

.

..a

..4

..a

..4

..4

.4

.4

.0

.1
•••Gallery 1

1

1

O.
1

3
10

1

1

12

Juniata, also at our courts Is to Y.^^S!^'^ ,I^''^l'^S!:^;;^:Si 1?
played on FYiday. villanova 9. Bmm on htM»-

TOTALS 31 3 4 37 8
Villanova 4001 1000 1—

7

Textile OaOOOOOO —

3

Errors Shortall, Turcotte. Savard.
Farland. Orotwrnan. Two-base hits

—

Hurlburt, Finn. Shortall. Foremba,
Czeslck Three-base hlt»—Czeslck 2
Double plays Turcotte. Orossman;

I

Porembn and Kokoska; Jurewlcz and ski. Home run—Czeslck. Stolen bas
Kokoska. Left on banes—Vlllanvoa 16. 'es—Spognardl. Sacrince hit—Spog-
Textlle 8. Bane on balls—Off Reitz nardl. Bases on balls—Off Oallagher
6: Oarner fl Hit by pitcher — By 3: off King 2 Hit by pitcher—ByOamer (Oarella 2). Struck out—ByKln? (Spognardl). Struck out—By
Reitz 6; Oamer 8. Umpires—King Oallagher 10. by King 7. by Roy a
and Allen. Time—a hotin 10 min. l Winning pitcher—King.

TOTALS 32 2 6 27 11
*—batted for Plnn In seventh.
••—Batted for Oallagher In 7th.
•••—Batted for Roy In ninth.
Villanova 00000040 0—4
Boston College ..01100000 —

2

Two-base hits—Cavanaugh, Wron

With the closing of the academic
year will also come the closing of
vhe bowling al'eys and billiard room
in the new rrymnasium.
However, before this occurs the

present s?a.son will be climaxed
with a contest the purpose of which
will be to choose a 1932 CoUe'je
Pool Champ'on. According to the
rules of the cort est the entry fee
will be fifty cents and at least ten
entries must compete All con'e-t-
ants mua'^ ent r their names before
the 22nd of May. The contest will

be in the form of an elimination
according to draw.

Father Fink wishes n extend to
the boys his hanks for their co-
operation with th" mana<7emrnt
and wishes to sav that the coming
season will be one to be looked for-
ward to.

I-i l8 intended in the future to or-
«ranlze bowling teams between the
different dormitories and also be-
tween the boarders a^^d rtav stud-
ents. It Is also said tha the profs
will bowl against a p eked Coller^e
team.
During examinations fhc Recrea-

tion Rooms will be closed Up till

that Ume the present schedule will

be maintained.

; \

1 ^ .
,,

• *
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Many Records and Champs
Fall as Schoolboys Vie

in Annual Meet

SULLIVAN WINS SHOT

St. John^s High Star and
King of F. and M. Acad-

emy Cause Stir

* With a new eastern schoolboy
mark set In the javelin throw and
four new stadium marks made, the
Fifth Annual Interscholastic track
meet:, was run off in the stadium on
Saturday. New stadium marks were
set in the javelin, shot put, 220.

yard dash and pole vault.

, King, of Franklin and Marshall
Academy set the mark In the jav-
elin by heaving the spear 194 feet

4 3-4 inches, not only breaking the
«bld a:^uilum record of 168 feet 5
inches, held by Ted Casey, but al-

so set a new standard for this sec-

tion of the country.' In fact there
is only one throw ever made by
a schoolboy that is better '2ian

King's throw and that is the na-
tional record of 205 feet made by
a schoolboy on the Pacific coast.

The new stadium record for the
sho:; put was hung up by Sullivan

of St. John's High, Brooklyn, N. Y.
with a throw of 53 feet 1 3-5 inch-
es. This however is not the best

that the New Yorker has done
since he set a new record for New
York City a few weeks ago with a

throw of 54 feet 11 inches. This
might lie due to the fact that he
also took paTj in the Princeton In-

terscholastlcs in the morning.

Sullivan also placed second in

the discus throw behind Wrigley of

George School.

The 220 record was smashed by
O'Brien of Holy Spirit High
of Atlantic City when he broke the
tape in the time of 22 and 3-5 sec-

onds taking 1-5 of a second off the
record made by Gildea of Villanova
in 1930. This came as no surprise

as O'Brien has been going well for

the past several years and has
turned in some good times in tJie

four fourty and 100. He also won
the 100 yd. dash in the fast time
of 10 1-5.

The honor of holding the pole

vault record goes to two men;
Brown of Norristown and Dister of

Ambler. In taking he pole vault

they added three inches to the e-

istlng record which was also held

by two mn Meu'.cr of Ha/erford
and Trout cf Norristown who set

the record at the iaterscho^a;^ ics

last year.

In the contest for the team prize

.in Class A. Upper Darby nosed out

Hav rford High, the defending
champions, by the margin of four

points. Upper Darby scored 40 1-2

polns to Haverfords 36 1-2 Upper
Darby's streuTth in the m!le, hai:

mile and low hurdles made it pos-

sible for them ta win ou' ov r inelr

rivals. This is the third time that

Upper Darby has won. Haverford
took the Delco championship, but
Upper Darby won at the University

of Delaware Intcrscholastics at

Newark, Delaware last week, and
Saturday they again showed their

superiority.

In class B Columbia High school

of South Orange, New Jersey, had
things \heir own way winning with

a thirteen point lead over Southerp.

High of Philadelphia. The Jersey

team on!y took two first places in

the meet. Burr in the mile and
Button in he hundred, but they

took enough seconds and thirds to

/» win their division easily.

George School from Newton,
Pennsylvania won the class C
which included the Prep Schools.

By carnerlng 33 2-3 points they

College Sponsors FifthAnnualInterscholastic TrackMeet
Schoolboys
Set Records
At Stadium

OVTSTANDING PERFORMERS IN FIFTH ANNUAL INTERSCHOLASTIC MEET HELD SATURDAY Wildcat Trackmen
Down Cardinals

In First Meet

3 a mile to

EUROPE
and return, including

meals and berth

85 (up)

$|5Q(up)
One Way

Round Trip

Poor great tiap$—Minnewaska, Mimettmka,

PtimLtnd and WtstemUmd, on which Toiu^

ht a the highest daia ouried

The only linen of their kind in tha world.

Abo delightful Touriat Qaas on such ftmoua

linenas ^<r/rific,world'slargest ahip; Olympic,

Homeric, new Georgie and Britamue, Belgm-

Ititd, and many othan.

For that trip to the

lUCHARISTIC CONGRESS
Dublin, Juno 1932

WaiUy sailtnga of tfaaWhha Sht

Lba** "Big Pout^ dinct to Cobh.

Vaiy

WHITE STAR UNE
RED STAR LINE

MarMtkMMi MarMatll* MariM

1620 Walnut ^t.. Philadelphia or

uif anthomad staanMhip

managed to nose out St. Benedic.s
of Newark N. J., by 1 1-3 points.

St. Benedicts had a chance to ov-
ertake George School in the last

event, the one mile relay but
G€orge School finished fourth and
S;. Benedicts finished fifth. If

Benedicts had beaten George
School in this event they would
have won their class by 1-3 of a
point.

The final points scored in each
of the classes is as follows: Class

A Subiu"ban Schools Upper Darby
40 1-2; Haverford High 36 1-2;

Lower Merion 32; Ambler 27 1-2;

Norristown 24; Ridley Park 19.

Radnor 12; Glen Nor 6; Darby 3;

Lansdale 3.

Class B Open high schools Col-
umbia High 54; Southern 41; Col-
lingswood 33; Central 29 1-2; Lin-
coln 19. Long Branch 16; Wood-
bury 4; Haddonfield 4; Asbury
Park 3 1-2; Haddon Heights 1.

Class C Prep Division George

School 33 2-3; St. Benedicts 32;

Perkiomen 25 1-3; West Catholic

20 1-2; Franklin and Marshall

Academy 17; Allentown Prep 13;

Roman Catholic 11; Newark Prep

11; Holy Spirit High 10; St. John
Brooklyn 10; Peddle 7; LaSaUe 6;

North Catholic 5 2-3; Abington 4;

Lancaster Catholic Hijgh 16.

LOST—Silver fountain pen, in-

itials S. G. F. near south door of

Fedlgan Hall. Return to 102 Fedl-

gan. Reward.

In the apper left hand corner is Joe Sullivan of St. John's in Class C division and is shown
breaking the shot put record. in the upp:^r left hand comer is a Columbia School runner winning a
Class B 440-yd. dash. Oeorge Fault, Ambler High pole vauiter, is seen in the lower left hand side. He
won tills event in Class A with a vault of 11 ft. 9 in. Harold Runner, Collingswood High, in the lower
right, was caught winning a 4ua>^r mile run. Courtesy of the Ledger

(continued from page four)

the measure of Eddie Donahue who
was the winner of that event ISAt
year. Although undefeated last
year in the high Jump Fraatz was
tied with Corrigan. This year,
however, Fraatz was not to be sat-
isfied with a tie so he took his
third event by taking first in this
event.
Summaries:
100 yard dash won by Hurley, Vil-

lanova; second Fenstemacber, Vllla-
i.ova; third Delaney, Villanova. Time
10 seconds Oat (ties Stadium record).
100 yard dash won by Hurley, Vil-

lanova; second Fenstemacber. Villa-
nova; third Barkley, Catholic. Time
16 1-5 seconds (new stadium record).
440 yard dash wpn by McQiUnan,

Catjiolicl second HJckey, CathoUc;
third Delaney. Time, 53 seconds.
880 yard run dead heat between

Duffy and Baiter botH , Villanova;
third McOulnan. Time 2 minutes
3 2-5 econds.
Mile run dead heat between Duffy,

and Baker both Villanova; third
McDonald, Catholic. Time 4 min-
utes 36 seconds^
2 mile run won by Duffy, Villanova;

second Oarfaola, Catholic; third Per-
riss. Catholic. Time 10 minute*
24 seconds.

120 yard high hurdles won by
Fraatz, Catholic; second Brown, Vil
lanova; third LaFond. Villanova. Tlmi
16 3-10 seconds.
160 yard low hurdles won by

Fraatz, Catholic; second Donahue,
Villanova: third Randour, Villanova.
Time 18 3-10 seconds.

rJhot put won by Lauer, CathoUc;
second Potts. Villanova; third, Ed-
wards, Villanova. Distance 41 feet 3
Inches.
Discus won by Flynn. Catholic;

.second Donahue, Villanova; third
Potts, Villanova. Distance 123 feet
9 1-2 Inches.
Javelin won by Baker. Villanova:

second Donahue, Villanova; third
Flynn, Catholic. 160 feet, Inches.
Pole vault won by Burt, Villanova:

second tie between Tomasso, Villanova
and Quarieri, Catholic. Height 10
feet, 10 inches.

High Jump won by Fraatz, Catho-
lic; second Corrigan, Villanova;
third tie between Potts, Villanova and
Nerkeley, Catholic. Height 6 feet 7
inches.

Broad Jump won by Corrigan. Vil-
lanova; second Potts. Villanova:
third Fraatz, Catholic,
feet 4 1-2 inches.

Distance 20

CLASS A
One mile n.n—Won by Weaver,

Radnor; second McAllister, Upper
Darby; third Seyler, Haverford High;
lourth Johnson, Upper Darby; fifth

Paist, Upper Darby. Time 4 minutes
51 seconds.

CLASS B
One mile run—Won by Burr, Co-

lumbia; second E. Williams, Central;
third Lang. Columbia; fovuth Leuine.
Central: fifth Slas, Woodbury. Time
4 minutes 48 3-6 seconds.

CLASS C
One mne run— y\ron by McKenna,

St. Benedict's Prep; second Millman,
St. Benedicts; third Thomas, George
School; fourth Groat, Perkiomen
School; fifth Gusty, Allentown Prep.

Time 4 minutes 44 2-5 seconds.
Pole vault—Won by Phillips, Allen-

town Prpe; second tie between Rol-
and. North Catholic and Culer, George

School; fourth tie among Underwood,
GecrTe School a- d Canavan, West
Catholic; Hidleboseky, Perkiomen.
Height 11 feet 1 inch.

Broad Jump—Won by Dortmand,
Newark Prep; second McVeigh, La
Salle; third Weaver, F. & M.; fourth,
Caton. West Catholic; fifth Janlack,
Allentown Prep. Distance 21 feet
11 inches.

Special events—Parochlel school re-
lay -won by St. Thomas; second St.

Coleman; third Mother of Good
Council. Time 1 minute 53 seconds.

Junior High Relay—Won by Lower
Merion; second West Catholic; third
LaSalle; fo rth Upper Darby; fifth

Radnor. Time 1 minute 48 4-6 sec.

Class A one mile relay—Won by
Lower Merion; second Upper Darby;
third Lansdale; fourth Haverford;
fifth Norristown. Time 3 minutes
42 3-6 seconds.

Class B, one mile relay—^Won by
Collingswood; second Columbia; third
Lincoln; fourth Southern; fifth Had-
don Heights. Time 3 minutes 86 -34
seconds.

Class C one mile relay—Won by
Newark Prep; second Catholic; third
West Catholic; fourth George School;
fifth St. Benedict's. Time 3 minutes
34 4-6 seconds.

Class B broad Jump — Won by
Schueneman, Collingswood; second
Johnson. South Philadelphia; third
Stevenson, Woodbury; fourth Sewell,
Long Branch; fifth Roberts, Central.

CLASS C BUNNINO HIGH JUMP
Won by Quinlan, St. Benedict's;

second Pugh, Allentown Prep; third
Hallowell, George School; fourth
Shafer, LaSalle; fifth tie among
Jackson, West Catholic; Fennlnger,
George School; Kirchner, Lancaster
Catholic; Miuiihy, Perkiomen; Bnm_

ey, Perkiomen; McDonnell, Nortli
Catholic. Height 5 feet 7 1-2 Inches.

CLASS A 120-YARD HURDLES
Final—^Won by Coxxrbla, Haverford

High: second Brown. Norristown;
third Osterbimd. Qlen-Nor. Time
16 3-5 seconds.

CLASS A 440-YARD DASH

Won by Kavenaugh, Radnor; sec-
ond Weller, Haverford High; third
Tralm, Lower Merlon; fourth Harris,
Upper Darby, lime 60 seconds.

CLASS B 440-YARD DASH
Won by Runner, Collingswood;

second Kutner, South Philadelphia;
third England, Haddonfield; fourth
Herzberg, Columbia; fifth Haldy, Co-
lumbia; fifth Haldy, Columbia. Time
53 seconds.

Class A discus throw — Won by
Houjst, Ambler; second Oborle, Rid-
ley Park; third Kurllsh, Ridley Park;
fourth Monastero, Norristown; fifth

Forrest, Haverford. Distance 116 feet
17 1-4 inches.

BoswELL Sisters
Famous for the rhythm
and harmony of their vo-

calizing. Every Monday
and Thursday evening at

10:30 E. D.T.



Trackmen Open Season With Win Over Catholic University
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REVIEW
:!»> Jerry Dohiii:
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Last Wrdnvsduy aiU'inoon uiulfr

cold may .skiivs winch uiU-nnii-

tantly scut carlhwartl sliowns t)l

•.f(k)t nun. \.\\v WiUicuL Muck U'uin

yj)nH'«i its M\is«in with a win ovtT
n well balaiiitHl Catholk Univ«'jslty

an«ic^;al:un. Jocko llui'lcy atul

Howie Dully were llu* star pt'iforni-

t'lvs ol llic day for tlu- Blu«' ami
White.

Hurley stcppcil . away Iroiu the

pack to will tlic , ctuitury .Iw'atint}

Fciisit rniachcr, aiwl then he roV
ptjutvti the prt)ce.v< ui the 220. -'

',:DtUfy and Baker had a gootl tlnu'

iiinnini; around the track in th"
j

hall ^iiuli; ajul In the mile, |^>th oJ

them' hnishiiig tot4»'thei-,
" hi .both

i

eveht-s. 'When it came tlnie to run i

Hie t\vo mile. Dully dtk-ided, that,'

ho needed iMittle ijior** i>Kactico. so.
,

.actinu upon his decision, he came
• throyj^h aiui atUied live tnore pUiiUs

to IJiv total Feline score. Si-

Last 'Saturday attern(K)h Villa-;

nova lu'hl its I'ilth annual inter-

• scholastic ' Hack meet. F'rom one
thnfy till after six tljere was con-
tinuoi'is action ol some kind. Some
seventy hiyli. prep, and parochial

schools were entered in the meet
and they came troni near and far.

It wius quito t lie best inter-schol-

astic meet ever to be staged at the

stadium. There were many thrills

and excitt'iiu'nt lor those who take

an inlere.st in the most ancient ol

sporUs.

About I'i^lvi hundred schoolboy
athletes were entered and it had
the appearance ol a miniature Penn
Relay Carnival, .so well was the

runninti ol the events arranged.

The outstanding perlormers ol

the day were Sullivan troiii St

Johns High in Brooklyn, who I

added another championship to his I

lust when he tlnew the 12 lb .shot
|

pill nity-tiiree feet ,some uiches. He
also took second place In the dis-

,
cuss throw, thiLs .scoring nine points

hini.self which wa.s much more than
.some teams could amass.

Aiiothi r oMt.standing feat of the

da.\ was performed -by King of

Franklin aiuij Marshall Academy,
when he threw the javelin 194 feet.

4 I inches. Quit<' a throw Indeed,

and it establi.sJied a new eastern
record.

Each ,\ear Villanovas Iilterschol-

astics become better and if they
continue to pro.si)er in the future
ius they have in the past it won't
be long before they will be one of

the nutstiuuling .spring sporting
events in this .section of the coun-
try.,',, '.,;.-

Goach Harry Coates had a lot to

do v^itli the sue

tueet iind he dej

iiKMuiution.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL

M \Y 17. M>;{2 i'age Four

t

Varsity Nine Wins Two On Trip
.

' •• V 'V'?--r—•»»•

.^»'l'
Catholic U^l Experiencing success| Runncrs To
DefeatedBy^
Cat Runners

Looking Them Over

I'Vljius ''IVfuiiHT (itinliiiiil

(;iinlrr|»alli«'r«* h\ ^l'/^̂

1)1 vv\ s(;iMiiJ.VTi:s

, FIELP APAR
Thf^ vul>ily ba.M'ball nine iivade

a;, tour, ol New England the latter

part of'iasl week and out from the

afar aiiri (iistuni northland came
.!''port.< i.l the vaUanl deeds of the

u»%ir.:r,s.Mf the Blue and White;
ill'' fir.-t loe thai the Wildcats

iiiit (ni lorimn .soilwius Springfiekl.

Sonitthuig hai>j)ened to Sniokey
KoblLs iwirlmg in the latter pail

01 the t;aine and the Felines wen.'

.si'tit to Uicir lourth defeat of the
sea.sun. But thi' next day who
sliouici Ijc jjicked to pitch against
I.iiuill Textile? None other than
Lilly Kelt/, «'rstwhile ba.semaii

Kiiiil (lid a viood .lob and allowed
the liii.-t. but four hits, the Cat»s

« inniiiL^ ihf wune. 7 to 2.

On .S.iiiud.iy Whilcy Cze.scik was
liu h»io ol llie day when the

I'Vliiirv mil iiiui (leleated the rep-

n .siiiiai Ml ^ (il Bo.ston College at

l.'tmiisiU Heiuht.s L, a 4 to 2

.sioir \\lut,e\'.s circuit clout with
l\\n II. I n 1)11 base cleculed the game

With Howie DufTy. Oeorge Baker
ajid flowie Hurley .setting thi' pace
the Varsity track .squad easily

downed Catholic University at the
stadium last Wednesday afternoon
by the .score of 81 1-2 to 44 1-2 thus
attoning for the defeat which the
var.sii.y .suffered at the hands of

the Washington outfit last year..

DufTy. Baker and Hurley ac-
counted for six of the eight places

that Villanova took, Dulfy tied'

with Baker for first in the half'

mile and mile and he also won lhe{

two mile. Baker, besides tying!

j

w ith Duffy in the aforementioned
events won the Javelin while Hur-j
ley took both sprints.

|

' In the half mile and mile Dulfy
and Baker were easily th<' best in

the race. They wel'c content l<

swing along and take the race as

they pleased. In both Dully .set

the pace Baker pulling i)ulling u\)

when they enteicd the home
stretch. 'Hie times for the races
were good, as Ihey w<'re not in any
wa.v pressed. The miU' tiiiu" was 4

minutes and Mi -seconds while the
half was done in 2 minutes and
3.2;) .seconds. In I hi' two miles

DufTy was content to allow the

others to .set the pace until the
beginning of the .second mile when
he a.ssunu d the lead and steadily

pulled away from the rest of thel

held to win in the fair time of lt)j

minutes and 24 .seconds. He with- !

stood tlie liiuil sprint of CJaraftila

of the visitors to take the race by

some thiily yards.

Baker after his two races took the

1 throw of Kit)

enabled him
to tie with DufTy lor high point

.score on the Villanova team with

13 tallies each.

Hurley, in winning his two events

lii-d the stadium record in the 11)0

and set a new record for the UiO

yard dash. In bolli events Fenste-

macher was .second by a fool, pre.ss*

ing Hurley the entire distance but
being unabU- to make up the gap
thai Hurley opened Up by his fa.st

slai-t.

i'M e,e t S tat e
Track Team

itr.-^ily Mr n W ill I-,

Slair ill

WrKl
Slji.l-

iiMii rotijurrow

iiwi'; STR()N(; SOI \i)

IIOWII': GARRITY
Who. as coach, has develojjed

(.ne of the nio.st succe.sslul golf

leam.s which the Blue and
While has ever seen.

The Varsity track team will meet
Mi.Mr s'cond opponent of the .sea-

son tomorrow afternoon at the sta-
d iim when the undefeated West-
chester Normal School invades the
lair of Ihe Wildcat. So far this

.\car the Teachers have defeated
Delaware, Drexel and Ursinus;
they also won the State Teachers
Meet at West Chester last Saturday
.scoring 48 3-7 points while Ship-
piiisburg t(X)k .second with 23 2-7
points and East StroucLsbufg, .third
with 18 points. '

. v /

iPerkiomen Prep
Beats Freshmen
Fiosh Nine Closes Sejis<»n

With Loss to Ipslale

School

;'ce.s.s of -this piMt! javelin event with a

^serves much com- I '''''I
.

" ".','''^V:" J'^'}''

I KOSn IMT( HKKS WEAK

In the second game of their home
and home .series with Perkiomen

Prep play(>d down at the Stadium

i.n last T'ue.sday. the Freshman
lea in succumbed once again

time by a 13-10 .score. This game
which gave the Kittens a season

leeord of two wins against three

defeats marked the closie of the

Frosh .sea.Hon.

The high scoring honors lor the

day. however, went to Viniiie

Flat/, of Catholic U., who .scored IG

points with three firsts and one
third. He was hrsl m btith of the

hurdle events and in the high jump
also taking a third in the broad
.jump. In each of Ihe events lliat

lie was \iclorious he defeated the

man who had delealed him in

Washington la.st yi'ar. In the high
hurdles Fraat/, by virtue of a fa.sl

start, was able to lead Brown to

the linisli. On the lirsl iuirdU'

was unable to make up the

lance and lo.sl out by a fool.

In the low hurdles Fraat/
I continued on page live'

dis-

took

111 ol Ihe Blue ami Whit^'

INfF.HFSr
liiiri -1 )orni ba.M'ball was di.scon-

linu'ii because of Ihe lack of in-

it iiv-t shown by tJie sliident IxKly.

Iiilfr-fiaUriuly baseball was then
inaugurated thiii .vear with the
hope, that more enthusiasm would
be exhibited, but this plan, ap-

.,
purentiy, has aLso failed. Ev<Ty

.'Wi'ek a schedule of games appears
/ in the VILLANOVAN. A game was

s( henulefl last Monday night and
no on»' put in an ajjpearance. The
other night.s' games were scheduled,

bill the playing of them was
hnulered due to the wet weather.

This is granted, but on Sunday
morninu two more games were

schcfluled ^o be played The sky

was clear, the sun shone warm and
biiuhf and (he grmmd was dry. but
there Were no gann-s i^ayed.

This paper devotes some valuable

time anrl space to the arrangement
and publication of fral games and
would like to see n little response

and foopr-ration on the part of the

liat,eniilies II the Iralernities do
not care to participat«' in such a
Il aune let them Ji'isl make the

njatter known and thus save some
I line and trouble.

IK)WN thf: am.fy
Ol) rainy <lay.^. much like the

fHies whirh we have experienced

during tlje pnst week or we should

^a,\ night.s. ti uixkI place (o got some
< xen'Lse and lim Ls at the bowling

.illeAR tn the new gyMuiasfUm. We
^aid nights becansi' the alleys are

I'l" II niglits from .seven till eleven.
I

NetmenTo Meet
OavIsTomorrow

The yaine which was a .see-.saw

alTair all the way through was
started oil when Perkiomen jumped
to a two run, lead in the lir.st and
adde<l another in the .second. How-
ever, the Frosh came back in their

half of the .second to score two runs

also, when McShane's double was
followed by Skaffs triple, SkalT

.Scoring on an error by Wagner.
The Frosh took the U-ad in the

third when tour hits. lwo-ba,ses-on

balls and an error, gave them .six

runs. Three hits were slammed out

by Murphy, SkalT, Sylvester and
Len/i.

The lead wa.s short lived as the

prepslers came through in the fifth

to pound Sylvester for .seven more
nins, and then again In the seventh
and eighth they added two and one
respectively.

In the sixth the Frosh aLso

scored. MeShane obtainiiig his base

on error. SkalT driving him hoiiu'

with a double, his third hit of the

day. In the eighth Red Len/i
•scored the final tally after gaining
his ba.se on an error by Groot

Batting
to SkalT

For the past two years Villanova
has come out on the short end of

the score but since the Cat.s are
in a revengeful mood thts year the
odds are on the Varsity t^> break
the .spell that the future teachers
have held over them. In 1930 Wes;
Chester won the meet staged here
by the score of G2 to .').') while last

year in the meet held at Wes!
Chester. Villanova was defciited by
liie score of 79 '_• to 4(5 '-.

ThLs year the Teachers have
about the same team as last .sea.son,

From last year's team they will

have Joe in the javelin. He has
won this event against Villanova
lor the past two years and last

Saturday in the Slate Me»'t he won
with a Ihrow of 1G6 feet 1 inch. An-
other man is Weakely who placed
second in the 100 last year and who
won the 220 title at West Chesti-r

tjiii; i
Saturday in the fast time of 22 1-10
.^'conds. John.son, who won the
high jump against Capt. Corrigan
last year, will be -seen in action
again this .vear; he also won this
event Saturday tiemg for first with
Thomp.son of Clarion at .'J feet 7 '_•

inches. Myers, winner of the 440
and Fenlon, winner of the half
mile, are both back this year al-
though neither placed in the me«'i
on Saturday. Ol 'the newcomer.-.

Tossers Win

LosingGne
"'• ^-

)\ il(J,4'al.s I,use to Spriii};;(i<'M

Hut J{«iuliat«' l{<'a(iiig

Ltjwt'l iiiul H. C'.

CZlvSrck HITS IIAKI)
Two victories and one defeat was

the rsult of the annual invasion
of the Villanova baseballers into
the region of New England.
Spr.nglield Colleges welcomed Coach
McGeehan and his charges into
(he Bay State last Wednesday by
administering to them the wor.st
defeat they sustained .so far this
sea.son. The Wildcats' 16 to 5
beating was their third consecu-
tive los.s.

Credit for snmshing the team's
losing streak is due mainly to Emil
Reitz. for it was he who pitched
his mates to a 7 to 2 triumph over
the tossers from Lowell Textile.
It was Lefty's first attempt at
mound work this year. With Ihe
team back in its .stride again Ihe
Felines were in no jolly mood wiieii
inclement weather forced a can-
cellation of the game scheduled
with Boston U. for Friday.
In the last game of their in-

vasion the Wildcats met and con-
quered the representatives of
Boston College by a .score of 4 to 2.

With this triumph the Villanova
to.ssers were able lo count ten wins
as against 4 losses in the games
played thus far. Just two more
games remain on their .schedule.
Seton Hall will be our guests at the
stadium on May 24th and the .sea-

iw.ii !,..,.„ ..,-.. i.o ..,^ ..^'•'^"" *'" <^''ose with the WildcatsgoU team met Its .second,
„„,,,ij„^. Temple on the latters

the sea.son when Lehigh ii,,,,,,. diamond four days latter.

fiKORCJi: .F. JACOBS
Who at the present time is

holding the position of umpire
in a mid-we.stern baseball
leagu".

Cat Linksmen
Win Four More
Lehigh I'pst'ls Keline (iolfeis

\\ inning by 7 to 2

Score

KKLLY'S riKST DKIKAT

earlier in

and Osteo-

Afler iJi'eviotiK wins

the week over Delaware

pathy. 111.

reverse of

performed theh unexpected by

beating Villanova 7, to 2. Quinlan
and Weinhart were, the only win-
ners, coming through on the 22nd
liole ill both matches. J'he match
was played in a conthiual down-
pour. This. coiii)led with the long
journey and dece|)iiveiie.ss of the
(•our.se, aided Lehigh considerably.

,, ^, , , , , i

i^'ll Kelly, No, 1 man lost Ins iirsl
on the Normal School team perhaps i intercollegiate
McLaughlin and Knabb are the
best. McLaughlin look ihe 220 low
hurdles Saturday in the gcK)d time
of 23 7-10 .seconds, he al.so placi'il

in the dash taking thin! in the 100
He has been a consi.stenl point
scorer in the dashes and hurdles m
all the dual mecLs this ,\ear. Knabb,
a former Olney High Sch(x)l .star,

has been going well in the mile and
two mile events. On Saturday he
won the two mile race, setting a
new meet record. He lini.shed the
distance 10 minuU's 32 4-10 seconds
He al.so placed .second in the mile

I

event following Smilh of Clarion

j

who al.so .set a new meet record in

I

this event. The new record was 4

I
minutes 39 6-10 seconds. '

j

Other men on the team are
I

Brown, who placed in the two mih's
I
against Villanova last year. Drieber

'.second in the .shot put. Conrad in
< the pole vault,

honors for the day went' There is no doubt that the West!
IS he garnered three of I

Cfiester team will be a formidable

match after ten
straight wins.

Biicknell ollered lit 11,. opposition
at 1 cvvishnrgh. everyone winning
his match. Kelly fealmed with!
the best round ol the day a 76.

Cornelly. Ciuinlaii, Weinharl.
O'Neill and Captain Baker found
things easy.

.

TenniV Team Defeiils

at a l>v ;5-(>

Score

OTHKKS WASIIKI)

.Iiini-

OIT

The Umnis U^rtm ran into the
weather jinx for Ihe lirst time thi.^

.season. <and two probable vi(;lories

were (failed off. The match wilii

JiUiiiHa, the first Of three .schdiiled

on the trip up-stale, was the only
one start<'d. and that resulted in a

3-0 win lor the Wildcats
Cai)lain Sol Bermaii Johnnv

Sykes and Sam Miles won their

matches, and Manuel Suare/ and
Tom Edwards were leading theii

opponents when Jupe Pluviii.s

spoiled Ihe festivities The Sus-
quehanna courts were damp the
following flay, while a downpour kI

ram broke up the I ray with the
Bucknell Bisons at Lewi.sbiirn. ,.

The net men have won Ihi'if Iftf'l

five contests, and the season's ii'c-

ord n()w reads, nine and two 'I'h"

biu mat«h of Ihe .^eas(»n I hut with
Temple, is on the slate lor tomor-
row afternoon, at our courts The
Owls have aI.M» a iormidible record. I

but Father Maueh .s lads are oul to
I

i*iinm' the .'V-4 .seilja( k handed
them bv the Cherry and While last

.season

The Wildcats mav be handi-
capped il Bill OrciiUs inlecl<d loo'

do<>s not come around into shape,
but fliere Ls a slnmu possibihty of

him playing A return match wit it

Jiiniat4< al.so at our courts Is to !)«'

plaved on Friday. '

Ihe Frij.sh's .seven hits. iiKJSt of the

.s((;nim being a result of Perkio-
men's many errors, while the Frosh
also b(Hite(1 away several runs by
loose fa'UUng.

opponent for the Cats, but alter

their easy victory over Catholic
University last week it can easily

be s(>en the kind of a team that
Harry CoaU's has developed at

Berry and Levinc divided the
|

Villanova this year. So ii can be
luiiiiiiu a.ssigniiient for the up-.slat- said with hardly any reservation
• IS while Sylvester and Murphy that the Varsity will come through
were oh. the niound for the Frosh. with their second win of the year.

Traveling on Friday night, the
team was greatly aided by Louis
Dart ollering the u.se of his car
.so that the team could compete
against DiKiuesne in Pittsburgh.
This resulted in another victory.
Kelly again featured with another
76 and all other matches were
do.sely contested. Cornelly win-
ning out after 19 holes and Cap-
tain Baker by 1 up. John Byrnes
lost 1 uj). Final .score r(\sulted in

.5-1.

The Wildcat linksmen turned in
[the remarkable record of winning
four out of live matches during tlu
[last week. This is remarkable dm
to Ihe .strain i)laced upon Ihe boys
III I heir long travelling lo play the
opp(jsition.

On ivlonday alleriUMm Ilow.e
Garrity and his pill .swat ers met
ihe r.presentatiVvS of Temple on
(he C (iarbroo C, C. Course He-
iilts arrived too lac for publica-

tion.

//I (> I KIOHIES AM) ONE DEI' EAT IS KESl LI Ol \Ell E\(,E iM> I Hir

Proctor. >^r..

Y'ngton, rf,

l''iii;1<iti, c,

Mi'yers HI)

Uiiiwil. II)

O.sr-ll. Jl)

Beal>H', If

I'llimb .sh,

U'ardiis. p.

TOTALS

SHHlNtiFlEl.D
;.!. ..-. • AB.

.."j

.2

.6

.6

.6

.6

.4

.

.3

1 1 ..*,•.•«'• ..

Cii vaiiiiia;li. sm,

f/eslek. 2t)

fla/ella. .11)

Heit/, II)

Sliorlall. rf .

Ilurlburt II

Finn, rf! .

I yiicli. r
Kiiblhs p
Mdiitttoiiiery. p

40
VII.I.ANOVA

AB.
, . , ,4

5
4
4

......6

.v;;.4'
4
2
;i

1

B.
2

1

2
2
1

3
2
1

2

16

R.
I

1

2

1

o

H.
1

3
3
2
2
2
3
2

O.
3
2

4

13

3
1

J

IS 27 14

H O.
3

2
3
1

(i

Totals
V'lllaliovii , ,

iSpriinrlleld .

Frrnrs Menr.se

30 24

7 X

2 Ctii-

5
I I 3

10 10 7

(*iiva!iiiUKh
/ellii, Hvit/. Hiirlhort. K(>I>IIIh

Huns butted tn Ilurlburt 2 Ploiiib
•-• f/esuk (rii/clla 2 DriHroll 2.

KouMrdos 2 Proctor 2 Porrlngton 2
Mevtrs 2 Itrnwh. Two-base bits
(!ii/ell!i 2 Tliree base lilt Meyers
lluiTie run Piirrlnnloii StDleii biiws

Proetjtr Pnrrliinlon Plnnib 2 Bo-
'Mrdov. ('iivsiiiantrh. CzoHlrk. Hnen-
lifes YerrliiKloM Brown Plumb. B<i-

HiirduM IVMible play
IN'it/ I.ift on biiM-s

Cnvaniiugh.
C/eslck. 2b.

Oazella. 2b
Relt/.. p
Sbortall. lb
Hurlburt, If,

Finn. rf.

Trosky r

Wronskl. cf,

TOTALS

T'cottP. 2b
,J'wlc/, If. .

Kiikoska. c

Siivard. rf

Farlaiid. rf

Ci'inaii. .3b

Sbaplro 11)

l*,')remba, ss

Oarner. p
Hukia, p .

.Jarey

•Plllgiiin

VILLANOVA
AB.

MS , . .6

..... /.• . . .6

....;. :,.,.:4

/ , i .... 6
,..„....,, V.6
• . ;,.,; •• V* tO

.../v; .-.;.•> 6
;...;, .3
...... J.

3

R. H
2 2

.42 7

O. A.l
2 2 Cavaiiaiigli.

3 3 (V.esU'k. 2b.
(la/flju. 3b.

1
.") Kelt/, lb. . .

II I Trosky. e. , .

2 .Shortall. of.

3 Hurlburt If,

.') 2 , Kimi. rl '^i

'Wronskl '.'.

KinB, p-

VILLANOVA
AB. R.

16 27 13

4

, ,4
,•.4-

, .4

.3

.4

.4

.2

.2

.2

O.
3

1

1

12

H

1

I

The main rea.son why Springfield
was able to hand our to.s.sers such
a severe trouncing was becau.se
they found the twirhng of Kobilis
and Montgomery especially to their
liking. They pounded out a total

of 18 hits and for good measure
were granted 6 walks. The Felines
were also guilty of six errors.
Previous meeting the Wildcats
Springlield had lost three straight
games and the Villanovans were
unable lo cope with the power of
their pent-up .strength and ability
to wield a potent flail.

•Smoky" Kobilis la.sted until the
l.s<'venth inning when he was forced
,0 retire in favor of Jack Monl-
•uanery. Eddie was unable to get

a man out in thai frame. In the
six innings he pitched he allowed
nine hits and four walks. Mont-
e,omery fared no better for he was
touched for nine bingles in the re-

maining innings, Springlield scored
a total of 14 tallies in the .seventh
and ei!,'hth frames, .seven in each.
The only real redeeming feature of

the (ontest as far as Villanova
rooters are concerned was the
slugging of Captain George Gaz-
el'a. He led the Wildcats at the
plate, pounding out two doubles
and two singles for a perfect day
at bat. Hurlburt banged out two
iii'dcs for the runner-up position

in the hitting department. Don
Purrington slapped oul a mighty
home run besides two singles to

(continued on pa c sx»

Pool Contest To
Be Held In Gym
(on lest T.) He Held to Selee(

('ollt'j»i' Pool

Champion

TKXTILE
AB.

. . ..•.,. , r.6
.4

3

.3

, .3

.3

.3

.2

.3

1

I

. I

R.

I

I

II

H.
I

I)

I

1

II

o
3
1

12

2

A.
21

1

1

TOTALS .

noS'l'ON
33 4

coi I kof;
AB R
3

27 17

..»••,• •

roTAi ,s

Villanova 4

Textile
Krrois Sbortall

Furlaiiri ( iriissiiuiii

Hurlburt. Finn .Sbortall
{y.e.siek Tbree-base tilth

Vlllnnnvn tt. Bnav on ball*-

Double plays Turcotte. fJrosunmii:
Porernba and Kukoska. Jurewlc/ ftiid

KokoHka Left on ha*«<>N Vlllaiivon 10
Textile 8 Base on balls Off Rett/
n Oariier « Hit bv piteber By

{'avnnuugh to flarnrr (Oa/ella 2i .St ruck oof By
HpringOpId 11, Relty 0. Oarner H Umpires Koik

Lane. ef. . , .

(•row ley. 3b
oiSpo^'dl. Hy. .

2 O Kllge. II.

2 Oal'liir. p . .

3 Ol Har'ton. If. J

3 o'Kle<l rf. ; .

2 riiesb 2b,
1 (1 MclMlyre <•

I Hoy. |>

0, ••Uowtis
—I — .— 1*'*^'""''''^

31 ft 4 27 8
1 10 1—7 TO'I AL.S 32 2 6 27

2 2j * Ha tied for Klim iti seventh.
Turcotte. Savard,; " Balled fr r (Jallau'ber in 7th.
Two-baHe hlt.s '•'* Balled for Ftoy In nititb

rori'iiiba Villanova o d o n 4
Czeslek 2 Boston College 1 10

I

(I

I

II

II

II

O.

I

3

10

I

(I

1

12

A

3
.3

1

2
I

11

Innd Allen. Tlme^ 2 houfH 10 min

Two-base hits <'avaiinui;li. Wron
ski Home run C/vsirk HtoU-n baN-
»'s .Spoi'Miirdl Haerlllee lilt Spog-
niirell Raws on balls Off Oallauber
3; off KliiK 2 Hit by pltrber Bv
Kliiu iSpoijiiardi I Htnirk out Bv
(lallaitlicr 10 bv Kliii; 7. bv Roy 2.
Winning pitcher King

PLAN FOR Flirr RE
With the closing of the academic

vear will al,so come the closing of
lie bowling a'.'eys and billiard room
in the new "yinnasium.
However, before this occurs the

present s a-son will be climaxed
with a contest the purj)o.se of which
will be to choos" a 193'2 CoUe'U'
P(K>1 Champ on. Accordin-' to th?'

rules of the con est t!i' entry fee
will bo fifty cents and at least ten
<'ntries mu.st comnete All con'eit-
ants mus. ent r their names helore
Ihe 22nd of Mav. The conU'.si will

be in Uie form of an elimination
according to draw.

Father Fink wishes I > extend ti
tlie boys his hanks for their co-
operation wi.h th- ma^aTenient
and wi.shes to .sav that thv comiii"
seiuson will be one to be looked for-
ward to

I:. Is intended In the future lo or-
•-'anlze bowling teams Ix'tw 'i-n the
dltferent dormit-orles and a'so be-
tween the boarders a"d dav stud-
ents. It iR also .said I ha the nrofs
will bowl aRAlnst a p eked CoJIee.e
team
During examinations 'he r?ecrea-

tion R(K)ms will be clo.sed Up till

that line the pn',Hent .schedule will

be maintained

Tuesday, May 17, 1932
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"Introducing^^ Joseph V. Wetz Gets Mendel Medal

One of the most prominent and
most active members of the class
of 1932 is none other than Joseph

tk F. Dietz, who Is the proud

^^^ possessor of a brilliantM^^ record of accompllsh-
Wt meats. He matriculated

at Poughkeepsie High
m. School in New York,
wnere his versatile abilities first

came to the fore. On the athletic
field he distinguished himself as a
pitcher on the varsity base ball
nine and ably captained the team
during his senior year. On ihe
foot ball gridiron his duty as tackle
was mastered with the same quality
of ease that has successfully guid-
ed him through the following years
oi difficulty.

In the fall of 1928. "Joe" entered
the hallowed portals of ViUanova,
wherein he was destuied to gain
fuither honors for himself and to I an varsity men.
bring fame and dls-
tmction to his Aima
Mater. During his
rTosh year he was un
able to exhibit the
many inherent qualities
which torm^d his char-
acter due to the lack of
functions which are
available to rreshniien;

. but the urge to es-
tablish himself im-

. mediately did not pre-
vent him from becom-
ing active. He took
up his position as
tackle on the Prosh; football team,!iieveryone.
and as first string |j>itcher on the
baseball nine. The Prosh Hop
Committee also bore his name that
year.

His qualities as a leader and a
worker first began to manifest
themselves in his Sophomore year.
He fulfilled the office of Secretary
with that characteristic conscien-
tiousness which has prevailed
throughout his entire college car-
eer. He was appointed to serve on
the Vigilance Committee, and when
the Sophomore Cotillion Commit-
tee was picked 'Joe" was among
those selected. During this year he
was not able to play with the vars-
ity nine, but his ability as a foot-
ball player had not passed unseen
and he occupied his old position
on the line of the varsity eleven.
His Junior year, and "Joe" was

still occupying his position in the
limelight in all extra-curricular ac-
tivities. As chairman of the Junior
Prom his ingenuity and diligent
work contributed much to the suc-
cess of the most colorful affair of
the year.

On the football team he was
again represented on the varsity
line, ana after days of constant
ellort and labor he was awarded
his letter, an achievement which is

considered the greatest that any
athlete can accomplish. During
this season "Joe ' injured his knee
in the Georgetown game and was
prevented from playing football for
the remaining days of tils career
at Villanova.

"Joes' love for sports inspired
him to write and he is next seen
pe^ioiniing as an assistant on ihe
sports stall of the VILLANOVAN.
i.ie attempted to take pars on the
indoor track team, but his knee
injury prevented hun from exhibit-
ing ms ability as a trackman. He
wuo quite active in his fraternity,
the bpsilon Phi Theta, and tht
varSiL> club which is composed oi

In his Senior yeai
Joe" became a coi-
minist on the VILLA-
NOVAN ana, whue ful-
.iiiing the task of col-
...iUist, he brought to

[.iKht another quality
AHich added to his

Jpop ularlty on the
|oaiiipus. tie has proved
iitmbeit to be a column-
|iSt of the hrst class, the
<vlt and numor display-
'ed in his weekly writ-
ings being enjoyed and
looked forward to by

Francis Garvan Appointed
To Receive Mendel Medal
or Scientific Research

FKAi\i;i&> r. UAn.«i«i<«

As a member of the Belle Air
Ball Committee, he was one of the
most ardent workers, sei-ving with
his customary efficiency as he has
done in the past. The professional
manner in wnich he has performed
his duty as Managmg Editor of the
Senior annual, the Belle Air, de-
serves no little credit. Here he was
entrusted with a grave responsibil-
ity, and there is no doubt tnat con-
tributed toward the success of such
a noteworthy publication. In the
fall he willingly offered his assist-
ance in coachmg the Junior Varsity
team and ably served as secretary
and treasurer of the Spiked Shoe
Club of VUlanova.

"Joe's" magnetic personality and
colorful versatility will never be
forgotten by his fellow classmates
after he has departed from the
portals of Villanova. His undying
humor and broad smile will live
long in the minds of his many
friends, and even if he does be-
come a journalist, there is no doubt
that his inherent qualities will
bring him success.

A-S.M.E. Elects

New Of f icerisi

Medal Is Awarded Annually
For Contribution to Sci-

entific Progress

WAS FOUNDED IN 1929

Officers Are Elected at Recent
Meeting, McGrath Being

Chosen Chairman

STORMS VICE-PRESIDENT

Wednesday evening, a last g?e»>
to-geth-r was arranged in the form
jf a smoker given by the Villanova
Chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, at the new
gymnasium. Prominent speakers
were invited and a gift to Professor
J. S^nley Morrhouse and his wife
was presented after the last speak
er, had spoken.

, f~-
New officers were elected ^nd It

gave them a chance to break in
with the resi:. of the members and
also served as a final asembly for
the men of the graduating class be-
fore they severed their connecton
with the college.

Charles Meyer was elected chair-
man for the year 1932-1933, suc-
?creding Clement C. Bushwell who
save up his regime a: the smoker
after completing one of the most
successful years the A. S. M. E.
ev:r had at Villanova. Robert Ried
succeeded Joseph Hahn as vice-
chairman for the coming year.

Francis P. Garvan. former U. S.

Assistant Attorney General and
Alien Property Custodian during
the World War, president of tho
Chemical Foundation of America,
has been awarded the Mendel
Medal by this College for 1932, It

's announced by Rev. Jame-, H.
Griffln, O. S. A., president of the
college.

* This medal l.s awarded annually
by the college in reco-'nition of
itoteworthy contributions toward
the progress of science. The medal
is a commemoration to the re-
searches of Abbot Gregar Mendel,
th^ Augustlnian monk, who dis-
covered the fundamental laws in-
fluencin-? heredity,

Mr. oarvan hus been active in
the course of stimulating the
science of Chemical practice and
research in American schools.
Numerous medals and scholarships
have been presented to students of
Catholic institutions by him. Mr.

Garvan is a well known Catholic.He will receive the medal from the
college on June /, at the com-
mencement exercises.

The Mendel Medal was founded
in 1929 by thp trustees of Villanova
College. The first recipient of thio
medal was Dr. John A: Kolmer,
blood specialist at the University of
Pennsylvania. Dr. Albert F. Zahm
director of Aeronautical Research'
Library of Congress, Washington!
^. C, and Dr. Karl F. Herzfield.
professor of Physics at Johns Hop-
kins University, were the two other
recipients of this medal

INTER-FKAT BASEBALL
May 17—E. P. T. vs. P. K. P.,

Prosh Field at 7.

May 18—L. K. D. vs. D. P. E..
Prosh Field at 7.

May 19—E. P. T. vs. D. P E
Prosh Field at 7.

May 22—D. P. E. vs. P. K. P.,
Stadium at 10 a. m.
May 22—E. P. T. vs. L. K, D.,

Prosh Field at 10 a. m.

Varsity Nine Wins Two And
Loses One On Trip Nort

Paramount

Diner
BRYN MAWR
TBT OUB DINNER
4.30 to 8.S0 P. M.

55c
Open 24 Hours a Day

Reservation of Rooms
To lie Heid Next Week

opportunity.

A policy of "Ph^t come, first

aerved" is to be followed by Pr.

Pink, prefprence to be shown stu-
dents in the order of tlieir respec-
tive classes. Retention of presently
occupied rooms will not be allowed
unless properly reserved.

Incoming Seniors may register

iheir preference, May 25; incoming
Juniors, May 26; ahd incoming
dophomores, May 27. Reservations
wLl not be made without payment
of the registration fee of five dol-
lars/ .••: •:..;.-;'.;•.:. ' ; .;-

Announcement of pei'lods for
the reservation of rooms for the
inext school year ha§ been ma,de
by Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. 8 A
vice-president. Students desiring I

to retain their present rooms or I

those who wish to secure new quar-
ters during the coming year are,
asked to avail themselves of this'

If you vvuiil r«*ul

JOB PI^ IN TING
»r llu' iicUfHt, kiinurlrst NtyhtH In

STATIONERY
Consliohocken Recorder
Printei-H «r Voiir (^(>lli*Kr Taper

JKIIKY" OOLANHw

T-r

WHITE LJNEN

SUITS

<i,
$9.75

-w

Sport Coats

Seersuckers

$7.75

Flannels

OUR ONLY SHOWIM; AT VILLANOVA-^

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, in the PIE SHOP

JACK MOORE "26"
1306-8 Sansom No. 2 Walsan Arcade 1309-11 Walnut

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dorit Forget Our PhiladelphUi Address

Felines Down Boston College
and Lowell But Lose

to Springfield

(continued from page four)

lead the enemy at bat.

Lowell Bows
With Lefty Reitz twh-ling magni-

ficantly and with every Wildcat
collecting at least one hit, the
teams three-game losing streak
was ended when Lowell Textile
bowed to the tune of 7 to 2. Reitz
allowed but four well-scattered
hits and fanned six. Lowell scored
their only runs in the second canto
when Poremba doubled after two
of his mates had been granted free
passage. The Felines collected a
total of fifteen base hits but at
limes were unable to produce a
bmgle or two which would have
changed the final score consider-
ably. Sixteen WUdcats were left
on base, the Lowell twirlers being
spasmodically very eflective l-wice
the Wildcats had the bases jammed
with no one out and could not
push a man across.

To open the game the Wildcats
scored four runs. The team batted
completely around and poled out
SIX hits. After the Instituters had
scored their two tallies in the sec-
ond, the Wildcats pulled slowly
further away from them, scoring
one run in the fourth, fifth and
ninth Innings. Joe Czesick fielded
brilliantly and led both teams at
bat

Ea^le Feathers
Joe Czesick again turned in a

splendid performance as the Wild-
cats trounced their old rivals from

Boston College. It was Joe's lusty
homer with two men on in the sev-
enth that put a finish to a four-
run rally and sewed up the game
for Villanova. Oeorge Khig pitch-
ed steadily for the Felhies and his
support was errorless. The Eagles
nicked his castings for but six hits
and George set down seven of them
via the strike-out route. He
granted only two passes. Mc-
Intyre, with two singles, led both
outfits at the plate. Villanova
garnered the same number of bin-
gles off Gallagher and Roy as the
Eagles made off King.
Coming into the seventh trailing

by two runs and Gallagher holding
their bats well in check, the situa-
tion looked none too bright for the
Wildcats. Hurlburt opened the
inning by fanning. Wronski, bat-
ting for Finn, doubled to left
Trosky then fanned but King
walked and Toby doubled to deep
left, scoring Wronski, quick fielding
holding King at third. Czesick
then provided his circuit clout and
put the game on ice for the Wild-
cats and brought the 1932 New
Elngland invasion to a happy end-
ing.

Do You Inhale?

STUDENTS-<lesiring to enter
sales field during summer
months. Men selected receive
special training and guaranteed
contract paying $18.00 per week
for eleven weeks with opportun-
ity for extra earnings. Trans-
portation paid to men choosing
to travel. Also opening for ex-
perienced salesmen desiring ad-
vancement as team captain Ap-
ply 1600 Walnut street, Room
1106, 3:30 to 5:30 P. M., Friday
Saturday and Monday.—Adv

Bond Clothes are the world's
;

largest makers of two-pants suits
\

I

Individually tailored for you. Dis-

tinctive styles for the man who

cares to dress well.

I

^

$20.00 - $25.00

$30.00 - $35.00

For our rustom built two-pants

suits, topcoats and tuxedos

SH()lr|^'C EVERY THURSDAY

MAHKKT STREKT NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
OPPOSITF CITY HALL PHILADBLnUA. TA.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim im im iinn iimum ,,^

Certainly
7 but of 10 smokers inhale

knowingly the other

3 inhale unknowingly

DOyou inhale? Seven out often smokers

ktiow they do. The other three inhale

without realizing it. Every smoker breathes

in sQme part of the smoke he or she draws

out otV<icarette«

Think, then, how important it is to be

certain that your cigarette smoke is pure

and clean— to be sure you don't inhale

certain impurities!

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has dared

to raise this much -avoided subject . . .

because certain impurities concealed in

even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves are

removed by Luckies' famous purifying

process. Luckies created that process. Only
Luckies have iti

Do you inhale? More than 20,000 physi-

cians, after Luckies had been furnished them
for tests, basing their opinions on their smok-

ing experience, stated that Luckies are less

irritating to the throat than other cigarettes.

•• «9

It*s toasted
Y—r TfcTMt Prttoc«M-a|aiiMt Irrttatloii - tihut cowgh

•':'
O. K. AMERICA

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE- f^ m^rm m,n»,„ uitk iht uorU't fimttl Janet tnlmlt*,. mmdU-mtmi Uuky Stnit mtw$ ft*l»nt. tvtry Tuttdsj. ThmnJ^sy and UiurUai rwn/iix «.vr N. fl C Mwtrki.
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Junior Class Elections

Today

Don't Forget To Hand In

Your Vote VILL
Do Not Let ThelVeather

Get The Best Of You

Always Be Neat And Dressy

Around The Campus
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Junior Class Holds Election Of Officers Today
Clubs Elect
Officers For
Coming Year
Albany, Connecticut and

Wilkes-Barre Clubs^

Elect New Men
,'^f

THREE NEW PRESIDENTS

with ;he school year rapidly
(irawing to a close, the Interest of
all ths campus organizations is

being centered upon nomination
and election of men to hold office
during the coming season.
On last Wednesday a the final

m eting of the Albany Club, new
cfflcers were chosen. They are as
follows: President, J. Bradford
Schuyler; Vice-President, Philip C
Algozztne; Secretary, J. Howard
Ogle; Treasure, J. Eugene Hart-
nett.

Those members who held office

during the past year and who ar

:

being succeeded by the newly elec-

:ed men are President, Joseph
Bastian; Vice-President, J. Brad-
ford Schuyler; Recording Secre-
tary, John Scuderi; Corresponsing
Secretary, Joseph A. Hoennig;
Treasurer, J. Eugene Hartnett.

During the same week, the mem-
bers of tha Connecticut Club, che
most recent addition to the campus
organizations, assembled and like-

wise chose Uieir leaders for the
coming year. The victorious can-
dida:es were President, James Tyr-
rell; Vice-President, Francis Hack-
ett; Secretary, Richard Hart;
Treasure, John Hughes.
Both Mr. Hart and Mr. Hughes

held these same offices during the
season now drawing to a close. The
offices of President and Vice-
President, however, were occupied
by WilliaJn Tracy and Mr. Tyrell,

respeojvely.
The election results of the Wilkes-
Barre Club show that David
Reedy, Business student, succeeds
James Garrity as president. The
other officers that were elected

are Joseph Kalna, Edgar Lynett
and James T. O'Connell ^i^ho re-

ceive the offices Of Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasiu^r, respec-
tively. William Driscoll, Edward
Palevlch and Daniel Daly are the
other retiring officers.

Micklos ISamed Editor

of 1933 Belle Air

According to an announcement
made by the Rev. John Crawford,
O. S. A., Moderator of the Belle
Air annual book, John J. Mick-
los, Managing Editor of the
VILLANOVAN, is to be the BeUe
Air Editor-in-Chief for the year
of 1933. Pr. Crawford also ap-
pointed Francis L. Martin as
Business Manager. Both of the
newly elected editors are Engine-
ering students! The remainder
of the stuff will be selected in the
near future.
This is a new departure from

the previous system. Up till now
he EditOT-ln-Chief and the Bus-
iness Manager were appointed by
Tlie Senior Class President. This
year, however. Pr. Crawford has
made the appointments, b^ing the
first time he has done so.

V.L.S. Holds
Election Of
Ne\vOfficers

Soph-Frosh
Spring Dance
Big Success

>*.*,
.

'

I ii| m i

'
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Presidents of Sophomore and

Freshman Classes Both

Pleased With ResultB

Brooklyn-Long Island

Club Holds ISominalions

CLOSES SOCIAL SEASON

Three Juniors, Two Sopho-

mores and One Fresh-

man Get Offices

CONLAN IS PRESIDENT

Talk On Radio
Given To Class

"Radio and Advertising'*

Topic of Lecture by

Joseph Nassau

Is

GIVEN TO SOPHOMORES

Yesterday morning, in the class

In Advertising of the Sophomore
business students, Joseph M. Nas-
sau, director of station WLIT, de-
livered a talk on "The Radio and
Advertising."

In opening his lecture, Mr. Nas-
sau gave a brief outline of the his-

tory of radio broadcasting. He
stated that the popular use of the

radio did not begin until 1920 when

The activi,ties of the Literary
Society were concluded last even-
ing at the final m3etlng of the
year. Professor Joseph T, Jonas
expressed his compete satisfaction
in the manner in which the Socle y
functioned and stated that he had
high hopes and extensive plans
for the coming school year.

The Installation of the newly
chosen officers XKjk place last

night and the election of the week
previous had placed the following
men in power for the next two
semesters. Joseph J. Conlan and
Raymond J. Harter by virtue of an
unanimous nomlna Ion assumed
the offices of President and Re-
pording Secretary, respectively,

while the society elected WUUam
Zeil, Vice-president, Paetrus Ban-
miller, Treasurer, John Micklos,
CorresfKMiding Secretary and Ru-
dolph Lehnau, Sergeant-at arms.
Daniel Buckley, the retiring presi-

dent, officiated at the meeting

The constitution of the Literary
Society was enlarged la^t nigh by
an article coming from the hands
of the committee which was in

charge of the distribution of keys
for this year. This aricle concern-
ed itself with the requirements
which would be necessary for the
obtaining of a key. All members
in good standing, with the cxcen-
tion of those in their firs year in
the organization, would be eligible

for keys and those obtaining a tota*

of ten points in the course of on":

or more years would receive the
coveted reward. The points ar? tc

be awarded for participating in
plays, debates, broadcasts, and for

special work, such as the hodin"
of office, stage manager, busln ss

mtmager of a production, etc. This
is tho first year tha. the Literalv
Society awarded keys and the m n
to be so honored were Daniel
Buckley, Martin Gill, Joseph Con

KDKA began operating. ('an, Joseph Houseman, Raymond

At that time station KDKA out-|Hfrter and Charles Goggi. All
"j - „„4. „* «^ «^i-„ „.v,j«u o^fl these men were at least five pol-^ts

lined a set of principles, which are

still followed In broadcasting. The
principles are: First, to work hand
in hand with the press; second, to

provide programs of the greatest

possible benefit to the greatest

number of people; third, to avoid

monotony; fourth, to present dis-

tinctive features at regular Inter-

vals; and fifth, to be continuous,

I. e., to operate every day in the

year.

Modem broadcasting, however, as

It Is known and employed today,

did not come into its own until

1926 when the operating stations

began to commercialize their pro-

grams. Accordingly, on November
15 of that year, the National

Broadcasting Company was formed
with the purpose of offering better

facilities for commercial broadcast-

ing.

Mr. Nassau further outlined the

various dimensions into which ad-
vertising is classified. In the first

dimension we have the newsjjapers;

In the second, magazines and pic-

torials; in the third, outdoor medi-
ums, such as sign boards and elec-

tric dlspla.ys; and in the fourth
dimension we have the radio.

In the first three of these di-

mensions, it was pointed out, the
appeal is to the sease of sight. In
the last, however, the appeal Is to

the .sense of hearing. It Is for this

reason that the radio must play
largely upon the Imagination.
Continuing, the speaker stated

that the rates for broadcasting de-
pend upon the circulation of the
station. He then went on to quote
a number of statistics di-scloslng the
costs of radio advertising Jn the
various sections of the United
States.

In conclusion, Mr. Nassau extend-
ed a cordial welcome to the stu-
dents of Villanova College to visit

the studios of station WLIT in
imiladelphia.

over the required total The credits

that were accrued by the other
nembers of the organization will

be transferred to next year's total.

At jho conclusion oi" :he meet-

nT Professor Jonas stated that he

wished to make a public announce-

ment, acknowledging the splendid

cooperation which the Society re-

ceived from the VILLANOVAN and
Chat it was his sincere hope to be

able to show his appreciation in

some small degree.

Approximately 300 couples la«t

Friday night danced ' to the

rhythms of Wally , Blakslee's Ii*-

ternatlonal orchestra and Ray B«-
ratta's "Villanovans" at the Sopho-
more-Freshman Spring Frolic held

in the new audltorium-gymnasim
as the climax to Villanova's social

season. Joseph A. McGuinn and
George C. Malhame were Sopho-
more and Freshman chairmen, re-

spectively. The dance was both a
financial and social success, accord-
ing to the chairmen.

James T. O'Connell, president of

the Sophomore class, was satisfied
|

to the fullest extent in the manner
in which all details of \he dance
were handled. He said, "I wish to

thank the members of the Sopho-
more and Freshman classes for

their exceptional support and also

the chairmen and their commit-
tees for their fine work. The
dance came up to all expectations
and was a success because of the
combined efforts and cooperation
of both classes in the first uinion

between the second and first year
men. The playing of Ray Baratta
and his "Villanovans" pleasingly
surprised me and I wish to extend
him my slncerest gratitude and ap-
preciation for his fine work."

John T. Brown, Freshman class

president, also expressed himself as
well pleased with the dance. He
stated, "In this initial function of

the Freshman class which saw'

pleasant relations rise between my
class and the Sophomore class, I

feel that a better dance could not
be held by any other class on the
campus. We had the largest repre-
sentation of students of all the
dances this year and I am extend-
ing my thanks to hem tor then-

support and also to the respective
committees for their efforts

"

Outstanding among the guests
present at this dance were Rev.
James H. Griffin, O. S. A., Rev
Ruellan P. Pink, O. S. A., Rev. Ed-
ward J. Carney, O. S. A., Rev.
Charles Brown, O. S. A., Rev. Ber-
nard McConville, O. S. A., and Rev.
Francis Ludwlg, O. S. A.
The gym was decorated with a

false celling, ferns and lamps. The
orchestra played in a specially
constructed shell which caused the
music to be easily heard in all
parts of the huge building. Novel
dance programs were given to all
couples.
Mr. Baratta's Villanovans" are

to be commended on their music,
most of the time equalling the
music of Wally Blakslee's Die
tators. The "Villanovans" rose to
unforseen heights and surprised all
the couples present.
The orchestra took turns in play

;ng. Each played for half an hour,
with about a five minute intermls-
'.lon between changes.

The committees were composed
of the following students: Sopho-
more Committee—Joseph A. Mc
Guinn, chairman, Joseph Neylon,

John Finn, William Hennessey,

William McCarty, William Hughes,
Thomas O'Donnell, Peter Leone,
Grant Dunleavy, Wilfred Therlault,
Edward Ocelus, Alfred Gagliardl,
Alfred Wolnskl and William Con-
roy. Freshman Committee—George
Mulqueen, Prank Willis, Bernard
Lee, George Costa, James Shea,
William Slaughter, Jeremiah Daly,
Paetrus Banmlller, Walter Coyle,
Michael Verniero, Edwin Riley and
Neuman Stoll.

Last Tuesday evening the
Brooklyn-Long Island Club con-
vened and nomlna ed men who
will compete for the offices of
that club for the coming year.
The nominees are President, Ste-
phen Duhamel and Howard Rich-
mond; Vice-President, William
Conway; Secretary, Joseph Mc-
Guinn; Treasurer, Charles Riley
ana Joseph Hahn.
Mr. Conway and Mr. McGuinn,

being the only nominees for the
offices of Vice-President and
Secretary^ are automatically Im-
anlmously elected for those f>osl-

tlons, respectively.

iTie members who are In offlpe
at present are President, Joseph
Barsln; Vice-President, Stephen
Duhamel; Secretary, Frank Mc-
Dermott; Treasurer, James Mc-
Guinn,

ConlanAndRosenVie For
Office Of President In
Closely Cbiitested Election

llllliHI I

Hafkett, Riclimoticl, LaFond and Hickey in Race for Vice-

Presidency, Lucey Opposes Hughes for Treasury Of-

lice, and Wilson and £o% are Secretarial Candidates

COUNCUi COLLECTS VOTES IN CLASSROOMS

Senior Book
Is Praised
By Students

Limited Supply of Books Is

Rapidly Being Depleted

by Many Orders

FACULTY IS PLEASED

Students Reprimanded On
Lack of Neatness in Dress

Sultry, hot sunny days are here,

a fact clearly made apparent and
evident even to the hottest blood-

ed Individuals by tiie modes of

dress being exhibited by many
students who seem to feel that the
sloppier, for want of a better term,

that they dress, the more comfor-
table they will be not only from
the heat but also from 'lie laws of

convention.
The Rev. Ruellan P. Pink. O.

S. A.. Vice-President of the college,

called special attention to the ap-
oearance which a number of the

students ar- making on the cam-
pus, much to the de«jlmen,'> of the

college reputation for neatness in

dress.

"Students cannot be denied com-
fort," contended Fr. Pink, "bu'.

neatness need not be sacrificed. I^

is essential and foremost that a
student always have about him a
certain degree of tidiness in his

drcM."
The center of abuses of this form

of convention is upon the tennis

courtn. Hen?, in full view of thous-

ands of motorists who pass the

courts, many students are in the
habit of removing their shirts, and
scMne even go so far as to enjoy
their play stripped to the waist.
"Such appearances," claimed Pr.
Fink, "will not be countenanced
by the authorities."
This unconventional habit Ls ev-

en becoming noticeable in the din-
ing room and chapel. Students who
are returning overheated from their
various forms of ao Ivities are
sauntering into these places with-
out the customary coat and tie.

The vice-president asserted that
warm weather will be no excuse for

leniency in tWs respect either.
"I wish to caU the attention of

the students to the large number
of daily visitors to the campus,"
FT. Fink further sTated. "The im-
pression created by the so-called
'Collegiate' mode of dress is none
too flattering. That the visitors

may not leave the campus feeling
that u^ter disregard for neatness
is being shown by the students. It

will be expected that the .students
improve this condition before any
aotton is taken."

The Belle Air has fulfiUed all

predictions in that it is unanimous-
ly adjudged to be one of tha finest
yearly publications ever to appear
^n the campus. Both the keen
craftsmanship evidenced in J s

structural comprlsal and Its high
literary qualities combine to make
t a book that has worthily upheld
and advanced all tradition.

The Belle Air also has met with
much approval in 'Jie eyes of the
faculty who are not in the least
hesitant to acclaim It as a year
book worthy of Villanova In every
respect.

All who wish to buy a copy are
urged i;o do so immediately. There
has only been a ilniited nuiiibcr
edlted and these bid fair to soon
be sold. Needless to say the real
value of the BeUe Air can never be
.eally appraised because with each
•succeeding year it will increase in
ths preclousness of Its cherished
memories so as ;;o make its possess-
-on something to be treasured.

Martin L. Gill,, Editor-ln-Chlef
A the Belle Air, wishes to say," I

sincerely hope that the Belle Air
will be a happy means of recalling
.h:; days of college life and tha
t will serve to keep alive the mem-
.>ries of acquaintances and ac-
tivities that are so dear to all."

The entire staff thaij has so dil-

.gently labored in the production
3f the book Is as follows: Martin
Gill, EdItor-ln-Chlef; Albert Wag-
ner, Robert Smith and Joseph Con-
an,' Assistant Editors; Soi Berman,
3p>orts Editor; Gerald Dolan, As-
ilstant Sports Editor; Charles
Goggi and Raymond Harter, Ac-
civlties Editors; Thomas Dwyer,
Senior Class Editor; William Zeil,

Sophomore Class Editor; Joseph
Houseman, Junior Class Editor;
Samuel Fleming, Photography Ed-
Vior; Joseph Deltz, Managing Edi-
tor; Louis Dart, Business Manager;
Gerald Enrlght, Circulation Man-
ager and Louis Hoffsteln, Jack Mc-
Dermott and Anthony Remy, As-
sistant Clrculaion Managers.

One of the most closely contested
elections held on this campus for

3ome tinie took place this morning
when members of the Student
Council went through the classes

gathering the votes of the Juniors
in the annual junior class elect-

ions. The returns have not as yet
been made public.

In the race for the presidency, Jo-
seph J. Conlan, newly elected presi-

dent of the Villanova Literary So-
ciety and candidate from the Arts
School, opposed the present presi-

dent, Robert Rosen. The former had
the backing of the Pre-Med and
Arts Schools while the latter was
supported by the Business and En-
gineering Schools. Frank Hackett,
Pre-Med, was also nominated for

president, but he withdrew In favor
of Mr. Conlan. He was later nom-
inated to the office of vice-presi-

dent.

the nominees for the vice presidency
were Richard Hickey, Arts; C. Don
LaFond, Elnglneer; Howard Rich-
mond, Pre-Med, and the above-
mentioned Mr. Hackett.

In the fight for the treasurer's

oflBce James J. Lucey, Pre-Med,
and George Hughes, Business, the
present treasxurer, are neck and
neck and the Issue Is still in doubt.
John Wilson, Pre-Med, and

James J. Fox, Business, hotly con-
tested for the office of secretary.

Rudolph Lehnau, Arts, Joseph
Kalna, Pre-Med, and Stephen
Duhamel, Engineer, were the candi-
dates for the Student Council.
The above candidates were nom-

inated at the Junior Class meeting
which was held last Friday after-
noon In room 214 Mendel Hall. At
khe begiruxlnK of the minting James
Garrity, President of the Student
Council, addressed the gathering
and stated how the elections were
CO take place.
James B. Finn, Jr., a member of

the Student Council, took charge
of the nominations. Whenever
any disagreement arose Mr. Finn
ably saw to it that the dissension

did not last for any length of time.

Five Former
Editors Get
Gold Aw^ards
Wagner, Buckley, Dietz,

White and Berman
Are Recipients

GIVEN BY FR. KENNY

Mendel Bulletin

HereNextWeek

Thespians Enact
Play Over Radio

"Nerves" Forms Subject

Initial Broadcast Over

Improved Station

of

PORTRAYS WAR SCENES

Last Wednesday evening the
Belle Masque Players were heard
for the first time over a large

radius over the improved WHAT.
For quite some time reception over
this station was reported very poor,

but due to new studios and methods
of transmitting including the trans-

ference of the antennae to one of

the best locations in Philadelphia,
all those who listened in to the
thespians last week were more than
pleased with the excellent results.

Having received the largest num-
ber of requests for '"Nerves", a war
olay, which the thespians broad-
cast last November on Armistice
Day, a repetition Was made, and
•Nerves" introduced the Belle

Masque Players to its much en-
larged audience.
At an airplane hanger in Prance,

a young aviator, Jack Fairhlll, Ls

desperately afraid to take off on the
regular morning patrol with his

companions, and induces a friend

to serve instead. When the return
of the patrol finds the substitute

absent the captain, finding out
about this case of 'nerves' severely

rebukes Jack for his poor sports-

manship and the probable cause
of the death of a companion.

(ConUnaed on Page Poor)

Consists of Scientific Articles

and Illustrations of

Importance

HAS INTERESTING FACTS

During the past week, the form-
er senior editors of the VILLANO-
VON, who completed their terms
of office in the early part of last
mon^, were presented with gold
keys In appreciation of the toils

and efforts they had put forth
while working upon the various
staffs of the paper. The presen-
.atlons were made by the Rev.
WilUam A. Kenny, O. S. A, Fac-
ulty Advisor of the paper.

Those who received the keys
were Albert C. Wagner, IDanlel S.
J Buckley, Joseph F. Dietz, Will-
iam S. White, and Sol Berman.
Ihese men formerly held the of-
fices of Editor-in-Chief, Sports
Editor, Oolumnl&t, Business Man-
ager, and Feature Sports Editor
respectively.

The custom of presenting these
keys was Instituted last year main-
ly through the efforts of Pr. Kenny.
According to the requirements
which were proscribed at that time
all editors who are members of the
graduating class are eligible for
the award.
This year the custom was con-

\.lnued and the quality of the
keys slightly improved upon. They
are constructed so thai, they may
be worn upon the watch chain of
the owner, and each one has upon
its back the name of the former
editor and the office he held.
The design of the keys is at the

same time neat and attractive.
They are square In shape, and upon
the face of them there is an em-
k>ossed book across which lies a
pen.
The keys were made by J. E.

Caldwell, a concern in Philadel-
phia.

The Mendel Bulletin, an annual

publication made possible by the in-

dustrious labors of a group of

members of the Senior Science
class, is expected ;o make its ap-
pearance on Wednesday, June the
lirst, according to the latest repwrts

from the Edijor-in-chief, Harry
Singley. The book has gone to press

and it is the belief of Mr. Slngley
and the other members of the staff

thai this issue will excell all others
since the foundation of such a pub-
lication a number of years ago.

The book consists of a number
of scientific articles and illustra-

tions explairung and proving var-

ious details which are confronted in

the Science world by every student
of science. The numerous facts

mentioned in the articles have been
calculated from experiments per-

formed by pre-medlcal students of

Jie Senior class, and are expected

to be of the greatest interest to

students contemplating the study
of medicine.
The feature article of this year's

publication is a story con:xibuted

by Doctor F. Herzfeld, professor of

Physics at the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity and the recipient of last

year's Mendel Medal. The article Is

entitled "The Reversibility and Ir-

reversibility of Reactions according

to the Kinetic Theory." It is an
original preparaion and one that

win be of importance in the field

of Physics. Although it is not a

new study its progress has been
quite vague and requires constant

study.
other topics of Importance are

those on Carbon Monoxide pois-

oning and Hypnotism and the use

of Medicine.
The members of the staff

have contributed much of their

time and efforts to make this

Lssue the best ever. The staff con-
sists of: Harry Slngley. Editor-in-

Chief: James B. Finn. Jr., Man-
aging Editor; Francis Trapp and
Samuel Fleming, Technicians;
James Burke, Louis DeRosa, Louis
Hoffsteln. Irving Orobman. Harold
Llbby. John Paladine, Salvatore
Meshon and Charles Moore. Asso-
ciate Editors; William Rellly and
Louis FanelH, Circulation Editors.

Society Accepts
New Candidates

Twelve Aspirants Enter Beta
Gamma and Belle Masque

Chapters

END YEAR'S INITIATIONS

On Monday, May 16, the Belle

Masque and Beta Gamma chapters
of the Villanova Literary Society

had the final initiations for ad-
mission into the society this year.

Of the men trying for admission
Into Beta Gamma the following

were accepted; Romeo Cavaliere,

Eugene DlCerto, Vincent O'Connor,
James Griffin, Edgar Cottrell, Dan-
iel Smith and Robert Bouson.

Messrs. Cavaliere, DiCerto and
O'Connor defended the affirmative
side of the question, "Resolved:
That Democracy Has Failed In
America." Mr. Griffin defended
the question, "Resolved: That Pro-
hibition Should Be Abolished Be-
cause of Taxation." Mr. Cottrell
defended the affirma'ive side of
the question, "Resolved: That the
United States Should Recognize
Soviet Russia." Messrs. Smith and
Bouson were of the negative con-
ention.

After each man had presented his
views on the subject for disciisalon,
the society refuted their argu-
ments in an attempt Co destroy
their oases.

In the Belle Masque chapter the
following men were accepted: Ad-
rian Chlsholm, Walter Coyle, Peter
Dancllla and Thomas Scanlon.
These men had to rectee from

memory different parts of various
pays and give their interpretation
of the characters involved, or
otherwise .show their dramatic abil-
ity.

The best performance of the ev-
ening was given by Mr. Scanlon
who gave his Interpreation of a
very well known gentleman on the
campus.
There will be no more initiations

for adml.sRlon Into the Society un-
11 next September.
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SPICY, lively up to the minute. The new

Belle Air has made its appearance and has

fully lived up to the advance

BELLE reports given about it by its

AIR editor and his assistants. Mar-
• tin L. Gill undertook the diffi-

cult task of publishing the annual just two

months before its scheduled appearance, and

although many were the misgivings as to

the possibility of producing a worthwhile

annual in that short span of time, he set out

with the determination that could not be

balked. The result of his energetic labors

in this difficult task has been most striking-

ly shown by the publication of a Belle Air

that overshadows many of those published

in the past. As Managing Editor, Joseph F.

Dietz showed his abiHties as an organizer,

directing the many tasks connected with the

publication in a highly efficient manner. Not

a single phase was neglected in the hurry

and bustle of speedy publication, a fact evi-

denced by the success enjoyed financially by

the annual, a success made possible by the

efforts of Louis M. Dart, Business Manager.

We bow to these men as well as to the staff

which so conscientiously labored under their

direction, for the result of their labors is a

Belle Air that will provide not only the last-

ing remembrance of their Alma Mater, but

a book that will fill every Villanovan with

pride. Space does not allow commendation

of the many features of the book. It will

suffice to say here that never has a Belle

Air appeared with more novelties, more live-

ly writeups or more modem a motif. The

1932 Belle Air perfectly typifies the age in

which we are living. Again, our^ heartiest

congratulations to the staff and its moder-

ator, the Rev. John H. Crawford, 0. S. A.,

for their notable contribution to our field of

literary art.

* * * « •

AS the commencement ceremonies rapidly

approach, some two hundred seniors are pre-

paring to leave Villanova to

THE start in the world with the

SENIORS many claimed advantages of a

college education. Of this

group certain students, now in no way an-

tagonistic or opposed to the general policies

of the school, will, within the next few years,

be its worst critics. For Villanova every

year dismisses with much pomp men who
expect the world to furnish them position

and wealth. This, as never before, the

world is unable to do at the present time.

A rather generous estimate will, we believe,

place one-tenth of the graduating class in

positions within a year. Of this ten per cent

probably from three to five per cent will

obtain work with parents or with relatives.

Very plainly then, Villanova will be provid-

ing immediate business connections for but

five to seven per cent of its four year men.

If any promise were made by the college to-

ward the placing of its men in positions, this

would be a strong indictment against the

school. But no such promise is made; not

because the making would place a heavy re-

sponsibility upon the faculty and adminis-

tration, but because such a promise involves

matters not included in the aims of the col-

lege. The men who will complain against

Villanova in future years because it has not

yielded them business prestige will be over-

looking the main purpose of education.

Many definitions have been given for edu-

cation, but they all tend to express the same
principle, that of curbing the anti-social ten-

dencies of men, to make them valuable citi-

zens, not of one community, one state, or one

country, but of the world.

ROUGH, TOUGH AND UN-
WASHED

Members of Congress have re-

quested President Hoover to make

arraligements for an Army-Navy
lootbaiJ game this year as a pari

01 the year long celebration ot the

warningion bi-centenmal.

ihis was suggested oy repre-

seiitaUve Bittoii oi Illinois uiai

me ganie be helu in Washington,

bald Mr. Britton, in suggesiuig

that other athletics between the

schools should be urged:

"There is nothing I would like

better than to see a young naval

middleweight knock the spots out

of a young army middleweight."

And there is nothing we wouiu

like better than to see Notre Uame
run roughshod over both on the

grtdlron.

ry: .;:•::• - EUREKA
' When . we read the following

"Tale of Horror ' m the Si. Jonn s

"I'orch" we fell over ui a dead
"TTT laint. Now we have bfecome ais-

<t„v uiusioned and cynical. The grue-
' some details follow:

"The co-ed luss of today is com-
posed OI about 60% iipsUCK, 25%
giu, 157c saliva, and lu^c residue."

XMothing less than bhboenng,
urooied affection.

REPORT NUMBER 56908754

Prom the "Carnegie Tartan" we
found some real startling mforma-
lion concerning the answers found
on examination pages up at Boston
uiuver&ity. To quote:

"tiummum Bonum', some bum-
some good',' and, An eye doctor

IS an optimist, but a pessimist looks

at your feet', and, Irving Jf'isner

noted economist, is the creator oi

..^utt and Jeff'."

TWEET TWEET
Some one hat, suppliea us with

another piece of news atx>ut the

umversity oi California. Profes-

sors of Biology sent the stuaenis

enrolled in their courses scampermg
hither and yon over hills ana dales

in quest of specimen birds for an
ornithological collection.

But where, we ask, could they

give their profs birdies.

AMBITION
Enterprising students at St.

'Ihomas College, bt. Paul, Mlim.,

taice out insurance policies against

being called on m class. A quarter

premium will bring five dollars if

the professor calls their name.
Over at Columbia University the

football heroes have found lucra-

tive employment as "housemaids"
to the young sons of wealthy New
York families. They owe their jobs

to the panic which followed the

ijiiidbergh kidnapping.

BOLOGNA
According to a recent survey

conducted at the University of

Washington, "Ballyhoo" and
"hooey" occupy second place m
student sales.

The reigning continues to be that

old standby, "The Saturday Eve-
ning Post."

. , : /

YE ODDS
From a recent article we are be-

ginning to wonder what is wrong
with Oregon. The "Bread and
Butter Aim" seems to be theli'

whole philosophy of life. .

Ninety percent of Oregon's men
students would be willing to marry
a woman sixty years old if she had
a million dollars.

The other ten percent probably

held out for a woman twice as old

with two millions.

HA! SHUSH
Practically the entire male stud-

ent body of William and Mary Col-

lege went on strike last week when
college authorities expelled four

freshmen students who had made
a raid on the college dining hall.

The raid was made in an efTort

to sieze a student waiter and toss

him into a pond. Leaders of the

freshmen class said the student

had been autocratic in his treat-

ment of first year students.

RAMBLING
The Michigan "Tech Lode," stud-

ent publication, urges editorially

that graduates this June who can-
not find Jobs do any kind of work
available, even without recompense,

to avoid becoming stagnant.
i

St. John's College, Brooklyn,
founded in 1870 with twenty seven
students, is making plans to change
its name to St. John's' University.

It was recently announced that
courses leading to the degree of

doctor of philosophy would be

added to the curriculum of the

school.

Jewish leaders of four nations

Joined last week in celebrating the

seventh anniversary of the found-
ing of the Hebrew University In

Jerusalem.

More than a mile of dress ma-
terial will be required to clothe the
participants In the May Day Fes-
tival this month at Temple Unl-
enlty.

BRIDAL WISE—Madge Kermedy
and her associates have the right

sort of hilarious and diverting farc-

lal entertainment. Miss Kennedy
is charming In her role and with

the skilled artistry that is ever hers

she again delights that wide circle

of admirers which she has. Excel-

lent in the role of a good husband,
ever intrigued by fox hunting and
a pretty but designing girl, is

James Rennle. Blyth Daly, Jackie

Kelk and Raymond Walbiun con-

tribute in a goodly measure to the

hilarious entirety.—At the Broad.

SKY BRIDE—i.reath-taklng air-

plane stunts and a well developed

plot combine to make this picture

enjoyable all the way. Jack OalLie

makes a line wise cracking pro-

moter for stunt fliers, while Rlch-
ara Arlen, as "Speed ' Condon, does
some thrilling flying and excellent

acting.

The climax of the picture, when
Anen rescues a boy from the tall

, oi a plane, in mid^air, is worth the

price of admission.—At the Stan-
^ton.-.;-, .

-f..
; .

L.i:-TTYL\lirTON—Beautiful Joan
Crawfora and Robert Montgomery,
aided by handsome Nils Asther,

rise to new heights in this cmema.
It is the story of a recidess young
woman who though married finds

real love. How Joan Crawford
confronts this situation is wortliy

of an actress as great as she, and
iMils Asther, the husband, lends his

luli support in makuig the plot m-
tnguing and interesting. The
setting takes place in South Am-
erica and New ifork. The support-
ing cast includes May Kooson,
Lewis Stone and Louis ciosser Hale.
-At the Stanley.

TWO SECONDS—Edward G. Rob-
inson IS the star in this fast mov-
ing melodrama of love, sorrow, hate
and murder. It relates the
thoughts of a man, duiing the two
seconds he has to live m the elec-

tric chair. Robinson is supported
by Preston Poster, Vivienne Os-
borne, Guy Klbbee, and Adrlene
Dore.

The vaudevUle bill features Russ
Brown, former Phlladelphian, Arm
Greenway, Prancais Densmore and
Company, and Betty Jswie Cooper
and company.—At the Earle.

WHEN A FELLOW NEEDS A
FRIEND—This is a picture that
will give you many heart throbs
and have you on the verge of tears,

especially when you see the young-
ster, Jackie Cooper, as the lame
child in this splendid picture.

Jackie is supported by Charles
"Chic" Sales as the Uncle who tries

to teach the youngster courage to

light the grim battle of life. How
he succeeds and the price he al-

most had to pay for his success
can be seen.—At the Karlton.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

By
JOSEPH J. CONLAN

THE

Stool-Pigeon

•The proprietor of the B and B
* Lunch Room on the Pike has in-

formed us that someone is getting
publicity for which they are not
paying. So we packed our bag and
went down to see. On the wall of

this establishment is carved the
name, "Floss." Ask McShane who
is getting the publicity.

The number of our campus au-
thors increases day by day. This
time it is Gerry Weinhart and his

book entiUed "How to Win the
Girl You Love." It takes seven
lessons according to the author.

But sad to relate he Is looking for

the eighth lesson himself. We
would entitle it, "How to win her
back." ; .,)i;

We are the first to armounce the

glad news. "Captain Applejack"
Englehart has stated for publication

that the great event has hapi)ened

and the scene of the proposal and
acceptance was set at the Four
Horseman Club but three hundred
pounds of father intervened, so the

terminal at Sixty-ninth Street had
to do as well.

The reason that "Moish" Micklos

is looking: so pale and wan these

days Is becau&e he is spending all

of his time in hb room studying

Hebrew. A date without conversa-

tion is usually a failure.

"Plannelmouth" Gaynor, the

Business orator, has been offered a

Job in an Insane asylum, wearing

a white coat and trotting up and
down the hall, shouting "First call

for dinner" and so on. We must
say he has an ideal complexion for

the job.

"The Soph-Frosh dance was a
si^cM for at least one party we
know. "Mahatma" Zcil, the rin«

worm—we mean the book worm

—

went to the dance and returned at

Are o'clock the followlnr afternoon.

My. my, WUIIe, suppose your Moth-
er should hear about it.

"Ego" Wyman is a demon with

the women. If you don't believe

us, try and stop him from telling

you about it.

Robert "What-AMan" Gelst, Is

a champion gigolo. He won this

title as a result of his firoloinff sc-

tlrlties with a ravishing young
beaaty from Wynnewood.

The balmy spring weather has
been the reason why several of

our well known celebrities have

been seen sporting red noses and
how. At least that is what they

say and far be it from us to doubt

them. But there is one Uilng that

really has us m a quandary and has

been puzzling us for quite a while,

and that is, what keeps Paul Mc-
Donald, the tiad boy oi other days,
111 locomotion.

Sunoay evening we were privileg-

ed to sit at a table m the Pie
snoppe that numoered among its

occuj^ants "Red Derby, tA L>ona-
nue, Ray kj Neill, Jack o Connor,
Johnny Gruhn. and Jim Batter-
Dury, all irom that fair town of

Lawrence. How the gab did fiowS

iLverythmg was discussed except the
price of attending college next fau.

I'he noi^ that was missing ana
that prevented this gathermg from
being a Symphony in Bulling was
Lou DeAngeio, the Man Without
a Country, who proudly boasts that

the lemaie does not exist who can
resist his manly charms.

DIGNITARIES AT PLAY
Last week the Business and Arts

Fraternities met on the Frosh
baseball field in the second of their

scheauiea league games and how
the crowd roared at the excitement
that was rife. Our vice-president,

f r. Fink, was present and with his

usual good humor kept the crowd
laughing while the game was in

progress.

Jim Garrity was the center of

attraction as Fr. Fink, a Business

rooter, kept exhorting Jim to razz

the opposition, and no attempt on
Jim's part seemed to satisfy his

plaguer.

Although the ball game was not

a huge success, the attendants en-

joyed themselves to the utmost and
at the conclusion nominated Fr.

Fink as a likely candidate to suc-

ceed Will Rogers.

PLAGIARISM
The Stool-Pigeon has requested

us to say a few words on his behalf

as the space in his column is rather

precious. He wishes to inform Mr.
Joseph Barsin that he is not to go

alx}Ut bandying the pet phrases of

the Stool-pigeon as though they

were his own. Several reports have
reached the ears of the Pigeon to

the effect that Joseph Is going

about greeting various folk as the

Great Unloved. A particular indi-

vidual was chosen to bear that ap-

pelatlon and please do not attach
it to anyone else.

Well, Jole, if you take our advice

you will heed the warning and in

the future omit all references to

the phraseology of the Pigeon, as

we are certain that he could cause

a great deal of discomfort.

"INTRODUCING"
James "Help" McKelvey was born

some years ago and how he existed

since we don't Icnow. He came to

Villanova quite a while ago and will

in all probability be here for some
time to come. His chief occupa-
tion in High School was piayhig

"Who got the towel" and so when
he came to Villanova he decided to

become Stadium Manager. After

days and months of hard labor (get

used to it, Mac, you'll probably have
to do it some day in a striped suit)

,

he became Stadium Manager. The
rest of the candidates must have
died. Then they presented the

sweaters and McKelvey received

one somehow and on it they added
the letters S. M., meaning "Scatter-

minded."

And so the glorious career is

coming to a close and eventually

Mac will sing his swan song and
be gone. Good luck and we hope
:ou get ahead.

You need one.

Last week Manuel Suarez and
Joseph Dietz journeyed to the wilds

of Northampton to attend the

Smith Junior Prom. To all appear-

ances the boys had a great time as

the latest report reveals that they

are still recuperating.

The tennis team invaded Swarth-
more and in the course of the af-

ternoon Suarez's opponent managed
to get Manuel's goat by calling the

distance by which the balls were
out. "Out by one inch" would bel-

low the Swarthmorian. And this

kept up the entire match till at last

the good-natured boy from Cuba
lost his temper and on the next

bad ball served by his opponent,

he stood on the sideline for fully

two minutes and gazed at the spot

where the ball had bounced. "Out
by one-sixteenth of an inch" an-
nounced Manuel to the pltt\fdits of

the gallery and returned to his

position.

A practical advantage of being an
engineer.

We would like to issue a warning

that to us only seems fair. The
Roeemont "Rambler" is carrying

four columns entitled Senior News,

Junior News, Sophomore News, and
Preshmen News, ,

respectively. And
the content of these columns is the

same as our Stool-Plgeon.

So, my boys, make sure that your

girl friends are not Interested In

Joumallnn.

Cultivation Of Habit

Of Right Emphasis Is

Advocated By Editor

Points Out That Persons Who Do Not Pos-

sess This Quality Are In a Deplorable State

"THE TOMAHAWK"
HOLY CKOHH COM.KliK
WOKCKHTKK. MAMS.

MOST college students today have a large

number of things, important and unim-

portant, on their minds. They have a va-

riety of interests, some worth while, others

petty. There is nothing at all blame-worthy

in having many things to engross one's at-

tention. It is a sign of a rather full and

active existence. The person, however,

whose interests are multifarious, and who
lacks the habit of right emphasis is in a

deplorable state. - Unable to discern which
of his concerns is most important he mixes

the picapune with the significant, confuses

the frothy with the silbstantial.

Wrorig emphasis is not absent from oui?

midst. There is no way of remedying it,

save by appealing to individual common
sense. What can you do with the man who
makes the important things of college life

subservient to the unimportant? You can't

wipe out of existence the smaller things of

our collegiate days to prevent some frofii

imagining they constitute the "summum
bonum." The smaller items have their

place and their use. When their importance
is magnified they lose their usefulness, and
only the individual who magnifies them is to

blame. There can be no question that

intra-mural sports provide healthful and
necessary recreation. When a game is Over,

however, and the contestants spend va'u'^.ble

hours later, arguing as to whether the m ;n-

ager should have substituted batter A f{.r

batter B, the whole event has become swollen

out of its proportions due solely to the false

sense of values of two or three people. A
social event held during vacation or during
the school years has its place. When people
spend an undue amount of time and energy
and become extremely excited over the dis-

position of a dance chairmanship, a position

for which no particular intellectual profici-

ency or college education is required, the
whole affair becomes farcical.

Wilson once said, referring to the life of
a college, tha|; the sideshow ought not usuip
the importa/ce of the main tent. The figure

borrowed from the circus has its aptness.
A mind which has the habit of right em-
phasis never allows the side-show to over-
shadow the main tent but, despising the
fakes and charlatans, directs his attention to
the acrobats and performers of the main
ring-

ALiteraryReview
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

MOST of us, whether we like our books
grave or gay, occasionally enjoy a novel.

But with dozens of them appearing in print

every week, it is difficult to find one that is

worth reading, even if we do want to read
it merely as a pastime. There is one au-^:

thor, however, that usually can be relied

upon to give us just the book we are looking
for, one that is filled with action and thrills,

and one that is sure to please all. Rex
Beach is that author. For twenty-five years
he has been one of America's favorite popu-
lar novelists. In his new book "Money
Mad." we find a typical Beach novel of
American life.

It is the story of three people who weie
caught in the whirl of the financial world.
Their tireless efforts to obtain their chief
object in life, gold, are described in glowing
colors that give the book a tone of grim
reality. With the maiket crash this tri-

angle reaches a breathless apex that is as
exciting as anything we have read for quite
a while.

The background of "Money Mad" is ex-
cellent. Mr. Beach shows the reader the
fever spots of the financial world; Wall
Street, Park Avenue, the smart Long Island
colonies, the nerve-wracking tension of the
Exchange, and the gay resorts along the
Florida coast. Although the characters are
of themselves life-like, they are made all the
more so by this brilliant locale.

Mr| Beach's style, while it lacks elegance
and sometimes refinement, is swift and con-
vincing. He has the happy knack of making
what would ordinarily be a far-fetched situ-
ation, vividly realistic.

A copy of this book will be placed in the
library some time this week. It is the first

of a series of books which are to be donated
by courtesy of the VILLANOVAN to the
library.
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PASSING
IN

REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan:

Vpi'ing sports this year have turneu
•'in the best records which the

Blue and White has seen in a long,

long while. The varsity nine has

won the majority of its games and
has two more to play, one with

Seton Hall today, and the grana

finale with Temple on Saturday

ai the Temple Stadium.

ine teiuus and goif teams have

made excenent showmgs and they

are vlehig with one another in

order to turn m uie largest amount
of wins ana tne least numoer of

losses. To oaie the two teams are

about even ui uie matter oi victor-

ies and deieats. £>oi jbernian ana
Ills racqueteers were naiiaed de-

feats by I'eiui and by St. jonns oi

Brooldyn, wnue the Feime pui

swatters lost to vViUiam ana Mary
and to Lenign. in' the to(«i wins

the two teaiiis are even, but tne

netmeu stui nave another maicn
on their sCneauie an,d that one is

with Albright wnoia tney aeieaieu

on our courts uy a luuier lait^e

score not so lOng ago. 'xaKing lui

granted that tne oia uiiu wi&e aaage
mat history icpeats itseu is uue,
the tennisiiieii are assuming tnai

tney will come tniougn witn a wm
and thus beat out tne goii team in

the number oi wins uy ine provero-
lal nose.

Evidently tne linlu>men have
great coundence in their rivais

abiuty ana nave conceded tne

courtmen tne victory, iiowever, in

order to Insure themselves of turn-
ing In the largest amount oi wins
lor the season, tneu° manager nab
been trying to arrange a lew more
matches and provldmg old Jupe
Fluvius doesnt intervene, it seems
as though the goif team might
depose the temiu> team as tne

leading sport on tne campus, that

IS, as far as wins and losses are

concerned.

VILL
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALL
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Trackmen Meet Temple Tomorrow
TrackTeam S\vampsWest
Chester State At Stadium

Track Team Defeats Futurc|0"^lg DcfCatCcl
Teachers by 87 1-2 to

38 1-2 Score

Probable Twirler

BROWN BREAKS RECORD

IK THE liEAGUES
Last spring there piayed on the

varsity baseball squad a shortstop

named Oeisler. He was a gooa

hitter and he had a wonaerlui

throwing arm. He could piclc up
a hot groimder and wniz the ball

over to first with the speed of a
bullet. With the re-opening of

school last Septemt)er Ueisier was
among the missing; we have heard

recently that he is playing profes-

sional liaseball with the youngs-

town. Ohio, club. This team is In

the league in which Doc Jacotjs is

playing the role of umpire.

We have also heard that Johnny
Brlce, former Wildcat pitcher and
football star, went south this spring

with the St. PaiU, Minn. team.

What happened to him after that

we don't know.

NOT SO NEW
Fordham University has es-

tablished something new and un-

precedented in the way of spring

training for out-of-season sports,

when they started practice in bas-

ketball in order to familiarize

themselves with the new rules. We
would like to merely make the re-

mark that the Felines have had

their spring practice in basketball

and it was all over before the Rams
even thought of the idea.

NATURAL RIVALS
Tomorrow afternoon up In the

wilds of North Philadelphia, at the

Temple Stadium to be exact, the

Wildcat cindermen will engage the

owis m a dual track meet.

The Cherry and White has taken

the measure of the Wildcat several

times this year; once in football,

twice in basketball, and once in

baseball. However, the Wildcats

downed the Owl on the tennis

court rather ignominiously and on

the golf links by a large score. The

Feline yearling basketball team

also saddened the roost when it

made history out of that long string

of victories, fifty three, which the

Temple Frosh enjoyed.

The Temple track team defeated

the Cats last year, but this season's

Feline track squad is very much

improved and should make a good

showing. To date the cinderpathers

have defeated Catholic University

and West Chester State Teachers

and have shown evidence of power.

The Incentive of beating Temple In

order to avenge the defeats in

major sports suffered by the Blue

and White during the past year

coupled with the desire to go

through the season undefeated

should spur Harry Coates' proteges

on to victory.

SPLASH
A recent tour of hispectlon dis-

closed the fact that the swimming

pool in the new gymnasium is

rapidly nearlng compleUon. By

next September it should be in

perfect condlUon. Then, Villanovas

facilities for physical development

will be completed affording the

student opportunities of develop-

ment in not only knowledge, but

also hi bodily perfection.

It Is our guess thai, there are

many aquatic performers about

the campus, enough ai. least to or-

ganise a swimming te *m. However,

nothing can be done about It now

so we shall save It for the future.

The track team scored its second
win of the y^ar last Wednesday at
the Stadium by taking into camp
the hitherto undefeated West
Chester Stats Teachers' College
team by the score of 87 -2 to 38
1-2. This victory for le Cats
brea'-s West Chester's creak of
thrre dual maets and one State
meot and also breaks the streak of
two straight that the Normal
School team had scored over Villa-
nova in the past
7"wo stadium records fell during

the afternoon, one of the new sta-
dium records also being a new
school record while the other tied
the school record. In the 120-yard
high hurdle race, the first race of
the afternoon. Warren Brown
skimmed over the barriers in the
fast time of 15 6-10 seconds to take
5-10 of a seconds off the existing
record held by Frank Mahan, star

hurdler and captain of the 1930

team. Brown led from start to

By Tennis Club
Temple Netsters Lose All of

lyine Matches Play^ed .

^Vednesday

MEET TOO ONE-SIDED

Last Wednesday afternoon, on
he courts across the Pike, wearers
of the B!ue and White exacted the
aiost complete victory ever won
Trom Temple. The Owl tennis
team, boasting of a fine record,
;onildently invaded the lair of the
Wildcats, but were repelled by a
-Ighting bunch of Villanovans, who
would not admit defeat in the face
of odds. The boys won every one
of the nine matches, and it was a
sadly beraggled Owl that made its

retreat late that afternoon.
Captain Sol Berman started

Villanova off with a victory by de-
feating Cohen, Temple's leader,

8 to 6, 9 to 7. Sol trailed at 5 to

in the first set, but never gave up,

Coatesmen Will FaceOw^ls

In Major Meet Of Year
Linksmen Close
Banner Season

and won that set, then took the

finish to win by three yards overl.hext after a strenuous tussle,

Miller of the visitors from LaFond.
j,

Manuel Suarez played a hard

a teammate. This besides being a Paving game to smother his op-

Delaney.
VUlanova:

Chester. Time

stadium record is also a new school

record for this event. The former
school record was the one made by
Mahan in 1930 against West Chest-
er. The mark made by Mahan
was made on the grass while

Brown's was accomplished on the

track; however, Brown's time was
the fastest ever made in the sta-

dium and the best ever made by a
Villanova man.
Fenstermacher, getting away to a

fast start, led the field to the tape

in the 100-yard dash to clip a tenth

of a second from the record held

by Gleason and Hurley, both of

Villanova. Gleason against Valley

Forge and Hurley against CathoUc
University, both did ten flat but

Fenstermacher wiped their record

off the books by being clocked hi

9 9-10 seconds. In this race Hur-

ley, who the week before had de-

feated Fenstermacher in the 100,

was second by a yard and Mc-
Laughlin of West Chester third.

Summaries: 100 yard dash won by
Penstermarch, VUlanova; second. Hur-

ley Villanova; third, McLaughlin,

West Chester, -nme 9 9-10 seconds

(new stadium record).

220 yard dash won by Fenster-

macher Villanova: second Delaney,

Villanova; third Wakely. West Ches-

ter. Time 22 9 10 seconds.

440 yard dash won by

Villanova; second Bobertz

third Donla, Wert
62 2-5 seconds.
880 yard run won bv Bxker, Villa-

nova; second Duffy, Villanova; **-'"•

Penton. West Chester

ute 68 5-10 seconds.

Mile run won by Duffy

second Baker, Villanova:

sey, West Chester.

26 1-5 seconds.
Two mile xyxa. won by Knabb, West

Chester; second Brown, West Chestsr:

third Salerno. Villanova. Time 10

minutes 22 seconds.

120 yard high hurdles won by

Brown VUlanova; second Miller, Wes'

Chester; third LaPond Vllanova

Time 15 3-5 seconds (new school an'J

stadium record).

160 yard low hiirdles

Brown. Villanova; second

Iln. West Chester; third Miller

Chester. Time 18 1-5 seconds.

Javelin won by Noe, West Chester

second Baker, VUlanova;
kert. West Chester

feet,' 2 inches.
Broad Jump won by Corrlgan

lanova; second Potts, Villanova

McLaughlin, West Chester

21 feet 5 1-2 Inches.

High Jump won by Corrlgan. Villa

nova; Johnson, West Chester and
Closson. West Chester all tied for

first. Height 5 feet, 7 Inches.

Pole Vault tie between Burt, Villa

nova and Howell, West Chester:

third tie between Tomaaao, Villanova

and Conrad, West Chester. Height.

10 feet 10 Inches.
Discus won by Donahue, Villanova:

second Potts, VUlanova; third Ed-

wards. VUlanova. Distance 118 feet

4 Inches.
Shot Put won by Potts, Villanova;

second Edwards, VUlanova; third

Dreby, West Chester. Distance

feet 9 inches.
--

'

~ =

lonent, 6 to 2, 6 to 1. Although
andicapped by an infected foot,

}ill Orcutt took his match, 2 to 6,

6 to 3. 6 to 4.

Joimny Sykes dropped his first

set 6 to 4, but fought hard to win
(Continued on Page Four)

GEORGE KING
Who will most likely start against

Seton Hall this afternoon a. the

stadium.

Frat League Crown
Goes To L. K. D.

Golfers Close Successftd Cam-
paign With Win Qver

Temple

Felines Will Close Track
Season Against Nat-

, ural Rivals

ENTEIl IN TOURNAMENTS

The Pre Meds captured the in-
terfratemlty baseball champion-
ship during the past week by virtue
of wins over the D. P. E. and the
E. P. T. teams. They defeated :he
Business Men by the score of 8-

3 and took a thrilling extra Inning
contest from the Arts men who fin-
ished in second place.

The L. K. D. men had an easy
time defeating ;Jie Business frat.

They established an early lead and
kept it throughout the entire

game. Annunziata, pitching for the

(Continued On Page Pour)

The Wildcat linksmen completed

their highly successful season last

Monday at Marble Hall, with a
clean sweeping victory over their

old rival. Temple. All the Villa-

nova golfers came through with de-
cisive victories and the outcome of
the match was never in doubt.
Captain Baker, playing his last

collegiate match as No. 1 man for
Villanova, shot sensational golf

winning his match 5-4. He cover-
ed himself with glory with his long
drives down the fairway and spark-
ling approach shots.
In accordance with the recogni-

tion of his golf team throughout
the east. Coach Howie Qarrlty
plans to enter it in such golf
tournaments as the Delaware, At-
lantic Coast and Plymouth. Due
to the conflict with examinations It

is doubtful whether the seniors.

Capt. Baker, O'Neill and Weinhart
will be able to enter the first two
mentioned, but Coach Garrity be-
lieves that they will be representing
the college at the Plymouth match-

(Continued on Page Four)

B t H UNDEFEATEEl
Again those traditional rivals

Temple and Villanova will meet.
This time it will be on the track.

On Wednesday afternoon at the
Temple Stadium the Cats and the
Owls will take up where they left
off last Pall. This wiU be the third
and the final dual meet for the
Varsity and It will also be the third
meet of the year for Temple. As
yet both teams are undefeated so
the spectators will see one of the
clean slates besmirched with de-
feat. T'emple has defeated C. C.
N. Y. and Carnegie Tech whDe
Villanova has downed Catholic
University and West Chester.
This year Temple has defeated

Villanova in the three major sports
which have t)een contested so far.

Temple defeated Villanova In foot
ball, last fall, won both of the
basket ball games from the Cats
and the base ball game played at
the stadium a few weeks ago. It
is now up to the track team to up-
hold the honor of Villanova and
prevent Temple from sweeping
everything before them this year.
It also is the duty of all Villanova
students to be present at Temple
stadium and lend their support to
the team.
Temple has a strong team Judg-
(Continued On Page Four)

Time 1

third
mm

Villanova:
third Ram-

T!me 4 minutes

Jnn by
ILau^h-

We-st

third Swle-
Distance, 16

VU-
thlrd

Distance

40

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CLEANER and DYER

Repairing and Alteratioiu

a Specialty

White Flannels Made for

You $6 and $10

Suits $20.00 and up

Agent*—Faulk, Conway ft Csrrily

Every Wednesday and Saturday

night at 10 o'clock E.D.T. Columbia

Coast-to-Coast Network

The Cigarette that's MILDER

—that TASTES BETTER

.icxiirr * MvKu Tobacco Co,

i\>'-.
•
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I
'Introducing^^ James B. Finn, Jr.

Auotlier student of Villanova who
can be classed as an outstanding
member of the senior class Is James

tk B. Finn, Jr., varsity

^h^^ manager of the 1931 foot-

^^^ ball team, and the proud
^V possessor of a largeW number of worthy dis-

IH tlnctions. "Jim" haUs
from HolUdaysburg, Pa., and Is a
graduate of the Altoona Catholic
High School where he took an
active part in various activities, the
most Important of
which occurred when
he served as manag-
ing editor of the
senior annual.
"Jim" entered Vil-

lanova in the fall of
1928 prepared with
sufficient enthusiasm
to build a . sound
foundation for the
accomp 1 1 s h m e n t s

which are necessary
to make a student
one of the most pop-
ular of his class. His
first endeavor was to
become an assistant
to the manager of
the varsity football
team. He went into
competition for thia
position and before
long he had won it

without any difficulty at all. Dur-
ing the year he was also accepted
Into the Lambda Kappa Delta fra-
ternity.

He continued into his sophomore
year as assistant manager and due
to the lack of time was unable to
partake in other activities until his
junior year when his accomplish-
ments had attained a point where-
by he had gained the recognition
oi his fellow classmates. The Jun-
ior Prom Committee bore his name
and there is no doubt tliat the suc-
cess of the prom that year was in
part due to the endless labors which
are characteristic of "Jim." In the
Lambda Kappa Delta his striking
personality had won for him the

office of vice-president and he also

served on the dance committee of

that fraternity.

"Jim's" religious activities are
wortfiy of praise also in line with
his social achievements. He Is an
ardent worker on the Catholic
Press Apostulate and an outstand-
ing member of the Sanctuary So-
ciety. At the close of the football

season "Jim's" Industrious labors
during the past were beginning to

reap awards for he was chosen to

manage the 1931

football team, a task
which he successful-
ly completed with
that characteristic
conscient 1 o u s n e s s

necessai*y to under-
take such a duty.

"Jim" proved him-
self to be quite a
politician during the
May elections, and
realizing his ability

as a leader and a
fitaunch worker his

fellbw fraternity
members elected him
to the presidency of

the Lambda Kappa
Delta and his class

mates unanimously

"

selected him to serve

as vice-president of

the Senior' class.

The duties of Managing Editor of

the Mendel Bulletin "were entruisted

to "Jim" and was followed by his

appointment as chairman of the

first Senior dance to be held In two
years. The dance proved to be an
overwhelming success and there is

no doubt that such a success was
due to the committee and the mem-
bers of the Senior class whose
generous cooperation was inspired

by "Jim's" endless labors.

"Jim" has not revealed his future

preparations, but whatever they are

Jim wUl complete them for he pos-

sesses the qualities necessary to

successfully carry out any endeavor
he attempts to accomplish.

Pre-Med Tossers
Win Inter-Frat

Baseball Title

(Continued From Page Three)

Pre Meds. allowed only a few
gca:.tered hits.

This game put the Pre Meds In

the lead by two games, for the
Arts men, who were tied with them
the previous week, had lost to the
E^nglneers th day before.

In their second game the Pre
Meds were pitted against the E. P.

T. club which was in second place.

A loss at this time meant that the
Arts frat would be tied with them
for first place.

Joe Delaney starred for the
Ar s men allowing the Pre-Meds
jnly four hits. The, lat er aided
Dy an error, ^scored two runs and
managed to win although they
were out hit by the Arts frat.

After seven Inning of air tight
playing the score stood 4-4, making
t n cessary to play another inning.
In their time at bai the Pre Meds
Scored a run, putting them In the
ead.

back handed them last year by the

Owls.
On Friday, the racketmen won

their third consecutive shutout,

when they handed Juniata a 9 to

trouncing. All the matches were
won in straight sets except Sykes,

who won a long one from Imhof.
Oeorge Hamilton teamed with
Edwards in the doubles and looked
good. On Friday afternoon the
Prosh net team will meet the J. V.s
In a match which promises plenty

of action. Neither club has fared

so well this season and has taken
a "riding" from the other.

At the request of the J. V.'s, Sol

Berman, who coaches both teams
has arranged this grudge match
At this writing. It seems as

though the Frosh have the edge on
the others, but the J. V.'s have
been practicing dally for the en
counter.
The lineups as announced by

Berman are as follows: J. V.s

—

Schwartz, Hamilton, Stleber, Red
ington and two others to be named
later. The Frosh—Kremer, O. Mal-
hame, E. Malhame, Stoll, Qulnn
and Loughlin.

Jim"

Netmen Jolt

Temple With
Large Score

i;

"''\: . • .-^^

—
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.
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(Continued ;From Fag« Three)

Trackmen Will

; Close Season
• Against Temple
(Continued From Page Three)

ing from past performances. In
the C. C. N. Y. meet it took all but
one first place, the discus, and
downed the New Yorkers by the
overwhelming score qf 98 to 28.
Last Saturday at Pittsburg they
defeated Carnegie Tech by the
score of 79 to 56, taking eight of
the fourteen first places.
Among the stars on the Temple

team are the three sprint stars,
Shenker, Block and Peacock. These
three on Saturday took all three
places in the 100. Ensler, the
ten mller, is another one of the
stars on this team. He has sev-
eral times done the 440 under fifty.
In the Penn Relays he was clocked
in 50 flat for one race and 49 flat
for the second race. In the half
mile Temple will have along with
Ensler, Davis and Jackson. Davis
in the meet with C. C. N. Y., set a
new Temple record of two minutes,
six tenths of a second. Jackson will
also run in the mile with FederofT,
who will also run in the two mile
race. In the hurdles Temple will
have Welcher and Mclntyre while
in the high jump Lipchutz will be
Temple's entry. Other Temple
men are Sharpiro and Reed, in the
pole vault, Neal, in the shot, Mar-
hefka and Pluley in the Javelin and
Peacock in the broad jump.
At the same time the Freshman

teams of each school will also have
a meet. The Villanova Frosh, due
to their record are the favorites.
Last winter the Villanova Frosh
conquered Hill School while later
in the year Hill School took the
measure of Temple Frosh.

the next two, 6 to 1, 6 to 4. Sam
Miles clinched the match by win-
ning, 6 to 4, 7 to 5, while Tom Ed-
wards came from behlnc^ to score
2 to 6, 6 to 1, 10 to 8.

The doubles were as tough as t^ie

singles, Suarez and Orcutt winning
in three sets, as did Edwards and
Sykes. Miles and Berman won In

straight games.
It was a tough match for Temple

to lose, but It was a great one for
Father Mauch's boys to win. It

more than avenged the 5 to 4 set-

'Nerves" Broadcast
By Belle Masque
In Weekly Program

(Continued From Page One)

LIBRARY NOTICE

The librarian wishes to call to
the attention of the students the
fact that all books which are
now out must be returned by
Wednesday, May 25, at the lat-
est.

So, angered by the humility

caused by his superior, the young

aviator hops into a plane to search

for his lost friend. While on his

ilight, the meeting of an enemy
iCsults in a desperate fight In

which the enemy plane Is destroyed

and Jack recovers from his case of

"nerves", but just as he Is about to

return to his base he receives a
mortal wound.
The wounded aviator, Jack, upon

being carried in to the hangar,
is surprised to find his friend back;
yet, amidst much sorrow and final

recognition of .his courage, the
young aviator dies in the arms of

his captain.

Charles Goggi played the part of

Captain Ted Hill; Raymond Harter,
Bob Thatch; John Cameron, Jack
Fairhill; Paetrus Banmlller, Frank
Smith; Bob Geist, Arthur Green;
Langston, William Zell; and Rook,
Daniel Smith.

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
ships, made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year,
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.— (Adv.)

McNeil to Address

Pre-Med Students
At the last meeting of the Sci-

ence Seminar to be conducted this
Thursday in the amphitheatre Rev.
Joseph M. Doughery, O. S. A, has
been able to have the presence of

Doctor N. M. Mac Nell who will de-
liver an address to the science
students. Dr. MacNell has delivered
a number of addresses at Villanova
and there Is no doubt that tils talk
will be of the greatest Interest to
thfe prospective physician and &"M<i-
ent of science.

Crawford's
Feature a vast array of

FOUR PIECE

Golf Suite. $18.75
WHITE, OREY or STRIPE

Flannel Pants $4

LINEN KNICKERS $4 50
or LONG LINENS

— 2 STORES

^225 Market St
88 SO. 69th STREET

Linksmen Close
Banner Season

With Victory

(Continued From Page Three)

es. Kelly, Cornelly and Quinlan

will be entered in the Atlantic and
Delaware championships. If their
play on the links throughout the
year can be taken as a criterion I

there Is no doubt that they willj

come through with a coveted title

under their belt.

To this year's llnkmen must be
given the honor of being the best
team that ever represented Villa-
nova on the. links. Out of their

scheduled ttiirteen matches, only

two defeats were checked up
against them. This Is a record of

which any college may well be

proud. As a result of their re-

markable play on the greens they

may be considered as one of the

leading golf teams in eastern col-

legiate circles.

• •

STI MKNT8—deHlrlii^ to enter sales

Held next Niiiiimer to earn college

tuition. .Men selected ma.v work
.Silt iirda.vs on salary busia to secure

preliminary training until school
term ends. Contruct during sum-
mer pays .15 1 8.00 per week for

eleven weeks with opportunity for

extra earnings. Transportation
paid to men desiring to travel.

Also opening for experienced sales-
man desiring advancement as
team captain. Appiv Rf»om 1006,
1«00 Walnut St., 3:30 to 5:30 P. M.

Need a Haircut?

try

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

Villanova

Barber Shop
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SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY :

The most popular clothes on
the campus tailored by

Cailorinff €o.

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET STS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative, 110 Fedigan Hall

'I. k J 1 1 I I I I 11 I I I I I n I I II H M l M M l » M-H't«t'<-4 I I I I I I I 1 1 I

DO YOU INHALE?

rv

Paramount

Diner
13RYN MAWR
TRY OUR DINNER
4.30 to 8.30 P. ML

- SSc ;

Open 24 Hours a Day

The Greeks Had a Word for Them!

XZESPIO (born with wings)
EXHIBIT A. MERCURY - EXHIBIT B. PEGASUS

In the best families (or any nthers for the matter) that
doesn't happen nowadays, ilenre the Inlteil states Air Corps
olTers some uttrattlve Inducements to vou lollege students
for whom It has built a .$I0.000.0IK> institution at San An-
tonio. Texas, where they teach you to fly and while you are
learning:

Pay you a salary of $75.00 per month. Pay your living ex-
penses.

Supply yon (free, of course) with snnppT. talIor-niad«,
sky blue uniforms.

<Jrant you the swial and military privileges of potential
ofllcers.

Pay your traveling expenses from your home to the new
Meld at San Antonio. TOO men are taken in eoch vear. The
course ref|ulres a yeur to complete and Includes over 20<( hours
of s<ilo flying. Those who stay the full year are commissioned
as Lieutenants In the Air Corpo K4>ser\e.

If you don't like the training you may reslV'n at any time.
KiH- K.xample:

Should you stay tliree months and then resign you will
receUe %2'irtAW cash, your round trip expenses from your home
to San .\ntoMlo. and ahdut .Vi hours of S4»li> flying.

The ser\l«e and itsMN-latlons of the Air Corps gives its
members a ver> real distinction and a very noticeable breadth
and poise.

If you have applied and are ready to go. we hove com-
piled infornintlon and tips giving you inside angles and dope
that will he liivaliialtle when V(mi arrive at the fleld. If you
haten't applied \et then bv all means get our Information.
Wr tell you the entrance prm-edure and certain twists that
make your getting In easier and (piicker. The Information
written bv men who ha\e been thru the school covers all
INtlnts from beginning to end that you are Interested In know-
ing. This Information cannot be obtained els4>where; It Is

complete. Not blue' elM« t«» huv. The price Is 91.OO or sent
C. «. I». If you desire.

National Aviation Service

742 S. HILL ST. LOS ANCKLES, CALIF.

A frank discussion

at last on a subject that has

long been "taboo"
"JET sleeping dogs lie!" So said

M ^ the cigarette trade when first we
raised the subject of inhaling. But
dodging an important issue is not

Lucky Strike's policy!

Do you inhale? That question is

vitally important . . . for every smoker

inhales—knowingly or unknowingly.
Every smoker breathes in some part

of the smoke he or she draws out of

a cigarette! And the delicate mem-
branes of your throat demand that

your smoke be pure, clean— free of

certain impurities!

No wonder Lucky Strike dares to

raise this vital question! For Luckies

bring you the protection you want
. . . because Luckies' famous purifying
process removes certain impurities

concealed in every tobacco leaf.

Luckies created that process. Only
Luckies have it!

So, whether you inhale knowingly
or unknowingly, safeguard those
delicate membranes!

"It's toasted"

0. K. AMERICA •
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 moJfm minuui uiih tht uwU't finnt Janet tnhtitrM, mud
fmm»tu Lmkj Sirikt mewsftaturts, tvtry TuisJay, ThunJay anJ SuiurJuy ntning »ptr N. B. C. mtlutrks.
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Gym To Be Dedicated Commencement Day
Dr.ParktnspnCominencementSpeakerFrogrsaaOpemngWith

Mass Will Consist Of
Long List Of Events

Temple Dean
To Speak At
Gradua^^^^
Prominent Professor to De-

liver Baccalaureate

Address

Graduation Speakef

FORMER STUDENT HERE
Treating the subect of "World

Affairs" In a unique manner, Dr.
William N. Parkinson, Dean and
Professor of Clinical Surgery at
Temple University Medical School,
will be the principal speaker at the
Commencement Day exercises, next
Tuesday. Dr. Parkinson, who is

one of the country's leading men
in his profession and a graduate of
Villanova College, will receive an-
other degree to add to his long list

of awards when the honorary de-
gree of Doctor of Laws is conferred
upon him.

In his discourse Dr. Parkinson will

stress abolishment of war, the
change in the economic system,
crime in America, world prejudice,

the influence and the careful selec-

tion of friends, and the spiritual

values of life.

Bom in Philadelphia, September
17, 1886 Dr. Parkinson launched on
his medical career after receiving

his B. S. degree at Villanova. Prom
this school he went to the Temple
University medical school, from
which he graduated in 1911. In the
year of 1923 Dr. Parkinson was
awarded the degree of Master of

Medical Science at the University of

Pennsylvania.

During his brilliant service to hu-
manity. Dr. Parkinson occupied the
position of Assistant Suregon at the
Joseph Price Memorial Hospital,

Philadelphia, and also assistant

surgeon at the Philadelphia Dis-

pensary from the years of 1912 to

1D17. Inclusive

Natatorium
OpeflsToday
ToStuderits
Newly Completed Pool Will

Be Open Every After-

noon Daily

SWIM TRUNKS NEEDED

To Address Seniors

DR. WM. N. PARKINSON

Classes To
Choose New
Men Today
Frosh and Sophs to Elect

Entire Staffs.—^Juniors to

Select Treasurer

POLLS OPEN AT NOON
Between the hours of twelve

o'clock noon and one o'clock this

afternoon the present Freshman
Class will elect the men who are
to control its destinies through the
ensuing year. At the same time,
the tie which is standing between
James Lucey and George Hughes

Dr. Parkinson res'pori^de^ " to" ' h'is I

^O""
,f«"i°'*

^^^ treasurer as the

^qj.2jj
result of a former election will be
voted upon.

country's call during the
War and capably filled the posi-

tion of surgeon of the Field Hos-
pital Co. 11, 28th Division, from the

years of 1916 to 1918.

After a private practice for a few
years following the war Dr. Park-
inson devoted himself to public ser-

vice once more and became surgeon
at the Montgomery Hospital, Nor-
ristown. Pa., from 1921 to 1924. In
the year 1922 he became Associate

Dean of the Temple University
Medical School in which cai>aclty

he acted until 1925.

Seven years ago he became sur-

geon in the Flagler Hospital, in

St. Augustine. Florida, and served

in that position till 1928. Dr. Park-
inson was also chief surgeon of the

Florida East Coast Railway and
Hospital, with headquarters in St.

Augustine, from 1925 to 1929.

In 1929, Dr. Parkinson was ap-
pointed to the post which he now
holds. Besides his schooling at

Villanova, Temple and the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, he has com-
pleted post graduate work in tlic

New York Post Graduate Hospital,

the Harvard Medical School, and
the University of Vienna.

Fr. Fink Rates
Students High
Commends Students On Fine

Discipline Exhibited

This Year

IS DEEPLY GRATIFIED

Tomorrow the final class election

of the year will be held. The pres-
ent Sophomores will choose the
men who are to guide them through
the most important year of their

college career, the Junior year.

Last Wednesday, the Freshmen
held their nominations in the am-
phitheatre and chose two students
tor each of the class offices and
four men who will vie for positions

on the Student Council.

The men who were nominated
are. Presidents, John Brown and
William Mulqueen; Vice-President,
Paetrus Banmlller and George Mal-
hame; Secretary, Walter Alessan-
droni and Ralph Violettl; Treasur-
er, Joseph Weisenbaugh and Wal-
ter Coyle; Student Council, Wil-
liam Grimberg, James Walsh, John
Smith and Robert White.

ijast Friday the Sophomores en-
deavored to run off their elections,

ut the balloting was protested by
the students of the Engineering
School.

The elections tomorrow will take
place between the hours of twelve
noon and three P. M. The nomin-
ees for the various oflBces are:
President. James T. O'Connell, Wil-
liam O'Prey and Alfred A. Gagll-
ardi; Vice-President, Thomas Scan-
on and Raymond Btiratta; Treas-
ured, Robert Craig, John Crowley
and Edward Ocelus; Secretary,
Prank Ditchey and Joseph Morri-
son; Student Council, Prank Es-
Lrada, Harold Hurley, Robert Quin-
lan, Thomas O'Donnell, Richard
Calahan, Dominic Marlon, William
Sirica, Wilfred Theriault and Har-
old Canter.

The Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. S.

A.. Vice-President of the College,

announces that the swimming pool

will be open to the entire student
body this afternoon at one o'clock.

In regards to attire for swim-
ming, Fr. Fink said that bathing
suits must be worn and that the
minimum requirement will be
trunks. Anyone not conforming to

this regulation will not be allowed
the use of the pool.

The natatorium will be open to
all the students every afternoon
from one until five o'clock. This
ruling will be followed for the re-
mainder of the year. Next year
there will be some changes in this
schedule to allow students who have
late afternoon classes an opportun-
ity to use the pool. Smoking will

not be tolerated In any part of the
natatoriimi.

Due to the lateness of the open-
ing of the pool, no lockers will be
assigned. Students will have to
bring their own towels. For the
time being they will be allow'ed the
use of the empty lockers in the
basement of the gym as a place for
their clothes. Next year the stu-
dents will be assigned individual
lockers and will be given a definite
place to change their clothes.
Last Sunday water was put in

the pool for the first time since it

was completed. Before this, the
pool was given an acid bath to
remove any Impurities from the
tile, and then filled with water.
After the water will h^w ab.sorbed
the remainder of the dirt it w^lli be
pumped out and fresh water sub-
ctituted.

The delay in completion of the
pool was due to an error in con-
struction. The plans called for a
gravel and concrete bottom and
instead of this cinders and concrete
were used When it was found out
that this foundation leaked, it had
to be torn out and the proper base
laid down.

Schedule Provides for Dedication and Blessing of Gymnas*
ium. Informal Banquet, Conferring of Degrees,

and Meeting oi Alumni Association

ACTIVITIES WILL BE CENTERED IN NEW GYM

Rev. Dr. Hickey, Assistant

General of Augustinian

Order, to Preside

FRANCIS p. GARVAN

Garvan Will
GiveAddress
To Graduates

Speaker Will Also Be Pres-

ented With Mendel
Medal for Science

PRAISED IN EDITORIAL

As part of the Commencement
Day program Francis P. Gtirvan,
^resident, of the Chemical Founda-
'ion of America, will present a
short address o the members of
the graduating class. At the same

As a part of the Graduation Day
exercises, the new gymnasium-
auditorium building will be formal-
ly and solemnly dedicated. The
ceremony will take place im-
mediately after the Mass with the
Rev. Dr. Joseph A. Hickey, D. D.,

o. S. A., former president of Villa-

nova College and at present Assist-

ant General of the Augustinian
Order with his residence in Rome,
Italy, presiding.

The ritual will consist in the
solemn invocation of certain speci-

fied prayers and the blessuig ot the
new structure. The Rev. Dr. Hickey
Will also utter a few words in a
brief address to the assembled
audience.
The ceremony will be attended by

the members of the faculty, the
seniors of the graduating class, and
the remainder of the student body.

All these will proceed in a paraae
from the chapel to the gymnasium
immediately upon the conclusion of

the Mass.
Although this latest addition to

the builoings of the campus was
tormally opened with the enter-
tainment and ball in the early part
of April, it was never solemnly and
otficially dedicated. Original plans
were to hold the dedication shortly

after the formal opening, but it was
later decided to postpone the event

Fr. Griffin, Fr. Fiik and
Fr. Bartley to Officiate

'

at Mass

rxercises, Mr. Garvan will be hon- I until commencement day, at which

Professor Host To
Senior Accountants

Leo Schaefer. Professor of Account-
ing:, Holds Conference

Last Friday evening at his home
in Ardmore, Leo H. Schaefer, pro-
fessor of Accounting in the School
of Commerce and Finance, acted as
host at a conference of the grad •

uatlng members of his class in ac-
counting.

The meeting, which commenced
at nine o'clock, consisted in an open
discussion on matters of interest to
both the professor and the students
as accountants. Subjects pertain-
ing to the college, the students, and
the future of the graduates were
freely discussed.

The discussion was followed by a
couple hours of amusements and
entertainment. Bridge and back-
gammon were played by those
present. Mrs. Schaefer arranged
and served a very tasty and appe-
tizing luncheon for the guests.
The guests included Cyril Klunk,

John Whalen, Gerald Weinhart
Paul Beaudlne. Thomas Edwards,
John Baker, Gerald Enright. John
Glltinan. and Charles Niessen.

tea by the pres-nLatioa ol tlic

Mendel Medal, an annual donation
made by Villanova College for note-
worthy advancemen'^ in the bran-
ch"s of science.

Concerning the presentation of

this medal, an editorial was recent-
ly published in the "Catholic
.Standard and Times " The editorial

said, "The announcement that
Francis P. Gai'van is this year's
.-ecipient of the Mendel Medal,
awarded annually by Villanova
College, comes as a welcome bit of

news to all those who are at all in-

terested in scientific advar.cement.
"The medal Is awarded rach year

to the Catholic who has mtule a
aotewcrthy contribution to the pro-
gress of science. The contribution
of Mr. Garvan is specified as being
his actlvii.y in stimulating chemical
work and research in the schools of

Lhis country. The award is well

merited. Those in contact with the
schools, readily agree that no other
person in America is more richly

deserving of he honor. Congratula-
tion, therefore, are extended to the
latest recipient of the Mendel
accompa.iied by the thought that
he is justly placed among the lllus-

(continued on page three)

luiic till cuiialx uuti: u work on the
building would be completed, ana
the naiatorium would aiso be in its

nnished state.

Immediately after the dedication,

the graduates and faculty members
wiu return to the college dining
naii lor the Commumon oreaklast.

HetfCTo Clothe
NeedyFamilies!

i<r. Stanford Appoints Stu-

dents In All Dorms To

CoUect Old Clothes

CUSTOM TWO YEARS OLD

Business Dean
Plans Reunion
Intends to Hold a Reunion of

All Business School

Graduates

Throuflth the columns of the

VILLANOVAN. the Rev. Ruellan P.

Fink. O. S. A., vice president of the

College, wishes to congratulate the

students of the school on their be-

havior In relation to discipline dur-
ing the past school year.

Quoting Fr. Pink, "For the past

few years the discipline on the
campus has been improving, and
this school year has been the best

we have ever seen. We are deeply
gratified with the reports not only
from the priests and professors of

the school but outsiders as well.

They have all been pleased to meet
the students In a social or buslnss
way and were warm In their
praise."

Pr. Fink attributes the improve-
ment to one of two causes, or both.
First, he believes that the students
are becoming more serious minded
and are applying themselves to
their studies realizing the Im-
portance of a college education In
the outside world. Secondly, he Is

also of the opinion that the student
realizes his duty to become a credit
to his parents and to hlmaelf.

•The students here have notldeprcfisTon."''Villanova

Villanova's Policies Praised

In Current Magazine Article

reached the peak of perfection by
any meana." continue Pr. Pink,
"but we are proud of the Improve-
ment, and whatever the reason Is

for It, we want to give it reconU-
tlon."

In an article published in the
latest issue of "Business and Com-
merce," a national financial, bank-
in and business magazine, Rev
James H. Griffin, O. S. A , received
the highest commendation for the

successful manner in which he is

<;oplng wl> h the current economic
depression in regards to the fin-

ancial matters of Villanova Col-

lege.

The article says, "It Is Interesttnor

to note the remarkable work which

has been achieved by the Rev.

James H. Griffin, O. S A., presi-

dent of Villanova College. Villa-

nova College. Villanova, Pennsyl-
vania, in preserving the ideals and
functions of this widely known ed-
ucational institution from any
harmful effects of the financial

is widely
known for its work in religious and
educational fields, and this work
has not been impaired by any low-
ering of sandards as a result of

that has been place upon our bu.«i-

ness men.

"Founded In 1842, VUlanova has
been a powerful force for the good
in American youth, and it has nev-
er been in a more firm or respon-
sible financial position.

"President Griffin, through his

fore-sighed and business-like pol-

icies in administering the affairs
of the college, has insured Villa

nova a future unhampered by any
imtoward debts Incurred during a

time of depression such as we are
now passing through.

"Villanova is indeed in splendid
hands, and to Father Griffin a
sreat deal of credit mwf:. be as-
signed for his great success as a

business man and educator, a suc-
cess that might well be pointed to

as a splendid example of an In-

spirational leadership."
The thought t>roughj out In this

article is merely the literal express-
ion of what h«i been in the minds

HAS PROGRAM OUTLINED

of those In the depression Fr . .... . „ „
reduced endownments or Income as Griffln is deserving and worthy of I action of this meeting, a
a result of the terrible handicap ' the commendation. 1 policy will be shaped

Recently, Rev. Joseph C. Bartley,

O. S. A.. Dean of the School of

'Commerce and Finance, annoimced
that he Intends to hold a reunion
of the graduates of his school.

These graduates, which at the

present time number over two hun-
dred and sixty, will hold their re-

union In the Commerce and Fin-
ance Building, In celebration of the

tenth anniversary of the establish-

ment of the school.

The graduates will convene at

six-thirty on the eveiung of Com-
mencement day, June 7th. The
meeting will be an informal one.

There will be a dinner, music and
general entertainment.

'This is the first time," said Fr.

Bartley, "that the business men
have attempted to hold a reunion.

Invitations have been sent out to

about one hundred and fifty of the
alumni living In New York. Brook-
lyn and Philadelphia. So far the
returns have been very favorable,

and Judging from present Indica-

tion there will be a very representa-

tive group here for the occasion."

Fr. Bartley stated that he did not
know the exact procedure the
alumni mlvht choose to take while
they are here. However, he thinks
that they will probably have elec-

tions and select their ofBcers and
make this group more active than
in the past. Judging from the re-

future

Do you have any clothes which
you no longer intend to wear? If

you have, they may be put to a
very worthy and useful purpose.

During the course of the week. Rev.

E. V. Stanford, O. S. A, Chaplain,

with the assistance of a student
organization, will make a collec-

tion of all discarded wearing ap-
parel and will forward it to the
cjociety of Saint Vincent de Paul,

which, In turn, will apportion it

out to the needy and impoverished
lamiliea

This custom of collecting cast-off

Clothing was Inaugurated at the
close 01 the school term two yean
ago. Since that time it has proved
to be highly successful, an ahnost
incredible amoimt of odds and ends
having been collected from the
various students.

Before the institution of this

practice, many articles had been
left behind by the studentc home
w'ard bound as being of no further

use to them. Though every effort

was made to collect these articles,

it was invariably found that work-
men or others had gone through
the rooms previously and extracted
everything of value.

In order that such left-beblnds
can be collected and forwarded to

the needy persons, Fr. Stanford has
this year appointed a student com-
mittee to which the students may
turn over their discarded clothes.

The committee is as follows: in
Alumni—Paetrus Banmlller and
Frank Perugino; in Austin—George
McGrath, Francis Marrazzo and
Valadimer Lassotovitch; In Fedi-
gan—Edward Ocelus and Leon
Bienkowski; in Mendel— George
Hardy and Francis Macek; in
Good Counsel— Joseph Dunigan
and John Butler.

Symphony Orchestra

To Meet Tomorrow

The Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, O. 8.
A., announcd that there will be a
rehearsal of the symphony orches-
tra tomorrow afternoon at four
o'clock. He also stated that It Is

absolutely essential that all mem-
bers attend this meeting since It

will be the last opportunity to re-
hearse the numbers for the com-
mencement day exercises.

The detailed program of activi-
ties for the eigty-nlnth annual
Commencement Day exercises of
Villanova College to be held on
Tuesday, June 7, has been com-
pleted and released by the authori-
ues. It opens with the celebration
of Solemn High Mass at nine
o'clock in the morning and con-
tinues through the entire day, in-
cluding such ceremonies as the
dedication and blessing of the new
gymnasium building, a banquet for
the graduating class, the com-
mencement exercises themselves,
and a meeting of the members of
the national alumni association.
One of the most drastic changes

in this year's program over those
of previous years is the transfer of
the center of activities from the
campus to the gymnasium. Several
years ago the practice of holding
^he commencement exercises out of
doors was inaugurated and carried
out quite successfully. With the
completion of the new gymnasium,
however, it was deemed more ad-
visable to hold the exercises in this
structure.

The principal reason for the
change was the nature of the
weather conditions. As long as the
exercises were to be held in the
open, there was always the constant
dread of inclement weather condi-
tions. Furthermore, if the weather
was clear, the heat was generally
so oppressive and sweltering that
the audience was in almost constant
discomfort

With the center of activities
transferred to the gymnasium,
these imcertaintles and diflBculties
can easily be eliminated. The
ventilation and cooling system will
be put into operation, and the
temperature will be maintained at
a comfortable level. The acoustics
will be fittingly taken care of by
the use of an excellent system of
amplification.

The initial ceremony of the day
will be the Baccalaureate Mass and
Sermon, which wUl take place at
nine o'clock in the morning. The
Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.,
president of the college, will be the
celebrant, while the Rev. Ruellan
P. Fink, O. S. A., vice-president of
the college, and the Rev. Joseph C.
Bartley, O. S. A., dean of the school
of Commerce and Finance, will be
the deacon and sub-deacon, re-
spectively.

According to the arrangements
prepared by the autlioritles, the
entire student body is to assemble
in the rear of Mendel Hall at eight-
thirty. Here they will arrange
themselves in parade form and
then proceed to the chapel. The
parade wUl be headed by the
members of the faculty in cap,
gown, and hood. These will be
followed by the juniors in their
blazers, the members of the grad-
uating class In caps and gowns, the
sophomores, and the freshmen. In
the order named.
As the Juniors reach the chapel,

they will separate and form a
single line on either side of the
entrance. The graduates will pass
between these lines and go to the
seats reserved for them. The other
classes will follow behind the
seniors.

Immediately following the Mass,
the parade will reassemble and
proceed to the new gymnasium for
the dedication services. The Rev.
Dr. Joseph A. Hloeky, D. D.,
O. S. A., will preside at this ritual.

The next event upon the schedule
is the informal banquet at noon-
time for the members of the
faculty, their guests, and the mem-
bers of the graduating class. All
those who are to partake of the
dinner are to meet in the Monas-
tery at twelve-fifteen o'clock.
The afternoon activities will be-

gin with the commencement pro-
gram at two-thirty o'clock. Ac-
cording to the schedule, the pre-
siding officials, the members of the
faculty, and the graduates will as-
semble in the rotunda of the Mona-
stery at two-fifteen In caps and
gowns. The undergraduates will
meet in front of Mendel Hall at
two o'clock.

From the Monastery, the proces-
sional will proceed across the
campus to the gymnasium. Upon
entering the building, the honorary
guests, the speakers, and the
faculty will take their places upon
the stage. The seniors will occupy
reserved seats In the auditorium,
and the remainder of the assembly
will sit In back of the graduates.

(Continued on Page 81k)
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TUESDAY, MAY 31, 1932,

4<'AREWELL!. With this issue of the VIL-

LANOVAN we bid our farewell to the

1931-32 academic year. It

FAREWELL is with a mixed feeling of

joy and sadness that we

say these parting words ; joy at the thought

of home and sadness at this "au revoir".

Many of us are leaving these treasured halls

and beautiful campus never to return. Com-

mencement is approaching and soon the

graduatmg class will be turned into the

world to seeK success. To face the world at

tnis time when the finances of the country

are at a low eDD is mdeed an outlook that is

depressmg to even the most pusillanimous.

We wish them the best of luck and may they

attain to the goal they seek. To the former

editors of this publication, especially, do we

bid godspeed. Their association and friend-

ly advice was always appreciated and we

hope that perhaps in the future we will meet

again. Because we will miss i>an iiucKiey,

foi-mer sports editor, are we especially

grieved at this parting. Under his guiding

nand the sports staii rose to a higner pin-

nacie. To Al Wagner, ex-editor, we otfer

congratulations on his improvements to the

paper and the expert manner in which he

steered the good ship VILLANOVAN
through all crises. To the other graduating

editors, Joe Dietz, Sol Herman, and Bill

White do we also extend our sincerest wish-

es for success. To all those who have as-

sisted us in editing this paper, we extend

our thanks. To the faculty and athletic of-

fice we are indebted for their cooperation in

giving us information on news stories when-

ever they were asked. Also we thank all the

campus managers and student directors for

their assistance. Thus, do we bring to a

close a year of happiness and a year which

saw students continue old acquaintances.

Again do we say farewell.

* * « • •

DEGREES safely tucked away, our Seniors

will soon prepare to leave the campus, obvi-

ously breaking all imme-

A diate outward ties with

LAST WORD their Ahna Mate^. Be-

cause we feel that their

departure does not signify the opening of a

chasm between them and their school and

they really do not care to sever all relation-

ship with the scene of four of the most im-

portant years of their lives, we take this

means to urge all of our departing Seniors

to make arrangements for delivery of the

VILLANOVAN during the coming years.

Their acquaintanceship is not limited to

members of their own class and that they

may keep up with the doings of the friends

they are leaving on the campus it is suggest-

ed that they do this in the most efficient

manner available, by subscribing to the VIL-

LANOVAN. Every week the memories

that they will dearly hold will be amply re-

freshed by the news and views that appear

in this publication. It is felt that they are

not wilfully neglecting an-angements for

this service, but in the hustle and bustle of

examinations they have been inclined to let

the matter slide by. We sincerely hope that

these men will avail themselves of their

earliest opportunity to take care of this de-

tail before they depart from the campus. A
chance to keep alive the memories of their

student days by newsy accounts of the

activities of their friends on the campus lies

before them. We urge them to make the

most of this opportunity.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

By

RUDOLPH J. LEHNAU

THE

Stool-Pigeon

WELL, girls and boys
1

this Is

toodle-oo. The captains and
the kings are about to depart and
tranquility will reign supreme.

SOUR GRAPES
A New York University seer has

announced, "That even more anr

noying than those who Iciss and
write poems about it are those who
don't kiss, but who write poems
making it seem as though they

did."

We think they are very uncouth.

A gentlemen never kisses and tells.

No? Well, ask Buckley. Oh, isn't

he a gentleman?

WE THINK ITS A TIE
A protessor out at Creighton

Uuiversiiy toid his French class

that ihe relation between a woman
and a cravat was that they were

botn always around your neck.

But you can always take off your

cravAt.

FAME
The University pf Pennsylvania

has the honor and distinction of

having had the first class to attend

m jail. Way back in the middle

01 the nineteenih century, one of

ihe professors was lodged in the

. local Bastlle on a technical charge.

Being moved by either a feeling of

loyalty or curiosity, the under-
sraas proceeded to his cell and paid
Sij-ict attention to his lecture.

Very quaint, but in this day and
age it would be more likely that
conditions would be reversed, and
Che prof wouid be bailing his class

out of Jail.

JOAN OP ARC STUFF
Because they said that they did

not want to be classed as disciples

of Jimmy Walker, 60% of wie stu-

dents of Amherst College last week

voted down a proposition to hold a
beer parade on the campus.
ihe 4U';o who favored the proposi-

tion said, however, that the parade

would be held as planned on May
14.

x'he opposition was led by Chal-
mers Kooerts, dry editor of the

Amherst "Siudent", and George
oaaigan, captain of next year's

lootbau team, 'ihey appealed to

the students to "save the fair name
01 Amnerst from the hands of sen-

sational tabloid headline hunters."

POOD FOR THOUGHT
Beginning next fall, two of the

smaller dormitories at Mount Hol-
yoKe college will be operated on a
co-operauve basis, with the stu-

aents living in tnem doing all the

Housework with the exception of

cooking.

In return the girls will receive

a reduction of $20u in their annual
tuition and board fees.

Both Smith and Wellesley col-

leges nave conducted some dormi-
tories on this basis for some time.

And Deitz never told us. How
that man does keep secrets.

YOU AND YOURS
The latest classification of co-eds

is built around the terms "yin" and
yang ". If a co-ed is sophisticated,

forceful, brunett and exotic, she is

a "yang ". If she is naive and
youthful and finds her greatest

ciiarms in extreme feminity, she is

a "yin".

We wonder, in our unsophicti-

cated way what they call the one
who is intelligent, sweet and lov-

able. Or should we ask Donohue.

THE MARTYR
From the Boston College Heights

we get the following tale. A senior

co-ed attending the All University

Prom in Boston, became highly in-

dignant when a puny freshman cut

in while she was dancing with one
of the greatest athletes of the
school. She addressed the fresh-

man with such retorts that at last

he hung his head in shame and
replied: "I'm sorry, lady, but you
see I am working my way through
school, and your partner was wav-
ing a five dollar bill at me."

FOND FAREWELLS
We wish to thank all our various

Exchanges and hope that the cor-

dial relations we have enjoyed in

the past will continue in the fu-

ture.

We also hope that everybody has
a depressionless vacation, and that
no one will die of sunburn, drown-
ing, poison ivy, or lack of a bull

session. ';.-••.

We hope that Joe EHetz has a
nice time writing his novel this

summer-and hope that its never
published. There is enough sad-
ness in the world right now. But
we will miss those tall tales of his
about Wagner. Poor Al. how Dletz
used to pan him, Just because he
told Joe his stuff was terrible. We
hope that Al attains his burning
ambition to became a great law-
yer.

We will be glad to see Berman
graduate. He won't come up to the
offlce any more trying to chisel free

theatre tickets.

And we hope that Buckley gets
down and doe.s .some work out at
Dickinson. That frivolous attitude
will not get you anywhere, Dan. Adlos—
And cut down on the dates.

Joe Deitz, ViUanova's most repre-

sentative Prom Trotter, held an
admiring audience spellbound at

the Smith Prom while he related

the harrowing details of his Phila-

delphia conquests. The Dartmouth
boys attempted to take notes on
Joe's technique, but Weaselberry
was too fast for them, and they had
to give up.

Blah, Blah Buckley has been

heard to remark that It is his earn-

est hope that this year's Valedic-

tory address (to be delivered by

Martin L, GUI. Jr.) wUl be free

from all taints of mawkish sentl-

mentahiy. Dan claims that he's

glad he is getting his degree and
knows GUI feels ihe same way, so

why be dlplomalio.

Al "Fish " Wagner has many a
time and oft proclaimed that his

limited mei^tality was enough to get

mm an A. fi,, but he • does not
think it sul&clent (o carry him
through the trying days of law
school. Jim Shea, however, is will-

ing to take a chance.

Killjoy Berman Is the one senior
sorry to leavcf, Vilianova, he ha*
had a great racket while he was
here, in tennis and otherwise. Well,
Wagner, do you want to know why
the yellow jtaper lusappeared so
quickly from the VILLAaUVAN of-
Uce? Go down and look at Ber-
man's wall paper.

SUtz, the barber, has been moan-
ing about the departure of Willie,

"I love Me", Fapp by graduation.
The Blushing Rosebud irom the

JNew Jersey swamps was one of the

less ornamental fixtures In the
barber shop, ne got dauy haircuts
and shaves, simply because Slltz

always heid a mirror behmd his

head, thus enabling him to see the
best part of his face.

We have a communication to the

effect that Ed Murtha of the Busi-
ness School cannot understand why
u ceriatn Koeemont student aays
neuo" to every Tom, Dick and

liarry while he Is with her. Also

^nat ne had better get a license it

he IS going to use his lissex as a
kaxi for the Kosemont fair sex.

And when you see Louie (Loch-
invar) Marlchal, the Lothario
among the dayhops in the Busi-
ness ibchool, ask him how long it

takes to play four hands of

bridge down Margate, N. J. way.
He Claims he didn't get home till

i.^yi a. m. one morning.

Frits Abbot has been going to
sleep ou the tennis courts. This
is probably the reason for the
anlue-deep dust around the base
'•nes.

We nominate Bill Crowley for

being the most gallant Vilianova
knight. We hear that he climbed
through a window at the risk of

his life in order to open the door
for a certain young lady who had
forgotten her key to the family
domicile. Strange as it seems the
door was open.

"Bud" ReUly, the Demon Re-
porter, (the reason for Male's
falling hair has been heard to go
into raptures over the picture of

an Elmhurst, L, I., damsel, which
appeared in an issue of the Notre
Dame Scholastic. He has even
threatened to move to Long Island.

We all sincerely hopes he keeps his

word. ,,
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In a public statement Jim Fihn
stated that he is a confirmed mis-
ogynist and is tired of receiving
mash notes from silly admirers.
Not that he believes that all mem-
bers of the fair sex are silly. Just
99 and 99-100 per cent pure. So,
girls, please give him the peace
that he desires.

Ray O'NeiU, the Lawrenclan
Mass of MuscIp, will not be a
boarder at VUlanova next year. He
intends for his own convenience
and peace of mind to hire a room
at the P. O. and thus make sure
of his mail. He didn't receive a
letter from the fair Lettie for a
period of two days and swears that
Wyman must have stolen it,

"Rudy" DoUn can't take it,

claims an ex-writer. That's how
the renowned phrase, "watch their
stuff" originated.

Last week we published the fact

that Bob Geist waa right up there

with the champion gigolos on the

campus. Friday, he received notice

that his parents wanted him home
for the week-end. We wonder why.

Ray Harter blushlngly admitted
that he can crochet. If any of you
are desirous of a l)eautiful piece of

work, he will be wUllng to help you
out.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH
J08BPH i. CONLAN

THE STOOL PIGEON

THE editor has decided that
this is the last issue for the cur-

rent year and so we have to bid a
few farewells to the outgoing Sen-
iors, who are about to leave these
hallowed halls and seek their for-
tune in the cold cruel world that
iiejs beyond the pale of their pi^s-
ent horizon. It is wlt^ mingi^
leeUngs that .we watch these oldet
schooimates of ours depart for we
are certain that some we will never
see again, and others will be miss-
ed more than a great deaL
Everyone on the campus Icnows

the unobtrusive individual that
waiics along with a scholarly air
and a friendly countenance a-n<j

hides behind the name of Martin
Leo GiJI, Jr. He has not an enemy
in the college and to all appear-
ances is a nice fellow. However,
that is before you are really weU
acquainted with him, because after
<i lew montns oi , ciose association
wiin lum you wonder how it is he
has lasted this long. AU in all,

Martin is a ime feiiow and it is in
the stars that he is to have a
uriiimut future—as a divorce law-
yer.

If anyone on the campus has

ever heard Joe Dietz call the en-

gineers "queers " and pass any wise

remarks anent their surveying an-

tics on a winter's afternoon, Just

ask the boy from "Pokey" how he

enjoyed surveying the wilds of New
York state. It is a pet hobby of

his and we can remember one in-

teresting story that Joe told us
about how he had to walk home
from an automobile ride, a distance
of some twelve miles. He met the
owner of the oar while surveying
sight on her part, but Joe finally

managed to break away even though
he had to walk home.—This is

uietz's story. Ihis queerness of his
in liking surveying may explain how
he came to room with Mike Effron.
You are at liberty to Judge for

yourseil from the above story just
what kind of a ttoy JOIE really is.

We can picture Joe amply filling a
professorial chair at Smith College.

"Red" Derby is a shining example
of the youthful college graduate,
awaiting the day of commencement
and his diploma. He has been at
a loss these past few days since
there has been no studying to be
done and the books were always
•Red's" strong point. This has
been kept a secret for quite a while
but as the day of departure ap-
proaches, we see no reason for hid-
ing It any longer. "Red" is the
youngest member of the Senior
class, having celebrated his 16th
birthday Just a few weeks ago. He
claims to be twenty but we know
differently.

Sol Berman will leave Vilianova

in a few days and it will probably

take years to fill his place. He is

unique and there is only one like

him. But as we think about it a

bit longer, there are quite a few

unique people at Norrlstown and

Central Islip and as for their being

only one of Berman, if there had

been two, this institution would

nave succeeded years ago—(Ber-
man's been here a long time.) The

latest reports bring us the news

that Sol is entering a professional

school and upon his graduation or

leaving, he will assume the position

of court keeper for the Rinky Dink

A. C.

Al Wagner will add a few letters

to his name and then tie himself

hence in quest of a Golden Fleece.

(Al always had a weakness for

blondes). His stay at Vilianova

has been quiet enough, except when
on occasions he aroused the ire of

the powers that be by publishing

something that were In discord to

the established ethics of the VIL-
LANOVAN. However, dissension

will be a word unknown where Al

IS going, as we are told that the

ranks of the Salvation Army are

to be increased and the new name
to be added is Albert C. Wagner,

A. B. Don't take any wooden
nickels on your drum, Al.

The fourth of the Pour Horses

of the Puny Pen is next and he is

none other than the great Dan
Buckley. As the Sports Editor of

this paper, he wrote a column every

week; as a member of the Literary

Society, he acted as president; as

a member of the debating team, he

talked all the time. Law school is

to be Dan's resting place for the

next few years and after watching

him rest at Vilianova, we have no
doubt but that he will lead his

class in that occupation fen* a sec-

ond time. Upon his departure from
law school, Dan intends to investi-

gate the various cases of Nick Car-
ter and find out if the faster de-

tective solved all of them correctly.

He has a good start, having read

nothing else tor the past four years.

In parting we wish to extend to

the class of "32 our sincere and
heartfelt wishes for success and we
trust that the future holds in

store for them more than their

share of happiness and gooc^ for-

time. And so, au revoir.

College Leadership
In Political Affairs

Advocated By Editor

Says That College Students Should Effect

Reform in Selection of Judges
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COLLEGE sttidents are playing an in-

creasingly prominent role in affairs of

government, both federal, state and local.

Everywhere the observant citizen notes the

younger generation keen and alert to trends

in current affairs, anxious to study govern-

mental innovations and to contribute mater-r

ially to the political well-being of these

United States.

There is a strong movement on foot at the

present time among college students to ef-

fect a reform, in the. selection of judges in

our ^tate courts. College students have come
to realize that politics plays a far greater

part in the selection of the judiciary in our

states than it hormally should. ^
Right here in Ohip; students of prom-

inent colleges are interesting themselves in

a plan to have our legislature adopt a sys-

tem whereby judges to state courts will be

appointed by the governor of the state with

the approval of the senate, such appointment

to be good as long as the judge merits the

office of judge.

There is much to be saiid in support of the

plan. Thinking people the country over de-

plore the political pressure which often in-

fluences the decision of judges. Then, too,

the judge who must be re-elected every few
years, dissipates much of his energy in cam-
paign work. Notice of the active election-

eering of the past week will convince think-

ing men of the soundness of this last asser-

tion.

The plan to appoint rather than elect state

and municipal judges is not something new
and radical. All judges in the courts of the
United States of America, the state of Mas-
sachusetts, England and Canada are ap-

appointed for good behavior. Certainly our
federal appointments have been most satis-

factory in the past.

Constant advocacy of the project will ac-

complish more estimable progress than any
other single force. Public opinion must be
aroused. The evils of the old system and
the advantages of the new must be pointed

out to the public generally. The people must
be informed. The people must be con-

vinced. The people must be led to act.

College men can do much to accomplish this

reform. The results of the adoption of such
a plan should be beneficial and lasing in these

United States.

ALiteraryRevie"w
By WILLIAM F. ZEIL

CHINA, to us living in the Occident, has

always held a note of mystery and

fascination. But unfortunately the concep-

tion that most of us hold of her, and her

people, with their curious customs, is sadly

distorted or highly idealized. To the West-
em mind it is a land of flowers with an al-

together unreal population made up of char-

acters like those one sees on Ming vases.

Our impression, however, is utterly wrong.

They are a people leading a grim existence,

fighting against starvation, famine, floods,

and revolutions.

Recently, a book appeared on the market,

dealing with this existance, blunt and pa-

thetic as it is. The book, "Good Earth", is

undoubtedly the finest novel on Chinese life

that has ever been published. Pearl Buck,

the author, has instilled into the pages a

reality so coloiful, that the charactei-s seem
to breathe.

It is the story of Wang Lung, a simple

farmer. Believing that soil is the source of

wealth, he buys land whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself. In the course of the

plot he rises fi'om a poor laboror to a
wealthy landlord. The book ends with Wang
Lung an old man, and his none too faithful

sons scheming to sell the land and divide

the money between themselves.

Mrs. Buck writes with great facility, the

sentences flowiing with perfect ease from
her pen. Her word pictures of the land-

scape are particularly well done, and her
portrayal of Wang Lung's character leaves

little to be desired. Spending the greater
part of her life in China, the author has an
intimate knowledge of the customs of the
country, which she uses to great advantage
in her writing. Her book leaves the reader
with an enthusiasm that fails to wear off.

It is a convincing novel of great merit that
is worth the attention of the most discrim-

inating reader.
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Conlan Elected President By ^33 Class In Close Balloting

Closely Contested Poll
Results In Selection Of
ThfeeNewMenForOffice

Conlan and LaRond Replace Rosen and Shortall for Presi-

dency and yice-Presidency, Respectively.

—

Duhamel Chosen for Student Council

TIE FOR TREASURER
Announcing the results of the

Junior Class elections which were
held last Tuesday, the Student
Council reported that Joseph Con-
lan won the race for the presidency
of the class.

Difficulty was encountered by all

who attempted to predict the prob-
able outcome of the election which
was characterized by the display of'

class spirit far stronger than shown
in class elections for many years
past. The election was the climax
of many weeks of political man-
euvering and campaigning which
resulted in combinations of the
various schools into political groups.

The engineers and business men
Joined forces, together nominating
five men from the two scboois to

fllll the offices contested. The
combination selected engineers for

the offices of Vice-President and
Student Councilman while the re-

maining nominees were selected

from the school of Commerce ana
Finance. Robert Rosen, former
Junior class president, nominee oi

the coalition, was defeated by Mr.
Golan, losing by a very narrow
margin.

Mr. Conlan has shov^n exception-

al abUity in the executive Ime, a
fact attested by his election to

office in many of the organizations

he is a member.
Arthur Shortall, former Vice-

President, lost to C. Don La Pond,

a student in the School of Tech-
nology. James Pox, of the Busi-

ness School, was re-elected Secre-

tary of the class by a comfortable

margin. The Student Coimcil post

was won by Stephen Duhamel, en-

gineering student.

In the race for the offlce of class

Treasurer the ballots showed a tie

between the present holder of the

office, George Hughes, of the school

of Commerce and Finance, and
James Lucey, Pre-Medical student.

Ballottlng for the settlement of the

tie will be made today.

The general result of the past

election was the displacement of

the business school majority of

offlce holders in favor of a general

distribution among all the schools.

Thus far the class will be governed

by an Arts man, two engineers and
a business man. Whether or not

the School of Science will be repre-

sented depends on the outcome of

the present ballottlng.

AlumniTo Hold
Dinner-Dance

Elected President

Shortall Unanimously Made
Student Council Chairman

Meeting last Thursday for the
final assembly of the year, the

Student Council conducted its

election of Chairman lo fill the
ot&ce vacated by the graduation
of James Garrlty, of ihe Business
School. The counciimen unani-
mously selected Arthur Shortall,

Arts student and foruter Secre-
tary or the govermng uody, to fill

the important post.

Although last, weeks meeting
was the final for tne year, the
councu is still functioning In its

work of bailottmg lor the class

electiohs. Ihis work, until now
supervised by Mr. Garrlty, is

being taken over by Mr. Shortall.
The chairman wui. be aided In
admlnistr%tion during the coming
year by Ass t. ChaU-inan, Vy^liiiam

Crowley and FranK l!.strada, sec-
retary.

Engineers To

Science Book
To Be Given
Out Today
Dr. Kadi Herzleid Explaiub

Frocesses oi Inor-

ganic Mature

HAS MAMY ARTICLES

Duhamel Succeeds Barsin

as B.-L. I. Club President

JOS. J. CONLAN

Fifth Annual Function To Be

Sp<nisored by N. Y.

Alumni

MIcPEVlTT IS CHAIRMAN

The Vilianova Club of New York

will hold its fifth annual dinner

and dance. Saturday evening, June

11, at the Ridewood Country Club,

located at Paramus, N. J. J. J- Mc-

Devitt, Jr., of 48 Howe avenue,

Passaic, N. J., is the chairman of

this dinner-dance. Cletus A. Seaver,

; president, is cooperating with Mr.

' McDevitt to make this the most

successful function the club has

yet had.

The committee, in deference to

the large Jersey contingent that

has been supporting dances in New

York for several years, has decided

to hold this dance in New Jersey,

and the spot that has been selected

Is ideal. The $200,000 country club

is to be at the service of the VUla-

nova alumni for the evening and

with its luxurious appurtenances it

will afford all modes of comfort.

Tlie dinner, which begins at 7:30,

will be served by candle light.

Dancing will last tUl 2 A. M., the

music being provided by a band of

eight men. Reservations have been

placed at $6 per couple.

Honorary Degree Recipient

And Alumnus Die Recently

Admiral William Shepherd Ben-

son retired, ithe recipient of an

honorary degree from VUlanova

CoUege, and Edward T. Berkery, an
alumnus from here, both died re-

cently.

Admiral Benson, who died of a
cerebral hemorrhage, s:rved as

Chief of Naval Operations dxirlng

the World War and afterwards as

chairman of the United States

Shipping Board. During his years

of service, he received numerous
awards, most oui.standlng of which
was the Order of St. Gregory the

Great by Pope Benedict XV. He
was awarded the honorary degree

of Doctnr of Laws at the Com-
mencement exercises here in 1918.

Mr. Berltery. who died as 'the re-

sult of an appendicitis operation,

attended VlUanova and received

his degree from VUlanova In 1925.

He was admitted to the bar in New
York in 1938. He was always very

acttve in societies and organiza-

tions, and in 1931 was elected

worthy Advocate of the Knights
of Columbus.

Senior Book
Staff Chosen
InNewWay
Editor and Business Manager

Chosen From Names

Submitted by Deans

EDITORS ANNOUNCED

In a recent interview with Rev.

John Crawford, O. S. A., Moderator

of the year book, concerning the

new method of election of the BeUe

Air's Editor-in-chief and the Busi-

ness Manager. Pr. Crawford gave

the foUowlng reasons for the

change in method.
First, the editing of the book is

a thesis for the Editor and is a

matter for the Dean of the De-

partment. Secondly, the former

method was too arbitrary for

such an important post. The prac-

tice for the last five years was to

have the President of the Senior

Class appoint the Editor-in-Chief

and the Business Manager. This

practice did not work out so well

and the new system was Inaugur-

ated.

The new procedure in this years

election was as follows: Pr. Craw-

ford wrote a letter to each of the

four Deans requesting them to

nominate two candidates for the

position of Editor-in-Chief and two

for Business Manager. This selec-

tion was to be based on scholastic

attainment, personality and fitness

for the positions.

After Pr. Crawford received the

selection of the various Deans, he

notified the sixteen men, by letter,

of their selection by thlr respective

Dean and submitted them to a test.

To the prospective editors the

question asked was: "What are the

qualifications for an Editor-in-

Chief, and to what extent do you

possess these qualities?" The ques-

tion asked of the future Business

Managers was: "Give suggestions

to improve the circulation of the

year book and to increase its

revenue."

Of the answers received by Pr.

Crawford, ten were accepted, four

refused, and tWo faUed to answer.

He took the letters, removed all

marks of identification and copied

on a typewriter those letters that

were written in long hand and
submitted them to three members
of the faculty for Judgment. On
the basis of their decision and a
final decision by Pr. Crawford, the

selection was made. "The reason

for submitting the letters to the

three members of the faculty," said

Pr. Crawford," was to verify niy

own Judgment.'
In the future, several Juniors wUl

be appointed to work with the staff,

and on the merits of the Work they

accomplish the next year's Editor-

in-Chief and Business Manager
will be determined.
A partial list of the BeUe Air

Staff follows : Editor-ln-C h 1 e f

,

John Micklos; Business Manager.
Prank Martin; Managing Editor,

Joseph Conlan; Associate Editors,

Russel Hurst, James Lucey and Ed-
ward McGlinchy; Circulation Man-
ager, Charles D. LaPond; and
Sports Editor, Gerald Dolan.

ort

Philadelphia Alumni Club

To Form Country Club Here

Over 100 members of the Phila-
delphia Alumni Club of VUlanova
assembled in the gymnasium last

Thuraday evening to dlscufa the

many important topics relevant to

the formation of the VUlanova
PhUadelphia Alumni Country Club,
on the campus of the College, with
its headquarters in the new sports

palace on the school's grounds.
John Preeney, who Is president of

the Philadelphia chapter of the

alumni organization, appointed a

delegation to present a report of

last Thursday's meeting to the

representatives of the national

alumni when they meet here, on
June 7, after the commencement
exercises.

The action which the represen-
tatives of the national alumni
take on this report will be a de-
termining factor of the future

policy of the club.

Strong Support of Engineers

Assured as Result of Re-

cent Questionnaire

ISSUE APPEARS TODAY
Contrary to the prevalent rumor

that the OWL, monthly magazine

published by the engineering stud-

ents. wUl be dropped from publica-

tion, it has been announced that

the OWL wiU continue during the

coming year.

Cause for the rumor was found

in the action of Phi Kappa Pi, the

engineering fraternity, in dropping

the sponsorship of the publication.

Questionnaires were submitted to

the members of the various engin-
eering classes by the staff of the
OWL in an endeavor to get the
opinion of the school as a whole
in regards to the general standing
of the magazine.
The resiUts were overwhelmingly

in favor of continuance of the
journal, many students formerly
lax In their interest coming for-
ward strongly in its favor. On the
basis of the spirit shown by engin-
eering students in this question-
naire, the staff is looking forward
not only to continuance of publica-
tion, but to the means of instituting
improvements over the present
magazine.
During the summer, the Rev. E.

V. Stanford, O. S. A., the OWLS
Consulting Engineer wUl, with the
aid of the summer students, publish
the magazine's summer bulletin.

Students in the School of Tech-
nology look forward to the monthly
bulletin during the summer which
contains up to the minute news oi

their fellow classmates doings as
well as the latest news of the
campus.

The final regular issue of the
OWL for the school year wiU ap-
pear on the campus today. A fea-
ture article for the month is "The
Jungle—A WUdemess Engineers
Tale," by RusseU Hurst The story,

a narration by an engineer who
recently returned from the Naro-
wyne Jungle, is vividly told, show-
ing the many horrors faced by an
adventurous group of American en-
gineers.

The above article is supplemented
by many interesting items concern-
ing the most recent developments
in the engineering and scientific
worlds. Activities of the engineers
on the campus and the usual com-
plement of Alumni Notes completes
the Issue.

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervis-

ors, Team Captains and Student
subscription salespeople who
wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity for free scholar-
shipsk made possible through the
courtesy of the Leading Maga-
zine Publishers again this year,
are requested to apply to the
national organizer, M. Anthony
Steele, Jr., Box 244, San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating qualifications
fully.—(Adv.)

After days of endless effort and
labor the Mendel Bulleun wUi
make it^ jQltiai appearance on the
campus to-day as the oificiai puo-
lication of tne Science School oi

Vilianova. There is no doubt «<hat

the book has fuifUled aU the pre-
dictions set forth by the statf dur-
ing the course of lis prci}aration.
Harry P, Singley, edi.x)r-in-cnief

announced that every memoer of

the Science School is entitled to a
oopy of the booK, which may be
potatned m Mendel HaU tb-day,
and It is advisable for every science
studenc. to have one m his possess-
ion since there are a number of
articles which are very interesting
and helpful to everyone.

Dr. Karl P. Herzleid, in following
the custom of the past recipients
of uhe Mendel Meoai, has con-
tributed the feature article of this
year's pubUcatlon, entitled "Re-
versibility and Irreversibility trom
vile Standpoint of the Kinetic
Theory." in this article Dr. herz-
feld explains the processes wnica
occur in inorganic nature and de-
scribes the basis for such a study.
He enumerates the various scien-
tists who have worked in this ne.^
and gives a short account of then-
progress. The article is very inter-
esting and well worth reading.
"Hypnotism in Therapeutics' is

another article of Interest submit-
ted by Andrew J. Donnelly. The
manner In which hypnotism was
appUed years ago by ancient doc-
tors in the process of tr-atment is

clearly described and the resulti ot

such a practice are explained in
this article.

The foUowlng is a list of the ar-
ticles written and submitted by
members of the Science School:
The Mendel Medalist of ltf31 ';

"A Review of the Story of Insulin"
by Salvadore L. Meshon; "Recent
L»evelopments in Anaesthesia" by
Benedetto Benlgno; "An Apparatus
for Recording Respiration" By
Frank Merlo; "Living D^ath" by
James Volpe; "Autonomic Nervous
System" by Irving Grobman;
"Bodiiy Changes During EmotiOnai
States" by Edward Meter; "Carbon
Monoxide Poisoning" by Paul Mc-
Neils; "Alchemy" by Prof. August
A. Kunzebacher; "A Critique by
Various Missing Links" by Harry
Calder; "Hookworm in the United
States" by Anthony Emmi; "The
Role of Chemistry and Biology in
the Detection of Crime" by Daniei
Daly and Carmen Salerno; "Chro-
nological Record of Seminar Ac-
tivities" by James Burke; 'Modi-
fication by Gad's Heart Prepara-
tion" by Max PoweU. "A Compar-
ison of Vital Statistics" by Charles
Moore; "Development of the Arti-
ficial Silk Process" by William K.
Richman; "The Use of Prepared
Water for DUution in the Petri
Plate Method" by Louis Hoffstein;
and "The Clearing Differential
and Injection of Specimens" by
Max Rosenzweig.

The Art work is submitted by
Prof. Alfred Panepinto, a member
of the faculty of the school of Sci-
ence. There are a number of Ulus-
trations photographed In the labor-
atories In Mendel Hall.

This being election month,
the B. L. I. Club at the last

meeting of the year, which
was held last Tuesday, elected

officers for the coming year,

from the nominees who were
nominated the week previous.

Stephen Duhamel succeeded
Joseph Barsin as president,

with WUllam Conway succeed-
ing Stephen Duhamel as vice-

president. The offlce of secre-

tary leaves the hands of Frank
McDermott and falls to James
McGuinn, while Joseph Hahn
was unanimously elected to the
offlce of treasurer, reUevlng
James McGulnn.

I II I'
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Convention
To Be Held
InNewGym
Hospital Association Selects

Gymnasium as Site of

Annual Convention

Garvan Will Address
Graduation Class On
Commencement Day

(continued from page one)

ALL PLANS COMPLETE

During the third week of Jime,

the National Catholic Hospital As-

sociation will hold a convention in

the new gymnasliun.

This is the first time that the

association wUl hold its convention

in this part of the country. The
meetings of the organization will

be held in the Commerce and
Finance Building and the displays

that wUl be shown during the con-

vention WiU be well taken care of

in the twelve thousand square feet

of floor space that is available in

the new gymnasium.
In order to facUitate matters in

the gym, especiaUy in regard to the
acoustics, a special arrangement
has been made to install a system
of amplification. With this new
system of amplification it wUl be
possible for the speakers to be
clearly and distinctly heard in all

parts of the gymnasium, and ma-
terially aid the smooth functioning
of the convention.

Negotiations for the use of thei

new gymnasium were recently com
pleted by the Rev. James H. Grlf
fin. O. S. A., president of the Col
lege, and with the Rev. Alphonse|
M. Schwartalla, S. J., of St. Louis
University.

trious winners of the past.

"Abbot Oregor Mendel, through
whose experiments with planrs the

Mendelian laws - the fundamental
laws governing heredity—were dis-

coveid, was a member of the

Augustinlan Order. Consequently,
the coUege has done weU in pre-

serving, by the honoring of Uving
scientists, the memory of a great

Catholic scientist."

Mr. Garvan was Ueufaenant to

WUUam Travers Jerome, then Dis-
trict Atljomey of New York Coun-
ty, in the "Thaw trials and the
Carnegie Trust Company prosecu-
Uons. Sut>sequently, in war time,

Mr. Garvan became first aasisi^ant

to the AUen Property Custodian,
then AUen Custodian in succession
to A. Mitchell Balmer.

His last public office was As-
sistant Attorney-General of the
United States. For the last dozen
years he has deva:jed most of his

e^rgies toward the direction of

the Chemical Foundation and the
general encouragement of science.

In the capacity of the President
of the Chemical Foimdation of
America. Mr. Garvan has sent to
every Catholic priest and chemis-
try teacher, a copy of the book,

"Chemistry in Medicine.' These
books, put out by this concern, are
furnished gral^iUtously to the sibove

mentioned p>eople and to the stud-
ents of medicine and science. The
purpose of these books is to acqua-
int the laity with (the practical
phases of chemistry in medicine.

Paramount

Diner
BRYNMAWR
TRY OUB DINNEK
4.S0 to 8.S0 P. M.

55c

Open 24 Hours a Day

Crawford's
Feature a vast array of

FOUR PIECE

GolfSuiU. $18.75
WHITE, OREY or STRIPE

Flannel Pants $4

LINEN KNICKERS $4 50

or LONG LINENS

— 2 STORES —

1225 Market St.

38 SO. 69th STREET

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiim iiii n im im iii

:
SHOWING EVERY TUESDAY

The most popular clothes on
the campus tailored by

Coltbp
Cailoring Co."

Made-to-Measure
Suits and Topcoats

$24.75 and $21.75

ON DISPLAY IN FOYER OF
PIE SHOPPE

Store at 58th & MARKET STS.
Open till 8.45 P. M.

HOWIE GARRITY, Campus
Representative., 110 Fedigan Hall
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Keep a Regular
TELEPHONE
Date with Home

>UNE . . . Commencement . . . the

college year's over! Congratula-

tions, Seniors, and good luck I

What a year it was! Remember those tele-

phone chats with Mother and Dad? Those

words of encouragement .' That sound advice?

You'll agree that of all the four years taught

you, nothing means more to you than your

appreciation of Home.

That's a worth-while lesson! Wherever you

go . . . whatever you do . . . let the telephone

keep you in touch with home. Share your

news with Mother and Dad. They'll always

be eager to hear your voice.

Now, and whenever you feel the urge, give

the Operator your home telephone number.

The thrill of "voice visits" never grows old.

H H H

FOR THE LOWEST COST
AND GREATEST EASE
Set your "date" for after 8.30 P. M., and take ad-

vantaKo of the low Night Rates. (A dollar call U
60c at niRht; a 50c call is 35c.)

By makint; a date, the folks will be at home. Thua
you can make a Station to Station call rather

than a more expensive Person to Person call.

Just give th« oper«itor your home telephone num>
ber. If you like, chaligcs can b« revcrnd.

No. 10
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Features And Highlights In Villanova's 1931''32 Sports

WILDCAT TOSSERS who have played exceptionally good Ijaseball and who have helped the Fel-

ines to turn m a good season's record. Left: Bill C^vanaugh, shortstop; center: Al TSpo-

sky, reserve catcher; right, Emll Reltz. first baseman.
,

'
;" '•

COATES' PROTEGES. The above are trackmen who have done well in their field of athletic en-

deavor during the past season. Left: Baker, miler and javelin thrower; center: Corrigan,

high and broad Jumper; right: Burt, pole vaulter.

'I
F. 1

••.: V'. v'.

BILL ORCUTT, a veteran

defense player on the hockey

sextet, who materially aided

his team in the victories of

the past season. Next to Art

Shortall. captain, he was

rated as the most valuable

asset to the club.

COACH McGEE-
HAN, who has

been coaching

baseball at Villa-

nova for the past

twenty-one years

and who has Just

completed anoth-

er successful sea-

son.

THE DRIVING FORCES who put the gridmen through their daily paces and who
have turned out some great football teams, left: Bob Reagan;

center: Head Coach Stuhldreher; right: Ed. Hunsinger.

SOL HERMAN,
Captain of the

tennis team. He
has led his men
to twelve victor-

ies during the

past year and Is

one of the great-

est players ever

to enter Villa-

nova.

GOLF COACH
Hank Garrity
who in his first

coaching task

steered his links-

men to a most

successful season.

His team won 11

matches and lost

2.

THE TENNIS TEAM which under the leadership of Sol Herman has had a very successful year.

Upper row reading from left to right: McDermott, Miles, Garrity. Steiber and Schwartz.

Lower, left to right: Orcutt, Capt. Berman, Father Mauch, Coach. Sykes and Suarez. ..
•

THE NEW HEPLACES THE
OLD. On the left is Ed Kobilis,

the retiring grid captain and

varsity guard for three seasons.

His team's record was foiu- vic-

tories, three losses and two ties.

On the right is Dick Hickey,

tackle, who will lead the Fel-

ines next fall.

THREE TEAM captains, left. "Whltey" Czesick, center. George Gazella and right. Metro Weston,
who have brought added fame to ViUanova. Czesick captained the basketball team the past
season and in all frays afield and at home led his mates to fighting Cat climaxes. Gaz-

ella captained the nine to the most successful season in three years. Weston is the
newly elected cage captain and with the powerful FYosh players as a nucelus ex-

pects to go places next year.

y

I

OFF FOR A GAIN. The above ball carrier Is Marlon, fullback. He 1b shown going ofT the

tackle In the Gettysburg game which resulted in a victory for the Felines, 13 to 0.

right GOOD FOR TWO BASES. Captain Gazella connecting for a two base hit against the University

of Pennsylvania nine in the first game of the season. The Cats were the victors, 4 to 3.

Stuhldreher To Inaugurate CoachingSchool ThisSummer
PASSING

IN
REVIEW
:by Jerry Dolan

THE last bell has rung; the last

class has been dismissed, and

this scholastic year has come

to a conclusion. It is all over but.

as they say, the shouting or maybe

the moaning about the ciurent ex-

aminations.

The present year and the past

year have been marked down in

the annals of world history as years

of economic depression. As we

look over the sports records of the

Wildcat for the past year, we fail

to see any effect of the depression

as far as the niunk)er of wins are

concerned. Taking all the athletic

activities into consideration, the

Blue and White had a very suc-

cessful year in the field of sports.

The great triumphs enjoyed by the

siiring sports aided very material-

ly in the raising of the general

average of the entire year.

,As has been mentioned previous-

ly, the tennis and golf teams have

had remarkable success in their

campaigns and they have done

mucn in spreading far and wide

the name and fame of their Alma
Mater. Some schools are famous
for tne great teams which they

turn out in one particular sport,

but the attention of the readers of

the sports' pages in the metropoli-

tan dailies Is attracted by those

institutions of learning which are

represented by winning teams in

other sporting activities beside the

one specialty.

Not infrequently during the past

few weeks a person glancing thru

the tabulated results of college

sports could see the name of Villa-

nova mentioned two and sometimes

three umes, and most often the

Wildcat was on the wiiuiing side.

This is a fact which might, at

first, seem rather insignificant, but

according to the psychology of ad-

vertising the product, in order to be

sold, must be constantly kept be-

lore the eye of the prospective cus-

tomer.

PROGRESS

The outstanding accomplishment,

physically, during the past year

was the completion of the new
gymnasium. This new structure

filled a long-felt need of the cam-
pus. The building cost a large

sum of money and it is something

to be proud of. We venture to

state that few" colleges have a'bel-

ter gymnasium than the one which

is available at all times to the use

of Villanova students. As w'e men-
tioned last week, the swimming
pool is still in the process of con-

struction, but it should be com-
pleted in a very short time. The
pool is of regulation length, 75 feet.

Its depth ranges from about three

feet at one end of approximately 12

feet at the opposite. The tile work
is done in blue and white. A por-

tion of the flooring around the pool

has been raised several feet upon
which seats can be placed for the

use of spectators at swimming
meets.

By the time the new scholastic

jear begins the pool should be

thoroughly proved and tested and

ready for the use of the general

student body. We would like to

make the remark to those who are

Interested in swimming to get a lot

of practice during the summer so

that next year we can see what we

can do about organizing an aggre-

gation to represent the Wildcat in

the realm of aquatic sports.

CINDER FATHERS

; The Temple Owls completed a

Job last Wednesday which they

started to do last fall. This year

they have beaten the Felines in

every major sport. The North

Broadstreeters latest cause for

more or less hysterical Jubilation

was their defeating ' the Wildcat

track team at the Temple stadium

last Wednesday by a rather large

score. This was the first beating

which the track team took this

year and it was a little surprising

that the Coatesmen didn't do bet-

ter than they did.

The redeeming feature of the day

was the fact that the Kittens came

thru with a win. The poet sings

that "Hope springs eternal in hu-

man breast", so we can look for-

ward to another year and more

opportunities to meet the represen-

tatives of Temple on the field of

sport and maybe feathers instead

of fiu* will be spread about the

scene of the conflict. -

VALB

The time has come for us to say

goodbye for a while. We have

done our best to uphold the stand-

ard and precedents of our prede-

cessor, Dan Buckley. With the

Uttle experience which w<b have

gained during these past few weeks

we feel that if everything goes

right we will be able to return to

our task next fall and give you a

bigger and better sports page and

a better VILLANOVAN.
Well, so long fellows, and don't

forget to WATOH THAT STUFF.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
GOLF TENNIS BASEBALX.
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Varsity Teams Have Good Records
Stuhldreher
Establishes
NeAv Course

Courses in Football and Bas-

ketball to be Offered

to Coaches

HOW THE FELINE BATSMEN HIT THE BALL
BATTING AVERAGES
O AB R H 2nd 3rd HR BB SO HP Pet.

HANLEY TO INSTRUCT

Something new in \itie way of

.^ummcr q^urses will be offered

nere this summer beginning August

24 and continuing until Septemb r

J. Between these two dates the In-

itial sessions of the Villanova Col-
lege Coaching School wii^ be held.

Courses in the two different

vypes of footbal systems, namely,
the shift, or Notre Dame system,

and the wing back, or Warner Sys-
tem, together with a course in

basketball, wUl be offered. Head
Coach Harry Stuhldreher will give

instruction in the shift system
while Dick Hanley, coach of North-
western, will take care of the War-
ner system liutoring. The lessons in

basketball will be given by Dr. H.
C. Carlson of the University of

Pit..sburgh. His course will include
instruction in the important details

of :he Eastern and Western styles

i.f play, the two being different, to-

i^ether with his own lamous sys-

in order to assure a more perfect

understanding of the piays being
UiScussed, tne vaisj,.y grid men wiii

uemunstrate the piays and lunda-
inentals.

Villanova with her added athletic

laciiiUes together with w-nose wiiicn

it already had is ideaily situated for

a scnooi ot tins lund. It is a real

'.opportunity tor coaclies and the
.ata has aroused mucn interest,

ihis fact is attested u> by the re-

ueption, alieady, of applications
irom fifteen siat/cs.

The tuition for this course is

very low and ufR>n a successful

completion of tne training the
stuoent will receive a certificate as
a recognition of his work.

It is the opinion ot Coach Stu-
hldreher that tne School will be a
M>uccefis and he staced that the
course of instruction in foori>ali and
Lasketball coacnmg wiii be an an-
nual event.

Golf and Hockey
Teams Rew^ared

Sextet Receives Sweaters and
Linksmen to Get Blazers

As Awards

GOLD BASEBALLS GIVEN

Members of the various Villanova
teams who have shown exceptional
ability during the past semester will

or have been presented with awards
for their efforts. Those who have
taken part on the golf, ice hockey,
or the championship Lambda
Kappa Delta fraternity baseball
teams will be the recipients.

Through the kindness of Ed.
Hunsinger, assistant football coach,
the members of the ice hockey
aggregation, who saw very little

action during the Winter season
because of the warm weather, were
presented with attractive sweaters
with the hockey emblem thereon
to further enhance their beauty.
The six players who received the
award were Al Trotsky, Art Short-
all, Bill Orcutt, Bill Mulqueen, Don

(Continued on Page Six)

Hurlburt .12
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Lynch ..>.T.',..iv.,,i.i\ 9
Reltz . . »,v»>V»V« «'if;» • • • 16

Gazella .Vv.V.\;irV... 16

fulu .• • • t't • «,» • t*^ •'• 'if •'« « X4

TroSky . . . «
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. . ^ . ;
.
^ » ,

.'. 9
Shortall ,,*,V.. »'...».. 16

Weston • (It'»•••.••»«« •n^ 4
Wronskl ..;.i.,',,.;.,,v 11

King ••...•....;*« f «^i{ ^ , . O
Cavanaugh , ... . 16

Kobilis 6
Montgomery b
O'Donnell 7
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5
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9
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''Introducing^^ Solomon Herman

Central High School's conLrlbu-
Uon to Vlllanova's Hall of Fame Is

a student who has excelled In one
A of the Blue and White
^R^_ sports for four years,

^^^ aided immeasurably in
^B developing that sport,V and besides serving on

\/gi numerous committees,
had the reputation of being one of
the snappiest writers to wield a
pen for the VILLANOVAN. He is

Solomon Berman, captain of the
tennis team and a senior in the
School of Arts.
When "Sol" en-

tered Villa nova,
he had already
established a rep-
utation as a ten-
nis player, having
won the High
School title of
Philadelphia.
Since the Fresh-
man rule was not
in effect, "Sol"
went out for the
Varsity and was
good enough to
play number one,
a position he t^as

kept for four
years. Socially,
he held forth as
a member of the
Frosh Hop Com-
mittee and was
an efficient and
eager worlcer. "Sol"
Returning in the fall, "Sol" won

.> ^ the college championship and
i'^ .

:.
Showed great interest in Villanova

';'. -' and termis by organizing and
coaching the Freshman tennis
squad. Meanwhile, he was a cap-
able assistant on the Sports Staff

of the VILLANOVAN, ably re-

porting the various sports activi-

ties.

For his clever work on the paper,
"Sol" was chosen Feature Sports
Editor in his Junior year, and ev-
eryone enjoyed his snappy and
sparkling style. Being active in

the E. P. T. fraternity, he was on
the committee which successfully

put across the boxing bouts, while
the Junior Week Committee also

':" bore his name. For his excellent

work on the courts, "Sol" was
elected to lead the netmen this

year.

This year found "Sol" one of the

busiest men on the campus. He
won the college termis tournament
for the third consecutive time, and
to sliow his versatility, held a
guard position on the E. P. T.

basketball team. Due to his fine

work on the VILLANOVAN, "Sol"

was the logical man to be entrusted

with the Sports Editorship of the

Belle Air. The excellence of that

part of the Year Book is a tribute

to hi3 endeavor, for this year's

athletic section undoubtedly tops

all preceding
ones. "Sol's" rep-
utation for sin-

cere and diligent

work, led to his

appointment as
Publicity Director

of the Inter-fra-

ternity Ball Com-
mittee at the for-

mal openeing of

the new Gym-
nasium, which
was one of the

social services of

the seasOTi.

This spring,
"Sol" played a
great part in
leading the ten-

nis team to its

best record since

the organization
of the sport here.

His record of
out of thirteen

Feline Athletes Have Best
Record In Several Seasons

Basketball Only Sport

Show More Losseti

Than Wins

to

(Continued From Pace Five)

twelve victories

matches testifies to this. Beside

leading the Varsity, he showed fine

school spirit by coaching the Frosh

and Junior Varsity teams.

Although "Sol" devoted much of

his time in spreading the name of

Villanova, he was always among
the leaders of his class, schol-

astically. His sense of humor and
likeable personality gained him a
hearty welcome in any group on
the campus. It is not easy to re-

place someone of his calibre, but
what is Vlllanova's loss will be the

world's gain.

"Sol" intends to pursue the study
of law after graduation, and there

is no doubt that the qualities which
made him a success here at Villa-

nova will bring Just as much suc-
cess in his life's work.

Many Events Listed
On Commencement

Progrram Tuesday
' ' (continued from page one)

The Rev. Dr. Hickey will again

perform in the .presiding capacity.

He will formally open this section
" of the program with a solemn in-

vocation.
Following the invocation, the

speeches for the day will be in-
augurated with the Valedictory
Address by Martin L. Gill, Jr., of
the 3chiA>l of Avis and Philosophy.
Mr. am, who was chosen to repre-
sent the graduates in this manner,
only after he had elmUiated a
number of other contestants, will
speak upon the symptoms of moral
destruction that are evident in this
country.
Immediately after this adddress,

the Rev. Dr. Hickey will confer the
various degrees and medals upon
those who are to receive them.
The degrees to be conierred at

this Ume include one honorary de-
gree, seven Masters' degrees, and
over two hundred Bachelors' de-
tre-s. The honorary degree of Doc-
tor of Laws will be given tio Dr.

'William N. Parkinson. The degree
of Master of Arts will be conferred
upon Sr. Mary Wilfred, S. M.,
Richard E. Daly, Jr., Howard
Garrity, Rev. Louis Augustine
Hayes, John F. Hickey, August
Anton Kunzenbacher, and Daniel
D. Pacenta.
As soon as the degrees have been

conferred, Dr William N. Parkin-
son, the principal speaker of the'
day, will give his address to the
graduates. Dr. Parkinson, who will
also be given an honorary Doctor,
of Laws degree, is an alumnus of
Villanova College and at present
holds the office of Dean of the
Temple University Medical School
and is also professor of Clinical

Surgery there.

Following Dr. Parkinson's ad-
dress, Francis P. Garvan, who is

to receive the Mendel Medal for

scientific research, will also give a
short talk. Mr. Garvan was for-

merly the United States Assistant

Attorney General and was Allen
Property Custodian during the war.
At present he is the president of

the Chemical Foundation X)f

America.

The commencement will be

brought to a close with the offering

of Benediction by the Rev. Dr.
Hickey and the procession back to

the campus.
The entire program will be

plentifully interspersed throughout
with musical selections by the
Villanova Symphony orchestra
under the direction of Ray Baratta.
The final event of the day will

be a conference of the members of

the national alumni association.

This meeting will take place at five

o'clock in the alumni office in the
gymnasium.

Need a Haircut?

•:-.V.r Try

SLITZ
and

GET THE BEST

Villanova

Barber Shop

Smarting under the humiliation

cf such a trouncing, the footballers

next displayed their wares in Pen-

way Park in Jve "Athens of Am-
erica," Boston. In tnis cultural and

historical New England metropollti

the Blue and White downed Boston
College 12 to 6.

By this time a litJe intermission

was necessary and thj next game
which was with tlie University of

Baltimore proved to be a "breath-

er" which the Felines won wiJn
little trouble, 61 to 6.

The next week end VUlanova was
transplanted in Scranton. In this

coal region city .he Cats played
their annual gamj with Bucknejl.
This was the best game the F^elines

played all season and when the six-

ty minutes of play were over the
score, board was untouched.. The
•:wo teams had battled to a score-
less tie.

Temple was next on the list and
perhaps the least said about that
fracas the better. Villanova took
4t6 first beating from Temple; com-
ing out on the short end of a 13

to 7 score.

On a muddy sloppy gridiron the
gridmen fough. the University of
Detroit to a scoreless tie the fol-

lowing Saturday.

The grand finale of the year was
played do^vn at the Stadium
against the Hoya Hilltoppere from
Georgetown. After a sluggish first

half, the Wildcats awoke in the
final period to unra.sh a spirited
attack, but they couldn't overcome
the 13 point lead which George
town haid gained in the firs. half.

The game came to an end with the
the score standing 13 to 6 in favor
of Georgetown.

RfKihpthnll

To the Varsity basketball team
goes the imenvied distinction of
being the only Villanova team of
the closing school year that did
not win at least half of its games.
A resume of the basketball season
shows that the Wildcat basketeers
won seven and lost ten games.

YEAR'S SPORT Rf

W.
Tennis 12
Golf 11

Baseball 10
Football 4
Track 2
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Juniors! Attend
your class meeting
today. Seniors!
Elect your Vice-

President and Sec-

retary at the meet-
ing tomorrow.

atr . „ I
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NEWLY APPOINTED OFFICERS ASSUME DUTIES

i'^ AOFFICIALLY OPENS

SCHOLASTIC YEAR

Separate Masses Celebrated

- for Both Boarding and

Day Students

FATHER STANFORD TALKS

On Thursday, September 22, on
[

the feast of St. Thomaa of Villa-

nova, the college was formally I

opened with two Solemn High
j

Masses.
The first Solemn High Mass, cele-

brate(} for the resident students at

8.30, was. sung by Rev. Edward Y.

Stanford, O. S. A., president of the

college; Rev. Eugene A. Mauch,

O. S. A., dean of the school of arts

and letters as deacon; Rev. Joseph

M. Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the

flchool of science as subdeacon
Rev. John J. Vrana, O. S. A., was
master of ceremonies.
The second Solemn High Mass,

(Celebrated at 9.30 for the day stu-

dents, was sunt^ by Rev. Charles J.

Melchior, O. S. A., bursar for the

.college; Rev. John J. Vrana, O. S.

^A., was deacon; Rev. Richard J.

>»HcNally, O. S. A., was subdeacon,
"and Rev. Edward B. McKee, O. S.

A., was master of ceremonies. The
Wery Rev. Charles M. Driscoll, O.

g. A., ex-assistant general, and the

,Very Rev. James M. McGowan, O.

8. A., together with other priests,

^'^ere in attendance. Members of

the Sanctuary Society served the

Mass^is.
Ft. Stanford addressed the stu-

dents at both Masses. After a brief

introduction of welcome, he contin-

Preaideni and Former President

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A. Bev. James H. Griffin, O. S. A.

Staff Reporter Relates

Personal Story on Fire

Summer School Students Take Active Part
in Fighting Monastery Fire and Sal-

vaging Valuable Property

SWEEPINC CHANGES IN VILLANOVA'S

ADMNISIATION SEES PR. STAPRD

EliVATED TO OFFICE OF PRESIDEFTT

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., Chosen as
Vice-President; Rev. Charles A. Melchior,
O. S. A., Made Procurator; Rev. Joseph /

F. O'Malley, O. S. A., Chaplain

As a result of the elections and appointments which tooir

place at the triennial Provincial Chapter of the Augustiniaa
Order, held here at Villanova during the past summer, there
has been a complete change in the administration of tnc c •

lege. All those members of the Order who forme l.v heu
office here at the college, with the exceptions of the Joans o^

the various departments, have either been transferred to lil

ferent fields or been assigned to new duties.

Foremost In importance and con-

New Chaplain

Continued on Page Four

Gymnasium Converted Into

Huge Exhibition Hall at An-

' nual Hospital Convention

e. & F. BUILDING USED

' I.«ast June, shortly after Villanova

had closed its doors upon the end

of its 89th successful scholastic

year, preparations commenced for

the annual convention of the Cath-

olic Hospital Association of the

ICTnited States and Canada.

The triennial Provincial Chapter
of the Augustinians had scarcely
reached its end when the primary
group of managers, secretaries and
workers for the convention began
to fill the corridors.
The new gymnasium was con-

verted into an enormous exhibition
hall containing more than 100 ex-
hibits majoring in the latest dis-

plays of hospital furniture, equip-
ment and supplies. The displays
were thorough in every detail, even
to tMe food that might be tempting
to thAmost fastidious patient.
Thfleonvention opened on Tues-
^ne 21, and closed on Friday,
124. There were 600 doctors,

priac.a, ai.tfciji and nurses attending
the Hchfduled functions. Approxi-
mate 'y four to Ave hundred sisters
yferv hoxiscd in various dormitories
on tV.o campus. The monastery was
suffl'ient to accommodate the 25
attendm^ priests. The Commerce
^$md Fir ncf Building was used as
OM heu luarters for the business
<if tbe couvpiitlon.
f.Tc-Ward.« the end of the conven-

the participants expressed
III appreciation of the students'

It was at 10.30 A. M
signs of the flre were noticed. The

second period had just commenced
and we were preparing our labora-

tory materials when I was in-

formed by a passing prefect that

the monastery was on flre.

Immediately the other students
and myself rushed to the floor of

the monastery. When we crossed
the bridge connecting Mendel Hall
the only indication of a flre was
In the heavy folds of smoke pour-
ing forth from the slate edges on
the roof. At that time the smoke
covered a very small area and ap-
peared comparatively harmless. At
the moment I was of the opinion
that a little water would soon
quench the flre.

Up to the top floor of the monas-
tery we dashed, to the southeast
wing of the building just above the
kitchen. When we reached the high-
est possible point there were stlH
no signs of flre except for the now
almost smoke-covered roof. We
seized a hose, but found that it was
cracked and the water pressure
practically nil. The local flre en-
gines soon arrived and flremen
filled the halls. Their flrst move-
ment was to break a hole through
the ceiling In order to get water to
the source of the smoke. No sooner
had this been done when, with the
added draft, the seemingly peaceful
flre broke Into a roaring fury of
flames. Water flew In all directions,

By ROBERT A. GEIST
that the flrst soaking anyone within range. Ceil-

ings caved in, smoke poured Into

the halls, furniture was moved and
unbreakables were cast out of the

windows. Shortly several priests of

the faculty took charge and every-

one except the flremen were or-

dered out of the top floor.

At the outbreak of the flre the
wind swept across the building to
the southwest. The wind, however,
soon changed and blew from the
northwest toward the chapel, but
the flremen kept flghting it from
behind. With the aid of the wind
and the poor flre flghting the flames
ate their way to the monastery
chapel. The larg< area of the
chapel roof was the first to fall.

The Irst thought upon deserting
the top floor was to salvage every-
thing possible. Everyone — priests,

nuns, profs, seminarians and stu-

dents, used every iota of effort to
save the valuables. All furniture
was cast out of the windows. The
monastery chapel and sacristy were
stripped completely, sacramentals,
altars, statues and even the pews.
The flremen clambered in every

direction, with the result that ap-
proximately 60 were injured. Hoses
were stretched all over the campus
and about 28 fire companies were
present. It was not until flre co; -

panies from Philadelphia arrived
who with the experience of city

cern from the viewpoint of the stu-

dents and the alumni Is th<i change
affecting the presidency. In this

office the Rev, Edward V. Stun ford,

O. S. A., who is 'veH kn^\n to all

the students thrtiugh his previous
office as college chaplain, has beert
chosen to succeed *' - r^.. James
H. Griftin, O. S. A. "

>

Father Griffin who ftilfHIed the
obligations of president here for the
past six years and who has been
responsible to a great extent for the
rapid growth and progress of the
institution during the past decade,
has been transferred to Waterford,
N. Y., where he will take up the du-
ties of pastor at St. Mary's Church.
To flu the office of vice-president

and prefect of discipline the Rev.
Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., has
come from Aurora, 111., and will

Continued on Fage Tbra*

C'ontlnoed on Vmgt Seven

Vigilance Committee Reorganized

With Full Support of Fr. Alhers

day,
Jum

." V(. •'.*

itoatlBMd Ml rug* Fow
"

'« ..

Declaring that he is solidly be-
hind the sophomore class, and the
vigilance committee in particular,
in regard to their enforcement of
the freshman regulations, as long
as they are within reason, the Rev.
Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-
president of the fcqllege, urged the
committee to reorganize at a meet-
ing held in Mendel Hall, Friday
afternoon.

Fr. Albers declared that the vigi-
lance committee lacks proper or-
ganization, and that it Is permitting
laxity in the observance of the
fre.shman regulations. Several mem-
bers of the yearling class have been
seen smoking on the campus, and
many are attending classes without
the usual "regs."

The BOfbpmores were advUed

avoid roughness in their treatment
of the lower classmen, but to see

that the regulations are enforced
in a kindly manner. If this Is found
to be Impossible, the committeemen
were Instructed to exert a bit more
pressure. If an exceptional case
arises wherein the fro.sh refuse to
obey the committee members, the
offenders will be referred to Fr.
Albers.
In place of the customary horse-

play at the football games, Fr. Al-
bers suggested that the freshmen
bo made to wear their "regs" and
march in letter-formation during
the half-time period. Another meet-
ing was held last evening in order
to discuss the plans for the reor-

nization of the committ^*^

Evening:SchoolOpens
More Than Sixty Students Enrolled

for Night Business Classes

Courses in the evening school
conducted by the School of Com-
merce and Finance commenced last

night. According to the Rev. Joseph
C. Bartley, O. S. A,, dean of the
school, more than 60 persons have
signified their intentions of enroll-
ing in one of the various courses
offered by the school.

Classes are being held each week-
day evening from the hours of 7.30

P. M. to 9.30 P. M. Fr. Bartley
urged all students who have failed

In courses to enroll in the school,
in order that they may graduate
on time. All classes, with the ex-
ception of the course In Transpor-
tation, commenced last night.

Among the courses offered by the
school ar*;: Accounting 1, second
semester; Spanish 1, second semes-
ter; Money and Banlcing, second se-

mester, all Monday evening; Busi-
ness Law 1, second semester; Eco-
nomics II, flrst semester, Tuesday
evening. jSconomlcs 1, second se-*,

GET IDICAL EXAM

'Edward A. Mallon, M. C,

Ph. D.y Appointed Director

of Student Health Dept

ASSISTANTS ALL ALUMNI-

Villanova College, keeping in step
with the modern trend, has created
a new department to keep an ac-
curate check on the health of the
incoming freshmen. The Rev. Ed-
ward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-
dent of the college, and the Rev.
Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A,
dean of the School of Science, are
chiefly responsible for the Institu<
tion of this medical examination
bureau.
The new division was created

through the foresight of the Augxis-
tlnlan Fathers who are zealous for
the health and comfort of the young
men entrusted to their care. There
are very few colleges that maintain

Thursday evening
When the course was in8:«ituted

three years ago it was co-echiba-
tional and many students majJe' the
trip from Philadelphia' for' the
classes. Lately, however,* the only
students to enroll in tbo 'evening
school are those who have credits
to make up due to previous failures.

Pro-Mod's Father Dies
John Hackctt, father o^ Francis

Hackett, a senior In the school of
science, diod last Wednesday at his
home in New Haven, Conn. The
funeral was held on Saturday and
was attended by the Rev. Joseph
J. O'Mallcy, O. S. A., and Ave of Mr.
JEiAckett'g pUuBsmate*. ^^^^ (

a medical J^ureau* d( this type.

, ^JvfTry'fzeghmcOti eift'ering the col-

».^w...6. *i.v«««.«.^o *, oc;v,^/..u o^^«'<*^ tsYeqiik-ed tO'ttn4«rgo a thor-

mester; English 1, second semes(;»r, p'-^& and rigid inspectluy. .fthe par-— * ' ,6nta of the students will be.notified
regarding the results of thls'«x;/uiir

Ination and they are requested 'td ,

co-operate. j¥ltl>^tbp.cl>ll>ige authq^* •

t*.es ar^|4;t^^• doi^ovd in." order to Iq-

sur^ t^i>*^^^<=^'^(^lCh bf the young
men now entering Villanova.
The doctors found a high average

of good health, but the examina-
tion also showed the necessity for
a thorough phy.sical check-up In re-

vealing hidden defects in the sight
and hearing which would tend to
hinder the educational progress of
the new men.
Edward A. Mallon, M. D., Ph. D.,

of the class of '98. has been ap*

CoattoMd ea r»g» Wmn
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'WE WELCOME YQXJ

THOUGH seemingly tardy, our heart-

iest congratulations are offered to our

new Administration together with a sin-

cere pledge that each and every resource

at our command will be placed in its

hands in the endeavor to raise the stand-

ards of Villanova even higher than the

lofty plane upon which they were placed

through the earnest efforts of the past

Administration. Our new leaders have re-

ceived a severe blow as the result of the

recent disaster, but it is our honest belief

that this setback will only prove to be the

incentive for a march torward which will

result in untold success. We do not

dote on senseless optimism, but we be-

lieve that under the sterling leadership of

our Reverend President, Edward V. Stan-

ford, O. S. A., we cannot help but rise

even farther spiritually, scholastically, and

materially despite the severe handicap

thrust upon his shoulders immediately

after his installation into office. Rev. Ber-

nard M. Albers, O. S. A., has already shown

his ability to enforce those of the disci-

plinary rules which will prove to be most

conducive to orderly campus conduct.

Our new Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F.

O'MaUey, O. S. A., is sincerely greet-

ed as our spiritual director. It would

not be fitting to close without a word of

congratulation to the members of the past

administration who have so admirably ad-

vanced the colors of ViJlanova. Under the

direction of Rev. James H. Griffin, O. S.

A., our former President, and Rev. Ruel-

lan P. Fink, O. S. A., Vice-President, Vil-

lanova has grown at an astounding rate.

-To them we offer our sincere thanks for

*
their soUcitude in our favor during our

enjoyable days under their guidance.

VILLANOVASTILL STRUGGLES!

FROM a mass of detris and crumbling

wails, Villanova aj,ain rel?uilds! For

the second time in four years, a devastat-

ing fire has swept through Villanova's

famed halls, leaving in its desolate wake

ruined walls and achin^ hearts. What the

Augustiman Fathers have labored upon so

patiently and with such imtiring efforts to

build, for many years, has been partially

consumed to satiate the destructive appe-

tite of ViIlTjan. .; yi\.lanova, neverthe-

less. in\iis'; strug;gle Win^t . innumerable

CKids,*ha« already re-built .ajhajor portion

jil>f*'the damaged buildirgs, 'and continues

/.Vr 'forge on toward tht; completion of its

'•'•jConstrucliWrprpg^^JJ^- .When w^.-hoalize

"that the Tattwi-s iiiiir. <J§yf)ted thfeir -hves

to Villanova, in order to raise its statldSird

to a pedestal equal to and above all other

preat colleges in this country, their sacri-

fices, the unselfish, unrewarded years, and

their unceasmg and untiring efforts ex-

pended in this cause, we can only compli-

ment them and cherish an increased ad-

niration for them.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

GRSSETINGS, salutations, and
whut not! Here we ar« back
again and raring to go. We

are in the best of e^pirits and we
hope that everyone had as good a
summer as could be expected. Per-
sonally, we didn't expect much and
succeeded in obtaining much less.

Plowever, be that as it may, we
would lilte to take this opportunity
to welcome the freshmen to Villa-

nova and wish them well during
their stay here, be it long or, short.

To be frank, it is exceedingly doubt-
ful whether or not the class of '36

will be of much use to the institu-

tion for they are the greenest look-

ing collection of nomads that ever
had the nervQ to assemble in one
spot at any one time' and then ex-

pect to get away with It. Along
about the Yuletide season they

, should begin to show sign? of in-

,
telligence, and by Easter, according

• to the vigilance committee, they are
expected to show synnptoms of be-

coming human. Lots of luck to

the committer. > . !
• ir ••<

The old place has changed a great
deal since wis left last June. Sev-

eral familiar faces are missing and
some of them very much. How-
ever, their places have been taken
and everything is the same as be-

fore with the exception of the din-

ing hall. One fleeting glance is all

that is necessary and one is most
firmly convinced that Villanova has
been the scene of a miracle of the

first water. The change It so com-
plete and striking that every time

we pass the refectory, we pinch
ourselves to see if it is still true,

aladdin and the implement of light-

ing that was his could not have
wrought a more complete or more
needed transformation.

• * •

Every fall, just as the cquirrcl

seeks the nuts, so do the book
salesmen seek the college student.

Attractive offers to buy all the vol-

umes ever written for a nominal
fee are placed as tempting morsels

before the gullible collegian. If not

then induced, a cellophane wrapped
copy of "How 1 Write Plays." by
Willie Shakespeare, is added, and
so on until eventually the will of

the student is weakened beyond the

point of moral fortitude and he

succumbs to ,the glib tongue of

Satan's repres'entative. This year

was no exception. However, we
greeted the salesman with open

arms as he imparted a delicate, oh,

a very delicate, tidbit of campus
news that would otherwise be sup-

pressed.
Austin Hall numbers among its

inhabitants several red-blooded men
who subscribe to "Vanity Fair."

These individuals are ensconced in

the boudoirs (that's the word in

this case) on the first floor.
* • *

A head-on collision between TrtTi\

Martin and that dashing lotharlu

Jim Lucey, resulted in a gash on
Martin's conk and a huge lump on

the forehead of Lucey. We advise

that the oversized bag that James
succeeded in obtaining at the court

in Georgia be put to use and made
to protect the noble dome of the

fast-fading ghost of the J. V.'s.
* * •

Which reminds us that the fa-

mous Southern rebel, Emil Reitz,

is to coach the 150-pound team, and
his assistant in the management is

none other than another advocate

of slavery, Johnny Grimes. Some-
thing happened to John over the

summer for he certainly is a re-

formed boy. Why, he is studying

diligently, is in bed early every

night, and quenches his thirst in a

legal manner. Or mayhap it is the

good effect that his room-mate,

John O'Conner. has upon him. For

John's record and recommendation
we refer you to the column of our

worthy colleague.
« • •

A blare of trumpets and a gaudily

uniformed troop of cavalry should

bfc called forth to greet this next

announcement, William Walsh, of

New York, is in our midst again as

is the Inimitable Paul Rafferty, the

slide-rule addict. The older boys,

that is. those over 16. will remem-
ber these two Villanovans as the

most reckless and most entertain-

ing pair of nuts that ever trod the

greensward of this campus. If any

of you should see a nude figure

breaking Ice and plunging into the

freezing waters of the college pond

on a wintry night, you will knov/

that it is Rafferty; should you see

a bearded figure stalking about

whispering the name "Mary." you
will know that you have met the

one and only. BUI Walsh. Be on

the watch for these two and report

any noticeable eccentricities to the

authorities at Norristown.
• * •

DID YOU KNOW THAT
Lou De Angelo was a crooner for

a New England orchestra this sum-
mer?
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Greetings

HERE'S hoping everybody Is

back and happy. We haVe •

football, hay fever, and the
frosh with us, as usual. The sweet
young frosh look a little greener
than usual this year, but perhaps
that's from looking at the Vigilance
Committee. The Vigilance Commit-
tee this year wear -their hats beau-
tifully, but the few frosh who are
obeying the rule are doing so be-
cause they haven't any better sense.

Temple Tears
In this week's issue of the Temple

News, there Is an apt article con-
cerning Pep Rallies and Cheer
Leaders. To quote:

"Let's have a pep rally. I^t's get
out the band, the cheer leaders, the
coaches, the team, but inore than
that, your gang and minei and let's

get out and cheer.
"Let's take the tea-party idea out

of cheering. And while we are
about it, let's have some peppy
leaders who are not too busy
watching the plays to lead a cheer
and who can inspire the team."
That is what we need at Villa-

nova. We remember when pep ral-
lies around here brought out every-
body, and the old Gym resembled
a boiler factory with a thousand
madmen trying to strain thsir
lungs.

Dum Vivinius: Vivamus
Which means, for the benefit of

hoi poUol. "while we live, let

us live." This week's editorial com-
ment in the Ursinus Weekly gives
a vote of thanks to the improved
service in their dining hall. To
quote:
"Several changes have been made

In the kitchen force, and a real
efficient force is now at work in

the department. Let us then, in

appreciation of the efforts made to
please us, give them our hearty co-
operation and do everything pos-
sible to make this a real success."
We can say the same and more

about the new food service at Villa-

nova, The faculty deserves a vote
of thanks and our heartiest co-op-
eration for the change which gives
us food that is wholesome, and,
more Important, edible.

Just a Couple of Blanks
Our good fi'iends. the Bullets

from Gettysburg, are feeling sorry
for us this year because some of
Captain Hickey's merry men failed

to return. /Listen to their wail of
woe.
"Extra! Extra! Depression hits

Villanova squad. That was the
news that greeted Coach Harry
Stuhldreher when he issued calls

to 46 men from last year's outfit

to report for initial practice on Sep-
tember 6. He expected graduation
to take its annual toll, but when
six men. on whom the Notre Dame
ace was to have placed much value,
unexpectedly withdrew from school,

well—that was enough to make any
coach lose sleep."

We are glad of the sympathizing
that Gettysburg Is doing for us,

and we hope it continues. We
love it.

But even with the devastating ef-

fects of the depression, and the
horrible results ensuing, we will try

to give the Bullets a warm wel-
come. And we venture the guess
that perhaps they will be all shot
when the final whistle blows.

Regrets
We were shocked to hear this

summer that Bill Mulqueen had
left this vale of tears. Bill was a
grand slam in the game of life and
deserved a better break.

Is It True That
Joe Delaney has brought back to

the campus the remains of a shat-

,tered romance?
Bill Orcutt will miss his daily

trips to the Boston City Hospital

for the prevention of baldness?

Jim Lucey was down in Georgia
this summer and tells a tall story

about seeing a court scene in which
the participants sat on bags? And
says that because he was a visitor

they gave him the biggest bag.

The 12.20 rule is being rigidly en-

forced?
The chapel service^ are being at-

tended 100 per cent.?

The frosh are paying no attention

to the vigilance committee?
Jack Micklos Is shaving every

day and is not going to wear Clark
Gable shirts?

John J. O'Connor is only getting

14 hours' sleep a day?
Captain H i c k e y Is receiving,

hundreds of mash notes?
Ray CNell Is engaged to iparry?

Frank Martin is growing a mus-
tache and Is studying Shylock's

I>art In the Merchant of Venice?
There will be no Scranton dance

this year, the special returning

right after the game?
All the seniors are conspirators in

a plot to deprive the school of a

number of iheepskins In June?
The forgotten man Is the one

yho cUdn'tlii^«inpused7

THE NEW
VILLANOVAN

THIS issue of the .VIL]L.ANPVAN in*

augurates a new era in its historJl^

within a few brief years of the publica^

tion's foundation. Four years have elapsed

since the VILLANOVAN first made it«

appearance on the campus in embryo fornix

to the delight and praise of students, fao<

ulty and alumni. In its rapid strides foi>

ward despite all tribulations that have be*

set its path, the VILLANOVAN h&s risen

to linpaFallelled journalistic heights, and
today it is prepared to rank with the lead-"

ing college journals of America. We can
say with surety that it surpasses by far a!

large majority of them. The attainment

of such a high standard speaks well foi?

the energetic and unselfish labor expended
by the past editors, who. though hampered
by scholastic duties and handicapped by tt

lack of journalistic principles, can toda^
see the fruits of their labors ripened into

a VILLANOVAN of which they can well

be proud.

Today a new field ^*s opening before us^

a field which, though it may have ita

bramble^ nevertheless, promises a rosy;

future, with untold and unlimited possi^

bilities in store. We are looking forward
to a greater and bigger VILLANOVAN!
this year and await each issue with ess-

pectant eyes, as it roils off the presses.

The form of the paper as it appears to*

day is perhaps the most decided change!

which the publication has undergone sinco

its foundation. It w a revolutionary

change, necessitated, however, by its ever-<

growing strength and popularity. If the

VILLANOVAN was to continue its prog-i

ress up the ladder, if a higher standard

was required, and if, in short, it was to*

become a real, up-to-date, and finished

newspaper, such drastic procedure was in

the offing. We made our choice, fully cog-i

nizant of each detail, and what it would

mean to the future of this newspaper. It

must be granted, however, that, in com-*

parison with the unwieldy size and bulkjj

paper used in the past, today's issue is a'

decided improvement. It is more easy tQ

handle, to read, and to make up. We owe
much to our new Moderator, Fr. McKee,;

for his co-operation, worthy suggestions,

and experienced advice. We feel that with

his continued interest and zeal in the VILr«

LANOVAN we can work hand in hand,

and give Villanova the weekly that she

has always desired. -^ 1^

Off the Bookshelf )

IF YOUR memory is keen enough, you
will perhaps remember a UtUe book

that appeared on the market a few years

ago and achieved an enormous success. K
was called "The Art of Thinking," and was
written by a French abbe, Ernest Dimneti

Three years elapsed smce its publication,

and book-lovers anxiously awaited the

abbe's second book, which they felt sure

would follow. During the summer, that

appeared; it was called. "What We Live

By." Like the first book, it has an inti«i

macy that delights the reader, and the(

grace of scintillating French converfiatkA^

at its best.

The questions raised in the boBc are

truly crucial, dealing with such siftjects

as faith, immortality, happiness, and

beauty. Dimnet's treatment of his matter

is splendid. He has avoided, wheiiever

possible, the use of metaphysical jargon^

and stilted philosophical phrases.' Bnt
"What We Live By" is a philosophical

book, if we admit the author's pr^nise

that "philosophy is a human quest cairifed

on at a projper altitude,^ ^ .

j

^

SEE PR. STANFORD

As the Vice-Presidency Changed Hands

Pr. Albers, Fr. MelchJor and

j^ Fr. O'Malley Also Part of

Administration

MANY OTHERS AFFECTEt

Continued From Page One

take the place of the Rev. Ruellai.

, P. Pink, O. S. A., who has goiue to

, Tulsa, Okla., where he will assume
the position of prior of the An
gustinian Convent.

Father Albers was previously the

rector of Fox Valley Catholic High
School, in Aurora,- and In that ca-

pacity acquired sufficient experience
In handling students to warrant his

Appointment to this present office.

The Rev. William J. McCormick,
O. S. A., has completed his term of

Office as procurator of the college

and Is now stationed in Lawrence,
Mass., as pastor of the Holy Rosary
Church.
Father McCormick is being suc-

ceeded by the Rev. Charles A. Mel-
chior, O, S. A., who recently man-
aged the farm and dairy of the
Good Counsel No^ritiate, at New
Hamburg. N. Y. Previous to his
work at the novitiate. Father Mel-
chior had organized and directed a
kitchen and dining room service for
the seminarians in St. Mary's Hall,
.With such a formidable and suc-
cessful record behind him, it is

quite reasonably expected that the
new procurator will iitroduce a new
era in the history of Vrlianova's din-
ing room.
The Rev. Joseph F. O'Malley. O.

S. A., has been transferred from the
Augustinian College in Havana,
Cuba? to fill the vacancy caused by
Father Stanford's selection to the
presidency. Father O'Malley is no
stranger upon the campus, and
many of the present seniors will re-
call him as the prefect of Good
Counsel Hall during their frj>3hman
year.
At the same meeting of the Au-

g^stinians there were also a num-
ber of other elections and appoint-
ments which did not affect the stu-
dent body so directly, but which,
nevertheless, were of Importance.
The Rev. Mortimer A. Sullivan,

O. S. A., of Long Island, N. Y., was
elected provincial of this province
While the Rev. Francis E. Tours-
cher, O. S. A., Vlev. Robert Fitz-
gerald, O. S. A., Rev. G. S. Walker,
O. S. A., all of Villanova, and the
Rev. Patrick Campbell, O. S. A., of
New York City, were elected mem-
bers of the provincial's council.
The Rev. John J. Farrell. O. S. A.,

ia member of the board of trustees
of the college, has been chosen for
the post of prior of the Villanova
Monastery. The Rev. Paul M. Jud-
aon, O. S. A., of Wa.shington, was
made sub-prior and master of pro-
fessed clolJcs. The Rev. John L
Sparrow, O. S. A., was named su-
perior of the monastery, and the
Rev. Thomas B. Austin, O. S. A.,

•who conducted the annual three-
day retreat here last February, was
appointed rector of the missionary
band.
Additions to the college faculty as

a result of the appointments include
the Rev. Richard J. McNally, O. S.

A., from St. Rita's Church, Staten
Island; Rev. Edward B. McKee, O.
S. A., from the Augustinian College
in Washington; Rev. John J. Vrana,
O. S. A., of Villanova; Rev. James
Gallagher, O. S. A.; Rev. John T.
McCall. O. S. A., from the Inter-
national Augustinian College in
Rome, and the R«v. Paul F. Healey,
O. S. A., from St. Mary's Church,
Lawrence, Mass.
Priests who were at Villanova

last year and who have been trans-
ferred to new fields include the Rev.
Edward A. Carney. O. S. A., to Our
Mother of Consolation Church. Phil-
adelphia; Rev. Edward D. May, O.

1 8. A., to Villanova Prep School, Ojai.
Cal.; Rev. William J. Kenny, O. S.

A., to Aurora, HI., and the Rev.
John E. Wilson, O. S. A., to the Au-
gustinian College, in Havana, Cuba.



K STANFORD WILL

BE TENDERED WITH

Villanova Main Line Club to

Giv0 Affair in Wayne

Hotel, October 5

T-

VILLANOVANS WILL PLAY
; I M l

.

In honor of his recent election to

the presidency of the college, a din-

ner will be tendered Rev. Edward
V. Stanford, O. S. A., by the Villa-

nova Main Llin^ Club. Jt is to be a
formal 'affair and Will commence on
the evening of October 5 at 8.30, In

the Wayne Hotel. Ray Barrata and
his Vlllanovans, an eight-piece or-

chestra, will furnish the music.
The committee arranging the af-

fair consists of: George T. Barr, '11,

chairman; Joseph L. Dugan, '10;

Professor John J. Ford, '25; Coach
George W. Jacobs, "27; Edward F.

Kane. '18; Professor John A. Mc-
Claip. '30; Joseph L. Mulray, '29;

James J. O'Brien, '13; Alexander G.
Severance. '29, and Charles D.
McAvoy, '94.

Among the attendant notables

Win be: Richard J. Beamish, Secre-

tary of the Commonwealth of Pehn-
sylvania and former political editor

of the Philadelphia Record; Albert

M. Ehart, publisher of the Wayne
Suburban and Times; Philip A.

Hart, president of the Bryn Mawr
Trust Company and trustee of Vil-

lanova College; Benjamin F. James,
Ithan Township Commissioner;
Winiam E. Kamerdze, publisher of
thiB Ardmore Chronicle; Colonel
Robert L. Montgomery, of "Ardros-
s&n," a member of the New York
Stock Exchange; J. Franklin Mc-
Cahan, of Yale; W. W. Montgom-
ery, senior member of the firm of
Montgomery and McCracken, and
former partner of Owen J. Roberts,
U. S. Supreme Court Justice; Edgar
Scott, a member of the New York
Stock Exchange, and the Hon. J.

Ambler Williams, of Montgomery
County Court.
Memberr of the Villanova College

faculty will also attend.

Incominsr Freshmeii
Get Medical Exam

Continued Prom Pare One

Bevk >Edward B. McKee, O S. A.

Rev. William A. Kenny, O. S. A.

former advisor to whom the

entire staff expresses Its ^ratl-
,

tude for past co-operation. Kev. John J. Vrana, O S. A.

Fr. McKee and Fr. Vrana Chosen a
Moderators for VILLANOVANand OWL
As a result of the mapy changes

that have taken place in the faculty

and administration of the college

during the summer, new faculty

moderators have been chosen for

both the VILLANOVAN and the

OWL.
The Rev. William A. Kenny, O. S.

A., who so ably directed the VILLA-
NOVAN for the past two years, has
been succeeded by the Rev. Edward
B. McKee, O. 9. A. Father McKee
was awarded his Master of Arts
degree at the Catholic University of

America and was appointed to the

college faculty this summer. He

has already proven his ability to act

in this new capacity. His conscien-

tious sense of duty has asserted It-

self in the keen Interest he has dis-

played and the many helpful sug-

gestions he has offered In regard to

the changes which have taken
place in the VILLANOVAN. ,

When the Rev. Edward V. Stan-

ford, O. S. A., president of th* col-

lege, was elected to his new office,

the press of other duties compelled
him to relinquish his position as

moderator of the OWL. The Rev.
John J. Vrana. O. S. A., has been
appointed to the post vacated by

Father Stanford. Father Vrana
should prove to be of great assist-
ance to the OWL staff, as he has al-

ready had journalistic experience,
having served In an editorial capac-
ity for the Seminary publication,
the MONICAN.

pointed director of the departmeiH

of student health guidance. Va,

Mallon is a member of the staff itf

St. Joseph's Hospital and has haM|

a great amount of experience kl

examining men while serving witll

the colors. He examined more than
18,000 sailors after the Armisttoe
on the occasion of their discharge*

It Is Interesting to note that t&e
young doctors who assisted Di^
Mallon in this examination are .all

Villanova men. They are Albert VL
Brown, M. D., B. S., "27, of the Ph».
adelphia General Hospital; John J,

Byrne, M. D., B. S,, '27, chief resf-

dent physician of St. Mary's HocH
pital; John A. Conroy, M. D., B. S^
'27, Temple University Hospital, and
James A. Monahan, M. D., B. S:,

'26, practitioner in Philadelphia.
J '<!* f ' K

Convention Thanks !

Students for Work
Continued From Pace One

aid by passing the following reeON*

lutlon:

^ "Be it resolved, That this a8«o»

elation express its appreciative gr«t>

itude to the long list of friends who
have made possible the success of
this convention despite the trying
times In the midst of which it was
held ... to the program direcUuni
and all the participants in the pro*
gram; to the students of Villanova
College who so genially acted m
guides throughout the convention/^

FOR THISJJifAY

Father Austin, Speaker at

Last Year's Services, Will

Again Officiate

EXERCISES CLOSE FRIDAY

The one-day retreat held annual-
ly for the student body will take
place next Thursday, October 6, the

day preceding the first Friday In

October. Two sets of exercises will

be held, one for the resident stu-

dents, the other for the day stu-

dents.
The order of exercises for the

resident students is as follows: 7

A. M., Mass and Communion; 9

A. M., conference; 11 A. M., confer-

ence; 3 P. M., conference and con-

fessions; 3.30 P. M., Benediction.

Mass and Papal Benediction will

conclude the exercises at 7 A. M.
Friday. The day student retreat will

open with Mass at 8 A. M., on
Thursday, followed by conferences

at 10 A. M. and 11.45 A. M.; confer-

ence and confession at 1.30 P. M.
The exercises will close with Mass
and Papal Benediction at 8 A. M..

Friday. Confessions will also be

heard on Wednesday evening, after
\

each conference, and on Thursday
j

morning.
Rev. Thomas B. Austin, O. S. A.,

rector of the Augustinian Mission

Band, who conducted the mid-year

retreat last year, will eg" In officiate

as retreat-master.

bers. The new freshman class will

attempt to fill these gaps.

He pointed out that upon the

youth of today rests the burden of

finding remedies for the evils which
are so apparent in the sound order

of the day. These evils are not the

fault of the youth of today, ^ but

have been passed on to them as a

heritage of the older generation.

"The hope of cure lies not with

the older generation, but with the

younger generation, the youth of

today."

Fr. Stanford pointed out that the

difficult economic conditions have
had the effect of making the stu-

dent body more serious. "Finan-

cial difficulties, the very evident

and great sacrifices on the part of

parents, the uncertainty of the re-

turn to college have all conspired

to give to you young men the de-l

termination to get the utmost out

of this year at college.

In concluding, he stated that the

religious side of their education

should not be overlooked, and the

great opportunities which can be

had at Villanova. "I am all the

more anxious that you will take

full advantage of your religious

opportunities and strive to weave
into the very pattern of your dally

life the knowledge and practice of

close association with the Lord,

which comes through the habitual

use of prayer and the Sacraments."

RULING ON CUTS ISSUED

resident svuv*t..io v-ul be notified

by the vice-president.

The subject of cuts has been
widely discussed and more often
misunderstood by the student body.

In order to dispell all doubts as to

what cuts are, the following ex-

cerpt is given as the official Inter-

pretation: "Absence from class is

never permitted. The cut system Is

designed solely to cover cases of
sickness, accident or other emerg-
encies. It is based upon the theory
that the average student cannot ab-
sent himself from more than two
weeks of class, for whatever cause,
and still hope to continue with the
work of his class.

Copies of the above statement
will be distributed to the various
deans, and it will be read and ex-
plained In all the classes.

IC 31

Records of Cuts to Be Lodged

With Various Deans

This year all cuts taken by the

students' will be lodged directly

with their dean instead of the vice-

president, as was the case last year.

Notice of cuts taken will be sent to

the parents of the day students; the

Solemn High Mass
Opens College

Continued Frori Taice One

tied with the body of his address.

It adverted to the fact that the

student body had underrfone chang-

es since the opening Macs a year

Some of the students were taken

away by graduation; death has

taken away two of the class of '35;

the abnormal economic conditions

prevented the return of other mem-

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1926

Wishing the Students a
Successful Year

SUITS
T.Iade to Your Measure

^ZiZ^dU and up
Join the Press Club

Now
»nd Save Money

AGENTS
FAU1.K A CX)NWAT

THE PEN THAT VyONT
RUN D*tY

DURING LECTURES

GHIIJONPEN
CA^R\ES DOl/Bl£

^HE INK

'fl;^wfic<di^
Sino.Iclu<i

• • • tobaccos made for

cigarettes and pipes; granu*

lated tobaccos. But there

was plenty ofroom for a to-

bacco made solely for pipes.

If you look, you will find

that a great many tobacco

packages say ^^for pipe and
cigarettes." But the Granger
package says:

GRANGER ROUGH CUT
Pipe Tobacco

Granger is made by Well-

man's Method and cut right

for pipes—trough cut. Bums
slowerandcooler. Just try it I

3-:'

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

j:

rOU CAN DEPEND ON A UGCETT A BIYERS FRODDCT .Jt

\
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THE LONG, lazy days of
summer have come and gone
and most of us are back in

)the fold ready for another scho-
/* lastic year. To the older men we

extend a cheery greeting. To the
group of individuals on the cam-
pus known as frosh we extend a
hearty welcome together with the
hope that they will get Into the
spirit of things about the campus
and prove themselvefl to be worthy
sons of '.10 co"-ge of thoir

choice.
But v/e «. o iiot particularly sad-

dened by the departing of sum-
mer, for with the shortening of
the days and the turning of the
leaves and the reopening of school
comes one of the most exciting
athletic seasons of the yoar-r-the

.

football season. '•

' ;; V
To date our varsity grid team

has engaged in two games. In
the game with Ursinus the Wild-
cat gridmen got off to a flying

,start. In that contest several
members of last year's unbeaten
frosh team got their first taste of
varsity competition and most of
them stood the acid test very
well. Grimberg, Cooke, Weisen-
baugh. Wetzler and Blanchard
are boys we sho"'d h^"" more of
later on.

: • ••

That Wildca. -»g...

Although the Felines were
nosed out by the boys from Dixie
last Saturday they must be com-
mended upon the fighting spirit

they displayed, particularly in the
second half. It is plain from
statistics that the Blue and White
outplayed the South Carolina
eleven, but the Southerners got
what is known as the breaks and
«ame through with the one point
which spelled victory for them.
However, it was a good game of
football, packed with all the
thrills, tension, and excitement
which is supposed to go with a
grid battle.

Just when everything seemed
about hopeless for the 'Cats,

Whitey Randour tore off his 33-

yard run for the Feline's score.

Kandour's trip to the goal line

was one of the finest exhibitions

of broken-field running that has
been seen at the stflium in a
long time.

Footbaa For All

Following the precedent In-

augurated last year, the junior

varsity eleven and the 150-pound

team will again be organized this

fall. There was a time when the

varsity eleven was the only foot-

ball team on the iampus, but
with the addition of the two new
teams the student of any size or
weight has an opportunity to en-

gage in athletics if he cares to

do so.

The jayvees and the 150-pound-

ers had fair seasons last year and
with the experience gained last

fall and made available by the re-

turn to the line-up of many vet-

. erans the junior teams should go
places during the coming cam-
paign.

* •>

Villanova and Heavyweight
Champs

VlUanoya and former heavy-

weight champions seems to

be a rather queer combina-
tion, but it really isn't. The
fighter we refer to is Max
Schmeling and the manner in

which he Is linked up with
the Blue and White is

tlirough a former Villanovan,
known as "Ted" Casey, who
used to play in the backfield

on the 1930-31 football teams.
It is said that Maxle's rapid

development along pugilistic

lines is due to some extent to

the instruction he received
from Ted Casey. It was
through Casey's able Instruc-
tion that Schmeling developed
a very annoying left hook.
According to Teddy the for-

mer champion is quick-witted
and is a very apt and willing
student of the manly art of
self-defense.

• • *

Tennis Tournament
For the past three years there

has always been a fall tennis
tournament among the students
in order to determine the school
champion. After a summer on
the courts the tennis enthusiasts
were generally In fine form and
many stirring and exciting match-
es were played before the champ
was finally crowned.
To date no action has been

taken toward the arrangement of
a tournament this fall. Since last
June many changes have occurred
about the campus. Is the discon-
tinuing of tbe tennis tournament
going to be another one?

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING TENNIS FOOTBALL

GRIDMEN WIN AND THEN LOSE
Bullets Again to

Invade Stadium

Next Saturday
ii.i wi li'

Captain Stoner Promises to

Give Felines 60 Minutes

of Tough Football

VETS COMPOSE SQUAD

BILL HAG£BTY
Sports Editor
"Gettysburgian"

With only five men lost by gradu-
ation last spring, along with the
tragic and untimely death of "Pud"
Renshaw, crack varsity center from
last year's eleven, Coach Bream
and "Haps" Prank will have a
wealth of material from which to

draw 11 men to represent the Bul-
lets. They will also be blessed with
a wealth of reserve to replace any
men out of the game through in-

juries. This is the first time for

years that the Orange and Blue
mentors have had few worries from
this source. Last fall broken bones
and torn ligaments were weekly oc-

currences among the Battlefield

gridders, and the two coaches were
at their wits end to find capable re-

placements.
Among the leading aspirants to

date are Cowell, Bogar and Cron-
lund at center. At guard posts are
Captain Stoner. Mergard, Moody,
Karns, Nye and Caldwell. Smith,
Azar, Ewing Hallman and Messing-
er are lighting It out for tackle po-
sitions, while McCarty, Eden, Robb,
Eckert and Enders are candidates
for end.
Hen Bream hopes to find a bril-

liant backfield combination from
Jones, Eby. Garverick, Morris,
Howard. Mulligan, McGinnis, Jones,
Houghton and Bers.
The game with Villanova Is con-

sidered by G-burg fans the toughest
on the schedule. The showing which
they make against the Wildcats will

In a large measure determine what
kind of a season can be expected
from the Men of Bream for the re-

mainder of the season. I hope it

will be a good showing, no matter
which team wins. I would not like

to make any predictions as to the
outcome of the game, but I can say
that Captain 'Bull' Stoner and 10
other men will give all they have
for 60 minutes on the afternoon of
October 8.'"

Our Predictions

—

How Goo<} Are They?

As usual we are making predic-

tions as to the winners of next

week's Important football games.
Perhaps we may be wrong, but you
never can tell. The first team
named Is picked by us to come
through victorious.

St. Mary's—California.

Columbia—Princeton.

Dartmouth—Lafayette.

Pitt—Duquesne.

Fordham—Bucknell.

Purdue—Minnesota.

Notre Dame—Haskell.
Ohio State—Indiana.

Southern California — Oregon
State.

Tennessee—North Carolina.

Yale—Chicago.

Tulane—Georgia.

Temple—West Virginia.

Penn State—^Waynesburg.

Penn-7-^warthnu>re.

Manhattan—Seton Hall.

Georgetown—Canisius.

TrackmenPrepare
For Track Season

Present Conditions Indicate a

Successful Year for the

Wildcats on the Track

MEET URSINUS OCT. 8

POOL REOPENS FOR USE

Physical Examination and Fee of

$1 Necessary Requisites

The track team will have ample

and honorable representation in

the track and field department of

athletics this fall, if the hopes now
entertained by Coach Harry Coates

materialize as expected. All but one

of last year's varsity group were

on hand recently, when practice

commenced, thus ensuring a veter-

an aggregation for action this yean
In addition, a majority of the track-
sters who achieved recognition on
last year's crack freshman team. In-

cluding the relay team that an-
nexed honors at the Penn Relays,
will be available for varsity compe-
tition. Ed Donahue, who at present
holds right-end position on the var-
sity football team, will captain the
track team.
Although no definite schedule has

'Cats Bow to Gamecocks
After Downing Ursinus

Practice Started

For Junior Teams

Many Veterans Turn Oilt for

Jayvee and Lightweight

Elevens

HAVE TOUGH SCHEDULES

The Rev. John H. Crawford, O. been announced as yet, Mr. Coates
S. A., faculty moderator of athletics,
announced last week that arrange-
ments have been completed for the
operation of the swimming pool.
The pool will be for the exclusive
use of Villanova students, and every
student desirous of using the pool
is required to undergo a physical
examination.
There will be a fee of $1 per se-

mester for the use of the pool. The
payment of this charge entitles the

states that there will be at least

three varsity meets, three freshman
meets, a varsity cross-country run,

against Ursinus on October 8, and
a freshman cross-country run. An
Inter-class track meet will also be
included In the list of track activi-

ties this fall, the first event taking
place In a few weeks, it is expected.
Veterans of last year's varsity

who are eligible for service are:
Howard Duffy, 880 yd. and mile re-

student to the use of an Individual I lay; George Baker, 880 yd. and
locker in addition to a clean towel mile relay; Joe Fenstemacher, 100-
every time he uses the pool. Ad-, yd. and 220-yd. dashes; Warren
mission cards will be Issued to Brown, high and low hurdles;
identify those who have paid the ! Harry Hurley, 100-yd. and 220-yd.
'ee.

I dashes; William Burt, pole-vault;
The pool will be open for use I

Michael Tomasso, pole-vault, and
from 2 P. M. to 5 P. M. every week- ' Don Levi, high jump.
day. If there is sufficient demand,
the pool may possibly be opened
for use on Saturday mornings. At
present, however, this plan is mere-
ly tentative.

When asked If there were any
possibility of organizing a swim-

Members of last year's freshman
track team are: Frank Gleason,
Alex Kramer, Jimmie Elliot, Rich-
ard Womer, Carl HIckey, Arthur
LaFranchise, William Peszak,
George Huber, Don Blanchard. Mal-
laney, Ed Sullivan, Frank Wesson,

mlng team, Father Crawford re- 1 Vincent Zizack, Chirello and Wil-
liam Yelovltch. Gleason, Kramer,
Elliot, and Womer constitute the
National Champion Freshman Re-
lay Team, which title they an-
nexed at the Penn Relays last year.
Coach Coates announced that all

freshmen and others Interested In

plied, "That is entirely dependent
on the Interest displayed by the stu-
dents. If the students show a de-
sire to start a team, and there is

a genuine Interest displayed, the
athletic association will give the
matter Its full consideration. How-

(

ever, there are no plans at present
|

track are invited to come out for
for forming; a swimming team. Ithe team as soon as possiblt.

;

Charlie Hurlburt, new coach of

Villanova's Jayvees, announces that

all those wishing to try out for the

team should be present at a meet-

ing to be held tomorrow at 1 P. M.

in I^oom 104 Mendel. : -J ;,
^r^

Thirteen veterans from last Srfettr

have notified the new coach that

they can be reliei'. upon to be out

again this year. With these men
as a foundation. Coach Hurlburt

can be counted on to put a strong

team on the field.

So far just two games have been

definitely scheduled. They are with

Penn at Franklin Field and Lafa-

yette at the Stadium. Games are

pending with Yale, Drexel. West

Chester, Franklin and Marshall, and

Princeton. From these possibilities

a schedule of six games will be ar-

ranged by Manager George Gart-

land.
The services of Howie Duffy have

been secured as trainer for the
team.
Although uncertain, practice will

probably start after the meeting to-

morrow. All candidates please
watch the bulletin boards for an-
nouncements.

:
, ;'• .

"

The returning veterans fiLtound

whom Coach Hurlburt will build
his team are: McCarthy, Lucey,
Ceravalo, Kelly, Michaseff, Watjkin,
Kellaher, Conlan, Macek, FInelli,

Novelline, Ocelus and McAteer.

15fr-Pound FootlMil Team
With a nucleus of seven veterans

from last year returning, with 46
anxious huskies already signed and
awaiting the opening of practice,
and with an impressive schedule be-
ing completed. Coach "Lefty" Reltz
is predicting a banner season for
his team.
The new coach of the ISO-pound-

ers Is the captain-elect of Villa-

nova's 1933 baseball team. Having
played football during his high
school days at Calvert Hall In Bal-
timore and having coached a prai-

rie football team for two years In

the same town, coaching will not
be something new for "Lefty." It

is rumored that he will be assisted
in his task by another Wildcat cai>-

tain. Metro Weston.
Practice is scheduled to begin to-

day or tomorrow. Those candidates
who have already designated their
Intention to try for the team and
all those under the weight limit

who wish to come out are asked to
watch the bulletin boards for the
definite announcement.

The schedule arranged by Mana-
ger Johnny Grimes is as follows:

October 15—Malvern Prep (ten-

tative). Here.

October 21—Yale. At New Haven.
October 28—Manhattan (tenta-

tive). At New York.

November 4—Penn. Here.

November 11—Lafayette. At Eas-
ton.

November 18—Rutgers (tenta-
tive). At New Brunswick.

StiiKldreher's Charges Over-
whelm Bears in Opener,
but Lose Second, 7-6

S. C. WINS ON MSS^

After running roughshod over the
Ursinus Bears in the opening game
of the season, 26-2, the Wildcats te-
ceived a severe jolt on Saturday,
when a fighting band of South Car-
olina Gamecocks making their first

appearance in the Northeast, passed
their way to a one-point triumph,
7-6. This marks the second year in
succession that a Southern team haa
dealt a defeat to a Stuhldreher crew
so early In the season, as Duke
turned the tide 18-0, at Durham^
last October.

The game, which was one of the
most thrilling ever staged in thd
stadium, held a throng of 80(X) apeo*
taton at a high pitch of excitemeiU
as the Cats vainly attempted U
overcome the lead the Southernen
had gained in the first half. It wai
the same old story of loose han-
dling of the ball and the absence oJ

breaks which caused the Cata^
downfall.

The boys from below the Masoa
and Dixon line, who greatly outr
weighed Captain HIckey's men,
made their score as a result of cm
long, desperate pass.

Early in the second quarter, witli

the ball on Villanova's 32-yard llne^

Grayson Wolfe, the Carolina quar-
terback, dropped back to about the
45-yard line and whipped a bullet-
like pass to Tom Craig, a husky
end, who snared the ball while be-
tween two Villanova men on the
10-yard line and dashed the remain-
ing distance to a touchdown.
Wolfe then dropped back and

made a perfect placement kick for
the extra point. Though he did not
know it at the moment, Wolfe made
the point that proved to be the de-
ciding score of the game.
However, for the real thriller of

the game we have to turn to Whit-
ey Randour. Twisting and turning
as he galloped 32 yards through the
entire Carolina team, Randour car-
ried the hopes and cheers of eveiy
Villanovan in the stands with hiin.
These hopes which had been sent

soaring as a result of this beautlfu'
run were abruptly smashed wher.

Continued on Pace Sevoi

Richmond Made Cheerleader
Howard Richmond, senior pre-

med student, was selected as head
cheerleader when Don LaFond
failed to return to school.

A. A. HAS NEW HOME c

Offices Are Jfoved From Alumni
Hall to New Gymnasium

The erection of the new gymna-
sium fulfilled several long-felt
needs, one. of those dire needs
which was effected was the pro-
vision made in the plans of the new
ediAce for new offices for the ath-
letic association. For many years
the A. A. was housed In a small
room in Alumni Hall.
Due to its cramped quarters the

association could not carry on Its

work with the degree of efficiency
which becomes an organization of
Its kind. But these conditions are
all changed now and the A, A. is

now well settled in its new quarters
on the balcony above the main en-
trance to the g>'mnasium.
The coaches have a special room

all to themselves. Newly appointed
Graduate Manaprer Al Severance
has his own private sanctum to-

gether with an outer room which
is presided over by his secretary.
Another room is set aside for the

use of the publicity directory. Mr.
Scheuoer. And still another apart-
ment is reserved for the managers
of the various varsity teams la
which they can carry on their work.
The new offices are a decided

change from the old home which
certamly did no credit to an ihsti<»

tutlon us wcM kf^wn as Villanova.
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Al Severance Replaces Coach McGeehan
tiwifliy/ October l» 1982. PAge SeVMi
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Sickness Forces
Prof to Leave
His Duties

f
Former Graduate Managfer of

Athletics Lon^ Connected

With College
•^^^^rm/m^-y., .

NOTED FOR PEP TALKS

BULLETS LEAD IN CAT
SERIES

With the reopening of school,

a hitherto particularly familiar fig-

ure at Villanova is among the miss-

ing. A brilliant personality which
has exercised a dominating force

about the campus has grown dim,

and but twinkles upon the horizon.

fThut person who, for many years,
was a true Villanovan, and the per-
sonification of school spirit, is no
longer in our midst. The man re-
ferred to is none other than Charles
McGeehan, former graduate mana-
ger of athletics at this institution.

Mr. McGeehan came to Villanova
In 1904 and since that time has been
affiliated with the college of his
choice. During his undergraduate
days, he made a name for himself
as a baseball player and since his
jfraduation has been coach of var-
aity baseball. Under his tutelage,
Villanova has become famous for
the fine calibre of her diamond
squads, although nowadays, football
has by far exceeded baseball as a
col'ego sport.
In addition to his coaching du-

tie:\ Mr. McGeehan was also a
I moiTibsr of the faculty of the school
©f onTineering.
A few of the students have had

hin in class, others have worked
under h'm on the baseball field. The
majority, however, know him
through his orations at football

Tallies. Through his long associa-
tion with his Alma Mater he came
to love her dearly and his desire
was to see her fame spread as she
physically grow with the addition
of new buildings. Mr. McGeehan
had the true Villanova spirit and
the Villanova fight and he did his

utmost to instill this same enthusi-
asm into the student body and into

the varsity teams whenever such an
©pT>ortunity presented itself.

During the summer Charles Mc-
Geehan was stricken ill. So serious
was his affliction that it necessi-
tated the discontinuance of all work
and the leaving of his beloved Villa-

nova. It is sincerely hoped that
some time in the future he will be
ablc» to take up his daily tasks once
again, but if this Is not to be, may
he enjoy his well-earned rest.

Of McGeehan can be said that
which is said of many other Villa-

uovans—an athlete, gentleman and
a scholar.
Mr. Al Severance, an alumnus of

the college and former publicity di-

rector, has been appointed to take
up the office of graduate manager
of athletics, which was made va-
cant by Charlie McGeehan.

Mr. Severance has taken over a
big job, and it is hoped that he will

have the best of luck in his new
undertaking.

Jn the 10 football games
played between Gettysburg and
Villanova tho Bullets defeated
the Cats six out of 10 times. The
Cats won tiic first game played,
12-0, back in 1900, captured a
thriller in 1921, won out in 1928
and last year took revenge for
the 3-0 defeat in '30 by winning
out, lac. The series to date:

1900—Villanova, 12; G-burg, 0.

1916—Villanova, 3; G-burg, 27.

1919—Villanova, 0; G-burg, 20.

^ 1920—Villanova, 7; G-burg, 34.

1921—ViUanofva, 13; G-burg, 10.

1922—Yillanriva, 7; G-burg, 10.

1923—Villanova, 0; G-burg, 17.

1928—Villanova, 7; G-burg, 2.

1930—Villanova, 0; G-burg, 3.

1931—Villanova, 13; G-burg, 6.

Recreation Rooms
At New Gym Are

Now Ready to Use

Bowling Alleys and Pool

Rooms Open Doors for

New Season

TO ORGANIZE TEAMS

Youthful Athlete

Taken by Death
During Summer

Bill Mulqueen, the Freshman
Flash on the Hockey Team,
Succumbs to Pneumonia

EXCELLENT STUDENT

Villanova lost one of her most
promising students this summer,
when William J. Mulqueen, of Ja-
maica. L. I., succumbed July 31, as
a result of a sudden. and brief at-

tack of pneumonia.
Bill, who was one of the most

likeable members of the class of
'35, excelled in both studies and
athletics. He was the first member
of this class to win his letter, hav-
ing earned his reward as a member
of the varsity hockey team. Besides
leading: the ice team in scoring, he
was chosen to play with the All-

Mid-Atlantic team in Atlantic City.

In studies Bill ranked among the
first 10 in the freshman pre-medical
course. He was also a member of

the Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity
and of last year's frosh hop com-
mittee.

At Jamaica High, where he was
graduated in 1931, he was voted the
most popular boy in his class. He
was also on the football, hockey
and golf teams.
At Long Beach, L. I., where Bill

was employed as a life guard this

summer. Dr. Fred Butler, chief of

the Long Beach patrol, upon learn-

ing of Bill's death, paid him this

fitting tribute: "He was everything
a young man should be, kind, cour-

teous, patient, brave and modest.
He was always willing to help the

other fellow, even though it meant
personal discomfort and even per-

sonal danger. Although he Is dead
in the flesh he will always be alive

to us who knew and loved him.
Though a mere lad his personality

and strength and character were so

strong that he exerted a profound
influence over boys much older than
himself. Bill was all that was good
and fine in youth."

Yesterday the recreation rooms
in the gym opened with a big rush
of business at 3 o'clock In the after-

noon. The rooms contain pool and
billiard tables aad also bowling
alleys.

These rooms will be open daily

from 1 until 5.30, and also on Sun-
day. The rates are very reasonable,

being 15 cents per game for bowl-
ing and 40 cents an hour for pool.

For each additional player above
two at the pool tables a charge of

10 cents an hour will be charged.

There will be enjoyment for

everyone who attends and patron-
izes these centers because It is ex-

pected that the day students will

compete with the resident students.

Teams will be formed and those

interested should consult Mr.
Shyne, the manager.

It Is also rumored that the pro-

fessors of the various schools' are

organizing teanis- ^or cut-throat
contests. •

' ; •'

It is hoped that the students will
avail themselves of the opportunity
of recreation which has been set
aside especially for them down at
the gym.

NO FROSH SCHEDULE

Freshman Footballers to Be Used
Solely for Benefit of Varsity

The freshman football team wlll\
play a new role this season. The
frosh squad is to be used to supply
opposition to the varsity in practice
and will be drilled in the plays and
formations of varsity rivals.
This plan necessitates the cancel<

lation of the freshman schedule,^ but
promises to prove advantageous to
the Kittens. It will provide the^
coaches with an opportunity to fi

miliarize themselves with the in-^

coming material, while the strong
competition of the varsity will be
an asset in the future. • j

;

.

REPORTER RELAIES

PERSiAl STORY ON

FIRE IN MONASTERY

Tells of Part Taken by Nuns,

Priests, and Students in

Fighting Fire

FOR TENNIS ASPIRANTS
, All those interested in varsity
tennis will please hand in their
names at Room 20 Alumni Hall
as soon as possible.

'Aliamm! Parents! Friends!
"^eep in touch with the school upon which your interest is

centered! Subscribe to the Villanovan and get weekly flashes

of campus activities. Fill out the blank below and send by
return mail. To delay may mean to miss an important

feature! Act nowl .
r;

SUBSCRIPTION BLANIC

I hereby subscribe for .-..years'

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I enclose

Name

Street Address

City or P. O,

8UBSCRII*TION, $2.00 ^^^ TBAB ® 1932, LiccBTT & Mrnt
TOMCCOCOa

...dll you could
ask fori

ERFS romanoe in a Chesterfield—
the romance of fine tobaccos from all

over the world. The search begins in far-

off Turkey where Chesterfield buyers visit

every ipiportant tobacco-growing section. • •

and continues throughout our own Soutli*

land where buyers inspect every crop. Year
in and year out Chesterfield gives to ita

amokers the •'pick'* of all these fields.

MANY FIREMEN INJURED

OonttaiiMd From. Pace pn«

blazes soon got the flames under
• controL

Ambulances from seven or eight
hospitals with numerous doctors
and nurses gave aid to the suffer-

ing^ Most of the medical attention
was given on the lawn along the
west side of St. Rlta'a Hall.

It was only at the gap between
the two chapels the tite was
checked. The two lower floors of
the monastery did not bum, but
nevertheless were ruined, due to
the tons of water that poured for
hours over the walls and the fallen

roof.

Considering the circumstances
and the strain under which all were
put, the system and order under
which everyone labored was beyond
the average. Almost as soon as the
valuables were brought out others
aided In bringing them in the gym
and in St. Rita's Hall.

It was about 3.30 P. M. when a
lull reigned over the building. The
fire had finally been beaten, but
only after it had wreaked its veng-
eance. Twice during the night it

broke out afresh but was quelled
with little effort and "no excitement.

AUTOS BANNED FOR

Father Albers Advises Stu-

dents to Comply With Rules

In Their Handbooks

NO LATE PERMISSIONS

Since it is the fundamental aim
•of the Augustinian fathers at Villa-

nova to offer to young men ample
opportunity to acquire a thorough
liberal education, a few changes
have been made in the various rules
and regulations.

The foremost of these changes is

the complete and absolute ban on
automobiles, which states that no
student living away from home will

be permitted to possess or operate a
motor car. In connection with this

rule, it seems that there are a num-
ber tof resident students who have
cars in hiding, as it were, and, ac-
cording to Rev. Bernard M. Albers,

O. 48. A., vice-president, it would be
advisable to comply with the rules
set forth Jn the Student's Hand-
book, and to remove them as soon
as possible. If the above-mentioned
students persist In keeping their

cars at the college In this fashion,
they are liable to become involved
in diflftculties.

In regard to late permissions, at
present It is absolutely Impossible.

In cases of social functions con-
ducted by organizations sanctioned
by the college, provisions will be
made for late permissions. These
exceptions, and the manner in

which they will be regulated, will

appear in a later issue of the
VILIiANOVAN, as occasions arise.

Wildcats Win Season Opener With
Bears, but Lose to South Carolina

Stuhldreher's Charges Over-

whelm Bears in Opener,

but Lose Second, 7-6

Cuntioued From Pace Five

We see by the papers: Connie
Mack gets rid of Simmons. Rather
a Foxxy move.

• • *

Have you noticed the canvas
along the stadium wall? Just a
new application of the screen grid.

• • *

First casualty of the season

—

South Carolina back kicks the
bucket.

• • •

Is football getting exclusive!
Substitutes have to present their
calling cards to the ref now.

• • •

Book of, the Week: Hugo's Cram.
> • • • -

Financial Note: Look for iome
new developments In Eastmaa, Ko-

Aend us

—

V THE BILLS.

Randour, still fatigued from his

dash, faltered on the kick, his

placement boot going wide of the
cross-bars. However, "VVhitey had
given his best and his attempt for
the point only went wide by a mat-
ter of inchca.

First Half
Play in the first quarter proved

to be very even as a result of a
punting duel between Randour and
Wolfe. However, Carolina made
the first bid for a score when a
yillanova fumble gave them the
ball on the Blue and White 33-yard
line, Hanibright recovering the pig-
skin.

"
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After an exchange Of i>tintsV Caro-
lina took the ball to the 29-yard
line. Wolfe then made it first down
on the 18-yard line after a series of
line plays. A pass, Wolfe to Eppes,
then advanced the ball to the nine-
yard line. On the second play,

Clary fumbled on the six-yard line,

Grimberg recovering to save the
game for the time being. Ed Dona-
hue then punted out of danger.
The Maroon and White tide be-

gan to gain momentum once more
in the second quarter when Ham-
bright intercepted a pass on the
home team's 42-yard line and ran
it to the 32-yard stripe. After at-

tempting a lateral, Wolfe elected to

try a long pass. Dropping back to
about the 45-yard line he tossed a
pass down the center to Craig, who
ran unmolested for the Dixie team's
only tally.

Toward the end of the half a se-

ries of penalties against the 'Cats
netted the Gamecocks 35 yards,
placing the ball on the Villanova
16-yard line. At this point, Ev^ns,
a sub for Clary, at half, attempted
to drop-kick a field goal, but his
boot fell short of the posts.

Second HiUf
The second half was all Villa-

nova, the 'Cats outran, outpassed
and outkicked the Carolinians, but
the Dixie team fought with a
dogged defense that even the crush-
ing Wildcat offense could not pa^s
at the critical points.

In the beginning of the second
half. Cook, Wetzler and Weisen-
baugh took up the burden of the
offense and advanced the ball into
the visitors' territory as far as the
40-yard line, where they were forced
to punt. Wetzler and Wolfe then
carried on a punting duel, with
Wetzler holding the upper hand.
Fumbles nullified any Villanova ad-
vances Into scoring territory, how-
ever.
When Donahue downed a Villa-

nova punt on the visitors' eight-
yard line, it seemed as tf the turn-
ing point of the game had arrived.
Wolfe immediately punted, and
Cook returned his kick to the Caro-
lina 30-yard line. At this point,
Weisenbaugh tossed a 13-yard pass
to Donahue who made a spectacu-
lar catch, placing the ball on the
25-yard line. A series of line plays
carried the ball to the 12-yard line,

where Cook fumbled and Ham-
bright once more came up with the
ball.

A moment later, after Wolfe had
punted to mid-fleld, Joe Weisen-
baugh tossed another pass this time
30 yards to Carrol Cook, who ran
the ball to the 10-yard marker be-
fore being downed.
After three line plunges, Weisen-

baugh, running around end, was
forced out of bounds on the one-
foot line. A few moments later a
long pass, Trosky to Randour, was
grounded over the goal-line.
Following a Carolina punt, Villa-

nova took to the air again, Ran-
dour winging a pass from the 40
to the 18, where Wolfe hi-jacked
the ball for Carddina.
Another pass, nandour to Dona-

hue, brought the now sullen crowd
to life as Donahue made a miracu-
lous catch on the 32-yard line. On
the next play, Randour broke loose,
and, by combining speed and agility
with perfect interference, he ran
for the lone Villanova tally.

The cheers which greeted this
performance turned to groans when
the all-important extra point failed
to materialize.
The fight of both teams and the

frenzy the crowd was thrown into
can only be realized when we con-
sider that four times in the last
three minutes the South Carolinians
repulsed goal-line advances of the
cornered Wildcats.
Except for the last quarter, when

the 'Cats cut loose with a desper-
ate passing attack, both teams
played unusually cautious, straight
football. Another 'Unusual feature
of the game was that Coach Stuhl-
dreher inserted no less thah five

quarterback* tntQ the contfist in an

Fine Ball-Carrying

Joe York, veteran halfback,
skirting the Ursinus end for
a big gain in season's opener.

effort to direct tne strategy of his

team. \

'ii-'oo much credit cannot be given
to the center of the line for their
play on Saturday, the work of
Milne, Geezer and Blanchard leav-

ing little to be desired. The end
play of l>oth Donahue and Grim-
berg was also of high caliber.

Wolfe, the South Carolina quar-
terback, was one of the finest field

generals and punters to face Villa-

nova in quite a while. Hambright
alsp played a fine defensive gajne
for South Capolina.

Clary, the highly touted Southern
back, proved to be somewhat of a
bust on the offense, though he was
right in there on the defense.

Ursinus Game
The Ursinus game was quite a

different story from the South Caro-
lina contest, Villanova experiencing
little trouble In gaining their vic-

tory. Though the score was fairly
low, Coach Stuhldreher could have
undoubtedly ran up a large tally

had he wished.
The Wildcats' first score came as

a result of a 15-yard run by Ran-
dour, who also added the point by
placement.
The 'Cats did not score again un-

til the third period, when Yorke
crossed the line from the two-yard
stripe, following a 45-yard dash by
Randour. The final tally was made
by Patzsch on a plunge from the
three-yard line. Jim Walsh added
the extra point with a placement
boot.

In this game Elachus and Captain
Paul, of Ursinus, played fine ball,

while the entire Villanova team
showed to an advantage.

So. Carolina Vom Villanova

Eppes left end .... Donahue
Johnson.... left tackle Hickey
Fortson .... left guard Milne
J. Shinn center Geezer
Moorhead . right guard .Blanchard
Moers right tackle Rosen
Craig right end ...Grimberg
Wolfe quarterback ..Beaudin
Hambright left halfback . . Randour
Clary right halfback . . . . Yorlte
Freeman.... fullback Marion
Referee — R. E. Kinney, Trinity

College. Umpire — C. W. Hoban,
Dartmouth-Lehigh. Field judge

—

L. J. Korn, Swarthmore. Linesman
—H. Springer, W. & J. Time of
quarters—15 minutes.
Score by periods:

So. Carolina 7 0—7
Villanova 6—6

Substitutions— villanova : Cavan-
augh for Beaudin, Cook for Marion,
Cox for Milne, Wetzler for Yorke,
Weisenbaugh for Randour, Zlzac
for Rosen, Nowe for Geezer, Milne
for Cox, Rosen for Zizac, Geezer for

Nowe, Brodinski for Hickey, Beau-
din for Cavanaugh, Cavanaugh for

Beaudin, Zizac for Rosen, Yorke for

Wetzler, Trosky for Cavanaugh,
Randour for Weisenbaugh, Hurl-
burt for Trosky, Marion for Cook,
McFadden for Hurlburt, Patzsch
for Marion. So. Carolina: Powble
for Moorhead, Carrell for Eppes,
Mauney for Wolfe, Evans for Clary,

Moorhead for Fowble, Eppes for

Carrell, Wolfe for Mauney, Clary
for Evans, Carrell for Eppes, Mc-
Manus for Johnson, Gilmore for J.

Bhinn, Hamilton for Hambright,
MacDougal for Freeman, D. Shinn
for Clary. .

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

Up
TO THE present moment,

the grid squad has an aver-
age of five hundred per cent.,

having trounced Ursinus, but hav-
ing been upset by South Carolina.

* « •

Judging from the size of the visi-

tors, there must be plenty of Vita-

min D in that famous Ca'lina sun-
shine.

• •/•'*.•

What was the nature of the drink
which Harry Coates gave to right-

end Grimberg?
,

•;';-• /'••
,

Some frosh was called a gigolo
bocause he escorted two nieiul)er8
of the fair sex to tho game. He had
to go all the way up to the top
row, and was his face red?

Once when a Carolina back was
running back a punt he was tackled
and forced out of bounds, falling
right next to the water buckets,
sending the contents all over the
bench and crushing the pails al-

most beyond recognition.

Although wo couldn't see any
whiskers or a red hat on the ref,
he must have looked like Santa
Claus to the Gamecocks toward the
end of the first lialf.

There were about 7500 spectators
who paid to watch the game, but
there were about as many more
lined up along the outer east and
west fences. The new canvas ad-
joining the gym did some good, but
not much. .

The cheering sounded a bit more
sincere on Saturday than it did the
week before.

*
'

:
• •

Those South Carolina rooters
could harmonize, or maybe you
couldn't hear them.

* * •

The former president of the col-
lege, Rev. James H. Griflin, was
also among the spectators.

« • *

What we would like to have

—

more runs like the one "Whitey"
Randour made In the last quarter
which gave the Wildcats their lone
touchdown.

OUR OPPONENTS

CMPTemple, BockneU and Boston

lege Score Victories

Most of our future opponents otL

the gridiron saw action last Wtl*

day night or last Saturday after*

noon. Dame Fortune smiled upon
some while others were sent down
to ignominous or otherwise defeat.

Our good friends from North

Broad Street opened their grid sea-

son Friday night and buried a weak^
Thiol aggregation 31 to 0. However,

it is not felt that the real strength

of the Owl eleven was tested in this

contest and it still remains an un-

known quantity.

Bucknell had quite a job in nosing

out a scrappy Albright team by one

lone touchdown. It seems as though

the services of Clark Hinkle will be
sorely missed by the Bisons this

year.
The Battlefield boys rrom Gettys-

burg went down to defeat in their

opening game against Juniata when
the Indians handed them a 3 to 2

beating. The Wildcats x?iect the
Bullets next Saturday at the Sta-

dium. What will be the result?

Boston College trounced Loyola
20 to 0. In due time the Felines

will meet up both of these squads.
Seton Hall did not play over the

weekend nor did the University of

Detroit.

FR. albe::s at seminar

Initial Pre-Med Meeting Has Vic©-

President as Speaker

The first pre-medical .'^eminar of

the scholastic year was officially

opened last Thursday morning by
Rev. Joseph M. Oougherty. O. S. A^
dean of the Scieiice School.

Fr. Dougherty v/elcomed the new--

comers to Villanova and fully ex-

plained the purpose and advantages
of conducting a science seminar.
He expressed the fact that the co-

operation of the pre-medical stu-

dents was absolutely essential for

the successful operation of these

scientific meetings.
At this meeting, Fr. Dougherty

was able to have Rev. Bernard M«
Albers. O. S. A., present, and he in-

troduced the new vice-president to

the members of the Science SchooL
Ft. Albers delivered a short ad-

dress in which he discussed his past
experiences and his years as a stu-

dent at Villanova before his re-

moval to the Mid-west. He de-
scribed the undying spirit of a true
Villanova student, and asked the
student body to uphold the honor
of the college at all times. Fr,
Albers concluded his talk by ex-
plaining the necessity of complete
support at the football games.

As the Fire Wrought Its Havoc
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Sickness Forces
Prof to Leave
His Duties

Former (iradunte Manager of

Athletics Lonj? Connected

With College iiv

NOTED FOR PEP TALKS
..-::t-- ' -.• '

!

: with the reopening of school,!

(fc hitherto particularly familiar fig-

1

lire at Villenova is among the miss-

j

,ing. A brilliant personality which
has exercised a dominating force

about tlie campua has grown dim,

and but t>vinkles tipon the horizon.

That person who, for many years,
"WPS a true Villan,ovan, and the per-
sonification of school spirit, is no
longer in our midst. The man re-

ferred to is none other than Charles
McGeehan. former graduate mana-
ger of athletics at this institution.

Mr. McGeehan came to Villanova
In 1904 and since that time has been
affiliated with the college of his
ehoice. During his undergraduate
days, he made a name for himself
as a baseball player and since his
graduation has been coach of var-
aity baseball. Under his tutelage,
Villanova has become famous for
the fine calibre of her diamond
squads, although nowadays, football
has by far exceeded baseball as a
coHc^i^o sport.

In addition to his coaching du-
tio '. Ml'. McGeehan was also a

I W'.itibor of the faculty of the school
©f cr»*Tineering.

A f-iw of the students have had
hi! 1 in class, others have worked
under bun on the baseball field. The
majority, however, know him
through his orations at football

rallies. Through hi;? long as.socia-

tion with his Alma Mater he came
to love \\QY dearly and his desire
was to .see her fame spread as she
physically grow with the addition
of new buildings. Mr. McGeehan
had the true Villanova spirit and
the Villanova fight and he did his

utmo.st to instill this same enthusi-
asm into the student body and into

the varsity teams whenever such an
©pr/ortunity presented itself.

Dtuing the summer Charles Mc-
Geehan was stricken ill. So serious

waa his affliction that it necessi-
tated the discontinuance of all work
and the leaving of his beloved Villa-

nova. It is sincerely hoped that
Boivc time in the future he will be
ab!:> to take up his daily taidts once
again, but if this Is not to be, may
he enioy his wcll-onrned rest.

j

Of McGoehnn ran be said that
whioh is said of many other Villa-

f»ovnnt;-an athlele, trnntleman and
a scholar.

Mr. Al Severance, an alumnus of

the college and former publicity di-

rector, has been appointed to take
up the oflice of graduate manager
of athletics, which was made va-
cant by Chailio McGeoh.in.

Mr. Severance has taken over a
big job, and it is hoped that he will

have the best of luck in his new
•undertaking.

BULLETS LIO.\l) IN C.\T
•-••:"x'^ SKKIES

• In • the' 10 football games
played between Gettysburg and
Villanova the Bullets defeated
the Cats six out of 10 times. The
Cats won the first game played,
12-0, back in 1900, captured a
thriller in 1921, won out in 1928
and last year took revenge for
the 3-0 defeat in '30 by winning
out, 13 G. The series to date:

1900—Villanova,
191fr—Villanova,
1919—Villanova,
1920—Villanova,
1921—Villanova,
l922-.Vniaiiova,
193;i-^VMlaiiova,
192H—Villanova,
19.S0—Villanova,
1931—Miluiiova,

12; G-burg. 0.

3; G-burg, 27.

0; G-burg, 20.

7; G-burg, 34.

13; G-burg, 10.

7; G-burg, 10.

0; G-burg, 17.

7; G-burg, 2.

0; G-burg, 3.

13; G-burg, 6.

Youthful Athlete

Taken by Death
During Summer

Bill Mulqueen, the Freshman
Flash on the Hockey Team,
Succumbs to Pneumonia

EXCELLENT STUDENT

Villanova lost one of her most
promising students this summer,
when William J. Mulqueen, of Ja-
maica. L. I., succumbed July 31, as
a result of a sudden. and brief at-

tack of pneumonia.

Bill, who was one of the most
likeable members of the class of
'35, excelled in both studies and
athletics. He was the first member
of this class to win his letter, hav-
ing earned his reward as a member
of the varsity hockey team. Besides
leading the ice team in scoring, he
was chosen to play with the All-

Mkl-Atlantic team in Atlantic City.

In studies Bill ranked among the
first 10 in the freshman pre-medical
course. He was also a member of

the Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity
and of last year's frosh hop com-
mittee.

At Jamaica High, where he was
graduated in 1931, he was voted the
most popular boy in his class. He
was also on the football, hockey
and golf teams.
At Long Beach, L. I., where Bill

was employed as a life guard this

summer. Dr. Fred Butler, chief of

the Long Beach patrol, upon learn-

ing of Bill's death, paid him this

fitting tribute: "He was everything
a young man should be, kind, cour-

teous, patient, brave and modest.
He was always willing to help the
other fellow, even though it meant
personal discomfort and even per-

sonal danger. Although he is dead
in the flesh he v/ill always be alive

to us who knew and loved him.
Though a mere lad his personality

and strength and character were so

strong that he exerted a profound
influence over boys much older than
himself. Bill was all that was good
and fine in youth."

'AlMmJtii I Pareets ! Frieeds

!

^Keep in touch with the school upon which your interest is

centered! Subscribe to the Villanovan and s:et weekly (lashes

ol campus activities. Fill out the blank below and send by
return mail. To delay may mean to miss an important

feature! Act now!

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

I hereby subscribe for -...^-^l.——.- years'

subscription to the VILLANOVAN, for which

I enclose -,,; -^- . •':•:/>•:.• ^>- •;:.•;-

. .
~

'

'

,''
•.

' \ ,•••'' '•' ''.'.'"

Name

'..
''

Street Address —..^i.-^

City or P. O. !^._..

SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00 '^KR YEAR

Recreation Rooms
At New Gym Aye

Now Ready to Use
—^-^ r'l-i

BowlinjGT Atleyk and Pool

Rooms Open Doors for

New Season

TO ORGANIZE TEAMS

Yesterday* the lecreation rooms
in the gym opened with a bijg rush
of Ijusiness at 3 o'clock in the aftef-

noon. The rooms contain pool and
billiard tables and also bowling
alleys! .

'

These rooms will be opei> daily

from 1 until 5.30, and also on Sun-
day. The rates are very reasonable,

being 15 cents per game for bowl-
ing and 10 cents an hour for pool.

B'dr each additional player .aboVe

two at the' pool tables a; charge of

10 cents an hour will be' charged.

There will be enjoyment for

everyone who attends and patron-

izes these centers because it is ex-r

pected that the day students will

compete with the resident students.

Teams will be formed and those

interested should con^^lt Mr.
Shyne, the manager. '

. V'

It is also i-umored that the pro-

fessbrs of the" various schools "arfe

organizing teams--..X»K< cutrthroat
contests.

It is iioptd that the studtsnts will
aVail themselves of the opportunity
of recreation which has been set
aside especially for them down at
the gym.

NO FROSH SCHEDULE

Frcshnmn Footbt^lh^rs to Be Used
Solely for Benefit of Vartsity

The freshman football t&p.m will
i

play a new role this season. The
j

frosh squad is to be u.sed to supply
,

opposition to the varsity in practice
and will be drilled in the plays and
formations of varsity rivals. . ;

This plan necessitates the cancel-
lation of the freshnian schedule, but
promises to prove advantageous to
the Kittens. It will provide the.
coaches with an opportunity to fa-^

miliarize themselves with the in-
coming material, while the strong
competition of the varsity will be
an asset in the future

FOR TKNNIS ASPIKANTS
All those interested in varsity

tenpis will please hand in their
names at Room 20 Alumni Ha,ll
as soon' as possible. '.>"':

® 1932. LiGciTT & Mybu
Tobacco Co.

yoM could
ask for!

THERFS romance in a Chesterfield—
the romance of fine tohaccos from all

over the world. The search begins in farw

oflf Turkey where Chesterfield buyers visit

every iniportant tobacco-growing section. ••

and continues throughout our own South*
land where buyers inspect every crop. Year
in and year out Chesterfield gives to its

smokers the •'pick" of all these fields.

liEimR RELATES

PERSONAL WSi ON

Tells of Part Taken by Nuns,

Priests, and Students In

Fighting Fire

MANY FIREMEN INJURED

Contiiiued From I'ae^ One
-- -

I

blazes soon got the flames under
'Control.

Ambulances from seven or eight
hospitals with numerous doctors
and nurses gave aid to the suffer-

ing. Most of the medical attention
was g;iven on the lawn filong, the
west side of St. Rita's Hall.

It was only at the gap between
the two chapels the firie was
checked. The two lower floors of
the monastery did not burn, but
nevertheless were ruined, due to

the tons of water that poured for
hours over the walls and the fallen

roof.

Considering the circumstances
and the strain under which all were
put, the system and order under
which everyone labored was beyond
the average. Almost as soon as the
valuables were brought out others
aided in bringing them in the gym
and in St. Rita's Hall.

It was about 3.30 P. M. when a
lull reigned over the building. The
flre had finally been beaten, but
only after it had wreaked its veng-
eance. Twice during the night it

broke out afresh but was quelled
with little effort and no excitement.

Wildcats Win Season Opener With
Bears, but Lose to South Carolina

Stuhldreher's Charges Over-

whelm Bears in Opener,

but Lose Second, 7-6

Continued From Tuko Five

AUTOS BANNED FOR

Father Albers Advises Stu-

dents to Comply With Rules

in Their Handbooks

NO LATE PERMISSIONS

Bincc it is the fundamental aim
.of the Augustinian fathers at Villa-

nova to offer to young men ample
opportunity to acquire a thorough
liberal education, a few changes
have been made in the various rules
and regulations.
The foremost of these changes is

the complete and absolute ban on
automobiles, which states that no
student living away from home will

be permitted to possess or operate a
motor car. In connection with this

rule, it seems that there are a num-
ber tof resident students who have
cars in hiding, as it were, and, ac-
cording to Rev. Bernard M. Albers.

O. 6. A., vice-president, it would be
advisable to comply with the rules

set forth in the Student's Hand-
book, and to remove them as soon
as possible. If the above-mentioned
students persist in keeping their

cars at the college in this fashion,
ihey are liable to become involved
In difficulties.

In regard to late permissions, at

present It is absolutely impossible.

In cases of social functions con-
ducted by organizations sanctioned
by the college, provisions will be
made for late permissions. These
exceptions, and the manner in

which they will be regulated, will

appear in a later issue of the

VILLANOVAN, as occasions arise.

We see by the papers: Connie
Mack gets rid of Simmons. Rather
a Foxxy move.

•• (• •

Have you noticed the canvas
along the stadium wall? Just a
new application of the screen grid.

• • •

First casualty of the season

—

South Carolina back kicks the
bucket.

• « •

Is football getting exclusive!
Substitutes have to present their
calling cards to the ref now.

• • •

Book of. the Week: Hugo's Cram.
• • •

Financial Note: Look for some
new developments in Eastman Ko-
dak.

Bend us—
THE BILLS.

Randour, still fatigued from his

dash, faltered on the kick, his

placement boot going wide of the
cross-bars. However, Whitey had
given his best and his attempt for
the point only went wide by a mat-
ter of inchc;?.

First Half
Play in the first quarter proved

to be very even as a result of a
punting duel between Randour and
Wolfe. However, Carolina made,
the first bid for a score when a
Villanova fumble gave them the
ball on the, Blue and White 33-yard
line, Hambright recovering. the pig-
skin. ^ •

,

After an exchange of punts, Caro-
lina . took the ball to the 29-yard
line, "^olfe then made it first down
on the 18-yard line after a series of
line plays. A pass, Wolfe to Eppes.
then advanced the ball to the nine-
yard line. On the second play.

Clary fumbled on the six-yard line,

Grimberg recovering to save the
game for the time being. Ed Dona-
hue then punted out of danger.
The Maroon and White tide be-

gan to gain momentum once more
in the second quarter when Ham-
bright intercepted a pass on the
home team's 42-yard line and ran
it to the 32-yard stripe. After at-

tempting a lateral, Wolfe elected to

try a long pass. Dropping back to

about the 45-yard line he tossed a
pass down the center to Craig, who
ran unmolested for the Dixie team's
only tally.

Toward the end of the half a se-
ries of penalties against the 'Cats
netted the Gamecocks 35 yards,
placing the ball on the Villanova
IG-yard line. At this point, Ev^ns,
a sub for Clary, at half, attempted
to drop-kick a field goal, but his
boot fell short of the posts.

Second Half
The second half was all Villa-

nova, the 'Cats outran, outpassed
and outkicked the Carolinians, but
the Dixie team fought with a
dogged defense that even the crush-
ing Wildcat offense could not pass
at the critical points.
In the beginning of the second

half. Cook, Wetzler and Weisen-
baugh took up the burden of the
offense and advanced the ball into
the visitors' territory as far as the
40-yard line, where they were forced
to punt. Wetzler and Wolfe then
carried on a punting duel, with
Wetzler holding the upper hand.
Fumbles nullified any Villanova ad-
vances into scoring territory, how-
ever.

When Donahue downed a Villa-
nova punt on the visitors' eight-
yard line, it seemed as if the turn-
ing point of the game had arrived.
Wolfe immediately punted, and
Cook returned his kick to the Caro-
lina 30-yard line. At this point,
Weisenbaugh tossed a 13-yard pass
to Donahue who made a spectacu-
lar catch, placing the ball on the
25-yard line. A series of line plays
carried the ball to the 12-yard line,
where Cook fumbled and Ham-
bright once more came up with the
ball.

A moment later, after Wolfe had
punted to mid-field, Joe Weisen-
baugh tossed another pass this time
30 yards to Carrol Cooli, who ran
the ball to the 10-yard marker be-
fore being downed.
After three line plunges, Weisen-

baugh, running around end, was
forced out of bounds on the one-
foot lino. A few moments later a
long pass, Trosky to Randour, was
grounded over the goal-line.
Following a Carolina punt, Villa-

nova took to the air again. Ran-
dour winging a pass from the 40
to the 18, where Wolfe hijacked
the ball for Card^ina.
Another pass, nandour to Dona-

hue, brought the now sullen crowd
to life as Donahue made a miracu-
lous catch on the 32-yard line. On
the next play, Randour broke loose,
and, by combining speed and agility
with perfect interference, he ran
for the lone Villanova tally.

The cheers which greeted this
performance turned to groans when
the all-important extra point failed
to materialize.
The fight of both teams and the

frenzy the crowd was thrown into
can only be realized when we con-
sider that four times in the last
three minuter the South Carolinians
repulsed goal-line advances of the
cornered Wildcats.
Except for the last quarter, when

the 'Cats cut loose with a desper-
ate passing attack, both teams
played unusually cautious, straight
football. Another unusual feature
of the game was that Coach Stuhl-
dreher inserted no less than five

quarterbacks \nio. the contest in an

Fine BaU-Carrying

Joe York, veteran halfback,
skirting the Ursinus end for
a big gain in season's opener.

effort to direct tne strategy of his

team.

Voo much credit cannot be given
to the center of the line for their

play on Saturday, the work of
Milne, Geezer and Blanchai'd leav-

ing little to be desired. The end
play of both Donahue and Grim-
berg was also of high caliber.

Wolfe, the South Carolina quar-
terback, was one of the finest field

generals and punters to face Villa-

nova in quite a while. Hambright
alsp played a fine defensive game
for South Cajjolina.

Clary, the highly touted Southern
back, proved to be somewhat of a
bust on the offense, though he was
right in there on the defense.

Ursinus Game
The Ursinus game was quite a

different story from the South Caro-
lina contest, Villanova experiencing
little trouble in gaining their vic-

tory. Though the score was fairly

low, Coach Stuhldreher could have
undoubtedly ran up a large tally

had he wished.
The Wildcats' first score came as

a result of a 15-yard run by Ran-
dour, who also added the point by
placement.
The 'Cats did not score again un-

til the third period, when Yorke
crossed the line from the two-yard
stripe, following a 45-yard dash by
Randour. The final tally was made
by Patzsch on a plunge from the
three-yard line. Jim Walsh added
the extra point with a placement
boot.

In this game Eachus and Captain
Paul, of Ursinus, played fine ball,

w^hile the entire Villanova team
showed to an advantage.

So. Carolina Pes. Villanova

Eppes , . . ... . left end .... Donahue
Johnson.... left tackle Hickey
Fortson.... left guard Milne
J. Shinn, ..... center Geezer
Mooihead . right guard .Blanchard
Meers right tackle Rosen
Craig....... right end ...Grimberg
Wolfe ...... quarterback . . Beaudin
Hambright left halfback ..Randour
Clary right lialfback . . . . Yorlce
Freeman. . . . fullback Marion
Referee - - R. E. Kinney, Trinity

College. Umpire — C. W. Hoban,
Dartmouth-Lehigh. Field judge—
L. J. Korn, Swarthmore. Linesman
—H. Springer, W. & J. Time of

quarters —15 minutes.
Score by periods:

So. Carolina .,••:... 7 0—7
Villanova .......;. 6—6

Substitutions— Villanova: Cavan-
augh for Beaudin. Cook for Marion,
Cox for Milne, Wetzler for Yorke.
Weisenbaugh for Randour, Zizac
for Rosen, Nowe for Geezer, Milne
for Cox, Rosen for Zizac, Geezer for

Nowe, Brodinski for Hickey, Beau-
din for Cavanaufih. Cavanaugh for

Beaudin, Zizac for Rosen, Yorke for

Wetzler, Trosky for Cavanaugh.
Randour for Weisenbaugh, Hurl-
burt for Trosky, Marion for Cook,
McFadden for Hurlburt, Patzsch
for Marlon. So. Carolina: Powble
for Moo'head, Carrell for Eppes,
Mauncy for Wolfe, Evan.=? for Clary,

Moorhoad for Fowble, Eppes for

Carrcll, Wolfe for Mauney, Clary
for Evans, Carrell for Eppes, Mc-
Manus for Johnson, Gilmore for J.

Shinn, Hamilton for Hambright,
MacDougal for Freeman, D. Shinn
for Clary.

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

Up
TO THE present moment,

the grid squad has an aver-
age of five hundred per cent.,

having trounced Ursinus, but hav-
ing been upset by 3outh Carolina.

Judging from the size of the visi-

tors, there must be plenty of Vitiv-

min D in that famous Ca'Iina sun-
Hhine.

* • *

What was the nature of the drink
which Harry Cpates gave t6 right-
end Grimberg?'

•• *
"

Some frosh was called a gplgolo

because he escorted two members
of the fair sex to the game. He hiid
to go all the way up to the top
row, and was his face red?

., « * *

Once, when a Carolina back was
running back a punt he was tackled
and forced out of bounds, falling
right next to the water buckets,
sending the contents all over the
bench and crushing the pails al-

most beyond recognition.

Although wo couldn't see any
whiskers or a re<l hat on the ref,
he must have looked like Santa
Glaus to the Gamecocks toward the
end of the first half.

There were about 7500 spectators
who paid to watch the game, but
there were about as many more
lined up along the outer east and
west fences. The new canvas ad-
joining the gym did some good, but
not much. ,

* • •

The cheering sounded a bit more
sincere on Saturday than it did the
week before.

* * •

Those South Carolina rooters
could harmonize, or maybe you
couldn't hear them.

* • •

The former president of the col-
lege, Rev. James H. Griffin, was
also among the spectators.

« • •

What we would like to have-
more runs like the one "Whitey"
Randour made in the last quarter
which gave the Wildcats their lone
touchdown.

OUR OPPONENTS

Temple, BuckneU and Boston Cou
lege Score Victories

Most of our future opponents oiC

the gridiron saw action last "VtX-

day night or last Saturday after-

noon. Dame Fortune smiled upon

some while others were sent down
to ignominous or otherwise defeat.

Our good friends from North

Broad Street opened their grid sea-

son Friday night and buried a weak
Thiol aggregation 31 to 0, However,

it is not felt that the real $trength

'of the Owl eleven was tested in this

contest and it still remains an un-

known quantity.

Bucknell had quite a job in nosing

out a scrappy Albright team by one

lone touchdown. It seems as though

the services of Clark Hinkle will be
sorely missed by the Bisons this

yeiir.. '/'.. ;,•"•-:,''
••ViV',.r'V""-. •

•

The Battl6fleld buys rrom Cfettyfti

burg went down to defeat in their

opening game against Juniata When
the Indians handed them a 3 to 2

beating. The Wildcats meet the
Bullets next Saturday at the Sta-

dium. What will be the result?

Boston College trounced Loyola
20 to 0. In due time the Felines
will meet up both of these squada,
Seton Hall did not play over the

weekend nor did the University of

Detroit,

FR. albil::s at seminar

Initial I're-iviod Meeting Has Vice-

I'rcsident as Speaker

The first pre-medical .'^eminar of

the scholastic year was otficially

opened last Thursday morning by;

Rev. Joseph M. ")ougherty. O. S. A^
dean of the Science School.

Fr. Dougherty v.elcomed the new>-

comers to Villanova and fully ex-

plained the purpose and advantages
of conducting a science seminar.
He expressed the fact that the co-

operation of the pre-medical stu-

dents was absolutely essential for

the successful operation of these
scientific meetings.
At this meeting, Fr. Dougherty

was able to have Rev. Bernard M*
Albers. O. S. A., present, and he in-

troduced the new vice-president to

the members of the Science School,

Fr. Albers delivered a short ad-
dress in which he discussed his past
experiences and his years as a stu-*

dent at Villanova before his re-

moval to the Mid-west. He de-
scribed the undying spirit of a true
Villanova student, and asked the
student body to uphold the honor
of the college at all times. Fr,
Albers concluded his talk by ex-
plaining the necessity of complete
support at the football games.

i4« the Fire Wrought Its Havoc

^.1.: -'•....•So^-^. :
^
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'GRADUATES TO HAVE

FULL SCHEDULE AT

ANNUAL REUNION

November 12, Day of Detroit

Game, Determined Upon

for Alumni Day

DINNER TO FOLLOW GAME

November 12, the day of the De-
troit fracas, la the date decided

Upon ^or the annual 'homecoming of

the alumni. However, the plans

formulated for this year's Alumni
Day, when put Into effect, will far

•urpaas any previous gathering.

Starting with attendance at the

game, for which a choice section of

seats on the 50-yard line has been
exclusively reserved, and culminat-
ing with the dinner and subsequent
business meeting in the gymna-
sium, the day will be a veritable
flow of enjoyable and merry activi-
ties, the whole being most pregnant
with sacred memories of bygone
years.
The dinner will connmencc sharp-

ly at 6.30 P, M., under the super-
, vision of an outside caterer. During
the meal, music will be supplied by
tho Villanovans. Some general
amusement is to be offered by a
r/oll-known professional entertain-
er.

i.|^oUowing the dinner, a business
raeeting is to be held, during which
will be discussed the election of of-
ficers and a revision of the consti-
tution. While the meeting is in
progress, the ladies present will
have a pleasant means of diversion
In the bridge games which are to
bo played in the lounge.

•"•Iio chairman of the alumni din-
ne committee is Charles B. Lough-
lin. The attendance committee is

he-.dcd by Matthew A. JLynch, '23,

of Philadelphia. He is being as-
sisted by James J. O'Brien, '12, of
Wayne, and Hugh T. Mooney, '24,

of Philadelphia. John T. Coan, '19.

is arranging for the speakers and
thft entertainment.
The present officers of the Villa-

nova Alumni Association are as fol-

lows: President, David F. Farley,
*20, of Philadelphia, a civil engi-
neering contractor; vice-president,
Jolm T. Coan, '19, a brother of Fa-
ther Coan, O. S. A., and sales repre-
sentative of Bloomfleld; treasurer,
Charles A. McGeehan, '12, of Nor-
rlstown, a former graduate mana-
ger of athletics; secretary, Albert
C. Wagner, '32, former editor-in-
chief of the VILLANOVAN.

VIGILANCE MEN ORGANIZE

t$ Soph >more8 Unite to Enforce
; .. Frosh ReguIationH ,

•• . ..

In accordance with time-honored
traditions, a vigilance committee
has been appointed in order to ac-
quaint the freshmen with the vari-
ous customs, and to Insure the ob-
servance of the frosh regulations.
Although the se- erity of the latter

has been lessened to a great extent,
there still remain many rules which
rc'tiire rigid enforcement.

Al Ryan has been chosen as
chairman of the committee, and is

assisted by Edward O'Neill, Harold
Keating. Louis Mareschae, Ed-
ward Sullivan, Walter Allessan-
droni. Bernard Lee, William Grim-
berg. James Walsh, Jeremiah Daly,
John Shevlin, Anthony Zimkus,
Nicholas Caruso, John Hoey, Rob-
ert Fanelli, George Malhame, Nich-
olas Vanech, Joseph Wiesenbaugh.
David Mele, John Brown, John
Sharkey, William Chirello, Newman
Stoll, William Dowling and Carrol
Cook.

tjm„
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I
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Haircuts 35c
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Shave 15c
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Every Week a Big \

Surprise |
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Positions Available On
Staffs of VILLANOVAN

Due to, the fact that a number
of former staff members have
not returned with the reopening
of school, it is necessary to make
additions to the VILLANOVAN
staff at this time.
Both freshmen and upper

classmen are needed to fill these
positions. Several important po-
sitions are now vacant, and pro-
motions will come rapidly.

All resident students who are
interested are asked to attend a
meeting of the VILLANOVAN
staff this evening, immediately
after chapel, in the VILLA-
NOVAN office, 222 Mendel Hall.
Day students will report tomor-
row afternoon at 1 P. M.
Previous newspaper experi'

ence is preferred, but not essen-
tial. „ ^

Gettysburg Alumni Pledge Support

The "Faithful Fifty," an organiza-

tion consisting of Gettysburg alum-
ni in Philadelphia, held a dinner last

night at which they pledged their

support to the Orange and Blue
team by attending the game in a

body next Saturday.

Transfer of Augustinians to

Different Fields Causes

Majority of Shifts

'32 GRADUATE GETS POST

As a result of the election of a

new staff of officers to the admin-
istration of the college, {ind the
transfer of numerous priests which
took place at the triennial August
tinian Chapter last June, there
have been numerous changes in
faculties of tl»e various schools
upon the campus for the coming
scholastic year.
In the School of Commerce and

Finance, Rev. Richard J. McNally,
O. S. A., will take the place of Rev.
John Wilson, O. S. A., as professor
of philosophy. William H. Mc-
Hugh will take the place of Harold
Whiteside as Professor of Educa-
tion. Professor McHugh acquired
his teaching experience at St. Bon-

aventure's College and Duquesne
University.
During the illness of Charles A.

McGeehan, head of the department
of electrical engineering, the
courses usually in charge of Pro-
fessor McGeehan will be conducted
by Charles F. Magee, B. S. in E. E.,

of the class of '24. Rev. John J.

Vrana, O. S. A., will be Professor
of Graphics, taking the place of
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A.,

president of the college.

In the Science School, Rev. Ber-
nard McConvIlle, O. S. A., will teach
religion and philosophy. Martin L.

Gill, A. B.. of the class of '32. will

teach English. Mr. Gill is well
known at the college for his par-
ticipation in public speaking and
debating while he was studying
here. Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. S.

A., will conduct the class in med-
ical jurisprudence in place of Rev.
John H. Crawford, O. S. A.
The School of Arts and Philos-

ophy suffered the most changes.
Rev. Joseph O'Malley, O. S. A., who
was the prior of the Augustinian
College in Cuba and is now the
chaplain of the college, will teaoli

religion in this and the other three
schools. Rev. Paul F. Healy, O. S.

A., of St. Mary's, Lawrence, Mass..
and Rev. James Gallagher, O. S.

A., will be professors of philosophy.
Rev. William J. Deacy. O, S. A., for-
merly of the Mission Band, will be
professor of English and elocution.

NEW WASHING EQUIPMENT

Sum of $1600 Expended on Ti

Washing Machines for New Oym
The college has recently expended

in excess of $1600 for washing-ma-
chine equipment in the new gyvor*

nasium, in order that all athletlo

apparel may be thoroughly cleaned]

and sterilized after each use. Ao
cording to the Rev. John H. Craw-
ford, O. S. A., faculty director of

Athletics, the machines are of th«

latest design in modem laundry
equipment.

These machines comprise a wo<

en washer, centrifugal extract

and a tumbler. This last contriv-

ance is capable of drying 40 pounds ,

of semi-wet wash in a period of 20

minutes. They replace an electrio

washer of the type used in homes, '

and an antiquated gas-burner-type

drier. n

In addition to cleaning towels,
track suits, football jerseys, and
other washable athletic garb, the ,

machines will also clean and ster-

ilize the suits to be used in the
swimming pool. >The student whd ^

uses the pool is thus assured of
having not only sanitary water in
the pool, but also a sanitary suit. ,

THE FALL OF
CONSTANTINOPLE

**Nature in the Raw"—cu por*

trayed by Thomas Webb ...in*

Bpired by the savage slaughter

of 5000 Christian defenders—

at the hands of the vengeful,

barbaric horde of 250,000
men under the ruthless

Mohammed 11—14531

• : . >

i ; • » and raw^ tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They are not present in Luckies

• • • the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not

explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that "Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild*'— so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by the

words—"It's toasted". That's

why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted**
That package of mild Luckies

Coor.. 1932.
Tha American
Tobarco Co.

"Ifa man write a better hook, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tho h*

bttiUlhis house in the woods, the world will make a beaten pa$h f his door. "—RALPH WALDO ENfERSON.

Does not this explain the world-wide accepttnce and appcoval of Luckj Strike?

Frosh! Frosh I

Don't Forget

the ''HeUo'' Habit

Say "Hello"

to Everyone

at All Times
VILL VAN

Elections, Seniors!

Vote Today
for Class Officers

Vice-President

Secretary

Student Council
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John Satterfield Employed as

Steward; Litton Made

Head Chef

DllilNG-ROOM RENOVATED

*• V.

With the many changes in the
administration of the college we are
openly aware of our new procura-
tor, Rev. Charles J. Melchoir, O. S.

A., who has taken office here after
six and a half years' work as pro-
curator and master of novices at
Mother of Good Counsel Novitiate
in New Hamburg, N. Y.

Previous to that, Father Melchoir
assumed duties after his ordination
in 1918 as assistant master of nov-
ices and procurator and organized
the dining hall and kitchen facili-

ties at St. Mary's Hall, at Villa-

nova, as its first procurator.
The student body is doubtlessly

aware of the extensive improve-
ments that have taken place in the
kitchen and dining room. However,
the greater part of the students are
uninformed as to the details of
these changes.

First of all, the recent steward
has been succeeded by John Sat-
terfield, formerly the steward of the
Majestic Hotel in Philadelphia. Mr.
Satterfield operated for this hotel
during the past nine years. Pre-
vious to this position he was stew-
ard for Horn and Hardart and also
the Traylor Hotel in Allentown, Pa.
Mr, Satterfield has had broad ex-
perience in his art and will, it is

hoped, further his success in his
employment at Villanova.
The second, but no less important.

Improvement is the new head chef,
John Litton. Mr. Litton was the
head chef for the past five years at

_ Continued on Page Kight

Band Director

VINCENT MARBA

MARRA AGAIN LEADS

RE-EjjmPPED BAND

Military-Type Uniforms Have

Been Found Popular by

Spectators

WILKES-BARRE CLUB

PLANS DANCE AFTER

BUCKNELL CONTEST
-.111

I

' / •

'

' '

.'

ii

'

'

Gregg Size and Orchestra to

Play in Crystal Room of

Hotel Casey

Heads Mendel Bulletin

EDGAR LYNETT CHAIRMAN

COMPRISES 48 MEN

JUNIORS ELECT NEW MEN
MeBrlde and Cordlale Chosen to

Flu Vacancies

As a result of the junior class
elections, which were conducted in
the rear of the dining hall last Fri-
day by Arthur Shortall, chairman
Oj the Student Council; Edward
McBride, an engineering student,
was elected to the office of vice-
president, and Leo Cordiale, a mem-
ber of the Business School, was
ohosen for the Student Council.
The vacancies in these offices

Were caused by the failure of regu-
larly elected officers to return at
the opening of the current scholas-
tlo year.
Other candidates who were nomi-

nated for the offices were Raymond
Harter and Raymond Barratta for
vice-president, and Charles Goggl
Frank Estrada and Joseph Fitz-
henry for student councilman.

The Villanova College band, un-
der the able tutelage of Vincent
Marra, student director of the or-

ganization, has recently commenced
what promises to be its most suc-
cessful season. Mr. Marra has
served with the band for four
years, having spent the past three
in the capacity of director. He is
an accomplished musician and
played trumpet during the past
summer with the Clearfield Citizens
Band. During his high school ca-
reer he played with the Clearfield
High School Orchestra and was a
member of that organization when
it was judged one of the prize win-
ners in a contest conducted in 1927.
The hew, military-type uniforms

\rorn by the band have been a
source of grreat admiration on the
part of spectators at the past three
games. These uniforms consist of a
white, whipcord shirt, with epau-
lettes of blue, and peg-top breeches
of a deep blue, with a white strip-
ing, the whole presenting a very
striking display of the college col-
ors. Black leather puttees and an
over-seas cap of blue complete the
costume. The insignia "V. C." Is
inscribed on both the shirt and cap.
Mr. Marra is greatly enthused

over the appearance of the boys

Continued on Pare Four

Despite recent campus rumors,

the Scranton Dance, the first and
one of the most popular of the sea-

son, will be held in Scranton on the

evening of October 29, following

the Villanova-Bucknell game. This

dance, an annual affair conducted
under the auspices of the Wilkes-

Barre Club, has always been both a

social and financial success during

the past and promises xo exceed all

expectations on this occasion, ac-
cording to David Reedy, president
of the club.

The committee has succeeded in
procuring Gregg Size and His Or-
chestra to furnish the music for the
evening. The affair will be held in
the Crystal Ballroom of the Hotel
Casey, in Scranton, undoubtedly one
of the finest and most spacious
floors in that part of the State. It
will be specially decorated for this
function.
The affair will be an informal

one, and the admission has been
fl^l^ed at two dollars a couple. The
orchestra will supply continuous
syncopated rhythms from 9 P. M.
to 12 midnight. It is conservatively
estimated that a representative
gathering of at least 200 persons
will attend. Edgar Lynett is chair-
man of the committee in charge
of the dance, and he is assisted by
Donald Reddington, John O'Connell,
Robert Dougherty, Francis Berger
and William McGraw.
Rumors, prevalent during the

past few weeks, that the special
trains, bearing both players and
students, would leave Scranton di-
rectly after the game, have con-
veyed the impression that the dance
would not be held. The early de-
parture of the train will have no
bearing on the dance.

RALPH J. C£BAVOLO

L

lOR PRESI

APPOINTS SIRICA

\

List of Eleven Committees

and Seventy-Five Names

Issued

ACTIVE WEEK PROMISED

Science School Dean Selects

Ceravolo for Much

Coveted Post

DEDICATED TO MENDEL

Faculty Presenting Lectures to
Bryn Mawr Business Association

ANNUAL YEAR BOOK

STAFF BEGINS WORK

Theme to Be Centered Around

V Pomp and Glory of

("! Ancient Rome •

STAFF NOT YET COMPLETE

A series of lectures is being pre-
Mnted by the faculty of the School
Ot Commerce and Finance, for the
Biyii Mawr Business Men's Assocl-

^^ation. The first of the current yearHwaa given by Karel Ficek, A. M.,^^ professor of economics, merchan-
dising and insurance.
Prof. Ficek reviewed the facts

leading up to the present depres-
sion. SUrUng with an explanation
ot the circulation of purchasing
power, he identified the periods of
stress as irregularities in the busi-
ness cycle.

The first cause of the present de-
pression is traced to the depression
of 1921. At that time, we had ceased
making loans to foreign countries.
This came about due to the fact
tliat we were a creditor nation. An-
other factor is that large corpora-
tlona vowed that they would not
borrow short term credits from the
ba n k e r B, because they were

% 'vqueezed" In 1920. The corpora-
Hgiui had borrowed heavily In 1913-

19, and the banks wanted their
money back in a very short time.
Coupled with this, was the fact that
big business did not require long-
term credits, due to our excess pro-
ducing capacity during the war.
They did not want short-term loans
because they were afraid of being
caught again.
The question was this: What to

do with the money? The Govern-
ment, until 1924, forbade loans to
foreigners who did not settle their
debts. This meant, therefore, near-
ly every foreign nation. Install-
ment buying was started on a gi-
gantic scale.

Prof. Ficek continued, saying
that all went well until 1924. By
that time consumers' credit was
perpetuated and did not need new
funds. The Government opened the
way by allowing loans to foreign
nations. Consumers' credit and
credit to foreign countries increased

"And how is the Belle Air coming
along?" is a question frequently be-
ing directed at the members of the
1933 Belle Air staff. Although pub-
lication is not scheduled until the
first weeks of May, 1934, everyone
is desirous of following its construc-
tion, from the first of staff assign-
ments through to the autographing
of the last photograph.
A brief answer to tho question is

that the Belle Air is coming along
fast after a delay caused by the
usual scholastic organization inci-
dent to the starting of a new school
year.
For obvious reasons, the editor-in-

chief, John J. Micklos, '33, did not
wish to discuss at length the fea-
tures of the coming book due to
the tentative changes which are still
listed. It has been disclosed, how-
ever, that the theme of the year
book will bear a motif of ancient
Rome. An effort will be made
throughout the book to carry the
reader back to the days when Rome
was in all the pomp and glory of
a wealthy and powerful state.
Frank L. Martin, '33, business

manager, has already started a
smooth working staff which has
shown by the accomplishment of its

The Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty,
O. S. A., dean of the science school,

has today announced that the
highly important position of editor-
in-chief of the Mendel Bulletin, an-
nual Pre-Med publication, is this

year to be filled by Ralph J. Cera-
volo, senior science student. The
entire staff has not as yet been
selected and will later be made
public through these columns.
The Mendel Bulletin is yearly

published by the senior science
students since it first appeared on
the campus in 1929. The contents
of this publication represent the re-
sults obtained through research, of
experiments on various subjects of
medical science. Most of the arti-
cles are usually the theses of the
senior students.
This publication is dedicated to

that eminent scientist, Gregor Men-
del, whose industry in the field of
science resulted in the formation of
the famous laws of heredity.
This year's edition will not ap-

pear until the latter part of May.
Articles can be submitted not only
by members of the senior class, but
also oy those of other classes. Fran-
cis P. Garvan, who was awarded
the Mendel medal last year, has
been invited to contribute to this
edition.

All junior class appointment
were announced last Friday, Octo-
ber 7, by William O'Prey, president
of the class. The last drawn up by
Mr. O'Prey included more than 75
names. He submitted this list with
the emphatic declaration that anj^
appointees who show a lack of in-i
terest or a tendency to shirk their,
duties will be immediately replaced
by those desirous of working for
the best interests of the class.
In addition to the regular activi-

ties of the class, a novel innovation
will be introduced in the Junior
Week program in the form of s^

water carnival. Mr, O'Prey was re-
luctant to discuss this new project^^
but it was learned that further in-r
formation on the subject will bo
given out at a later date.
Those who were appointed to

serve among the various groups
are: Junior Courtier staff—editor-
in-chief, Robert Geist; business
manager, Charles Goggi; associato.
editors, Raymond Harter and Wil-
liam Zeil; sports editor, Albert^
Baker; circulation manager, Frank
Estrada.
Junior Week committee: Chair-

man, Alfred Gagliardi; Alpho^iso
Pitone. Richard O'Shea is in
charge of Dad's Day and will be
assisted by John Curran and
George Gordon.
Banquet committee: Chairman^'

'

"
' '

' m
Continued on Ta^e Four

ALUMNI TO GIVE SMOKER

Main L.ine Club to Hold Event In
Gynmaslum Lounge

The first activity of the newly
formed Main Line Alumni Club will
be in the form of a smoker to be
given in the college gymnasium on
the evening of Tuesday, October 18.'

Refreshments are to be served in',

the lounge of the gym. The majoi
'

Ity of the alumni included in tui
Main Line Club, whose territory ex-^
tends from Norristown to PhiladeM
phia, and from Media to West
Chester, are expected to attend thiaj
meeting, as it is planned to elect
permanent officers on that occasion^
The temporary officers are: Pres-

ident, Charles A. McGeehan, '08;

professor of electric engineering:
and former graduate manager of
athletics at Villanova; vice-presi-
dent, Thomas J. O'Donnell; secre*
tary and treasurer, Robert J. Turn«i!
bach, '29, professor of genetics and'
physiology at Villanova.

|

Fr. Stanford Tendered With
Dinner by Main Line Alumni

Last Wednesday evening, Oct. 5,

the Villanova Main Line Club ten-
dered a formal reception and testi-
monial dinner to Rev. Edward V.
Stanford, O. S. A., president of the
college^ in honor of his recent ap-
pointment to the above office. The
affair was held in the Wayne Hotel,
Wayne, Pa. Ray Baratta and his
Villanovans, an eight-piece orches-
tra, furnished the music for the oc-
casion.

There were approximately 100
guests present. Including many
alumni and faculty members of Vil-
lanova College. Edgar Scott, a
member of the New York Stock
Exchange, acted as toastmaster for
the evening. Alexander G. Sever-
ance, '29, graduate manager of ath-
letics, was the first speaker at the
dinner. Mr. Severance outlined and
explained the purpose of the organ-
<zation.

Among tho other notables who
addressed the guests wore: Richard
J. Beamish, Secretary of the Ccm-
monweslth of Pennsylvania, and
forw^ AoUUMloditarofjbo

delphia Record; Henry F. Casa^
John T. Coan, '19, vice-president of
the Mexican Petroleum Corpora^
tion, of Newark, N. J., vicc-preal*
dent of the Villanova Collega
Alumni Association, and brother of
Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. S. A., pro*
fessor of biology; David F. Farleyj,
of Philadelphia, president of thj
General Alumni Association; Co^
Robert L. Montgomery, of "Ardroa*.
san," a member of the New Yorl#
Stock Exchange; W. W. Montgom*
ery, Jr., Pennsylvania Democratic
leader, senior member of the flmal
of Montgomery and McCracken, an^
former partner of Owen J. Robertsk
United States Supreme Court Jiiaw
tlce; J. Stanley Smith, '08, and th#
Hon. J. Ambler Williams, of thC
Montgomery County Court.
The main topic of the evening

was the effect which the growth o0
the college has had upon the deveV»
opment of the Main XJne. Th#
speakers also stressed the ezjcepv
tional moral and educational tral^
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NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

'• ^.-^ •.;- THE DINING HALL.:.,;'-; .••;;..;:,:..

ONE OF THE biggest of the pleasant

surprises which greeted the student

body upon arrival for the present school

year was the cheery prospect of pleasant

iining hall conditions, fostered by the re-

Iccoration of the refectory. Our new

Procurator, Rev. Charles J. Melchior, O. S.

A., did not consider mere outward cleanli-

Qess the major qualification of a satis-

factory dining hall system and therefore

did not rest upon his laurels after complet-

ing the first task of general house-

cleaning. The full staff of white help

was carefully trained to most efficiently

jerve the student body and only a few

weeks of this school year has been needed

to notice the decided favor of the student

body for the new dining room service. In

-ngaging Mr. John Satterfield as steward,

Fr. Melchior has made a most fortunate

choice as the general menu has already

received the most favorable of comment

from the student body. A few weeks of

dining have already shown that some

thought is being given not only to the

construction of balanced meals, from a

dietary viewpoint, but also to the arrange-

ment of menus so that the one service so

much desired by a student body, namely

variety, is also secured. Clean food, served

neatly by the clean-cut young men of the

staff in an ever neat and cheery dining

Wl is all that could ever be desired. Fr.

Melchior, as the overseer of the college

Dining Hall, has seen to it that we are

getting that and, we hope, this editorial

conveys the message that the student body

Is truly appreciative of his work.

P • HAIL, MEN OF '36

THOUGH BELATED, due to the press

of more important items, our wel-

come to the class of '36 is, nevertheless,

just as cheery and whole-hearted as it

would have been one week ago. We sin-

cerely welcome you to Villanova, and may

your four years' stay here be replete with

happiness and memories not easily forgot-

ten. During this long period you will be

passing through the best part of your fife,

laying the foundation of that profession

or occupation which you intend to follow

im the future. Whether or not you make

your life a success depends entirely upon

tfeie habits of conduct, sobriety, applica-

tion, dependability, integrity and trust-

worthiness which you will cultivate within

ViUanova's aged and hallowed portals.

Unless you can discipline your mind, and

acquire the initiative, the will, and the

determination to succeed, your college

twuning will avail you naught. And what

jB xio less important, don't forget the

'

«*fcello" habit. In order to be a true ViUa-

-ovan it is an essential requisite, and in

>r years will prove to be one of your

memoriet of VUtogga,

IN THE science of biology there

has been considerable discus-

sion as to the various forms of

life, animal and otherwise, and the

status they hold in this universe of

ours. One of the prominent topics

that is debated is the level that is

held by the vital principle of the

animal and vegetable, whether it

be high, low or what you please.

Until a week ago Saturday, that

heartrending day when Villanova

went down to gallant defeat at the

hands of a Southern eleven, we had
nary a thought on this most impor-

tant subject, but the matter was
called forcibly to our attention.

There is prevalent in these sur-

roundings a type of animal (insect

if you prefer) that has the habit

of offering unwanted and supposed-

ly facetious remarks at the - ex-

pense of felloW'Students, who escort

a member of the fair sex to the

game. This was the first opportu-

nity we had Of studying one of

these persons at a close range, and

to alllappearances it was and actetf

as though it was human, but it had

the annoying tendency of passing

would-be humorous sayings as the

various couples sought their respec-

tive seats. The gigolotic trend of

thought that is possessed by this in-

dividual is well known and to listen

to his line of speech at a football

game and to keep in mind at the

same time his normal habits of ac-

tion is one of the most amazing sit-

uations that one can imagine. We
refer to none other than the promi-

nent Bayonne fireman, a soph pre-

med, although wo heard him called

a lot of other names on the day in

question.

We hope that a word to the wise

will be sufficient and that all those

who are guilty of the same fault

(and there are quite a few) will re-

form and act as though they at

least knew better than their actions

seem to testify.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

Things Literary

Since the advent of the gridiron

sport and the initial appearance of

the band, we have been stormed

•with questions, but the most impor-

tant one of all concerns itself with

a certain Frank Martin. The ma-

jority of the student body wish to

know why Mr. Martin is missing

from the front rank of the band,

especially since it was the opinion

of the former moderator that

Frank was the best trombonist that

ever graced the ranks of a Villa-

nova band. The answer, no doubt,

would be interesting, and if we are

successful in obtaining it, we prom-

ise that we will let you know just

what it is.

While we are on this Martin per-

son we might as well warn the en-

tire student body that he Intends to

run a column in this year's "Owl,"

and there to reveal some of the in-

side information of the campus. It

is rumored that the main reason

for this step is because a certain

I>arty In Norristown is interested

in journalism and Frank needs to

avail himself of all opportunities to

obtain the inside position as the

same young Individual was seen at

one of the recent football games

with a male escort that did not an-

swer to the name of Frank.

Last week we committed an un-

forgivable error. In the course of

the column we remarked that Lou
DeAngelo had been employed as a

crooner for an orchestra during

the summer months. At the time

we had not heard the silver-

tongued son of Italy perform and

were still relying upon the word of

others. The other evening we had

the privilege of hearing him, and

then we obtained first-hand infor-

mation regarding the true nature

of the position he held with the

band in question. At 3 in the morn-

ing when the management wished

to clear the house of all customers,

our friend DeAngelo was called

upon to rend, and rend he did.

WTiat that boy can do to a tune is

nobody's business.

Incidentally, It was brought to

our ears that he saved the clipping

that appeared in last week's paper

with the intention of presenting it

as documentaiy evidence that he

was a crooner when he next sought

employment. To prove that he Is a

crooner he certainly needs more

than documentary evidence. »"« we

sincerely trust that he will save this

clipping as well.

The song that Is mentioned In

the column next to this Is being

dedicated to none other than the

man who let the secret out of the

bag and that Is Rudy Lehnau.

Is It True That:
"Woof-Woof" Vanderwufr has

sent an ardent applical.on «nto a

matrimonial agency, begging the

manager to supply him with one

Spanish female? (Reedy wyn that

Ift must )>• ai^nlsb-)

FROM away out in egocentric

California comes a report that

will gladden the hearts of

many a hard-working but unnoticed

linesman. At the University of

Southern California the senior class

is compelled to go out for two
weeks of football practice.

The class is divided into lines-

men and backs. They practice in

their respective positions for a week
and then the linesmen become
backs and vice versa. The result

has been that at the vaisity game
the cheering is being given to the

plugging "mules" who drive out the

tackles, drive in the guards and cut

down the secondary while the ball

carrier comes galloping through.

And they ought not to forget the

backs who hit the ends while every-

body Is watching the man with the

pigskin.

Lawes of Sing Sing
Up at Bucknell the Bison is preen-

ing himself in anticipation of a
visit from Warden Lewis E. Lawes
who is going to visit the college

early in January as a lecturer on
the Artists' Course program.
We think the real purpose of his

visit is to look over the football

team and try to lure a few of the

stars to sign up with his famous
striped eleven. Anybody who will

sign on the dotted line for a five-

year course will be given his choice

of outside rooms on "A" deck.

A Low Crack
In this week's issue of the

"Torch," of St. John's of Brooklyn,

we read the following pun which is

supposed to have originated in the

VILLANOVAN:
"Society Woman Donates Stock-

ings to Poor."
"I'd say that it's a case of charity

covering a multitude of shins."

Wanted

In the University of Dayton
News, Dayton, O., we found a no-

tice that might interest a former
member of the Dayton student body
now residing in a room at Villajio-

va. To wit: '
•

•

"One of the representative stores

in Dayton is seeking the services

of a young man who will have the

interests of the company at heart."

Here's a chance for Johnny
Grimes to laugh at the depression

by applying for the job.

Get the Beer Suits out of Camphor
For the first time in 14 years

Bavarian breweries have received

shipping orders with a definite

delivery date from the United

States. The magic date has been

set as April 15, 1933, many firms

being of the opinion that prohibi-

tion will be repealed in March, and
in this way steal a march on their

competitors.
• • •

Conlan, my eminent colleague, is

busy composing a song entitled,

"My Last Ten Nights in a Speak-

easy."

Campus Puntii

Lefty Reitz, the smiling coach of

the 150-lb. team is now sufTering

from nightmares.
Frank McShane is practicing at

the bowling alleys every afternoon

for his key-throwing contest.

Gloomy Gleason, the bearded

flash of the track team, is now a
gentleman. He prefers blondes.

Stuhldreher's famous book, "The

Benchwarmer," Is recommended to

"Brute Ceravala," of the Jayvees.

All the senior Artsmen are trying

to get girls' schools for their obser-

vation teaching. What a laugh the

girls will get.

With Bill (Sad Eyes) Novelhne

playing right half this year. Coach

Hurlburt expects a winning com-

bination.
The column was late this week

and in looking over the exchanges

we found this poem which we
thought was appropriate.

The Editor's Prayer

To St. Francis de Sales, pation

saint of writers.

When the galleys are strewn

around us,

And the dummy is due tonight.

When a proof is lost amid manu-
scripts lost.

And there's something still to

When we sit at the keys, be-

wildered,
And all inspiration fails,

Then share the balm of thy

heavencalm,
Good St, Francis de Sales.

IN SCOTLAND, just 100 years ago,

there died a man whose life was one

of triumph and failure; his name was

Walter Scott. This year throughout the

British Isles celebrations are being held

to honor the memory ot this great novelist^

In the United States, where nterary cen-<

tennials are observed with less enthusiasm,

we have heard practically nothing about

it. Indeed, in America, Scott is read by;

the average person about as much as the

Pible, that is tp say, not at all. To the

EiKlishman this would undoubtedly be

atmbuted to the lack ot culture supposed

to be so prevalent among our people. But

this is as false as it is ridiculous. The

main reason lies in the fault of our educa-«

tional system. In our secondary schools

students are subjected to so-called courses

in English Uterature. Great portions of

the classics are given to them, which they^

are supposed to swallow and assimilate^

Long, hackneyed poems are thrust >ipon

them to memorize and recite in a parrot-<

like fashion. The result is obvious; what

appreciation the student had for literature

prior to this, he loses, and consigns the

classics to that department of his aver^

sions reserved for "necessary evils." Con-i

sequently, Scott becomes unbearable. Most

of us recall with a grimace how we labor-^

iously plodded through "Lady of the Lakel-

and "Ivanhoe," under the direction of the

teacher who incessantly reminded us ol

the meter and style.

But why not give Scott another chancet

It would do us good if we made, or remade,

our acquaintance with Quentin Durward,

Waverley Novels, Robin Hood, Ivanhoe,

and the rest of Scott's deUghtful charac-

ters. With our current literature so jaded

and sophisticated as it is, it is a rehef to

peruse Scott's books, written with such

simplicity and freshness.

Off the Bookshelf |

When the very last run is printed

And the pens and presses are

sUlled,

And the editor's "we " is the soul

of me.
By the dread of judgment

chilled.

May some word of mine that was
fruitful

Be found in the fateful scale*—

I So aid all men who wield pipe

/ and pen,

/ Great St. Francis d« SalM.

/"The Torch," St. John'^Br<wM|;^

WHEN MR. CHESTERTON writes a

book, the Uterary world sits up and

takes notice. It had occasion to do this

last month when his new book, "Chaucer,"-

appeared on the bookstands.

The author informs the reader that his

book "is primarily concerned with the fact

that Chaucer was a poet." But unfortu^

nately, the Master of Paradox ruminates,

and writes into his book whatever pleases

him, including several paragraphs on pres-

ent-day pohtics. However, the book is

never dull; it is written in a gay, rollicking

vein, and the polemic Mr. Chesterton is

perfectly at home in its medieval back-

ground. To Chaucer, he gives his very

best. He pictures him in his youth as "a

boy in short cloak and breeches," living in

his lord's castle. It is in France that wej

next see him, at 20. He is the squire to «;

knight, fighting under the banner of Ed^

ward III. Returning to England, he be-

comes a protege of John of Gaunt. His

fortunes fluctuate, sometimes he gains,

and occasionally he loses. Chaucer was a;

jovial, observant feUow, with the hapjw

knack of fitting himself into all classes oC

society. Mr. Chesterton assures us that

Chaucer "is less delirious than Shakes^

peare," and that "he had the English hu-

mor; a sort of crooked creation that is

called the fantastic or the topsy-turvy."

Hence you see Chaucer as Chesterton

would have you see "him; a genius with «

dash of the rowdy in him.

The style of the book is rather bewilder-

ing. The author's expression ranges from

passages of sheer beauty, to downright

vulgarisms. It is scarcely to be called «

biography, since it contains so much oC

Mr. Chesterton. It is one of those boolii

that stunulates the reader, making

for more,. /

FR. AUSTIN GIVES

INTERESTING TALKS

AT ANNUAL RETREAT
*-

I a

Exhorts Students Not to Put

Wor idiy Riches and Fame
Above Their Religion

SEPARATE SERVICES HELD
11

1

1. 11 n il

•v^ ^'-' >J>'' " ',•' ^:'
'

(Opening with mass at 7 A. M. for
t)oarilc;:ii and £^t 8 A.. M. for day
Btudents, the annual one-day retreat
for Villanova student^ was held last

Thurjday, October 6. Rev. Edward
V. Stanford, Or- S. A., president,
celebrated the mass for the board-
ers; Rev. Joseph F. O'Maley, O. S.

A./ chaplain, for the day students.
The retreat this year was con-

ducted by Rev. Thomas B, Austin,
O. S. A., rector of the Augustinian
Mission Band, who inaugurated this
retreat a few years ago, and who
also directed the retreat last Feb-
ruary.
,Jn the first conference, Father

Austin exhorted the students not to
place worldly riches and fame above
religion, saying that although he
INTOuld like to see every Villanova
man become famous and have
iBnough of the goods of this world
In order to live comfortably, pro-
vided he came by both honestly and
used them properly, these attain-
ments should not be made the main
aim of our life.

The prime purpose of education
at Villanova, continued Father Aus-
tin, is to infuse in the student the
desire to show him the way to be-
come a good Catholic. It is the
prime purpose because it coincides
with the purpose of life, namely, to
know God, to love Him, and serve
Him. Contrary to the general opin-
ion that the time of life in which
most of the students are now in is

ibne of play and of sowing wild
pats, Father Austin contends that
this is the period when the hardest
:*irork, physical, mental and moral.
Should be done, for now is the time
O' preparation, now one can learn.
Father Atistin commenced the

kecond conference by speaking of
tbe necessity of possessing religious
articles, such as prayer books and
rosary beads, and, more important,
Of using them. He scored the mov-
ies and playhouses for their pres-
entation of indecent speech and
lewd acts. "They are bad enough
for adults," he said, "but they also
put out signs welcoming children
back after a paralysis ban has been
lifted. Children think what they
Me is life. Sure, it's life. It's Ufe
as lived by the depraved. Children,
however, are not capable of making
such distinctions. An economic boy-
cott," continued Father Austio, "of
Indecent movie houses, theatres,
and places selling immoral litera-
ture, would soon bring the advo-
cates of these places to their
Mnses."
Another topic discussed at the

second conference v/as the value of
Clean cpoGch. Father Austin point-
^ out the fact that outsiders judge
a college and its student body by
the language used by its membesr.
Cards containing a pledge of clean
^peech were distributed at this con-
ference for the students to sign.
;|it the third conference, the pur-
pose and manner of making a good
(Donfession was explained.
The retreat was officially closed

on Friday morning with a mass at
T A M. for boarders and at 8 A M.
'>r day students. Immediately aft-

the mass. Father Austin con-
srred the papal benediction and
Pared the students to benefit by

the graces which they had received.

WVENTOR VISITS COLLEGE

Blscoverer of Many New Ideas

I Calls on Frlcmds

Unknown to the majority of the
Irtudents at the college, a most dis-
Unguished visitor was in their
midst last Thursday afternoon,
when Carlo Zorzi, B. S., M. E., E. E.,
noted Italian engineer and inventor,
paid a brief visit to some friends at
the college.

Mr. Zorzi is the inventor of the
vacuum tank, a process for the
Sjmthetic manufacture of oxygen,
hydrogen and nitrogen; inventor of
the apparatus that enables a ma-
chine gun to fire through the blades
of a propeller on an airplane, which
revolutionized aircraft fighting, and
many other inventions too numer-
ous to relate.

JThe latest Invention of Mr. Zorzi
la a new electric motor which is

bound to supersede present electric
motors. The idea is basic and
Itandamental and cannot be copied.

B Is apiilicable to any form of
unit, *

I

Junior Courtier Staff
Named for 1933 Edition

List Comprises Geist, Goggi,

Harter, Zeil, Baker, and
Estrada

COVER WILL BE UNIQUE

The Junior Courtier, the annual
official publication of the junior

class, will have as its editor this

year Robert A. Geist, a student in
the School of Science, and as its

business manager Charles P. Goggi,
a member of the School of Com-
merce and it'inance. The remainder
of the staff ipcludes Raymond Jf.

Harter and William F. Zeil, associ-

ate editors; Abe Baker, sports edi-

tor, and Frank Estrada* circulation
manageiV'.-- :'• «.';' "

•:

''''''-•'•'
>',

The members of the staff have
convened several times already, and
plans for the booklet are rapidly
rounding into shape. It is the in

tention of the staff not to make anj
very drastic changes in the book
but to keep it basically along the
lines of last year's edition. It is

planned, however, to make quite a

number of minor changes which, it

la believed, will greatly enhance and
improve the book.
The most important change will

be made in the cover. Here the staff

intends to use something which ir

unique and at the same time attrac
tive.

In discussing his plans as editor,

Mr. Geist said, "My first ambition
in undertaking the task of compil-
ing the Junior Courtier is to make
the issue of the class of '34 a credit

to the college and a book beyond
adverse criticism. I have several

novel and appropriate ideas I in-

Named Courtier Editor

BOBERT A G£1ST

tend to put into use in endeavoring
to better the standaids set in the
issues of my predecessors. Intrin-
sically the plans will remain prac-
tically the same. However, there
will be a number of changes in the
general appearance and especially
the cover, which, I am sure, will

merit much attraction and favor,"

From a literary standpoint the
book certainly should be a success
of the first order, since four of the
six ofl[lcers have had considerable
previous experience on the VILLA-
NOVAN. Both Mr. Geist and Mr.
Goggi have been with the paper for
two years. Mr. Harter is college ed-
itor and Mr. Zeil is the author of
"Off the Bookshelf."

Alumni Homecoming Day
Plans Near Completion

The day of the Villanova-Detroit

eijcounter has been decided upon

as homecoming day for the annual

reunion of the alumni, and various

plans have been made as to the

procedure to be followed.

The day's activities will com-

mence with a get-together before

the game begins. A choice selec-

tion of seats directly on the 50-yard

line, next to the cheering section,

has been exclusively reserved for

the use of the alumni. Plans have
been formulated for the association

to gather in the auditorium of the

Commerce and Finance Building
immediately after the game to dis-

cuss a number of important de-

tails.

At this annual meeting there will

be an election of officers and ar-

rangements will be drawn up for

the coming year. The revised con-
stitution will be discussed and, if

approved, sanctioned by the mem-
bers of the association. After the
numerous affairs have been settled,

the gathering will disband and re-

assemble in the college gymnasium
where the annual aluinni dinner
will be served.
Patrick F. Scanlon, L. L,. D., of

the class of '20, and managing edi-

tor of the Brooklyn Tablet, has
been selected as the principal speak-
er of the evening. His talk will be
followed by addresses by a number
of other members of the associa-
tion during the course of the din-
ner. Arrangements have been 'com-
pleted for the appearance of a well-
known professional entertainer for
the amusement of the diners. Mu-
sic will be furnished by the Villa-
novans under the able cH^ectlon of
Ray Baratta.
Members of the alw ujaccia-

tion who are planning to attend
this day of festivity are advised to
make reservations as soon as pos-
sible with Albert C. Wagner, '32, in
the oflflce of the alumni secretary in
Mendel Hall. The Philadelphia and
Western Railroad Company is of-
fering combination tickets which
Include transportation and admit-
tance to the game at the regular
admittance price. These tickets can

also be procured from Mr. Wagner.
Delegations representing the va-

rious clubs from New York City,

Boston, Lawrence, Scranton and
Wilkes-Barre will arrive by special
trains to attend the day's activities.

All alumni who expect to reserve
tickets are advised that their tick-

ets will be held until the end of the
first quarter and if not called for
by then it will be impossible for
them to attend the dinner. A spe-
cial invitation is extended to the
friends of the alumni who are de-
sirous of attending the home-com-
ing of the organization. If all plans
are executed there Is no doubt that
the 1932 Alumni Day will by far
surpass all other gatherings of the
past years.

IC Dl

Annual Year Book
Staff Begins Work

Continued From Paso Oa«

routine work signs of a powerful
business machine.
Although the staff of the Belle

Air Is nearly complete, publication
is being delayed, attendant to the
results of a meeting of the staff,

which will be held Friday, October
14, in room 210. Mendel Hall, at 1

P. M.
Any students desiring to secure

positions on the staff will report at
the same tlma

t.TM 15 r>EN THAT WONT
MH DRY

DURING LECTURES

CHILTON PEN
CARRIES O0i/0l£

, jm INK
'3^

MEN FOR VACANCIES

Dispute Concerning Lack of

Quorum Overruled at Out-

set of Meeting

PROCEEDING RULED LEGAL

The first meeting to be held by

the Senior Class for the scholastic

year was conducted last Wednesday
in the Mendel Hall Amphitheatre.

The meeting was" called tb order by
Pres. Joseph Conlan, despite the
small number of students present.
A dispute arose as to the legality

of conducting a meeting due to the
fact that the necessary quorum was
not, present and a vote wa^s taken.
All objections were overruled and
the most important business of the
meeting was discussed. Nomina-
tions were held to fill the offices of
vice-president, secretary and stu-
dent council which were left vacant
when the former officers failed to
return.
The students nominated for the

position of vice-president consist of
the following: Joseph Collis, a
member of the School of Commerce
and Finance; Vincent Marra and
Peter Dougherty, of the Science
School and William O'Brien of the
Engineering School. For the posi-
tion of secretary the following were
nominated: George Hughes, a
business student; John Wilson, a
pre-med. and Gerald Dolan, an arts

student. Joseph Kalna, a pre-med

student; Charles Faulk, a business

student, and George McGrath, an
englnearlng student; Rudolph Leh-

nau arid Stephen Ferko, arts stu-

dents, were nominated to fill a
vacancy in the student council. The
elections will be conducted today
in the lobby of the dining hall un-

der the ausplcea of the student

council.

A question arose as to the exist-

ence of a class constitution and a
heated discussion followed in which
a number of those present attempt-
ed to have the nominations nulli-

fied, but the majority ruled that

the procedure followed was legal

according to the customs of the

class and the meeting was ad-

journed.

FATHER HICKEY SAILS

Returuii to Italy to Resume For-

mer Duties

Last Friday evening the Very Rev.

Joseph A. Hickey, O. S. A., D. D.,

assistant general of the Augustinian

Order and former president of Villa-

nova College, sailed on board the

White Star liner, "Olympic," for

Rome, Italy, to resume the duties

of his office.

Father Hickey came to the United

States and to Villanova, in the early

part of last June to preside at the

triennial Provincial Chapter. While

here he also acted In the capacity

of presiding officer at the 89th an-

nual commencement exercises o<

the college.

In Italy Father Hickey resides
right near the buildings of the
Vatican. The address is Curia Gen-
eralJzia Agostiniana, Via del S. Uf-
flzio 25, Roma, Italy.

/y// u'^e that old
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LECTURE GIVEN BY

BEROFFACULTY

HEAR I

J^^^^^ Class President Appoints
Sirica as 1933 Prom Chairman

*0*

Prof. Ficek Outlines Causes of

Depression to Bryn Mawr
Association

TALKS GIVeN MONTHLY

Continued From Pare One

the demand for goods eAcriJnousIy.

The efficiency of our engineers de-

creased costs 4§:reatly. This tended
to lower prices; the increased de-

mand tended to raise the price. The
result was that prices remained
table. Profits increased enormous-
ly. Stock prices soared. People ex-

pected the rise to continue and so,

they speculated. They needed
money. The foreigners were
BqueeJed out, causing a drop In for-
eign loans. At the same time, cor-
porations were not using the money
they had to increase capacity, but
loaned it to brokers. An economic
short circuit developed.
Then came the stock market

crash. After the crash, funds were
withdrawn; foreign nations could
not .get any of it; industry did not
know what to do with the funds it
had. The result was that the cor-
porations put their funds in the
^nks. From these funds, they paid
•ut dividends that they did not
•arn, and continued to do so as
long as they could. When they
^uld no longer do this, they passed
Iheir dividends.
"The important thing is that de-

mand decreased, foreign demand
decreased, the demand of people
with paper profits decreased. Peo-
ple were thrown out of employ-
ment and now we have 10 million
of them.
"When demand from all sides

stopped, this caused certain people
to lose tlieir jobs. In 1930, they
amounted to 4 million. This group
curtailed their demand,, which re-
sulted in another group being un-
employed; in 1931—3 million. The
same thing happened in 1932. Two
million more were unemployed. To
this figure we add one million more
that are constantly unemployed
even in the best of times of pros-
perity."

The series had Its inception last
May in a talk given by Rev. Joseph
C. Bartley, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Commerce and Finance,
reviev/ing the work of the Adminis-
tration in Washington in coping
with the depression. This lecture
was followed by one on new the-
ories in merchandising by Prof.
Ficek.
The talks were very favorably re-

ceived by the Bryn Mawr Business
Men's Association and provoked
much discussion among the busi-

ness men of the Main Line. As a

result, the secretary of the associa-

tion, Mr. Burlingame, requested that

ft Series of lectures be delivered.

The relationship between the

itchool of Commerce and Finance
knd the Bryn Mawr Business Men's
S^sociation will be mutually bene-
^cial. Business men will be able to

survey their problems from a
broader and more scientific point of

lew, while the professors will re-

ceive the first-hand knowledge of

the actual problems confronting the

business men. As a result, the con-

tact will work well for both parties.

It is the intention of Fr. Bartley,

after establishing this contact, to

publish a weekly survey of business
conditions along the Main Line.

Such a survey will be of great value

to all men who are doing business

•long the Main Line.

The following is the schedule of

lectures to be delivered during the

coming year:
November 1, "The federal Gov-

ernment and the Banking System,"

1^ Patrick J. Dougherty, professor

pf money and finance.

December 6, "Securing Legisla-

tion Favorable to the Merchant," by
William C. Henry, professor of

|>usincss law.
January 3, "Taxation in the

United States," by Leo Schaefer,

professor of accounting.
February 7, "New Developments

In the Merchandising Field," by
Prof. Ficek.
March 7. "Legal expenses and

Overhead," by Prof. Henry.
April 4, "Branch Banking, Chain

Ranking, and Group Banking," by
J»rof. Dougherty.
May 2, "The Merchant and the

Public Accountant," by Prof,

fichaefcr.
i June 6, "Social Control of Busl-

js.^, and Economical Control of the

List of Eleven Committees
and Seventy-Five Names

Issued

Continued From Pare One

Joseph Dwyer; Harry Lieberman
and Arthur Lyncn.
Boxing and wrestling comnoittee:

Joseph Bastian, chairman; Vincent
Zizac, Michael Tomasso, William
Holmes, and Thomas Cullen are
members of this committee.
Blue Blazer Ball committee:

Chairman, John Nicholas; Leo Cor-
diale, Arthur Hart, George Ran-
dour, Harold Canter, John Accom-
por, John Montgomery, Wilfied
Theriault, Eric Storms, John Kraft,
Edward Murtha, Francis McFeeley
and Emmet Prior.
Tea dance committee: Chairman,

James O'Connell; Eugene Hartnett,
Nicholas Colosi, Francis Macek,
Rudolph Lopez, John Finn, How-
ard Duffy, Thomas O'Connor, Jo-
seph Fitzgerald, James Fitzpatrick,
William Conway and Stanley Niles.
Water Carnival committee: Chair-

man, Joseph Carroll; James Dow-
ney, Francis Dart, Stanley Wron-
ski, Thomas McDonald, Morris Sor-
kin, Joseph Honig, Daniel Jarvis,
Dante Monaco, Charles McGee,
John Steets, Francis O'Connor.
Francis Byrnes.
Junior Prom committee: Chair-

man, William Sirica. Members of
the group are: William Hughes,
Harold Hurley, William McGraw,
James Carr, Donald Redington,
Bernard Willen, Louis Abbate,
Charles Riley, John DeVine, John
Derby, Raymond Baratta, William
Mountford, Joseph Morrison, Fran-
cis Kelly, Joseph Bilotta, Peter
Leone.
Farewell Dance committee

:

Chairman, Robert Craig, assisted by
Raphael DeUriarte, Edward Tinney,
Robert Lehrfeld, Thomas O'DonneJl,
Richard Willis, Joseph Fenstemach-
er, Dominic Marion, William Mc-
Carthy, Roland Christianson, Paul
Barrow, Alfred Miller and Charles
Hurlburt.
Ring committee: Joseph Neylon.
Blazer committee: Robert Burke.
At the present time, no addition*

al names will augment this list.

To Be Open Three Times
Daily; Number of Beds Will

Be Increased to Seven

Marra Again Leads
Re-Equipped Band

Contlnned From Pare One

=53=

FR. BROWN IN CHARGE

The crying: need for additional
space in the infirmary is in the
process of being satisfied, for defi-
nite plans have been drawn up
which will increase the capacity of
three beds to a total of seven -by
making use of the room adjacent to
the present infirmary and directly
over the entrance to the dining
room.

REGISTRATIONS CLOSE

Many Colleges Experience Big De-
crease in Enrollment

•

Yesterday was the dead line for
late registrations. No more stu-
dents will be accepted by the col-

lege for the rest of the semester.
The critical economic conditions,

coupled with an epidemic of in-

fantile paralysis, are reflected in
the decreased enrollment of the
student body as compared with last

year's registration. More rigid and
exacting entrance qualifications are
also responsible for the fall in num-
bers.

Villanova College is not the only
instituted to be affected by the prev-
alent conditions. Other institu-

tions such as Temple University,
University of Pennsylvania, Swarth-
more and others are also feeling
the effects of the above conditions.

At the same time there are being
put into effect a number of rules
and regulations, the purpose of
which is to bring about a more
complete centralization of manage-
ment in this respect and also ' to
make things as convenient and com-
fortable as possible for the students.
The infirmary will be open daily

between the hours of 8 and 9 A. M.,
11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M., and 4.30
and .6 P. M. Alexander R. Evans,
M. D., the college physician for quite
a number of years, will be present
daily at 4.30 to give the patients
professional medical attention. A
sister will bi present at all the
aforementioned periods.
The Rev. Charles P. Brown, O.

S. A., the present' prefect of Good
Counsel, has been appointed the
prefect in charge of the infirmary.
Father Brown, who has had some
experience in this field, is sure to
prove very capable in his new post.
As soon a^ the students notice

any signs of illness they are re-
quested to report the matter to
Father Brown or preferably to the
rector of their doimitory, who will
in turn notify Father Brown of the
sickness. This step is very essential
for the proper functioning of the
plan, and it is urged that the stu-
dents give their full co-operation
even though their illness be only a
cold or some other minor sickness.

If the trouble is of a sufficiently

serious nature to require that the
student be confined to bed, he must
retire to the infirmary and not sta,y

in his room. No student will be
permitted to have meals served to
him in his room.
In the past many students have

refrained from using the infirmary
facilities because a charge was at-

tached if professional medical at-

tention were necessary. In the fu-

ture there need be no worry in this

respect. The seryices of the physi-

cian will be rendered to the student
free of charge. All expenses of this

nature will be borne by the college.

If a serious ailment afflicts a stu-

dent suddenly and medical atten-

tion is desired immediately, the stu-

dent also has the further privilege

of calling upon Dr. Evans, who will

render his services free of charge
to the student. Dr. Evans' address
is at 135 Cricket avenue, Ardmore.

\xt%"turU," by Fr. Hartley.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Today '^ ;>."••• ^.:-^"--''

Senior Elections, Rear of Dining Hair - - 11.30-1.30

VILLANOVAN istaff meeting, 222 Mendel
Hall i. • <i - - Immediately after chapel

Wednesday
Jersey City Club Meeting, 111 Mendel Hall - 7.00 P. M.

Thursday

Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 212 Mendel
Hall

Boston Club, Mendel Hall Amphitheatre -

North Jersey Club, 210 Mendel Hall - -

Friday

Belle Air Staff, 210 Mendel Hall

Frosh vs. Ursinus Frosh, Stadium

Saturday

Varsity vs. Seton Hall, Stadium - - -

Sunday

Student Mass, Chapel

1.00 P. M.
6.45 P. M.
7.00 P. M.

1.00 P. M.

2.30 P. M.

8.30 A. M.

Monday
Belle Masque Society, 204 Mendel Hall - - 8.15 P. M.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The manngers of teams, and presidents

of classes, organizations, etc., are requested to notify the VILLA-
NOVAN of all activities.

and in a jubilant mood offered to

match the apparel of his musicians
against that of any college in the

country in a competition displaying
what is being worn this season in
the way of band uniforms. Rev.
Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-
president of the college and faculty
director of the organization, is

quite pleased with the band, and
stated in a recent interArlew that
"The band has evidenced a spirit
of enthusiasm which augurs well for
its continued great success. At the
past three games, the members
have showed the embodiment of
real Villanova spirit and contrib-
uted much to the tone of sincer-
ity which was evident in the sing-
ing and cheering of the student
body. Their continued faithfulness
ar rehearsals cannot but bring
about even better results which
will be felt and appreciated by all
Villanova constituents."
In addition to many former

na^j2j^ers of the band, there are
quite a number of new musicians
registered in the organization this
yoar. Twenty freshmen have joined,
and Mr. Marra declares that the
new material ia unusually good.
The band will play at all home
games, and will also journey to
Boston and Scranton with the
team.
The members of the band are:

William Burt, Howard Brennan,
John Steets, Kennard Koons, Steph-
en Ferko, Henry Schuck, Raymond
Barratta, Vincent Lamanna, Thom-
as Darmody, Edwin Runey, James
Downs, Paul Brady, John Moorad-
ian, James Nulty, Rudolph Lopez,
Louis Malina, Morris Sorkin, Bruno

Wojtkuba, James Gkillo, Thomaa
O'Connor, Joseph Kalna, Edward
Kiember, Edward Bums, Chestei:
Vogt, Pasquale Gambescia, Ham-
let Giordano, Reuben Dierwechter,
Chester Kowalezyk, George Es-
sayian, Joseph Odewalt, George
Mihalcik, J. Bradford Schuyler,
Joseph Condron, Walter Lennon,
Joseph Herrlty, John Oriold, John
Wilson and Peter Leone. Joseph
McKenna is drum-major and David
Murphy and Lawrence Shea aria

standard-bearers and managers.
A special room has been re-

served in the new gymnasium tot
the band and its members. Uni-
forms are stored in this room under
the supervision of Messrs. Murphy
and Shea. Practices are also held
in Room No. 19, Gymnasium, three
afternoons a weelc

FR. SHEEDY ON AIR

Radio Listeners Hear Lecture mi
"Catholic Influence on Music"

Adding to the laurels of the Au-
gustinian Mission Band comes the
report of the delivering of a radio
lecture on "Catholic Influence on
Music," by Rev. William F. Sheedy,
O. S. A., over the Paulist radio sta^
tion, WLWL, in New York City, on
Monday night, October 3, at
7.30 P. M.
Father Sheedy was conducting, kt

the time, a Novena to the Little
Flower at St. Gregory's Church, in
New York City. His lecture was
very well received by the radio au-
dience, and as a consequence, he
has been invited to talk again at an
early date.
Having beer for many years choir

director and organist for the Villa-

nova ''scholastic choir, Father
Sheedy has an enviable reputation
locally as an organist and choir dir

rector.

v^^^s:^^

.... IT'S T/yVl£ TO
Telephome moME!

>: ? >OlGHT.THIRTY P. M. is the time to telephona

^0^ homel •

The day's rush is over; the night's still young. There's

plenty of time for a newsy, intimate chat. The fam-

ily's at home, eager to hear your voice. (They'll be

there for sure if you telephone as a regular habit, th^

same time each week.) ^^

What is more, it is cheapest to telephone after 8:3d

P. M. That is when the low Night Rates go into effect

on Station to Station calls. For 45c you can then call

as far as 140 miles awayt '
i.

Yes, it's surprisingly inexpensive, as these typical

rates show. But be sure you make a Station to Station

call. Just give your home telephone number to the

operator and hold the line. If you like, the charge^

can be reversed. ^'

r >

Bryn Mawr to— Day Night
Reading:, Pa. $ .35

'

| ^5
New York _ .65 .35

Lawrence, Mass 1.50 ,90

Scranton, Pa. .70 ^5
Newark, N. J. .60 .35

Tax Included

J

/

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
THE BOYS from the famous

battlefield region of Gettys-
burg didn't look very im-

pressive against Harry Stuhl-
dreher,'s proteges last Saturday at
the Stadium. Ever since 1930,

when the Bullets handed the
Wildcats a 3-to-O defeat and
spoiled, what might have been a
great . i^eason, the Felines have
never been over-confident con-
Beming their chances against the
[en of jBream.

But the Felines were in a win-
ning mood on Saturday. That 7-

to-6 upset which South Carolina
handed thenn the week before
Still stung and the Cats were out
to make up for that unexpected
loss. "

The line was an impregnable
wall, as usual, and the backfield
was hitting on all cylinders. Mar-
ion and Randour were the veter-
ans who added points to the Blue
and White score, while the giant
sophomore fullback. Cook, ^ took
the pigfskin for a ride over the
goal line twice and Patsch, an-
other soph, chalked up one touch-
down. -

Weisenbaugh tore off some
large gains, at the same time giv-
ing the spectators a thrill, as
did York and Wetzler.

* * «

^'ViUanova's Out •

to Win Today"

CONSIDERING the condi-
tions of the times and the
situation of the stadiu^,

the Wildcats have been attracting
quitie large crowds of spectators
to their grid contests. On an av-
erage of about 8000 people have
witnessed the past three games at
the stadium. Unless we miss our
guess, that is a greater average
number than in previous years.
But the Felines have a reputation
of playing hard, aggressive foot-

ball. They supply the color and
the fight which goes with a grid
contest and which the fans like.

But most of all, the Cats general-
ly come through on the long end
of the score, aWti all the world is

said to love a winner. So, such
popularity is deserved.

n tt tf

The famous words of Bob Fitz-
simmons about the bigger an pp-
ponent is the duller the thud is

on the ground when he hits it are
rather homely words, but it

must bo admitted that they are
sometimes true.

The point we are trying to
make is that the Temple football
squad carries plenty of beef this

year. During the pre - season
training the squad of 38 players
had a total weight of 7558
pounds or about 3.77 tons. Which
is quite a weight. A fellow
named Study tipped the beam at
a mere 244 pounds. Next in line

was Klinger, whose girth turned
the little arrow to 233. Rubin's
heft gave him third place with
220 pounds. Gudd scaled 208
pounds. Only two of the Owl
warriors weighed less than 180
pounds. '

?,

Should Be Big ''''
:'-^:'\\;'---rSj \::.S

Track Year

HARRY COATES' runners
should gain new heights
this year in the track

realm considering the calibre of
men who will compose the squad
during the coming season. Last
Shear's veterans, reinforced with
tiie men coming up from last

year's undefeated freshman ag-
gregation, should result in a veiy
^txong team.
Coates has his men working

put daily and they will be in fine

shape to carry the name of their

Alma Mater to greater honor on
the board tracks during the in-

door season this winter and to

carry on the good work outdoors
when spring returns.

* * *

lightweights

Take the Field

ACCORDING to the sched-
ule, the 150-pound team is

supposed to swing into ac-

tion next Saturday against Mal-
Vem Prep. We say supposed be-
cause the schedule reads "tenta-
tive."

The lightweights and the jay-

vees have been working hard dur-
ing the past week under Coaches
Reitz, Hurlburt and Weston.
The 150-pound team seems to be
the more popular, because fig-

ures don't He. There are more
candidates out for the light team
than there are for the junior var-
sity.

Some of the men who played on
the team.s last year are out once
more and using these as nuclei,

fairly stron;? tepms should bo able
to be moulded.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
BOWLING GOLF OOTBALL

Tuesday, October 11, 1932
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I»age Five
i-- a

CATS TROUNCE BULLETS, 31-0
^

FOUR GAMES FOR

Contrary to Last Week's

Statement Kittens Will En-

gage Outside Opponents ^

MEET URSINUS FRIDAY

Contrary to reports circulated
about the campus last week. Villa-
nova's 1932 freshman team will play
a schedule as in other years. The
schedule is partially completed and
already includes two of last year's
opponents, while two to four other
teams will be selected as opposition
in the near future.

If one can gather anything from
thQ gloomy attitude of Coach "Doc"
Jacobs, it is that his frosh squad
will probably not rise to the heights
of other teams coached by the frosh
mentor. Since the opening game in

the 1929 schedule the various fresh-
men teams have not suffered a de-
feat. Their string of consecutive
triumphs now stands at 13.

This year "Doc" has the smallest
squad he has ever had to work
with; there not being two full

teams on the yearling club. In for-
mer years the second, and even
third, freshmen teams were used
during the week as the coming var-
sity opponent. This team could
learn the formations of the next
Wildcat antagonist and "Doc"
would still have his first team to de-
velop in the fundamentals and fi-

nesse of the Rockne system which
his teams have always used so suc-
cessfully. But this year, with the

Cootinued on Pace Six

MANY CANDIDATES

REPORT FOR COLF

Last Year's Veterans and

IVIany Frosh Answer Call

for Candidates

HOPE FOR BIG YEAR

Endeavoring to maintain the

standard set by last year's team,

the Villanova golf team turned out

on Friday en masse to resume its

pill-swatting activities.

The fall season will be opened

with several matches with the vari-

ous country clubs in which Varsity

Manager Howie Richmond intends

to get an idea of the material for

the team. Both upper classmen and
frosh are eligible for these matches
and the manager of the yearling
squad has received a very large
turnout.
Numbered among the varsity can-

didates are Bill Kelly, recent win-
ner of the amateur division of the
Philadelphia Open Tournament;
Jim Hammond, star of last year's

freshman team; Jim Elliot, who
just missed qualifying in the Na-
tional Public Links Tournament,
and Harold Keating, who won the
medal in one of the Staten Island
Open Tournaments. Thied and De-
Percio, members of the frosh team
last year; Bill Christie, Sweeny,
Vaca and Jim Gallagher also re-

ported and are in fine shape.
Several Kltten.«!, Downs, Galgota,

Sail, Robinson, Christman and
Ycun;; are slated to play fn the
School Championship alon^; with
the varsity men.

Peparting and Newly Appointed
^ Graduate Managers

mm GRID TEi

SCORES DECISIVE

WIN OVER C-BDRC

Cook, Marion, Randour and

Patzsch Add Markers to

Feline Score

BULLETS NEVER THREATEIt.

CHARLES A. McGEEHAN ALEXANDER SEVERANCE
Al Severance takes over the reins of graduate managership of

athletics after illness forces engineering prof to resign post, Mr.
McGeehan is at present slowly recovering from his sudden affliction .

New Stuhldreher Story

To Be Published Soon

Head Coach Harry Stuhldreher,

v/ho first gained fame as a member
of the renov/ned Four Horsemen of

Notre Dame, being quarterback for

that unbeatable backfield combina-
tion, and rated as one of the great-

est quarterbacks of all time, has
again taken up his pen and is of-

fering to the public another of his

clear and concise pictures of foot-

ball life in a story which will ap-

pear in the October 22 issue of the

Saturday Evening Post.

A year ago Coach Stuhldreher
published a book in memory of the

late Knute Rockne, entitled "The
Man Builder," which earned warm
praise from the critics. His latest

offering is titled "The Benchwarm-
er."

This is noT an ordinary tale of

high adventure on the gridiron, a
tale in which the hero comes
through in the last minute to snatch
the gamp from certain defeat by
running 60 or 70 yards for the win-
ning touchdown. Rather, the story
is a tribute to the substitute, in-

volving real life experiences of the

many scrub players.

"The Bcnchwarmer" tells of the

great importance substitutes are in

the building up of a winning team.

The substitute is generally passed

by and his value never realized or

appreciated by the ordinary spec-

tator. Thoi^gh looked upon as a

player who couldn't quite earn a
place on the team, the book tends
to show the really important part
played by the substitute in prepar-
ing the men who thrill the specta-
tors with spectacular runs.

It is the purpose of the author
to bring to his readers the high
value of the substitute as a vital

part of the team, and to gain for
the scrub the acclamation due him
for his hard diligent work during
the week as he prepares the regu-
lavB for the coming game and re-

ceiving for his reward a bench-eye
view of a game in which his hopes
of playing are but very faint.

On Saturday afternoon the Wild-
cats, being in a revengeful mood
following last week's defeat, turned
upon the Gettysburg team and
crushed them by a 31-to-O score.
Following this rout, the 'Cats feel

satisfied that they have avenged in

full the defeat the Battle-sector
boys slipped over upon them two
years ago.
Where things went bad last week,

everything seemed to click in fine

style this week, the Wildcats push-
ing across a score in every period,

amazing the crowd of 8000 with
spectacular offensive.

The Blue and White touchdowns
were scored by Marion, Randour,
Patzsch and Cook. The latter, a
sensational soph back, hung up two
scores to his credit.

Two Villanova backflelds, each of
about equal strength, alternated in

sweeping the visitors before them
as they marched down the field.

While the praises of these back-
fields are being sung by every Vil-

lanovan, the yeoman work of Coach
Stuhldreher's powerful forward line

should not pass unnoticed.
Such names as Geezer, Jelovich,

Hickey, Cox and Milne are not to

be found in the scoring column, but
in the eyes of those who witnessed
this annual battle, their names

Continued on Page Se

SATURDAY'S PROBABLE LINE-UPS
VILLANOVA

L. Halfback
(7)

Randour

Quarterback
(39)

Beaudin

R. Halfback
(21)

WetsJer

Fullback
(28)

Marion

Left End
(20)

Jelovich

L. Tackle
48)

Rosen

L. Guard
(42)

Blanchard

Center
(22)

Gtozzer

R. Guard
(33)

Milne

R. Tackle
(52)

Hickey (C.)

R. End
(45)

Griniberg

SETON HALL

R. End
Schaefer

R. Tackle
Downer

R. Guard
Zenga

Center
Conlan (C.)

L. Guard
Schoetley

L. Tackle
Morgan

L. End
Blair

Fullback
Wlldenum

R. Halfback
KeUy

Quarterback
Barabas

L. Halfback
Eslar

SUBSTITUTES—Villanova: Vanech (2), Foster (3), Cavanaugh
(4), Weisenbaugh (10), Patzsch (17), Conley (25), Goggin (27), Ma-
lanoy (30), Donahue (29), Cox (32), Nowe (37), Tarter (40), Sullivan
(41), Zizac (43). Cook (44). McGco (40), Brodnicki (49). Lee (53),
Mahaffey (54), Tro.sky (60), Walsh (62), Robertson (63), McFad-
den (64).

Seton Hall: Madison, Conway, Schrinkvitch, Ciccone, -Taback,
Berg, Hol.^zin^Tor, McGann, I^ifson, Harris. Murray, McCulIough, Lom-
bardo, Lofiisti, tladigan, Hoffmr.n, Conlin.

HIGHFIELD SAYS

COACHING IS HARD

Former Wildcat Backfield Ace

Declares Playing Is Easier

Than Coaching V

NOW A PREP MENTOR

Johnny Highfleld, former Feline

backfield luminary is now engaged

in coaching the Nether-Providence

School eleven. Although this is

Highfleld's second year as a mentor

he has already begun to get favor*

able return for his labor in the

scrappy and hard-fighting team

which is under his guidance.

Coaching may be all right, but
Johnny thinks that it is easier to

play the game than to act in th»
capacity of coach and spend yoMt.

time pacing up and down the side-

lines tearing your hair and chewing
on grass.
According to Highfleld, "Beingf

out on the field is soft compared to
having to sit here on the bench*
When you're out there in a suit you
can do all those things you feel

like doing when you have to stay;

on the sidelines, and with no outlet
to ease your nerves, except walkingf
up and down or waving your arms.

I
It's no wonder coaches get gray-

i

haired fast."

j

Tlio former Wildcat ball carrie
saw plenty of service as a playe

, and we have no doubt that it is no
'fun for him to sit back and watch
' a game when every nerve in his
I body is aching to get back into the
I fight.

h
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BUSINESSMEN HEAR

LECTURE GIVEN BY

Prof. Ficek Outlines Causes of

Depression to Bryn Mawr
Association - .

Junior Class President Appoints
Sirica as 1933 Prom Chairman

List of Eleven Committees
and Seventy-Fiv6 Names

..-,';>'-• r Issued
'

Contfnaed Prom Page One

TALKS
I

'

GIVEN MONTHLY

Ck»nthia«d From r»Ke One .<•

the demand for goods enormously.
The efficiency of our engineers de-

creased costs greatly. This tended
to lower prices; the increased de-
mand tended to raise the price. The
result was that prices remained
stable. Profits increased enormous-
ly. Stock prices soared. People ex-

pected the rise to continue and so,

they speculated. They needed
money. The foreigners were
squeeied out, causing a drop in for-
eign loans. At the same time, cor-
porations were not using the money
they had to increase capacity, but
loaned it to brokers. An economic
Bhort circuit developed.
Then came the stock market

crash. After the crash, funds were
withdrawn; foreign nations could
not .get any of it; industry did not
know what to do with the funds it
had. The result was that the cor-
porations put their funds in the
^anks. From these funds, they paid
•ut dividends that they did not
•arn, and continued to do so as
long as they could. When they
could no longer do this, they passed
their dividend.^.

"The important thing is that de-
mand decreased, foreign demand
decreased, the demand of people
with paper profits decreased. Peo-
ple were thrown out of employ-
ment and now we have 10 million
of them.
"When demand from all sides

stopped, this caused certain people
to lose their jobs. In 1930, they
amounted to 4 million. This group
curtailed their demand, v/hich re-
sulted in another group being un-
employed; in 1931—3 million. The
same thing happened in 1932. Two
million more were unemployed. To
this figure wc add one million more
that are contitantly uncmj)loyed
even in the best of times of pros-
perity." \
The series had its inception last

May in a talk given by Kev. Joseph
C. Bartley, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Commerce and P'inance,
revicv/ing the work of the Adminis-
tration in Washington in coping
with the depression. This lecture
was followed by one on new the-
ories in merchandising by Prof.
Ficek.
The talks were very favorably re-

ceived by the Bryn Mawr Business
Men's Association and provoked
much discussion among the busi-

ness men of the Main Line. As a

result, the secretaiy of the associa-

tion, Mr. Burlingame, requested that

% series of lectures be delivered.

The relation.ship between the

School of Commerce and F'inance

^nd the Bryn Mawr Business Men's
'Association will be mutually bene-

ficial. Business men will be able to

survey their problems from a
broader and more scientific point of

view, while the professors will re-

ceive the first-hand knowledge of

the actual problems confronting the

business men. As a result, the con-

tact will work well for both parties.

It is the intention of Fr. Bartley,

after establishing this contact, to

publish a weekly survey of business
conditions along the Main Line.

Such a survey will be of great value

to all men who are doing business

along the Main Line.

The following is the schedule of

lectures to be delivered during the

coming year:
November 1, "The Federal Gov-

ernment and the Banking System,"

by Patrick J. Dougherty, professor

pt money and finance.

December 6, "Securing lieglsla-

tlon Favorable to the Merchant," by
William C. Henry, professor of

business law.
January 3, "Taxation in the

United States," by Leo Schacfcr,

professor of accounting.
February 7. "New Developments

In the Merchandi.'-ing Field," by
prof. Ficek.
March 7. "Legal Expenses and

^Dverhoad," by Prof. Henry.
April 4, "Branch Banking, Chain

Banking, and Group Dankins:," by
prof. Douglierty.
May 2, "The Merchant and tlv?

Public Accountant," by Prof.

Bchaofcr.
Juno r.. "Social Control of Busl-

»sr, and Economirnl Control of the

ituie," by Fr. Bartley. I

Joseph Dwyer; Harry Lieberman
and Arthur Lyncn.

Boxing and wrestling committee:
Joseph Bastian, chairman; Vincent
Zizac, Michael Tomasso, William
Holmes, and Thomas Cullen are
members of this committee. .

Blue Blazer Ball committee:
Chairman, John Nicholas; Leo Cor-
dist,]e, Arthur Hart, George Ran-
dour, Harold Canter, John Accom-
por, John Montgomery, Wilfied
Theriault. Eric Storms, John Kraft,
Edward Murtha, Francis McFeeley
and Emmet Prior. ,,

Tea dance committee: Chairman,
James O'Connell; Eugene Hartnett,
Nicholas Colosl, Francis Macek,
Rudolph Lopez, John Finn, How-
ard Duffy, Thomas O'Connor, Jo-
seph Fitzgerald, James Fitzpatrick,
WiUiam Conway and Stanley Niles.
Water Carnival committee: Chair-

man, Joseph Carroll; James Dow-
ney, Francis Dart, Stanley Wron-
ski, Thomas McDonald, Morris Sor-
kin, Joseph Honig, Daniel Jarvis,
Dante Monaco, Charles McGee,
John Steets, Francis O'Connor,
Francis Byrnes.
Junior Prom committee: Chair-

man, William Sirica. Members of
the group are: William Hughes,
Harold Hurley, William McGraw,
James Carr, Donald Redington,
Bernard Willen, Louis Abbate,
Charles Riley, John DeVine, John
Derby, Raymond Baratta, William
Mountford, Joseph Morrison, Fran-
cis Kelly, Joseph Bilotta, Peter
Leone.
Farewell Dance committee:

Chairman, Robert Craig, assisted by
Raphael DeUriarte, Edward Tinney,
Robert Lehrfcld, Thomas O'Donncll,
Richard Willis, Joseph Fenstemach-
er, Dominic Marion, William Mc-
Carthy, Roland Christianson, Paul
Barrow, Alfred Miller and Charles
Hurlburt. •:.;. ;•;

Ring committee: Joseph Neylon.
Blazer committee: Robert Buike.
At the present time, no addition-

al names will augment this list.

'I

To Be Open Three Times
Daily; Number of Beds Will

Be Increased to Seven

FR. BROWN IN CHARGE

REGISTRATIONS CLOSE

Many Colleges Experlcjicc Big De-
crease in Knrollnient

Yesterday was the dead line for
late registrations. No more stu-
dents will be accepted by the col-

lege for the rest of the semester.
The critical economic conditions,

coupled with an epidemic of in-

fantile paralysis, are reflected in
the decreased enrollment of the
student body as compared with last
year's registration. More rigid and
exacting entrance qualifications are
also responsible for the fall in num-
bers.

Villanova College is not the only
instituted to be affected by the prev-
alent conditions. Other institu-

tions such as Temple University,
University of Pennsylvania, Swarth-
more and others are also feeling
the effects of the above conditions.

The crying need for additional
space in the inflrniary is in the
process of being satisfied, for defi-
nite plans have been drawn up
which will increase the capacity of
three b^ds to a total of seven by
making use of the room adjacent to
the present infirmary and directly
over the entrance to the dining
room.

At the same time there are being
put into effect a number of rules
and regulations, the purpose of
which is to bring about a more
complete centralization of manage-
ment in this respect and also ' to
make things as convenient and com-
fortable as possible for the students.
The infirmary will be open daily

between the hours of 8 and 9 A. M.,
11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M., and 4.30
and 6 P. M. Alexander R. Evans,
M. D., the college physician for quite
a number of years, will be present
daily at 4.30 to give the patients
professional medical attention. A
sister will be present at all the
aforementioned periods.
The Rev. Charles P. Brown, O.

S. A., the present' prefect of Good
Counsel, has been appointed the
prefect in charge of the infirmary.
Father Brown, who has had some
experience in this field, is sure to
prove very capable in his new post.
As soon as the students notice

any signs of illness they are re-

quested to report the matter to

Father Brown or preferably to the
rector of their dormitory, who will

in turn notify Father Brown of the
sickness. This ytep is very es.sential

for the proper functioning of the
plan, and it is urged that the stu-
dents give their full co-operation
even though their illness be only a
cold or some other minor sickness.

If the trouble is of a sufficiently

serious nature to require that the
student be confined to bed, he must
retire to the infirmary and not stay
in his room. No student will be
permitted to have meals served to

him in his room.
In the past many students have

refrained from using the infirmary
facilities because a charge was at-

tached if professional medical at-

tention were necessary. In the fu-

ture there need be no worry in this

respect. The services of the physi-

cian will be rendered to the student
free of charge. All expenses of this

nature will be borne by the college.

If a serious ailment afflicts a stu-

dent suddenly and medical atten-

tion is desired immediately, the stu-

dent also has the further privilege

of calling upon Dr. Evans, who will

render his services free of charge
to the student. Dr. Evans' address
is at 135 Cricket avenue, Ardmore.

Marra Again Leads
Re-Equipped Band

Continued From Puge One

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Today

Senior Elections, Rear of Dining Hall - - 11.30-1.30

VILLANOVAN staff meeting, 222 Mendel
Hall - - - - Immediately after chapel

\ ; >:U Wednesday
Jersey City Club Meeting, 111 Mendel Hall - 7.00 P. M.

Thursday

LamMa Kappa Delta meeting, 212 Mendel
Hall

Boston Clul), Mendel Hall Amphitheatre -

North Jersey Club, 210 Mendel Hall - -

Friday

Belle Air Staff, 210 Mendel Hall

Frosh vs. Ursinus Frosh, Stadium

Saturday

Varsity vs. Seton Hall, Stadium - - -

Sunday
Student Mass, Chapel

1.00 P. M.
6.45 P. M.
7.00 P. M.

1.00 P. M.

2.30 P. M.

8.30 A. M.

Monday
Belle Masque Society, 204 Mendel Hall - - 8.15 P. M.

EDITOK'S \'OTE: The nuumgcrs of icfinia, and presidents

of classes, orf/anizaiions, etc.. arc requested to notify the I'lLLA-

NOVAN of all activities.

and in a jubilant mood offered to
match the apparel of his musicians
against that of any college in the

country in a competition displaying
what is being worn this season In
the way of band uniforms. Rev.
Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-
president of the college and faculty
director of the organization, is
quite pleased with the band, and
stated in a recent interview that
"The band has evidenced a spirit
of enthusiasm which augurs well for
its continued great success. At the
past three games, the members
have showed the embodiment of
real Villanova spirit and contrib-
uted much to the tone of sincer-
ity which was evident in the sing-
ing and cheering of the student
body. Their continued faithfulness
at rejiearsals cannot but bring
about even better results which
will be felt and appreciated by all
Villanova constituents." -

In addition to many former
mejQ^ers of the band, there are
qfiite a number of new 'musicians
registered In the organization this
yoar. Twenty freshmen have joined,
and Mr. Marra declares that the
new material is unusually good.
The band will play at all home
games, and will also journey to
Boston and Scranton with the
team. ^ ^

|;>"'

The members of the band are:
William Burt, Howard Brennan,
John Steets, Kennard Koons, Steph-
en Ferko, Henry Schuck, Raymond
Barratta, Vincent Lamanna, Thom-
as Darmody, Edwin Runey, James
Downs, Paul Brady, John Moorad-
ian, James Nulty, Rudolph Lopez,
Louis Malina, Morris Sorkin, Bruno

Wojtkum, James Gallo, Thomaa
O'Connor, Joseph Kalna, Edward
Kiember, Edward Burns, Chester
Vogt, Pasquale Gambescia, Ham-
let Giordano, Reuben Dierwechter,
Chester Kowalezyk, George Ea-
sayian, Joseph Odewalt, George
Mihalcik, J. Bradford Schuyler,
Joseph Condron, Walter Lennon,
Joseph Herrity, John Oriold, John
Wilson and Peter Leone. Joseph
McKenna is drum-major and David
Murphy and Lawrence Shea are
standard-bearers and managers.
A special room has been re-

served in the new gymnasium for
the band and its members. Uni-
forms are stored in this room under
the supervision of Messrs. Murphy
and Shea. Practices are also held
in Room No. 19, Gymnasium, three
afternoons a week.

FR. SHEEDY ON AIR

Ra^io Listeners Hear Lecture <m
"Catholic Influence on Music'*

Adding to the laurels of the Au-
gustinian Mission Band comes the'
rep6rt of the. delivering of a radio
lecture on "Cathblic Influence on
Music," by Rev. William F. Sheedy,!
O. S. A., over the Paulist radio sta-
tion, WLWL, in New York City, on
Monday night, October 3, at
7.30 P. M.
Father Sheedy was conducting, at

the time, a Novena to the Little
Flower at St. Gregory's Church, in
New York City. His lecture was
very well received by the radio au-
dience, and as a consequence, he
has been invited to talk again at an
early date.

Having beer for many years choir
director and organist for the Villa-

nova ''scholastic choir, Father
Sheedy has an enviable reputation
locally as an organist and choir di*

rector,,! '
..

.... It's TIME TO
Telephoiwe nioiME!

cIGHT-THipXY P. M. jU the time to telephone

houiel •

'"'''' ':" '''' ' '

V..,r. 'v
••••V-:).

The day's ru.sh is over; the night's .^till young. There's

plenty of time for a newsy, intimate chat. The fam-

ily's at home, eager to hear your voice. (They'll be

there for sure if you telephone as a regular habit, the

same time each week.) /

What is more, it is clieapest to telephone after 8:30

P. M. That is when the low Night Rates go into effect

on Station to Station calls. For 45c you can then call

as far as 140 miles away I

.

Yes, it's surprisingly inexpensive, as these typical

rates show. But be sure you make a Station to Station

call. Just give your home teh^phone number to the

operator and hold the line. If you hke, the chargef

can be reversed. V*

.

llryn Mawr to

—
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'Saturday to Be Ladies' Day at Stadium
Tuesday, October 11, 1932 YILLANOVAM

iM

ra«e seveii

BE ADMITTED FREE

r'

IVIajor League Baseball Idea

to Be Tried by J^ponoors

of College Football

MANY INVITATIONS SENT

In the Limelight

Once again Vlllanova gains prom-
inence as the pioneer of an innova-
tion. The very latest is a Ladies'
Day at a football game. ; • , ,

The idea, though it is not ttew.'ls
being tried at this sport for the
first time. Ladies' Day is a more or
less ,regular event with the major
league ball clubs but it is doubted
that the idea has ever been tried
by a college sponsoring gridiron
contests.
Ladies' Day has been rather suc-

cessful in the realm of baseball, and
It does much to create in the fairer
Bex a keener sense of appreciation
and enthusiasm for the sport.
On Saturday, when the Bl j and

White meets the Seton Hall war-
riors from South Orange, the ladies
Of the Main Line will be the guests
Ot the home team.
Father Crawford, director of ath-

letics, and his associates have left
Bothing undone in their plans to
lake the day one that will be long
?membered. For the past week
ley have been securing a list of

Bames and addresses of the ladies
ving along the Main Line and in a

few days 10,000 cards will be mailed
out which, on presentation at the
box office, will entitle each lady to
H seat In a reserved section.

CIVIL ENGINEERS

VISIT RESORT CITY

inianova's Contingent Third

Largest at Convention

of Society

LOCALS LED BY McGRATH

Two YEARS ago the Villanova
football team met one of the
strongcot squads in the coun-

try at Franklin Field in Philadel-
phia. It was the last game of the
season for Villanova and according
to football rumors its opponent,
Washington State, was prepared to
crush the Wildcat team with ease.
Most of the upper classmen at

Villanova are well acquainted with
the perfect manner in which {he
'Cats performed their duty on thatmemorable day. Stuhldreher's
charges were unable to score and
defeat was evident throughout the
entire ganle. Excitement was in-
tense and the Wildcats struggled
madly, every man did his bit and
more, despite the strength of the
team that they were fighting, then
champions of the Pacific Coast.
In the excitement the spectators

were unaware of the presence of
«. bulky, heavy-set, sophomore lines-
man who had joined the ranks of
the varsity team during the early
part of the season. Playing at right
guard and 'displaying the ability of
a well-experienced gridman was the
captain of the Villanova 1932 foot-
ball squad, Richard Hickey. It was
a pleasure to watch his mode of
action. Play after play, tackle aft-
er tackle, he was in the midst of
every bit of action. His spirit was
never broken, his countenance bore
that "never - say - die" expression
which is always evidenced in the
hearts of all fighting men.
His endless efforts to come out

at the head of whatever field of
life he enters points out his true
character to the nth degree. His
advancement in the classroom, his
success on the football field, his
extra curricula activities, all em-
phasize the fact that he has aUvays
been trying.
Hickey came to Villanova from

Boston College High School with
three years of football and basket-
ball experience as a foundation for
a colorful collogiate careor. In his
freshman year he assvuned the re-
sponsibilities .of tackle and held thai

Coach Smith Is Worried by

Tackle Situaiion and Dearth

of Substitutes

VETERANS TO START

position during the entire season.
His spectacular playing established
him as a valuable player and dur-
ing his sophomore year he earned a
regular position on the varsity
team, since then holding this posi-
tion intact.

Captain Hickey believes that the
Villanova - Washington State en-
counter was the toughest of all. He
says: "The Wildcat squad is the
beat fighting team that I have ever
knov/n; the fellows are showing
their greatest co-operation and we
are doing our utmast to develop ab-
solute teamwork rather than to
seok individual honors. The prog-
ress of Villanova in the athletic
world during the past few years
clearly shov/s that Villanova is due
to be one of the foremost colleges
in the East. I am sure that we will
be victorious in the remainder of
our games this year."

According to a sport's writer In
the vicinity of Seton Hall, the foot-
ball situation is summed up as fol-
lows, a presentable first team, few
reserves and plenty of fight.

The first team which is fairly
formidable against opponents of its
own class, will probably be sadly
overmatched in Saturday's game.
The team has only fair power but
it packs plenty of speed. This speed
should prove of at least some hope
to them as they employ the Notre
Dame system, their coach being a
former Notre Dame star "Red"
Smith.
Brian Conlan, the captain of the

team, plays center aftd weighs 182.
He is flanked by Bill Zenga, 160,
and Marty Schoettly, 175, This trio
composes the strongest section of
the line.

,

' •'

The tackles, the weakest cog in
the machine, both tip the scales at
195. These berths are taken care
of by Ken Downer and Bill Mor-
gan. Of these two, Morgan is a
first-year man.
The ends, Schaefer and Blair, are

the rangy type, with Schaefer being
the heavier at 172. Schaefer is a
former Villanovan, having played
freshman ball here.
Behind the line "Chase" Barabas.

Myron Eslar, Jim Kelly, and George
Wildeman make up a fast shifty
quartet of ball-luggers. Barabas
holds down the quarterback berth
and handles the punting.
Eslar, an Indian, whose open-field

running is dazzling, takes care of
the left half berth. Kelly is in the

blocking post at right half, with
Wildeman converted end at full-

back.

This line-up is stronger offensive-
ly than defensively, but it Is the
best that can be put on the field
and makes for free scoring rather
than tight exhibitions.
Only Blair, Morgan and Schaefer

are newcomers, the others being
more or less experienced veterans,
Bo the team is not likely to collapse,
no matter what the discourage-j
mcnts.
In the opening game of the sea-

son, the Pirates trounced East
Strrudsburg Normal. 18 to 0. How-
ever, on last Saturday they were in
turn soundly beaten by Manhattan.
31 to 0. . ,

WATCH
•THAT
STUFF

Feline Eleven Trounces Bullets

By Overwhelming Score of 31-0

Cook, Marion, Randour, and
Patzsch Add Markers to

Feline Score

THOSE Bullets from Gettys-
burg were just a lot of
blanks.

Our Predictions—
How Good Are They?

r. -m^ **EX%Yii thousand attended the

|} rkante. We're glad to se« that go
many people know where to come

« to see a good football game.

"Put the Greek in" was the cry
* of the multitude. Well, he might

get his chance yet.
-...;. •.^., ,.-',•; •'

. -•

Some people might have thought
that the Villanova cheering was
poor, but did or could you hear the
Gettysburg rooters?

We ,made 16 predictions last
week. Out of that number 12 of
our guesses were correct, one was
wrong and the three remaining
games resulted in ties. We think
it is pretty good for a start The
following are our choices for next
weekend. The first team named is

picked to win.
Harvard—Penn State
Holy Cross—Detroit
Notre Dame—Drake
Fordham—Lebanon Valley
Tulane—Vanderbilt
Pitt—Army
Cornell—Princeton
Dartmouth—Penn
Georgia—North Carolina
Colgate—Lafayette
Temple—Bucknell
Manhattan—St. Thomas
Stanford—W. C. Army
Chicago—Knox

The joyous gatherings of upper
classmen which were customary oc-
currences on the Sunday 2.35 P. &
W. headed for the college!

* Jim Henry, '80, who used to play
end back in the old days, was head
linesman during the game.

• *

A number of former Villanova

^ students, now studying medicine,
were also among the witnesses of
tho contest.

• * «

An old friend of the present se-
nior class graced the assemblage.

^ He could be termed as the sopho-
more personified.

The Wildcats should continue
their victorious march through the
schedule from now on«

'cer

Last Friday the senior members
j^f the Villanova chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engi-
neers journeyed to Atlantic City to
attend the convention of the society
held in that resort. The headquar-
ters of the convention were located
In the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, and
the sessions extended over a period
of four days. Friday was set aside
ior the meeting of student chapters
At a round-table discussion of mu-
tual problems.

Villanova's delegation, led by its
president, George D. McGrath, was
the third largest present. Prof.
John Sweeney, faculty advisor of
the Villanova chapter, accompanied
the seniors.
Mr. O. M. Leland, dean of the

University of Minneapolis, presided
over the meeting. Mr. Doland, of
the University of Illinois, addressed
the gathering of student engineers.
He urged them to make their meet-
ings as interesting as possible in or-
der to attract more members, and
to keep their respective chapters
posted on matters of technical im-
portance.

^Jacobs Schedules
Fbur Games for
Freshmen Eleven

(WiiU««M From Pace Five

scarcity of material. Coach Jacobs
has had very little time to use to
develop his offense; it being neces-
sary to use his whole squad against
the varsity. So the "Doc" looks
gloomy—but we feel confident that
another ^ood Kitten team will
blaze Its way through the season
undefeated again this year.
To date, the following schedule

baa been arranged:
October 14—Ursinus frosh. Here.
October 24—Williamsport A. A.

At Williamsport.
October 29—Franklin and Mar-

ihall frosh. At lAncaster.
November 11—St John's Prejp. At

Lawrence, MaM.

'^^y^^^^^

{'^^csjfj:

^'f^'>
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» Cook looked twice as big as he
really is when he jumped up to in-
tercept that Bullet forward pass to-

a ward the end of the game.
• * *

Speaking of passes, the game
« looked Mke a touch tackle affair

during ttie last few minutes when
the Bullets made a last vain at-

» tempt to score.
« * *

We've often wondered whether
, that clock on the scoreboard kept

time—we watched It closely on Sat-
urday and now we know that it

does not.• •.*.•
To see Randour snare that beau-

^ tiful pass from Cavanaugh was al-
most worth the price of admission.

« • *

What we would like to have —
more scores like the one by which
G-burg was defeated.

mt
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Chesterfields are Milder^ They Taste Better
•^ihelhings smokers want most in a cigarette

IN CHESTERFIELD there is no harshness—no bitterness.

They aremade from ripe, sweet Domestic tobaccos and the
right amount of Turi&ish. The taste and aroma are just right

Chesterfield
»«;.

v^*~»^>.
mi<%->^4v ,

THIS WEEK'S prize goes to the
frosh who let two locals go
by on the P. A W., waiUng

for an express in order to get to
town quicker.

* * <»

A certain pu[)ular Fedigaulto was
whistling "Over the Weekend" dur-
ing the latter part of last week, but
when Friday night arrived, and a
certain letter didn't, the tune be-
came "I Guess I'll Have to Change
My Plans."

» • *

We've just noticed that the color
motif of the Student's Handbook is

quite harmonious with the subject
matter contained.

* * •

**TwIster," the pride of Harrison,
N. T., continues to display the lat^-

eet In Keen Kampus Kutz. Accord-
ing to micrometer measurfmients,
hell stage a home-combIng party
previous to the Christmas holidays.

* • •

Book of the Week: Burn's Pana-
tela.

•
We'll pay—
THE BILLS.

/*< ® 193:;. LicGBTT A Mybu Tobacco QV SETONIAN'S RECORD
Seton Hall College, 18; East
Stroudsbure, 0.

Seton Hall College, 0; Ifanhat-
Un. 81.

Continaed From Hmtc Vl\t

stand out as tnose who made the

scoring possible.

Again anf* again it was the line

that stopped the Gettysburg attack

as Coach Bream's men sought to

put over at least one score.

The Bullets suffered in this game
the worst defeat ever sustained by

a Gettysburg team since the inno-

vation of the Villanova series in

1900.

Though Captain Bull Stoner's

men were completely outclassed, it

cannot be said of them that they

let up for even one instant during

the contest, despite the terrific

pounding they took. Gettysburg can

well be proud of Stoner and his

fighting crew.

The first Villanova score came as

a result of a lateral pass, Randour
to Marion, Dom carrying the ball

20 yards to a score.

The second score was made by
Carrol Cook in the second period

when he crashed through three
yards for a tally. Patzsch duplicated
this feat again toward the end of
the half, going over from the two-
yard stripe.

The next touchdown was by far
the most sensational of the contest,
"Whitey" Randour taking a 40-yard
pass from Toby Cavanaugh to run
20 yards for another six-pointer.

Cook concluded the scoring, when
he crossed Ihe line for the second
time, this tune after a 24-yard run.
Following a punting duel in the

beginning of the game, the first

break presented Itself when Cap-
tain Stoner recovered Beaudin's
fumble of a punt on the Blue and
White 33-yard line. The Wildcat
line proved to be a stone wall to the
Bullet backs and they lost the ball
on downs when Hickey threw Mor-
ris for a 10-yard loss as he at-
tempted to pass on the last down.
After an exchange of punts, Mar-

ion and Randour alternated to
carry the ball as far as the visitors'
17-yard line.

At this point, Randour tossed a
lateral to Marion, who skirted the
end and crossed the goal line un-
molested. Randour's attempt for the
extra point was blocked by Mc-
Carthy.
On the ensuing kick-off. Eby

made the longest run of any Get-

The Line-Ups

Gettysburg Pos. Villanova
Eklen L. E Jelovich
Mergard L. T. . . (C.) Hickey
Nye L. G Milne
Cronland C Gezzer
Stoner (C.) .. R. G. . . .B|lanchard
Messinger. .. . R. T Rosen
McCarthy,,.. R. E. ....Grimberg
Jones . . it'tV.t • • • Q Beaudin
Dunbar...... L. H. .....Randour
Gilbert , R. H Wetzler
Morris F, ....... . Marion
Villanova 6 13 6 6—31
Gettysburg 0—0
Substitutions—Gettysburg: Eby

for Dunbar, Olkewicz for Morris,
Kosma for Eden, Norwickie for
Gilbert, Mumford for Messinger,
Moody for Nye, Eden for Kosma,
Eckert for McCarthy, Azar for
Messinger; Villanova: Cacanaugh
for Beaudin, Cook for Marion,
Weisenbaugh for Rr.ndour, Yorke
for Wetzler, Lee for Grimberg,
Cox for Milne, Mulaney for Blah-
chard, Zizac for Rosen, Nowe for
Gezzer, Patzsch for Cook, Goggin
for Lee, Randour for Weisen-
baugh, Cook for Marion, Cavan-
augh for Beaudin, Zizac for
Rosen, Sullivan for Brodnicki,
Mahaffey for Nowe, Tarter for
Weisenbaugh, McFadden for Cav-
anaugh.
Touchdowns — Cook 2, Marion,

Patzsch and Randour. Point after
touchdown, Cavanaugh.

Officials: Referee—J. R. Trim-
ble, Dubuque. Umpire—J. R. Le-
hecka, Lafayette. Linesman—H.
J. O'Brien, Swarthmore. Field
judge— Wm.^L. Cornog, Swarth-
more.

tysburg man when he returned

Blanchard's boot 41 yards before

Wetzler brought him to earth.

Another Blue and White drive got
under way soon after the second
period opened. A pass, Cavanaugh
to Wetzler, made it first down on
the visitors' 33-yard line. Weisen-
baugh then carried the ball to the
16. From here on Wetzler, Weisen-
baugh and Cook carried the ball,

Cook finally going over from the
three-yard stripe. Cavanaugh added
the point by placement.'
Weisenbaugh started the 'Cats

off on another drive when he ran
the ball to the visitors' 40-yard line.

On the next play, Patzsch carried
it to the 26. York then advanced it

to the 15. At this point, a pass, Cav-
anaugh to Randour, netted 12
yards, but five were deducted on a
penalty. Patzsch then carried the
pellet over on his second attempt.
Cavanaugh's drop-kick for the

point failed. A few plays later, the
half ended.
In the second half, the 'Cats took

up the offense once again and no
sooner had the play been resumed
when Randour reeled off a 20-yard
run for a first down on Gettys-

burg's 36. A moment later, Wetzler
made another first down on the 26.

Randour then added still another
when he dashed to the 16.

A 15-yard penalty at this point

put the 'Cats back to the 30. How-
ever, a pass, Cavanaugh to Ran-
dour brougat them up to the 8-yard

stripe, where the Bullets held for

downs. Howard then punted clear.

After an exchange of punts, Cook
made 15 yards for a first down on
his own 47.

Cavanaugh then faded back to

the 40. whence he tossed a perfect

pass to Randour. who made a run-

ning catch OP the 20. Though the

G-burg secondaries sought to over-

haul him. he left them far in the

rear as he dashed to a score. Cav-
anaugh's attempted dropkick failed.

After Cox had kicked off. Cook in-

tercepted Howard's pass on his op-

ponents' 32-yard line. A pass, Cav-
anaugh to Joe Weisenbaugh, ended
the period with the ball on the 242-

yard line.

On the first play of the final pe*

riod, Carroll Cook swept the end,

and after side-stepping several op-

ponents, he ran down the sideline

24 yards for his second touchdown.
Cook also tried a placement for the
point, but was unsuccessful.
Following this score. Coach Stuhl-

dreher inserted many of the third

team subs, whose only attempt to

score was halted when Tarter's pass

was intercepted deep in opposition
territory.

In the final minutes of play, the
visitors tried desperately to pass
their way tc at least one touch-
down, which no one in the stands
would have begrudged them.
Loud cheering from both sides

greeted their final volley of passes.

Taking the ball on his own 20, How-
ard tossed a pass to McCarthy, *on

the 35. On the next play, he tossed
another one, this time to McMillian.
Howard's final pass was knocked
to the ground over the goal line.

The game ended with the ball in

Villa nova,'s possession on their own
20-yard iine.

WHAT FimiRE FOES

DID ON SATURDAY
> I ^ ! *

I

Temple Eked Out One Point

Victory While Bucknell

Bisons Were Swamped

«ii>

a'. »

B. 6; PLAYS TOMORROW

STUHLDREHER OVER RADIO

Head Coach Is Engaged to Speak

on Philadelphia Electric Hour

Coach Harry Stuhldreher will

again be on the air Friday evenings
in the near future. He has been
engaged to give a series of talks

on the Philadelphia Electric hour.
Coach Struhldreher will make pre-

dictions for the following day's
games and will answer many ques-
tions on football which are to be
presented.

Crushing defeats and victoiiea

just eked out marked the play of

our future opponents over last

weekend. Two of our near-futur«

antagonists went down to . five-

touchdown beatings while the two
teams with whom Villanova winds
yp its season were just able to nose
out their opponents.
Our guest for next Saturday,

Seton Hall, was walloped decisive-

ly in New York by Chick Mcehan's
Manhattan aggregation to the tune
of 31 to 0. The boys from South
Orange didn't have a chance
against the onslaught of the de-
termined Jasper eleven. Touch-
downs were scored against them in

every period and one extra scored
for good measure in the final quar-

,

ter.

Fordham University, out to

avenge its only defeat of last sea-^

son, smashed and passed -its way •
to a crushing 30 to victory over
Bucknell whom the Wildcats will

engage in three weeks at Scranton.

The defeat, however, was the first

one suffered by the Bisons in 12

games. They have had a clean slate

since the middle of the 1930 foot-

ball season. All of the Fordham
touchdowns except one came as the

result of blocked kicks or fumbles
and two Bucknell hooters were
downed behind their own goal for

safeties.

Lady Luck smiled on Detroit Un*-
versity last Friday night and wim
her aid our opponent for November
12, was able to defeat Washington
and Jefferson 7 to 0. Detroit, cut-

played in every department of the

game, recovered an enemy fumble
which they rushed over for the

only score of the encountei'.

Of course, everyone knov/s how
our neighbors and rivals, the Tem- •

pie Owls, principally through tho

fine playing of their star, Lome
Johnson, were able to nose cut West
Virginia, badly battered from a
crushing defeat at the hands of the
powerful University of Pittsburgh
team on the previous Saturday, by
the score of 14 to 13. The Owl
touchdowns were chalked up by
Whittock and Johnson and the de-
ciding extra points were booted by
Johnson.

One of the Many Gains in the Fall of Gettysburg at the Stadium Saturday

/.

V
1. >>,'

The above Rctlon photo shows Joe Weisenbaugh, diminutive left half >ack, tearing through the Bullet line for a suliHtanK ti grlii. This defeat
of Gettysburg marked the flrst time that the ^Cats were able to down the Bullets two years In suooMtlon, the Ant time they were ImM
•oorrteM since 1900, and the flrtt time that such a high soore was plied up affalnst the G-burger% • .
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tITERARY SOCIETY

HOLDS INITIATION

1
•«" >. '<

Five Men Are Accepted; Seven

Still Under Consideration;

Six Rejected

TRIALS MORE STRINGENT
•"1-1

At the regular semi-annual initia-

tion of tl^e Villanova Literary So-

ciety, held oti Monday of last week,

Ave men "were unanimously admit-

ted to the society, two of these go-

ing to the Belle Masque chapter and
the remaining two going to the

Beta Gamma chapter.

Because of the new regulations,

which require the candidates to

manifest a greater talent than was
required of applicants in the past,

six men were clearly denied adnnis-
sion while the entrance of seven of
the candidates is still doubtful. In
those cases where the entrance is

doubtful, the names of the candi-
dates will again be presented at the
«ext meeting of the respective chap-
jrs for which these men applied,

and another vote will be taken. A
majority vote of the members is

necessary to grant or refuse admis-
sion to any candidate.
Those men who were unanimous-

ly admitted to the Belle Masque
chapter are Joseph Lilly and Harold
McGrath. The candidates accepted
into the Beta Gamma chapter are
R. Martinez Alvarez, John Grimes
and Arthur Hart.
The candidates whose names are

still under consideration are John
Schlotterbach, Frank O'Connor,
Jack O'Hara, Anthony Zeits, John
Hallahan, Donald McDevitt and
John McGrath,
In order to gain recognition in

the dramatic chapter, it was re-

quired that the candidates manifest
their talent by rendering a recital
depicting at least two characters in
some popular or classic production.
It was a coincidence that all the
candidates chose Shakespearean
plays. ^.

For admittance into the debating
chapter it was necessary that the
applicants prepare both the affirma-
tive and the negative side of the
question, "Resolved: That the vet-
erans' bonus receive immediate pay-
ment in full." Shortly before the
meeting, then, two teams were
chosen and an informal debate was
given. Each candidate was allowed
a constructive speech and a rebut-
tal, and after all speeches had been
presented, the members of the so-
ciety further questioned the speak-
ers.

There were two exceptions made
among the debating candidates. In-
stead of speaking on the bonus
question, Mr. O'Hara was permitted
to speak upon the question, "Re-
solved: That compulsory unemploy-
ment be adopted," and Mr. Alvart>z,

a native Puerto Rican, was allowed
to speak upon the question, "Re-
solved: That Puerto Rico be grant-
ed her independence."

ON FATHER MELCHIOR

Was Procurator and Master of

Novices in New York

The Rev. Charles A. Melchior, O.
S. A., while at the Mother of Good
Counsel Noviate, in New Hamburg,
N. y., held the office of procurator
and master of novices there. His
labors in connection with the farm
and dairy there were merely minor
tasks within the general scope of
his duties as procurator.
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WHY GO I

ELSEWHERE?!
You receive the best |

and most generous
\

service at the \

\

Villanova I

BARBER SHOP I

Haircuts 35c I

J Shave 15c i

Every Week a Big \

Surprise
\
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NEW REFRIGERATOR

Shed In Rear of Refectory to Fill

Great Need

During the past week, the ac-

tivity of the carpenters in the rear

of the college refectory has been

the soui:ce of much conjecture on
the part of the- students. Rev.

Charles A. Melchoir, O. S. A., pro-

curator of the college, when inter-

viewed in regard to this building,

stated that it is to be used as a

refrigerator shed.
The erection of this shed is the

solution of one of the problems con-
fronting the steward, Mr. John Sat-
terfield. The building will house a
Frigidaire, in which food prepared
for the following day will be ,stored.

It is not always possible to prepare
everything foi the refectory on the
day on which It is to be used, and,
in the past, food prepared in ad-
vance had been kept in the cold
storage room. The completion of
this shed will eliminate the use of
the kitchen storage room.
The building will be connected

with the kitchen proper, and is so
constructed that it will resist all

types of weather. Its dimensions
will be 12x16 feet.

Procurator Makes
Numerous Changes

Continued From I'age On«

the De Soto Hotel. Savannah, Ga.

Mr. Litton has been employed by
the Amorican. Hotel Association for

a considerable 'length of time, hav-

ing a record of five years' experi-
ence. The art of proper cooking
has been his life trade.' Mr. Litton's

experience and ability will be great-
ly appreciated by the students of
the college if his good work per-
sists.

The new procurator took office on
July 1, and within a few days an
entire new crew of white help was
employed for the kitchen and din-
ing room staff; totalling approxi-
mately 30 m,en, The new 'employes
lived on the second floor of Mendel
Hall until the rooms vacated by the
previous crew were entirely ren-
ovated. '

Immediately after the arrival of
the new help, the kitchen under-
went a thorough cleaning and re-

conditioning. The entire kitchen
was painted, ceilings plastered,
floors' mended, machinery over-
hauled and, where necessary, re-
newed.
During the summer school period.

Alumni and Mendel halls were sub-

mitting to plaster, paint, carpentry

and a general overhauling. When
the fire interrupted the general plan

of progress, all efforts were exerted

to accommodate the priests in St.

Rita's and Alumni halls.

At the end of summer school,

work was immediately started on
the cafeteria, dishwashing room and
vestibule. All the ceilings were
plastered and the walls painted, to-

gether with a thorough cleaning.
The linoleum from the first and
second story corridors of the Mon-
astery was salvaged from the fire

and laid on the cafeteria floor. The
walls were tiffanied, and the ceiling
beams were colored to harmonize
with the general color scheme. The
columns in the hall were greatly
improved by undergoing a process
of marbling. Every measure was
taken to see that cleanliness pre-
vailed throughout.
Table covers have been provided,

glasses and china cups replace pa-
per containers. It is evident that
Improvements are still to be added
wherever they can be utilized.

The student body naturally en-
joys and should appreciate these
Improvements. Whatever has been
•done to help conditions will be last-

ing and thorough. However, the

students are asked to co-operate

with the management in every way
they can, namely, proper care and
cleanliness is expected at all times
in the cafeteria and especially so
with the table covers.

It Is hoped that the students will

unanimously help to keep up this
Improvement. ...

,

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22.50 and up
Join th«> Press Club

Now
and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK A CONWAY
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THE
FORT DEARBORN

MASSACRE
"Nature in the Raw''—a»
portrayed by the artist, N. C*

Wyeth * . . inspired by the

heartless treachery of a hand

of vicious Miami Indians,

who massacred the settlers

with inhuman ferocity • • •

August 15, 1812.
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and raw^ tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They are »<?/present in Luckies

• • • the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not
explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that **Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild''-* so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by the

words—*lt's toasted".That's

why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mild cigarettes.

••

Its toasted**
That pmc%tmf of mild Lucki— •

"Ifa man write a tetter hotk, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than hu neighbor, tho hf

build his hoeue in the woods, the world will make a beatenpath to his door. "-RALPHWALDO EMERSON.
Does not this explain the world-wide accepttnce and approval ofLucky Strike?
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Why Not Co-Opcrate?

Be a Villanova

Gentieman

and Don't Cut

Across the Campus
on Your Way

to the Postoffice

VILL VAN
Make Your

Reservations Now
for the

Scranton Special

Let's AU Follow

the Team
to a Bucknell Victory
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ANIAL OWL HOP SCHEDULED TO OPEN

SOCIAL CALENDAR ON NOVEMBER 19

Affair in College Gymnasium

to Follow Temple Foot-

baN Game

JflLLANOVANSTO PLAY

The Owl Hop, the annual dance

of the Phi Kappa Pi, engineering

fraternity, will be held Saturday,

{jTovember 19, in the college gymna-
sium. The affair will follow the an-

nual football classic between Villa-

jQOva and Temple University. It will

1)0 informal.

With the opening strains of the

first dance number the social sea-

dfon at Villanova College will begin.

|k> freshmen it will be the first so-

cial event of the school year, but to

jlipper classmen it will be the open-

ing of what bids fair to be a full

schedule of dances. This will be the

first of seven functions to be held

^is year. Others will include three

plase dances and four fraternity

j^nces.

The Villanovans— a 10-piece or-

^estra, will furnish the music for

4!he occasion. Plans are underway
i>|r the committee to make the in-

ttial bow of the Owla an epoch-mak-
ing affair. Unique decorations have
been devised, and the gymnasium
'jrttl be a riot of color on the big
iiight. Unusual lighting effects have
|>een planned and novel favors will

be provided.

St is said that the large audito-
Stuna will rival with the outdoors
ftttired in its autumn finery, with a
motley of color in tree leaves and a
yerltable field of cornstalks.
Go-operating with the committee

ign arrangements, Father Albers
4i4tl grant late permission to all

«iose who wish to attend the dance.
where is also a possibility that the
Mies governing operation of auto-
inobiles by residence students may
be suspended for that night only.
Those who have attended the Owl

Mops of previous years will remem-
ber the great joy and entertainment
•Oif the evening and will look for-

Contlnued on Page Four

BELLE AIR STAFF

Ionian Made Maiia^ing Edi-

tor; Dolan Head of Sports

Department

NEW NAMES RECEIVED

\

Bftets Revealed by Religious

Survey Show Villanova

V,i 891/2% Catholic

Continuing at the brisk pace with
which the opening of the year was
characterized, the 1933 Belle Air
staff is organizing for a determined
march to get the book into form
speedily* Definite assignments have
not been made pending final distri-

bution of the men composing the
staff into their respective depart-
ments.

At a meeting held last Friday,
John J. Micklos, editor-in-chief, an-
nounced the tentative arrangement
of the staff and reassigned the men
who wished to transfer their efforts

to other departments. New appli-
cants for staff positions were re-

ceived and departmental assign-
ments of these men will be made
during the week.

The present arrangement of the
staff is as follows: Managing editor,

Joseph J. Conlan; art editor, Rus-
sell F. Hurst; associate editors,
James J^ Lucey, Edward J. Han-
nell and Francis McGlinchy; Charles
J. Antonaccio, college editor, will be
assisted by Rudolph J. Lehnau and
Itaymond J. Harter; William J.
D'Slia, photography editor, William
S. C. Dolan, assisting; William J.
O'Brien, snapshot editor; activities
editors, Charles P. Goggi and Rob-
ert A. Geist; Gerald J. Dolan will
handle the sports assignments, as-
sisted by James L. Griffin, James £.
Nugent and Bruno Wotjkun.
Frank L. Martin, the energetic

business manager of the 1933 Belle
Air, is being assisted by James T.
O'Connell, Edward V. Ocelus and
WilUam E. Hines.
New members to the staff who

have not as lyret been assigned
definite tasks are: Joseph Winter-
berger, Frank O'Connor, Richard
Hart, Joseph Lilly, Harry McGrath,
John P. McCullen, Charles Thiede
and William Dowling,
The staff will again meet this

Friday at 1 P. M. in Room 210,
Mendel Hall. There are still a few
vacant places on the staff for ener-
getic writers and they are urged to
attend this meeting. Definite as-
signments will be made for all

members of the staff at this meet-
ing. : >•

iTHREE PROFESS NO CREED
I

•

#

'§m the result of the religious sur-
]pey which was conducted at the be-

jiprianing of the scholastic year and
j^hich included every student regis-

tering at the college, it was dis-

Evered that, Villanova is essential-

a Catholic institution, it does
,ve a representative enrollment of

students from quite a variety of
iieligious denominations.

total of 743^udents, or 89 Vi

)>er cent of the total registration of

the college, is Catholic. The re-

^Miining 10^ per cent is made up
4)1 students from eleven different
Mligious creeds. These creeds In-

clude the Jewish. Episcopalian,
Lutheran, Methodist, Baptist, Pres-
t^erian, Russian Orthodox, Greek
^thodox, Servian Orthodox, First
ilhristian and Evangelical. Three
iot the students profess no special
ftenomination, while the religion of
three more is unknown.
IfOoking further Into the survey,

ft is revealed that, of the Catholics
M the college, 440 are boarding stu-

dents while 303 are day students.
Of the non-Catholic students, 23 are
iKMtrders, while 55 are day hops.
As is to be expected, on account

tA the decrease in college enroll-

ment the number of students in

Mich of these various sects has de-
oveased, but the percentages of this
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ALUMNUS AN AVIATOR

Made lieutenant of Air Corps in

U. S. Army
Another alumnus makes good.

Joseph John Kelley, who graduated
from Villanova in '31 with a degree
of B. S. in economics, has achieved
new heights. Friday he graduated
from the Air Corps Advanced Fly-
ing School, Kelly Field, Tex.; as
Lieutenant of the Air Corps in
the United States Army.
While Mr. Kelly, better known as

"Jo-Jo," attended Villanova, he also
achieved a niche in the Hall of
Fame of the college. He played
with the football team for three
years, holding down one of the end
positions. Interfrat basketball knew
of his prowess. In his junior year
he was chairman of the Junior
Prom and during his last year at
college he was a member of the
student council.

Student's Mother Dies

The staff of the VILLANOVAN
extends its heartfelt sympathy to

William Vaca upon the death of his

mother. Mrs. Vaca passed away last

Thursday and was buried yesterday.
The services were held from Dono-
hue's Funeral Home, in Philadel-
phia. The senior class, of which
Mr. Vaca is a member, sent flowers
and is offering a spiritual bouquet
for the repose o£ Mrs. Vaca's soiil.

I^
Heads Student Council COLLEGE ENROLLMEKT HAS DECREASE

AT BEGINNING OP NINETIETH YEAR

SPECIAL TRAIN FOR

Students Staying for Dance

Must Oet Week-End Ex-

cursion Ticket

TICKETS IN BOOKROOM

ARTHUR B. SHORTALL

AT FIRST lETING

Important Items Pertaining to

Welfare of Students Are

Discussed

Registration Declines More

Than 200 From Last

Year's Mark

DEPRESSION CAUSE

NEW CHAIRMAN PRESIDES

The Student Council, an organiza-

tion representing the student body,
convened for the first time this

year, last Thursday evening at 7

P. M. in the Mendel Hall amphi-
theatre. Arthur R. Shortall, chair-

man of the council, presided at the

meeting, which lasted over two
hours.
Eight items pertinent to the im-

mediate welfare of the students

were brought up for consideration,

some of which are not ready for

publication, since no definite de-

cision has been reached as yet.

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college, ad-

dressed the gathering, and the

items wefe presented to him for

consideration. At this meeting it

was definitely decided that the

Scranton special train would leave

as originally scheduled; that the

Vigilance Committee would con-

tinue to function as it is now do-

ing, that lat« permissions would be

granted for all the dances, and that

there would be three class and four

fraternity dances held during the

course of the scholastic year in the

new $350,000 gymnasium - audi-

torium.
At present, the remaining items

are being tendered to the president

and vice-president of the college by
Mr. Shortall for their consideration.

The outcome of these proposals will

Continued on Page Four

PAMPHLET RACKS FILLED

Literature for Sale in Pie Shoppe

and Chapel

The Rev. Charles P. Brown, O.

S. A,, faculty moderator of the

Catholic Press Apostolate, has an-

nounced that pamphlet racks are

being stationed in various places

upon the campus and are being

filled with good Catholic literature

for sale to the students.

At present there is one rack in

the pie shoppe and another in the

vestibule of the chapel. In the very
near future there will be another
one placed in the chapel and one
will be introduced into the Com-
merce and Finance Building.

Two of the members of the Apos-
tolate have been assigned the task
of caring for these racks and see-

ing that the pamphlets in them are
changed regularly every week. Rus-
sell Hurst, a senior engineer, has
charge of the rack in the pie

shoppe, and William O'Brien, an-
other senior engineer, has charge
of the one in the cha;.eU

Rev. Bernard M, Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college, an-

nounced last Friday that arrange-
ments have been completed so that

Villanova will again send a repre-

sentative delegation to Scranton,
the scene of the annual football

classic with Bucknell, on October
29. As in the past, a train has
been chartered for the exclusive

use of the students. The special

will leave the college station on the
morning of the game, arriving in

Scranton in ample time for the

opening kick-off.

According to Father Albers, the

fare for the excursion will be two
dollars and a half, payable in ad-
vance. Day students, who desire to

board the train at points other
than Villanova, are required to

make special arrangements with
Father Albers. No tickets may be
purchased at the reduced excursion
rate on board the train.

When interviewed by a Villano-

van reporter on the subject of the
annual dance sponsored by the
Wilkes-Barre Club, which is held
following the game, Father Albers
declared that all students who wish
to remain in Scranton for the af-

fair will be required to secure the
customary weekend permission from
their parents. It will be necessary
for those taking advantage of that
privilege to purchase a weekend ex-

cursion ticket from the railroad be-

ing sold for $6.95.

Students are requested by the
vice-president to watch the bulletin

boards for additional announce-
ments concerning the trip. It has
been definitely decided that the ex-

cursion train, returning to Villa-

nova, will leave Scranton at approx-
timately 7 P. M. Students who have
Saturday classes are urged to re-

port the fact to Father Albers in

order that they may be excused
from attendance.
Up to the present, few orders for

excursion tickets have been placed
with Miss Conway, at the book-
store. Father Albers emphatically
stressed the fact that a bookroom
account may not be used to defray
the expenses of the trip.

DEBRIS CLEARED

Rumors Set at Rest in Respect to

Monastery Activities

Recent activity about the ruins

of the monastery has aroused con-
siderable notice and curiosity on
the campus during the last week.
Rumors were about to the effect

that it was being rebuilt.

According to Rev. Edward V.
Stanford, O. S. A., president of the
college, this activity was due to

clearing away the debris and ail

loose parts of the monastery. This
was done to make the site look a
little bit neater and to prevent
loose parts from being dislodged
and in falling doing possible dam-
age or injury to passersby.
Timothy L. Conway, Bryn Mawr

contractor, was in charge of the op-
erations. Mr. Conway was a for-

mer instructor at the college. While
he was here during 1921 and '22 he
was professor of Mechanical Arts.

At the present time complete
plans have not yet been decided
upon. It is a much-mooted question
as to whether completely rebuild
the monastery or build up the build-
ing from what was left after the
fire.

If, in the near future, the struc-
ture is to be rebuilt, its reconstruc-
tion will in no way interfere with
the students residing in Good Coun-
sel Hall.

With .the college entering upon
the nli\etieth year of its existence,

the registration figures show a de-

crease in enrollment of over twenty
per cent, the sharpest decline in

the modern history of the college;

and, in fact, the only decline to be
recorded in the past decade.

According to the tabulation made
at the close of the registration pe-

riod, there is a grand total of 824

students attending the college this

year. This is a decrease of well

over 200 from the figures of last

year when 1036 had registered be-

fore the close of the late registra-

tion period. This year's total is

composed of 453 boarding and 371

day students.

Among the various classes, the
freshmen sho\^ed by far the great-

est decline; in fact, they accounted
for practically two-thirds of the en-

tire decrease, as may be seen upon,
comparing their total of 190 with'

the figure of approximately 350 for

last year. In the upperclasses the

accounting is as follows: Sopho-

mores, 35; juniors, 211, and seniors,

172.

Of the four schools on the cam-
pus the Commerce and Finance
School again leads all the others in

the size of its student body with a
total of 282 students. The Science

School is again in second place

with a total of 254, and the Engi-

neering and Arts Schools follow

with figures of 181 and 107, respec-

tively.

According to the rates of de-

crease, the Business School has

been most seriously affected with a
decline of approximately 25 per

cent. The pre-meds and engineers

have decreased about 18 per cent

Continued on Page Four

STyOENTS PLAN TO

FORMmi CLUB

Officers Temporarily Elected

Pending Approval of

Vice-President '

ORCUTT MADE PRESIDENT

Another organization Is soon to

make its debut upon the campus.
Banding together in the spirit of

fraternalism instilled by their com-
ing from the same locality, the fel-

lows hailing from the Greater Bos-

ton area have petitioned the vice-

president, Rev. Bernard M. Albers,

O. S. A., for the administrative

sanction necessary for the launch-

ing of a new campus organization.

Pending approval of the authori-

ties, the men have already organ-

ized and have selected their officers

for the year. Their leaders are:

William Orcutt, president; Paul R.

McDonald, vice-president; Donald
N. Bianchard, secretary; and Albert

Trosky, treasurer.

Though the youngest club on the

campus, its members are already

looking forward to the staging of a
dance during the Christmas holi-

days that will equal if not surpass

the successes of the older and well*

established clubs. The dance is to

be held at the Copley Plaza Hotel,

Boston, December 29. Arrangements
have been made to secure the best
orchestra available in Boston for
the occasion.
Paul R. McDonald Is chairman of

the dance committee. His assist-

ants are: Wilfred O. Theriault,
Charles F. McGee, Albert Trosky,
Frank McShane, Frank Oleason^
Joseph Delaney, William Cava-
naugh, Edwin Rooney, Richard
Hickey and Joseph Costigan.
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THE REGISTRATION
THOUGH a decided drop in registration

has been noted in the records, we do

not feel that any alarm should be ex-

pressed as the drop, though considerable,

is not, in effect, detrimental to the steady

growth which has characterized Villanova

since its founding. We are entering the

90th year of the college's existence with

a student body which is weakened only

iinruinber. Thoifgh the financial crisis

through which we are passing is responsi-

)le for the inability of a majority to regis-

Lrate, a* strong minority was refused ad-

mittance and registration because of the

raising of the entrance qualifications.

This is a favorable sign. Laxity in the re-

quirements for admission leads to a gen-

eral lowering of standards in the school

as a whole as the general class progress

is retarded by those who from the first

have been ill-equipped for college careers.

With careful selection through rigid en-

trance requirements the general standard
of the school is raised with the result that

the reputation of the college as an educa-
tional institution is greatly enhanced. The
college administration has made a severe

step, one which will, for a short time, tend
to keep the enrollment low, but it is a step

in the right direction. It is an effort that

will be well rewarded by an influx of ener-

getic students who seek thorough training

unhampered by poorly prepared class-

•'v mates.

BE A VILLANOVA GENTLEMAN
DURING the past few days our atten-

tion has been quite forcibly called to

the distressing fact that Villanova stu-

dents are taking short cuts across the

lawn on their way to the postoffice. It is

lamentable, indeed, for us to rebuke our

fellow-students, but the task, odious

though it be, must be performed. Villa-

nova has always boasted of her true,

scholarly, Catholic gentlemen, and now,

when the campus is slowly but steadily

losing its greenness to fast-approaching

winter, it is time for Villanova men to

show their worth and refrain from mar-

ring our beautiful campus. To those of

us who have been here three years, this

campus is very dear, and an idle "cutter"

is a painful sight. Not every college can
*" boast of a pretty campus, and we should

be thankful that we are so fortunate. It

is not the Freshman, but the upper-class-

man, who is responsible for this "cutting."

This not only sets a poor example for the

newly-arrived frosh, but also reveals the

character of the "cutter." Let us, then,

put an end to this practice, even to the ex-

tent of rebuking our fellow classmates

who boast of their "cutting" prowess, if

prowess it be. We feel assured that the

students will co-operate and show that,

popular belief to the contrary, the gentle-

jnan instinct is not yet dead.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

EVER SINCE the shrill blast of

the referee's whistle ushered
in the 1932 football season

there has been in the minds of all

who have been fortunate enough to

witness any of the moleskin strug-
gles of the current season a grow-
ing shadow and that shadow upon
investig'ation resolves itself into a
question, the query being, "What
are the white slips of paper that
each player presents to the referee
as he enters the game?" That has
annoyed the curioisity of the peren-
nial football fan, who likes to know
everything that is taking place on
the gridiron, or at least be able to

hazard a respecta;ble guess.
For the benefit of those at this

institution, we wish to make public
for the first time this closely guard-
ed secret. The rules continnittee

have gone strictly Villanov^n and
the players check in and out as
often as they leave or enter the
game.

V

On Sunday evening one o( the
Wiost Important telephone calls in

the history of the Bell Company
was recorded and it created quite

a furor in the quietude that is

Fedigan Hall. The senior engineer
that is known as "Foos" received
this message and instantly there
followed a scene of great activity,

such as accompanies the prepara-
tion of renowned expeditions into
unknown climes. In less than a
few seconds the famed mental cal-

culator was in readiness to under-
take his trek and trek he did.

Hours upon hours passed and in

desperation his loving roommate
telephoned his description to the

> police in the hope that they might
be able to afford some clue as to
his whereabouts, but even the mas-
terminds of the law were at a loss.

Francis had disappeared complete-
ly and entirely. His return in the
wee small hours of the morning
was a signal of much rejoicing and
questioning. Now we ask you, who
would have thought of looking in a

P. & W. station?

We wish to take this opportunity
to correct a mistaken impression
that has become prevalent during
the last few weeks.
Through some error the student

body obtained the news that Ray
O'Neil was engaged to be married.
We have investigated the case thor-
oughly and have found that there
is not the slightest truth in such
an assertion. Mr. O'Neil is not en-
gaged, but married.

The new system of "Bounds" has
worked havoc with one individual
at Villanova and with several of the
fair sex in the surrounding vicinity

(perhaps we should say innumera-
ble). Ever since Arthur "That's
Me" Wyman has been confined to

the campus he has been dying of

ennui, but in your kindness please
remember the countless damsels
that are pining for his company.
What! you don't believe us! But
he told us so himself. ,.'•..•.•';;

Jimmy Murphy, the fleet Lawr-
encian centerfielder, is the proud
possessor of the latest invention
that has been put forth this year.

He has a carton of pills that he
takes and the mere taking of these
round mites render him capable of

withstanding any of the onslaught-'i

which Old Man Disease may hurl
in his direction.
This explains James' good health

and also the reason why he alone
does not get green around the gills

when Wyman begins to recount any
or all of his conquests. This is their

highest recommendation.

The fallacy that there is a depres-
sion was revealed by the few state-

ments which we were fortunate
enough to worm from the extreme-
ly busy Mr. John Durkin. At the
present time this addict to loud
ties is a real estate agent and has
hopes of obtaining an additional

position in the near future. If

things keep falling the way they
are Jawn has hopes of posing for

the third stage of the Herpicide ad.

In case anyone on the campus
notices any signs of insanity on the
part of the sports staff, kindly pass
it by as it will undoubtedly vanish
as soon as football season has end-
ed and the task of picking winners
is over.

IS IT TRUE THAT—
The success of the Boston and

Bucknell trips Is far from assured
due to the early return of the
trains?

That the weekly fill-in entitled

"R. I. P." is an obituary?

That our editor is becoming a

social lion?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

THURSDAY'S daily Pennsylva-
niun contains an article con-
cerning Penn's debating team

and its activities. In a clear, con-
cise manner it states the advantages
of debating and urges all students
to come out for the team.

We can be very proud at Villa-
nova that we have a spirited interest
in forensic competition and that our
team has covered itself with glory
many a time and oft.

In fact, if records were delved
into we are willing to wager that
our debaters have done as well, if

not better", than those teams which
represent us in physical competi-
tion. And now we guess this will
let us in for a long debatie with The
Hick.

• f
''

The Tower of Catholic University
must feel rich or else they are be-
coming desperate in their attempts
to get the student to read the paper.
This week they published a list of
the soven major games of football
being held throughout the nation
and to the student with the most
accurate guess concerning the scores
will be given two tickets gratis for
the Cardinals' contest with Chatta-
nooga. Which reminds us that all

the gigolos invited their friends of
the weaker sex to the Seton Hall
contest on account of it being La-
dies' Day.

Talking about the height of opti-
mism, we just read an article in the
Hobart Herald in which the author
writes about the expected doings of
the football squad. Listen:

"All in all, we do not hesitate to.

predict for this year a far mote
successful season than the Purple
has had in several years. The short
seven-game schedule should, by re-

ducing injuries, be a big factor in

producing by November, a well-
conditioned, hard-fighting, second-
to-none team in the Conference."
In case you don't remember, Ho-

bart's football team became famous
last November by winning its first

and only game in three years. And
if they continue to take on oppon-
ents like New York University the
shorter schedule will only give them
a reduction in the number of lost

'games. We wish you lots of luck,

but optimists have been known to
break their teeth biting the hole in

the doughnut.
* •

We just received the Tomahawk
from Holy Cross and in leading
over its sport page we came across
a very interesting paragraph. Lend
an eye to this fierce growl:
"Manhattan is getting as much

publicity in the New York papers
as the Yankees . . . Popular senti-

ment on the Hill, here, especially
among the New Yorkers, demands
at least a 60-0 victory over Chick
Meehan's presumptuous chickens."
Are we to infer that if Manhat-

tan scores a touchdown the brutes
from Holy Cross will hide their

heads in shame?
* * •

From the cold foggy shores of
California comes a report that
ought to show President Hoover
that his native State is very antag-
onistic to his political aspirations:
In a recent campus vote held by

the Loyolan, of Loyola University,
at Los Angeles, the results were
gratii'ying to Roosevelt. To quote:
"With surprising strength. Gov.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, of New
"kork, scored an overwhelming vic-

tory over President Hoover in the
presidential poll conducted last

week by the Loyolan. Official re-

sults were as follows: Franklin D.
Roosevelt, 196; Herbert Hoover, 28;

and Norman Thomas, 7."

It looks as if those Native Sons
are tired of seeing all that sunshine
confined in the White House.

« • *

Dr. W. K. Greene, of Duke Uni-

versity, in a speech before an as-

sembly of the Women's College, last

week, said that success consists of

15 per cent, skill and 85 per cent,

personality. His three rules for a
happy college career are:

1. Do the best you can.
2. Don't worry.
3. Be humble.

He urged that the student should
possess an open mind, calling the
student with a closed mind. a loss

on the campus. i ..

'

Ah! What would he call those

without minds, a loss in the dining
hall?

• • •

DO YOU KNOW THAT—
Lindbergh is the only one on rec-

ord, in any country of the world
to make four emergency jumps for

life, others not more than twice . . .

in Pennsylvania a man may not
marry his first cousin, but it is all

right for him to marry his grand-
mother . . . autos carry tags read-

ing, "Have faith in Hoover," and
right under them another reading,

"Repeal the 18th Amendment."

^.

ONE OF the most intriguing questions

to which man has endeavored to

supply the answer, since the beginning of

time, but with little success, is, "What Is

Life?" Thousands have given their an-<

swers in just as many different ways. Life

is something that cannot be defined, an
intangible something which the Creator

alone can limit. Shakespeare, the recog-

nized dramatist, depicts it as, "but a walk-

ing shadow, a tale told by an idiot full of

sound and fury, signifying nothing.**'

Emerson said, "Life itself is a bubble and
a skepticism, and a sleep within a sleep.*'

John Swinton defines it with the terse

phrase, "Life is struggle." Montaigne's

definition of Hfe is, "Something that is

neither good nor evil. It is the scene of

good or evil, as you make it." According

to Samuel Johnson, "Life, however short,

is made still shorter by waste of time.**

And on it goes, with each man advancing

his own conception of what life is. Samuel
Johnson's idea of life should be seriously

considered by the present-day college man,
who wastes more time m idleness and vain

pursuits than any of this day's youth.

Cicero, as he was being carried to his

death, sorrowfully and wisely said, "Long
life is denied us; therefore, let us do some-
thing to show that we have lived." In these

words does humanity find an answer to

life. For the kindness of the Creator ki

giving breath to the human body, man at-

tempts to serve Him by performing some
worthwhile service for the benefit of fu-

ture generations and, likewise, to fill his

place in the world.

To my mind, life is composed of three

essentials— self-control, experience, and
judgment. Without self-control we have
nothing, for all that we have is ourselves,

and we really do not possess that if we
cannot, or do not, control ourselves. Expe-^

rience causes man to make his life.a suc-«

cess or a failure. If we benefit by our slips

and falls, we will succeed, but those who
never learn fail.

Off the Bookshelf
WUTHERING HEIGHTS, written by

Emily Bronte, is a belated and un«^

conventional specimen of the so-called

Romance or novel of terror, inaugurated

by Horace Walpole's "Castle of Otranto.'*

Its scene is a bleak mansion on the York^

shire moors, the home of the Earnshaw

family, into which is introduced the

foundling Heathcliff, picked up by Me,

Earnshaw on the high road. The story

deals with the fiercely revengeful life of

Heathcliff, who develops under ill usage

and neglect an appalling cruelty, coupled

with an inflexible will and a strange power

of fascination. He gains control of tli«

Earnshaw property and brings up Hare-

ton, son of the besotted Hindley Earnshaw,

whom he hates, in brutal ignorance. The
one redeeming trait in his distorted and

Satanic nature is his wild love for Hind-*

ley's sister, Catherine, which outlives

both her marriage to Edgar Luton and

her death. Thwarted by Catherine's

daughter in his endeavor to utterly debase

Hareton Earnshaw, Heathchff starves

himself to death haunted and exhilarated

by the spectral presence of the womaa
who, despite his cruelty, has always be^

longed to him in spirit.

The story is a wild one, far remote

from real life, and probably influenced by
the literature of that time. The entire

work is a very melancholy reflection of

the author's frame of mind, who was an

invalid herself. The only sign of natural^

ness in the entire book is the scene in

which a visitor comes for the second time

to see Heathcliff and one of the latter's

dogs wags its tail in recognition.

i

«

#

The Political

Soilmg Pot
EDITORS NOTE—The
VILLANOVAN invites
student comment on the
present political situa-

tion, this column being
set aside weekly for this

purpose.. All communica-
tions must be signed, not
necessarily for publica-
tion. Address the VIL-
LANOVAN, Box h Villa-

nova, Pa*

Publicity Director Gives

Talk atPre-Med Seminar

•w-

Villanova College,
Villanova, Penna.,

. October 3, 1932.

Editor of the VILLANOVAN,
Villanova College,

Villanova, Penna,
Dear Editor:
The state of financial depression

which has held the entire world in

its grasp for the past few years has
developed among the peoples of the
various nations an attitude that
only the cruel hand of dire neces-
sity could Inculcate, and the United
States of America is by no means
an exception to that trend of
thought. This attitude Is one that
Is for the betterment of the coun-
tries concerned, and is one that
should prevail at all times; it is an
attitude of thoughtfulness in the
choice of governing powers; it is an
attitude of carefulness in the selec-

tion of ruling executives; It is an
altitude which weighs, and weighs
with the utmost precision, the whys
and wherefores of the contending
candidates and parties.
The presiaentlal election this fall

will receive more individual atten-
tion than any in the -bistory of this
country, and the reason is because
of the frame of mind which the fi-

nancial straits of the recent past
and present have developed among
the people. The previous selection
of the national Executive depended
largely upon whether or not a
man's name appeared under the in-
signia of an eagle or a star. How-
ever, this year, the names of the in-
dividuals, and what they stand for,
will be taken into consideration,
their past records weighed, and
then judgment will be passed. That
is why this election has and will
receive so much attention, and that
is ,why I think that Franklin D,
Roosevelt will be the people's choice
when the flnal returns are made.
The problems which are now con-

fronting the country are :rfuch that
they demand immediate awd serious
attention, and not an enumeration
of past deeds, such as has l>een the
content of most of Mr. Hoover's
speeches up to the Dresent. The en-
tire question seems* to hinge upon
the farm and upon the farmer's
problems. The industry of agricul-
ture is the basis of financial stabil-
ity, whether we will It or not. It
is on this branch of trade that the
leather, produce, cattle, and, to a
large^ extent, railroad welfare de-
pend* Thus, it is easily seen that if

the farmer has a just cause for
complaint, and If we find that the
farm situation is a most unhealthy
one. It naturally follows that kin-
dred industries will suffer, and
these, In turn, will have a drastic
effect upon still other organizations.
Mr. Hoover's attempt to solve this

Topic Concerns Advertis-

ing and Its Relation

to Marketing

TRACES PROGRESS

Last Thursday. John Davenport
Scheuer, publicity director of Villa-

nova College and business mana-
ger of the Main Line Daily Times,
addressed the members pf the pre-

med department at the weekly
seminar of the School of .Science
held in, the Mendel Hall amphithea-
tre. Mr. Scheuer delivered an inr

teresting and entertaining talk in

which he discussed advertising and
its rapid progress. He has been
connected with newspaper work for
more than ?0 years, and has had a
varied and colorful career in this
field.

In delivering his talk, Mr.
Scheuer emphasized principally the
dose relation between marketing
and advertising. He showed how
essential ". complete understanding
of the economic principles govern-
ing the exchi nge of goods is to the
successful operation of the forces
of advertising. In concluding he
stated that the whole basis of good
advertising is the putting forth of
information that is of service to
the consunier.
The text of Mr. Scheuer's address

follows:
To understand what work must

be done by advertising, we need to
know something of the process of
marketing and its economic justifi-

cations. A century or so ago there
was a feeling that farmers and
manufacturers were the only true
producers; that those employed in

the exchange of goods were largely
parasites. To a certain extent this

traditional view still persists, but
thoughtful people generally recog-
nize that, to possess utility for con-
sumers, goods must be made avail-

able; that is, they must be brought
to tlie place where they are needed,
at the time when they are needed,
and be made exchangeable. Thus
all the facilities for physical distri-

bution, including transportation,
storage and storekeeping, are eco-
nomically justified.

It is not so easily perceived, but

A PRESIDENTIAL POLL

student political sentiment wjll

be sounded in the very near fu-

ture by a poll which the VILLA-
NOVAN will conduct on the ap-

proaching presidential election.

Next week's issue will have,
in every copy, a *banot placing
the names of the Ilepublican,
Democratic and Socialist candi-
dates before Villanova's voting
public. All students may vote.

Full details will be presented in

next week's ViLLANOVAN.
The poll has no purpose othei

than determining .atudent opin-

ion in one Of the most interesting

of presidential elections. The
VILLANOVAN backs no candi-

date and will riot stuff the boxes.

RELIGIOUS GtDBS

II

Sanctuary Society aritf Cath-

olic Press Apostolate Once

More Resume Duties

NEW MEMBERS DESIRED

u

Chooses Moderator and Holds

Election of New Officers

for Coming Year

TYRELL MADE PRESIDENT

Continued on Pase Eight

Continued on I'aee Four

SENIOR ELEC l!^»-S

CBrlen, Wilson and McGrath Get
Vacated OflAces

Senior elections were held on
Tuesday, October 11, In the foyer of
the dining hall. The following are
the results of the balloting: Vice-
president, William J. O'Brien, engi-
neer; secretary, John Wilson, sci-

ence; student council representa-
tive, George D. McGrath, also of
the engineering school.
The elections were held under the

supervision of Rev. Bernard M. Al-
bers, O. S. A., vice-president of the
college, and Arthur J. Shortall,
chairman of the student council.
The vacancies were caused by the
failure of the former appointees to
return to school.

FR. BURNS SPEAKS

TWICE ON COLUMBUS

Delivers Talks In Ardmore and

Atlantic City on Suc-

cessive Days

EXPLORER WAS CRUSADER

BULLETIN BOARDS

ŝtudents WIU Be Responsible for

Notices Posted

There are a number of bulletin
boards placed about the campus
and in the various dormitories for
the convenience of the students.
The official boards are those located
on the main floor of Mendel Hall,
Commerce and Finance building. In
the dormitories, the Pie Shop, and
at the entrance to the Dining Hall.
All students are advised that they
are held responsible tor whatever
notices nnay |»e posted.

During the past week. Rev. John
J. Burns, O. S. A., professor of his-

tory, was called upon to deliver two
separate talks, relative to the com-
memoration of the 440th anniver-
sary of the discovery of America
by Columbus. On Columbus Day,
October 12, Fr. Burns spoke before
the Knights of Columbus at Atlan-
tic City, N. J, He was given but 24
hours' notification to preside as
speaker of the evening, in place of
Rev. George Turner, of the Re-
demptorlst order, who was unex-
pectedly prevented from attending.
.
The second speech was delivered

before the Ardmore Rotary Club on
the evening of Thursday, October
13. Both talks were of the same
nature, having a direct bearing on
the celebration of Columbus Day.
The subject of the address was
Christopher Columbus, with special
reference to his right to be ranked
high among the great personalities
of world history. In his address,
Fr. Burns proved, through refer-
ences to original documentary evi-
dence, that the religious motif was
the dominant note in the life and
work of Columbus. This was exem-
plified in his purpose to be the
means under God of spreading the
Christian faith, and of financing,
out of the profits of his enterprise,
a new crusade to recapture the
Holy Land in Palestine from the
Turlcs.

"Secondarily," said Fr. Burns,
"Christopher Columbus was an ex-
plorer in the employ of Spain, seek-
ing to prove the rotundity of the
earth and to And a new route to the
Orient. Primarily, he was a mla-
slonary and crusader for the Chris-
tian Faith."

The first meeting of the Connecti-
cut Club for the current year was
held last Thursday, October 13, for
the purpose of reorganizing under
the new administration.
The most important business of

this initial session was the election
of officers for the coming scholastic
year. The successful candidates
were: James P. Tyrell, a senior in
the School of Commerce and Fi-
nance, president; William Sirica, a
junior pre-medical student, vice-
president; Edgar Verbyla, a junior
in the Engineering School, secre-
tary, and John J. Hughes, a junior
student in commerce and finance,
treasurer. It was decided at the
same time to accept the Rev. Fran-
cis W. Ludwig, O. S. A., as the fac-
ulty moderator of the club.
Discussion also was held upon the

practicability of holding a dinner-
dance some time during the Christ-
mas season. The proposal was ac-
cepted with enthusiastic comment,
but as yet no definite action has
been taken. It will be remembered
that this same organization con-
ducted a dinner-dance last Christ-
mas which was successful from
every viewpoint.
The ranks of the club were

somewhat diminished this year by
the failure of several of the former
members to return. Despite this
fact, however, there were more
than 20 men present at the meet-
ing.

In opening the meeting. President
Tyrell extended his greetings to
the new candidates and also wel-
comed Fr. Ludwig as the moderator
of the club, Fr. Ludwig also spoke
a few words advising the members
to be careful in their choice of of-
ficers, suggesting upper classmen
because of their seniority and
greater experience.

The Sanctuary Society and the

Catholic Press Apostolate, the two
Catholic societies on the campus,

are again organized and in full

.swihg. These societies in the past

have done much to take care pf

find further the religious welfare

of tive student body.

The Sanctuary Society, under the

guidance of the Rev. John J. Vrana,

O. S. A., began functioning shortly

after the start of the school year.

This society was fornaea to enlist

the services of as many students as

possible in conducting the chapel

ceremonies, to promote greater uni-

formity in the performance of the

sacred ceremonies and to en-

courage a knowledge of the sym-
bolism and the sacrifices of the

Mass.

This society is composed of 40

members and is headed by Gebrge

LINOLEUM PROCURED

New Material for Dining Hall

Matches Monastery Flooring

After several unsuccessful at*

tempts the linoleum in the dining

room was finally able to be secured

and completed.

Due to a portion of the material

being damaged in the fire it was

found that the salvaged lot would

not cover the required floor space.

As a result, a third of the floor

remained with the old covering.

Many efforts were put forth to du-
plicate the greater area already
covered, but a replica of the ma-
terial could not be found in Bos-
ton, New York or Philadelphia.
Finally it was learned that the pat-

tern was out of stock and could no
longer be purchased.

The floor is now observed to be
fully covered in a pattern very
much similar to <he original, the
only variation being in the color, a
slight shade darker In brown. One
hundred and twenty square yards
of this new niaterial have made a
vast improvement in the general
appearance of the refectory.

HOME AGAIN

Fr. Lunny Assls;ned to Faculty in

St. Mary's Hall

Rev. William F. Lunny, O. S. A.,

wlio returned from Germany Octo-
ber 6, will be assigned to the fac-
ulty of the Community of St. Mary'a
Hall, Villanova.

Fr. Lunny went to Germany in
1929, where he completed his stud

McGrath, president and Howard i

^es in theology in the German Au-

Students de- '

^"^^^'"^^^ convent in Wurtzburg,Richmond, secretary,
siring to work on the altar will be
welcomed into the society and
should report to Mr. McGrath as
soon as possible.

The members of the society, 40
in number, received the Sacra-
ment of Holy Communion in a
body shortly after organization.
The Catholic Press Apostolate

held its initial meeting last Friday.
Plans were discussed for the dis-

tribution of all Catholic literature

and Its re-malling to distant coun-
tries.

The Rev. Joseph F. O'Malley, O.
S. A., chaplain of the college, is the
moderator of this organization and
its officers consist of Joseph House-
man, president^ William Zeil, vice-

president, and Francis Grow, secre-
tary.

JUNIOR WARNING

DEAN HUMPHREY ILL
. m.

.

Rocpived Attack of Influenza Last
Wednesday

Carl T. Humphrey, dean of the
School of Engineering, was taken ill

last Wednesday with an attack of
influenza. His illness is not of a
serious nature and it is expected
that he will be able to resume his
duties in a short time.
Professor Sweeney will conduct

classes during the absence of the
dean.
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Class President Dissatisfied With
Meeting Attendance

Last Friday the junior class held
a meeting in the auditorium in

Mendel Hall and from a statement
given by William O'Prey, president
of the junior class, in regard to
the meeting, "a large number of the
junior class were conspicuous by
their absence, and I make special
reference to certain chairmen and
committeemen that should have
attended the meeting and were not
present. I am taking this oppor-
tunity to warn these men that if

they do not attend the meetings
they will be relieved of their duties.
I wish to urge all members of the I

junior class to make a special ef-
j

fort to attend future meetings in
I

order that they may have first hand
|

information of what is going on
|

and to insure me of their whole- i

hearted support. If my request is i

complied with I am sure that we !

will have no difficulty In making a
complete success of all tliat we
undertake." I

convent in
Province of Bavaria. Fr. Lunny was
ordained there on July S, 1931.

On Sunday, October 9, he sang
his first Solemn High Mass in this

country in St. Francis' Church, in
Germantown, Pa.

AUGUSTfNIANS SAIL ^

Two Sail for Germany While Three
Head for Rome

During the past week five mem-
bers of the Augustinian Order
sailed across the Atlantic to for-
eign ports where they will continue
their studies. On Thursday Mr,
Patrick Kenny, O. S. A., and Mr,
Francis Fenton, O. S. A., of Staten
Island, sailed aboard the Dresden
for Wurtzburg, Germany.
The Rev. Charles H. PIchar, O.

S. A., of Pottstown; Mr. John Ma-
her, O. S. A., of Philadelphia, and
Mr. Francis McGuire, O. S. A., of
New York City, set sail on the Rex
for Rome.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 192b
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$2250

;

Join

and up
the Press Club
Now

and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK & CONWAY

Sho^wiHg Every Monday*
The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Made -to-Measure StiitSf

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24.75 and $19,75

On display in foyer of Pie Shoppe

store at

57th and Market Sim.

Open Till 8.45 P. M.

JIM ELLIOT
Campus Representative

19 Alumni Hall
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PROMINENT ALUMNUS
DIES AFTER ILLNESS

YEAR OF COLLEGE

Enrollment Decreases More

Than Two Hundred From
Last Year's Mark

DEPRESSION ONE CAUSE

Continued Fronn Page One

each, while the arts men are the
least affected with a decline of only
•bout 8 per cent. V- >-v ;

'f

This drastic decrease In the col-

lege enrollment may be attributed
largely, though not entirely, to the
financial depression which has en-
veloped the world for the pa^t
three years. During almost the en-
tire period of registration a steady
stream of prospective students filed

Into the office of the president en-
deavoring to reach an agreement
concerning their bills. The college

authorities have done whatever
they could, but still large numbers
had to be refused.

The other factor to be considered
in connection with the decrease is

the raising of the qualifications re-

quired for entrance Into the college.

In previous years it was compara-
tively easy to gain admission here,
kut, commencing with this year,
©nly those students will be admit-
ted who have evidenced by their
^st records a ceriam Innate ability
pnd application.

m*f

BE HELD TONIGHT

Election vf Officers Primary

Purpose of Calling

Meeting

Continued From Pnge Three.

^Council Convenes
at First Meeting

Continued From Pace One

be made public In an early issue
of the VILLANOVAN.
The Student Council this year

consists of the following students:
Joseph J. Conlan, president of the
enlor class; John J. Micklos,
editor-in-chief of the Belle Air and
the Owl; Charles J. Antonaccio,
editor-in-chief of the VILLA-
NOVAN; William G. Crowley, Wil-
liam McManus, George D. McGrath,
senior representatives; Leo E. Cor-
dial!, Harold C. Hurley and Thomas
J. O'Donnell, of the junior class;
William H. Grimberg and James
Walsh, sophomore appointees, and
one representative from each of the
four fraternities.

—Courtesy Evening Bulletin.

JOSEPH M. KELLY
The Villanova alumni suffered the

loss of one of its m'bst eminent mem-
bers recently, when Joseph M. Kelly
died at his home In Knoll road,
Short Hills, N. J., on Sunday, Oc-
tober 9. His death followed a pro-
longed illness which had confined
him to his bed for some time.

Mr. Kelly, who was In his 50th
year, was a member of the class of
1903. While attending Villanova he
was a prominent figure about the
celmpus and played a major part in
the various school activities. Upon
his graduation he entered the In-
dustrial field where he soon showed
himself possessed of considerable
business acumen and enterprise. At
the time of his death, he was wide-
ly known In linen manufacturing
centers, and was a member of many
New York clubs. He was the sen-
ior member of the firm of M. J.
Kelly & Sons, linen Importers, of
New York.
Mr. Kelly Is survived by his wife,

Mrs. Mildred Lewis Kelly, formerly
of Lansdowne, Pa., and four chil-
dren. Funeral services were held
at his former residence on Octo-
ber 11.

300 MEMBERS EXPECTED

THE AWARD this week, a
"cinq et dlx" silver-plated
class-cutter, goes to the frosh

(Ed. note—Let the frosh alone) who
offered to pay a quarter to view the
moon through a telescope. Much to
bis disappointment, he learned that
the optical Instrument was an engi-
neer's transit.

• • *

Jim Blilne's successful attempt to
•top • touchdown last Saturday
bore evidence of rodeo experience.
We wonder if Jim thought he was
back In Montana "buUdogging"?

• * *

We were surprised to hear that
the new building in the rear of the
dining hall Is to house a refrigera-
tor. We thought it was going to be
a garage for the velocipedes that
promise to be the means of campus
locomotion In the near future.

• • •

If you have nothing else to do,
take a run over to Austin Hall some
evening at about 11. Can those boys
render "Let's Put Out the Lights."

• « *

Our statistical department reports
that there are approximately 60,000
cigarettes smoked at Villanova
every week. We are now experi-
menting on a remedy for "ash-tray
breath."

• • •

Book of the Week: Scott's Emul-
sion.

Discount

—

THE BILLS.

PRE-MED FRAT MEETS

Richmond Outlines Plans for Com-
ing Year

Last Thursday, the Lambda Kap-
pa Delta, pre-medlcal fraternity,
conducted its first meeting of the
year In Mendel Hall. A number of
important details were discussed.
Howard J. Richmond, president

of the fraternity, opened the meet-
ing. He delivered a short address
in which he welcomed the members
back and outlined a number of the
plans which have been formulated
for the coming year. Mr. Richmond
stressed the necessity of perfect at-
tendance at the weekly meetings,
and also specified the number of
cuts allowed each member In order
to avoid automatic dismissal.

It was decided to hold the meet-
ings on Tuesday at 1 P. M. instead
of Thursday, as has been the cus-
tom In the past few years. A re-
port of the balance remaining in
the treasury from last year was
given by Joseph F. Morrison, treas-
urer of the organization.

The initial function of the recent-
ly Inaugurated Main Line Alumni
Club will be in the semb^nce of a
smoker tonight in the new' college
gymnasium at 8-P. M.
The first purpose of this meeting

is to elect permanent officers, to
definitely substantiate all matters
of business, and to discuss future
activities. Also, It is expected that
this meeting will permanently or-
ganize the club and put it on a
firm base.
Refreshments will be served to

300 expected guests in the lounge of
the gymnasifim. The Invitations in-
cluded the majority of the Main
Line club members. The territory
of this alumni association extends
from Norristown to Philadelphia,
and from Media to West Chester.

It Is expected that meetings of
this sort will take place at various
intervals. Future occasions will put
the last-minute facilities of the gym
into use. Dinners, speeches, bowl-
ing, pool and swimming will be of-
fered to the active members of this
organization. Also, there will be
occasions of interest wherewith cel-

ebrities will address the gatherings,
along with other novel events that
will be Included In coming func-
tions.

The temporary officers are: Presi-
dent, Charles A. McGeehan; vice-
president, Thomas J. O'Donnell ; sec-
retary and treasurer, Robert J.

Turnbach.

problem was the establishment of
the Farm Board and the error of
this move has been seen all too
clearly. Instead of Improving the
situation, it has been the direct
cause of the increase in the trouble
now existing. The attention of Mr.
Roosevelt has been centered upon
the Middle West since the time of
his nomination, and tours through
that sector have revealed to him
the exact condition of the country
and the condition of the farmers.
In his campaign speeches to date
he has treated this problem most
extensively and has treated it in the
manner in which it should have
been handled by the White House a
long while ago. He has gone di-
rectly to the heart of the matter
and has delved deeply into the real
causes of the farm trouble, with tbe
result, that, instead of a superficial
remedy, he has devised a method
of relief that will, instead of acting
as a boomerang, really and truly
aid the agriculturists. Then, too,
the out-and-out stand that both
Roosevelt and Gamer have adopted
on the question of repeal, when
compared with the half-and-half
Republican platform, will undoubt-
edly prove a decided advantage to
the Democratic party.
A definite stand upon the out-

standing problems of the day, com-
bined with a clear insight into the
Intricacies of legislative govern-
ment, has equipped Franklin D.
Roosevelt with the weapons to
bring to the Democratic party the
victory It deserves and to the coun-
try the prosperity It desires.

Very truly yours,

A STUDENT DEMOCRAT.

NEW LOCKERS IN GYM '

To B« Equipped With Hot M^
Ventilation System

In keeping with the many new
improvements which are beings
placed in the gymnasium, 107 new
lockers have recently been installed
In the varsity dressing rooms. There
are 40 lockers In one room and 67,
in thb other. The equipment is of
Lyon ihanufacture and was pup*
chased through N. Snellenburg A
Company.
The athletic association intends

to equip the lockers' with a hot-aAr
ventilation system. This apparatus
of the very newest type will serve
to keep the athletic equipment
clean and dry. Plans are also un-
der way to recondition some 80O
lockers. The equipment room has
been fitted with the latest type of
metal shelving and bins for the
storage and care of all athletio
paraphernalia.

A NEW CHAPEL ORGAN (

Is a Gift From Edward J. O'Keefe
of Atlantic City

A three-console Wurlltzer organy
the gift of Edward J. O'Keefe, of 98
North Boston avenue, Atlantic Citgfc
N. J., Is to replace the age-old oi^
gan In the collep'e chapel.
This new organ is to be installed

by Mr. Buckley, of Germantown,
and It will take approximately five
weeks for the installation to be
completed. Rev. John M. Fagan, Oy
S. A., pastor of the St. Thomas of
Villanova Church, is at the present
time endeavoring to secure a small
organ for temporary use.
Fuller details on this new ovgeiti.

will appear in the next Issue of the
VILLANOVAN.

Annual Owl Dance
to Open Calendar

Continued From Pas« One

ward with happy anticipation to

this year's event. Incidentally, the

committee is advancing every ef-

fort in order to make the hop an
affair to be remembered a long

time.

Dancing will begin promptly at
8.30 and will continue until mid-
night. Tickets are $2 a couple and
may be procured from any of the
members of the committee.
Joseph J. Houseman Is chairman

of the committee on arrangements.
Other members are: Edward Mc-
Bride, John J. Micklos, Eric Storms,
John Klekotka and Edward J.
Schneider.

Small Percentage
Here Non-Catholic

Continued From Pace One

year are practically the same as
those of last year. At that time
10 Tper cent of the students were
non-Catholic as compared with the
10^ per cent of this year. Last
year "79 per cent of the non-Catholic
were day students, and this year
71 per cent of them are day hops.

The traditional and well-deserved
privileges once accorded to Seniors
as their regular duty to their school
In order to distingu*!^h them from
youngsters in second prep.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
—^_—______ r/' ••

Today ."• -•-^- ^^^-v^/ *'.''•• v-^:

Lambda Kappa Delta, 212 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
VILLANOVAN staff, resident, 222 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Catholic Press Apostolate, 210 Mendel Hall... 7.00 P. M.
Alumni Smoker, New Gymnasium- '. 8.00 P. M.

Wednesday
Vn.LANOVAN staff, day students, 222 Mendel

Hall 12.45 P. M.
Freshman meeting, resident and day students,

Mendel Hall Amphitheatre _ _ 1.00 P. M.

Thursday
Junior Courtier staff, 304 Fedigan Hall 8.00 P. M.

Friday

Belle Air staff, including business staff, 210
Mendel Hall '. 1.00 P. M.

150-Ib. team vs. Yale, at New Haven, Conn. 2.30 P. M.

Saturday

Owl staff, 223 Mendel Hall _„ 1.00 P. M.
Varsity vs. Loyola, Stadium _ 2.30 P. M.

Sunday
Student Mass, Chapel 8.30 A. M.

Monday
Frosh vs. Williamsport A. A., at Williams-

port, Pa _ - _ 2.30 P. M.
Boston Club, MendeMTalTAmphitheatre. 7.00 P. M.
Beta Gamma, 204 Mendel Hall 8.15 P. M.

"•i
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You call it
'

Americans pipe iobaccol^

—AND HERE'S WHY:
Granger is made of White
Burley Tobacco — the type

between the kind used for

chewing and the kind used

for cigarettes*

In other words, it's pipe

tobacco—and if you're smok*
ing a pipe, you want tobacco

made for pipes—not tobacco

made for something else, it

matters not how good it is.

t

#

(

HaiMly pocket po%
ofhmyfolL ICsi

U^taeoo better a
tmaket priem Unoer,
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PASSING
IN

REVIEW
MSRRIL.Y we roll alongr,

might be an appropriate
theme song for the Blue

and White grid machine thia sea-
son. To date Stuhldreher'g pro-
teges have rolled up a total of
109 points and the schedule is not
as yet half completed.
Seton Hall had a fighting club

on the field last Saturd|ay, but
when they tried to match brawn
and brains with the Wildcats they
were sadly outclassed. The out-

jftanding man on the Seton Hall
Ifgregation and the one who
lust be admired for his playing

ability and dogged fight and won-
^ derful stamina is the little half-

Imck, Eslar, the Indian. He
played a great game and several

., times almost eaiSed his way

I

through the Feline defense for a
L score. Had the Seton Hall for-

,'iHrard wall been stronger the

score might have read a bit dif-

ferently.

Keeping up -

' the Good Work
, f^ON JACOB'S KITTENS

I J opened their season last—^ Friday afternoon at the

• stadium against the Ursinus

Frosh. The Yearlings proved to

j
be far superior to the visitors

• from Collegeville, who were taken

over by a 39-to-O score.

'Way back in 1929 the Kittens

lost a game to Bellefonte Acad-

emy and since that time they

have been victorious in every en-

i counter. The 1930 schedule was
completed without a defeat. In

[-^ 1931 the Young Wildcats bowled

i over all opposition, scoring on an
^ average of about 30 points in

every game. The present squad

« seems to have gotten into the

spirit of things and is determined

to carry on the good work.

» Kotys, frosh halfback, made
some fine runs in the game
against the Cubs and he looks

, like an up-and-coming player. In

sise and in the manner In which

he carries the ball, Kotys resem-

, bles very much the varsity sopho-

more backfleld flash, Weisen-

ba«gh.
y Jjelfm Make

of Noise

# 4^^ •he

J f N OUR DAY we have heard

I many and mean remarks
^-^ passed about certain individ-

^^als who stand on the sidelines

^^uring football games all dressed

up in white and who holler up
into the stands with big mega-

t

phones every once in a while and
who are called cheer leaders.

These men are out on the field at

. every game no matter what the

^weather and they are there for

<ine purpose—to help cheer their
' team on to victory. What is more
(^acouraging than to hear a kind
^ord or a slap on the back when

• things are breaking bad? The
same principle can be applied to

the football team when it's out
• there fighting hard with its back
almost agf.inst the goal posts.

They, too, like to know and feel

^ that their comrades in the stands

are fighting with them in spirit,

and the only way that they can
• know it !s by hearing the cheers.

* * •

To date the cheering hasn't
• Iteen what might be called

good. A cheer Is called for

and all that is gotten is a
• half-hearted response. The

tftudents either don't know
the cheers or else they Just

• can't be bothered in yellinfr

because after all It doesn't

add to one's blase appearance.
^ But they take keen delight in

passing childlike remarks
which wouldn't become prep

• school students about the
cheer leaders.

• * •

• We've had enough preaching, so

let's all get together from now
on and have a regular cheering

9 section. Besides helping the team
along over the rough spots, it

adds color to the game. Cheering
• is said to have won many a game

of football and, for a concrete ex-
ample to prove the above state-

ment, let us but mention that
mous Davis-Klkins game back
'28 about which we used to

ear so much.

YOU CANi DEPEND ON A UGCETT A MYERS PRODUCT

*•

>

Lady Luck Should
Smile on Him
VILi-ANOVA Is now the

proud possessor df a splen-
did new swimming pool.

For many years the students have
wished for one, but now that it

is a reality the enthusiasm seems
to have cooled. Only about 42
men have signed up for the privi-
lege of using the pool. There
should be quite a number of
aquatic stars about the campus,
and If they could all be rounded
together there is a possibility of
a wimmlng team being formed.

VILLi®OVAN
SPORTS k

TRACK BOWLING GOLF FOOTBALL
Tuesday, October 18, 1932 Page Five

SETON HALL MEAT FOR CATS

ARE PREPjye FOR

TOSSLE WITH CATS

Starting Backfield for South-

erners Is Composed of

Four Seniors

DEFEATED BY B. C.

By JAMES SHEA
Sports Editor "Greyhound"

Loyola College
The Loyola squad has played but

one game to date, making a right
creditable showing against Boston
College in the face of great odds
both in weight and man-power. The
McKinney squad overpowered the
Greyhounds and snared their dedi-
cation game in Boston by the score
of 20-0.

Since that game, Tony Comerford
has worked most of the kinks out
of the Loyola offense, which was
rather sluggish in the opening con-
test. There is quite a bit of latent
power In the Greyhound backfleld
and by the time the Villanova
game rolls around the team will be
groing full blast. Pour heavy, fast
seniors comprise the starting back-
fleld, directed by Vince Carlln, the
best running back on the team, whowas shifted from his halfback post
to take the place of Larrle Dellaire
at the helm. Rehkopf, a clever

calling Job In case Carlin's running

Contlnned on Vmft Seven

howfimeaF"
pasttofared

Bucknell Bisons Take Another
Beating at the Hands of

Temple "Owls"

HOLY CROSS BEAT DETROIT

Another week of football has
passed on and as a result a better
opinion can be formed as to the
various merits of those teams which
will be the Cats' opponents in thenear and also the not-so-near future.Up in North Philadelphia last Fri-day night two of our particularly
bitter rivals battled it out In theTemple Stadium. For the second
time in as many starts the Bisons
of Bucknell were repulsed. The
Temple Owls took the measure of
the Lewisburglans by a margin of
two touchdowns.
The Bucknell team doesn't seem

to be up to the caliber of the teamsm the past. The Wildcats will meet
them in just a little less than two
weeks up in that famous Cat-Bison
battleground. Brooks' Field, in
Scranton. Last year the two fought
to a scoreless tie, the nearest the
Felines came to winning since the
year the Blue and White came
through their schedule without a
loss, 1928.

The Loyola Greyhounds ran wild
against Washington College last Sat-
urday, when they defeated the
Washingtonians, 60-0. The Cats will
meet the Greyhounds on Saturday
and should prove to be a better
game than the one against Seton
Hall. Several weeks ago the Loyo-
lans were defeated by Boston Col-
lege, 20^, but It Is said that the
team has been Improved quite con-
siderably since that time.
Our friends in the North, Boston

OMtlaenI • Fa«« Sctm

Veteran Lightweight

' -'
:^ <^ ^-^ Jx^f^'^^feJ!*'

JOSEPH F. HABTEB

Hockeymen Expect
Successful Year

Many Veterans Are Back and
Should Form the Nucleus of

a Strong Team

The fate of Vlllanova's ice hockey
outfit during the coming winter still

Is uncertain, but its fate probably
will be worked out during the next
few weeks. In ample time for the
arrangement of practices and adop-
tion of a schedule which, it Is ex-
pected, will be one of the best the
college club has had In several
years.
John Vanderwerf is manager

of the team this season. The de-
parture of Father Carney, O. S. A.,
last year attached to the college
faculty, leaves a vacancy In the
coaching staff and there Is no men-
tion thus far of his successor,
though the appointment probably
will be made within the next few
weeks.
Where the team will play Its

'

Continued on Face Seven

Varsity Eleven Bowls Over
Setonians By Large Score

Weisenbaugh, Cook, York, Conley and Marion

Sdntillate in Ladies' Day Game
at Stadium

YALE THIS FRIDAY

150 Poiiridiers to Attempt to

Avenge Defeat of Last

Year

JASPER GAME ASSURED

On Friday the 150-pound team
will journey up to New Haven and

open Its 1932 season against the

lightweight sons of old Eli. Last

year the green-clad midgets met
the Tale team and were sent home
on the short end of an 18 to

score. This year, however, the boys
are out for blood and to avenge
that three touchdown setback.
Coaches Heitz and Weston have

been driving their men hard during
the past week In order to round
them up Into shape for the first

game. During the past week sev-

SATURDAY'S PROBABLE LINE-UPS
VILLANOVA

L Halfback
10

Weisenl>augh

Quarterback
(4)

Cavanaugh

R. Halfback
(21)

Wetzler

Fullback
(23)

Marlon

Left End
(20)

Jelovich

Left Tackle
(48)

Rosen

Left Guard
(42)

Blanchard

Center
(22)

Gezzer

Right Guard
(33)
Milne

Right Tackle
(52)

HIckey

Right End
(45)

Griml>erg

.««v®^^'^'^^'^U'^^S—Villanova: Vanech (2), Foster (3), Beaudlne
(39), Randour (7), Patzsch (17), Conley (25), Goggin (27), Ma-
l^??yJ^^^' I'onahue (29). Cox (32), Nowe (37), Tarter (40), Sullivan
(41), Zlzac (43), Cook (44), McGee (46), Brodnicki (49), Lee (53),
MahafTey (64), Trosky (60), Walsh (62), Robertson (63), McFad-
den (64).

Loyola—Azzarello (61), BankoskI (56), Becker (12), Bender (47),
Biggs (48), Bracken (34), ClesielskI (28), Colvin (32), Costello (22),
Dempsey (23), Dl Steffano (38), Farley (7), Fitzpatrick (11), Foard
(3), Ford (49), Gordon (44), Hoffman. Jasaitls (59). Kamka (37),
Kelly (9), Mclntyre (19), Molnaur (53), Morris (54), Muth (39),
Sheene (2).

Score by periods:

Villanova
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Forceful Material Promises

Successful Season With

Well Balanced Squad

KOTYS STARS IN GAME

•'

'
" Led by the sensational playing

and sterling ball-carrying of Nick
' Kotys, , left halfback, the 1932 edi-

, tion of "Doc" Jacobs' Frosh inaug-
',. urated the season with a decisive

•win last Friday afternoon, by
trouncing the Ursinus Frosh at the

Villanova Stadium to the tune of

39 to 0. The Yearling squad pre-
sented a stone-wall line and a fast,

smoothly working backfleld that
ran roughshod over the opposition
and stopped eveiy play that the

• boys from CoUegeville were able to

start.

Villanova kicked off to Ursinus to
start the game, and after two plays,

;.";; Ursinus punted to the Kittens, who
.

' immediately commenced a steady
inarch down the field, ending in the
first score. Kotys carried the ball

' over from the 20-yard line on a
beautiful run. Parris kicked off to
Ursinus and the Kittens received
the ball on downs. It required only
three plays to send the oval over

.. for another score, a long pass from
.'• Higgins to Kotys placing it on the
... 25-yard line, and a remarkable ex-
. hibition of broken-fleld running on
the part of Kotys accounting for

\':' bis second tally for the quarter.
Higgins made the third touch-

•' down of the quarter when he scored
from the nine-yard line. Before the

'

'' half ended, Michaels broke through
the Jine and forced Calvert, who
^¥as attempting a forward pass, to
get rid of the ball, and it landed
in the arms of Lawler, who
streaked down the field for a six-

pointer. The half ended with the
score 25 to 0.

Opening the second half, Ursinus
received and managed to hold pos-
session of the ball for a short time.

The Kittens took it away from
. them on downs and from then on
.; held complete control. In the third
'; quarter, Kotys carried the ball on

• a 30-yard run through the entire

Ursinus team for his third score of
the game. Late in the fourth quar-
ter, O'Derisio intercepted a pass on
his own 40-yard line and ran 60
yards for the final score.

Villanova 1 Ursinus F.

Korchinski ... L. E. ... Greenwalt
Sczapa Li. T. ........ Levin
Gidnodic L. G Bradford
Gos! C Reinhard
Michaels R. G Grim
iHiawlor R. T Detweiler
IJohnson R. E Deluck
I Higgins Q. B. ... Grummer
,'Kotys L. H. B Bresch
Odirisio R. H. B.
Iparris F. B Calvert
•Villanova 6 20 13—39
Ursinus Fresh 0—0
Touchdowns — Kotys, 3; Laylor,

Higgins, Odirisio. Points after

touchdowns — Kirchinski, Kotys, 2.

Substitutions—Villanova: Myles for

Gidnotic, Wright for Posi, McGov-
ern for Michaels, Neruber for Law-

, lor. Urstnus: Asttinit for Reinhard,

,; Bensher tor Grummer, Seick for

Schulz. Referee—Lavin, Penn. Um-
pire—Gallagher, Georgetown. Head
linesman—Gressmier, Trenton.

Today
"THE LAST MILE"

With
Preston Foster, Howard Phillips

Wednesday and Thursday
Octol>er 19 and 20

EDMUND LOWE
Bcia Lugosi, Irene Ware, in

^'CHANDU"

Friday, October 21

JOAN BLONDELL. in
"BIO CITY BLUES"

Saturday, Octot>er 22

"The Most Daniferous Game**
With Joel McCrea, Fay Wray

Monday, October 24

Gary Coopt^r, Tallulah Bankhead
in

-DEVIL AND THE DEEP'

THE Kick-OFF had just taken
place in the annual Villanova-
Temple football classic in

Temple Stadium, Philadelphia. A
few minutes of action, and a sturdy
Villanova linesman recovered a
blocked punt and dashed across the
goal line for the Wildcats' first and
only touchdown.

The game continued into the sec-
ond and third quarter with Villa-

nova in the lead by a score of 7-0.

Practically every seat in the sta-

dium was occupied, 30,000 specta-
tore were watdhihg an interesting
gridiron struggle. It was toward
the end of the third quarter of the
game when a- Sophombre Wildcat
fullback, Potts, attempted a line

plunge through center. Quietness
prevailed throughout the entire as-
semblage of spectators, eager eyes
were focused on the form of a lanky
backfield ' man who had failed to
move after a huge mass of human
forms had cleared the position of
the previous play. Potts, a pros-
pective football star, had been in-

jured and was forced to leave the
field.

Coach Stulhdreher scanned the
players seated on the benches along
the sidelines to call out a substitute
who had proven his worth during
the many days of practice. A stur-

dy, heavy built fullback eagerly

rushed out into the field to replace
Potts. The new replacement, now
in his last year of collegiate foot-
ball, and a regular quarterback on
the first squad, was Paul Bcaudin.
The battle continued and after a

number of aerial attacks had failed

to gain any headway all advance-
ment was based on Beaudin's line

plunges. It was amazing to watch
the manner of his attack, his ability

to crash the line was superb. As
the receiving end of a newly insti-

tuted lateral play he seemed to ex-
cel all. Near the conclusion of the
last quarter Temple was able to
push the ball over for a touchdown
and an extra point. Villanova had
suffered another defeat at the
hahds of a strong rival, but the
sight of Beaudin's wonderful play-
ing was ah interesting memory to

carry away. He had performed his

duty and taken part in a mighty
fine football game, an encounter
which marked the Cats' first defeat
at the hands of the Owls.

Beaudin comes to Villanova as
the ninth representative on the
Wildcat squad from St. James' High
School, in Haverhill, Mass., as a
four-letter man in football and
track. With a well-founded back-
ground he became a regular on the
frosh team, and, following the man-
ner of all noted football stars, es-

tablished his reputation as an ath-
lete, taking part in a number of
other sports when not engaged on
the gridiron. On the track and the
tennis courts he was also represent-
ed and was able to earn his letters

in these fields.

When approached with a number
of questions concerning Villanova's

football activities, Paul was very
much interested. "Contrary to the
many rumors, the Wildcat 1932 foot-

ball schedule is not a so-called easy
schedule, the games were arranged
so that the team would be able to

hit spots as is customary on all ma-
jor schedules. We have five major
gaincg. c;ic«ja:ng rrrsrnus and Get-
tysburg, which were also considered
as tough teams in other years. We
are all doing our best to advance
Villanova in the athletic world, and
I believe that the fellows in our
squad are the best I have ever
played with."

,
,

•

Gym Now Open
According to an announcement

made by Manager Bill Conway, the

basketball court in the new gym
will be open for the. use of the stu-

dent body in general. Both baskets
have been set up and the floor has
already been marked. A basketball

will be available for the use of the
students, and all that is asked is

that those using the court will kind-

ly use sneakers. Let it be thorough-
ly understood that this rule will be
strictly enforced in order to save

the floor.

Our Prediction
How Good Are They?

Last week we made 14 predlcj

tions. However, we weren't as Iuck][

as we were the week previous. Oi

Saturday last nine of our predi<

tions were correct, three of th^

games ^nded in ties, while two oj

our guesses were entirely wrong.
The University of Pennsylvai

went back on us and upset the
"

Green team from Hanover while

the St. Thomas aggregation ' from
Scranton went down to Gotham and*
took the measure of Chick Mee-
han's Manhattan eleven by one
touchdown.

*"

To date We have picked 21 win-

ners, three of our guesses have been
wrong and six games have ended*
in ties.

Our choices for next week follow,

the first named team being picked*

to win.
N. Y. U.-Colgate.
Army-Yale. *

Princeton-Navy.
Penn-Lehigh.
Holy Cross-Rutgers.
Notre Dame-Carnegie Tech.
Temple-Denver.
Syracuse-Penn State.

Western Maryland-Georgetown.
Pitt-Ohio State.

Duke-Wake Forest.

Columbia-Williams.

^%€ ^Jrcc^K^i^^^er

THE CIGARETTE

THE CIGARETTE THAT lOd

THAT'S Adl/der

^/r

Around the corner and down your way he^
comes with his mellow accordion ... a song on his lip^

and the love of song in his heart, like a wandering

troubadour of old. *

Light up your Chesterfielc!, fling wide your radio

window and listen . . . for he has many tales to tell you!

Chesterfield Radio Program—MonJtys and Thursdays, Botwett

Sisters; Tuesdays and Fridays, Arthur Tracy; Wednesdays and

Saturdays, Ruth Etting. Sliilkret*s Orchestra and Norman
Brokenshirc 10 p.m. (E. S. T.) Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays;

and 9 p. m. Tuesdays, Tburudays, Saturdays. Columbia Network,

WATCH
THAT
STUFF
ADIES' DAY brought out some
of the fairest rooters that we
have ever seen at the stadium.

« * «

^t one stage of the game it looked
though the Scton Hall Indians

;re taking Jim Milne for a little

|ride down the field.
* * *

One time Cook went right through
Ithat Seton Hall team as though it

Iwere nothing at all,^

Walsh to Conley Is the latest dis-

30very to be added among the fa-

[mous passing pairs.
« <» •

In the second half of the game
the quarters were cut down to 12
[minutes by mutual agreement.

« « *

In the first quarter the score read
II3-0 in favor of the Blue and White.
[At the end of the half it was just
lo|ibIe 13. Some people were expect-

'in^ to see 54 hung up in the next
«spasm.

4> * «

The first string men played for
*only about 10 minutes.

AU the girls are said to have fal-

len for the drum major of that rival

band.
>•> • •

• That Cherokee was a game lit-

tle player and deserves a big hand.
Incidentally, he was the only one ro
»be carried off the field during the
game.

.

The Greek got his big cliance.
« • *

• One sweet young thing said that
she didn't see any giants out on
the field.

p
•• in .;• ' *

For the first time that we can
remember Coach Stuhldreher didn't

•tall< to his men in lietween halves.

flow Future and
Past Foes Fared

Continued rnun Vage Five.

College, played a game last Wed-
nesday, Columbus Day, and won out
in the last period on a long run
back of a punt, defeating the Pray-
•ing Colonels from Center College by
a 6-0 score.

The Detroit Trojans met and
'were conquered by the Crusaders of
Holy Cross last Saturday, by a 9-7

score. It was a rather tight game
«and Detroit looms as one of the
most formidable of the Wildcats'
future antagonists.

• Villanova's victims of last week,
Gettysburg, still smarting under the
lacing received at the hands of the

^Wildcats, came through with a win
over the Little Quakers of S'varth-
more. •.>.

^ The Ursinus Bears u.ovtd up in

the Pennsylvania Intercollegiate
Conference when they bowled over

^the representatives of Franklin and
"larshall. It will be remembered

Lt the Felines opened their sea-
against the gridders from Col-

legeville, who were defeated, 26-2.

The South Carolina Gamecocks,
who handed the Blue and White its

'initial defeat of the season, won a
game from Wofford on Friday eve-
ning, scoring 19 points to Wof-
•ford's 0.

FRESHMEN WAN CED

Basltctball practice will Btart

October 24.

Ail those freshmen desiring to

try out for basketball managers
are requested to rc{>ort to Var-
sity Manager Bill Conway at
that time.

» 1'

THE DOPE ON LOYOLA'S SQUAD
Name No.

>)»>»
;
»•» • •.)

Anthony Azzarello ..**«iii*,.,;^-.»*^ . 61
Anthony Bankoski ...•.*-i»:.)*to^.. 56
Joseph Bandzul ...^^.,;.«..#^,.,;.. 57
Louis Becker ...,.^,^. »^.,.,.,,^,», „ 12
Charles Bell ««......«.; 63

47
48
34
55
28
32
22
64
23
38
52
62
7

42
11
3
49
44

William Bender
Bruce Biggs . . . ... .*.»w>*
Jerome Bracken
Vincent CarlTn .,.«,

Stanley Ciesielski v
Price Colvin
James Costello .••.•
Albert Cullen ...
Robert Dempsey
Vincent Di Steffano :**.;

Walter Dunne
Maurice Egan
Thomas Farley v
"Thomas Farrell
Cyril Fitzpatrick
William Foard ..t:»;....««w«:» «...w »t.i »̂ntt.)

Raymond Ford r. .

.

*» «-.L««.j.t».»r»i«*»;*M

Irving Gordon ... ...t... i,{i{,fVi,i,;»i . • •

*. • »
'
.i«i.i.

L
>ii« f . l i .*>>

Age
22
21
23
16
22
23
20
18
22
22
24
19
25
21
19
21
22
21
20
19
19
21

69
37
9

Bernard Hoffman '».>.• it»-tw«.'

John Jasaitis «..i#.«.:.r*w«>iMfi*:

Christopher Kamka ;.««*!£:,.«.<•. •>,.i

Charles Kelly .^»,».j«iij.w»i.«;«ci<

Edward Mclntyre .j^n^Mnnn-.PiM'mttfi^

Joseph Miraglia .(»:iiki'jtM« i»» » •sm«><i

Joseph Molnaur [».«•-». .uM«fa* ^r^iM. 53
Thomas Morris •..•,,«>,*!<b^t«»m«««<^*^*i 54
Joseph Moris! .••...'.-«• •»i(*i«>v^*i*i 61
Frank Muth ••jsi«H*iSii<.! 39
Michael Plotczyk (Capt.) w.>^«... 50

45
2

Edward Rehkopf .«...

William Sheene (.. ,̂m:. iH' iimn»nim î ' «

George Waidner :••• ««^«'»..*r. '•:«« ,,^ 65

L9
21
19
16
20
20
19
22
21
18
22
20
18
23

Wt.
168
185
185
195
180
160
155
165
170
158
160
200
195
200
168
168
176
158
196
145
156
170
135
265
178

m
174
165
204
170
160
155
150
152
203

Ht. Pos.

5-8
6
5-7

6
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-7

6
5-11
6
6
6
6
5-7
5-11

6
5-8
6
5-8
5-7
5-11
5-6
6-1
5-11
5-8

In
5-9
5-7
6-3
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-11
6-4

G
T
G
C
B
B
C
C
B
E
B
T
B
B
G
E
B
B
T
B
G
B
E
T
T
B
C
£]

E
G
E
G
G
C
B
E
T

Varsity Gridders Ride Roughshod
Over Weak Seton Hall Eleven

FuU-Blooded Indian Plays

WeU for Seton HaU
Aggregation

Continued From Page Five.

noca's 48. After an exchange of

punts, a pretty pass, Eslar to Blair,

the visitors found themselves on the
'Cats' 36. They were unable to gain,

however, and were forced to punt.

The Pirates regained possession
of the ball when Marion fumbled
on the 26, Harris recovering. Mar-
ion redeemed himself a moment
later, though, as he intercepted Es-
lar's pass and ran it to,Jlfs own 43,

where Eslar nailed hkfiT

Following a five-yard run by
Cook, Joe Yorke skirted around end
for 30 yards, finally being tossed on
the 22. Cook took the ball on the
next play and dashed the remain-
ing 20 yards for another tally.

Weisenbaugh'e attempt for the ex-
tra point failed.

A few minutes later, Weisen-
baugh, Yorke and Cavanaugh com-
bined to carry the ball to the visi-

tors' 35-yard line. Joe Yorke, tak-
ing the ball once again, ran the end
for another score. This timg Weis-
enbaugh's placement was good.
Following an exchange of punts,

the 'Cats took tba ball on the

Pirates' 49. Successive power plays

with Patzsch, Conley and Walsh

doing the ball toting, placed the

'Cats on the 26. At this point Danny
McFadden whipped a pass to Con-
lay who crossed the line for anoth-
er score. Walsh place-kicked the

goal.

Not content with one touchdown,
Conley took another pass, this time
a 25-yard heave from Jim Walsh,
and dashed 33 yards *for a score.

Fortunately for him he had just

crossed the line when a Setonian
overtook nim and tackled him. Jim
Walsh then missed his attempt for

the point. This touchdown ended
the scoring for the half.

Soon after the opening of the
second half, Villanova was penal-
ized to their own 12-yard ^ne. Punt-
ing from his goal line, Wetzler sent
the ball to midfield, Taubeck run-
ning the ball back to the 42-yard
line.

The Setonians' advance into en-
emy territory was halted when, aft-

er an exchange of punts, McFadden
ran the ball to Seton Hall's 33-yard
line.

On two consecutive plays Cook
ran down the side-line, finally step-

ping out of bounds on the 10-yard
line.

Weisenbaugh then followed fine

interference to score his second
touchdown of the game, also adding

the point by placement. This

marked the end of the scoring for

the game. Following an exchange

of punts, the quarter ended.

After making ft first down on

their opponents' 42-yard line, the

Cats weie penalized back into their

own territory. Successive runs by

Yorke and Patzsch put the ball

back at Seton Hall's 32-yard line

where the advance was halted.

Patzsch was then forced to punt

out on the five-yard line. After

Eslai^ had punted clear, Villanova

lost the ball on downs on the Pi-

rates' 37-yard line.

The visitors then began their last

effort to score through the air. Two
passes, Barabas to Eslar, advanced
the Setonians 40 yards to the 'Cats

23-yard line. Another pass by the

same duo put the ball on the six-

yard line, an(i still another placed
it on the one-yard stripe. This end-

ed the drive, however, as Eslar was
penalized Ave yards for crawling
over the goal.

On the next play . Barabas at-

tempted another pass, but was un-
succes.sful. Eslar was hurt on this

play and had to be carried from
tlie field. :• ; .

After an exchange of punts, Ba-
rabas continued to toss passes, but
only one found its mark. The game
ended after Dave Conley intercept-

ed a pass on his own 30-yard line

to end the Pirates' fleeting hopes of

scoring.

THE
Villanova

Jelovich
Rosen
Blanchard . .

.

Gezzar
Milne
Hickey
Grimberg. . .

.

Brandin
Wetzler
Weisenbaugh
Marion

LINE-UP
Pos. Seton Hall
L. E E.Blair
L. T Morgan
L. G Ciccone
. C Conlan
R. G Lombardi
R. T Downer
R. E. Schafer
. Q Tauback
R. H Eslar
L. H Kelly
. F Wildman

Greyhounds Ready
for WUdcata

OtiUiniied Fr«»m I'lijce FIvP.

ability is hampered by hi.s ugw du-

'ties as quarterback. So fur, Vince'a

work has relegated Rehkopf to the

sidelines, since his multiple duties

have in no way hurt his chances to

gain much valuable ground.

Charlie Bell, a 180-pound plunger,

has proved to be a real line-cracker

this year, gaining consistently

against the heavy Boston line and
distinguishing hims«lf by his fine

defensive play. Egan and Cullen

round out the backfleldrwith Ben-
der, Kamka, Ford and Fhrley in

reserve.
Captain Plotczyk, who in his first

college game three years ago, inter-

cepted a Villanova pass and ran 70

yards to a touchdown, is playing a
beautiful game at center. So far^^

his work indicates that he will give

Villanova's sensational pivot man a
busy Afternoon. Although weighing
only 155 pounds, he is the niainstay
of the Loyola defense.
The guard'spots are strong with a

plentiful supply of man-power. Mo-
risi, Bandzul and Azzarello are
leading the pack, and Foard, Mol-
paur and Di Steffano are but a step
behind them. Two good tackles,

Farrell and Waidner, bear th^ brunt
of all the work in their positions,

because of the lack of capable sub-
stltutes.

Walt Dunne is a reliable end
playing his third year of varsity,

ball, while a reserve from last yean
Maraglia, is making a good show-
ing at the other wing. The only;

casualty on the squad is Tom Morw
ris, a freshman "find" at end, who
has a badly sprained ankle. Wheth-t
er he will be available for the Vil-
lanova game is doubtful. This boy
carries 204 pounds of ballast evenly
distributed over his 6' 3" frame, and
conducts himself on the field like a
veteran.

Score by periods.

Villanova 13 26 7 0—46
Seton Hall 0--

Touchdowns — Marion, Weisen-
baugh 2, Conley 2, Cook, Yorke.
Points after touchdowns—Marion,
Weisenbaugh 2, Walsh. Substitu-
tions — Villanova: Malaney for
Blanchard, Cavanaugh for Beau-
din, Brodnicki for Hickey, Nowe
for Gezzar, Cook for Marion, Ma-
gee for Grinnberg, Zizac for Ro-
sen, Yorke for Wetzler, Cox for
Milne, McFadden for Cavanaugh,
Coggin for Jelovich, Walsh for
Weisenbaugh, Patzsch for Cook,
Conley for Yorke, Mahaffey for
Noew, Randour for Weisenbaugh,
Walsh for Randour; Seton Hall:
Harris for Ciccone, Zenga for
Lombardi, Tyne for Schafer, Ba-
rabas for Tauback, Lombardi for
Schafer.

Officials—Referee, R. D. Evans,
Ursinus. Umpire, R. A. Campu-
zano, P. M. C. Head linesman, H.
J. O'Brien, Swarthmore. Field
judge, J. L. Gammel, Brown.

Hockeymen Expect
Successful Year

Continued From I'aRe Five.

home games this season is another
detail unsettled. Heretofore many
home contests have been played on
the ice rink at Hershey. Pa., and
some few in Philadelphia. Prac-
tices were conducted in Philadel-
phia, but exactly where the club
will function this season is uncer-
tain.

Among the veterans are Shortall,
Crowell, Blanchard, Hurlbert, Tros-
key, Orcutt and Casey, and the
defense man, Jerry Searight. As the
freshman ule is not operative in ice

hockey, all students coming to Vil-

lanova this- fall will be eligible for
varsity competition and announce-
ments of the initial practice, to-

gether with details of where it will

be held, probably will be posted on
the bulletin boards within the next
few weeks, ''/'

'

The First of Seven Touchdowns Which Were Scored Against Seton HaU
y

/

The aliovc action nhoto shows Marion crastiini: through the Seton Hall defense for the first touchdown In the Ladies' Day rame at the
tadlum Saturday, which was won by the Wildcats, 46 to 0, for the third victory of the season.

^'-S-
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NORTH JERSEY CLUB

WILL HOLD DANCE

AT THANKSGIVING

Prange Mountain Country

Club to Be Scene of First

Social Function ^

BIDS ARE TWO-FIFTY

At the last meeting of the North
Jersey Club, which was held on
Thursday evening, Optober 13, defi-

nite plans were considered for
holding an informal dance, the first

social function of this organization,
on the Friday immediately follow-
ing Thanksgiving Day.
The place decided upon for this

affair is the Orange Mountain
Country Club, an exclusive lodge,
in West Orange. A number of other
places had been proposed by vari-
ous members, but the golf club was
finally chosen because of its higher
rating among organizations of its

type.
The b<ds will be sold at two-fifty.

This same price holds good for both
members of the club and outsiders
who wish to attend the dance.
Dancing will begin at 9 P. M. and
will continue into the wee small
hours. The definite time of closing
has not as yet been determined.
The original plans of the club

•were to hold its initial social func-
tion during the Christmas holidays.
This caused a slight dissension
among the members, since some
felt that the competition would be
too great during that season. The
next logical suggestion was to hold
the dance during the Thanksgiving
vacation. This suggestion met with
the immediate approval and sup-
port of the entire organization, and
consequently definite action was
begun at once.
The committee which is working

very diligently for the success of
the dance comprises John McCul-
len, chairman; George Hughes, Ar-
thur Hart, Daniel Fitzpatrick and
John Butler.

JAYVEES TO START

AGAINST TEAGIRS

Coach Hurlburt to Hold First

Scrimmage on Friday

Afternoon

SCHEDULE FOUR GAMES

Charley Hurlburt's Junior Varsi-
ty eleven will swing into action on
October 29 when they will meet the
representatives of West Chester
State Teachers' College at West
Chester.
For the past two weeks Coach

Hurlburt has been putting his men
through their paces which consisted
in extensive drilling and training
in the fundamentals and the basic
principles of football.

On Friday afternoon the first test

of how much the candidates have
learned during preliminary training
will be held in the form of a scrim-
mage session. It is quite probable
that the showing made in this prac-
tice game will to a great extent
determine the men who will be in

the starting line-up when the whis-
tle blows for the opening game.
According to the coach the next

few weeks of practice will be given
to polishing off the rough spots de-

tected in the scrimmage.
West Chester State is a very

worthy foe and it is recognized by
the coach that it will be one which
will test the metal of his charges to

the utmost.
Among those who are striving for

berths on the first string are: ends,

McCarthy, Ocelus, Macek, Laughlin,
Willis, DeCicco and D'Elia; tackles.

Miller, Hoby, LiChrfeld, O'Connor
and Gugino; guards, Casper, Con-
Ian, Cocheo. Neylon and Schrap-
pert; centers, Kelleher and Hughes;
backs, Lucey, Kelly, McEntyre,
Oriold, Permutter, Novelline, Wojt-
kun. Craig, O'Connell, Michkoseff,

Zimkus. Gagliardi, Laux, Ceravolo

and Violetti.

The schedule is as follows:

Oct. 29 — We.st Chester State

yeachers, at West Chester.

Nov. J^—Carney's Point Y. M. C.

A., N. J., away.
Nov. 11—Penn J. V. at River

yield, U. of P.

Nov. IS—Lafayette J. V., at

SUdium.

Lightweights Meet
Yale This Friday

Continupd From Pace Fiv«.

eral scrimmage sessions were held

and those who did not show any
ability were weeded out in order

that more time could be given to

the prospective first stringers and
those who will be in the line-up

when the whistle blows for the

opening game.

At the present writing no proba-
ble line-up is available, but it is

expected that several of last year's

veterans will be among, those to

start the game. Joe Houseman will

most likely start. Houseman played
at fullback last year, but he has
been shifted to a left halfback po-
sition. Artie Shortall, who played
center last year, is back and will

probably take up where he left off

last season. J6€ Harter is anoth-
er veteran who i^ expected to con-
tinue at his old post at tackle.

The game with Manhattan, which
was marked 'tentative' in a previous
issue of the Villanovan, is reported
to have been confirmed as a cer-

tainty during the past week. Ar-
rangements have been made for the
Blue and White 150-pounders to
travel to the Big City to meet the
Jasper aggregation.

TALKS AT SEINAR

Topic Concerns Advertising

and Rapid Progress It

Has Experienced

JOURNALIST 20 YEARS

Continued From Pare Three.

it is equally true, that, to have
value, goods must be known to the
consumer. He must know what they
are and what they will do and how
they will -perform certain services
for him better than something else

he might use. He must know where
he can get them and on what con-
ditions. Including price. In other
words. Information about goods is

a jDecessary part of their utility to
the consumer. The work of market-
ing includes not only the physical
distribution of the goods, but also
the mental distribution of ideas
about the goods.

There are several reasons why
this important truth is so generally

overlooked. Many articles used in

the household we know from
earliest childhood, and the process

of acquiring knowledge of others is

so
.
gradual as to pass^ unnoticed.

Nevertheless, a community in which
the people use only articles that
their fathers used before them and
with which they have always been
familiar is i]kOt a progressive civili-

zation. In this country every one of
us enjoys comforts and luxuries
that previous generations scarcely
dreamed of, and our knowledge of
them has been gained comparative-
ly recently. The manufacturer, for
his part, sometimes fails to perceive
the need of spreading knowledge of
his products. This is because all

those with whom he comes in con-
tact know these products, and he
mistakenly assumes that this
knowledge is universal. In most
cases, the public needs to be in-
formed.
During the rapid growth of ad-

vertising that, has occurred In the
past half^^eutury, there were natur-
ally nftany- ^ataaeeo of its fraudu-
lent and iHegitimate use. Frequent-
ly its ' ftmction was to misinform
people regarding in article which
would .have been purchased by few
if the truth about It had been
known.. There are some survivals of
this practice; but the Better Busi-
ness b^lrealISi -fostered by the Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs of the

World, have done much to stamp
out the evil, and are constantly on
the watch for those who attempt to
publish misleading statements. It is

worthy of comment. In this conneo-
tion, that fraudulent advertising
would not succeed if the majority
of advertising were not truthful. It
is probable that at least 99 per
cent, of advertising today tells the
truth.
The chief evil that remains in ad-

vertising is its uneconomic use,
mainly by those who have consid-
ered it only as a means of increas-
ing their sales volume, and have
ignored its public service functions.
The law of "survival of the fittest

tends to elinninate many of thes]
short-sighted advertisers, and In the
future we shall probably see more
general conformity to the standards
of economic value that have been
outlined in this discussion.
Information that is of service to

the consumer is the basis of good
advertising, but only the basis. The
Information must be delivered.
A high degree of artistic and liter-

ary skill is required to build an a4»
vertisement so attractive and Inter-
esting hat It will attract and hold
the attention of the public until Itii

message is delivered. Usually the
message must be repeated many
times and in a variety of ways be-
fore it can accomplish all the pur-
poses of the advertiser.

^^^
and ravv tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They are not present In Luckies

• . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not

explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that **Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild"—so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by^the

words—"It's toasted". That's

why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mUd cigarettes.

**It*s toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

"Ifa man tvriu a hrtftr hook, prtacb a hotter iormon, or mako a hettor motuo-trap than his noigUor, tbo bo

hmUkis bouso im tbo woods, tbo worldwill mako a boatenpath to bis door. "—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Does not this explain the wotld-wide acceptsnce snd tpproval ofLucky Strike?

A Rally, Fellows!

The First Pep Meeting

of the Year
'''hursday Ni^ht
-•I the New Gym

Let's All Be
There

VILL VAN
Let's Go!

Scranton and Victory

The Special

Will Leave

Saturday Morning

Make Your
Reservations
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IMPROVED OWL WIIIMAKE ITS DEBUT

WITH DRASTIC CHANGES IN MAKE-UP

Life Sketches of the Faculty

V Members Among Many

\ New Features

M. VRANA MODERATOR

Opening the new volume for the

present school year, the Owl will

make its appearance on the campua
with distribution to all the students
of the School of Technology in their
Saturday morning classes.

Under the cai^eful supervision of
|he new moderator, Rev. John J.
Vrana, O. S. A., an energetic staff

bas produced what promises to be
a journal on par with those pub-
lished by the country's leading tech-
nical schools.
Many new featuies have been in-

corporated into the malce-up of the
ooming issue. Technical articles,

Which will prove to be of interest
•ven to- those outside the field of
engineering, have been written by
Hansom Dethloff, '36, and John
pchlotterback, '36.

C. Eric Storms, '34, one of the
best of the campus cartoonists, has
a double page composite campus
cartoon which should appeal to the
humor of every normal man, aug-
mented by puzzle illustrations.

Covering, in brief detail, all the
Courses offered by the Engineering
School in the freshman year, Wil-
liam J. O'Brien, '33, gives the read-
er of the magazine a concise picture
of the training offered to the em-
bryo engineers.

. Life sketches of mti^ibers of the
faculty Is one of the added features
Of -this year's OWL. The first brief
biography is that of William J.

Barber, Associate Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering, written by
Paetrus F. BanmlUer, '35. Another
introduction is the publishing of an
interview with Robert Parnham,
chief engineer of the Philadelphia
Improvements of the Pennsylvania
Hailroad. Mr. Farnham was inter-
Viewed by John J. Micklos, '33, edi-
tor of the OWL.
A column of the latest news and

Edits New Owl

THE POLL

The day students are asked to

mark and sign their ballots on
the presidential poll and return
them as soon as possible to the
VILLANOVAN office or to the
Book Room. The boarders' bal-

lots will be Qollected this evening
in the dormitories.

te=
ConUnned on Page Four

JOHN J. MICKLOS
Who is putting forth the engi-
neering publication with many
changes in both appearance

and make-up.

WURLimR ORGAN

TO BE INSTALLED

Donation of Edward J.O'Keefe

of Atlantic City to Be

Placed in Chapel

HAS MANY NEW FEATURES

FROIEARY GIVES

TALKTOPRE-IDS

Advises Serious Application to

to One's Duties as Rule

of Success

BUGKNELL SPECIAL TO LEAVE STATION

SATORDAY MORNING AT EIGIfT O'CLOCK

USES POLITICAL THEME

Btduced Rates With Improved

Service Offered by Ma-

jestic Laundry , .

DELIVERY MADE TO ROOMS

During the past week, the Ma-
jestic Laundry Company, of Phila-
delphia, was awarded the contract
for the laundry service at Villanova.
Thifl service was previously handled
by the Wilson Laundry Company,
Of Bryn Mawr.
The change was made because of

ft reduction in prices and more effl-

oient service. Contrary to previous
customs, the finished wash will be
delivered direct to the students'
tooaia by the janitress of the hall.

The day of delivery will be Wednes-
day, as in the past.
Those students desirous of using

ttie service made a $15 laundry de-
posit at the beginning of the se-
mester. This deposit was placed to
the student's credit, and, in the
event that it becomes exhausted, he
Will be notified by the laundry, In
order that he may make an addi-
tional deposit to continue the serv-
ice. At the end of the year, any
balance will be refunded. Students
not having a deposit may send their
wash C. O. D. by informing the
representative of the laundry.
The recent change has been found

advisable not only from the stand-
|>oint of more economical prices and
better service, but also in con.sider-
ation of the convenience to the stu-
dents. No change has been made
•• k> the manner of collection.

The new Wurlitzer organ, donated

by Edward J. O'Keefe, of 22 North
Boston avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.,

for use in the college chapel, is al-

ready on its way to Villanova in a
dismantled condition. While the or-
p:nn is in transportation, William F.
Burkley, of Germantown, has taken
down the old organ and is prepar-
ing the loft for its successor.
The organ is of the same type as

that used in the Anthony Wayne
Theatre, being an exact duplicate in
all respects but age. The Villanova
instrument is a few years newer.
It is 14 feet 6 inches in length; 8
feet in width, and 11 feet high. The
only pipes visible from the church
will be those of the old organ which
will remain for effect, but will have

Continued on Paire Four

FR. STANFORD SPEAKS

Series of Addresses to Be Given to

Students in Philadelphia

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of the college, will
give a series of four addresses to
the students of the Roman Catho-
lic High School, Broad and Vine
streets, Philadelphia. The talks will
be given bi-monthly on Friday
morning at nine o'clock.

The first of these talks was given
last Friday. Fr. Stanford's first

topic was "Religion, What It Is and
What It Means to You," The sec-
ond talk will be "A Present-Day
Fallacy; It Does Not Make Any
Difference What a Man Believes,
It Is What He Does That Counts."
The third will be "Is There a Real
Conflict Between Science and Re-
ligion?" The fourth and last talk
will be "What Does Tolerance or
Broadmindedness Imply?"
These talks are under the aus-

pices of the Eucharistic League.
Other addresses will be given by
the Rt. Rev. Monsignor Joseph M.
Corrigan, O. S. A., D. D.. LI. D.,

Whole-hearted application to du-

ties and the injection of one's self
into his work is one. of the principal
rules of success-lnjany line of en-
deavor, according to Rev. John S.

O'Leary, O. S. A., who delivered an
inspiring address at the seminar of
the Science School last Thursday.
He counselled against half-heart-

ed interest in any endeavor and
urgred the students to inject them-
selves completely into their work
here and to acquire an indomitable
school spirit. He cited several ex-
amples of successful men whose
whole-hearted application to duties
brought them world respect.
"Regardless of your political or

religious attiliations, it is admitted
by all fair thinking men that Al-
fred E. Smith is possessed of an
iritangible something that makes
hinci universally popular. No mat-
ter what he talks about," Father
O'Leary stated, "he says it in such
a manner that it always gains and
holds attention. His political, oppo-
nents may or may not have better
ideas, but it is always Smith who
draws the largest audiences. Why
is this? . . . it's simply because Gov.
Smith puts every ounce of energy
possibl,e in everything he attacks.
"Many national figures today are.

unsuccessful only because they're
totally lacking in color. Statements
they make," Father O'Leary said,
"and speeches they write are lack-
ing in any originality and mass ap-
peal. They seem to lack spirit,

fighting spirit, you can call it, when
the odds are against them. As a
notable exception to this statement,
I wish to call your attention to
Mush Eslar, the scrappy Seton Hall
halfback. Throughout the entire
portion of the game in which he
played he was always on the alert
and always fighting for the team.
Spirit such as this, whether it be
in sports, business or politics, is ai>-

solutely tantamount to success. No
one should forget this point.
"Indifference and half-hearted ef-

forts are to be guarded against.
Nothing is so harmful as taking the
attitude of drifting along. Every
hour of the day you must put your
whole self into all of your work if

you desire success.
"Another point I wish to empha-

size is that students must be always
willing to accept the advice of old-
er men," Father O'Leary continued.
"I can remember that when I was

NO FROSH INITIATION

An official statement has just
been issued by the Rev. Bernard
M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-president
and prefect of discipline of the
college, saying that there will be
no formal initiation of freshmen
this year.
This practice of hazing, which

originated at Villanova quite
some time ago, had always been
a fixed event upon the college
calendar up until recent years.
Lately, however, the authorities
of the college have been raising
serious objections to the prac-
tice.

Two years ago it was only
after much haranguing and un-
certainty that the initiation was
held, and last year a very much
modified form of initiation was
permitted as a final step towards
complete abolishment.
Whether or not the frosh will

be permitted to set aside their
distinctive apparel, more com-
monly known as "regs," at the
beginning of the Christmas holi-

days is still in doubt. It is ru-
mored quite authoritatively,
though, that they will have to
wear the "regs" until the Easter
season. The decision in this
matter, however, rests with the
Vigilance Committee, and the
final word will be announced by
them.

PEP RALLY IN GYM

Student Body With Band Will

March From Campus to

Gymnasium

PROMINENT MEN TO TALK

Special Week-End Permission

May Be Had to Stay in

Scranton

ABOUT 150 TO MAKE TRIP

Continued on Paire Four

MASS FOR MULQUEEN

More Than Eighty to Attend Cere-
mony for Deceased Student

Last Friday morning at 7 o'clock.
Mass was celebrated in the college
chapel by the Rev. Joseph F.
O'Malley, O. S. A., for the repose of
the soul of William J. Mulqueen,
late member of the class of '35. The
Mass was attended by more than 80
students, approximately 60 of whom
received Holy Communion.
The Mass was offered at the re-

quest of his mother upon the occa-
sion of Mr. Mulqueen's 19th birth-
day.

"The classmates of Mr. Mulqueen
also have arranged for another
Mass to be celebrated on Monday
morning, October 31, at 8 o'clock.

The first rally of the year will

start promptly after chapel serv-

ices on this Thursday evening.

Directly following the services

the freshmen will form behind the

band, followed by the upper class-

men, and march to the new gym,
where the activities of the rally will
commence.
At the gym the students will be

the audience of several magnilo-
quent speakers. The president. Rev.
E. V. Stanford, O. S. A., and vice-
president, Rev. Bernard M. Albers,
O. S. A., together with all the col-

lege coaches, namely, Robert Rea-
gan, Edward Hunsinger, and Harry
Stuhldreher and Richard E. Hickey,
captain of the football team, will all

Approximately 150 will board the

Villanova rooters* special for

Scranton this Saturday to attend

the annual Villanova-Bucknell foot-

ball classic. The special train haa
been chartered not only for the
convenience of Villanova students
and alumni, but also to accommo-
date all friends of Villanova who
wish to see the game.
The special will leave the campus

station of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road at 8 A. M. on the day of the
game, stopping at 52d street, Phila-
delphia afc. 8.15 A. M.; North Phila-
delphia at 8.25 A. M., and arriving
in Scranton at 12.20 P. M. This
will allow the rooters ample time
to meet friends, procure lunch, and
be at the playing field before the
opening kick-off. Returning, the
train will leave Scranton (D. L. W.
R. R.) at 7.00 P. M., arriving at
North Philadelphia 10.49 P. M.; 52d
street, Philadelphia, 11.00 P. M., and
Villanova, 11.15 P. M.
Many of the students, members

of the Wilkes-Barre Club and oth-
ers living in the vicinity of Scran-
ton, are purchasing weekend ex-
cursion tickets in order to attend
the annual dance, sponsored by the
Wilkes-Barre Club, which will be
held in the Hotel Casey, Scranton,
following the game. In order to
attend this function, weekend per-
missions must be obtained from
Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college. Ac-
cording to Fr. Albers, permission
will be granted to those students
living in the Scranton district, who
present letters from their parents
requesting such permission. Week-
end permission will also be given
to students who desire to stay at
the homes of relatives livingin the
vicinity of Scranton, provided they

Continued on I'aKA Four
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BUSINESS PROFS TO MEET

This Mass will be attended in a
Lltt. D.. rector of St. Charles of i body by the members of the class
Borromeo Seminary, Overbrook.

|
of '35, friends of Mr. Mulqueen. and

Rev. John A. Morgan. S. J., will i many other students of the college.
«ev. jonn A. Morgan. S. J., will

j

also srive addresses to the students.!

Professors From Throe Colleges to

Discuss Depression

The professors in the Commerce
and Finance schools of Villanova,

Temple University and University

of Pennsylvania have formed a
symposium in order to discuss the
outcome of the present financial
conditions. : ;/

An official of the Bell Telephone
Company recently made a state-
ment to the effect that of the 10 V6

million unemployed men in the
country today, there will not be
more than 60 per cent, of them able
to go back to their positions when
conditions are better. A reporter
on The Philadelphia Daily News
decided that he would investigate
and determine whether the profes-
sors of the leading colleges in this
section agreed or not with this
statement. They will argue the
question pro and con and criticize
the statement from all angles

FOR VICTORY DANCE/^

Affair After Game Promises

Merry Evening of

Entertainment

OCCASION IS NOT FORIVIAC

The annual Victory Dance, spon*
sored by the Wilkes-Barre Club;
promises to be a greater success,
both socially and financially, than
It has ever been in the past, accord-
ing to a recent statement issued by
David Reedy, president of the club.
As in previous years, it will be held
in the Hotel Casey, Scranton, fol-

lowing the Villanova-Bucknell foot*
ball classic, October 29.

Gregg Size and his Orchestra, the
most popular musical ensemble ia
the up-State region, will furnish the
music. The affair will be held in
the Crystal Room of the Hotel
Casey, one of the finest and most
spacious dance floors in the coal
regions. The ballroom will be spe-
cially decorated in Villanova colors
for the occasion.
For the convenience of the stu-

dents and alumni, the affair will be
informal. The admission will be $2
a couple, and the music will com-
mence at 9 P. M., terminating at 12
midnight. Approximately 200 per-
sons will bo present, composed of
students, alumni and friends of Vil-
lanova.
Edgar Lynett is chairman of the

committee and is assisted by Don-
ald Reddington, John O'Connell,

Professors Patrick J. Dougherty
and Karel FIcek, of Villanova, have „.
been consulted and the combined I Robert Dougherty, Francis Eergeiv
views of these men will be pub- J and William McQraw. Tlckf^'i for
lished in the Daily News at ^n early the function may be obtainofl fronj
°*^*»

1 any of the above-mentioned men.
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OVB PRESIDENTIAL POLL

TODAY the VILLANOVAN i» sponsor-

ing a presidential poll for the purpose

of determining whether student senti-

ment is Republican, Democratic or Social-

istic. We wish the st\^dent8 to take this

poll seriously and vote for the party which

they helieve is best fitted to lead the coun-

try out of the throes of the present de-

pression. Many of the students have al-

ready declared that they will vote the So-

cialistic ticket, not because they feel that

Socialism should hold sway, but because

they desire to evidence their radical na-

tures contrary to their ethics and clearer

thinking. This is not the correct attitude

to take for a supposed to be well-educated

college man and does not befit the conduct

of a Catholic gentleman. If you feel that

the platform of the Socialists would ben-

efit the country, then vote for Norman
Thomas. But, on the other hand, if you

believe that Herbert Hoover or Franklin

D. Roosevelt are candidates better fitted

for such an important position, then don't

be a hypocrite, but vote either Republican

or Democratic. We have very little sym-

pathy for hypocrites and we believe that

the students as a whole hold the same

opinion. It is true that Villanova in the

past has been largely Democratic, but

many are dissatisfied with the actions of

the party and will vote either Republican

or Socialistic. Nevertheless, we shall await

results to see which way Villanova's poht-

Ical wind is blowing. Howeyetr^^ we do wish

to admonish you to weigh your judgment

before casting your ballot

THE PEP RALLY
Y^tITHGUT a single exception, the en-W tire student body should be at the

gym Thursday night to show the football

team that the school is backing them to a

man. Let's see some pep! Since this is

to be the first of only two rallies, the old

excuse that there are too many rallies be-

ing held will mean naught. While the

team is out fighting on the gridiron they

have Uttle chance to listen closely enough

to the cheers, the general volume of the

yells being their only indication that the

men they are fighting for are backing

them. Last year's ralhes, were, on the

whole, gross insults to the team. The at-

tendance was small, the cheering ragged.

From now on the team is facing a row of

real hard games. Our spirit will inspire

that additional pep that may swing the

margin of victory our way. It is the duty

of each and every true Villanovan to be

there at the gym, giving the boys rous-

ing cheers to sUrt them on the trip to

Bucknell. Save the wind you use while

whispering in chapel for the rally for it

gnll indeed do more good at the rally.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

LAST weekend was a diaastrous
one for the Blue and White in
the field of athleUc compeU-

tion. An undefeated freshman team
of three years' standing went down
to defeat at the hands of a Wil-
liamsport club, while our 160>pound
teana journeyed to New Haven to
receive a 33-0 trouncing from the
Tale listitwelghte (?). Anent that
trip to Tale, it would be well to call
to mind some of the extenuating
circumstances that surrounded Uiat
contest Our boys left Villanova at
the unearthly hour of 6 A. ,M. and
rode by bus to the scene of the bat-
tle. At 1 P. M. they had dinner and
at 2 were called upon to face a team
that was heavier than they were,
that had the benefit of a night's
sleep, and that had not passed
through a gruelling 990 minutes of
bus travel. With all due deference
to the comforts of the modem meth>
ods of transportation, we are of the
opinion that to ask any group of
men to attempt to play footbaU un-
der the above-mentioned conditions
is a gross injustice both to the
school they represent and to them-
selves. The injuries that followed in
the wake of that bruising battle are
by no means surprising, as the
players were completely worn out
and dead on their feet.

7he highest tribute is not a suffi-

cient reward for their efforts and
tlieir courage in the face of over-
whelming »dds, and the greatest
blame is not sufficient for those that
expected that team to play, after
being placed uiider such a handi-
cap.

The Perth Amboy paper recently
had as one of its featured articles a
glowing account of the achieve-
ments of one James Lucey, who, ac-
cording to the item published, was
a brilliant student, as well as an
all-around star of the present J. V.
team. James' passing (if you be-
lieve newspapers) is bullet-like and
accurate, his running is marked by
a shiftiness that renders a terror in
the open, and his kicking ability is

in the vicinity of 50 yards per punt.
We would like to call Charlie Hurl-
burt's attention to the contents of
this article and maybe he'll use Jim
as a water boy. We pity the Am-
boyian, though, as his chances to
shine this year are mighty slim, for
the simple reason that a person by
the name of Novelline is SUP-
POSED to do the blocking for him.

The Love Contest of the Century
is over! The winner is none o^her
than Iiou DeAngelo. His one re-
maining rival conceded victory to
the sophomore the other evening, by
formally withdrawing from the con-
test. This withdrawal came as a
disUnct surprise, as* the betting was
in favor of Arthur "Finny" Wyman.
However, in an exclusive interview,
he grave the following statement for
publication: "I realize the error of
my ways. I am not the lady-killer I
thought I was and, as a conse-
quence, I am going to retire to a
life of quietude and study. My life,

henceforth, shall be dedicated to
science; my solace shall be in the
arms of hard labor." ; , v
Arthur's autobiography will ap-

pear any week in the Brevities, and
we wish him well in his new role.

The only thing that puzzles us is

how it took him so long to realize

the limitations of his Juanic abili-

ties.

At the start of the Loyola game
the opposing captain made a gal-

lant gesture of friendliness to our
fighting Wildcat, Dick Hickey, that
was greeted by a barrage of touch-
downs once the Villanova machine
began to function. i

"I come from Worchester," says
the leader from Baltimore, and im-
mediately comes the snappy reply
from Mrs. Hickey's pride and joy,

"Well, why didn't you go to Holy
Cross?" As the game progressed, it

is our guess that he wished he had.

IS IT TRUBJ—
That the description of the person

from Bayonne, given a few weeks
ago, fits more than one of our num-
ber?

That Eddie Mayer won't play foot-

ball, merely because he ha^ a brok-
en arm?
That Gene Collins has aspirations

to be a ballet dancer?

That Paetrus BanmiUer Is at-

tempting to arrange a debate with
Rosemont?
That the odds are 8-5 on Temple?

(If so, kindly leave word at the
VILLANOVAN office.)

That Frank Martin was still wel-

come at Mt. St. Joe's on Sunday
afternoon?

That the Rogues Gallery belnfi

collected by "Chuck Tsucalas, the

Mayor of Journal Square, Jersey

City, has recently suffered by the

Umm of hiM orize evblbit?

COLLEGIATE
NEW5REEL

THERS WM a letter in the Ui^
sinus Weekly mail box this
week which cohtainsd a very

bitter attack on the art of debate.
In fact, it was so bitter 'that we be-
lieve the writer was disappointed in
tore, like Dick Hickey, and was just
getting the poison out of his system.
His argument was that future

lawyers, doctors, and minlsteni are
trained to deliberately brush out of
existence everything of slgnillcanee
which their opponent says, that de-
baters are out to win at any cost,
and that truth plays second fiddle
in the forensic orchestra. He infers
that this is tha reason why 20 per-
sons are a crowd at a debate.
Our humble advice is for that di»l

.

illusioned young man to take a trip
to the college of New Roehelle,
where debates bring; out a mob of
from three to live hundred, and
everybody pays 35 cents cover
charge. Or gets another girL

We almost fell off our high chair
reading the thrilling story of bow
an aviation student at North Da-
kota State School of Science atnaost
captured two bold bandits with bis
rusty airplane. He pursued the ban-
dits over half the State before he
had to land in a farm yard for gas.
By the time he had convinced tbei

farmer that he wasn't the Angel
Gabriel, refilled and gone aloft, the
villains had disappeared.
And won't those pre-meds who go

batty chasing teeny-weeny buglets
be envious.

The Gamecock of South Carolina
had a very interesting editorial this
week concerning a "True Univer-
sity." It states that a person goes
to college to become matured and
therefore be a credit to his country
and to himself. It then quotes the
widely commented article by John
Erskine in the Review of Reviews:
"Instead we 'supei-vise' him, see to
it that he takes only so many cuts
in each term or semester. We su-
pervise his sports, his publications,
his clubs, his oratory, and his
study."

It seems that the speech which
we were given when freshmen about
being men with a man's responsibil-
ities and obligations do not fit in
with "supervising."

AMONG OTHER THINGS
Prof. Martin GiU's brother, Dan-

iel, is the regular quarterback for
the University of Dayton Fliers.
• Norman Thomas, Socialist candi-
date for the Presidency, graduated
from Bucknell in 1905.

Seventy per cent of the students
at Temple University earn their
own tuition.

It has been found that the Tale
students who earn their own tuition
are the best students.
And now, fellows, don't rush. La

Salle holds dances and the girls pay
the hold-up man at the gate.

Chick Meehan, of Violet fame, has
started at Manhattan in a big way
in order to gain a little publicity.
The Jai-pers use a military huddle,
have an enormous band and they
shoot off a deafening cannon during
the game.
Now all he has to do is stage a

couple it upsets, especially over N.
T. U. and those "Chicks" will cei^
tainly strut. Tes, we know, but
can't we do a little day dreaming
once in awhile?

Kenton Kilmer, son of Joyce Kil-
mer, had his picture in this week's
Tower, of Catholic University,
where he plans to obtain his Doctor
of Philosophy degree. This is one of
his poems:

POOLS' ARMT
Weaponless, to disaster

We march In brave array;

Some striding faster, faster;

Some loitering by the way.
.' ',; ':

'r'.- . ;^ :

Our enemies are cruel.

Armed, ready for the fray.

We enter the duel
And hope to win the day.

Not striking, nor resisting,

Poor wounded, dying dupes,

We plan to win, enlisting

All the opposing troops.

An^ we don't want "Captain" Ma-
Gee (he simply loves to be called

Captain, girls) coming up to the of-

fice asking us to print his poetry.

The Temple News this week fea-

tures a story about a Gkrman col-

lege professor who can speak 140

lanpTuages, which is believed to cov-

er about everything. In fact, they
believe he would be at home In any
place, any time.

Well, he may be good, but we are

willing to g^ve odds of two to one
that If lie tried to speak to a Liver-

pool longshoreman, he'd find himself

sapped before he got to the line of

scrimmage.

PEOMISCUOpS quoting of the classicft

has been a popular pastime among
aspiring writers. Inapt use of such quota*

tions invariably is found in writing that

caa only be classified as mediocre.

Clever writers turn to famous authors

and poets, it is true, but they do so in

such a way as to add worth and meaning
to their own efforts. One should be surd

he has the ability cleveriy to combine

phrases of the masters with his own, be*

fore attempting it.

To use classical expressions for the

sake of exhibiting one's knowledge is a
vulgar display which should be avoided m
assiduously as a vulgar dispUy of wealthy

Heywood Broun, newspaper columnist^

is an outstanding example of a writer who
can and does use quotations from the clas*

sics cleveriy. He does it so well that it

does not interrupt the reader's train d
thought nor impair the fffomio^ style eC

the writer.
^;-'::v .•

On the other hand the opposite trn*

treme may be found in newspapers today;

most notably in the sports sections. Verji;

often a sports writer will say that a prise-i

fighter on the losing end of the bout **wai*

fered, the slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune" or received ''the most unkindest

cut of all" over the right eye. Such inter*

polations only serve to confuse the reader

and lessen the effectiveness of the story.

Caesar and Cicero, Shakespeare and
Longfellow, and a host of writers have
all served the sports writers long and well

in supplying phrases and descriptions that

could not, by the wildest stretch of the

imagination, be inserted into the descrip*

tion of a sporting event.

It is well to remember, therefore, that

unless you are a master of diction, whose
facile pen has brought renown, it is better

to endeavor to pen original phrases for

others to quote in the years to come*-*

footprints in the sands of time.

Off the Bookshelf
"DIANA STAIR,'' by Floyd DelL FarrMt

& Rinehart, Inc., New York.

Built around the socialistic revolution oi

the period during the Nineteenth Century,

which preceded the Civil War, Floyd Dell's

newest novel is reminiscent of his earlier

works written a dozen years ago. "Diana

Stair," no doubt, will strike a responsive

chord among those, who at one time were
Dell's devoted disciples, accepting his

teachings and theories with unquestioning

faith. .^ .•,,,_ •;< „,.:^--.

.

At any rate, it shows Mr. Dell as a m<Mfe

powerful writer than did his last few nov-

els. A definiteness and concentration is

felt, which, combined with many other ad-

mirable qualities, are all indications of a
best seller.

Diana Stair, herself, is an excellent chsi^

acterization. The author pictures her as

young, fair, possessing a magnetic persoa-

ality; in fact, the true embodiment of the

"trail blazer." She is a rebel from her

own generation. Flaunting as she did aH
the hide-bound traditions of that era, yet

her magnetism drew people, who, while

heartily disapproving, were unable to diih

like her.

From such a brief summary it is impos-

sible to learn anything of the vivid, o6ai*

pelling person who was Diana Stair. Mi^
Dell has pictured her clearly and vividly,

but neither has he neglected the back-

ground of her life. Particularly fine are

his drawings of the boarding houses where
the "guests" are all wopien, and^the maim
topic of conversation centered about mat-

rimony, and where the married members
are looked upon as superior beings. The
flurry that Diana raises in such places is

told in a style both amusing and well-
'

executed.

• t>
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The Political

Boiling Pot
EDITOR'S NOTE—The
VILLANOVAN invites
student comment on the

present political situa-

tion, this column being

set aside weekly for this

purpose. All communica-
tions must be signed, not
necessarily for publica-

tion. Address the VIL-
LANOVAN, Box 1, Vaia-
nova. Pa, /

Kdltor of the VILLANOVAN,
Villanova, Pa.
I>ear Editor:
The letter published in the Issue

of October 18, signed, "A Student
JDeniocrat," prompts me to set forth

the answers to some of the more
pertinent questions which he raises.

Student Democrat has stated thlat

the necessiti^ produced by the

present economic depression make
ift imperative that great care be ex-

ercised in the choice of the Nation's

Bxecutive for the next quadren-
nium. How truly does he here
speak! However, I must differ with

him in his conclusion that Franklin

"D. Roosevelt is the man for the

greatest honor the Nation can offer.

We have heard a great deal of

oratory in the last few months from
the Democrats, hitting the policies

of economy set forth by the Gov-
ernment under the guidance of Mr.
Hoover. This oratory, instead of

facte, seems to have lodged itself in

the mind of the Democratic nomi-
nee.

I am well aware of the fact that
progress in a democracy depends
largely on co-operation and com-
promise on matters that do not af-

fect great principle, but it is not for
the Democratic leaders to rise now
and talk of economy and reduction
of governments expenses after
their attempts to foist 13.500.000.600

of further expenditure, which the
Republican ntHuinee halted, and
their failure to reduce expenses by
some $200,000,000 to $300,000,000.

Which they refused to do, and their
forcing on us $322,000,000 in new ex-
penditures after our most strenuous
opposition—if it had not been for
these facts, the expenditures for
this fiscal year would be $500,000,-

000 less than they actually were.
iProm these facts you may easily
draw your own conclusions regard-
teg Democratic "economy"!

Mr. Hoover has often stated that
the following are his demands for
z>eductions in €rOvernnnent expendi-
tures and his policies regarding the
depression: First, a drastic reduc-
tion in governmental expenditures,
and by this, and an Increase in rev-
enues through scaled taxation, bal-
ancing the budget, thus holding the
impregnability of the credit of the
Federal Government. Secondly, the
creation of banks to aid the home-
owner against foreclosure and the
farmer against his mortgagees.
Thirdly, the creation of the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation to ex-
tend credit to various States for the
needy and to put the public credit
behind the private credit of the Na-
tion in order to re-establish the lat-

ter and maintain it in an unassail-
able position. Fifthly, an authority
to secure the early liquidation of
funds in closed banks; and sixthly,

a continuation of the publir' \»">»'kF.

profrram to aid err*>'—' 'r"

xhese policies •w«,»^, ... .,.»e main,
carried out over the strenuous oppo-
sition of the Democratic House, and
we have seen that in the past few
months there has been a gradual
change in the economic pulse of the
country. Foreclosures have dimin-
ished in number, and there has been
an upturn in employment, and, in

general, business conditions have
taken a turn for the better.

I think, therefore, that Mr. Hoo-
ver's policies have been wise, and
.that they have proven that he has

(^ontlnned on Paice Four
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Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers
First Class Senric«

and Depression Priess
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Honorary Position Given

McGeeh^lifblrAlumniClub
More Than FiftyMembers

Attend Main Line
• • ft

! ClubSmokei^

OFFICERS CHOSEN
1 1 r •.»*.:

With more than 50 inembiBrs at<

tending, the first smoker-fxieeting of

the newly formed Main Line Alumni
Club was held last Tuesdayevening
In the Villanova gymnasium-audi-

torium. Charles A. Mcp^eehan, '08,

of Norristown, former graduate

manager of athletics, was cbosen

honorary presld'ent.

George W. Jacobs, '27, varsity

basketball coach, was elected active

president. Five .vice-presidents also

were selected for the various dis-

tricts composing the club. They are:

Thomas J. O'Donnell, '23, vice-presi-

dent for the Upper Main Line Dis-

trict; Owen L. Murray, '29, vice-

president for the Lower Main Line
district; Leon H. Quill, '30, vice-

president for the West Chester dis-

trict; Alphonse C. Stein, '22, vice-

president for the Upper Darby dis-

trict; Henry I. Fox, '30, vice-presi-

dent for the Norristown district.

Robert J. Turnbach, '29, instruc-

tor in genetics and physiology, was
chosen secretary - treasurer. Mr.
Turnbach announced that the next
meeting of the organization mtIII be
held on Tuesday evening, November
15. in the college gymnasium.
The territory of the Main Line

Alumni Club extends from Norris-
town to Philadelphia, and from
West Chester to Media. Meetings of

the organisation will be held regu-
larly in the future, and all the faciU
ities of the new college gymnasium
have been placed at the disposal of
the members. Dinners, speeefiies,

bowling, billiards and swimming
will be among the features.
Among those present at last

week's meeting were: John T. Fitz-

gerald, '17, Bryn Mawr; James A.

CHARLES A. McGEEHAN

Hart. '20, Bryn Mawr; Phillip Mc-
Gill, '27, Bryn Mawr; Felix E. Mc-
Oulre, 21, Ardmore; Charles J
O'Donnell, 16, South Overbrook,
and Richard T. Haley, '29, West
Chester.

NEW L K. D. SECRETARY

Roecovles ClMMsen by Close Margin
Over Three Other Nominees

At the weekly meeting of the
Iiambda Kappa Delta, conducted
last Thursday, nominations and
elections were held to fill the office

of secretary. The following stu-
dents were nominated: Constantine
Roscovics, Rafaele Violette, George
Gartland and Walter D'Alonzo. Mr.
Rascovics was elected by a close
margin. Plans were discussed for
the formation of the fraternity bas-
ketball team and a manager is to
be selected In the near future.
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Ride the Short Line

Home at Thanksgiving

Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23
in Front of Dining 'Hall

New York $1.75 one way

Boston $4.50 " "

For Further Information See

W. O. THERIAULT
in Pie Shop or 48 Mendel Hall

PRESIDENTHIVEN

Fr. Stanford Presented With

Doctor of Letters Degree

by Boston College

WAS ONCE STUDENT THERE

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of the college, was re-

cently awarded the degree of Doc-

tor of Letters by Boston College.

Father Stanford, who went into

oflice as president of Villanova last

June, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Gorham £. Stanford, of 654 Rivers

street, Mattapan.

Father Stanford was born in Bos-

ton, February 14, 1897, dnd attend-

ed St. Raphael's School in Hyde
Park, Boston College High School

and later Boston College. While at
the college, Father Stanford took
an arts course. The arts course,
as given at that time, was different

than that given at the present day.
Then it prepared a person for al-

most any branch of studies. From
Boston College he went to Villanova
to complete the studiee for his de-

gree. . V, •/,.

After completing hffl' theological
studies be was ordained at Philadel-
phia, on June 10, 1922. Immediately
after his ordination he was assigned
professor <^ descriptive geometry
in the Engineering School here in

September. 1922. He Is the author
of the text now being used In thla

course. In 1926 he assumed the
duties of chaplain at the college.

In this office he did much to fur*

ther the religious side of education
here. His research bulletins, "Spiri-

tual Searchlights," have attracted
much attention among Catholic ed^*
cators.

FROSH HOLD MEETING

Fr. Albers Says Clftae of '36 Laol^l

"True Villanova Spirit"

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A^
vice-president of the college, ad-

dressed the freshman clasis at a
meeting held in the Mendel Hall
amphitheatre at 1 P. M. last

Wednesday. He emphatically ex-

pressed the point that the present
freshmen have not exhibited the

spirit and co-operation shown by
the preceding classes. Fr. Albers

also stated that "the true Villanova
spirit" is lacking, an essential fac-

tor in the success of the class.

Harry, Coates, coach of track, wa»
then asked to address the yearlings.

The main topic of his speech was
the importance of a sound physical
make-up. He said, '•Physical educa-
tion is as important as mental edu-
cation. If a man does not possess a
sound lody, he will not have a sane
mind." During his talk, Mr. Coates
urged the freshmen to try for the

track team. Ed Donohue, captain
of the varsity track team, supple-

mented the coach's talk with a few
words about the track team.

Aloysius Ryan, chairman of the
Vigilance Committee, called a meet-
ing of the freshman class, resident

and day students, to be held in the
amphitheatre at 7 o'clock Wednes-
day evening. Mr. Ryan stated that
a severe penalty would be iBk]>oee4

upon anyone not present.

'HiiUilh'
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XHE tobacco that is

cut best for pipes might

be termed *Vhittle cut" or

**rough cut," like Granger.

It requires a type oftobacco

different from the tobacco

used for chewing tobacco

Dr cigarettes. Then again.

Granger is made by Well-

man's Method.

Granger has a pleasing

aroma. It is slow burning

and cooL Just try it!
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NEWflWLTO APPEAR

SATURDAY MORNING

Life Sketches of the Faculty

Among Many New
Features

FR. VRANA MODERATOR

continued Prom P»ce One

goings on the campus uivder the
title "Cross-section," written by
Frank L. Martin, '35, is not only
newsy, but spicy, and provides
highly interesting reading. Further
humor is provided in the poetry
headed "Verse and Worse," by the
engineer's versatile bard, Gordon
Keeling. '34.

A full page devoted to the activi-

ties of the Alumni and written by
William C. Levis, '34, will keep the
graduate subscribers in close touch
with their former classmates and
friends. A like page of the activi-

ties of the engineering organiza-
tions appears, compiled by George
McGrath, '33.

Incidental news and editorials

complete the literary make-up of
the journal, whose appearance has
been highly improved by the use of
numerous illustrations and pictures.

In addition to the men above-
mentioned, the staff is augmented
by the following: Charles A. Meyer,
John P. McCullen and Edward L.

Mayer, of the senior class; Francis
J. McGinley, John W. Pickell and
William Hines, of the junior class;

Harold D, McGrath, '34; John J.

Fox, John W. Hallahan and Steph-
en H. Miller, of the class of '35.

COLLEGE GLEE CLUB

BEING ORGANIZED

Rev. Francis W. Ludwig, 0. S.

^.y Supervising Meetings

and Rehearsals

DONOHUE MADE PRESIDENT

Villanova has a glee club. Work-
ing quietly, and unknown to the
majority of the student b6dy, a
small group, under the direction of
Rev. Francis W. Ludwig, O. S. A.,

has set for itself the goal of giving
Villanova one of Ihose delightful
singing organizations which form
a part of the extra-curricular activi-

ties of most colleges.

At present the membership con-
eists of 22 students. The club has
already held two rehearsals. Fr.

Ludwig Is very enthusiastic about
the talent which the members have
shown and entertains high hopes
for the future if the group contin-

ues to manifest the interest it has
shown in the first two meetings.
Edward J. Donohue has been

elected temporary president of the
organization. Permanent officers

will be selected at a meeting in the
near future.

No definite plans have been for-

mulated as to the presentation of

recitals. The primary purpose of

the club is to bring together those
students who enjoy singing. If the
organization continues and pro-

gresses, entertainments will be giv-

en in the future, and the Glee Club
will become a permanent activity.

Musical "arrangements and the
conduction of rehearsals are under
the supervision of Raymond C.

Baratta and Joseph Albanese.

Fr. O^Leary Gives
Talk to Pre-Meds

C«mtliiurd Fnmi I'uko One

younger I heard speeches like these
and I took them with a grain of

salt, to say the least. 'Listen to old-

er men,' that's foolishness I thought.
But aa I gradually grew older I

realized more and more the truth

of their statements. Boys, when a
nian older than yourself advises you
in regard to a matter, heed that

advice—most times he's correct."

That a spirit of work and energy
should be bred early in life was an-

other point Father O'Leary made.
"A man seldom changes for the bet-

ter as he grows older." he said.

"Good habits must be formed as

soon as possible if progress is to be

made later. By playing the game
squarely and in a clean manner, by

putting all the fight and energy pos-

sible In your action, from these

succesi will come of itself."

WHO IS VILLANOVA 'S CHOICE
INPRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN?

Are You Voting for Hoo-

ver, Roosevelt, orThom-

as for President?

CAST BALLOTS TODAY

The ballots for the VILLANOV-
AN'S presidential poll are being dis-

tributed today. The boarders will

find a ballot enclosed in each copy,
while the day students will be given
their ballot when they appear at
the VILLANOVAN office for to-

day's issue. The rules for the poll

are simple:
1. Any student, whether he be of

voting age or not, may vote.

2. Students can vote for only one
of the presidential candidates.

3. Ballots must be returned eith-

er to the Book Room or to the
VILLANOVAN office.

4. All votes must be cast before
Saturday morning.

5. Faculty members are invited

to vote in the poll.

6. All ballots must be signed.

7. The results of the poll will be
announced in next week's VILLA-
NOVAN.
The ballots contain names of the

three leading political parties: Her-
bert Hoover, Republican; Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Democrat, and Nor-
man Thomas, Socialist.

The purpose of this poll is to de-

termine whether Villanova is Demo-
cratic, Republican or Socialist. In
the past Villanova has always been
largely Democratic, and never was
this more pronounced than in the

Bucknell Special
Leaves Sat. Morning

Continued From Paice One

present to Fr. Albers letters from
their parents giving them the ex-

pressed right to do this.

The sale of railroad tickets, both
the special excursion ticket costing
$2.50, and the weekend excursion
ticket costing $6.50, began in the
bookroom last Tuesday at 10 A. M.
and will close at 12 M., tomorrow.
Absolutely no tickets will be sold
after this date. Bookroom deposits
may not be used to defray the ex-
penses of the trip. Cash must ac-
company every order.
Fr, Albers stated that everything

is being done to facilitate the
movement of the student body to
and from the game. If the ticket
sale warrants, the railroad is pre-
pared to furnish additional coaches.
Students who have Saturday classes
are again urged to report this fact
to Fr. Albers, in order that they
may be excused from attendance.
The college band will also make
the trip to Scranton on the special.

R. I. P.
The open-air museum of antiquat-

ed relics of the automotive art
which once graced the Maplewood
Garage, the triangle in the rear of
Mendel Hall.

presidential election of 1928. This
year, however, problems have aris-

en which may change student sen-

timent The depression has caused
many to lose faith In Mr. Hoover
and believe that he is a complete
failure. Others who voted the Dem-
ocratic ticket in the past have
changed sides because of a lack of
confidence in the Democratic nomi-
nee and because of the party's treat-

ment of AI Smith. Furthermore,
there are others who are so dis-

gusted with both parties that they
will vote the Socialist ticket.

Toward whom does the student
body of Villanova lean? Next week
will tell the tale. Read the rules
carefully) mark and sign your bal-
lot and return it to the above-men-
tioned polling places.

PROM PLANS UNDER WAY

Orchestra to Be Chosen From
Radio Artists' Bureaus

William Sirica, recently appointed
chairman of the Junior Prom com-
mittee, revealed Saturday that
plans are already well under way
to insure the success of the func-
tion. Determined efforts are being
made in order that this year's Prom
will be one of the best in recent
years.

Negotiations have been com-
menced with the artists" bureaus of
both the Columbia Broadcasting
System and the National Broadcast-
ing Company for the orchestral
booking, and these agencies are
showing Mr. Sirica every courtesy
possible. The majority of the better
dance orchestras are booked
through one or the other of these
agencies, so the lists submitted to
the committee contain the names of
all the better-known bands.

Mr. Sirica also stated that every
detail is receiving careful and
weighty consideration in order to
make the Prom successful, both
from a financial and social view-
point. Working with Mr. Sirica is a
committee whose early and sincere
efforts augur well for the caliber of
the Prom.

*

,*...,-:

At this early date, no definite In-

formation is available as to the ex-
act plans of the committee, but as-
surance is given that this year's
Prom will be an affair that will be
long and favorably remembered.

Pen Rally in Gym
l^bMrsday Evening

continued if'roin Pace On«

deliver words of interest and spirit

to the student body.

This rally is being sponsored by
the student council under the direc-

tion of the chairman, .Arthur R.
Shortall. The student council as a
body Is putting forth every effort

to make this rally one of unprece-
dented success and magnificence.
Moreover, the student council Is en-
deavoring to further the occasion
by the presence of several promi-
nent speakers from Philadelphia
newspapers.

On. arriving at the gym the stu-

dents will be assigned definite loca-
tions at which to take their places,

mostly In the balcony. From there
they will go through the cheers
with the cheerleaders under the su-
pervision of Howard Richmond.
This Is the first of two rallies this

year and It Is expected that every
student will lend his whole-hearted
support toward making the occa-
sion one of unabounding spirit and
success.

The second rally of the year will

precede the Temple game.

Wurlitzer Organ
To Be Installed

Contlnaed From Pace One

HOOVER
Continued From Pace Three.

ALUMNUS GETS POSITION

Made Assistant Distributor of State

Relief Funds

Paul D. McNelis, B. S., a member
of last year's senior class in the
school of commerce and finance,
has recently received an appoint-
ment as assistant distributor of the
State relief funds in the Hazleton
district. These funds are provided
by the Pennsylvania sales-tax levy,

enacted by the State Legislature at
its last special session. The tax has
been levied on all retail sales in the
State, the proceeds obtained there-

from to be used entirely for distri-

bution to needy families of the
Commonwealth. The relief work
in the Hazleton district is being
supervised by Michael J. Hartneady,
appointed by Governor Gifford Pin-
chot.

the wisdom and foresight necessary
to guide our ship of state through
the troubled seas of this economic
depression. After all, there is no
reason why we should change our
pilot In the middle of the storm
when our present pilot has shown
himself to be so well qualified to
hold his position.

Yours very truly,

R. L. D.

nothing to do with the tone of fh.%
new organ.
The sound box of the new Instru*

ment is totally enclosed and will be
located behind the console. Air foi:

the organ is supplied by an eleo*
trically operated pneumatic api)a*
ratus. The console Is detachable
and has two manuals.

Some of the added features foun4
on this rgan are: The vox humano^
a combination of notes produced
by the organ resembling the voice
of e congregation singing; stops
for clarinet, tuba, and harp; and
chimes and orchestral bells. All of
these are electrically controlled
from the keyboard.

According to Rev. John M. Fagaiv
O. S. A., rector of St Thomas' pai^
Ish, "The generous gift of Ma^
O'Keefe is in e^ccellent condition. X
have inspected It, and it appears in
fine shape. The old organ has beea
in the habit of breaking down every^
so often, and I am sure the parlsb*
loners v/Ill be happy with the new
organ." Fr. Fagan said that the old
organ is practically removed from
the church and he hopes that by;

Christmas, at the latest, the new
organ will be ready for use.

In the meantime, he Is trying to
get a small organ for temporary;
use. He has Intentions of getting
the seminarians from Corr Hall to
sing* Gregorian music. '

After the organ has been in*

stalled, Fr. Fagan Intends to give a
musicale, open to all that care to
come. While he has not any defln

nite plans as to the nature of the
recital, he will try to have some
prominent organist demonstrate the
sweetness of tone and the beauty of
Its capabilities.

^^^5r^

- ... THE COLLEGE MEN'S

C^ /^ERE'S a college tradition that's one of the

K^ Imf ^®®t • • • "Half past eight is the time to tele-

phone home!*' It's not in the Fre.'*hman handbook^

it's not in the Rules. But here's the reason for its

popularity:

»• .' .-.J

At 8:30 P. M. low Night Rates go into eifect on Sta-

tion to Station calls. These are calls for a telephone

(like a local call) and NOT for a specific person.

Take advantage of the saving—just give the operatoi|

your home telephone number. The folks are prob-

ably at home at 8:30 P. M. But best of all, and Xo

make doubly sure, keep a regular date to telephone

home each week. Then you can always make use ol

the inexpensive Station to Station service.

3ryn Mawr to: Day
Jersey City $.65

New York Oty „ 65

Chicago, 111 2.75

Orange, N. J. .60

Trenton, N. J 30

Tax ladixled

Night

$.35

^5
1.55

.35

.30

PASSING
IN ,

REVIEW
IT IS SAID that if one should

rub a cat's fur in the wrong
direction, the feline will be*

come enraged. Something akin
to rubbing the fur in the wrong
direction happened Saturday aft-

ernoon. When the Loyola boys
scored their first and only touch-
down In the first few minutes of
play they rufTled the Wildcats'
glossy coat and did they sufTer

e consequences!

The Greyhounds had a rather
tricky aerial attack, but that was
all. All attempts to gain yardage
by carrying the ball were fnuK
trated by the Blue and White's
sterling forward wall.

OQce again the Stuhldreher
backfleld gave an indication of
its ball-carrying ability. "Whitey"
Randour gave the stands a thrill

when he broke through tackle
and ran over 84 yards of gridiron
for a touchdown. Cook, the sopho-
more sensation at fullbacic,

scored twice, both counters being
•cored on long runs. Harry
Patzsch was another fullback who
showed speed and ability in
ground gaining in Saturday's
game. The other two boys who
added to their scoring total for
the season wera the two "Joe's,"

Welsenbaugh and Yorke.

With next Saturday starts the
big battles for the Wildcats. To
date, the Felines have been push-
ing over their opponents with
ease. From now on, however,
the going Is expected to be a lit-

tle tougher. On Saturday after-

noon at Brook's Field in Scranton
will be staged a grid classic which
should be well worth seeing. On
that afternoon the Bison of Buck-
nell will match brain and brawn
with the Wildcat of Villanova.

For the past vuree years we
have made the long and tire-

some trek up into the coal
regions in the hope of seeing
the Feline banner wave in tri-

umph. We have as yet to
witness such a spectacle. Back
in '29 when we were new
•round hero we made oiur first

trip full of enthusiasm and
spirit, but the edge of that
enthusiasm was dulled some-
what when the Blue and
White bowed, 9 to 0.

In 1930 we u^^^yi our second
journey to the home of the "black

( diamond." We cheered and root-
ed for all we were worth, but once^ again we saw the representatives
of our Alma Mater repulsed, 20
to 14.

In 1931, as had become our cus-
tom, we made the trip to Scran-
ton to see the game. The game
was played on a muddy field and
Intermittently heavy showers were
loosed from the heavens. But
despite the inclemency of the
weather we witnessed one of the
best football games we ever saw.
For four quarters the ball moved
up and down the soggy field and
when the final whistle blew the
score was to 0.

Next Saturday we hope to be
on hand again up in the coal
cracker land and this time we
want to see Villanova win. The
Bisons have had their way too
long and it's about time the Blue
and White chalked up a win.
Stuhldreher's proteges have shown

^ speed, power, and ability in the
\ early season games and there is

no reason why they shouldn't con-
tinue the victorious march right
through the Thundering Herd.

* * *

Rules Make FootliafI

Safe Game

ACCORDING to a i^^cat talk
given by Head Coach Harry
Stuhldreher the reason for

injuries in football is due to the
lack of training on the part of.

those who participate in the game.
Present-day rulings have cut
down the possibility of being in-

jured to almost a minimum. How-
ever, as long as those who play
'^o not keep proper training rules,
lere will be some who will be

hurt.
Speaking of football rules and

Injuries, the one rule which has
, done moot to cut down the num-
ber of casualties is the one which
declares the ball "dead" as soon
as any part of the ball-carrier,
other than his hands or feet,

touches the ground.
This new regulation has put an

end to the dangerous "piling on"
of former years. In the old days

, in order to prevent the ball-car-
rier from resuming his journey
after he had slipped or fallen,

the whole opposing team used to
jump on him. The position of the
ball-toter at these times was often
such that he could not protect
himself and the result wip that
He was open to severe

TRACK

SPORTS
BOWLING GOLF FOOTBALL
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WILDCATS CLAW GREYHOUNDS

PREPARE TO lET

FELINES SATURDAY

Lewisburgians Confident That

They Will Again Defeat

Villanova

HAMPERED BY INJURIES

By WALTER W. BUCH
News Editor, The Bucknellian

LEWISBURG, Pa., Oct. 2« -No
time will be lost following Buck-
nell's meeting with Lafayette as the
grid attraction at Bucknell's home-
coming day on Saturday before
Coach Carl Suavely will be run-
ning his squad of 36 Bisons against
a Villanova play-equipped freshman
team, in preparation for the game
with the Wildcats in Scranton, Oc-
tober 22.

The game, one of the m^jor
points in Bucknell's ambitious nine-
game schedule, is now considered
to be the Bison's last really hard
battle. It comes immediately fol-

lowing games with Fordham,
Temple and Lafayette, on successive
weekends, and it will be a tired

group of Bisons that will prance
out to wage grid war with the Wild-
cats.

Injuries have been the bane of
the Bucknell team this year. Start-
ing with the disablement of Dor-
man, veteran end, and Seiss, senior
guard, in the opening game, a long
list of injuries has kept from two
to five regulars out of every game.
Excepting Jack Dempsey, who was
operated on last week for appendi-
citis and who will be out for the

(Continued on Paire Eight

GOLF SEASON GETS

UNDER WAY TODAY

Main Line Open Golf Course

Is Scene of Annual Fall

Tournament

FR. CRAWFORD COOPERATES

Howard J. Richmond, varsity
manager of golf, announced today
that the annual fall tournament, to
be played at the Main Line Open
Golf Course, Radnor, October 25 to

27, inclusive, will open thie soason
for Villanova golfers.

The Main Line course has been
obtained through the able co-opera-
tion of Rev. John H. Crawford, O.
S. A., faculty director of athletics,

who chose it in preference to the
course used last year, due to its

proximity to the college. The use of
the course has been extended to all

those desiring to enter the compe-
tition. It also was announced that
the facilities of the Valley Forge
Country Club will be tendered to
the members of both the freshman
and varsity squads. This will afford
members of the team the opportu-
nity to acquire experience on dif-

ferent types of courses.
This fall tournament is held pri-

marily to determine the school
champion for the coming year, and
also to select the members that
will play in the fall matches with
the various country clubs in the vi-

cinity. During these matches, the
team will consist of 12 men, both
freshmen and upper-classmen, ac-
cording to the first 12 scores in the
tournament. As usual, there will be
two teams representing the college,
varsity and freshmen. Both will

BUCKNELL RECORD
The present ViUanova-Bucknell

gridiron series was started in

1926, and to date the record
stands as follows:

1926—Villanova, 7; Buckn^l, 8.

1927~Vll]anova, 12; Buck-
nell. 28.

192S-_VUlanova, 20 ; B u c k-
nell, 6.

1929—ViUaaova, 0; BuckneU, 9.

1980—Villanova, 14 ; B u c k-
nell, 20.

1981—Villanova, 0; BuckneU, 0.

DEFEATS FRESHEN

Long Winning Streak

Jacobsmen Broken by

12-0 Loss

of

PENALTIES COST GAME

*

« ' .'
,

Felines ComeFrom Behind
To Sink Loyola, 31 to 7

Randour's 84-Yard Sprint for Touchdown Sensation

of dame; Carrol Cook Scores Twice

on Long Runs

staging a most disastrous upset,

the Williamsport Amateur Club de-

feated "Doc" Jacob's frosh team
Friday night, to the tune of 12 to 0.

The Blue and White was ham^
pered by numerous penalties total-
ing almost 200 yards, which not
only prevented them from scoring
but resulted indirectly in Williams-
port's two markers.
Outrushed 133 yards to 60 and

first downs 8 to 7, the Wolverines
combined an effective aerial assault
with numerous Wildcat penalties to
tally in the second and fourth pe-
riods.

The Yearlings threatened con-
stantly, but fumbles and infractions
of the rules checked their drives.
The Wolverines went into the air
in the second quarter when Hoff-
nagle passed to Schwartz over the
goal line after Schwartz had com-
pleted two pretty passes to Bodle
for an aggregate of 40 yards.
Villanova yielded the second

touchdown late in the fourth quar-
ter when the Wolverines covered 55
yards with the aid of 32 yards in
penalties.

Chrisop finally plunged over from
the one-yard line. The play of the
Wildcats was marked by spectacu-
lar runs by Kotys and Higgins, the

Continued on Paice Seven

AFTER trailing 7-6 at the end of the first quarter, the

Wildcats gave expression to their pent-up fury and tore

the Loyola Greyhounds to pieces in the remaining periods,

running up a final score of 31-7 in one of the roughest games

ever played at the stadium.

The Loyolans startled everyone by cutting loose with

a passing attack in the very beginning of the game. On the

third Loyola play of the game, "Vinnie" Carlin, a worthy

successor to Larry Dellaire, tossed a 30-yard pass to Dunne,

who dashed 20 yards tor a touchdown as the Wildcats looked

on dumb-founded. This pass, which raised the Southerners'

hopes for a while, proved to be a boomerang as it aroused

the 'Cats to fight as only an infuriated team can.
I Because of the over-anxiousnesa

_ , —

_

• « o' both teams and the intense feel-

Junior Varsity to

Start on Saturday

Charley ^HurJblirt's Charges Will
Play First Gauip Against

West Chester State

Coach Cha*-.^ 'idilburt, mentor
of the junior varsity, has been whip-
ping his charges into shape during
the past few weeks for the first en-
counter of the season, which will be
staged against the West Chester
Normal squad this Saturday. ^
A scrimmage on Friday, which

showed ragged line-play, but a good
passing attack, was followed by an-
other yesterday, during which the
running plays were subject to much
attention. The coach expects to in-

vade West Chester with an aggres-
sive team Saturday, and is enter-
taining high hopes of winning the
opener if the running attack can be
perfected within the next few days.
The remainder of the week will

be spent in taking off the rough
edges and in grooming the starting
line-up, which is, tentatively, as fol-

lows: L. e., Macek; 1. t., Hoey; 1. g.,

Conlan; c, Kelleher; r. g., Casper;
r. t., Miller; r. e., Ocelus; q. b., Cer-
avolo; h. l^ Lucey and Novelline;

C''o:itinaed on Page Six

ings between the players, the game
was marred by numerous penalties
pro and con. Some of these penal-
ties came at inopportune momenta
for the 'Cats and prevented them
from running up a higher score.

By far the most spectacular play
of the contest was an 85-yard run
for a touchdown by fleet-footed
"Whitey" Randour. Taking the ball
on a reverse play, "Whitey" came
through the left side of the line and
eluded all the Loyola secondaries by
the time he passed the 30. At the
30, Carlin took up the chase and
pursued Randour to the 20, where
he made a valiant attempt at a fly-
ing tackle but fell short.

This play marked the turning

PROBABLE CAT-BISON LINE-UP
VILLANOVA
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Yale Team Defeats Lightweights in Opener

DEFEAT WILDCATS

BY LARGE SCORE

Reltz's Proteges Outclassed

by Elis Who Win by

: J 33-0 Score ;•-;

HIGH SCORERS

Piling \xit big scores in all but
one of theik* ganaes, the ball-car-
riers of the Wildcat squad have
had many opportunities to tally.

The individual scores of the Ave
leading leather-luggers are, to
date, as fallows:

Cook , 36
Bandour .......«, 25
Wel»enbauch .•...>. 20

Marion • • • ••««s>*frii%M** • 13

SHORTALL INJURED

- In its first game of the season.
Coach "Lefty'' Reltz's 150-pound
team suffered a crushing 33 to de-
feat at the hands of a strong Yale
lightweight aggregation, last Fri-
day, at New Haven.
Yale started off with a bang, scor-

ing three touchdowns in the open-
ing quarter before the game was 10
minutes under way. The Eli pre-
sented a powerful line and its fast
backs were unstoppable once be-
irond the line of scrimmage. A
vreak-side spinner play, executed to
perfection, spelled doom for the
wildcat lightweights. Three times
Elodney Brown tore through the line
Ml this play and eluded the VUla-
Bova sec(^Klary to score. His long^-

i«t run was for 30 yards.
At no time during the game did

the Villanova offense function con-
itotently. The Kli line was impreg-
nable and the Tale forwards contin-
lially seeped through to break up
liround the end plays and passes.
Ilousemaa and Murphy tore off sev*
eral times substantial gains but the
Tale line always stiffened before
lAy real threat appeared.
After Brown had scored twice in

the first period, Knox, a guard,
blocked a punt and fell on it over
the goal line for a touchdown. In
the second quarter, Byington scored
on an intercepted pass from Villa-
nova's 14-yard line. The only scor-
ing of the third period was a safety
made by Clark, who, on a bad pass
from center, was thrown behind his
own goal line. Yale was able to con-
yert only one try for the extra point
n'ter its five touchdowns.
Art Shortall, who, with Perugino

nnd Harter, starred on defense, was
seriously hurt in the last minutes of
the game and had to be carried off

the neld.
The Villanova lightweights fought

desperately all the way but were un-
Sible to stop the Yale power plays.
Fresh substitutes were immediately
rushed into the fray as soon as an
Eli player would weaken. Three full"

teams were used against them.
Four times the forward wall held
inside the five-yard stripe. Twice
the Eli were stopped on the one-
yard marker;-'
The line-up:
Yale
McKnight L. E.
Hazelton L. T.
Wallace L. G.
Wilson C. .

Knox R. G.
Jenkins R. T
Curtiss RE.

.;:,*^ The A. A. Says—

The Villanovft Athletic Council is

considering staging a football game
between Malvern Prep and Penn-
sylvania Military College frosh, on
the morning of November. 12, the

date of the Detroit game and the

alumni homecoming.

FROSH TRACK MEET

Coach Coates to Hold Special

Events for Weshmen '

,

Coach Harry Cotites has made
the announcement that a freshman
track meet will be held at ^the

stadium in the near future. , , On
that day only running events .will

be scheduled and they will consist

of dashes and runs—100 yard, 300
yard, 600 yard and a 1000-yai*d run
and a mile run. A half-mile relay
will also be included in tU6 pro-
gram of events. :•• •'•0^^

'

More definite announcements cbn-
ceming the track meet will be pub-
lished in a few days and placed
upon the various bulletin boards.
Today an inter-dorm freshman

cross-country run will be held for

those yearlings who prefer long dis-

tance running over th^ ordinary
track events. "

I ..

All those Frosh who are inter-

ested iti track are asked to report
to Coach Coates as s6tm>as possible
in order that they can be in some
form for the propoised track meet.

COATESMEN HOLD MEETING

Gold ^ Track Shoes to Be Awarded
Bunners After Year's Work

< Ookl> watch charms- in the form
of track shoes will be avmrded to

lA^itnbers of the track team upon
the' completion of a year's work, ac<

cftrding to plans made by Coach
Harry, Coates.

Atinduncement of the plan was
made at a meeting of. the Spiked

Shoe Club. It is also planned to

have the Villanova chapter join the
National Spiked Shoe Club this No-
vember. Funds to provide the em-
blems will be raised between now
and the end of the school year.

The Rev. Bernard T. McConville,

. 1 .

O. S. A., gave an interesting talk
at the meeting.

Paul Beaudin was elected presi-
dent of the club. Joe Fenstemacher,
was elected vice-president, Ed Cot-
trell, secretary and George Baker,
treasurer.

The next meeting of the Spiked
Shoe Club will be held Thursday
evening, at 7 o'clock in Room
101. Commerce Building, at which
time all candidates for the tracl
team should report to CoacI
Coates.

Junior Varsity to

Start on Saturday

Continued From Pafe Five

>•*.

Villanova
Scerca
Harter

. Vernierno
. . . Shortall
McLaughlin

Griffin

. . . Perugino
Glick Q. B. . . Annunziata
Brown L. H. B. . Houseman
Bhepard R. H. B Murphy
Cox F. B Dwyer
Score by periods:

Yale 19 6 2 6-33
Villanova 0—
Touchdowns — Brown, 3; Bying-

ton, Knox. Point after touchdown-
Brown. Safety — Clark, Villanova.
Substitutions: Yale—Carberry for
Foster, Secor for. Miller, McClin-
tock for Furculowe, Cavanaugh for
Gillespie, Gordon for Haase, Venter
for Weigle, Crowell for Hazelton,
Wilson for Secor, Curtiss for Gor-
don, Tilney for Jenkins, Cavanaugh
for Wallace, Cooper for Shepard,
Brown for McClintock, Byington for
Cox, Weston for McKnight, Ventner
for Knox. Phillips for Wilson, Chaf-
fee for Knox, Thompson for Shep-
ard, St. John for Glick, Thompson
for McKnight, Furculowe for
Brown, Terry for Wallace, Phillips

for Curtiss, Foster for Hazelton,
Bachman for Terry, Weymouth for

Iliompson, Nash for Cox, McClin-
tock for Furculowe, Gardner for

Phillips. Villanova — Stieber for
Murphy, O'Neil for Annunziata,
Clark for Houseman, Hines for Ver-
niero, Schuyler for McLaughlin,
Martin for Shortall, Kraft for Clark,
0tieber for Rocco, Shortall for Mar-
tin, Gou^ f«r ^erca, Cavanaugh
for Griffin, Perugino fof*' O'Neill,

Pitchey for Dwyer. Officials: Ref-
eree—George T. White. Umpire

—

JTrank Bergin. Head linesman

—

0ene Erechette. Field Judge—MIK
ftoB Sehroeder. Time of periods—13

mteotes.

=m

f. b., Zimkus. Loughlin, O'Connell,
Hughes, Perugino, Gagliardi and
several others have shown up well
in practice and may start or see
action Saturday.

hat on earth
are you 9up to now:

**17INDING things out, snuurtyl I thou^t Td ex-

•I- amine the tobacco in a cigarette.

^tiookhere . . • tliis isChesterfieldtobacco.Notice its

lighter color. . .you donH see any dark heavy types,

do you? I guess that^s why Chesterfields are milder.

Tm told that uniformly lighter color is due to

i^ross-blending. It sort of welds all the tobaccos

into one.

And here's something else. Notice that these long

shreds are all cut the same width. It stands to rea-

son they burn smoother and cooler.

I don't pretend to be an expert but it looks to

me as if they make Chesterfields right.

Here, light one. That's the best test after alL

They Satisfy,

99
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WATCH
THAT
STUFF

Cat Eleven Trounces Greyhounds
By Overwhelming Score, 31 to 7

rilffe Seven

WS KNOW of several Wild-
cats that can run much fast-
er than Greyhounds.

• • •

The backfleM men could have
4vawn wagons tinroufh some of

\ Mie holes whlok w«f« openoA ap
t&r them by the line.

• • •

"Whitey" Randour's fti^ard jaunt
for a touchdown was the longest
tvm made at the stadium this year.

• • •

Carrol Cook showed sonw
ita<By running for a big man.

• * •

A Loyola sub was asked, as he
waa rushing into the game, if he
had checked out. "When in Rome
do as the Romans do."

Whitey" Randour Scores on
84-Yard Sensational

Sprint

C«ntlaiMi4 From PMf« Five

The two-mlla kepi the

Bgr the way Womer came gallop-
ing down the home stretch it

seemed as though the race was just
a romp to him.

b«4 that Hany
deprlTod of

V but w«
ave roles.

It

Patsaeh
touchdowB
pose that

Judging from the j)enalties inflict-

ed after every play toward the end
of the game, it seemed as though
somebody didn't read his handbook.

• • '•

The two-mile run at the half
gave the Frosh a break—they
didn't have to go through the
letter formation which Uiey
practiced Friday afternoon.

• • •

One of the so-called fairer sex
wanted to know if the Greyhounds
were busses.

• • *

Our Uttle exhortation for the
week—BEAT BUCXNEUL!

WiHiamsport Team
Defeats Freshmen

ConUnued Fvom Pas* FIt«

former reeling off two beautiful
runs in particular of 80 and 40
yards. The ball was in scoring po-
sition several times but the for^
wards that Higgins called for were
not completed.
The line-up:

VUlanoTa Frosh WUllamsport A. C.
Korchinski .... L. E. Sweet
Sczapa Lt. T. . . . , , Blee
Gidnodic Lt. O. •••• . . . . . Jerles
Tosi C. .....Abematha
Michaels R. G Burd
Lawler R. T. ....... .Henry
Johnson R. B ..Bodle
Higgins Q. B. .... .Hoffnagle
Kotys L. H. B Myers
O'Dorlslo.... R. H. B Swartz
Parris. F. B Chrisop

WOMER WINS RUN

Wildcat Trackmen Defeat Shan-
ahaa Harriers

Between the halves of the Villa-

nova-Loyola game on Saturday a
novel event was staged by Harry
Coates, track coach, namely, a two-
mile race between the Villanova
squad and the Shanahan Catholic
Club, of Philadelphia.
The race was won by Dick

Womer, of the home team. Just nos-
ing out George Baker, also of Vil-
Janova. Third was captured by
>oug Clark, of Shanahan, and flfth

'was won by "Doc" Duffy, of Villa-
nova.
Womer was in the money all

throughout the race, and on the last

lap unleashed a terrific spurt to
beat out Baker.
Summaries:
1—Womer, Villanova. Time, 9.06.

2—Baker, Villanova. Time, 9.07.

3—^mpittejla, Shanahan. Tim^
9.09.

A—Hamilton, Villanova. Time,
9.10.

6—Duffy, Villanova.
6—Clark, Shanahan.
7—La Franchise, Villanova.
8—Kramer, Villanova.
9—Bradley, Shanahan.
10—Yozzo, Shanahan.
Jl—ConsidU»«. oj.-.-**---

though. and was downed on Villa-
nova's 36. A penalty gave the Wild-
cats a first down on the 46. An-
other penalty and a run by Weis-
epbaiigh made it first down on the
Maroon and Gray 42.

Ifariom and Wetxler then tore the
Greyhounds* line to shreds reeling
off two more first downs to place
tho baU an the 17. At this point,
Beaudin, running to his right, tossed
a lateral to Weisenbaugh. who ran
across the last line for the 'Cats'
InKial score. All hopes of tying the
game at this point were blasted
when Cavanaugh's kick failed.

A few plajrs after Blanchard had
kicked off, Farrell, the Loyola right
tackle, was injused and had to be
assisted from the field.

More Cat Meat
?*

VUlanova
Jelovich .••«••
Rosen ....'.,..

Maloney
Crezzar
^Ajlllw •••••eaee
HIckey
Orimberg
Beaudine
Weisenbaugh
Wetsler
Marloh • «•••«•

L. E.
L. T.
L. G.
.. C. ,

R. G.
R. T.
R. E.

. Q. .

U H.
R. H.

F. .

. . * •

The Loyolans were penalized to
their 38 a few moments later when
Toby Cavanaugh. while waiUag for
Carlin's punt, was tossed to the
ground before the ball reached him.
The ball was regained by the

Loyolans In their own territory
when Dunne recovered Cavanaugh's
fumble on his own 8«w Another
quick kick by CarUn placed the
baU on the 2S. Following a IS-yard
penalty, Randour punted to his 48.A pass. CarUn to Miraglia. gave the
Southerners a first down on the 38.
Unable to gain,. Carlin punted out
on the 'Cats' 18.

Taking the ball on the first play,
Randour broke k>o8e through left
tackle for his 85-yard run to a
touchdown. This run was the long-
est made in the stadium this sea-
son. Randour's attempt for the
point failed.

After Cox had kicked off, Loyola
took the ball on their 42. Carlin
then punted to Cavanaugh, who
fumbled on the 16, the ball being
recovered by Plotcznk. After two
unsuccessful passes Carlin threw
the final one over the goal.
After Cook ran the ball to the 37,

Randour fumbled on the 30, Mira-
glia coming up with the ball for
Loyola. The Wildcat defense then
tightened. Rosen and Jelovich
throwing Carlin to the 48, on suc-
cessive plays. Randour then punted
into Loyola territory. Conley re-
gained the ball for the Blue and
White by intercepting a pass on the

It began to look as if no one cared

Loysia
Dunn

Waidner
..... Bandzul

• ••*•'•• Plotcsk
....... Morisi

Farrell
Miraglia

Carlin
Slagan

....... Culeln
e • 9 • v t • • • • XvClI

Score by periods:
Villanova ,.;.;. iV 6 • 18 6—81
Loyola ........... 7 0—7
Touchdowns— Villanova: Weisen-

baugh, Randour, Cook 2. Torke;
Loyola: Dunn. Points after touch-
down—Villanova, Cavanaugh; for
Loyola: Bforisi. SubstituUons—Vil-
laaova: Randour for Weisenbaugh,
Cook for Marion. Conley for Wetx-
ler, Cox for Milne, McGee for Grim-
berg. McFadden for Cavanaugh,
Weisenbaugh for Randour, Torke
for Wetxler, Nowe for CSezser,
Patxsch for Cook, Goggin for Jelo-
vich. Zisae for Rosea. Brodnlcki
for Cox. Trotsky for McFadden.
Lee for McC^ee, Mahaffey for Nowe,
Tarter for Weisenbauf^; Loyola:
Bankaski for Farrell. Ford for Bell.
Assarelk) for Morisi, Morris for
Miraglia. Morisi for AssareUo, Bell
for Ford.

Officials: Referee—J. R. Trimble,
Duquesne. Umpire—G. B. Keith-
ley. Illinois. Linesman—Lou Toung,
Penn. Field judge—L J. Korn,
Swarthmore.

to take possession of the ball as
Loyola recovered another Villanova
fumble at mid-field. Carlin passed
twice to Cullen at this point for a
net total of nine yards as the half
ended.
Soon zifter the opening of the sec-

ond half. Cook took the ball on his
own 49 and ran to the Loyola 20
before being tossed. Conley then
added four to the 16. On the next
play. Cook carried the ball again
and swept his opponents to right
•and left as he ran through for a
tally. Randour's placement failed.
Cook got underway once more

after the kick-off and carried the
ball to the visitors' 46. He then gave
a fine exhibition of open-field run-
ning as he sped on his way 46 jrards
for another touchdown. Toby Cava-
naugh then place-kicked the only
extra point of the game.
After Morisi kicked off, Cook, on

a series of power plays, put the baH
on Loyola's 45. Wetzlar then punted
out on the 25. Villanova regained
the ball soon after when McFadden
hi-jacked Carlin's pass on the "Cats'
46. Penalties marred further plays
and the quarter soon ended, with
the ball on the 42.

As a result of a ao-yard nm by
Weisenbaugh, the 'Cats fouad them-
selves on the Hounds' 39, where
Torke fumbled, Morisi recovering
for Loyola.

Following an exchange of punts,
Patsch, carrying the ball on a se-
ries of power plays, ran the ball to
the Maroon 8. The visitors then
tightened up and Tarter was halted
on the one-loot line.

Carlin punted clear and Villanova
regained the ball once more on the
Loycda 25 when Croggin broke up a
lateraL Tarter then tossed a 15-
yard pass to Torke, who ran 10
yardf for th« final touchdown.
A few moments later, Torke

again crossed the line, but the ball
was called back and the 'Cats pe-
nalised 15 yards for holding. The
gamo ended after Mahaffey inter-
cepted a Loyola pass on their 46.

The ball was presented to Clem
Tarter, a senior playing his final
year, by Captain Dick Hickey after
the game.

HOW FUTURE FOES

FARED SAMDAT

Bucknen Takes One From La*

fayette While Owls Con-

tinue Streak

BOSTONIANS LOSfl

Our Predictio;
How Good Are They?

Well, friends, our predictions have
been turning out pretty well so far,
but each week the going gets tough-
er and tougher.

Last week we picked nine win-
ners, bringing our total up to 30 for
the sea4K>n. We picked one loser,
which makes our list of wrong
guesses four. The great Pitt team
was held at bay by Ohio State in a
scoreless game, as was the case of
the Princeton-Navy affair.

Here are our choices for this
week. The first-named team is

picked to win:

Detroit—Georgetown.
Columbia—CornelL

Fordham—Boston College.

Purdue—N. T. U.

Dartmouth—Yale.

Harvard—Brown.
Michigan—Princeton.

Penn—Navy.
Michigan State—Syracuse.

Colgate—Penn State. •

Rutgers—Johns Hopkins.

Notre Dame—Pitt.

Carnegie—Temple.

Holy Cross—Catholic U. <

Surprise defeats and victories ter
minated another week of footbal
play for our future opponents. A
better <9inSoo caa now be formed
concerning the Cats' coming rivala
BuckneU, whom the Wildcats

meet lext Saturday at Brook't
Field. Scranton. tlw battleground
for the traditional game, adminl»
tered a surprise defeat to Its a»
cient rival, Lafayette. Saturday, bf
the score of 14 to «. After takii^
the lead Ute in the third period, the
Bisonif converted thei^ play to th«
defensive duriag the final quarter.
The hlghUght of the game was the
brilliant running and pass-reception
by Meyer, BvckneU's sensational
halfback, which paved the way to a
vlctoiy for the Hetd.
Beaton College, uadefcated in it«

previous starts, invaded the wtida
of Wisconsin to encounter the flrsA
worthy opponent of the season, only
to bo crushed by a fighting Mait^
quette eleven to the tune of 18 to •»
However, if past games are any
criterion, the WUdcats will hav«
their work cut out for them on No»
vember 5, when they meet the boy*
from the Heights at Fenway Park*
Up at the Owl sUdium Friday;

night. Temple subdued her Western
invaders, 14 to 6, for its fourth vlo^
tory, to remain among the unde«
feated S^astem teams. It was not
very impressive in chalking up this
win, being ragged on the offenslva.
The deceptive defensive shift em-
ployed by the Denver forward*
seemed to bewilder them.
The Detroit Titans, the next visi-

tors to the stadiumi, have shown
great form to date. Victorious in
their first two starts, they cama
East one week ago and suffered de-
feat at the hands of the Crusadera
from Holy Cross only after a hard-
fought battle. On Friday, they con-
quered the powerful West Virginia
aggregation by a 26-to-13 count.

The A. A. Says.—
The athletic council will erect two

baskets on each side of the floor in
the near future, for the use of the
students, bringing the total. to six.

Dunn, of Loyola, Being Roughly Tackled by Carroll Cook
]

^f^^yx...l^M^\L s:^tt^
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Squad Weakened by Injuries

Suffered by Regulars in

- Early Games v-

REZNICHAK LOOKS GOOD

Contliiufd From Pace Flv« ..i<^ <!!

season, Bucknell's entire squad
should be available for use against
Yillanova.
At the end posts Snavely will

probably use Dorman and Zanarina.
Porman Is a junior and wa3 Con-
verted from a tackle into a wing
when Snavely was left without a
veteran end on the squad last year.
Zanarina is a sophomore and one
of the most promising wingmen
0e«n in the Bison camp in years.
Captain Nied, 232-pound right

tackle, will be at his regular post at
game time, and filling in at Demp-
sey's position will be Leonard Kach-
el. sophomore tackle and 210-pound-

..»»-er. This pair of tackles gives Snave-
ly a combination that has both
weight and speed. Dempsey's ab-
sence, of course, will be felt, but
Kachel's work in the Temple game
has teassured the Bison followers
that the team will not be seriously

Weakened by it.

The guar jobs are being filled

regularly by Furiell, a sophomore,
and James, a junior. Furiell is con-
sidered the find of the season at

Bucknell. His work has been sen-

sational and has won him the call

to start in every game. James will

be remembered by the Wildcats for

his playing against them last year.

He is a hard-hitting, aggressive
guard, and a pferlus on the defen-

sive.

At the center poai, a^id very cap-

ably filling the shoes of "Tex" Good-
win, Bucknell's ace center of last

year, is Nick Farina, 185-pound jun-

ior. Farina substituted in most
• games last year for the Texan and

his experience has made him one
of the stellar performers in Buck-
nell's line, which will average 189

pounds.
In the backfleld Snuveiy has two

combinations, either of which may
start. Usually he has sent in Ku-
backi, Vetter, Myers and Reznichak
to begin the game, with Bean, Ver-

hey, Rhubright and Peters ready to

be sent in at any time. Kubacki is

a blocking back and an effective

punter, rarely carrying the ball.

Vetter does the bulk of the pass-

ing, while Myers receives most of

the aerials. Both are hard-hitting

and shifty ball-carriors. Reznichak,

a sophomore, is rapidly making the

Bucknell fans forget Clark Hinkle.

His work at fullback this year has

indicated that he will be just as

great, it not greater, a fullback

/ than the famous "Lackawanna Ex-

. press."

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925

Wishing the Students a
Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$^Zi^DU and up
Join the rrcss Club

Now
and Save Money

. AGENTS
FAITLK & CONWAY

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

Gary Cooper and
Taliulah Bankheod in

"DKVII. AND THE DEEP'*

W<*dnesday and Tliursday
Octol)<>r 26 and 27

"HAT C HKCK GIRL" With
Sally Ktlers and Ben Lyon

Friday, October M
*'THK TlilKTEENTH GUEST"

With (ilngor UogorB
and J. Farrdl McDonald

Saturday, October 29
DoloroH Del Klo and Joel McCrea

in
"BIRD OF PARADISE"

Monday, October Si

The Four Marx Brothora
In

"HORSEFEATHERS"

Golf Season Gets
Under Way Today

Continued From Page Five

consist of six regulars and three
substitutes, and they will alternate,
thus giving each player varsity
competition.
As there have been no places al-

lotted as yet on the team, every
player is urged to hand his name
in to the manager before Thursday.
Mr. Ritihmond also stated that there
are 12 places open on the team
that will play this fall, and that no
preference will be shown to upper-
classmen over freshmen, all players
to be chosen according to their abil-

ity.

BOWLING LEAGUE FORMED
Residents and Day-H,ops to Have

Teams for Competition

Plans are well underway for the
formation of a bowling league
among the student body. Prices for
these league games will be 15 cents
per man for two games, half the
regular fee.

The alleys in the gymnasium
have been open for the past three
weeks, but up to the present the In-

terest in them has not been encour-
aging. These alleys are the finest

that can be obtained and were well
constructed at considerable expense

to the college. All students Inter-
ested in bowling should avail them-
selves of the opportunity to use
them and should report for the
bowling league.
Each dormitory and the day-hops

will be represented by a team, to be
selected by competition. Rev. Ed-
ward B. McKee, O. S. A., is in
charge of the league, an4 those in-

terested are urged to report to him
as soon as possible.

NEW YORK CLUB MEETS

Coach Harry Stuhldreher to Spealc

at Meeting Tonight

This evening at 8.15 o'clock the
Villanova Ciub of New York will

hold its regular meeting in the Mir-
ror Room of the Hotel St. George
in Brooklyn. It is expected that at
least 250 members will attend.
The main feature of the evening

will be a talk which will be present-
ed by Coach Hirry A. Stuhldreher.
The business of the evening among
other things will consist in a dis-

cussion of Alumni Day here at the
college on November 12. They are
completing plans for running a spe-
cial train from New York to Villa-

nova on that day.
The New York club includes

among its nlembers ^alumni from
Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten
Island, Long Island, Bayonne and
Jersey City.

Showing Every Moeday
The most popular clothes '

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailorieg, Inc.

Made-tO'Medswre Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24^75 and $19,75

On display in foyer of Pie Shoppe

store at

57th and Market Sto.

Open TUl 8.45 P. M.

JIM ELUOT
Campus Repre8entatl^!«

19 Alumni Hall

On to Boston!

Another Special

Friday Afternoon

Let's All Go
and Follow the Team
to a Grand Victory

in the Big Bean Town
VAN

Juniors! Seniors!

Class Officers!

Make Your Appoint-

ments for Belle Air_

Photos Either

Tomorrow or Friday

in Belle Air Office
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IN OmCIAL STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT

^^Ml^^^^^fi^^*^^^^

•and raw tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They arc «o/ present in Luckies

• . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tol^cos in all the

world—but tfe^t does not

explain why folks every-

. where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the.

truth that **Nature' in the

Raw is Seldom Mild"— so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by the

words—'It's toasted". That's

why folks in every city, town

and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted**
Tliat package of mild Luckiet

"Ifa man write a hitter book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tb9 hi

build bis housein the woods, the world wilt make a beatenpath to his door. "—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Does not ibis explain the world-wide accepunce aad approval of Lucky Strike?

*

<-

Original Arrangements for

Thanksgiving Vacation

Not to Be Changed

SENIORS GRANTED RIGHTS

An Authot

The text of Fr. Stanford's state-
ment will be found on Page i.

I

In reply to the list of petitions
•overing the Thanksgiving vacation,
the use of the swimming pool, and
the privileges of senior students
Which was presented to the presi-
dent of the college by the Student
Council a short time ago, the Rev.
Bdward V. Stanford, O. S. A., is-
sued an official statement clearly
and distinctly defining the senti-
ments of the authorities on the va-
rious matters in question.
Two of the three petitions were In

accordance with the requests of the
Student Council, while the third, the
petition seeking a cancellation of
the Thanksgiving vacation and an
•Ktension of the Christmas holidays,
met with some #pposition. Fr. Stan-
ford said that It would be inadvis-
able for the college to make any de-
Sartures from the calendar, which
as previously been issued.
In regard to the petition request-

ing that the swimming pool be
available for the use of the students
at additional hours, the authorities
nave made considerable concessions.
flPhe pool will be open daily until
fti46 Instead of 6 P. M.; on Friday
•venfngs it will be available from
fJO until 10, and on Sunday after-
Boons it will be open from 2 until
0. These additional hours, however,
Win be immediately curtailed If the
atudents manifest any lack of ap-Celation by failure to take advan-

e of them.
The question of most interest to

lh« upper classmen, namely, the pe-
•Won granting seniors certain privl-

TABULATED POLL
RESULTS

Franklin D. Roosevelt 876
Norman Thomas 135
Herbert Hoover 51

Tptal vote cast • ••#«««•«» 562

MANY ROOTERS PLAN

TO FOLLOW TEAM ON

SPECIAL TO BOSTON

Arrangements Are Made With

Pennsylvania Railroad and

Fall River Line

WILL LEAVE ON FRIDAY

Rev. John F. O'Brien, O. S. A.

FR. O'BRIEN EDITS

ENGLISH TEXT BOOK

"Philosophy of Composition"

Probably Most Modern in

Its Own Field

A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

Continued on Pare Foar

Villanova will be well represented
in the cheering section when the
Wildcat football eleven clashes
with its Boston College rivals on
the latter's home field this Satur-
day afternoon. Arrangements have
been completed by the college
authorities to accommodate the
large group of students and root-
ers who will make the annual pil-
grimage to the Hub City.

According to Rev. Bernard M.
Albers, O. S. A., vice-president of
the college, the trip to the Bay
State will be as enjoyable as the
game itself. Special arrangements
have been made with both the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the Fall
River Steamship Line to transport
local rooters to the football classic.
A special train will leave the

campus station late Friday after-
noon for New York, where an over-
night boat will be held In readiness
to leave for Fall River, Mass. The
boat will dock Saturday morning
and busses will be on hand to trans-
port the rooters to the Boston Col-
lege field.

Tickets are now on sale at the
college bookstore, but bookroom ac-
counts may not be used to defray

GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT SWEEPS CAMPUS,

DEFEATING BOTH HOOVER AND TiAfAS

By LARGE MARGINS IN COLLEGE POLL

Democrats Reap 376 of Possible 562 Votes;

Republicans Can Muster Only 51, While
Socialists Gather 135 Remaining:

VILLANOVA goes Democratic! No less than 376 stu-

dents lined themselves amongst the Democratic rank-s

in the first presidential poll conducted at Villanova College

by the 4VILLANOVAN. The gratifying returns exceeded all

expectations, a surprising total vote of 562 being polled.

The tabulated results show that the Democrats, with Gov-
ernor Franklin D. Roosevelt as standard bearer, more than
doubled the vote cast by their nearest competitors, the
Socialists. The Socialist candidate, Norman Thomas, polled

an unexpected total of 135. Herbert Hoover, the Republi-
can nominee, placed a poor third, with 51 votes to his credit

'' The margin of victory for the
Democrats over the Socialists was
341, a ratio of almost three to one.
The Republicans were overwhelmed
by a margin of 325, a ratio of seven
to one.
Figures show that, out of the 824

students enrolled at the college, 562
cast their ballots, while 262 failed to
vote. This number is accounted for
by the fact that many of the day
students were unable to appear at
the VILLANOVAN office for their
ballots, while many others, both day
students and boarders, refused to
vote for various reasons.
VS^en the announcement was pub-

lished In this paper two weeks ago
that the poll would be held, no little
excitement and Interest was caused
upon the campus. Miniature cam-

Journalism has gained widespread palgns were immediately begun in
popularity in recent years as a the various dormitories, and th«

TO BE INAOCURATED

Will Include All Phases of Re-

porting, Layout and

Advertising

WILL START ON THURSDAY

Seniors and Juniors to Have
Individual Sittings on

\ November 7, 8, 9

A new text book on English, en-
titled, "Philosophy of Composition,"
and written by Rev. John P.
O'Brien, O. S. A., Litt. D., has re- — --^^^c*,

cently been published and is now ^^® expenses of the trip. The fare
on sale at the college book store.

'°'' *^® round ^rip is eight dollars
Fr. O'Brien's volume is a compre- ^^^ ^'^^ cents, exclusive of meals,
hensive study of the art of compo- '^^^^ charge, however, includes a
sition. stateroom berth on the boat, ac-
"Philosophy of composition" is

commodating two persons. In ad-

mPPOINTMENTS NECESSARY

'%An announcement has been made
to the effect that the individual
photographs of the members of the
aenior and junior classes for the
Belle Air, the annual year book, will
be taken next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, November 7, 8 and 9,
oommencing at 9 o'clock and con-
tinuing throughout the day. until 6
o'clock.

In order to avoid the many diffi-
culties and the unnecessary confus-
ion which have been the cause of
much delay in the past, a new pro-
cedure will be followed this year.
According to William J. D'Elia, pho-
tography editor of the Belle Air, a
definite schedule is to be arranged
In order to allow every student am-
ple time and opportunity to have a
private sitting. It will be necessary
tot each student to make an ap-
pointment with the photography ed-
itor in the Belle Air office, in the
foyer of the dining hall, previous to
the above-mentioned dates, each ap-
pointment lasting five minutes. All
Students are advised to make their
appointments and to be present in
the photography room at the time
that they are scheduled to appear.
Individual photographs will be

taken in Room 102, Mendel Hall, for
tlie nominal »um of $2 per sitting,
••Id It is necessary that this fee be
paid previous to, or at the Ume of
tli« sitting. Either Mr. D'Elia or
WUllam a C. Dolan, asslstaia edi-
tor •^11 be In the Belle Air office on

divided into three parts; the stroke,
poetry, and advanced composition.
It is perhaps the most modern text
book of its kind in this branch of
the English field and goes into de-
tail on the various subjects it cov-
ers. •_;;,/

Fr. O'Brien has spent many years
in the compilation and preparation
of the material contained in . his
book and has given careful consid-
eration to the subject matter. In
the preface, Fr. O'Brien states: "If
a better understanding of fictional
and poetic beauty has been attained
by the student, the author is amply
rewarded."
Following his ordination, Fr.

O'Brien studied at the Catholic
University of America, where he
was awarded his master's degree
in 1923. His first assignment after
receiving his master's degree was
that of professor of English in St.
Rita's High School, Chicago. In
1925, he was transferred to Villa-
nova College, and has been profes-
sor of English here since then. In
1928, he received his Doctor's de-
gree in literature from the Univer-
sity of Dayton.

dition to the above, there is a com-
bination ticket for twelve dollars,
which includes dinner on Friday
and Saturday evenings, and break-

*

Ĉontinued on Pare Four

VICTORY DANCE SUCCESS

Many Alumni Attend Annual
Scranton Celebration

A large gathering of students
and alumni celebrated the Wildcats'
first victory over Bucknell in four
years at the annual Victory dance
conducted by the Wilkes-Barre
Club of Villanova. The dance was
held in the crystal ball room of the
Hotel Casey at Scranton, with the
music and entertainment furnished
by Gregg Size and his popular coal-
region orchestra.
Edgar Lynett, chairman of the

committee in charge of the dance,
and his assistants should be com-
mended for their efforts to make
the dance the success that it was.
Many of the grads were at the
dance, happy once more to be
among their old friends again.

course of study and it is believed
that many students of this college
are interested in Journalism as a
profession.

Permission has been granted by
Rev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.,
director of studies, to formulate a
course in journalism. Therefore, a
class will be formed next Thursday
at 1.15 P. M. in Room 111, Mendel
Hall, to begin this study. All stu-
dents having the first afternoon pe-
riod on Thursday free, and who are
interested in newspaper work are
asked to be present.

The course will include: Report-
ing—Gathering of news, assembling
of facts of a given story, methods
of covering various' types of stories
from police to sports and business
news, interviews, and tracing the
probable movements of reporters in
covering stories appearing in the

students' rooms became the scenes
of many heated discussions.
During the week, the interest

still continued at a high pitch. Ro«
quests were made daily for the re-
sults of the poll, but, since the tabu-
lation was not made until late, n«
definite results could be issued.

Continued on Page Four

NEW STAFF MEMBERS

Twenty-Three Applicants Receive
Posts on VILLANOVAN

OF VOTING RULES
I

Living at College Does Not

Constitute a Legal

Residence

ABSENTEE VOTES ALLOWED

Old Issue of VILLANOVAN Reveals
Facts on Dismantled Chapel Organ

mm Pi

While the old organ is not at-
tracting much attention as it is
being removed to provide a place
for its successor, it did create quite
a furore when it was first installed
in Villanova in January, 1893.

An interesting account of this
event was written in the first issue
of the VILLANOVAN in January,
1893, which at that time appeared
as a monthly paper.
The account as wncten follows:
"At St. Thomas' Church, Villa

Nov*, on Sunday last, a magnificent
new organ was opened in the pres-
ence of a larse Katherinar of the

members of the congregation. The
worth of this acquisition to the al-
ready beautiful church was conclu-
sively proven by Professor Henry
Gordon Thunder, Jr., under whose
direction the affair took place. The
programme for the occasion was as
follows: 1. Organ Solo, March 'Aida'
by Verdi, played by Mr. Thunder;
Bass Solo 'O Salutaris' by Rev. H.
Ganss, played by Mr. Crossin. Many
other beautiful pieces followed and
the worth of the organ was fully
shown by Mr. Thunder."
Mr. Thunder was an accomplished

^^''^^^~ - -

CMMnoMl M Pam PMr

For the past few weeks a num
ber of candidates have been com
peting among themselves for posi-

"^*"^

tions in the various departments of them
the VILLANOVAN. This week a
final decision has been reached, and
a total of 23 applicants have been
added to the staff.

The college staff has by far the
largest number with a total of 15
new writers. These are: Joseph
Collis, '33; William H. Holmes, 34;

Francis B. O'Connor, '34; Joseph H.
Lilly, '34; Joseph J. Fitzhenry, '34;

Robert H. Mclntyre, '35; John J.

Stell, '35; Joseph J. Linsalata, '35;

Robert G. Foley, '35; Lawrence J.

Doherty, '35; Frank Perrl, '35; John
F. McGrath, '36; John DiJoseph,
'36; J. Martinez Alvarez, '36, and
Charles R. Costa, '36.

The sports staff reports an in-
crease of three members: Arthur
V. Hart, '34; Harold J. Keating,
'36, and Daniel Fitzpatrick, '35.

The circulation department also
has an Increase of three men on its
roster. They are: Joseph W. Fen-
stermacher, '34; Paul Ball, '35, and
Allen A. Tafero, '36.

The business department with
three men added to its staff has
the smallest increase. The success-
ful applicants are: Harold A. Mc-
Grath, '35, and Charles B. Thiede,

With the presidential election
scheduled for Tuesday, November 8;
students are counseled that their
living at the college does not giv«

a legal residence, and that
they are not entitled to vote else-
where than in their home districta.
In previous election campaigns in

Pennsylvania, it has been disclosed
that students from colleges had
voted, although their homes were
hundreds of miles from the polling
places at which they ballotted. Un-
der the election statutes of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a
person is entitled to vote only ia
the district in which he is regis-
tered and in which he resides. A
student, according to the statutes,
does not gain a legal, residence ia
the district in which the school h*
is attending is situated.
Students from States where ab>

sentee voting is permitted have ap-
plied for ballots to the clerks of
Courts of their home districts, and
these students will be able to cast
their votes before election day, em
the ballots must be returned to th«
counties from which they wem
sent previous to November 8.
Penalties of Imprisonment or

fines, or both, are provided by the
laws of Pennsylvania for persona
found guilty of voting in districts in
which they are not entitled to oaat
a ballot*
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. . BIGGER AND BETTER

DRESSED in a new coat, a rejuvenated

OWL made its initial appearance foj
the current school year yesterday noon.

A revolutionary change in makeup and

printing evidence the labor and energy

that the staff expended that the OWL
iflight regain its former position as a high

ranking campus publication. In the course

of its publication, care was taken to pro-

ride for all classes of students that the

magazine could be read and understood

by even those outside, the School of Tech-

nology. The OWL has made a hard fight

for existence during the last two years

and this year proves to be no exception.

Due to the dire conditions of the business

world at the present time, support from

outside sources is negligible. With thid in

mind, it is hoped that students outside

the engineering school will avail them-

selves of the reduced student subscription

rates. The benefits receivable by these

men are many, for there are very few, if

any, phases of work which will not bring

them into contact with the engineering

Afield. The OWL provides a means of keep-

ing in touch with the advances being

made in this field as well as providing a

means of being acquainted with the type

work that is being carried oti in that field.

ii

VILLANOVA AND ROOSEVELT

THE VILLANOVAN wishes to express

its gratitude and appreciation to the

student body on the splendid spirit and

enthusiasm evidenced in the recent presi-

dential poll conducted by^this publication.

The co-operation of the students and mem-

bers of the VILLANOVAN staff was all

that could be desired, and made the poll

the success that it was. Being our initial

attempt in this field, the project necessi-

tated earnest co-operation if it was to be

successful.. The returns were gratifying,

to say the least, and the large vote cast

by far exceeded our highest expectations.

The results pf the poll indicated that, as

in the past, Villanova College is strongly

Democratic, a strength traceable to the

support of Alfred E. Smith for the Demo-

cratic nominee. An unusual development

was the large vote cast for the Socialist

candidate, Norman Thomas, who took an

undisputed second place over Herbert

Hoover. This somewhat unexi^cted So-

cialist trend may be traced to the hedging

which has marked the Republican cam-

paign in contrast to the outspoken clerity

of the platform cft Thomas,

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

THE CLASS OF '33 waited pa-
tiently for three long years,
and at last the Fates smiled

upon their patience and their long
vigil at length bore fruit. The
bright sunshine of the afternoon of
October 29 was a cheerful witness
to the long-awaited event. The
green-and-gold-clad warriors of Vil-
lanova, decked for the day in colors
foreign to their traditions, stormed
the guarded stronghold of the Bis-
ons and for the first time in four
years returned with victory in their
grasp. Indeed, it was a day for
much rejoicing. Bucknell had been
beaten and Dick Hickey's boys were
one step nearer "the culmination of
a highly successful season, which
has as the grand finale the defeat of
the Temple eleven,

>''•'• " "
'^ ^ "•'•

'^£iita-;ii''-

This victory came as a great
shock to one "Lefty" Reitz, the su-
'perstitious onion-tosser from the
South, who was dead certain that
we were due to receive a setback,
because the coach departed for
Scranton, resplendent in a newly
purchased hat.

In your hat, "Lefty"!

That victory demonstration in the
lobby of thfe Hotel Casey last Satur-
day after the Villanova-Bucknell
classic was characteristic of the
true Wildcat spirit, which has won
considerable recognition in the past
few years.

On the eve of the Bucknell game,
we were quietly ensconced upon
one of the benches that grace our
fair caiKipus, enjoying the cool
breezes and a pipeful of "Old Briar,"
when suddenly our minds were
snatched from the peaceful reverie
of dreams and brought to earth
with a cruel Jar by the appearance
of two feminine figures, walking
slowly across the campus. The
strangeness of this sight at the dead
of night added to our wonderment,
and, as a protective screen of leafy
shadows hid us from our fair visi-

tors, we decided to await develop-
ments. And wait we did—for about
two minutes and 10 seconds.
Suddenly, behind us there was a

fearful crashing and we turned to
see Frank McShane, the Maiden
Madman, and Frank Gleason, the
Bearded Flash,^ accompanied by
two persons, as yet unidentified,
tearing through the hedge that lines

Spring Mill road and dashing
across the campus, uttering ex-
clamations, such as usually accom-
pany a diligent search. The fair
damsels, upon hearing these noises,
fled with the speed of the well-
known rabbit and, with the aid of
the darkness, succeeded in avoiding
the hedge-crashers. When ques-
tioned, however, the two boys from
Massachusetts said that they were
ignorant of the presence of the
women and heartily apologized for
the fright they gave them. They
claim they were merely looking for
a cat that had escaped from the
anatomy lab. ,...,.-,..

The appearance of the new "Owl"
should be a signal for a barrage of
cheers for those that worked so dil-

igently upon the publication. It is a
great improvement over the previ-

ous issues and is indeed a credit to

the Engineering School. It alTorded
much in the way of pleasurable
reading matter, but, please, won't
someone cognizant with the intrica-

cies of algebraic formulae kindly
explain the collection of letters that
appear at the conclusion of the col-

umn entitled "Cross-Section"? (We
advise that the title be changed to

"Half-Brced.")

Upon the best of authority we
have learned that Mr. Vanderwerff
has taken a decided interest in the
Mennonite religion and has become
a keen student of its rituals. We
doubted this exceedingly until the
other afternoon, when a young lady
accosted us and asked for the
whereabouts of the far - famed
"Woof-Woff." As we could not sup-
ply the information we entered into

conversation and found out that the
fair maiden was a Mennonite and
that her name was Yolinda Weifen-
delfer. 'Nuff said. (At least, all that
can be snid in two breaths.)

IS IT TRUE—
That RusB Hurst is in the market

for a diamond ring?
That Joe Houseman is anxiou.sly

awaiting the fompletion of ar-

rangements for the Rutgers' de-

bate? What ia her name, Joe?
That th^ Twniplc ganic la going

to b« woo \ty three touchdowns?
That. Bin Walwh h.ii* a relative In

the \<Mr\k ba«1ne«i ami, in order to

drimi VT> Jr»<1fi. has t^kon up the

pracdor. of stuffing the locks In

Fedtfinn Hall?
That the Scranton S]>ecial made a

record run between Scranton and
Stroudsburg last Saturday night?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

A PROF out at Creighton Uni-
versity, Omaha, Neb., has
taken the first step on the

road to fame. He is Al Fiore, Ad-
miral in the Great Navy of the
State of Nebraska.
Now Al ranks with the greatest

of the great. Remember Buster
Keaton, the movie comedy star
from the State of Nebraska? He,
too, is an Admiral in the Great
Navy.
Says the diploma of registration,

"and knowing him (Al Flore) to be
a good fellow and a loyal friend, I

(Lieutenant-Governor Metcalfe) do
appoint him an Admiral in the
Great Navy of the State of Ne\)ras-
ka and require that all tadpoles and"
goldfishes under his command dis-

,
charge their proper duty."
The appointment is not all in fun,

• however, for the letter notifying Mr.
Fiore of the appointment m&kes
clear that it is for community serv-

j
Ice rendered.
"There is one thing about this

navy that I like," says the skipper
of the Ship of State, "and that is
that there are no Rear Admirals."

* • •
The Notre Dame Scholastic ar-

rived this week and one of its col-
umnists had a fine article concern-
ig 4ian interesting situation that
cropped up in the Wisconsin-Notre
Dame game of 1924.

"The umpire dropped his gun and
'Chuck' Collins, the Notre Dame
end, picked it up and stuck it In his
belt. About two plays later, Crow-
ley went around the end for a run
of about 80 yards. Colling walked
up to Doyle Harmon, the captain
of the Badger team, handed him
the revolver and said, "Here, Har-
mon, maybe you can get Crowley
with this."

Incidentally, the columnist is

none other than Joe Kurth, Notre
Dame's star right tackle, who was
recently persuaded into becoming a
sports writer instead of a football
coach by a sweet young fresh-
( wo)man at Wisconsin.

41 « *

Here Is some more good news for
Franklin D. Roosevelt. The South
Carolina Gamecock, when asked by
the* Daily Prlncetonlan to hold a
straw vote which the Prlncetonlan
is holding In all the colleges in the
country, in order to determine the
political loyalties of the students,
refused on the ground that there
being so few Republicans in the
school no Interest could be aroused
in order to conduct a straw vote,
and, notwithstanding this, a vote
was held, the Republicans being
drowned In the Democratic deluge.
And yre bet that when Hoover

loses his job and becomes one of
the unemployed, he will blame it

all on the Democrats.
* «> 4

• The Fournler News arrived this
week and we are still dizzy from

,
trying to figure out some of the ma-
terial contained therein. Under the
heading Alumnae News, there Is the
following statement:

f

"All those cynics who hold that a
'f' college degree and matrimony are

Inimical should consult M. S. J. C.
aluinfiae records." Then follows a
list of engagements and marriages.
But what puzzled us is that con-
tained in that same list, whose pur-
pose seems to be to convince an '

Incredulous world that M. S. J. C.

girls really get married, is also a
list of girls who are teaching bi-

ology, chemistry, etc., at dilTerent

institutions. The prize statement
in the list is the one announcing
that a certain miss from M. S. J. C.

is now attending Central High night
school.
Anybody who thinks that they

have a solution to this baflfling prob-
lem please bring their answers up
to the Sacred Sanctum of the Staff

and we will donate them to Ripley.
« * 4>

A reporter for the Aquinas, of

St. Thomas' College, of Scranton,
recently interviewed Walter Hamp-
den, who is appearing in Brian
Hooker's version of "Cyrano de Ber-
gerac" at the Masonic Temple, about
the value of college dramatics.
According to Mr. Hampden, col-

lego dramatics are not very val-

uable, because an actor "must com-
bine Inborn talent with intensive

training and this is not possible in

college. Actual stage work alone

will give it to you. The other values

of college dramatics are so numer-
ous that every possible encourage-
ment should be given them."

* « *

This and That
Two thousand wads of gum were

recently removed from the library

tables of the University of Texas.
* • «

Dean Archibald L. i^outou, of the

College of Arts and Soicncea at New
York University says that only rare-

ly does a liberal arts course qualify >

a student <o earn a living.

Yea, but after glancing at sta-

tistioB we are inclined to believe

thatlthe Dean Is all wrong.

Things Literary

ONE OF the regrettably things about

the average student of today is hi0

lack of interest in poetry. A generation

or so ago, the college man prided himself

on his abiUty to quote from, and hifl

knowledge of, the more prominent poets

of the English language. This was not a

useless nor idle attainment; on the coi^

trary, it was a valuable means of forming

a philosophy of life that brought a great

deal of happiness to its possessor.

But with the advent of the 20th Cem-

tiiry, and the disappearance of all those

things that the modem mind labeled Vic-

torian, the reading of poetry became c4d»

fashioned and fell into disrepute.

Within the last few years, however, a

reaction has been observed. At first a few,

slim anthologies of college verse made
their appearance; then more and move

volpmes of student verse were published,

so that now, many fine examples of sti^

dent poetry can easily be found.

One of the odd features about modem
student verse is its purely classical natuxe

and structure. The influence of our mod-
em poets, such as Edna St. Vincent Mil-

lay and Carl Sandburg, is scarcely to be
found at all. In all the anthologies of co^
lege verse that have come under our no-

tice, there is not one that imitates the

rhythms and verse arrangem^hts peculiar

to the modem school of poets.

Surely Villanova numbers among its

students those who have written, at some
time or other, worthwhile poetry. The
writer of this column will gladly publish

any verses that Villanova men have writf

ten, if they will sen,d their contributions

to this paper.

Off the Bookshelf

FOR QUITE some time, the lyre of

England's poet laureate has been

still. Recently, however, his new book ap*

peared, entitled, "A Tale of Troy." In this

book we have the story of the siege of

Troy, of the wooden horse, and of the final

victory of the Greeks, all done in beauti-

ful verse. We meet such familiar charao*

ters as Helen, with the face, as Miarlow

said, "that launched a thousand ships,

and burned the topless towers of Ilium,**

and the tragic Cassandra with her terrible

prophesy.

Mr. Masefield, obviously, makes no at-

tempt to improve on Homer or Virgil. He
merely has taken the old story and given

it a new setting. His phraseology is frank^

ly modern, but this has done nothing k>

harm the charm that the tale naturally

possesses.

The book has 11 divisions, each oae

rather loosely connected to the other.

Many verse forms are used in the telling

of the tale. A really clever stroke is the

use of a different rhythm and meter for

the different characters. Masefield's treat-

ment of his characters is excellent. Their

personality is life-like and .their situation

convincing.

There is a dramatic flavor to the book'

as a whole. Various characters 'speak,

and the 11 divisions could be called

'scenes,* without too much of a strain on

the imagination. Mr. Masefield has a fine

dramatic scene, and he uses it to good ad-

vantage in the various parts of his bo<^.

Those of you who have read this fa-

miliar tale, in either Greek or Latin, wttl

find this book particularly interesting in

comparing its contrasts with the originate.

If you are as yet unacquainted with the

story, you will enjoy this volume never-

theless, as it contains a plot wellrtold in

good verse.

I

I

The Political

Boiling Pot
Editor of tbe VlUanovan,

,

Villanova, Pa.

Dear Editor:

«

I firmly believe that Herbert Hoo-
ver, as a man and as Chief Sxecu-
tive, has the most twisted charac-
ter of any man to have been elect-
ed President of the United States.
To view his four years in office

!• to see a picture of corrupt gov-
. ernment, treasonable foreign policy,
and a stupid, selfli^h, hypocritical
attitude concerning the needs of the
American people.

The Government has been but a
I>awn in order to further his own
political aspirations and private
fortune. Hoover Is In favor of the
Government power plant at Muscle
Shoals lying Idle, so that the big
utility Interests may continue to
charge the American people exces-
sive prices for electric power. He
has allotted $745,000,00a to the State
of California in order that they
may build a bridge over the Golden
Gate and make improvements in
the Interior of the State.
"When the Reconstruction Finance.

Committee was organized, Hoover
•aid that its only purpose was to
supply loans In cases of dire need?
Now the people of San Francisco
and Oakland have done without a
bridge ever since these towns were
founded, and they didn't even find
themselves inconvenienced by the
lack of a bridge. As a traveller out
In California this summer, I found
that 90 per cent, of the State was
pro-Roosevelt. In other words. Hoo-
ver is using the money of the peo-
ple of the United States to buy the
votes of the State of California. In
order to match this deed, we must
SO back to the most corrupt days
of the Roman Empire.
Hoover has the Ambassadors of

the people of the United States in
foreign countries making political
speeches favoring his re-election.
An Ambassador is the representa-
tive of the whole American people,
his conduct is the only way in
Which foreigners can judge us, and
^hen he forgets his duty so much
as to fall Into the mud of a political
campaign, the whole American peo-
ple are similarly besmirched. This
Is but another example of Hoover's
character and mentality, and a
clear picture of his unscrupulous-
ness.
The Canadian Government was

approached by his representatives
asking them for a loan to the polit-
ical war chest In return for tariff
that would be favorable to the Ca-
nadian Government. This Is treason
and an example of Hoover's twlst-
•d soul.

In the recent St. Lawrence River
Improvement treaty between the
United States and Canada, which
Hoover signed, the people of the
United States are bearing two-thirds
of the expense burden, amounting
to several hundreds of millions of
dollars, but ONLY CANADIAN LA-BOR IS TO BE USED IN THE
CONSTRUCTION. Once again th^
American people are "sold out" by
their President.
Therefore, vote for Franklin

Roosevelt, a man of true character,
right ethics and keen foresight, aman you can trust, a man who will
do his best for us, and a man who
win not suffer us to be misled or
betrayed. Signed:

An Admirer of the Truth.

RESERVATIONSNOW BEING FILED

FOR BIG ANNUAL ilCOMNG DAY

NEW PAMPHLET RACKS

Special Section Reserved for

Alumni Members at Detroit

Contest

BANQUET TO FOLLOW GAME

Arrangements are rapidly being

filed for the Alumni Day game and

banquet, which will be held Novem-

ber 12, the date of the ViUanova-

Detrolt University footbiall game.

Albert C. Wagner, '32, secretary

of the Alumni Association, an-

nounced that plans have been com-

pleted to make Alumni Day thor-

oughly enjoyable for the "old

grads." Mr. Wagner has been hard

at work during the past few weeks,

making arrangements in order to

Insure the complete success of the

day. Letters have been mailed to

all graduates, Informing them of the

plans, and a gatlsfactory attendance

is assured.

A special section has been re-

served for the alumni In the north

stands, adjacent to the student sec-

tion, so that they will be able to

join with the students In the songs

and cheers. Tickets for the game
are being mailed as orders for them

are received, and there will be an

additional ticket booth In the foyer

of the gymnasium on the day of

the game for the convenience of

those who wish additional tickets,

or who did not receive them.

Following the game, a business

meeting of the Alumni Association

will be held at 4.45 P. M., In the au-

ditorium of the Commerce and Fi-

nance Building. Election of officers

JUNIOR COMMITTEES

Detailed Beporte to Be Submitted

by Chairmen on Nov. 16

William C. O'Prey, president of

the junior class, wishes to remind
the chairmen and all members of

the junior committees of the meet-

ing to be held on Wednesday, No-
vember 16. A detailed report of

their progress must be prepared to
^

be submitted to him on that date.

rp^^^T TTJTJ 89th Street

1 VyW I>JL\opp. Terminal

Fri., Sat., Men., Nov. 4-6-7

A Sensational Football Story

70,000 WITNESSES
With

PHILLIPS HOLMES
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
CHARLES RUGGLES
DOROTHY JORDAN

for the coming year will take place
during the course of this meeting.
Revision of the constitution, the
date of the next Alumni Day, and
other important business will be
discussed.

A banquet will be served in the
gymnasium by a private caterer,
following the meeting. The Very
Rev. Mortimer A Sullivan, O. S. A.,
S. T. L., will head the list of speak-
ers. Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O.
S. A., president of the college; John
A. Matthews, Esq., of Newark;
"Gus" Dorals, coach of the Detroit
team; Harry A. Stuhldreher. of Vll-
lanofva, and David F. Farley, presi-
dent of the association, will be other
speakers of note. F. Leo Lynch, '18,

will be toastmaster.

PROFESSOR TO SPEAK

toProf. Dougherty to Give Talk
Business Men In Bryn Mawr

The address that Patrfck J.

Dougherty, professor of banking
and finance, is to deliver before the

Bryn Mawr Business Men's Associa-

tion, originally scheduled for this
evening, has been postponed until
tomorrow night. :/. ^ . ^_:- ••

,

Professor Dougherty will address
the association on the following
topic, "The Federal Government and
the Banking System." He will dis-
cuss national banking versus State
banking; attempts of the Federal
Government to pass suitable legis-
lation during this period of uncer-
tainty; the relation of banks, group
banking, and chain banking; and
the origin of our banking system.
A topic of interest which he will

discuss Is the bill that Carter Glass,
Democratic Senator from Virginia,
has Introduced in the Senate. Mr.
Dougherty will explain this point
and the probable effect it will have
on the banking system as it is at
the present time.

Racks Designed by Russell Hurst
to Be Placed In Chapel

Following a design made by Rus-
sell F. Hurst, a senior engineer, new
pamphlet racks are being made in

the college carpentry shop. The new
racks will be placed in the vestry
to the College Chapel, the existing
racks to be placed in the School of
Commerce and Finance.
New pamphlets are arriving

weekly and are being placed Imme-
diately upon receipt in the racks in
the chapel and in the Pie Shoppe.
New pamphlets for the week are:
"Birth Control," "Marry Your Own,"
"God and Depression," "Why Be
Moral?" "Family Limitations," and

"Companionate Marriage."

Among those that have been itt

the racks for a time are a few that

are recommended because of their

value as an aid to classroom dis-

cussion. These are: "Call of Christ,'*

"Murder In the Classroom," "Fash-
ionable Sin." "My Faith and I,**

"Ruling Passion," "Indulgences for

Sale," and "Captain of His Soul."

It is hoped that the students wlB
fully avail themselves of the service

afforded by the distribution of thes«

racks about the campus.

Please Return

Will the person who took a trench

coat by mistake from the dining

room Sunday, October 16, please re-

turn it to the VILLANOVAN offic*

as soon as possible?

Showing Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Colelby Tailoring, lec.

Made-to-Measttre ^uitSy

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24^75 and $19.75

On display in foyer of Pie Shoppe

store at

57th and Market Sts.

Open TiU 8.45 P. M.

JIM ELLIOT .
Campus Representative

1» Alumni Hall

Starting Friday -;;.

GRAND HOTEL
with

STAR-STUDDED CAST

.•. A-

L

e the Short Line

Home at Thanksgiving

Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23
in Front of Dining Hall^

'

New York $1.75 one way

Boston $4.50 " "

For Further Information See

W. O. THERIAULT
in Pie Shop or 48 Mendel Hall

ALL-AMERICAN?

Remember that neat line-up of football articles we
had in October? • • .Well, here's the November line-

up— made to order for YOU:

TIm College Game is Easier
hy Red Grange

FiNirtli Dewa
hyJ.F. Mmnfmrnrnd

Am AH-AMMTleMi
by Mapihinoal Schwarta

EVENING POST
^^^^^i^^^m
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BY FR. STANFOKD

Original A; rangements for

Thanksgivi'ig Vacation Not

to Po. Changed

TO BE HWTED
Will include All Phases of Re-

porting, Layout and

Advertising

WILL START ON THURSDAY

Contlnaed From Page One

newspapers on the day of each lec-

ture. Newspaper English, includ-

ing the proper style of writing news

stories, selection of a lead para-

graph, connposition of the story,

choice of words considered proper

for newspaper usage, correct meth-

od of using quotations from the

classics, column writing, and edito-

rial writing.

Included also will be the study

of the mechanical construction of

a newspaper, showing exactly how
ft newspaper is made from the time

ft reporter is assigned to a story

until the paper is sold on the street.

Arrangements will be made for a
trip to the plant of the Public

Ledger where the students will

have an opportunity to observe first

hand the various mechanical proc-

tsses a newspaper passes through.

Other subjects to be covered in-

clude: Customs of newspapers and
newspapermen, policies of newspa-
pers, laws of libel, departmental re-

porting, such as real estate, marine,

radio, etc.

Because advertising Is an essen-

tial part of every newspaper It is

thought that some of the students

might be Interested In that phase of

the business. Therefore the coui:se

will consider that important depart-

ment. This will Include the study

of advertising psychology, copy

writing, class appeal, general ap-

peal, composition of an advertise-

ment (copy, artwork, layout, pro-

duction), scope of national advertis-

ing, scope of local advertising, the

advertising agency, newspaper,

magazine, radio, direct mall and
billboard advertising.

Arrangements have been made
with one of the largest weekly

newspapers In Philadelphia to al-

low the students of this course the

privilege of producing one Issue of

the paper, all the reportial work be-

ing done by the studenta.

This course will be given by a

man who has spent the past 12

y«ars in the newspaper and adver-

tising business.

Text of Fr* Stanford's Statement

SEftORS'^&j^TCD RIGHTS

Ovr.t'nurd Frorn r.tc« One
• '<

,

leges, was an8\.-erecl in such a man-
ner as to give ihem considerably in-

creased rights, but Btlll, in the final

analysis, to 1; ep them somewhat

reetrlcted. After £he first semester

seniors without any failures will be

allowed out as frequently as they

wish. No mention was made, how-

ever, of the so-called "late" permis-

sions, and hence it is to be under-

stood that this privilege Is still non-

existent.

By placing the limitations in the

ftnswer to this last petition, it was
Intended that the seniors should

strive harder to keep all their

grades above the passing mark.
This, as may be seen, is merely an-

other step in the efforts of the new
administration to instill into the

students habits which are more con-

ducive to study than the habits

have been in the past few years.

The spirited fashion in which the

Student Council took up these peti-

tions and presented them to the au-

thorities, and the considerate and
interested manner In which Fr.

Stanford answered them should be

taken as an indication of the fact

that this body of students really

will pRy an integral part in the

protection of the students' rights

and the conduct of the college gov-

ernment in the future.

The text of x r. Stanford's
oftlcial statement answering
the petitions of the Student
Council concerning the Thanks-
giving holiday, the use of the
swimming pool, and the privi-
leges of senior students is giv-
en below. This statement was
issued on October 19, 1932, but,
because of lack of space, could
not be printed in an earlier is-

sue of the paper.

In reference to my recent inter-

view with the committee of the Stu-
dent Council held at my office, I am
prepared to summarize the follow-
ing conclusions referring to the
Items which you petitioned:

1. In reference to your peti-

tion that there be no Thanks-
giving vacation, the days being
added to the Christmas vaca-
tion. It was pointed out that
this will not be feasible this
year because of the fact that
the calendar is already printed
and departures from the calen-
dar are not advisable. If It is

desired to follow this plan for
the coming year, I would like to
have definite assurance that it

is the wish of the majority of
the student body (both resident
and day students) on or before
the 15th of January.

2. In reference to your re-
quest that the swimming pool
be open additional hours, I am
prepared, after consultation
with Father Crawford, to an-
nounce the following additional
times:
On Friday night, the swim-

ming pool will be open from

7.30 to 10 P. M.; on Sunday aft-

ernoon, from 2 to 5 P. M., and
after the football season is over,
the pool will be open Saturday
afternoon also. The time until

which the pool will )>e open
daily Is extended to 5.45, In or-

der to accommodate those stu-

dents who have laboratory pe-
riods In the afternoon. The
continuance of these additional
hours during. which the swim-
ming pool will be open will de-
pend upon the use which the
students make of the pool. It Is

our wish that the pool be util-

ized to the utmost by the stu-

dents, but manifestly we will

not be Justified in keeping It

open at times when there Is

very little use on the part of
the studenjts.

3. In regard to your request
for additional privileges for se-
nior students, after consultation
with Father Albers, I am pre-
pared to make the following an-
nouncements:

(a) On November 1, and
thereafter, one additional eve-
ning perpiission will be allowed
the senior students.

(b) After first quarter marks
are in. senior students having
no grades below passing mark
win be allowed three evening
permissions In addition to Sat-
urday.

(c) After first semester, se-

nior students having no grades
below passing mark will be
given as many evening permis-
sions as they wish, provided
that they fulfill the requirement

Facts Revealed on
Dismantled Organ

Continued From Paire One

musician and organist. On Decem-
ber 14, 1881, he succeeded his father,
Henry Gordon Thunder, who had
been leading organist in St. Augus-
tine's and other churches in Phila-
delphia and New York. Mr. Thun-
der, Jr., had charge of the music
until 1875, when he went to New
York to become organist of St.

Stephen's. He returned in 1879 and
remained in Philadelphia until his

death. "
. .

The Villanovan continued, ^'At the

conclusion of the first part. Rev,
R. A. Gleason, O. S. A., delivered a
learned and eloquent discourse on
'Music In Its relation to Divine
Worship.' In the course of his re-

mai'ks the reverend speaker dwelt
upon the fact that many works of
the most illustrious composers are
of a devotional character. He spoke
also of the peculiar appropriateness
of the organ above all other musi-
cal instruments to divine worship.
"The organ cost $3750. It con-

tains 3 manuals, 38 stops and 1743
pipes. It is 28 feet wide and 12

feet deep."

It is interesting to note that when
the organ was first installed it did

not have the convenience of the
present new organ. While celebrat-

ed organists played beautiful music,
a few men worked like demons
pumping air into the devouring
pipes.

Later this system was changed as

It was found that only persons with
hardy constitutions could weather a
long organ recital. An apparatus
that supplied air by water pressure
was installed and this gave satis-

factory results for a time. Still

later, another change was made.
This time a modern electric motor
was supplied to pump the air into
the pipes of the organ.

JUNIOR BLAZERS

Estimates Are Being Submitted to

Committee for Consideration

The committee in charge of the

blazers has already commenced ac-

tive work. Several estimates have

been submitted for consideration by

the junior class.

Due to the indecision as to which

color blazer will be preferable, esti-

mates are being obtained for both

the blue and white blazers. The

committee is also expecting esti-

mates from New York City con-

cerns. When ail bids have been re-

ceived, they will be presented to the

junior class for discussion and de-

cision.

The juniors have been asked to

settle the matter definitely concern-

ing the color blazer to be emblem-
atic of the class. A vote will be

taken at a meeting in the near fu-

ture which will determine this mat-
ter conclusiyely.

The good old days when the

Frosh used to "Hobble Gobble,"

wage a tug-of-war with the Sophs
and the oft remembered flour fight

around the greased pole with both

Frosh and Sophs milling all around,

all around.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
.;" '. • "..-•• •<'V-.i". Today

Resident Staff VILLANOVAN, 222 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.

Wednesday •

VILLANOVAN Staff, Day students, 222 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M,
Belle Air photo appointments. Belle Air oflftce 1.00-5.00 P. M.
Connecticut Club, 213 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.

Thursday
Economics Seminar, Commerce and Finance Auditorium, 8.15 P.M.

Friday
Belle Air photo appointments. Belle Air office 1.00-5.00 P. M.

150-lb. team vs. Penn 150-lb., Stadium 3.00 P. M.

Boston Special leaves campus station, P. R. B 8.10 f. M.

Saturday
Varsity vs Boston College, Newton, Mass 2.30 P. M.

Junior Varsity vs. Cdrneys Point Y. M. C. A. at Carney

s

Point, N. J 2.30 P. M.

Monday
Belle Air photographs, 102 Mendel Hall 9.00 A. ^.-5.00 P. M.

Phi Kappa PI, Mendel Hall Amphitheatre ll^O'A.M^

Belle Masque, 214 Mendel Hall '••'•'• °-^ y ™*

Glee Club, Commerce and Finance Auditorium <.ou f. an.

BALFOUR PREFERRED
Viilanovans prefer Balfour Class Rings

Juniors, for the past several seasons, have preferred

Balfour's favors and programs ^' '^'^
Now, for ChrlstnmH, Balfour's gifts for Mother, Dad and Sweet-

heart Mounted with Vlllanova seal Will be more
Than I*R£FERRED • .

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
1601 Chestnut Street

rhllAdelphlA, Pa. Phone, Spnioe 7078Room No. sol

of "reporting out" and "report-
ing in."

(d) After first quarter
grades are in, all Juniors ""hav-
ing no grades below passing
mark will be allowed two eve-
ning permissions in addition to
Saturday.
N. B. In order that students

may establish their qualification
for additional permissions un-
der privileges (b), (c) and (d),

it will be necessary for the
Student Council to present to
the rector of the respective halls
a signed statement from the
dean of the respective schools,
covering the students who have
no grades below passing.
Appreciating the splendid spirit

in which your requests were made,
and indicating my willingness to
co-operate in every way possible
with the Student Council, I am.

Very sincerely yours,

REV. E. V. STANFORD, O. S. A.,

President.

Many Rooters Plan
to Go to Boston

Continued From Pace On«

the special train will leave N«ir
York at 7.10 P. M., Sunday eve-
ning.

Fr. Albers urges all students !»•
tending to make the trip to mak»
early arrangements and to watcA
the bulletin boards for further a»>
nouncements regarding the time oi
departure and other items concer»<
Ing the trip.

Dates Determined
for Annual Photos

Continued From Pnce One

Wednesday and Friday afternoo«%
from 1 to 4 o'clock, inclusive, to mn
range the schedule.

Absolutely no individual pictur«i
of the seniors and juniors will iM
taken on the campus outside tiM
dates schedtiled.

"^V^A

I

fast on Saturday and Sunday^
mornings. Those desirous of mak-
ing a bus trip through historic Bos-
ton may do so for an additional

i

charge of one dollar.

Following the football game, the
boat will leave Fall River at 7.30

P. M., arriving in New York early
Sunday morning, in time for mass
at 9.00 A. M. at St. Peter's Church,
located at 18 Barclay street. New
York. Returning to the college.

' A HAT FREE
With Every Puroluwe »t

CRAWFORD'S
Dlsfrfay of the most complete

selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and
Tuxedos

single and Double Breasted
—Vest Included

at $16.75
ONE PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Garments to
Choose From

Every ConcelvaUe Color
and Fabric

1225 MARKET ST.
Open Evenings

like la Loa/ch /jou

\,

j^.
..•i.: . .-i:

*1F EVER I SAW
a picture of content, it's you when
you're puffing on a pipeful of

Granger. And I admit I like the

fragrant aroma myself.''

It is surprising how much better

a pipe tastes when it is fiUed with

tobacco that's made especiaUy for

pipes. And the Granger package

is just right, too.

vC^^

12) 193S,

ImcsttA MnoM .^
TOEACOOGO, <:^

The tohaeeo
th€U*t right «
and the paeh*
«ige that*» r^gjbl

GRANGER IS AMERICA'S PIPE TOBACCO

«f»

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

V Ea
^Fo
^Pan-

In 1929 the Felines played the
1 B. C. aggregation at Fenway Park
I'^and had the game on ice with a
'. 7 to score when in the last min-
ute the Eagles took to the air

••and scored just as the final whls-
. tie was about to be blown. They
' made the extra point and thus
*the game etlded, a 7 to 7 tie.

In 1930, Boston College came
down to Philadelphia to play the
'Blue and White at the Municipal
Stadium. This time Lady Luck
didn't smile upon the handsome
youths who call the "Athens of
America" their home. One touch-

' down was scored in that contest
)>and that -one was made by the
'Cats.

' Having acquired a taste for
VEagle meat the Wildcats again
f Journeyed to the North last fall
land satisfied their appetite by
^downing the home team by two'
[touchdowns to one.

At present the Wildcat is llck-
»ing his chops having feasted on
some nice, fresh Bison, but the
Feline is an aristocrat and is used
rto partaking of luxuries and now
I

he thinks he would like some
[
Eagle. So he will have his chance
knext week and it is hoped that
lie will be satisfied.
The team has won, to date, five

kgames and has lost one. To defeat
Boston College next Saturday

I

would surely be a feather in Vil-
lanova's cap and there is no rea-
|«OB why the Blue and White
[
shouldn't continue its victory
bmarch. • « «

iBomethlng New
la Football^/^N NOVEMBER 4 the foot-

t J I ball teams of Occidental
JH^^^ College and Santa Barbara
M^Mite on the West Coast will play

J

a game which will be more or

I

less experimental. A new idea
- '•Tfl been offered concerning how

team should play on the of-
&nse and the plan will be tested
the above-mentioned contest.

I The latest wrinkle is a 12-man
^am. The 12th man is to act in
le capacity of a field general
ud will not enter the actual
[hyBical contest, but will run

>iind with the referee as an
server, advising his team in the
iddle before each line-up where
iknesses appear to crop out
the oppoalng team. On defense
extra man will stand with the
inmn and take no active part
bia t«am'a defensive effortJi.

IT WAS A TIRED but happy
squad of Wildcat warriors that
trotted off Brook's Field last

Saturday as the dark cloak of
*i night was beginning to encompass
[the earth. For the first time since

Jl928 the Blue and White team
^had sent the Thundering Herd of
Bisons from Bucknell into the
depths of defeat.
After playing, which, from the

tp^tator's viewpoint, an uninter-
Mtlng first half, replete with in<

plete forward passes, the Fe-
tes came out fighting in the

second half and sunk all Bucknell
hopes for victory. Every man
played "heads up" football and
they made the Bucknellians te-
Aliae that you can never take' a
Wildcat too seriously. Stuhldreh-
•r's proteges went into the game
JUB the underdog, but when the
final whistle blew, the scoreboard
told a different story.

"Whitey" Randour got his «us-
tomary to u c h d o w n' by "Red
Granging" his way through the
Whole Herd on a beautiful 15-yard
run. The second was made by the
Highty Atom, Joe Weisenbaugh,
who drove through for a score
from the seven-yard line. The
unfortunate incident of the game
was that Carrol Cook was hurt
early in the first quarter and thus
the Bisons were saved from suf-
fering a more humilltatlng defeat,
for we feel sure that if Cook had
been in there he would have add-
ed to his scoring record.
However, we can't give all the

credit for the victory to the back-
fleld, since the line played a great
game. Bucknell didn't gain very
much by plunging 9r by end runs
and several times they were
thrown for loses of several yards.

* * *

The Bucknell game is hls-
• tory now and we must look
forward. On Saturday the
Wildcats will perform in the
Hub Citjr against the IGagles
of Boston College. B. C. has
always put out a scrappy and
deceptive team and this year
has not been an exception.
Over the weekend the Boston
College eleven has risen a peg
or two in the estimation of
the football world. This rise
Is due to the fact that the
Eagles played host to the
Fordham Bams last Saturday
d humbled the Gothamites

before a crowd of 16,000 by a
score of 3 to 0.

VlLLifiOVAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING GOLF FOOTBALL
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FELINES POINT FOR BEE SEE
Will He Run Another Punt Back SO Yds.

for a Score?
Teams'ProspectsReviewed
By Boston College Writer

LIGHTWEIGHTS LOSE

Collegians' Lack of Weight

Again Proves Dis-

astrous

HARTER STAR ON DEFENSE

Bill Cavanaugh, who aided materlany In the Wiidcats' defeat of
B. C. last year when he caught a punt on the 50-yard line and rftn

it back through the whole £agle team for a touchdown.

Coach Is Not Interested
In Gridiron Individualism

By HEAD COACH HARRY A. STUHLDBEHER

,No football team goes through its

season without comment on its

play. Victory seems to stir the
imagination of the outsider. They
applaud this or that player for his

exceptional ability and almost al-

ways fail to give consideration to

those who are making these endeav-

ors possible. I am not interested

in individualism, for I like to see

all the boys go well. Our system
demands perfect team play which
is gradually coming to the fore.

The present Vlllanova squad has
proven to me that they are good
competitors. In spite of bad breaks,

they have kept their heads above
water. Obstacles seem to stir them
on to better work.
The Bucknell game gave every

indication that the squad is pro-

can be takenthat this condition

care of this week.

No sooner than one tough oppo-
nent is defeated, another one looms
up as a much more worthy oppo-
nent. Boston College in not only

upsetting Fordham but outplaying

thena, appears right now as though
it would be a hard team to crack.

I have every confidence in our boys
to do a good job; A victory over

the Eagles will place the team in a
favorable light nationally and this

is certainly an opportunity th^t

should not be passed up.

The best bit of news that has
come my way in a long time came
from the oflficlals after the Buck-
nell game. They all agreed that
in their experience they had never
worked in a major contest which

Outweighed, outplayed, but not
outfought, Villanova's 150 - pound
team went down to defeat before
the onslaughts of a superior Mal-
vern Prep aggregation last Friday
at the stadium. The score was:
Malvern, 32; 150-pound team, 0.

Fighting gamely against insur-
mountable odds. Coach "Lefty"
Reitz's charges gained tha approval
of the large throng that witnessed
the game for their aggressiveness,
but, aS" on the previous Friday
agninst Yale, the Lightweights were
unable to match strength with their
opponents and thus were downed by
a wide margin.
In O'Brien, the Prepsters pre-

sented a fleet-footed halfback whose
wide end sweeps kept the Light-
weight line veil spread—only to
render the piercing line-thrusts of
the heavy Malvern fullback, Mc-
Devitt, more effective. O'Brien was
a constant threat for the Prepsters.
Twice he got loose to score.
In the second play after the kick

Says That Meeting Between

Ancient Rivals Should

Prove Interesting

RECALLS 1929 CLASSIC

By LAWRENCE J. CADIGAN
Sports Editor, "The Heights"

Boston College

The Vlllanova game sends Boston
College off on the second half of ita

eight-game schedule. To date, the
Eagles have won three games, hav-
ing defeated Loyola, of Baltimore;
Centre College and Fordham Uni-
versity. They have suffered one de-
feat and that was at the hands of
the Marquette eleven when the Bos-
tonians were taken into camp at
Milwaukee by a 13-to-O score.

The Vlllanova and Boston College
rivalry has produced some fine

games. The most outstanding, and
one which Is still spoken of when-
ever the Wildcats are mentioned, is

that thrilling 7-7 tie here in Boston
in 1929. Vlllanova surpassed Boston
College in every department of the
game, but a sparkling Colbert for-
ward to Antos, and a Colbert con-
version after touchdown allowed us
to preserve our undefeated record,
which later in the season was to be
broken by Fordham, 7-6.

The squad was in fine trim at the
start of the season because of the
two-week pre-season training spent
at Jackson, N. H. But a 10-day lay-
off following the Loyola game, and
another of equal length before the
Marquette contest, coupled with
four days of steady rain, has set
the team back to such an extentoff to open the third period, he cir-

cled his own right end, broke loose 1
1^^* t^® pre-season training has

Into the clear and scampered 65 *'®®'* nullified. So McKenney has
yards to tally. His second touch-
down came after a run of 20 yards
through a broken field.

The stellar playing of George Fox
on the defense thwarted many an
effort of Lightweights to advance
the pigskin into scoring territory.
Fox played left tackle, but as far as
the 150-pounders were concerned he
played every position on the team.

Continued on Paicfl Six

HOLD FROSH MEET

In

gressing. There are still many rough was more cleanly played. This is
spots to be Ironed out and I believe the real worth of keen competition.

PROBABLE LINE-UP IN BOSTON
VILLANpVA

L. Halfback
(7)

Randour

Quarterback
(4)

Cavanaugh

R. Halfback
(21)

Wetzler

Fullback
(23)

Marlon

Le^t End
(29)

J^onohue

Left Tackle
(43)

Zlzao

Left Guard
(42)

Blanohard

Center
(22)

Oezzer

Right Guard
(33)

Milne

Right Tackle
(62)

Hlckey

Right End
(45)

Grlmberg

BOSTON COLLEGE
Right End
KlUead

Right Tackle
Couhig

Right Guard
O'Lalor

Center
Romano

Left Guard
Whalen

L. T.

Ezmunt

Left End
Tost

L. Halfback
Chesniilevlch

Quarterback
JFreltas

R. Halfback
E. Kelly

Fullback
Maloney

Schaffer and Fitzgerald Shine

Yearling Events

As a means of promoting interest
among the freshmen. Coach Harry
Coates held a track meet last

Wednesday at the stadium. The
freshmen turn-out was pleasing to

Mr. Coates, who expressed his grati-

tude by awarding prizes to the win-
ners of the first three places.

Mr. Coates, vf^o, incidentally, al-

ways has an eye to the future,
scored again by uncovering several
new stars. Notable among these
were Bob Fitzgerald and Frank
Schaffer, who captured first place in
two events each. Fitzgerald did his
winning in the 100-yard and the
220-yard events, and Schaffer won
the mile and the half-mile.
The day was almost ideal as far

as weather conditions were con-
cerned, but the track was very slow,
due to the inclement weather that
preceded and this was responsible
for the rather slow time recorded.
The result.s were:
100 yards—Won by Bob Fitzger-

ald; second, Andy Zannl; third, Ray
McGunnlgle. Time, 10 3-5 seconds.
220 yards—Won by Bob Fitzger-

ald; second, Andy Zannl; third,
Charles Costa. Time—251-6 seconds.
440 yards—Won by Ray McGunnl-

gle; second, John Delia Rocco;
third, Martin Melteone. Time — 61
seconds.

880 yards —Won by Frank Schaf-
fer; second, Pete Lebkuecher;
third, John Delia Rocco. Time—

2

minutes 25 seconds.
Mile—Won by Frank Schaffer;

second. Pete Lebkuecher; third.
Bill Keffer. Time—6 minutes 30 sec-
onds.

been forced to begin all over again
in pveparation for the comings
games.
Unless something unforeseen

crops up, McKenney will field the
following team for the Vlllanova
game: Joe Killilea, from Hyde Park

ConUnued on Page Six

HOW FUME AND

PAST FOES FARED

Temple Owls Got Breaks

in Tying Carnegie

Score ^

DETROIT WINS ONCE MORE

Our neighbors up on North Broad
street were almost knocked off
their high perch last Friday night
when they met the Skibos from Car-
negie Tech. For a while the Tech.
was out in front with a 7-0 lead and
it seemed that the Owls' streak
would be broken, but Lome Johnson
scored a touchdown for the home
team, the extra point was made,
and the score remained tied until
the end of the game.
Our down-East rivals of next Sat-

urday, Boston College, scored a
most startling upset last Saturday
when they defeated the Fordham
Rams by a 3-0 score. From the
looks of things, the Wildcats will
have a battle on their hands No-
vember 6.

The University of Detroit scored
another victory last Friday night
when they defeated the Hoyas from
Georgetown by a margin of tw©
touchdowns.
Gettysburg defeated Urslnus, 7-2.

Both teams were defeated by the
Blue and White earlier In the sea-
son. The Loyola Greyhonmls suf-
fered another '

Mation wi i they
were defeated by Western Mary-
land.

/

Vf
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Kittens Score Smashing
Win OverF. andM. Fresh

Jacobsmen Have Easy Time

^, Downing Rosebuds,

39 toO

BUCKNELL IN PHILA.7.

PLAYED FOR CHARITY

f tiy HAL KEATING
U^NCASTER, Pa., Oct. 29—Out-

gaining and out-generaling a fresh-

man team that had previously beat-

en its own varsity by three points,

"Doc" Jacob's freshman crew ran

Wild over the Franklin and Mar-
shall yearling squad, defeating

them, 39 to 0.

Just how much superiority the

Kittens showed over the F, & M.
team can be learned from the sta-

tistics. Villanova garnered 19 first-

downs to Franklin and Mnrshall's

one and completed eight forward
passes to their opponents' one, while

gaining 400 yards from scrimmage.

The game was attended by a
crowd of 3000 people and was a

charity affair, being held for the

benefit of the Lancaster Coal Fund.

The game opened with Parrig

kicking over the F, & M. goal line,

the ball being brought out to the 20-

yard line. The Lancasterites punted

to Kotys on third down and from
then on it was nothing but Villa-

nova. Two line plays were tried

without a gain and then the Kittens

went into the air. A pass from
Kotys to Hlgglns netted nine yards.

Another from O'Dorisio to Korchin-

aki was good for 30 yards. O'Dori-

sio then scored on an off-tackle

play from the 14-yard line.

In the second quarter Villanova

made a sustained drive down the

fleld for 65 yards that ended in a

touchdown by Kotys, who also

kicked the extra point. It was dur-

ing this drive that Higgins gave

several beautiful exhibitions of

blocking.
The Kittens scored again in the

third quarter. Higgins threw a

beautiful 40-yard pass to Johnson,

who was downed on the 15-yard

line. Kotys then threw one to Hig-

gins over the goal line for the score.

Parris made the extra point good.

The freshmen scored three times

In the final quarter to finish things.

Higgins intercepted an F. & M. pass

on his own 35-yard line and ran

through the opposing team 65 yards

to a score. Higgins passed to Kor-

chinski for the extra point. Th»n
Kotys went over from the 15-yard

line for his second score of the day.

Not satisfied with the score, Hig-

gins threw a 45-yard pass to Kor-

chinski for the sixth and last touch-

down of the game. Kotys .missed

the extra point. Soon after the kick-

off the game was over.

The line-up:

Villanova Franklin & Marshall

According to a recent an-

nouncement, it is understood
that there is a possibility of

Villanova playing Bucknell's grid

team in Philadelphia next year.

If plans are completed, the game
will be played at either Temple
Stadium or Franklin Field in-

stead of at Scranton.
The game would be played on

October 7, on which date both
Temple and Penn would be play-

ing games away, from home.
Since 1926 the game has been

an annual feature offered by the

Kiwanis Club of Scranton to se-

cure finances for their Educa-
tional Aid Fund.

Our Prediction
How Good Are They?

With the several big upsets In the

football world which occurred dur-

ing the weekend, our number of

wrong guesses has grown not a lit-

tle.

To date, we have picked 39 win-

ners and the number of miscalcula-

tions has jumped to eight. The
choices for next week are as fol-

lows, the first-named team being

pipked to win:
Columbia—Navy.
St. Mary's—Fordham.
Cornell—Albright.

Pitt—Penn.
Syracuse—Oglethorpe.

Notre Dame^Kansas. •

Temple—Haskell.
Georgia—N. Y. U.

Army—Harvard.
Kentucky—Duke.
Princeton—Lehigh.
Dartmouth—New Hampshire.

Teams' Prospects
Reviewed by Writer

Continued From Pare Five

High, and Flavio Tosi, who was in-

eligible will be at the ends; Richard

Reynolds, from Quincy, and Cap-

tain Phil Couhig, of Beverly,

tackles; Maurice Whelan and John-

ny O'Lalor, guards, and Mario Ro-

mano, the "Plymouth Rock," center.

O'Lalor has been dubbed the "for-

gotten man" by his teammates be-

cause of a little incident that hap-

pened during the past summer. Mc-
Kenney had made out his list of the

men to take along to Jackson with

him and Included In that list was
O'Lalor. But his family was away
for the summer and he couldn't be

found. When the squad returned to

Alumni Field, Johnny came out for

the first time. It was learned that

he had been only 25 miles awiy
from the camp during the whole

stay of the team at Jackson; had
tried several times to pay a social

call, but was too busy to make thi^

trip.

Johnny Freitas, star of the Cen-

tre game, will be at quarterback,

Pete Chestnulevich and Johnny

Dougan at the halves, and Frank^

Maloney, fullback.

According to Alexander G. Sever-

ance, graduate manager of athletlCBj

all the conveniences for the swii

mlng pool have arrived and hav«

been installed in the gym, and

now available for the use of

students.

, The basketball floor will be open]

for the use of students daily

tween the hours of 9 A. M. to 1.

P. M., but will be closed from 2.

P. M. to 5.30 P. M., due to the fact

that varsity and freshman practice

is held at that time.

L. E.
L. T.

L. G.

. C. .,

R. G. .

R. T. ,

R. E.

Q. B.

L. H. ,

R. H.
. F. B.

. Stolarz

. .Hershey
.Kalthoof

Derr
,
.McQuate

Jones
Axteil

.Morrocco
.Rampulla

Sielski

.Wenrich

Johnson. . .

.

Szczapa. .,,.

Vidnovic
Tosi
Michaels. .

.

Lawlor
Korchinski.
Higgins
Kotys
O'Dorisio. .

Substitutions : Villanova — Myles

lor Vidnovic, Searight for Tosi, Vid-

novic for Myles, Huber for Lawlor,

Tosi for Searight, McGovern for

Michaels, Wrona for Parris; Sea-

right for Tosi, Johann for Szczapa,

Conroy for Johnson, Collins for

Kotys, DiFiore for Higgins, Mur-

phy for O'Dorisio, Myles for Vid-

novic.
Franklin and Marshall — Wilson

for Morrocco, Fisher for Seilski,

Vight for McQuate, Schneider for

Axteil, Mattii for Schneider, Schnei-

der for Mattia.

ii^a^. *?•

Lightweights Lose
to Malvern Eleven

Continued From FMre Five

as he was constantly bringing down
Villanova ball-toters in all parts of

the field.

Villanova's left tackle, Joe Har-

ter. was the one great thorn in the

side of the Prepsters. Captain Har-

ter played inspired football against

his heavy adversaries, his hard

tackling being especially pleasing to

the Wildcat supporters.

The team showed a great im-

provement over its game with Yale.

The players are riot downhearted,

•ven though trounced twice by big

.cores, and look to next Friday,

when Pcnn's 150-pounder8--a team

of its weight-is encountered for Its

first victory of the season. The

game will be played In the Villa-

nova Stadium.
Score by periods: ^^

Malvern Prep ... 6 6 14 J-W

"Let's Bay you're painting clouds.

You've got your primary colors here

on the palette. But you haven't the

clouds until you blend certain colors

into the special tone you want.

'*Thi8 is very much what happens

in making a good cigarette. And I

gather that what Chesterfield means

by Cross-Blending is what an artist

does with colors. Their Domestic

and Turkish tobaccpa— many varie-

ties of each—are the primary colors.

They blend and cross'hlend these

tobaccos until they get the special

tone they want—in other words, the

Chesterfield flavor.

''And just as each color you use

acts on the others to change and

enrich them, so each Chesterfield to-

bacco partakes of the fine qualities

of every other.

''You 'weld' different kinds to get

a better kind. That's Cro8»-BlefHl-

ing!"

© 1932, UeciTT «c MrtM ToeACCo

(Jtesterfield!
CrossBle^JeJ^tkars w/i^tkeure MILDER

tkats wUy thJif TASTE BEHIl

Fighting Wildcats Humble Thundering Herdl^

* Determined Varsity Squad
^Defeats Bucknell, 13-0
» ___________

, "Whitey^ Randour Scores First Touchdown
' in Third Period After 40-Yard March

;

Weisenbaugii Makes Second^Tally

In the LimeliMht

A

^CATS KEEP BATTLE IN FOE LINES

FOR THE first time in fouir years a Wildcat team re-

turned from its annual journey to Scranton with a vic-

tory over a fighting crew of Bucknell Bisons. Performins^

before a throng of 6000 at Brook's Field on Saturday after-

noon, Captain Dick Rickey's determined band outclassed the

Bison in every phase of the game to run up a score of 13-0,

a point above the Temple-Bucknell score. This count would

have undoubtedly been higher but for a few bad breaks at

inopportune moments.
When Clark Hinkle, the All-Amer-

Ican Bison fullback, stewed off the

field last year at the conclusion of

the Villanova game he left vacant

a mantle that few in the stands

that day thought would be filled for

many a year in this historic Cat-

Bison series.

But today there is no doubt in

the minds of any of those who wit-

nessed Saturday's fray that
"Whitey" Randour, substituting
speed for power, has successfully
gained Hinkle's place in the sun. It

is now Bucknell's turn to shout
"Stop Randour" as we had to cry
"Stop Hinkle" during the past few
years. ,,;

"Whitey*^ liuns Vviid

• As Randour twisted, turned and
dodged one Bison after another,
after having been trapped on their

• 35-yard line, he revived memories
of "Chris" Cagle executing his fa-

mous delayed pass play which in-

variably ended up with the Louis-
iana Fox sweeping the end.
Seeing that it was impossible to

jdfe^ss in hi& predicament, "Whitey"
^mit to the left and finally emerged
from the scramble on the 13-yard

.,line, where he was tackled. Carry-
ing the ball on the next two plays
Randour finally crossed the last line

^for the first score of the game.

Vi^eisenbaugn uoes Ovei*

The second touchdown was made
* by Joe Weisenbaugh in the middle
of the final period, following a five-

yard run. The way for this score
• was paved by the line when Zizac
and Brodnicki broke through and
blocked Reznichak's punt on the

* six-yard stripe. Ed Donahue re-

covered the ball for the Wildcats.
Donahue, playing his first game

• since he injured his knee, also gave
a fine exhibition of line play, as
well as getting off some uncanny

* punts which rolled out of bounds
near the Bison's -coffln ro""'-. .

^
'aac in Hero *-->.«

Anouicr Villanovan vvrho linaliy

came into his own on Saturday was
p Vince Zizac. Zizac has been over-
shadowed all season by Bob Rosen,
the regular left tackle, but Rosen
injured his foot last week and was
unable to play. Thus Zi?:ac finally

got his chance, and it will take a
lot of fight to replace him from his
posltl'^n pf^-'^r bin si'frN*.j(:5<nqr nlay at
ScrantL
Things began lo iook. uad for the

'Cats soon after the opening of the
game when Bill Cavanaugh fum-
bled Rhubright's punt on his own
20, a Bison man recovering the ball.

However, the officials restored the
ball to Vi'lanova, thus saving an
embarrassing situation. After Don-
ahue had punted, Rhubright, after
a few plays, punted o'lt r* "^-^nnds

on the 'Cats' '

After Donti.iuc pai..^^\x out, the

Bison drove down to the 'Cats' 32.

At this point a pass, Reznichak to

feters, placed the ball on the 'Cats'

On the next three plays, the
Villanova forward wall proved its

mettle and the Bisons ended up
with a loss of eight yards. Rezni-
;hak then '-"'••-"'^ over the goal.

Blancnard llfcovers Ball

Blanchard regained the ball for

'^illanova following Donahue's punt
ly recovering tht^ ball from Rhu-
»right in mld-flcld. Randour made

first down on the 40, but was
forced to punt out on the 18. On
mother exchange of punts Donnhup
)ut the boll out on the 13.

Bucknell lost the ball in thoir own
territory on downs, but regained

^hen Myers Intercepted a pass and

Ian to his 40. Following an ex-

jhange of punts, Bucknell was pe-

lalizcd to their 10. Rhubright, how-

STATISTICS OF THE
BUCKNELX. GAME

Total yards gained—Villanova,
125; Bucknell, 107.

Total number of passes—Villa-
nova, 14; Bucknell, 10.

Number of passes completed

—

Villanova, 2; Bucknell, 6.

Yards gained on passes—Villa-
nova, 37; Bucknell, 54.

Number of fir^t-downs—Villa-
nova, 8; Bucknell, 8.

Number of fumbles-7-Villanova,
2; Bucknell, 2.

Loss on fumbles—Villanova, 10
yards; Bucknell, 0.

Yards lost, penalties — Villa-
nova, 65; Bucknell, 30.

ever, punted out on his own 43.

In the second half the Blue and
White wave began to gather mo-
mentum. After Peters had kicked
off for the Bisons the Wildcats
caught their opponents unawares
with a quick kick. Randour made
the punt and It went clear to the
Bisons' 12. Rhubright punted to
midfield giving the 'Cats a gain of
30 yards on the exchange.

A Pass Starts It

A 12-yard pass, Cavanaugh to
Grimberg, set the stage for "Whitey"
Randour's epic run on the next
play. After he had run the ball to
the IS he succeeded in crossing the
line after a dash of seven yards.
Cavanaugh's attempted placement
for the point went wide.
The Bison took the ball once

again, though, as Dorman intercept-

NUMBER of years ago Villa-

nova encountered Georgetown
at the Municipal Stadium in

Philadelphia. The Georgetown squad
proved to be a stronger team than
it was believed, and every minute
of the entire game was filled with
excitement. A number of sophomore
players who had proven their abil-

ity on the frosh team of the pre-

vious year were making their debut
as members of the varsity squad.
The Wildcats were quite success-

ful that day and emerged with a
13-0 victory. Villanova entered the

game as the underdog, while
Georgetown was the general fa-

vorite, but the Wildcats upset the

predictions and shattered the moral
of the Hoya Hilltoppers. Both lines

proved to be as strong as concrete
walls and the players were forced

to turn to forward passes. One end
of a greater percentage of the pass-

es was under the supervision of a

sophomore back who had just been
converted into the backfield from
and end position. A long pass mea-
suring 38 yards netted the first

touchdown for the Cats. Edward J.

Donohue, now playing end on the

Wildcat varsity, hurled the pass,

one of a number of successful pass-

es which added to the excitement of

the game.
It was Donahue's first year as a

varsity player and he successfully

upheld his position despite the
strong opposition that he was sub-
jected to among Villanova's oppon-
ents. His foundation in football was
set at St. John's Prep, in Danvers,
Mass., where he first established
himself as an athlete. While at
prep school Donohue did not de-
vote all his time to football alone,

he was a member of the track
squad and he also held down the
position of centerflelder on the base-
ball team. :'"'

During his junior year he con-
tinued to play at halfback and at

the beginning of his senior year he
assumed his old position at end. His
activities on the football field for
the 1932 season have been hampered
by an injury received in the South
Carolina game. However, he has
again joined the ranks of the Wild-
cat squad and is all set to carry on
as a Cat end in the very near fu-

ture.

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

EDWARD J. DONOHUE
While at Villanova Donohue took

part in a number of other sports in

addition to football. In track he has
won considerable recognition and
was unanimously elected to lead the

Wildcat track team for the 1932 sea-

son. His scholastic and social ac-

tivities were always at a high stand-

ard and there is no doubt that they
will continue to be in whatever field

he chooses to enter.

Donahue was very much enthused
about Villanova's future in the ath-

letic world. He believes that the

Wildcats should be quite successful

and will achieve new heights in the

very near future. "The Villanova
football team should complete the

season with one defeat. The fel-

lows are working real hard and
every man is performing his task to

the best of his ability. The prog-
ress of the track team in the last

three years has been wonderful.
There is no doubt that the Wildcat
track team can now comipete with
the best teams in the East. We are
all set for successful seasons both
on the gridiron and the track."

ed a pass on his own 35. Bucknell

then opened up with a passing at-

tack that had its knell sounded by
Cavanaugh who intercepted a pass
on the Bison 30. The 'Cats received
two penalties at this point which
set them back 20 yards. After a
punt Bucknell took the ball on its

own seven from where it was punt-
ed to midfield. Donahue returned

the boot and the Bisons found

themselves back on their six-yard
line this time. '""

;;.

As Reznichak atteitipted to punt
clear, Brodnicki and Zizac landed
in front of him, blocking the kick,

Donahue coming up with the ball

for the 'Cats. After two attempts
at the line Joe Weisenbaugh dashed
five yards to a score.

SCRANTON got its annual bif
thrill last Saturday when th«

Villanova Band came to town.

The Wildcats stole what thunder
was left in the. Herd.

• *

Reznichak didn't look like a sco-

ond Hinkle to us.
^

* * *

If Cook hadn't been hurt he**

probably have given the crowd an
idea of what the famous "Lackap-

wanna Express" used to do. except^

of course, that he would be goinf
in the opposite direction.

* * *

Bill Grimberg put on a great ma-
gician act when he came from out
of nowhere to snare that pass.

• • *

Zizac intercepted a pass and had
visions of making a touchdown, bat
he just couldn't move his legs fast

enough.
• •;.>'

Ed Donohue did some great work
in the line of punting.

« • *

Joe Weisenbaugh may be small

In stature, but when he made that

touchdown the Bucknellians said »
lot more than "Oh, My."

• • •

The famous Jack Dempsey wa«
on hand to see the Blue and Whit«
defeat Bucknell.

To show tliat there were really

no hard feelings, the Villanova

Band and the Bucknell musical

group marched together down ihm

fleld during the half.

• •

As usual, a large crowd saw the

game from that well-known coal

pile.

It was a great game boys, an4
it's too bad you missed it.

* • *

When the train stopped at
Stroudsburg on the return trip, Mo-
Gee took advantage of the oppor-
tunity and did a little stumping for

the Democrats.
»

B. C. Is the next on the list. Thef
beat Fordham last week. If

c%n beat them . . •

Action Pictures of the Felines as They Defeated the Bucknell Bisons

—Courtesy Scranton Times, Scranton, Pn.
The upper photo shows "Whitey" Randour (No. 7) as he was getting away on tx wld« end run parly In the flrst quarter <»f the Kttme played
at Brook's Field in Scranton last Saturday afternoon. The lower picture is an lUstlon panorama snapi)cd during the first half of the game*

/
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Kittens Score Smashing
Win OverF. andM, Fresh

r
'

. ;..'•'::,* ^^— —
Jacobsmen Have Easy Time

Downing Rosebuds,

39 to

PLAYED FOR CHARITY

f By HAL KKATINO
*LA"NCx\STER, Pa., Oct. 29-Out-

galninK and out-generalinpr a fresh-

man team that had previously beat-

en its own varsity by three points.

•'Doc" Jacob's freshman crew ran

wild over the Franklin and Mar-
shall yearling squad, defeating

them, 39 to 0.

Just how much superiority the

Kittens showed over the F. & M.
team can be learned from the sta-

tistics. Viiliinova f;arncred 19 first-

downs to Franklin and Marshall's

one an'l completed eitjjht forward
passes to their opponents' one, while

gaining 400 yards from scrimmage.

The game was attended by a

crowd of 3000 people and was a

charity affair, being held for the

benefit of the Lancaster Coal Fund.

The game opened with Parris

kicking over the F. & M. goal line,

the ball being brought out to the 20-

yard lino. The Lancasterites punted

to Kotys on third down and from
then on it was nothing but Villa-

nova. Two line plays were tried

without a gain and then the Kittens

went into the air. A pass from
Kotys to Higgins netted nine yards.

Another from O'Dorisio to Korchin-

ski was good for 30 yards. O'Dori-

8io then scored on an off-tackle

play from the 14-vard line.

In the second quarter Villanova

made a sustained drive down the

Held for 65 yards that ended in a
touchdown by Kotys, who also

kicked the extra point. It was dur-

ing this drive that Higgins gave

several beautiful exhibitions of

blocking.
The Kittens scored again in the

third quarter. Higgins threw a
beautiful 40-yard pass to Johnson,

who was downed on the 15-yard

line. Kotys then threw one to Hig-

gins over the goal line for the score.

Parris made the extra point good.

The freshmen scored three times

In the fmal quarter to finish things.

Higgins intercepted an F. & M. pass

on" his own 35-yard line and ran

through the opposing team 65 yards

to a score. Higgins passed to Kor-

chinski for the extra point. Then
Kotys went over from the 15-yard

line for his second score of the day.

Not satisfied with the score, Hig-

gins threw a 45-yard piuss to Kor-

chinski for the sixth and last touch-

down of the game. Kotys .missed

tho extia point. Soon after the kick-

off the game was over.

The line-up:

Franklin

L. T. .

.

L. G. .

, , V>* • • •

R. G. ..

, Pv. X , • •

. R. E. .

Q. B. .

, L. H. •

.

R. H. .

. F. B. .

BUCKNELLIN PHILA.?

According to a recent an-
nouncement, it is understood
that there is a possibility of

Villanova playing Bucknell's grid

team in Philadelphia nejtt year.

If plans are completed, the game
will be played at either Temple
Stadium or Franklin Field in-

stead of at Scrantbn.
The game would be played on

October 7, on which date both
Temple and Penn would be play-

ing games away from horne.

Since 1926 the game has been
an annual feature offered by the

Kiwanis Club of Scranton to se-

cure finances for their Educa-
tional Aid Fund.

Our Predictions-
How Good Are They:

With the several big upsets in the

football world which occurred dur-

ing the weekend, our number of

wrong guesses has grown not a lit-

tle.

To date, we have picked 39 win-

ners and the number of ml«calcula-

tions has jumped to eight. The
choices for next week are as fol-

lows, the first-named team being

picked to win:
Columbia—Navy.
St. Mary's—Fordham.
Cornell—Albright.

Pitt Penn.
Syracuse—Oglethorpe.
Notre Dame—Kansas.
Temple—Haskell.
Georgia—N. Y. U.
Army—Harvaad.
Kentucky—Duke.
Princeton—Lehigh.
Dartmouth—New Hampshire.

Teams' Prospects
Reviewed by Writer

(oiilinuf'd From Pane five

High, and Flavio Tosi, who was in-

eligible will be at the ends; Richard

Reynolds, from Quincy, and Cap-

tain Phil Couhig, of Beverly,

tackles; Maurice Whelan and John-

ny O'Lalor, guards, and Mario Ro-

mano, the "Plymouth Rock," center.

O'Lalor hdk been dubbed the "for-

gotten man" by his teammates be-

cause of a little incident that hap-

pened during the past summer. Mc-
Kenney had made out his list of the

men to take along to Jackson with

him and included in that list was
O'Lalor. But his family was away
for the summer and he couldn't be

found, When the squad returned to

Alumni Field, Johnny came out for

the first time. It was learned that

he had been only 25 miles away
from the camp during the whole
stay of the team at Jackson; had

call, but was too busy to make th€^

trip.

Johnny Freitas, star of the Cen-

tre game, will be at quarterback,

Pete Chestnulevich and Johnny

Dougan at the halves, and Frank^

Maloney, fullback.

The A. A. Says—

According to Alexander G. Sever-

ance, graduate manager of athletics,

all the conveniences for the swim|^

ming pool have arrived and hav<

been installed in the gym, and

now available for the use of

students.

The basketball floor will be open|

for the use of students daily be-i

tween the hours of 9 A. M. to 1.3C

P. M., but will be closed from 2.3C

P. M. to 5.30 P. M., due to the fact

that varsity and freshman practice

tried several times to pay a social is hold at that time

Marshall

. . .Stolarz

, .Hershcy
.Kalthoof

Derr
.McQuate

Jones
. . . .Axteil

.Morrocco
Rampulla

. . . .Sielski

. .Wenrich

VlHunova
Johnson. . .

.

Szczapa ....

Vidnovic. ..

Tosi
Michaels. .

.

Lawlor
Korchinski.
Higgins
Kotys
O'Dorisio. .

Parris
Substitutions: Villanova- Myles

for Vidnovic, Searight for Tosi, Vid-

novic for Myles. Huber for Lawlor,

Tosi for Searight. McGovern for

Michaels, Wrona for Parris; Sea-

right for Tosi, Johann for Szczapa,

Conroy for Johnson. Collins for

Kotys, DiFiore for Higgins, Mtu-

phy for OTKirisio, Myles for Vid-

novic.
Franklin and Marshall Wil.son

for Morrocco, Fisher for Seilski,

Vight for McQuate. Schneider for

Axteil, Matti: for Schneider, Schnci-

der for Matt is. ..
.

Lightweights Lose
to Malvern Eleven

rontiniird From P»K«! Five

as he was constantly bringing down
Villanova ball-toters in all parts of

the field.

Villanova's left tackle, Joe Har-

ter. was the one great thorn in the

side of the Prepsters. Captain Bar-

ter jTlayed inspired football against

his heavy adveisarics, his hard

tackling being especially pleasing to

the Wildcat supporters.

The team showed a great im-

provement over its game with Yale.

Tho players arc riot downhearted,

•ven though trounced twice by big

cores, and look to next Friday,

when Pcnn's 150-pounders a team

of its weight-is encountered for its

first victoiy of the season. The

glme win be played in the Villa-

nova Stadium.
Score by periods:

Malvern Prep ... 6 6 14
J-82

'*Lcl'8 say yon're painting clouds.

You've got your primary colors here

on the palette. But you havenH the

clouds until you blend certain colors

into the special tone you want.
.

•This is very much what happens

in making a good cigarette. And I

gather that what Chesterfield means

by Cross-Blending is what an artist

does with colors. Their Domestic

and Turkish tobaccps— many varie-

ties of each—are the primary colors.

They blend and cross-hlend these

tobaccos until they get the special

tone they want—in other words, the

Chesterfield flavor.

"And just as each color you use

acts on the others to cliunge and

enrich them, so each Chesterfield to-

bacco partakes of the fine qualities

of every other.

*'You Veld' diflPcrent kinds to get

a better kind. That's Cross-Blend-

ing?»

© 19)2, Liocrrr & Mvrw ToftACCO Co^

(Jhesterfieldj
CrossBl^nJeJ^tLits wfitt tkeure MILDER

t/iats w/pu tkeif TASTE BETTE

Fighting Wildcats Humble Thundering Herd'
' Determined Varsity Squad
'Defeats Bucknell, 13-0
•

, "Whitey^' Randour Scores First Touchdown
in Third Period After 40-Yard March

;

Weisenbaugh Makes Second Tally

CATS KEEP BATTLE IN FOE LINES

FOR THE first time in four years a Wildcat team re-

turned from its annual journey to Scranton with a vic-

tory over a fighting crew of Bucknell Bisons. Performinsf

before a throng of 6000 at Brook's Field on Saturday after-

noon, Captain Dick Hickey's determined band outclassed the

Bison in every phase of the game to run up a score of 13-0,

a point above the Temple-Bucknell score. This count would

have undoubtedly been higher but for a few bad breaks at

inopportune moments. * ——

In the LiimeliMlht
NUMBER of years ago Villa-

nova encountered Geor{4('tt)wn

When Clark Hinkle. the All-Amer-

ican Bison fullback, stcEped off the

field last year at the conclusion of

the Villanova game he left vacant

a mantle that few in the stands

that day thought would be filled for

many a year in this historic Cat-

Bison series.

But today there is no doubt in

the minds of any of those who wit-

nessed Saturday's fray that
"Whitey" Randour, substituting
speed for power, has successfully
gained Hinkle's place in the sun. It

is now Bucknell's turn to shout
"Stop Randour" as we had to cry
"Stop Hinkle" during the pas^^t few
years.

"Whltt'y" Runs Vvud
• As Randour twisted, turned and
dodged one Bison after another,
after having been trapped on their

• 35-yard line, he revived memories
of "Chris" Cagle executing his fa-

mous delayed pass play which in-

• variably ended up with the Louis-
iana Fox sweeping the end.
Seeing that it was impossible to

^dfeass in his predicament, "Whitey"
^mit to the left and finally emerged
from the scramble on the 13-yard

^line, where he was tackled. Carry-
ing the ball on the next two plays
Randour finally crossed the last line

^ for the first score of the game.

Weisenbaugn ooes ovt i-

The second touchdown was made
• by Joe Weisenbaugh in the middle
of the final period, followinj^ a five-

yard run. "The way for this score
• was paved by the line when Zizac
an<i Brodnicki broke thiough and
blocked Reznichak's punt on the

• six-yard stripe. Ed Donahue re-

covered the ball for the Wildcats.
Donahue, playing his first game

• since he injured his knee, also gave
a fine exhibition of line play, as
well as getting off some uncanny

• punts which rolled out of bounds
near the Bison's coffin co""",;. .

^ ,
vMC in Hero *i,;aV ' ''

"'•:., •AuoL-,.v,i- Villanovan wiio iinniiy

came into his own on Sattn'c'ny was
i» Vince Zizac. Zizac has been over-
shadowed all season by Bob Rosen,
the regular left taclde, hut Rosen
injured his foot Ia.sl week an<l was
unable to play. Thus Zi''ac finally

got his chance, and it will take a

lot of fight to replace him from his
posit''>n pf^^r- }ii^ C3i>>»-.<i;»nfr T^lay at

Scram I.

Things be^an U) k»uk k.kI (ov the
'Cats soon after tho openinc: of the
game when Bill Cavanau^h fum-
bled Rhubright's punt on his own
20, a Bison man recovering the ball.

However, the oHieials restored the
ball to Villanova, thus saving an
embarra.ssing situation. After Don-
ahue had punted, Rhubright, after

a few plays, punted o"f <-" '^'^nncls

on the 'Cats'

After Don; .^ao pcii^..^^ o.it, tho,

Bison drove down to the 'Cuts' !32.

At this point a pass, Reznichak to

Jcters, plnced the ball on the 'Cats'

On the next thiee plays, the

Villanova forward wall proved Its

mettle and the Bi^•.()ns ended up
with a loss of eight yards. Rezni-
chak then T'n«-'<w' over the goal.

BlaiK'iKird Rj'CoverK Bull

P.ianchard rt:Tained tiie ball for

'^illanova following Donahue's i)unt

jy recovering the. ball from Rhu-
)riirht in mkl-flv^ld. Randour made

liisL d(Avn on the 40. but wr.s

forced to punt out on the 18. On
imothor exchniv'To of punts Donixliue

lilt tho bi'11 out on the 13.

Bucknell lost tho ball in Ih' ir own
fcrriloiy on downs, but rcrainod

Ivhon Myers intcrreptcd a purs and

Inn to hia 40. Following an ex-

Ihange of pujils. Bucknell v/as pe-

Inllzod to their 10. Rhubright, how-

STATISTICS OF THE
BUCKNELL GAM£

Total yards gained—Villanova,
125; Bucknell, 107.

Total number of passes^Villa-
nova, 14; Bucknell, 10.

Number of passes completed

—

Villanova, 2; Bucknell, 5.

Yards gained on passes—Villa-
nova, 37; Bucknell, 54.

Number of flrt>t-downs—Villa-
nova, 8; Bucknell, 8.

Number of fumbles—Villanova,
2; Bucknell, 2.

Loss on fumbles—Villanova, 10
yards; Bucknell, 0.

Yards lost, penalties — Villa-
nova, 65; Bucknell, 30.

ever, punted out on his own 43.

In the second half the Blue and
White wave began to gather mo-
mentum. After Peters had kicked
off for the Bisons the Wildcats
caught their opponents unawares
with a quick kick. Randour made
the punt and it went clear to the
Bisons' 12. Rhubright punted to
midfleld giving the 'Cats a gain of
30 yards on the exchange.

A Pass Starts It

A 12-yard pass, Cavanaugh to
Grimberg, set the stage for "Whitey"
Randour's epic run on the next
play. After he had run the ball to
the 13 he succeeded in crossing the
line after a dash of seven yards.
Cavanaugh's attempted placement
for the point went wide.
The Bison took the ball once

again, though, as Dorman intercept-

Â-^ at the Municipal Stadium in

Philadelphia. The (leoi'getown tujuad

proved to be a stronKfi' team than
it was believed, and every minute
of the entire game was filled with
excitement. A number of sophomore
players who had proven their abil-

ity on the frosh team of the pre-

vious year were making their debut
as meixibers of the varsity squad.
The Wildcats were quite succes.s-

ful that day and emerged with, a
13-0 victory. Villanova entered the

game as the underdog, while
Georgetown was the general ifa-

vorite, but the Wildcats upset the

predictions and shattered the moral !

of the Hoya Hilltoppors. Both lines

proved to be as strong as concrete
walls and the players were forced

^

to turn to forward passes. One end
of a greater percentage of the pass-

es was under the supervision of a
|

sophomore back who had just been
converted into the backfleld from
and end position. A long pass mea-
suring 38 yards netted the first

touchdown for the Cats. Edward J.

Donohue, now playing end on the

Wildcat varsity, hurled the pass,

one of a number of successful pass-

es which added to the excitement of

the game.
It was Donahue's first year as a

varsity player and he successfully
upheld his position despite the
strong opposition that he was sub-
jected to among Villanova's oppon-
ents. His foundation in football was
set at St. John's Prep, in Danvers,
Mass., where he first established
himself as an athlete. While at
prep school Donohue did not de-
vote all his time to football alone,

he was a member of the track
squad and he also held down the
position of centerficlder on the base-
ball team.
During his junior year he con-

tinued to play at halfback and at
the beginning of his senior year he
assumed his old position at end. His
activities on the football field for
the 1932 season have been hampered
by an injury received in the South
Carolina game. However, he has
again joined the ranks of the Wild-
cat squad and is all set to carry on

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

EDWARD J. DONOHUE
While at Villanova Donohue took

part in a number of other sports in

addition to football. In track he has
won considerable recognition and
was unanimously elected to lead the

Wildcat track team for the 1932 sea-

son. His scholastic and social ac-

tivities were always at a high stand-

ard and there is no doubt that they

will continue to be in whatever field

he chooses to enter.

Donahue was very much enthused
about Villanova's future in the ath-

letic world. He believes that the

Wildcats should be quite successful

and will achieve new heights in the

very near future. "The Villanova

football team should complete the

season with one defeat. The fel-

lows arc working real hard and
every man is performing his task to

the best of his ability. The prog-
ress of the track team in the last

three years has been wonderful.
There is no doubt that the Wildcat
track team can now compete with
the best teams in the East. We are

as a Cat end in the very near fu-|all set for successful seasons both
ture. on the gridiron and the track."

ed a pass on his own 35. Bucknell

then opened up with a passing at-

tack that had its knell sounded by
Cavanaugh who intercepted a pass
on the Bison 30. The 'Cats received
two penalties at this point which
set them back 20 yards. After a
punt Bucknell took the ball on its

own seven from where it was punt-
ed to midfield. Donahue returned

the boot and the Bisons found

themselves back on their six-yard
line this time.

As Reznichak attempted to punt
clear, Brodnicki and Zizac landed
in front of him, blocking the kick,

Donahue coming up with the ball

for the 'Cats. After two attempts
at the line Joe Weisenbaugh dashed
five yards to a score.

SCRANTON got its annual big

thrill last Saturday when the

Vil^fnova Band came to town,
* • • *

Th«^ Wildcats stol«« what thundef
was left in the Herd.

•

Reznichak didn't look like a seb*

ond H'nkle to us.
^

^ * * •»

If C'eok hadn't iW-n hurt he'd

probably have given the crowd aa
Idea of what the famous "I^cka»-

wanna Kxpress" used to do. except,

of course, that he woiild be goins
in the opposite* direction.

>K * «

Bill Grimberg put on a great ma-
gician act when he came from out

of nowhere to snare that pas.«3.

*' * '*

Zizac Intercepted a pass and had
visions of making a touchdown, but

he just couldn't move his legs fant

enough. /

Ed Donohue did some great work
in the line of punting.

* * *

,Ioe Weisenbaugh may be small

In stature, but when he made that

touchdown the Bncknelllans said ft

lot more than "Oh, My."
«i * *

The famous Jack Dempsey waf
on hand to see the Blue and Whit«

defeat Bucknell.
*-.

•''•' .;,
To show that there were really

no hard feelings, the Villanova

Band and the Bucknell nuisical

group marched together down the

field during the half.

• •

As usual, a large crowd saw the

game from that well-known coal

pile.

* • *

It was a great game l>oys, and
It's too ba<l you missed It.

« * *

When the train stopped at
Stroudsburg on the return trip, Mo-
Gee took advantage of the oppor-
tunity and did a little stumping for

the Democrats.
,

B. C. Is the next on the list. They
beat Fordham last week. If w«
Gi^n beat them . . •

Action Pictures of the Felines as They Defeated the Bucknell Bisons

/

Courtcty Mcranlon Tlmc^,
The upper phnio shows "Wblt<'.v" llnn<!our (No. 7) as h'« ua?-: pelting nv.ay on n wide end run early In the first quarter of the
at Brook's Field in Scranton lai»t Saturday afternoon. The lower picture is t:n action panorama snapi>ed during the llrst half

Scranton H,-*.

gun**- v'ayed
of the game.
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After the Dance ?

or Theatre
Lunch or Dinner

CONTRACT AWARDED

FOR JUNIOR RINGS

Balfour Chosen to Do Work at

Prices Ranging From

$13.98 to $16.88

DESfGN TO BE UNCHANGED

At a meeting held last Wednes-

day, the Junior Ring Committee

suggested that the contract for the

manufacture of this year's rings be

awarded to Balfour & Co., of Attle-

boro. Mass. Its selection was au-

thorized by the entire junior class

on Thursday, during a meeting

called for this expressed purpose.

The above-named company was
selected in preference to other bid-
ders because of its general low
price and unusual guarantee. Ac-
cording to William O'Prey, presi-

dent of the junior class, Balfour &
Co. extends permission to any mem-
ber of the junior class to take the
ring into the United States Mint, at
Philadelphia, and have it assayed at
the company's expense. '

The cost of the rings this year is

unusually low. differing, in some
cases, as much as four and five dol-
lars from those of last year. The
same quality and high standard of
workmanship found in the rings of
previous years will be maintained
despite the reduction in price. The
prices for the rings are as follows:
Topaz, $16.88; garnet, $16.60; sap-
phire, $16.60; amethyst, $16.09; ruby,
$15.30; bloodstone, $14.51; onyx,
$13.98; sardonyx, $13.98. Taxes are
tncluded in these prices.

The design of the rings will be
the same as that of last year. Ju-
aiors will have their choice of green
or yellow gold, with a smooth or cut
atone. Measurements are now being
taken for the rings. Information re-

Crarding the s6-called "sister rings"
is not definite at the present, but
further announcements will be
made in the near future.

Clubs Given Waruiiig
It might be well to remind those

organizataions concerned that today
is the final opportunity to co-oper-

•te with the jurisdiction of the col-

lege and see to it that a statement
of their purposes, officers, faculty

adviser, etc., is submitted to Rev.
Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-

president, in his office.

Jayvees Are Scheduled to Play

Carney^s Point ^^Y^\ Saturday

After one false start, Coach

Charlie Hurlburt's junior varsity

eleven is expected to open on Sat-

urday against the represenjlatives

of the Carney's Point (N. J.)lY. M.

C. A.

According to schedule the jayvees
were supposed to play West Chester
State Teachers junior varsity eleven,

but the game was canceled due to
the. fact that the Teacher subs were
needed to replace varsity men who
were out on account of injuries.

Coach Hurlburt has been driving
his men hard, and they seem to be
rounding into very good shape.
However, the only test for the
strength of a team is by means of
outside competition. This oppor-
tunity, unfortunately, has not as
ye* been available. The game Sat-

urday should give the coach an idea
of the capabilities of his squad.
The tentative starting line-up for

the Carney's Point game is as fol-

lows: li. E., Macek; L. T., Hoey;
L. G., Conlan; C, Kelleher; R. G.,

Casper; R. T., Miller; R. E., Ocelus;
Q. B., Ceravolo; R. H. B., Novelline;
L. H. B., Lucey; F. B., Mickoscheff.

FR. BRANTON TO SPEAK

WUl Deliver Three Addresses Over
Radio in Boston

Rev. Charles A. Branton, O. S. A.,

former rector of the Augustinian
Mission Band, will deliver three ad-
dresses over the radio from station

WNAC, Kenmore Square, Boston,
during the coming winter. Fr.

Branton's first talk, "The Primacy

of St. Peter," will be given on Feb-
ruary 26. This will be followed by
"The Successors of St. Peter" on
March 5. The final address will be
delivered on March 12, when he will

speak on "The Church, a Religious
Society."
These lectures are sponsored by

the Catholic Truth Society of Bos-
ton, under the auspices of His Emi-
nence, William Cardinal O'Connell.

After the Dance

—

The

PIKE
Montgomery Ave.

at Narberth

Open Evenings Until

T

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1926
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22 50 and up

Join the Press Club
Now

and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK A CONWAY

\

ArdmoreTheatre
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Nov. 1-2-8

The 4 Marx Brothers
—in—

"HORSEFEATHERS"

Friday, Nov. 4
«0. K. AMERICA"

—With—
Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sulllvan

and Walter Catlett

^^turaay, Nov. 5
ICdinund Lowe

a..d Victor McLaglen
—in—

"GLILTY As HELL*

Ai.>nday and Tuesday
Nov. 7-8

Bert Wlieeler
and Robert Woolsey

—in—
"HOLD 'EM JAIL"

IIIIIIIIHMIIIMIIilllillll""""""""" iititiaii

Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers

First Class Service

and Depression Prices
im

'•^5

^t>«

THE
STRIPED TIGER
••Nature in the Raw'*'"
as portrayed by the

greatanimal artist, Paul
Bransom ... inspired

by the savage ferocity of

ihe striped tiger, known
throughout the world at

the terror of the jungle*

**}:iature in the Raw i$

Seldom Mild'*-and
raw tobaccos have no

pldre i*\ cigarettes.

• ^

^ • ajA^ftA-A^.*^ • ,*^ ^B «-*-*-* *JA,r J;A. aJl* s^^* •.••> ««. - J- -tj.. -»->.
X

"^ "1-^ . ..^^ >*»,- ^

'^.

No raw tobaccos in Luckies

—that's why they're so mild

TV/E buy the finest, the

^^ very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

does not explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette. The fact is,we never

overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by

thewords—*lt'stoasted."
That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

Irs toasted**
That pacluige of mild LmcM—

••

Student Council!
Important Meetingr

Tonight
at Seven o'clock in

Mendel Amphitheatre
All Members Urged

to Attend to Take Part
in Discussions

y II ii I VAN
Seniors! Juniors!
Keep Appointments
for Belle Air Photos
Today and Tomorrow

in Mendel Hall
First and Last
Opportunity
for Sittings
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BYSTERY THRILLER

WILL OPEN SEASON

FOR BELLE MASQUE

•-What a Night," a Three-Act

Melodrama, to Be Staged

December 15-16

Alumni Here on Saturday

For Big Homecoming Day

JO PERFECT ACOUSTICS

Professor Joseph T. Jonas, mod-
erator of the Villanova Literary So-

olety, announced that the Belle

Masque chapter of taat organiza-

tion will present a group of three

plays during the current serson.

The first of these, a mystery drama,
entitled "What a Night," will be en-
acted on the evenings of December
i6 and 16.

Approximately 1000 persons, in-
cluding the entire student body, are
expected to attend the production,
which will be presented on the
stage of the new gymnasium-audi-
torium. A nominal admittance fee
will be charged, and the prdflts ac-
cruing from the sale of tickets will
BO to the Villanova Literary So-
ciety.

Arrangements are being made by
Professor Jonas and the society to
have the acoustics in the gymna-
Bium perfected, so that the audi-
ence will not experience any diffi-

culty in hearing the actors. It is

planned to place sounding boards
back-stage or install an amplifica-
tion system in order to solve this
problem.

The cast of the play ia composed
of 11 members of the Belle Masque
Chapter. There are no feminine
roles in the production. The scene
of the entire play is laid in the liv-
ing room of a large mansion located
on a country estate. Humorous
events are interspersed with the
more serious scenes of the produc-
tion, thus assuring fast-moving ac-
tion throughout the play.

Toward the end of the first act
one of the principal characters

Continued on Page Four

DAVID F. FARLEY

TO VOTE AT POLLS

Some From Out of State Have

Already Taken Advantage

of Absentee Voting

TO LECTURE HERE

ON MODERN DRAMA

Clayton Hamilton to Present

Talk in C. & F. Building

on November 15

Attendance at Detroit Game, Meeting: in

Gym, and Informal Dinner Are Fea-

«tures of Interesting Program

IS NOTED DRAMATIST

PROCEDURE IS OUTLINED

JOURNALISM CLASS

Parallel Course Will Be Run
for Students Having

r Any Conflicts : -

PORTY AT FIRST LECTURE

Interest in the course in Journal-
tsm established last Thursday ex-
ceeded expectations in both the
number of students attending the
first lecture and the number who
expressed a desire to take the
course but were unable to do so be-
cause of conflicting schedule.
Forty students attended the first

session, which was held in Room
106, Mendel Hall. The first lecture
Included a resume of the mechani-
cal structure of a news story, and
the course a "story" follows from
Vhe reporter's typewriter to the
newsboy on the street.
In the future the classes will be

held in Room 106 at 1.30 Thursday
afternoon. Students having con-
flicting schedules may arrange for
taking the course in a free period
by reporting at Room 106 at 1.15
next Thursday afternoon, at which
time arrangements will be made for
another course to parallel the
Thursday class. An effort will be
made to accommodate all students
who wish to avail themselves of the
opportunity of taking this course.
Attention is again called to the

tact that this is a practical course
in Journalism conducted by a prac-
tical newspaper man, and students
will have every opportunity to dem-
onstrate their ability by covering
actual news happenings along the

Line and In the city.

Like millions of other registered
voters throughout the country, a
large number of Villanova students,
especially day students, today will
cast ballots for presidential electors
who will choose the next President
of the United States.

More than a score of students al-
ready have taken advantage of the
laws of their particular States and
have cast ballots by mail, the bal-
lots having been forwarded at the
request of the students. By this ar-
rangement the student registered in
his "home town receives notification
that he is entitled to a ballot. Re-
turning this to the clerk of the
Courts of the district in which he
resides, the applicant receives in re-
turn a ballot, which he must mark
for the candidates he desires and
place in a sealed envelope, return-
ing this sealed envelope, enclosed
within another envelope, to the vot-
er's home district.

In Pennsylvania a citizen to be
qualified as an elector must be aged
21 or more and must have paid his
county and State tax within the last
two years. For those who are vot-
ing for the first time, no tax receipt
is necessary, but the names of the
persons who are deemed fit to vote
have been enrolled in books which

Through the efforts of Rev. Ber-

nard M. Albers, O. S. A., vice-pres-

ident of the college, Clayton Hamil-

ton, well-known lecturer, author,

editor, dramatist and traveler, will

deliver an address in the auditor-

ium at the Commerce and Finance
Building, Tuesday evening, Novem-
ber 15th, at 7 o'clock.

Mr. Hamilton's lecture will be de-
voted to rehabilitating the legiti-

mate drama in its rightful place in

cultural life. His lectures are known
to be scholarly and diverting.

It has been Fr. Albers' intention
to have a number of lectures of
this elevating nature, provided the
students give evidence of sufficient

interest. This will be the initial at-

tempt in lectures of this type, and
its continuance will depend entirely

on the reaction of the student body.

Mr. Hamilton, who has been rec-

ognized for a quarter of a century
as one of the foremost American
authorities on the drama, has been
equally successful as a writer and
£is a lecturer.

As a commentator on the current
theatre, Mr. Hamilton served for
three years on "The Forum," 10
years on "The Bookman," two
years on "Everybody's Magazine,"

BYPROF.DOUGJRTY

Addresses Business Men at

Regular Monthly Meeting

in Bryn Mawr

GIVEN IN MEMORIAL HALL

Continued on Page Four

BULLETIN STAFF

List of Editors on Annual Science

Publication Completed

The Mendel Bulletin, the senior
pre-medical annual publication, has
had its staff completed. Headed by
Ralph J. Ceravolo, editor-in-chief,
the complete roster is as follows:
Managing editor, James J. Lucey;
associate editors, Peter J. Dough-
erty, John J. Duncan, John Wilson,
Basil Xiiletto, Samuel Stein, Frank
W. Paradowski, Gerald McAteer,
James B. Schuyler, Virginio Guidice,
Bruno Wotjkun, Henry P. Kow-
alzyk and Martin Myers; circula-

Continued on Page Four tion, Ralph W. Maio.

Old Pump, Rich With Tradition,
Has Now Passed On Into Oblivion

SATURDAY will prove to be a great day at Villanova in

revaluating a never dying love for the Alma Mater and
in bringing together and strengthening again cherished

friendships lulled by time. Veterans of this soil, old grads

and former students, young and old, from the class of '89 to

that of *32, will gather at the stadium to mingle in a spirit

of good fellowship and hearty friendliness.

Plans have been given their finishing touches, and ar-

rangements are now complete for what all members of th«

alumni are hoping will be the greatest and most successful

*of all Home-coming days.
With the enthusiasm and interest

they have always harbored for Vil-
lanova, these ex-students will in-
spect and review the latest develop-
ments and additions to the college
during their absence. For some the
gym, the pool, Mendel Hall and
Fedigan, the Commerce and Fi-
nance and then, too, the ruins of
that loved monastery will be sights
to create a new sensation of ap-
proval and, in the latter case, re-
gret.

In place of the annual reunion
which regularly took place shortly
before commencement day each
year, it was decided by the oflflcera
of the Alumni Association at a
meeting held last spring that the
reunion would be postponed until
the fall of '32, at which time a re-
union more pretentious and elabo-
rate would be staged. It probably
will be decided definitely at the
business meeting Saturday just
when the annual reunion will b«
staged and whether or not there
will be a semi-annual meeting.

Special Section at Game
A special section has been re-

served for the alumni at the Detroit
game in the stadium. It Is Section
NP, nearest the students' stands in
the center of the Villanova side.
Tickets for this section will be ob-
tained at a special booth in th«
gym.
Directly after the game will com«

the annual business meeting of the
association. Election of officers and
the approval of a revised constitu
tion will be the major events at this
meeting. The meeting will come to
an end at 6.15 o'clock P. M., finished
or not. Hence, it is requested that
all members be prompt in attending
this meeting. The present men in
office are: president, David F. Far-
ley, '20, Philadelphia; vice-president,
John T. Coan, '19, Bloomfleld, N. J,
and treasurer, Charles A. Mc-
Geehan, '12, Norristown, and former
graduate manager of athletics at
Villanova.

One of the last vestiges of early

Villanova, reminiscent of the days
when the study body numbered a
figurative handful, has disappeared
from the college campus during the
past several days with the removal
of the pump from the rear of the
chapel. For years, this was one of
the main sources of water supply
for the institution and continued, in
service until Uncle Sam's trainees
put it out of commission during
World War days.

During the past several years, at
least, during the tenure of the pres-
ent student body, the pump that
once gave cooling, comforting water
to perspiring students has been
nothing but a shadow of its former
self, a rickety, disconnected sort of
affair, blotting the landscape and
blocking the paths of persons en-
tering or leaving the chapel's rear
entrance.

Exactly when the pump, which
brought water to the surface from]

By JOSEPH COLLIS
a spring near the chapel, was in-
stalled, no one about the college
seems to know; but, so far as could
be learned, the pump was in serv-
ice before most of the college at-
taches first visited the institution,
and its origin is believed to date
back to the period when the college
grounds constituted a private es-
tate, or shortly thereafter.

There was a time, many years
ago, when wa^er from the pump
was eagerly sought and when it

was one of the college's necessi-
ties.

Its cool, sparkling waters supple-
mented the supply furnished the
college reservoir. This reservoir was
located between Alumni and St.
Mary's halls, and In It was Im-
pounded the water pumped from a
large spring in the hollow, along
what is now the right-of-way of the
Pennsylvania Railroad. Water was
scarce and, accordingly, was used

ConUnurd on r»(e Vow

Last Wednesday evening at 8
o'clock, Patrick J. Dougherty, pro-
fessor of banking and finance, ad-
dressed the Bryn Mawr Business
Men's Association at the regular
monthly meeting of the association
in Memorial Hall in Bryn Mawr.
The subject of his address was "The
Federal Government and the Bank-
ing System,"

Prof. Dougherty was presented to
the members of the organization by
Harold P. Swing, president of the
business men's association.

In the course of his address Prof.
Dougherty explained and traced the
National Bank act of 1863 and
showed how it failed to meet the
demands of growing business. Their
chief drawback was the non-elas-
ticity feature of the national bank
notes. Security for the notes at
that time were Government bonds.
In times of stress the banks took
whatever funds they had and
bought bonds and then issued more
notes. When business picked up,
the issue was called in, thus creat-
ing a scarcity of funds in times
when funds should have been in
circulation.

This was tolerated until 1913. In
that year the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem was established. The person
chiefly responsible for this system
In the United States is Carter Glass,
Senator from Virginia.

Prof. Dougherty stated that "since
the institution of the Federal Re-
serve System we have had no very
serious financial crises, a point
which further proves the soundness

n

Continued on Page Four

PRESIDENT MADE TRUSTEE

Fr. Stanford Re-Appointed to Rose-
mont College Board

According to an announcement
issued last Thursday, Rev. Edward
y. Stanford, O. S. A., president of
the college, has been reappointed a
member of the Rosemont College
board of trustees. At the same time
His Eminence Dennis Cardinal
Dougherty was re-elected president.
The other members of the board,

all of whom were reappointed, are:
James M. Willcox, vice-president;
James P. Considine, John J. Sulli-
van, Col. Vincent A. Carroll, Sedg-
wick KIstler, Miss Mary. C. Clare,
Mother Mary Ignatius, president
and dean of the college, and four
other members of the Order of the
Holy Child.

A reception was given the Cardi-
nal by the students of Rosemont
College after the reappointments
had been made.

MMMKMM* llllf'T'"***
**"****""**"*"'

Dinner Starts at 6.30

Dinner will be served at 6.30 P. M,
sharp In the gym. The interior of
the building will be fittingly deco-
rated for the occasion. The Vllla-
novans will supply the music, and
an entertainer will do his part in
that particular art. The speakers of
the evening will be: Daniel Bren-
nan, of the Court of Common
Pleas of New Jersey; Coach Au-
gustus Dorals, of Detroit, the inven-
tor of the forward pass; Rev. Ed-
ward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-
dent of the college, and Rev. Mof-
timer A. Sullivan, O. S. A.

All the subsidiary branches of the
Alumni Association of Villanova
have expressed their entire satisfac-
tion regarding the event and assure
their presence In thoroughly repre-
sentative numbers. The Main Line
Club, the Philadelphia Club and the
New York Club all await the aJH
rival of the occasion with much an*
ticipation.

Among some of the prominent
men to be present are: Hon. Sylves-
ter F. Sabbatino, '16, City MagUh
trate of New York City; J. Stanley
Smith. '00, Philadelphia; Michael A.
Rinconcs, '14, Brooklyn; M. J. Daljlj
'14, Waterbury, Conn.; Charles R«
Strong, '89, Ardmore; Augustus A.
Baron, '27, Rutherford, N. J., and
Dr. Francis J. Ceravalo, '22, Broofct'

lyn.
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WELCOME, thrice welcome, alumni

of Villanova. We to whom you have

passed the torch greet you with the hope

that we have proven worthy successors.

From the North, South, East and West

you will come to show your loyalty Satur-

day to your Alma Mater and to pass a few

pleasant hours with your classmates of

old. Our earnest wish is that your stay

will be a pleasant one and you will get the

utmost of enjoyment in browsing about,

in and out of places you once held dear.

Your committee has labored long and well

to make this occasion one long to be re-

membered. The day begins with the De-

troit game and the all-important alumni

meeting. Then follows a round of activi-

ties calculated to delight the heart of the

most cynical. We of today owe a debt of

gratitude to the alumni for upholding the

traditions of Villanova and adding lustre

to the name throughout the world. Again

a hearty welcome on your Homecoming

Day and may it be the best ever. May it

live long in your memories as a day of

enjoyment, good fellowship and cheer.

And may you always hold dear to your

hearts the title bestowed upon you by

your attendance here.

VILLANOVAN lliesday, November 8, 1932

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

Tuesday, November 8, 1932 VILLANOVAN Paffe Thrpo

THE WILDCATS gave the foot-

ball statisticians something to

wonder about in the way of

comparative scores on Saturday by

trouncing the gentlemen from Bos-

ton. Boston nosed out Fordham,
Fordham decisively be^t St. Mary's,

and, lo and behold, if Harry Stuhl-

dreher's proteges didn't pluck the

Eagle bald.
Incidentally, that changed the en-

tire complexion of the betting situ-

ation for the Temple game. It has

been reported that at present it is

impossible to obtain a wager unless

the Villanova backer offers substan-

tial) odds. The Owl Is not hooting

as loudly as he did at the beginning

of the season.

IN a gallant effort to furnish the

school library with an adequate

supply of books, the students of

St. Thomas' College, St. Paul, Minn.,

are going to stage a book shower.

This unique Idea is supposed to

bring the students' co-operation up
to the proper point of sacrificing

their treasured volumes for the sake

of their Alma Mater.
The only thing lacking at the

shower is the presence of the en-

gaged girl. If It will be of any help,

Frank Gleason, the walking adver-

/tlsement for unique hirsute effects,

volunteers to play the part of the

beautiful, blushing bride-to-be.

While discussing things football,

we might mention the fact that the

J. V.'s journeyed Into the wilds of

Jersey on Saturday and came home
with nothing except a good idea of

what a f\shing town smells like on a
muggy day.
As the boys were waiting for the

game to start, the aroma of rotting

sea food was more than prevalent

and the closeness of a cloudy day
made it worse than ever. Jack Kel-

leher, the reason for Ceravolo's gray

hair, sniffed the air and remarked,
"Smells like the college pond."

And while we think of it. Bill

Hughes sagely said that the reason

Ceravolo was not up to his usual

mark was due to .the fact that the

center did not have a mirror on the

seat of his trousers.

Bill Novelline is praying that the

profs, don't hold any examinations

this week, because he has a stiff

neck.

Since the first day of school the

Vigilance Committee has received

more attention than any group in

the institution, and this attention

has not been entirely complimen-
tary. From appearances, one would
be led to judge that the committee
was the recipient of the regulations,

instead of the enforcer. It has been

derided and scorned for its ineffi-

ciency and it has been subjected to

a lot of abuse. However, theye Is

only one thing we have against it,

and that is the fact that it permits

Dave Murphy to wear that vigi-

lance hat the way he doc3.

Then, too, It has been called to

our attention that the committee
cannot be expected to function very

well, when two supposedly green

freshmen know more about the

rules and regulations governing the

relations between the class of '35

and the class of '36 than Chairman
Al Ryan. How about it, Al?

A BIT OF DECORUM
LAST YEAR it was a common occur-

rence upon the campus for a student

to voice his personal disapproval of condi-

tions as they existed in the college dining-

room. This year, however, things are

somewhat changed. The student body is

well satisfied, but the members of the fac-

ulty and the authorities of the college are

beginning to find fault, not with the food

or the refectory itself, but with the atti-

tude of the student body. The grounds

for their objections are in the very appar-

ent lack of decorum on the part of many

of the Students. The practice of coming

to the dining-room in varicolored sweaters

or in nondescript windbreakers seems to

be growing in popularity. Some students

have even gone so far as to break the

glass and the lock on the dining-room

doors while they have been waiting for

these doors to be opened at the beginning

of mealtime. In executing these acts, the

perpetrators are not only manifesting

their ignorance and their lack of culture,

but they are sometimes, as in the last in-

stances mentioned above, actually becom-

ing the source of wanton destruction of

college property. Our purpose in coming

to college is to receive an education, to

gain a knowledge of both learning and re-

finement. Why, then, defeat our purpose

by performing acts in direct contradiction

of the principles we are endeavoring to

learn?

We have just learned from the

best authority that Rinaldo Fieo,

the Mumbling Madman, is taking

a correspondence course in aviation,

with the Intention of beating Old

Man Depression upon his departure

from this resting place. We are of

the opinion that he will be a suc-

cess in his chosen field, as right

now he is a great Pile-it.

In the near future Paul Rafferty

will announce to the world the re-

sults of his research work and the

announcement will be eagerly

greeted by the entire collegiate pop-

ulace of the United States and all

points south. At the present time

"Raff" is experimenting in an at-

tempt to devise a method whereby
he will still be able to remain in

bed every morning in the week and

yet not receive any "cuts"; as an

added feature of the experiment he

is working out slow, tortuous death

for people that are in favor of add-

ing three periods a week to an al-

ready arduous schedule.

Wc wish him the best of luck, but

first of all, we would advise him to

rid himself dt the evil influence that

his roommate exercises over him.

An editorial in the Chronicle of

Duke University entitled "A Sense

of Humor" contains some very seri-

ous facts. It quotes Professor Gaum,
of Rutgers, who conducted a so-

called "Humor Quiz." He found that

satire comes high on the list as a

mark of intelligence, while a giggle

is termed inane. However, laughter

at oneself won first place. He found

that the successful student Is one

with the ability to poke fun at him-

self. The ability to laugh at oneself

is a saving grace which at times

becomes positive genius. Laughter

is also a powerful weapon against

worry.
Aha, no wonder nobody on the

staff ever suff(n-ed from a nervous

breakdown.

Out at Creighton University,

Omaha, Neb., the graduate schools

are all excited about a forthcoming
debate between the Medical and
Law schools. The question Is, "Re-

solved: That the greater ethical

dangers of the medical profession

demand a stronger character than

is required for the practice of law."

One of the embryo doctors defend-

ing the affirmative side is a former

Villanova student, John Grayson.

We think that the schools could

have picked a more interesting

topic to debate, such as Kipling's

famous preference for a good cigar

instead of a woman.
But, did Kipling ever try to hold

hands with a good cigar?

And now athletics have to take

another one on the chin, just when
it seemed that the "Carnegie Re-
ports" had been forgotten by the

fickle public. The faculty at Beth-

any College has issued a statement

to the effect that all athletic con-

tests are free to the public because

their "teams are made up of bona
fide students and we shall not con-

tinue lo parade them like prize

horses at a country fair."

Yes, but who ever heard of Beth-

any College and who ever went to

see them play football? .

THE RADIO, as a means of education,

is"^rhaps the most discussed topic in

educational circles today. There are those

who maintain that the radio do^s more

harm than good, and that it has no value

whatsoever as an educational factor. But

these are in the minority, the majority

holding that the radio has a definite place

in education.

Certainly, everybody will admit that

adult education has been greatly benefitted

by it. Radio has brought about a better

appreciation of classical music, it has pre-

sented current events to the people in gen-

eral in a clear, concise fashion, and it has

brought an understanding of civil and na-

tional problems to the mind of practically

every one. Before the advent of radio, few

people knew the political views of the vari-

ous parties. Today every man and woman

has the opportunity of hearing the con-

tentions and platforms of the several can-

didates. In former days orchestras, operas

and plays were the privilege of a few, but

now by the turning of the dial the best in

dramatics and music is to be had for the

asking.

The radio as a factor in child educa-

tion is also useful. The various hours de-

voted to children by the different stations

provides a means of healthy enjoyment

for them. The simple stories and legends

they hear, with a good moral, may prove

a valuable means of forming their char-

acter along correct lines. Parents can

learn to raise their children better by

listening to prominent doctors and teach-

ers who lectxu-e on child health and psy-

chology.

Consequently, the radio can be a

means of education. The misuse of any-

thing will cause harm, but if the same

thing is properly applied it can be used

with great profit. It is to be hoped that

the values of radio today will count as

nothing to those in years to come.

The co-eds at Duke University

have finally achieved one of their

most bitterly waged battles with the

cruel faculty. They have been given

the privilege of having an orchestra

play soothing music for them in the

dining nail while they are making
wrecks out of perfectly good steaks.

This should receive headlines as

another big step in the advance-

ment of American education.

Now, why can't we have bashful

Ed Donohue and Marty Gezzer

croon for us during the collation

hour, while those two sprites of the

woods, Captain Hickey and Lieu-

tenant McGee do the "Dance of the

Wood Nymphs"? Let's hold a vote.

A recent balloting at Franklin

and Marshall showed that 50 per

cent, of the seniors wore garters.

For the last few days Hal "Scoop"

Keating has been wearing his fa-

ther's vest to give him plenty of

room for chest expansion. Last

Thursday at the first meeting of the

journalism class, the Instructor told

those present that newspaper men
receive "by-lines" only after show-

ing exceptional ability and ingenu-

ity, and it so happened that that

very same week Hal had his name
at the 'lead of an article after only

three weeks of experience.

IS IT TRUE—
That John O'Connor is going to

med school?
That Lou D'Angelo thinks he is a

bridge player?
That Bill Walsh has taken up

track work seriously?

That the paper omitted Schuyler s

name from the substitution list of

the 150-pound game?
That a Yale 150-pound player was

barred from the Princeton game be-

cause of overweight?
That several students were fright-

ened the other night by a dark fig-

ure with a searchlight, standing

behind a trmm bazI to tb« triangle?

/^

Off the Bookshelf

A columnist in the La Salle Col-

legian brags about the fact that

quarterly examinations have some

use because they always help to re-,

mind him that he needs a haircut.

Has he taken the depression to

heart, or is he just another half-

cracked columnist? In other words,

why doesn't he get all his hairs cut

instead of just one?

startled young women at a soror-

ity house at Penn State College

found a freshman, theme In hand,

wandering about the second floor of

their builaing. When caught and

questioned, he said that he had

asked some upper classmen where

the English prof, roomed and they

had directed him to the sorority

house.

Well, who can tell?

And now, here Is a poem wc found

in the Poly Reporter which we
thought apt:

"What have you done?" St. Peter

"That I should admit you here?**

"I ran the paper," the editor said,

"Of my college for one year."

St. Peter pityingly shook his head

And gravely touched a bell;

"Come in, poor thing, and select

your harp,
^^

You've had your share of heU.

EVERY YEAR several new books ap-

pear written by Hilaire Belloc. They

are usually ponderous volumes dealing

with history, of which, he would assure

us, he has a first rate knowledge. But oc-

casionally Mr. Belloc forgets the pursuit

of history and writes a book of essays

that are usually deUghtful. "Essays of a

Catholic" is one of his latest. The field

that the essays cover is large: ranging

from a discussion on usury to a letter to

Dean Inge. His Muse occasionally nods,

but as a whole he succeeds in keeping his

reader's attention.

Possibly the best essay from a point

of interest is the one entitled "On Legend."

Mr. Belloc has written this piece with

great beauty and sympathy. He discusses

some religious legends and their value,

pleading for our belief in them. He asserU

that we are starved for legend and suffer

a sort of spiritual hunger by its absence.

One remark strikes the reader as odd,

however. In speaking of the Ufe of Saint

Christopher he says that we "know pre-

cious httie, and I shouldn't wonder if he

never lived." Belloc could easily set his

mind at rest on this point by looking for

the Saint's credentials in the church cal-

endar. He will find that Saint Christopher

was once very much alive.

Another interesting extract is cm.

schools. It describes the position of the

Cathohc school in England, telhng of aM

the difficulties under which it labors. The

essay on the revival of Latm will prove

particularly absorbing tc the student i»-

terested in languages. Another of the bet-

ter ones is on faith and capitalism, in

which Pope Leo's "Rerum Novarum" it

extolled.

The Political

Boilieg Pot
Nov. 8, 1932.

Editor of Villanovan,
Dear Editor:

I've read several of the letters

written to you on the merits of the
presidential candidates, and in the
election which is taking place today
I wish to say that by far the best
man fitted for and capable of han-
dling the position is Franklin D.
Roosevelt, the Democratic nominee.
I'm not for Mr. Roosevelt because
he is a Democrat or because I've

been a Democrat all my life, but
because of the man he is and the
principles and party platform which
he upholds.
Let us draw comparisons among

Mr. Roosevelt and the other out-
standing presidential candidates.
The former stands for repeal of the
18th amendment with the View in

mind of opening up a stupendous
trade and giving work to a large
majority of the unemployed. Herb-
ert Hoover,' the Republican nomi-
nee, however, does not clearly de-
fine his platform. He stands for
moderation and the 'welfare of the
public, the latter to be gained by a
protective tarifT. Norman Thomas,
the Socialist, wishes to do away
.with private ownership and place
everything under the control of the
State. He also wishes to recognize
Soviet Russia and to fall in with
most of that country's policies.

Thus, the Democrats' platform
oomes out clearly with what it de-
sires. That ot the Republicans
hedges and the only promise is the
•ad of the depression. If they could
not end it during the past Adminis-
tration how can they now? The
country has lost faith in the Re-
publicans and I can gainsay a
sweeping victory for the Democrats.
The Socialists are attempting to
Mvolutionize the country and their
platform, contra-Catholicity though
k may be, is distinctly against the
Mwaer reasoning of mankind.

Yours truly,

A STUDENT.

Over Billion Dollars Go
ForMedical Bills Yearly

Medical Economy Is

Topic x)f Seminar
Discussion

PROFESSORTALKS

SPEAKS THURSDAY

Rev. Bernard C. Farley, chap-
lain of the Bastern Penitentiary,
Philadelphia, will be the speaker
at the weekly seminar of the
School of Science, this Thi^rs-

day, Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty,
O. S. A., dean of the Science
School, announced last week.

PLEDGE CARDSSHOW

MARKED DECREASE

Lesi than Sixty Per Cent

of Cards Signed and

Returned

fiUESTIONNAIRE GIVEN

Kach year for the past four years
'during the annual one-day Retreat
olean speech pledges are distributed
for the students of the college to
•ign. During past years the stu-
dents have always taken a keen in-
terest in these pledges, but this

Sear there was a very pronounced
ecline in the number of cards

Which were signed and returned.
At the close of the second confer-

ence 750 of these cards were dis-
tributed to the students. Of this
number only 449, or barely 60 per
^nt, were, signed and returned
last year 87% per cent of the cards
were returned, and the year before
87 per cent of the cards were
jligned and returned.
On the same cards there was also

a small questionnaire concerning
tihe Holy Name Society. From the
vesult«i of this questionnaire which
have been recorded thus far, it was
discovered that 102 students are al-
ready members of the Holy Name
Society, and 69 are desirous of join-
ing.
The custom of distributing these

pledge cards was begun in 1929 by
the Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O.
0. A., who was the college chaplain
at that time. In a survey then di»-
tributed by Fr. Stanford the ques-
tion was asked, 'HVhat do you con-
sider the greatest danger to morals
on the campus. " In answer to this
question 40 per cent of the student
body said that they believed un-
olean and immoral speech to be
the greatest danger.

Meet your Mends aft

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery

(Next to SevUIe Theatre)

Delidoug Refreshments
IVuitj Sandwiches

Lunches - Dinners - Platters

Hzpertly Cooked
Beaeonably Priced

, "There are more than one billion

dollars spent annually in hospital
and doctor bills," was the statement
made by Karel F. Ficek, professor
of economics in the School of Com-
merce and Finance, In an address,
"The Economy of Medicine," deliv-
ered before the weekly semester of
the School of Science, last Thurs-
day.
Elaborating on his theme, Prof.

Ficek declared that the amount of
illness during any one year is prac-
tically unbelievable. "Statistics," he
said, "gathered by the Oerman Gov-
ernment, show that two out of every
five persons are seriously ill during
the period of a year, ill enough to
be confined to bed for an average of
20 days.
"Of these cases," he continued, "a

large number are charity cases, or
cases in which the doctors' bills are
not paid. The problem of caring
adequately for those people who are
unable to afford the proper medical
care is one that has gained the at-
tention of the leading economists
and physicians. It is obvious that
when a person is ill he should have
the best medical care possible; but,
if for economic reasons he is un-
able to do so, there arises a situa-
tion which is quite distressing."
There are many means advocated

for the care of these people, Prof.
Ficek pointed out. The most com-
mon and best-known method is the
establishment of clinics by hospitals
and medical schools for the care of
those who are unable to consult a
private physician. Abuses of these
clinics have sprung up, however,
and hospitals now find themselves
in the position of having to exercise
extreme caution in regard to char-
ity cases. Many attend the clinics
who are able to pay a private doc-
tor, yet believe that they can gain
their medical attention without
payment. To distinguish between
those who are really unable to af-
ford payment and those who merely
hope to save money is quite a di-
lemxna.
"One method," he said, "which

has gained considerable attention
here in America, Is the establish-
ncient of an organization known as
the Life Extension Institute. This
institute, for a sum determined ac-
cording to the financial status of
the person, makes periodic exami-
nations of its members and advises
them of any developing ailment that
demands medical attention. The ex-

amination is extremely thorough,
embracing a psycholoi^ical test, in

addition to the usual physical ofte.

The Medical Center of Cornell Uni-
versity conducts clinics where the
leading specialists of the university
are available for fees that are de-
cidedly lower than their usual rate.

"The bes* scheme, as I see It," Mr.
Ficek declared, "is the method that
is employed by Germany. They have
established compulsory medical in-

surance, the fees being equally di-

vided among the employers, em-
ployes and the State. This insur-
ance is carried only by those people
who are unable to afford private
medical attention. It is estimated
that three-fifths of the total popu-
lation of Germany is Insured under
this plan. Whenever the slightest
symptoms of disease show them-
selves, the person goes to a physi-
cian, whd treats him accordingly.
As 80 per cent, of the physicians of
Germany are working for the State,
in most cases the patient is able to
go tb his personal physician. If for
any reason the doctor first con-
sulted is unable to effect a cure, the
patient is sent to a .specialist, who
completes the remedy. As the rate
of fees is uniform, there is no possi-
bility of over-charging. The fees are
stipulated once a year by a commit-
tee composed of doctors and repre-
sentatives of the State. The system
has met with great success in Ger-
many, and there is little doubt in
my mind but that it will be adopted
in many other countries within a
few years. It seems to be the only
logical answer to the problem of
caring for those who are unable to
procure the proper medical care,
due to financial reasons."

Pamphlets Available

Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.,
has provided a number of pam-
phlets on the religious attitude to-
ward socialism, which comes at an
opportune time, since the presiden-
tial election has given rise to the
question of the Catholic attitude to-
ward socialism. Among these pam-
phlets are: "The Catholic Church
and the Principle of Private Prop-
erty," "Catholic Social Reform Ver-
sus Socialism," "The Soviet Cam-
paign Against God" and "Socialism
a Menace to Religion and the Fam-
ily."

TOWPP •^'^ '^*'*«*
X \^W JDJAopp. I^rminal

NOW
"Grand Hotel"

With

Greta Garbo
John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Lewis Stone
Joan Crawford
Wallace Beery

starting Friday
CLIVE BROOK

in

"NIGHT OF JUNE 13th"
With

L.ila liCe and ChArles Buggies

;

' ••' •;•,•'• .'.
"' '•' •'•' "'<
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Ride the Short Line

Home at Thanksgiving

Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23
in Front of Dining: Hall

New York $1.75 one way

Boston $4.50 " "

For Further Information See

W. O. THERIAULT
in Pie Shop or 48 Mendel HaU

Student Council Meets

There will be an important
meeting of the student council
in the amphitheatre in Mendel
Hall at 7 o'clocli this evening.
The representatives of the vari-
ous clashes and organizations on
the campus are all urged to be
present in order that they may
support their respective interests
in the discussions.

and the comfort of the stateroome
was all that could be desired. W*
remember a past Boston trip when
we were compelled to sleep in the
hold of the boat.

On the Special

The return trip on the boat was
rocky, due to heavy seas. Everyon*
was staggering around and sought
the staterooms quite early. Not a
few were quite seasick.

PASS STATE BOARDS

We're off! But there comes Rudy
Lehnau running pell-mell down the
campus trying to catch the train.

Nope, he can't make it. Lo! Some-
one has pulled the emergency cord
and stopped the train. Glad to have
you with us, Rudy.

There was plenty of fun on the
train. Everyone was in rousing
spirits, glad to be going some place
for a change.

The train made the run in record
time. Arriving in Jersey City, to the
delight of the Jerseyites, most of
the students gazed with rapture at
the skyline of New York City as
though viewing a new world. Aft-
er being at Villanova for awhile,
we just get that way.

On the boat the students made
merry. There was dancing, a con-
cert by the band, various bits of
horse-play, and Inconsequential bits

of joking.

The students rode up to Boston
in style. The meals were excellent.

Two Science Students Are Vvw
Registered rharmacists

Anthony J. Baranzano and Joseph
Mira, of the School of Science, have
recently successfully passed the ex>

amination held by the Pennsylvania

State Board of Pharmacy. Mr. Bar-
anzano is now a registered pharma«
cist, 8(3. well as Mr. Mira. Both ate
graduates of the class of '32 of the
School of Phiarmacy of Temple Uni-
versity. Their intentions are to con-
tinue in the study of medicine. Al-
though members of the Temple
alumni, both are loyal Viiia,novans.

'

After the Dance

—

The

PIKE
Montgomery Ave.

at Narberth

Open Evenings Until

r

Thrifty College Men
JEIEPHOHE HOME at

^T*S not oiiiy tlirifty—it's good common sense to

telephone home after 8:30 P. M.

The folks are at home—your time is free— it's just

the time for a family "get-together,**

Best of all, at 8:30 P. M. low Night Rates go into

effect on Station to Station calls. Call home tonight

and take advantage of the saving. A Station to Station

call is for a telephone— not for a specific person.

You just give the operator your home telephone num*

her and hold tlie line.

It will be a thrill you*ll want to repeat. So make •

**date^* to call again next week. Charges, of course,

can always be reversed.

Bryn Mawr to: Day Nigrht

Wilkes-Barre, Pa $ .65 $ .35

Newark, N. J. .60 .35

Troy, N. Y „.. 1.20 .70

Lawrence, Mass. 1.50 .90

Orange, N. J. *.60 .35

Tmc Included

' i^'-'J'- -''-:^1Lj.'<
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NATIONAL BANKING

BY PROF. DOOGilERTY

Acldrescos Busin€ss Men at

Regular Monthly Meeting

In Bryn Mawr

Old Pump, Rich With Tradition,
Has Now Passed On Into Oblivion

Continued From Paxe One

C:VEW IN ME[/iOrilAL HALL

Continued Ki-om PaK<' One^''.< •^;
or the system." '

The flr;::t major amendment to the
Federal l.eserve System came In

1916. The amendment allowed the
Federal Reserve to attempt to con-
trol the money market. The pur-
pose was to control the interest
rates in su3h a fashion as to permit
the Government an easy market to
dispose of its securities.

"The sli3:ht depression of 1928
was caused by the Federal Reserve
through pressure exerted by the
Secretary of the Treasury."

It was hoped that tbe open mar-
ket operations of the Federal Re-
serve would allow funds placed in
the market to find their way to
productive channels. The opposite
happened. The funds went into pro-
ducers' goods, unproductive sources.
In 1928, 60 billion dollars were
loaned; in 1929, 58 billions; in 1930,
15 billions, and by 1932 the amount
had dwindled to eight billions.

In regard to the gold standard
Prof. Dougherty said, "we know
that England is on a managed cui>
rency system since September 21,

1931. At that time England had
only 3%. gold to sustain her pound
Bterling. She thought that she
would benefit by going off the gold
standard, and this would have been
true had not 11 other European
nations left the gold standard at
the same time.
"I believe this country a little too

large to have a good centralized
banking system. Our banking struc-
ture will be further strengthened
when suitable Legislature is passed
removing the Secretary of the
Treasury from the Federal Reserve
Board."
At the conclusion of his lecture

Prof. Dougherty asked the mem-
bers present if they had any ques-
tions that they would like to ask.
The floor was then thrown open to
general discussion.

POPULAR PUBLICATION

"America" Leads All Catholic

Periodicals on Campus

Though the number of subscrip-
tions is far below that of last year,
"America" still leads in popularity
among the student readers of week-
ly Catholic publications. Thus far,
175 students have subscribed for
copies of this leading weekly, while
a total of 35 have signifled their in-
tentions of subscribing to the
Brooklyn Tablet. The Commonweal
follows in popularity with 20 sub-
scribers, and the Catholic Standard
and Times completes the list with
10 subscribers.
The weekly discussions of articles

of interest that appear in the above-
mentioned periodicals have proved
to be one of the best means of stir-

ring up student interest in current
Catholic events. Conducted along
the lines of an open forum, the class
discussions open up a means for the
exhibition of the reasoning powers
of the student in regard to current
affairs.

It is felt, however, that the stu-
dent body is not making the most
of Its opportunities in this regard,
and the professors of religion are
looking forward to further increases
In the subscription lists In the near
future.

oparlngly. Students bathed but
twice weekly, and strict surveil-
lance was maintained over appor-
tionments, for the supply was lim-
ited and there was great expense
attached ^o pumping the water
from the reservoir to the storage
tank atop Alumni Hall and then al-

lowing it to flow through the piping
system by gravity.
During those days, the recently

removed pump was an important
part of the college equipment. Its
water was used to a major extent
for drinking, and probably many of
the "old grads" will give testimony
as to its tastiness.

But the world moved on, tinges
changed, the railroad pushed its

electric line through the college
grounds and practically ruined the
spring which furnished moht of the
institution's water, and then the
college resorted to the community
system for its supply. Still, the old
chapel pump continued hi service,
giving generously from the large
spring to which it was connected.
The late war Indirectly dealt to

Many Students Set
to Vote at Polls

Continued From Page One

are used by the election boards for
today's balloting to check off each
voter's name as he receives a ballot.
Where the day student will vote

has been announced by the Sheriff
in a proclamation generally pub-
lished several weeks in advance of
election. Inquiries in the student's
neighborhood will easily bring the
information where residents of that
particular district are casting their
votes.
On entering the polls, the voter

must give his name and then re-
ceives a ballot, which he marks se-
cretly in a booth and places in a
container which remains in the cus-
tody of the election officers.

Because they are not in their
home districts, virtually all of the
boarding students will not be privi-
leged to vote, laws of Pennsylvania
forbidding students to vote except
in the districts in which they reside
as a student does not gain a resi-
dential status at any school.

Belle Masque Will
Open With Thriller

Continued From Page One

mysteriously disappears, and later

his charred remains are found in

the ashes of his burned barn. The
hand of suspicion points at a num-
ber of characters at the same time,
and the case proves to be very per-
plexing. However, the local detec-
tive turns out to be more clever
than is expected, and the mystery is

successfully solved.

the pump the blow which eventually
caused its removal. According to
reports, some of the trainees sought
the' water from the chapel pump so
eagerly that there was serious In-
terence with training schedules; so,
the pump was disconnected, never
again to regain its former popular-
ity. For more, than a decade it has
merely been in the way before be-
ing totally demolished to afford
easier access to the chapel.

Prominent Speaker
to Lecture Here

Continued From Page One

and on a few other periodicals of

national importance^

At the ei^rly age of 24, Mr. Ham-
ilton served as literary adviser to

Richard Mansfield, the greatest

actor of his time, and helped to

prepare the acting version of "Peer
Gynt." In recent seasons, he has
been associated in the production

of great plays with such Important
managers and artists as George C.

Tyler, Minnie Maddern Fiske,

Charles Dillingham and Norman
Bel Geddes. Mr. Hamilton was a

classmate in school and college

with Walter Hampden, and it was
he who persuaded this great actor

to restore "Cyrano de Bergerac" to

the American stage after a gap of

more than 20 years. Ever since the
signal triumph of "Cyrano," Mr.
Hamilton has served as a member
of the Board of Directors of Wal-
ter Hampden, Incorporated.

BARRAITA TO LEAD

RINGS BEING ORDERED

Assortment of Samples on Display
at Room 321 Fedigan

According to a statement by Jo-
seph Neylon, chairman of the ring
committee, orders are now being
taken for the 1934 junior class rings.
All those who had their order in
before last Monday will receive
their rings before Thanksgiving.
Orders for rings will be taken
throughout the remainder of the
school year, and delivery is assured
about three weeks from the date of
ordering. A deposit of $5 must be
placed on the ring at the time of
ordering, the balance payable on de-
livery. No orders will be taken
without a deposit.
Mr. Neylon has on hand a sam-

ple of the ring, as well as an as-
sortment of 10 stones from which to
choose. These samples are available
for inspection at Room 321, Fedigan
Hall, any afternoon or evening. Or-
ders may be filed either with Mr.
Neylon at the above-mentioned
room, or with Bill Cavanaugh, in
Austin Hall.

ArdmoreTheatre
I. I. I. —..— I II . . -*; r II

Today

Bert WhiM'ler and
Koht. Woolsey—In

"HOLD 'JeWL JAIL"

Wednnsday and Thursday
"70,000 WITNUSSKS"

—Hlth—
Chas. vtiigi^los and
Dorothy Jordan

Friday

Jjpei 'tracy
—h»—

•'BLESSED EVENT"

L

Saturday

Jack Holt
—in—

"THIS SPOKTINO AGE"

IlllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill

For HER Christmas Gift . .

.

A Class Ring (Any Class) in Miniature
By BALFOUR

To Insure delivery for Christmas, it will be necessary that
you place your order this week. See the Junior ring
committee or

—

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
1601 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Room No, 301 Phone: Spruce 7078

nil

Showing Every Monday
The most popular clothes

cm the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, lec.

Made- to'Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24-75 and $19.75

On display in foyer of Pie Shoppe

store at

BTfh And Market Sts.

Open TUl 8.45 P. M.

JIM ELLIOT
Campus RepreHentatlve

10 Alumni HaU

All of Last Year's Members

Return to Orchestra for

Another Year

Park, Poughkeepsie, N. T., wh«
hundreds enjoyed his distinctive

gregation every evening.

The next on-campus appearance
of the group will be at the Owj4
Hop, which will be held in the col-
lege gymnasium, Saturday evening,
November 19, following the Villa-
nova-Temple football game. The
Vlllanovans entertained recently at
the dinner held in Wayne, in honor
of Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. fL
A,, president of the college.

WILL PLAY AT OWL HOP

The Villanovans, an 11 -piece
dance orchestra, composed solely of
Villanova students, and under the
direction of "Ray" Barratta, is

again in the spotlight of the social
activities on the campus. For sev-
eral years this versatile musical or-
ganization has been officially recog-
nized as the college dance orchestra,
playing at all social functions spon-
sored by campus associations, either
by themselves, 6r sharing honors
with another musical aggregation.

Mr. Barratta, in a recent inter-

view, stated that there have been no
new recruits accepted by the organ-
ization this year, and that all of
last year's veterans have returned
to offer the same enjoyable music
as in the past. Rehearsals have
been held frequently since the open-
ing of the college, and the band is

well prepared to offer its best
rhythms for the enjoyment of devo-
tees of the terpischorean art.

Every member of the organiza-
tion was employed with some out-
side orchestra during the summer
vacation. Mr. Barratta, who is a
versatile musician, conducted his

own orchestra which was featured
all summer at Woodcliffe Pleasure

Me !• Jr.

LOST—If anyone sees anything «f
the Vigilance Committee, please
notify the rest of the students at
once.

VV-WLVU--ViiPWWVAV."

FREE HAT
With Bvery Purchase at

CRAWFORD'S
Featuring the Most Complete

Selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at *16.75
ONE PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Garments to
Choose From

Every Conceivable Color
and Fabric

1225 MARKET ST.
Open Evenings

believe you love

that old pipe better

them you do mef

^.y

ranger is made
solely for pipes.

Granger is not a
cigarette tobacco.

Granger ismade of
White Burley tobacco
-the best tobacco for

pipes. Just try it I

LmhuI ii pinch bypinch;
pack it tight; atrike a
match—Granger$n»oke»
tool and la$t» longer,

lOc

YOU CAN DitlPEND ON A UGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT

etroit Fray To Be Annual Homecoming Game
PASSING

IN
REVIEW

i

A VALIANT BAND of Wild-
cats journeyed up to the

. northland last week and on
Saturday they stalked the Boston
'College Fagle in his own lair and
left him prostrate on the soggy
[field when the fray had come to

^conclusion.

t seems as though the Feline
machine was in actuality what it

Is termed as figuratively. It takes
about two quarters to get the
powerful man-machine into high,

but when that momentum is

reached it is just too bad for the
opposing side.

Boston College scored nine
points in the first half and was
thought to be well on the way to

victory. Though they led by nine
points, the only counters that
they really deserved was the neat
field goal which was booted early
in the first quarter.

In the second half the Blue and
White really showed some stuff.

The 'Cats came out fighting. They
received the kickoff and took the
ball over the goal line after five

successive first downs. Soon aft-

erward another score was nnade

j on a forward pass from Cavan-
f augh to Randour. This burst of

I
power and drive in the second

L quarter is characteristic of the
IT team, having happened several

,
times earlier in the season.

^ The Felines were in a position
^ to score several times during the

last quarter, but on each attempt
the Sagle defense stiffened and
thus a further humiliation of the
team that defeated Fordham was
prevented.

* * «

Every man on the Blue and
White squad who saw action
played a great game. As
usual, "Whitey" Randour gave
the spectators a thrill by his
almost phenomenal running.
Patzsch and Yorke, the other
backs who entered the scor-
ing column, played top-notch
balL

Another Interesting fact about
(he scoring was the fact that the
?ats kicked two extra points out
a possible three. The one weak

spot on the squad this year was
the lack of dependable extra-point
kickers. But that problem seems
to be solved now. Lee gets the
credit for kicking the two extra
points l£ist Saturday and it was
also he who first got his chance
to show his booting ability at
Scranton against Bucknell after
the 'Cats had scored their second
touchdowns of the game.

* * *

There Is a man on the grid
team who is seldom seen or
noticed by the casual observ-
er, though he is in the game
every minute fighting with
heart and soul and who is

nearly always on the bottom
of every pile. The man to
whom we refer is none other
than Marty Gezzer, sterling
center of the Wildcat eleven.
Marty has played in every
game this year for 60 minutes
in all but a few games. Be-
cause the natural tendency is

to watch the man carrying
the ball, very few of the aver-
age spectators see the work
done by the linesmen. But
Gezzer plays his own heady,
hard football game. lie does
a good job, but he seldom
gets any mention, so we are
taking it upon ourselves to
give liim a little slap on the
back.

* • •

Those Beautiful but
Feminine Rooters

NO FOOTBALL game seems
quite complete unless it has
its quota of the fair sex

present to cheer and exhort the
boys on to sweet victory. We
have often wondered in our home-
ly way just how much these peo-
le know about the he-man game
f football. However, we have

ceased wondering, because some-
one has very considerately made
a survey of a group of Western
co-eds In order to ascertain just

how much they know about the
gridiron sport.

When asked what a "huddle"
was, the girls demurely answered
that it was that stage of the game
when players fall on top of each
other. According to the fair fans,

a punt is a term used in golf (can
you imagine?).
The group of girls was asked

what an end sweep was and they
answered in their shy way that
it happened when an end man
made a big circla,

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING GOLF FOOTBALL
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CATS SCORE BRILLIANT WIN
FUVVERTOWNM
WILL BE PLAYED AT

STADIUM SATOAY

Detroit Titans Come East With

Highly Impressive

Record

WERE PLAYED LAST YEAR

On Saturday afternoon down at
the stadium. Coach Harry Stuhl-

ireher's proteges

will meet the Ti-

tans of the Uni-
versity of Detroit.
The mld-Western-
srs are coached
by the famous
Gus Dorais and
they will have
traveled 1500
miles in order to
play the Wildcats.
To date, the

:japt. J. Metras Titans have
played six games

and have dropped but one. That de-
feat was at the hands of Holy Cross,
which nosed out the Fllvvertown
eleven by a 9-to-7 score. Among
those who have been turned back
by the Dorais-coached team are
Michigan State Normal, W. and J.,

Georgetown and Marquette.
Advance information has It that

the Titans have a rock-ribbed de-
fense and a very effective forward
passing attack. It is also said that
the Detroit team has a wealth of
reserve material and that the start-
ing team can be replaced by an-
other which is just as good.
An interesting fact is that 75 per

cent, of the varsity material has
been recruited from the home city.

Last year the Wildcats traveled
west to meet this team, and they
battled to a scoreless tie on a
muddy field in a continuous down-
pour of rain. ; :. ; ',

.

LUCEY MADE CAPTAIN

At a meeting of the lettermen
of last season's junior varsity
team, Jim Lucey, veteran half-

back, wa^ elected captain for
this season. Lucey, who resides

In Perth Amboy, N, J., is a sen-
ior Pre-Med. Last season he
was a star triple threat man in

the Jayvee backfield, and this

season he is once more holding
down the left half post.

He led his eleven into action
for the first time Saturday when
they encountered the Carney's
Point team.

JAYVEES DEFEATED

IN OPENING GAME

Field Goal Decides Close

Battle at Carney's

Point

OFFICIATING MARS GAME

Coach Charley Hurlburt's Jay-

vees met with unexpected strength

in their opening game played Sat-

urday at Carney's Point, N. J., and
were nosed out by the local team
in a nip-and-tuck battle, 3-0.

The homesters made the only
score of the game tov*ard the end
of the third period, when Chance,
their quarterback, dropped back to

the Cats' 20 and booted a perfect
placement between the uprights. He
also made a similar attempt from
the 35 in the second period, but it

fell short.
While Captain Lucey's team

seemed unable to produce a scor-
ing punch at the critical moment,
it must be mentioned that they
were victims of poor officiating

which was enough to demoralize
any team. It was especially with
regards holding by the home team.

Continued on Paxe Eight

VarsityComesFromBehind
To Overwhelm Eagles, 20-9

Randour Leads Inspired Wildcat Eleven in

Deciding: Marches Down the Field

to Overcome 9-0 Lead

RANDOUR, YORKE, PATZSCH TALLY

CONTINUING its winning ways and stretching its win

streak to five the Wildcat eleven scored a brilliant, de-

cisive victory over the Boston College Eagles in the latter'a

eerie, Alumni Field, Newton, Mass., last Saturday afternoon.

Odds were quoted at 20-9 as almost 9000 looked on.

Led by the sterling and exceptional playing of "Whitey*^

Randour, the 'Cats' backfield ace, Stuhldreher's minions

came from behind and fighting doggedly and determinedly

overcame a 9-0 handicap which the Eagle eleven had amassed

in the first'period when the 'Cats were still cold and not yet

able to diagnose the deceptive Eagle plays.
* The inspirational playing of the

'Cat team proved to be the deciding

Our Predictions

—

How Good Are They?

SATURDAY'S PROBABLE LINE-UP
DETROIT

Right End
(23)

Roisterer

Bight Tackle
(43)
Beer

Right Guard
(37)

Schmid

Center
(16)

Metzgor

Left Guard
(5)

Hess

Left Tackle
(3)

Barrc<;t

Left End
(42)

Storrle

SUBSTITUTIONS—Villanova: Foster (3), Beaudine (39). Conley
(25), Goggin (27), Malaney (30), Donahue (29), Cox (32), Nowe 37),
Tarter (40), Sullivan (41), Zizac (43), Cook (44), McGee (46), Brod-
nicki (49), Lee (53), Mahaffey (54), Walsh (62), Robertson (63), Mc-
Fadden (64), Marion (23), Jelovich (20), Ro.«?en (48), Cavanaugh (4),
Wetzler (21).

Detroit: Conway (4), Duker (31). Bader (38), Lower (10), Oldanl
(53), St. Julian (36), Sullivan (7), Ganey (2), Maher (33). Howell (46).
Ripley (29), Sesny (18), Cichanski (26), Butler (13), Pcgan (49), Blaz-
nek (60), Campeau (19), Raikovich (28), McCracken (11), Oxley (47),
Schearer (25), Ryan (40), Turashoff (63).

Ofhcials—Referee: J. T. Clinton, Yale. Linesman: A. B. Maginnes,
Lehigh. Field Judge: J. R. Lehecka, Lafayette. Umpire: E. F. Hugh-
itt, Michigan.

VILLANOVA
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'Lightweights Fight Hard,
But Lose to Penn by 6-0

Capt. Harter, Hughes, Perugino, and House-
man Display Great Form for Losers

on Both Offense and Defense

Tuesday, November 8, 1932
lesday/ November 8, 193' VILLA

Varsity Scores Win
Over Boston Team

('uiitlniicd l'n»m I'mo kJvo

For 60 minutes the Lightweights
•f Villanova and Penn waged a
hard-fought battle, and when the
game was finished, a greatly Im-
proved Villanova 150-pound team
stood at the short end of a 6-to-O
score. Though defeated, much
praise is due these boys who fought
desperately every inch of the way,
only to have a brealt of the game
bring a gruesome defeat.
The Wildcats won the toss and

elected to receive. Dwyer, playing
at fullback for Villanova, returned
the opening Icick-off to his own 30-
yard line before he was Anally
brought down by two Penn tacklers.
Two plays off-guard, with Dwyer
carrying the ball, netted a first
down on their* 41-yard line. Rocco
added three yards around end and
Clark five more through center.
Here a penalty checked the Wild-

Gy m New s

The person rolling the highest
single score at the bowling allpys

every week will receive a pauss for
the Ardmore Theatre. The pass will

be given on the follov/ing Monday.

The bowling league will be offi-

cially inaugurated this week with
six teams vielng for honors.

Plans will soon be completed for
another race to be held between the
halves of the Villanova-Detroit
game. It is possible that last year's
championship freshman relay team

«.U' march and Clark puntad To
»[{;;.~'»P""'«--t •-' yearWar-

Penn's 15-yard line, Blaisdell being'

[runs by York and Kanaour placed
the ball on the seven-yard stripe.

Randour dashed around end for
six yards to make it first down.
Three smashes at the line failed,

but on the fourth down Patzsch
just managed to get over for the
score.

The line-up:

Villanova Boston College
Donahue L. E Killileau
Zizac L. T Reynolds
Blanchard L. G Whalen
Pezzer C Romano
Milne R. G.
Hickey R. T.
Grimberg R. E.
Cavanaush ... Q. B.

.L. H.
R. H.
F. B.

How Our Foes Fared

'•'• »

*

Randour
Con ley. .

Patzsch ,

Score by periods:

Villanova

Boston College ... 3

Touchdowns
Randour, Tosi

..i.<.« .Plausse
Couhig

Tosi
. i .. .. .Freitas

. .Chesnulevich
Kelley

..'... .Maloncy

7 13 0—20
6 0—9

Yorke, Patzsch,

Points after touch

downed in his tracks by Perugino
From this point the game devel-
oped into a kicking duel, with
Clark having the better of the ar-
gument, gaining a few yards on

4^!Mich exchange.
Toward the end of the second

quarter Villanova threatened Penns
gOAl, when a 55-yard punt by
Houseman rolled out of bounds on
Penn's 19-yard line. Two tries at
th« line netted a loss of 14 yards >

and a bad punt by Jousson was
fumbled by Houseman, who recov-
•red the ball on Penn's 25-yard
stripe. Houseman made six yards
off-tackle, two passes, Annunciata
to Craft, were incomplete, endine
the half.

*

Villanova kicked off to start the
third period. Wolf carrying the ball
back to the 25-yard line. A try at
the line failed, and on an attempted
triple pass Elmore fumbled, Gough
subbing for Scerca, recovering the
ball for the Cats. Winterberger,
who replaced Dwyer, ripped through
tackle for 13 yards, but the play
was called back and the Cats penal-
ised five yards. Winterberger again
pounded the line for four yards, but
on the next play Rocco fumbled,
Bottomley recovering for Penn.
Penn came back fighting and be-

fore they were stopped, had ad-
vanced to Villanova's 30, with all
tour backs alternating and pound-
ing the line. Here the Cats' line
braced, taking the ball on downs.
Houseman, who replaced Rocco,
punted out of bounds on Penn's 35-
yard line. A stab at the line gained
ttoee, and on the next play Blais-
dell faded back and rifled a pass to
townsend, who was thrown out of
^unds by Perugino on Villanova's
Tio-yard stripe. Again the line held,
SThree plays gained but five, and
Houseman punted to Blaisdell, who
was downed by Hughes on his own
B»-yard line. On the first play Har-
ter broke through to throw Jousson
Cor three, and on a lateral Wolfe
was thrown for five more by
Hughes. Jousson's attempt to kick
was blocked by Harter, the ball roll-
ing out of bounds.
The Cats, taking the ball on

Penn's 25, started a drive. Dwyer,
who had replaced Winterberger,

• made first down on the 14, House-
man adding three and Annunciata
one. Annunciata then flipped a pass
Which was intercepted by Jousson,
who raced 86 yards, finally being
brought down by Harter on the
eight-yard line, but on the next play
Blaisdell darted through tackle for
ft score. Martin blocked Jousson's
try for goal.
With but two minutes to go, the

Cats tried desperately to score. An-
nunciata brought the kick-off back
to mid-field. Two passes were
knocked down and brought a five-
yard penalty. Stleber then shot a
pass to Perugino, who made a spec-
tacular shoe-string catch, but It was
IBalled back as incomplete. Stleber
punted, ending the game.

New baskets are about to be in-
stalled in the gym, due to the warp-
ing of the old ones.

downs—Villanova: Lee 2. Goal from
field—Kelley.

Referee — J. Keegan, Pittsfleld.
Umpire—G. H. Lowe. Jr., Lafayette.
Linesman — A. R. Lake, Lafayette.
Field judge—D. J. Kelly, Spring-
field. Time of periods—15 minutes.

The Indians came out of the
West, journeying East to match
their brains and brawn with the un-
defeated Temple eleven; and Fri-

day night up at North Broad street

in the Owls' stadium they did just
that, for, after the cloud of battle

had faded into oblivion, the Red-
men had tied the Owls, after a sen-
sational battle, 14-14.

ThiB Haskells drew flfst blood
when Holmes, the fleet-footed right
halfback, snatched a punt on his
own 22-yard line and, with a burst
of speed, soon flanked the whole
Temple team, with Ed Smith, Tem-
ple veterart guard making a gallant
attempt to overtake the Western
Comet as he raced 78 yards for a
score. A forward pass added the
extra point. Five minutes later,

however, the Owls evened the count.
Gudd recovered a fumble on Has-
kell's 49-yard line, and here a
march started to the Indians' 13,
where a pass, Whittock to Kilkus-
kie, netted a touchdown, Johnson
adding the extra point.
The second Temple score came

early in the third quarter when
Whittock rifled a pass to Testa;

Johnson again adding the extra
point.

The Owls' lead lasted only until
the Indians received. Three tries at
the line netted a first down. On the
next play Holmes took a pass from
Wapp and raced 62 yards down the
field for a touchdown, Wapp tieing
the score from placement.

Detroit, which faces the Wildcats
next Saturday down at the stadium,
was just able to eke out a 7-0 win
over a mediocre Marquette eleven,
which has been able to win bi|
three games thus far, though onl,
was a 13-0 victory over Boston Col-
lege.

Detroit and the Huddle

The University of Detroit foot-
ball team had a conference of its
own, called at the request of
Coach Gus Dorais, to decide the
question of huddling or not hud-
dling. A vote among the mem-
bers of the squad left the issue
still undecided, with half of the
players in favor of the huddle
and the other half opposed to it.

The chief objection was that the
huddle offered a chance for ar-
gument over choice of play.

r<enn 150
Greene ....

Bmlth ,

O'Neill
Bottomley.
iWebb
Ooan
ITownsend .

.

Blaisdell. .

.

Jousson . . .

.

ivtroife ......

Klnnore.

. . L. E.
• . L, T. ,

. . L. O.
... \^* 9 I

, • R. G. .

• . R. T.
. . R. E.
. Q. B.

. L. H. B
R. H. B. . ,

* • IT. Bt ...

Touchdown— Blaisdell. Substitu-
tions: Penn — Tracey, Schweitzer,
Kayser, Wright, Berkowltx. Villa-

nova — Houseman, Winterberger,
lOough, McLaughlin, Oriffln, Schuyl-
•r, Hammond, O'Neill. Referee —
Patrick Duncan, Penn. Umpire—
t'Vniaon, Lehigh. Head linesman—
Bavins. Time of periods—15 mln-

VUlanova 150
Scerca

• ••....Harter
Hughes
Martin
HInes

. .Cavanaugh

. . . .Perugino
. . Annunciata
...... .\,/iaric

Rocco
Dwyer

o/teThMs/f
lyy*» lyy 9p^ *^ri^^'^rn-y^'-^f f^y*

77 ^w-;^
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Mywu Tobacco Co,

You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not
harsh or hitter, hut smokes cool and smooths-then you like
it and don't worry ahout how many or how often you smoke.
And if it tastes right—that is, not overswcct, not flat—

then you enjoy it all the more.
The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish to.

hacco ... the right ageing and blending. . . make Chesterfieldi
milder, better-tasting . . .They Satisfy!

ildcat Basketball Schedule Is Announced
^acobsmen to Play Fifteen

hurt Games This Season
<BM! II I ^. , ... Mil ,. ,»

[ajority of Basketball Contests Will Be
Played at the New Gymnasium; .

Three Games Are Pending

IT. JOHN'S TILT TO BE STAGED HERE

T THE PRESENT tipie football is having its reign in

the sports world, but it won't be long before it will have

give way to its worthy successor of the winter season,

isketball.

To date the Wildcat basketeers will play fifteen games,

large majority of which will be played in the new gymna-
jium. Thus, the student body will be able to acquire a good

Hdea of the type of team to represent them on the court. In

[years goie by the student body rarely ever had an oppor-

tunity to see their Alma Mater's quintet in action due to the

lack of a home court. *

The Felines will engage In their

Irst contest on December S, when
they meet Cooper Union, and the
aeason will continue until March 4,

Iwhen the schedule will be com-
pleted with a game against the

iucknell Bisons.

St. John's, of Brooklyn, which Is

Famous for its basketball teams and
[before whom the Cats have fallen

[for the past three years on the In-

[dians' court, will be entertained by
the Jacobsmen on January 27. . . >,

Pre-season dope has it that the
Jlue and White will be represented

Jby a strong quintet this year. Coach
racobs has some excellent material

[out of which he should mold a
[winning club. With the veterans,

featon and Finn, together with the
Lmen from last year's whirlwind
[frosh team, the Wildcat varsity this

year should go places in the col-

[legiate basketball world.

The schedule is as follows:

Cooper Union — December 3.

Come.

Rutgers—December 10. Away.
^St. Francis—January 7. Home.
Jrsinus—January 11. Away.
Muhlenberg—January 14. Home.
Pending—January 18. Home.
Moravian—January 21. Home.
St. John's—January 27. Home.
Temple—February 4. Away.
Albright—Februaiy 10. Home,
Pending—February 14. Home.
Lehigh—February 17. Home.
Pending—February 21. Home.
Ursinus—February 24. Home.
Temple—February 28. Home.
Dickinson—March 3. Away.
Bucknell—March 4. Away.

FOUl! GAIS TO BE

PLAYED THIS WEEK

Jayvees to Encounter Penn

While Freshmen Will Meet

St. John's

KITTENS PLAY LAFAYETTE

The next weekend is to be an am-
bitious one for the Villanova foot-

ball teams as all four teams will

swing into action either at home or
on foreign soil.

The headliner of course is the
Varsity-Detroit game to be played
at the stadium. This game is the
only home game of the weekend.
On Friday afternoon, the Jay-

vees, the Lightweights, and Fresh-
men will all swing into action
away from home,

Cogfch Charley Hurlburt's Junior
Varsity will run into what is in all

probability their hardest game of
the season when they encounter the
Penn J. V.'s at River Field. While
Hurlburt expects his team to give
the Quakers a battle he will be
seriously hampered in his drive for
a victory by a woeful lack of re-

serves. Last season the Penn team

Villanova can safely boa^t of a
strong line this season, a line con-

sisting of a large number of well-

experienced players. Every man has

proved himself to be an outstand-

ing player and ail are struggling:

together to eliminate all traces of
individualism.

However, as the season gets un
der way there are a number of men
who are worthy of comment, either
because of their ability or of their
achievements on the gridiron.
For the past three years the post

of center on the Wildcat team has
been filled by one of the most color-
ful players ever to haye entered
Villanova. In every scrimmage, in
the midst of every play, and always
in the center of actidn the ability
of "Marty" Gezzer, the regular cen-
ter, clearly has been evidenced.
Most of the opponents' unsuccess-
ful plays have been occasioned by
Gezzer's skilful interference.
Gezzer has proven himself a

mighty linesman and when all

chances of scoring have seemed
hopeless he has never failed his
teammates. His ability to flght hard
is one of the many characteristics
which contribute to the success of
the team.
Gezzer received his early training

in football at Charleroi High School.
Charleroi, Pa., where he held down
the regular position of center for
three years. He came to Villanova,
a three-letter man, and shortly aft-
er set about establishing himself as
a potential gridiron star. His clean,
clear-cut football playing won rec-
ognition for him and he was unan-
imously elected to lead the frosh
eleven, a football team long to be
remembered in the annals of Villa-
nova athletics.

In his sophomore year, Gezzer
joined the ranks of the varsity
squad and alternated at center with

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

B
OSTON COLLEGE defeated
Fordham and we took Boston
College, sooo . .••;•.•!.

"MARTY" GEZZER

two othor men. He took part in

the memorable Temple-Villanova
classic of 1930 when the Wildcats
emerged victorious after a hard-
fought battle.

Gezzer proudly boasts that the
members of the 1932 football squad
are the most determined crew he
has played with since entering Vil-

lanova.
"All are full of fight and spirit,"

he says, "and there is no doubt in

the minds of the players that this

can be attributed to the wonderful
tutoring of Head Coach Harry
Stuhldreher. Villanova has made
a steady climb in the athletic world
and it is evident that it soon will

be claissed with the leading colleges

of the East."

Continued on Pace Eight

Qus Dorais Proves Football Is Not

Over-Emphasized in Anecdote
In recent years we have heard

much about ihe over-emphasis of

football in the colleges. Many have
expressed their opinions pro and
con in this matter but no agree-
ment has come to pass. We know
of one man who denies the charge
and he offers an interesting little

story to back up his statement. The
person who is about to be quoted is

none other than "Gus" Dorais, head
coach of the Detroit Titans.

Th2 following is Dorais' little an-
ecdote which he offers as an argu-

ment to prove that football is not
over-emphasized.

"Gus Ruhlin, a big guard, was
the man I have in mind. On th-e

eve of one of our most important
games a few seasons ago, our regu-
lar right guard was injured, and
while I started him in the game, I

knew he wouldn't last long.
"Ruhlin was his substitute and I

tried to impress on him that a lot

of responsibility for our victory
rested on his shoulders. I gave him

We have to admit that the Eagles
can kick field goals. They were so
anxious to show us how to do it

that they gave us a little exhibition
shortly after the slaughter btartod.

• * *

B. C. can block punts, too, but
they couldn't get very far throue-J*

the Wildcat line.

"B. C. was outplayed, outpassed,
and outgalned." Those words, geiw
tlenien, were uttered by a loyal Bo»*
ton College supporter. In fact, he
was the drum nutjor of the Eagle
band and he tried to show up our
own McKenna.

* • *

Villanova's 20 was removed from
the scoreboard directly after the
game was over, while the B. C. 9
was left exposed to general view.
Just a matter of policy, wc suppose.
The score should have been .32 to

3. That would put B. C. in a class
with Gettysburg or Ursinus.

* • •

We are still wondering how they
beat Fordham. '

'.ij

"

* • •

The B. C. cheering section's at-

tempt to rattle our backfield didn't
seem to work out so well.

Continned on rage Eiglit

The Eagles had a drawn-out sing-
ing cheer much like the one used
by Army and Navy. We were won-
dering whether it was a cheer or a
lamentation.

A Beautiful Action Picture of Line Play in the Cat-Eagle Game Saturday

^^^mm^'-^ fi ^ ty . ^ w
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Bnndour, who scintillated against Bee See, Is starting off on a 12-yard fain In the first period of the thrilling fray. The
- - ' - -

Captain C - -

Bejrnolds. KlUUea Is Uie Baffle end blocked on the left.
doing a fine bit of blocking, as well as Conley in the rear. Tosi and cStptain Couhlf, of B. C, are In the iMUskgronnd

) two KimrdB, Milne (33) and Blanchard (41) are snown
while the giant In the foregroimd Is the ICaffle tackle,

is*5^f;rtif ^ jL . .
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JAYVEES DEFEATED

IN OPENING GAME

Field Goat Decides Close

Battle at Carney's

Point

OFFICIATING MARS GAME

Continued From Page Flv«

their duties.

Loose handling of the ball result-

ing in many fumbles by both sides

that the officials failed to fulfill

also served to develop the coAte^t

Into a see-saw affair, "' :*\'..' .v

The first half took on the aspect

of a punting duel soon after the
; opening whistle with Lucey and
Hocknell doing the booting. The
Cubs made the first attempt to
score in the middle of the first

period when a run by Hocknell
placed the ball on the Cats' 35;
however, the line held and they
surrendered the ball on downs.
Villanova pushed into foreign ter-

ritoiy a few plays later when a
pass, Lucey to Ceravalo, carried
the ball to the Cubs' 25. However,
thiswas as far as they advanced,
and the ball was passed over the
line on fourth down, .:V ,?.;!•

Soon after the second quarter be-
gan, successive runs by Hocknell
and Edie planted the ball on the
Blue and White 35. At this point
Chance failed in an attempt for a
field goal by placement.

After Lucey punted out, Novelline
Intercepted a pass and was about to
break into the clear when he fell

to the ground downing the ball. In
the second half a 20-yard run by
Hocknell and a Villanova penalty
put the Cubs on the Cats' 47. At
this point they punted out on the
five. Lucey then punted clear for
the Felines, and Hocknell fumbled
the boot. He was given possession
of the ball, nevertheless, on a very
Questionable decision.

The Pointer then advanced as far
as the Jayvee's 13, from where
Chance dropped back to the 20 and
made a perfect placement kick for
the deciding margin of victory.

Following this score the Cats
opened up with a barrage of passes
which were of no avail. Successive
runs totaling 30 yards placed the
Cubs once again on the Cats' 35.

Their advance was halted, though,
when Ocelus, who played a fine

game throughout, broke through
and blocked a punt. The ball

rolled to the Pointers' 40, where he
also recovered it.

A pass, Lucey to Ceravalo, ad-
vanced the ball to the 25 and suc-
cessive runs by Kelly ran the ball

to the 9. The onslaught was put
to an end when Ceravalo's pass was
Intercepted on the 20, just before
the flr»5»l vrViiaflf. soiinrtoH.

. Captain Lucey, Jack idoey and
Kelleher, along with Ocelus, played
fine games for Coach Hurlburt's
team, while Hocknell was practi-
cally the whole works for the home-
sters.

Villanova Carney's Point
Macek L. E Vincent
Hoey L. T Lodge
Conlan L. G Herbert
Kelleher C Davis (C)
Casper R. G Taylor
Miller R. T Leullan
Ocelus R. E Crockett
Ceravalo Q. B Chance
Novelline R. H Hocknell
Lucey (C) L. H Edie
Zimkus F. B MacNeal
Subs: Villanova—Laughlan, end;

O'Connor, tackle; O'Connell, guard;
Hughes, center; Kelley, back; Pau-
cielli, back.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$2250 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK ft CONWAT

^1

Coach Says Football
Not Over-Emphasized
(Continued From Fate Seven

a 'pep' talk that would have melted
a heart of stone.
"Sure enough our reg^ular guard's

injured leg gave way in the second
quarter of one of the most exciting
games I have ever seen. When I
found that my star guard was
through, I yelled to Ruhlin to get
off his sweater and go in. To my
surprise, he didn't make any move
to comply.
"Then I hurried down to where

he was sitting and I found out why
he hadn't jumped when his big
chance for glory came. He was
sound asleep, in spite of all the
yelling, and I had to shake him to
wake him up."

Four Games to Be
Played This Week

Continued From Pace Seven

defeated the Cats 20-6, with such
men as Kellet, Powell, Trout and
Hemeon in their line-up.
Doc Jacobs' Frosh team will also

run into tough opposition up in
New England when they meet the
powerful St. John's Prep team in

their annual Armistice Day game

at Lawrence,' Mass.
While this season's frosh are not

likely to surprise all New England
as last season's undefeated frosh
team did when it dealt the Prep-
sters a 85-7 lacing, they should at
least duplicate the feat of the Man-
hattan frosh in bringing home a
victory.

The Lightweights, led by their
stellar captain, Joe Harter, will at-
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tempt to break into the win column I they travel to Baston, Pa., to
for the third time this season when | the Lafayette ISO-pound team.
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DEVOE & GLASS

BAND and ORCHESTRA
INSTRUMEMTS

We Furnish the

VILLANOVA BAND

1504 Market St., Philadelphia
f

' Phone: Bittenhouse 7841
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No raw tobaccos in Luckies

—that's why they're so mild

WE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

doesnotexplainwhyfolks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette.The fact is,we never
* overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by

the words—"It's toasted".

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
Thatpackage of miM Lucjtte*

ALU MNl
SPECIAL
EDITION VILL EXTRA

'Vol. 5—No. 7 VILLANOVA, PA., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1932 Price: Five Cents

TROIT DEFEATS WILDCATS
IN THRILLING GRIDIRON UPSET

McCrocken and Rojkovitch Play Super Football To Help

Flivvers to 28-12 Victory—Randour Leads in Attack

of Home Team But Aerial Defense Fails.

By HAROLD KEATING
Villanova went down to' defeat this

afternoon at the hands of Detroit in

' a thrilling gridiron game which held

•pectatorg in suspense throughout the

•ntire four quarters.

The devastating overhead attack of

the Flivvertowners proved too much

for the Wildcats. Hea.y scoring of

'the Mid-West^ -aers began in the first

quarter, when fourteen points were

chalked up against the local eleven.

The Wildcats retaliated in the second

quarter with a touchdown but failed

to gain the extra point after touch-

down.

In the third quarter the Wildcats

•cored again when Randour ran the

b: u .own the field forty-five yards

)t6t touchdown. The Detroiters,

•purred on to greater effort, made a

determined effort to increase their

lead. This was accomplished when

they registered a touchdown and fol-

lowed it up with the extra point. Be-

fore the quarter had ended another

touchdown was made making the

•core 28 to 12. This was the period

of the game that had the spectators

iou edge as there was plenty of action

for even the most ardent fan.

In the fourth quarter all efforts

of both teams were frustrated. Walsh

\f)
sent in for the Wildcats but his

sing failed to save the day. The
Detroiters managed to g t in the way

of most of Walsh's passes and suc-

ceeded in interceptirg the second one

thrown.
First Period

Detroit kicked off to Villanova Ran-

dour bringing the ball from the 20-

yard line to the .3;5rd yard stripe.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE THREE)

ELEVEN OF FACULTY

VILLANOVA GRADS.

Charles A. McGeehan, *12,

Heads List of Villanova

Graduates On Faculty

Eleven graduates of Villanova Col-

lege are now serving on the faculty.

These men were seUnited because of

their records as students and their

ability to transfer the knowledge gain-

ed at the college to their classes.

Professor Charles A. McGeehan, E.

E., '12, heads the list as professor of

electrical engineering. During Pro-

fessor McGoehnn's illness his place

has been taken by Professor John J.

I'

Sweeney, C. B., '12. Other faculty

members are: William A. Slnvin, '13,

I professor of electrical engineering

;

\ Alphonus L. Schneider, A.B., '13,

{ professor of transportation ; John B.

|f Ford, B. S., '25, jirofessor of human
\ anatomy ; William C. Henry. B. S.,

% LL. B., '25, profes.sor of business law

;

Jeremiah O'Sullivan. A.M., '27, pro-
,

' fessor of French and history ; Augus-
^M tuB Kunzenbacher, A. M., '31, profes-

B^^ of chemistry ; Francis W. Pane-

^^Vfito, B. S., C. B., '25, professor of

r chemistry ; Robert J. Turnbach, B. 8.,

j '29, professor of genetics, and John
i A. McGlain, B. B., '80, professor of

I
MUiUmj aal •mbrlvlvgy.

SECRETARY OUTLINES

PLANS FOR ALUMNI

Immediate Aims of Gradu-

ate Body Announced

By A. C. Wagner

ASK CLASS RE-UNIONS

Plans for the future of the Alumni

Association were announced this after-

noon by Albert C. Wagner, secretary

of the organization, at their annual

meeting in the auditorium of the

Commerce and Finance Building.

"The Alumni Association is at the

beginning of a new era, an era of

bigger, better and more productive

things," said Mr. Wagner. "The as-

sociation hus taken a new lease on

life, and, like the new president of

the college is attacking old problems

from § new angle.

*'We need co-operation. With it

we can build solidly for the future.

Without it we can not build at all.

We need co-operation from the oflS-

cers of the association, from the ad-

ministration of the college, from the

faculty, and in greatest measure from

each and every individual alnmnus.

"The projects which the associa-

tion want to put into effect are: first,

the preparntion and maintainance of

II complete and up-to-date alumni file;

second, the publication of a periodical

cornmunicntion ; third, the organiza-

tion and development of local alumni

clubs ; fourth, the organization of

classes.

"The preparation and maintenance

of a complete and up-to-date file is es-

sential to efficient management of the

affairs of the Alumni Association. The
publication of an alumni periodical is

the most powerful single agency for

promoting interest. ,-. .,
,"

"What can be done in this line at

Villanova still is a question. What
J should like to see is a sixteen-page

monthly publication with a cover in

color, similar to the "Time." A ma-
gazine of this calibre would cost ap-

proxiniately .$225.00 a month to pub-

lish, but at the present time the fin-

j

nnces of our association will not per-
j

mit of such a large expenditures.

"Organization of local clubs in var-

ious cities is an important detail
i

which should bo taken into consider-

atiou by the alumni. These local

clubs are the means of holding to-

gether graduates of Villanova resid-

ing in various t«»wns and they afford

the members an opportunity of get-

ting together at stated intervals to

talk over alunuii affairs.

"The importance of class organiza-

tion is inestimable. Classes should be

formed into organization so that ar-

rangements can be made for the re-

turn of the full class membership to

alumni gatberinf* at th« coll«gt tt

•ttt«d tia««."

NEW ALUMNI OFFICER

Albert C. Wagner, '32, a graduate

of tiie School of Arts and Philosophy,

has been appointed alumni secretary.

Mr. Wagner thoroughly merits this ap-

pointment by reason of his ability.

His duties will comprise for the

most part, a maintenance of the in-

terest of graduates in the school, by

means of frequent corre.spondence, and

the editing of an alumni Catalog and

directory, as well as an alumni

journal.

FARLEY EXPRESSES

THANKS OF ALUMNI

Congratulates New Provin-

cial And New College

President

ATTENDANCE SOUGHT

Appreciation of the co-operation

given by the college administration to

the Alumni Association was expressed

by Dftvid F. Farley, '20, president of

the graduate organization at the an-

nual ITomeconung Day banquet in the

gynuuisium tonight.

I'resident Farley also thanked those

who had co-operated with him in the

administration of alumni affairs in

the past year. He also offered the

congratulations of the alumni body to

the Very Rev. Mortimer A. Sullivan,

O.S.A., Provincial of the Augustinian

Order and the llev. Edward V. Stan-

ford, O.S.A., president of the college,

upon their elevation to these high

and important offices.

"I would not feel that I had done

my duty, if I did not speak a word
of appreciation to the officers and
members of the Board of Governors

who have assisted me with such un-

tiring efforts in the past year," Mr.
Farley said. "They were very attent-

ive to the meetings which we held at

(CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO)

JOHN T. COAN ELECTED PREXY
OF ALUMNI BY UNANIMOUS VOTE
David F. Farley Withdraws After Nomiiiations In Favor

. Of Coan. Constitution and By-laws Temporarily Ad-
opted To Be Voted On At Next Meeting In Jmi«

FR. STANFORD URGES

ALUMNI COOPERATION
Visions Larger Graduate Or-

ganization And Develop-

ment of Local Club
Idea

INTEREST IN ALUMNI

NEW SIGHTS GREET

MANY OF THE ALUMNI

Steady Growth of Villanova

Shown In New
Buildings

REBUILD MONASTERY—.— .\,i
For many this Homecoming Day is

the first visit to the college in years.

Much hjjs developed in recent years to

malie Villanova one of the outstand-

ing colleges in the East.

A walk about the grounds will re-

veal new buildings that were not even

dreamed of a few years ago. The
main college building also has nnder-

gone complete rebnildiug since the dis-

astrous fire of a few years ago. The
old monastery, as is evident, has been

completely destroyed biit on its site

will be reared a new building.

Tl>e School of rommerce and Fin-

ance is another worthy addition to the

growing institution and was cons-

tructed to meet the increasing demand
for education in commerce. Today,

Villanova can l)oast, and rightly so,

of one of the finest schools of com-
merce and finance in the country.

The gymnasium is a fitting monu-
ment to the rapid strides made in

physical education. It ! well equip*

(OONTINUID ON FAei TWO)

Closer relationship between the

Alumni Association and Villanova

College was urged by Rev. Edward V.

Stanford, O.S.A., president of the col-

lege, speaking at the college, speaking

at the banquet of the alumni organiz-

ation in the gymnasium tonight.

"It is my fond hope that our meet-

ing this evening is to mark the be-

ginning of a new era for Villanova

Alumni. The problem of organizizing

and drawing together the members of

oyr Alumni ^dy has always been be-

set with difficulties," Father Stanford

said.

"Many plans have been proposed
from time to time in seeking to over

come these barriers. All have agreed

on the need of welding our alumni
body into a more homegenous whole.

In the past this has been rather dif

ficult of accomplishment because of

the scattered distribution of the mem-
bers of the alumni. But in recent

years, with the large classes of grad-
uates going out from our halls, our
alumni body now is capable of every
advantageously forming concentrated
groups in various parts of the coun-
try.

"The Philadelphia and New York
groups are the pioneers, in this local-

ized organization. Their success
should spur on other groups to org-
anize as opportunity permits. The
recently organ izefl Main Line Club
gives ftvery promise of being a worthy
addition to the roll. We hope that
as time goes on other local groups
will see fit to organize.

"It has been very encouraging to
note the many evidences which lately

have been manifested of the zealous
and self-sacrificing efforts of so many
of you who are working for a better
organization of the alumni.
"A partial fruit of your efforts is

to be found in the new constitution
and by-laws which were presented for
general approval today. The docu-
ments represents the combined efforts

of the Board of Governors and others
who have had lengthy sessions before
presenting their efforts for your ap-
proval.

"Another fruit of your interest is

the Alumni Secretary. For the first

time in the history of the college, a
full-time secretary has been employed.
The need of such an ofllcer has been
pointed to from time to time by mem-
bers of the alumni as a very necessary
requisite for progress in alumni af-
fairs, lir is too early yet to evaluate
the BuccesB of this plan. But one thing
i« clear, that whether or not the offlet

(OOKTIKUID OV VAfI TWO)

Although the Villanova team west
down to defeat i ili^ handt of Ui«
Detroit team 'L- )ii.Mrih«"-a of tli*

Alumni Asaociaiiou we: o uadaunteA
when they a asei^ >!""!' in the auditor^

ium for their II i'.i"c-(iiiiing banquet te«

night.

A general feeling of food fellow*

ship pervaded the air and the old grad«

were determined to f-^rcret the earlier

disappointment ii the s]>itit of goo4
sportsmanship v. .<\ enjoy themselvea

to the full in g. >eting old claaimates

and fellow alumni.

After the banquet "Dare" Farley
opened the speaking by introducing

the toastmaster, F. Leo Lynch. Then
fulloyed one of the most interesting

sessions of Homecoming Day when
the old grads sat back to listen to th«

sijeakers of the evening.

Charles "Gus" Dorais, mentor of
the victorious Detroit eleven, ipokt
for the winning <f>:im. He wti itrf
proud of the vi'iorv nnd the method
in which Captain Mitraa handled hii
boys.

Harry Stuhldreher, head coaek oC
the Villanova eleven, praised the
playing of the vietorious team. Al-
though he was k«'enly disappointed in
the upset on the stadium field he wai
sportsman enough to realize that tk*
team must take the bitter with the
sweet.

The Very Rev. Mortimer A. Sulli-
van, O.S.A., Provincial of the August-
inian Order and former president of
Villanova CoUete, greeted the alum-
ni in his characx'ristic way.

J. Stanley Si.iith. 02, for many
years president of rhe Alumni Asso-

(CONTINUED QN PAGE EIGHT)

HONORARY DEGREE

FOR FR. STANFORD

Villanova Head Receives

Honorary Degree From
Boston College

WAS FORMER B.C. MAN
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A.,

president of the college, was recently

awarded the degree of Doctor of Let-

ters by Boston (^'ollege.

Father Stanford was born in Bof '^

ton, February 14, 1807, and attended

St. Raphael's Sf'hf»ol in Hyde Park,

Boston College Higli School and later

Boston College. From Boston Col-

lege he came to Villanova to complete
the studies for his degree.

After completing his theological

studies he was ordained at Philadel-

phia, on June 10, 1022. Immediately
after his ordination he was assigned

professor of descriptive geometry in

the Engineering School here in Sep-
tember, 1022. He is the author of
the text now being used in this course.

In 1026, he assumed the duties of
c'haplnin at the college. In this offic«

he did much to further the religious

side of education here. His research
bulletins, "Spiritual Searchlights,"
have attracted much atttation tiMBf
CatktUc •duatttrt.
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HOME COMING DAY

'Homecoming Day is aptly named because, to a large

number of the alumni, Villanova remains their second

home. Four of the most precious years in our lives were

spent within these portals and we learned to love it as

a home. As we walk about our old haunts, it is with a

feeling, of regret that we could not have lingered longer

to enjoy old companionships and familiar faces. Our one

chaiite to recapture these joys is Homecoming Day and

we should avail ourselves of this opportunity and make a

firm resolution, at this Homecoming, to return again and

again for each succeeding Homecoming. It is gratifying

to know that in this world of frenzied activity with its

intermittent years of prosperity and depression there

still is a spot in our hearts for sentiment. Let us plan

to attend future days of re-union so we can sing our un-

forgettable college songs again and again and relive our

college days. Keep the memory of Villanova fresh for,

by such loyalty, the world judges your judges, your Alma

Mater. '

-
''

•
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SPECIAL EDITION
r V.:.;

This edition of the Villanovan contains all the news

which occurred in connection with your Homecoming Day.

It was produced through the courtesy of the Villanova

Club of Philadelphia, whose support has made it possible.

The actual reporting of events was performed by mem-

bers of the college staff of the Villanovan. The mechanical

work on this paper was made possible by the kind co-

operation of the printing firm in Upper Darby, the Upper

Darby Press, which maintained a full force in their press-

room while the news was relayed to their offices, written

and set up in type. Through this co-operation we have

been able to deliver this paper to you within a few^ minutes

after the last event reported herein took place.

NEW SIGHTS GREET
MAN OF THE ALUMNI

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

ped and contains recreation rooms

where ntudents spend their leisure in

competitive play.

The swimming pool ii one of which

•rery Villanoran may be justly proud.

It ift eoBTftniently loeated la tbft gjii*

ful form of recreation. The stadium

is not to be overlooked in this catalog

of new buildings.

It is ideally situated and affords

easy access both by motor and trol-

ley.

These many improvements have

been added from time to time as the

need arose and it is safe. to say that

Villanova will continut to grow and

new bttUdingt win bt' addftd ts rft-

^•W"

CONSTITUTION
HEADLIGHTS

Some of the important features of

tbe revised Constitution and By-Laws

adopted by the Association this after-

noon are

:

PURPOSE : Organized and united

support oif Villanova College preserva-

tion aod strengthening of fraternal

ties among the Alumni ^ ,

Offlcers : Prisidehti Vice-PVesident,

iSecretary-Trsasurer, and Board of

Revision: Constitution may 'be add-

•4 to, ainsnded, or repealed by two-

thirds vots, voting to b« dons by mail

baUot.

Ifembers : Active : Qraduatea of the

<io)lege; graduates of the Villanova

Preparatory School once conducted at

Villanova: formef students of the

above-named schools; and faculty

members.

Honorary : Persons granted honor-

ary degrees by the college; friends

and benefactors whotn the Associa-

tion may desire to honor.

Meetings of the Association shall

be held at least annually.

Voting: Two nominees made for

each office by the Board of Govern-

ors ; voting by mail balloti

Naming to Office : President and

Vice-President elected ; Secretary-

Treasurer named by Board of Gov-
ernors.

Board of Governors : Consists of the

President, Vice-President, Secretary-

Treasurer, two lepresentatives from
each local club recognized by the

Board, two representatives of the Col-

lege, appointed by the President of

the Gdllege, a minority appointed by

the President of the Association with

the approval of the Board.
By-Laws Revision : Amended, add-

ed to, or repealed by a majority vote

at general meeting of the Association.

Voting by mail ballot.

HOGAN'S ALLEY MEN

WILL FORM ALUMNI

^ ,^,,i» .» . ^.1

Hi^miKf, tifPTfttber 1% ^M
* • «

yfLLANO^AN Pa^ Thr««

All Former Residents To
Form Exdiisive

Organization
«

ALLEYITES ELIGIBLE

Plans were discussed today for the

formation of an alumni association to

be composed of former residents of

Hogan's Alley. While the idea is only

in its formative stage, it is believed

that the movement will meet with in-

stantaneous approval.

It is planned to make the organiza-

tion one of the most exclusive of its

kind. Only those who at some time

or another, resided in the famous cor-

ridor are eligible for membership and

it vfill be necessary to prove one's

residence there bofore acceptance. Al-

though residents of the Tower con-

sidered themselves in the Hogan's Al-

ley crowd such •''residence cannot

be acceptable to tbe committee on

membership.

The Spiritual Director will be select-

ed from among those members of the

Augustinian Order who served at one

time as prefect for Hogan's Alley, thus

establishing his residence there.

Considerable disctission took place

today as to the probable name of the

organization and the choice lies be-

tween Hogan's Alley Alumni Associa-

tion and Hogan's Alley Business

Men's Association.

Hogan's Alley will remain a iegend

at Villanova as long Ai the college

exists. Its residents carved niches ia

tht VfllaBora Ball of Fam* tiom tlat

AL SRdIV EMItQ'ifER

IS VnXANOYA GRAI>

Frank A. Tiohenor, Fal^h-
er of the ''Outlook"

^, Is AInmxiias

MEETS WITH 8U00E88

k Ii
1j

' m "

l^ioova can boait th«t ont of its

gtaduate* is the employer of Alfred

1^: Smith, candidate for president in

1928, for JFfpk A^loysius Tichenor,

'Ob, is the'oWner oftlie "Outlook" of

which Mr, Smith is tiiio9^,^i:,:i^]-

,

I

After his gradui'tionfrbm VllUno-

v4, Mr. Tichenor engaged in the pub-

liahinf vbv«iness and bat made a r»-

m»rkAble success of jgfxr ventnt*.

Hp purchased tbe^^Outloyk" last surn-

ihfr %t «a (i'usticMx',««]i«,j|a«t as $h^

famous magaaine was about to pass

out of existence. Itwaf believe^ then

that fbe 'Outlook" Kad Msn'its frea^

est days «nd that no huaaa effort

could reclaim it ^_ -. , ^,
i • .^--... ••/ •r'lrf. ri* (^-.c*-

The publishing world was puzzled

when Mr. Ti<:l>«iior purcMf«<l the d/-

ing publication bfit was aatonnded A
few weeks later when he announced

that he had engaged the ^rvic«8 Q^
Mr. Smith" as e^t6r. rmms^iatel^

the "Outlook** eahie to life nd th^

first edition printed moire copies than

the magazine bad boasted several

years.

Mr. Tichenor is now fifty ,f^rs ^^4
snd is th« owner of many; pctbtiea-

tions, among the better known ones

being, "Aero Di^^est." '[aaut" and
•Sportsman Pilot'*' ^

:*'*'•*''''

.^( /> ! » A->

FLASH BACKS
A stroll around the^^campus'lfifl^s

back old memories of familiar places

and perhaps a bit of a longing for

just one hour of old faces and cbmo

panionships. Oh, to be bojra afaia--«

just for tpday.
' r^m^ -.^>£tW'-Wi <iw n BMvrM*'

'ff
Wonder wh^t became of ffjl^t\

high brows who used to cross

Bridge of Sigtts from their monatt*

ery retreat every day.

IVp atranfe j^thatjMurjJerfw' ^w
never produced any real murderers,

considering all the praotlce they had

in t)»e east wing,
, ,. ii^oi*, lij

Even t^ P^^iH^op has developed

into a hustling, bustling iaatitutisa ia

ttje past few J^ary,,^^
^ ^ ,,. ^,^,^,„

iui fp;\ t^,Br/h;iifaiii"ftw omj^ft, J
tltose fried egg iandwichcs. Tasf
never tasted ao food ias in tlkoa* faU

and winter days of long ^^'.^^..^r^j ^j.

Do 7Qi| remember the r«Tet^nee^f
,

a scroll along Philosophers' ^owT Al-

most like walking up the aisle la

clMirch. . . ..,_.

/t:.i^.»c.*sS^wi»'"i^'^
mark left on the cdTmpus is Toleatiaa

Academy. Even that has taken on
(OOimNUBD 01^ PAGE fOUB)

FR. STANFORD 0RGBS
ALUHKI CO OPERATIOH

FARLEY EXPRESSES
THAKKS OF QRADS

(OONTINUBD VBOM FAOB ONB)

frequent iptfrvals an^ proved . their

interest in Villanova College by their

unselfish devotion to the aflfairs of the

alumni. .. ,. , . ^ ,..

"I deeply' apftr^fti(e'th?'^5&^]^
have in extending the congratulations

and best wishes of the Alumni Asso-

d-.-on to Father Sullivan upon his

elevation to the high office of Provin-

cial of the Order. Together with my
classmates I have a very tender and
lasting regard for Father Sullivan.

Some years ago we held a class re-

union while Father Sullivan was pres-

ident of the college and by his grac-

iousness and generous .reception of our
class he left a very deep impression

on the minds and hearts of each one
of us that evening.

"I am also privileged to extend to

Father Stanford, on behalf of the

alumni members, the congratulations

and best wishes of that body, at his

election to the presidency of Villa-

nova College. The Alumni Associa-

tion has a true and sincere friend in

Father Stanford, who, in the short

period of time he has held, that high

office, has done considerable toward
the promotion of the affairs of our
Alumni Association.

"Together with th /illanova auth-

orities he has assisted us in attaining

a goal for iv^hicb we have long striven

—the obtaining; of a full time, paid
Alumni Secretary, the most essential

office in the success oi any alumni
body. It was also through ^is efforts

that we obtained a nian of unusual

ability to fiU this important offiqe.

Fother Stanford has implicit faith in

the future of our alumni. He has
shown that by what he has already

done. To prove that his faitli in

you has not been misplaceu/we urge

you individually and collectively to

co-orerate with your officers and
respond to every request made of you.

W« are indebted to Villanova and
only by proper ca*opcratiom can wt
rtpiiy tkb ««kt."

(CONTlKtrBIX VROIC PAOB ONB)
of Alumni Secretary nHl prove help*

ful atid practical will depend largely

upo!> your co-operatiom

"I urge yon tlien, to really to the

enthusiastic support of the secretary.

Consider, him your, personal rapra**

eixtative at Villanova. He is to be

thf connecting link between you and

jrour college. Surely none of yaa

qufstions the advantage of keepinf^

close to your college. Tou need Vil-

lanova today just as much as yon

did ih ybur student days, and Villa-

nova needs you with your interest,

yoiir encouragement and moral sup-

port. As a Villanova man you are

stamped ^ith the seal of your Alma
Mater. Every honor, every advance,

every bit of success that Villanova

may attain confers added prestige on
you. In like, manner, Yillanoya ia

honored ia yonr honors, advanced by
your advances and succeeds with your

success. There is at present a natural

bi-lateral relatio nthat it would be

folly to ignore. Co-operation, inter-

ested and generous, will effect the

most pleasing rflations between. Alma
Mater and her loyal sons. But. it

will be necessary for us to subordin-

ate all personal differences, all per-

sonal likes and dislikes, in the inter*

ests of an organized and united whole.

With this as a background, patience

and perseverance will work wonders
for the futyre. Thus, even though
this large auditorium dwarfts our
gathering this evening. I do not think

that it is altogether a fanciful illu-

sion to imagine this itpacious . hall

taxed to its capacity, in the not distant

future, by an enthusiastic gathering

of Villanova Alumni.

"As the official spokesman of the
faculty of Villanova, I can say that

we are never too engrossed with our
own affairs to be unmindful of onr
alumni. Thus, even though we be
taxed with the complex problems of
present day college administration,

even though we be distracted with the
burdens of financial depression, al-

most hopelessly sggravated by a de-

vastating fire, it ii neverth^ss our
pleiMiure to pledge lo you, elder sons
of Alma Mater, our interest, oor
loyalty, our eofoperation in yonr
•very endeavor In behalf of our Com-M ]itlk«r-TUltB«Tt.»

^

ry

rr'nl sirtT; la-rs e>i:'-'xiJ<rjjOK*JJ
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DETROIT DEFEATS
WILDCATS itT THRIL-

LING GRID UPSET

jjrtfUtCA PT AIN

(OONTINUKD FROM PAGB ONB)

Randour then gained 3 yards through

left tackle. He then threw a forward

which was intended for Donohue but

landed in Qee^er's arms. Randour

then gained yards through center

bringing the ball up to the 40-yard

line. On a reverse play Yorke gar-

nered 2 yards, but this was offset by

Randour's loss of 4 yards. Donohue

then kicked to Detroit's 38-yard line.

Nott gained 1 yard through center

and also forwarded to Young for 44

yards. Three successive plays failed

to gain and Nott then threw an 8

yard aerial to Story who was downed

on the 80 yard stripe. Young prompt-

ly ran the distance for the first score

of the game, Nott kicking the etra

point

Nott kicked off to Yorke who re-

ceived the ball on his 10 yard line,

and ran it back 9 yards. After one

play Donohue kicked from behind his

own goal line to the Detroit ^^. A
paas by the Flivvertowners was good

for 20 yards. Young being thrown

out on the 1 foot stripe. On the

first play Rajkovitch went over for

the second touchdown of the period.

Hess kicked off to Yorke who re-

turned to the 21 yard line. A penal-

ty for tmnecessary roughness against

Villanova put the ball on the 6 yard

•tripe. Donohue promptly kicked out

of danger to the 27 yard line. Three

successive plays failed to gain for De-

troit and the kick rolled to over the

goal Hue. In three plays Villanova

gained a first down on the 5«/ yard

stripe as the first quarter ended.

Second Period

In the second period the ball see-

sawed back and forth neither side

gaining any advantage until Villano-

va gained momentum and pushed the

ball down to the 16 yard line Ran-
dour going over for the Wildcats' first

score. Lee failed to kick the extra

point.

Second Half
The teams came back on the field

for the second half looking refreshed.

This was found to be true for Villa-

nova promptly started in to click. The
ball was resting on the Detroit 45
yard line when Randour gave a
beautiful performance of broken field

nmning traversing the distance for

the score. Lee was substituted for

Milne but his placement was wide. A
few minutes later a Detroit fumble
wns recovered by Blanchard of Villa-

nova. However, the break did not

la.st long due to McCracken's inter-

ce;)tion of Yorke's pass • to Donohue.
After three plays Rajkovitch passed
to Story for the third Detroit Kcore,

making the score 21 to 12 after Mc-
Cracken drop-kiekod the extra point

At the boKinni..g of the last quar-

ter Villanova was in possession of the

ball at mid-field. At this point Vil-

lanova threatened consistently but

was not able to score. Patzch re-

ceived a painful injury being kicked

on the nose and knocked out. Marion

was suostituted for him. Randour at-

tempted a forward but wns run t-ack

15 yard» from where he reversed his

field and gained G yards on the play.

Detroit g(iine<l possession of the ball

and after running it down to the 10

yard stripe Rajkovitch went over for

the acore. The count being 28 to 12

Nott kicking tbe poiQt

RICHARD HICKBY
Captain of the Villanova Football

Squad for 1932 Season

CAPTAIN HICKEY IS

EFFimr LEADER

Field Generalship Greatly

Responsible for Success-

ful Season

Much of the credit for the Hucce««8

of the Villanova f«»otl'all team this

season belongs to the able field man-

agement of Captain Richard Ilickey,

who has led his teom to victory many
times this fall and at the same time

acquitted himself with remarkable ef-

ficiency at right guard.

Hickey came to Villanova from Bos-

ton CJollege High School" with three

years of football and basketball ex-

perience as a foundation for a col-

legiate career. In his freshman year

he assumed the responsibility of

tackle and held that position during

the entire reason. His spectacular

playing established him as a valuable

player and during his sophomore year

he earned a regular position on the

varsity team.

SEVERANCE BECOMES

ATHLETIC MANAGER

Succeeds Professor McGee-

han, Who Is 111.

Alexander Severance, '29, has been

appointed graduate manager of athle-

tics at Villanova College, succeeding

Professor Charles A. McOeehon. '12.

who was forced to reliquish his duties

because of a lingering illness which

has kept him confined to his home
sincce early last summer.

Mr. Severance brings to his new
position a wealth of experience in

athletic management. Since gradua-

tion he has been associated with

Professor McGeehan in the manage-

ment of athletics. Last year he also

served as Publicity Director for the

College and he handled this important

work efficienly.

Professor McGeehan has been ap-

pointed Executive Chairman of Athle-

tics, a position he will resume upon

hii r«coT«ry.

VILLANOVA CAPTAIN

PRAISES DETROIT

Says Westerners Pointed To
Wipe Out Last Year's

Upset

Tribute to the sportsmanship of the

Detroit football team was paid by

Captain Richard Hickey of the Villa-

nova team in tbe dressing room im-

mediately after the game this after-

noon.

"Detroit was the strongest team we
met this year and it was quite a pro-

blem to plan our strategy," Hickey

said. "They fought with all they had

and at no time was there a sign of

relenting by any member of the team.

"The system used by the boys from

the flivver town was almost the same
as that of Villanova. This made it

more difficult for either team to show
any remarkable difference in plays.

The spinner back to the weak side

•iDur InMiHp find outside of tack'e wns
their most threatening play, consider-

ing the fact thot such bnpk«> ns Mc-
C'-ack.'.n nnd Pajkovit'h v^re the ball

carriers.

"The pso^ilig of the pvnils of Do-
rais wais t»r be exj.mtt-d. Nott, who is

an old baud at the game, put on a

very tino demonslrat?o*i of this art.

'*Openiag hol^d in the line caused

the backs to come up to meet this

threat which weakened the pans de-

fense of the home team. I must add
that tht Detroit aggregation played

a very line brand of football and the

team has the be.st wishes of tbe Wild-
cats for tbe remainder of their sea-

son."

FRESHMEN TEAM SETS

THREE YEAR RECORD

Coach **Doc'* Jacobs Turns
Out Remarkable Team

of First Year Men

UNBEATEN SINCE 1929

The Vill.mova Freshmen football

t'?am li.ifci jxlod up an envious record.!

of achfovment in the past three]
vears un-ier tlie able coachin^i vi

(;eor-e "Doc' .TncobK.
' *

Jacobs htm been ooa'Tiiii'' *t1fe Vil-

hiriova Colli- e I>^ jsl.iii:n t.«*ams for
the past four years and (Kirinsr thn
pjist thre*.' sonsoas Jiis teams have not
iK-en defratwl nvO hnve huuT up 17
coiseniiivo vieiu^us. Sot since Uel-
hlonte Academy registered a 20 to (

'

vi.'tory i.i lULU have the freshmen
eloven been ev^n close to the wron>»
side of the scgre.

Ih 1930, Jacobs turned out a team
that went through iis schff'ule wiih-

out being scored upon and lust year
turned back ,*?t. .John's Pr^p of Dm
vers, Mass., after that team had down-
ed Harvard, Fordham, Holy Gross and
Boston College first year t*>ams.

Again this seustm .Tneobs has a
formidable eleven and several Phila-

delphia boyon prondnent in H^holastic

rank.4 lust setiiiou are boldiug down
regular berths.

Flashes From the Field of Action

The Detroit team played a fine

brand of footbal I this afternoon.

Their aerial attack was wonderful to

watch.

Sport writers in the press Iwx were

agreed that the game was one of the

finest they have witnessed in the Vil-

lanova stadium. Tbe concensus of

opinion was that two major league

teams went into real action this P.M.

Randour displayed some of his fine

football tactics and made use of every

opportunity given him but the boys

were unable to surmount the early

lead piled up by the Plivvertown

eleven.

McCracken and Rajkovitch showed

a fine brand of ioutlall and handled

the pigskin in an admirable way.

Randour showed what he was made
of when he resumed the game after

he had been hurt in the second half.

Undoubtedly Detroit's passing at-

tack was the best seen on the Villa'

nova gridiron in many a day.

The way Yorke was carrying the

ball reminded one of "Red" Melaason
in his Hey-day.;

.

The crowd was estimated to b^

about 8,000 persons. And from all

appearances it looked life half Grada

The ))oys almost went gunning when
Randour was hurt but they probabl/

couldn't find anyone in partieular to

bunt.

J. believe you lave

that old pipe better

than you do me!**

ranger is made
solely for pipes;.

Granger ig not a
cigarette tobacco.

Granger ismade of
White Burlejr tobacco

-the best tobacco for

pipes;. Just try it I

Vjoad it pinch bypinch;
pack it tight; Btrike a
match'—Grangersmolees
cool and laste longer,

lOc

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A UGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT
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SATURDAY NOVEMBER 12, 1982

f HOME COMING DAY

Homecoming Day is aptly named because, to a largb

number of the alumni, Villanova remains their second

home. Four of the most precious years in our lives were

spent within these portals and we learned to love it as

a home. As we walk about our old haunts it is with a

feeling of regret that we could not have lingered longer

to enjoy old companionships and familiar faces. Our one

chance to recapture these joys is Homecoming Day and

we should avail ourselves of this opportunity and make a

iirm resolution, at this Homecoming, to return again and

again for each succeeding Homecoming. It is gratifying

to know that in this world of frenzied activity with its

intermittent years of prosperity and depression there

still is a spot in our hearts for sentiment. Let us plan

to attend future days of re-union so we can sing our un-

forgettable college songs again and again and relive our

college days. Keep the memory of Villanova fresh for,

by such loyalty, the world judges your judges, your Alma

Mater. -'-

SPECI AL ED ITION

This edition of the Villanovan contains all the news

which occurred in connection with your Homecoming Day.

It was produced through the courtesy of the Villanova

Club of Philadelphia, whose support has made it possible.

The actual reporting of events was performed by mem-

bers of the college staff of the Villanovan. The mechanical

work on this paper was made possible by the kind co-

operation of the printing firm in Upper Darby, the Upper

Darby Press, which maintained a full force in their press-

room while the news was relayed to their offices, written

and set up in type. Through this co-operation we have

been able to deliver this paper to you within a few minutes

after the last event reported herein took place.

NEW SIGHTS GREET
MAN OF THE ALUMNI

(CONTINUED FROM PAOE ONE)

ped and contains recreation rooms

where students Rpend their leisure in

competitive play.

The Bwimming pool ia one of which

•Terj Villanoran may be justly proud.

It is eoDTaniently located la tba gym-

•trtTiM bQMlmg aBl prvrilit a kwltk-

ful form of recreation. The ntadium

is not to he overlooked in this catalog

of new buildings.

It ifl idenlly situated and affords

ensy access both by motor and trol-

ley.

These many improvements have

been ndded from time to time as the

need nrosf and it is safe to say that

Villanova will continue to grow and

new buildings will be addad 33 xt-

CONSTITUTION
HEADLIGHTS

Some of the important features of

the revised Constitution and By-Lawa
adopted by the Association thin after-

noon are:

PURPOSE: Organized and united

support of Villanova College preserva-

tion and strengthening uf fraternal

ties aoiung iht Aluuiiii.

AL SMITH EMPLOYER

IS mLANOVA GRAD.

OfBcerti : President, Vice-President,

Secretsry -Treasurer, and Board uf

QortrAora.

Frank A. Tichenor, Publisli-

er of the ''Outlook"

Is Alumnus

MEETS WITH SUG0E8S

Revision: Constitution may be add-

ed to, amsuded, or repealed by two-

thirds rots, voting to bs dons by maU
ballot.

Members : Active : Graduates of the

college; graduates of the VilianovH

Preparatory School once conducted at

Villanova ; former students of the

above-named t)chooi« ; and faculty

members.

Honorary : Persons granted honor-

ary degrees by the college; friends

and benefactors whom the Associa-

tion may desire to honor.

Meetings of the Association shall

be held at least annually.

Voting : Two nominees made for

each office by the Board of Govern-
ors; voting by mail ballot.

Naming to Office : President and
Vice-President elected ; Secretary-

Treasurer named by Board of Gov-
ernors.

Board of Governor.s : C^onsists of the
President, Vice-President, Secretary-

Treasurer, two lepresentatives from
each local club recognized by the

Board, two representatives of the Col-

lege, appointed by the President of
the College, a minority appointed by
the President of the Association with
the approval of the Board.
By-Laws Revision : Amended, add-

ed to, or repealed by a majority vote
at general meeting of the Association.

Voting by mail ballot.

Villanova ean boast that one of its

grsduates Is the employer of Alfred

K. Smith, candidate for president in

1928, for Frank Aloysiua Tichenor,

'00, is the owner of thiq "Outlook" of

which Mr. Smith is editor.

After his graduation from Villauo-

va, Mr. Tichenor engaged in the pub-

lishing busineos and has made a re-

markable success of every venture.

He purchased the "Outlook" last sum-

mer at an austion sale, just as the

famous msgazine was about to pass

out of existence. It was believed then

that the "Outlook" had seen its great-

est days and that no human effort

could reclaim it

The publishing world was puszled

when Mr. Tichenor purchased the dy-

ing publication but was astounded a

few weeks later when he announced
that he had engaged the services of

Mr. Smith as editor. Immediately

the "Outlook" came to life and the

first edition printed more copies than

the magazine had boasted several

years.

Mr. Tichenor is now fifty years old

and is the owner of many publica-

tions, among the better knowv ones
being, "Aero Digest," "spur" and
"Sportsman Pilot"

A stroll around the campus brings

back old memories of familiar places

and perhaps a bit of a longing for

just one hour of old faces and com-

panionships. Oh, to be boys agata—

<

just for today. .—.-^.

>>•
Wonder what became of all th<

high brows who used to cross

Bridge of Sighs from tkelr monaat-

ery retreat every day.

It's strange that Murderers' Row
never produced any real murderers,

considering all the practice they had
in the east wing. ">.^ t^^j

fclven the pie shop has deTek>ped

into a hustling, bustling iaatitutiaa ia

the past few yeara.

And so, to Bryn liawr for oaa af

those fried egg sandwiches. Thay
never tasted so good aa in thoaa fall

and winter days of long ago.

FARLEY EXPRESSES
THANES OF GRADS

Do you remember the reverence of

a stroll along Philosophers' Bow? Al-

most like walking up the aiale ia

church.

It seems that the only old land

mark left on the campus is Tolentina

Academy. Even that has taken on
(CONTINUED ON PAQB FOUB)

FR. STANFORD URGES
ALUMNI GO-OPERATION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

frequent intervals and proved their

interest in Villanova l>>llege by their

unselfish devotion to the affairs of the
-— ' alumni.

HOGAN'S ALLEY MEN

WILL FORM ALUMNI

"I deeply appreciate the Honor I

have in extending the congratulations
and best wishes of the Alumni Asso-
jti.on to Father Sulli<-an upon bis

I

elevation to the high office of Provin-

AU Former Residents To ! ciul of the order. Together with my
Form Exclusive !

^'^ssmates I have a very tender and

Organization l
lasting regard for Father Sullivan.

V ^ 1 Some years ago we held a class re-

ar x wvTfifoa WT T/lT-DT li«
'

""*"" ''*'*'' Father Sullivan was pres-

ALLEYITES ELIGIBLE
|
Ident of the college and by his grac-

;
.,

.
iousnesfi and generous reception of our

Plans were disctissed loduy for the elus.s he left a very deep impression
formation of an nlumni ass<joiation to on the minds and hearts of each one
be composed of former residents of of uk that evening.

Hogan's Alley. While the idea is only "I am also privileged to extend to

in its formative stage, it is believed Father Stanford, on behalf of the

that the movement will mwt with in- 1 alumni members, the congratulations

stantaneous approval. and best wishes of that body, at his

It is planned to make the organiza- election to the presidency of Villa-

tion one of tbe must exclusive of its nova College. The Alumni Associa-

kind. Only those who at S4>nie time:fion has a true and sincere friend in

or another, resided in the funuuis cor- 1 Father Stanford, who, in the short
ridor are eligible for membership and . period of time he has held that high
it will be necessary to prove one's i office, has done considerable toward
residence there b«'fore acreptanre. A1-' the promotion of the affairs of our
though residents of the Tower con-

sidennl themselves in the Ilognn's Al-

ley crowd such a residence cannot

be acceptable to the committee on

membership.

The Spiritual Director will be select-

ed from among those members of the

.\ugustinian Order who served at one
time as prefect for Ilogan's Alley, thus

establishing his residence there.

Considerable discussion took place

today as to the probable name of the

organization and the choice lies be-

tween Ilogan's Alley Alumni Associa-

tion and Ilogan's Alley Business
•Men's As.snciation.

Hogan's Alley will remain a legend

at Villanova as long as the college

exists. Its residents carved niches in

the Villanora Hall of Fama from tlasa

taMi3«aflal

Alumni As-sociation.

"Together with th v'illanova auth-
orities he has assisted us in attaining
a goal for which we have long striven

the obtaining of a full time, pnid
Alumni Secretary, the most essential

office in the success of any alumni
body. It was also through his efforts

that we obtained a man of unusual
ability to fill this important office.

Father Stanford has implicit faith in

the future of our alumni. He has
shown that by what he has already
done. To prove that his faith in

you has not been misplaceu, we urge
you individually and collectively to

co-ojerate with your officers and
respond to every request made of you.

We are indebted to Villanova and
only by proper eo*operatioa can we
rtpty thfi U\tr

(CON'nNUED PROM PAOB ONB)
of Alumni Secretary will prove help-

ful and practical will depend largely

upoti your co-operation.

"I urge you then, to really to the

enthusiastic support of the secretarf.

Consider him your personal repres-

entative at Villanova. He is to be

the connecting link between you and

your college. Surely none of yoa

questions the advantage of keeping

close to your college. You need Vil-

lanova today just as much as yon
did in your student days, and Villa-

nova needs you with your interest,

your encouragement and moral sup-

port. As a Villanova man you are

stamped with the seal of your Alma
Mater. Every honor, every advance,

every bit of success that Villanova

may attain confers added prestige on
you. In like manner, Villanova is

honored in your honors, advanced by
your advances and succeeds with your

success. There is at present a natural

bi-lateral relatio nthat it would be

folly to ignore. Co-operation, inter-

ested and generous, will effect the

most pleasing relations between Alma
Mater and her loyal sons. But it

will be necessary for us to subordin-

ate all personal differences, all per-

sonal likes and dislikes, in the inter*

ests of an organized and united whole.

With this as a background, patience

and perseverance will work wonders
for the future. Thus, even though
this large auditorium dwarfts our
gathering this evening, I do not think
that it is altogether a fanciful illu-

sion to imagine this spacious hall

taxed to its capacity in the not distant

future, by an enthusiastic gathering
of Villanova Alumni.

"As the official spokesman of the
faculty of Villanova. I can say that
we are never too engrossed with our
own affairs to be unmindful of oar
alumni. Thus, even though we be
taxed with the complex problems of
present day college administration,
even though we be distracted with the
burdens of financial depression, al-

most hopelessly aggravated by a de-
vastating fire, it is nevertheless our
pleasure to pledge to yoti, elder sons
of Alma Mater, our interest, our
loyalty, our co«K>peration in your
every endeavor in behalf of our Com-
aa llttJi«»—TUUMTt,"
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DETROIT DEFEATS
WILDCATS IN THRIL-

LING GRID UPSET

(CONTINUED PROM PAGE ONE)

Randour then gained 3 yards through

left tackle. He then threw a forward

which was intended for Dotiohue but

landed in Geezer's arms. Randour
then gained 6 yards through center

bringing the ball up to the 40-yard

line. On a reverse play Yorke gar-

nered 2 yards, btit this was offset by

Randour'a loss of 4 yards. Donohue
then kicked to Detroit's 38-yard line.

Nott gained 1 yard through center

and also forwarded to Young for 44

yards. Three successive plays failed

to gain and Nott then threw an 8
yard aerial to Story who was downed
on the 39 yard stripe. Yoting prompt-

ly ran the distance for the first score

of the game, Nott kicking the etra

point. 1. .. •

Nott kicked off to Vorke who re-

ceived the ball on his 10 yard line,

and ran it hack 9 yards. After one

play Donohue kicked from behind his

own goal line to the l)etroit .^... A
pass by the Fiivvertowners was good
for 20 yards. Young being thrown
out on the 1 foot stripe. On the

first play Uajkovitch went over for

the second touchdown of the period.

Hess kicked off to Yorke who re-

turned to the 21 yard line. A penal-

ty for unnecessary roughuess against

Villanova put the ball on the 5 yard

stripe. Donohue promptly kicked out

of danger to the 27 yard line. Three
successive plays failed to gain for De-
troit and the kick rolled to over the

goal line. In three plays V^illanova

gained a first down on the o«^ yard
stripe as the first quarter ended.

Second Period

In the second period the ball see-

sawed back and forth neither side

gaining any advantage until Villano-

va gained momentum and pushed the

ball down to the 16 yard line Ran-
dour going over for the Wildcats' first

score. Lee failed to kick the extra

point.

Second Half
The teams came ba<'k on the field

for the second half looking refreshed.

This was found to be true for Villa-

nova promptly started in to click. The
ball was resting on the Detroit 45
yard line when Randour gave a
beautiful performance of broken field

rrnninc traversing the distance for

th<» score. Lee wa.s substituted for

M:lne but his plnooment was wide. A
few minutes later a Detroit fumbh-
wrs recovered by IJlanchnrd of Villa-

nova. However, the break did not
la.4 loiiK due to McOacken's inter-

ception of Yorke's pass to Donohue.
Aiter three plays Rajkovitch passed
to Story for the third Detroit score,

making the 8((»re L'l to 12 after Mc-
Cracken drop-kicked the extra point.

At the b«>cinni..g of the last quar-

ter Villanrvfi was in possession of the

bnll at nid-tield.

C A P T A I N VILLANOVA CAPTAIN

PRAISES DETROIT

Says Wtisterners Pointed To
Wipe Out Last Year's

Upset

Kiril.AIM> HICKKV
Captain of (he \'illanova Football

Squad for 1932 Season

CAHAIN HICREY IS

EfFlCIENT LEADER

Field Generahhip Greatly

Responsible for Success-

ful Season

Much of (he credit for the succe'^s

of the V^illaiioNa foot'all te;itn this

season belonfjs ro the able fiebl man-
agement of Captain Richard llickey,

who has led hi.s team to victory many
times this full and at thp samo time

acquitted himself with rcmnrkuble ef-

ficiency at right guard.

llickey cuiue to Villanova from Bo.s-

ton College High School with three

years of football nnd basketball ex-

l)erieuce as a foundation for a col-

legiate career. In his freshman year

he assumed the resimnsibility of

tackle and held that position during

the entire M-asoii. His speciaculnr

playing establishe<l him as a valuable

player and during his sophomore year
he earned n regular position on the

varsity team.

Tribute to the sportsmanship of tbe

Detroit football team was paid by

Captain Kiehard llickey of the Villa-

nova team in the dressing room im-

mediately after the game this after-

noon.

"Dotroit was the strongest team we
met this year and it was quite a pro-

blem to plan our strategy," Hickey
said. "They fought with all they had
and at no time was there a sign of

relenting by any member of the team.

"The system used by the boys from
the flivver town was almost the same
as that of Villanova. This made it

more difficult fur either team to show
any remarkable difference in plays.

Tile spinner back to the weak side

'!'!! insido .'Mid mifsi'le of tju»I:'e wis
their most threatening play, consider-

ing the fact that ''uch bjtek^ ns Mc-
('"fld: n rnd Pajkc'it'hv^re ;he ball

larrierh.

"Ti»e ppofliug of the prnils of Do-
rais w:l^ to be expL»(t<,(i. >Jolt. who is

an ohi hand at the game, put on a
very tin" (l<»niorsf rji'-o) of this art.

"Opaniag li0l..i iii tiie line caused
the backs to come up to meet this

threat which weakened the pass de-

fense of the home team. 1 must add
that {\h Detroit aggregation played
a very line brand of football and the
team has the best wishes of the Wild-
cats for the remainder of their sea-

sou."

FRESHMEN TEAM SETS

THREE YEAR RECORD

SEVERANCE BECOMES

ATHLETIC MANAGER
Succeeds Professor McGee-

han, Who Is 111.

Coach **Doc" Jacobs Turns
Out Remarkable Team

of First Year Men

UNBEATEN SINCE 1929

Alexander Severance, '29, has been

appointed graduate manager of athle-

tics at Villanova College, succeeding

Professor Charles A. Mc-lJeehan. '12.

who was forced to reli(|uish his dutii-s

because of a lingering illness which
has kept him confined to his home

At this point Vil-; sincce early last summer.
lanova threatened consistently but| Mr. Severance bring.s to his new
was not able to score. Patzch re-' position a wealth of experience in

ceived a painful injury lieing kicked
j athletic nianagenieut. Since grndun-

on thr iio.M' and knocked out. Marion
was suostituted for him. liandour at-

tempted a forward but wns run tack

15 yards from where he reversed his

field and gained G yards on the play.

Detroit gnined possession of the ball

and after running it down to the 10

yard stripe Kajkovitcb went over for

the score. The count being 28 to 12

Nott kicking tbe point.

tion he has been as.socinted with

Professor McCiej'hnn in tlie nmnago-
ment of athletics. Last year he also

served as Publicity Director for the

College and he handled (his important

work efliei»»nly.

Professor McGeehan has been ap-

pointed Executive Chairman of Athle-

tics, a position he will resume upon
hii recovery.

The >'ill.tnovn Fmshmen football,
t-'am 1...S piled up rill enviou:, record,!
<f a«'h< \ ti't'iit iu the past threej

i.M'ars uu-iei the aid,- eo;i,'!ii<v; u»*-

;<;eoi-.:<' "D.ic ' .Trtoohy ...,"•;*

»
.

..'

.

Jacobs has been eoa- liir?" Vl-p Vil-
I.'iuova ( .11. e 1 r s.l.:xi.ii li'^uus U-.c

ti.e pa.st four ypjirs nnd cTii ring th>
pJist thre.' ••.i.-u.is Lis tea n , have not i

been c'el'.ated miuI h)iv»' 'nin^ «p 171
CO jseciiii.o vit\o»iJs. .Not since Uti-

1

lelonte Acaden.y rejjio|...-,.f| ,i 20 to \

vi-tory i,i iDUl have the treshmen
el.ven been ev^n close to the \»r..n.:

side of the score.

Ih 10.3'
t, Jacobs lurned out u team

th;»t went through is s-hioule wi;h-
out being scored tipon un«l last year
turned b.oek St. .Tolm's Vrt^y of n.-n

vers, Mass., after thai team had down-
e<l Harvard. iMirdbam, Holy Cross and
Iloston College first vear t«'aius.

Again this si'asnn Jacobs has a
formidable eleven and several Phila-

delphia hoyos pron inent in sHiolastic

rank.-* last sennon are holding down
regular berths.

Flashes From the Field of Action

The Detroit team jilnyed ii line, Knndour showed what he was made
brand of ftnttbal 1 tiiis afternoon, of when he resumed the game after

Their aerial attack was wonderful to
!
he had been hurt in the .second half,

watch.

Sport writers in the press l»ox wi're

agreed that the game was one of the

finest they have witnes.sod iu the Vil-

lanova stadium. The concensus uf

opinion was that two major blague

teams went into real action this P.M.

T'ndouhtedly Detroit's passing at-

tack was the best seen on the Villa-

nova gridiron in many a day.

Uainlour displayed some of his fine

football tactius and nuule u.se'of every

opi)ortuiiity given him but the boys

were unable to surmount the early

lead piled up by the Flivvertown

eleven.

MeCrackeu and Rajkoviteh showed
a fine brand of luoil all and handled

the pig.skin in an admirable way.

The way Vorke was carrying the

ball reminded one of "lied" Melsason
in his Hey-day.

The crowd <vas estimated to b'
about 8,(»(KV persons. And from all

uppearances it looked life half Qrads.

The lH)ys almost went gunning when
Raudour was hurt but they probably

couldn't find anyone Iu particulsr to

hunt.

believe you love

that old pipe better

than you do me!**

ranger is made
solely for pipes.

Granger is not a
cigarette tobacco.

Granger is made of
White Burley tobacco
-the best tobacco for

pipes. Just try itl

\jfOad it pinch bypinch;
p€u:k it tight; atrike a
match^Crangertmokea
cool and la»t$ longer,

lOc

VOU CAS DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT
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PR. STANFORD CHOSEN

TO HEAD VILLANOVA

Elected at Trienjiial Meet

iag of Augustinian Order

Last Summer

OTHER GHANaES MADE

Changes in the executive and ad-

ministrative brnuch f Villunova Col-

lege were made last summer at the

triennial nieetiog of the Provincial

Chapter of the Augustininn Order.

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O.S.A.,

former chaplain of the college, was
elected president, succeeding the Rev.

James H. Griffin, O.S.A., who held

t^he presidency for the past six years.

The Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O.S.A.,

was elected vice-president, succeeding

the Rev. Ruellan P. Finlt, O.S.A.

Father Albers was previously rector

of Tox Valley Catholic High School,

in Aurora, and in that capacity ac-

quired suflBcient experience in .'land-

ling students to warrant his niTpoint-

ment to his present office.

Other changes were : The Rev. Wm.
J. McCormick, O.S.A., completed his

term of office as procurator of the col-

lege and Is stationed in Lawrence,

Mass., as pastor of the Holy Rosary
Church.

JOHN T. OOAN ELECT-
ED ALUMNI PRESIDENT
BY UNANIMOUS VOTE

(CONTINUED PROM PAGE ONE)

elation, was another spenlcer.

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, president

of the college, urged the closer rela-

tionship between the alumni and the

college authorities. His speech is

reported in the adjoining column.

The guest speaker of the evening

was JJudge Daniel J. Brennan, of the

Common Pleas Court of New Jersey.

Judge Brennan is a school commis-
sioner and a civic leader in northern

New Jersey. Although a Democrat,

he was appointed to the bench by a

Republican Governor and reappoint-

ed last year by Governor Larson.

John T. Coan, '19, was unanimous-

ly elected president of the Villano-

va Alumni Association this afternoon

at the annual meeting in the audi-

torium of the Commerce and Finance
Building. • . j

Conn and David F. Farley, in-

cumbent ciiief eociitive, were noniinat-

ed but Farley withdrew before the

voting, saying that he had held the

presidency for a number of years and

he thought that a new head should

be named.

William Bradley, '31, assistant foot-

ball coach of Catholic High, was
elected vice-president, and All)ert C.

Wagner, ',32, was elected secretary and
treasurer. A spirited discussion aro.se

over the question of whetlier or not

the resolution in favor of a paid sec-

retary .je adopted. This motion was
carried, however, after convincing ar-

guments in its favor.

The new constitution was tempo-

rarily adopted until the next meeting

which will be held in June, at which

time formal discussion will be held.

Meanwhile copies of the constitution

will be sent to each member.

It was decided that dues of five

dollars a year will be charged for all

those who have been out of school for

four years and three dollars fr all

four years and three dollars for all

those who have been out of school

less than three years.

MAYOR'S SECRETARY
Stanton Reid White, '26, was re-

cently appointed city censor for the

city of Boston by Mayor James M.

Curley. Mr. White was well known
when he attended Villanova College

where he played on the football team.

FLASH BACKS
(CONTINUED PROM PAGE TWO)

a new di};ni(y under its new name-
Alumni Ilall.

It is hard to realize that the effi-

cient Villanova football team of to-

day had many predecessors whose
players' chief requirement was a uni-

form.

Wonder if the Rosemont College

has taken all the patronage of Villa-

nova from Bryn Mawr.

What became of the old piano that

was beside the stairway outside of

(he dining hn'l. Remember the after-

dinner recitalhV

What a famous gathering it would
bo if all those who received lionorary

degrees at Villanova commencements
were j ssembled together.

Rei leniber those nights in the old

study hall? What sriiemea were de-

veloped when young minds were sup-
posed to be busy studying'?

Just another trip to the postofBce

for a letter from Her. How many of

tho.se young ladies who wrote to tis

then have since become our wives?

That's a problem for the statistical

minded.

Remi'niber the old gym? What a

idace for a good K;Tap with tluit

champion scrapi)er whose office faced

the door of the gym.

These new dormitories make one

wonder if they are as accessible as

the old Tower rooms when the prefect

is jiaying too much attention to,duty.

Tui'u hack, turn back. O, time in

your flight—but maybe you didn't

ask me.

Wonder wha Villanova Collect will

look like 20 years from now. Will

give heavy odds hat it will be one of

the largest institutions in the East.

TWO MEMBERS WED

Among the newly weds of the Alum-
ni Association are : Dr. Edward An-
thony Dignam, who married Miss
Muriel Frances Rady, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Francis Rady, in

Rockville Co., on June 27 ; and Chaa.

A. Van Horn, who married Miis Peg-

gy Callaghan on March 26, in St.

Thomas Church, Philadelphia.

;
, >-..

Better
' ^.^=%.Sn/--'

You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not

harsh or Ijitlcr, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like

it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke.

And if it tastes right—that is, not oversweet, not flat

—

then you enjoy it all the more.

The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish to-

bacco . . . the right ageing and blending . . . make Chesterfields

milder, better-tasting . . .They Satisfy I

<E> 1932, Liggett &
My£R& Tobacco Co.
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The Temple Rally

Friday Night

In the Gym
The First RaUy

of the Year y iljLj VAN
A Big EventI

Tonight

Clayton Hamilton

Will Address

The Students

Let's Be There I
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OilYTON HAMILTON TO GIVE LECTURE

ON DRAMA TO STUDENTS THIS EVEliC

12 IN COMPRISE

CAST OF NEW PLAY

•Mtmuance of Similar Tall($

Dependant on Attitude of

Student Body

OUS AS COMMENTATOR

Clayton Hamilton, Ui^v^wr and
dramatist, will deliver a talk tliis

•venlng at 7 o'clock, in the Com-
merce and Finance auditorium.

Mr. Hamilton's address will treat
on the topic, "Drama." The sub-
stance of his talk will deal with the
rehabilitating of the legitimate
drama to its rlphtful plnce in cul-
tural life.

This lecture has u^^.. u-ii^^^^rfd by
Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college, in an
endeavor to stimulate interest along
the line of cultural advancement
and development. It is the inten-
tion of Fr. Albers to present a
number of these lectures if the stu-
dents exhibit sufficient interest in
attending the init<"] address this
evening.
Clayton Hamiiiou, v.uo has been

recognized for more than a quarter
Of a century as one of the foremost
American authorities on the drama,
has been equally as enthusiastic
and successful as an author, lec-
turer and editor.
Mr. Hamilton as a co^.i.**feacator

on the current theatre, has served
for three years on the Forum, 10
jrears on the Book-Man, two years
on Everybody's Magazine, eight
years on Vogue and one year on
Vanity Fair.
"A Manual of the ai t of i< lotion,"

by Mr. Hamilton, has long been ac-
cepted as a standard work and is
nam studied a:, a taxtbook in more
than 200 universities and coheges. A
one-act melodran^a, called "The
Stranger at the Inn," also by Mr.
Hamilton, was first acted on Broad-
way when the auf^or r^^as but 21
years of age.
Although Mr. Hu»..iitoa nas de-

voted the greater part of his life to
drama, he is not without experience
In the newer art of motion pictures.
From 1920 to 1922, he acted as su-
pervising editor at the Goldwyn
•tudios, in Culver City, Calif.
At the early age of 24, Mr. Hamil-

ton served as literary advisor to
Richard Mansfield, the greatest ac-
tor of his time, and he helped to

Rehearsals for Production

Have Already Begun

in Earnest

GOGGI BUSINESS MANAGER

At the regular weekly meeting of
the Villanova Literary Society, held
last Monday evening. Professor Jo-
seph T. Jonas, faculty moderator of
ihe organization, announced the
bast for "What a Night," the mys-
tery thriller which Is to open the
season for the Thespians.
The cast, subject to change, is as

follows: Burton, Joseph J. Conlan;
I Henry, Raymond J. Harter; Todd,
Joseph T. Housem.an; 0!11, Law-

I
rence A. DeFrances; Jake, John F.
Butler; Splotch, Charles P. Goggi;
George, Walter L. Coyre; Sid, Wil-
liam J. Doyle; Roper, William P.
Zeil; Michael, Rudolph J. Lehnau;
Dr. Mack, John P. Grimes, and
Dodson, Robert A. Geist.

Prof. Jonas also announced that
Charles P. Goggi is to be business
manager; Raymond J. Harter, pub-
licity manager; Paetrus F. Banmil-
ler, stage manager, and Edward F.
Kilbane, master of properties.
The first rehearsal was held in

Room 204, Mendel Hall, last Thurs-
day. This consisted in a reading of
the play in order to give the mem-
bers of the cast an idea of the char-
acterization. In the future, all re-
hearsals will be held on the stage of
the gymnasium. Notices will be
posted on the various bulletin

CLAYTON HAMILTON
Famous literary critic, who will
present talk on modern drama
In Commerce and Finance Au-

ditorium this evening.
fi

Continued on Page Four
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COLLEGE FEA'llED

IN TEMPLE "OWL*

VWanova History Is Traced in

"Big Game" Issue of

Magazine

10 BE SOLD ON NOV. 19

One of the latest enueiivois of
"be Owl, the general magazine of

Temple University, is the humorous
•ad literary issue called "Big
Game." In the next issue Villanova
Ck>llege is featured in one of the
arnin articles. The publication is
Mleased prior to — •^ *^nortant
football g£toe.
A complete account, oi villanova,

Ince the esUbllshment of the Instl-
tatlon by the Augustinian FathersI 1642, ig given. Villanova i« com-
pM»d to the Phoenix, a mythical
Wrd of the Arabian Desert, whichmm» to life after being burned to
Mliee. The story relates how Villa-
Bova, in spite of the fact that threearm attempted to hinder its growth,
Nee to prominence.
rnie hungry flames eating St.

Hltfc'e Hall— 1912— eager tongues
matching Mendel Hall—1928—the
Mrnon swallowing the monastery
•ad Good Counsel Hall—1932," are
OUOtatlone from the magazine,
^Ich gives the history of the flres
waloh Villanova underwent.
Aa lllustraUon of Fedigan Hall,

• iPiuw roer

DANCE IN BOSTON

Club Plang to Hold First Annual
Function on Decemljer 29

The first annual dance of the
Boston Club will be held in the Cop-
ley-Plaza Hotel, Boston, December
29, Paul R. McDonald, vice-presi-
dent of the organization and chair-
man of the dance committee, an-
nounced last week.
Several orchestras are under con-

sideration, but no definite selection
has been made as yet. Mr. McDon-
ald stated that an announcement
will be made as soon as arrange-
ments are completed. All club mem-
bers plan to attend as well as many
Villanova alumnae residing in the
vicinity of Boston. Bids to the func-
tion will be $2.50 per couple.
In addition to Mr. McDonald, the

committee consists of the following
men: Richard Hlckey, William T.
Cavanaugh, Edwin J. Runey, Jo-
seph P. Costlgan, Frank F. Gleason,
Frank McShane and Joseph De-
laney.

BEING INSTALLED

Draifta^ Pipe, Eliminating

Septic Tanks, to Connect

With Radnor Line

Social Season to Open
With Annual Owl Hop
After Temple Contest

Special Ruling: by Authorities Grants Late

Permissions to Resident Students Who
Will Be Present at Function

T 1

WHEN the Phi Kappa Pi, engineering fraternity, pre-

sents its annual Owl Hop on Saturday evening of this

week, it will mark the first dance to be held on the campus
during the current semester. This has been an outstanding

social event for several years, following the annual football

classic with Temple University.

According to Joseph T. Houseman, chairman of the

committee in charge of the affair, which, incidentally, is to

be held in the college gymnasium, it will be the only event

of this kind to be conducted by an organization of the college

previous to the Christmas holidays.
* Mr. Houseman further stated, ia

RALLY FRIDAY NIGHT

ABOUT 3500 FEET LONG

A new sewerage system will soon
replace the present septic tanks as
a means of drainage for the college.
The new drainage system will be

connected with the Radnor Town-
ship sewer, and will necessitate the
installation of approximately 3500
feet of 12-inch pipe to complete the
circuit. The average depth of the
piping will be 14 feet, with man-
holes placed at 250-foot intervals.
The contract was awarded to J.

Mandes and Sons, Inc., Ardmore, on
November 9, and work was com-
menced immediately. The installa-
tion will require a period of six to
eight weeks and is expected to be
completed by the first of the year.
This new drainage line will start

175 feet north of the present outlet,
to the rear of the Commerce and
Finance Building. The piping will
extend eastward for 1150 feet, across
Ithan avenue to a point close to the
north stand of the stadium, and
thence south across the Lancaster
pike, between the stadium and gym,
for a distance of 526 feet. It will
then turn eastward again, to the
end of the college property, and fol-
low the boundary line between the
college and the Baker estate, un-
der the Philadelphia and Western
Railroad tracks, to a point 700 feet
south of these tracks. There it will
connect with the Radnor Township
system, installed last year in prepa-
ration for the new sewerage system
which will be in operation this
spring.

The first rally of the year will
be held Friday evening in the
new gymnasium-auditorium and
will be sponsored by the Student
Council under the supervision of
Arthur R. Shortall, chairman.
This rally Is an annual affair
conducted for the purpose of in-

stilling spirit into the team and
student body on the eve of the
most important football game of
the season—the Temple fray.
Immediately after chapel serv-

ices the students will march to
the gym and will be seated in
the balcony. The band and
cheer-leaders will be present.
Speakers for the evening will in-

clude the varsfity football coach-
es, members of the faculty and
several prominent Philadelphia
newspapermen.

AGREE TO PETITION

Company Asks Boarders Not

to Abuse Telephones In

Dormitories

MISUSE MEANS REMOVAL

an interview to the VILLANOVAN
reporter, that enthusiasm is run-
ning high among the members of
the student body, and that he ex-
pects a large number to attend tho
affair. Tickets for the function may
be procured at the price of $2 a
couple. Dancing will commence at
8.30 P. M. and will continue until 12
P. M.
One of the features of the evening

is the fact that the college authori-
ties are extending late permission
for Saturday night to all resident
students who attend the dance.
Those In charge of the affair are
confidence that this announcement
will have a great effect toward in-
creasing the attendance. It will be
necessary, however, to purchase
tickets before the dance in order to
take advantage of this privilege.
Soft lighting effects and enjoyable

dance music, which always assure
the success of Villanova dances, will
not be omitt*- i from the program ot
the Owl Hop. Ray Baratta, director
of the Villanovans, the orchestra
selected to furnish the melodies for
the evening, has promised that an
excellent 11-piece unit of his organi-
zation will be present to entertain
the dancers.
Instead of locating the orchestra

on the stage, as has been the cus-
tom at previous dances held in the
gymnasium, it will be placed either

Continued on Page Foot

A petition concerning the preva-
lent abuse of telephones on the
campus was sponsored during the
past week by Arthur R. Shortall,
chairman of the Student Council.

GALA CELEBRATION

Extra Issue of

Published on
College Paper
Alumni Day

As a fitting souvenir tor the
alumni to cherish as a remem-
brance of their annual Homecoming
Day, the Villanovan staff published
an extra edition of the paper last
Saturday evening.
This extra edition was composed

of news strictly pertinent to the
alumni, together with a complete
write-up of the Vlllanova-Detrolt
game, with comments by the coach-
es and captains of the respective
teams. The extra edition also con-
tained Information of interest to
those members of the alumni who
had been out of touch with their
Alma Mater for some time.
This edition was produced in the

same fashion as is followed in re-
porting and making up of the large
dally papers. Part of the staff was
located in the printing room of the
Upper Darby Press, and the re-

mainder was in the gymnasium, re-
laying the happenings of the alumni
over the wires to the news room
as they occurred.
No sooner were the main issues

of the alumni meeting settled, than
the special edition was In the hands
of the members. An interesting
sidelight of, the affair was the fact
that Rev. Edward V. Stanford.
O. S. A., president of the college,
was still -delivering his address
when the Villanovan extra appeared
with the complete text of his speech.
The appearance of the paper at this
juncture created quite a furore
among the members of the alumni.
There were only a few minor

changes In the make-up of this ex-
tra edition. The columns were one
inch shorter than In the regular
editions, and the paper was com-
posed of but four pages. Instead of
the usual eight.

The telephone company, in its re-
gard for the correct use of the In-
struments, recently enclosed a peti-
tion for each dormitory on the cam-
pus, in a letter to Rev. Bernard M.
Albers, O. S. A., vice-president of
the college.

Due to the persistent loss in-
curred by the telephone company
through the misuse of the pay sta-
tions, it was found necessary to
take more effective measures to
rectify this condition.
The petition holds every signed

student responsible for loss incurred
either through calls or damage to
the instrument. The signees of the
petition agree to the following: "To
pay a proportionate share of all loss
to the telephone company, caused
by any fraudulent use of Its equip-
ment (slugs, unpaid toll, etc.), un-
derstanding that all students resi-
dent In that hall will share alike,"
and "to pay a proportionate share
for wilful damage done to telephone
booth or Instrument."
The telephone company has seri-

ously threatened to remove all pay
stations from the campus. On the
favorable acceptance of the petition
depends the maintenance of the pay
booths. To date, a majority of stu-
dents have affixed their signatures
to it
The faculty of the college has en-

deavored to have more pay stations

Owutaaed m Fm« Wmul

More Than 500 Grads Return

to Share In Program of

Activities

NEW PRESIDENT CHOSEN

The annual alumni Homecominc
celebration, which was held on the
campus last Saturday, has been
pronounced a huge success from
every viewpoint. It was estimated
that more than 500 of the "old
grads" returned to the scene of
their college days for the gala event.

Officially, the program com-
menced at 2 P. M. at the Villanova-
Detroit game. A special section in
the stadium was reserved for th%
alumni.
Immediately after the game n

meeting was called in the audito-
rium of the Commerce and Finance
Building to transact the business of
the association. The following men
were elected to hold office for th*
coming year: John T. Coan, 'ML
president; William J. Bradley, '3C
vice-president, and Albert C. Wa#.
ner, '32, secretary.
Promptly at 6.30 P. M. the alumitf

banquet got underway in the eo^
lege gymnasium. The banquet, Is
turn, was followed by a series of li»*

teresting and encouraging talkie
Hon. Daniel Brennan, of the CouH
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- TONIGHT'S LECTURE
4 4
^OPPORTUNITY knocks but oiice/'

> .vJ runs the old adage, but few are

those who heed its call. Tonight the stu-

dent body will receive a chance to show

just how much it appreciates the efforts

of the administration in the building of a

good cultural background. Our lecturer

this evening, equally as well known as a

dramatist, author, editor and traveler,

will deliver an address on the reinstate-

ment of the drama to its original lofty

plane in society. As may well be surmised,

the efforts and expense that must be un-

dergone in the securing of prominent lec-

turers are great, but, if the students show

their appreciation of such opportunities to

develop their own cultural standing, the

administration will do its utmost to furth-

er develop a series of lectures. It all rests

upon the shoulders of the student body.

An attentive audience will go far toward

insuring the establishment and continu-

ance of the series. Tonight's speaker has

had wide experience in the field of dramat-

ics, having served at times as critic, auth-

or and lecturer. His subject is one that is

high in the minds of the student, as the

drama is a favorite means of diversion

and entertainment. There is no reason

why there should not be a one hundred

per cent, attendance to show that lectures

are desired by the student body.

USE NOT ABUSE
REGULARLY every year, and some-

times even more frequently than

that, it becomes the distasteful task of

someone on the campus to remind a cer-

tain class of students tliat there still exist

such things as principles of honesty and

integrity, and that these principles should

nowhere be more evident than on a col-

lege campus. Each year there grows up

among" the students the nefarious practice

of defrauding the telephone company of

its just proceeds from the use of the pub-

lic telephones in the dormitories. At the

present time the college authorities are

desirous of increasing the number of such

conveniences about the campus, but the

telephone company is reluctant to go

through with the project—in fact, they

have even threatened to withdraw the tel-

ephones already on the campus—because

they fear further losses at the hands of

the students. During the past week a pe-

tition seeking co-operation was circulated

through the dormitories and was signed

by a great majority of the men. If we live

up to our half of the contract, we can be

assured the telephone company will fulfill

theirs. However, bear in mind that tele-

phone facilities in the dormitories are

placed there as a convenience for the ben-

efit U the student body and are meant to

bt aiVNTOciated and not abused.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

LAFAYETTE, Pennsylvania and
Detroit, colleges that have no
geographical proximity, com-

bined forces and rendered the past

weekend unbearable as far as Villa-

nova was concerned in the field of

gridiron activities. This trio, ri-

vals among themselves, gave vent

to all the spleen that was thelt-s

and trounced the Wildcats and
their offspring by the combined
score of 66-12. My, oh my, what a
homecoming that was. Let's hope,

for the grad'a sake, that the ban-
quet was of a more satisfactory va-

riety.

If anyone should quesUon Jack
Hoey, they would soon be informed^
that the University of Pennsylvania
has undisputed possession of Uie

mud championship of the United
States. After gamboling for some
40 minutes or so on the would-be
greensward of River Field, the

blond linesman of Charlie Hurl-
bUrt's outfit came off the gridiron

with a look of consternation on his

face. He seriously doubted whether
he was still white.

The transformation of the cen-

tury has taken place! Deserting the

role of feminine portrayals, Larry
DeFrances is now busily rehears-

ing as the smart local detective in

the coming Belie Masque produc-
tion. This is the first time this

Thespian addict has played such a
part, but we always knew that his

diligent perusals of Nick Carter
would someday be rewarded. He
is imbibing deeply of the criminal

atmosphere in his associations with
one, Danny Jarvis. ,:•..

Anyone, who has in hie posses-

sion a proboscis of undue propor-

tion, is cordially invited to sit in a
game of "Tankers" any afternoon •

at Fedigan Hall. This pastime con-

sists of a game of "Hearts," except
that the unfortunate loser stands
against the wall and allows the

other competitors to take three

lusty swings at his horn. The origi-

nator, or should we say, the intro-

ducer of this amusing time spender,

is George Morin. Judging from the

expression he has been wearing, we
would say that he is lucky in love.

Incidently, this newly adopted in-

door sport affords the inmates of

Fedigan an excellent excuse, should
they be questioned as to the reason
for the brilliant red of their noses.

Or, maybe, it ia the cold weather.

If there are any of the unem-
ployed In our midst who are anxious

to obtain a position which will pay
well and which Is not too strenuous,

kindly apply to Room 308, Fedigan
Hall. Warren Brown is sorely in

need of a valet (or a nursemaid) to

assist him in preparing for all of

his numerous social engagements.
Last Sunday evening he nearly

drove "Howie" Richmond complete-
ly crazy with his slowness. The
last qualification, we are told, mere-
ly applies to his dressing; or some-
thing. ' '

:

An appeal has been made in

another column on this page to the

poets of Vlllanova and the response
has been nil. The Editor Is at-

tempting to run a few lines of stu-

dent verse each week, but there

seems to be none forthcoming.
Now we know of a member of the
football squad that writes poetry

as a pastime and we wish he would
submit some of his work. Don't
worry, old man, your name Is safe

with us.

Vlllanova is once more assuming
a normal attitude. The old place

hasn't seemed the sa,me since Sep-
tember, and we were wondering
what the reason could be. At last

we have found the long sought for

explanation. Everyone was satis-

fied with the meals, and well they

might be. But of late there has

been a falling off, and once more
we hear the familiar complaints
ringing In our ears, and it seems
like Vlllanova once again. It has

often been said that the students

would criticize the meals no matter
what they were. This statement has

been definitely proven a falsehood,

because there were no more hearty

pralscrs of the dining hall when the

food was good, than the would-be

biased student body. In view of

this, their recent complaints must
be considered as substantial and
must be treated as such.

Is It True:
That "Whltey" Randour is the

best running back in the East?
That Goggl and McGrath are a

pair of grandstand quarterbacks?

(or Just a pair of "college boys"?)

That Rooco has complete and un-

challengeable possession of the

gouging title of Vlllanova and all

points South?
That the water cups, used by the

Detroit team, were twins of those

that once graced the dining hall?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

FROM the way things looked at

last Saturday's contest, one
would have thought that De-

troit was using that new 12-man
system that they are trying out on
the West Coast. The idea Is that

the extra man Is an observer, and
when his team is on the offensive,

he stands back and observes the
mistakes of his own backfleld and
then advises them on the next
play. On the defense, he stands
with the linemen, but off to one side

so that he doesn't get in the scrim-
mage.
We think this is an ideal position

for these Monday morning quarter-

backs, like "Brute" Ceravolo, who
is suffering from writer's cramp.

Lafayette College has inaugurated
a special set of courses for those
men who find themselves unem-
ployed in this age of Hooverism.
Almost immediately 25 men enrolled,

with inore asking for applications.

Most of these men as), to enroll in

more than one course, and, in order
to give them opportunity to do this,

the schedules are being arranged
so that they will be able to take
both engineering and cultural
courses.

Well, it only goes to prove our
contention that there is something
missing somewhere among the en-
gineers.

The South Carolina "Gamecock"
had a very interesting editorial this
week on the question of cuts. To
quote

:

"When a man comes to the uni-
versity he finds perfect personal
freedom. The faculty may still con-
sider Itself In the right in changing
the number of cuts from six to
three, but, from the students' point
of view and from the view of most
modern educators, this action was
ill-advised and a backward step.
When a man comes to the univer-
sity he Is expected to be old enough
to conduct himself properly. If he
is not, he is in the wrong place and
should be forced to leave. Compul-
sory education does not extend into
college, and those who do not want
a college education should be
weeded out instead of forced to
study."

It looks like those Gamecocks
want a chance to prove that they
are men with free will, instead of
being moulded into mere automa-
tons.

A couple of weeks ago, when
Notre Dame played Pitt, the ball

players for the Fighting Irish were
not the only ones to be upset. The
Notre Dame students who were
strangers to Pittsburgh, and par-

ticularly the William Penn Hotel,

got the biggest surprise of their

lives when they found that they
could buy a "left ham sandwich,"
according to the menu. Now the

waitresses in that hostelry have
learned to be patient and explain to

the newcomer that when a hog
scratches himself on the right side

he uses his right hind leg and that
develops muscle, which is all right

in athletes, but is not being done in

the best pork circles. On the other

hand, when a hog feels the urge to

scratch his left side, he rubs on a
barn or a fence and consequently

hams from the left side are more
juicy, sweet and tender, and only

left-hand hams go into ham sand-

wiches at the William Penn Hotel.

But suppose one of the hogs is

left-handed? v ; •;
''"'""'•.

According to the Manhattan Col-

lege "Quadrangle," Newton D.

Baker says that three types of men
go to college: "Those who are wil-

ling to ue educated, those who want

to be educated and those who are

determined to be educated." The
"Quadrangle" comments that: "He
omitted a fourth type, those who
are determined not to go to work."

Are we to infer from this that

Manhattan students are "softies"

who aspire to be gigolos?

We certainly got a good laugh

this week. The Rosemont College

"Rambler" arrived, and spread over

the front page was a group picture

of the new freshman class. We
think it must have been done by

the cruel sophs.

Anyone else who wants to laugh,

come up to the office, and you'll find

the picture in the first waste-basket

you stumble over.

INCIDENTALLY—
New Rochelle College for Women

has formed an L. N. L. H. Club. The
enigmatic letters stand for the

"Lonesome Nights and Lonely

Hearts" Club.

Ralph Metcalfe, who did things

in the last Olympics, has turned

down vaudeville and motion picture

contracts as well as a trip to Eu-

rope In order to return to classes at

Marquette University.

THE VALUE of pamphlets, as a means

of spreading various doctrines, has

been recognized for centuries. In English

literature there are many pamphleteers of

note, the most famous, probably, being

Daniel Defoe. By his booklets he achieved

enormous results, including, incidentally;

several terms of imprisonment for him*

self.

But later, through the course of years,

the popularity of pamphlets waned, and

it was not until the Deginning of the Twen^

tieth Century that they came into th«r

own once more. The aspect of the pam-

phlets was changed, however, as it was

now almost purely religious. It is with this

type of leaflet that We are most familiar.

Today our non-Catholics are using the

pamphlets to spread Protestantism, and

such doctrines as birth-control and social-

ism. On the other nand, we Catholics ha¥«

been using the same means to combat and

refute these issues. Such societies as ths

Queen's Work, the Paulist Press, and th«

Cathohc Truth Society have been doing

splendid work along these lines.

The physical make-up of the booklets

has also Deen changed. No longer a««

pamphlets covered with drab, imattrao-

tive covers. Instead they are bound in

brilliant reds and yellows that attract the

eye and give a pleasant impression. The

old-fashioned titles that formerly adorned

pamphlets, and often ran for half a page,

have been replaced with short, and often

alluring, ones. Through this new type of

title, an element of interest is aroused,

usually resulting in the reading of the

leaflet. Moreover, the best minds in the

clergy have been employed in the writing

of them. Some of the best brochures pul>-

lished can be found in the College pam-

phlet-rack. If you Uke your reading m,

small doses, or are interested in present-

day issues, these pamphlets are the very

thing. Try reading one a week, and you

will find that it is an interesting and profits

able way to spend your time.

Off the Bookshelf

THE SELECTION of the author for

the Nobel Prize in literature is always

interesting. The winner of this year's

award is an Englishman, John Galsworthy

by name, known to all book-lovers as the

autjior of many delightful novels and

plays. Just a few weeks before the Nobel

award was made public, his new book,

"Flowering Wilderness," was pubUshed.

To those of us who have read Ms.

Galsworthy's other novels, "Flowering

Wilderness" may seem a little heavy, and

perhaps a Uttle inferior. Even if such is

the case, there is no denying that it is as

interesting a novel as any that has ap-

peared for months. An absorbing plot, to-

gether with characters that will long be

remembered, make the book worthy of a

careful reading.

The story concerns Dinny Cherr^

whose proffered sacrifice makes her a

character worth remembering, and ¥W^

fred Desert, a poet who becomes a vietkt

of circumstances, and whose end is a

touch of real tragedy, Wilfred, while m.

the Orient, becomes, through no fautt of

his own, a Moslem. The story incorrect

told reaches England, a»d is the cause of

much gossip. Wilfred, returning hon«

learns of this uid imagines himself ruined ,

In his super-sensitiveness he shuns his

friends, and giving up Dinny, who wo«iUI

have gladly married him, yeUuwis to tht

Mr. Galsworthy has doae sonie

did work, and this is not among the

of his books. It is a complex story

requires th6 attention of the reader.
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The Editor's

Boiling Pot

November 18, 1932.

Editor of the VILLANOVAN,
Vlllanova College,
Vlllanova, Pa.

Dear Kdltor:
Now that the tumult and the

shouting has subsided and the coun-
try Is all primed fqr big doings in
the next four years, let us take a
•look around and see what Is going
on in other nations.

A year or so ago two giant vessels
slid down the ways and created a
furor. Germany captured the blue
vibbon for ocean greyhounds.

Procedure of Penal Life

Given by Prison Chaplain

Fr. Farley Relates
Experiencejs With

Prisoners

IS SEMINAR TALK

In one of the moft interesting
seminars held in recent years by
the School of Science, Rev. Bernard
C. Farley, the chaplain of the East-
ern Penitentiary, In Philadelphia,

A month ago Italy announced her told the students of the workings of

,two giant speedlsters of the ocean,
the Rex and the Conte dl Savoia,
Italy is making a strong bid for
that more than mythical blue rib-

Ibon.

a modern penal institution

Fr. Farley took the students upon
an imaginary tour of the Institu-
tion, explaining the method in which
a prisoner Is treated from the time

On the heels of this, France !

he enters the prison until his sen-

launched the Normandie, the larg- 1
tence has expired, or until he is

est ocean llrier ever to be built, and placed on parole. He stated that a
the French .are basing their hopes
of transatlantic commerce and pas-
senger service on It.

We are all aware of the recent
hunger denionstratlons In England.
The people did not want bread, as Is

commonly supposed— they wanted

man Is treated as well In prison as
is possible and is given every con-
sideration.

On entering the prison itself, one
has to pass through three gates be-
fore he Is actually In the Institu-
tion. He al&o must undergo the

work! A large loan was made to surveillance of five guards who are
the Cunard Line to complete its !

stationed at the gates. Once In the

new monster of the ocean. Plans '
prison, Fr. Farley pointed out, the

also were approved for the building ;

prisoner Is taken to the Bertlllion

of another. This Is NOT a case of
j

room, where his fingerprints, weight,
keeping up with the Joneses. Eng- ,

age, hair and eye coloration, as well
land realizes that speed In foreign as other data necessary to identlfl-

commerce Is in great demand. She cation are recorded.

Is going to take advantage of it. "Allow me to say," Fr. Farley
l^ot only that, but at the same time stated, "that this Bertlllion identl-
she Is helping herself in this time of (.flcatlon system Is based mainly on
stress. Steel mills increased their
production. Thousands were put to
work. Dissatisfaction gave way to
satisfaction on the part of the new-
ly employed. The psychological ef-

fect was tremendous.

I am of the opinion that the
United States could and should help
the present Shipping Board more
than it does. If it did, fast ships,
not only passenger, but freighters,
could be built and we would be able
to wrest some of the profitable trade
that is literally sliding through our
fingers to foreign competitors.

a man's fingerprints. You all are
acquainted with the fact that sci-
ence says that no two men's finger-
prints are identical. Furthermore, a
system of classification htfs been es-
tablished whereby the fingerprints
are classified as to the particular
style to which they belong. A copy
of this classification is then sent to
a central bureau in Washington
where a record of all prisoners in
state institutions Is kept."

After the prisoner has been
"mugged," the prison expression for
being photographed, he Is then out

Now is the time to start. Prices fitted with the prison uniform and
are low; labor is cheap, and there ' has his head shaved. After a thor-
Is plenty of it. I think if the United
States were to help the Shipping
Board like other nations do theirs,
the god of the unemployed could be
reached by vast n|iultitudes in leaps
and bounds.

Very truly yours,

SHIPPING ENTHUSIAST.

NEWSPAPER SYNDICATE

"YlUanovan" Asked to Contribute

to National Column

ough medical examination the new
comer is placed in an isolation cell
until the complete results of the ex-
amination have been established.
After a period of one week, he is

placed in his permanent cell and as-
signed work to which he is suited.
"Regarding the life within the

prison," Fr. Farley continued, "the
outstanding feature is its loneliness.
The men are given good fc^, al-

lowed certain privileges, and have
entertainments at regular intervals
—yet the fact that they are denied
liberty overshadows it all. I have
seen men come into prison one day
full of spirit and defiance, while the
day following they were as meek as
the proverbial Iamb. Being kept
locked in a cell which has bars

An InvltaUon was recently ex-
tended to the VILLANOVAN to be-
come a member of the national syn-
dicated news column, "On the
Campi." The column has for its

aim the publication of campus ac- strong enough to hold a lion will do
tivltles from colleges throughout **^^* *® ^^y °^*"-

the United States, Europe, and the i

"^^ ^y ^^^^ ^t the Institution, I

Orient, to be released six days a *^°"™® ^^^^ contact with every man
week through the Los Angeles i^**®

enters the prison. The Prot-

Tlmes Syndicate to leading news- estant minister and I are responsl-

papers in all sections of the coun- i

^^^ '^^ the spiritual welfare of near-

Igy ly 3000 men, all of whom we know
The editor, Robert E. Neeb. Jrjlt7^^^iy'^!:^l^!,''f}'l^,

"*"^*^^,?

»f»« t>,nf fH« n/M,„«« «,ni Ko Xi^/.^^ the prlsou In Philadelphia as well
as the new prison at Graterford,

states that the column will be chief-

ly interested in student activities
rather than in sportr, and that dally
features would include any oddities,
unusual events and Interesting side-
lights that occur in the collegiate
world. A

'%
.

.•'.'.

He is also desirous of acquiring
Information pertaining to any Vllla-
nova alumnus who may have
achieved prominence in the affairs
of the Nation.
"On the Campi," Mr. Neeb con-

tinues, would extend to Vlllanova
an excellent opportunity to become
more familiarly known, not only to
the more distant colleges, but. by
reason of its appearance in the
daily press, would focus the eyes of
the Nation upon such campus ac-
tivities as would be of interest to
the general public.

Trr^\17"C15 69th Street
1 L^W lilXopp. Terminal

Today, Tomorrow and Thursday

Jackie Cooper
—In—

**Divorce in the Family"
—Witll—

Lewis Stone and Conrad Nagel

Starting Friday
Robert Montgomery

*<Blondie of the Follies"

Bfarlon Davies, BUIIe Dove,
Jlnunle Durante, Zaau Pitts and

Jlnunle Gieasoa

near CoUegevllle. It is interesting

REV. BERNARD C. FARLEY

to note that the majority of men
who are In prison either profess no
religion whatsoever, or their knowl-
edge of it. If they do happen to be a
church member, Is practically nil.

During the time I have been at the
prison, there has never been a grad-
uate of a Catholic high school or
college as an Inmate."

Prison, however, Is not altogether
drab and dull. There are many
things within the prison and among
the prisoners themselves that are
humorous. Fr. Farley cited the in-

stance of a man 65 years old who
was in prison for being a pick-
pocket. His right hand, or his
"working hand," as the convict him-
self called it, had but three fingers.

In spite of this handicap, he was
recognized as being one of the most
dextrous pickpockets in the East.
One day, a priest, a personal friend
of the chaplain, was touring the
penitentiary. Fr. Farley drew the
old "dip" aside and jokingly asked
him if he had noticed the heavy
gold watch chain the priest was
wearing. "Say, Father, did I notice
it? I could see it a mile away. I'd

like to pocket it, but, shucks, I'd go
to hell then as sure as shootin'."

Inmates of the prison receive the
best of food, Fr. Farley averred.
"Most prison disorders have their
start in the kitchen or the dining
hall. There is nothing that will

"There is e.n honor in busi-

ness that is the fine gold of it;

tliat reckons with evecjr man
jusUy; that loves light; tliat

regards kindness and fairness

more highly than goods or
prices or profits. It becomes
a man more than his furnish-

ings or his house. It speaks
for him in the heart of every-

one. His friendships are serene

and secure. His strength is

like a young tree by a river."

L. G. BALFOUR
COMPANY
1601 Chestnut St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Makers of the Official Class
Rings and Miniatures

Showing Every Monday
The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

}Aade'tO'M.easure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24.75 and $19,75

On display in foyer of Pie Shoppe

1

aton at
ft7th aad Market Sis.

Open TUi 8.45 P. M.

JIM ELUOT
Campos BefMresentathre

19 Alumni HaU

make a man more disagreeable than
having to eat food that does not
please him. Served food that is to

his dislike, a prisoner Is as liable as
not to hurl a plate at a guard, and
then a general riot starts. Fill a
man's stomach with food to his lik-

ing, and he's content."
The prisoners are not allowed to

i receive newspapers from the out-
side, nor are any books allowed into
the prison before they have passed
the censorship of one of the two
ministers. In spite of this prohibi-
tion, the men are well acquainted
with what's going on outside.
Whence they gain this information
is a source of astonishment to the
authorities.

Fr. Farley concluded by saying,
"It has been a pleasure to meet you
men here at Vlllanova. I hope, how-
ever, that none of you ever become
parishioners of mine."

rally will be held In the gymnasium
this Friday evening, preceding ths

Temple game.

LAST CHANCE FOR PHOTOS

STUDENT COUNCIL MEETS
-V ' i-i.l '-^—:

•—

•

DecTdes to Award Solid Gold Keys'i

to All Members

The most important topic dis-
cussed at a meeting of the student
council, held last Wednesday eve-
ning, was the procuration of keys
for the members. The design se-
lected is to be of solid gold, with
a blue "V" and the date, "1933" on
the front, and the name of the
member inscribed on the reverse.
These keys will be made by the
L. G. Balfour Company.
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of the college, asked
the council to take up a collection
among the various classes for the
benefit of the Red Cross, the pro-
ceeds to be used In helping the
needy during the winter. Several
members were appointed for this

purpose.
The council announced that a

All Unphotographed Seniors an4

Juniors Urged to Co-Operate

Seniors and junloi-s will be given

a second and final opportunity to

have their Individual photographs

taken for the Belle Air, on Novem-

ber 28, 29 and 30, between ths

hours of one and five P. M. No
appointment will be necessary. The

photographer will be located in

room 102, Mendel Hall. The stipu-

lated fee of $2.00 will be charged
at the time of the sitting. Students

may also place orders for photo-

graphs for their own personal use

at this time.

The whole-hearted interest and
co-operation shown by previous

'classes has not beien manifested

this year, and everyone concerned
Is urged to ref)ort on one of ths

above-mentioned 4ates.

Notice to Clubs

At a meeting of the Student Coun-^

cH, called last Wednesday evening
by Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college, ths
representatives of all organizations

on the campus were urged to co-

operate with the faculty of the col-

lege by submitting a copy of their

constitutions, as stated In the Stu-

dent's Handbook. These documents
were supposed to be tendered to the
vice-president ^on or before Novem-
ber 1, but Father Albers has ex-

tended the time limit to Novera-
ber 16, which date Is the absolute
dead-line. Any organization failing

to comply with this request will for-

feit its right to function.

jG»i^^^
^nijOtCe^ iv

tf%iJc^^
About 1864,

fermers began togrowWhite
BurleyTobacco. A few casks

were taken to the St. Louis

Fair in 1867 and sold for

58c a pound.

White Burley Tobacco is

used to make Granger. It

is the best pipe tobacco that

grows.

You will notice the dif«

ference as soon as you light

up your pipe of Granger. It

bums slower, smokes cooler

and never gums a pipe.

^itcco

\K

-m

,1

3.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A UGGETT & MYERS PRODUGV
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Continuance of Similar Tailcs

Dependent on Attitude of

Sludeni Body

FAIvlCUC AS COMMENTATOR

Continued Fm?^ PiRe 0.s«

prepare the actinr; v« rVsion of "Peer',

Gynt." His career as a teacher and

lecturer extends over a period of 31

years. After receiving the degree of

Master of Arts at Columbia Univer-
sity at 19 yea!rs of age, he begah to

lecture in English as an assistant

professor. Mr. Hamilton lectured at

Columbia for 20 consecutive years,

during which his course in contem-
porary drama became celebrated

and was attended by thousands of

students. He also lectured regularly

at such private institutions as the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences.
Mr. Hamilton also has served for

several years as chairman of the

Pulitzer Prize Jury for the award
of the annual prize for the best
American play of the year ..;*(. ,

.

Mendel Bulletin Addition

According to an announcement
made by Ralph J. Ceravolo, editor-

in-chief of the Mendel Bulletin, an-

nual pre-med publication, Howard
Richmond has been appointed to

assist Ralph W. Maio in the circula-

Uon department.

DB. JOHN B. BOXBY
Professor of anatomy at Tem-
ple University, who will speak
at the pre-med seminar Thurs-
day on the topic, "The Study of

Medicine In Perspective.

Resident Students
Agree to Petition

Cotitinu«d From Page One

placed in the dormitories, but these

attempts have not met with ap-

proval; rather, complaints have

been the reply. The proper accept-
ance of the petition might mean ad-
ditional telephones for the conveni-
ence of the students.

College Featured
\i:,fif^\Temple^"Oiot

0Q^4tn>>f<l
Vroin Page ^Onp.,

\

thflk latest of the campus dormitor-

ife6, Imparts a touch of local atmos-
phere to the Issue, while banners,
pennants, and colors of Villanova
adorn the cover.

The editors of the VILLANOVAN
have co-operated with the staff of

The Owl In the compilation of this

article by supplying the necessary
information, in addition to the cut
of Fedlgan Hall.

Copies of the publication, "Big
Game/' can be purchased for 15

cents at the Temple Stadium on
Saturday, November 19, the date of

the Temple-VIUanova football game.

Social Season to

Open With Owl Hop
1
—

-

Continued From Page One

in the center of the floor or In one
of the comers. In addition to the
plans for novel lighting effects,

preparations are being formulated
by the committee so that the or-

chestra will be audible from all

parts of the floor.

In keeping wim the high stand-
ards set by past dances, the engi-

neers will present a souvenir pro-

gram, similar to those ofl'ered at the
various class functions. Mr. House-
man declared that this novel souve-

16/1982

iair Is different from any other that
has been presented at a Villanova
dance.
Members of the faculty in the En-

gineering School, many of whom
are expected to be present at the
affair, have signifled their inten-
tions of becoming patrons and pa-
tronesses for the affair.

Assisting Mr. Houseman on the
dance committee are: John E.
Hickey, John J. MIcklos, Edward J.

McBride, - C. Eric Storms, John A.
Klekotka and Edward J. Schnei-
der. .

12 Men Comprise
Cast of New Play

Continued From Pace One

R. I. P.
Remember the good old days

when just about this time of the
year the frosh wei'e just getting
ready for the big blow-out?

boards to Inform the members of
the cast concerning the exact date
and time of these practices.

In a statement, issued at the
above - mentioned meeting. Prof.
Jonas said, "I expect every member
of the cast, Including the various
managers, to be on time for each
and every rehearsal. Any member
who takes It upon himself to mi^s
any of the rehearsals will be
dropped from the cast Immedi-
ately."

Duke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.

Four termtt of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken con-
ecutlveiy (M. D. in three years) or
three terms may be taken each year
(M. D. in four years). The entrance
requirements are Intelligence, eharac-
ter and at least two years of coUese
work, includlnr the subjects specified
for Grade A MediraJ Schools. Cata-
losnes and application forms may be

obtained from the Dean.

I 1'

Gala Celebration
Marks Alumni Dag

Continued From Page 0m*

of Common Pleas In Ifew JenMp^
was the principal speaker of tlw
evening.

Other speakers included the Hswfc

Edward V. Stanford, O. B. A., pr«»*

ident of the college; the Very Reify.

Mortimer A. Sullivan, O. S. A., pvo*
vlnclal of the Augustlnlan Orde«|
Augustus Dorals, mentor of the i4o*

torlous Detroit team; Harry iL.

Stuhldreher, coach of the Villanova

eleven, and J. Stanley Smith, 'M^
former president of the Alumni iUk
sociation. F. Leo Lynch was to*al^
master of the evening.

VUW1/UV.S"

^REE HAT
With £very Purchase at

CRAWFORD'S
Featuring the Moat ' Complete

Selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at ^16.75
ONB PRICE OiTLY

Thousands of Garments to
Choose From

£very Conceivable C<dor
and Fabric

1225 I*li^RKET ST.
Open Evenlnfs
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OUT of the Middle West came
a band of Titans, and we
mean 'f'ltans, and aided by

an almost perfect forward pass-

ing attack they sent the Wildcat
down to its second defeat of the
year. But the Feline was fighting
•very minute of the game. Each
man played hard, but Detroit
proved to be superior.

"Whitey" Randour, our candi-
date for All-Eastern honors, gave
another proof of why that honor
should be conferred upon him, by
coring two touchdowns. Both
were results of rather long runs
right through the whole Titan
team, out of whose arms he
squirmed with eel-like agility.

Every touchdown that the De-
troiters made occurred as the re-

sult of almost perfect forward
passing. But when it came to at-

tempting to cover ground through
the line those powerful, hard-
driving, red-shirted backs didn't
get very far. This is another in-

dication of the defensive forward
wall of the Blue and White.

The L>«u-oit yauiti is uuw a mat-
ter of record. The work is not
yet done, for there is much in
store in the very near future. On
next Saturday afternoon the Wild-
cat will get another crack at the
Temple Owl, which has been do-
ing a lot of hooting because it has
not met defeat since 1930. That is

mo long ago that we are begin-
ning to think that the Cherry and
White wouldn't know defeat, so it

to up to the Wildcat to play the
part of match-maker next Satur-
day afternoon and Introduce these
two personages to each other once
•gain. The Blue and White has
done it before, and there is no
veason in the world why such a
tiii«g can't happen again.

* *

The elMevLag i*t. ute ganae
Satwday was exoeUent. The
•tudent body was there every
nlaute and the boys in the
taiids^ gave Ute players att

the eneouragement they
•euld. We would like to hea»
the same kind of cheering
next Saturday afternoon up in

Korth Phlladelphla» and we
know that we will get it.

So, let's go. Get behind tiie

team and BEAT TEMPLE.

^r'

:^

-:?,'•

Acofwdiag to tiic

Xaw of Averageu '^

DAME FORTUNE, for some
reason or other, seems to
have taken a decided dislike

to our lightweight and junior var-
sity football teams. As yet, the
150-pound team has been either
tied or defeated in every game it

has played since its inauguration
last fall. The Jayvees won a few
games last year, but to date they
have not hit their stride In the
present campaign. However, the
main purpose of these two teams
to not to win games, but to give
the students an opportunity to
take part in active athletic com-
petition. Yet, the boys like to
aome through once in a while.
Which is only natural.
Each team has one more chance

to taste sweet victory. This after-
noon the lightweights will meet
the representatives of Manhattan
College at the stadium, and on
Friday at the stadium the junior
varsity will play the Lafayette
Jayvees. We're with you, menr,
and wa would like very much to
ee you both come out on the long
aad ot the scores.

• ^
•.,•
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THE young man is saying the

reason he smokes Chesterfields

is because they satisfy.

The young lady agrees with him

She says:"They click with me, too.

I'm not what you'd call a heavy

smoker. But even I can tell that

they're milder. Besides, I always

have a kind of feeling that Chesl'-

erfields taste better."

She's right. Chesterfields are

just as pure and wholesome as

Nature and Science can make them.

And we have upwards of 90 mil-

lions of dollars invested to ensure

their mildness and better taste.

.«*i

/ii

THE CIGARETTE THAT'S MILDER • • • THE CIGARETTE THAT TASTES BETTER

THEY'RE CLICKING

WITH MILLIONS

!

r

Shades of Niglkt

VaWngFast

EACH day is getting shorter
and shorter. The leaves on
the trees have been painted

^larious hues by the artistic hand
of Jack Frost and many of them
have been carried to earth by the
ohill winds which are beginning
to swirl down from the north. Au-
tumn is on the wane and it won't
JM long before all outdoor sport-

ig activities will cease and be
urried Indoors.
In addition to the usual varsity

•ad freshman basketball teams,
there will be a new team estah-
Ushed which will be known as the
Villanova Junior Varsity. There
also win be inaugurated this year
an inter-dorm basketball league.
This is supposed to take the place
of the inter-frat basketball league
of former years.
This is all very well and we are

heartily in favor of such action,
hut why not have an inter-dorm
aa well as an inter-frat, and
thus give to a greater number of
students an opportimity to play
basketball in their new gymna-
sium?,

VILL
TRACK BOWLING

SPOR;TS
G<>LF

''»''

Tuesday, November 15, 1932
<,J--r. '

'

.^t:::f
'

' '^ ''^M '
FOOTBALL

3t:a

y^^g JJltii
^age Five

PASSING ATTACK SINKS CATS
I > M

The "Owr Players With Whom the Wildcats Clt^sh on ^(aturday
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Wildcat Yearlings Defeat St. John^s Prep
1
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Kittens Blank St John's

To End Successful Season

Jacobsmen Defeat Danvers Prepsters for

Second Time in Armistice Day Grid

Battle by 12 to Score
<'.V.'.'

Special to the VILLANOVAN i- i

LAWRENCE, Mass., Nov. 11—Defying' all opposition,

Villanova's yearling football warriors came back after «,

stalemated first half to blank a strong St. John's Prep eleven

by the tally of 12 to 0. '\:--:-'-.r^::\:^:.:'iv'y'-tSt:i'.''-'-^''''^^

;
. Kotys, Villanova left halfback, was the firat to i^^

Lkte in the third period he cut through the St. John's line

on a fake pass and in a beautiful exhibition of broken field

running, ran through the St. John's team 40 yards for a

touchdown. -^ /
*^ ^-"~

—

^
In the fourth period, Higgins,

"Wildcat quarter, kicked outside on

the home team's 5-yard line. After

three plays, Mulray, St. John's right

halfback, attempted to kick out,

but Captain Michaels and Lawlor

broke through and blocked the

punt, Korchinski curling around the

ball for Villanova behind the goal

line for the second and last touch-

down of the game.

The final score does not Indicate

In any way the superiority of the
Yearlings. They made 14 first downs
|o St. John's three and completely
IDutplayed the hometownera in every
Idepartment of the game. "Oats"
IjD'Dorisio and Higgins proved to be

Continued on Page Heven

MEETING HELD BY

Small Attendance

Work of Ten

Enthusiasts

Hinders

Pin

TO BEJNMRATED

New Loop to Replace Old

Inter-Frat Basketball

League

TEAMS TO BE UNIFORMED

PRICE TO BE RAISED

The Students' Bowling League,
which the Rev. Edward B. McKee,
O. S. A., has organized in order to

arouse interest in the use of the
gym, held its first meeting on last

Friday to discuss plans for the or-

jBfanization of the league.

Due to a lack of attendance the
actual organizing had to be deferred
until the next meeting of the mem-
bers, which is to be held on Friday,
the 18th.

However, a few points were dis-

, cussed and will be made ofilcial at

[the next meeting, providing they

I
meet with the approval of the ma-
jority of those present.

It was suggested that the price

.i»f three games be raised to 30

litents instead of the original price

of 25 cents, the additional charge
to be used as prize money.
An official scorer will be appoint-

ed and it will be necessary to book
the pin boys in advance. Also, in-

stead of having a formal organiza-

tion, the officers will be limited to

one man, who will have complete
charge of the league and all activi

ties.

Arrangements are being made to

have the alleys open on Friday
night and Saturday and Sunday aft-

ernoons, in addition to the present
bours.
Anyone who is desirous of join-

ing the league should see one of

the following men who are in

charge of the various sections:

Burke, A u 3 1 i n ; Haas, Alumni

;

Tearle, Fedigan; McGonigle, Good
Counsel; Theriault, Mendel; Keat-
ing, all Day-hops. • •*>

Meet your friends at

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery

(Next to Seville Theatre)

Delicious Refreshments
Taaty Sandwiches

Lunches - Dinners - Platters

Expertly Cooked
BeMonably Priced

Free Danclnf •

Under the supervision of Rev. Ed-

ward B. McKee, O. S. A., an inter-

dorm basketball league is being

formed to take the place of the old

fraternity league. The purpose of

the new league is to make it possi-

ble for all students, both resident

and day-hops, who desire to play, to

do so. While in previous years only

members of the different fraterni-

ties were eligible to play, and since

the policy of the authorities is that

all students should participate in

some form of athletics, the frat

league has been abolished.

Pr. McKee, witlv the aid of the

prefects of the various dorms, ia at

present working to arrange a sched-
ule, and it is their hope that the
league will get underway right after
the holidays. It is to consist of six
teams, one from each dorm, and a
day-hop aggregation. Each team
will be outfitted in uniforms, with a
different color to represent each
hall.

At present it is planned to use the
old gym for practice, while the
court in the new gym will be used
for games.

All students interested in play are
asked to give their names to their
respective prefects.

Sets Campus Record

Ledger.

A Little Poetry
Ab read in the Sunday

(Poet's Corner.)
"Said Stuhldreher scratching his

thatch
Those Owl forward passes we'll

catch
If they tear any rents
In our backfleld defense.

I'll immediately mend it with
Patszch."

STEVE SZUMACHOWSKI

INTERSCHOLASTIC MEET

Schenectady High School Runner
Breaks Record for Campus Course

Runners from two Schenectady
(N. Y.) high schools, M(?unt Pleas-
ant and Nott Terrace, featured in

the annual Villanova interscholastic

cross-country run, held last Friday
afternoon over the two and one-
quarter-mile campus course.

Steve Szumachowski, of Mount
Pleasant High, took first place, tra-

yerslng the distance in 12 minutes
flat, to break the previous course
record of 12.33, held by Lafayette
Powell, of Central High, Philadel-

phia. This was his fourth straight
victory in interscholastic competi-
tion, as well as his fourth record-
breaking performance of the year.
Szumachowski won the New York
school championship at the meet
held in Van Cortlandt Park, New
York City, November 5.

Nott Terrace succeeded Central
High as the team champion, scor-

ing 34 points. Mount Pleasant
placed second with 53, followed by
Passaic (N. J.) with 88. ;

: v
The harriers finished in the fol-

lowing order:
Steve Szumachowski, Mount

Pleasant, Schenectady. Time, 12.00.

Frank Esposito, Vl^estfleld, N, J.

Time, 12.10. • * ;.• \;

Earl Fuller, Nott Terrace, Schen-
ectady. Time, 12,11.

E. Neilley, Passaic, N. J. Time,
12.12.

An Issue for VUlanovans

Regal Shoes
This First Preferred Shoe Is Listed Wherever Shoes Are Worn

CAPITAL
(It Certainly Is)

PREFERRED — BY ALL
PAR — EXCELLENCE

We summarize from comments of Regal Shoe wearers as follows:

BUSINESS—To Please College Boys
ASSETS—Choicest Leathers Styled the Re^al Way
An exclusive method not employed by any other manufacturer
EARNINGS—The gratitude of every man who wears

them
DIVIDENDS—Paid in ease with every step
GOOD WILL—Of All College Men for Years

WE RECOMMEND THIS FIRST PREFERRED
SHOE FOR INVESTMENT

PRICE $5.55 a Fair-^Yielding
100% Satisfaction

Charles F* McGee, 1 1 Austin Hall

GET THE REGAL HABIT

LICniGHTS LOSE

TO LAFAYETTE TEAM

Reitzmen Handed Fourth De-

feat of Season by Easton

Leopards

SCORE ON LONG DRIVES

Special to the VILLANOVAN
EASTON, Pa., Nov. 11—Two long

marches resulting in touchdowns
were responsible for the 14-0 defeat
of the Villanova 150-pound team by
the Lafayette lightweights here to-
day. The game was cleanly fought
throughou,t, only one penalty being
imposed on . the Wildcats, an off-

side. ...
Brilliant turis'by Paterson, Leop-

ard halfback, were responsible for
both scores. In the second period,
the former Peekskill Academy star
ran 24 yards for a score. Slack's
placement kick for the extra point
was good. Paterson also made the
tally In the third quarter. He car-
ried the ball on a 17-yard run to
the 2-yard line. Three successive
tries at the line failed, but on the
last down Paterson again crossed
the line. He made the extra point
also.

The remainder of the game was a
see-saw affair all the way, with the
ball changing hands many times in
midfleld.

The line-up:

Lafayette
Clynes L, E.
Markarian .... L. T.

L. G.

R. G.
R. T.

Lessig R. E Perugino
Slack Q. B. ..,..,. . . O'Neil
Callender L. H. , .V Clark
Paterson R. H Stieber
Massic F. B Dwyer
Touchdowns—Paterson 2. Points

after touchdown—Slack, Paterson.
Substitutions — La^yette: Holmes,
Anderson, Kressey, M.cBride, Weisel,
Chore; Villanova: Annunziata, Win-
terberger, Rocco, Donegan, House-
man, Petinga, Griffin, Schuyler, Mc-
Laughlin, Marechal, Kraft, Rich-
mond, Santaniello, Patone, Samar,
Fitzpatrlck. Referee—Richard. Um-
pire—Meizsell. Head linesman—Hill.
Time of periods—12 minutes.

Corlett
Gorman ...

Heath
Smith •••••••#

YilUutova
Scerca

I .... . Harter
.... Hughes

Martin
, Hines
. Cavanaugh

CAT-OWL SERIES

IMS—Villanova, 0; Temirfe, 0.

1929—Villanova, 15; Temple, 0.

1930—Villanova, 8; Temple, 7.

1931—Villanova, 7; Temple, 18.

JAYVEEBASKETBALL

TO BE ESTABUSiD

Team Open to Upperclassmen

Sufficiently Interested in

Net Game

SCHEDULE NOT COMPLETE

Bowling News
Schedule for the Week of Nov. 14
Tuesday—Fedigan Hall vs. Day-

hops, at 2.45 P. M.
Thursday—Austin v». Alumni, at

2.45 P. M.
• • •

Any player desiring to participate
in any one of the matches will
please report to Arthur Shyne at
the gym two days in advance.

* • •

There are new depression prices
at the bowling alleys. The price has
been reduced from 15c a game to
10c. The price for the league games
will remain the same, that is, three
ganies for 25c.

According to an announcement

made recently by varsity basketball

manager Bill Conway; there will be

established this year a junior var-

sity basketball team.

This team is open to all upper

classmen who are interested in play-

ing basketball and who are not suf-

flciently gifted to be able to play on

the varsity.

This is an excellent opportunity

for all those who are interested in

the v.'inter sport. They have been
asked to report for practice this

afternoon and every other afternoon
in the gymnasium at 2 o'clock.

At present writing no coach has
been appointed for this new team,
but this matter, it is expected, will

be taken care of in the very near
future.
A schedule has not as yet been

completed, but among those on the
list is the University of Pennsyl-
vania junior varsity. This game
will be played early in January at
the Palestrs^ as a preliminary to
the Penn-Penn State game.

It^is hoped and expected that the
student body will avail themselves
of this added opportunity which is

offered them for participation in
extra-curricular activities of an ath-
letic and body-building type.
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Have You

I
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I
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Villanova
Barber

I
Shop? I

1 First Class Barbers |

f First Class Service |

I and Depression Prices f
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Ride the Short Line

Home at Thanksgiving

Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23
in Front of Dining Hall

New York $1.75 one way

Boston $4.50 "
"^

For Further Information See

W. O. THERIAULT
in Pie Shop or 48 Mendd lUU

JUNIOR VARSITY

1 OVERWILMEDBY

QUAKER JAYVEES

Coach Hurlburt's Proteges

Are Dovyned by Penn by

24-0 Score

1

WEAK PUNTING IS COSTLY

In a hard-fought game, featured
by poor kicking on the part of the
Villanova Junior Varsity, the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Jayvees
Bhowed a strong ofTensive, which,
coupled with the breaks In punting,
gave them the long end of a 24-0
score.

The game opened with Allen, of
Penn, kicking off to Wotjkun. Both
teams played airtight ball during
the first quarter, and when the
period ended, the ball was in Penn's
possession on Villanova's 45-yard
line.

Starting the second quarter, Ferd-
inand punted to Ceravolo, who ad-
vanced the ball to his 25-yard line.
After two plays, Lucey's punt was
blocked, and Penn recovered on
Villanova's 6-yard stripe. Swain
and Ferdinand carried the pigskin
for two yards apiece, through the
line, and Pita took the ball through
center for the first tally. Baker's
try for the extra point was blocked.
Penn kicked off, with Lucey re-

ceiving. He was downed on his
own 30. A pass was incomplete, and
Lucey kicked to Baker, who re-
turned the ball to Villanova's 10-
yard marker. On the next play.
Ferdinand swept around right end
for the second score. Baker missed
the attempt for the extra point
Allen kicked off to Ceravolo, who

returned the ball to his 25. Eight
yards were lost on a recovered fum-
ble, and Lehrfeld failed to gain ontwo plunges. McAteer punted to
Pita, who returned the ball 45 yardsdown the sidelines for a touchdown.
Ceravolo blocked the pass for extra
point.

The third period developed Into apunting duel In which neither team
tallied. As the fourth quarter
opened, Penn had the ball on the
Villanova 43. Ferdinand punted
after three tries failed to gain. MIc-
koseff made a first down, and gained
five yards on the next two plays.A 15 yard penalty forced Lucey to
kick. Pearlsteln, Pita and Baker
alternated in pushing the ball to

the Villanova, 6, and Ferdinand
scored around right end.

Villanova J. V. Penn S. V.
Macek L. E Rudolph
Hoey L. T Beers
Casper L. G Allen
Kelleher C Witham
Conlan R. Q Kennedy
Miller R. T Tanseer
Ocelus R. E Holland
Ceravolo Q. B Baker
Lucey R. H. ... Ferdinand
Wotjkun L H Pita
Novelline F. B. . . . Pearlsteln
Score by quarters:
Penn 18 6—24
Villanova 0—0

Substitutions— Villanova : Lough-
lin for Macek, O'Connell for Cas-
per, Guglno for Hoey, Cocheo for

Conlan, Hughes for Kelleher, Mc-
Carthy for Miller, O'Connor for
Ocelus, Vloletti for Ceravolo, Pauci-
ello for Lucey, Lehrfeld for Novel-
line, Gagliardi for Wotjkun, Neylon
for Cocheo, D'Elia for McCarthy,
McAteer for Gagliardi, Craig for
Pauciello, Mickoseff for Lehrfeld;
Penn: Aires for Holland, Genter for

Rudolph, Collins for Beers, Rich-
ards for Witham, Powludo for Ken-
nedy, Shelanski for Powludo, Suf-
fredini for Baker, Lovwrella for
Ferdinand, Weber for Pita, Swain
for Pearlsteln, Shulz for Lovwrella.
Referee—A. P. Shalet. Umpire—R.
HilL Head linesman—J. Winters.

Spoils of War

Winning Leader Shares
Footballs With Mates

One of the customs grown up
with football Is that the ball used in

a game be given, at the end of the
contest, to the captain of the win-
ning team.
At Villanova it is customary for

the captain to share these trophies
with the graduating members of th«
team, the game from which each
man is to get his trophy being
chosen by lot.

This year Joe York picked the
Urslnus game; Clem Tartar the
Loyola gane; Al Trosky the Gettys-
burg game; Ed Donohue the Seton
Hall game; Captain Dick HIckey
the Boston College game, and Marty
Gezzer the Detroit game.
Jim Milne, who picked the Buck-

nell game to get his trophy, was
fortunate in having it autographed
by the former heavyweight boxing
champion. Jack Dempsey, in addi-
tion, as is customary, to the auto-
graphs of the other players and
whoever of note the lucky player
cared to ask.
Bob Rosen, who picked the South

Carolina game, will have another
chance at the Temple game, as this
year there are only eight seniors on
the squad, while a nine-game sched-
ule is being played.

At the Bowling Alleys
On Tuesday afternoon the Fedi-

gan Hall bowling team defeated the
Alumni squad by the count of 2games to 1. However, the game is
under protest, due to Ineligible play-
ers being used by Alumni Hall. The
matter is being considered by the
Bowling Committee and, in all prob-
ability, the match will be cancelled.O Hara was the star for the Alumni
aggregation, having an average of
152 pins for three games. Tyrell
rolled both Individual high for the
two teams and average for his
own team, scoring 172 for high and
441 for an average.

,, A
. Alumni

Tartar ....;.; 133
O'Hara 154
Haiss .•.,, 94
Taylor .».. Ill
Larson , , , , 97

Totals 594
Fedigan

Tyrell ng
Harter 145
Goggl 7ft

Geist 87
Clavln 109

111
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Aged Man Relates History of

r ''Belle Air'' Estate to Reporter

By 1SDMOND P. BEILEY
Thare are few persons on the

campus who know the history sur-
rounding the purchase of the
ground on which the college now
stands as well as Frank M. Long-
streth, aged 75, who makes his

home at 55 North Lansdowne ave-
nue, Lansdowne, Pa. Mr. Long-
Istreth, who is a direct descendant
of John Kudolph, Revolutionary
War hero, and owner of the "Belle
Air" estate, granted a special inter-

view to a VILLANOVAN reporter
at his home, last we^k.
According to Mr. LongStreth, who

served as a committeeman from
Delaware County ,to the Democratic
National Convention, in Chicago,
last June, the beautiful estate was
sold at auction, after Mr. Rudolph
died, in 1842, at the age of 84, for

only $18,000, The Augustinian order
thought it to be an ideal location
and bought the tract of land.
Mr. Longstreth is the owner of a

book published on the 50th anniver-
sary of the institution, which gives
an historical sketch of the college
and which was written by the Rev.
Thomas C. Middleton, O. S. A. He
highly prizes the volume, which
also tells of "Belle Air" before it

was purchased by the religious or-

der, among his large collection of
books.

"The estate was named 'Belle Air'

after Mr. Marshall's ancestral
home, in Maryland," said Mr. Long-
streth, "and during the lifetime of

the owner, who was born sometime
after 1760, three wives came to the
estate. Each one lived for a long
time and many children romped
about the spacious farmhouse
which was later converted into a
aonastery." /

Mary Rudolph, daughter of John
Rudolph's first wife, was married
to William Longstreth. Their son,

Cteorge, was the father of the sur-

viving Mr. Longstreth. This was

BUSINESS SCHOOL

* '.•

'\

yew York Sanctions All Degrees

From C. & F. School Here

According to a recent statement
Issued by Rev. Joseph C. Bartley,

O. S. A., dean of the School of Com-
merce and Finance, all of the de-

grees conferred by the business

school are now ofTicially recognized

by the Board of Regents of the

State of New York. Previously, only

the degree in accounting was sanc-

tioned by this body.
The School of Commerce and Fi-

nance has always been recognized

In the State of New York, but it

was not until recently that it was
entered in the office of the Board of

Regents. There also has been a re-

vision of the Interpretation of the

degrees in economics, law and ac-

counting, making it more liberal

than heretofore.
A student receiving the degree in

accounting is eligible for the certi-

fied public accountant's examina-
tion, after the completion of two
y«ars' service in an accountant's of-

fice, instead of five years, as previ-

ously.
The degrees conferred by the

Bchool of Commerce anc Finance
are recognized by universities in all

Hie States, and graduates are eligi-

ble for courses in these universi-

ties.

Dean Humphries Returns

Last .<reek the Engineering
chool welcomed the return of

Dean Carl T. Humphries to his rcg-

ular duties after a prolonged illness.

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

Maurice Chevalier

**LOVB ME TONIGHT*

Tomorrow

Charles Farrell A Joan Bennett
—In—

"WILD GIRL*

Thnrs., FrI. and Sat.

''Grand Hotel
//

Monday and Tuesdajr

£dward G. Robinson
*ln—

•TIGER SHARK"

the manner In which Mr. Long-
streth traced his lineage.

John Rudolph saw active service
in the war against England, while
still a young man, and for his serv-
ices to the Nation he was promoted
to the rank of lieutenant by George
Washington. Shortly after he was
married, Mr. Rudolph moved to the
present site of the school, and built
his farmhouse on College Hill,

which is 466 feet above the tide-
water mark at Market Street wharf,
in Philadelphia.

Mr. Longstreth, who is proud
that he Is the only living descend-
ant of Lieutenant Rudolph, num-
bers among his relations nine great,
great, great, great grandchildren;
four great, great grandchildren, and
one great grandchild.

BUSES FOR TEMPLE GAME

Will Leave From Rear of Dining
Hall at Regular Intervals

An announcement has been is-

sued to the effect that bus trans-
portation for the Villanova-Temple
classic on Saturday to carry root-
ers from Villanova College campus
to the Temple ritadium and return
has been arranged by Rev. Bernard
M. Albers, O. S. A. Greyhound buses
have been chartered for the trip
and are scheduled to leave from in
front of the dining hall starting at
12 o'clock noon and at intervals
thereafter until 12.45.

A bus has been reserved for band
members and is scheduled to leave
the campus at 12 o'clock noon ex-
actly. The members of the band
who live in town may meet the bus
at 62d street and Malvern avenues
at 12.16. It has also been announced
that all tickets for bus transporta-
tion must be purchased before 10
P. M. Friday evening. No tickets
will be sold later than the above

time. All students desirous of pro-
curing these tickets can purchase
them from Walter Lennon in Room
116 Austin Hall any afternoon be-
tween 2 and 4 P. M. After the game
the buses will leave the Temple
stadium for both the college and
Broad Street station.

Alumnus Wins Acclaim
Another Villanova alumnus has

stepped forth into prominence in

the person of J. J. Greeley, '21.

Mr. Greeley's claim to promi-
nence was brought about by his

ability as an author and a political

worker. He has published a number
of books on the development of the

boys' club movement in America.
A native of HoUowell, Me., he is

well known In m. vrayj^e, Ind.,

where he directed the $1,000,000
community center. For two years
he was publicity director for the
Boys' Club of America in the New
York headquarters.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Tour Measur*

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Save Monej
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THE SEA WOLF
•*Noture in the Raw**— as por-

trayed by the noted artist, N. C*

Wyeth . . inspired by the infamout

Captain Kidd's fierce raids on ch«

gold'laden Spanish galleons

(1696), which made him the

scourge of the Spanish Main*
"Nature in the Raw is Seldom
Mild'*'— and raw tobaccos have

no tlace in cinarettes*

•X'XwiyW-Xyx-IC'X'A'JX'^
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No raw tobaccos in Luckies

-that's why they're so mild

TV/E buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

doesnotexplainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette.The fact is,we never

overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by

thewords—*'It's toasted**.

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

*lrs toasted**
That packagt of mild LucM—

Copr.. IMt
ThaAflMclen
VobMMCo.

The VILLANOVAN
Wishes the

Student Body

a Joyful Time

During: Thanksgiving

Holidays
VILL

#»-

VAN
Thanksgiving Dance!

North Jersey Club's

Initial Function

at Orange Mountain

Golf Club

West Orange
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ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS ABOLISHED
'New Policy Announced by College Board of Trustees

NORTH JERSEY 01 COMPLETES PLANS

*

.

liiHIal Thanksgiving Dnnce

Scheduled for Friday In

West Orange

iOVEL PROGRMIVIS OFFFRED

* Definite arrangemencs have iinal-

Ijr been completed for the first an-
nual Thanksgiving Dance of the
North Jersey Club of Villanova, to

be held in the Orange Mountain
Golf Club, Prospect avenue, West
Orange, N. J., on the evening of
Friday, November 25. Dancing, mu-
lo for which will be furnished by
the Melody Lane Orchestra, will

oommence at 9 o'clock and continue
until 2 A. M. The dress will be
•emi-formal with the subp'^r'^tions

*t two-fifty a couple.
Novel and distinctive p^uj^iam-

favors have been prepared and will

be distributed to each couple at the
dance. They are made of a form of
parcament and are des::;ned in

wash colors. The order of dances
in the program has been ananged
tai a very unique fashion. All the >

football teams which Villanova has
met recently on the gridiron are
lleted, and to each is devoted a spe-
^Oial medley which is explaaatory of

"je affiliations of that r"'-*?''Mlar

%K>llege with Villanova.
At present, accomnioduu. I'is are

being arranged for apprc::'r:ately
100 couples. Invitations v/cre ex-
tended to all members of the alumni
from New Jersey and the metropol-
itan district, and a great many fa-

Contlnued on I'- e IHsht !

No VILLANOVAN Next Week

Because of the intervention of
the Thanksgiving holidays in the
scholastic calendar this week-
end, there will be no VILLA-
NOVAN ' distributed to the stu-
dent body next Tuesday. The
next issue will be published on
Tuesday, December 6.

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, 0.

S. A., and Albert Wagner

Are Present

NOTABLE PERSONS SPEAK

•OWL DANCE PKOWi'S

iGHLYwmm
Engineering Fraternity Opens

Social Season With Gala

Event

MUSIC BY VILLANOVANS '^'

With the Owl Hop, held in the

gymnasium last Saturday evening

tmder the auspices of the Phi

Kappa Pi, engineering fraternity,

being adjudged a tremendous suc-

oese by the 120 couples present, Jo-
seph T. Houseman, chairman of the
function, stated that he was very
well pleased with the support ac-
corded the fraternity by the student
body at large. The financial returns
and the added social prestige went
far to give the fraternity a stronger
foundation and a boo«»t <" H'' repu-
tation.

Mr. Houseman, al;>i> ^.^.^^iituii by
•Ix engineering students—John E.
Hickey, John J. Micklos, Edward J.

^cBridc. C. Eric Storms, John A.
Bkotka and Edward J. Schneider

^— in a statement for publication
said: "The co-operation given me
by the committee was all that I
could desire, and I wish personally
to thank the students for their sup-
port of our dance. It was an indi-
cation of both how much our an-
nual dance is appreciated and the
popularity with which all Villanova
dances are received by the stu-
dents."
To each couple at the function

members of the committee pre-
sented novel favors, which were
received with delight and acclaim.
They were made at a big expense,
but the committee considered that
tbe expense was warranted for the

Last Sunday the National Catho-
lic Alumni Federation convened at
Fordham University, New York
City, to discuss alumni organiza-
tions, their clubs, magazines, class
organizations and functions. They
also discussed "Social Justice In the
Present Economic Crisis."
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of Villanova, and Al-
bert C. Wagner, '32, secretary-treas-
urer of the Villanova Alumni Asso-
ciation, attended the conference.
Other former Villanovans who at-

tended were: Cletus A. Seaver, '27,

president of the New York Club of
Villanova; John J. McDevitt, '28,

vice-president of the same organiza-

,

tion; John T. Coan, '19, president of:
the Villanova Alumni Association,

'

and John C. Kelly, '15, one of the'
founders of the New York Catholic

!

Association. !

The conference opened at 11
A. M., with a Solemn High Mass
celebrated in the Fordham Univer-
sity Chapel, the Rt. Rev. John J.
Collins, S. J., presiding. A discus-
sion and symposium was conducted
from 2 to 5 P. M. Edmond B. But-
ler, professor of law at Fordham,
presided. Very Rev. Aloysius J.
Hogan, S. J., president of the uni-
versity, delivered the welcoming ad-
dress.

Guest speakers for the occasion

Contlnaed on Pace Elcht

CHABLES R. RAMS£Y

CLAIMED BY DEATH
e

'

Senior in Commerce and Fi-

nance School Victim of

Heart Disease

PRESIDENT NOTIFIED
TO ENFORCE DECISION
REACHED YESTERDAY

Ruling: Causes Bombshell to Be Dropped
in Ranks of Football Team and

Student Body

LETTER TO FR. CRAWFORD EXPLAINS

Action Instigated by Decision of Commission OM
Institutions of Higher Education at

Conference Last May

The complete text of the memorandum from the Commission on Institutiona of
Higher Education will be found on page 4.

FUNERAL LAST SATURDAY

Charles R. Ramsey, senior in the

School of Commerce and Finance,

died on Thursday morning at the

home of his parents at Nyack, N.
Y., about 25 miles from New York
City, following a lingering illness of
heart trouble which forced his re-

tirement from classes shortly after
the current academic year started.
His funeral was conducted on

Saturday morning and services were
attended by several classmates from
the School of Commerce and Fi-
nance.
Possessed of a pleasant personal-

ity which since his freshman year
endeared him to his ci£Lssmates, Mr.
Ramsey was held in high regard
and was widely known among the
students of Villanova.
Although ailing before school

FOLLOWING in the wake of one of the most successful

football seasons in many years, a bombshell was
dropped on the campus last night in an official statement

given out by the President, Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A.
A recent ruling of the Commission on Higher Education of

the accrediting agency of this section of the country is re*

sponsible for a new and drastic athletic policy.

In order to retain position on the approved list of col-

leges, the practice of granting "Athletic Scholarships" must
be discontinued in September, 1933. This announcement is

contained in a letter to Rev. John H. Crawford, O. S. A., di-

rector of athletics. The letter also implies that other changes
of athletic policy are to be announced later.

Continaed on Pnge Three

2,500 New Additions Bring
Library's Total Up to 33,000

Speaks Highly of Rostand and

"Cyrano de Bergerac" to

Select Audience

IS VERY INTERESTING

GeatUiMd OB Page ClgM

With the addition during recent

weeks of approximately 2500 vol-

umes, pamphlets and prints, the

Villanova College library now has
on its shelves approximately 33,000
pieces of literature available for use
by students.
A few recent acquisitions through

gifts include a collection of nearly
200 volumes containing aids to the
study of £.atln, works on grammar,

, structure and idiom from the earli-

]
est fotms of literature to those of
the Middle Ages. Another gift is

a 36-volume set of the works of St.

Augustine, a French translation
with the original Latin at the foot
of each page.
The engineering section is grow-

ing with recent additions by pur-
chase of a number of volumes on
civil and mechanical engineering,
together with several volumes deal-
ing with railways which embrace
the best works dealing with rout-
ing, track building, maintenance,
terminals, freight and passenger

service, shop work, power produc-
tion and the problems of competi-
tion from truck and bus lines, air-
planes and inland waterways.
Th^ recently published English

standards in biography have just
been added to the shelves together
with more than 200 books of Action
and general light reading.
One gift highly prized is the com-

plete text of "The Book of Armagh"
published in 1913 for the Royal
Irish Academy of Dublin with ap-
pendices, introductory and editorial
notes by John Gwynn. The original

imanuscript is the work of an Iris _

scribe of the early Ninth Century,
and is in Trinity College, Dublin.
It contains the Books of the New
Testament in Latin, a life of St.
Patrick with other biographies and
legends of early Irish history. This
book is the gift of a Gaelic scholar,
now residing in the United States,
whv» has done marvelous work for
the revival of Gaelic by transcrib-
ing and translating the Irish litera-

ture of the 17th and 18th Century.

Last Tuesday evening, Clayton
Hamilton, famous literary critic, au-
thor, dramatist and lecturer, deliv-

ered a most delightful lecture on
drama, before a select and inter-
ested audience in the auditorium of
the Commerce and Finance Build-
ing.

Mr. Hamilton began his brilliant
"conversation," as he afterward
termed it, by describing Rostand's
play, "Cyrano de Bergerac," as be-
ing the "most enchanting heroic
comedy ever written." This play is
staging a return engagement at the
Forrest Theatre, in Philadelphia,
with Walter Hampden, a classmate
of Mr. Hamilton at Columbia Uni-
versity, in the leading role of
Cyrano. Mr. Hampden has pre-
sented this show for the past 10
years, playing it more than 900
times. Mr. Hamilton said that he
has seen it more than 300 times
himself; yet if he had to die tomor-
row, and were granted the privi-
lege of doing anything he wanted
tonight, he would go to see "Cyrano
de Bergerac." "Nobody," stated Mr.
Hamilton, "should be allowed to live
and grow unless, between the ages
of 14 and 21, he would see 'Cyrano
de Bergerac' It teaches us a lot of
things we all would like to know."
Continuing, Mr. Hamilton said,

"In 1728, news was transmitted
around the world that a miracle
had happened—a young poet, Ed-
mond Rostand, had launched into
the theatre the greatest drama of

Continued • Vmf lOghi

November 21st, 1932,

Rev. John H. Crawford, O. S. A., '

Director of Athletics,
Villanova College, Villanova, Pa.
Dear Father Crawford:
At the regular monthly meeting

of the Board of Trustees of the Col-
lege this morning in my office, cog-
nizance was taken of the ruling oa
athletic scholarships by the Com-
mission on Institutions of Higher
Education of the Middle States As-
sociation of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, issued under date of De-
cember 11, 1931; and recently up-
held and reiterated in a memoraiv*
dum issued by the commission utt*

der date of October 5, 193.'?.

Our Board of Trustees went oa
record as follows:

"Whereas, many of our gradu*
ates continue their education la
professional schools of other col-
leges and universities, requiringf
accrediting by the proper stand-
ardizing agencies, and
Whereas, failure to be included

on the approved list of colleges,
might hamper the scholastic rep-
utation of the college with conse-
quent embarrassment to students
already enrolled or about to b«
enrolled, and
Whereas, the Commission on

Institutions of Higher Education
of the Middle States Association of
Colleges, the recognized accredit-
ing agency of this section of the
country, makes mandatory th«
following requirement: "Resolved,
That, beginning with September,
1933, an Institution which grants
or continues such scholarships
('Athletic Scholarships') shall be
held tO be disqualified for inclu-
sion la the approved list of in-
stitutions of higher education of
the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools."
RESOLVED: That the Board of

Trustees of Villanova College,
knowing that "Athletic Scholar-
ships" have not been a detriment
to scholastic standards at Villa*"
nova, and believing that abuses
which may arise can be suflflclent-
ly controlled by the separate col-
leges, and recognizing that no
other course seems open other
than to submit to the ruling eC
the commission, do not, however,

Ceatlnaed m Fag* TkfW
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; THE OWL HOP . ; :

AS HAS been the usual Custom, the

Owl hop proved to be not only the

first but an exemplary function of the

social season. The behavior of the student

body was beyond reproach, not only in

the matter of conduct at the dance itself,

but also in the manner in which they

showed their appreciation for the grant-

ing of late permission by the administra-

tion by close adherence to the rules gov-

erning the granting of such permission.

There were the usual few violations, but

they proved to be the excepltion and not

the general rule. To these few we can but

Bay, "Watch your step in the future." The
efficient engineers deserve a word of praise

for the manner in which the entire dance

was conducted. With very limited means
at their disposal, they subdued the vast-

ness of the gymnasium to secure the ef-

fect of a small, private ballroom. Only a

minimum of supervision was necessary as

the entire student body willingly lent its

co-operation to the success of the dance.

The Hop was more than a mere social suc-

cess; it was also a disciplinary success as

well. Special privileges were granted and

outside of the usual few students who
have only their own selfish interests at

heart, the student body as a whole dem-

onstrated that it can return favor for

favor. As the opening social function, the

Owl Hop served as a feeler to determine

the capabilities of the student body in the

matter of adhering to special privilege

rules. It did and with favorable results.

THE gods of Faite and Fortune
mile when leaat expected

and ofttimes frown in the

same fashion. The past week found

the Blue and White fairly basking

la the sunlight of their much-eought

favor, as the entire troup of grid-

iron teams turned in well-deserved

victories, totaUng a combined tri-

umph of 8W). A blase of glory

closed the 1*32 season and Dick

Hickey and his boys can Bsst con-

tent In the knowledge of having

performed a task nobly and well. A
toast to the moleskin warriors and

a fond tM revoir till next fall.

The comment has often travelled

the length and breadth of our fair

campus anent the sphinx-like qual-

ity of Marty Oeuer's counteKance.

and often the desire has been ex-

pressed to know Just what takes

place behind that mask of indiffer-

ent contentment Varied and di-

verse have been the guesses and
just as varied and diverse have
been their approximation to the

truth. Thus it was that the gleam
of achievement that entered his

eyes and the spring of buoyancy
that marked his step the other aft-

ernoon attracted more than their

usual share of attention. But, my
friends, worry no longer; the secret

is out. Marty has an insatiable de-

sire to be an orchestra leader and
on the day in question received a
letter from the great Stokowski.

Marty, in order to attain the

proper appearance for such a posi-

tion, will buy back his introduction

to the barber.

For the benefit of humanity and
the good of the world at large, will

someone kindly make use of a comb
and catch the author of the "Owl's

Cross-Section"? To think that some
States have a law against Japan-
ese beetles and then to meet Mar-
tin roaming around unmolested is

to realize the height of injustice!

The strangest sight we have had
the privilege of witnessing in a long

while, that is, since we saw Jim
Liucey studying, was Dick Hickey,

cigar in moutu, attempting to aon
Kay O'Neill's mackinaw.

Thanksgiving moining the East-

ern participant of the itoae iSovvl

game is to De chosen wlien the un-

aeieated teams of Colgate and

Brown tangle in the game of tne

year. This is merely another foot-

ball game to us at Villanova, but if

prospects are any criterion of the

tutuie, next season will find the

Wildcats lighting for that honor,

and how they will fight!

AM ARTICLE in this week's

"St. Bonaventurs" of St.

Bonaventure College, brought

back memories of those exciting

days when frosh were frosh and the

vigilance committee ruled them
with an Iron hand. At Bt Bonaven-

ture they wera gathered In a group

attired in pajamas and showered

with very aged eggs and other mis-

sies.

Two "Schaossto Durantes" of the

class were given a chance to reduce

their beaks to a normal slss ^
pushing peanuts along the sidewalk.

The only mlsUke the sophs made

was that after the formalities were

over they aUowed the freshmen to

find their way home the best way
possible. In the days of long ago at

Villanova the freshmen were of-

fered transporUUon by the kind

committee after having been taken

for rides to Valley Forge, Philadel-

phia's river front and the wilds of

Chestnut HUl, where they were

dropped, without money, with few

clothes, and with a depressed point

of view concerning college life.

But, strange to say, everybody

seemed to have lived through It,

and. looking back at it, some think

that it was the best thing ever to

happen to them.

At Urslnus College old "Joe Stat-

istician" went "snoopee" and found

out a lot of facts concerning the

freshman class. The average male

frosh is 5 feet 9 inches in height

and weighs 150 pounds, while the

ladies average 5 feet 6 inches and

push the scales up to 127. The tall-

est male is 6 feet 3 inches, while

the co-ed giantess is 5 feet 10

inches. The heaviest man weighs

190 pounds, while the heaviest girl

moves the pointer to 180. The pigmy

male is 5 feet 2 inches, while the

smallest girl is 5 feet. Among the

men there are 32 with blue eyes. 18

with brown eyes and there are 16

pairs of gray. There are 16 blue-

eyed maids, but the brown eyes top

the list with 24. There are but 10

gray-eyed Dianas. Five males and

two females have green eyes.

There are no herplcide victims in

the class; in fact, there is but one

in the whole school, and he is a

soph.
Now there Is a chance for our

own bald-headed row of Joe De-

laney, Bill Orcutt, John McCullen

and John O'Connor to invite this

lonesome sufferer to become a full-

fledged member of their Shiny Top
Club.

AMONG the early Greeks and Romans,

if your knowledge of Ancient His-

tory has stood by you, you will recall that

music in education played an importanl

part Many of the classical authors havt

written o£ its value in their works. Quinp

tilian, the noted Latin educator, for «*•

ample, writes, "No training can be re-

garded as complete, if it stops short of

music." This advice was carried out ka

Europe down to the present day. TVe

European has a love for music that is de-

veloped in his childhood and is expanded

upon throughout his whole life.

In America, where the struggle for

economic efficiency is great, music bee

been neglected. By this is not meant our

national music, as, for instance, our folk

songs, and perhaps our jazs, but the great

music of the world, such as the composi-

tions of Bach, Beethoven and Wagner. Up
until a few years ago music was consid-

ered the pastime of the wealthy and leisure

classes, having no part in the ordinary

man's life. Fortunately, this idea is fast

being dissipated. The radio has brought

good music into thousands of homes and

is leaving m those homes an appreciation

for the classics. Reduced admission prices

to concerts and operas has also been ft

factor in making music loved.

We students living so near to Philadel-

phia, have an untold amount of opportu-

nities for enjoying classical music. Three

times a week the Philadelphia Orchestra,

the finest in the world, plays. Once a

week the Metropolitan Opera Company ie

heard in Philadelphia, bringing the most

outstanding singers with them. In addi-

tion to this, operettas are frequently per-

formed, and recitals by artists of the first

order are heard throughout the winter.

Surely, with all these opportunities at

hand, we should not neglect to use them.

A glorious victory on Saturday

was snadowed by an unfortunate

accident on Liancaster pike during

the march from Bryn Mawr. This

is the one cloud that appeared on

the horizon of a perfect day for Vil-

lanova. We trust that those who
sustained injuries, will quickly re-

cover and be ready to cheer the

defeat of Temple in the basketball

court. • .; ; .,.:

OUR REGRET

AN UNASSUMING, obliging compan-

ion and an able student will be

missed by the senior class with the death

last Thursday of Charles Ramsey, mem-

ber of the School of Commerce and Fi-

nance, and whose funeral was conducted

from his parents' home at Nya,ck, N. Y.,

on Saturday.

Early in his scholastic career at Villa-

nova, while his freshman dajrs were still

few, "Charley," as he was more familiarly

known about the campus, endeared him-

eelf to his classmates by his willingness to

co-operate in class movements auned at

the general welfare and by his general

friendliness. This same attitude remained

throughout his tenure at Villanova and

won for him a wide circle <rf sincere

friends.

As he was an only child, his loss will

be most severely felt by his parents. To

his fellow students his death was a shock

that wUl not quickly pass away. Memories

of his genUemanliness will be treasured

forever by the many who knew hhn as

"Bet-a-Buck" O'Shea, the Austin

Slide Ruler, will hereafter hold his

tongue when tempted to wager the

well-known mazuma on any partic-

ular occasion. A few nights ago he

made the serious mistake of betting

"What A" Manion, Tom Mix's coun-

terpart behind the ears, the sum of

one semollan that he wouldn't pa-

rade from Austin to Mendel, clad

in a suit of B. V. D.'s, a pair of

shoes, and a smile. This was Indeed

a sad error, as Mr. O'Shea scon

realized, for without much ado, the

great Western Wind started for the

hall in question and his attire was
as described above. The brisk No-
vember winds blew and howled, but

they bothered not the walker, for a

dollar was at stake. Fortunately no

one was met and the journey was
completed.

A new idea in American educa-

tion is being tried out at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. After testing it

for a year it has more than satis-

fled the courageous educators who
pushed the plan through despite the

frowns and general disapproval of

the conservative members of the

faculty.

It is based on the Oxford system;

that is, a student is given freedom
in regard to "cuts." He is given a
program at the beginning of the

year containing a list of the work
he should accomplish with a bibli-

ography, but he need not attend

classes at aU. He will not receive

any dAnerits no matter how often

he absents himself from class. The
educators are to let the students

have perfect freedom in the manner
in which he gains knowledge. At

the end of the first two years the

students are given a comprehensive
examination by a board of exam-

iners. The student has the privilege

of taking a quiz at any time during

the two years, thus allowing him

the opportunity of getting a degree

in less tha,n four years.

The unlimited cutting system was

not abused and, to quote one of the

students. "We have been given such

learned and interesting lecturers

that we don't take any cuts because

we realize that we would be miss-

ing something worthwhile."

Strange to relate, 11 of the group

never attended class at all and yet

they were successful in their exam-
inations.

Danny Mazsola, famous senior,

received one ten-cent piece in a

letter from a fair damsel. What
for, we would like to know!

IS IT TRUE—
That D'Angelo pracUces with

microphone?

That Bob Craig enjoys the noodle

soup concocted by t^ chef?

That F«ank Martin is going to

snter the "Drive-It-Yourself " busi-

ness upon graduation?

That Bin Clark is jealous of

Schrieber's moustache and is mad
because he can't grow one like it?

That Jimmy Murphy has been

using Eau de Cologne in profuse

•mounts lately?

La Salle College students have Just

finished answering a questionnaire to

determine the qualities they deemed
necessary in a girl In order to meas-

ure up to their ideals of a good

wife.
They ranked virtue first, while

health and loyalty were close sec-

onds. Character and learning came
fourth and fifth, respectively. Love

of home was pushed down into

ninth place, while beauty rated sev-

enth. Wealth was in 10th place (be-

lieve it or not), while personality

was sixth and companionship

eighth.

DID YOU KNOW THAT—
A co-ed at Urslnus thought that a

three-letter man was one who had

a triple-threat correspondent?

The clrculaUon staff at Temple

ara nicknamed "heelers"!

THOSE of you who are Belloc enthusi-

asts will be pleased to learn that a

new novel by this author has been re-

ceived by the library. Its titie, for no

good reason at all, is **The Postmaster

General."

The story is laid in E3ngland, in the

year 1960, during the second Administrar-

tion of Mrs. Boulger. The world is patient-

ly awaiting the appearance of Govenv-

ment controlled television when the book

opens. There are two rival companies,

both hoping to win the contract, which is

to be awarded by the Postmaster Genr

eral. The intrigue which follows as a

suit, and its outcome, comprises the

of the book.

Obviously, Mr. Belloc has attempted to

write a satire, but whether or not he has

succeeded is a purely relative matter. Tine

humor of the book, to us Americans, wiH

probably seem broad if not feeble,

more feeble than the satire. There

two spots in the book where Mr.

falls into a serious tone. One is where ka

describes the love of Jack Wiffiams, M. F
for his wife. The other tells of the

"

hood of the Jewish millionaire,

Lawson. Both are beautifully drawn,

in this reviewer's opinion, are the

sincere Belloc lines he has ever read.

A word about the illustrations;

are by G. K. Chesterton. Needless to

he is more adroit with his pen than

his brushes. But they are amusing,

make up for some of the rather dull

of the book.

Mr. Belloc's literary output each

is enormous, and most of his books

some artistic merit. His histories may ba

personal opinion in the main, and his

says may be stupid, but he does not
-

trash. «

Dr. Roxby Tells of Grind
Med Studen ts Undergo

States Personality as

Keynote to a Life

of Success

PROP. AT TEMPLE

'Medical Education In Perspec-
tive," was the subject of an address
delivered at the weekly seminar of
the School of Science last Thursday
in the Mendel Hall amphitheatre.
Dr. John B. Roxby, professor of
anatomy at the medical school of
Temple University, was tbe speaker.

Dr. Roxby is a familiar figure at

•villanova, having spoken last year
to the science students. He is a
very interesting speaker and al-

ways has a message of Interest to

his auditors.

"I can say with truth, that an
opportunity to speak to young men
Is ever a pleasure to me," he said.

**I fully believe that we who are
older and have been longer accus-
tomed to the ways of life, should
devote our time to making our ob-
aervations known, so that the
thinking young person may have
the benefit of the larger experiences
that we have to offer.

"Young men, you have a great
privilege accorded you in sitting

under a faculty that has done so
much for education in science. Tou
are to be congratulated in having
picked this scho(4 for your Alma
Ifater, and I would that you do
•eryihlng in your power, nofw, and
In the days^to come to measure up
to the standard* that have been set

up by the faculty here assembled. . .

Kven more important. It Is the time
of association with these scholarly
men, whom you must come to rea-

lise are surrounding your Dean in

am effort to Impart that degree of
knowledge, which in their judg-
ment, it is necessary that you
possess ere you go out in the world
of accomplishment.

"Yes, it Is the Ume that you are
ta contact with these teachers as
chosen ones, whose philosophy of
life has made them the dynamic
force for direcUng you into a path-
-way where molded character shall

have so cast your spirit, that an in-

domitable courage shall be your
porUon. I therefore beg of you, that
you do not pass this by lightly, this,

•o great an opportunity.
"I would that you should seek

to catch the inspiration that come
to these men of your faculty as
they envisioned their life work.
They were and are self-sacrificing.

They were and are altogether al-

trusUc, else why do they go on?
Seek to catch the spirit that euk-

anates from thena, and I can tesUfy
that your own ltf« ^"l be success-
*»». .•'•-:./

"A little while Ho^ I u.w^Auoned
the necessity of character building.
Will it bore you if I again call

attention to the development of
ragged uprightness?

"I believe that I am uttering a
truism of long observation, when I
ay with emphasis, mix together
iwholarship of above average pro-
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DB. JOHN

portions and character above re-

proach and the answer is—person-

ality.

"To be in the world and of the

world without personality is but to

drone along the pathway of medioc-
rity. In any profession or business,

personality is the most convincing
important attribute that one may
possess, the Alpha and Omega. It

is the 'sine qua non' by which you
are gauged.
"In medical school lecture and

laboratories students begin their

work at 9 ih the morning. Clinics

begin as early as & I know that
you are used to 'earlles' on Villa-

nova's campus, but this is the story
of every day in medical school. One
hour is allotted for lunch and the
classes remain each of the five days
until 5 or 6 in the evening and on
Satiu-days from 9 'till 1. In fact, in

the senior year, there is no set
time for ceasing hospital work.
"As an example of the grind In

one subject alone, and becaiise I am
so directly related by my teaching
position, we will take human anat-
omy. There are 430 names of
muscles, 292 names of arteries, 66
names of veins^ 188 names of lymph

214 names ofgland "groups, and
nerves.
'There Is a detailed study of each

tissue microscopically, positive idea-

tiflcatlon of each is absolutely nec-

essary that you may recognize the

variation from the normal, which
in turn is interpreted as disease,

thus opening the immense realm of

pathology.
"I have, in passing, merely called

attention to certain fundamental
considerations. I give you these ob-

servations for what they may be

worth to you."
He concluded saying: "The pro-

fession of which I am so justifiably

proud has a welcome for you. Come
into it if the call is sure within you.

Come to its tasks understandingly.

Come to its ranks with an ethical

spirit. Come to us with a love for

your fellow human. Come with

a heart set in mercy. Come with a
clear brain and steady hands. Come,
if you can say, 'I will treat each of

God's creatures as I would my
father, my mother, or my brother

and sister.' If there ever was a
time for sterling merit, it is now."

SENIOR THESES

Seniors Consider Subjects for Grad-

uation Requiroment

Rev. Bugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.,

director of studies and dean of the

School of Arts, announced that in-

structions have, been issued to the

professors in the various schools to

present quarterly examination

grades to the deans of the respec-

tive schools by November 26.

Unless students are excused by

the professor in a particular sub-

ject in which they fail to take an

examinaUon, they will be considered

to have been deficient in that sub-

ject for the first qtiarter.

Seniors in all departments of the

college, with the exceptloif of those

in the School of Commerce and Pi-

nance, will be required to present

the topics chosen for graduation

theses by January 29, 1933. This,

Father Mauch believes, will be the

approximate date of the end of the

first semester. Students in the

School of Commerce, however, have

only until tomorrow to present their

theses topics to Rev. Joseph C.

Hartley, O. S. A., dean of the busi-

ness school.
Report cards for the first quarter

will be mailed to the parents of the

students about November 30.
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started in September, Mr. Ramsey

attended several classes, anxious to

complete his course this year and

graduate with the students with

whom he had associated for three

years. A relapse forced him to re-

tire from classes, however, and for

a time there was slight improve-

ment in his condition, but early

this week his condition took an

unexpected turn for the worse and

death followed.

A large number of students at-

tended the Requiem Mass celebrat-

ed in the college chapel on Friday

morning at 7 o'clock for the de-

ceased.

Board of Trustees
Set on Drastic Move

members of the Athletic Depart
ment. ,,'_

further ehangei tn our athletlp

policy, In reference to coaehini^

limitation of territory for Intercol-

legiate contests, number of fame**
etc., wUl be subject matter for s
later annoimcement.
For your further information, I

am enclosing a copy of the full

memorandum from the Commission
on Institutions of Hither Education
sent out to the presidents of tho
various coUeges under date of Oo>
tober 5. 1932.

REV. E. V. STANFORD, O. 8. A.#

EVS:MD President.

Continued From Fage One

wish to go on record as approv-
ing the decision of the Commis-
sion on Institutions of Higher Ed-
ucation. Therefore, it was further
RESOLVED: That for the rea-

sons ilready stated, the practice
at Villanova College of awarding
"Athletic Scholarships" be discon-
tinued %with the closing of the
present scholastic year, and be It

further
RESOLVED: That the presi-

dent of Villanova College be au-
thorized to prom^ilgate this rul-

ing and give it such publicity as
he deems fit.

In> accordance with these resolu-
tions, yott wiU please see that this

new ruling Is made known to all the

HAT I

student Council Meeting

There will be an important meet-

ing of the Student Council In tho

amphitheatre this evening at 7
o'clock. All members of the council
are urged to be present.

FREE
with Every Purchase at

5 CRAWFORD'S
Featuring the Most Complete

Selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at $16.75
ONE PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Garments to
Choose From

Every Conceivable Color
and Fabric

1225 MARKET ST.
Open Evenings

/'ora

nememt?er*k / t..

I
VI/HY not keep a regular telephone date witii

\ (f home? There's no greater thrill than m

weekly chat for your Mother and Dad (and for you) 1.

All week they'll talk over your latest doings (and

you'll he relishing the family news) ! AU week they'll

look forward to the next "voice visit" (and so will

you, as keenly as they) I

Tonight at half past eight, call and suggest the plan*

After 8:30 P. M. the low Night Rates go into cflFecl

on Station to Station calls. By making a "date," youif

folks will be at home each week when you call. Thutf

you can always make a Station to Station call rather

than a more expensive Person to Person call. Charges^

of course, can be reversed.

Bryn Mawr to~»
New York City
Waterbury, Conn.
Allentown, Pa. _ .35
Atlantic Gty, N. J. .60

. AllMUir, N. Y 1.20

Stotioa to StatlMi Cal
3-Mlnat« C'onncctloB
Wherever »pplle«blef

VedeiBl tex is iiiBlBiiii,

DarBMe
...% .65

1.00

HlcM

.35

•65

.35
•35

JO

-Lft^6£s£i
y
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TIM eomplete text of the memoran-
dum from the Commission on Instltu-

tlomi of Higher Education Is listed

iMlow.

Subsequent to the conference held

on the 10th of May last between
mennbers of the Commission on In-

Btltutions of Higher Education and
representatives of colleges relative

to the matter of "Athletic Scholar-

ehips." the commission met and
considered carefully the results of

the conference. They had before

them a stenographic report of the

entire discussion. It has seemed to

tile commission that it would be'

only fair to report their conclusions
to the colleges participating and to

other colleges on the approved list

of ^Ha nssocfatlon.

It may oe stated here that the
basis of the commission's interest in

the whole matter is its connection
with the subject matter of Stand-
ard No. 7, which reads as follows:

"In determining the standing of
a college, emphasis should be
placed upon the character of the
curriculum, the efficiency of in-

struction, the standard for regu-
lar degrees, the conservatism in
granting honorary degrees, the
tone of the institution and its suc-
cess in stimulating and preparing
students to do satisfactory work
in recognized graduate, profes-
sional, or research institutions.
The commission has long recog-

nized the fact that over-emphasis
upon athletics and upon athletic
contests in a college tend seriously
to impair efficiency of instruction
and to affect unfavorably the tone
of an institution with consequent
deterioration of its college work and
depreciation of the value of its de-
grees. Such over-emphasis is very
greatly encouraged and stimulated
by financial awards or advantages,
popularly known as "Athletic Schol-
arships," sometimes offered by col-
leges or universities to young men
because of their superior athletic
j?romise or athletic achievements.
An institution which awards such
"scholarships" thereby indorses the
practice of subsidizing athletes and
professionalizing athletics, and indi-
cates to its student body and to the
public that in its view athletic
prowess is at the very least a com-
petitor with academic excellence
and that ability in athletics may
even be preferred to scholarly abil-
ity. Moreover, strong pressure to
admit and to retain those of athletic
ability who may be poor students is
almost inevitable in such a situa-
tion and the morale both of the fac-
ulty and of the student body may be
seriously impaired as a result. It is
the considered judgment of the
commission that an institution
which follows such a practice is in
so far not acting in accordance with
sound educational standards.
The questions and objections

brought forward at the conference
and the commission's conclusions
regarding these may be summarized
as follows:

1. It was suggested that the com-
mission's 'rst resolution expressing
its disapproval of "Athletic Schol-
arships" was commendable but that
the second, which made the grant-
ing of such scholarships a disquali-
fication for inclusion in the ap-
proved list, was not. Objection was
urged on the ground that colleges
should be left entirely free in such
matters; that this type of resolu-
tion establishes a tendency to take
the power and authority of the uni-
versity administrators or the col-

lege administrators out of che hands
of those who are responsible for It.

To these suggestions it may be said,

flrst, that the mere expression of

the commission's disapproval might
easily be disregarded by a college;

and, second, that the same objec-

tion might equally be offered

against all the activities of the com-
mission, and, third, that if freedom
to subsidize athletes seems to any
college to be important for its wel-
fare or for the independence of its

administrators, we have nothing to

say except that it should not ask to

be included in a list of colleges
which do not follow that practice.

2. It was urged by several repre-
sentatives that to discontinue the
award of "Athletic Scholarships"

!

would lead to surreptitious subsidiz-

ing by alumni and other interested
persons and that buch subsidizing

'

was much worse than open subsi-

dizing by the colleges. Several col-

,

leges reported that by means of

open subsidies they had been a\)le

to stamp out surreptitious subsidiz-

ing. The commission fully appre-
ciates the difficulty in which col-

leges have found themselves and the
j

efforts which they have made to

improve conditions, but is unable to

believe that the policy which these
colleges recommend could succeed
for any great length of time. The
temptation to provide a differential

in favor of his favorite institution

will surely be present in the mind
of an alumnus even if that institu-

tion itself grants subsidies, espe-

cially if its competitors grant them
in equal numbers. Moreover, by
granting "Athletic Scholarships" the
institution officially approves the
policy of subsidizing athletes and
would presumably find it difficult to

make convincing the notion that

what was right for the college was
wrong for the enthusiastic alumnus
or the sporting citizen. In our judg-
ment, the matter of sub rosa subsi-

dizing requires a different type of

treatment, and the responsibility for

suppressing it r^sts upon the ad-
ministration of the college itself.

3. It was urged also that the elim-
ination of "Athletic Scholarships"
would work to the disadvantage of

the small college since such a col-

lege would in general lack alumni
or wealthy friends who would sub-
sidize athletes for it, whereas the
large institution would be more fa-

vorably situated in that particular.
The commission feels that this is a
serious matter and that every ef-

fort should be made by the colleges
to bring about the elimination of
such non-official subsidizing by
alumnae and others. The commis-
sion does not feel, however, that
this objection is sufficient to invali-

date its position relative to "Ath-
letic Scholarships."

4. Several of those present ob-
jected that students whom they
might properly regard as belonging
to their own constituency were
lured away by larger institutions.

The observance of the commission's
resolution regarding "Athletic Schol-
arships" would eliminate this diffi-

culty so far as concerns subsidies
by the institutions themselves.
Other formu of ubsidy of a surrep-
titious character are referred to In

a later paragraph.

5. It was urged by one represent-
ative that it was necessary for a
college to provide amusement for
its students and that the students
desire that the college should have
teams that they can boast about.
Even if the whole point were
granted, it does not seem to the
commission that subsidized athletics

is the right answer. As a matter of

fact, there is much reason to be-

lieve that students are coming less

and less to wish to be represented

by subsidized teams and more and

more to get a larger share of their

amusement out of their own parti-

cipation in sports. The growing ten-

dency to regard college athletics as
primarily a part of the health pro-
gram of a college ts in our judg-
ment an ideal greatly preferable to

the conception of them as largely a
form of amusement, particularly
amusement designed for the idle on-
looker rather than the participant.

6. One college representative
asked frankly why financial help
for athletic ability should be consid-
ered on any different basis from fi-

nancial help for scholastic ability.

In reply It may be said that the col-

leges have been established for the
promotion of intellectual training
and not for the furtherance of pro-
ficiency in athletics; and that, as is

well known, grave abuses have
grown out of over-emphasis upon
athletics. A school for the profes-
sional :raining of athletes might
well offer scholarships and fellow-
ships to those who were highly pro-
ficient In athletics just as a con-
servatory of music might offer such
rewards to those proflcier' In music
but such an institution would not be
a college in the sense in which the
association uses the term.

7. It was objected by some that
the commission had not gone far
enough; that it should establish an
explicit code excluding all athletes
from receiving financial aid; or pre-
scribing- that such aid be limited to
those athletes standinp very high
in their acaderr'c work; or that de-
tailed rules of some other sort
should be laid down defining the
terms on which aid could be
granted. It was felt by some of
those present that the action of the
commission should explicitly ex-
clude all financial aid to athletes
whether such aid be official or un-
official. It Is the judgment of the
commission that the action which it
had taken was preferable to that
proposed in any of these sugges-
tions. It is not our purpose to exer-
cise inquisltorisl powers. We have
complete confidence in the good
faith of the presidents of colleges in
this association. If they tell us that
their colleges do not grant or main-
tain athletic scholarships In the
sense in which that term is used by
the commission, we shall be certain
that they are describing the facts
as they see them. There will doubt-
less be questions whose answers
will not be obvious. The commis-
sion will do its best to consider
these in a spirit of fairness and jus-
tice and we shall strive throughout
for mutual understanding with the
colleges. The attempt to determine
all questions in advance by means
of a detailed code would, we feel, be
unwise first because it is improba-
ble that all contingencies could be
covered, second because with the

best code which could be drawn
there would be endless opportuni-
ties for misunderstanding, and
third because such a policy would
tend to place the whole matter on a
legalistic basis, whereas it should
be on a basis of mutual understand-
ing and mutual confidence.

With regard to the naatter of sub-
sidies to athletes by alumni and
others, the commission declares em-
phatically that it expects chat a col-

lege upon the approved list will not
only refrain from subsidizing ath-
letes but that it will not knowingly
permit such subsidies by others to
its students and that it will make
sincere efforts to render such sub-
sidizing impossible.

At the conclusion of its delibera-
tions the commission voted to con-
firm the following resolutions which
it had passed on December 11, 1931:

"RESOLVED, That the practice
which prevails in certain colleges

of awarding 'Athletic Scholar-
ships is undesirable and that the
commission disapproves of this
practice. It was
"FURTHER RESOLVED, That,

beginning with September, 1933,

an institution which grants or
continues such scholarships shall

be held to be disqualified for in-

clusion In the approved list of in-

stitutions of higher education of
the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools."
The Commission holds most firmly

to the position that athletic ability

should count neither for nor against
a student In the award of a scholar-
ship.

At a later meeting the Commis-

sion approved the following para-
graph Interpreting the meaning ot
the term "athletic scholarship."

"In adopting Its resolution rel-
ative to 'athletic scholarships' tt

was the intention of the Commis-
sion to indicate its conclusion
that all money payments or the
equivalent granted to students in
a college or university because of
athletic promise or athletio
achievement on the part of such
students was judged by the Com*
mission to constitute a disquali-
fication for the Inclusion of the
college or university in the ap-
proved list of the association."

DOUBLE CUTS IN FORCE

Late Returns From Recess WHI
Mean $5 Penalty

Double cuts will be incurred hf
all students absent from class on
the days Immediately preceding and
following the holiday recesses, in

accordance with the ruling of the

college which has been in force dui^

ing the past and will continue. This

ruling states that "students who
are absent from classes on days
preceding or following recesses will

be marked two cuts for each class

period they miss, unless permission
has been previously granted by the
dean."
Students who fail to report back

to the college after holidays at the
time designated by the prefect of

discipline will be fined $5.00 for each
day or portion thereof.

Ride the Short Line

Home at Thanksgiving

Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21

The Only Bus Line on the Campus

New York $2.50 round trip

Boston $7.90 round trik

For Fnrther Information Seo

DAVE MURPHY
In 220 AtiBtin HaU

'bURNG LECTURES

laiitroNPEK

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

t

AS THBi dark shroud of night

was rapidly falling about

the land a certain spot In

North Philadelphia was the scene

of desolation. The Owl stadium,

which had not seen defeat all aea-

eon, was stripped bare of its goal

poatfl and everything else mova-
ble. Owl feathers were commin-
gled with the ooze and goo of the
gridiron, and above It all the ban-
ner of the gloriously victorious
lue and White floated proudly In

le breeze.

Temple, the unbeaten, once
again has been hurled from the
very top of the ladder by the
ferocious Wildcats. It was a great
game and the wild enthusiasm of

the rival stands gave to the fray
all the color and excitement which
goes to make up a contest be-
tween traditional rivals. The Tem-
ple-VIllanova series is only five

years old, but it is growing in
popularity and Importance as time
advances. Despite the inclement
weather, a crowd of about 10,000

people were on hand to watch the
"natural rivals" go at it, and we
ean safely say that no one was
eorry to be present.
To Harry Patzsch goes the hon-

or of plunging over for the win-
ning touchdown; to Bernie Lee
goes the honor of booting over
that welcomed extra point; to
"Whitey" Randour goes the honor
of placing the ball in scoring posi-

tion; and to the whole team goes
the honor of toppling the haughty
••Owl" from his high and mighty
perch.

* • •

A Farew^
to Arms

AS THE 1932 football season
comes to a close, so do the
college football careers of

nine of the best men who ever
wore the spurs of the Blue and
White. Most of these men have
played in almost every game since
their sophomore year and have
composed one of the best forward
walls Villanova has ever seen.
Those men who have put away
their silk pants and blue jerseys
for good are: Jim Milne, Bob Ro-
sen, Marty Gezzer, Al Trosky, Ed
Donahue, Captain Dick Hickey,
Joe YorVe P«d Clem Tartar.

IM B,

PIPE TOBACCO

They have done welL They
have tasted sweet victory and
luive known defeat. With the
amearing of the Impressive
record of Temple these men
have ended their careers In
a blase, and now that their
work Is done they must give
Irface to the new, who, it is

h<4>ed, will carry on the good
woik.

.-:-;>.;.
,

•

_

A Clean Sweep-
'

•. /<:.-'"'•

fer Villanova Teams '''; ''
f<^':^,\

THREE Villanova grid teams
went into action last week
and each one came through

victorious. Last Tuesday after-
noon the 150-pound team met and
defeated the representatives of
Manhattan College. For the first

time in two years the lightweights
won a game, and for the first time
In two years a backfleld man
aoored a touchdown.
During the first half the Feline

midgets looked rather sad, but
when the second half began it

aeemed as though there was a
different team on the field. The
felines looked like the varsity in
miniature against Bucknell and
Boston College. They unleashed
a terrific drive and marched down
Hm field 80 yard* for a touch-
down. The line charged with
vigor and the backs carried the
hall with the grim determination
of advanf'ne the pigskin as far

possiL
That team y/tui «iL^«..*«<l and the

who was responsible for that
mbfiMg* in temperament we all

know. He is a member of the
faculty and he surely did a good
Job in putting the (4d fight k»io
tiM ISO-pound team.
Coach Charley Hurlburt's pro-

teges also won a game this week.
It was the first win of the eea-
•oa, but his minions looked Im-
presslev against the Lafayette
Jayvees. Jim Luoey, the "Am-
boyan Orange,** ecintlHated by
toting the ball over the goal Mne
twice. The first time he scored
waa at the conclusion of a 4{^yard

JMint which occurred la the flnit

ImK of the gama.

VILL VAN
TRACK

SPORTS
BOWLING GOLF FOOTBALL

arzE
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WILDCATS TOPPLE TEMPLE U.

As Cat Feasted on Owl Meat Saturday

ALL-OPPONENT ELEVEN

FOLLOWING a precedent started four years ago the

VILLANOVAN will publish in its next issue an all-

opponent grid team. Following the procedure inaugu-

rated last year, the varsity gridmen will be approached

and asked whom they think should be given places on
this mythical aggregation.

The team will be made up of the consensus of the

opinions of those who are in the best position to be

judges in such matters because they have played against

nine different teams and they know those opponents

whose playing was outstanding.

In addition to the first all-opponent team there will

also be published, as usual, a second team.

Unbeaten OwlEleven Bows
To Stuhldreher's Minions

Randour's 34-Yard Return of Punt Places

Ball in Scoring Position and Is Carried

Over by Patzsch on Rain Soaked Field

10,000 BRAVE STORM TO WITNESS FRAY

TEMPLE University's undefeated record was smeared in

the mud of their own stadium last Saturday, as a "super

eleven" Villanova gridiron machine went into high gear and

sent the flock of Owls screeching to cover in the closely

fought 7 to classic.

Ten thousand enthusiastic spectators thwarted the ef-

forts of old "Jupe" Pluvius and braved the heavy downpour

to watch the rivals in their fifth annual clash.

The only score of the game came as a result of a 15-yard penalty
Inflicted on Temple for unnecessary roughness, when they forced
"Whitey" Randour out of bounds, after he had risked catching the
slipnery oval on a dead run and brought the ball from his 45-yard line

to Temple's 16-yard ribbon. The penalty brought the ball down to the
one-yard stripe, where Harry Patzsch bored throuerh for the lone tally.

Barney Lee, Wildcat place-kicker, booted the ball over the upright*—

—

—*for the extra point.
"^ '"•'•**- the beginning of the game.

Our Predictions-
How Good Are They?

Coach Jacobs Working Hard to Whip
Quintet Into Shape for Coming Season

Now that King Football has re-

linquished his title, the eyes of Vil-

lanova sport fans are quickly turn-
ing to the winter sports, and al-

ready everyone Is wondering how
strong the Wildcat basketball team
Is going to be.

Headed by Captain Metro Weston,
the team has advanced steadily in
Its practice sessions under the able
tutelage of Coach "Doc" Jacobs and,
from all Indications, should be a
smart, fast and aggressive club
when ft opens the 1933 season.

When questioned concerning his

team, Coach Jacobs maintained an
Impenetrable air of reticence. "My
boys are coming along hi good
shape," he said, "and I think we
can be assured of at least a fair
season." That Is all he would di-

vulge concerning his charges.
However, he did add that upon

this team. In no small measure,
rests the basketball fate of Villa-
nova. A tentative schedule for next

Contlnoed ob Pace Six

The picking of winners this week
was rather difficult because of al-

most evenly matched teams, but we
came through rather well and
guessed wrongly only once. Yale

defeated Harvard, while we had
picked the Crimson. There were
three ties and eight of our predic-

tions were correct.

To date we have picked 63 win-

ners and our number of wrong
guesses totals 14.

Quite a few teams are scheduled

to play on Thanksgiving Day and
many more will close their cam-
paigns next Saturday. Our predic-

tions for next week are listed be-

low. The first-named team Is picked

to win:

Thanksgiving Day
Pitt—Penn State.

Penn—Cornell.
Carnegie Tech—N. Y. U.
Colgate—Brown. ; i, . ,

'

Vanderbilt—Alabama. y T; ,
/'

Saturday ..>"^'' ;}: '^

Army—^Notre Dame.
Holy Cross—Boston CoHege.' . ,

Duke—W. and L.

Marquette—Drake. 'v;;*

Patzsch kicked off to Temple, and
when Testa fumbled Donohue re-

covered for Villanova. Two thrusts
through right tackle garnered seven
yards. Two fumbles marred tha
next two plays when first Weisen-
baugh dropped the ball but recov>-

ered for a loss of 13 yards, and then
Donahue let It go, Testa recovering
for Temple.

In the second period the Wild-
cats started a drive that bored deep
Into the Owls' territory. Randour,
after Cavanaugh had fumbled oa
Villanova's 48-yard stripe, brought
the stands to their feet when he re-

trieved the ball and threw a pass
which Grimberg missed by inches.
Randour, on the next play, stepped
back and threw an aerial to Grim-
berg, which was good for 13 yards.
Weisenbaugh ripped through right
tackle and ran to Temple's 44-yard
ribbon. After an exchange of punts«
the Owls found themselves on their
own 4-yard line. Another punt by
Zukas, stellar Temple fiash, put th«
oval at about midfleld.

Thus, the rival elevens waged a
fierce battle throughout the score-
less first half, trying almost every
conceivable play in a vain effort to
score. The half-time tally showed %.
pointless deadlock.
Temple's clean uniforms, at tha

Continued on Pace Sevea
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Lightweights Down Manhattan Midgets, g-fli^""^^^ Junior Varsity Su'amf>s Lafayette

First Victory of Campaign
Ends Ligh tweigh t Season

Determined Second Half Drive by Wildcat
Lightweigrhts Results in 80-Yard March
Down the Field for the Touchdown

HOUSEMAN AND DWYER MAKE GAINS

Stuhldreher's Contract

VILLANOVA'S 150-lb. team finaUy clicked in its last game
of the season to down a powerful Manhattan lightweight

quad at the Wildcat stadium on Tuesday afternoon by the
margin of 6 to 0.

Led by the playing of Joe Houseman, star halfback of
the lightweights, and Joe Stieber, who finally put the ball

over for the initial win of the season and the first in two
years, the Wildcats made a sustained drive down the field in
the third quarter, Stieber crossing the final chalk line from
the eight-yard marker. Stieber attempted to rush the ball
for the extra point but was stopped.
The first half began with the Cat«*

In possession of the oval, which
they kept for the majority of the
first two quarters. Never once did
the New Yorkers threaten the light-
weights' goal line, for the ball was
ia Manhattan territory all the time.
At the beginnlnsr of the second

half, the Wildcats let loose their
pent-up fury which had been
smoldering all season and pushed
Manhattan back to the goal line.
It was in this drive that Joe Houae-
man showed his broken-fleld ability,
when he carried the ball for a dis-
tance of 30 yards in four plays.
With the oval resting on the eighth
yard line, Joe Stieber bored through
left guard for the score. Attempting
to plunge through the right side
of the line for the extra point,
Stieber was stopped in his tracks.

Several times throughout the
same Captain Harter broke down
the defense of the New Yorkers
and spilled the runners. In the
fourth period he blocked a punt
which was recovered by the Cats,
who then drove down the field, be-
ing halted on the five-yard line.
Shortly after, the game ended with
Villanova in possession of the ball
in midfield.

VUIanova (150) Manhattan (150)

Harry Stuhldreher, coach of
the Villanova football team, does
not know at this Ume whether
he will return to tutor the Wild-
cats next season. He probably
will have a definite understand-
ing in the near future.
"My contract does not expire

until December 1," stated Stuhl-
dreher. "So far I have not been
approached regarding a new
contract, biit as I said, my old
one still has a few weeks to go."
There have been rumors to the

effect Stuhldreher would not re-
turn to coach the Wildcat team
next year.

Frosh Football Review

stuhldreher at Bally
An interesting pep talk was deliv-

ered by Head Coach Harry A. Stuhl-
dreher before the student body of
Lower Merion Junior High School
last Wednesday morning at their
rally prior to the Lower Merion-
Radnor football game.

CHESS CHALLENGE
Temple University's Chess Club

recently sent a communication to
Villanova challenging a team of
WildQat players to a chess game to
be played either at Temple or Vil-
lanova.
Villanova took up the challenge

good-heartedly and plans have been
begun to whip a team into shape.
Rev. Charles P. Brown. O. S. A.,
has been appointed Moderator of
the team while John J. Micklas is

to be manager.

Operatl<m for Owl Player
Surgeons at the Temple Hospital

yesterday performed an operaUon
to determine the extent of the in-
jury suffered in Saturday's batUe by
Ed Smith, Owl guard. It was
feared, at a late hour, that Smith's
ear druna was broken.

The froeb football team termi-
nated another successful season un-
der the capable tutelage of "Doc"
Jacobs, gathering a total of three
victories and suffering one defeat.
The Kittens gained wins over Ursl-
nus frosh, Pranklln and Marshall
frosh, and St. John's Prep, and lost
to the strong, stubborn outfit from
the Williamsport A. C. In losing to
the athletic club, the unblemished
record of the yearling teams of
three years standing was marred.
Starting back in the fall of '29,

when the present senior varsity
men were frosh players, the Kittens
had gone through each game and
season undefeated, amassing a total
of 15 consecutive victories.

The present squad of Kittens in-

augurated its season on October 18,

in the manner of its predecessors,
by decisively trouncing the Ursinus
Cubs, 3^0. The sensational playing
and sterling ball-toting of Nick
Kotys, in the backfleld, and the
work of Captain Michaels on the
line, were features of the contest.
A week later, the Jacobsmen

traveled to Williamsport, where a
disastrovis upset took place, the
Williamsport Amateur Club coming
out on top, 12-0. The game was
marred by numerous penalties, to-

taling more than 200 yards, with
the frosh on the receiving . end,
which aided greatly in paving the
way for the two Williamsport mark-
ers.

The foUowing Friday, October 29,

they returned to the winning
umn, when they trekked up to 1

caster and hunabled Franklin
Marshall, 99^. The froeh ran wiM]
at the expense of their hoets, wltk]
Kotys and Hlggins sUging a mlai»>]

ture field day. Last week, tht

traveled to Lawrence, Mass.,
brought the season to a close
subduing a strong St. John's Prep
eleven to the tune of 12-0.

Nick Kotys, brilliant halfback,'
not only stood out as a ball-carrier
and defensive man, but also led hie,

teammates In scoring, with a total
of 38 points. Higglns. at quarter*
back, was second, with 21 to hie,

credit.

Baskeieers Drill
for Court Seoison

CoBtlnoed From Pas* Plv»

year, which includes such teams
Columbia, Colgate, N. T. U., Man-
hattan, C C. N. T., and oth^j
schools high up in the basketball^

world, has been arranged. Whether
this schedule, which would brln^

'

Villanova up among the leading

teams in the East, will become
certainty or not depends up<m the

showing made by this year's
gation.

Craugh L. E.
Harter L. T. .

Hughes L. G. .

.

Martin C. . .

.

Hines R. G. .

.

Richmond.... R, T. ..

Dunigan R. E. .

.

Patlnga Q. B. ..

Houseman L. H. .

.

Rocco R, H. .

"Winterberger.. F. B. .

Touchdown— Stieber

.Brosman
.... Palermo
• ••••• • A.ivO

McCoy
Toole

. ..Savinsky
.McManmon

Vallery
.... O'Byme

McCall
.Giaccomini
Referee—

Uuncaji, Penn. Umpire— Hewins.
Head linesman—Hanley, Northwest-
M^'

„,

PRACTICE STARTED

^Twenty Candidates Turn Out for
Junior Varsity Basketball

The recently organized junior
varsity basketball team held its ini-
tial practice last Tuesday, under
the direction of Bill Conway and
Frank McFeely, who are tempora-
rily in charge of the coaching. A
permanent coach has not been ap-
pointed as yet.
Manager Joseph iNeylon has al-

ready arranged a game with the
University of Pennsylvania "Jay-
vees," and is negotiating with Yale.
Harvard Pennsylvania Military
Ck>llege, Rutgers and several other
colleges having junior varsity teams.
He expects to book enough games
to make up an extensive schedule,
comparing with those of the other
teams on the campus.
A squad of 20 candidates an-

swered the first call and indulged
in a short preliminary workout.
Anyone wishing to try out for the
team should see Mr. Neylon as soon
as possible, either in Fedigan Hall
or at the gymnasium.

ViLLANOw^ ^8ES
MILK FKOM

ARDROSSAN FARMS
Frodueers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

FROM TUBERCUUN
AND BLOOD TBSTBD
AYBBsmirw rows

Ai smokers become more experienced, they demand
milder cigarettes. Chesterfields are milder. Their mild-
ness is just as much a feature as the beauty of their

package.

The tobaccos are mild to begin ^th. Patient ageing
mod coring make them mihier still. And Chesterfields

contain just the right amount of Turkish—not too
much—carefuUj blended and cross-blended with ripe^

sweet Domestic tobaccos.

Chesterfields are milder. They taste better. Tlia^a
wl^ **Th^ Satisfrr

Hurlhurtmen GainDecisive
Win Over Leopard Jayvees

Jim Lucey Runs 45 Yards and 60 Yards for

Touchdowns; Miskoseff and Wotjkun
Also Tally for Cats

And He Caught This Forward Pass, Too!

TAKELEAD EARLY IN FIRST QUARTER

FOLLOWING the example set earlier in the week by the

150-lb. team. Coach *'CharUe" Hurlburt's junior varsity

^ven smashed its way to an impressive 25 to victory over

the Lafayette jayvees at the stadium last Friday afternoon.

Captain Jim Lucey's beautiful broken-field running was the

most outstanding feature in the Wildcats' initial win of the

current season.

The scoring honors go to Jim Lucey, who carried the

ball over the enemy's goal line twice, while Bruno Wojtkun
and Al Mickoseff tallied once each.

At the outset of the game the

Blue and White opened up a de-

termined drive and scored twice.

In the second period after the ball

had see-sawed up and down the

field, Jim Liucey, the Amboy streak,

took the ball, broke through left

tackle and scampered 45 yards for

a touchdown. The try for extra

point failed.'

The second half opened with

Lafayette kicking off to Villanova.

Mickoseff received the. kick and ran
the ball back to the Lafayette 45-

yard line before he was brought to
earth. Jim Lucey went through for

about seven yards. The next at-

tempt to gain was smeared and
the Blue and White caught the
Leopards off-gn^a-rd with a quick
kick which was downed on Lafay-
ette's 10-yard line. Lafayette then
booted out of danger and for the
remaining moments in that quarter
the ball hovered about the middle
of the field.

As the final quarter began the
Xicopards had begun to advance the
pigskin well into the Feline's ter-

ritory. Further advancement was
stopped, however, when a Lafayette
forward was intercepted. Zimkus
then took the ball for the Wildcat
juniors and went off tackle for
about 30 yards, placing it on the
Blue and White's 40-yard line. Cap-
tain. Lucey then received the pass
from center, broke through the
right side of his line, and aided
by some very fine blocking on the
part of his interference, ran 60
yards for the final touchdown of
the day. The try for the extra
point failed.

In the waning moments of the
game the Bastoners made a last

attempt to score. They took to the
air and advanced the ball deep into
the Wildcats' territory, but the final

whisUe blew before any scoring
could be done.

» —

Statistics Show How
Wildcat Clawed Owl

Kick-offs—Villanova, 2 for an av-
erage of 38 yards, returned 8 yards.
Temple, 1 for an* average of 40
yards, returned 13 yards.
Punts—Villanova, 12 for an av-

erage of 40 yards, returned 60 yards.
Temple, 12 for an average of 34
yards, returned 62 yards.
Ground gained from scrimmage

—

Villanova, 105 yards, lost 9 yards.
Temple, 187 yards, lost 19 yards.

First downs—Villanova, 3; Tem-
ple, 6.

Forward passes—Villanova tried
7, 2 succeeded for gain of 15 yards,
4 grounded and 1 intercepted. Tem-
ple tried 15, 6 succeeded for gain of
46 yards, 6 grounded and 3 were in-
tercepted, js

Penalties—Villanova, 65 yards;
Temple, 45 yards.
Fumbles—Villanova, 4; Temple, 4.

Undefeated Owls
Clawed by 'Cats

CoBtteued rrom Pagv Five

opening of the third period, failed

to Impress the Main Liners, for it

was early in this frame that the
disastrous blow was dealt. After an
exchange of punts, from Villanova
to Temple to ViUanova, Randour
received Zukas' punt on Temple's
45-yard stripe and raced to the Owl
16-yard ribbon, where he was forced
out of bounds. Temple was then
penalized 15 yards for imnecessary
roughness, which brought the ball
to rest on the 1-yard mark, where
it was first down.
On the third down, Patzsch

squirmed through for a touchdown
for Villanova. His teammate, Bar^
ney Lee, garnered the extra point:

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

Above is Bill Grhnberg, sophomore right end, ^.ho has pla:»ed excel-
lent football all season and demonstrated it Saturday

Score, Villanova, 7; Temple, 0.

Twice in the last quarter Lee
tried to boot a field goal. On his

last attempt, the angle was poor
and the target was 40 yards away.
The ball failed to cross the line of
scrimmage. Balmerr blocked it,

and, although Randour recovered
for Villanova, the ball went to

Temple on their 30-yard stripe.

Here, the Miller boys put on their

only sustained drive of the day.
Three first downs were made and
these were due mainly to forward
passes. The Owls were on the
verge of another first down when
Coach Stuhldreher sent in fresh

substitutes. The success of the move
was clearly shown, when the Owls
had but one yard to go for a Qrst

down. This yard, however, was
never mkde
Temple never had a chance after

this. Gezzer intercepted a forward

deep in Owl territory. The Cats
failed to gain and Donahue punted
to the 10-yard ribbon. Cavanaugh
then intercepted another Owl pass
and almost broke loose for a touch-
down. He was halted on the 13-

yard marker after he had run 20
yards. Temple was set back a
chalk-line for too many times out
and the Main Liners had only eight
yards to go for another score. Two
plays gained half the distance,
when the final whistle blew, leaving
Villanova in possession of the ball

on Temple's 4-yard line.

VILLANOVA 7; Temple, ^
Doesn't that look good.

TiMMM goal post* oaoae 4owa
easily. We weaaer if «key e:

It was lucky for the Owls thai
the field was muddy, because If It

wasn't the Cats would have score€
a few more times.

« • *

Both teaius started the game wMli
aloe deaa soita, but they dMa*ft
stay that way very long.

* • •

"Whitey" Randour's quick kick
certainly caught the Owls off guard*

They say that Owls can only
in the night time. Perhaps that !•

the explanation of that highly tow^
ed unblemished record.

• • •

There is one tiling that the Wild*
cats like to do, and that is to bleok-

ish formerly unblemished recordi^
Especially when that record belongs
to a certain institution of learning
situated on North Broad street—

^

yes, we mean Temple.
« * •

Only oiicii, in the four Cat-Owt
battles which we have had tha
pleasure and good fortune to wit-

ness, have the Felines come out off

the battle on the short end of tlM
ucore.

• *-x
' *

Two fellows became so excited
that they threw their hats away.
Both of the head gears wera
derbies. ,.,.

The Villanova Band showed Ita

iipirit by marching despite the slimy
condition of the gridiron.

• • «

The Cherry and White music
makers must have been afraid oC
getting their white pants dirty.

• • *

Somebody said that "Whitey^
Randour kissed Harry Patzsch fov
making that touchdown. Well, wa
can't blame him. A lot of others
would have done the same thine
had they had the opportunity.

• • *

If the field hadn't been so muddy
"Whitey" would have shown thoss
Owls how to run the ball.

• • •

Did you we tiie feOow, JoIummhI
we think his name is, who is s«p>
posed to carry the ball as thougk
it had a handle on it?

• • *

Two footballs were used in tfas

game. Marty Gezzer got one
Bob Rosen received the other.

• * •

It was a great game and a Hi < lug"

elose for a soccessful season.

Harry Patzsch Taking the Ball for a Little Ride During the Annual Wildcat-Owl Grid Classic
1

fi

I'.V

xi

AbsTS JOS see
'* Mras ToMCOO Go,

Fanbaek Harrjr Patisoh, who aoored the one toochdown against the Temple elevea last Saiuiday afte>: .^n, taking the
After this picture was tnapped 'Xlfht-Horse'* Harry was forced out of bounds.

for a run around right end.
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Lightweights Down Manhattan Midgets, ^.(J WildcotjMnior Varsity Swamf>s La/ayette
•i*

jFVrs^ Victory of Campaign
Ends Ligh tweigh t Season

Determined Second Half Drive by Wildcat
Lightweigrhts Results in 80-Yard March

' Down the Field for the Touchdown

HOUSEMAN AND DWYER MAKE GAINS

VILLANOVA'S 150-lb. team finally clicked in its last game
of the season to down a powerful Manhattan lightweight

squad at the Wildcat stadium on Tuesday afternoon by the

margin of 6 to 0.

Led by the playing of Joe Houseman, star halfback of

the lightweights, and Joe Stieber, who finally put the ball

over for the initial win of the season and the first in two
years, the Wildcats made a sustained drive down the field in

the third quarter, Stieber crossing the final chalk line from
the eight-yard marker. Stieber attempted to rush the ball

for the extra point but was stopped.
The first half began with the Cats*
possession of the oval,

Stuhldreher's Contract

Harry Stuhldrehcr, coach of
the Vlllanova football team, does
not know at this time whether
he will return to tutor the Wild-
cats next season. He probably
will have a definite understand-
ing in the near future.
"My contract does not expire

until December 1," stated Stuhl-
drehcr. "So far I have not been
approached regarding a new
contract, but as I said, my old
one still has a few weeks to go."
There have been rumors to the

effect Stuhldreher would not re-

turn to coach the Wildcat team
next year.

Frosh Football Review

CHESS CHALLENGE

In possession of the oval, which
they kept for the majority of the
first two quarters. Never once did
the New Yorkers threaten the Ught-
wisighU' goal line, for the l>all was
in Manhattan territory all the time.
At the beginning of the second

half, the Wildcats let loose their
pent-up fury which had been
smoldering all season and pushed
Manhattan back to the goal line.
It was in this drive that Joe House-
man showed his broken-fleld ability,
when he carried the ball for a dis-
tance of 30 yards in four plays.
With the oval resting on the eight-
yard line, Joe Stieber bored through
left guard for the score. Attempting
to plunge through the right side
of the line for the extra point,
Stieber was stopped in his tracks.

Several times throughout the
game Captain Harter broke down
the defen.se of the New Yorkers
and spilled the runners. In the
fourth period he blocked a punt
which was recovered by the Cats,
who then drove down the field, be-
ing halted on the five-yard line.

Shortly after, the game ended with
Villanova in possession of the ball
in midfield.

Villunova (150) Manhattan (150)

Gaugh L. E. Brosman
Hartei*. ....... L. T. Palermo
Hughes. ....... L. G. Lee
Martin
Hines
Kichmond. ...

Dunigan
Patinga ,

Hou.scman . . .

.

Rocco
Winterberger.
Touchdown

.. C. .

R. G.
R. T.
R. E.
Q. B. .

.

L. H. ..

R. H. .

.

> f^. B. .

.

— Stieber.

• > • • .• • McCoy
...... .Toole
. . .Savinsky

. McManmon
Vallery

....O'Byrne
McCall

.Giaccomini
Referee —

Duncan, Penn. Umpire — Hewins.
Head linesman—Hanley, Northwest-
cm.

PRACTICE STARTED

^•wenty Candidates Turn Out for

Junior Varsity BaHketball

The recently organized junior
varsity basketball team held its ini-

tial practice la-st Tuesday, under
the direction of Bill Conway and
Frank McFeely, who are tempora-
rily in charge of the coaching. A
permanent coach has not been ap-
pointed as yet.

Manager Joseph iNeyion has al-

ready arranged a game with the
University of Pennsylvania "Jay-
vees," and is negotiating with Yale,
Harvard Pennsylvania Military
College, Rutgers and several other
colleges having junior varsity teanas.

He expects to book enough games
to make up an extensive schedule,
comparing with those of the other
teams on the campus.
'.A squad of 20 candidates an-
swered the first call and indulged
in a short preliminary workout.
Anyone wishing to try out for the
team should see Mr. Neylon as soon
as possible, either in Fedigan Hall

or at the gymnasium.
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stuhldreher at Rally

An interesting pep talk was deliv-
ered by Head Coach Harry A. Stuhl-
dreher before the student body of
Lower Merlon Junior High School
last Wednesday morning at their
rally prior to the Lower Merlon*
Radnor football game.

Temple University's Chess Club
recently sent a communication' to
Villanova challenging a team of
Wildcat players to a chess game to
be played either at Temple or Vil-
lanova.
Villanova took up the challenge

good-hearted ly and plans have been
begun to whip a team Into shape.
Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.,

has been appointed Moderator of
the team while John J. Micklas is

to he manager. .^V .:;- .

Operation for Owl Player

Surgeons at the Temple Hospital
yesterday performed an operation
to determine the extent of the in-

jury suffered In Saturday's battle by
Ed Smith, Owl guard. It waa
feared, at a late hour, that Smith's
ear drum was broken.

The frosh football team termi-
nated another successful season un-
der the capable tutelage of "Doc"
Jacobs, gathering a total of three
victories and suffering one defeat.

The Kittens gained wins over Ursi-
nua frosh, Franklin and Marshall
frosh, and St. John's Prep, and lost

to the strong, stubborn outfit from
the Williamsport A. C. In losing to
the athletic club, the unblemished
record of the yearling teams of

three years standing was marred.
Starting back in the fall of '29,

when the present senior varsity
men were frosh players, the Kittens
had gone through each game and
season undefeated, amassing a total

of 15 consecutive victories.

The present squad of Kittens in-

augurated its season on October 18,

in the manner of its predecessors,
by decisively trouncing the Ursinus
Cubs, 30-0. The sensational playing
and sterling ball-toting of Nick
Kotys, in the backfield, and the

work of Captain Michaels on the
line, were features of the contest.

A week later, the Jacobsmen
traveled to Williamsport, where a
disastrous upset took place, the
Williamsport Amateur Club coming
out on top. 12-0. The game was
marred by numerous penalties, to-

taling more than 200 yards, with
the frosh on the receiving end,
which aided greatly in paving the
way for the two Williamsport mark-
ers.

Th« following Friday, October 29,

they returned to the winning ooM
umn, when they trekked up to Lan-{
caster and humbled Franklin aadj
Marshall, 39-0. The frosh ran wild]

at the expense of their hosts, witlil

Kotys and Hlgglns staging a mini»>j

ture field day. Last week, th(

traveled to Lawrence, Mass.,
brought the season to a close
subduing a strong St. John's Prep
eleven to the tune of 12-0.

Nick Kotys, brilliant halfback,
not only stood out as a ball-carrier

land defensive man, but also led his,

I

teammates in scoring, with a total

of 38 points. Higgins, at quarter-
back, was second, with 21 to )ii*i

credit.

Basketeers Drill

for Court Season
Continued Krom Pase Flv«

year, which includes such teams

Columbia, Colgate, N. Y. U., Man-
hattan, C. C. N. Y,, and other]

schools high up in the basketball*

world, has been arranged. Whether
this schedule, which would tning

Villanova up among the leading

teams in the Kaat, will become a*

certainty or not depends upon tta«

showing made by this year's

gation.

As smokers become more experienced, they demand
milder cigarettes. Chesterfields are milder. Their mild*

ness is just as much a feature as the beauty of their

package.

The tobaccos are mild to begin with. Patient ageing

and caring make them milder still. And Chesterfielda

contain just the right amount of Turkish—not too

much—carefuUy blended and cross-blended with ripe^

sweet Domestic tobaccos.

Chesterfields are milder. They taste better. That's

wliy -They Satisfy/

Hurlhurtmen GainDecisive
Win Over Leopard Jayvees

Jim Lucey Runs 45 Yards and 60 Yards for

Touchdowns; Miskoseff and Wotjkun
Also Tally for Cats

TAKE LEAD EARLY IN FIRST QUARTER

FOLLOWING the example set earlier in the week by the

150-lb. team, Coach "Charlie" Hurlburt's junior varsity

eleven smashed its way to an impressive 25 to victory over

the Lafayette jayvees at the stadium last Friday afternoon.

Captain Jim Lucey's beautiful broken-field running was the

most outstanding feature in the Wildcats' initial win of the

current season.

The scoring honors go to Jim Lucey, who carried the

ball over the enemy's goal line twice, while Bruno Wojtkun

and Al Mickoseff tallied once each.

MMM MNMi

At the outset of the game the

Blue and White opened up a de-

termined drive and scored twice.

In the second period after the ball

had see-sawed up and down the

field, Jim Lucey, the Amboy streak,

took the ball, broke through left

tackle and scampered 45 yards for

a touchdown. The try for extra

point failed.

The second half opened with

liafayette kicking off to Villanova.

Mickoseff received the kick and ran
the ball back to the Lafayette 45-

yard line before he was brought to

earth. Jim Lucey went through for

about seven yards. The next at-

tempt to gain was smeared and
the Blue and White caught the

Leopards off-guaid with a quick
kick which was downed on Lafay-
ette's 10-yard line. Lafayette then
booted out of danger and for the

remaining moments in that quarter
the ball hovered about the middle
of the field.

As the final quarter began the

Leopards had begun to advance the

pigskin well into the Feline's ter-

ritory. Further advancement was
stopped, however, when a Lafayette

forward was intercepted, Zimkus
then took the ball for the Wildcat
juniors and went off tackle for

about 30 yards, placing it on the
Blue and White's 40-yard line. Cap-
tain. Lucey then received the pass
from center, broke through the

right side of his line, and aided
by some very fine blocking on the

part of his interference, ran 60

yards for the final touchdown of

the day. The try for the extra
point failed.

In the waning moments of the

game the Sastoners made a last

attempt to score. They took to the

air and advanced the ball deep into

the Wildcats' territory, but the final

Whistle blew before any scoring
could be done.

Statistics Show How -

WUdcat Clawed Owl

And He Caught This Forward Pass, Too!

Kick-offs—Villanova, 2 for an av-
erage of 3S yards, returned 8 yards.
Temple, 1 for an • average of 40
yards, returned 13 yards.
Punts—Villanova, 12 for an av-

erage of 40 yards, returned 60 yards.
Temple, 12 for an average of 34
yards, returned 62 yards.
Ground gained from scrimmage

—

Villanova, 105 yards, lost 9 yards.
Temple, 107 yard.s, lost 19 yards.

First downs—Villanova, 3; Tem-
ple, 6.

Forward passes—Villanova tried
7, 2 succeeded for gain of 15 yards,
4 grounded and 1 intercepted. Tem-
ple tried 15, 6 succeeded for gain of
46 yards, 6 grounded and 3 were in-
tercepted.

Penalties—Villanova, 65 yards;
Temple, 45 yards.
Fumbles—Villanova, 4; Temple, 4.

Undefeated Owls
Clawed by 'Cats

Continued From Pace Five

opening of the third period, failed

to impress the Main Liners, for it

was early in this frame that the

disastrous blow was dealt. After an
exchange of punts, from Villanova
to Temple to Villanova, Randour
received Zukas' punt on Temple's
45-yard stripe and raced to the Owl
16-yard ribbon, where he was forced
out of bounds. Temple was then
penalized 15 yards for unnecessary
roughness, which brought the ball
to rest on the 1-yard mark, where
it was first down.
On the third down, Patzsch

squirmed through for a touchdown
for Villanova. His teammate, Bar-
ney Lee, garnered the extra point:

WATCH
THAT
STUFF
VILLANOVA 7; Temple, ^

Doesn't that look food.
• • •

Above Is Bill Grimberg, sophomore right tad, ^.lio has pla:>ea excel-

lent football rII season and demonstrated it Saturday '

Score, Villanova, 7; Temple, 0.

Twice in the last quarter Lee
tried to boot a field goal. On his

last attempt, the angle was poor
and the target was 40 yards away.
The ball failed to cross the line of

scrimmage. Balmerr blocked it,

and, although Randour recovered

for Villanova, the ball went to

Temple on their 30-yard stripe.

Here, the Miller boys put on their

only sustained drive of the day.

Three first downs were made and
these were due mainly to forward
passes. The Owls were on the

verge of another first down when
Coach Stuhldreher sent in fresh

substitutes. The success of the move
was clearly shown, when the Owls
had but one yard to go for a first

down. This yard, however, was
never mkde
Temple never had a chance after

this. Gezzer intercepted a forward

deep in Owl territory. The Cats
failed to gain and Donahue punted
to the 10-yard ribbon. Cavanaugh
then intercepted another Owl pass

and almost broke loose for a touch-

down. He was halted on the 13-

yard marker after he had run 20

yards. Temple was set back a
chalk-line for too many times out
and the Main Liners had only eight

yards to go for another score. Two
plays gained half the distance,

when the final whistle blew, leaving
Villanova in possession of the ball

on Temple's 4-yard line.

Those (oaI pott* came down
easily. We wonder tf tkey expM*e«
SMCh Mfi event.

It was lucky for the Owls th«t

the field wtta muddy, because if It

wasn't the Cata would have acpre*

a few more Um**. •:%'":.:".':;'''-•••

• • *
"'*''.

Both tieama started the game wMl
nice clean suits, but they dldn*t

stay that way very long.

"Whitey" Randour's quick kick

certainly caught the Owls off guartU
• • *

They say that Owls can only se«

in the night time. Perhaps that to

the explanation of tliat highly tout*

ed unblemished record.
« • •

There is one thing that the WildiF»

cata like to do, and that is to blenn*

ish formerly unblemished recordau

Especially when that record belonga

to a certain institution of learning

situated on North Broad street—!

yes, we mean Temple.
<> '.S •>'

Only ouecN In the four Cat-0\*4

battles which we have had tha
pleasure and good fortune to wit-

ness, have the Felines cotuc out of

the liattle on the t,hort end of tha

ijcore.

Two icllovvs became so excited

that they threw their hats away.
Both of the head gears wera
derbies.

The Villanova Band showed ite

spirit by marching despite the slimy
condition of the gridiron.

• *

The Cherry and White musia
makers must have been afraid ot

getting their white pants dirty.':
.
•' • •. \

Somebody said that "Whitey*
Randour kissed Harry Patzsch fo»

making that touchdown. Well, wa
can't blame him. A lot of others

would have done the same thing

had they had the opportunity.
« * •

If the field hadn't been so muddy
"Whitey" would have shown thoaa

Owls how to run the ball.
• • •

Did you see the fellow, JohnsoM
we think his name is, who is Biq»*

posed to carry the ball as thougk
It had a handle on it?

• « *

Two footballs were used in tiMI

game. Marty Gezzer got one

Bob Rosen received the other,
• « •

It was a great game and a fM4ln(g

close for a suooessful season.

Harry Patzsch Taking the Ball for a Little Ride During the Annual Wildcat-OwlGrid Classic
\

ToMcoo Ca

Above you see Fullback Harry Patasch, who scored the one touchdown against the Temple eleven la^t .Sal.i.day aft.. ..i, taking the baU for a run a*«Uiui right end. Just
Aoove you see riuiimcH n»rry mt^ w^

,
u

^^^ ^^^ picture was snapped "LIghtrHorse" Harrj was forced out of bounds.
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Speaks Highly of Rostand and

"Cyrano de Bui yerac" to

Select Audience

IS VERY INTERESTING

Continued From Page One

all time. 'Cyrano de Bergerac'

achieved that which all omer plays

had striven for in vain— to be the

play of plays—to be recognized as

a universal play that would interest

•verybody the world over—to con-

tain every possible human emotion

^—to be the greatest play ever wxit-

ten. • / •.«•

"At 16 I asked myself what in the

devil was I doing on earth? Why
wasn't I born in the time of Soc-

rates, so I could laugh when he
asked embarrassing questions of
people in the streets of Athens—but
not of me; or in that great period
of Italian Renaissance with such
great men as Liorenzo de Medici; or
in Shakespeare's England? The an-
swer was simple—'Cyrano de Ber-
germc' had not been written yet. It
was clever and very smart of me, to
be born after "Cyrano" was written.
Those men of former times did not
aee this play.

"The play was translated into
•very language, and in 1878 was
running simultaneously in every
country in Europe. No other suc-
cess was as great as this."

Then Mr. Hamilton wen^ on to ex-
plain how the play came to be writ-
ten: "The play was written to order
for M. Coquelln, the most versatile
•omedian of the age. In order to
show his scope and ability, Coquelin
played 20 different types of plays
and characters. But he wanted only
one play and one part, a play which
would go to every country and
•very city in the world. He went to
Sdmond Rostand, a prominent poet,
who had written a few plays, and
told him of his desire.
"When Rostand delivered the

play to Coquelin, the actor replied,
rrhank you.' He knew Rostand
•ould do a great work if he tried.

"In 1898, Richard Mansfield pro-
JAuced it in America with great suc-
cess, but his success was overshad-
owed when Walter Hampden, in
1923, was urged by me to take the
part. It was a complete success.
Since then, Walter Hampden has
played it more than 900 times from
Maine to Los Angeles.
"Mr. Hampden says this is the

last year he intends to run this

show for an interval of at least five

years. Although he loves this play

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

£d\vard G. Robinson in
"TIGER SHARK"

Wed., Nov. 23
"NIGHT OF JUNE ISth"

With Cllve Brook, iJ'a Lee

Thurs., Nov. M
( "RACKETY RAX"

With
Victor McLaglen, Greta Nissen

Friday, Nov. 26
Ruth Chatterton, Georg^e Brent

in "THE CRASH"

Saturday, Nov. 2«
Douglas Fairbanks in

'MR. ROBINSON CRUSOE"

Monday, Nov. 88
Fannie Hurst's

"BACK STREET"

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measur*

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Novv

and Save Money

AGENTS
TAI7LH A CONWAT

with all his heart, he also wants to
do something else."

Mr. Hamilton closed his lecture
as he had begun it, in a voluptuous
overflow '^f praise for that mighty
and forceful heroic (comedy)
drama, "Cyrano de Bergerac," by
proclaiming it everybody's favorite
play. "Cyrano says and does every-
thing we would like to say and do,

at precisely the time we would like

to, in spite of the fact that we never
think of it until two weeks later."

Catholic Alumni
Meet in New York

f'ontlnurd From Page One

were: Dr. John A. Ryan, professor

of sociology. Catholic University;

Rev. Wilfred Parsons, S. J., editor

of America; Thomas F. Woodlock,
former Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner, and editor of the Wall
Street Journal; Michael O'Shaugh-
nessy, author of "Man or Money";
R. Dana Skinner, associate editor of
Commonweal, and Dr. James J,

Walsh, physician, author and lec-

turer.

The closing dinner was held at
the Hotel Co nmodore. New York
City. Guest speakers for the eve-
ning were: Hon. Frank Murphy,
Mayor of Detroit, Mich.; Hon.
Thomas F. Woodloek, and the Very
Rev. Aloysius J. Hogan, S. J., Ph. D.

North Jersey Club
Completes Plans

Continued Frona Paga One

vorable replies have been received.

The student representation will be
from all sections of the State—New-
ark, New Brunswick, Trenton, At-
lantic City and Jersey City being a
few of .he cities which will be rep-
resented.
In connection with the dance, a

special agreement was made be-
tween the North Jersey Club and
the Brooklyn-Long Island Club,
whereby the latter would patronize
the functions of the former pro-
vided the Jerseymen would agree
to reciprocate.
The committee in charge of the

dance comprises: Chairman, John
P. McCullen; Arthur V. Hart, Dan-
iel Fitzpatrick, George Hughes and
John F. Butler.

Owl Dance Proves
Highly Successful

Continued From Page One

occasion. A celluloid cover adorned
with a terpischorean couple and the
Phi Kappa Pi insignia gave to the
favor its novelty, and a foil, dark
blue in color, which formed the in-

ner binding, gave to the cover sev-

eral hues. A blue and white cord
encircled the favor.
The music for the occasion was

furnished by Ray Barratta's Villa-
novans, and from the numerous
opinions waxing forth at the dance
the music was considered the best
yet rendered by any Villanovan or-

chestra.
The gymnasium was decorated

with blue, white and yellow bunting,
as well as with six large liags bear-
ing the engineering insignia and
Villanova's fair name.

Incidentally, this dance inaugu-
rated the Villanova social season.
The patrons and patronesses were:
Mr. and Mrs. Carl T. Humphreys,
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Sweeney, Rev.
John O'Leary, O. S. A., Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas J. McCormick, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Stanley Morehouse and Mr. and
Mrs. DeWitt B. Cook.

Warning Issued

It has come to the attention of

the ofl[lcials of Villanova College

that donations are being solicited in

the name of the college by a man
using various aliases.

The college oflRcials wish it to be

known that no one has been given

authority to solicit funds for the

college, and they request that solici-

tations by this man be reported
promptly to the police.

HURT IN ACCIDENT

Miss O'Brien, of the Office Forces
Hit by Auto on Pike

Miss Mary O'Brien, of Rosemont,
an employe of the college, who was
struck by an automobile on Lancas-
ter avenue last Monday afternoon.

Is well on the road to recovery.

Miss O'Brien had just left the of-

fice of the college and was crossing

the pike in front of the chapel when
the accident occurred. She was
taken to the Bryn Mawr Hospital,

where she was treated for lacerar
tlons.

Meet your friends at

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery

(Next to Seville Theatre)

Delicious Refreshments
Tasty Sandwiches

Lunches - Dinners - Platters

Expertly Cooked
Reasonably Priced

Musio Free Dancini;

*f^
fck.'a* t«n«i **-*— * f 1

*"-» •* ' BJ-l-J^tl JK. •».

••Nature in the Raw"—as per* mii
trayed by Herbert Roeae, cele«

brated painter,,An$pired by the

bitter hardships endured by
America's first settlers in their

conflict widi raw, wild nature

(1620), ''Nature in the Raw is

Sehlam'MHd**~andrawtohacco$
have no place in cigarettes*

i''''''^''''''An'n'i fiYi'ivi'i''•'•!l''V''i'^'^

. 1
'!•'

No raw tobaccos in Luckies

—that's why theyVe so mild

TVTE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in ail the world—but that

doesnotexplainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette.The fact is, we never

overlook the truth that

^'Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by

the words
—

'It's toasted".

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

It*s toasted**
That package of mild Lucki—

««

Oi»r.. IMl
Tli«

TobMcoCa

r
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Holiday on

Thursday

Student Mass

at 8.30

All Classes

Suspended

VILL VAN
Seniors, Juniors I

Belle Air Photos

Wednesday

Thursday and

Friday

Room 102 Mendel
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Season Opens With Freshman

Contest Against Newark

^ ^ Prep, January 6
* '4

VARSITY BEGINS JAN. 12

Expect Successful Season

With Seven Experienced

jf . Debaters Returning

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the
yUlanova Literary Society will be-

^n its active work during the first

week of January. The increased
i^roUment of the society, as well as
the increase in the number of de-

bates to be held, indicates that the
iforensic trend at Villanova is defl-

Hitely upward, and the Beta Gamma
idebaters should have a banner sea-

9on.

On the 6th of January, the
freshman team of the organization
.will open the schedule against New-
ark Prep, at Villanova. This is the
iecond time that the Jerseyites have
opposed the first year men, and all

Who were fortunate enough to hear
iMt year's debate will remember
llieir ability. On the 13th, an inno-
,Tation in the debating line will be
introduced at this college when
toree inexperienced debaters from
Kaverford meet three Villanova stu-
'dents of the same caliber. This new
feature haa been added in the hope
Ihat a wider interest in debating
iWill be created and also to develop
more talent in that field.

The varsity team will swing into
iKjtion on the 12th of January
Aerainst the University of Pennsyl-
jramia and on the following after-

Prof. Henry to Give Talk
Before Local Business Men

Tonight in the Bryn Mawr
Memorial Hall after the regular
monthly meeting of the Bryn
Mawr Business Men's Associa-

tion, William C. Henry, profes-

sor of business law in the
School of Commerce and Fi-

nance, will deliver a lecture oh
"Securing Legislation Favorable
to the Merchant."
This will be the third in the

series of monthly lectures given

by the professors of the Busi-

ness School. The meeting will

start promptly at 8 P. M., and
the lecture will begin at 9 P. M'

TALKS UNDER WAY

Fr. Dougherty, Fr. Crawford

Present First Two
Sermons

BLESSED LADY EXTOLLED

Oontinurd on Page Four

CLUB ARRANGING DANCE

Wllkes-Barreans' Affair in Uoiel
Sterling Dec. 3<

The Wilkes-Barre Club has decid-
!|d that the tenth annual dance of
the organization will be held in the
^yBtal Room of the Hotel Sterling,
iWllkes-Barre, on Monday evening,
December 26.

The committee is composed of
seph J. Kalna, chairman; James

'^, Gallagher, James F. O'Connell,
>nald Redington, Hubert W. Gal-
jrher, Frank C. Kelly and Edmund

S. Plszcz^ This committee will
feelect the orchestra for the func-
tton and decide the admission at a
IMer date.
The dance last year was a

BMtrked success, and it is planned
lo make this year's dance equally
ftUiCcessfuL

The annual course of advent ser-

mons was inaugurated in the Col-

lege Chapel on Monday evening, No-
vember 29, after the return from
the Thanksgiving holidays. Rev.
John H. Crawford, O. S. A., deliv-

ered the opening discourse. Rev.
Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.,

preached the second of the series.

Taking his theme from the Ad-
vent season itself. Father Crawford
explained how it is meant to be in

the mind of the Church a period of
preparation of spirit for the Coming
of Christ; that the faithful are
urged to prepare their hearts for
the rebirth of Christ, and how they
also are reminded of the prepara-
tion for the Second Coming of
Christ.

He developed in the course of his

talk that as Christ had come a first

time as a Redeemer in the meek-
ness and simplicity of the Babe of
Bethlehem, so He will come a sec-
ond time, but in a different guise

—

this time in the sternness and sever-
ity of a Judge. Watch and always
be prepared was the keynote of his
sermon, given double - pointedness
by the tragic deaths of two mem-
bers of the student body that very
morning. Advent is a time of prep-
aration. We are not to neglect it

lest at the second coming of Christ
we be found unprepared.
The Immaculate Conception—the

Blessed Mother and the Catholic
young man's ideal of pure woman-
hood was the subject of Father
Dougherty's sermon. He proceeded
at first to explain the doctrine of
original sin and Mary's place in
Creation, to show the fitting^ness of
her exemption from its stain. He
explained carefully the distinction
between the Immaculate Conception
of Mary and the Virgin birth of

Contlriaed ea P»ce Foar

North Jersey CluVs First Dance
Proves to Be i^Roaring^^ Success

By CHARLES P. GOGGI
The second social affair to be held

Wf the campus proved to be a "roar-

mg" success. The first annual
RThanksgiving Dance of the North

by the feminine upholders of the
dance.
The student representation at the

dance was noteworthy. From New
'Jersey Club of Villanova, held in ! ark, New Brunswick, Trenton, At-
the Orange Mountain Golf Club,
Prospect avenue, West Orange,
V. J., November 25, lived up to ex-

pectations.
More than 100 persons attended

Vie dance, and, judging from their
actions, everyone had a good "ole"

time, worthy of Thanksgiving.
Dancing started at 9 o'clock and
•ontinued until 2.30 A. M. The Mel-
ody Lane Orchestra did nobly,
though at times it was completely
Mbmerged by the attempted har-
taony of the patrons, on the occa-
lons when they broke into college
melodies.
The interior of the clubhouse was

^irelt decorated with pennants of all

oris, which willing Villanovans
loaned to the club to help that body
BMkke a success of their dance. It

^PM further enhanced by the as-

«art«d oolon of tkidtfHU«played

lantio City, Jersey City, . Bayonne,
Long Island, Brooklyn, and even
Staten Island, came the merry-
makers.
A group of students known as the

S. M. B. C. of Fedlgan Hall trouped
in during the course of the affair
and swelled the number present
with its party, 22 strong.

Special mention also must be
given to John P. McCullen, chair-
man of the dance committee.
Through his well-directed efforts
and the assistance of his committee-
men, the dance was able to come
through with its colors nailed to the
mast. Mr. McCullen stated that: "I
was very well pleased with the out-
come of the dance. The club Is in-

debted to those fellows of other
clubs who patronized the dance, and
they may be assured of reciprocal
action," .^

DEaARE AHiniDE

ON SCHOLARSHIPS

President of College and Di-

rector of Athletics Issue

Statements

EFFECT IS INDEFINITE

In regard to the recent abolish-
ment of athletic scholarships at Vil-

lanova, both the Rev. Edward V.
Stanford, O. S. A., president of the
college, and the Rev. John H. Craw-
ford, O. S. A., director of athletics,

have issued statements clearly de-
fining their present attitude toward
the matter.

The viewpoint of Fr. Stanford is

expressed as follows:

"As far as I can see, the decision
of the Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education recently issued
in upholding and reiterating their
ruling of December 11, 1931, leaves
no alternative to the college other
than to conform. There is no doubt
in my mind that this ruling falls

heaviest upon the smaller colleges.
As for the abuses which the com-
mission fears and is desirous of
eliminating, all that I can say is

that they do not exist at Villanova.
Every athlete at Villanova is con-
forming to the same scholastic and
disciplinary standards that are In
force for all of the students. The in-

direct financial aid they receive en-
ables them to receive an education,
which I am convinced, after investi-
gation, would be otherwise impossi-
ble for them. Most of them find it

very difilcult to meet the fees which
are required of them. Since there
are very few opportunities for part-
time work at Villanova, we are go-
ing to find It very difficult to enable
poor and deserving boys to obtain

Continupd on Fare Three

BELLE AIR PHOTOS

Wed., Thurs. and Fri. Chosen

as Dates for Individual

Sittings

CO-OPERATION IS LACKING

Senior Dance Committee
Announced by President

The senior dance committee

as announced yesterday by Jo-

seph J. Conlan, president of the

senior class, is as follows:

Charles J. Antonaccio, John P.
Grimes, Rudolph J. Lehnau,
Francis L Martin, Russell F.
Hurst, John P. McCullen, Wil-
liam G. Crowley, William Mc-
Manus, George Hughes, William
J. D'Elia, Peter J. Dougherty
and Howard Richmond.
The chairman as well as the

date of the dance will be an-
nounced this week.

PRE-IDS PREPARE

FOR APTITUDE TEST

American Medical Colleges'

Association Sponsors

Annual Exam

REVIEWS FUNDAMENTALS

Due to the lack of co-operation
afforded by the viembers of the se-
nior and junior classes it has been
arranged to have the photographer
make another appearance on the
campus to complete the sittings for
the individual photos. Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, December 7,

8 and 9, respectively, are the dates
chosen for this second group of sit-

tings beginning at 1 o'clock in the
afternoon and continuing through-
out the day to 6 o'clock.

Students will not be required to
make appointments, as has been the
custom In the past, and the photog-
raphy will take place in Room 102
Mendel Hall at the above time. It is

necessary that the usual fee of $2
be paid on or before the time of sit-

tings either to the photography edi-
tor or to the photographer in
charge. The fee entitles the stu-
dents to a large photograph which
will be developed from one of the
four proofs.

All seniors and juniors are urged
to take advantage of this opportu-
nity, since the success of the 1933
Belle Air depends in part on the co-
operation offered by the members of
these respective classes. The task
of obtaining the individual photos
was inaugurated a number of weeks
ago and, from all appearances,
proved to be quite discouraging.
There has been a misunderstanding
among the members of the senior
class regarding the pictures taken
last year, and the editor wishes to
make it known that It is impossible
|&_u«« them In this year's Belle Air.

It has been announced by Rev,
Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A., dean
of the Science School, that the apti-
tude test for the pre-medical stu-
dents will be given on Friday, De-
cember 9, at 3 P. M. in the Mendel
Hall amphitheatre. For this test a
fee of $1 will be charged by the
Washington office of the Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges,
and it will be given only at this
time. , :

All students who are preparing to
take the test are advised to make a
careful review of three of the essen-
tial pre-medical subjects: Biology,
chemistry and physics. It Is be-
lieved that there will be some 250
questions pertaining to the study of
the above-mentioned subjects.
The American Medical Associa-

tion recognizes this test as the crite-
rion for prospective candidates for
the study of medicine. This apti-
tude test is becoming one of the
normal requirements for entrance
into any medical school in the coun-
try, since it is one of the means de-
cided upon to standardize the re-
quirements as far as possible, due
to the large number of applicants
seeking admission each year.
The papers of the students taking

these tests are sent to a committee
appointed by the medical associa-
tion to be corrected. The papers
are then put on file by the associa-
tion and referred to for future ref-
erence. These tests are given as a
means of determining the student's
ability to retain and master certain
facts which are to form the basis of
the study of medicine.
The aptitude test was first con-

ducted in February, 1931, and the
questions have been concentrated
about six parts: Scientific vocabu-
lary, pre-medical information, com-
prehension and retention, visual
memory, content memory, and an
understanding of printed matter.

HEU) AT HOI FOR

VICTIMS OF CRASH

Arthur Shortall and Josepb

Delaney Buried From

Parish Churches

DEATHS BLOW TO COLLEGE

Were Returning From Holidays

With Richard Hickey and

Edward Donahue

Funeral services were held last

Thursday and Friday mornings for

Arthur R. Shortall and Joseph De-

laney, respectively, student victinui

of a fatal automobile crash last

Monday morning on the Roosevelt
boulevard. Mr. Shortall was buried
from his parish church at Rock-
land, Mass., while Mr. Delaney wa»
buried from his church in Melrosfli,

Mass.
Masses were offered In the college

chapel for the repose of the souls of

both these young men last Tuesday
and Friday mornlngc*. Rev. Joseph
F. O'Malley, O.'S. A., chaplain of the
college, celebrated the Mass on
Tuesday, and the Rev. Eugene A.
Mauch, O. S. A., officiated at th«
Mass on Friday.
The services of both these for-

mer students were well represented

by the Villanova student body and
faculty. Among those present were
the Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A-^

vice-president of the college; Head
Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher, coach

of football; Harry Coates, coach of

the track team; William G. Crow-
ley, who automatically succeeds Mr,
Shortall as chairman of the Student
Council; Richard E. Hickey, Ed-
ward J. Donahue, William McManua

Continued on Page Fool

D'ELIA ELECTED

Lambda Kappa Delta Selects Senior

for Student Council

At the regular meeting of th«

Lambda Kappa Delta conducted last

week William J. D'ElIa, '33, wa«
elected to represent the fraternity

In the student council. Mr. D'Elia

formerly held the position of ser-

geant-at-arms, but resigned prior to

the election. Michael Jordan wa«
chosen to fill the vacancy left by
Mr. D'Elia.

A board of admission was selected

by President Howard Richmond,
who presided at the meeting, to con-
sider the applications of the larg*
number of students who are seek-

ing entrance to the fraternity. The
names of the students appointed to
this board will be posted on the bul-
letin board in the near future.

Sacks Signal Scalpel Sharpening

For Senior Students in Science

By JOSEPH J. FITZHENRY
The third annual shipment of an-

atomy specimens arrived last Tues-
day and was greeted with wonder-
ing eyes, that viewed the Ave oil-

skin sacks of the then-unknown
content with awe and in shrouded
silence.

To the ordinary observer this

event means practically nothing, ex-

cept that upon closer observation it

might cause disgust, and possibly a
reverse peristalsis, but to the pre-
med it brings thoughts of research
and hard work that have made pos-
sible the laboratory course in this
all-important subject In his chosen
profession.
The technically termed "cadavers"

are inspected after death in order
to detect the possible presence of
contagious diseases which would
make them unfit for student use.
After it has been made certain that
no infections exist, the bodies are
embalmed. Injected, and frozen In a
refrigerator at 10 degrees below
wro, over a period of two j^ears.

All this is not to Insure death, but
rather to prepare them for the ter-
rible beating they must take at the
hands of the senior pre-me"d3.
The embryo doctors of Villanova

can justly be proud of the human
anatomy course offered in the
School of Science, as It Is one ot
the very few collegiate human a»>
atomy laboratories in the country.

Fells domestica (cats, to you)]
have always been a source of un-
wanted nocturnal melody to th»
sleeper, but the sophomore pre-
meds now boast of cats that wiH
never annoy anyone. These stu*
dents have begun in earnest to dis-

sect and gaze upon the "innards" of
said cats.

Several CATastrophlea delaye4
the work for awhile, the untimely
decay of the first batch, and the
mistaken cremation of the secon^i
but work will soon be resumed witli

the arrival of a third shipment
much to the delight of tha fopbo
morefti

i6<-/Tt^
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V
THE SCHOLARSHIPS

ILLANOVA HAS taken her stand!

Courageously and undaunted by

foreseen criticisms she has abolished her

scholarships, an action detrimental to a

few but most beneficial to Villanova men
and Villanova standards. If Villanova was
to be given recognition in this sector of

the country, if she desired to further her

educational ideals, if she wished to place

her men in professional schools and the

business world, and if her fair name was

to remain untainted, this action was nec-

essary. The Commission on Institutions

of Higher Education demanded such pro-

cedure and Villanova had no alternative

but to comply with this august accredit-

ing agency. What will result from this

drastic stroke and how Villanova will deal

with her athletes is as yet unknown. The
only course open to us is to sit back and

watch developments. The other colleges

in the association must either follow suit

or else be debarred from recognition.

Without a doubt, the aboJishment of schol-

arships deals a harder blow to the small

college than to the large university. The
big schools have powerful alumni to sup-

port athletes at their Alma Mater, where-

as the smaller colleges have little or no

backing from this source. In a recent

statement the president of this college

made public the severe blow dealt to the

small college and how difficult it will be

for Villanova to enable deserving and poor

students to receive a college education.

As he well said in reference to this recent

ruling of the Commission, "If the letter

ftnd spirit of this ruling is universally ob-

served, it will undoubtedly be a benefit in

the long run. If not universally observed,

I fear that it will lead to far worse condi-

tions than exist at present."

OUR MISFORTUNE .•

MEN! THEY were no more. They
could be no more, for that is the

Snest and highest distinction any fellow

tan earn on a college campus. On the

ftthletic field they fought—not as beasts,

but as MEN—^four-square, clean, hard,

[n the classroom they put their minds to

i^ork when the going was hard because

Ihey did not shirk—they could not—^for

they were ME^N. On the campus they

were ever fair—ever cheerful, that their

txiendB might not worry about their mis-

fortunes. Ever thoughtful of others, ever

ready to lend a hand they showed they

had the stuff that makes MEIN. "Artie"

Shortall and "Joe" Delaney will be missed,

Uut only materially. Spiritually they will

veat ever in our hearts and minds because

they 8et the pace. Eh^ery act, every deed

flhowed that through and through they

WtTt ever straight They were MEN,

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

UPON our arrival at Villanova
this past September we im-
mediately became cognizant

of the fact that our intended Alma
Mater had changed and changed
considerably since our departure a
few months before. Scepticism was
at once rife anent the reception that
would be accorded the prevalent
changes by the student body, but
this did not linger long. Doubt was
dispelled as soon as the mass of stu-

dents arrived. Far from compli-
mentary were the remarks that
filled the atmosphere about the
countryside, and near and far could
be heard the concentrated grunfi-

: bling of some 700 young stalwarts;
'.and, my friends, if there is any-
'. where on the face of the earth any-
' one or anything that can outgrum-
ble a dissatisfied member of this in-

stitution, kindly let Us know. Bar-
num could use it. A successful foot-

ball season acted as antidote and a
short respite was had, but the con-
clusion of the gridiron sport seemed
to mark the rebirth of the moaning
disease and again the shrouding
folds of gloom, dissension, and what
not wrapped the campus. However,
the fates are kind and last Saturday
evening witnessed an event that we
think will go far to establish har-
mony ?.nd in part counteract the
present spirit. Villanova over-
whelmed Cooper Union, 62-20, and
in doing so revealed a powerful and
smooth-working uintet that should
pick up where Harry Stuhldreher's
minions left off. Ironically, this, too,

comes in the nature of a change, be-

cause during the past few years
varsity basketball has been on the
decline at Villanova.
And so, with a renovated dining

hall and renovated collection of bas-
keteers, we at least have something
to be thankful for during the weary
winter months to come.

The mention of the dining hall

lecalls to mind a feature which has
lately been installed in the refectory

and which we think should be re-

moved immediately. Of late the cus-

tomary paper cups have been re-

moved from the drinking fountain
at the front of the dining hall and
in their stead glasses are being
used. This necessitates many stu-

dents using the same glass and the
sanitary features of this practice

are nil. It doesn't seem in accord
with the splendid strides that have
been made for the betterment of the
students' eating place, and we are
of the opinion that the return of the
paper cups at the drinking fountain
would be welcomed by the students.

Husing—"Army is about to send
in one of her pony backfield."

Lucey—"Why, he must weigh
180."

Novelline—"Well, how much does
a pony weigh?"
And then some wonder why

Charlie Hurlburt almost turned
gray coaching those two boys.

At the outset of the Thanksgiving
holidays we were privileged to

travel to New York with none other
than the one and only Bill laco-
bellis. If anyone ever wants to en-
joy any sort of a trip, we advise
having Bill as a travelling compan-
ion. An illustration of the recency
of his humor is revealed by the fact

that he told us a joke tnat we heard
Joe McKenna repeating yesterday
and Joe is the campus wit, half or
otherwise. It went something like

this. There were three prisoners
arguing which of them had been in

jail the longest and the first said,

"When I came here the first air-

plane had just been flown." The
second remarked, "Why, when I ar-

rived at this Institution, automo-
biles were just beginning to replace
horses."* The third, with an expres-
sion that is characteristic of Mick-
los in a thinking mood, cMiid, "What
are horses?"

Is it any wonder, then, that upon
our arrival in the metropolis the
bus driver, with a nod in the direc-
tion of the acre of ground which
lacobellis covered, asked, "Is it hu-
man?"

IS IT TRUE—
That the removal of a horse from

the wall of the College Inn resulted
in a decided increase in the eve-
ning's trade?

That "Watch-the-Arm" DeCicco
in a letter to his lady fair boasted
that he bad obtained 100 in a re-

ligion quiz?

That John O'Connor is going to

swim in the quarter-mile for Fedi-

gan Hall in the coming intra-mural
meet?

That "Scoo]/' Keating has a yen
to be an cfrcheatra leader, or maybe
it was a crooner? (We could not be
certain from the demonstration.)

That tven the prisons are receiv-

ing long«r Xmas vaeaUona than we
ara?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

WE JUST came across an ar*
tide In the ."Tomahawk"
of Holy Cross which struck

us as being a real indication of in-

telligence a.nd justice as befits a col-

lege organization. The junior class
is getting ready to select a ring
committee and also to select a ring.
The method they use is to have the
student agent for each jewelry com-
pany exhibit their wares, with the
class en masse sitting as audience
and judge. Each is given equal op-
portunity to show the advantages of
their merchandise, and then the
class votes for its choice. The agent
of the company that wins automat-
ically becomes chairman of the ring
committee. This has the twofold ad-
vantage of eliminating all argu-
ments and crooked politics.

This also prevents those putrid
meetings in which a selected
scummy few sit down, lick their
chops, and try to figure out how
much of a raking they can give
their classmates without a protest.
It also prevents an awful smell
when and if anybody ever lifts the
cover and lets out the stench.

At last we find a person of intelli-
gence and courage who has come to
the rescue of the engineers, and de-
fends them in an article in the
Duke University "Chronicle," Pro-
fessor W. E. Freeman, of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, was the princi-
pal speaker at a meeting of engi-
neers at Duke. His topic was "The
Engineers' Place in the Sun." He
told of the great achievements of
the engineers down through the
ages and said that the progress of
civilization was due to the engi-
neers. "Tie also explained the won-
ders of the universe, ending with
the statement that the engineers
must have their place in the sun.

Well, the staff is willing to give
you all the sun you want as long as
you don't try to usurp our place in
the moonlight.

It seems appropriate this week
since almost everyone is getting the
itch and the urge to write poetry, to
publish a few classic definitions that
we found in a new exchange, "The
Loyola News," of Loyola University,
of Chicago.
Poetry is where every line begins

with a capital letter.—Shelley.
Poetry is jumbled type which you

give a title to.—Humbert Wolfe.
Poetry Is applesauce. — H. L.

Mencken.
Now .hat everything is clear, will

somebody write us a lyrical ro-
mance on halitosis?

DID YOU KNOW 'xTIAT—
Two more Carideos have arrived

at Notre Dame? Angelo, Frank's
brother, is another quarterback,
while Fred, a cousin, is a candidate
for a fullback berth.

According to "The Purple and
Gray" of St. Thomas College, St.

Paul, Minn., a professor at Ford-
ham University is reported to have
passed x student in one of his

classes who was dead six months.

The football men at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee have felt the sting
of the depression so much that they
have demanded a cut of the gate re-
ceipts. .. .-, . . ":. : '*.• >

The use of cellophane to prevent
sunburn was started at Malibu
Beach, and has now reached Pur-
due. . ..(:

: ^\..'-y- ;..; ;,; .\.y

According to a recent survey con-
ducted at the University of Wash-
ington, "Ballyhoo" and "Hooey" oc-

cupy second place in student sales.

The first place is held by the Satur-
day Evening Post. But not at Villa-

nova.

Seniors are the only students of
Canisius College who are allowed to

use the main center entrance to the
college building.

As an example of what our young
moderns are writing, here is a bit

of verse from the Temple "News":

TO HEPHZIBAH
Ah
Hephzibah
How I yoin for
Touse
Most goofy of
SkolU (Aintcha)

3
On dreary days
On iismal nights
Why should I

Feel dizzy
When I

Can think of
You
Hephzibah

The staff would like to get a pic-

ture of Hephsibah. And if we can
gft a picture of the author, we'll

i>ihow it to everybody at so much a

Things Literary

To MANY of us here at college, Phila^

delphia is but a place to go when we
desire to be amused. Few of us kno_w,

much less visit, the many interesting

places located there. Consequently, in the

next few issues this column will describe

some of the more important of these

places.

One of the most interesting spots in

the whole city, to our way of thinking, ie

the Rodin Art Museum, located on the

Parkway. It is a small, but beautiful build-

ing, designed along the best lines of for-

mal French architecture. Placed at the

entrance of the museum is that best known
and best loved of all the Rodin master-

pieces, "The Thinker." Another feature of

the exteHor is the pair of massive bronze

doors depicting Hell and the souls of the

damned.

Passing on into the interior, one finds

himself in the midst of all the well-known
Rodin works. Here is "The Kiss," there,

"The Hand of God," all enshrined in an
appropriate setting. In addition to the

statues, are Rodin's paintings and sketches

which are hung in a separate room. At the

end of the building is a small library de-

voted exclusively to works on art.

As you most probably know, Rodin was
a French sculptor who died only a few
years ago, in 1917 to be exact. He pro-

duced great scriptural and symbolical

groups, but is best known for his portrait

busts and statues, the most notable

among these being that of Victor Hugo.
His chief characteristic is his extraordi-

nary power in the synthesis of expression.

If you find yourself in Philadelphia with
a few hours on your hands, a visit to this

muse^n will be worth your while. It is

near to the centre of the city, and no ad-

mission is charged. In next week's issue

we shall talk about another museum, The
Parkway, with its wonderful exhibits of

early American handcraft, and Roman
relics.

TO THOSE of you who find great pleas-

ure in reading biography, the name of

Romain RoUand is undoubtedly well

known." This Frenchman, whose "Jean

Christophe" brought him into prominence,

has added another book to the list of his

achievements. It is the biography of a

composer, the greatest of them all, and is

entitled "Beethoven the Creator."

But it is imlike other biographies in the

fact that it is concerned only with the

most productive portion of its subject's

life, from the time when Beethoven was
30 until a few years before his death. On
the title page we are informed that the

volume deals with "the great creative

epochs," in other words from the time

that he composed the "Eroica" imtil the

completion of the "Appassionata."

In a smooth flowing style, Rolland tells

the story of this genius, holding your in-

terest until the final page. Beethoven, as

we see him is an already recognized mas-

ter, living in Vienna. He is possessed of

an excellent physique, and an unusually

bad temper. His utter disregard for con-

ventions and manners often leads to

amusement, as, for illustration, when
begged by his patroness, a Princess, on
bended knee to play the piano he turned

his back and stalked out of the room. His

love affairs are but discreetly touched

upon, leaving the reader somewhat ik the

dark. The part of greatest value, how-
ever, is an appendice added to the book
on Beethoven's deafness. It is most en-

lightening and its veracity is well account-

ed for by many medical statements g^ven

verbatis»

f
\
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ON SCHOLARSHIPS

President of College and Di-

rector of Athletics Issue

%. Statements

Students Who Figured in Fatal Auto Crash Last Week

EFFECT IS INDEFINITE

Continued From PagA Ono .

a college education. Some of our
most creditable graduates In the
past have been men who during
their college days received student
aid because of athletic abilities.

•'If the letter and spirit of this

ruling is universally observed, it

will undoubtedly be a benefit in the
long run, both to the colleges and to

athletics at the college. If it is not
universally observed, I fear that It

will lead to far worse conditions
than exist at present. As far as Vil-
lanova is concerned, the die is cast."
Just what policy is going to be

followed in the near future concern-
ing the men afTected by the new rul-
ing is not generally known, as Is
shown in the following statement is-
sued by Rev. John H. Crawford,
O. S. A., director of athletics:

"Just what effect our decision Is
going to have on the future of ath-
letics at Villanova I cannot say.
Frankly, I do not know. We cer-
tainly do not Intend to cut out ath-
letics for the students, nor do we
Intend to drop any of the sports.
"Almost 300 of our students were

playing football this year. Five of
the teams played intra-mural games
only. Four of the teams engaged In
Interscholastic competition. Only on
the varsity and freshman teams
were there men receiving scholar-
ship aid. We found great Interest
among the students in the junior
varsity and 150-pound teams. Some
really good players were uncovered.
We hope that under the present pol-
icy more students will be encour-
aged to try out for the teams. We
Intend immediately to encourage
Wide participation in basketball. Al-
ready a schedule of intra-mural
games is being worked out. We
have three indoor courts available
for the use of the students."

ARTHUR R. SHORTALL.

Catholic University, George-

town Send Condolences on

Deaths of Students

FR. STANFOhD RECIPIENT

TOPIC OF SEMINAR

Malcolm Harkins, D. V. IVI.,

Tells of Progress Made in

This Field

ON REGISTRATION

tabulated Figures Show 1974
Registered In Various

^ Schools at Villanova

'705 LISTED AS RESIDENTS

A total enrollment at Villanova of
1974 students appears on the chart
called "Statistics Regarding Enroll-
ment for 1932-1933" recently issued
from the registrar's office. This
grand total is reached by adding to-
gether the totals of the various
schools and represents the final
compilation of the registration fig-
ures.

The students are registered here
as follows: In the School of Arts
and Philosophy, 188; in the School
of Science, 255; in the School of
Commerce and Finance, 282; In the
School of Engineering, 183; In the
Extension School, 287; in the Nor-
mal School, 104; in the Diocesan
Teachers' College, 160; In the Sum-
mer School, 429, and in the Evening
School, 86.

The chart also shows that 705 stu-
dents out of the total registration
are listed as resident on the cam-
pus.
In the schools of Arts, Engineer-

ing, Science and Commerce and Fi-
nance the total enrollment of
classes runs as follows: Freshmen,
218; sophomores, 275; juniors, 223.
and seniors, 196. Of these students
580 are resident and 378 are non-
resident.

These figures show a material In-
crease over the figures that were
compiled In September. The per-
centage Increase Is over one per
cent, and the increase of resident
students is over 1.1 per cent.

DISCUSSES MANY PHASES

' ..' .'
'

'
•

"The Relationship 6t Veterinary

Medicine to Public Health" was the

topic of a talk delivered by Malcolm
Harkins, D. V. M., at the weekly
meeting of the Science School semi-

nar conducted last Thursday in the

Mendel Hall amphitheatre. The
presence of Dr. Harkins at Villa-

nova was made possible through the

efforts of Rev. Joseph M. Dough-
erty, O. S. A., dean of the School of
Science,
Dr. Harkins began his address by

expressing the tact that the study
of veterinary medicine has opened
other fields in research work, bring-
ing out the fact that a doctor of vet-
erinary medicine is better suited for
research work than the ordinary
physician. "The veterinarian has
opened fields of public health, per-
forming the work of inspecting dis-
eases and other public health prob-
lems.' Another field in which the
veterinarian has achieved progress
is that concerned with Government
service, where his duty is to inspect
animals before they are shipped to
this country from abroad, to detect
the various harmful diseases."
The doctor continued to discuss

the numerous fields connected with
the work of the veterinarians and
brought out a number of details
concerned with general practice. He
stated that this field is a far greater
one than that of medicine. "The
profession is what you make it, the
manner in which the veterinarian
maintains the conditions involved
contributes to his success. Recent
research has shown that man is the
cause of a large number of diseases
Instead of the general belief that
the animal is the cause."
Dr. Harkins mentioned the study

of milk in determining tuberculosis
and explained the means used in
tracing the disease and finding the
cow which is the cause of the dis-
eased milk. He discussed Pasteur-
ization and the benefits derived
from this wonderful method of com-
bating disease. The speaker men-
tioned a number of other diseases
associated with animals, which en-
ter Into the field of veterinary medi-
cine and cited various examples ex-
plaining these numerous causes of
infection in man.
He concluded his lecture by

stressing the many opportunities in
veterinary medicine for ambitious
young men and stated the fact that
the study brings one In close con-
tact with Nature Itself.

Vaca, Zndrcll Recovering
From Recent Illnesses

Sudden Illness overtook a stu-
dent and a former student last
week and necessitated hurried
trips to hospitals. William M.
Vaca, a senior engineer, was
stricken last Monday night by
Internal hemorrhages and was
rushed to the Graduate Hospi-
tal, where prompt treatment by
members of the hospital staff
relieved his condition, Mr. Vaca
pulled through the crisis of his
ailment successfully and will be
able to return to school in a few
weeks,
Richard Zudrell, a student

here last year, and at present
an employe on the dining room
staff, was stricken suddenly
with an appendicitis attack and
was rushed to the Misericordia
Hospital, where he successfully
underwent art emergency opera-
tion. While a student, Mr. Zud-
rell was a member of the circu-
lation staff of the VILLA-
NOVAN.

MADE BY STUDENTS

Is Presented to Parents of

Joseph Delaney and

Arthur Shortall

Former Student Dies
After Long Sickness

Carlos Smith, Former Engineering
Student, Dies of Operation

Friends of Carlos Smith at Villa-
nova College and in his native city
of Havana, Cuba, were grieved to
hear of his untimely death on Mon-
day, November 21, He died at the
Mayo Brothers' Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn., from an unsuccessful opera-
tion on a brain tumor.
Mr. Smith was a junior in the

Electrical Engineering School, but
had to go home on account of ill-
ness when the first semester was
completed last year. He had in-
tended to come back this year at
the beginning of the second semes-
ter.

A TRIBUTE OF RESPECT

Event of the week

—

A Freshman was seen \yearlnff
rtgt tlMt othtr «ay.

nil

VILLANOVA USES
MILK FROM

ARDROSSAN FARMS
Producers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

FROM TUBERCULIN
AND BLOOD TESTED

NEW TRAFFIC COP"

Recent Accident on Pike Brings
Action by Authorities

Due to an accident in which Miss
Mary O'Brien, a member of the of-
fice staff, was Injured, the Rev. Ed-
ward V. Stanford, O. S. A,, presi-
dent of the college, has secured a
Radnor Township police officer to
diiect traflfic on Lancaster avenue
in front of the chapel.
The officer will be there during

the rush hours of the college, espe-
cially In the mornings, when the
number of students crossing the
pike is very great.
Father Stanford wishes the stu-

dents to cross the pike at this point
and thus co-operate in minimizing
the danger of accidents.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

The following letter, containing
its message of sympathy and suppli-
cation to God in the form of spir-
itual works by the students of Villa-
nova College for the repose of the
souls of Joseph Delaney and Arthur
R. Shortall, is a copy of those sent
to the parents of Messrs. Delaney
and Shortall, and signed by approx-
imately 700 students.
"We, the students of Villanova

College, under the leadership of our
Student Council, deeply grieved at
the loss of our fellow students, Jo-
seph Delaney and Arthur R. Short-
all, and sympathizing profoundly
with their parents r.nd families in
their bereavement, express to them
our sincerest sorrow and heartfelt
sympathy.
"Further, as a tribute of respect

to their memory, and out of affec-

1

tion for the departed, we present
the following spiritual bouquet, to
be offered before the throne of the
Most High for the eternal rest of
their souls, that God may grant
them the light of eternal glory that
they have always hoped for, through
Christ, Our Lord. Amen."
The s.>iritual bouquet is listed be-

low:
Masses

i *,,..,, . * . . . . 2,804
Communions ....,.,;,,,,,,,, 2,034
Rosaries ..,,«.., 3466
Stations of the Cross 1,209
Visits to Blessed Sacrament. . 2,804
Lord's Prayer, Hail Marys 10,522

Ft. Crawford Gives Address
"New Athletic Policy at Villanova

College" was the topic of a talk
delivered by Rev. John H. Craw-
ford, O. S. A,, director of athletics,
at a regular monthly meeting of the
Villanova Club of Philadelphia last
night. The meeting was conducted
at the Hotel Adelphia with John A.
Freney, president of the Villanova
Alumni Club in Philadelphia, pre-
siding..

Leading colleges throughout the

country have been sending condol-

ences to the student body and fac-

ulty of Villanova since the regrettai*

ble accident of November 28, ia

which two students were killed.

Among the foremost institutions.

Catholic University sent the follow**

ing letter addressed to Revi Ed-
ward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-

dent:
"Dear Father Stanford: May I ex-

press, in my own name and in that
of the student body of the Catholio
University of America, our pro-
found sympathy to the faculty and
student body of Villanova College
on the untimely death of two of
your prominent students, Messrs.
Delaney and Shortall. The Lord
has given, the Lord taketh away.
A special Requiem Mass will ba
said at this university for the re-

pose of their souls and the students
will be urged to receive Holy Com-
munion for them. May they rest
in peace,

"Yours very sincerely,

(Signed)

"JAMES H, RYAN, Rector.*

Rev. John J. Kehoe, S. J., faculty
director of athletics, at George-
town University, wired the follow-
ing: "The Georgetown University
athletic department expresses sin-

cere condolences and heartfelt sym-
pathy to the faculty and student*
for the sad death of the two mem-
bers of the Villanova student body."

Refrigerator Is Overhauled

The old refrigerator in the rear of
the kitchen which vas almost de-
stroyed by the recent fire has been
completely overhauled and is now in

first-class condition.

It has been reconstructed with a
thermostat unit and new coils and
all the walls have been relined with
new cork. At the same time It also
was connected with the new frig-

idaire in the space between the
kitchen and the dining hall, and
now they are both on the same unit.

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

GEORGE ARLISS
in

"A SuccessfiU Calamity"

Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 7 and 8
HAROLD LLOYD

in
"MOVIE CRAZY"

Frl., Dec. 9
"The Phantom President"

With
George M. Cohan

Jimmy Durante
Claudette Colbert

Sat., Dec. 10
JACK OAKIE

in
'Madison Square Garden"

Men., Dec. 12
WARNER BAXTER

In
"Six Hours to Live"

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Sava Money

AGENTS
"^MSUk M OONWAT

HAVE YOUR
LAUNDRY DONE

by the

Majestic Laundry Co.
The College Laundry

3728-30 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

It U most economical to look your best where
clqtheg are eansUtereiT
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FUNERAL SERVICES

HELD ATm FOR

VHMf CRASH

Vihur Sliortal and Joseph

Delaney Buried From

Parisli Churches

DEATHS BLOW TO COLLEGE

iW-«^

Where and How Fatal Accident Occurred

Were Resuming From Holidays

With Riciiard Hickey and

Edward Donahue

Cvnttnoed Pave Oa«

•nd John F. Kelleber, \f»i6m many
others.

Returning %o the eoHeve mt^r

having spent the Tbankflgiving m-
•eea at tfaeir homes, Mr. Delaney

»Bd Mr. Shortall were travelling

with Mr. Hickey, eaptaki d this

year's football team, and Mr. Dona-

hue, captain of the track team and

tar end of the football team, in a
roadster belonging to a friend of

Mr. Donahue.

Having left Boston at 8.30 the

previous evening, the four young
men were within a few miles of

their destination when the accident

occurred. The severity of the acci-

dent can be realized by the fact that

the car was completely demolished.

Mr. Shortall and Mr. Delaney
were riding in the rumble seat of

the car, with Mr. Hickey driving

and Mr. Donahue sitting at his side.

Aa they were proceeding west on
the boulevard, their car was struck

by a machine driven by Frank Col-

g&n, Philadelphia, who was headed
outh on Ninth street.

The force of the collision turned

the car over three times, while it

skidded along the road for nearly

200 feet. Unable to free themselves,

the two in the rumble seat were
crushed and are believed to have
died from head injuries. Passing
motorists took the four young men
to the Jewish Hospital, where a
priest from the Church of the Holy
Child administered ^he last rites of

the Church to the two men who
were killed. ••:;,.. ;;-;r.'.v:-.':

Rev. Charles J. Melchior, O. S. A.,

procurator of the college, and Fa-
ther Albers visited Mr. Hickey and
Mr. Donahue in the hospital imme-
diately following the accident. Fa-
ther Melchior stated that the young
men had left their homes in plenty

of time to get back for Monday
classes.

Mr. Shortall, who was 24 years

old, was one of those rare combi-
nations of a scholar and athlete

combined. A senior in the Arts
School, he was well and favorably

known throughout the entire col-

lege. He distinguished himself not
only in athletic competition, but also

In the student government of the

college.

He was graduated from Rockland
High School in 1929, winning letters

In football, basketball and baseball.

Entering Villanova College in the

fall of the same year, he soon be-

came one of the most popular men
on the campus. In his sophomore
year he was a member of the vigi-

lance committee. Also that year first

aw him as a member of the base-

ball team, where he played first

base. On the ball field he played
with such an ease that he was con-

sidered one of the most valuable
players. He was captain of last

year's hockey team and was ex-

pected to star again this year.

Among members of the various
athletic squads as well as among
other students, the name of Joseph
Delaney was one that was held in

high esteem, Mr. Delaney, also 24

years old, received his early educa-
tion in the schools of Melrose, Mass.,
from which high school he was
graduated in 1929. In high school

be distinguished himself on the
track team, running the 100- and
220-yard dashes. In college he re-

peated his earlier success and was
one of the mainstays of the team.

Sitting on the extreme right end
of the bench during all the football

games, Mr. Delaney's vas a figure

well known to the students. He as-

sisted the trainer during all the

games this season. His knowledge
of sports in general made him a
ivaluable member of the college;

TIm above photo Is a scene of Ninth street and Roosevelt boulevard, where two Villanova athletes met
death while two others were Injured in the accident which occurred last week. The dotted lines Indi-
cate the course of the autos driven by Richard £. Hickey and Frank Colgan with "x** showing the spot of

the collision and also showing where Mickey's car landed after the crash.

Manager Conlan Issues

1933 Debating Schedule

Season to Open With
Freshman Contest

January 6

Continued From Page One

R. I. P.
Wb*t happened k> those students

toad iwveral feminef phoning

noon will present a shortened form

of the same question over Station

WCAU. This is the same procedure

as was followed last year and it

proved most satisfactory. In the

first of these meetings, three judges

will award the palm of victory,

while in the second, the votes of

the radio audience will be the decid-

ing factor.

Following these in close succes-

sion will come Swarthmore, Temple,

Charles Morris Price, St. Francis,

St. John's, Rutgers, Westminster,

St. Thomas, Dayton, Bucknell, New
York University and Manhattan.

Tentative engagements have been

arranged with several other institu-

tions, but these will not be men-
tioned until a definite agreement

has been reached.

The original schedule arranged by

the society has been considerably

curtailed, due to the intervention of

the faculty. Several trips have had
to be cancelled because of the ne-

cessitated absence from classes.

This ruling of the faculty does not

completely prohibit the scheduling
of travelling debates. They are per-

missible provided the participants

are able to return to Villanova the

same evening. The society, while
inconvenienced, will still be able to

carry on a greater part of the ex-

tensive schedule planned.
This year's varsity team will be

composed of: Joseph J. Conlan, '33;

Joseph T. Houseman, '33; Rudolph
J. Lehnau, '33; John Micklos, '33;

Raymond J. Harter, '34; Charles P.

Goggi, '34, and Paetrus Banmiller,
'35. The inexperienced team, chosen

to meet Haverford, consists of:

Lawrence P. Goldschmidt, Edgar H.
Cottrell and Roberts Bouson, while

the freshman group that will open
the season consists of John W. Hal-

JOURNALISM COURSE

Two Additional Periods Open for

Convenience of Students

Two additional courses of lectures

on journalism were begun this

week for students who are unable

to attend the Thursday afternoon

classes because of conflicting sched-

ules.

The new schedules for these lec-

tures will be: 9.50 Monday morning.
Room 206, Mendel Hall; 1.30 Mon-
day afternoon. Room 106, Mendel
Hall, and 1.30 Thursday afternoon,

Room 106, Mendel Hall. In order

to complete the course satisfactorily

it will be necessary to attend one
of these classes each week. The
three lectures each week will be
identical so that any student miss-

ing his regular lecture may attend

the next one.
One credit hour will be given for

each semester to students who sat-

isfactorily complete the course. All

students are eligible to attend the

lecture by simply registering with

the UMrtnictor. No fee will be

lahan, John A. O'Hara and Carl A
Mayer.

With this material. Professor Jo-
seph T. Jonas, moderator, expects
to have a highly successful season,
and, through the VILLANOVAN,
cordially invites the faculty and stu-

dent body to all debates held at
Villanova.

The schedule to date is as fol-

lows:
Jan. 6—Newark Prep at Villanova.
Jan. 12—University of Pennsylvania

at Villanova.
Jan. 13—University of Pennsylvania

over WCAU.
Jan. 13—Haverford College at Villa-

nova.
Jan. 28—Swarthmore College at Vil-

lanova.
Feb. 2—Temple University, homc-

and-home.
Feb. 8—Lehigh University at Villa-

nova.
Feb. 9—Charles Morris Price at

Poor Richard Club.
Feb. 20—St. Francis College at Vil-

lanova.
Feb. 2d—University of Florida at

Villanova.
Mar. 3—St. John's College at Villa-

nova.
Mar. 6—University of Dayton at

Villanova.
Mar, 7—Rutgers University at Vil-

lanova.
Mar. 9—St. Thomas College at Vil-

lanova.
Mar. 13—New York University at

New York.
Mar. 16—Westminster College at

Villanova.
Apr. 3—Catholic University at Vil-

lanova.
Apr. 7—Muhlenberg College at Vil-

lanova.
Apr. 27—Manhattan College at Vil-

lanova.

TOWERS?? Street
Terminal

»

Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Romantlc-Dramatlc-Spectacular

'^Madison Square Garden
—With—

Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon
Thos. Melghan, Zasu Pitts
Wm. Boyd, Lew Cody

—Added—
MARIE DRESSLER

and
POLLY MORAN

In "Dangerous Females"

FREE HAT
with Every Purchase at

CRAWFORD'S
Featuring the Most Complete

Selection of

SuitSy Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at ^16.75
ONE PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Giarments to

Choose From
Every Conceivable Color

and Fabrio

1225 MARKET ST.
« Opea BT«aliig»

Course of Advent.
Talks Under Way

Continued From Page One

Christ, two commonly confused doc-

trines.

The speaker then emphasized the

important position which the Moth-
er of God occupies in Catholic life.

Any attempt, he explained, to lessen

the dignity of Mary reflects on the

character of the Divine Son. Christ
Himself would become an insignifi-

cant figure and His Divine human-
ity would be bereft should the sin-

lessness of his Virgin Mother be

PRE-MEDS TO DEBATE ^

Senior Science Students Chosen li
Discuss "Labor VU<ms^

Key. Joseph M. Dougherty. O. M,

A., dean of the School of Scienoti

and professor of socioI<^y, has s4*

lected a group of students from tbtf

senior pre-medical class to take part

in a debate concerning a number^
problems dealing with the study ai
sociology. The topic of the discuoi*

sion is to be woven around the sub*
ject of labor unions ami the impor*
tant part that they play in the S04
cial welfare of modern civilization*

The debate is to be conducted
during one of the meetings of the
weekly science seminars, and will
be under the supervision of the s»>

nior class of the Science School*.
The following students have been
selected by Father Dougherty ta
uphold the affirmative: John Seu*
derl, John Duncan and Daniel Wil*
ner; Bruno Wojtkun, Philip Panzer
and Frank Patadowski to discuss
the negative views.

CULTURE BEING STRESSED

Medical Schools Faying Less Heed
to Science Subjects

Raising of the requirements tot
admission of students to medical
schools throughout the country was
discussed by Rev. Bernard M. Ah
bers, O. S. A., vice-president of the
college, at a weekly meeting of
the Lambda Kappa Delta, frateis

nity of the School of Science.
Subjects not dealing with thtf

sciences are receiving more attea*
tion than ever as requirements fo«
admission to medical schools, ao«
cording to Father Albers, who re^

minded his auditors that, formerly,
medical colleges accepted viitually
every applicant, but that the re-

quirements have been gradually
raised, until now a college degree
is generally required.
"In the beginning, the colleges

merely offered subjects with a di-

rect bearing on the courses to be
questioned. I studied in the professional school,'*
Any love or devotion which we

\
Father Albers declared. "There haa

pay to Mary is never too great pro-
j

been a gradual tendency, recently,
vided we keep it distinct from the to add courses intended to broaden
supreme adoration we pay to Al- 1 the students culturally as well a«
mighty God. And we love to think in a scientific way."

Fathers Albers concluded his talk
by complimenting the fraternity on
the caliber of its members. H4
stated that the fraternity was thtf

back-bone of the Science School,

of Christ as more approachable and
more accessible to ourselves because
of His Blessed Mother, that His
gifts are given to us through her
hands.

Ride the Short Line

Home at Christmas
Busses will leave immediaiely

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21
In Front of Dining Hall

New York $1.75 One Way
Boston $4.50 "

*'

For Further Information See

DAVID MURPHY
220 Austin Hall

•^^TT ^
Showing Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Made -to^Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24-75 and $19.75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dininsr Hall

and Business School

store at

67tli Mid Market Sts.

Open Tin M5 P. M.

JIM ELLIOT
Cmuviu RepMMntallTe

Aloaud Ban

PASSING
m

REVIEW
KOTHBR football season haa
run its course and the Jer-

seys and helmets and so
rth have been packed away In
trunks until another year. As

lual, the daily newspapers are
ica more offering more or less ex-
»rt comments on the past season

[and the scribes are picking all sorts
"all" teams. This sort of post-
ion ballyhoo has grown to be

iditional, and we expect it be-
le talking about an event after
IS happened is only natural.

Villanova has completed a highly
iccessful grid season. Stuhldreher's

jroteges have won seven games and
([lost but two. It is our personal opln-
jlon that this year's eleven was
kbout the best eleven the Blue and

'.White has seen for at least four
rears.

• • •

[Bandour Flaced
lOn AIl-£astem

MANY a pair of admiring eyes
have watched the capers of

- the familiar figure of num-
ber "7" in the Wildcat backfleld as

' he cut through tackle or around
ii«ad for substantial gains or long

I

runs for touchdowns. Among those
r Interested spectators were the sport
kprriters of the Associated Press.
FThey considered "Whitey's" work so
^good that they placed him on their
Wecond All-Eastern eleven. Accord-
flng to their selection he is the
^mythical running mate of the fa-
jnous Bob Lassiter, of Yale. Two
[other Wildcats who have played ex-
kCellent football all season were
jiven honorable mention. Those
two men are Marty Gezzer, center,
nd Jim Milne, guard.

• • «

depression and
rCk>od Foot(>all

THAT well-known sports col-
umnist, Gordon Mackay, made

• the statement the other day
[that the recent football season was
[one which lacked color, spontaneity
^In interest, and that the game
lagged and dragged. He stated that
the reason for the dearth of bright-

Liioss and color was due to the stolid-
ity and passiveness of the specta-
tors, due to the worries and cares
brought about by the present eco-
rnomic conditions.

However, Head Coach Harry
Stuhldreher defended the recent
Jtball campaign, inasmuch as this

^season was significant because of
the unusual number of good foot-
^bal^ teams which were produced
throughout the country.

• • •

*Those Much-
Mscussed Rules

LAST year, directly after the
gridiron season, the papers
were filled with stories about

•the large number of deaths which
occurred t.s a result of football
games. Then the intercollegiate of-
pflcials met and- the rules were
changed in order to make the game
less dangerous.
Once again the papers are giving

much space to the number of trage-
dies which have occurred on the
'field this past fall. The new rules
have helped quite considerably to
cut down the football death rate in
intercollegiate competition. The
reason why the rules have func-
tioned so well is because the college
games are played under strict su-
pervision of the officials. The col-
lege players are well coached and,

» above all, they are kept in fit physi-
cal condition, which is absolutely
necessary for the playing of such a
strenuous game as football.
Notwithstanding the marked de-

crease in collegiate mortalities this
season's grid deaths are again ap-
pallingly large. The high school
players and the sand lot players
top the list The main cause of
the deaths of the high school and
sand lot players lies in the fact that
such teams are poorly supervised
and poorly equipped. This point was
emphasized last year when the new
rules were enacted.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
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ALL OPPONENT TEAM CHOSEN
One of the Season^s Best Ball Carriers

Our Predictions—
• How Good Were They?

Above is "Whltey" Randour, the Wildcat halfback, who has starred
consistently throughout the season and who has been allotted a place

on the Associated Press' All-Eastern second team.

Several Wildcat Adversaries Qet

All-Eastern Honorable Mention

In the all-Eastern elevens selected

by the sports writers of the Asso-

ciated Press and announced last

Our days of picking football win-
ners have passed as far as the year
ci 1932 is concerned. In the last
issue of the VILLANOVAN we
made several predictions and we
were correct in five, wrong in three,

and the Boston College-Holy Cross
game ended in a scoreless tie.

Our record for correct guesses for

the entire season stands at 68 win-
Bers and 17 wrong guesses. Thus
we close our season with an average
somewhere around .800 per cent.
We have predicted more than the

Above total of 86, but there were
Bot a few ties which were elimi-
aated Irom our record^

Wednesday morning, 10 of Villa-

nova's gridiron opponents were giv-

en honorable mention, although
none of the Cats' antagonists were
considered outstanding enough to
warrant posts on either the first or
second elevens selected.

Bucknell and Boston College each
had three players to be given hon-
orable mention, while Temple rated

two, as well as the Gettysburg Bul-

lets.

From the Bucknell eleven the
three Bisons named were: John Ku-
backi, quarterback; Owen James,
guard, and Gene Zanarina, end.

These three players of the Thunder-
ing Herd proved to be continual

thorns for the Wildcats in the Cat-
Bison benefit game at Scranton. The
outstanding playing of Zanarina
and James on the line were high-
lights of that contest.

The Boston College representa-
tives were Flavio Tosl, end; Mario
Romano, center, and Pete Chesnule-
vlch, halfback. Tosi can be recalled

as the player who blocked Kd Dona-
hue's punt and, picked it up, to
dash for the only Bagle touchdown
of the afternoon in the unexpected
rout of the Eagle eleven in its own
nest. Chesnulevlch was the only
Boston College back who was able
to pierce the Cat line consistently
that day.

Tsmple'fl bids tor all-Eastem hon-

ors were Leon Whlttock, quarter-
back, and Hank Reese, center. In
the Cat-Owl classic, Whlttock was
nursing an injured leg and could
not fully display his wares to ad-
vantage. Nevertheless, his fine
playing all season warranted hon-
orable mention. Reese gave the
Wildcat center, Marty Gezzer, a
whale of a battle in the annual fray,
and his defensive play all season al-
most won him a place on either the
first or second teams.
From Gettysburg, "Bull" Stoner

and Kozma received honorable men-
tion. Stoner was captain of the Bul-
let eleven and did most of the de-
fensive work for the Bullets in that
early October game with the
Felines.

BILLIARD TOURNAMENT

Pool Tourney to Be Held at New
Gym to Determine Campus Champ
The billiard room of the new gym

will be the scene of the tournament
which will crown the pocket billiard
champion of the campus, who will,
in addition to the honor, be the re-
cipient of a handsome cash prize
which will be posted by the recrea-
tion manager.
Tourney play will be full "round

robin" without elimination, and all
games will be played off December
15, 16 and 17. For the inexperienced
players, handicaps will be awarded
by Mr. Arthur Shine, manager.

Grid StarsAid in Choosing
OfArinualMythicalEleven

Boston College, Gettysburg, Detroit, Loyola,

and Bucknell Each Have Two Representa-

tives on First Team; Temple Has One

CHESNULEVITCH ON FIRST TEAM

Editor*8 Note—Following a custom inaugurated four
years ago the VILLANOVAN is again publishing first and
second All-Opponent elevens. This year, the teams, in a
consensus of opinion, have been selected by members of the

football squad.

ALL-OPPONENT FIRST AND SECOND TEAMS

First Team
Tosi L.E.. .Boston Col.
C. Rubin L.T Temple
Nye L.G... Gettysburg
Plotczyk C. Loyola
Stoner R.G.. . Gettysburg
Neid ...R.T Bucknell
Storrie ....... R.E , Detroit
Carlin Q.B Loyola
Nott L.H.B Detroit
Chesnulevitch . R.H. ..... . Boston
Reznichack . . .F.B Bucknell

Second Team
Pilconis . .

.

Morgan . .

.

McNamara
Farina ....
Whelan ...

Couhig . . .

.

Craig
Marshk
Zukas
Clary
Rajkovitch

, .L.E...
..L.T..

• . L.Ct* •

.

• « v>« • •

.R.G...
, .R.T...
.R.E...
..Q.B..
.L.H.B.
.R.H.B.
..F.B..

. . . . Temple
, Seton Hall
.... Detroit

, . . Bucknell
Boston Col.
Boston Col.
S. Carolina

Detroit
.... Temple
S. Carolina

Detroit

Honorable Mention
Endrf- McCarthy, Gettysburg; Gudd, Temple; Reisterer, De-

troit; Killelea, Boston College, and Kozma, Gettysburg.

Tackles—Beer, Detroit; Venerosa, Temple; Meers, South Car-
olina; Paul, Ursinus, and Mergard, Gettysburg.

Guards—James and Wood, Bucknell; Smith, Temple, and
Plausse, Boston College.

Backs—Kemmerer, Kilkuskie, and WliiUock, Temple; Eslar,

Seton Hall; Young and McCracken, Detroit; Freitas, Boston Col-

lege, and Myers. Bucknell.

VILLANOVA'S 1932 All-Opponent team is comprised of

two players each from Boston College, Gettysburg, De-

troit, Loyola and Bucknell and a lone representative from

Temple University. South Carolina, Seton Hall and Ursinua,

the other elevens on the Wildcats' gridiron schedule, failed

to secure a place on this first team. However, South Car-

olina and Seton Hall secured representatives on the second

All-Opponent eleven, while the captain of the Ursinus squad,

Paul, rated honorable mention.

The second team Unes up with two Temple, one Seton

Hall, three Detroit, one Bucknell, two Boston College, and

two South Carolina football warriors. ,;..':
- Thus, Detroit's powerful Titana

CHESS CLUB PLANNED

Challenge Received From Temple

for a Five-Board Match

An ancient sport is about to come
into its own upon the campus once
again, as the chess players of the

campus are organizing with the
view of engaging in intercollegiate

chess tourneys.

Though there are many on the
campus who play the game consist-

ently, the matches are at present
purely informal. A meeting is being
held this noon at 1 o'clock in Room
210 Mendel Hall with the intention

of formally organizing the chess tal-

ent of the campus, and, by means of

elimination matches, build up a
team to represent Villanova.

A letter, addressed to the Villa-

nova Chess Club, was received from
the secretary of the Temple Univer-
sity Chess Club, challenging the Vil-

lanova group to a five-board match.
Since the local players have no or-

ganijsation, Rev. Charles P. Brown,
O. S. A., was selected as moderator
to attend to the matter of forming
a club with the view of accepting
the challenge.

All students who are interested in

chess will please see Fr. Brown, in

Good Counsel Hall, or John Micklos,
220 Fedigan, at their earliest con-
venience if it is not possible for

them to attend the meeting this

noon.
There will be a meeting of the

Chess Club Wednesday at 1.10 P. M.
in Room 212 Mendel Hall. All men
who have signified their intention of
playing, as well as all who desire

anterlng the club, will p\mm report

secured five places on both clube;

leading all the other opponents In
comparative playing ability. Bos-
ton College is in second place with
four outstanding candidates, Buck-
nell and Temple third with three;
Loyola, Getty.sburg and South Caro-
Una fourth with two each, and Se-
ton Hall, fifth, with one.
These teams were selected by a

consensus of opinion of 18 players
of the Villanova football varsity
squad. Almost invariably the elev-
ens picked by each Wildcat player
differed from those of teammates,
but the majority agreed on the
players on the first and second All-
Opponent teams. Bill Grimberg,
versatile varsity end, for instance,
has his All-Opponent club listed aa
follows: Left end, Craig, South
Carolina; left tackle, Barrett, De-
troit; left guard. Wood, Bucknell;
center, Shinn, South Carolina; right
guard, Smith, Temple; right tackle,
Meers, South Carolina; right end,
Tosl, Boston College; quarterback,
Carlin, Loyola; left halfback, Nott,
Detroit; right halfback, Eslar, Setoa
Hall, and fullback, Reznichack,
Bucknell.
The All-Opponent first eleven has

Tosl, of Boston College, at left end,
and he snared this position becausa
of his brilliant play and fine defen-
sive work in the Cat-Eagle classio
at Boston College. His running
mate is Storrie, of Detroit, who by
his ability to grab passes and alerts
ness in preventing the 'Cats to cifw

cle his end wets practically the first

choice of the 'Cat players in award-
ing him the position.

At the tackle posts are listed <\

coatiearti — ry ttni
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Inter-Dormitory Cage League Starts TonighOF^^-l^ Basketeers Openjeason With Win
—^^"

, ^dflfiPFR UNION PIVF Two Opponents Who Made Things Unpleasant for the Cats
1

1 ^-si/ ;\ nr rf^ Uf
Both Gyms to Be Used in

Flaying of League Games

OFedlfiran Hall Team Will Face Austin in New
Gym While Alumni Tangles With

/'':':^C^-;: Good Counsel in Old Gym

TEAMS EQUIPPED WITH UNIFORMS

T*HE NEW Inter-Dorm basketball league will swing into

action tonight with two games on the inaugural card.

In the new gym the Austin Hall quintet will lock horns with

their arch foes from Spring Mill road, the Fedigan Hall ar-

ifay,; While this game is in progress in the new gym the

Alumni Hall Galloping Gaels will battle it out with Good
Counsel team in the old gym.

This newly formed league, which is under the direction

jit Rev. Edward B. McKee, O. S. A., and Rev. John J. Vrana,

Oj S. a., is the successor to the old Inter-Fraternity league

which provided the intra-mural basketball interest on the

campus in the past years.

This league is only one of many
^Intra-mural projects which will be
Jinnounced as the year progresses.

It Is believed that this league will

>rtir up more interest in the student
body than did the old frat league,

M It affords an opportunity for
•very student in the school to be-
come an active participant. In for-

mer years, however, participation
wras restricted to members of the
rarious frats; consequently, only a
limited amount of interest was
hown.
Twelve men in each hall have

been selected as representatives of
their dorm and these men have been
outfitted with jerseys and trunks.
Each holl has been given a different
color. Austin having blue, Fedigan
maroon. Alumni gold. Good Counsel
White and Mendel gray.
The prefects in each hall have

appointed coaches who have been
Bending their squads through stren-
uous drills for the past few days, so
It is probable that each team will

evidence at least a semblance of
learn play when they swing into ac-
tion in the inaugural frays.

,• In order to balance the league it

Thas boon divided into a first and
second half. The first half, in which
each team will engage in seven
g^ames, will be brought to a close on
January 20.

The yecond half, in which each
team will again play seven games,
will begin soon after the mid-term.
In the event that a different team
should win each half the victorious
teams will play off in a champion-
Ihip series for the title.

Cei'tain rules for the government
W the league have been drawn up
by Father McKee and Father Vrana
and th'-.se rules will have to be
trictly adhered to in order to In-
ure the life of the loop.
All games must begin before 7.10

P. M. and must be concluded by 8.10
P. M. at the latest. Should a team
fail to be in uniform and on the
court by 7.10 the game is automatic-
ally forfeited to the team present.
The games will be played on each

Tuesday and Friday evenings and
on all free nights. On game nights
Ihe study period will begin at 8.30
P. M. and will run through until 11
li'clock.

No one but those otticially desig-
nated by the directors of the league
Will be permitted to officiate at any
Ume. These officials will be chosen
from among the members of the
.irarsity squad.
To date the question of awards

tor the winning team has not yet
been decided. It Is probable, how-
ever, that some arrangement will be
made whereby the winning team
Will receive suitable reward, either
In the form of r. trophy or minia-
tures.

PROBABLE LINK-UrS OF
TONIGHT'S GAMES

Austin IlaU
Byrnes, f.

Morrison, f.

Baker, c.

R. Bruno, g.

Clavii, g.

Fedigan Hall
Houseman, f

.

Antonaccio, f.

Totin, c
Ocelus, g.

Costa, g.

Good Counsel
Hall

Bedamo, f.

Dougherty, f.

J. McGovern, c.

Vaugh, g.

McGonnigle, g.

Alumni Hall

Mullaney, f.

Montgomery, f.

Mahaffey, c.

Robertson, g.

Brodnicki, g.

Swimming League Proposed

In order to give the student body

every opportunity to make use of

the new gym, an inter-dormitory

swimming league has been pro-

posed. Villanova's swimming pool is

as good as any other in the country,

but to date little interest has been

taken in the recently acquired sport

facility.

All those who are swimmers and
are interested in aquatic sports
should report to their prefects so
that hall teams can be formed and
a schedule worked out.

SCHEDULE
Dec. 6—Austin vs. Fedigan*
Dec. 6-^G. Counsel vs. Alumni x
Dec. 7—G. Counsel vs. Mendel*
Dec. 9—Alumni vs. Fedigan*
Dec. 9—G, Counsel vs. Mendel x
Dec. 13—Austin vs. Alumni *

Dec. 13—G. Counsel vs. Fedigan x
Dec. 16—Austin vs. G. Counsel*
Dec. 16—Alumni vs. Mendel x
Dec. 20—Austin vs. Mendel x

OF GAMES
Dec. 20~Alumni vs. G. Counsel •

Jan. 6—Austin vs. G. Counsel x
Jan. 6—Fedigan vs. Mendel •

Jan. 10—Fedigan vs. Austin x
Jan. 10—Alumni vs. Mendel *

Jan. 13—Austin vs. Alumni x
Jan. 13—Fedigan vs. G. Counsel*
Jan. 17—Fedigan vs. Alumni
Jan, 17—Mendel vs. Austin *

Jan. 20—Fedigan vs. Mendel*

X—Old Gymnasium in Alumni Hall.
*—New Gymnasium.

At the Bowling Alleys
To facilitate team play, the bowl-

ers have been reorganized into two
leagues. Teams forming the leagues
will line up as follows (captains'

names in parenthesis):

Villanova "A" League: Day Stu-
dents (Keating), Alumni Hall (Tay-
lor), Austin Hall (Burke) and Fedi-
gan Hall (Tyrell).

Villanova "B" League: Mendel
(Kires), Good Counsel Hall (Mc-
Gunnigle), Austin Hall "B" (Nu-
gent) and Fedigan Hall "B" (Har-
ter).

Captains of "A" League will meet
at the gym Wednesday at 2 P. M.

prizes for the

of "the "B"

to settle on the rules of play and to

decide on suitable

winners. Captains of the
League will meet at the gym
Wednesday at 2 P. M. to settle on

the rules of play and to decide on

suitable prizes for the Winners. Cap-

tains of the "B" League will meet
for the same purpose Friday at i
P. M.
Sach and every player is re-

quested to keep in close touch with
his captain, giving him full co-oper-

Contlnuod on Pa^e Eight

Authorities Silent On
Stuhldreher's Contract

As yet, no definite action has
been taken on the expired con-
tract of Harry A. Stuhldreher,
Wildcat grid mentor. It Is quite
possible that this matter will not
be cleared up until the Christ-

mas holidays.

Much discussion about the con-

tract has been carried on in the
dally papers, but to date no ofR*

eial statement has been made
public. Stuhldreher has been
quoted as stating that he had
lots of time to think the matter
crtr."

"piVERYWHERE I go, I have to listen to the

^^ same thing. *Try Chesterfields. Honestly,

they are milder, and you simply must try theml*

•*Me . . • try Chesterfields! Why, I haven't

smoked anything else. That's how important

mildness and hetter taste are to me!

**No wonder Chesterfield smokers are so en-

thusiastic."

CHESTERFIELD RADIO PROGRAM
Every night except Sunday, Columbia

Coast-to-Coast Network,

THEY'RE MILDER

THEY TASTE BETTER

% 1932, Liecirr k. llms Tomooo Co^

HOVES EASY PREY

)bsmen Have Easy Time in

Winning Initial Game of

Season

HREESOPHOMORESSTART

Mixing clever passing with phe-

lomenal shooting, Villanova's bas-

(eteers inaugurated their season by
basily defeating Cooper Union, 62

^o 20, last Saturday night in the

;iew gymnasium.
The Jacobsmen gained the lead

_ the opening minutes and never
lellnquished it throughout the

l^ame. The best Cooper Union could

io to make the game interesting

iras to bring the score to 5 to 4 in

[he middle of the first half. At that

joint, after a slow start, the Wild-

cats stepped out and registered

juckets with a speed that was noth-

)g short of amazing.

High scoring honors were divided

etween John Barry and John
3hevlin. The two sophomore crack-

Khots rang up six goals from the

ield and one charity toss apiece

for a total of 26 points between
lem. Close on their heels was
ye Lynch, whose four baskets

three free throws gave him a
_fal of 11 points for his evening's

^ndeavor; three players tallying 37

larkers. Every one of the ten

/ildcats who entered the encoun-

ter broke into the scoring column.
Friedman, of Cooper Union, led

lis mates in scoring. His efforts

/ielded six points. He tossed in two
|;wo-pointers and added two more
counters from Ihe foul line. Had it

lot been for the glaring weakness
>f his mates in the free-throwing

lepartment, the game might have
[taken on the aspect of a contest. As

Continued on Pagv Eight

Two Opponents Who Made Things Unpleasant for the Cats

Grid Stars Aid in Choosing
Of Annual Mythical Eleven

WATCH
THAT
STUFF
A 62-to-22 victory is a good

start for any team.

Cooper Union comes from New
York, but that famous jinx was far

away last Saturday night.

A fairly large crowd was out to

see the Wildcats begin their basket-

ball season. *

' The frush game went a little over*

time because the big clock didn't

function like It should have.

Those Cooper Union boys looked
lean and they must have been hun-
gry because one of them started to

eat a towel during a time-out pe-

riod.

Above is Pete Bajkovich, of De-
troit, and known as the "Titan
Terror," who was given a place
on the second All-Opponent
team. On the right is Jim Mc-
Namara, the Titans' star guard,
who was also awarded a posi<
Hon on the second All-Oppo-

nent eleven.

NEW GAME IN GYM

loach Tracy's Charges Score

Decisive Win Over Hav-

erford Aces

"Zel Ball" Newest Form of Muscle

Building Apparatus in Gym
The latest innovation down at the

gym is the game of "zel ball," which
'las become very popular. The equip-

ment consists of an iron rod about
eight feet high which is set in a
heavy iron base. To the top of the

rod is attached a cord, about six

feet in length, at the end of which
is tied a tennis ball.

Two persons play the game and
are equipped with wooden paddles.

One man hits the ball to his right

while his opponent tries to hit the
ball in the opposite direction. The
idea of the game is to wind the cord
around the iron rod until all the
slack is taken up.
The first person to accomplish

this task wins the game.

Continued From Face Five

Rubin, of Temple, and Neid, of

Buckneli. Rubin showed fine form

against the 'Cats and stopped many
of the 'Cat plays before they could

fully get under way. Nied's 220-

pound bulk stood him in good stead

in the annual Scranton classic and
he proved to be a mountain of flesh

and bones for the 'Cat line to dis-

lodge. Incidentally, Nied placed on
last year's All-Opponent second

team.
Stoner, captain of the Gettysburg

"Bullets," was unanimously agreed

upon for the right guard position.

His teammate and running pard,

Nye, was likewise rated highly and
he was nominated for the left guard
post. In selecting Stoner the play-

ers stated that he was the best de-

fensive guard that they played
against this year.

According to "Marty" Gezzer, Vil-

lanova center, the pivotal post be-

longs to Plotczyk, of Loyola, who
in the opinion of Gezzer is as good
a player as his name is hard to

pronounce.
Carlin, of Loyola, one of the

smartest and exceptional quarter-

backs ever to cavort on the stadium
gridiron, was another unanimous

choice. For the second consecutive
year, Chesnulevitch, of Boston Col-

lege, cinched the right half berth
and has as his running mate Nott,
Detroit Titan, a dangerous, triple-

threat back. Reznichack, Buckneli
Bison, was the unanimous choice
for fullback.

The second team lines up thus:
Left end, Pilconis, Temple; left

tackle. Morgan, Seton Hall; left

guard, McNamara, Detroit; center.

Farina, Buckneli ; right guard, Whe-
lan, Boston College; right tackle,

Couhig, Boston College; right end,
Craig, South Carolina; quarterback.
Marsh, Detroit; left halfback, Zukas,
Temple; right halfback, Clary, South
Carolina; fullback, Rajkpvitch, De-
troit.

Honorable mention are: Ends, Mc-
Carthy, Gettysburg; Gudd, Temple;
Killelea, Boston College, and Kozma,
Gettysburg. Tackles, Beer, Detroit;

Venerosa, Temple; Meers, South
Carolina; Paul, Ursinus, and Mer-
gard, Gettysburg-. Guards, James
and Wood, Buckneli; Smith, Tem-
ple, and Plausse, Boston College.

Backs, Kemmerer, Kilkuskie and
Whittock, Temple; Eslar, Seton
Hall; Young and McCracken, De-
troit; Freitas, Boston College, and
Myers, Buckneli.

One wit asked the placer If ths
towel suited his taste.

When Manager Bill (Count) Con-
way shot the blank at the end of

the first half he almost deafened
Coach Jacobs.

We wonder if basketball players

have nightmares about refs point-

ing at them as though they wero
notorious criminals.

Cooper Union had a player who
had to wear a mask to protect hia

spectacles, but he was pretty good,

despite his hindrance.

Jack Barry gave the crowd a big

thrill when he came into the game
and sunk three two-pointers ia

rapid succession.

Bill Tracay's yearling squad
looked good in its debut.

Huck Finn and Lynch were the

only veterans to start the game.
Captain Weston saw action after

the game had started.

On Saturday the Blue and White
quintet will journey up to New
Brunswick and tangle with the

court representatives of dear old

Rutgers. Last year the Wildcats de-

feated the representatives of the in*

stitution on the banks of the Raric

tan. Can they repeat? We say, yea.

;WEENEY IS HIGH SCORER

Bill Tracey's yearling basketball

[aggregation won Its opening game

flast Saturday night down in the

[new gym when it submerged the

'Haverford Aces by th(p overwhelm-
ing score of 47 to 24. ,. .".:'. /

After getting away to a Slow
[start, the Kittens found themselves

jind scored almost at will against

[the former high school stars who
[composed the Haverford team.

Robinson, frosh forward, broke

ithe ice by scoring a field goal after

le ball had see-sawed up and
.Jown the court for the first five

[minutes of play. Kohlhas, of Hav-
^erford, quickly retaliated with a
Hwo-pointer, being followed in rapid

succession by Sweeney and Logan,

,who kept the battle at this point a
^nip-and-tuck affair. Sweeney, the

rangy frosh center, whipped anoth-

er through the cords, and then
rKohlhas followed suit.

Two foul shots and a field goal

»by Robinson sent the Kittens into

Lthe lead, which they gradually in-

sased when the yearling scoring

[chine put on full steam in the

^persons of Sweeney, Qeraghty, Ry-
an, Ferris and O'Meara. When the

first half was over, the Traceymen
fwere far in tin lead, 29 to 12.

During the second half, the Kit-

tens continued to pile up the score.

kRyan and Sweeney scored several

tidies, and when Sweeney was sub-

stituted, Qeraghty made a strong

tbid for high scoring honors, which

were held by Sweeney.
With about two minutes to play

Coach Tracey replaced his whole

team with third stringers, who held

[the Aces in check until the final

,gun was fired.

Sweeney was high scorer for the

i frosh, with 11 point*, while Logan

LWM leading scorer for the visitors

Ith eiffht counters.

Two Temple Owls who have received AlUOpponent Honors

EDDDB ZUKAS.

I

. I
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PROVES EASY PKEY

FORWipT TEAM

Jacobsmen Have tasy Time In

Winning Initial Game of

Season

Captain Dick Hickey to Represent

Villanova on AlhNorth Eleven

THREE SOPHOMORES START

17 '*

ft

0*ntinued From Vage Seven >., ,'• '

it was they were able to convert
OOly four out of 23 gift tossea.

First Half
r Shevlin broke the ice with a bas-

ket early in the game. Finn scored
with a free throw from the circle

:
» few moments later. The only
other tally for the next five min-
utes was Lynch's conversion on a
foul by Bajarsky. Friedman opened
the scoring for Cooper Union by
tapping the ball in from under the
hoop. Bajarsky brought the count
to 5 and 4 with a follow-up shot.

i Lynch added three markers for the
Wildcat on a shot from the circle
and a foul.

Cooper Union interrupted the
•coring spree, when Sklar counted
a basket on a follow-up shot and
Bajarsky closed the Cooper Union
scoring for the first half, making
good Lynch's foul.
The Wildcats opened up again.

Larsen scored from the charity
line. Shevlin dribbled the length of
the court and passed to Travers
who scored from under the basket.
Travers sunk a long shot. Two
free throws by Finn, and Lynch's
pot-shot brought the score to 31 to
9 as the half ended.

:.;"•• Second Half'-

Balacek hooked a long shot in
from the side to open the second
half scoring. A basket by Shevlin
and a free throw by Larsen added
to Villanova's total. The two then
reversed the scoring. Kubista
counted for Cooper Union on a long
•hot.

Soon after Barry was substituted,
he sunk a long one. Shevlin tipped
one in from under the hoop. Hur-
ley dropped In a short one and
Barry made good a free throw.
Captain Weston scored from out-
side the circle. Barry dribbled the
length of the floor to tally, looped
in a long shot, and added two more
points on a pot-shot. Friedman fol-
lowed in his free throw for a bucket
and Bajarski made a gift-toss.
Reitz counted from under the bas-

ket and so did Barry. Two free
throws by Friedman finished the
scoring for Cooper Union. Reitz
scored his second basket from be-
yond the circle and Krasja looped
in a short one. Barry brought the
score to 62-20 with a long basket
a short time before the game ended.

Villanova

Lynch, forward
Travers, forward
Finn, center . . .,

Shevlin, guard
Larson, guard
Barry, guard .

Weston, guard
Reitz, center .

Hurley, guard

• ••••*

••••••••
••••••••I

•••••••••

G.
4
•>

2
6
1

6
1

2

1
Krajsa, guard 1

Totals 26

Cooper Union
G.

Frisch, forward 1
Friedman, forward 2
Balacek, center 1
Bajarsky, guard 1
Sklar, guard 1
Roulette, guard
Kubista, guard 2
Qangi, guard
Blumberg, guard .......

Totals » t • t.v* • •• 8

F. P.
3 11
1 5
2 6
1 13
2 4

1 13
2
4

6 2
2

10 62

F. P.
2
6
2
4

2

4

20

2

2
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Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers
First Class Service

and Depression Prices
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Captain Dick Hickey will be the

lone representative of Villanova on
the all-North team, when it meets
the cream of the South at Balti-

more next Saturday afternoon. The
game will be held in the Baltimore

Municipal Stadium, which has a

seating capacity of 60,000 people.

Every seat is expected to be occu-

pied when these two all-star aggre-
gations swing Into action on De-
cember 10.

It has been stated that "Jock"
Sutherland, of Pitt, will have charge
of the Northerners, while Dick Har-
low, Western Maryland coach, will
tutor the Southerners.
Each squad will be composed of

two full elevens, and they , will be
brought to the Monument City a
few days before scheduled time in
order that the grldmen can practice
and be rounded into shape. During
this time, the athletes will be guests
of the city and will be honored at
various entertainments which have
been arranged.
Louis E. Shector, of Baltimore, Is

director of the affair, and it is his
fond hope that the game will be-

come an annual event, as is the
well-known East-West classic.

In addition to Villanova, the other
Northern institutions which will be
represented are Colgate, Cornell, Co-
lumbia, Penn, Princeton and Ford-
ham. The boys wearing the colors
of Dixieland will be drawn from
Alabama, Georgia, Western Mary-
land, Tulane and V. P. I.

Captain Hickey left for the South-
ern city yesterday morning in order
to get into condition for the game.

ALL EASTERN HONORS

"Whitey" Bandour, Backfleld Flash,
Given Place ©n Second Team
Villanova had a good football

team this year. The Wildcat grid-
men went through a schedule of
nine games and were victorious in
seven. The Blue and White eleven
was composed of fjr^t-rate football
men who knew their game and
played it well.

There were several men who
were outstanding in their positions
and whose good work attracted the
attention of expert sports writers.

One of those griddera who thrilled
the spectators in every game by ^is
phenomenal ball-carrying was
"Whitey" Randour. Because of his
achievements during the past sea-
son "Wliitey" has been given a
place on the All-Eastern second
team.
Jim Milne, veteran guard, and

Marty Gezzer, who has played cen-
ter for three years, were given hon-
orable mention by the Associated
Press sports writers.

At the Alleys

smooth-running

PRESS PROGRAM PLANNED

RemaUlng of Material to Missions
in Charge of Walter Lcnnon

The year's program m full was
outlined at the second meeting of

the Ca.tholic Press Apostolate held
recently. The program is four-fold
and includes the distribution of
Catholic periodicals, remaillng of
these periodicals, the maintenance
of clipping boards and pamphlet
rackSn
The remaillng of papers and mag-

azines to poor missions is in charge
of Walter Lennon, of Providence,
R. I. Several hundred copies have
been remailed since September.

Officers of the society: President,
Joseph T. Houseman, of Philadel-
phia; vice-president, William F. Zeil,
of Harrisburg, and secretary, Fran-
cis R. Grow, of Allentown.

Continued From Face 8lz

ation to Insure

schedule.

The high score for the past weel
was 235. bowled by the "Masked^
Marvel," who is requested to call at

the Recreation Room for his award.
This month's schedule follows:
VILLANOVA "A" LEAGUE

Bowl every Tuesday and Thur»*
day at 2.45 P. M.
Dec. Or—Austin—Day Students.
Dec. 9—Alumni—Fedlgan.
Dec. 13—Day Students—AlumnlP
Dec. 16—Fedlgan—Austin.
VILLANOVA "B" LEAGUE

Bowl every Friday and Sunday at'
2.45 P. M.
Dec. 9—Good Counsel— Fedlgan

"B."
Dec. 11—Mendel—Austin "B."
Dec. 16—Mendel—Good Counsel.
Dec. 1&—Austin "B" — Fedigan'

"B."

Coach Speaks
Head Coach Harry A. Stuhl-

dreher was the principal speaker at
a testimonial dinner given the North
Wales High School football team
by the Rotary Club of that town
held last week.
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ATnLA-"THE
SCOURGE OF GOD"
Jature in the Raw**—as portrayed
the great painter, Harvey Dunn
, inspired by the barbaric cnielty

Asia*s most dreaded plunderer, ..

ie grass could not grow where his

se had passed" „.433'453 A. D.

. ..\ >:>*^:-^.

and raw tobaccos

have no place in cigariettes
They arc not present in Luckies

• • • the mililest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not
explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that '^Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild"— so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by the
words—'lt's toasted". That's

why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mild cigarettes.

Irs toasted**
That package of mild Luckies

Copr.. int.

TlM American

1\)tM«roCo.

'Ifa man urite a httter hook, prtach a hettir sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tho he
build bis bouse in the woods, the tverld will make a beaten path to his door.

"

—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
Does not this explain the world-wide accepunce and approval of Lucky Strike?
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Being Held

_By Campus Clubs

In Four Localities

Your Support Will Be

Appreciated
VILL
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The VILLANOVAN
Extends to All

A Merry Chnstmas

iind a Happy New Year

May Good Cheer

Be Yours
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BELLE MASQUE PLAYERS NAl WBETIT

AS CURRENT YEAR'S SECOND PRODUCTION

Tentative Cast Is Announced

Prof. Jonas on Merits

of Various Members
by

WORK IS ALREADY BEGUN

A gretst stride In the advancement

Of ita dramatic accomplishments

;was made by the Belle Masque

chapter of the Villanova Literary

Society recently, when it formally

decided to make "Macbeth," one of

William Shakespeare's immortal
tragedies, the subject of its second

production of the current season, to

be staged shortly after the Easter

yacation.
The cast of this dramatic episode

was announced by Professor Joseph

T. Jonas, moderator of the society,

and is to be considered as tentative.

The members chosen for the play

were av/arded the roles on their

ability to portray the character for

which they were selected. Previous

experience, voice quality and stature

were also influencing factors in the

selection.

It was definitely decided some
time ago to produce one of Shakes-

peare's ever-treasured masterpieces.

The staging of this classic on the

campus is in one respect an experi-

ment to ascertain just what the at-

titude of the student body is, toward
the cultured and higher forms of

entertainment. If the students show
sufficient interest in this production,

similar plays of the Shakespearian
type promise to follow.

Active work has already com-
menced in preparation for this

dr'ama. Every effort is being put

forth to make the presentaticm one
of unusual success. Rehearsals are
being held simultaneously with
.those of the mystery play, "What a
Night."
A play of this type demands more

luttention, work and a greater sense
of action than the modern playlet,

due to the difficulty experienced in

NO VILLANOVAN

Because of the proximity of

the Christmas holidays, there

will be no Issue of the VILfLA-

NOVAN published next week.

The next issue will appear on
Tuesday, January 10, 1933.

Spiritual Bouquet Offered
Parents of Carlos Smith

Tests Being Made to Improve

Acoustics in New
Gymnasium

COMPLETE UNIT PLANNED

Continued on Vage Four

SENiOR DANCE DATE

STILL UNSETTLED

tast Friiay h February or

; . Middle of May Are Most

v^; Probable

CROWLEY MADE CHAIRMAN

^he appointment of the dance
committee marked the advent of ac-
tivity in the class of '33. Arrange-
ments are speedily being completed
for the Belle Air Ball, which will

take place during the next semester.
The main difficulty confronting
those in charge is the determining
of a suitable date for this occasion.
The most likely dates are the last

Friday in February, or the middle
of May. However, some time dur-
ing the next few days William G.
Crowley, chairman of the commit-
tee, will call together his assistants
and they will immediately begin
their labors, which will not ceage
until the night of the dance.
The task of the committee has

been considerably lightened by the
fact that all tickets and all financial
arrangements are to be handled by
the class treasurer, James J. Lucey.
In this way the pecuniary diflicul-

ties, which seem to arise when a
group is held responsible, will be
eliminated and will be under the
direct control of one man, whose
sole concern will be a monetary one.
The committee in charge is com-

posed of the following seniors:
William G. Crowley, chairman; Wil-
liam McManua, George Hughes,
John P. McCullen, Frank L. Martin,
Russel F. Hurst, Charles J. Anton-
accio, John P. Grimes, Rudolph J.
Lehnau, Peter J. Dougherty, Wil-
liam J. D'EUa, and Howard Rich-
mond.

Plans for the installation of a
system of amplification, or at least

for some arrangement to improve
the acoustics in the new gym-
nasium-auditorium, are rapidly get-

ting under way, although nothing
definite in the way of concrete and
conclusive action has as yet been
done.

For the past two weeks sound
technicians and electrical experts
have been inspecting the structure
to determine what can be done in

the way of improving the receptiv-
ity in it, and the consensus of
opinion is that all the present short-
comings and handicaps can be over-
come and that the acoustics can
be made practically perfect.

Through the efforts of Rev. John
H. Crawford, O. S. A. director of
athletics, a more elaborate test will

be made In the course of the next
few days. On this occasion the
loud speakers which were formerly
installed in the. stadium will be
used, and every section of the audi-
torium will be tested.

The Rev. Charles J. Melchoir,
O. S. A., procurator of the college,

and Fr. Crawford, who are tem-
porarily taking care of the matter,
have been receiving a number of
salesmen, but, because of the great
oxpense involved in the undertak-
ing, they have refrained from doing
anything really definite.

The plans under consideration at
present would call for the installa-

tion of a very complete unit. It

would Include not only microphones
and loud speakers for dramatic
purposes, but also complete equip-
ment for the production of talkie
and sound motion pictures.
The companies which are vieing

for the contract for this project in-
clude such nationally known con-
cerns as the Westinghouse Com-
pany, the Operadio Company, Inc., I

and the
Inc.

Students in the Engineering
School and other clothe friends
of Carlos Smith have prepared
a spiritual bouquet which was
presented to his parents.
Two letters, one written in

Spanish and one in English, in-

clude the bouquet and were
sent to Mr. Smith's home in his

native city of Havana, Cuba.
Mr. Smith was a junior in the

Electrical Engineering School,

but had to go home on account
of illness at the end of the first

semester last year. Then he
went to the Mayo Brothers'
Clinic in Rochester to undergo

ah Operation «« r cram t«»nvr.

The operation was not success-

ful and his untimely death on
November 21 was a great shock
to his many friends both at

Villanova and in Havana.

CAMPUS CLUBS
PLANNINGFOUR
XMAS DANCES

Wilkes-Barre, Albany, Boston, and Connect

ticut Clubs Are Planning: Annual
Gala Festivities

FR. COAN DELIVERS

THIRD ADVENT TALK

"Charity" Is Theme of Address

Delivered to Students

at Chapei

MAKER'S EXAMPLE TOPIC

The third of the annual series of

Advent sermons was delivered last

night in the college chapel by Rev.
Francis X. Coan, O. S. A., who in

taking as his text the words of St.
Paul: "Now there remain these
three, but the greatest of these is

charity," impressed upon his listen-

ers the necessity of following the
example of the Master in the daily
exercise of that virtue—the sign of
all true followers of Christ.
He traced clearly the love of God

for man, so evident in creation
when man was made after "image
and likeness of God," "a little lass
than the angels," and into man's
hands were placed the things of the
earth. Destined to spend an allotted
time in this earthly paradise where
poverty, sickness, disease and death
would be unknown, man w6uld then
in a quiet slumber be transported
body and soul into heaven. But the
happiness of man was not to be, for
the monster sin cast its shadow
over the lives of our first parents;
mortal sin came between man and
his birthright for God commanded
and man disobeyed. Mortal sin is

the destroyer, yet, "for a handful of
barley, a piece of bread," man
"would kill the soul that should not
die." Because of this God's hatred
breaks forth for "cursed be the
earth; thorns and thistles shall it

produce; I will multiply your sor-
rows. In the sweat of thy brow
you shall earn your bread." And,
at last, "as dust thou art unto dust
thou shalt return."

^
Despite this condemnation Cod
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Phiia. Alumni Club to Tender

Dinner to Grid Players

and Coaches

NO DEFINITE DATE YET

Continued on Paic« Fo ir

Enrollment List Shows Charles Kain
Youngest Student to Register Here

Another precedent established! ! !

For the first time in the history of
Villanova College, a student 15 years
old has been allowed to register for
admission. Although, in the past,
there has been a comparatively
large number of students 16 years
,of age, Charles F. Kain, born Nov-
ember 7, 1916. holds the distinction
of being the first to enter the col-
lege at the seemingly early age
of 15.

Graduating from Roman Catholic
High School, in Philadelphia, his
home town, Mr. Kain chose to ma-
triculate at Villanova because of
the high rating of the Villanova
College School of Technology, and
because of the convenient location.
Because of his scholastic achieve-
ments, having graduated with the
highest honors of his class, he was
awarded a scholastic scholarship to
V'i 11anova.
Leo I. Moonoy, 16 years of age,

also a sradusie of Roman Catholic

High, is the next youngest student.
He is pursuing the arts course.

Charles W. Miller, School of
Science; Dom J. Mauro. School of
Science, and Joseph J. itosey, School
of Technology, all 16 years of age,
are the next youngest students en-
rolled.

Born April 17, IDl.^, Edmond C.
Malhame, a student in the School
of Arts, holds the ditUinction of be-
ing the youngest member of the
sophomore class.

A student in the engineering
School. William F. Devennoy, gath-
ers the honors for being tho young-
est of the junior?, having reached
that stage of college training at the
age of 17.

Still another gtaduate of Roman
Catholic High School steps into the
limelight. The youngest of the sen-
iors, Vincent J. O'Conno'-. born Au-
gust 8, 1913. is enrolled in the
School of Arts.

X time of the year for the students, who look forward

to enjoyable get-togethers with their classmates and friends

from other colleges in their home communities. The rapidly

approaching Christmas recess will be no exception, accord*

ing to the pre-holiday preparations formulated by organiza*

tions on the Villanova campus.

No less than four clubs on the campus have arranged

to present dances in their home towns during the course ot

the holidays.

Among the Villanova clubs which will entertain during

the fortnight's vacation are : The Wilkes-Barre Club, on De-

cember 26, at Wilkes-Barre, Pa. ; the Albany Club, December
27, at Troy, N. Y.; the Connecticut Club, December 29, at

Cheshire, Conn.; and the Boston Club, December 29, at

*Boston, Mass.
The tenth annual Christmas

dance sponsored by the Wilkes-
Barre Club will be held this year
in the Crystal Ballroom of the
Hotel Sterling, in the up-State city.

According to Joseph J. Kalna,
chairman of the committee in
charge of the function, this year's
dance will be the most brilliant ever
given by the organization. Unusual
souvenirs will be presented to all

those who attend, and the dance
rhythms will be provided by Will
Carney and his orchestra of eight
stellar musicians, between the
hours of 9 P. M. and 1 A. M.
A tariff of $3.00 per couple will

be charged for this affair. Prepara-
tions are being made to acconamo-
date 300 couples.
Those assisting Mr. Kalna on the

dance committee are: James J. Gal-
lagher, James P. O'Connell, Donald
Redington, Hubert W. Gallagher,
Frank C. Kelly and Edmund S.
Pisczek.
On Tuesday evening, December

27, the Hendrick Hudson, Hotel, at
Troy, N. Y,, will be the scene of
a brilliant assemblage, when the Al-
bany Club presents its first annual
mid-winter dance. The assessment
for the function, which will be held
from 9 to 1, is $2.50. Charles Ran-
dells' Orchestra, one of the most
popular dance bands in that section
of the State, will provide the mu-
sical program.
Assisting Joseph J. Bastian, who

is chairman of the dance commit-
tee, are: John F. Dougherty, How-
ard Yocum, Joseph J. Peters, James
B. Schuyler, Eugene J. Hartnett,
Joseph A. Hoenig, John J. Scuderl
and Phillip C. Algozzine.
In the historic city of Boston,

the Swiss Room of the Copley-
Plaza Hotel, one of America's finest
hostelries, will be the background
for a large affair, sponsored by tho
Boston Club of Villanova, on De-
cember 29. ^:

This will be the first annual
Christmas dance in the history of
the club, and, according to Paul R.
McDonald, vice-president of the or-
ganization and chairman of the
dance committee, invitations have
been sent to some of the most
prominent members of the younger
set in the Hub City.

Bill Bigley and his musicians will
bo featured artists at the dance.
Bids to the alTair are $2.50

Plans for the annual football din-
ner, to be given to the football play-
ers and the coaching staff by the
Villanova Club of Philadelphia, are
under discussion. The dinner will

be held during the week of January
16, the definite date to be settled at
the next meeting of the club.

At meeting of the club in the
Hotel Adelphia last week the plans
were first mentioned and after con-
siderable discussion on the feasibil-
ity of holding the banquet it was
decided that after eight years of
honoring the team in this manner,
the affair had become a tradition
and should be held.

John Freney, '29, president of the!
club, appointed a committee of three
members to make the necessary ar-
rangements and decide the definite
date of the affair.

It is planned to invite the entire
football team and such other mem-
bers of the squad ad the coach may
designate, as well as members of
the coaching staff.

The dinner this year will take the
form of a tribute to Former Grad-
uate Manager Charles McGeehan,
who is ill at his home in Norris-
town. Since the first football din-
ner Mr. McGeehan has been the
toat.'-.master. This year, however,
he will not attend upon the advice

Continued on Fage l''our

ENGINEERS ATTEND MASS

Service Held for Deceased Member
of Class

Lost Tuesday morning, December per
6. the members of the Engineering |

^°^P^^' ^^^ »» members of the club
Fraternity attended a Requiem i

P," \^ attend, as well as many
Mass celebrated for the repose of I

^^^^^^ residing in the vicinity of
their departed brother and class-

^°«t^»- Mr A^-r.^-^-^ -— --^

mate, Carlos Smith, who was a se
nior in the Electrical Engineering
School,
Rev. John S. O'Leary, O. S. A.,

faculty advisor of the fraternity,
said the Mass. which was held at
8 o'clock for the convenience of the
day students.
Mr. Smith, whose home was In

Havana, Cuba, was forced to leave
Villanova last March because of ill

health. He intended to return to

McDonald stated that
there will be ample aocommoda^
tions for 250 couples.
In addition to Mr. McDonald, the

committee consists of: Richard
Hickey, William T. Cavanaugh, Ed-
win J. Runcy, Joseph P. Costigan,
Frank F. Gleason and Frank Mo*
Shane.
One of the most colorful affairs

lislod on the lioliday program will
be the suppcr-cSance sponsored by
the Connecticut Club, to be held at

the college in February to complete I

^^'^^^*^>' ^""' Chlsshire, Conn., on
his studies. 1 —:—
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AN EVENTFUL YEAR
WITH this issue of the VILLANOVAN

we bring to a close the 1932 scholastic

year. It was a year which saw many
mag^ficent strides in the advancement of

VUlanova and a period which witnessed

stirring and inspiring events on the Villa-

nova campus. By far the outstanding

event of the year was the disastrous fire

during the past summer, an unexpected
blow to the Augustinian Order and one
under which the Order is still struggling.

The courageous attitude presented by the

Order and its fight against odds was a
sight not easily to be forgotten. Then,

there were the sweeping changes in the

administration, well - remembered figures

departing and unfamiliar ones taking their

places. The Commencement exercises, to-

gether with all the pomp and solemnness

that accompanies such an auspicious occa-

sion, took the spotlight last June. Here
we witnessed the passing of dear and
familiar faces, and many an eye was moist

as roommates and close friends bid fare-

well. Many and lesser incidents were

interspersed through the year, some bring-

ing pain and sorrow, and others, joy and
happiness. Junior Week, the Prom, the

dedication of the new g3minasium, the new
regime and system at VUlanova, the suc-

cessful football season, the abohshment of

athletic scholarships, the recent fatal acci-

dent, and numerous other happenings

mark the year 1932 as one that will be

long remembered. Finally the sudden and
complete metamorphosis of the VILLA-
NOVAN from a four-page paper to an

eight-page publication, together with its

changes in personnel and make-up, were

items of note. Thus, we make our bow to

"Old Man 1932," and may the future hold

in store for us the happiness and success

for which we are all striving.

PLEASANT DAYS

AWEEK from tomorrow the student

body will leave for home, or, in the

case of the few students from afar, for

the homes of their friends, to spend the

Christmas recess. They have earned a

respite from studies for a few days, and,

after their labors in the first quarter and

with the mid-years only a few weeks away,

it is our suggestion that they make the

most of this chance to relieve the tension

of continued study by enjoying their vaca-

tion to the utmost, that they may be so

much the better fitted to carry on their

arduous scholastic tasks with new vigor

upon their return. Several words of warn-

ing must, however, be offered. Keep up

your work until the day vacation begins

or you'll find yourselves on the short end

of the score. Use the vacation to rest up

instead of going at top speed all the while,

intending to rest up at school. It doesn't

work. But you know best, so to all:

A most merry holiday.

/

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

THE CAMPUS being covered
from end to end under a
blanket of snow, the thoughts

of the student body are turning
once more to the Xmas holidays
which are near at hand. From ob-
servation w« have found that the
late snow storm has brought about
a great deal of homesickness, es-

pecially on the part of those who
come from the regions where the
virgin flakes are practically always
in evidence. Judging from the color
of his hair, no one would ever sus-
pect that "Red" Miller possessed
the soul of an Alaskan. Last eve-
ning we were passing his room and
we heard the most heart-rending
sobs. Thinking that the "bricktop"
might be in terrible pain we rushed
in and there he was, lying upon
the bed moaning as though his
heart would break. After much dif-

ficulty we finally deter'mined just
what the trouble was. He was lone-
some for his team of huskies and
sled. In his particular home town
they are. a necessity. For years
"Red" went to school on a dog sled.

And how with such an inviting
span of snow stretching between
Austin and Menidel, he longs for
the glistening runners and the bark
of his friendly collection of meat
hounds.
"Bet-A-Buck" O'Shea claims that

this is the reason why he always
journeys to class with Fre^k
Macek.

Charlie McGee, the boy with the
rugged ears, has changed his oc-
cupation for the next few months.
He has abandoned the moleskins
and is now busily engaged in raf-

fling-off shoes. Thus far success has
crowned his efforts and "Mac" is

now wearing the smile of a suc-
cessful business man. We sincerely
trust that his good fortune will

continue and that he may wear his
smile for many days to come. How-
ever, we have our doubts because
of a rumor that has begun to take
shape as rumors do. Rudy Lehnau
is intending to become a boarder
just to get in on the raffle, not be-
cause he really wants the shoes, but
because he likes to see McGee
worry. For if ever our colleague
should win the award, the company
would run out of leather, manufac-
turing a pair of dogs to grace the
pedal extremities of Rudy.

Well, well, and well again. The
wearers of the Blue and White
journeyed into the wilds of New
Jersey the other afternoon and
emerged with a close victory over
the boys from the ancient and hon-
orable institution of Rutgers. With
a courage that would not quiver in

the least, even in the face of a last

quarter handicap of eight points,

Villanova rallied and in the last 30
seconds nosed out the inmates of

the school along the Raritan. To
Metro Weston and his boys goes all

the credit in the world and we are
willing to wager that a capacity
crowd will be on hand to witness
their next start against the aggre-
gation from St. Francis.

For the peace of mind of Johnny
Corkhill, we would like to ascertain
the truth or falsity of a certain no-
tice that has been flaunting itself

upon the bulletin boards for the
past few weeks. John, since the ap-
pearance of that notice, has not
been able to sleep properly and
those who are familiar with John's
delicate constitution will immedi-
ately recognize the need he has for

obtaining his proper slumber. Ac-
cording to the latest reports he was
failing rapidly and would soon be
below the ton mark. His decline
has been alarming and in the name
of humanity if anyone has any def-

inite information on the question
below kindly foi-ward same to the
VILLANOVAN office.

Is there any truth connected with
the notice that is paging Mr. Aug-
ustine Norwich and Mr. Augusty-
nowicz?

Can you imagine the nerve of
some people's dirty faced kids?
The author of the column labeled
"Watch That Stuff' for this week
has warned us to keep his name
out of our section. Well, well, if

that isn't humorous; it's even fun-
nier than most of McKenna's jokes.

Too bad we can't oblige, but after

the holidays we are promising him
such publicity as he never dreamed
existed.

IS IT TRUE THAT:
George McGrath fell rather un-

gracefully from a porch into r\

hedge down in Ardmore the wceK
before last?

Frank Ditchey has qualified as

the coach of ViUanova's "Spln-the-

Bottle" team?
Pnul Stanton, erstwhile bachelor

and stay-at-home, was seen dining
and dancing at the Bellevue grill?

THE "TaUer," of New Rochelle,
publishes a poem this week,
written by a collegiate from

Syracuse, who rhapsodizes over the
collapse of the masculine fashion
revolution. It is:

The College Man Confesses

Now that the days of the dress
revolution

Finally draw to a close,
Now that the girls have neck-knots

and curls.

And skirts that hang down to
their toes.

Now that apparel curtailment has
halted,

And modistes make trimmings
and sleeves.

Oh let us confess just how badly
we faltered

In keeping in step with the Eves.

They cut off their tresses, they
sliced down their garments,

They chopped off their waists to
a trifle, «

They eschewed the stockings, oh
not to be shocking,

But the idea of clothes seemed
to stifle,

And though we talked of shorts and
pajamas (we martyrs)

And boasted we'd go beyond that.
All that we did was to take off our

garters.
And go about town less a hat.

In discussing this important mat-
ter, Lefty Reit2, our superstiUous
basketeer, advocates that the fel-

lows cut off their trousers for win-
ter wear, and, during the summer,
add a long velvet section that will
hang down over the toes and trail
behind the ankles for several
inches. This will be a great civic
aid in keeping the streets well-
swept during the summer months.

• « •

Here's a chance for our long>
haired poets and budding geniuses
to try the strength of their literary
wings. The Americana Magazine is

offering a $1000 prize for the best
satiric contribution, literary or ar-
tistic.

This contest is exclusively limited
to undergraduates of American uni-
versities and closes officially on
March 10, 1933. The judges are
Gilbert Seldes, Hendrik Willem
van Loon and George Grosz. Lit-
erary contributions are not to ex-
ceed 1000 words. Non-prize-winning
material will be purchased at regu-

• lar rates. •# •

The Duke University "Chronicle"
this week has a unique editorial in
which it discusses a new system
they have installed at Rollins Col-
lege in Florida.
Rollins College began its 48th

year with the unusual rite of mak-
ing the entire student body take a
matriculation oath. At the same
time the faculty was asked to re-
peat a faculty installation oath.
"Hereaf^r," President Hamilton

Holt anpbunced, "the student pledge
will betaken by all freshmen and
new students, while the faculty oath
will be taken* by new members as
they join the staff." The oath is:

"I pledge myself to make the ad-
venture of learning my chief ef-
fort while in Rollins College, to
seek the guidance and friendship
of my instructors, to measure all

things by truth.

"I pledge myself to strive for self-

knowledge, self-reverence, and self-

control, to use widely the new gift
of freedom which Rollins has
granted me, so that I may make
the most of liberty without license.

"I pledge myself to cherish the
high ideals and traditions of my
Alma Mater as a noble heritage, to
transmit them untarnished to those
who follow me, iand both now and
hereafter to honor the name of Rol-
lins among men." -/

.

r

Rollins College seems to have
gone back to the ancient Greeks
in search of a college tradition, and
that it has adopted an unusual one
is true. Just as the Athenian youth
swore to uphold the honor of Ath-
ens, so the Rollins students will

take the above oath.
* « •

A columnist in the Duke "Chron-
icle" says that there are students
who go Russian down-town; they
go Roman through corridors; they
come back in the early morning
Brokean weary.
And we'll wager a chapeau that

those same students don't Slav
away when they come to class.

* • *

IFERE AND THGRE
The editorial eye at Columbia has

~

shifted from the football team to
the band. It-a- has been proven
that one member is a student at
N. Y. U., while three are still in
high school.

The University of Nebraska has
come out with a new course deal-

ing with the selection of clothing
for men students. They arc taught
clothes etiquette and also to judge
the quality of the material.

»
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WITH CHRISTMAS less than a fort-

night away, it seems most appropri-

ate that we should say a few words about

it. Of all the feasts in the year this m
the most joyful, for it was on this day

that Christ came to us at Bethlehem. Ever

since Christ's birth, the peoples of the

world have kept Christmas with great re-

joicing and with hearts filled with good

will for their fellow-men.

But in this modern age, so filled with

care and hurry, the danger has arisen that

we may lose the true spirit of Christmas^

Unfortunately, too many of us g^ve to get.

The gfift of giving, however, is a precious

thing that we should all try to cultivate

in our hearts. In his book, "The Other

Wise Man," a real cameo masterpiece of

literature, Henry Van Dyke has given us

the story of a man who learned the true

meaning of giving. This Fourth Wise
Man, so the fanciful little legend runs, set

out with the other magi to find the King^

But he is beset by misfortunes and spends
his whole life seeking him. In the end as

he is d3dng, he hears a Voice telling him
that the gift which he intended to give to

the Babe, but which he spent for charity,

was received a hundred-fold. Here we
have an example of what giving really

means. If more of us gave less gifts, but

had more charity, this would be a better

world in which to live.

The thousands of poor, who this year

like Joseph and Mary must spend the day
in hunger and cold, should be the objects

of our unstinted charity. More than any-

one else do these unfortunate poverty-

stricken individuals need our help, and
more than anyone else will they appreciate

our wholehearted and magnanimous gene-

rosity. By giving to them we give to Him
whose birthday we celebrate at this time.

And what more happy Christmas can be

conceived by man than one on which the

Babe, looking out at us from His manger
throne, smiles at us and blesses us.

Off the Bookshelf
WITHIN the past few months Sigrid

Undset, the winner of the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1928, has published

a new novel entitled, "The Buminjj Bush."

It is the continuation of the story she be-

gan in "The Wild Orchid," and as a novel

is sonlewhat better than the first part.

It is the story of Paul Selmer, a man
possessed of an unusual temperament. As
the book opens we find him undergoing an
emotional conflict with his inner self which
terminates in his becoming a Catholic. His
faith provides him with the peace for

which he feels the need of so much, but
it also brings about circumstances that

make up the rest of the novel. Paul's

wife, heartily out of accord with his Cath-

olicism, leaves him for another man.
Later in the book, when she is to bear her

lover a child she returns to Paul and asks

forgiveness, which he grants, unlikely

enough. Lucy, the mistress of"Paul in the

first book, and who ran away from him,

reappears on the scene. She tells Selmer

that she loves him and wants him to di-

vorce his wife, Bjorg. He refuses, his

reUgion ruling his impulses. Toward the

end of the n6vel Paul accidentally kills

Lucy's dnmken husband. He is detained

for a time, but is finally acquitted.

Just how good this novel is in compari-

son with Miss Undset's other books is dif-

ficult to ascertain. It is a well-written

piece, but is undeniably dull and drab. It

has none of the sparkle or color of "Kristin

Lavrandsdatter,'* and falls far short of it

in interest. It is to be hoped that Mrs.

Undset will go back to her novels of

medieval Norway, in which she is a far

better master*.

JiiOR coum
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BY CLASS OF "34

Faculty Forbids Use of Com-

mercial Advertising in

Publication

FAULT DUE TO AGENCIES

Only Four Publications Are

Allowed to Solicit Ads in

College's Name

Contrary to tradition aild for the

first time in the history of its puD-

Uoation, the Junior Courtier will

not be published this year.
In the past, the Courtier, pub^

lished by the members of the Jun-
ior Class, was made to pay for it-

self by soliciting commercial ad-
vertisements. Since this practice
has been abused, not by past junior
classss, but by certain commercial
advertising agencies, the present
administration voted to prohibit
commercial advertisements in the
publication.
Along with this announcement

the college authorities limited the
number of ofUcial college publicl-

tlons which may seek commercial
advertisements to four. They are:

the Belle Air, the VILLANOVAN,
the Owl, and the Students Hand-
book. Possibly in the future the
latter will not have advertisements
as a source of revenue, so the total

number of official books will be
three.

This unexpected action left the
junior class in a quandary for a
time. Various plans were proposed

Conttnoed on Page Fonr

Fire Hydrant Test Shows
College Amply Protected

""^^Sf^^irr'''^ NEW CHAPEL ORGAN
Available

FOUR COMPANIES HERE

PLAY IS POSTPONED

BY BELLE MASQUE

Delay Caused by Lack of

Amplification in New
Gym

According to a report submitted
by Robert F. Goodhue, representa-
tive of the Philadelphia Suburban
Underwriters, the test made on the
improved water supply at the col-
lege by four Main Line lire com-
panies on Saturday, December 3,

was not a complete demon^tratibn
of the added facilities installed near
the college properties for Are pro-
tection, but a tryout of the large
hydrant installed at Ithan avenue.
The three newly installed hydrants
on the Lancaster pike were not
tested, nor was the additional hy-
drant on Spring Mill road.
The question was how much of

the Ithan avenue supply could be
delivered to the college buildings
owing to topographical conditions.
Delivery of water from this point
is very difficult. The fire companies
laid 4000 feet of hose and used four
pumpers to deliver 600 gallons per
minute.
The purpose of the test was to

show the additional facilities for
Are protection already installed in
the program for the installation of
hydrants and mains which will
eventually make available a supply

Wiring Connecting Electro-

Magnets With Keyboard

Already Completed

TESTS ARE SATISFACTORY

CMntlanM • P«c« Fo«r

INDIVIDUAL PHOTOS

REHEARSALS AS USUAL

The first play of the season,

•What a Night," which was sched-

uled to be enacted by the Belle

Masque players of the Villanova
literary Society in the college gym-
nasium on Thursday and Friday
•vening of this week, has been un-
avoidably postponed until after the

Christmas holidays, January 19 and
20 being selected as tentative dates.

Professor Joseph T. Jonas, mod-
erator of the society, in making
.this announcement, stat'-^d that in

view of the fact that plans are un-

der consideration to fully equip the
gymnasium with an amplification

system, capable of overcoming pres-

ent acoustic difficulties, it would be
more advisable to delay the pro-

duction in order to insure its com-
plete success on the opening night.

When presented with the facts

of the situation at a meeting of the
society, held last Monday evening,

the members fully agreed that post-

ponement was the most practical

solution, inasmuch as both the col-

lege authorities and members of

the cast feel that it would be futile

to produce "What a Night" under

i»BtlaiM< • Pkc* Fwur
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Proofs to Be Betumed Tomorrow
In Belle Air Office

The last group of sittings for in-
dividual photos for the Belle Air
to be held on the campus this year
was completed last Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday in Mendel
Hall. It has been announced by
the photography editor of the Belle
Air that all students desiring to be
photographed before the beginning
of the Christmas Holidays can ar-
range to have private sittings at
the usual fee by calling at the
Zamsky Studios, at 902 Chestnut
street, in Philadelphia whenever
the opportunity offers.

The proofs for the photos taken
leust week can be obtained from the
photography editor in the Belle Air
office at the foyer of the dining hall
tomorrow at 1 o'clock. Students
wishing to have photographs made
from these proofs before the holi-
days can do so by submitting their
proofs and orders to the Zamsky
Studios immediately after they
have been returned.

Christmas Vacation Dates
According to the College Calen-

dar in the Students' Handbook, the
Christmas recess this year begins
at noon on Wednesday, December
21. It terminates for resident
students on Tuesday, January 3, at
8.30 P. M., and for day students
with the first class on Wednesday,
January 4.

The attention of those students
who desire extended vacations is

called to the fact that double cuts
will be given in all classes on days
immediately preceding and follow-
ing the holidays. Furthermore,
there will be a fine of $5.00 im-
posed on anyone who does not re-
port to his Rector at the specified
time at the close of the vacation.

The new Wurlitzer organ, which
is being installed in the college
chapel, is rapidly nearing comple-
tion. According to Rev. John M.
Fagan, O. S. A., rector of St. Thom-
as parish, the organ is expected to
be ready either prior to, or imme-
diately following the Christmas holi-

days.
Some tests have already been

made on the instrument and they
have proven to be satisfactory. The
motors which supply the air for the
organ have been subjected to ex-
haustive tests and give outward in-
dications of performing satisfac-
torily.

The greater part of the wiring
which controls the electro-magnets
has been completed. This is a
lengthy procedure due to the fact
that each tone is controlled sep-
arately from the keyboard and must
be separately tested to insure prop-
er contact and correct working.
This instrument, donated by Ed-

ward J. O'Keefe, of Atlantic City,
replhces the previous organ, which,
tried by time and age, succumbed
gracefully as all old organs do.

"The Owl" to Appear
The December issue of "The Owl"

will appear on the campus next
Monday. This month's issue is char-
acterized by supplementing the hu-
mor by additions of wit by students
in the Engineering School,
The Tooth Gnasher is again fea-

tured by the publication of his ever
timely poetry on campus life. His
letter to Santa Claus will prove to
be of vast aid to the students in
their efforts to secure some favors
at Christmas time.
A technical paper on "Some of

the By-Products of Coal, " by Louis
Marcotte, '36, illustrated by a dia-
grammatic sketch of the process
developments fully covers this phase
of engineering progress.

Religious Goods on Sale
at the Bookroom

Rosary Beads $JS to %M
St. Teresa or Sacred Heart
Pins ,....$.10

Sacred Heart Badges. ....... M
St. Christopher Medals (for
autos) 30

Companion Cases for Rosary
with two medals M

Catholic Guide Prayerbooks. .25
Manual of Catholic Devo-
tions 60

Following of Christ 35
Miraculous Medals 10
Sacred Heart Statues 80
St. Anthony Statues .30
Sacred Heart Pictures 30
St. Joseph Pictures 30
Sunday Missal ,.*.... -W
For the Girl Friend:

Silver Chain and Cross 55
Gold Chain and Cross 55

Good Reading Matter . .$.40-$1.50

Any of the above-mentioned
articles may be purchased on
book-room accounts.

Showing Every Monday
The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Made -to-Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24-75 and $19.75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dining: Hall

and Business School

store at

57th and Market Ste.

Open TIU 8.4ft P. M.

JIM EXLIOT
Campua Bepreaentattre

M Alnmnl H«U

KELLYm POST

ON L K. D. BOARD

Appointed by President as

Chairman in Charge of

Admissions

FR. DOUGHERTY TO SPEAK

Frank C. Kelly, a member of the

junior class, was appointed chair-

man of the board of admission of

the Liambda Kappa Delta fraternity

by President Howard Richmond, at

the -weekly meeting of the frater-

nity, conducted last Tuesday.

The board, consisting of eight

members, is to have complete con-
trol and is to give the final decision
on all applications submitted by the
numerous students desiring admis-
sion to the fraternity.' A number
of application blanks have been
drawn up and are to be distributed
to the freshman class in the near
future. The applicant's scholastic
record, his character, and the rec-
ommendation of a member of the
fraternity are the essential features
upon which the acceptance of those
applying will depend in a great
part.

The number of applicants to be
accepted will be limited to the
usual restricted number as has
been the custom of the past.
At the next meeting of the science

seminar. Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty,
O. S. A., will give a short talk to
the freshmen in which he will dis-

cuss the numerous sdvantages of

the pre-medical fraternity.

Fr. Dougherty has accepted an in^

vitation to address the fraternity at

the next meeting, which is to take
place today, and is scheduled to

give a short talk commencing at

1.10 o'clock this afternoon.

APTITUDE TEST HELD

Large Number of Fre-Med Students

Take Annual Exam.

Over 75 pre-medical student^took
part in the annual aptitude g^est

conducted in the amphitheatre'^last

Friday under the supervision of

Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.,

Dean of the Science School. The
test is one of the normal require-
ments for admission into medical
school and all students who are
planning to enter next fall were
present.
The questions contained in the

test were woven about the follow-
ing features, the basis of the study
of medicine: Scientific vocabulary,
pre-medical information, compre-
hension and retention, visual mem-
ory, content memory, and an under-
standing of printed matter.

VILLANOVA USES
MILK FROM

ARDROSSAN FARMS
Producers of

I CERTIFIED
MIILK

FROM TUBERCULIN
AND BLOOD TESTED
AYRESHIRE COWS

NiilMniilUIW^
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Seiile Uour

Okrlslmas [Plans al

^^i\. FEW days more—then home for ChristraaB!

^^ i Let the telephone seltle your holiday plans.

That^s the easy way to make your "dates,'* decide on

gifts and tell the family when you'll arrive.

Call home tonight! After 8:30 P. M. low Night Rates

go into effect on Station to Station calls. To take

advantage of the saving, just give the operator you^

home telephone number.

Inexpensive? These night-time Station to Station

calls are so low priced you can make it a habit to

call home regularly once a week. Fix a day and hour.

Then Mother and Dad will be waiting and you can

always use Station to Station service.

/
^^^

Bryn Mawr to-^

Orange, N. J .60

Hazleton, Pa.. ... .60

Elizabeth, N. J. . . .60

Newark, N. J. ... .60

Reading, Pa. .35

StellMi to SUtiMi C!aU
S-MlB«tc Conn«etlMi
Wtancver sppliwibte.

redenU tax Is taetaded.

Day lUto MIcM »!•

.35

.35

.35

J35

.35
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NOT TO BE ISSUED

BY CUSS OF "34

Fi^culty Forbids Use of Com-

mercial Advertising in

Publicavion

Fire Hydrant Test Shows College

Amply Protected Against Flames
Cunttnuod Frwm Pace Three

FAULT DUE TO AGENCIES

Contlnnrd From I'lige Three

to raise fundts lor continuing this

tradition, but they did not meet
with the approval of the Courtier

Staff. The staff, feeling that, tied

down by a dearth of funds, they

would be unable to issue a book
representative of their efforts, de-
cided to drop the matter.
William O'Prey, President of the

junior class said« "In view of the
fact that we are not permitted to

resort to commercial advertising in

the Courtier, and not wishing to
burden the class treasury further
than necessary. It is my opinion,
notwithstanding that I would like

to see another issue of the Courti^ir
published, that it is in the best in-

ternists of the class that the publi-
cation be discontinued."
Robert A. Geist, editor-in-chief of

the Courtitr, voiced an opinion sim-
ilar to that of Mr. O'Prey, and add-
ed, "Regretfully, I am forced to ac-
cept the fate of this year's Junior
Courtier. The staff appointed by
the president is both ambitious and
capable, but, regardless of our ef-

forts. I feel that we could not issue
a representative publication jn
view of the limitations which have
beei. imposed upon us."

Charles P. Goggi, business man-
ager of the publication, said, "The
plans we had drawn up for the
Courtier would have necessitated
Intensive advertising in order *.o

gather sufficient funds. It would be
foolhardy to attempt to carry out
our program under the present diffi-

culties, and the only thing to do is

to abandon the matter entirely.'
The suggestion has been ad-

vanced to issue a small program,
recording the events of Junior
Week. While definite action has not
as yet been taken on this item, the
possibilities are slight. Just what
action will be taken in this respect
rests entirely with the members of
the junior class.

of over 5000 gallons per minute for
Are use.

Previous to the installation of
tiiese additional hydrants? as a le-

sult of the disastrous fire of last

August, the only fire hydrants that
were available were the six on the
campus, one on Spring road and
one on the Lancaster pike.
The results of the test were com-

mendable, according to Mr. Good-
hue, who states that the installa-

tion of additional hydrants on the
Lancaster pike supply allowed the
full use of 1700 gallons per minute.
Mr. Goodhue's statement foUow.s:

"A misunderstanding appears to
exist In regard to the test made on
the improved water supply at Vilia-

nova College on Saturday, Decem-
ber 3, following the fire in August
of this year. Several conferences
were held between the interested
parties resulting in a program of
improvement in water supply. This
program included the installation of
hydrants and mains, which would
eventually make available a supply
of over 5000 gallons per minute for
Are use. The work has proceeded
to a definite point, and the time was
opportune to test for results of the
progress made. We concentrated
our tests on the new supply main
laid by the Philadelphia Suburban
Water Company on Ithan avenue.
Fire companies succeeded in deliv-
ering 2300 gallons per minute from
this source. The installation of hy-
drants on the Lancaster pike supply
allowed the full use of the 1700
gallons per minute available at that
point. The question was how much
of the Ithan avenue supply could
be delivered to the college buildings
owing to topographical conditions.
Delivery of this water is difiicult.

The fire companies laid 4000 feet of
hose and used four pumpers to de-
liver the equivalent of 600 gallons
per minute. This work was done.
For information as to existing con-
ditions and as a check on the pre-
viously laid down program of work
so far as that program has been
carried out, the results are entirely
commendable."

FR. COAN DELIVERS

THIRD ADVENT TALK

"Charity" Is Theme of Address

Delivered to Students

at Chapel

MAKER'S EXAMPLE TOPIC

AGAIN STRESSED

Fr. Brown Wishes Students to

Take Cognizance of In-

firmary Rules

STUDENT FEES ABOLISHED

rnnllniifd From Pace One

STUDENT TAKES VOWS

PAMPHLETS OFFERED

God's Relation to Depression Theme
of One of Late Writings

Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.,

has been placing weekly in the pam-
phlet racks the latest writings by
Catholic authors.
One of the most interesting pam-

phlets to be found on the stand this
week is "God and Depression." A
general idea of its interest may be
eecured from these quoted lines:

"Though all of us are familiar with
the word 'depression' and the appal-
Ing distress it has come to stand
for, few of us have succeeded in ex-
plaining to ourselves this economic
crisis. Where has God been?
Where Is He? Has He left us to our
fate? What part has He had in the
depression? Is it a punishment
from the hand of God? And why
are those whom no one can blame
for the depression suffering equally
with the guilty?"
Other pamphlets include "Ruling

Passion," "Purgatory," "Advent,
Meaning and Purpose" and "Re-
member the Holy Souls."
Religious articles may be pur^

chased Jn the book room at reason-
able prices and can be charged to
book accounts. These include
chains, pins, medals and rosaries.

Fr. Healy and Fr. Judson Officiate

at Ceremony

On Saturday morning, in St.
Mary's Hall, at Villanova, Joseph
Derby, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Derby, of Lawrence, Mass.,
took his solemn vows in the Augus-
tinian Order.
Previous to attending the semi-

nary at Villanova, Joseph Derby
spent two years at Staten Island,
one year in the novitiate at New
Hamburg, N. Y., and is now enter-
ing his fourth year here.
Rev. Paul F. Healey, O. -S. A.,

officiated at the ceremony and was
assisted by Rev. Paul M. Judson,
O. S. A. Those attending the cere-
mony besides the seminarians at St.
Mary's were Mr. Derby's mother
and his brother, John, who is study-
ing engineering here. Although Mr.
Derby has been here a year longer
than John, the two brothers have
had three pleasant years together
at Villanova. Joseph had already
taken simple vows 'here before his
brother entered the college.

and rot in man's own creation

—

mortal sin. "Rather^ in His love
for man," Fr. Coan continued, "did
Almighty God send His only Son,
towards whom 'He bore a., infinite,

eternal love.' Man is not forgotten,
for our Di'> Ine Saviour cherishes
us 'with an everlasting love.'

"

Christ's dealings with sinners
was particularly stressed by the
preacher. Several examples of
Christ's love for sinners were se-
lected from Scripture. The first of
these was the account of the meet-
ing with the adulterous woman,
whom Christ would not condemn
when asked to do so by the Scribes
and Pharisees. Another example of
this love was evidenced by Christ's
charitable action in eating with
publican and sinner alike.

The supreme manifestation of
Christ's love for man was made on
Calvaiy, where Christ forgave His
enemies for their action in con-
demning Him to death.

Fr. Coan concluded by pointing
out that just as Christ loved man,
so should we love God and man

—

the evidence of true charity.

Campus Clubs Plan
Four Xmas Dances

Contlnurd From Paxe One

will

Play Is Postponed
By Belle Masque

Continued From Paire Three ^

December 29. The festivities

commence at 9 and end at 1.

With the unique inn as the scene
of the affair, and music supplied by
the Arcadians, a dance orchestra
possessing unusual talent, Richard
H. Hart, chairman of the dance, is

of the opinion that this, the second
annual affair, will far surpass the
success of the occasion last year.
The remainder of the committee

for the dance are: John McGraw,
George H. Casey, Lawrence J. Shea,
Thomas E. Coyne, Donald T. Hay-
den, James J. McNerney and Mar-
tin L. Caine.

Main Line Club to Meet
The regular monthly meeting of

the Main Line Club of the Villa-

nova Alumni Association will be
held in the gymnasium this evening.
A member of the college faculty
will address the assembly on the
general subject of athletics. The
name of the speaker and the exact
wording of the topic of his speech,
however, will not be disclosed until

tonight. As usual, refreshments will

be served to those who attend.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGES

Bf'niorg and Juniors Having No
Failures Given Kxtra Night

Now that the first quarter has
drawn to a close, the members of
Ihe senior and junior classes who
have no failures are entitled to spe-
cial evening privileges, according to
Ihe statement issued by the Rev.
Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., last

October in answer to the pleas of
the Student Council. To quote the
statement:
"After first quarter marks are in,

Brnior students having no grade.**

below passing mark will be allowed
three evening permissions in addi-
tion to Saturday.
"After first quarter grades are in,

all jtmiors having no grades below
passing mark will be allowed two
evening permissions in addition to

Saturday,"

such a handicap, and that the suc-
cess of future plays at Villanova
might be jeopardized because of
faulty acoustics. • ^'; '- V,

In the meantime, rehdarsals of
the play will continue, and, judging
from the performance of the cast
thus far, Villanova will witness a
first-class presentation of one of the
latest and niost popular mystery-
comedy dramas of the current year.

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

Warner Baxter
in

"SIX HOURS TO LIVE-

Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 14 And 15

Marlene Dietrich
in

"BLONDE VENUS**

FrI., Dec. 16
Clive Brook

in
•^SHERLOCK HOLMES"

Sat., Dec. 17

T^urel and Hardv
in

"Pack Up Your TrouMon*'

Men., Dec. 1ft

"Washington Merry-Go-Round"
with

LEE TRACY

nr/^\17'CT3 6»th Street

1 yJW JDJlVOpp. Terminal

l*: ( •'.

''V-. Tues., Wed., Thurg.

"FAITHLESS"
* .. with

. .R4>bert Mcmtgomery
' Tallulali Bankhead

Fri., Sat., Mon.

*N1GHT AFTER NIGHT"
with

George Raft
Constance Cummings

Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.,

Moderator of the infirmary, stated
in a recent Interview that he wished
the students to take cognizance of
the fact that John Curran, gradu-
ate nurse of a Philadelphia hospi-
tal and a member of the School of
Science here, will take care of all
ailing students if they report t.o

hiiii as soon as the ailment appdats.
Fr Brown also desires to bring to
the attention of the student body
certain rules and regulations per-
taining to the infirmary with which
everyone should become acquainted.
To the two rooms and bath which

have constituted the infirmary in
the past has been added another
larger room, which will be used hs
a receiving room. Any student who
is ill is expected to report to this
room, and should it so happen that
a member of the infirmary staff is

not pr«?stnt, the student is to rest
in one of the beds, there to be
ready for an examination as soon
as the doctor makes his call.

Since the authorities have abol-
ished fees for medical attention, all

students in need of such attention
are cautioned not to hesitate in
making known their needs. In the
past, it h^ been the practice of a
few financially hard-pressed stu-
dents to neglect their health in
order to avoid payment of a medi-
cal fee. It may be noted here that
too many unnecessary visits to the
infirmary will be summarily dealt
with.

The new infirmary regulations
are as follows:

1. No fees are charged for at-
tendance of doctors, or for infirm-
ary aid.

2. The infirmary is open daily
during the following hours:

&-9 A. M., 10.30 A. M.-l P. M.,
4.30-6.30 P. M.

3. The medical doctor Is avail-
able daily at 4.30 at the infirmary.

4. All students who are sick must
report immediately to the Rector
of their dormitory.

5. Students may not remain in
their rooms while ill, but must go
to the infirmary.

6. No meal will be taken at any

time to the rooms of students who
.report illness. Every possible atten«
tion will be given to such student^
but only in the infirmary.

All students are to remember
that, "An ounce of precaution !•
worth a pound of cure."
The infirmary is at present i»

need of certain instruments, audi
as lancets, sterilizers, etc., whicli
Fr. Brown expects to procure i^
as short a time as possible.

Belle Masque to
'

Present * Macbeth^
i'ontinued From Pace One

perfecting the lines, with thelf
proper emotional expressions and
distinctions.

The tentative cast, subject to
change, is at present as followsf
Macbeth, Joseph J. Conlan; Mao4
duff, William F. Zeil; Lady Mao^
beth, Lawrence A. DeFrances; Rossn
Raymond J. Harter; Lenox, Charlea
P. Goggi; Malcolm, Robert A. GeistI
Duncan, Paetrus Banmiller; Ban-
quo, Harold D. McGrath; Flcanc«i|
John F. Butler; Siward, Robert Ou
McGrory; Seyton, William J. Doyle

^

porter, Joseph T. Houseman; gentle^
woman, John P. Grimes; first witch^;
Rudolph J. Lehnau; second witchu
Francis J. McGinley; third witch^
Edward F. Kilbane; sergeant,
Michael C. Tomasso; physician, Joih
eph H. Lilly.

Football Banquet
Set for January^

Continued From I'ase One

of his physician. Because of hfal

unselfish efforts in behalf of Villa-
nova College, the Philadelphia club'

has decided to take the opportunity
of paying tribute to his great zeal
at the outstanding alumni event of
the year.
While plans are in a tentative

form at this time it is expected that
the club will invite several out-
standing figures In the sports world
to attend the dinner, as well as tho
Well-known writers of sporting
events.

Duke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHABI, X. C.

Fonr trrni* of eleven weeks are glvtm
each year. The«e may be taken eoa-
Becntlvely (M. D. In three years) ev
three terms may be taken each year
(M. D. in four years). The entrane*
requirements are intelligence, charae«
ter and at least two yean /»f colleire
work. InoludloK the snbjecte speeilleA
for Grade A Medical Sehools. Cata-
logaes and applleatk>n forms may b*

obtained from the Dean.

FREE HAT
with Every Purchase at

CRAWFORD'S
Featuring the Most Complete

Selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at ^16.75
ONE PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Garments to

Choose From
Every Concolvablo Color

and Fabric

1225 MARKET ST. 5
Open Evenings ^

VkrsV.PiA/WV.V.r.ViViP>Ve%V«^

"There is an honor In busi-
ness that Is the fine gold of it;

that reckons with every man
justly; that loves light; that
regards kindness and fairness
more highly than goods or
prices or profits. It becomes
a man more than his furnish-
ings or his house. It speaks
for him in the heart of every-
one. His friendships are serene
and secure. His strength is

like a young tree by a river."

L. G. BALFOUR
COMPANY
1601 Chestnut St

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Makers of the Official Class
Rings and Miniatures

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

CoUege Tailor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
»nd Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK A CONWAY

Ride the Short Line

Home at Christmas
Busses will leave immediately

after last class on

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21
In Front of Dining Hall

New York $1.75 One Way
Boston $4.50 " "

For Further Information See

DAVID MURPHY
220 Austin Hall

Football Schedule Announced Yesterday
PASSING

IN
REVIEW

AGREAT amount of interest
seenuf to have been talcen
in the recently established

inter-dormitory baslcetball league.
On last Tuesday evening the first

[half of the schedule was begun
fith Fedigan Hall meeting Aus-

Hall in the new gym and
Sumni and Good Counsel Halls

Splaying in the old gymnasiunru
^
Since that time several practice
laessions have been held by the
( various halls and were attended
by as many as 20 aspirants for
berths on the several squads.
True, the new loop has made

the campus basketball-minded
and many students are getting
some of that much-needed exer-
.cise which youth requires, but it

is our humble opinion that if the
old inter-frat league were con-

> ducted in conjunction with the
inter-dorm circuit greater benefits
would accrue. At the end of the
^season the winners .of both
leagues could have a play-off to
^decide the college championship.

Another proposed league
which should excite more In-

terest than has as yet been
manifested Is the inter-dorm
swimming league. Villanova Is

the proud possessor of an ex-
cellent pool. It has been
placed down in the gym at a
great expense for the use of
the student body. To date
very little interest has l)een

taken in the natatorium with
the exception of a few. It is

^dUHcult to state just why this
Condition exists, but It might
be due to the fact that some
students don't have enough
ambition to walk over to the
Infirmary and take the nece»-
•ary medical examination.
According to a statement made

fby Rev. John Crawford, O. S. A.,

any student who wishes to use
the swimming pool and who has
'not as yet taken the physical ex-
amination may do so any day at
|the aforementioned infirmary.
An inter-dorm swimming league

l^ould prove to be very exciting
^d perhaps if enough good
rimmers were discovered a var-

^y team could be established
ind meets could be held with
>ther colleges.

You Draw Y^our
|Own C^onclusions

IT WAS reported the other day
that two of our collegiate

neighbors on the Main Line
igaged in a rather unique ath-

letic contest. Those big, bold,

>rave and hardy members of the
i^Iavel'ford College soccer team
)ut on some shinguards and sup-
>lled with crooked sticks invaded
^ryn Mawr's fair campus and en-
iraged the varsity team in a game
)f iield hockey.
According to what we heard it

TRB a "smartly played contest"
ind the sterner sex prevailed by
score of 3 to 1. As far as we

enow this was the first mixed
[hockey match ever played and
the Haverford boys have the dis-

htinction of starting a precedent.
[But is anybody going to foHow?

According to hearsay it was a
[regular match with cheering and

^erything. Haverford even
[brought along a cheerleader to-

[ifether with rooters who pleaded

I
with tlie team to "fight furiously. *

Playing with girls might be all

^i, but personally we can't
we approve of it.

J>ur Neighbors Hit
^lie Big Tlnne

NOT A little stir was caused
on the campus last night
when it was learned that

lour rivals up on North Broad

I
Street had been fortunate enough
to sign the famous "Pop" Warner,

I

formerly of Stanford University,
grid coach. "Pop" has a won-

^ brful reputation as a mentor and
le should do big things for Tem-

Iple University. "Heinle" Miller
[did a good job while he held the
reins, but the old Blue and White
'las always a tough nut to crack,
tnd more than once the Stuhl-

jdreher machine cracked him,
iMaybe the "Owls" got Warner in
[order that they could be assured

his developing a team which
rould be good enough to defeat
nilanova. But of course time will
lU.

At the present writing no state-
ment haj been made about Stuhl-
^reher's contract, but we declare

It if Harry is back next year
11 his men he will be able

JTemple again, despite

footbaU tutor.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
_i
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RUTGERSBOWS TOJACOBSMEN
Elected to Lead the Felines Into Battle

Next Fall
Wildcat Five Ekes Out One
Point Win in LastMinute

Insertion of Captain Weston Into Game
Causes Felines to Rally and to De-

feat Rutgers by 25-24 Score

LARGE CROWD SEES THRILLING FRAY

"WHIT£Y" BANDOUR, Captain-elect

Wildcats ElectRandour
for 1983 Grid Campaign

Cavanaugh, O'Don-
nell Also Mentioned

for Captaincy

A TRIPLE-THREAT

At a recent' meeting of the letter-

men of this year s football squad,
the election of George "Whitey"
Kandour was nxade public.

"Whitey," as he is known by all,

succeeds Dick Rickey who will be
lost this year through graduation.
Two other members of the team
ran in close competition, namely,
Tom O'Donnell and Bill Cavanaugh.
Kandour may be rightly called a

triple-threat man and it was
through this capacity that he was
given honorable mention on this

year's AU-American team. His
sterling playing for the past two
years on the varsity squad was a
continued menace to his opponents
and a so-called air-tight defense
was thrown up to stop him. How-
ever, these barriers failed in their

purpose as was seen in this year's
Villanova-Temple game. On this

occasion he gained consistently
despite the muddy condition of the
field. In this same game "Whitey",
showed an exceptional bit of gen-
eralship when he received a Temple
pimt on the run at mid-field and
ran to the 17-yard line. Previously
no one had attempted this, due to
the slippery condition of both the
ball and the field. It came as a
surprise to the Owls and paved the
way for the one and only touch-
down pf the game.
Hailing from McDonald, Pa.,

Randour comes from a family of

football players, all of whom have
achieved prominence on the grid-

iron. He is one of the best open-

field runners ever seen on a Villa-

nova field, is an accurate passer
and divided kicking honors with
Ed. Donohue. The choice of such
a promising player is felt by all

to be a good omen for the coming
season and "Whitey" is fortunate
to have what is predicted to be one
of the strongest teams ever to
wear the Blue and White.

The Box Score

ICE HOCKEY

Twenty-Two Men Answer Captain

Trosky's Call for Candidates

Last Wednesday afternoon Cap-

tain Al Trosky issued a call for all

ice hockey candidates' and 22 men
reported. The first practice session
of the season was held yesterday
afternoon on the board running
track beneath the stadium. The
candidates were drilled in shooting
the puck and other fundamentals
of the game which can be practiced
v/ithout ice.

No definite schedule has been ar-

ranged as yet, but Manager Vander-
werff has received challenges from
Michigan Tech, Boston University
and Springfield College. Several
games will be played at Hershey,
Pa., and others at the Arena, Phil-
adelphia.
The veterans who reported, in ad-

dition to Captain Trosky, were
Blanchard and Hurlburt. Three
other veterans have been taken out
of the game of life by the Great
Referee since last season: Mulqueen,
Delaney, and Shortall, last year's
captain.
Among the new candidates were

Searight, Higgins, Conroy, Cpllins,

Macek, J. Brown and Roach. Cap-
tain Trosky hopes to mold a good
squad out of the above-mentioned
men, but the greatest problem fac-
ing him is the acquisition of a new
goalie for the pots vacated by the
deceased "Artie" Shortall.

Villanova
G. F. P.

Travers, If .... «.; rV, . . * . 1 2
Lynch, rf .......... 10 2
Barry 1 2
Weston .« i..»r. 2 16
Finn, c ...*.. 4 8
Shevlin, Ig 1 2 4
Larsen, rg 1 2

Totals 11 3 26
Rutgers

G. F. P.
Davey, If 2 3 7
Malag, rf 3 6
Chilson, c 1 2
Demarest
Paul, Ig 1 0^2
Grower, rg 3 1 7

Heenan

Totals 10 4 24
Referee—Red Shaw, New Bruns-

wick. Umpire—Marshall, Trenton.

The 1933 football schedule as announced yesterday
by the Rev. John H. Crawford, 0. S. A., Moderator of

Athletics, with the exception of two open dates is as
follows

:

Sept. 29—Ursinus at Villanova.

Oct. 7—South Carob'na at Columbia, S. C.

Oct. 14—Bucknell at Villanova.

Oct. 21—Gettysburjc at Villanova.

Oct. 28—Manhattan at New York.
Nov. 4—Open.
Nov. 11—Boston College at Boston, Mass.
Nov. 18—Open.
Nov. 25—Temple at Temple Stadium.
Nov. 30—Rut|?ers at New Brunswick, N. J.

I : .
' .**«.

DEMONSTRATING the same determination and fight

that the football team evidenced this season, Captain

Metro Weston's basketball team came to life in the final

minutes of the Rutgers fray and under the direction of their

fiery leader nosed out the Scarlet five at New Brunswick by
the narrow margin of one point, 25-24.

The game, which was played Saturday afternoon as the

sports feature of "Soph Hop Weekend" at Rutgers, drew a
crowd of 1200, to be bitterly disappointed when the Cats
snatched away from the Scarlet their hopes of opening their

* season with a victory.

The Blue and White ran into a
little tougher opposition than they
bargained for after the rout of
Cooper Union the previous week.
Consequently, they found them-
selves matched almost shot for shot
in the initial canto.

In the second half, however, tHa
Cats were completely swept olf

their feet as Rutgers seemingly^
placed the game on ice by running;

up eight points before the Felines
could score a shot.

If by any chance Coach Frank
Hill's team were under the impress
sion that they had the game sewed
up they were sadly mistaken, aa
they forgot to reckon with tha

.

diminutive Wildcat captain, MetrQ
Weston.
After sitting on the bencli until

his team found itself eight points to

the rear, the Hazleton flash was
Anally put into the fray.

The effect of his presence was
felt immediately as in the space ot

about a minute the fiery Cat leader
placed his team back in .the run«
ning with two field goals and a fouL
Artie Lynch, playing before a home-
town crowd, drew the Cats up a
little nearer with a long shot, makp
ing the tally 23-21.

By this time the crowd was in a
frenzy and as Ix)U Grower sank a
foul shot the Scarlet held onca
again a three-point lead. This lead
was short-lived, however, as a few
moments later Jack Barry cams
through in the pinch and after talb>

ing a long shot from mid-court, hs
left his man, cut in, and followed-up
his shot perfectly to drop in a two-
pointer.
With only seconds remaining is

play, the Rutgers stands were vain-

ly hoping for the quick termination
of this Wildcat rally, but their

hopes were doomed as Finn took
the tap after Barry's basket and
the Cats, after passing the ball

about for a few moments that
seemed like years, finally gained s
sweet victory as Shevlin dropped in

his winning tally, a shot from ths
side of the court.

Thus was the Wildcat's record
kept free from the defeat which
seemed almost ceilain to smear it.

All the credit in the world is dus
to those two veterans, Weston and
Finn, for their spark-plug en-
thusiasm which marked their play.

Throughout the first half it was
Finn's all-around play that kept tbs
Fcline.<) in the running, playing a
heady floor game and taking ths
rebounds in perfect style. Finn tali*

lied eight of the team's 14 points in

the first half.

In the oi>ening half the Cats drenj
nway to a three point lead when
Shevlin sank a foul and Finn added
a double-decker. The lead was cul
down, though, as Grower, soph for*

NEW TRACK ERECTED

Members of Squad Aid In Construc-

tion of Outdoor Oval

Great credit is due to Coach
Harry Coates and his men, who In

the past week have erected a new
board track in the rear of the
gymnasium.
The track is the finest that Villa-

nova has ever had in the way of

board, being of regular size, ten
lapa to the mile and banked at each
turn.

When interviewed the other day,
Mr. Coates said. "I want to thank
the members of my team who have
so successfully completed this work
and in my opinion they are the
greatest crowd that it has been my
pleasure to coach."
According to Coach Coates. the

track will be available for the use
of all students. It is of great ne-

cessity to the members of the

squad until the spring time when
the cinder track can again be put
into condition. It was formerly
erected on the baseball diamond,
but this was unsatisfactory because
it was at a great distance from the
dressing rooms and had to be re-

moved as soon as the baseball sea-

son began.

Why Detroit Beat the Cats

Douglas Nott, the sophomore
halfback of the Detroit Titans, who
helped very materially to send the
Wildcat a to defeat down at the
stadium not so long ago, is said to

have thrown 37 passes in two
games—26 against Michigan State
and 11 againet Oregon Slate— and
Wly'xme wtis intercepted. t'Anttnnc4 •• I^M*
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Mendel Hall Lpada T^ngup Aff^r Fir^t WeekW"^'^
FoothaU, Season Oneo[ the Best in History

MendelFive With Two Wins
LeadsNewinter-DormLoop
Austin Cagrefs Also Undefeated, but Have
Played p«e Game; Fedigran and Alumni

;
': K W One and Lose One

Mendel in Lead

Standlnir of the Teams
W. L.

Mendel 2
Austin 1
Alumni 1 1
Fedigan 1 1
Good Counsel .... 3

Although winning but one game,
the 150-lb. football team has com-
pleted a successful season, judging

from the spirit manifested and the

enthusiasm aroused amongst the
student body.
The main purpose for the forma-

TkM^t!>^ t r^ ^ X, ^ fv> T> ji I
tion of this team was to promoteMcFeely-Coached Team »oundIng I ^^^^^^ j^^^^^^^ j„ ^^j^j^^,J^^^ ^^

JAYVEE BASKETBALL

GOOD COUNSEL DEFEATED 3 TIMES
''••,:. >'^

'•;•'
..^ ",;:. .— i"^

.

'

.'"-'.''•. "
1

AT THE conclusion of the first week of the Inter-Dorm
League, the standing shows the Mendel Hall team on

the top of the scramble with two victories and no defeats.
Austin is also undefeated, but they have only engag^cj in

one contest to date, downing Fedigan by a decisive score.

Both Mendel victories came at the expense of the hapless
Good Counsel team, which has yet to win a game, having
dropped three to date. In the first game between these two
Mendel stepped out to a 15-12 win, while in the second game
the Good Counsel team was only defeated after a hard tussle,

21-20. :.' ,:.'^\-:\-r:r:.,..^:-':,'.^.^' *—
The Fedigan and Alumni teams

are tied for third place in the stand-
ings with one victory and one de-
feat each. After losing to Austin,
the Fedigan Ave turned on Alumni
and administered a beating. Alum-
ni's triumph came at the expense of
Good Counsel.

Austin 19—Fedigan 9
''

In the opening game for both
teams, Austin trounced their arch-
rivals, Fedigan, to the tune of 19-9.

While the game was featured by
close guarding after the first few
minutes of play, Fedigan was com-
pletely outclassed by a sharp-shoot-
ing Austin team. George Baker
was the big gun in the Austin at-
tack, running up four goals for a
total of eight points to capture scor-
ing honors for the game. Macek
and Roach also played fine games
for Austin, registering nine points
between them.

- . Alumni IS—Good Counsel 17
Ijed by their towering center,

'•Red" Mahaffey, the Alumni Hall
Galloping Gaels rode roughshod
over Good Counsel, 13-7. Mahaffey
accounted for all of his teams
points but three, securing his points
on four field goals and two fouls
in the opening game for these teams
Sa the old gym.
^ Mendel 15>-Good Counsel 12
In the first meeting of the next-

door neighbors, Good Counsel and
Mendel, the league-leading Mendel
team came through with a lf^-12

Win. At the half the Mendel team
was on the short end of a 7-6 score,
but as the game progressed they
drew away to victory. Higgins, of
Crood Counsel, and Connors, of
Mendel, led the scorers with eight
markers each.

Mendel 21—Good Counsel 20
In the second meeting of the

Frosh Halls the Mendel team came
through with another victory, this
time by one point, to gain the
league lead. As in the preceding
Srame Higgins was high scorer for
Ck)od Counsel, with seven points.
Vaughn was the star for the win-
ners with a like number. Mendel
led at the half, 11-10.

Fedigan IS—Alumni 12
The Fedigan Hall club won its

Initial game when in the tangle
•with the Alumni Hall five it came
out of the fray on the long end of
ft 15-12 score. Alumni, after trail-
ing by a 12-2 margin at the half,
came back strong to almost over-
come Fedigan's lead, but fell short
by three markers.

POOLROOM TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
Tuesday

Hooven vs. Cardone . *> . .^^,i. .« i, . ...VV;-. . ..
Foster vs. La Corte ........ ..^ »,
McGee vs. McHenry '[' "[",'
Hosey vs. Malina .'..*!!.'*..*..*

Keatmg vs. Ryan ;... • ••••••. •••••••«a»«i«i

2.00 P.
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SEASOirS END SEES

EIGIfr MEN LEAVE

Nearly All Parting Players

Have Earned at Least

Three Letters

8 LINESMEN TO GRADUATE

Continued From Page Sev^'h

•ntered the portals of Villanova.

Sesides being a star football player,

Bob has also been up among the

leaders of bis class, echolastically.

He has always btoi*n active in his

class' affairs and acted ill the ca-

pacity of president duiing his jCl^^ior

year.
Ed Donahue is another personal-

ity who will be among the missing
When football practice is started
next fall. Genial, broad shouldered,
hard flghting, Eddie has been a
mainstay on the Wildcat varsity for
three years. Ed started as an end,
tl -r he was placed at right half-

back but was once again changed
back to his old end position. Dona-
hue is a iTew Englander and calls

Lawrence, Mass., home. Ed always
played a good game, but he was in
his glory whenever he played before
his home folks up in Boston as the
Felines met the Eagles. Donahue
J'^y:d in three games against Bos-
ton College and each time he was
In the fray for the entire 60 minutes
of play.

Marty Gezzer is another famous
Wildcat who has turned the final

page of his collegiate football ca-
reer. Marty was a center and a
good one. He got into every play
in every game and it was always
he who was on the bottom of every
pile. Marty is a native Pennsylva-
nian, coming from a town named
Charleroi. As a reward for his ex-
cellent playing, Marty was placed
on the All-Noi th team which recent-
ly 1- ayed an aggrregatioii of South-
fern stars at Baltimore. When Gez-
aer leaves Villanova, among other I

things, he will take along three
varsity "Vs."
Quarterback Trosky also played

his last game for the Blue and
White in the Villanova - Temple
classic. Al's home town is Whit-
man, Mass. Though small in stature
Trosky always seemed to be a big
inspiration to the team when he
was put in the battle. A couple of
the best plays which Trosky called

occurred in the season of 1930 when
the Blue and White mtt N. Y. U.
at New York. It was very near the
end of the first half. Villanova had
the ball on about the 50-yard line.

Trosky was sent into the game and
he called for a forward pass; the

I

c 31

THE PEN THAT WONT
RUN DRY

DURtNG LECTURES

GHIITON PEN
CAMniBSDOUBL£

THE INK

LI

pass was completed to set the pig-

akin at rest on N. Y. U.'a 25-yard
ribbon. The same play was called
and Villanova scored its only touch-
down of the game as the cannon
sounded the end of the first half.

Paul Beaudin, of Haverhill, Mass.,
id anotiier gri 'der who has sung
his swan song. Paul was a regular
fullback until this year when Coach
Stuhldreher converted him Into a
quarterback. Beaudin has played
varsity ball for three years and has
been awarded three major letters.

Joe Yorke, halfback fron* Ridley
Park, Pa., has also hung up his
blue jersey for the last time. Joe
did the best work of his collegiate
career during the past season.
Whenever Joe was given the ball
and was started off on one of his

characteristic wide end sweeps he
was always sure of advancing the
ball at least eight yards. He had
the speed of a deer and the fight
of an Irishman, and it is with a
note of sorrow that he leaves the
incercoUegiate gridiron.

Clem Tarter will also leave his

AJ^iS. Mat^r io, June. Clem wae a
backfleld naaii a:^^ he cpmes from
a town called Carnegie, Pa. Tarter
was a letterman and, although he
did not play in all the games, his
entry into the game signalled the
outburst of all his energy in the
effort to drive the ball down the
field.

Coach Hurlhurt^s Jayvee Eleven

Played Three Qames and Lost Two

This year for the second time

Villanova sanctioned a Junior Var-

sity football team and the interest

manifest in this was very appar-

ent when more than 50 candidates
reported to Coach Charley Hurlburt
for the initial workout. Four games
were originally scheduled but the
game with West Chester State Nor-
mal School was canceled.
The Jay-Vees, after three weeks

of practice, journeyed to Carney's
Point, N. J., where they were hand-
ed their first setback by the very
close score of 3-0.

Their next encounter was with
the powerful Junior Varsity of the
University of Pennsylvania. All

through the game the Hurlburtmen
fought with their backs to the wall
only to emerge on the short end of

a 24-0 score.

To wind up their seasqn, the Jay-

Ve65 !*»At Lafayette in its only

home game at the Stadium SSd
proved to the numerous onlookers
that they wer? worthy of the con-
fidence placed In them by defeating
the Leopards ^5-0. Jim Lucey, cap-
tain of the Cats, led the scoring

with two touchdowns and stood out
brilliantly as a broken-field runner.
Mickoseff and Wotjkun also tallied

for the Blue and White.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Those stii4«ntt who play musk
instruments, aspecially those poa-l
sessingr stringed Instruments, ar«J
asked to bring them back to schooll
after the Christmas holidays. Re-j
hearsals will commence immediate.*!
ly following the recess.

DEBATERS PREPARE

Bo-Organlzatt<m by Bay Barratta

Already Begun

Plans are at present under way
for the re-organization of the Villa-

nova Symphony Orchestra. Since

its Inception many years ago, this

organization has been an annual
feature on the campus, furnishing
the musical programs at the com-
mencement and other functions.
This year, under the able direction
of Raymond C. Barratta, It prom-
ises to uphold the tradition of ex-
cellence established by its prede-
cessors.

According to a statement issued

by r!^, BariatU, the personnel of

the orchestra, as well as lis reper-
toire, will be greatly enlarged. The
co-operation of the student body is

earnestly requested in order to in-

sure the success of the undertaking.

Freshmen to Oppose Newark: Prep

Here on January 5

The local debating season will he

opened on January 5, when the
j

freshman team of the Beta Gamma
j

Chapter of the Villanova Literary

Society meets Newark Prep, at

Villanova.

The subject will be: ''Resolvi

That the United States Oovemmi
Should Regulate and Control Inte^j
State Industries."

Three experienced judges have'
been secured to decide the winning
team. The debate will begin at 8.19

P. M.
The freshman team will be chosen

from the following men: John W.
Hallahan, John A. O'Hara, Carl A.
Mayer and Rafael Martinez Alvarez.

This is the second "7a6 thet 9^
Jerseyltes have opposed the fresh>
men, and the first-year men are pre-
pared to make it a repetition of last

year's victory.

"Nature in the Raw**—as portrayed by the great
animal painter, Paul Bransom . . . inspired by the leopard'*

fierce fighting power and talentless Kwnt for prey which
makes him the terror of every beast of the African jungle,

and raw tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They are not present in Luckies

. . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

wE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not

explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette.The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that ''Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild"—so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,

are then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purifying

process, described by the

words—"It's toasted**.That*s

why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies

are such mild cigarettes.

"Its toasted"
That packaRe of mild Luckies

ropr., 1932.
'J h« Amerlran

Toiiioco Co

"Ifa man urite a heller book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tho h*
build his home in the woods, the world uill make a beaten path to his door. "-RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Docs not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike?

Pennvjrhwia
Comes Here Thursday

Evening

to Debate With
Beta Gamma

A Debate Worth
Hearing^

y II ii I VAN
The New Intra-Mural

Program Offers You

an Excellent Chance

to Participate

in Athletics

Make the Most

of It
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HOLIDAY DANCES HELD BY CAMPUS CUIBS

HAILED AS OUT^ANDING SOCIAL EVEIfTS

Wilkes - Barreans Hold Tenth

Annual Affair in Hotel

Sterling

LOCAL ORCHESTRAS PLAY

During the holiday season four of

this most active sectional organiza-

tions on the campus presented home
town dances, and, according to the

statements of the chairmen of the

various functions, each affair proved

to be both a social and financial

success. The clubs wljich enter-

tained during the fortnight's vaca-

tion were: The Willces-Barre Club,

the Albany Club, the Connecticut

Club, and the Lawrence Club.

The Crystal Ballroom of the Ho-
tel Sterling, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was
the scene of the 10th annual dance
sponsored by the Wilkes-Barre
Club, on the evening of December
26. Dancing continued from 9 to

1, the music being furnished by Will

Carney's Society Orchestra. The
tax was $3.30 per couple for this

formal affair and approximately
130 couples attended. Novel favors

:were distributed.

The success of the dance was due
to the preparations made by the

committee under the chairmanship
of Joseph J. Kalna. Mr. Kalna was
assisted by: James J. Gallagher,

James P. O'Connell, Donald Red-
ington, Hubert W. Gallagher, Frank
C Kelly and Edmund S. Pisczek.

The Albany Club chose Charley
Randell's Orchestra and the Hen-
drik Hudson Hotel, Troy N. Y., for

Hs first Christmas dance, a formal
funotion, held from 9 to 2 on De-
cember 27. Bids were $2.50 per

couple and upwards of 75 couples

attended. The club plans to make
this an annual affair because of the

snerriment and enjoyment provided
at the initial venture.
Joseph J. Bastian, chairman of

the committee, was assisted by:

John F. Dougherty, Howard Yo-
cum, Joseph J. Peters, James B.

Schuyler, Eugene J. Hartnett, Jo-

seph A. Hoenig, John J. Scuderi and
Phillip C. Algozzine.
Waverly Inn, Cheshire, Conn., the

most popular place in the Nutmeg

Continued on Pace Four

NEWARK PREP LOSES

TO FROSH DEBATERS

Bev. John F. Bums, O. S. A.

A familiar campus figure who
after many years here leaves
for a new post at Lawrence,

Mass.

System Informs Both College

and Student of Ranking

' in Class

MARKS POSTED QOARTERLY

{*•*

Hallahan, O'Hara and Mayer

Receive Unanimous Vote

of Judges

SECOND ANNUAL DEBATE

la fts second annual debate with
Jfewark (N. J.) Preparatory School,
held last Thursday evening in the
Mendel Hall amphitheatre, the
freshman team of the Beta Gamma
Chapter of the Villanova Literary
Society successfully defended the
negative argument of the question,
'^•solved: That the United States

'' Oontrol and Regulate Interstate In-
dustry."

The visiting team, introduced by
Chairman Robert Bouson, was com-
posed of Arthur Fried, Richard
Broun and Milnor Senior. Support-
ing the affirmative point of view,
thfty introduced strong arguments
In which they endeavored to justify
tha resolution, by showing that in-
dustry, through over-production and

irestralned competition, is In dras-
tlo need of regulation^ and that the
MtahUshment of a governmental
board of control would be the most
practical solution. An Interlocking
Blata-Federal plan which would ef-
ftctlvely accomplish this aim was
proposed.

Ilia negative side, represented by
John W. Hallahan. John A. O'Hara
Mtd Osrl A. Mayer, vigorously at-

The School of Commerce and Fi-
nance has instituted a new system
of grading in order to determine
the standing of the students in their
respective classes. It went into ef-

fect with the first-quarter marks,
at which time the standings of the
students were posted and will like-

wise be posted at the end of each
quarter of the scholastic year.

This system, or some variation of
it, is used in the great majority of
colleges and universities. It not
only informs the student and the
school as to what position in the
class and in which quarter each
man stands, but it also allows the
school to check its standards of
marking against those of other in-
stitutions of learning.

A student is given four points for
every A which he has received. For
each B he is given one point. For
a C he receives no points. One
point is deducted for each D. Four
points are deducted for each failure
or condition.
At a seminar just previous to the

vacation, William H. McHugh, Ph.
D., professor of education, explained
the reason for the awarding of the

C*iiUo«ed on Pare Four

Ft, Sheedy and Fr, Heney
Chosen to Speak at Retreat

Two speakers have been chosen
by the college authorities to con-
duct the coming annual mid-year
retreat. They are: Rev. William
F. Sheedy, O. S. A., and Rev. Jo-
seph E. Heney, O. S. A., both of
the Augustinian Mission Band. At
present Fr. Sheedy is stationed at
St. Augustine's Church, in Phila-
delphia, and Fr. Heney is located
at Flushing, Long Island.

The retreat will formally open
for the boarding students on the
evening of Sunday, January 29. It
will commence for th6 day stu-

dents on the morning of Monday,
January 30, and will close for
both classes of students with the
celebration of Mass on Thursday
morning, February 2.

FR. BURNS RECEIVES

A NEW ASSIGNMENT

Former Professor of History

Is Transferred to Lawr-

ence, iViasSn

A TEACHER FOR 17 YEARS

With a varying degree of regret,
the student body of Villanova was
informed last week of the transfer
of the Rev. John F. Burns, O. S. A.,

Ph. D., S. T. Li., former professor
of history at this college, to Lawr-
ence, Mass., where he will be en-
gaged in i>arochial work at St.

Mary's Church in that city.

Fr. Burns, who has acquired for
himself more than ordinary prom-
inence as an educator, author and
dramatist, began his career of
teaching more than 17 years ago.
In 1920, after five years of teach-

ing, he was ordained, but did not
terminate his studies at this point.
He immediately set about prepar-
ing for his doctor's degree, and in
1923 he was awarded the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy from the
Catholic University in Washington,
D. C. During the time he was pre-
paring for this degree, Fr. Burns
was stationed at Washington for

the scholastic year, but he always

BETA GAMMA DEBATERS TO OPEN SEASON

ON THURSDAY AGAINST PENNSYLVANIA

Signs for 1933
Will Also Debate Opponents

Friday Afternoon Over

Station WCAU

MEET HAVERFORD FRIDAY

Harry A. Stuhldreher

Now a professor who will In-

augurate the new Physical Edu-
cation course for Freshman

students Wednesday.

Continued on raK« KlRht

ALUMNUS ENGAGED

PMLADELPHIA CLUB

OFFERS NEW AWARD

Special Trophy Given Member

Attaining Outstanding

Record

ALUMNI PLAN BALL

IN GYM ON FEB. 21

Decided Upon at Organization

Meeting of Incumbent

Board, of Governors

FR. ZEISER GIVEN POST

PRIZE KEPT AT COLLEGE

George J. Crumble, 'St, Announces

Betrothal to CoUege Student

On December 26, George J. Crum-
ble, '32, of Philadelphia, announced
his engagement to Helen Dougher-
ty, of Chestnut Hill, puring his

four years of study here Mr.
Crumble acquired a considerable
amount of popularity and promi-
nence for himself. His crowning
achievement was his office as presi-
dent of the Delta PI Epsilon frater-
nity In his senior yesr. At present
he is selling bonds for an invest-
ment firm la Philadelphia. Miss
Dougherty Is a student at Mt Saint
Joseph's CoUeire in Chestnut Hill.
As yet no date has been determined
for the wedding oeremony.

An honorary award has been
created by the Philadelphia Club of

the Villanova College Alumni As-

sociation in the form of a special

trophy to be awarded each year to

that member of the Villanova alum-
ni who has attained the most out-

standing record throughout the
course fit the year.
This trophy, which will be placed

in the college trophy room, will be
engraved with the name of the
alumnus and the field in which he
has gained distinction. Each year
another name will be added to the
trophy. As a personal recognition
of his achievement, the alumnus
will be awarded a certificate of
merit.
Upon being approached with the

question as to who would be the
first recipient of this honor, the of-
ficers of the club stated that In all

probability the award would be
made to Charles A. McGeehan,
E. E., former graduate manager of
athletics at Villanova, and former
professor of electricity in the En-
gineering School. Mr. McGeehan
will be given the award for his spe-

«Mttaee4 • fuf F(

A monster dance, to be known as

the General Alumni Ball, is to be

held in the college gymnasium on
February 21, the eve of George
Washington's birthday, according to

a formal decision reached last Sun-
day afternoon at the organization
meeting of the new board of gov-
ernors of the Villanoya College
Alumni Association.
Committees to care' for all ar-

rangements were appointed by the
president of the association, John T.

Coan, '19, and are already progress-
ing in their work. The general com-
mittee is comprised of nine alumni
under the chairmanship of Edgar
F. Connery, '25. Special committees
which were also appointed are as
follows: Promotion, David F. Far-
ley, '20; reception, Richard McDev-
itt, Jr., '31; entertainment, J. Ber-
nard Daly, '26; decoration, Edward
F. Farrell, '31; program, John M.
Gillespie, '30; patrons, Edward L.

Mueller, '31; publicity. Raymond J.

McKeon. '22.

Although the details have not
been decided upon as yet, it Is

known that the price of admission
will be reasonable enough to be well

The debating team of the Univei^
sity of Pennsylvania is scheduled as
the first of 25 similar societies

wliich will oppose Beta Gamma,
Villanova's debating group, in the
forensic art during the current sea-

son. The two teams will hold their

second annual meeting at Villa-

nova, Thursday evening, January 12.

The topic of the debate will be, "Re-
solved: That Democracy Is an Out-
worn Form of Government."
The visitors will uphold the af-

firmative side of the argument. On
the following afternoon, the same
teams will argue on the subject for
a period of 30 minutes over radio
station WCAU, Philadelphia, at

2.30 P. M. ;• ;

Joseph T. Houseman, Joseph J,

Conlan, and Paetrus Banmiller, the
latter acting in the capacity of
chairman of the debate, have been
chosen to represent Villanova. Ac-
cording to Mr. Conlan, many stu-

dents on the campi of both schools
are looking forward to the debate
because of the friendly rivalry
which these encounters promote.
Last year, the debate, on, "Re-

solved: That the United States
Should Enter the* League of Na-
tions," ended in what hiight be
termed a tie. The Pennsylvania
squad defended the affirmative and
received the decision of the judges.
The radio audience, however, re-

sponded differently when asked to
choose the winner and awarded the
victory to Beta Gamma.
Recent entrants to the Beta

Gamma society will have their first

opportunity to engage in a formal
debate when they face a similarly
inexperienced squad from Havers
ford College, Friday evening, Jan-
uary 13. The question under dis-
cussion will be, "Resolved: That the
United States Should Regulate
Interstate Industry." The visitors
from the nearby institution will up-
hold the negative and will be op-
posed by Edgar H. Cottrell, Law-
rence P. Goldschmidt and Robert
Bouson.

ContlnaeS mi P»g« Four

BELLE AIR BALL

Senior Dance Committee to Con-
vene for Final Arrangements

Despite the fact that William G.
Crowley, chairman of the Belle Air
Ball committee, will not be present,
Joseph J. Conlan, president of the
senior class, has called a meeting
of that group for 1 P. M., tomor-
row in Room 106, Mendel Hall. Mr.
Crowley suffered a fractured arm
during the vacation period and
therefore was unable to return to
school In time to call a meeting of
his committee.

Mr. Conlan Informed the VILLA-
NOVAN that the complete plans
for the Belle Air Ball will be sn-
nounced In the near future. No
orchestra has been chosen, nor has
a suitable date been set for the oc-
casion as yet

LEnER OF THANKS

Carlos Smith's Father Conveys

. Appreciation for Spiritual

Bouquet

WAS SENT BY ENGINEERS

Expressing his appreciation for
the kindness of the engineering stu^
dents in preparing a spiritual bou-
quet to honor tho memory ot his
son, Mr. Carlos F. Smith sent the
following letter to the members ai
the School of Technology:

"I have rece'ved many statements
of sympathy and love on the death
of my son Carlos, but you may ba
sure that none of them has neither
come so deeply Into my heart, nor
provoked so inuch gratitude as your
words of sympathy, and, above all,

the Spiritual Bouquet you had of*
fered up for the repose of mf
Carlos.
"This statement you have sent ma^

signed by all of you, his fellow stu-
dents, encloses for me a treasura
thai will be kept as the most vaitt*
able thing In my home.
"Receive, therefore, my testimony

of infinite gratitude, and let me send
to you all, a cordial embrace of •
grateful father.

"Tours sincerely,
(Signed) "CARLOS F. SMITH."
Carlos Smith, .. deceased member

of the class of 'S3, was a student la
the Electrical Engineering depart-
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VILLANOVA'S LOSS
FRIDAY witnessed the passing *of a

familiar figure from Villanova's cam-
pus, a figure tall and dignified, with a smile

for everyone and an ever-kindly twinkle

in eyes beneath a broad and intellectual

forehead—the Rev. John F. Bums, O. S.

A. His is a figure which will be missed
not only by the students and faculty, but

by the college as well, his persistent and
energetic labors over a period of many
years as an historian alone being of im-

measurable value to Villanova. To those

of us who were intimately associated with

him, his assignation to parish duties came
as a sudden and severe blow. He was
very dear to us, and his departure during

the middle of the college year is indeed

a surprise, one from which we have as

yet to recover. Gonial, obliging, and con-

scientious are adjectives which aptly

describe his personality. Undoubtedly,

the history students will miss his far-

reaching knowledge and intellectual in-

sight into the historical field, as also the

comradeship and sparkling bits of humor
which he associated with all his classes.

Then, his work in the dramatic field, out-

standing amongst which was his composi-

tion and production of "Vision," has

marked him as a man of capabiUty, re-

sourcefulness, and integrity. We bid him
farewell and wish him Godspeed in his

new labors.

THE NEW YEAR
WHAT WILL the new year bring ?" is

a query in the minds of many an-

nually at this time. Having passed a try-

ing year financially, many are looking

forward to a bit of that will-o'-the-wisp

called "Prosperity." Others are looking

forward to added success in their educa-

tional endeavors. With the new year one

of the best of resolutions would be to shut

the mind to what is in store. Start the

new year with the intention of getting

that which is desired by striving for that

result rather than merely hoping for the

best. The recent holiday provided an
opportunity for mental rest, a good prepa-

ration for a serious plunge back into the

sea of knowledge. Don't just sit back

and hope that things will break right for

you. Plunge in and turn things so that

they point your way. In this day and

age things just fail to "come to him who
waits." You all have your minds on that

which you would most desire the new year

to bring. Make sure of it. Go at least

halfway by doing your bit to secure that

aim. There is but little to the secret of

biaving a successful year. The word and

the advice it offers is STRIVE. Does it

sound trite? It has been used often, but

With reason, for it fits the situation exact-

ly. Try it, at least for a short time, and

jipd its worth.

THE swift cycle of speeding
Time is i*apidly coursing by
and each fleeting day that

passes brings closer and closer *he
end of the current school year. We
have just returned from the Christ-
mas vacation and its culmination
marked the passing of one of the
milestones of the semester. June is

not far distant, and if you will be
observant enough to watch closely,

you will notice that at this early
date many a senior, as he goes
about his appointed tasks, has ac-
quired that wistful look, which is

usually quite prevalent on gradua-
tion day. The realization that soon
he must leave these halla of learn-
ing is beginning to seep in and the
effect is not as pleflUuint as one
.would imagine.

The above may be a part explana-
tion for the queer light that has re-

cently sprung^ up in Jim LAicey's

eyes and which, from all reports,

has frightened his roommate no
end. Of late the erstwhile flat-footed

phantom of the Jayvees has been
acting strangely, even going so far
as to arise in tim<> for breakfast one
morning, which action managed to

cause a great deal of trouble be-
tween James and the Supreme
Council of the Nine O'Clock Club.

(It is the avowed and stated pur-
pose of this organizaUon not to

arise earlier than 10 minutes to nine
any class morning other than
Thursday, and on that n^orning,
they tumble out at Ave to seven.)

Up to the advent of this unknown
malady, Jim was a charter member
and one of the foremost enthusiasts
of the "More Sleep" campaign. This
strange disease forced him to con-
cede another *wo-hour advantage to
Frank Martin in their September-
to-June bed-punishing contest. Mar-
tin now leads by seven and three-
quarter hours and looks like a sure
winner, unless Lucey manages to

lose this germ of activity which has
suddenly found its way into his sys-
tem. So, aiy friends, in your pray-
ers remember the Strange Case of

James Lucey and le^us hope for a *

quick return to his normal self, be-
fore Martin opens up too much of a
lead in their contest. We have two
bucks on Jim. From now on we will

publish a weekly report, so that
everyone may be able to obtain in-

formation on the Mattress-Crushing .

Battle of the Century.

The chilling rain which yesterday
swept the campus shattered one of
the fondest hopes that ever had the
fortune to grace this institution.

For days it had been rumored that
the one and only Al Jolson was on
the decline and that in his stead
would arise a newer and greater
mammy singer and the two features
that gladdened ' e hearts of Villa-

novans was that he was right in our
midst and that he was an honest-to-
goodness blackface — William Mc-
Donald by name, and a more
charming fellow you never met.
Everyone was waiting with bated
breath for the day when Fortune
would cast her sunny smile on
Willie and on that day all weeping
and gnashing of teeth would be pro-
hibited (and we mean prohibited).
However, the waterworks of 24

hours ago spoiled everything, for
"Mac" was caught in the downpour
and, much to the horror and disap-
pointment of the world, the shock-
ing fact was revealed that he was
not truly a blackface. One thing
always .eads to another and now a
doubt is being circulated as to

whether or not Bill can sing. With-
in the r.ext few days Mr. McDonald
will give an exhibition and a vote of

the audience will decide the issue,

the results being made public next
week through this medium.

While the subject of rainwater is

fresh in our minds (we have an odd
one around), we had better recount
an Incident which was brought to
our attention. In all the wetness of
yesterday's rain, one figure stood
firm and unyielding and refused to
scurry to shelter. The hero's name
is Daniel ZaITerese. We were at a
loss to explain this display of cour^
age and it was not untif hours later
that the true explanation reached
ours ears. Someone had told Danny
that rain is great for stimulating
the growth.

Incidentally, we understand that
Danny has challenged Dick Hickcy
to a wrestling match, no holds
barred. The one stipulation that
has been set Is that Hickey must
make the weight; in this case some-
where in the vicinity of 120 pounds.

IS IT TRUE THAT—
The slot machines at the P. 8c W.

Station should give chewing: gum to
the persons who deposit their pen-
nies?

Bill Colangelo shaved ott his mus-
tache because he was getting too
old?
Steve Ferko wouldn't eat in his

anxiety to get lome before the
Christmas holidays?

THE holidays are over (who
told us) and everybody has
come back charged with pep

and energy, including the one and
only "I'oots" Casper, who, it is re-
ported, played at the St. Regis on
New Year's Eve with his new
''Orchestra de Buttercups." Vas
youse dere, Charlie?

« « *

The Crimson and Gray of St. Jo-
seph's College this month contains
a tragic warning by a doleful soph,
who has probably just realized that
day by day we get older and older
and nothing can be done about it.

Therefore, we should become dreary
and morbid. It is:

Beauty's Fate Is Ever a
Tragic One

Loves, like flowers, spring up as
others die

But these new beauties needs
must wither away,

The moon dips sadly to the dawn
of day.

The sun gives forth its own last
dying ray.

Only a little while may night
winds sigh

Leaves, as they crisp and wither,
may not stay.

This have I marked, though I^fe
has long to run

Beauty's fate is ever a tragio one.

We suspect that he might have
gotten in this lugubrious mood from
listening to the tooting of Casper's
butterflies.

• * *

Huzzahs and halleluiabs! Boy
makes good in the big city. We
have been having our overweening
vanity soothed for the last month
by seeing the title o- this column
appearing in The Manhattan Quad-
rangle. Not that the exchange edi-
tor of The Manhattan Quadrangle
hasn't enough brains to think up
a different name for his own col-
umn. He just has realized what a
unique one ours is. and has paid us
the compliment of using it. All we
want is that he take good care of
it. Many the night and oft have
we nursed the poor foundling in
the privacy of our boudoir, while
the midnight oil burned low, and
in a few months we will leave it

entirely in your hands, but remem-
ber, this is the most trying stage of
all, just when it is cutting its teeth.
And never let anybody give it any-
thing that it might swallow.

• « *

We welcome with pleasure the re-
turn of "Mount Personalities" in the
last issue of The Fournier News, of
Mount St. Joseph's College. We
missed that column for many weeks
but with the start of the new year
it has come back. It has a zest and
crisp humor which we ourselves so
sadly lack, and often has the - 3ad-
ing of that column turned an other-
wise cloudy day into one of sun-
shine. In fact, we were featured
in the column one week in a de-
lightful quip calling us "dizzy."
How quaint, because even in our
childhood days we never even went
on a merry-go-round, but, true
enough, we have never looked in a
mirror, so it can't be blamed on
that. Of course, we've noticed that
people look at us in a queer man-
ner sometimes, but we always
thought that it was because we suf-
fer from flat feet. W*" won't argue,
however, for you may be right, al-

though you should let us know
what the symptoms are.

• « •

We shall quote an editorial from
The South Carolina Gamecock, en-
titled, "Clubs for Study," which we
think will be of interest to every-
body. To quote:
"The establishment of a Roose-

velt-Garner club and the organiza-
Uon of the Toung Democrats on the
campus are both to be commended
and encouraged. It is hoped, how-
ever, that these organizations win
iiot be discontinued, now that the
campaign is over.
"They should be continued and

serve to give the students a prac-
tical idea of the workings of a po-
litical system, of the machinery of
a primary, convention, election, and
Ijeglslature.

"With such a large city as Co-
lumbia, the State Capitol, it would
be easy to send in parties, under
the guidance of some experienced
man, which in one day could learn
more than through the means of
lectures. There must be many
among us who, whether or not of
voting age, would be mor^ tban
glad to gain knowledge by actual
experience In the intricacies of
Federal, State and municipal poli-

tics."

We think this is a splendid idea
on the part of the editor and urge
that steps be taken at Villanova to
form such clubs for the education
of everyone in the matter of gov-
ernment. We think it's more from
ignorance of their own rights and
duties that the average voter allows
the politicians to become corrupt.

FOR THE past few decades a trend
toward the formation of a purely

American culture has been felt. Philan-*

thropists have given impetus to this

movement by establishing funds whereby
promising young artists can be educated*

The results, while in a few instances en-«

couraging, were in the main rather disap«

pointing. However, within the past year
the horizon has somewhat brightened

This is particularly true in the field of

music. New artists, American bom and
trained, have made^their appearance with

no small amount of praise.

But few worthwhile vehicles could be

obtained by American composers for these

native artists. It is true that Deems
Taylor's two operas, "The King's Hench*
man," and "Peter Ibbetson" and a few
others have been »>roduced, but they havOv

enjoyed little popular success. Indeed,

until last Saturday the outlook of Ameri^^

can operatic compositions looked dark*

However, on that date an event occurred

which will long be remembered in music
circles. An American opera was produced

at the Metropolitan (the cynosure of things

musical in the United States) with bril-»

Uant success. It was composed by Louis

Gruenberg, who took as the basis of his

opera the famous drama of Eugene O'Neill,

"The Emperor Jones." To make the affair

more interesting, the title role wa» sung
by the American baritone, Lawrence Tib*

bett. The ovation given the work at its

conclusion shows in some small part the

popularity it will undoubtedly enjoy.

If works hke this continue American
music will make great strides. It is to be
hoped that within a few years our citizens

may enjoy native music sung in our
mother tongue, and by Americans. If this

is accomplished, a greater love for, and
interest in music, will be had by the public

at large.

Page Three

Off the Bookshelf

HAVE YOU ever read Plutarch's

"Lives"? If you have you will

probably be ready to turn away from this

article in disgust, remembering how
desert-dry you found this classic piece of

literature. If you haven't, don't worry
about it, as the subject of this r^iew is

not about Plutarch. It is about a man
who might be called a modem Plutarch,

had he not such a lively, witty style. His
name is Burton Rascoe, scholar and writer

of readable biography.

His new book, **Titans of Literature," is

splendid. It is a series of biographies

covering the great men of letters from
Homer to the present. He includes such
masters as Rabelais, De Foe, Goethe, Ver-

Laine, Whitman and Poe. His essays on
the Greeks, in our opinion, are the best.

He writes of them with such feeling and
interest that he arouses your enthusiasm

for Greek literature to a peak. In fact

when we had finished this portion of the

book, we found ourself reading Sophocles

and Aeschylus (in translation of course),

and actually enjoying it The glimpse he
gives us of Francois Villon is also of par*

ticular merit.

Mr. Rascoe writes with alertness, indeed

with g^to» but he is at the same time

scholarly and academic In this book he
has made the history of literature vitally

interesting, almost exciting. One cannot

read this book and not be influenced by
what he says, as Hugh Walpole has re-

marked: "Burton Rascoe is one of the

three American critics who have the most
influence upon the literature of the time.**

He is the sort of man one would like te

meet and chat with. By all means read

this book, you will find it entertaining and
highly informative. And in conclusion,

here is a free piece of advice, stay away
from Plutarch. .^^4

Stuhldreher Remains at Villanova as Mentor
Coach Is Made Prof, |

O.K„Temple,Bring on Your 'Pop' Warner!

Of Physical Education
''Doc'* Jacobs Assigrned to Coach Varsity

Basketball and Baseball and
Freshman Football

COACHES ON PROFESSIONAL BASIS

XT ARRY STUHLDREHER once again pledges his servicesXX to Villanova. He has been appointed professor of
physical education and has been re-engaged as head coach
of football at Villanova, as was recently announced by Rqv
John H. Crawford, 0. S. A., faculty director of athleUcs.

Mr. Stuhldreher will resume his duties uninterrupted as
before with one exception

; namely, the limitation to one as-
sistant. Though no contract has been signed and no final
decision made, it is expected that Robert Reagan wiU accept
his appointment as first assistant to Mr. Stuhldreher.
Among many recent and drastic*—

limitations imposed on the college
a new policy was also revealed con-
cerning territorial limitations for
football games. From this time for-
ward all gridiron contests must be
scheduled within a territory bound-
ed by Boston/ Mass.; Pittsburgh,
Pa., and Washington, D. C. The
one and only exception to this lim-
itation is the contest with South
Carolina, yillanova has been sched-
uled to play South Carolina next
fall on a home-and-home basis.

Intramural Sports Under Way
In carrying out his duties as pro-

fessor of physical education, Mr.
Stuhldreher will put forth every ef-
fort to develop an intensive pro-
gram of intr&mural sport. Active
results of this plan are already
worthy of recognition. Basketball
is already in full swing with more
than 150 student^ being represented
on the various teams. Two bowling
leagues are in action and an inter-
dormitory bowling league will be
in functioning order within the next
:week or two.
Harry Stuhldreher will play a

most important role in managing
a newly organized physical educa-
tion class. This class is compul-
sory for all freshmen who, after a
medical examination, have been
stated to be in good physical con-
diUon. The course will be aa elec-
tive for any upper classmen who
desire to avail themselves of its
opportunities.

If, in the future, interest is
shown and applicants are forthcom-
ing, a graduate course in physical
education will probably be Institut-
ed at Villanova. In such an event,
Mr. Stuhldreher's greater interests
would be centered on the practical
end of such a course.

ORGAN IS FORMALLY

PLACED IN SERVICE

Xmas Day Sees New Organ in

Use With Hendron at

Console

MoGRATH LOUD IN PRAISE

Express Sentiments
Upon completion of his appoint-

ment and amidst numerous congrat-
ulations, Mr. Stuhldreher issued the
following statement:

"It is thought of the Villanova
College authorities that, in addition
to continuing the progress in var-
sity sports, provisions be made to
have the entire student body includ-
ed In a program of sport variation.
In view of this, intra-mural com-
petition as well as development in
physical education will be most
complete. I am glad of the oppor-
tunity to be a part of this move-
ment."
George Jacobs has been appointed

as coach of -baseball in addition to
his duties as coach of varsity bas-
ketball and freshman football. Mr.
Jacobs, a former Villanova athlete,
succeeds Charles A. McGeehan, who
has been forced to give up his posi-
tion due to ill health.

Hunainger Leaves
Ed Hunslnger, former line coach

for the varsity gridiron team, has
si^ed a contract with North Caro-
lina state as first assistant football
ooach.

All coaches at Villanova are now
OB a full professional basis.
Stuhldreher eame Into national

prominence In 1924 when, as a mem-
ber of the famous "Four Horsemen"
at Notre Dame University, he won
All-Amprican recoRmJtlon. He is
generally .-at«»i a.s the smartest
quarterback the game has ever
known.
Following his graduation from

Notre Dame *-e waa signed to coach
( V'iiiaiKiva, It was under his able

Jlnation that the U'ildcats soon
eame to i.ite With the leading col-
lege teams of the country. It might
bo said tiiat he completed his best
M«8on this fall, when the Blue and
White lost only two

The newly installed organ in the
college chapel was formally placed
in service at the 5 o'clock Mass,
Christmas Day. Ralph Hendron,
seminary organist, was at the con-
sole. Music suitable to the occa-
sion was played on the new organ.
Previous to the above date the in-
strument had not been used, except
for a series of tests conducted to
insure the satisfactory performance
of the organ,
George D. McGrath, student or-

ganist, commented on the new or-
gan saying, "This organ is undoubt-
edly very superior to its predecessor.
It is vastly easier to play. This is
due mainly to the fact that on the
old organ. In order to secure great-
er volume, It was necessary to press
the keys quite deeply into the key-
board. The electrically controlled
stops on this organ eliminate this
difficulty.

"The tone of the new organ is a
good deal better than the previous
one. It has a greater volume, due
to its blower, which is powered by
a five horsepower motor. The posi-
tion of th console makes it easier
to play, as the organist can now see
the altar plainly without the use
of a mirror."
At present the blower is located

in the choir of the church, but it is
planned to remove it to the base-
ment in the near future, because of
the excessive vibration it produces.

FR. FINK VISITS CAMPUS
Former Vice-President Celebrates

Mass in Philadelphia

Rev. Ruellan P. Pink, O. S. A.,
former vice-president of Villanova
College and present prior at Cascia
Hall, Tulsa, Okla., celebrated a
Solemn High Mass at St. Au-
gustine's Church, Philadelphia, on
December 28, 1932, In honor of the
golden jubilee of his aunt, Mother
Mary of the Sacred Heart, who has
been a member of the Sisters of St.
Joseph for 60 years.

,

Ft. Fink also visited Villanova
during his stay In the East and
renewed many old acquaintances.
He regretted that he could not re-
main long enough to see his former
friends among the student body.
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VILLANOVA USES
MILK FROM

ARDROSSAN FARMS
Producers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

FROM TUBERCULIN
AND BLOOD TESTED
AYRBSHIRE COWS

HAPPY NEV/YEAC BOYS /
...,:.. «

Questionnaire's Summary
Shows Villanovan 's Worth
Also Shows Amount
of Food Consumed

Off Campus

his expenses while living at school.
Many business men have withheld

advertising In the local publications
since they felt that there was no
field for their product and In these

FACULTY AT CONFERENCES

Fr. Stanford, Fr. Mauch and Fr,

DIehl Represent College

During the Christmas recess tlni

members of the college faculty
spent a busy time attending varloui
educational conferences. The Rev,
Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-
dent of the college, and the Rev,
Eugene A, Mauch, O. S. A., dean of
the School of Arts and Philosophy,
attended the Pennsylvania Educa<
tional Association convention, ' In
Harrisburg, on December 28. At the
convention the principal topic of
discussion was the depression and
its effect on the colleges. The con-
clusions reached were to the effect
that enrollment has decreased, and
that ther^ has been a general re-
duction in cbllege budgets, but that
the caliber of the students has
shown a decided increase.
On December 30 Rev. Francis A.

Diehl, O. S. A., professor of psy-
chology here, and Fr. Stanford,
were present at the Augustinian
Educational Meeting in Chicago. Fr.
Diehl also attended the Catholic
Philosophical Conference in Detroit,
and Fr. Mauch was at the liberal
arts meeting in Harrisburg,

HEIDE GIVES LECTURE

Senior Engineer Explains ConHtru^^
tlou of Holland Tv

Yesterday at 11.45 a. M. ..i the
Mendel Hall Amphitheatre, an illus-
trated lecture was given by Joseph
H. Heide, senior engineer, on the
construction of the Holland Tunnel
located between New York and
Jersey City.

Mr. Heide's lecture was illus-
trated by the use of still pictures,
showing the tunnel as it appeared
during the course of its construc-
tion.

By using the stereopticon slides,
the lecturer was able to explain the
intricacies of the construction of
this famous tunnel. The difficul-
ties of working under compressed
air and the use of protecting
shields was clearly shown. Other
problems that were encountered
were explained, chiefly the method
employed in getting rid of the ex-
haust gases and supplying frcsK
air to the interior of the tunnel.

EDITOR'S NOTE—The following Is the
first of a Beriea of artlclciT stating the re-
sults of the recent questionnaire conducted
by this publication. Today's article treats
of the general value of the VILLANOVAN
as an advertising medium and also of the
expenditures of the student body for food
outside of the college. Next week'.s ar-
ticle will deal with amounts spent on en-
tertainments.

£x-Vlgilance Chairman Returns
Florio Bracanovic, chairman of

the 1931 Vigilance Committee, has
"hard times" the building ui of °a Tf ^!J-

"®1 '^^ Villanova to resume his

"consciousness" for their product is r"f't^,
^° ^^^ ^''^"^^ ""^ Commerce

•- - "^ proauct island Finance, after a lapse of one

By JOHN J. MICKLOS
"Do you read the VILLA-

NOVAN?" Yes ... Yes .. . came
the answers as results were tabu-
lated in the summary of the adver-
tising questionnaire conducted by
the VILLANOVAN shortly before
the Christmas holidays.

I

Though the results trickled in
slowly, the seriousness with which
the questions were treated ohowed
the interest with which the ques-
tionnaire was received. From these
results, which far surpassed the ex-
pected figures, series of averages
were secure, from which totals for
the entire jtudent body may be de-
ducted with a high degree of accu-
racy.

These totals will prove to be of
value not only to members of the
various publication staffs in their
endeavors to show prospective ad-
vertisers the extent of the business
field on the campus—the primary
purpose of the summary—but also
will provide the serious-minded stu-
dent with a basis of comparison for

" ""••••••••••llllllliaillllllltMHIMIIIIIIIIIIMlilllli:
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Have You
|

Tried |

the
I,

Villanova
Barber

too risky a matter. Results of the
questionnaire will prove to many
that their product is one of many
being used here and that it Is up to
them to swing the student patron-
age over to their own particular
brand of the commodity.
First and foremost in the offering

of the VILLANOVAN as an adver-
tising vehicle comes the fact that
the publication Is read by the stu-
dents—a truly important factor.
Ninety-five per cent, of the returns
showed answers to the question "Do
you read the VII LANOVAN every
week?" and every cne was affirma-
tive. Since there were none, even
unsigned, that blankly said "No," it
is no more than proper to assume
that every man -eads the paper, at
least to the extent of running
through its contents hurriedly.
Only two men admitted that they

fu "oo*
^^^^ *^® advertisements of

the 98 per cent. o answered the
query 'Do you read the advertise-

1

ments?" Of the total who took the

r^ntinned on Page Fonr

year. Mr. Bracanovic was forced
to discontinue his studies after the
Christmas vacation In 1931 due to
a serious illness. He is now a mem-
ber of the class of '35.

T^/^XT 7X7T> 89th streetLkJW IJlAOpp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

NOW PLAYING
The Queen of Comedy
MAJIIE DRESSLER

and Her Pal
FOLLY MORAN

in

"PROSPERITY"

Starts Friday
RICHARD CROMWELL

,-•-.• In

"THAT'S MY BOY"
with

DOROTHY JORDAN
and

A cast of famous football stars

Shop 7

First Class Barbers
First Class Senrice

and Depression Prices

miMiMMMHIIIIMtlNMMMNWIIIMttNUIHMIHNMMIMiMlJ

HAVE YOUR
LAUNDRY DONE

by the

Majestic Laundry Co.
The College Laundry

3728-30 Haverford Ave., Pliiladelphia, Pa.

"it U most economical to look your best where
clothes are eonsideretf
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HOLD SUCCESSFUL

CNPMAS DANCES

Wilkes - Barreans Hold Tenth

Annual Affair in Hotel

Sterling

LOCAL ORCHESTRAS PLAY

Oontliiu«>d From Page One ,.,/• •*"•,."

State for collegiate dances, played

host to the members of the Connec-

ticut Club on December 29, from 9

to 3. Music for the occasion, the

second annual supper dance given

by the club, was provided by De-
Vito's Arcadians. It was attended
by approximately 100 couples at
18.00 per couple. The main feature
<rf the evening was an eight-course
chicken dinner.

It is the opinion of Richard H.
Hart, chairman, that the dance sur-
passed all the expectations for its

success that had been forecast by
him and the committee composed
of: John McGraw, George H. Casey,
Lawrence J. Shea, Thomas E.
Coyne, Donald T. Hayden, James J.

McNerney and Martin L. Caine.
About 110 couples were present

at the 14th annual dance held by
the Lawrence Club at the Crystal
Ballroom, located in Shawsheen
Village, a suburb of Lawrence,
Mass. Roland Russell's Ramblers
entertained at this semi-formal af-
fair which took place on December
27 from 9 to 1.

The committee consisted of: Ed-
.ward J. Donahue, chairman, John
J. O'Connor, James R. O'Neil and
Bruno Wojtkun.
The Christmas dance which the

Boston Club had planned to present
in the Copley-Plaza Hotfel, Boston,
was postponed due to unforeseen
difficulties which arose in regard
to arrangements.

Newark Prep Loses
To Frosh Debaters

CSontiniwd From Page One '''' ^'':' "'.;'

tacked this program by presenting
an impressive array of statistics, in-
dustrial conditions and surveys of
present Federal operations, which.
In the opinion o the judges, out-
weighed the arguments advanced by
the opposition. ;:.;.. '.,

'

Mr. Hallahan, first speaker and
rebuttalist, argued that the indus-
try of the United States is of too
gigantic proportions to permit of
governmental control and that a
system of price regulation would be
disastrous to the Nation. Mr.
O'Hara showed Federal subsidiza-
tion of industry to be not only im-
practical and un-American, but to
savor entirely too much of Social-
Ism.
The i-iird spe: ker for the nega-

tive, Mr. Mayer, claimed that the
proposed control is unnecessary
and would be detrimental to our ap-
proved capitalistic system. He fur-
ther quoted statistics which proved
Federal operation of business enter-
prises to be cumbersome and ineffi-
cient, and little adaptable to the
complex industrial world of today.

Philadelphia Club
Offers New Award

» -— M^^— III ^ Ml ^

CoBtfnaed From Pace One

cial achievements in the field of
athletics. *

The initial presentation of the
trophy will take place at the annual
football banquet to be held under
the auspices of the Philadelphia
alimini at the Engineers' Club on

•1

FREE MAT
With Every Purchase at

CRAWFORD'S
Featuring: the Most Complete

Selection of

Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and

Tuxedos
(Vest Included)

at $16.75
ONK PRICE ONLY

Thousands of Garments to

Choose From
Kvery Conceivable Color

and Faiirio

1225 MARKET ST.
Open Evenlnpi

•A-.V.VA

Questionnaire's Summary
Shows Villanovan 's Worth

Also Shows Amount
of Food Consumed

Off Campus
Continued Prom Pace Three

effort to hand in their answers to

the questionnaire, roughly three out
of four read the advertisements.
Even the most conservative of busi-

ness men must sit up and take no-
tice of the alue of such an adver-
tising medium.
Advertising writers will find the

results of questions regarding the
favorite advertisements a key to the
type "copy" which appeals to the
college man. In this matter the
Lucky Strike Cigarette "ad" scored
as favorite with practically two-
thirds or the men. This result is

probably due to the interest at-

tracted by their "Nature in the
Raw" series of flisplays. Chester-
field's "The Satisfy" earned second
place. To show that space alone did
not command the interest of the
readers, the Bell Telephone Com-
pany drew attention to the extent
that it earned the third place among
the advertisements which remained
in the memory of the students after
the paper had been read. "Home"
and the periodic scales of rates for
the long-distance calls which make
home seem so close is, the reason
adjudged for the popularity of this

comparatively small "ad."

Although "when do we eat" is at-

tributed the college man's, or any
man's, for that matter, favorite ex-

pression, the questionnaire, for busi-

ness purposes, -concentrated upon
the question "Where do you eat?"
Of the 90 per cent, who answered
this question, practically one-third

voted for I^inton's. at 69th street.

This is a surprisingly large share of
the votes, since u total of 20 restau-
rants shared the custom of the stu-

dent body. Horn and Hardart's caf-

eteria, in the same section, earned a
patronage of approximately one of
every six men who answered the
query. The College Inn, La Fren
Grill, Turin Grotto, and Louie's Pie
Shoppe were favored in the order
named.
And do they eat!! The student av-

erage for meals outside of school
was summarized as $2.54 per man.
Based on a 32-week school year this

expenditure totals $66,649.60.

Thursday, January 19. John A.
Freney, president of the Philadel-
phia Club, will make the award.
The institution of the award took

place at the meeting of the Phila-
delphia Club last Thursday night
in the Engineers' Club in Philadel-.

phia.

MANY GROWING
NEW HAIR

YOU, too, may have luxuriant hair of lustrous

quality by using HAIRMORE and GLO-
MORE, perfected by professor of chemistry at

Gonzaga U. Spokane
HAIRMORE grows hair even on bald heads

:

stops dandruff' and falling hair; relieves scalp

ailments. It is unusually penetrating and con*

tains natural hair food- Trial sin. 35 treat-

ments, 75 cents. More than 100 treatments in

a $2 bottle, in plain wrapper.

GLO-MORE, an antiseptic and stimulant

shampoo, is healing and non-astniifccnt. Use

it with HAIRMORE for complete treatment

and results. $1 bottle.

Send to Gilmore-Burke, Inc. , Seattle, Waih.*

who handle royalties for the University.

Mickey Is Exonerated

In Auto Crash Deaths

At a Coroner's hearing held a
while ago, Richard Hickey, cap-
tain of last season's football
team, was exonerated in the
death of Arthur Shortall, chair-
man of the Student Council, and
Joseph Delaney, a member of the
track team, both victims of an
auto crash on the Roosevelt bou-
levard at Ninth street, Philadel-
phia, on November 28.

Coroner Schwarz reprimanded
both Mr. Hickey and Francis J.

Colgan, of Philadelphia, the driv-

er of the other machine. Both
cars, it was decided, must have
been travelling at ct high rate of
speed.

"It seems to be a question of
each of you accusing the other,"
Coroner Schwarz told the princi-
pals. "I will let the Massachu-
setts authorities decide about is-

suing you a new license, Hickey."

MINI PLAN BALL

IN GYM ON FEB, 21

Decided Upon at Organization

Meeting of Incumbent

Board of Governors

FR. ZEISER GIVEN POST

Continued From Pase One

within the means of the student

body. The music will be furnished

by one of the prominent orchestras
in Philadelphia. , :

Further business ot the meeting
included the election of the Rev.
Blasius J. Zeiser, O. S. A., rector

of the Church of St. Nicholas Tolen-
tine, Bronx, New York City, as the
national chaplain of the alumni as-

sociation. At present this position

is merely an honorary one, but
plans are under way for a retreat

to be given to the alumni during
the summer under the direction of

Father Zeiser.

In order that the financial policy

of the organization may be directed

more efficiently, the board of gover-

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925

Wishing the Students a
Successful Year

•'^-i'-::SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
. and Save Money! .

~

AGENTS
FAULK A CONWAY

-.v.vwyv

ShoWing Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Made 'to'Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24J5 and $19.75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dining: Hall

and Business School

store at

57th and Market Sta.

Open TUl 8.46 P. Bl.

JIM ELLIOT
Campos Repreaentatlve

M Alumni Han

f
'
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nors appointed a committee for this

purpose, comprising John A. Freney,

'29; James J. O'Brien, '13; Phineas

T. Vize, Jr., '28; John A. McCarney,
'29, and Rev. Bernard M. Albers,

O. S. A., vice-president of the col-

lege.

In a speech presented before the
gathering, Rev. Edward V. Stan-
ford, O. S. A., president of the col-

lege, suggested two objectives for

the alumni association. The flrst

of these is a perfect and more co-

hesive alumni body which will man-
i'^st itself in an active, interested
group. The second objective is to

be for an interested alumni which
will recommend the school to pros-
pective college students, thereby
aiding ViUanova in an economic
problem which is confronting all

the colleges and universities in the
United States today.
This was the first meeting of the

incumbent board of governors un-
der the new constitution and by-
laws which were adopted at the
meeting on Alumni Day, November
12, 1932.

The board is composed of the
president, Mr. Coan; the vice-presi-

dent, William J. Bradley, '30; the
secretary-treasurer, Albert C. Wag-
ner, '32; Daniel L. Redmond, '17,

and Owen L. Murray, *29, of the
Main Line Villanova Club; Cletus
A. Seaver, '27, and Rev. James J.

Egan, '19, of the Villanova Club of
New York; Charles B. Laughlin,
'23, and Mr. Freney, of the Villa-

nova Club of Philadelphia; J. Stan-
ley Smith, '93, and Father Albers,
appointed by the president of the
college; and E. Carroll Skelly, '29;

Pierre Pie, '29; Alexander G. Sever-
ance, '29, and the Messrs. Vize, Con-
nery, O'Brien, and McCarney, ap-
pointed by the president of the as-
sociation.
The next meeting of the associa-

tion will be held in the gymnasium
on February 6-

New Grading Basis
In Finance School

Continued From Pace One

definite number of i)oints for thfl

different grades.

Rev. Joseph C. Bartley, O. S. A^
dean of the School of Commerea
and Finance, has found that tba

system shows that the standards of

marking used in his school ava

stricter than those used in man];;

other institutions.

Under the new standard of gra^
ing. at the end of the first quarter
the seniors were headed by Edward
J. Hannell; Raymond J. Harter led

the juniors; John J. Stell was first

among the sophomores, and James
Carroll ranked first among tba
freshmen.

ArdmoreTheatre
^

- —

Today -

Paid Muni In

"I AM A FUGITIVE
FROM A CHAIN GANG"

Wed. and Thura.
Jan. 11 and 12

"TROUBLE IN PARADISE"
with

Miriam Hopkins, Kay Francis,
Herbert Marshall, Chas. Buggies

Friday, Jan. IS

Joan Blondell, Warren WiUiam,
Ann Dvorttk, Bette Davis

In
"3 ON A MATCH"

Saturday, Jan. 14

Richard Dix, Ann Harding
In

"THE CONQUERORS"

(^eiepkone <jtome

Oack \Week at

^TLX^ERE'S a New Year resolution that's a plea»>

<JL ure to keep. "RESOLVED: J'm going 8$

'telephone home each week!**

Think of the thrill it will give your Mother and Dad

—of the joy it will he to hear their voices each week(

It's more than a substitute for cut-and-dried lettenb

A telephone chat with home is next hest to being

there.

Get the telephone habit. It*8 surprisingly inexpe»

give— especially after 8:30 P. M. That is when low

Night Rates go into effect on Station to Station catti^

For 35 cents you can then call as far •• 100 mikt

away!

To take advantage of the night-time redaction, b«

sure to make a Station to Station call. (Just give thfl

home telephone number and do not ask the operatbi^

for any specific person.) If you like, of courw^

chargee can be reversed. •

Bryn Mawr to-^
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Alumni and Mendel Halls Tied for League hea
Lead ofMendel Net Five
\ Overcame for First Time

Mendel and Austin Halls Gain Decisions

li. Over Fedigan and Good Counsel in

Games Played Friday Night
>•• .i.

..,.*<•., *

FIRST HALF NEARLY COMPLETED

Standing of Teams
With 13 games having been

played in the Inter-dorm League,
the standing of the teams is as
follows:

Team W. L. Pet.
Alumni 4 1 .800

Mendel 4 1 .800

Austin 3 2 .600

Fedigan 2 2 .500

Good Counsel 7 .000

WITH 13 games having been played, the intel!^-dorm bas-

ketball league has gotten into its stride. Two teams,

Alumni and Mendel, are tied fou the lead, while Austin and

Fedigan follow, a game and two games behind, respectively.

Grood Counsel, so far, is the goat, having lost every start to

the more experienced teams of the other halls.

In the two games played on December 13, Good Counsel

lost to Fedigan, to the tune of 19-8, while Alumni trimmed

Austin by seven points, 27-20, in a game featured by the high

individual game scorer of the year, "Red" Mahaffey.
Mahaffey, playing air-tight ball*

for most of the game, emulated for

Gam€$ This Weekan historic moment, the famous

Roy Riegels. In a tight scramble

under the Austin goal, he mistaken-
ly shot for the opponents' basket,

missed, and on the second try sank
the shot. Mistakes wUi happen,
however, and the basket in no way
affected the outcome of the game.
As It ended, "Red" could have sunk
several more and still be on the
winning team. :' .i ^- :''::'' ':

The two following games on De-
cember 16 were better contests than
the scores would seem to indicate,

Austin beating Good Counsel, 34-

22, and Mendel being beaten by
Alumni, 21-12.

Among the players who have
starred for their respective clubs

are: Houseman, Mahaffey, McGun-
nigle, Higgins, Clavin and Baker.
Baker, Austin's stellar center, will

be lost to the team for the re-

mainder of the season because of

the demands upon him by track.

The jolting stops of basketball have
ever been the bane of track men,
and Baker cannot afford to waste
his talented underpinnings on the

basketball court.

The teams have been practicing

under the direction of varsity men,
with the sole exception of Alumni
Hall's representatives, who are

fortunate in having the Frosh
ooach as their mentor.
Thanks to the efforts of Johnny

Torpey, Mendel Hall's courtsters

have consistently displayed the best

team-play of any club In the league.

Without any individual stars on the

club, they have displayed power
enough to assure them of a berth 'n

the upper bracket when the final

results of the season are recorded.

A game which promises more ac-

tion than has been hitherto shown
is on the card for tonight when the

league leaders clash for the top

position. The team play of Mendel
and^ the bright individual stars of

Alumni should provide plenty of ac-

tion when they meet.
The games on December 20 gave

the league followers a chnnce to

look over the leaders, both of whom
won, Mendel defeating Austin, 21-

12, and Alumni administering to

Good Counsel the worst beating of

the season, to date, 41-11.

The games of last Friday showed
some good team play, Austin taking

the measure of Good Counsel, 31-17,

and Mendel humbling Fedigan by
five points, 18-13.

Practice periods have been appor-

tioned to all the teams, each being

held rigidly to its assigned periods

«o that they may not Interfere with

the varsity or other teams outside

the league. A great deal of en-

thusiasm has been displayed and

Inter-dorm League games to be
played this week are as follows:
Today:
Fedigan vs. Austin (old gym).
Alumni vs. Mendel (new gym).
Friday, January 13:

Austin vs. Alumni (old gym).
Fedigan vs. Good Counsel (new

gym).

the winning club at the end of the
season will have good reason to
talk of the hard time it had to
possess itself of the prize to be
awarded to the championship hall
representatives.

VILLANOVA COACH

Stuhldreher Sees Further Ad-

vancement of Popular

Fall Sport

IS ON TWO COMMITTEES

GRID STARS HONORED

Blue and White Football Players

Awarded Fositlons on "All-

Opponent" Teams

Villanova grid players have been
placed on several "All-Opponent"
teams selected by the student publi-
cations of those institutions who
were foes of the Blue and White
during the past football season.
Among those teams upon which the
Wildcat players were awarded
berths were those selected by Loy-
ola and by the University of South
Carolina.
On the former team three Feline

football men were named, "Whitey"
Kandour, Jim Milne, and Captain
Dick Hickey. On the latter team,
which is composed of three All-

Americans, and four All - South,
"Whitey" Randour and "Marty"
Gezzer were awarded places.
The honors which have been

meted out to Villanova players by
nearly every opposing team is an
indication of the efficiency of the
great grid machine which repre-
sented the Blue and White last fall.

Chess Meeting Held
A rather disappoint'ng showing

was made by the members of the
Chess Club at the meeting last

Wednesday. Next Tuesday noon
another meeting will be held to give
all the members a chance to decide
upon a constitution and to address
to the Administration a petition

asking for formal recognition.
Acting Secretary John Micklos

has drawn up a schedule of matches
which must be played to determine
the positions of the players for
tourney competition. All members
of the club should get in touch with
Mr. Micklos or Rev. Charles P.
Brown, O. S. A., moderator, for their

match schedules.

Villanova's popular coach, Harry

A. Stuhldreher, foresees, in the re-

cent expansion of the Coaches'

Rules Committee on Intercollegiate

Football, further advancement In

the great fall sport.

One of the chief developments at

the late convention of the American
Football College Coaches' Associa-
tion, held on December 27 and 28,

in New York City, was the selection
of a Rules Committee composed of
15 outstanding collegiate coaches for
the purpose of advancing the game
along lines which the coaches in
question may think necessary for
the greatest benefit of intercollegi-

ate football.

As a member of this board, Mr.
Stuhldreher stated recently that
from now on whatever changes i-.ay

be made io the rules of the game
will be brought about by men who
are well qualified to make them. "In
the past," said Mr. Stuhldreher,
"collego coaches had little voice in
the formation of new rules. Alter-
ations were made In several cases,
which not only injured certain
coaching systems, but at the same
time removed from the sport a
large part of the sp'ectacular ele-

ment; that neitlier the game nor
the integral principles of famous
coaching systems v.'ill be in further
danger of impairment is evidenced
by the fight the coaches have finally

won to build their own rules com-
mittee to the position it now occu-
pies.", :•;, ••::,,„

.

The members of this body consist
of Liou Little, chairman; Tuss Mc-
Laughrey, Gil Dobie, Fritz Crisler,

Jock Sutherland, Elmer Layden,
Harry Kipke, Hunk Anderson, Bill

Alexander, Biff Jones, Harry Mahre,
Paul Schissler, Bernic Bierman and
Harry Stuhldreher.
These famed grid mentors will

safeguard the rules of the sport in
collaboration with five high or prep
school coaches who will be named
later.

The coaches have adopted a
worthy plan with which to deal
with rule changes. Each coach rep-
resents a specific district In the
country. He will be supplied with
questionnaires to send to oth'^r col-

lege and school mentors in his dis-

trict so that they may express
themselves with respect to any pro-
posed changes. In turn, these
coaches will return the question-
naires to -he district heads, who
will later submit them for consider-
ation at the rejsrular convention of
the rules committee. After that an
additional step must be taken If

new grid legislation is to be passed.
For any proposed changes sanc-
tioned by the Coaches' Rules Board

Tentative Program Includes

Ten Meets for Coming

Winter Season

DEFEAT UNIVERSITY CLUB

18 MEN J^LREADY PICKED

rontlnaed on Vrnge Seven

According to a statement Issued

yesterday by track coach, Harry
Coates a tentative schedule has
been arranged for a series of indoor
meets to be held this winter.

A schedule of 10 meets is on the

program and in addition the fresh-
men will compete with various other
teams.
Eighteen men have already been

mentioned for these events and
there are many more candidates
trying out for the squad. The men
that have been mentioned are: Ed
Donohue, captain; Dick Womer,
Frank Gleason, Joe Fenstermacher,
Jim Elliot, Howard Duffy, George
Baker, Ted Hamilton, Alex Kramer,
Arthur La Franchise, George Hu-
ber, Ken Malaney, Don Blanchard,
Carl Hickey, Will Burt, Mike Tom-
asso, Warren Brown and Kel Jelo-
vitch.

Last year's varsity club competed
In the following meets that have
been scheduled for this year: Jef-
ferson Club, Melrose Games, Seton
Hall Meet, Boston A. A., New York
Athletic Club, New York Curb Ex-
change, Knights of Columbus Meet.
The tentative schedule for the

"

varsity is as follows:
January 21—Jefferson Club, Brook-

lyn.

January 28—K. of C. Meet, Boston.
February 4—Melrose Games, New
York.

February 6—Seton Hall Meet, New-
ark.

February 11—Boston A. A., Boston.
February 18—New York Athletic
Club Meet, New York.

February 21—New York Curb Ex-
change Meet, New York.

February 25—National A. A. 'U.,
New York.

March 15—K. of C, New York.
March 25—Butler Relays, Indian-

apolis.

Freshman Meet

March 11—Hill School. Hill School.

Varsity Players Win From Stant-,

ford Team In Unofficial Contest

A week ago Monday, when most
of us were recovering, more or less,

from the Celebration of the arrival

of the new year, several of the var-

sity basketball players went up tOg

Stamford, Conn., and played an ui

official game with the UniversI

Club of that city.

The game was played in the

Stamford High School gymitasium
and a large crowd was In attend-

ance. The Unhrersity Club team
was made up of former college and
university basketball stars, among
whom were Scatey, of Georgetown,
and "Whitey" Czesick and Jack
Birmingham, both of whom are for-
mer Villanovans, and. Incidentally,
both of whom were captains on the
Blue and White varsity In their
senior years. Birmingham Is a
member of the class ^i 1930, while
Czesick received his degree last
June.
Age seems to have taken its toll

on the old grads for they couldn't
keep up with their more youthful
adversaries, who were rewarded for
their long journey with sweet vic-
tory.

FROSH CAGE SCHEDULE

VUlanova Bates Fifth

According to Harry A. Stuhldre-
her, head football coach, the 1932
rating of the Catholic colleges in

the country, In respect to their

football teams, is listed as follows:
1. Notre Dame; 2. Fordham; 3.

St. Mary's; 4. Detroit; if. Villano-
va; 6. Santa Clara; 7. Marquette;
8. Boston College; 9. Holy Cross;
10. Duquesne; 11. Catholic L7ni-

versity; 12. Gonzaga; 13. Manhat-
tan; 14. Loyola (N. O.)

Tentative Schedule of Eight Games
Arranged for Frosh Passers

In a statement Issued yesterday it

was learned from Manager Galla-
gher that the freshman basketball
team will play eight more games.
This is merely a tentative sched-

ule and It Is expected that more
games will be added to It In the
"hear future, as several schools have
written tp Mr. Gallagher to arrange
games.
The Guccess of the freshman bas-

ketball teams in the past has been
one of the highlights of the school
athletics program, and from the
way that the team is shaping up
this year, another such season has
been predicted.
The incomplete schedule is:

Ursinus, January 11. Home.
Haverford, January 14. Away.
Washington Central, January

Home.
Temple, ""ebruary 4. Away.
Haverford Aces, 7.'ebruary 10.

Honne.
Ursinus, February 17. Home.
Mining and I^Techanical Institute,

February 24. Away.
Temple, February 28. Home.

Hunslnger to Leave
According to a recent announce

ment, Ed Hunsinger, who has heei
coaching the Blue and White ^Ine
for the past seven years, will be-
come assistant coach at North
Carolina State next fall.

Hunslnger came to Villanova in
1925 with Football Coach Harry A.
Stuhldreher. The two played on
some of the greatest football teams
ever developed by the late Knute]
Rockne at Notre Dame.

«/.

Hooven Proclaimed Billiard Champ
In Interesting Round -Rohin Series

In one of the most interesting se-

ries of matches ever held in the

gymnasium, the annual billiard

tournament came to a close a week

previous to the Christmas holidays.

The series of round robin matches
was won by Hooven, an engineering
student, who was proclaimed school

champion.
Frank Foster issued a challenge

to all billiard players in the school,

and his challenge was accepted by
Hooven. These two players, who
represent the best In the school,
have arranged to play In the near
future and the match promises to
be one of the events of the year.

It also was learned that a new
tournament will commence after
the mid-year exams, and all players
are requested to sign up for this se-
ries. As usual, a handsome cash
prize win be awarded for first place.

Box Scores of the Inter-Dormitory Basketball League Games as Mendel and Alumni Tie for Lead

Good Counv^l
O.

Badamo, forward 2

R. Dougherty, forward 2

Alfano, forward
W. Vaughan, center ..

Grace, guard
Conroy, guard
Sanni. guard — — — Totals

Totals 4

Alumni
G.

T. Hughes, forward ... 6

llaloney, forward 1

Watson, forward 1

Mahaffey, ' center 8

Marion, guard
Taylor, guard 3

Slaughter, guard 1

Totals 20

F.



m BURNS RECEIVES

A NEW ASSICIEWT

Former Professor of History

Is Transferred to Lawr-

V ence, Mass.

A TEACHER FOR 17 YEARS

Oontlaued From Vagt One
m

returned to Villanova to teach In

the Summer School.

The thesis which Fr. Burns com-

piled for hia doctor's degree, en-

titled "Controversies Between Royal

Governors and Their Assemblies in

North American Colonies," was
published in book form and gained

considerable recognition in the field

of history. In commenting upon it,

I^eonard Wood Laboree, assistant

professor Of History at Yale Uni-

versity, said, "The monographs and
Other worlcs dealing with individual

provinces vary greatly in quality.

Because of its more general nature,
mention should first be made of

'Controversies Between Royal Gov-
ernors and Their Assemblies in

^.:i^!^~

North American Colonies.' by Rev.
John Bums (Villanova, Pa., 1923)."

Throughout the course of his ex-
periences as both a student and a
teacher, Fr. Burns always took a
very active part in dramatic work.
After his ordination, he tried his
hand at playwriting as a hobby and
succeeded in composing a number
of highly successful productions.
Among his repertoire are found:
"Every Freshman," a musical com-
edy; "Destiny," a drama of the
Lost Paradise; "Columbus," a musi-
cal and dramatio pageant; and
"Constancy," a Catholic pageant-
drama of the American Revolution,
staged as a feature of the Philadel-

phia Sesqui-Centennial Celebration.

The masterpiece of his career,

however, was "Vision," a mystery
passion play, written and first pro-

duced by Fr. Burns in 1924. Each
year until 1928, Fr. Burns staged
this play as a regular Lenten pro-

duction, making slight changes
and improvements with each suc-
cessive time. This drama was pre-
sented over the radio and in vari-

ous cities of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Massachusetts, and
everywhere it met with the highest
commendation. , . -i

,'• ,,'.
"

, . - ', V
'

Several years ago, though, while
in the midst of this successful ca-

reer, Fr. Burns became a victim of
failing health and was compelled to

retire temporarily to the Northern
part of New York State to recuper-
ate. Upon his return in 1930, work-
ing under -doctor's orders, he was
forced to maintain only a light

33: s=fe
.^mitiua^iik^ j!~ »<F

schedule and to abandon his inter-

ests in dramatics.

Since that time, Fr. Burns has
turned to other fields and of late

has been acquiring quite a reputa-
tion as a lecturer and preacher, a
reputation which he will have every
opportunity to foster in his new
post at Lawrence.

Students iteceive
Letter of Thanks

Continue From Pare One

ment. Because of serious Illness, he
was forced to leave school last

March, but expected to return this

February. At his home in Havana,

Cuba, he failed to respond to treat-
ment and letu* ed to the Mayo
Clinic, where a delicate operation
was performed. Carlos did not sur-
vive the operation, and his untimely
death on November 21 was a great'
shock t > all his friends at Villanova.
To show their profound respect

the engineering -tudents prepared
Spiritual Bouquet

Three Other Box Scores of the Inter-Dorm Games

rt',

i
Good Counsel

G. F. P.
Badamo, forward .... 2 2 6
W. Vaughan, forward ..0
McGunnigle, center ... 1 2
R. Dougherty, guard . . 2 2

Higgins, guard 2 2 6
McGovern, guard 2 4

Grace, guard •

Downs, guard . . , • • • •'« •

Bogdon, guard ........
Conroy, guard ........
Brennan, guard 1 ' 2

Totals ....... ..4. v«;. 8 6 22
Austin

G F P
R. Willis, forward .... 4 8
Macek, forward 4 8
Baker, center S 6
Roach, guard
Levis, guard 1 2
Clavin, guard 4 8
Fuselli, guard 1 1 3
Morrison, guard 1 1

Totals 17

Alumni

Taylor, forward 1
Malaney, forward 1
T. Hughes, forward .... 1
MahafTey, center 2
Brodnicki, center .....
Lee, guard ....**•««««•; 8
Marion, guard ...... ..4

Peruglno, guard
Robinson, guard 4

Totals 12

Austin

G.
Levis, forward
Fuselli, forward 1
Macek, forward » 1
Morrison, forward ....

Baker, center 2
Roach, ETuard 1
Carroll, guard
Clavin, guard 3
Byrnes, guard 1

F.
1

1
1

F.

2

2 36 Totals

Good Counsel

P. G.

3 McGovern, forward .... 3

2 R. Dougherty, forward,

2 Higgins, center

5 McGinnis, guard
1 Badamo, guard 1

Q Downs, guard
W. Vaughan, guard .,,0
Conroy, guard ..,«;;,;»

8 —
_ Totals 4

27 Fedigan
G.

Houseman, forward ... 2
P. Nowe, forward .

Gough, forward
2 Wicsenbaugh, forward .

2 Totin, center ...,,,;*> 2
G. Dolan, center •...,,.

6 R. Schuyler, guard ....

2 Sirica, guard
Patzsch, guard 3

6 Kraymer, guard 1
2 Grimes, guard ..«>••,.

20' Totals 8

F.
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THE RETREAT

IN LiESS than a fortnight Villanova will

celebrate its ninetieth annual retreat.

For the first time in the history of Villa-

nova this year's retreat will be conducted

by two retreat masters, the Rev. William

F. Sheedy, O. S. A., and the Rev. Joseph

E. Heney, O. S. A., and for this reason the

results of these fast approaching religious

exercises should by far surpass those of

any previous. Two such capable retreat

masters can the better supervise the large

number of students and at the same time

be able to present their sermons so that

they will strike the innermost depths of

the hearers' hearts. The retreat is a time

given to contemplation, the baring of our

souls so that we can gain a fair perspective

of our past and future. It is a time when

we can diagnose our spiritual life ai\d be

able to understand our religion. For these

reasons this retreat will be welcomed by

many of the students, for during the

school year and even while at home, the

student gets few opportunities for deep,

serious thinking. Faced with the reality

that hfe is all too short, and that the

next life presents an indefinable void, the'

average student will make advantageous

use of these three days. The Chaplain has

compiled a long hst of religious readings,

which, taken seriously, should be of ma-

terial benefit to the reader. If this re-

treat is to succeed and if the student

wishes to reap every blessing from such a

sanctifying period, then the retreat should

be taken in all seriousness and the three

days given to solemn religious contempla-

tion.

MID-YEAR EXAMS
ONCE MORE the darkened figure of a

fantastic creation approaches us.

Such is the image that primarily fastens

itself on the minds of so many students

when the time for examinations draws

near. Exams are frequently known as

the dark horse of college life, but ARE
they really that? We shall find that

such an image is applicable for the most

part to the novice or freshman at college,

who, in his new stage of life, harbours a

fear for the unacquainted events before

him. It is not the purpose of an examina-

tion to enliven a fear or dread within the

mind and soul of a student. How is a

student to progress if some medium is not

employed to inform his instructor whether

the student is applying himself, whether

he is capable, or, perhaps, whether he is

having trouble? The exams confronting

us now are of great importance. They

may be the occasion for some who have

applied themselves earnestly to let down

for a week, and then, too, they may cause

some to double time and effort. However

we stand, whether it be good or poor, let

us justify ourselves accordingly and make

an intensive drive.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

IN THE days of yore, days ho

far removed from the present
that they have Blipped into

some hidden recess of memory and
there lie alone in the quiet of obliv-

ion, there was current a trend of

thought which would condemn the

merest semblance of treason and
condemn it with a penalty of death.

But, sad to relate, those days have
long since passed away, and today
it is permissible for those in lesser

station to go about and cast asper-

sions at some ancient and honorable
social body and yet remain unpun-
ished. Strange as it may seem, the

beauteous campus of this fair col-

lege harbors such a wretch and it

should be known to the general run
of people that he is a double-dyed
villain, because in his heart he is

seeking the downfall and ruination

of one of the most efficient institu-

tions at this college. His is the
treason of ambition, the treason
that led many a noble man to his

ignoble end; but his aide-de-camp

—

there's the man, who, should he
have lived in the knightly days of

honor and honesty, would have per-

ished in boiling pitch ere this.

With the sturdy walls of .TTedigan

as a concealing cloak. Bill lacobel-

lis and Bill D'E" are attempting to

organize a paper, which in their

fertile imaginations will be worthy
of the title, "Newspaper." From the
advance data that was to be had,
we have discovered that this blotch

upon the name of journalism is to

contain all the latest scandal about
everyone, and if the promises of the

editors are to be regarded, no one
will escape. (Not even if you're in-

nocent.) The name of this scandal
sheet is to be the "Fedigan Fog-
horn," and it is to make a weekly
appearance. Deep within their dia-

bolical hearts, there lingers the fond
and cherished hope that the day is

not far off when the "Fedigan Fog-
horn" will succeed the VILLA-
NOVAN as the scholastic publica-
tion of this school. . .;

'.

So, my friends, it is our advice
that all eyes be kept open (even in

classes) and If the seed is any indi-

cation of the plant, we should see a
fair-sized revolution develop short-
ly, because who could imagine laco-
bellis partaking in anything that
was not fair-sized?

Someone once *emarked, "You
cannot judge a book by its cover."

Time and again the truth contained
within that pithy statement has
been brought home to us and in no
uncertain i..anner. However, we
were of the opinion that we had a
fair idea as to the limits of that re-

mark and we thought we were fair-

ly competent to recognize extreme
cases where the nature of the book
was so obvious that it could not
possibly be anything difTeient. But
we were wrong. It was always our
humble opinion that Joe McKenna
and Frank Martin were friends.

Their daily actions, the frequency of
their meetings, their cordial and
good-fellowship relations, all im-
pressed us as being indications of
their friendship for one another. We
were firmly convinced that there
was one case which could be judged
and judged correctly by its appear-
ance. However, the basketball game
of last Saturday evening oerved as
the instrument of our disillusion-

ment. "Mac" found himself in a
predicament and in order to extri-

cate himself it was necessary to en-
list the aid of Frank Martin, who
agreed to escort one of the causes
of the predicament to the game;
Eddie Mayer was the other martyr.
But all the rights of the holiest of
friendships did no* warrant the deal
which TR'rank received. All evening
he was trembling with fear; and
well he might, because when we
first ^aw him we thought he had
turned kidnaper. , ;

.

' •
.
-

, ., , .... •

Take heed, everyone, and when
you are asking a friend of yours to
assist you in feminine management,
please be a bit considerate of his
spinal column and don't have him
bent double in an attempt to con-
verse with the ?.

Mattress-Crushing Contest (Hours
spent in bed since Xmas holidays):
"Feathers" Martin—197 hours.
"Snakehips" Lucey—189 hours.

IS IT TRUE THAT—
The examinations are coming?

Gene Collins has turned Lothario?

Charles Lombino, dashing campus
romeo, is attempting to have Nick
LaCorte promote a match with a
certain damsel?

Ray O'Neil received four letters

from his girl friend in one morn-
ing?

John "Doc" Curran and James
Gallagher are making repeated

trips to a nearby hospital, though

not for medical treatment?*

Peter Acque, the lover, was. re-

cently disanDOliitad i» l^v^

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

IN THIS week's Farm Gazette
from Kenton Agricultural there

is an article co]kcerning the in-

dignation of the students against
some culprit who put a chemical in

the soap depositories in the wash
rooms. After washing, euch washee
found that his face bad acquired a
lovely pale green complexion.
Which reminds us that many stu-

dents wonder why Joe Conlan
comes into class each Monday
morning lodking green around the
gills. Now to satisfy his curious

friends we will give the reason. Joe
is the champion sleeper of Fedigan
Hall, and has been known to get 60

hours of sleep in one weekend.
While immersed in slumber, a curi-

ous pale green mould appears on
Joe's body. He has great difficulty

washing it off, and often when he
comes into class, he's still greenish.

Paul Stanton suggests that he In-

case himself in cellophane, while
Captain (Jay Vee) Lucey, the pre-

med authority, Is beginning to re-

gard Joe as a new form of vege-

table life.

The dean of women at Simmons
College, Massachusetts, states that

the "goody-goody" girls who come
to school are the ones who cause
her the most trouble In r. disci-

plinary way, and not the ones who
come recommended as being nor-

mal girls who will likely misbehave
If they are not watched. In her 13

years of experience at Simmons the

dean stated that she has had trou-

ble with only a small percentage of

the girls under her care.

From what ;Kre read It seems the
dean wants, or prefers, "baddy-
baddy" girls.

According to The Purple and
Gray, St Thomas, Minn., the Uni-
versity of Michigan recently de-
fended the Pope's attitude toward
a few insolent Mexican political

puppets, In Its official school paper.

The Michigan Daily.

We want to congratulate Temple
University on having a wide-a\yake
Student Council that has finally

solved the problem of how to take
care of the fresh since hazing was
banned. We all realize how Insolent

the frosh have been this year when
they had nothing to fear. Temple's
Student Council has decreed that in

the future frosh have to wear a but-
ton with their name and number.
Any upper classmen may request
the frosh to render a complete re-

sume of the school's songs and
cheers.

If he fails to comply, his name
will be turned In to the Student
Council. He will be warned the
first time, but after that any or all

of the following punishments will

be Inflicted:

1. Prohibiting the offender from
holding any school, class or club
office.

2. Withholding the use of a dues
card for the Freshman Hop, All-
Teachers' College Night, perform-
ances of Templayers and Scores and
Encores, class nights, or any other
function where dues cards are nec-
essary for admittance.

3. Suspension of any other lawful
privilege except that of voting.

4. Writing of songs and cheers of
the university a required number of
times.
Three cheers for Temple, and we

wish them success. ... ,... ..

Three freshmen at Rutgers are
living in a 60-foot yacht, anchored
in the Rariian River.

We will now present th6 weekly
bit of culture. We found this piece
of brainstorm in the St. Thomas
magazine.

SONNET
To thee, O Knowledge, vague, elu-

sive power,
Which glveth to the mind of man

its life.

I cry—Deceive me not this needy
hour;

Alone, I wander in this world of
strife

And vainly seek a deeply clouded
light,

A light obscured in my futile mind.
And so I search without thee,

flame so bright.

For that to which I always must
be blind.

Then do—O Pow'r—my path make
bright and clear,

Show me that which beyond the
world doth lie;

Hide not from me in outline pale
or blear.

Forsake me not when th^e, my
fault, belies.

O Knowledge—Show thou me real-

ity

In whose Cold Face I'll seek
eternity.

Well, we don't know what the

trouble Is! It might be mid-years

and then It misht be the heat.
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1N VIEW of the fact that a ^at many
books have been added to the library

recently and are at the disposal of the

students, we have deemed it appropriate

to transgress .somewhat from Qiw usual

policy and to publish a partial ]\'^% of these

books for the benefit of those interested^:

Those of special interest to the Arts stu*

dents are as follows:

"History Of the United States," by H,

W. Elson; "Main Stream of French Litera-*

ture," by F. E. Guyer; "Mademoiselle de

la Seigliere," by J. Sandeau; "Trois Come-

dies," by A. de Musset; "Readings in Psyw

chology," by R. Weeler; "General Psy-

chology," by Miller; "Christian Schools

and Scholars," by A. Drane; "The Republic

of Plato," by B. Bosanquet; "The Doctrine

of Great Educators," by Robt. R. Rusk;

"Schools of Hellas," by Kenneth J. Free-

man; "Modem Educational Theories," hy

Boyd H. Bode; "Education: Principles and

Practice," by Emit Duncan Grizzell; "An
Introduction to Education," by Gleo. W,
Frasier and W. D. Armetrout; "An Intro^

duction . to Educational Sociology," hy

Walter Robinson Smith; "An Introduction

to Teaching," by Ned H. Dearborn, Ph. D.|

"Statistics for Teachers," by Ernest W,
Tiegs and Claude Crawford; "Principles at

Education," by J. Corsby Chapman; "Pub-

lic School Administration," by Ellwood P«

Cubberley. Among the scientific books re-

cently acquired are: "Clinical Physiology,•*

by Robert-Halliburton; "Bodily Changes in

Pain," by W. B. Cannon, M. D.; "Materia

Medica Pharmacology Therapeutics," l^

W. A. Bastedo; "The Knowledge of Nu-

trition," by McCoUum and Simmonda^

"Embryology of Man and Mammals," by

Hertwig. Books of interest to members

of the Engineering Department are: "Vic-

tories of the Engineer," by Williamsf

"Track and Maintenance," by Tratmanj

"Mathematical and Physical Papers" (2

vols.), Sir J. Larmor; "Civil Engineering,**

by Ashbridge.

Off the Bookshelf

<i^*

MANY NEW and interesting books

have been received by the library

within the last few rhonths. Among them,

there is one set that is particularly note-

worthy. It is, "The Patrons Edition of the

Smithsonian Institution." This edition

was especially prepared for Patrons, in

recognition of their co-operation. Each

set of books is registered in the name of

the owner in the archives of the Institu*

tion at Washington, D. C.

This series has been published for the

enlightenment and interest of the general

reader. While the ground it covers is va-.

ried, it does not attempt to cover the entire

field of science. The books will, however,

introduce the average person to the work-

ings and achievements of science in many

aspects. These books, twelve in number,

have been written by the most competent

authorities on the Institution's staff. They

are clear and interesting, true and au-

thentic. The series contains the following

Works:

Vol. 1, "Smithsonian Institution," by W.yr-

P. True; vol. 2, "The Sun and the Welfare*

of Man," by C. G. Abbott; vol. 3, "Minera.<S^

From Earth and Sky," by Merrill-Foshag;

vol. 4, "North American Indians," by R,

A. Palmer; vol. 5, "Insects," by R. E.

Snodgrass; vol. 6, "Wild Animals In and

Out of the Zoo," by W. M. Mann; vol. %,

"Man From the Farthest Past," Bishop-

Abbott-Hrdlicka; vol. 8, "Cold Blooded

Vertebrates," by Gilmore - Cocran - Hilde-

brand; vol. 9, "Warm Blooded Verte-

brates," Wetmore-Miller-Gidley; vol. 10,

"Shelled Invertebrates," by Bossler-Resser-

Schmitt-Barsch; vol. 11, "Old and New
Plant Lore," by Resser; vol. 12. "Great In-

ventions," by C. G. Abbott,

HECENHY REVISED

COLLEGE CATALOGS

III

Parents to Receive Copies In-

stead of Students as in

V Past

MANY CHANGES IN BOOK

The ViAanova College Bulletin for
1933 has been compiled and distri-

bution has already commenced.
Instead of giving each student a

bulletin, as has been the custom In

the past, each student's parents or
guardians will receive a copy
tht^ugh the malls. The reason for
the change Is a necessary one. By
ending the bulletins directly to the
homes of the students, their parents
may see what work is being done
and what is required.

Although this system entails the
printing of a larger number of cata-

logs, it is felt that the benefits re-

sulting from the change will com-
pensate for the new means of dis-

tribution.

Any student wishing to have a
bulletin sent to persons Interested

in or desirous of entering Villanova
may place their names and ad-
dresses with the registrar and a
copy will be forwarded immediate-
ly.

The catalogue Is divided into five

Sections, the first containing general
Information and the rules and regu-
lations of the college. The other
four sections treat of each of the
four schools on the campus.
The subjects peculiar to each

school ure explained and located in

the section allotted to that school. In
former catalogues the courses of
study of all the schools were dele-
gated to the rear of the book.
There are several new regulations

iset forth In the first section of the
•atalogue. One states that all fi-

nancial adjustments concerning
payments must be taken up with
the president before the days al-

loted to registration.

The rules for residents Include
the one on motor cars. To room
and board at the college during^' the
Christmas and Easter holidays, the
resident students must make ar-
rangements beforehand with the
procurator. Students will not be
permitted to room and board at the
college before the first day of regis-
tration in September. Previously
some students arrived a week or
more before registration day and
thus caused the college great Incon-
venience in providing the necessary
help in order to feed and care for
the rooms of these early-comers.
This year it also interfered with the
painting of the dining hall.

New rulings pertaining to student
health, Including the physical exam-
ination given to all students ma-
triculating at the college, receive
due treatment.
The bulletin will be even further

enlarged In the near future. Infor-
mation concerning the extension
school and normal school will be
added later.

Entertainments Provide

Main Student Expense

Past Questionnaire

Shows Popularity

of Theatre

EDITOR'S NOTE—The following is the
second of a series of articles statini; the
results of the recent questionnaire con-
ducted by this publication. Today's article
treats of the amounts expended on various
forms of entertainments. The article ap-
pearing on Feb. 7, the next publication
date of the VILLANOVAN, will deal with
the amounts spent on clothing.

DEBATE ON MANCHURIA

Oanima to Meet Speakers

IVom Swarttunore on January 28

On the evening of Friday, Janu-
ary 28, the debating team of Swarth-
more College will meet the Beta
Qamma debaters In Vlllanova's third
varsity debate of the current season.
The subject to be discussed Is, "Re-
solved: That Japan should be re-

strained from pursuing her pres-

ent policy In Manchuria."
The Beta Gamma speakers will

defend the affirmative side of the
question, being represented by Ray-
mond J. Harter, Charles P. Goggl,
and Paetrus Banmlllfer. Robert A.

Geist will preside In the capacity of

chairman.
The controversy will be held In

the amphitheatre In Mendel Hall

and will commence at 8.30 P. M.
Three corppetent judges ' from the

local business field will be selected

to render the decision.

By JOHN J. MICKL08
Having reviewed the expenditures

of the student body regarding the
item of food consumed outside of
school, our attention now turns to

the expenditures made for enter^
tainment. That this is a sizeable

item is attributed to the desire of
the student to seek diversion which
breaks the tension of a life of
study.
Since a primary amusement is

found in the theatre, more space
-was devoted to this form of pleas-

ure than to any other. In regard to

this Item practically 98 per cent, of
the questionnaires were answered.
The average entry of the student
was 5.6 times per month or un
average of about three movies every
two weeks.
Of the theatre-goers, seven out of

ten favored the Tower, at 69tn
street, while the Main Line thea-
tres followed together in a close
second position with little extra
favor shown to any one of the
three in particular.
That combination transportation-

theatre tickets add to the attrac-
tion of any theatre may be clearly
proved by the fact that two out of
three students avail themselves of
this special offer to the extent of
an average of just a tiny fraction
less than once a week.
That furtherance of such combi-

nations Is desired by the students
is found In the Item regarding the
possibility of promoting a special
feature merger between the Mont-
gomery Bus Line and the Ardmore
Theatre. Eighty-five per cent, re-
plied to the query about this com-
bination with 70.5 per cent, favor-
ing the plain, 11.5 per cent, not in-
terested, and 18 per cent, reporting
a possibility that they would avail
themselves of such a benefit. On a
school basis, estimated from the
actual returns counting the prob-
able patrons as one-half a definite
affirmative, six out of ten favor
such an arrangement.
A secondary feature of campus

entertainment, judging from the
returns, is the radio. Forty-six and

III at Hospital

B
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FDOTBAILBANQUET

Faculty Members and Many

Prominent Journalists

Among Speakers ,y

LYNCH IS TOASTMASTER

Continued From 1'iit.e One

their thankb to Mr. McGeehan for

his ff^ithful service as graduate

manu.,er of athletics through which

the college has attained an enviable

position among the scholastic insti-

tutions of the East.
Mr. HcGeehan will not be able to

attend the banquet, because of an
illness which has confined him to

his home since last summer. A
committee has been appointed to

Itotify him on the night of the

dinner.
F. Leo Lynch, '16, will act as

toastmaster in the absence of Mr.
McGeehan, who occupied the chair

at former dinners. William J. Brad-

ley '31, is chairman of the commit-
tee on arrangements.
Major Ralph Sasse, head coach

of the Army team, and E. E. "Rip

"

Miller, head coach of the Navy
team, will attend the banquet Hai-
vey Harman, coach of the Universi-

ty of Pennsylvania, and "Heinie"

Miller, coach of the Temple Univer-

sity eleven last season, are also

among the invited guests.

Other invited guests are: Ve:y
Rev. Mortimer A. Sullivan, O. S.

A., provincial of the Augustinian
Order; Rev. Edward V. Stanford,

O. S. A., president of the college;

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college;

"Stoney" McLinn, of the Record;
"Stan" Baumgartner, of the In-

quirer; "Ed" Pollock, of the Public

Ledger and Ross Kauffman, of the

Bulletin.

Albert C. Wagner, '32. alumni
secretary, will have charge of the

sale of tickets. Purchases may be

made from him at 108 Mendel Hall,

at J1.50 each. In outlining the plans

for the banquet, Mr. Wagner said:

"We expect the football dinner and
re-union this year to be the largest

ever held in Philadelphia. The com-
mittee has gone to considerable ef-

fort in securing the speakers and
the acceptance of Major Sasse and
•Rip' Miller indicates the high re-

gard with which Villanova is held

among other colleges.

"Since these men have gone to

such trouble to honor Villanova

football players we feel that the

student body should make every

effort to attena as a tribute to the

g"*id squad and a courtesy to the

distinguished speakers. All those

who wish to purchase tickets may
do so at my oftlce from 9 A. M. to

5 P. M. any day up to and includ-

ing Thursday."

OWL TO APPEAR

Tahuldiion Shows Foreign Country

And 21 States Are Represented Here

By JOSEPH J. UNSALATA
The student body of Villanova

College is comppsed of representa-

tives of 21 different States, one dis-

trict, one possession and one for-

eign nation. This was revealed by
the first tabulation of this type con-

ducted by the VILLANOVAN re-

cently.

Geographically, a very extensive
territory is included, students hail-

ing from as far West as California,

from Cuba on the South and Maine
on the North.
The District of Columbia boasts

one representative, while the pos-
session of Puerto Rico and Cuba,
the foreign country, send one and
six representatives, respectively.

Pennsylvania ranks first with 430

students, while New York is second
with 125, followed b; New Jersey, a
close third with 121.

Philadelphia leads all other cities

with 250 students, which, incident-

ally, is slightly more than the com-
bined enrollments from the States
of New York and New Jersey. New
York City ranks second with 64 stu-

dents and Jersey City, third, with
15 students.
According to the tabulations, the

majority of the students come from
the Eastern section of the United
States. The following record gives

the exact number of students from
the various sections: Pennsylvania,
439; New York, 125; New Jersey,

121; Massachusetts, 58; Connecticut,

25; Illinois, 6; Maryland, 4; Dela-
ware, 3; Rhode Island, 3; West Vir-

ginia, 3; Maine, Michigan, Okla-
homa, Ohio and Montana, 2 each;
Georgia, Indiana, Virginia, Califor-

nia, Tennessee, New Hampshire,
District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico, one each. Cuba has six repre-
sentatives.

Mid-Year Retreat
Commences Jan. 28

Continued From Page One

To Be Distributed Next Monday to

Engineering Students

Continuing the standard inaugu-

rated with the October issue, and
continued during the year, the Jan-

uary issue of The Owl will make
Its appearance next Monday noon
and will be distributed to the stu-

dents of the School of Technology

fct the Owl office, Mendel Hall.

Featured for thi^ month is a
weighty article of real worth on the

"History of Mathematics." by Rus-
lel F. Hurst. '33. The staff cartoon-

ist, C. Eric Storms, '34, contributed

vehat will be classed as one of the

best bits of campus humor that has

ever been published here.

Interviewing an engineer who
made his way to the top of his field

by sheer dint of his own energies.

Joseph ^^elde. '33, learned much
which provec to be of Interest not

only to the young engineer, but to

fcny student, nd in his article pub-

lishes the result cf his interview.

The usual assortment of articles

of general news interest, satiric

comments on campus life, and
Alumni Items provide the comple-

ment to the 'matures.
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VILLANOVA USES

MILK FROM
ARDROSSAN FARMS

Producers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

FROM TUBERCLILIN
AND BLOOD TESTED
AYRESHIRE COWS
WHHimrtllttilliliii'Winiil'HI'tllHIIfflllli

date the entire student body at one
time.

ORDER OF KXKRCISKS
Sunday eveninB at 8 o'clock » residents).

Oprnlng talk and benediction..
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday:

Residents Non-Residents
A. M.—7.30—Mass

9.30—Conference 8.30—Mass
11.30—Conference R.30—Mass

P. M.—1.30—Stations 10.30—Conference
of Cross. 12.30—Conference

4.30—Rosary 1.00—Stations of

and Litany Cro.sa

7.00—Conference 2.00—Conference
Benediction Benedlctloa

10.00—All lights out. Retire.
Thursday

:

7.30—Mass and Communion for Reoident
Students.

8.30—Mass and Communion for Non-
Residcnt Students.

*'What a Nighr Dates Set
For Feb. 15-16 in Gym

At a meeting of the Belle

Masque chapter of the Villa-

nova '^terary Society on Mon-
day, January 9, Professor Jo-

seph T. Jonas, moderator, an-
nounced that the play, "What a
Night," will be presented on
Wednesday and Thursday eve-

nings, February 15 and 16.

The production was original-

ly scheduled for presentation
during the present month, but
due to the lack of proper am-
plification facilities, It was post-

poned until the above-men-
tioned dates.
The cast has been rehearsing

regularly, and It Is felt that the
production will receive an en-
thusiastic • e c e p 1 1 o n on the
opening night.

Reading Matter Offered as

Food for Thought During

Retreat

OBTAINABLE IN LIBRARY

Continued From Page One

Beta Gamma Wins
Debate With Penn

Continued From Page One ..;/.

World. The World Problem. Chris-

tian Social Manifesto.
Fonard—Christ, the Son of God.
O'Brien—History of the Mass.
Hedley—Holy Eucharist. Retreat.

Chesterton—St. Francis of As-
sisi. Everlasting ' .an.

Walsh—World Debt to the Catho-
lic Church.
Claudet—Letters to a Doubter.
Williams— Catholicism and the

Modern Mind.
Scott—Credentials of Christianity.

Things Catholics Are Asked About.
Religion and Common Sense. Vir-

gin Birth. Go«^ and Myself. Christ

or Chaos. Hand of God. Marriage.
Ryan—The Catholic Church and

the Citizen.

Gibbons—Tramping to Lourdes.
Belloc—Europe and the Faith.

Essays of a Catholic.

There are In addition many ex-

cellent books for spiritual reading,
many excellent sermon volumes,
books by Newman, Faber, Hedley
and other spiritual writers. Fr.

O'Malley has expressed the hope
that every student will take advan-
tage of the opportunity for spirit-

ual reflection during the retreat.

EirrERTAINIiKriS

Past Questionnaire Shows

Popularity of Theatre

Among Students

TOWER RANKS HIGHEST

.=*^
field

I
of entertainintnt. althoo^l

t^e ftplendid r«8ulta ;f^iota wraf
n^tuilally forthcominf du« to tk«
large number who fully answer*^
tliis query on the* fueationnaliv
makq it possible for a comprehaop
sive analysis of the likes and dl»>

likes of the college styident ref

(ng amusements; an analysis
permitted here becaiue of its

triemd length.
t-rr

Prof. Gives Talk
On Business Lam

Continued From Pave One

John J. Miekloa
Continued From Pace Three

five-tenths per cent, of the returns
showed ownership of a radio. Con-
sidering the purchase of a radio "at

a bargain," practically two out of

three (65.5 per cent.) admitted that
they would be Interested. One out
of seven admitted the possibility

that they might purchase a radio
"at a bargain."
A rather heartening feature of

the questionnaire revealed that the
local playhouses which feature
legitimate drama scored in the vot-

ing above some of the better known
movie theatres. It is believed, how-
ever, that even these votes are
short of the actuality since many
who desire to be classed as "col-

legiate" in the lower sense of the
]Bvord, hate to admit their indul-

gence In an entertainment which is

considered by many to be effem-
inate.

A rather low estimate, based on
the figures under discussion, with
an assumed figure of 40 cents per
performance (we consider this
low) shows that approximately
$1800 a month Is expended for

this form of entertainment.
This, In general, summarizes the

marriage and stated theit merchaatt

should demand more strlnsrent

banking laws to facilitate busineM

in general and to safeguard thair

Interests.
^

Prof. Henry's talk was the t|ii»<

in a series of lectures on businesB

by members of the faculty of tbt
School of Commerce and Fihano%
which are being given at the regi»>

lar monthly meetings of the buil>

ness association.

Leo Schaefer, professor of ao*

counting and Income tax, will speak
on "Taxation in the United StateaP*

at the next meeting to be held

February 7.

Duke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.

Four terms of eleven weeks are sive«
each year. Theae may Im taken eon-
secntlvely <M. D. in tturee yeara) e»
three temia may be taken each yea*
<M. D. In four yeara). The entranee
ivqnirenients are InteUlgence, charae-
ter and at least two years of college

work, including the aubjects speelfleC

for Cmde A Medical Schoola. Cata*
loguea and application forma may M

obtained from ttie Dean.

SO? They claimed that because a
person misuses or misapplies a law

is no reason for discarding the law.

On Friday afternoon the two
teams argued on thr same question

for a period of 30 minutes over ra-

dio station WCAU. Philadelphia, at

2.30.

The speeches delivered over the

radio were essentially the same as

those which had been delivered on

the previous evening, but they had
to be greatly reduced in length to

come within the limited time al-

lowed for broadcasting. The speak-

ers were the same with one excep-

tion on the Pennsylvania team.

The radio audience was asked to

write to the station and to desig-

nate the team they thought to be
the winner. '

Last year, although the Pennsyl-

vania team received the judges' de-

cision, the radio audience selected

Beta Gamma.

ArdmoreTheatre

7

Today
CLARA BOW

in
•'CALL HER SAVAGE"

Wed. and Thurs., Jan. 18 and 19

John Barrymore
In

"BILL OF DIVORCEMJiNI**

Frl., Jan. 20

Zane Grey's
•Oleritage of the Desert"

Sat., Jan. 21

"ME AND MY GIRL"
with

Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett

meC^eleprione <jto

Oack \}yeek at

Mon., Jan. 23

"THIRTEEN WOMEN"
with

Irene Dunn

HONOR YOUR TEAM

Turn out for the gala gridiron dinner

Thursday evening to pay tribute to

your football players.

7 P. M. Engineers Club

1317 Spruce Street

TICKETS - - $1.50

See Al Wagner, 108 Mendel Hall

^TL/^ERE'S a New Year resolution that's a p\et»»

\JL ure to keep. "RESOLVED: I'm going tt>

telephone home each week!"

Think of the thrill it will give your Mother and Dad

of the joy it will be to hear their voices each wedat.

It's more than a substitute for cut-and-dried IctteM.

A telephone chat with home is next best to being

there.

Get the telephone habit. It's surprisingly inexpen-

giye— especially after 8:30 P. M. That i» when low

Ni^t Rates go into effect on Station to Station cailk

For 35 cents you can then call as far as 100 miles

away!

To take advantage of the night-time reduction, be

sure to make a Station to Station calL (Just give the

home telephone number and do not ask the operator

for any specific person.) If you like, of couraii

charges can be reversed.
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First Half ofInter-Dorm
ScheduleEnds This Week

GUlumni and Mendel
Still Tied With Five

V Wins, Two Losses

As the flrat half of the Inter-

Dorm League draws into its Anal
Stages this week, Mendel Hall finds

itoelf leading the pack with five vic-

tories and two defeats. They are
Olosely pursued, however, by the

Alumni Hall Ave, which has a rec-

ord of five and two.
On last Tuesday night In the new

gym these two rivals met for the

•econd time this season and the

Hendel five btained revenge for its

ilefeat in the previous encounter by
•oming through with a one-point
Victory in the final second of play,

Bzczapa sinking a foul shot to put
Jfendel in the van, 19-18.

As was to be expected, this game,
yed between two husky and

fighting teams, was Just about the
closest and roughest played in the
league to oate. The game was fea-

tured throughout by the close

guarding of both teams; in fact, it

became so Intense at times that it

had some of the earmarks of grid-

iron tactics.

The only team which can stop, or
at least temporarily halt, Mendel
from clinching the title this week is

the Austin Hall team. If the Aus-
tin team should come through with
a victory over Mendel and should
Alumni defeat Fedigan, the Alumni
and Mendel fives would have to

play-off for the ^itle. If. however,
Mendel should win both games this

week against Austin and Fedigan
they are assured of the fiag as they
would be if Alumni lost to Fedigan.
There is also ^ a possibility that
Alumni could win the title if they
should win thei^^ game and Mendel
should drop both their games. This,
however, is highly improbable.
Thus, the only chance of a tie rests

Standing of the Teams

W. L.
Mendel 5 2

Alumni ' 5 2

Austin ......( 4 3
Fedigan ..«..» 2 ' 4
Good Counsel 1 7

Gftmes This Week
Fedigan vs. Alumni, old gym,

tonight.
Mendel vs. Austin, new gym,

tonight.
Fedigan vs. Mendel, new gym,

Friday night.

in the event of an Austin victory in

the new gym on Tuesday night.
Though they lost to Mendel in the

beginning of the week, the Alumni
players came into their own on Fri-

day night and downed the Austin
five in the old gym by a score of
30-19. Tom Hughes, of Alumni, and
Leo Cordiali, of Austin, led the
scorers In this game, piling up eight
points each. The game was featured
by the foul shooting of the Austin
team. While they were only ahJe to
tally three times from the floor, the
Austin team sank 13 foul shots.
The Fedigan Hall team, which

has proved to be somewhat of a dis-

appointment lately, went down to

defeat twice during the week. On
Tuesday night they fell before Aus-

tin in the old gym by a tally of 18-

12. Mike Clavih topped the scorers

in this game with six points, being

chased closely by Gaugh and Totin,

of Fedigan, both of whom ran up
five counters. For a time both teams
ran neck and neck, but after the
opening of the second half the win-
ners stepped out in front, never to

be headed.
Perhaps the biggest surprise of

the week came when '>e deter-
mined Good Counsel team, playing
its last game of the half, finally

won its first game of the season,
sending Fedigan down, 27-15. The
Good Counsel attack was led by
McGrOvern, who sank four field goals
and a foul for nine points. Badamo
Was runner-up with eight points.
Though they won this game, the
Good Counsel team still possesses
undisputed hold on the cellar and as
it has completed its schedule It Is

destined to remain there.
It may also be stated here, that in

case of a tie for the leadership, the
play-off will in all probability be
held on Saturday night.

INTER-DORM SWIMMING^

Frofessor GUI In Charge of Form»-|

tlon of Inter-HsU League

In an Interview with Professor

Martin L. GiU. who is acting as a *

swimming instructor in the new
drive to stimulate intra- mural ^
sports at Villanova, it was learned
that the college intends to form a
swimming leagjue with teams rep* ^
resenting ach' dormitory and the
day hops. Professor Gill hopes that
sufficient Interest will be taken In
the new venture so that a complete
team can be gathered in each haU
and later. If the caliber of the ma
rial Is high enough, a varsity tei

will be formed.

The number of students who have
been taking advantage of the pool
is far below the number which was
expected, but It is believed that dur- .

Ing the second semester many more
students will avail themselves of
this facility.

Within the next week a notice
will be posted on the bulletin board
as to when physical examinations
may be taken by ^hose who wish to
use the pool during the second half

and who haye not already taken the
examinatiom

E. •!'' •

#:V^-

lUUSIONt

One of Houdint'i most spectacular escape feats

was performed with a huge milk can filled with

water. He invited persons of the audience to bring

padlocks and lock him into the can. He got into the

can, the lid was put on and fastened with several

padlocks. A screen was placed in front of the can.

Assistants stood by with stop watches and fire axes

to sare him from drowning after a certain time.

About a minute later, the screen was removed,
Houdini was seen panting and dripping ... the

padlocks remaining intact!

EXFLANATION:

The usual method of escaping from a milk can it

as follows: The lid of the can is apparently secure-

ly padlocked to the lower portion, but actually the

metal band to which the staples are attached is the

top of a short inner lining. The performer, after

being locked into the can, pushes the lid upward
with his head and the short inner lining is forced
out of place, permitting his escape. The screen it

then removed.

It's JFUWTO ££J'OOIEDFo
^.iils MORE Fcr^rTOFkow

What exciting magic there is in cigarette

advertising!

Let's look at one of its greatest illusions

...that cigarettes can be mysteriously given

superior ''riAVOt."

. : THE ixMANATioN! Just three factofs con-

trol the flavor of a cigarette.The addition of

artificial flavoring...the blending of various

tobaocos...and the quality of the tobaccos

^emselves. Quality is the most impor-
tant. Artificial flavoring can never wholly

disguise the poor flavor ofcheap tobaccos.

The blending of several cheap, raw to*

baccos cannot improve the flavor of any
of them. A fine cigarette is a cigarette

blended from costly, ripe tobaccos.

If Is a fact, well known by leaf to*
bacco oxperffi, that Camolt ar*

•nodo from finor, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

This is why the CSamel flavor has never
been rivaled . . . why Camels have given
more pleasure to more people than any
other cigarette ever made.
In more costly tobaccos lies the secret of

Camels' delicate "bouquet"...of their rich,

cool flavor—of their non-irritating mildness.

It's the tobacco that counts.

All the natural goodness of Camel's to-

bacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't re-

move it. Its mo/s/fir^-^roo/cellophane also

protects your Camels from dust and germs*
Put a pack in your pocket today.

Ji^O TRICKS
JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

Iir A MATCHLBS8 BLXITD

ewjnter-Mural Policy Embraces Nine Sportg {

mOND- HALF RACE

ommittee Chosen by Coach

tuhldreher to Represent

Halls in League

DAY-HOPS ARE INCLUDED

With nine sports being* included

Tn the new inter-mural program, the

rospects for the coming year are

ery bright.

The sports to be included are:

rst- and second-half basketball;

olleyba^, indoor baseball, outdoor
|Oft ball, outdoor baseball, swim-
ng, track and tennis. The com-

letition in the second-half is to be-
in February 7, at which time the

^ay-hops will make their debut in

Inter-mural activities.

The inclusion of the day-hops i»
mother step in the direction of the
I'sports for all" program, and keen
wmpetition is to be expected from
pem due to the size of their num-
Jers. Harold Keating, a member of
"le VILLANOVAN staff, has been
ippointed chairman of the non-resi-
lents' committee, which is com-
bosed of one member from each
school.

Instead of each school having a
lay-hop team as was the case be-
lore, only one team will be allotted
lo them. There will be no prize
Warded to the winning team in
^ach sport but the victorious team
dll have 10 points placed to its

Rredit in each activity which will be
idded up at the end of the year and
the one with the most points will
>in a trophy, donated by the Ath-
letic Association. First place will re-
vive 10 points; second, seven;
ird, five; fourth, three; fifth, two,

^nd sixth, one. .. ?

Lrrangements have been made
ithe Day-Hops to participate on
lesday and Friday afternoons,

irhich afternoons are most conven-
ent for the scienco men.
The committee which was ap-

oointed by Coach Harry A. Stuhl-
Ireher to supervise inter-mural
sports is comprised if the following
lembers: John Hughes, chairman;
larold Keating, Jtanley Wronski,
Lincoln Lenzi, Joseph Bastian, Jo-
seph Hoenig, Albert Ryan, Bill
Irimberg, Vincent Zizac. Ferdinand
larzuUo, Harry Patzsch, Frank
jster, George Casey, John Watson,

Carl Hickey, James Lawlor, James
Jonroy, Alex Szczapa, John Mich-
aels and William Sweeney.

Itten Court Team
Continues Streak

25 OUT FOR WRESTLING
^^— II »a

Zixao to Arrange Bouts Among
Oandidates In Order to Select Men
The recent expansion of inter-

mural sports at Villanova has
placed wrestling on a popular plane
under the guidance of Coach
"Vince" Zizac. Already 25 candi-
dates have turned out in the hope
of making the varsity squad. In
order to select the best men availa-
ble for the team Coach Zizac is
planning to conduct tKiuts among
them. Those who show the most
promising ability will naturally be
selected to represent the school.
With wrestling being introduced at
Villanova another epoch arrives in
the college's sports history. There-
fore it is hoped that the team will
receive worthy co-operation from
the faculty and student body.

In the Limelight

VARSITY NET FIVE

WINS AND LOSES

Jacobsmen Lose to Ursinus

and Then Defeat Muhlen-

berg by Large Score

[pontlnaed From Pace Five

[ittens then opened up. Geraghty
looked a long shot, O'Meara tal-

ked from under the basket and the
i(ormer added two more field goals
Ifrom the center of the floor that
jrought the score up to 20 to 7 as
le half ended.
Reinhardt started the second

>.alf with a twin-pointer and Greene-
iralt added a double-decker, and

\he board showed 20-11 for the Kit-
ens. Promptly, the Wildcat scoring
jroke loose which added 11 points

their total in the next five min-
Ites. Kotys hooked in a long shot
jr two points. Geraghty and Fer-

|is sank fouls. Kotys intercepted
pass and dribbled the length of

[he floor to tally. O'Meara and Fer-
|is scored in succession to bring
le score up to 30 to 11 and then
totys tallied from the charity line.

^Ivert sank a foul and Greene-
Fklt tallied three times which
led the scoring for Ursinus.
^an flipped in an overhand toss

Lawlor floored from beneath
\6 basket. Ryan again tossed In

^.wo shots from the charity line,
laking the Hcore 37 to 18 as the
IfJ whistle blew.

BARRY AND WESTON STAR

Continued From rage Five

Diehl raced the length of the floor

to sink a twin-pointer to make the

score 8 to 3 in the Bears' favor.
Shevlin retaliated with a foul and
a field goal to reduce the lead 8
to 6. Travers garnered another foul
as did Lodge. Somers got a field

goal and a foul to increase Ursinus'
lead, 12 to 8. Daly broke into the
scoring column with two beautiful
double-deckers that evened the
count. ^v
At the second half tip-off Barry

broke away from under the Bears'
basket and tossed in a long shot
that was good for two points. In a
burst of scoring Lodge tallied five

points in succession that knotted
the count 17 to 17. Lynch's long
shot broke the tie but Somers
evened it up with an underhanded
toss. Lodge again broke into the
limelight with two field goals in
quick succession that gave the
Bears a four-point lead, 23 to 19.

Travers sank one from outside the
circle and Barry followed with a
shot under the basket which again
knotted the count 23 to 23. Lodge
tossed a twin-pointer through the
cords and Johnson, added another
double-decker and the score stood
27-23. Travers sank a long shot and
Johnson scored from the charity
line. Lynch hung up a foul to make
the score 28 to 26. Lodge scored
from the charity line as the whistle
blew for the end of the game.

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

O NE win and one defeat for a
week's work isn't ao bad
when you consider the teamib

Somebody put the lid on tlie

basket up at Ursinus when
''Doc" wasnt looking.

Torpey swallowed hard when h»
saw the center on the frosh team
at Collegeville. That's all righ^
John, he may flunk out next year.

The two basketball managers
claim the distinction of belnff
the best^ressed managers of all
sports. What's this about beauty
being cMily skin deep?

The freshmen continue to set tli«
world on fire. Great credit is du«
to Coach Bill Tracey for his hard
work. The iceam is one of tb«
smoothest running combinations km
its class that we have ever seen.

Looks as if UiMre Is no stop-
ping Geraghty, star fMM^ard, of
the yearling quintet.

An undue amount of suspense itf

given the regular attendants of th«
basketball games at the end of th«
halves when the gun is fired. Gal«
lagher almost blasted one of the r«.
porter's hats off up in the balcon]|b

Travers claims that you can
lead a referee to water but you
can't make him drink.

"JIM" MILNE, versatile guard for three seasons.

ICE HOCKEY

Attempt Being Made to Secure Use
of Arena for Practice

Shyne Replaced
A new manager of the pool room

ind the bowling alleys has been ap-
jolnted by Rev. John H. Crawford,
faculty director of athletics. Frank
hcwer, sophomore business stu-
leiit, has been selected to fill the

^(cnncy left by Arthur Shyne.
Mr. Shyne has secured a perma-

. at position in Chester, his home
rown, and will be unable to devote
Ills full time to the recreation

The ice-hockey team has been
able to hold but few practice ses-
sions so far this season, due to the
lack of facilities In the way of a
rink, but Harry A. Stuhldreher, di-
rector of physical education, has
been negotiating during the past
few weeks to arrange for practice
to be held on the ice at the Arena
in Philadelphia. Mr. Stuhldreher
and Manager Vanderwerff also have
been endeavoring to engage the
services of the coach of the Phila-
delphia Arrows for the squad.
In the few practice periods which

Captain Trosky has been able to
call a large number of candidates
have reported. Some of tlie fresh-
man candidates have shown enough
promise to assure the team of an
adequate group of reserves, while
many of last year's veterans are
back in the line-up.
The squad boasts three cct petl-

tors for the cage position In Sea-
right, Brown and Roach, white the
defense is composed of two veter-
ans, Blanchard and Hurlburt, the
latter having been barred from
competition last season because of
an injury sustained in football.
Casey is he only veteran of last
season's forward wall, although sev-
eral new men have shown promise,
among them Collins, HIgglns and
Conroy.
Owing to the curtailment of win-

ter sports by many colleges this
year, an extensive schedule is not
expected. Games with Boston Col-
lege and Boston University are be-
ing negotiated, and the Penn A. C.
probably will be met. It Is doubtful
as to whether the Sea Gulls, last
year's national amateur champions,
will be on the schedule this year.

VILLANOVA'S "mighty atom,"
genial Jim Milne, ended
three years of varsity play-

ing as a guard In the Temple game
on November 19. 1932.
As dependable as the dawn and

as strong as a bull, Jim has been a
tower, figuratively but n<Jt literally
speaking, on the Villanova line dur-
ing his varsity playing and his
playing and his breaking through
the opponents' first defense this sea-
son has been one of the reasons the
Villanova team of 1932 was noted
for Its ability to gain yardage
through center.
Jim's dependability has been

matched as one of his outstanding
traits of character only by his abil-

ity to make and hold friends. Sim-
ple and always pleasant, Jim is

known to virtually every student.
The mighty Milne came to Villa-

nova from Great Falls High
School, Great Falls, Mont., where
he learned the fundamentals of
football which aided him in his ca-
reer as a college player. During
four years at high school Milne held
down a varsity guard position, but
earned only three letters as a regu-
lar. It was at Great Falls that Jim

developed as a track man, particu-
larly as a runner.
In his first year at Villanova,

Mllne was a guard on the freshman
team and showed such promise
that when he reached his sopho-
more year he was drafted for a var-
sity guard position. As a running
guard, he has few equals in the
East, and to graduates of earlier
years who have seen Villanova In
action this year has well earned the
right tu follow in the footsteps of
his brother, George Milne, who
played for the Wildcats several
years ago.
Popular concept of the ideal foot-

ball player is the tall, rangy and
husky fellow, but Jim has illus-

trated the falsity of this belief and
his short stature has been an asset
in enabling him to break through
enemy lines during the entire sea-
son.
When Jim goes to his home in the

West at the close of the year, he
will carry with him the well wishes
of the thousands of friends he has
made -vhlle at Villanova and their
confidence that Jim will be heard
from later as the accomplisher of
big things. .- ,.;

Muhlenberg was just anothe*
team the other night. And mayb«
we don't hope that St. John's is tYim
same.

Indoor baseball seems to have
taken the campus by the well-
known and oft-repeated storm.

No kidding, the Good Counsel
basketball team won a game tht
other night.

If you want to enjoy yourself
some afternoon, go down and
see Coach "Vince" Zizac's wres-
tling class at the gymnasium.
How about a match with Tem-
ple, "Vince"?

Attempt Being Made to Establish

Water Polo as a Campus Sport

Two weeks until the next issuey
but how about the football banquet
Thursday night? See you there.

Frosh Box Scores

Under the eflRcient direction of
Rev. Francis J. Ludwig, O. S. A.,

and Sylvester Deehan, the water-
poloists have been going through
short drills for the past few weeks,
but due to the irregularity of at-
tendance nothing definite has been
done toward the selection of a team.
About ten men have already re-

ported to Mr. Deehan at the pool
and have undergone training In
the fundamentals of the game, but
a larger representation Is expected
during this week. Practice will be
held in the tank every afternoon at
4.30. Anyone desiring to play is re-
quested to report to either Fr. Lud-

wig or Mr. Deehan at the above
time.
Last Friday evening a special

practice session was held at 8.00.

Mr. Deehan secured the services of
the captain of last season's nation-
al water-polo champions to give the
men an insight into the^ Intricacies
of the sport. Several plays were re-
hearsed under the supervision of
this authority.
Among the more promising can-

didates for the squad are: Chase
Riley and George Brenner in the
defense; Marlon among the backs,
and Robinson, Wallen, LaRosa and
Hart in the forward positions.

Villanova Freshmen
G. F. R

Robinson, forward .... 2 2 d
Geraghty, forward .... 6 12
Sweeney, center 8 2 18
O'Meara, guard 2 1 S
Ryan, guard 2 1 8
Ferrl. , guard 4 1

Lawler, center ........ 1 S
Kotys, forward ........ 1 2 4
Lahey, forward .......
McGorry, forward §

i- OtalS .-. . .;'. ;......... a4 ' o (Mft

Ilaverford Alumni

G. F. B,
Masters, forward 2 1 S
Howson, forward 2 2 6
Skillivan, center 1 1 3
Rowland, guard 1 2
Bergh, guard d

Totals C 4 Id

Villanova Frosh

G.

JUNIOR VARSITY PLAYS

Coach McFeeley's Team to Play
Olney Aces Wednesday Night

After losing its first start of the

season by the margin of two points

to a strong Pennsylvania squad.

Coach McFeeley's junior varsity

quintet swings into action again

Wednesday night against the Olney
Aces.
In their last start the jimlor var-

sity men showed remarkable

strength and they have apparently

Ironed out the defects In their of-

fense.

Feehery, LaCorte and ZuhowskI
have shown promise and wer^ the

high scorers in the last game. Fee-

hery was tied for honors with Dob-
llskey, of the undefeated Pennsyl-
vania aggregation, with LaCorte
and Zuhowski In second place.

Incidentally, LaCorte is the hifih
scorer in the Suburban League with
a record total of 143 points up to
data>

Robinson, forward
Geraghty, forward
O'Meara, forward
Lawlor, center ...

Sweeney, center ..

Ryan, guard
Ferris, guard

• • • • •

••••••••I

1

4

2
1

3
1

Ursinus Frosh
G.

Denehower, forward . . .

Greencwalt, forward
Hylan, forward ....

Calvert, center
Gcn.<5ler, guard
Bradford guard
Stoudt, guard .

.

Davidson, guard
Reinhardt, guard

I Totals

• •••••

>•••••«•

• • • •

>•••••

F.
2
1

1

4

9

F.

1

3
1

1

4
»

t

1
d

9,
d
tt
S
t
1

d
d
1

Id

N "^'4* L^if'^
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Says Economic Conditions

Will Bar Education

for Many

ELECT VICE-PRESIDENT

Many worthy students will be de-

prived of a college education be-

cause of the present economic
crisis, Rev. Joseph Dougherty, O.

8. A», dean of the Pre-Medical
School at Villanova College, told

members of the Main Line Villa-

nova Club, last week in urging the

Club to adopt some measure which
would aid in securing local youths
the benefit of a college education.

"The present depression will have
a decided effect in future educa-
tion," Father Dougherty said. Many
colleges will have a reduced enroll-

ment because of the financial cir-

cumstances of the families of nu-
merous boys who are in need of
advanced training,

"Members of the alumni should
try to aid any high school boy in

going through college so that the
educational ideals and advancement
•f the nation may not be hindered."
Following Father Dougherty's

talk, tht members elected John J.

Bums, of 2156 Chestnut avenue,
Ardmore, a civil engineer, to the
vice-presidency of the club, repre-

senting the Overbrook to Ardmore
section of the Main Line.
John P. Connelly, of Merlon, a

former Philadelphia city solicitor,

win address the members at the
next meeting of the club.

Chess Meetlni^

John J. Micklos requests chess

players to report to Room 220, Fed-

igan Hall.

To Meet Momviaa
The sixth engagement brings

the minions of Coach Jacobs into

action with Moravian College here
on Saturday night and should prove
to be a tough assignment. Moravian
College in its most recent start lost

a fairly close game to P. M. C, but
shortly before had defeated La-
fayette College.

In Clay and Minert the Bethle-

hem College has a pair of sharp-
shooting forwards. These players

are exceedingly fast and make shots

from almost every conceivable
angle.

P. M. C. President
to Lecture Here

C'ontinuttd From P»c« One

lege auth jritles. The first was given

by Clayton Hamilton, famous liter-

ary critic and author. His lecture

on "Drama" was presented on the

evening of November 15, 1932, in

the auditorium of the Commerce
and Finance Building.

A return lecture to the Pennsyl-

vania Military College will be

given by Rev. Edward V. Stan-

ford, O. S. A.r preiftident of the col-

lege. As yet, neither the time nor'
the nature of Fr. Stanford's talk

has been decided. •

Seton Hall Game Cancelled

According to a late bulletin re-

ceivcd from the athletic office, the
game with Seton Hall tomorrow,
night has been canceled. As far hs
it could be learned there was no
reason given for the cancellation.,

This will leave the Jacobsmen idle

for the week to prepare for the bat^
tie with Moravian College here on,
Saturday night.

Box Scores of the Inter-Dorm Basketball Games Which Were Played Last Week

Fedigan
O. F. P.

G. Dolan. forward
Gaugh, forward S 1 7

O'Connor, cei "^er

S. Kramet, guard 1 2

F. Willis, guard
Sirica, guard 2 .

4

Totals ....17 1 15

Good Counsel
G. F. P.

Badamo, forward 3 2 8

W. Vaughan, forward . .

McGovern, forward ... 4 1 9

Vogt, forward
Higgins, center 2 4

Brennan, guard ....... 3 3

Conrpy, guard 1 1

Downs, guard 1 2

Totals .10 7 27

Austin

G.
Goggin, forward
Macek, forward 2
Rosen, center
Cordiali, guard 1
Levis, guard
R. Willis, guard 1
Clavin, gruard 3

F.
1

o
3
O

P.
1

4

2

5

6

Totals .....••<t ••••<•> 7 4 18

Fedlgain -

G. F. P.
Houseman, forward ...

Totin, center .-. 1 3 5
Patzsch, guard
Sirica, guard 1 2

Gaugh, guard 2 1 6

Cook, center

Totals .....4 4 12

Alumni
G. F.

Taylor, forward 1

T. Hughes, fo- /ard ... 8 2

MahafTey. center ....*. 3 1
Skaff, oruard 1 1

Lee, guard « ; « « ^V* ^ ^
Brodnicki, center ....... 1

Perugino, guard 1

Robertson, forward ...

Totals ,,-.,*v.>..»<V>.12 6
Austin

. O. F.

R. Willis, forward 1 3

Clavin, forward ..••.*•

Goggin, center ...w.... 2

Macek, guard 1

Cordiali, guard 1 6

Morrison, forward .... 2

Mendel

O. F.
E. Vaughan, forward . 1 1
Connor, forward 2 4
C. McFadden, forward. 2
Tosi, guard
Michaels, guard .0
Szczapa, guard .^ ««•«.. 1 2

P.
2
8
7
3
8
1
1

30

P.
5

2
2
8
2

Totals 3 IS 19

Totals •: i • *;«'« (kk* •.•«•• 6

Alumni
G. F.

T. Hughes, forward ... 2 1

Robinson, forward ....

D. McFadden, forward . 1 1

Mahaffey, center 1 1

Lee, guard 1 1
Skaff, guard 2

Totals .^k..«..., 7 4

P.
S»
8
4
0.

4 ^-

—~«
19

P.

6
oi

3

S|

3
4i

18

<(

m worIdn^ mokinj^ overtime

'*':. .••• :.y
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t
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HEN i wort hard, I usually

smoke more; and when I smoke

more, I usually work harder—and that's

why I want a cigarette that's milder.

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes

mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobac-

cos which have been aged and re-aged*

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield

are used in the right proportions—that's

a very important matter, i •

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield

are blended and cross-blended—welded

together; that, too, helps to make a

milder cigarette with better taste.

•'

.'**".f
«»•>.

THEY'RE MILDER -THEY TASTE BETTER

I
^J

Editor-in-Chief

r, Calls Important

Meeting

of Entire Staff of

VILLANOVAN
Tonight at foTlodK

y 11 A I

Second Half

of Inter-mural

Sports Program
Gets Under Way

Take Advantage of

Its Benefits
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CLOSED WITH MASS

I9M. UcowT * Myiu Tomoco COw r

Fr. Sheedy and Fr. Heney

Conduct Very Successful

Set of Services

STUDENTS ENTHUSIASTIC

Last Thursday morning, February

t, the feast of the Purification, the

90th annual retreat for the students

of Villanova, came to a close. On
this morning with mass celebrated

Ht 7.30 and 8.30 for the resident

and day students, respectively, the

receiving of Holy Communion by

the students in a body, and the be-

Btowing of the Papal Benediction,

marked the crowning and closing

events of a very enthusiastic and
successful retreat.

Rev. William F. Sheedy, O. S. A.,

kind the Rev. Joseph E. Heney, O.

B. A., both of the Augustinian Mis-

sion Band, conducted this year's

services. This was the first time the

•xercises were in char^-p of two re-

U'eat masters.
In the first day's d.6;;uuri;ed the

fcecessity of a retreat in the life of

•very individual was pointed out,

It being important to lay aside the

satisfying and caring of our physi-

cal selves and to look inward to

^r souls. ISxamine them, find out

how they are getting along, give

Bome time to the correcting of dis-

orders that may be present, build

HHitfkn up so that they shall be able

jfe» withstand the spiritual diseases
lient by the world and the flesh,

'.iilrere items empheisized by the re<

V^t masters.
"We must especially guard against

fthe modern tendency, as shown in

j^laya. books, and movies, to paint

Former and Present Moderators fH ItrCALL SUCCEEDS FR. CRAWFORD

AS FACULTY ADVISOR FOR BELLE AIR
—«

Rev, John H. Crawford, O. S. A. (left), who has been forced to
resign from the Belle Air because of other duties, turns over the

assignment to Rev. John T. McCall, O. S. A. (right).

SOCIETY PLANNED

Organization Being Formed to

Discuss International

Problems

PROF. FICEK MODERATOR

Continued on Pa«« Foot

liOOKLETOFSCENES

TO BE PUBLISHED

CoHege Bulletin Supplement to

Contain Pictures of Cam-

pus Life

CAJtDS BEING DESIGNED

<^ •

' A« a supplement to the regular
iMlege bulletin, the college author-
ItlM are compiling an illustrated

booklet which will make Its ap-
pearance on the campus in the near
future.
The booklet will be nine inches

5^ six inches in sise and will con-
In many pictures of the campus

%xA buildings. Action pictures will

mlsQ be found therein together
frith pictures of the laboratories
iMd machine shops taken under
irorking conditions.
The object of this supplement

li to give future Villanovans an
Idea of what the coltege is like,

the conditions under which they
^Ul be studying and the facilities

ioffered. It was felt that this was
necessary because, at best, the
bulletin only contained information
lilOBg the scholastic line, but does

.act give an idea as to what the
' eolltoge Is like in respect to build-
lags, campus and other facilities.

It is expected that at about the
time the supplement is Issued, post
cards with views of the campus
will appear and will be offered for
sale in the book room.
The post card designs are being

worked out by Alfred Panepinto,
frsll-known designer, and are of
ft special etching necessitating a
»aw process in printing, which is
•till more or less in an experiment-
al stage but w' 'ch gives indica-
tloo of .lood results.
The first cards will most likely

b«^of Austin Hall and subsequent
will be of other college

In an endeavor to give the college
student fvery facility for acquiring
.a,ni;pra epmi^lete knowledge of cur-
rent Events and in that way broad-
ening his education, a new organi-
zation will be formed at the' college
this evening for the purpose of dis-
cussing problems of international
interest, especially those involving
the maintenance of peace and har-
mony among nations.

All students of the college who
are interested in this movement
are invited to attend the Initial
meeting in the basement of the
Commerce and Finance Building at
7 o'clock tonight. In the future,
however, attendance at the discus-
sions will be restricted to a limited
number, probably 12 or 15, since
b^st results in such an endeavor
can be obtained only by working
with a small group who are enthus-
iastically interested In the move-
ment.
As moderator of the new organi-

zation, the faculty has selected
Karel F. Ficek, M. A., professor of
economics and insurance in the
School of Business. Prof. Ficek was
chosen for this position primarily
because of his wide experience in
international affairs and because of

AT ISIC RECITAL

Rev. Frederick J. Medina,

0. S. A., of Bryn Mawr,

at Console

1»0SIT10NS AVAILABLE

With the opening of the sec-

ond semester there are available
a number of positions on the
Villanovan staff for those intei'-

ested in journalism. Resident
students are especially desired.
Boarders >^o are interested are
asked to attend the meeting In

the VILLANOVAN office tonight
after chapel. Day students will

report tomorrow at 1 P. M.

TO PLAY AT DANCE

Bud Shays' and "Doc" Hyder's

Orchestras Are Picked for

Alumni Ball

COMMITTEE IS SELECTED

Former Moderator Resigns

Because of Burden of

Other Duties /

ORIGINATED MODERN BOOK

FR. SHEEDY GIVES TALK

That there Is still an apprc<^iat4«tt

oi cIaKi.;!'»«l >"'-'sic in the so-called

"jass era" was evidenced Sunday
evening when a large assemblage
of persons was present at the dedi-
cation exercises of the new $15,000
Wurlitzer organ in the Church of
St. Thomas of Villanova, located on
the college grounds.
Not only prominent members of

the clergy and parishioners attend-
ed the affair, but those notable in
music circles either took part in or
enjoyed the .varied program of sa-
cred music and other classics. Ed-
ward J. O'Keefe, of Atlantic City,
N. J., donor of the new instrument,
and the Rev. Mortimer J. Sullivan,
O. S. A., provincial of the Augus-
tinian order, were also among those
present.
An interesting feature of the eve-

ning was a discourse by the Rev.
William F. Sheedy. O. S. A., on the
subject, "The Influence of Catholic
Music." Father Sheedy received the
plaudits of those attending as he
did when he spoke at the recent
retreat exercises of the college.
The main soloist on the program

was the Rev, Frederick J. Medina,
O. S. A-, of Mother of Good Counsel

Continued mi P»ye El^ht Continued oa Pnc* Elcht

^Bomh Ruins Home of Former Student
As He Escapes From Falling Debris

The General Alumni Association
dance will be held in the college
gymnasium on Tuesday evening,
February 21, with two sensation-
al bands fu^niobing the music.
"Bud" Shays and his "Royal Rev-

elers" will supply their much-ac-
claimed strains of syncopated mel-
odies from 9 till 12 P. M. Mr. Shays,
perhaps better known as the new
crooning sensation, and his Walton
Rorf Band vim now broadcarliug
over the national hook-up of the
Columbia network at noon on Wed-
nesdays and Saturdays and nightly
over Station WCAU.
"Doc" Hyder and has famous

stage orchestra as they appeared in
vaudeville, featured at the Pearl
and Lincoln theatres and at the
Million Dollar Pier In Atlantic City,
will furnish the melodies from 12
till 2 A. M. "Doc" Hyder is probably
familiar to many of the students,
having played at the Roof Pierre
recently.

The assessment for this dance,
$2 per couple, has been made ex-
ceptionally reasonable in the hope
that every student will be able to
take advantage of the occasion and
avail himself of a real and thor-
ough evening's entertainment.
The ticket to the dance includes

transportation on the Philaaelphia
and Westom Railroad for two per-
sons to and from the dance.
An item of Importance to the

student body is the fact that late
permission will be granted to stu-
dents attending the affair. Another
advantage to the student body is

that the day following the dance
is Washington's Birthday, a holiday
at the college.

All tickets may be obtained at
108 Mendel Hall, the office of Al-
bert C. Wagner, secretary-treasurer
of the alumni association.
The committee appointed for the

dance is as follows: Edgar F. Con-

In a recent announcement Rev,
John H. Crawford, O. S. A., has

resigned his duties as moderator of

tho Belle Air, and Rev. John
T. McCall, O, S. A., is to take over
the office as modei'ator of the col-
lege annual year book publication.
Father Crawford has been mod-

erator of the Belle Air for the past
eight years and was originally re-

sponsible for the modern edition of
the book. He has proved his capa-
bilities in this office from the time
he first undertook its duties. Fath-
er Crawford has labored many years
with each senior class, planning, de-
veloping and helping to make each
edition an unprecedented success
both literally and financially.

It is with regret that Father
Crawford has to withdraw from this
office. However, as moderator ol
college athletics, as a teacher, etc,
he has found the buiden to be too
great to be fulfilled properly.
Father McCall will carry out the

duties as moderator of the Belle
Air and endeavor to undertake and
accomplish whatever he finds nec-
essary in terminating the success of
the publication. The greater work
and burden of the book will fall
upon the present staff of the Bella
Air insofar as iPather McCall is not
familiar with certain details that
entail the making up of a book.

Fr. McCall wa.«i born in Charles-
town, Mass., from where he came ta
Villanova to take up the studies of
the priesthood. He received hia
Bachelor of Arts degree at Villa*

Continued on Paco Fow

SEVERAL CHANGES

Emil Doernenberg, Ph. 0^
Added to Staff of Arts

w School

IS A CAPABLE LINGUIST

As a result of the recent bombing
on Saturday, January 28, 1933, at
2.10 A. M., of the home of John M.
DISIlvestro, leader of the Sons of
Italy in this country, Arthur Lulol,
a former student in the School of
Science, narrowly escaped death
when his home was wrecked along
with that of Mr. DISilvestro. At
present Mr. Luisi Is a student in the
Temple University School of Den-
tistry and lives at 1612 South Broad
street adjacent to the DISilvestro
residence.
Mr. Lulsl stated that he had just

arisen and was about to enter a
room on the third floor of his home
when the bomb exploded, destroy-
ing both dwellings and causing con-
siderable damage in the immediate
vicinity of the home of the intended
victim. "In a few seconds the
walls of the house crumbled and
collapsed to the ground," said Mr.
Luif :. "The force of the explosion
tore open a gas pipe and in a very
short time the building was flooded
with gas fumes, making it very
difficult to breathe.

|

"Amidst the ruins which were
continually falling about me I man-
aged to gain the ground floor before
the staircase had collapsed. Smoke
was rapidly filling the rooms on
the first and second floors and for
a while It seemed aa though escape
was impossible. After working my
way to the ground floor I attempted
to leave the building, but my escape
was hindered by the fallen debris
that had collected around the front
of the building. However, I found
a broken window and, thereby,
gained the sidewalk and safety."
Alfred Gagliardi, a member of the

School of Science, and general
chairman of the Junior activities,
resides a short distance from the
bombed homes and was one of the
many neighbors thrown out of bed
when the explosion occurred. The
home of James M. Callahan, a
Senior In the School of Commerce
and Finance, is located directly
across the street from the wrecked
buildings. Practically every pane
of glass in his home was broken.

Continued oa P»ce Four

HARTER RESIGNS

Ends Two Years of Active Service
in Literary Society

Over two years of active service
in the Villanova Literary Society
were brought to a close last Mon-
day night when Raymond J. Har-
ter resigned from both the Belle
Masque and the Beta Gamma chap-
ters before a special joint meeting
of the entire society.
Mr. Harter. who held the office of

recording secretary for a year and
a half and who has been seen a
number of times here In Intercolle-
giate debates and dramatic produc-
tions, was forced to take this action
because of the burden of his other
interest upon "the campus.
At the same meeting Charles P.

Goggi, a varsity debater and for-
mer treasurer of the society, also
tendered his resignation fron^ the
Belle Masque chapter. Mr. Goggi,
however, expressed his Intentions
of continuing his work in the de-
bating field. '

With the opening: of the second
semester in the current scholastio
year a new member has been added
to the faculty of the college, whila
the schedules of a number of th«
present members have undergone
slight changes to fill in the gap*
caused by the departure of Rev.
John F. Burns, O. S. A., and Rev,
Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.
The new member on the staff i«

Emil Doernenberg, M. A., Ph. D^
who comes here from LaSalle Col-
lege, where he is doing part tim«
teaching at present. Dr. Doernen-
berg will take over the language
department in the School of Arta
and Philosophy. His teaching, how-
ever, will be conflned to French,
although he is also an accomplished
instructor in both German and
Spanish besides.
Dr. Doernenberg'3 ability to fill

this post Is clearly manifested In hia
credentials. His college educatloa
was obtained at Central Collega^
from where he was given his Bache-
lor of Arts' degree. From here h«
went to Northwestern University,
where he obtained his Master oC
Arts' degree. Upon receiving hia
Master's degree he went to the Un*.
versity of Berlin to do post-gradu-
ate work and to complete his stud-
ies in the foreign languages.
When he returned to this countrj^

Dr. Doernenberg went to Washings
ton University in St. Louis, whera
he was the head of the languaga
department until 1918. Since then
he has taught at Ohio State Univei*-

Contiaoed on F». .•/
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THE DINING HALL

ALEARNED sage once said, "The way

to a man's heart is through his

stomach," and another oft-quoted expres-

sion is that the seat of man's emotions is

in his stomach. When the dining hall was

renovated at the beginning of the scholas-

tic year and drastic changes made in all

departments of the cuisine, thus making

the dining hall a cheery and welcome place

to partake of victuals, the VILLANOVAN
in a complimentary editorial was among

the first to applaud and congratulate those

• responsible for such a long-needed im-

provement. It is not the intention of this

publication today to berate the dining hall,

bat to point oun soinc of the prevalent

abuses ^vhich have lately arisen, and which

arc not in i*^>nony with the excellmt

standard established lant «ntumn, in the

hope that theso abuses wiU be given ccn

bideration and immediately elivninated

The student body in general has been voic-

ing its dissatisfaction with the quality of

the food served and tl^,^manner-^in which

the food has been served. Following the

.

ungentlemanly action of the student body

last week in crashing through the dining

hall doors, necessitating stricter regula-

tions to be put into force, it is evident that

conditions are at an impasse. Now, if

the students are to remain out of the

dining hall foyer entirely and wait outside

in cold, damp and stormy weather until

invited to enter,- then it is our suggestion

that the Seniors be given preference and

the other classes in their order of senior-

ity. Finally, the general booing and noise-

making as well as the "crashing" of the

line can be well taken in hand by the Stu-

dent Council if that body is given but one

iota of power.

'

THE SECOND SEMESTER

WITH THE closing of the annual re-

treat we embark upon the second

semester of the current scholastic year,

fortified to continue and to strive toward a

better and brighter second term. Whether

or not the past semester was a success or

a failure, it is not too late to formulate

the numerous resolutions necessary to

attain not only a satisfactory completion

of the scholastic year, but also the de-

velopment of a sound mind in a sound

body. The inauguration of inter-mural

sporte last semester should prove to be of

the greatest benefit to the student body,

affording everyone an equal opportunity

to partake m the various branches of

athletics to the best of their abiUty. The

faculties offered the students are plentiful

and are within the reach of all. In plan-

jiing the semester's activities every stu-

dent of Villanova should take advantage

of these innumerable opportunities, and

allow a certain amount of time for inter-

jDu:aI sports.

u^^^

NOTHING BUT
.THE TRUTH,,

THE l^ulding force that ttcj re-

sponsible for the destiny of

this grreat universe has deem-
ed it advisable to have as one of

the components of our dally life

such things as surprising futures
and it i« the imexpected *Mvent
of one. of thesei pranks of fate

and fortune that renders life the

most exciting of all sport#.i Any
cinema addict will t>e able l0, veri-

fy .the statement that one of the

latei^t relea'^es of tlie B^jlfcMf and
Ears of the World contains; oews
that in the sun-kissed tttjiM of

California the natives i»wrf suiv

prised, astonished. an4 -
;
feally

shocked by a twenty foot] fall of

snow. And, my dear friei^^ when
I say twenty feet, - mean twenty
feet; it is not one of the ^Baron's
exaggeraUons. To say that such
a procedure on the part of Mother
Nature was irregular, would be

mildly otating one of the wonders
of the world.

Last Saturday with the aid of a
guide and three natives more or

less failHliar with the surrounding
countryside, we ventured to t'.e

Tower theatre and during the

course of the evening saw unfolded
upon the silver screen the camera's
account of the above phenomenon.
Our sensitive nature, were dis-

turbed and violently so, and we
had just about adjusted ourselves

to life and its diverse ways when
we happened upon one of the

couriers of the day's scandal and
there before our eyes was unfolded
the sad and mournful account of

a basketball ^ame which, was held

at Mitten Hall. The "Owl" with
a V few derisive hoots and' quite a
few baskets completely over-

whelmed the "Wildcats."
So, my fiiends, with it snowing

in California and with Temple-
overwhelming Villanova in a
sports' contest, our worthy col-

league next ('.oor and ourselves are

placidly wondering^ whether The
Bucknellians' prayer for a reduced
graduation fee for seniors will not

be the next tirprising feature to

materialize.

Through the medium of the col-

umn entiUed, "Things Literary,"

an iinixjsing appeal was made to

the aesthetic venues of the fctudtnts

J,.. Villanova and they were asked

to bend iheir creative genius along

poetic .Hu*J? . 1^'^nxR t>)e depths of

their fertile innaglnations they aje

to cull a few ijeinn of rhynir and
rhythm for publication In the

VIMaANOVAN. The reaponae to

this gentlemanly rcq\ivst waa greet-

ed with pomplete and stony silence.

This sad plight of affairs deeply

^jioved the members of our staff

possessing Tennysonian minds and
they, in the dark and dead of

night, vowed ciiat by fair means or

foul, they would obtain specimens

of the poetic talent now lying dor-

mant at this institution. And so

with the caution and the skill of

a Holmes they set about their ap-

pointed task, and believe it or not,

folks, the results were astounding.

Although merely one of the bud-

ding Shelleys was spied upon, quite

a collection of verse was obtained

and in ("verse fields. Joseph

McKenna, of the Twirling McKen-
nas, is the poet whose debut we
celebrate today and here are a few

of his austeie contributions to the

literature of the world.

"Ode to a Groundlark"
The sky is blue.

The sea is deep, '. >
She loves me, .. !

And so am L I ;; .. .' i
•

It Would be well to note the

depth of feeling that is contained

in those few lines, as such an in-

sight will be necessary to appreci-

ate the next bit of verse.

"Miscellaneous"

As I was looking through the knot-

hole in G-^ndfather's wooden
leg

Oh, who will wind the clock when
I am dead.

Mother, get a pickaxe; there's a

fly on baby's head;

A boy's best friend Is his mother.

And no, withp this inspiring ex-

ample before us, let us have more
verse contributions and let us not

hide our talents beneath the cloak

of modesty or "sumpin."

IS IT TRUE THAT--
"Finney" Wyman, whose one

claim to fame is the fact that he is

D'Angelo's roommate, burns more
gasoline than any two people in

the fair town of Lawrence and ob-

tains less results?

Charlie Lomblno has placed a lost

love?

"Watch the Arm" DeCicco will

join the newlyweds next summer?

The business manager of this

publication Is threatening everyone

with dire punishment if they but

breathe the name of his heart's

Ipve in vain?

COlL€CIATE
NEWSREEL

NOW that the exama are over
and everybody haa lost that

haunted look, the staff haa
once more assumed Its origlna' y
of appearance, that is, if Ray
McKeon's statement that a news-
paperman Is disUn^ished by his

haunted appearance Is true. We
are pretty cynic 1, because as yet

we haven't even been able to msike
expenses haunting housed over the

week-end.

. r 3 s t s J r x.r.r : s rs r : ; : i'i ^t i-s '"'
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We read two articles on the ed-

itorial page of the last issue ol The
Bucknelllan last week which led

us to believe that there Is dissen-

sion among the seniors at Buck-
nell. The first one Is a question

and is entlUed, "Why."

"Bucknell University has felt the

depression. Likewise, seniors at

Bucknell have felt this same de-

pression, but somehow the Univer-
sity doesn't seem to realize it. The
same old $15 Is being charged as a
graduation fee for the class of

ld33.

"There are nearly 200 students in

the senior class. If this fee is, and
it must be. obtained from each sen-

ior, then the University Is richer

by almost $3000. Granted the

University has some expense con-

nected with Commencement, but
surely not $3000 worth.

"Of course there is a very good
reason ,why the University has not
reduced the fee. A surplus from
the seniors graduation fees would
help fill up other deficits. But why
'kick the seniors in the pants'?

"The: University has recognized
the depression by cutting down its

running expenses by decreasing
the salaries of the professors, and
employees, etc. Why can't the

University give the seniors a break
and reduce the needlessly high
graduation fee?"

The second article is supposed
to be an answer to the first and
is called, "Attention Seniors."

"It has been called to my at-

tention by 'Dean' Henderson that

complaints have come into the
treasurer's ofHce from a number
of seniors concerning the payment
of a graduation fee to the Univer-

sity of fifteen dollars. Let me
take this opportrn'ty to enlighten

anyone^ upset over the mrvttcr.

"The fifteen dollom Is a very

nominal fee. considering the fa^.t

thtif. \^ '^ce»'u^h lOllQWing:

1. Pays for butcher'ng and dree.;

itiy, one full >;rowu aheep to ob

tain time honored sheep ykln.

Sheep aro -.vy cl-.n* at present.

2. Brings to your Couimcncement
exercises such famous sleep pro-

ducers as Ulysses Q. Zilch, Pe'nn

state, or Lemuel P. Stoopnagel,

Oshkosh, who deliver magnificent

addresses to all those who stay

awake.
3. Pays full time to Burpee's co-

horts to construct a speakers'

stand somewhere out in the rain,

with nice shady bleachers under
bird-laden oaks for parents.

4. Hires Pop Gies to silence, If

possible, 70 piece symphony orches-

tra while speeches are being made.
Also pays musicians to keep Pop
busy keeping them quiet.

5. Guarantees your name on the

diploma in Latin.

6. Lifts the mortgage on the sta-

dium.
"If the above .'reasons aren't

enough to satisfy you, you must
take into consideration that there

is a new building program going

on. What the heck, who wouldn't

give 15 bucks to graduate? I'd

give 15 more to make sure of it."

We think that the editor wrote
both of them just to start a con-

troversy and Increase the circula-

tion. Now, editor, tell us you were
only spoofing!

We found an article in this

week's Creightonian t^at sounded
like a tobacco advertisement, or

maybe he's been paid by now. It

was called "Moderate Smokers are

Best Students; Survey Proves It."

"Students v/ho smoke make the

best grades. Tou don't " have to

take our word for It. A survey

of 100 representative students on
the campus show that smokers,

both moderate and heavy, make
better grades than their tobacco

tee-totalling brethren.
"Fourteen students who buy or

mooch an average of five or fewer

cigarettes dally made the high av-

erage of 86.4 last 'Tuarter. Fifty-

five who smoke more then five a

day got an average of 83.9. The
non-smokers, 31 of them, made the

poorest showing of all, 82.3."

We'll wager that at those girls'

colleges where they have a non-

smoking ban, the pretty maidens
with the high averages are going

to be In for a very suspicious time.

In the 84 years of Its existence,

the Universlt> of Wisconsin baa

granted 87|J68 degrees.

vx
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WHILE strolling down the inevitable

''Main Street" of a small cpuntry

town last summer, I overhear^ an amusing
incident. A young, muscular rustic, with

an earthy complexion, was approached by
a litUe boy selling magazines. Upon being

asked to buy one of his none too elevating

periodicals, he replied that he never read

in order to save lys eye-sight. ^

That is one way to look at the question

of reading. But I know of few more
pleasant ways to spend one's leisure times

Someone hais said that a man need never

be lonely if he knows how to read. By
reading you are lifted out of the world of

reality into a thousand different worlds,

all of them new and exciting. By the mere
choice of a book one may sail the Spanish

Main with Captain Kidd, or witness the

burning of Jeanne d'Arc. Reading makes
our commonplace existence more bearable,

and through it we can forget all the dull

cares with which we are burdened.

Many people are perplexed by what to

read. They exclaim that there are so many
books in comparison with the time they

have for reading that they know not what
books to choose. Abbe Dimnet says, "Do
not read good books, there is not enough

time for that, read only the best books."

We do not agree with this piece of advice

entirely, for what may be pleasing to one,

may be boring to another. But on the

other hand, never read trash. The test

for a book is very simple. When having

read a book you feel uplifted, or if your

outlook is broadened, then for you that is

a good piece of Uterature. Never read a
book for its style or merely because it is

a "classic," that is usually a waste of time*

Read those books that please you, those

that you like to remember and go over in

your mind. When you read like this you
are getting somewhere, and for you, read-

ing will be a most pleasant occupation.

Off the Bookshelf |

WITHIN the last few months one of

the members of the faculty pub-

lished a book on the philosophy of compo-

sitiou^ The author is Rev. John P. O'Brien,

O. S. A., Litt. D., the well-known head of

the EngUsh department. Fr. O'Brien's

work is not unknown to the students here"

at Villanova, as he has published many

splendid lectures on the various phases of

English, but his new book is far more ex-

tensive and praiseworthy than anything

he has hitherto written.

The book, entitled "Philosophy of Com-

position," is divided into three parts, viz.,

the rhetorical aspects of prose, the literary

stroke, and poetry. The first part deals

with the machinery of prose, with all its

technical intricacies. It is written in a

clear, lucid manner, enabling the reader to

grasp at once the thought content.

But it is in the second part of the book

that Fr. O'Brien is at his best. Here the

reader is mtroduced to all the magic that

is contained in an author's bag of tricks.

You rea^of the thirty different means

that an author may take in order to pro-

duce an effect In additioil to the thorough

and interesting explanation given to each

stroke, a well-picked illustration is added.

These illustrations give evidence of a vaat

amoimt of reading on the part of the au-

thor. They range from Shakespeare to

Dickens and Thackeray.

A discussion of poetxy occupies the last

portion of the book. An outstanding fea-

ture of this division is the list of the

figures of speech, each defined and illus-

trated by classic examples. The divisions

of poetry, such as the epic, ballad, and

verse romance are also given.

It is to be hoped that the success which

this volume has attained, will spur Pr.

O'Brien on to publish further literary

productions.

•
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SKETCHES IN UEU

OF 'WHAT A NlGUr

Five Popular One-Act Plays to

Be Staged in Gym on

\ Feb. 15-16

ADMISSION IS 35 CENTS

At a special meeting of the Belle

Masque chapter of the Villanova
Uterary Society last Thursday eve-

ning, it was decided to abandon
further rehearsals of "What a
Night," the play chosen to be pro-

duced on the night of February 15

and 16, i,n favor of a more diversi-

fied program. At first there was
much discussion anent the type of

dramatic work which should be at-

tempted, but the outcome of the
meeting was most satisfactory to

everyone concerned.
Thev consensus of opinion re-

vealed that the members were
whole heartedly in favor of present-
ing a group of one-act plays, which
would embrace the entire field of

stage producUon. The selections
eventually chosen are five In num-
ber and contain the elements of
tragedy, comedy and melodrama,
thus assuring everyone who attends
na evening of enjoyable entertain-
ment.
The casts for these plays were

ohosen immediately and work upon
them was begun at once. Due to
the co-operation and the spirit of
willingness displayed by the society,

the dates originally decided upon
will not be changed. Thus on the
nights of February 15 and 16 in the
• o 1 1 e g e gymnasium, the Belle
Masque Players will present the fol-

lowing plays in the order named:
"Nerves," "The Last Drop," "If Men
Played Cards as Women Do," 'Inci-
dent," and "The Drums of Dude."
The choice of the organization is

to be commended as the scope
which is covered by those plays will
most assuredly satisfy the tastes of
all. Professor Joseph T. Jonas,
moderator of the society, when
questioned upon the coming show,
said: "I think that this program
will be much more successful than
the one planned at firs' and I

would like to take this opportunity
of inviting everyone to attend. I

can assure them a pleasant eve-
ning."
The casts for the piays are as fol-

lows: "Nerves," Rudolph Lehnau,
Robert Gelst, Joseph Lilly, Robert
McGrory, Francis O'Connor, John
Grimes, William Doyle, Michael
Tomasso and Edward Kilbane; "The
Last Drop," Joseph Conlan, William
Zeil and John Butler; "If Men
Played Cards as Women Do," Ru-
dolph Lehnau, Lawrence DeFrances,
Robert Geist and Harold McGrath;
"Incident," John Grimes, Paetrus
Banmiller, Joseph Lilly, James Grif-

fin, Francis McGinley and Robert
McGrory; "The Drums of Gude,"
Joseph Conlan, Lawrence DeFran-
ces, William Zeil, Paetrus Banmil-
ler, Francis O'Connor, William
Doyle„ Michael Tomasso and Harold
McGrath.
Tickets for both the performances

will go on sale on Thursday and
may be obtained from any member
of the Belle Masque Society, or may
be purchased at the door of the
gymnasium on the nights of the
show. .:.-.::•.•.•'

Clothing Plays Vital PUrt
In Budget of College Man
Questionnaire Shows

Expenditure of

$150 Yearly

EDITOR'S NOTE—The following la the
third of a serlei of articles stating the
results of the recent questionnaire con-
ducted by this publication. Today's article
treats of the amounts expended on clothing.
The article appearing next weelc will deal
with the amounts spent on tobacco, school
supplies, periodicals and transportation.

Fr. McNally Returns
Rev. Richard J. McNally, O. S. A.,

professor of philosophy and Latin,
has returned to the college after
having undergone a minor opera-
tion at Misericordia Hospital.

Shortly before the Christmas holi-

days, while walking. Father Mc-
Nally Buffered the contraction of a
stomach muscle which has caused
him considerable ailment since then.
Immediately after the examinations
he went to the hospital, where he
was confined one week after the
operation.

npi^llTTJU Wth Street
i L/W JDI\Opp. Termlnel

A Publix Theatre

By RAYMOND J. UARTER
Continuing in our survey of stu-

dent expenditures as listed in the

Villanovan questionnaire of a while

ago, we shall consider this week
the item of clothing and the place
it occupies in the budget of the
average student.
Surprising though it may seem,

the facts in the questionnaire re-

veal that the average student does
not possess the spacious wardrobe
full of clothes and the huge chest
full of accessories that the motion
pictures and fiction writers would
have the public believe, although he
does have suitable apparel for what-
ever occasion may arise.

By far the largest single expendi-
ture in the general category of
clothes is the item of suits. Of
those who made returns 95 per cent,
answered this section, showing that
the students here purchase almost
two suits apiece each year—one and
seven-tenths to be exact. The aver-
age price paid for these suits was
listed as |30, making a total annual
expenditure per student of slightly
over $50 on suits.

In going over the returns, the
prices which stood out most promi-
nently were those of $22.50 and $25,

with only comparatively few stu-

dents reaching as high as $40 and
$60 per suit. Thus it is evident that
there is a much stronger demand
among the student body for the
low-priced factory-made suit than
there is for the higher priced and
more finely tailored article.

When it came to overcoats, 92.4

per cent, of the questionnaires con-
tained answers. Here it was e-

vealed that the college man makes
each overcoat last him a total of
approximately two and a half years.
However, he is somewhat more lib-

eral in selecting this garment than
he is in buying his suits, paying
an average of $40 for each coat.
In purchasing his hats the stu-

dent again manifested his prefer-
ence for the low-price field, $3.45
being the average amount which he
pays. Among the 70.6 per cent, who
answered this section, though, the
quantity of hats purchased in a
year was placed at 1.2, making a
total annual expenditure per stu-
dent of $4.14 for headwear.
The item of neckties proved to

be perhaps the most interesting in
this entire section. Over 90 per cent,
answered these questions, and the
consumption figures varied all the
way from two to 30 neckties year-
ly per student. The average, how-
ever, was struck at 9.4, or, in round
figures, ten ties, for which the stu-
dent pays an average of 86 cents
apiece. Taking 800 as an approxi-
mate number of students in the col-
lege, we find that the student body
purchases 8000 neckties yearly at a
total expenditure of $6800.

If, to the articles already enumer-
ated, we add the items of shoes,
shirts, socks, topcoats, raincoats,
and miscellaneous apparel, we find
that the average expenditure of
each student on his clothing
amounts to approximately $150 each
year.
Next week in the concluding in-

stallment of this series we shall
compile the statistics on the stu-
dents' outlay for tobacco, school
supplies, periodicals and transporta-
tion.

mm GIVES TALK

ONEARANDIIOAT

Pre -Medical Students Hear

Dr. Dintenfass, of Penn, in

Seminar Lecture

ILLUSTRATIONS ARE USED

Bev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A

FIlMAJilANTED

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Goes to Washington to Com-

plete Dissertation for

Ph. D. Degree

SCHEDULES ARE CHANGED

During this semester the Rev.
Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A., A. M.,

Director of Studies and Dean of

the School of Arts and I^etters,
will be studying at Catholic Uni-
versity, Washington, D.' C, in or-
der to receive his degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in the field of edu-
cation.

Fr. Mauch has completed all the
work necessary to receive this de-
gree, but before he can have it

conferred on him he must finish
his work for dessertation. For
this reason he has temporarily left
his duties as dean and professor
in education.
While he is absent from Villa-

nova, the Rev. Edward V. Stan-
ford, O. S. A., M. S., LL. D., will be
in charge of whatever emergency

Last Thursday morning the stu-
dents of the school of Science had
the pleasure of listening to Dr.
Henry Dinlenfass of the Graduate
School of Medicine of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. In a lecture
Illustrated with motion pictures,
Dr. Dintenfas^s discussed three
topics, namely: "The Production
and Reception of Sound," "A Tonsil
Operation" and "A Mastoid Opera-
tion."

Punctuated with frequent touches
of humor. Dr. Dintenfass explained
the various operations necessary in
the production of sound as well as
in hearing. "The human ear can
'well be compared to the receiver
of a telephone," he said. "Dia-
gramatically, their functions are
the same, even to the extent that
the telephone wire can be compared
to the nerve leading to the brain."
Skeleton views of the oral cavity

were then shown by Dr. Dinten-
fass to illustrate the different posi-
tions of the tongue in word for-
mation. He pointed out that there
are certain fundamental positions,
which, in combination with others,
go to make up all the words one
speaks.
The next division of the talk

was devoted to a discussion of a
tonsil operation. There are two
methods of .procedure. In children,
either ether or gas is used as an
anaesthetic, while in adults it is
more advisable to use novocaine or
a similar local anaesthetic. The
actual operation is extremely sim-
ple from a medical viewpoint, be-
ing of short duration and usually
free of any complications.
The motion pictures illustrating

the talk on a mastoid operation
proved especially interesting to the
students. The symptoms of a
mastoid condition, it was pointed
out, are usually an earache and a

general awelling of the mastoid
area, located ventrad and eaudad
to the ear. After the necessary
antiseptic precautions have been
taken, a small incision is made in
the position previously mentioned.
After clearing away the fascia and
muscle fiber, the bone is reached.
This is sera] ed and a bacteriology
leal culture of the fluid is taken.
A drainage tube is then introduced
and allowed to remain within the
incision for approximately two
weeks. Within three or four weeks
following the operation the patient
is discharged from the hospital. Dr.
Dintenfass declared that the mae-
toid operation is one of the most
important in surgery, since a mae^
told condition is very often the
cause cf brain fever and cerebro*
spinal-meningitis.

DEBATE POSTPONED

Continued on Page Four

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College TaUor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Save Money

AGENTS
FAUI.K & CONWAY

I ••• V • •-• «• •»

Tods/, Wed. and Thurs.
Febmanr 7, 8^ and f

Boris KarloflF
la

«The Mask of Fu Maacha"
with

J.ewls Steaa and Mjnm Lay

Added Attraction

Eddie Cantor

*^ttfiif'a Tldnr

T

Attention Students!

rpHROUGH the facilities of the Ath-
-- letic Association, athletic equipment
of eveiy description may be purchased
at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room
106, Gymnasium.

Controversy With Swarthmore Will

Probably Be Broadcast

Because of unavoidable compllca«
tions, the debate between Beta
Gamma and Swarthmore College
originally scheduled for January 28
has been indefinitely postponed.
At present negotiations are beinsr

entered into with the various bro'' 1-

casting stations in Philadelphia i^tit

obtain a suitable date for putting
the controversy on the air. As y .'t

no definite word has been received.
The topic for the debate Is, "Re-

solved : That Japan's action in Man-
churia is justified."
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Have You
Tried

the

I Villanova
Barber

I
Shop?

I

First Cla!?s Barbers
First Class Service

and Depression Prices
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HAVE YOUR
LAUNDRY DONE

...!•

by the

Majestic Laundry Co.
The College Laundry

^372830 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

V... ,•>-',;•

**it is most economical to look your best where

clothes are considered"

Showieg Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Colelby Tailoring, Inc.

Madc'to'Measure SuitSt

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24*75 and $19,75

JMsplays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dining Hall
and Business School
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THE DINING HALL

ALEARNED sage once said, "The way

to a man's heart is through his

Btomach," and another oft-quoted expres-

sion is that the seat of man's emotions is

in his stomach. When the dining hall was

renovated at the beginning of the scholas-

tic year and drastic changes made in all

departments of the cuisine, thus making

the dining hall a cheery and welcome place

to partake of victuals, the VILLANOVAN
in a complimentary editorial was among

the first to applaud and congratulate those

' responsible for such a long-needed im-

provement. It is not the intention of this

publication today to berate the dining hall,

but to j^ioiirt ou^, boiiiC i>f the prevalent

abuses '\vhjch have lately arisen, and which

are not in i»-.rfnony with the oxcellf-nt

standard established lunt «ntumn, in the

hope that theso dbiises will be given ccn

foidcration and ininiodititdy eliTninatecl,

The student body m general has been voic-

ing its dissatisfaction with the quality of

the food served and tly3>^manner^in which

the food has been served. Following the
^

ungentlemanly action of the student body

last week in crashing through the dining

hall doors, necessitating stricter regula-

tions to be put into force, it is evident that

conditions are at an impasse. Now, if

the students are to remain out of the

dining hall foyer entirely and wait outside

in cold, damp and stormy weather until

invited to enter,- then it is our suggestion

that the Seniors be given preference and

the other classes in their order of senior-

ity. Finally, the general booing and noise-

making as well as the "crashing" of the

line can be well taken in hand by the Stu-

dent Council if that body is given but one

iota of power.

NOTHING BUT
, THE TRUTH,,

THE (ulding force that 4«: «•-

sponsible for the desiihy of

this great universe hao <leem-

ed it advisable to have as one of

the components of our dally life

such things as surprising fMitures

and it ii the unexpected 'iAvent

of one. of these pranks of fate

and fortune that renders life the

roost exciting of all sports.; Any
cinema addict will be able tp veri-

fy .the statement that one of the

latc$t relea'^es of the Byea and
Ears of the World contains news
that in the sun-kissed ^ttpie of

California the natives "werp sur-

prised, astonished, and
,
really

shocked by a twenty foot fall of

snow. And, my dear friends, when
I say twenty feet, - mean twenty
feet; it Is not one of the .Baron's

' exaggerations. To say that such
;
a procedure on the part of Mother
Nature was irregular, would be
mildly otatlng one of the wonders
of the world.

Last Saturday with the aid of a
guide and three natives more or
less faithliar with the surrounding
countiyside, we ventured to t'.e

Tower theatre and during the

course of the evening saw unfolded
upon the silver screen the camera's
account of the above phenomenon.
Our sensitive nature, were dis-

turbed and violently so, and we
had just about adjusted ourselves

to life and its diverse ways when
we happened upon one of the

couriers of the day's scandal and
there before our eyes was unfolded

the sad anc' mournful account of

a basketball came which was held

at Mitten Hall. The "Owl" with
a V few derisive hoots and' quite a
few baskets completely over-

whelmed the "Wildcats."

So, my friends, with it snowing
in California and with Temple-
overwhelming Villanova in a
sports contest, our worthy col-

league next ('.oor and ourselves are

placidly wondering, whether The
Bucknellians' prayer for a reduced
graduation fee for seniors will not

be the next tirprising feature to

materialize.

THE SECOND SEMESTER

WITH THE closing of the annual re-

treat we embark upon the second

semester of the current scholastic year,

fortified to continue and to strive toward a

better and brighter second term. Whether

or not the past semester was a success or

a failure, it is not too late to formulate

the numerous resolutions necessary to

attain not only a satisfactory completion

of the scholastic year, but also the de-

velopment of a sound mind in a sound

body. The inauguration of inter-mural

sports last semester should prove to be of

the greatest benefit to the student body,

affording everyone an equal opportunity

to partake in the various branches of

athletics to the best of their abiUty. The

facilities offered the students are plentiful

and are within the reach of all. In plan-

ning tiie semester's activities every stu-

dent of Villanova should take advantage

of these innumerable opportunities, and

allow a certain amount of time for inter-

UdUial sports.

Through the medium of the col-

umn entitled, "Things Literary,"

an inii.<>,ji)i5 appeal was made to

the aesthetic ^cn;ieH of the fctvidtnts

i-i VtUanova and they wen. asked
tc. l»end vheir creative genius along

poetlo liuef - y.»^nrv *io depths of

the/ r fertile imaginations they are

to ouli a few j,'cinn of rhynir and -

rhytnm for i>ubJica!t4nn la the

ViMaANOVAN. The rcspouije to

this genticmunly r'-qu.-st was greet-

ed with complete and stony silence.

This sad plight of affairs deeply

jnoved the members of our staff

possessing Tennysonian minds and
they, in the dark and dead of

night, vowed ^nat by fair means or

foul, they would obtain specimens

of the poetic talent now lying dor-

mant at this institution. And so

with the caution and the skill of

a Holmes they set about their ap-

pointed task, and believe it or not,

folks, the results were astounding.

Although merely one of the bud-

ding Shelleys was spied upon, quite

a collection of verse was obtained

and in ("verse fields. Joseph

McKenna, of the Twirling McKen-
nas, is the poet whose debut we
celebrate today and here are a few

of his austeie contributions to the

literature of the world.

"Ode to a Groundlark"
The sky is blue.

The sea is deep.

She loves me.
And so am L

It would be well to note the

depth of feeling that is contained

in those few lines, as such an in-

sight will be necessary to appreci-

ate the next bit of verse.

"Miscellaneous"

As I was looking through the knot-

hole in Grandfather's wooden
leg

Oh, who will wind the clock when
I am dead.

Mother, get a pickaxe; there's a

fly on baby's head;

A boy's best friend is his mother.

And lo, withp this inspiring ex-

ample before us, let us have more
verse contributions and let us not

hide our talents beneath the cloak

of modesty or "sumpin."

IS IT TRUE THAT—
"Finney" Wyman, whose one

claim to fame Is the fact that he is

D'Angelo's roommate, burns more
gasoline than any two people in

the fair town of Lawrence and ob-

tains less results?

Charlie Lomblno has placed a lost

love?

"Watch the Arm" DeCIcco will

join the newlyweds next summer?

The business manager of this

publication is threatening everyone

with dire punishment if they but

breathe the name of his heart's

love in vain?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

NOW that the exams are over
and everybody has lost that

haunted look, the staff haa
once more assumed its origina' y
of appearance, that is, if Ray
McKeon's statement that a news-
paperman is distinguished by hia

haunted appearance is true. We
are pretty cynic 1, because as yet

we haven't even been able to make
expenses haunting houses over the

week-end.

We read two articles on the ed-

itorial page of the last issue Oit The
Bucknellian last week which led

us to believe that there is dissen-

sion among the seniors at Buck-
nell. The first one is a question

and is enUUed, "Why."

"Bucknell University has felt the

depression. Likewise, seniors at

Bucknell have felt this same de-

pression, but somehow the Univer-
sity doesn't seem to realize it. The
same old $15 Is being charged as a
graduation fee for the class of

1933.

"There are nearly 200 students in

the senior class. If this fee is, and
it must be, obtained from each sen-

ior, then the University is richer

by almost $3000. Granted the
University has some expense con-
nected with Commencement, but
surely not $3000 worth.

"Of course there is a very good
reason why the University has not
reduced the fee. A surplus from
the seniors graduation fees would
help fill up other deficits. But why
•kick the seniors in the pants'?

"The; University has recognized
the depression by cutting down its

running expenses by decreasing
the salaries of the professors, and
employees, etc. Why can't the
University give the seniors a break
and reduce the needlessly high
graduation fee?"

The second article is supposed
to be an answer to the first and
is called, "Attention Seniors."

"It has been called to my at-

tention by 'Dean' Henderson that

complaints have come into the
treasurer's office from a number
of seniors concerning the payment
of a graduation fee to the Univer-
sity of fifteen dollars. Let me
'L«ke this t>j't>'>rtTin'*y to enlighten

anyone uj>r.('t over the rnnitcr

. "The fifteen doiJn'P is a vt.>

homlnat fee, considering the fa^t

tHafc «. *^«p^ iu* iOlJowing

:

1. Pays for butcher'ng a -id drct.

ing one full .i^rowu bheen to ob

tain tlnae honored sheep akin.

Sheep a;.' .ry J".n* of. present.

2. Brings to your Coiiiuacncement

exercises such famous sleep pro-

ducers as Ulysses Q. Zilch, Pehn
state, or Lemuel P. Stoopnagel,

Oshkosh, who deliver magnificent

addresses to all those who stay

awake.
3. Pays full time to Burpee's co-

horts to construct a speakers'

stand somewhere out in the rain,

with nice shady bleachers under
bird-laden oaks for parents.

4. Hires Pop Gies to silence, if

possible, 70 piece symphony orches-

tra while speeches are being made.
Also pays musicians to keep Pop
busy keeping them quiet.

5. Guarantees your name on the

diploma in Latin.

6. Lifts the mortgage on the sta-

dium.
"If the above .'reasons aren't

enough to satisfy you, you must
take into consideration that there

is a new building program going

on. What the heck, who wouldn't

give 15 bucks to graduate? I'd

give 15 more to make sure of it."

We think that the editor wrote
both of them just to start a con-

troversy and increase the circula-

tion. Now, editor, tell us you were
only spoofing!

We found an article in this

week's Creightonian t^at sounded
like a tobacco advertisement, or

maybe he's been paid by now. It

was called "Moderate Smokers are

Best students; Survey Proves It."

"Students v/ho smoke make the

best grades. You don't have to

take our word for It. A survey

of 100 representative students on
the campus show that smokers,

both moderate and heavy, make
better grades than their tobacco

tee-totalling brethren.
"Fourteen students who buy or

mooch an average of five or fewer

cigarettes dally made the high av-

erage of 85.4 last --uarter. Fifty-

five who smoke more then five a

day got an average of 83.9. The
non-smokers, 31 of them, made the

poorest showing of all, 82.3."

We'll wager that at those girls'

colleges where they have a non-

smoking ban, the pretty maidens
with the high averages are going

to be in for a very suspicious time.

»-»»•» •

In the 84 years of its existence,

the Universitj of Wisconsin has

granted 87,858 degrees.

Things Literary
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WHILE strolling down the inevitable

''Main Street" of a small country

town last summer, I overheard an amusing
incident. A young, muscular rustic, with

an earthy complexion, was approached by
a Uttle boy selling magazines. Upon being

asked to buy one of his none too elevating

periodicals, he replied that he never read

in order to save lys eye-sight

That is one way to look at the question

of reading. But I know of few more
pleasant ways to spend one's leisure timet.

Someone has said that a man need never

be lonely if he knows how to read. By
reading you are lifted out of the world of

reaUty into a thousand different worlds,

all of them new and exciting. By the mere
choice of a book one may sail the Spanish

Main with Captain Kidd, or witness the

burning of Jeanne d'Arc. Reading makes
our commonplace existence more bearable,

and through it we can forget all the dull

cares with which we are burdened.

Many people are perplexed by what to

read. They exclaim that there are so many
books in comparison with the time they

have for reading that they know not what
books to choose. Abbe Dimnet says, "Do
not read good books, there is not enough

time for that, read only the best books."

We do not agree with this piece of advice

entirely, for what may be pleasing to one,

may be boring to another. But on the

other hand, never read trash. The test

for a book is very simple. When having

read a book you feel uplifted, or if your

outlook is broadened, then for you that is

a good piece of literature. Never read a
book for its style or merely because it is

a "classic," that is usually a waste of time-

Read those books that please you, those

that you like to remember and go over in

your mind. When you read like this you
are getting somewhere, and for you, read-«

ing will be a most pleasant occupation.

Off the Bookshelf |

WITHIN the last few months one of

the members of the faculty pub-

lished a book on the philosophy of compo-

sitioun The author is Rev. John F. O'Brien,

O. S. A., Litt. D., the well-known head of

the English department. Fr. O'Brien's

work is not imknown to the students here"

at Villanova, as he has published many

splendid lectures on the various phases of

English, but his new book is far more ex-

tensive and praiseworthy than anything

he has hitherto written.

The book, entitled "Philosophy of Com^

position," is divided into three parts, viz.,

the rhetorical aspects of prose, the literary

stroke, and poetry. The first part deals

with the machinery of prose, with all its

technical intricacies. It is written in a

clear, lucid manner, enabling the reader to

grasp at once the thought content.

But it is in the second part of the book

that Fr. O'Brien is at his best. Here the

reader is introduced to all the magic that

is contained in an author's bag of tricks.

You reaci^of the thirty different means

that an author may take in order to pro-

duce an effect. In additioil to the thorough

and interesting explanation given to each

stroke, a well-picked illustration is added.

These illustrations give evidence of a vast

amount of reading on the part of the au-

thor. They range from Shakespeare to

Dickens and Thackeray.

A discussion of poetry occupies the last

portion of the book. An outstanding fea-

ture of this division is the list of the

figures of speech, each defined and illus-

trated by classic examples. The divisions

of poetry, such as the epic, ballad, and

verse romance are also given.

It is to be hoped that the success which

this volume has attained, will spur Fr.

O'Brien on to publish further literary

productions.

>

OF 'WHAT A NIGIfr

Five Popular One-Act Plays to

Be Staged in Gym on

\ Feb. 15-16

ADMISSION IS 35 CENTS

Clothing Plays Vital PUrt
In Budget of College Man
Questionnaire Shows

Expenditure of

$150 Yearly

EDITOR'S NOTE—Tb« following is the
third of a serlea of articles stating the
results of the recent questionnaire con-
ducted by this publication. Today's article
treats of the amounts expended on clothing.
The article appearing next weeli will deal
with the amounts spent on tobacco, school
supplies, iieriudicals and transportation.

At a special meeting of the Belle

Masque chapter of the Villanova
Literary Society last Thursday eve-

ning, it was <• decided to abandon
further rehearsals of "What a
Night," the play chosen to be pro-

duced on the night of February 15

and 16, in favor of a more diversi-

fied program. At first there was
much discussion anent the type of

dramatic work which should be at-

tempted, but the outcome of the
meeting was most satisfactory to

0veryone concerned.
The^ consensus of opinion re-

vealed that the members were
whole heartedly in favor of present-

ing a group of one-act plays, which
would embrace the entire field of

stage production. The selections

eventually chosen are five In num-
ber and contain the elements of

tragedy, comedy and melodrama,
thus assuring everyone who attends
an evening of enjoyable entertain-
ment.
The casts for these plays were

ohosen immediately and work upon
them was begun at once. Due to
the co-operation and the spirit of
willingness displayed by the society,

the dates originally decided upon
Will not be changed. Thus on the
nights of February 15 and 16 in the
• o 1 1 e g e gymnasium, the Belle
Masque Players will present the fol-

lowing plays in the order named:
"Nerves," "The Last Drop," "If Men
Played Cards as Women Do," '"inei-

dent," and "The Drums of Oude."
The choice of the organization is

to be commended as the scope
which is covered by those plays will

most assuredly satisfy the tastes of
all. Professor Joseph T. Jonas,
moderator of the society, when
questioned upon the coming show,
said: "I think that this program
will be much more successful than
the one planned at firs' and I

would like to take this opportunity
of Inviting everyone to attend. I

can assure them a pleasant eve-
ning."
The casts for the piays are as fol-

lows: "Nerves," Rudolph Lehnau,
Robert Geist, Joseph Lilly, Robert
McGrory, Francis O'Connor, John
Grimes, William Doyle, Michael
Tomasso and Edward Kilbane; "The
Last Drop," Joseph Conlan, William
Zeil and John Butler; "If Men
Played Cards as Women Do," Ru-
dolph Lehnau, Lawrence DeFrances,
Robert Geist and Harold McGrath;
"Incident," John Grimes, Paetrus
Banmiller, Joseph Lilly, James Grif-

fin, Francis McGinley and Robert
McGrory; "The Drums of Oude,"
Joseph Conlan, Lawrence DeFran-
ces, William Zeil, Paetrus Banmil-
ler, Francis O'Connor, William
Doyle, Michael Tomasso and Harold
McGrath.
Tickets for both the performances

will go on sale on Thursday and
may be obtained from any member
of the Belle Masque Society, or may
be purchased at the door of the
gymnasium on the nights of the
show. : f^.; .. /'•..::/-'r".

Fr. McNally Returns
Rev. Richard J. McNally, O. S. A.,

professor of philosophy and Latin,

has returned to the college after
having undergone a minor opera-
tion at Misericordia Hospital.

Shortly before the Christmas holi-

^sya, while walking. Father Mc-
^f;llly suffored the contraction of a
-*iomach muscle which has caused
him ronuiderable ailment since then,
juimediately after the examinations
he went to the hospital, where he
was confined one week after the
oi>eration.

Tpi^\lTT7T> 69th Street
1 \^W JC^lAOpp. Termhud

A Publix Theatre

By RAYMOND J. HART£K
Continuing in our survey of stu-

dent expenditures as listed in the

Villanovan questionnaire of a while

ago, we shall consider this week
the item of clothing and the place
it occupies in the budget of the
average student.

Surprising though it may seem,
the facts in the questionnaire re-

veal that the average student does
not possess the spacious wardrobe
full of clothes and the huge chest
full of accessories that the motion
pictures and fiction writers would
have the public believe, although he
does have suitable apparel for what-
ever occasion may arise.

By far the largest single expendi-
ture in the general category of
clothes is the item of suits. Of
those who made returns 95 per cent,
answered this section, showing that
the students here purchase almost
two suits apiece each year—one and
seven-tenths to be exact. The aver-
age price paid for these suits was
listed as |30, making a total annual
expenditure per student of slightly
over $50 on suits.

In going over the returns, the
prices which stood out most promi-
nently were those of $22.50 and $25,
with only comparatively few stu-
dents reaching as high as $40 and
$50 per suit. Thus it is evident that
there Is a much stronger demand
among the student body for the
low-priced factory-made suit than
there is for the higher priced and
more finely tailored article.

When it came to overcoats, 92.4

per cent, of the questionnaires con-
tained answers. Here it was e-
vealed that the college man makes
each overcoat last him a total of
approximately two and a half years.
However, he is somewhat more lib-

eral in selecting this garment than
he is in buying his suits, paying
an average of $40 for each coat.
In purchasing his hats the stu-

dent again manifested his prefer-
ence for the low-price field, $3.45
being the average amount which he
pays. Among the 70.6 per cent, who
answered this section, though, the
quantity of hats purchased in a
year was placed at 1.2, making a
total annual expenditure per stu-
dent of $4.14 for headwear.
The item of neckties proved to

be perhaps the most interesting in
this entire section. Over 90 per cent,
answered these questions, and the
consumption figures varied all the
way from two to 30 neckties year-
ly per student. The average, how-
ever, was struck at 9.4, or, in round
figures, ten ties, for which the stu-
dent pays an average of 86 cents
apiece. Taking 800 as an approxi-
mate number of students in the col-
lege, we find that the student body
purchases 8000 neckties yearly at a
total expenditure of $6800.

If, to the articles already enumer-
ated, we add the items of shoes,
shirts, socks, topcoats, raincoats,
and miscellaneous apparel, we find
that the average expenditure of
each student on his clothing
amounts to approximately $150 each
year.
Next week in the concludlhe: in-

stallment of this series we shall
compile the statistics on the stu-
dents' outlay for tobacco, school
supplies, periodicals and transporta-
tion.

Bev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.

FR.MAmMD
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Goes to Washington to Com-

plete Dissertation for

Ph. D. Degree

SCHEDULES ARE CHANGED

During this semester the Rev.
Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A., A. M.,

Director of Studies and Dean of

the School of Arts and Letters,
will be studying at Catholic Uni-
versity, Washington, D.' C, in or-
der to receive his degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in the field of edu-
cation,

Fr. Mauch has completed all the
work necessary to receive this de-
gree, but before he can have it

conferred on him he must finish
his work for dessertation. For
this reason he has temporarily left
his duties as dean and professor
in education.
While he is absent from Villa-

nova, the Rev. Edward V. Stan-
ford, O. S, A., M. S., LL. D„ will be
in charge of whatever emergency

Continued on Page Four

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College TaUor Since 1925
Wishing the Students a

Successful Year

SUITS ?
Made to Your IVfeasure

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK & CONWAY
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Today, Wed. and Thurs.
Febmarjr 7, 8^ and •

Boris KarloflF
la

"The Mask of Fu Maiieha''
with

T.ewU Stoae and Mjrma Jjaty

Added Attraction

Eddie Cantor

""Gettiiig a TIckeT

Attention Students!

DOCTOR GIVES TALK

ONEARAiTlOAT
v.-j;

i k <

Pre -Medical Students Hear

Or. Dintenfass, of Penn, in

Seminar Lecture

ILLUSTRATIONS ARE USED

Last Thursday morning the stu-
dents of the School of Science had
the pleasure of listening to Dr.
Henry Dinlenfass of the Graduate
School of Medicine, of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. In a lecture
illustrated with motion pictures,
Dr. Dintenfass discussed three
topics, namely: "The Production
and Reception of Sound," "A Tonsil
Operation" and "A Mastoid Opera-
tion."

Punctuated with frequent touches
of humor. Dr. Dintenfass explained
the various operations necessary in
the production of sound as well as
in hearing. "The human ear can
well be compared to the receiver
of a telephone," he said. "Dia-
gramatically, their functions are
the same, even to the extent that
the telephone wire can be compared
to the nerve leading to the brain."
Skeleton views of the oral cavity

were then shown by Dr. Dinten-
fass to illustrate the different posi-
tions of the tongue In word for-
mation. He pointed out that there
are certain fundamental positions,
which, in combination with others,
go to make up all the words one
speaks.
The next division of the talk

was devoted to a discussion of a
tonsil operation. There are two
methods of .procedure. In children,
either ether or gas is used as an
anaesthetic, while in adults It is
more advisable to use novocaine or
a similar local anaesthetic. The
actual operation is extremely sim-
ple from a medical viewpoint, be-
ing of short duration and usually
free of any complications.
The motion pictures illustrating

the talk on a mastoid operation
proved especially interesting to the
students. The symptoms of a
mastoid condition, it was pointed
out, are usually an earache and a

general swelling of the mastoid
area, located ventrad and eaudad
to the ear. After the necessary
antiseptic precautions have been
taken, a small incision is made in
the position previously mentioned.
After clearing away the fascia and
muscle fiber, the bone is reached.
This is scrai ed and a bacteriology
leal culture of the fluid is taken.
A drainage tube is then introduced
and allowed to remain within the
incision for approximately two
weeks. Within three or four weeks
following the operation the patient
is discharged from the hospital. Dr.
Dintenfass declared that the mas-
toid operation is one of the most
important in surgery, since a mas-^
toid condition is very often tha
cause cf brain fever and cerebro-
spinal-meningltis.

DEBATE POSTPONED

Controversy With Swarthmore WIB
Probably Be Broadcast

Because of unavoidable complica-*
tions, the debate between Beta
Gamma and Swarthmore College
originally scheduled for January 28
has been indefinitely postponed.
At present negotiations are bein»«r

entered into with the various bro • 1-

casting stations in Philadelphia 'tc*

obtain a suitable date for putting:

the controversy on the air. As y •;.

no definite word has been received.
The topic for the debate is, "Re-

solved: That Japan's action in Man-
churia is justified."

Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Bar5)era

First Clas8 Service

and Depression Prices

T

rilllMIIIKIIIIIMIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUtlllilllKllilHIIII1

HAVE YOUR
LAUNDRY DONE

by the

Majestic Laundry Co.
The College Laundry

3728-30 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

.•• ^z

t«
it 18 most economical to look your best where

clothes are considered"

II

rpHRGUGH the facilities of the Ath-
-- letic Association, athletic equipment
of every description may be purchased
at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room
108, Gymnasium.

I II asE

Showing Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Made ^ to^Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24^75 and $19.75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppc, Dining Hall
and Business School

store
i7th mK
Opea Tin
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Fr. Sheedy and Fr. Heney

Conduct Very Successful

1 Set of Services

I ... . :
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LANOVAN

Held
kerman

Many Clergy and
Nuns Attend Solemn
Rites for Late Priest

STUDENTS EMTHUSIASTIC

OMitlnnod From I'R^^c One

evil in oeautiful and fascinating

colors, to cloth the rotter in the

cloths of, to use a childish phrase,

•the good guy'," said Fr. Sheedy.

The second day was devoted

mainly to talks on obedience and

purity. Man was shown as a crea-

ture of obedience. He must obey

physical laws, eat when hungry,

drink when thirsty, and rest when

the body is tired. He must obey

rules of society or suffer penalties

Imposed by society. He must obey

God or suffer damnation. Puny man

was presented as trying to defy

God, a God who created the Heav-

ens and the marvelous planets and

made them subject to His will so

that they obey His every wish.

The Blessed Mother and the

Baints were held up as inspirations

and sources of help towards a life

Df purity. The horrible effect of im-

purity on the body, mind and soul

was expounded by the retreat mas-

ter.

On the final day the subjects

were, the Divine Providence and

the Sacrament of Penance. People

are always questioning the justice

of God in regard to temporal suf-

ferings and achievements. They
continually ask why they, being

conscientious, should suffer, have a

lesser share of material happiness

ind honors, while those who obey

none ot C-'l's laws, are rewarded

In abundance. The finite cannot

comprehend the iuflnite, nor can

man understand the workings of

Bod.
In closing, the students were all

urged to make a good confession,

tnd to remember that a confession

is worthless unless it is accompa-
nied by a firm resolution to sin no
nore.
It was very evident that the dom-

inant theme of all the discourses

uras to urge the students to be truly

Catholic gentlemen, and to Impress

apon them the necessity of realiz-

ing and appreciating the noble in-

berltage of their Catholic faith.

Fr. Mauch Granted
Leave of Absence

I^ntlnued From Pa»e Three
"

luties may arise in that school.

Pi'. Mauch will return over the

ircek-ends to care for the regular

luties of dean.
There wil be a complete change

In all education subjects. All

itudents wno are taking Principles

•f Secondary Education will take

the course at the Commerce j nd
Finance Building. Those taking

Educational Psychology will con-

Unue taking the course at Mendel
Hall. There will be but one course

l^ven at the Commerce and Fi-

aanco building. The freshmen who
nave 2:ducation on their roster will

till take this course at Mendel
Hall. History of Education will be

laught at the Comijierce and Fl-

tance building. ;i. ".

BY RAYMOND J. McKBON
A plain black coffin outlined

against a gray mist ahd the thin

chill of a wintry wind.

A single note of the "Benedictus"

thrown into the air was echoed in

a mighty crescendo by the choir.

The hymn came to its poig^nant

close and a hand was taised to

form the sign of the cross.

It was the farewell of humankind
to Father Charles A. Beckerman,

S. T. O., O. S. A., leader, scholar and

friend of mankind.
In the :iny church yard the

tombstones formed a majestic pic-

ture ol^ farewell. Like sombre

statues stood men and women of

religious orders who had come
through the wintry blast to say

adieu. A silence fell, like a velvet

pall, upon the throng as slowly the

simple black coffin was lowered

into the earth from whence its

occupant had come.
The solden notes of the "Angel-

us" rang out as the mourners sad-

ly fared away, leaving Villanova's

far famed master of men and

events in the narrow house of

death among his religious con-

freres who had preceded him
there.

It was as though the scene had

been painted upon the ephemeral

curtain of the mist; as though the

bells had 'ung and the voices had

sung from beyond the grave.

This peaceful anti-climax had

been foreshadowed by the tender-

ly beautiful service in the college

chapel. On Friday morning, Jan-

uary 27th, at 9:30, the obsequies

began when the Divine Oflflce was
sung by the priests and scholastics

of the Augustinian Order. At ten

o'clock the Very Rev. Mortimer

A. Sullivan, O. S. A., Provincial of

the Order, began the solemn re-

quiem mass, assisted by the Rev.

Leo J. Reichert, O. S. A., as deacon

and the Rev. Walter 0, Rafter,

O. S. A., as ;.ubdeacon.

In the pews knelt the nearest

of kin of Father Beckerman. Be-

hind them were his brothers in re-

ligion and about the church knelt

women members of religious com-
munities, scholastics and college

students.
After the absolution of the body

by Father Sullivan, a touchlngly

beautiful sermon was delivered by
the Re/, "^'rancis A. Diehl, O. S. A.

He took for his text, "Let the

Priests who rule well be esteemed
worthy of double honor, especially

they who labor in the word and
doctrine." I Tim., V. 17.

"By this solemn act of religion

we commend to God the soul of a
religious teacher and friend," Fa-

ther Diehl said in part, "Mindful

of the lessons so vividly imparted

during life, we gather about the

mortal remains of Father Becker-

man to learn the lessons which
the death of the just impart.

"Of those who knew him, none
felt more keenly the influence of

Two Famous Bands
To Play at Dance

Conlinuril front Pace One

aary. chairman; John F. Frency,

James J. O'Brien, Alexander G.

Severance, John A, McCarney, Dan-
iel L. Redmond, Owen L. Murray,
Phineas T. Vizc, Charles B. Lough-
lin, James J. Daly, John M. Gilles-

pie, Edward L. MuUer. Clement
Buscnkell, Joseph Murphy, Henry
Bygott Jr., Thomas Garrett, Mar-
tin L. Gill, Jr., Joseph Mullen and
John Whalen.

Rev. Charles A. Beckerman, O. S. A.

his sttong personality than we,

who were near hina in the ties of

religious brotherhood. We early

noted the strength of will, the en-

thusiasm and the energy, with

which he set about his tasks as-

signed by superiors or prompted
by generous impulse. How vali-

antly we saw him for close to a

year and a half, struggling against

a doom, the meaning of which he,

more than others, well understood.

"He was a man of extraordinary

faith, seeing often, even in little

things, the finger of God. He was
rich in the esteem of his superiors

who found him always a faithful

and loyal religious, an able judge

and a wise counsellor. He was
rich in the esteem of his fellow

priests, because he was a model

religious, a lover of justice and

peace, a man who was known to be

not only just, but also fair, an in-

veterate foe of pessimism, a su-

preme optimist, who saw only the

best in every one and refused to

believe that which was not good.

"The new things are ndt always

the best—the wise man cherishes

the old ideas—the id«ies which have

stood the test of time and criti-

cism. These are the ideas which

make history. And history is not

written with ink. It is written in

sweat and tears and blood. It is

the work of men and women who
have thought deeply, loved fondly

and suffered natiently. They have

seen visions and they have had

the courage to work and bleed and

die for their ideals.

"Ideals such as these made Fa-

ther Beckerman that for which

he was so highly esteemed. He
loved solitude. He loved books. He
loved the beautiful thoughts and

the beautiful objects of literature

and art. While he had many loyal

friends among men, his best

friends were on the shelves of his

library. -,.'-:.'.''- '•• ^V'i .w
"The world apart looks at death

one way, but we have learned to

look at death in quite another. To

the world, death is the end of idl

thidags. It is the one boundless

calamity, that holds no hope. The
only comfort It can And is In th«

memory of cherished friendships

and kind deeds.

•"We see something more than

the wasted form. With eyes of

faith we see the spiritual soul

which God has created to His own
image and likeness, which He
placed in that case of clay to In-

form, use and develop. We know
that soul is Immortal and with
the spiritual world we follow it,

knowing that there it is at home.
There it retains reason and affec-

tion as well as memory. Time
and space mean nothing In the
spiritual world. The souls of the
dead 'are nearer and dearer than
they ever were in life. There the
will of God alone prevails.

"If we can hope for all, surely
we have good reason to hope for

one whose life shone resplendent
with good deeds. The light of
this hope gleams through the cloud
of our sorrow. It inspires us to

say with confidence, noW and oft

again, 'Eternal rest grant unto
him, O, Lord, and let the perpetual
light shine upon him'."

Thus was paid the tribute to a
life well spent. No golden throat-
ed bugle sounded the farewell of
the soldier who died with honor

—

the immortal taps. Yet Father
Beckerman was a true soldier of
the Church Militant who fought
the grim battle of life, waging un-
ceasing warfare against the pow-
ers of darkness, throughout the
forty-two years of his life. So
fighting he passed on to join the
innumerable caravan which forms
the Church Triumphant.
The services ended, members of

Father Beckerman's family passed
around the coffin, followed by
priests, scholastics and college stu-

dents. In that line were many

iiKho lingered for a brlj^f moment
bleside the casket tO; breathe a si-

lent prayer for the repose of hit

s^ul.

Ajb their gase fell up<)n the cof>

fin they saw a countenance tramh
formed by the hand of death. They
saw an austerity, a peace and yet

a smiling tenderness into which
the lines of the face had fallen.

Thinned by a long illness in th«
Misericordia Hospital, the broad
brow, the masterful nose and th«
firm chin told of the power that

had burned and lived behind thai-

pale mask. "
It was a tragic procession and

yet a pageant eloquent of simple
faith and of friendship fasting

even unto death. No one might
look upon it and remain unmoved.
Every moment had Its bit of hu-
man color and its thrill for tho8«

who saw with eyes of understaAd-
ing.

Farewells < uly spoken the pro-

cession moved slowly from the
church. Borne in the willing

hands of his religious confreres,

the body of Father Beckerman was
carried to the little cemetery,

where, under an overcast sky. It

was committed to the earth, there

to renoain until the last day.
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VILLAINOVA USES
MILK FROM

ARDROSSAN FARMS
Producers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

FROM TUBERCULIN
AND BLOOD TESTED

I
AYRESHIRE COWS
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for a

nememberL • • •

RETREAT ASSISTANTS
Rev. Joseph F. O'Malley, 0. S. A., college chapl&iii,

in an interview stated that he wished to thank ttje fol-

lowing students who assisted in the running of the re-

treat last week and who did commendable work.

Head sacristan .«..•**•••••? Frank J. Estrada

Head organist George D. McGrath

Assistant organist Walter L. Coyle

!

/

Fr. McCall Is Made
Belle Air Advisor

Centlnnrd From Pace On*

Aova and was professed on June 26,

1W5. Father McCall was then sent

Ao Rome where he studied theology

and whore he was ordained, July

12, IWI. He returned to Vlllanova

lost summer to take up his duties

at the college

Fatber McCall is now a prefect

OC Ifendcl Hall and aloo uses bis

Hsie teaching in et Mary's Hall.

Boarders
Howard Richmond
John J. Miklos
Frank L. Martin
Chnrles J. Kunz

Edward L. Mayer
William O'Brien

Frank L. Martin

John P. Grimes
John J. Micklos
Howard Richmond
Leo J. Seisler
Joseph P. McKenna

MASS SERVERS
Day Students

Paul B. Brady
Henry McShea
Thomas D. Herron
Joseph A. Steiber

BENEDICTION
John C. Walter
Charles J. Kunz
Paul B. Brady
Thomas D. Herron
Joseph A. Steiber
Henry McShea
Harold L. NardI
Russel F. Hurst
Thomas J. Sheridan

Those who helped by
the church were:

Warren M. Brown
William O'Brien
Rudolph DeStcphano
Robert A. OeiHt
Charles P. Hog;?!

The collections at the

Boarders
(;crald J. Dol.-m
WUllam O'Brien
John J. Micklos
Paetrus Banmlller

selling religious articles In the rear of

Raymond J. Harter
Joseph F. Harter
Horold D. McGrath
Edward W. Carlin
Carl A. Mayor

closing Masses were tak«n up by:

Day Studonts
John J. Durkin

/^^V/l/^HY not keep a regular telephone date witK

\ V 9 home? There's no greater thrill than «

weekly chat for your Mother and Dad (and for you)|

All week they'll talk over your latest doings (and

you'll be relishing the family news) ! All week they'll

look forward to the next **voice visit" (and so will

you, as keenly as they) I

Tonight at half past eight, call and suggest the plan.

After 8:30 P. M. the low Night Rates go into effect

on Station to Station calls. By making a "date," yom

folks will be at home each week when you call. Thiw

you can always make a Station to Station call rathei;

than a more expensive Person to Person call. Chargeti

of course, can be reversed.
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Mendel Hall Leads League
At End of First Semester

Eeague Champions Score Victories Over
Austin and Fedigran Halls During

^^ Last Week of Play v ^

iGOOD COUNSEL MAINTAINS CELLAR

MENDEL HALL'S fast-moving and accurate-passing

basketball quintet cinched the first half of the inter-

dormitory league schedule, having lost but one game during

the entire period of play. As the first half of the schedule

ended a week before the mid-year examinations, the strong

Mendel aggregation defeated Austin Hall and Fedigan Hall.

The game between Mendel and Fedigan was the final one in

the first half and it marked Fedigan's sixth defeat, having

been trounced earlier in the week by the representatives of

Alumni Hall.

In the concluding game which

Was played between Fedigan and
Mendel, the league leaders took the
upper hand at the outset of the
game and outplayed the Fedigan-
Ites in all departments of the
game.
After the first team had run up

% large score, Coach Torpey, the

Mendel mentor, sent in his second

string which continued the gopd

work begun by the varsity five.

During the second half of the

fray the Fedigan Hall team played
a better brand of ball. The scoring
rally which was started by the
Fediganites was short lived and
the Mendel scoring machine was

INTER-MURAL BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
FOR 2D SEMESTER
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OtGiW eiCATED

AT MUSIC RECfTAL
V

Rev. Frederick J. Medina,

0. S. A., of Bryn Mawr,

( (,
at Console

OMltIniM>d From Page One

Church, Bryn Mawr, who delighted

the audience with his organ inter-

pretations. It was Father Medina
who, in 1883, was at the console

when he dedicated the organ whicli

recently made way for the new in-

strument.

Included on tne program, which
Wflui in charge of the Rev. John M.
Fagan, O. S. A., and the Rev. Hugh
O'Neill, O. S. A, both of the parish

0t St. Thomas pf Villanova. Bryn
Ifawr, were Miss Betty Quinlan, so-

prano soloist, of New York City;

Donovan O'Harra, tenor radio star,*

#f Philadelphia; Harold Schumann,
violinist, of Ardmore, and the Au

T aep? 5paB

gustlnlan \cholr from St. Mary's
Hall, on th\t campus.
Besides being a parish social, the

recital was given to pay for the
installation of the new instrument,
which cost more than $800.

Foreign Relations
Society Planned

C'untliiurd Fruni Pac« One

his interest in this particular work.

The institution of this movement
here was brought about through an
invitation for Villanova to send
representatives to an intercollegiate
conference at Lehigh University
some time during April. It is the
present ambition of those sponsor-
ing the society here to be able to
send three students, preferably sen-
iors, to this conference each year.
The conferences are modelled

after the League of Nations con-
ferences with the various college
representatives taking the places of
the national representatives at
Geneva. Matters of international as
well as intercollegiate interest are
discussed, and each representative
is expected to propose motions in
favor of his position and to vote
upon those proposed by others.

Famtty Undergoes
Several Changes

Contiaved Frwni P«c« On*

sity for eight years, as well as the

University of Pennsylvania and La-

Salle College.

Among the other members of the

faculty, William H. McHugh, Ph. D.,

present professor of education in

the School of Commerce and Fi-

nance, has been assigned to what-

ever classes in education Father

Mauch had been handling in the

previous semester. At the same
time, Jeremiah O'SuUivan, M. A.,

professor of history in the Arts
School, will take over the classes
in history formerly taught by Fath-
er Burns.

Belle Air Proofs

A representative of the Zamsky
Studios will be in the Belle Air
ofliccy in the foyer of the dining
hall, from 1 to 4 P. M., on Friday.
All proofs of seniors and juniors
must be returned at the above time.
Orders for enlargements of photo-
graphs will also be taken.

CAPiTALISM DEBATE TOPIC

Charles Morris Price School to Be
Met by Beta Ganun* Thursday

The merits and disadvantages of
capitalism will be thoroughly dis-

cussed on Thursday evening when
the Beta Gamma debaters of the
Villanova Literary Society meet the
debating team of Charles Morris
Price School in the third forensic

encounter of the season.
The debate will be held at the

^oor Richard Club. 1321 Locust
street, Philadelphia, and will start

at 8.15 P. M. The topic of this

debate will be, "Resolved: That
capitalism as a system o2 economic
organization is unsound in princi-

ple."

Beta Gamma will uphold the af-

firmative side of the argument and
will be represented by Joseph J.

Conlan. Paetrus BanmiUer and Jo-
seph T. Houseman.
The speakers representing the

Charles Morris Price School will be
Clarence Newcomb, Charles Dough-
erty and James Rooney.

I

This is the first meeting of the
two schools In two years. In the

I
previous encounter Villanova defeat-

i
ed the Price debaters on the ques-
tion of Soviet Russia.

Tnt BohMder tf Spe«k
Tonight at 8.80 In the Bryn Mawr

Memorial Hall Leo Schaefer, Pro*
fessor of Accounting in the School
of Commerce and Finance, will de-
liver a talk entitled, "Taxation in
the United States."

ArdmoreTheatre
Men. Mid Tues., Feb. 6 and 7

WILLIAM FOW£LL
JOAN BLONDELL

In "LAWYER MAN"
Wed. and Thurs., Feb. 8 and t

RONALD COLMAN
KAY FRANCIS
In "CYNARA"

Friday, February 10

STUART EBWIN In

'He Learned About Women"

Saturday, February 11

GARY COOPER
JACK OAKIE In

-IF I HAD A MILLION-

Mon. and Tues., Feb. IS and 14

WALLACE BEERY
In "FLESH"

• .1
•

r

The stage is all set for target practice. The magiciaa
lifts his bow and aims an arrow at the bull's-eye. His
lovely assistant then steps in front of the target and
he shoots the arrow—apparently through her—and it

fixes itself in the very center of the bull's-eye 1 And
she smiles throu^ it all while the audience gasps.

IXMANATION:
The arrow which the marksman "shoots through" his

assistant simply folds up into the crossbow! The
arrow which is actually embedded in the target is shot

by the girl herself from a belt concealed under her

dress. She releases a little spring, the arrow unfolds*

and shoots straight into the bull's-eye ! It is all done in

a flash! So quickly the eye cannot detect the girl's

movements ! To heighten the impression that the ar-

row has gone right through, the girl releases a ribbon

from the front of her dress—the continuation, appar-

ently, of the ribbon attached to the arrow in the target.

It's fun to be fooled

; i . it's more fun to KNOW

•*

Like to see through tricks? Then let*s

look at anofher . . . the illusion in ciga-

rette advertising called "Cigarettes

and Your Throat."
The audience is told that by certain

magic processes tobacco can be made
as soothing as cough medicine.

IXPLANATION: The easiest cigarette

on your throat is the cigarette that is

made from the choicest ripe tobaccos.

Cheap, raw tobaccos are, as you would
naturally expect, harsh in their effects

upon the throat.

If you have to consider your throat,

the quality of the tobacco in your
cigarette is important.

It if a fact/ w*ll known by
loaf tobacco oxporta, tliof

CamoU ara mada from flnor^

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos thon

any other popular brand.

Camels are as non-irritating as a ciga*

rette canbe becauseCamels use choice,
ripe, tobaccos.

And because of the matchless blend-
ing of these costlier tobaccos Camels
have a rich bouquet and aroma ... a
cool, delicious flavor.

Keep the air-tight, welded
Humidor Pack on your Camels
...to assure yourself and your
companions a fresh, cool smoke*

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCNLISS BLEND
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BANILLER NAID TO WEED iCKLOS

Present Staff Will Remain Nominally Until End of Current

Year; Juniors to Take Over Responsibilities

in Future

IS SOPHOMORE ENGINEER

Cordon A. Keeling,. Present

Coiumiilst, Appointed as

Managing Editor

' /. .
-J«-V

Tn an offlcial announcement of
the nevvly-appointed staff of The
Owl isjued yesterday afternoon by
Hcv. John J. Vrar.a, O. S. A., mod-
erator of the publication, and John
J. Mi?I:Ios. the preser,, Editor-in-
Chiej, Paetrus F. Banmiller was
chosen to lead the staff.

Mr. Eaumillor is a sophoniore in

the enf^lnecring school, and ha's

been qulle active as a member of
The Ov/1, having served as Biog-
rapher for the past year, and an
assistant in the various other du-
ties connected with its publication.
Gordon A. Keeling, alioo a sopho-
more engineer, a.-d a columnist on
the present staff, w»xs given the
responsibilities of Managing Editor.
According to a new procedure

that is to be followed, the present
members of the staff will remain
in their positions nominally until
the completion of the year. Under
this method the new staff will be
offered the opportunity to become
acquainted with their newly-ac-
quired positions.
In p. survey conducted among the

Btaft" it was decided, with the ex

BETA GAMMA

TO PRICE SCHOOL

Debating Team Suffers Its

First Dofeat in Philadel-

phia Contest

To Be 'Vivr Editor BELLE MASOUE TO STAGE FIVE SKETCiS

Curtain Will Rise at 8.30 P. M. on Program Comprising Both

Comedy and Tragedy; Ray Barratta to
,

Furnish Music ^

CAPITALISM IS DISCUSSED

bers of the junior class should
head the publication. This decision
was an ived at due to the tesults
of past experience in which it was
learned that the juniors would be
better able to undertake the duties,
considering the welfare of the stu-
dents and the success of the pub-
lication from a scholastic stand-
point.

The students chosen to form the

The Eeta Gamma debaters suf-
fered their first setback of the cur-
rent season at the hands of the
Charles Morris Price School, of
Philadelphia, in a controversy held
last Thursday evening at the Poor
Pvlcl.ard Club. 1321 Locust street.
Philadelphia.
The question discussed was: "Re-

solved, That Capitalism, as a Sys-
tem of Economic Organization, ts

Unsound In Principle." The Price
debaters were the champions of
Capitalism, while Villanova upheld
the atlirmative side of the question.
The Beta Gamma team attacl:ed
the present capitalistic system and
labelled it unsound,' because it de-
ters man from the proper promo-

Welfare

Paetrus F. B«nn;iUer, sopho-
more on,^lneerIng utudont, who
will succeed John J. Miklos as
editor of the cffki-.'.! niontliiy
publication of the School of

Technology.

nEESIDEfff ISSOES

JOINT HONOR ROLL

Students Are Given Combined

Rankings for First Time in

College's History

III «; » t. '.

;rfifi >; '

BELLE AIR MEETKr

TO BE HELD TODAY
.

1 ,H' <

AMPLIFICATION INSTALLED

Will Be Used for Test In Dress

Rehearsal and Final

Performances

Assignments Will fee Diclrib-

uted to Members 0/ Edi-

torial Staff

CHANGES TO TAKE PLACE

The Belle Masque Players of the

i
Villanova IJterary Society will pre-

^-cnt "Five One-Act Plays" on Wed-
nesday and Thursday evenings of

this week at 8:30 P.. M.. in the

CoUcge Gym.
The titles of the five single-act

playc aer as follows in the order of

presentation: "Norves." "The Last
Drop," 'Tf Mon Played Cards as

There v/ill be a special meeting Women Do," "Incident." and "The

of the entire Belle Air staff todfly
|

Drums of Oud-^. These plays pre-

, , -TT ,, . 1 nn sent a variety of dramatic episodes
in Room 213, Mendel Plall. at 100^.^^^ ^^.^ ^^^,^ ;^^ ^^^..^^ ^j^^^.^^ ^^

P. M. for the purpose 'of discuss-
1 entertainment and enjoyment in

ing a number of important details i
the audicncr. The titles of these

• ^ 4u^ 1050 r.^n,,.,i Tr,vin ' plays in themselves susrcrest an un-
concernmj? the 1933 rnnual. Jonn

,

*^ -^ ,. . ^ j i

, , I common diveiiion of comedy and
J. Micklo.s, editor-in-chief, stated tragedy.
that at this meeting announcements The dress rehearsal and both

will be made as to the drastic • performances will be produced v/ith

t- *u 4. „^ +^ +„!,« ^io«- .„ I amplification. The entire prcduc-
chanarcs that are to take place in... *^ .„ . . i * •.

.. tu J * ^^,,..^ ^4> +1,0, ' t'ori will be, in a measure. 'a test
the method of procedure of the. . ^, ,.' ,. , .i. » u

, - .. . , „„„«,^„ i« I of the amphficption ^ystem that haswork of the various brancnes in- *,•.,, j • »i„ /-.

, , . ., _ , .. „ „- u* heen recently inslalled m the Gym,
volved in the completion of the' , .. i^ « *, i t,i• N

j

and the result of these plays will
°°. „ . ;„„„„ „.„' determine the success of the ampli-The numorovis asoignm.ents will ^ , „v«t«.m
i distributed to the members of , ^'Z ,

''\^^^^\
,be

tioii of social

ceptiijn oi one membar. that meiw^^"^^*''*'^^**^^'*^**'*^®^''* irtincrrtty

In last week's issue of the VILLA-
since ItiTWO METHODS EMPLOYED ^'!^?i-?^-?.\f'f«"Ji^f-_'! .^'^J^ll^vrNUwa. announced that Av.

would be^ <v **. P ''-m* T" #-*-'»'J --' —'-r•'

('ont2nued on Vagti Four

REL1G« SURVEY

PiSpWERED
Approximately 50 Per Cent, of

'/Questionnaires Completed

f^: : VJ: ; and Returned

at the e::pense of the rights of the
majority. The negative side based
thei? arguments upon the facts that
Capitalism is founded upon man's
right to own property and that Cap-
italism is directly responsible for
the tremendous strides made by so-
ciety. At the conclusion of the
debate, which was interesting both
because of the material presented
and the manner of presentation, the
decision of the judges awarded the
debate to the Charles Morris Price
School. However, the decision was »i-. j- .1 ^ ..x. .

fo». *..^«, ^«v,„i « liiTiv- i" Iwo distinct methods are em-lar from popular with the audience. L,i j • j * • • ^,

nnH .,,r.Ji.i ,.,.. „^j.^,, ^„ „,, !" _ '
I

P^oyed m determining the men who

be set f6r the handing in of theSe , „^ .

' one-act plays produced

INTEREST IS DISPLAYED

and surprise was voiced on all sides
when the verdict was announced.
Joseph J. Conlan. Paetrus Ban-

miller, and Joseph T. Houseman
spoke in order and represented
Villanova, while James Rooney.
Charles Dougherty and Clai^nce
Nowcomb were the gentlemen of
the negative persuasion, who up-
held the contentions of the Charles
Morris Price School. *

Througti the medium of the

A combined honor roll of the four
schools on the campus has been
compiled for the first time in the
history of the college and released
by Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of the college. This
movement was inaugurated by ^ev.
Joseph C. Bartley, O. S. A., dean of
the School of Commerce and Fi-
nance. Its spread was rapid and
at present all departments are rep-
resented.

ties and are to be filled in by llie

seniors and returned at a specified
date. All seniors are urged to do
their utmost in filling these sheets
as the Belle Air^ cannot be respon-
sible for whatever data it omitted.
Another group of sittings for in-

dividual photos will be arranged,
provided that a sufficient number
of fees are paid in advance by
those desiring photos to warrant
a special trip by the photographer.

assignments so that all work will
1 .^ ,

... . , ..«,!. i. »**
, , J T-,1 1 ^ •'^ place of the expected "What A

proceed as planned. Plans have
, t,,^.„\,, „ ,_

*^

, ^i_.
, , J V- u *u „«*|N*Kht. In consequence of this

also been made whereby the artk,„rl .v, „ „. * xv. » 1
, . . , . *u K 1 ill '^ct the members of the casts inwork contained in the book willl ,, «... , ,

, - , . , - . all five plays have expended everybe performed by a number of stu-
1 -p^.,. ^„' , ,u J 4.

, f J *u * 1 1 1
' effort to make the production a suc-

dents and that only color work

,

- . ,, *^,
. ,

will be under the supervision of

professional men. 1. ^^. . .. , ... .

Activities sheets have been '"
J,^,^^,f

^^'^g ^^^
P^^J^f f/;"^- ^f.^-

1 . * u J- * -u 4 J result it is hoped that the amphfldrawn up and are to be distributed
{ ^^^j^„ ov.for« Lni ^ c„«t,.ilf..

to the /arious members of the sen-
ior class. These sheets contain a
list of the extra-curricular activi-

one. Much concentrated
work and tim.e have been consumed

cat.*cn system will prove successful

C'ontinurd on Vaxe Four

shall be on the honor roll. In the
School of Commerce and Finance,
the rating is based on the letter
system. A is equal to four points;

,

B, one point; C, zero; D, minus one
point; F, minus four* points. The
throe highest men are awarded ex-
cellence in studies, while the next
three in rank receive merit in
studies.

S

The initial Information concern-

ing the ninth annual religious sur-

vey, conducted in conjunction with
the recent retreat, has been an-

nounced by Rev. Joseph F. O'Mal-
ley, O. S. A., Chaplain of the Col-
lege.

"The
O'Malley, "are about normal. Ap-
proximately 50 per cent, of the ^^^A*

^^^^^^ in opposition to the can

All students who have not as yet
In the remaining three schools

1
been photographed aie advi.sed to

VILLANOVAN, the Literary So- ^^'^e direct average system is used:
[

consult ftie photography editor,
ciety desires to take this opportu- j

To make the honor roll in these
|

William J. D'Elia, and make the
nity to expreca its sincere gratitude departments an average of 85 per necessary arrangements,
for the splendid hospitality accord- j

cent, or above is required. All those I According to Frank L. Martin,
ed its members at the Poor Richard who attain thi3 85 per cent, average 1 business manager, orders for the
'^""'"

therefore, gain places on the laonor
j

1933 Belle Air are not coming in as
roll, whereas In the business school

j

fast as expected. He stated that a

Connelly, First of Sclicduled

Speakers, Has 'Taxn-ion"

as His Topic

Club
During the coming we2!: the Beta

SPORTS PROGRAM PLANNED

Gamma Society will encounter two '. the distinction is limited to the six
of ito major opponents of the year. ' highest men.

P. M. The question to be discussed i Stoll led the sophomores- and Rob-

Students are invited to be pres-
limitcd supply of books are to be ' ent this evening y\ the loun jo room
printed, and that there will be no ^« t^^ n •

'
..

opportunity for students to pro- j

°^
^l;"*^. ^^'L'^'^-y"^"''^^'""^ ^° ''^^^^

cure books after the final date for ^
*° *^°'^" ^- Connelly, of Latches

the placing of orders, which is to be !
lane. Merlon, v.'idely known lawyer

announced in the very near future.
A limit to the supply of books has

.
.. . • . . I shuaJ^n"' vluan.V'f.I'n"' T'JT ' ^^ ^- Walley ^headed the freshman I

to be set because of the large num-
rcturn^," according to pr. :

^"uati.n. Villan.->va will uphold the class I

ber of year books left over in the
', "are about normal. Ap- negative side of the resolution and I

number of surveys distributed on
the first day of the retreat. Mon-

cellaticn of the war debts. The
rpcokers will be Jo.seph T. House-

day. January 30, have been handed r^"" ^'""^^ Joseph J. Conlan
On the evening of February 20.

1
1';^";^^^ 7^;;

back. This is on a par with pre-
vious years."
Actual figures of the returns show

that of the 672 religious survey fold-
ers di.'jtributcd to the resident and
day students at their reapoctive con-
fevrncps on the above date 335 were ' Mrs. George B. Roberts to AddresH
returned filled out. Though the
above figures may seem to be less
than other years, yet, when the dif-
ference In the enrollment of the
college as compared to other years
is taken into consideration, it will
be aeon that the percentage of the
amount returned is the same.
The interest displayed by the stu-

dents answering the numerous ques-
tions contained in the survey was
remarkable and can be taken as
an indication of a successful re-
treat. There were a number of

Charles A. Meyer led the senior
class in the School of Technology.
Edv/ard J. McBride was first in
the junior divi.sion. John A. Kle-
kotka and John F'. Schlotterback

sophomore and fresh-
( ontlrinrd 011 I'uTe Four ' ^^^^ classes respectively.

Ralph J. Ceravolo led the seniors
in the School of Science. Ant"hony
Kamin.sky, Joseph Medoff and Ga-
briel S. Martyak led the junior,
sophomore and freshman classes re-
spectively in this department.

In the School of Arts and Philos-

o«,i T-. o u , . .
|OPhy, Vincent J. O'Connor led theand Finance School will be ad- ' senior

TO LECTURE Oi\l MUSIC

Bu.<$incs<i Students Friday

The students of the Commerce

and former City Solicitor of Phila-

delphia, in the first of a series of
monthly, talks scheduled by the
Main Line Alumni Club of Villa-
nova. The topic of Mr. Connelly's
talk is "Taxation."

^ „ ...,.,.., This constructive step hi themanager whereby students desiring I, fl„.. ^^^ ^ „ ti , . . .

o«r,i^r „««,.„i„ i^^ ^1 „ f; I

definite program of the local club
was decided upon at the meetinff

previous years. The Belle Air can
be purchased on the installment
plan arranged by the business

senior annuals can place a small
sum as a deposit and pay the bal-

PROF. TO LEAD MARCH

and William F. Zeil, George
dressed by Mrs. George B. Roberts {C. Malhahie and Rafael Martinez-

Alvarez headed their respectiveon Friday, February 17, on the ap-
preciation of music. This will be
the third of a series of lectures be-

ing presented on this topic.

Previous to this, Kenneth Day
and his wife had each presented a

classes, junior, .sophomore and
freshman.
The complete honor roll is as fol-

lows:
School of Commerce and Finance

-Senior: Edward J. Hannell, Jo-
seph F. Harter. Stanley J. Novak,lecture, the former speaking tc the

science students and the latter ad-,''"^" ^- McHenry. Edgar J. Lynett,

C«ntinued on F»te Kow dressing; the ens;ineering students. C'ontinurd on I'uje Kout New York.

William C. A. Henry to Participate

In Rosconinion Ball

William C. A. Henry, Esq., Pro-
fessor of Law at the College, will

lead the Grand March at the
twenty-first annual ball of the
Roscommon County Men's Society
to be held Friday evening, Febru-
ary 17, at -he Turngemelnde Hall,
Broad street and Columbia avenue.
Mr. Henry will be accompanied by
Margaret M. Chapman. The Ros-
common Ball is always attended
by mn»y notables prominent in
Irish acti.lties in Philadelphia and

_ *^^ ^^^ organization two weeks ago.
Continued on Vhkv Three All of the addresses will be de-

livered by men of prominence in
law, medicint, economics science,
finance, engineering and journal-
ism. It is not the intention of th«
club to confine these talks to alum-
ni members only, tor many Maia
Liners will be the guests of the
club, including Kiwanians • nd Ro-
tarlans and members of business
associations and other civic organ-
izations along the Main Line.
In keeping with the inter-- ural

sports policy inaugurated here last
autumn the members at this meet-
ing also decided upon 4 plan, novel
to colleges In this country, of spon-
soring nter-sectlonal sports among-
the alumni. This inter-sectlonal
competitive sports program will be"

C'ontinurd on P«sp Klfht
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Martinez Alvarez, '3^ John DIJoaepli, '3rt

iwrcnc* J. Doherty, '35 Robert G^ Foley. '35

A^Ni^tnll(!i (o .SiMirt* iStatT

imea L. Oriffln. "33 Jame.i A. VVal.sh, '35

LrthLU- V. Hart, '34 Harold J. Keating, '35

Loui.'' P. Mnrechal, '35

AHHistantK io KiiNineHS hUxtl

irold D. McGrath. '35 Charles B. Thiede, '?5

fhomas J. Donahue, '35 Charles M. Lomblno, '35 ,;.,:'.

AHKifituutN to Clreulution Htalt ,; ..•.,';*.' '.

lo«eph W. Fen.stermaclier, '34 Paul Ball, '.'15 " ' ' •,7,;.

>hn Scalera, '36
" Edward J. Burns, Jr., '36
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WORTHY OF SUPPORT
WEEK FROM tonight will witness an

event on the campus that has never

icurred in the history of the college—the

dumni Ball. To be able to plan and ar-

range this unanticipated social function

Bhows the hearty spirit of co-operation

lat has manifested itself among the

jalumni members this year, Homecoming
[Day and the Alumni Football Banque't be-

ting two outstanding examples. But it goes

Jstill further, for this rapidly approaching

(affair shows the unity, strength and will-

lingness to work of the entire alumni or-

ganization. No effort has been spared

and a great deal of planning and time have

been expended in order to make the ball

difficult of duplication in succeeding years.

I

The purpose of the alumni in staging this

dance is simply to place the organization

on a more solid financial basis, and for this

reason, if for no other, should the student

body, and especially the seniors who will

be soon numbered among the alumni, lend

their whole-hearted support and aid in

making the affair a pronounced success

both financially and socially. Coming as it

does at a time when the students have not

had a dance on the campus in several

months, the Alumni Ball is making its de-

but at an auspicious date. Thus, the ball

should enjoy an unprecedented success and

we congratulate the alumni body for its

untiring zeal and commendable work.

v^-:
'^'

' A GOOD MAN

IT IS with the deepest regret and with a

feeling of irreparable loss that we ac-

cept the resignation of John J. Micklos,

Editor-in-Chief of the Belle Air, from the

Btaff of the VILLANOVAN. Because of

the press of onerous Belle Air duties, after

years of endless service and innumerable

labors, Mr. Micklos has found it necessary

and essential that he resign as Managing

Editor of the VILLANOVAN, and with-

draw from active detail work on The Owl,

two responsible positions which he has oc-

cupied for the past year. Mr. Micklos has

been an active member of the VILLA-

NOVAN staff for the past three years,

having served as Exchange Editor before

he assumed the duties of Managing Editor

with the present staff last spring. His

energetic labors and his vast contributions

have played an important part in the de-

velopment of The Owl, the official publica-

tion of the Engineering School. As Editor-

in-Chief of this engineering periodical he

succeeded in publishing a magazine worthy

of his capabiUty and integrity, and it was

a true exhibition of his skill and his innate

ability to achieve success. In carrying out

these respective duties he has established

a reputation for him.sclf in the field of

literary work that will not be easily for-

gotten, especially by those of us who were

intimately associated with Mr. MiclO^s.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

As FAR back as our memories
can hearken, we have heard
discussions, learned and oth-

erwise, regarding the definition of

a gentleman. These discussions

served as mere theoretic musings
which whiled away the weary
hours. However, a few days ago,

to be exact last Sunday, as we sat

watching the Exchange Editor
typing his column, we noticed that

he, too, was propounding a stand-

ard by which men could be judged.

We questioned him as to the whys
and wherefores of his particular

conclusion, which appears at the

head of his column this week, and
we were told that the inmates of

this institution were best judged
in the light of that criterion. At
flrst we passed it off lis we had
most of our definitions of that rare
species, but later reflection brought
forcibly to our minds the true val-

ue of his suggestion.
During the past week-end, the

business manager of the VILLA-
NOVAN and the chief dirt digger
of the "Owl," known as Joe House-
man and Frank Martin, respective-

ly, sojourned together at various
and sundry points upon the' map of

these our own United States. Their
party was augmented by the pres-
ence of a few of the finer speci-

mens of God's creative handiwork,
known as females, and these, al-

though excellent company have al-

ways proven a source of pain and
anguish to the venerable Mr. Mar-
tin. Consequently, upon his return
to Vilianova ^ is tirade immediately
began. The result of it all was
that we depaHed to the quiet of
our boudoir and pondered long and
deep upon a fit title for an indi-

vidual who brags about what he
did not do. However, despite his

ravings, we have first hand infor-

mation to the effect that he had
another date on Sunday evening.
O Tempera! O Mores!

Life is one disappointment after
another and we have had our share
at some time or another. However,
never has our nervous systems been
subjected to such a shock as when •

the renowned and can't-be-missed
Bill lacobellis failed to keep his '

promise and blo.<isoiji forth with a
scandal sheet, bearing the title,

"Fedigan Foghorn." The reasons
which have been advanced are di-

verse and variegated in content
and the filing of them has taken
up the greater part of our day.
The most important seems to be
the fact that little Willie (as he is

never called) has a deep-rooted de-
sire to receive a degree from Vilia-

nova and he claims that with the
motto of this column as his guid-
ing light, he would either be mur-
dered in his sleep or somethin'.
Please don't let the above incul-

cate the idea that Bill has lost all

ambition. By no means is that
true. The flame of "desire of bet-

ter things" burns brightly within
his breast and his initiative, instead
of dying the death of disappoint-
ment, has redoubled its vigor, and
noWi all but consumes him. (We
usually call it D. T.'s.) Be that as
it may. Bill is going to be a doc-
tor. How he ever happened to
wander into that field we will nev-
er understand. And so, my friends,

the newspaper Industry loses one
of its most prominent figures
(prominent is th word); but the
newspaper's loss is the mortician's
gain.

The report has reached our ears
that there is on this campus one
who, because of personal experi-

ence, believes in such things as
fairy god-mothers—only this one
was young and beautiful. His
"story runneth thus." Once upon
a time, just as the darkness of

night was fading into the hazy
grayness of the early morn, little

Hector was seated at the table of

one of the better cl; -xS elbow-bend-
ing emporiums in the vicinity and,

sad to relate, he had become too
chummy with Bacchus. He was
alone and at the moment friend-

less. Seated at a nearby table was
a young 1. dy in the company of a
Vigilance man. (How she ever
made that mistake, we don't know.)
The V. C. was all for leaving little

Hector to his fate, but the fair

damsel, bitten by a Little Orphan
Annie complex, said "no" from
force of habit. So she brought our
friend Hector home and put him
to bed. Next morning when our

Heckj^ awoke, there stood this

beautiful vision, and he had break-

fast with her. It was then that

they learned each other's name.s

and from that chance meeting has

sprung a romance which has lasted

four years.
My friends, Hector told that story

In all seriousness and was offended

when it was not believed. In r sr

you wish to know Hector's identity

—he comes from Lawrence, is tall

and slender, and In ca.se there

might be any confiiflon. It is not

Wyman. His initials are J. O'C

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

A COLUMN in "The Muhlen-
berg Weekly" states that of

50 persons asked whether

they believed in promiscuous pet-

ting or not, there were but six that

answered in the affirmative. The
columnist says that the same re-

sults were obtained at Cedar Crest.

Well, it seems we have some hope

for the younger generation. We
guess a gentleman is one who does

not brag about it.

Flunkers please notice. Your
theme song should be "California,

Here I Come," for at the University

of Southern California exams are

given at the end of four weeks. If

a student receives a grade of A for

the period, he is excused from the

course and gets a $5 rebate on his

tuition.

From the "Brown and White," of

Lehigh, comes the following idea.

It seems that after scanning the

sports section of the newspapers
the favorites of the ring are repeat-

edly found catalogued to a tee. The
college paper feels justified in print-

ing the specifications of the cham-
pion exam sitter. They are: Weight,

170 pounds; pencil thumb, 2%
inches; pencil finger, SVi inches;

glance to the side, 8 feet; range of

whispered query, 6 feet; capacity

of pony, 50 words per square inch;

hat size, 5*4.

There is a student at Temple
University who is to be admired.

John Willett will graduate from the

Music Department on February 15.

After he graduates he is to teach

music at his high school in Johns-

ton. Pa. And, although he is totally

blind, he has even earned part of

his college tuition.

To make the students aware of

their carelessness and neglect as to

personal appearance, The Bryn
Mawr College News recently ran

the following editorial comment:
"One of the few blots on an other-

wise beautiful campus has from
time immemorial been the ,student

body." .

'
•

.

. Gosh, anotlier illusion shattered.

And then people wonder why we
are so cynical. We guess the only

thing left is lo join the Boy Scouts.

A survey at the University of*

Texas showed that 2172 girls spent

$8000 a month for toilet articles and
beauty shop services, and the stag-

gering sum of $2200 monthly for

smokes. It was found that the co-

eds spent a total of $527,752 for

clothing during the first semester.

Well, as long as they didn't steal

the money to pay the bills, we don't

see what the excitement is about.

A junior engineering student at

the University of Idaho started his

writing career as a result of a bet

with a friend. He wagered that he
could break into print in three

months and within that time he
had written a short story for "Lib-

erty" He continued with his work
and is now under contract with a
movie firm, for which he has al-

ready written a story. He does not

intend to follow writir^ as a pro-

fession, however, but merely as a
hobby.

The matron in charge of ttie co-

ed dormitory at Southern Methodist
University has such a charming
manner that students who go to the

hall for their dates frequently be-

come engrossed in conversation
with her and forget about the girls

they came after. On one occasion
it actually happened that a young
Tx)chinvar came to the hall, became
engaged in current topics of the

day with the woman in charge and
left his girl waiting for half an
hour in the waiting room outside.

Now don't take our word for this.

We found the pretty little story in

"The Purple and Gray," of St.

Thomas, St. Paul, Minn.

They thought a nudist cult was
being started at State College of

Minnesota last week when the gym
class, after showering, found that
they couldn't get their clothes. It

all came about when the lockers

had these new-fangled locks at-

tached which are opened like a safe,

that is, by using a combination.
However, someone got all the num-
bers mixed and order and self-re-

spect, not to mention the pants,

were not restored until the director

of athletics got his little black blue

book and handed out the lucky
numbers.

The University of Nebra.'jka has
warned the freshmen not to spend
loo much money on social functions.

Maybe the faculty wants to raise

iho tuition.

Bennington College for Women,
•I Vermont, gives its students a two

2')nths' winter recess so that they

an do research work.
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IF YOU were to skim through the page*
of history, you would find that each

nation, whether its glory and territories

have faded into oblivion, or if it is now a
flourishing country, has always had its

favorite amusement. Greece had its games
and races; Rome, her gladiatorian com-

bats and contests. In modern times, the

theatre became the diversion of the mass-

es, beginning with those crudely beautiful

morality plays, and still continuing with

the bitter, sophisticated pieces of the

bearded Mr. Shaw.

America, too, has contributed to this

pageant of entertainment by the moving

pictures. This ingenious invention, born

but a few years ago, has assumed astonish-

ing proportions in its brief existence. From
the outlandish, flickering thing that oui'

parents looked at with watering eyes and

irritation, it has become a really artisti<i

creation.

That the cinema is of value, no one will

deny. By it our people may learn of the

various parts of the world. Through it

a knowledge of the different nations, with

their habits, customs and traditions, is ob-

tained by thousands who would learn

these things in no other manner.

On the other hand tne cinema is not

without its faults. Some of its offerings

are, to say the least, crass and vulgar.

The producers turn out pictures that are

of no value, either from an educational w
artistic point of view. This is to be de-

plored, since motion pictures, with intelli-

gent handling could become an uplifting

and artistic form of entertainment. With-

in the last year some fine progress has

been made. If this effort for the improve-

ment of the cinema is kept* up, America

may well be proud to point out this as her

distinct form of entertainment.

Off the Bookshelf]

MOST OF us at some time or other

have heard of Father Damien,.the

savior of the lepers. Perhaps we have

heard him mentioned in conversation, or

what is more likely, we have run across

his name while reading that classic piece

of invective, by Robert Louis Stevenson,

in I'eply to the Rev. Mr. Hyde. But as to

the details of his life, most of us are ig-

norant. It is for this reason that every-

one should read the book on him and his

work by Charles J. Dutton, called "The

Samaritans of Molokai."

In a restrained yet moving style Mr.

Dutton writes of this martyred priest and

his years of Trojan labors among the

lepers on this island in the Pacific, leaving .

nttle to be desired. Prior to Father

Damien's coming to the island, the lepers

were left destitute, uncared for both as

regards body and soul. Drunkenness and

sexual promiscuity ran riot, their souls be-

coming as diseased as their bodies. But

with the coming of this brave peasant

^ priest all was changed. Their vices dis-

appeared, and their souls were made clean.

It was not only to their spiritual wants

that Father Damien administered, but also

to their diseased bodies as well. He was

their doctor, spiritual and corporeal. For

12 years he labored, unscathed by his

flock's loathesome disease. Then, worn

out by his labors, he succumbed. With

infinite patience he bore his cross, think-

ing only of his fellow creatures. His fame

became widespread, much to his dis-

pleasure, for his modesty was great. Al-

most to his very end he cared for his flock,

but in 1889 his death occurred. He left

the island a place of beauty, not only m
the scenic sense of the word, but also in

the attitude of his leper flock, for he trans-

mitted to them his own beautiful patience

and resignation. This is the story of "The

Samaritans of Molokai," as noble a story

as has ever been written.

«^"

Next Week's
Feature

Orchestra Leaders for Alumni Ball

Convinced that there are many
humoro.ua incidents that occur on

And off the Villunnvu campus in

which Vilianovans take part, and
feeliny; that this humor should not

be conflncd to the few who happen
to be present at the time, James L.

Griffin, '33, will attempt to collect
these incidents and present them
weekly in the VlLL-\NOVAN in a
column entitled "Smiles."
AH e2nbaria.ssing momenta, jokey,

clasbiconi boners, professor's witti-

cisms, verfie of all kinds, and. in

geneial, anything that may co. ii

, under tho heading of humor is vij-

Mcitod. £Jven a good pun will ue
accepted imd published.

1 1 has ul./ays been lelt tiial thti i.

»re many talented men on the .cam-
pus v.'ho cnn Lind will write poetry.
To di'te veiy little ,of this talent
has shcv.n it?elf. Here is a chance
for the embryonic ^ihakespearea
and Ten:iyi!on!:> to write what they
will and then see it in print.

Conlrlbulors to "Smile.j" need not
revf xl thair identity it) the publi
Noiri tie filr.ines may be used, b
ail ccn':ri;;ut'ion3 mu"t be signed.
Furth&r..^bre. a "Smiles" box, inro
which all ccutribution.s may Ke
droPiie.l, will be located outside tho
Dlnin;.; Hnll, and contributor.'? may ' :'"';

uae this :atans of s^tt.nrr contribu- ' '

'

~~

tionij to J.lv. Griilin.
;
_. , i-- lx i i hi a

The initial "Smiie.v ooiurrm will '
I SI T G 6 Eight-lncn Hydrants

appear in next we-ks VILLANO-
'

layjii r:,jpj^:«h 6000 R^linn<?VAi;. Tiiore is said to L- (ujite a!
VJIIl rUiJllin DUUJ UdllOllS

LAWS

EXPU!© Ifl TALK

Leo H. Scliaefer Speaks on

'•Taxation in the Units:!

Siates"

TRACES THEIR PROGRESS

Bud Shr.ys (left), leader of popular Walton Roof Orchestra, heard
rciTul'irly every Wednesday and Saturday noon over the CoIumSiia
fjeiwork, and "Doc" Hydor (right), iep.der of versatile vaudeville
tiyncopators, both of whom will be featured nt the General Alumni
Ball n-xt Tuesday night. Tickets are .S2.00 including round-trip

transportation for two on the P. & W.

S COLLEGE FOR'

iiiM mil

COi, CLOB TO BS

\{

contact already to feee who will
m.aka tho first column.

It is the intention of the Column-
ist to rev.'ard all tnose who aid
him v.'Ith contribution;:. A.s yet nt)

dofiniic rev.ard haa been choiien. it

lA rurooicJ. howevav, that an
Arornd-the-WoiId criuse and a
scholarship to O::foid Univor.'dly
are bcji'T ?£riou?ly con^'Idei'ed.

Per Minute

TEST WILL BE MADE SOON

Participate in Intercol-

legiate Ball on Easter

Monday

13 COLLEGES ARE INVITED

An additional water supply to James Tyrrell, President of the
guad against the di.:a:;ter of fire Connecticut Club of Vilianova, an-
ion the college grounds is bein^: com- nounced at a meeting held on Fcb-
i plctod and is expected to cope with

! ruary 8th, that the club had ac-
any cmeTtTency that may arise. I ccpted an invitatior to participate
Th-ee eight-inch fire plugs lead- in an Intercollegiate Ball to be

ing from a 12-inch line which ex- held in Waterbury, Connecticut, on

O^M'-i'l'/PI^Nr'l? i^^"*^^
^^'^'^ liha.n avenue, will serve Ea.ster Monday. April 17.

vi !i i'dl^Jlt JiJ
^^ ^'^^ major supply to the campus. Each -ollege will have two rep-

I
The extension is a branch of the

^
rescntatives on the committee in

County Line road 21- inch water
j

charge of the affair. The repre-
^''^'"-

I

sentatives from Vilianova will be

.>,^/X ^nn^f '^
situated approxi-

, j^^ Tyrrell -nd Donald Hayden.
n\ateiy 200 feet northv/e.'^t of the; ... . .

Advaiupges of Coiieye Life to

Be Explained at Lower

Merioii

33 Ci3LL£CiES P.ARTICIP.ATE

Commorc-rs and Finr.nco Building.
|

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^hi^h the af-

The second hydrant Is located close
,

fair is to be held and the orches-
to St. Rita's Hall and the third is tras to be engaged are not known
ia.jt.'? lied in the rear cf Alumni Hall. , at present, but it is alleged that
Each of these plugs v/ill supply ,

the City of Waterbury intends to
tv/ics the amount of any other one donate the use of their largest

In oiclC'i- to acquaint parenlj and
students in high school what re-

plug on the campus.
In addition to these three cuper-

plugs, tlro'C are three six-inch

auditorium for the purpose
The colleges to be represented

are Vilianova, Notve Dame. Ford-

nni.7>o-r.n« '-«,. ..r],,;,. i^ ,
water supplies along the campus on ^^am, Georgetown, Catholic Univer-quucarn.s .oi admb.^on ^^ .^"^^ ; the Lancaster pike, one of the same ' sity. Holy Cros.s. St. Bonaventure,the advantages and opportunities
typi? at the east end of Fedigan Niagara, St. Elizabeth, Immaculata,

Albertus Magnus,be h^ d'^ n th'e Lowef/?'"'' e'^" ^ on Spring Mill road and one New Rochelle,

ior Hit'^SchooV r T<v
'''"

ifi";^^
t^^ '-^^^ of Mendel Hall. When and Marywood.

Over^\rnn^l« f^^'.^^^y.^.
16- drawn upon, the eight plugs will

i

The affair is expected to be a

win be ?LrScd Vi.Z'"*'''''n:y^^'^^ ^ ^^^'-'^^ ^f COCO "Lallons a ' Rreat success, and the entire prof-

H« ,.»^.i!^ f ! K ..Y^'^f"^''^
"^'^ nxinuin; :'>^::' its will go to charity. Mr. Tyrrell

^.^^^^7:^1^:^. M^^^^^^r,^ improvement as com- !

are expected to attend.

tin L. Gill. Professor of Eng .^ i. I

P^^^. J t' ^r^^'^°"
'^^'

^'''ft^'^
Stanley Morehouse. Professor of

P'?!^'
».^f

^°''" ^^ weather

Civi! Engineering and Rober I j;:::?; .̂^^I^^ ^/f^^^^^^ ^^ <^°"-

J. Turnback, Prc-essor of Genetics ' ^\^ fj"^ ^ ^?* "^"^ ^^ "'^*^®-

A room will be set a.ide for eaeh ^']' *^?1, P'"^" '^^'
,!^Yl ^TJ"

college. Pennants, pictures and ex '

"''^''^^ installed are supplied by the

hibits of college publications will
^prrngflcld Water Company, and the William J. D'Elia, a member of

be on display Dr William Mather
''^"^''^'"'"^ water hydrants are fed the senior class, /as named chalr-

Lewi.s, '>re.sident of 'afavette C 1
'

^^' *^^ Diamond Rock Water Com- man of the committee on initiations

leee will suenk in flip '..,r]Hr.,.i,!!v^ iP^^y- ''<^*^^ systems being owned by of the Lambda Kappa Delta fra-

piecedlng ire-n"^ lll^lll!!.'''"' !
Clarence Gei.t. of "Launfal," Villa- I

ternity, by Pres. Howard Richman

COMMITTEE HEAD CHOSEN

I.Amt>da Kappa Delta Initiations to

Be Conducted Next Week

room conference.
nova.

Belle Air Meeting
to Be Held TodaU ^® classed as fun Aedged members

^
j
it is necessary that they undergo

at a recent meeting conducted last
week. Over twenty new members
were accented into the fraternity
some time ago and before they can

George H. Gilbert, principal of
the school has invited parents of
senior.s to attend the program.
First hand information will be
given to all who -eek it ant' from
an authoritative source.
Besides Vilianova, some of the

colleges and universities th^t will'^nce at regular intervals.

?ns 'Ctmoufh''Bo^4^^^^^ '^'^ '"^^^'"^ P'^"^ ^^" be
;

for the -initiation which Is to take

ey' Ren^seKeJ' f^ltrS' ^nv '

'^'^'"" ^''^ *^^ conduction of a
'

place in the old gym in Alumni
«nfl M,r.^^ Q?,

^"'''^'^^' William
, Belle Air week to allow the seniors Hall.

Hovo^^ ^ Syracuse. Tufts. Mt. a chonce to settle the nttmerousHolyoko. Vassar. Haverford, difiicuUSes that are

In an effort to increase the gen-
{

oral public's undeTjtanding ' of ex-

isting incoui'i tax laws, Leo H.
Schapfer, professor of Income Tax
and Accounf"g in the School ip£

Commerce and Finance, addressed

the Bryn Kav/r HusinoKS Men's
Association last Tuesday evening.
His subject was, "Taxation in the
United States." :•;,•••

Prof. Schaefor first gave a de-
tailed description of the various in-

come tax u.cts. He said that most
economists agree on the "ability to
pay theory" f nd recognizr tiie mini-
mum aubsislence theory as a base
for our incom.e tax acts.

|

The first incoino tax act wii.s

pa-ocd during the Civil vVnr period.
A cecond rict was passed in 1S9;,

the third act was the CorpointlGn •

Tax Act of 1C09 and the fouith act
in 101-3 is the ba *.«! of our i)rcsent
tax acts.

The Civil War iax ai d a natuial
death in 1373 because it was no
longer needed. For a period of
twenty years thereafter there was
no income taxation in the United

,

Slates due to a general period of
prosperity. Hovvcver, in 1890 v/ith (\

decline in prices a fieprcrssion set
in.

I

Pre-jident Cleveland then pro-
' posed an income tax in l&M. This
jwas necessary because the reduced'
tariffs diminished the revenue. The

I

act never became workable because
it was declared uncoastitutioml in
the famous Pollack Case.

|

Much dissatisfaction was shown
during this period because Supreme
Court decisions claimed the tax a
direct one and therefore uncon-

\

stitutional. The 1909 act was not',
classed as an income tax applicable

Uto everyone, but only to cornora-

1

, tions.
j

I

Since 1D09 many acts were passed.

!

i

During this time exemptions were
j

pushed higher until recently. In

'

I
the last few acts exemptions h?.ve
boon lowered greatly in crr^'^r to
obtain greater revenue.
What effect or what onicial in-

terpretation the ^^"33 act will have.
Prof. Schaefer hesitated, to say. He
advised, however, that* persons that
have been In the habit of filing in-
come tax leports in the past and
are now apparently tax exempt, In
their opinion, should file a return
to prevent misunderstanding with
the tax collectors. As soon as the
official interpretation is issued from
the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
and court decisions arc handed
down, it will be better known who
is exempt and under what condi-
tions.

iALUiV]!\l HALL PROVES
i MOST POPULAR )DOI

.\urual M'd-Peason Change
Ii'-"isji la'.s {Jludert.^ Seehlng^

Quur..(>r!!i in Old Dunn

Last week, these residing on
crmipus witMosKcd the annunl ej

dus of students from dorniit<

quarters, in v.-hi::h tb.ey have be«

xoolding since their return frc

the surimer '.'acation period,

rooms in oUv r lialls on the cai

pun they belie yf more clesirnbU

Although Au:i;in Hall leads tl

list of uorn itQrieri '<n the camp^
having the lav:.{e.«i« number cf re^

dents. Alumni Hall appears to

the f.nvcrod dcmlc'i^ with memb«
of tlie student body bcoause cf tl

rpdCioun rcoms it piTers. On
count n" this fact, more than
do^en board'^rs have c'lan'^ed theij

ve^pecLive . adclrec.scs tu t^io oldec

buildin;; on tho camMufc.
l^ccause of thfe morC' dcdiiabll

rooming fiipilities offered in Fedf
«*an HiiM. the mcst recent additloj
to the dc!mitcfies on the campuii
acrommcdat'ons are at a premiul
Iw that bui'ding. The p()pi'.larlt<

of this h.Tll is attributed to th|
fact that h'* najority of rojiidentj

are s^ludontJ in the Eoglnoerins
Ait.^', or Pro .tlodical tjchoc^s v.'hlcl

are adjacent lo that dormitr^iy.
Less -leslxv bie. in tho students

opinion", a'-e the roo.r.g locared ii

Good Coims"! find ?'.':'Td'?l Hallt
There are, however, a roorerental
tive number of boardors in thr'.'J

"dorm:;" because of the recent -"nl
ov.atlons to "le buildiiv.
Further nform.fition glc

from Xh'i refridenta ^i Alumni H-ill

with rpernboia of all school.-^ f
tho campus living undar it.s locl
is that \hU doTmitoiy is in tht
cnntpr of the campus thus pi^ in^

the, students thp advantage of bej
ing near the dining room Mnd thoii
reapective schooh-.

i^'c. Dou;jherty to Speal<

Rev. Je.^eph M. Dougherty, O, sJ
A., dean of the School of Science]
will addre-.^ the Guild of Catholic
Nur£Q3 on the occasion of the re:;jU'^

lar mcnthly meeting of the orgcnf-.
zation, Febru;uy 22, at the Catholl/
Women's Chib. SOS South 13th strcetj
PhiladO'phia.
The Rub.cct of Fr. Dougherty ?i|

talk will be. *The Scicntiiic ConL;l-
button?^ of Pc V. Gregor Mendel. 0.|
S. A." The lecture v.ill be illustratcf
with lantern slides.

Junior Class to Vote

on Color of B!az<

An ir.;portant meeting o:' t]

entire junior class v/ill be ]_
in tho amphitheatre this dMer-
noon at one o'clock to vote ulon
file CL'>l:^r of the cla.-:- blazers and
to settle various junior wee!t
problems. Considerable discus-
sion has allien on the campus
concerning both the blazers anJ
the Junior Prom, and it is hoped
that both these matters will be
settled today. Eveiy effort will
be made to make the meeting as
short and concise as possible.

yC'untliiiicd From Faire One

try
the prescribed initiation. Thursday
evening, February 23. 1933, at sev-
en-thirty is the day and time set

The names of the students com-
apt to arise prising the entire committee willSwarthnioiP P^nn Torv^.^io, Tof^,/ -"- -^ ..,,cc die ia,>i lu arise prising me enure commiitee wiu

etT? Le Uh' BuckneTr Rr^^^^
*^^ ^^""^ ^«"^^ ^"^ ^^^ be posted on the science bulletin

Rosemc.nt a;i?Drex^^^^^^^
^

^^""^'^ nunicrous details involved in its board in the very near future with

HOLD NOMINATIONS

Vilianova Club of Fhlla. Conducts
Meotiug to Nominati' Oflicers

Nomination of officers' for the
coming year were held at the regu-
lar monthly meeting of the Villa-
nova Club oX Philadelphia last
night in the Englneeivi Club. 1317
Spruce street.

Tho men who are hoklinij office
at present are: John A. Frency, '29,

president; Thomas L. McNee. '28,

vice-president; Matthew A. Lynch,
'23, treasurer, and Francis J. Mc-
Donnell, '12, secretary.
Further business included a com-

plete report on the football ban-
quet which was held last month
and more definite arrangements for
attendance at the General Alumni
Ball next Tuesday night.

production. the date of the first meeting.

WREKT.Y CALENDAR
TODAY

Limbda Kappa Delta meeting. Room 210 1 00 P M
Belle Air staff meeting. Room 213 1 00 P M
Junior Class meeting, Mendel Hall Amphitheatre 1.00 P. M.
C.atholic Press Aposfolate meeting. Room 20G Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 223 Mendel H?<11 7.00 P. M.

WEDNESDAY
VILIiANOVAN Day Students staff meeting. Room 222

Mendel Hall i.qO p. m
Belle Masque play, new gym \'.\\ 8^30 P. M.

THURSDAY
Belle Masque play, new gym. 8.30 P. M.

FRIDAY
Lecture by Mrs. George Roberts, C. & F. Building 11.40 A. M.
Vilianova vs. St. Joseph's, new gym 9.00 P. M.

MONDAY
Phi Kappa Pi. Mendel Hall Amphitheatre 11.40 A. M
Literary Society meeting. 204 Mendel Hall 8 15 P. m!

'

LIST OF CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
ACCORDING to a recent statement issued by Pvev. Ber-

nard M. Albers, 0. S. A., vice-president of the college,

27 organizations, which include fraternities, clubs, socie-
ties, publications, classes, athletic clubs, and other organ-
izations, have renewed or received new charter.

The following are the home town clubs and moderators:

^
,^'"'' Moderator

Albany Club Rev. Richard J. McNally, O S. A.
g°"nf

^|'C"t Club Rev. Francis J. Ludwig, O. S ANorth Jersey Club Rev. Charles P. Brown O. S. A.Wilkes-Barre Club .,, Rov. Bernard McConville, O. S. A.Central Jersey Club ./.,..,*. Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. S A.Lawrence Club
, . . . r^v. John T. McCall, O. S'. A.

The following are publications, sanctuary society and athletic
organizations:

^'"'* Moderator
VILLANOVAN Rev. Edwurd B. McKce, O. « A.
^^'{•^ ^"' Ftev. John T. McCall, O. s! A.
"^'. • ••• •...«•*• •• RfJv. John .f. Vrana, O. S. A.
Catholic Press Apostolato .'.:..... . Rev. Edward D. McKee, O S ASanctuary Society .... , Rev. John J Vrana, O.' s' a"Spiked Shoe Club ....;.; Rev. Bernard McConville, O. S A
Varsity Club Rev. Jo/v.i H. Crawford, O s' A
Orchestra Rev. Bernard M. Albcr.s, o'. S. A.
'^^"" Rev. raernn rd R! Albers, O. S. A.

The follov/ing are the frateinitie^s:

^'"*> Mrdf-rator
Epsilon Phi Theta Rev. H(,wnrd Grolis. O. S A,Phi Kappa Pi . Rev. John S. OLeaiy, O. s'. A.Lambda Lappa Delta Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S. A.

'i'he foUov/ing are tho debating club, drr^matic .society, engineer-
ing clubs, individual class clubg, ctudent coun>-il and glee club:

^'"'» Moderator

R«ff«??"""'^ ^""ot. .Joseph T. Jonas
Belle Marque •-'••..., Prof. Joseph T. JonasAmerican Society Civil Engineers
American Society Electrical Engineers
Class 1933 T ticy, John T. McCall, O. S A.

ni
^^ loot ^^**^- ^^'''ncis J. Ludwi-T, O, S". A.

student Council Rev. Bernard M. Alhai s. O S A
Glee Clu.) Rev. Fmnrb J. J.—i-tt, o. g'. A.
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Students Are Given Combined

Ranl<ings for First Time in

College's History

TWO METHODS ERTiPLOYED

t/«i:t:ru(i From Taice <.'.ie '
:•.'..''•

Paul P. Beener. Junior: Raymond
J. Harter, William O'Piey, Emman-
uel Seltzer, Joseph A. ^loenig,

Charles P. Gogg-i, Robert A. Fee-

hery. Sophomore: John J. Stell,

Thomas J. Sheehan, Thomas H.

Hughes, Erling Larsen, Thomas J.

Donahue, James T. Murphy. Fresh-

man: Robert E. Walley, James G.

Carroll, Edward J. Burns, George

W. Schelle, John F. McGrath and

Chester F. Vogt.

School of Arts and Philosophy

—

Senior: Vincent J. O'Connor, Ger-
ald J. Dolan, James j. Griffin, Ro-
meo A. Cavallere, Charles J. Anto-
naccio, Joseph J. Conlan, Rinaldo
J. Fieo. Junior: William F. Zeil,

Francis B. 'Connor, John T. Corkill.

Henry Brodsky, Edward F. Kilbane,
Joseph H. Lilly. Sophomore: George
C. Malhame, Edmund D. Malhame,
Irfiwrence P. Goldschmidt, Paul
Bell. John F. Butler. Eugene C. Di-

Cerbo. Freshman : Rafael Martinez-
Alvarez, Charles J. McConnell, Ray-
mond McGunnigle, Michael Kires
and Thomas B. Whelan.
School of Science—Senior: Ralph

J. Ceravolo, William S, C. Dolan,
John J. Duncan, James J. Lucey,
James B. Schuyler. Junior: An-
thony Kaminsky, Joseph Orloff,

Nicholas Colosi, Harold Canter.
Sophomore: Joseph Medoff, Walter
D'Alonzo, Augustine T. Raneri.
Freshman: Gabiiel S. Martyak,
Robert L. Semar, Frank Bellarmino,
Harry Kornfield and Paul DeVit-
torio.

School of Technology — Senior:
Charles A. Meyer, Henry J. McShea,
A. Hugh Schrieber. * Junior: Ed-
ward J. McBride. Joseph W. Maier,
rank J. Estrada. Sophomore:
)hn A. Klekotka, Thomas R. Dar-
Lody, Johij M. Strong. Freshman:
fhn F. Schlotterback, Charles F.

fain, John J. Hart and Joseph C.

Questionnaire Shows 73%
Of Students Are Smokers

Expenses on Tobacco
Amount to iJ.SO

Weekly

da Gamma Loses
to Price School

(°o:it;iiiM'd From Taa:*! One

St, Francis' College, from Loretto,

Pr., will be the guests of the Liter-

acy Society in a debate to be held
in the vicinity of Villanova on the
Capitalism question. The Beta
Gamma team, composed of Joseph
T. Houseman, Paetrus Banmiller
and Joseph J. Conlan, will uphold
the negative of the question: "H",-

solved. That Capitalism, as a Sys-

tem of Economic Organization, Is

Unsound in Principle." Xavier X.

Crowley, Arnold Smorto and John
McCann, the St. Francis' debaters,

will defend the attirmative conten-
Uon

IHIilllllllllllllllllllllillillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!IIIIIIH

I VILLANOVA USES |
I MILK FROM I
1 ARDROSSAN FARMS i

Producers of

CERTIFIED
MILK

EDITOn'S NOTE.—The followiiiK Is the
fourth til" a series of articles stating the
results of the recent questionnaire con-
ducted by thi.s publication. Today's article
treats of the amounts expended on tobacco
and reading matter. The scries will be con-
cluded next week in an article dealing
with the r.inounts spent on school supplies,
transportnUon and conlcctioncry.

By RAYMOND J. IIAKTER
The iiovverful influence of force

of habit on the everyday life of a
college utudont, and its effect i r>on

his annual budget was clearly

manifested in that section of the
VILLANOVAN questionnaire of a
short while ago which treated of

the item "to^acco." . i' ^ j-.t

Of those students who submitted
answeis to this section, 64 or 7311;%

stated that they smoked, while 23

replied that they had not yet fallen

prey to the drug. Of these "victims,"

92% gave cigarettes as their prefer-

ence. Only 12'/l!% of all those an-
swering the questionnaire, the real

"he-men" of the student body, ad-
mitted that they still participate in

the rapidly vanishing habit of

chewing.
Expenditures for the satisfaction

of this want amounted to an aver-

age of slightly more than $.50 per
student, bringing the total to ap-
proximately $30 per student in the
course of the scholastic year and
to $26 for the whole year. Of these
total figures, the cigarette smok-
ers spend $.75 weekly, the cigar
inhalers expend $.35 each week,
and the pipesters spend only $.22

in the same amount of time.
The forcefullness and appeal to

the students of the advertising
cainpaigns launched by the various
tobacco companies was also mani-
fested by the returns. By obtain-
ing -he favor of c4% of the smok-
ers. Camels managed to eke out
a first place over Lucky Strikes
and Chesterfields, both of which
were tied for second place with
29% of the votes. Old Golds, Fa-
timas, and others trailed tlong
considerably below these percent-
age marks.
When it came to choosing favor-

ite cigars, however, the field was
much more 'liversifled. The high
scorer here was Robert Burns
with 23% of the votes, a victory
due undoubtedly to the interesting
and entertaining radio pi'ograms
of this concern. Second place hon-
ors went tc Cremo with 17% of the
returns, and below this there
ranged a long list of choices in-

cluding Blackstone, Optimo, La
Palina, El Product©, and other
prominent b.'ands.

Among the pipe tobaccos a very
close race wc run, tie votes oc-

curring in both first and second
place positions. Granger and Half
and Half represent the first choice
with 20% each. Sir Walter Raleigh
and Blue Boar followed close be-

Managing Editor
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i FROM TUBERCULIN
I AND BLOOD TESTED
I AYRESHIRE COWS

Trr^\17T7I> 69th street

1 VJW I-/Jl\Opp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today
Helen Hayes and Gary Cooper

In

"FAREWELL TO ARMS"
with

Adolphe Menjou

Wed. and Thurs., Feb. 15 and 16
It'» all fun and thrills

"The Penji^uin Pool
Murder"

with
Edna May Oliver

James Gler^son, M^e Clarke

MANY CROWING
NEW HAIR

YOU. too. may have luxuriant hair of lustroui

quality by using HAIRMORE and GLO-

MORE, perfected by professor of chemistry at

Gonzaga U. Spokane
HAIRMORE grows hair even on bald heads;

stops dandruff and falling hair; relieves scalp

ailments It is unusually penetrating and con-

tains natural hair food. Trial size, 25 treat-

ments. 75 cents More than 100 treatments in

a $2 bottle, in plain wrapper.

GLO-MORE. an antiseptic and stimulaht

shampoo, is healing and non-astringent. Use

it with HAIRMORE for complete treatment

and results $1 bottle.

Send to OilmoreBurke. Inc., Seattle, Wash.,

who handle royalties for the University.

"srtT

Belle Masque Raises
Curtain on Sketches

WiUiam J. D'EUa, recently
named managing editor of the
VILLANOVAN, replaces John
J. Micldos, who was forced to

resign because of Belle Air
'":\ duties.

hind with IQ^Jc each, and then
Bucliingham, Edgewortli, Dill's,

Velvet, Walnut, and Prince Albert
trailed in the order named.
Turning now to another section

of the survey, let us consider the
amount of expenditures on books
and other reading material. In
this class the facts reveal that each
student spends an average of $13.90

each year on boo cs, exclusive of
the $50 deposit he pays at the col-

lege book-room.
The largest single item, as is to

be expected, is text books, usurping
$8.57 of the total. Following this
are books of Action, biography and
history, in the order mentioned.
The reading of periodicals, It

was also manifested, represents no
mean part of this section of the
student's budget, an average of $3.40
being spent yearly for this type of
reading. The interesting feature
in this particular phase of the
questionnaire, however, was the as-
tounding closeness of the returns
on favorites. In the poll Collier's

barely maaaged to scrape out a
victory with 25% of the votes; Sat-
urday Evening Post . ecuring sec-
ond place with 24%, and Liberty
placing In third position with 22%.
Other publications securing favorit-
ism were College Humor and Cos-
mopolitan, respectively.

Continued From Pace One

in resounding the plays and that

the entire student body will co-

operate with its presence.

Tickets may be procured from
any member of the Belle Masque
Chapter and will be on sale at the

door.
The casts are as follows:
"Nerves"—Ted Hill, Robert G,

McGrory; Bob Thatch, Francis U.
O'Connor; Jack Coates, John G.
Grimes; Bob Layton, Joseph H.
Lilly; Art Green, Rudolph J. Lch-
nau; Paul Overman, William J.

Doyle; Frank Smith, Robert A.
Geist; Rook, Michael C. Tomasso;
Orderly, Edward F. Kilbane.
"The Last Drcp"—Colonel Neil

Foster, Joseph J. Conlan; Sam
Sheene, John F. Butler; Pieece, the
Colonel's servant, William F. Keil.

"If Men Played Cards As Women
Do"—John, I.<awrence A. DeFian-
ces; Bob, Rudolph J, Lehnau;
George, Harold D. McGrath; Mate.
Robert A. Geist.
"Incident"—Colonel Winston, Pae-

trus F. Banmiller; Captain Crowley,
John P. Grimes; Lieutenant Wins-
ton, Robert G. McGrory; Top Ser-
geant, James L. Griffin; Mocher,
Francis J. McGinley; Orderly, Jo-
seph H. Lilly.

"The Drums of Oude"—Cajtain
Hector McGregor, Joseph J. Con-
lan; Lieutenant Alan Hartley, Law-
rence A. DeFrances; Mrs. Jack
Clayton, his sister, William F, Zeil;
Sergeant McDougal, Paetrus F.
Banmiller; 1st Hindu servant, Rob-
ert A, Geist; 2nd Hindu servant,
Harold D. McGrath; Private, Fran-
cis J. O'Connor; Stewart, the sentry,
William J. Doyle.
The musir will be furnished by

Ray Barrata,

great amount of interest was dis-
played. \

An analysis of the sources of the

.

returns shows that the students of
the Commerce and Finance School
led the other students by returning
106 religious surveys. The mem-
bers of the Engineering School fol-

lowed with 91 returns, the Pre-
Meds returned 77, and the Arts
students were at the bottom of the
list with 53 returns. Aside from

Banmiller Is Named
to Succeed Micklos

Continued From Pave One

new staff were selected by the mod-
erator, Fr. Vrana, In conjunction

with Mr. Micklos. The complete

staff consists of the following mem-
bers of the engineering? school:
Paetrus F. Banmiller. Editop-ln-
Chief; Gordon A. Keeling, Manag-
ing Editor; C. Eric Storms. Art
Editor; William A. Levis, Alumni
Editor; Francis J. McGinley, Col-
lege Editor; William Ro[Ter Hamel,
Business Manager, and William E,
Hines, Circulation Manager.

North Jersey Students Invited

The North Jersey Club has issued
an invitation to all students from
the locality to submit their names
for membership to Thomas F, Mc-
Feeley, chairman of the member-
ship committee, at his room in
Austin Hall. At the next meeting

Religious Survey
Queries Answered

Continued From Page One

questions concerning the benefits
derived from the annual retreat,
and it can plainly be seen that it

would be impossible to enumerate
the many religious benefits gained.
There were various' other questions
requesting the advice of the stu-
dents as to the conducting of the
different religion classes, and con-
sidering the answers received a

ArdmoreTheatre
" ' ' ' "¥ ' I^W^^— !! I !-——^—

^

Today

Wallace Beery
—In—

"FLESH*"
Wed., Thurs., Fri. and Sat.

Feb. 15tli, ieth, 17th and 18th

E«Edie Catitor

"THE KID
FROM SPAIN"

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925

Wishing the Students a
Successful Year

'n-^-y^ SUITS 1;^"
Made to ' Your Measure

$22 50 and up
Join the Press Club

Now
and Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK & CONWAY

Attention Students!

THROUGH the facilities of the Ath-

letic Association, athletic equipment

of every description may be purchased

at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room
108, Gymnasium.

No* 1 South Broad

At last Villanova men have the opportu-

nity to enjoy the facilities of No. 1 South

Broad Street, Philadelphia, which identifies

the John Wanamaker Men's Store, on their

own campus • • • •

Our next showing of the complete line of

superior type of men's clothing character-

istic of the name Wanr.niaker, will be in the

Commerce and Finance Building next Tues-

day, February 21. . . >

Showieg Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailoring, Inc.

Madc'tO'Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24-75 and $19,75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dining Hall
and Business School

store at

57th and Market Sts.

Open Till 8.46 P. M.

JIM ELLIOT
Campus Representative

S6 Alumni HaU

\)

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

» n

URING the past week King
Aeolus unleashed the furi-

ous northwest winds which
swept down upon the campus and
sent old mercury scurrying below
ty^ freezing point. And on Friday
afternoon, for the firs^ time this

year, there was skating on the
ccrflege pond. The hockey men
were out with their sticks enjoy-
ing the almost unusual weather,
but the ice could not be used very
long due to the heavy snow which
f^^^uring Friday night and Sat-
vflBHy morning.
Several years ago an ice hockey

team was established here at Vil-

I^ova and for about two seasons
'the Blue and White was repre-

sented by a fairly good team.
Biit sincG then interest seems to

have lagged. Hov/ever, the mild-
ness of the wqather has made it

:ilppossible for the team to prac-
tice and thus the lack of enthu-
siasrti may be attributed to the
ajprementioned cause.
But when the team was first

inaugurated practice sessions were
h^ld at the Arena through special

arrangement with the manage-
ment and thus the weather condi-

tions were eliminated. Candidates
for the hockey team were called

sometime in December, but since
tijen nothing has been reported
Concerning any plan of action. So
it is supposed that the sextet v/ill

ngt see action this year.
<tt * «

Give Every Man
/)» Chance

FOR THE first time in the
history of the college there
has been, this year, an in-

itensive program arranged for in-

a-mural sports. The idea be-

nd the program is very excel-

lent inasmuch as it is an attempt
to get the average student inter-

ested in developing himself physi-
cally. Hall teams were organized
v.'ith the expressed purpose of

^ving everybody a chance to play
basketball. But in every instance
this does not seem to be the case.

l%voritism has crept in and those
wh3 have a more or less intimate
acquaintance with the person in

charge of a team receives pref-

erence over all others. Perhaps
pll the men out for a team are
ifbt excellent basketball players,

at least they can be put into
me for a few minutes, espe-

ally when their team has quite
a .substantial lead.

Some' of the students out for
jUaces on the hall teams never
played basketball before and how
are they going to learn how to

iHay if they don't get a little ob-
jective experience.

This is not the case with every
t<:am, however, since it has been
noted that several of the hall

team coaches replace their men
(fuite frequently and thus give
everyone an opportunity to ^et
into the game and thus all are
i%tisfied. But if only the five

best men are going to play in

* every game for the entire time,
hen interest will soon peter out.

It is not the purpose of this

column to tell anyone what to

do, but it does not seem as though
the spirit of the intra-mural sport
jjrogram has been carried out in
several, instances.

I)
Basketeers Back
6n the Track

DOC" JACOBS' cagesters got
back into form last Friday
night when they defeated

the Albright Lions by a rather
decisive score. The Felines worked
smoothly and effectively and
looked much better than they did
gainst the Temple aggregation.
Art Lynch, who has been play-

ing excellent basketball in the
Bast r^veral games, was high
scorer for the Blue and White.
On next Friday nighi down in

yie new gym the Wildcats are
slated to play the representatives
of St. Joseph's College from Over-
^rook. These two teams have
not met for several years due to
the lack of a suitable floor, but

|en they did meet one was sure
eing a hard-fought basket-
game. It is expected that

frlday'a night's fracas will not
be an exception to the rule.

tne II

^ ^ when

^^igns of Approaching
Spring

LAST WEEK Coach "Doc"
Jacobs issued a call for
candidates for pitching and

catching positions on the varsity
Baseball squad. Despite the fact
that the temperature at present
ie hovering about the freezing
point and that there is more than
a half-foot of snow on the ground
spring will soon be here and
Foach Jacobs wants to have his
batteries in shape when M!ss
Spring does arrive, bringing with
ll^r the baseball season.

VILL
'^A^^nv-'

IVAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
Tuesday, February 14, 1933 Page Hve

Wildcats Trounce Albright
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

SPEAKS OVER RADIO

Fr. Crawford's Answers to

Questions Broadcast

Over WCAU

Jayvee Star

GRIDIRON PROSPECTS FAIR

The aim of the college in foster-

ing intra-murai sports was revealed

last Friday night by Rev. John H.

Crawford, O. S. A., Director of

Athletics, in a radio address from
Station WCAU at 6.20 P. M,
Fr Crawford's talk was of the

question and answer type. Owen
;

Cunningham, the anno-incer for the
j

station, asked Fr. Crawford the
{

questions, and the latter answered '

them.
The first question asked by Mr.

Cunningham v/as what attitude the
Middle Atlantic States Association
had takrin in regard to athletic
scholarships. The reply was that
the stand of the M.'A. S. A. worked
a hardship in the smaller colleges.
Nevertheless, they would have to
abide by their decision on the
matter.
The reaction was to stimulate

intra-mura-l competition in sports.
Many opportunities are presented
in this type of sport due to the wide
range of activities a student has to
select from. Some of them are:
Basketball, wrestling, boxing, hand-
ball, swimming, track, volleyball,
bowling, zel-ball and others. Plans
have been arranged in order to
arouse more interest in "touch"
football. Possibly this may start
some time during spring practice.
The next question tendered by

Mr. Cunningham was in respect to
the 1933 football schedule. The
schedule is as follows: Sept, 29, Ur-
sinus at Villanova; Oct. 7, South
Carolina at Columbia, S, C; Oct, 14,

Bucknell at Villanova; Oct, 21,
Gettysburg at Villanova; Oct, 28,
Manhattan at N, Y.; Nov. 4, Al-
bright; Nov. 11, Boston College at
Boston; Nov 18. open; Nov. 25,
Temple at Temple; Nov. 30, Rutgers
at New Brunswick, N. J.

Mr Cunningham then asked Fr.
Crawford what Villanova's pros-
pects were for next ^ear. In reply
Fr, Crawford said that they were
good.

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

BASKETBALL
Today— Alumni vs. Day Stu-

dents, Old Gym, 3.30 P, M. Aus-
tin vs. Good Counsel, New Gym,
7.10 P, M. Fedigan vs. Mendel,
New Gym, 7.10 P. M.
Friday—Day Students vs. Aus-

tin, Old Gym, 3.30 P. M.
Saturday—Alumni vs, Fedigan,

New Gym, 2.00 P. M. Mendel vs.

Good Counsel, New Gym, 3,10
P. M.

VOLLEYBALL
Tuesday^Alumni vs. Day Stu-

dents, New Gym, 2.30 P. M.
Sunday—Austin vs. Good Coun-

sel, Mendel vs. Fedigan, time to
be announced.

NICK LadORTE
Outstanding Junior Varsity
basketballer who has materially
aided his team in its post sea-

son games.
.
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BOWLING TOURNAMENT

Tourneys to Be Weekly Features at

Alleys for Remainder of Year

For the past month, the number
of players at the bowling alleys has

increased to such an extent that a

tournament will be inaugurated

next Monday.
This tournament will be a weekly

feature at the alleys and will con-

tinue for the remainder of the year.

The affair will be under the direc-

tion of Frank Grewer, manager of

the alleys, and all entries are to be

submitted to him.

Each player will bowl two games
for the price of 25 cents. It will be

noted that this is five cents above
the regular price, but this extra
charge wMl accrue to the winner of
each week's tournament.
When d player has won high

score for the wek he is automati-
cally eliminated from the tourna-
ment. This rule was decided upon
so that every one would be given a
chance at the prize.

It is hoped that all students will
show sufficient co-operation so that
this tournament ;"'ill be able to
continue.

'CatQuintReturns toForm
Decisively Beating Lions

Art Lynch Stars as Blue and White Basket-

ball Five Defeats Reading Team
by 44 to 27 Score

EVENLY MATCHED IN FIRST HALF

'Cats Can Still Claw

Albright

G.
Hino, forv/ard ......... 1
DeFranco, forward .<,. 3
Shipe, center 3
Oslislo, guard ^. .... 3
Fromm, guard 1

latesta, forward ......
Dittman, center .......
Slack, guard
Conway, guard
Wick, guard ..........
Hepler, guard
Horbart, guard

Totals 11

Villanova

G.
Travers, forward 4
Lynch, forward 5
Torpey, center 2
Shevlin, guard 1
Weston, g^ard 1
Daly, center 2
Barry, forward ........
Hurley, guard . . ^ . . ... . 1

F.

2

2

1

F.
1

4
3
2
2

P.
2!

8l

2>
8!

2|

l\

LED BY the brilliant playing of Art Lynch, "Doc" JacobV

Wildcat basketball quintet regained its winning stride lasi

Friday night at the new gym, when the Blue and White tool:

the Albright Lions, from Reading, into camp by a decisive

44 to 27 score.

Throughout the first half the game was a nip-and-tucl-

battle, with the score being in favor of first one team anc

then the other. In the second half, however, the Feline scor

ing machine began to function smoothly and soon the visitor.

*were left far behind.
Albright drew first blood with :.

field goal, the ball being passed rai -

idly down the court after Lynci.

had failed to make good on a chai

ity throw. "Pop" Travers was th^

first Wildcat to score, by means o:

a beautiful long shot sent from th'

middle of the floor that went cleai.

through the basket without touch-

ing the rim. The Lions were begin-

ning to get the range of the Feline

basket and added two more fiel<.

goals to their score, but this lea(.

j was cut down by two pointeTi

\
scored by Lynch and Torpey.

Oslislo sent the Lions into th'

load op a long shot which found it.

mark, but the score was immediate-
ly tied by a field goal by Lynch.
Once again the visitors took th<

lead- when Oslislo sank two fret

throws, giving the Lions a twc-
point advantage which wasn't heli
very long, "Pop" Travers dribblet
the ball down the court and whippet
it through the cords by means of :

ditllcult side shot. DeFranco immt
diately tied the score again with i

field goal, Shevlin then broke int*

the scoring column by scoring fron.
the pivot position. DeFranco scorei
again for the Lions on a long shOv
which was followed by a foul b;

Torpey adding another point to th^

Wildcat total, Oslislo retaliated fo;

the Lions with a field goal.
At this point the Albright attach

began to fail to penetrate the Wild-
cat defense while the Felines were
still gaining momentum. Field goal;
by Lynch, Torpey and Weston gave
the Blue and White a five-poin.
advantage over its adversaries a.

the end of the first half, the scon
being 22 to 17 in favor of the Jac
obsmen.
The second period opened witl:

the Lions making a strong bid tc

overcome the Feline lead. Albright
scored two baskets in quick succes-
sion before the Felines found them-

Torpey started the secom.

27

P.
9

14

7

4
4
4

2

12 44Totals 16
Score by halves:

Albright ................ 17 10—27
Villanova * . . ; .

'.

» , . *..... 22 22—44
Referee—Abrams. Umpire—Cash-

man. Time of halves—20 minutes.

ALLEYS RE-CONDITIONED

Hard Usage Necessitates Re-Surfac-

ing and Shellacking

Due to hard usage it was deemed
necessary to recondition the bowl-
ing alleys last week and conse-
quently they were le-surfaced and
shellacked and were restored to

their former perfect condition. New
pins have been purchased and are
now in daily use.

Recently there has been a
marked increase in activities at
the recreation rooms and the im-
proved conditions are expected to ' selves
even further increase their popu-

j

half scoring for the 'Cats and hi-

larity. .'=;.'••.•';'. field goal was followed by a two*
Next week'." VILLANOVAN will pointer by Lynch. This was fol-

announce the date of a new pool I lowed by an Albright foul, Lyncl-
tournament which will be conduct- 1 retaliated, making good on a fret

ed in order to

school champion.

VOLLEY BALL SCHEDULE
ALUMNI

AUSTIN

FEDIGAN

OOOD COUNSEL.

MENDEL

DAY-HOPS

AiutnnI
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Wildcat Eleven Scored Win
Over Nawy Team in 1909
Completion of Sensational Forward Pass

5=53=
Tuee&jr, f^ujiry 14, 1\

I.

.Pa /ed Way for Blue and Wh
k v''' Victory Over Middies

no

»,iii VnlT?.*'-?. ^t>'f.^--T'^* foil - u, 1)3 Btory la the i:ijt of a naicj oi avliclcs wiUchwin appe.-..- Ml f.rlhtomiii- l^iaue. of the VILLANOVAN dcalin,' v.lth hishlishts
111 Vlll.MV)v.'' I j;)jorl hiHlory.

I

By HAno 1.1) "SCOOP" HEATING

,•(•.

T "WAS way bad: in t}ie year
1009 ih •.: Villanova:) loot-
ball tea ii defeated tho Navy.

Twcnty-fou/ yehrs havo frojie by
• but we still have in Qur ra;iks
two of t^e ataro. of thfj famous

. team. Goorge Ea) r, genial s,u-

perinlendont of tlie 8ynnna...iuui,
and Profosoor VVlilionr «»nvln.
of the Engineering School,
played t^v Vil)a:i>.,i< -

team aaid wore outtjtandinj in
their pciLJoiio.

Mr. Ban' was the all-around

man or thij eleven. I!o..Idc3 be-
ins a fjhi/ty opcn-.lcld runner,
he \va3 callad on t) do all the
dropkicking, an ait in thoce
days.
When interviewed the other

day, Mr. Barr conunentod on
this fact. He said that , since
football playortJ have almost
abandoned this m:;tho 1 of kick-
ing goals many of the thi ills

have been left behind.
Although Villanova wag cov-

ered with glory because of this

victory there was ako a nott
of gadne-^R Injected. Wiliion,
Navy's quarterback, suiTored a
broken nee!: and die 1 on tho
way to the hoypllal.

AN.NAPOLIS, Oct. 10. 1£05-
ViiJanova played a stronj and
varied game today against tlio

IJidehJpmon and won 11 to '6.

Tlie visitors tcovcd In tho fivjL
half on om of th2 nij_:t tlaiinij
and clovoriy executed forv/a:d
passes ever tcon h^ro. the ball
going from Kelly to ^icCor-
mlck cleai' across the field. The
latter earned the ball to iravy'd
10-yard line. Barr carried it

over. The goal v/as missed.
Each side ycoied touehdowzio

and re^juking goals in the sec-
ond half, but throu^hjut Villa-
nova outj^layed the Mavy and
won on H3 merits.

Villanova kicked off to Navy,
having the hindrance of a
strong wind. Dalton punted Inlo
touch and the visitors put the
ball into play on theiv 25-yai-d
line. After ihort gains by Barr
and Kelly the latter punted and
Dalton again punted into touch.
Putting the ball into play on
.the 25-yaid ll::e, the second play
of the visitors was a brilliant

at:^.-".--r.r

Good Old Days
Villanova Vur,. Navy
Spillane L. E Cobb
Curley L. T Kin?
Flanij^an .

.



ISIC DISCUSSED

Xenneth Day, of Philadelphia

Orciissira Associaticn,

:.•(: Is Sceaker
f*Tr

"There Is definite lack of apprecl-

\tlon of tho better class of music,"

vas the statement made before

he Science Seminar last Thursday

)y Kenneth Day Mr. Day, a rep-
eaontative of the Philadelphia Or-
•hestra Associatiou, ' discussed
nany intererting facts relative to

he orchestra and its world famous
• onductor, Leopold Stokowski.
Up until twenty years ago the

Philadelphia area was without any
nusical organization of recognized

jialiber. The orchestra was formed
pnd backed by citiz^s of Philadel-
phia who were interested in music
ind who wished to have a perma-

nent musical organiEaiion. Mr. Day
stated that no small credit is due
Mr. StokowskI for his untiring
work in the Interests of the orches-

tra. He has made many Innova-
tions in procedu'-e that have been
adopted by orchestras the world
over.

One of the new ideas that Mr.
Stokow.ski forraulated was the in-

troduction of concerts designed
primarily for children. These con-
certs were so successful that their

fame travelled to the parents of

the children and before long the
concerts had more adults attend-
ing them than children. It is his

aim now to start .a series of pro-
grams that will appeal to young
people, playing selections that will

be of particular interest to people
of that age.
The first concert in this new

series will be given March 9, at the
Academy of Mu.sic in Philadelphia
at 8:20 P. M. Tha age limit for
those attending the concert will be
25 years. Mr. Day stated that Mr.
Stokowski will undoubtedly ask for
requests. These requests will be
counted and the most popular will

be played at a later concert. Tick-
' ets may be purchased at Haly'S
agency on Chestnut Street. The

scale of prices has been made with
the idea of having as many people
as possible attend and they are
extremely low.

Alumni Inaugurate
Addresses Tonight

Cuntliiued From I'age One

BANQUET IS HELD

modelled on the present inter-mural
activities.

The sports that the alumni will

engage in include: bowling, bil-

liaids, sv/imming, shuflleboard, bas-
ketball, volley ball .and other gym-
nasium sports.

An elimination round in which
an alumnus from Wayne, Bryn
Mawr, Ardmr e, West Chester,
Norristown, or Newtown Square
will be paired off v/ith a brother
alumnus f "- Cynwyd, Overbrook,
Upper Darby or Phoenixville has
been planned and will soon be put
into operation. Ultimately, the
outstanding performers v/lll be se-

lected and teams formed to com-
pete with the Villanova Club of

i
Philadelphia, the Villanova Club of

I

New York, and other alumni or-

j

ganizations of the college through-
out the count»-y.

Fr. Dougherty Honored at Fete for

Italian College Graduates

A banquet lo Honor the intelli-

gence, effort and industry of young
Philadelphians of Italian extraction

v/ho graduated Tlom various col-

leges and universities was tendered
last Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock

in the ball room of the Penn Ath-
letic Club.
Six graduates of Villanova were

at the banquet. They are: Alfred

A. Casciato, D. D. S.; Joseph Mar-
tin D'Agostino, M. D.; John Del
Duca, D. D. S.; Benjamin A. De
Virgiliis, D. D. S.; Victor A. Digilio,

M. D.; Anthony Drminick Diodati,

M. D.
Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S.

A., Dean of the School of Science,
was the guest of honor. The newly-
accredited Italian Ambassador,
Signor Augusto Rosso, the Italian
Consul, members of the Bench,
university professors. Governor
Pinchot, i|k.cting Mayor Moore and
other State and city oflicials were
present. About 2,000 people attend-
ed the banquet.
Some of the not^d speakers at

the banqtiet .were.: ' His 'Eminence

Dennis CariSIhal DougfBftrty, Hbnd. j,|
Hampton Moore, Hon. Glfford Pii\.

chot, Gr. Uff. Generoso Pope, Kfi).i.

James J. Davis, Hon. Comm. Eu-
gene V. Allessandroni, His Excell-
ency Augosto Rosso, Ambassador
of Italy to the United States.
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Alumni Dance

In Gym Tonight

Bud" Shays* Revelers

and "Doc" Hyder's

Southernaires

To Furnish Rhythms
VILL VAN
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Belle Air Annuals

From Past Yeara

Beln^i: Placed on Sale

At Reduced Prices

An Opportunity to

Complete Your Files
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nVE SHORT PLAYS

First Class Barbers
First Class Service

and Depression Prices
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has to he a different hind of
tobacco from tJiat used in

cigarettes.^. and it has to be

made by an entirely different

process • • •

"'
'

' 'tis . * '.

'

> "^.j

OUT in Kentucky, where they have

pretty women, fast horses, ^and
blue grass, there grows a tobacco called

White Burley. It doesn't grow anywhere
else in the world.

There is a type of this White Burley

that is best suited for pipe smoking. It

is neither too thick nor too thin. It is

not light and chaffy > at the same time,

it is not rank or strong. ^^U. S. Type
31" is the government classification

for White Burley.

Since no other pipe tobacco has yet

been found which seems to equal White
Burley, this is what we use in making
Granger Rough Cut.

Next, we use the Wellman Method,

a famous 1870 method of making pipe

tobacco, to give Granger its fine flavor

and fragrance. Then, too, Granger is

**Rough Cut"— just like they used to

*Vhittle" their tobacco off a plug with

a jack-knife. It smokes cool, lasts longer

and never gums a pipe.

And finally, we want to sell Granger

for 10 cents. Good tobacco—right pro-

cess—cut right. So we put Granger in

a sensible soft foil pouch instead of an

expensive package, knowing that a man
can't smoke the package.

Granger has not been on sale very

long, but it has grown to be a popular

smoke. Folks seem to like it.

J^/a^e^ <MCYjeA4>Jomixx^Ca:
TEN CENTL

BY BELLE MASQK
'
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Dramatic Society's Initial At-

tempt Entitled "Sketches"

Produced at College Gym

Chairman and Hostess at Tonight's Ball

PARTS PORTRAYED WELL

"Sketches, " a series of five one-
act plays was presented by mem-
bers of the Belle Masque chapter
of the Villanova Literary Society
last Wednesday and Thursday eve-
nings at the college gymnasium,
and from all outward appearances
was adjudged a success by all who
attended.
This was the first presentation of

the dramatic society this year un-
der the capable direction of Prof.
Jonas. The performance of the
students in "Slcetches" was superb.
Their numerous tasks were skilfully

carried out, and it could clearly be
seen that all displayed great inter-

est toward the success of the pres-
entation.
The first act presented was en-

titled "Nerves," and took place in

an officers' dug-out during the
World War. ^ohn Grimes, portray-
ing the role of Jack Coates. an offi-

cer in the army, is in the midst of
a heated discussion among his fel-

low officers who opine that he is a
coward. After a series of argu-
menta. Mr. Qrimes becomes angry
and rushes out into-the line of bat-
tle to search for a missing com-
rade In an effort to disprove the
ol&ters' beliefs. A short time later
he is carried in seriously wounded
and amidst the expressions of re-

spect aK-d sorrow uttered by his
fellow officers, he dies. Mr. Grimes
was ably supported by a cast con-
sisting of the following students:
Ted Hill. Robert McGrory; Bob
Thatch, Francis O'Connor; Bob Lay-
ton, Joseph Lilly; Art Green. Ru-
dolph Lehnau; Paul Overman, Wil-

1933 SOCIAL SEASON TO OPEN TONIGtfT

Edgar F. Connery (left) and Mrs. Connery (right), who will lead
the dancers at the first annual Alunmi Ball which takes place this

evening In the gymnasium-auditorium.

Contlmied mi P«k« Four

FACULTY MEMBERS

Is in Keeping With Action Be-

ing Taken in Many Other

Colleges

DEANS TO USE DISCRETION

* '' Three Professors and Alumni

^l Secretary Represent
* Villanova

INTRODUCE NOVEL IDEAS

At an assembly of more than
1500, held in the Lower Merion Sen-
ior High School, last Thursday, a
novel idea was introduced in order
to acquaint the students and their
parents with the leading colleges
in the East.
The purpose and formal object of

the meeting were explained in an
address by Dr. William Mather
Lewis, president of Laiayette Col-
lege, who was introduced by Dr.
George H. Gilbert, principal of
the high school. Dr. Lewis explained
that a college should be selected to
fit the student, and not the student

fit the college. "The parents of
« students should know their son

and daughter," he said, "and then
send him or her to a college best
fit for hrs or her character and
personality."

• After the assembly each college
was assigned to a special room
where the students were shown cat-
alogues and illustrations of the re-
spective colleges and college life In
general.
Villanova was represented by

John J. Sweeney, former professor
of highway engineering; Martin L.
Gill, Jr., instructor in English; Rob-
ert J. Tumbach, instructor in gen-
etics and physiology; and Albert C.
Wagner, alumni secretary.
The colleges represented at the

Mflembly were: Amherst. Antioch,

In the future the Religion
courses given at the college will
receive credit as regrular subjects.
The rating of this credit will be left

to the discretion of the Dean . in
each of the four schools. This
will be the first time the college
has given a credit for the Religion
course.

Previous to this time Religion
wais a required subject but no cred-
it was given for it. The reason for
this was that non-Catholic schools
did not handle Religion courses and
would not accept it as a credit.
Also, from the Catholic college
viewpoint, since if the credit were
given it would not be transferable
in other colleges not carrying Re-
ligion as a prescribed course.
Another reason the credi was not
given was that Religion was given
only one semester hour a week, due
to difficulty in fitting it harmoni-
ously in the schedule and the dearth
of professors who could teach this
subject.

Recently, more and more col-
leges and universities have made

REVEALED IN TALK

Joseph J. Conlan Tells of Ire-

land's Assistance to

Colonists

GIVEN IN ARTS SEMINAR

C'OntinaMl on Pac« EIrht

The first official arts seminar of
the semester had its inception last

Thursday morning in Mendel Hall
before an expectant and enthusi-
astic audience. Attendance was
complete, more particularly so in

view of the announcement made
previously by Professor Joseph T.
Jonas, moderator, that an interest-

ing lecture would be given by one
of the senior arts students.

His promise was well founded,
as the lecture delivered by Joseph
J. Conlan presented not only a per-
fectly organized and highly color-

ful survay of the Irish influence in

the American Revolution but
evinced a brilliant mastery of de-
liverance on the part of Mr. Con-
lan. He elected to speak on "The
Hidden Phases of America's His-
tory," following as a central theme
the importance of the sons of Ire-

land in America's struggle for in-

dependence.
His introductory remarks were

focused on the story of Ireland's
unending struggle for liberty in its

own tiny environs and of the cou-

ContinuHl on Pace Klckt

"Bud" Shays' Famous Radio Orchestra to Play From 9.30

Till 12; "Doc" Hyder's Southernaires Scheduled to

Entertain from 12 Till 2 A. M.

m TWO DEBATES

Capitalism Is Subject of Radio

Controversy With St.

Francis' Team

DEBTS TOPIC LAST NIGHT

Qround About Villanova Is Hallowed
By Blood of Washington's Soldiers

By JOSEPH J. COLLIS

\

•a Pag* r««r

Over the territory that Villanova's
students frequently pass, George
Washington, whose 201st birthday
will be observed tomorrow, marched
some 150 years ago at the head of
a tattered group of valiant men re-

treating to Valley Forge where they
mustered sufficient strength to carry
the Revolution to a successful con-
clusion.

In keeping with the national
spirit and custom, Villanova Col-
lege tomorrow will mark the 201st
anniversary of the birth of the na-
tion's first President as a holiday,
and no classes will be conducted.
Probably the sacredness of the

nearby territory hallowed by the
blood of Revolutionary patriots sel-

dom has come to the minds of the
student body generally, but close to
the college there are many markers
of spots historically famed because
of some connection with the events
of the Revolution, particularly the
retreat rt the Colonial troops from
Philadelphia to Valley Forge dur-
ing a period when it was feared

that the cause of the colonists was
almost futile. But at Valley Forge,
through a winter of severe hard-
ships, Washington and his men
gained sufiicient strength to carry
on to victory.

In the course of this march to
Valley Forge, Washington's troops
camped upon the very ground upon
which the college now stands. "The
property at that time was a farm
in the possession of Jonathan Mills.
Mr. Mills later sold it to John Ru-
dolph, a Philadelphia merchant, who
in turn sold it to the Augustinian
Fathers.
At Valley Forge there are fitting

markers on the site where the Colo-
nial troops stayed through the win-
ter of 1777-78.

A bronze tablet on Conestoga
road, near Ithan avenue, records
that Generals Washington and La-
fayette were frequent visitors dur-
ing the trying days of the Revo-
lution to Sorrel Horse Inn, which
formerly stood near the intersec-
tion.

Villanova College's debating
teams engaged in two lorensic con-

tests during the last few days,

meeting St. Joseph's College of
Philadelphia in a contest broadcast
on Saturday night over Station
WLJT and last night competing
against St. Francis' College, of
Loretta, Pa., in St. Leonard's
Academy in Philadelphia.

Against the Loretta representa-
tives last night the Beta Gamma
speakers presented the negative
phase of the question "Resolved:
That Capitalism as a System of
Economic Organization Is Unsound
in Principle." Joseph J. Conlan.
Joseph T. Horseman and Paetrus
Banmiller were members of the
Villanova team who were pitted
against Xavier X. Crowley, Arnold
Smorto and John McCann, repre-
senting St. Francis' College.

EJarly returns from listeners to
the St. Joseph's-Villanova debate on
Saturday indicated that the pro-
gram had been well received and
there were many commendatory
remarks considering the weighty
arguments presented on the ques-
tion "Resolved: That All War Debts
Should Be Cancelled."

The Philadelphians endeavored to
show that pei+lemtnt of the war
debts tangle, one of the paramount
international problems, would be
beneficial not only to the United
States but to the ntire world and
might even help to restore inter-
national prosperity.

Villanova's representatives argued
that cancellation of the war debts
would .•»e contrary to the best in-

terests of the United States, that
they were contracted fairly and that
they therefore shovid be paid by
the debtor nations.
No decision has been announced

in the radio competition in which
each team was allowed two-minute
constructive speeches and one four-
minute rebuttal. Beta Gamma fra-
ternity debaters representing Villa-
nova were Joseph J. Conlan and
Joseph T. Houseman.
Martin L. Gill. Jr.. instructor fn

English at Villanova, was chairman
of the debate last night and intro-
duced the speakers of both teahis.

LATE PERMISSIONS GIVEN

Those Presenting Tickets to

Fr. Albers Will Receive

Unlimited Privilege

Villanova ofllcially opens its 198S
social season tonight, when the
members of the National Alumni
Association of the college hold their
first annual informal ball in the
new gymnasium. The festivities,

which begin at 9.30 P. M. and end
at 2.00 A. M., will be particularly
alluring to the students who attend
the affair because tomorrow will be
a holiday on the campus, which
means a suspension of all cleise

activities.

Two great orchestras are billed
for the occasion, and thus dancers
will have the pleasure of listening
to enchanting dance rhythms played
continually by "Bud" Shays and his
Radio Revelers, and dusky "Doc"
Hyder and his rollicking band of
"Southernaires."
Albert C. Wagner, '32, secretary

of the Alumni association, stated,
in an interview to the VILLANOV-
AN, that this affair will go on rec-
ord as having been one of the most
brilliant social functions to eVer
take place on the Villanova campus.
Mr. Wagner said that many re-
quests for tickets to ^he dance have
come to him through the mail from
members of the association in aeai>
by cities showing that Philadel-
phians will not be the only mem-
bers of the group to enjoy the oo-
casion. • \ ,

From the. student's aspect there
is a particular note which will add
enjoyment to the affair. All students
rooming on the campus who pur-
chase tickets for the dance will be

Continued oa Page ElgM
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Juniors Plan to Continue Tra-

y dition in Spite of

Conditions

BLAZERS ALSO DISCUSSED

PAST ANNUALS ON SALE

Belle Airs of Previous Years to Be
Sold at Alumni Dance

Unsold Belle-Airs of previous
years will be offered for sale at a
special display arranged in con-
nection with the Alumni Dance to-

night in the new gymnasium.
In connection with this display,

there ^111 be a special exhibit of
the art work to be contained in

the 1933 Belle-Air and special at-

tention is being given to an Alumni
section.

Preliminary arrangements are be-
ing made for a Belle-Air Week
during which a drive will be waged
for subscriptions. When this cam-
paign is completed, the subscrip-
tion books will be closeo.
According to an announcement

issued by the Photography Editor
of the Senior Annual, the photogra-
pher will appear on the campus to
take individual photos only on the
condition that a sufiicient number
of deposits are made in the immedi-
ate future to warrant another group
of sittiaxs.

Junior Class members scored a
knockout blow over Old Man De*
pression at their meeting on Thurs-

day when they voted to conduct the

annual prom, continuance of which
had been threatened by adverse

economic conditions. During a
lengthy discussion the tradition as-
sociated with the annual Junior
Prom was stressed and when the
vote on whether it would be held
was counted a ^ .ajority of class-

men had voted for the affair.

The merits of blue and white
blazers which raged almost to the
point of a feud in the Junior class
last year were the basis for con-
siderable arg tment at last Thurs-
day's session and the decision as
to the blazers' color nad not been
settled at diournment but delayed
to a subsequent session.
Blue 'tlazers, i*^ was argued, can

be worn on all occasions, cost less
initially and to .naintain, and will
not soil so easily. Arguments ad-
vanced for the white blazers are
that they are more distinguished
in appearance, are more appropri-
ate for use with white flannel
trousers during thi> summer and
use of vhem would set a precedent.
Nothing definite has been done

concerning the Blue Blarer Ball,

the Tift Dance and the Farewell
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. ; A STRIDE FORWARD .

ARECENT official statement hais placed

the religion courses here on a full

accredited basis and students will receive

credit in the subject where formerly only

a grade was the reward of the student.

This new policy has already met with the

approval of the student body, for the

student now feels that his work in religion

will in the ultimate analysis benefit him,

both spiritually and materially, whereas

previously the general opinion that the

course was only a general requirement for

a well-rounded CathoHc education made

the student lax and led him to accept the

course as something that had to be per-

formed when he could have launched him-

self more intensively into the subject.

Villanova could not give this credit in reli-

gion in the past for the reason that other

colleges and universities did not carry re-

ligion on their schedules as prescribed

courses and, therefore, would not accredit

a transfer student in the subject. But

now, as religion has gradually come to be

recognized as a necessary prerequisite in

the educational process, most educational

institutions have made religion a pre-

scribed course, thus making religion credits

transferable from one institution to

another. Although Villanova is not the

first Catholic college to accredit religion

courses, nevertheless, she is one of the

first. We compliment VUlanova in keeping

in step with other educational bodies by

increasing the number of religion hours

per week and assigning professors to teach

this subject alone. We feel that such a

foreslghted step will aid Catholicism in

its progress.

VILLANOVAN !>' Tm
' " —*-

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

WELL, blow your bugle, Little

Boy Blue, look what we have
found. The Temple News

hus the jump on the other college

papers and is now sponsorinj? a

"Barter Column" for tVya student

body. From the ads appearing in

the paper it looks like a succesa-

ful venture. To quote one of the

ads:

"Blxperienced stenographer will

give lessons in shorthand and typ-

ing in exchange for dinners."

Now that must be the height of

something or another. Suppose the

fellow who has a complex for short-

hand lessons goes in big for onion

sandwiches; does the poor 8t«no

also have to take a chance on social

ostracism, or doesn't it matter?

Another one^tms thus: "Care of

child for half-day given in exchange
for meuls^ '

Now that raises another problem.

Just how old is a child. Is he a

freshman or just a common ordi-

nary senior? Does one have to

wash his ears or does he bring him
to a beauty parlor? Then again,

does one eat the meal with the

child or eat the child? but this

situation is getting muddier so

we'll sign off and wish The Temple
News success.

The co-eds out at the University

of Creighton have just elected Miss

Rita Brennan, a St. Mary's sopho-

more, as honorary colonel in the

R. O. T. C. Now if this isn't in-

vading man's domain, we don't

know. It is doubtful whether she

wears pants and a sword like a

real colonel, but we'll try to find

out. After they invaded man's do-

main, even to the point of wearing

pants and becoming engrineers, they

put up an awfut howl when they

are treated like men. Listen to

this:

"Do you know what makes me
see red," inquired a co-ed? "Did

you ever open the door for one of

your girl friends, and before you
knew what it was all about, have

one of the opposite sex rush madly
by without even a 'pardon me'?"

"Then there are some of the men
students who must find it hard to

say 'excuse me' when passing in

front of a girl in order to get to his

seat at the other end of the row.

"

We can't see where they have a

kick coming, when they have been
howling so long for "equal rights."

What they probably meant is "un-

equal rights" in favor of the fe-

males.

We do not think that the rules

of ordinary politeness should be

tossed overboard by the male sex,

but neither do we think that the

female sex should toss overboard

the rules of ordinary decency.

Here's the weekly bit of culture.

We found this simple ditty, together

with a lot of other things, in The
Temple News. It's entitled "Ges-

ture."

Foot-loose, fancy free,

I'm happy again.

Once more I learn I'm tired of men.

(My last flirtation

You can readily guess.

Was not exactly a thumping suc-

cess.)

EVER ONWARD

TODAY Villanova takes great pride in

commemorating the fourth anniver-

sary of the dedication of Mendel Hall, a

masterpiece of architectural design and

structure. Approximately five years ago

Villanova suffered the loss of the old Col-

lege Hall when a disastrous conflagration

suddenly disturber the quietude of the

campus and in a short time completely

destroyed the building, leaving bare,

blackened walls, a grim gray spectre of

what the night before had been a beautiful

building. This loss was a great incon-

venience and all looked forward with the

greatest interest to the completion of the

new Science Hall, a building worthy of

admiration and far superior to the pre-

vious structure in all respects. Indeed,

there was sufficient cause for joy and hap-

piness when the time for the dedication

services arrived, just as there wiU be

today, when a number of prominent Villa-

nova alumni gather to celebrate the fourth

anniversary of the completion of Mendel

Hall

A . . . gain
' We became disgusted at the poor

attempts of amateur poets last

week and we decided to write a

poem that would be poetry. Here's

our own brain storm:
To a Glass of Buttermilk
Knick, knack.
What do I see

A horse's head
Where his tail should be.

We won't sign any contracts v

til we get our degree—so there!

Here and There
The University of Kentucky har

a musical organization, said to b<

the only one of its kind in th<

country. They boast of a co-ec'

band, made up of 33 campus mu
sicians.

Janitors at the University of Mln
nesota (Minneapolis) are said t'

have drawn lota to see who wouli

carry skeletons from one buildin;

to another when a recent change

made such a Job necessary.

In a recent college publication

there was an arUcle in its "Shop
ping " olumn in which the autlioi

was giving the good points about

a certain Riding Academy ant'

what nice horses one could hire

But the writer finished up with th(

remark that she could never fine

a horse "un-ftery" enough for he:

to U-y it.

We think that is a ^lap at th'

"poor woiking horse." If you wcr<

a horse and iiad to carry all kind:

of people with all kinds of cob

ttmies. we bet you'd bum up th(

same as Um lion^

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

FROM THE first hour of mortal
existence, man begins the for-

mation of habita that are ta
accompany him through his entire

life. Once formulated, these modes
of aei4on become so ingrained into

the maicentj} of the individual that

it is next to impossible to remove
their traces. However, every so

often, some' colleetlon of circum-
stances, such aa an earthquake or
somethin', root out babita of long
standing. Few and far between
have been the actual cases which
we have witnessed, but the dear old
Fates are kind and they have
brought a aaUsfjring demonstration
right to our doorstep.
William Walsh, the Gentleman of

Fedigan Hall, through years upon
years of habit shaved but once a
week. This individual is In posses-

sion of a heavy black beard and
between scraping periods, the
growth of fungus on his jOwls rs"

sembles an undergrowth of the
jungle. But during the past few
months great has been the change
which has taken place and which
has completely renovsted young
Willie's life. Bach iiay finds him
removing the hirsute adornment,
and each day Ands him singing over
a task he previously shirked and, if

we are to be frank, hated.
We wonder if the cause of this

complete change in living is due to

a newly discovered shaving cream
or to a newly invented raaor? Or
could it be that thing called love?

Hughie—"I see by the papers that
they are going to try Camera for

murder."
Lacchia—"Naw, they're not."

Hughie—"But I read it in this

morning's paper."
Lacchia—"Well, I'm looking at

the headlines right now and it says

that they're going to try him for

homicide."

"Lefty " Reitz, the Songbird of

the South, is all on edge these days.

Baseball begins in a few days and
the tall southpaw is wondering how
he is going to get enough hits to

convince the boys he's captain.

And by ihe way, he calmly and
unblushingiy admits that the girls

around these parts go wild over his
Southern accent.

There will be a protest meeting
of the "Nine OClock Club" in Fedi-

gan Hall, tomorrow evening at 7
F. M. The Installation of bells that
ring in the Spring Mill road dor-

mitory interferes ia no small degree
with the activities of this wide-
spread organization.
James Lucey and Frank Martin

v/iU preside as co-chairmen, and
Joseph Houseman will take the
minutes, if he can keep awake long
enough. It ia rumored that a club
of a similar nature has been or-

ganized in Austin Hall by Larry
DeFrances. If this ia true, a merger
will be attempted.

John J. Durkin, the Women's
Choice, when interviewed on the all-

important matter of post-gradua-
tion activities (he has hopes), re-

marked that he was going to con-
struct a pier in Atlantic City. (A
novel idea.) "A-Pier" .will be its

name and modernistic its frame-
work. It will supply a sorely needed
haven for henpecked husbands and
bankrupt apple-seller.s. In the spa-
cious confines of this massive struc-

ture, the v/eary and forlorn hus-
band will be able to give vent to the

desires v/hich friend vife haa so

capably squelched and the unfor-
tunate apple-.seller will be given
ample opportunity for suicide; It

just struck us that we have never
seen John selling apples; we wonder
f he could be—of course not.

At any rate we wish "Old Herpi-
ide" the bctt of luck (he needs it),

and our only hope is that he does
not wander too near the edge. (No,

Charley, we can't say that. We
lust be polite.)

The Fedigan Hall telephone has
,oen' receiving a very strenuous
/orkout in the past two weeks.
The reason is that the Fedigan
'gigolos seem to be having more
.ban usual difficulty in obtaining
jlind dales for the Austin Hall
leartbreakers. Perhaps this is Just

nother effect of this "severe" eco-

nomic depression.

"Mickey" Lecchia has always
lid that he liked to see his name
1 print and today we are giving

'm his long awaited break.

'. IT TRUE THAT:
Ed Donahue reads "Five Novels
onthly" in class?

Since the one-act plays BanmiUer
•s been asked to join the Boy
.outs?

Things Literary

THERE ARE few, we think, who will

contest the statement that the stride

of American verse has been far more swift

than that of American prose. In addition

to this, our native poetry has taken on a
flavor which is distinctly its own. There
are many contemporary poets whose work
will undoubtedly live, at least in part
Among them there is one whose poems are

particularly esteemed. Her name, as yoa
have most probably already concluded, is

Edna St Viacent MiUay.

In private life Miss MiUay is Mrs. Eugen
Jan Boissevain. She was bom in Rock-

land, Maine, in 1892. Her career as a

poet began at an early age, but she was
first recognized as an outstanding figure

in the realm of poetry when her first vol-

ume of verse, entitled "Renascence and
Other Poems," was published in 1917.

Since that time she has added to her fame
as a poet by the appearance of severs^

other books from her pen. Her "Second

April" and "Aria da Capo" are especially

delightful, and are among her most pop-

ular works.

The poetry of Miss Millay has a tone

all of its own. It is usually sombre and
stately, moving with a beautiful tread. To
read her verses is like hearing the music
of Dubussy; it is filled with exquisite im-

pressionism. She far from exhausts her
themes, but rather gives glimpses of them,

as from a delightful dream. It seems that

Miss Millay wrests with Fate, but always
sees herself as the loser. There is a virile

courage in her poetry, however, that never

fails to uplift the reader. She does not
extol life, neither does she decry it, but
rather she points out its weaknesses and
sorrows. Having done it, she plods for-

ward full of hope for the future.

Off the Bookshelf

Charlie Lambino still threatens

>cCicco unless the latter stops te«s-

..ig him about a certain v*^V

ON TURNING your radio dial, at some

time or other, you have probably

heard the deep, rich voice of one of our

most prominent clergymen. Pulton J.

Sheen. If so, were you not filled with ad-

miration for his convincing, logical argu-

ments for and against the vital problems

of our day? In his book "Old Errors and

New Labels," you will find this same fine

reasoning carried out in the most interest-

ing manner. Doctor Sheen is above all a

polemic man. There is nothing, it seems,

that he loves so much as a good argument.

In his essay entitled "The Dechne of Con-

troversy," he bewails the fact that there

are so few men with whom to argue profit-

ably by saying, "The hardest thing to find

in the world today is an argument. Be-

cause so few are thinking, naturally there

are found but few to argue."

Later in the book he explains many of

the so-called "modem" doctrines, and

points out the fact that they all had their

origin in well-nigh forgotten centuries. He
sets about to disprove them, and does so

with a finesse that is well-known to ad-/

mirers of Father Sheen.

One of the most pleasing essays in the

book is the one called, 'The Theism of

Atheism," wherein he shows just how il-

logical the atheist is. Father Sheen's

refutations are not biting; they hit their

mark every time, lea-ving little or no room

for argument
If Chesterton and Belloc, those two ver-

bose "defenders of the faith," over whom
so many people make such a fuss, bore

you, read this book of Doctor Sheen's.

You will find it surprisingly readable and

interesting, unlike so much of the work of

the former gentlemen. The questions dis-

cussed in this book are of present-day

importance, and clear up many hazy

points for the reader. It provides an in-

teresting way to learn uninteresting

things.

SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but in smiles tvhiih lie far

deeper."

Our Credo
As strokes of genuine wit, I praise
Not jest.s alone, which laughter

raise

:

(This were a sorry taste indeed)
But hints that to instruction lead
And thought awake, though giving

birth
To no convulsive burst of mirth.
Such chiefly when they injure none,
As strokes of genuine wit I own.
Some may be gloomy, grave and

wise,
A picture when the shade we prize.

This is the school I most approve
The bold, emphatic style I love.

From the writings of Nivimois

,

we gleaned these lines and the sen-
timent expressed therein we shall

always strive to maintain as the
theme of this column

—

:

;' a

"-^And, from the Masters of this

style, I

A copy of the kind will try."

The Third Degree
Prof: "Explain the relation be-

tween physical and electromagnetic
forces in the universe."
Poor Sufferer: "Well, er, er,—

"

Old Meanjo: "Oh! So yer won't
talk?"

THE JESTER.

Bring Your Own Knives, Boys
History Prof: "Tomorrov/ we will

start the French Revolution. Every-
one come prepared."

COUNT XZYRO.

Platonic Love
We talk of shows, and books, and

things,
Of how our fav-rite tenor sings.

Of how we love the winter's snow.
Platonic Love's the thing, you know.

We take long walks o'er country
lanes.

I never act like other swains,
While holding hands as 'long we go.

I^latonic Love's the thing, you know.

I never look into her eyea,
JBxpress my love in words or sighs.

Or steal a kiss while lights are low.
Platonic Love's the thing, you know.

My arms have never held her near,
My lips have never called her

"Deaf," -
,

Nor tasted of her Cupid's Bow.
Platonid Love's the thing, you know.

«.'."' '1
, .

,

Some day I'll let my feelings reign.
Or else. I'm sure to go insane.
I know she'll feel that very way.
Platonic Love—the heck you say!!

, FEDIGAN HALT^ GIGOLO.

View of Mendel Hall and Dean of Science School

Anniversary ofDedication
OccasionsAlumni Conclave

Many Notable Philadelphia Physkians to

Be Guests of Father Dougherty at

Celebration Here Today

TODAY MARKS the celebration of the fourth anniversary

of the formal dedication of Mendel Hall, the newly con-

structed science hall, rebuilt after the disastrous conflagra-

tion of 1928 had completely destroyed the old College Hall.

A group of prominent physicians from Philadelphia, alumni

of the School of Science, have been invited by Rev. Joseph
M. Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the pre-medical school, to

attend a dinner at Villanova today at 12.30 in commemoration

The Acid Test
•*That man is so honest he

wouldn't steal a pin."
"I never thought much of the pin

test. Why not try an umbrella?"
PETER PIPER.

A Sad Storj
And there was "Snakeblps" Tackle-

clean,
He was a football player, keen.
An All-American, he would have

been

—

But he argued with the Dean.

Logical Kind ''' -
'

Sirica: 'I want some soap."
Tyrell: "What kind of soap?"
Sirica: "I want to use it for

washing my head."
Tyrell: *Oh, you want Ivory soap."

Now. lellovr students, without
your contributions, we are as hel|>*

less as an armless man trjring to
play Cochran three-cushion bil-

liards. With the help of our good
frieno, Mr. McDermott, we suc-
ceeded in having a SMILES BOX
placed outside the dining hall. Aft-
er it was up almost a week, we
got up enough nerve to look into it.

From its depths our hand drew a
match folder with these words writ-
ten on it—"Just put your picture m
that column. That will be a real
honest smile." And there wasn't
even a match on the foMer! A
joke's a joke, but—Will you help?

THE 8MILKK.

CONCERT IS PLANNED

of this event.
Among the doctors who have

been invited to participate in the

celebration po Dr. Ignatius Hnles-

ki, chief resident physician of the

Philadelphia General Hospital: Dr.

John Ajac, chief resident physician

of the Misericordia ^xospital; Dr.
Clifford Ulshaffer, chief resident
physic? in of the Temple Hospital;
Dr. John Byrnes, chief resident
physician of St. Mary's Hospital;
Dr. J. F. Dougherty, professor of
human anatomy at Villanova Col-
lege; Dr. Edward A. Mallon, di-

rector of student health at Villa-
nova College, and ^r. Charles ^A.
Heiken, head of the Committee on
Social "^wclations 'n Philadelphia.
On he ev of the start of the

mid-year examinations five years
ago while the students were busily
engaged preparing for the crucial
tests, the entire campus was
startled by the sounaing of the
alarm that Mendel Hall was afire.
The blaze la-te rhiough the night
and was the greatest disaster the
college had suffered until that
time.
Before the walls had cooled the

faculty members were In confer-
ence deciding on replacement of
the building with a more commodi-
ous structure fitted with modern
apparatus for scientific investiga-
tion. Contracts were let shortly
after and when Spring arrived the
debris was cleare»» Pway and in
June actual - instruction was
launched.
Exactly four years ago today

Mendel Hall, which previously had
been known Hs College Hall, was
formally dcdicaled and opened to
use by the student body, which
through the period of reconstruc-
tion had progressed with temporary
arrangements.

Considerable expense was incur-
red by the college in giving to the
tsudents the best obtainable in lab-
oratories, and well-lighted class-
rooms ic order to provide every
possible opportunity of advance-
ment in their scholastic endeavors.

Rev. Joseph 'St. Dougherty, O.
8. A., (above), who will l>e

host at a dinner today to cele-
brate the fourth anniversary
of the dedication of Mendel

llnil (left).

NEW HEAD IS CHOSEN
TO DIRECT GLEE CLUB

DR. J. J. RYLE DIES

OF HEAgr DISEASE

Was Prominent as Physician

and Politician In Stam-

ford, Conn.

GIVEN B. S. DEGREE HERE

John J. Rylo, M. D., Villanova
alumnus and one of the leading
physicians of Stamford, Conn.,
died on Wednesday morning, Feb-
ruary 15, in the Stamford Hospital
of heart disease and complications.
He was ill for the last two months
and was aged 60,

Dr. Ryle had been in public life

for many years. He was City
Health Ottlcer in 1923 and 1924. a
member of the Common Council in

1906 and served evcral terms as a
member of il e Board of Finance,
resigning to becomp Health Ofticer.

At his death he was a member of

the special high school building
coihmittee of the Board of Educa-
tion and cf the special building
committee for the 'fown Farm. In
1931 he was elected a member of

the newly created taxation board
(by joint action of the town and

Edward B. Dingle, Head of Music
,

city boards of finance. A m^utl'
later he resigned, having been
elected to fill a vacancy on the

Department at V^are Junior

H. S.. Is Chosen

Edward B. Dingier, head of the
Board of Education. He was re-

elected in the Fall and chosen chair-
music department at Vare Junior man of the new board.

SCIENCE FRAT MEETS

Dance Chairman Selected and Date
Set for Initiation of New Members

At a recent meeting of the Lamb-
da Kappa Delta fraternity Michael

Jordan was selected to direct the

committee for the annual pre-med
dance sponsored by the fraternity.

President Howard Richmond pre-

sided and a number of important

business details were discussed.

xn the report issued by Mr. Jor-

dan, it was announced that the pre-

med dance will not be conducted
on St. Patrick's Day. March 17. as

has been the custom in the past.
A restriction was placed on this
date due to its coming in the Lent-
en season and it is believed that a
later date will be selected.
Members delinquent in paying

dues were dropped.
The initiation of new members

was discussed and fixed for Thurs-
day night in the old gymnasium.
Members of the dance committee:

Michael Jordan, chairman; Gerald
McAteer, Joseph Morrison, William
Holmes. Frank Kelly. George Gart-
land. Vincent Marra and William
J. D'EIia. The initiation committee
consists df William J. D'EIia. chair-
man; Constantihe Roscovics, Ed-
ward Ocelus. Peter Leone, Frank
DItchey, William Alonzo, William
McCarthy, Joseph Fuselli and
William Mountford.

High School, has assumed directoi'-

ship of the Villanova Glee Club and
is anxious to increasi the club en-
rollment to forty members. The
new director has a profound knowl-
edge of the fundamentals of chorus
work and is working cut an ambi-
tious program for the Villanova or-
ganization.

Father Ludwig, mpressed with
the quality and multitude of the
group choristers in the various
halls on the campus, irst conceived

Dr. Ryle \.as *>orn in Daii^a,
Conn., on January 21. 1872. the son
of the late John and Elizabeth
Flaherty Ryle. He attended St.

Charles' College, near Baltimore,
and in 1893 was graduated froni
Villanova College with a B. S. de-
gree. A year later he received a
B. A. degree from Villanova and
was one of the speakers at the
commencement exercises. He was
a noted English scholar. Subse-
quently, he studied at the College

the possibility of welding these I

o^ Physicians and Surgeons, Balti-

many Mnits into x single organiza-
tion and during the last few months
has succeeded in forming a for-
midable musical club.

Keen interest has been displayed
in the new club by the charter
members and it is hoped that at
the rehearsal scheduled for Thurs-
day night at 7 in the Commerce
and Finance Building Auditorium
there will be a large number of
new faces to greet the new director.

nd in 1897 was graduated nn
from the University of Buf-

PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY

Rev.

aOWL" TO APPEAR

miiladclphia Orchestra to Flay for

Voung Men and Women
Students of the Commerce and

Finance School were Informed at
their scmlnai on 1 riday morning
that the Philadelphia Orchestra In

order to encourage appreciation of

music is to give a special concert

in the Academy of Music, Broad
and Locust streets, for young men
and young women, aged 13 to 29

Inclusive, on Thursday, March 9.

Leopold Stokowski, noted con-

ductor of the orchestra, has stated

that the program ill be varied to

Include the best light cinssicn and
descriptive muaic.

First Edition Under New Staff to

Tontain Ten Articles

Containing ten Interesting arti-
cles. Including an Interview with
O. H. i.mmann, Chief of the Port
of New York Authority, and a
specially prepared subject by J.
Stanley Morehouse, M. E., profes-
sor of Mechanical Engineering, the
next issue of the "Owl" will appear
in about two weeks.
This edition will be the first un-

der the editorship of Paetrus F.
Banmiller. sophomore engineer, di-
recting ihe old and new staff mem-
bers,

Mr. Ammann Is recognized as one
of the most foremost engineers of
the generation and directed con-
struction of the George Washing-
ton bridge and the recently com-
pleted super-bridge st ^avonne,
N. J.

NEW PAMPHLET IN RACKS

Fr. Brown Makes Complete Change
of Beading Msrterial

Interesting pamphlets dealing
with such subjects of current in-
terest as mixed marriages, Christ
and women, call of Christ, eternal
punishment and reasons for being
moral have been placed in the
pamphlet racks in the pie shoppe
by Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.

Edward V. Stanford, O, S, A.,

Was SO Last Tuesday

The Rev. Edward Valentine Stan-
ford, O. S, A., president of the col-
lege, quietly celebrated his thirty-
sixth birthday last Tuesday.

Fr. Stanford, youngest president
of any Catholic College in the Unit-
ed States, was born in Boston, Feb.
14, 1897. He attended Boston Col-
lege for two y.ars and transferred
to Villanova in 1916. He was grad-
uated from Villanova in 1918, and
ordained here in 1922. Fr. Stanford
spent ten years at Villanova as
chaplain, prior to bemg made presi-
dent of the college last Spring.

Ne Ferelgn Relations Meetlitg

There will be no foreign relations
meeting this evening because of the
fact that the Alumni .^ance Is be-
ing held. The next meeting will be
held at 7 P. M. on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 28, in the lounge of the gym-
nasium.

niore.

M. D.
falo.

Su|viving are hi.s widow, tlie-

former Anna Graham, and tv.'o

daughters, Anna and Mary Ryle.
Dr. Ryle was a member of the city,

county and State medical associa-
tions, Stamford Yacht Club, Sub-
urban Clubs. Hubbard Heights Golf
Club. Knights of Columbus and
other organizations.

Fr. Dougherty In Talk
Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S.

A., dean of the School of Science,
will talk on the scientific contri-
butions of Rp . Grego? Mendel. O.
S. A., and explain his works in
biology at the monthly meting of
the Guild of C.thollc Women on
Wednesday i.ight at the Catholic
Women's Club, 308 South 13th street,
Philadelphia.

Meet your friends at

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery

(Next to SevDle Tlieatre)

Delicieus Refreshments
Tasty Sandwiches

Lunches • Diitners - Platters

Expertly Cooked
BeasonaMy Frlce4

Music Free Dancing

«HMtlllll(IIIIIMlUHi||||,„„,,,„„„,,„,„„,„„,„„„„„.

Have You
|

Tried

the

Villanova
|

Barber Im

Shop?
I

First Class Barbers I

First Class Service I

and Depression Prices |

••IflHtlinilMlllllllltMMtlMlfMIIMMtfMlflllMlllltlllMIII^

No. 1 South Broad . .

.

At last Villanova men have the opportu-
nity to enjoy the facilities of No. 1 South
Broad Street,, Philadelphia, which identifies

the John Wanamaker Men's Store, on their

own campus ....

Our next showing of the complete line of

superior type of men's clothing character-

istic of the name Wanamaker, will be in the
Commerce and Finance Building today,
February 21

f
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: Puhlishcd lyci'kiy by the

Students of Villnnova College

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL
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CHAIU.KS J. ANTONACCIO, '33

WILLIAM J. U'KLIA. '33
<1KKALD J. DOLAN. '33 ...

}{AYMOND .). HAJlTKi:, "34

JOSKPH T. HOURKMAN. "33

RUDOLPH J. LKHNA' '33

JOSKl'H J. COMLAN.
WILLIAM S. Cr. DOLAN '33

WILLIAM 1'. >:E1L, 34
KUANK L. OALItJLO, '33 *

JOHN A DIGKNNAHO, '33

ANTHONY L. KSPOKITO, '33 ... Asst

. Kditur-ln-C»>U-t
. . . ManaKlDK KcUtor

SporlH Kdltor
College ICdItor

, . . Business Manager
, . .. Kxcl»aiiK« Kditor

Coluninlut
Copy Kditor

Lileniiy Kditor
BubHcrtiUlon Manaper
('iroulatiftn Manager

,
Circulation Manager

AHNlNtHillS to liMi CoUfKi- Htuff

E«jbeit A. Gelst. '34

Kdniond P. Rclley, '35
William H. Holmt-H. '34

Joseph a. Lilly, '34

Robert H. Mclntyie, '35

Joseph .1. IvinNalatA. '35

Lawr«iic«j J. Poherty, 'Sa

Charl»8 r GoKul. '34
JoBeph Colli**. '33

rrancifl B. O'Connor, '34

JoBCph J. Fitzhenry, '34

John J. Stell, •3.'>

Robert O. r<de»r. '3^

John PlJoMini, '3<J

K, Martinez Alvarez. '36

AMHikiiuktii Ml !*p«rw »»««! ;;,,•

James L. <:rimn, '33 Jamp» A. VVftlslJ, '3.^ %
'

'

Arthur V. Hart, ':)4 lUi-old J. KeatinK. J5 ....

L^ijuis P. Marfchal, 33 '

AMHUtaists 141 nusi»M(K««i «tair

Harold D. MoOrath. '3& Charlea B. Thlede, '35

Thpinas J. Donahue. 'Si Chtrlea M. Lomhlno. J5

A»K»lwlttnl» I* ClrewlBtlo* «Ult

Joseph W. FenKtcrtnacher. '31 Paul Ball. '3!i •

John acalera. '36 Kdward J. Bufos. Jr.. 36

Faculty Adviser—Kev. Edward B. McKee, O. 8. A.

Thl.i paper Is deilliated to one of the finest men who ever

entered Villanova; scholar, athlete. j;ent)eman—

1. E O G O O D R K A U

Sub.scrlp«oii—f2.00 per year.

Editor's phone— Bryn Mawr lU.'iS *

Ei.tered as aerond-claKS matter at the Villanova Postofllce.

Decemtjer 27. l^'ZH.
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WKLL, blow your bugle, I..ltUe

Boy Blue, look what we have
found. The Temple News

has the jump on the other college

papera and is now sponaorinK a

"Baiter Column" for tlK> student

body. From the ady appearing in

the paper It looks like a sucxeaH-

ful venture. To quote one p' the

uds: ':''.''.''-'

"Experienced stenographer will

give lessons In shorthand and typ-

ing in exchange for dinners."

• Now that must be the height of

something or another. Suppose the

fellow who has a complex for short-

hand lesbona goes in big for onion

sandwiches; does the poor steno

also have to take a chance on social

ostracism, or doesn't it matter?

, Another one runs thus; "Care, of

child for half-day given in exchange
for meals,;'

Now that raises another problem.

Just how old is a child. Is he a

freshman or just a common ordi-

nary senior? Does one have to

wash his ears or does he bring him
to a beauty parlor? Then again,

does one eat the meal with the

child or eat the child? but this

situation is getting muddier so

we'll sign off and wish The Temple
News success.

A STRIDE FORWARD

ARECENT official statement has placed

the religion courses here on a full

accredited basis and students will receive

credit in the subject where formerly only

a grade was the reward of the student.

This new policy has already met with the

approval of the student body, for the

student now feels that his work in religion

will in the ultimate analysis benefit him,

both spiritually and materially, whereas

previously the general opinion that the

course was only a general requirement for

a well-rounded CathoHc education made

the student lax and led him to accept the

course as something that had to be per-

formed when he could have launched him-

self more intensively into the subject.

Villanova could not give this credit in reli-

gion in the past for the reason that other

colleges and universities did not carry re-

ligion on their schedules as prescribed

courses and, therefore, would not accredit

a transfer student in the subject. But

now, as religion has gradually come to be

recognized as a necessary prerequisite in

the educational process, most educational

institutions have made religion a pre-

scribed course, thus making religion credits

transferable from one institution to

another. Although Villanova is not the

first Catholic college to accredit reUgion

courses, nevertheless, she is one of the

first. We compliment Villanova in keeping

in step with other educational bodies by

increasing the number of religion hours

per week and assigning professors to teach

this subject alone. We feel that such a

foresighted step will aid Catholicism in

its progress.

The co-eds out at the University

of Creighton have just elected Miss

Ri»a Brennan, a St. Mary's sopho-

more, as honorary colonel in the

R. O. T. C. Now if this isn't in-

vading man's domain, we don't

know. It is doubtful whether she

wears pants and a sword like a

real colonel, but we'll try to find

out. After they invaded man's do-

main, even to the point of wearing

pants and becoming engineers, they

put up an awful howl when they

are treated like men. Listen to

this:

"Do you know what makes me
see red," inquired a co-ed? "Did

you ever open the door for one of

your girl friends, and before you

knew what it was all about, have

one of the opposite sex rush madly

by without even a 'pardon me'?"

"Th'^n tiiere are some of the men
ytudents who must find it hard to

say 'excuse mc' when passing in

front of a girl in order to get to his

seat at the other end of the row.

'

We cau't sec where they have a

Ivick coming, when they have been

howling so long for "equal rights."

What they probably meant is "un-

equal rights' in favor of the fe-

males. ••;'.'.'; ' :' .••.

We do not think that the rule.s

of ordinary politeness should be

lossed overboard by the male Bex,

but neither do we think that the

female sex should toss overboard

llie rules of ordinary decency.

EVER ONWARD

TODAY Villanova takes great pride in

commemorating the fourth anniver-

sary of the dedication of Mendel Hall, a

masterpiece of architectural design and

structure. Approximately five years ago

Villanova suffered the loss of the old Col-

lege Hall when a disastrous conflagration

suddenly disturber the quietude of the

campus and in a short Ume completely

destroyed the building, leaving bare,

blackened walls, a grim gray spectre of

what the night before had been a beautiful

building. This loss was a great incon-

venience and all looked forward with the

greatest interest to the completion of the

new Science Hall, a building worthy of

admiration and far superior to the pre-

vious structure in all respects. Indeed,

there was sufficient cause for joy and hap-

piness when the time for the dedication

services arrived, just as there will be

today, when a number of prominent Villa-

nova alumni gather to celebrate the fourth

anniversary of the completion of Mendel

Hall

Here's the weekly bit of culture.

We found this simple ditty, together

with a lot of other things, in The
Temple News. It's entitled "Ges-

ture."

Foot-looi^e, fancy free,
,

I m happy again,

Once more I learn I'm tired of men.

(My last flirtation

You can readily guess,

Vvas not exactly a thumping suc-

cess.) •

A . . . gain
" Wo b'jf ;;me disgusted at the pOf**'

ailemi>t:; cf amateur poets last

week and we decided to write a

poem that would be poetrj'. Herc'a

our own brain storm:
To a Glass of Buttermilk
Knick, knack.
What do I see

A horHo's head "•
'

Where his tail should be.

We wont sign any contract:^ v

til we get our degree- so there!

Mere and There
The University of Kentucky ha •

a musical organikuition, said to t<

the on!y one of its kind in th<

country. They boast of a co-(<'

band, made up of 33 campus ma
sicians.

Janitors at the University of Min
nesota « Minneapolis) are said t-

have drawn lota to see who wouU
carry skeletons from one buildin;

to another when a recent chang<

made .such a job neces-sary.

In a recent college piiblication

there was an article In its "Shop
ping" olunm in which the aut'ioi

was giving the good points about

a certain Hiding Academy an<'

what .lice horses one could hire

But the writer finished up with th«

itjmark that she could never fim

a horse "un ftei^' enough for he

to try it.

We think tliat is a .:>lup at th

"poor woiking horse." If you wcr^

a lior.se and liad to carry all kind

of people with all kinds of co:>

tumes, we bet youd burn up tht

same as tb« bors^^

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

FROM THE nrt:t hour of mortal
existence, man bej^ins the for-

mation of habits that are to

accompany him through his entire

life. Once formulated, these modes
of action become so ingrained into

the make-up of the individual that

it is next to impossible to remove
their traces. However, every bo

often, some colleetlon of circum-
stances, such as an earthquake or

something root out habits of long
standing. Few and far between
have been the actual cases which
we have witnessed, but the dear old

Fates are kind and they have
brought a saUsfyIng deinon8tr«,tlon

right to our doorstep.
William Walsh, the Gentleman of

Fedigan Hall, through years upon
years of habit shaved but once a
week. This Individual Is In posses-

sion of a heavy black beard and
between scraping periods, the
growth of fungus on his jjowls re-

sembles fin undergrowth of the

jungle. But during the past few
months great has been the change
which has taken place and which
has completely renovated young
Willie's life. Each day finds him
removing the hirsute adornment,
and each day finds him singing over
a task he previously shirked and, if

we are to be frank, hated.

We wonder if the cause of this

complete change in living is due to

a newly discovered shaving cream
or to a newly invented razor? Or
could it be that thing called love?

Hughie- "I see by the papers that

they are going to try Camera for

murder."
Lacchia—"Naw, they're not."

Hughie~"But I read it in this

morning's paper."
Lacchia 'Well, Im looking at

the headlines rij;ht now and it says
that they're going to try him for

iiomicide,"

"Lefty" Rcilz, the Songbird of

the South, is all on edge these days.

Barifcball bcj-'ins in a few days and
tlie tall southpaw in wondering how
he is guing to get enough hits to

Convince the boys hts captain.

And by the v.ay, he calmly and
unblushingly admits that the girls

around these pattt: go wild over his

Southern accent.

There will be a ptotcst meeting
of the "Nine O Clock Club' in Fedi-

gan Hall, toinorrow evening at 7

i', M. The ins;tallation of bells that

ring in liie Spring Mill road dor-

mitory interferes in no small degree
with the activities of this wide-
spread organization.
James LiUccy and Frank Martin

will preside as co-chairmen, and
Jobcph Houscnian will take the

minutes, if he can keep uwake long
enough. It i;; iimiorcd that a club
of a siruilar nature has been or-

ganiKed in Au.stin Hall by Larry
DeFrances. If this is true, a merger
will be attempted.

,
:."\;- ••.,

John J. Durkln, the Women's
Choice, when interviewed on the all-

irapo'tant matter of po.'it-gradna-
tion activities (ho has hopes), re-

marked that he was going to con-

.stiuct r. pier in Atlantic City, (A
novel idta.) "A-Pier" will be its

name and modernistic its frame-
work. It will .supply a sor<^^ly needed
haven for henpecked hu.'sbands and
bankrupt apple-sellers. In the spa-

cious con!i!)rs of ttils niassi\c struc-

ture, the v.eary and foilorn hus-
band will be able to give vtnt to the

desires which friend vife has so

capably .•^quelched and the unfor-

tunate aj)p!c-seller will bo given
ample opportunity for suicide. It

just Hi ruck us that we have never
X'cn Jf)hn .selling apples; we wonder
f he could be—of course not.

At any rate we wish "Old Herpi-

.ide" the bCkt of luck (he needs It),

tnd our only hope is that he does
•;:ot wan'ier too near the edge. (No,

?harley. we can't .say that. We
lust be polite.) ,

The Fedigan Hall telephone has
ocn receiving a very stienuous
/orkout in the past two weeks.
The reason is th.it the Fedigan
figolos seem to be having more
.ban usiuil difficulty in obtaining

>lind dates for the Austin Hall
jeartbreakers. Perhaps this Is just

nother effect of this ".severe" eco-

.^mic depression.

"Mickey' Ltcchia has always
.id that he liked to sec his name
\ print and today we ate giving

.'m his long awaited break.

: IT TRUE IHAT:
Ed Donahue rca<ls * Five Novels
'.>nlhly" in clans?

Since the one-act plays Eanmillcr
•3 been a.«ked to join the Boy
:outs ?

Charlie Lambino .still threatens

>cCicco imlefc-3 the latter stops teas-

.:g him about a ceitain parly?

Things Literary

THERE ARE few, we think, who will

contest the statement that the stride

of American verse has been far more swift

than that of American prose. In addition

to this, our native poetry has taken on a
flavor which is distinctly its own. There
are many contemporary poets whose work
will undoubtedly live, at least in part.

Among them there is one whose poems are

particularly esteemed. Her name, as you
have most probably already concluded, is

E}dna St. Vincent Millay.

In private life Miss Millay is Mrs. Eugen
Jan Boissevain. She was bom in Rock-

land, Maine, iv 1892. Her career as a

poet began at an early age, but she was
first recognized as an outstanding figure

in the realm of poetry when her first vol-

ume of verse, entitled "Renascence and
Other Poems," was published in 1917.

Since that time she has added to her fame
as a poet by the appearance of several

other books from her pen. Her "Second

April" and "Aria da Capo" are especially

delightful, and are among her most pop-

ular works.

The poetry of Miss Millay has a tone

all of its own. It is usually sombre and
stately, moving with a beautiful tread. To
read her verses is like hearing the music
of Dubussy; it is filled with exquisite im-

pressionism. She far from exhausts her
themes, but rather gives glimpses of them,

as from a delightful dream. It seems that

Miss Millay wrests with Fate, but always
sees herself as the loser. There is a virile

courage in her poetry, however, that never
fails to uplift the reader. She does not

extol life, neither does she decry it, but
rather she points out its weaknesses and
sorrows. Having done it, she plods for-

ward full of hope for the future.

Off the Bookshelf

ON TURNING your radio diail, at some

time or other, you have probably

heard the deep, rich voice of one of our

most prominent clergymen, Fulton J.

Sheen. If so, were you not filled with ad-

miration for his convincing, logical argu-

ments for and against the vital problems

of our day? In his book "Old Errors and

New Labels," you will find this same fine

reasoning carried out in the most interest-

ing manner. Doctor Sheen is above all a

polemic man. There is nothing, it seems,

that he loves so much as a good argument.

In his essay entitled "The Decline of Con-

troversy," he bewails the fact that there

are so few men with whom to argue profit-

ably by saying, "The hardest thing to find

in the world today is an argument. Be-

cause so few are thinking, naturally there

are found but few to argue."

Later in the book he explains many of

the so-called "modern" doctrines, and

points out the fact that they all had their

origin in well-nigh forgotten centuries. He
sets about to disprove them, and does so

with a finesse that is well-known to ad-

mirers of Feather Sheen.

One of the most pleasing essays in the

book is the one called, "The Theism of

Atheism," wherein he shows just how il-

logical the atheist is. Father Sheen's

refutations are not biting; they hit their

mark every time, leaving little or no room

for argument.

If Chesterton and Belloc, those two ver-

bose "defenders of the faith," over whom
so many people make such a fuss, bore

you, read this book of Doctor Sheen's.

You will find it surprisingly readable and

interesting, unlike so much of the work of

the former gentlemen. The questions dis-

cussed in this book are of present-day

importance, and clear up many hazy

points for the reader. It provides an in-

teresting way to leani uninteresting

things,

r
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SMILES
'"i'rut' humor lies not in Ittuyh-

tet , hut in sinilea nhiih lie far

deeper."

Our CffMlo

Art strokes of genuine wit, I praise
Not jeuts alone, which laughter

rai.se:

(This were a sorry taste indeed)
But hints that to instruction lead
And thought awake, though giving

birth
To no convulsive burst of mirth.
Such chiefly when they injure none,
As strokes of genuine wit I own.
Some may be gloomy, grave and

wise,
A picture when the shade we prize.

This i.s the .school I most approve
The bold, emphatic style I love.

From ths writings of -Nivirnois
.we gleaned these lines and the sen-
timent expressed therein we shall
always strive to maintain as tlie

theme of this column—
"-And, from the Masters of tl>is

style, I

A co})y of the, kind \V»ll try.

'

View of Mendel Hall and Dean of Science School

<^ V / <' %' r > , *

Anniversary ofDedication
OccasionsAlumni Conclave

DR, J. J. RYLE DIES

OF HEART DISEASE

Was Prominent as Physician

and Politician in Stam-

ford. Conn.

GIVEN B. S. DEGREE HERE

The Tliird DegrtM*
Prof: "Explain the relation bo- ]>iaiiy Notiible Philadelphia Phys.?cians

tween physical and electromagnetic
force.-j in the universe."
Poor l-jU-Teior: "Well, er. er, "
Old Meanio: "Oh! So yer won't

THE JESIER.

Brins Vour Own Knives, Boys
Hlstoiy Prof: "Tomorrov/ we will

start the French Revolution. Every-
one come prepared."

COUNT XZYRO.

i'liitonlc Love
We talk of shows, and books, and

things.
Of how oui fav-rite tenor sings,

to

Be Guests of Father Dougherty at

Celebration Here Today

TODAY MARKS the celebration of the fourth anniversary

of the formal dedication of Mendel Hall, the nev/ly con-

structed science hall, rebuilt after the disastrous conflagra-

John J. Ryh*. M. D., Villanova
;
alumnus and o.ie of the leading

I
phy.sicians of Stamford. Conn.,
died on Wednesday morning, Feb-

;
ruaiy !.">, in the Stamford Ho.spital

!
of heait dis{»a.se and complications.

I

He was ill for the last two months
and was aged 60.

Di. Ryle hiid been in public life

I

for many years, He was City

I

Health Orticei in 1923 and 1921, a
I member of th^' Common Council in

, IDOG and seivod everal ternib as a
member of il e Board of Finance,

> resigninj^ to become Health Ollicer.

At his death he was a member of

the special high school building
committee of the Board of Educa-
tion and cf the si>ecial building
committee for the Town Farm. In
I'JSl he was elected a member of

TO DIPil:Cr GLEE ClUB the nev.-ly created tuication board
„; i',., „. ,-.

, ,:
,
by joint action of the town and

F.dward H. Dingle,Head of Mii^Jc citv boaids of hnanco. /. .. i

j

later he rejiigned. havin:^ Ih*i.

[elected to fill a vacancy «» the
I Board of Education. He ,;'f: r*''

Edward B. Dingier, head of the elected in the Fall and chosf » ciinn -

music department at Vare Junior man of the new board.
High School, has assumed director— Dr. Ilyle \,as "^oin in Daii

Kcv. Joseph 'Af. Dougherty, O.
S. A., (above), who will in'

host at a dinner today to c«'!e-

brate the fourth anniversary
of the dedication of Mci'del

HiWl (left).

WEW MEAD IS CHOSEN

Department at Vnre Junior

II. S., Is Chosen

tion of 1928 had completely destroyed the old College Hall, ship of the Vlllanova Glee Club and Conn., oti January 21. 1872, the son

A group of prominent physicians from Philadelphia, alumni •%f"'''7^-^/*^;"^''^^^^ ^^J '"'"''n^Ti S^^
/''''.

^""l^

John and ElizabethOft f J 1 » roUment to forty members. The Flaherty Ryle. He attended St.
of the School of Science, have been invited by Rev. Joseph new director has a profound knowl-i Charles' College, near Baltimoie.

omM. Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the pre-medical school, to\^^%^
oi \he iuna'^rnrn\^\s oi chovns ^nd in 1893 was gi-aduated frc^n

° "^ ' work and is working cut an ambi- , V lUanova College with a B. S. do
Of how we love the winter's snow, attend a dinner at Villanova today at 12.30 in commemoration tious program for the Villanova or-'gree. A year later he received a
Platonic Love's the thing, you know

We take long walks o'er country
lane.s.

I never act like other swains.
While holding hands as 'long wq go.
Platonic Love's the thing, you know.

I never look into her eye;;,

Express my love in words or sighs,
Or steal a kiss while lights are low.
Platonic Jjove's the thing, you know.

My arms have never held her near,
My lip.-* have never called her

"Dear,"
Nor tasted of her Cupid's Bow.
Platonic Love's the thing, you know.

Some day I'll let my feelings reign.
Or else, I'm sure to go insane.
I knov/ she'll feel that very way.
Platonic Love—the heck you say!!

. FEDIGAN HALtv GIGOLO.

The Acid Test
"That man is so honest he

wouldn't steal a pin,"

"I never thought much of the pin
tMt. Why not try an umbrella?"

PETER PIPER.

A Sad Story
And there was "Snakehips" Tackle-

clean,
He was a football player, keen.
An AU-American, he would have

been—
But he argued with the Dean.

Logical Kind
Sirica: "I want some soap."
Tyrell: "What kind of soap?"
Sirica: "I want to use It for

washing my head."
Tyrell : 'Oh, you want Ivory soap."

Now. leilow students, without
your contributions, we are as help-
lesi» as an armless man trying to
play Cochran three-cushion bil-

liards. With the help of our good
frieno, Mr. McDermott, we suc-
ceeded in having a SMILES BOX
placed outside the dining hall. Aft-
er it was up almost a week, we
got up enough nerve to look into it.

From its depths our hand drew a
match folder with these words writ-
ten on it "Just put your picture m
that column. That will be a real
honest smile." And there wasn't
even a match on the fol'lcr! A
jokes .1 joke, but Will you he!;.? I

THE .SMII>l':f^..

of this event. *

Among the d(JCtors who have
been invited to par*icii)ate in the

celebration p e Dr. Ignatius Hnles-

ki, chief resident physician of the

Philadelphia General Hospital: Dr.

John Ajac, chief resident physician

of the Miaericordia .xospital; Dr.
Clifford Ulshaffer, chief resident
physic? tn of the Temple Ho.^spital;

Dr. John Byrnes, chief resident

SCIENCE FRAT MEETS

Dance Chairman Select«d and Date

ganization.
j
B. A. degree from Villanova and

Father Ludwig. mpressed with i
was one of the speakers at th^

the quality and multitude of the ,
commencement exercises. He wa.s

group choristers in the various ! ^ noted English scholar. Sub&e
halls on the campus, rst conceived I

nuently, he studied at the Cr>llo>,e

Set for Initiation of New Members I

the possibility of welding these ' ^^ f'hysicians and Surgeons. Bait-

many 'inits into t single organiza- i
"^"'c. nd in 1897 was graduat*.::! :^

At a recent meeting of the Lamb- tj^n and during the last few months ' ^I- D.. from the University of j^uf-

da Kappa Delta fraternity Michael i has succeeded in forming a for- f^'^v "^ .• :
^ '

' ^^. ^
Jordan was selected to direct the ' n^idable musical club. j

Suvvivin?; a!<? his widow tht-

committee for the annual pre-med ! Keen interest has been displayed ii^f':^.^""/^
Graham and tv.o

dance sponsored bv th^ fraternitv I

'" ^he new club by the chai'ter
j
jif"^'^f

=^' ^""^^ ^^"^
^^"I'l

^^y'^'
aance sponsoiea D> the ^^^'^^'"'ty-

n.jgn^5^,.g ^^^^ ^ j^ hoped that at
'" -^ '^'^'^ '"'^ member of the city,

physician of St. Mary's Hospital;
j

President Howard Richmond pie-i^v^e rehearsal scheduled for Thurs '

^^""*^' ^"'^ St;te medical associa-
Dr. J. F. Dougherty, profes.sor of sided and a number of important'
human anatomy at Villanova Col-li, • jam .1 1

lege: Dr. Edward A. Gallon, di- '

^""'""''^ ^^*^''^ ^^^'^ ^'^^"^«^^-

rector of student health at Villa- 1
^" ^^^ report i-ssued by Mr. Jor-

nova College, and ^r. Charles.^ A. ' dan. it was announced that the pre-
Heikcn. head of the Committee on med dance will not be conducted
Social '^wClations 'n Philadelphia
On he ev of the start of the

mid-year examinations five years
ago while the students were busily
engaged preparing for the crucial
tests, the entire campus was
startled by the seunoing of the
alarm that Mendel Hall was afire.
The blaze la-te 'hiough the night
and was the greatest disaster the
college had suffered imtil that
time.
Before the walls had cooled the

faculty members were in confer-
ence deciding on replacement of
the building with a more commodi-
ous structure fitted with modern
apparatus for scientific investiga-
tion. Contracts were let .shortly
after and when Spring arrived the
debris was clearer* Pway and in
June actual mst ruction was
launched.
Exactly four years ago today

Mendel Hall, which previously had
been known as College Hall, was
formally dcdicaled and opened to
use by the student body, which
through the period of reconstruc-
tion had progressed with temporary
arrangements.
Considerable expense was incur-

red by the college in giving to the
tsudents the best obtainable in lab-
oratories, and well-lighted class-
rooms ir order to provide every
po.ssible opportunity of advance-
ment in their scholastic endeavors.

on St. Patrick's Day. March 17. as

day night at 7 in the Commerce;*'"""' ^fT i , . «^ '1/ ?."V;
and Finance Building Auditorium ' "l*^?" Sw""^^'^^"''f'' ^'"^^^

there will be a large number of^/"*'' ^^"'t'l^t-^^. '^f Columbus and

new faces to greet the new director.
^

"^^^^ '".^'^"'^••'i'ons;

Fr. Dougherty In Talk
Rev. Jo^ieph M. Dougherty, O, S.

A,, dean of the School of Science,
the sc'entiflc contii-

o . GregO' Mendel. O.
S. A., and explain his works in

PRESIDENrS BIRTHDAY

a''^^^^?^"^-^^*
^""'^'"^ *"/^'' Pf^^,t-

1
Bt^v. J^dward V. Stanford. O. .S. A., wl'ir'tailVonA restriction was placed on thisj „, .,„ , ^ ^ \u,^\\,^r^^ r.F r»

rlnf« ,iM« f.. jfw ^^,.,:^„ ;., »,„ T ^„f 1 Was yc La«t Tuesday butions of Rdate due to its coming in the Lent-

1

en season and it is believed that a! The Rev. Edward Valentine Stan- ' biolo^'v "at" the'monthlv meVin^ of
later date will be selected. ford. O. S. A., president of the col- the Guild of C tho ic V^men onMembers delinquent in paying lege quietly celebrated his thirty- K^:a?e;ii<'!.ight ^IthJ C^^^^^

sixth birthday last Tuesday. fwomen's Club. 308 South 13th street.
dues were dropped.
The Initiation of new naembers

was discussed and fixed for Thurs-
day night In the old gymnasium.
Members of the dance committee:

Michael Jordan, chairman; Gerald
McAteer, Joseph Morrison, William
Holmes. Frank Kelly. George Gart-
land. Vincent Marra and William
J. D'Elia. The initiation committee
consists of William J. O'Elia. chair-
man; Constantine Roscovics, Ed-
ward Ocelus. Peter Leone. Frank
Ditchey, William Alonzo, William
McCarthy, Joseph Fuselll and
William Mountford. /

NEW PAMPHLET IN RACKS

^^OWL" TO APPEAR

First Edition Under New Staff to

C'ontiiiii Ten Arllcle;

Containing ten interesting arti-
cles, including an interview with
O. H. immann. Chief of the Port

T»lillMd«lphla Orchestra to ria> for :

of New York Authoiity. and a

CONCERT IS PLANNED

Fr. Brown Makes Complete Change
of Reading Material

Thteresting pamphlets dealing
with such subjects of current in-
terest as mixed marriages, Christ
and women, call of Christ, eternal
punishment and reasons for being
moral have been placed in the
pamphlet racks in the pie .shoppe
by Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A.

Vonng Men and Women
Student.s of the Commerce and

p'inance Schcol were Informed at

their .seminar on I riday morning
that the Philadelphia Orchestra in;

order l(» encourage appreciation of

mu.'iic »< to give a special concert

in the Academy of Music, Broad
.'ind Locust streets, for young men
and young women, aged 13 to 23

inclusive, on. Thursday, March 9.

Leopold Stokowski, noted con-

ductor of the orchestra, has stated

that the program ill be varied to

include the best licht cl.nssici and
deflcripllve music.

specially Prepared subject by J.
Stanley Morehouse. M. E., profes-
sor of Mechanical Engineering, the
next issue of the "Owl" will appear
in about two weeks.
This edition will be the first un-

der the editorship of Paetrus F.
Banmiller, sophomore engineer, di-
recting ihe c»Id and new staff mem-
bers.

Mr. Animann is recognized as one
of the most foremost engineers of
the generation and directed con-
struction of the George Washing-
ton biidg<^ and the recently com-
pleted super-bridRe Pt i^.^tvonne,

N. J.

«IIIIMIMIIIIIM|H|f|||||„|„„,„„„,^„m,,„„„„„„,„,„.
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I
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I
First Class Service j

I
and Depression Prices i
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Fr. Stanford, youngest president
of any Catholic College in the Unit-
ed States, was born in Boston, Feb.
14, 1897. He attended Boston Col-
lege for two y ars and transferred
to Villixnova in 1916. He was grad-
uated from Villanova in 1918, and
ordained here in 1922. Fr. Stanford
spent ten years at Villanova as
chaplain, prior to bemg made presi-
dent of the college last Spring.

Ne Foreign Relations Meeting
There will be no f )rfcign relations

meeting this evening because of the
fact that the Alumni .^ance Is be-
ing held. The next meeting will he
held at 7 P. M. on Tuesday. Feb-
ruary 28. In the lounge of the gym-
nasium.

Philadelphia.

Meet your friends at

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery

(Next to SevUIe Theatre)

Delicious Refreshments
Tasty Sandwiches

Lunches - Dinners - Platters

Expertly Cooked
Reasonably Prlce4

MiihIc Free Dancing

No. 1 South Broad . .

.

At last Villanova men have the opportu-

nity to enjoy the facilities of No. 1 South
Broad Street, Philadel])hia, which identifier

the John Wanamuker Men's Store, on their

own campus . ; . .

Our next ^howin^u' of the complete line of

supei'ior type of men's clothin^c: character-

istic of the name Wananiakei', will be in the

Commerce and Finance Buildino^ today,

February 21

:

m
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FIVE SHORT PLAYS 75% of Student Body Use
Fast P. & W. *

'Bullet Cars"

Dramatic Society's Initial At-

tempt Entitled ''Sketches"

Produced at College Gym

PARTS PORTRAYED WELL

Cvntinued From Pace Uiie

liam Doyle; Frank Smith, Robert

Geist; Rook, Michae} Tomaseo; or-

derly, Edward Kilbane.

In the second act, ''The Last
Drop," Joseph Conlan assumes the
lole of Colonel Neil Foster, the
father of an army officer reported
to have committed suicide during
the war. He is discouraged and
while meditating on this belief a
FOldier comes into his house for

food. After giving him a heavy
meal the father learns that this

man had fought under his son, and
after a series of drinks the soldier

becomes intoxicated and confesses
that he killed the Colonel's son in

a fit of despair. John Butler plays
the part of Sam Sheene, the ex-

soldier. Preece, the Colonel's serv-

ant, was portrayed by William Zeil.

This act was followed by a com-
edy, "If Men Played Cards as Wom-
en Do." This sketch was an illus-

tration of what occurs when wom-
en gather for an afternoon card
game. The actors carried on in a
manner similar to the usual meet-
inji of women at cards discussing
the latest scandal and various oth-

er items. The illustration proved
to be quite entertaining and the
characters consisted of Lawrence
DoFrances, who played the role of
John; Joseph Conlan as Bob, Har-
old McGralh as Gepr^e, and Rob-
ert Geist as Marc. . ! /

In the following act, "Incident,"
Pr.ctrus Banmiller, acting as Colo-
nel Winston, is in charge of a dug-
out when he is confronted by an
army officer who is seeking a'short
leave. He refuses to grant the
leave and the officer threatens to

go without permission. The Colo-
nel warns him that he is deserting
and is subject to death, and as the
oHiccr begins to go the Colonel kills

him as a deserter. He then rushes
to the side of the dead officer and
learns that the dead man is his own
Bon he has never seen before, but
proveji by prayer beads the officer

wr.s holding when shot. Banmiller
U supported by Captain Crowley,
John Grimes; Lieutenant Winston,
Robert McGrory; Top Sergeant,
James Griffin; Mocher, Francis Mc-
Ginley, and orderly, Joseph Lilly.

The final act scene is in India
and Is entitled "The Drums of
Oude." The play is centered in an
Enjjlish fort under the command of
Captain Hector McGregor, played
by Joseph Conlan. The fort is

about to be attacked by natives
v/fcen the regiment is on march.
Lieutenant Alan Hartley, played by
Lawrence DeFrances, is Conlans
assistant. They strive to save the
white inhabitants of the village and
decide that if their chances of free-

dom are lost they will blow up the
fort. The natives begin to attack
and just as all seems to be lost the
regiment arrives and saves the fort.

The remainder of the cast consist-

ed of William Zeil as Mrs. Jack
Clayton, a sister to Lieutenant
Hartley, Paetrus Banmiller as Ser-
geant McDougal, Robert Geist as
the first Hindu servant, Harold Mc-
Grath as the second Hindu servant,
Francis O'Connor as the private
and steward, and the sentry, por-
trayed by William Doyle.
Between the acts the musical ac-

companiments were supplied by
Raymond J. Baratta. director of
the Villanova Symphony Orchestra,
and the Villanovans. Mr. Baratta's
brilliant playing contributed in a
large measure to the success of the
presentation.

*—

Elevated Trains Are
Given Preference in

Philadelphia

EDITOR'S NOTE.—The followlnB la the
fifth and concIudltiK article of a series
stating the results of the recent question-
naira conducted by this publication. To-
day's article treats of the amounts ex-
pended "U transportation, school supplies
and stationery.

By RAYMOND J. HARTER
An interesting sidelight on the

use which tht students make of the
"bullet cars" of the Philadelphia
& Western Railroad was revealed
In the VILLANOVAN advertising
questionnaire in which it was shown
that this means o- transportation
is used by 75% of the entire stu-
dent body. This overwhelming ma-
jority is undoubtedly due to the
popular Tower combination tickets,
but the percentage would have
been even higher had the voting
been confined to resident students
alone, since there are a great many
day hops who commute daily in
their ov/n machines.

I

While traveling in Philadelphia
60% of the students prefer to use
the elevated trains, while 21% use
the bus lines, and the remaining
19% use the surface cars. The
buses on Lancaster pike, it was re-
vealed ure used by 40% of the stu-
dent body.

The amount of expenditures on
these various forms of transporta-
tion ran well above the expected
figures. The returrs showed that
the students spend slightly over
$2.00 a month on the P. & W. and
approximately $2.90 on the Penn-
sylvania. On the P. R. T. their
transportation costs amount to
$1.60, while on the Lancaster pike
bus they spend $.80 each month.
An item which should prove in-

teresting to advertisers was dis-
closed in the school supplies sec-
tion of the questionnaire where it

was revealed that only 28% of the
students own typewriters. When
one considers the many occasions
upon which a student has a de-
mand for a typewriter, it will be
realized that this figure is unduly
low, and therefore the field should
prove lucrative .o manufacturers
and advertisers of these machines.
That the students prefer the

better grade of fountain pen for
their work was manifested by the
fact that they estimated their ex-
penditures along this line at almost
$4.50 a year. In choosing their
favorite make, the voting ran very
close with Waterman's receiving
first choice with a total of 30% of
the votes. Tied for second place
were Sheaffer's and Parker's with
27'^ each. Other makes that re-
ceived mention were Chilton, Conk-
lin and Wahl in the order named.

Sheaffer's Skrip proved to be
quite easily the favorite brand of
ink among the student body, ob-
taining a total of 55% of the votes.
Waterman's ranked second with
32%. and Carter's, Quink, Higgin's,
Parker, and Royal followed. In-
cidentally, the expenditures for ink

Re-Elected

John A. yreney, who was
chosen for the presidency of
the Villanova Club of Philadel-
phia for the second consecu-

tive year.

amount to an average of $.47 a
year.
Looseleaf binders. It was Indi-

cated, are used by a great majority
of the students at an annual ex-
penditure per student of $1.50. The
cost per unit of these binders was
estimated at $.95. The fillers for
the binders cost each student a
total of $1.20 a year, but an average
of only $.16 is spent for each filler.

The answers to the confectionery
section proved to be both informa-
tive and interesting. 65% of the
students stated that they purchased
candy for themselves at a cost of
$.50 a week. 20% of those answer-
ing the questionnaire admitted that
they buy candy for others, but the
expenditure here was placed at only
$.50 per unit purchased.
A fraction under 55% stated that

they bought chewing gum at an
average cost of $.15 a week. Wrig-
ley's was ^Jcked as the favorite
brand with 48% of the votes and
with Spearmint obtaining the pref-
erence in flavor. Beechnut followed
a short distance behind with 44%
of the votes.
Favoritism in candy bars went

to Peanut Chews with 16% of the
votes. Hershey chocolate bars
placed a close second with 15%,
and Milky Way ranked third with
12%.

V. L. S. to Admit Members
The Villanova Literary Society,

at a joint meeting of the Belle
Masque and Beta Gamma chapters,
will Initiate new members on Mon-
day night at 8.15. Joseph T. House-
man Is qhairman of the Initiation

committee.

Weekly Calendar

Today
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting. Room 210 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Alumni Dance, College Gymnasium 9.00 P. M.

-••'"-•'•'"• Wednesday
VILLANOVAN Day StudenU meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.

Thursday
Glee Club meeting, C. A F. Building *.«t (•>.«••<• "^-^ ^* ^'

Friday
Villanova vs. Ursinus, college gymnasium 8.00 P. M.

Monday
Villanova Literary Society initiations, 204 Mendel Hall 8.15 P. M.

TOWER, •**" '•"*'
^Opp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today, Wednesday A Thursday
February 21, 22, 23

"FAST LIFE"
With

William Haines, Madge Evans
OifT Edwards, Conrad Nagel

Starting Friday, February 24

"NO MORE ORCHIDS"
With Carole Lombard

Walter Connelly

Attention Students!

THROUGH the facilities of the Ath-

letic Association, athletic equipment

of every description may be purchased

at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room
108, Gymnasium.

MYRE-ELECIH)

BY AUIIil CHAPTER

Is Made President of Phila-

delphia Club for Second

Consecutive Year

GILLESPIE IS VICE-PRES.

John A. Freney, '29, was re-elect-

ed president of the Villanova Club
of Philadelphia, at its last monthly
meeting at the Engineers' Club,

1317 Spruce street.

As a result of the voting, John
M. Gillespie, '30, was elected vice-
president to succeed Thomas L.
McNee, '28; Clement Busenkell, '32,

became recording secretaiy to re-
place Francis J. McDonnell, '12;

Hugh T. Mooney, '24, was desig-
nated treasurer in place of Matth-
ew A. Lynch, '23, and Martin L.
Gill, Jr., '32, became corresponding
secretary.
Mr. Mooney explamcd plans have

been worked out to conduct but
six meetings yearly and by this
arrangement it is hoped to increase
the attendance to 300 alumni each
session. Business guidance of the
club is to be left entirely with a
board of directors to be named at
the next meeting and it is planned
to designate a committee to revise
the constitution and by-laws of the
organization.
Major Sasse, former coach at the

Army, and "Rip" Miller have been
obtained as speakers at future
meetings.

Faculty Members
Attend Conference

Centiancd From Pace One

Bowdoin, Bryn Mawr, Bucknell,
Cornell, Dartmouth, Dickinson,
Drexel, Franklin and Marshall,
Goucher, Haverford, Hood. Lafay-
ette, Lebanon Valley, Lehigh, Lin-
coln, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Mount Holyoke, Ober-
lin, Pennsylvania Military College,

Princeton, Rensselaer, Rosemont,
Rollins, Smith. St. Joseph's, Swartb-
more, Sweet Briar, Syracuse, Tem-
ple, Trinity, Tufts, Union, Univeiw
sity of Pennsylvania, Ursinus, Va«-
sar. Villanova, Wellesley, West
Chester, William and Mary, Wil-
liams and Wilson.

ArdmoreTheatre
Today

Warden Lewis E. Lawes'
"20,000 Years In Sing Sing"

with
Spencer Tracy, Bctte Davia

Wed., Thurs., Feb. 22, 23

Ruth Chatterton in
"FRISCO JENNY"

Frl., Sat., Feb. 24, 26
Gary Cooper, Helen Hayes

In

"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"

Monday, Feb. 27

"THE MATCH KING"
With

Warren WiUlam, LUy Damita

.... IT'S TIME TO
Telephowe HOllflEl

C^IGHT-THIRTY P. M. is the time to telephone

^^ home!

The day's rush is over; the night^s still young. There'i

plenty of time for a newsy, intimate chat. The fam-

ily's at home, eager to hear your voice. (They'll be

there for sure if you telephone as a regular habit, the

same time each week.)

What is more, it is cheapest to telephone after 8:30

P. M. That is when the low Night Rates go into effect

on Station to Station calls. For 45c you can then call

as far as 140 miles away!

Yes, it^s surprisingly inexpensive, as these typical

rates show. But be sure you make a Station to Station

call. Just give your home telephone number to the

operator and hold the line. If you like, the charj

can be reversed.

Bryn Mawr to—
AUentown, Pa. ......

Jersey City, N. J..

New York City

Waterbury, Conn..

I.Awrence» Mass. ....

Stattoa to Station Call
3-Bllnato Oonnocttow
Wberaver applicable.
rMoral Tas laehidcd.

Day Nlskt

.$.35

. .65

. .65

1.00

1.50

$.35

.35

.35

.65

.90

f

IN
REVIEW

ALTHOUGH football is an
autumn sport the discussion
of the game provides news-

papers with material almost the
entire year around. Immediately
after the season Is over the pa-
pers begin to select all sorts of
mythical teams and speculate as
to the great strength of such a
team if it were able to be assem-
bled. Thus, football is a space
filler rightly until late in Decem-
ber.

Recently a large space of the
sporting sections has been taken
up by the publication and discus-
sion of the two new football rules
which have been enacted by the
powers that be. Last year the
rules committee passed several
laws which were very beneficial
to the game insofar as the play-
er was concerned and now this
year steps have been taken to
speed up the game. Just what
effects the two new rules will
have on the game is yet to be
seen, but they should be benefi-
cial.

« > >

Speaking of football, we hap-
pened to be looking through one
Of the Philadelphia dailies last
Tuesday, which, as you know, was
St. Valentine's Day, and we hap-
pened to come across a little Val-
entine in verse which was writ-
ten by Bill Brandt especially for
"Pop" Warner, the new grid coach
at Temple University. The little

poem went something like this:

"Please accent ^

From us this flower
But keep your eye
On 'Whltey' Randour."

We think that it was a very
good bit of versification and a
sound bit of advice for the "Old
Fox."

One can just attempt to imagine
what the Temple-Vlllanova game
should be like next year. With
the clashing of two traditional
rivals, one being directed by the
originator of a widely used sys-
tem Ox playing the game, and the
othor u.Kicr the direction of a
discr-.Ie c2 the other famous sys-
tem Vifhich wa-g created in the
mind of the late Knute Rockne.

ihs "wildcats have a very tough
schedule to face next fall and
Head Coach Stuhldreher means
to be well prepared when that
time rolls around. This state-
ment is substantiated by the fact
that spring practice for the grid-
men is beginning right now.

•: o

The Jay....

Win Agaiti

DURING tiie lu^z week the
arbitration board connected
with the intra-mural athlet-

ic activities had to render its

initial decision. The committee
found it necessary to declare a
game played between Mendel and
Austin halls void because of the
fact that the Austin Hallers were
represented by two members of
the junior varsity squad, a fact
against the rules of the inter-
dormitory league. However, the
Jayvee men were ignorant of the
fact that their team was still in
existence because of the long pe-
riod intervening between the
games which they played. Desir-
ing to play basketball, they played
with their dormitory team and
thus caused somewhat of a furor.

It seems to us tiiat the man-
agers of the junior vanity
basketball team could arrange
a few more games for their
team. In looking through the
sport results one notices that
nearly every local institution
has a Jayvee aggregation.

The Wildcats have a good jun-
ior varsity team but they have
played only three games, having
lost only one. And that game
was lost by but two points. Those
men who went out for that team
were interested and they spent
many long hours In practice, but,
naturally, when they played no
games with outside timms their
enthusiasm began to lag.

Perhaps one might make the
remark that it is much easier to
speak than to act, but it still

seems to us that the Jayvees
should have played more games,
thus satisfying the men and con-
sequently avoiding all the un-
pleasantness and trouble which
was caused last week.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
Tuesday, February 21, 1933 Page Mve

FRESHMAN QUINTET WINS TWO
Will History Repeat Next Week?

Above is a picture of Len Gudd rolling up the score against the
Wildcats in the first basketball game which was played in the new
gymnasium. The game pictured above took place last March.

Coach Stuhldreher Favors
Changes in Grid Rules

Recent Revisions in Football Regulations

Made by Rules Committee to

Speed Up Game

While the students about the

campus have been debating the
worth and wisdom of the recent
changes in the football code. Head
Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher was
Interviewed on the matter and he
expressed his opinion.

In the first place. Mr. Stuhldre-
her believes that the revisions were
necessary and he is, therefore, In

hearty favor of them.
There were two changes made in

the Intercollegiate football regula-

tions when the Rules Committee
convened at Philadelphia last week.
The first was the rule concerning

the "side zones." Three line zones,

10 yards in width on either side of
the field, will be established. When
the ball becomes dead within these
zones, it will be moved to a point
10 yards in from the side line with-
out time being taken out. When the
ball goes out of bounds it will be
moved in 10 yards.
The second change had" to deal

with 'clipping.' "The penalty for
'clipping* shall be 15 yards. Run-
ning into the back of an opponent
not carrying the ball as well as
throwing or dropping the body
across the back of the leg or legs
of an opponent below the knees
shall be termed 'clipping*."

The regulation calling for the 10

yard side line zones will have some
effect on the game, inasmuch as it

is designed to speed up play and do
away with the wasting of downs.
Mr. Stuhldreher contends that

this change will do away with fu-
tile side line plays which In the
past have compelled many teams to
waste a down. From now on every
play will be potentially a touch-
down play.
The change will considerably

lessen tackling out of bounds and
will eliminate the question which
arose last year as to whether or
not the ball was down before cross-
ing the side line.

Undoubtedly it will strengthen
the offensive, especially in the scor-
ing zones and give the quarter-
backs a chance to run plays other
than the play in which the ball ia

carried out of bounds.
The revision in the rules concern-

ing 'clipping' is aimed directly to
reduce the number of Injuries.

The penalty was reduced 10 yards
to enable the officials to enforce the
rule without any serious damage to
the offending team. Heretofore,
'clipping' was not strictly enforced
by the majority of officials but,
with the reduction of the penalty,
they will be enforced to call the
penalty.

\

UrsinusandTolen tineFives
Defeated by Yearling Team

Tom Ryan Leads Frosh Basketeers in Scor-

ing Column Amassing a Total of 24

Points; Geraghty Second Highest

VICTORIES NOW INCREASED TO EIGHT

WINNING two games in as many days the Freshman

cagesters have boosted their win column to eight games^

Downing Ursinus Frosh on Friday, 53 to 30, and Tolentine,

on Saturday, 35 to 27, Coach Tracy's minions displayed a

superb shooting and passing attack to submerge both rivals

without a shadow of a doubt.

Tom Ryan, yearling guard, was the outstanding player

of both contests. Racking up 14 points in the Ursinus game

and 10 in the Tolentine contest, he boosted his scoring

average to seven points per game.
* The Ursinus fray was replete

with thrills displaying to good ad-

vantage the shooting ability of Ry-

an and Geraghty. Tracy started

a secondary lineup, but egardlesf

of this fact the second stringers

soon had the Cubs in the hole by

nine points. In the latter part of

the second quarter Geraghty re-

placed Leahy and Sweeney replaced

O'Meara. In the few minutes left

to play the first stringers in-

creased the score so that it stood

30 to 19 at the half-way mark.
The second half was a replica

of the first. The yearlings had no

trouble with the Cubs and outscored

them at will. A strong passing at-

tack with Ben Geraghty at the

helm soon proved to be too much
for the Collegeville athletes, and

they were hopelessly sunk after the

first five minutes of play of the

second half. The Felines tallied 2S

points to their opponents' 11 in the

second part of the battle and at

the final whistle Dlew the score

board read 53 to 30 for Villanova.

The only player tl^at could make
any headway was Calvert, lanky
center for the Bears, scoring ten

points for his team.
The following afternoon the stal-

warts from St. Nicholas of Tolen-
tine came to Villanova with a sea-

son record that was very impres.'^ive.

Regardless of this they were forced
to submit to the Frosh, 35-27. This
game was a closer contest than the
Ursinus fray, but the Blue and
White lacked its usual pep. Only
once were the first year men in

danger from rhe onslaughts of the
New Yorkers and thpt was in the
first part of the second half when
the Kittens were trailing by one
point.

Villanova started off the game
with a scoring pree, tallying 12
points in the first ten minutes of
play to their opponents' 3. Never-
theless, the Tolentine quintet slow-
ly battled upwards and the end of

the first hall saw them only one
point in the van. Drury, stellar

foi-ward of the visitors, suddenly
broke loose and tossed in four bas-
kets in quick succession, which gave
his team a one-point advantage.

Large Group of Candidates

Responds to Coach Stulil-

dreher's Call

MUST DEVELOP NEW LINE

Villanova beat old man Robin as

the first herald of Spring with the

appearance of a large number of

aspirants for honors on the grid-

iron next fall at the first meeting
of the squad in the new gymnas-
ium yesterday afternoon.
Many of last year's stars have

returned as well as a dozen players
from last year's freshman squad.
Several days each week until the

middle of March the sqi^ad will

report for a series of setting-up
exercises under the supervision of
Head Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher.
This training is intended to put the
players in perfect shape before en-
tering into the more strenuous side
of the favorite sport.

After March 15, Coach Stuhldre-
her stated that Spring trainirg
would begin out of doors and would
continue until after Easter vaca-
tion.

"Our strong line has been great-
ly weakened by the loss of such
men as Captain Hickey, Donahue,
Geezer, Milne and others," stated
the coach, "and the new material
will have to work hard to take the
place of these men."
This season Coach Stuhldreher

will be assisted by Bob Regan, who
has been assisting him for the past
several seasons.
Among the last year's Varsity

men who reported were Captain
"Whltey" Randour, Blanchard,
Brodnickl, Connelly, Cook, Cox, i

This was not to last long, however,~ ~
and the Kittens soon pulled awayFoster, Goggin, Orlmberg, McGee,

Jelovitch, Lee, ualaney, Marion,
Nowe, ^atzsch, Robertson, Sullivan,
Walsh, Wetzler and Zizac.
The former Freshman squad in-

cludes Sczcapa, Michaels, Johnson,
Myles, Searight, Vidnovic, Johann,
O'Dorisio, Hlggins. Kotys. Wrinu,
McGovern, and Collins.

to assume an eight-point lead
which they never relinquished.

Day Hops Uniformed
Coach "Scoop" Keating, mentor of

the Day-Hops basketball team, an-
nounced that next week twelve
members if the Day-Hops would
receive basketball suits. The suit
will consist of green jerseys and
white pants. In the past the Day-
Hops have been the only team not
uniformly equipped and there has
been difficulty in distinguishing
them from their opponents.

WRESTLING TEAM

Coach Zizac Pleased With TrogreM
Which Wrestlers Are Making
In a recent interview with Coach

"Vince" Zizac it was learned that
the members of the wrestling squad
are working out several times a
week and that great strides are be-
ing made in furthering interest in
this spoit. As yet no definite plana
have been made for the future ^,
tivitics of this .squad, but shoi^
the caliber of the candidates be
sufllclcnt to w.Tiiant it. a schedule
will be .i»:.i.iged for Intercollegiate
competition.
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-V.yUlanova Defeats Army
By 16-13 Score in 1915

Blue and White Team Reaches Greatest

Heigrhts by Outplaying Cadets in

• All Phases of Game
v^'-

EKDITOR'8 NOTK.—The following ttory U the •coml of a sertea of articles
ilch will appear In forlhcoming isauea of Uie VILLANOVAN dealing with bl£h-
bts In Vlllanova'8 aports hiatory.

II '
' " i \ ' >

By HAL

THE year 1915 saw the Vil-

lanova football team rise

to the greaf'st height that
they have ever attained. In the
pftat eighteen years an alumnus'
claim to greatness was "I

played on the team th^t beat
the Army.** ,^ ; .

-

Two years previous to this

encounter they met Army at
West Point and were complete-
ly submerged, && to 0. But in

H£ATING
that space of time, the improve-
ment of the squad was so great
that Villanova again consented
to meet thf Cadets on their

home field. This time the tables
were turned, for the Blue and
White left the field at the con-
clusion of the game on the long
end of a 16 to 13 score.

The conquest was bo com-
plete that one can only learn
from the actual account of the

gam* in which ft Is described
to what extent the Main Linsra
oiHplayed the) rivals.

To those 'iat attended the re-

cent football banquet this Is

of particular Importance. The
toastmaster of this affair, F.
Leo Lynch, wag the center of
this famous aggregation, and
during the course of the eve-
ning he introduced Charlie Mc-
Guclcin, at that time one of the
greatest drop-kickers in col-

legiate circles. An account of
the game follows:
West Point. Oct. 80, 1915—Vil-

lanova was a real Hallowe'en
"bogle man" to the Army elev-

en today, the Pennsylvanians
springing a surprise on follow-

ers of the cadet team as well
as the co&ches and players. A
16 to 13 victory only partly
tells the story, for the visitors

outplayed the cadets at eveiy
stage of the game. Forward
and lateral passes of long and
short distances, delayed passes,
double and triple passes, inter-

spersed with .. running game
from a fake kick formation
completely baffled the cadets.
More than once the Army lads
looked foolish in their efforts

The Army Falls!

Army Position VtUanova
Neyland .... Left End .... J. Reap
Jones .... Left Tackle .... Heagon
O'Hare Left Guard .... Mahnn
McEwan Center Lynch
Meacham . . Right Guard . . Henry
Weyland . Right Tackle . . T. Reap
Britton . . . Right End . Breithaupt
Murril Quarterback Ward
Walker . . Right Half . . McGuckin
Hoge .... Left Half .... Fornst
Ford Fullback .... Thornton

to diagnose the enemy's attack.

In the line the cadets were

both good and bad. McEwan
played his usual stellar game
on the defense, but when Villa-

nova had the ball, which was
most of the time, the Pennsyl-
vanians' attack v«as consistent

in its gains through the Army's
front wall. The Cadets offense

was weak. Oliphant was sadly *

missed. Ford was a consistent
gainer but whe other backs were
only mediocre.
One flash of offensive tactics

which was pleasing to Army

people came 'bear the end of the
first period and extended into
the seconJ quarter. With the
ball at midileld the Army in a
series of short rushes through
the line took it to Villanova's
three-yard line, where Ford was
sent through for a touchdown.
McEwan kicked the goal.

When Villanova got the leath-
er a moment later on its 45-yd.
mark, Ward to J. Reap In Just
three passes took the oval to
the Cadets' 5-yard line where
one more overhead play took
it over. McGuckin made it

good with a goal.
When : tcEwan kicked off aft-

er this goal. Ward, who ran
rings around everybody on the
Army eleven, sprinted 90 yards
from his own 5-yard marker
to the Army's &-yard line, dodg-
ing the whole Army eleven.

Britton felled him Just in time
with a tackle from behind. It

only postponed the inevitable

for War1 tossed a short pass
Jiist over ^he line of scrimmage
on the first line-up and J. Reap
scored the louclidown. The groal

was missed.
The Cadets tied tne score in

CoatJnaed on Pace 8«veH

-^ i^
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Josi>, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.

At the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air

to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, no ladder! A phe-

nomenal leap for a woman • , , or a man ! r ^.: <:r'''-'J:',

IXnAMATION:
Josie didn't jump ... she w:a sprungi The twenty-foot leap

is not dependent on Josie's aoility, hut on a powerful ^r'm^
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist

' upward through the air. The force is so vi<^nt that the lady

wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as

abe starts her astonishing leap.

/t's JFU:JV TO B£jFoO££2}

. . .it's Moids FinsrTO^Katow
Ms^ has Its p!flee;..iNit not ind^
rette advertisinj{.

Consider the illosion that there is

a mysterious way to give cigarettes a

superior "flavor."

ixPLANATiON: Cigarette flavor can be
controlled by adding artificial flavor-

ings. By blending. And by the quality

of tobaccos used.

Cheap, raw tobaccos can be "built

up" or "fortified" by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.

Such magic, however, sefdom holcb

the audience. Your taste fhiaUy tells

you the truth.

IW cigarette flavor thatnever stales,

never varies, never loses its fresh w^
peal, comes from mild, ripe, fragnmt,

more expensive tobaccos...blended to

bringout the full, round flavor of each
type of leaf. It's the quality of the to-

bacco that counts!

W^lf* It to a loct, wolf kno¥m b)r
i^^^ loaf tolMicco oxperts, that
Cameto aro mod« from liner,

MORE EXPENSIVE foboecos fhon
ony other popular brand.

Because Camel actually pays millions

more every year for choice tobaccos,

you find in Camels an appealing mild-

ness, a better flavor.

And Camels taste cooler because

the welded Humidor Pack of three-

ply, MOISTURE-PROOF cellophane

keeps themyresA.

> '.^. 1

l^tdxgan Hall Takes Lead in \nter-T>orm League

Four Straight Wins Put
Fedigan Five in the Van

Austin Hall Moves to Second Place With
Four Victories and One Defeat; Mendel

Team Suffers Several Set-Backs

DAYHOPS^ RETAIN CELLAR POSITION

JV^O TRICKS
, . JirST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS BI.BN9

THE SECOND week of the intra-mural basketball activity

for this aemester saw Alumni and Fedigan leading with

perfect scores, but the,games of the past week made a sub-

stantial change in the rating. Fedigan is the only hall to

retain its position, while Alumni has dropped to third and

Austin has moved up to second place with its 23-11 win over

Mendel on Saturday afternoon.

The l>est game of the week was*

the 26-25 thriller scored by Austin

over Good Counsel on Tuesday. The

game was a tight "ffair from start

to finish with Dick Willis playing

an outstanding game lor the Aust-

in Club.

The game went into the second

half with the score favoring Good

Counsel by two points, although

Willis had tallied five goals for his

team almost single-handed. In the

second half Goggin tossed the win-
ning shot, a one-iianded heave from
the comer of the court after Bob
Rosen's basket had put Austin
within /inning distance. McGov-
ern held h'.gh scoring honors for

the game with twelve points fol-

lowed by Willis with ten. Both
teams showed plenty of flght and
the game was in doubt until Gog-
gin came through with the pretti-

est shot of the game to tally the
two points which gave his team the
one-point margin necessary.

Willis again showed fine wares
in the play-off of a protested game
with Mendel on Saturday, material-
ly helping his team to 'in in spite

jf the best efforts of Vaujjhan, the
itstanding man on the Mendel
im for the afternoon. Willis'

efforts were well seconded by Leo
Cordiali, who played a str"»dy game
at guard.
Good Counsel won ai. ci^oy game

from Mendel, thanks to the fine

team work and the individual efforts

of Kotys and McGovern. Mendel
failed to extend .ts opponents and
went down to the tune of 23-11.

its worst f'''f'"»t '"' *'""» r'"''*'''"^' sea-
son.

Barney Ltc om i..:i >...^ tJ win
the Alumni-Fediga 1 tilt single-
handed for Alumni and succeeded
in scoring all his team's points.
His efforts had no appreciable ef-

fect on the final rcore, however,
for Fedigan won hands-down by a
14-6 score. V'

'

On Tuesday Fedigan trimmed
Mendel with Sirica and Patzsch do-
ing yeoman's service for the Fedi-
ganites. L'he score, in spite of
the work of Michaels and his team-
mates, was 20 to 13, giving Fedigan
another mark on the right side of
the score.

The Day Hops surtercd two more
defeats to leave them still sharing
the cellar position with Mendel.
They have still to break into the
win column and had hopes of end-
ing a long losing streak i.ils week,
but could do no more than offer
unimportant opposition to Alumni
and Austin, who trimmed them 34-

25 and 30-12 respectively.
Schelle was the only man on the

Day Hop Club who seemed able
to play above the level of the op-
posing teams.

Standing of the
Teams

Team W.
Fedigan 4
Austin 4
Alumni 8
Good Counsel .... 2
Mendel
Day Students ....

U Pet.
LOGO

1 JOG
1 .750

2 .500

4 .000

4 .000

GOLFERS TO JOIN LEAGUE

HIGH SCORERS TO DATE

IN SUMMABIZING the basketball games played to dat«, it wa«

found that there is a very close contest being yrtigea between
Johnny Shevlln and Art Lynch for the high scoring honors. So far

the race is stalemated, each player having 49 points. Third position

Is being held by Jim Travers with 38. and fourth by John Barry with
S3, while Jerry Daly and Captain Weston are tied, for fifth with
22 each.

Shevlin is leading in field goals with 19, closely followed by
Lynch and Travers with 17 and 16 respectively. The lead in the

foul-goal contest is held by Lynch with 15 to his credit, while

Shevlln has IL High score for a single game goes to Lynch, who
scored 14 in the recent Albright gome. The complete totals:

Player Goals
John Shevlin 19
Art I^rnch 17
Jim Travers '. ....^.... 16
John Barry 15
Metro Weston S
Jerry Daly * 10

John Torpey B
Emil Reitz •
Harold Hurley 2• * • • * * *

Fouls
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SALA ALUMNI BALL

WILL OPEN SEASON

'fltod' Shays and 'Doc' Hyder

to Furnish Syncopation

From 9.30 Till 2

LATE PERMISSIONS. GIVEN

C«iitlnnrd From Page One

:ranted unlimited privileges by the

liev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A..,

vice-president of the college. This

.tieans that those attending the

lance will have ample opportunity

fo take their guests to their re-

pective homes without being

.»ressed for time on that evening.

Another feature of the affair is

that those desiring to come to the

lance, but are faced with the prob-

.3m of transportation facilities, may
ide free Jt charge to and from the

t lance if they purchase their tickets

.rom the Philadelphia and Western
lailroad, which operates from the

•;9th Street Terminal.
Those desiring to take advantage

of this special rate must present
heir tickets to the conductor on

'.he train and have them punched
'>y him. Upon presentation of such
pickets at the door of the gymnaa-
lum for admission to the dance, a
:eturn transportation ticket will be
:;iven to the holder. The railroad
rvill provide extra trainp to and
I'rom the dance for the convenience
of the patrons.
The orchestras, however, will be

the main feature of the evenings
''urogram, and the committee has

: pared no expense m the hiring tA
he bands. "Bud" Shays and his

'.roup of 12 stellar musicians are
low featured at the Roof Garden
of the Hotel Walton, Philadelphia,
.'hey are delighting the radio audi-

( nee of ttie Columbia Broadcasting
. yatem twice a week, on Wednes-
itays and Saturdays at noon, in ad-
aition to numerous local broadcasts.
it was only recently that Shays
i-ame into the spotlight of popular-
ity with hig distinctive type of
crooning.
"Doc" Hyder, recognized as "the

Cab Calloway of Philadelphia," has
:>romised the alumni group some
unusual novelty numbers when he
.>resents his 13 colored musicians.
"Doc" is well-known to Philadel-
>hians for his radio broadcasts
rom Pierre's Roof Garden Res-
taurant at €9th street. At present
le is oeing acclaimed in Atlantic
JIty, where he is being featured it

he World-famous Million Dollar
Mer.

Instead oi being located on the
. tage the orchestras will occupy
tands erected under the balcony.
.Tiere will be appropriate decora-
ions for the affair and souvenir
.)rograms.
Edgar F. Connery, '25, heads the

'"ommittee in charge of the dance
nd he is assisted by John A. Fre-

:iey, "29; James J. O'Brien, 12; Al-
.'xander G. Severance, '29; John A.
IcCarney, '29; Daniel J. Redmond,
U; Owen J. Murray, '29; Phineas
i\ Vize, 25; Charles B. Loughlin,
3S; David F. Farley, '20; Richard

.;. McDeviti, Jr., '27; John M. Gil-

lespie, 30; Elwooo L. Mueller, '31,

and Clement C. Busenkell. '32.

In addition are: Harry Dougher-
ty, '31; Francis Pentony, '31; Thom-
as Breslin, 29; Owen J. Gillen, '30;

aenry Bygott '29; Thomas Gar-
rett, '31; George Bain, '32; Martin
U Gill, Jr., 32; Joseph Mullen, '32,

und John L Whelan.
Tickets for the dance may be

^iurchased from members of the
.ootbali team at the gymnasium,
I'rom thfc P. and W. R. R., in Room
06 Mendel Hall or at the door of

he dance.

College Sanctions
Credit in Religion

Continued From Page One

Lehigh and Columbia which are
offering a diversified course, suit-

able to any student who wishes
deeper work in this subject.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College TaUor Since 1925

Wishing the Students a
Successful Year

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$22 50 and up
Join the PreM Club

Now
•nd Save Money

AGENTS
FAULK A CONWAT

Religion a prescribed course and a
credit is being given for it. This
makes the credits of various in-

stitutions transferable. In view of

these facts, the authorities at the
college have increased the number
of semester hours in Religion in

each of the four schools, and there-
fore, Religion is now a full course
comparable to English or History
or similar subjects. There are
special professors vho do nothing
but teaoh Religion, which enables
the student to delve deeper into
the subject instead of only scratch-
ing the surface.

Villanova la not the only college
that is dolnjsr this. Many others
have been following this procedure
for some time. Outstanding among
these is. Catholic University and
Boston College. In these schools
it is possible to get post-graduate
work in Religion and special de-
grees are conferred on students
who take'the courses offered. Some
other colleges which are doing more
intensive v/ork in this subject a,re

PROF. FRANCO SPEAKS

Discusses Relations Between Latin

America and United States

Relations between the Latin
American countries and the United

States were discussed by Antonio
Franco, professor of Spanish in the
School of Commerce and Finance,
to members of the Church of Con-
vent Men's Club at its meeting at
18th and Spruce streets on Thurs-
day night.
"Though the average American

gives a single n^me to the multiple
Latin-Americap countries and asso-
ciates them as one in action and
thought, about the only ways in
which they are identical," Profes-
sor Franco said, "are in language
and religion and otherwise have dir

versified interests."

He recounted some of the accom-
plishments of the South American
countries and explained particu-
larly the achievements of Peru, the
speaker's native land.

Influence of Irish

Revealed in Talk

American remembrance
Gratitude to Irishmen.'"

'Eternal

Continued From Page One

rageous part its sons have played
in freeing other lands from the
hand of tyranny.

The assertion made by historians
of pro-English sympathies that Ire-

land was strongly opposed to Amer-
ica's supreme bid for freedom was
definitely proven false by a series
of conclusive arguments that clear-
ly showed the evidence to lean
strongly to the contrary. Mr. Con-
Ian further demonstrated that Ire-
land not only did its utmost to fi-

nance and to give moral support
to the colonists but contributed over
40 per cent, of the fighting strength
of the Continental Army, and to-

day America is probably a free na-
tion because of the unflinching and
undying valor of the hardy sons of
Erin.

,

Mr. Conlan fittingly closed his
lecture with the glowing tribute to
Emerald Isle with the words. "Let
the shamrock be entwined with the
laurels of the Revolution, and truth
and justice, guiding the pen of his-

tory, inscribe upon the tablets of

Fr. Dlehl at Golden Anniversary

The Rev. '^rancis X. Diehl, O. S.

A., professor of Psychology in the
School of Science, avtended the
golden aniversary of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Diehl, of
1004 East Chelten averue, German-
town, on February 14, 1933. The
occasion was observed with a Sol-
emn High Mass in the morning at
the Church of the Immaculate
Conception, in Germantown.

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certified Milk"

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

% : .
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OPICT leaycs of

TURKISH tobacco

are strung to dry

and cure in the sun.

in^ about cigarettes

Attractive
Supplement

To College Catalog
On Sale Today
In Bookroom

Get Your Copy
For 10 Cents

Basketball
Game

With Temple
At 8.30 Tonight
In Gymnasium

Frosh Game Starts

at 7.30
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VARSUr DEBATING TEAMS WIN AND LOSE

JnANDnDEBATEWITHTEMPLE
.
' ) •

Ntg^ive Tea.n on Question of Cancellation of Interallied War
Debts ViotoNous in Traditional Meeting in Mendel

^ Hall Last Thursday Night

AFFIRMATIVE TEAM LOSES

Drops Contest by Close Vote
of Small Audience in

H \ • Mitten Hall

question of War Debts was
tb« subject of the debates that wer«
iMki last Thursday when the rep-
rMentatives of th« Beta Gamma
chapter of the Vlllanova Literary
Bociety encountered the Temple
.University debaters twice on the
forensic platform. The debates were
4Nmducted on a home and home ar-
rangement, one being held In Mit-
ien Hall in Philadelphia in the
afternoon, and the other in the
ICendel Hall amphitheatre at Villa-
Bova during the evening.

Beta Gamma was represented in
ttie afternoon by Paetrus F. Ban-
miller, John Hallahan and Charles
P. Goggi, who upheld the aflirma-
tive side of the resolution, advo-
cating the cancellation of war debts
by the United States. At the con-
clusion of the discussion Villanova
lost the decision i>y the scant mar-
irin of four votes, the winners being
decided upon by the audience. Tem-
ple University was represented by
Robert Crooks, David Shot el and
Murray Shusterman.
During me evening a group of

Temple debaters journeyed to Vil-
lanova to talte part in the second
debate in order to complete the dis-
cussion begun earlier in the day.
At this encounter the same topic
was presented, with the sides re-
rersed. The Villanova debaters
emerged victorious and succeeded
in avenging the defeat of a few
hours previous, gaining the decision
of the audience. Joseph J. Conlan.
Robert Bouson and Joseph T.
Houseman formed the Villanova
combination, while the Broad street
university was represented by Har-

Continaed on I'axe Kight

MASS TO BE TOPIC

AprU 28 1$ Decided Upon
As Date for Junior Prom

Will Be Presented in C. and F,

Auditorium Regularly on

Monday Nights

ILLUSTRATIONS PLANNED

The date for the 1938 Junior
Prom has been definitely set for
April 28, according to a statement
issued by William Sirica, chair-
man of the committee. The class
was forced to advance the date
from the first week in Uay be-
cause ot unforeseen difficulties
which made the continuance of
the original plan impossible.
At the same time Raymond

Barratta was given the responsi-
bilities of selecting an orchestra,
Louis E. Abbate was placed in
charge of decorations for the oc-
casion, and Donald Redington
was given full control of adver-
tising.

ILLUSTRATEDSUPPIMNT TO CATALOG

IVBEREADYFORDISTWnONTODAT
\

"Sidelights on Villanova/' Containing 42 Pages Recenthf

Compiled' by Rev. Edward Y. Stanford, 0. S. A., Is
.

'• "

. ^i

j

on Sale in Bookroom for 10 Cents
-
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GALA ALUMNI6Aa

ATTENDED BY 1000

Beginning with Monday evening,
March 6, there will be a series of
six lectures delivered on "The Sac-
rifice of the Mass," in the Ck>m-
merce and Finance Auditorium.
They will be accompanied by mo-
tion pictures and slides showing in
detail the various movements of the
Mass, the parts of the altar and its

appurtenances, the vestments and
all that has to do with the holy
sacrifice. Each lecture will last
about 30 minutes and will take the
place of the regular evening chapel
service.

NORTH JERSEY CLUB

Easter Monday Is Selected for

Affair at Plaza Hotel,

Jersey City

never Knewkn u

The lectures nave been prepared
and adapted by Rev. Edward V.
Stanford, O. S. A., president of the
college, from lectures delivered
jointly some years ago by both
Father Stanford and Rev. John H.
Crawford, O. S. A. The planning
and synchronization of the moving
pictures and slides has been under
the direction of Rev. John J. Vrana,
O. S. A. Rev. Edward B. McKee,

i

O. S. A., professor of religion, will
I
deliver the lectures. The motion

i

picture machine and the stereoptl-
con lantern will be operated by
Gordon Keeling, '35.

The lectures were delivered dur-
ing the summer session to the sis-
ters and were found to be very suc-
cessful in bringing about a better
understanding of the Mass and all
that it means. They proved so pop-
ular during the summer session that
it was necessary to have mimeo-
graphed copies prepared. Over 250
copies were quickly sold and many
requests have been received to have
these lectures delivered in other
schools.
The slides used during the course

of the talks were all made by Prof.
August Kunzenbacher. A number
of them were made from views

"Bud" Shays and "Doc
Hyder Play at Season's

First Social Function

BELLE AIR DANCE

T0BEJELDMAY19

Meeting Called for Tpmorrow

at 1 P. M. to Discuss

Orchestra

CO-OPERATION IS SOUGHT

COLORFUL SETTINGS USED

Continued on Page Four

COMMITTEE MEETS

ORCHESTRA IS ALSO NAMED ^ ^ ^' ^^" I^ostpone Neoewary
InitlatiiMis Until Later Date

ore

Fd never thought much about whales inside a

Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading

something that made me think about it.

Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chest-

erfield—theTurkish—comes from 4000 mOes away!

And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed

by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small

and delicate.

Of course I donH know much about making

cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are

milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.

They satisfy—and that^s what counts with met

® 19)$. LfOQsrr ft Ifmt Tomcoo Go.

The date and the place for the
annual Easter dance of the North
Jersey Club of Villanova was for-
mally announced by the committee
at a meeting conducted last week.
After considei ble discussion it was
decided to hold the yearly affair on
EBaster Monday night, April 17,
1033, and the spacious ballroom of
the Hotel Plaza located in the heart
U. Jersey City's theatrical district

been secured for the event.
Jules Anzol anH hin orr Kc^tra ar«
supply the syncopated rhythms

iir the North Jerseyites. Mr. Anzel
If. the cousin of the radio-famed
orchestra leader, Ben Bemie, and
there 1« no doubt that the music
Offered will be synchronized in the
<Wd Maestro'a" style. A nominal
lee of two dollars has been de-
oMed upon as the general price
ior admission.
Jersey City was selected as the

looatlon of this year's affair due to
Me location and proximity to the
bomee of the uumeroue members
«< tlie club.
Oeorge Hughes is the chairman

Of tlie dance committee and accord-
Imt to a atatement iaeued he states"the committee is working diU-

^ to aeeure the euecess of this

At a meeting of the Initiation

j

committee of the Lambda Kappa
j

Delta fraternity conducted last

I

week, the initiation of new members
I

into the fraternity was postponed

I

until Friday evening, March 3.

j

All the pre-medical students who
I

were admitted into the fraternity
,
by the board of admissions are sub-

'' ject to initiation and cannot be
qualified as full-fledged men.bers
until they ha/3 taken the prescribed

i

initiation.
' There will be a meeting of the
committee on Wednesday, March 1,

in Room 210, Mendel Hall, at one
o'clock, and all new members are
requested to be present. Final in-
structions are to be given out, and
all details are to be discussed con-
cerning the payment of dues and
other matters that are to be settled
before Friday.
The following students comprise

the list of newly admitted members:
Joseph Medoff, Edward Daly, Jos-
eph Bigley, Albert E. Welsh, George
F. Loeslein, Charles W. Miller, Pet-
er V. Faso. William Christman.
Robert Immordino, Francis A.
Kanski, Harry Komfle:^. Daniel
Harkins, Robert A. Oelst, Frank J.
Schaffer. William Keffer, Anthony
DeCicco, Bd-vard J. Kiember^Carl
A. flaytr and Robert Fltige

Social activities at Villanova for
the year 1933 were formally opened
with the celebration of the first
annual informal ball of the Nation-
al Alumni Association in the col-
lege gymnasium last Tuesday night.
A throng jtA 500 couples, the larg-
est crowd ever to attend a social
function in the new structure, at-
tended the affair.

Music for the occasion was fur-
nished by two popular and versatile
orchestras. From 9.30 until mid-
night "Bud" Shays and his Walton
Roof orchestra, heard widely over
the Columbia Broadcasting net-
work, supplied continual accom-
paniment. His rhythm was smooth
and harmonious and coupled with
clever vocal interpolations for di-
versification.

"Doc" Hyder Ulures Forth
At the rtroke of twelve "Doc"

Hyder and his colored band of
syncopators blared forth with a
burst of Harlem rhythms that were
in striking contrast to the melodies
of the preceding orchestra, and for
two hours the dancers listened to
the weirdest and most enchanting
tunes that can be drawn from mu-
sical instruments. The popularity
of this orchestra was evidenced by
the fact that many people were
willing to forego the dancing for
the purpose of watching the amus-
ing antics of the musicians during
their many novelty numbers.
Decorations for the evening were

of a patriotic nature lo commemo-
rate the 201st anniversary of the
birthday of George Washington.
The balconies were bedecked with
appropriate bunting, while a large
bust of Washington in a setting of
ferns and soft lights was placed
in the center of the stage. Patri-
otic programs were distributed to
all the guests.
While the Philadelphia and Main

Line alumni were in the majority,
there was also a plentiful repre-
sentation from such widely sepa-
rated points as Boston. New York,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Newark,
Scranton, and Connecticut.

Seven Hostesses Chosen
Ho.stesses for the dance included

the Misses Eleanor Carroll, Mary
Rareshide, Miriam Britt, Mary
Breen, Jeanne Carroll, Madeleine
Creedon and Marie Youell, all of
Philadelphia. This was the first
time that hostesses were formally
chosen for a dance here at the col-
lege.

Patrons and patronesses for the
affair included the Villanova Club
of New York, the Villanova Club
of Philadelphia, the Main Line
Villanova Club, the Main Line
Knights of Columt)U8, Rev. John
J. Whelan, O. S. A., Rev. J. Francis
Haley, Rev. A. A. Doyle, Rev. James
J. Egan, Hon. Michael A. Tlerney,
Hon. Charles D. McAvoy, Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Bradley, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Connery, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Scott, Frank McCann, J.
Stanley Smith, Harry U. Strong.
Charles A. McGeehan. Martin J.

The date of the Belle Air Ball,

the suinual dance of the senior

class, has been set for the evening

of Friday, May 19, according to a

statement issued by William O.

Crowley, chairman of the dance
con>mittee.
Having decided the date, the re-

maining task is to select a suitable

orchestra for this gala affair. To
do this. Mr. Crowley has called a

meeting of the senior dance com-
mittee for tomorrow at 1 P. M., in

Room 213. Mendel Hall.

Considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced by the committee in de-

termining the date for the dance.

It had selected the last Friday in

February, but the Alumni inter-

fered. Then, April was the month
under consideration, but the junior

prom clashed with the date de-

sired. Finally, May 19 was decided
upon.
The support and whole-hearted

co-cperation of the class of '33 is

asked by the chairman in order that

this final class venture may meet
with the same success as the pre-

vious undertakings. According to a
statement made by James J. Lucey,
class treasurer, the financial condi-

tion of the class necessitates com-
plete co-operation. To quote Mr.
Lucey, "In my opinion, the senior

class, with proper support, can
stage one ot the finest dances ever
held at Villanova. The handicap
under which we start is merely an
incentive to work harder and all

we ask is co-operation."
The following students compose

the committee: William G. Crow-
ley, chairman; John P. Grimes,
Rudolph J. Lehnau, Charles J. An-
tonaccio, William J. D'Elia, Peter

J. Dougherty, Howard Rtchmond,
William McManus, Russel F. Hurst,

George Hughes and Frank L.

Martin,

CONTAINS COLLEGE SCENES

Post Cards Being Designed by

Alfred Panepinto to B«
Issued Later i

"Sidelights on Villanova" la the
name given to the new booklet just

compiled by Rev. Edward V. Stan-
ford, O. S. A., president of the col- •

lege. The booklet is now on sale im
*he bookroom for the nominal sum
.o>. 10 cents.
"Sidelights on Villanova" is nine

inches by six inches and containe
40 pages. In it are found 52 pictures
of the campus and buildings. It also
contains various action pictures ot
the football team taken during the
past season and pictures of other
sports. Therein are also found pio>
turef of the laboratories and ma*
chine shops taken under working
conditions.
The object of this supplement ia

to give future Villanovans an Idea
of what the college is like, the con-
ditions under which they will be
studying and the facilities offered.

It was felt that this booklet win
fill the gap left by the regular col*
lege bulletin, since the bulletin at
best contains only information
along the scholastic line, but does
not give any indication as to what
the college is like in reality.

The post cards that were to have
been issued about this time witn
other views of the campus will ap-
pear at a later date, and these also
will be offered for sale in the book-
room in the near future.
The post cards are being designed

by Alfred Panepinto, well-known
designer, and are of a special etch-
ing necessitating a new process in
printing, which so far. has given
indications of good results.
The first cards will be of Austin

Hall, picturing the West entrance.
Subsequent issues will be of other
college views.

ST. FRANCIS WINS

1.

P. K. P. TO INITIATE

March 16 Is the Date for Welcoming
Newcomers Into Engineering Frat

The annual initiation of members
into fhi Kappa Pi, local engineer-

ing fraternity, will be conducted on

March 16 with unusual ceremonies.

Affiliations Reopened With St,

Joseph's in No-Decision

Contest
\

according to an announcement yes-

terday by George D. McGrath, pres-

ident of the organization.

Paul B. Brady, member of the

initiation committee for the last

three years, has been designated
as head of the group to arrange for

this year's festivities and he will be
assisted by Joseph Wlnterberger,
Elwood L, Mayer. William Vacca.
Frank L. Galiulo. John A. Digen-
nsu-o. Russel F. Hurst, C. Eric
Storms, William E. Hines, John A
Kletkotka, Melvin Gordesky, John
S. Lyons, Joseph W. Kehoe, Francis
J. McGinley, John W. Callaghan,
Daniel P. McGowan and Blezi J.

Tofani.
The membership committee con-

sists of Charles A Meyer, chair-
man; Russel F. Hurst, Joseph T.
Houseman, Edward J. McBride and
Francis J. McNamara. Faculty and
alumni members of the organiza-
tion will tender a luncheon for the
new members and the dinner ar-
rangements are being prepared by
Charles J. Kuns, Frod W. Landau
and WilUam C. Lovta.

ALSO MEET SWARTHMORE

After a lapse of almost three
years forensic relations were re-
sumed with St. Joseph's College, of
Philadelphia, on Saturday, Febru-
ary 18. The Beta Gamma Society
met the Jesuit representatives on
the resolution that the United States
should agree to the cancellation of
all inter-allied World War debts,
Joseph J. Conlan and Joseph T.
Houseman, defending the negative
side, represented Villanova, while
the affirmative persuasion was con-
tended by Messrs. Ridgeway and
Timlin, of St. Joseph's College.
The debate was broadcast over

Station WUT and the program an-
nounced by James McCann, of the
Philadelphia institution. Owing to
the shortness of the time allotted,
no decision was rendered.
February 20 marked the estab-

lishment of debate affiliations with
St. Francis College, of Loretto, Pa.
"Resolved: That Capitalism, as a
System of Economic Organization,
la Unsound in Principal." was the
question that formed the bone of
contention for the evening's discus-
sion. At the conclusion, the affirm-
ative side, upheld by Xavier Crow-
ley, Arnold Smorto and John Me-
Cann« of St Francis, was awarded

• rage re«t
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NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

THE SENIOR CLASS DANCE

THE DATE for the 1933 Belle Air Ball,

one of the most prominent dances

among Villanova's social affairs, has been

definitely decided upon. After days of due

consideration the committee selected Fri-

day, May 19, as the most appropriate time

for this yearly function of the graduating

class, and there is no doubt that this date

should meet with the approval of all class

members. The Belle Air Ball has always

been the pride and glory of the senior

class and is an affair that has never failed

to leave in its wake fond memories and

happy thoughts to be cherished forever.

The committeemen are striving to make

this ball the most successful ever, and, un-

doubtedly, they are undertaking a difficult

task. The successful presentation of a

dance of this sort cannot be accomplished

by the committee alone. It is plainly evi-

dent that the full co-operation and the

entire support of the senior class is a

fundamental requisite toward the achieve-

ment of such a plan. It is absolutely

necessai-y that everyone concerned per-

forms to his utmost to attain this one end,

and when all is completed and we have

joined the ranks of the alumni, it will be

very gratifying to think that our efforts

were not in vain, that we contributed

toward the overwhelming success of our

la«t social function as students of Villa-

nova. Tills is the time to formulate Uie

proper means to overcome any difficulties

that may tend to interfere with the com-

pletion of a successful senior dance.

THE LENTEN SEASON
TOMORROW is Ash Wednesday, mark-

ing the beginning of the Lenten season,

a time for more frequent and fervent

prayers. The solemn and sublime lesson

of the strewing of the sacred ashes on our

heads should be made real by moments of

meditation and we should not forget that

we are about to embark on a most holy

season, the most important and solemn in

the whole year. The characteristic mark

which we shall receive on our foreheads

tomorrow is a reminder of the end which

is common to all, and may be very near

for many of us. The scholastic year is

not so far advanced that we cannot recall

some dear classmates who were very close

to us, and who at its beginning anUcipated,

and reasonably too, many years of life.

They are gone now and we should take

heed and prepare unless our turn be next.

During these 40 days of Lent, then, we

ihould, as devout CathoHcs, participate in

prayer, restrain base appetites, and receive

the Sacraments more frequently. Students

should make many self-sacrifices during

this holy period to show their love for God,

for what small sacrifice we may make

would fall far short of the great sacrifice

our Redeemer made for u«.

FOUR years ago a stem-vis-

aged, black-hi-ired Individual

entered ViUan va and the ad-

vent of football practice found him
in the midst of the laborious pro-

ceedings, giving his heart and soul

to the taskf- at hand. Day after

day went by and each passing day
saw no lessening of his ardor.

Since that time, many a game
has been won and lost; many a

name has been feted and praised;

and many a time the wearers o#
the Blue £nd White have marched
to victory's song. And yet, seldom
has the name of this forfotten

man been mentioned; seldom has

he received the commendation he
deserves. Amid the dirt and
grime of the practice field, with the

only spectators the carping coaches

and unappreciative managei-s, with

'fiis only cheers the criticisms of

'those in charge, this man has given

his all to a dear old Alma Mater,

an Alma Mater who has boasted of

better football teams because of

his presence. And now with the

fleeting days of '33 bringing to a
-close his collegiate career, we find

him departing from this institution,

minus the treasured prize of any
athlete's heart, his letter.

We have mentioned this, not be-

cause of any personal connections

with anyone concerned, but be-

cause we have been forced to rec-

ognize that the above is the popu-
lar opinion of a sport-loving stu-

dent body, a student body that bids

a fond adieu to Clem Tartar with

the hope that he realizes their feel-

tings and that Lady Luck will deign

to favor him with the smile he
deserves.

Eddie Kilbane: "Hi-Ho, every-

body, hi-ho."

Bill Tracey: "Well, why don't you
pay them."

If ever anyone on the campus
wishes to spend an hour or so of

pleasurable enjoyment, all they

have to do is to be in the vicinity

of the inimitable "Scoop" Keating,

when he is bv-ily engaged with his

newspaper work. There are Indi-

viduals who suffer from a disease

known s insomnia, and others who
talk in their sleep, but "Scoop" is

undoubtedly the victim of the

strangest mulady about which we
hav J ever had the pleasure of hear-

ing. While busily concei^.ed with

his work the individual in question,

unconsciously (in a manner natural

to him) repeats the secrets that

are nearest to his heart.

At the present moment, being

comfortably ensconced in front of

our Underwood and jeing within

easy ear range ol the Sports

Demon, we are spending a most

enjoyable time. He has just fin-

ished relating half aloud that he

must have been in love last eve-

ning. Why "last evening," "Scoop?"

During the past few months we
have noticed a queer light spring-

ing into the luminous orbs of Rtiss

Hurst xnd the other afternoon a

rather general comment of a par-

ticular group made us cognlxant

of the fact that others had become

aware of this foreign gleam. We
were asked to account for it and

the question had us puzzled no end

at first. But since then, after much
ponderous thinking and consulta-

tion with the omniscient powers

that are about us, we have decided

that it is a Rembrandt Beacon.
. Dear old Russ is taking his work

as art editor of the Belle Air seri-

ously and that is the result. Well,

to be frank, it is most fortunate

that someone on the staff is work-

ing, because what Lucey and Zeil

don't do, leaves enough for the

rest of the student body to accom-

plish.

Two members of the senior pre-

med class have been regular Sun-

day visitors at the home of a fair

damsel located In a nearby town.

Latest -nimors have It that they are

dinner guests and to repay their

kind host* they undertake the task

of peeling potatoes and doing other

odds and ends arcund the house

in a dear, womanly fashion. It

would be our g.eatest pleasure to

print the names of these so-called

dinner houndd, but printing their

names would only put them in their

glory, and that's contrary to our

motto so we will refrain. Anyway,
one name Is too long to spell.

Here's a tip for the seniors who
are wondering what they ought to

do after June besides catching up
in their sleep.

Results of a survey at the Uni-

versity of Washington prove that

the average student carries more
money in his pocket than the aver-

age professor. At the same time,

the professor's secretary carries

more than the two combined.

According to The St. Bona Ven-
ture, of New York: "A reciprocal

agreement has been worked out by
dance leaders at Washington and
Lee and V. M. I., whereby W. and
L. sends a committee to all V. M. I.

dances and vice versa. Any un-

gentlemanly conduct by students

from the visiting school is reported

to their committee and the offend-

ers are promptly dismissed from
tlie dance." v -

Now, will The St. Bona Venture
satiate our curiosity by telling ua

how they dismiss anyone from a

dance?

Things Literary

THESE engineers are always
doing something novel. First

they become technocratic

about economics and now they are

bringing the slide rule to social

functions. For instance, read the

following:
"The latest collegiate answer to

the' problem of economic stress

came in a dance held by students

of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The price of admis-
sion was regulated by the weight

of each girl escorted to the affair

and by the -olor of her hair.

"College swains paid one cent for

each pound of the girl's weight and
an addiUonal ten cents for bru-

nettes, fifteen cents for blondes and
twenty cei.ts for red heads.

"One student paid only one dollar

for his evening. He escorted a

ninety-pound brunette. The spend-

thrift of the dan'-e was the sopho-

more who paid $1.88 for the ad-

mission of a blonde weighing 173

pounds."
Was he a spendthrift or Just a

hog for punishment?

We »-eceived the last issue of

The Rosemont Rambler this week
and it had a whole page devoted

to Winchellisms. It mentions the

fact that:

"We weren't back very long be-

fore the telephone and mail serv-

ice between Villanova and Rose-

mont were quite busy again—
thanks to Marjorie, Jean and many
others."
We can testify to that ourselves.

We saw a Fedigan Hall Lothario

hang on to the phone the other

night for two and a half hours,

while the other gigolos were biting

each other's finger nails to show
their intense impatience. Oh, for

the intense life of a gigolo!

A member of our Junior Class

was also featured in a witty state-

ment to the effect:

"General A^rt Hart was seen lead-

ing the paiade back at 5.25 P. M."
And we didn't even know that he
was in the army. You must drop
in sometime, "General," and show
us your sword.

RECEJNTLY we had occasion to visit a
museum with a gentleman who held

a doctorate degree from one of our most

prominent universities. As we sauntered

up and down the aisles we chanced upon a

collection of Greek manuscripts. Asking

him to translate one of them, he confessed

his complete ignorance of the language.

It struck us as odd at the time, but musing

upon it later, we concluded that far from

being odd, it was, in fact, usual.

Greek, it seems, has never been popular

in the West. It is well known that those

great leaders of the Renaissance, Petrarch

and Boccaccio, possessed little or no

knowledge of Greek. Was it not the latter

who in despair exclaimed, "Alas, Homer
is dumb to me"? It is true that Manuel

Chrysolorus, a famous scholar, did arouse

an interest in the Greek language and

Greek literature for a time, but after his.

death the movement died out, and, while

Greek courses remained in the universities,

they were never well attended. The clergy

have really been the only large group to

keep up the study of Greek.

Among modem college students a knowl-

edge and interest in this language is prac-

tically non-existent. Most of us know

Homer only through Chapman and Pope.

The beautiful story of Prometheus Bound

is read today practically only through

the translation of Elizabetji Barrett

Browning.
It seems a pity that Aeschylus, Soph-

ocles and Euripides, those masters of the

old Greek drama, lie unread, merely be-

cause of the lack of men who understand

Greek. It would be a fine thing if this

language was once again studied because

its literary masterpieces are among the

finest the world has ever produced.

IS IT TRUE THAT—
Jack O'Connor offered to stay

awake wenty-four hours for a half

a buck? (This Is depression; we
can remember the time he wouldn't

wake up for a million.)

fiiickey and Evelyn are synony-

mous? Or so says a certain party

in the Business School.

One of the editors of The Temple
News must be having trouble with

his dates according to a recent arti-

cle on the editorial page. It Is:

"Not satisfied with the fact that

Dorm Girls must sign the book

when they go In and out of the

prisons, the wardens are now con-

sidering the installation of time

clocks. This would be a great con-

venience for house mothers since

it would no longer be necessary

for them to sit at home and wait

up for the dear kiddies to see that

they get in on time."

Well, Uttle Red Crying Hood,

why n-t fool the terrible ogres by

staying in nights?

Here and There
After ' fifty-two y^ars of continu-

ous use the custom of playing taps

at the end of each day has been

discontinued at Mississippi State

College.

Students of Bethany College, ac-

cording to The Purple and Gray,

recently defied attempts of firemen

to save a 90-year-old school build-

ing that nad caught fire. Wl?ile

the building was burning the stu-

dents formed a ring to prevent

firemen from saving it and began

to sing, "Keep the Home Fires

Burning." Undaunted, the firemen

turned the ..oselines on the stu-

dents, but the latter had the last

laugh when they shut off the water

supply and the fire fightem were

helpless as the building burned to

the ground.
Those Bethany Collegiates must

have a well-developed sense of hum-
or.

"Jocko" Hurley collided with a

blind man on New York's Broad-

way?

Twenty dances were held at Flor-

ida during the weekend of th^ Geor-

gia Tech game.
^

Off the Bookshelf |

A NTHOLOGIES are usually disap-

i\. pointing books. As a rule, they con-

tain the selections in which one is not the

sUghtest bit interested, and never those

which one classes among his favorites.

The other day, however, one came into

our hands that proved to be an exception.

It is called "The CathoUc Tradition in Eng-

hsh Literature," e^ted by George Carver,

assistant professor of English at the Um-

versity of Pittsburgh. :;

The book contains a collection of proee

and verse, from Chaucer to Joyce Kilmer,

which puts into convenient form some-

thing of the great traditions for which

English Catholic Uterature stands in such

a manner that they may be read without

the abundance of volumes otherwise

necessary.

The selections that Professor Carver

has chosen are, in the main, interesting.

One unusual feature is the inclusion of the

well-known morality play, "Everyman."

There is an extract from John Lingard's

"History of England" that is so dehghtful

as to make the reader wish for more. New-

man is given copious space, but these se-

lections are not, in our opinion, considered

much more than ordinary.

We would not say that this is a satisfy-

ing book, but it is quite worth while. Thi«

anthology is Uke a box of sample sweet-

meats, each selection giving us but a taste

of the various authors. By some miracle

of chance Belloc and Chesterton have been

omitted and it is a happy omission in-

deed, for these worthies occupy the front

df CathoUc Uterature so much nowadays

that we are apt to forget completely about

Chaucer, More, Crashaw and the rest. Mr.

Carver is to be congratulated upon hia

book, as he has rendered a great contribu-

tion to the cause of Catholic Uterature.

We urge you to get this book and nibble

at some of the morsela offered. We are

sure that you wiU find many of the tid-

bits to your liking.

•/«•
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• SMILES
'*True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but in smiles which lie far

deeper"

A Sonnet

nightingale is calling from on
high.

His even-song so tender, mellow,
clear.

Beneath the gilded moon and stud-
ded sky,

He sings his love-song to bis mate
so near,

She answers him in accents soft

and low.
Her vows are indistinct to list'ning

ears.

She wings her way to him—her
flight not slow

—

And calms the jealous lover's fret-

ful fears.

Alas, my lips are sealed by Cupid's
brand,

I utter not the words my heart
does will.

A silence which I cannot under-
stanc

Has seized my quiv'ring lips and
made them still.

And now my heart must for your
love-vows thirst.

Since my poor halting lips must
speak them first.

THE SONNETEER.

Alumni Commemorate Dedication of Mendel Hall

A Bright One
Cox: "Did your watch stop when

it dropped to the floor?"
Sullivan: "Sure! Did you expect

k to go right through?"

PETER PIPER.

''Chubby," the Yultura

(With Apologies to Minnie)
Now folks, here is the story of

"Chubby," the Vulture,
Whose eating tendencies needed no

culture;
His appetite could never fail

'Cause "Chubby" had a stomach as
big as a whale!

He ate heavy food and he ate light,

He devoured everything in sight.

Fruit was his favorite—orange and
apple.

But "Chubby" met his downfall eat-

ing some scrapple!

TWO-BUCK TIM.

^um^^^^
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Trust Fund Is Sole Means
OfSoundInvestmentToday

Asserted by Speaker
at Seminar of

1^ Business Men
f

EXAMPLE GIVEN

Investment trusts evidently con-

•titute the only safe and reasonable

method by which the investor of

today may save his money, accord-

ing to Frank Hughes, of the invest-

ment house of McMillan, Rapp and
Company, who spoke to the seniors
and juniors of the School of Com-
merce and Finance at a seminar
last Friday.
The plan advocated by Mr.

Hughes, known as the independent
trust fund, is a comparatively new
one, having originated within the
past three years. It provides that

the investor pay regular monthly
Installments into a trust fund for

a period of ten years. As each in-

stallment is paid, the trustee will

Invest the money ir a combination
of the 34 best securities on the
market. At the expiration of the
ten-year period the investor re-

ceives from the trustee his invested

funds plus whatever dividends the
corporations may have declared and
plus the appreciation in market
value of the securities during the
time they are in the hands of the
trustee.

The main point of variance,
therefore, between this method and
previous forms of investment is

the fact that the trust fund is

based nrimarily on compounded
earnings, whereas other invest-
ments are based on compounded
interest.

In the prosperous years of 1928
and 1929, Mr. Hughes explained, the
public had learned how to make
money, but they had not learned
how to save it. Everyone from the
barber to the banker was in the
stock market, building up immense
paper profits. When the crash
came, therefore, almost everyone
was caught, ^tnd their paper profits

were turned Into actual losses.

Today, at a time when the people

Weary
Willie's
Advice

EDITOR'S NOTE. — The VILLANOVAN
today it) inaugurating the following column
for the purpose of giving advice to the
iovelom at Villanova. Any students who
feel that their love problems need consoling
answers, addrests the Love Editor, in care
of this publication.

Dear Weary Willie:

—

: I have frequently noticed that
When walking past a girl on the
street she will look back at me.
Why is this? How can I avoid such
embarrassment in the future?

Yours in need,
AL CIBIADES.

My Dear Al Cibiades:—
Strange isn t it. But never fear,

my boy, she's probably looking back
to see if you're looking back to see

If she's looking back to see if you're
looking back, (b) Stay home.

Yours indeed,
WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Love Editor:

—

My boy friend has a habit of eat-

ing with his mouth. How can I cure
bim? And how are you?

;,.,.. Your little

EPPY GLOTTIS.
My Dear Little Eppy Glottis:—
Poison both of us.

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Love Editor:

—

£ am 21 years old, considered good
lookmg and have a "come hither"
look in my eyes. I used to be the
life of the party but now everyone
•voids me. Please tell me what to
io.

CAL CUTTA.
My Dear Cal Cutta:—
This is indeed a delicate problem,

l>ut perhaps I shall not offend if I

fuggest that Lux not with you.
WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie:
At night when I'm asleep a funny

feeling comes over me, my lungs
expand, something tickles my nose,
and a few seconds later little drops
•f water fall on my face. Kindly
•Kplain.
GASP ARINA DA BARBIZZAi

Aaspy Old Boy:
—

*

You sneeze in your sleep. Do you
Ireathe?

WEaUY WILLIB. *

have learned their lesson, they are

looking about for a sound means
of conserving what little savings

they still have. A number of paths
are open to them. They may put
it under the old mattress, but that
is unproductive and at the same
time presents hazards. With banks
closing every day that method is

also undesirable. Building loans,
while safe enough, are all tied up
in real estate, so that people are
unable to get their money until
land prices rise once more. . In-
surance companies are very sound,
but they should be resorted to more
as a means of protection than a
source of investment.
The only logical alternative, then,

is the independent trust fund. Here
there are no hazards, no fear of
failures, and no possibility of froz-
en assets. If the trustee fails, the
investor merely walks in and takes
out his funds^ since the trust funds
cannot be counted as any part of
the assets of the trustee.
To clarify his statements, Mr.

Hughes presented an example. He
assumed that a person was making
$500 a month out of which he set
aside $50 for savings. If these sav-
ings were ^urned into a trust fund,
at the end of the ten-year period
this man would have invested $6,-

000, but because of dividends and
average appreciation of capital his

return would be from $15,000 up-

wards.

The 84 companies into which the

trustee would invest the funds are
the largest and strongest in the
world. The„ have total assets of
27 billions of dollars and represent
one-fourteenth of the total national
wealth. They include such corpo-
rations as American Telephone and
Telegraph, United Gas Improve-
ment, General Electric, and others.
A further provision of the fund

provides that in case of death to
any of the investors, the Aetna In-
surance Company will immediately
pay up the balance of the install-

ments, and %he proceeds of the in-
vestment lo date will be turned
over to the estate of the deceased.
The only restrictions under the

plan are that the investor must be
between the age limits of 18 and 55,

he must be engaged in no hazard-
ous occupation, and he must not
have been turned down by any in-
surance company.
Mr. Hughes was procured for

this lecture through the efforts of
George J. Crumble, a graduate in
the class of '32, who is now in the
employ of McMillan, Rapp and
Company.

St Francis Wins
From Beta Gamma

Continued Pron Pace Od*

Ma«s Said for Fr. Beckermann
A month's Mind Solemn Requiem

Mass was celebrated in the college

chapel last Saturday morning in

memory of Rev. Charles A. Becker-
mann, O. S. A., S. T. D., who was
buried here last month. The Divine
Offices were also said prior to the

Mass.

the decision. Joseph J. Conlan,
Paetrus F. Banmiller and Joseph T.
Houseman defended the negative
side of tiie question.
The debate was held at St. Leon-

ard's Academy, 38th and Chestnut
streets, Philadelphia, and the Liter-
ary Society wishes to extend its sin-

cere thanks to the members of the
Order of the Holy Child Jesus for
their hospitality.

John Hallahan and Charles P.
Goggi, oi Villanova, upheld the
negative angle of the question, "Re-
solved: That Japan Should Be Re-
strained From Pursuing Her Pres-
ent Policy in Manchuria." Their
opponents were Miss Molly Smith
and Joseph Perkins, of Swarthmore
College. Station WILM broadcast
the debate and assisted in every
way possible to insure the success
of the discussion. Departing from
the custom of last year's Swarth-
more engagement, won by Villa-
nova, last week's debate was a no-
decision affair.

given on the Mass to Villanova
dents for many years past.
A question box will be used la

conjunction with the talks. All stu-
dents having questions to ask ia
reference to the subject matter of
the lectures will have the oppor*
tunity Oi. having them answered by
writing out the question and put*
ting it into the question box at th«
entrance to the auditorium.

Arte Seminar Speaker
The third lecture -in the current

series of seminars in the Arte
School will be delivered by Charles
J. Antonaccio on Thursday morning
at 10.45.

Mass to Be Topic
Of Lenten Sermons

Continued From Pace One

taken at the Augustinian College at
Washington. A great deal of labor
and expense has been undertaken
in preparing these lectures and
slides which are really an out-
growth of instructions and lectures

ArdmoreTheatre
TODAY

"~

Warren WiUiam
in

•*THE MATCH KING*

Wed. and Thurs.
James Cagney

in
"HARD TO HANDUr

Friday
Herbert Marshall and

Sari Maritza
in

•EVENINGS FOR SALE"

Saturday
Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen

in
"HOT PEPPER"

Monday
Boris Karloff

in
"THE MUMMY"

SOUTHERN ROUTE

HOLY YEilR^^^

h^uMul Cooper en fhe "HIT

m >

.',

.«»

to oil EUROPE
ond tli« HOLY LAND
vki Hi« M»<Hfrrti^ow

REX Con»« di SAVOIA
ROMA AUGUSTUS Conte GRANDE

and CosuMch Liners

SATURNIA VULCANIA

ROUND TRIP FARES from $162.50
(Third Class)—depending an ac-

commodoHons and ship selected.

IN
compMonce with the wishes of His

Holiness, Pope Plus XI, that the faithful

come in very large numbers in pious pil-

grimage to this city," thousands of Ameri-

can Catholics will visit Rome during the

Holy Yeor of Jubilee.

Kyou ore planning to go, the Italian Line

is the logicol choice for your crossing, not

only becovse the Southern Route is most

direct, but also, because the seven superb

new liners now in transatlantic seNice

offer the last word in modern ocean tra-

vel .. . including unusuol facilities for re-

ligious devotion at sea. AAony of the ships

have beautiful Chapels in which the

Blessed Sacrament is carried at oil times

*—all have Choploins on t>oard and facil-

7fi« ba*i\Uo of St. P»t»r's a$ M«n from ocroti th* Ploam ,

ities for hearing Mass. The Italian Line has

olreody been chosen for official pilgrim-

ages of many leading Catholic organ-

izations.

MEDITERRANEAN and HOLY LAND
Fast or leisurely voyages, depending upon
the ship selected include a Mediterra-

nean cruise at no extra cost, with stops at

from 2 h> 8 additional ports. Convenient

connections for the Holy Land are avail-

able for those who wish to visit the scenes

of the Saviour's sufferings and death.

We win gladly send, upon request, e
booklet containing complete informotion

in regard to Holy Year pilgrimages, out-

lining where to go, what to see and how
much it costs. Write for it; now.

\:

Apply html HurM og^M f On* State St., Naw York, N. Y.

ITALIAH LINE ®

AmIU mmum

PASSING
IN

REVIEW
r>NIGHT the Wildcat aggre-

gation will once again meet
the cage representativea of

Temple University. Several weeks
ago the Felines met the Owls on
the Cherry and White'i. court and
suffered a decisive defeat. Of
course, playing on a strange court
and the inactivity which the Blue
and White players had experi-
enced prior to the Temple fracas
due to mid-year examinations,
must be taken into consideration
for the loss. But that is history
now and once again the Felines
will get a chancr at the Owls in
en attempt to even matters.

We understand that the last
time the Wildcats registered a
basketball victory over the North
Broadstreeters was back in 1926.
It must be admitted that lots of
water has passed under the vari-
ous bridges Khce that time, and,
despite the fact that Temple's
annual victories over the Felines
is becoming more or less tradi-
tional one never knows what the
future has ip store.

The basketball season is rapid-
ly drawing to a close. After to-
night's game there will be but
two games left oi- the Feline's
Bcliedule. The season thus far
has been fair. Perhaps it could
have been better, but it is not up
to us to pass any such judgment.
The one accomplishment which
the Feline five achieved that is

surely outstaading is the defeat of
the St. John's squad One might
almost go so far as stating that
when one thinks of football he al-

ways more or lees associates that
sport with Notre Dame. So, like-

wise, when one speaks of basket-
ball St. John's comes to the mind
as being an institution which is

well-known for its winning bas-
ketball aggregations.

Granted that tne Wildcat
victory over the St. John's In-
dians was a feat, we would
like very much to see the
^Cats break the streak which
the Owls have hoen buildlnif
up at the expense of the Blue
and White. Tonight wiU tell

the story. The Felines will
have the advantage, playing
on their own floor and ail that
Bori of thing. All that can be
said Ht present is that the
better team will win and that
we think it will be a good
game.

« * *

The New '"•»*

Golf League

IN L4AST week's issue there was
an article which informed
the world at large that the

Wildcat linksmen were going to
be in for a rather tough schedule
this coming Spring. The manager
of that sport had received many
invitations from neighboring in-
stitutions to engage in pill-swat-
ting matches.

Last year Villanova was rep-
resented by one of the best
teams in inter-collegiate cir-
cles. The Felines played a
total of twelve matches and
came through victorious in
eleven of those twelve. The
only defeat which the Blue
and White golfers suffered
was the one which was ad-
ministered by the WlUifun and
Mary foursome, and that club
defeated them only by a nar-
row margin.

The prospects for this year are
as yet uncertain. Due to the
reputation which last year's team
built up the manager has been
swamped with challenges. So far
as prospects for the team are con-
cerned there are two of last year's
regulars back. The other veter-
ans have been graduated while
others didn't return to school in
the fall. However, it is quite
possible that several good golfers
may be unearthed from the stu-
dent body V ho will be able to
take the places of those who have
left
' There has also been an 'nier-

eollegiate golf league proposed.
This league will include institu-

tions in the vicinity of Villanova
namely. Temple, F. A If.. Rutgers,
Swarthmore, and the University
of Delaware, all of which are be-
ing the sponsor* of the league.
This seems to be a very good
proposal because it will create a
friendly rivalry between the vari-
ous institutions; it will provide
an incentive for th^ pUyers, and
the traveling expenses will not
run into very large sums. That
consideration Is of utmost Im-
portance in these days of the de-
pression.

It wont be long until Spring
ports will be in full swing and
we would like to see the Blue and
White represented in this pro-
posed golf league and naturally
we would like to see it cop ths
ehampionship.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
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FELINES FACE OWLS TONIGHT
Wildcat and Owl Who Will Clash Tonight Blue and White to Meet

Temple in Return Game

Wildcats to Attempt to Avenge Defeat Suf-

fered at Hands of Cherry and White
Earlier in Season

WILL BE LAST GAME PLAYED AT HOME

TONIGHT THE Villanova passers will entertain Temple

at the gymnasium and attempt to break the jinx that has

overshadowed the basketball rivalry between the two school*

for the past seven years. ?
During that time the Wildcats have not defeated the

Owls, and after the appearance of the squad last Friday

night against Ursinus the campus feels that at last Villa-

nova will be able to break into the win column in this series*

Courtesy Evening Public Ledger

On the left is a picture of Jerry Daly, sensational sophomore bas-
keteer, who, because of his brUllant playing against Ursinus last
Friday evening, is slated as a member of ihe probable Blue and
White line-up which will face Temple University at tlie new gvm
tonight. On the right Is "Reda" Bosan, who has been the leading

Cherry and White scorer during the season.

Varsity Quint Sinks Bears
AfterLosing toManhattan

Johnny Barry Led Scoring Against Ursinus

With 21 Points While Travers Scored

Most Against Jaspers

ENTIRE SQUAD PLAYS IN GAMES

"Doc" Jacobs' Wildcat varsity

basketball aggregation, led by Jack

Barry, subdued the Ursinus Bears

at the new gym last Friday night

by a 55 to 31 score, thus avenging

a defeat suffered at the hands of

the Collegeville aggregation earlier

in the season. •; •
.'•*•

.'

Smarting under the recent defeat

administered last Wednesday by

Manhattan the Wildcats, determined
not to be humiliated again, rose up
in their wrath to hand the passers

of Charles "Horse" Chase one of

the most decisive defeats which
they have received thus far this

season.
It was an entirely rejuvenated

five that humbled Ursinus. The con-

test was not very old before it was

apparent to all that Jacobs had

"breathed life anew" into his

charges. No more accurate passing

and shooting was ever witnessed on

the home court than that which

was displayed by the Feline Five
last Friday night.

At half-time the Blue and White
aggregation was sporting a 19 to 15

lead. But in the second half the

'Cats literally submerged the Bears
under a deluge of baskets. One of

the principal participants in the

onslaught on the Collegeville basket
was Jack Barry, who raked up nine

field goals and three fouls.

Jerry Daly was the second high
scorer and he was followed by
Lynch and Shevlin.

Probable Line-Ups

Villanova Position Temple

Traveri .... forward Rosan
Barry forward Gudd
Torpey center . Liebensperger

Shevlin guard Brown
Daly guard Freiberg

BATTERY MEN REPORT

A 500% Average for This Week's Play

UrsliMM

Conert, forward
Fish«ir, guard
Johnson, center
LiSwrence, guard
Price, guard
L«dge, forward
Sommers, forward
Diehl, giiard
E<achus, guard

• • • • • e

••••••••
• • • • •

• • • • • I

• «••••••

G.
4
2
8

1
1

ToUls 11
VIUmiot*

O.
Travers, forward
Lynch, forward 8
Torpey, center 2
Daly guard, center ... 7
Weston, guard 1
Shevlin, guard 2
Barry, forward 9
Hurley, guard
Reitz, center
Finn, center

F.
1

3
8

1

1

F.

2

1

1

8

p.

9
7
9

2

8
1

81

P.

8
6

15
2
4

21

Totals 24 7 55
Officials—Cashman, Cunningham.

Vllbuiova

O. F. P.

Lynch, forward ^ . , , , . 1 4 6

Barry, forward .....'',.. f
Travera, forward .5 4 14
Finn, forward
Torpey, center 1 1
Daly, center 1 2
Shevlin. guard 1 1 8
Weston, guard 2 2 6
Hurley, guard

ToUls 10 12 82

MaiihallMi
G. F. P.

Blake, forward 2 1 6
Haasett, forward 4 8 16
Hogan, center 1 8 6
Smith, center 2 4
Keam, guard 1 1 8
Brunelli, guard 2 1 6

Totals 12 14 88

Referee—John Norton. Umpire

—

George Taylor. Score at half-time
—Villanova, 16; Manhattan, 16.

Six Veteran Pitchers Turn Out for

Early Indoor Practice

America's national pastime, base-
ball, got under way last Thursday
afternoon when Coach "Doc" Ja-

cobs called the first meeting of the
batterymen In the new gymnasium.
The candidates for the catcher

and pitcher positions will loosen up
their arms indoors until the weath-
er permits the use of the outdoor
diamond. The ground is expected
to be sufficiently hard and the con-
ditions favorable for outside prac-
tice within the next few weeks.
Despite the fact that this is

Coach Jacobs' first year as varsity

baseball coach, the former Frosh
mentor looks forward to a very suc-
cessful season. However, he real-

izes that his new candidates will

have to work hard to fill the posi-

tions left open by the loss of sev-
eral regulars in last year's gradu-
ating class. ;' .".'• ;, ;.;.'',.

•":•,..
' •'•'..'

The pitchers who '^emalh from
last season's varsity are: Captain
Emil Reitz, who alternates at first

base; George King, Jack I^ontgom-
ery and Tom O'Donnell. Steve
Sylvestre, twirler of last year's
Frosh squad, is the sole addition
to the pitching staff. Trosky is

the only varsity catcher remaining,
and from th yearlings are Lenzi
and Krajsa.
The other veterans are Cava-

naugh, Hurlburt, Wronski and Finn.
Skaff and Murphy are replacements
from the class of "BS.

As ;et only nine games have
been scheduled for the team. The
complete list of the Blue and
White's opponents will be an-
nounced in an early issue of the
VILLAJ^OVAK.

Swimming Trials to Be Held

Professor Martin L. Gill, jr.. fac-

ulty director of swimming, has an-
nounced that try-outs for the swim-
ming team will be held in the nata-
torium on Sunday at 10.30 A. M.
The above date was selected be-

cause class and laboratory sched-
ules prevent the assemblage of the
aspirants for the aquatic team dur-
ing the week.
Considerable interest has been

shown in this sport, and the pur-
pose of these try-outs is to select a
varsity swimming team. Invitations
to participate in swimming meets
have been received from a number
of nearby colleges, and Prof. Gill
intends to form a team for inter-
collegiate competition in order to
accept these invitations.

* On the 4th of February this year

the Main Liners visited Mitten Hall

and suffered the worst defeat that

they have encountered this seasois.

Obtaining a 27 to 7 lead at the half-

way mark tl e Temple quintet held

this advantage throughout the re-

mainder of the second half, the final

tally being 47, to 28 in favor of th«
Owls.
Art Liebensperger, lanky center

of the Broad Street aggregation,
was the outstanding star of this
contest, scoring twelve points close-
ly followed by Brown and Rosan
with ^.en and nine respectively.
The Wildcats got off to a bad '

start and befr -e the smoke cleared
away they were trailing 11 to 0.

JThis was probably the cause of

j

their downfall, due to the fact that '

j

Villanova was unable to solve the

j

passing attack of its opponents un-
til the second half had begun.
Art Lynch and Johnny Shevlia

stood out for the 'Cats, acorlng li
points between them. *
Last year it was Daly and Barry

that were responsible for the down-
fall of the Temple Frosh, ruining a

j
53 game winning streak. Barry

j

held "Reds" Rosan, star of the Owl
I

quintet, to one field goal while scor-

j

ing seven himself. Daly, playing

j

Freiberg, another member of this
i year's varsity, succeeded in holding
him to one goal while he collected
five.

I

These four players will see action
tonight and a feud that has stood
since that time will be continued.
jThe recent tilt with Temple failed
,

to provide any thrill in this capac-

I

ity, but since Villanova is playing
: on their home floor, there is an en-
tirely different outlook on the gamei,
The defeat Inflicted upon ths

Wildcat basketeers during the early
part of the month has not beea
forgotten, and from all appeatb
ances it seems as .though this de-
feat will be : venged tonight whea
these two teams clash for the seo-
ond time this year.

FROSH IN PRELIMINARY

Yearlings Play Host to Owlet Pfts».

era Tonight In Gym
The preliminary game tonight

will see the Villanova Freshmen
pitted against the Temple yearlings
in their second encounter of tb«
season.
Twenty-seven to 26 was the scor*

of their first game in which thn
Kittens managed to eke out a clos*
win over the Broad Street quintet,
Sweeney, lanky center of the Main
Liners, adding three points with
but one minute to play.
Competition between the Fresh-

man teams of both institutions han
always been keen, and the Owletn
have never quite forgotten Vllln-
nova's breaking their S3-game win-
ning streak that had extended aW
most three years.
Ben Qeraghty, terling Kitten foiw

ward, was the high scorer in thtt
previous game marking up fiv«^
field goals for ten points, being'
closely followed by Sweeney with &

>
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, Villanova Tossers Scored
783RunsFrom 1869 to '73

Playing: 15 Contests Over a Period of Three

Years the Felines Averagred 52

V Scores Per Game

EDITOR'S NOTE.—The following is the third in a series of articles dealing
with hl^hlii^lits in Vlll&nova's spurt history. The installment today deals with the
iMmelMLll ninex of 18A9-187a, and though some of the facts may seem untrue, they
*re, nevertheless, authentic.

V- V ,> By HAL
WITH the baseball season

but a few weeks off, it

is fitting that a few in-

cidents be talcen from the base-
ball history of Villanova. Turn-
ing back .he pages to the years
1869 to 1873. we find Villanova
enjoying ;ne of the most hectic
seasons that it ha^" ever experi-

enced. Fifteen games were
played in the span of three
years and in those games Villa-

nova scored 783 runs, an aver-
age of over 62 runs per game.

KEATING
The first game was against

the National Bank of Philadel-
phia, and after nine innings
the score stood Villanova, 57;

National Bank, 0. Next, the
Blue and White took on the
Independents and suffered its

only defeat of the season, 22
to 27.

LaSalle visited the Main Line
and was sent home on the short
end >f a 33 to 15 tally. Then,
a team from West Haverford
had the misfortune to encount-

The Statistics

Team Villanova Opponent
Natiunal Bank of

Philadelphia 57
Independent 22
LaSalle 33
We8t Haverford 43
LASalle 55
Picked Nine 46
Radnor Fanners 103
Atlanta of St. Denis . . 47
Merion 42
Central 86
Haverford College .... 66
Athletics 30
Keystone and Haverford

College 53
LaSalle ••••• St
LASalle .••••••••••. 4v

Totals .783

27
15
9

21
13
»
7

10
12
21
51

10
11
10

221

er the mighty sluggers from
Villanova and scored only 9
runs while the home team piled

up 43. The boys from LaSalle
later met the Wildcats again
but failed to head them« and
when the last batter was called
out Villanova was on the long
end of a 55-21 count.
. A Picked Nine from a place
unknown fell before the mighty
onslaught of the 'Cats to the
tune of 46-13.

Then came the climax of the
entire season. The Radnor

Farmers, famed far and wide

for their rube hurlera. played

the college boys, but they were
probably awed by their sur-

roundings and were slightly de-

feated, 103 to 9.

Atlanta of St. Denis fared
much better with the powerful
Wildcats and only succumbed by
the margin of 47 to 7. a trifle

of 40 ..'uns. Merlon was the
next victim for the Blue and
White losing by the score of 42
to 10.

Central was the name of the
following opponent and from
the score of the game it i«

thought to be Central High
School, due to the fact that they
were defeated, 86 to 12. Haver-
ford College encountered the
'Cats on an off-day, for the final

tabulation showed Villanova,
66; Haverford, 12.

In an unofficial game the
Philadelphia Athletics caught
the Blue and White performers
napping and defeated them 51
to 30. Still, any team that could
have scored 30 runs on the Ath-
letics must have been good.
Smarting from their last de-

feat the Haverford College

playere combined their own
squad and that of the Key-

stone nine in a vain effort to
down the mighty sluggers of
Villanova, but they were foiled

CoBtlnuAd • Pace SevMi
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Have You
Tried

the

I
Villanova

I
Barber

I
Shop?

First Class Barbers
First Class Service

and Depression Prices
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ILLUSION t

Look at this remarkable lady . . . with three lovely and

perfect heads ... all attached to a normal body. She

appears to sit on the stage, with the lower part of her

body concealed by flowers. She can wink, smile, and

nod. She can talk, laugh, and sing—all at the same

time. Thousands of people have seen this feat of magic

and pronounced it a wonderful sight I

tXMi^NATIONi

Audiences used to pay an extra fee to iro befifnd di#

scenes to see how this trick was worked. They dis-

covered that the three-headed wonaan was merely a

reflection in a mirror. The glass showed the heads of

three girls but the body of only one. The other two
were cleverly hidden so that only their heads showed

in the mirror.

Souacs : "Magic Stage lUmtions and Scitntific Diversiotu!"

h Albfii A. Hopkins...MtiHH dt Co.. New York

It's fun to be fooled

...ifs more run to KNOW
This "three-headed woman ^' trick goes
'way back to the early days of magic.

Also old is the suggestion that pro-

tection for your throat and freedom from
coughing can be achieved through some
magic trick.

THE EXPLANATION! The easiest ciga-

rette on your throat is the cigarette that

rs made from the choicest, ripe tobaccos.

Cheap, raw tobaccos are, as you
would naturally expect, harsh to the

throat. Ripe, cosdy tobaccos are mild,
mellow—gentle. The question is whether
a cigarette is made from cheap tobacco
or the more expensive grades.

If It €1 foct, ¥r»lf known by
looff tobacco oxperfs, thot

Camolt oro imido from finor,MOM
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.

American men and women have smoked
more billions of Camels than any other
brand because of the appeal of more ex*

Pensive tobaccos and matchless blending.

Won't you stack upyouroivn experience
with a cigarette made from milder, cost-

lier tobaccos... against magic claims about
"cigarettes and your throat"?
Try fresh Camels—in the air-tight,

welded Humidor Pack that seals the
freshness and coolness, the mildness and
flavor of Camels... inside.

JVO TRICKS
. JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IH A MAT^CULSftt B&l

Xuvani Hall Vive Motes \Jp in Dorm League

WAN HALL FIVE Veteran Forward and Lanky Center of Temple Basketeers

TO AUSTINQUINTET

imnj Team Moved Up From

Third to First Place

During Week

lAYHOPS IN UST PLACE

The games this week saw Alumni
fmove up from third place to the
sad position which it now shares

[with Fedigan, the previous leader,
[by .250.

The games of the past week must
all bow their heads to the 13-15 win
scored by Austin over Fedigan, and,
Incidentally, the game which top-
pled Fedigan from the undisputed
lead.

It was the fastest game of the
week, in doubt until the final min-
ute of the over-time period, the first

such game of the semester.
Kramer was the big gun for Fed-

igan, twice scoring at the critical
moments to give his club a chance
to pick the game from the fire, an
opportunity it refused to take, los-

•ing the game in the over-ffrne pe-
riod by two point?.

Goggin gave his ^v,. .u ti.e tying
%goal near the end of the game and

I

put his team in the lead in the over-

j
time period, only to have Kramer
•take it away with a one-handed
shot from the foul line after a sen-
sational dribble into position. Willis
killed off the Fedigan chances
shortly after by a one handed long
shot that barely touched the cords,

giving his team a two-point victory.
Totin and Sirica, usually power-

ful offensive weapons for the Fed-
Iganit'es, were off form on Thurs-
day night, and were unable to ac-

count for the necessary points
which would have put the game in

the Fedigan bag. Sirica was espe-
lly'>weak under the basket and
ssed at least six or seven easy
ot£, which would have made the

game cooiparatively sure.

» "Scoop" Keating's vaunted Day
Hops are still in the cellar position
and bid fair to stay there for the

^.reifiainder of the season unless the
Individual stars of the aggregation
start to give the team a break or

^ learn to sink some of those shots
from the other end of the court.
This week saw them taken over

^properly by both Good. Counsel and
Fedigan, 28-7 and 24-18, respective-
ly. The Fedigan game showed some

, improvement over previous show-
ings, but the promise died a-born-
Ing, according to their showing in

^the Good Counsel game.
The week saw Mendel break even

with a win and a loss, to win from
, the Day Hops 24-18, and the loss to
Alumni, 19-12.

Fedigan-Oood Counsel box score:

J • FedtfMB
-..^ G. F. P.

Gough, forward ........ 1 2
Kromer, forward 2 2 6
Totin, center 2 1 5
Sirica, guard 2 3 7

• Pc^tzsch, guard 2 0. 4

I^n Gudd (left), veteran forward, and Arthur Liebensperger, (right), six-and-a-half-foot center of the
Tcniiile O.vis, who will be seen In action tonight in the gymnasium when the Wildcats attempt to avenge
the 47-28 setback suflered at the liands of this same team in Mitten Hnll last month.

Volley-Bali

Schedule

Totals 9
• Good Counsel

G.
Dougherty, forward ... 4

^
» Conroy, forward
Higglns, center 2
Brennan, guard

• Bedamo, guard 1

F.

8

4

1

24

P.
11

8

8

Totals ••••••eeeceeei 8 22

Today
Fedigan vs. Dayhopa

2.30 P. M. Old

Tomorrow

Gym

Good Counsel vs. Alumni
2.00 P. M. Old Gym

Mfsiidel vs. Austin
3.00 P. M. Old Gym

(The games to be played to-

morrow were originally sched-
uled Xqr Feb. 19.)

Thursday

Fedigan vs. Mendel
2.00 P. M. Old Gym

(Originally scheduled for Feb. 5.)

INDOOR BASEBAIX
Friday

Dayhops vs. Alumni
2.30 P. M. Mendel Field

GOLF PRACTICE TO OPEN

Villanova Tossers
Scored 783 Runs

Continued rrom Pase Six

in their attempt and were

downed, 53 to 10.

Not content with this victory

the Main Liners took on LaSalle

twice in a row and defeated
them both times by almost
identical scores. 51 to 11, and
49 to 10.

All Students Requested to Try for
Positions on Team

This Spring will, m all probabil-
ity, decide the future of the Villa-

nova golf team. With a season in

store that will be far from a push-
over, due to the fact that the squad
will play more than fourteen
matches, all students are asked to

go out for the team. But four
members remain from last year's
club and approximately 12 are
needed. Bir Kelly, Hal Keating,
John DePercio and Charlie Thiede
are those remaining from the pre-
vious season.
Plans for the team have been

formulated and the schedule will

be released in the near future. The
Blue and White will probably open
the season with either Temple or
Osteopathy. In this opening match
a six man team will be used, ne-
cessitating an increase in squad
members.
Spring practice will commence on

March 1 at both the St. Davids
Club and Valiey Forge. A meeting
will be held ort Thursday at 12.30

P. M. In Mendel Hall.

The Standing

W. L. Pet.
Alumni
Fedigan
Austin
Good Counsel
Mendel
Day students

•••••••

5
6
5
8
.1

1
1
2
3
6
6

.833

.833

.714

.500

.166

.000

Intra-Mural

Basketball
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PROBLEM OF HEALTH

|r. Max Trumper Addresses

Pre-Medical Students at

^
Seminar

TRACES MEDICAL HISTORY

From Pac* lluwe

lie* may be of value to that scl-

ice, but it is only when additional

inowledge i:. utilized that there will

W discoveries made. Harvard Uni-
itraity conductea another interegt-

ftg •iy>erinrtent. Scientists there

ftudied the e(H;ct of excitement on
lj$»g. They rouna that when excited
n« sugar content of the blood of a
r when «i surplus of energy was
iMded, the sugar content was much
llyher ^han normally. Following
hto, there was a study made of

k« condition of marathon runners.
Uven a small capsule of glucose, a
oncentrated sugar, before running,
I was observed that the runner
ttd a greater endurance than pre-
tously. This observation was of

fraat Import in the study of dia-

letes. By the careful control of
li« diet of a person so afflicted, it

• possible to remedy the disease.

Qat of the future problems of sci-

ence is to bring together all of the
sciences so that x better rounded
conception of values can be ob-
tained. It is impossible to evaluate
one science properly without the
understanding of others. It is with
the application of outside agencies
that a thorough knowledge of sci-

ence will be obtained.
"Pastnur said. 'How difficult it is

for us to move from a house in

which we have lived for 20 to 30
years. How much more difficult it

is for us to discard Ideas of cen-
turies'," was the concluding point
of Dr. Trumper's address.

in causing tha present economic
crisis has been the sharp decrease
in the birth rate among most of the
countries of the world, resulting in

a condition not neces.sarily caused
by over-production, but more reas-
onably because of man's failure to
live up to the obligation placed upon
him by God to propagate the hu-
man race.

NeO'Malthusianism
Topic of Lecture

ContlMiied FroM Pftge Tkree

so stringent against the advocates

of the doctrine of' birth control,

have now become so lax that they

permit its agents to spread their

nefarious propaganda through edu-

cational channels and to utilize the

stage and screen to the utmost for
the same purpose.

Statistics were quoted to refute
the claims of the "new moralists"
that the natural resources of the
world are insufficient to support a
rapidly incfeasing population^ Ac-
cording to the leading economic ex-

perts, the present population ot the
world could be tripled without ma-
terially upsetting the balance of the
world food supply.

One of the most powerful factors

Gala Alumni Ball
Attended by 1000

Contftaae4 Frooa Pac* One

McLaughlin. James J. Bannon,
James J. Skelly. Francis Leo Lynch.
David F. Farley. Matthew A. Lynch,

and Thomas Flaherty.

The committee consisted of Ekl-
gar F. '^'nnery, '25, chairman;
John A. Freney, '29; James J. O'Bri-
en, '13^;

. John A. McCarney, '29;

Daniel L. Redmond, '17; Owen L.
Murray^ '29; Phineas T. Vize. '23;

Charles B. Laughlin, '23; David F.
Farley, '20; Richard McDevitt, Jr.,

'31; Edward F. Farrell, '31; John
M. Gillespie, '30: Edward L. Muel-
ler, '31; Raymond J. McKeon, '22;

Clement Busenkell, '32; Alexander
O. Severance, '29; Harry Dougherty,
'32; Francis Pentony, '31; Robert
Corrigan, '32; James J. Henry, '30;

Owen J. Giblin, '32; Joseph J. Mur-
phy, '30; Henry Bygott, Jr., '29;

John M. Breen, '30; Joseph Gillen.
'30; Joseph Winterer, '30; Thomas
Garrett, '31; George J. Bain, '32;

Martin L. Gill, '32; Joseph Mullen,
'32, and John J. Whalen, '32.

Varsity Debaters
Win One, Lose One

Continued Frooa Pave One

old M. Surkin, Martin Laberman
and Bernard Metzer.
This is the second consecutive

year that the Beta Gamma debaters
have met the Temple orators on the
home-and home basis, and the palm
of victory has been divided in each
encounter.
The debates scheduled to take

place between Villanova and the
University of Florida debating so-

cieties, and the Villanova and Uni-
versity of Dayt<m representatives
have been cancelled due to a num-
ber of unforesewi difficulties that
have arisen. On March 7 the Beta
Gamma oratoi>s will meet the Rut-
gent University debating team at
Villanova, and on March 13 the
New York University debaters will
be encountered at Villanova.

en; George Hughes, vice-president;
Joseph Harter. treasurer, and Dan-
iel Jarvis, secretary. At a recent
meeting of the club six new mem-
bers were voted upon and admitted
to the club. Thomas F. McFeeley
assumed the duties of chairman of
the membership committee. The
next meeting is to be conducted on
March 9 and the newly adipitted
members will be officially accepted
into the club.

)

Prominent Alumni
Recently Deceased

Conllnaed FtMn Vtif Tlirae

North Jersey Club ,

Dance Date Choften
ConUM«ied From Pa«e OiM

undertaking an^ feels certain that
their efforts will no^ be in vain.
Mr. Hughes is assisted by the

following members: Thomas De-
laney, Nicholas LaCorte, Raymond
J. Harter, Joseph H. Heide, Edward
W. Carlin, Charles R. Costa, Daniel
Jarvis and Daniel Harkins^
The -officers of the club for the

year are: President, Willia|» O'Brl-

he was awarded the degree of Bach-

elor of Science. Iii 1879 he received

his Bachelor of Arts degree. He waa

.

ordained in 1883 and a short tlma
later becama assistant pastor in St.

Michael's ChUrch. Newark. N. J.

Mt. MarkhaiA, who was president
of the Petroleum Corporation of
America, a 1100,000.000 . corporatioii;^. »

died in a Chicago hospital <m Feb-
ruary 18 at the age of 52. he waa
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree from here in 1928. Ha
was bom in Butler County, Pa.,

and rose from an oil-fleid roust-
about to the position he held at the
time of his death.
Mr. Conle, who was president of

the M. Conle Company, died in New
York on February 21. He was a
member of the class of 1874 and -

was one of the oldest members 9t
the alumni association. He waa
bom in Vigo, Spain.

J;
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WHEN smokerskeepbuying the
same cigarette day after day . . •

it's a pretty good sign that they're

getting what they want . . . mildness,

better taste— a smoke that's always

the same.

So we're going right on making
Chesterfields just as we always have

• • • selecting choice, ripe tobaccos

• • • ageing them . . . blending and
cross-blending them...making them
into cigarettes in the most scientific

ways that are known.

As long as we do these things we
know that smokers will continue to

say,**They Satisfy". For that's what
people are sayingabout Chesterfields.

If you smoke, why not find out

about them? A package or two«will

tell you the whok story.

Ct
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esteriie
THEY'RE MILDER -i

THEY TASn BEniR

Final Opportunity!

Last Chance!

Belle Air Photos

Next TuoBday

Make Reservations

For Your Sitting
VILL VAN

Beta Gamma Teams

Encounter

Rutgero Tonight

N. Y. U. Monday

Your Backing Is

Asked

!
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AND NEW YORK UNIVERSITIES IN WEEK

Banmiller, Bigley and Goggi to Support Affirmative Side of

Question on Cancellation of War Debts Against

Former Team This Evening

ENGAGE N. Y. U. MONDAY

St. Thomas Debate Scheduled

for Thursday Night has

V Been Canceled

At 8.30 £*. "M. this evening in the

Mendel Hall amphitheatre, the

Beta Gamma debaters will continue

forensic relationships with Rutgers

University by meeting the New
Brunswick orators in a debate oa

the topic, "Resolved: That the
United States Should Agree to the
Cancellation of All World War
debts."
The representatives of Villairova,

and the defendera of th« affirmative,
will be Pactrus F. 3aninil!er, Fjran-
cis Bigley and Charles P. Gpggi.
This engagement will mark the

first appearance of the Jersey con-
tingent at Villanova and willt>e the
second meeting of the institutions.

Last year the Beta Gamma orators
journeyed to Rutgers and emerged
victorious on the Capitalism ques-
tion by virtue oZ an audience de-
cision. Later this season the two
teams will again convene to dis-

cuss the War Debt issue. This sec-

ond encounter will take place at
New Bi-unswick, with Villanova up-
holding the negative persuasion.
Next Monday evening the debat-

ers from New York University will

be the guests of the Literary So-
ciety, meeting the Beta Gamma
representatives on the War Debts
resolution. The New York orators
will uphold the negative side of the
issue. This engagment will follow
the same procedure that proved so
satisfactory in the Penn debate
earlier in the season. Each college
will be represented by two men,
Paetrus F. Banmiller and Charles P.
Goggi acting In that capacity for
Villanova.
This debate will re-establish con-

nections with the metropolitan in-

stitution which were first made
two years ago, but allowed to lapse
last season. In the previous en-
counter Beta Gamma met the de-
baters from University Heights in
a non-decision contest over station
WEVD, New York, on the Soviet
question. On April 28, Beta Gamma
will send two representatives to
New York and will again engage
the Violet orators on the forensic
platform with the same question as
the bono of contention.
A debn.te with St. Thomas' Col-

lege of Suranton. originally sched-
uled for March 9, has been can-

FR WALKER SPEAKS

ON LENTEN IDEALS

Says Student Must Curb Some
of Desires if a Virtuous

Life Is Aim

IS A SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

The first of a series of Lenten
sermons was delivered on last Tues-
day evening by Rev. George S.

Walker, O. S. A. Maintaining his

usual distinguished reputation as a
preacher Fr. Walker presented a
richly instructive and brilliant dis-
cussion on the "Ideals of the Lenten
Season."

Fr. Walker selected his subject
from Matt., xvl, 24: "If any man
will come after Me, let him deny
^imself and take up his cross and
follow Me." The main topic of the
discourse was that the student, to
lead a good holy life, must curb
some of his desires and passions,
because not all the things we crave
are good for us. The young man
must also be in complete mastery
of himself. To illustrate this mas-
tery

.
and discipline, Fr. Walker

said, "An army of men is always
strong, but a mob, perhaps twice
the size, is always weak. The se-
cret is control, discipline, mastery."
In reference to evil habits Fr.

Walker added, "There are hundreds
of young men afire with evil hab-
its, floating down the current,
through the dark night of tempta-
tion toward the eternal plunge.

Junior Blazer Committee
Announces Contract Award

According to a statement is-

sued by William O'Prey, presi-

dent of the junior class, the con-
tract for the manufacturing of
this year's junior blazers has
been awarded to the John Wan-
amaker Company, of Philadel-
phia. The contract, which was
signed and completed yesterday,
states that the actual cost of the
blazers this' year will amount to

$8.75, a difference of 15 . cents
from the cost last year.
A straw vote was taken among

the members of the junior class
last week to dietermine the color
desired, and by the results it was
seen that the third year men are
unanimously in favor of a white
blazer. An actual vote is to be
taken as a final decision, and be-
fore casting a vote it will be
necessary for all juniors to file

an order blank with a deposit to
support their choice. This de-
posit will be refunded to those
students who are not in favor of
the color voted upon after the re-

sults have been tabulated and the
final decision as to the color set-
tled. This new idea was instituted
to satisfy every member of the
class.

REHEARSING PLAY

Spiked Shoe, Varsity Clubs

Plan Musical Comedy,

"Look Who's Here"

JOHN KEOUGH IS DIRECTOR

1933 BELLE AIR ENTERED IN CONTEST

TO DECIDE ALL-AMERICAN YEAR BOOK

Ten Best Publications Selected Each Year by National

Scholastic Press Association on Comparative

Qualities of Competing Annuals

JOURNAUl TOPIC

OF ARTS SEMINAR

Charles J. Antonaccio Shows

Benefits of Course to

College Student

EDITORSAREENTHUSIASTIC

IMPORTANCE RECOGNIZED

Continued on Pncv Klght

DR. DOERNENBERG

Continued on Pase Four

REHEARSALS BEGIN

BeUe Masque Starts on "Macboth,"
to Bo Produced in May

The Belle Masque chapter of the

Villanova Literary Society has com-
menced rehearsals on Shakespeare's
"Macbeth," production of which has
been tentatively set for May 12.

The particular -ercion of the play
which will be used has been adapted
for stage presentation by Ertvvin

Booth. It will be the Belle
Masque's second production of the
current season.

The cast, subject to change, In-

cludes: Macbeth, Joseph J. Conlan;
Lady Macbeth, Lawrence A. De-
Frances; Macduff, William F. Zell;
Duncan, Paetrus F. Banmiller; Mal-
colm, Robert A, Gelst; Banquo,
Harold D. McGrath; first witch,
Rudolph J. Lehnau; second witch,
Francis J. McGinley; third witch,
Edward F. Kilbane; Ross, Edward
D. Manion; Porter, Joseph T.
Houseman; Seward, Francis J. Ren-
sulll; Lenox, Robert C. McGrory;
Fleance, John F. Butler, soldier,

Michael C. TomaBso; Lady Mac-
beth'* servant, John P. Grimes;
doctor, Joseph H. Lilly.

Historical Poems on America
and Anthology Will Be

Published Soon

BOTH WRITTEN IN GERMAN

Emil Doerneberg, Ph. D., M, A.,
recently appointed professor of
modern languages in the School of
Arts and Philosophy, has compiled
two new volumes on poetry and
will have them ready for publica-
tion at about Easter time. Both
books ire written in German.
One of these, "America, Ballads

and Poems," is historical in na-
ture. It treats of the various
phases of American history, placing
most emphasis on the periods of
colonization, migration and revolu-
tion. All these events, though
American In nature, arc treated
through the medium of the German
language.

The second volume, entitled "An-
thology of German Lyric Poetry,"
is a collection of notable German
poems. The book is primarily In-
tended to be used as a text book
for the study of German literature
In the higher classes. The anthol-
ogy has already been adppted as
the official text book for its par-
ticular course In a number of col-
leges.

These two works are the sixth
and sevtnth books which Dr. Do-
erneberg has composed. The others
were along the same line, and all
met with success and acclaim.
Dr. Doerneberg came here from

OMUMe« •• Pac« Few

It won't be long before the popu-
lar slogan on the Villanova campus
is, "Look Who's Here!" That is, if
the members of the Varsity and
Spiked Shoe Clubs have anything
co say about it.

Those connected with these or-
ganizations intend to revive a cus-
tom, started sevei-al years ago,
which met with great favor, that of
staging a musical comedy. It will
bear the title, "Look Who's Here!"
An all-star cast of actor-athletes,
many of whom will portray dainty
feminine roles, will be presented for
the first time at popular prices.
Last week the plans for the stag-

ing of the production were revealed
by Martin Geezer, president of the
Varsity Club. Membership in this
organization is restricted to those
who have earned their varsity "V,"
thus one may expect to see his fav-
orite football hero doing some fancy
kicking in the front line of the bal-
let, instead of on the gridiron.
The Spiked Shoe Club, a promi-

nent campus organization comported
of members of the track team
headed by Paul Beaudine, has

"It won't be long before journal-

ism will be recognized as a neces-
sary courtie in all colleges and uni-

versities," predicted Charles J. An-
tonaccio, Editor-in-Chief of the VIL-
LANOVAN, In a lecture presented
before an assembly of the School
of Arts and Philosophy last Thurs-
day morning. The lecture was en-

titled "Journalism and Education"
and proved to be a most interesting
treatment of a subiect which has
been rapidly gaining popularity on
the Villanova campus. At the con-
clusion of Mr. Antonaccio's talk, a
widespread discussion was occa-
sioned in the assembly and many
of the Arts students expressed their
opinions on Journalism in general
and the rapid strides that Journal-
ism is making as an approved col-

lege subject.
Mr. Antonaccio first gave a brief

resume of the journalistic courses
offered by some of the leading uni-
versities in the country and stressed
the fact that several universities
had journalism schools. He illu-

strated their curricula and showed
how many subjects are embraced
for professional as well as for aca-
demic training.
The speaker emphasized the "lab

Micklos Claims Book Will Be
Most Distinctive Ever

Seen on Campus

C'oiitliiiied «tn Vage Four

VISION" REVIVED

BY FAMR BURNS

<'ontinu«d on Pace Four

BOOKLET PUBLISHED

Supplement to Catalog Is Printed
ai -ViWanova BlacK" Ink

The illustrated supplement to the
college catalog, "Sidelights on Villa-
nova," -xppeared on the campus last
Tuesday and was put on sale in the
bookroom. It it; composed of 42
pages and contains approximately
50 pictures of the campus and
buildings.

The ink used in the printing of
the booklet is a new mixture that
was used for the first time on this
occasion. The Eagle Printing Ink
Company, of Philadelphia, which
made the Ink for this printing,
originated the product as being the
best for this particular kind of
paper. It proved to be so satis-
factory In the "Sidelights on Villa-
nova" that the Ink company has
listed the product on its catalog
as "Villanova Black."
Many of the scenes that were

used in the booklet were photo-
graphed by August Kunzenbacher,
professor of chemistry. The en-
graving was done by Lett's Engrav-
ing Company, the same company
which Is doing the work for the
1988 Belle Air. The printing was
done by St. Joseph's Printing
Company.

To Be Presented in New York

and in Lawrence During

Lenten Season

WILL ALSO BE BROADCAST

The Passion Play. "Vision," writ-
ten by Rev. John F. Burns, Ph. D.,

O. S. A., S. T. L., former- professor
of history here and present rector
of St. Mary's Church, Lawrence,
Mass., is being revised and will be
presented In both New York and
Lawrence.

Productions of the play in New
York began Sunday and will con-
tinue through ut the entire Lenten
season with presentations every
Sunday afternoon and evening at
Saint Peter Claver's Institute,
Brooklyn. The cast there is com-
posed of Fa*'-ier Quinn's Claver
Players. This Is the first time that
this Passion Play has ever been
produced on a New York stage.

In Lawrence the play will be pro-
duced on April 9 and 10 In the War-
ner Theatre under the personal di-
rection of Fr. Burns. The cast
during these presentations will be
composed entirely of local talent.
In addition to these performances,

"Vision" will be broadcast over Sta-
tion WBZ In Boston during a half-
hour period beginning at 9.30 P. M.
on Monday, March 2. The same
members of the cast who are to
present the play Jn Lawrence will
participate In this broadcast.

"Vision" was written and first
produced by Fr. Burns in 1924, at

CoBtlaved Ml rage Wmu\

During the coming months Villa*

nova will make its greatest bid to
date for AU-American honors. The
1933 Belle Air has been entered in

the annual competition for the best
student year book in the country.
''".lis contest is conducted by the
National Scholastic Press Associa-
tion in Chicago and from the multi-
tude of entrants the ten best publi-

cations are selected. The choice is

made from the standpoint of origi-

nality, exactness of detail, richness
and appropriateness of theme, and v

refinement of editorial comment.
This latest move of the senior

class is quite in keeping with the
constant and enervating spirit of
progress which has characterized
Villanova during the last few years.
The opportunity of vicing for the
incalculable honor of being the
proud possessor of the nation's best
year book affords the school a
splendid chnncc for a share of just-

ly deserved, but seldom gathered
publicity. In addition, tiie class of
'33 will be in a position to claim a
portion of the credit and acclaim
they have merited by their efforts
during their collegiate careers and
by their tireless labor on the cur-
rent year book.

The VILLANOVAN, upon hear-
ing of Villanova's entrance into this
national competition, immediately
interviewed the editors of the book
and obtained the following opinions.
John J. Micklos, Editor-in-Chief,

states: "We can guarantee without
fear that the 1933 edition will be
the most distinctive book of its kind
to be seen on the campus."

Frank L. Martin, the Belle Air's
Business Manager, remarks: "The
pleasure of announcing Villanova's
participation in this contest is in-
deed great and I sincerely trust that
this publication will receive the
student support and co-operation."
Joseph J. Conlan, Managing Edi-

tor; Russel F. Hurst, Art Editor;
William J. D'Elia, Photography
Editor, and William G. Crowley,
Circulation Manager, are as en-
thusiastic as possible over the po-
tential greatness of the forthcoming
product. They join in the state- >

ment that "the 1933 Belle Air will
be distinct, distinguished and novel,
and will stand more than an even
chance in the AU-American contest."

Continued on ra;;e Klgbt

CANDIDATES INITIATED

Francis J. Renznlll and Kdward D.
Manion Enter Belle Masque

Two new members were initiated

into the Belle Masque chapter of
the Villanova Literary Society at
a special meeting held in conjunc-
tion with the regular weekly meet-
ing of the organization last Thurs-
day evening. The two candidates
who successfully passed the en-
trance requirements are: Francis J,
Renzulli, '36, of the School of Sci-
ence, and Edward D. Manion, '35,

of the School of Commerce and Pi-
nance.
For entrance Into the Belitt

Masque chapter the applicants were
required to present for the approv-
al of the organization a satisfactorsr
demonstration of their dramatic
ability, consisting of a recitation
depicting at least two characters
and chosen from some noteworthy
dramatic work.
Mr. Renzulli presented a three-

part discourse on a recent play
written by Barry Connor, well-
known dramatist. The excerpt was
entitled, "A Lesson in Love." Mr.
Manlon'c selection was a four-part
discourse from an old play entitled.
"Little Nell."
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?^ ^ ADVANCING WK^zi^'-

AN ANNOUNCEMENT has been made
to the effect that the Belle Air book,

annual senior publication, has been entered

for All-American honors in a yearly com-

petition conducted by the National Scho-

lastic Press Association. This is the first

opportunity that a ViUanova publication

has had for national honors and we cannot

but commend those responsible for this

long needed forward step. This is indica-

tive of the progress that Villanova has

been making in the last few years and

shows the fine spirit that is every day

characterizing Villanova. Since the Belle

Air assumed its present form eight years

ago under the supervision of Rev. John H.

Crawford, O. S. A., it has been making

rapid strides until today we of Villanova

consider it on a par with any of the an-

nuals of other colleges and universities.

The edition of 1932 can be considered as a

fitting tribute to Fr. Crawford and the

apex of his endeavors in Belle Air work.

Now, with a new moderator, the Belle Air

is going even further and from present

indications this year's book will exceed,

not only in content, but also in make-up,

any of its predecessors. Placing the se-

nior annual in competition with those of

other educational institutions will be an

incentive to the staff members and cause

them to take their work more seriously.
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THE DEBATE TONIGHT
TONIGHT the Beta Gamma debating

society steps forth on the forensic

platform to engage the orators of Rutgers

University. This statement, insignificant

though it may appear to be, is of prime

importance to the Villanova student body,

for Beta Gamma is calling for support and

asking that increased interest be shown

toward the debating team. The following

that the debating society has had up to

date has not been all that is desired, and

where questions that can only benefit the

listener, both educationally and morally,

are discussed there should be a greater

exhibition of enthusiasm and interest by

the student. It is natural for the debaters,

in discoursing before a small gathering

where there should be an average number,

to feel that their efforts are unappreciated

and unrecognized. The debaters have ar-

ranged and are nearing the completion of

an extensive schedule, one which by far

surpasses any conducted by the debating

teams of the past, and they have more

tlian met their share of success ! They have

'locked horns," literally speaking, with

the beet debaters in the East and emerged

from the majority of their conflicts with

victory. Beta Gamma, then, deserves sup-

port, so let us turn out this evening 100%

strong and also on Monday when N. Y. U.

comes here and show the debaters that we

1^ behind them in body and spirit.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

THERE IS an old adage thM
runs to the effect that "every-

thing cornea to htm who
waits." Many a time and oft wt
heard it quoted and there have been
moments when we have wondered
about the truth of the statement,
but that wa« befor* last TuMday
night. If you will recall that mem-
orable oocasiott, you will find that
it is a source of great pleasure, for
on that evening the dMr^<ilfl Owl,
from Mitten Hall was shorn, shaven
and shellaolced. For years on end
the stanch Villanova supporiera
watched their basketball teams
taste the bitter gall of defeat and
the bitterness was twofold, sincn
it came from the hands of Temple
aggregations. They wondered if

ever the day would dawn when they
could mention basketball in the
presence of a Temple rooter aa4^ do
BO without blushing. Well,

iW
friends, the day is here. Despite
the tremendous man power that
represented the Cherry an<l White
on the court that evening, the Wild-
cats emerged victorious and proved
once again that they were fighters
as well as basketeers. The score
was 32-30, but if one were to tabu-
late the game in its true light, Vil-

lanova won despite two ton, 83 feet,

and by two points. Quite a feat.

Little David smeared Goliath and
to be frank Goliath liked H not at
alL
Let us pause here a moment and

pay due homage to Johnny Bcurry.

Jerry Daly, Jack Torpey, ArUe
Lynch, "Pop" Travera and the un-
forgettable Metro Weston. They
played a ganie such as Villanova
supporters have never seen and
many a day will pass before an-
other such classic is enacted. All
we can say is the insufficient: "Ck>n-
gratulations."

• • •

Strange comments have been
heard in all corners of the campus
and Hawkshaw reports that "Lefty"
Reitx is the subject of all these
strange discussions. At first we
thought little of this, for, as you
all know, "Lefty" is a strange man.
But as these annoying mumblings
persisted we sent dear old Sherlock
to investigate and he returned with
the startling information that the
campus was buzzing with excite-

ment over the fact that the south-
paw from "deah" Calvert Hall was
acting almost human. At first that
seems paradoxical, but a little

thought reveals the fact that spring
is almost here and with spring
comes "Lefty's" first and only love,

baseball. Someone once told him
he was a pitcher and he believed
that person. The strange feature is

that he is not bad at all but the
powers that be think he is a pitch-
er. However, he makes a fine base-
man. The portsider swears we will

b«ve an undefeated season.
"'.• •• •

There is such a thing as jusUce
and then there is justice. For one
person to have the luck that Lou
Calta has is nothing short of crimi-
nal. Since the advent of "Regals
for a dime," Lou must have won
approximately $300 worth of foot-
wear, or at least 30. Be that as it

may, we think he should not hoard
his luck in a period of depression,
but should spread it out. However,
he may be visualizing the day,
when he will be saying, "Coffee for
a nickel." (That's after he gets his

license to look for work in June.)
• • •

There are times when we regret
that we are held in check by the
restraining instincts of gentlemen,
but such is the case, believe it or
not. At the present time we are
cognizant of a splendid feature for
this column, but we hesitate to
make it public. However, we will

tell part of the story. Joseph T.
Houseman, of Philadelphia, and at
times, a little place called Fords,
N. J., is noted for the symmetrical
wave that renders the hirsute
adornment atop his skull the cause
of nuuiy feminine sighs and heart
flutterings. The other day we
learned a secret and that through
the medium of a relative. The au-
thor of that wave and the posiUve
identity of the author were noade
known to us. So if anyone Is de-
sirous of having a little fun, mere-
ly ask Joie how his wave is, or how
his wave setter is. And then watch
the crimson Ude lise.

• • •

IS rr TRUE THAT—
We had better not be seen In the

vicinity of New Prunswick? (Tell

her we were only fooling, will you,

Joe?)

Jerry Dolan will be a Temple
rooter next year?

Joe McKenna still thinks he can
play biidge after the lacing he took
Sunday morning? (Ask him about
it; he enjoys itd

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

THET HAVE a professor out
at Creighton University who
do«6n't seem id get excHed,

no Matter what happens to him.
According to The Creightonian

:

"Ab«entmindedness, a mental af-

flioUoh based upon the 'I forgot to
bring theory.' has gained entrance
into the stronghold of the law
school.

"Last week a professor entered
the freehnmn class for the sane and
traditional purpose of furthering
the youths' knowledge on a specific

subject of law.
" Today we shall continue on the

subject of Seisen,' he began.
"'But this is a C. P. L hour.'

chorused the potential barristers.

"'So it is,' returned the enlight-
ened professor. 'I seised the wrong
book."*

We got the shock of our lives

this week. After having been bored
to death on many a rainy afternoon
during the past four years by Bos-
tonians telling us of their wonder-
ful city of culture, we often won-
dered why they left the place. How-
ever, we had been there, and it

helped pass the time.
'This week we picked up the Bos-

ton College Heights and read that
their junior promenade was inter-

rupted by a snowball battle and
finally broke up, despite the des-
perate efforts' on the part of the
marshals, led by John T. Keiran.
From what we can figure out, the

heights of culture seems to be
crude.

The Catholic University Tower
had some real news in it this week
if one follows that old nxaxina,

"When a man bites a dog, it's

news." During the week the Cath-
olic University police force was
faced with one of the most desper-
ate crimes in its Ions: career—the
police car had been stolen. As soon
as word of it was received the po-
lice got their pack of hounds and
started to search the campus to
the tune of barks instead of the
usual one of wailing sirens. They
finally found it in back of Gibbons
Hall.

And are the police embarrassed?
They should nonchalantly deny the
whole story.

Temple University is first to in-

troduce the new German game of
swingball to Eastern collegiate cir-

cles. The apparatus necessary for
the game consists of a leather ball

firmly attached to the middle of a
cable ten feet long. At either end
of the cable are handles equipped
with ball joints and safety straps.

The idea of the game is to swing
the cable so as to hit the opponent
with the ball and avoid being hit

in return. The game was brought
over here by Carl Logos, teacher of
education.

According to the Temple Owl, "A
Villanova football player found a
'runner* in his silk trousers and
had an embarrassing moment." Ac-
cording to Hickey the only time a'

Wildcat football player is embar-
rassed is when he can't find a brok-
en bottle to shave with. The only
trouble with that renaark is that
there is a rumor to the effect th?it

Hickey hasn't reached the age,

mental or otherwise, where shaving
is necessary.

AROUNDABOUT . . .

One hundred and twenty-eight co-
eds at Duke University have been
placed on the dean's list, thereby
gaining unlimited freedom. Twelve
of them had a straight A average,
while the rest had B for an aver-

age. It's interesting to note that

the co-ed having the highest num-
ber of quality points did not have
a straight A average.

It seems a certainty now that
the depression is still with us. This
year in the annual soph-frosh bat-

tle at M. I. T. the frosh limited

themselves to 20 crates of eggs
compared to 120 last year.

Two members of the debating
team of the University of Dayton
are taking a 2500-mile trip through
the Eas*^ that will last for two
weeks. Their schedule calls for a
debate each day.

Fifty students at Vallapin, Spain,

found a way to escape their exams
by the simple expedient of locking

two professors in a room until t))cy

promised to pass the whole class

without examination.
Which may be the truth, but re-

member, the biggest bulls come
from Spain.

Part of the duties of the co-eds

taking the home economics course
at Temple University is playing
nurse-maid to a dozen nice, fluffy

fiomeoue abn»iirt As the flaH^ole? rs***

Things Literary
1
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I/r
IS OFTEN said that the poetry of an
author reflects his tastes and charao*

ter. There is no poet of whom this is mort
trie than John Masefield, the present Poet
Laureate of England. His talent has heen
influenced and g^ded by two main factora,

his love of the sea and his devotion to the
highest types of literature.

His life has been one of adventure and
grim reality. Bom in Herefordshire at

Ledbury, John Masefield spent his boyhood
in one of the most picturesque parts of

England. At an early age, however, he
became a sailor, serving before the mast
on a merchant ship that traded along the

west coast of South America. A little

later he came to New York, where he
served as a bar tender in a saloon. His
next position was in a carpet factory in

Yonkers. About this time some of his

verses attracted the notice of ViT. B. Yeats,

the Irish poet, who urged him to return

to England. Later, in London, after re-

covering from a severe illness caused by
the fluff of the carpets, he married and
moved to Oxford, near the home of Robert
Bridges, his predecessor as Laureate.

Masefield's works may be divided into

his lyrics and ballads, his rh3rmed novels,

his dramas and his prose works. Of all

his works probably the "Salt Water Bal-

lads" are the most widely known. It is

when writing about the sea that Mase-
field is at his best. He writes with a gaiety

and swing that are delightful.

There are few who would contend that

he is a great poet, however fine some of
his work might be. But his place in litera-

ture is beside Conrad, who did in prose

what Masefield has done in verse, for both
were lovers of the sea and were never

better than when writing about it.

Off the Bookshelf

THROUGHOUT the centuries during

which the Church has flourished, one

of her greatest glories has been the work

of the nuns. Here in America, particular-

ly in our early history, when priests were

so few and the harvest so great, the nuns

carried on the missionary work with splen-

did success.

In his book, "Great American Found-

resses," Joseph B. Code gives the story of

16 of these heroic women. It is not a mere

collection of dates and facts, but rather

an artistic handling of the lives of these

women in the most entertaining and inter-

esting fashion. Among the names met
with in his book are Mother Elizabeth

Seton, whom Catholics in America hope

will be their first saint, and Mother d'You-

ville, of the Grey Nuns of Montreal, who
labored so heroically in her hospital during

the French and Indian War. Another of

the biographies of especial appeal was the

one on Mother Mary Amadeus of the Ursu-

Unes. Her work in Montana is vividly por-

trayed in glowing language.

Joseph B. Code, the author of this book,

is a priest and occupies the position of

head librarian at the College of St. Am-
brose, in Davenport, Iowa. He is the

author of numerous books on Mother
Seton, being the one who translated De
Barberey's work on this nun. He has been

honored by Pope Pius XI, and Cardinal

Gasparri with letters of commendation.

This book is important for the fact that

it fills a gap in Catholic literature that was
ail too blatant. While the style can boast

of no extraordinary grace or refinement,

yet, it is moving and very readable. Hie
author has caught the true spirit of his

subject matter and writes with a re-

strained enthusiasm. It is an unusual

book insofar as it gives many sidelights

on American history that are very in-

structive and interesting.

SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but in smiles which lie far

deeper"

Altho' Their Summer's Gone
The moaning of the maddeninir

wind,
^

That rushes 'round these turrets
high.

lAughs and cackles in its din—
"Summer, summer's gone."

Where are the flow'rs that bloomed
in Spring,

In youth, in buoyant gaUantry?
Hark! the wind is whispering,
"Theyie gone, they're gone, all
gone."

It cannot be, they have not died,
Their forms are gone, and that

is all—
And morbid wind in moaning lied.
They're found, they're found,

they're found!

FINAL DATE IS SET
Delegation Is Appointed
For Conference at Lehigh
Conlan Chosen to Lead Representatives at

j^IntercoUegriate League of Ni-
r tions Meeting

WILl'sUPPORT AUSTRIAN INTERESTsIto colukTT^fs SOON

Page lliree

Photographer Will Be Here
Tuesday, March U^for

Last Time

(care of at the studios in Philadt^j
phia. '

Plans for a Belle Air week
being formulated and will b« am-
nounced as soon as a favora]t>|e date

I

is decided upon. ' ^ I

MEMBERS INITfATEO

They're found, they're here within
my breast.

Their mem'ries vital, deep, pro-
found.

And their souls are soaring blest -

Altho' tlioir Summer's gone.
* CY KNITTWYT.

Lacchia: (In economic:; cla.ss)
"Why ia it that cigarettes arc now
selling? fov ten cents?"
ProA: '-Well, perhapa it's to help

use up all the extra matches that
are around."

DUKE.

Ai tho Temple Game
' Last Tuesday we went to the Tem-

ple y^ame.
We beat the Owl, what a shame!
And just to prove we do go places
We'll tell you about the prominent

faces.

At the Frosh game (and this is no
phoney)

Pox shook hands with Ales3andioni
And up in the stands sat Rov

O'Neill,
^

Full of his usual sex appeal.

SIX MEMBERS of the International Relations ^pciety have
beefi appointed as representatives from Villanova to

attend ihfe intercollegiate League of Nations eoriference
when it 'convenes at Lehigh University, in Bethlehem, Pa.
on April i. ^

'

The students who have been
chosen ar^:* Joseph J. Conlan, Jos-
eph T. Houseman, William G.
Crowley, JAseph F. Harter, Ray-
mond J, ijarter and Charles P.
Goggi. The appointments were
made by Kdrel F. Ficek, professor
Of Economics and Insurance ahd
moderator of the socic ty. with the'
approval of Rev. Edward V. Stan-
ford, O. S. \A., president of the col-
lege. Mr. .Cpnlan wil' be chairman
of the delegation.
At the ooTtference. which exten&s

over a period of three days, the
Villanova dfcfegation will act in the
capacity of Hepreyentatives of Aus-
tria and v/ill defend the interests
of that nation in whatever motions
and resolutions are proposed.
The conference, which is held

annually, h*\n exact reproduction
of the League of Nations' confer-
ences that are held in Geneva,
Switzerland-.* Approximately twenty
colleges hav;^ been invited to par-
ticipate, and. each one of these col-
leges is assigned a separate na

Introduces Series of Talks on
Mass by Fr. McXee and

Fr. Vrana

;

VESTMENTS FIRST- TOPIC

Last night the first of a ^ferles of
six lectures on the Sacri/ice Vf the
Mass was opened with'i'ntroduptory
remarks by Rev. Edward V Stan-
ford, O. S. A., president of -khe; col-
lege. The lecture was conducted by
Rev. Edward B. McKee. O S A

tion to reptgsent. As the confer- f"? ^®^;
.^^i""

^- Vrana, O. S. A.,
ence progresses each delegation is f, *^°"fi'''^d °f a detailed.explana--—*-'' *- -' - ^'o'^ of the vestments and appurte-

• 1
•

The final date for the completion
of all individual photos for the!
1933 Belie. Air has been set fbr
Tuesday, March 14, in Room 102.
Mendel Hall, from 9 to 5. All sen-
iors and juniors who have not as
yet had their photos taken for the
year book ar^ afforded this last op^-'
portunity before the time e;:tcnded
for this bjTAnch of work on tho
senior anftua^ comes to a closq.
Posters have been placed on the

bulletin boards and in numerous
places about the campus notifying
the students .as to this final date'
All students concerned are advised'
to make, reservations with fhe bh'J-
tography editor. William J. DElJa
or v/ith 'Various members of the
staff whosf aiamc; are listed on the

Ed Donahue also was there.
Accompanied by his lady fail
And "Chick

" Tyrell, boy, did he
howl,

As the Wildcat scratched the Owl.

Last week I rode the VILLANOV-AN editors;
This week they have other compet-

itors.

But now I must end this little ditty
Cause .f these guys catch mc. what

'

a pity!

BOOM-EOOM.

Win Save Wear and Tear
Tracy: "V/hat's your roommate sphappy about?" ^
Sirica: "He just read in the Wat-erbury 'Telegram' that the town isgoing to lower all the curb stonos."

':;''' V JESTY JAMES.

They Usually Do
Department Store Detective- "Seethat woman over there? She is

suffering from kleptomania."
Friend: "Holy Moses! Whyaoesnt she take something for if"
^""^^hoe- "Hang around a while

." —she will."

TARZAN FRAN.

Lines to My Boy Friend

vcrse^
poetry, and this ain't

Ain't never .seen poetry that wasmuch worse.

^"Sn^nH.'^ ^^^ ^^°^y o' «y boy
friend's eyes,

Get this he ain't like them otherguys

!

O them there eyes, are they a wow!So big and dreamy—just like acow.

"^
t*i°k

* ^^^ much-don't like to

"*
a^walk.^'""^

money-we go for

^"^
eyesl"'* ''^ ^""^ ^^^^^ **>«"

expected to advance resolutions in
favor of its ^nation and to defend
its interests in the resolutions of
others. I

Some time ago the committee in
charge of the conference submitted
a list of nations comprising Aus-
tralia, Austria, Canada and Czecho-
slovakia from which the Villanova
delegation was asked to choose
those it would prefer to represent.
Villanova ranked Czecho-Slovakia
first and Austria second in the or-
der of preference. When it was later
learned that it would be impossible
to obtain Czecho-Slovakia. the com-
mittee assigned Austria to the Vil-
lanova delogation.
In their preparations for the con-

ference the delegate;j are being as-
sisted by the other mcrr.benj of the
society, who are Idlscussing the va-
rious phases of the Austrian problem
at each of the, regular weekly
meetings.

Knights of Colgmbus Offer Op-

portunity to istudy Grad-

uate-Work ,,

nances of the Mass.
The origin and necessity of ^acri.

flee in religion were first discussed
It was explained that it ia a written
law of God that there be a true
sacrifice made on the altar of Godand that: "In order to have a, true
sacnflce, it is necessaiy that some
visible object be offered, for sacri-
fice is an act of external wowship "

In commenting on the various
vestments it was pointed out thatthey have an historical as well asa symbolical reference. The mean-
ing of the different colors of the
vestments was explained as fol-lows: "White is the color of purity
innocence and glory, it is used on
tlie feasts of Our ;:.ord and the
Blessed Virgin and the festivals ofangels Purple, or violet, is expres,
sivp of penance, and is used duringLent and Advent, except on saiiUs'
days, and on Ember days. ReO, the
color of fire and blood, is worn inMasses of the Holy Ghost and onthe feasts of saii^ts who shed their
blood for the faith. Black, the" sym-

nnL ir^°"'"''"- ^^ employed onGood Friday and in Masses for. thedead Green is expressive of hopeand is worn outside of the peniten-
tial seasons on all Sundays and
week-days that are not set apart as
particular feast days."

,

The second lecture of the Lenteji
series will be given on Thursday

<'onttniifd on Pugt> t-'oar

posters.
.

According Ic the editor, the man-
ner in which the upperclur,!i'^er<
have responded hi the .completion
of the individual photography has
been quite discouraging, and he re-
quests thatr aJl; students tajie ad-
vantage of.t^isJast chance- to be
photograph.ed.pn the campus.'-A repr^iiept^tive from the Zam-sky Studios .will be present on thecampus in th.e( near future to Col-
lect all proofs that have not as yetbeen returne^i, All students desirin-
to place orders for enlargement's
can do so at this time, or if con-
venient the^e orders can be taken

Newly Admitted Pre-M*Hitt, XmIU
Tart hi L. K. D. Ceremonitki

The annual initiations of 't\(%

lambda Kappa Delta fraternity

were conducted last Friday evonlMr
in the old gymnasivm under t£p
supervision of William J. D'El^
chairman of the committee. All .

new members admitted at the IMt.
meetin^r of the board of admlssioiM
were iiubject to the customary UUtik
ation Vvhich was conducted accbfA-
ing to a procedure outlined a num-
ber of years ago.
Those members who have*' iMt

taken the neceasai'yiinltlation can-
not be Considered as * fuiKfledg«4
members;' and, therefore, will not
be allowed- to hold oflice.in the fra-
ternity. However, they will be rec-
ognised; las members. afl(l. ^re ./e(pi-

te|i(}ed
.
perntjlsslon to attend the

weekly meetings and take part la
tho VciVibiis activities.

- The piT!-medlcal students initiated
*\reH Mtirtln Monteleonej Edward
Daly. Albeit E. Welsh, Georg6 '*.
Loesleln. Peter V. Faso, William
Christman. Robert Inimortiirio,
Fi-aAcya. ^. Kiinski. Hdrry Korri-
field.-Robeit A. Geist. Frank L.
Schai£e4',NKVilliain Keff^r; Anthony
DoCicco and Rob "rt Fitzgerald.
The entire committee oflflci'atlAg

at the exercises consist.s of: William
J. D'piia, chairman; Cons(.antine
RofecOvlc'i.'; Edward Ocelus, t'rank
iDltchey. William Aloazo, William
McCarthv. Joseph Fuseiu' and "wi3-

Mbi'ihfford. • '

v
• '

^'liam
:rTT -T-

TOWER,69th Street
^Opp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today, Wwl. and Thurs
March 7, 8 p.nd 9
JACK HOLT

in
"MAN AGAINST WOMAN"

with
Walter Connolly
^ADDJED—

"WITH WILLIAMSON BK-NEATH THE SEA"
(A Remarkable Film of the

Ocean's Floor)

Starting Fridoy, March lOlh
CLARK GABLE

in
"NO MAN OF HER OWN"

with
,

Carole Lombard

-^•"-— 'r

GREYHOUND
LIN£S

Authorized Stuaent A^^nt
. "

.'

>
'

•

Information

Tickets

Reservations

1

Wsktter M. Lennon
124 Austin Hall

iLL

IS ON COMPETITIVE BASIS
1

1

By Hepsibah, Phoebe. Liverstitch'
WILHELML

Ilynm tr St Joe Arthur
. Heres to St. Joe Arthur:

H«^:^^''' 1!^^^' "^'^J^ty man.

w^^^r^ t" '^'"Ptations WHEN-
iiiVKin he ran.

^him^""
^'''''" ^^^y "^^"'^ '"aJ^e

But I fear they never can-
For old St. Joe Arthur

tt a mighty, mighty man.

S. R. P.

Somehow, we think that there aremore humorous incidents occurrine
o« the campus than are communi-
csated to ui>. Don't you? We cast
otw votes for a full SMILES BOX.

THE SMILER.

Rev. Edward V.' Stanfoid, O. S.
A., president of the college, has an-
nounced that all sfpiors are eligible
to take the competitive examination
for the graduate scholarships found-
ed by the Knights of Columbus in
tho Catholic University of America!

This examinatippi is open to all
unmarried layman who have re-
ceived or will receive in June a
degree of A. B., Bf.'S. or Ph. D.
Applications muVt be filed before

March 10. and should be accompa-
nied by a certified transcript of the
applicants college' record, a state-ment of his proWsed course of
study at the unlvl^pi'ty, and a state-ment from the d^.^nd Knight of
his council that 'either he or his
father is a member of the Knights
of Columbus. Membership is not ab-
solutely necessary,

; but all other
things being equal/jireference will
be given to a membfer or to the son
of a member
The examination Will be held on

April 8 in the applicant's college
The .subjects will be English, Amer-
ican History, a sclrtice, and a mod-
ern language.
Communications and requests for

application blanks should be ad-
dressed to Professor Richard J
Purcell, Ph. D.. General Secretary
pf the Catholic UirtVersity, Wash-
ington, D, GL

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certified Milk"

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milli

MANY CROWING
NEW HAIR

YOU. too. may hav* liwuriant hair of lustrous
quality by u*ing HAIRMORE and GLO-
MORE, perfected by professor of chemistry at

Gonzaga U. Spokan*
HAIRMORE grows hair e\ enon ba!J heads:

stops dandruff and falling hair; relieves scalp
ailments It is unusually penetrating and con-
tains natural hair food Trial sire. 25 treat-
ments. 75 cents More than 100 treatments in
a $2 bottle, in plain wrapper

CLOMORE. an antiseptic and stimulant
shampoo, w healmg and non astringent. Use
it with HAIRMORE for complete treatment
and reiultt. $1 bottle.

Send to Cilmore-Burke. Inc. Seattle. Wash.,
who handle royalties for the University.

^ .
^ —-—

.

ArdmoreTheatre
"'':'*...•

. *-i
• ' >

Today and Tomorrow
. Boris KarlofT

in

"TtVt: MUMMY"
' •- u_j „ ; ,

, .

Thursday and Friday
jCarole Lombard

in

"NO MORE ORCHIDS*

Saturday

'D.ANGEROUSLY YOURS'
with

Warner Baxter

Monday
Nancy Carroll

in

"HOT SATURDAY*

S
" "••' »,»1^^^

I
Have You

(

f Tried

I the

I Villanova

I
Barber

I

Shop?
I

First aass Barbers
I

First Class Service i

I
and Depression Prices I

iH.„.M,„„.,„„
M...m.,.mwM.M„...HwtffwwwA

No. 1 South Broad:...
'•

_

'

;
At last Villanova men have the' opportu-

;

nity to enjoy the facilities of No, 1 Sputh
< Broad Street, Philadelphia, which identiiies

,

,;.th^ John Wanamaker Men^s Store, on. their
own campus • • •

«

i

Our next showing trf ifce tjornpl^ Hne ofwpemr type of men's clothing character-
tetic of the name Wana...a...v, will be in theQsmmmm sod mmm Building today.
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AIHLETK CROUPS

REHEARSING PLAY

Spiked Shoe, Varsity Clubs

Plan Musical Comedy,

"Look Who's Here''_

JOMN :c:0U6!: !C DIRECTOR

Contlnnrd rr>in Pe: ;« O'.e

united witli the Va '-ity nioup In

an effort to mi' e the production

an annual affair, if the ^(enture
succeeds. ^'/'.'^''•': '.'

-l-r-:.

Several years r.go the undergrad-
uate body of tha college staged a
successful musical comedy entitled,

"Every Freshman." At that time,
Rev. John F. Burns, O. S. A., who
gained national recognition for his
religious dramas, coached the com-
edy, which ran for several evenings
at the Penn Athletic Club, in Phil-
adelphia. Recently, however, Fr.
Bums was transferred from the
faculty at Villanova to Lawrence,
Mass.

It has been learned by the VIL-
LANOVAN that John Keough, who
has been actively identified with
the Ziegfeld Follies for a period of
years, and who has been in charge
of such Broadway musical success-
er as "Hit the Deck." will coach
"Look Who's Here." Mr. Keough
will have one of his female assist-
ants to put the boys through the
dance routine.
Mr. Geezer would not reveal

further plans for the production,
because rehearsals were begun only
lact Thursday, but he did intimate
that the farce will be presented in

the middle of April, and that it may
run for more than one evening.
Rumors are going the rounds

that the "dainty" members of the
chorus are all more than six feet

in height.

Vie OVAN
r ' » '<i! » i

Facilities in Pie Shoppe Are Abused
By Many Students, Complains Louie

Tuesday, Rfardi 7« 1933
3rr:

Lights Are Installed

Six new lights were recently in-

stalled above each of the bulletin

boards on the first floor of Mendel
Hall. Each lamp works individu-

ally and can be turned on or off

by means of a cord within easy
reach.

WearyWillie's
Advice":.:-;

Dear Weary Willie:—
Recently my girl friend refused

to go out with me until I got a new
topcoat. Well, I bought one but

something seems to be wrong with
it. When I wear it my shoulders

hurt and my hat persists in falling

off. What do you think is wrong?
\. •: I am,

NOAH VAIL.
My dear boy:

—

You are. Simply take the coat-

hanger out of your coat before you
put it on and you will have little

difficulty*

WEARY WILLIE.
P. S. How much do you want for

your old one?

Dear Weary Willie:

—

I have been troubled lately in the

mornings by dizzy feelings, an
enormous head, knocking of valves,

and can never remember the places

I had been the night before. Please

explain this mystery.
L OTTO GURGL.

My dear Gurgy:—
I would recommend drinking

more aqua pura arid less of the

aqua vitae.
V!* - WEARY WILLIE.

\.

Doar Love Editor:

—

Alas, a lack, a day and a hot

cha-cha! Trials and tribulations

have made me inebriate with sobri-

ety and in this, my moment of

mopery-dopery, I come to you in

the hope of finding solace and kind-

ly advice.
You see, I'm very fond of the girl

that I'm supposed to marry, but

the other day she .said that we
should have some sort of under-
standing inasmuch as she feels that

she is going to die soon. Abdelia
(my fair one!) wants me to ride

with her relatives at her funeral.

But I don't like her relatives, so
whatever am I to do? Pray help.

Your friend,
HEZEKIAH PRACTOR.

My dear Hezzy.—
Your touching missive has stirred

the very depths of my kindly soul.

I can readily understand why you
should feel so perturbed at the
prospect of having to ride with
such lugubrious companions on
youi dear one's last journey, but

try to bear up with them, my bravo
little man, even though they will

spoil your day.
WEARY WILLIE.

Thoughtlessness in the conduct of
a few individuals who patronize the
Pie Shoppe is proving detrimental
to the interests of the majority
whose demeanor is what would be
expected of college students, ac-
cording to Louie, who is seeking
the co-operation of the entire body
so that these disagreeable habits of
the limited number of transgressors
may be eliminated.
Probably the worst offenders are

those prone to tobacco chewing. A
systematic drive has been under
way by the restaurant employes
for some time to stamp out this

form of unsanitary conduct and h::s

met with fair success, but some of
tlie worst offenders have escaped
detection and Louie appeals to them
to chew their cuds on some other
section of the campus or ,forget
them entirely.

Because of limited accommoda-
tions, the seating of those who
patronize the restaurant is one of
the hardest problems confronting
the Pie Shoppe manager. Adding
to the problem is the practice of
many to loiter at tables long after
they have completed their meals,
while others, who' arrive later, are
obliged to take their meals afoot
or as best they can, considering
thajt "apongers" have monopolized
all available seating accommoda-
tions.

"Of course, I realize there's a de-
pression and that many students
whose parents are suffering from
adverse economic circumstances are
obliged to carry their lunches, but
I don't mind them eating in the Pie
Shoppe if they only would leave as
soon as they have completed their
repasts," Louie comments. "These
students, at least the majority of
them, have been some of my best
patrons in foimer years and I'm
only too willing to assist them now
that cash is hard to obtain, but I

believe that in return I, too, should
have some consideration and these
students who contribute little

toward the maintenance of the res-

taurant should leave as soon as
they have finished their lunches so
that seats will be available for those
who come late and who,' under con-
ditions as they have been abused
during the last few weeks, are
obliged to lunch while standing."
Supplementing these major diffi-

culties are a host of minor troubles
which have vexed the Pie Shoppe
manager and his efficient employes.
Included in these are the supposed
practical jokers who spill salt into
sugar and thereby give an unex-
pected foreign taste to the coffee
or tea of the unwary patron who
chances to use the doctored sugar.
With his characteristic philosophy

of cheei', Louie concludes: "These
fellows don't mean any harm. They
just forget themselves and I'm sure
that with a slight reminder they'll

contribute to make the Pie Shoppe
a more efficient and more whole-
some place in which the students
may lunch."

OF ARTS SEMINAR

Charles J.'AntonaccIo Shows

Benefits of Course to

College Student

'*Vision*' Revived
By Father Burns

Oontinui^ From Pace Oue

IMPORTANCE RECOGNIZED

Foreign Relations Meeting
The regular weekly meeting of

the International Relations Society
will be held in the lounge of the
gymnasium this evening at 7 o'-

clock. ;

Cori!iiu<'<l rrom Page One

orutory method" that is in vogue in

all journalism schools, namely, that
the students themselves actually
publish the entire newspaper, in-

cluding the mechanical labor, such
as linotyping and printing, and
make of the newspaper a profitable
business enterprise. The student m
journalism' by publishing a news-
paper learns the fundamental prin-
ciples of journalism and this gives
him an excellent practical experi-
ence to supplement his theoretical
knowledge.
Mr. Antonaccio stated that the

problem of organizing courses in
journalism depended largely on lo-

cal conditions but that the com-
mon tendency i;s to group the stu-
dents into a separate and distinct
professional school supervised by a
large ana responsible faculty. He
further stated that journalism as a
profession will continue to advance,
in spite of the curtailment of ad-
vertising revenue, for two essential
reasons: (1) Because journalism is

the basic agency for the advance-
ment of human relationships; (2)

because the success of journalism
as a business necessitates its prog-
ress as a profession.
"Necessarily correlated with the

distribution of information to the
public is the factor of advertising,"
said the speaker, "primarily because
it influences strongly and educates
the buying public. A fine example
is the recent run of Lucky Strike
ads, in which the "Nature in the
Raw" caption drew the attention
of the reader and the historical

event, illustrated and explained,
caused the reader to first become
interested and then assimilate a bit

of education by reading the facts
of the historical event."

In concluding he summarized the
guiding principles to which the
journalist must adhere in order to

acquire a fair amount of success in

the profession.
Much interesting comment was

provoked at the conclusion of Mr.
Antonaccio's talk and in the open
forum that followed Rudolph J.

Lehnau, Raymond J. McKeon, John
J. O'Connor, William F. Zeil, Ar-
thur V. Hart, Romeo Cavaliere and
Vincent O'Connor provided several

arguments pro and con on the sub-

ject which added greatly to the gen-
eral interest of the assembly.
The speaker as announced for

next Thursday will be Stephen G.

Ferko, who will lecture on "Patent
Medicines." ; '; >

which time he was In charge of dra-
matics at Villanova. Each year
after that, until 1928, Fr. Burns
staged this play as a regular Lent-
en production, making slight

changes and improvements with
each successive year. The college

dramatic society then presented it

over the radio and In various cities

throughout Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey and Massachusetts.
Since 1928 Fr. Burns has been

restrained by doctor's ocders from
taking any active part ir^ dramatic
work, and, consequently, "Vision"
was not produced during that in-

terval. With the improved condi-
tion of his health, however, he has
once more taken up his ambitions.

Berlin. In the United States, Dr.

Doerneberg studied at Centre Col-

lege and Northwestern University,

Ho has taught at Washington Uni-

versity in t-'t. Louis, Ohio State Uni-

versity, the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and LaSalle College, in addl«

tion to Villanova.

President Opens
Lenten Lectures

Continued rrom Page Three

Debaters to Meet
Rutgers, N. Y. U.

Continued From Page One

celled due to unforeseen difficulties.

The Beta Gamma chapter held its

semi-monthly meeting last night and
a discussion of the debate questions
was held for the purpose of revis-

ing the debating teains for the com-
ing months.

Dr. Doernenberg
Edits Two Books

Continued F>om Page One

evening. The topic to be discussed

will be "The Mass of the Catechu-

mens," or that part of the Mass
which begins with the prayers at
the foot of the altar and continues
up to the Credo.

LaSalle College, where he is doing

part time teaching at present. He
is particularly well qualified to com-

pile such a work as this, having

spent considerable time at post-

graduate work in the University of

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPE

College Tailor Since 1925

Handles anytliing that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Vour Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$25
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

^^,5^2".^,

Weekly Calendar
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^vJ

TODAY
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel HaU. ...:...... .1.00 P.M.
VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 7,00 P. M.
Beta Gamma vs. Rutgers. Mendel Hall amphitheater 8.30 P.M.
Foreign Relations Society, Loang« Gynrnasium 7.00 F. M.

'WEDNESDAY V'

VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel HaU 1.00 P. M.

;.> r- "• ':. THURSDA"r-.v- ,:'-.

North Jersey Club, 210 Mendel HaU .#.*•...#.«,*•»•.. .7.00 P. M.
Belle Masque rehearsals, 2<>4 Mendel HaU.. .. ..fi. «..,*. »^...». 8.16 P.M.

MONDAY
Beta Gamma vs. Rutgers, Mendel Hall amphitheater 8.30 P. M.

Attention Students!

THROUGH the facilities of the Ath

letic Association, athletic equipmer

of every descnption may be purchase

at wholesale prices.

For further information call at roor

108, Gymnasium.

.,:THE college MEN'S

l^ l'
/^ERE'S a college tradition that's one of the

;v ^^^ Lf hest . . . "Half past eight is the time to tele-

phone home!" It's not in the Freshman handbook;

it^s not in the Rules. But here's the reason for its

popularity:
.-.y 'H\

At fi:30 P. M. low Night Rates go into effect on Sta-
I

ticMOi! to Station calls. These ure calls for a telephone
ill

(lik^ a local call) and NOT for a specific person.

Take advantage of tlie saving—just give the operator

your home telephone number. The folks are prob-

ably at home at 8:30 P. M. But best of all, and to

make doubly sure, keep a regular date to telephone

hoiHe each week. Then you can always make use of

the .inexpensive Station to Station service*

/

lr.«

1
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Spiked Shoe, Varsity Clubs

Plan l\flusical Comedy,

''Look Who's Here''

JOHN uZOUGi: !C d:rector

Contlnurd I'rim Pc ;« O o

united with the Va • ity cioup in

an effort to m; : e t'le r>: eduction

an annual affair, ir" tho venture
succeeds.
Several years rgo the undergrad-

uate body of the college staged a
successful musical comedy entitled,
"Every Freshman." At that time,
Rev. John F, Burns, O. S. A., who
gained national recognition for his
religious dramas, coached the com-
edy, which ran for several evenings
at the Penn Athletic Club, in Phil-
adelphia. Recently, however, Fr.
Burns was transferred from the
faculty at Villanova to Lawrence,
Mass.

It has been learned by the VIL-
LANOVAN that John Keough, who
has been actively identified with
the Ziegfeld Follies for a period of
years, and who has been in charge
of such Broadway musical success-
er as "Hit the Deck." will coach
"Look Who's Here." Mr. Keough
will have one of his female assist-
ants to put the boys through the
dance routine.
Mr. Geezer would not reveal

further plans for the production,
because rehearsals were begun only
lact Thursday, but he did intimate
that the farce will be presented in

the middle of April, and that it may
run for more than one evening.
Rumors are going the I'ounds

that the "dainty" members of the
chorus are all more than six feet

in height.

Lights Are Installed

Six new lights were recently in-

stalled above each of the bulletin

boards on the first floor of Mendel
Hall. Each lamp works individu-

ally and can be turned on or off

by means of a cord within .easy

reach.

WearyWillie's
Advice

Dear Weary Willie:—
Recently my girl friend refused

to go out with me until I got a new
topcoat. Well, I bought one but
something seems to be wrong with

it. When I wear it my shouldeis
hurt and my hat pcrsi-sts in falling

off. What do you think is wrong?
I am,

NOAH VAIL.
My dear boy:

—

You are. Simply take the coat-

hanger out of your coat before you
put it on and you will have little

difticulty.

WEARY WILLIE.
P. S. How mvich do you want for

your old one?

Dear Weary Willie:—
I have been troubled lately in the

mornings by dizzy feelings, an
enormous head, knocking of valves,

and can never remember the places

I had been the night before. Please

explain this mystery.
L OTTO GURGL.

My dear Gurgy:—
I would recommend drinking

more aqua pura arid less of the

aqua vitae.
WEARY WILLIE.

Ddar Love Editor:—
Alas, a lack, a day and a hot

cha-cha! Trials and tribulations

have made me inebriate with sobri-

ety and in this, my moment of

mopery-dopcry, I come to you in

the hope of finding solace and kind-

ly advice.
You see, I'm very fond of the girl

that I'm supposed to marry, but
the other day she said that we
should have some sort of under-
standing inasmuch as she feels that

she is going to die soon. Abdelia
(my fair one!) wants me to ride

with her relatives at her funeral.

But I don't like her relatives, so
whatever am I to do? Pray help.

Your friend,

HEZEKIAH PRACTOR.
My dear Hezzy:—
Your touching mis.«!ive has stirred

the very depths of my kindly soul.

I can readily understand why you
should feel so perturbed at the

prospect of having to ride with

such lugubrioiis companions on
youi dear one's last journey, but

try to bear up with them, my brave
little man, even though they will

0poil your day.
WEARY WILLIE.

Facilities in Pie Shoppe Are Abused
By Many Students, Complains Louie

'JOURNAUSM TOPIC

OF ARTS SEMINAR

Charles J. Antonaccio Shows

Benefits of Course to

College Student .

Tuesday, Mareh 7, 1933

Thoughtlessness In the conduct of
a few Individuals who patronize the
Pie Shoppe is proving detrimental
to the interests of the majoiity
whose demeanor is what would bo
expected of college students, ac-
cording to Louie, who is seeking
the co-operation of the entire body
so that these disagreeable habits of
the limited number of transgressors
may be eliminated.
Probably the worst offenders are

those prone to tobacco chewing. A
systematic drive has been under
way by the restaurant employes
for some time to stamp out this

form of unsanitary conduct and has
met with fair success, but some of
the worst offenders have escaped
detection and Louie appeals to them
to chew their cuds on some other
sectipn of the campus or forget
them entirely.

Because of limited accommoda-
tions, the seating of those who
patronize the restaurant is orte of i

the hardest problems confronting
the Pie Shoppe manager. Adding
to the problem is the practice of
many to loiter at tables long after
they have completed their meals,
while others, who arrive later, are
obliged to take their meals afoot
or as best they can, considering
tha^t "spongers" have monopolized
all available seating accommoda-
tions.

"Of course, I realize there's a de-
pression and that many students
whose parents are suffering from
adverse economic circumstances are
obliged to carry their lunches, but
I don't mind them eating in the Pie
Shoppe if they only would leave as
soon as they have completed their
repasts," Louie comments. "These
students, at least the majority of
thenri, have been some of my best
patrons in former years and I'm
only too willing to assist them now
that cash is hard to obtain, but I

believe that in return I, too, should
have some consideration and these
students who contribute little

toward the maintenance of the res-

taurant should leave as soon as
they have finished their lunches so
that seats will be available for those
who come late and who," under con-
ditions as they have been abused
during the last few weeks, are
obliged to lunch while standing."
Supplementing these major diffi-

culties are a host of minor troubles
which have vexed the Pie Shoppe
manager and his efficient employes.
Included In these are the supposed
practical jokers who spill salt into
sugar and thereby give an unex-
pected foreign taste to the coffee
or tea of the unwary patron who
chances to use the doctored sugar.
With his characteristic philosophy

of cheer, Louie concludes: "These
fellows don't mean any harm. They
just forget themselves and I'm sure
that with a slight reminder they'll

contribute to make the Pie Shoppe
a more efficient and more whole-
some place in which the students
may lunch."

IMPORTANCE RECOGNIZED

Cor>tnur<l I''roin Page One

^* Vision*' Revived
By Father Burns

Continued From Pare Onm

which time he was in charge of dra-

matics at Villanova. Each year
after that, until 1928, Fr. Burns
staged this play as a regular Lent-
en production, making slight

changes and improvements with
each successive year. The college

dramatic society then presented it

over the radio and in various cities

throughout Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey and Massachusetts.

Since 1928 Fr. Bums, has been
restrained by doctor's ocders from
taking any active part ii^ dramatic
work, and, consequently, "Vision"
was not produced during that in-

terval. With the improved condi-
tion of his health, however, he has
once more taken up his ambitions.

Berlin. In the United States, Dr.

Doerneberg studied at Centre Col-

lege and Northwestern University.

He has taught at Washington Uni-

versity in "t. Louis, Ohio State Uni-

versity, the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and LaSalle College, in addi-

tion to Villanova.

President Opens
Lenten Lectures

Continued From Pace Three

Foreign Relations Meeting
The regular weekly meeting of

the International Relations Society
will be held in the lounge of the
gymnasium this evening at 7 o'-

clock.

oratory method" that is in vogue in

all journalism schools, namely, that
the students themselves actually
publish the entire newspaper, in-

cluding the mechanical labor, such
as linotyping" and printing, and
make of the nevv'spaper a profitable
business enterprise. The student m
journalism by publishing a news-
paper learns the fundamental prin-
ciples of journalism and this gives
him an excellent practical experi-
ence to supplement his theoretical
knowledge.
Mr. Antonaccio stated that the

problem of organizing courses in

journalism depended largely on lo-

cal conditions but that the com-
mon tendency is to group the stu-
dents into a separate and distinct
professional school supervised by a
large ana responsible faculty. He
fuz'ther stated that journalism as a
profession will continue to advance,
in spite of the curtailment of ad-
vertising revenue, for two essential
reasons: (1) Because journalism is

the basic agency for the advance-
ment of human relationships; (2)

because the success of journalism
as a business necessitates its prog-
ress as a profession.
"Necessarily correlated with the

distribution of information to the
public is the factor of advertising,"
said the speaker, "primarily because
it influences strongly and educates
the buying public. A fine example
is the recent run of Lucky Strike
ads, in which the "Nature in the
Raw" caption drew the attention
of the reader and the historical

event, illustrated and explained,
caused the reader to first become
interested and then assimilate a bit

of education by reading the facts

of the historical event."

In concluding he summarized the
guiding principles to which the
journalist must adhere in order to

acquire a fair amount of success in

the profession.
Much interesting comment was

provoked at the conclusion of Mr.
Antonaccio's talk and in the open
forum that followed Rudolph J.

Lehnau, Raymond J. McKeon, John
J. O'Connor, William F. Zeil, Ar-
thur V. Hart, Romeo Cavaliere and
Vincent O'Connor provided several

arguments pro and con on the sub-

ject which added greatly to the gen-

eral interest of the assembly.
The speaker as announced for

next Thursday will be Stephen G.

Ferko, who will lecture on "Patent
Medicines."

Debaters to Meet
Rutgers, N.Y. U,

Continued From Page One

celled due to unforeseen difficulties.

The Beta Gamma chapter held its

semi-monthly meeting last night and
a discussion of the debate questions
was held for the purpose of revis-

ing the debating ttiams for the com-
ing months.

Dr. Doernenberg
^^l. Edits Two Books

Contlnned From Page One '

i » '. v '

LaSalle College, where he is doing

part time teaching at present. He
is particularly well qualified to com-

pile such a work as this, having

spent considerable time at post-

graduate work in the University of i

evening. The topic to be discussed

will be "The Mass of the Catechu-

mens," or thvat part of the Mass
which begins with the prayers at
the foot of the altar and continues
up to the Credo.

COLODONATO
TAILOR
SHOPPt:

College Tailor Since 1925

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

, Tailor Made

$25
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

Weekly Calendar
TODAY

Lambda Kappa Delta mating, 210 Mendel IlaU 1.00 P.M.
VILIJiNOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hail 7.00 P. M.
Beta Gamma vs. Rutgers. Mendel Hall amphitheater 8.30 P.M.
Foreign Belationis Society, Loung« Gymnasium 7.00 P. M.

WEDNESDAY
VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. Bf.

THURSDAY
North Jersey Club, 210 Mendel HaU 7.00 P. M.
Belle Masque rehearsals, 204 Mendel Hall 8.16 P. M.

'•' MONDAY
Beta Gamma vs. Rutgers, Mendel Hall amphitheater 8.S0P.M.

J «V/ . ";; '•

Attention Students!
': -^ 'M '>>>•{ *-'y-">j'A-\

.' v-t- vvot vi;

THROUGH the facilities of the Atb

letic Association, athletic equipmei

of every description may be purchase

at wholesale prices.

For further information call at roon

108, Gymnasium.

. . ^ THE COLLEGE MEN'S
» ^ _ .

J

. ......„•*

CT[/^ERE'S a college tradition tliat*8 one of the

K^ Jl^ best . . . "Half past eight is the time to tele-

phone home!" It's not in the Freshman handbook; ''^

it's not in the Rules. But here's the reason for itt-,

popularity: *-•••'• v •,,•:-,, '^ v'--- :
..•-• '^; .•:\>*>-'

,
At fl:30 P. M. low Night RatcB f»rt into effect on St«-

tioR to Station calls. These iirc calls for a telephone

:
' (liiMB a local call) and NOT for a specific person.

Take advantage of the saving—just give the operator

your home telephone number. The folks are prob-

ably at home at 8:30 P. M. But best of all, and to

make doubly sure, keep a regular date to telephone

hoikie each week. Then you can always make use of

the 'inexpensive Station to Station service.

;

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

•V

I ' I.

Bryn Mawr to-—

Reading:, Pa
New York, N. Y.
Lawrence, Mass.
Scranton, Pa,
Newark, N. J. „.

station to StaUon fall
3-Mlnat« Connection
Wherever applicable.
Federal Tax Inehided.

Day NicM

$.35
.65

1.50

.70

.60

$.35
.35

.90

.35

.35

WITH last Saturday night's

victory over Bucknell, the
Wildcat basketball season

came to a conclusion. And, for the

first time In several years, it was
^a really successful campaign. The

Felines dropped a few games, but
the varsity aggregation came
^through in the crucial moments.
The very fact that the Jacobsmen
scored victories over St. Johns
»and Temple makes the past sea-
son a success, even if they had

Call the rest,

ast Tuesday night the Felines

. yed about the best basketball
game yet to be seen In the new
gymnasium. The new sports build-
ing isn't very old and several
hotly contested court tilts have

p been staged there, yet the Temple
fracas topped them all. The old
Wildcat flgh*^ was clearly in evi-

jf dence and despite all obstacles
the Blue and White team knocked
Temple off its perch.

« It was somewhat like a
David and Goliath affair. It

was mentioned previously
that the Owl team had the
height and weight advantage
over the Wildcats. Torpey

A didn't get one tap, because
even to attempt to outstretch
the ianky Temple center

> would liave been a wa«te of
eilort. However, despite ail

the disadvantages, the Blue
« and White aggregation came

out on top, defeating Temple
for the first time since 1925.

^ That is a long, time to wait
for victory, but when it final-

ly does arrive it is so much
^ tile more sweet.

The whole Feline squad played
well in that game last Tuesday

m night, and particular credit Is

due to Jack Barry, who was high
scorer for the Blue and White.

t Jack Barry didn't get into very
many games during the past sea-
son, but when he was inserted

•1^ ^ into the fray he made up for lost

time. Against Ursinus Barry was
high scorer with 21 points and
against the Cherry and White
passers he rang up 13 markers.
The first several baskets scored
against Temple were whipped in
by the 'Sensational Sophomore.'
Those shots were spectacular and
we mean just that. Whipping the
sphere through the cords from
the side of the court isn't done
y everyone any day of the v/eek;

it takes a Jack Barry and he
gave a great exhibition in the
Wildcat final home game.
Captain Metro Weston did yeo-

man work in his final appearance
at home. It was his field goal in
the last few minutes of the game
which gave the Wildcats victory.
He watched his opponent, Red
Rosan, very closely and kept the
Temple Ace's scoring down to a
minimum.
But, the varsity season is all

over now and the trunks and jer-
seys will be packed away until
another year.

Gradually the days are length-
ening, the sun is getting warmer,
birds are beginning to make their
appearance about the campus,
baseball practice has been start-
ed and soon spring will be with
us to transform this dull, gray

«* and dead world into a thing rav-
ishingly beautiful. The Wildcat
nine will not play as extensive a

* schedule this year as in former
years, nevertheless, quite a large
number of games will be played.

p As yet the schedule for the spring
sport has not been released, but
it is expected that it will be

'^ ready for publication in the near
future.

• • •

/ The Inter-Dorm
Situation

• T->EDIGAN HALL was enjoy-
rH ing the undisputed lead in'
"- the inter-dormltory basket-

^ ball league until last week when
the fast-moving Alumni aggrega-
tion moved up several rungs In

4 the ladder to tie the Gigolos for
first place. The surprising thing
about the second half of this
campus championship race I.s the
fact that Mendel Hall, the team
which was ahead at the end of
the first iialf, has dropped back
'.nto next to last place. And they
would be in the cellar If it were
not for the Dayhop squad which
is still chasing that very elusive
thing called victory. The Commut-
ers aggregation has been the vic-
tim of much wisecracking and
ridicule, but Scoop Keating and
his little pals deserve a lot of
credit. They are going on in spite
of heavy odds and after all It

takes a lot of Intestinal fortitude
to do that. So don t be disheart-
ened, Dayhops. According to ec-
onomics there Is supposed to be
uch a thing as a "Law" of Aver-
ages, and if this Is so you are
bound to win a game sooner or
later*

«

#

VILL VAN
SPORTS
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\iWildcat Basketball Teams
Date Back Twelve Years

Iiutial Contest Was Played Against Catholic

I

7 University A§:gregration in the

f V* Alumni Hall Gymna^um

(

I
;»?»r

EDITOR'S NOTIC.~The foltowinfc ia the fourth In a jwries of artic-leH dealing
with hishliKhta m VilUnoTa's aport history. The liutallro«nt to<1ay treats of the
basketball tfcoaon of IMl when the flrst baaketball uutUt bearing the Blue and
White colors completed a campaign of six wina and bU 10mc3.

{
•y^WELVE years ago, 'the

^ ,
, I history of ViUanoya's bag-

ketbT-ll teams began. The
flrst team ever to represent the
JBlxie an4 White on the court
stepped out on a 'cold Dfecem-

. "bfer night and Wiet its flM ma-
; ioV foe. Catl^Alid Uniyersiiy,

highly reputed quintet, fell that
f night before the onslaught of a
f > determined Wildcat five, and in

80 doing helped make a history
that is as glamorous as the

sport itself."

The score at the end of tlxe

game showed Villanova on the
long end of a 43 to 40 tally. The
first basketball game and the
first victory for the Felines. «

Coach Mike Saxc's charges
next met a strong Temple Uni-
versity quintet. Gaining a three-
point advantage at the half-way
mark the Cats kept it to the
end, holding the Owls at thejr

'

mercy during the second half.

Only two baskets were allowed
the Temple players in that
frame, the other nine . points
coming from the foul shooting
of O'Brien who sank nine
straight from the 'Charity line.

. St. Joseph's was next in line

•and, i^, tyo, ^was defeated, the
taoni«A h*i«\or 211 -OO trmm nil

! I

score being 31-22. From all

appearances the team of that
year must have been a rough
and rfeady outfit for the boys
from City Line chalked up
twelve foul shots.
After winning three straight

Vllliinova received a 46 to 20
setback at \hh hands of a pow-
•ttu\ Navy five. The Navy team

' was composed of five rangy ath-
letes, and ' they managed to
string out a three man defense

' that the Blue and White could
' not fathom.

Penn.sylvanlsl Military Acad-
tehrty piled up an impressive

< • lead at half time and managed
^ ' to stave off Villanova's rally in
'=

' the following frame, the final

I
' scote being 31 to 27. • '

'

' Villanova kguin 'bi'Dke into
'the win column by defeating
Lebanon Valley 42-35. It was

* a contest of unusual skill, the
teams being ' almost evienly

Won 6, Lost 6

Villanova, 43; Catholic U., 40.
•'

31; Temple, 28.
•• 2©: Wavy, 46.
•• >t! p. M. C, 31.
"

42; Lebanon Valley, 35.
"

22f Rahway, 17.
• 17; Army, 47.
•* A; Crescent A. C, 40.
** 17; Fordham. 24.
•*

36; Temple, 24.
* ^; 3t. Joseph's, 14.

matched, bit the 'Cats were a

little more adept in their pass-

ing attack.

Then, after playing a nip and

tuck game. hi the first. half, Vil-

lanova lost to Fordham Univer-
sity, 31-22, by poor 3hooting in

the Isist paVt of the second half.

The Bronx iCollegians took the
lead at the start, but through
the efforts c^ Ryan the Blue and
White w*8 able to leave the
floor at half time trailing by
only one pbint, 16-15.

The B»iti!nray Y. M. C. A., a
quintet that. had upset the best
college outfits in the East, was

downed by the comfortable
'

margin of 44-17. •

However, the next game to

be played saw Villanova take ,

the most disastrous defeat of its

career, a 47 to 17 trimming at
the hands of a strong* Army «

quintet. The flrst half ended
with the Cadets holdlnf^ a 14 to

advantage. This slim lead p
was increa3<}d in the following
frame when the Army swung
into high gear and completely v

outplayed the Blue and White.

Alumni Toppled From First Place in League
-

BASKETBALL STATISTICS
*

wildcats Score 480 Polnto %o

ponents' 391

The Blue and White cageste

amassed a total of 480 points, while

their opponents garnered 391 counts

era during the recent varsity bas-

ketball campaign which endeld with

the victory over Bucknell on Sat-»

urday "vening. The Jacqbsmen
finished the season with a percent-^

age of .684, having won nine and
lost four contests in thirteen startSi.

ihe unentai girl recline* on a Sheet oi plate

glass supported by two slaves. The rnagiciai

waves a white, sheet in fiont' of the pretty

maiden ... pronounces a few magic words...
Presto! She has disappeared in thin air.

•XPLANATION:
"Disappearing" acts are among the most popu-
lar in the repertory of the magician. Dogs
horses, girls, whole rooms disappear—whisked
into wings, dropped through trapdoors, hidden
by mirrors. But this "disappearance" is a bit

different. One of the"8laves"is a hollotx) dummy.
When the magician holds up the sheet the lithe

little lady disappears completely—into the con-
venieot figure of the dummy.

M ij

/voz^jTS ITJV TO BB I'OOZ^I)

..itIs mohb Fcnvto Aiirow
There is also a trick of cigarette adver-

tising, whereby a few magic words are

\sed to create the illusion of "Coolness.**

EXPLANATION: Coolness is determinec

jy the speed of burning. Fresh cigarettes

retaining their full moisture, burn mon
slowly...smoke cooler.Parched,dry c^^c

rettesbum fast.They taste //o/.This make,

the method of wrapping very important.

Good Counsel's Win Sends

Alumni to Third Place

Fedigan Hall Team Runs Up Record Score

Asrainst Dayhop Affgregration ; Mendel
Hall Breaks Even

USTIN-G. COUNSEL GAME DISPUTED

ALUMNI HALL was toppled from its throne in the inter-

dormitory league standing last week when it was taken

into camp by the passers representing Good Counsel HaU.

<rhe score was tied, 8-8, at the end of the first half, but during

the second spasm the Good Counsel aggregation imleashed a

•powerful attack which the Alumni boys were unable to cope

with. When the final whistle blew the Good Counsel team

was on the long end of a 20 to 12 score. Badamo, Higgins

and Kotys were tied for high scoring honors for the winning

*team, while Taylor and Hughes were high scorers for the

Alumni team. * • ~ ~"

.. The loss of thl» gamo took Alum-
ni out of th« leading cla«s and at

present they are running third in

•the unofficial standing of the league
teams.

The Dayhops took a very hard

Improperly wrapped cigarettes begin to

dry out as soon as packed.

Camels ore cooler because they come
n the famous Humidor Pack of welded,

ihree-ply, MOISTURE-PROOF cello-

>hane . . . and because they contain better

*baccos,

A cigarette that is fresh, full of natural

disture, and blended from choice, ripe

tobaccos tastes cooler than one that is

harsh and acrid. For coolness, choose

a fresh cigarette, made from costlier

tobaccos.

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

Ti-y Camels . . . give your taste a chance
to sense the diA'crence. You'll appreci-

ate itt

JVO TRICKS
JUST COSTZIBR
TOBACCOS
A MATCHLESS BLEND

. >one on the chin last Tuesday when
they were decisively defeated by
the Fedlgan Hall Gigolos. 55 to 4.

•This, incidentally, is the largest
score yet to be run up against any
inter-donn team. Harry Patzsch

«was high scorer for the Fedigan-
ites whil« O'Kecfe and Sharkey
were responsible for the Commut-

fSr's meage- score.

Early last week the Austin Haill

five defeated the Mendel Hall paas-

J^ers, 24 to 16. The Austin Hallers
ran up a large score during the
first half, but the Mendel aggrega-

*tion began to creep up during the
second spasm unleashing a driving
attack, which, however, fell short

«of its mark, the Auttin Hall team
coasting easily to victory.

Goggin was high scorer for Aust-
* in with 8 :ioints and Vaughan and
Korchinski were high scorers for

Mendel squad both having
'ored four points apiece.

On Friday night the Fedlgan Hall

Ave dropped Its second game of the
second half of the championship
race when it was taken into camp
by Mendel Hall.

^ Also on Friday night Austin Hall

played a game with Good Counsel
the outcome of which at present

• writing is still in doubt, although
in the standing which may be seen

above, Austin Hall has been credited

t with the victory. The dispute arose

due to the fact that one of the
scorekeepers made a grave error

and accredited one of the teams
with two points for each of the

three foul shots while a foul shot

in reality is only worth one point.

A second meeting of the Intra-

Mural Board of Arbitration will be
held to settle the dispute which has
arisen. The decision arrived at by
the board will be final, and accord-

ing to present rumors it seems as

though the game will have to be
played over again. However, if

there is sufficient proof that such

a mistake was made the victory

will be awarded to Austin Hall as

was previoiisly stated.

. Kitten Cage Team
Loses to Owlets

* Continued From Pare Flv«

by field goals by Meskomer and
, Dubln. Robinson retaliated with

a field :oal for the Tracymen fol-

lowed by Ryan, who sent another

. two-pointer into the Owlet basket
' from the center of the floor.

O'Meara played a great game for

the Blue and White yearlings and
was high scorer with 7 points, while

Meskomer was high scorer for the

Temple team with nine tallies to

hiS credit. The box score:
Temple

a.

Mrft'komer, forward . 2

Fox, forward S

Schneer, center 2

Dublin, guard 2

Casper, guard 2

LISAGUB STANDING

In the list below Austin Hall
has been accredited with th«
game against €rood Cotinsel
played last Friday night and
which has been disputed.

AusUn ..'.'....... 7
Fedigan S
Alumni 6
Good Counsel*.... 4
Mendel 3
Dayhops

L-
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R WALKER SPEAKS

ON LENTEN IDEALS

Says Student Must Curb Some

of Desires if a Virtuous

Life Is Aim
• •^.

IS A SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

OtNitlnued Prom Vixae One

Thousands go over the lapidy every

year because they have not learned

!• control themselves, because they

permit their passions to obtain
complete mastery over them."
On the observance of Lent, Fr.

Walker claimed that there is no
one excused. This is an important
item to remember. "There is no
one too old, no ontf too young, no
onie whose occupation la to laborious

t prevent him from keeping this

Holy Season. The best way in

which to observe the sea,son of Lent

is to abstain from certain or all

amusements. Absolute abstention

from intoxicants, curbing of the

tongue, especially in regard to bad

language, reception of Holy Com-
munion frequently, attendance at

Mass and the Stations of the Cross

are but a few examples,"

In conclusion, Fr. Walker stated,

"Rise up then, young men, in the

strength of your Catholic manhood
and decide what you will do during

this Holy Season m honor of Our
Saviour's fasting, prayer and pen-

ance, crucifixion and death."

As a student in Rome, Fr. Walk-
er distinguished himself as a theo-

logian and philosopher. His exten-

sive researches into the philology

and structure of the Latin and Ital-

ian languages was only a prepara-
tion for his more remarkable
achievements in Dogmatic and
Moral disquisitions. Since his com-
ing to America in 1914, Fr. Walker
has served with honor in many ca-

pacities, as master of professed,

professor of theology, literary crit-

ic, and historian. His conscientious
efforts on the missionary band,
where he acted as distinguished
rector for years, is only one of his

contributions in the work toward
human salvation.
Recently he was selected to the

distinguished body of Spiritual Di-
rectors of the Augustlnian Order.
Unquestionably Fr. Walker hat) mer-
ited a reputation among his fellow
priests and the Villanova students
as a man of staunch faith, unim-
peachable character and indefatig-
able energy. He is a model for all

young men whose desire it is to
emulate the actions of a man in
whom can be found ideals that are
noble, courage that is serene and
whose learning is the enviable pride
of his fellow Augustinians.

Belle Air Entered
In National Contest

Continued l<'ruin Pase One

At the present time the staff is

busily engaged in devising a method
of reducing the price of this year's

book. However, the reduction will

depend solely upon the manner in

which the book is received by the

undergraduates and the number of

Belle Airs that are sold on the

campus.

PROF. HENRY TO SPEAK

Will Address Bryn Mawr Business

Men'8 Association Tonight

Willinni C. A. Henry, professor of

law in the School of Commerce and
Finance, will address the Bryn
Mawr Business Men's Association

in Memorial Hall tonight at 8.30.

Prof. Henry's topic will be "Legal
Aspects of the Debtor-Creditor Sit-

uation."
This lecture will be the fifth in

a series given by the professors of

the business school before the Bryn
Mawr merchants. Mr. Henry will

speak on recent developments in

the law field that will affect busi-

ness men in general. The students
of the college are cordially invited

to attend the lecture.

Wildcats Win Two
To Close Season

Continued Pr«>Di rage Five

Fr. Dougherty L,«k;tures

Rev-. Joseph M. Dougherty, O. S.

A., dean of the School of Science,
delivered a lecture last Friday be-

fore the student body of Camden,
(N. J,) Catholic High School. The
general theme of Fr. Dougherty's
talk throughout was Catholic educa-
tion and its vklue to the Catholic
youth of today.

a five-point margin which it never
relinquished.
At Lewisburg the 'Cats met Buck-

nell and after the Bisons had baf-
fled thehi for the first quarter,
Johnny Barry, high-scoring ace of
the Blue and White, found the bas-
ket, nung up four field goals and
put his team in the lead at half-
time, 20-15.

Villanova increased its lead in the
following half to 11 points through
the efforts of Barry and Captain
Wes,on and from there on was nev-^

er headed.
It was the last game for WestonT

and he brought his college career
to a close playing one of the best
games ever, racking up three field

goals and a like number of fouls

for a total of nine points, while
holding his man to a pair of bas-
kets.

Barry was high scorer with 13

points, followed by Weston with
nine and Daly with seven. Mac-
Kenzie and James stood out for

Bucknell, each having ten points to

his credit.

Ti
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MAYBE it's back to Nature. Maybe

it's something else. I don't know

just what it is, but somehow or other

I've just got to shp out in the woods

and sit down on a log. I always take the

old pipe along. Thinking somehow seems

easier when you are smoking a pipe. I

can fill up my pipe with Granger, and

somehow just seem to see things clearer

than at any other time.

"Don't knowwhat it is about Granger,

but it must be made for pipes—real pipe

tobacco.

'^Somehow, there^s a flavor and aroma

about Granger I never found in any other

tobacco. When I pack my old pipe tight

and good with these big Granger flakes,

it's about the coolest smoke I ever

enjoyed. It makes me downright pipe

hungry every time I look at the package."

Some years ago we made a painstaking,

®1933
.IGGETT & MYERS

TOBACCO CO.

scientific study to find out, if we could,

the kind of tobacco best suited for pipes.

Down in the Blue Grass regions of

Kentucky, we found a tobacco called

White Burley. There is a grade of this

tobacco between the kind used for chew-

ing and the varieties 'suitable for cigarettes

that is best suited for pipes. This tobacco

is used in Granger.

This tobacco is prepared by

worked out many years ago by

Wellman. It gives Granger a fragrance

and mellowness that pipe smokers like,

and makes it burn to a clean, dry ash.

Granger never gums a pipe.

Granger has not been on sale very long,

but it has come to be popular, and there

is this much about it: We have yet to

know of a man who started smoking it,

who didn't keep on. Folks seem to like it.

Mr. J. N. <\4^^^ <h/CCu£A4\/a^uccaCa.

Jimiors!

Pay $3.00 Deposit

on Your Blazer

as Soon as Possible

to Insure

Early Delivery VILL
Motion Picture

and Lecture

on Autogyro

Thursday Afternoon

Everyone Invited

to Attend
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l£Unil!EiDFILMONAllTO(iYROPLAlS

TO BE GIVEN IN MENDEL HALL TODRROW

Entire Student Body Invited to Attend Presentation of ''The

Wings of Tomorrow" by Publicity Manager of Pitcairn

Company of Willow Grove ,

''GYRO" WILL LAND HERE

Will Be Piloted by Joe Ray,

One of Foremost Pilots In

This Type of Plane

Through the efforts of Professor

William Gorman, of the Mechanical

Engineering School, a film entitled,

"The Wings of Tomorrow," will be

presented, in the amphitheatre of

Mendel Hall on Thursday, March
1A, at 1.30 P. M.

Prof. Gorman has succeeded In

M>taining the permission of the Pit-

eaini Company, makers of the
iajDAous autogyro planes, to present
this film. Peter B. Rice, publicity

director for the company, will give

a lecture before the showing of the
iUm. He has also stated that if

the weather permits an autogyro
will be flown from the factory in
Willow Grove and will land in the
rear of Mendel Halt The "gyro"
will be piloted by Joe Kay who is

considered one of the world's out-
standing pilots and authorities on
this type of plane. Only four "gy-
ros" have landed in the vicinity
of Philadelphia since they were
llrst introduced in this country, so,
it will be an Interesting and dis-
tinctive spectacle to witness.
The picture has been arranged

for the freshman and sophomore
mechanical and electrical engineer-
ing students, but the entire student
body is invited to attend its pres-
<intation.

Prof. Gorman is entirely respon-
kible for the presentation of this
film "and arranging for the auto-
jpyro to be flown here. He has re-
guested that students be careful in
Inspecting the plane, especially in
handling something about which
they know nothing. He wishes that
•very courtesy be shown the vis-
itors while they are his guests.

FR. M'KEE ATTENDS

II

PROF. FICEK FINDS

Works With Prof. Angell, of

Columbia, to Determine

Bank Expansion

Makes Discovery

ARTICLE IS IN PERIODICAL

(Congratulates Tom Conley on

Recent Appointment to

." Notre Dame ' V^ -

TWO ALUMNI ARE PRESENT

Rev. Edward B. McKee, O. S. A.,

the sole representative of Vil-

lanova College at the recent testi-

monial dinner given in honor of
Tom Conley, former hea.J football
ooach at La Salle College, upon his
•election as a member of the coach-
ing staff of Notre Dame Univer-
sity.

Fr. McKee, being the only priest
present, pronounced grace before
imd after the dinner. He also gave
a short speech congratulating Mr.
Oonley on his appointment. He
said: "Tom Conley, in the name of
Villanova College, I congratulate
jrou on the attainment of this ad-
vancement in the athletic world.
Villanova College wishes you the
yreatest of success In your new po-
sition."

Present at the same dinner were
James Henry and James "Snapper"
MoLaughlin, both alumni from Vil-
lanova. The former was an end on
ths varsity football team here in
1M9 and is now an assistant foot-
DaU and basketball coach at Ia
Salle College. The latter was quar-
>>"<^ok on the team of 1930 and is

Karel P. Ficek, professor of Eco-
nomics and Statistics, while work-
ing in conjunction with James W.
Angell, professor of Money at Co-
lumbia University, made a most im-
portant economic discovery when
he arrived at a formula for deter-
mining the maximum amount of
which bark deposits can be ex-
panded on the -basis of given bank
reserves.

By means of a lengthy process in-
volving many complicated formulas,
Profs. Ficek and Angell have found
that in this country any one bank
can increase its deposits actually
available by only a very little more
than the amount of its surplus re-
serves.
They also found a formula to

prove that the American bank of
average size can hope to expand
its loans, if It expands a loan, by
only some .064 per cent, of the
amount of a cash deposit brought in
by a customer in the ordinary
course of business; and even the
largest American banks can ex-
pand by only some 2 per cent, of
such a deposit.
When the entire commercial

banking system was taken into
consideration, it was discovered
that under a given set of circum-
stances the system as a whole can
expand its aggregate deposits by
6.27 times the amount of its aggre-
gate surplus reserves.
Economists and statisticians for

more than a century had been en-
deavoring to discover the correct
formula for determining bank ex-
pansion, but they were always un-
successful in their efforts. The re-
port of Profs. Ficek and Angell, not
only advance this correct formula,
but at the same time criticize the

'

theory of Prof. Phillips in his
"Bank Credit."
An account of the discoveries of

these two professors is being pub-
lished by "The Journal of Political
Economy," the world's foremost
periodical on economics, in two in-
stallments. The first installment,
appearing in the current issue,
treats of the expansion of a single
bank, the expansion of ^he aggre-

Karel F. Fioek, professor of
Ikjonomics and Statistics, who,
while worldnr with James W.
Angell, of CoIiunl>ia University,
has arrived at a formula for
determining ttke size of bank

expansion.

FR. BARUEY SPEAKS

ON PRESENT CRISIS

Symposium Held in Freshman

and Sophomore Classes of

Business School

Belle Air Week Opens
Monday Starting Drive

On Student Publication

Business Manager Warns That a Limited

Supply Only Will Be Ordered for

the Student Body

SIX SCIENCE MEN

TO lET IN DEBATE

Will Mark New Departure in

Regular Pre - Medical

Seminar Periods

LABOR UNIONS FORM TOPIC

USE OF SCRIP DISCUSSED

Continued on Paire Four

A symposium on the present eco-
nomic situation was held in the
sophomore and freshman classes of
the School of Commerce and Fi-
nance on last Tuesday morning.
The period was devoted to the ask-
ing of questions by the combined
classes. The queries being an-
swered by Rev. Joseph C. Bartley,
O. S, A., dean of the school.
The questions referred to the

conditions at the present time, es-
pecially to the uses and advantages
of scrip, and the embargo on gold
leaving the country. There have
been so many questions asked on
this subject that Fr, Bartley de-
cided to conduct the discussion for
the purpose of settling the many
queries which have been asked by
the students.
During the course of the discus-

sion, Fr. Bartley explained that the
use of scrip will not prevent banks
from losing gold, but that the gov-
ernment has issued orders to banks
not to redeem paper money. He

Continued on Page Four

An innovation in the weekly pre-
medical seminar will be brought
about on Thursday morning when
six seniors of the science school
stage a debate on the question, "Re-
solved: That Labor Unions Are the
Only Effective Cure for the Present
Industrial Evils." Rev. .Toseph M.
Dougherty, O. S. A., dean of the
School of Science, has arranged this
debate in order to arouse interest
among the ccience students in the
forensic art. He realizes the need
of debating and hopes that this dis-

cussion will materially increase the
popularity that debating has ac-
quired during the present scholastic
year.

The team that will uphold the
afhrmative side of the argument is

composed of John J. Duncan, Dan-
iel Wilner and John J. Scuderi, The
opposition co: sists of William A.
Pantone, Joseph H. Galia and
Frank W. Paradowski. Martin L.
Gill, Jr., professor of English in the
School of Science, will officiate in
the capacity of chairman.
The speakers have been groomed

in their speeches under the tute-

Continued on Page Four

SALES ASSURED

Prices Will Be Lowered
if Orders Surpass

Present Limit

DEBATE TO RUTGERS

Affirmative Team Drops Con-

test by Few Votes of

Audience

ENCOUNTERS N. Y. U. ALSO

One Dollar Scrip Issued by College

To Bridge Check Cashing Difficulty

y

Villanova College has found it

necessary to issue a form of scrip
for its own convenience and for
that of the students. By issuing
"Villanova Scrip," the college au-
thorities feel that the gap of diffi-

culty encountered in cashing checks
while the banks are closed will be
bridged.
This scrip will be issued in de-

nominations of one dollar each. Tt
will be non-negotiable and will en-
Joy general circulation on the col-
lege campus only. The scrip is in
the form of a white card, three by
six inches. The card will be divided
into two parts, each bearing a
serial number. The upper half will
have the name and seal of the col-
lege, together with the student's
name. It will also bear the inscrip-
tion, "The above student is entitled
to receive credit to th< amount of
ONE DOLLAR on the ooU^ge cam-

I pus." It will be signed by the stu-
dent, the Bursar and the college
accountant.
The lower section is subdivided

into twenty flve-cent sections.
Each student will keep his
record of purchase on this piece.
The vendor will record his sales on
the upper half. For example, a stu-
dent orders a 35-cent lunch from
the Pie Shoppe. Louie will detach
the upper half and keep it. He will
record the purchase on both pieces
of scrip and will return the lower
half to the student.
Students possessing checks may

deposit them with the Bursar and
will receive scrip equal to the
amount of the check. Then, if at
the end of the year, there is still
some scrip in circulation, or scrip
that has not been completely used,
It will be redeemed at the Bursars'
office for cash.

Once again the amphitheatre was
the scene of forensic encounter I At
8.30 P. M. last Tuesday evening, the
Beta Gamma debaters locked horns
with the debating team from Rut-
gers University. The question dis-
cussed was, "Resolved? That all in-
ter-allied war debts be cancelled."
The debate was conducted on a
home and home basis. Beta Gamma
visiting Rutgers next week on a
discussion of the same question,
but upholding the negative conten-
tion.

The representatives of Villanova
upholding the affirmative side were
Paetrus P. Banmiller, Francis P.
Bigley und Charles P. Goggi. The
Rutgers team defending the nega-
tive were Salvatore Maraziti, Ed-
ward Cap and Morris L. Forrer.
After both teams had presented
their views, an audience decision
awarded the victory to the visitors.
Thus, the Rutgers men successfully
invaded the stronghold of the Beta
Gamma debaters in the same man-
ner as the Villanova forensic ar-
tists took the decision from the
Rutgers team last year at New
Brunswick.
Last night, Mr. Goggi and Mr.

•a raf* Vfv

Belle Air Week *officially opens

next Monday. Demonstrating the

vim and vigor deserved by the an-

nual, a concentrated drive for sub>

scriptions to the annual senior class

publication will swing into action,

with every one of the 16 solicitors
striving to win the cash prise of-
fered to the man who has the hlgb*
est numuer of sales to his credit.
According to the editors, there

will be only a limited number of
copies of the Belle Air available
this year because they are obtain-
able only by subscription. The exact
number of books sold will be or-
dered, and after the drive is closed,
April 1, no further copies may be
purchased.
Students are advised to watch the

bulletin boards in the Commerce
and Finance Building and Mendel
Hall in order that they may have
the opportunity of pre-viewing ex-
cerpts of this unusual book. Gold
is the predominating color scheme
in the publication, emphasizing the
Romaic Art theme.
Frank Martin, business manager,

and William Crowley, circulation
manager, the latter a senior In the
School of Commerce and Finance,
are directing the present subscrip-
tion drive for the Belle Air. Each
class and school on the campus is

represented among the 16 subscrip-
tion solicitors.

It is the plan of the business
managers to offer the book for sale
at the usual price of $7.50 for the
first 300 books purchased. For
every group of 50 books sold over
the 300 mark, a reduction of 50
cents in the price will be made.
This will be refunded to the stu-
dents subscribing at the base price.
As a special incentive to sell a

larger number of books, the sub-
scription solicitor who has the high-
est number of sales to his credit
will receive a commission of two
per cent, of the gross receipts from
the sale as a prize. '

>

The editors of the Belle Air have
not completely decided of what ma-
terial the cover of the book will
be. It is their intention to watch
the number of subscriptions turned
in, and then to signify the type of
material to be used.
Among the features found in the

1933 edition of the Belle Air are
the novel sketches by Russ Hurst;
two-toned color plate dividers done
in an entirely new lithographing
process; special photographs of the
athletic squads, and an original
historical sketch of the college com-
msmorating its 90th year.

L K. D. DANCE CANCELLED

Annual St Patrick's Day AITair

Not to Be Conducted Tills Year

According to a statement Issued
by President Howard J. Richmond,
the annual St. Patrick's Day danca
conducted by the Lambda Kappa
Delta fraternity has t>een called off
and will not be held at all this year.

It has been the custom of tha
pre-med fraternity to hold its year-
ly dance on this date, but due to
a number of difficulties that hava
arisen it has been found necessarjr
to discontinue the function. How-
ever, plans are being formulated for
the annual dinner-dance which ia
to take place some time In the near
future. This affair Is to l>e tha
only social activity of the frater-

jnltjr this ^ear.
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A THOUGHT

IN VIEW of the fact that there are so

many student organizations on the

campus in which the greater percentage

of the student body should be represented,

offering as they do innumerable oppor-

tunities and benefits, it is difficult to ex-

plain the neglect that is so often shown
them. The majority of the students lack

interest in extra-curricular activities, and
it has been found that those students who
are interested in one particular field are

usually represented in others. Men who
lave ability, whether it be as a debator or

FSft basketball player, should do something

with it here and now, before it is too late.

Let us suppose, for instance, that a stu-

dent has ability to play a dramatic part.

When will he become aware of the fact?

In several years, when he is standing in

an employment line for days at a time?

We were told the other day that the rea-

son that a student hadn't joined an organi-

zation was because he couldn't muster

the courage to report. This condition

should not exist, for most of the campus
bodies are in need of fresh apphcants and
would welcome a new arrival. If college

life is to be worth while, this side of it

cannot and must not be neglected. There

is only one answer to the whole question,

and that is indolence. Most of the stu-

dents are content to sit back and criticize

everything that is going on, whereas, if

they attempted what someone else is

courageously carrying on they would make
a mess of things. Don't criticize unless

you are in a position to do so. Give this

extra-curricular question a second thought

and you will find that some organization

can use your capacities to good advantage.

BELLE AIR WEEK

I^HE BELLE AIR annual begins its

yearly drive for subscriptions next

week. In order that it may achieve the

success that it warrants, the annual needs

and claims the support of the senior class.

If the men of '33 are desirous of leaving

Villanova with an unparalleled class his-

tory behind them they have two major

items to keep in mind, one of which we
mentioned in these editorial columns last

week, the Belle Air Ball, and the other is

the year book, which will go with us

through the long and many years to come.

In this drive the editors of the annual are

asking you to subscribe immediately and

thereby hasten the production of the

book. Let us, then, get behind the Belle

Air and make next week a memorable

Belle Air week ! After all, it will be the first

Belle Air week at Villanova—it is our own

and we should make a fitting tribute of it.

We have a golden opportunity to carry a

memory with us and we should not let it

go hy. A big Belle Air week, then, seniors I

NOTHING BUT
tHE TRUTH

LAST veatiges of the strange
and disconcerting ado that ac-

coinpiknieB a presidential inau-
guration have just about died down,
and the emotional strain placed

, upon the over-patriotic citizens of

this counitry has been relieved. How-
ever, in its place has sprung up
one of those peculiar situations

that happen every so often in our
economic liystem, which entail the
issuance of scrip iti order to pre-

, serve the stability of our currency.
It Is amusing to note the various
attitudes that have been taken by
individuals in this matter and the
daily paper will carry features
which predict both the return of
prosperity and the collapse of our
entire financial structure.
The humsun proportion of ViUa-

nova's student body has reacted in
much the same way and what have
afforded the greatei^t amusement
are the various and diverse fields

which the speculation of these eni-

bryo bachelors has invaded. The
other afternoon we had the good
fortune of being able to listen to
the inimitable Sd Runey in a buf-
fing session, and the outcome of
the discussion was that the boy
from Boston was worried over the
scrip problem because it might in-
terfere with the active trade he
carries on with the Bell Telephone.
Steve Ferko waa worried for fear
the school would begin to give out
synthetic marks in the subjects
which he is now sleeping through.
Dick Hickey gained a few more
gray hairs because he waa afraid
he might have to refrain from the
purchase of that sweet-smelling
stuff he was carrying yesterday. Joe
Houseman has all but become a
raving maniac because he has
visions of curtailing his weekly ex-
peditions to the Jersey sector of
this fair land of ours. Ray O'Neill
has dwindled to half his former
self because he can see no solution
to his dilemma as to how he is to
get to Boston, which of late has
taken a red-headed tinge. But the
saving feature of this collection of
harassed and harried individuals
is the fact that they have hopes
that prosperity is just around the
corner.

The first thing that should be
done by the lately convened con-
gress is the legislation of an edict
preventing the breathing function-
ing of such people as Martin and
Lucey because of the original hu-
mor with which they attempt to
annoy the inmates of Fedigan Hall.
Here's a specimen of their work.
Senator Norris has been appointed
to the office of "Whip" in the Sen-
ate and dear Frankie remarks that
this must be a "lash resort." Jim
Lucey \^as discussing figures the
other evening and remarked that
a persoii resorting to the use of
Turkish baths could be said to
have a steam-lined figure.

Now, we appeal to you in the
name of humor and the preservance
of the same, kindly assist us in our
attempts to stifle such people, who
seem to hold nothing sacred.

At the present rate of his prog-
ress, we might tell the following
story of Romeo "Angelo" Cavaliere,
who intends to become a teacher.

Wife—Do you know what today
is?

'

Absent-Minded Romeo—No.
Wife—It's the 25th anniversary of

our engagement.
Absent-minded Romeo—My, my,

you don't say; it's high time we
were getting married.

Last week while the Exchange
Editor was perusing the incoming
j;candal sheets of various colleges,

we happened to notice that a paper
from the campus of Mount St. Vin-
cent carried a column entitled,

"Nothing But the Truth." Since
that time we have been able to
neither tlecp nor eat, not because
we are up^et over the plagiarism,
but because we fear that maybe
they may dirjirace what that title

hns stood for these many wecI:o
and violate its unsullied character
by really telling the truth.

IS IT .TRUE THAT—
It must have been Marc Path's

first date the way he has been brag-
ging about it?

Charley Cox is an author and re-

ceived $25 for a recently published
work? But, Charlie, your middle
name is William, not Roy.

Georgie Coeta la minus a ring?

Joe Mele npraincd his arm while
showing Honi<> of his friends how to

become a wre><tlcr?

A certain family In Devon had to

wash jtM fiwn dishes Sunday? (Long
and shoit went home for the week-
end.)

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

NOTHING seems to stump the
collegiate student. In voic-

ing th. old adage that "Ne-
cessity is the mother of Invention,"
financially embarrassed men and
women in all walks of life are turn-
ing to biZw. re methods in order to
carry on in face of a lack of cash.
Students at Princeton University,

faced with a stoppage of funds
from home, will use scrip printed
on the press of The Daily Prince-
tonian, undergraduate newspaper.
^William K. Selden, business man-

ager of the paper, announced in the
issue last week that each note will

bear his personal signature and
guarantee. Princeton storekeepers
and merchants have agreed to ac-
cept the notes, which will be in 25-

cent denominations, in return for
personal checkii.

Merchants who have received
payment in the scrip will receive
the cash equivalent from The
Princetonian when the banks re-

open.
Governor Pinchot has sent Mr.

Selden a letter, praising him for his

courageous move, and asking that
he send the Ctovemor a report on
how it works out.

It- seems that Temple University
contains a grou. of radicals who
are trying to use the present eco-
nomic crisis in order to embarrass
the officials.

Temple University is asked to
provide free medical care for stu-

dents in an anonymous handbill
which was distributed on the cam-
pus last week.
In addition to medical care, free

beds for students with prolonged
illness and free surgical attention
when needed were demanded. The
bill declares that the university fee

of seventy-five dollars "is large
enough to warrant that the stu-
dents receive special benefits for
which the university is equipped."
Dr. Charles E. Beury, president

of the university, declared the hand-
bill was probably issued by a small
group of students "out to get some-
thing for nothing, and afraid to
have their names known."
"The handbill seems in particu-

larly bad taste at this time, when
nearly every educational institution,

including Temple, is suffering fi-

nancially," he added.

ifrom articles appearing in The
South Carolina Gamecock, it seems
that the depreE^sion has had one
good effect in South Carolina. In
former years and at the present
time. State universities have been
political footballs, with all kinds of
huge appropriations for all man-
ner of silly courses and innovations.
According to The Gamecock:

"The State Legislature is convinced
that the principal defect to be cor-
rected is a lack of some definite
system in educational affairs," and
now causing "unjustifiable duplica-
tion of work and expense."
The report also advised the abol-

isnment of free tuition; a minimum
fee of $60 for natives and $120 for
students coming from other States.
Mr. McClure of the House of Rep-
resentatives, in presenting a bill

for the iitvestigation of student ac-
tivities, said, "It is a well-known
fact that our edv:cational institu-
tions have gone wild on spending."
He further stated that, "The House
should know how many students
receiving free tuition are members
of fraternities."

Bills have also been introduced
to abolish the School of Pharmacy,
to cut the pay of the professors
another 15 .per cent, and not to al-

low women students to classes low-
er than the junior, with an excep-
tion being made for Ih^ present
freshman class.

Joe Conlun writes thiis coluinn?

Dr. Fulton J. Sheen, of the Catho-
lic Univerpity, flays some of our
modern intellectuals in the piesent
ispuo of The Tower.
He pleads for scmethinc; of the

naivete of tlie chile, the littleness,

the romantic appreciation of the

child in the ppiritual field. He also

pungently pnd pitilessly consigns to

oblivion with scorn such scientists

and philosophers as Alfred North
White of Hai-x'ard, author of "Re-
ligion in the Making," and the re-

nowned and erudite Profe8.sor E.
Alexander of the University of
Manchester, author of "Space, Time
and the Deity."
He riddles, with something of sar^

donic scorn, Wells, as "the big
man; too proud to stoop Into the

cave of religion and the Church,"
and applauds Chesterton as the

"little man," because, "he had ac-

cepted God."
His plea ;or lumility, the ability

to understand God, was based, he
said, "upon the littleness of child-

hood, mental littleness, otherwise
humility, and spiritual littleness or
sanctity."

Incidentally, Father Sheen has, by
the grace of study, annexed Ihrcr

doctoral «fl to his name; Ihoae of
philosophy, law and 4ivinitjr. '

Tuedbj, March 14» ItSl VILXANOTAN

THE STAND of Catholics in this coun-
try seems to be apologetic. This atti*

tude is most unfortimate. Why, may we
ask, should a denomination whose mem«
bers number 20 million be apologetic? In
the first place it makes others disdainful

toward the Church, and in the second
place it has a bad psychological effect on
the people in the Church.

We do not say we believe the Church
should be arrog£,ntly aggressive, but do
maintain that we should be slightly more
on the offensive, and less on the defensive.

The charge has been made that the Cath*

oUcs in America are an uncultured lot.

This may have been true in the last cen^

tury, when thousands of immigrants came
to this ' country who were intellectual

paupers, but, at th^ present time, the

growth of Catholic schools is so great that

this charge no longer holds.

The position that Catholics hold in the

field of letters is ever growing in promi-

nence. Each year more and more recogni-

tion is being given to members of the

Church for their work in artistic and sci-

entific fields. The graduates of our col-

leges and universities, in making a name
for themselves, reflect praise on the

Church. It is preposterous to say that the

Church will not invade cultured circles.

For centuries it has been the chief means
of preserving the culture of other ages.

An an educator she is magnificent, backed
by hundreds of years of experience.

It is, therefore, right and fitting that

we Catholics should claim what is our due.

From apology let us turn to explanation.

We do not say that the Church as such
has assumed this cringing attitude, but
individuals in the Church, who seem to

lack the moral stamina to stand on their

own ground and face others with pride in-

stead of apology.

IT WAS by mere chance last week that

we came across a book called "Green

Mansions," by W. H. Hudson. The title

did not atti*act us, and if we had anything

else at hand to read it is probable that the

book would have lain unread. Gingerly

we began to skim through it, but within

a short while we were devouring every

word with great delight.

"Green Mansions" has a most simple

plot. It is the story of a Venezuelan who
because of political difficulties takes refuge

in the great jungles of South America. As
the narrative progresses, he meets a girl

while wandering in the forest. She is a

strange sort of creature whom the neigh-

boring Indians regard with fear as a god-

ess. She tells Abel, the fugitive, that her

name is Rima, and that she lives with her

grandfather. He in turn relates to the

wanderer that she is the daughter of a

distant race of Indians. Rima, overhearing

him, demands that they return her to her

people. They make the journey only to

find that her race is extinct. She returns

alone, where she is beset by hostile In-

dians, and murdered.

But the charm of this book does not lie

in its plot. It is in the description of the

forest- that Hudson excels. Never in all

our reading have we eneoujitered such

beautiful word pictures of natural scenery,

except perhaps for a few passages m Pearl

Buck's Chinese novels. "Green Mansions**

is a wistful book, and its poetic prose is a
delight to read.

William H. Hudson, its author, was bom
at Quilmes, Argentina, of American par-

ents. He spent 29 years in South America,

winning renown both as a novelist and

naturalist. His last occupation in some

measure accounts for his superb nature

descriptions but . along with this is a

genius that well deserves to be recognised.
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SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but in smiles which lie far

deeper"

March la a aurly month.
She fives us fugitive slaacee

Of the days that are to come.
SedHctlve, furUvs glances.

Promising the ecstacy of Spring.

Then with a tumultuous rumble,
SVom a traa^ttii sky.

Dark, turbulent clouds tumble.
And Winter again is nigh

—

With iU whining wind and biting
sleet

Encasing us as in a sheath.

JIMS IN FAVOR

OF WHflE BLAZERS

However, Individual May Pro-

cure Either Blue or

White Jacket

nige Three

$3 DEPOSIT IS NECESSARY

But—while we are trembling
And shivering with cold,

We are so heartened as to be hold-
By thoughts of days to come.

CEYLEEM.

Nonchalant
Overheard while "in line":
"Hey, you! Who you shoving?"
•'I dunno—what's your name?"

COtJNT XZYRO.

A Quiet Week
Ko games or dances or various

features
Wo call our attention to different

creatures.
So around the campus I did wan-

der-
To kill the time I have to squander.
Call a Fedlganite a gigolo.
But the boys from Austin aren't

• 3D slow.
And though they come from near

or far,

Bach calling girl does bring her
car.

Ask Ed Manion, the Oklahoman
sleek.

Two girls came for him in a car
last week.

And some girls consider it one of
life's treats

To have a date with Emil Reltz.

And Austin also has many more
That all the ladies just adore,
Tou know who we mean—men of

the hour,
Wke Weston, Donahue, and

"Whitey" Randour.
BOOM-BOOM.

The Junior Class by an over-
whelming nuijority want on record
ia favor ef white blazers in a vote
taken last week, thereby setting a
precedent in this yearly color con-
troversy.

However, in order that ail the
members of the class will be satis-
fied, either a blue or white blazer
may be selected by the invidual
student. This generous arrange-
ment has been made possible
through the joint co-operation of
the blazer committee and the John
Wanamaker Company of Philadel-
phia, to whom the contract was
awarded.

Each blazer will be fully lined
and tailored in the Norfolk jacket
style with 'lelted back and pleats.
The college seal will be the same
as on last year's blazer.

The .support and whole-hearted
co-operation of the class of '34 is
asked by William O'Prey, president
of the class, and Robert J. Burke,
chairman of the committee, in re-
gard to placement of orders. To
quote Mr. O'Prey, "In my opinion
this blazer is the greatest value that
has been offered to a junior class
in the past few years. It is impera-
tive that orders be placed as soon
as possible in order to facilitate de-
livery on time."
Measurements will be taken on

Thursday in the Commerce and Fi-
nance building. A deposit of $3.00
will be required when placing an
order. Seniors who neglected to
buy a blazer last year may order
one this year and have their own
class numerals placed on the shield
instead of the junior numerals.

Datf for Group Pictures
Set by Photography Editor

William J. D'Ella, photography
editor of the Belle Air, has an-
nounced that the yearly group
pictures for the senior annual will
be taken on Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons of ^ next
week. The schedule for these
pictures has not been completed
as yet, but will be announced

^through these columns Tuesday.
'However, it has been decided to
begin the»n at 1.00 P. M. on the
above afternoons.
Hr. D'EIU wishes all the cam-

pus organizations to prepare for
their group pictures. He has
further emphatically stated that
care will be taken so that only
those who are members of the
organization will be allowed to
appear in the photo.

ST. JOHN^ DEBATE

TO OPEN RELATIONS

Beta Gamma Debaters Meet

Brooklyn Team Thursday

for First Time

followed by a lull in the horns dd*|
bates of the Literary Society. wldcll|
will close its sea&on during the lat*]
ter part of April with a trip to Netrj
York City.

RING PRICE REDUCED

CAPITAUSM IS QUESTION

SERIES OF TALKS

II

Illustrated by Slides in Audi-

torium of Commerce

Building

ON MASS OF CATECHUMENS

The series of Illustrated lectures
on the Mass, given by Rev. Edward
B. McKee, O. S. A., and Rev. John
J. Vrana, O. S. A., in the audito-
rium of the Commerce and Finance
Building, was continued last Thurs-
day. The talk was concerned with
the Mass of tht Catechumens

The Beta Gamma chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society will
establish new debating relationships
on Thursday evening. March l«th,
when it meets St. John's College
of Brooklyn. The Villanova rep-
resentatives will encounter the New
Yorkers in De Gray Hall, St. John's
College's neWly constructed audito-
rium, as the defenders of the nega-
tive persuasion of the resolution
that Capitalism, as a system of eco-
nomio organization, is unsound in
principle.

The speakers for Villanova will
be Joseph J. Conlan, Paetrus F.
Banmiller and Joseph T. Houseman. I

while their forensic opponents will
be Charles J. Dodd, Edward W.
Jolley and William F. Simpson. The
decision as to the more effective
team will be rendered by the Right
Reverend Joseph V. S. McClancy.
superintendent of the Parochial
Schools of the Brooklyn dioceses,
Patrick F. Scanlan, managing edi-
tor of the Brooklyn Tablet, and J.
Newton Nash, prominent New York
attorney. Dr. George W. Mathew-
son, dean of the St. John's College
School of Law, will act in the ca-
pacity of chairman.

Feeling's Mutual
^ Hart: "I was never particularly
fascinated by Joan of Arc."

Riley: "Suppose she never gave
you much thought either, eh Hart?"

WISE GUY.

PHILADELPHIA CLUB

Following the debate a gala ro-
cepUon and dance has been planned

The slides and the Vroi^ciingK^}^^ ^^^^^''''^''l''
J^^ ^^^^ of

--^' *- > s sax Rohmer and his orchestra.
On the evening of March 18.

Westminster College from New
Wilmington, Penna., will journey
to Villanova and will engage the

So at Last It's Como to This
The following article was clipped

from the New York "Daily News"
by a resident alumnus—
"Jane Watson, graduate of Villa-

nova College, Pennsylvania, has no
Intention of becoming a motion pic-
ture actress, but to please her
brother, William W. Watson, 3d,
motion picture executive, she took
a screen test today."
With the development of such ac-

tivities, as the production of "Look
Who's Here" it's little wonder that
reports such as these should cir-
culate.

Importance of Set of Laws on

Alms, Meetings and Offi-

cers Pointed Out

COMMITTEES APPOINTED

Can He Remember?
James OConnell: "Gee, but I hate

to think of my twenty-sixth birth-
day.
Carl Reith: "Why, did something

terrible happen then?"
PETER PIPER.

A Fish Story
Sheriff: "Can't you see the sign—

Tfo Fishing on this Land''"
Fisherman: "I'm not Ashing on

the land, ^m fishing in the water."
^^^heriflf: "Well, whafre ya llshin'

Fisherman: "Oh, just for the hall-
DUt.

TAR2AN FRAN.

And we nominate as this week's
hero the Frosh who "invlegled"
lA)uie into changing his $10.00 gold
piece into paper money when heheard the rumor that the country
might go ott the gold. standard.

Reversing headlines in a recentVILLANOVAN we have:
DEANS TO USE DISCRETION
i".

Keeping With Action Being
Taken In Many Other CoUeges

DambbeU Poem
The Lasses of Bryn Mawr and Rose-mont try to be sedate.
But, although their endeavors are

quaint.
Sad to relate

—

[
They ain't!

TWO-BUCK TIM.

The proposed constitution of the
Philadelphia Alumni Club of Villa-
nova was placed before a general
meeting of that body held last Mon-
day, March 6. After a short dis-
cussion It was formally adopted.
This makes the first time since the
beginning of this club's existence in
1923 that it has ever had a consti-
tution.

It may be said that the adoption
of a constitution can be directly
traced to an assembly of the Phila-
delphia Club held on February 13.
when the importance of a set of
laws stating the aims, time of meet-
ings, and means of electing officers
were pointed out. It was on this
night that the decision was made to
draw up rules for the organization
and a committee appointed to do so.
In the recently adopted constitu-

tion provision is made for only one
stated regular meeting each year.
That meeting, to be known as the
annual meeting, will be held the
first Monday in February. At this
meeting officers will be nominated
and elected. Other meetings will
be called by the executive commit-
tee, composed of the five regular

machine were operated by Fr.
Vrana, while Fr. McKee explained
in detail the action, significance and
tradition b-^hind each scene depict-
ed on the screen.
In opening his lecture Fr. McKee

explained the meaning of the phrase
"Mass of the Catechumens." "The
first part of the Mass, extending
from the prayers at the foot of the
altar to the Offertory, is known
as the Mass of the Catechumens,
that is, the part of the Mass open
to those who were under instruc-
tion for Baptism."
He told why unbaptized persons

were only permitted to attend the
first part of the Mass. "According
to a law enforced by the early
Christian Church, pagans, infidels
and all who had not yet received
the gift of faith thf-ough baptism
were not allowed to be present
while the Holy Sacrifice was being
celebrated. They were allowed to
assist at the first part because In
It were included the Epistle, Gospel
and Sermon which were intended
for their instruction as well as that
of the faithful."
The sources ol the prayers said

by the priest during this half of
the Mass were also given. The dis-
cussion of i>rayers which the priest
says at the foot of the altar, while
ascending the altar steps and the
prayers said at the middle of the

Junior Ring Now Available at tCttj
LoMs Than Present Prioe

According to a recent statsment
Issued by Joseph J. Neylon, chaiN
man of the ring committee, it 1#|
now possible for juniors to procuNt
a new type of class rings for %
smaller sum than the staBdar#:j
price. The Balfour Jewelry Com-'
pany, the manufacturers of tha
present class ringS/ is presenting a
ring somewhat similar to the recog-
nized type, but different in coa>
structloa.

The ring being offered is a gold
overlaid affair with approximately
25% less gold In weight, and selling:
for four dollars less than the regu-
lar price. The general appearance
of the ring is Identical to the pres-
ent type with the exception that the
inside Is lined with silver Instead
of the customary gold.
The price, however, will range

accpr^dlng to the type of stone pre-
ferred. Through the courtesy of
the Balfour Company, Mr. Neylon
has obtained samples of this new
offer for the inspection of students
who are interested. Mr. Neylon
wishes to advise students who have
not as yet obtained their class
rings to take advantage of this new
opportunity, and to make the nec-
essary arrangements with him be-
fore it Is too late.

"Junior week is drawing near."
he stated, "and all juniors are ad-
monished to plan for the purchas-
ing of their rings before the social
activities begin. It would be fool-
hardy to let this matter linger un-
til the last minute, as this will re-
sult in pecuniary dlflflculties since
the expenses incurred during the
junior week activities may not leave
sufficient funds to cover the costs
of a class ring."

Arts Seminar Talk
In the weekly series of lectures

delivered last Thursday morning
.^usSrz ;.T?s'"-'rr'»:^ w^\jr.^:;s^,^^rs.discussion on the War Debt ques-
tion. The team which is to debate
under the Villanova colors that
evening has not as yet been chosen.
The Westminster debate will be

Ferko addressed the group on "Pat-
ent Medicines." Next Thursday's
speaker will be Rudolph J. Lehnau,
who will lecture on the present war
debts.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
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ARDROSSAN
FARMS

''Certified Milk'*

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrslliire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

entlon Students!

ContlaiM^ M Pace Eifht

A Vy VV l^r\opp. Terminal
A Publix Theatre

P
With the general run of things

•m bad a« they ate, this country
Ji^eds as many smiles as it can get.
So why not skate your humar?

Tues., Wed., Thurs.
FREDRIC MARCH

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
"Tonight Is Ours''

—Added—
Laurel and Hardy

•TOWED IN A HOLE-

StarUng Friday, March 17

"The Sign of the
Cross''

With
^^'ASS^^^TK COLBERT

irattBDRIC MARCH
CHARLftB UitTQilTON—

<^

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
CoUege TaUor Since 1925

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

TaUor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

rpHROUGH the facilities of the Ath-
-*• letic Association, athletic equipment
of every description may be purchased
at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room
108, Gymnasium.

^; '""""" ^»'*^»»>^>^n^.»::::,z:::^^^^

^^Study in Europe^'
oTtJ:; Samfutg!!J„i!?r^r'l.,l^^^^^^
peak on this Interesting subjS^t «t

^^^ "^^

Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania
Wednesday, March l.'Sth. 8 P. M.

Col??g1!"?T?'e"to?' n'*? ^h^ST'.^' "'« «*«*• Teacher.

Summer Vacation Courses
in Qermany

ADMISSION FREE
.M....,.„„..,.,^...„.„...^^^,^

.,^,,,,.,^____^^^^^^ .-.^...^j^a
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Prof. Henry Reveals Procedure

in Talk Before Bryn Mawr
1 Merchants

ADVOCATES RIGID LAWS

The legal aspects of the debtor^
creditor situation of today were dis-

cussed last Tuesday evening by Wil-
liam C. A. Henry, professor of Law.
He delivered his talk before the
Bryn Maw Business Men's Associ-
ation in Memorial Hall, Bryn Mawr.
In the course of his talk he stated

that creditor have various ways in
which they may exact payment
from their deblors. He pointed out
the usual ways that payment is

obtained, and then showed thieit in
exceptional cases they may proceed
against the debtor by imprisonment
or attaching his bank account.

The rights of the debtor come un-
der the new bankruptcy act passed
last week by Congress. It provides,
in brief, that the embarrassed debt-
or, by obtaining the consent of 51
per cent, of his creditors, may se-
cure for himself a moratorium from
the United States District Court.
This will do away with the "hard-
boiled" minority that heretofore
has often blocked a compromise be-
tween the debtor and the creditor,
in threatening to "estop" the debt-
or's affairs unless the debts are
paid in full. There is, however, an
exemption granted to landlords
which enables them to get a prior-
ity claim against other creditors on
certain articles defined by statute
in the various States. It also en-
ables the debtor to obtain relief
from ^is creditors either by a vol-
untary or involuntary arrangement
with his creditors against attach-
ments and executions which the
creditors may seek to enforce.

He continued, saying, "There has
been a general decrease in debts
and starting again at the zero mark.
There are a number of fraudulent
transfers of property to defeat and
defraud the creditors. If the trans-
fer is made -vhile the debtor is In-
solvent, unless for a good consider-
ation, the transfer is considered of
a fraudulent nature. The general
attitude of allowing debtors to go
•scot-free,' has a tendency to lower
the character of the debtor, and
laws that are too lenient on the
debtor demoralize the whole com-
munity. The more loop-holes that
are available for the debtor to es-
cape his obligations increases the
amount of caution the creditor will
use in extending further loans and
credit."

Spaf{is^§e
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Mrig Team
Formed bu Prof. Franco

Will Debate Against
Colleges in Phila.

and Vicinity
;

SETS PRECEDENT

WearyWillie's
.V. Advice

Dear Weary Willie:

—

My boy friend is forever talking
about the wonders of Villanova, but
the old m*- .ie won't tell me what
they are. You will though, won't
you?

Your friend,

FRIEDA SLAVES.
Miss Slaves:

—

You must be referring to the
wonders of Villanova:
Wonder if I oughto get up?
Wonder how many cuts I have?
Wonder if prof'11 show up?
Wonder where is?
Wonder if she still thinks I'm

different?
Wonder when we eat?
Wonder if I can borrow five

bucks?

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie:—

Why don't fish sweat? If the
world is round, why don't some of
us fall on our face? Do we eat to
live, or live to eat? Why does meat
have bones in it? Why do cats
like canaries? My brother's name
Is Horace, my uncle's is Silas and
my nephew's is Thomas—what's
my niddle name?

IZZY ORIZINTI.
Pear Izzy:—

Yes and no—and your middle
same is Jackass

WEARY WILLIE.

Pear Love Editor :--

I am being continually bothered
1^ a certain man who wants to
marry me. How can I get rid of
bim?

FREYA NEGG.
JCy den: F:eya Negg:

—

Threaten to accept.

. WEAItY WILLIE.

A Spanish debating team which
will make the members of Beta
Gamma look to their laurels is be-

ing formed by Antonio Franco, in-

structor in Spanish in the School of

Commerce and Finance, with the

assistance of Rev. Frederick Bross-

ler, O. S. A., professor of the same

language in the School of Arts.

In providing this extra-curricular

activity, Villanova is again setting

a precedent, for no other bollege in

this section has a similar debating
team. However, Mr. Franco is con-
fident that, through his acquaint-
ance with Spanish professors in the

colleges in Philadelphia and its vi-

cinity, he can secure considerable
competition for forensic contests in

Spanish.
The members of the team will

write their debates in English and
then translate them into Spanish.
They thr will be given to Mr.
Franco for correction.

A debate between the students
who have signified their interest in

this activity will be staged within
the next two weeks.
At present the membership In

this newly >unded society consists

of Raymond J. Barter, Charles P.

Goggi, Wi'"am Grimberg, Peter P.

Kerr, Joseph J. Linsalata and R.
Martinez Alvarez. Mr. Alvarez,

whose native tongue is Spanish, will

act as interpeter during the debates
in order that his team may form a
rebuttal.

Six Science Men
To Meet in Debate

Cbntinued From Page On«

lage of Prof. Gill and will be fully

prepared when they appear before
the assembled group.
The affirmative group will bring

forth the arguments that mass un-
employment can only be eliminated
by the policy of labor unions; that
labor unions, by establishing a just

wage scale, can eliminate under-
consumption and over-production;
and that labor unions, by fostering
certain legal mtasures, can elimi-

nate such unfair competition as con-
vict and cheap foreign labor.

The members of the negative per-
suasion will argue that labor un-
ions cannot remove seasonal fluctu-

ations; that labor unions cannot
cope with changes in industrial ma-
chinery, new methods and pro-

cesses; and that labor unions can-

not prevent managerial inefficiency.

Beta Gamma Loses
Debate to Rutgers

Continued From Page One

Banmiller c'obated the same ques-

tion against the debaters from New
York University. Villanova again
upheld the affirmative, while the

Violets upheld the opposite conten-

tion. All the speakers were allotted

14 minutes 'or constructive argu-

ment and likewise all were allowed

seven minutes for rebuttal. This

debate was also on a home and
home ar* tngement, the Beta
Gamma tea.m to encounter the N.

Y. U. team in New York, April 28.

The results nf last night's debate

were obtained too late to be pub-

lished in this issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN, lut will be published in

next week's edition.

GREYHOUND
LINES

Authorized Student Agent

Low Round Trip Fare

Trenton $1.00

New York $3.00

Baltimore $3.50

Scranton $6.00

Walter M. Lennon
lU Austin Hall

Special Features of the

Belie Air

1. Two tone color plates with
the work r'one by Russ Hurst.

2. Individual pictures of the
Senior and Junior class members
with appropriate writeups for
each member of the former
group.

3. Intimate photos of the ath-
letic teams. (One of the great-
est features.)

4. Special campus sketches
done by a new lithographing
process.

5. The feature color through-
out the book will be gold—to
carry out he Roman Art *heine.

6. Original historical sketch of
the College, commemorating the
90th year of its founding.

Fr. Bartley Speaks
On Present Crisis

Continued From Pa^e One

added that scrip is not redeemable
in gold. It was also explained that
one is not bound to accept scrip as
a creditor, if it is issued, but, if it

is the only money in circulation,
there will be no choice in the mat-
ter. Scrip will come into circula-
tion by way of payrolls and by
checks drawn on dep^oits.
The question was raised as to

whether there will be anything back
of scrip. To this, Fr. Bartley an-
swered tha* it could be issued by
the Clearing House Association on
the basis of collateral only. "The
incentive to hoard scrip will not be
present, as it is only a temporary
currency, and the risk is always
present that it will not be redeem-
able. Scrip will circulate until it Is

replaced by hoarded money, which
will appear when confidence re-

turns."

A student remarked that he
could not understand why paper
money was not as sound as ever.
In answer to this Fr. Bartley stated
that: "The paper money is as sound
as it ever was, only some people
imagine that it is not."
During the past few weeks, there

has been an enormous withdrawal
of gold from the banks of the coun-
try, and this was the reason for the
declaration of a bank holiday. These
withdrawals can be traced to a
number of things, and can be traced
indirectly to the fact that In the

SERIES OF TALKS

II

Illustrated by Slides in Audi-

torium of Commerce

Building

BULLETIN STAFF MEETS

ON MASS OF CATECHUMENS

Continued From P»ce Three

altar, the Kyrie Eleison, the Gloria

in Excelsis Deo and the Creed, are

all found in the Ordinary, while the

Introit, the Collect, the Epistle, the
Gradual and the Gospel will be
found in the Proper of the Missal.

An interesting quotation from a
great English statesman was
brought in at this point by Fr. Mc-
Kee. The quotation, that of David
Lloyd George, war-time premier of
Ehgland, concerns the language of

the Mass. Said Mr. George: "Rom-
an Catholics conduct their worship
in the language of worship. Their
church utilizes every means of tak-
ing people beyond the everyday in-

terests—the language of commerce
and everyday occupations is left

outside, and- the people are taught
the language of worship. That
shows a deep insight into the hu-
man mind."
The third lecture of the series

will be given on Thursday evening.
The topic selected for Thursday
evening's lecture will be, "The Mass
of the Faithful," that is, that part
of the Mass which commences with
the Offertory and ends with the
Sanctus.

New Feature Planned for Soi<

rerlodical

At the staff meeting of the Men-
del Bulletin held last Tuesday ai^
rangements were made for the
year book and assignments given to

the various members of the staff.

Unlike the bulletins of previous
years this issue will give a brief

history of the various outstanding
men in the field of science. A ser-

ies of cuts will give the reader a
view of these famous men, who
have excelled in their particular
branches of study. Along with their

pictures a brief summary of the
sciences in which they achieved
success, such as biology, bacteri-

ology, histology and embryologjn
win be; given.

The cover, which has already been
selected, will depict the chapel in
silhouette form. Incidentally, the art
work for the cover will be done by
a freshman. The seal of Villanova
College will also be included in the
cover. The size and form will be
similar to those of past years.

The contents of the book will,

be made up of theses from the
various seniors of the School of
Science.
Raphael J. Ceravolo, editor-in-

chief of the Mendel Bulletin, stated
that because of the discontinuing
of school by John F. Wilson last

fall, James C. Tsucalas was appoint*
ed to replace him.

Prof. Ficek Finds
Economic Formula

Fr. Albers in Address

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, vice-

president of the College, last Wed-
nesday addressed the students of
Northeast Catholic High School. Fr.
Albers' topic for discussion was
"Catholic College Education."

Continued From Pace One

gate of commercial banks and the
observations on the single bank and
system coefficients. The second in-

stallment, which will appear In the
April Issue, will treat of the effect

of central banking, the ratio of
commercial bank credit to gold and
tobservations on the member-bank
system coefficients.

new administration, the Secretary
of the Treasury is not a banker,

but a business man. ankers, fear-

ing that he would not take the at-

titude of a banker in certain mat-
ters, hastened to do the withdraw-
ing which has temporarily tied up
the money in the bank reserves."

ARDMORR
• ^ A Warner Bros. Theatre

^^^
Matinee Dally 1.30 to 4.30—^Eve. 7 to 11

"

TODAY
NANCY CARROIX

in
"HOT SATURDAY"

WEDUESDAY and THURSDAY
BARBARA STANWYCK

in
"The Bitter Tea of Gemeral Yen**

FRIDAY
EDMUND LOWE

in
"THE DEVIL IS DRIVING**

SATURDAY
JACK HOLT

in
'MAN AGAINST WOMAN**

MONDAY r
Slim Snmmerville and Zasu Pitta

in
rrhey Just Had to Get Married**

An Opportunity for Rich Spiritual Rewords . . . in your

OLYYEAR
:^,*^;•'^,y'

. , . iV

ROME
/^Wi^ HOLY LAND

,;.<,*• '.>1

N.
\t > i

Choose Hie smooth

SOUTHERN ROUTE
to all EUROPE
and thtt HOLY LAND

via »h« M»dHerTOW0it

REX Cont* di SAVOIA
AUGUSTUS ROMA Cont* GRANOI

and Cotwiich Linart

VULCANIA SATURNIA

ROUND TRIP FARiS htn $1*3.50
(Tkird Clat*)—d*|Mndinf en ck-

CMiMiiodaNMit and tliip ultcNdt

® ITALIAN

In his recent proclamqtion, the Holy FaHier
emphasized the rich spiritual rewards to
be granted those who visit Rome during
the Holy Year. No Catholic who is in a
position to go should hesitote to take ad-
vantage of this opportunity.

By going via the smooth Southern Routd,
the voyage can be made on ships provid-
ing unequalled facilities for religious de-
votion at sea . . . many with beautiful
chopait—all with facili»i«t for hoarlno Mou. Thl«
distinguished tl—t, hoaded by th« now swp«riin«r«
"ICX" and "Cent, dl SAVOIA" offars direct tervice
to Itoly and Rome with connections for oil Ewropo ond
the Holy Land.

NOLY YIAR PILORIMAOli
To supplement this service, the Itollon Line Is also
offerings series of Holy Yeor Pilgrlmooes embrocin*
l»"ty.E9yp»andtho Holy ploces of Palestine. Com-
pleto information and detoiled itinerorioc will bo soot
epon reqwett.

Apply fecol tovrM og^mt or One $«o#e Stree«, New York, N. Y.
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SOME time ago, during the
football season, Head Coach
Harry A. Stuhldreher was

approached by a group of news-
paper men who asked his opinion
upon the condition of the Notre
Dame system of playing football.

• He was told by the journalists

that the opinion of quite a few
people was that the mode of play-

,* Ing football which was devised
by the mind of the late Knute

»Rockne was crumbling since the
master had passed on.
But Coach Stuhldreher made a

very definite statement to the ef-

io feet that the Notre Dame system
was still very much alive and for
proof of his statement he sug-

• gested the inquirers to review in

their minds the great records
which ,St. Mary's, Auburn and

_jf Purdue were making during that
time. Then, too, his own Villa-

nova team made a very good
• showing for itself during the past

season, as has been the case since
Coach Stuhldreher took charge of
gridiron activities at the Wild-
cats' lair several years ago.
The reason why people ques-

tioned the stability of the Notre
Dame system was due to the fact
that at that time the Ramblers
had suffered a rather surprising
defeat at the hands of the Pitt
Panthers." But Coach Stuhldreher
explained that loss away in stat-

ing that no matter how good a
team might be it would have to

expect to lose a game now and
then.

1 The Wildcat mentor then went
, f ^ on to explain the good points of

the Rockne system by comparing
it vvith the system originated by

^^ "Pop" Warner. He said that the
diference between the two sys-
tcn:£ was that while the Rockne

, ^ E^-fflem was built on speed, decep-
tiori and power, in that order, the

' Warner system was constructed
2 ^

on power, mainly, which is fol-
*** lowed up by deception and finally

speed. Under the Warner system,
the big, heavy men do the best

)
* work, while the Rockne doc-

trine was "pick up your feet and
keep them nloving as fast as is

•** -^ humanly possible." With this style

of play blockers never have to
grind an opponent or crush or

• * wrestle him down. They bumped
him and by the time he had re-

^^^' ^^^ covered from his bump the play
^NH jI/f lia.d gone past. That was the way

the system worked out, theoreti-
cally at least.

Looking back upon the records
piled up by the teams which
used the Notre Dame system, last
fall we think that it can be safely
stated that the Rockne method
of carrying the pigskin down the
gridiron still rests upon a firm
foundation and that it will con-
tinue to produce effective results
for many years to come, despite
the fact that its originator has
passed on.

• • •

Interest and
Intra-Mural Sports

HE intra-mural sport pro-
gram for basketball which
was inaugurated late last

fall has been working along very
smoothly and a great deal of stu-
dent interest has been awakened
in the new inter-dormitory league.
However, the enthusiasm of the
student oody does not extend be-
yond this sport. In conjunction
with basketball, an inter-dormi-
tory volley ball league was also
established. Much time and en-
ergy was expended upon the
working out of a suitable sched-
ule for games. However, little or
no response has been made to this
second sport. Johnny Hughes has
done his utmost to put the volley
ball league across, but to date his
efTorta have been almost without
any appreciable result. We be-
lieve that this fact should be
more or less forcibly brought to
the attention of the student body
as a whole. These leagues have
been established for you, and It
is up to you to take advantage
of them. - : ;

-« How About Uie
V^kTeniUa TeamT
^-T-^URING the past few years
•^

I 1^*** Wildcat has been rep-
^-^ resented by very good net
aggregations. Two years ago the

^ tennis team turned In the best

record of any sport and last year
the courtmen had a record which

• was bested only by the golf team.
Interest seems to have lagged in

. the tennis situation since last

\^m June which saw the graduation
of the major part of the veteran
net team. In former years school

• tournaments were held immedi-
ately following the opening of the
fall semester, but no such tour-

• ney was held this year. To date
we have beard nothing concern-
ing any activity in the direction

« of the formation of a team to
compate in intercollegiate match-
« ibis fpring.

l-
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TRACK

SPOftTS
BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
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BASEBALL CARD ANNOUNCED
More Laurels for Diminutive Coach

Courtesy of the "Evening Bulletin"

Harry A. Stuhldreher (center), head football coach and director of
Physical Education, receiving the Senate award from Dr. Theodore
S. Rowland (right), principal of Northeast High School. Charles A.
Yahn (left), director of the school assembly, and Herman Caplan,

president of the high school associated press, look on.

Villanova AwardedPlace
In New Golf Association

School Champion to

Be Decided in

Tourney

FROSH MAY PLAY

The acceptance of Villanova into

the Middle Atlantic States Inter-

collegiate Gf * League was made
certain last Saturday at a meeting
held in Newark, Del.
Representatives from six schools

attended and a temporary schedule

was drawn up. Several points of

interest were discussed and amend-
ments to the present rules added.

The committee decided that due to

the depression only a four-man
team would be used, in order that

the travelling expenses of the

squads will be reduced. The eligibil-

ity of freshmen players was also a
matter for discussion. The athletic

policy of Temple University forbids

the use of first year men, but after

a heated discussion Villanova was
permitted to use freshmen on the

varsity team. According to the
schedule formulated Villanova will

play Lehigh at Bethlehem, and
Franklin and Marshall at Lancas-
ter, while Temple and Delaware
will be entertained either at the
Main Line course or at Valley
Forge. The dates with Haverford
and Rutgers have not been decided.
Tomorrow afternoon the Annual

School Championship will get un-
derway with about 20 candidates
prepared to seek the title of school
champion. This tournament is to be
played for the remainder of the
week, but only 18 holes are neces-,

sary to qualify. Last year this af-

fair was won by Joe Comely, but
he will be unable to defend his title

since he left school at the end of
last year. A total of 147 for 36 holes
won the affair bui. it is not expected
that any of the scores this year will
tie this record. Second place was
won by "Scoop" Keating, who is

also entered in this event.
All candidates are requested to

report to Howard Richmond or
Walter Allesandroni in order that
starting times may be arranged.
There is no entrance fee.

14 Contests Are Scheduled
For Blue and White Nine

Wildcats to Open Campaign Against Penn,
April 1, ^t Franklin Field ; Osteopathy

Only Newcomer

TO PLAY ONE GAME IN NEW YORK

The Schedule

April

M

U

May

1—Univ. of Penna.
5—Lehigh
8—Penn A. C.
15—Ursinus
20—Ursinus
22—Princeton
29—Fordham
3—Temple
5—Gettysburg

13—Osteopathy
17—Temple
18—Ursinus
20—Osteopathy
30—Gettysburg

Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

GRIDDERS GO OUTDOORS

Football Men Have Already Begun
Intensive Spring Training

The first outdoor spring football

practice will begin today. Although
the field was rather soft due to the

rainy season that preceded, the

players were not hampered to any
great extent and Her.d Coach Harry
A. Stuhldreher put the gridders

through a strenuous workout.

Indoor training was begun two
weeks ago, consequently the players

were in rather good condition. Due
to the fact that a difiicult season is

in store for the team, this spring

training ./ill be very intensive. Al-

though numerous backfield combi-
nations are being used, there is no
definite team. AH candidates have
reported and their number is In ex-

cess of forty. This training will be
held primarily to initiate the form-
er freshmen players into the Intri-

cacies of the Rockne system and
give them sufflcient knowledge of
Its workings.

ACCORDING to a statement released recently by Manager
Edgar J. Lynett, "Doc" Jacobs* Wildcat varsity baseball

nine will engage in 14 contests this spring. This is a rather

short schedule in comparison with former years, but due to

the condition of the times, an extensive baseball campaign
had to be curtailed.

Originally, 21 games had been booked for the 1933 sea-

son, embracing the usual Western, Southern and Northern
trips, but this card has been cut down to 14.

* The Felines will play the major-
ity of their games within the Phil-
adelphia district. The 'Cats will

take a one-day trip to New York,
where they will nieet the represent-
atives of Fordham University on
April 29. Princeton University will

be played away, as will the Gettys-
burg team, with whom the Blue and
White has a home and home ar-
rangement. The 'Cats will play their
first game against the Battlefield
boys on May 6 at home and win
close the campaign on May 30 when
they meet the Bullets on the Get-
tysburg diamond.
Home and home arrangements

have also been completed with Ur-
sinus, Temple and Osteopathy, the
only newcomers on the Blue and
White schedule.
The first opponent against whom

Captain 'Lefty' Reitz will lead his
men will be the representatives of
the University of Pennsylvania.
This game is scheduled to be played
at Franklin Field in Philadelphia.
Penn generally puts out a snappy
squad and the Jacobsmen will find
a true test of their ability when
they meet up with the Red and
Blue. Penn also has a score to set-
tle with the Wildcats because of
last year's defeat. The Felines
opened their season against the
Quakers last year and the Pennmen
were humbled in an exciting game

'

which ended with the Felines on
the long end of a 4-3 count.
This will be "Doc" Jacobs' initial

attempt as a varsity baseball coach,
Charlie McGeehan, former graduate
manager of athletics, having had
charge of varsity baseball for the
past 21 years, during which time he
developed many famous teams.
"Doc," however, hac been tutoring
the Freshman tossers for the past
few years and thus has gained
quite a bit of experience which
should prove very useful during
the coming campaign.
A second game in the form of a

return match was sought by the
Penn A. C. They wanted this game
to be played early in June, but the
offer was turned down due to the
extreme lateness of the date.

HAVE A GOOD YEAR

Win Seven and Lose Two as

1932-33 Season Is Brought

to a Close

WIN AND LOSE TO TEMPLE

Geraghty .

Ryan -

Sweeney —
Robinson ...

Ferris ,

O'Meara _.

Lahey

Totals -.

HOW THE FROSH SCORED

Field Goals
.„„ 44
.^ 31
-._. 27
^ 24

19
16

..... 3

.. 164

Fouls
8

12
11
13
7
9
1

61

Points
96
74
65
61
45
41
7

389

The 1932-33 Villanova Freshman
basketball team under the able tute-
lage of Coach Bill Tracy, continued
to uphold the tradition of past year-
ling cage squads. The Frosh re-
corded seven wins and two defeats.
After three weeks of practice the

season opened with a sweeping 47
to 24 victory over the Haverford
Aces. Throughout the entire game
the Frosh lead was never threat-
ened and at the half the Blue and
White was having the better of the
contest by the score of 29 to 12.

Sweeney, lanky center, was the out-
standing scorer, having run up a
total of 11 points.
In their second hom^ game the

Frosh cagers defeated the Upper
Darby High School Alumni by the
one-sided score of 56 to 16 and
again Sweeney starred, accounting
for eight field goals and two fouls.
Ferris and Robinson aided the Kit-
tens, collecting nine and six points
respectively.

Ursinus was next to feel the Kit-
tens' power and they fell before a
37 to 18 score. Geraghty starred,
not only In the scoring, where he
collected line points, but also on
the floor, following up the shots of
both teams. Another victory fol-

lowed three days later with a tri-

umph over Haverford.
Then, on January 27, the Kittens

met their first defeat at the hands
of a powerful Washington Central
High School team. Incidentally,
this was one of the most thrilling
games to be witnessed on the home
floor this season. All through the
game the scoring was nip and tuck
with one team and then the other

STUHLDREHER HONORED

CmiiImmI m Vf Mvn

Northeast High School Students
Award Certificate to Coach

Harr}' A. Stuhldreher, head foot-
ball coach and director of physical
education, was presented with the
Northeast High School Senate
Award last Friday at the school
assembly. The award was made by
Principal Dr. Theodore S. Rowland,
in the name of the students, and It
consisted of an enj^raved certificate
of appreciation for his addresses on
two previous occasions.

It was Coach Stulildreher'a third
appearance before the students and
he spoke on .he value of a football
trainin? to a bo^ setting out In the
bu8ines.s world. He stated that foot-
ball proved itself worthy of Its Im-
portant position among scholastic
and coilngiate aciivltle. v.'hcn it en-
joyed wldeaproad public support
despite the dcprcajiion.

' i
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jEToit Villanouan^Developed
Muscle Way Back in 1850

Hiking, Hunting and Skating Were Popular

I

Sports Among Students in the Days

^ Prior to the Civil War

BtMTOR'S NOTC:.—Till* la tiM flnh of » series of artlclM dealing with hlghllghta
IB Vni»n«v«'a aitort ktotory. The instaliment today ti-eats uf aome ot the iporta
tiMt were ^pular way tack lo 18&0.

By HAL KCATING

IN LOOKING over the flle«

of Villanova's sporU his-

tory, 1850, we came upon .an

article which we believe wiU
furnish you with a bit of inter-

estiag reading. It dealu with

the recreation of the students

at that time and when drawing
a comparison with today's you
win find them to be not only

different but also humorous. Of
aourse, today is today and yes-

terday waa yesterday.

There were many sports that

were participated in those days

which have been obliterated
from the sports calendar of the
present time. Tramps of miles
at a stretch were considered as
mere jaunts; hunting was a
pastime with the students (im-
agine yourself today treking off

to the woods with a heavy gun
on your shoulder perhaps to get

loet and perforce spend the

niiffat close to Dame Nature);

and marbles, of all sporia, was
the rage of the day and wae
more popular than many of o\ir

present-day sports. We shall

list several of these sports in

detail for your perusal. Read
of what they did on Sunday!
After breakfast four "crowds"

were chosen. The first com-
prised walkers. A ten-mile
tramp was nothing out of the
ordinary. The trek to King «f
Prussia, a distance ef about
eight miles and thence to Val-
ley Forge, more than ten aiiles

from the college campus, could
be completed by these ambitious
gentlemen in the space of about
four iiours. One of the greatest
feats ever performed by this

crowd was to walk to the PaoH
railroad station and back in the
remarkable time of tn*'ee hours.
The second crowd were the

hunters, who, with dojg^s as keen
for the sport as their masters,
sallied forth front the peaceful
domain of the Christian Min-
erva to carry "war to the various
denizens of forest and field.

Firearms were never allowed,

Marbles Popular Sport

Marbles in 1880 was one of
the popular sports. It was a
springtime game with many var-

iations, as the "ring" game,
wherein the player could pocket
whatever marbles he shot out
of the ring. But the best of

these marble contests was the

"knuck-be-up" played with three

holes in the ground, the loser

to face the winners at the close,

with clinched fist on the ground
a«d an "alley" between the sec-

ond aad third fingers. Kvery
winner was entitled to three
Shots at the loser's knuckles;
but if, SIS sometimes happened,
the alley was hit, down went the

unlucky marksman in the loser's

place to face the battery of win-
ners.

but never a day passed that

these hunters returned home
without any booty. Sometimes,
however, they returned with
the aroma of a malodorous
skunk clinging to their persons.
Next came the band known

as the Juniors. Little lads, and

such as did not care for the
strenuous sports of walking and

*

hunting, were led to a restau-

rant. Thence, after leisurely

refreshing their iqtirits, the jun- ^

ion would more or less Joyfully

wend their way homeward.
Skaters comprised the fourth

*

class, and it is through their

efforts that we have the college

pond today due to the fact that *S
they were so anxious) to have a
plsiee to skate that they made

^
one for thesuelves.
Other games were Hop, Step

and Jump, Hank-a-dea, Prison-
ers' Base, Duck-on-Gravy and *>»

Tag. 7oot races, too, were
among the trick of speed, tc^^
gether with many sorta <^V
jumping games, such as vault-

ing: with a pole, high jump, as ^

well as broad and long. One of "^^

the prefects, later a priest, was
for many years the college

^
champion, with a 22-foot leap
to his credit.

iarbles, too, were among the
many diversions that raised the

*' "

spirits of the collegians. Dubbed,
no doubt, at times by hard class

^
work, seniors, at least some of

them, were as fond of playing
marbles as were the juniors.

In India, the fakirs present a spectacle to tourUtt.
Two lovely performers break bottles and lamp
chimneys before the eyes of the audience,and throw
the jagged pieces into a box already filled widi
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
and do an Orieotal dance in the glass without in- TS I'lm TO B£ JFooz.

)

EXPLANATIONS
The performers toughea their feet in a strong
lution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
with pulverized resin before they appear. Thef
throw the freshly broken glass around the ed§ei m
the platform. The glass on which they actually do
dance is very thick, heavy, and filed or ground se
that the sharp edges are rounded oflP. The girls

just pretend to dance on the sharp glass.

Sovbcb: "Mmgtc Stagt Illutions and Seifntifie Divertton/*
kg Alkm A. Ho^kim, iiunm & C:, Nem V^rt,

s: V;^^a^ j|;/22A^5' FU7^T0\Km)W
One of the tricks of cigarette advertit*

iog is to pretend that^HeatTreatment**
fia an exclusive prooessimaking one ci^-

wette better dian any other.

EXPLANATIONS il// cigarette manu-
faoturers use heat treatment. It is a
routine process of manufacture. The
first Camel cigarette ever made was
manufactured under the heat-treating

process. Every one of the billions of
Camels produced since has received
the necessary heat treatment.

Harsh, raw tobacscos require inten*

sive processing under high tempera*
tures. The more expensive tobaccos,

nvhich are naturally ntilJ, call for only
a moderate application of heat. Heat
treatment never can make cheap, io«

ferior tobacco good.

It Is « fact, wli known by
loof tobacco experts, that

Camels are mado from finer,
MORE BXPINSIVE tobaccos than
CNiy otflior popular brand.

This is the most important statement
evermade in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it

means. Then try Camels.
Camels arc fresh ... in the air-tighit

welded Humidor Pack.

J\rO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
A MATCHilEf

Alumni Regains Lead in Intra^Mural Race
Austin Hall Drops Lead

And Holds Third Place

'Bill Sirica Wins Game for Fedigran Hall by
,f Scoring: Twin-Pointer in Last Min-

^ utes of Good Counsel Fray

SECOND HALF NEARS COMPLETION

• T AST WEEK'S games saw Alumni regain the lead for the

J-^championship of the halls, taking games from both Austin
^ and Fedigan and having little trouble doing so.

With the aid of an off night on the part of Austin,
• Alumni registered a 14 to 7 win, while Lee and Robinson
flashed around the court to register most of the action of the

*f*game. The game was not up to the usual caliber of the

i Austin tiffs, but Austin seemed to have an off night and the
• best efforts of Wiilis r .id Donahue were unavailing in turning
the tide of vic-jr .

Basketball at Midnight
^ ^n

Junior Varsity Concluded I<?s Season in a

Game Played While the Campus
Was Deep in Slumber

W

Alumni Snares
Lead

In the standing of the Intra-
Mural Basketball Leagfuo listed

below two games are not includ-
ed, one being a postponed game
and the other still under protest.

The standings:
W.

• •••••

!•••••

Alumni Hall
Austin Hall
Fedigan Hall
Good Counsel Hall
Mendel Hall ......
Day Hops

L.
2
3
3
5
6
8

P.C.
.777

.727

.700

.500

.250

.000

Splitting the week's schedule
Austin dropped from first place
to third and gave the Fedigan Hall-
era a crack it the place position,

although they too dropped one and
won one. AusUn won from an im-
proved Dayhop team by ten points,
34 to 24, but the game was a much
more close one than the score •

*' would seem to Indicate. Sharkey
and O'Keefe were the main-stays
of the Train and Trolley Boys' de-

'•fense, but couldn't quite pull a win
out of the bag for their teammates.
Cordiali shoved, in conjunction

•with Vwillis, Moiiio astonishing one-
handed shots which cinched the
game and put the skids to the most

»* promising showing of tlie Dayhops
in weeks.

The best game of tlie week was
"the Fedigan-Good Counsel scrap
which showf.r the fastest floor play
yet seen in the intra-mural games.

^"Bill Sirica was the man responsible
for the ultimate victory of the Gi-
golos and put the knife to Good

'* Counsel's hopes with several per-
f»?ctly timed shots, in addition to
jnking the ball which won the
fame just before the whistle blew.
Kotys was the high scorer in the

AIumni-Fedig^an game which Alum-
"^ ni liad no trouble winning 21 to 17.

Fedigan failed to show anything
npproachlng the form present in

*' the Good Counsel game and suc-
cumbed easil3- in the last quarter
of the contest.

Good Counsel won from Mendel Villanova's third annual boxing
with the help of Brvdanio, who , _. • _ii, w» ^ ia «- *i. ^.-w.

I- J 1*1. -wr I- 4.x. v.t L I
tournament will be held in the gym

^ shared with Vaughan the high scor- •"'

ing honors, collecting eleven points.

'The Commuters dropped their
second game of the week in a new
way by not playing at all. The
game was awarded to Mendel o^ a
forfeit. .-.j-'f' '...

HILE VILLANOVA slept and dreamt of future

conquests over the Temple Owl, its Junior Varsity

representatives engaged a team from somewhere in a
spectatorless gym, defeated the enemy 11 > 5, and closed

a most successful season in a blaze (or spark?) of glory.

There aren't many who know
that Coach McFeeley's charges

GYM TO BE SCENE

OF BOM BOUTS

Resident Students and Day-

Hops to Be Represented

by Teams

TAKE PLACE ON MARCH 24

SWIMMING TRIALS HELD

Candidates to Report for FnMrtlce

in Gym Tftor^day Afternoon

Two swimminfc trials have now
been held, and, although the calibre

of the candidates has been very
high, the number of those who com-
peted was far below the number
frxpected. Candidates for all events

on March 24. In the past two
years this has been one of the out-
standing sport highlights of tlte

season and it is the hope that this

year will be an even greater sue-
c^«?s than the previous bouts.

Formerly, amateur contestants
fronn the clubs in Philadelphia and
vicinity have been permitted to en-
ter but this year the entrants will

be limited to those attending Villa-

nova. ESach dormitory and the
Dayhops are to be represented by
teams. The winning team will re-

ceive a certain number of points as
ha.«?"bccn the system in the basket-
ball, volleyball and baseball leagues.

The first of these boxing bouts
was held in the football stadium

one
which was used in the Dempsey
Tunney fight held in the Philadel

are the inaugurators of mid-

night basketball. But who can

deprive them of this distinc-

tion? For the first time in the

history of intercollegiate sport

a bona fide, you know, an up
and up. on-the-Ievel game was
]played—which began when all

good basketball players should
be in bed—at the ungodly hour
of 11 P. M.

It all came about this way.
The game with this team was
scheduled to precede the Froeh
tussle, but the luckless invaders
were tardy and it seems that
there was no time for the en-
counter until after the major
conflict had become history. Of
course, everyone remembers how
the crowd attending lingered in

the gym and promenaded across
the floor—many studying the
playing conveniences more in-

tently than they would a price-

less piece of jewelry. This isn't

intimating that basketball vic-

tories over the migljty Owl
aren't to be highly appraised
by loyal Villanovans. But, to

continue, by that hour many
members of the J. V.'s had prob-
ably returned to their respective
dorms, and having religiously

brushed their teeth, tucked
themselves under the covers in

fond anticipation of this guy,
Sand Man.
Be all that as it may, it is the

duty of coaches to put a team
on the floor and no questions
asked nor quarter given. Con-
fronted with the task of as-

sembling a basketball team
when there were no basketball
players near enough to be
smelled, Coach McFeely, we
must say, had little choice in

his selections. This note is made
to emphasize the fact that it is

not the intention of this article

to castigate aforementioned il-

lustrious coach. Tsk, tsk.

It was only by some prodi-

gious effort, for which all due
credit is herewith extended,
that our good Tom did finally

manage to round up five of his

regular J. V.'s. But as reserves
he dug up the most lop-sided
combination ever assembled un-
der one gym roof, or on an
open-air court. It consisted of
Ryan, Grifiln, Bracanovic, Per-
ugino and another gent, un-
recognizable beneath a hirsute
growth that would do justice

to a Brother in the House c^
David.

The regular J. V.'s played
most of the game and did so
in their usual fine fashion. How-
ever, it was the antics of
"Blimp' Ryan (while he was
playing) that are indeed the
most interesting feature of the
tussle. "Blimp." the Big Beef
Merger, may be called the hero
of the game. Any man of his

proportions who would attempt
to play basketball is a hero, no
less. It was not long after he
had been inserted into the
fray that the corpulent one
tired of lugging his portly

frame in pursuit of his nian, a
lithe, agile youth with a re-

markable propensity towards
galloping, and instead, resort-

ed to foul means of checking
him. With the grace of a fall-

ing rock he landed with his

preponderous bulk on the un-
suspecting player, and that was
all for the latter. It was neces-
sary to carry the youngster, a
true martyr, off the floor.

Then, when the eminent Toby
Cavanaugh, referee, charged
him with a foul he proceeded
to engage him in verbal combat
during the rest of the time he
remained in the fray. Toby was
in error though—Ryan didn't

commit a foul—it was attempt-
ed homicide.

Ironical, paradoxical and
strange as it may seem, by some
unfathomable act of Fate, the
"Blimp" scored a basket. Dur-
ing a scuflle, into which he in-

advertently wandered, he ac-

cidentally tapped the ball into

the air. Although the melee oc-

curred in mid-court, the ball

floated serenely through the

ozone and landed kerplunk in

the basket.

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

CONTRARY to many rumor*
which have lt>eea floating

about the camp as, the baso*
ball team will play a rather extent
sive ."schedule.

Freshman Basketball Aggregation

Came Through Season Successfully

Ctmtii^m^ From P»ce l^ve was the star, piling up 14 points.

Next came Tolentine High School

most im-

r.

forging to the front, but at the
final whistle the score stood 31 to

j

from New York with
29. the Frosh being on the short

[ p,eggive season's record, but the
«'«<*-

J

Frosh, not -villing to be listed as

The Temple ""^rosh ployed host another victim, defeated the Goth-
try out for the newly formed swim-

| ^{^*J^^"'^^^"'^g^^° jJJ thrDemn^'ey^ *® **^« Yearlings the following week ;amites, 35 to 27. Tom Ryan again
ming team should report at the

,j,^jj^^ ^^^^^ j^^j^ .^ ^^^^ Philadel ^^^ ^"^ another hectic itruggle, even led the scorers with 10 points. Rob-
pool on Thursday afternoon. I ^.^ Municipal Stadium during the «" exciting as that of the week be- ; inson, too. starred in scoring as well
The origmal .intention was to

^

g^j.^^^^^^^.^, Exposition inwove, the Owlets were downed by as team play,
have practice twice a week, Sunday' * Many bouts were held in thi- ' **»® closely decisive 27 to 25. • Lastly, in the preliminary tilt, to
morning end Thursday a't«»noon.

| tournam'ent and some of the cham- 1 Then the Kittens were granted a the memorable Villanova victory
|

trlbi- ted eight.
,.... AX.. o.._j_.. *._-_ ,-

1 pions' crowned are still attending!*^** week's rest, bit lesumed hos- over Temple, the Kittens received! Thioughout the entire season the

school here. __ _
^.ere given an even ; season

Tlie baseball candidates had
their first day of outdoor prao*
tice last Tnunklay aftemoen.

The weather is still quite coo^
but April the first is not so very;

far away. And on that day the F<h
lines will open their season against
the University of Pennsylvania.

• * *
!

The 'Cats pulled an upset on
the Quakers last year and seat
them to an vnexpected defeat.

• * «

Captain Reitz of the Wildcat nin«
likes to see his name in the paper*
Okay. Emil, we always try to please^

« • •

Back In the o.d days the bojrs

used to think that a hike Into
Philadelphia was nothing. Now
you ought to hear the fellows
groan about taking a little trek
from Mmdel Hall to the Com-
merce and Finance Building.

• o «

It has been suggested that tiM
Senior Artsmen stage a « oss-

country run every Friday morning
between the third and fourth pe-
riods.

• • *

Carrol Cook was the only
baokfleld man who was talented
enough to make the chorus in

"Look Wio's Here."
• * «

An attempt is being made to

aroupe campus interest in swimr
ming.

The bottopi has even dropped
out of the sports news market.

« * *

The Villanova golf team will have
something to shoot at since it has
entered the new Middle Atlantic In-

terrolJcgiate League.
* ,.••

Did you ever hear of the'

sweet young thing who thought
her boy friend very cruel bo-

cause he told her that he had
shot a birdie? The gentleman,
by the way, was speaking tcch-

nfoally about his golf game.
* •

We expect to see a lot of black

,

eyes walking p.ro'T.d the campus i»

a crijple of weeks.
* * *

TIte reason for the aboye re-

mark U due to the fact that we
nnderatand that there will bo
an Intrflr-mural boxing tourney
stAgrd In the g^m In the very
near future.

sluggish baJl. However, in the sec-

ond hslf the Tracymen came to

life and rallied, but the advantage
which Temple had gained proved to

be a .ittle, too Truch. The final

score was 33 to 25 This was the
Ip.st gnmc . f t'lc year aid was dom-
inr.ted Yy the brillir.nt playing of

Mike OMf.nra. who accounted for

two field goals and three fouls.

Mesfil^omor, the high scorer for the
Templemcp. ran up nine points,

while Fox. the other forv/ard, con-

but the Sundny practices have been
tlJsconlinuod. The v.nrsity schedule
will be drawn up just as soon as
the coach feels that the team is

sufficiently strong In all events to
compete against the other collets
in this vicinity. , ; ,

I^st year's touiney was an even

illties on February 17 when the their second beating of the current F^nsh tlen.cnptrated a superb brand
iUrsinus Fror" ^.ere given an even I season. The Owlets took the lead

[ of team play and it is interesting

i
more sound bestinf than before in

,
at the outset of the game and held to note thr:t even though a man

greater success than the first. Two 1.^ ^j^^^^ ^j^j^^ jpjj^,,,.^jj j.j.,j^ g^^j^j^g jj^ throughout the first half during : might have been termed the high
separate lu-ts or contestants were

^^„ ^^^y^ sidrs. the flr-J score being
]

which time the Blue and White ccorer for a game no one could

C'MtiNaed • rs«e Ki|,M 1 53 to 30. In this came Tom Ryan youngsters were playing rather eccuSe him of being a ball hog.

Complete Box Scores of the Inter-Dormitory League Games Which Were Played During the Past Week
Alnmnl

G. F.
Taylor, forward 1
Montgomery, forward . 1

Hughes, center 2 1

Malaney, guard 1

Robinson, forward .... 4 2
Skaff, guard 1

Lee, guard

Totals •.;.' 8 5
Fedigan %

G. F.

Kramer, forward 4 2

Houseman, forward .... 1 1

Totin, center 1

Sirica, guard
Cook, rlard 1

Patasch. forward 1

Totals fMLt^.o-' • ^ ^

2
2'

Austin

1

10

Carrol, forv;-ard

Willis, forward

Wlnterberger, forward

Macck, center

\ j
Clayin, guard
Co)'dial>, guard

21

P.

10
3

Totals

I>ayhops

OKeefe, forward
1 1 Rogers, fo. ward-

-

1

2

G.

1

C

.

. 4
. 2
. 3

.16

G.
2
2

17

Welch, center 1
Sharkey, guard 3
Wojtkun. guard r

F.

1

1

F.

2
1

1

AInntni

Robinson, forward
*

I Taylor, forward .

.

^3 [Hughes, center ...

0' Skaff, guard
9
4

Totals

34

P.
4

4
3
7
4

24

Lee, guard
Perugino, forward
Malaney. guard .

.

G.
4

1

Totals
Austin

Willip, forwurd
Krajsa, forward
Bsker, center
Levis, gua d
Donahue, guard 2
Roach, forward 1

G.

F.

1

«»
A.

1

F.

1

(

I

Fedigan
>_

j

^'Houseman, forward ..

® Gough, oiward
Totin, center
Sirica, guard ....

Kramer, guard
Patzsch, fon)«'ard

•••••«<

14

P.
1

4
2

G.
1

2
1
2
1

F.

1
1
1

P.
2
4
3
5
3

G4MHi Couhsel

Totals 3 17

Totals 3

Good Counsel

G.
Badamo, 'orward 1
McGovern, forward 1
HigginH, center
Conroy, guard
Kotys, guard 4

Dougherty, forward ....

Totals 6

F.
2

1

1

P.
4

2
1

»

16

Kotys, forward . .

.

McGovern, foiwArd
Hlggins, center . .

.

Badamo, guard
Conroy, giiard

• ••••
• • • • •

Totals

G.

2

5
2

.18

O.
Vaughan, foi-war«* 4
Connors, forward .... 1
McGrory, center
Voran, guard •
Szczapa, guard 1
McGunnigle, forward . .

Michaels, guard

Totals •

F.
1

1
1

F.
3

2
1
1

P.
9
4

11
5

29

P.
11
2
2
1
S

7 tt
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SEE MOTION PICTURE

Candy Concern Shows Steps

in the Making of Choco-

late Bars

HAS MUSICAL BACKGROUND

last Thursday morning the mem-
bers of the School of Science in

their weekly seminar had the dis-

tinction of seeing and hearing the

first talking picture ever presented

at Vlllanova College. A representa-

tive of a nationally known candy
manufacturing concern "Showed a
film depicting the various steps

in the mp.king of chocolate bars

and cocoa products.
Accompanied with a background

of music together with a talk ex-

plaining the action, the picture

showed how the raw cocoa beans
are transformed into the candy
products. It was emphasized in the

movie that in modern food-plants

Cleanliness and hygienic methods
of production are always uppermost
in the manufacturer's mind.
The welft.:e of th. employes was

also taken into consideration, rec-

reational facilities being provided
for the employes and their families.

The picture brought out the fact

that no point is overlooked that

will guarantee the well-being of the

Workers. Also that a modern
elghteen-hole golf course, an amuse-
ment park, a dance pavilion, as

well as numerous other Itema are

provided lor the employes.
The film further went on to show

that extreme care is exercised in

the plant. When the cocoa bean
has passed to the stage where it is

in the liquid form, the chocolate

is stirred for a period of four days.

Then, by almost human accuracy,
the chocolate is placed in molds
and -llowed to solidify. After being
wrapped iu a tin foil, it is boxed
and ready for shipment without be-

ing hand-touched. A similar action

is undergone in making breakfast
cocoa. All In 11, there is exhibited

an efficiency and care that is in

keeping with modern methods of

production.

Philadelphia Club
^

Gets Constitution

Continued From P»c« Three

officers of ihe club and six other

members appointed by them.

According to Albert C. Wagner,

secretary of the Villanova Alumni

Association: "The idea behind this

provision is to take business de-

tails out of the meetings and place

them in the hands of a committee,

so that, outside of this one meeting
In February, all the others will be

of a social i.ature."

The purpose of the club, as set

forth in the constitution, is as fol-

lows: "It shall be the purpose of

this club to promote and further

at all times the aims and purposes

of Villanova College; to maintain a
close contact with all Villanova Col-

lege alumni in the metropolitan

area of Philadelphia; and to pro-

mote a program of activity that will

be In accordance with the immedi-

ate needs and general interest of

the alumni."

GYM TO BE SCENE

OF BOXING BOOTS

Resident Students and Day-

Hops to Be Represented

by Teams

TAKE PLACE ON MARCH 24

Continaed From Pare Seven

entered. Those representing the

athletic clubs were matched against

each other In their various classes.

Likewise, the collegians battled

with their own classmates. In sev-

eral classes the collegiate champ-

Ions fought the winner in the club

division.

The winners of each class and In

both divisions were awarded a
beautiful gold watch engraved with
his name and the class In which he
fought. The runner up received a
bronze medal.
This year's tournament will be

conducted under the rules and reg-

ulations of the Amateur Athletic

Union and it is the plan to have of-

ficials chosen by them.
All of last year's champions who

remain will be expected to defend

their titles. Among them are Bill

Grlmberg, the light heavyweight
champ; Joe Yorke, the king of the

middleweights, who Is expected to

uphold his crown, and Danny Zaff,

the 118-pound champ, who has suc-

cessfully defended his champion-
ship for two years and is the only

man now on tH« campus who has

emerged victorious in suecessive

seasons.
Also among the eliglbles are Alf

Gagllardi, the former light heavy-

weight king and now boxing in the

heavy division; Ted "Slugger" Ham-
ilton, lightweight champion; Ham-
ilton's game rlv: 1, "Battling" Llp-

schltz, and lastly but not least,

Lincoln "Red" Lenzi, the welter-

weight titleholder from Chicago.

The heavyweight class, alone, is

without a defending champion.
"Corny" McFadden, now prominent
in Philadelphia amateur boxing
circles, was the winner last year.

Anyone Is eligible to compete In

this tournament and it Is Impera-
tive that each dormitory and the

Dayhops have complete teams and
be well represented so that they
may have a better chance to cop
the team aa well as the Individual
honors.
Anyone la eligible to compete

except those who may have boxed
professionally. All persons desiring

to enter or wish to learn more
about the coming bouts should see

Danny Zaff in Room 132, Austin
Hall.

Fr. McKee Attends
Testimonial Dinner

Continued From Pftce One

now coach of football at La Salle

High School.

In his speech Tom Conley ex-

pressed regret upon leaving La

Salle and wished his successor,

Marty Brill, also of Notre Dame, a

successful career at the Olney Ave-

nue institution. He further stated

that he did not Intend to confine

his time at South Bend to coaching

alone, but that he intended to pre-

pare himself for the practice of law.

Other guests at the banquet in-

cluded: Leonard Tanaeer, new^ ba»>

ketball coach at La Salle; Vincent

Taggart, track coach and director

of athletics; James Farrell, public-

ity director; Hugh Gallagher, 1932

football captain; Clem Meehan,
1932-33 basketball captain; Joseph
Crowley, student manager; John
McGarry, West Catholic High
School coach; Walter Halas, Drexel
Institute coach; Brother E. Anselm,
president of La Salle, and Brother
Gabriel, of West Catholic High
School.

Co-operation

Students who mail their VILLA-
NOVANS weekly are asked by Rev-
Edward B. McKee, O. S. A., modi
erator of the VILLANOVAN, to

place return addresses on each one.

This will facilitate matters at the

postofllce.

s
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I Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber

Shop?
First Class Barbers \

First Class Service
f

and Depression Prices
f

^•ItllillllilllilllillllHI"!"*'""""'"""*"""""""""*

i

i

I

J-^-. ..

need
Thafs the part Juriklsh

Tobaccos play in making

Chesterfields Taste Better

SMOKERS notice a certain "touch" in

Chesterfields that comes from having

just enough Turkish tobacco in them ... a

3picy, aromatic flavor that's much the same

k) a cigarette as seasoning is to food.

For only by blending and cross-blending

the right amounts of mild Domestic tobaccos

with the right amount of Turkish can we

get the flavor and aroma that Chesterfield

smokers enjoy.

Next time, asfc for '*The Cigarette that

Satisfies". . . you'll get Chesterfields, with

Milder, Better Taste.

C 1933. LicGRT* Myim Tomcco Cow

cstcriic
THEY'RE MILDER-
THEY TASTE BETTER

Jmionil

Last Opportwiity

For Blazer

Measurements
Tomorrow

Blue or White

May Be Ordered
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Group Pictures
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Tomorrow and
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AssignmentsAreAnnounced
For Senior Ball Committee

Provides for $1 ,000 Policy for

20 Years Payable on

Student's Death

PLAN HAS TWO FEATURES

In accordance with a precedent
Mrtablishcd six years ago and ad-
hered to by every senior class since
then, a committee, composed of

two seniors from each school on
the campus, met last Friday to dis-

cuss a plan for malcing a substan-
tial pledge to Villanova College up-
on graduation. The meeting was
held in the office of Albert C. Wag-
ner, alumni secretary.

The members of the cuxiimittee

have already outlined the features
of the plan to their respective
classes and distributed a letter to
each senior for closer examination
of the pledge plan.

The procedure provides for a 20-

payment life insurance policy, that
Is, a policy to be paid up in twenty
years, collectable at death. The
amount of the policy is $1,000, of
which $250 will go to the college
endowment fund and $750 to the
student's beneficiaries. Dividends
which accrue will periodically re-

duce the amount of assignment to
the college and increase the amount
due to the beneficiary.
This plan has been submitted to

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A.,
president of the college, and has
the approval of the administration.
Tbe Prudential Life i^nsurance
Company is issuing the policies.
In order to determine the reac-

tion of the class of '33 to the pro-
cedure, a card was given to each
senior, which stipulated that he was
not required to sign, but on which
he was asked to signify his inter-
est In the plan. In addition, a
taimeographed sheet, outlining the
J>lan, was distributed to each senior.

At a recent meeting of the Belle
Air Ball committee the various
assignments for the coming sen-
ior dance were announced to the
members of the committee by the
chairman, William G. Crowley.
The printing and the distribution
of the tickets is to be under the
supervision of Francis L. Martin,
Charles J. Antonaccio and Jos-
eph B. Condron, while the pro*
grams and favors of this year's
senior affair are to be handled
by William G. Crowley and Wil-
liam McManus.
The advertising duties havs

been placed in the hands of Wil-
liam J. D'Elia, Rudolph J. Lehnau,
John P. Grimes and Russell F.
Hurst and the tasks of decorating
the gymnasium are to be under-
taken by Peter J. Dougherty,
Howard Richmond and William
J. O'Brien.

WARDEm^lECniRE

GIVEN BY LEHNAU

Addresses Arts Students at

Regular Weekly Sem-

inar Meeting

HARKINS MADE PRESIDENT
IN FRESHMAN ELECTIONS
BETA CAIilA INS

AND LOSES IN WEEK

Defeats St. John's But Bows

to Speakers From New
York University

WAR DEBTS ARE DISCUSSED

QUIZZED AFTER HIS TALK

Continued on Pftge Four

AUTOGYRO PLANES

TOPIC OF LECTURE
•y

Representative of Pitcairn

Company Gives Address

;^ to Engineers

FltM ACCOMPANIES TALK

A lecture on the construction and
operation of the autogyro type of
airplane was presented in the Men-
del Hall amphitheatre on Thursday
afternoon by J. Wetherill, a repre-
sentative of the Pitcairn Aircraft
Company. A film entitled "Wings
of Tomorrow," depicting the many
maneuvers which are possible with
the autogyro, was shown in con-
Junction with the lecture.

During the course of his lecture,
aft". Wetherill explained the various
advantages o. this type of 'plane,
especially for beginners. It is easi-
er for a student to learn to fly
using an autogyro, because it ismore foolproof than the ordinary
type of airplane. Takeoffs and
landings are also simplified.
An ordinary airplane requires ave*y n'&h speed In order to take

Off and remain in the air. The
autogyro is not limited in this mat-
ter, but Is able to rise from the
ground at a moderate rate of speed,and In the air. It Is possible to fly
at the extremely slow speed of 25
miles per hour. This slow flylne
speed enables the plane to fly as
close to the gr6und as ten feet.
The autogyro was Invented by

»^>aniard, named Clerva, who de-

JJgj^ his ship with a set of wings*-^ to rotaU separately, thus per-

At the meeting of the Arts Sem-
inar on Thursday morning in Men-
del Hall, the ever present issue of
war debts was taken up by Rudolph
J. Lehnau, in his lecture* "The
American Stake in thd War Debts."
Assuming a decided stand in

favor of America's relinquishing
her demands for payment of the
foreign debts, Mr. Lehnau showed
that the paramount interest of the
United States is clearly in the re-

covery of economic equilibrium, and
that if war debt policies were part-
ly responsible for the depression,
or now serve as a deterrent to busi-
ness recovery, they obviously con-
tribute to the fiscal difficulties uf
the United States Government.
Mr. Lehnau further stated that

the process of war-debt payment
has a direct effect on international
trade, for if the United States is to

receive the payments, then the
debtor countries must have an ex-
port surplus and our country a cor-
responding import surplus—a poli-
cy which has been favored in the
commercial activities of practically
all of the creditor countries.
The citing of the tariff regula-

tions of the United States, by Mr.
Lehnau, clearly illustrated this
stand, for, since 1922, there has
been a steadily increasing tariff
wall against European competition
and a simultaneous expansion of
this country's exports furthered by
a liberal extension of credit on the
part of American bankers.
Likewise, it was brought out that

American shipping interests have
been at variance with the demand
for the collection of the debts. The
concentration of the country in
building up a substantial merchant
marine, at the expense of the Amer-
ican taxpayer, was shown to be in-
dicative of a determined attempt to

Continued on Pare Four

'

The Beta Gamma debaters de-

feated the representatives of St.

John's College, but lost to the
speakers from New York Univer-
sity in two controversies on the
cancellation of war debts last week,
thereby maintaining an average of

50 per cent.

In the St. John's debate, which
was held in De Gray Hall, the
gymnasium of the Brooklyn insti-

tution, the Villanova team support-
ed the negative contention and was
represented by Joseph T. House-
man, Paetrus F. Banmiller and
Joseph J. Conlan. The St. John's
team was composed of William F.
Simpson, Edward W. JoUey and
Charles J. Dodd, Jr.

A crowd of over 700 persons, the
largest audience faced by the
Beta Gamma team this year, at-
tended the debate. This large audi-
ence, how.ver, was undoubtedly
explainable to the fact that danc-
ing followed the controversy with
music furnished by "Sax" Rohmer
and his orchestra. Other musical
entertainment was supplied by the
St. John's College Glee Club.
Judges for the contest were: Rt.

Rev. Joseph V. S. McClancy, su-
perintendent of the parochial
schools of Brooklyn; Patrick F.
Scanlan, managing editor of The
Brooklyn Tablet, and J. Newton
Nash, prominent New York at-
torney. Dr. George W. Matheson,
dean of the St. John's College
School of Law, was chairman of the
debate.
Capitalism, in the discussion, was

defined as being that system based
upon private ownership, private
management, private initiative,

private risk bearing and private
control of distribution. Beta Gam-
ma was awarded the decision be-
cause of its successful efforts o
prove these bases individually and
collectively sound.

LoHe to N. Y. U.
~^-'^'

On Monday evening in the Men-
del Hall amphitheatre Beta Gamma
encountered the New York Univer-
sity debating team and suffered a
defeat by a decision of the audi-
ence. The question discussed was:
"Resolved, That All Inter-Allied
War Debts Be Cancelled;" Villa-
nova upholding the affirmative side.

The Beta Gamma debaters based
their arguments on a number of
points concerning the late World
War, stressing the fact that the
war was a common cause and that
the United States loaned money to
Europe until it was able . to place
an army on the European battle

Business SchoolBlanked
As Result of Coalition

mm GOVERNORS

VOTE ON lASDRES

Decide to Hold Retreat for All

Members Immediately After

Commencement

STUDENT DRIVE PLANNED

A meeting of the board of gover-
nors of the Villanova College Alum-
ni Association was held recently at

the Marlborough Inn, Upper Mont-
clair, N. J., and matters of impor-
tance and interest to both the alum-
ni and student body were discussed.

A report of the alumni dance was
made by the committee in charge,
stating that the function was a suc-
cess, drawing more than 500 couples
and bringing a net profit of approx-
imately $500.

The association decided to hold
an alumni retreat on the weekend
after commencement at Villanova.
Rev. Blasius F. Zeiser, O. S. A., of
St. Nicholas Tollentine Parish, New
York, will preside as master of the
retreat.

It was determined that Alumni
Day will be held on the occasion of
the Villanova - Bucknell football
game. The exercises will start with
the game, followed by the general
alumni meeting and buffet supper.
The cost of the supper will not ex-
ceed one dollar per plate.

A new plan was introduced by

Shevland, Vice-President;

McConnell, Secretary;

Shea, Treasurer

ELECTIONS ORDERLY

meetings Held Thursday and
Friday to Name Schools'

Candidates

Continued on Paice Eijcbt

INSWCTIVE TALKS

Fr. McKee and Fr. Vrana Ex-

plain Mass of Faithful

and Canon

LATTER VERY IMPORTANT

Continued on Page Eight

Alumni Paper to Make Appearance
Monthly Beginning Next Tuesday

Tha Villanova Alumni News, a
newspaper to be issued by the alum-
ni association, will be published for
the "first time next week. This pe-
riodical will represent all activities

and functions of the alumni in a
manner similar to the publications
of other noted alumni associations.

The Alumni News will be made
up of four pages, nine by twelve
inches. Each page will contain
three columns.
«The newspaper will be Issued
twice this year with current issues
of the VILLANOVAN, and will be
sent to all the general alumni of
the college. Next year th« paper
will b« iMued monthly in a simiUtr

The Villanova Alumni News is

edited by Albert C. Wagner, secre-

tary of the association. Mr. Wag-
ner is well-known on the campus
having received his degree here last
June. He was the editor-in-chief of
the VILLANOVAN during his last
year here as a student and also an
editor of the Belle Air.
The Alumni News is a result of

past Interests of the alumni asso-
ciation. It will contain alumni
news exclusively. For the greater
part it will consist of articles of
publicity on reunions, dances, din-
ners, homecoming days, etc.; alao
notes of engagements, marriages,

dMtha.

The third and fourth of a series
of lectures being given by Rev. Ed-
ward B. McKee, O. S. A., and Rev.
John J. Vrana, O. S. A., on the Sac-
rifice of the Mass were held last

Thursday and Monday nights. The
parts of the Mass discussed were:
Thursday night, the Mass of the
Faithful; and Monday night, the
Canon of the Mass.
On Thursday night the primary

consideration of the lecture was the
Offertory of the Mass. The ex-

planation of the origin of the Of-
fertory was that "Our Savior, the
priest forever according to the or-

der of Melchisedeck, celebrated the
first Mass at the last supper when,
following the example of that an-
cient priest, He offered bread and
wine, which were changed into His
body and blood and given to the
Apostles as their food and drink.
Since Christ commanded His
Apostles to do as He had done, they
and their successors, the priests of
the Church, offered this sacrifice

under the ^orm of bread and wine.
"The prayers accompanying the

Offertory show that sacrifice is be-
ing offered to Ood alone, and for
the purpose of praise, thanksgiving,
satisfaction and petition. If the
Mass is offered In honor of a saint,
it l8 not In adoration of him, but
only to thank Ood for the glory

•• raff* vmv

Daniel Harkins, of the School of
Science, rode through victoriously
to the presidency of the freshman
class yesterday in the election con*
ducted by the Student Council. Mr.
Harkins comes from Roselle Park,
N. J.

The vice-presidency of the firsts

yearmen went to Lawrence F.
Shevland, of the Engineering
School; the office of secretary was
wor by Charles J. McConnell, of
the School of Arts and Philosophy;
and the position of treasurer went
to Lawrence J. Shea, also of the
Arts School.
As may be seen from the tabula-

tion of the results, not a single can-
didate from the Commerce and Fi-
nance School obtained any office In
the election. This was attributable
to the fact that' the other three
schools on the campus voluntarily
formed an unofficial coalition to
overcome the advantage in voting
power that the Commerce School
enjoys because of its larger enroll-
ment. This is the first time that no_
business student has placed among
the class officers.

The other candidates for the.
presidency included William ^
Sweeney, of the School of Com-
merce and Finance; John J. Grace,
of the Engineering School; and
Raymond McGunnigle, of the Arts
School. Others who were nominated
for vice-president were Robert G,
McGrory, of the Business School; '

.

Nicholas Canuse, of the Science
School; and Thomas B. Whelan, jC
the Arts School. >»» / (
Candidates for secretary included'

John W. Higgins, of the School of ;

Commerce and Finance; Charles F. '

'

Kain, of the Engineering Schoojl;
and John Brittingham, of the 9^^
ence School. Treasury candidates
were composed of John J. Henry,
of the Business School; John F.
Schlotterback, of the Engineering
School; and Robert Immordino, of
the Science School.
The elections this year were con-

ducted on a very orderly and sys-
tematic basis in contrast with some
of the freshman elections of previ-
ous years. Meetings were called in
each of the four schools Thursday
and Friday of last week, and one
candidate from each school was set
up for the various offices.

The purpose of holding the eleo-
tion at this time of ^he year Instead
of early in the fall is to give the
freshmen an opportunity to ac-
quaint themselves with the men
they desire as their leaders and to
give them an opportunity to be-
come sufficiently organized.

-t:-

J

PROM PLANS PROGRESSING

WillUm O'Prey WUI Announce
Definite Plans This Week

Although plans for the Junior
Prom, to be held in the college gym-
nasium, Friday evening, April 28,
have not been announced, William
OPrey, president of the junior
class, nas promised t'nat he will
make a definite statement In re-
gard to the matter during this
week, Mr. O'Prey stated that he
had not released a statement here-
tofore because In previous yeaiv
rumors concerning the selections of
orchestras and other details rele-
vant to loe dance were falselir
spread before any decisions had ao>
tually been made.

^h.
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STUDENTS AND THE CRISIS

THE RECENT bank crisis brought to

light several important facts anent

college students in general and the Villa-

nova student body in particular. Students
'. \ American colleges exhibited a fine spirit

of co-operativeness in upholding the Presi-

dent and his associates, and, instead of

criticizing, as college students are wont to

do, they applauded and with a character-

istic nonchalance viewed the country's

dilemma as a matter of course. Perhaps

you may say that they had no other alter-

native, but colleges are ofttimes said to be

the source of many national dissatisfac-

tions and the students' attitude in this par-

ticular situation breeded of none. This

is a case where college men proved that

they were men and showed of what excel-

lent material our future citizens are made.

At Villanova this was especially brought

to the fore. It was surprising how the

students here kept up with the day's news.

Moreover, they have not stopped reading

the daily papers and will undoubtedly con-

tinue to do so. This disproves the theory

that college students do not evidence a

sufficient amount of interest in outside af-

fairs. Students have been criticized in

this respect quite frequently, but we here

refute this theory. Since last September

most of the students at Villanova were

well acquainted with the important major

issues of the day and their interest today

in the dailies has increased by leaps and

bounds. Perhaps it is because of the ab-

normal times, but, nevertheless, we feel

that this awakened interest will continue

for many years.

\

INSURANCE FOR SENIORS

THE ANNUAL insurance plan for

members of the Senior class has been

submitted to the men of '33. The plan, as

explained by the committee, differs in sev-

eral marked respects from the plans of

other years and it is expected that the

changes which have been made have modi-

fied the plan to such an extent that the

Seniors will realize the full benefits accru-

ing to them and be well disposed toward

the plan in its every detail. Essentially,

it provides protection for a parent or

guardian who might have made numerous

sacrifices to send the student through col-

lege, and it provides an endowment for

Villanova. The members of the Senior

class should remember that Villanova is

not an endowed college and struggles year-

ly under difficulties which most other

schools never experience. Furthermore,

what Villanova has given the Senior in

countless associations and cultural advan-

tages comprises a debt which can never

be repaid. With these considerations in

mind, the Senior should not faU to provide

Villanova with a small recompense for her

manifold needs in carrying on the work of

Catholic educaliop.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

THE EDITOR of this strip has,

at last, exposed an Achilles'

heel of some sort or other in

granting us the dubious privilege
of "ghosting" for him while he
waddles to New York in the com-
pany of Pete Banmiller and Joe
Houseman to debate St. John's. If

we ever had our chance to even
up the score with Joe Conlan It is

at this time, and, ironically, through
the medium of his very own weap-
on. But, we generously doff our
headpiece to Joe for his leonine
courage and pass up a golden op-
portunity, marking well the fact,

that fat people are trusting souls
and, by virtue of that fact, should
neither be hurried nor worried.

W« note with a great deai of
pleasure that of late Bill Walsh has
decided to give the shrubbery
around the campus a chance for
recognition by shaving oftener than
every fortnight as was his custom
in his freshman year. Nothing sat-

isfies us more than the effort Bill

is making in his renovizing cam-
paign, but it becomes a source of
increasing mystery to see him per-
sistently lingerinj^ around the lava-
tory mirror eyeing himself and ex-
perimenting with different groom-
ing products. Oh well! spring is

coming.

With Eddie Cantor leading the
parade of humorists to the micro-
phone and replenished pocketbook
it would seem that the crop of
wise-crackers needs no additions,

but Villanovans would offer no pro-
tests if Dick Schuyler was removed
from the local picture and placed
before a dummy "mike." Probably
"Perry" Perugino would be more
interested in farming out Dick to
Mack Sennett than any other in-

dividual on the campus, even
though the little fellow from Sche-
nectady appears to hand out a .er-

bal beating to no one in particular.

Engineers, as a rule, are an un-
demonstrative and retiring unit of
the student body. This is to be ex-
pected since it has been said that
a more than proportioni^l amount of
time outside the classroom is re-

quired by their work. However,
this does not seem to bother some
of them, who find the queerest as-

sortment of extra-curricular activ-

ities to diversify their wanderings
of the ordinary week-day.

Hughie Schreiber, when he isn't

chasing amperes and volts around
a circuit, goes in for agriculture.

He's raising a rare plant called

genus moustachis and despite

threats on all sides he waits, and
waits and waits for some sign of a
sprout peeping up from under his

nose. "What's that thing he's

sporting now?" you ask. We've in-

vestigated and find that that's a
growth of garden weed.

Probably "Reds" Sheridan and
his running mate, "Hank" McShea
can lay the most plausible claim to

a right as Trade and Mark, Jr., re-

spectively. Their long suit, how-
ever, is not posing on cough-drop
cartons, but trading marks on the
gym floor under the pretense cf

playing basketball. The red-head
is in the habit of collapsing like a
punctured balloon when anyone
jabs a finger into his ribs and Mac,
being very touchy on the matter,
plays Reds' weakness to death.

The xorthcoming production of

the Spiked Shoe Club is being anx-
iously awaited and there is much
speculation anent the type of

chorus that will perform the eve-

ning of the production. It will

seem strange to see the heroes of

the track and gridiron cavorting
around in the guise of chorines.

One can well imagine our varsity

line of last season linking arms
and giving vent to their terpsi-

chorean desires. However, we have
no doubt that they have them and
on the night of April 25 they will

demon;jti-ate their versatility to the
student body. If they are success-
ful, with the Junior Prom only two
nights off, they may receive many
invitations to the dance of the

season.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

AT TEMPLE University an ar-
ticle in its "News" this week
illustrates the sad condition

of a sense of responsibility and of
right and wrong in many of our
educational institutions.

The story was about the meeting
of a certain fraternity at which
several of the persons present were
placed in a hypnotic trance. While
in this daze, the hypnotees were
made to go through all sorts of
foolish antics, such as eating a
lemon with relish under the im-
pression that it was a delicious

peach, for the amusement of those
present.

Now, we are not kill-joys who
would not want to see anyone have
some harmless fun, but the fun was
not harmless nor ethical. No one
has the authority to deprive anoth-
er person of his possession of free
will, unless the person so deprived
is a menace to society, such as a
murderer. Then he may under
proper authority, such as a judge
and jury, be committed to a place
of safety, as a jail. And no per-
son may relinquish his use of free
will, because although we all have
the right to free will, that imposes
the duty of keeping and using that
ftee will.

Another angle of the case is that
hypnotism is a new science con-
cerning which nearly nothing is

known. Some of the greatest medi-
cal experts have given as their
opinion that the brain is a very
delicate piece of machinery and to
fool with it without knowing the
effects and causes is dangerous.
And this is something that no hyp-
notist can claim.

And anyway, why waste all that
time? The students, including the
author of this column, seem to be
able to get in a trance without any
professional help.

From The Torch of St. John's
College we garnered the following
poem which has led us to believe
that Hamlet's melancholy visage is

once again walking thin narrow rind
on which we breathe.

The Professor's Soliloquy
"To 'B' or not to 'B', that is the

question.
Whether 'tis nobler on the card to

place a 'C",

A healthy 'C than an anaemic 'B'.

'Tis a moot question.
To surfeit them with stickers is a

goodly plan.

Whereby ?arge numbers shall re-

ceive the can.

My way is clear, for I shall com-
promise.

Not robust 'C's', nor weakling 'B's'

shall be their prize.

But doubly healthy 'D's'."

The author of that is a genius.

He should write hymns for Tom
Noonan.

We have always contended that
the students of New Rochelle have
the best developed sense of humor
anywhere. They also have an envi-

able and deserving reputation for
perfect hospitality. But to get back
to the joke. Their paper used to

contain a fashion column on wom-
en's clothes which was the apogee
of humor, while their original writ-

ing of ads makes us giggle.

Now, according to an article in

The Tattler, the students have
formed the habit of tearing sheets
of paper into long narrow strips

with a great deal of scratchy,
crinkling noise as an accompani-
meni to the professor's melodious
offering of knowledge.
But, after all, humor is the surest

indication of intelligence, with G.
B. S. the sole exception.

Villanovelties... Frank O'Connor

and Jack Walter on their way into

69th street to see a show and not

to keep a social engagement...

"Babe" Neylon and John Corkhill

accusing one another of trying lo

attain a sylphlike figure. . . Jim Lu-

cey leading the "Mattress-Crushing

Contest of the Century'? by a few
thou.sand hours and receiving con-

gratulations from the Simmons
Mattress people. . . This column be-

ing handed in on time and npt ^n
^

minutes before the paji^r ^oes to

press... Joe FuaelU being, .A: rpt-

former^j^

The exchange editor of The Tom-
ahawk, Holy Cross College, makes
a crack in his column this week
in which he uses one of the jokes
from "SMILES" by saying that he
will not mention the columnist's
name just to irk him.
You certainly won't use the col-

umnist's name for the silly reason
that you don't know it. And we
are willing to wager anything you
can mention that you can't name
the author of the column.
To be ignorant in some cases is

excusable, but to be ignorant and
then try to gloss it over with a
pretense of knowledge Is the nadir
of Intelligence.

Here and There
The president of the Colorado

School of Mines ordered the sopho-
mores not to paddle the frosh; so
the sophs made the frosh paddle
each other.

At the University of California,

a research committee reports that

there are -ine unkisscd men at the

school. Opinion is divided as to

whether this constitutes a record

number ^Uieed or fi record for the

nUmb^f klsseid.

, We think us about time they

changed the i^oM, or got a radio.

Things Literary

AMONG THE anniversaries being

brated this year is that of the woml
gossip in all literature, Samuel Pepyiy
Bom in London in 1633, Pepys lived dap*

ing one of the most exciting periods ol
English history. Though employed m S
minor government official imder the Com^
monwealth, he was an ardent supporter ol
the exiled Charles. When the latter F6-

turned to the throne, Pepys was rewarded
for his loyalty by a close friendship wHii
the royal family. During his life the great

fire of London occurred, one of the greats

est conflagrations in history, as well as an
attack of the plague. But this man, whoM
life was so full of excitement, would nevev
have been known to us but for one thinm
he wrote a diary.

For nine years, beginning in 1660, Pepys
recorded the events of his daily life. Like
Boswell, he was a man of the keenest ob^

servation, no detail being too small for

him to notice. As a result his journal is

invaluable as a record of the court and
times of Charles II. Pepys was something
of a "bon vivant." He went to the theatre

frequently, and, fortunately for us, he did

not neglect to tell us in his diary what
plays he saw. He was a philogynist to the

very core and some of the most amusing
parts of the diary are those which tell of

his dealings with his female acquaintances.

Pepys was not above thrashing his wife

and on one occasion blackened her eyes

for flirting with her dancing master.

Looking at the diary from a historical

viewpoint, it is sound and accurate. Its

insights on the customs of the times are

entertaining and instructive. It is almost

impossible to read it in full, but there are

several abridgments that are quite satis^

factory.

Off the Bookshelf

IN HER latest book, "Tudor Sunset,"

Mrs. Wilfrid Ward has produced a

splendid historical novel. As may be ex-

pected from the title, it is a tale laid in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth.

The plot is extremely interesting, with

three distinct themes running through it.

The first concerns the pHght of the Cath-

olics, the second with the Queen herself,

and the last with the two loyers, Meg
Scrope and Captain Whitlock.

The story opens with Meg in the service

of Elizabeth. She is, imknown to her mis-

tress, a recusant. Whitlock, a poet at the

court, is madly in love with her and she

with him, but, fearing the Queen's dis-

pleasure, they keep their love secret

Elizabeth plans to renew her persecution

on the Catholics and summons her execu-

tioner to London. He in turn desires Meg.

The lovers flee, but are forced to return

when they learn that all the ports are

watched and it is impossible for them to

reach the Continent. Meg is trapped in

the Tower by the executioner, but escapes

with the help of the Spanish Ambassador

and his family. By this time Elizabeth is

dying and the Catholics look for better

days. The book concludes with the Queen's

death and the marriage of the lovers.

Mrs. ^ard has handled her material

skilfully and with great effect. In the

scene where the condemned priests have

their last meal together she has achieved

a masterpiece of pathos. "Tudor Sunset"

is a delightful novel. Its rich historical

background is drawn with an accuracy

that is all but precise. The style is smooth

and flowing and many of the strokes are

done with great beauty. It is truly an out-

standing book, by an outstanding Catholic

author. We suggest that "Tudor Sunset"

be read by the student body, for we believe

that- it will not only furnish interesting

readings but also will give a broader view-

point on life.
. , .

1
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SMILES
*'True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but in smiles which lie far

deeper,**

Sonnet No. U.

The nightingale has sUUed his song
But yet the magic spell prevails.

A silence reigns, but not for long

—

'Tig broken by the owls' sad wails.
The chirp of crickets now rings

clear
They sing and sing—their songs

all mirth—
So shrill they pierce each list'ning

ear
But yet to eager speech give birth.

My lips which could not speak my
heart,

"While under that weird, mystic
spell,

Now I end restraining bonds apart
And ardent words of love I tell

Your lips so close to mind respond.
But not in words, in kisses fond.

—THE SONNETEER.

Belle Air Group Photos
WillBe Taken This Week

Photography Editor Announces That To-
morrow and Thursday Are the Days

Set Aside for All Pictures

ON WEDNESDAY and Thursday, March 22, 23, the group
pictures of the various classes, fraternities and clubs,

will be taken for the Belle Air. This announcement was made
by William J. D'Elia, Photography Editor. The schedule has
been arranged in the best manner possible so that every one
will have the opportunity to be present at the specified time.
The class pictures are to be taken4|

sometime during

Knights of Columbus to Give

Dinner to Teams Prior to

Engagement

STUDENT BODY THANKED
IN LETTER FROM ALUM!

"Rise and Shine^'

Jelovich : "D'ya know that I
haven't slept for days?
Con ley: "How come?"
"Horizontal": "Well, I've been

•leeping nights lately."

^JO-JO.

Trees
Trees are harbors in all kinds of

weather.
Through sun or snow or sleet.

Trees are God's gifts, shelters to us
ever,

To make this life on earth to us
replete,

^ees with their beauty and their
swooping grace.

Their stateliness and their won-
drous arms,

Trees, with a splendor we cannot
elTace,

Have wrapped us up with their
alluring charms.

Tree.s that greet ua with the bright
morning sun.

And send us olT whistling a cheer-
ful tune.

Trees that smile when our day is
done

And lend enchantment to rays of
the moon.

Trees make this life beautifully
complete

—

Por trees are rendezvous where
lovers meet.

—BEESON.

Varsity Show PracUoe
I went to a practice of the varsity

shiow
To watch the nifty (?) chorus "go."
And what a charming group it fea-

tures
Boys made up like feminine crea-

tures.

Picture Bernie Lee, the "extra-point
peril"

Dressed like a gorgeous little chorus
S«rl,

And Grimberg, Foster, Randour and
Kowe

;

Watch those nifties step—and how!

on heel, do it
"Up on toe, down

tricky,"

Imagine, men like Donahue and
Hickey! ; ;.

During football the girls watched
and would sigh.

If they could see 'em now, we know
they'd cry.

But it's all in the spirit of fun and
iest

And we know the boys will do their
best. ;-

So l:ke in football, keep on tiying
And come out again with colors fly-

ing.

—BOOM-BOOM.

_ the above men-
tioned days, but for obvious rea-
sons the time will not be announced
at present. It is necessary that the
pictures of all the groups mentioned
in the schedule be taken to com-
plete a record of all organization.
All students are asked to co-oper-
ate with the photographer by ap-
pearing on time at the place sched-
uled.
The students representing the

Belle Air Ball Committee, the Jun-
ior Prom Committee, the Student
Council and the Beta Gamma So-
ciety are to be present in formal
attire and the members of the
Varsity Club are requested to wear
their varsity "V" sweaters.
The complete schedule is as fol-

lows :

Wednesday, March 22, 19S8
(In front of Mendel Hall)

Wednesday—Freshman Class.
Wednesday—Sophomore Class.
1.15 P .M.—Albany Club.
1.25 P. M.—Connecticut Club.
1.35 P. M—North Jersey Club.
1.45 P. M.—Wilkes-Barre Club.
1.55 P. M,—Central Jersey Club.
2.05 P. M.—Lawrence Club
2.15 P. M.—Lambda Kappa Delta.
2.25 P. M.—Phi Kappa Pi

Thursday, March 23, 1933
(In front of Mendel Hall)

Thursday—Junior Class.
Thursday—Senior Class.
1.15 P. M.—Villanova Literary So-

ciety.

1.25 P. M.—Glee Club.
1.35 P. M.—Varsity Club (in

sweaters),
1.45 P. M.—A. S. C. E.
1.55 P. M.—A. S. M. E.
2.05 P. M.—Catholic Press Apos-

tolate.

2.15 P. M.—Sanctuary Society.
2.23 P. M.~ Spike Shoe Club.
2.35 P. M.—Vigilance Committee.
Thursday Evening, March 23, 1933

(In rear of Dining Hall)
7.00 P. M.—VILLANOVAN Staff.
7.10 P. M.—Belle Air Staff.
7.20 P. M.—Mendel Bulletin Staff.
7.30 P. M.—Owl Staff.

7.40 P. M.—Belle Air Ball Com-
mittee (Formal).

7.50 P. M.—Junior Prom Commit-
tee (Formal).

8.00 P. M,—Student Council (For-
mal).

8.10 P. M.—Beta Gamma Society
(Formal).

8.20 P. M.—Alumni Dance Com-
mittee (Formal). , c

8.30 P. M.—Varsity Basketball
Team (in uniform).

Belle Air Circulation Men
Start Subscription Drive

The drive for subscriptions to
the 1933 Senior Annual was in-
augurated yesterday, the begin-
ning of Belle Air Week, by
Frank L. Martin, business man-
ager of the publication, and his
staff of assistants. Four students
from each school have been
chosen to make up this staff,

consisting of the following men:
School of Science, James J. Lu-
cey, Edward L. Ocelus, Howard
J. Ogle and John J. Curran; En-
gineering School, Frank L. Mar-
tin, William E. Hines, Harold D.
McGrath and George J. Fox;
School of Commerce and Fi-
nance, William G. Crowley, Wil-
liam O'Prey, William A. Qrlm-
berg and Henry D. Arrup; Arts
School, Joseph J. Conlan, James
T. O'Connell, George C. Malhame
and John S. Callahan.

The above men are authorized
to solicit subscriptions and to
accept payments on various or-
ders.

WILL BE IN PERTH AMBOY

INITIATION PLANNED

Too True — Too True
Collins: "Durkin, what is it that

you miss most by being a Dayhop'"
"Herpicide": "I guess there's

nothing I^miss more than the train
la the morning."

—A3WEL.
A Big Help

First Student: "Do you smoke?"
Second Dope: "Yes."
First Scholar: "Well, here's a

light."

TICK-TOCK.

The Old Feud
Sullivan: "Is It true that big ears

mean generosity?"
Cox: "Yes, they do—generosity of

nature."
'

—THE JESTER.

Says Danny Zaff: "You stole my
Austin, you pickpocket!"

—TWO-BUCK nu.
At the present time there is a

nation-wide "Smile Campaign" be-
In^r carried on. If you would only
drop your bit of humor Into theSMILE BOX. we oould do our
>mC right hM% at Villanova.

, V RECENT DEATHS

Relatives of Two Students and Sis-

ter Pauline Walsh Die
The faculty and students of Vil-

lanova wish to express their feel-
ings of deepest sympathy to John
P. Hennessey, junior engineering
student, upon the death of his moth-
er, Catharine Hennessey. Mrs. Hen-
nessey was severely injured in an
accident some time ago and died on
March 13. The funeral was held
from her West Philadelphia home
last Thursday and was attended oy
Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. \.,
and five of Mr. Hennessey's class-
mates.
The grandmother of Joseph C.

Kelly, freshman engineer, was bur-
ied Saturday morning from St.
Katharine's Church in Wayne. She
was 93 years old.

Sr. Pauline Walsh, of the Sisters
of Mercy, St. Mary's Convent, 165
South Washington street, Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., died March 13th and
was buried March 15th, at Wilkes-
Barre. Sister Walsh received her
A. B. degree at Villanova, June 4th,
1923, and was continuing her stud-
ies for an M. A. degree when death
overtook her.

Phi Kappa Pi Fraternity to Hold
Ritual Thursday Night

Members of the Phi Kappa Pi,

Engineering School fraternity, are
planning for the formal Initiation
of 20 prospective candidates in one
of the laboratories, in Mendel Hall,
on Thursday evening, of this week.
According to George D. McGrath,
president of the organization, all of
the active members of the alumni
formerly associated with the fra-
ternity will be present to witness
the ceremonies.
Immediately after the evening

chapel services, the fraternity mem-
bers will assemble to witness the
induction of the neophytes accord-
ing to a formal ritual of the or-
ganization. Preparations for the
occasion have been underway for
several weeks.
Paul B. Brady, member of the

mitiation committee for the past
three years, has been designated as
head of the group In charge of this
year's festivities. He is assisted by
Joseph Wlnterberger, Edward L
Mayer, William M. Vacca, Frank
L. Galiulo, John A. Digennaro, Rus-
sell F. Hurst, C. Eric Storms, Wil-

The Beta Gamma chapter of the
Villanova Literary Society will con-
tinue its current forensic campaign
by meeting the representatives of
Rutgers University in a debate this
Friday evening in the Knights of
Columbus Hall, Perth Amboy, N. J.

The topic of the discussion will
be, "Resolved: That All Inter-Allied
War Debts Be Cfancelled." Villano-
va will uphold the negative con-
tention and will be represented by
Joseph J. Conlan, Joseph T. House-
man and Charles P. Goggi.

It had been planned at first to
hold this contest at the Rutgers
auditorium, but the place has been
changed to facilitate the holding of
an economic conference in the New
Brunswick hall.

The Knights of Columbus will
tender the debaters of both colleges
with a dinner prior to the contest
itself. Dress at both the dinner and
the debate will be formal.
Rutgers University has already

been encountered by Beta Gamma
this year on the topic of war debts,
but in the first contest the Villa-
nova speakers urged cancellation,
while Rutgers argued the opposite
contention. Having been defeated
in the previous encounter, the Beta
Gamma representatives will be
primed to avenge the decision Fri-
day night.
A debate with Westminster Col-

lege, originally scheduled for this
week and also on the topic of the
cancellation of war debts, had to
be cancelled because of a conflict
of dates.

Expresses Appreciation and Tl

for Splendid Support Given

Aluuul Ball

In a letter sent to the Editor

the VILLANOVAN, the Alumni S(

retary, Albert C. Wagner, in

name of the Board of Govemc
meeting at Upper Montclalr, N. J.,

expresses the satisfaction i^n

thanks of the Alumni Aasoeiatk

for the student body's co-operatI<

In making the Alumni Ball a tui

cess. The letter follows:
"la pursuance of a resolutloal

taken at a recent meeting of thel
Board of Governors at Upper Mont^j
clair, N. J., I want to take thiii op-l
Eortunity to express to the student!
ody at Villanova the Alumni As-

sociation's appreciation of their
splendid support of the recent I

Alumni Ball.
"All who attended will testify to

the success of thfe dance, a goodly
measure of which Is directly at-
tributable to the men of the college.
"We thank you sincerely for your

aid. The spirit of hearty co-opera-
tion manifested at the affair is an
attitude which the alumni are
pledged to nurture and develop.
Yours for the Alumni, Albert C.
Wagner."

.
JUNIOR BLAZERS

Meaeurenients to Be Taken for

Last Time Tomorrow

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

''Certified Milk''

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

Ham E. Hines, John A. Klekotka,
Melvin Gordesky, John S. Lyons,
Joseph W. Kehoe, Francis J. Mc-
Ginley, John W. Callahan, Daniel
P. Gowan, Blezi J. Tofani.
The membership committee con-

sists of Charles A. Meyer, chair-man; Russell F. Hurst, Joseph T
Houseman, Edward J. McBride and
Francis J. McNamara.
At a meeting of the fraternity

yesterday the following applicants
were prescribed to take the Initia-

TTu'Jf" fx^^!"^'
^- ^^P^' Herman

^ t'^^
William F. Devenney. James

T. McBrearty, Walter F. Weis, John
J. Hosey, Jr.. John W. Hallahan,
Jr. c. B. Constantine, John F
Schlotterback, John A. O'Hara'
Phihp J. DiGiacomo, James T. Al-lanand Lawrence F. Shevland>

A V^ VV IvXXopp. Terminal
A Publlx Theatre

, Today, Wed., Thurs.

"The Sign of the
Cross**

With
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
^JI^JDRIC MARCH
CHARLES LAUGHTON
Starting Friday, March 24

"The
Soh-Daugrhter**

with
RAMON NOVARRO
HELEN HAYES

More than 50 juniors who had
previously ordered blazers were
measured by the fitters of John
Wanamaker's Men's Store last
Thursday in the Commerce and Fi-
nance Building. The majority of
the juniors selected the white Nor-
folk jacket in preference to the tra-
ditional blue which predominated
for many years.
Tomorrow, the fitters will be In

the Commerce and Finance Build-
ing for the last time to take meas-
urements for the blazers. In order
to fulfill the expected demand, It is
necessary to give the tailors four
weeks' notice, therefore, William
O'Prey. president of the junior
class, urges all Juniors who have
not as yet ordered jackets to do .-'o

tomorrow, in order to in::ure deliv-
ery for Junior week.
The blazers will be delivered on

or before April 24. Seniors who de-
sire blazers may also procure them
through John Wanamaker's.
Through an arrangement with

John Wanamaker's Men's Store, it
is possible to purchase a blazer
through a charge account.

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
CoUege Tailor Since 1925

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

Durkin to Speak
John J. Durkin will be the next

speaker at the weekly seminar
meeting of the Arts School. This
announcement was made by Joseph
T. Jonas, professor of Public
Speaking. Mr. Durkin will be the
sixth in the series of speakers to
have addressed this group, being
preceded by Rudolph J. Lehman,
Charles J. Antonaccio. Stephan O.
Ferko, Gei^ild J. Dolaa aad Joseph
J. Conlan.

|

GREYHOUND
LINES

Authorized Student Agent

Low Round Trip Fare

Trenton $1.00

New York $3.00

Baltimore $3.50

Scranton $6.00

Noe 1 South Broad ....

At last Villanova men have the opportu-
nity to enjoy the facilities of No. 1 South
Broad Street, Philadel: hi ' which identifies

the John Wanamaker Men's Store, on their
own campus • • . •

Walter M. Lennoti
IM AwMn HaU

Our next showing of the complete line of
superior type of men's clothing character-
istic of the name Wanamaker, will be in the
Commerce and Finance Building today.

I "///
^ -' *^
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WearyWillie's
Advice

Pear Love Editor:

The other night my sweet Sophie,

%ho thinks I'm so unusual, Invited

me to her house for a Koffee

Klatch—just we two. Never having
heard of the game before, I thought
maybe I'd better klop over to see

what I could klatch.

On my way there with ten other

fellows I was sure I would klotch

kold, for my room-mate had gone
out earlier with our koat, but I

braved the tempest manfully as the

evening seemed to have great things

in store. . . I was going koffee

klatching!

Well, we finally klomped up to

my darling's doorstep on Tweedle-
baum street, in Frankford, when
suddenly I remembered that she
bad invited only me. I attempted
to shush my fellow klompeni back
to kloUege on the kling-klang kar,
but they refused to be slushed as
the snow was drizzling very hard.
I sat down on the curb to think it

over, while they went inside

I felt very much put out, for I

was sure that she would be awfully
angry with me for bringing all

those fellows, so there I sat ponder-
ing for a long, long time trying to

decide on what excuse I could give

her. I finally went in, determined
to tell all—and then it was, dear
Weary Willie, that I found out what
a Koffee Klutch was—there was my
dearly deloved in the arms of an-
other! I was unklatched.

I knew not what to do, so slip-

ping gently past, trying not to dis-

turb them, I went to the kitchen
to see what I could find—and there
were the rest of them—the rough
smoothies had eaten the dainty her-

rings which were to have been all

mine. One of them was nice enough
to let me make some koffee, and
then it was that we gathered
around to sing the old favorite of

our Boy Scout days:

"Perkle, perkle little pot,

Hurry up and get hot > '*

While we're sitting here so late

Waiting for you to perkulate."

Having thus drowned my sorrows
I stole out the back alley and went
klomping wearily back to kollege,
never to attend another Koffee
Klatch. There's only one thing I
want to ask you, dear Love Editor:
What do you think of Sophie for
having treated me in such a cruel
manner? -

,

Tours,
IVAN TIBET.

My dear Ivan Tibet:
I must confess. I waa the un-

witting cause of all your sorrow,
for I was at your Sophie's Koffee
Klatch although you did not recog-
nize me. And It was I who hold
her dear little hands while she
whispered into my ear, "You're so
unusual." I believed her at the mo-
ment, but now I have come to my
senses. You may have her back

—

it's too x'ar to Tweedlebaum street.

Sincerely,
' / WEARY WILLIE.

Autogyro Planes
Topic of Lecture

€)6nUnued From Pare One

mitting it to accomplish feats that
are impossible for an airplane.

Contrary to popular belief, the
autogyro's spinning wings are not
connected to the motor while the
plane is in flight. The wings are
kept in motion by the wind pres-
sure generated by the forward
movement of the ship. To start
the ship, there is a clutch on the
dashboard which connects Hie
wings with the motor. Engaging
this clutch starts the vanes rotat-
ing and when they reach sufficient

speed, the clUcCh is disengaged, the
Ihrottle id opened and the ship
takes off, usually at «, .very . steep
angle. '

'

Novel Debate Presented

ByPre-MedicaIStudents

Affirmative Wins on
Problem of Labor

Unions

EVILS ARE SHOWN

A novel idea was introduced into

the pre-med seminar meeting last

week in the form of a debate staged

by the members of the senior Sci-

ence cla^s. It was the first time
that a debate conducted by pre-

medical students exclusively was
presented and from all appearances
was adjudged a success, due to the

efforts of Rev. Joseph M. Dougher-
ty, O. S. A., dean of the School of

Science, and .iartin L. Gill, Jr., in-

structor in English, who officiated

in the capacity of chairman.

The question disputed was de-
rived from a scries of discussions
which had taken place in the Sci-

ence Sociology class conducted by
Fr. Dougherty and proved to be of
the greatest Interest to all who at-

tended. The question was: Re-
solved: "That Labor Unions Are the
Only Effective Cure for the Pres-
ent Day Industrial Evils." The
team defending the affirmative side
consisted of the following Science
students: John J. Duncan, Daniel
F. Wilner, and John J. Scuderi who
based their arguments on beliefs

that the policy advocated by labor
unions was the cnly meai>s of elim-
inating mass unemployment, and
that by establishing a just wage
scale, labor unions can make it pos-
sible to eliminate under-consump-
tion and ver-production. It was
also stated that unfair competition
such as convict labor and cheap
foreign labor could be removed by
the adoption of the proper legal
measures.
The students upholding the nega-

tive side were: William A. Pantone,
Frank W. Paradowski and Joseph
H. Galia, who argued that the usual
seasonal fluctuations cannot be
eliminated by labor unions and that
the changes in Industrial machinery
were such that it would be impos-
sible for labor unions to cope with
them, to take care of the new meth-
ods and processes; and, finally,

that managerial inefficiency which
has been quite prevalent is hcyond
the control of labor unions.
Following the formal discussion,

Messrd. Pantone and Duncan pre-
sented short rebuttals for the nega-
tive and .affirmative side?, respec-
tively. }

"

At the conclusion of the debate
a vote was taken among the audi-
ence and the affirmative side was
awarded the decision by a close
margin.

II

Fr. McKee and Fr. Vrana Ex-

plain Mass of Faithful

and Canon

LATTER VERY IMPORTANT

funtinued From ¥$Lgti One

bestowed upon him and to ask his

intercession for us."

Fr. McKee went on to explain
the reason for the various maneu-
vers and prayers that the priest and
acolyte do and say in connection
with this part of the Mass.
Monday's lecture, the Canon of

the Mass, was called the most im-
portant and central part of the
Holy Sacrifice. "Here it is that
the true sacrifice which Christ of-
fered upon the Cross and at the
Last Supper is renewed and per-
petuated in the Church. When, by
the words of Consecration spoken
at the Last Supper, Christ made
His body to be present under the
appearances of bread, and His blood
under the appearance of wine. He
placed Himself equivalently in the
state of death by the mystical sep-
aration of His blood from His body.
That He intended this action of the
Last Supper to be a sacrifice is

clear from His words: 'This is My
body, which shall be delivered for
you. This is My blood which shall

be shed for you.' Thus, in an un-
bloody manner, Christ offered and
instituted the sacrifice which, in

accordance with His commands, is

renewed and commemorated in

Holy Mass, particularly in this part.

"The word 'Canon' itself means a
'rule' or 'standard.' The reason for

calling this part of the Mass, 'Can-
on' lies in the fact that it is rarely
varied, if at all, and then only
slightly. It is the treasure handed
down to us from Our Lord. In it

are kept Christ's own words, ut-

tered as He said the first Mass the

night before His death. There are
also prayers which have come from
the lips of the Apostles and from
the early Popes. And an interest-

ing fact to note is that the Canon
has remained unchanged for four-

teen hundred years."

Then Fr. McKee delved into the

actions and prayers of this part of

the Mass and explained how they
came to be and how they were per-

formed. • ':"':.':

The series of lectures will be con-

tinued through Jhe Lenten season.

Insurance Pledge
Made by Seniors

Contlnurd From P«Kfl One

The committee is composed of
the following seniors: . School of
Technology, John J. Micklos and
William J. O'Brien; School of Com-
merce and Finance, William G.
Crowley and John 3. Callaghan;
School of Science, William J. D'El-
Sa and James J. Lucey; School of

Arts, Charles J. Antonaccio and
Hudolph J. Lehnau.

£xams to Be Given

Examinations for the third quar-

ter will be given next week, accord-

ing to an unofficial statement made
yesterday. All grades must be sub-

Siitted to U>« offices of the variouf

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Lanibda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
[ntematlonal Relations Society meeting. Gym. Lounge 7.00 P. M.
VIIXANOVAN Stair meeting, resident students,

. 222 Mendel HaU 7.00 P.M.

Tomorrow
;

Junior lllasei' MeM^meiits, C. A F. Ba«ettiMit. .11.00 A. M.-5.00 P. M.
VILLAXOVAN Staff meeting, day students, 222 Mendel HaU . 1.00 P. M
Belte Air Group Pictures, In front of Mendel Hall... ...1.00-8.00 P. M.

.....•..',,•••,••.. Thursday •

Bel|e Air Group Pictures, la front of Mendel Hall and
In rear of Dining Hall v'.:;liv*«'..^^;..li ^i.',*^.1.00-8.20 P. M.

Phi Kappa Pi Initiations, In Mendel Hall Baaement. . . , 7.30 P. M.

"MtMibeth** Cast meeting, gym.>«*«« ...•#— 8.15 P. M
' Monday

Belle Masque meeting, 2M Mendel Hall -.....• 8.16 P. M.
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Attention Students!

THROUGH the faciUties of the Ath-

letic Association, athletic equipment

of every description may be purchased

at wholesale prices.

For fv ^^r information call at room
108, GyiiUiitsium.

WARDEBI^IfCniRE

GIVEN BY LEHNAM

Addresses Arts Students at

Regular Weekly Sem-

inar Meeting

QUIZZED AFTER HIS TALK

Continued From Puce Qno

take traffic away from foreign ves-

sels, thereby lessening the capacity

of the foreign countries to meet

their obligations to this nation.

From a mass of evidence which

the speaker Introduced, one pre-

dominant fact was emphasized

—

that it is a serious mistake to at;

tempt to collect obligations which

resulted not from productive eco-

nomic developments but from the

destructive processes of war, and

that such attempts only impede the

regaining of international equilib-

rium and prosperity.

Mr. Lehnau concluded by stating

that in the restoration and main-
tenance of world prosperity there

would be rendered less disorganiz-

ing effects of the war debt pay-
ments if they were eliminated en-

tirely—a lesson taught by a 14-ycar

effort at debt fulfillment.

Immediately after his lecture, Mr.
Lehnau was asked numerous ques-

tions by the members of the sem-

inar. William Walsh, John J. 0'Co»-
nor and Raymond J. McKeon coof*

sidered that the opposite conteap

tion of the question—that the Unii*

ed States should collect her war
debts—should be upheld and that

Mr. Lehnau in upholding a negar-

tive view was wrong. They stated

that the United States should, as a
creditor, demand her Just due, and
that any foreign nation that had
borrowed from her was obligatedi

to pay, no matter what the difficult

ties might be that hindered a co1p>

lection.

However, Mr. Lehnau enumerated
man> items to show why it would
not be ethical for the United States

to demand payment, and he fully

convinced his hearers by solid ax^

guments that his contention was
the only right procedure for the
United States to follow.

A RDMORR
^ ^ A Warner Bros. Theatre ^"^
Matinee Dally 1.30 to 4.30—Eve. 7 to 11

Today
rrhey Just Had to Get Married"

with
811m SummerviUe Zasu PIttt

Wod. and Thurs., March 22-2S
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard

in

•*NO MAN OF HER OWJT
Friday, March 24
*'GOONA-GOONA"

Saturday, March 25
Fredrio March

Clandette Colbert
\n

"TONIGHT IS OURS"

Monday, March 27

Will Rogers Janet Gaynor
In

"STATE FAIR"

Thrifty College Men
TELEPHONE HOME of

^T'S not only thrifty—^it's good common sense to

telephone home after 8:30 P. M.

The folks are at home—your time is free— it's just

the time for a family ^^get-together.**

Best of all, at 8:30 P. M. low Night Rates go into

effect on Station to Station calls. Call home tonight

and take advantage of the saving. A Station to Statioi^

call is for a telephone—not for a specific persMk

You just give the operator your home telephone nxuDi'

ber and hold the line.

It will be a thrill youll want to reneat. So make A

''date'* to call again next week. Charges, of coureei

can always be reversed.

Btatiun to MUtion Call
3-MlnDte Conaeetlon
Wberever applicable.
VMeral Tax Incladed.

Bryn Mawr io-^ »^ '
«»«**

Jersey City, N. J_.$.65 $.35
New Yerk, N. Y. ... .65 .35

Chicago, lU 2.75 1.55
Orange, N. J. .60 ,35

Trenton, N. J. .30 .50

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

1

r<

N LAST week's issue tbe 1933
baseball schedule made ita

initial appearance. We be-

eve that r.is ia about the first

year since the VILLANOVAN be-
came a newspaper that it received

the baseball schedule before it

was published in the city news-
papers. Since this is a campus

^ . paper it ia no more than right
that we should get the campua

s first and not be forced to
out the facta about our own

institution from the Philadelphia
pers. But such waa not the

ase this year. This paper has
been given every consideration
and whenever possible It has been
lionored with the privilege of
publishing the news first. And to

all those concerned we express
bur appreciation.

Captain ^eitz and his men will

'

^lay seven games at home and
seven away. Every team on the
card should give the Blue and
White aggregation plenty of oppo-
sition. Inclement and cold weath-
er have kept the baseball men
;from getting much outdoor prac-

tice, but it ia hoped that by the
time the first of April comes
ground "Doc" Jacoba will have
hia boys ready to go.

There are several positions left

^vacant on the team which must
be filled. A thirdbaseman, a key-
stone Backer and a catcher are
needed and it is rather early to

make any statement as to who
will fill those places. However,

, Coach Jacoba has a nucleua in

hia veteran pitching staff consist-

ing of "T^fty" Reitz, George
King and Tom O'Donnell around
which he ought to be able to

build up a rather formidable

. squad.*
• • e

Those Interested

-^ In Boxing

All those boys who are inter-

ested in the manly art of aelf-
' defense will be able to show their

stuff on Friday night down at the

gym in the proposed inter-dormi-

*tory boxing tourney. Thia tourn-

ament, we understand, haa been

arranged in conjunction with the

intra-mural sport program which
-was launched late last fall. Bill

rrimberg haa had charge of box-

ig since ita inception aa an in-

tra-mural sport and his boya will

give a little exhibition on Friday
night. But It ia not at all exclu-

sive. Any one from any hall who
so desires may enter the bouts.

All that he must do ia to see

those in chaige of the affair.

Thia will be the first time that

an inter-dormitory boxing tourney
will be staged here. A few years

ago the Arts fraternity, Epsilon

Phi Theta, staged bouts aa a fea-

ture of Junior Week. But the

inter-frat bouts have not been
held for two yeara. They were
cancelled laat year due to the

A. A. U. fights which were ataged
In the gym laat spring. This in-

ter-dorm idea is something new
and it should prove very Interests

Ing and more or lesa entertaining
for the spectators.
Speaking of intra-mural sports,

the inter-dormitory basketball
league will come to a conclusion
in a few more days. Of all the
Intra-mural sports the baaketball
diviaion has proved to be the moat
popular. An enthusiastic Interest

has been taken in thia particular
league and the fight for the
lea^^e leadership has always been
keen among the various teams.
At present writing Alumni Hall is

enjoying the undisputed away,
but they are leading by but one
game. Juat what the outcome
will be it ia rather difficult for

ua to say. Regardleaa of who wins
the championahip, it la believed
that the league haa suited the
purpose for which It was estab-

lished. It Is a recognized fact

that through this circuit many
students have received the bene-
fit of athletic competition which
they would not have gained had
things been otherwise.

• • •

Swimming a
Vanrity Sport?

The attempt Is being made to

make the campus swimming-
^ minded, If there is such a word.

There is down In the gym a very
fine pool which compares with

* the best. On the campus there
are many students who are good
swimmers. When those swim-
mers are rounded up and put
into the pool the result should be,

with the aid of a little practice
• and training, a pretty good swim-

ming team. Thus, a new varsity
sport could be created at Vllla-

* nova and as a result the name
and glory of ttie Alma Mater
could be carried to greater

• heights. How about it, beach
Apollos? Make the new swim-
n^^K team and get your varsity

\:

VILL VAN
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DORM BOUTS FRIDAY NIGHT
Coates Retires as Track Team Coach

SICKNESS FORCES

MK TEAM TUTOR

TO LEAVE COLLEGE

Had Done Much to Further

Villanova's Place in

Track World

HERE FOR THREE YEARS

Bob Regan, Football Line

Coach, to Take Full

Charge of Track

According to an official state-

ment issued by the authorities last

Friday, it was learned that Harry
Coates had relinquished his posi-

tion as traclc coach at Villanova.

The reason for the departure of Mr.
Coates was due to the fact that he
has been suffering from a prolonged

illness which has incapacitated him
to such an extent that the Feline

thinclads had a very meagre in-

door season.

Since bis arrival at Villanova,

Coates did great work in building

up a winning track team. His most
outstanding achievement was the

bringing to the lair of the Wildcats

the Nation ' Freshman Mile Relay
Championship, won last year at the

Penn Relays. Mr. Coates was also

instrumental in popularizing the an-

nual Villanova Interscholastic

Track Meets which have been held

each May for the past five years.

In the short time that he stayed
at Villanova, Mr. Coates made great
strides toward establishing the Blue
and White In the Intercollegiate

track world, but ill health has
forced him to retire. It has been
reported that the track coach post
left open by Coates will be filled

by Bob Regan, assistant football

coach. Mr. Regan has had much

A ttractive CardArranged
For Campus Fistic Fans

New Inter-Dorm Boxing Tournament Part

of Recently Establislied Intra-Mural
Sports Program

BOUTS ARE OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

I

Fopmer Track Coach liarry
Coates, who has left Villanova
after a three-year stay, during
which time he made great ad-
vances In furthering the Wild-
cats' interests in the indoor and

outdoor track realms.

experience in this field as well as

in football and it is expected that

he will handle the matter in a com-
petent fashion. Mr. Regan will as-

sume charge immediately.
Mr, Coates came to Villanova in

the early fall of 1930 from Seton
Hall Prep, New Jersey, where his

teams won two national champion-
ships in three years. He had also

coached at Newark Prep, Saint
Benedict's Prep and Bloomfleld
High Scho-1. His Newark Prep
team held the world record in the

one and two mile relays. The team
composed of Burke, Georgetown

• ; V> Continard on Pare Seven

ISTS WILL fly and the crowd will roar Fri-

day evening when the annual boxing bouts

take place in the gymnasium. The bouts

this year are being run off as part of the

intra-mural schedule inaug^irated at Villa-

nova, whereas in former years either the

Arts fraternity or the athletic association

were the sponsors.

Only three days remain for the contest-

ants to round into shape and Bill Grimberg,
coach of the boxing contestants, is confident that all the

aspirants will be in the pink of condition. The winners of

. these bouts will receive sev-

BASEBALL PRACTICE

Rainy Weather Prevents Flayers

From Training . Outdoors

Spring practice for the baseball
team has been temporarily held up
because of the rainy weathier. Last
week the prospects looked good for

a prolonged session, but when the
inclement weather set in the squad
was forced to retire.

The first game scheduled is to be
played on April 1, against the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania nine, at

Franklin Field, which date is less

than two weeks off.

Previous to the outdoor practice,

the team had been training in the
gymnasium, but due to the fact

that the floor is being used by the

Lower Merlon High Schopl fpr the

District CJhampionships, this was
discontinued.

LAST Thursday afternoon
a meeting of the varsity
basketball players was

called to select a leader for next
year's aggregation. By a unani-

mous vote, "Artie" Lynch, high
scoring forward for the past

two seasons, was chosen to suc-

ceed Metro Weston as captain

of the Blue and White basket-

eers.

The selection of Lynch met
with whole-hearted approval of

the student body and coaches.

Considering the fact that he is

a basketball player par excel-

lence it is expected that he will

do a good job next year in

piloUng the Wildcat courtmen
to greater glory.

The new Feline basketball

captain hails from New Brune-

wick, the town which rises ma-
jestically from the banks of the

Raritan, and he received his

preparatory training at St Ben-
edict's Prep, Newark, where he
first displayed his prowess on
the basketball fioor.

In the fall of 1930, Lynch
caught his first glimpse of Vil-

lanova and during the late fall

and winter of that year he
played with the freshman five.

The following year he went out

for the varsity squad and his

playing was of such a high cali-

bre that "Doc" Jacobs awarded
blm a regular berth on the

varsity at forward. Jjynch ^e-

vflop«il rmjpidty on (the rnniir

Artie Lynch

and was high scorer in a large

number of games. This year
I^ch continued to play a great
game of basketball, this fact

liBliig. attested Jto hy tbe seoent .

'A. <

totalling of the individual scores

of each varsity player. "Artie"

was way out in front with a

total of 75 points to his credit.

Lynch is a person of average
height, his build is rather slight

and he is the possessor of a
shock of curly blonde hair

which is the envy of many a
fair Villanova rootei*. But Artie

has his quota of that well-

known Wildcat fight and this

coupled tvith an eagle eye for

the basket makes him a very
good basketball player.

The other nominees for the

position of captain were "Huck"
Finn and Jocko Hurley, but
these men H#clined in favor of

Lynch.
With the election of the new

basketball captain, Metro West-
on, leader of this year's team
closed his affiliations with the
Feline cage team. Weston has
the distinction of having cap-
tained one of the most success-
ful basketball teams which, the
Blue and White has seen for
several years. Although Metro
was small in, stature, rising
skyward five feet eight inches,

he was a splendid defense man
and could take his place with
the best dribblers in collegiate

basketbalL
Metro calls Hazleton, Pa., his

home and it was there that he
learned the fundamentals of

: • ' .1 . OeattaJM ee fM* •«

eral points which will be add-

ed on to their dormitory total.

At the end of the year each
dormitory's points in boxing,
basketball, wrestling, volley ball and
baseball will be compiled and the

dormitory with the greatest numl>er
of points will be honored with s
silver loving cup.
At the time this story went to

press sixteen entries had been re-

ceived, but there is still time re-

maining for anyone who wishes to

enter. Eight bouts have been
paired off with the weights in the
various divisions being matched as
closely as possible.

The first bout of the evening Is

to feature the lightweight cham-
pion, Ted Hamilton, mixing it up
with Battling Lipschitz. Hamilton

. •••?'
'..

ConUnoed on Pace £lcllt

The Leather Pushers

Ted Hamilton, 137 lbs., Light-

weight Champion
versus

Battling Lipschitz, 136 lbs.,

contender. ' ^^

ft

Mil(e Tomasso, 138 lbs.

versus
Pete LiVby, 140 lbs.

in
K. O. Michaels, 210 lbs.

• ;• '^--./''v.i.'- versus
Big Boy Cook, 215 lbs.

rv
Jerry Daly, 175 lbs.

'
I

versus
Alt Gagliardi, 177 lbs.

V
Danny Zaff, 118 lbs. Champion

versus
Charley Costa, 120 lbs.

VI
Red Lenzl« Welterweight

Champion
versus

Wally August.

SEMI-FINAL
Bill rimberg, Lightheavy-

veight Champion
versus

Charley Cox.

FINAL
Joe York, 163 lbs. Middle-

weight Chnrrpion
^'rrsus

Jbhnr 'r* 165 lbs.

Ill ' I

in
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Advent ofSpring Recalls

Tat Win Over Princeton

In 1917 the Felines Opened Their Season

J
Agrainst the Tigers and Soundly

^ t vT^ Them
., 'V;-

EDITOR'S NOTE:—ThlB is the sixth In a series of articlea dealiiiK with hlgh-
u«kta la Vlllanova'B iport hlatory. The InaUllment today treats ot the shut-out
victory scored by the 'Cats oyer Princetoa In 1»1T.

By HAL
WITH THE balmy clays

rapidly approaching and
spring with us today, we

•re presenting to our readers a
;
major triumph of the baseball

.
nine of 1917, when such greats
aa McOeehan, McGuckin and

:
Molyneaux performed for the
Blue and White. The past few
days have witnessed a continual
heightening in baseball interest,
and the daily "crack" of bat
and ball, together with the re-

KKATING
verberating pounding of the

catcher's big mitt, have lent a
baseball tang to the air. We
believe, then, that a baseball

story will please our readers

and meet with general approval.
Digging down into the

priceless recesses of the VID-
LANOVAN's "morgue," we dis-
covered a baseball victory over
the Princeton Tiger which floes
our heart good to recount. In-

cidentally, It might not be amiss
to say here that on April 22 of

this year the baseball nine locks

horns with Princeton and per-
haps another brilliant victory
will come our way.
The Princeton game of 1917

was the initial tiff on the 'Cat
schedule and was played in the
lair of the Tiger.

It was a triumph to be justly
proud of, and the celebration
that marked this victory can
still be remembered. The base-
ball teams that the Blue and
White produced in those days
were the equivalent of the foot-
ball squads of today, that is to
say, baseball wa^ really as im-
portant as football, and, conse-
quently, more attention was
paid to the team than at pres-
ent. This decline has undoubt-
edly come about, not by any
fault of the schools themselves
but through the increased popu-
larity of the gridiron game.
In 1917 Princeton was rated

among the best teams of the
East, and, therefore, the shut-
out that occurred that day niade
the name of Villanova synony-
mous with the best nines in this
section. Charley McGuckin,

Princeton Held Scoreless

The Princeton Tiger, dis-
gruntled, sought its lair to nurse
unexpected wounds when a sav-
age Wildcat administered an 11-0
beating to its diamond outfit.

The following is a lineup of both
nines as they took the field on
that far-off March afternoon in
1917.

Villanova
McGuckin, ss.

Shechan, rf.

Dougherty, If.

Mu ray, lb.

McGeehan, 3b.

McCullian, 2b.

(Capt.)
Robinson, cf.

Loam, c.

Molyneaux, p.

Princeton
Howett, 3b.

Lee, rf.

Rankin, If.

ribbott, p.
Driggs, c.

Bauhan, ss.

Foster, cf.

Scully, lb.

Madden, 3b.
Savage, p.

Matlock, p.

changing from the role of the

best dropkicker in Eastern grid-

Iron ranks to a sparkling short*
stop, and Charley McGeehan,
former graduate manager of
athletics and now executive
chairman, combined a power-
ful hitting attack with impreg-

nable fielding to hold the Tigej

without a run.

Molyneaux held the role

the 'Cat pitcher at that tii

and it was he who later in tl^
season, allowed only two hits tc
the University of Pennsylvania^
team, which defeated the Wild-
cats 3-0. This performance was,
however, almost as credible
the Princeton game.
The following is the newspa-

per account of the event as iw
found It in our files:

"PRINCETON. N. J.. March
31, 1917—Villanova twisted tb0
Tigers' tail with a vengeance to-"
day by shutting Princeton o\
11 to 0. Wretched fleldingi
Princeton, coUplcd with hel
batting by the visitors gave^
Princeton her worst beating l\

years.
"Dave Tibbot started the game

for Princeton, but, wrenching
his knee in the first Inning, he.
gave way to Savage, who]
twirled a creditable game. Hiti

,

by McGuckin and Sheehan, how-
ever, with four misplays were
good for five runs in that in«
ning. In three more innings
Villanova was able to cross the
plate."

>.

r^.. .:•

A large packing case Is exhibited on a raised plat-

form. A young woman climbs into the box. Head,
hands and feet protrude, and are held by specta-

tors while the magician takes a crosscut saw and,

with the help of an assistant, savrs through the

center of the box and apparently through the wo«
man. » , •

iXPLANATION:
There are many explanations for this illusion. One
method of performing this illusion requires the

presence of t^vo girls in the box. One girl curls up
in the left half of the box with her head and hands
protruding, giving the effect you see illustrated

above. The other girl is doubled up in the right

half of the box, with only her feet showing. Nobody
is sawed in half.

It's fun to be fooled

• ..it^ more fun to KNOW

^JBB&?^^•.•.••.^•^^WV.^•.•.•.•.•^^^lV

I!

.1.

Cigarette advertising, too, has its tricks.

Consider the illusion that "Flavor" can be
achieved by some kind of magical hocus-

pocus in manufacturing.

EXPLANATION: Just three factors control

the flavor of a cigarette. The addition of arti-

ficial flavoring. The blending of various to-

baccos. And the Quality of the tobaccos them-

<

)

OoBorricht. IISS. k. J. Btynolds Tstoaroo Coapsof

NO TRICKS
JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

IN A MATCNLISi eilNO

selves. Quality is by lar the most important.

Domestic cigarette tobaccos vary in price

from 5^ a pound up to 40^ a pound. Imported
tobaccos vary from 50^ a pound to $1.15.

No wonder, then, that cigarettes diff'er in

taste—since distinctive, pleasing flavor de-

pends so largely upon the blending of the cost*

Her tobaccos.

It is a fact, well lcno%^ by i«of

tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccof than any other popular brand.

Try Camels. Give your taste a chance to sense

the subtle difference that lies in costlier to-

baccos ... a difference that means all the

world in smoking pleasure ... in pure, un«

alloyed satisfaction.

Fedigan and Alumni Tied For League Lead
Fedigan Quintet Advances
'As Race Approaches End
Austin Hall and Good Counsel Hall Are Tied

for Third Place With Seven

^ Victories Apiece

•AYHOPS RETAIN CELLAR POSITION

AT THE END of the games played last week,

the team-standing found two ties for the

first and third positions. Alumni and Fedi-

gan were tied for first place with nine wins

apiece out of 12 starts, and Austin and Good
Counsel were tied at seVen-all out of their

12 games. Mendel and the Day Hops find

themselves at the tail-end of the column
with not an outside chance to displace any
one of the four leaders.

The best game of the week was the surprising upset of

Alunmi by Good Counsel. With two of her best men off the

Tloor, Good Counsel topped a* —
slightly confident Alumni club

for a two-point win, which
was made certain by Higgins
when he sank his lone basket

h

to break a tied score just before the
^ame ended.

Martyak, newcomer to the Good
Counsel team, played one of the
Jbest individual games of the sea-
son to give his club a chance at
the long end uf the score. He more
,than made up for the absence of

'

' Badamo and McGovern, the lead-
ing scorers of the Good Counsel
Jteam all season. With the help of
Kotys, Alumni was kept from mon-
opolizing the top of the ladder; she
lialves it now with Fedigan.
Fedigan took Austin into camp

after trailing at the half by 5 to

,12. Austin was allowed only one
point in the second half by an air-

tight defense, while the Gigolos
rnered fifteen, to take the game
*20-13.

Joe Houseman played an out-
standing game for the Fc^ig;anites,

dropping long shots from all angles
and playing his best game of the

year. He led the team in a second-
*half rally .hat gave only one point

to the opposition, due to some of

the best defensive work of the In-

*tra-mural season.
Alumni had little trouble In win-

ning from Mendel on Tuesday night

-^n a weary game, although the Men-
deleers led at the half by a point,

7-6.
* Mendel came back on Friday to

skin a weak Austin team by six

points. Austin was unable to put
'on its best fight as the leading men
of the club were not available for

the game.
• The train and trolley men gave
Fedigan a bad afternoon and nearly

\ reversed their usual form to win
^, ^from the Spring Mill road men,
who were weakened by the loss of

two of their best men, Patszch and
*Cook. The Daymen trailed at the
half, but came through with a rush
to outscore Fedigan in the last pe-

'riod and ».o nearly take their first

win from one of the leaders.
The Day Hops lost their first

•game of the week by an over-
whelming ficore t'.iod up by Good
Counsel. The final tally was 52-24,

Badamo had a field day at the
expense of the Commuters when he
racked up eight baskets for a total

'of sixteen points. The ever-reliable

O'Keefe, who has yet to miss a
game starred in both of these con-

j tests tallying ten points in the Fedi-
gan game and seven in the Good
Counsel contest.

THE STANDING

• f •••••<Alumni
Fedigan
Austin
Good Counsel
Mendel .

.

Day Hops

W. L. P.C.

• • • • I

9
9
7
7
4

3
3
5
5
8

12

.760

.750

.583

.583

.333

.000

TRACK MEN PRACTICE

Coach Regan Preparing Cinder-

pathers for Feim Relay Carnival

In preparation for the annual

Penn Relay Championships, which

arc to be held on April 29 and 30,

the track men are training diligent-

ly under the combined supervision

of Bob Regan and Captain Bd Don-

ahue.

'iTie relay team, which last year
won the Freshman One-Mile Cham-
pionship of America, is still intact,

and, from all appearances, they will

represent Villanova in the relay
race. The team, composed of Kra-
mer, Elliot. LaFranchise and Wo-
mer, has been practicing daily and
is in good shape.
At this time it is not definitely

known v/hich members will com-
pete in this carnival, but it is ex-
pected that at least 10 athletes will
be entered.

Coates Retires
As Track Coach

WHEN we were asked by the

editor to get an interview
from Emil "Lefty" Reitz,

we immediately began our search
for the captain of the baseball team.
First, we steered a course for his

boudoir in Mendel Hall, only to be
informed by a freshman that
"Lefty" was out on the ball field.

When We approached him, he was
Just beginning to warm up. At the
risk of receiving a censure from
the coach, we interrupted "Xefty"
and asked him to grant us an inter-

view.

Imnaediately, a dark blush
mounted from his neck to the top
Qf his bronzed, handsome counte-
nance. He assured us that he would
be glad to do so, but that he hon-
estly thought that he wasn't as im-
portant as all that.

Where did you attend school?"
we inquired. "I went to Loyola
High School of Baltimore, for two
years, and spent two years at Cal-
vert Hall." said "Lefty."
"How many letters did you earn

at those institutions?"
"I made two at Loyola and six at

Calvert Hall,"
"What is your best sport?"
"Baseball."
Have you any superstitions con-

cerning the game"
"Yes, and the most important is

not to cross the bats. This al-

ways brings bad luck."
"Why did you come to Villa-

nova?"
"Because it is a Catholic college,

and because there is a good base-
ball team.
"How does it feel to be captain?"
"It gives one a feeling of

weighty responsibility, but other-
wise I enjoy the honor thoroughly
and I am grateful to the team for
so honoring me."
"What kind of a season do you

expect?"
"Well, that's a difficult question

to answer at this time. It is only
the beginning of the season, and
we can't tell what is liable to hap-
I>en. We don't know how our op-
ponents are as yet, and there is

always the possibility of the team
being handicapped by injuries. But
I do expect to have a very success-
ful season."
"What does the team look like?"
"It is one of the fastest teams to

ever represent Villanova on the
baseball diamond. They are all

baseball players from the spikes up,
and most of them seem to have
been born with a glove in their
hand. They have plenty of the right
kind of spirit and are filled with
'fight.' They have the 'will to win'
and we are going to win. In my
opinion it's the best club for which
I ever played."

ia Superstitious

£niU Relte

"Do you expect to continue play-
ing after graduation?"

"Yes, I expect to become a pro-
fessional."

"Is there any particular big
league you wish to play for?"
"No. I'm willing to play for any

team that will offer me a fair sal-

ary and a chance to improve my-
self. I haven't any particular pref-

erence at present, but, if I ever
develop into majo" league material,
by that time I will probably develop
certain likes and dislikes, but right
now, they all look good to me."
"What is your favorite recrea-

tion?"
"Baseball, baseball and more

baseball." v 'v-^-" .•.. •\ .•>;' .',

"Do you like to attend dances and
parties?"
"Once in awhile, but it all de-

pends on the company."
"Are you engaged?"
"Well, now, ah done know what

you all are talking 'bout," stam-
mered "Lefty" while th« blush once
again coursed its crimson way over
his noble features.
At this inopportune moment, the

coach called to 'Lefty' to take his
turn in the batting order. While
we watched "Lefty" stood up at the
plate and with a few hefty swings
of his bat gave the fielders out in

the "garden" a chance to show their

genial coach, "Doc" Jacobs, that
they were real ball hawks.

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

ALL THOSE who like to 8««

blood spilled should Uke m
little trip down to the gym

next Friday night and watch th«

first inter-dorm boxing tournament.
« • •

There wUl be about 1w»w

cbamplonshlpa at stake and the

boys ahoold put on a rath*r

good show.

Contlnned From Pace Five

star; Kerr, a leading cinder-pather
at Penn; Bloor, national indoor and
outdoor schoolboy champ, and
Charley Kelly. Notre Dame star,

held the world's record in the mile
relay with the time of 3.24:3.

In the same year, his team com-
posed of Bloor, Ochetsky. Kell and
Francis Troy won the world cham-
pionship one mile relay indoors.
While coaching at Newark Prep,
Mr. Coates also coached Seton Hall,
where he'^also turned out sterling
track men.
In 1927 his boys won the mile

relay medley championship of
America. During the year 1929,

this remarkable team achieved even
greater fame when it won the na-
tional school championship of
America, winning from the best
high schools in the country.
Before Mr. Coates instructed at

these schools he was track mentor
at Saint Benedict's and Bloomfleld.

^Wtie" Lynch Chosen Captain
Continued From Pace Five

basketball under the tutelage

of Coach Hughie McGeehan,
brother of Charles McGeehan,
former graduate manager of

Wildcat athletics.

Ex-Captain Weston has been
a prominent figure on the col-

lege campus for four years. He
came here with a reputation
and has added to his high
school prestige additional laur-

els, 'gathered on the college

courts. As a guard Weston
helped the Hezleton High
School quintets of 1928 and 1929
to capture the Pennsylvania
State championships of the
Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Athletic Association.
During his freshman year at

Villanova Weston was captain
of the yearling team and the

record cf ten victories in four-
teen contests was the one which
the Kittens hung up that year.
For the ?ast three years Metro
has been playing on the varsity
court aggregation and his
friends in and out of school
were many. During the early
part of the past season, al-

though he was captain, Metro,
played the role of benchwarmcr,
but not for long for he proved
to be the spark plug which was
necessary for the Blue and
White machine. This was dis-

covered after a short time and
since that time Metro started
in every game.

Weston is a senior in the
School of Commerce and Fi-
nance, while the new captain.
Lynch, is a junior in the same
school.

Our good friend Danny "Call

Zaff" has been scheduled to appeaC

and it is supposed that he will sho^

the world at large a thing or tw«

about the manly art of self-defense
• • •

We take tWs opportunity t»

congratulate "Artie- Lynch,

newly-«lected captain of the Fe-

line basketball Ave.
• • •

"Doc" Jacobs is working hard im

get his baseball team rounded int#

shape by April first.
• •

The T»wlty foottoaU aqvAd

furnishes free entertainment f«»

a large number of motorists ev-

ery afternoon In front of Auslte

Han.
• • •

Some of the linesmen from la^
year's Freshman aggregation a«#

shaping up pretty well.
• • •

Of course. It Is a rather early

date to make any rash state-

ments along that line, but nev-

erthele«s^
• * *

Somebody told us the other day;

that the Day Hops had won a game.
But, of course, it wasn't true.

• • • '

Although we shouldn't say
anything about the luckless '

train and troUey aggregation,

they have bad such a wretched
time all season that their misery
shouldn't be made any more
public than Is necessary.

The college golf champion wasi
supposed to be chosen last week<
but the tourney was called off du«
to the cold weather.

• « *

As the .*nter-dorm basketball

league draws towards Its con-
clusion the race .seems to be
getting closer and closer.

• •

After a long period of silence we
should begin to hear something
about the track team in the near
future due to the fact that the
reins have been taken over by Bob
Regan,

» • • I

The varsity candidates have
been practicing on the field in

the rear of Mendel Hall while
the (tedium diamond is under-
going; repairs.

Fresh Baseball Practice

Cocch Bill Tracy, freshman base*

ball mentor, will have his charges
outdoors fc" the first time this yeati

tonjorrow ffternoon at 2 o'clock.

The battoiy candidates have been
v/orklnjt in the gymnasium for the
past two weeks and are expected to
be in fine siiape for the initial open*
air practice,

Tho munafjer has announced that
several ^james have already been
scheduled and at present negotla>»

tions are underway to book Valley;

Forga Military Academy on a home*
and-home ba!3is.

Results of Inter'Dormitory Basketball League Games Which Were Played Last Week

^

W" Good Counsel
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INTRA-IRAI, BOUTS

TO BE JLD FRIDAY

Boxing Bouts Are Part of the

Intra- Mural Sport
'

Program

;;r£:

intra-Mural Sports Sohed

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

.Ooolinued From Pace Five

. vireighs 137 and Lipschitz, 136. Any-
one who saw these two battle for
supremacy in the 1932 tournament
will remember what an exciting
contest it was and the outcome of
this bout will be closely watched.
Lipschitz gave one of the best ex-
'libltions of sheer grit in the en-
tire tourney when he stayed for
v'.hree rounds under the terifflc beat-
ing that Hamilton's jabbing right
?ave him.
Next comes Mike Tomasso, 138

oounds, versus Pete LIbby, who has
the slight weight advantage of 2
pounds, weighing In at 140. Fol-
lowing this will be a battle be-
tween two heavyweight football
players. K. O. Micheals has been
matched up to go three rounds
with Carroll Cook.
The fourth bout of the evening

will present Jerry Daly. 175 pounds,
swapping blows with Alf Gagliardi,
177. Alf will be remembered as
the former light-heavyweight cham-
pion, who lost his title last year
to Corny McFadden, when he
moved into the heavyweight divi-
sion. Following the heavies, comes
the bout between Danny Zaflf, who
for the second time defends his title
in the 118-pound class, which he
won In the contests held in 1931
and Charley Costa. Costa weighs
in at 120 pounds.
The sixth bout of the evening

1nda„ Red Lenzi matched against
Wally August. Red Len-ii is the
•jeppery welterweierht titleholder
crom the Windy City. The semi-
Inal bout of the evening will
natch Charley Cox and Bill Grim-
>erg. Bill Is the defending light
leavyweight champion and hopes
o successfully defend his title
\gainst his football running mate,
~*'OX. Last season Grimberg won
lis title with the quickest knockout
of the tourney when he put his ad-
versary under for the count in the
early part of the second round.
The last of the boxing bouts will

'JO between Joe York, 163, and
Johnny Shevlir, 165. York is the
defending champion in the middle-
weight division.
These contests have been selected

so as to make them as evenly
matched as possible and make
competition fairer for the contest-
ants and more interesting for the
^pectators.
Plans are also underway for

wrestling bouts which are to be
held on the same night. These

VOLLEY BALL
Today

NEW GYM
Mendel Hall vs. Day Hops, 1.30

P. M,
Good Counsel vs. Day Hops,

2.15 P. M.

Thursday
OLD GYM

Alumni vs. Good Counsel.
Mendel Hall vs. Austin.
Good Counsel vs. Austin.

(All at 2.00 P. M.)

INDOOR BASEBALL
Tomorrow

Austin vs. Alumni, 2.00 P. M.
(Front of Austin)

Thursday
Fedigan vs. Good Counsel, 2.00

P. M. (Front of Austin)

Friday

Austin vs. Day Hops, 2.00 P.
M. (Front of Austin)

Note.—All intra-mural games
scheduled for Friday night will
be played tomorrow evening.

BETA GAMMA WINS

Defeats St. John's But Bows

to Speakers From New
York University

WAR DEBTS ARE DISCUSSED

Continued From Page One

FEDIGAN-AUSTIN
LINE-UPS

Fedigan
G.

fCramcr, forward l
Houseman, forward ... 5
Totin, forward 2
Oook, center i
.Sirica, guard
Batzsch, guard

F.

1

1

P.
2

10
5
2

1

Totals
• • • «f

Austin
2 20

F.
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THE STUDENT COUNCIL

THE ELECTIONS held last week by
the Freshman class brought out sev-

eral facts anent the Student Council, items

which have been unnoticed by the student

body in general and which we believe

should be brought before the eyes of the

campus. The Student Council this year

has been, more or less often, the butt of

abuse and criticism, but this body has

never forgotten the students' welfare and
to the best of its ability .and power has

aided and abetted the cause of the stu-

dents whenever possible. The sudden,

disastrous death of its leader last autumn
caused the body to become disorganized

and its morale shattered, but in the past

several months it has steadily been re-

organizing and the recent Freshman elec-

tions culminated its upward climb. Apropos
of these elections, the Student Council is

to be complimented on the facile and ex-

pert manner in which they were conducted.

In our four years at Villanova we have

never witnessed more orderly and system-

atized elections. The political campaigns,

promises of reward, dissensions and heat-

ed meetings were lacking. Instead, each

school held separate meetings, agreed on

candidates for each position and waited

for polling time. The coalition that was
formed between the Arts, Engineering and
Pre-Medical schools was a matter of poli-

tics and the fact that the Business School

was left without a position is to be re-

gretted, for it is our contention that each

school should be represented in the class

government. The voting itself was well

supervised and in the space of two hours

the majority of the class had cast ballots.

A half hour later the results were compiled

and ready for announcement.

f ;-, ,t\

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

i

' SPRING AND THE STUDENTS
THE WARM, spring weather has finally

made its appearance and though
spring has been late in coming we, never-

theless, view with joy the warmth in the

air and the many serene days in store.

Accustomed as we are to the lazy attitude

that is yearly assumed by the students

when spring seizes its hold of the campus,

we admonish Villanova students not to

contract the characteristic spring fever,

causing neglect of studies and general in-

activity. Wont as the students are to have

a positive apathy toward any form of ac-

tivity, the spring season should be used

to good advantage, for the pleasant days

and cool nights offer innumerable oppor-

tunities for various modes of exercise.

Intra-mural spring sports will be offered

the student and he should take full ad-

vantage and build up his body. The mind,

likewise, should receive its share of nour-

ishment. A sound mind in a sound body

should be the rule of the students these

forthcoming days, and we hope that our

suggestions will be taken to heart by each

individual student

AT THK outset of this weelc'«
debauch we would like to
pause for a moment and

thank sincerely our guest conduc-
tor of last week and commend him
upon the fine bit of workmanship
he turned out. And we are also
grateful for his courtesy in not tak-
ing advantage of us while we weire
absent.

•''' •

Last week one of the most amus-
ing incidenta we have bad ikt
pleasure of witnessing occurred dur-

ing &;ii tftay In Brooklyn. The pas-
sage of time hafi made it certain
that there will be no evil results
from the unfortunate accident and
so we feel free in relating it In all

its comedy effects. While dressing
for the debate with St. John's, Pete
Banmiller was disturbed by House-
man's voice calling from regions
unknown for help, and while per-
forming the requested favor, dear
old Paetrus had the misfortune of
running into a door. Believe it or
not, he ran into a door. The effect
of the shock caused him to roll on
the floor and moan at the top of
his lungs, and what do you suppose
he was moaning about. "Oh, I have
a date Saturday; what will I do,
what will I do?" Can you imagine
that? With an eye almost gouged
out, Banmiller rolled on the floor
in the throes of what seemed to be
a death agony and cried in anguish,
"I have a date Saturday; what will
I do?" It may be well if the Geor-
gian Court paper will copy this lit-

tle article. We have a sneaking
suspicion it will be of interest, at
least to one party.

a * •

Another happening that returns
to our mind at the present moment
is one that occurred on the P. R. T.
We have heard of people that could
not find their way to Coney Island;
we have heard of people who did
not know where the Brooklyn
Bridge was; but we never thought
that we would meet anyone, a na-
tive of Philadelphia, who would
lose his way while winding his
weary path in his own native
haunts. Joe Houseman, commonly
called Little Curlylocks, could not
find his way to his father's place
of business. Can you imagine it?

But maybe he was thinking. Of
whom? Well, no names. And then
while at Rutgers, we had just fin-

ished dressing, and Joe glanced at
the table and saw a tux collar rest-
ing thereon. "Whose collar is that?"
questioned Joie; no one seemed in
need of one, until we glanced at
Houseman. There he stood, clad
in a tuxedo with his vest, shirt and
tie on, and minus a collar. He was
still hinking of the same person.
Please, Joe, don't walk in front of
any trolley cars. ,

• ;.•»!•.•,/

The observers located at the out-
posts of civilization report that con-
tained in this week's paper in New-
ark there appears an article which
concerns itself with some of the
inmates oi this institution and how
it concerns them. The latest press
reports have not arrived as yet, so
we will dispense with the names un-
til our next issue and then we will

have complete accounts of these
^"society column crashers."

That last word "crashers" reminds
us that the "crushers" are still at

it. The mattresses are taking a
severe beating. So close and in-

tense has become this contest, we
are contemplating renting the gym-
nasium and running it on the
ttyle of -a dance marathon.
At the present moment Jim Lu-

cey is in the lead, but Martin's
great rally during the past week
has cut considerable from the tre-

mendous lead which James had
piled up over last weekend. Evi-
dently, the letters which he received
from the Simmons Mattress Com-
pany have aroused Frank's compet-
itive spirit and from now until
April 11, when the contest closes,

it promises to be one of the most
exciting events ever staged at Villa-

nova. Bets may be placed by con-
sulting either of the contestants or
their classmates. But a word of
warning. As this race swings down
the home stretch a dark horse has
pulled within striking distance of
the leaders. We feel that this should
be announced In all Justice to those
Intending to bet. By nejit week this
outsider will be definitely in or out
of the race, so until then we'll
just watch and wait

• • •

IS IT TRUE THAT—
Eddie Mayer is taking the nick-

name of Cantor, because of the re-

cent picture he had taken?
« • «

Gherkin-head Foley, one of our
more prominent artist models, has
recently signed a contract that calls

for posing for Stetson hats, worn
as only he can wear them?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

AT TEMPLE University the
Varsity Club will produce a
musical show which will be

similar in nature to the one that
our Varsity Club is putting on.,

"Bull" Lipski, a star member 6f
the football team, is taking a prima
donna part in the comedy. He will

sing a very difllcult number called

"She'll Be Coming Down the Moun-
tain" and is being coached by none
other than LAwrenee Tibbet, ac-
conKn^f to the Temple Owl. They
are also putting on the rhumba
number that caused the audience
to go into convulsions last year.

We hope the show Is successful
and that everybody will enj<^ it.

From what we have heard concern-
ing our own musical show, it is go-
ing to be the talk of the campus
for a long time. We are waiting to
see Marty Oezzer in rompers.

Of interest to pre-legal students
Is the caustic criticisms made by
Dr. Leslie Craven, of the Duke Law
School, in an address to the stu-

dents. Dr. Craven emphasized the
fact that the present system of
teaching kills student initiative. In
characteristic legal fashion. Dr.
Craven presented ample proof of
his allegations that too many bloat-

ed egos and 'lypocritical proce-
dures are results of established

teachings in law schools.

Although we don't know the emi-

nent gentleman, we certainly ad-

mire his courage and honesty. This

world needs more like him.

According to an editorial in The
Alabama Crimson-White entitled,

"Working Students," a student just

received his Doctor of Philosophy

degree after living in an automobile

for a year and subsisting on thir-

teen and one-half cents a day.

The editor asks the question, "Is

it worth it?" and then goes on to

say that a recent survey has shown
that forty per cent of the college

students in America are working
their way through college, either

wholly or In part. He wishes to

know whether a student working
eight hours in a drug store, is able

to get any inspiration from a nine
o'clock lecture next morning?
Whether a student who hurries

fr&m classes each day to make de-

liveries for a cleaning company,
and then must wait on the table

two hours each night before he can
dine, can »*eceive any benefit from
a philosophy lecture?
He concluded with the statement

that working students usually get

higher grades than the non-work-
ers (personally, not a very intelli-

gent measure of intelligence) and
that the battle they make fits them
better for life's collisions.

From our own humble conclu-

sions it seems that most working
students confuse morbidity with
seriousness, and their spirits

seemed to have been crushed in

them, but with April 7 so near the

spirits will proba'-ly receive suffici-

ent nourishment.

Stardust
A professor at Gettysburg asked

his class to write a paper in the

first person. One of the papers
was the stoiy of Adam.

Two Lehigh students picked up
two girls one day and they turned
out to be faculty members.: ..

Co-eds at Los Angeles' Junior Col-

lege are keeping a little black book
in which every man on the campus
is carefully analyzed.
Well, that is one way of making

time pass, night after night.

The school librarian at the Unl-
ver.sity of Tennessee has discovered

that a man's beard grows exactly

.00066 part of an Inch per hour.

John Maseficld, British poet laur-

eate, when asked what "Odtaa,"
the title of one of his books, meant,
replied: "One dam thing after

another; an American said It was
just like life so I called it that."

At South Carolina one of the Uni-
versity's eminent English profes-

sors has conceived the Idea that
what is sauce for the student Is

sauce for the educator. He advo-
cates the idea that all Junior pro-
fessors, that Is, those under thirty.

Join the freshmen on barefoot day
and expose their tootsiea to the
common eye. If they can stand it

the students probably can.
From The South Carolina Gamo-

cock we get "our weakly pome,'"
entitled:

ALWAYS
Although the country

Goes to smash,
The boarding house

Will still serve hash.

Eternal as drift,

The sand-swept dunes,
For health and thrift.

We'll still have prunes.

.

Things Literary
IS
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PHILOSOPHY is in fashion again. For
a long time it wg.^ neglected, but now

it has been reinstated as a legitimate sub-

ject of conversation. It is discussed with
great gusto by everyone from high school

freshmen to $10-a-week store clerks. Be-
fore this great revival, practically nobody
studied philosophy except a small group
<^ clergymep, most o{ them Catholic, who
didn't know any better (at least that was
the opinion of most people).

Then, suddenly, as if overnight, philos-

ophy came into the limehght. Books,

written by learned gentlemen who ascer-

tained they had made philosophy easy and
understandable, flooded the book stalls.

The public promptly gobbled them up, as

they gobble up all such trash whibh is

recommended to them by the critics in the

daily tabloids.

As a result, a good many of our other-

wise sane reading public began to feel that

the Angelic Doctor had nothing on them
as far as philosophy was concerned. More-
over, to make matters worse, such pro-

found intellectuals as the bearded Mr.
Shaw and our own metaphysican, Will

Durant, assured them that they were
right

The latter's epoch-making "Story of

Philosophy," which, oddly enough, con-

tains neither history nor philosophy, and
his later effort, "Transition" (the transi-

tion is from the amusing to the ridiculous),

were thought to be masterpieces. But, of

course, no one ever heard of St. Thomas'
"Stunma" then. When the first burst of

enthusiasm had died down, however. Cath-
olic periodicals began to point out some of

the glaring errors contained in these

books. Articles appeared propounding
scholastic philosophy in a clear, lucid

fashion. Those people who had brains

enough saw what rubbish they were read-

ing and sought better books. The others,

well, they still prattle on, indeed, they feel

they must, because philosophy is so fash-

ionable !

Off the Bookshelf
PROBABLY one of the most written-

about characters in all history is

Queen Elizabeth. Books( plays, pam-

phlets and biographies about her run into

the hundreds. Yet, in spite of all that has

been said, each year at least one new pub-

lication makes its appearance on the

market, always advertised to reveal some
hidden phase of the life of this woman.
One of the more recent biographies is

that by Katharine Anthony. Those who
have read her splendid book on Catherine

the Great, will be vastly disappointed in

her "Queen Elizabeth." She does little

more than re-hash all the well-known facts

of Elizabeth's .life, and makes a rather

poor job of it at that.

While Miss Anthony gives a large bib-

liography at the end of her book, it is

doubtful if she could substantiate some of

her statements with any reliable history.

Her E31izabeth is rather namby-pamby,

over whose eyes Cecil constantly pulled

the proverbial wool. She would have ua

believe that Elizabeth would have been a
Catholic if the Pope had but granted a few
changes in the ritual, as for example the

use of Elnglish in place of Latin in the

Mass. Elizabeth is pictured as signing

Mary'8, Queen of Scots, death warrant
with her heart torn asunder with the love

she bore her. Her attitude toward mem
is given an odd turn that makes interest-

ing reading.

But, naturally, the book has its goo<.

points as well as bad. The Queen's dealin(

with foreign Powers is adroitly handled,

as is the part on the'Spanish Armada. Sit

Francis Drake is drawn with much skill.

As a matter of fact, most of the minor
characters are very well donei(

\
\
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SMILES
I

"True humor lies not tit laugh-

ter, hut in smiles which He far

deeper"
Mm

Day Dreams ,
,

At life's end, a cabin, a hit of deep
blue sea! '

These are the things tMt mean
heaven to i \e.

What does it matter, ho4t humble,
how far, ;

.-

;

Just so I And them, wherever they
are; "^i

cabin that stands on a round
high hill-

Where happy birds sing> and bees
drone, until

Th^ honey-sweet air is a medley of
song.

And the crickets are Addling the
merry night long;

A bit of blue sea, and the tang of
the salt,

A moon and a star in the heavenly
vault,

What more can we ask, save sweet
songs, old and new—
at times a visit from true
friends like you?

MUTZ.

WITNESS PICTURE

"The Gift of Montezuma" Pre-

sented by Hershey Choco-

late Co.

CACAO PRODUCTS SUBJECT

And

The Cheering Epldi^o
If you want to hear some cheering
Done in proper style.

Sit in the Sophomore Busii^ess Class
And listen for awhile.

Suddenly from "Hotcha" Keating
You will hear the plea,

"Rip tip tip tippy,
Let's cheer for me."

Marechal, then will let one fly,

"Razz Jazz, hi de hi."

And then as one man the class
wHl shout

*'Poo, poo. Purdue, throw them out."
That's how It goes in this^ cheering

rut,

The class gets a laugh—and you
get a cut* '

BOOM-POOM.

This Is Ixiusy '

Ryan (.scratching): "TZoyr do you
get rid of these awful cooties?"
Ferris: "That's easy. Take a bath

In sand nnd rub down in alcohol.
The coolies get drunk and kill each
other throwing rocks."

VIDO.

Dumb-bell Poem
A Rosemont date.

Can't stay out late.

And that's why
Philly's girls rate.

UNCLE DOM.

L. B. Oilman, a representative of

the Hershey Chocolate Corporation,

exhibited a talking film, entitled
"The Gift of Montezuma," in the
auditorium of the Commerce and
Finance Building, yesterday. This
picture described, step by step, the
process of manufacture and refin-
ing of chocolate, from . the cacao
bean to the finished product.
The manufacturing scenes in the

picture were filmed in the world's
largest chocolate factory, located at
Hershey, Pa. This picture, which
was previously shown to the Science
students dunng the early part of
the month in the course of the
weekly seminar, is entertaining as
well as educational, due to the in-
teresting story which is woven
into it.

The cacao tree is cultivated in all

the tropical countries of the world.
There, the iK>ds are opened and the
beans are sorted and shipped to
the manufacturer. The beans are
roasted and then ground and com-
pressed. The resulting fluid is em-
ployed in making the various choco-
late products.

It is interesting to note that the
Hershey Company is the largest
user of sugar, chocolate, milk and
tinfoil in the world. Almost 75 per
cent, of the work in the factory is

done by precision machinery. The
machines mix, pour and wrap all
the candy.
The town of Hershey is one of the

most completely equipped small
towns In the country. There are
facilities for the enjoyment, edu-
cation and employment of the pop-
ulation, of which a large majority
is employed at the Hershey plant.
The town boasts two fine golf
courses, an amusement park and
one of the largest ballrooms in
Pennsylvania. Tlie leading orches-
tras are engaged to provide the mu-
sic, and the space available is am-
ple for the largest crowds.
The development of the town is

entirely due to the chocolate indus-
try, which located there in 1903.

Brown and Alessandroni
Discussed as Candidates

Business Students Hold Caucus Trying: to

Select Presidential Nominee for

Coming Class Elections

SET FOR NEXT WEEK

The drums of two opposing polit-

ical factions are sounding through

the halls of the Commerce and Fi-

nance Building, bringing back rec-

ollections of the recent national
Democratic and G. O. 1 . campaigns.
At a caucus held Friday morn-

ing in the Business School much
constructive arguing and some fili-

bustering took place In an effort

to determine the candidate for the
office of president.
In accordance with the national

trend for a new deal, one party,
supporting Walter Alessandronl, is

demanding a new deal in class gov-
ernment for the junior year. The
other clique, supporting John T.
Brown, present president of the
class of '35, is desirous of continu-
ing the positions of the present re-

gime.
Although the class election is not

scheduled to be held until some
time in May, the Business men be-
lieve It expedient to select their
candidate for the presidency at this
early date in order that all diflicul-

ties may be carefully ironed out.
Mr. Alessandronl was the first to

be nominated. His supporters com-
plained of the Inactivity of the pres-
ent regime and advocated a change.
They offered their candidate as
one who was fully capable of ful-
filling the duties of Junior class
president.
The main objection to Mr. Ales-

sandronl was the fact that he Is a
day-student and, therefore, would

not be pn the campus when repre-
sentatives of firms desiring con-
tracts for Junior Week activities

called at the college. Mr. Alessan-
dronl answered this charge by
showing that he is on the grounds
every day until late In the after-
noon. He also stated that firms
desiring to sell . anything must call

at the convenience of the buyer
and not at their own convenience.
Also, he showed that his numerous
connections with various firms in
the city with which Villainova
classes usually do business more
than counter-balanced the objec-
tions.

Mr. Brown, who h^s been class
president for almost half of his col-
lege life, was staunchly supported
by the members of his party. They
put forth the claim that he has
been an efficient officer during his
two successive terms and, there-
fore, should be allowed to continue
in office. The charge that the Vigi-
lance committee was a sorrowful
failure this year was answered by
showing that this was not the fault
of the president but of the commit-
teemen themselves.
The caucus ended with practical-

ly every member of the class having
had a voice in the matter. No vote
was taken at that time, however.
A second meeting is being called
for this afternoon, at which time
the class intends to determine
which of the two candidates will

be their nominee at the election in

May.

Uncollected Proofs Must

Returned to Belle Air

Office Tomorrow
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HEART SPECIALIST

Stop '—You're Killing Me!
It seems that Puth was very, very

near-sighted and, moreover, was
extremely self-conscious about it.

Above all things, she didn't want
Bill, her boy friend, to discover her
faulty vision. And so—one day she
stuck a pin In a tree In front of
her home, and when Bill came to
call on her and they were sitting
on the veranda (for Bill was a true

wm^^Jni ^^^''1' ^"""11' ^f*" *'?*^ Dr. Anthony Nardone Address-mm to please take the pin out of
the tree because it bothered her to
see It sticking there. The obliging
Bill went down to the tree and
looked diligently, but was unable to
find the pin. R'^ turning to Ruth
be told her that she had better
take it out herself. Joyous In her
prospects of being .o- nletely vindi-
cated, Ruth descended the veranda
steps, and with an exultant stride
advanced toward the tree. Her ob-
jective was never reached. On the
way she tripped over a cow!

A. D.

ALBANY CLUB JOINS

Unites With Other Colleges for

Intercollegiate Easter

Function

TO BE AT COUNTRY CLUB

College Asks Permission to

Join System of Lower

Merion Township

News Flash
When a man bites a dog that Is

*ews, but when a dog bites a man
Ihat hurts.

es Pre-Meds at Weekly

Seminar Period

MOVIE ILLUSTRATES TALK

Just In Time
The argument between two fresh-

Hen was waxing very warm:
"Say!" one freshman ejaculated,

*Do you want me to knock you Into
lihe middle of next month?"

"I'd certainly appreciate It," re-
sponded the other gratefully. "The
exams are coming, and it won't b«
bng now."

THE JESTER.

Tit for Tat
""That guy Ghandl mustn't have

'•een such a hot lawyer."
•'How come?"
"Well, he lost his suit, didn't he?"
"Yeah? But, did you know that

he was the most popular snan at
Ills college?"
•'Tou don't tell me?"
"Sure! All the girls were trying

^ get his pin."

DUiOE.

Tfs too bad that I don't have ac-
cess to some of the examination
papers that will be handed In this
week. I'll bet an old toothbrush
against a Vigilance Committee bon-
ast that there's mors humor hi one
btttoh of them than «Ten a 8t>od
humorist could coacoct la a yoar's

kvors. . Ask may prof.

A detailed description and illus-

tration of the human heart and
circulatory system was the topic

of an Interesting lecture delivered

by Dr. Anthony Nardone at the

weekly pre-medical aeminar con-
ducted last Thursday. Dr. Nardone
is a prominent physician in Phila-
delphia and has made an extended
study of this branch of anatomy.
In discussing the heart, the lec-

turer gave an anatomical descrip-
tion of this organ accompanied by
a number of slides illustrating the
various structures. He explained
the workings of the different valves
and mentioned the diseases result-
ing from irregularities that may
exist in the function of these valves,
such as stenosis and other aortic
inefficiencies commonly termed as
heart trouble, and he explained the
part that the stethoscope plays in
the diagnosis of these diseases.
The main construction of the

aorta in relation to the pulmoniary
artery was explained and clearly
illustrated on the screen. Another
feature of the lecture was a moving
picture description and a discus-
sion by the doctor of the inter-
change of oxygen and carbon diox-
ide In the lungs and the tissues of
the body. Every detail was brought
forth so that all who attended fully

understood this procedure in the
human.
Dr. Nardone also gave a graphic

representation of the function of
the lymph system as it appears in
the body. The relationship exist-
ing between the circulatory system
of the chick and the human was 11-

hntraied ia the course of the lec-

ture.

Plans are rapidly nearing comple-
tion for the annual Easter dance of

the Albany Club, according to How-
ard Ogle, secretary of the club, and
unofficial chairman of the dance
committee.
At present the arrangements pro-

vide for the holding of the dance at
Wolfert's Roost, a popular country
club in the vicinity of Albany, N.
Y., on Easter Monday evening,
April 1. Pinal verification of these
arrangements will be made at the
next regular meeting of the club.
Although the first annual Easter

dance, which was held last year,
was sponsored by this one organi-
zation alone, it will combine with
a number of other colleges this year
in one large intercollegiate ball.
Other colleges which have signified
their intentions of joining this en-
terprise to date include Niagara
University, Notre Dame University,
Georgetown University, Holy Cross
College and Manhattan College. It
is expected that other institutions
will join the combination before
the arrangements are finally settled.
The action of the Albany Club in

joining this enterprise this year is

in keeping with a. movement which
was probably an offspring of the
current depression and which is

rapidly becoming very popular. The
Connecticut Club Is also joining a
similar movement in New Haven,

ro«(i«a«S an rair« r«vr

ORIGINAL PLANS CHANGED

Because of inclement weather it

was necessary to postpone the
group pictures scheduled for last

Wednesday and Thursday until a
later date, probably the early part
of next week. The date decided
upon will bo posted on the various
bulletin boards with the new sched-
ule and the various details concern-
ing the revised schedule.
With the first part of the copy

going to the printers tomorrow and
the engraving work due to be sent
to the engravers during the week,
the 1933 Belle Air is rapidly nearing
completion and is expected to make
its appearance on May 1.

Last Saturday was the final op-
portunity for juniors to secure a
position in the year book. All sen-
iors, class, club and fraternity offi-

cers have until this coming Satur-
day which is absolutely the final
date for all individual photos. Clubs
not planning to enter the year book
because of financial difficulties are
urged by the editor of the Belle
Air to have their club pictures
taken despite this difficulty since It

is necessary and it has been the
custom to have the group pictures
of all recognized organizations in
the annual senior publication.

All proofs which have not been
collected as yet must be returned
tomorrow in the Belle Air office,

located in the foyer of the dining
hall. A representative from the
Zamsky Studios, Inc., will be pres-
ent in th3 office from 1.00 P. M. to
4.00 P. AI to collect these proofs, to
receive orders for the various en-
largements that the students may
desire, and to settle all photography
difficulties. The photography editor
requests that all students co-operate
by making these returns at the pre-
scribed time.
Those planning to subscribe to

the Belle Air are warned by the
business manager to see their class
representatives on or before April
1, since that date has been decided
upon as the closing date for all

Application for permission to join

the Lower Merion Township sew-

erage system has been made by the
college authorities. If this is

granted, work will start on the
project as soon as weather and
ground conditions will permit.
Former plans called for connect-

ing the Villanova outlet to the Rad-
nor Township system. The reason
for the change in plan is attributed
to the fact that Radnor Township
had planned a new central distri-

bution plant. For some reason this

proposed project is being held up
by the State authorities. If it were
to be approved by them it would
take at least a year before this

new plant would be ready to ac-
commodate the college.

In view of this delay and the ne-
cessity to ameliorate the present
conditions prevalent at the college,

it has been decided to appeal to
the Lower Merion Township for
permission to join Its system. If

this project is completed, the Villa-

nova outlet will be connected to the
Lower Merion line at County Line
road and Ithan avenue. It Is at
this point that the Lower Merlon
line runs adjacent to the college
property and would make it easier
for the college line to be joined to
the Lower Merion line.

At a recent meeting of the Rad-
nor Township commission, Com-

Contlnoed mi Tmgt) Kiciit

C'ontlna«d on Page Four

WIlKES-BAfiRE CLUB

PLANS ANWIIAL FETE

Will Kearney's Orchestra to

Play at Fourth Annual

Dinner Dance

SENIORS TO RECEIVE KEYS

Strong Electricity Charges Crackle

AsP.K.P. CandidatesAre Initiated

C—

M
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chine with a large piston moving

back and forth, and he was told

that In order to qualify as a real

he-man it was necessary to stop the

piston with his bare hands. This
was all right until one of the Ini-

tiatees proved that he was too

strong for the mighty machine,
breaking the handle of the piston.

The real test of nerves came
when the candidate was oonducted
to the steam yat. This was a tank
of water (quite cold> with a pipe
running Into It from whleh there
Issued quantities of steam. When

he was standing alongside the tank,

the steam pipe was inserted into

the water to the accompaniment
of a very loud noise.

The final demonstration was the

"electric chair." Each man was
asked the amount of voltage he
could withstand, and whether he
thought he could stand three volts.

Upon answering that he would try,

as most did (this was the starting
voltaic)' It was then increased un-
til the feeling was quite akin to
that In a real electric chair.
Following the ceremonies a ban-

quet was given to the new members
in the dining hall.

Arrangements have been com-
pleted for the fourth annual Easter
dinner dance to be presented by
the Wilkes-Barre Club of Villanova
at the Hotel Redington, Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., on Saturday evening,

April 15. Music for this formal af-

fair will be furnished by Will Kear-
ney's Society Orchestra.

The above-mentioned orchestra,

it will be remembered, is the one
that furnished the music for the
club's dance during the Christmas
holidays. On the former occasion
it proved to be so popular that It

was re-engaged to play at the com-
ing function.
In the past this dance has al-

ways been a closed affair, being re-

stricted to members of the club and
their feminine guests. This year,
however, invitations have been sent
to Villanova alumni residing in the
vicinity of Wilkes-Barre, requesting
their presence at the dance.
It is at this dance that the grad-

uating members of the organization
are tendered Wilkes-Barre Club
keys. Keys are to be presented to
the following seniors at the dinner
which will precede the dance:
David J. Reedy, Joseph J. Kalna,
John C. Walters and Edgar J. Ly-
nett.

Tickets for the affair will be is-

sued in the near future and will be
available from any member of the
organization.
James T. O'Connell Is chairman

of the committee in charge of the
dance and Is assisted by James
Qallagher, Frank C. Kelly and Sld-

mund S. PIszczf
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AT mS SEMINAR

John J. Durkin Asserts That

Crime Pays in IVIany

Instances

HOLDS HEARERS' INTEREST

OdnUnued From PnKe Uim

position *n society. To the attaln-

Bient of vhat end the prisoner, al-

though confined behind four walls,

ks shown an almost flattering atten-

tion by the authorities and given
practically the comforts of home.
kxid yet 58 per cent, of those who
regain their freedom eventually are
lorced jy 'circumstances' to return
»«ain."

The speaker condemned the con-
Utions existing in the courts of law,
irhereby, citing New York City as
in example, of all the arrests made

in that city on)y tefi jkif cent, re^

suited in convictions.
Mr. Durkin iadvocated a strong

retrenchment policy in the admin-
istration of, Justice and the doing
away with the attractive possibili-

ties of crime from the minds of
those who tend toward it. Swift-
ness of conviction with sufficiently

severe punishments was considered
by Mr. Durkin to be the most ef-

fective way to discourage crime in

the future.
He introduced in the course of his

talk the example of the recent at-

tempted assassination of President
Roosevelt by Zangara, who by kill-

ing Mayor Ccrmak, of Chicago,
committed a crime for which he
did not in the least have any sor-
row. Crirtie, therefore, asserted the
speaker, has come to be considered
as part oi the day's work and does
not entail any severe labor and the
punishment meted out is something
that will bring an € nd to every-
thing. For this reason, Mr. Durkin
said that life imprisonment was a
much better form of punishment
than electrocution. A life of hard-
ship ana toil holds greater fears
for the criminal than sudden death.
If the criminal knows that a few
minutes of electricity will be his

#*^
VILLANOVAN

fiilinishment, he will not dread pun-
Isbihent, whereas if iie knew that
his life was to be spent behind four
walls, he would reconsider a crime
before a.tempting it.

At the conclusion of his talk sev-

eral interesting discussions arose
end Mr. Durkin was questioned on
his . tand concerning several state-

ments. Counter arguments were of-

fered and the most vigorous in the
opposite contention were Raymond
J. McKeon and Rudolph J. Lehnau.
They held that crime does not pay
and that the system of courts now
in existence does its full share in

opposing the progress of crime.

Annual Frosh Hop^
Removed From List

Continued From Pure Oiie

Remaining Photos
Set for Next Week

Continued From Page Three

orders. A limited number of books
are to be printed this year and if

orders are not placed before this

date it will be impossible for stu-

dent*- desiring annuals to obtain
them.
The various members of the Belle

Air staff are notified that all assign-
ments not returned as yet must be
in by Friday of this week.

have not as yet been named.
John J. Grace was also named as

chairman of a committee to draw
up a constitution for the class. His

assistants will comprise Raymond
McGunnigle, William J. Sweeney,
Nicholas Canuso, and Robert L.

Samar.
The newly-elected officers — Mr.

Harkins, president; Laurence F.

Shcvland, vice-president; Charles J.

McConnell, secretary, and Lawrence
J. Shea, treasurer—extended their

appreciation to the class members
in choosing them for their respec-

tive offices.

Thespians to Give
Sketches in Phila.

Continued From Pace One *

sary to change this date due to the
occasion of the Blazer Ball on the
same evening, resulting in a con-
flict with those juniors in the cast.

Hence, the plays will probably be

Twgg^y, March 28, ISSg

griven within the first week of lii^
Progress is being shown by th«

cast at \/ork on "Macbeth," which
is to be given on May 12 :n the
gym. Rehearsals are in full swing,
bein^; held four times during the
week. The drama is bein^ v»>

hearsed in acts, two each night, on
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday.
"Macbeth" will appear on the

campus, on one night only. There>
after, it, will be presented at other
locatioiis for the benefit of variona
groups and societies whose identifi-

cations will be revealed at a later
date in the VILLANOVAN.

Albany Club Joins
Dance Combination

Continued From Page Three

at which these same colleges will

be represented but by different or-

ganizations.

J. Bradford Schuyler, president of

the Albany Club, and others who
are in a position to know, predict
tha* the affair will be one of the
largest dances ever to be held in
that vicinity.

t
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The magician exlilbit9 a flower pot with hinged sides

on a table in the center of the stage. He opens out the
sides to show that this container is empty. Closing it

up, he places a screen between it and the audience.
After a short period of magic incantations he removes
the screen. The astounded audience sees a beautiful
girl, covered to the shoulders in lovely flowers, rising

from the "empty" contaioer. Where did she come from?

EXPLANATION:
The girl was hiding behind the drape of the table.

There is a trap door in the bottom of the flower pot,

with a hole large enough to allow her to crawl through.
The flowers, called "magicians' feather flowers," are
a regular part of a magician's outfit. The flower girl

wears a rubber tunic and a bathing cap to keep the
flowers compressed into small space. She slides the

tunic down and the flowers expand when she emerges.

Jt's I'lWTO B£ Iu:)0££D

.:.ITS MOHF TCnVTO
A trick frequently worked in cigarette

advertising is the illusion that mildness
in a cigarette comes from mysterious
processes of manufacture.

EXPLANATION: All popular cfga-
rettes today are made in modern sani-

tary factories with up-to-date machin-
ery. All are heat treated—some more
intensively than others, because raw,
inferior tobaccos require more inten-

sive treatment than choice, ripe to-

baccos.

The real difference comes in the to-
baccos that are used. The better the
tobacco, the milder it is.

It is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels

are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.

That is why Camels are so mild. That
is why Camels have given more pleas-
ure to more people than any other cig-
arette ever made.

It*s the secret of Camels' rich "bou-
quet". .. their cool flavor ... their non-
irritating mildness.

Give yolir taste a chance to appre-
ciate the greater pleasure and satisfac-
tion of the more expensive tobaccos.

JVO TRICKS
JirST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

IJi A MATGHLBSS BLB
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PASSING
IN

REVIEW
WE believe that it can be

safely said that all those
who were down at the gym

last Friday evening saw a very
good exhibition of boxing and
wrestling. For about two hours
there was continuous activity and
every minute had its own particu-
lar bit of excitement or interest.
The intra-mural boxing tourna-

ment was the best of such dis-
plays held on the campus for a
long time. It by far exceeded the
Old E. P. T. bouts of long ago
and it was much better than the
A. A. U, affair last year inasmuch
as t>o events last Friday night
were composed of Villanova stu-
dents for the Villanova students,
altlK)Ugh quite a few outside peo-
ple were on hand to see the ac-
tivities. And we can guess that
they enjoyed the tourney taking
into consideration the fact that
the loss to their purses was nil.

Although all the bouts were
good, there was one which was
outstanding, the one which nearly
had the boys falling out of the
gallery from laughter; namely,
the wrestling match between
Blanchard and Sullivan. Those
two matmen had the right Idea
for putting on a good show and
they succeeded in doing so much
to the delight of the crowd. To
be frank, this writer has never
seen a professional match except
in pictures, but, judging from
what little be has seen, the Sul-
livan-Blanchard match was a
good imitation of big time stuff.

A great deal of interest was
aroused and unearthed as a re-
sult of the tourney last Friday
night and it is our opinion .that
the Blue and White has the mak-
ings of excellent boxing ; and
wrestling teams which could
make their marks in intercollegi-
ate competition. However, " the
organization of such teams might
entail too much labor or expense
which does not appear on the sur-
face, but one thing which is cer-
tain is that more tourneys like
the one held on Friday night
could be arranged without much
undue expense or work.
Another good feature about the

inter-dorm bouts was the fact that
the Dayhops have at last taken
heart. Their basketball team has
been a rather sad affair thus far
this season and the commuter at-
titude has been hovering some-
where on the brink of despair.
Friday evening the train and
trolley boys came into their own
and the score which they ran up
was exceedingly high. This puts
the Day hop team up in the run-
ning and despite the fact that
their basketball team has been
struggling against a losing jinx
their boxers and wrestlers have
to a certain extent adjusted mat-
ters.

If spring ever comes it is ex-
pected that many more intra-mtral
sports events will be scheduled.
An inter-dorm track meet has
been planned, but the exact date
for this event has not been made
certain. It is also expected that
an inter-dorm baseball team will
be established next month. Inter-
dorm baseball was quite popular
on the campus several years ago,
but last year the hall teams were
replaced by inter-frat teams. But,
with the inception of the intra-
mural sports program, it is ex-
pected that the frat teams will
give way to hall aggregations.
The question of inter-dorm ten-

nis has been brought up, and to
date no definite word concerning
a team in this sport has been
heard. Such a league would be
rather difficult, not in forming,
but rather in the playing of the
games due to various conditions.
In view of such facts it is be-
lieved that there will be no intra-
mural league arranged for ten-
nis enthusiasts. However, this
statement is not the final word
and further developments upon
this question must be awaited.
Yelling Taboo
In IntercoUegiates

* « •

COMING back to the Inter-
dorm boxing bouts we would
like to mention the fact that

the reason why the referee re-
quested that the spectators re-
main quiet during the bouts was
due to the fact that such is the
custom in intercollegiate circles.
"Wherever one may go to witness
an Intercollegiate boxing match,
the crowd will always remain
quiet no matter how exciting the
bout. >

The exact reason for this we
don't know, we could guess, but
won't. All we know is that yelliijig

just isn't done. It was quite evi-
dent that many of the students
were ignorant of this fact, but it

Ifl hoped that they know better
now and will avoid mich breaches
of, w« might say, etiquette in the
future.

^

^
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'CAT TOSSERS TO FACE PENN.1

FOR INITIAL DRILL

Propose Tennis Tournament

to Select New Members

for Varsity Team

LISTING MANY MATCHES

Tennis, which led all Villanova

sports in 1931 and 1932, faces a

tough assignment if it is to con-

tinue the stiff pace which it has

set in the past two years. To date,

ten top-notch matches with nearby
colleges are listed on the spring

menu. Although the complete sched-
ule will not be announced until
ne^t week, definite arrangements
for competition have been made
with Albright, Bucknell, West Ches-
ter iBtate Teachers College, Lehigh,
Osteopathy and St. Josephs. The
names of several other schools,
prominent in tennis circles in this
vicinity, are expected to be added
to the list in the near future.
The only remaining varsity net-

man from last year is Sam Miles,
which leaves six positions open for
newcomers. The loss of such stars
as Sol Berman, Suarez, Orcutt and
Sykes is a great blow and the new
candidates will have hard going to
repeat the marvelous record of 12
victories and two defeats which the
1932 team boasted.
Due to bad weather, the fall ten-

nis tournament which usually aids
in the selection of future varsity
material had to be postponed, but
it will be supplanted by spring
trials which are to be held as soon
as climatic conditions warrant the
rolling and marking of the courts.
It is the hope of' Manager John
Watson to have this tournament
completed and the successful con-
testants chosen before the second
week in April, but no definite dates
can be chosen because of the in-
clement weather.
Plans have been made for the

erection of a net indoors and a
notice will be posted when this op-
portunity for practice is opened to
the students. This will afford those
desiring to compete in the tourna-
ment an opportunity to put them-
selves in better physical condition
and lengthen their chances for suc-
cessful competition in the elimina-
tion matches.
Last year, the powerful Villanova

net squad emerged successful In
combats with Temple, Manhattan,
Drexel, State Teachers, Bucknell,
Juniata, Albright and several other
equally strong combinations. The
two reverses suffered by the Blue
and White were at the hands of the
powerful University of Pennsyl-
vania team and Saint John's Col-
lege, of Brooklyn.

Baseball Mentor Jacobsmen to Open Season
Against Quakers Saturday

Initial Game on 1933 Baseball Schedule tc

Be Played at Franklin Field in

Philadelphia

George "Doc" Jacobs, who. In
his first year as varsity base-
ball coach, will lead his dia-
mond warriors against the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania nine
Saturday afternoon at Franklin
Field, Philadelphia. Coach Ja-
cobs replaces Charles A. Mo-
Gcehan, former graduate man-
ager of athletics, who was
forced to retire because of

severe illness.

HE INITIAL appearance of the 1933 editior

of the Villanova baseball team will takt.

place next Saturday, April 1, at Franklij

Field, when the Wildcats take the fielc.

against the University of Pennsylvania nine.

Both squads have been handicapped by
lack of practice, due to the inclemency oL

the weather. However, Captain Reitz anc'

^^^ his cohorts will present a formidable line-up

when the familiar cry of "play ball" startr

the season. No definite word has been given out by "Doc"
Jacobs as to the starting Hne-up because lack of practice has

made it almost impossible tc

selectPROBABLE LINE-UP

Villanova
Lenzl, c
Cavanaugh, ss
Murphy, cf
Reitz, lb.

Skaff. 3b
Hurlburt, If

Wronski, 2b
Finn, rf
King, p

Pennsylvania
Martens, lb
Shanahan, cf
Perina, c
Freeman, 3b
Hendler, If

Hemeon, rf
Kellett, ss
Powel, 2b
Kelly, p

If

ROUND INTO SHAPE

INTRA-MURAL COMMITTEE

New Committee Appointed to Re-
place Former Inactive One

The athletic offices recently an-
nounced that a new Intra-Mural
committee has been appointed. This
change was made because of the
lack of co-operation exhibited by
the previous committee.
The newly-appointed committee is

made up of the following students:
John J. Hughes, chairman; Harold
J. Keating, John M. Watson, Charles
J. Antonaccio, William R. Hamel,
Harry A. Patzsch, Richard H. Wil-
lis, John W. Higgins, James P. Con-
roy, Alex J. Ssczapa, Francis W.
Foster and Gerald Searight.

Bill Tracy, Newly Appointed

Coach, Holds Initial

Workouts Friday

Coach Stuhldreher Sends Minions
Through Paces in Football Practice

For the past two weeks football

practice has been progressing rap-
idly under the direction of Head
Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher and
Bob Regan, his assistant.

Forty players have reported for

spring training and four scrim-
mages have taken place so far. Car-
roll Cook, Dom Marion and John
Higgins have been playing at full-

back, while Randour, Wetzler,
Walsh, Weisenbaugh, Conley, Kotys,
O'Dorisio and Wrona have been
playing halfbacks.
Toby Cavanaugh, Harry Fatzsch,

Charley Hurlburt and Dan Murphy
have been calling signals. The ends
consist of Jelovlch, Gri|ilberg,

O'Donnell, McGee, Goggin, Sxozapa,
Johnson and Korchinski, while Fos-
ter, Malaney, Cox, Lee, Michaela
and VIdnovic are trying tdt the
ffiutrd . poflitlona. Sullivan, ^Isae,
Brodnlciicl, Robertaon, Mylet and

Johann are the tackles, and Nowe,
Blanchard and Searight fill up the
center position.

Coach Stuhldreher is working dili-

gently with his players and Is al-

ready planning for the 1933 season.
He has selected certain elevens to
work together, so that each will be
accustomed to the style of play of a
teammate.
The usual setting-up exercises

precede every practice and are fol-

lowed by instructions In the funda-
mentals of tackling, blocking and
ball-can-ying. The perfection of the
forward pass is stressed by the
coach at every session, and from
the look of things now it seems
that Coach Stuhldreher will rely
to a great extent on this weapon
next aeason. He has a capable
PMaer in Captain Randour and in-

tend* to UM thi« advantage to ita

fullett extent.

25 CANDIDATES REPORT

The first outdoor practice of th^
freshman baseball team was held
last Friday afternoon. About 25
aspirants for honors on the dia-
mond reported to Coach Bill Tracy,
the new frosh mentor.
To date four games have been

scheduled, two with Allentown
Prep and two with Ursinus Frosh,
each on the home and home basis.
A game is also pending with Tem-
ple. ;.';,.,> ,,;: \ /:;... <.;. '..;

The Satterymen have been work-
ing indoors for the past two weeks,
but Friday's practice was the first
chance for the basemen and out-
fielders to handle the ball.
Coach Tracy states that the

Frosh will work out every after-
noon and it is his hope that in the
near future they will be efficient
enough to put up a good battle with
the varsity.

Four pitching candidates have
shown great form indoors, but they
cannot be accurately judged until
they have faced the batters.
Several more gan es are expected

to be scheduled, but no ofTlcial an-
nouncements wili be made until a
later date.

Sports After £aster

John J. Hughes, chairman of the
intra-mural sports committee, has
announced that immediately after
the Easter holidays, golf, tennis,
track and baseball will be placed
on the intra-mural sports calendar.
He also stated that a swimming
meet will be held before the Easter
vacation on some Sunday morning,
and it will be under the supervision
of Martin L. Gill, Jr., instructor of
English In the Science School.
Mr. Hughes further stated that

the volley ball and Indoor baseball
schedules muat be completed before
the baseball league will be started.

it. However, it

thought that the battery will

be composed of Link Lenzi

and George King. Lenzi hat
shown up so well that he will prob

ably get the call over Al Trozky.

last year's veteran catcher. King,

Villanova's mound ace. held Penn
to two hits last year and should
know the weakness of the majority
of the Red and Blue players.

First base will be held down bj"

Captain Lefty Reitz and his posi-

tion so far has not been threatened.
Stan Wronski, who formerly cov-

I

ered right field for the Wildcats,
will be seen at second base. Short-
stop will be handled by Toby Cava-
naugh who has been hitting well
in practice. A newcomer will, in

all probability, play third for the
'Cats. Frank Skaff, who holds the
position <->f the heaviest hitter on
the squad, is being pressed hard by
Zimkus.
The outfield presents a problem

that "Doc" Jacobs hopes to have
ironed out by Saturday. Dave Mur-
phy, last year's Freshman star, is

probably the best outfielder ever to
enter Villanova. Ho possesses all

the qualities of a good player, hav-
ing exceptional fielding ability cus

well as a sharp eye for hitting, and
will cover center field for the Wild-
cats. Charley Hurlburt is being
pressed hard by Bill Grimberg for
left field, while Huck Finn and
Jocko Hurley are having a battle
for the right field position.
The other candidates are: Metro

Weston, captain of the basketball
team, who Is trying hard to dis-
place Wronski at second; Bruno,
last year's Freshma short-stop, at
present an understudy < f Toby Cav-
anaugh; Johnny Krajsa, catcher,
and Roach and Sylvester are rookie
outfielders.

Villanova opened its season last
year with Pcnn, and succeeded in
submerpinrr them by the score of
4 to 3. Ceov^e King, who is due
to start this year's contest, held
the Quakrrs to two hits up until
the time that he retired in the
eighth inning in favor of Tom
O'Donnell.
Doctor Carriss, of Penn, has not

as yet decided upon his line-up,
but his greatest trouble lies in the
fact that two of his star pitchers
have beon declared ineligible due to
scholastic dlfllrulties. They are
John Powhida and Johnny Jackson.
The benched hurlers won seven
games between them last year and
were the mainstays of the staff.
Powhida started off strong, but
faded towards the end of the sea-
son compiling a record of four out
of seven, while Jackson, former
Overbrook ace, lost one game in
four. Captain Sonny Martens is
due to start at first base, with Nick
Treatola and Carl Perina sharing
the catching duties. Bob Fntrmnn,
center on the basketball team, wlB
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Baskethallers End Season
Winning Ten, Losing Four

Show Remarkable Reversal in Form to Have
the Most Successful Season in

Several Years
'»'.»</' li... J"i -t M.I

UPSET TEMPLE AND ST. JOHN'S FIVES

iWin Over Temple Owls Is the First to Be Scored in

Eight Years; Weston, Lynch, Barry,

Shevlin, Torpey Scintillate

I^OINTS SCORED BY VARSITY CAGESTERS

Field Goals
Lynch ....;. _ 26
Barry
Daly
Travers
Weston
Shevlin
Torpey ...

Reitz ......

Hurley _

Totals

'yO**«*i«^»i»**j»|Wi»*»OWf <

I«••••*•••••«•««

32
26
26
23
20
14
3
2

172

f

Fouls
23
7
13
11
11
16
17
3
1

102

Points
75
71
6^
63

ii

45
9
5

I

WATCH
v.THAT
STUFF

446

•ff^:

points were the result of his ef-

forts that night and he was follow-

ed by Nixon, of Muhlenberg, with

HE PAST SEASON witnessed one of the

most remarkable comebacks that any bas-

ketball team has ever made. Last year, the

Wildcat five was just another team, but the

meteoric rise that has taken place this year
is one of the best in collegiate circles.

Winning ten games and losing four is

the record that the Blue and White com-
piled this year, and when one takes a look

at the opponents, even more satisfaction

can be gained. The Wildcats opened the season by meeting
Cooper-Union College of New York, at the new gymnasium,
and defeated them, 62-20. It*

was quite an auspicious start,

for two sophomores playing

their first varsity game for

iVillanova, namely Barry and
Shevlin, divided high-scoring honors

between them with 13 points apiece.

Art Lynch also took his share of

the spoils and dumped 11 points

Into the team's scormg.
After winning two successive

games, the Wildcats met an unex-
pected defeat at the hands of a
powerful St. Francis College quin-

1

tet by the slim margin of 29-28.

'

Tom Carroll, ace forward of the
Brooklynites. took a flooi-longth
pass f I om Fitzgerald and looped

'

In a field goal that cost the game
for the Wildcat? with but five sec-
onds to play. Sporting a 19-13 lead
at half-time the Jacobsmen seemed
to have had the game clinched, but
a strong St. Francis rally cut down
the lead. The scoring for the Wild-
cats, with the exception of one
point, was done by three sopho-
jnores; Daly, Trav«»rs and Shevlin.
Defeat again stalked at the heelsW the Villanova basketeers, for

they were nosed out by a plucky
Ursinus College five to the tune of
99-26. Once again the Cats left the
floor at half-time with a lead, only
to lose it in the closing minutes of
the contest. High scoring honors
for the night /ere taken by Lodge,
^rsatile forward of the Collegeville
outfit, with a total of thirteen
points. Daly, Travers and Lynch
held the fcrt for the Main Liners
with five points each. This game,
however, predicted future events.
After the first three games, Artie
Liynch seemed to be away off form,
but this game saw him give one
Of the moat beautiful exhibitions
Of floor work that has been seen
la a long time.
Muhlenberg was the next oppo-

nent and was sent home on the

All'OpponentFivesPicked
By Wildca t Caffe Players

Lazar, St. John's, and Hassett, Manhattan,
Given Unanimous Choice, While Rosan,

Temple, Ranks Third

>^^jAMPUS opinion has ithas
he inter-dorm boxing

^^-^inev was a success.

that
tour-

'Ipey wj

TiMl Hamilton learned tkud

"Tdui^h Guy" Upshultz wasn't

so tough after alL

•

' »sIt ' ^seemed as
could take it.

though they all "tv

seven.

Rising to rare basketball heights,

the Villanova quintet broke the
long winning streak of the hereto-
fore undefeated St. John's five, by
the score of 38 to 32. St. John's
was trying for its thirteenth con-
secutive win of the ."eason when it

met unexpected defeat at the hands
of a determined Wildcat five, after
having beaten a strong City College
of New York five the week previ-
ous. The 'Cats left the floor at half-
time trailing the Gothamites, 18
to 17. and spent six minutes of the
next half tying the count. Villa-
nova outscorcd the New Yorkers
from the floor, 13 goals to 10, the
peerless Nat Lazar being held to a
brace of baskets by Captain West-
on. Not a single St. John's play-
er exceeded a pair of two-pointers
during the '•omplete game, while
the Blue and White in the persons
of Torpey, Travers, Shevlin, Lynch
and Daly combined a strong pass-
ing attack with remarkable shoot-
ing ability tr> score 38 points be-
tween them. Torpey, playing in his
first varsity game, celebrated the
occasion by racking up three bas-
kets and two fouls to tie for high
scoring honors for the night.
After this victory came a defeat

at the hands of a powerful Temple
team that shattered the Wildcats'
hopes. 47-28 was the final score,
undoubtedly the worst defeat hand-
ed the Wildcat passers in a num-
ber of years. The Owls towered
above the 'Cats and the latter were
unable to solve a clever passing
combination until the middle of the
second half. Liebensperger and
Brown, of the Temple quintet hung
up twelve and ten points, respec-
tively, while the best that Lynch
could do as nine.
The Villanova quintet again came

The All-Opponent team, chosen

annually by the members of the

varsity basketball squad, is found

this year to be an almost unani-

mous selection.

Ten players submitted their selec-

tions and out of the five chosen for
the first team, two of them, Nat
Ijazar, of Saint John's, and Hassett,
Manhattan, were an unanimous
choice. Lazar and Rosan, of Tem-
ple, received the two forward posts,

with Carroll, St. Francis, center.
The guard positions were composed
of Hassett and McGuinness, of St.

Johns.
The selection of Lazar was ex-

pected, due to the fact that seldom
has a Villanova court seen such a

feat the Feline five this winter,
placed its outstanding star, Carroll,
on the Wildcat All-Opponent team.
It was Carroll that scored the goal
in the final minutes of play, giving
the New Yorkers a one-point vic-

tory. This was the most spectacular
finish of any game that the 'Cats
played this season and Carroll de-
serves credit for it.

Another St. John's star, McGuin-
ness, was also chosen among the
best five players that opposed the
Villanova squad this season. One
of the high scorers in the annual
meeting of the two teams, McGuin-
ness, paired off with his teammate,
Lazar, to push the Blue and White
quintet to a hard-fought victory.
Although he does not possess the

Danny "Call Me ZafT" looked

as though he was doing the

Lindy Hop or something be-

tween punches.
t

.

"Fierce Man" Mele would have
made a good partner for the for-

mer Newsboy Champion (Our own
Danny).

J4 Michaels ever hit Cox with
one of those vicious upper-cute
Coxie would be spinning yet.

Mike tried hard, but Cox had the

advantage of height and reach.

Johnny Shevlin, known hence-
forth sui "One Punch," put his

man away In about 10 seconds.

Oscar Grow should learn how to

side-step tackles.

Blanchard and Sullivan put
on the best show of the evening.

We wonder how long they prac-

ticed their act.

player that combined all the quali-
j
remarkable shooting ability o^ Laz

ties of a good basketeer. Although
Nat failed to sparkle in the Villa-

nova clash, accounting for but two
field goals, this was due to the close
guarding of Metro Weston, Blue and
White captain.
Reds Rosan, stellar Temple for-

ward, received the votes of nine of
the Villanova players. This is the
first year for Rosan on the Owl var-
sity, but there has been a vast im-
provement in his playing. Rosan
was the main reason of the 'Cats
downfall in the first game this sea-
son, and was the outstanding star
in the second encounter.

St. Francis, the first t^am to de-

ar, his passing attack was the main
support of the St. John's five.

The only other player to receive
an unanimous vote was Hassett, of
Manhattan. When the Feline five

journeyed up to Madison Square
Garden to participate in the Charity
Tournament, the squad hoped for a
victory, but their dreams were sud-
denly jolted by a powerful Manhat-
tan quintet In the person of Has-
sett. Being held to two field goals
in the early part of the encounter,
Hassett suddenly spurted and raked
up two more field and eight foul
tosses, to submerge the Wildcats'
hopes.

Garrol Cook wrestled Vince
Zlzac and several times we ex-

pected to see Bill Grimberg
rush to Cookie's rescue.

Zizac was rather surprised to

learn that he had pinned Cook's
shoulders to the floor.

Short end of a 27-18 tally. John
j

back into form and trounced a
Barry was one of the main causes weak Albright five. 44 to 27. Art
for this win, due to his clever pass- Lynch proved to be the sparkplug
kkg and shooting ability. Nine of the 'Cat attack, racking up 14

points, Travers and Torpey fol- 1 following

lowed with 9 and 7. DeFranco was
the star for the Lions.

Playing a return match the Ur-

sinus Bears were decisively beaten,
55-31. The improvement of the
'Cats over the previous engage-
ment was remarkable, for the pass-
ing and shooting had been perfect-
ed to such an extent that the Bears
were unable to cope with it. Barry
regained his previous form and won
the high scoring honors for the
season with 21 points. Jerry Daly
also contributed 16 points to the
'Cat total. ;

;

'

The Wildcats next traveled to
New York to play in the Annual
Charity Tournament. There, they
engaged a fast-working Manhattan
quintet anr* came home on the
short end of a 38-32 tally. Pop
Travers, diminutive Villanova for-
ward, was the star of the 'Cat ag-
gregation and contributed 14 points
to the Blue and White score. The!

day the newspapers re-

marked that this game was the
outstanding contest of the tourna-
ment.

Three games followed in quick
succession, all of which Villanova
won, and included in these was the
highlight of the season. Seven
years ago, the Wildcat five won its
last game from the Temple Ow!3,
but on February 28 the Blue and
White upset the dope and trounced
the Owls, 32-80. It was a game, the
like of which had never been seen
before on r- Villanova floor, but, as
far as the V.'ildcat rooters were
concerned, the issue was never in
doubt. Piling up a lead of 19 to 11
at half-time, Villanova kept its ad-
vantage to the closing minutes of
the game, and, when the score had
been tied, Johnny Barry came to
the rescue with a beautiful one-
handed shot, followed by Captain

Continued on Pagro 8cypn

A rather large crowd was on
hand to see the boys punish
each other.

Red Lenzi also scored a tech-

nical knockoui over his opponent.

The Wildcat tossers are sched-
uled to open their season on
Saturday at Franklin Field

against the University of Penn-
sylvania.

The second half of the inter-dorm
basketball league will end this

week.

The grid squad attracts quite
a bit of attention from paesers-
by along the pike.

After seeing several of those
wrestling matches last Friday night
we are inclined to believe that
maybe there is some truth in the
evolutionistic theory.

ALL'OPPONENT TEAMS AS SELECTED BY THE VARSITY PLAYERS
FIRST TEAM

WESTON LYNCH SHEVLIN TRAVERS DALY TORPEY BARRY FINN REITZ HURLEY
Lazar

St. John's
I<acar

St. John's
Lazar

St, John's
Lazar

St. John's
Lazar

St. John's
Lazar

St. John's
Lazar

St. John's
Larar

St. John's
Lauur

St. John's
liazar

St. John's

Gudd
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Rosan
Temple

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St, Francis

Gudd
Temple

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St. Francis

Carroll
St. Francis

CarroU
St. Francis

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

HasseU
Manhattan

HasseU
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

Hassett
Manhattan

"T

SECOND TEAM
Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Th-
Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Grower
Rutgers

Slott

St. John's
SiotI

St. John's
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St, John's,
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St. John's
Slott

St. John's

Rosan
Temple

Gudd
Temple

Gudd
Temple

Gudd
Temple

Gudd
Templs

Gudd
Temple

Qodd
Ten^le

Gudd
Temple

Gudd
Templs

Gudd
Tempis

I

Poliskia
St. John's

Brown
Temple

Pollskin
St. John's

Poliskin
St. John's

Pollskin
St. John's

Poliskin
St. John's

Poliskin
St. John's

Pollskin
St. John's

Pollskin
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

McGuinness
St. John's

Brown
Temple

Brown
Temple

Brown
Temple

Frelberf
Temple

Brown
fempls

Brown
Temple Temple

Iftrowa

Temple Teipplo

CONSENSUS—F. Lazar. St. Johns, 10-0; F, Rosan, Tempis. M; C. Carroll, St. Francis, 9-1; Q, McGuinness, St. John's, S-t; O, Hassett, Manhattan, 10-0,
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Wins Second Half
' Victory OverFedigan Hall
Elimina te^ NearestRival

•Fedigan Close Contender Until Two Losses
of Past Week Assured Alumni

Undisputed First Place

^AY HOPS EXPECT TO WIN TONIGHT

LUMNI HALL, by decisively defeating Fedi-
gan Hall, 20-10, last Tuesday, snared first

place in the inter-dorm race and will retain

this position for this half, no matter what
the final outcome of the concluding games
on tonight's card. With Alumni winning
this half's race, Mendel and Alumiii will be
matched against one another in the play-

offs, the first of which will get under way
• Friday evening.

There are yet three games to be played—Alumni vs.

.^Austin, Fedigan vs. Good Counsel, and Mendel vs. Day Hops,

Intra-Mural Schedules
VOLLEY-BAIX

the first game being played*
4his afternoon at 4 o'clock and
the other two this evening in

^he new gym at 7.10 P. M.
The results of these games
jBvill make a possible triple tie for
second place in the final standing.
If Pedlgan loses to Good Counsel,
4he triple tie will be effected, Fedi-
gan Good Counsel and Austin be-
ini? the teams to tie. The wins and
josses will then be nine and six. But
if, on the other hand. Good Counsel
loses and Austin wins, the tie will
4>e broken, leaving Fedigan in sec-
ond place, Austin in third and Good
Counsel in fourth. Mendel will end
iip in fifth, while the Day Hops will
nold undisputed possession of the
cellar position.

Manager Karold J. Keating ex-
pects and hopes that hie Day Hop
aggregation will come through this
afternoon and have one win to its

credit for the season's play.

[edigan Hall had a more than fair
ice ' r this half's '^' ampionshlp

I at the start of the weelc, but two
flosses, one by a lone point, placed
khe Gigolos out of the running. It
had been a neck and neck race
between Alumni and Fedigan till

this week and the Issue was in
doubt until both teams met on the
floor for a hand to hand tussle.
W^lumni scored an impressive win
over Fedigan, 20-10, but it was a
game which had all the earmarks
^»t the Gettysburg battle reincar-
nated. There was plenty of fig*it
exhibited by both clubs, and num-
erous reserves were sent into the
fray to take up the battle where
their predecessors left off. Argu-
iaents galore as well as rough play-
ing were the order of the evening,
and at times little attention was
paid to the officials. The playing
of Frank Skaff and Tom Robertson
for the winners proved the margin
^f victory. Bill Sirica and Vince
Totin ;cept ur a valiant but losing
battle for the Gigolos, and what
fedigan lacked in points it made up
in fight and verbal attack.
Mendel Hall in another fine game

loosed out Fedigan. 19-18. Fedigan
had a 10-5 lead at the half, but
soon after the second canto gpt
ynderway the Mendelites in a
splurge of field goals overcame
their disadvantage and amassed aW to overcome, failing only in the
fotal which Fedigan tried desperate-
last minute. Eddie Vaughan played
best for the winners and Steve
Kramer carried off the honors for
the losers.

^ Alumni showed Its full strength
when it scored an unprecedented
66-11 humiliating defeat ever the

I
The Standings

w. L.
Alumni H 3
Fedigan 9 5
Austin 8 5
Good Counsel ..8 6
Mendel 6 8
Day Hops .>...... 14

Pet.

.786

.643

.671

.571

.429

.000

Today
Good Counsel vs. Austin, old

gym, 1.80 P. M.
Day Hops vs. Good Counsel,

old gym, 2.15 P. M.
Day Hops vs. Fedigan, old

gym, 8.00 P. M.

INDOOR BASEBALL
Tomorrow

G^od Counsel vs. Austin, Aus-
tin field, 1.30 P. M.

ThursdAy
Mendel vs. Fedigan, Austin

field, 1^ P. M.
"' <"*''•. Friday

Day Hops vs. Good Counsel,
Austin field, l.SO P. M.

« BASKETBALL

^

Today
Mendel vs. Day Hops, new

gym, 4.00 P. M.
Alumni vs. Austin, new gym,

7.10 P. M.
Good Counsel vs. Fedigan,

new gym, 7.10 P. M.
First Basketball Play-Off

Mendel vs. Alumni, new gym,
7.20 P. M.

1 ,

Intra-MuralFightTourney
A ttractsMany Spectators

T -I.I

Champion Leather Pushers and Matmen in

All Divisions Successfully De-
fend Laurels

Day Hops. This was the largest
total amassed all season, surpass-
ing the 55-point score which Fedi-
gan had totaled against the same
outfit. Incidentally, Frank Skaff,
with 24 counters, is credited with
having the highest individual total
for the year. Another item of note
in this game was the fact that Tay-
lor, star forward for the Alumni
team, did not score a single point
out of the 66 total. The poor play-
ing of the day-student club was at-
tributed to the fact that lack of ma-
terial and lack of team work se-
verely hindered the team through-
out the season so that little co-
ordination was the ultimate result.
However, in a game later In the

week the Train and Trolley boys
showed to better advantage, losing
by a closer score to Austin, 36-23.

,

Traflcantl came through for the
Day Hops, scoring 10 points.
In the Mendel-Good Counsel set-

to, the Mendel team showed some
of its early season form, nosing out
Good Counsel, 25-22. The team
work exhibited by the Mendelites is
not shown In the score and the
team was deserving of more points
than the score Indicates. If the
team plays :.s well in the play-offs
there will be no doubt as to the
champion aggregation in the col-
lege.

Alumni-Fedigan line-up:

Alumni

I

IN PLAY-OFF GAMES

Each Player of Winning Club

to Get Special Individual

Award

3 TECHNICAL KNOCKOUTS SCORED

THE SMACKS of the leather-pushers and the grunts and
groans of the mat contestants resounded through the

gymnasium on last Friday evening, as numerous spectators
watched their favorites strive for victory in the annual Villa-

nova boxing and wrestling tournament. In all, 28 contest-^
*ants participated in these two
fields of sport which are dailyBOXING RESULTS

OFFICIALS ARE ANNOUNCED

Although the point winners for

the second half of the intra-mural

Taylor, forward .

.

Robertson, forward
Hughes, center
Lee, guard
Skaff, guard

!

Perugino, forward

o.
1

, 1
1

8

Malaney, forward
Montgomery, guard 1

F.

2

1

1

2

P.

2
4
2

7

1

4

Total^V;.^,. 6 20

Fedigan

G.

1

Houseman, forward .

Gough, forward
Totin, center l
Sirica, guard , » , , . i
Patzsch. guard ...;...,
Kramer, forward
LaFranchlse, guard . . . .

F.

1

2

1

P.
1

2
4

3

Totals 3 4 10

basketball league have been decid-
ed, Alumni Hall, winner of this
second half race, and Mendel Hall,
winner of the first half, will meet
in a best two out of three series to
decide the championship dormitory
team of the college. Mendel had
finished in first place during the
first half tussles with Alumni as a
close runner-up, but In this half
Alumni has already been assured
the first position and Mendel In a
surprising drop Is slated for the
fifth position. However, Mendel Is
planning a surprise move and ex-
pects to win the first two of the
three scheduled games.
Approximate ly^ 200 spectators are

expected to be present at the open-
ing tussle Friday evening. The
game is scheduled to start at 7.20
in the new gymnasium. The regu-
lar intercollegiate rules with the
20-minute halves will be applied in
all of the playoff games.
As announced by the moderators

of the league, special Individual
trophies will be awarded to each
player of the winning club. The
next playoff game is scheduled for
next Tuesday evening and if anoth-
er game will be found to be nec-
essary It will be played on the fol-
lowing Friday.
The officials for this initial con-

test will.be Emil Reitz, Austin Hall,
captain of the varsity baseball nine!
and Dave Conley, Austin Hall, star
halfback of the varsity gridiron
eleven. John Hughes will be the
timekeeper and the official scorer
to be used in these three pames
will be Dick Willis, Austin Hall.
Theie will be no points allowed for
these playoffs, the Individual trophy
being the honor for which the play-
ers will strive.

Alumni Hall's stars are Robin-
son and Skaff, while Vaughan, Con-
ner and McFadden are expected to
scintillate for Mendel.

Danny Zaff, Austin, 118, won by
a decision over Charley Costa,
Good Counsel, 120.

Pete Libby, Mendel, 137, drew
with Mike Tomasso, 137 Vk, Day-
hop.

Charley Cox, Alumni, 193, won
decision over Ed Michaels, Men-
del, 195.

Wally August, Good Counsel,
140, lost to Red Lenzi. Austin,
142, on a technical knockout.

Ted Hamilton, Dayhop, 137,

won by a technical knockout over
Lou Lipschultz, Dayhop, 136.

John Shevlin, Alumni, 160, won
over Bill McGinnis, Dayhop, 157,

when latter slipped and hit his
head on the edge of the ring after
Shevlin hit him.

Jerry McAteer, 154, Dayhop,
won decision over Frank Ditchey,
Alumni, 155.

Bill Grimberg, Fedigan, 178,

won decision over Ken Malaney,
Alumni, 172.

WRESTLING RESULTS

Keffer, Dayhop, 143, threw Carl
Hickey, Alumni, 154, in 4 min. 50
sec.

Bruno, Austin, 158, threw Grow,
Fedigan, 180, in 5 min. 7 sec.

Murphy, Dayhop, 160, was
thrown by Mele, Fedigan, 165, In
6 min. 46 sec.

O'Dorlsio, Dayhop, 155, drew
with LaCasal, Dayhop, 155.

Blanchard, Austin, 185, drew
with Sullivan, Alumni, 185.

Zizac, Fedigan, 195, threw
Cook, Fedigan, 200, in 7 min. 25
sec.

Wildcat Quint Had
Successful Season

Continued From Pace Six

Weston and Jerry Daly, whose
baskets tewed up the game.
Dickinson was the next foe to fall

before the onslaught of a mighty
villanova five, by the score of 40 to
35. Jerry Daly and Art Lynch
were stalemated for scoring honors
with ten points apiece. After such
a strenuous contest the week pre-
vious, the Blue and White took
things easy and coasted through to
a decisive win.
Bucknell, nnnual opponent, fol-

lowed, and was troun ed, 42-31.
Again the remarkable eye of John-
ny Barry made itself known and
Jack 'lit the cords for six field
goals and one foul for thirteen
points, while MacKenzie and K.
James tallied for Bucknell. Anoth-
er offensive star for this combina-
tion was Rczinchack, All-Opponent
football back.

gaining in popularity on the
campus.

These matches were part of th«
intra-mural sports program and
were conducted under the super-
vision of Coach Harry A. Stuhldre-
her.

The opening bout of the evening
gave Danny Zaff, the three year
title holder in the 118 pound di>
vision, an easily-gained decision
over Charley Costa. For three
rounds, Zaff. the Austin Hall sensa-
tion, made every blow tell as he
danced around the game represent-
ative from Good Counsel. Follow-
ing this came the first of the six
wrestling bouts. Keffer, 143 pounds,
repi-esenting the Dayhops, pinned
Carl Hickey, of Alumni, in 4 min-
utes and 50 seconds.
The second boxing show of the

evening resulted in a draw between
Pete Libby, Mendel Hall, and Mike
Tomasso, Dayhop. Both boys
weighed in at 137 pounds. Im-
mediately on the heels of this bout
came the tangle between "Rough
House" Bruno and the king of pin-
boys, "Oscar" Grow. After 5 min-
utes and 7 seconds of fast wrestling
Bruno pinned Grow and was de-
clared the winner.
Next, Charley Cox, Alumni Hall

heavyweight, earned a decision over
Ed Michaels, of Mendel, after three
hard-fought rounds in which both
boys landed many hard blows. Fol-
lowing the Cox Michaels bout came
the tangle between Danny "Day-
hop" Murphy and Joe Mele, of
Fedigan. Mele was declared win-
ner when he pinned Murphy in 9
minutes and 46 seconds.
Red Lenzi, defending title-holder

in the welter division, proved his
caliber by defeating Wally August
on a technical knockout in the mid-
dle of the second round. "Oats'*

O'Dorlsio and "Greek" LaCosal,
both Dayhops, wrestled in the next
tangle which resulted In a draw.
The fifth boxing match of the

evening was the long-awaited Ham-
ilton-Lipschultz bout. Many of the
spectators remembering the hard-
fought contest in 1932 between
these boys watched with intense in-

terest. Near the end of the second
round Ted Hamilton was awarded
the decision when Referee Hayes
stopped the contest.';.'.

'•

Blanchard and Sullivan, both
weighing 185 pounds, filled the next
ten minutes with a wrestling ex-
hibition that brour^ht the entire pal-

leiy to its feet. Both boys at dif-

erent times rolled out of the ring
and several times they had to be
cautioned against flving tackles.
This was for the Villanova cham-
pionship of New England and re-

sulted in a draw.
The shortest bout of the evening

followed when Johnny Shevlin. 160
pounds, representing Alumni Hall,
was declared winner over Bill Mc-
Ginnis by a technical K. O. As

CMitlnoed on rat* BIsM

Box Scores of Inter-Dormitory League Games Which Were Played During the Past Week
3ay Hope

G.
Craig, forward o
IVojtkun. forward 2
Welsh, center s
O'Keefe, guard 1
Traflcantl, guard 4

Totals 10

Austin

O.
nills, forward 7
lavln, forward ....... 4
>ughlln, center 2

^'Connell, guard 1
tlta, guard 4

Totals 18

F. P.
1 1

2

4

6
2

10

23

F.
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WearyWillie's
Advice

Pear Love Editor:

My girl chews "Red Man," but

lately she has been refusing to give

me any. Please advise.

LITTLE TOBACCO HEART.
X)ear L. T. H.:

Tish, Tish: Arrt I surprised. I

am convinced that she must have

a large store of the delectable stuff

bidden away in the stove-pipe at

home. Tell her to try .smoking that

for a time while you convert the

"Red Man" in liquid assets!

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie:

Every night since September I

have noticed that there has been a

very peculiar droning sound in my
room after I have gone to bed, and,

consequently, I haven't been able to

get much sleep. I have circles un-

der my eyes, my nerves are bad
and I'm always falling asleep in

class.

On. ,the other hand, my room-
mate seems to be in the best of

health and says that he sleeps fine.

Please cure me.
N. SOMNIA.

Dear Friend:
All you need is a towel. When

you hear the noise, stuff it down
your room-mate's throat— he snores.

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie: ••.,.•,:,;,•!

Do you know why: The people of

Jalapa never put castor oil in their

coca-colas? ..T

If all the men who are glad that
beer is back were lined up they
would reach from the steps of

Pedigan Hall to the steps of Fedi-
gan Hall?
The doorknobs in Mendel Hall are

always falling off?

There is a shortage of car tokens
In Abyssinia?

f,

There are no baseball coabhes in

3pitzbergen?
Millions of Chinamen aren't col-

legiate?
Mock-turtles don't laugh?
People who like meatballs never

danced at one?
Scotchmen take their vacation at

home and let their minds wander?
BEN DOWNE, JR.

Dear Bennie:
And so what?

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Love Editor:
Please tell me how I can become

food-looking like "Jeanie" Collins!

ARTHUR MOMETER.
Dear Artie:
Take the Baltimore pike, near

Oshkosh, which is two miles north
Of Fancy Vest, Indiana, and con-
tinue till you strike gold.

WEARY WILLIE.

Rutgers Defeated
By Debating Team

<tontina«d From Pace One

sound and practical.
Both the Villanova and Rutgers

teams were the guests of Grand
Knight Edward J. Patten, at a din-
ner tendered to them before the
debate at the Hotel Packer. Mr.
Patten also sent a letter to Rev.
Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., the
following day, which read as fol-
lows: "The Villanova debating team
admirably accounted for itself last
evening before an audience of over
500 Knights of Columbus men and
their friends. They left an impres-
sion of being unusually well trained
and easily won the audience decis-
ion. Please extend our heartfelt
congratulations to those who have
charge of training these young
men."
At the conclusion of the debate

Mr. Patten addressed the debaters
and the audience and also congrat-
ulated the representatives of Villa-
nova upon their excellent victory,
and thanked both teams for their
untiring efforts and co-operation in
making the debate both instructive
and interesting.

TTOW/T?R *^*' street
X VyW i:^£\opp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Tues., Wed., and Thurs.
"BILLION DOLLAR

SCANDAL*
with

Robert Armstronir
Conntance Cummings

Jimmy Oleason

Friday to Monday
H, O. Wells*

"ISLAND of LOST SOULS'
with

The Panther Woman
Richard Arlen
Leila Hyama

Topics Included Communlbn

Thursday and Concluding

Prayers Last Night

ALTAR IS ALSO EXPLAINED

Continued From I'aire One

those who are about to receive the

Flesh and Blood of Christ.

"The Sanctuary bell then rings

to warn those present that com-

munion time approaches. The priest

makes the sign of the cross with

the Host and receives communion,
saying before doing so: 'May the

Body of Our Lord, Jesus Christ,

keep my soul unto life everlasting.

Amen.' He then joins his hands and
remains a short time in silent

prayer; he next uncovers the Chal-

ice and genuflects. Then he gath-

ers onto the Paten any fragments
which may have fallen from the
Sacred Host upon the Corporal and
puts them into the Chalice. He re-

cites meanwhile some verses from
Holy Scripture.

"He then takes the Chalice in his

right hand, makes therewith the

sign of the cross, and reverently
receives the Communion of the

Blood of the Lord, staying before

drinking: "May the Blood of Our
Lord. Jesus Christ, keep my soul

unto life everlasting. Amen.'
"The priest then gives commun-

ion to the faithful. As the people

approach the altar-rail the server

says the 'Conflteor' in the name of

those who are to receive. The
priest takes the Ciborium out of

the Tabernacle, turns to the people

and says the 'Misereatur' and the

'Indulgentiam.' The priest makes
the sign of the cross over the kneel-

ing people during the 'Indulgenti-

am' as a reminder that redemption
and pardon were obtained through
the Cross of Christ.

"Then, taking up the Ciborium
and turning toward the people, the
priest holds up one of the Sacred
Particles before the communicants
and says: 'Behold Him who taketh
away the sins of the world.* Thus
does the priest point out Our Lord
to the faithful as did John the
Baptist when preaching to the peo-
ple on the banks of the Jordan
River. '.!'.

"The 'Domine non sum Dignus'
is then repeated three times by the
priest. The prayer of the faithful

Centurion is also repeated three
times, after which the priest gives
communion to the faithful.

"After the faithful have received
communion, the priest returns to
the altar, replaces the Ciborium in
the Tabernacle, carefully purifies
the communion plate over the Chal-
ice, and then replaces it on the al-

tar where it is taken by the server
and returned to its place on the
Credence table.

"The priest next purifies the Chal-
ice with a small quantity of wine
which the server pours into, saying
meanwhile a short appropriate
prayer. After the ablution the
priest says another prayer. Then
he carefully purifies the Chalice
and rearranges its equipment while
the server moves the Missal to the
Epistle side of the altar. This ends
the Sacrifice proper of the Mass."
Last night's lecture, the last of

the series, commenced with the
communion and treated of the re-
mainder of the Mass, concluding
with an explanation of the altar
and its various appurtenances.
In the course of his sermon, Fr.

McKee said, "The 'Ite Missa Est'
was orginally an invitation to leave
the church; but it is not so now,
for Maas is not finished until the
end of the Gospel. It is, therefore,
like many other things, merely kept
up to preserve a vestige of an an-

Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers
First Class Service

""y

STUDENT CO-OPERATION
ASKED AT GRID DRILLS

The coaches and members of

the football squad have been
complaining about the overzeal-

ousness evidenced by watching
students at the daily practices.

Students, interested in the man-
ner in which the players go
through their paces, have been
approaching too close and have
consequently hampered the per-

formers, crowding their field of

action and obstructing the criti-

cal eyes of the coaches.
Both coaches and players

would appreciate efforts on the

part of the students to remain
within the restricted areas. This
co-operation will greatly facili-

tate matters and earn the thanks
of the gridiron club.

cient rite."

Both the history of the Siltar and

the various types which are used

were explained after the general

discussion of, the Mass. "The es-

sential part of these altars is a

small slab »f stone usually encased

in wax cloth and large enough to

hold the sacrei Host and the

greater part of the bases of the

Chalice and Cibo-ium. This stone

contains the relics of some martyr
and is sealed with a cemented lid.

In portable altars this stone may
be carried from place to place,

whereas in the permanent altar it

is embodied right in the altar itself.

The Tabernacle, Altar-ledges,

Crucifix, Missal, altar candles altar

cards, credence table and sanctuary
lamp were also discussed at this

time.

Jacobsmen Will Open
Against Penn. Team
''^ntlnned From Pare Five

hold down third, while Bill Shana-
han, football player, will patrol

center field. Don Kellett at short
and Johnny Powell at second will

probably complete the infield. Hend-
ler and Hemeon will see duty in the
outfield. Bob Kelly, former West
Catholic star, will face the 'Cats in

the absence of Powhida

COMMITTEE APPOINTED

and Depression Prices

^•lllilMllfntHniMMMMIIMIifMimMNfinilllHItniMIIIIII

Brown Announces Names of Men
to Work on Sophomore CotUllon

The Sophomore Cotillion com-
mittee was announced last week by
John T. Brown, president of the
class.

The first meeting was held on
Thursday afternoon in the Mendel
Hall amphitheatre, at which time
the various aasig^nments were ten-

tatively distributed to the members
of the committee.
The committee is composed of:

Paul Loughlin, chairman; Edmond
P. Reiley, James J. Travers, John
F. O'Connell, Frank W. Willis,

Thomas J. Donahue, John R. Barry,
Charles Nowe, John F. Butler, Ed-
mond C. Malhame, Libro Taglianet-
ti, Vincent Totin, Francis P. Big-
ley, Arthur W. Cogan, Jean L.
Sharkey, Joseph P. Costigan, Jos-
eph Dunigan, Herman Diello, Mar-
tin J. Nichols, John DeLauro and
Howard J. Ogle.

MANY SPECTATORS

ATnCHT

Champion Leather Pushers

and Matmen Successfully

Defend Laurels

3 KNOCKOUTS SCORED

Continued From Pace Seven

Shevlin hit McGinnis, the latter's

foot slipped and he fell to the floor

hitting his head on the thinly-cov-

ered wood at the edge of the ring.

McGinnis was dazed for several

seconds and the referee halted the

bout declaring Shevlin the winner.
The wind-up in the wrestling di-

vision matched Vince Zizack, 195
pounds, and Carrol "Tarzan" Cook,
200 pounds. Zizack, who has held
the school wrestling championship
for two years,, was victorious when
he pinned Tarzan in 7 minutes and
25 seconds.
The semi-windup in the boxing

class was completed in three rounds
when Jerry McAteer, 154 pounds,
won a decision over Frank Ditchey,
155. The first two frames were
very even, but the bout was car-

ried by McAteer because of his

strong showing in the last round.
To top off the evening. Bill Grim-

berg, defending light heavyweight
champion and representative of

Fedigan Hall, was declared winner
over Ken Maloney. Grimberg
weighed 178 pounds and Maloney
tipped the beam at 172.

Bryan I. Hayes, who oflflciated at

these matches, deserves the utmost
commendation for the marvelous
manner in which the bouts were
handled. Mr. Hayes is one of the
foremost fight referees in the coun-
try today and recently received
great praise for his fine work in

the intercollegiate boxing bouts
held at Penn State.

The tournament was considered
a great success by all those who at-

tended and great spirit was shown
by the participants as well as the
spectators.

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

if
Certified Milk"

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
College Tailor Since 1925

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It la not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agent*—Faulk and Conwaj

Office Hours Changed
The attention of the student body

has been called to the changes that
have been made in the various of-

fice hours. Those who wish to con-
sult Rev. Edward V. Stanford,
O. S. A., president, must do so be-
tween the hours 10 and 11.30 A. M.,

or between 1.15 and 2.30 P. M. Aside
from these hours the president may
be seen by special appointment
only.

The office hours of the bursar
have also been changed, so that he
may be seen now only between 9
and 10 A. M. and 1 and 2 P. M.
These hours correspond to those of
the procurator.

Application Made
For Sewerage Line

Continued From Page Three

missioner Benjamin James asked
the board to move that no objec-

tions be placed in the way of the

college's negotiations with Lower
Merlon. He said that present con-

ditions at the college were not sat-

isfactory and that the cost of join-

ing the Radnor-Haverford sewer
would be about three times as much
as entering the Lower Merlon line.

JUNIORS MEET TODAY

WIU Make Final Arrangeinoni

Concerning Junior Week

A very important meeting of the
entire Junior class has been called

by William J. O'Prey, president at
the class, for 1 o'clock this after-

noon in the amphitheatre in Men-
del Hall. Matters which will be
discussed include the Junior Prom
and the possibilities of holding the

annual Blazer Ball and Farewell
Dance. Mr. O'Prey has asked for

a 100 per cent turn-out of the class

at the meeting, so that these mat-
ters can be definitely settled, and
the official program for the week
drawn up. , ' ,

Ask for Uniforms
The moderators of the intra-mur-

al sports have requested all of the

dormitory basketball players to re-

turn their uniforms by Wednesday
evening. Only Alumni and Mendel
Halls will be allowed to retain their

suits until after the play-offs.

VoUey-Ball Standing

W. L. Pet.

Mendel 6 1 .857

Day Hops 4 1 .800

Alumni 4 4 .500

Good Counsel ... 2 4 .333

Fedigan 2 5 .255

Austin 2 6 .256

ARDMORR
^ ^ A Warner Bros. Theatre
Mfttlnee DaUy LM to 4.30—Eve. 7 to 11

Tuesday and Wednesday
Will Rogers and Janet Oaynor

in
"STATE FAIR"

Thursday and Friday
**THK SIGN of the CROSS"

with
Fredric Blarch
Elissa Landi

Claudette Colbert

Saturday
Barbara Stanwyck

in
XADI£S THEY TAI.K ABOUT

Monday
Clark G^ble and Norma Shearer

in
'STRANGE INTERLUDE"

m^
WEEKLY CALENDAR

:*

Today
Junior Class meeting, Mendel Hall amphitheatre ..1.00 P. M.
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall IJOO P. M.
International Relations Society meeting, gym lounge. .. .7.00 P. M.
VILLANOVAN Resident Staff meeting, 232 Mendel Hall. 7.0O P. M.
"'.':: h '"

,

• - ; h-"' ^
'-' Wednesday " ""'' ''^'

'

"• •"
'•

VILLANOVAN Day Staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
"Look Who's Here" rehearsal, gym 1.00 P. M.

Thursday
Olee Club meeting, C. & F. auditorium »....v 7.00 P. M.
"Look Who's Here" rehearsal, gym 7.00 P. M.
"Macbeth" rehearsal, 204 Mendel Hall .««•.... .8.15 P. M.

Friday
Inter-Dorm Basketball: Mendel vs. Alumni, gym. »..,...7.20 P. M.

Saturday
Baseball: Varsity vs. U. of P., Franklin Field. .•,.».a»^... 3.00 P. M.

Monday
Belle Masque meeting, 204 Mendel Hall ..«....»•»•.. .8.15 P. M.

V I ^

« I •

r

• u *

Debate
Beta Gamma vs.

Muhlenberg College
on War Debts
8.30 P. M.
Tomorrow

in Amphitheatre VILL VAN
Belle Air

Group Pictures
in Front of Mendel
This Afternoon

in Rear of
Dining-Hall

This Evening

Attentioa Students!

THROUGH the facffitles of «ie Ath-
letic Association, athletic equipment

of every description may be purchased
at wholesale prices.

For further information call at room,
108, Gymnasiunr

•J %
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RAFFLE TO BE HELD

BYniAN CLASS

TO PAY ASSESSilff

Two Ticketsto Junior Prom-

enade Will Be Awarded to

the Winner

VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1933 Price: Five Cents

FR. BROWN GIVES ADDRESS

imn'f

The Freshman class has decidied
to hold a raffle In order to raise
funds to pay its Belle Air assess-
ment. This decision was made at
a class neeting held yesterday
noon in the amphitheatre of Men-
del Hall, the class vote being unan-
imous in favor of the raffle. Several
other means of raising funds were
discussed, a smoker being one, but
It was found that the raffle method
would be the most expedient and
least expensive.
The prize that wl.'l be awarded

to the winner of this raffle consists
In two tickets to the Junior Prom-
enade, scheduled for Friday eve-
ning, April 28. The freshman eel^
Ing the greatest number of chances
Will be awarded a $2.50 gold piece.
The sale of the tickets will close

Officially at noon on April 20, and
on that date a general class meet-
ing will be called and he drawing
held under the auspices of the
Student CounciL
Yesterday's meeting was called

by the president, Daniel Harkins,
in order that a final decision could
be reached on the question at issue
before the Frosh class. Mr. Hark-
ins called for co-operation In the
class and asked that each class

Student Council to Meet
Tonight to Discuss Issues

The Student Council will hold
a meeting this evening to discuss
Items pertinent to the student
body, according to a statement Is-
sued by William G. Crowley,
chairman of the council.
The meeting will be held at

7 P. M. in the ampltheatre of
Mendel Hall. Mr. Crowley,
through the medium of these col-
umns, asks every member of the
council to be present.
Important questions have

arisen on the campus recently
and the Student Council Intends
to deal with ihem this evening.
It Is expected that a deflnif* de-
cision will be reached on evei »

Item If all of the Student CouncU
members are present to weigh the

RULED OFF PROGRAM

FOR JUNIOR WEEK

Action Is Necessitated by New
Ruling Restricting Class

Expenditures

VILLANOVAN STAFF

TO BEJNOUNCED

Annual Promotions to Take
Place at Meeting of Entire

Staff Tomorrow Afternoon

BLAZER BALL DATE IS SET

12 SENIORS WILL RETIRE

Contlnaed on Pare Four

DEBATERS TO HOLD

LASTNOl CONTEST

Annual announcement of the pro-
motions on the staff . the VILLA-NOVAN will take place at a gen-
eral meeting of the members of
all departments to be held tomor-row afternoon at 1.10 o'clock inRoom 111, Mendel Hall. The ap-
pointments will be announced by
Rev. Edward B. McKee. O. S A
moderator of the paper.
With the appointment of the new

editors at this meeting, twelve sen- « »«
lors will have but one more issue this year

The annual Farewell Dance regu-
larly tendered by the Junior class

to the members of the Senior class

on Saturday night of Junior Week
has been removed from this year's
schedule of Junior Week activities,

according to a decision reached by
the Juniors at their meeting held
last Tuesday.

This action on the part of the
class was made necessary by the
generally depressed financial condi-
tion of the students and by the rul-
ing of the college authorities which
limits the amount which the Jun-
iors will be permitted to spend in
carrying out their social activities.
The Blazer Ball was unanimously

Included In the program at the
same meeting. The date was de-
cided upon as Wednesday night.
April 28.

^ B
.

Previous to this time It was
doubtful as to whether any of the
usual dances beside the Junior
Prom would take place during the
coming Junior Week. Due to the
unfortunate circumstances that
prevail with everyone and the new
rules regardlnof dances, it was ex-
pected that there would be little
more than the Junior Promenade

DELEGATES TO LEA VE
FOR LEAGUE MEETING
J. Barter Is Chairman of Delegation In-

cluding: Crowley, R, Harter, Goggi
and Banmiller

SUPPORT AUSTRIA

Report Submitted Seekinsr

League Action in Relief

of Unemployment

FOR SENIOR CLASS

Alumni to Extend Smoker as

Gesture of Welcome to In-

coming Members

ACTION MARKS INNOVATION

Meet Muhlenberg Tomorrow
on Home-and-Home Basis

Over War Debts

to edit. The retiring seniors will
be: Charles J. Antonaccio. Editor-
m-Chie£; William J. D'Elia, Man-

Sports Editor; Joseph T. Houseman,
Business Manager; Rudolph J.
Lehnau, Exchange Editor; Joseph

NEGATIVE TEAM REMAINS

The Beta Gamma debateni Will
close their home season on Wed-
nesday evening with a forensic tus-
sle on the War Debt question with
the representatives of Muhlenberg
College. This year's contest will fol-
low the procedure of other years
and will be a home-and-home de-
bate with the affirmative teams
travelling. The Villanova contin-
gent which will journey to Allen-
town will be Paetrus P. Banmiller,
Francis Bigley and Charles P.
Goggi; while Joseph J. Conlan, Ru-
dolph J. Lehnau and Joseph T.
Houseman will try for victory at
home, upholding the negative side
of the contention.
The keen Interest and rivalry of

Other years is again In evidence,
and the forthcoming debate prom-
i«es to be the outstanding meeting
of the year. Three years ago this
aeries was Inaugurated and In the
opening encounter Muhlenberg won
both sides of the question. The dla-
cuasion of the recognition of Soviet
Russia was the topic argued when
the teams met again and at that
time Beta Oamma avenged the de-
feat of the previous season and
won both sides of the debate. Last

J. Conlan, Columnist; William S. C. Junior Week.
Dolan, Copy Editor; Frank L. Gal-

a"^,
SubscripUon Manager; John

A. Digennaro, CirculaUon Manager;
Anthony L. Esposito, assistant Cir-
culation Manager; Joseph F. Collls.
assistant to the College staff; andJames L. Griffin, assistant to the
Sports staff.

The promotions to the various
editorial and managerial positions
are regularly made by the retiring
Editor-in-Chief with the advice of
the other senior officers of the pub-
lication The a. pointments are
submitted for approval to the fac-
ulty moderator.
The appointments are made an-

nually at Easter In order that the
incoming editors may have an op-
portunity to acclimate themselves
to their new positions before the
close of the scholastic year, and In
order that the retiring seniors may
have ample time to complete thework on their theses.
The first 'ssue under the new

staff will be published on April 25
at which time the Incoming editors

On Saturday night the Spiked
Shoe Club will present the musical
comedy, "Look Who's Here." This
musical portrayal will also be pro-
duced on one other night during
Junior Week. These productions
will be Included as activities of

take over full control of the paper. I equal.

It was suggested that there
should be a Tea Dance. This sug-
gestion met with some approval
and steps are being taken toward
its consideration. If it is found
possible and favorable to hold this
dance, William J. O'Prey, president
of the Junior class, will make the
announcement in the near future.
The Junior assessment has been

set at $5.00. which comprises ad-
mission to the Junior Prom and the
Blazer Ball. The cost of the Jun-
ior Blazers and the play will be
separate and apart from the Junior
assessment for those interested In
either or both.
Junior Week will contain more ac-

tivities than were originally ex-
pected. Last year there was no
Tea Dance Included In the activi-
ties of Junior Week. Insofar as
has been definitely decided, JuniorWeek will contain the same number
of events aa took place last year,
with the exception of the Farewell
Dance. In the event that the Tea
Dance Is held, the number will be

The members of the Senior class
win be the guests of the Villanova
National Alumni Association at a
smoker to be held on Wednesday
evening, June 7, the eve of the
commencement exercises, according
to a statement Issuing from the
Alumni office.

This action will mark an Innova-
tion on the part of the Alumni As-
sociation, as no other Senior class
has in the past been accorded a
reception of this sort. Undoubted-
ly, this smoker will meet with the
full approval of the class of '33.

and Joseph J. Conlan, president of
the class, will formally recognize
this action during the week, speak-
ing for the entire class.
This plan was decided upon at a

recent meeting of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the National Alumni As-
sociation and was instituted as a
novel way of welcoming new mem-
bers. The board will again meet
next Sunday to decide where the
smoker Is to be held and to formu-
late further plans.
The Alumni Association is rapid-

ly completing plans for the smoker
and to date has arranged a tenta-
tive program. Professional enter-
tainment will be offered, at the con-
clusion of which a well-prepared
luncheon will be tendered. Prom-
inent members of the organization
will address the seniors and wel-
come them into the association.
Members of the '33 class will also
be called upon to speak.
The committee in charge of the

affair consists of William J. Brad-
ley, '31, chairman; James J. O'Brien,
'13; John A. Freney, '29; and Albert
C. Wagner, '32.

Five representatives of Villanova
will leave for Lehigh University to-
morrow to attend the meeting <rf
the Middle Atlantic States' Model
League of Nations. The delegation,
of which Joseph F. Harter Is the
chairman, includes: William G.
Crowley, Raymond J. Harter,
Charles P. Goggi, Paetrus F. Ban-
miller and Professor Karel F. Ficek.
who will act In the capacity oC
faculty advisor.
The Villanova delegation, which

is representing Austria at the con-
ference, Is ready to present and
defend the current problems beset-
ting the above country at the three-
day session of the Model League.
The delegation has already sub-

mitted a report to the secretary-
general of the league, presenting in
brief yet concise fashion the cur-
rent political and economic prob-
lems that are facing Austria today.
The plan In brief calb- for a gen-
eral revision of internal and exter-
nal trade barriers and an appropri-
ation by the league of approximate-
ly $100,000,000 to aid the Internal
conditions of Austria. They further
stipulate that If this request is not

Continued on Paire Eitht

CHAIRMOmNCE

Will Take Charge of Annua'

Pre-Medical Fraternity

Function

DATE NOT YET DECIOeO

SET FOR THURSDAY

BeerReturns to Nation on Friday,
But Students Must Still Abstain

gress goes Into effect on Friday,
legalizing 3.2 per cent, wine and
beer throughout the country, the
students on the campus will be un-

,.^^ „^ ^„« ucume. i^si «^ffected by the legislation and will
year, with Capitalism as the bone ^**" ^*v« ^o refrain from the use of
oC contention, the result was a these beverages, according to a
draw, each team winning the nega- statement Issued_ by Rev. Edward

.^Pi^^-^-;^'?!^ s?f~- "'^
than the law of the Government In
this respect. It rests on valid rea-
sons that are In no way to be con-
fused or mixed up with national or
Stete Prohibition laws.

Will Be Held in Memory of

1900th Anniversary of

Death of Christ

live e«rsua8ion of the resolution.
Thus, we find these rivals of long

standing entering Into their fourth
annual debate and the honors to
date are even. Wednesday night's
•ngagement from the standpoint of
rivalry and from the quality of dls-
ouMlon presented la the past when
theee teams will warrant a pleasur-
able evening to all who attend.
The debate will be held in the

MMidel Hall amphitheatre and wIU
promptly at 8J0 P. ic

president ofV. Stanford, O. S. A
the college.

The statement said, "A question
has been raised by some of the stu-
dents as to the possible effect on
college regulations of the modiflca-
tlon of the prohibition laws. The
answer is that there will be no
effect.

"The modification of the prohibi-
tion laws, or even the ultimate re-
peal of prohibition Itself, will In no
way change the college regulaUon'

The rule forbidding the use or
possession of Intoxicating liquor
was In effect before prohibition,
and It will still be in effect after
prohibition."
This statement of Fr. Stanford's

was brought about by the many
rumors and conjectures which
have been circulating among the
students concerning the attitude of
the college on the question. Many
were of the opinion that they would
be free to purchase and drink their
beer In the neighboring restaurants
and lunch rooms, while some even

GLEE CLUB TO SING HYMNS

In accordance with the wishes of
the Holy Father that the Holy Year
proclaimed In honor of the 19th
Centenary of the Passion and
death of Christ be observed in Its
Inauguration

Gerald J. McAteer was appointed
chairman of the dinner-dance com-
mittee of the Lambda Kappa Delta
fraternity by Pres. Howard Rich-
mond at a meeting conducted a
short time ago. The dinner-dance
is an annual affair of the pre-med-
ical fraternity and is held in Philv
delphia during the latter part of Iha
school year.
According to Mr. McAteer per-

mission has been obtained from
Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A,,
vice-president of the college, to
conduct this year's affair in town
as has been the custom in the pastA definite date has not been de-
cided upon as yet, but It Is believed
that the function will be held some
time during the early part of May.
A number of hotels In Philadelphia
submitted their bids and are now
under consideration by the com-
mittee.

A definite time and place will bainaugurauon by Holy Hours In o«iI«rT""r """=,?"" t^'^ce win m
churches and chapels throughout fhi „!*^ ** * meetmg to be held In
the world, the Blessed Sacrament d„*?Z"*f"*"/«• Th* <»'«"•«*•

will be exposed In the college ehan- r*"*^®..***?. ^]^^y3 been a closed a».

GMttaeMl M rag* rear

will be exposed In the college chap-
el for the veneration of the stu-
dents and faculty from 6.30 to 6.30,
on Thursday evening.
The Blessed Sacrament will be

exposed with appropriate prayers at
5.30 P. M. At 6.30 P. M., the time of
night prayers, benediction will be
given and the Blessed Sacrament
will be replaced In the tebernacle.
During the hour of exposition mem-
bers of the Sanctuary Society and
other volunteer members of the
student body will take turns watch-
ing before the Blessed Sacrament.
The Olee Club will sing the "O Sal-
utaria" and the "Tantum Ergo" at

to members of tta*
fair, limited
fraternity.

The annual traditional dance of
the fraternity which was to take
place on St Patrick's Day was
called off due to the fact that It
occurred during the I^nten seasonand the members decided to make
this dinner-dance the only social
function of the scholastic year forthe fraternity.

*w^**5
»'**'^® committee consists ofthe following students: Gerald J.

T?.^.*®*;
chairman; WlllJam J.DElIa. Joseph J. Kalna. Vincent J.Marra, Michael J. Jordan. Harrr

Komfleld, John I^ Acampora o-Sea Ff rtm* Frank J. Ditchey.
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'v';/-. TEMPERANCE xr^-y^i^''::.^-?r'::-

FRIDAY will witness the returning of

beer to the country, and a great num-

ber of college students are contemplating

riotous celebrations, the general opinion

being that from now until the end of the

scholastic year beer parties and general

good-fellowship will be the order of the

day. Erroneous as this stand may be, col-

lege men are preparing for big weekends

and though we are fully aware of the

psychology of the situation we, neverthe-

less, cannot sympathize with them, for

Buch an attitude will lead to deficiencies in

studies and stamp the colleges as sources

of intemperance. Most of the college presi-

dents have issued statements apropos of

this state of affairs and today in other

columns of this publication there is a

statement by our own president. He is

merely falling in line with the other college

heads, stating that Villanova is only tak-

ing the stand that she has maintained al-

ways in regard to intemperance and that

regulations to this effect were in force

long before prohibition occupied the minds

of the American people. Villanova students

should, then, view the aspects of the re-

turn of beer in this light, and remember

that the rules are still in effect, the viola-

tion of which will result in drastic conse-

quences. We wish to call to the attention

of the students that a celebration of any

kind is not only out of place during Lent,

but is actually forbidden and Villanova

students as 'Catholic young men should

bear this in mind. An orgy of beer drink-

ing on the very eve o^he most solemn

and sacred week of the Church's calendar

is unthinkable. Here is our chance to show

that Villanova still has upright Catholic

Btudents who honor their religion Ho the

extent that they still observe the rules of

temperance. Beer may be here Friday, but

to us it should mean nothing more than

another date on the daily calendar.

THE HOLY HOUR
SOMETHING new in religious exercises

will be presented to the student body

Thursday evening, when a Holy Hour will

bring to a fitting climax the series of Len-

ten services. Attendance at this hour will

be purely optional and whether or not

Villanova students will take full advantage

of this spiritual program is at the present

time unknown. It is our contention, how-

ever, that the students will evidence appre-

ciation for this hour and be present en

jnasse. Leaders of the students in various

campus activities have been selected to take

the lead, and wtth these men co-ordinating

we cannot see any reason why the Holy

Hour should not be well attended. The

idea has already been approved by many

of the students, and undoubtedly the ma-

jority will welcome this opportunity for

increasing their spiritual welfare.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

TIME Is fast bringing to a
close our reign as the campus
nuisance and to be frank we

regret it more than a little. How-
ever, to brighten up these days of

gloom, is the hotly-contested strug-

gle that is being waged in Fedigan
Hall at this very moment. The in-

mates of that ancient and honor-
able building are all agog over the
Mattress Crushing Contest and
without a doubt this contest is a
keen rival of the Temple game for
excitement and interest. How a
collection of individuals can sleep
so long and soundly is beyond hu-
man imagination; and yet such is

the case. Jim Lucey, Frank Mar-
tin and the new dark horse, Ed
Mayer, are striving with might and
main to win the coveted prize that
will be awarded the winner. At the
present time Lucey is enjoying a
slight lead and Mayer and Martin
are within three-quarters of an
hour of one another. The contest
ends at midnight Sunday, and the
results win be announced next
week.
V The lat' absences of Jim Lucey
from lab may be accounted for by
the fact that he has been attempt-
ing to overtake his roommate,
which he succeeded in doing last

night about 8.57 P. M.

An interesting fact was brought
to our attention when we had the
good fortune of visiting Room 204
in dear old Fedigan. Lou D'Angelo,
the school's contribution to the
English world, is now engaged in
the task of writing his roommate's
letters and besides this he takes
exercises every evening before he
goes to bed.
My, my, we wonder if by any

chance he is getting "Dotty."

The title of the Campus Cutups
can easily be awarded to Maurice
Mason and Edward "Witch" Man-
ion. At the rtart of the scholastic
year they decided that there was
not enough room In their boudoir,
so they moved the desks out into
the hall.

It's a wonder that they didn't
try to break down the partitions
between the closets; or maybe they
did.

The appearance of the Alumni
News has stirred up considerable
interest about the campus. While
we were enjoying some Orange Pe-
koe the other evening in the dining
hall, we overheard two students dis-

cussing which page of the publi-
cation would bear their names in
years to come. Another group was
arguing whether or not their deaths
would be listed as being caused by
indigestion or an automobile acci-

dent. Such comment is worthy of
note and as it seems to be the rage
to express opinions, we will submit
ours.

It would be to the advantage of
all concerned if the alumni had
kept their records accurate enough
so as to avoid such mistakes as the
one anent Charlie McGeehan and
the 1917 baseball team. For the
benefit of the harassed and wor-
ried old grads, diligent research re-

vealed that it was Hughie and not
Charlie. However, being but in-

fants ; t the time that all this was
transpiring, we were placed at the
mercy of the records and they
failed us as they mentioned only
"McGeehan" and that was all.,

There is no justice. After years
and years of labor that wracked
body and mind, endured in an arid
condition, we find that beverages
arc being permitted and we have
but one issue to go. What a paper
we might have produced if this had
happened years np:o! With an at-

mosphere of steins and pretzels, we
would have put The Times to

shame.

IS IT TRUE THAT—
Ray O'Neill is rapidly becoming

known as "Special Delivery" be-

cause of the frequency of letters of

that nature arriving and not from
home?

"Curlylocks" Houseman and the
efficient cause of his newly-adopted
nickname were seen in the vicinity

of the campu : this weekend? (Did
she like the college, Joe?)

The student body Is rapidly learn-

ing what the law is?

The Senior Arts section had a
class in St. Mary's Hall on Friday
and Jimmy Griffin and Gene Collins

wanted to stay?

Bill Zeil was mistaken by on4 of

the professors for Bob Geist?

"Chuck" Tsucalas, the Mayor of

Journal Square, could use a shot-

gun?

"Greek" LaCosal bears- somewhat
of a resemblance to the well-known
Grecian matman. Loodna?

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

IN THIS weeks La Salle Col-

legian, we reaa the following:

"Calling the Exchange Editor
of The VILLANOVAN: We have
been missing your paper of late."

Such popularity isn't deserved,

but don't get panicky for we'll be-

er with you next week. And simp-
ly because we answered your call,

don't get the idea this place is Just

a telephone booth.

In the same paper was another
Interesting article, "Will someone
please tell us whether the college Is

In Belfleld, Olney, Logan, German-
town or just Philadelphia?"
You had better investigate. There

are such things as myths.

Columbia University has certain-

ly been achieving an unique posi-

tion in getting an unusual amount
of unpleasant publicity in the last

few years and the latest one seems
to be the worst A recent editorial

of The Spectator contained the fol-

lowing:

"Fraternities at Columbia must
be abolished. When the political

leaders of twelve of the so-called

respectable houses on the campus
can cold-bloodedly tell how they
auctioned off honorary positions to

the highest bidder, we believe con-

ditions have hit a new low. And
when college men, through the

force of their associations are led

into behaving like a gang of cheap
politicians, the. Institutions which
brought about these conditions

must be abolished."

ITow T: e Spectator is being In-

vestigated by a faculty committee.

We believe the unemployment prob-

lem In New York could be elimi-

nated by giving tbe vast army Jobs

as investigators at Columbia.

From The Duke Chronicle we get

our weekly dose of. verse. It seems
to be. "the unkindest cut of all" as

far as co-ed Institutions are con-

cerned. Here It is:

Bandolph-Macon
She learned to love.

She learned to hate,

She learned a Ford
Would carry eight.

She learned to smoke
And how to tell

Wood alcohol
By taste or smell.

She learned to coax.

She learned to tease.

She learned a new way
Of cooking cheese.

She learned to neck
And break a date,

She's ready now
To graduate.

But don't get disillusioned, fel-

lows. Some of these poets have a
distorted imagination and a cynical

mind. And anyway, she at least

could cook cheese. That's sum'p'n.

Just 8tr<rfUng

The literal meaning of horse

sense is being determined by an in-,

structor of psychology at Cornell.

Forty-five horses are going to

school in order to exhibit their in-

telligence and uphold the reputation

of fellow equlnes. They are given

tests which disclose memory, ob-

servation and col'^r sense.

We thought it was, "Try it on the.

^og first." .; ^ .

A questionnaire for the identifica-

tion of fifty famous Americans was
recently given to a class in Gov-
ernment at the University of Okla-

homa. Al Capone's name was the

only one correctly identified by all

the students, ':'
:

,

But wasn't "his " natne a trick

question? We always thought of

Jiim as being infamous.

"A girl should learn how to

dance, smoke, drink, and neck be-

fore entering college," according to

freshmen girls at the University of

Syracuse. This information came
from a recent questionnaire sent

out by Dr. Eugenie A. Leonard.
How funny we sound when we

are freshmen.

"Professors," says O. O. Mclntyre,

"are hired bits of camouflage stuck

around to give an athletic club the

complexion of a college."

What an odd statement!

In a debate at Boston College a
debater representing B. C. contend-

ed that co-eds are "nothing but

noisy, fastidious. Ill-tempered par-

rots who later develop Into para-

sites."

Maybe it's their fastidiousness

that caused him to make the state-

ment.

The year book of the University

of Kentucky will contain pictures

of the ten most popular professors

Instead of the ten prettiest co-cds

ftf was the custom before.
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DURING the past week, the newspaper

reading public was informed that the

g^reat English critic, playwright and phi-

losopher, Greorge Bernard Shaw, had land-

ed in California on his way around the

world. A few days later he set sail again,

having insulted everybody with whom he

came in contact In his wake he left ofn

;funded officials, disgusted reporters and a
tearful movie actress. Such is the nature

of this EngHsh gentleman. Perhaps it was
dyspepsia, but there are those who are in-

clined to think it was a serious case of bad

manners.

The accomplishments of Mr. Shaw are

many. He has cultivated one of the most

biting tongues the world has heard since

Voltaire, who might be styled as his prede-

cessor. The white, silky beard which

adorns Mr. Shaw's physiognomy is another

of his achievements and would win a prize

in any contest. But above all this English

gentleman is a superb charlatan. He is

ultra-modem in his thought, holding all

sorts of interesting theories such as vege-

tarianism and anti-vivisection. When he

is not propounding his theories he finds

time to do a little criticism on the side.

In fact, Mr. Shaw is one of the best de-

structive critics we have. With all this to

do, he of course doesn't have time for con-

structive critical work. This seems a pity,

as one may be assured his suggestions

would be interesting. His recent book,

"A Negro Girl in Her Search for God," is

meeting with tremendous success, but then

we have been t<^d that a great many read-

ers are not ver^/ discerning nowadays. Mr.

Shaw doesn't like Americ %, ftnd has told us

so time and time again. But this should

not deter us for a moment in welcoming

him to our shores, because all geniuses

have their peculiarities. To some his visit

will long be remembered, as both a moment
when they had come in contact with one

of the world's greatest minds, and one of

its greatest criticizers.

Off the Bookshelf

IN THIS modern age Victorians, as a

rule, do not interest us. Gladstone and

Disraeli, it is true, have been remembered,

but of late even the memory of them is

fading. But, just when it seemed that

these two statesmen were beconliilg "for-

,
gotten men/' Andre Maurois,-one of the

finest writers of biography in our lan-

guage, published his book, "Disraeli," and

back came their popularity with a' "bang."

The sub-title of "Disraeli" tellisi us it is

a picture of the Victorian age, and that is

exactly what it is. One can le^Jm more

history of this period by reading<his book

, than by struggling through a dozen musty

history books. The social and political

hfe of the time are drawn with the utmost

cleverness. The condition of the poor in

the infamous workhouses is brought home

to the reader in glowing language.

But Disraeli, the subject of the book,

overshadows eyerj^hing else. We follow

his amazing career, step by step, from the

time of his Ijrst appearance in Loftdon as

a conceited young writer, through the pe-

riod of his political supremacy, to his last

years when he became a national idol.

Disraeli had many disappointments, many
setbacks and many heartaches, but he al-

ways pushed on with indomitable courage.

It is in this last fact, it seems, that the

secret of his success rested. Mr. Maurois

has tried to give a fair picture of the man,

neither hiding his faults, nor magnifying

his genius. He has been most fair to Glad-

stone and Robert Peel, a rare thing in

biographies of Disraeli.

The book has a general interest to alL

l^eryone will enjoy it for its quaint hu-

mor and pithy phrases. It is written in a

flowing style that assures easy reading

and a ereat deal of enloyment.
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SMILES
**True huinor lies not in laugh'>

Ur* lyut m smiles uhich lie far

deeper.'

-H*f"

Sonnet No. in
Oft times I wander to the mystic

sea, •'
'

And as I walk along the sandy
shore

I wish that I could stay a little

more,
. : r

And gaze upon that blue which
makes free;

To note the swooping grace of dli>-i

pingf waves,
, ,

To see a small, white sail, as oii it

braves,
And wonder how such beauty

came to be.

I've come; to love reflections of, the
sun

Which dance and sparkle on th^
golden stream, jv,

And oft I have come down when
day lis done,

Alone to sit and sweet thou^hjts
of you dream.

The pale blue sea I love so v6ry
true—

.
';

For it was at the sea, I first met
you. ..

THE SONNETEER.

Alessandroni Nominated
For Sophomore Elections

Business Students Pledge Full Support to

Presidential Candidate After Inter-

esting Campaign

''SpringfUiifie Means Beertime*'

Spring came to us two weeks ago—

^

And ail we've had is rain and sniqw>
We should cheer up at times Jike

these
And look for birds and budding

trees.

But try as I may my only cheer -^- —^»»»..^.w... tt.» w.«
Will come from a glass of foaming ranking favoi^ite with the Biisliie^cf

DEFEATS BROWN

Coalition of Commerce
and Science Students

Is Seen Likely

Rumblings of the drums of the

Sophomore political factions, which
were heard on the campus last

week, have grown with such in-

creasing volume that the eyes .pf

the entire student body of the col-

lege are turned toward the second
year men to watch with keen in-

terest the outcontie of the nomina-
tions for next year's junior class
offices.

One of the greatest and most in-

dicative turn of events in the cam-
paign was manifested last week
when the members of the Schopl
of Comme;rce and Finance pledged
their word as gentlemen to support
the nominee Of their caucus. When
the results were announced it was
learned with no little surprise that
Walter E. ' Alessandroni was the

ARE TOPIC OF TALK

J. Arthur Lewis Discusses Tol-

erance at Pre-Med Sem-

inar Period

TELLS OF LAY CONFERENCE

Belle Air Group Photos Will

Be Concluded This After-

noon and Evening

ARRANGEMENTS ARE FINAL

beer.

The marks ; on my report are hifl^
And Good liuck never seeiDS to M^S

me by, 7> *

'^"

The depression Is over an<i people
sing.

And my calendar says it is spring.
But try as I may my only cheer
Will come from a glass of foaming

beer.
'

But it won't be long, my fellow
men,

Until we lift the stein again, )

A few days now till the lager flo\fS,
And the foam will burst under our

nose,
Imagine then my only cheer

—

Into Philly for a glass of beer.

BOOM-BOOM.

Yer Onto Order!
The Sophomore business men

had just finished the balloting in
which Allcssrndroni was nominated
for the presidency, when Jerry
Daly arose and made the following
aaotion: ,"*•..'•; '

"Mr. Chairman, I move that a
body-guard be appointed to watch
over our candidate. You know
Zangara has another brother."

PETER PIPER.

'punojB -w vuny p.noX iaauif »^
**To "Wtmmf*

(A love song to be sung out^ of
throwing distance of said htdjr.)

My little sprite.

Thou art so bright. '"
. )

Tour lovely curves
. That never swerve. ..'.•.;•.

.' Tour dimpled chin.
That smile which wins
Me from my duty

—

Alack, what beauty! .' '

Ah. all you doth astound!
With your two-hundred pounds!
THROCKMORTON WILDU.

• 9

0«raghty (from darkness): "Hejr.
•OMtpa! What's thac n<^se in the
room?"
Ssczapa: "That's just your socks

•nwling around the room after one
another."

VIDO.

An Ode to Viltanova Serip
Mng a song of six: pence,
A pocket full of scrip;

If you have no money,
Tour wallet will not rip.

{School men for the office of class
'»

' president. • '':':• ....;
'

John T. Brown; " holder of the
office for two years. In accordance
with the long-standing precedent on
the campiis, immediately pledged
his whole-hearted support to the
new candidate and besought his po-
litical allies to be true to their
pledge to accept the man nominat-
ed in the caucus.
Immediately other schools on the

campus in which there are mem-
bers of the Sophomore class set
about deciding whether to support
Mr. Alessandroni or put up their
own candidate. Because of the
prestige behind the candidate of-
fered by the Business School, the
students of the other schools are
confronted with a serious problem.
Rumors have it, from those who

are recognized leaders in the re-
ispective schools, that there has been
some dissension among the pre-
meds and a small group of Business
School members, who were not sat-
isfied with the results of the caucus
and that they would offer as candi-
dates John J. Mahaffey, pre-medical
student, or William Grimberg, a
member of the School of Commerce
and Finance, and at present a stu-
dent council representative.

Little credit is given to either of
thsse rumors because Mr. Grimberg
has pledged his backing to the nomi-
nee already selected, while Mr. Ma-
haffey has signified his intention to
support Mr. Alessandroni if the
members of the School of Science
are supported by the business men
for oAces which they desire.
Mr. Alessandroni, who possesses

a dynamic personality and remark-
able oratorical ability, is a graduate
of Orerbrook High School, Phila-
delphia, where he held more ofl^ces
during his four years in high
school than any other student ninee
the "chool opened. J
At Villanova he has gained a host

of friends through connections as
class secretary for two years and
with the Villanovans, the college
dance orchestra.
Because of the keen interaet

shown in the nominations for the
office of presidency, no other names
have been advanced by the mem-
bers of the sophomore class for the
remaining posts. it ia believed
however, that there will be little
rivalry between the schools because
of the agreements made for the
support of the respective candi-
dates before the elections.

A topic of unusual interest was
presented in the pre-nied seminar
last week by J. Arthur Lewis, a
member of the staff of West Ches-
ter State Teacher's College. Mr.
Lewis chose as his topic a discus-
sion of tolerance among the va-
rious religions.

A group of prominent laymen
some little time ago formed a com-
mittee composed of members of
the Protestant, Jewish and Catho-
lic churches to discuss the various
phases of the different religions
among themselves. A meeting was
held In Washington, D. C, with
over 400 delegates attending from
all parts of the United States. From
the entire body, several consider-
ably smaller groups were formed
so that an informal and frank dis-
cussion could be held.

Mi*. Lewis pointe\^ out that the
outstanding feature tf the meeting
was the extremely open manner in
which the various speakers present-
ed their Ideas. "There was no fear
of treading on toes," Mr. Lewis ex-
plained, "all of us spoke exactly
as we thought" No preordained
plan was followed—a feature that
brought forward many ideas that
otherwise would not have been
conceived.

The general trend was for a
member of one of the faiths to
point out the things that he could
not understand about the other two.
Then, after he had pointed out
what he considered to be fallacies,
he was answered by a member of
that particular faith.
"Sometimes," Mr. Lewis humor-

ously remarked, "we would hear
ideas that we had never thought
of. Why aren't Jews allowed to
eat pork? Why don't Protestants
have to attend church every &\\n-

ConWnued nm Ttkf Foor

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
Cellege TnOor SImo IMK

H^BfHea aajriUng that cm be
«>«MMd, dired er rapalred

It Is not hew ehenp, but how

It's good down in the Pie Shoppe.
And in the bookstore, too.

The "Greeks" will not accept it,

The problem rests with you.

Kow that the banks are open,
Tou need not worry more;

The scrip you may redeem now,
And watch the prices soar.

THE POETS CORNER.

Life Saver
And then there waa the Scotch-

Man who saved his toy* for his
second childhood.

TARZAN FRAN.

SUITS

$20
and up

TnUor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

Before our time Is upf we just
knd to favor our many friends who
kare contributed poetry to this Pol-

and M we'Ye printed their
this

POST CARDS ON SALE
Btchhig of Austin HaU Is Fore-

Runner to Series

Post cards bearing an artistic
etching of Austin Hall have been
placed on sale In the college book-
room as a forerunner t a series
of similar cards with scenes of all
the campus buildings.
The art work for the post cards

was done by Alfred Panepinto, '27,
who Is actively engaged in this line
of work at the present time, andwho has the reputation for having
edited the most artistic Belle Air
of the college.
Cards to be placed on sale in the

near future will bear scenes of the
chapel, Fedigan Hall, the Grotto,
and the interior of the gymnasium.
These will be followed toter by ap-
MOKlMatalr Ua sddltlonal scenes.

Greyhound Lines

All Points From

VILLANOVA
Low

Return Trip Fares
for Easter Vacation

STUDKNT RATES

Scranton , $6.00
New York .... $3.00

Boston $7.00
AND OTHERS

Antherised Student Ageat

WALTER M. LENNON
IM AMtia HaB

J

The group pictures for this year's

Belle Air which were postponed
some time ago are being taken to-

day and tonight in the front of

Mendel Hall and in the rear of the
Dining Hall, respectively, a' num-
ber of the groups were taken yes-

terday and it is believed that the

task for the photographing of all

the groups will be completed to-

night.

All the students taking part In

these pictures "are requested to co-

operate with the photographer by
appearing on time at the place
scheduled so that the arranged
program can be followed. Basket-
ball pictures will be taken in the
gymnasium this afternoon and the
coaches and managers are asked
to be present. If there are any
conflicts, students are excused from
their respective classes or labora-
tories during the time allotted for
the pictures.
The group picture of the VILLA-

NOVAN staff scheduled for yester-
day at 1 P. M. has been changed
and is to be taken tonight in the
rear of the Dining Hall at 7.50 P. M.

The following is the schedule for

today:

(In front of Mendel Hall)

1.15 P. M.—Mendel Bulletin SUff.

1.25 P. M.—Villanova Literary S^
ciety.

1.S5 P. M.—Vigilance Conamittejs.

1.45 P. M.—Catholic Press ApOS-
tolate.

1.55 P. M.—Sanctuary Society.

2.05 P. M.—Owl Staff.

(Gymnasium)
2.20 P. M.—Varsity Basketball

Team; Coach, Managers (In uni*
form).

2.30 P. M.—Junior Varsity Bas-
ketball Team, Coach, Manager. '

2.40 P. M.- Intra-Mural Spom
Committee. «^

2.50 P. M.—Cast of "Look Wh6'i
Here."

3.00 P. M.—Stadium Managers,
3.10 P. M.—Cheerleaders.

(In rear of Dining Hall)
7.00 P. M.—Belle Air Staff.
7,10 P. M.—Junior Prom Coni>

mittee (Formal).
7.20 P. M.—Beta Gamma Society

(Formal).
7.30 P. M.—Belle .Air Ball Con^-

mittee (Formal).
7.40 P. M.—Student Council (For-

mal).
7.50 P. M.—VILLANOVAN Staff.

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certified Milk"

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

TOMMOHT^S me Mmo^T
. . . for a X^Lefkom JDaie

witk met1

O HOME t«night br telephoiie—it*« tlie weekV

iNg thrill! There*s a bndg^et of news ... a scom

•f foestioiM . . ,*« fantilf reaoioa waiting for jait.

It's Mirprisinglj inexpensire after 8:30 P. M. STANI>>

ARO TIME (9:30 P. M. Dajlight Saring Time) . Low
Night Rates then applf on Station to Station calU.

A dollar call is aa\j #0 oenU at night; a 60 cent call

is 35 cental
.•

Just give the operator your home telephone number

(that*s the waj- to make a Sution to Station call).

Then, before you hang up, fix the date for next week**

call. You'll agree that a regular telephone *'dat«''

with Home ia next hett to being therel

Bryn Mawr to^
Wilkes-Barre, Pa...$.65
Newark, N. J. .60
Troy, N. Y. 1.20
Lawrence, Mass. . .1.50
Orange, N. J ^0

Stottoa •• StatiM CM
3-Mtaai« CowMcttoa

$.35

^5
.70

.90

.35
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TELLS OF LAY CONFERENCE

OeattaiMd Fiwa Pace Thre*

day? Why must Catholics not rec-

ognize divorce?" These were typi-

cal ot the questions answered.
Another Interesting point that

was brought out was the type of
religious training that should be
given in schools. One of the Jew-
ish delegates stated that in most of
the public schools a Bible selection
Is read daily, but in most instances
It Is a selection from the New Tes-
tament. "Why," he queried, "should
our children be forced to listen to
a selection that is contrary to their
belief?" Instead of a Christian an-
swering the Jewish grentleman's
question, the wife of a Rabbi arose.
She stated that she disagreed

with her countryman. "One '' the
things that I send my children to
school for is to gain a broad cul-
tural background. It is an indis-
putable fact that the Bible in its
entirety is cne of the greatest
works of art in the world. I want
my children to have a thorough
knowledge of both the Old and New
Testament. I am in favor of Bib.e
selections being read dally, irre-
gardless of their source."
Mr. Lewis is of the firm opinion

that conferences such as these
would go a long way toward break-
ing down the prejudices that exist
between the various religions. To
Insure its success, Mr. Lewis
warned that absolute frankness is

necessary. No matter how trivial
the question would seem to be, the
doubting person should ask it and
receive a definite answer. "The
time will come," Mr. Lewis pre-
dicted, "when all of us will be
united in one faith."

Final Cast for "Macbeth*'
Announced by Prof, JonoM

With preliminary rehearsals
behind them« members of the
Belle Masque Chapter of the Vil-

lanova Literary Society have be-
gun serious work on their forth-
coming and flnal production of
the season, "Macbeth." To date,
although no real efforts have been
expended, the cast has shown ex-
ceptional promise and if advance
notices are to be held as criter-

ions of judgments, the Shakes-
pearian tragedy to be presented
at the college gymnasium on May
12 will be an outstanding success.
At a meeting of the cast held

last Thursday evening. Professor
Joseph T. Jonas announced the
flnal casting, which was as fol-

lows: Macbeth, Joseph J. Conlan;
Lady Macbeth, William P. Zeil;

Macduff, Harold D. McGrath;
Duncan, Paetrus F. Banmiller;
Banquo, Joseph H. Lilly; Flcance,
John E. Butler; Malcolm, Robert
A. Geist; Donalbain. John W.
Hallahan; Lennox, Francis J.

Renzulli; Ross, Robert G. Mc-
Grory; 1st Wltchj Rudolph J.

Lehnau; 2d Witch—Edward D.
Manion; 3d Witch. Edward F.
Kilbane; Seyton. William V.
Doyle; Porter, Joseph T. House-
man; Soldier, Francis V. McGin-
ley; Servant, John A. O'Hara;
Gentlewoman^ John P. Grimes;
1st Murderer, Francis P. Gigley
and 2d Murderer, Louis J. Mar-
cotte.

TOPIC OF LECTURE

John J. O'Connor Discusses

Character Formation in

Present School System

EMPHASIZES FAMILY PHASE

PROMINENT ALUMNUS DIES
AFTER LINGERING ILLNESS

Wearie Willie's

Advice

Dear Weary Willie:
My girl friend said that I am too

cruel for words, 'cause I told her
that it was my ambition to throw
stones at my grandmother in Cen-
tral Park at 3.17 ^^ Sunday after-
noon. What do you think, hunh?

HONEST JOHN.
Dear Jack:
Ask her if she would rather have

you get up early Thursday morning
and shake dew ofT little trees.

.
;'v

.'

W. W.

Dear Weary Willie:
The girl, to whom I am very

much crazy over, lives pretty far
away, at a seashore resort. When
I go to see. her it costs nae approxi-
mately thrfe6 cigarettes, which I
give to kind people who give me
rides. Can you maybe think of
some way that I might reduce op-
erating costs?

ONE BUMB THUMB.
Pear One Bumb Thumb:

Tell her to grub a ride up here.
WEARY WILLIE.

Dear William:
I continually have trouble with

runs in my stockings after football
practice. Although I use Lux, they
still continue. It really is extremely
annoying. What can I do, Oh what
can I do?

WORRIED.
Dear Worried:
Some people are, and then again,

some are not. But the fact still re-

mains that you are.

WEARIER WILLIAM.

College Attitude
On Beer Is Given

CoMtlnard From r»ce One

went so far as to believe that the
foamy fluid would be served over
the counter of the college pie
•hoppe.
By assuming the stand which

they have, the college authorities
are not setting a precedent of any
sort, but are rather in keeping with
the general attitude of colleges
throughout the country. Evidence
•f this may be found in the state-

Blent recently made by Thomas S.

Gates, president of the University
•f Pennsylvania. "Long before the
18th Amendment," he said, "it had
1)ecome the policy of the University
not to permit beer or wine upon its

campus or upon any of its proper-

ties. This regulation remains effec-

tive regardless of national laws or

modlflcatlons thereof."

Was a Member of the Class of 'SO,

and Served on the Faculty of

Malvern Prep School

Joseph W. Maguire, a member of

the class of 1930, quietly passed

away at his home in Wayne last

Sunday morning, after suffering for

some time with a heart ailment. Mr.

Maguire was graduated from the

School of Technology in 1930 with

the degree of Bachelor of Science in

Chemical Engineering, and pursued
further studies at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology Xor a
year. • -

Before entering Villanova, Mr.
Maguire graduated from Malvern
Preparatory School, where he was
one of the first students to enroll,

and was a member of the first grad-
uating class of that institution.

At the completion of his post-
graduate studies he was made a
member of the faculty of Malvern
Preparatory School, where he
taught for a year. During the sum-
mer he was stricken with an attack
of appendicitis and was forced to
discontinue his teaching activities.

He never recovered from this ope-
ration, which developed into a heart
ailment, resulting in his death.
f\ineral services are to be con-

ducted on Wednesday morning at
10 o'clock in St. Katharine's Church,
Wayne. The deceased alumnus re-
sided at 122 East Lancaster avenue,
Wayne, and took quite a part in the
activities of that town.

LECTURE SCHEDULED

Prof. Dougherty to Explain Chain
and Group Banking: Tonight

Patrick J. Dougherty, professor of
banking in the School of Commerce
and Finance, will address the Bryn
Mawr Business Men's Association
in Memorial Hall tonight.
Prof. Dougherty's topic will

consist of a discussion of group,
chain and other forms of banking
organizations. This is the second
time that Prof. Dougherty will
address the Bryn Mawr merchants.
His former address was an explana-
tion of the Federal Reserve bank-
ing act.

Leaflet Published
A four-page leaflet containing

scenes of vhe college buildings and
laboratories has been published by
the college for distribution among
the alumni and in high and prep
schools. Copies may be sent out by
notifying the registrar.

NEW OFFER
Jesuit Hair Aids
Grown internationally famoua tloec dla^

covery last year by the Kclentlat »t Oon-
Bair» U.. HAIRMORE Mid OLO-MOBE
are now available to all for a limited time.
Trial nice bottles are offered, confident of
resultii.

HAIRMORE properly naed has rtown
bair even on bald lieadii; stops dandmff
and falling hair; relieves sealp ailments.
Vnusoally penrtratlnc with natural foods.
Trial slse. tft treatments, 7S cents. Mon
than 100 treatments In IS bottle.

GIX>-MORE, hlffhly antiseptic shampoo,
stinralatea and heaU. Tse with Halrmore
for eempleto reaolts. Trial, ISe—regvlar
sIsM «0« and 91.

PostpaM hi ph>la wtappow ^ (

Barfce, lac., mattis, Waah.. «Mm
mymMUtm for Qowtao.

"Children of today are old-fash-

ioned," declared John J. O'Connor,

speaking on "Character Education"

before the Arts Seminar at Its

weekly meeting on Thursday morn-

ing. The talk proved to be of spe-

cial interest- to the arts men, due

to the fact that "as teachers and
coaches it will become their duty
to inculcate good character habits
in the children whose education will

be entrusted to them," as the speak-
er pointed out early in the address.
"Twenty years ago the term 'old-

fashioned' meant wise beyond one's
years. At that time such a child
was the exception—today he is the
rule," said Mr. O'Connor, "and the
direct cause is due to the break-
down of the American home as a
center of amusement, together with
present-day sophistication and the
impertinent 'why' attitude of our
students." He went on to show
the effects of the movies, motor
cars and radios on character of to-

day. In like manner the speaker
cited examples of the lack of char-
acter in bankers, politicians and the
average citizen, and then asked the
question, "What institution can cor-
rect this situation—school, church,
home or State?" After weighing
the qualities of each, the speaker
proved that the school should be
the character builder of the youth
of America.
After presenting these facts, the

speaker proceeded to outline a prac-
tical course in character education
for secondary schools. He said that
there were two methods of teach-
ing character—the direct and indi-
rect. The former is mostly theoret-
ical and not practical, as it deals
with cases which the child might
feel would never happen in his life.

The indirect attack is widely used
as it gives instruction at crucial
times. If a teacher catches a child
in a wrong act, the matter is set-
tled at once, thus leaving an indeli-
ble impression on the child's mind.
This method involves teaching char-
acter in all subjects and at all
times. Geography, history, English,
mathematics, music and self-expres-
sion all have an indirect influence
on character.
"In combatting vice," Mr. O'Con-

nor continued, "the teacher should
build up in the child a strong de-
sire for a strong, healthy body, and
should point out in a tactful man-
ner the evils that will cause the
human body to become unclean and
ugly. 'This will instill into his
young heart a fear of any immoral
act that will tend to hurt his body."
The speaker advocated a hobby or

r
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CAIXS FOB TICKET
BETVBNS

Through the medium of these

columns William J, O'Brien,

president of the North Jersey

Club, desires to call to the at-

tention of the members of the

organization that payments on

the Easter dance tickets must
be made on or before next Tues-

day to Joseph. T. Harter, Fedi-

gan Hall, and Thomas Delaney,

Austin Hall, if credit toward a
free ticket is to be obtained.

Mr. O'Brien is also calling a

meeting of the North Jersey

Club members for next Monday
evening at 7.00 P. M., in Room
210 Mendel Hall.

Raffle to Be Held
by Freshman Class

C>BtlniMd From Pa«e One

sport and insisted that "idleness is

the devil's workship."
In concluding, Mr. O'Connor said:

"The greatest problem which char-

acter education has to face Is

whether or not God will be admit-

ted to the public schools. At pres-

ent the trend is toward an afl[irma-

live reply, because children are be-

ing sent to their various parish or

secular schools for religious Instruc-

tion at certain periods in the week.
Education must choose between God
and democracy as the ultimate aim
in education. The parochial schools

with God as their end have no diffi-

culty in character education. On
the other hand, the public schools
attempt at building a universal
character program and cannot but
fall."

TOWER'*"' '""'
0pp. Terminal

A Publiz Theatre

Today, Wednesday, Thursday

SYLVIA SIDNEY
CHARLIE RUGGLES

in

'Madame Butterfly'

Friday, Saturday, Monday

KATE SMITH
In

'Hello Everybody'

Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber

Shop?
First Class Barbers
Pint Class Service

and Depreasion Prices

OWL APPEARS

Was Issued Tuesday With Featured

Article on Autogyro

The Owl, official publication of

the School of Technology, appeared

last Tuesday. This month's edition

was the first to be written by the

incoming staff, under the supervi-

sion of the retiring staff.

There were two feature articles
contained In this issue. A discus-
sion of the autogyro Is presented
by Prof. Gorma:^ Another topic of
Interest to members of the Engi-
neering School Is a treatise on "The
Fire that Burned F6ur Hours," by
Russel P. Hurst, '33. In addition
to the regular columns, articles
have been presented by the follow-
ing: Frank L. Martin, '33; Hussel
F. Hurst. '33; Paetrus F. Banmiller,
'35; Harold D. McGrath, '36; George
D. McGrath, '33; Joseph H. Heide,
'88, and The Tooth-Gnasher.
The new staff of The Owl is com-

posed of; Paetrus F. Banmiller, '36,

editor-in-chief; GoMot. A. Keeling,
'35, business manager. Harold D.
McGrath. '35, and William R. Hara-
el, '35, assistant Luslness managers:
William E. Hines, '34, circulation
manager; Joseph Mayer, '34, and
Samuel J. Cape, '34, assistant circu-
lation managers; C. Eric Storms,
'34, art editor; William C. Levis,
'34, alumni -ditor. The assistants
to the editorial staff are: Joseph
Costlgan, '35; John J. Fox, '36;

John W. Hallahan, '36, and John
O'Hara, '36.

member take special pains in seO*

iiig at least one book of chances.

"it this is done," he said, "we win
1t)e able to enter our Sophomor*
year with no deficit and at the
same time have a treasury to fall

back on during the year." He also

stated that the upperclassmen
would undoubtedly aid the clasa

titnd co-operate by purchasing
cbances.
Rev. Charles P. Brown, O. S. A,^

moderator of the tnroup, was pres-

ent at the meeting and gave the

advice that If the freshmen wish
to have a successful year they must
all lend their support to this sale

and likewise work harmoniously^
with the class officers.

Mr. Harkins appointed a commit-
tee to supervise the raffle. It con-
sists of Carl A. Mayer, chairman;
John A. Bogdan, Frank BellarmlnO),

Thomas M. Kelly, Paul P. Okonlew^
ski, Joseph Malcolm, James J. Mo-
Brearty, John A. O'Hara, Thomas
B. Whelan, J. Martinez-Alvarez,

Peter Lebkuecker, John F. Mc-
Grath, John della Rocco and How-
ard J. Brennan.

Hour of Devotion
Set for Thursday

^

OoBtlnoel From Pace One

tiie time of exposition and at bene-
diction.

Friday, being the first. Friday ot

the month and the traditional H0I7
Name Society and Villanova Col-

lege Communion Day, Confession*
will be heard on Thursday during
the entire time of exposition and
again after night prayers.

The hour of exposition Thursday
and the general communion of the
student body on Friday, the Feast
of the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed
.Virgin as well as the first Friday of

April, will mark Vlllanova's contri-

bution to the inaugui^atlon of th*
Holy Year.

PHILADELPHIA CLUB MEETS

Holds First Session Under Ito

Newly Adopted Constitution

The Philadelphia Alumni Club of
Villanova held its initial meet-
ing under the recentty adopted con-
stitution last evening, at the Bn«
gineer's Club, 1317 Spruce street,

Philadelphia.
At this meeting a recej^^cion was

tendered to those 9^er alumni
of the organization who. ha\ o been
quite active in recent year.-. Among
those honored were the follow-

ing: Harry Strong, '94; J. Stanley;

Smith, '93; John DQu-h:iiy. '18;

Morton McLaughlin, '14: .— -^ F. I.«o

Lynch, '14.
, : \

A plan was consider^. ,".
. . mak-

ing a complete tali'.ciLjn ot

the Villanova alumni in t le metro-
politan area of Phllad,elj[jiii!a. It is

approximated that . theJ^e s re 760
such alumni and each will be pe9>
fionally canvassed. . , ,

>

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Today
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall .1.00 P. If.
VILLANOVAN Resident Staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Belle Air Group Pictures, rear of Mendel Hall Gymnasium

and rear of Dining Hall 1.15-7.50 P. li.

Wednesday
VILLANOVAN Staff special meeting, 110 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
Villanova-Muhlenberg debate, Mendel Hall Amphitheatre.. .8.15 P. M.
Baseball: Varsity vs. Lehigh, Staditmi Field 3.00 P. M.
Belle Air Staff meeting, 214 Mendel Hall *,,•*,.. 1.00 P. M.

Iliursday
•Tiook Who's Here" rehearsal, gypi .; 7.00 P. M.
"Macbeth" rehearsal, 204 Mendel Hall 8.15 P. M«
Holy Hour, College Chapel , 6.30-6.30 P. 11.

Saturday
Baseball: Varsity vs. Penn A. C, Stadium Field 3.00 P. li.

Monday
Belle Masque meeting, 204 Mendel Hall .; .8.15 P. M.

Athletic Association
Announces

SPRING SPORTING GOODS
FOR SALE

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

For Further Information
Inquire Room 108 Gymnasium,

cs

.

APRJL showers, according to

an old and presumably wise
saying, bring May flowers.

But beside aiding in the growth
• and development of vegetative

life, those same internlittent rain-

falls also bring disappointment.
• Such was the case last Saturday.
Captain "Lefty" Reitz and his
merry men were all set to open

.• their baseball campaign against
the University of Pennsylvania

^^hen old Jupe Pluvlus opened up
^Pbe heavenly floodgates and

dampened the good earth as well

9M the Wildcat enthusiasm.
m Coach "Doc" Jacobs has

had his charges working out
rather strenuously during the

• past few days in order to

make up f6r the time lost due
to the inclement weather

\» which we have been expert*

encing. But If the weather-

man is in good humor tomor-
• row the Blue and White nine

wlU be able to get into action

whMi It meets the representa-
^* tives of Lehigh University at

the stadium.
This is "Doc" Jacobs' first at-

• tempt as Varsity baseball coach,

and we hope that his proteges

will come through the rather

j» tough, though short, season in

good style.

vr
w

.\k

\i

\

••
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Alumni in '

The -Lead
ITH the end of March
came the final games
scheduled for the inter-

dormitory basketball league. On
last Friday evening at the gym
the first play-off game for the

campus champion took place.

The struggle was between the
representatives of Mendel Hall,

winners of the first half, and the

Alumni Hall five, who led the
league during the .second half.

The Alumni Hall- aggregation
proved their supremacy over the

Mendel Hallers and bagged the

first play-off game. Another
game will be played tonight and
it Is expected that this game will

tell the story. If the Alumni
cagesters win they will be the

champions; if Mendel Hall should
come through victorious another
game will haive to be played.

One never knows, but It is a
pretty sure gruess that the Alum-
1 aggregation will come through,

but in order to be fair to all we
will merely make the statement
that may the better team win.

• f»

To Have Inter-

Dorm Tennis

LAST week we made the
statement that it was quite

probable that there would
be no Inter-dorm tennis, but due
to developments during the past

week we have learned that such
a league will be formed. Just
how successful it'' win be cannot
be determined since it will depend
•upon the attitude of the tennis

enthusiaHts among the student
body. Of course, there is no real

reason why such a league should
not be popular and the only way
in which we can determine
whether a thing will work or not
is first to give it a trial.

No definite plans have been
made as yet concerning the

league but it is expected that

they will be ready for publica-

tion in the very near future. All

those who are interested In ten-

nis should watch for further de-
velcprr.cnts and then co-operate
with those In charge and make
tennis the success which basket-
ball and boxing- were and which
it is hoped track and baseball
will be.

• '.'• •

All Out
For Track
EVERYBODY is not by na-

ture a basketball player,

p. bcscball player, a football
player or a swimmer, but there
is one thing which we all can
do, and that is run. Some people
can run faster than others and
some can nm greater distances
than others, but all can run. In
order to become an expert run-
ner one must practice and during
that practice one exercises many
muscles in his body which aid in
physical development. Coach
Bob Regan, recently appointed
track mentor, has expressed a de-
sire to have a large squad out for
track. Here lies an opportunity
for those who have no particular
athletic ability to partake in some
sport. Of course, one might not
make the varsity team, but he
can get some practice so that he
will be in shape for the forthcom-
ing inter^orm track meets which
will be held after the Elaster va-
eation, most likely. And then we
might have some Cunningham or
Carr within our midst who
doesn't know his own ability and
la '^nrasttog his swsetaass on tlia

4mu% air*"

VILL VAN
\' SPORTS

TRACK BOWLING BASKETBALL SWIMMING
Tuesday, April 4, 1933 Page Five
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eOLFERS TRIUMPH IN OPENER
I

'

METRO WESTON CAN PICK *EM

CAPTAIN WESTON, of the varsity basketball squad, seems to be
able to pick a winner when he sees one. Weston made a state-

ment for one of the local newspapers In which he went on
record as stating that he believed the Lower Merlon High basketball
teanii, now State champions, would defeat the Scranton Tech aggrega-
tion. As we know now, the local high ran true to the form predicted
by the Wildcat captain and what Is more they kept on winning and
defeated Altoona on Saturday night at the Palestra to capture the
State championship.

The following is Captain Weston's statement: "After seeing Lower
Merlon High play Pennsburg, Palmerton and Lancaster, I think that
Bill Anderson's boys have proved their worth as a team that is well-

coached, clever, smart and possessed with a fighting spirit that should
carry it to the pinnacle of scholastic basketball In Pennsylvania—the
State championship throne.

If Lower Merlon 'continues to follow the coachings of Anderson,
retains Its determination, and guards against over-confidence the
Ardmore boys should win. With the Tech barrier past I hope Lower
Merlon will conquer the representatives from the western part of

the State, which In all likelihood will be Pittsburgh South High. Con-
-eluding, I'd say Lower Merlon should consider each problena as It

comes, and they have the best wishes for success of myself and the
Villanova faculty and students."

As we can look back on the events of the past week we know
for a fact that Captain Weston Is a pretty good predicter.

TrackmenBeginStrenuous
Training UnderNew Coach

Team to Compete in

Five Meets This

Spring:

NEED MATERIAL

During the past few days, the

track team, under t^'e direction of

Coach Bob Regan,, has been prac-

tising for the coming Penn Re-

lays which win be held at Franklin

Fjield, April 28-29.

•So far about 20 candidates have
reported for practice all of whom
are nnembers of last year's varsity
and freshman teams. Accot'ding to
Coach Regan, the squad will be
composed of about 35, necessitating
an Increase of candidates. The field

events show a lack of material, es-

pecially in the weights and all stu-^

dents are requested to report at
the gymnasium as soon as possible.

Following the Relays, the track
team will oppose the West Chester
State Teachers College In a dual
n^eet on May 6, at West Chester.
Then comes the annual event with
Tehiple University which will be Kramer and Frank Wetiler.

held at the stadium on May 13.

Rider College and the Philadelphia

College of Osteopathy are also

scheduled, but as yet no definite

date has been announced. This com-

prises the already scheduled meets
In which the runners will partici-

pate, but, as has been the case In

the past years, the squad will be en-

tered In all Invitation events pos-
sible.

Last year, the Feline tracksters
scored a smashing 87V^-38V^ victory

over the West Chester Teachers
tea^i. In which meet' two stadium
records fell. In the 220-yard hurdle
race Warren Brown skimmed over
the barriers In the fast time of 15
6-10 seconds to take 5-10 of a sec-

ond off the record set up by Frank
Mahan, 1930 captain. The second
record to be set was accomplished
by Joe Fenstemacher. who broke
the tape In the 100-yard dash In

9 9-10 seconds to clip the previous
record of 10 fiat, held by Frank
Gleason.
Both Fenstemacher and Brown

will be available this year, as well
as Ed. Donohue, captain; Harold
Hurley, Henry Bobertz, George Ba-
ker, Mike Tomasso, Dick Womer,
Art LaFranchlse, Carl HIckey, Ken
Malaney, Jim Elliot, McConvlUe,

Wildcat Linksmen Down
Osteopathy Pill-Swatters

Blue and White Foursome Drives Way to

Victory at Main Line Golf Course
in Heavy Rain

DAY STUDENTS TO MEET

Harry A. Stuhldreher, director

of Physical Education, has an-
nounced that there will be a
special meeting of all the day
students during the latter part
of the week. The purpose of
this meeting. It was stated. Is to

organize a baseball team among
the day students, keeping In line

with the Intra-mural sports pro-
gram outlined some time ago.
He believes that there will be
dlfilculty In getting the students
out, since a majority of them
rush home Immediately after
class, and Is anxious to find out
the best time for them to play
and to arrange a schedule ac-
cording to their convenience.

As the Cinderpathers Go Outdoors to Prepare for Track Season

Courtesy Philadelphia Evening Bulletin

l4Mt week ilie traek sqimd donned Jeraeyt and nmning tlioes, and under a warm tprlnir sky unloosened
anwelea to prepnre for the long sprlnr grind. Ooneh Regan, replaelnff ttie retired Harry Oontea^ tent his
ttWB throofh the initial pnoea and hopea to have n aucceMfm MMon in Ills flrgt ftmr tm trael( ooacli.
Ah«f« M« two «f hi* Inminniktb LrtM^ Cnri Hlche^f Po>e vnvHer, nnd rights Aleinader Knuaer, tgata-

JIM ELLIOT COMPLETES WITH A 74

THE VILLANOVA golf team auspiciously opened the

1933 season with a decisive win over a strong Philadel-

phia College of Osteopathy squad on Friday afternoon at St
Davids Golf Club, by the score of 41/2 to 11/2.

Captain BiU Kelly, Jim Elliot, Harold Keating and Ted

Sail comprised the Wildcat squad. Kelly was the only Villa-

nova player to lose his match, being defeated by Captain

Charles Burrows, of Osteopathy, 4 and 3. Jim Elliott de-

feated Charley Hillyer, 2 and 1, while the Wildcats broke

even on the best-ball combination.

The second foursome, composed of Harold Keating an(«

Ted Sail, of Villanova, won all three points. Keating won hie

*match on the last hole from

Lincoln Ladd, and Sail defeat-

ed John Walker, 5 and 4. The

best ball was also won 5 and 4.

Although the entire match

was played in a continuouE

downpour of rain, which re-

sulted in a muddy course, the

scores were very low.

In Jim Billot, Villanova has dis-

covered one of the best golfers t©

enter the school. A long hitter and
an exceptional iron player, Jim
turned In what Is believed to be a

record for Villanova players. Aft-

er playing the first nine holes in

38 strokes, Elliot covered the back
nine, the more difficult part of the
course In 36, even par. Hillyer.
his opponent, one of the best jun-
ior golfers and ninner-up In th**

recent Southeastern Amateur
Championship, was unable to cope
with Elliot* although he scored a
good 36. '

. ,

The defeat of Captain Bill Kelij
was a disappointment to many of
the school's golfing enthusiasts. Al-
though he played the course in 79,

he was unable to match the bril-

liant playing of Captain Charles
Burrows, of Osteopathy. Undoubt-
edly the match would have had a
different termination If Kelly had
not developed a bad slice in the
early part of the match. Burrows
assumed an early lead and was four
up at the end of the first nine holea
Kelly reduced this lead to two up,
at the 12th, but lost the next two
on poor Iron shots. The best ball
combination for the first foursome
was halved, when, after trailing
the Osteopathy team, Kelly sank a
twelve-foot putt on the eighteenth
hole to square the match and di-

vide the points.
Keating and Sail, comprising the

second fouiome, won all three
points. Keating's match was prob-
ably the most thrilling of all. due
to the fact that It was won on the
last hole. Keating played well the
first nine, scoring a 38, which gave
him an advantage of four up at the
turn. On the back nine, he failed
to sink several putts and lost his
advantage on the seventeenth hole.
With the match all even, both play>
ers hit good shots, but Keating suc-
ceeded In getting on the green on
his second, while Ladd was short.
Both were down in two putts giv-
ing the match to Keating one up.
A newcomer on the Varsity, Ted

Sail, made an auspicious debut by
defeating John Walker 6 and 4.

Sail, however, had the advantage in
playing his woods, and, although
short In stature, he hits a very long
ball off the tee. Sail took the ad-
vantage at the beginning of tlif

contest and ntoa^-ily Increased It

until tho match ended on the four-

ieentli.

McLauglUin Appointed Coach
"Snapper" McLaughlin, '31, form-

er Wildcat quarterback, has recent-
ly been appointed head football

coach at La Salle High School,
Philadelphia. He succeeds Jim
Henry, '30, lately promoted to the
position of assistant to Marty Brill,

head coach of the La Salle College
aggregation.
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1915 an Even tful Year
41 f-

Baseball Season Bringrs Back Memories
of Wildcat Successes on Diamond

BDITOR'S NOTE.—This la th« Mvanth Id • Mriea of inst&llmenU deAllng wltb
liMna o€ note in Vlllanova'a aport biaiory. Tha article to«l»/ traals o< the auc*

ful aeaaon of 1913. .',;.,
,
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By HAL KEATING
I

HE forthcomlngr baseball
Heason brings to mind one
of the most successful

schedules ever played by a Vll-

Iftoova nine.

, Perhaps it was destined that

the year 1915 should prove the

most eventful for the Wildcat
Athletic teams and, to date, no
other year has brought about
such a swift rise of college ath-

letics.

The baseball season opened
that year with a 6 to Q victory

bv6r Princeton. It was, per-

haps, only a warm-up contest

for the Tigers, but, by heavy
hitting and close fielding, the

Wildcat aggrej^atlon unleashed
a spurt in the eighth Inning
that carried them to a justifi-

able victory.

Urslnus was the next oppo-
nent of the Blue and White and
the Felines came home on the
long end of an 11 to 4 triumph.
Hits by McGuckin, Lear and
O'Connor proved to be the
••bogie" of the Bear nine.

Lebanon Valley lost to the
Main Liners the following week
by an S to 2 tally. Sheehan,
versatile pitcher of the Villa-

nova squad, held the Annvillers
at bay during the entire con-
test and allowed four hits.

The University of Pennsylva-
nia, annual rivals, eked out a
3-2 victory. With Villanova on
the long end of a 2 to 1 count
in the ninth frame, the Red
and Blue got to Molyneaux for
two singles and a sacrifice,

which, with a steal home, scored
the runs necessary to put Penn
in the lead. Molyneaux was
practically invincible up to the
ninth, as until this time the
Red and Blue was able to se-

cure but a single run. Irwin
opened the ninth with a single
to center. He took second on
McNichols' sacrifice and came
across the plate for the jun
which tied the score. {i >..

Then, after Wallace's single'

to center, O'Leary's throw to
the plate got away from Reagan.
While Reagan was chasing . the
ball, Wallace went to third, IThe
Penn captain came home on a
steal after two strikes had been
called on Moore in an attempt
at a squeeze play.
Three games followed in quick

succession, in all of which Vil-

lanova emerged victorious. St.

Mary's went down to defeat by
a 9 to 7 score, followed by
Washington and Lee, 5 to 4.

I

'Cats vs. Rams
The following Is the line-up of

the Fordham-Villanova game in

which both teams, after strug-
gling for 14 innings, decidef io
call the game a draw, 1-1 being
the score:

VlUanoVa ^ Fordham'
Connors, If. McGovern, cf.

McOuckln, ss. Kiernan, 2b.
' Prendergast, rf. Carroll, 3b.

O'Leary, cf. Viviano, c

y

Lear, 3b.

Reagan, c.

O'Connor, lb.

Kane, If.

Shaney, rf

.

Kelliher. lb.

|-

McCulIion, 2b. Brennan, sii.i

Mol'.*neaux, p. Martin, p.

Manhattan' fell victims to a
Blue and White slugging at-

tack, 3 to 2, and, although the

score indicates a close game,
the New Yorkers were out-

classed from, the first inning on.
Next came a 14-inning tie

with Fordham. Molyneaux w^s
on the mound for Villanova and
Martin for Fordham. The most
interesting feature of the entire
game was the duel between

Lear, Villanova, and Carroll,

Fordham, both of whom were
considered material for the Ath-
letics. While Carroll hit two
triples and helped to score the
lone Fo.dham run, Lear scored
the tally that \ifiipi the Maroons
from winning, i

FROSH NINE' IN PRACTICE']

Candidates Work Otit Three Days
a Week la Rear of Mendel HaU

*

The Freshaialn baseball candi-

dates are at present working out**^

three days a week under the di-

rection of Coach Bill Tracy. ^^
The baseball diamond in the rear

of Mendel Hall has been recondi-

tioned, and a removable backstop

has been placed on the field. Prac-

tice has been moving at a fairlya

rapid clip, despite adverse weather
conditions, and last Wednesday the
Frosh played a practice game with*'
the Varsity. Coach Tracy hopes to

iron out a few -wrinkles by holding
intensive practice during the nexta
two weeks, and* will probably select

a tentative line-upi in the near fu-
ture. «'

IrV

lUUSION:
A "ttroog maa^ once gare public perlormsDcet ia

wkick ke flopped a f lb. caoaoa ball tkot freia a

laity charted csaaoa. Tkc audteoce gasped wkca
«ke g«a Aathcd sad tbe kamsa Gibraltar atepped

forward out ef die aiaeke ooiejared* with Ihe 9 1^

flket ia kia kanda.

WlAMATIONt
Tke trick lay ia tkc wi^ aa aasMtaat prepared tk«

caaaoo for tkc pcrfenaaace. He uicd tke regal atioa

aaioimt ef powder aad waddiagi b«t placed Ike

greater part of tkc ckarge of powder ahead of tke

akot. Tkc caaaoa ball waa propelled ealy by tke

aaaall ckarge behind it wliick waa jwat auAcieat la

lek tke 9 lb. kail wwtt to tkc atroag niaa.

,h

fun to be fooled

...ItVs more f^n to KNOW
'!>•

A performance sometimes stained

in cigarette advertising is the #//»•

don that cigarettes are made easy

on the throat by some special

process of manufacture.

XPLANATiONt All cigarettes are

made in almost exactly the same
way. Manufacturing methods are

JVO TRICKS
JCrST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

IN A MATCH LESS BLEND

Standard and used by ail. A oiga*

rette is only as good as the tobaccos

it contains.

If Is «lcMt, w#ll kfNiwffi by
l^af tobacco oxports, fhcif

CcNnola oro modo from llnor,

MORE BXPINSIVE toboccoa
tiMm nny ofhar popvlcw brond*

In costly tobaccos you will find

mildness, good taste, throat-ease.

Smoke Camels critically, and
give your taste a chance to appre*

date the greater pleasure and sat-

isfaction offered by the more ex<

pensive tobaccos.Othercigarettes,

we believe, will taste flat and in«

sipid to you forever aften

Alumni Leads in Inter-Dorm Play-Offs

Mendel Hall Five Loses

. First Championship Tilt
' f

Winners of First and Second Halves to Play

Three Games to Determine Campus
Champions

;kaff high scorer for winners

LUMNI WON the first game of the series

which decides the league champions of the

intra-mural season by defeating Mendel

Hall, Friday night. The three-game series,

of which the first game has been played,

will decide the supremacy of one of the

winners of the semester's games.

The score of the game was 29-20, not

at aU indicative of the fast play of the entire

game, which was heightened by the liberal

use of substitutes by both teams, and was featured by an

unusual number of fouls. About one-third of each team's

In the' Limelight

points

shots.

were scored on foul*

Alumni led at the Tialf by
\ight points, 14-6, but ^the

Mendelmen came out in the

t

second period to tear down the
lead and forced the Alumni paesers
^o top speed to bold their own, al-

ough they never came closer to
the winninir end of the score.

, Korchinski played a hard game
for the losers, and in addition to
turning in a fine defense, made
fine of the year's ^ost spectacular
shots, with a toss ' from the center
of the court that scraped the gird-

ers and swished through the cords
without touching jtAe basket.

SkafT was the outstanding man of
j^be game, besides bting high scorer
with seven points. )EIe led the Alum-
ni men in every sally into playing
territory after he entered the game
to replace Hughes.'
Jhe first period: saw plenty of
"^

s work, while both teams tried

make things as 'Sure as possible,

but the extra aggrifiisiveness of the
Alumni men told iti|four extra bas-
' ets '.

McFadden and Vaughan carried

the ball into Alumni territory with
ots of support from Korchinski
and Michaels, but were unable to

keep the ball for |teUing shots, the
Alumni team playing a fine defen-

sive game to break up drives reg-

ularly enough to make a score for

hemselves. T f

'

Perugino several times carried

the ball through tbS& Ifendel defense
Yrom inside the center, and exhibit-

ed nice shooting after dribbling the

ball through the massed defense.

Perugino was a feature of the

ame, interspersing flashing solo

dashes with flying blocks at the

supports of the baskets.
Skaff broke through for several

fine shots after outpacing the pack
rom under the Alujnni basket, to

score a couple of <his trys at top

speed.
The play of both teams was of

varsity caliber, with fine examples
of team work. Alumni was pressed

4o hold its lc:,d at the end of the

game, but with Montgomery getting

the tap to one of his men most of

the last half was able to get the

shots in before reliaquishing the

ball to Mendel.
The offense of Mendel depended
ainly on its passing to get in scor-

ing position, and was nearly effec-

tive in spilling the opponents.

PLAY-OFF BOX SCORE
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LEAGUE DELEGATES

LEAVEFORHEETING

J. HaiieMs Made Chairman of

Delegation Comprising

^ Five Students

WILL SUPPORT AUSTRIA

0*iitinued From Face Oii«

granted by the league they will

form an economic pact with Ger-
many a» the only way out of their

present difflculties. Other problcm^s

facing Austria such as unemploy-
ment and labor relief have also

been set forth by the delegates.

All of the delegates that will at-

tend the league meeting will defend
their country and present to the
league for consideration their prob-
lem and what remedies may be ap-
plied in each particular instance.

The aim in each case will be to pro-
mote better understanding among

I

the several nations and the general
|

-betterment of world conditions. !

Aside from these topics, the league '

will consider the economic problems
of world st^ibilization, including
mo/ietary questions, the gold stand-

ard, the question of tariffs and oth-

er hindrances to world trade. Spe-
cial committees will report the con-
ditions as they have found them
and a general discussion and plans
for solution of these problems will

be advanced by the delegates.

The league will take into consid-

eration the two most important
"unofficial" wars still continuing in

Aeflance of the league. These are

the Sino-Japanese dispute and the
fighting between Bolivia and Para-
guay in the Gran Chaco. The dis-

armament tangle will be in line for
special consideration as well as the
traffic in arms. The latter will be
of special interest to the delegates
of Austria, due to the fact that
that country has recently been em-
broiled in arms shipments against
the rules set down by the league.
Registration of delegates and un-

official observers will take place
Thursday afternoon and In the eve-
ning the special committees will
meet to draw up reports to be pre-
sented at the session on Friday.
Friday morning the league will

take into consideration the special
problems stated above and decide
upon a course which the league
should take. Then the assembly
will Tiold its first plenary session
for organization, breaking up into
further committee meetings on Fri-
day afternoon. A formal dinner and
dance will be given in the evening
to relieve the seriousness of the oc-
casion. Plenary sessions of the as-
sembly will follow on Saturday
morning and afternoon to conclude
the meeting.

FR. ALBERS TO SPEAK

ALUIil NEWSPAPER

HAKES APPEARANCE

First Issue Is Distributed

Among 3200 Members of

Association

to thank the members for their paat
co-operation in the endeavors of the
alumni.

. j
Space is also devoted to a column

on the various local clubs, to in-

dividual news items concerning the
graduates, and to marriages, deaths
and births among the alumni.

GRIDMEN TO SCRIMMAGE

ENROLLMENT IS FEATURED

will Present Talks Before Student
Bodies of Two High Schools

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.
vice-president of the college, deliv-
ered a talk this morning to the
students of West Philadelphia High
School, Phila., his subject being
"Catholic College Education." Fr.
Albers will speak on the same sub-
ject Friday morning at Aquinas In-
stitute, Rochester, N. Y.
"Catholic College Education" also

formed the topic of his talk in an
address before the students of Holy
Spirit High School, Atlantic City,

N. J., last Wednesday.

The first issue of the Villanova

Alumni News, the new monthly

newspaper of the alumni associa-

tion, published by Albert C. Wag-
ner, secretary of the association,
made Its appearance last Friday
and was distributed among 3200
members of the college alumni.
The paper comprises four pages,

each page containing three columns
and measuring nine by 12 inches.
It will be published at the end of
each month and will be distributed
in conjunction with the VILLANO-
VAN so that each member of the
alumni will receive both the Alumni
News and the VILLANOVAN.
Featured in this month's issue

was the decrease in enrollment in
colleges and the pressing need for
co-operation among the alumni in
arousing interest among prospective
students for the college. The par-
ticular need of Villanova in this

matter is especially stressed in the
article.

An open letter from John T.
Coan, president of the association,
is also featured. Mr. Coan takes
the opportunity to ask for support
and interest in this new project and

Football Team to Play F. and M.

at Lancaster Saturday

The first football scrimmage of

the 1933 season will be held at Lan-
caster this Saturday between Villa-

nova and Franklin and Marshall.
For the past three weeks the

gridmen have been practicing out-
doors when the weather permitted.
However, there is no way of dis-

tinguishing between the candidates,
due to the fact that they are ac-
customed to scrimmage against
each other, and so, of necessity,
practice with outside teams Is pro-
vided each year.
This game will be of regulation

length and will be similar in every
degree to a regular contest with the
exception that no tabulated score
win be kept. There has been no
varsity team chosen as yet, and all
the candidates have been practicing
diligently to earn the coveted posi-
tion on the starting line-up.
Following this fray with F. and

M. the Wildcats will engage Jjbl-

Salle In a like contest, one week
from today. The Olneyltes are
under the direction of a new coach,
Marty Brill, one of the late Knute
Rockne's best blocking backs. Brill
has taken over the reins of head
coach, succeeding Tom Conley, who
has received the position of assist-
ant coach to Hunk Anderson at
Notre Dame.

STUDENT INJURED

Receives Deep Wound In Finger
Requiring Seven Stitches

Early Sunday evening Mirco Lao-
chia, junior In the School of Com-
merce and Finance, was attempting*
to close the side door of Fedlgaa
Hall when he accidentally put his
hand through a small pane of glass.*
As a result of the shattering of the
window he received two deep
wounds on the fifth finger of his

*

left hand. '

Mr. Lacchia was immediately
rushed to the Bryn Mawr Hospital

"

where his cuts were treated by an
Interne, Dr. Wolf. Mr. Lacchi
finger was so severely lacerated t
it was necessary for the doctor to
take seven stitches in order to close
the wounds.
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Matin«e Daily 1.30 to 4.30—Eve. 7 to 11

Today
"STRANGE INTERLUDE"

with
Norma Shearer Clark OaUe

Wed. and Thurs., April 5 and 6
Ann Harding Leslie Howard

in
"ANIMAL KINGDOBT'

Friday, Ajirll 7
retta Tounf

kpri

Warren WUliam Loi
in

"EMPLOYEES' ENTRANCED
Saturday, April 8

"MADAME BUTTERFLY*
with

Charlie Ruggles Sylvia Sydno^

Monday, April 10
GEORGE ARLISS

in
*«KING'S VACATION*

rif
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A IVl IRACLE . . .You sit at home
in easy chairs, behind closed doors, while from a

sound-proof room • . . perhaps thousands of miles

away. . . comes the music that you listen to on the

Chesterfield program. ,_
^

T/iat sealed room in the Columbia Broadcasting

Headquarters sends out good music and good

songs 6 nights a week to 50 million people from

coast to coast . , . with the voice of Norman Brok-

enshire . . . just about the best announcer in this

country. . . to tell you* 'Chesterfields are milder and

, taste better."
• • •"

Why is the Chesterfield Program broadcast 6
lights a week over a coast-to-coast network reach-

ing 50 million people ?

Because we want every smoker in this country

to know that Chesterfield cigarettes are milder.

Juniors I

Assessments Due
Officers Request

Immediate Payment
After Easter

Holidays VILL
The Staff

Cordially Extends

to Every Student

a Pleasant

and Joyous

Easter Vacation
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ORCHESTRA NAMED FOR SENIOR BALL
Made

*
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We want to tell every smoker from coast to coast

that Chesterfield cigarettes taste better. .

.

We want everyone to know that they can depend

on a Liggett 6c Myers product. t

THEY'RE MILDER^

THEY TASTE BETTER

e 19}5. LiootTT * Mms ToMcro Coi.

AT STAFF MEETING

Geist and Goggi Appointed

Managing and College Edi-

tors, Respectively

< I ! n »!

NAMED EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KEATING SPORTS EDITOR

At the annual Easter promotions
Of the VILLANOVAN staff, Ray-
mond o. Harter, Junior Commerce
and Finance student, was appointed
Editor-in-Chief. This announce-
ment was made at a general meet-
ing of the staff held in Room 111,
Mendel Hall, last Wednesday at
1 P. M. Rev. Edward B. McKee,
O. S. A., faculty moderator of the
VILLANOVAN, made the an-
nouncement.
The other promotions made at

last Wednesday's con'^lave were:
Managing Editor, Robert A. Geist,
*»4; Sports Euitor, Harold J. Keat-
ing, '35; College Editor, Charles P.
Goggi, '34; Business Manager,
Thomas J. Donahue, '35; Exchange
Editor, William H. Holmes, '34;
Columnist, Joseph H. Lilly, '34-

Copy Editor, John J. Stell. '35; As-
sociate College Editor, Edmond P.
Reiley, '35; 'IJirculation Manager,
Joseph W. Fenstemacher, '34. Wil-
liam F. Zell, '34, present Literary
Editor, retains his position for the
Coming year.

Before making known the namesM those who had been promoted
Fr. McKce said: "I wish to take
the occasion to thank the graduating
members of the staff for the

AND WINS CLOSING

DEBATING SEASON

Both Travelling Teams Lose

in Home-and-Home Fray

With Muhlenberg

MEET FOR FOURTH TIME

COMMITTEE SELECTS
POPULAR TEDDYBLACK
Band Is Well-Known Feature on National

Broadcasting: Network and at Atlan-
tic City Steel Pier 1

JO PLAY AT BALL

Raymond J. Harter

Continued on Tage Four

FOR VARSITY SHOW

"Look Who's Here" to Be Pre-

sented on Evenings of

May 4 and 5

EXPERTS DOING COACHING

Baymond J. McKeon Advo-

cates Entrance of College

Men in Political Affairs

'^OUALIFIED TO COMMENT

Greater interest In politics among
college men, as a means of placing
that profession on a higher plane,
was advocated by Raymond J. Mc-
Keon, in an address at the seminar
Of the Arts School last Thursday
morning.

The subject was of timely inter-
est because of the spotlight that
has been focused upon national
and State affairs in recent months
The speaker is well-qualifled to
comment on this situation because-
for twelve years he has been a
newspaperman and political observ-
er. -•;

"In these trying times it seems
far-fetched to Imply that there are
opportunities for anyone; neverthe-
less, the past four years have de-
veloped their quota of successfulmen and women," Mr. McKeon said.
'The secret of success, if there la
any such thing, lies not In great

The musical comedy, "Look
Who's Here," will be presented by
the members of the Spike and
Cleat Club, an organization recent-
ly formed by the merger of the
Varsity and Spiked Shoe Clubs, on
the evenings of May 4 and 5 in the
gymnasium. This r.nnouncement
was made by Rev, Bernard M. Mc-
Conville, O. S. A., moderator of the
organization.
This original comecy, which is

being presented for the first time
on any stage, was to have been
produced on May 29, but the date
has been changed due to the fact
that two of the principals will be
participating in the Fordham game
on the Htter date.
John Keough, who has been ac-

tively associated with the Ziegfeld
Follies and with George M. Cohan,
Broadway actor and play^vright, is

The Beta Gamma debaters closed
their season by winning and losing
in their meeting with the Muhlen-
berg debaters last Wednesday eve-
ning on a home-and-home basis on
the much-di'scussed war debt ques-
tion.

The Villanova contingent which
journeyed to AUentown, consisting
of Paetrus F. Eanmiller, Francis
Bigley and Charles P. Goggi, up-
holding the affirmative side of the
question, lost to the Muhlenberg
squad by a judges' decision. The
AUentown debaters were: Raymond
Brennan, Russel Kropf and John
Yerger. The judges for the con-
test were: Raymond Chley, Charles
Geisinar and John Baker, all pro-
fessors at local higrh schools.
On the other hand the negative

team, composed of Joseph J. Con-
Ian, Rudolph J. Lehnau and Joseph
T. Houseman was more successful
and gained the victory over their
forensic rivals. Opposed to the
Villanova debaters were Bernard
Frank, Milton Silverman and Rob-
ert Heist. The decision was ren-
dered by two judges and the audi-
ence. The judges were Rev. Broth-
ers Paul Mays and Lilly, of Phil-
adelphia. One judge and the audi-
ence favored the negative conten-
tion.

For the past three years both the
Villanova and Muhlenberg debaters
have given their best to make their
encounters one of the most looked
for in the entire debating season.
The results, including last Wednes-
day's discussion, show that both
teams have won and lost the same
number of times, sharing the hon-
ors equally.
This was the fourth annual de-

bate hold with Muhlenberg, and the
interest and rivalry between the
teams is increasing each time they
meet. While next year's schedule
of debaters has not been completed,
it is expected that Villanova's tradi-
tional rival will appear thereon and
an attempt to break the existing
deadlock between the adherents of
this form of argumentation will

PRICE SET AT $3

Summer Formal Dress Is

Selected to Conform
With the Season

HLDING PUNS

All Bids for Reconstruction of

Monastery Must Be in

by April 21

TO BE COLLEGIATE-GOTHIC

Continued on p«gg Eight once more be assaulted.

Chaplain Pleased With Response
Of Students at Holy Hour Devotions
Rev. Joseph F. O'Malley, O. S. A

chaplain of the college, declared
himself well pleased with the large
number of students that turned out
in the observance of the holy hour
of adoration before the Blessed
Sacrament last Thursday evening.
The Blessed Sacrament was exposed
for the adoration of the student
body and faculty by Rev. Edward
B. McKee, O. S. A., at 5.30 P. M.,
and remained exposed for one hour
when, with the entire student body

genius, nor even in'hard laboVTs S" """l*^
assisting, the Blessed

Bome of our capitalists and Indus T^^T^k^ ^^ ""^P'^^^^ *" ^he tab-
trlalists would have us beutve but oTl^ ^*'^''*' ^' ^'°^"'
in the ability to recognize oppor-
tunities and take advantage of
them.
"In recent years we have seen

A notable rise of young men to re-
sponsible positions. We have seen
• man of thirty years elected to

The large number of students
present at the time of exposition
who remained during the entire
hour, as well as those who were
present through a lesser part of the
hour bespoke well the cordial spirit
o' prayer in which the holy hour

Ooattewd M rate Eifkt »»<! holy year were received by the

students. During the entire hour
opportunity of confession was of-
fered to the student as preparation
for Communion the following morn-
ing. They availed themselves of
the opportunity to thus enter more
closely into the spirit of the holy
hour and holy year.
During the hour of exposition as

well as at Benediction, the music
was furnished and the hymns were
sung by the members of the college
glee club who acquitted themselves
admirably. The members of the
Sanctuary Society, under the leader-
ship of their president, George Mc-
Grath, '33, acted as servers at tHe
time of exposition and at Benedic-
tion and also took turns In cassock
and surplice in adoration before the
Blessed Sacrament while it was ex-
posed.
The college Mass was celebrated

C«aUaaed on P»(» Thive

Plans for the rebuilding of the
college monastery have been defi-
nitely brought to the fore by the
announcement by Rev. Edward V.
Stanford, O. S. A., president of the
college, that all bids for the recon-
struction of the building', must be
submitted not later than 5 P. M.
on Friday, April 21. After the bids
have been considered, and the con-
tract awarded, it is expected that
actual work will commence at once.
The new monastery, which will

rise from the ashes of its predeces-
sor, will be of a slightly different
type of architecture. Plans for the
new building call for a collegiate
Gothic structure, built along the
lines of the old monastery in some
respects. •*

The building will be of stone and
limestone, 208 feet in length and
54 feet wide, and the wing of the
structure will be 42 feet by 65 feet.
The list of bidders for the con-

tract for building the monastery,
exclusive of contracts for plumbing,
heating and electrical worlc. Is as
follows: William R. Dougherty, 1608
Sansom str«;t, Philadelphia; Mur-
phy-Quigley Co., 1518 Sansom street,
Philadelphia; John McShain, 1610
North street, Philadelphia; McClos-
key Co., 1620 Thompson street, Phil-
adelphia; Wark & Co., 1608 Walnut
street, Philadelphia; A. Raymond
Raff Construction Co., 1635 West
Thompson street, Philadelphia; F.
V. Warren, Lewis Tower, Philadel-
phia; John P. Hallahan, Inc., 2013
Sansom street, Philadelphia; John
N. Gill Construction Co., 1500 Chest-
nut street, Philadelphia; Frainle
Bros., 19 West Franklin street. Balti-
more, Md., and W. L. and G. H.
O'Shea, 253 Broadway, New York,

Displaying the same indomitable
spirit which made them outstand-
ing as a Junior Class, the members
of the Class of 1933 will hold the
Belle Air Ball, and present as the
feature of the evening Teddy Black
and his internationally-knowa
dance orchestra.

In order to make the dance more
attractive to members of the entire
student body and their friends, the
seniors have selected Friday eve-
ning, May 19, as the date of the
occasion; thus, the wearing of
summer formal attire will be in
order. A charge of three dollars
will be made for the affair, which
will be held in the college gymnas-
ium between 'he hours of 9 P. M.
and 1 A. M.
Teddy Black and his orchestra,

the only musical organization in the
country which has been able to
match the style of dance musio
played by Guy Lombardo and His
Royal Canadians, are not unfamil-
iar to Villanova ns. Black and his
versatile musicians are one of the
feature bands of the National
Broadcasting networks.

Popular Orchestra
The orchestra has just completed

a successful engagement at the
Kenmore Hotel, in Albany, New
York, where it held a long-term
contract. Before playing in that
hotel, the band was identified with
the Villiage Barn, in New York
City.

Among his numerous appear-
ances in all sections of the country,
Teddy Black has played at more
than 100 colleges, as well as return
engagements at the Steel Pier, in
Atlantic City, where the foremost
bands of the world appear during

j

the summer season.
I

Recently Mr. Black played at the
Junior Prom and Tea Dance of
Beaver College, and also at the
Junior Prom of Muhlenberg Col-
lege. Reports that have issued from
both of these dances have been
highly favorable.
During a recent appearance la

itt'

Philadelphia. Mr. Black and his or^
chestra engaged in a musical con-
test with the Casa Loma Orchestra,
known as the Quakertown's fore-
most band, and on that occasion
their rhythms proved to be more
popular than those of the latter.

Colors 3Iue and Gold
According to William G. Crowley,

chairman of the dance, the ball will
p;c equal in every detail to the
brilliant affair which the class gave
as Juniors. The entire dance floor
will be overhung by a false coiling,
and the class colors, blue and gold,
will predominate In the decorative
scheme. The booths which will line
both sides of the vast auditorium-
gymnasium will be of the same col-
or scheme. At Intervals the floor
will be decorated with potted palms
and flowers, lending to the atmos-
phere a delicate themt appropriate
to the time of the year.
In keeping with the summer

formal attire the committee has ar-
ranged to present unique favors to
all those who at'.end the dance.
The committee In charge of the

dance consists of: Tickets — Frank
L. Martin, Charles J. Antonaccio
and Joseph B. Condron; advertls-
Ing-WIlliam J. D'EIia, Rudolph J,
Lehnau, John P. Grimes and Rus-
sel F. Hurst; decorations—Peter JDougherty, Howard Richmond nnd
William J. OBrlen; programs, wu,
Uftpi McManus and Mr. Crowley
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OUR FAREWELL
ITH THIS issue we, the senior edi-

tors, bring to a finale our years as

lembers of the VILLANOVAN staff. It

[is with a feeling of deep sadness and
Borrow that we take our leave of a publi-

cation which we have always held dear

'and whose interests were ever prior to our

own personal ones. We have labored con-

scientiously and industriously, and our

aim each week was to edit a VILLA-
NOVAN of a higher standard than the

one preceding. We have made this publi-

cation our fondling, nursing it carefully

and diligently and our only hope is that

it be considered in the same fashion in the

days to come. At the beginning of the

scholastic year the revolutionary changes

that were made on this publication in size,

make-up and personnel were more or less

of an experiment, and the realization that

our highest hopes have materialized gives

us a feeling of content and satisfaction.

Many trials and tribulations have beset

the path of the VILLANOVAN the past

year, but its progress could not be im-

peded and today it has risen to impar-

alleled journahstic heights, attaining the

acme in journalistic standards. The attain-

ment of this standard speaks well for the

unselfish and energetic labor expended by
the editors and the assistants on the staff,

who, though hampered by scholastic duties

and other activities, have given their all,

lending co-operation and assistance when-

ever called upon in an emergency. Now, to

discontinue these associations is indeed dif-

ficult and our friendships, fostered and

molded by months of close inter-relations,

are not very easily severed. We sing our

swan song with a catch in our throat, and

all that we can hope for is that our en-

deavors will ever be remembered. To
Father McKee, our Moderator, we are in-

deed indebted for the many sacrifices he

has made in our behalf, and for his many
suggestions, co-operation and experienced

advice. He has worked hand in hand with

us and without his assistance the VILLA-
NOVAN could never be the finished paper

it is today. To our confreres, the incum-

bent editors, all we can say is that there

are not sufficient words to express the

deep feeling we are experiencing at this

parting. We have "stuck" together when
the road was either rocky or level, never

letting fate overcome us or circumstances

intervene in our co-operative work. To

the new staff we wish success, and may
they carry on where we leave off, their

slogan being "ad maiorem." They are all

capable men and we feel confident that

they will continue in our footsteps. Once

L more we express our thanks, not only to

the staff, but also to everyone at the col-

lege, for the assistance given us each

week. Farewell, and in the outside world

may our slogan aiao be "ad maiorem."

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

WELL, WELL and well again.
At last, after months of te-

dious, back-breaking labor,
we have come to the parting of
dear old Mr. and Mrs. Way, "lis
sad to relate, but we must abide by
the Fates, and so to the task at
hand,

« * •

Late News Dispatch! !

VILLANOVA, Pa., April 11—Dis-
aster is rampant in Fedigan. The
great Mattress-Crushing Contest has
come to a fitting close. Two of the
outstanding crushers, Frank L«.

Martin and James J. Lucey, have
announced to a starUed world that
they are not the winners. The great
Joseph J. Conlan, sponsor of the
contest, in a "coup d'etat" fell into
the arms of Morpheus while tabu-
lating the results. He is still asleep.
He is therefore automatically de-
clared the champion, and will be
presented with a tissue-paper night-
gown for his untiring efforts to
make the contest a success.

* * *

Gazing at Ye Olde Calendar, we
just noticed that June 8 is mighty
close, and to those of an ignorant
frame of mind, said date is Com-
mencement Day. With this in mind,
let us look into the future and see
some of our Seniors years hence.

'i' ••

." ^'^'

'

Frank O'Connor, now an engineer,
will be attempting to fulfill many
bridge contracts—across the card
table. .. .,.,,

Jack Walters will be a renowned
chess player. He beat Micklos the
other day.

Ed D'Elia is headed for fame as
an agent of the Travellers' Aid. His
explanations are so lucid.

Frank Paradowski 'will be a bar-
ber.

Samuel Stein will hire himself
out as a purveyor of beer.

' Dick Hickey seems bound for a
glorious career as a chorus boy.

Warren Brown will be a "diplo-
mat of the breakfast table," or a
piece of furniture, more or less or-

namental, at the "Greek's."

Gene Collins is applying for the
feature role in the stage production
of "King Kong."

"Fritz" Abbott, much to the sur-
prise of everyone, will not be a tick-

et-taker.

Bill Crowley has decided to be-
long to the League of Nations.

Joe Houseman is going to take
the drummer's job on Fred War-
ing's program. (Ask him for an
imitation some time.) ..-.rv

John J. O'Connor will probably
be a religious. •

, i

.

• • • •;• ••-.•.y-

Upon leaving this institution of
higher ler:irning, Hughie Schrieber
has adopted as his motto, "To kiss
a man without a mustache is the
same as eating an egg without salt"

• • •

And so we take our leave. To
those we may have offended, we ex-
tend our sincere apologies; to all

our classmatesj our sincere wishes
for success; to our successor, our
sincere congratulations and condo-
lences; to those who have assisted
us, our sincere thanks; to the
•Chief,' our sincere sympathies; and
to everyone, a sincere "Auf Wieder-
sehen."
The appended is—Nothing; But

the Truth.

•feaepk J. Conlaa

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

^^I^tOT a drum was heard, not
1^^ a funeral note,
^ ^ As his corpse to the ram-

part we hurried;
Not a soldier discharged his fare-

well shot
O'er the grave where our ^column

was buried."
i ; !

How wonderful if this column
had the same kind of an ending.
But we have no such luck. Many
and loud will be the cheers and
jeers as this colyum's poor carcass
is laid to rest. But. as Cyrano has
said, "With the last line—thrust
home."

We want to take this last oppor-
tunity of extending our sincere

thanks to men like Dick Hickey,
Tom O'Donnell, Charley McGee and
all the others who have good-na-
turedly allowed themselves to be
the butt of our twisted sense of
humor.

And now we are going to wish
success to our successor and give
him a few words of unneeded ad-
,vice.

.Ill

First of the precepts, my son, Is

always be late with the column.
This always impresses the "Chief
with your importance and tough-
ness. If he shows signs of rest-

lessness and indignation under this
treatment, then turn in the follow-
ing weeks' columns with at least
one hundred words missing. This
usually has the effect of scaring
him thoroughly, but if he still

shows signs of incorrigibility, you
can always borrow some arsenic
from the Pre-Meds. The last warn-
ing is don't take this writing busi-
ness seriously, because the bug
houses are full of people who think
they are sane.

Now we are going to say a few
kind words to our colleagues. We
have had the most pleasant rela-
tions and we are sorry to .,ay adieu.

Charley, the "Chief," was a regru-
lar fellow and he had only one
bad habit. He demanded a column
from us each week.

Bill D'Elia was our nemesis.
Whenever we had firmly decided
not to write, along would come Bill
and at the sight of those cute mus-
tachios our recistance would crum-
ble. What "Mustachio Magnetism"!
Jerry Dolan of the cheerful

countenance was often our life-

saver. He supplied us with that
sense of frivolousness to balance
our innate pessimism.
Joe Houseman, of "The Clutching

Hand," was the sparkplug that
kept us going. Joe got more busi-
ness ads than we thought existed.
Nary an ad nor a cent of money
ever escaped from Joe's hands.
"Miracle" Conlan is the man who

helped us often by supplying us
with numerous pointless jokes. The
reason he is called "Miracle" is be-
cause every month Joe would use
great will power and arise from a
dead sleep, which event he always
celebrated in a fitting manner, by
going to sleep again.
To Bill Dolan, "King of the Head-

line Hunters," we owe many thanks.
He was our severest critic and did
he criticize. He was always very
helpful in letting us know what
year, month and day of the we^k
it was. •„•• >:;.•'; .,'

And now, besides bidding you all

"Adios," we want to warn you about
the "Great Stone Face" at the bot-
tom of the page. Although we
have always tried to be definite,

Dante's remark about the neutrals
in Hell seems appropriate, "Take
one look, and pass on."

THE lAST CRACK.

Rudolph J. LehBMi

WITH this issue of theVILLANOVAN,
the Senior staff retires, and the

Junior editors take over the respon-«

sibility^o^ edfting the paper. It is not with-
out regret that we bid farewell to those
men who have worked so hard and un-
selfishly to make the paper an outstanding
collegiate publication.

Within the past year the retiring editors

have made many admirable changes in the
VILLANOVAN. Under them the paper
was reduced in size from an unusually
large sheet, which was awkward and in-«

convenient, to the small and handy shape
in which it now appears. The number of
pages was doubled from four to eight, new
features were introduced, and the scope of
the articles was greatly widened.

With an eye on the future, the editor-in-

chief, Charles J. Antonaccio, selected an
efficient staff to succeed him. By his ad-
vice and help he taught his assistants

much of the art of journalism. But the
paper could never have made such strides

if it had not been for the co-operation of
all the Senior editors. They spent much
of their leisure time in the interest of the
VILLANOVAN, obtaining interviews,

writing stories, setting up the paper, etc
It is therefore fitting and proper that

the literary editor, a Junior, takes this op-
portunity to thank all the members of the
staff who are retiring with this issue. To
CharUe, our competent editor-in-chief, con-
gratulations for your splendid work*
Through your efforts the paper has great-
ly developed and as you retire be assured
that you have the gratitude of the entire

student body. To the various other senior
editors, for your deep interest, work and
co-operation, we extend heartfelt thanks.

In conclusion, the writer of this column
desires personally to wish the outgoing
editors every happiness and success. You
have been loyal sons of Villanova and she
is proud of you. And so. Vale!

Off the Bookshelf

THE QUESTION of what to read dur-

ing Holy Week presents a prcblem to

many. The best solution is, perha»s, re-

Hgious books. In the field of ncn-fiction

there are any number of splendid books

that provide appropriate reading matter

for Passion-tide. In the Gospels the ac-

count of Christ's sufferings and death is

told in the most beautiful and teree man-
ner imaginable. In fact, Bible reading

provides an ideal way of spending one's

leisure time during this holy season.

For shorter works, we refer you to the

pamphlets in the Pie Shoppe and in the

Chapel. You will find a large selection of

leaflets dealing with subjects for medita-

tion, the lives of the saints, the meaning

of Lent, and numerous other topics. These

booklets are inexpensive and well within

the reach of all.

In case you prefer some fictional work,

here are several suggestions. One book

that has always been popular during these

days is Low Wallace's "Ben Hur." It is

tlie story of a young Jewish prince living

at the time of Christ. Ben Hur, the lead-

ing character, believes in the Redeemer
and does all in his power to help Him.

Wallace has written the story in graceful

flowing language, and it has long since

become a classic. The book has been

translated into all the principal languages

in the world and has enjoyed enormous

popularity for years. Another fine book

dealing with the early Christians in Rome
is "Quo Vadis." Both of these bocks will

provide enjoyable as well as profitable

reading matter.

If you like poetry, read tha religious

poems of Richard Crashaw, the 17th cen-

tury mystic. Or, if you understand Latin,

you will find the various poems used in the

Liturgy for Holy Week unparalleled.

%

tSwgJay, April 11, If
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SMILES Easter Dances Planned by Three Glut
True humor lies not in laugh- •
True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, hut m smiles which li^ far

deeper.'

J
Sonnet No. IV.

In spring we met down by the
stream,

And as we wandered o'er the
gravelled walk

I mused how Fate had brought me
here to dream—

And led you here, that you and I
might talk.

Upon the bank we sat, and from
the brook

My glance roamed up until It met
your eyes.

Z drank your rarest beauty with
one look

And turned abashed, for ferfr you'd
note my sighs.

Courageously, I turned again to seeA shining smile upon your lovely
face,

.Which broke somehow, and as you
turned to me

I knew you knew, and soon I felt
you place

Tour hands in mine, and while I
thrilled at this,

Our lips, my dear, met in a lover's
kiss.

;

THE SONNETEER.

North Jersey Club Affair
To BeHeld in Jersey City

Wilkes-Barre Organization to Hold Dinner-
Dance at Hotel Redington; Conn. Club to

Participate in Inter-Collegiate Ball

li|. EMBERS OF the Wilkes-Barre, Connecticut and NorthITX Jersey Clubs, of Villanova College, are planning gala
dances m their respective home towns during the Easter
vacation period.

One of the most colorful of these dances will be held
Saturday evening of this week, when the members of the
Wilkes-Barre sector of the college entertain at their fifth
annual dinner-dance in the ballroom of the Hotel Redington
located in the up-State city. "•

DEIfGATES ATTEND

Villanova Men Take Part in

Discussions Conducted at

Lehigh Univ.

RENDER REPORT TONIGHT

Conflict
Oh! That I were fret to say and

do the things
That dwell within this flory heart

of mine.
Without a qualm of conscience or

of bickering mind.
Id be, indeed, a god unto myself!

But 'tis this soft, strong, candid in-
ward voice.

That cries: "All this is rash pre-
sumptuous pride—

The cause that darkened Lucifer
espoused.

And cast him In eternal burning
fires. °

And so forewarned, the middle path
I trod

—

Contritely, humbly, bent in spiritand of head, , :
!•

. V.

And thanking God that He to me
bestowed

The light for weakened body
weakened soul.

RICKY.

An equally brilliant affair will be
held Easter Monday evening, when
the North Jersey contingent of the
school -rolics in the spacious ball-
room of the Hotel Plaza, Sip avenue
and Journal Square, Jersey City.
Lastly, but by no means less

glamorous than the other two af-
fairs, will be the affair sponsored
by more than a score of Connecti-
cut Clubs of Eastern universities
in the magnificent Crystal Ball-
room, in Waterbury.
Among the features of the

Wilkes-Barre dance will be the
awarding of keys to the senior
members of the club during the
course of the dinner. Those who
will receive the coveted awards are-
David J. Reedy, Joseph J. Kalna',
John C. Walter, and Edgar J.
i-iynett

THREE ACTIVITIES

Villauova's delegation to the In-
tercollegiate Model League of Na-
tions Assembly will render a report
on the procedure and operations of
the League in the discussion of in-
ternational problems and the pro-
motion of international peace and .«^ „„ . „^ .

good will to any members of theLu ^^ '" ^^'"^- Because (

faculty or student body who are in-
^^^, complicated structure of th,

terested in this matter at 7 o'clock I

P'°*^^^"^ ^ &''eat deal of difficult
this evening in the Mendel Hall

' '^'''^ encountered
"

amphitheatre.

The delegation, which represented

fined mostly to China, Japan «
the great Powers, but the two r«
resentatives of Austria interspen
the discussion with important
gestions and objections.
When the committee on unfci

ployment convened Messrs. J. Hi
ter and Goggi submitted a rei
asking for drastic revision of
regulations and substantial Ic
from the League to the smaller j

tlons to relieve the unemploym<
situation. The former of these n
with the approval of all other mei
bers and was passed unanlmouaL
but considerable difllculty was ei
countered on the second point,
compromise was finally ma<
whereby the League would entei
into an investigation of the respej
tive needs of the various countrlej
and then decide upon loans to thei
for the purpose of international
public works.

Mr. R. Harter was the sole Au,
trian representative on the commit
tee on traffic in arms. Because o^

the country of Austria, was com-
prised of Ambassador Joseph F.
Harter and delegates Raymond J
Harter, Charles P. ~

Senior Celebration. Irish

Dance and Retreat Ara.

Decided Upon

COMMITTEE IS ANNOUNCED

u. Crowley and Paetrus F. Banmil-
ler.

The assembly, which was held at
Lehigh University, convened on
Thursday afternoon and extended
over a two-day period, closing Sat-
urdav Avoninn- nnu^ ^

.

in reaching ai
agreement on several of the point
in question. When the resolution!
were finally brought before the ei
tire League for adoption, Mr. Hai-
tsr gave a short speech and suo-
ceeded in securing the adoption 611-1 . ,,,.,,. I

• • •^^''"»»"« LUC ttuopiion 01Goggi William a resolution providing for the es^trus F. Rnnmil. faKH^K^— *. \., _ ^. " ^^
tablishmont of an internationall
commis.sion to pass regulations ottl
such manufacture and traffic.

|A silver loving cup was awarded!
to Union College, which represented!
Japan, for being the best prepared!urday evening. The program in- delegation and the one which actedciuuea two plenarv sessions nf aii most acrnmfoii/ o/-^^...ii— *_ xt.1

In between the courses, and dur-

p"~7'".?', " '^'» *"•"• Hours"

studied It for two

this lesson?"
Stude: "I

hours."
Old Killjoy: "Two hours

believe it!"

^^Dumb One: "Vas you dere, Prof-

THE MYSTERY MAN.
The Smlier smgs his swan soneHe earnestly hopes that he hascreated a few smiles, Lut seriouslvdoubts that he has. He reahzesthat merely thanking all those whohave contributed to "SMlLEq^ i^Wholly incommensurate wUh the

l^des hT.
'^"'" ^'"^^ h^"^' bu\ be-

to bestow at 'L' moment.
^°^^^""

A word to our successor We
May ^Z'"al''

^"^^ '" ^^^ --Yd'

'^MILrs^BOx"^"^'^ "^""^ ^ '""

^
The very first contribution to thP

ST" ZlV^'f' -^'<^h adv'^ed us]

Bonriething funny in it. just run a

Sd'thaf
^°"'"''^'" ^« ""de-stand that our genial editor is go-ing to fulfill that "Old MeanieV-request. «*eanie s

Here goes. SMILE NOW.

Ing the remainder of the 'evening
those attending the affair will
dance to the tuneful music of Will
Kearney and His Sbclety Orchestra.

^ll orchestra is a great favorite
with the club members because of
the excellent quality of dance music

Tf *l
Kearney and his boys played

at the Christmas dance of the or-
ganization.
After the dinner, which is open

wm ^ ^''^''^e members of the
Wilkes-Barre Club and their guests

T Hon'f I

""^'1^ a'unini members of the or-I don t ganization will be on hand to en-
joy the festivities for the remainder
or the evening.
James T. O'Connell is in charge

Of the affair. His assistants in-
clude: James Gallagher. Frank C.Kelly and Edward S. Pizczek.
Those residing in the vicinity ofJersey City are assured a memor-

able evening of enjoyment by thecommittee of the North Jersey
Club, because of the special fea-
tures of the dance.
The crowd flocking to the Plaza

will be enchanted by the rhythms
of Jules Anzel and His Orchestra,
which is the favorite of a largenumber of dance-lovers in that cityand in New York. Anzell is a

nnH^.I
""^ ^,^^ ^^"^ed Ben Bernie,and thus plays the style of dancemusic which has .made his kin

lamous.
Special favors, consisting of an

Villanova Alumni Association con-
vened last Sunday. April 9, and de-
cided definitely that the senior cele-
bration, the Irish dance and the
Alumni Retreat will be sponsored
and held by the association.
The senior celebration will take

place on Wednesday evening, June
7. The celebration will be held off
the campus and will be in the form
of a smoker. It will be an informal
gathering, the purpose of which will
be to acquaint the senior class with
the members of the Alumni and to
stimulate in the new members the
sense of good fellowship that pre-
vails in the association.
The Irish dance will be held in

the college gym, at a date which is
as yet unsettled. However, it will
take place some time in May. The
Emerald Isle Orchestra will furnish

eluded two plenary sessions of all
the candidates to the League as-
sembly; two meetings of specially
appointed committees on the Man-Tha n^^r^A ^* /-.
appointed committees on the Man-

I^nof^lfumL^rr/Zlor i^.^ .^l!":!- .«J^-"-' the quLtiorof

"If you want that column to h«vi ?^^^^^^ ^^^^'•«' conslstln.
something funny in it lust r,nf - ""^^"f ''''"*'*^ program with a ham-meied brass cover on which is en-grayed the college seal, will be pre-sented to .hose attending thedance. A charge of two dollars acouple IS made for the affair, which

I o
r^,*,d"^ed to run from 9 P. M. to

'Lu' -^uYJ"^"* °' ^'^ additional
dollar with the admission price en-
titles one to have his name listed
in the program as a patron.
The members of the Connecticut

Club are setting - precedent in theac mties of their organization by
holding a dance in Waterbury in
conjunction with the representa-
tlves of othe- colleges. This af-
fair will be held on Tuesday. April
18, from 9 P. M. to 2 A. M. The
well-known Club Hollywood Orches-
tra will provide unusual Interpre-
Utions of the most popular dance
numbers. The Connecticut Club
representatives on the committee
are James P. Tyrell and Donald T
Hayden.

the music with its familiar melodic !!'
rhythm. It is heard weekly over
Station WPEN in Philadelphia. The
dance assessment will be 50 cents
per person. It is expected that 500
couples will attend the affair
The committee for the dance is

as follows: Albert C. Wagner, chair-man; Charles B. Laughlin, John A
Freney, James J. O'Brien, Owen L
Murray^ Daniel L. Redmond, John
A. McCarney and Edgar p. Con-
nery.

The alumni retreat will be heldm the college chapel, beginning on
Friday evening, June 9, and ending
on Sunday evening. June 11. The
members of the alumni making the
retreat will sleep in the college
dormitories, eat in the college din-
ing room and will observe the reg-
ular retreat regulations. The retreat
will be open to any member of the
alumni and close men friends of
the alumni.
This is the first retreat ever at-

tempted by the Alumni Association
and it IS expected that 200 former
Villanova students will take pcvi

unemployment, and the problem of
traffic in and manufacture of arms
and munitions, and two special
meetings of the heads of delegations
and faculty advisers for the purpose
of revising the model league con-
stitution.

Karel F. Ficck. professor of eco-
nomics and faculty adviser of the
delegates, and Mr. J. Harter, head
of the Austrian delegation, attended
the meetings for the revision of the
constitution and aided materially in
drawing up a more efficient and
satisfactory instrument. This group

I

also accepted the invitation of
|

Bucknell University to have the
League Assembly on its campus
next year.
The committee on the Manchurian

situation included among i-ts mem-
bers Messrs. Crowley and Banmil

most accurately according to the|
procedure which would have beeal
followed by a national delegatioa
at the Geneva conference.

Student Undergoes Operation
Robert G. Foley, '35. a member I

of the VILLANOVAN staff, under-
went an emergency operation for
appendicitis at the Bryn Mav/r|
Hospital, last Wednesday.
The operation was successful and

Mr. Foley is now on the way to
recovery.

A vy VV l^JAopp. Terminal
A Publix Theatre

The debate was naturally con-
.»»

Greyhound Lines

AH Points From

VILLANOVA
Low

Return Trip Fares
for Easter Vacation

STUDENT RATES
Scranton _,,„. $6.00
New York .j^ii .U...,.:...: $3.00
Boston $7.00

AND OTHERS

Authorized Student Agent
WALTER M. LENNON

124 Austin Hall

Today, Wed. and Thurs.

ERNEST TRUEX
UNA MERKEL

In

"Whislling in the Dark

Friday, Saturday and Monday
"King of the Jungle"

Featuring

Buster Crabbe (The Lion Man)
and Frances Dee

Jamet L. OrUBa

Holy Hour Pleases
College Chaplain

Continued From TaRr One

the following morning, the feast ofOur Mother of Sorrows, by RevEdward V. Stanford. O. S. A., pres-
ident of the college. He wa.s assist-
ed In the distribution of Holy Com-
munion by Rev. Francis Ludwig
and Rev. Charles Brown. The en-
tire student body took part in con-
gregational singing, while George

I McGrath presided at the organ.

Again—^Wanamaker
Men's Store

Showing a complete new line of suitings at
a remarkably low price. A new tab collar
shirt in popular British stripings. Smart
spring shades in the latest slack socks.

Villanova men will have an opportunity of
seeing all these and many more new fur-
nishings for College Men today in the
Lunch-room from ten to three-thirtv
o'clock.

^

WATCH YOUR DOLLAR

grOW!
Follow the

"50 TIMERS"

EUROPE
It's worth knowing . . . this little
vacation trick the "50 Timers" know

'

so well . . . those veteran voyageri^
whohavechoscnWhiteStar'smighty
liners 50 times and more! TSey know
that today the luxury ... the thrill
of a trip to Europe in White Star
Tourist Class costs less than ever I

For Europe is cheaper, travel is
cheaper—now'ithetimetogo across!

Here are the "50 Timers' " favorites:

'

The Majestic, worlds largest ship;
famous Olyniptc; Georgrc (new) and
Bntannic, England's largest motor
liners; and the favorite Ailriatic.

For JailinKs to Ireland. Ensland and

aavcl authority in your community.

HOLY YEAR~CRUISES
On famous and popular liners-
swift connections direct to Rome

t^
1630 MaJnut St., Phita., p.,.
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Ol^R FAREWELL
WITH THIS issue we, the senior edi-

tors, bring to a finale our years as

members of the VILLANOVAN staff. It

is with a feehng of deep sadness and

sorrow that we take our leave of a pubh-

cation which we have always held dear

and whose interests were ever prior to our

own personal ones. We have labored con-

I

scientiously and industriously, and our

aim each week was to edit a VILLA-
NOVAN of a higher standard than the

one preceding. We have made this publi-

cation our fondling, nursing it carefully

and diligently and our only hope is that

it be considered in the same fashion in the

days to come. At the beginning of the

scholastic year the revolutionary changes

that were made on this publication in size,

make-up and personnel were more or less

of an experiment, and the realization that

our highest hopes have materialized gives

us a feeling of content and satisfaction.

Many trials and tribulations have beset

the path of the VILLANOVAN the past

year, but its progress could not be im-

peded and today it has risen to unpar-

alleled journalistic heights, attaining the

acme in journalistic standards. The attain-

ment of this standard speaks well for the

unselfish and energetic labor expended by

the editors and the assistants on the staff,

who, though hampered by scholastic duties

and other activities, have given their all,

lending co-operation and assistance when-

ever called upon in an emergency. Now, to

discontinue these associations is indeed dif-

ficult and our friendships, fostered and

molded by months of close inter-relations,

are not very easily severed. We sing our

swan song with a catch in our throat, and

all that we can hope for is that our en-

deavors will ever be remembered. To

Father McKt^e, our Moderator, we are in-

deed indebted for the many sacrifices he

has made in our behalf, and for his many
suggestions, go-operation and experienced

advice. He has worked hand in hand with

us and without his assistance the VILLA-
NOVAN could never be the finished paper

it is today. To our confreres, the incum-

bent editors, all we can say is that there

are not suflicicnt words to express the

deep feeling we are experiencing at this

parting. We have "stuck" together when

the road was either reeky or level, never

letting fate overcome us or circumstances

intei*vene in our co-operative work. To

the new staff we wish success, and m.ay

they carry on where we leave off, their

slogan being **ad maiorem." They arc all

capable men and we feel confident that

they will continue in our footsteps. Once

more we express our thanks, not only to

the staff, but also to evciyonc at the col-

lege, for the assistance given us each

week. Farewell, and in the outside world

may our slogan also be "ad raaiorem.'*

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

WELLs WELL and well again.
At last, after months of te-

dious, back-breaking labor,

wc have conic to the parting of
dear old Mr. and Mrs. Way. 'Tis

sad to relate, but we must abide by
the Fates, and so to the task at
hand. •^ ; v;.'.'""» •

I^ite News Disimteh! !

VILI^NOVA, Pa., April 11.—Dis-
aster is rampant in Fedigan. The
great Mattress-Crushing Contest has
come to a fitting close. Two of the
outstanding crushers, Frank L.

Martin and James J. Lucey, have
announced to a startled world that
tliey ate not the winners. The great
Joseph J. Conlan, sponsor of the
contest, in a "coup d'etat" fell into

the arms of Morpheus while tabu-
lating the results. He is still asleep.

He is therefore automatically de-

clared the champion, and will be
presented with a tissue-paper night-

gown for his untiring efforts to
make the contest a success.

* • *

Gazing at Yc Olde Calendar, we
just noti'^cd that June 8 ia mighty
close, and to those of an ignorant
frame of mind, said date is Com-
mencement Day. With this in mind,
let us look into the future and see

some of our Seniors years hence.

Frank O'Connor, now an engineer,
will be attempting to fulfill many
bridge conti acts— across the carU
table. V: ':

Ja.ck Walters will be a renowned
chess player. He beat Micklos the
other day. ••. ;.;;';«..*.';> "

Ed D'Elia is headed for fame as
an ogent of the Travellers' Aid. His
explanations are so lucid.^

Frank Paradbwski will be a bar-

ber.

Samuel Stein will hire hlmiselif

out as a purveyor of beer.

Dick Hickey seenris bound for a
glorious career as a chorus boy.

Warren Brown will be a "diplo-

mat of the breakfast table," or a
I)iece of furniture, more or less or-

namental, at the "Greek's."

Gene Collins is applying for the
feature role in the stage production
of "King Kong."

•Fritz" Al)bott, much to the sur-

prise of everyone, will not be a tick-

et-taker. ,,;•„
.

; '•

Bill Ciowley has decided to be-

long to the League of Nations.

Joe Houseman is going to take
the drummer's job on Fred War-
ing's program. (A.sk him for an
imitation :;omc time.)

John J. O'Connor will probably
be a religious.

« « •

Upon leaving this institution of

higher learning, Hughie Schiieber
has adopted as his motto, "To ki.ss

a man without a mustache is the
.same as eating an egg without salt."

• • •

And so we take our leave. To
those we may have offended, we ex-

tend our sincere apologies; to all

our classmates, our sincere wishes
f(»r success; to our successor, our
sincere congratulations and condo-
lences; to those who have assisted

us, our sincere thanks; to the
'Chief,' our rinccre sympathies; and
to everyone, a sincere "Auf Wieder-
.'ehen."

Th<« .np|M>nde<l is—Nothing But
the Truth.

4o«toi>h J. Conlan

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

"N•OT a drum was heard, not

a funeral note.

As his corpse to the ram-
part we hurried;

a soldier discharged his fare-

well shot

O'er the grave where our column
was buried."

Not

How wonderful if this column
had the same kind of an ending.

But we have no such luck. Many
and loud will be the cheers and
jeers as this colyum's poor carcass

is laid to rest. But. as Cyrano has
said, "With the last line -thrust
home."

Wc want to take this Inst oppor-

tunity of extending our sincere

thanks to men like Dick Hickey,
Tom O'Donnell, Charley McGee and
all the others who have good-na-
turedly allowed themselves to be
the butt of our twisted .«?ensc of

humor. ,

And now we are going to wish
success to our successor and give

him a few words of unneeded ad-
vice.

First of the precepts, my .son, is

nlv/ays be late with the column.
This always impresses the "Chief"
with your importance and tough-
ness. If he shows signs of rest-

lessness and indignation tmder this

treatment, then turn in the follow-

ing weeks' columns with at least

one hundred words missing. This
usually has the effect of scaring
him thoroughly, but if he still

shows signs of incorrigibility, you
can always borrow some arsenic
from the Pre-Meds. The last warn-
ing is don't take this writing busi-

ness seriously, because the bug
houses arc full of people who think
they are sane.

Now we are going to say a few
kind words to our colleagues. We
have had the most pleasant rela-

tions and we are sorry to ..ay adieu.
Charley, the "Chief," wns a regu-

lar fellow and he had only one
bad habit. Ho demanded a column
from us each week.

Bill D'Elia was our nemesis.
Whenever we had firmly decided
not to write, along would come Bill

and at the sight of tho.se cute mus-
tachios our re.-istance would crum-
ble. What "Mustachio Magnetism"!
Jciry Dolan of the cheerful

;,countenance was often our life-

saver. He supplied us with that
sense of frivolousncss to balance
oiir innate pessimifm.
Joo Hou.seman, of "The Clutching

Hand," was the sparkplug that
kept us going. Joe got m.ore busi-
nesfj ads than we thought existed.
Nary an ad nor a cent of money
ever escaped Trom Joe's hands.
"Miracle" Conlan is the man who

helped us .)ftcn by supplying us
with numerous pointless jokes. The
reason he is called "Miracle" is be-
cause every month Joe would use
great will power and arise from a
dead sleep, which event he always
celebrated in a fitting manner, by
going to sleep again.
To Bill Dolan, "King of the Head-

line Hunters," we owe many thanks.
He was our severest critic and did
ho criticize. He was always very
helpful in letting us know what
year, month and day of the week
it was.
And now, besides bidding you all

"Adios," we want to wain you about
the "Great Stone Face" at the bot-

tom of the page. Although we
have always tried to be definite,

Dante's remark about the neuttals

in Hell seems appropriate, "Take
one look, and pass on."

THE LASr CIIACK. •

iiudolph J. Lehnau

Things Literary

WITH this issue of the VILLANOVAN,
the Senior staff retires, and the

Junior editors take over the respon-

sibility of editing the paper. It is not with-

out regret that we bid farewell to those

men who have worked so hard and un-

selfishly to make the paper an outstanding

collegiate publication.

Within the past year the retiring editors

have made many admirable changes in the

VILLANOVAN. Under them XlMf paper

was reduced in size from an unusually

large sheet, which was awkward and in-

convenient, to the small and handy shape
in which it now appears. The number of

pages was doubled from four to eight, new
features were introduced, and the scope of

the articles was greatly widened.

With an eye on the future, the editor-in-

chief, Charles J. Antonaccio, selected an
efficient staff to succeed him. By his ad-

vice and help he taught his assistants

much of the art of journalism. But the

paper could never have made such Etrides

if it had not been for the co-operation of

all the Senior editors. They spent much
of their leisure time in the interest of the

VILLANOVAN, obtaining interviews,

writing stories, setting up the paper, etc.

It is therefore fitting and proper that

the literary editor, a Junior, takes this op-

portunity to thank all the members of the

staff who are retiring with this issue. To
Charlie, our competent editor-in-chief, con-

gratulations for j'our splendid work.
Through j-our efforts the paper has great-

ly developed and as you retire be assured

that you have the gratitude of the entire

student body. To the various other senior

editors, for your deep interest, work and
co-operation, we extend heartfelt thanks.

In conclusion, the writer of this column
desires personally to wish the culr^oing

editors every happiness and success. You
have been loyal sons of Villanova and she
is proud of j'ou. A.nd so. Vale!

Off the Bookshelf

THE QUESTION of what to rear' dur-

ing Holy Week presents a prcb^em to

many. The best solution is, peri'r.;S?, re-

hgious books. In the field of ncii-:'!ction

there are any immber of splendid books

that provide appropriate reading matter

for Passion-tide. In the Gospels Xv.g ac-

count of Christ's sufferings and death is

told in the most beautiful and terse man-

ner imaginable. In fact, Bible reading

provides an ideal way of spending one's

leisure time during this holy season.

For shorter works, we refer you to the

pamphlets in the Pie Shoppe and in the

Chapel. You will Ihid a large selection of

leaflets dealing with subjects for nn dota-

tion, the lives of the saints, the meaning

of Lent, rnd lumitrous other topics. These

booI:lets are ine:<pensive and well within

the reach of all.

In case you prefer some fictional work,

here are several suggestions. Owa book

that has always been popular duiing tliese

days is I> v; Wallace's ''Ben Hui%" It is

the story of a young Jewish prince living

at the time of Christ. Ben Kur, the lead-

ing character, believes in the Redeemer

and dees all in his power to help Him.

Wallace ha^j written the story in graceful

flowing lanf^uage, and it has long since

become a classic. The book has been

translated into all the principal lan:>uage3

in the world and has enjoyed enormous

popularity for years. Another fine book

dealing v. ith the early Christians in P.ome

is "Quo Vndis." Both of these bocks will

provide enjov'able as well as profitable

reaciing matter.
. .

If you like pcbtry, read the religious

poems of Ricbsrd Crashaw, the 17th cen-

tury mystic. Or, if you understand Latin,

you will find the various poems used in the

Liturgy for Holy Week unparalleled.

''r
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SMILES
True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, hut m smiles ivhich lie far

deeper."

Page Three

Easter Dances Planned by Three Clubi

by the

the

.Sonnet No. IV.
In sjM in« we met down

stioam.
And as we wandered o'er

, • ;Trn veiled walk
I musod how Fate had brought me

liere to dream —
And Lod you here, that you and I

niigJit til Ik.

Upon the bank we sat, and from
ho brook

My glance roamed up until it met
your eyes.

I drank your rarest beauty with
one looJ'

And till ned abashed, for fea'r you'd
* note my si^'hs.

Coura-oously. I turned affain to see
A shiningf smile upon your lovely

fiice,

^^"
'iml^Jfto'^Z

^°'^' -
'^

''^ ^^"
I

^^^ ^^<^^^ ^
I knev/ you know/ and sbbit I felt

you place
Your h.uuls in mine, and while I

thrilled at 'this.
Our li;>s. my dear, met in a lover's

ki.ss. ' ,• ,.,•.. '.

THE SONXs'ETEER.

North Jersey Club Affair
To Be Held in Jersey City

Wilkes-Barre Org^anization to Hold Dinner-
Dance at Hotel Redington; Conn. Club to

Participate in Inter-Collegiate Ball

MEMBERS OF the Wilkes-Barre, Connecticut and North
Jersey Clubs, of Villanova College, are planning gala

DELEGATES ATTEND

dances in their respective home towns during the Easter
vacation period.

One of the most colorful of these dances will be held
Saturday evening of this week, when the m.embers of the
"' " "" "the college entertain at their fifth
annual dinner-dance in the ballroom of the Hotel Redington
located in the up-State city.
An e(iu.ully brilliant affair will be

Villanova Men Take Part in

Discussions Conducted at

Lehigh Univ.

RENDER REPORT TONIGHT

Villunova's delosation to the In-
tercollegialo Model League of Na-
tions Assonibiy will render a report
on the procedure and operations of
the League in the discussion of in-
ternational problems and the pro-
molion of international peace ^^^'^^l^^^l^"'^

to say and

fiery heart

or

Conillft

Oh! That I were free
do the things

That dwell within this
of mine,

Without a qualm of conscience
of bickering mind,

I'd be, indeed, a god unto myself!

But tis this soft, strong, candid in-
ward voice, '

That cries: "All this Is rash pre-
' sumptuous pride-

cause that darkened Lucifer
espoused,
cist him in eternal
fires."

The

And burning

And so forev/arned, the middle path
I trod--, ..•. •• ;• ;- ..-.

Conti itely, humbly; bent' In'' spirit
and of head.

And thankint' God that He to me
hosto wed

The Ii,-ht for weakened
weakened soul,

RICKY.

body.

held Easter Monday evening, when
the North Jersey contingent of the
school .rollcs in the spacious ball-
room of the Hotel Plaza, Sip avenue
and Journal Square, Jersey City.

Lastly, but by no means less
glamorous than the other two af-
fairs, will be the affair sponsored
by more than a score of Connecti-
cut Clubs of Ea5;terr uni\ pi.sjtiesm the magnificent Crystal Ball-
room, in Waterbury.
Amon^' the features- of the

Wilkes-Barre dance will be the
awarding of keys to the senior
members of the club during the
course of the dinner. Those who
v/ill receive the coveted awards are:
David J. Reedy, Jo.soph J. Kalna
John C. WalterJ and Ed-ar j'

Lynett,
In between the courses, and dur- .

ing the remainder of the evening I

those attending tlie affair will!
dance to the tuneful m.usic of Will
Kearney and His Society Orchestra.
Thl.s orchestra is a great favorite
with the club members beoau.-e of

TilREE ACTIVITIES

PLAiED BY A!

Senior Celebration. Irish

Dance and Retreat Ara

Decided Upon

\^

good v/iil to any members of the
faculty or student body who are in-
terested in lhi:i matter at 7 o'clock
this evening in the Mendel Hall
amjihitheatie.

Tile delegation, whiih i iiii e.^enlcd
the country of Austria, was com-
prised of Ambassador J6.^eph .F.
Hat tcr and delegates Raymond jT.

Harter, Charle.s P. Goggi. William
G. Cro^v]e.y and Paetrus F. Banmil-
Icr.

I fined mostly to China, Japan ai
the great I'owers, but the two rcL
resentatives of Austria interaperse)
the discussion with important suj
gestions and objections.
When the C(mimittee on unei

ployment convened Messrs. J. Haj
ter and Goggi submitted a lepoi
asking for drastic revision of tariJ
regulations and substantial loanl
from the League to the smaller ns
tions to relieve the unemploymenl
situation. The former of these mel
with the approval of all other men
bers and was passed unanimously
but considerable difllculty was enl
countered on the second point,
compromise was linally inad«
whereby the League would ente
into an investigation of the le.spoc]
tive needs of the various countriei^
and then decide upon loans to then]
for the puri)ose of inlernallonal
public works,
Mr, R. Hgrter was the sole Au.s-I

trian representative on the commitj
arms. Eecau;L;e ot

COMMITTEE IS ANi\10UNCED

a smoker. It will be an informal
the excellent nu-^litv of 'r).r,U«''^

'' "' fathering, the purpose of which will
,,,u:.:k T-"^ _.'^"'"''f .°.^ S^-^"^^ ^-^"-^'C be to acquaint the senior class with

— 1 hen It Was Fiur Hours"
"How long did you study

studied it for

"Two hours!

two

I don't

Piof
this le:;son?"

SturJe: "I
houry."
Old Killjoy

believe jt
!"

^Dumb One: "Vas you tiere, Prof-

THE MYSTERY MAN.
The Smlier srngs his swan songHo earnestly hopes that hecreated -

v/hich Kearney and his boy^ played
jat the Christmas dance of the or-
gani.-ation.

I

After the dinnei, which is open
I

only to active members of the

J

Wilkes-Barre Club and their guests,
i many alumni members of tiie or-
ganization will be on hand to en-
joy the festivities for the remainder
of the evening.

,

James T. OConnell is in char'^e '

of the affair. His assistants in-'
ciude: James Gallagher. Frank C !Kelly and Edward S. Pizczek.
Those residing in the vicinity of

The assembly, which was held at
Lehigh Univexsity, convoned on
Thu;.;day afternoon and extended
over a two-day period, closing Sat-
urday evening. The program In-
cluded tv/o plonaty sessions of all
the candidates to the t.eague as- I

'

—

',-..:
'.,.''v

jsembly; two meetings of specially

Tv,„ T} 1 * ^ appointed committees on the Man-
ViH^n l'^

of Governors of the churian situation, the que.-tion of)

vol^TV'^'^T' ^/^"^'^^'^'^ con- Unemployment, and the problem of
'

vened ast Sunday, April 9. and de-
i traHic in and nianufaoture of anns

'

cided defimtely that the senior cele- and munitions, and to nec?a1

'

MuZ{ ^aJT'^uT' '''''' ^^^•^ "^-^tingsoftheheadsofd^leiuo^Alumni Retieat will be sponsored
j

and facuUy advisers for the purpose
"f revising the model leaguf con-
stitution.

:
•

.

-

Karel F. Fleck; professor of eco-
nomics and faculty adviser of the
delegates, and Mr. J. Harter, head
of ihe Austrian delegation, attended
the meetings for the revision of the

and held by the association
The i;enior celebration will tnke

place on Wednesday evening, June
7. The celebration will be held off
the campus and will be in the form
of a smoker

j

the conii)licated structure of thi
. problem a great deal of diflicull

,

was encountered in reaching a
a,'.freement un several of the point
in question. When the resolution
were finally brought before the en
tire Leaguo for adoption, Mr. Hat
ter gave a short speech and sue:
ccedfd in .securing the adoption o
a ie.:olution pro\iding for the es-
tablishment of an internation.l
,commis;ion to pass reg:ulation3 ca
such manufacture and traliic.
A silver loving cup was awardi I

to Union College, which represented
Japan, for being the best propaied
delegation and the one which acted
most accurately according to tl-.e

j

procedure which would have beta
followed by a national delcgati..a
at the Geneva conference.

Student I'ndergoes Ojioration
Robert (J. Foley, 'Sa. *a msinhrr

of the VILLANOVAN staff, undci-
weni an emergency operation for
appendicitis at the Bryn Mav.rl
Ho.^pital, last Wednesd.iy.
The operation was successful and

Mr. Foley is now on the way to
recovery.

*-v^ .-..m.-sMy nopes that he has! ti;^ rr""*^* •^- ^ •^'-^kk.

created a few smiles, l.ut se ious^v tJ r^?''"^'"^
'" ^^'^ ^'^'"'^^ °f

doubts that he has. He rJXZ t?^^
^'^^' ^'"^ ^"""'"^^ =^ "^<>nior-

that merely thanking alfthose whn I ^yf"'"^
of enjoyment by the

have contributed to^ 'SMILES'" i^ ' r^^^^^^^
"' the North Jersey

. , ,,
- to "SMILES' isWholly incommensurate with theaid they have given him. but, be-sides lus sincere good-wishes, that

to bestow at the moment.A word to our successor. We

the members of the Alumni and to
fitimulate in the new members the
sense of good fellowship that pre-
vails in the as.sociation.
The Irish dance will be held in

the college gym, at a date which is
as yet unsettled. However, it will
take place some time in May. The
Emerald Isle Orchestra will furnish
the music with its familiar melodic

jrhythm. It is heard weekly over
Station WPEN in Piiiladelphia. The '

dance assessment will be 50 cents I

per person. It is expected that 500 '

couples will attend the affair.
The committee for the dance is

as follows: Albert C. Wagner, chair-

f^,,.K hr. . .

- - ^..icy man; Charles B. Laughlin, John AClub, becau.se of the special fea- Freney. James J. O'Brien Owen L
The VJ"", ^^"r- ^"'"^y- ^^"'^' ^- r^odmonT Joh^"The crowd flocking to the Plaza !

A. McCarney and Edgar F. Con-

constitution and aided materially in
drawing up a more ctlicitnt and
satisfactory instinment. This group
also accepted the invitation of
Buckneli University to have the
League Assembly on its campus
next yeai'.

The commute." on the Manchurian
situation included among its mem-
bers Messrs. Crowley and Banmil-
ler. The deb.ite wa.s naturally con-

I
•

l.'^J \V I^I\opp. Terminal

A Publix

Opp

Theatre

Today, Wed; and Thurs.

rXA MKRKEL
III

"Whislling in tjie Dark"

The very first contribution to theCO umn was that which advised .sIf you want that column to havesomething funny in it, just run 1picture^ of yourself." We undei^stand that our genial editor is go-

iequest.
^""'""

^''^^ "^'^ Meanie's"

Here goes. SMH.E NOW.

nery.

The alumni retreat will be held
in the college chapel, beginning on
Friday evening, June 9, and ending
on Sunday evening. June 11. The
members of the alunmi making the
retreat will sleep in the college
dormitories, eat in the college din-
ing room and will observe the reg-
ular retreat regulations. The retreat
will be open to any member of the
alumni and close men fiiends of
the alumni. •...••

This is the first retreat eWr At-
tempted by the Alumni Association
and it is expected that 200 former

will be enchanted by the rhythms
of Jules Anzel and His Orchestra
which is the favorite of n large
number of dance-lovers in that city
and in New York. Anzell is a
cousin of the famed Ben Beinie
and thus plays the style of dance
music which has, .made his kin

J

famous. ; •.;,.'„,' •,-'-'\.:,. '•.. ^".; .",'.

I

Special faVOr.<, conslitin-; of an
(Unique dance program with a ham-
mered brass cover on which is en-
graved th-- college seal, will be pre-
sented to , ho.se attending the'
dance. A charge of two dollars a
couple is made for the nff.ii-. which
IS scheduled to run from 9 P. M. to Villanova studc-nts will tak^^ 7-'n
- A. M. Payment of an additional ~"
dollar with the adnii.ssion price en-
titles one to have his name listed
in the program as a patrom '.
The members of the Connecticut

Club are setting - precedent in the
'

activities of their organization by
holding .a dance in Watoibuiy in
conjunction with the representa-
tives of othe • colleges. This af-
fair will be held on Tuesday. April
18. from 9 P. M. to 2 A. M. The
well-known Club Hollywood Orches-
tra will provide unusual interpre-
tations of the most popular dance
numbers. The Connecticut Club
representatives on the committee'
are James P. Tyrell and Donald T I

Hiyden

Greyhound Lines
I

All Points From

VILLANOVA
1-ow

Ivcturn Trlxf Fi»res

for Kastor \'ucaiion

JiTUpENT Bl.\tKS;

Scranton i;,. ;.,._:..:;,: $(5.00

New York S:}.00

Boston \:-... ..:.....::,,,:....: ,...^7.00

A^b QTIIEES

::','': •>•'•. ^^''^ '':''>:
Aiithor!&:e<l Shident .\<4:eiit

\v.alti:k m. lf\m)n
124 Austin Hall

I'riday, Saturday and Monday
"Ivino of the .hint>le"

Feaiuring

Buster Crabbe (The Lion Man)
and Frances Dec

WATCH YOUR DOLLAR

Again—Wanamaker
Men's Store

.•'> :>

rfFTTT^W^CT

Jaiiie« L, Grittin

Holy Hour Pleases
College Chaplain

the following nu)rning. the feast of
Our Mother of .Sorrows, by Rev.

I

Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., pres-
ident of the college. He wa>i assist-
ed In the distribution of Holy Com-
munion by Rev. Francis Ludwigi
and Rev. Charles Brown. The en-
tire .student body took part in con-
gregational singing, while George
McGrath presided at the organ.

Showinir a com])lcto new line of suitings at
a remarkably low i)rice. A new tab collar
shirt in popular British stripings. Smart
spring- shades in the latest slack socks.

Villanova men will have an oppoitunity oi-

seeing all these and niaiiy more new fur-
nishin.Qfs for College Men today in the

from ten to thrce-thirtv

Follow the
''50 TIMERS''

E U RQ P
It".s worth knowing . . . tliis little

vacation tricU the '50 'Iiincrs'know
so V. ell . . , those veteran voyagers,
who havechoscnWhitcStar's mighty
liners 50 times and more! T/.ie) know
thai today the luxury . . . the thrill

of a trip to Europe in White Star
Toiiri.st Class costs less than everf
Fur tiiropc is chcajur, travel is
cheaper— now' j the time to goacross!

Here are the "50 Timers' " favorites:
The A\jj,\tn. worlds largest siiip;
famous 0/jw/w,- Ceor^n (new) and
But.nniic, En;»land's largest motor
liners; and the favorite AJriatic.

'98
.50 (up) Tourist Class ;;!;^

/;v.;;/ $175
kay

round
trip

lor sailings t»> Inland. England and
l-ran(c. sec your local aKent — rhe
travel authont)- m your coiiimunicj-.

HOLY YEAR CRUISES
On lamous and popu lar liners— "M
SNvilt connections direct to Rome ,

'

WHITE STAR
bitematioiial .Vtrca<iii!«M-^i Jnt • ;*:: o

"J.'a W.iJnul s\., I'ii.i.,., I-,.
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MADE BY FR. ffKEE

leist and Goggt Appointed

Managing and College Edi-

tors, Respectively

[EATING SPORTS EDITOR

I
Continued From VoKo One

jimount of time and offoi t expended

Jin making this year's VILLANO-
IVAN the best yet, and I am looking

Iforward to the seme amount of co-

loperation from the new members
lof the staff as I have received from

I
the graduating members."
In his parting speech before the

I

members of the paper, Charles J.

jAntonaccio, '33, who retires from
his duties as Editor-in-Chief with
this issue, declared: "I hope that

no one was disappointed in regard

to the selection of the various new
members for the different manag-
ing posiUons of tht. sUff." He ex-

plained that the appointees were
cho3«n by the Editor-in-Chief at

tlio suggeetion of the various edi-

tors, and th;.t the moderator np-

provcd of the selections made.
Continuing, Mr. Antonaccio took

the opportunity to thank all who
co-operated v/th him in producing

such fine results as were evident

in the paper published this year.

He ended by wishing the new mem-
bers the greatest of success in their

work for the coming year.

The selection of Mr. Hartcr was
no surprise to the members of the

VILLANOVAN. Due to his hard

work and nkilful handling of news-
paper assignments, Mr. Barter was
felt to be the logical and only

choice for his present position. In

the words of his predecessor. Mr.
Antonaccio: "I appointed Mr. Har-
ter because of his ability, integrity

and conscientiousness in perform-
ing his duties. He has the qualities

necessary to make a successful

editor."

As soon as he received the of-

ficial notice of his promotion, Mr.
Harter thanked the outgoing mem-
bers of the staff for the honor they
extended to him, declaring he
would do his utmost to live up to

their expectations. Although rec-

ognizing the • remarkable accom-'

plishments made by the retiring edi-

tors, the new Editor-in-Chief felt

that with the full co-operation of

the incoming staff aicmbers, he
could even improve the paper.

Every year just before the East-

er holidays, the graduating staCf

members are rewarded by receiv-

ing keys in recognition of their ef-

forts toward the success of the

paper. According to Fr. McKce:
"Every effort la being expended to

have the keys in readiness for these

men tomorrow morning."

The members of the VILLANO-
VAN staff who are to graduate this

year: Charles J. Antonaccio, Edi-

tor-in-Chief; John J. Micklos, for-

mer Managing Editor, who was
forced to resign Iccause of the

press of Belle Air duties; William

J. D'Elia, Managing Editor; Ger-

ald J. Dolan, Sports Editor; Joseph
T. Houseman, Business Manager;
Rudoljh J. Lehnau, Exchange Edi-

tor; Joseph J. Conlan, Columnist;
William S. C. Dolan, Copy Editor;

Frank L. Gallulo, Subscription

Manager; John A Digennaro, Cir-

culation Manager; Anthony L. Es-

posito. Assistant Circulation Mana-
ger; James L. GrifTin, Columnist,

knd Joseph F. CoUls, feature writer.

DR. DOERNENBERG
a 55

Explains the Theories Involved

r In the Study of Talent

and Genius

ILLUSTRATES DIFFERENCES

•'The Essence of Genius" wae the

topic of an address delivered by
Dr. Emil Doemenberg, professor of

languages, at a liieeting of the

sophomore sections of the Schools

of Science and Arts, held in Men-
del Hall last Friday.

During the course of the lecture

Dr. Doernenberg stated that: "Ever
since genius as a mental phenom-
enon bect^me the object of scien-

tific investigation, numerous the-

ories have been advanced by peyT

chologists and men of the medical
profession. The vxoat famous «of

these theories," continued the doo*

tor, "is that of Lombroso, an Italian

specialist in Insanity, who based

his investigations upon Darwin'*

famous book, "Origin of Species,'

Continued on I'age Kight
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Well . • . here it is... already

whittled FOR you. Granger

Rough Cut is tobacco whit'

tied right . . * that^s one

reason why it burns so sloUf

and cooL

HEN we started to make Grander

Rough Cut we knew that fine tobac-

co burnt hot because it burnt so fast. It

kept your pipe hot. You could hardly

hold your pipe in your hand, it got so

hot at times.

Then we remembered that some folks

baek yonder used to "whittle" their to-

bacco. So we made GRANGER just like

Whittle" tobacco — "Rough Cut." It

smokes cooler and lasts a lot longer. And
also, you'll find it never gums the pipe.

So far, so good. Now we wanted to sell

this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco—right

process—cut right. It was a question of

how to do it for the price.

So we put GRANGER in a sensible soft

foil pouch instead of an expensive package,

knowing that a man can't smoke a package.

We gave smokers this good GRANGER
tobacco in a common-sense pouch for 10c.

GRANGER has not been on sale very

long, but it has grown to be a popular

smoke. And tliere is this much about it

—we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.

Folks seem to like it.

ov^^e^ rfi/C^JiAt\Mtax:caCo:

PASSING
IN

REVIEW

G)1933
IIGGETT & MYERS

TOBACCO CO.

TEN CENTS

WELL, gentle readers (if

any) as you have prob-
ably gathered from the

lucrounding reading material,

th^s issue of the VILLANOVAN
mrks the change in administra-

tion. As it were "the old order
ihangeth and givetli place to the
lew." The next time you happen
bo glance at this particular col-

inp It will have come from the
lowing pen and the fertile brain
>f our worthy successor, the well-

man - about - the - campus,
Id J. Keating.

Just about a year ago we and
tbf other incumbent editors em-

rked upon the arduous task of
>i|ili8hing this student weekly.
Tiyler the able leadership of

^iM^rles J. Antonaccio and a well-

>cipinized group of enthusiastic
conscientious young journal-

^t« there was a very marked im-
loovement in the paper of which
f% are sure you were all aware.
fte reUring staff imve reason to
justly proud of their work for

If past year and H Is their hope
that the new blood which is about

be Injected into this now-
iving organism will do its ut-

Bt to retain the standard, and
ritat is more to improve upon it.

.* At tills point Hfft-would like

to extend oiir thanks to

'ISeoop" Keatlikft XiOu Mare-
•hal and Artie Hart for the
help which they have given
us throughout the year and
-without whom the putting out
•f three pages of sports news
every week would have been
almost impossible.

* * *

mdcat Nbie
^^es Action

OW THAT the customary
little farewell address has
been given we will be able

to get down to this business of
r^iewing the sporting events of
the past week. On last Wednes-
lay afternoon "Doc" Jacobs'
\Jjldcat Varsity nine played its

Irst game down on the stadium
liamond against the representa-
tives of Lehigh University.
Whoever selected that date for

the game was a pretty good
fuesser because that was about
the only nice day we had all

>k. Anyhow, it was agreeable
le Blue and White tossers be-

_ they turned in ilieir initial

rin of the season. From what we
jould see, Captain Reitz and his

irry Men should come through
|the season with very few if any
lefeats.

TJeorge King was on the mound
for the Felines and he pitched in

lid-season form. The lads from
thlehem found it very difficult

to hit his offerings. Tnroughout
the entire nine innings the visi-

^.ors were only able to get four
kits. On the other hand the
Wildcat batsmen banged out ten

iMs in all. The longest clout of
the afternoon was the one which
rebounded from the bludgeon of
^ftptain Lefty Reitz. He smacked
the old apple out into deep right
center which was good fO;r, three
•ses.

•••';•

Lincoln Lenzi, red-headed soph-
)more backstop, who hails from
le Windy City, showed up well

\t\ his first varsity game. He had
good day at bat and his work
»hind the bat was of high cali-

)re.

The varsity nine was scheduled
t« play the "^enn A. C. aggrega-
tion last Saturday afternoon, but
for some reason or other the
X^vcie was cancelled. \, ,.>.;'' '..:

* • '

fntra-Mural

iMketball Champions

CONGRATULATIONS, though
belated none the less sin-
cere, are in order and are

extended tc the members of the
Jumni Hall basketball team who
lefeated the Mendel Hallers two
jrames straight in the play-offs for
Hje campus championship.
A great deal of Interest was

iroused in the basketball league
jiring the past winter and It is

Jjir opinion that the intra-mural
j)gram is well serving the pur-
fse for which it was instituted,
nth the good start it has gotten
lis year it should have no trou-
Je in maintaining Its popularity
}n the future because then there

rill be the added incentive for
je champions of the previous
rear to flght the harder In order

retain their laurels.
• • •

'And So
rarewt*!"

WE ARE getting down to-
ward the bottom of the
page iiow, which signifies

le fact that our career as sports
"itor and commentator on the

fOVAN has come to an
Id.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

1
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'CAT TOSSERS DOWN LEHIGH
1933 TENNIS SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED

The varsity tennis schedule was officially released yesterday by
Manager Watson and is composed of 11 matches, the first being
scheduled for April 22. The list follows:

^prll 22^Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. ......'. . . . .home
A-Prii ^cj

'
.ijvSiiius ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ftWfty

ju&y Xr~~jcL\DriKiik ••••^•••••* •'•••••'••••••• •••t»««t«*«»* •• ft iioino
May i—UrsInUs ... 1

' ;;..»..., home
May 6—Buckneir ...•««••' ••^•.....•'..••4.. •<.... * ••• home
'lay o St. .Joseph s ••*•••• «-•-• ••.*••••«•••....••.......••away
May 11—Bucknell .' away
May le—West Chester S. T. C. .i.home
'^ay X I ^^lorignb ......................... . . ......••*... away
j&ay £i 1 empie ...........«.....••.•.«.•*•....*«..•..«.nome
May 26—Temple away

BermanAppointedtoCoach
Blue and White Net Team
Former School Champion and Varsity Cap-

tain to Tutor Blue and White
Racquet Wielders

Felines Swing Into Action
AsKingPitchesShut-Out

Jacobsmen Show Latent Power in 3 to Vic*

tory Over Lehigh Nine in Game
Played on Stadium Diamond

BROWN AND WHITE HELD TO 4 HITS

*.

SCHEDULE MADE

Home-and-Home Contests

Are Arranged With
4 College Teams

If Jupe Pluvius decides to give
old Sol a break the tennis courts
should be in condition by the end
of this week.

As soon as possible after the op-
ening of the courts the aspirants
for honors in tennis will receive
their chance to prove their worth
in the tournament. In former years
the tennis team has been selected
from the winners of an elimination
tourney held in the fall but, due to
bad weather, this had to be post-
poned last year.
According to a statement issued

by Rev. John H. Crawford, O.
S. A., Sol Berman, captain of
the 1932 racqueteers has been ap-
pointed tennis tutor. Under Mr.
Berman's leadership the Blue and
White had its most successful sea-
son in many years when it won 12
matches and lost two.
To date 11 matches have been

scheduled: Ursinus, Albright, Buck-
nell and Temple have been signed
on a home-and-home oasis, and
matches have been arranged with
Osteopathy, St. Joseph's College

College. Games are also pending
with Muhlenberg College and Pierce
Business College.
For the past two seasons the Vil-

lanova tennis team has had the
best average of all varsity sports
and the coming season will be a
most difficult one if the racquet-
wielders hope to keep tennis on this
high .>lane. Only one veteran re-

mains from the 1932 outfit, Sam
Miles, a junior in the- Schovl of
Commerce.

VARSITY AWARDS

ILLANOVA'S highly touted baseball team
swung into action last Wednesday for the

first time this season and defeated Lehigiij

University, 3 to 0, at the stadium field.

This game marked the debut of three

new players and most important of all, the

coach. Wednesday's game saw the genial

coach of baseball, "Doc" Jacobs, at the~ reins of a fast-stepping nine that held off

every attempt of the Bethlehem aggregate

tion to score. Link Lenzi, catcher; Frank Skaff, third base,

and Jimmy Murphy, centerfielder, all donned the Blue and
* White for the first time afli

varsity players.

A Good Start

Lehigh

Senior Members of Football Squad
Beoeive New White Sweaters

Within the past few days the
seniors on the varsity football squad Grlick, p

Burke, cf ..,••««••«••
Budera, If .'y. • r^ • • • • •

Grier, ss
Hendricks, 3b
Cooper, lb
Sherrill, rf

Graham, 2b
Ock, c

Dow, p 1

r h

1

1
1

1

and West Chester S^ate Teachers I Reedy

have blossomed forth in brand new
sweaters and letters. The varsity
awards this year are entirely differ-

ent from those which have been
given out in former years. The
sweater is all white instead of the
customary dark blue and the let-

ters are white, being trimmed with
a blue border in order to set them
off. In former years the letters
were also white, but they needed
no borders because of the dark
background of blue.
Among those who received sweat-

ers were Captain Dick Hicltcy, Jim
Milne, Marty Gezzer, Ed Donahue,
Bob Rosen, Al Trosky, Clem Tar-
tar, John Vanderwerff and Dave

Mintz, p

o
4

3
2

5

6

4

a

1

2
2

1

t
Mendel and Fedigan Soft-Ball Teams
Win and Lose as Austin Takes Two

Totals •' « B , • 4 * 4 24 6 1

YlUanova

Lenzi, c
Cavanaugh, ss

Murphy, cf
Reitz, lb 1
oKd.iT, oD ••••••••••«• U
Hurlburt, If ....«;».. 2
Wronski, 2b .........
Finn, rf

King, p i>». «....
^eston, rf . ..; i....^.

h
2

1

2

7

3

1

1 10

1

2

1

1

4

1

a
2

2

3

2

2

The interdormitory soft-ball league
got under way last Sunday with
games being played between Mendel
Hall and Fedigan Hall, and Austin

Uall and Good Counsel. There was
one game played in the morning be-
tween the teams listed above and
another game v/aa played in the aft-
ernoon.
In the morning contest, played

between the representatives of Men-
del Hall and the Fedigan aggrega-
tion, the Mendel nine was victorious
by the overwhelming score of 17 to
4. Micklos was the starting pitcher
for the Gigolos, but after a few
innings the Mendel batsmen got to
Micklos and began to sock his of-

ferings all over the field. Harry
Patzsch, who had been on the re-
ceiving end, then w%nt into the
pitcher's box, but too much damage
had been done and the game was
far from redemption.
In the afternoon the Fedigan

and Mendel nines met again In
more or less of a return match and
this time the Spring Mill road ag-
gregation turned the tables on the
Mendel Hallers, who were humbled
with a 6 to 5 score.
While Mendel Hall was having

a great time romping over the Fed-
igan nine, the Austin Hallera were

having just as good a time defeat-
ing the Good Counsel soft-ball play-
ers. When the last inning was
played the score stood 9 to 2 In
favor of the Austin team.
Having acquired a taste for vic-

tory In the morning, the Austin
Hall squad again tackled the Good
Counsel team in the afternoon. The
Good Counselors proved to be no
match at all for the Austin aggre-
gation in the afternoon. Not one
Good Counsel player was able to get
as far as third base at any time
during the game, while on the oth-

Totals 3 10 27 11 4

Lehigh 0000 0000 Q—
Villanova .... 01011000 x—

3

Two-base hits—Lenzi, Hurlburt, 2.

Three-base hit—Reitz. Stolen base

—

Murphy. Double play—Cavanaugh
to Reitz. Base on balls—Off King,
1; Dow, 0; Glick, 0. Struck out—By
King, 8; Dow, 1; Glick, 2. Hits—Off
King, 4 in 9 innings; off Dow, 9 in

5; off Glick, 1 in 2; off Mintz, in 1.

Wild pitches—Dow, 2. Passed ball
— Ock. Winning pitcher — King.
Losing pitcher — Dow. Umpires—
Voorhees and Densmore.

INTRA-MURAL PLANS

Coach Stuhldreher Calls Meeting to

Determine Suitable Dates

Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher held

a meeting of all day students in the

Mendel Hall amphitheatre, last

er hand the~Austin aggregation was I

Thursday afternoon. The object of

running wild. They piled up a total
of 36 runs to Good Counsel's 0. This
Is perhaps the worst defeat any In-
terdorm soft-ball team has suffered
yet, though but a few games have
been played thus far.

The overwhelming victory which
the Austin nine scored was due to a
great extent to the airtight ball
which was pitched by "Whfley"
Randour.
In regards to the Interdorm hard

or outdoor baseball schedule, John-
ny Hughes has made the statement
that no definite arrangements have
been made In regard to a schedule.
However, all the team j will play on
the first Saturday following the
fi«aater vacation.

this meeting was to secure the sup-

port of the commuters in carrying
out the intra-mural sports program.
Following the Easter holidays,

soft and hard-ball leagues will be
organized, as well as Intra-mural

The Felines pounded the offer*

ings of Lehigh's three pitchers,

Dow, Mintz and Glick for 10 hitSu

while the Bethlehemites could only,

garner four from Villanova'a
mound ace, George King, who went
the complete distance. King
turned In a beautiful exhibition of
pitching and kept Lehigh's four
hits well scattered, while he issued
only one pass.

In hitting, the Wildcats were
closely bunched. Lenzi with a

^ single and double, Murphy with
" two singles and Hurlburt with two
" doubles were the leading hitters for

the Feline nine. Captain Lefty
Reitz was robbed of a homerun
when his drive hit the outfleld
fence, allowing him to advance to
third. Skaff, Cavanaugh and King
all had singles, the latter's hit ac-
counting for one of the Blue and
White's tallies.

PLAY BY PLAY
First Inning

Burke grounded to Skaff; Bur-
dura rolled to King; Grier struck
out. No runs. No hits. No errors,
Lenzi <loub!ed t-^ left field; Cava-

naugh flied to Hendricks; Murphy;
was safe on Hendrick's error, Len-
zi holding second; Reitz struck out;
Skaff flied to Burdura. No runs.
One hit. No errors.

Second Inning
Hendricks fanned; Cooper singled

to Hurlburt; Sl.errill struck out;
Graham walked; Ock flied to Hurl-
burt. No runs. One hit. No ei>
rors. /' ''.:'

:
''.-:'. ;

Hurlburt connected for a double;
Wronski sacrificed, Dow to' Cooper;
Finn grounded to Graham; Hurl-
burt scored on a wild pitch; King
lined to Burke. One run. One hit.
No errors.

Third Inning
Dow flied to Finn; Burke hit to

Wronski; Burdura rolled to King.
No runs. No hits. No errors.
Lenzi singled to right; Cava-

naugh's single sent Lenzi to sec-
ond; Murphy singled, filling bases;
Lenzi was trapped on a squeeze
play; Reitz grounded to Cooper;
Skaff flied to Burke. No runs.
Three hits. No errors.

Fourth Inning
Grier singled; Hendricks fanned;

Cooper fouler to Reitz; Grier was
out stealing. No runs. One hit. No
errors.

Hurlburt doubled; Wronskitennis and golf. The winners in „ , . ^^ , , .

these leagues will be awarded !'°"®^,I:?.."®"'ll.!^L"'
Hurlburt tak-

points, similar to those given to
the winning halls In the basket
ball league and the boxing and
wrestling tournament.
Coach Stuhldreher's purpose was

to arrange the time for the games
so as to make It most convenient
for all students, and It was decided
to play the contests on Tuesday
afternoons at 4 P. M. and Fridays
at 1 P. M.

ing third; Finn grounded to
Graham; King singled, scoring
Hurlburt; on two wild pitches King
reached third; Lenzi fouled to Hen-
dricks. One run. Two hits. No
errors.

Fifth Inning
Sheriill doubled off the wallf

Graham popped to Cavanaugh;
Sherrill was trapped as Ocli

Continoed ea Pace SCTMI
r
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aiumni Hall Five Crowned
Inter-Dorm Cage Champs
V __________

Second Defeat of Mendel Hall Aggregation

V Gives Alumni Quintet First Intra-

Mural Championship

Alumni took the title of league
•hampions when it defeated Men-
del Tuesday night in the second
jgame of the playoffs by the score
f»f 2&-19.

The game was hard-fought
Ihroughout, even though the prob-
able winner was forecast after the
second period started, when Alum-
ni held a lead which it never re-

linquished. The score at halftime
•was 11-8, with the banner boys on
the long end of the tally.

Mendel opened the game with
lots of pepper which the Alumni
men couldn't seem to match and
had things pretty much their own
way for the first couple of minutes
'during which several IVIendel men
took shots, none of which were suc-

fcessful.

McFadden made the first score
•f the game after clever pass work

from under the basket on a fast,

englished shot and repeated a little

later with a veiy long loop which
didn't touch the cords.

Alumni played a slow game with
not much fire and the first score
v/as the result of a foul on Robert-
son by McGunniglc. After Peru-
gino had handed Reilly two foul

shots, both of which he made good,
the Alumni club seemed to find

some spark, and started on a hard,
fast game which the Mendeleeis
were never able to chock.

I

They collected a basket and, im-
mediately after the first, Peruglno
made a quid, try for a second
which went through for two points.

Mendel came alive and took the
ball for several tries which were
saved principally by Malaney. Th^
clubs gained a breathing space
while foul shots were swapped.
Alumni substituted Lee for Ma-

I
app ==

TdMiftX, Ayrfl 11, 19^
:«S? li )'\ i; M /

*"• ''^^

Hail! the Champs

Alamnl
. G

Hughes, forward . . . * . j 1
Perugino, forward ,j..^2
Montgomery, center ..

Malaney, guard
Robertson, guard ,., ..

Taylor, forward . . »•.»>.•
Lee, guard ...

SkafT, forward
'•*••••• 4

• ••••#•

Totals 10

Mendel
G.

Vaughan, forward ....

Reilly, forward 2
McFadden, center .... 2
McGunnigle, guard .,.. 1
Connor, guard
McGrory, forward ....

Szczapa, guard
Michaels, guard
Voran, forward

F.

1

1

•I
1

1

P.

1

2

2

4

P.

3
4
3

5
2

3
5

25

P.

1

6
4
4

4

Totals 5 9 19
Referee: D. Conlcy. Umpire: E.

Reitz. Timekeeper: T. Ryan.

laney and Skaff for Peruglno and
the team picked up fire. Taylor
went in for Hughes and Mendel
substituted Szczapa for Vaughan.
The game showed plenty of fight

with the new blood and both clubs

=3cr=c=:
,

.•.! T > 4 ..

nta.th* liall frond >illart«-p«st be-
fore Robertson caged one from the
midet of a crush under the basket.
Mendel seemed a bit winded after
this and called time out.

When the teams started the ac?
tion again the ball hiliig undif the
Mendel basket for a time with
plenty of actlbn apd thep Skaff
moved it up s^h^d of. the pack but
missed the shot. Mendel brought
it back only to lose it after several
fruitless shots.
Connors! didn't seem, up to his us-

ual form and couldn't get his eye
on the basket for a paying shot;
while Reilly missed two close ones
before the ball was lost as the, half
ended.
Practically the same teams start-

ed the second half and Reilly again,
started the scoring when he took
the ball single-handed through the
Alumni tean to sink two points
for Mendel. The shot brought the
score to 11-10, the closest to the
lead that Mendel was able to get
for the rest of the game.
Skaff opened up a fast offensive

but wasn't able to sink any of the
shots that hii^ team gave him until
after a foul shot by Lee when he
sank a two-pointer to bring the
score to 14-12.

Peruglno made the next score to
bring the tally up to 22-16, which
was the score until McGunnigle
sank two more points much later
to give his club 18 points. ^

The last Alumni basket, sun!

Hughes, came an a result of«

outside pass and fast cutting.

Hughes' tally ended scoring fc.

the game except for a foul apl^cl
Both teams were fouled often ani
Mendel collected almost half ^itl

points on fouls. The game etftle(

with the wini^ers as proven chai
pions of the Intra-MuraL Lea'gi
for the 1932-33 season. ^ •

ridmen Hold Practice Tilt With F. and M.

lldcat Eleven Proves
Superior to JHetf Roses

—^Idreher's Minions Score Often in Spring^RDMORkI< Practice Game Played on William-

son Field in Lancaster
A Warner Bros. TlMtatre

Matinee DaUx 1.3* to 4.3»--Eve. 7 to (|

Today
GEORGE ARL18S Inj
"The Klu^H Vacation

with
Dick PoweU, Fatricia £lUs.

Wed. and Thurs., April 12-13
"Mystery of the Wax Museum"

with •

Lionel Atwcil. Fay Wray
Frank McHugh

Friday, April 14
''

\i

KATE SMITH in
"HELLO, EVERYBODY" »

with
}

Sally Blane, Randolph Scott

Saturday, AprU 15 T-

Joan Blondell, Ciiester Morris
In

"BLONDIE JOHNSON" •

;*^5K>x^>>*^«v^s^s«^>9)^»^

Si SAW A WAGICIAW M/IKE p

i

^

A BAIL ROU UPHILL
LAST NIGHT-.WITHOUTg
TOUCHING \J. WZ mS
SIMPLY WOWDCRFUL

» DID HC DO IT

BV RADIO R£-
|MOTEa>NT/X)L
^ OR THOU6HT

tl^AjyWE

HeR£!S THE
REAL LOW-
DOWN--.

THE MAGICIAN
DIDN'T HAVE
ANVTHINC TO DO
WITH MAKIN/G

THE BAU PER-

FORM. THERE WAS
A CONTORTIONIST
INSIDE IT. By
SHIFTING HIS
WEIGHT IN THE

BALI, HE MADE
IT GO.

^ A

'
'

'

"MJI.I .wm I u ".m M III J ill vnwMW,w.i.-.-.i-.>\. '
•>' •• • ••.'.•

.'.m j-'

.
-j '." » '

,' -^

'y^ •" V
I m il III

BUT ISN'T THIS

I THE MILDEST
KIND^

i

THAT'S ANOTHER
ILLUSION. "DON'T
you KNOW THAT

y IT'S THE TOBACCO
'" THAT COUNTS ?

HERE, HAVe
ONE OF

^

CAMELS.

r
IIIIM 1-^ -fi i*!

"^^

'.,/./, iy^i 'i . > '-y^^y ^
JOE,yOUR CAMEL IS
MILDER AND I LOVE ,^ . ,-^ ,

'^""wif'^^j^m"^

ITS MORE,
V\}H TO
KNOW "

ismr IT?

Oopnislkt UU. K. <. BonalJi labMoe i

JVo ti'iclis-.just coftlier tobaccoi m Oniclf

ELINES SEE ACTION IN GAME

THE VILLANOVA football team proved too

strong for the Franklin and Marshall eleven

last Saturday afternoon, when it journeyed

to Lancaster to meet the Red Roses in a

practice game. No scoring was permitted

during this contest, which was played on

an ideal football afternoon and attracted a

crowd of about 600 pigskin enthusiasts.

The Wildcat players outweighed the F.

and M. outfit by at least 10 pounds to the

m and also had a decided advantage in hHght. The rule

.4owns was dropped and the offensive team kept the ball

j^rdless of whether or not*

I

gained the 10 yards on the

ir attempts. Although it

announced that neither
jim would officially be allowed to

)re, the Wildcats pushed three
letdowns over in the first half
four in the second.

)urin*g the first two periods, F.
i*ftl. was kept almost totally on
defensive and when they did

^e the ball they found it difficult

penetrate the Blue and White
h/ard wall.
arroll Cocfk, the plunging fuU-
z^, tallied on a line plunge,
ink Wetzler added two six-point-

and a pass, Kotys to Korchin-
|, 4ielped to swell the total. Cap-

'Whitey" Randour, who was
I
the contest only several minutes

to a fractured wrist, scored on
isn.tional 80-yard run. Randour

jived his injury during a prac-
:erjsion 'earlier in the week.

:a.ct!cally every member of the

^ squad, numbering about
;rs, saw action in the game.

"of last year's Freshman team
)wed up well in their first ap-
il^nce with the Varsity.

iazi to Coach 150-lJ}. Etev-

|n; Hiirlburt to Again Tutor

*Jay-Vee Aggregation

^^05l^TED BY HEAD COACH

Joach Harry A. Stuhldreher of-

^ally announced last Thursday

it Lincoln "Red" Lenzl, sopho-

)re in the School of Commerce
|(4 Finance, has been appointed as

»ch of the 150-lb. football team
the coming season. It was also

Incunced that Charley Hurlburt

|ll again tutor the junior varsity,

inzi hails from Chicago, where
played for three years as half-

Ick on St. Rita's High School
)«en. During his senior year this

im won the Catholir Champion-
lip of the Windy City. At the

cent, Lenzi is a candidate for the
tching position on the Varsity
Iseball team. He will succeed
ul Reitz, present baseball cap-

In, as coach of the lightweights,

[urlburt and Reitz both deserve
teat amount of credit for their

work with their proteges of
\2 season, and both have gone

long way toward encouraging
iter student interest In sport atf

Janova.
an interview following the an-

lunccment of his appointment,
Inzi expressed great optimism and
led that he looked forward to a

)st successful season and hoped
it the students would support

In turning out Villanova'a

[ongest lightweight football ag-
jgation.

Grid Game Today
lis afternoon at 3 P. M. the foot-

squad will engage the La Salle

lege gridders in a practice tilt

the vtadium fleid.

The Tennis Outlook

Former VILLANOVAN Editor Discusses the Past,

Present and Future of Tennis at Villanova

VilUuiova
Jelovitch ..

Zizac
v^OX • ••••••

Nowe
Lee
Brodnicki .

Johnson . .

.

Patzsch . .

.

Walsh. ....

Cook . ,

.

F. and M.
. . . 1. end Stolarz

. 1. tackle . . . Densmore
1. guard Kalthoff

, . . center . Ehrensb'ger
. r. guard »>.i.»; Breisch
. r. tackle ....* Roddy
.. r. end ..i.;... Appel

. . q. back Prinkey
1. halfback . . RampuUa

. . . r. halfback Martell

Wiesenbaugh fullback Howat
Substitutions. F. & M.: Butler,

Morocco, Weller, Strachan, Green,
Wenrich, ZeilskL Villanova: Rob-
ertson, Murphy, '€arion, Nichols,

Searight, Goggin, Wetzler, Szczapa,
Kotys, Malaney, Korchinski, Blan-
chard, Sullivan, McGee, Foster.

m NINE DEFEATS

King's Airtight Pitching Is

Feature of Felines' In-

itial Game

VISITORS GET FOUR HITS

r—tiiM»< Fram Face Fire

grounded to Skaff; Dow singled;
Burke forced Dow, Wronski to

Cavanaugh. No runa. Two hits.

No errors.
Cavanaugh was out on a bunt;

Murphy flied to Ock; Reitz tripled
to the fence; SkafTs single scored
Reitz; Hurlburt lined to Hendricks.
One run. Two hits. No errors.

Siztii Inning
Wronski threw out Burdura;

Skaff threw out Grier; Hendricks
struck out. No runs. No hits. No
errors.

I

Wronski struck out; Finn flied to
•Grier; King flied out to Burke, No

' runs. No hits. No errors.

Seventh Inning
Cooper was safe on SkafTs er-

ror; Sherrill hit into a double play;
Graham popped to Murphy. No
runs. No hits. One error.
Lenzi struck out; Cavanaugh

lined to Burdura; Murphy singled;
Reitz flied to Grier. No runs. One
hit. No errors.

Eighth Inning
Ock struck- out; King put out

Hendricks; Burke fanned. No runs.
No hits. No errors.

Skaff hit to Turdura; Hurlburt
popped to Burke; Wronski flied to
Burke. No runs. No hits. No er-
rors.

Ninth Inning
Burdura lined to Wronski; Grier

fanned; Htmdricks was safe on
King's bad throw; Skaff threw out
Cooper. I"o runs. No hits. One
error.

Postponed Baso!>all Games
The University of Pennsylvania's

baseball team and that of the Penn
Athletic Club will be met May 10,
and June 30, respectively.
These two game.s were postponed

due to wet grounds and except for
the change in dates the place will

remain unchanged. The Penn
game will be played at Franklin
Field and the Penn A. C. will be
met at home.

EDITOR'S NOTE.—This article waa written by ap«cial reqiieat of tha editor In

order to aojualnt Villanova studenta with the rapid BtrlUw that tennle haa made
aa a vmnrity sport. The wHter of today's article, Sol Barman, was Keaiure Sports

Editor of the VILLANOVAN last year and waa closely coniucted with "»« **nj;^

team durioe hi" four years as • ViUaiwva student. Be waa captain or the net

ctub last season.

By SOL BERMAN, '82

WITHOUT a doubt tennis has had the most meteoric rise

of any sport at VUlanova. I believe that I can say this

with some authority as I have been a close follower of every

Blue and White activity during the past five years.

In 1928. the only courts on the*

campus were the two down by the

P. R. R. The backstops were only

a few feet away from the service

lines, BO there could be no real

practice, and it was not surprising

that the team failed to chalk up a

single win, tying one and losing the

rest. There was no organized prac-^

tice, and players v/ere chosen en
their past reputation. For instance,

although I was only a freshman,
the manager put me at number one,

having heard that I was high school

champion. However, these seeming-
ly slip-shod methods of conducting
an intercollegiate sport cannot be
criticised, for there was no oppor-
tunity nor facilities for doing any
better.

Contrast this with the M'ay things
were run this past year. We led

Villanova sports in '31 and were
anxious to repeat. Way back in

February, Suarez, Sykes, Orcutt,

Miles and myself wanted to get the
jump on our opponents, so I ob-

tained permission to use cement
courts. When our courts were open,

the boys were dow^n every clear aft-

ernoon practicing, and our record

of 11 wins and two defeats was the

result.

The fall tournament had become
a vital affair with tennis-minded
students, and the entry list was
more than double the original one,

three years ago. Many had prac-

ticed diligently all summer in order

to "show their stuff" at school in

the fall.

Four years ago, I asked Pr. Mauch
permission to organize and coach a

up to the standard of major sports,

with its one-year ruling. Last spring
taking another step forward, I

started a J, V. club for players be-

low varsity par, giving them a
chance to play match tennis.

The spirit of the student body
and faculty has satisflcd and helped
us immensely. On returning from
matches away we were showered
with inquiries on how we made
out. It seemed that everyone knew
where and when we were playing.

At Swarthmore, we were astounded
to see Johnny Shcvlin, Jerry Daiy
and others who came out to root

for us in a broken-down Ford,

At the Temple match more than

100 turned out, which played no lit-

tle part in our 9-0 victory. Many a

time Frs. Fink and Crawford and
others of the faculty congratulated

us on our fine showing. We wired

Fr. Mauch at the out-of-town

matches, and when we left for Le-

high, he told me to see him no mat-
ter how late we returned. It was
late when we got back, but he told

me the 8-2 victory was worth being
disturbed for.

The team finished up topping all

Villanova sports for the second con-

secutive year, quite a feat for a
team that was unable to win a
match three years before. Suarez
and I entered the Intercollegiates,

and, although eliminated in the

early rounds, it was another for-

ward step.

Lei us look around and see what
is in store in the future for Villa-

nova tennis. The team, I believe,

may prove mediocre for a year, but

with the freshman and junior var-

sity teams functioning, players are

getting practice and experience
which should enable them to make
the grade this season.

Then again, facilities second to

none are offered. Besides the out-

door courts, indoor practice can be
held at the gym. Thirdly, the an-
nual fall tournament, something
few other colleges have, gives a
good line on candidates, and offers

greater student participation in the

WATCH
THAT
STUFF

A LL GOOD thingr must com«
to an end—even this column*

• • •

You may say that it is a good

thing that it lias reached lUi

limit.

Well, maybe it was kind of bum
in spols, but it was a good space*

filler, anyv.ay,
« • •

Though this is the last time

w« will have to type out this

column, It is done with the aid

of snit^lHng salts, crying towels

and all that sort of thing be.,

cause we are dejected, deeply

grieved, overcome with sorrow,

etc., etc., etc i

* a *

You know—the same old bunk.
• * •

Out of three games scheduled i

the \an.>i(y nine played on©— |

not a bad average. ]

• *

We wonder how much that unri*

piro v>'ouH. cha-igo to haunt a houses

freshman team. This brought tennis game. Then also, entrance in the
Intercollegiates was a step forward.
Let but a wearer of the Blue and
White cause an upset in this august
tourney, and his name with Villa-

nova's will be flashed to the cor-

ners of the country.
The last, and, I believe, the most

important reason why big things
are in store for Villanova tennis .'n

the future,, is that during the past
four years a tennis tradition has
been established. The students are
as proud of their net team as they

It's a good tiling they ke*p
him ina/,/Icd. Some one said

he was the Lion-OVIan in dis<

guise. .

We understand that the varsitf;

grid sq\;?.d wiped the field up with
F. and M, the other day in a spring

practice tilt which was staged at
Lancaster.

A]un)ni Hall made sure that

tihe o.'tmpus laiew that It had
won tho tnter-dorm champion-
ship.

* * *

Famous last words: "Er, will you
have some eggs?"

are of any other club. A winning
spirit has imbued the players, and
they take the game seriously re-

alizing that they are representatives
of a Villanova sport and must liv«

up to the Wildcat tradition.

Signs of the 1933 Grid Season Are in the Air as ^Cats W ork Out

<'*'9'"nasi,^'("-yrr*y-'ymf '!>?. . <'t^>^•n»»• *« )i$i.i:ixr'z •'M tk.mmum..x \\ i ^^-rMBCKjfm%Ay'*k%.iK:riimiim^nHî xt»misf->a>K^ '-^x:.'

m

Spring practice. In preparation for the 1933 gridiron season, was Inaugurated a short time ago by Coach
Harry A. Stuhldreher and his Wildcats, who are now undergoing dally training as the warm weather
approaches. The a!>ove photo, snapped during one of the practices, shows Captain "Whitey" Randjur, one
of tile leading backfleld men from last year's team, cirryiag th« ImII. John Hirrins is making the taclde,

prhlle Carrol Cook| another veteran, is looldnf on with Coach Stuhldreher,
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Raymond J. McKeon Advo-

pates Entrance of College

Men in Political Affairs

BUALIFIED TO COMMENT

Continued From rage One

the presidency of one of our largest

universities. A man of the same
age was elected to the Governor-

Bhip of Wisconsin, while his broth-
er, only a few years older, was
elected to the United States Senate.
The president of our own college
reached that high position at the
age of thirty-five.

"Those of you who are cynical
about the future ^naj well take
heart in these instances and look
ahead with a speculative eye and
a determination to achieve your
objective ere another decade has
passed.

"In four tragic years the world
has been torn asunder and virtually

laid waste before our eyes. And
Soon the rebuilding process must
begin. The fragments must be
gathered together and a new world
molded from them. The material
is here, but the craftsmen who
fashioned the world of the first

quarter of the twentieth century
ba.ve grown weary in their trades.
They have seer their cherished
Work crumble before their eyes. It

Is too late for most of them to be-
rln anew. It Is for the young men

3=C

io take up the rule and T square
and plan a new order of things,
and carry these plans to comple-
tion.

"In determining what course to
pursue as a life work it might be
well to consider politics as a pro-
fession. Never before has there
been such a need for young men
of education in the field of politics.

Perhaps the very word politics is

repugnant to you. Perhaps you im-
mediately conjure up a picture of
graft and greed. Or perhaps you
see before you the caricature of
the cartoonist—an obese gentleman
whose pudgy hand.s dip into the
general coffers for u generous help-
ing of public funds; a creature of
objectionable traits; a being de-
spised of his fellowmen. Your at-
titude is one of scorn, yet year aft-
er year you place your welfare

—

aye, your "ery lives in the hands of
these men.

"If in the past you have looked
upon the world of politics as an in-

tricate network of crime, graft and
intrigue, without lifting your voice
against it, it is high time to change
that attitude and assume one of
interest in public affairs. The
obese gentleman, labelled politician,

must pass into his limbo, and from
his corpse must arise a new and
more capable man of affairs.

"In no other country in the
world are young college men so
lacking in interest in pi»!itical af-
fairs as they are in the United
States. In England a son in every
family of importance is educated
for the purpose of taking his place
among the law-givers. In Germany
and other European countries the
university students take the lead
in improving political conditions.
But it seems that in America the
college and univers'ty students
scorn politics and show a general
attitude of apathy toward all

things political." -

Synchronized Trailers Will Be
Presented at All Local

High SciiooTs

INVITATIONS ARE ISSUED

Prom, the committee Inttods to fol-

low this campaign in the near fu-
ture with a different type of poster.

Efforts are well underway to

make the coming Junior Prom, to

be held in the college gymnasium
on Friday evening, April 28, the
most outstanding dance of the year.
The committee for the affair,

headed by William Sirica, is plan-
ning what is believed to be the
most unique advertising campaign
ever conducted for a Villanova
dance.
Following the Easter vacation

period the Prom committee will

make a concerted advertising drive
in evei'y high school in Philadelphia
and its suburbs to induce students
of those institutions to attend the
affair. This will be accomplished
through the medium of an advertis-

ing trailer, synchronized with Phil
Emerton's orchestra, which has
been selected to play at the dance.
This form of advertising will be

presented in the respective school
auditoriums, and at the same time
a representative of the Junior class

will address the students, urging
them to attend the function.

Mr. Sirica announced that the
president of the Senior class of ev-
ery Philadelphia high school has
been extended an invitation to 'the
affair.

Although one form of poster has
already been issuea advertising the

Dates Determined
For Varsity Show

f'ontlnurd From I'uge One

in charge of the production. He is

assisted by Helen B. Pfaff, who is

putting the boys through the dance
roytines.
Featured parts in the play are

taken by; Charles F. McGee, John
M. Montgomeiy, Martin Gezzer, Ed-
ward J. Donahue and George D.
Gartland, who will offer two spe-
cialty dances, a Russian number
and a cane dance.
The other members of the cast

are; John P. Grimes, Lawrence De-
Frances, Daniel Jarvis, Harold J.
Keating, William Cavanaugh and
Hubert Gallagher. The "dainty"
chorines are; Thomas O'Donnell,
Carrol Cook, Charles Nowe, Ber-
nard Lee, Donald Blanchard, Carl
Grimberg, Harry Patzsch, Richard
Hickey, George Gartland, Robert
Rosen, George Hughes, Richard
Schuyler, James i yrell, Howard Fi-
nelU and John Vanderwerff.

Dr. Doernenberg
Speaks on *^Genius

Continued Fn»m I'age Four

99

"Talent and genius are as widi
separated from one another as ol

ilization is from culture, the No
Pole from the South Pole. Gen
is creative, talent merely re-cr
ative. To take the words c4. a
famous German author, 'Geni^t
makes the steps, while talent fol

lows and broadens them.'
"The true and only test of geniiiv)

is time. Time will not efface it,

though it may temporarily obscure
it. Genius is immortal as life ^
immortal."
To conclude his talk. Dr. Doern

enberg said: "It would be futile ^o
attempt to enumerate geniuses. To
mention a few of the greatest:
Homer, Dante, Shakespeare and
Goethe."

Attend Funeral

Last Wednesday at 10.15 A.^

eight members of the senior engi
neering class attended the funenri
services of Joseph W. McGuire, '30,

The funeral took place at' St. Kath-
arine's Church, Wayne. The eigfct

rnen were: John A. Digennaro,
James F. Cain, Russel F. Hurst, Jo-
seph H. Heide, Thomas J. Ku
Charles Ludwig, Harold L. Nard
and George D. McGrath.

Lombroso came to the conclusion
that: 'genius and insanity are syn-
onymous terms.' The reason that
Lombroso's theory is wrong," said
Dr. Doernenberg, "is that he grants
to man not special creation by
God, but merely makes him a part
of the animal kingdom."
The main topic of the address

dealt with an explanation of the dif-

ference between talent and genius.
Dr. Doornenberii contended that:

-«=

ARDROSSAN-
FARMS •

"Certified Milk" .

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

IS the remove

fom the tobaccos use

in esteriie

Xhat^s a very simple question to answer.

The stem in a tobacco leaf, like the stem

in most other plants, is "woody". It hasn't

any of the flavor or the aroma that you

want when you smoke. And it doesn't

burn right. ^

So after tobacco has been properly aged,

one of the first things to do is to remove

the stems.

But what has this to do with your enjoy-

ment of Chesterfield cigarettes? Just this.

It means that we start right when we make

Chesterfield—the right kind of leaf with

die stem removed, the right manufacture

•^everything that science knows that can

make CHESTERFIELD a milder cigarette, a

cigarette that tastes better.

That's why people say "They Satisfy."

Juniors!

Carry on the Tradition

Of This Week!
Its Future Success

Depends on You!
Give it Support!

VILL VAN
In the Spotlight

This Week-
Junior Prom

Friday Evening!

Blue Blazer Ball

Wednesday Evening!

3e:
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RETIRE PROM PAPER

AFTER LONG TERMS

Editors Presented With Gold

Keys in Token of Appre-

ciation

RETIRING AFTER FOUR YEARS OF ACTIVE SERVICE

PLANNED PRESENT PAPER

Last week saw the final issue of
the VILLANOVAN by those seniors
about to embark from their college
career. Thirteen men have retired
from the staff of the paper with a
chorus of cheers and praise as a
result of their good work.

In token of appreciation and as a
light reward for their efforts, the
VILLANOVAN presented each sen-
ior editor with a gold key, Intended
to serve as a material reminder of
the days spent at work on these
jMiges.

Foremost of those retiring Is

Charles J. Antonaccio, ex-editor-in-
chief, who originated, planned and
successfully completed the revolu-
tionary changes undergone by the
VILLANOVAN during the year of
his supervision.
Mr. Antonaccio was a member of

the VILLANOVAN staff for four
years, during which time he
learned the art of Journalism, ex-
hibited his talent as college-editor
last year, and proved his ability to
be that of the highest this year.
The assistants to Mr. Antonaccio,

who are also about to bring their
days on the campus to a close, are
William J. D'Elia. Managing Edi-
tor; Gerald J. Dolan, Sports Editor;
Joseph T. Houseman, Business
Manager; Hudolph J. Lehnau. Ex-
change Editor; Joseph J. Conlan,
Columnist; William S. C. Dolan,
Copy Editor; Frank L. Galiulo,
Subscription Manager; John A. Di-
Srennaro, Circulation Manager; An-
thony L. Esposito, Assistant Circu-
lation Manager; Joseph F. Collis.
assistant to the College staff, and
James L Griffln, asistant to the
Sports staff.

The time of service with the
VILLANOVAN varies among these
departing members. Joseph T.
Houseman lent h i s services
throughout his four years, Messrs.

Impressive Rituals
Formally Open Week
Of Junior Activities

Rev. Francis J. Ludwig, O. S. A., Celebrant

at Solemn High Mass Held in

College Chapel Yesterday

TREES AND SHRUBS ARE PLANTED

Charles J. Antonaccio (left) and Joffeph T. Houseman (right), aen-
lor class members, who have received an honorable "dlscharfe"
from the VILLANOVAN editorial staff after having served in tiie

respective positions of editor-in-chief and business manager.

J

Long-Awaited Comedy to Be

Offered to Public, May

4 and 5

REVIVES AGE-OLD CUSTOM

ContinaiMl on Page roar

V.LS.

PLAYPR CHARITY

Five One-Act Sketches to Be
Presented at Saint Leon-

ards April 26

FEW CHANGES IN CASTS

Once again the Belle Masque
Players of Villanova College will
present the five one-act plays which
were produced in the college gym-
nasium on February 15-16. On Wed-
Aesday night, April 26, they will
present these same plays at St.
Leonard's parish for the benefit of
the Christ Child's Society.
The order of presentation of the

plays has been changed due to the
ftbct that some members desire to
attend the Blazer Ball being held
at the college that night. Those
plajrs in ..which the members of the
junior class are cast will be pre-
sented first. The new order of
presentation will be "Nerves," "If
Men Played Cards as Women Do,"
•TTie Last Drop," "Incident," and
"The Three Rogues and a Rascal."
Dua to insufficient stage equipment.
1>ninui of Oude" has been omitted
wmA the last named play substi-
tiitwl.

This is the first time this year
ttiat the Belle Masque Players are
offering their services for charity.
It was through the kindnees of Pro-

Joseph T. Jonas, moderator

With the evenings of May 4 and
6 definitely decided upon as the

dates when the members of the

Spike and Cleat Club will present

their long-awaited musical comedy,
"Look Who's Here," those in charge
of the affair report a great de-
mand for tickets.

This original production is being
directed by John Keough with the
assistance of Helen B. Pfaff, who is

teaching the dance routines to the
husky athletes. Mr. Keough was
associated for a period of years
with George M. Cohan, actor and
playwright. ,

In presenting this musical com-
edy, those connected with the Spike
and Cleat Club are reviving a cus-
tom which started several years
ago.
The members of the cast are Har-

old J. Keating, Edward J. Dona-
hue, John M. Montgomery, Daniel
Jarvis, Charles P. McGee, Lawrence
DeFrances, George E. Brennen,
John P. Grimes. William T. Cavan-
augh, Martin Gezser and George D.

CAIIED TO USES

Must Be Completed by Noon,

May 15, and Submitted to

Respective Deans

TWO COPIES ARE REQUIRED

JUNIOR PROM CHAIRMAN

CobUbmS m Tf ffiMir

Members of the senior class are

reminded, by the Rev. Eugene A.

Mauch, O. S. A., dean of the Arts

School, that all candidates for a
bachelor's degree at the 1933 com-
mencement are required to turn in
their theses before noon^ Monday,
May 15.

According to Fr. Mauch, it is ab-
solutely essential that all work on
theses be completed before the final

examination period and turned in
to the respective deans. No mem-
ber of the faculty will be granted
authority to extend this time limit.

The form of presentation for the
theses has already been prescribed
to the seniors. The important rule
to be remembered in writing a
thesis is that two copies must be
submitted. -^ •.>:/
Order of presentation of material

is one or more blank sheets, title

pages, index referring to the pages
by number, historical outline or a
statement of the objectives sought
in the investigation, general outline
of the design of investigation, de-
tails in logical order, complete

C«ittaM« M Pm« Wmn

Junior Class Officials Confident

Of Success, hut Request Support

Ofilcials of the junior class, when
approached with questions concern-
ing the outcome of their annual ac-
tivitieiS, were unanimous in predict-
ing success, but they also stated
that the united support of the en-
tire student body was not only d^
nired but essential.

When the moderator of the Junior
class. Rev. Francis Ludwig, O. S. A.,
was asked to make a statement on
the matter, he said, "Junior Week
is not only a junior class activity,

but an activity for the entire stu-
dent body. The success of this af-

fair depends upon the co-operation
of all. The members of the various
committees have been untiring in
their efforts to make it a success.
The junior class trusts that with
the faithful co-operation of the stu-
dent body it will raise the quality
of Villanova's traditional Junior
Week."
William J. O'Prey, president of

the junior class, expressed his sen-
timents on the matter by saying:

looking forward to this time since
our freshman year. The commit-
tees have been working hard in an
effort to prepare for this period in
such a way that the greatest pos-
sible enjoyment will accrue to the
men who participate in our affairs.
The Blazer Ball and the Prom
promise to be the outstanding social
successes of the year. The inau-
gural ceremonies have opened the
week; the gym is passing through
its annual metamorphoses, and the
stage is about set. The junior class
welcomes the week and extends a
cordial invitation to the student
body and its friends to join us."
Then the Junior Prom chairman,

William A. Sirica, gave his views
concerning the efforts and interests
of the Junior class. He said, "I am
certain that this year's Junior Prom
will be the best ever held at Villa-
nova Various reasons, including
the lowered bids and the higher
type of entertainment offered, all

contribute in helping to establish
"We of the class of 'M havs been | a precedent at ViUanova.'

JUNIOR WEEK'S oldest traditions were upheld when ap-

propriate exercises marked the opening of the annual
round of activities, yesterday morning.

From the beginning of the Solemn High Mass in the

college chapel and throughout the other events, such as
the flag raising and the planting of the trees and shrubs in

the various sections of the campus, the ceremony was one
of marked impressiveness.

., ^;, __, _.^
.. ;, * A Cloudless sky, warm spring sun-

(shine, and blossoming trees lent a
perfect background to the Juniors
as they marched in the procession,
resplendent in their blue and white
blazers.

Perhaps the most impressive note
in the colorful affair was manifested
when the entire class attended the
Holy Sa<;rifice of the Mass, at •
o'clock, and marched in a body to
receive holy communion, following
the rendition of the "Agnus Dei." by
the Augustinian Seminarian's choir
from St. Marys Hall.
On the altar during the Mass

were the Rev. Francis J. Ludwig,
O. S. A., celebrant; the Rev. Joseph
F. O'Malley, O. S. A., deacon; the
Rev. Bernard McConville, O. S. A,
sub-deacon. Breakfast followed the
Mass in the college dining hall.

Shortly after breakfast, the Jun-
iors gathered in front of Mendel
Hall to witness Alfred A. Gagliardi,
chairman of the Junior Week com-
mittee, raise a large American flag
which officially signified the open-
ing of the week's activities. As the
national emblem, the gift of the
Juniors to the school, was raised, a
gust of wind caught its folds and
presented a picturesque sight.
Mr. Gagliardi then addressed his

remarks, relevant to the ceremony,
to Rev. John S. O'Leary, O. S. A.,
who received the flag in the name
of the college.

Accepting the gift from the Jun-
iors, Fr. O'Leary said: "To the de-
gree that a thing loses its formality,
it loses its worth, but this flag will
have been raised in vain, if we fail
to attach more than the mere for-
mality to its raising. A flag is a
national emblem which depends not
solely on its beauty of design, but
rather on that for which it stands.
"Thus the message I would lilce

a flag to instill in your minds and
hearts, in this short discourse, is
embodied in one word of four let-
ters. That word is 'give.'"

Fr. O'Leary cited the fact that
many of those present had always
been on the receiving end of life^
and that they failed to realize the
value of a dollar. What he would
have the Juniors remember is tbs
sacrifice made by fathers and
mothers in sending their sons ta
college.

"Analyze what is back of the
flag," said Fr. O'Leary, "and you
will see that there has been an
endless chain of sacrifices on some-
one's part. Someone gave the dear-
est thing he had, and that's why wt
are here this morning; someone
laid down his life and gave his
blood because he loved this country,

"If you wish to be a success, don't
ask, 'What can I get out of lifer
But ask, 'How much can I give?'
"The world doesn't honor a rich

man, a racketeer, or a grafter. But
the world does honor a mother who
has sacrificed life, body, and mind
so that the person she has brought
Into the world may live. The world
also honors a soldier and a presi-
dent, but 1 ot until they have givem
to the nth degree.

"If you say, TIow much can X
give?' you ar^ doing the first great
thing to attain success, but if you
say, 'Hw much can I get?' you are
your own enemy.
"What you are willing to givs,

C«attaa»« M rate ClgM

PLANS COtLETED

FOKMAIiBAIi

Phil Emerton and Diamonds

Scheduled to Play for

Prom

FAVORS ARE KEPT SECRET

The two outstanding functions of

Junior Week will take place in the

college gymnasium Wednesday and
Friday evenings, in the form of the
Blazer Ball and the Junior Prom*
enade. Both dances are being eag-
erly awaited by juniors as well as
seniors and underclassmen as the
greatest social events of the college
year.
After waiting for three years, the

class of '34 will once again live up
to expectations and offer one of the
best Junior Proms and Blazer Balls
in the history of the college. While
beset with many difficulties and re-

strictions due in part to the general
demoralized financial conditions
prevailing, the Junior class, and es-

pecially the Prom committee head-
ed by William Sirica, and the Blaz-
er Ball committee headed by John
J. Nichols, have done much to in-

sure the success of ooth dances.
The Prom committee succeeded m

obtaining the services of Phil Em-
erion and His Diamonds, better
known as "a gem of a band" to
thousands of dance lovers. Phil
Emerion and his twelve versatile
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JUNIOR WEEK
WITH THE coming of spring we are

enlivened and sensed with the spirit

of new life, we are anxious to do, and to

see things done that will add brightness

and success to our undertakings. It is

with this feeling and resplendent aim that

the juniors in particular are welcoming a

week set aside for them from their four

years of college, a week during which they

may show with splendor their gains and
triumphs, a week when they take their

first stand as leaders who set the pace and
example, a week which will be indelibly

cherished in the heart and mind of every

junior throughout his coming years. It is

our hope that the juniors will show their

awareness of their responsibility and posi-

tion, and chat the week will not only mean
to them a series of froUcsome events and
one grand party, but will also mean that

they have reached the stage at which they

are prepared to assume the duties and
position of seniors. Aside from being con-

scious of these fundamentals, we hope that

every junior will enter into the proper

spirit of the occasion and lend his whole-

hearted support toward raising his class

activities to that acme of success that will

be attained if each member realizes that

his support is necessary. Let us hope also

that besides juniors the whole student

body will participate in the enthusiasm

and joy of the week. The students, by
engendering the prevalent attitude and by
supporting and taking active parts in the

program of events, can do much toward

furthering its success. And so, let every

junior realize his long awaited anticipa-

tions with a joyous heart, let him make it

that which it is meant to be, so that he

jnay later harbour its memory with fond-

est care.

WE SALUTE THEM

ASTHE last issue of the VILLANOVAN
was published 10 senior editors of

the paper rang down the curtain on their

journalistic careers at college, and with

the appearance of the current issue we,

their immature but ambitious and en-

thusiastic successors, assume the roles

from which they have retired. For the

prog^ress which these editors have made
and for the results they have achieved,

too much praise cannot be rendered. Par-

ticular commendation must be extended to

Charles J. Antonaccio, the pilot at the

helm, by means of whoee efficient and ca-

pable guidance the paper was carried to

a pinnacle never before attained. At the

beginning of the current scholastic year

he proposed certain drastic changes in the

general make-up of the VILLANOVAN
and, in the face of great odds and strong

opposition, not only effected these changes,

but did so in a manner transcending all pos-

sibility of reproach. We must not forget,

tiiough, the work of the other nine, the

crew without whose willing assistance the

efforts of the pilot would have been futile.

Each and every editor performed his work

efficiently and well.

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

HEUiO everybody, this is not
Joe Conlan sleeping! Aren't
you sad, huh? Once more

this column has had to changre
typewriter ribbons, for better or
what is much more probable, for
worse, following the usual custom
of inducting a newly cultivated crop
of staff men.

A fond farewell to my most illus-

trious predecessor, a man who tried

to please all, and succeeded with
none and who may therefore be
acclaimed as truly great.

* « «

Your eyes are on the most color-
ful week of the year—Junior Week
—a week that will I'nger forever in
the memories of our college days.
Ivy Day, yesterday, has passed but
for the Juniors it seems to have
started .'::omething new. Just take a
glance at them when they think
you're not looking and .see if you
can't notice something entirely
different in their expressions.

« • «

At last "Babe" Neylon will be
able to And a perfect slumbering
place and not only that but he has
also arranged to be lulled to sleep
by the soothing music he likes so
well. When you are wandering
around the Gym on the night of the
Blazer Ball or the Prom, take a
look up at the billowy blue and gold
ceiling, until you And yourself won-
dering what in the deuce that big
bump is in the middle of it. Well,
that will be "Babe!" And please
don't try to wake him up—ten Big
Bens have already been worn out
in the attempt.
•.

;', "' .':'''' .'.•• • •

The tight-wire walking contest
is still undecided! Johnny De Vine
and Lou (Little Clovis) Abbate are
still in the running, all of the others
having fallen off. In case you don't
know where the battle is being
staged, hop over to the Gym and
there you'll Icam all and get plenty
of thrills in the bargain. The wire
in question was supposed to have
been put up by the Junior Eng^i-
neers to support the false ceiling
for the Prom, but Lou claimed that
they did a bad job, while Johnny
DeVine asserted that it would hold
up anything r.nd to prove it, dared
Louie to walk the whole length of
It with him. On Saturday, they
started out from opposite corners
of the balconies and it is expected
that they will attempt to pass one
another on the same wire this after-
noon. The odds are 2-1 that the
Engineers will win.

• • •

"What-A-Man" Dougherty has
that "certain something" which
seems to go a long way with the
people most college men are inter-

ested in, if the other night's per-
formance at ;;ood old Kelly's was
any criterion. If you see him stroll-

ing about the campus this week
with a particularly > ttractive young
lady you may be sure that the
dollar tip he left did some good
after all. ..-.

^

• '•''
There is a certain handsome

Engineer who nearly had heart fail-

ure several days ago. It would seem
that the advertising campaign being
conducted by the Prom Committee
has caused this one chap plenty of
trouble. Just the night before his

date's picture was t-* have been
published in the newspaper, he de-
cided that it would be a good idea
to call her up and tell her of the
great event before she found it out
the next morning. And was he
mortified! The girl had accepted
the hand of a rival suitor that same
fatal evening. Needless to say, the
photography editor of the Public
Ledger was rather rudely awakened
from a sound slumber to accomnno-
date the worried collegian.

• • •

The "Four Horsemen" of Villa-

nova are once more in action. The
other day we happened to bump
into them down at the track at
Havre and finding that luck seemed
to have been frowning as heavily
upon them as upon us, we decided
to see who was the jinx. We finally

agreed that whosoever's horse ran
backwards would be the guilty one.
One of the animals on which the
writer had staked his last dime
aetually made up its mind to pull

that very trick. The horses were
lined up at the barrier all set to go,

when this particular horse reared
up, turned the other way and raced
for all he was worth back to the
stable, a quarter of a mile down
the track. After much persuasion
on the part of the jockey, the horse
was put in reverse, came back, won
the race and repaid thli man's dime
and fifty dollars besides. Can you
believe that? You ought to know.

• • •

Danny Mazzola recently inquired
of a Five and Ten Cent girl if she
had a leather collar for his rain-

coat, and she an«)wcred, "It's not
a dog collar you want, is it?"

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

WITH THE last issue end-
ed the term of Rudy
Lehnau's piloUng of this

column. Now at the mythical helm
is fresh blood, with a slight touch
of insanity in it. So, before going
any further, we warn you that nev-
er is the column to be taken seri-

ously. We'll probably tread none
too lightly on some people's toes
and by the same token award the
laurel wreath where it is sometimes
undeserved. So bear with us and
remember that you alone determine
what its contents shall be. If you
have any ideas or suggestions, sim-
ply let us know about them and
we'll try to include them. Hold on
tight, let's hope it will be a wild
and interesting ride!

We understand that two profes-
sors at the University of Washington
gave the following advice to some
of their students: "It's better to
know, but when in doubt, bluff."

This statement has its good points
as well as its bad ones. Bluffing
is fine until the professor gets wise
and then it's usually curtains.

How about this for a product of
the modern age: A scientist at the
University of British Columbia has
invented what he calls a "punctu-
ality machine." When a student en-
ters a classroom late he has td
cross a beam of ultra-violet light

which sets in motion a system of
electric bells. And yet we were led
to believe that technocracy is dead
and properly buried.

A columnist on the "Torch" of
St. John's College, Brooklyn, re-

ports that an acquaintance of his
has gone on a diet of Coca-Colas
so that he will be able to buy his
one and only a suitable birthday
present. Which is not exactly a
good idea, in spite of the fact that
we need dough in a big way by the
26th of this month!

"The Tattler," of New Rochelle
College conducted a survey among
its students to determine what per-
son the students would most like to
meet. Among the various answers,
we think the one attributed to Eve-
lyn Leahy is most originaJ: "Mahat-
ma Ghandi—I want to get his pin!"
The "Tatler" then naively asks, "Is
he a fraternity man?"

Here's something that has us
worried: "Psychology students at
Colgate University were advised by
their professors not to consider for
marriage a co-ed or any girl who
was the "life of the party" since
her abnormal energy is very likely

to burn out within a short time."

In the Notre Dame "Scholastic"
we found an item that is very apro-
pos at the present time, especially
to the members of the junior class.

"The following letter sent to Em-
ily Post and the answer given by
the authority on etiquette throws
some light on a question long dis-

puted, never settled:
"Dear Mrs. Post: I have been in-

vited to an affair at Annapolis for
the weekend. What are my obli-

gations? My visit will necessitate
an overnight stay and will of course
mean train fare and meals.
"Answer: According to best us-

age, 'affair* means a love intrigue.
Of course I know that you mean a
party of some sort. This much ad-
vice I can give: You pay your own
fare. You don't allow a man to
pay your hotel bill. You don't pay
for meals when staying with
friends." =;,;.

When we read this one, we felt

we needed the aromatics. The Bos-
ton College "Heights" announced in

a recent issue: "Tea will be served
at the next meeting of the Fulton
Debating Society. The officers will

act as honorary pourers." We sup-
pose the members will wear pansies
in their button holes and that lilies

will be used to form a decorative
background. Whoops, my deah!

la the "Brown and White" of Le-
high University, an announcement
was made by the publicity depart-
ment of an "Open House" day to
be held in the near future. Among
the exhibits listed, we noted the fol-

lowing as typical examples: "The
Bucking Broncho," "A Photoelectric
Rifle Range," "Chemical Quackery,"
"Shooting of the Sun by University
Astronomers," "Antique and Mod-
em Fire-anns," "Machine Guns,"
and finally "The Lie Detector." It

must have been a Baron Mun-
chausen or at least an Ed Wynn
who conjured up these ideas, but,

so help me, it's the gospel truth.

From the Temple University
"News" we learn "the Government
tax levied on jewelry has been re-

moved so far as junior class rings
are concerned." What? Is it hu-
manly possible for the juniors here
to get back the extra two bits that
was paid as a tax? Should a peti-

tion be sent to President Roosevelt?

Things Literary

•)
;

j
^ LL OF us have our favorites among

' XtL the world's outstanding men. No
matter to what field we turn, be it sports,

drama, or fiction, we invariably have our
preferences. I; being no exception to the
rule, find Eugene O'Neill is my favorite

American dramatist.

Like many writers, O'Neill has written
some very fine plays and some extremely
poor trash. But, in spite of some of his

less inspired moments, he is still an ex-

cellent dramatist. The simple fact that
Homer nods and Shakespeare's muse oc-

casionally sleeps is no reason to say that
these men lacked genius, but quite the
pontrary. The same is true of O'Neill.

In my opinion, his first really fine play

was "Emperor Jones." When it was pro-

duced about 12 years ago, it was received

with a storm of criticism. But with the

passing of the years opposition has died •

down, and today it is accepted as a master-

piece. Last winter the play was set to

music and given as an opera both in New
York and Philadelphia. Upon its first per-

formance the play seemed enhanced. How-
ever, when it was heard the second time,

the music seemed trite, but the play was
as appealing as ever. Whatever may be
your opinion of "Emperor Jones," you will

have to admit that it is a magnificent

psychological character portrayal.

When O'Neill produced "The Strange

Interlude" it was obviously a splendid

play, but to my mind his famous "asides"

seemed a bit cumbersome. However, when
it appeared as a motion picture, this objec-

tion was entirely removed, and it seemed
even better in every way than the stage

production.

"Mourning Becomes Electra" is my fa-

vorite O'Neill play. Its sheer pessimism

and stark tragedy never fail to impress

me. The more one reads or sees his plays,

the more one is able to appreciate them.

Off the Bookshelf

ONE OF the finest historical books I

have read for a long time is "The

Crusades," by Harold Lamb. This iwrtion

of history, always somewhat shad^m. tiie

mind of the writer, is delightfully/^eal^

in a scholarly yet interesting fasnion. y
The book describes the Medieval and

Oriental world at the time of the Crusades

and explains the causes that led to these

epoch-making events. He writes of this

great movement of human beings, drawn

across Europe by the power of an idea,

in a modem style, yet in no place does he

sacrifice accuracy for the sake of style, as

do so many contemporary authors. All of

Mr. Lamb's important statements are

backed by proof. In no place does he at-

tempt to write fiction. As he says in his

foreword: "This book is based upon orig-

inal chronicles. It does not deal with the

legends that grew up after the Crusades.

It is not history rewritten." At the end

of the book is an unusually large bibliog-

raphy. Anyone who is at all interested in

history, attractively v.Titten, yet authentic,

will enjoy this book.

Another cleverly written book that I

chanced upon recently is "Why God Loves

the Irish," by Humphrey J. Desmond. I

think that this little book will be of inter-

est not only to those of Irish descent, but

to all in any way interested in Ireland. It

might be called a proof of Chesterton's

fan^ous remark, "Rome has conquered na-

tions, but Ireland has conquered races.*'

With parts of the book, particularly the

chapter called "Saints and Scholars," you

will undoubtedly be familiar, but there is

a great def^l of new or Uttle-known ma-
terial in other chapters. Mr. Desmond has

written his book in a crisp, terse manner
and writes what he has to say in very few

pages. HaWever, its very briefness makes
it all the more entertaining, so read it!

SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but m smiles tuhtch lie far

deeper"

EDITORS NOTE. — Wllh the current
Issue of the VILLANOVAN James L.
Grlflln relinquishes the title of "Smiler"
to hl8 successor. The contributions of
students to the "Smiles" box in the rear
of the dlninK-hall are still being solicited.

This Thlni;: Called L.ove
Oh, love's a mighty funny thing.
It sets your heart and head a-wlng.
It sets your mind's staid thoughts

a-whirl.
And all because you love that girl.

You see her in the morning glow.
You see her as the sun sets low.
You see her in your daily toil.

You see her in the very soil.

She haunts you even in your dreams.
You plan for her in all your

schemes.
You see her walking up the aisle,

And on your face there beams a
smile.

You see her give her hand to you,
And whisper soft, "I do, I do."
And proudly do you call her wife,
To love, to cherish, all your life.

And when your dreams of life come
true,

And through the years you come,
you two.

Ah, then your hearts in joy do sing.
Oh, love's a mighty funny thing.

THE SONNETEER.

COMPLETE CAREERS AS TERMS OF OFFICE ON VILLANOVAN STAFF ENDS
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Wearie Willie^s

Advice

.!

Dear Weary Willie:—
I'm Just a poor struggling artist.

Two weeks ago I was almost

popped over when I got a job In

our church to touch up some paint-

ings. I finished the work, but hav-

ing no head for figures, I find my-
self In a predicament for I don't

know what to charge. Someone told

me that you're Just the man for

that sort of thing, so I'm sending

you an account of what I've done.

Please adjust and return.

RAY PHIEU
Ray, Old Boppo:— -

From a careful cont.ideration of

the problem I would suggest the

following: '>.'''".

For correcting the Ten Com-
mandments $5.12

For mending the shirt on the

Prodigal Son 8.38

For touching up Purgatory and
restoring lost souls 8.86

For brightening up the Flames
.of Hell, putting a new tail

on the Devil and doing odd
Jobs for the damned 7.17

For replacing Heaven and ad-

Justing the stars 8.38

For putting new stone in Dav-
id's sling and arranging Go-

liath's head «13

Total .:;...;V.......:^.... $32.79

I hope the above will solve your
difficulties, but if you ever get paid,

don't forget that I'm broke, too.

WEARY WILLIE.

CANCER DISCUSSED

Talk Deals With Probable

Causes, Theories and

Present Cures

Dear Love Editor:

—

Should I marry a stupid man
even though he has money?

Peg Legge.
Dear Peggy:— '

"

How much have you?
WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie:—;•

If the people of Poland are called

Poles, why aren't the people from
Holland called Holes?

HOMER BREW.
Dear Home Brew:

—

For the same reason that they
don't call the people of Zealand,

Seals and the fellows from Guinea,

Pigs.
WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Mr. Man:

—

How can I escape falling hair?
COUNT SERGE PANTS.

My dear Pants:—
Simply step quickly to one side.

WEARY WILLIE.

Dear Weary Willie:-^ ,-.

The last time I went home on the

train, I found that I had forgotten

my bag of hamburgers and so I had
to eat in the dining car. I man-
aged to enjoy it, even though the

waiter did spill the soup down my
neck, but when I got the bill I no-

ticed that I had been charged a
dollar too much, I paid it after the

v/ailer said that the dollar was just

the average tip and as he didn't

want to bother me. he just added

it to the bill. I still think I was
taken advantage of. Please advise.

DON R. COATES.
Don, m'Lad: —

Well, one dollar may have been

the average tip, but you're probab-

ly the first sap that has come up
to the average.

WEARY WILLIE.

Contlnurd From Page Three

curing it and its history.

The history of cancer goes back

to the ancient days of Egypt, India

and Persia, and 'it is given mention

in the numerous writings of Hip-

pocrates in the fourth century B. C.

In Paris, about 1500 A. D., cancer
was also known, and the method of

cure then used was an arsenical

preparation which destroyed the
growth Today the X-ray and ra-

dium are the best means for effect-

ing a cure.

The word "cancer" means a crab,

and one can realize what an appro-
priate name this dreaded disease
has when one observes a cancer
growth with its crab-like processes.

A great deal of time and money
is spent in laboratories all over the
world, and as yet there has been no
important discovery made of a re-

liable cure. Causes of cancer are
unknown, and this alone accounts
for the incomplete study of this dis-

ease.

In 1900, cancer ranked sixth

among those diseases resulting in

death, and in 1922 it had jumped
to second place. Cancer strikes at

each period of life and is very prev-
alent between the ages of forty and
sixty. It attacks all parts of the
body, both male and female, but
the organ attacked the most is the
stomach.
Cancer deaths are increasing. In

1900 there were 63 deaths per 100,-

000 people and in 1927 it had in-

creased to 96 per 100,000 population.
There are a great number of the-

ories concerning the probable
causes of cancer, but as Dr. Fanz
pointed out. wherever there are a
great number of theories one can
be almost certain that not one of
these theories is perfect in its en-
tirety.

Mitosis of cancer cells differs

from the normal cell. It is a het-
erotype cell. The chromosomes
vary in number and may divide in

any fashion. Contagion of cancer
is practically disproved, and bacter-
ia are not directly responsible for

its spread, although certain filter-

able viruses are suspected.
The most logical theory for the

cause of cancer is the theory of re-

peated irritation, and this theory
explains why cancer is common
among chimney-sweeps, smokers,
paraffin and pitch workers. It also

results from X-ray burns and ra-

dium burns. Cz^ncer of the stomach
follows ulcers, and in the intestines

it follow.s intestinal disorders. It

is an accepted fact that injury and
irritation have much to do with the

cause of cancer. •
.

»

V. L. S. to Produce
Plays for Charity

ConUniKd From Pac* On*

of the society, that these arrange-

ments were made. It had been

hoped that these plays would have

been produced elsewhere in public,

but due to the frequent rehearsals

of "Macbeth," the major production
of the year, it has been found prac-
tically impossible. The members of
the society cast in these plays have
rehearsed them during the past
week, so that they might present
them to the best of thqir ability.

Since some members of the orig-

inal casts are not able to take part
in these plays this week, there has
been a slight change in the casts.

The casts of the plays in their

respective order are: "Nerves," Ted
Hill, Robert G. McGrory; Bob
Thatch, Francis U. O'Connor; Jack
Coates, John P. Grimes; Bob Lay-
ton. Joseph H. Lilly; Art Green, Ru-
dolph J. Lehnau; Paul Overman,
William J. Doyle; Frank Smith,
Robert A. Gelst; Rook, Michael C.
Tomasso; Orderly, Edward F. Kil-

bane.
"Incident," Colonel Winston,

Paetrus F. Banmillcr; Captain
Crowley, John P. Grimes; Lieuten-
ant Winston, Robert G. McGrory;
Top Sergeant, James L. Griflin;

Mocher, Francis J. McGinley; Or-
derly Joseph H. Lilly.

"The Three Rogues and a Ras-
cal," A Magistrate, Joseph J. Con-
Ian: a Lawyer, Paetrus F. Banmil-
ler; a Manufacturer, Rudolph J.

Lehnau; an old Negro including a
Rascal, Robert Manion.

't. K. D. TO HOLD DAIiCE

Date Set for May 11 In Crystal

Ball Room of Elks Club

The annual dinnef-dance given by

the members of the Latnbda Kappa
Delta fraternity will be held on
May 11, In the Crystal Ball Room
of the Elks Club, in Philadelphia.

As has been the custom in the past,

this dance will be closed to all ex-

cept the members of the club. Mu-
sic will be furnished by the Villa-

novans, under the direction of Ray
Barratta. Complete details of the

dance have not yet been released,

but Gerald McAteer, chairman of

the dance, stated that all informa-
tion will be given fotj next week's
issue of the VILLANOVAN. ,

Thirteen Seniors
Retire Frpm Paper

Continued From Pmg* Oa«

William J. D'Elia, Gerald J. Dolam,

Frank L. Galiulo. and John A. Dl-

gennaro, three years; Rudolph X
Lehnau, Joseph J. Conlan and An-
thony L. Esposito, two years; Wil-

liam S. C. Dolan. Joseph F. CoUls

and James L. Griffin, one year.

Seniors* Attention
Called to Theses

V. L. S. to Hold Nominations

The attention of the members of

the Villanova Literary Society is

called to the fact that there will be
a joint meeting of both chapters of

the society, Monday evening. May 1,

for the purpose of nominating
candidates for next year's officers.

The meeting will be held in the
usual place and will begin promptly
at 8,15.

Continued From Page One

computations with results summar-
ized, statement of conclusions
reached and bibliography. ;'

In regard to the bibliography, It

is necessary that a complete list of
references consulted shall be ap-
pended to each thesis.
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Have You I

Tried

the

Villanova
|

Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers i

First Class Service \

and Depression Prices
f

8
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ARDROSSAN
FARMS

u
Certified Milk"

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

Chairs Repainted

While the students were home for
the Easter recess all the chairs in

the college dining-room were re-

painted a deep, natural wood color.

Previous to the painting the chairs

were scraped to remove all discol-

oration.

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
College TaUor Since 1925

Handles anytiilng that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Tour Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Tickets in Demand
for Musical Show

r«n4iniied From Page One

Gartland.
The cast is augmented by a large

chorus of "dainty" six footers and
the entire show sparkles with some
of the most popular tunes of the

day.
Coach Harry A. Stuhldreher, who

has shown great interest in the play

since the idea was introduced to

the club, addressed the student

body of the School of Commerce
and Finance. Friday morning, Mr.

Stuhldreher stressed the fact that

the success of the coming play

would be the determining factor as

to whether it will be an annual

affair.

Day students were especially

urged to sell tickets in their home
communities because the majority

of resident students have few

friends in the immediate vicinity of

the school.

Mr. Stuhldreher said, "We are de-

pending mainly upon the day stu-

dents for the success of this affair

because we know that they will be

able to sell ticket.^ for a worth-while

Bhow,.and this show is one of which

you may be proud.
"The regular j>rlce for the tickets

will be 50 and 75 cents, and they

may be used either evening. Al-

though we haven't reached any final

decision, there will be a substantial

reduction for students." said Mr.

Stuhldreher in concluding his ad-

dress.

TODAY
Lambd.i Kappa Delta mectinp, 210 Mcntlel Hall
VILLANOVAN resident ttaff mcetiiiK. '222 Mendel Hall.
ForeiKn Relations Socielj', LounRe, Gymnasium,.
Freshman meeting, Amphitheatre, Mendel Hall..

!••••••<

• •••• t«««*a.«*« fl«*

«••••« ii A • •*• ••' • « <

.;1.00P. M,

..7.00 P. M.

. .7.00 P. M.

..1.00 P. M.

WKDNESDAY
VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall ...,..;»..,. r.l. 00 P. M.
Blazer Ball. Gymnasium 9.00 P. M.

Day Hops' meeting, Amphitheatre, Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.

THI'RSD.W
Connecticut Club meeting, 204 Mendel Hall

FRIDAY
Junior Prom, Gymnasium

MONDAY
Literary Society Joint meeting, 204 Mendel Hall,

• •*•'• • •'•''• • »» it»::»** ••.«• > ' .7.00 p. M.

, , . fc
Jjaleor a C^eiefthone

wim Jtome!
•^-.j a- ••;•'.-;•

•••••«••• l»V«»4*t« •••

• ••« tf •«••••• <

,10.00 p. M.

.8.15 p. M.

Showieg Every Monday

The most popular clothes

on the campus tailored by

Coleby Tailorieg^ Inc.

Made-to-Measure Suits,

Topcoats and Overcoats

$24*75 and $19.75

Displays in Foyer of Pie Shoppe, Dining Hall

and Business School

store at

67th and Market Sta.

Open TIU SM P. M.

JIM ELLIOT
Campus Representative

S6 Alumni HaU

/^^O HOME tonight by telephone—it's the week'a

V-/y l)ig thrill! There's ubmlget ol' news ... a score

©t questions ... a family reunion waiting for you.

It's surprisingly inexpensive after 8:30 P. M. STAND-

ARD TIME (9:30 P. M. Daylight Saving Time). Low

Night Rates then apply on Si a! ion to Station calk.

A dollar call is only 60 cents at night; a 60 cent «all

is 35 cents!

Just give the operator your home telephone number

(that's the way to make a Station to Station call).

Then, before you hang up, fix the date for next week's

call. YouTl agree that a regular telephone "date"

witli Home is next best to being therel

station to Station Call
3>Mlnat« Connection
Wherever applicable.
Federal Tax Inrhided.

Bryn Mawr to^ >»»' "'«•'*

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. .$.6.'> $.35

Newark, N. J 60 .35

Troy, N. Y. 1.20 .70

Lawrence, Mass. 1.50 .90

Orange, N. J .60 .35

X*-.'

-»
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—
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SIDELINE
SLANTS

I

I

SINCE THE VILLANOVAN
was flrst published five years
ago, it has been the duty of

the sports editor to express his

views on sports each week in this

column. However, thfngs that we
may say are not merely our own
expressions, but those of the
whole campus. Our predecessor,
Jerry Dolan, who held the reins
of the sports department for the
past year, has gone Into retire-

ment with the rest of the former
staff. We have succeeded him
and whether he has succeeded
making us writers time alone can
tell.

« • •

Won 4; Lost
Despite the postponed games

and the lack of practice, the base-
ball team has made an auspicious
start for a successful season. Le-
high, Lafayette, Ursinus and
Princeton have tasted defeat at
the hands of "Doc" Jacobs' nine,

and this week brings us to un-
doubtedly one of the toughest
teamij we shall encounter this

season. The Fordham Rams will

be met this Saturday In New
York, and from the showing that
the Wildcats have made in the
past four games, another victory
seems to be within their grasp.
Jack Montgomery is our choice

for the hard luck prize this year,
due to the fact that he has yet
to win a game, although he has
participated either as a starting
hurler or in the relief role in

three of the four contests played.
« • «

150 and Junior
Varsity Letten*
The matter of awarding letters

to the members of the 150-lb. and
Jtmlor Varsity teams has finally

been decided. Because of the at-

titude of some of the players, it

was decided some time ago that
the letters would not be given.
We have taken this matter into
our own hands for no reason at
all and liave learned that, if the
members of the two teams wish
to purchase the letters and sweat-
ers, they are at liberty to do so.

The sweaters will be the same as
those given out last year, and the
nuuiner of awarding them will

also correspond.
First of all, it has to be deter-

mined just how many are anxious
to secure them. Once this is

learned, the letters are to be paid
for. The greater number of eli-

gible players who buy them, the
less will be the cost; and the
quicker that vthey signify their
willingness, the sooner they will
receive them. As we have started
this, we are under obligation to
finish it Therefore, all who are
interested will hand their names
to the Sports Editor.

» • •

Statistics-
Beginning with this issue, we

are introducing a new feature.
From week to week, we shall pub-
lish the statistical standing of
both teams and individuals in
varsity, minor and inter-dorm
sports. This week due to the
work of one of our reporters, Bill
Allen, a complete list of intcr-
dorm statistics is available, that
is, points scored by all member's
of dorm teams, points by the
teams and their standings. Be-
cause of limited space, we can-
not publish the completed indi-
vidual standings, but if anyone
would like to know his standing
in the Inter-Dorm League, we
will be only too glad to inform
him. Next week, the individual
batting averages of both the
varsity and inter-dorm teams will
be published.

• • •

Inter-Dorm Baseball
From a story that has just ar-

rived, we learn that the Inter-
Dorm baseball schedule has been
released and that, contrary to our
expectations, the much talked of
Day-Hops have joined the league.
At the present time we are won-

dering what success this will
bring towards the advancement of
the intra-mural policy. During
the basketball season the Commu-
ters lost every game that they
had the pleasure to play. This
was not due to lack of basketball
skill in the ranks of the Day Stu-
dents, but merely to the fact that
they did not have the interest
that was necessary. The odd part
is that some of these fellows feel
that the league could not survive
without them when the fact is
that it undoubtedly would be
more successful without them.
Before the Easter holidays a com-
plete schedule was made up for
the baseball league, and this did
not Include the Train and Trol-
ley boys. Then, after a meeting
had been called, and fully one-
tenth of them had attended, it

was decided to re-arrange the
schedule so as to include them.
Now w« can only wait and see
Ju«t what will be the outcome.

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK -
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Wildcats Beat Holy Cross

First Time in 22 Years
•''-p

]

Worctster '.Collegians' 23-Game Winning

Streak Broken as Villanova Pounds

r.f ,
Peloquin for Nine Hits

*D0(? JACOBS iSLAMS THREE-BAGGER

i irntTOR'S NOTiB ~ This to the
' .iS i.> a «"ie8 of in.3taUme.U3

deallne with items of note In V.llan.)-

vi*> sP'Hl history. The article today

twfta o£ the Wildcal-Holy CtpsB #a;.«.
.

in 1925. ''.^ ';•. •^ •••'

In keeping with the defeat of

Princeton by "Doc" Jacobs' base-

ball team, and the forthcoming

game with Fordham, next Satur-

day we are reminded of the mem-
orable game with Holy Cross Col-

lege in 1925, when the Wildcats

broke a two-year winning streak

Of the Worcester Collegians, 9 to 4.

The previous season had seen the

Holy Cross nine, under the direc-

tion of Coach Jack Barry, former

Athletic shortstop ace, pile up a

winning streak of eighteen games,

and before submitting to defeat at

the hands of Coach Charley Mc-

Geehan's boya, they had won Ave

straight. :•.: •'

While Coach Charley was direct-

ing his charges from the bench,

Villanova's future coach of fresh-

man football, varsity basketball and

baseball was directing pitcher

Harry Griffith from behind a catch-

er's mask. "Doc" Jacobs, upon

whom rests the success of Villa-

nova's baseball team this year

played bang-up ball that day and

further Increased the 'Cqits' chances

of winning by connecting for a

three-bagger in the third frame

with one on.

Orlfllth, a Chestnut Hill lad. held

Holy Cross to six hits, the New
Englanders having but three up un-

Ul the ninth inning. He waa glvea

remarkable support, especially by

Moynlhan, Jacobs and Lolos. The

latter patrolled his patch with skill

and snared eight flies.
,

Coach Barry started with Pelo-'

quin on the hill, but Villanova sent

him back to the bench in the fifth

when they piled up Ave runs on

two walks. Mascaidris triple to cen-

ter, a wild pitch, a single by Grif-

fith and a double by Moymhan.
Davidson relieved Peloquin and

hurled splendid ball.

Nine hits were garnered off Pelo-

quin and Davidson, Shortstop Hart-

nett leading the Blue and White

attack with a triple and two sin-

gles, and Moynlhan came next with

a double and a single.

Villanova started scoring as early

as the 'first inning, getting a run

on Hartnett'3 single to center, his

steal on a fielder's choice, and

Cote's bad throw to first on Con-

nell's tap. ' '..

Two more runs were secured by

Coach Charley McGeehan's boys in

the third, on Hartnett's single, Mc-

Entees bad throw on Cotter's hit

and a blazing triple by "Doc" Ja-

cobs.
Barry's team tied It up in the

fourth inning on Gautreau's walk,

singles by Cote and Savage, Morri-

Villanova Wins
.ILJ !

VlllKnova
Moynlhan, 2b
Hartnelt. 88.

Cotter, 3b...
Connell, lb.

.

Jacobs, c. . .

.

Mascaidrl, rf.

Schuman, If.

Loloa. cf . . .

.

GriflUh, p...

r.h.o.a. Holy <"ro»« r.h.o.a.

12 2 BOautreau, 2b 1 4

2 3 2 Walsh, 3b.. 6
10 12 Cote, 88

7 Savage, cf. .

rrtsey; cf.

smanr If-

itee, lb Oil
10 8 IDoherty, c. . 2

110 q Peloquin. p.

,
^aviduoD, p.

114 CIloTrts
1 1 3 f rraem112 iMcKnt

111
114

2
112

Including Captain Owen Carroll, hia

famous pitcher. Only McMahon de-

livered in the itlnch. his single driv-

ing in Freemai^.
McEntee, a Philadelphia boy

played spry ball for the Holy Cross

outfit, accepting eleven out of

twelve chances Hut going hitless.

INTRA-MURAL BASEBALL

Totals .... 9 9 27 11 Totals .... 4 524 11

Holy Cross « <^ '^ ^ 1-4
Villanova ^ ^^ ^ 1 5 x-9
Two-base hits—Morrlaey. Hartnett, Moy-

nlhan. Three-base hlt^ — Jacobs. Mas-
caidrl, Morrlsey. Stolen bases — Jacobs.

Hartnett. Sacrifice hit—Lolos. Left on
bases—Villanova, 6; Holy Cross, 5. Bases

on balls—Off Peloquin, 2; off Griffith, 3.

Struck out—By Peloquin. 1; by Griffith, 3;

by Davidson, 1. Pitching record — Off

Peloquin—7 runs, 7 hits in 4 1-3 InnlnKs;

off Davidson, runs, 2 hits in 3 2-3 In-

nings. Hit by pitcher—By Peloquin (Schu-

man). Wild pitch—Peloquin. Losing pitch-

er—Peloquin. *

sey's double to left and Freeman's

infield out. ^ .rr *

A single by Moynlhan and Hart-

nett's triple to right center gave

the Main Liners another in their

half of the same inning, and the

next inning saw five runs flit home
and the finish of Peloquin.

After Morrlsey tried to stretch

his triple Into a homer in the ninth

inning and was caught at the home
plate, Freeman singled and Coach

Barry called on three pinch-hitters.

Soft and Hardball Games to Be

Held on Wednesday and Friday

To date six teams have signified

their intention of participating in

the newly formed Intramural Base-

ball League. The league will be

composed of the six teams that

were members of the Intramural

Basketball League, namely, Alumni.

Austin, Fedigan. Good Counsel. Men-

del and the Dayhops.
The games will be played on the

baseball diamond opposite Mendel

Hall and will consist of hardball

and Softball contests. A round-rob-

in schedule is being prepared, the

teams playing their various oppon-

ents one game each of hardball and

Softball. This arrangement was

made since time will not permit the

formation of a schedule of longer

duration. John J. Hughes, student

chairman of the intramural -com-

mittee, expects to announce tlie

completed schedule in a fewday?.
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HARDEEN ^
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you MOW
WHAT THAT
TRICK IS ^
DON'T you ?

WO-WHAT IS

THE CATCH ?
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HE HOLDS THE KEY

TO THE HANDCUFFS
BETWEEN HIS TEETH.

THE ORiOlNAL NAILS

T+HAT WELD T+<E BOX
TOGET-HER +^AV-E

B£EN RtPLACEO BY

LITTLE S-HORT NAILS

SO THAT 4^ARD££N C/SN

?[)%^\ A BOARD UP

V\NO C«AWL OUT. THEN

HE PUTS THE BOARD
BACK TO fAAKE THE

BOX LOOK O-KAY.

V

Sw^SxJg

I SEE THE TRICK NOW.

HAVE A CIGARETTE ?

^

!^K«,...-:>:...>.-.<:;$v-...v.:-:Jt.x.:.x ^^ ^. ^- s^"' *.

wny NOT?
THEY'RE
MILDER ARE-
N^ THEY ? .

/ >

SAY BUDDY
THERE'S NO
MA6IC IN

CIGARETTES.
ITS THE
TpBACCO
THAT COUNTSi

.' » > ^

THIS 15 MILDER.
I HAVE BEEN FOOL-

ING iy/)YSELF ABOUT
IGARETTES.

Camels are made from

finer, more expensive

tobaccos than any other

popular brand. Learn to

appreciiite the true mild-

ness of costlier tobaccos.

After smoking Camels, we

believe you will find thai

other cigarettes taste flat

and insipid.

^^w

Inter-Dorm Baseball League Gets Under Way
Mendel and Fedigan Score
First Wins of the Season

Slaughter Pounded From Mound as Mendel
Pounds His Offerings for 12 Hits

in Three Innings

»* FEDIGAN EKES OUT 14-13 VICTORY

&
M A r C H L t 5 S

BLIND

Oopnt^t. ifn.m.x»eii*fcto'

r*

1

-•*

*i*

Team to B^ Selected From

Eighteen Candidates for

First Match

MILES IS ONLY VETERAN

HE TWO opening contests of the newly
formed Inter-Dorm Baseball League were
played last Saturday, and resulted in vic-

tories for Mendel and Fedigan over Alumni
and Austin, respectively. The morning
game, a loosely played contest, was won by
Fedigan as a result of a long up-hill fight to

overcome a four-run lead held by Austin

during the first five innings.

The final score of this comedy of errors was 14 to 13.

The second contest, after the*

third inning, proved to be an
interesting and well - played

game, but the one-sided score

was the result of the ability

of the Mendelites to pound the of-

ferings of thfc Maryland Flash, Bill

Slaughter, in the first three frames
for 12 runs.
In the morning contest Austin

Hall was forced to call upon the
services of three pitchers, all of
whom proved ineffective caused by
their inability to get the ball over
the plate and this, coupled with
nine errors on the part of their
teammates aided the weak-hitting
Fedigan club to victory.

Bill Grimberg proved to be the
big gun of the Fedigan attack, get-

ting three bingles out of four trips

to the platter. Totin also contrib-
uted two hits to Fedigan's total of

seven.
On the offensive for the losers,

McGee proved to be the outstanding
tar. He rapped out the best hit

the day, a long drive into right-

'enter field for three bases.

In the afternoon tussle the pitch-

ing of Voran proved to be the out-
standing feature on the defensive
for the victorious Mendelites. Aft-
er getting off to a bad start in the
first inning in which he was nicked
for three runs, the bespectacled
hurler settled down and only per-

mitted three hits throughout the re-

mainder of the contest. Shea was
the feature in the infield for the
victors, accepting eight chances
without an error.

Toi^ Ryan, with three hits out of
four times at ba^, was the offensive

spark for the Mendelites, and Jerry
Searight was the only hitter who
consistently bothered Voran, getting
two hits out of three Umes at bat.

Of the two contests the second
was by far the better from the
spectators' viewpoint and from the
brand of ball exhibited by the play-

ers. In the opening fray, 17 errors
marred the playing of both sides

and made for a decidedly ragged
ball game.

In the Limelight

W

An elimination tournament to de-

cide the varsity tennis team will be

completed by Thursday, according

to Sol Herman, coach of the team,

Eighteen candidates, a record

number, greeted Herman last Wed-
nesday when he called the initial

,

.

. .. , , . A^^^t^^ del Hall comet, far outdistanced the
meeting of the squad, but despite I ^^^j^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^,^ ^^^

onethe turnout, there was only

member of last year's team around

whom the squad will be built. The

lone veteran is Sam Miles, and he

will be supported by the winners

in the present tournament. Joe
Steiber, Steve Kremer, George and
Ed Malhame and John Barry, mem-
bers of last year's freshman and
junior varsity teams have also sig-

nified their intention of competing.
Don Redington. Ned O'Neil,

Charley Goggi, Joe McKenna, John
O'Connor, Joe and Ray Harter are
also other erUtstanding candidates
for positions.

The Brst match was scheduled for

last Saturday, but due to the con-
dition of the courts the match was
postponed until May 9. The initial

encounter of the year will be held
next Thursday at CollegeviUe, when
the netmen open the season with
Ursinus. Following this Albright
will be encountered May 2, and Ur-
sinus again on May 4. Both of these
matches will be played at Villanova.

Inter-Dorm League Off to a Flying Start

Mendel
ab

Ryan, 3b 4

Buzinski, c 4
Szczapa, If S

J. Reilly, cf 2

L. Reilly. 2b 4
.Monteleone, lb 4

FerriSi rf 4

Voran. p 2

ToUls 80
Alunual

ab

2
2
4
4
2
3
8
2
2
1

h
3
2
1

1

r
2
3
1

1
1
1
1
1
2

e
1

1

1

10

1

7 13 4 27

•••••••••<

>•••••••

<•••••••••

2b
m, SS

lb ...

3b-B8

[uglkes, If-3b

Brodnicki, cf

Searlght, c
^Slaughter, p-lf

Perugino, 3b .

Lee, cf

!••••••

• •••••

• ••••••••••

h
1

1

1

1

2

r
1
1
1

e

1

1

8

2 16
1

Totals 28 6 3 7 27

Winning pitcher—Voran. Losing

)itcher—Slaughter. Struck out—
[By Shevlin, 9 in 6 innings; Slaugh-

ter, in 3 innings; Torpey, in 1

Jnning; Voran, 6 in 9 innings. Two-

Ibase ,
hits-Srcrapa, L. Reilly and

Hughes. Time of game—2 hours.

[endel 17400000 1—13
Liumnl 300000000-3

Fedigan
ab h r e o

Neylon, c 2 2 1 9
Marzullo, cf 2
Donahue, If 1 1

Grimberg, lb 4 3 2 2 9
Dunnigan, 3b 3 1 2

Wiesenbaugh, 2b 2 1 2 1 2
MarUn. lf...« 3
Lucey, m 2 2
Ferko. p 2 2 1

Conlin, ss 1
Patzsch, cf 1

Hamel, IX 10 110
Totin, If 2 2 1
Stanton, 3b 1 1

Jelovich, rf 1 4)

Totals 27 7 14 8 21
Aoetln Itoll

ab h r e o
Redington, 3b ...«««>. 4 1110
Macek, rf .........1. 2 1
Dart, 2b 3 1 1 2
Bruno, 8b-ss 4 1 3 3 2

McGee, ss-p 5 2 1 3
A. Ryan, lb 8 2 2 9
R. Willis, cf 2 2 1

Doyle, c-3b 4 2 2 3 3

Berardi, p-3b 3 1 1 1

Mickoseff, 3b-lf 1 1

Totals 33 10 13 9 21
Winning pitcher—Ferko. Losing

pitcher—Bruno.
Fedigan 103007 3—14
Austin ........... 2 18 114 1—13

E COULD call him King
George of the Villanova
pitching staff but to you it's

George King. The reason for his

title would be the fact that King
is officially credited with three of

the four Villanova baseball victories

up to this time. This is the begin-

ning of his third year as a varsity

pitcher, and in that time he has

won 12 and lost only six games.

George entered Villanova in 1929

after graduating from West Cath-

olic High School in Philadelphia.

During his first year at college,

King played in the outfield for the

frosh nine, but the following sea-

son found him pitching under the

former baseball tutor, Coach Mc-
Geehan.

The 1933 season found King start-

ing for Villanova against Lehigh.

The outcome is known to all of us.

Lehigh obtained only three scat-

tered hits and were shut out by the

score of 3 to 0. In the second game
King was sent in to relieve Jack
Montgomery who had pitcaed mas-
terful ball allowing Lafayette only

three hits in nine innings. King
went in to pitch for Monty and
twirled the remaining five innings

of that hectic 14-inning fracas, hold-

ing the Leopards without a hit.

Although credited with a third

victory, the sledding was not so

smooth last Saturday against

Princeton and this time Montgom-
ery returned the compliment and
replaced George after he had weak-
ened in the seventh inning.

When asked about his future

plans George stated that he would
like to become a professional base-

ball player,

King is a senior in the School of 'and the members of the faculty,

George King

Commerce and Finance, where he
Is popular among the student body

Vaughanand Willis Lead Individual

Scores at lEiid of Dorm Basketball

The long-awaited scoring honors
of the closely contested Inter-Dorm
Basketball League have at last been
compiled. Bill Vaughan, the Men-

Ing garnered 132 points of the 284
scored by the Mendel aggregation.
Second place honors for Individ-

ual scoring went to Dick Willis, of
Austin Hall« with a total of 97. Joe
Badama holds third position with
94 points and is closely followed by
Frank SkafT with 91 and Tom
Hughes with 90. Both Skaff and
Hughes played for Alumni Hall,
and their points were a great aid
in bringing the championship ban-
ner to the Academy quintet.

Team scoring honors in both
halves of the league were won by
Alumni Hall. In the first half they
earned 137 points and 325 in the
second.

BASHLETBALL STATISTICS

Vaughan, Mendel Hall
Willis, Austin Hall ..

Badamo, Good Counsel
SkafT, Alumni Hall .

.

Hughes, Alumni Hall .

M'Gov'n, Good Counsel
Robinson, Alumni Hall
Lee, Alunml Hall ....

Connors, Mendel Hall .

Kramer, Fedigan Hall

G. F.
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FAVORS ARE KEPT SECRET

Gontinuod From Pace One

members will play from 10 P. M.

until 2 A. M., affording all who at-

tend the dance ample time to enjoy

the terpsichorean art.

The band will be on the stage in

a specially constructed shell, de-

signed to assist the acoustic condi-

tions in the gym. On either side of

the shell, which will be tastefully

decorated, lattice work will con-
tinue to both wings of the stage.

In addition to the tintillating

strains of the orchestra, many other
features are being offered by the
juniors to make their Prom unfor-
gettable. One ot their tasks lies in

successfully transforming the spa-
cious gym into a ballroom second
to none. Through the subdued
lighting effect the roof of the gym
will seem to be no higher than the
railing of the balcony. This effect

will be produced by constructing a
false ceiling of a gossamer material.
It will be shaped in the form of one
rectangle within another and blue
will predominate in the center with
red trimmings around the side com-
Sleting the decorative scheme of
le ceiling.

Private boxes will b« erected
•long one side of the gym for class

ofiicers and various clubs and or-
ganizations on the campus. Inter-
spersed around the floor will be
many potted palms, chairs and
lamps, lending a cozy atmosphere
to the scene.

A great deal of mystery has sur-
rounded the type of favors which
will be given at the Prom, but the
VILLANOVAN has it on good au-
thority that the favors will be un-
usual and in keeping with the oc-
casion.
On Wednesday evening the first

dance of Junior Week will be held
to the strains of Ray Barratta's Vil-

lanovans. Mr. Barratta promises
that the numbers he and his syn-
copators offer will be hard to du-
plicaie by any college orchestra.
The Villanovans will play from the
shell on the stage between the
hours of 9 and 12.

The Blazer Ball will be more dis-

tinctive this year than ever before,
attributable chiefly to the fact that
a large majority of the juniors have
purchased white blazers. "

The settin{^ for the ball will be
the same as those of the Prom ex-

cept that the boxes will not be pres-
ent. Tickets for the ball are be-
ing sold by the ball committee for
$1.50 per couple and by the Prom
comjnittee at $3.50 per couple.
Assisting Mr. Sirica on the Prom

committee are William K. Hughes,
Harold C. Hurley, William F. Mc-
Graw, James Carr, Donald Reding-
ton, Bernard Willen, Louis E. Ab-
bate, Charles V. Riley, John S. Der-
by, Raymond Barratta, William
Mountford, Joseph Morrison, Fran-
cis C. Kelly, Joseph Bilotta and
Peter R. I^eone. Assisting Mr.
Nicholas, of the Blazer Ball com-
mittee are Leo E. Cordiale, Arthur
V. Hart, George L. Randour, Harold
Canter, John L. Acampora, John M.
Montgomery, C. Eric Storms, John
F. Kraft, Edward L. Martha, Thom-
as F. McFeeley and Emmett J.

Prior.

SOLEl NIGH MASS

Class of '34 Receives Holy

Communion in Body at

Service

GAGLIARDI RAISES FLAG

Continued From Pace One

you get; give to God in proportion
to what is given to you. Christ dy-
ing on Calvary gave his last drop
of blood," said Fr. O'Leary, in con-
cluding his address.

The Juniors then proceeded to
the west side of the Commerce and
Finance Bui'' -ng where Mr. Gagli-
ardi presented -^ Japanese cherry
tree to Rev. Joseph C. Hartley,
O. S. A., dean of the school.

In addressing Fr. Bartley, Mr.
Gagliardi said, "Father Bartley,
even as the roots of this tree shall

grow lieep in the virgin soil, we,
the class of 1934, shall be true to
Villanova."

Fr. Bartley in reply said, "The
administration and faculty offer

Congratulations and felicitations

that you may have a splendid cele-

bration.
"You are now on the threshold of

your Senior year at Villanova, after

the various vicissitudes of the eco-
nomic conditions. Thus we may
compare the tree in its symbolism
to you.
"The roots dig deeper into the

soil as you become a part of the
school. Then, too, the branches will

m^ 1933

grow larger, while you as college
men bear the fruits of your labors.
"In conclusion," said Fr. Bartley,

as he placed a shovel full of dirt
at the base of the tree, "I hope that
you may always remain as perma-
nent and flxed in your environment
at Villanova, as this tree."

A note of humor was struck in

the ceremonies when Rev. Joseph
M. Dougherty, dean of the School of
Science, accepted an American
Beech tree for *he college.

Fr. Dougherty commended the
athletes present < n their knowledge
of biology in being able to name
the tree, and expressed pleasure
that a tree was substituted in place
of the ill-fated ivy which had been
planted by previous classes.
In his discourse, which received

much applause, Fr. Dougherty
said, "I hope that this tree will send
down its roots and grow higher
than the surrounding trees. It has
a big job ahead of it, like you as
seniors, next year. But I'm sure
that both you an4 the tree will
flourish." :^f'>r / .

The ceremonTcs or ine morning
were brought to a close as Mr. Ga-
gliardi presented an American Ma-
ple tree on behalf of the juniors
to Rev. Richard McNally, O. S. A.,

who accepted the gift for the col-

lege.

Mr. Gagliardi said to Fr. McNal-
ly in his presentation speech, deliv-

ered in front of Fedigan Hall, "Fa-
ther McNally, I hope that the
leaves of this tree will be as red
as the blood which flows in our
veins, and which we are ever ready
to shed for Villanova."
Fr, McNally responded to this by

saying, "It is a pleasure to accept
your token of loyalty to the school.
Though you may find points and
factors which do not meet with
your approval, remember you must
look on life as a picture which is

made up of shades and halftones.
"So I ask you in your loyalty to I

have a balanced Judgment and ao>
cept these shades and halftones as
our efforts, even though they may
be at times impterfect.

"Remember you are members of
a Catholic school and with this en*
vironment we ask you to set an ex-
ample to others, and the rest of
the undergraduate body. We sin-
cerely hope that next year you will
live up to the traditions of the sen-
iors.

"In conclusion, I ask you to re-
member only the pleasant things of
your college life. Face life that way
with a true and manly idea of
sportsmanship, gentle in your
strength, courageous In your weak-
ness."
The seminarians who assisted at>

the solemn high mass included Johni
Lehane, master of ceremonies;
Cornelius Lehane and Ezra Fenton,
acolytes; James Lyne, thurlfer;
John McLaughlin, sacristan.

Come and See
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^ OUR POLICY

EACH TIME a new editor or editorial

staff assumes control of the destinies

of a newspaper, it is customary for those

in charge to outline the policy they are to

pursue throughout the terms of their of-

fice. Although this procedure was most
apropos last week, the opportunity to do

so was not presented to us because of the

more immediate importance of other

items. As a result, we are now using this

space to clarify the positions we hold and
the attitudes we entertain. The work of

our predecessors has been of the first or-

der. They have effected certain drastic

changes, both in policy and in make-up,

which have met with our whole-hearted

approval. Our foremost efforts, then, will

be towards continuing this policy and to-

wards bringing the paper just so much
closer to the point of journalistic perfec-

tion. Aside from this primary aim, how-
ever, we shall classify our pohcy under

two principal headings, the presentation

of news items in the newspaper proper

and the expression of comment and opin-

ion in our editorial columns. As regards

the former of these, we shall endeavor to

bring before our readers as complete a
chronicle of campus news as comes within

the power of a single organization, and in

the presentation of this news we shall

strive for the greatest possible degree of

accuracy and completeness. With regards

to our editorial comment, we shall first of

all be scrupulously fair. Where a contro-

versy arises, both sides of the question

will be recognized. Likewise, all blame and
no credit where credit is due would be a
poor policy, and consequently we shall

av(Hd it Finally, we shall advocate only

what we consider to be definitely construc-

tive, striking a conservative medium, when
comment should be advanced, between the

course that is staid and taciturn and the

one which is forward and radical.

BE A GENTLEMAN
VISITORS upon the campus are be-

coming more numerous and frequent

now that the warm and pleasant spring

weather has come upon us. It may hav^
been observed on various occasions that

some of these visitors were at a noticeable

loss to know just where or how to locate

the persons they desire to see. It is our

opinion that the students, when aware of

such circumstances, should find it their

duty to give assistance and to extend

whatever courtesy they can towards alle-

viating anyone found to be in such a pre-

dicament. Though courtesy may at times

be taken for granted and considered trivial

by some, it is always expected by guests

and will certainly be appreciated when ex-

hibited in the proper spirit. We should

bear in mind that courtesy is an impor-

tant factor in the characteristics of a gen-

tleman, and, insofar as every college man

has more than a normal amount of train-

ing and education, he owes it to himself

and to his coUege to manifest that train-

ing which he is sui2posed to have acquired.

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

HELLO PEEPULY! Have you
fully recovered from last week
yet? Neither have I? How

did you enjoy the 33rd Junior Week
of this good old century limited?
Poison Ivy Day—the Red, White or
Blue Blazer Ball—the blasely gay
prom. Va» you dere, Mr. Kraua-
meyer?
As probably most of you know,

there was n^ore than one reason for
the planting of the Junior class
trees instead of the traditional ivy.

It would /seem that in past years
the ivy newer did seem particularly
fond of/ climbing precariously up
the si^^ of the various dorms, for
the simple reason that it knew that
it would never be used for the pur-
pose for which Nature intended it.

What was the use in its providing
an extra means of entrance to the
fellows' rooms for those who were
addicted to climbing up walls in the
wee hours of the morning, when all

one had to do was to walk up the
stairs? So, in view of the continued
"open door" policy of Villanova,
even after midnight, the honorable
committee decided to plant several
new varieties of crab-apple trees,
the kindly branches of which you
will some day see spreading over
our beautiful campus—if you live
long enough.

• • •

Every so often during the past
year there have appeared in this
column certain not-so veiled refer-
ences pertinent to the interests of
"Pate" Banmiller in a college sit-

uated in the central reaches of New
Jersey, more familiarly known to
him aa Georgian Court. We didn't
think so much of the matter at
first, but as time went by it became
apparent that the shadows under
"Pate's" eyes were deepening and
that all was not well, which would
not have been so bad were it not
for the fact that his murmurings
about his fair one were causing
everyone else in Fedigan to lose
plenty of sleep. The trouble seemed
to lie in the fact that the poor lad
was torn between two fires as to
whom he should take to the prom-
one flame at Rosemont and the oth-
er at Georgian. From the evidence
gathered on Friday night (there
was plenty!) we can surmise that
RubinofT will sooa have a job, the
fair princess from the Court to do
all the smiling.

• * *

The plays presented by the Belle
Masque the other night at St. Leon-
ard's were apparently well received,
but the one thing the audience
could not understand was the fact
that every time one of the players
would dash on the stage he would
appear to be quite dazed and in-
clined to stagger around a bit be-
fore waking up to the fact that he
was supposed to be acting. The dif-
ficulty was this: There was con-
cealed in the curtain which served
aa a stage entrance a small lead
weight suspended about five feet
off the floor. Whenever anyone at-
tempted to go on the stage he
would have to dive through the cur-
tain and in so doing would receive
a nice bump on the head. Thus it

was that Bob McGrory was nearly
knocked unconscious about five min-
utes before he was supposed to have
been shot, thereby making it quite
impossible for Banmiller to stand
him up long enough to pop him off

without seeming to have been tak-
ing advantage of him.

• • •

Positively don't miss "Look Who's
Here," next Thursday or Friday
night. It's the funniest thing that
has hit Villanova in a month of
Mondays. The "Dance of the Di-
rectors" and that of the "Mickey
Mouses" will be enough to send you
home talking to yourself.

• • •

It's amusing to watch some of the
day-hops rushing for their morning
trains for Villanova. There is a
certain long-legged individual from
in town who has a bad habit of be-
ing late for anything and every-
thing. The other day we happened
to catch sight of him trying to
shake off several playful little dogs
that were quite fascinated by the
sight of those fast-moving extremi-
ties and couldn't resist the tempta-
tion to chase after them.

• • •

Said Harry Mackey to the Science
students last week: "Yes, boys, I
spent seven of the best years of my
life in college trying to get out"
Mr. Mackey was captain of the grid
teams at both Lafayette and the
University of Pennsylvania, though
not at the same time.

• • •

"Prudence" Sullivan and "Elmer"
Marechal are renewing their old

feud as to whether "Coast to Coast"
Marcouse is just a gigolo?

• • •

Bill Zeil at last has been prom-
ised a job—in a elock factory, mak-
ing faces.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

WHAT'S next? We learn that
a student at the Utah State
College has brought a cov-

ered wagon to the campus to live

in so as to eliminate the cost of
carfare and save the usual board
bills. Then too, there are two fel-

lows at Rutgers who are living in

a house boat for the same reason.
Perhaps, if you look closely enough
about the campus here, you can
find Al Ryan roosting in a tree,

just to be in collegiate styla.

Speaking of Ryan, we wonder
whatever happened to the Vigri-

lance Committee? They seemed to
be much in evidence at the begin-
ning of the year with their spotless
white hats and regal manners. But
the incoming frosh seemed to have
a stern look in their eyes or some-
thing. They scared the committee
members so much that, try as you
will, you can't find a soph who will

admit that he was on the conunittee.

Is it Utopia that is supposed to be
Paradise on earth? No, it's not!
It must be the University of North
Carolina. It seems that since the
university is largely supported by
the tobacco crop, students are al-

lowed to smoke in class, even in
exams. We think that this item
will interest Deehan.

As one of the alert "Stool Pi-
geon's" little squabs, we wish to relay
some lowdown on the profs. Try to
discover which one has the repu-
tation of being the heaviest eater.
He always has two helpings of the
entree, if that is a clue. Which one
blushed violenUy last week when
the class cheered him as he entered
the classroom wearing one of those
new matching tie-and-shirt combi-
nations? Who was it that told a
class if they didn't want a lecture,

he would dismiss them without giv-

ing them cuts? Which one is it that
will, in all seriousness, try to con-
vince you that he once played ball

with the Yankees?

An ancient college tradition, in-

volving the privileges of the sopho-
mores over members of the first

year men, was upset at Rutgers
University recently when the Stu-
dent Council delegated enforcement
of the freshman rules to the Cap
and Skull, a senior honorary society.

The student Council learned that
the sophomores had been lax in

enforcing the rule and necessitating
the frosh to wear a small cap and
a green tie. The first year men are
allowed but one side of the street

to walk on, and must not remain
out after 8 o'clock in the evening.

Of special interest to "Howie,**

Richmond and "Jerry" Dolan is the
following: Two girls, appointed
cheer leaders at Northwestern, re-

fused stating that it would be un-
dignified. We nominate as our
];>ersonaI selection for next year's

cheer leaders: Ed Cohen and Tony
DeCicco. Heaven help the team if

they're selected!

One of the frat houses at Mar-
quette has a skunk as a mascot,
but, we're told, he underwent a
minor operation before being initi-

ated.

To shine shoes, to polish cars, to
act as a solvent for garbage, to

clean pipes, to be taken straight

as a beverage, are some of the inci-

dental -ises Temple students find

for mouth washes.

If you want to start a good argu-
ment, try to decide just who can
properly claim the title of heavy-
weight "wrasslin" champ. Savoldi
claims he's champ in Illinois, Londoe
says that Pennsylvania as well as

Illinois belong to him. The New
York Commission recognizes Brown-
ing and the bean eaters in Boston
nominate Don George. Danny ZafT
wishes *to challenge, thru this col-

umn, any or all of the quartet in

a one-fall-to-a-finish match.

The "Alarm Clock," with its

theme, "Time to Wake Up," re-

cently appeared on the campus at
McGill ijniversity. Montreal, Can.
Priced at five cents, the aina of this

new publication is to provide a me-
dium for the expression of literary

effort and to stimulate thought on
Canadian economics and poliUcs.

Did you know that: The tobacco
Industry pays your Uncle Samuel
the neat sum of GOO million dollars

yearly in taxes? "The sidewalks of

New York" are only a step above
the gutter? "Mike Clavin finds

Bartlett (pears) especially sweet?
"Bull" Redinglon can blush prettily?

lacobcllis has the reputation of being
the most modest man on the
campus? The new 3.2 beer is

phoney—divide the number by two
and you're a little high for the con-

taat that is lOical?

Things Literary

IN THE MAY issue of the CosmopoUtan
Magazine, there is an article ofunusual

interest entitled "Is Religion Dying in the
Worid?" Eight writers, speaking for as
many countries, have given their opinions
in a concise and brief form. Of the couih
tries represented, three are of particular

interest to us, namely, the United States^

England and France.

The religious aspect in America is writ*

ten by James Barrett, an outstanding

journalist. Speaking of the lack of attends

ance at churches before the advent of

radio, he says in part, 'The CathoUo
churches seemed to be holding their

ground, but the automobile, golf, movies^

baseball, hikes and all manner of recrea*

tion were taking the crowds away from
the big Protestant churches all over the
country." After the advent of radio, Mr*
Barrett claims there was a tremendous
rise in church attendance. Later he sums
up the attitude of Americans in the some-*

what graphic sentences, **The American
people instead of being cold toward re-

hgon are crazy about it. They eat it up.**

If this is true, it speaks well for the prog-*

ress of religion in our country.

Arnold Toynbee, speaking for England,
says that rehgion is making real progress
in that country, especially among the up«
per classes. Commenting on the number
of conversions to Catholicism, he writes,

"The Htimber of conversions per annum
nowadays is 12,000 and upwards, mostly,

I fancy, from the upper classes, and large*

ly from intellectuals."

In France, Andre Maurois says: "The
moral condition of Cathohcism in France
is much stronger today than in 1900." He
concludes that "rehgion, which, in France,
lost ground from 1880 to 1900, has recov-

ered it between 1920 and 1930."

Off the Bookshelf

ONE OF THE most popular writers of

biography, both in this country and

in England, is the Frenchman, Andre

Maurois. His books seem to lose but httle

of their beauty in their translations, a
noteworthy thing when we consider how
many books suffer when read in transla-

tion. His book, "Mape, the World of lUuf

sion," is a fine example of skillful transla*

tion. .V.

Mape, as he explains the first chapter

of the book, is the land where "at eight

o'clock the grown-ups are sent to bed and

the httle boys take the httle girls to the

theatre." .; ^„

"The Son^DWS of the Young Werther*'

is the title of the second chapter. It is a*

portrait of Goethe, the German poet, and

is by far the most poignant and beautiful

part of the book. The highly sensitive

Goethe, who hves in a realm of fantasy,

is pictured as the hero of his own life, a

characteristic which it seems to us also

belonged to the Biighsh poet, Byron.

Another particularly interesting po#»

tion of the book is the chapter on the fa-

mous English actress, Mrs. Siddons. Not

only does it tell of her career, but manyr

other noted actors of her day are intro«

duced such as Garrick, and Mrs. Kemble«

Dr. Johnson, whom the worid now remenn

hers chiefly through Boswell, is anothsv

character in the chapter.

Mr. Maurois has caught the spirit of

his characters with his pen and as usual

has turned out an excellent book, wrfl

written and highly entertaining. We are

sure that if you are at all interested in the

characters which are the subjects of this

book, you will find the reading of "Mape**

well worthwhile. You cannot compars

this book with the other hiographiee

which Mr. Maurois has written. Here he

has mixed fancy with reahty, produdag

the moBt unusual and pleasing effect^

SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but tn smiieg which lie fmr

deeper,"

TlM nir*
I flioK of my love.

My beauUful dove,
Who cares, who carM, who cares.
I know she 1« true.
To me and to you.
Who cares? Who cares? Who ceres?

SARDie.

AusUa Airings

Oocheo: "That coffee tasted like

mud."
Diello: "It must have beea the

frounds.

Why Is It?

Why is it tliat my sweetness
Fills me with romance,
Whispers that she loves me.
Before the Senior Dance?

Other times she's distant.

Always has a date;

Tells me she's so sorry.

I don't seem to rate.

But when the big event rolls 'round,

She's sweet as she can be;

And then I ask her very shyly
If she'll go with me.

This sudden change is very odd.
It's more than I can see.

I think I've found the answer, tho,

MY PERSONALITY.
8MILER.

Lilfe's DariuMA Momenta
It seems tliat Daly and Torpey

were itassing an enjoyable evening
In the company of two fair damsels
until the subject of basketball was
menUoned. Daly's fair one then
exclaimed. "Oh, Torpey, you play
with the Villanova Varsity, don't
you? Why, you are the star of the
team. I read all about you In the
papers." Then turning to Jerry,
the neglected, she said, "Do you go
to Villanova. too?" Was Daly's face
red? Just ask htm.

S

TO. BEGIN JONE 26

Numerous Courses to Be Con-

ducted and Three New Pro-

fessors to Join Faculty

TWO REGISTRATION DAYS

Campos Ohant
The Junior Prom,
Haa come and went.
The pocketbook.
Is badly bent.

Saving pennies.
One and all.

Waiting for.

The Senior Ball.

Good Time Charlie

1st Femme: "Cox is a wonderful
blocker."
2nd Femme: "Yeah, I wish he'd

t»ke me out."

Weekly Award
This week's prise for the dumb-

est crack goes to the frosh who
wanted to know wliat door the
VILLANOVAN steff key opened.
This same individual thought crib
sheets were baby's bed clothes.

Ecstasy

A wisp of a girl in organdy fair.

The flash of a pale blue eye.
A stroke of her wavy, gleaming.

blonde hair,

'X hug...a kiss... a sigh.

THE PHANTOM SWAIN.

P. S.

The Smiler is grateful to those
Who contributed to the Smiles Box
In response to his call. However,
some are dropping orange peels,

etc., into the receptacle. Please do
not fdrce the Smiler to wear rub-
ber gloves when opening his prUe

¥. L S. PRESENTS PUYS

The 15th annual summer school
session will open June 26 and will

continue to August 10. Registration
for all the courses to be given will

be held on June 26 and 27.

The courses which have been
given during the past year in the
various schools will be offered in
the summer school as well as many
subdivisons of these subjects.

Additions to the faculty for the
summer session include: Rev. John
R. Biggans, O. S. A., A. M.; Rev. J.
F. Hammond, O. S. A., A. M., and
Rev. J. L. Seary, O. S. A., A. M.

Fr. Biggans will teach pro-
gressive methods in current educa-
tion and the curriculum; Fr.
Hammond, who at present is pre-
paring to receive the degree of Doc-
tor of Philosophy at the University
of Chicago, will give a course which
will include lecture and laboratory
work in chemistry. A survey of
American literature and methods of
teaching English in junior and sen-
ior high schools will be given by
Fr. Seary, of St. Rita's High
School, Chicago. ; .

The following coursas will 1>e of-
fered in the diocesan school at 19th
and Wood streeU, Philadelphia, Pa.:
U. S. History, II; geography of the
Old World, geography of the New
World, history of civilization, teach-
ing of English, arithmetic and edu-
cational psychology.
Registration will be held at 19th

and Wood streets, Philadelphia, on
June 28. Classes will begin June
29 and continue to August 11.

Award Contract
on New Monastery

0<MitiaM« Wrom Pa«e One

cables from under tne ^monastery
and installed new cables which will
run under the priests' dining-room.
This had to be done since a new
excavation for the monastery is nec-
essary.
The new structure will be fire-

proof throughout, in order to Insure
tiiat the college will not suffer from
another conflagration.
On account of the reconstruction,

those students wlu> were residing
in the monastery building were
transferred to Alumni, Austin and
Mendel halls. Thirty-six rooms were
vacated over the weekend in order
that work may begin immediately.
other contractors who bid on the

rebuilding of the monastery exclu-
sive of contracts for plumbing, heat-
ing and electrical work are as fol-
lows: William R. Dougherty, 1608
Sansom Street, Philadelphia; Mur-
phy-Quigley Co., 1518 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia; John McShain, 1610
North Street, Philadelphia; McClos-
Key Co.. 1620 Thompson Street, Phil-
adelphia; Wark & Co., 1608 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia; A. Raymond
Raff Construction Co., 1635 Thomp-
son Street, Philadelphia; F. V.War-
ren, Lewis Tower. Philadelphia;
John P. Hallahan, Inc., 2013 Sansom
Street, Philadelphia; John N. Gill
Construction Co., 1500 Chestnut
Street, I*hiladelphia ; Frainie Broth-
ers, 19 West Franklin Street, Balti-
more., Md.,

Contract With TeddyBlack
Involves Interestiny Tale

Orchestra, Signed for Belle Air Ball, Substi-

tuted for Guy Lombardo at

Pavillion Royale

The signing oi Teddy Black and

His Orchestra as the band attrac-

tion at the Belle Air Ball on the

19th of this month was brought
about in a manner that was not
only peculiar, but very interesting.

When the announcement was made
two weeks ago that this orchestra
would play at the annual senior
function it was hailed with a great
deal of joy on the campus, but few
students knew of the tale attached
to the contract.
When William G. Crowley, chair-

man of the dance committee, and
his associates started out to select

an orchestra their minds were
filled with thoughts of Guy Lom-
bardo and a number of other big
headliners, but there were several
reasons why that condition could
not be fulfilled, the most important
of which is the fact that Lombardo
must be in Chicago May 15 to be-

gin an engagement In connection
with the Century of Progress Ex-
position.
Although somewhat disappointed

in their first attempts, the commit-
tee did not despair of obtaining a
nationally known group of musi-
cians. The further quest brought
Mr. Crowley Into the studios of the

WCAU Broadcasting Company in

Philadelphia and into the office of

H. Bart McHugh, of the Universal

Artists' Bureau, where he made
known his thoughts concerning the

orchestra.
The bureau immediately set about

chooaing a band which met all

the qualifications of the committee.

After a great deal of negotiating

and elimination, they finally select-

ed Teddy Black, and this selection

met with the whole-hearted agree-

ment of the committee because of

the record and reputation this or-

chestra has.
Mr. Crowley discovered that Guy

Lombardo frequently called Teddy
Black into the Pavillion Royale as

a substitute whenever he decided
to give his own boys a rest from
their steady employment. Black
not only proved an able substitute,

but in many instances was mistak-

en for Lombardo, and a number of

the patrons of the restaurant often

went so far as to address him as
"Mr. Lombardo."
The same condition was found to

be true in the Grill Room of the
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I Have You

the

I Villanova
Barber V

^^-"ShopZ,-,^'

I

First Class Barbers
First Oaaa Service

! and Depression Prices j
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Tendered EnthusUwtte Beeepliea by
Audience at St. Leonard's

Ooee again the Belle Masque
Pli^rers of the YUlaaova Literary
Aselety upheld their high standards
lar nproduclng the five one-aet
pmn which were presented in the

trtlege gyowMtem hi the middle ef
Pahruary.
Last Wednesday night they pre-

sented these plays at St. Leonard's
Parish for the benefit of the Christ
Chttd's Society. An enthusiaetie
Midlence of approximately two hun-

people attended the perform-

Prof. Joseph T. Jones, moderator
at Vbm society, wee responsible for
tlM arrangements and it was
through his kindness that the mem-
hen of the society presented these

Tlie cast deserves a great deal ot
praise for their splendid work, as
Ifeer are rehearsing "Macbeth," the
M^or production of the year, at
Hm Pieeeoi ti0Mu This will bt pr*-

' In the sear future.

Again—^Wanamaker

Men's Store

Showing a complete new line of suitings at

a remarkably low price. A new tab ooUar

shirt in popular British stripings. Smart

spring shades in the latest slack socks.

Villanova men will have an opportunity of

s^ing all these and many more new fur-

nishings for CoUege Men tomorrow in the

Lunch-room from ten to three o'clock.

Roosevelt Hotel, where LomlMirdo
closed a very long and highly suc-
cessful engagement in order to ac-

cept the date at the World's Fair
in Chicago. .'

!

This fact, together with Black's
prolonged engagement at the Jenk-
Inson Pavillion^ Point Pleasant,
New Jersey, and at several of the
outstanding restaurants in New
York, including the very exclusive
Saltzman's Restaurant at 42nd
street, and his highly successful run
at the Village Bam in that city,

settled the point in Mr. Crowley's
mind. His judgment In the matter
was further substantiated by the
broadcasting of Black and his or-
chestra over the Columbia Broad-
casting System, while playing re-
cently in one of the leading hotels
in Albany. New York.

-ISTUDENT SONG WRITER
COMPOSES NEW MARCH

Carmen J. Giordano^ Fre8hma%
Arts Student, Dedioaiee Song

to College

''March of the Wildcats.** a v«0*

H

MENDEL BULLETrN

Science School Publication Beady
in Near Future

The "Mendel Bulletin," the year-
ly publication of the Science School,
will be ready for publication In the
near future, and It is anticipated

that this year's book wJU by far

surpass all previous efforts.

This expectation is based on the

fact that Dr. Victor Robinson, pro-
fessor in medicine at Temple Uni-
versity, has promised to assist
Raphael J. Ceravolo. editor of the
Bulletin, by furnishing plates of
many famous bacteriologists, such
as Pasteur, Lister. Koch and others.
Mr. Ceravolo, when interviewed.

said that all theses will receive due
consideration, and their incorpora-
tion in the Bulletin will depend up-
on the subject matter and its treat-
ment.

TOWERT" '*~'
pp. Terminal

A Pubtix Theatre

Today, Wed. and^ Thiirs.

*^Luxury Liner*'
with

AMoe White, George Brent and
C. Aubrey Smith

Fri., Sat. and Mon.

RICHARD DIX

*THE GREAT JASPER"

tory march song, has recently

dedicated to Villanova CoUege by.

Carmen J.~ Giordano, an aooook*
pushed pianist and versatile organ*
ist. who is a freshman in the ArUl
School.
Mr. Giordano is the sole composer

of the music which is of mediuoft

register, march tempo, and hee A
melody of characteristic collefe

rhythm and spirit. The lyrics hav«
not yet been completed.
While a student at South Phil*

adelphia High School, Mr. Giordano
was a member of the school's senior
orchestra for four years. He re*

ceived his musical Instruction at
the Philadelphia Musical Academy
under the tutelage of some of the
best pianists in the city. Mr. Gior-
dano is credited with having com-
posed and arranged numerous
march selections.

BARGAIN
IN

VACATIONS! ^_
FOLLOW THE "50 TIMEBS">

TO EUROPE
*P«o»lewho liave traveled across theAdaaric *

iO timci oc more via tlie White Star Line.

ITS ft chance fou mty never lure

agftia...to take s Europeftn vscft'

tion ftt this year's low coses ... in-

Tourist Class on mighnr White Sour

liners. Because ihey Aitow (he fsf •

good times chat White Star offers,

veteran voyagers have chosenWhite
Star 30 times and more.

Sail on the M<i!/M//V, world's krgest

ship; famous Olympic; Cmgic (new)
*

and Britannic, England's largest >

motor liners; or the fv/otite Adriatic.

98
.50(Mp)ToiHistClasst:;

rouad
tripfrom ^175

For sailings to Ireland, England and
France, see your local «sent — the
ttavel autliont/ in your coaunuoity.

9i

HOLY YEAR CRUISES
On famous and popular liners

—

swift connections direct Co Rome

WHITE STAR
a«te Walout St., Phila., Pa.
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Villanova
Alumni

The official school ringv may be

obtained with your own cImb

yean Write for prices*

L. G. Balfour Co.

Philadelphia Branch

1601 Chestnut St.
i
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OUR POLICY

EACH TIME a new editor or editorial

staff assumes control of the destinies

of a newspaper, it is customary for those

in charge to outline the policy they are to

pursue throughout the terms of their of-

fice. Although this procedure was most

apropos last week, the opportunity to do

BO was not presented to us because of the

more immediate importance of other

items. As a result, we are now using this

space to clarify the positions we hold and

the attitudes we entertain. The work of

our predecessors has been of the first or-

der. They have effected certain drastic

changes, both in policy and in make-up,

which have met with oiu* whole-hearted

approval. Our foremost efforts, then, will

be towards continuing this policy and to-

wards bringing the paper just so much
closer to the point of journalistic perfec-

tion. Aside from this primary aim, how-

ever, we shall classify our policy under

two principal headings, the presentation

of news items in the newspaper proper

and the expression of comment and opin-

ion in our editorial columns. As regards

the former of these, we shall endeavor to

bring before our readers as complete a
chronicle of campus news as comes within

the power of a single organization, and in

the presentation of this news we shall

strive for the greatest possible degree of

accuracy and completeness. With regards

to our editorial comment, we shall first of

all be scrupulously fair. Where a contro-

versy arises, both sides of the question

will be recognized. Likewise, all blame and

no credit where credit is due would be a

poor policy, and consequently we shall

avoid it. Finally, we shall advocate only

what we consider to be definitely construc-

tive, striking a conservative medium, when
comment should be advanced, between tt»e

course that is staid and taciturn and the

on^ which is forward and radical.

BE A GENTLEMAN
VISITORS upon the campus are be-

coming more numerous and frequent

now that the warm and pleasant spring

weather has come upon us. It may have

been observed on various occasions that

some of these visitors were at a noticeable

loss to know just where or how to locate

the persons they desire to see. It is our

opinion that the students, when aware of

such circumstances, should find it their

duty to give assistance and to extend

whatever courtesy they can towards alle-

viating anyone found to be in such a pre-

dicament Though courtesy may at times

be taken for granted and considered trivial

by some, it is always expected by guests

and will certainly be appreciated when ex-

hibited in the proper spirit. We should

bear in mind that courtesy is an impor-

tant factor in the characteristics of a gen-

tleman, and, insofar as every college man

has more than a normal amount of train-

ing and education, he owes it to himself

and to his college to manifest that train-

iog which he is susposed to have aog^uired.

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

HELLO PEEPULY! Have you
fully recovered from last week
yet? Neither have I? How

did you enjoy the 33rd Junior Week
of this good old century limited?
Poison Ivy Day-^the Red, White or
Blue Blazer Ball—the blasely gay
prom. Vas you dere, lir. Kraus-
meyer?
As probably most of you know,

there wat) more than one reason for
the planting^ of the Junior class

trees instead of the traditional ivy.

It would seem that In past years
the ivy never did seem particularly
fond of climbing precariously up
the sides of the various dorms, for
the simple reason that it knew that
it would never be used for the pur-
pose for which Nature intended it.

What was the use in its providing
an extra means of entrance to the
fellows' rooms for those who were
addicted to climbing up walls in the
wee hours of the morning, when all

one had to do was to walk up the
stairs? So, in view of the continued
"open door" policy of Villanova,
even after midnight, the honorable
committee decided to plant several
new varieties of crab-apple trees,

the kindly branches of which you
will some day see spreading over
our beautiful campus—if you live

long enough.
• • •

Every so often during the past
year there have appeared in «thls

column certain not-so veiled refer-

ences pertinent to the interests of
"Pate" Banmiller in a college sit-

uated in the central reaches of New
Jersey, more familiarly known to
him as Georgian Court. We didn't
think so much of the matter at
first, but as time went by it became
apparent that the shadows under
"Pate's" eyes were deepening and
that all was not well, which would
not have been so bad were it not
for the fact that his murmurings
about his fair one were causing
everyone else in Fedigan to lose
plenty of sleep. The trouble seenaed
to he in the fact that the poor lad
was torn between two fires as to
whom he should take to the prom

—

one flame at Rosemont and the oth-
er at Georgian. From the evidence
gathered on Friday night (there
wafi plenty!) we can surmise that
Rubinoff will soon have a job, the
fair princess from the Court to do
all the smiling.

• * • ;."

The plays presented by the Belle
Masque the other night at St. Leon-
ard's were apparently well received,
but the one thing the audience
could not understand was the fact
that every time one of the players
would dash on the stage he would
appear to be quite dazed and in-

clined to stagger around a bit be-
fore waking up to the fact that he
was supposed to be acting. The dif-

ficulty was this: There was con-
cealed in the curtain which served
as a stage entrance a small lead
weight suspended about five feet
off the floor. Whenever anyone at-

tempted to go on the stage he
would have to dive through the cur-
tain and in so doing would receive
a nice bump on the head. Thus it

was that Bob McGroiy was nearly
knocked unconscious about five min-
utes before he was supposed to have
been shot, thereby making it quite
impossible for Banmiller to stand
him up long enough to pop him off

without seeming to have been tak-
ing advantage of him.

• • •

Positively don't miss "Look Who's
Here," next Thursday or Friday
night. It's the funniest thing that
has hit Villanova in a month of
Mondays. The "Dance of the Di-
rectors" and that of the "Mickey
Mouses" will be enough to send you
home talking to yourself.

• • •

It's amusing to watch some of the
day-hopa rushing for their morning
trains for Villanova. There is a
certain long-legged individual from
in town who has a bad habit of be-
ing late for anything and every-
thing. The other day we happened
to catch sight of him trying to

shake off several playful little dogs
that were quite fascinated by the
sight of those fast-moving extremi-
ties and couldn't resist the tempta-
tion to chase after them.

• • •

Said Harry Mackey to the Science
students last week: "Yes, boys, I

spent seven of the best years of my
life in college trying to get out."

Mr. Mackey was captain of the grid
teams at both Lafayette and the
University of Pennsylvania, though
not at the same time.

• • •

"Prudence" Sullivan and "Elmer"
Marechal are renewing their old

feud as to whether "Coast to Coast"
Marcouse is just a gigolo?

• • •

Bill Zcil at last has been prom-
ise<l a job—In a clock factory, mak-
ing faces.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

WHATS next? We learn that

a student at the Utah State
College has brought a cov-

ered wagon to the campus to live

in so as to eliminate the cost of

carfare and save the usual board
bills. Then too, there are two fel-

lows at Rutgers who are living in

a house boat for the same reason.
Perhaps, if you look closely enough
about the campus here, you can
find Al Ryan roosting In a tree,

just to be in collegiate styles

Speaking of Ryan, we wonder
whatever happened to the Vigi-
lance Committee? They seemed to

be much in evidence at the begin-
ning of the year with their spotless

white hats and regal manners. But
the incoming frosh seemed to have
a stern lookvin their eyes or some-
thing. They I scared the connmittee
members so much that, try as you
will, you can't find a soph who will

admit that he was on the committee.

Is it Utopia that is supposed to be
Paradise on earth? No, it's not!
It must be the University of North
Carolina. It seems that since the
university is largely supported by
the tobacco crop, students are al-

lowed to smoke in class, even in

exams. We think that this item
will interest Deehan. /

As one of the alert "Stool Pi-

geon's" little squabs, we wish to relay

some lowdown on the profs. Try to

discover which one has the repu-
tation of being the heaviest eater.

He always has two helpings of the
entree, if that is a clue. Which one
blushed violently last week when
the class cheered him as he entered
the classroom wearing one of those
new matching tie-and-shirt combi-
nations? Who was it that told a
class If they didn't want a lecture,

he would dismiss them without giv-

ing them cuts? Which one is it that
will, in all seriousness, try to con-
vince you that he once played ball

with the Yankees?

An ancient college tradition, in-

volving the privileges of the sopho-
mores over members of the first

year men, was upset at Rutgers
University recently when the Stu-

dent Council delegated enforcement
of the freshman rules to the Cap
and Skull, a senior honorary society.

The Student Council learned that

the sophomores had been lax In

enforcing the rule and necessitating

the frosh to wear a small cap and
a green tie. The first year men are

allowed but one side of the street

to walk on, and must not remain
out after 8 o'clock in the evening.

Of special interest to "Howie,"
Richmond and "Jerry" Dolan is the

following: Two girls, appointed
cheer leaders at Northwestern, re-

fused stating that it would be un-
dignified. We nominate as our
personal selection for next year's

cheer leaders: Ed Cohen and Tony
DeCicco. Heaven kelp the teajn if

they're selected!

One of the frat houses at Mar^
quette has a skunk as a mascot,
but, we're told, he underwent a
minor operation before being iniU-

ated.

To shine shoes, to polish cars, to

act as a solvent for garbage, to

clean pipes, to be taken straight

as a beverage, are some of the inci-

dental -ises Temple students find

for mouth washeg.^,

If you want to start a good argu-

ment, try to decide just who can
properly claim the tiUe of heavy-
weight "wrasslin" champ. SavoWi
claims he's champ in Illinois, Londos
says that Pennsylvania as well as

Illinois belong to him. The New
"York Commission recognizes Brown-
ing and the bean caters in Boston
nominate Don George. Danny Zaff

wishes. to challenge, thru this col-

umn, any or all of the quartet in

a one-fall-to-a-finish match.

The "Alarm Clock," with Its

theme, "Time to Wake Up," re-

cently appeared on the campus at
McGill University, Montreal, Can.
Priced at five cents, the aim of this

new publication is to provide a me-
dium for the expression of literary

effort and to stimulate thought on
Canadian economics and politica.

Did you know that: The tobacco
industry pays yoVr Uncle Samuel
the neat sum of 500 million dollars

yearly in taxes? "The sidewalks of

New York" are only a step above
the gutter? "Mike Clavln finds

Bartlett (pears) especially sweet?
"Bull" Redington can blush prettily?

lacobcllis has the reputation of being
the most modest man on the

campus? The new 3.2 beer is

phoney—divide the number by two
and you're a little high for the con-

t^At that iB Icsal?

Things Literary

IN THE MAY issue of the Ck)8mopolitan

Magazine, there is an article of unusual
interest entitled "Is Religion Dying in the
World?" Eight writers, speaking for as
many countries, have given their opinions

in a concise and brief form. Of the couii->

tries represented, three are of particular

interest to us, namely, the United States,

England and France.

The religious aspect in America is writ^

ten by James Barrett, an outstanding

journalist. Speaking of the lack of attend-*

ance at churches before the advent of

radio, he says in part, **The Catholic

churches seemed to be holding their

ground, but the automobile, golf, moviea,;

baseball, hikes and all manner of recreai

tion were taking the crowds away from
the big Protestant churches all over the

country." After the advent of radio, Mr*
Barrett claims there was a tremendous
rise in church attendance. Later he sums
up the attitude of Americans in the some-*

what graphic sentences, 'The American
people instead of being cold toward re-

Ugon are crazy about it. They eat it up.**

If this is true, it speaks well for the prog<«

ress of religion in our country.

Arnold Toynbee, speaking for England,

says that religion is making real progress

in that country, especially among the up*

per classes. Commenting on the number
of conversions to Catholicism, he writes,

"The number of conversions per annum
nowadays is 12,000 and upwards, mostly,

I fancy, from the upper classes, and large*

ly from intellectuals."

In France, Andre Maurois says: "The
moral condition of Cathohcism in France
is much stronger today than in 1900." He
concludes that "rehgion, which, in France,

lost ground from 1880 to 1900, has recov-

ered it between 1920 and 1930."

ONE OF THE most popular writers of

biography, both in this country and

in England, is the Frenchman, Andre

Maurois. His books seem to lose but little

of their beauty in their translations, a
noteworthy thing when we consider how
many books suffer when read in transla*

tion. His book, "Mape, the Worjd of lUuf

sion," is a fine example of skillful transla*

tion.
"''

Mape, as he explains the first chapter

of the book, is the land where "at eight

o'clock the grown-ups are sent to bed and

the little boys take the little girls to the

theatre."

"The Sorrows of the Young Werther**

is the title of the second chapter. It is a

portrait of Goethe, the German poet, and

is by far the most poignant and beautiful

part of the book. The highly sensitive

Goethe, who fives in a realm of fantasy,

is pictured as the hero of his own life, a

characteristic which it seems to us also

belonged to the Eiiglish poet, Byron.

Another particularly interesting po#«

tion of the book is the chapter on the fa*

mous English actress, Mrs. Siddons. Not

only does it tell of her career, but mang^

other noted actors of her day are intro*

duced such as Garrick, and Mrs. Kemble«

Dr. Johnson, whom the worid now remeitt*

hers chiefly through BosweU, is another

character in the chapter.

Mr. Maurois has caught the spirit of

his characters with his pen and as usual

has turned out an excellent book, wdl
written and highly entertaining. We are

sure that if you are at all interested in the

characters which are the subjects of this

book, you will find the reading of "Mape**

well worthwhile. You cannot compart

this book with the other biographies

which Mr. Maurois has written. Here Ym

has mixed fancy with reality, produciaf

the most unusual and pleasing effect

SMILES
''True humor lies not in laugh-

Ur, but m smiles which lie far

deeper.**

The nM
X atng of my love,

My l>eautiful dove,
¥flM> cares, who cares, who ceree.

I know she le true,

To me and to you.
Who carea? Who caree? Who ceres

?

SARDIS.

Auettn Alrfngs

Oocheo: "That coffee tasted like

mud."
Diello: "It must have beea the

Srounds.

Why Is It?

Why is it that my sweetness
Fills me with romance.
Vtnhlspers that she loves me.
Before the Senior Dance?

Other times she's distant.

Always has a date;

Tells me she's so sorry.

I don't seem to rate.

But when the big event rolls 'round,

She's sweet as she can be;

And then I ask her very shyly
If she'll go with me.

This sudden change is very odd.

It's more than I can see.

I think I've found the answer, tho,

MY PERSONALITY.
8MILER.

Life's Darkest Moments
It seems that Daly and Torpey

were passing an enjoyable evening
in the company of two fair damsels
until the subject of basketball was
menUoned. Daly's fair one then
exclaimed, "Oh, Torpey. you play
with the Villanova Varsity, don't
you? Why, you are the star of the
team. I read all about you in the
papers." Then turning to Jerry,
the neglected, she said, "Do you go
to Villanova. too?" Was Daly's face
red? Just ask him. v v

Campoe CiMuit

'The Junior Prom.
Has come and went.
The pocketbook,
Is badly bent.

Saving pennies,
One and all.

Waiting for.

The Senior Ball.

"ssmm SESSION

TO BEGIN JONE 26

Numerous Courses to Be Con-

ducted and Three New Pro-

fessors to Join Faculty

TWO REGISTRATION DAYS

The 15th annual summer school
session will open June 36 and will

continue to August 10. Registration
for all the courses to be given will

be held on June 26 and 27.

The courses which have been
given during the past year in the
various schools will be offered in

the summer school as well as many
subdivisons of these subjects.

Additions to the faculty for the
summer session include: Rev. John
R. Biggans, O. S. A., A. M.; Rev. J.

F. Hammond, O. S. A., A. M., and
Rev. J. L. Seary, O. S. A., A. M.

Fr. Biggans will teach pro-
gressive methods in current educa*
tion and the curriculum; Fr.
Hammond, who at present is pre-
paring to receive the degree of Doc-
tor of Philosophy at the University
of Chicago, will give a course which
will include lecture and laboratory
work in chemistry. A survey of
American literature and methods of
teaching English in junior and sen-
ior high schools will be given by
Fr. Seary, of St. Rita's High
School, Chicago.
The following courses will be of-

fered in the diocesan school at 19th
and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Pa.:
U. S. History, H; geography of the
Old World, geography of tho New
World, history of civilization, teach-
ing of English, arithmetic and edu-
cational psychology.
Registration will be held at 19th

and Wood streets, Philadelphia, on
June 28. Classes will begin June
29 and continue to August 11.

Award Contract
on New Monastery

OoaUaMe rnm Pac« One

Good Time Charlie

1st Femme: "Cox Is a wonderfiil
blocker."
2nd Femme: "Yeah, I wish he'd

take me out."

Weekly Aw»rd
This week's prise for the dumb-

est crack goes to the frosh who
wanted to know what door the
VILLANOVAN staff key opened.
This same individual thought crib
Sheets were baby's bed clothes.

Ecstasy

A wisp of a girl in organdy fair,

llie flash of a pale blue eye.

A stroke of her wavy, gleaming,
blonde hair,

A hug... a kiss... a sigh.

THE PHANTOM SWAIN.

P. 8.

The Smiler Is grateful to those
Who contributed to the Smiles Box
In response to his call. However,
some are dropping orange peels,

etc., Into the receptacle. Plesuse do
not force the Smiler to wear rub-
ber gloves when opening his prUe
••4 joy.

¥. L S. PRESENTS PUTS
Teidered Enthunl—He SeespMea hf

Audleuee «t SI. Lreonard'a

Onee aurala the Belle Masque
Plairers of the Villanova Ltterary
Seelety upheld their high staadarde
hr reproductanir the Ave one-eei
pMB which were presented in the

fitteigt gymueaium ia th« middle eC
PeHiruary.

Xiost Wednesday night they pre-

sented these plays at St. Leonard's
Farish for the benefit of the Christ
Chlld'e flk>eiety. Au enthueieetie
MuUence of approKlmately two hun-
dred people attended the perform-

Frof. Joseph T. Joaas, moderator
«C tike society, was responsible for
iko arrangements and It wae
through his kindness that the mum-

of the society presented theee

The cast deserves a greet deal of
praise for their splendid work, as
l^er are rehearsing "Macbeth," the
Ma|or production of the year, at
Hm preaeat tima. This will ba pra-

la the near future.

cables from under the monastery
and installed new cables which will
run under the priests' dining-room.
This had to be done since a new
excavation for the monastery is nec-
essary.
The new structure will be fire-

proof throughout. In order to Insure
that the college will not suffer from
another conflagration.
On account of the reconstruction,

those students who were residing
in the monastery building were
transferred to Alumni, Austin and
Mendel halls. Thirty-six rooms were
vacated over the weekend in order
that work may begin immediately.
Other contractors who bid on the

rebuilding of the monastery exclu-
sive of contracts for plumbing, heat-
ing and electrical work are as fol-
lows: William R. Dougherty, 1608
Sansom Street, Philadelphia; Mur-
phy-Qulgley Co., 1518 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia; John McShain, 1610
North Street, Philadelphia; McClos-
Key Co.. 1620 Thompson Street, Phil-
adelphia; Wark & Co., 1608 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia; A. Raymond
Raff Construction Co., 1635 Thomp-
son Street, Philadelphia; F, V.War-
ren, Lewis Tower, Philadelphia;
John P. Hallahan, Inc., 2013 Sansom
Street, Philadelphia; John N. Gill
Construction Co., 1500 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia; Frainie Broth-
ers, 19 West Franklin Street, Balti-
more., Md.,

Contract With TeddyBlack
Involvqs^Interesting Tale

Orchestra, Signed for Belle Air Ball, Substi-

tuted for Guy Lombardo at

Pavillion Royale

STUDENT SONG WRITER ^

COMPOSES NEW MARCH

i

The signing of Teddy Black and

His Orchestra as the band attrac-

tkm at the Belle Air Ball on the

19th of this month was brought
about in a manner that was not

only peculiar, but very interesting.

When the announcement was made
two weeks ago that this orchestra

would play at the annual senior

function it was hailed with a great
deal of joy on the campus, but few
students knew of the talc attached
to the contract.
When William G. Crowley, chair-

man of tho dance committee, and
his associates started out to select

an orchestra their minds were
filled with thoughts of Guy Lom-
bardo and a number of other big
headliners, but there were several
reasons why that condition could
not be fulfilled, the most important
of which is the fact that Lombardo
must be in Chicago May 15 to be-

gin an engagement in connection
with the Century of Progress Ex-
position.
Although somewhat disappointed

in their first attempts, the commit-
tee did not despair of obtaining a
nationally known group of musi-
cians. The further quest brought
Mr. Crowley into the studios of the

WCAU Broadcasting Company in

Philadelphia and into the office of

H. Bart McHugh, of the Universal

Artists' Bureau, where he made
known his thoughts concerning the

orchestra.
The bureau Immediately set about

choosing a band which met all

the qualifications of the committee.

After a great deal of negotiating

and elimination, they finally select-

ed Teddy Black, and this selection

met with the whole-hearted agree-

ment of the committee because of

the record and reputation this or-

chestra has. ^
Mr. Crowley* discovered that Guy

Lombardo frequently called Teddy
Black into the Pavillion Royale as

a substitute whenever he decided

to give his own boys a rest from
their steady employment. Black
not only proved an able substitute,

but in many instances was mistak-
en for Lombardo, and a number of

the patrons of the restaurant often

went so far as to address him as
"Mr. Lombardo."
The same condition was found to

be true in the GriU Room of the
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Have You

I

the

I Villanova j

I U B
I Shop?
I First Ciass Barbers i

I First Class Service

i and Depression Prices j
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Again—^Wanamaker

Men's Store

Showing a complete new line of suitings at

a remarkably low price. A new tab coUar

shirt in popular British stripings. Smart

spring shades in the latest slack socks.

Villanova men will have an opportunity of

seeing all these and many more new fur-

nishings for College Men tomorrow in the

Lunch-room from ten to three o'clock.

Rooeevelt Hotel, where Lombardo
closed A very long and highly suc-
cessful engagement in order to ac-

cept the date at the World's Fair
in Chicago.
This fact, together with Black's

prolonged engagement at the Jenk-
inson Pavillion, Point Pleasant,
New Jersey, and at several of the
outstanding restaurants in New
York, including the very exclusive
Saltzman's Restaurant at 42nd
street, and his highly successful run
at the Village Barn in that city,

settled the point in Mr. Crowley's
mind. His judgment in the matter
was further substantiated by the
broadcasting of Black and his or-
chestra over the Columbia Broad-
casting System, while playing re-

cently in one of the leading hotels
in Albany, New York.

MENDEL BULLETIN

Science School Publication Beady
in Near Future

The "Mendel Bulletin," the year-
ly publication of the Science School,

will be ready for publication in the

near future, and it is anticipated

that this year's book wUl by far

surpass all previous efforts.

This expectation i« based on the

fact that Dr. Victor Robinson, pro-
fessor in medicine at Temple Uni-
versity, has promised to assist
Raphael J. Ceravolo. editor of the
Bulletin, by furnishing plates of
many famous bacteriologists, such
as Pasteur, Lister, Koch and others.
Mr. Ceravolo, when interviewed,

said that all theses will receive due
consideration, and their incorpora-
tion in the Bulletin will depend up-
on the subject matter and its treat-
ment.

TOWEICeMh street

^pp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today, Wed. and Thiirs.

*^Luxury Liner"
with

Ayoe White, George Brent and
0. Aubrey Smith

Fri., Sat. and Mon.

RICHARD DIX
la

**THK GREAT JASPER'*

Carmen J. Giordano^ Freshnum
Arts Student, Dedicates Soof

to College

"March of the Wildcats," a vto*

tory march song, has recently beea

dedicated to Villanova College \»f.

Carmen J. Giordano, an acoon»-
plished pianist and versatile organ*
ist, who is a freshman in the Arte
School.
Mr. Giordano is the sole composer

of the music which is>6f mediufla

register, march temp<^and hae A
melody of characteristic college

rhythm and spirit. The lyrics hav«
not yet been completed.
While a student at South Phil-

adelphia High School, Mr. Giordano
was a member of the school's senior
orchestra for four years. He re-

ceived his musical instruction at

the Philadelphia Musical Academy
under the tutelage of some of the
best pianists in the city. Mr. Gior-

dano is credited with having com-
posed and arranged numerous
march selections.

BARGAIN
IN

VACATIONS! __
FOLLOW THE "50 TMEBS"?

TO EUROPE
*Peoplcwho tiaTCuaveled across tlieAdMitic *

)0 time* ot more via the White Sou Lioe.

ITS 9. chance fou may ocTer hsve

agAia...co cake a European vaca-

tion at this year's low coses . . . ii»

Tourist Class on mighty White Scar

liners. Because chey kaow chc gay •

good times thac White Star offers,

veteran voyagers have chosen White
Star 30 times and more.

Sail on the Majestic, world's largesc

ship; famous Olympic; Georgic (new)
'

and Britannic, England's largest '

motor liners; or the (rvotite Adriatic.

98
50(«p)TomistClass ^':;

round
tripfrom $175

For sailings to Ireland, England and
France, see your local agent — the
aavel autlioric/ io your commuoity.

HOLY YEAR CRUISES
On famous and popular liners

—

swift connections direct Co Rome

WHITE STAR
1S29 Walnut St., Pbll*., Pa.

jfMMMMiMfMUHtiMIMIUIMIMUtnUMUMfMIIHMIIMIiMIIK

i

Villanova
Alumni

The official school ringn may be

obtained with your own clagg

yean Write for prices.

L. G. Balfour Co.

Philadelphia Branch

1601 Chestnut St.

If
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Wearie Willie's

Advice

Dear William:
I bave a new invention. It Is a

cellophane umbrella, so that one
may see whether or not it is rain-

ing. If it is not, you do not need
It, or if It is, you do. How do you
like that?

s SMOOTHIE.
Pear Bud:
Some joke, hey boss?

W. W.

Dear Wearie Willie:

My girl friend plays the Jew's

harp and the tuba. Every time that

I go to see her, she cither plays

"Turkey in the Straw" or "Peeping
Through the Knothole in Grandpa's
Wooden Leg." Is there any hope?

> ,i SUPER SMOOTH.
Dear I*u P.:

That's Wright. You will read po-

etry, will you?
WEARY W.

Dear Wearie Willie:

The other night I saw one of the

Vn^LANOVAN reporters reading
poetry on the comer of S2d street

and Baltimore avenue. Please ad-

,vl«e.

THE SHADOW.
Dear Red:

That's what it does to a person
Please do not ask what that is.

BILL.

Dear Wearie:
Ofttimes I think what a wonder-

ful world this is to live in. How
beautiful are the sonnets of the
poets! How nice and shiny are the
Philadelphia and Western cars!

How elegant is stuff!

BIG & LITTLE JITTERS.
Dear B. and L. J.:

Oh do do de oh do. Hi di hi di hi.

WILLIE.

MACKEY AIMSSES

STOEjraiNAR

Ex-Mayor of Philadelphia Tells

Pre-Meds About His

Experiences

HAS HAD THRILLING CAREER

Continued From Page One

AWARDS TO BE MADE

Available to Catholic Prep

Students of Philadelphia

and Vicinity

ON COMPETITIVE BASIS

Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S.

A., president of the college, has an-
nounced that Villanova will award
three competitive scholarships to

become effective beginning with the
opening of the fall term.
These three scholarships, valued

at $1000 to $1120 each, covering tui-

tion charges for a four-year college

course, will be awarded on the

basis of the results of competitive*
examinations.

It is believed that this is the first

time in the history of the college

that competitive scholarships have
been awarded. Previous to thJs,

certain high schools were permitted
by the college to send a representa-
tive student to Villanova and his

board and tuition expenses wer(.>

defrayed by the college. However,
these scholarships were not on a
competitive basis.

The scholarships now being of-

fered are available to all Catholic
young men living in Philadelphia
pr vicinity and who are senior high
school students and in good scho-
lastic standing.
The examinations for these schol-

arships will be given in English,
history, mathematics, Spanish and
German. They will be conducted
at the college during June 20 and
21. Those who are Interested in
furthering their education and wish
to obtain fuller and more detailed
information are requested to write
to the Registrar, in care of the col-

lege. On receipt of this request an
application blank, together with a
syllabus, will be sent to each appli-

cant.

"Hello, Harry Mackey," and Im-
mediately lapsed into his coma-like
attitude. This incident left an im-
pression on the ex-Mayor's memory,
and he still thinks to this day that
if someone had administered the
proper care, moral and physical, to

the afflicted man, it would have
probably prevented him from be-

coming insane.

Mr. Mackey talked of men who,
because of their great love for man-
kind, gave up wonderful opportun-
ities for gaining immediate money
and honor. He mentioned such
great men as Ramsay Macdonald,
and Benito Mussolini, and showed
that during their early political life

they were met by defeat and oppo-
sition on all sides. Prime Minister
Macdonald, during the days of the
war, was hanged in effigy, and Mus-
solini was put in prison on nu-
merous occasions. But overcoming
these difficulties and early disap-
pointments, these men persisted in

their beliefs and succeeded, and be-
came the mighty dynamic charac-
ters of today.
Russia, U great progressive nation

in the material sense« can not suc-
ceed, because, as Mr. Mackey point-
ed out, any nation that denied the
existence of God and taught this
belief to their school children could
not continue to prosper.
The former Mayor stated that a

great responsibility Is waiting for
doctors because there are 14,000,000
unemployed in the United States
and their health during the present
depression Is in the care of the
doctors, who are the servitors of
the unfortunates,.; '•

He was most impressed, while
addressing a group of internes, by
their unselfish, idealistic attitude
and determination to go out and
try to be a success. Realizing that
they had spent many years of study
and large sums of money in order
to attain their aim in life, he knew
that their real compensation was
not monetary compensation but was
the knowledge that they had per-
formed their duty honestly and in-
telligently.

He stated that people gain more

honor and learning from defeat*
than from victories. This state<i

ment Is proved e>|ery day in all the
contests of life, especially In sports

and a certain boxing match was
given as an example, in which the
loser, defeated by a wide margin,
gained the credit and admiration of

the fans by his spirit and attempt
to win the fight.

Football, the basic sport of all

athletics, has a real lesson that can
be applied to any walk of life. It

teaches co-operation, obedience and
a concertive purpose. Mr. Mackey
also stressed the fact that the stu-
dents who do not play football
should get behind their football
teams in a whole-hearted manner.
The world is waiting for the

leadership of college men because
the greatest benefit of college train-
ing is knowing how to think. This
fact was brought out by the story
of Lincoln who sat up the night
that he heard of the Dred-Scott de-
cision, thinking it out alone with
his God as his only guidance and
coming to the conclusion. "That
this nation cannot survive half
slave and half free."

"When a man sits down and
thinks out his life problems as Lin-
coln did. he can become a dynamic
personage,' said Mr. Mackey in
closing.

Attends Celebration
Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college at-
tended and participated in a solemn
celebration last Sunday.
In the morning he was present at

the BIcentennary Celebration of old
St. Joseph's Church, Philadelphia.
In the course of the ceremonies
Solemn Pontifical Mass was cele-
brated by His Eminence Cardinal
Dougherty, of Philadelphia.

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
Ck>llege Tailor Since 1926

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It Is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

WEEKLY CALENDAR

TODAY
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.
Foreign Relations Society, Lounge, Gymnasium Z'55 S" JJ*
Catholic Press Apostolate meeting, 210 Mendel Hall 7.00 P. M.

^';"
'''v

'--.; '^^v .;••:•'rWEDNESDAY
VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 1.00 P. M.
Varsity vs. Temple, at Stadium 3.00 P. M.
Day Hops meeting, Mendel Hall Amphitheatre 1-00 P. M.

"Look Who's Here," Gymnasium V AA' fJS S' S*
Holy Hour in College Cfhapel 5.30—6.80 P. M.

FBIDAT
"Look Who's Jlere," Gymnasium •••,••*• V * * * * * *

' T;*'^
^" **'

MONDAY
Literary Society joint meeting, 204 Mendel Hall.. 8.16 P. M.

^—^—^

Sophoiii^Tes Plan
Elaborate Dance

Continued From P»c« One

said: "The dance committee Is ask-
ing for the co-operation of every
sophomore In order that this single

social venture of the ctass and the
final affair of the season may be a
success."
The committee assisting Mr.

Loughlin is composed of Edmond
P. Relley, James J. Travers, John
F. O'Connell, Vlto F. Canuso. Frank
W. Willis. Thomas J. Donahue,
John R. Barry, Charles Nowe,
James W. Keeley, John F. Butler,
Edmond C. Malhame, LIbro Tagll-
anettl, Vincent Totin, Francis P.
BIgley, Arthur W. Cogan, Jean L.
Sharkey, Joseph P. Costlgan, Jos-
eph Dunlgan, Herman DIello, Mar-
tin J. Nichols. John DeLauro and
Howard J. Ogle.

Musical Comedy
Opens Thursday

Continued From Pnce On«

rol Cook, Chaiisa Kowe« Bemaid
Lee, Donald Blanchard. Richard
Hickey, William Grimberg, Ilany
Patzech, George Gartland, Robert
Rosen, George Hughes, Richard
Schuyler, James Tyrell, Howasd
Finelll, and John Vandcrwerf.

All those persons who took tick>

ets from William J. Conway to sell

outside of the college, are kindly
asked to make returns as soon ai
possible to Robert J. Whelan, in tlM
athletic ofilce. The prices of tfa#

tickets vary. Upon presentation oC
his A. A. book, a student may pui^
chase a ticket for thirty-five cei

Vonlgn RelatkMM Meeting '

The regular weekly mecthig ct

the International Relations Socle^
will be held this evening In tlM

lounge of the gynmaslum at 7 oW
clock. *

and Hubert Gallagher.
Those who will be seen in the

chorus are Thomas O'Donnell, Car-

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

44
Certified MiUe*

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Moet

Digestible Milk

ARDMORn
^ ^ A Warner Bnw. Theatn ^^^
Itotlnee Dally 1.30 to 4.30—Eve. 7 to 11

Wed. and Thnrs.

Mae West In

"SHE DONE HIM
WRONG"

Friday
Paul Lnkas and Ii<Hneita Yoong

In

"GRAND SLAM**

Saturday
Jamee Dunn, Sally EHere In

"SAILOR'S LUCK"

Mon. and Tuee.

"THE KEYHOLE"
With

Kay Francis and George Brenl

Say ^^3feLLo'^ to ike

home ^oLIcs at

>SW-'V^JVWVWWWWWWWWd

Fr. Stanford Made
President of Group

Ooatinoed From Pace One

Fr. McKee presented a complete
program of suggestions and con-

cluded by outlining the benefits

which would accrue from the adop-

tion of such a program.
The purpose of the Catholic Edu-

cational Association is to advance
the interests of Catholic education

in Pennsylvania. It is a pioneer in

its particular field, having been the

llrst organization of its kind to be

formed. Since Its origin, however,

the movement has been picked up
and adopted by numerous other

States* At first it Included only col-

leges, but at the present time the

association embraces, besides col-

leges, primary and secondary Insti-

tutions of learning.

An Introductory Offer

to College Students
One 7 by 10

GOLD-TONE
PHOTOGRAPH

•if-\-

LORINC STUDIOS
i; . 1211 Chestnut Street

/^O TO Ac telephone at 8:30 P. M. STANDARD

J-y TIME (9:30 P. M. Daylight Saving Time) and

give your home telephone number to the operator.

In less than a minute it will be "Hello, folks!" aiidl

you'll be enjoying the thrill of the week.

What fun you'll have to ehare the family news. Wh«<

a joy for Mother and Dad to hear your voice! Kee|p

• regular date with Home to call each week. It's tmk

Campue Pleasure that really satisfies! ,

And don't forget the time—8:30 P. M. (Standard

.Time) . Low Night Rates then go into effect on St«»

tion to Sution calls. It's a worthwhile saving, ae the«t

typical rates show. The charges, of course, can \m

^versed.

BUtUoo to StaUoB C«U
3-Mlaate OmumcUob
WlMnver •ppltaabte,
VMena TmIbcMM.

from Bryn Mawr fo—D«,BMe nicmbiuc

New York aty ___$ .65 $ .35

Waterbury, Conn. 1.00
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Villanova Scores Twid

As LaSalle Is Defeated

Weisenbaugh Tallies in Second and Final

Quarters as Entire Squad

^ Shows Improvement

BIZAC OUTSTANDING IN THE LINE

Zj»SaU« College used their en-

Vt« squad of 46 players, in an at-

tempt to stop the running attack

KNt the Villanova Wildcats, in their

pna\ spring training game last

JMiursday.

Although no ottlclal score was

l^ept, Villanova scored a touchdown

in both the second and last quar-

ters Weisenbaugh tallying both

times, the first on a line plunge

from the three-yard marker, and

the second on a run around right

«nd for 12 yards. Barney Lee added

ibe point after the second score

Hvith a place kick.

Coach "Marty" Brill's Explorers

were outweighed, but made a firm

stand against a team that waji it«'

superior in every respect. The work

of Ceretti, Minnlfri and Loomis was
outstanding for the Blue and Gold;

Minnlfri In particular getting away
for several long runs. In the first

quarter, there were no scoring

threats by either team, although

Villanova continually marched
through LaSalle at will, but

through errors inside the scoring

zone, failed to push over any score.

But in the second quarter the Cats

started a parade to the Explorers'

goal line, 60 yards away, that cli-

maxed in Welsenbaugh's first touch-

down. Dunn blocked Lee's try for

the extra point.

It waa at the end of this quarter

that LaSalle made their one and

only threat, when Captain "Whitey"

Randour failed to get a quick kick

away, giving the opposition the ball

on Villanova's 35-yard line. On the

second down, Minnlfri circled the

end for 10 yards and one of La
Salle's two first downs. But the Ex-

plorers could not again break

through the defense of the Main
Liners, and Villanova took the ball

on their own 2(>-yard line.

In the second half, the two teama

again concentrated the playing in

the center of the field, with the ex-

ception of a long punt by Ceretti,

that carried the ball to Villanova's

five-yard line.

In the fourth quarter the Wildcat

attack again began to roll with the

smoothness that was displayed in

the second quarter, with Carrol

Cook and Joe Weisenbaugh once

more leading the attack. This drive

culminated in "Jo-J^'s" second score

of the afternoon, a beautiful run

around the right end for 12 yards.

Lee added the point from place-

ment. ,;'.";.••.'.''.• ^
LaSalle's line thrusts were con-

tinually blocked by the stalwart fig-

ure of Vince Zlzac. who several

times broke through the Explorers'

forward wall to dump the ball car-

rier for a substantial loss.

Harry Patzsch, playing In his

new position of quarterback, having

been drafted from the fullback post

to fill the gap left by Bill Cav-

anaugh, who at present is scintillat-

ing on the baseball team, played his

usual steady game. Many times he

was the leading Interferer that

made possible the long runs of Cook
and Weisenbaugh.
VUlanovn I^ Salle

Goggln L. E. ... Oreenaught

Zisac L.T. ..... Berberich

CoK L. Q Hare
Nowe C Kosolovskl

Lee R. G. Loomis
Brodnicki ... R. T. Welse
Grimberg R. E Comey
Patrsch Q. B Gibbons
Randour L. H Payne
Cook R. H Wortman
Weisenbaugh . F. B Mount

Netmen Piny Thie Week
The tennis team will see action

this week, opposing Albright, Ur-

sinus and Bucknell. The Albright

match will be play today at home.
The Ursinus contest, which was
originally scheduled for Villanova,

will be played at Collegeville, as the

first fray was changed to the Wild-

cats' home courts. Bucknell will

also be met at home.

Schedule Released
For Freshman Nine

Cootlnuod From Vmf riv«

will t>e in perfect condition.

The schedule follows:

May e—Ursinus Frosh, away.
May 9—Penn Frosh, away.
May 11—Penn Frosh, home.
May 16—Ursinus Frosh, home.
May 19—

C

onshohocken H. S.

Club, home.
May 24—

C

onshohocken H.S.

Club, away (twilight game).

May 30—Eastern Penitentiary,

eway.

Dny-Hopa B—ebnil Team
There will be a flnat meeting of

the Day-Hope baaebell team, Wed-
nesday at 1 P. M., in the amphi-

theatre in Mendel HalU This meet-

ing will be called for the express

purpose of deciding whether or not

the Day-Hops are to remain in the

Inter-Dorm League. The present

team that is representing the club,

is not complete and about 12 play-

ers more are needed. This will be

the final meeting of the Day-Hopa
in regard to baseball. If the Com-
muters wish to be represented in

the league, it is imperative that

they attend.
_

,. HERE'? A fUNWVOWE
I THAT «APP£W€0 TO
M£ lAST NI6HT AT A
fVlAGlC JHOW.

WILL A
GENTLEMAW
PLCASE STEP
UPOWTHE i,

STAGE AWI>

SIT DOWN ?
THANK y<

r,mi.. i
.
i i . ... ... vj. '.iWv.^ ' U '

V
" '

' /•'

**>IMHA!HA!l ^
^

""""

WANT

i(^t47^

HE GOT THE
DUCK OUT

OF A CANVA?
•BAG FIXED

ON THE BACK

OF THE CHAIR

>. •;..

';• ' .

"

QUIT KIDDING yOimSELf.

CAMCLS AW MitDCll.TRy

OU€ AND 5C€.

GOSH i I GUESS YOU'RE
RIG*<T. CAMELS DO SE6M
MIlDEl^ AWD TASTE BETTETJ TOO.

THERE'S NO
fOOLiN*

A BOUT .THAT
UKE-'ITST^E

T4IATCOUNTS! 1

\tJ MORE FUH
to kmow
^If are vatAt firom

finer, MORE expbnsivb

tobaccos than any

other popular brand.

Camels

ippredate

I chance

those CO
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. Villanom Scores Twice

ils LaSalle Is Defeated

JW^eisenbaugh Tallies in Second and Final

Quarters as Entire Squad

Shows Improvement

BIZAC OUTSTANDING IN THE LINE

LASallc College used their en-

Ih-e squad of 45 players, in an at-

tempt to stop the running attack

UnC the Villunova Wildcat.s, in their

jttnal spring training game last

Thursday,

Although no ottlclal score was

kept, Villanova scored a touchdown

in both the second and last quar-

ters, Weisenbaugh tallying both

times, the Hrst on a line plunge

from the three-yard marker, and

the second on a run around right

•nd for 12 yards. Barney Lee added

the point after the second score

lirith a place kick.

Coach "Marty" Brill's Explorers

were outweighed, but made a firm

stand against a team that waa its

superior in every respect. The work
of Ceretti, Minnlfri and Loomis waa
outstanding for the Blue and Gold;

Minnifri In particular getting away
for several long runs. In the first

quarter, there were no scoring

threats by either team, although

Villanova continually marched
through LaSalle at will. but

through errors Inside the scoring

zone, failed to push over any score.

But in the second quarter the Cats

started a parade to the Explorers'

goal line. 60 yards away, that cli-

maxed in Weisenbaugh's first touch-

down. Dunn blocked Lee's try for

the extra point.

It was at the end of this quarter

that LaSalle made their one and

only threat, when Captain "Whltey"

Randour failed to get a quick kick

away, giving the opposition the ball

on Villanova'3 35-yard line. On the

second down, Minnifri circled the

end for 10 yards and one of La
Salle's two first downs. But the Ex-

plorers could not again break

through the defense of the Main

Liners, and ViUanovji took the ball

on their own 20-yard line.

In the second half, the two teanaa

affain concentrated the playing in

the center of the field, with tl^ ex-

ception of a long punt by Ceretti,

that carried the ball to Villanovaa

flve-yard line.

In the fourth quarter the Wildcat

attack again began to roll with the

smoothness that was displayed in

the second quarter, with Carrol

Cook and Joe Weisenbaugh once

more leading the attack. This drive

culminated in "Jo-Jo's " second score

of the afternoon, a beautiful run

around the right end for 12 yards.

Lee added the point from place-

ment. ".''':' ,"' '.>. '".'"7,.
,

LaSalie's line thrusts were con-

tinually blocked by the stalwart fig-

ure of Vince Zizac. who several

times broke through the Explorers'

forward wall to dump the ball car-

rier for a substantial loss.

Harry Patzsch, playing in his

new position of quarterback, having

been drafted from the fullback post

to fill the gap left by Bill Cav-

anaugh, who at present is scintillat-

ing on the baseball team, played his

usual steady game. Many times he

was the leading interferer that

made possible the long runs of Cook
and Weisenbaugh.
VUliuiovA !-• Sia»e

Goggin L. E. ... Greenaught

Zizac L. T Berberich

Cox L. G Hare
Nowe C Kosolovski

Schedule Released
For Freshmmi Nine

Continued From V»k9 Viv

Wildcats^ Four-Game Winning Streak Broken

Lee
Brodnlcki . .

.

Grimberg . .

.

Patzsch
Randour
Cook
Weisenbaugh

R. G. Loomis
R. T. Weise

. R. E Comey
. Q. B Gibbons
.. L. H Payne
. R. H Wortman
. F. B Mount

Netnien Ptay This Week
The tennis team will see action

this week, opposing Albright, Ur-

sinus and Bucknell. The Albright

match will be play today at home.

The Ursinus contest, which was
originally scheduled for Villanova,

will be played at Collegeville, as the

first fray was changed to the Wild-

cats' home courts. Bucknell will

also be met at home.

will be in^^rfect condition.

The^^^tTfiedule follows:

May 6—Ursinus Frosh, away.

May 9—Penn Frosh, away.
May 11—Penn Fro.ih, home.
May 16—Ursinus Frosh. home.
May 19—

C

onshohocken H. S.

Club, home.
May 24—C onshohocken H. S.

Club, away (twilight game).
May 30—Eastern Penitentiary,

away.

I>»y-Ho|M BAftebAll Te«ni

There will be a flnat meeting of

the Day-Hops baseball team, Wed-
nesday at 1 P. M.. in the amphi-

theatre in Mendel Hall. This meet-

ing will be called for the express

purpose of deciding whether or not

the Day-Hops are to remain in the

Inter-Dorm League. The present

team that is representing the club,

is not complete and about 12 play-

ers more are needed. This will be

the final meeting of the Day-Hop.i

in regard to baseball. If the Com-
muters wish to be represented in

the league, it is imperative that

they attend.

FordhamDefeats Villanova
^8-6, as Skaff Hits Homer
Jack Montgomery Fans Nine, But Three

Errors in the Sixth Inning

Downs Cats

TRST DEFEAT FOR BLUE AND WHITE

t ^j-y^^ '</ ^ *^ '/iC-'fy
•-''•"•';.v.^... ./..:;aii^«r SHOWING TODAY

Dc/ck /7/es Ouf

w^xijc^ A FUNwy owe
4 THAT «APP€N€0 TO
M£ LAST WIGHT AT A
MAGIC SHOW.

WILL A
GENTLEMAN
PLCASe ^T^V
U? ON T«€
STAOe ANI>

SIT POWW
^

THANK yot

HAIHAjHA!
j WANT TO
KMOW HOW
He DID IT

yes -If

KNOW.

l(^t^i7Uc;(

HE 60T THE
DUCK OUT

OF A CANVAS
BAG FIXED

ON THE BACK

OF THE CHAia

iiJIP,IUll,,;i I J., -..1^1'

Thte BACK Of
we CHA/R
/f ^or as:

ft^NOCENT
AS if lOOK^^
VELVET PANSL ROD

-

SUPES OO^/^, ,

OUT
VELVET
OUTSiPE «-.

CMVhS
6A(S

11 HI. II., JJ>.^J,L^J.vJ.M^MJA^.^^^?y^;:jJ^:^^:;:v^;y^;:; ^;.:^^^>;^^:.^ v' ^'9'V i,jA

^UIT KIDDING yOUT^SCLf.

CAMCLS Al?e MILDER. TRY

0N€ AND S€€.

V^^ '•

GOSH. I GUESS YOU'R^E

RIG«T. CAMELS DO SEEM
MILDER AND TASTE BETTER TOO.

.^'..*' y^

THERE'S NO
fOOLiN*

ABOUT THAT
UM£,'lTST+<£
TOBACCO

T4<AT COUNTS!

to Know
Camels are made from

finer, MORE expensive

tobaccos thaa any

other popular brand.

Try Camels and give

your caste a chance to

appreciate those cost-

lier tobaccos.

"-^""^istk,

M AT C H Lf b S

BLEND

Cmrtt^t. IN*. • 9.

^OtMCHS IN CAMEI.S—J**"
COtTtlEft TOBACCOS

Villanova
--^^ ab r

Lenzi, c
Cavanaugh, ss
Murphy, cf . .

.

Reitz, lb
Skaff, 3b

• •«••«!

2

1

Hurlbuit, If . . 4 1
Wronski, 2b . . . .JTTS
Finn, rf 4 1

3 1

5
4

5
4

5

h o
2 10
2 2

INETTEEN HITS, 13 errors, two home nms,
one triple, two doubles, 13 strikeouts, five

bases on balls, two wild pitches, a passed

ball, a balk, two hit batsmen, and three

double plays gave 2500 spectators plenty to

talk about as the Fordham Rams defeated

Villanova, 8 to 6, last Saturday, in New
York. .....•;v.;..-:; ^>-^-,,'

It was the first defeat for the Main Liners, and although

the score at the end of the game showed the New Yorkers
out in front by two runs, it was a moral victory for the Wild-

gcats. Outhitting the Rams, 10 to 9, and making one less

error, the contest should have^

.been handed to the Blue and
White on a platter, but the The First Defeat

.deciding factor was that the

Villanova errors came at the

^most inopportune times.

The Cats pecked away at the
. offerings of Auer, who is yet to be
•beaten in collegiate circles, for ten
hits. The most devastating of these,
was a home run by Frank Skaff,
^onc of the longest ever hit on the
Fordham field, that rolled to the
football gridiron, which is over 600 Montgomery, p
feet away. This came in the fourth
inning and gave Villanova a 2 to 1

lead, but the Maroon came back in

^their half of the frame to score 6
runs. •;." .;';. ;;;,,

In this inning the Rams made
nly three hits, singles by Joe Za-

pustas and Sager and a double by
j

Sarusky, lb
McDcrmott, but thoy batted around, McDcrmott, ss

ssisted by Villanova's errors. Za- McDonnell, If

pustas opened the inning with a Lashua, 3b ...

yigle, but Sarausky struck out. Sager, c
en McDcrmott blazed a double Auer, p

o left field, Zapustas going to third.

Montgomery then purposely passed
McDonnell, who had hit a disputed
homo rvan. ioi the second inning.
LK'iHhud. also received a free ticket
|but not on purpoae. This scored

j

Three-base hit —Finn. Houie runs

—

Zanuatas, and Sagor's single also McDonnell, Skaff. Stolen bases

—

tallied another. Then Auer rolled Lenzi, McDcrmott, Lashua, Reitz.
.one to Bill Cavanaugh, who fumbled i Left on bases—Villanova, 7; Ford-
tho ball, while two more runners ham, 2. Double-plays—Skaff, Lenzi
sciimpered f cross. Pepper batted ' and Reitz; Wronski, Cavanaugh
into a forceout on Auer, but with and Reitz. Struck out—By Auer, 4;

1

1

1

5
5
2

2
1

a
1
2
1

3

3

Totals .. ....37 6 10 24 10

Fordham
ab r

Pepper, rf ....... . 4
Sherry, 2b .

Zapustas, cf
• •••'

• *•••
• * •' • • •

3

4

4

4

3
3
3

3

h o
O
1

2 4
11

2 3
1

2
1

1

1
2
5

a e

4

1 2

6 2

1

5 2

1 1

Totals .

Villanova
Fordham

...31 8 9 27 15 7

00112001 1—6
01061000 X- 8

Fiom previous interviews wc have
found that the lives and experiences
of the average college t;tudent arc
very similar but after interviewing
George S. Baker we learned that
there is at least one person in our
midst who has done some of the
things that appeal to all of u8.

George hails from the sunny
state of California and prepared for
college at Lowell Hij,'h School in
[San Francisco, Even in tho.se early
times, George set out to make a
jname for himself in the Cinderpath
Hall of Fame. During his senior
year at Lowell, he broke the San
Fr-ancisco scholastic record for the
mile and half-mile run?, and to date
no other California schoolboy has
been able to equal or beat the time
which he set in these two gruelling
grinds.
After graduating from high school,

George worked in a mining camp
for two years. Then, to further his
interesting adventures, he shipped
as an oiler on a tank steamer to

South America. During the brief
career of three month;- as a sailor,

George visited many of the more
prominent South American cities

and also stopped in Central America
and journeyed through the Panama
Canal.
In 1931, George came East to

Villanova to further pursue his
studies. He entered as an Arts
student and is now a junior in that
school.

Since his freshman year, George
has been running for Villanova. first

on the frosh squad and now as a
member of the varsity. In the New
Jersey State A. A. U. meets held
last year in Newark, Baker won the
half-mile run and created a new
state record of 1 minute and 58
seconds. In the same carnival,
George took second place in the

'CATS'

MEOW

George S. Baker
mile run and was nosed out for
first position by the 1932 Princeton
captain, Dawson.
The records show that George

has averaged over ten points in
every dual meet in which the
Wildcats have participated during
the past two seasons. He takes part
in the javelin throw as well as the
880-yard run and the mile.
George's greatest interest is in

the field of chemical products, and
this is the busines.s which he hopes
to enter after leaving Villanova.

Qood Counsel Is Forced to Disband
Because of Decrease in Residents

Two-base hits— McDcrmott, Reitz.

Sherry up, Lenzi overthrew second
^base and Sager came home. Pepper
»who was on third at this time, came
home on a balk by Montgomery.
The Wildcats picked up two runs

by Montgomery, 9. Base on balls

—

Off Auer, 1; off Montgomery, 3.

Hit by pitcher—By Auer (Hurlburt,
Reitz). Wild pitches—Auer, Mont-
gomery. Balk—Montgomery. Passed

IMBALL PRACTICE

BROUGHT TO ClflSE

Date of Temple Game to Be

Changed Due to Conflict

With Army-Navy Fray

SKAFr HURT AT FORDHAM

[May Bo Kept Out of Game With
Vc:5iplc I>uc to Spike Wound
Frank Sknff, hard-hitting third

mcl.cr of the Wildcat nine, re-

[ccived a spike injury in the sixth

jning of the Fordham game and
nay be unable to compete against
>mple tomorrow.
Johnny McDcrmott, playing third

)a.se for the Rams, attempted to

r^dvancc from second to third dur-
inr: the sixth inning. Skaff in his

lelfort to reach the ball had to step

jin front of the sliding runner and
|r< reived a severe gash under the

Ikneo from the cleatcd shoes.

Skaff and McDcrmott were form-
ler teammates at St. John's Prep In

iDanvers, Mass.

SEASON TO OPEN SEPT. 29

In the fifth inning and Fordham ball—Lenzi. Umpires—Doolan and
PiKlded one and Villanova one in the ! Brown. Time—2.30.

eighth and another in the ninth.

tThere was some anxiety on the part
of the Maroons in the ninth inning,

I

when Cavanaugh singled and went
ill the way around on errors and

I

Reitz doubled. However, Sarusky

I

put out Skaff and Hurlburt as the
rame ended.
McDonnell's home run in the sec-

|ond inning was disputed. The ball

>ounccd off Hurlburt's glove and
lover a IoaV railing near the gym-
nasium. Fordham's claim for a
lht)mc run waa upheld on the
[grounds that the ball had not
[touched tho ground up until the
lime that it landed outside the dia-

[inond. In the next inning, Huck
JFinn bounced one through the same
<pot and was held on third base

[due to the same ruling.
In an interview with Coach Harry

A. Stuhldrcher it was learned that
spring football training, which be-

gan six weeks ago, was otiicially

brought to a close last Thursday
with a complete practice game
against the La Salle College s<iuad.

Coach Stuhldrcher, commenting
on the advancement that the squad
has made, said, "We haven't pro-
gressed as far as wc should have
during that time, due to the bad
weather, but the three scrimmages
with outside teams gave us a pretty

good idea of what the boys can do.

We had to do as much rough work
es possible this spring, because of
the early football start next year,

when we play Ursinus on Septem-
ber 29."

Almost the entire Villanova for-

ward wall will have to be replaced
because of the many men lost by
graduation in June. Bill Grimberg
is the only regular from the last

year's line. Don Blanchard, who
played regiilarly all sc;uson at guard,
has been changed to center.

Several other substitutes from the

Penn ]>aU; Set

The University of Penn.sylvania

3a;;cball game has been finally

Closed for May 10, at Franklin
"ield. Originally scheduled for April

L, it wais called off because of wet
>unds. «mU»M« M PMC Kt"*^

Out of three games scheduled for

the past week-end the Day Hops-
Good Countsel contest was the only
one played. ; ,

'

The two Sunday affairs were
called off because of a slip-up in
the arrangements. When the time
came for the initial contest to be
played between Austin and Alumni,
it was found that there was a lack
of equipment. Bats and balls were
ordered last week and having ar-
rived at the g>'mnasiunn offices late

Saturday, they were not available
on Sunday morning. The Good
Counsel-Fedigan fray was also post-
poned. These will be played next
Sunday.
Next week a meeting will be

held to determine whether or not
Good Counsel will be represented
in the league. The majority of
residents of this hall have moved
to Alumni and Austin, because of
the plans for a new building to be

erected on the present site. This
condition in all probability, will

necessitate a change in the present
schedule. It has also been noted
that the players want a longer
schedule, the present one having
only about three more games for
each team. Another question to be
settled is the diamond to be used
for the future games. Whether
the present location, the field be-

hind the Dining Hall, or the reg-

ular varsity diamond is to be used,
will also have to be decided.

Atlilctualiy speaking, Villanova
had a veiy active week-end with a
tennis match, a baseball game and
the I'i nn Relays.

—V—
And b<>»ildp« all thai, ilwre w««

the Junior I'roni.

•—V—
The game with Fordham wa.s the

perfect e:<;!mple of everything that
can h.'tppen in a baseball gameu
There were strikeouts, bases on
balls, druible plays, wild pitcheS|(

home run.-", 13 errors, a balk, passed
balls, hit batsmen and almost every*
thing else tjj^t you can conceive.

;
':} —V— , :,.;

•
'^

Another thing that could happe«&
and d.d, Villanova lost a game.

—V -
Montgomeiy still must be pitching

wiiile standing under a ladder, on
Friday the thirteenth, with a thir-

teen on his back and a black cat
sitting in the pitcher's box.

The Wildcats outhit the- RanM,
and tiw EC^miB out-errored t-he Wlld>
cat«, 2UmI Skaff hit one of the longw
eat home nuM ever kn<K>ke<l out off

that imrk, but still we Umt.
—V—

Lux against us (not an advertise*
ment).

Believe it or not, Carl Hickey waa
sore iM'Cisuse ho "only placed fknk
In the hup, skip and jump and Me<s
ond in (he broad jump at the Penn
Relayfs.' i

—V—
Ken M.*«llaney, after fouling out

3 times in the javelin throw said,

"I guess 1 11 have to wait 'till next
year to win this thing."

_V—
It's cont'idcnce like that that ma^

do it next year, and we hope no.

_V-
The tennis team, with one victory

on the books, is anxious to better
last years record of 12 victories
and two defeats.

_V—
The lNi.s<;l>aIlers can get hnck int«

their ninning stride with a victory
over Tcmpfe tomorrow and another
one over (iettysburg on Friday.

—V—
A thing like that is a lot easier

to write than it is to do, but let's

go down to the stadium and en-
courage them.

Intra-Mural Golf and Tennis
According to a statement by John

J. Hughes, Intra-Mural chairman,
the golf and tennis tournament in

the Inter-Dorm League will start
the latter part of this month. The
golf tournament will be open to all

students not engaged in varsity
competition. This will also apply to

tennis tournament. Both will be
round robin affairs.

Carl Mickey Wins
Two Field Events

<'oatin>rd Prom Fmre Mve

tered in several other relay events,
including the four-mile run and the
two-mile college relay, but were
forced to withdraw from these
races because there was not suffi-

cient time elapsing l>etween the
races in which the men were
entered.

Seen as Owl and Cat Renew Rivalry at Penn Relays

Joe FenstiTiUicSier, of VllIanov.'%. placing second to i':arl Widmyer, of Mirylaud, in the second heat of
the l«0-yard dash. At left is Sid tShenkcr, of Temple, finishing In third tmsltion. Tlie final heat was

won by Hardy, of Cornell, in the Ume of 0.(K).U.
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Ehil Emerton's Versatility

Meets With Instant

! Approval

BAVOR IS METAL PROGRAM
Vtentinued From fage On*
^
each box. This consisted of a sign

representing the club that had the

box. The North Jersey Club, for

•xample, had a large drawing of an
excellent specimen of the well-

known Jersey mosquito.
Another dominating feature of

this successful prom was the ver-

jMitile orchestra of Phil Emerton.
Contrary to what was expected, the

•"Black Diamonds" completely as-

> founded nearly everyone by the en-

viable manner In which they pre-

sented their music. The little skits

that they presented, judiciously in-

terspersed between dances, attract-

ed the complete attention of the

merry makers, and the dancers
showed their approval by the en-

thusiastic manner in which they ap-

jplauded Phil Emerton's efforts. The
orchestra played from 10.00 P. M.
until 2.00 A. M.
The favors presented to the

ladies were especially worthy of

mention. The favor consisted of a
hammered metal program, con-

fertructed in such a fashion that a
picture could be inserted in the

•firont of the favor and a small metal
Projection could be pulled out of the

^ck of the favor, so that it be-

came a small picture frame. On
ithe top of the favor and in the cen-

ire, a small Villanova seal was
ced.

The Prom was attended by an al-

most unanimous representation of

the Junior Class, and also by many
from the other three classes. There
were also many alumni present,

both from Philadelphia and New
York.
The Blazer Ball, the Initial dance

of the week, was held last Wednes-
day evening also in the gym. It

was at this function that the

Juniors again donned their ofcial

regalia. Resplendent' In their blaz-

ers, white flannels and white shoes,

which colorfully contrasted with

the attire of their companions, they

filled the floor with an enhancing
atmosphere.
The official music makers for the

evening were Ray Barratta and his

Villanovan's. Once more Mr. Bar-

ratta lived up to his good reputa-

tion and surprised his followers by
rendering the best music he has
offered thus far.

John J. Nichols, chairman of the

affair, did an excellent job in mak-
ings the Blazer Ball the most suc-

cessful of iU kind. William O'Prey,

president of the J-jnlor Class, de-

serves a word of coi—»nendation for

his judicious choice of officers and
his efforts in making this Junior

Week a never-to-be-forgotten affair.

Assisting Mr. Sinca on the prom
committee were William E. Hughes,
Harold C. Hurley, William F. Mc-
Graw, James Carr, Donald Reding-
ton, Bernard Willen, Louis E. Ab-
bate, Charles V. Rik^, John S.

Derby, Raymond Barratta, William
Mountford, Joseph Morrison, Fran-

cis C. Kelly, Joseph Bilotta and
Peter R. Leone. Assisting Mr.

Nichols on the Blazer Ball Commit-
tee were Leo :ig]. Cordiale, Arthur V.

Hart, •leorge L. Randour, Harold
Canter, John L, Acampora, John M.
Montgomery, C. Eric Storms, John
F. Kraft, Edward L. Murtha,
Thomas F. McFeeley and Emmett
J. Prior.

Debating Team Registers 7 Wins

And 6Losses ThroughoutSeason

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the

Villanova Literary Society has com-

pleted its schedule of fifteen de-

bates with a record of seven victor-

ies and six defeats. Two of the

contests were no-decision affai"S.

The new varsity team composed
of Joseph J. Conlan, Joseph T.

Houseman, Paetrus F Banmiller,

Charles P. Goggi, Francis P. Bigley.

Robert Bouson, and Rudolph J.

Lehnau finished its season with an
even number of wins and losses.

Beta Gamma's freshman team,
consisting of John Hallahan, John
O'Hara, and Carl Mayer, won Its

lone debate against Newark Pre-

paratory School.
Victories were scored against the

University of Pennsylvania, twice;

Temple University, Rutgers Uni-

versity, St. John's College, Newark
Prep., and Muhlenberg College. The
defeats were suffered at the hands
of Temple University, Rutgers Uni-

versity, Charles Morris Price School,

St. Francis College, New York Uni-

versity and Muhlenberg College.

The no-decision contests were with
St. Joseph's College and Swarth-
more College.

The questions most debated were,

"Resolved: That All War Debts
Should Be Cancelled," and "That
Capitalism as a System of Economic
Organization Is Unsound in Princi-

ple." Other topics discussed related

to democracy and government con-

trol of industries. Radio studios

WCAU, WLIT, and WLIM, were the

scenes of the debates with the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, St. Joseph's

College and Swarthmore College
respectively.

Debates with Manhattan College,

New Rochelle College, Westminster
College and Misericordia, which
were hIso listed on the schedule,

had to be cancelled because of

various difllculties.

Football Practice
Brought to Close

Continaed From Page 8ev«a

1932 squad are being groomed for

other positions and a few of these

changes have proved successful.

It was also announced that an at-

tempt is being made to change the

date of the game with Temple be-

cause it conflicts with the Army-
Navy tussle to be held in Philadel-

phia on the same day. No definite

arrangements have been completed
as yet, but a new date will probably
be agrreed upon this week.

SIRICA IS ELECTED

Made President of Connecticut Club

at Recent Elections '

The Connecticut Club, of Villa-

nova College, held it.«> regular month-
ly meeting last Thursday evening,

in the amphitheatre in Mendel Hall
for the purpose of electing officers

for next year.
The newly elected officers are:

William A. Sirica, president; George
H. Ca^y, vice-president; Lawrence
J. Shea, secretary, and Edgar J.

Verbyla, treasurer.
Officers for the past year were

James P. Tyrell, president; William
A. Sirica, vice-president; Edgar J.

Verbyla, secretary, and John J.

Hughes, treasurer.

MEASUREMENTS TAKEN

Seniors Fitted for Caps and Gowns
Last Thursday

Members of the senior class were

measured for their caps and gowns

last Thursday, by representatives

of the National Cap hnd Oown
Company, The Arts, Science and

Engineering seniors were measured

in Room 103, Meudel Hall, while the

Business men were taken care of in

Room 204 in the Commerce and

Finance Building.

The caps and gownr will be de-

livered before graduation in order

to avoid loss of time and inconven-

ience. Various colors inside the

caput will signify the degree that

the senior is to receive.

The cost of the caps and gowns
will be covered by the graduation

fee.

<>

COMPLETES TOUR

Fr. Albers Temnlnates Seriee of

Lectures at Schools

A tour of Catholic high schools in

the vicinity of Boston was recently

completed by Rev. Bernard M. Al-

bers, O. S. A., vice-president of the

college. At each of the schools Fr.

Albers addressed the student body
on "Catholic College Education."
The institutions visited include

Keith Academy, Lowell, Mass.; St.

John's Prep, Danvers, Mass.; St.

James High School, Haverhill,

Mass.; St. Mary's High School, Wal-
tham, Mass., and St. Francis Semi-
nary, Lowell, Mass.
On the occasions of these visits

Fr. Albers was greeted by members
of the alumni of Villanova, who are

members of the teaching staffs of

these schools at the present time.

i

omethin^ to
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REMEMBER MOTHER
LET US consider with sincerity and

vividness all that is embodied in the

Wtwrd "mother" and the occasion of Moth-
er's Day. Isn't it the word "mother" that

the babe first learns to utter? Isn't it the

word that a child cries out when its little

heart is troubled or distressed? Isn't it

liie word that comes to the mind of the

youthful when in need of sympathy and
understanding? Isn't it the thought of

mother that makes trials and misery more
easy to bear? Isn't it the thought that

guides and comforts us even when our
hairs are turning grey ? It is our mothers
who give when the giving hurts, who
worry in our stead, who understand when
we have been reckless in our enthusiasm

and who console and forgive when we err

in our thoughtlessness. This Sunday af-

fords us an appropriate occasion on which
we can express some token of appreciation

to that mother. Some of us may wish to

send a present, while others who have not

the means might feel neglectful in their

helplessness. For these students there

have been prepared appropriate Mother's

Day cards, stating that hfer son has re-

ceived Holy Communion for her intention.

The thought and intention means more to

mother than any material item could ever

represent. It is our hope that every stu-

dent will make it his personal duty to ob-

serve Mother's Day with some form of

endearment as a token of his thankfulness,

being mindful that it is his mother to

whom he is indebted for all that he is.

VILLANOTiLN Tlnefldbj. msj %, Vi» iSieBday, May 9, 1^3} YILLANOVAIf

* CLEAN POUTICS
ANNUALLY, toward the close of the

scholastic year, the various organi-

)^tions and classes on the campus hold

nominations and elections of students to

hold office during the following year. This

procedure leaves open an avenue for the

practice of a certain amount of under-

hand and crooked politics on the part of

individuals should they be inclined to

ptoop to such perfidy. Campus elections

at Villanova in the past have always been

conducted in a manner transcending re-

proach, and it is our sincere wish that

this tradition will not be broken. In

campaigning for the various candidates,

the students have at their disposal a

jnultipHcity of means that are legitimate

and at the same time effective. Such prac-

tices as stump speeches, placard adver-

ttising and open caucuses should not only

|»e advised, but should also be encouraged,

^ince they enable the students to become

acquainted with the numerous tactics

(employed by outside political factions in

(the election of officers for municipal, state

and national governmental positions. On
the other hand, the insidious methods of

padding the polls, forging ballots, and the

like, are to be deplored and avoided. With

these thoughts in mind the students are

requested to go to the polls and cast their

ballots for the candidates they are sup-

jy>rtin|;. tj

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

THE wboM town's talking "Look
Who's H«reJ' Old Turf Md
Tinsel, you came through with

a bang. Congratulations on yonr
hilariously clever work. By it th«
future of mutfical comedy produc-
tions at VillanoTa has been made
extremely bright.

A big chance was taken when it

was first decided to enter into the
producing of "Look Who's Here,"
but from that moment on, the odds
against its success perceptibly
dwindled as the faculty, student
body and production managers
prompUy and wholeheartedly lent
their support toward its successful

: conclusion. True, it did demand
plenty of time, energy and sacrifice
on the part ©f aH those directly
concerned in its making, but, after
all, what a "grand and glorious
feeling" it must have been to have
been up^ on that stage watching
tlie audiei>ce turn all shades of
crimson with laughter.

It's questionable as to just by
whom the better time was had—the
spectators or Ihe cast! The players
didn't seem to evidence any symp-
toms of stagiophritis whatever and
appeared to be on the best of terms
with the glare of the footlights and
the tip of Ray Baratta's flickering
magric wand. While stopping at this
intersection we must admit that
the Villanovans did a fine job for
the two performances. While Guy
L. still has plenty of admirers, he
had better take eare!

Much appreciation Is felt by the
Varsity Club for the splendid sup-
port given the entire production
by Fr. McConville, it being only
possible to stage it by reason of his
kind co-operation and suggestions.
Who was the best looking lady

—

in the cast? You guess—we only
work here. But it has been rumored
that the three of them have been
flooded with bids to the Belle Air
Ball by unsuspecting seniors! At
last we know the secret of the
southern belles success with the
men folks—which should have been
the theme of Bob Panelli's song—
"Dark Eyes." Ask Johnny Grimes
—he "ought to know."

And what was "Cookie" so wor-
ried about on Thursday night?
Things seemed to have difficulty in
staying with him. Ed Donohue was
the lad—he went over big with a
certain young something, which was
apparently a source of worry for an
interesting party from Ardmore.

"Marty" Gezzer was mistaken for
the first baseman of the House of
David by their manager, Izzy Ga-
zatsky, who was about to accuse
him of breaking training for stay-
ing up so late.

Wonder' how Charlie McGee is

making out with Fr. O'Leary after
that crack about Lucky Strikes?

"Trojan" Baker, "Wide-Awake"
Milne and "Sax" Womer were the
boys who made the curtains rise

and fall, scenery race about and
generally nuide things dangerous
for everybody

.

Stage Management Preferred was
selling at par with Charley Hurl-
burt and "Babe" Neylon "bearing"
most of the strain.

The whole cast is ou^ to find one
"Dud" O'Connor, who had the facile

ability of being able to pop every-
one on the nose with that gadget
which leaped out at all wiio at-

tempted to leave the stage.

The "Scarletine Rash" Ballet,

most fancifully led by Bob Rosen,
still has some of the audience in a
.state of nervous prostration, par-
ticularly an attractive set of twins
from North Philly.

Those of you who have rowed
before and think you know your
"strokes" pretty well for Fr. O'Brien,
probably recognized the one ex-
emplified in the ticket promotion
work of "Chase " Riley and "PHir-

suit" Conway.
And who was the individual be-

hind the scenes who was playing
train announcer in Broad Street
station?"—half an hour before
starting time—ten minutes to start-

ing time." Words were directed, we
hear toward a certain "Peepee."
A great show, fellows, thanks for

too much to write about!
• • •

The Senior Ball in the offing, we
find those august gentlemen depart-
ing from their usual staid demeanor
and condescending to graciously
smile now and then. They have a
feeling that the Belle Air will sur-

pass all expectations—but after all

you have to be there to find out!

We have uncovered information
that the c'lief interests in life of

Rudy I^ehnau, Charley Antonaccio
and Bill Crowley will shortly be
smiling at us from the rotogravure
of the Sunday Ledger. Speak
easily!

• • •

Ralph Ceravolo, if indications are

correct, will wear out a great deal

of green paddings and mayhap a
0tral|r^t-jacket or two.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

Ot^ thing that you have to

give Temple credit for is its

Ing^enuity in thinking up new
schemes and ideas to attract pub-
licity. On the front page of a recent
issue of "The Ne^ s," we saw the
headline, "Hunting for Brunettes."
Immediately attracted, as we were,
we found that there is to be a May
Pole dance and that they want all

girls between five-three and flve-

four to be dancer-!. We understand
that Hubie Gallagher was in con-
sultation with the biisiaess manager
of this paper last week. It seems
that Hubert, the synthetic ElngUtdi-
man, is considering running a
similar advertisement.

We've read and heard a lot about
this Southern hospitality, but this
Is a new phase in the matter. At
William and Mary College, there
is a gentleman whose occupation is

to supply the fnembers of visiting
athletic teams with dates with the
W. if. M. coeds. We heartily endorse
the plan and suggest that we sched-
ule William and Mary in at least
one game next season.

Prom the Virginian Polytech we
learn why a kiss is such a peculiar
proposition. Of no use to one, yet
absolute bliss to two. The smaH boy
gets it for nothing and the yoimg
man has to lie for it. It's the baby's'
right, the lover's privilege and the
hypocrite's mask. To a young girl,
faith; to a married woman, hope;
and to an old maid, charity. We
claim that the Southerners have
good ideas.
A headline in the Temple paper

says, "Schnozzle Society Officers
Nose Out Flat Faced Rivals." We
never thought of it 'till now, but
Jimmie Durante must be an alum-
nus of Temple. Are we right?

A small college in the South is
for sale for the price of $30,000.
Art Hart, Ed Manion, and Dave
Murphy, we understand, are consid-
ering byying it and running it in
their own way. If we are offered
the job of president, we'll decline—
oh yeah?

We learn that at the University
of Missouri a student may take out
insurance ag?inst flunking a course.
It seems that if the student should
fail the course, the insurance com-
pany will pay him enough money to
cover his expenses during a summer
school course.

Seniors at the Rhode Island State
College were asked to vote for the
living figure that they admired
most. It seems that former Presi-
dent Hoover was a close second to
Jean Harlow. Ray O'Neill concurs
with them in the first choice, we
understand.

Wellesley College offered Will
Rogers a degree. Will, the old
meanie, refused, saying that he
"would rather earn the degree."
Will, like Ed Manion, may be just
an old famier, but he's not so dumb
after all.

A junior at Boston College was
asked recently if he would marry
a girl merely because she had
money. "If you want to settle down,
there's nothii j saner than to marry
a poor girl. But there's nothing
saner than to marry a rich girl if

you want to settle up!"

A Purdue co-ed awoke one morn-
ing with all the symptoms of small-
pox. By the time the doctor ar-
rived, she was in a state of collapse.
The doctor took one look at her
and then wiped off the spots with
alcohol. Before going " to bed she
had taken a shower and while still

wet had donned her red polka-dot
pajamas and then retired. The
doctor pronounced it a bad case of
rash judgment.

The following was taken from
The Purple and Gray of St. Thomas
College, of St. Paul, Minn.:
"With graceful feet, a sister sweet
Was tripping he light fantastic.

When suddenly she tore
For the drescing room door.

You never can trust elastic."

Prom "The Tatler," of New
Rochelle, we learn that Ophelia was
the original "hey, nonny nonny"
girl. If you doubt our word, read
it for yourself. Act 4, scene 5.

The Pennsylvania State Highway
Patrol recently confiscated 25 cars
owned by students at Lehigh and
classified them as "relics unfit to
operate on the public streets."

Cherashore had better watch out.

The girls at Barnard stole so
many signs from the campus that
the faculty put up the following no-
tice: "If there is any sign that a
student desires very much, do not
steal it, but apply at the office and
a duplicate will be supplied at cost"?

I ill' ' .^uts,t T^xf

One: OP the most gUrious heritages of
every nation is^its f<rfk music. HhA

native song^ and dances of a country ex«

press the nature, personality and views of
its people to a remarkable degree.

There is, perhaps, a no more outraged
and suppressed nation than the Irish. Yet,

who has Mstened to a group of lowly Irish-

men singing their native tunes without

realizing the gaiety and irrepressible hap-t

piness that characterizes that noble race?

Spanish national music is both sweet and
languid, expressing the essence of the
Spanish personality. The Germans with
their grave, harmonious lullabies and rol-*

licking university songs have built up a
foHc music that is known the world over.

But where are America's folk songs?
The obvious answer is that, as yet, our
country has no national music. Perhaps
it is too young a country, or perhaps
Americans are not musical-minded. This
latter supposition is scarcely true, as can
be seen by the progress that opera and
symphonic music are making. The truth

of the matter hes more probably in the

age of America.

A fine start was given to American fcdk

song, however, when Stephen Foster pub-

lished his melodies. They might even be
termed the native songs of the South. In

the Southwest and West there have ap-

peared some other folk songs, some of

which have a poignant beauty, as for ex-

ample the well-known "Home on the

Range."

Although Americans are accused the

world over as a jazz-mad people, it must
be remembered that the era of jazz and
so-called *'barroom ballads'* have long

been on the wane.

I do not agree with a writer in a recent

issue of "America," who says, "Most
Americans are satisfied to harmonize on
barroom ballads." On the contrary I think

America is well on the way to having fine

national folk music.

Off the Bookshelf

SINCE THE beginning of the present

century, America has been steadily

producing men and women whose e»*

deavors in the field of drama, poetry and

fiction have been attracting the notice of

the whole world. Just what these Ameri-

can writers have done up to the present

time is the subject of T. K. Whipple's book,

"Spokesmen.**

It contains ten essays of the outstand-

ing literary men and women of our coun-

try and includes such familiar figures as

Willa Gather, Garl Sandburg, Sinclair

Lewis and Theodore Dreiser. The book

opens with a discussion on the poetic tem-

per in America and sets forth in clear,

lucid language the trend of literary

thought as expressed in the writings of

the authors considered in the book.

"Spokesmen" concludes with a word on

the American situation as regards poetry.

It is written in an optimistic vein and

gives great hopes for the future.

Of all the essays, the one on Theodore

Dreiser is by far the most interesting. If

you found "An American Tragedy" im-i

possible reading or "The Genius" dull and

shoddy, then I am sure you will be d^
lighted with the Dreiser chapter, for

Professor Whipple is not an admirer of

this popular author.

"Spokesmen" is not easy reading. The
author has a tendency to wordiness that

makes skimming advisable in several

places. Mr. Whipple's criticisms are a. bit

too caustic at times, but he has tried to

be fair and honest with all his materiaL

It is a well-written book and accomplishea

its objective by giving a much-needed

resume of costeinporary literature in o«r

country.

SMILES
'

'

'

'

• !

"True humor lies not in laugh-

ter,,pnt in smiles which lie far

deeper."

ANNUAL PRESENTATION OF MEDAL IS MADE

My Dream Ship
Oft tipnes, when evening has cast

her spell,

Over the waiUng land.
Therel comes the mood I love so well,
Th9' no one can understand,

"ffis then I fashion my ship of
dreams.

And launch it upon the sea
Df mists half-illumined by soft

moonbeams;
And it drifts back to me,

Filled with a cargo of thoughts of
you;

"While each new dream I weave
ICfarries the prayer that it may come

true,
And that tome day you'll believe.

POP.

Austin Airings

8en6r Cocheo: "I got thrown out
l>f a lunch wagon last week because
Of Inaufflclent funds, but it was a
lot of fun."
Senor McKenna: 'Tl! bet you got

a kick out of it"

STOOGE.

MSlWr TAYLOR

IS

ts Chairman of Committee of

Phdtochemistry of National

Council

A ROYAL SOCIETY FELLOW

Bev. Edward V. SUnford, O. S. A., president of the college, present-
ing the Mendel Medal for 1983 to I>r. Hugh Stott Taylor, of Prinoeton
University, just prior to a banquet given In honor (rf tlie recipient

of this award.

The Campus £i>icure

llfust another campus vulture.
iWhose major course is stomach

culture.

lYou can find him if you call
Over in the Dining Hall.

MOE.

tooney Limericks %

There was a young student called
Cab,

3Vho v/as fooling around in chem
lab.

He mixed a strange potion.
There was an explosion,
Now his name is engraved on a

slab.

LUKE.

Dr. Taylor's Incentive for Work
Is Revealed in Acceptance Speech

An interesting sidelight into the ' ^^^^^ of the scientific work involved,

Show Secrets
What was the color of Dick

Schuyler's face when the delicate
part of his costume remained on
the stagp after his hurried exit?
"Maisie" Hughes brought his fair
one to the show. HEY, HEY. If
Rosan is a chorine, King Kong is a
bathing beauty. The amusing antics
Of Barney Lee in the Mickey Mouse
Dance were not the result of his
own ingenuity, but were due to the
presence of a pin upon which the
unsuspecting Barney trod.

CHERUB.

personal life of Dr. Hugh Stott
Taylor, recipient of the 1933 Mendel
Medal for scientific distinction, was
revealed last Thursday in the short
speech that Dr. Taylor made when
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A.,
presented him with the award.
In the eyes of the public world,

Dr. Taylor may appear to be just a
scientist of somewhat unusual abil-
ity, experimenting with something
here and discovering something
else there, but they are not able to
see the incentive which lies in back
of his hours of research, the motive
that spurs him onward and urges
him to expend greater efforts in the
advancement of science

I think I can assure you that it is

by reason of the association of sci-

ence, through Mendel, with religion,
that the chief source of satisfaction
in your award will lie, so far as
my mother, my father and my
many relations are concerned."

SENIOR BUSINESS MAN
TO REPRESENT COLLEGE

Joseph F. Harter to Talk Before
New Jersey High School

i^;^^,,,,,^
Debating Convention -—Ti^nnn

Villanova College will be repre-
sented at the convention conducted

On the other hand, his intimate
\

by the New Jersey High School
friends, those who know him and

;

Debating Association, on May 13, at

Ain't It the Truth
Thesis Master (in exasperation):

fHow did you ever write a para-
graph ike this one?"

Senior: "But that is quoted from
Newman."
Thesis Master: "Beautiful lines,

aren't they?"

YOWSAH.

News Item from The Boston Globe
CAR GOES FROM BOSTON
TO SALEM WITHOUT GAS
SALEM, April 21—Wilfred Theri-

ault, former student manager of
athletics at Villanova College,
learned on the campus to be non-
chalant when embarrassing mom-
ents confronted him. His college
'education" stood him In good stead
this morning. , ; \'

Wilfred and his girl friend at-
tended a show in Boston last night.
and when they hopped into a light
roadster borrowed from a friend
they envisioned being back in Saleni
In 40 minutes. That was 10.30.
The car refused to start, and In-

vestigation proved that there wasno gasoline in the tank. As it hap-
pened. Wilfred had to hurry to keep
the "date" on time, and he left allWs money in his other suit ^t home.
Collegiate resourcefulness seized

Theriault. He told another motor-
ist he could not start his car, but
"1 thmk a push would do the trick''He got the push from near the
sutler Hotel to the International
Highway at Revere, from where he
coasted onto the marsh road of the
Salem turnpike.

It took two hours to proposition
another motorist into pushing him
to Lynn, where he phoned a Salem
Jrlend from the home of a Lynn
friend. The Salem friend came to
J-ynn and pushed the Theriault car
to Salem, where it arrived shortlyMter 1 o'clock in the morning.

his family, r.re able to understand
these circumstances. They know
that in back of all his scientific
achievement is the constant desire
to please his mother and father,
still living at the mature age of
70 years.
As a coincidence, the announce-

ment to Dr. Taylor that he was to
receive the award came on the eve
of his mother's birthday, a fact
which added to the pleasure of the
occasion.
In the words of Dr. Taylor, him-

self, "I link my joy in this award
with my mother in just the same
manner that you have associated
this occasion with St. Monica, the
mother of your patron saint. My
mother is over 70 years of age, an

Newark, N. J., by Joseph F. Harter,
senior business student. The pur-
pose of the convention is to discuss
"The Road to Recovery."
Mr. Harter will deliver a talk on

"State and Federal Budgets and
Taxation." Following his talk there
will be a general discussion by the
high school students of the ques-
tion. Mr. Harter said, "it will be
my duty to indicate the condition

Coattaued From Pas* On«

Hochschule, at Hanover, with Prof.

Max Bodenstcin. Upon completion

of these studies, the University of

Liverpool granted him the degree
of Doctor of Science, in 1914.
Dr. Taylor was called to Prince-

ten University, early in 1914, soon
after he had completed his gradu-
ate studies at the University of
Liverpool. At Prinoeton, Dr. Taylor
became professor of physical chem-
istry in 1922, and in 1927 he was
appointed professor of research
chem^stiy.
This year's winner of the Mendel

Medal is associate editor of the
Journal of the American Chemical
Society, of which society he was
the Nichols' Medalist, in 1928; vice-
president of the American Electro-
chemical Society; a member of the
American Philosophical Society; the
Faraday Society; the American As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Science; German Bunsen-Gesell-
schraft. <

Dr. Taylor is chairman of the
Committee of Photochemistry of the
National Research Council, a mem-
ber of the Committee on Contact
Catalysis, and author of two of its

annual reports. During the past five
years he has been chairman of the
Central Petroleum Committee of the
National Research Council, and is

now associated with the Research
Board of the Textile

Foundation.
He was made a fellow of the

Royal Society of London in May,
1932, and will proceed to London in
June to be formally admitted.

Dr. Taylor is the author of num-
erous texts and researches. With
Dr. E. K. Rideal, he has compiled
a text on "Catalysis in Theory and
Practice," now in the second edition.
More than 100 papers dealing

especially with catalysis and the
mechanism of chemical reactions,
alone and in collaboration with stu-
dents, have been contributed by
Dr. Taylor to various American and

to outstanding men of science who
are at the same time deeply religious

men.
"With this objective In view, tho

Mendel Medal has been fpiinded in
honor of one of the best known of
recent Augustinian scientists, Oregor
Mendel. Villanova reaches out
yearly into the scientific world to
confer the Mendel Medal upon a
devoted Catholic who has given dis-
tinguished service in the advance-
ment of science, a Catholic whose
life gives the lie to the supposed
conflict between religion and sci-
ence."

When Dr. Taylor received th«
medal, he raid: "I do sincerely trust
that this annual award of the Men-
del Medal may be the means of
stimulating a more lively interest
in scientific research and scholar-
ship in the Catholic community In
America. Much of the present Cath-
olic atmo^•pIiere is far too anta^fo-
nistic to attract Catholic youth into
the pursuit of science. Outside of
a vocation to the priesthood or to
the convent, the pursuit of truth,
so unselfishly exemplified in the
lives of the best scientists, is the
noblest future to which any CathoUo
young man or woman might aspire.

"All too often among our CathoUo
leaders, both in the pulpit and in
the press, there is a misunderstand-
ing of the aims and ideals of aeU
ence. A 1 too frequently the falliblo
conclusi >n.s of the scientist are con-
fused with the realities of the sci-
entific life, with its rich store of
courage and fortitude, of patient
trial and test, of long continued
labor in th- pursui* of truth,
wherein the scientist, too, finds
beauty. The dominant Catholic atti-
tude is, in the main, not healthy;
there should be sympathy between
the pursuit of God in religion and
science. It is this sympathetic atti-
tude that should be emphasized and
not the quarrels of those who differ."

Jerseyites to Elect Officers
The North Jersey Club will meet

immediately after chapel, Thursday
evening in room 212 Mendel Hall,
for the purpose of electing new offi-

cers for the coming year. All menti-
bers aie urged to be present.

of the Federal budget and the j
^"''•P®*'* scientific journals

moves that have been made to bal
ance it. The brlancing of State
budgets will also be discussed. It
is evident that the people ai-e being
over-taxed at the present time and
the levying of extra taxes will be
looked up n with disfavor, so the
problem Is to balance budgets with-

age when spiritual gifts are more out any heavier taxation
acceptable than the things of this
world. I had thought much of a
suitable material expression of my
appreciation and good wishos on
the occasion of her birthday last
week. I had not been successful.
The visit of Fr. Dougherty last
week to tell me of your wishes in
this matter was on the eve of my
mother's birthday. It was therefore
a source of great joy 'o me to be
able to cable my parents that eve-
ning the news that had been brought
to me.
"With all due respect to the qual-

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
DANCE IS CANCELLED

Boeoo Roars
Ann: "My husband certainly does

Jnjoy smokmg in his den. Has yourhusband a den?"
Madelyn: "No, he growls all over

Ibe house."

EXCHANGE.

Professor (exasperated by a stu-

-JP'lL "^^ ^^^^' yo^nsr man, are
IpW the teacher In this class?

S.: "No sir, I'm not.'
^of.: "Then why do you keep
iHEing like a fool?"

^

SMILBR.

Members of Fraternity Call Off
Annual Function Because of

Lack of Funds
The annual dinner-dance, spon-

sored by the Lambda Kappa Delta
fraternity, has been definitely can-
celled for this year. This decision
was reached because the members
deemed it advisable to restrict the
social activities of their organiza-
tion on account of the lack of funds.
The main source of revenue of

the pre-medical fraternity has been
the funds secured from the annual
St. Patrick's Day dance. However,
this dance was not held this year
because the social calendar of the
college had been so arranged that
the authorities were unable to grant
permission to the fraternity to hold
the dance on that date. Since, from
the profits realized from this affair,
the organization financed their an-
nual dinner-dance, it v/as necessary
either to cancel the affair or to
charge a fee that would not be In
accordance with current economic
conditions. The officers of the fra-
ternity chose the former course.

Other colleges, including Prince-
ton, Columbia, Lehigh, Temple, Rut-
gers and Manhattan, will send
representatives to the convention.
Mr. Harter was the hc?.d of the
Villanova delegation representing
Austria at the recent Model League
Assembly held at Lehigh.

Upon presentation of the Mendel
Medal to Dr. Taylor, Fr. Stanford
said in part: "We teach our stu-
dents that there Is no conflict be-
tween religion and true science. We
try to exemplify this teaching in
our lives, but at the same tihie, we
recognize that as a Catholic institu-
tion of higher learning, we have an
obligation not only to our students,
but to the world at large, to point

ITOWERC street

Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today, Wednesday & Thursday

"CRIME OF THE
CENTURY"

With
Jean Hersholt, Stuart Erwin

and Frances Dee

FHday, Saturday A Monday

"MEN MUST
FIGHT"

With
Lewis Stone. Diana Wynyard

and Phillips Holmes

"^Mm—
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Offloers Elected
The Catholic Press Apostolate So-

ciety, at a meeting last Tuesday,
elected the following officers: Wil-
liam F. Zeil, president; Frank J.
Estrada, vice-president, and Fran-
cis R. Oow, secretary.
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Shop? j

I First Class Barbers I

I
First Oass Service

|

i and Depression Prices I
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COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
College Tailor Since 1926

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It Is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Your Measure

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

m .W y^ m;.mmmmmmm^

LAND IN
LON
for

and he'^ga^all the way

THERE'S something doing every

hour on United States and Ameri-
can Merchant Liners!

For only $90 you can sail on a

roomy,comfortable"onccLiss"Ameri-
can Merchant Liner direct to London
. . . for $102.50 you can sail in Tourist

Class on the Washington or Manhattan
—the fastest Cabin liners in the world;

for $108.50 you can sail Tourist Class

on themonsterexpress XvvvttLertathan.

And in Europe,$3 to $6 a day will cover

living and traveling expenses amply.

To ROME /// Holy Year
Convenient connections

via all United States Liners from
European ports direct to Rome.

UNITED STATES LINES
AMERICAN MERCHANT UNES
Roosevelt Steamship Co., loc.

General Agents

1620 Walnut St.. Phlla., Pa.
•- Agents everyu'hert

WHOn<

Athletic Association
'Announces

SPRING SPORTING GOODS
FOR SALE

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

For Further Information
Inquire Room 108 Gymnasium
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SPORTS IS TOPIC

i

Martin Gezzer Addresses Stu-

dents on Importance of

Athletics in Life '^ ^
Vi^

MUCH PROGRESS IS MADE

Dainty* Athletes
Star as Chorines

C'«atlnard From I'»(e One H)

' Members of the Arts School heard

•n interesting lecture delivered by

Martin Gezzer, a senior in that

•chool, at the weekly seminar held

last Thursday. Mr. Gezzer chose as

his topic, "Intra-Mural Sports," a

most pertinent subject because of

the present sports* program at

yillanova.
Mr. Gezzer opened his address by

stating that the purpose of a col-

lege ip to fit her students for life

in the world. In order to go out

and secure a place in this world,

a man must have not only a sound
mind, but a sound body as well.

The necessary knowledge can be

obtained in the class room, but

the body development has to be

secureld on the athletic field. It is

the obligation of the college to fur-

nish a sports* program which will

meet the needs of the students in

strengthening their bodies. "Physi-

cal education," said Mr. Gezzer,

"must aim to afford an opportunity

for all to engage in activities that

are physically wholesome, mentally
stimulating and satisfying, and
Socially sound." In order to fulfill

this obligation, the institutions of

higher; education are today introduc-

ing intra-mural sports into their

activities.

Mr. Gezzer defined intra-mural
sports as the organized competitive
activity among organizations or

units ("within the walls of an insti-

tution. In some colleges we find

that the purpose behind these sports

is to discover material for varsity

teams. Such programs are totally

unacceptable. Tlie first object of

intra-mural sports is to provide all

Students with the exercise which
ic essential for their well-being.

Varsity men should be excluded
from these sporto, for they tend to

Jossen the competition among the
©tiier boys.

It has been found that it is more
'difficult to organize some sports for

intra-mural activity than others.

Basketball seems to be the easiest

to promote. On the other hand,
football is the hardest on account
of the cost of equipment and the
fear of injury. To take the place of
football, indoor baseball is used in

many colleges.

In the intra-mural .sports there
should be men to supervise the -stu-

dents in their games. "All coaches,"
said Mr. Gezzer, "should be regular
members of the faculty. All should
be selected and ranked by the same
standards used in selecting other
teachers. Personality, experience
and ability, should also be taken
into consideration. We cannot ex-

pect athletics to have education
value when they are in the hands
of directors and coaches who do
not have the outlook of educators."

It is essential that the man who is

selected a., a coach be of irre-

proachable charact' r because of the

tremendous influence which he has
over the students. It is admitted
by all educators that character is

developed through activities, play

and social relations of every-day
life. Therefore, it is of the greatest
Importance that the coach be a
man of high ideals. Furthermore,
he must be a leader who is able to

win the lespoct, confidence, and
support of those whom he is to

guide. ' »• • .:' >. •• -

As these sports are to be educa-
tional, the organization, direction,

and control should be under the

guiding hand of the Physical Edu-
cation Department. If the organiza-

tion is left to the students, the
mistakes of the unexperienced are

bound to occur, and failure will

result. All sports need expert direc-

tion, if they are to be successful.

Mr. Gezzer reported that 72 per

cent, of the institutions engage,d in

intra-mural sports are showing
progress in their undertaking, espe-

cially with regards to student inter-

est. On account of the lack of

facilities at Villanova very little

could be done in the line of intra-

mural sports last year. This year,

however, with the advent of the

gymnasium and swimming pool, the

college has undertaken an extensive

program. "Since this is the first

year that this thorough develop-

ment of pports has been put Into

effect. It is rather difHcult to say

Just hew successful the undertaking

has been at Villanova. However, I

can safely say that there has been

a deepfr interest and higher spirit

tLffU^g th^, sludepts" said, Mr^

0«BS«r In concluding Mis addresi.

was a little weak on account of the

poor acoustics of the gymnasium,
otherwise everything went accord-

ing to Hoyle.
The musical accompaniments,

supplied by the Villanovans, under

the direction of Raymond Barratta,

were exceptionally well iidminis-

tered. The entire play scintillated

with many popular tunes of the day.

Featured parts were taken by

Charles F. McGee, John M. Mont-
gomery, Martin Gezzer, Edward J.

Donahue. George D. Gartl^nd and
Daniel Jarvis, while other ;ihembers

of the cast were John P. Grimes,

Robert Fanelli, Edward Runey,
John Vanderwerf, William Walsh,

Edward Manion, James Elliot, Jere-

miah Daly, William Cavanaugh and
Hubert Gallagher.

Those in the chorus were Thomas

ff

limANTim
IS HELD BY AttiNl

Committee Reports on Dance

and Senior Entertainments

Among Topics

2 NEW MEMBERS ELECTED

Accountant Talks

i To Business Men
Continued From Taxc One,

both of Philadelphia, acted as aud

O'DonnelT "carroT "cook/ Charles I iters at the meeting.

Nowe, Bernard Lee, Donald Blanch-

ard, Richard Hickey, William Grim-
berg, Harry Patzsch, Richard
Schuyler, James Tyrell, Robert Fa-

nelli and John Vanderwerf.

A meeting of the Board of Gov-

ernors of the Alumni Association

was called on May 7th by its presi-

dent, John T. Coan, '19, to discuss

various important businesses. Mat-

thew A. Lynch and Harry Connor,

Gold Essay Medal
Will Be Awarded

Contiaaed From Fftce One

judges; the essays submitted shall

not be used for fulfilling class ob-

ligations; manuscripts are not to

exceed 1000 words, one side of the

paper being used; the manuscript
proper is to be unsigned and must
be accompanied by an envelope con-

taining the author's name; the

manuscript must be in the office of

the Director of Studies not later

than Saturday, May 27.

Senior Year Book
Will Appear Soon

Continued From Pace One

this year's senior annual.
Various students have ordered

photographs and have not made ar-

rangements to call for them. These
photographs are ready for distri-

bution and may be obtained by
calling at 214 Fedigan Hall during

the evening. All students concerned
should see the photography editor

of the Belle Air as soon as possible

and arrange to procure the photo-

graphs.

Thc««6 Due Monday
All senior theses for the bach-

elor's degree must be submitted to

the offices of the various deans not

later than Monday, May 15, accord-

ing to an announcement made by
Rev. Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A.

Reports of the various commit-
tees were first in order. The Irish

Dance committee outlined all its

contacts for the affair which is to

feature the famous Emerald Isle

Orchestra on Friday, May 12th.

Following that report, the sen-

ior entertainment committee's re-

port was read and approved. The
Senior class will be addressed by a
number of Alumni on Wednesday
night, June 7th, the eve of the grad-

uation exercises with the purpose

in mind to acquaint the seniors

with their soon-to-be fellow Alumni,

and to get the class organised as

a branch of the Alumni.
The next business discu^ed was

the forming of a speakers' commit-
tee, whose object will be to address

parish societies, such as the Holy
Name Society, in order to interest

other students in coming to Villa-

nova. The speakers' topics will be

of a general nature on Catholic

college education, and whenever
possible on Villanova in particular.

A date for next year's Alumni Day
was discussed and settled. It will

the vaults and portfolios, and Im-

mediately check the cash which the

bank has on hand at the time of

their arrival.

He spoke of the recapitalization

of corporations. There are many
ways of doing this, the more com-
monly used methods are reducing
the capital stock outstanding and
reducing the asset value of the
company. The purpose' In reducing
the asset value is to have a smaller
amount of depreciation to be writ-

ten off each year and this reflects

favorably in the balance sheet.

In explaining the balance sheet

he said that it was simply an ex-

pression of the auditors' findings,

and his opinion as to the status of

the company in question. Another
auditor going over the same set of

books would probably arrive at a
different conclusion due to different

methods of handling the various
accounts. To prevent this discrep-

ancy in auditing the books of cor-

porations and banks, he advocated
a more uniform system of account-
ing.

STAR1ED ON FRIDAY
tfv

Sub -Contracts Are Awarded

for Razing, Electrical,

Plumbing Work

FENCE BUILT FOR SAFETY

Junior Classmen
First to Nominate

Continued From Pace One

School caucus, both Mr. O'Prey and
John Crowley, present Junior Class

president and treasurer respective-

ly, were suggested as candidates,

but both refused to run, saying that

they were satisfied to have held the

offices for one year and were will-

ing to give the other students an
opportunity to direct the class

destinies.

The approximate dates for the

nominations for officers among the

other classes were also determined
at a meeting of the Student Council
held last week. The present Sopho-
nnore class will name its Junior of-

„„« w —
T5 1

fleers next week, while the Fresh-
be October 14th, at the Bucknelk

^^ ^jjj conduct their nominations
football game ,

scheduled to be ^ following week,
played at Villanova. The program ^^ elections will follow the nom-
^..^ ^\^^^ ^n«* «a><11 a%fW\€3ic3i' £\f triA ... _ .

for that day will consist of the

game and a general meeting of the

Alumni Association which will be

followed in the evening by a ban-

quet. A large number of Alumni is

expected to attend these functions.

Two new members were elected

to the board to take the places va-

cated by Rev. James J. Egan, O.

S. A., and Cletus A. Seaver, when
they resigned. They were the rep-

resentatives of the Villanova Club

of New York. Elected in their place

were William B, Sheehan, '25, presi-

dent of the New York Club, and
Matthew T. Domminey, '17.

The next meeting of the Board

inatlon dates by only a couple of

days, the Student Council request-

ing only time enough to prepare
the mimeograph ballots.

of Governors of the Alumni Associ-

ation will be held May 21st in the

college gymnasium.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Today

Belle Air Ball Committee meeting, 110 Mendel Hall. ...... i. 100 P. M.

Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall. .......... .100 P. M.

VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall.... 7.00 P. M.

Foreign Relations Society, Lounge gymnasium... 7.U0 f. m.

Wednesday /'a" }•)
'^:
:'':'

VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Jlall 1.00 P. M.

Thursday

Junior Class Elections, rear of dining hall. ..... .. .12.00 to 1.30 P. M.

North Jersey Club meeting. 212 Mendel Hall.,
7 XS p m"

Student Council meeting, 210 Mendel Hall 'W f. oa.

Friday

Baseball Game, Varsity vs. Temple, stadium. 3.00 P. M.

Saturday '

.^

Track Meet, Varsity vs. Temple, stadium 3.00 P. M.

Monday a

Literary Society, joint meeting, 204 Mendel Hall. ... .U. .. .8.15 P. M.

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

'^Certified Milk''

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

The rebuilding of the monastery

was started last Friday after sev-

eral months of planning and prepa-

ration. The sub-contracts have been

awarded, and now nothing stands

in the way of the actual work. .»

J. P. Mandis & Sons, of Ardmore,

have received the contract for the

dismantling of the building. They

will also put up the stonework^

using the old stone taken fiom the

building and whatever new stpnt

may be necessary. The excavation,

which will begin immediately after

dismantling, will take a few weieka

to complete. The dirt thfit is .re-

moved will be carted to ^he base-

ball diamond, where it will be used

to fill in the land in that vicinity.

The other sub-contracts that were
awarded during the past week were:

Plumbing and heating, to Walters

& Co., of Philadelphia, and the ejec-

trical work to the JElectro Con-

struction Co., also of Philadelphia.

As most of . the students have

noticed, a fence has been construct-

ed about that area in which the

dismantling and construction ^iU
take place. This is to protect the

students from flying stone and other

materials while construction is tak-

ing place.

The statue of St. Thomas that

the students have seen so many
times standing in front of 'the mon-
astery, has been taken down and
placed for the time being alongside

of the church.

A RDMORQ
^^ A Warner Bros. Theatr*

Matinee Dally 1 .30 to 4.30—Kvf. 7 to II

TODAY
"THE KEYHOLE*'

with

Kay Francis and_George Brent

WEDNESDAY ft THURSDAY
Jimmy Durante and

Baster Heaton

"WHAT, NO BEER?*'
' FRIDAY

"LUXURY LINER"
with

George Brent amdZlta Johann
SATURDAY

George Sydney, Charles Murray

"THE cd^NS AND
KELLYS IN TROUBLE^>»

MONDAY
"PLEASURE CRUISE"

with
Genevieve Tobin and Roland \«ung
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REGAL SHOES
$4.44

SMART SPORT STYLES
Showings and fittings at your convenience.

SELECTED ASSORTMENT
OF

REAL SILK HOSE
1 pr., 29c—3 pr., 80c—

6

pr., $1.55

SHOE TREES, $1.00 per pair

Don't Forget RegaFs for a Dime.

GET THE REGAL HABIT

Campus Representative—Charles McGee
U AusUn Hull

li

Villanova
umni

The official school rings may be

obtained with your own class

year. Write for prices.

i

L. G. Balfour Co-

VMadelphUtBrancK

1601 Chestnut St,

s

S
I
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Sideline

Smnts
By the^Sportt Editor

w

As A MA^jTEH of diversion I

went over the results of the
Temple-C. C. N. Y. track

meet which was held in New York
on Saturday. Then, comparing
with the final tabulations of our
own meet with West Chester State
Teachers' CoHe^e, I found the fol-

lowing results, which, of course,
ire based on time.
The 440-yar4, 110-yard, 12a-yard,

high hurdles, s^otput, broad jump,
javelin and high jump were all

won by Temple. The half-mile,

one- and two-mile events were
captured by Villanova, as well as

«| • the pole vault and discus.

This gives the meet to the Owls
on tlje basis of time and distance

of first places. Temple won sev-

en firsts to Villanova's five.

Now the 100-yard dash ought to

be won by the Wildcats because,

at the Penn Relays, Joe Fenste-
macher closed out Sid Shenker,
Owl ace, in the preliminary heats

of the dash. The broad jump also

belongs to the 'Cats on the basis

of past perforhiances, due to the
fact that Carl Hickey has been
jumping over 22 feet, while Can-
tanzarro, of Temple, cleared 20
feet 8 inches. Hickey's perform-
ance on Saturday was undoubted-
ly because of his strenuous efforts

the evening previous. And don't

you think that they weren't. This
also applies to the high jump.
This comes to you in the form

of an alibi, but we'll have to wait

•I a until next Saturday, May 13, when
Cat meets Owl at the stadium.

* ''

' « •

JahAl. Who's lTei>e

JUST a re-hash of the other
material which Is to be
found concerning the show

in this week's publication.

However, the way in which
the boys handled themselves
detierves all the commendation
possible. This type of a show
gives all a chance to release

their musical and dance emo-
tions, and they certainly did.

It Is our wish that this be-

comes an annual performance.
It Is benefitting to the college

and the athletic association
both in a financial and a so-

cial aspect. There has been a
rumor going the rounds that
the play may be produced in
either Philadelphia or Atlantic
City. No matter what the
city, If there is sufficient pub-
licity, the show should draw
packed houses at every
perfonnance.

d

'\'9

Another Junior Varsity

FOLLOWING the principle of
football, btisketball and ten-

nis, there is now a junior
varsity baseball team. Today they
will travel to, Franklin Field to

play the Pennsylvania aggrega-
tion and a return match on Thurs-
day at the stadium. As yet the
team is not formed but it will be
composed of the best players in

the Inter-Dorm League. This
team ought to formulate a new
interest in the baseball division of
the Inter-Dorm League because
the players will have a new in-

centive. But no complaint as to
the attendance, as far as I can
see it, can be lodged against the
members of the halls as yet.

Everyone has shown an interest
in the league, and the race will

undoubtedly be as closely contest-
ed as basketball. • ...

Forthcoming Sventa

THIS WEEK is one of great
activity in the sports line.

The varsity baseball team
will face Pennsylvania, Temple
and Osteopathy in the course of
the week, while the junior var-
sity meets Pennsylvania twice in

three days. The annual track
meet with Temple comes on Sat-
urday, while the netmen travel to
Scranton to play Bucknell. In
regard to the baseball games, I

think that we ought to win all

three. Pennsylvania, by her past
record, does not seem strong
enough to hold the Wildcats, while
Temple and Osteopathy should be
found on the short end of the
final score. As yet, we know noth-
ing about the J. V. aggregation, so
no prediction can be forecast. "The
tennis team will meet one of its

' toughest opponents in Bucknell,
and the outcome is still vague.
I have tried to preview Track,

> and at the end of the 14 events
thers should be a margin of ten
points In favor of the Wildcat.

• • •

T«« Probably Know That

—

I Ik J-ICKET COCHRANE, of the

1^1 A'a; Tom Zachary, of theAT .A Braves; Pipgras, of the
Tanks, aad Scharein, of the
Btowns, an havs brothers playing

flC^Uial.n«iiiM>*t

TRACK TENNIS

SPORTS
BASEBALL GOLF
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BULLETS BEAT 'CATS, 13-12

SCORE EVEN BREAK

IN OPENING GAMES

Defeat Haverford J. Y. Team

But Lose to Ursinus Cubs

at Collegeviil!

VAUGHN EARNS VICTORY

Villanova's freshman baseball

team played two games during the

past week, winning from the Haver-

ford College Junior Varsity and re-

ceiving a setback from the Ursinus

yearlings.

ITrslnus

The Kittens came out on the

short end of a slugfest at CoUege-
ville last Saturday, losing to the
Ursinus Cubs by the score of 11 to

5. The game was originally sched-
uled to end at 4.30 P. M., but due to

the great interest in he game at

the end of the seventh inning the
managers decided to extend the
contest to the limit. Villanova was
trailing at this time—6 to 6, and
the extension only proved to be a
bitter pill; for the Cubs pounded
out six more runs in the eighth.

Ursinus did well in converting
their chances. Although they had
only eight hits, all but one counted
in the run-making. Three of the
five passes they received also
crossed the plate. Villanova, al-

though getting 13 hits, was very
ineffective in the pinches when hits

were most needed.
Connors, in his brief stay, yielded

three walks and five hits, one of
them a home run by Bassman.
Collins passed two and allowed only
three singles in seven innings

—

but was poorly supported .in the
field. During the eighth inning
alone, the Cubs converted one hit.

ConUnn^ on Pac« Six

Varsity Nine to Play Off
Penn and Temple Contests

The long-awaited game with the
University of Pennsylvania base-

ball team will be played tomorrow
afternoon at Franklin Field, Phila-
delphia. This contest was origi-

nally scheduled for April 1, but
was postponed because of rain.

On Friday, the Blue and White
will meet Temple at the stadium,
to play off the contest which was
rained out last Wednesday. On
Saturday, the third opponent of

the week will be Osteopathy. This
game will also be played at Villa-

nova.

NETIN DEFEATED

BYALBRIGKr,4-3

Wildcats Win Over Ursinus,

5 to 1 in Return

Engagement

BEAUDIN IS UNDEFEATED

The Villanova tennis team broke

even in its two matches played last

week, winning from Ursinus and
losing to a strong Albright team.

Albright College handed the Cats

their first defeat of the season by
the score of four matches to three.

Villanova's minions started fast,

capturing the first two completed
matches but faltered in the remain-
ing five duels.

Paul Beaudin, erstwhile pigskin

toter, playing at third singles for

the Main Liners, turned in the first

victory of the day, triumphing over

Garrigan of Albright in a three set

match, e-1, 4-6. 6-4.

Joe Stieber added a plus one to

the 'Cats score by taking the meas-
ure of Berger of the Lions by the

score of 6-2, 4-6, 6-2, in another three

set fracas. Albright promptly re-

taliated, however, by taking three

. Continued on Faice Seven

Villanova Suffers Defeat
In Ninth Inning Flare-Up

Heavy Hitting: Features Closely Contested

Game, Played on Stadium Diamond, .

Last Friday Afternoon

FRANK SKAFF HITS LONG HOME RUN

N A GAME packed with all the thrills that

baseball can offer, Villanova was defeated

by the close score of 13 to 12, last Friday
afternoon, by the Gettysburg Bullets. ;

At the end of the fourth inning the Cats
seemed to have the contest well in hand,

but Gettysburg came back to score four

runs in the si>fth inning and again take the

lead. Scoring two and three runs in the seventh and eightb

innings respectively, the Blue and White again forged to the

front only to be beaten out by a three-run rally on the pari

fof the Bullets in their half o<

the ninth. The Villanova team
This Was Tough

Gettysburg
ab r h

2

3

Villanova Frosh
ab r h

Grace, If . ..,. .V;. 2 10
McGovern, If 2 2 1

Dougherty, cf 4 2 1

Lahey, c 4 2 3
Mahan, lb 3 1 1

Geraghty, ss 3 2 2
Sweeney, 3b 4

Korchinski, rf . . . 3 1

Conroy, rf 1

Higgins, 2b 4 1 1

Galgota, 2b 1 1

Vaughan, p S 1

Collins, p
McGunnigle, If ... 1 1

Connors 1

Totals 35 12 12

Haverford J. V.
ab r h

Maier, ss 2 1 6
Haines, cf 3 1

Paul, 2b .4 1

Jacobs, c 4 1 1

Pugilese, If 2 1

Singer, p-lb 3 1

Lentz, rf 3 1

Kase, Ib-p 3 1

Baird, 3b 3

a o

1

1 16
2 3
1

1

1

1

e

1 1

7 21 1

a
5

1

1

1

o
2
1

1

7

3
3
2
2

t '« ( I I I

••f

»

(I

Totals 27 2 7 8 21 5
Batted for Vaughan in sixth.

Runs batted in—Kase, Lahey 2,

Mahan 3, Korchinski, Dougherty,
McGovern, Geraghty 2.

. Two-base hits—Korchinski, Ger-
aghty, Lentz, Kase. Three-base hit

—Dougherty. Home run—Mahan.
Stolen bases—Haines, Grace 2, La-
hey, Geraghty, McGovern. Double
play—Maier (unassisted). Struck
out—By Vaughan 12, Collins 2, Sing-
er 4, Kase 1. Bases on balls—Off
Vaughan 2, Collins 4, Singer 5, Kase
1. Hits—Off Vaughan, 6 in « in-

nings; Collins, 1 in 1 inning; Singer,

Villanova Frosh
ab r h a o e

Grace, If ....*.... 3 1 1

Conroy, If . . . . ...i,,000000
McGovern, rf ..... 4 10
Korchinski, rf .... 1

Lahey, c ......««. f. 5 1 1 1 12

Mahan, lb ....... 634130
Geraghty, ss 5 1 2 3

Mo^unnigle, cf . . . 5 2 1

Sweeney, 3b 5 1 3 1 3

Higgins, 2b 4 1 2 2 2

Connors, p ••*;..:•...'• 10
Collins, p ....;,... 3 1110
Totals 39 6 13 9 24 6

Ursinus Frosh
ab r h a o e

Cubberly, ss 5 2 1 1

Sacks, 3b 3 1 3 1 1

Schultz, c 5 1 13 1

Greenawalt, cf . . . . 5 1 2 1

Gensyler, 2b 4 1 2 2 1

Bassman, If 5 2 2 1

Calbert, lb 3 2 1 10 1

Frieece, rf 3 1

Newcomb, rf 1

Gomer, p 2
Trumbore, p 2 1 3

Totals 38 11 9 9 27 3
Runs batted in—Lahey, Mahan,

McGunnigle 2, Sweeney, Cubberly,
Schultz 2, Bassman 2, Greenewalt 3.

Two-base hit—Geraghty. Three-
base hits—Lahey and Greenawalt.
Home run—Bassman. Stolen bases
—Schultz, Mahan 2. Sacrifice hits

—

McGovern, Connors. Struck out

—

By Connors 3, Collins 7, Gromer 4,

Trumbore 9. Bases on balls—Off
Connors 3, Collins 2, Gomer 1, Trum-
bore 2. Hits—Off Connors, 5 in 2 1-3

innings; Collins, 4 in 5 2-3 innings;
Gomer, 7 in 4 innings; Trumbore, 6
in 5 innings. Wild pitch—Connors.

Morris, cf 6 2
Eby, 2b 4 1

Enders, ss 5
Jones, rf 5
Kitzmiller, lb ..>•>... 5 2 2
Dracha, 3b .......... 5 2 2
Olkewicz, c 5 1

Haughton, If 5 3 3

Bollinger, p 1 1

Cowell, p 1
Howard, p 1

a-Birely 1 1 1

o
1

3
6
1

8

5
3
Q

Totals 43 13 14 27 14

Villanova

• #•••••11* **.**Lenzi, c
Weston, 88 ...,;;'.*,j, 6
Murphy, cf .......... 4
Reitz, lb 4

Skaff, 3b ............ 5
Hurlburt, If 5
Wronski, 2b 3
j^ mn, jx .... .'.•-•«'•'. . . • .

.

4
King, p 3
Montgomery, p 1

b-Hurley 1
c-Zimkin 1

ab r
5 1

1

3
3
2
1
1

h
2

1

o
5

2

5

3 11

3 1

1

1

2

1

1

1 1

1

Totals 37 12 13 27 12

a—Batted for Cowell in 6th.

b—Batted for Wronski in 9th,

c—Batted for Montgomery in 9th.

Gettysburg .. 02101402 3—13
Villanova ... 03310023 0—12
Errors: Gettysburg 3 (Enders,

Haughton, Howard); Villanova 4

(Lenzi, Skaff, Wronski, Weston).
Two-base hits: Haughton, Lenzi 2,

Hurlburt, Finn, Hurley. Three-base
hit: Skaff. Home run: Skaff. Stolen
bases: Weston. Sacrifice: King.
Double plays: Eby to Enders to

Kitzmiller. Left on bases: Gettys-
burg 7, Villanova 7. Base on balls:

Off Bollinger 1, Cowell 4, Howard 0,

King 2, Montgomery 0. Struck out:

By Ballinger 1, Cowell 0, Howard 2,

King 1, Montgomery 4. Hits: Off
Ballinger, 5 in 2 innings (none out
in 3d); Cowell, 3 in 3; Howard, 6 in

4; King 8 in 5 2-3; Montgomery, 6
in 2 1-3 innings. Wild pitch : Cowell.
Passed balls: Olkewicz, Lenzi. Win-
ning pitcher: Howard. Losing
pitcher: Montgomery. Umpires:
Paugh and Dinsmore. Time of

game: 2.38.

Winning pitcher — Gomer. Loainy

Fki0M baIl»-L4(hey t» Jaedbt ' li ttm4 "ti tuaia 2 kduW 10 MdMrn.

€k>lfers Lrose

The Villanova golfers lost their
first match of the season last Mon-
day, when they were defeated by
a strong Haverford College team,
7»/4 to IV^.

CapUin Bill Kelly was the only
Villanova player to win his match.
Elliott, Craig, Schuyler, McNerney
and Sail were the other Wildcat
players. The match was played at
the Merion Golf Club in Merlon,
and as the majority of the Villa-
nova players had never played there
Wort .tli« Murast^i^ tnilMly' »«w
to B^ttU ' ' - r • 1

was unable to score in their

last chance at bat and were
forced to drop their second

contest of the season.
Frank Skaff's long home run in

the eighth inning sent the Bullet
fielders scurrying over to the foot-

ball stadium to retrieve the ball,

but before they could relay it in to
home plate, Reitz, who was on by
virtue of a single, and Skaff had
tallied for the local nine.
The plays by innings were as

follows:

First Inning
Morris grounded out to Weston;

Eby was tossed out by King, and
Enders singled to left; Jamili
grounded to Skaff. One hit, no rur(|^

no errors.

Lenzi doubled to left. On Wc^
ton's hit to short stop, Lenzi was
caught going to third; Weston stol«

second; Murphy flied out and Reitz
struck out. One hit, no runs, no
errors.

Second Inning
Kitzmiller flied out to Muiphy;

Diacha singled; Olkewicz A.^ed to

Weston; Houghton doubled, scoring
Dracha; Bollinger singled to center,

scoring Houghton; Morris {^rounded
out to Reitz. Three hits, two runs,
no errors. •- r'tt' r.--

'.''• 'V;'

Skaff filed out to left; Hurlburt
singled; Wronski singled and Finn
doubled, scoring Hurlburt; Wronski
and Finn scored on King's sacri-

fice bunt to third; Lenzi walked
and Weston grounded out to short-
stop. Three runs, three hits, no
errors.

Third Inning
Eby reached second on Wronski's

error; Enders flied out to Finn and
Jones grounded out to Skaff; Kitz-
miller reached first on Skaff's error,

scoring Eby; Dracha struck out. No
hits, one run, two errors.

Murphy took second on Haugh-
ton's error; Reitz singled and ad-
vanced to second on throw in to
home; Skaff's single scored Murphy;
Reitz was out on throw to home by
leftfielder; Hurlburt was safe on
first baseman's error; Skaff scored
on passed ball; Hurlburt scored
from second on passed ball; Wron-
ski was passed and was out at
second on fielder's choice; King
forced Finn at second. Three runa,
two hits, two errors.

Fourth Inning
Olkewicz flied to Finn; Houghton

hit out to Wronski; Cowell grounded
out, Reitz to King. No runs, no hit%
no errors.

Lenzi doubled; Weston singled !•
center, scoring Lenzi; Weston WM
out stealing second; Murphy and
Reitz walked; Skaff hit inW % ^

double play. One run, two hits, nt

'

errors.

Fifth Inning
Morris doubled; Eby sacrifice^

a^y^^irig .Morrli; Hn^pFfi^ «U«d. «« .
'

'»
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lAustin Hall Beats Mendel
^nd Loses Game toAlumni

Ive Home Runs Feature Sluggrin^ Contest

; Between Mendel and Austin Hall

on Sunda}^ Afternoon

SHJEVLIN PITCHES ALUMNI TO WIN

Box .scores for the Froah-Urslaus and
Froah - Ilaverford baseball gam«a will

be found on page 7.

The Austin Hall laaseball team
fceld the spotlight in the intr»-mural

league last week when it .played

%rfo contests, defeating Mendel by
the score of 8 to 2 and losing to

Jlllumni, 15-8.

The Mendel fray, played Sunday
Afternoon, featured five home runs.

jClavin, McGee and Dart were re-

Bponsible for the round-trippers by
the Austinites, and Tom Ryan and
jio6 Reiily connected for Mendel.

I In the first inning Mendel got off

I

to a four-run lead. Austin nar-

I

rowed the margin in the second
frame, but Mendel added one more
run in the third and fifth. At the
end of the sixth, Mendel led by the
comfortable margin of 6 to 3, but
a three-run Austin rally knotted
the count as the eighth inning be-
gan. Austin jumped ahead with
one run in the eighth, but Mendel
came back to score two more and
again forge to the front. Not to

be outdone. Austin settled down in

their half of the ninths and before
the .side was retired eight runs had
been accounted for. Mendel waa

unable to do anything in her laat

attempt and w&s rofc«d to acknowl-
edge defeat to the tunc of 15 to 8.

Joe Reiily, playing shortstop for
the losers was the leading batter
of the afternoon .gettting three hit.s

out of four times 'at bat. For the
victors, Mike Clavin showed the
way, batting .666 with 2 hits in 3 at-

tempts.
Berardi was the winning pitcher,

yielding Mendel 11 hits while Vo-
ran, Szczapa and RobinsoM were
nicked 14 times by the Austinite?.

The Tuesday game resulted in a
defeat for Austin at the hands of
Alumni Hall. The final score of

this melee was Austin 2, Alumni 8.

Alumni set out right at the be-

ginning to prove its superiority and
pushed over one run in the first

and added two more in the third.

Still not satisfied, another run was
added in the fourth.
Austin, in a feeble attempt to

stop the Academyitee, earned two
runs in its half of the fifth but
was completely engulfed when
Alumni came back with another
run in the second half of this frame
and added three more in the sev-
enth.
The game was called in the

eighth inning to enable the players
to get dinner.
Johnny Shevlin^ erstwhile basket-

¥^
Tuesday, May 9, 193S

ball player, waii the winning", pitch-
er and Bruno Was credited vluh a
defeat. Shevlin struck ,out 12 men
in eight innings while the best
Bruno could do was 6. Shevlin
yielded tNvo passes and Bruno g^ve
three complimentary trips to *Ust.
Daly, Shevlin, Searight and

Lynch each collected two hits for
the Alumni nine, while Dart and
Bruno led the Austinites.

^:
IWMhgr, May 9, IMS

Frosh Baseballers
,

Score Even Break
rontlnued Prom Pugre Five

two walks, and three errors into

six big runs.

Gomer, a bespectacled twirler,

was heavily touched in his four
Inning stretch, yielding one walk
and seven hits—two of them for
extra bases. He permitted four of
the runs tallied by the Kittens.
Gomer was replaced in the fifth by
Trumbore, who yielded only one
pass and six hits, but he kept them
so well scattered that they pro-
duced only one run.

Gensyler led at bat for the Cubs,
getting two hits out of four tries

and Bassman had a single and a
homer out of five. Mahan led the

Kittens with fitar ;alngles out of
five attempts anil liahey came a^f^-

ond with a sii%Ie and a triple outj
of five chances.

Haverford
The Haverfor4 ^ Junior Varsity

team came to Vilj^nova last Thurs-
day, and went home thoroughjy
convinced that tiifey had been beaten
by a better tea^. The Kittens
banged out 12 clear hits, and, coij^-

bining them with several walks and
two damaging errors, produced

i

12 big runs. Haverford did well at
bat but was unelble to bunch Its
hits. Several times during the game
they failed to tally because theh*
hitters couldn't connect safe^j
when men were on base.
Vaughn, starting pitcher for

lanova, gave a good account
himself, but was removed by Coach\
Bill Tracy at the first signs ocj
v/eakness. He was replaced by CrifcJ

lins, who continued the fine brand
of hurling that marked the whole
game. Kase and Singer change^
positions at first base and pitching^
midway through the game wherii
one of Haverford's errors u ^
Singer to such a degree that he^

passed the next two batters. Both
of the passed batsmen scored ariO
Kase had a job on his hands to
keep the scoring down in th
inning as well as he did.

today!; show

««^ ^^otf^'^

€V€l^ KEN INTCReST-

ED IN MAGIC?

fUNiNV you
SHOULD MEN-
TION IT. I SAW
AWOWDEI^FUL
MAGIC STUNT
LAST NIGHT.

FACT ISJ
TOOK T>A1^T

IN IT_

^0Pi rntcK

ABOUT TO
BE CUT

rMS/SrH£LOOP
THATH£ CUTS,

MA6/C/AA/S^Oi^
HAA/O £MPry^

t}—BUr/VASSMALL LOOPOr
/iOP£ C0A/C£:AL£0 B£H/^L>
F//^SrAA/L> S£CO/\LL> r/A/6£fiS
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Camelsaremadefrom.

finer,moreexpensive

tobaccos than any

other popular brand.

They are milder, easy

on the throat ... a

better smoke. It's the

tobacco that counts.

^*««««r^

BLEND

Oonnitfrt. 1N3, a. i. tODBQNUV

^^O TmCKJ IM CAMELS JUST cosTinn tobaccos

*/Wildcat Track Team Downs West Chester .

Mn HindersRunners in .

65-61 Win Over Teachers

1

[alaney Double Winner for Blue and White,
Taking Firsts in the Discus and

Shotput; Baker Wins Mile

ILDCATS TAKE THREE PLACES IN 880

HE VILLANOVA track team opened its dual
season Saturday by eking out a close 65-61

win over the West Chester State Teachers
College, at Wayne Field, West Chester.

Although each team won a like number
of first places, seven, Villanova showed her
superiority by placing a consistent number
in each event.

The time of the track events was slow because of the
feather conditions, the best time being made by Jocko
itirley in the 220-yard race, which he negotiated in 23 6-10
?conds. The first event on*— —
le program was the 440-yard
m, which was won by Elliot,

Villanova, followed by Kra-
ler, also of Villanova, and

f
J^ers, of West Chester. The
le was 53 5-10 seconds.
Phe only double winner of the
bet was Ken Malaney, who won

STATISTICS ON BASEBALL PLAYERS

'

le discus with a throw of 124 feet
i^ inches and the shot put with a
is of 40 feet 11 inches.
phere were two disappointments
the Villanova roofers. The first

13 the failure of Carl Hickey,
Itercollegiate hop, step and jump
Ump to win a single event and
lat of Joe Penstemacher, who
Jy placed third In the 100-yard
|h. Hickey placed second in the
kd jump and pole vault and
rd in the high jump,
teorge Baker won the mile event
[4^38 8-10. This being his favorite

George led all the way and
the start to the finish was

i^er headed. After this event, he
In in the two-mile run and was
Iten by Ted Hamilton, of Villa-
la, who traversed the distance in
14 2-10.

Phe climax of the entire meet was
880-yard event in which the

Ildcats shut out the Teache^-s
lout a single place. The race

i$3 won by Dick Womer in the
le of 2.5. This settled matters

the Main Ldners for they
fe trailing the Chesterites at the
le by five points. The race gave

nine and a lead of four points
5ich bowed up the meet,
ilmost all of the events were run
downpour of rain which ham-

red the runners and slowed up
time.

liller, ace hurdler of the Teach-
College, won both of the hurdle

bes, the 120-yard high and the
t-yard low, to annex ten markers
his team. '

:r
'
'

^he team meets Temple next iSat-
lay at the Stadium. The meet
^t year was won by Temple,
fhc summaries:
>0-yard run—Won by Elliott. Villanova:
Dnd, Kramer. Vlllaaova; third, Myers
8t Chester. Time, 33 5-10 «cc.

^.^
-^^u"* .

*'*''^ — Wo" ^y McLaughlin.
it Chester; second. Hurley, Villanova;
rd. Penstemacher, Villanova. Time 10

sec.

ble vault — Won by Howells, West
fester; second, Hlclcey, Villanova; third,
[ between Godsalp and Comard, West
tster. Height. 10 ft. 6 in.

ne-mlle run—Won by Baker, Villanova:
bnd, Ramsay, West Chester; third,
bps, West Chester. Time, 4 min. 38

sec.

"o-mlle run—Won by Hamilton, ViUa-
,; second. Baker, Villanova; third,

^bb. West Chester. Time, 10 mln. 14
sec.

Bo-yard high hurdles—Won by Miller,
Chester; second, Brown, Villanova;
Krouse, West Chester. Time, 16 6-10

Inter-Dorm Track Meet
Next Tuesday afternoon. May

16, the Inter-Dorm track meet
will be held at the stadium at
2.00 P. M.

It will be the first held in the
present league and all the mem-
bers of the various halls are eli-

gible, except those who are en-
gaged in varsity track competi-
tion.

PLAYER AB
Lenai, c 90
Cftvanaugh, c ...30
Murphy, cf 29
Reitz. lb 24
SkaSt, 3b 90
Hurlburt, If 28
Wronskl, 2b 21
Finn, rf 20
Weaten, rf, ss ...M
King, p 11
O'DonncU, p 4
Montgomery, p . 9
Hurley. 2b 1
ZimkuB, 3b 1

PLATSR AB
Grace, If 5
McGovem, rf ... €
Conroy, rf 1
Doutrherty, of ... 4
Lahey, c 9
Korchinski, rf . . 3
Mahan, lb 8~

8
6
8
1
5
3
3
1

VARSITY

Geraghty, ss
McGunnigle, cf
Higgins, 2b ...

Galgeta, 2b ...

Sweeney, 3b ..

Vaughn, p
Collins, p
Connors, p

• • • • • *

• • • • •

R
f
5
6
e
5
10
4
4
1

2
1
•

R
2
2

2
8

4
2

2

1

H
9
9
6
8
9
9
5
«
3
1
1
2
1

B
6
4

1
4

3

1
1
»

o
42
17
M
M
4
•
9
6
4
2

1

PRESHMEN
H
1
1

1
4
1
5
3
3
3
1
1

1

Totals :...-n 18 25

B
o

9

1

2

3

w

o

1

1
28

6
3
1
2

1

1

44

A
10
19
1
2

IS
1

10
o
2
7
1

A

2
1
3
3

1

3
1
1
1

RBI
4
6
3
3

10
5
3
6.

1
2
8

RBI

1

1
3
1
4
2
2

1

FA
.897
.897

i.oeo
.980
.826

1.090
.903

1.900
.857
.900

1.009
1.000
IMO
.000

FA
1.090
LOOO
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
i.ooe
.009

1.000
.429

1.000
1.000
1.000

BA
.300
.391
.27»
.333
.300
.321
.238
.400
.273
.099
.250
.222

1.000
.090

6 15 .909

BA
.200
.197
.000
.250
.444
.333
.«25
.375
.500
.375

1.000
.200
.000
.333
.000

.352

'CATS'

MEOW

VILLANOVA SUFFERS

DEFEAT BY BULLETS

ContiniMsd From Page Five

to Hurlburt; Morris scored. Jones
grounded out to Skaff. One run, no
hits, no errors.
Hurlburt and Wronski flied out;

Finn walked andKing;groundedout
to shortstop. No runs, no hits, no
errors.

SIxtih Inning
Kitzmiller singled; Dracha fanned;

Olkewicz singled, as did Haughton;
Bierly, pinch hitting * for Cowell,
singled, scoring I^tzmiller, Olke-
wicz and Haughton when throw iii

from Murphy hit Kitzmiller and
bounded off toward the backstop;
Morris flied out to Skaff. After
walking Eby, King was relieved by
Montgomery; Enders singled scor-
ing Bierly and Montgomery fanned
Jones. Four runs, five hits, no
errors.
Lenzi grounded out; Weston flied

to left and Murphy grounded out to
third. No runs, no hits, no errors.

SevMith Inning

Kitzmiller struck out; Dracha
grounded to third and Olkewicz flied
out to Murphy. No runs, no hits, no
errors.

Reitz was safe on first baseman's
error; Skaff tripled, scoring Reitz;
Hurlburt grounded out to third
baseman; Wronski flied to right;
Skaff scored on throw in; Finn sin-
gled and Montgomery fanned. Two
hits, two runs, no errors.

Eighth Inning

NETMEN DEFEATED

BY ALBRIGHT,
4-3

Wildcats Win Ov€r Ursinus,

5 to 1, in Return

Engagement

BEAUCNN IS UNDEFEATED

Continae^l From Page Five

John Hughes Selects Three
Men to Manage Jayvees,

150's and Frosh Football

THREE FROSH APPOINTED

straight matches. Captain Herb
Oritsky, former Overbrook High
luminary, defeated Captain Sam
Miles, of Villanova, in the first sin-

gles encounter, a hard-earned
straight set victorj', 6-3, 12-10.

The Reading boys again scored
when Hoffman, playing second sin-
gles, defeated Steve Kramer in
another hard-fought three-set strug-
gle,6-4, 7-9, 6-0; and Matz, Albright's
fifth man, triumphed over Ed Mal-
hame in straight sets, 6-2, 11-9. Not
to be denied, the Blue and White
tied the score again when Jack
Barry and Paul Beaudin, the 'Cats
second doubles team, won from the
Albright combination of Berger
and Matz in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.

Despite this apparent recovery, the
Homesters dropped the final and
deciding match when Miles and
Kramer lost to the Albright first

doubles team of Oritsky and Hoff-
man by scores of 6-1, 6-3.

The second victory of the season
was won when Ursinus bowed by
the impressive score of five matches
to one. This contest was held at
Ursinus. Sol Berman's proteges
won every match but the second
singles encounter.
In the feature singles match,

Captain Sam Miles, of the Wild-
cats, defeated Heiges, of Ursinus,
in straight sets, 6-2, 13-11. The sec-
ond singles match resulted in the
lone marker for the Bears when
Danehower defeated Kramer after
a hard-fought three-set duel, 6-2, 2-6,
7-5.

Villanova captured the five re-
maining contests with little difli-

Varsity football manager John J.
Hughes, has announced that three
members of the class of '36 have
been selected to act as managers
of the junior varsity, 150-lb. and
freshman football teams for the
coming season. These men were
chosen because of the work they
have done as assistant varsity
managers.
The junior varsity manager is

Edward Carlin, of the Arts school
and James Downs and John Delia
Rocco, both Business students, will
act as 150-lb. and freshman mana-
gers respectively.
Mr. Hughes also announced that

another game had been scheduled
for the 150-lb. team". This contest
is to be played with Rutgers and
will be held at New Brunswick,
N. J., on November 30. Four other
games have been scheduled for the
Lightweights. The season opens
October 27, at New York, when
Manhattan will act as hosts to the
Blue and White. The following
week, Yale will be played at New
Haven and on November 16, the
University of Pennsylvania will
send its squad to meet the Felines
in their only home contest.
The following week, the Villa-

nova Ramblers journey to Ekiston
to engage Lafayette and the season
will be brought to a close with the
Rutgers contest.

The schedule is as follows:
October 27—Manhattan, at New

York.
November 4—Yale, at New Haven.

WHAT A weekend! VarsitJS
iMuBeball. track, tennis, golt^
Frosh baseball, football meiK>

and others worked out in the Tunf.
and Tinsel show. ,

—V—
That was aboot the funniest tUng;/

that bit the canipus since the school
started 'way back in 1842. /'

—V—
When you consider all the aos

tivities, about the only thing w«
didn't have was a lacrosse game an^l
a few chukkers of polo. /—V—
During that hectic game wllM'

G'burg, some one was afraid tliai
Stan Wronski's hair would get htk
liis eyes wlien his luit came off M
the sixth inning. /

-V- J'
The little Scottie that insisted o*»

sitting in the pitcher's box received
more attention than Skaff's lon^
home run into the east stand of th#
football stadium. /

-V- l(
By the end of tlds week the basM

ball team can have a wimiintf
rtreak of three games. All it haS
to do is beat Penn, Temple antf
Osteopathy. Oh! is that all?

—V— /

To be broadcast over a national
hiccup ... the repeal of the ISthi
Amendment. (College Humor, issu4
of September, '00.)

—V— ^

You should have seen the expre»i
sions on the faces of some of thai
"You can't do H" boys after th«
laugh riot. Were their faces . , „
shall we say red? ^

The Ursinus co-eds playing tennia
near the ball field seemed to hav«
disturbed the Villanova Frosh.

—V—
Diving an intnirmural game oa

Sunday a batted ball bounded off
the pitcher's ankle into the hand4
of the first baseman for the put-out«

-V-
There you are, Mr. Ripley, believij

it or not.

_V-
The tennis team is going to have

to go some if it wants to beat that
record of last year when It won IS
and lost 2.

—V—
So far this season the tally f:how|»

two victories and one defeat, wittt
seven matches still to be played. /—V—
To get off a poor pun, tennis haft

ceased to become a racket. Thosei
boys are seriously trying to keep
its standing at the head of the lisf
of Villanova sports.

_V—
The track team was disappointed

when they couldn't stay for a dance
that was supposed to be held at
West Chester Teachers College.

—V—
Maybe ncvxt year they won't beat

the Teachers, and then they will b4i
invited to attend.

November
Villanova.
November

Easton.
November

Brunswick,

16—Pennsylvania, a4l

22—L a f a y e 1 1 e, aC

30—Rutgers, «|tNeii:

TToii<riif/^« f^^v^^A ^^A TT u*«»iMing coHiescs wiin iixue dint-

a1''»f±3: 'm "'?„ llLS^^t -"y. ""'y <"-« -tch g,,ng three

|0-yard low hurdles—^Won by Miller,
^ChMter; second, McLauRhlln, W«Jt

Uilrd, Donahue, Villanova. Time.
ace.

otput—Won by Malaney. Villanova;
Ind, Wetiler, Villanova; third. Drleke.
It Chester. Distance, 40 ft. 11 in.

0-yard run—Won by Hurley, Villanova-
Bd, Quarino, West Chester: third.
ner, VilUoova. Time, 23 «-10,

Iroad Jump—Won by McLaughlin, West
pter; second, Hickey, Villanova; third,
nson, West Chester. Distance 20 ft

Jin.

IlKh Jump—Won by Menifor. West
^ter; second. Johnson, West Chester-

Hickey, Villanova. Height, 5 ft.

^velin throw—Won by Steckbcck, West
uter; second. Swel^ht, West Chester;

Baker, Villanova. Distance, 103 ft.

Jin.
flflcus throw—Won by Malaney. Villa-

second, VerKklnskl, West Chester;
Ob«rly, West Chester. Distance, 124

\\ IB.

-half mile—Won by Womer, Vllla-
•ceond, LafrancliiM. Villanova;

HamtltoD, VUlaoova. Time, 2 mln.
10

was passed; Morris singled; Eby
grounded out to pitcher; Enders
reached first and Howard and Mor-
ris scored on Lenzi's error; Jones
forced out Enders at second, when
he hit to Wronski, who tossed to
Weston. One hit, two runs, one
error.

Lenzi flied out and Murphy went
around to third on pitcher's bad
throw to first; Reitz singled, scoring
Murphy; Skaff hit a homer into the
east stands of the football stadium,
scoring Reitz; Hurlburt struck out.
Two hits, three runs, one error.

Nhith Innhig
Kitzmiller singled and advanced

to second when Lenzi dropped a
pitched ball; Dracha singled; Olke-
wicz grounded out to Wronski;
Haughton was safe on Weston's er-
ror and Kitzmiller and Dracha
scored; Morris filed to center and
Haughton scored on throw in; Eby
fanned. Three runs, three hits, one
error.

Hurley, pinch-hitting for Wron-
ski, doubled; Finn grounded to sec-
ond and Zimkus hit into a fielder's
choice, while batting for Montgom-
ery, putting Hurley out between
second and third; Lenzi grounded
out to shortbtop. One hit, no runs,
DO errors.

sets.

The summaries:

Albright
1. Miles, Villanova, lost to Orit-

sky, Albright, %-Z, 12-10.

2. Kramer, V. C, lost to Hoffman,
6-4. 7-9. 6-0.

3. Beandin beat Garrigan,
bright, 6-1, 4-6, 6-4.

4. Stieber defeated Berger,
bright, 6-2, 4-6. 6-2.

5. Matz, Albright, defeated
Malhame, 6-2, 11-9.

Doubles:
1. Oritsky and Hoffman. Albright,

defeated Miles and Kramer, 6-1, 6-3.
2. Barry and Beaudine defeated

Matz and Berger, 6-3, 6-3.

Ursinus
1. Miles, Villanova,

Heiges, Ursinus, 6-2, 13-11.
2. Danehower,

Victories for Alumni and Austin
Austin

ab
Redington, 3b 4
Dart, If 4
Bruno, p 4
Finelli, ss 4

Al- ! McGee, 2b 3
Burke, c 3
Ryan, lb 3
Willis, cf 1
Clavin, rf 2

Totals , 28
Aiamni

ab
3
2

n

Al-

Ed

h

2
2

1

1

r

1

1

€

3

1

1

2

defeated

6 2 721

• •••••••••«Travers, cf
Casey, rf

Daly, lb
Shevlin, p .,,,,«
[Searight, c

defeated I
Torpey, ss

••••••••••••

• •••••••••a
• ••••••••••
• •••••••••«

)•••••••

Lynch, rf 2

iiiiiin.iMiuiiiii

Ursinus.
Kramer, Villanova, 6-2, 2-6, 7-5.

|

Taylor, 2b
3. Beandine, Villanova, defeated

I

Hughes, 3b
Davison, Ursinus, S-6, 6-4. { Slaughter, If 3

4. Stieber, Villanova, defeated Yorke, 2b 1
Cunningham, Ursinus, 10-8, 6-2.

Doubles:
1. Miles and Kramer, Villanova,

defeated Danehower and Davison,
Ursinus, 9-7, 1-6, 6-1.

2. Beaudin and Stieber. Villa-
nova, defeated Wharton and Kurtx,
Ursinus, 6-1, 6-1.

h

2
2
2

1

2

Mendel

ab
T. Ryan, 3b 4
Robinson, 2b 5
Myles, c-cf 3
Szczapa, If-p 5
J. Reiily, ss 4
McGrory, lb 4
Shea, cf-lb 2
Voran, p-3b 2
Farris, rf 4
Badamo, 2h 2

r

1

1

3
2
1

h o

1

3

4

11

2

4
d
01

4
%
1i

H

d
a
if

r

3

2

1

2

e

1

1
1

3
1

o

6
1

11

2
1

2

1

Totals • •••##••••• .35 8 11 27 Z
Aastin

•

III

Totals 30 8 7 24
Austin 0000200 0-2
Alumni 1021103 x-«
Struck out—By Shevlin 12, Bruno

7. Bases on b^lls—Off Shevlin 2.
Bruno 3.

Dart, If ... .

Micashef, 2b
Bruno, ss

McGee, lb
Willis, cf

•••••••••••«
• ••••••«•••

ab
6
6
5
5
4

Clavin, rf 3
Redington, 3b 4
Ooyle, c 5
Berardi, p 3
Zuhowski, 2b Q

r

2
1

2
1

3
3
1

1

1

h
2

3
2

1

2

2

2

o
2
2
2

14

1

5

•
•
9
a
•'.

!'

•

Totals 41 16 14 27 X.
Austin 01010131 8—16

\

Mendel 401010020— ^JHome runs—Ryan, Clavin, Rell«ft

'

McGee and Dart
4
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iOCIETY DECIDES

DATE FORWeif
First Presentation Will Be on

IVIay 16 for Local High

School Students

':':' '*K

'•^i:

PLAY IS REHEARSED DAILY

The date of presentation of the
Shakespearean drama, "Macbeth,"
to be produced by the Belle Masque
chapter of the Villanova Literary
Society, was formally announced for

May 17.

Gn this date the play will be pro-
duced for the students of the col-

lege and for visitors. A previous
presentation will be given on May
16 for the high schools of Philadel-
phia and vicinity, and the Main
X^ne. On another occasion, the date
of which has not been definitely

•ettled, the dramatization will be

given for nuns from varioua con-

vents and schools.

The play is being rehearsed daily,

and for the past month the mem-
bers of the cast haye been work-
ing diligently on the interpretation
and presentation of the Shakes-
pearean lines. The greatest efforts

are being exerted at the present
time on action and the synchroniza-
tion of the combined three ele-

ments.
The drama, "Macbeth," is one

which needs no introduction and is

a play with which everyone is fa-

miliarly acquainted. It is intended
that the production will not only
enliven the interest of those who
are concerned with Shakespeare at

the present time, but will also re-

vive the enthusiasm of those whose
interest may have waned.

It is expected that the students
will take advantage of this vari-

arce of stage productions and that
they will support it because of its

value to them and the entertain-
ment it offers.

The cast of "Macbeth" is as fol-

lows: Macbeth, Joseph J. Conlan;
Lady Macbeth, William F. Zeil;

Macduff, Harold D. McGrath; Mal-
colm, Robert A. Geist; Banquo, Jo-
seph H. Lilly; Duncan, Paetrus F.

Banmiller; DonaIb«ln« John Halla-
han; Lennox, John Butler; Hosse,
Robert G. McGrory; Seton, Robert
Doyle; first witch, Rudolph J. Leh-
nau; second witch, Edward D. Man-
loji; third witch, Edward Kilbane;
first murderer, Frank J. Bigley; sec-

ond murderer, Frank J. McGinley;
gentlewoman, John P. Grimes; doc-
tor, Frank Mayer; servant, John
O'Hara.

HOLY HOUR OBSERVED

Held on Gve of First Friday; Glee

Club Sings Hynuis

The second Holy Hour held in the

college chapel this year was ob-

served last Thursday and closed

with Benediction services, at which

Rev. Francis X. Coan, O. S. A., of-

ficiated. The devotions were held

on the eve of first Friday. The
glee club rendered several hymna,

solo numbers being sung by Edward
J. Donahue and Lawrence Reilley.

The glee club was under the direc-

tion of Mr. Joseph Boyle, O. S. A.,

while Mr. Ralph P. Handran, O. S.

A., played the organ Both are stu-

dents in St. Mary's Hall.

BEUE AIR DANCE

I

Popular Teddy Black and His

Internationally-Known Or-

chestra to Play

VENTILATORS TO BE USED

Coatinued From Paire One

each couple will be pleasantly sur-
prised by their uniquene.ss, rich
tone and harmony of color."

Teddy Black to Play

As announced In previous issues
of the VILLANOVAN, Teddy Black
and his internationally known or-
chestra will furnish the rhythms
for the evening, playing from 9 P.
M. till 1 A. M. Mr. Black is famous
for his ability to imitate the widely
known Guy Lombardo's Royal Ca-
nadians. However, his medleys are
original, and he has a style of his

own in arrangement and syncopa-
tion. ,

Of late he has been heard fre-

quently oyer the National Broad-
casting System, Stations WEAF and*
WJZ broadcasting his music. WOR
is another radio station which has
recently been sending his orchestra-*
tions over the ether.

Hostesses to Be Aides

A group of hostesses will be aides
at the ball, according to a state-

ment issuing from Mr. Crowley.
Their names will be made public
in these columns next Tuesday.
Having hostesses at the annual
Belle Air Ball will be an innova-i
tion, and the committee is confident
that they will meet with favor, nf
only with the members of the set

ior class, but alno with the lower
classmen who will be present at the
function.
Frank L. Martin, Charles J. An-

tonaccio and Joseph B. Condron,
handling the tickets, have an-
nounced that tickets are now on
sale. The subscription is placed at

$3.00.

A meeting of the committee will

be held this afternoon at 1 o'clock

in the amphitheatre in Mendel Hall *

in order to speed plans for the rap*
idly approaching function.

^

SUPPOSE YOU
TELL ME WHY
YOU SMOKE
GRANGER"/

»Xr"rELL, it's like this. Back in the old

V days, when men wore high hats and

frock coats, they had plenty of time to

think things out, and they had sense, too.

They used to sit down on a log and take

the time to whittle their tobacco from a

plug, to be sure of having a cool smoke.

*^In those days, a man named Wellman,

fight here in Quincy, 111., made about the

best tobacco you could get. He knew how

to keep the flavor fine aad mellow.

''Well, sir, the people who make this

Granger Rough Cut acquired Mr.

Wellman's method, and they must have

known how the old boys used to whittle

their tobacco to make it smoke cool. Yes,

sir, this Granger is the real stuff. The

same mellowness and fine flavor that

Wellman used to hand out to his friends.

And it's whittled into big shaggy flakes

all ready for the pipe. 'Rough Cut' they

call it—'out rough to smoke cool' is the

best way I can describe it*

O 1933

UGGETT & MYERS

TOBACCO CO.

''Regardless of price. Granger is about

the best pipe tobacco I ever smoked. That's

why I smoke it, and that's why they call

it America's Pipe Tobacco, sir."

• • •

Now we wanted to sell Granger for 10^.

It was just a question of how to do it for

the price. So we pack Granger in a sen-

sible foil pouch instead of an expensive

package, knowing that a miin can't smoke

the package. We give smokers this good

The Granger pouch

keeps the tobacco fresh

GRANGER tobacco in a common-sense

pouch for 1(¥.

GRANGER has not been on sale very

long, but it has grown to be a popular

smoke. And there is this much about it-^

we have yet to know of a man who started

to smoke it, who didn't keep on. Folks

seem to like it.

Senior lEiaU^

'

Friday Evening

Teddy Black's

(Orchestra

To Furnish Music!

Subscription, $3.00 VILL VAN
"Macbeth"

To Be Presented

By Belle Masque
Tonig:ht & Tomorrow
In the Gymnasium!
Student Price, 35c

Vol. 5—No. 27 VILLANOVA, PA., TUESDAY, MAY 16, 1933 Price: Five Cents

CURTAIN SCHEDULED

TO RISE TONIGHT

SEN,., B.a c„.,»..K jj^Q^ SUCCESS PREDICTED
FOR SENIOR CLASS DANCE

Literary Society Rehearses for

Six Weeks to Present

'^Macbeth"

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE

Negotiations Being Made to

Install Amplification With

WCAU

The members of the Belle Masque
Chapter of the Villanova Literary
Society, after six weeks of rehearsal
will present the Shakespearian
tragedy, "Macbeth," In their second
annual appearance before local

footlights, on the evenings of May
16 and 17, at 8.30. The production
is under the direction of Prof.
Joseph T. Jonas, moderator of the
society and will be staged in the
college gymnasium.
According to Joseph J. Conlan,

president of the society, every ef-

fort is being made by the organiza-
tion to insure the audibility of each
member of the cast in all parts of
the gymnasium. Negotiations are
being carried on with radio station

WCAU, in Philadelphia, to install

amplification apparatus for the
play, and to use the same equip-
ment for the senior ball, two days
later.

Special efforts are being made in

regrard'to the staging of the drama,
and attention is being given to the
costuming and scenery, so that the
production will be correct in every
detail. A souvenir program will be
presented to everyone who attends
•ither one of the performances.

proceeds of the ticket sale for
**Macbeth," which is being adver-
tised in every high school in Phila-
delphia, will go to defray the cost
of presenting an elaborate produc-
tion of this kind. The admission
charge will be fifty cents, but special
student tickets may be obtained for
thirty-five cents.

Four members of the Senior Class
are among those taking part in the

William O. Crowley, who is

worklni; with the members of
hig committee to make tills

year's dance an outstanding
success.

MOTe IS TOPIC

OFCHAPELSERDN

Talk, Given by Fr. "Gltligan,

Extols Glory of Mother-

hood and Love

QUOTES HOLY SCRIPTURE

Continued on Page Eight

SENIOR YEAR BOOK

Carl T. Humphrey, Head of

Engineering School, Is

; V' Honored by Annual

ROMAN ART THEME USED

A fitting tribute will be paid In

the 1933 edition of the Belle Air,
senior annual publication, to the
commemoration of the 90th year of
the founding of Villanova and to
the dean of the School of Technol-
ogy, Carl T. Humphrey.
According to John J. Micklos, edi-

tor of the Year Book, those in
charge of the annual decided that
k would be timely to use Roman
art as the entire theme throughout
the publication, in honor of St. Au-
gustine, founder and patron of the
Augustinian Order. Historically
speaking, St. Augustine was active
in. Africa, but the simplicity and
grandeur of the Roman art, at the
time the Saint was living, was
thosen to give color to the book.
Royal purple and gold will be the

predominating colors in the book,
and each of the five major dividers,
lirhlch Include administration,
•ampus, classes, activities and ath-
letics, depict special phases of
Roman life appropriate to the topic
being represented.
The minor dividers of the Belle

Mr should be of special interest be-

"Thou Shalt honor thy mother all

the days of her life" was the text
around which Rev. Thomas Gilli-

gan, O. S. A., professor of Latin and
Greek, built his sermon last Sunday
at the students' Mass, at 8.30.

Father Gilligan reviewed, in brief,

the manner in which even before
the coming of Christ the Jewish na-
tion extolled the glory of mother-
hood and quoted freely from the
Sacred Scripture the words of the
prophets in regard to love of
mother.
Continuing his sermon, he said:

"You all know what an enemy the
Church found in pagan Rome. You
know about the filthy immorality
that was practiced, and, need I tell

you that mother was no name of
honor among them? Parental rev-
erence and public immorality never
go together. But Christ conquered
Rome, and the name of mother be-
came the noblest title of Christian
womanhood.
"Now today, my dear men, the

nation honors mothers and mother-
hood. The day is set aside as Moth-

Contlnned on Pace Four

CAMPUS CLUBS HOLD

AlUAL ELECTIONS

Leo E. C^pdTali Named Head

of Student Council for

Next Year

SEVEN SENIORS TO RETIRE

The closing of the school year has
brought many of the various cam-
pus organizations to the polls for

the purpose of electing officers to

represent them for the coming sea-

son. The organizations that under-

went the annual change in leader-

ship are the Student Council, Al-

bany Club, Jersey City Club, Sanc-
tuary Society and the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineering Student
Chapter.

During an assemblage of the Stu-

dent Council last Wednesday eve-

ning in the amphitheatre of Mendel
Hall, Leo E. Cordiali, a junior in

the School of Commerce and Fi-

nance, was elected chairman of the

council succeeding William G.
Crowley, who assumed his duties

after the tragic death of Arthur R.
Shortall. Harold C. Hurley, a jun-

ior in the School of Commerce and
Finance, was chosen vice-chairman,
and James .*.. Walsh, a sophomore
in the School of Arts and Letters,

was made secretary, succeeding Mr.
Hurley.
The retiring members of the

council are Joseph J. Conlan, Wil-
liam McManus, Joseph P. House-
man, John J. Micklos, George £>.

McGrath, Charles J. Antonaccio,
William D'Elia and Mr. Crowley,
who are all members of the senior
class.

Last week the Albany Club, at
the final meeting of the current
year, chose officers to represent
them during next year. The four
available offices were filled by Eu-
gene J. Hartnett, who was elected
as president, replacing James B.
Schuyler; Joseph J. Bastian, suc-
ceeding Joseph A. Hoenig, was
chosen as vice-president, while Mr.
Hoenig will assume the duties of
treasurer, succeeding Mr. Hartnett,
and Dominick J. Mauro, who was
elected secretary, succeeding How-
ard J. Ogle.

- The graduating members of the
club are Mr. Schuyler, who will con-
tinue his work at Georgetown Uni-
versity, and John Scuderi, t^o will

study medicine at Loyola. There
will be an informal meeting of the
club on June 12.

The members of the North Jer-
sey Club, during a meeting held
last week, also cast their ballots

Plans Completed for Ball in

Gymnasium Friday Night

Te^dy Black and His Internationally-Known
Orchestra to Furnish Rhythms

for the Evening:
-«

CLASS CANDIDATES

Two Students Are Nominated

for Each of the Offices

Except Treasurer

GRIMBERG IS SOLE CHOICE

Smooth working political machin-
ery started functioning yesterday,
resulting in the nominations of
Walter E. Alessandroni and John J.

Hoey, members of the Business and
Engineering Schools, respectively,
for the much coveted office of presi-

dent of next year's Junior Class.
Aspirants to the vice-presidential

chair are Augustine T. Ranieri and
George C. Malhame, who represent
the Pre-Medical and Arts School
students. A^illir.m H. Grimberg,
popular member of the School of
Commerce and Finance, was unop-
posed for the office of class treas-
urer.
Two students in the School of Sci-

ence will battle for the post of class
secretary. They are John J. Mahaf-
fey and Herman G. Diello.
Nominees for the posts of student

council, three of whom will be
elected to serve in that capacity,
appear to be evenly divided among
the various schools on the campus.
Among the names offered by the
nominating convention are Ralph
M. Caprio, Pre-Medical student;

NAME HOSTESSES

Grand March to Be Main
Feature of Evening's

Entertainment

Continued on Pase Eight

Continued on Pace Three

'VillanovaEngineer'Succeeds 'Owl

'

As OfficialEngineering Publication

•m Pace

A new publication. The Villanova
Engineer, will make its appearance
on the campus. As successor to The
Owl, this monthly publication of
the School of Technology will em-
body most of the features con-
tained in the old magazine, and
will include several new and unique
ideas. Working in conjunction with
his staff, Paetrus F. Banmiller, ed-
itor-in-chief, is making the initial

issue a combination magazine and
year-book. In addition to the reg-
ular features, the pictures of all the
engineering seniors, together with
a directory of their addresses, holds
a prominent place in the book. The
new publication will see a radical
change, both In size and make-up,
over the "Owl." The fact that the
new staff Is endeavoring to put the
Villanova Engineer on a par with
the best of technical school maga-
zines necessitates the increase in
sice and the change in design.
Features for this issue will In-

clude a discourse on a popular fal-

lacy that too many enj^neerin^ stu-

dents are being graduated from our
technical Institutions, entitled "Too
Many Graduates," by Russel F.
Hurst, '33. Interviews with Profs.
Charles A. McGeehan and Charles
F, Magee; a synopsis of "Smoke
Abatement," a senior thesis by
Frank L. Martin; and a very perti-
nent article on "The Ballyhoo in
Modern Advertising," by Paetrus
F. Banmiller, '35, will make up the
most interesting features of this
graduation issue. A short history
of the engineering fraternity and
societies at Villanova, together with
interesti,ng accounts of other cam-
pus activities will complete the
make-up of this exceptional publi-
cation. "The Tooth-Gnasher" will
be on hand, of course, with his
mastery of the poetic art.

As usual, copies will be distribut-
ed to the regular subscribers. But
it is earnestly hoped that the entire
student body will procure copies of
this exceptional issue. They will be
sold at the book room for 25 cents
per copy.

Technicians and Electrical Ex-

perts Claim Defects Can

Be Overxome

MANY PRICES SUBMITTED

Bids for the installation of a com-
plete ampliflcation system in the
new gymnasium have been received
during the past few weeks, accord-
ing to an announcement by Rev.
Charles J. Melchior, O. S. A.
A few months ago sound tech-

nicians and electrical experts in-
spected the structure to determine
what could be done in the way of
improving the receptivity In it. The
consensus of opinion was that all

the present short-comings could be
overcome and that the acoustics
could be made practically perfect.
Numerous companies have taken

the opportunity of figuring on this
new system and have asked permis-
sion to do so. Among those who
submitted an estimate were: Radio
Station WCAU; The Radio Corpora-
tion of America, and The Opera
Radio Company. The prices for a
eomplete installation of an ampli-
fication system ranged from SIOOO
to $7000.

Until such a system is Installed,
temporary ampliflcation will be
used whenever it is necessary.
Tuesday and Wednesday night of

"The grandest ball ever held at
Villanova will take place Friday
evening, when the Senior Class steps
out with Teddy Black and his inter-

nationally-known syncopators." This
statement was issued last night by
William G. Crowley, chairman ot

the Belle Air Ball Committee.
Preparations are rapidly nearing

completion, and the chairman to-

gether with liis committee are con-
fident tiiat, after the finishing

touches of this final week, Friday
evening will go down in Villanova's
history as one of the most momen-
tous social evenings to be listed oa
the social calendar of the college.

Tickets are priced at $3 per
couple and may be purchased from
any member of the committee. The
dance will be held in the $360,009
auditorium-gymnasiiun. It will start
promptly at 9 P. M. and continue
until 1 A. M.
As announced last week, the ball

will ')e a formal affair, and although
late in the season for a formal
dance, the committee has arranged
ample ventilation for the evening,
the powerful ventilators and four
skylights being put into use.

Grand March Planned

As the novel feature of the eve-
ning, the Senior Class is offering a
grand march, the music bein;? furn-
ished by Teddy Black, with Mr.
Crowley leading the march. This
march is entitled "March of the
Wildcats," a victory march song,
recently dedicated to Villanova by
Carmen J. Giordano, an accom^-
plished pianist and versatile organ-
ist, who is a student in the school
of Arts and Philosophy. During the
course of the evening Mr. Black will

also render Villanova's famous
"College Days." The lyrics ot
"March of the Wildcats" and "Col-
lege Days," were sent to Mr. Black
by the committee, and he has ar*
ranged his own syncopations of the
melodies.
Since the Villanova Literary S<>»

ciety has arranged with radio sta-
tion WCAU for complete ampliflca^
tion at the productions of "Macbeth'*
this week, Mr. Crowley concluded a
business transaction with repre-
sentatives of this station whereby
the ampliflcation facilities will also
be put into use for the evening of
the ball. This will in no little meas-
ure aid Mr. Black in presenting
his orchestrations.

Hostesses Selected

A group of hostesses will be aides
at the ball. They are: Miss Helen
M. Doyle, of Boston, Mass.; Misa
Mary G. Atkins, of Mount St*
Joseph's College, Chestnut Hill, Pa.;
Miss Rose L. Tronco, of Beaver Col-
lege, Jenkintown, Pa.; Miss Fleuivi
ette Vario, of Jersey City, N. J.;
Miss Catherine P. Elliott, of Pitts-
ville. Pa.; Miss Dorothy L. Guss, of
West Chester, Pa., Miss Florence M.
McMahon, of New Brunswick, N. J.;
Miss Virginia Beers, of Rosemont
College, Rosemont, Pa., and Misa
Matilda Connell, of Minersville, Pa,
To assist those desiring transpor*

tation for the eveni ig the committer
has made arrangements with th«
Philadelphia and Western Tran9<
portation Co., whereby each couple
attending the dance will be allowed
free fares between 69th street and
Villanova, as well as between Nor-

CoutinmtA M Vmst iMchi "«ntlii»ed M r»(e Kiffei

.tit.:
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^ THEIR PARTING GESTURE "

ONCE AGAIN a senior class is about

to pass from the portals of its Alma
Mater filled with an attitude of expectancy

and grim determinatipn toward the ful-

fillment of life's ambitions. Before taking

this conclusive step the senior class will

sponsor the Belle Air Ball as a parting

gesture to social and academic activities

at Villanova. Four years ago, the class

of '33 entered college enlivened with eager

anticipation and deUght. According to

custom, as the introduction to the social

life of college, this class sponsored its

first dance in the form of the Freshman
Hop. Almost unexpectedly the class found

itself to be one year nearer its goal, and

so, with due flourish, the Sophomore
Cotillion celebrated the success of an un-

daunted class striving toward its goal.

With unwavering celerity another year

roUed around, bringing with it Junior

Week, a period during which the class

reached its peak of social glamour. Now,
all too soon, the same class finds itself at

its goal, a goal from whence a jump must
be made into a different form of life, bring-

ing with it many imwonted and unantici-

pated events. Before taking leave, the

class hesitates with a nod of recollection

and a concerned heart, to give its con-

cluding social function and to bid farewell.

Let us react with cognizance to the atti-

tude the senior class embodies in this

gesture and show our spirit of wishing

them well with our presence at the Belle

Air Ball.

BE CONVENTIONAL
THOUGH a little later than usual in

arriving this year, summer weather

with all the heat and humidity for which

this section is noted, descended upon the

campus within the last few days. Almost

traditionally each year, the advent of this

weather is a signal for the students to

become lax in their modes of attire. Coats

and neckties are discarded at the slightest

provocation, and if any unusual amount

of energy has to be exerted, shirts are

sometimes cast aside likewise. Then, too,

there is frequently a small group, usually

athletes, who are so anxious to hasten the

forces of nature in obtaining that glisten-

ing tan that they cavort about the athletic

fields in about the scantiest attire that is

possible. Such unconventionalities are in-

jurious not only to the reputation of the

student, but also to that of the college and

especially so because of the total lack of

necessity for any such laxity. The weather

may be hot and sultry, but there are

clothes for all climes and for all occasions,

clothes which are in full accord with even

the most exacting law of conventionality.

Aside from any motive of personal pride

or respect, the students should consider

the name of the college a sufficient incen-

tive for dressing always in neat and ap-

propriate attire.

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

SPRING IS HERE!—after 18
months and 24 days of travel-
ling the broad Atlantic—yes, it

didn't rain yesterday, so you're safe
in tucliing away your vest-pocket
raincoats—a la cellophane—and in
emerging blithely into the fragrant-
ly scented air, wearing your year-
before-last-year's Panama sombrero
—if you're so unlucky as to have
one.

, While we weren't speaking of
hearts or flowers, we may as well
try to figure out why we are so
pleased, although somewhat aston-
ished, to hear that Ray O'Neill has
at last asserted the vibrant man-
hood that seemed to have been ly-

ing dormant within his Herculean
frame. He took the "last drop" the
other night and sent what may be
the last letter to his fiancee—an ul-

' timatum in toto—the reply to
which all the residents of Fedigan
Hall are anxiously awaiting — if

there is any!
.; •:.. •'";: \}^^ e • -;' ;'•:

Bill Crowley, the debonair chair-
man of the Belle Air Ball commit-
tee, has in desperation resorted to
racing around the cinders down at
the stadium from the last stroke of

> 12 to the crack of dawn—in antici-
pation of what we don't know, but
we have a hunch that it's a good
thing that the price of admission
to the dance is not to be regulated
according to the weight of the fair

lady!

'..:.' • • •

Another of life's stark tragedies
confronted us the other night when
we barged in on Bill McManus.
There was Bill sitting «on the floor
in a state of utter confusion, star-
ing at the pictures of 70 of his
sweethearts, trying to decide which
one he would like to take to the
ball. To help the lad out of his
dilemma, we called up all 70 and
found that none of them would go!
—However, if anyone else is inter-
ested !

• • •

What ho! Macbeth doth come!
In fact it's here — and this eve-
ning's the night. We happened to
get a prevue of the play when we
attended last night's dress rehear-
sal and suffice it to say that the
boys are putting on a masterful
piece of work. We're firmly con-
vinced that Shakespeare was the
lad who could put his ideas over
in a big way and so suggest that
you drop down to the gym tonight
or tomorrow evening for a good
show.

* • *

Captain "Leftjr" Reitz had better
not let his sweet sixteen hear that
he has given her up as a source
of inspiration! Instead of fondly
gazing at her picture for an indefi-

nite period of hours the night before
each important game, as was form-
erly the custom, "Lefty" has taken
to planting himself in front of a
mirror and in a loud voice chanting
the ritual "All that I am or hope to
be, I owe to my good left arm!"

* • •

We merely speculate as to what
**Jocko" Hurley could do on the
track if he ever did get to burning
up the cinders seriously.

* • •

Lou Abbate, "Babe" Neylon and
Johnnie Corkill are still strenuously
training for the two-mile relay

—

they plan to cover the entire dis-

tance within about two weeks!
• • •

Did you happen to hear the fair

Temple rooter at the track meet
last Saturday, shouting encourage-
ment to one of her heroes—Sam
Read—"O come on, Sahmmie, do
win for me!"

« •'
•'"''

Is it true that Jim O'Connell is

getting pensioned next week? And
did you get a glimpse of Henry
Brodsky's latest creation in "plus
fours?"

• • •

The latest fad in C & F is the
taking of "Mickey" Lacchia's quiz
on vital sadiutics. We took it, much
to our embarrassment!

* • •

You Ought To Know
Jerry Searight had a gay time

umpiring the Penn-Villanova Jayvee
game last week. Everything went
fine until he took a sudden dislike

to our men, called a series of bad
ones and succeeded in so arousing
the ire of the team that after the
game, they descended en masse
upon Jerry's room and departed
with his bags and bagprage for

parts unknown, thus explaining the

fact that the "Oklahoma Mauler"
has been wearing the same shirt

ever since.
• • •

The champion tiddledy-winks
player of the Eiist, Jerry Dolan,
was seen in action the other day,
playing handball with two bits of

feminine charm from parts un-
known! Deah o PnaM

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

OVER at Princeton one day a
few weeks ago, a dog calmly
strayed into a class room. The

professor looked around the room
and then asked that the dog be
removed. "After all," he said, "we
have to draw the line somewhere."

The western colleges do have
dandy football teams, there's no
denying that, but when it comes to
drawing up a college curriculum,
they seem to be lacking in "gray
matter." As an example of this
utter foolishness, we think the prize
should go to the University of Cali-
fornia. The most recent course that
they have added to th« roster is

one in elementary fishing. Things
such as this give colleges publicity,
but then is this of any value? We
wonder!

The Junior Prom was held at
Gettysburg College last week and
we think that the most interesting
item concerning the dance is this
one. fter the dance was over, two
of the so-called fairer sex who at-
tended the dance told their escorts
that they would like to have the
orchestra leader autograph their
programs. The escorts, being gal-
lant, went backstage in search of
the maestro, but they searched in
vain. Finally despairing, they got
the old colored janitor to sign the
Itoder's name. The young ladies
were properly thrilled and went
home believing they had been
especially favored Ly one so famous.

We agree with the co-eds at Ohio
State who nominated James Mont-
gomery Flagg, noted artist, for a
degree of "B. S." (Bad Sight, not
Bachelor of Science). Mr. Flagg
declared that "all the ugly girls
go to college." Perhaps our sight
is bad, but our opinion is that only
the best looking girls go to college.
Bryn Mawr, of course, is excepted.

We wish to award the tin loving
cup to the copy editor of the Tower
of Catholic University. In speaking
of a certain column in the paper,
one of the writers says that it is of
the usual "tripe."

A senior at Wisconsin, who found
himself without the necessary
mental tquitment to pass an exam-
pinned a $5 bill to the blue book
and scribbled a note to the prof:
"Let your conscience be your guide."
He passed the exam!

In the city papers for the past
week we have noticed several items
concerning student elections that
are worthy of note. At both Tem-
ple and the University of Pennsyl-
vania, there were held elections
that have been disputed. The elec-

tion of officers for the Senior Class
of the coming year at Penn has
been literally "thrown out." At
Temple the student council has de-
clared an indefinite postponement
of all student elections, both for
class officers and for the student
council itself. The dean of men at
Penn issued e statement saying that
the dispute was over the election of
a non-fraternity man as the presi-

dent of the seniors. Because this

had never happened before, an in-

vestigation was deemed necessary.
Up at Temple no one seems to know
just what the difficulty is. The stu-

dent council simply stated that the
election was void. Luckily there
has been no trouble at Villanova
yet.

There is only one suggestion that
we have to offer, only one improve-
ment that we can suggest. In spite

of the fact that Villanova is not a
large school, we find only too often
that students vote for a candidate
whom they know nothing about.
Friends tell them that X is a "good
fellow " or Y is "O. K." In other
words, we find ourselves voting
blindly.

The University of South Carolina
has solved the problem in a most
admirable way. Before an election

at S. C, there is a general meeting
attended by the student body at
which the various candidates state

their views and ideas. It is our
suggestion that a similar policy
could be adopted to advantage by
the student council ^ere at Villa-

nova. What do you think of it?

Let us know.

Did you know that: Art Hart was
recently seen in the Bryn Mawr
College library? A member of the
staff of this paper was told by the
dean of his school that he looked
like "the pay-off man for a South
Philadelphia gangster? Whenever
Charlie Lombino calLs on his girl,

he always insists on helping her
with the dishes? The barber played
a dirty trick on the Elxchange
Editor of this paper? One of the
editors wishes that Manhattanville
College was only nine miles away
instead of ninety?

'II;' r

Things Literary
TuMdajr, Uaj 1%, 1»SS VILLANOVAlf Tmg% Tlirte

PERHAPS one of the most beautiful

and at the same time one of the most
unappreciated places in Philadelphia is

the Parkway Museum. After an absence
of over a year, I recently revisited it. Sev-
eral new and interesting exhibits have been
added to the already valuable collection of
the museum.

Any lover of medieval art will deUght
in the somewhat lately acquired collection

of ecclesiastical relics. An entire cloister

from a French church has been imported
and set up in the museum. There are
stained glass windows, altars, chalices,

manuscripts and statues, all dating back
to the 15th century.

An exhibition of contemporary photog-
raphy, displayed on the first floor, is a
favorite with many of the visitors. The
rapid strides toward perfection that this

branch of art has made is well brought
out by the specimens shown.

A temporary exhibit of statuary in the
gardens surrounding the buildirig is

another high spot. Almost every type of

art is represented from the classic to the
futuristic, from a superb Grecian statue

to a block of marble of no particular

shape, said to portray a bird. One statue

of special interest is that of Cardinal Gib-
bons, done in heroic proportions.

Another excellent exhibit is that repre-

senting the customs and living conditions

in this country during the early part of

the 18th century. This Colonial exhibit

provides examples of the homes, clothing

and utensils of our forefathers' time. To
all lovers of the quaint and the antique,

this small section of the museum offers a
delightful opportunity for imaginative
travels in the days when subsistence itself

was an art
But the many points of interest are too

numerous to mention. In this brief article

only a few of the highlights can be noted.
Why not pay this praiseworthy institu-

tion a visit? That it will be worth your
time goes without sajdng.

Off the Bookshelf

THEIRE ARE few of us who have not

read something or other by that well-

known and genial Englishman, G. K. Ches-

terton. Known throughout his own coun-

try and America as a master of paradox,

this outstanding Cathohc has provided

many a thought and many a laugh for his

readers. In his new book, "C3iristendom

in DubUn," you will find both.

This little book, appropriately bound in

green, tells of Mr. Chesterton's impres-

sions of the Eucharistic Congress, held

last year in the Irish capital. In his own
typical fashion, he describes the city, the

people and the congress itself as he found

them. -X

In writing on the gaily decorated city,

he tells how even the poor and ignorant

people printed posters and hung them
up over their doorways. But here he
cannot resist a flash of humor; for he
writes, "Somebody wrote 'Long live St
Patrick,' as hoping that he might recover

from his recent indisposition. Somebody
wrote 'Grbd Bless Christ the King,' and I

knew I was staring at one of the stagger-

ing paradoxes of Christianity."

But there are many spots of real beauty

in the book. Chesterton marvels at the

Irish faith with all its simplicity and
strength. Their religion is something per-

sonal, something very close to them. This

point is brought out very well when
Chesterton tells the story of the woman
who sighed and said when rain threatened

to spoil the Eucharistic Mass, "Well, if it

rains now. He'll have brought it on Him"
self." Such are the passages that give tke

charm to Chesterton and make him m
worth while. I

SMILES
**True humor lies not in laugh-

ter, but m smiles which lie far

deeper/*

Music
'TIS music more than all the rest.

Can stir emotions in the breast.

It may be soft and low and sweet,
Aad with kind^ soothing notes re-

plete.

It carries us o'er land and sea,

And makes us care and fancy-free.

It may possess a martial ring,

When we. our country's praises

sing.

It sets aflame our every sense,

Then fly we to our land's defense.

And thus we see proud music's
pow'r.

O'er all the other fine arts tow'r.

JACK.

' *> Fedigan Fog
Dolan: "All extremely bright men

are conceited."
D'Elia: "Oh, I don't know, I'm

not."

P. O. Blues
Hurrying feet,

Hear them go.

Down toward
The P. O.

Some look for
a line from "honey."

Others want
A little money.

My box Is empty
Every, day.

I just go down
Anyway.

SMED.

The Campus Gig
Just a carefree, happy gig.

Wears a jaunty, sporty rig.

Has been seen for many weeks
In a booth down at the Greeks.

STOOGE.

JusUAable Homicide

Pat and Mike attended the wake
of their friend, Denis. The wake
was held above a saloon where the

three had spent many a night of

revelry and engaged in many a joy-

ful scuttle. As the night dragged
on, all the mourners went, leaving

Pat and Mike alone with the corpse.

Pat's mouth was watering for a
drink, so he suggested that both of

them go downstairs and tip a few.

Mike was reluctant to leave the

corpse alone and remarked that he
could never enjoy a drink without

his friend, Denis. Pat conceived

the idea of bringing him down also.

This they did. The two Irishmen
carried their friend down in an up-

right position between themselves

and stood him up at the bar by
resting his head in his hands, so

that he would support himself.

Three drinks were ordered; one
placed in front of each man. When
the bartender turned around, Pat
downed Denis' glass of whiskey and
set it down before him again. The
men had been standing for a few
minutes when the familiar bell of

a flre-engine clanged outside. For-
getting their deceased friend, Pat
and Mike, who were firebugs,

rushed from the saloon in pursuit

of the magic bell.

The bartender finally grew tired

of having the staring Irishman in

his liquor emporium and demanded
the price of the drinks. When his

customer ignored him and main-
tained his blank gaze into the dis-

tance, he became infuriated and
arming himself with an implement
resembling a baseball bat, he again
demanded his money. Upon re-

ceiving no answer, he struck poor
Denis on the head, beating him to

the floor.

At this instant Pat and Mike re-

turned from their chase.
Pat judged the situation perfectly

and exclaimed, "Why, man, what
have you done? You've killed him!"
"I couldn't help it," gasped the

bartender excitedly. "It was self-

defense. He drew a knife on me!"

McFeeley Made President

Of Coming Senior Class

Former Regrime Is Completely Overthrown

by Election of All New Members to

the Various Oflices

SCIENCE SCHOOL PLACES TWO MEN

Junior Class elections were con-

ducted last Thursday by the student

council, the result of which deter-

mined the officers to preside over

the Senior Class next year.

The following men were elected to

office: Thomas F. McFeeley, of the

School of Commerce and Finance,

president; William A. Sirica, of the

School of Science, vice-president;

Joseph Neylon, of the School of

Arts, treasurer; Joseph Morrison, of

the School of Science, secretary, and
Frank E3strada, of the School of

Technology, student council.

The balloting was conducted at

the entry of the dining hall during

the hour of 12 to 1. Ballots were
presented to each member of the

class to be voted upon and signed.

Due to some misunderstanding in

the parties anl a lack of nominees
two names were added to the list of

nominations heretofore published.

The additions were made in the

offices of vice-president and secre-

tary, where only one nominee was
listed.

The nominees for the offices were
as follows: Mr. McFeeley and Rob-
ert Craig, president; Mr. Sirica and
Alfred A. Gagliardi, vice-president;

Mr. Neylon and Joseph Dwyer,
treasurer; Mr. Morrison and Charles

Consist of Blue and White

Program and Key With

College Seal

VILLANOVANS WILL PLAY

Dope: "This match won't light."

Mope: "Why? What's the matter
with it?"

Dope: "I don't know. It lit a
few minutes ago."

Portrait of an Editor
Just another newspaper man.
Spectacled nose on a careworn pan;
He sits and writes and sweats and

frets,

AAd smokes innumerable cigarettes.

R. P. L

The committee in charge of the

Sophomore Cotillion, which will be

held Friday, May 26, will present

a new and novel type of favors. The
favors will consist of a blue and
white program and a key with the

school seal and the inscription,

"Sophomore Cotillion '35," on the

face.

The gymnasium will be decorated

with the blue false ceiling used at

the other dances of the season, but

the border will be gold instead of

red.

Dancing will continue from 10

P. M. until 2 A. M. to the music of

Ray Baratta and his Villanovans.

This dance will be the final affair

on the social calendar of the college,

and the wearing of summer formal

attire will be in order, both of which
facts are expected to cause a large

attendance. A charge of two dollars

will be made.
Paul Loughlin, chairman of the

committee, is asking the co-opera-

tion of every member of the Sopho-
more Class in order that this single

social venture of the class and the

final affair of the season may be a

success.
Assisting Mr. Loughlin, are John

F. O'Connell, Herman Diello. Fran-
cis P. Bigley and Joseph Dunigan
in charge of favors. Tickets are be-

ing handled by Charles Nowe, Ed-
mond P. Reiley, James J. Keeley,

Joseph P. Costigan and John F.

Butler. Decorations are under the

supervision of James J. Travcrs,

Frank W. Willis, Thomas J. Dona-
hue, John R. Barry and Edmond C.

Malhame. Advertising is in charge
of Vincent Totin, Libro Taglianetti,

Vito F. Canuso, Arthur W. Cogan,
Jean L. Sharkey, Martin J. Nichols
and Howard J. Ogle.

V. Riley, secretary; Mr. Estrada
and William J. O'Prey, student
council.
The men elscted to office will act

in their official capacity commenc-
ing with the next college term. No
definite plans or purposes have been
revealed as to the intentions of

these new class leaders.

CAMPUS CLUBS HOID

ANNUAL ELECTIONS

Leo E. Cordiali Named Head

of Student Council for

Next Year

SEVEN SENIORS TO F^ETIRE

Continaeii From Page Dae

.1 .1

My Wish
I wanna be a columnist,

A giddy psuedo humorist;
A guy who tries to create fun
With beastly quip and ghastly pun;
With sickly, smirky, satire moan,
I wanna make the reader groan.

t wanna pick up borrowed Jokes
AMd pass them off on other folks,

they'll put this on my resting place,

"Tou weren't as funny as your
face."

SMILEB.

Names on Y<^ar Books
A special offer is being made to

all paid-up subscribers of the 1933

Belle Air by John J. Micklos, edi-i

tor of the year book, to have their

names embossed on the cover of

the annual. The name will be in

either gold or silver coloring, which-
ever blends best with the general
scheme of the book. A small
charge of 35 cents, sufficient only to

cover the cost, is being made for

{hp. nervine.
Mr. Micklos stated that it vraa ab-

solutely essential for this charge to
be paid in advance. Today was
specified as the only day on which
it may be made. The charge is

wholly separate from the regular
year book account.

and elected men to officiate in the
club for the forthcoming year. As
a result, Thomas F. McFeeley be-
came president; Joseph Carroll,

vice-president; Daniel Jarvis, sec-
retary; Thomas Delaney, treasurer,
and John J. Finn, sergeant-at-arms.
The retiring officers are William J.

O'Brien, president; George Hughes,
vice-president; Mr. Jarvis, secre-
tary; Joseph F. Harter, treasurer,
and Arthur V. Hart, sergeant-at-
arms.
The graduating Jerseyites are Mr.

O'Brien, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Harter,
William S. C. Dolan, William J.

D'Elia and Joseph P. McKenna.
At a similar meeting, the Sanc-

tuary Society last Tuesday evening
held its elections, at which Frank
EJstrada replaced George McGrath
in the presidency; William E. Hines
succeeded William J. O'Brien as
vice-president, and Howard Rich-
mond relinquished the office of sec-
retary to John J. Hoey.
The annual elections for the Villa-

nova chapter of the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers were also
held last week. C. Eric Storms was
elected president; William Flana-
gan, vice-president; Frank Conway,
secretary, and John Ukleja
treasurer. Those who relinquished
their positions to the newly elected
officers were George D. McGrath,
president; Mr. Storms, vice-presi-
dent; James Cain, treasurer, and
Mr. Flanagan, secretary.
The chapter during the past year

has made numerous trips to vari-
ous industrial centers, including the
Philadelphia Navy Yard, in order
to obtain some profitable practical
experience in their field of endeavor.
On May 18, the majority of the
chapter expect to attend the annual
student night in the Engineers Club
in Philadelphia. -

Election of officers in the Lambda
Kappa Delta, Science School fra-
ternity, took place last Tuesday, at
a regular meeting in Room 111,
Mendel Hall.
The following men were elected

to hold office in the fraternity dur-
ing the coming year. Francis J.
Dltchey, president; Constantine I.

Boscovics, vice-president; Joseph J.
Bigley, secretary; Raeffaele L. Vio-
lette, treasurer; Frank C. Kelly,
student council; William P. Mc-
Carthy, sergeant-at-arms.
The following names were pro-

posed as nominees: Mr. Ditchey
and Dominic J. Marion, president;
Mr. Boscovics, George D. Gartland
and Richard B. Bruno, vice-presi-
dent; Harry Kornfleld, Mr. Bigley
and George P. Loeslein, secretary;
Mr. Violette and Walter D'Alanzo.
treasurer; Mr. McCarthy, sergeant-
at-arms; Mr. Kelly. Edward V.
Ocelus and Nicholas A. Colossi,
student council.

ELECTED PRESIDENT

Phone to Be Placed in Gym
Through the efforts of Rev.

Charles J. Melchior, O. S. A., a pay
station, for the convenience of those
attending social and sporting event.s

in the gymnasium will be installed
in the near future, as soon as all

arrangements with the telephone
company have been completed.

It is hoped that those students
using the phones will use them in

the proper manner and will not
abuse them. Only through this way
will there be any further phones
installed in the dormitoricSi accord-
ing to Fr. Melchtc

Thomas F. McFeeley, Junior
business student, who has been
elected to preside over the Sen-

ior class for next year.

VALEDICTORIAN CONTEST
TO BE HELD THIS WEEK

Contestants Are Limited to Five-

Minute Speeches on Topic of

His Own Choice

The contest to select the student

who will present the valedictory ad-

dress at the commencement exer-

cises in June will be held some time

this week, according to an an-
nouncement made by Professor
Joseph T. Jonas.
Those students who are appoint-

ed by the Deans of their schools
to compete in the contest are: Sci-

ence School, William S. C. Dolan
and John Duncan; Arts School,
John Durkin and Vincent O'Connor;
Commerce and Finance School,
Robert Rosen and William Christy;
Engineers: Francis Cooney and
Charles Meyar.
The above men were chosen be-

cause of their scholastic and orator-
ical ability and give a representa-
tion of two students from each
school. Each contestant will be
limited to a five-minute speech on
a topic of his own choice. The
winner will be named by the ma-
jority opinion of the three judges
who will preside at the contest.

DELEGATE REMNS

FROM CONVENTION

Joseph F. Harter Speaks on

State and Federal

Budget Plans

LEADS GROUP ON TAXATIOR

Nine colleges and universities

were represented at the convention

on "The Road to Recovery," given

under the auspices of the New Jer-

sey High School Debating Associa-

tion, at Dana College, Newark, N. J.,

last Saturday. Villanova College was
represented by Joseph F. Harter,

senior student of Commerce and
Finance.
Mr. Harter was the leader of the

taxation group and spoke on "State

and Federal Budgets." After he had
delivered his speech, he introduced

each speaker from his group, who
then spoke on some phase of taxa-

tion. Four high schools were repre-

sented in this group.
There were eight groups, each

one having a different subject upon
which to report. The main discus-

sion was limited to the leader of

each group, each high school repre-

sentative being allowed two minutes
to express his views on the matter.

At the conclusion of the conven-
tion, the delegates present voted to

send President Roosevelt a tele-

gram, advising him of their conven-
tion and saying that they were in

accord with the measures taken by
him for economic recovery.
The purpose of the conference

was to arouse the interest of

high school students in social and
economic problems. It is the aim of

this organization to encourage the
study of problems which now con-

front every American citizen.

For a

LOW COST
SUMMER
in EUROPE

Play Not To Be Staged Again
The musical comedy, "Look Who's

Here," will not be shown at any
local or city theatre as had previ-
ously been rumored on account of
its probable conflict with other col-

lege productions and because of the
lack of time to secure an opening
at the theatres.

ARDMORR
^ ^ A Warnrr Bros. Theatre ^^^
_Matln»«_nally 1.30 to 4^3(>—Ey«*. 7 to 11

Today
ROLAND YOUNG

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

"PLEASUKgCRUISE*
Wednesday
AL JOLSON

"HALLELUJAH I'M
A BUM"
Thursday

RICHARD DIX

"THE GREAT JASPER^
Friday and Saturdav

The Eighth Wonder of the World
^*KING KONG*

Monday
CONSTANCE BENNETT and

GILBERT ROLAND
in

«(OUR BETTERS"

FOLLOW THE "50 TIMERS
•People who have traveled across the Atlantic

30 times pr more via the White Star Liae.

WHEN you follow the "50
Timers" on a European vaca-

tion, you're all sec for the time of
your life— at the lowest travel cost

in years

!

And when you follow the "50

Timers," you are going on the ships

chosen by seasoned seagoers, who
know travel—and have chosen White
Star's mighty liners 50 times and
more! Here are the ships they choose:

The Majestic, world's largest ship;

&mous Olympic; Georgic (new) and

Britannic, England's largest motor
liners; and the favorite Adriatic,

»•

98
.50(up)TouristClass^l^;

round
tripfrom 5175

For sailings to Ireland, England and
France, see your local agent — the

travel authority in your community.

HOLY YEAR CRUISES
On famous and popular liners

—

swift connections direct to Rome

WHITE STAR
hlamational MareantileMarine liiiM

1820 Walnut St., Phtla., Pa.

Athletic Association
Announces

SPRING SPORTING GOODS
S FOR SALE

AT WIOLESALE PRICES

For Further Information
Inquire Room 108 Gymnasium

i
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CIVEM AT SEJNAR

IMrow met Advises Arts

Men to Join YManova

Lilerary Society (

liSTS BENEFITS OF WORK

A aliort talk on "Dramatics" was

delivered to the members of the

Arte School at lest Thursday's sem-

Imm-, by Andrew Nilles, a senior

arts student.

purpose ot Mr. NHles' ad-

was to interest mwre students

ki aramatics. For the last four

yMurs there has been on tJhe campus

a llierary society bwt very lew stu-

dents have joined this organization.

H to the opinion of Mr. Nillee that

many feel that they do not have

Ike aacessary talent for acting and

•0 do not become members. Here

to where they are making a most

serious mtetahe for that abiUty is

hidden in some of them. However,

M will remain occult If no attempt

Is made to bring it out If the boys

would get out and make a test of

themselves, the majority would be

surprised at the talent which they

bave in their possession.

A second reason for not entering

dramatics is self-consciousness ; that

to, the student lacks the courage to

face an audience. Mr. Nilles feels

that any student who is in this pre-

dicament should make every effort

to Join the Literary Society. This

fear is an impediment which will

be a great handicap to him in his

after-college life, if it is not over-

come. On leaving school each stu-

dent will be called upon to face a

strange world. How can one who
lacks the courage to stand before

his classmates expect to better him-

self in future life? "By taking part

In dramatics," said Mr. Nilles, "a

student will gradually lose his self-

consciousness."
Not until a boy gets behind the

curtain will be able to under-

stand the part that a stage crew

plays in a successful production.

When a person has been well

pleased with a performance, he

leaves the theatre praising the ac-

tors and the actresses, but never

gives a thought to the men behind

the scenes.

In concluding his talk, Mr. Nilles

made an appeal for more college

men to go into this field. "I feel,"

said Mr. Nilles, "that a boy will

never regret taking a part in col-

lege dramatics a,s it is an activity

that will give him many enjoyable

hours."

YILLANOVANS TAKE TO THE "HAWSES"

—Courtesy of " Evening Bulletin"

Above photo shows Paul Cranston, Svenlnr Bulletin co"^P«;>^<»n^

who Is writing his Impressions of a 200-mIle "buggy ride" through

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, lor the famous newspaper, with iUB

faithful steed, Early Dawn II, when they visited the campus In the

course of their travels, last week.

College Authorities Clarify Order

Concerning Thanksgiving Vacation

In order to accommodate various

campus organizations which are al-

ready planning activities for the

fall semester, an official calendar of

events for next semester has been

issued by the college authorities.

There has been a rumor circulat-

ing on the campus for several

weeks to the effect that there will

be no Thanksgiving Day vacation

period in order that the Christmas

recess may be lengthened. When
questioned on this matter, the Rev.

I

Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-

dent of the college, stated that

there will be no change in the poli-

cy unless he receives a petition re-

questing a longer Christmas vaca-

tion, at least two months before

Thanksgiving Day.
The calendar schedules the

Thanksgiving vacation to start at

FEE FOR RESERVATION
OF ROOM DUE MAY 24

12 o'clock noon, November 29, 1933,

and to end Sunday evening, Decem-
ber 3, 1933. The Christmas recess

will extend from December 20, 1933,

to January 3, 1934, if the students

do not petition the college authori-

ties in the time set aside.

Other events listed on the cal-

endar for the first semester include

registration for freshmen, Septem-

ber 18-19; registration for upper

classmen, September 20-21; formal

opening of the college witb Solemn
High Mass, September 22; Day of

Retreat (no classes), October 5;

All Saints' Day (no classes), No-
vember 1; first quarter ends, No-

vember 24; Feast of Immaculate
Conception (no classes), December
8; mid-year examinations, January

20-27; registration for second se-

mester, January 31.

Mother Is Topic
.. Of Chapel Sermon

-Continued Prom Page One

er's Day; the florists tell us to send

flowers; the candy makers suggest

candy; and, in general, merchants

advocate an order of their product

for mother. Now, If one may Intro-

duce what may seem like a jarring

npte, even a cynical note Into this

celebration, one might be tempted

to be suspicious, to sense a racket.

It's not only that this may be a

not wholly disinterested exploita-

tion of mother love by the advert
tisers. But it's even deeper than
that. To put it bluntly, I fail to

see how men can sincerely honor
mother love, when they have neith-

er respect for motherhood nor a
proper understanding of tlte word
love.

VHow can you say, we as a na-
tion, have respect for motherhood,
in view of the steadily declining
birth rates? How can we honor
mother ^when we have degraded
woman by feminism, paradoxical as
that may sound? How can we
honor mother when the spirit of the
age seems to call for the abandon-
ment of all convention including the
outmoded one of respect for par-
ents? ' '•'

"Love? What does it mean? They
usually employ that word to mean
either maudlin sentiment or im-
moral passion. They talk of moth-
er and 'mammy* and sing 'Pal of
My Cradle Days' and In general ex-

pend nothing but sentiment on a
subject worthy of better treatment.
Is that love? You must know It's

nothing of the kind.
"Examine the love of your moth-

er for you If you want to know
what love is. Was your mother con-

tent with kisses and expressions of

endearment? Think of what ah*

has done for you. Sh« want through

the dark agony of child-birth. SlM

worked and toiled and worried that

you might be a man. That's k)V«,

If you want a name for it I'll tell

you what genuine love is. It Is sao-

rifice; and the only satisfactory ex-

pression of love is deeds, not words.
And you love your mother truly,

dearly, sincerely, you will love her
as she loves you, with actions, not
words. You will pay her back la

her own coin, sacrifice for sacrifice.

"And for those of you whoso
mothers are dead, let me remind
you of the words of Saint Monicii
to her son Augustan, 'Lay this body
where you will, let no care thereof

disquiet you. This only I entreat,

that you will remember me at the
altar of the Lord, wheresoever you
be.' Let us pray then for the souls

of our departed mothers that their

souls may rest in peace."

During the holy sacrifice of th0
Mass, Edward J. Donahue, presi-

dent of the glee club, sang tWQ
solo numbers.

TOWERSIS Street

TermfaMl

A Publiz Theatre /

Today, Wednesday A Thur»d«|r

BILL BOYD
la

"LUCKY DEVIL"

Friday, Saturday A Monday

GEORGE RAFT and
SYLVIA SIDNEY

la

*TICK UP''

Senior Year Book
Dedicated to Dean

ContinnMl From Pagre One

m«den4» May Pay Either a $6

Deposit or a $6 Fee

Boarding students wishing to re-

serve rooms next year will notice

that there are two kinds of room
reservation—room reservation fee,

and room reservation deposit, ac-

cording to a statement issued by

Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A.,

vice-president of the college.

"A fee of $5 will be charged,"

said Fr. Albers, "for the privilege

of selecting a particular room."

This room reservation fee Is to be

paid on May 24, the day set for the

reservation and payment. Prefer-

ence will be in class precedence.

This date was fixed so that the stu-

dents wishing to exercise this privi-

lege may have ample time to

acquire this fee.

Room reservation deposit is to

be paid when a room is reserved

in advance, so that the returning

student may be sure that there is

a room on the campus ready for

him. This will not entitle him to

the selection. He must take the

room that the college assigns to

him. This deposit is also $5.00, but

Will be deducted from the students

account when he returns in Sep-

tember. The date for the payment

of this charge has not yet been set,

but will probably be in the first

week of June.

cause they too parallel pictorially

the subject they portray. In each

one of these sections, the sketches

are historically correct to the small-

est detail as far as the costumes

and equipment of the subject mat-

ter are concerned. In order to obtain

this accuracy, it was necessary for

the editors to search through many
texts on the history of Roman art.

Commenting on the singular honor
accorded to Dean Humphrey, Mr.

Micklos said, "The editors and I

decided that we should pay fitting

Frosh Election Delayed

The class of '36 convened on last

Thursday, May 11, for the purpose

mt electing a new class secretary,

but was unable to do sr on account

of the large number of absentees.

Thfl meeting, presided over by
President Daniel Harklns, pro-

ceeded with the other business on

hand. The chairman of the consti-

tution committee, John J. Grace,

was asked to report upon the class

constitution. The constitution which

had been finished, was read by Mr.

Grace. After some deliberation and

discussion, it was approved and

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certified Milk^'
•.. '. '

"v.

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshrtre

Cows Produce Most

Digestible Milk

tribute at this time to Dean Hum-
phrey, who has striven unceasingly

for a quarter of a century in order

that the School of Technology in

this college might be equally ranked

with other outstanding schools of

its type in the country."

Embodied in the Belle Air, which

will contain more than 285 pages,

are many new features including a
binding of gold cloth.

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
CoUege Tailor Since 192S

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

It Is not how cheap, but how
good

SUITS
Made to Tour Measure

Spare a Minute to

c'« ^ ANOTHER and DADi

$20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Agenta—Faulk and Conway

ace«pt«d. w t f

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Today

Lambda Kappa Delta meeting. 210 Mendel Hall

Tennis Match, W. C. State Teachers
Frosh baseball, Ursinus, at the stadium
VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall . .

.

Foreign Relations Society, Lounge, Gymnasium
"Macbeth," Gymnasium

Wednesday
VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall

"Macbeth," Gymnasium •

Thursday

Sophomore class elections, 215 Mendel Hall 12.00 to

Connecticut Club Meeting. 204 Mendel Hall

Diving and Swimming exhibition, Swimming Pool

Friday

Frosh bAseball, Conshohocken B. C
Senior Ball, Gymnasium

Monday
Literary Society Joint Meeting, 204 Mendel Hall

1.00 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
8.30 P. M
1.00 P. M.
8.30 P. M.

1.30 P. M.
7.00 P. M.
8.00 P. M.

3.00 P.
9.00 P.

M.
M.

8.15 P. M.
•Ai

/Commencement days, for Motii©r and D«d,

V>^ are days of suspense! Spare a minute to cheer

tfaem up. Telephone that all's ending well!

Your own voice and your own words make the good

news sound better. What a thrill for them . . . what

•« thrill for you to end the year with tbis wind-up

flourish I

Just go to a telephone at 8:30 P. M. STANDARD

TIME (9:30 P. M. Daylight Saving Time). That's

when the low Night Rates go into effect. That's when

the folks are most likely to be at home. Just give tiM

operator the number— do not ask for any specific

person (Night Rates apply only on Station to Station

calls). Reverse the charges if you like.

J V •

from Bryn Mawr
Orange, N, J. „

Hazleton, Pa. ..

Elizabeth, N. J
Newark, N. J.

Reading:, Pa. .

Btiitlon to StoOoa OmO
S-Mlnnt« Conneeiloa
Wlieraver spplleable,
VMtong Tm ladadcAi

^<^~-Dik]r Bate NIcM

$.60
.60

.60

.60

.36

$.35M
M
•36

TTT^n*

Y

Sideline

Slants

By the Sports Editor

ALTHOUGH the Turf and
Tinsel Club's first annual
production, "look Who's

Here," is now history, the final

returns of the show have just

been released, divulging the fact

that less than two hundred stu-

dents attended the show. Besides
this, all of the two hundred tick-

ets sold by the students were not

used by them, but were distribut-

ed to outsiders. Again, this in-

cludes many athletes who were
admitted gratis. These results

were far from pleasing because
It was thought that the produc-

tion would be supported whole-
heartedly by the campus. The
members of the cast worked dili-

gently on the show, and after the

attendance proved to so disap-

pointing it is now a matter of

debate as to whether it was worth
it. However, they are to be con-

gratulated on their performance
and we hope that the play will be
a yearly occurrence.

Evidently something has to be
done to increase the interest of

the students in all school produc-
tions. What this will be, no one
knows. Everything has been tried,

but seems to have been of no
avail. Therefore, some new means
of bettering the attitude of the

students has to be devised.
• • *

Trackmen Score

VILLANOYA'S track
stock reached a new
high on Saturday when

T«n|rie's cinderpathera were
defeated. No more shouUI be
said of the team than that
they emerged triumphant over
a powerful Owl squad. One
stadium and one meet record
fell before the fleet foot of

Joe Fenstemacher, when he
breasted the tape in the 100-

yard and 220-yard dashes.
Quite a coincidence that
Hardy, of Cornell, victor at
the Fenn Relays, ran Penn-
sylvania into the ground in

9.9 seconds <m a faster track
than we have. Joe's 9.8 sec-

onds time is <^cial as he
was clocked by several
watches, which fact should
remove any doubt from any-
mie'a mind. Harold Hurley,
also deserves his share of the
glory in placing behind Joe
In two events. Jim Elliot

looked better than he has for
a Itmg while, and Dick Womer
was his usnal nonchalant self.

Yon might call it strategy
that didn't work when Idp-
sohutz asked to have the bar
up two inches each time.

Hickey instead of getting flus-

tered* agreed inunediately
which probably did more harm
to Lipischuta than it did to
CarL

• « •

Intra-Mural Awards

THE MEDALS that are to be
awarded to the members of
the championship basket-

ball team in the Inter-Dorm
League have finally arrived. Hav-
ing seen them, we think that
these will prove to be an added
incentive for the players. The
medals are made of gold, with
the head of the Wildcat embla-
zoned on the face. They are to

be the official award of the Ath-
letic Association, and from their
appearance are more than suf-
ficient remuneration. These
should and probably will increase
the number of players on all the
Inter-Dorm outfits, as well as the
interest of the students already
on the teams. The attendance of

the Day-Hops has increased in

baseball and it is thought that
they are on the way to recovery.

« • *

Ttko Yillanova Scholaatios

THE ANNUAL Scholastic
track meet, which was orig-

inally scheduled for last

Saturday, will be held on May 20.

It was postponed because of the
Yillanova-Temple track meet.
'This is unfortunate because the
P. I. A. A. District 1 champion-
ships will also be held on the
same date. This means that the
number of participants will de-
crease, as the suburban high
schools will be unable to compete.
However, the number of competi-
tors will still be over the 900 mark,
There will be trackmen from all

parts of the country. Such schools
as Saint Benedict's, of Newark;
Nott Terrace, Mount Pleasant; St.

Peter's Prep, St. Joseph's Prep,
Catholic High, Saint John's, Ehce-

tar, and others too numerous to
mention are entered. There will

be all Sfvents, both track and field,

and tb«M should prove interesting
to aaaagr Vlllanova studmita who
•M AtattBl 9i SObOOll t6iBUi(4taD$,

VILL VAN
SPORTS

TRACK TENNIS BASEBALL GOLF
, J
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OWLS DEFEAT WILDCATS, 3 TO 2

3 NATIiAL CHAMPS

TO CIVE EXMBITIflW

Russell, Rocco and Ringler to

Perform m Gymnasium Pool

on Thursday Night

DORMS ALSO TO COMPETE

The first swimming exhibition

ever to be held at Villanova will

take place Thursday night in the
college pool.

There will be five National and
Middle Atlantic States' champions
in the line-up, who will give the
spectators diving and swimming ex-

hibitions. Davey Russel, former na-
tional and junior diving champion,
will perform all types of difficult

dives, as will Ruggerio Flocco,

present holder of the Middle Atlan-
tic junior diving crown, and Her-
man Ringler, M. A. S. high board
champ.
Joe McQuillan, who has several

national medley and free-style rec-

ords to his credit, will pair with
Bill Armstrong, formerly of Prince-
ton, who is one of the leading free-

style swimmers in the country.
Through the efforts of Prof.

Martin I. Gill, swimming coach,
these men have conse. ted to per-
form for the benefit of the students.
Preceding these events, the long-

awaited Inter-Dorm swimming meet
will be held. First and foremost
of the events will be the 100-yard
Inter - Dorm relay championship.
Four men will be chosen from each
hall and also fr.om the Day-Hops
who are favored in this event. Fol-
lowing this, will be the 50-yard and
100-yard free-style events. The 50-

yard breast stroke and back stroke
will follow in order. The Inter-
Dorm diving championship will be
the last event on the program.
In the school championships, the

Day-Hops are the favorites, John J.

Hosey and John M. Strong have
shown unusual promise so far and
are expected to be the outstanding
contenders in the relay.

"Frosh Play Wednesday
The Freshman baseball team will

engage the Wayne Italian Ameri-
can Club in a twilight game Wed-
nesday evening. The game is sched-
uled as a practice contest for both
clubs. The fray will start at 6 P. M.

INTRR-DORM i
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Villanova All-Stars Bow
To Penn Jayvees, 12 to 3

QTeam Composed of Inter-Dorm Stars Fails to

Connect for Extra Base Hits; Dart

1 Gets Three Singles

BLUE AND WHITE MAKE FIVE ERRORS
L

Coach Harry Ctuhldreher's AU-

Miar baseball team opened \ia sea-

•KMi last Thursday with a defeat at

the hands of Mike Hanley's Penn-
Hylvania J. V. squad. The score

was 12-3.

The local lads, composed of the

former stars of their hall teams,

looked rather ragged in several

spots, due, no doubt, to the lack

ttf team practice.

Austin Hall had the most men on

the squad, having four former play-

IH'S in the starting lineup, while

jcedigan and Mendel had two each

^d Alumni had one. Alumni, al-

though it had the least players on

the team, provided the two umpires

who were the real hit of the after-

noon.
Pennsylvania, who had played but

one game before Thursday, started

their stellar twlrler, Skverski, who
limited the locals to five hits. In
his previous game against Swarth-
more, Skverski allowed but three

hits and struck out sixteen.

Berardi ran into trouble in the
first inning when he allowed three
singles, the last of which, by Fine,

allowed two men to score. The first

three men for the Wildcats struck

out. In the third inning three ain-

gles admitted two more Penn runs,

and in the same inning Villanova
had the bases loaded, but Bill Grim-
berg was picked off second base to

end the inning.

The fifth inning was the big one
for both teams, when Penn scored
six runs to Villanova's two. After
two men were out, the visitors went
after Berardi hard. Grimberg
booted Fine's roller. Benson struck
out but Neyland let the ball get
away and he was safe at first. This
unnerved Berardi who passed Cent-
ner to load the bases. Leiter then
pumped a long single to center and
two men scored. Skverski doubled
and two more came in. Then Lay-
orell blasted a long triple to left

and scored when Grimberg fumbled
the relay. Wosnitzer struck out to
end the round.

The Wildcats tried hard to over-
come the lead when two walks, two
hits and an infield out let in two
tallies.

This Inning provided a grand ar-
gument, when with the bases load-
ed, Grimberg lifted a high fly that
Grentner, far out of his position,
dropped and Neylan scored. Both
teams, the two umpires, and both
coaches participated in the heated
discussion that followed. It was

Anally decided that Grimberg was
out and the game went on.
The visitors scored again in the

eighth, when a single and three
walks by Pitcher Johnpy Shevlin
allowed the 11th run. They made
i|t an even dozen in the last inning
<>n a pass and two singles.

' Score by innings:

LIGHTWEIGHTS' LETTERS

CoiMh Huriburt Anticipates Fifty

Applications for Awards

Members of the junior varsity

elnd 150-lb. football teams have An-
ally decided vpon the type of letter

and sweater for this year's award.
Charley Huriburt, coach of the

Junior varsity, anticipates that be-

tween 50 and 60 players will apply
for the letters which will be sup-
plied by the O'Shea Knitting Mills,

and will be purchased and measured
through the John Wanamaker Com-
pany, in Philadelphia.
The type of letter and sweater

chosen will correspond with those
awarded last season, the only
change will be that the seniors will

bo given the privilege of choosing
white sweaters with a blue V, lower
classmen to receive the traditional
blue sweater and white V.

The First Time

villanova
ab r h o

Dart, cf 5 13 1
Grimberg, ss-2b 3 8
Ryan, 3b 4 3
Shevlin, 2b-p 2 6
Szczapa, rf 4 1
Clavln, If 4 1 3
McGee, lb 3 4
Neylon, c 3 10 7
Berardi, p , 1
McAteer, ss 1

ToUlfl 29 8 4 27

Peamsylvanla
ab r h oj

Lavorell, rf-3b 5 4 4 2
Wosnitzer, If 5 1

Cresci, cf ....,<*• 4 2 2 1
Losee, ss 6 1 1

Fine, 3b-rf 4 1 2
Benson, lb 5 1 1 5
Gentncr, 2b 3 1 5
Leiter, c 4 1 2 11
Skverski, p 5 1 2
Frost, if 1

Gliedman-x

Totals 41 12 14 26
Pennsylvania 20206001 1—12
Villanova ... 001020000—3
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Li^..

i -how in the worlp "did

tf)£ magician mak€ that
Bird cage vanish inth€

i magic act \V€ saw TONlOm?

PREJTOl

-^

EXPLAIN
that If you
CAN I

ITS TOO
EASY I .

i^».iox,^<xmi>tMummmim

...THE CAGE WAS
COLLAPSIBL€,'AN0

ATTACHED TO A STRING
w+<icH WAS jusr

LONG ENOUGH TO GO
UP ONE SLEEVE,

ACROSS THE SWULOERS
AND DOWN TO THE
OTHER WRIST.

WHEN HE MADE THE

THROWING MOTION
THE CAGE rOLOEO UP
AND WAS DRAWN
INTO HIS SLEEV€-
eiRDANO ALL.

OTJ V U

k^^w^j\<:i\<^^

THE CAGE AS SHOWN
^O AUOIENCE.

COLLAPSEP
BfRP CAGE
UP SLEEVE.

•S-: ......

THE STRIt\/G ^RIST BAND

, Ill i 1^

you ALWAys ^
KWOW EVERYTHING,
ED. WANT AC IG-
AT^ETTE ?

THANKSJ'M
GLAD TO SZ^
THAT you
SMOKE CAMELS,
KAy.

lilt I I iiiiiir

iVe found out that*it's

MOnE fUN TO KN0W*AK)UT
CIGARETTES. €D.

THAT'S THE GIliL! THET^€ AT^£ 1^0

TRICKS IN CAMELS -JUST
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS.

:\ \tf Mont FOH

Gunels are made from

finer, more expensive

tobaccos than any

other popular brand.

That's why they give k,^

you more pleasure.

It's the tobacco that ^^

counts!

%

>J

MATCHLESS
Bl CN D

Oopnllht. list. B. 9. Kornokb Tobweo OoiM«y:

^O T^*«»** "V CAMEV^^-'"*'' CojTUi^Ji ''0»4CC0^

Piige ScrcB

Trackmen Score Win Over Temple Team
Wildcats Submerge Owls
First Time in Six Years

Fenstemacher Lowers Two Staclium Records
in the 100-Yard and 220-Yard Dashes;

Elliot Wins 440-Yard Race

AMILTON SETS MARK IN TWO MILE

'If

In the Limelight

A

VILLANOVA'S track team soared to new
heights last Saturday afternoon when it de-
feated the Temple cinderpath squad for the
first time since 1927 by the score of 67 1-3
to 58 2-3. Not content with just a victory,
Coach Bob Regan's boys cracked four of
the seven new meet records set in this hecUc
struggle.

Joe Fenstemacher led in the record-breaking running
events when he covered the 100 yards of the century sprintm 9 4-5 seconds, and ran the 220 in 22 3-10 seconds. Jumbo
li-IIiot chpped 4.10 of a second*
off the former mark of 52.6 in
the 440 by nosing out the ex-

I HALL WINS

3 STRAICHTCAB
Sweeney Connects for Two
Home Runs as Mendel De-

feats Fedigan

AUSTIN BOWS TO ALUMNI

record holder, Enssler, of
Temple, by a yard.
Ted Hamilton completed the

gruelling eight laps of the two-mile
* run in 10 minutes and 4 seconds,
cutting down the former mark by
7 seconds.
Lew Parlette, all-around Temple

star in the field events set new meet
", records in the shot put, discus and
^
javelin throw and placed second in
the broad jump and was the high
scorer of the afternoon with 18
points. Don MacKinnon was a dou-
ble winner in the 120-yard high

I, hurdles and 160-yard low hurdles
but did not create any new records.
Carl Hickey, who two weeks ago

won the hop, skip and jump at the
iPenn relays nosed out Fenste-
macher for the Villanova high scor-
ing honors with 13 points. Hickey
showed the way in the pole vault^nd the broad jump and tied for

fst in tho high jump with Read
Id Lipschutz, of Temple.
The 120-yard high hurdles was

the opening event of the afternoon

I

and by virtue of a first and third,
I Temple inimediately forged to the
front with the points standing 6 to
13, five points being awarded for
[first, three for second and one for
[third.

Villanova came right back in the
next event which was the 100 and

^
took first and second, Fenstemacher
and Hurley contributing 8 points to
the Blue and White tally and Wie-
jCheo allel a lone point to the
Temple ' score. For Uie remainder
of the afternoon Villanova was
never headed in the point column
'but the Owls were always within
reach of victory up until the semi-

-final event, the high jump. Rickey's
leap tied the best that the Temple
representatives could do and three
^points were awarded to each team.
This made the score 61 1-3 to 46 2-3
in favor of the Blue and White,
with only the javelin throw to be
'decided.

Although no new record was set,
lone of the most exciting events of
[the afternoon was the half mile run.
La Franchise led the pack through-
^out the entire grind but the battle
for second and third positions was
closely contested between Davis, of
[Temple, and Womer. With about
[200 yards to go, Davis seemed to -.^,
thave second position well in hand Fedigan
Lwith Womer trailing about 10 yards
[in the rear, but Dick's sensational ^**"*o"' *^ ••••••.

S THE next presentation to
Villanova's Hall of Fame it
was found to be decidedly

appropriate to select Joe Fenste-
macher, one of the Wildcat's lead-
ing trackmen.

When It has been decided to write
about a person in this column, the
same methods must be used each
time. It is necessary to say that
he is one of the most popular men
on the campus, possessing a genial
smile and a friendly manner. There-
fore this will be omitted. You know
it as well as we do.

Joe prepared for Villanova at
Williamsport High School, Williams-
port, Pa. Being born in this town
October 10, 1911, it was natural that
he should attend school there, and
through this trick of fate, the high
school found itself in "Fensty's"
fourth year, blessed with the 100-
and 220-yard interscholastic State
champion as well as one of the
most popular track captains in its
existence. This phenomenal person,
the cream of Western Pennsylvan-
ia's schoolboy sprinters, was none
other than our Joe.

Completing his career at Williams-
port, Joe arrived at Villanova. He
first came into the spotlight one
afternoon at the stadium. It seems
that the varsity track team was
entertaining West Chester State
Teachers' College, while the year-
lings were opposing West Catholic
High School. Closson, ace sprinter
for the Teachers had won the lOO-
yard dash in 10.3 seconds, which
was thought to be good time for the
event at that time. Later that same

'CATS'
MEOW

JOE FENSTEMACHER
twice and three for Villanova, run-
ning for the freshman and varsity,
on the relay team and in the 100-
and 220-yard invitation dash events.
This year at the carnival, Joe

competed in the 100-yard invitation
race, reaching the semi-finals

afternoon. Joe breezed across the Ei«i"^Ri*!LAl ^''T^ A"-.""*inntk in lA o^««~^„ *t_* j.^ . ^ . . I
^-ast. Bcsldes his track activities.

Alumni Hall proved to be the big
gun in the Inter-Dorm Baseball
League this week, winning three
games. The Minute Men defeated
the Day Hops. Thursday afternoon,
13 to 2, pounding the offerings of
Annunziata and Ranieri for 16 hits
while the best that the Train and
Trolley boys could do was to nick
Tracy for five safeties. Johnhy
Shevlin was the main punch for
Alumni, connecting for three
bingles out of four times at bat.
Annunziata kept pace with Tracy
in strikeouts, each having six to
his credit. Slaughter iso was cred-
ited with three hits. Ginieczki scin-
tillated for the Commuters getting
two hits in four trips to the plate.
Following this victory Alumni en-

countered a strong Fedigan Hall
aggregation but proved to be more
successful in the pinches and eked
out a 7 to 5 win. Steve Ferko went
the route for the Spring Mill foad
team while Alumni used the serv-
ices of Daly and Shevlin. Daly was
forced to relinquish his post because
he collided with Tom Hughes, third
Backer while trying to field a ball.
Alumni hit Ferko for six hits, two
of them being three baggers, by
Ken Malaney and Buck Taylor.
Daly led the strikeout list with six
followed by Ferko, with four and
Shevlin with three.
Austin Hai: found the Alumni

tape in 10 seconds flat, the best
time ever made by a Villanova
runner. The following year "Funny-
maker," as he is called by his
friends, established a new stadium
record for the event of 9.9 seconds
and Saturday lowered it in a dual
meet with Temple, to 9.8 seconds.
For nix years, Joe has competed

in the Penn relays, three in high
school, when he was victorious

Fenstemacher is Circulation Mana-
ger for the VILLANOVAN. He is
also the vice-president of the Villa-
nova Chapter of the Spiked Shoe
Club, which is a national organiza-
tion of intercollegiate trackmen.
Now in his third year at Villa-

nova, Joe has one more year in
which to compete in collegiate cir-
cles and great things are expected
of him.

to victory although he allowed eight
hits.

However. Jerry avenged himself
by retiring 12 batters by the strike-
out route, while the best that Lefty
Berardi could do was to fan three.
Ken Malaney led the batting bar-
rage for the Alumni nine with three
safeties, while Slugger McGee also
got three hits out of four trips to
the plate.

Mendel submerged the Fedigan
nine in a hard fought game, Sun-
day, 4 to 1. Fedigan outhit Mendel
7 to 6. but Voran kept the Spring
Mill hits well scattered, while the
Mendel team scored three times in
one inning. Sweeney proved to be
the Frank Merriwell. blasting two
home nms out of the park. Captain
Weisenbaugh and Red Neylon each
connected for two bingles but nei-
ther of these materialized into runs.
Verbold had plenty of stuff on the
ball and as he only allowed five hits,
the game should have turned out
otherwise.
In a return game Fedigan tasted

revenge when Jelovitch and Crow-
ley silenced the Mendel bats to
eight well-scattered hits, to trounce
Mendel, 12 to 7. Ryan and Voran

Oatopathy Nine
Submits to 'Cats

ContiRMtd From Pakt Five

and solved Walker's deliveries for
three hits. Previous to this, Stan

THE SPORTS predicter was %
2/3 points off on the Tempi*
track meet. Is that a sport

tidbit or not? .

—V—
"Tony's Wife" Lensi has been o&t

cupytng the garden for one gam««
Like a red-headed pansy? We don'li

mean that.

—V—
Our staff statistician gave Staai

Wronski six hits out of three timea
at bat. Sorry, Stan.

—V—
Fenstemacher almost took off in

the KM^yard da»h. By the way, h«
was timed by several stop-watchc«
and tiiey all agreed. (Just for ih9
dubious.)

—V— ' *

After the Inter-Dorm game, Su»»
day morning, between Fedigan and
Alumni, Daly still insists that h«
ran into Tom Hughes. Tom hasn't
a right cross like that, Jerry.

—V—
Cohen still thinks that it waft

raining Thursday at noon. "H h«
still aU wet?

—V—
When three men are on, and thtf

batter hits an infield fly he is ai»«

tomatically out. But the questioai
is, "did Searight see wrong?" Som#
pun. But we do know that he sa^
red.

_V—
The Inter-Dorm track meet is Uh

day. Jimmy Keeley and Walt AU
essandronl ex!>ect to win the field
events. Cordiali already claims th«
two-mile is In the van. In what
van, Leo?

-V-
Sweeney hit two homers in on*

day, but Bill Tracy wasn't there^
Tough luck, Bill (Sweeney).

—V—
A good many students are )ook«

ing cross-eyed this week, because
of trying to watch the track meet
and the haseball game on Saturday*

I

Al Trosky connected for a single^
for his firrt time at bat this year«
Lenzi's single past third base wa«
muffed and he came to rest oii
second. Murphy drove a single into!

Ko^ K^..« ut**i ,
right field, sending Trosky and Lenzlhad been hitting in every game,

j

home with tne tying runs. Lefty,
but had not hit over .500. Reitz was hit by Cramer, but Frank
King held the Doctors at bay j

Skaff drove a long fly to centerfleldl

during the game, and his deliveiy V^^^J^L^^^^!?^' *uwas so effective that only one Oste- L ^^^l^ added another run in th«
opathy player, besides Frey, reached r'*"'^^,f"'""! "T^®" Dezube doubled

«„.^ * ^ ^ I

occupied the mound for Mendel andteam too tough, bowing to the tune
|
they were nicked for 16 safeties.

?L^/lu .
^"*^® ^^^^ ^^y

i

Stanton and Dunigan in Ave tripstook the reins and hurled his team I to the plate made three hits each,

first base. The improvement of the 7®' }^f
s*^^!"'" ^a"- Cramer

Cats was remarkable, having no ^^^^l^^^^^^^ f^^J^,*"**,^"^* threw
errors chalked up against them. I ^T ' l""^^^ ^f^^^

*"* **'"*'*' ^^
This was the first contest that saw ^"*'^' ^^'^ ^''^'*^'

the Jacobsmen go errorless.
Coach "Doc" Jacobson experi-

mented with the batting order and
evidently got the maximum power
out of it. Metro Weston was moved
from second place to eighth, while
Charley Huriburt went from sixth
to third.

Bow to Temple

This was the final run of tha'
game; neither side being able to
solve the deliveries of the opposing
pitcher. The final thrill of the gamei
occurred in the ninth inning when
Huriburt popped a high fly ovec
home plate which the catcheit
missed. This put Huriburt on seo«|
ond base. Coach Jacobs, in a final
attempt to push across a tying run*

Temple got away to an early lead I

^®"*^ King to pinch hit. George hit
Friday, when they scored two runs * ^^'^S Ay to left field but Kilkuski^
in the first and second innings. ^^^ under i* making it two out«
However, the Wildcats came back !

Another pinch hitter was sent in«
in their half of the third, tallying { hurley for Finn, but he popped up
two and knotting the count. In the to Cramer for the final out of th«
third, Huck Finn filed out to Stonik. '

&ame. ., . ^ ,,

Alumni Retains League Lead by Winning All Three Games Last Week

I
sprint proved too much for the
p'emple runner and Villanova earned
fcight points instead of the expected
isix.

In no event was either team able
to take all three places and through-
lout the entire afternoon the scoring
bionors were very close. With six
Jof the 13 events completed only two
^Ints t^VM Villanova the advantage

it in '• t|ie remaining five field
events and 220-yard dash and 880
run the 'Cats were able to gain
snough points to emerge victorious
>y 8 2-3 points.
Summary:
120-yard High Hurdles—Won by
lacKinnon, Temple; second, Brown
rillanova; third, Wiechec, Temple.
7ime, 16.1 seconds.
100-yard Dash—Won by Fenste-
lacher. Villanova; second. Hurley,
rillanova; third, Shenker, Temple!
"Ime, 9.8 seconds. (New stadium
id meet record.)
One Mile Run—Won by Womer,

rillanova; second, Federoff, Temple;

Dunnegan, ss
Totin, 2b . . .

,

Ferko, lb . .

.

Crowley, p
Neylon, c

!• • • • 4 • «

I .... .

>....••..

............

ab
5
5
4

3
2

2
Donahue, cf 4
Weisenbaugh, 3b 5
Jelovitch, rf-p 3
Miller 1

r
3
2
1

2
2
2

h
3
3
2

1

1

1
2
2
1

Alunud

ab
Malaney, rf . .' ; ;. .

,

4
2 Taylor. 2b 3

Shevlin, ss 5
6 Daly, p 4
1 Searight, c 3
8 Hughes, 3b 4

Lynch, lb 4
2 Slaughter, If ...^ 8
2 Huey, cf ..4

Fedigan Alumni

Totals .35 12 16 21

Mendel
ab r h

Kotys, ss 4 1 1
Riley, 2b 2 1 1
Ryan, 3b 4 1
Shea, lb 4 1
Sweeney, c 4 1
Farris, cf 3 1
Szczapa, rf 3 1 j
Voran, cf-p 2 1 1
Conroy 4 j 2

r

3
2
1

1

1

2
1

h
3

1

1

1

1

1

3
1

2

3 1 Zagar, cf .

.

4 1 Jelovitch, rf

2 1 Totin, lb
OSeriko, p ..

10
j

Crowley, If

1
!
Donahue, 2b

3
J

Kramer, ss 3
2 1 Weisenbaugh, 3b 1

O'Connor, lb 1

• •••#•••

• • • • • «..«,• •# • I

< « •••••<

• •••«.

ab
3
3
4

5
3
2

Totals 34 11 15 27

Austin

ab
^ Dart, cf 3
r I Willis, If 3
Q ' Ryan, ss 4
Q I Mickacheff, c 8
**

I

McGee, lb 4
t

Clavin, rf 3
Loughlin, 2b 4
Caruso, 3b 4
Baradi, p 3

r

1

2

1

1

h

1
2
1

)•••••• I

• •••••

tttff«*«*»«>

Totals ,,!,>. ... 25

Alumni

ab

Taylor, lb

3 Daly, lb ..v...

1 Searight, c ....

1 ' Shevlin, ss
Torpey, cf : ....^.

Tracy, p
Hughes, 3b 4

3 Lee, rf 3
Huey, rf 1

_ Slaughter, If 4

ab
4

4

5
4

4
4

r

2
1

3
4

1

1

1

h
1

3
1

4

3

J

i
t
a
1!

Q
5 4 8

r h o' ab r
13 Taylor, 2b 3 2
1 4 1 Searight, c 4 1

0] Shevlin, ss 3 l
1 1 5 1

Torpey, lb 3 1
2 8 9, Daly, p 3

1 Huey, cf 4
1 2 Hughes, 3b 3
2 2 1 Slaughter, If 3 i

1 Malaney, rf 2 l

'•l||«» %9 A* !§••«• •! «t«««S<««|

Totals 30 7 8 21
Two-base hits—.Stanton, Dunne-

gran, Kotys, Riley, Szczapa, Voran.
Three-base hit-Totin. Stnick out ! Berardi (Lynch). Struck out

JefoviS'h''!r^r «rT***'^-^''i^"'y^2.BarardI3. B^eJelovitch 2, Crowley 1.
I
Off Daly 4, Barardi 3.

Totals 31 8 6 27

Three-base hits — Shevlin, Dart.
Errors—Ryan 2. Hit by pitcher—By

By

h
1

2
1

1
1

Totals
Day-Hops

.37 13 16 2t

ab
Ginieczki, 2b 4

9 DeLauro, lb 4
Annunziata, p-sa 2

6 Ranieri, p-tis 2
4 Hermon, c 2

Violetti, 3b-cf 3
2 Lipschultz. c 2
lIGallo, If '/.*

1
Murphy, If \ 2

«»•*«§• • f •»«» «« *. •<«» If <f«ri>«»»»f*

Malaney, rf 2

Cantrambone, rf ....,"
Totals 28 6 7 21 Crowley, rf '2
Two-base hit—Torpey. Three-base ' —

hits-Malaney, Taylor. Struck out Zt^^l^ ' l\:'"- 24

-By Daly 6. Ferko 4. Shevlin 3. Trl^ .^' h'ts-Searight.
on »>-"«- 1 B-e^on^balls-Off Ferko 5, Daly 5.|S?e^',t

r

1

1

h
2
1

1

1

a
t

n
5

t

5 2 2«
™ „. o Uievlin-
Tracy, ^Jaufihter. Ranieri. Thre^

Shevlin. Base 09

> • ( ' • I • « II t r % I
Off Tracy 5, AnnuAzIata &
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FOR SENIOR DANCE

feddy

Furn

Black's Orchestra to

ish Music at Annual

Belle Air Ball

fOSTESSES ARE SELECTED

iiiued From Faxe One

istown and ViUanova. This trans-

ortation facility is allowed not only

> those who purchase tickets at

le 69th Street and Norriotown sta-

ons, but also to those purchasing

ckets at the door of the gym-
. asium.

Ha« World's Fair Contract

Mr. Black's orchestra, now play-

! ig at the Village Barn in New
ork city, is noted for the similarity

. f its orchestrations to the well-

nown Guy Lombardo arrange-

r lents, and has been honored with

I a invitation to play at the World's

alf this summer. This collection

f syncopators have risen rapidly

uring the last few months and bid

\kT to become one of the nation's

fading musical groups.

The orchestra recently completed

\ successful engagement at the

lenmore Hotel, in Albany, New
.'ork, where it held a long term
ontract. Among his numerous ap-

earances in all sections of the

ountry, Mr. Black has played at

iiore than 100 colleges and uni-

. ereities, as well as return engage-

lents at the Steel Pier, in Atlantic

-'ity, where the foremost bands of

he world appear during the sum-
mer season.

At the present time the orchestra

.as a lengthy contract for the Vil-

ige Barn. The Senior Class was
iK>8t fortunate in signing up Mr.

Ilack before he contracted for this

'Idely-knowii night club, for other-

rise he would not have been per-

mitted to play at ViUanova. When
igning the Village Barn contract,

4r. Black had to be allowed an
option to fulfill any previously con-

racted engagements.
Axscording to Mr. Crowley the

ntire dance floor will be overhung
/ith a false ceiling and boxes will

ioA both sides of the floor. The
>rehestra will be placed on the stage

a a specially constructed shell.

At Intervals the floor will be
\eQorated with potted palma and
lowers, lending to the atmosphere
\ delicate theme appropriate to the

.ime of the year. Floor lamps will

kio be interspersed around the

loor.

The committee consists of: Tickets,

'^Yank L. Martin, Charles J. Anto-
naccio and Joseph B. Condron;
dvertising, William J. D'EUa, Ru-
lOlph J. Lehnau, John P. Grimes
nd Russell F. Hurst; decorations,

.^ter J. Dougherty, Howard Rich-

nond and William J. O'Brien; pro-

rrams. William McManus and Mr.
jK>wley.

Wildcats Scratch
Owls in Dual Meet

'4Mitlnued From Paxe >^vcn

Literary Society
To Stage "Macbeth"

Coiitinurd From Vage One

play as their farewell appearance

before the footlights at ViUanova.

They include Joseph J. Conlan, as

Macbeth; Rudolph J. Lehnau, who
portrays the character of a witch;

John P. Grimes, a gentlewoman,
and Joseph P. Houseman, assistant

business manager for the perform-

ance.
Tickets of admission for the per-

formance of "Macbeth " may be ob-

tained from Charles P. Goggi. busi-

ness manager for the play, or any
member of the cast.

A large attendance is expected

by Mr. Conlan because of the ap-

proval shown by those who attended

last year's presentation of the soci-

ety, which was a parody on several

plays of Shakespeare.
Others cast in the production of

"Macbeth," are William F. Zeil,

Lady Macbeth; Harold D. McGrath,
Macduff; Robert A. Geist, Malcolm;
John Hallahan, Banquo; Paetrus

F. Banmiller, Duncan; John Halla-

han, Donalbain; . ohn Butler, Len-
nox; Robert G. McGrory, Rosse;

Robert Doyle, Seton; Edward D.

Manlon, second witch; Edward Kil-

bane, third witch; Frank J. Bigley,

first murderer; Frank J. McGinley.

second murderer; Frank Mayer,

doctor; John O'Hara, servant.

Bids Are Received
for Amplification

<'ontinued FnMU l*«Ke Onr

Sophomores Name
Class Candidates

Coiitinupd From Page On*

this week Station WCAU will install

an amplification system for the pres-

entation of "Macbeth" by the Liter-

ary Society; also on Friday night

it will be used again by the Senior

Class for the Belle Air Ball.

The plans imder consideration at

present would call for the installa-

tion of a very complete unit. It

would not only include microphones
and loud speakers for dramatic pur-

poses and s-?cial events but also

complete equipment for the produc-

tion of sound motion pictures.

The reason for the delay was due
to the reconstruction of the mon-
astery as this was more important

than amplification, but since the

monastery is being dismantled and
will be reconstructed soon, the

amplification of the gymnasium wi^l

be the next thing of great impor-

tance.

Thomas J. Donahue, and Harry A.

Patzsch. both of the School of Com-

merce and Finance; Edmund Mal-

hame, School of Arts. /
Although there will be L lively

contest for all of the offices In the

coming Junior Class, the^spotlight

in the election will center on the

two candidates who aspire to the

presidency.

Followers of Mr. Alessandronl,

whose political prestige is rapidly

gaining momentum every day, ap-

peared highly confident of victory

for their candidate in the elections

which will be held Thirsday after-

noon in the rear of the college din-

ing hall from the hours of 12 to

1.30 P. M.
Members of the Engineering and

Arts Schools, however, declared that

they are solidly behind Mr. Hoey
and are determined In their efforts

to put their man in office.

In an Interview with Mr Ales-

sandronl, following the nominations,

he said, "I am greatly pleased with

the honor which has been conferred

on me by my classmates. At this

time I should like to congratulate

Mr. Hoey who is an excellent nomi-

nee for the r-s»tion of president. I

feel, however, that after considera-

tion of the names of the candidates

for the remainder of the class

offices, I should like to signify those

to whom I shall pledge my support

in the elections.

"I am pleased to announce that

I have the assurance from the

members of our school that they
will elect Messrs. Banieri, Mahaffey,
Grimberg, Donahue, Caprio and
Patzsch to the respective posts for

which they have been nominated."

Although it has not been generally

confirmed, the VILLANOVAN has

learned from the supporters of Mr.

Hoey that ht will lend his support

to the election of Mes?-s. Malhame,
Diello and E. Malhame.
Veteran political observers on the

campus declare that the sophomore
elections are by far the most im-

portant on the campus, this year.

Each one of the political factions

has based Its electioneering on

a "new deal" for the Sophomore
Class.

Ji

hird, Lit. Temple. Time, 4 minutes
4S seconds.
440-yard Dash—Won by Elliot,

/lUanova; second, Enssler, Temple;
hird, Kramer, ViUanova. Time, 51.2

eeonds (new meet record).

160-yard Low Hurdles—Won by
"dacKinnon, Temple; second, Wie-
•hec, Temple; third, Donahue; Vil-

anova. Time 18.5 seconds.
Two-mile Run—Won by J-Iamilton,

/illanova; second, Wudyka. Temple;
hird. Pollock, Temple. Time, 10.4

eeonds (new meet record).

220-yard Dash—Won by Fenste-

nacher, ViUanova; second. Hurley,

/^illanova; third, Shenker, Temple.

:imc, 22.3 seconds (new meet
ecord).
880-yard Dash—Won by La Fran-

hise, ViUanova; second, Womer,
/"lUanova; third, Davis, Temple,
rime, 1.58.6.

Broad Jump—Won by Hickey, Vil-

anova; second, Parlette, Temple;
bird, Lipschultz, Temple. Distance,

»1 feet 10% inches.

Pole Vault—Won by Hickey, Vll-

anova; tie for second place between

3urt, ViUanova, Shapiro, Temple,

\nd Read, Temple. Height, 11 feet

Shot Put—Won by Parlette, Tem-
)te; second, Mullaney, ViUanova:

hird, Neal, Temple. DisUnce, 43

.eet 10 Vi Inches (new meet record).

High Jump—Triple tic for first

ilace *jetwecn Hickey, ViUanova,

ind ReaiUand Lipschultz, of Temple.

Height, 5 feet 8 inches.

Discus Throw—Won by Parlette,

Temple; second, Mullaney, Villa-

nova; th' d, Gudd, Temple. Dis-

nce, 127 feet and ^ Inch (new

!eet record).

Javelin Throw—Won by Parlette,

Temple; second, Cox, ViUanova;

Jil»d, Gudd, Temple. Distance, 166

fitet IT4 inches.

.' 'I -

.r: •.-,': -.'

J//5/
two

words. .

.

Yes, I have heard about two

words; and now and then

three words—but "They Sat-

isfy'* means''To gratify fully.'*

Why do these two words

•*they satisfy" fit Chester-

fields? Because Chesterfield

Cigarettes are milder. Be-

cause Chesterfield Cigarette!^

taste better.

Chesterfield's way ofblend-

ing and cross-blending fine

Turkish and Domestic tobac-

cos brings out better flavor

and aroma.

They Satisfy I

(/hesterii
tncciaareffe tUai^b milder

tkeciaareUe ma/^ tastes better

#1 ^•

Sophomore CotiUion

In Gymnasium
Friday Night.

Villanovans

To Furnish Music
Dancing, 10 Till 2. VILL VAN

Frosh Elections

In Dining Hall

Thursday Noon
From 12 Till 1.30.

Support Your Men
At the Polls.
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1933 SENIOR lyWUAL, NOW AT PRINIER,

1: TOBEREADYFORDISminiONIIIONDAY

Special Color Process Being Used on Plates Accounts for

Delay and lndegsite||&s in Arrival Date of

)
Latest lipi^ir Edition

ART WORK MAIN FEATURE

Major Dividers, in Purple,

Cream and Gold Are

Called Best Ever

The long and eagerly awaited

lllh volume of the Belle Air will

make its appearance on the campus

over the weekend. Its arrival is

expected on either Saturday or
Monday at the latest, and distribu-

tion will be made immediately. The
Indefiniteness of f^he date is due to

B, special color process being used
on the plates. The gold overlay on
the color plates requires a great
deal more care and time than the
ordinary process involves and it is

infinitely more difficult to compute
the time for drying and hardening.

— The final page proofs were cop-
S^cted over the weekend and are
now in press. From the previews
the book has been judged favor-
ably by both the editor and the
printer and is expected to be re-

iparded with approval by the stu-
de&t body. It is well made up.
Mach of the five sections la oodh
plet« In all its phases and will

—Tve not only as a reminder of
oollege days and their happy
•rents, but also as a record book
MMt wiU be highly prised.
The feature «f the 19S> Belle

ikkt will be the art work. AH those
oonoerned express the opinion that
tlie color plates will surpass tJuMie

of any annual in the country. The
atajor dividers in three colors, pur-
ple, cream and gold, have been re-
garded as the finest work of their
kind ever turned out in Philadel-
phia. The page portraits of the Ad-
ministration are distinctive. In
fact, the whole book is a departure
from the usual.
The editor, John J. Micklos, has

endeavored to make the present
work a grand climax to his wide
Journalistic and literary achieve-

TO BE CONFERRED

Doctor of Literature and Doc-

tor of Laws Will Be

Presented

FOUR CHOSEN FOR AWARDS

Continued on Pace FoTT

COORSES NEXT YEAR

iree Classes Are Tendered to

Seniors Who Cannot Find

: 4 Employment
f

NO DEGREES TO BE GIVEN

Free courses will be offered next
year to the present graduating class
at ViUanova. This step has been
taken, it is explained by the ad-
ministration, because of the present
eoonomio conditions.
These courses are offered to the

graduates in the event that they are
unable to find employment and wish
to employ their time profitably tak-
iog courses offered by the college.
The work will be recorded at Villa-
nova, but no degrees or credits will
be given for transfers to other
sehools. In the event that such
oiwdit is feasible or desirable later.
It will be allowed upon the payment
ni. a nominal fee.

The candidates or applicants must
Mttify the usual standards required
br the college and Uke a fixed
•ohedule of work. The graduates
irtM do take this course offered by
tiM eoUege wU aot merely as audi-
lOM IB the TBrioui elasses and will

ki aay of the die-

iiiofuld be able.

Id flnaaoe

ViUanova College will confer four
honorary degrees at the 90th com-
mencement exercises Thursday,
June 8th. These degrees are being
awarded for outstanding achieve-
ments in the work of the recipients.

Elizabeth S. Kite will receive a
degree of Doctor of Literature.

Miss Kite spent six years studying
in Europe: two in France, two in

Germany and two in England. In
1905, she received a diplome d'ln-

struction primarire-superieur in

Paris. She has traveled extensively
in the Near East, Far East, North
Africa, Eur(^>e and America. She
has specialized in botany, languages
and general science. She has four
publications to her credit and has
contributed to many Catholic peri-

odicals. She is a charter member
of the Board of Trustees of the
Institut-Francais de Washington
and is archivist of the American
Historical Society. The most im-
portant event of her life occurred
in 1906, when she was received into
the Catholic Church at St. Mary of

the Angels, Notting Hill Gate.
London. England.

Colonel Vincent A. Carroll, of
Philadelphia, will receive a Doctor
of Laws degree. Colonel Carroll
graduated from the Wharton School
and Law School of the University
of Pennsylvania. He received an
honorary A. B. degree from the
Roman Catholic High School. He
was admitted to the bar in 1915 and
has been in active practice since
that time, except for two years and
six months during the war. He re-

ceived the Silver Star Citation for
gallantry in action, and was recom-
mended for the Distinguished Serv-
ice Medal. He is one of the found-
ers of the American Legion, and
was formerly Natioiial vice-com-
mander. At present he is the Na-
tional executive committeeman from
Pennsylvania.
Thomas A. O'Brien, M. D., will

receive an honorary degree of Doc-
tor of Laws. Dr. O'Brien graduated
from ViUanova in 1901. He received
a B. S. from ViUanova that year
and received an M. A. from the col-

GETS HONORED POST

John J. Durkin, senior Arts stu-

dent, who has been selected to
present the valedictory address

at commencement.

DURKIN SELECTED

AS VALEDIOIIAN

ConiH>«ted Wrth Two Students

CboMn From Each School

•n CanofHis

TOPtC TO REMAIN SECRET

COTILLION, FRIDAY NldfT,

THIS YEAR'S SOCIAL CALENDARTO END

Chairman Designates Summer Formal as Attire to Be Worn;

Other Attractions Offered Cause Large Number of

Advance Orders for Tickets

((

^XEILING" WILL BE USED

" Guests of All Committeemen to

Act as Hostesses for

Final Dance

Actors Display Rare Ability in

Interpreting Various Diffi-

cult Roles

DIRECTED BY PROF. JONAS

Conttnaed oa Pat* Foar

TWO STUDENTS HONORED
IN ENGINEERING CONTEST

1999. Ltcc«rr ft Myiu TommcqO^

Riiesel F. Hurst Receives First

Frise; George D. McGrath
Gets Honorable Mention

Two members of the ViUanova
chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers were honored at the
Engineers' Club, Philadelphia, for
papers they had submitted in a
contest open to the engineering
schools of all colleges and universi-
ties in Philadelphia and vicinity.

Russel F. Hurst and George D.
McGrath, both Senior engineers, re-

ceived first prize and honorable
mention, respectively, for papers
delivered before members of the
association at the club on the eve-
ning of May 18.

Mr. Hurst's paper was entitled,

"Madden Dam, the New Construc-
tion In the Panams Canal." while
Mr. MoGrath's subject was, "EaKh-
work Resistance "Dtai^Li."

Twenbr-two papers were submit-
ted to tSe student chapter commit-
tal of whieh numlMr Yillanova lub-
Bilttod throe.

'

John J. Durkin, '^, was selected

last Thursday by the majority vote

of three judges to deliver the vale-

dictory address on Commencement
Day, June 8, 1933. The appointment
of Mr. Durliin, a day student and
member of the School of Arts, as
class valedictorian came after com-
petition with several of his fellow
classmates. Each competitor had to

talk on some priginal topic for an
allotted period of time. The title of

Mr. Durkin's address will not be
divulged until Commencement Day.
The other students, who vied

with Mr. Durkin for honors as class

valedictorian were: William S. C.

Dolan and John J. Duncan of the

Science School, Vincent J. O'Connor
of the Arts School, Robert Rosen
and William B. Christy of the Com-
merce and Finance School, and
Francis J. Cooney and Charles A.

Meyer of the Engineering School.

The above men were appointed by
their respective deans, because of

their scholastic and oratorical abil-

ity, and gave a representation of

two students from each school.

The contest was under the super-
vision of Prof. Joseph T. Jonas,
moderator of the ViUanova Literary
Society. The judges who presided
were : Rev. Paul F. Heasley, O. S. A.,

prior of Saint Mary's Hall; Rev.
Paul M. Judson, O. S. A., master
of Professed Clerics, Saint Mary's
Hall, and Rev. Thomas F. Gilligan,

O. S. A., rector of Saint Rita's Hall.

Mr. Durkin was managing editor
of the VILLANOVAN in h^s junior
year, which position he had to re-

linquish this year, because of
onerous extra-curricular activity.

He is a graduate of Roman Catholic
High School, Philadelphia.

LECTURE GIVEN

Edward White Speaks on Highway
Traasportatioa

Edward White, a graduate from
the college, gave an interesting lec-

ture on Highway Transportation in
the amphitheatre of Mendel Hall
last Monday evening.
The lecture was attended not only

by the engineering students but also
by the students of other depart-
ments an invitation having been
tendered to them by Carl T. Hum-
phrey, dean of the Engineering
School.
Tho lecture was ace cd by

•Udoi which Mr. White uoc:'.

The curtain rose on last Tuesday
and Wednesday nights. May 16 and
17, on two stellar presentations of

the famous Shakesj earian tragedy,

"Macbeth," by the members of the
Belle Masque chapter of the ViUa-
nova Literary Society.
The play was a great success dra-

matically, but the number present
at both performances proved a little

disheartening to the embryonic
thespians. On Tuesday night about
100 high school students, attended,
while on Wednesday night, the at-

tendance was a little more than
three times that number. However,
this did not prevent the members
of the east from displaying the
finest piece of acting presented at
the ooUoge in recent years. The
premier shewing was a little ragged
and aomewhat lengthy due to the
time taken between acts, but the
following night everything went as
smoothly as any professional show
might have gone.
Much commendation has been ac-

credited those participating in the
show, from Macbeth down to the
young pages, for their exceptionally
fine interpretations and presenta-
tions. Specii.I acclaim has been
made for the histrionic ability of
Joseph J. Conlan in his portrayal
of the tragic Macbeth. His acting
and speech were as magnetic and
forceful as that of any experienced
and well-trained actor.
The great dramatic success of the

play was in no small way due to
its director, Prof. Joseph T. Jonas,
who made this production possible.
During the intermission between

the acts, Carmen J. Giordano, com-
poser of the new school song, "The
March of the Wildcats," delivered
a series of classical and popular
selections on the piano. Mr. Gior-
dano introduced his "March of the
Wildcats" to his delighted audience
between the third and fourth acts
on Wednesday night.
Much work and effort was neces-

sary to stage the drama, and much
attention was given to the costum-
ing and scenery, so that every detail

Contlnaed on Pace Four

SCIENCE SCHOOL ANNUAL
WILL APPEAR ON JUNE 1

Although it is the last socia! ac-
tivity scheduled on this season's list

of brilliant events, the Sophomore
Cotillion, which will be held Friday
evening of this week, in the gym-
nasium, from the hours of 10 P. M,
till 2 A. M., will be by no means the
least colorful, according to Paul
Loughlin, chairman of the commit-
tee in charge of the affair.

One of the many reasons why tho
committee chairman believes that it

will be an outstanding dance is that
summer-formal dress has been
designated as the attire to be worn.
This, together with other attractions
offered by the soi«homores, is be-
lieved to be the cause of the great
number of advance orders for
tickets, which are being sold foe
two dollars.

Among the attractions on the pro*
gram for the evening will be tho
reorganized "Villanovans" under tho
baton of Raymond Baratta. Mr,
Baratta and his band received a
great ovation for their unique pre»«
entatlon of dance rhythms at tiM
Blazer Ball recently held bgr tho
Junior class, and he has promisor
that the same organization 9t
musicians will bo present at tho
second-year-men's affair, with avr*
eral new novelties in their bag o€
musical tricks.

One of the novel Innovations to
take place on the campus, this year,
was the selection of hostesses for
dances. The seniors were the first

to introduce this idea at their an*
nual ball, last Friday evening, and
the sophomores have decided to fatt

in line with the uppei classmen.
Thus all of the young ladies who

are being escorted to the CotillioA

by the members of tho committeo

Continued on Pate Foof
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Plates of Many Bacteriologists and
Experimental Work Are Fea-

tured in Journal

The Mendel Bulletin, the annual
publication of the Science School,
will be distributed on June 1. This
issue will mark the fifth anniversary
of the publication of this pre-medi-
cal journal.
Featured in this year's bulletin

will be plates of many famous bac-
teriologists and illustrations of some
of their experimental achievements.
The issue wir also contain a num-
ber of theses, one of which, en-
titled, "The Theory of Univalent
Nitrogen," was contributed by Rev.
John Hammond, O. S. A., a grad-
uate of ViUanova C'^llege.

Ralph J. Ceravolo, editor of the
bulletin, when interviewed expressed
his belief that this year's Issue will
surpass all previous efforts and that
the material contained therein will
set a standard from tho viewpoint
of both It* eduoatlonal and Ito aol-
•atlio valuo.

TO APPEAR MAY 26

ViUanova Engineer Featurei

Enlargement in Size and

Columnistic Changes ««

TO BE SOLD IN BOOKROOM

Embodying all the good features
of its predecessor. The Owl, but
featuring an enlargement in sizOk

a new style of make-up and perti-

nent columnistic changes, The ViUa-
nova Engineer, will make its initial

appearance on the campus on Fri-
day, May 26. The editor and his
staff earnestly believe that this radi-

cal renovation and improvement is

in keeping with the fruitful work of
their dean and faculty members, as
well as the department itself. Al*
ready the new magazine has at4
tracted attention, for it is at pres«
ent being considered as a futuro
member of the Engineering Collego
Magazines Associated, which mem-
bership will place it on an equal
basis with the 22 leading collego
engineering magazines of the couih*
try.

This special numbe.. will be li

graduation Issue and will featurt
news of general interest, not onta
to the engineer hut to the studenC
body as welL Many senior memborf
of the staff will be writing thels
last column and their farewell Uk
ViUanova.
A canvas has recently been eotrn

mM rage
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THE ELEVENTH HOUR
THE ATTENTION of the student body

during this week and the one to follow

is being centered in the final examinations.

It is not our purpose at this time to urge
you to commence studying. For those who
have delayed that matter^ until this elev-

enth hour we entertain not even senti-

ments of sympathy, for they have no one
but themselves to blame for their predica-

ment. For the others, however, those who
have prepared their assignments reg^arly
and who have fulfilled their obligations,

we have a few words in the way of sug-

gestion. In reviewing the material you
have covered, lay out for yourself a sjrs-

tematic schedule of study so as to elimi-

nate the necessity of last-minute "cram-

ming." Remember, when entering the

classroom for the final test, that a clear

and orderly mind is far more essential

and helpful than one that is crowded with

a multitude of ideas that were packed in

through a sleepless night in a desperate

endeavor to cover the material. Also, be

neat in the presentation of your paper.

After all, why create an unfavorable im-

pression on the professor even before he

starts to correct your paper? Finally, re-

gardless of your knowledge of your sub-

jects, don't resort to any unfair methods
in answering the questions. Your primary

purpose in coming to college is to get an

education, and you are paying quite dearly

for it. Why defeat your purpose by tak-

ing credit for a subject of which you know
very little or nothing at all?

?ILLANOVAN ykKf 23^ 1933
Jteday, Vhij 23, 1933 VILLANOVAIf Page Thre«

THE BELUB AIR
ANNUALLY, as an emblem of achieve-

ment and retrospection, the Belle

Air makes its appearance on the campus
near the close of the college year. This

publication by the Senior class has been

fittingly dedicated to the commemoration
of the ninetieth year of the founding of

Villanova, and to the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of Carl T. Humphrey, dean of the

School of Technology. Though the book

will make its formal appearance in a few

days, we have learned much regarding all

that it embodies. It is not our place here

to dispute the multiple qualities of the

book, but we do think that no more apt or

appropriate offering could be made as

being significant of these two anniver-

aaries. Those of us who have acquired

past editions of the Belle Air know that

it is a worthy symbol of the college and

its combined activities. We know that

gigantic efforts have been exerted in pub-

lishing this book, and that yearly every

attempt is made to excel any preceding

Tolume. In exhibiting such co-operative

efifort, each Senior class has successively

succeeded in accomplishing the desired

mark. The college annual, besides this,

invests its owner with a psychic value that

brings about the book's repeated use and

reference.

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

li. A 3 s •!

No DOUBT many of the read-
ers of this column will re-

member that famous day on
which the erstwhile writer of this

column cast derogatory remarks at

that prince of characters, the
Champ Sleeper, Joe Conlan. Due
to the fact that Joe Lilly is still

sleeping somewhere, the staff has
undertaken to write some of its im-
pressions about this and that and
a few other things.

• • •

After the wonderful showing of
the Belle Meisque Dramatic Chap-

y ter, last Tuesday and Wednesday,
' we cannot help commenting on
. various little incidents. It has been
rumored that several big shots

.' from Chicago are trying to enlist

the services of one Harry McGrath
as chief Instructor in the gentle
art of putting people on the well-
known spot. Being a true and no-
ble son of Villanova, he is stoutly
resisting all offers until he finds
who stole his tube of cold cream.
Lay on Macduff and wfitch that
stuff!

Well, well, my lads, what is this

.; strange tale that is brought to our
unsuspecting ears? It Is quite evi-

dent that, when that famous sleep-
ing contest was run (we cannot
help talking about it, it has perme-
ated the very atmosphere in which
we work, thanks Watson) a fa-

mous character of ye Villanova Col-
Utch has found, by a system of trial

and error, that it is quite as con-
venient to sleep against lamp posts
at 69th street as anywhere else.

What about the normal distribu-
tion?

We have noticed that some of
the boys from the Engineering
School are not so punchy as they
seem. Two of the slide rule bojrs

have won some sort of honors for
writing papers on how to rebuild
the Panama Canal and something
about buildings resisting earth-
quakes. They say the tHith will
out, so here 'tis. The Panama Ca-
nal idea was inspired by that wor-
thy student while gazing with
thoughtful and sorrowful eyes at
the ditch the workmen are digging
near the chapel. Heh, heh, right
again. Tearing down the Monas-
tery has some benefits.

•

it is not <Aien that a fellow can
go to college and do what his play-
ful heart desires. Who ever heard
of being able to pick up stones and
cast them through the remaining
unbroken windows of the Monastery
and not get even a look of reproach.
We expect a large enrollment next
year. Business will pick up. Bigger
and better windows are the order
of the day.

•;,
.

:;;*..,•'. •.' ;••.'•'.'.

For four years various Individuals
have -slaved and toiled and other-
wise passed their time trying to
imbibe the culture passed along in
the classrooms. Now the day of
reckoning Is at hand. Ah mc, we
have grave misgivings for the fu-
ture generation. Our greatest fear
is that the coming one will think
the present bunch a multifarious
assemblage of prevaricators. You
know something like this: "Yeah,
and I told him to get the dickens
out of the room and stay out. I took
nothing from nobody." Looking in
retrospect, we regret to say that
one outstanding course has been
omitted from the activities of the
school. We are perturbed and per-
plexed about the proper manner in
which one should place one's feet
upon a table when the orgy of buff-

ing begins. We have advised Weary
Willie to write Emily Post. The
proper method will be given next
week herein. So tune in again
folks at this same hour, and the
manufacturers of Bunko will be
pleased to desecrate this otherwise
splendid colunm. >^

• • •

The Seniors have "gone to town"
for the last time—but what a ride

they made of it while it lasted!

The grand old Belle Air has blown
away to join a host of comrades in-

cluding our most beloved Junior
Prom.
How you liked Teddy Black we

don't exactly know, but it was ob-

served that of the aOO-odd progranus
that dangled from miladies' wrists,

his dashing signature was scrawled
on 300 of them! So it wasn't only
his saxophone player that pos-

sessed all of the appeal.

In which connection you might
have heard the worried gentleman
with the highly individualized Ro-
man nose, who rushed up to Joe
Conlan and implored him for half

a dozen extra programs, so "that
orchestra fellow, Teddy Black,
could autograph them for his girl."

• • •

P. S.^The cold cream was found
in the right-hand coat pocket of

Macduff. The acceptance of the

offer is still in doubt.

r si. i i iit<i jlrfis^

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

FOLLOWING the appearance of

Guy Lombardo and his or-

chestra at a dance at Wash-
ington and Lee University the fol-

lowing paragraph appeared In an
account of an interview with the
orchestra leader in the college news-
paper:
"The darling of America's dancing

daughters, the romantic rave of em-
bryonic high school Garbos, the
Idol of millions from Chile to Mani-
toba, opened the door to us with an
engaging smile and a pot belly that
would have put 'Big Bill' Thompson
to shame."

Reversing the usual custom of

collegiate circles, the student body
at Miami (Ohio) University elected

an Ugliest Man Instead of a Beauty
Queen to rule over its annual spring
carnival. The fortunate (?) candi-
date was Fred "Gizzard Lip" Rentz,
who won a hotly contested race in

which 15 of the homeliest men on
the campus competed. Should such
a competition be held here at Villa-

nova, we wonder who would win?
Possibly Larry DeFrances or Bill

ZelL

A recent issue of the Florida
Alligator was entitled "The Gripe
and Grievance Issue." Two of the

pages of the issue were devoted to

articles written by various students

on the campus who aired their pet

gripes after the recent campus
elections.

One of the best columns that we
read weekly is one in The Duke
Chronicle, written by a young lady

who signs herself "Pollyanna." It

seems that recently, "Pollyanna"
received a letter from one of her
readers who, but let the young lady
herself tell it: " the above
letter is in the category of fan mall,

but the correspondent is trying to

fan me with a brick, or something!"
She goes on to say that she tries

to offend no one, but sometimes
she imconsciously slights one of her
readers. Peiflflaps Al Ryan will un-
derstand now. He seems to think

we take an unholy delight in putting

his name In this column.

Here's one that should go into the

"Believe It or Not" column: The
captain of the boxing team at the

University of Florida earns his way
through college by running a barber

shop—for co-eds only J We have it

on good authority that the rumor
is unfounded that Al Trosky and
Carrol Cook plan a similar enter-

prise in Bryn Mawr for the exclu-

sive use of girls from Rosemont.
T

Someone on the campus of Mld-
dlebury College has discovered the

reason for the fervor with which
the co-eds terminate the chapel

hymn every day. It's all in the pro-

nunciation of the last word, "Ah-h,

Men!"

During exam week at the Uni-
versity of Alabama, a series of

"Dawn Dances" are held for stu-

dents who have studied late and
find that they need mental relaxa-

tion. The dances run from 6 to 8

A. M. We understand that Paul
MacDonald and Ed Rooney are

considering enrolling at Alabama,
though we cannot guarantee it.

"Our second greatest need is

women," said the seniors at Dart-

mouth in preference balloting held

a short time ago. A 25-cent admis-
sion price at the Nugget, Hanover's
only movie house, was voted the

greatest need of the college.
I

— —

A survey at the University of

Washington disclosed the fact that

the average student carries more
in his pocket than the average pro-

fessor. The professor's secretary,

we suppose, carries more in her
handbag than the two combined.

Ml I mm

The editor of The Temple News
received a letter from one of the
students who complained about the
subjects that have served as inspi-

rations for debates. He offers as
suggestions the following ones: (1)

Free silver; (2) Is beauty nature
created or man-conceived?; (3) The
gostak dlstljs the doshes; (4) Mae
West, yes or no?; (5) Wouldja for

a big red apple?

Co-eds with the name of Helen
have organized the Troy Club at

the University of Michigan. We
wonder if any of their faces will

launch a ship or possibly it will

be a slip.

Did you know that: Paul Lough-
Iln's love for Wayne Is waning? One
of our students went home for the
week-end, only to find that his

family had moved and left no for-

warding address? Deehan's parties

are worth attending? One of the
best linemen on last year's (1932)

eleven threatened to turn in his

suit after one of the home games?

-- .1

Things Literary
•pEiRHAPS one of our least appreciated
JL and least understood men of letters in

this country is Edgar Allan Poe. We have
been all too ready to emphasize his faults

and to say little or nothing about bki

genius. Poe had little influence on Ameri-
can letter^ and had no imitators of any
worth, save Henry James.

In France, however, this is not the case.

"Poe," as Burton Rascoe has written,

"translated into French, affected a wh(^
current of thought and fathered an im-

pressive school of writing. The French
poets of the Symbolist movement took
Poe as their major prophet." All of Poe*s

works have been translated into French,

and he is the most popular American
author with them, not excepting Jamea
Fenimore Cooper, upon whom every
French boy simply dotes.

Nor has England been lacking in ap-

preciation for this poet and novelist Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson greatly admired him
and drew upon Poe's "William Wilson"
for his own "E>r. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.**

He was an unique phenomenon in Ameri-
can literature and perhaps for this very
reason has had so few successful imita-

tors. When we read that Poe was a wizard

at mathematics, we are not surprised, for

who could not have guessed it after read-

ing "The Gold Bug" or "The Pit and the

Pendulum." Notice how all of his stories

are worked out with mathematical pre-

cision, and the fine, logical unfolding of

his plots. There is no detail that he
leaves unfinished. The story forms a per-

fect and^complete whole. In his poetry,

this same polish and finish is evident. The
smooth and graceful rhjilim of "The
Raven" provides an example of this.

The life of Poe is too well known and
too sad to bear comment. Undoubtedly
he suffered from some psychic ailment

which, if he lived in our time, would have
been understood and perhaps cured. But,
ailing as he was, he nevertheless produced
some of the finest work in American
literature.

Off the Bookshelf

DURING these bright, warm days, the

question of what to read becomes

a somewhat difficult problem. A book

must De unusually interesting to keep us

indoors with weather like this.

But there is one book that has been

recently published that I think everyone

will enjoy, in spite of the beautiful

weather. It is "Arctic Village," by Robert

Marshall. Dr. Marshall, who received

his education at Harvard and Johns Hop-

kins universities, decided to spend a sum-

mer vacation in Alaska. He went to Upper

Koyukuk, which is within the Arctic

Circle. So much did he like it that he re-

turned the next year and spent over a

year there. "Arctic Village" is the factual

record of that visit. Living in the largest

village of the district, Wiseman, Dr. Mar-

shall has written on every phase of the

inhabitants' Ufe as he observed it.

Nothing escapes his notice. He dis-

cusses the climate, the prices of their

foodstuffs, their habits and customs, their

religion. Government and economic condi-

tions. Dr. Marshall persuaded most of the

inhabitants to take intelligence tests with

^e most interesting results. He found

that the "very superior" class was four

times as large as among normal peofde in

our own country.

In his conclusion Dr. Mar^all tells his

readers that he believes he likes his

"ArcUc Village" better than the United

States. He says in part, "When I picti»e

the life in the North and here, I say my
stomach is better off here, but my man-

tality lives its best up there.'

SMILES
"True humor lies not in laugh-

Hr, but in smiles which lie far

deeper.**

Farewell
Wtt tdly tread the campus green
In tender, musing reverie,

As one by one each campus scene
Recalls a happy memory.

The sorrows, discontent of younger
days,

AH vanish in the waning light,

As misty tears bedim our geuze

And hide the love'd view from
sight.

Our hearts begin to flutter fast,

Tho' saddened by a mighty
weight

—

j:

Pur joyous college days are past;

^ We seniors soon will graduate.
A SENIOR.

Hoey Elected President
Defeating Alessandroni

A,: "I've lost my dog."
B: "Why don't you advertise for

him?"
A: "He cant read."

Ain't It ttie Truth
••K you isn't always up in front.
Don't worry too much," said Un-

cle Ben.
"Da most comfortabia place on a

freight train is

Jm. de caboose at de tall end."
POP.

Heavy Vote Is Cast

by Sophomores
at Polls

OFFICES DIVIDED

jHudent: '^ Just thought I'd tell

you I'm a poor boy trying to get
ahead."
Teacher: "That's fine. You svrely

SkMd one."

Looney Umerioiui
There was a young dayhop frtwi

Philly,

Who drove his machine willy-nilly.
While riding <me day,
His eyes chanced to stray.

Now both of his hands clasp a lily.

SMED.

Oh, Yeah!
Hart: "Does eating keep you from

sleeping? •

McKenna: "Only when I'm eat-
ing."

Love's Ashes
By the time you swear you're hers

—

Shivering and sighing.
And she vows her passion is

Infinite—undying.
Buddy, make a note of this:
One of you is lying.

BROKEN-HEARTED.

My girl Is the cutest one on earth.
And no one knows what she's really

worth.
One eye, two teeth and a hair lip;

But her little roadster is sure a pip.

ADDIE.

John J. Hoey, sophomore engi-
neering student, will fill the ofhce
of president of next year's Junior
class. He was elected to succeed
John Brown, who has led his class

for the past two years, and who
was not a candidate for re-election,

in what is believed to have been
the heaviest percentage of votes
cast on the campus in recent years.
Mr. Hoey's only opponent, Walter

E. Alessandroni, candidate from the
School of Commerce and Finance,
went down to defeat after a cam-
paign of several weeks.

Although the Student Council did
not issue an offlcial statement as
to the number of votes cast in the
election, it has been learned from
checkers at the polls that 215 out
of a possible 219 votes were polled
George C. Malhame, of the Arts

School, was chosen as vice-presi-
dexit of the class over his only
opponent, Augustine T. Ranieri,
candidate from the School of Sci-
ence.
William Orimberg, of the School

of Commerce and Finance, Was un-
opposed for the post of class
treasurer.
John J. MahafTey, School of Sci-

ence nominee for the office of secre-
tary, won over Herman Diello, of
the same school. Thus each one of
the major offices is apportioned
among the respective schools on the
campus.
Those who were nominated for

the Student Council were James J.
Walsh, Arts School; Ralph M.
Caprio, Science School; Thomas J.
Donahue, Business School; Harry
Patzsch. Business School: Edmond
C. Malhame, Arts School and Ed-
mund Piszcek, Science School. The
three men from this group who
were elected to represent next year's
Juniors were Messrs. Walsh, Patzsch
and Donahue. Mr. Walsh also
served in that capacity this year.

BELLE AIR DANCE

Teddy Black and His Famous

Orchestra Is Acclaimed

by Dancers

LEATHER PROGRAMS GIVEN

BETA GAliA JOINS

Organization Is Composed of

Two Universities and

Seven Colleges

WILL FUNCTION NEXT FALL

The Beta Gamma Chapter of the

Villanova Literary Society has re-

cently entered the newly-formed

Philadelphia Intercollegiate Debat-

ing League. This league, which will

start functioning for the first time

next fall, is open for membership
to all colleges and universities in

DINNER TO BE SERVED
TO SENIORS' PARENTS

To Spring
No song have I to welcome Spring,
No eager piping in the woods.
Or, seated on a grassy slope.
To strike my harp in note of praise;
So deep within me that the words,
Which struggle helpless to express
The joyous turmoil in my soul.
Are dumb upon my laggard lips;

But this I say, though halt's my
.

'

.-.v-
* tongue—

'Ab glows the morning sun on dis-
tant hill

When rising, swirling mists float
from the vale,

AflKl turn to rosy pink the heavens'
• pale—

Xike laughing brooklet or a tinkling
rill.

A leaping, beating, shining, singing
thing

—

So glows and leaps my heart when
comes the Spring.

ANDREA (Quadrangle).

TO BE ENTERTAINED

Celebration by Alumni to Be

in Form of Smoker on

Commencement Eve

WILL INCLUDE FLOOR SHOW

Orlffin:

last week.
Foster:
Griffin:

Fedigan Tog
*l had clothes sickness

"How come?"
"I had a coat on my

tongue and my breath cams in
short pants."

This Week's Questtons
Who wrote the "Autobiography

of Benjamin Franklin"?
What well-known orchestra lead-

•c opens his program with, "Lopez
speaking"?
What famous general is buried in

Grant's Tomb?
Where was tbe BatUe of G«tiy»-

fought?
(Answers in next issue.)

Aou: "Did you make the debat-
team?"
oop: "N-n-no. They s-s-said 1
i-too t-t-talL*

1.

»»

P. S.
Mtributlons la the Smiles
as scarce as hen's teeth. If

le doesn't become soft-heart-
ed soon, th« Smllar will be out of a

The entertainment for the sen-
iors will be held on the eve of
commencement, June 7, in the col-
lege gymnasium, according to an
announcement by John T. Coan,
president of the Alumni Association.
This celebration will be an in-

formal gathering in the form of a
smoker, the purpose of which will
be to acquaint the senior class with
the members of the Alumni and to
stimulate in the new members the
sense of good fellowship that pre-
vails in the association.
Through the efiforts ot the presi-

dent and the committee in charge
of the affair, a floor show given by
professional actors from Philadel-
phia has been arranged. This will
be the first time that such a show
has been given In the gym and
present Indications point to the suc-
cess of the undertaking.
Speakers for the evening will In-

clude Joe McCarthy, manager of the
Yankees and former manager of
the Chicago Cubs. The Alumni As-
sociation is making every effort to
secure the attendance of that fa-
mous character of baseball, "Babe"
Ruth, the King of Swat.
This entertainment will renew a

custom which has fallen into dis-
use at Vlllanova, that of welcoming
each graduating class Into the
Alumni Association, and one which
Is generally admitted to be neces-
sary in the building up of an active
alumni group.

Villanova's class of 1933 wrote a

fitting climax to its brilliant four-

year social activities' history with
| ^^^^^^^J^'^^ ^'^/^J'^^^^P^/*;

the traditional Belle Air Ball, which

took place Friday evening, from 9

P. M. to 1 A. M., in the gymnasium.
The dance, from the opening

strains to the last waltz on the pro-

gram of delightful dance tunes

played by Teddy Black and his fa-
mous orchestra, was one of marked
color and Impresslveness. Perhaps
the feature of the evening most
appreciated from the standpoint of
the dancers Was the amplification
apparatus, which was installed so
that the music might be audible
from all sections of the large floor.

The dance floor was overhung by
the false ceiling used at a class
dance held earlier in the season,
while, in addition, Japanese lan-
terns were suspended from each
balcony and furnished a sufficient
amount of light. Palms were placed
along the sides of the gym and
beside the orchestra, which was
situated on the stage.

One of the novel innovations in-

troduced to the campus by the Sen-
iors at this year's ball was the se-
lection of hostesses, who attended
the dance as the guests of the com-
mittee members. The favors, con-
sisting of a blue leather dance pro-
gram with the school seal stamped
on the front cover, and which could
be converted into a card case by
removing the pages, were presented
to each lady. Teddy Black and
his orchestra measured up to the
full expectations of everyone who
attended the dance. His mellow
music, similar to the style of Guy
Lombardo, was especially enjoya-
ble. Although Mr. Black's unit con-
sisted of only nine musicians, their
soft musical selections and vocal-
ists could be heard distinctly at the
far end of the gymnasium because
of the amplification apparatus.
Although it was rather late In

the season for a formal dance, the
committee arranged for ample ven-
tilation on the dance floor by ef-
fectively making use of the power-
ful ventilators and the skylights at
the top of the gymnasium.
The hostesses, who acted as aides

for the dance, Included the Misses
Helen M. Doyle, of Boston, Mass.;
Mary G. Atkins, of Mount St. Jo-
seph's College, Chestnut Hill, Pa.;
Rose L. Tronco, of Beaver College,
Jenkintown, Pa.; Florette Vario, of
Jersey City, N. J.; Catherine P. El-
liott, of Pottsville, Pa.; Dorothy L.
Guss, of West Chester, Pa.; Flor-
ence M. McMahon, of New Bruns-
wick, N. J.; Virginia Beers, of
Rosemont College, Rosemont, Pa,
and Matilda Connell, of Minersville,

The league is divided into two

sections. One division is for men
and the other for women. Each
division will hold its own debates,

and at the end of the year the
victorious team in one division will

meet the winner of the other for
the championship of the league.

At the present time seven colleges
and two universities have entered
the league. They are Villanova Col-
lege, University of Pennsylvania,
Temple University and LaSalle Col-
lege in the men's division, and Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Temple
University, Immaculata College,
Mount St. Joseph's College and
Rosemont College in ttie women's.
Paetrus Banmiller and Francis

Bigley, sophomore engineering and
sophomore art's men, respectively,
have been appointed to represent
Vlllanova at the meetings of the
league.
The purpose of this intercollegiate

organization is the promotion of
interest in forensic activities and
the establishment of a clearer un-
derstanding of economic and social
problems.
Each team in the league will

engage in two debates with each
other team in the same division,
thus making a total of six league
contests for each member. The de-
bates will be managed on the regu-
lar home and home basis.

Judges for each encounter will be
selected by a neutral team. Ques-
tions will be selected by a com-
mittee composed of one member
from each college. The committee
will consider the questions sub-
mitted and will then assign them
for competition. No league debates
may be conducted on a topic not
sanctioned by the committee.

Kach Resident Graduate Will Ba
Allowed Three Tickets for Conif

niencement Day Meal

In order to accommodate tha
parents of the present Senior class

who may have journeyed a distance

to attend the commencement exer-

cises, the administration has ar-

ranged to have dinner served to

them in the college dining hall.

Each resident Senior is beingr

given three tickets which will ad-

mit three of his guests to the din-

ner. Dinner will be served in the
dining hall between the hours of
11.30 and 12.30. Entrance to tha
refectory will be from the main
corridor in Mendel Hall.

After ihe guests of the Seniors
have been served, the college stu-

dents will have their regular meals
at the usual time. Meanwhile tha
Seniors will have their dinner in

the priests' dining hall with their
various professors.
For the commencement exercises

themiselves each graduate is being
given ten tickets. These tickets
will admit his guests to reserved
seats op the main floor of the audi-
torium. Those gue^s who attend
without tickets will tiave to take
places in the balconies.

V. L. 8. Elections
Elections for the Villanova Liter-

ary Society will be conducted this
week. According to Prof. Joseph
T. Jonas, moderator of the society,
ballots are being made up and will

be distributed as soon as they are
ready. The ballots will be placed
in the book-room and members will

vote there. The results of the elec-
tions will be made known through
these columns in the next issue of
the VILLANOVAN.

Pa.

The Belle Air Ball committee
consisted of William G. Crowley,
chairman; Frank L Martin, Charles
J. Antonacclo, Joseph B. Condron
William J. DElla, Rudolph J. Leh-
nau, John P. Grimes, Russell F.
Hurst, Peter J. Dougherty, Howard
Richmond, Willam J. O'Brien and
William McManus.

Ardmorr
A Warner BroA. Theatre

Matinee Daily 1.30 to 4.30—Eve. 7 to II

Today
CONSTANCE BENNETT

"OUR BETTERS'*

^ <. . • 4 t

tKmrt^ Lyrics Written
The Isrrlcs for the song "March

of the Wildcats," which was com-
posed by Carmen J. Giordano, a
freshman in the Arts School, have
been written by Pasquale 6am-
bescia, both graduates of South
Philadelphia High School, where
they played In the school's senior
orchestra.

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
CoMege Tattor Since 19M

Handles anything that can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

n Is not how cheap, btrt liow
good

SUITS
Blade to Voar M«aaui«

' $20
and up

Tailor Made

$35
and up

Airenta—nMdk and Conway

Wednesday and Thursday
DIANA WYNYARD
"MEN MUST FIGHT**

Saturday
: , LEE TRACY

"CLEAR a£l WIRES*'
Monday and Tuesday
LIONEL, JOHN and
ETHEL BARRYMORE

"RASPUTIN AND
THE EMPRESS**

iPiiiiiiiSBiiiliiii

Step ashore at

HAMBURG
I I Zm^*^^ Tourist
JbA%# Claaa

$193 (up> Round Trip

and enjoy every minute

en route!

Now is the time—when travelcosts

are down, when the value ofyour
dollar in Europe is up — now is the

time for that trip to Europe! ... In

Tourist Class on United States Liners,

you'll find your own congenial college

crowd aboard . . . enjoying gay good
times in the American manner.

College people are choosing these

ships : Leviathan, Manhattan and Wash-
ington, world's fastest Cabin line^;

President Harding; President Koosevelt.

Four "one-class" American Merchant

Liners direct to London . . . Fare $90.

To ROME in Holy Year
Convenient connections

via all United States Liners from
European ports direct to Rome.

UNITED STATES UNES
AMERICAN MERCHANT LINES

Roosevelt Steamship Co., loc.
General Agents

1««0 Walnut St., riiila., P«.

Agents everfwhert

1^*.»..,',....,.'*>.X»^.V,'.V.-.-.-.'.v.-.---.-.-. .... -.-rf.- - -. ^ •

Again—^Wanamaker

Men's Store

Showinf a complefce new line of suitings at

a remarkably low price. A new tab collar

shirt in popular British stripings. Smart
spring shades in the latest slack socks.

VilkiRova men will have an opportunity of

seeing all these and many more new fur-

nishings for College Men tomorrow in the

Lunch-room frwn ten to three o'clock.
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SOPHOMOREDM
TO CLOSE SEASON

\

Siieott of An Committeemen

lo Act at Hostesaes tor

Final Dance- ';

^EH.ING'' WILL BE USED

Wtt On*

Present College TUscipline Lenient

WhenComparedWithPrevious Years

wtfl bav« their names inserted in

Ihe uausual dance program and will

ROt in the capacity of hostesses.

The favors which will he pre-

vented hy the sophomores, as an-

nounced in last week's edition of

the VILLANOVAN, are probably

the most original ever awarded by

any class on the campus. The gift

will consist of a gold key, which
will be attached to a bliie and white

program. On the key, which may
be detached from the program and
worn as an article of Jewelry, is

Inscribed the school seal and
ffaophomore Ck>tl11ion, 'S6."

Besides the hostesses, the beauty

0t the gjrmnasium will be enhanced

by the false ceiling, used at pre-

vious dances, and ferns and spring

Howers placed in appropriate spots

as a border effect on the dance

floor. Booths for clubs and classes

will be placed along the sides of

the gymnasium. '

Mr. Loughlin, in his address to

the entire student body through the

columns of the VILLANOVAN said.

"We are earnestly requesting all

members of the school, from the

Senior class down to the freshmen

to attend thr Sophomore Cotillion,

which promises to be one of the

most colorful of its kind, in order

to make the function a memorable
social and financial success. We are

greatly in need of the support of all

the students and their friends,

and we promise a most enjoy-

able evening because the college

authorities are permitting us to

run the dance from the hours of

10 P. M. to 2 A. M."

Assisting Mr. Loughlin on the

Cotillion committee are John F.

OConnell, Edmond P. Reiley, Her-

man Diello, Francis P. Bigley, Jo-

seph Dunigan, Charles Nowe,
James J. Keeley, Joseph P. Costl-

gan, John F. Butler, Thomas J.

Donahue, Edmond C. Malhame, Vin-

cent ToUn, Libro TaglianetU, Vito

F. Canuso, Arthur W. Cogan, Jean

L. Sharkey, Martin Nichols and J.

Howard Ogle.

SCIENCE SrUDEKTS

Upon paging through a scrap

book of interesting Villanova items,

a VILLANOVAN editor came
across a handbook of college rules

of 1901 which revealed some data

on discipline in the early part of

this century which should prove
interesting reading for the student

body.

In order to even as much as leave

the campus in those days the stu-

dents first had to obtain permission

from their prefects. To quote the

"Rules for Students of the College

of St. Thomas of Villanova," which
was issued in 1901, "To allow stu-

dents to take walks on free days will

be discretionary with the Prefect

of Discipline." With the permis-

sion thus obtained the students

were obliged to remain in close

proximity of the college grounds.

Before they could make a visit

to Philadelphia or any city of equal

distance, the students first had to

obtain a written request from their

parents or guardians, and even aft-

er having this letter they could

have been refused the privilege for

well-grounded reasons on the part

of the college authorities.

The ruling which probably would
cause the greatest furor at the pres-

ent time was thi^t which gave the
college authorities the right to in-

spect all mail correspondence. The
authorities reserved the right to

open all incoming mail before it

was delivered to the students and
to inspect all outgoing letters be-
fore they were sealed.

Seniors and Juniors, except when
outside the college grounds or in

their rooms or when engaged in

athletics, always had to be attired

in caps and gowns. This practice,

though abandoned at Villanova in

recent years, stilj prevails in a great
many of the colleges and universi-

ties throughout the country.
The habit of smoking at that

time was greatly discouraged by
the college. To quote the rules of

1901 once more, "The use of to-

bacco is allowed only upon the

written request of parents or guard-
ians in the places and under the

conditions designated by the au-
thorities." The use of intoxicating

liquors, of course, was punished
with expulsion even though the

people of those days ha', not yet
heard of Volstead or prohibition.

Habitual latecomers in 1901

would have found themselves some-
what severely punished. According
to the rules, students were not per-

mitted ^o enter the classroom three

minutes after class commenced and
were reported as absent unless they
could justify their delay before the

Prefect of Discipline, who, in such

Honorary Degrees
To Be Conferred

cases, gave them a card of admis-
sion.

Unnecessary noises were pre-

vented as much as possible by the
ruling which said, "All noisy dem-
monstrationn and loud talking must
be avoided in the buildings, espe-
cially during study time, class hours,

in the Refectory and going to and
returning from Chapel."
At that time it was customary

for the boarders to live in either
private rooms or one of the dormi-
tories. During all study periods
those occupying private rooms had
to be in their rooms, while the
others were in the study hall. All

lights were turned out at 10 P. M.
Furthermore, as a punishment

for the violation of rules, the Pre-
fect of Discipline could cause a
student to be removed from his

private room to one of the dormi-
tories. This student could be re-

admitted to his room only by spe-
cial permission of the president and
upon the written consent of the
Prefect of Discipline.

Finally, even the places upon the
campus to which the students
might go were restricted. The rule

book says, "Students are not al-

lowed to enter the Monastery, pri-

vate rooms of fellow students, the
kitchen or the infirmary."

CONMIITION LAWS

II

Alumni Association Decides on

Complete Change for

Office Nominations

1933 SENIOR BOOK

Special Color iPrbcess Used

on Plates and Cover

Accounts for Delay

ART WORK MAIN FEATURE

College Thespians
Present ''Macbeth'^

C«atlB«ed From Page Oaa

of the production was correct. JK

souvenir program was presented !•

everyone who attended the perfoi

REUNION DATE IS SETTLED

Continued From Page One

ire-Pledical Dean Urges Men

Not to "Cram" for Final

Exams

Ajdvises orthodox study

Bev. Joseph M. Dougherty, dean

of the Science School, addressed the

Pre-Meds at their last seminar of

the year, Thursday. He discussed

the plans of the students for the

coming examinations and stressed

the fact that all students should

refrain from "cramming," as it is

very impractical and does more
harm than good. He urged the stu-

dents to continue their studies in

the orthodox manner and "not to

be affected with the beautiful cam-
pus and contract that contagious

malady known as 'spring fever'."

He made a special appeal to the

graduating class and asked them to

go out as representative students

of Villanova. He also wished them
God-speed and success in their fu-

ture work, for as he said, "You
can never be happy unless you
make something of yourselves in

your life." The remainder of the

science students he advised to

"show appreciation to your parents

by showing them that you are doing
your share, for you owe your par-

ents a great debt." Fr. Dougherty
sincerely hoped that all would pass

the examinations.
He further urged the students to

continue with their habitual neat-

jiess and cleanliness and, despite

le warm weather, never to become
hi their manner of dress. Fr.

_ iugherty a.so stated that the old

i^age, "Clothes make the man," is

pecially true in all walks of pro-

isional life and showed that the

ily way the students can make
impression in their post-gradu-

life is by their imaoaculatc

appearance.

lege in 1912. He graduated from the

University of Pennsylvania Medical
School In 1905. He was surgeon for

the past eight years to Wills Eye
Hospital, for the past 10 years to

the Philadelphia General Hospital

and for the past 15 years to St.

Joseph's Hospital. He Is a member
of the American College of Surgeons
and a member of the Opthalmlc
Board of Examination In the United
States.
The fourth degree will be con-

ferred upon Phillip A. Hart, presi-

dent of the Bryn Mawr Trust Co.

Mr. Hart will receive an honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws in view
of his outstanding achievements in

the practice of his profession, and
because of his untiring service in

the interests of Villanova College.

Graduates Offered
Courses Next Year

ConiinM^ From Paxe One

ment win be reserved for under-
graduates.
Recently a canvass has been made

of the Senior class in an attempt to

determine how many of the gradu-
attes expect to take ,the course.

To date, from 26 to 30 have ex-

pressed the desire to take the course

in the event that they cannot find

employment.

The entire constitution of the

Alumni Association was revised at

a recent meeting of the Board of

Governors, called by John T. Coan,

president of the association. One
of the principal changes is in the
regulations regarding the nomina-
tion and election of officers.

Previous to this meeting the nom-
inations and election of officers

were conducted in the usual man-
ner. However, it was decided that

in the future both nominations and
voting for officers will be conduct-

ed from the floor.

Another important decision was
the selection of a suitable date for

the Alumni reunion. October 14 has
been decided upon as the most
proper, since on that day the Villa-

nova football team will engage their

traditional rivals from Bucknell.

In the evening the Alumni will

st^ge a dance for the benefit of the

association. Edgar J. Connery has
been appointed chairman of the

dance and according to tentative

plans, negotiations are to be made
to secure the services of either of

two of the outstanding orchestras

in this part of the country. They
are Guy Lombardo and his famous
Royal Canadians, or Ben Bernie
and his lads.

At the same meeting, the Board
sanctioned the annual spring dance
to be given by the Villanova Club
of New York. The dance is to be a
formal affair and May 27 has been
the date appointed for it. It will be
held In the Catholic Club at 120

Central Park South. Music for the

frolic will be rendered by the

Rhythm Ramblers, well known
New Jersey band. Tickets for the

affair will be $3.00 and dancing will

continue from 10 until 2.

William B. Sheehan, '25, presi-

dent of the club, has announced
that the spring dances given by the

New York Club have been very
successful in the past and he solic-

its the support of the student body,
and the Alumni.

ments on behalf of Villanova. and
the results should justify his ex-

pectations.

In an interview he wished to take
advantage of this opportunity to

express his sincere thanks to the

members of the staff who have
served him so faithfully. He paid

special tribute to the following:

"The Business Manager, Frank I*

Martin, deserves great praise for

the admirable work he has done in

handling the difficult financial mat-
ters of the publication. Much of

the success of the book thus far

has been due in great part to the
indefatigable zeal and energy of

my tireless assistant, Andrew A.
Nines."
To the Managing Editor, Joseph

J. Conlan, he voices gratitude for

the excellent co-operation and as-

sistance in things literary and in

the compilation of the book. Mr.
Micklos so esteems the art work
of Russell Hurst that he claims
"Never havie the designs been as
appropriate or as well executed
as in the present edition of the
Belle Air." He expresses his ap-
preciation of the splendid work of

the Photography Editor, William J.

D'Elia, in arranging and carrying
out the difficult schedule his work
involved. To his slashing Copy Ed-
itor, William S. C. Dolan, he pays
the following tribute: "Mr. Dolan
is a veteran slasher and his work
on the book demonstrated this. I

could ask for.no more.
"I would be remiss if I did not

express my thanks to the Admin-
istration for the excellent counsel
and assistance. Their co-opera-
tion has been my inspiration.
"As a final word I wish to thank

the student body in general for the
fine spirit of helpfulness and sup-
port that is vi{al to any publica-
tion. I feel confident that they will
be well pleased with the present
ediUon of the Belle Air."

ancea.

The proceeds of the sale of ticket^

was used to defray thi cost of into*

seating an elaborate production af

this type. The admleelon charged

was the very nominal fee of 09
cents, and the student price wM
3S cents.
Negotiations were made with radl«

sUUon WC/U, in Philadelphia, \m

install amplification apparatus for

the play, and it made audibility at

the voices in all parts of the gym-
nasium possible. The same equip-

ment was used at the Senior Ball

on Friday, Ilay 19.

Four members of the Senior Class

were among those taking part In

the play as their farewell appeaiy
ance before the footlights at Villa*

nova. They were Mr. Conlan, aa
Macbeth; Rudolph J. Lehnau. first

witch; John P. Grimes, a gentla-

woman, and Joseph P. Houseman,
a porter and also assistant busines(|

manager for the play.

Other members of the cast wera
William F. Zeil, Lady Macbeth;
Harold D. McGrath, Macduff; RoIh
ert Geist, Malcolm; John Hallahan^
Banquo; Paetrus F. Banmlller, Dun^
can; Joseph Lilly, Donalbain; John
F. Butler, Lennox; Robert McGrory^
Rosse; William Doyle, Seyton; Ed*
ward Manion, second witch; Bkl«

ward Kllbane, third witch; Frank
P. Bigley, first murderer; Frank J«

McGinley, second murderer; Frank
Mayer, a doctor; John O'Hara, a
servant; and George Henry, Flea^
ance.

OwPs Successor
To Appear, May 2S

Contbiaed Frona Pn«e One '.'

ducted through the various clasees
of the Engineering School for extra
subscriptions to the publication. This
drive has met with such success
and whole-hearted co-operation that
the staff has made arrangements to
place them in the bookroom to ba
sold at 25 cents a copy.

SPANISH DEBATING

Contests Postponed Becauae of lim-
itation of Time

The Spanish Debating Club, which
was formed by Prof. Antonio Fran-
co late this year, has decided to
postpone the debates which were
scheduled for this year, due to the
limitation of time. The members of
the teams have, however, worked
out their speeches and this will

serve as practice for the coming
year. Prof. Franco is at present
working out a schedule of debates
to be held with the various colleges

and universities in this vicinity.

Some of the colleges that the de-

baters hope to compete against are
University of Pennsylvania, Temple
University and various others.
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Have You

I

Tried

the

I
Villanova

Barber

I Shop?
i First Class Barbers

I
First Class Service

i and Depression Prices
m

I

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certifitd Milk"

Hcaltky, Vigmwas AynMre

Cows ProtkKC MMt

^^^Wr-pTj ewh street'

i \JW IIJlXopp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

WEEKLY CALENDAR
• V

Today
Lambda Kappa Delta meeting, 210 Mendel Hall ..,"/,,

'4 1.00 P. M.
VILLANOVAN resident staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall . . . 7.00 P. M.
Foreign Relations Society, Lounge gymnasium ,,,«•.•.•.•••? "^-^ ^' **•

Wednesday
VILLANOVAN day staff meeting, 222 Mendel Hall 100 P. M,

Thursday

Preehman Class Elections, rear of dining hall .... 12.80 to 1.30 P. M.

Friday

So]>hoBS<H'c Cot*»i<wi, ggraaaasium — 10.00 P. X.

Monday
Villanova LHerary Society, Joint Meeting, 210 Mendel Hall, 8.30 P. IC

To4lay, Wednesday A Thursday

Helen MacKellar
in •

-THE PAST OF
MARY HOLMES"

Friday aad Satarday

Dickey Moore
In

•-OLIVER TWISr'

Athletic Association
Amnomncm

SPRING SPORTING GOODS
FOR SALE

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

For Further I^fonnatkm

Inqmre Room 108 Gymnaskwi

/\T

Ml

READING an article recently
'we noted the opinion of
Charley Padflock, former

•print king, concerning the abol-
lahment of the stahd'ard system of
measuring track and field events,
•ubstituting the metric system.
the stand that the Amateur Atb-
letic Union has taken on this
ohange has been far from compli-
mentary to its former Judgmenta
and decisions, although these have
been few and far between. When
Paddock claims that the new
method will do away with all the
records that have been built up in
the past generations and that we
•hall no longer be able to com-
pare the times and distances of
the various events, he is undoubt-
edly correct. Place yourself in
the position of the old-timer, who
perhaps himself was a track man,
when he tries to compare the
time of a star sprinter with one
of the past generation. The only
basis that one would have would
be that that sprinter ran 109 yards
1 foot 1 inch instead of the cus-
tomary 100 yards. Track, there-
fore, has embarked upon a new
era, but one cannot say that it

can be likened to our "New Deal."
Obviously there are very few who
are satisfied with this ruling, but
the A. A. U. has taken a firm
stand on the matter, and for the
time being nothing can be done
about it, except as Paddock stat-
ed, to have the colleges take the
matter into their own hands,
which seems very xmllkely. Which
reminds one of another athletic
committee that has been passing
rules contrary to the majority's
wish. ••
Swimming Takes Its Bow

ON£ OF liie most muy
oesefol exhibitions Miat
has, ever taken place at

Villanova occurred In the
gymnasium pool, Thursday
ni«ht when a quintet of div-
ing and BwlmmUig stars
showed tlielr I wares. The
turnout was asi^ood as could
be expected, andhtlie perform-
ers retaliated by gtv^g tiie
spectators one of the most ki-
tMesting affairs In a long
time. Many humorous ocour-
renoes kept the onlookers
busy, and many kMighs as well
as breath-taking acts made
Ute affair remembered by alL
We were unprepared for what
took place beca^ise, havhig at-
tended several athletic con-
tests ttiat were billed as ex-
hibitions, we thought that the
CMnpetmve spirit was lack-
ine:. To a certain extent there
was none, but as there was
none Intended, It certainly
was not needed. The event
has been talked about more
than any similar affair here
In some time. The attitude
<tf Hie students to previous
affairs has been one of tol-
erance, but those who failed
to attend Thursday's affair
frft s<Hne pong of disappoint-
ment when they were In-
formed of its success. Prof.
GIU has started what we hope
Is the inception of swimmimr
at VllhuMva.

Almost the End
WITH the school year fast

drawing to a close we can
now look back on one of

the most successful sporting years
that Villanova has ever experi-
enced. This year saw the incep-
tion of the new Intra-Mural
program, or, as we have termed
it, "Sports for all." More interest
was shown in the various con-
tests sponsored by the Intra-
Mural committee and Coach
Stuhldreher, than was thought
possible. Members of the various
teams co-operated with the com-
mittee in every way and certainly
helped to make this year a banner
one. We, of the sports' staff, aremore than grateful to these ath-
letic contests because three pagesmust be filled each week, and the
inter-Dorm games cerUinly do
their share. But this reason isonly minor. Now that Villanova
has passed througrh the first year
of Intra-Mural sports, all difficul-
ties that always will arise have
been straightened out. All that
we hope is that this spirit that the
.students have shown will be
•ontinued. Beyond a doubt, intra-
mural activities add to college life.

Those that have participated in
Ikls year's contests, undoubtedly
have gained both physically and
mentally. Physically, because ez-
^•rcise has given to them, perhaps
MMnethiag that previously was
iMkint, and mentally, through
[Maadly rivalries that have sprung^

VILL VAN IV --•

TRACK
SPORTS

TENNIS BAI^EBALL - GOLF
Tueadajr, May 23, 1933 Face rive

JACOBSMEN.WIN TWO, LOSE ONE
SCORE WIN

IIRSINUS BUT

NEXTGAl

Freshmen Break 17 Game

Winning Streak of Don

Sterner's Team

MAHAN GETS THREE HITS

T^ie Villanova freshman baseball

team broke the 17 game winning

streak of the Ursinus Cubs, last

Thursday afternoon, when they de-

feated the CoUegeville aggregation

by the score of 6 to 0.

Added \o this was the fact that

it was the first defeat ever handed

to a baseball team coached by Don
Sterner, Freshman mentor. Vaughan
occupied the spotlj^^t for the day

when he limited the Cubs to three

lone hits which were well scat-

tered. In the course of the game he
retired ten men by the strike-out
route.
Dick Hyland, Ursinus mound ace,

held the Kittens in check until the
seventh inning when a five-run as-

sault sent him to the showers.
Trumbore relieved him.
Villanova scored its first run in

the second frame when Ben Ger-
aghty drove a single to center, stole
second and when Schultz threw the
ball into center Geraghty romped to

third base. Kotys' sacrifice brought
him home with the first run.
Vaughan started a rally in the sev-
enth inning when he hit safely to
center. McGovern sacrificed to
third, advancing Vaughan. Dough-
erty hit to center for a double,
scoring Vaughan. Hlggins contin-
ued the batting by hitting to left

field bringing Dougherty home.
Lahey singled to short and Mahan
doubled into the football stands for
a double. Geraghty connected for
his second hit of the game, scoring
Lahey. Hyland was taken from the
mound and Trombore relieved him.
McGunnlgle grounded to second and
Kotys fanned.
Friday afternoon the Kittens en-

tertained the Conshohocken High
School and were defeated 5 to 4.

The score was tied up imtil the
final frame when Becker crossed
the plate on a single by Pettine.
The longest hit of the game came
In the third inning when Lahey
drove the ball into deep center for
a three-bagger. Mahan was the of-
fensive star for the Kittens, collect-
ing three hits out of three trips to

INTER-DORM LEAGUB

Last Week's Results

Alumni, 10; Mendel, 8.

Alumni, 26; Fedlgan, IZ
Fedlgan, 7; Austin, 4.

Austin, 24; Day Hops, 14.

This Week's Schedule

Fedlgan vs. Day Hops (tomor-
row).
Mendel vs. Day Hops (Friday).

(Only games scheduled.)

TEliSTEAMWINS

AID LOSES FMYS

YHIanova Defeats Drexel and

LoM€ Contest to W. C.

Teachers

Temple ConquersVillanova
Second Time This Season

Wildcats Nose Out Ursinus in Last Inningr

and Defeat Osteopathy for Second Time
in Games Played Last Week

EMIL REITZ HITS TWO HOME RUNS

aAf^RY, KRAMER mU TWICE

ConUnuod An Pas« Elcht

150 AND J. Y. AWARDS

OMiy M Out of 40 Signify Desire
for Sweaters

Final arrangements have been
made for the procuring of letters
for the members of the Junior Var-
sity and 150-Pound Football teams.
Last Friday, a representative of the
O'Shea Knitting Mills from the
John Wanamaker Men's Store took
the measurements of those men
who were eligible for sweaters and
who wished to buy them.
The Seniors were permitted to get

white sweaters with blue letters
and stripes for the number of years
which they have played on the
team. The underclafismen are to
receive blue sweaters with' the
white V. Men who had already won
letters were allowed to get just a
letter without the sweater. These
rules were made so that Villanova
letters would not be worn on any
kind of sweaters but those officially
designated by the school.
Although more than 40 men were

eligible to receive the award, only
about 20 signified their Intention of
jmrohairfag the lettar .aad. cweatar.

During the past week Coach Sol
Berman's Villanova tennis team de-
feated the Drexel netmen by the
score of 6 matches to 1 and suf-
fered a reverse at the hands of
West Chester State Teachers, 6
to 4.

On Tuesday the teachers jour-
neyed to Villanova. In the first

match, Sam Miles struggled vali-

antly to beat Simmons, who was
playing No. 1 for the West Chester
school but lost the first set, 9-7, and
was swept off his feet in the sec-
ond set, 6 to 1. Steve Kramer, of
Villanova, defeated Wagner, the
No. 2 man, 7-6, 6-2. Paul Beaudin
was defeated in three sets, 2-6, 6-2,

6-2. £Iarl, of West Chester, defeat-
ed Joe Steiber in straight sets, 6-3,

7-5. Jack Barry, erstwhile basket-
ball star, gave the 'Cats their sec-
ond point when he defeated Heck-
ner, 3-6, 13-11, 6-0. In the last sin-

gles match, De Urlarte, of Villa-

nova, was defeated, 7-J5,
6-0.

Villanova won two of the three
doubles matches. In the first. Cap-
tain Miles, paired with Kramer, de-
feated Simmons and Wagner in
three sets, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4. In the sec-
ond doubles, Earl and OstrofT, of
West Chester, beat Beaudin and
Barry, 6-1, 6-3. The last match of
the day resulted in a victory for
the 'Cats when Stieber and De
Urlarte won from Hildert and
Orzechoski, 6-4, 7-5.

Captain Sam Miles defeated
Tufts, of Drexel, 6-2, 6-2. Ed Mal-
hame, in No. 2 position, gave Villa-
nova the only blot on its escutch-
eon when he lost to Klein, of Drex-
el, in straight sets, 6-3, 8^. Kramer
defeated Barry, of Drexel, 3-6, 6-0,
8-6. Paul Beaudine won from
Shafer, of Drexel, 6-2, 7-5. Jack
Barry, of Villanova, was extended
to three sets before downing Thay-
er, by the score of 6-1, 4-6, 6-3.

In the doubles. Tufts and Thayer,
of Drexel, lost to Miles and Kramer,
»-7, 6-3, while Shafer and Klein,
also of Drexel, lost to Barry and
Beaudin, 6-2, 6-4.

ROPPING THEIR first game this week to

Temple, 7 to 2, the Villanova baseball team
staged a comeback and downed Ursinus,

9 to 8, and Osteopathy, 10 to 5, to increase

their win column to seven games.

It was the second defeat of the season

for the Blue and White at the hands of

Temple. "Lefty" Cramer limited the Wild-

cats to four scattered blows, while the Owls solved King's

deliveries for seven. Weak fielding on the part of the Cat«
'

caused their downfall, five

being committed by
Not So Bad

VMIannva Temple
Player ab r h o a Player ao r b o a
Lenii, c ..40082 Stonik, 2b 5 4
Murpby, ef 2 1 3 Orah'm, cf 4 1 2
Reitz. lb . 4 1 1 10 SlbM>n, m. 5 2 1 2 2
Skaff, 3b .4000 O.Patton, c . 3 2 2 11
Hurlburt, If 4 1 1 Kilk'k'e 1( 4 1 1 4
Finn, rf ..30010 Deiube, 3b 4 1 1 1 1
Wr'nski, 2b 3 1 4 Gava'zl, rf 4 2
West'n, M . 3 1 1 Allen, lb . 3 3
King, p ..30000 Cramer, p 4

31 2 3 24 10 36 7 7 37 3
xTrosky batted for Finn in the 9th.
£rron: Weston, 2; Murphy, SkafT, Wron-

»kl, 1; Stonik, 1. Home runs: Reitz, Pat-
ton, Kilkuakie. Stolen bases: Murpliy,
Dezube, Oavazzl. L>eft on bases: Vilta-
nove, 6; Tenaple, 7.

VtUMMva lYnrinoe

Player ab r h o a Player ab r h o a
Hurley, ef . 5 1 2 Fieher, rf . 5 1 2
Murphy, ss 3 3 2 1 3Sh'm'n, lb 4 2 1 11
Lenzi, rf ..51130 Scholl, 3b . 5 2 1 2
Reitz, p .40017 Reese, If .51111
Skaff, 3b .51211 Diehl. 2b . 3 1 1 1 1
Hurlb'rt, If 5 1 1 Paris, ss .. 4 4 3
Wr'nski, 2b 3 1 1 3 2 Lodge, cf . 4 1 3 3
Finn, lb ..40090 Mowrey, p 3 1
TroBky, C .32371 Johnson, p 1 1

37 9 11 27 14 30 8 13 27 10

Errors: Murphy, Hurley, Lenzi, Hurl-
burt; Scholl, Reese, Diehl, Paris.

Doubles: Murphy, Skaff, Wronski; Lodge.
2. Home run: Hurlburt. Stolen bases:
Murphy, Fisher. Left on baKes: Villanova,
6; Ursinus, 6. Hits: Off Reitz, 13; off
Mowrey, 10 in 6 2-3 innings; off Johnson,
1 in 2 1-3 innings. Hit by pitcher: Murphy
(Johnson).

VHlMMva Oiiteopatliy

Player ab r h o a Player ab r h o a
Murphy, ss 3 1 1 4 2 Hillard, cf 3 1 2 4 1
Finn, rf ..50200 Frey, ss .41143
Lenzi, cf .3100 0P.M'rp'y,2b 31251
Reitz. lb .. 4 2 4 8 1 Cooper, If 3 1
Skaff, 2b .42220 Brown, C . 4 2 4 2
Hurlb'rt, If 4 1 1 1 J.Walker.rf 3
Wrn'ski, 2b 3 2 2 1 3 Scholl, lb 3 a
Trosky, c .. 3 1 5 4 Korn, 3b . 1 1
O'Do'n'l, p3 1 IF.Walk'r, p3 10 10
King, p ... 1 1 zM'C'ln, 3b 1
xHurley ... 1

FENCING DUELS LISTED

Yal« Coach Among Luminaries
Who WUl Perform in Gym Tonight

Villanova students will have their
first opportunity to witness an exhi-
bition dueling match this evening
when Robert Grasson, head fencing
coach at Yale University, will com-
bine with his assistant, Henry Gor-
don; Paul Stevens, Coach of Man-
hattan; the New York Physicians'
Club, and the Stevens Institute of
Technology fencing teams in duels
at the gymnasium at 8.30 P. M.

Grajsson, Gordon and Stevens are
recognized as outstanding fencing
artists and will give an exhibition
and instruction in the use of three
weapons, the saber, sword and foil.

These men have consented to at-
tend in the hope that Villanova will
be one more addition to the ranks
of collegiate fencing teams. The at-
tendance of the student body it
Mrn«Kly t«quMte<li

33 10 14 21 12 27 5 7 21 7
X Hurley ran for Finn in the third,
z McCuUen batted for Korn in the sixth.

Errors: Hurlburt; Froy, P. Murphy.
Doubles: Finn; Scholl, Brown. Triples:
Skaff. Home runs: Reitz; Hillard. Hit
by pitcher: Hillard ^0'Donnell). Stolen
bases: Lenzi, 2; Murphy, Wronski. Troskv.
Left on bases: Villanova, 7; Osteopathy, (B.

KELLY CREATES RECORD

!.•»<•#»

Seto a New Mark for Main Line

Open Golf Course With a 68

Captain Bill Kelly, sensational

Sophomore leader of the Villanova

golf team^ set a new course record

for the Main Line Open Golf

Course, last Saturday morning.

Playing number one position

against Manhattan College, Kelly

turned in the remarkable score of

68. The former course record was
a 69. This record was attested by
the other players in the foursome.

Kelly was a finalist in the Phila-

delphia Amateur championship in
1031 and turned in the lowest ama-
teur score in the 1932 Philadelphia
open tournament. Up to this time
Kely has not been defeated In in-
tercollegiate play and hopes to en-
ter the Intercollegiate Champion-
•blpe lo be taei4'in PuifaiOk in J

errors

Villanova, while Temple was
responsible for only one.

With a revamped line-up the Main
Liners took the field against Ur-
sinus last Thursday, and staged a
last-inning rally to eke out a close
9-8 decision. Although the Bears
connected for 13 safeties, two more
than Villanova, the Cats were able
to bunch their hits, overcoming a
three-run lead in the eighth inning;
and scoring the winning marker in
the ninth.
Osteopathy succumbed for the

second time this season, 10 to Sw

Tom O'Donnell started the game for
Villanova and was relieved by King
in the fifth inning. Because the
game was the first in a double
header, it was called in the seventh
inning.

Temple, 7; Villanova, t
Villanova dropped the second

game of the season to Temple Uni-
versity when they were downed 7 to
2. The game which was played at
Temple Stadium last Tuesday,
marked the second appearance of
"Lefty" Cramer, Owl mound ace,
against the Wildcats this year. Linv-
iting the Villanova aggregation to
three hits, Cramer bested George
King In the duel. King allowing
seven safeties Reitz, Hurlburt and
Weston collected the lone Villanova
hits. Reitz's hit being a long home
run to the left field fence. Temple
made Its big threat in the fourth
inning when Stonik, first man up,
grounded to Skaff. Gibson singled
to left, Graham was safe on Wroiv-
ski's error, Patton singled over sec-
ond base and Kilkuskie connected
for a home run clearing the bases
and scoring four runs. Again in the
seventh frame after Graham had
grounded out to Weston, Patton
drove the first ball over the fence
for the second home run of the
game. Kilkuskie hit to Wronski for
the second out of the inning, then
Dezube singled past short, stole
second and came home on Gavazzi'a
single.

Villanova's first tally came in the
fourth inning, when Murphy drew
a pass from Cramer, Reitz struck
out and Skaflf popped to first base.
Hurlburt hit to -enter scoring Mur-
phy. Finn fanned.
The eighth frame opened with

Murphy popping to Graham. Reita,
after having three balls called,
drove the next one out of the park
for a home run. Skaff and Hurlburt
both filed to Kilkuskie.
Villanova was charged with flva

errors, while Temple committed one.
,

George King fanned seven whila
Cramer retired 11 by the strikeout
route.

Villanova, 9; Ursinus, 8
Presenting a revamped lineup.

Coach "Doc" Jacobs maneuvered ^
both positions and batting order to
gain the utmost strength from the
team. Jimmy Murphy was changed
from ccnterfleld to shortstop. Jocko
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ampion DiversPerform

At First Swimming Meet

Ikingler, Flocco and Russel Exhibit Fancy

Dives; Barthmaier and McQuillen

i I^ Various Strokes

©AY HOPS WIN INTER-DORM EVENTS

A diving and swimming exhibition
]

l^s the feature attraction at the

irst intra-mural swimming meet

held last Thursday evening in the

oew pool. Five of the country's

outstanding amateur swimmers and

livers performed and were well ap-

plauded by the large crowd which

attended. Among the nationally-

linown performers were Herman
Ringler, member of the 1932 United

itates Olympic Swimming Team,

Ruggeiio Flocco, present National

Junior diving champion, and Davey

(fuBeel, former holder of the Na-

tional junior diving championship.

Hughie Barthmaier and Joe McQuil-

len, members of the Penn A. C.

team, demonstrated the correct

form in the various types of swim-

ming strokes and also racing dives

and turns. A few of the tricks

which the racing swimmers use to

increase their speed were explained

and demonstrated. After the per-

formance of the dives. Ringler,

Flocco and Russel performed a

series of hilarious dives and swim-

ming strokes which brought forth

constant peals of laughter from the

spectators.

The opening event In the Intra-

mural meet was the 50-yard free-

style swim, which was won by

Johnny Strong, representing the

Day Hops, in 27 seconds. Second

position was won by LaRosa, of

Alumni, and third by Hincs, Alumni.

Time for second place was 27.3 and

for third, 28.5 seconds.

The second event was the four

compulsory dives, consisting of a

straight dive, a back dive and a
front and back jack. After a brief

intermission, in which other swim-

ming events were run, each entrant

in the diving contest was permitted

to do three optional dives. The
honors in this event were won by

Downey, Austin Hall; second, Clark,

Fedigan Hall; third. Leone, repre-

, senting the Day Hops.
Johnson, of Mendel Hall, showed

' the way in the 5(>-yard breast stroke
I by winning his heat in 36.5 seconds.

Second place went to Shevlin, of

Alumni, who recorded 37.2, and

third to Paul Loughlin, Austin Hall,

who won his heat In 39.5.

With three of the six events com-

pleted, three teams were tied for

first position, the Day Hops, Austin

and Alumni, each having six points

to their credit.

The next of the Intramural events

was the 100-yard free-style. This

event gave Johnny Strong, his sec-

ond victoiy of the evening, when he

swam the four lengths In 1 minute

3.8 seconds. Second place was taken

by Ollvares, his time being 1 minute

5.2 seconds, and third by Zlzac, the

Fedigan flash.

The semi-windup was the 50-yard

back stroke, won by Sylvester Dee-

han, of the Day Hops; second, Mc-

donald, of Austin, and third, LaRosa,

of Alumni. The times were 37.5, 37.9

and 38.4 respectively.

The last event of the evening was
the 100-yard relay, which was won
by the Day Hops in 50 seconds flat.

The Day Hop team consisted of

Mahaffey, Hosey. Deehan and

Strong. Second place was won by

the Alumni Hall team of Malaney,

Cox, Olivares and LaRosa, their

time being 53.4 seconds. A team
made up of Zizac, Dowd, Clark and

Hlnes earned third place for Fedi-

gan, coming in one-half second after

the Alumni quartet

In the final point s^tanding. the

Day Hops led with 21 points. Their

nearest competitor was Alumni Hall

with 13 points, Austin, Fedigan and

Mendel, finished in the order men-

fueaday, May 23, m»
tloned with », '6 and 5 point*.

respectively.

Summaries:

Fancy dive—Won by Downey,

Austin, 46.6; second, Clark, Fedigan,

36.3; third, Leone Day Hops 34.8.

SO-yard dash—Won by Strong,

Day Hops, 27 seconds; second, La-

Rosa, Alumni, 273 seconds; third,

Hines, Fedigan, 28.5 seconds.

50-yard breast stroke—Won by
Johnson, Mendel, 36.5 seconds; sec-

ond, Shevlin, Alumni. 37.2 seconds;

third, Loughlin, Austin, 39.5 seconds.

100-yard dash — Won by John
Strong, Day Hops, 63.8 seconds; sec-

ond, Ollvares, Alumni, 65.2 seconds;

third, Zlzac, 66.3 seconds.

5(>-yard back stroke — Won by

Deehan, Day Hops. 37.5 seconds;

second, McDonald, Austin, 37.9 sec-

onds; third, LaRosa, Alumni, 38.4

seconds.
100-yard relay—Won by Day Hops

(Mahaffey. Hosey, Deehan, Strong),

50 seconds; second. Alumni, 53.4 sec-

onds; third. Fedigan, 53.8 seconds.

No Classes Thursday

On Thursday, the feast of the

Ascension, there will be no classes

for the student body. However, the

seniors will have their examinations

as scheduled.
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n^jy^aaa
NOW PLAYING^

Jotiyh Tongue Threads Razor BhJes

"•••I'l'iWifWW^

LAST NIGHT I ^AW A

MAGICIAN SWALLOW A
DOZEN l^AZOn BLADES

AND A PieC€ Of THREAD.

THEN H€ PULLCD OUT
THE BLADES ALL THREAD -

ED* IMAGINE ITJ

y- • ^^Z
^

•yy

x i:

jSL /

[HOW IN THE
WOULD DOES

H€ DO IT.

FUCD?

0,,„^bt.Mlt.B.J.SW»U«t>*«*«»C«—"y

AT'S DONE ON
THE PRINCIPLE
Of THE OLD N££DLE|

TRICK. MAB€L-

CS 3»"

?^

\

HE HAS A SET OF

VERV DULL BLADES

ALL THREADED
AND HIDDEN IN

A SLOT IN THE

SPOOL OF THREAD.

HE PALMS THE

FI-RST SET OF

BLADES AND PUTS'

THE THREADED

"BLADES IN HIS

MOUTH.

ARENt you CLEVER!]

WILL VOU HAV£A
CIGARETTE ?

I DON'T LIKE

THE TASTE OF
THAT KIND,

mmrr-mm^ii'^^^m

t
£XCHM0lhl6 THE

LOOSE BLAO£S FOfi

THt THRtADED SEK

JiA

THE BLAOES HE RBAUV
PUTS thf H/S MOUTH ARE
AinEAOY WREAPEO.

ta^teakrtUUU ,^^MiarilMMMIiMfaMM

.•.y

WHY NOT?
T«EY 5AY
MY KINO

iTASTtS BETTER-

GOOD TASTE IN A CIG-

ARETTE COMES FROM
FINER. MORE EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS. T+lATS WHY
I SMOKE CAMELS. TRY ONE.

n

FRED, » DO LIKE

>OUR CAMELS
BEHER. WHAT IS

ITT44ATTHEADS
SAY ABOUT CIG-

ARETTE V)AGIC?

"it's fun to be
FOOLED ... IT'S

MORE TOt^ TO
KNOW!"

\t J MOW rut*
' to Know % /

-«:• --=««*»,

:^. ^Hs%.

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccot

than any other popular

brand. TryCamels. Letyour

taste respoad to the flavor

ofreal tobacco quality! You

will begin to realise the

tfudi of the saying: "It's the

tobacco that counts!
"*

^«>^

':^m

i^'
%

MATCHLESS
BLEND

m££..M9^ifOm0i9m.fMM. 36'RA6E ILLUSTRATED

*'-*< 1

WO TRICKS I N CAMELS-JUST COSTUIR TOBACCOS

Cinderpathers Smother LaSalle, 105-21^

Fenstemacher Sets Record
As Mates Take 13 Firsts

Make Clean Sweeps in Mile, 440 and Pole

Vault; Explorers Capture Javelin

Throw and High Jump

HICKEY AGAIN SCORES MOST POINTS

OACH VINCE BARNETT led his band of

Explorers to the lair of the Wildcat track

men at the stadium last Wednesday, and
escaped, much chastised. The score was
105 to 21.

The Villanova boys captured 13 of the

15 first places during the afternoon, besides

14 second spots and seven third places. Carl

Hickey, the sophomore star, was again the high scorer for

the homesters with 11 points, while Ken Malaney, who took

two firsts, and George Baker,*

with a second place and two
first-place ties, had 10 points

each.
Joe Fenstemacher, who did not

compete in the century, due to the
error of an official in not calling

a checked start, lowered the
stadium record in the 220-yard
dash for the second time in 5 days.

His time for the event was 22.2

seconds.
After the false start in the 100-

yard dash, which was won by Hur-
ley, Fenstemacher took his event in

record time. The 120-yard low
hurdles was easily won by Warren
Brown, with Kel Jelovitch, second.
The Villanovans then swept the
next two events, finishing in a
triple tie in the mile and quarter-
mile runs, with Baker, Womer and
Hamilton taking the first and Alex
Kramer, Frank Conway and Jim
Elliott crossing the line in the 440
in the slow time of 54.3 seconds.
The next two track events, the

Lalf-mile and two-mile runs were
|ith taken by Villanova. Womer

won the half-mile from Art La-
Franchise in the stretch, after
LaFranchise had led most of the
way. In the two-mile event, George
Baker and Ted Hamiltt i crossed
the finish line arm in arm thirty
yards ahead of Clark, of LaSalle.
The time for this event was a full

30 seconds slower than in the
Temple meet last week.
The 160-yard low hurdles, run in

•two heats, and awarded on time for
each heat was won by Kel Jelo-
vitch with Warren Brown second.
The only double winner for the

day was Ken Malaney in the weight
events. Malaney took the shot put
with a heave of 41 feet 10 inches
and the discus throw with 116 feet
11 inches.

In the javelin throw, the LaSalle
men took the first of their two wins.
Bahr winning with a toss of 165
feet 4 inches, to nose out George
Bo-l'.er v'ho had a throw of 164 feet
6 i ches. The high jump gave the
ivc'tcrs their second and last first

p'.p?o. Close, % lanky lad of 6 feet
4 inches easily winning the event,
(V/iti-.out the least show of effort,
at 5 feet 7.5 inches. Carl Hickey
and Totin tied for second place
to give Villanova four points in
this event.
The homesters captured their

i third sweep of the afternoon in the
polo vault, Hickey, Burt and To-
masso all clearing 10 feet on the

I
first v^ult, while none of the LaSalle
men could negotiate the height.
In the final event, Carl Hickey

I

took the broad Jump with a leap of
>21 feet 6 Inches to bring his total
»to 11 points. *

Summary of events:
100-yard dash—First, Hurley, Vil-

1
Ianova; second, Bythnier, LaSalle;
(third, Kramer, Villanova. Time, 10
Iseconds.

220-yard dash — First, Fenste-
icher, Villanova; second, Hurley,

[Villanova; third, Bythnier, LaSalle.
I Time, 22.2 seconds (new stadium
[record).

120-yard high hurdles — First,

[Brown, Villanova; second, Jelovitch,
[villanova; third, Cavanaugh, La-
[Salle. Time, 16.5 seconds.

One-mile run—Triple tie among
|[Baker, Womer and Hamilton, all

[of Villanova. Time, 4 minutes ATA
{conds.
440-yard dash—Triple tie among

[Kramer, Elliott and Conway, all of

Ivillanova. Time, 54.8 seconds.
160-yard low hurdles—First, Jelo-

iTitch, Villanova; second. Brown,
nilanova; third, Cavanaugh, La-
dle. Time, 18.7 seconds.
880-yard run—First, Womer, Vllla-

»va; seoood, LaFranchise, Villa-

mm HALL WINS

TWO GAMES TO COP

IKIIiA-liRALRAGE

Travers Hits Two Home Runs

a Double and Single as

Fedigan Is Defeated

FEDIGAN DEFEATS AUSTIN

The Alumni Hall baseball team
clinched the Inter-Dorm baseball
pennant today with a double win
over the Mendel Hall and Fedigan
Hall teams.

In the first game, against Fedi-
gan Hall, the Alumni team collected
a total of 14 hits, eight of them
going for extra bases. Travers was
the outstanding hitter of the day.
He had four hits out of five trips
to the plate—two home runs, a
double and a single. Taylor and
Torpey also had four hits each out
of five times at bat. Stanton starred
for the losing team with two hits
out of two times at bat, and Crow-
ley was second with two hits out
of three tries.

In the second game, against
Mendel Hall, the Alumni team col-
lected a total of 16 hits, eight of
them good for extra bases. Travers
was the outstanding hitter again
with three hits out of four tries-
two of them being home runs.
Hughes also garnered three hits
out of four trips to the plate. Ryan
starred for the Mendel Hall team
with four hits out of four trips to
the plate. Shea and Sweeney had
two hits each out of four times at
bat.

Fedigan Hall defeated Austin Hall
by the score of 7 to 4, in the morn-
ing game. Although the Fedigan
Hall • players connected safely for
only four hits, they converted
passes and errors Into runs at al-
most every opportunity. The Austin
Hall team likewise garnered only
four hits, but were not capable
enough to make the best of their
opportunities. Verbyla led at bat
for the victors, getUng two hits out
of four tripe to the plate.

In the Limelight

Wi
HEN we were asked why we
hadn't Introduced Bob Rosen
to Villanova'fe "Hall of Fame"

before now, the reply was, "We kept
the ^ream of the crop for last."

Bob entered Villanova in 1929
after graduating from Saint Bene-
dict's Prep in Newark, N. J., where
he starred on the basketball and
football teams, winning three let-

ters in each sport In his freshman
year at Villanova, Bob was a line-

man on the Frosh eleven and
played a regular position on the
basketball team.
After his freshman year, Rosen

specialized in football and it was
during his junior year that he dis-
played perhaps one of the most
outstanding fvats of sheer courage
ever shown at Villanova by playing
four varsity football games with
two broken fingers in a cast. During
that season, the Blue and White
eleven won four, lost three and tied
two.
During his last season as a Villa-

nova football star. Bob was the
only senior who played 60 minutes
of the never-to-be-forgotten game
against Temple University. Un-
doubtedly, Bob played a great part
in helping the 'Cats to complete
one of their most successful sea-
sons, the record being seven victor-
ies and two defeats. It might be
well to mention here that Bob re-
ceived as a trophy, the football
used In the Temple fray, whUe his
well-known roommate. Captain
Metro WestoK. of the basketball

team got the basketball from the
'Cats basketball victoiy over the
Owls.
For three years Bob was chosen

by his classmates to be a class
officer, holding the vice-presidency
during his freshman and sophomore
years and was president during his

junior year. He is now a senior in

the School of Commerce and
Finance.
When asked if he had any special

interest in anything besides sports.
Bob replied, "Tes, but she goes to
Saint Elizabeth's College in Morris-
town, New Jersey."

'CATS'
MEOW

T OO MANY events this past
week to give much splurge to
anybody! What we missed la

the other sheets goes in here. So..*
—V—

Afler the swimming meet Thur»>
day night, l*aul Loughlin Is still

eating his meals off the chandeiIeK
Still hurt, Paul?

—V—
"Long and Short" Delaney had

his shirt ripped the other day^
while wrestling. Or something.

—V—
On the Conshohocken High team,

the following names appeared In
the line-up: Parkes, liove and Pet-
tine. Page Ripley or Wronskl!

—V—
Three away games last week. We

miss the cheerful cry, "Fleming's
ball," as the batter hits a foul fly.

Sixth Annual Interscholastic Track
Meet Held Last Saturday at Stadium

In the sixth annual Interscholas-

tic Track and Field Meet held last

Saturday afternoon at the Villano-
va stadium, Lansdowne High, Long
Branch High of Long Branch, N.
J., and Newark Prep, took first

places in Classes A, B and C, re-
spectively. More than 600 entrants
participated in the 39 events run
off during the afternoon.
The two outstanding stars of the

meet were Eulace Peacock, of
Union High, and Ed O'Brien, of
Malvern. Peacock leaped 24 feet
2.5 inches in the broad jump for a
new unofficial scholastic world's
record and ran the 100-yard dash
twice during the afternoon in 9 4-5

seconds. O'Brien won the 100-yard
dash in Class C in the equally fast
time of 9 4-5 seconds and won eas-
ily in the 220-yard dash, covering
the ground in 22 seconds flat.

The schools were divided into
three classes. Class A included the
suburban Philadelphia high schools.
Class B, all other high schools, and
Class C consisted of the Prep
schools. Many of the East's lead-
ing Prep schools were entered, in-
cluding Newark Prep, St, Bene-
dict's Prep, George School, Weno-
nah Military Academy, Perkiomen
Prep and AlJentown Prep.
The fastest time in the mile run

was recorded in Class C when
Thomas, of George School, cov-
ered the four laps of the stadium

the platter 132 feet 9 Inches. Class
C took second honors with 121 feet
6 inches while Class A brought up
the rear with a toss of 106 feet.

This was the only event, with the
exception of Peacock's perform-
ances in the 100 and broad jump,
in which one of the high school di-
visions was able to better or equal
the mark of the prep school en-
trants.

DORM TENNIS TO START

Every high school boy and hl»
brother got a track suit on Hatoiw
day so he could run in tiie Vill»*

nova Interscholastios.

_V—
We heard of a boy from soma

high school who wasn't in it, but
rumor has it that he was not feelr

ing well.

—V—
Cliarley Cox, the falr-halred an-

nouncer, almost broke a blood ve»>
sel announcing the results of tlia

Class B broad jump. But It didn't
crack, hey Charley?

—V—
At the Temple game, two scouta

were present, and one at the Ur-
sinus game. Well, after all, Ed
Lynett still claims that he is tha
best dressed man in baseball.

Tournament Will Be Held Thurs.,

May 26, at College Courts

All students interested in partici-

pating in the Inter Dorm tennis
tournaments to be played Thurs-
day, May 25, should file their en-
tries immediately with Jack Wat-
son, manager of tennis, or with
John Hughes, chairman of the In-
tra Mural committee.
Varsity players and members of

the varsity squad are not eligible

to compete, the play being restrict-

ed solely to members of the various
Inter Dorm teams and the Day Hop
team. :.! ,'.

^'

Since this is the first event of this
nature to be sponsored by the In-
tra Mural committee, it should at-
tract all the ardent devotees of ten-
nis on the campus and perhaps
bring to light some players of var-
sity caliber. To insure the success

track in four minutes 40.3 seconds,
j
of the tourney it is imperative that

In this same cla.ss. Edwards, of
\ all entries be turned in by Wednes-

Newark Prep, and Quinland. of St.
| day. May 24, at the latest, to enable

nova; third, CereW, LaSalle. Time,
2 minutes 6 seconds. '

Two-mile run—First, tie between
Hamilton and Baker, Villanova;
third, Clark, LaSalle. Time, 10 min-
utes 30.4 seconds.
Javelin throw—First, Bahr, La-

Salle; second. Baker, Villanova;
third, Hickey, Villanova. Distance,
166 feet 4 Inches.
Discus throw—First, Malaney, Vil-

lanova; second, Donahue, Villanova;
third, Brennan, LaSalle. Distance,
116 feet 11 Inches.
Shot put—First, Malaney. Villa-

nova; second, Wetzler, Villanova;
third, Keane, LaSalle. Distance, 41
feet 10 fnches.
Pole vault— Triple tie among

Hickey, Burt and Tomasso, all of
Villanova. Height, 10 feet.
High Jump—First, CTose, LaSalle;

second, tie between Hickey and
Totin, Villanova. Height, 6 feet 7V4
inches.

Broad Jump—First. Hickey, Villa-
nova; second, Pisxcek, Villanova;
third, Cavanaugh, LaSalle. Distance,
31 feet 6 Inches.

Benedict's, tied for first place at 5
feet 9 inches in the high jump.
There was a tie for third place and
a tie for fifth in this same event.
Honors in the discus throw were

taken by Budd. of Asbury Park

the sponsors to compile the draw.

Penn Game
The long-awaited baseball game

with the University of Pennsylvania
. will be played this afternoon at

(TT J.) High School, when he threw Franklhi Field, weather permitting.

If anyone notices that Huck Finn
has shrunk, it's because the out-
fielder mii;took his bald head for
home plate and hit it.

_V—
For absentmindedness, we present

Joe Fenstemacher, who, in the La-
Salle meet, forgot to run. Now. Joe,

the letter is probably mislaid.

—V—
For the Limelight this week we

have 8avc<l Josle, the loading lady
of the chorus. Wait a minit, Bofa^

you're bigger.

—V—
Some contestant came up to Carl

Hickey at the track meet, when
Carl was measuring the broad
jump. An entrant had just jumped
20 feet when he said to Hickey,

"Boy, how would you like to jump
that far?" Would you, Carl?

So Alumni won the baseball roccb

And it looks as If they will win
thft complete Intra-Mural affair.

This will have to he Investigated.

Maybe they are subsidizing ath*

let^

Alumni Hall Clinches Inter-Dorm Baseball League

ab r
Cordiale, Sb 8
Dart, cf 8 i
Caruso, ss i o
Mick, 8b 2 1
Burke, p 8 1
*"yan, c ...a........ ...a. 8
Clavln, If 8
Willis, lb 1
Jarvis, p 2 1

Totals 21 4

Fedigan

ab r
Stanton, ss 2 1
Grimberg, 2b 8
Crowley, rf 2 1

Ferko, lb 2 2
Dunigan, cf 2
Neylon, If 2 1

Cramer, 8b 1
Verbyla, p 4 1

Totals 21 7

h

1
1

2

4 18

h
1
1

2

4 21

ab r h o
Stanton, ss 2 2 2 2
Grimberg, 2b 4 2 2 4
Gough, If 4 1 2 2
Totin, o. •••• ^ 1 1 2
Dunigan, lb 8 2 1 2
Neylon, 8b 5 2 1

Welsenbaugh, p 4 1 2
VerbyU, cf 3 111
Miller, rf 1 1
Crowley, rf 8 8 2 1

Totals 38 12 14 18
Alunruil

ab r h o
Travers, 2b 6 6 4 2
XxOCjr I SS •••••••••••••»«« o 2 2 2
1 FAcy, c •••••• o 2 3
Torpey, If 6 6 4 6
Searight, 3b 3 8 2 6
Taylor, lb 6 8 4 3
Hughes, cf 4 111
Le«t P 8 1 2
Perry, rf 5 3 8 4

ToUls 42 26 26 2t

AlunuU
ab r h •

Travers, cf 4 3 3 •
Torpey, p S 1 2 8
Shevlin, ss 4 2 2 S
Searight, c 4 2 2
Taylor, 2b 4 1 2 S
Hughes, 3b 4 2 3 X
Malaney, rf 4 1 S
Hoey, lb 4 1 1 t
Lee, If 8 2

Totaki 84 10 IC 18

Mendel
ab r h #

Relley, ss 4 2
Szcsapa, If 4 1 1 8
Ryan, 3b ; . i . . . 4 2 4 2
onea, lb ................ 4 2 2 5
Sweeney, cf 3 2 2 2
McGrory, c 3 1 1'

Galgota, 2b 8 2
Farris, rf 8 1 8
Voran, p 8 1 1

Totals 81 8 U 21
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meM SCORES

WIN OVER JASPERS

mil Kelly Breaks Course Rec-

ord as Golfers Down
Manhattan

COVERS BACK NINE IN 33

With Bill Kelly leading the pa-
rade, the Villanova golf team de-
feated a strong Manhattan team 8
to 1, at the St. Davids Golf Course
iast Saturday morning.
Playing against Jack Belford,

captain of the New York aggrega-
tion, Kelly covered the first nine in

35 strokes, even par, and played
the back nine in 33. two strokes
under par. This score establishes

a new course record, the previous
score being a 69, one under par.
Jim Elliot, in the first foursome
with Kelly, defeated Charley Mc-
Loughlin, 2 and 1, and aided in the
best ball combination, which was
won by the Wildcats. 4 and 3. Kel-
ly's margin was 6 and 5.

The second foursome composed
of Dave Cragg and Jim McNerny,
won all but one point. Cragg de-
feated Sullivan, 4 and 3, but Mc-
Nerny lost to Mat Kelly on the
last hole. Sail defeated Don Ca-
hill, 4 and 3, and Brad Schuyler
downed Stan Dzubin, 6 and 4. The
best ball combination was captured
by Villanova. 3 and 2.

» This match was the last one of
the season for the Wildcats. Play-
ing four games, the golfers won
two and lost two. The next af-

fair that the sand blasters will

compete in, according to Walter

Alessandroni, ia the annual Strauss-
berger Cup tourney this coming
Thursday at the Plymouth Coun-
try Club.

Kittens Score Win
Over Ursinus Nine

Continued From Pnge Flv«

the plate,

of four.

VilUnovn Vronh
Player ab r h o
D'gh'ty. cf 5 1 1 1
Ulggins, 3b 4 1 3 1
LAhey, c . 4 1 1 10
Mahan. lb 4 1 1 11
Ger'gh'y, sa 4 1 2 2
M'G'n'g'le, lb 3 1
M'G'ng'l. If 3 1
Kotys, 2b .. 4 1 2
Vaughn, p . 3 1 1 1
Conroy. rf. 1
M'O'v'n, rf 1
Collins 10

McGonnigle had two out

UnlnM
a Player ab r
Cuh'rly, sS 3

1 Sacka, 3b. 3
Schultz, c . 3
GensUr, 2b 4

4 B'sm'n, If 4
OGr'n'w't cf 3
Calvert, lb 3

1 Newc'b, rf 2
3Hyland. p
M'L'grn.rf 1
Trice. If

OTr'm'b'r,
Schaff'r .

Byer . . .

,

Coma . ,

.

Epprlca .

a
2 2
1 2
8
3 3

34 6 11 27 9 2 32 3 24 8 2

Collins batted for Conroy In 4th.
Sohaffer batted for Cuherly In 9th.
Byer for Sacka.
Goma for Schultz.
Urslnus 00000000 0—0
Villanova OlOOOOSO x—

6

Bacriflce hits — McGovern, McGunnlgle.
Stolen bases—Geragnty, 2; Sacks, Oensler.
Two-base hits—Hlgglns, Dougherty, Mahan.
Struck out by Vaughn. 10; by Hyland, 7;
Trunibore, 1. Bases on balls by Vaughn,
1; by Hyland, 1. Umpire—Westervelt.

Viiliuiuva Frofth
Player ao r h o
Kotys, 2b 5
Collins, as 4
Lahey, c . . 4
Mahan. lb 3
McGo'le, rf 4
HiRBins. 3b 2
Kord'ski. If 4
McGov'n, c 4
Connors, p 3
Vaughan, c 1

10 2
3

113
1 310
12 2

3
Oil

3
10

ronshohorkcn
a Player ub r h o a
1 Atkins, rf 6 2 1
STraill, c 5 14
OIngrim, If 5 1110
OParkes, ss 5 113
IBecker, c 5 12 3
3Hyll'kl, 2b 5 12 3
OLaw'r. lb 5 1 1 10
OPettine. 3b 5 1 2 1 6
OLove, p . . 4 2 2

VILLANOVA LOSES

TO TEMPLE'S NINE

Wildcats Claw Osteopathy and

Nose Out Ursinus in

Close Fray

REITZ HITS TWO HOMERS

4 8 27 12 8 5 13 27 9 1

Conshohockeu 02002000 1—

5

Villanova 10000210 0—4
Sacrifice hits—McGonnigle. Stolen bases

—Mahan, Pettine 2. Becker, Kotys, Hylln-
ski. Two-base hits—Mahan, Becker. Three-
base hits—Lahey. Struck out by—Con-
nors 2. By Love, 1. By Traill, 2. Bases
on balla by—McGovern, 1. By Love 3.
iTmpire—RelUy.

Continued From Pag* Five

Hurley filling center. Lenzi was
placed in right field, Trosky replac-

ing him as catcher and Huck Finn

was moved from rightfleld to first

base in the absence of Reitz,

Trailing the CoUegevIUe nine, 8

to 5, in the sixth inning, the Wild-
cats finally found their stride and
drove Mowrey off the mound in the

seventh frame. Trosky singled past

short. Hurley then filed behind first

base. Murply drew a pass and
Lenzi was safe on Delhi's error.

Reitz popped to Lodge for the sec-

ond out of the inning. Skaff con-
nected for a single, scoring Murphy
and Lenzi. The eighth inning opened
with Stan Wronski doubling to

right field. Finn hit to the pitcher,

and Trosky then made the most
thrilling play of the afternoon. On
the first ball pitched Al placed a
beautiful single just over the pitch-

er's head as he came in for what
he thought was going to be a bunt.

With the score tied in the ninth,

Murphy was hit by the pitcher.

Lenzi was safe on School's error.

Reitz then laid down a sacrifice

bunt to first. Skaff then poled a
long fly to center field, and Murphy
scored from second. Hurlburt struck

out.

Villanova's big Inning came in the
third inning when they scored four
runs. Trosky opened up the inning
with a single to left. Hurley filed

out to left field. Murphy hit a long
double to center scoring Trosky.
Lenzi singled to third base, and
after Reitz had grounded to Paris,

Skaff poled one over the trees but
was only allowed a double, bringing
Aome Murphy and Lenzi.
Al Trosky once more led the bat-

ters with three hits out of three

times at bat. Charley Hurlburt hit

his second homer of the week in

the second inning.

Vllianova, 10; Osteopathy, 5

Coach "Doo" Jacobs ball team
visited Philadelphia last Saturday
tto play Osteopathy at Passon Field.

The change of scenery evidently
agreed with the boys—they col-

lected 10 runs and 14 hits in seven
short innings, from Walker's offer-

ings. Emil Reitz was the big gun
in the Villanova offensive, getting

four hits in four trips to the plate.

One of them was a long homer to

deep center. Reitz knocked in three

runs and came home with two
others. Frank Skaff also had a good
day at bat with a triple and a
single. Betv/een them, Reitz and
Skaff were responsible for more
than half of Villanova's 10 runs.

The first inning was mere rou-

tine baseball, but things began to

happen in the second frame. Wron-
ski scored from second on O'Don-
nell's hard drive past shortstop.

Finn, the first man up in the third,

knocked out a long double to left

center. Brown, catcher for Oste-

opathy, threw to second in an at-

tempt to catcli Finn napping, and
the ball hit Finn on the head.

Hurley ran for Finn and scored
from third on Reitz's single, after

he had been advanced to that bag
by Lenzi's sacrifice bunt. Finn, how-
ever, was not seriously hurt and

was able to take his place in th«
field at the end of the inning.

Osteopathy scored a run in th«
fourth on a walk and two singles.

In the fifth, Lenzi singled to start

the inning, Reitz singled and Skaff
tripled against the center field fence.
Then Wronski kept up the good
work and brought Skaff home with
a single. Osteopathy, in its turn,
scored four runs to tie the score.
Kom walked and Walker was safe
when Hurlburt misplayed his long
fly to left. Hillard drove a long
triple to center, scoring Korn and
Walker. O'Donnell left the mound
and King took his place. Frey
singled, P. Murphy laid down a
sacrifice, and Brown doubled, brin(

ing in two more runs.

In the first half of the sixth Vil-

lanova again took the lead with
four more runs. Two were out whea
Reitz hit a home run. Skaff hit a
single, Hurlburt singled and Wron-
ski was safe when School dropped
his fly in back of first, Skaff com-
ing home and Wronski going to
second. Trosky singled to score <

Hurlburt and Wronski, and King
struck out to end the inning. Oste-
opathy went down in its turn oa
three infield plays.

Villanova scored one more run in
the last inning on a single and a
stolen base by Murphy and a single

by Reitz. King held Osteopathy out
of the scoring column in the last

half of the seventh, though he did
allow two singles.

Hillard led at bat for the Cats'
opponents with a triple and a single
in three trips to the plate. P. Mur-
phy was second witii two singles

out of three tries.

This was Villanova'.^ second vic-

tory over Osteopathy in the liome-
and-home seiies betwoen the two
teams, and it enabled Villanova to
close a very successful scaKjon

against the West Philadelpliia col-

legians.

*9^

ome things you can irove

. ii-'^.

Like the Mildery

Better Taste

of Chester^

JUST trying a package or two will

8lio\^ou that Chesterfields are

Milder and Better-Tasting. But

you can't learn much about why

they're that way. . . except by tak-

ing our word for iU •

Wherever cigarette "tobaccos arc

on sale, there you will find our

buyers, busy picking out and pur*

chasing ripe, mild tobaccos—alf

most good enough to eat.

Then theyare blended and cross-

blended—Domestic and Turkish

both— in just the right propor-

tion ... so that there'll be just one

good flavor and aroma

aestei

»•>

Th« Staff

Cordialljr Extends
To Every Student

A Pleasant and
Joyous Summer

Vacation
y II 11 I

». - <

VAN
Students!

The Belle Air

Goes on Sale

Thursday Noon
In the Book Room.
Get Your Copy!
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HARKiNS IS CHOSEN

CLASS NEXT YEAR

Laurence F. Shevland Is Re-

Elected Vice - President;

Shea Is Treasurer

MANY RUN FOR OFFICES

Two Offices Each Are Won by
Students of Business

and Arts Schools

The freshmen this week brought

to a conclusion the election of offi-

cers to lead the various classes

next year.
On last Wednesday under the su-

pervision of the Student Council,
the freshmen re-elected Daniel
Harkins, of the School of Science,

as president of next year's Sopho-
more class.

Laurence F. Shevland. of the En-
igineering School, was re-elected to

the vice-presidency. The office of
secretary was won by John W. Hig-
glns, of the Business School, who
succeeds Charles J. McConnell.
Laurence J. Shea was re-elected to
the office of treasurer, and Robert
Bi. Dougherty, of the Arts School,
and John F. McGrath, of the Busi-
ness School, were elected to posi-

tions on the Student Council.

The results of the tabulation
show that two offices each went to

the Arts School and Business School,
and one each to the Science and
Engineering Schools.
The other nominees for the presi-

dency included John J. Grace, of
the Engineering School; H. Mar-
tinez Alvarez, of the Arts School;
William J. Sweeney, of the Business
School; Paul Oboniesky, of the Sci-

ence School, and Edward J. Burns,
of the Business School. Other candi-
dates for the vice-presidency were
Robert G. McGrory, of the Business

Senior Annual to Be Had
In the Book Room Thursday

The 11th volume of the Belle
Air will be distributed for the
first time on Thursday afternoon
at 12.30 o'clock. The senior annual
production will be available at the
book room only, between the
hours of 12.30 to 2.00 P. M., every
day until those students who have
subscribed receive their copies.

In order to obtain a copy of the
book it will be necessary for the
student to submit his subscription
card or present some means of
identification. The distribution of
the book will be handled by the
business manager of the publica-
tion, Frank L. Martin.
Those who have not subscribed

for the book and are desirous of
obtaining a copy will be taken
care of by any defaults on the
part of those who have already
subscribed.

IN MAKE-UP CAUSE

BELLE AIR DELAY
^^M^—

I

i*
I

Staff Is Now Confident That

the Book Meets All

Qualifications

SOLEMNMASS TO OPEN
COMMENCEMENTDAY
Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., Will B^l

Celebrant at First Formal Event

FORID BY FROSH

Silver Wings Flying Club to

Make Official Debut Here

Next Year

WILL APPEAR ON THURSDAY

Cover Contains Design Set in

a Background of "Ele-

phant Hide*'

MEMBERSHIP OPEN TO ALL

Continaed on Paiw Eight

*-^

VILLANOVA ALUMNI

TO AnEND RETREAT

Hkmy Expected to Be Present

for Opening Exercises on
'''

W.:-'-:-. June 9
''"•- '^^''^

DOfiMITORY IS RESERVED

A new organization which was re-

cently inaugurated at Villanova and
recognized by the administration,
will be added to the long list at the
college. The Silver Wings Flying
Club, organized by the freshmen in

the School of Technology, will make
its o0!Cial debut next year.
The purpose of the club is pri-

marily to offer to those students of
Villanova whose ultimate objective
is a career in aviation an oppor-
tunity to further their present
knowledge of the subject, as well
as to secure a practical foundation
for the future. It further proposes
to aid the regular studies of those
of the engineering school through
the medium of detailed lectures and
discussions by aeronautic engineers
and practical fliers versed in this

phase of engineering.
Many plans have been made for

the coming year to make the club
as interesting as possible. Noted
fliers will be invited to speak to
the members on that subject which
has made them famous. The mem-
bers will make trips to various
modem airports and aircraft fac-
tories, where they may obtain valu-
able information on the subject of
aeronautics.
At present there are approxl-

"mately 20 members including some
imper classmen who are eligible to

jofn the club. Membership in the
organization is open to all students
of Villanova College. Those who

Continaed oh Page Three

Disappointing again the eagerly

awaiting subscribers of the 1933

Belle Air, John J. Micklos, editor-

in-chief, has announced definitely

that the year book will be available
for general distribution Thursday
morning. "The delay," he says, "is

due to some last minute changes
effected late last Thursday after-
noon. There were a few pages
which did not exactly measure up
to the standard we had set earlier
in the year, and the staff felt that
the changes should be made re-

gardless of the few days' delay
necessary since it was generally
felt that such a lasting volume as
the Annual should not be left on a
low standard while opportunity still

existed to bring it up to the level
it deserves."
Working until midnight Satur-

day and nearly all day Sunday, the
men at the Clark Printing House
exerted their utmost efforts to finish
the last-minute change over. All the
printing is finished to date with the
completely printed volume in the
hands of the binders, who have
expressed their desire to hold the
books for a day or so after binding
so that the covers will be properly
set and dried.

The cover of the volume has more
than exceeded the expectations of
the staff. Ui)on a background of
rough grain leather finish, often
called "elephant hide," the cover de-
sign is deeply embossed. The build-
ing depicted is set in a bas-relief
so detailed and clear cut that even
the printer, with years of experi-
ence to sustain his claim, was sur-
prised at the wonderful result
effected. Serving as a frame and
protection for the colors of the de-
sign is a panelling which is dupli-
cated in the panels used in the book
itself. It is so raised above the
cover itself that should the book
be accidentally placed face do^en-
ward upon a table the colors vrill

not be worn off.

The finished color plates were
viewed at the printing house Thurs-
day, and the finished pages provided

of Commencement Exercises
/

SMOKER PLANNED^

Ray Baratta's Villanovans

Play at Annual Dance of

Sophomore Class

UNIQUE FAVORS PRESENTED

Members of the class of 1935 offi-

cially closed the spring social sea-

son at Villanova with the colorful

Sophomore Cotillion, which was
held Friday evening in the college

gymnasium. The dance was an ap-
propriate climax to this year's class

functions, which have met with un-
precedented success.
The dance floor was attractively

overhung with the false ceiling

and Japanese lanterns, used at graduating class into the Alu

Alumni Association toi

Welcome Graduates at

Entertainment
I

Extensive prei)arations have Just

been completed toward making this

year's graduation exercises on June
8th, the most cherished of the many
memories which the class of 1935
will take away with them. An in-*

formal reception and smoker to be
tendered the graduating members
on June 7th, the eve of Commence^
ment, marks the first of these e»
ercises.

The purpose of this reception
to acquaint the senior class wit!
the members of the Alumni, an<l

to stimulate in the new membei
the sense of good fellowship tha
is prevalent in the association. Tl
gathering will renew a custoz
namely, that of welcoming ee

Conttaioed on ¥tkg9 Three

\
A large nmnber of alumni have

aAveady sent in their cards to attend

tbe retreat, and a still greater num-

btr are expected to send in cards

li4thin the week, according to a
Matement by Albert C. Wagner,
alumni secretary at the college,

^vben asked concerning the retreat.

The retreat sponsored by the

Kumni Association, on June 9, 10

•Bd 11, after commencement, will be
tbe first attempted by Villanova
alumni, and, as Mr. Wagner has
stated, a great number of them are
taking advantage of the opportunity

to attend. The retreat, to be held

In the College Chapel in the manner
cC student retreats held annually at

^iie college, will open on Friday
livening at 6 o'clock and will close

6n Sunday afternoon, at 2 o'clock.

Members of the alumni have been
Urged to come and bring their
" lends to attend. The Board of
>vemors has reserved a dormi-

for the sole use of those who
part in the exercises. Meals

IIMH be served at the college refec-

A oharge of six dollars per per-
PM will be the fee for the accom-
Ipodation, although it is desired
l9Mkt no member be absent on this

int since no one who is unable
meet this fee will be expected to

"mta.

Murray O^Connor, Although Blind,

Nears Close of His College Course

Glory that comes from hard bat-

tles does not go entirely to ath-

letes at Villanova, for on the col-

lege campus there appears daily a
student who never has seen his fig-

urative gridiron.

Handicapped by one of Nature's
greatest misfortunes— deprivation
of sight—this student, the genial

Murray O'Connor, who hails from
Parkersburg, W. Va., is rapidly at-

taining his goal by rounding out
his senior year as a student in the
School of Commerce and Finance.
In writing about Mr. O'Connor,

one could not complete his theme
without associating with it Frank
Perugino, roommate, classmate and
student teacher of Mr. O'Connor
since they entered Villanova four
yearg ago.
Commry to what one would ex-

pect, Murray's outlook on life is

not pessimistic, but one of optimis-
tic determination, a resolve to over-
come his handicap and obtain one
of man's chief hopes—a college de-
gree.
Murray learns his lesson through

the reading of the assignment by
his roommate. It often is a long,

AttstiiiV^;.

tedious task, and lessons have been
so difficult that even persons with
normal faculties have given up in

despair. But there's no despair in

Murray's complex, and no matter
how hard the assignment may be
he manages to conquer it somehow.
Through special arrangement Mr.

O'Connor takes his examinations

—

and none of them are overlooked

—

orally from the examining profes-
sors. In his three years at Villa-
nova, Murray has made compara-
tively good grades, despite the fact
that his knowledge is acquired
solely by listening to readings by
his roommate.
Murray is as true a devotee of

sports and other collegiate activi-
ties as any student on the campus.
He likes his football, attends games
regularly and enjoys the crowd's re-

action to each contest, visualizing
the plays in his alert mind as they
are described to him by compan-
ions.

Before coming to Villanova he
attended the Overbrook School for
the Blind and regularly returns to
visit there. He travels back and

class dances held earlier in the
year, which presented a striking

background for the summer for-

mal attire worn by those who at-

tended the Cotillion.

From the opening selection until

the last tune on the program of
sparkling dance rhythms, played by
Hay Baratta and His Villanovans,
from 10 P. M. till 2 A. M., the or-

chestra was applauded enthusias-
tically by the dancers. Many of
the students who attended the so-
cial expressed surprise at the su-
perior quality of the music which
has been heard only at two other
functions sponsored by campus or-
ganizations during the school year.
One of the features of the eve-

ning, which delighted all who at-
tended the dance, were the unique
favors presented to each couple as
they entered the gymnasium. The
favor consisted of a blue and white
program on which a bronze key
was attached. Inscribed on the
key, which could be worn as an
article of jewelry, were the school
seal and "Sophomore Cotillion, '35."

The ladies who assisted the com-
mitteemen as hostesses at the
dance, many of whom came from
out-of-town to attend the Cotillion,

were Miss Jean Dever, Miss Kitty
Wright, Miss Jule Bigham, Miss
Loretta McMahon, Miss Laura Mer-
lon, Miss Margaret Spinelli, Miss
Mary C. Dolaway, Miss Agnes
Marie Fath, Miss Elizabeth Margot,
Miss Ethel E. Decius, Miss Mary
Weigard, Miss Edith Bartlett, Miss
Florence Fogg, Miss Peggy Silos,

Miss Peggy Mullen, Miss Dorothea
M. Peterson, Miss Margaret Schlis-

bach. Miss Josephine Walinski, and
Miss Helen Miller.

The members of the Cotillion

committee assisting Mr. Loughlin
included Charles Nowe, Edmond P.
Reiley, James J. Keeley, Joseph P.
Costigan, and John F. Butler, who
handled the tickets; John F. O'Con-
neil, Herman Diello, Francis P.

Association, which the alui
group declares essential for
maintenance pt a fiourishing or-
ganization.
The Commencement exercises

will ofiicially open on June 8, at
9, A. M., with the celebration of a
Solemn High Mass, in St Thomas
of Villanova Chapel. The celebrant
will be Very Rev. Edward V. Stao-I
ford, O. S. A., LI* D., President of
the college. The Deacon will ba
Rev. Bernard M. Albers, O. S. A^
Vice-President of Villanova. Rev«
Eugene A. Mauch, O. S. A., Direc-
tor of Studies and Dean of the Arts
School will be Sub-Deacon, whila
Rev. Charles J. Melchior, O. S. A^
Procurator of the college, will act
as master of ceremonies. The Bao*
calaureate Address will be given bf

Oontlnoed on P»g« Thrae

LAST COLLEGE MASS'

TO BE SAID FRIDAY

Will Be Offered for William

Mulqueen, Who Died Last

_
,..,^ Summer ^

BENEDICTION TO FOLLOW

The home-going of the studenta
will be marked in the final collega
week-day chapel service on Friday,
June 2, when the farewell Mass oC
the scholastic year 1932-33 will ba
celebrated, together with general
communion of the student body*
Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament will be given immedi*

Bigley, Jr., and Joseph Dunigan, ately after Mass.
in charge of the favors; James J. At the request of his mother, tha
Travers, Frank W. Willis, John R. Mass will be celebrated for the re-
Barry, and Edmond C. Malhame, pose of the soul of William Mul^
who supervised the decorations;

j

queen, '35, who died during tha
Vito F. Canuso, Arthur W. Cogan,

j

preceding summer vacation, July 3^
Vincent Totin, Libro Taglianetti, • 1932.
Jean I* Sharkey, Martin J. Nichols,

j

When interviewed, the collega
J. Howard Ogle and Frank De- chaplain. Rev. Joseph F. O'Malley^
Lauro, advertising.

ROOiVI RESERVATION

CoattaMd on Ft« Ualit

Deposits for Next Year May Be
Paid Wednesday. June 1

Room reservation deposit for next
yeir may be paid on Wednesday,
June 1. This deposit is $5.00, but
will be deducted from the student's
bill next year. Breakage deposits
may be used to .pay this reservation
fee if approved by the"" Bursar.
Boarding students will notice that

rooms must be vacated not later
than noon on Friday, June 9, and
that the last meal will be lunch
<m the same day.

O. S. A., expressed the wish that tha
j

students would not wait until Fri^
day morning to go to confessioiv
but would avail themselves of thai
opportunity for confession on Wed*
ncsday and Thursday evenings^ I

when the final night prayer services
of the school year will be held and|
confessions will be heard.
In view of the fact that this isj

the last Mass for the assembled I

student body this year and tl

examinations do not begin until
A. M., the Mass will be celebrate
7.30 A. M., a half hour later tl

the regular hour for the colU
Mass. Corresponding arrangemei
have been ma^ie for breakfast,
the college dining hail.
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TIME TO BID FAREWELL
ITH THE celebration of the 90th

commencement exercises of the col-

next week, the members of the Class

'33 bring to a close their four years of

idergraduate study. The sentiments of

lese graduates upon severing their imme-

liate affiliations with the college here must

jlurely be of a mixed nature. On the one

land, they should have a feeling of con-

^ntment and of self-satisfaction at hav-

successfully achieved the goals which

8y set for themselves four years ago.

road was not a smooth one, nor the

kvelling easy, but they have overcome

the various difficulties, all the barriers

impediments, and now they stand at

lighest point in their careers, ready to

Seive the just reward for their labors.

)n the other hand, the same men can

scarcely help but entertain a certain feel-

ing of remorse at having to part with their

Eriends, knowing that some of them will

lever be seen again. Through four long

id tedious years, from the troublesome

les as freshmen until the sober days as

iors, they nourished and developed

friendships—and now the time has

tome to say goodbye. In reminiscing on

le experiences and achievements of their

srs, the members of the Class of '33

ly justly feel proud of themselves.

J.'i t.'i

'vt»i|s,yH-v*'

AFTER GRADUATION—WHAT?
kOUR YEIA.RS of study, representing

an investment of almost $5000, are

rawing to a close for some 200 graduates

lere at Villanova. What are their pros-

jtsfor the future? What are their pos-

^bilities for realizing a fair return on

leir investment? To the college graduate

five years ago commencement metint

^erything that the word signifies. In

lose days when prosperity was wide-

jad the college student knew long be-

Ibre graduation just what he intended to

), and, once his degree was awarded, he

^pped into the position for which he had

Irepared. Today, however, the outlook is

itirely different A questionnaire con-

[ttcted by the National Student Federa-

indicates that less than 20% of the

lege graduates of 1932 have been able

obtain self-supporting jobs and that

ly one out of every eight in 1933 will

profitable employment Such a situa-

is indeed discouraging, to say the

least, since it has such a devastating

feet on the morale of some of the na-

i*s best man-power. In order to remedy

propositions of all kinds are being made

the graduates. At the college here, the

Iministration is offering gratuitous

irses to those who are unable to obtain

jloyment Many of the men have al-

)y signified their desire of availing

iselves of this opportunity, and it is

)pe that more will follow their ex-

\e. To whatever field they turn, though,

ire confident that their training here

of the i^reateet aMistance,

YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

THE consensus of opinion would
have It that your beloved and
much berated colsrumnist w«8

on the skittle (good old pan) last

week for having fallen asleep in the

rush and bustle of gretting his

weekly chirp in to his blitheness,

yon editor.

However, when it is taken into

consideration that the selected rest-

ing place was not against the mas-
sive lampposts of 69th street, as was
at first supposed, but at the bottom
of our duckily-tfled swimming pool,

it is felt that the oversight shotild

be passed off with only a slight

semblance of a truculent sneer.
' You should get a snecrful of
this though; while browsing aroiind
the lower depths of our beauUful
goldfish bowl and trying to forget
the forthcoming scene to be shortly
enacted with an irate chief-of-stafT,

your scribbler of dainty little tid-

bits and whatnot was suddenly
startled out of his reverie by the
sudden appearance of none other
than the cherubic mermaid "Babe"
Neylon at the bottom of the tenfoot
level! Peering at me out of his
one good eye. "Babe's" only words
were, "Fawncy meeting you here!"
It seems that it was his first ad-
venture into any water deeper than
two inches, so that when he found
himself in the wrong end of the
pool without water-wings, "Babe"
couldn't figure out how to get to the
top again. So if you happen to find
something down there that greatly
resembles the "Akron," don't get
alarmed, it'll just be "Babe" doing a
cross-word puzzle .

Johnny "No More Orchids" Grimes
is conducting an auction this after-

noon for the purpose of bidding off

the flower-girl concession for next
year's dances. He has suggested
that his successor ought to get
plenty of orders next year from the

boys for he has just succeeded In

perfecting a new type of non-wrink-
able rosebush to be used in your
buttonhole and which is guaranteed
not to shrink, tarnish, smell or look

like a rose. ;

." ,:,..
• « •

"Broadway" "Times Square" "Elm-
hoist" Ryan is still looking for him-
self in the heart of Manhattan. Last
week, he invited some of his friends

up for the week-end and while they
didn't have much difficulty in find-

ing their way about, the first thing

he did was to get lost. He only

lives there.

Since the storm the other night,

the lads over in Fedigan have gone
in for reforestation in a big way,
judging from the way they went
after those trees that blocked traffic

on Spring Mill road. It was quite

heroic the way "Howie" Richmond,
Danny Jarvis and Johnny Cockrill

pulled one massive oak out of the

way of one long, smart, red road-

ster—of course there were two
smiles for them. Raleigh!

"Chubby" Hamel has for years

studiously avoided getting tangled

up in those nefarious things known
as "blind dates." At the Soph hop
the other night we noticed, however,
that the old tradition had been
broken. We were amaaed to see

how gleeful he was all night, and
finally in guarded tones, he told us

—"(Josh, fellows, she toid me to call

her up sometime!"
• • • -

Folksies, the great Impostor is at

it again. This worthy Fetlock

Sholmes has found, without the aid

of normal distribution, that one

Charles Antonaocio, former editor

of the weekly astonisher has no
hair on his chest. At first he

thought he had no chest, but What-
son came along In the nicotine, and
it was proved that he had a lack

of hair. This is a result of scratch-

ing himself excessively, after those

trips to Beaver College. How the

deduction? Eleemosynary Whatson,
Eleemosynary. You see Whatson,
this is the only thing that prevented
Charlie from playing tl.e part of

King Kong. Tou say Gene asserted

himself? Quite righto, but Charlie

is willing to give up anything for

the sake of love. Why soma people

have even thought that those trips

to Beaver College hav resulted in

a loss of bra'.n cells. Please do not

interrupt Whatson witli those im-

possibles. Everyone is eatiUed io

his own opinion.
• • •

The far-famed bow-leg contest has

come to a glorious conclusion with

the winners—"Pop" Travers, "Wil-

liam TeU" Tracy and "Three-Point"

Lee! "Trace" sUU thinks that he

should have won the double-bar-

relled sling-shot, but seems to be

well satisfied with his water-pistol.

• • •

"Loveboat" Cordial i has just

turned from Palmer, Mass., after

having made elaborate plans to pror

mote another of his famous one-girl

^auly contests this siuumer.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

GISRTAIN professors at Creigh-

ton University have found a
novel way to decrease the

number of students coming late

to class. Several chairs have been
removed from each classroom and
those who are tardy find they have
to stand through the entire period.

The chaplain at Iioyola University
of Los Angeles conducted what he
called a moral survey recenUy.
Among the interesting questions he
asked the sophomores and frosh
was this one: "What is your reac-

tion if the girl you Uke out drinks ?*•

"That all depends on the girl and
how it affects her," was the gist of

most of the answers. Forty per cent
thought it all right if she drank
moderately; excess, however, was
"disgusting." Twenty-nine per cent,

didn't like it; eight per cent, thought
it perfectly all right; 13 per cent,

were indifferent; six per cent, said,

"She doesn't," and four per cent, said
that they were "inexperienced." The
world is growing morally worse ac-

cording to 42 per cent, and better

according to 27 per cent.

Someone told us that the students
at Amherst bet each day on which
hymn will be sung first in the chapeL

We think that the prize boner
of the year was made by a writer
on the "La Salle Collegian" who
mentioned someone as having had
an "interscholastlc birth."

Perhaps this will disappoint Joe
Lilly: In the course of a lecture at

the University of Pittsburgh, John
Masefield stated, "No amount of

university training can ever make
a poet"

The Rider Coliege News says that

"Good intentions, like fainting

women, should always be carried

out."

Ozark College claims recently to

have enrolled a frosh, who, pre-

vious to his admittance, had never
worn shoes.

Here are sonae very interesting

statistics about cribbing. Dr. John
Porteus, of the Psychological Clinic

of the University of Hawaii, says

tliat out of 100 people, 20 will cheat

if given the chance, if their

chances of escape are good. The
doctor also cited the example of an
intelligence test given to 60 pro-

fessors. The papers were collected

and corrected and an hour later re-

turned to the professors who didn't

know of the„ corrections. The teach-

ers then corrected their own papers

and turned them in with the rat-

ings. A check with the previous

marks disclosed the fact that half

of the group had cheated by adding

more to the paper.

The Carnegie Tartan recently pub-

lished this bit of poetry:
^ "We laugh at all professor's jokes

No matter what they be;

Not because they're funny ones,

But just because it's policy."

A Doctor of Philosophy degree

was awarded at Columbia Uni-

versity to a candidate who sub-

mitted a thesis entitled: 'The Duties

of a School Janitor." .',..,

This is the final column 'til next

year, so we suppose that it should

be something in the nature of a
farewell speech or perhaps, more
suitably, an obituary. What will

happen during the summer, no one

knows. Some of us will not return

to school next year, for many and
sundry reasons, while, by the same
token, there will be many new faces

about the campus next year. We've
tried to write items that have been

of interest to the students as a
whole, and, if we have succeeded

to any d^ree, we shall feel that

our efforts have been amply repaid.

Sa lots of luck during the summer,
and we hope to see you aU back in

the fall.

Did you know that: . Joe Fits-

henry recenUy bad a birthday party

given him down at the "Greek's" by
several of Rosemont's fairest? Bill

Gough's haart in Ardmore has gone
pfft? Mora than one Villanova stu-

dent climbed the fence up at the

horse show? Ed Manion is won-
dering what happened to his flame

—no letter for two months? Jim
Mason's first name is really Mau-
rice? Tracy and Sirica had quite a
battle at E:aster, though it was with

the pen instead of the sword? A
member of the staff has been nick-

named Sinoon Legree by his associ-

ates? "Woof-Woof ' Vanderwerff has

a special reason for having eaten

In Ardnwre so frequently? Paul
Loughlin was much disappointed

because his picture wasn't in the

paper? John O'Connell will be

about as glad to get down to Atlan-

tic City as this eolunmist will be to

go to Maine?

Things Literary
»

SOME AMERICAN humorist once saidi

"It ain't our ignorance that hurts us,

but our knowledge of them things that

ain't so." How true that little statement'

is can easily be seen nowadays when so

many false theories and doctrines are in

vogue. To us there is nothing more dis-

gusting than to hear some supposedly

educated person rattle off some crack-*

brained theory as though it were gospel

truth and then expect the world to believe

it and regard its originator as nothing

short of a genius.

Have you ever noticed the assurance

and happiness with which a farmer or a

laborer, or, in short, anyone with little

formal education, goes about his work?

Undoubtedly you have. And the reason

for this lies mainly in the fact that they

live their lives doing things that they know
"are so." How much better such a person

is, than those "intellectual giants" who ex-

pound and practice pernicious doctrines^

which they know deep in their hearts are

false!

Then there are others who think they

will be deemed old-fashioned or non-pro-

gressive if they do not hold these views. It

is from this type of person that such indi-

viduals as Havelock Ellis and H. G. Wells,

not forgetting Mr. Huxley, draw their fol-

lowers. We are convinced that the major-

ity of people who hold the theories of such

men really do not beheve them, but merely

talk about them so as to be considered

smart and knowing.

Naturally, the ultimate cause of this is

the lack of sound reasoning. Logical

thinking is a rare thing in the world to-

day, else why do people swallow this false

philosophy whole, without for a minute

trying to digest it? But the saner element

of our educated class need not blush for

rejecting what their confreres take as

truth, for in the end when the bottom
falls out of their arguments, they may say,

"Who is now the fool?"

Off the Bookshelf

THERE ARE few American writers

who have as large a following as

Claude Gemad Bowers. Whenever he pub-

lishes a book, the reading public snatches

it up and devours every sentence. Now,
all this must be done for a reason, and in

this case it is because Mr. Bower's books
are both highly enlightening in their con-

tent and are written in a delightful style.

Oddly enough, he writes on subjects of

political history, which in itself is a rather

dry field, to say the least. But when read

through the medium of this author's magic
pen, they become strangely interesting.

Those of you who have read "The Tragic

Era" and "The Party Battles of the Jack-

son Period" (and who hasn't?) will find

his "Beveridge and the Progressive Era**

not the least bit disappointing.

Albert J. Beveridge, as perhaps you al-

ready know, was one of the finest orators

and statesmen in recent 3rears that the
United States has seen. Bom in Ohio, in

1862, he grew up in none too affluent cJOH

cumstances. After working his w»y
through De Pauw University he became a
lawyer and set up his practice in Indian*

apolis. Later, through his political acth^
ities, he was elected to the Senate. Mib*

Beveridge visited the Philipjones, asd
upon his return he participated in a series

of conferences at the White House during
the McKinley Administration. During his
life the Senator had many prominent
friends, but none were more close to lam
than was President Roosevelt. Mr. Beve-
ridge served the Government almost up to

his death, which occurred in 1927.

Mr. Bowers has approached his subjeet

with his usual good taste and has tuHMd
o«t a veally worthwhile boek.
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SMILES
''True humor lies not in laugh-

ter^ but tn smiles which lie far

deeper/'

Love's "Slmptonw"
I love the humming of the bees.
The singing birds up in the trees.

The babbling brooks seem ne'er to
cloy.

For all of these fill me with Joy.

I'm not annoyed by whistling trains,
That seem to torture other brains.
The piercing screanns and puffing

made,
To me is like a serenade.

They say my eyes oft blankly gaze.
And that I'm always in a daze.
But, as for me, I think they're stu-

pid.

I'm Just a victim of Dan Cupid.
JACK.

Campus Chant
There is weeping

'Roundabout.
For the marks will

Soon come out.

June the eighth brings
Graduation.

After that a
Xx>ng vacation.

SMED.

PITBUSH ELEVEMTH ANNUAL ISSUE OF BELLE AIR High Mass to Open
Commencement Day

('ontinued ''r«nii faK** Our

John J. Mlcklos, (left), and Frank Ij. Martin (right), members of
the graduating class, who served in the respective positions of edi-
tor-in-chief and business manager of the senior year book, which

will be distributed on Thursday.

Terry Talks

I'm the Baby, so they say;
I arrived the other day.
Found I was expected, too.

Though not one of them I knew.
What a time they made, oh, dear,
When I shouted* "I am here!"
Than I gave three cheers for Joy,
When they said I was a boy.
I was introduced to ma

—

She is splendid—^who's my pa?
Must be that old codger who
Orlns and acts so foolish, too;
Always coming on tiptoes
Saying I have got his nose.
Well, it's red like his—that's tru^—
Guess he likes his bottle, too.
I just stare at him when he
Would be rec'gnls'd by me.
If he's rich, perhaps we may
Be on spanking terms some day.
Since I've come from nowhere here,
I have learned to yell with fear
When a woman comes, for she
Pinches, mauls and kisses me
In the mouth. To taste each breath
Is enough to cause my death.
Then they make believe they'll eat
Me right up because I'm sweet.
While the faces that they make
Frighten me so that I quake.
And the baby talk they speak
Makes me weak. They must be

weak.
Anyhow, I like my ma.
Though, somehow, she's fond of pa.
And I lay all day and keep
Close beside her while I sleep;
And when I awake she gives to me
Tender kisses—don't you see.

SCIENTIST.

Twenty Freshmen Named
For Vigilance Committee

List Includes Five

Students From
Each School

Unsung Heroes
I sauntered Into the room next

door.
And most of the gang was there.A session was Just about to begin.
So I ran and grabbed a chair.

The fellows sat 'round on the desks
and beds.

And greeted me with a loud hail.
I settled down In my comfortable

place.
And listened to some pet tale.

You've heard of those matadores
o'er in Spain

Who make bulls bellow as tho* In
pain;

And when they overthrow the bull,
The plaudits of the crowd are full!

Yet here in school are men of fame,
Who never heard the crowd's ac-

claim.
Why none of those Spaniards would

stand a show.
When the Fedigan buffers sUrt to

go!

SEYLEEM.

A meeting of the officers of the

Freshman class was called by Dan-
iel Harking, president of the class,

for the purpose of selecting mem-
bers to represent the class on the
Vigilance Committee next year.
Each of the officers suggested

various men that were capable of
filling the duties imposed on them,
keeping in mind their various abili-

ties. After they had made their se-
lection the list of candidates was
submitted to the Moderator of the
Freshman class and later to the
vice-president for approval. After
the list was approved by them the
candidates' names were then given
to the deans of the various men for
final sanction.
The list comprises four boarding

and one day - student from each
of the schools on the campus. They
are as follows: From the Science
School, Gabriel S. Martyok, Charles
Costa, David Cragg, Edmund Buz-
inski and Robert Fitzgerald; from
the Arts School, John Robinson,
Edv^ard Lahey, Arthur Mahan, Ray-
mond McGunnigle, and Daniel Mur-
phy; from the Engineering School,
William O. Monroe, Joseph Mal-
colm, Joseph Brahney, Stephen Mil-
ler and John O'Hara; from the
Business School, Robert G. Mc-
Grory, Xavier Golgota, William
Farris, William Sweeney and John
McGuire.
Besides these, the four officers of

the class—President Harkins, Vice-
President Laurence D. Sheviand,
Secretary John W. Higgins and
Treasurer Lawrence Shea—are also
included on the list.

The purpose and function of the

Alterations Cause
Belle Air Delay

CoaUnoed From Pmw One

Vigilance Committee is primarily to
give a brotherly welcome to fresh-
men and to instill and foster in all

freshnaen a love for the college of
their choice and a hearty co-opera-
tion in all college activities. If the
freshmen, after due warning, refuse
to keep the college rules and regu-
laUons, it shall be the duty of the
Vigilance Committee to report the
ofr^iders to the rector of freshman
dormitories or to the vice-president.

Aeronautics Club
Formed by Frosh

Coatinoed From Pace Oae

wish to become members should see

John A. O'Hara, secretary of the

club, according to a statement by
William M. Gorman, professor of

Mechanical Drawing, who is moder-
ator.

The officers of the club are Wil-
liam P. Hamill, president; John W.
Hallahan, vice-president; John A.
O'Hara, secretary, and John J. Fox,
treasurer.

Very Rev. John T. Sheehan. O. S.

A.. D. D.. Class of 1900.

Luncheon will be served from
11.30 A. M. to 12.30 P. M., in the

college Refectory, for the parents

and friends of the resident seniors,

who live at a distance from the
school. Each resident senior will

be able to have three of his guests
to dinner, If he so wishes. At 12.30
the graduating class will be the
guest of the faculty at luncheon
in the Monastery Refectory.
The academic procession will

form at 2 o'clock in front of the
Commerce and Finance building,
and will proceed directly to the
gymnasium. The conferring of de-
grees will take place at 2.30, with
Very Rev. iVortlmer A. Sullivan,
O. S. A.. S. T. L., LL. D„ Provincial
of the Order of Saint Augustine,
presiding.
There are only two speakers who

will deliver discourses to the mem-
bers of the graduaUng class. They
are Colonel Vincent A. Carroll, As-
sistant District Attorney of Phila-
delphia, who will be the recipient of
the degree of Doctor of Laws, and
John J. Durkin, a member of the
graduating class, who will deliver
the valedictory address.
In addition to Colonel Carroll,

honorary degrees will be conferred
on three lOther prominent Philadel-
phlans. Miss Elizabeth S. Kite,
archivist of the American Catholic
Historical Society, will receive a de-
gree of Doctor of Literature. A
Doctor of Laws degree will also be
awarded to Dr. Thomas A. O'Brien,
Villanova, '01, opthalmic surgeon of
Wills' Eye Hospital, and to Philip
A. Hart, president of the Bryn
Mawr Trust Company.

THESPIAWS TO TRAVEL
Negotiations Being OompleCoA
Produce "Macbeth" in Trenton]

A recent announcement by Pi
Joseph T. Jo^as, moderator of
Literary Society, reveals that
cast of 'Macbeth'' is settling
rangements to take the show
Trenton where it will be product
this Saturday.
About 12 students from Cathec

High School, of Trenton, attend^
the second performance hers at
lege, and they praised it so higl
among their fellow classmates
school authorities that the idea
presenting the play there was cc
ceived.

Prof. Jonas was asked If

would bring the play, which wa
such a big success when produce
in the new gymnasium a few wee!
ago, to Trenton, and he was vei
much in favor of the idea.

Have You
Tried

the

Villanova
Barber
Shop?

First Class Barbers
First Class Service

and Depression Priees

Ikt*MM<MMMtMN*MM*MHM iimiiiiiiw

m Byan to Oeragfaty:
you can guess how many

sosks I have, you can have both
pair."

Z^now a girl with golden hair
Like softest springtime sephyr.

But every joy has Its alloy-
She dances like a heifer.

Brodnlcki (to Montgomery) — "I
n going to knock the devil out

et you; give me your name so I
Ji tell your mother."
Montgomery — "She knows my

TOM)IIE HAWKS.

P. S.

Some Gk>od Samaritans came to
Iba rescue of the Smiler In his hour
«f need. To those who contributed

thoss who wasted tbsir Ume
MUs ooluam: "Thank you."

even a better Impression than was
expected from the original proofs.
It is the opinion of the staff that
the book as an entity will mdre
than measure up to the standard
of expectation now being set by the
expectant student body.
Due to the many times that he

has viewed the book, from Its in-
ception through the many pages of
copy and numberless pages of fin-

ished individual pages of "proof,"
the editor-in-chief could not be
drawn enough to make a definite
statement. "The many students who
have pinned their hopes on my staff
and have faithfully supported us
through their subscriptions shall be
the judges," says Mr. Micklos. "It
is natural to assume that my opin-
ion would be biased in favor of
the efforts I and my staff have
expended; therefore, I shall let the
judgment of the student body serve
as an Indication of the comparative
merits of the volume."
The business manager, Frank L.

Martin, has further magnified the
view taken by Mr. Micklos regard-
ing the merits of the book. Contact-
ing students for subscriptions dur-
ing the year, he offered a book then
in the making. The completed book
Is his justification for the sales he
has nuide, so he therefore also feels
that the subscribers should be the
judges.

Ardmorr
A Warner Bnw. Theatre ^^^

Matinee Daily 1.30 to 4.30—Eve. 7 to tl

Today
JOHN, ETHEL and LIONEL

BARRYMORE—in

—

"RASPUTIN AND
THE EMPRESS"

Wednesday and Thursday
DIANA WYNYABD and

CLIVE BROOK
—In—

"CAVALCADE"
Friday

JOHN GILBERT
—In— .' -y'

"FAST WORKERS"
Saturday

SLIM SUMMERVILLE and
ZA8U PITTS

"OUT ALl'nIGHT"

Spare a Minute to
i^i

PHOM

i;

Monday and Tuesday
GEORGE RAFT and
SYLVIA SIDNEY

"PICKUP"

Meet Your Friendg at

The Bryn Mawr
Confectionery
(Next to SovUle Theatre)

Deliciotts

Refreshments

Tasty Sandwiches

Lunches Dinners
Platters

Expertly Cooked

Reasonably Priced

MUSIC FREE DANCING

MOTHER and DAD
/Commencement days, for Mother and Da<

V—y are days of suspense! Spare a minute to chec

them up. Telephone tliat all's ending well!

YottT own voice and your own words make the gool

news sound better. What a thrill for them . . . whi

a thrill for you to end tlie year with this wind-u|

flourish!

Just go to a telephone at 8:30 P. M. STANDAR|

TIME (9:30 P. M. Daylight Saving Time). Thai

when the low Night Rates go into effecL That*8 wlu

the folks are most likely to he at home. Juet give tl

operator the number— do not aek for any specii

person (Night Rates apply only on Station to Stati<

caUs). Reverse the charges if you like.

SUtlon to SUtton CaO
3-Minat« Coiuteetkm
Wherever •ppllcsble.

. MdenU Tu Iacliid«««

from Bryn Mawr <o—»,, b^i, >,„bt ^^
Allentown, Pa. ... $ .35 ^35
Waterbury, Conn. . . 1.00 .65
Lawrence, Mass. ... 1.50 .90
Jersey City, N. J. . . .65 .35
New Haven, Conn. . .95 .60

Tax Inoluded
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TIME TO BID FAREWELL
ITH THE celebration of the 90th

commencement exercises of the col-

je next week, the members of the Class

)f '33 bring to a close their four years of

idergraduate study. The sentiments of

lese graduates upon severing their imme-

iate affiliations with the college here must

jurely be of a mixed nature. On the one

land, they should have a feeling of con-

entment and of self-satisfaction at hav-

Ig successfully achieved the goals which

)ey set for themselves four years ago.

le road was not a smooth one, nor the

ivelling easy, but they have overcome

t the various difficulties, all the barriers

impediments, and now they stand at

lighest point in their careers, ready to

Reive the just reward for their labors.

)n the other hand, the same men can

scarcely help but entertain a certain feel-

ing of remorse at having to part with their

friends, knowing that some of them will

"fever be seen again. Through four long

ind tedious years, from the troublesome

times as freshmen until the sober days as

jniors, they nourished and developed

lese friendships—and now the time has

;ome to say goodbye. In reminiscing on

the experiences and achievements of their

careers, the members of the Class of '33

lay justly feel proud of themselves.

AFTER GRADUATION— WHAT?
'OUR YEARS of study, representing

an investment of almost $5000, are

Irawing to a close for some 200 graduates

lere at Villanova. What are their pros-

3ts for the future? What are their pos-

sibilities for realizing a fair return on

leir investment? To the college graduate

five years ago commencement mewnt

Everything that the word signifies. In

lose days when prosperity was wide-

Ipread the college student knew long be-

fore graduation just what he intended to

}o, and, once his degree was awarded, he

ftepped into the position for which he had

Prepared. Today, however, the outlook is

Intirely different A questionnaire con-

lucted by the National Student Federa-

)on indicates that less than 20% of the

liege graduates of 1932 have been able

obtain self-supporting jobs and that

ly one out of every eight in 1933 will

profitable employment. Such a situa-

)n is indeed discouraging, to say the

jry least, since it has such a devastating

feet on the morale of some of the na-

I's best man-power. In order to remedy

propositions of all kinds are being made

the graduates. At the college here, the

[ministration is offering gratuitous

Urses to those who are unable to obtain

iployment. Many of the men have al-

ly signified their desire of availing

iselves of this opportunity, and it is

Ihope that more will follow their cx-

|e. To whatever field they turn, though,

ire confident that their training here

of the greatest assistance.
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YOU OUGHT
TO KNOW

THE consensus of opinion would
have it that your beloved and
much berated colyumnist was

on the skittle (good old pan) last

week for having fallen asleep in the

rush and bustle of getting his

weekly chirp in to his blitheness,

yon editor.

However, when it Is taken into

consideration that the selected rest-

ing place was not against the mas-
sive lampposts of 69th street, as was
at first supposed, but at the bottom
of our duckily-tiled swimming pool,

it is felt that the oversight should
be passed off with only a slight

semblance of a truculent sneer.

You should get a snecrful of
this though; while browsing around
the lower depths of our beautiful
goldfish bowl and trying to forget
the forthcoming scene to be shortly
enacted with an irate chief-of-staff,

your scribbler of dainty little tid-

bits and whatnot was suddenly
startled out of his reverie by the
sudden appearance of none other
than the cherubic mermaid "Babe"
Neylon at the bottom of the tenfoot
level! Peering at me out of his
one good eye. "Babe's" only words
were, "Fawncy meeting you here!"
It seems that it was his first ad-
venture into any water deeper than
two inches, so that when he found
himself in the wrong end of the
pool without water-wings, "Babe"
couldn't figure out how to get to the
top again. So if you happen to find

something down there that greatly
resembles the "Akron," don't get
alarmed, it'll just be "Babe " doing a
cross-word puzzle .,.,,... .

• •;•*•' ••^'

Johnny "No More Orchids" Grimes
is conducting an auction this after-

noon for the purpose of bidding off

the flower-girl concession for next
year's dances. He has suggested
that his successor ought to get
plenty of orders next year from the

boys for he has just succeeded in

perfecting a new type of non-wrink-
able rosebush to be used in your
buttonhole and which is guaranteed
not to shrink, tarnish, smell or look

like a rose.

•Broadway" "Times Square" "Elm-
hoist" Ryan is still looking lor him-
self in the heart of Manhattan. Last
week, he invited some of his friends

up for the week-end and while they

didn't have much difficulty in find-

ing their way about, the first thing

he did was to get lost. He only

lives there.

Since the storm the other night,

the lads over in Fcdigan have gone
jn for reforestation in a big way,
judging from the way they went
after those trees that blocked traftic

on Spring Mill road. It was quite

heroic the way "Howie" Richmond,
Danny Jarvis and Johnny Cockrill

pulled one massive oak out of the

way of one long, smart, red road-

ster—of course there were two
smiles for them. Raleigh!

* • •

"Chubby" Hamel has for years

studiously avoided getting tangled

up in those nefarious things known
as "blind dates." At the Soph hop
the other night we noticed, however,

that the old tradition had been
broken. We were amazed to see

how gleeful he was all night, and
finally in guarded tones, he told us

—"Gosh, fellows, she told me to Cjj^l

her up sometime!" ,

"

* • *

Folksies, the great Impostor is at

it again. This worthy Fetlock

Sholmes has found, without the aid

of normal distribution, that one

Charles Antonaccio, former editor

of the weekly astonisher has no

hair on his chest. At first he

thought he had no chest, but What-
son came along in the nicotine, and
it was proved that he had a lack

of hair. This is a result of scratch-

ing himself excessively, after those

trips to Beaver College. How the

deduction? Eleemosynary Whatson,
Eleemosynary. You see Whatson,
this is the only thing that prevented
Charlie from playing the part of

King Kong. You say Gene asserted

himself? Quite righto, but Charlie

is willing to give up anything for

the sake of love. Why some people

have even thought that those trips

to Beaver College hav resulted in

a loss of bra'n cells. Please do not

interrupt Whatson with those im-

pos.sibles. Everyone is enUtled to

bis own opinion.

•
•

'

'^\

The far-famed bow-leg contest ha«

come to a glorious conclusion with

the winners—"Pop" Travers, "Wil-

liam TeU" Tracy and "Three-Point"

Lee! "Trace" sUll thinks that he

should have won the double-bar-

relled Hling-shot, but seems to be

well satisfied with his water-pistol.

• * •

"Loveboat" Cordiali has Just re-

turned from Palmer, Mass., after

having made elaborate plans to pro-

mote another of his famous one-girl

i^eauty contests this summer.

COLLEGIATE
NEWSREEL

CERTAIN professors at Creigh-
ton University have found a
novel way to decrease the

number of students coming late

to class. Several chairs have been
removed from each classroom and
those who are tardy find they have
to stand through the entire period.

The chaplain at Loyola University
of Los Angeles conducted what he
called a moral survey recently.

Among the interesting questions he
asked the sophomores and frosh
was this one: "What is your reac-

tion if the girl you take out drinks?"
"That all depends on the girl and
how It affects her," was the gist of

most of the answers. Forty per cent,

thought it all right if she drank
moderately; excess, however, was
"disgusting." Twenty-nine per cent,

didn't like it; eight per cent, thought
it perfectly all right; 13 per cent,

were indifferent; six per cent, said,

"She doesn't," and four per cent, said

that they were "inexperienced." The
world is growing morally worse ac-

cording to 42 per cent, and better

according to 27 per cent.

Someone told us that the students
at Amherst bet each day on which
hymn will be sung first in the chapel.

We think that the prize boner
of the year was made by a writer
on the "La Salle Collegian" who
mentioned someone as having had
an "interscholastic birth."

Perhaps this will disappoint Joe
Lilly: In the course of a lecture at

the University of Pittsburgh, John
Masefleld stated, "No amount of

university training can ever make
a poet."

The Rider Coliege News says that

"Good intentions, like fainting

women, should always be carried

out.'

Ozark College claims recently to

have enrolled a frosh, who, pre-

vious to his admittance, liad never
worn shoes.

Here are some very interesting

statistics about cribbing. Dr. John
Porteus, of the Psychological Clinic

of the University of Hawaii, says

that out of 100 people, 20 will cheat

if given the chance, if their

chances of escape are good. The
doctor also cited the example of an
intelligence test given to 60 pro-

fessors. The papers were collected

and corrected and an hour later re-

turned to the professors who didn't

know of the corrections. The teach-

ers then corrected their own papers

and turned them in with the rat-

ings. A check with the previous

marks disclosed the fact that half

of the group had cheated by adding

more to the paper.

The Carnegie Tartan recently pub-

lished this bit of poetry:

"We laugh at all professor's jokes

No matter what they be;

Not because they're funny ones,

But just because it's policy."

A Doctor of Philosophy degree

was awarded at Columbia Uni-

versity to a candidate who sub-

mitted a thesis entitled; ""The Duties

of a School Janitor.** ,; • .' V ^ ''

This is the final column 'til next

year, so we suppose that it should

be something in the nature of a
fai"ewell speech or perhaps, more
suitably, an obituary. What will

happen during the summer, no one

knows. Some of us will not return

to school next year, for many and
sundry reasons, while, by the same
token, there will be many new faces

about the campus next year. We've
tried to write items that have been

of interest to the students as a

whole, and, if we have succeeded

to any degree, we shall feel that

our efforts have been amply repaid.

So. lots of luck during the summer,
and we hope to see you all back in

the fall.

DW you know that: Joe Fitz-

henry recently had a birthday party

given him down at the "Greek's " by
several of Rosemont's fairest? Bill

Cough's heart in Ardmore has gone
pfft? More than one Villanova stu-

dent climbed the fence up at the

hot*se show? Ed Manion Is won-
dering what happened to his flame

—no letter for two months? Jim
Mason's first name is really Mau-
rice? Tracy and Sirica had quite a
battle at Easter, though it was with

the pen instead of the sword? A
member of the staff has been nick-

named Simon Legree by his associ-

ates? "Woof-Woof" Vanderwerff ha«

a special reason for having eaten

in ArdmT>re so frequently? Paul
Ijoughlin was much disappointed

because his picture wasn't In the

paper? John O'Connell will be

about as glad to get down to Atlan-

tic City as this columnist will be to

^o to Maine?

Things Literaryn
SOME AMERICAN humorist once said,

**It ain't our ignorance that hurts us,

but our knowledge of them things that

ain't so." How true that little statement

is can easily be seen nowadays when wo

many false theories and doctrines are in

vogue. To us there is nothing more dis-

gusting than to hear some supposedly

educated person rattle off some crack-

brained theory as though it were gospel

truth and then expect the world to believe

it and regard its originator as nothing

short of a genius.

Have you ever noticed the assurance

and happiness with which a farmer or a

laborer, or, in short, anyone with little

formal education, goes about his work?

Undoubtedly you have. And the reason

for this lies mainly in the fact that they

live their lives doing things that they know
"are so." How much better such a person

is, than those "intellectual giants" who ex-

pound and practice pernicious doctrines

which they know deep in their hearts are

false!

Then there are others who think they

will be deemed old-fashioned or non-pro-

gressive if they do not hold these views. It

is from this type of person that such indi-

viduals as Havelock Ellis and H. G. Wells,

not forgetting Mr. Huxley, draw their fol-

lowers. We are convinced that the major-

ity of people who hold the theories of such

men really do not believe them, but merely

talk about them so as to be considered

smart and knowing.

Naturally, the ultimate cause of this is

the lack of sound reasoning. Logical

thinking is a rare thing in the world to-

day, else why do people swallow this false

philosophy whole, without for a minute

trying to digest it? But the saner element

of our educated class need not blush for

rejecting what their confreres take as

truth, for in the end when the bottom
falls out of their arguments, they may say,

"Who is now the fool?"

Off the Bookshelf

THERE ARE few American writers

who have as large a following as

Claude Gernad Bowers. Whenever he pub-

lishes a book, the reading public snatches

it up and devours every sentence. Now,
all this must be done for a reason, and in

this case it is because Mr. Bower's books

are both highly enlightening in their con-

tent and are written in a delightful style.

Oddly enough, he writes on subjects of

political history, which in itself is a rather

dry field, to say the least. But when read

through the medium of this author's magic
pen, they become strangely interesting.

Those of you who have read "The Tragic

Era" and "The Party Battles of the Jack-

son Period" (and who hasn't?) will find

his "Beveridge and the Progressive Era'*-

not the least bit disappointing.

Albert J. Beveridge, as perhaps you al-

ready know, was one of the finest orators

and statesmen in recent years that the
United States has seen. Born in Ohio, m
1862, he grew up in none too affluent ciF-

cumstances. After working his way
through De Pauw University he became a
lawyer and set up his practice in Indian*

apolis. Later, through his poUtical activ->

ities, he was elected to the Senate. Ifai.

Beveridge visited the Philippines, and
upon his return he participated in a series

of conferences at the White House during
the McKinley Administration. During his
life the Senator had many prominent
friends, but none were more close to him
than was President Roosevelt. Mr. Beve-
ridge served the Government almost up to

his death, which occurred in 1927.

Mr. Bowers has approached his subject

with his usual good taste and has tunned

out a really worthwhile book.
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Highlights of the Present Scholastic Year. As Seen Through the Camera*s Roving Eyei

KEW ADMINISTRATION APPOINTED: BEV. EDWARD V. STANFORD, O. S. A,, (left), Rev. Bernard
M. Albers, O. S. A., (center), and Rev. Joseph F. O'Mallev, O. S. A., (ri^ht), who were chosen for Hie
offices of president, vice-president and chaplain of the collei^e, respectively, at the triennial Provincial
Cliapter of tlie Augustinian Order, last June.

FIRE WREAKS HAVOC: THE MONASTERY being bnrned to the
eround while firemen and students work for hours in a vain attempt
to save it from destruction. Approximately 65 firemen were injured
In this, the third major disiister of the college.

SCENE OF FATAL ACCIDENT: DIAGRAM flowing crosaing at Ninth street and Roosevelt boulevard.
Philadelphia, where Arthur R. ShMiaU and Joseph Detoney were killed while returning from the ThMiJka-
fiving vacation. Bi<diard £w Hlckey, driver of the car, and Edward J. Donahue, escaped serious tejuqf*

COMPLETETERMS OFOFFICE:
CHARLES J.
ANTONACCIO,
(extreme left)

and WUliam C.
Crowley, com-
]rfete their terms
of ofHce as edi-
tor-in-chief ' o f
the VnXANO-
VAN and chair-
man of the 8tu-
d e n t Council*
re£q>eotively.

^TV' -r--- .^-
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FLATS AT JUN-
IOR PROME-
NADE: PHIL
EMERTON and
His Diamonds
furnish rhyUi-

mical syncopa*

tions at the an-
nual gala dance
of the Junior
Class. WiUiam
A. Sirica was
chairman of the
function.
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kto
AT PENN RELAYS: JOE FEN8TEMACHER place* second to Eari WIdmyer. of Blaryland, In GHQIDE ATHLETIC TEAMS: TMBTT* KEITZ (left) oaotain of

heat at the nationally famous track meet. In the smm meet Gart Hlckey won the bop, ikip and hasebaU team, and IMck Rickey, (right), former nairkiiinfthr
events wklle the mile relay team also took • tint, biOI team, botii coadnoted tkeir saaMa ikfo^
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RECEIVES MENDEL MEDAL: DR. HUGH STOTT TAYLOR, of
Princeton University, Is presented with the annual award for special
^fkchievement in science by Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-
dent of the college.

SCORES AGAINST TEMPLE:
HARRY PATZSCH takes the baU
for a short gain around end. He
later scored the only touchdown
of the game, which Yiiianova
^won, 7-0.

I

DEDICATION COMMEMORATED: REV. JOSEPH M. DOUGHERTY, O. S. A., dean of the Science School,
entertains prominent physicians, alumni of the pre-Medical department, at a dinner in conlmemoration of
the fourth anniversary of the re-bulldlng of Mendel Halt Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. 8. A., president
of the c<rilege, was gneat of honor.

I

NEWLY CHOSEN BASEBALL
MENTOR: GEORGE "DOC" jA-
OBS replaces Charles A. Mo-
eehan, who was forced to retire

en account of illness, as the
ooach of basebaU. He conducted
.the team through one of its most
(nccessful seasons in recent
'(ears. In addition to his success-
jfcl coaching of the Wildcat nine,
/Mr. Jacobs piloted the basketball
^'toam to one of the best seasons

t 'In the history of ii»e squad.

M

k i':

-r^,'^>^ OFF ON A LONG RUN: 'IVHITEY^ RANDOUR, versatile halfback and oaptaln-ekMst of next year's
football team, skirting right end for a piln in the ViUanova-BuckneU game, whtoh the WMcats won, 13-0.

LEADS BASKETEERS: ME
WESTON, diminutive guard, c
tains the 1932-38 basketball
throu«>'h a season of outst
Ictoriei.

•*..• vj > • *?!' •. ' - Vl. T . . * «.»* > .*_ ,
,' tj- ;

COA^ GBT8 AWABD: HARRT A. 8TUHLDREHER, liead footbda
iS 225?i2?*«ff*S*^' ^ ^hnkjal EdMatlott, receives the Senate awaflT^ iMm ^. Jfccoaafc 8. Hb^mii , (ilgM), principal of NorllMMt VOJg^
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HighligKts of the Present Scholastic Year As Seen Through the Camera^s Roving Eyes

NEW ADMINISTRATION APPOINTED: REV. EDWARD V. STANFORD, O. S. A., (left), Rev. Bernajul

M. Albers, O. S. A., (center), and Rev, Joseph F. O'MaUey, O. S. A., (rieht). who were chose^n for Um
otnces of pretidont, vice-president and chaplain of the college, resi»ectlvely, at the triennial 1 rovindal

Chapter of the Augustinlan Order, la«t June.

FIRE WREAKS HAVOC: THE MONASTERY l>eing burned to the
ground while firemen and students work for hours in a vain attempt
to save it from «iestructlon. Approximately 65 liremen were injured

in this, the third major disaster of the college.

PI.ATS AT JUN-
IOR PROME-
NADE: PHII*
EM1<:RT0N and
His Diamonds
furnish rhyth«

mical Byncop»>

tions at the an-
nual gala dance
of the Junior
Class. WlUiam
A. Sirica was
chairman of tlu)

ianction.

SCENE OF FATAL. ACCIDENT: DIAGRAM showing crossing at Ninth street and Roosevelt boulevard,

Philadelphia, where Arthur R. Shortall and Joseph Delaney were killed while returning from the Thanks-
giving vacation. Richard £. Hiokey, driver of tlie car, and Edward J. Donahue, escaped serious Injuqi.

COMPLETE
TERMS OFOFFICE:
CHAR L E S J.
ANTONACCIO,
(extreme loft)

and William C.
Crowley, com-
plete their terms
of officx^ as edi-
tor-in-chief o f

the VILLANO-
VAN and chair-
man of the Stu-
d e n t Council,
respectively.
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RECEIVES MENDEL MEDAL: DR. HUGH STOTT TAYLOR, of
Princeton University, is i)resente<I with the annual award for special
^(ichicvement in science by Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. S. A., presi-
dent of the college.

8CORES AGAINST TEMPLE:
HARRY PATZSCH takes the ball
for a short gain around end. He
Iat4>r scored the only touchdown
of the game, which Villanova
won, 7-0.

DEDICATION COMMEMORATED: REV. JOSEPH M. DOUGHERTY, O. S. A., dean of the Science School,

entertains prominent physicians, alumni of the pre-Medical department, at a dinner in commemoration of

the fourth anniversary of the re-building of Mendel Halt Rev. Edward V. Stanford, O. 8. A., president

of the cc^ege, was guest of honor.
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NEWLY CHOSEN BASEBALL
MENTOR: GEORGE "DOC" JA-
OBS replaces Cliarlcs A. Mo*
celian, who was forced to retire

on account of illness, as the
coach of baseball. He conducted
the team through one of its most
successful reasons in recent
years. In I'd'litlon to his success-

fi\\_
coaching of the Wildcat nine,

r. JacobH piloted the basketball
team to one of the best seasons
in the history ol tlie squad.

OFF ON A LONG RUN: ''WHITEY" RANDOUR, versatUe halfback and captain-elect of next year's

football teano, skirting right end for a gnin in t^ VlUanovanBuckneU game, which the WiMeats won, 13^.
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LEADS BASKETEERS: METlMI
WESTON, diminutive gunr,j. < }»f
tains the 1932-33 basketball tead»
thr'>i">^h a season of outstandii^
victories.

/
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JES AT PENN RELAYS: JOE FEN8TEMACHER places second to Earl Widmyer. of Maryland, In GUIDE ATHLETIC TEAMS: "LEFTY" REITZ. (left), captain ol Mm
Ms heat at the nationally famous track meet. In the same meet Carl HIckey won the hop, skip and baseball team, and Dick HIckey, (right), former captain of the fott«-

Jnnp event, while the mile rrlny team atM took a firvt. ImU team, both oondvoled tteir waamOm UuFough mooeMfvl mmmmm.

NIPPBD: *lKIXmr FINN, WUdoat
in Me iMC of a <^wli.

catch
a

tA 'ftimsi^, nappinc
lost firo MMSM, 8-2

COACH GETS AWARD: HARRY A. 8TUHLDREHER, head foot
off coaoh and director of Physical Education, receives Uie Senate aw
7-«, from Dr. nM»odore 8. Bowtand, (algiifi), principal of Northf«st
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Sideline

Slants

By the Sports Editor

\i

WITH THE last issue of the
VILJJINOVAN it has been
the custom to dedicate this

avblication to the events that

pave occurred during the past
ipehool year. However, the paper
fjitm been Illustrated with some
^ctures of past sporting contests
jRrhich relieves this column of any
Wholesale reviewing. But there

are four major games that au«
Outstanding in our minds. First,

fhere comes the defeat of Tem-
irte in football, 7 to 0, with "Two-
Tard" Patzsch carrying the oval

over the final chalk line. Then,
in the basketball season, the de-

feat of St. John's. 38-32. and of

Temple for the first time in seven
years. Temple again proved the
victim to the Wildcats' strength
in track when they succumbed.
W 1-3 to 58 2-3. These were per-

haps the most exciting and most
interesting to the students, so,

after all, we are concluding what
could be called a banner year in

yiUanova sports.

t\

91ie Final Splurge
-r~>OR THE last time we

have the privilege to talk
about auch men aa Dick

Hickey, Jim Bfilne, Clem Tar-
tar, Bob Roaen, Kd Donahue,
Paul Beaudin, Metro Weston,

^m- Emil Reitz, Joe Yorke, Al
Trosky, Marty Creexer, War-

,..rrv ^^^^ Brown and George King.
Thirteen, peiiiaps an unlucky

': ' number now, but in tlM pnat
Villanovn'a teams have been
lucky to number among tlieir

players fellows like these. We
are not getting out the cry-
ing towel, nor being seati-
mental when the time comes
to say goodby, but we of liie

•taff eameatly feel that we
•re losing a great deal by
their departure. Others have
preceded thetn, but as we are

.,,
'

F :, comparatively new In the
; \ game, they are just a fond

> ..

'

ntemory. To prove the cali-

. y. her of the departing Seniors,
.['. an incident happened a short

.

,:: time ago, when one of the
f^-'

.' ataff asked Clem Tartar for
an interview for the Lime-
light. Clem stated that he
had no claim to so-called
fame, and besides he was too
shy to see his name in print.

If.s men like these that liave
made this sports department
a pleasure.

Jilamnt IfoU Comes Through

AT THE END of the 1932-
'33 intra-mural program,
Alumni Hall won the dia-

dem •JLH the Inter-Dorm cham-
pions. Taking first places in soft-
t>all, second-half basketball and
baseball; and second place in
boxing, first-half basketball and
awimming; besides third and
fourth places, the Gougers scored
BS points out of a possible 90. The
iwice was close, despite previous
predictions, with the exception
0f Good Counsel Hall, but they
£ere handicapped because of

leir disbanding toward the close
9t the season. Johnny Hughes,
Hie student chairman of the In-
ter-Dorm committee, deserves the
inajority of the credit for the suc-
aess of the league.

Vencing Team
Rii:CC:NTL.Y TH£RJE has

been much discussion
about the formation of

a fencing team, and from the
looks of things a new sport
may be added to the increas-
ing liat of varsity sports.
Coach Robert Grasson, who
has been coaching the nation-
ally famous Yale team for
the past ten years, gave an
interesting talk to aU the fel-

lows who showed an Interest
in thte sport last Tuesday.
He outlined the activities
which are going on In Inter-
collegiate fencing circles and
invited all those who wished
to do so to visit him at his
fencing club in Fhlladelpiiia.
From what we saw during his
«xhibition butt Tuesday and
Friday, there Is more skill In
that sport than we Imagined.
The footwork as well as the
wrist action was quicker tkan
«mr eyes could follow, and the
various defensive and offen-
ivo moves took brain work
that was quicker and just as
•cientific as tJwt of a quar-
terltack in the best- of football
airclesw

• • •

ND SO, dear brethren, we
knock off the la8t few lines

of this column until next
Between today and next Sep-
r we hope you don't get too

burned, and another thin*r —
out for poison ivy!

VILL VAN
BVV: 33S

SPORTS
TRACK TENNIS BASEBALL GOLF
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VILLANOVA TRIPS QUAKER NI
RedandBlueDowned, 8-7,

For Second Straight Year

Weston Stars as Wildcats Eke Out Victory
in Tenth Inning; Montgomery Limits

Penn to Seven Safeties

^KAFF CONNECTS FOR THREE HITS

John J. Hughes, Chairman of

Intra-Mural Sports, Is Com-

mended for Work

IS JUNIOR BUSINESS MAN

HE VILLANOVA Wildcats travelled to PhU-
adelphia last Tuesday to play their long-

delayed game with the Pennsylvania Qua-
kers at Franklin Field. The two previous

attempts to play the game were called off

on account of poor weather. The Cats

loosened their restrained spirits and banged
out 12 hits, four of them good for extra

bases, and defeated the Red and Blue, 8 to 7. This was the

second victory in two years at the expense of Dr. Walter
Canss' players, and it proved*

'

conclusively that Villanova

can successfully compete
against any class of college

teams.
Jack Montgomery, after many

starts was credited with his first

victory of the year. Jack did well

on the mound, holding Penn to seven
hits, and seemed to have almost
full control on every pitch. His
work was very satisfactory, and it

gave promise of a good season for
him next year.
Although everyone may not have

been aware of the fact, the biggest
point, from the Cats' side of the
game, was the stellar playing of
Metro Weston. Up until last Tues-
day's game, Weston had great diffi-

culty in handling the ball. But he
staged a comeback that would warm
the heart of any baseball coach,
accepting nine chances without a
fault. Two of his stops were excep-
tional plays, and his leaping one-
hand catch of Perina's hard drive
in the ninth inning averted a sure
double.
Villanova scored two runs in the

first inning on a single by Weston,
Murphy's double and a single by
SkafT. Penn picked up one run in
the second, but Villanova garnered
a run in the third on a pass, an
error, a sacrifice bunt, and a long
fly to center field. Shanahan's quick
return to third base kept the other
run from crossing the plate also.
Villanova scored again in the fifth

on a pass, a sacrifice bunt, and a
single by Reitz. . ;

•'

After a four-inning silence, the
Penn bats broke out with a long
string of hits that netted them
three runs. Kellett doubled to left

and went to third on Martens' single.

Kellett scored and Martens ad-
vanced to second when Al Trosky
allowed a pitched ball to get past
him. Powel singled, scoring Mar-
tens, and went to second on the
play at the plate. He then advanced
to third on an error by Montgom-
ery, and scored a short time later

on a deep infield out. Villanova
scored a run in the sixth to regain
the lead on a single and a stolen
base by Hurlburt and a single by
Finn. Both teama were idle in the
seventh. Villanova increased its lead
in the eighth on a triple by SkafT,

and a single by Hurlburt.
In Penn's half, Coach Cariss sub-

stituted KozlofT for Hemeon, and he
justified the choice by driving a
triple to center field. Kellett walked
and Martens drove a long fly to left

field, scoring KozlofT and putting

Kellett on second. Tretola singled,

and Kellett scored a short time

later on an error. In the ninth

Weston reached second on a walk
and a passed ball, but none of his

three following teammates could

advance him. Penn. likewise, was
ineffective in ita turn.

Jackson, now pitching for Penn,

Final Inter-Dorm Standing

Pta.
Alumni Hall 63
Austin HaJI 49
Day Hops 46%
Fedigan Hall 39%
Mendel Hall 37%
Good Counsel Hall 10%

P.K.P.

NEARS COMP

Levis, Seeded No. 3, Defeated

by Allen in Thrilling Three

Set Battle

ALUMNI HAIL WW

McNAMARA TRIMS LAMDAU

A letter of appreciation has re-

cently been sent by Rev. Edward V.

Stanford, O. S. A., president of the

college, to John J. Hughes, student

chairman of the Intra-Mural Sports

Committee, commending him for

his excellent work and the remark-
able manner in which he has han-
dled the most successful intra-mu-
ral season in the history of Villa-

nova.
Fr, Stanford's letter states: "The

interest which the student body has
manifested in the intra-mural pro-
gram during the past year has been
a source of great pleasure to me.

"I am confident that a very good
foundation has been laid for even
greater success next year.

"I have watched with very great
interest your untiring efforts and
self-sacrificing labors as chairman
of the Student Intra-Mural Com-
mittee.

"No small measure Of credit for
the success for the intra-mural pro-
gram is due to your loyal and per-
severing co-operation. Therefore, I
wish heartily to commend you and
to congratulate you on a work well
done."
Johnny Hughes, besides his great

interest in the intra-mural program,
is also varsity nianager of football
and is now a junior in the School
of Commerce and Finance.

150-LB. TEAM CAPTAIN

Bill Clark, FuUback, Chosen to

Lt»d UghtweighU

A meeting of all the letter men of
the 150-pound football team waa
held last Thursday in order to deter-
mine the captain for the coming
season.
Eight juniors were eligible for

the position and after the votes had
been counted it was found that Bi|
Clark, junior in the School of Com-
merce, obtained the highest number
of votes. For two years, Clark haa
played fullback for the Lightweights,
alternating at that position with
Joe Dwyer, another junior in the
Business School.
Among the eligible candidates were

Joe Dwyer, Kraft, Scerca, O'Shea,
Hinea, Pitone, Petinga and Clark.

The Phi Kappa Pi tennis tourna-
ment finally got underway after

many postponements due to un-
favorable weather. This tournament,
sponsored solely by the engineering
fraternity annually, promises to

have one of the most thrilling fin-

ishes in the history of the tourna-
ment.
The biggest upset of the tourna-

ment was the defeat of Levis, seed-
ed No. 3, by Allan, freshman en-
gineer and unseeded player. Allan
playing his fourth match, turned
back his opponent in straight sets,

6-2, 6-4, 7-5. Although the score
does not indicate a close game, the
battle had all the thrills of a cham-
pionship match. Allan behind 4-1

in the last set, rallied to overcome
Levis' early lead and take the final

and deciding set, 7-5.

Banmiller, seeded No. 1 player,
forfeited to Mihalcik, because of
lack of time to play.

In another thrilling match Estra-
da forced Burt into submission in

straight sets, 6-3, &-4, 6-2. Estrada
bringing into play his overhand
drive and accurate placements,
forced Burt into many costly errors,

taking a well-earned victory.

Other players who turned in out-
standing performances were, Mc-
Namara by his defeat of Landau,
6-0, 6-1, and Hines turning back
Lyons, 6-2, 6-0.

SUMBIABIES
Second Round r

Houseman defeated Carney, 6-3,

6-4. Herron forfeited to Hosey.
Baunmiller forfeited to Mihalcik.
O'Hara defeated Brady, 7-5, 5-7, 6-2.

Burt defeated Gordesky, 6-1, 6-1.

Estrada defeated Ukleja, 6-2, 8-6.

Hines defeated Lyons, 6-2, 6-0. Lan-
dau defeated Barrow, 9-7, 7-5.

Third Round • . ;

Levis defeated O'Shea, 6-S, 6-3.

Burt defeated Klekotka, 6-2, 6-1.

McNamara defeated Landau, 6-0,

6-1.

Q«Mtfier FinaJs
Allan defeated Levis, &-2, 6-4, 7-5.

Estrada defeated Burt, 6^, 6-4, 6-2.

NOSING OUTmm
*

I

Day-Hops Take Three Firsj

Places But Fail in Other

Six Sports

AUSTIN IN SECOND PI

The final official standing of t\i1

teams in the Intra-Mural jLeagul

has just been released lyy Johj

Hughes, chairman of the cotw;gaitte|

The tabulations show that All

Hall emerged victorious oven
other five teams in the league
margin of 14 points. Alumni^ wl
credited with 63 points, compare^
to 49 for Aostin Hall in the runnc
up position. The Day Hops w^h'
final spurt garnered third with 46^

markers, followed by Fedigan witl
39 </^, Mendel with 37^ and poo|
Counsel having 10 Vi points.
Alumni held the upper hai

three sports, basketball anc
hard and soft baseball. They et

three points in wrestling 7 In'
ing, 5 in track, 7 in swimming
4 in the volley ball.

The Austinites won their onli
place in the track meet, but
second in the soft ball and
in the first nd second half of th|

basketball, wrestling and swimmin(
The remainder of their points wcj
earned in volley ball and basebalf
placing fourth in the final stanj
in each league.
The Day Hops who finished thirJ

in the final computation won a|

many first places as the Ifj^gi,

leaders, but were unable to,| pa
up enough in the other events
gain sufficient pointf for a v|*orj
The commuters showed the way i\

wrestling, swimming and tied fc

first in boxing, but finished last i|

baseball, soft ball and both h^'^c
of the basketball league.
The fourth place team was

gan Hall who by virtue of (I

second positions and five fourl
positions and a tie for fir#t i\

wrestling were able to finish wit
a total point score of 39 '/4.

In fifth place comes Mendel'Hs
who showed the way in the,fli
half of the basketball league anj
in volley ball, finished third in ^^<^£

ball and soft ball, fifth in boxin]
and in the second half of the
ketball league. The Mendelitt
one point in each of the wrestT
track and swimming leagues.
The Good Counsel team had Ito

disbanded when the constnictiol
work began on the new monaster|
and were only able to get credn fc

10% points during their stay in ti

league.

Villanova Athletic Teams Hard
As Thirteen Players Are Qrctdtiati

»?.

With the coming of the 90th com-

mencement, Villanova will lose 13

athletes who have been outstanding

stars during their years at college.

Football suffers the greatest loss,

losing nine players, among them
Captain Dick HIckey and Bob Rosan,

the two stellar tackles of the

powerful 1932 eleven; Marty Gez-

zer, star center; Jim Milne, who
will long be remembered for his

wonderful performances especially

those against Temple, and Ed Don-
ahue, an outstanding punter and
end. The backfleld loses Paul Beau-
din and Al Trosky, quarterbacks
and Joe Torke and Clem Tartar,
halfbacks.
The basketball team will suffer

the loss of Captain Metro Westoo
and Emil Reitz. Both of these men
have been on the varsity squad for

three seasons and climaxed] thej

brilliant college careers by '^^^^^l

outstanding performances duri
the past season.

Reitz, besides his basketball aE

ity, is captain of the baseball^ teai

playing first base and occasippa^
being called upon to pitch,

season Lefty has won two
while on the mound. Baseball ala

loses its pitching ace, George |C<"j

who has been an outstanding twi>

er for he Blue and White since ^
sophomore year. ^
The cinderpathmen lose the!

captain, S^ Donahue, and the|

outstanding high hurdler, W#<'r<

Brown. Donahue and Brown bn^

done much toward keeping the ^]
lanova track team undefeat^J
the three dual meets In which fh«

have engnged durtog tiM ^
season.

ustin Scores Intra-Mural Track Victory/

lyJBopsRun CloseSecond
1thAlumniHallin Third

hitey Randour Cops 100- and 220-Yard
Dashes and Earns Individual

Scoring Honors

RECORDS SET IN EVERY EVENT

%T

J

HE MOST successful intra-mural track meet
in the history of Villanova was conducted
last Monday at the stadium. The Day Hops
and Austin Hall battled nip and tuck
throughout the entire contest for first place

in the scoring honors, but the last event

gave the victory to the Austinites.

The outstanding scorer of the afternoon
fe the blond flash, "Whitey" Randour, who took first place
the 100-yard dash, 220-yard dash, tied for first in the 160-

[rd low hurdles, and placed*

in the discus for a total

int score of 11Yz- Second
^dividual scoring honors
nt to Carrol Cook, who

d 14 points for the Fedigan
id third to Bill Grimberg,

edigan, who earned ten points.

he 'team scoring honors were as

First, Austin Hall, m%
second, Day Hops, 51^
third, Alumni Hall, 40

ts; fourth, Fedigan Hall, 34
nt!^ and in last position Mendel
11 with 24 points.
ho greatest number of contest-
•s ^er to participate In intra-
iial track vied for honors. Alumni
11 had the greatest number of
rnijts closely followed by the Day
pi^, Mendel, Austin and Fedigan,

order mentioned. The total
ants numbered 147.

meet opened with the 120-

igh hurdles which was won
Marion, of Alumni, in 20.8

'ds. Mendel placed second
ohnson forced Marion to the
or first position. Johnson

on the mile run in 5.16 2-5.

440 was won by Wrona, of
tii)^. in 66.7 seconds; second,

(jvland, Day Hops; third, Arthur,
endel, and Bruno and Willis

_^ fourth and fifth, of Austin
Fedigan, respectively.
onors in the gruelling two laps
thf^ 880 were taken by McGuire,
ning for the Day Hops, in 2.21 4-5.

e leO-yard low hurdles was nip
'd l^ck to the finish and resulted
a tie for first between Randour

•\ Cook, who covered the distance
19 jeconds flat.

he final running event was the
aid relay championship of

va. The honors went to the
i Hall team of Yorke, Slaugh-

l^Scaright and Sullivan, who fin-

1 minute and 42 seconds.

fcond was the Fedigan team, third,

;t!n; fourth, Day Hops, and fifth,

ndfl.

he high jump was one of the
jst closely contested events of the
erry>on and resulted in a victory
George Scbelle, of the Day Hops,

cleared the bar at 5 feet 4
Second position was a tie

n Torpey and Searight, both
mni, fourth position resulted

, triple tie among Cook, of
digan; Coyle, of Austin, and
ocney, Mendel.
h<^broad jump was also won by
Day Hop, DeBemardino, who
ped 19 feet 8 inches; second was

iaigllo, Day Hop, and third,

mberg, of Fedigan. The pole

FINAL VARSITY BASEBALL STATISTICS FOR 1933

AB
Trosky, e 14
Cavanaugh, c .. 23
Skaff, 3b 54
Reitz, lb, p ... 46
Finn, rf 44
Hurley, cf 7
O'Donnell. p . .

.

7
Hurlburt. If ... ft2

Weston, S8 26
Wroneki, 2b ... 42
Lenzl. c, rf, cf 50
Murphy, cf, ss 48
Montgomery, p 14
King, p ao
Zimkua, Sb . . .

.

1

Te*m Totals . . 448

R
S
5

12
12
5
1

2
15
3
8

11
11
1

H
7
9

17
14
13
2
2
14
6
11
13
11
3
2

O
25
17
7

112
26
2

11
11
17
62
33
1
5

A
3
18
25
13

2
1

11
40
14
6

13

E
1
4
8
1

1

5
5
7
3
2
1

RBI
4
6

17
9

10
1
4
8
2
5
5
5
1
2

88 124 329 146 40 79

BA
.500
.391
.317
.304
.296
.286
.286
.269
.269
.262
.260
.229
.214
.100
.000

.299

FA
.966
.897

.800

.992

1.000
.667

1.000
.857
.815
.919
.889
.929
.833
.947
.000

.922

TrackmenHaveBestRecord
Of Teams in '32-33 Season

vault resulted in a tie for first, be-
tween Leone, Day Hop, and Torpey,
of Alumni, the height being 9 feet
6 inches. First and second place in
the final event of the afternoon, the
javelin was taken by Milne and
Macek, both of Austin. Milne's win-
ning throw was 145 feet IH inches.
The times and distances in every

event were new intra-mural records.
A summary is as follows:

EVENTS
880-<)iard Relay Championship—TImo 1:42.

Won by Alumni Hall (Yorke, Slaughter,
Bearight, Sullivan). 2. Fedigan Hall (Grim-
berg, Semarc, Tyrell, Cook). 3. Austin
Hall (Milne, IBruno, Foster. Randour). 4.
Day Students (O'Neill, Violette. Kane,
Shcvlin). 5. Mendel Hall (Shugrue, Gal-
gota, Johnson, Robinson).

100-yard dash—Time 10:3. Won by
Randour, Austin Hall. 2. Wrona, Austin
Hall. 3. McConnell, Day Student. 4.
Lee, Alumni. S. Chlarello, Day Student.

220-yard dash—Time 24. Won by Ran-
dour, Austin Hall. 2. Cook, Fedigan Hall.
3. I.ee, Alumni Hall. 4. Grimberg, Fedigan
Hall. 5. Connell, Austin Hall.

440-yard—Time 56:7. Won by Wrona,
Austin Hall. 2. Shevland, Day Student.
3. Arthur, Mendel Hall. 4. Bruno, Austin
Hall. 5. Willis, Fedigan.

860-yard—Time 2:214-5. Won 'by Mc-
Guire, Day Student. 2. Coyle, Austin Hall,
3. Arthur, Mendel Hall. 4. Dolan, Fedigan
Hall. (No fifth place winner.)

1-mile—Time S:16 2-5. Won by John-
son, Mendel Hall. 2. Fieri, Day Student.
3. Kane, Day Student. 4, Rogers, Day
Student. 6. (No fifth place winner.)

120 high hurdles—Time 20:8. Won by
Marion, Alumni Hall. 2. Johnson, Mendel
Hall. 3. Vcrnievo, Day Student. 4. Grim-
berg, Fedigan. 5. Torpey, Alumni Hall.

160-yard low hurdles — Time 1». Won
by Randour, Austin Hall; Cook, Fedigan
Hall, tie for first. 3. Dart. Austin Hall.
4. Marion, Alumni. B. O'Neill, Day Hop.
High jump — Height 5' 4". Won by

Schelle, Day Student. 2. Torpey, Alumni
Hall; Searight, Alumni Hall, tie for sec-
ond. 4. Cook, Fedigan Hall; Coyle, Aus-
tin Hall; Sweeney, Mendel Hall, tie for
fourth.

Broad jump—Distance W 8". Won by
DlBemardino, Day Student. 2. Chlarello,
Day Student. 3. Grimberg, Fedigan Hall.
4. L.ee,, Alumni Hall. 5. Cook, Fedigan
Hall; York, Alumni Hall, tie for fifth
place.

Pole vault — height 9' «•'. Won by
Lieone, Day Student; Torpey, Aliunni Hall,
tie for first. 3. Grimberg. Fedigan Hall.
4. Vemlevo, Day Student. 6. Marion,
Alumni Hall.

Javelin—Distance 145' 1%". "^on by
Milne, Austin Hall. 2. Macek, Austin Hall.
3. DlBemardino, Day Student. 4. Marion,
Alumni Hall. 5. Cochlo, Austin Hall.

Discus—Distance 103* •". Won by
Sweeney—Mendel Hall. 2. Cook, Fedigan
Hall. 3. Randour, Austin Hall. 4. Nichols.
Austin Hall. 5. Cochio, Austin Hall.

Shot put—Distance 43* 4^/i". Won by
Sullivan, Alnmni. 2. Cochkt, Austin Hall.
3. Zizac, Fedigan Hall. 4. Whelan, Men-
del Hall. 5. Macek, Austin Hall.

Coach Regran's Squad
Is Undefeated in

Dual Meets

Batting Averages
The Gettysburg game, which is

to be played today, has not been
included in the batting averages of
the varsity players. The averages
given above include all games ex-
cept the Allentown and Gettysburg
contests.

Dame Fortune has smiled again
on the Villanova teams during the
season of 1932-33. Four of the six

teams won more contests than they
lost, and the fifth team, golf, broke
even in four matches.

Coach Bob Regan's track team
led the way. having won three and
lost none of their encounters. This
was Mr. Regan's first season as
track coach, and his proteges sur-

passed even the fondest hopes of

the track followers. The Blue and
White defeated Temple, LaSalle and
West Chester Teachers' College in

dual meets.

Football finished in second posi-

tion having won seven and lost but
two games. The football season
was climaxed by the Wildcats' vic-

tory over the hitherto undefeated
Temple eleven and were also vic-

torious over Ursinus, Gettysburg,
Scton Hall, Loyola, Bucknell and
Boston College. The two defeats
were at the hands of South Caro-
lina, who nosed out the 'Cats by the
close score of 7 to 6 and the De-
troit University team which proved
its superiority by amassing 28
points to Villanova's 12.

The third highest percentage was
compiled by the basketball squad
which won 9 out of 13 starts. The
highlights of the court season were
the upsetting of St. John's College
after it had won 17 consecutive con-
tests and the first victory over Tem-
ple in seven years.
Following close tipon the heels of

the courtmen comes the baseball
nine. With one game yet to be
played, the Jacobsmen have won 8
and lost 4. For the second straight
year Villanova defeated Pennsyl-
vania in an extra inning session.
The 'Cats were also victors over
such powerful teams as Princeton,
Lehigh, Lafayette and Ursinus.
The golf team, which was the

I

second highest team in 1932, drop-
ped from 11 victories and two de-
feats to two wins and an equal
number of losses. Although the
golfers had more than four matches
scheduled, injuries to several of the
best players caused many of the
contests to be cancelled.
The only Blue and White combi-

nation which did not have a greater
number of wins than losses was the
tennis team. In 1932. with five

seniors on the squad the racket-
wielders topped the list with 12 vic-

tories and two defeats, but this sea-
son weather conditions and the loss

of BO many of last year's stars
forced the new coach and former
captain, Sol Berman, to use a team

which had very little experience in

intercollegiate play. Sam Miles was
the only returning varsity player,

the remainder of the squad being
made up of the winners in the elim-

ination contest held this spring.

STUPREHER WILL

COACH AT DRSIWyS

Villanova Football Mentor to

Officiate at Summer

Coaching School

'CATS'
MEOW

1

HELD FROM AUG. 21 TO 31

Ceach Harry Stuhldreher, Villa-

nova's football mentor, will coach
at the Ursinus College Coaching
School this coming summer. This
announcement was made known by
Russell "Jing" Johnson, of Ursinus,

who will be the director of the
school as well as an advisor on
baseball coaching and on the busi-

ness administration of athletics at
the school.
The school will be held from

August 21 to 31, and nationally-

known coaches will comprise the
faculty. Included in the list of in-

structors besides Mr. Stuhldf^her,
are such noted coaches as Nat Hol-
man, of C. C. N. Y., who will be an
instructor in basketball; Harvey J.

Harman, head coach of football at
Pennsylvania; Jack McAvoy, of Ur-
sinus, and Ralph "Horse" Chase,
former Dartmouth star.

Mr. Stuhldreher will teach the
Rockne system, or Notre Dame
style of play. The former Notre
Dame all-American quaterback has
inserted his own shift style and
system of end-play into his course
of instruction, and the course prom-
ises to be enthusiastically attended.
Mr. Holman, whQse teams at C. C.

FRIKNDS, 'til the end. This
the beginning of the end.

•

—V—
Jtt«t Imagine, 147 contestants la

^

the Intni-mural track mpe4! It w«»

'

almost as bad as that scholastl*

tfack affair.

_V—
Speaking of track, that reminds

us. track was the leading sport oC
the 1932-33 season and has an ave»«

age of 1.000.

—V—
Last year the tennis team led th*

list, but they have slipped a UtU«
this year.

—V—
It would be fun to leave this

column blank so those who can't

read would have their section of th«
paper.

_V—
Some one just suggested that w«

might just as well leave it blank
because nobody reads it anyhowtf
That's not nice!

—V—
Montgomery finally got a break

after going ^the whole season lika

most people go on Friday the 13tha
Mon^y was the ofHcial winner of tlM
Penn game.

We would like to make cracka
about tiiese seniors who are leavin|f

and won't play for Villanova an;^

more, but we shall let them go with
pleasant memories and no dirt|(

digs.

__V—
When you all return in the fall

(except you smart lads at summer
school), the monastery will look liktt

the Acropolis.
—V—

The ex-sports editor of the VIL-
LANOVAN (just to prove (hat he
knows something about sports) ran
fourUi in the 880-yard run in the
Intra-mur^ls.

Editor^fl note—There were only
four men entered in the 880-yard
run.

_V—
The most popular of recent sports

Ing events on the campus is watch^
ing the monastery being torn down*

—V—
That gives us a claim to the titla

"gentleman."
,—V— '

'Well, this is the end. Now yo«
are my ex-friend*

CviittaiMd mi Pace Blsht

INDIVIDUAL SCX)RING OF TEAMS IN INTRA-MURAL CONTEST

^reStUng

Day Hops 8% pts.

Fedigan 8Vi pts.

A^tjitin 6 pts.

Jiunni 8 pts.

;ood Counaei 1% pts.

Mendel ..*.. IH pts.

Hops 10 pts.

lumni 7 pts.

[ustin 6 pts.

rmligan 3 pts.

Mendel 2 pts.

Good Counsel 1 pt.

>
uskctball—4Second Half
Alumni 10 pts.

Kf^igan 7 pts.

Austin 5 pts.

Good Counsel 8 pts.

\fttndcl 2 pts.

pay Hops 1 pt.

Swimming
Day Students 10 pts.

Alumni 7 pts.

Austin 5 pts.

Fedigan 8 pts.

Mendel 1 pt.

BasketbaU—First Half
Mendel 10 pts.

Alunml 7 pts.

Austin 6 pts.

Fedigan 8 pts.

Good Counsel 2 pts.

Day Hops 1 pt.

Track
Austin 10 pts.

Day Hops 7 pts.

Alumni 6 pts.

Fedigan 8 pts.

Mendsl 1 pt.

Baseball
Alumni 10 pts.

Fedigan 7 pts.

Mendel 6 pts.

Austin 8 pts.

Day Students 1 pt.

Soft Ball
Alumni 10 pts.

Austin 7 pts.

Mendel 6 pts.

Fedigan 8 pts.

Good Counsel 2 pts.

Day Hops 1 pt.

Volley BaU
Mendel 10 pts.

Day Students 7 pts.

Alumni 4 pts.

Austin 4 pts.

Fedigan 2 pts.

Good Counsel 1 pt.

ARDROSSAN
FARMS

"Certified Milie'

m

Healthy, Vigorous Ayrshire

Cows Produce Most

Digestible MiHc

T

Greyhound
Lines

100 lbs. baggage shipped

free from campus. Reas-

onable rates for excess.

Low one-way fares to all

points

Information Tickets

Reservation

Walter M. Lennon

184 Austin HaU

TOWER"*- "~'
Opp. Terminal

A Publix Theatre

Today and Wednesday
CAROLE LOMBARD and

JACK OAKIE
in

**FROM HEAVEN
TO HELL" ..

Thursday and Friday

Maurice Chevalier,
Helen Twelvetrees and

Baby LeRoy
In

"BEDTIME STORY"

COLADONATO
Tailor Shoppe
OoUege TaUor Slnoe 1925

Handles anythinf ttiat can be
cleaned, dyed or repaired

II is not how cheap, but how
food >

SUITS
Made to Tour Meastuv

$20
and up

Tailor Hade

$35
and up

Agents—Faulk and Conway

ni itPu'l tt ttkti



mm TO HONOR

ICCEASED SliElfrS

JBo6thumous Degrees Will Be

Conferred at Exercises

mm

\
on June 8

KW PRECEDENT IS BEGUN

Believed by the college authorities

to be without precedence, three de-

ceased members of the present
^-raduating class will be awarded
|K>sthumous degrees at the exercis-

jiWS, on June 8.

The recipients of the honors will

he Charles Ramsey, of Nyack.N. Y.;

Arthur R. Shortall, of Rockland,
M&ss.; Joseph Delaney, of Melrose,
Mass. All three were members of
file Senior class at the time of their

l^th.
Mr. . Ramsey, who was a student

lb the School of Commerce and Fi-

)iance, succunnbed to heart disease

^Wl

at hl» hooM after a prolonged 411-

ness, on November 17, lM2i
The deaths ot Messrs. Shortall

and Delaney, Senior Arts students,
which occurred Nevember 28, 1982,
were more tragic. While returning
to school after spending the
Thanksgiving holidays with their
parents, they met Instant death
when their car overturned at
Nii^th street and Roosevelt boule-
vard, Philadelphia.
Three close friends of the de-

ceased, and members of the gradu-
ating class, who have not yet been
named, will receive the degrees in
the name of the students' families.

Hli favorlta orehestra is Jo«
Sauadert* because Its leader, though
having thousands of friends
throughout the nation, considers
Murray as one of his closest, and
personally entertained the blind
student when Saunders and his
band played an engagement recent-
ly in a leading Philadelphia hotel.

Harkins Is Chosen
To Head Sophomores

Oootinned From Pnire One

Murray O'Connor
Completes Course

Continued From Page One

forth to Parkersbiirg, 510 miles
from Philadelphia, three or four
times each school year unaccompa-
nied.

Sharing Mr. O'Connor's interests
are radio and reading. Through
Braille-written books he has been
able to read, through his sensitive
fingers, most of the limited num-
bers of volumes which have been
transcribed on perforated paper for
education of the blind of the nation.

School, and John Brittingham, of
the Science School.
Included in the candidates for

secretary were Charles F. Kain, of

the Engineering School, and Robert
Immordino, of the Science .School.

Candidates for treasurer included
John Schlotterback, of. the Engi-
neering School; Nick Kotys, of the
Business School, and Frank Perri,

of the Science School.
Student Council nominees in-

cluded Gabriel S. Martyak and Jo-
seph Fitzgerald, of the Science
School; William O. Munroe, of the
Engineering School; John F. Mc-
Grath, of the Business School; Ray-
mond McGunigal, Daniel H. Mur-
phy and Chiles J. McConnell, of
the Arts School.

Stufildreher WUl
Coach at Urnnus

CoatliHMd From Pmc* Satbd

N. T., have achieved national recog-
nition and who himself is a bas-
ketball player of note, will offer a
special course In basketball. »

Mr. Herman, head coach at the
University of Pe'nnsylvania and a
star lineman under "Pop" Warner,
at P*ittsburgh, will be present Aug-
ust 28, 29, 30 and 31, to aid in the
instruction.

Quakers Defeated
In Tenth Inning

continued From Pase Six

walked SkafT, the first man up In

the tenth inning. Hurlburt was hit

on the fingers by a pitched ball and
both players advanced a bag on a
passed ball. Trosky worked a suc-

cessful squeeze play, scoring Skaff
and putting Hurlburt on third.

Then Montgomeiy sewed up his

own game with a long double. Wes-
ton fanned to end the inning.

Kozloff, first man up, belted a
home run to the gate in left field.

Coach Doc Jacobs then sent George
King to replace Montgomery on the

9^M^f'^,frM

namnd. Skaff threw out Kell^tt
MartMis on two hard stops, IwCl
when Powel drove one to him he]
threw the ball wide and Powel ka4^
gone to third before the ball wa«
brought back into play. Tretol
came to bat but ended the gam<
hitting to Wronski, who made
quick throw to first in time tor the^
put out.

VlllMMVa
Player ab r

Weston, M. 4 2
Wr'nekl, 2b 4 1
Murphy, cf 4 1
Reltz, lb . . 4
Skaff, 3b . 5 2
Hurlburt, If 4 2
Finn. r£ ..5
Troflky, c . 4
Montg'y, p. 5
King, p . .

Ttamnrlfmlm
h o Player ab
1 €Shan'n, cf S

OHendler. If 4
1 2Heme'n, rf t
1 13 Kozloff, rf2
3 OKellett. aa. 4
2 2M'rtn'a. IbS
2- 1 Powell. 2b S
1 eXretola, c, 5
1 OFr'm'n. 3b 1

Mack, 3b . 3
Kelly, p. . ,

Simons, p. 1
Jackson, p
xJones ... 1
xPerina ... 1

r h o

f 1
1 ll 2

a
a
1
1

1

39 8 12 30 39 7 7 M '

X Jones batted for Kelly in the fifth. «
z Perlna batted for Simons in the ninfn.
Runs: Weston, Skaff, Hurlburt 2, Wron-

ski, Murphy; Kozloff, Kellett 2, Hendler.
Martens, Powell. Errors: Montgomery 2,
Wronski, Skaff, Trosky; Mailens, Freen«tn.,
Two-base hits: Murphy, Trosky, Montgom-
ery; Kellett. Three-base hits: Skaff, Kel,
lett, Kozloff. Home run: Kozloff. Sto^
baaea: Hurlburt, Finn, Powell. Leftj,^
baaea: ViUanova 8; Pennsylvania 0. ut'^
Off Montgomery, 7 in 8 1-3 innings; off
King, in 2-3 innings. Off Kcltv, 4 in
four innlnga; off Simons, 6 in four Innings:
off Jackson, 2 in two innings. _Hit*by
pitcher: Hurlburt (Jackson),
game 2:12.

Time of

";,'. '
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LAST MIGHT I SAW A MAGICIAN
S€TiV€ too CUPS OF COFFEC
TO TH£ AUPI€MC€ OUT OF A
HUG€ COffEE TOT T+^AT U£
?1?0DUC€D FROM l\>OIVH€l^€-

TODAYl^ MiMIC FEATURE

COFFtt HotgnjjriousfliirflFiHIWAIR

Ooeviteht. IMS. a. J. B»ynoM« TcUweo CompMg
II I
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/ HAD A CUP Of THE
COffCE mS£Lf,SO\
KNOW n WASN'T A
TRICK.

yOO HAVE BEEfV
fOOLEP AGAIN,
ELU€

'.A

<f*Jt7l,

I _THE COFFEE POT

WAS TELESCOPED
INTO THE TOP OF

THE TABLE- THE
COFFEE WAS IN

A TANK UNDER THE

STAGE. AN AS-
SISTANT PUMPED
IT UP TflROUGH A

RUBBER TUBE IN

T-HE LEG OF THE
MAGICIAN'S STAND.

POr tS RA/9EO
TO TOP OF
TABLE iVHEA/
MAG/aAN
UFTS CLOTH.

.r^

. <o',^6Wwo«wxxiNMMM<iB I .ummir:miimmmmnmKmmMiwMMs<y.

TUBS ROOM BfLOW
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SO THAT'S T+^€
TT?ICK!HAV€A
CIGAl^ETTC ?

I'M SOT^W.BUT I

DON'T CNJCr/ THAT
BTV^ND.THEV
TASTE SO
FLAT I

4-
i/

X>0 THEy "REALLY TASTE
FLAT? I THOUGHT THEV
\l>)a(£ SUPPOSED TO B£
MIL1>. ;v :

MILD? TRY A
CAMEL AND YOU'LL

GET MILDNESS
AND

-

BETTER
TASTE .TOO.

^^

r=f^

I

• " '
''*'''

'

' I

oh,jack-.th|s \s

wonderful! whTvt
is it those ad5 say! ^
"itS more fun to know"?

YES, IT'S THE
TOBACCO
THAT COUNTSi
ELL1€.

ELLIE DIDNT
KNOW

THAT SHE HAD

ILLUSIONS

ABOUT

UNTIL JACK
PERSUADED
HER TO TRY
ONE OF HIS

CAMELS. NOW
SHE'S A CAMEL

FAN,TOO.

to K«foi¥

Camels are made from

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE

tobaccos than any other

popular brand. You'll

appreciate the mildness '%.^

...the flavor...the added

pleasure of costlier to-

baccos.

"Mi

X I.

<
'k

%
^<ATCHLES5

BLEND

fREE./(^i^/Kf^^-FIIEE«36-Ty^ ILLUSTRATED MAGIC

-BOOK CONTAINING 23 k^ySTIFyiNG CIGAR€TTE,aRD.AND COIN TT^ICKS. WITH

OUT SKiUOR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE VDU CAN BE THE UFE OFANy IMRTX

AND TOOL THOSE 'WISE GUYS" WHO KNOW ITALUMAIL ORDER-BIANK AT
III6HT WITH FRONTS FROW 5 IVVCKS Of CAMELS-ilWW am£JI BUU9K.

Hl j. KviiouisTOMCco ooMnMY. DEfT. vii^wHSmMSS^iTt,
I I eDdoM firaats IMa t Camel pack*. Swid pot^iaid trm Macte Book.

^n$*.
1

^tm$*~ :j

NO TRICKS IN CAMELS.JUST COSTLIER TOBACCOS


